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ADVERTISEMENT TO THE ENLARGED EDITION.

As the new Proprietor
a

is

anxious that nothing should be wanting to render complete

work which has already obtained such universal approbation, he 1ms arranged with the

Author

down

to

make such

by way of Appendix, as

additions,

to the present period.

Among

are an ample account of Bonaparte,

Lord Tenterden, and

The

its

down

who have

to the

embrace

all

matters of interest

Lord Byron, Sir Walter Scott, Madame Bonaparte,
died in the course of the last year and previously.

Heraldic part has been enlarged by an account of

Pee'-ige or Baronetage,

of

others,

shall

the articles in Biography, which distingnish this edition,

end of the

all

who have

last year, so as to

kind that has ever been published on that subject.

received

make

titles,

either in the

this the completest thing

Under the head

of Archaeology, Geo-

graphy, and History, the reader will be pleased to find a short account of the old boroughs

England that have been disfranchised by the Reform

Bill,

ledge, additional articles have been

such matters as are

public.

Newgate

Street, Feb. 1, 1833.

inserted of

all

and

in

in

every other branch of know-

now

interesting to the

:

PREFACE.
As

the plan which has

a preceding

work from

The

more or

the

have
and
is

met the public approbation

to

less

same compiler,

the pen of the

by way of explanation.
relate

been pursued in the execution of the Historical Dic-

so nearly resembles that which has already

tionary

which compose the

subjects

and

arts

Technological Dictionary

those contained

sciences,

an immediate reference to the history of nations,

all

in

remains for him to add

little

Historical

the

in

or of particular persons

Under the general head of History, marked by the abbreviation {Hist.)

places.

comprehended an account of

persons whose names occur in political history

all

under the head of Biblical History, marked (Bibl.) are classed the names of persons
or places occurring in the Bible

a description of the heathen deities

:

the abbreviation (Myth.) for Mythology
as authors,

may
to

artists,

:

by the

&c. distinguished

abbreviation

be found a succinct account of

their personal history,

time and place of their birth,

their family,

and

time

marked by

is

in their capacity

under the names of persons
{Biog.)

Biography,

for

so far at least as relates

of

death,

their

together

with a more particular account of their works, and their several editions, &c.
articles

marked (Geog.)

entitled to notice, either

the account of

which

is

for

Geography, embrace the names of such places only as are

from

at

state,

different

antiquity or connexion with general history

their

included the ancient and

modern name of the same

view of the places themselves as

together with a comparative

modern

the

:

to their

;

in

places,

ancient

and

and the several events of any importance which have befallen them

periods

:

several

of

the

fore-mentioned

heads,

Mythology, History, and Geography, have received a farther

particularly

those

of

from medallic

illustration

accounts, distinguished by the abbreviation {Numis.) for Numismatics.

As

the object

utility that its
articles as

of the

limits

compiler

woidd admit

has

of,

should be of the most general interest,

immediate wishes and wants of those

How

mation.
to decide

;

been to give this

far he has succeeded in

but he

is satisfied

work

most extensive

the

he has endeavoured to make a selection of such

who

and the most

consult a

work of

likely

to

meet the

this nature for infor-

the attainment of this end

is

it

that no material omission will be found

;

not for him

and for casual

inadvertencies in minor points, he relies on the indulgence of a candid public, which he

has experienced on a former occasion.

THE BINDER
Will place

all the Plntes, in their

the First

numerical Order, at the

Volume.

End

of

UNIVERSAL

HISTORICAL DICTIONARY.

A.
Peter Van der (Biog.) a bookseller of Leyden, who compiled and published, under the title of ' Galerie du Monde,'
an immense collection of maps, &c. in 66' vols, folio. He
also continued " Graevius' Thesaurus Antiquitatum Italia;,"

AA,

besides other works,

and died about 1730.

Aa, Charles Henri/ Fan der, a Lutheran minister at Haerlem,
had the principal hand in establishing the Haerlem Society
of Sciences in 1752, and died in 1795.
(Gcog-.) aa signifies, according to Hesychius, o-vcjj/ui
vCaroc, i- e. a conflux of waters so a in the Saxon, and aa
in the Danish, signifies either water generally, or a river,
whence it has become a name common to many rivers in
Switzerland, France, Holland, &c.
AAGARD, Nicholas (Biog.) was born at Wiburg, and died
at the university of Sora, where he was professor in 1657He wrote among other things ' Treatise on Subterranean

Aa

:

A

Fires.'

Sao:.

Onom.

vol. 5.

Aagard, Christian, a Danish poet, brother to the preceding,
was born in 1616, and wrote " De Hommagio Frederici
III. &c.

who

He

died in 1664, leaving a son, Severin Aagard,

wrote his father's

life.

AAGESEN,

Sucitd (Biog.) in Latin Sueno Agonis, a Danish
historian,
and secretary to Archbishop Absalon, wrote
*
Compendiosa Historia Rcgum Dania> a Skioldo ad
1,
Canutum VI.' 2, ' Historia Legum castrensium Regis

Canuti Magni.'
Charain (Geog.) a village six miles from Jerusalem,
said to be the place where Zacharias lived, and John the
Baptist was born. It is frequented by pilgrims, and has a convent built on the spot whereon stood the house of Zacharias.
D'Avity Descript. de I'Asie.
(Biog.) likewise called Ehna-la-Alam, an Arabian
astrologer in the ninth century.
Pocock. Hist. Orient.
AALSH, Everard van (Biog.) a painter at Delft, was born
in 1602, and died in 1658. He was most happy in painting
fruits, and pieces of armour, &c.
Aalsh, William van, nephew of the preceding, excelled his
uncle in the art of painting, to which he successfully devoted
his life, and died in 1679AAMA, Cullandin (Hist.) a king of Ethiopia, in the eighth
century.
Gcnebrard. in Chron.
(Gcog.) a province of Scotland, now Angus.

AAIN,

AALAM

AANEYA
AARON (Bibl.)

p-in«,

son

of

Amram,

of

the

tribe

of

was born A. M. 2430, A. C. 1547, and died
A. M. 2552, A. C. 1452, at Mosera, on Mount Hor,
where he was buried by Moses in a place unknown to
the people.
He was consecrated the first high priest of
the Hebrews ; which office was continued in his family in the person of his two youngest sons Eleazer and
Levi,

Iphthamar. Being gifted with remarkable eloquence, Philo
Judaeus makes Moses to be allegorical for mind, and Aaron
for speech
Qavra yap ruvra tu> \6yo> avflfiipilKtv be act\tare Ctariiiac, Omnia hax sermoni accidunt qui frater
(f>6g
menti est. Phil. Jud. lib. " Quod deterius insidiatur."
Aaron (Hist.) there were several Arabians and Persians who
bore this name :
Aaron, or, according to the Arabians, Harun Arraschid, son
of Mahdi, a Babylonian Caliph, begun to reign in the year
170 of the Hegira, A. D. 780, and died in the year 192
He was a valiant and successful
of the Hegira, A. D. 802.
warrior, and a distinguished patron of learning, but perfidious towards the conquered, and capricious towards his
own subjects. Presents were interchanged between him and
Thcophan. C/ironog. ann. 773 ; Paid. Diac.
Charlemagne.
1. 24,
c.
4. ; Sigcbcrt. Chron. ann. 802 ; Pocock's AbuL
Pharaj. Hist. Orient.
Aaron, Ainiralmummin, a king of Persia, who sent presents
Sigebert, in his Chronographia, mentions
to Charlemagne.
the two preceding under the distinct names of Aaron Amyliginhard in Fit. Carol. Mag.
muslin and Aaron Ammiras.
Annal. Franc. 802.
Aaron, Isaac, a magician, and the particular confident of
Manuel Comnenus. He recommended to Andronicus to put
out the eyes and cut out the tongues of his enemies, which
punishment was afterwards inflicted on himself, by order of
Isaac Angelus, who had expelled Andronicus from the
throne.
Nicct. Chron. Annal. 1. 4.
Aaron, brother of Buprastus, and governor of Baaspracan
Ccdren. Comp.
or Media, beat the Turks A. D. 1042.
Hist. p. 286.
vaivod
or
governor
of
Moldavia,
in
1 59 1,
took part
Aaron, a
Thuan. Hist.
with Sigismund XI. against the Turks.
:

110, c. 6.
a king of the Bulgarians, who being elected to reign
conjointly with his three brothers, was killed by his surviving
Ccdren. Compcnd. Hist. p. 183.
brother Samuel.
1.

Aaron,

a Britain, who suffered martyrdom, in
St. (Ecc.)
the year 303, during the persecution under the emperor
Diocletian.
Aaron (Biog.) a presbyter of Alexandria, in the seventh
century, and author of thirty books of physic in the Syriac
Freind. Hist. Med.
tongue, which he called ' Pandects.'

Aaron,

473.
Ascr, a rabbi of the fifth century, to whom the
invention of the Hebrew points is attributed.
He wrote a
Hebrew grammar. Gencbr. Chron. ann. 492.
Aaron, a Levite of Barcelona, who wrote 613 precepts on
Moses, published at Venice in 1523.
He died 1292.
p.

Aaron, Ben

ABA
AARON,
sic

=on

and

flourished in 1299j

inn,

ABA
Jew phy-

Joseph, surnamed the Caraitc, a

of

works on the Old

left several

ment.

i

a Jewish Rabbi, and a physician of Conthe end of the 13th century, wrote
Commentaries on the Old Testament, and a Treatise on
stantinople, towards

Grami
or Posterior, another Caraite of the 14th
wrote on the law of Moses and the customs of

try,

AARON, Ben Chaim,

chief of the Jewish synagogues at
Fez and Morocco, in the 17th century; wrote ' Commentaries on Joshua, the Law, the Prophets,' &c.
Francis (Hist.) Lord of Smoldych and Spyck,

AARSEN

a

.

tnd one of the most celebrated negotiators of the United
Provinces, was born at the Hague in 1572, and died in
His father, Cornelius Aarsens, was secretary of state.
1 641.
Journey into Spain,' historical and political, attributed

A

to him by the Dictionnaire Historique, was written by a
grandson of Lis of the same Christian as well as surname,
who was drowned in his passage from England to Holland
Du Manner's Memoirs. Urcijuijbrt's Treatise
in ICj'J.
on Ambassadors.
AASEE (Geog.) 'Atreo, or Aasar, a city in the tribe of Judah,
now shown as a great village to those going to Ascalon from

F.useh. apud Ilier. de Loc. Heb.; Adricliom de
AzotUBLocis Scriptur.
(Hist.) "A, la, a daughter of Xenophanes, who obtained,
from Antony and Cleopatra, Olbus, a town of Cilicia, as her
"\vn, over which her father had been placed as governor.

AHA

St rah.

11.

1.

or Abas, a king of

jects,

in

1

04

Hungary, who was

Bon/in. Rer. Ungar.

1.

by his sub-

slain

a magician,

1. "AjSai,
(Geog.) or Aba;, the name of several towns.
A
ending to Herodotus j or "A/Sij, according to Strabo.
town of Piiocis, celebrated for an oracle and temple of

Aba

Apollo, wlio was therefore surnamed Abeus; its inhabitants, the Abantes, migrated to Euba-a after the destruction
Strah.
Herodot. 1. 8, c. 23
of their country by Xerxes.
1. 10;
Pans. 1. 10, c. 55. 2. "ll/3i;, a town of Italy between
;

A

Ptol.
3,
the Volsci, Sena, and Sativinia.
of Caria. Steph. Bi/r.. de Vrh.; Clurer. 1. 2, c. 3. 4. "Afioc,
a mountain of Armenia Major, on which the Euphrates
Strah. 1. 2
Pan. lib. 5, c. i.'l.
took its rise.
(Hist.) mother of the Roman Emperor Maximums
c.

1.

3.

1.

city

;

ABABA
in

elder,

Max,}

by Mica, a Goth of Thracian origin.
Jomand. de Regn. Success, c. .si.

ABAC.LNA (GeogO vide Abacatnum.
AB \< ENINUS (Geog.) vide Abaeasnum.
ABAC ENUM (Geo;.) a town of Sicily,

called

Jul. Capitol,

name

by Diodorus

U

01

1

Plot.

:

Sicul.

.;,

1.

dec

l,

;

Antiqui 'Must.
Aiiai.i.NtM (Smiiis.)
of

Abacanum,

AbacaminiQ

in

in

and even

c.
1.

CUlV. de ("oil.

some coins

written
is
Diodor. Sic.\. 14,
1; Steph. Buz. de Vrh. ; Fazcll. de
8, c. 7; BonjU. Sictd. Rer. part l,
Antiq. 1. 2, c. 12; llardiiin. Summ.

A.BAKAINON, which,

ABAKAIN, ABAK,
/,',/,.

fine paintings

engraved by himself.

Tiraboschi

calls

ABA.

represent,

as in

-^^§VV__

,

\ /Y>.

to

be.

Picardy,

now

Abbeville.

(Ecc.) a martyr in the time of Claudius Caesar.

ABACUM (Geog.) a town of Germany, now Abach.
ABADE (Geog.) or Sheck Abadc, a village of Egypt,

80 miles

south of Cairo, supposed to be the antient Antinoe.
It i?
now the resort of pirates.
ABADI (Biog.) or Ehn-al-Ahadi, author of a book on the
punishments threatened to sinners in the Alcoran.
ABAFFI, Michael (Hist.) son of a magistrate of Harmanstadt, was made prince of Transylvania, in lCOT, through
the influence of the Grand Turk.
Abaffi, Michael, son of the preceding, succeeded hLs father
in the principality of Transylvania, which he was obliged
He afterwards lived in
to resign to the emperor Leopold.
retirement at Vienna, and died in 1713.
(Hist.) a Khan of the Tartars, in 1280, who recovered his kingdom from the Turks, and made himself
formidable to the Crusaders.
Gcneh. Chronog. ; Cahis-

ABAGA

ABAGARUS (His/.) vide Abgants.
ABAGATHA (Bibl.) Nruan, 'Af3ayada,

a

eunuch or

officer,

Esth. i. 10.
of king Ahasuerus.
(Geog.) vide Abasci.

ABAGES
ABAI-HOUSSAN

(Biog.) wrote a book to reconcile the discrepancies in the Koran.
(Hist.) eighth Emperor of the Moguls, of
the race of Genghis-Khan, who succeeded his father Hulaku
in the year of the Hegira 666, A. D. 1^7(), and died after

ABAKA-KHAN

a reign of seven years.

AliAKUM

(Ecc.) a priest, the leader of a sect in MoMtiw
put to death for causing a seditious tumult against
the patriarch, in 1684.
ABALANTIUS, Leo (Hist.) a Greek, who assisted John
Zemisces in the murder of the emperor Nicephorus, at the

who was

Ceilren.

instigation of Thcophaitia.

ABALITES,

Sinus (Geog.)

a
1.

Compend. Hist.

bay of the Trogloditic
ti,

c

sea,

now

89-

Hi

it.

p. <)80.

ABA LLO

(Geog.) a town of Burgundy, in France,
Anlonin. I/in.
AliALI.o (NumtS.) a medal of
this town, represents, on the
obverse, a mule, with the
on the
legend

emblematical of the Erymanthian

now

Aral/one.

ABALLO;

encircled
a head
with a sort of diadem. Pelleu, ReeueiL de Med. ile.s 1'ciip.
reverse,

PI. 1, fig.

1.

of Ispahan, in the Kilh
century, from whe se version the four last books of ApolUmius have been taken.
Pirn.
(GtOg.) an island in the German ocean.

(Biog.)

a geometrician

ABALUS

tlie

1.

87,

e.

boar,

for

2.

rm«, i. e. Abaneh, made of stone, a name
xii.
a river of Damascus, mentioned by Naaman, 2 Kings,

AHANA

;

supposed

Abaclc

ABALPHAT

^"7

>«MEy,

[vide
on the [lifSfr-^r

Sicily,

Marmol.

8, c. 1.

i

medals

the

annexed cut,
a head of Jupiter crowned with
on the reverse, a boar,
laurel
Obverse,

1.

ABACIVOCALLA (Gcot;.) a town in
ABACUC (Bibl.) vide Habakkuk.

the gtdf of Zeila.
(Geog.) or Ahellaha, a Roman station in WestNotit. Imper. Occident.; Cambd.
morland, now Ajiplcb'/-

'A/faKaivov, by l'tolemy 'Afiaxtuva, and sujpto be the present Tripi.
The gentile
appears from an inscription on a
AbacsninUS,

i

medal

with

ABACEXA (Geog.) vide Abacwnum.
ABACHES (Gt'oif.) a town of Lydia, now Hahackes.

ABALLABA

by Iionfilius

i

lib.

architect, and a scholar of
di San Gallo, who in the year 1558 published
Libri d' Antonio d'Abacco appartenente a l'Arehitettura,
con la rjuale si figurano varie notabile antichita di Roma,'

Antonio

Pun.

mi Stephanos

c.

;

de Med. des Peitp.
Antonio (Biog.) an

ABACCO,

Citron.

2, dec. 2.

1.

who was

put to death, by the
Caliph Mervan's order, for persecuting the Christians.
Theoph. Chronograph- p. 353; Paul. Diacon. Rerum Rom.
or Abas,

//,.•

Sicil. Deseritt.;

this writer Labaceo.

nations.

Aba

Panda.

it,

'

Aaron, Hacharon

Aba

and the legend ABAKAINI.
HOrville Sicul ; Pemh. NumismalHunter. Numismat. Vet. Popul. ; Pcllerin. Rccucil.

an acorn before

Antiq.

Aabon, Hariscon,

;

with

(Bibl.)

ABA

ABA
supposed by Calmet to be the river called Barrady or

It is

Chrysorrhoas.
Abana (Geog.) one of the Antilles, now Havamiah.
(Geog.) or Abanktu: 'As&roe, according to
Ptolemv ; a river of yEthiopia, running into the Nile.

ABANBUS
Ptol.

Li

ABANCAY

(Geog.) 1. The former capital of Peru, Ion. 72°
W, lat. 13° 32' S. celebrated by the victories over Gonzalo
2.
Pizarro, by the king's troops, in 1542 and 1548.
river of Peru, which runs into the Uaragnon, seven leagues
Apurimae.
3.
A
town
with
the
and a half above its junction
of Peru, on the river Abancay, and principal place of jurisdiction, about 35 leagues in circumference.
(Hist.) 'A/3arcu£oc, a secretary to Chosroes,
king of Persia, was sent by him on a mission to Belisarius.
26'

A

ABANDAZES

Cedren. Compend. Hist.
(Biog.) vide Apono.
(Geog.) a town five miles S. \Y. Padua, famous for its
waters. It is situated in a country anciently called Apotuis.
(Geog.) " Afiay-a, a city near Parnassus, where was
Phavorinus.
a temple of Apollo.
(Geog.) 1. "Apamc, a people of Ionia, so called
from Abas, a son of Neptune, who carried them into Phocis.
They afterwards occupied the island of Euboea ; and had
the reputation of being very warlike, according to Homer.
//. 2, v. 536.

ABAXO
Abano

ABANTA

ABANTES

OV£' 'Evfioiav

Herod.

1.

8,

c.

33

;

Strah.

1.

10

;

raus.

1.

10,

c.

55.

(Hist.)

2.

ABANTIDAS

himself master of Sicyon, murdered Clinias, the father of
Plut. in
Aratus, and was himself, soon after, assassinated.
Aral.
ABANTIS (Geog.) or Abantias, "Apairtc. 1. Another name
for Euboea, so called from its ancient inhabitants the Abantes.
Strab. 1. 10; Plin. 1. 4. c. 12; Dionys. Perieg. v. 510.
country of Epirus.
2.
Pans. 1. 5, c. 22.
(Geog.) a town of Picardy, now Aubenton.
ABANVIVARIENSIS Comitatus (Geog.) a province of Hungary, near the Carpathian mountains, now Abanvivar.
(Geog.) a town of Armenia, now Abaraner.
(Geog.) 'AfiapaOa, a town in the island of
Ptol. 1. 7, c 4.
Taprobana, near Asia.
(Geog.) a town of Guinea, in Africa, now
Aboraas.
Abaraus or
(Myth.) 'A/3ap/3ap£7j, one of the Naiades, who
was mother of ./Esepus and Pedasus, bv Bucolion.
Horn. II. 1. 6, v. 23.

A
ABANTONIUM

ABARANUM
ABARATHA

beyond Jordan, where the
campments. Num. xxvii. 12.

ABARAUM

c*{

/iit'

A'ftivov Kai nijiaaov,

'AtlapfSaph]

rite'

«'c

irori

Abrabanel.

5, c. 1.

dan,

ct

(Geog.) 'Afianiajy, a town of Aquitania.

Heracleot. in Peripl.

in-

1.

7, c. 2.

ABARIS

(Myth.) "Apapic, a Scythian, and son of Scuthes,
fabled to have received from Apollo a flying arrow,
by means of which lie could transport himself to any part
he pleased.
He is represented by Plato as very skilful in
incantations, by which he could remove or keep off diseases
hence it is inferred that he was skilled in physic. He is

who

is

;

and is supposed to have lived in or
Hcrodot. 1. 4, c. 35
Plato
about the third Olympiad.
Charm, c. 28; Strab. 1. 7; Pans. 1. 3, c. 13; Jamblieh. vita
also called 'AtOpoflarTis,

;

Pi/lhag.

c.

28.

Abaris, a man whom Perseus slew. Ovid. Met. 1. 5, v. 86.
Firg. Mn. 1.
Abaris, a Rutulian, slain by Euryalus.
v.

)i

344.

ABARITANA

(Geog.) a place in Africa Propria, whence
Plin. Nut. Hist
Pliny speaks of the Abaritana Arundo.
16', c. 36 ; Viet. I'lieen. de Pers. Vandal. 1. 1.
"
(Geog.) Afiapvoe, a country and promontory of
Parthia.
Steph. Byz. de Urb. ; Joseph. Antiq. 1. 12, c. 14.
(Geog.) a town of Syria, between Cyrrha.
ami Edessa. Anton. Iti/ier.
(Hist.) "Afiuproe, a descendant of Codrus, who
was made king of Phocsea. Pans. 1. 6.
(Geog.) a town of Syria near Mount Antilibanus, now Abaro.
(Bibl.) the surname of Eleazer, fourth son of
Judas Maccabsus, who was crushed by an elephant that fell
upon him after he had pierced it. Josephus calls him 'Avpui
1.

ABARNUS

ABAPRAZUS

Antiq.

1.

ABARUS

12,

c.

14.

(Hist.) vide Abgarns.

a native of Numantia, who addressed Scipio Afucanus in behalf of his fellow citizens.
(Myth.)" Ajiac, a centaur, son of Ixion and Nubes, and
Ovid. Met. 1. 1 2.
a famous hunter.
Abas, a son of Neptune and Arethusa. Apollvd. 1. 1, c. 25.
Abas, a son of Hyppolon and Metanira, who was changed into
Ovid. Met.
a lizard bv Ceres, for railing at her sacrifices.
1. 5,
fab. C
Interpret Nicand. in Theriacis, v. 488 ; Cat.
Rhodig. 1. 19, c. 4.
Abas, a Greek slain by jEneas, during the Trojan war, whose
brazen shield the conqueror carried away, and deposited in
the temple of Apollo, with the following inscription, according to Virgil, /En. 1. 3, v. 288.

Abarus,

ABAS

;

JEneaA

Abas, a Trojan
Horn.
I'irg.

Arragon and Navarre, who was
wars with the Saracens. He was killed in
an engagement with the Castilians after a reign of twentvone years, A. D. 920'. Marian, de Rcb. Hispan. 1. 7, c. 20.
ABAREA, Peter (Biog.) a Spanish Jesuit, was born at Jacca,
in Arragon, in 1619, and died in 1661.
He wrote Latin
treatises ' On the Knowledge and Will of God,' &c.
(Geog.)
ABARI
"Apapoi or "Apapec, a tribe of Scythians,
who being driven from their settlement on the shores of
the Euxine, migrated to the Bosphorus.
Evagr. Ecc. Hist.
1.

moun-

had several

II. 5, v.

ally,

httc

de Davais lictiwibus nrma.

son of Eurydamus, slain by Tvdidcs.

150.

.En.

1.

v.

lost

in

the storm.

121.

Abas, a Latin Chief, who assisted .Eneas against Turnus.
He is called by Virgil torvus Abas. Mn. 1. 10, v. 170.

successful in his

ABARICUM

of certain

(Geog.) a region of Scythia, near mount
Imaus, the inhabitants of which were remarkably swift.

Abas, a companion of /Eneas, who was

vvptn

dfirpovt BzKoXiuivi.

ABARBANEL (Biog.) vide
ABARCA (Hist.) a king of

name

Israelites

ABARIMON

ABARBAREA

Bi;

passages, the

A ABAREUM
ABAROON
to

or Abantiades, a patronymic given
the descendants of Abas, king of Argos, such as Acrisius,
Danae, Perseus, Atalanta, cic.
Ovid. Met. 4.
(Hist.) Wparrlcac, a man who, having made

~Sil1r

a>-UK

ABARTUS

i\nv fiivea miovrfc "ApWref.

river in the territory of Apolloniates.

ABANTIAS

(Bibl.)

tains

Plin.

8.

c.

ABARIM

Mar.

Abas

(Hist.) son of Lynceus, or, according to some, of Belus,
His
reigned 23 years over Argos, A. M. 2573, A. C. 1384.
descendants Proetus, Acrisius, &c. were called Abantiades.
Apollod. 1. 2, c. 2; Hygin. Fab. 170, eye. Pans. 1. 2, e. 16, eye ;
Euseb. in Chron. lib. post.
Abas, a king of the Tuscans, according to Manetho, A M
2584.
Abas, a king of Hungary. Vide Aba.
Abas, a Saracen diviner. Vide Aba.
Abas, princes of Persia. Vide Abbas.
Abas (Biog.) a soothsayer, to whom the Spartans erected a
statue in the temple of Apollo, for his services to Lysander.
Pans. 1. 10, c. 9.
B 2

ABB

ABA
wlin wrote historical commentaries and a
Siiidas; I'oss. de Hist. Grwc. 1. 3.
treatise on rhetoric.
ABAS, B writer on the siege of Troy, quoted by Servius in
\b.\~,

a

soplii<t

lirs. Jin.

Abas (Geog.) V""- '• A
Pompey routed the Alhani.

l'lui. in

Armenia Major, where
Pump. 2. A mountain

ASCANTOS

another

(Myth.)

Tertull. coat. Gnosticos.

ABASCANTUS

c.

name

for the

god (Eon.

1.

of the second century,
whose antidote is mentioned by Galen. De Antidot. 1. 2,c. 11.
ABASCI (Geog.) or Abasgi, 'AjSamcoi; a people of Seythia,
who, according to Procopius, were Christians. Arrinn in

(Biog.)

a physician

Perpl. Eux. Pont.; Prorop. de Bell. Per. 1. 2, c. 29(Geog.) 'Aflamcoe, a river of Asiatic Sarmatia.
Anion, in Peripl. Eux. Pont.
£<?/>/(.
(Geog.) 'AjSifraijvoi, a people of Arabia.

ABASCUS
ABASEXI

L'y;. de Urn.
(Hist.) sister of Aaron Raschid, was bestowed in
marriage by lier brother on Giafar, on condition that they
Having
should not cohabit together as man and wife.
broken the condition, the husband was put to death by
order of the Caliph, and the wife left to deplore her misfortune and her love, which have been described in some
Arabic poetry.
AbABSA, a Turkish officer, who, being unsuccessful in an ex-

ABASSA

pedition against the Poles, was strangled by order of the
Sultan Mustapha I, in 1634.
(Hist.) Wfiaooupoc, a governor who was appointed by Cyrus to preside over the rebuilding of the temple

ABASSARUS

Joseph. Ant. 1. 16, c. 1.
(Gcog.) the gentile name for inhabitants of
from the inscription ABACHNilN on
Vaillant. Numisa coin of the emperor Septimius Severus.
mat. Grcec; Patin Xumis. Imperator. Romanor.
(Hint.) an impostor, who pretended to be the
grandson of Abbas the Great, under which character he
at Jerusalem.

ABASSENI

Abassus, as appears

ABASSON

imposed on the court of France and the Grand Seignior,
until he was detected and beheaded by order of the latter.
ABASTER (Myth.) i. e. block, one of 'the three horses which
drew the chariot of Pluto. The others, according to Boccace and Giraldus were Methcus, obscure, and Tepidus,
warm. Claudian and others assign four horses to him, of

which Alastor is one.
De Raptu Proserpina',

1.

1, v.

(Biog.) 'A/3<<vx«e> a man mentioned by Lueinn,
preferred to save his friend Gyndanes before his wife

who

or children.
Lucian in Tot'aptc
*t\i'a.
(Gcog.) Ahiiiri, or Abunhus, the name given by
the inhabitants of Upper ^Ethiopia to the Nile.
Marmot,
>'i

ABAUHII

L'Afrique,

284;

Oqihneus crudelc micant, Agthonqui sagitta
Uciar, el Stygii sublimit gtmia Ifyet

IT:;'.'.

{Biog.) an Italian poet, wrote, among other
e Partcthings, ' RagguagKo di Parnasso contra Poetastri
giani delle Nazioni:' 8vo. : and died in 1677and
painter,
a
Modena,
of
native
AbATI, Niccob dell',

coadjutor in the great works at Fontainbleau, died at

aged

Pans

(ill.

ABATI, Pietro Paolo, a brother of the foimer, whose paintings arc placed in the gallery of Florence.
Abati, Ercole, a grandson of Niceolo, a great genius for
painting, but a dissolute character, he died in 10 13,
aged 50.
(Top.) an epithet for a place erected at Rhodes by
over
Artemisia, queen of (aria, to commemorate her victory
who, to prevent all access to it, surrounded
Rhodians,
the
I'ilruv. 1. 2, C. 8;
it with a high wall, and called it AbatOS.
Qgl Rhodig. Led. Antiq. L IS, c. 33.

ABATOS

10.

ABAUZIT

in 1767.

ABAZ-HOUSSAN

(Biog.) son of Beddr, and brother of
Abbas, died in 981 of the Hegira. He was the author of
a book on the Alcoran, entitled ' Asfar KO Khelaf.'
(Myth.) or Abazeia, vide Sabuzia.
ABBA (Geosr.) "A/3/3a, a city of Africa near to Carthage.

ABAZEA
Po/yb.

1.

14; Liv.l. 30,

c.

7-

Abba

Garitna, an ancient church of Abyssinia said to have
been built in 560, 50 miles E.S.E. Sire.
(Gcog-.) a citadel of Arabia Petrea, near to
Not. in
the Tigris, now Abadan, according to Gollius.
Alfragan.
ABBADIE, James (Biog.) a protestant divine, was born at
Ney, in Berne, in 1658, &c. and died in 1727- His works
were principally on divinity. Niccron, vol. 33, p. 386.
ABB^ETORUM (Nnmis.) a people of Mysia, according to
Haym,
an inscription on a coin, ABBAITS2N MYSiiN.

ABBADAN

Thcs. Brit.

ABBARUS

(Hist.) 'Aftflapoc, a priest of Astarba, in Tyr,
Joseph. Contra Appion. 1. 1, c. 7or Al Abbas, a name common to several
Saracen princes and distinguished persons.

who

succeeded Baal.

ABBAS

(Hist.)

Princes

Abu

oj' this

Name.

Al, first caliph of the race of the Abbassides.

Abbas,

QVide

Abbas.']

I

Abbas, Schah, surnamed the Great, was the seventh king of

He died after a
the Persians, of the race of the Sophis.
Chardin, Voy.
glorious reign of forty-four years, in 1629.
en Perse, torn. 1, p. 125, et scq.; Herbert, Trav. p. 115.
Abbas Sc/iah, grandson of the preceding, succeeded his father,
in 1642, in the thirteenth, and died in the 37th year of his
Tavern. 1. 5, c. 1, &c
son of Hussein Shah.

Abbas Mirza,

VBATI, Anthony

in 1572,

c.

.

age.

DititJIU nota signuLus Alastor,

Dcor.
Boccal. de Dear. Genealog. 1. 8, c. 6 ; Lil. Girald. de
Gen. Syntag. 6.
ABATE, Andrea (Biog.) a Neapolitan painter, who executed
He
Spain.
the figures in the Escurial for Charles II. of
died about

10,

Peter de (Biog.) a doctor of civil law, was born
He wrote, 1 • Pradectionee
at Seville, and died in 1 649ad Titul. xv. Libri v. decretalium.' 2. Commentaries in
Spanish on some books of Martial.
Firmin (Biog.) a mathematician of Geneva,
and correspondent of Sir Isaac Newton, wdiose miscellaneous works included, ' An Essay on the Apocalypse,'
' Reflections on the Eucharist,' ' On Idolatry,' &c.
He died

<<

Armadi,

1.

ABAUN/A,

[Vide Aba.]

of Armenia.
\V,

river of

ABAUCHAS

[Vide Mirza.]

Distinguished Persons of this Name.

Abbas, the uncle of Mahomet, who first opposed his nephew,
believing him to be an impostor; but being defeated in a
and taken prisoner by him, afterwards became one of
most active partisans.

battle
his

Abbas, Ebn Abbas Abdullah, cousin german

to

Mahomet, and

one of the most considerable doctors among the mussulmen
of the class called Sahabah, or companions of the prophet,
was the author of a book entitled ' Targinman Alcoran,'
Koran.
i. e. an interpretation of the
Abbas, Ebn Sahel, a successful general employed by Abdallah,

Ebn

Zobeir.

B successful general against the Greeks, in the
caliphate of Abda'lmalec, in the year of the Hegira 98,

Abbas, Omar,

A. 1). 703.
ABBAS, governor of Kay, conspired with others against Massud,
.

ninth saltan of Ivah, but failed in his attempt.

ABBAS,

Al,

brother of caliph

Mesopotamia.

Al Mansiir, was governor of

ABB

ABB
Al, a vizier of Al Dhafer Beinovillah, caliph of
Egypt, assassinated his master, but was soon after killed in

Abbas,

battle.

Abbas, Al, son of the caliph Al Mamun, resigned his pretensions to the caliphate, in favour of his uncle, Al Motasem,
by whom he was afterwards put to death.
Abbas Al, Elm Al Abbas, succeeded as a general, in Sicily,
against the Christians, in the caliphate of Al Motawakfcel.
Abbas Al, Ebn Omar, a general under the caliph Al Motamed,
was defeated by the Karmatians, with whom he afterwards
induced his master to make peace.

AH Ebnol Abbas, according to Abulpharagius, otherwise called the Magus ; a learned Persian
physician, who wrote his book entitled ' Almaleci,' or Royal
Work, A. D. 9SO, which was translated into Latin by
Stephen of Antioch, in 1127- Abulph. Hist. Dyn ; Friend.
Hist. Med. p. 481.
ABBASSIDES (Hist.) the second line or race of Saracen
caliphs, descended from Abbas, the uncle of Mahomet, who
raised themselves on the ruins of the house of Ommiah, and
reigned over Persia, Syria, Arabia, Egypt, Africa, and Spain.
Their empire, which was kept entire until A. D. 910, was
completely overthrown A. D. 1258, by the irruption of
the Tartars.
Abbas, Haiti (Biog.) or

Chronological Succession of the Abbassidcs.

Abu'l Abbas Al Saffah, grandson of Abbas, the uncle of
Mahomet, after the overthrow and death of Merwan,
was acknowledged caliph in the vear of the Hegira 132,
A. D. 742, died 136-746'.
Abu Jaafar Almanzor, his brother, succeeded him in the year
of the Hegira 136, and died in 158.
Al Mohdi, his son, reigned from 158 to 169-

Al Hadi, his son, from l6f) to 170.
Aaron, or Hanin Al Rascl/id, his brother, from 170 to 193.
Al Amin, his son, from 193 to 198.
Al Mamun, his brother, from 198 to 218.
Al Mdtasem, his brother, from 218 to 227.
Al Walheck, son of the above, from 227 to 232.
Al Molawakkcl, another son of Motassem, from 232 to 247.
Al Montascr, son of Motawakkel, from 247 to 248.
Al Mosta'in, grandson of Al Motasem, from 248 to 252
Al Motaz, brother of Al Montaser, from 252 to 2.55.
Al Mohtadi, son of Al Wathek, from 255 to 25C.
Al Mo'tamed, another brother of Al Montaser, from 256
to 279-

Mo'tadcd, nephew of the above, from 279 to 289.
Moctqfi, son of the above, from 289 to 295.
Moctader, another son of Al Mo'taded, from 295 to 319Kd/ier, third son of Mo'taded, from 319 to 322.
Radi, son of Al Moktader, from 322 to 329.
Mottak, another son of Al Moktader, from 329 to 333.
Mostalifi, son of Moctafi, reigned but one year and four
months.
Al Moti, another son of Moktader, from 334 to 363.
Al Taf Lilian, his son, from 363 to 381.
Al Kader Bi'llah, grandson of Al Moktader, from 381 to 422.
Al Caiem, his son, from 422 to 467Al Moktadi, grandson of the above, from 467 to 487Al Mostader, his son, from 4S7 to 512.
Al Mostarshed, his son, from 512 to 529Al Rashed, his son, from 529 to 530.
Al Molrfqfi, second son of Mostader, from 530 to 555.
Al Mostanged, his son, from 555 to 566.
Al Mostadi, his son, from 566 to 575.
Nasser, his son, from 575 to 622.
LViaher, his son, reigned about nine months.
Al Mostanser, his son, from 622 to 640.
Al Mostazem, his son, the last caliph, was dethroned by the
Tartars in the year of the Hegira 656, A. D. 1266.

Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al

ABBASSIOPOLIS

j

Tebriozorum (Geog.) one part of the city
of Ispahan, according to Golius.
not. in Atfragan.
ABBATEGIO, Marian d' (Hist.) an ecclesiastic of the fourteenth centurv, who was made governor of Aquila.

ABBATI,

Nico'/o (Bio?.) vide Abati.

ABBATISCELLA

(Geog.) a town

of Helvetia,

now Ap-

penzell.

ABBATISVILLA

(Geog.)

a

town of France, now Abbe-

ville.

ABBATISSA,

Paul (Biog.) a Sicilian poet of Messina, was
born in 1570. He translated the Iliad and Odyssey, and
Ovid's Metamorphoses, into Italian verse.
ABBATIUS, Baldus Angelas (Biog.) probably an Italian phvsician, although called by King an Englishman, was the author
of some treatises, as * De admirabili Viperoe Natura,' &c.
ABBE, Peter V (Biog.) a Jesuit of Clermont, who wrote
some poems in Latin, which were printed at Grenoble.
Fol. 1664.
Abbe, Louisa, a native of Lyons, and wife of a cordwainer,
was distinguished by her poetical talents in the sixteenth
century.
She wrote, among other things, ' Debat de Folie
et d' Amour,' Lyons, 1555.
Abbe, an engraver and native of Antwerp, who published
some prints in 1670.
ABBEFORTIA (Geog.) a town of Norwav, now Abbe fiord.
(Geog.) a town of Berkshire, now Abingdon.

ABBEXDOXIA
Camd.

Brit. vol.

156.
(Biog.) a celebrated
Ge/wbr. in Chronog.
1, p.

ABBEX-TYBOX
century.

Rabbi of the 14th

ABBERBURY

(Geog.) a village in Shropshire, seven miles
N.W. Shrewsbury, where was an alien priory founded in the
reign of Henry I, and granted by Henry VIII to All Souls'
College, Oxford.
ABBEVILLE (Geog.) a town of Ponthieu, in France, in the
department of the Somme, 22 mOes X.W. Amiens, and 60
S. Calais.
Lob. 1 50' E, lat. 50° 37' N. It derives its
name from the Abbey of St. Ricquier, to which it belonged, and became afterwards the capital of the province.
Nicholas Sanson, Pierre du Val, and Philip Brietius,
were born in this city, which has manufactures for cloth,
canvas, &c.
Abbey Mi/Ion, or Mil/on Abbas, a village of Dorset, supposed to derive its name from an abbey founded by Athelstane, in atonement for the murder of his brother, seven
T
miles X .W. Blandford, and 111 London.
ABBIATI, Filippo (Biog.) a painter, was born at Milan in
1640, and died in 1715, aged 75. One of his best works is
St. John preaching in the wilderness.
Ahbiati, Giuseppe, a Milanese engraver, who lived at the
beginning of the 1 8th century.
ABBO, Cernuus (Biog.) a monk of St. Germain-des-Pres,
who wrote, among other things, '
Poetical Relation of
the Siege of Paris by the X'ormans and Danes, towards the
End of the Ninth Century.' Of this siege he was an eyewitness.
Foss. de Lat. Lin. lib. 2, c. 38 ; Cane. Hist. Lit.
vol. ii, p. 63 ; Fubr. Bibl. Lat. Med. JElai. ; Sax. Onomast.
vol. ii, p. 130.
Abbo, Floriacensis, or Abbot of Fleuri, a Benedictine monk
of the 10th century, who wrote ' Epitome de Vitis Pontificum,' &c.
He was killed in a quarrel that arose between
the French and Gascons in 1004. Foss. de Lat. Lin. vol. ii,
c. 41 ; Care, Lit. Hist. vol. ii, p. 63; Fabr. Bibl. Gr. lib. 6,
c. 1, p. S7 ; Sax. Onomast. vol. ii, p. 163.
ABBOT, Sir Mai/rice (Hist.) descended from a Devonshire
family, and brother of Archbishop Abbot, was employed on
various occasions as a commissioner, and on the accession of
Charles I was the first person on whom the honour of

A

Knighthood was conferred.
Abbot, George (Ecc.) brother of

Sir Maurice, was born at
Guildford in Surry Oct. 29, 1562; was entered at Baliol

ABD
College, Oxford, in

57S

ABD

took his batchelor's degree April
Jlj
1582j and his master's degree, December 17, 1585.
After being three times vice-chancellor of the University, he
was promoted to the see of Coventry and Lichfield, May
J?. lli'iH); translated from that to the see of London, Jan.
20, lG0y-10; preferred to the see of Canterbury on the
following year, and died on the 5th August, 1633.
He was
L reat opponent of Laud's, and deeply engaged in the
troubles and disputes of the times, which formed the prinipal subject of his writings. [Vide Plate 11].
Fuller's
Worthies, p. 83
Wood's Athena:, vol. i, p. 583.
Abbot, Hubert, eldest brother of the Archbishop ; was made
Bishop of Salisbury, Dec. 3, 1615, and died March 2, 1617He wrote, ' The Mirror of Popish Subtleties,' and many
Other similar works.
Fuller's Worthies, p. 82 ;
Wood's
Athena:, vol. i, p. 5S3.
Abbot (Her.) the name of a family, which at present enjoys
the dignity of the peerage which was conferred in 1817,
on the Right Honourable Charles Abbot, Speaker of the
House of Commons, under the title of Baron Colchester, of
t

1

i

r

;

Colchester.

Abbot, George (Bios') nephew of the Archbishop abovementioned, wrote

'

The whole book

of Job paraphrased,'

and died Feb. 4, 1618, aged 44.
Abbot, Robert, a clergyman, published

Four Sermons:

'

It is doubtful whether he is of the same
family as the above.
a resident in Georgia, wrote ' The Natural
History of the rarer Lepidopterous Insects,' published in
1797, 2 vols. fol.

portrait-painter, native of Lei-

aged 40.

ABBOTS-LANGLEY

29.
(Hist.) vide Abdulazis.

ABD'ALAZIZ

(Hist.) vide Abdulazis.
(Biog.) surnamed Gluli, an illustrious sheik
the mussulmen.
(Biog.) a grammarian and celebrated authoi
Aouamcl,' translated into Latin under the title of

ABD'ALCADER
or doctor

among

ABDALCAHER

of the '
the ' Centum Regentes,' that
ticles

is,

hundred Arabian par-

a

having particular governments.

ABD'AL-DAR (Hist.) vide Abd'al.
ABD'ALGAFER (Biog.) author of

Chronicles of the City

Nischabour.

ABD'ALHOKM
bian,

Elm

(Biog.)

or

Abd'allvokm, an AraFotuh Mesr,' or the

Ben

and author of a book entitled

'

Conquests made in Egypt.

ABD'ALKARIM

(Hist.)

under the

general

a

caliph,

Al

Hakem.

ABD'ALLAH

(Hist.) or, as it is variously written, Abd'iUu,
Abd'ollah, Abd'ulla, Abdula, See., a name common to many
Saracen princes and distinguished persons.
this

Name.

Abd'allah, a brother of the caliph Yesid, according to
Marmot, killed Merwan, who had been proclaimed caliph
of Syria.
He was in his turn defeated, and killed in the
Marmol. 1. 2, c. 8.
year 67 of the Hegira, A. D. 677Abd'allah, Ebcn Zobeir, another competitor for the caliphate
with Abdulmalic, was defeated and killed, after one year's
A. D. 683, at the siege of Mecca.
ElMakin. Sar. Hist. 1. 1, c. 10 ; Roder. Hist" Arab. c. 8
Marmol, L'AJ'rique, 1. 2, c. 8.
Abd'allah, a name affixed to that of several caliphs, particularly of Abul Abbas, the first- caliph of the house of the
Abassides; Abu Jaafar Al Mansur, the second; Abu Musa,
Entych. Annul. ; El
the 6th ; Al Mostacfi, the 27th, &c
Mahin. Hist. Arab. ; Abulfaraj. Dynast.
Abd'allah, a competitor for the caliphate with Abul Abbas,
was assassinated by him in the same year, after having
reigned a short time in Syria. El Mahin, 1. 2, c. 2 ; Marmot,
reign, in 73 of the Hegira,

;

(Geog.) a village in Hertfordshire,
mailable as the birth-place of Nicholas Breakspear, who,
under the title of Adrian IV, was the only Englishman
that ever became pope.
ABBT, Thomas (Biog.) a German miscellaneous writer, was
bom Nov. 25, 1738, at Ulm, and died Nov. 27, 1766.
(Myth.) one of the Anakims, a rib of whom,
nine Spanish palms long, and two broad, was seen by Benjamin, of Tudela, hanging up in a palace at Damascus.
/
Tudel. I liner, p. 56.
(Hist.) i. c. Abdul, an abbreviation or syllable affixed
to several Saracen names; as,
Abd-Celal, son of Dul Awad, succeeded Amru Tabbai, as
king of Arabia. Ali'i/J'. apud Pocock, p. (il.
Aud-Menaf, the son of Kosa, was declared prince of the
Korelsb.
Abd-Shem, i. e. servant of the Sun, a king of the Yemans
Arabians, succeeded Yaskab.
Golii Notce ad Alfragan.
Pocock in mil. ml :V/j(v. Hist. Arab. p. 57.
A (Bibl.) Ntai', aubdaoi abda, a servant ox servitude,
from 12J to serve, father of Adoniram, who was one of
Kings, iv. 6.
Solomon's princes.
ABD.EUS (Hist.) 'A, -;,%«.,«, father of Cheles, a high priest
l

ABCHAMAZ
ABD

;

c.

eve.

8vo.

Lond. 1639-

cestershire, died in 1808,

Hist. Arab.

ABD'ALANEZ

Saracen Princes in Asia of
'

Abbot, John,

Abbot, Lemuel, an English

which was shipwrecked, in the year of the Hegira 266',
A. D. 876. El Makin. Hut. Sarac. p. 170; Rodcrie. Tolci.

L'AJ'rique,

1.

2,

c.

19.

Abd'allah, son of Ibrahim, and grandson of Tamerlane, a
caliph of Persia, was killed in battle by his successor,
Mirklumd. Chronol. apud
Abusaid Mirza, A. D. 1451.
Texeira. Relal.

1.

2.

Saracen Princes

Abd'allah, succeeded

in Africa

of

this

Name.

Bahamu, as king of Trcof the Hegira, A. D. 1546. Marmot.

his brother,

mecen, in the year 0.36

:

ABD

1

lyr.

ABDAGASES

(Hist.) 'A0Say&cn)s>

or Abdageses, an officer

of Artabanus.

ABDAGESES
h

(Hist.) king of Parthia, whoj with his son,
Tiridates to dethrone his master.
This attempt

'1

failing,

Abdagases

Tacit. Annul.

ABD'AL

supposed to have returned to his duty.
c. 36. &c.
Joseph. Ant. 1. IS, c. 12.
i.
e.
Abit'allu, an abbreviation affixed to
is

fi.

I.

Saracen names as.
Abd'aL, Ala, vide Atu.
Ahd'al, l)ur, chief of the Arabians in the time of Mahomet.
AiiDAi,, Massih, who foretold the advancement of Mahomet.
Abd'al, Motaleb, vide Abdalmulaleb.

AJBDALA

1.

5,

c.

11.

Thuan. Hist- 1. 20, c 1, &c. ; Diego
of Morocco, in 1574.
de Turr. Hist, de Cher, c 110.
cheriff of Morocco, was

Abd'allah, Ishmael, son of Mulcy,

deposed and assassinated by a fanatic of the

name

of Cid

'

Thuan. Hist. 1. 138, c. 3.
Ilamet Ben Abdala, 1607.
Abd'allah, son of Muley Ishmael, succeeded his father

as

;

(Hist.)

1

L'AJ'rique,

Abd'allah, son of the preceding, and king of Tremecen, was
treacherously killed in the 953d of the Hegira, A. D. 1563.
Marmol. L'AJ'rique, 1. 5, e. 11.
Abd'allah, surnamed Mulcy, son of Mahomet, died cheriff

emperor of Morocco, 1731.
p.

329,

Braithnaile' s Hist, of Barbary,

ct scq.

;

(Hist.) vide. Abdullah.

ABDA LAMID

(Hist.) admiral of the fleet of Abd'ulrahman,

Saracen Princes

in

Europe of

this

Name.

Abd'allah, Aven Mangy, a king of Arragon and Valcntia,
recovered bis estates, by the help of Charlemagne, in 797Dupleux Hist, de France saiti
Aimonius, 1. 4, c 68
Chorion.
;

ABD

ABD
Abd'allah, a king of Valentia, revolted against his nephew,
Al Hakiru, king of Cordova and also against Abd'alrahm';n, his son and successor, until his death, in 209- Roderic.
;

Told.

c.

Arab.

Ebn

is

to

faithful friends.

Abd'allah, Ebn JVahcb, the leader of

23, &c.

Abd'allah, the son of Lopez, was king of Toledo, in the
vear of the Hegira 267, A. D. 877. Marian, dc Reb. Hiip.
I 7, c. 19.
Abd'allah, Ebn Mohammed, of the race of the Ommiades, in
Spain, was proclaimed king of Cordova, in the year of the
Hegira 276, A. D. SS6, where he reigned 25 years. Roderic.
Totet. Hist.

be distinguished from another Abd allah,
Abbas, governor of Yemen, and one of Ali's most

lieutenants,

c.

30; Marian, de Reb. Hisp.

1.

7, c.

19;

25.

Marmot, L'Afrique, 1. 2,
Abd'allah, brother of Al Mondar, commenced
c.

his reign in

Cordova, in the 295th year of the Hegira, A. D. 905, and
died in the vear 300. He was succeeded by Abd'alrahmun.
Abd'allah, king of the Arabians in Sicily, died in 986.
Marmot. L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 2S.
Abd'allah, a general of Mahomet, king of Cordova, made
himself king of Toledo in the year of the Hegira 399, A. D.
1 009 ; and to strengthen his interest married Teresia, the
sister of Alphonsus. Marmot. L'Afrique 1. 2, c. 29 ; Marian
dc Reb. Hisp. 1. 8, c. 9.
Abd'allah, Aben Abo, of Medina, was elected king of Grenada, by the Moors of Spain, in the year of the Hegira 960,
A. D. 1570. Thuan. His. 1. 48, c. 1.
Distinguished Persons

of' this

Home.

who with

his party

a sect of Mahometans,
were destroyed by the caliph Ali.

Abd'allah, Al Hadrumi, a general employed by Moawyah in
his war with Ali.
Abd'allah, Ebn Rqfiz, was secretary to the caliph Ali.
Abd'allah, Ebn Amer, was appointed governor of Barra, by
the caliph Ali.

Abd'allah, Ebn Sabu, originally a Jew, became the leadei
of a sect among the Mahometans.
Abd'allah, Ebn Hazcm, was made governor of Dan, by Ali.
Abd'allah, Ebn Omar, refused with Abd'allah Ebn Zobkr,
to take the oath of allegiance to Moawyah.
Abd'allah, Ebn (Jmru, was displaced from his situation as
governor of Egypt by Moawyah.
Abd'allah, Ebn Hazim, a strenuous partisan in favour of
Abd'allah, Elm Zobicr, rejected the offer made by Abdulmelic, the caliph, and, being defeated by him, was put t<
death.

Abd'allah, Ebn Mot!, was

set over the Koreish, by the
people of Medina, in opposition to the caliph Yesid.
general
under Soliman.
Abd'allah, Ebn Ratal, a
Abd'allah, Elm Hantelah, was set over the Ansars.
Abd'allah, Ebn Walt, one of the followers of Ali, embraced
the cause of Soliman against the rival caliphs, Abd'allah
;

Abd'allah, the father of Mahomet, who was a camel-driver
at the end of the sixth century.
Abd'allah, Elm Oraikat, pointed out to Mahomet the cave
whither he and Abu Becre retired.
Abd'allah, Elm Hajash, one of the Ansars, who being sent
out by Mahomet to get intelligence, intercepted a caravan

Abbas.

lx-longing to the Koreish.

Abd'allah, Ebn Al Mondar, one of the

infidel Koreish,

was

slain at the battle of Bedr.

Abd'allah, Ebn Onaiv, was commissioned by Mahomet to
assassinate Sofian Ebn Kheled, which he faithfully executed.
Abd'allah, Ebn Raivaha, a zealous partisan of Mahomet,
was killed at the battle of Beer.
Abd'allah, Ebn Saad, one of the Arabians proscribed by

Mahomet on

the taking of Mecca.

Abd'allah, Ebn Abu Kahafa, surnamed Abu

Abu Beer.
Abd'allah, Ebn Khalal, one of

Ebn Zobicr and Merman.
Abd'allah, Ebn Yesid, was governor of Cufa.
Abd'allah, Ebn Modmyah, aspired to the caliphate, but was
defeated by Abd'allah, Ebn Omar, governor of Cufa under
Merwan.
Abd'allah, Ebn Abut, was grandfather of the caliph Abu'l

Beer.

Vide

Abd'allah, Ebn Hosein, was an unsuccessful candidate

for

the caliphate, with Abu'l Abbas.
Abd'allah, vide Abu'l Abbas Al Saff'ah.
Abd'allah, Ebn Boktr, governor of Edessa, revolted against

Abu'l Abbas.

Abd'allah, Ebn Ali, uncle to Abd'allah Ebn Mohammed and
Al Mansur, the two first caliphs of the house of the Abassides, was put to death by order of the latter, after an insuccessful attempt to succeed Abd'allah Abu'l Abbas.
a rebel, who attacked the caliph Al

Abd'allah, Ebn Ramand,
the Arabians proscribed by

Mahomet.
Abd'allah, Ebn Zaliara, one of the proscribed for his biting
poems against Mahomet.
Abd'allah, Dhu'l Najadain, a zealous partisan of Mahomet,
was buried by him with great pomp.
Abd'allah, Ebn Obba, is said to have desired, at his death,
that he might be buried in Mahomet's shirt.
Abd'allah, Ebn Or/turn, secretary to Mahomet.
Abd'allah, Ebn Masud, one of the first followers of Mahomet, who was honoured with the title of Sabekah, that is,
companion.

Abd'allah, Ebn Salam, a jew, who assisted Mahomet in
making the Koran.
Abd'allah, Ebn Jaafar, a general of the caliph Omar, plundered the monaster)' of Dair Abi'l Kodos.

Abd'allah, Ebn Hoddfa, one of Omar's favourites, was
taken prisoner by the Greeks, but released by the emperor
Heracllus.

Abd'allah, Ebn Nadil, one of the caliph Omar's generals,
was successful in Persia.
Abd'allah, Ebn Sa'ul, was made governor of Egypt by
Othman.
Abd'allah, Ebn Amer, a commander sent by Othman to
extend the conquests of the Arabians.

Abd'allah, Ebn Abbas, surnamed the Augur, one of

Ali's

Mansur, and, with all his party, was cut to pieces.
the leader of the sect of the Rawandians.

Abd'allah, Ebn

He

was

Ali,

Ebn Hudij, was governor under Al

Al,

Mohdi, brother of Al Raschid, was

Mansur.

Abd'allah, Ebn

governor of Egypt.

Abd'allah, Ebn Taker, was governor of Egypt under Al

Mamun.
Abd'allah, Ebn Yah, was grand vizier to Al Mo'tamcd.
Abd'allah, Ebn Raschid, Ebn Katv, a general, was taken
prisoner in the war between the Greeks and Arabians.
Abd'allah, Bcrebere, originally a schoolmaster and leader of
the sect of Mohavedans or Unitarians, contrived to raise
rebellion against Abraham, emperor of Morocco, and to set
Abdulmumen, of the race of Almoades, upon the throne.
He died in the vear of the Hegira 5i3, A D, 1 153.
Abd'allah, Alfaqui, a Mahometan preacher of the sect of the
Almohades, "who, causing a revolt, was beheaded, by order
of the cheriff Mahomet, in the year of the Hegira 950,
A. D. 1560.
Abd'allah, Beg, a native and governor of Kurdistan, ren•

dered himself "obnoxious to Soliman, and was beheaded in
Thcophan. Chronog. ; Euti/ch. Annul; El Makin.
1578.
Hist. Saracen. ; Greg. Abu'tfaraj. Hist. Dynast. ; Abutfeda. Fit. Mohammed) Roderic Totet. Hist. Arab.; Maria/,
de Reb. Hisp. ; Pocock in vol. ad Spec Hist. Arab. ; Had.

ABD

ABD
Pridcau.v's Life of Mahornet; Ockleu'tHitt. of the Saracens; Sale's Prelim. Pref.
Abd'allah, Al Sagar (Biog.) was son of the preacher Abd'alrahman, who converted the Christians. He became one of

Belaud de

Religion.

Mohammed ;

captains of the age, invaded France, and fell in a desperate
battle with Charles Martel, in the year of the Hegira 122,
A. D. 732. Sigebert. in Chron. Ann. 732 ; Paul. JEmil. 1. 2 ;
Roderic. Tolet. Hist. Arab. c. 14; Marian, de Reb. Hispan.
1. 7, c. 3 ;
Mannol L' Afrique, 1. 2, c. 14.
Abd'alrahman, Alfaqui, who was the

the most famous of the Al Tabei'tes, or immediate successors
to the companions of Mahomet.
Abd'allah, Ebn Sahel, an astronomer in the caliphate of Al

the

Persian Magi.

name

signifying, praised or

said to

glorified, to

have given this
his grandson at

his birth.

ABDALONIMUS

(Hist.) called by Diodorus and Plutarch
'A\vv6uoe, one of the descendants of the kings of Sidon,
who was reduced to the condition of a gardener; but upon
the capture of that city by Alexander, was promoted to the

throne of his ancestors, liiud. lib. 17; Pint, de Fort. Alex.;
Q. Curt. lib. 4, c. 1 ; Justin, lib. 11, c. 10.

ABD'ALRAHMAN

(Hist.) or Abda'rrahmdn, Abderramen,
Abderamc, A/iderra/imdn, Abdo' rrahnuin, Abdurrahman, as

it is variously written, a name common to many distinguished Saracens particularly of a family descended from the
Ommiades, who being almost all destroyed in Africa repaired
to Spain, where they reigned till the 14th century.

Kings of Cordova of

this

Name.

splendid mosque at Cordova ; and, after a reign particularly
obnoxious to the Christians, died in the year of the Hegira
Fat. Chron. Ann. 787; Rod. Tolet. de
177. A. D. 787Reb. Hisp. 1. 9, c. 18; Hist. Arab.; Marian, de Reb. Hisp.
Afrique, 1. 2, c. 20.
1. 7, c. 7 ; Marmot

L

He made
first stamped his name on his coin.
a league with Raimirus king of Castille, and died in 846 or
This prince was
85", leaving 45 sons and 42 daughters.
employed by his father Alcahan, or, according to Mannol,
Aliatan, to inflict a signal vengeance on the rebellious inhaHe was
bitants of Toledo, of whom he slew 5 or 6,000.
succeeded by his son Mahomet.
Fat. Ann. 839 ; Marian.
1. 7, e. 13;
Manual L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 23.

Abd'alrahman,

the Exaltcr of the

He, wanting

his fattier Abdallah.

Law, succeeded

to exterminate all the

Christians, made many martyrs during a reign of more
Fat*. Ann. 918
than 50 years. He died in 958 or 96 1.
;

Marian, de Reb. Hisp.
c.

1.

7, c.

Mannol L'Afrique,

19:

1.

2,

26.

son of Almonsor, and last of the race of the
Abd'alrahmans of Cordova, a licentious prince, was poisoned,
by order of his successor Mahomet, in 1062. Rod. Tolet.
Hist. Arab. c. 32 ; Mannol. I.' Afrique, 1. 2, c 28.

Abd'alrahman,

Other Princes if

this

Abd'alrahman, Ebn Abdallah, was
months.

Mannol,

Abd'alrahman,

1.

of

Mannol.

1

1th century.
of Hassan

Distinguished Persons of this Name.
Abd'alrahman, Ebn Anf, a preacher of Ismalism, whom
Mahomet sent to convert the Christian Arabs, in which he
was so successful at the city of Dawmat, that he converted

Al Jandal, the prince of that city, and married his daughter.
He was one of those styled by distinction the companions
of the prophet, and afterwards presided at the election of a
caliph on the death of Omar.
Abd'alrahman, Ebn Abu Beer, distinguished himself at the
siege of Bastra.
Abd'alrahman, Ebn Meljem, one of the conspirators who
assassinated Ali.
Abd'alrahman, Ebn Khalid, a distinguished general under
Moawyah, by whose instrumentality he was poisoned.
Abd'alrahman, Ebn Okba, was made governor of Egypt by
Abd'allah Ebn Zobeir.
Abd'alrahman, Ebn Mohammed, a general, who carried on
war against Al Hejaj, a khakan or governor of Irak, and
being defeated threw himself headlong down a precipice to
prevent falling into the hands of the enemy.
Abd'alrahman, Ebn Al Mehnef, a general sent by the caliph
Abdulmalck against the Ajarakites, by whom he was defeated
and

Abd'alrahman, surnamed Adahil, or the founder, because hefounded a new kingdom of the Moors, in Spain, built a

Abd'alrahman, surnamed

third successor

but eighteen months.

14.

king of Cordova, was elected to the throne in the year of
the Hegira 413, A. D. 1023, but was killed soon a'fter by
his subjects.
Roderic. Tolet. Hist. Arab. c. 42.

ABD'ALMALEK
ABD'ALMUTALIB

is

c.

with Cid, the famous captain in Spain, in the

ABD'ALMAGID

who

2,

Abd'alrahman, surnamed Al Mostada, nephew

ABD'AL-MA'AL (Biog.) the author of a Universal Geography, in Persian, entitled * the Measure of the Earth.'
(Hist.) chief of the sect of the Karamians, who raised a sedition to expel the famous Doctor,
Fakhreddin Razi.
(Hist.) vide Abduhnalic.
(Hist.) a chief of the Koreish, and
grandfather to Mahomet,

1.

Abd'alrahman, king of Sane, in Morocco, was assassinated
by Ali Ben Guecimin. Mannol. L' Afrique, 1. 6.
Abd'alrahman, king of Guescar, in Grenada, was an ally

Abd'allah, Ebn Al Hasan, an astrologer in the caliphate of
Al MotL
Abd'allah, Ebn Mobarek, is in great veneration among the
Mussulnien, who visit his tomb at Hit.
Abd'allah, Ben Henissain Bcdr Al Karob, wrote the history
of the Abbassidcs. El Makin. Hist. Saracen, eye. vide supra.

ABD'ALLAS (Bios;.) or Abcal, one of the
ABD'ALLATIF (Hist.) vide Abdollalif.

preceding, governed

U Afrique,

Mamun.

Name.

viceroy in Spain for nine

2, c. 13.

a viceroy in Spain, and one of the greatest

killed.

Abd'alrahman, Ebn Khalid, was made governor of Egypt
by the caliph Hesham, in the room of the deceased Abdulmalek Ebn Refia.
Abd'alrahman, Ebn Mofleh, a general under the caliph
Thcophan. Chronograph. ; Eu/yeh. Anna/. ,Cedrem. Compend. ; El Makin. His/. Saracen. ; Roderic.
Tol. Hist. Arab. ; Marian, de Reb. Hisp.
Abd'alrahman, Al Sufi (Bio^.) an astronomer in the time of

Motamed.

the caliph Al Tay Lilian.
Abd'alrahman, Ebn Omar, an astronomer, who wrote

a book

on the constellations.

Abd'alrahman, Ebn

Abdo'l Carim, an Arabian physician in
Abulfaraj. Hist. Di/nasl.
tin' time of ,/enghis Khan.
ABD'ALUAIM, Alfeudi Meu/cvi' (Biog.) author of a book,
entitled ' Letters Missive,' in the Arabian style.
(Hist.) a sultan of the race of the
Gaznevides, was deposed and murdered by Togrol, one of
his principal officers, in the year of the Hegira 445, A. D.
1055.
F.I Makin. Hist. Sarac. p. 271ABD'ALSALEM, Ben Ccnghidest, Al Giabali (Biog.) native
of Bagdad, a philosopher and physician under the caliph
Nasser, whose books were burnt on suspicion of his being
of the sect of Motazalo.
(Hist.) uncle of the two first caliphs of the
house of Aliassides, who lived a long time, and died in the
year of the Hegira 185, A. D. 795, in the caliphate of

ABDALHASCHID

ABDALSAMAD
Aaron.

ABDALVAHED,

Ben Abdalrazak

Nessiiovi, author of a
i.

e.

book entitled

(Biog.) surnamed Khatib
Sage fi Kafiet al Alage,'
'

the quality of remedies of the soul.

ABD

ABD
Abdalvahed, Ben Zeid

(Biog.)

was celebrated among the

ABDARA (Geog.) a
ABDARAM {Hist.)

with the inscription

coin,

Mussulraen for his piety.

town of Spain.

[Villa Abdera.'}

a Saracen and king of Spain mentioned
by Luitprande, probably the same as Abd'alrahman.
{Hist.) vide Abd'alrahman.
ABDAS {Ecc.) a Persian bishop, who, in the warmth of his
zeal, destroyed the irvpilov or holy altar, which the Persians
He fell a victim to the
dedicated to the fire as their God.
public indignation which continued to vent itself upon the
Christians for 30 years after. Socrat. 1. 7, c. 1 8 ; Theodorel.
Hist. Ecc. 1. 5, c. 39; Nicephor. 1. 14, c. 19ABDASTARTUS {Hist.) 'Apbavafras, a king of Tyre, who

ABDARRAHMAN

Joseph. Cont.
reigned nine years, according to Josephus.
Apion. 1. 1, § 18.
ABD'CELAL (Hut.) vide Abd.
{Ecc.) a martyr, who was beheaded by Sapor,
king of Persia, together with Simon, bishop of Seleucia.
Hist. Trip. 1. 3, c. 6.
{Hist.) a king of the Saracens in the
time of Charlemagne. Blond. Hist, ab Inclin. Rom. Dec.

ABDECALLAS

c.

2;

Soliri.

Antiq.

1 1

c.

illust. ;

2.

1.

(Bibl.) b»-\iv, father of Shelemiah, one of JehoiJer. xxxvi. 26.
akim's princes.

ABDEGASUS {Hist.) vide Abdaeasits.
ABDELARIS {Hist.) vide Abd'ollatif.
ABDELASIS {Hist.) vide Abd'allah.
ABDELATIF {Hist.) vide Abd'ollatif.

ABDELCADER

{Hist.) was raised to the throne of Morocco
death of Ceyed, but was soon after slain by a
MarmoL L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 28.
usurper.
(Hist.)\-ide Abd'alkarim and Abdulcarim.
{Hist.) an Arabian Saint, who rebelled against
the caliph Chaim Adam, and was slain by the Arabians, but
his posterity held Bugia and Tunis till the time of the
Thuan. Hist. 1. 7, c. 6'.
Almoadi.
ABDELI {Hist.) or Abu Abdoli. Vide Abdullah.
{Hist.) the tenth caliph of the Persians, was
murdered in the year of the Hegira 86', A. D. 696.
(Hist.) vide Abdulmalic.
ABDELMESSIAS {Ecc.) a patriarch of Egypt, who pubprofession
of faith, and sent a deputation to Clement
lished a
VIII. Baron. Annal.
{Hist.) vide Abdiilmumen.
{Hist.) vide Abdiilmumen.
(Hist.) vide Abdiilmumen.
(Hist.) eldest son of the cherif Hesham,
was killed in battle at the siege of Anega.
(Bibl.) -firms, 'AfHtufocx, one of king
Zedekiah's courtiers who spoke in behalf of the prophet
Jeremiah, and helped him out of the dungeon.
Jer.
after the

ABDELCARIM
ABDELCHIT

ABDELMALEK

ABDELMELECH

ABDELMOMEX
ABDELMOX
ABDELMUMEN

ABDELQLTVER

ABDEMELECH

Spanheim. Dissert.

Mulct/

king of Fez

and
Morocco, was dethroned by his nephew Mahomet, but, with
the assistance of the Sultan Soliman, was enabled to rout
the combined army of the usurper, and of Sebastian, king
of Portugal. The three kings all fell in the battle, which
was fought in 1578. Thuan. Hist. 1. 65, c. 5.
ABDEMOX (Bibl.) 'AflSfiftmv, a boy who solved all the
problems proposed by king Solomon. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 8,
c. 2; Contra. App. 1. 1.
(Hist.)

or

Moltic,

;

Strab.

A

3

1.

;

Plin.

city of Thrace,

2. *A/3&jpa.
1. 2, c. 4.
the birth-place of Demo-

Ptol.

;

;

It was
by Temesius C'lazomenius, a Teian, according to Herodotus ; or by Hercules in honour of his armour-bearer
Abderus, according to Apollodorus or by Diomed and his
:

The air of Abdera was very
according to Mela.
thick and heavy, and the Abderites, its inhabitants, were
esteemed a stupid people whence Cicero calls Rome Abdera,
on account of the absurd conduct of the senators so likewise Martial, 1. 10, Ep.
sister,

;

:

Abderilantt pectoru plehis habes.

Herod.
c.

168; Apollod.
16; Mela, 1. 2, e. 2
1,

1.

4, ep.

c.

2,

1.
;

5;

c.

Plin.

1.

ad Atlicum,

Cic.

4, c. 11

Ptol.

;

1.

4,

11.

Abdera

(Numis.) both towns of this name had their medals.
Abdera, in Spain, is known by the Latin inscription
on its medals, which distinguish them from those of Abdera
in Thrace, which bear in the Greek characters the inscrip-

ABDERA

tions AB. ABA. ABAH. ABAHPfTON. ABAHPITEiiN. and
ABAHPEITEilN, with the addition sometimes of the name
of the magistrate. The Spanish town struck some medals in

honour of Tiberius, bearing the type of fishes. Some medals of
Vespasian, Titus, and Antoninus Pius are ascribed to Abdera,
in Thrace, bearing the type of the grvffin.

25

tab.

Vaillant.

;

Numis. Grcec.

Roman.; Harduin. Numrn.

Goltz. Gra?c. Vet.
Patin. Numis. Impcrat.
Florez. Medal, ilc
Pcllcrin. Rccucil. de Med.
;

Antiq.

illust.,

Espan. tab. 1 ; Gesner. tab. 1 ;
des Peuples. plan. 33 ; Com. Pembroch.

Num.

Vet.

Numis.

;

Hunt.

Pop.

ABDERAME (Hist.) vide Abd'alrahman.
ABDERAXES (Hist.) a king of the Saracens,

who

laid waste

Barcelona in the time of Charlemagne, probably the same as
Abd'alrahman. Blond. Hist, ab Inclin. Rom. Dec. 2, 1. 2.
ABDERITES (Geog.) a people of Pitonia, who were driven
from their country by the rats and vermin with which it

was

Justin.

infested.

ABDERRAHMAX
who

1. 15, c. 2.
(Hist.) son of

poisoned his father.

Mahomet, king of Morocco,

MarmoL

L'Afrique,

1.

2,

c. it/I.

ABDERUS

(Mi/th.) "AfiSnpos, a Locrian, and armour-bearei
to Hercules, who being killed by the raging mares of Diomed,
Apollod.
the hero built a city near tie tomb of his friend.
1. 2, c. 5 ;
Philostrut. Icon. 1. 2, e. 25.

Har, the son of Malluch, of the

tribe of Levi,
1 Chron. vi. 44.
the priest's office.
(Ecc.) an impostor who pretended to have seen our
He
Saviour, and to have been one of the seventy-two.
compiled a work entitled ' Historia Certaminis Apostolici.'
Voss. Hist. Grcec. ; Cave, Hist. Lit. vol. i. p. 27 ; Du Pin.
Hist. Eccl. Scriptor. vol. i. p. 9 ; Fab. Cod. Apoc. Nov. Test.
torn. ii. p. 387
Sax. Onomast. vol. i. p. 358.
(Bibl.) ^«iar, the son of Guni, of the tribe
f

(Bibl.)

who waited on

ABDIAS

,"

ABDIEL
Gad.

1

<

Chron.

v. 15.

had been driven, but was in his turn defeated by the rightful
owner in the second year of the ninety-seventh Olympiad,
A.C. 391. Liv. Epit. 57ABDEMOXOPHES (Hist.) an Ishmaelite and a wealthy
merchant, who bought Mahomet. At his death the impostor
married his widow.
ABDERA (Myth.) a sister of Diomed, who is said to have

ABDIMOXOPHES

1.

3, c. 1

Anaxarchus, and Hecataus.

built

ABDILA

vol.

1.

now Asperosa

Protagoras,

critus,

Abdemon

(Hist.) a friend of the king of Persia, who took
possession of the throne of Cyprus, from which Evagoras

9-

A

ABDI

xxxviii. 8.

Abdemelech

Num. Grcec; Harduin. Num.

(Geog.) 1. Abdera ; "A/3ci/pa, according to Strabo
town
"Apcupa, according to Ptolemy, now Almeira.
of Hispania Boetica, on the shores of the Mediterranean ;

1.

2.

;

a figure of her on a
Mela. 1. 2,

is

ABAHPA2 KOPA2.

Goltz.

Abdera

ABDECAMMAXUS
ABDEEL

TheTe

Thrace.

built Abdera, in

(Hist.) an impious persecutor of the Christians in
Spain under Justin. Antonin. 1. 15, c. 15.
(Hist.) vide Abdcmonophes.

ABIRAXUS

(Hist.) a king of the Saracens, who was a formidable enemy to Charlemagne, probably the same as
Abd'alrahman, the famous viceroy of Spain. Sabell. 1. 7,

ann. 8.

ABDISSI
Pius IV.

(Ecc.) a patriarch of Assyria,
Thuan. Hist. 1. 32, c. 1.

who

paid

homage

to

;

ABD
ABDITAXA

ABD

a town of Africa,

now

Arriana, near

ABDOL-FAZL,
ABDO'L-GHEHAY,

2 Clnon. xxxiv. 20. supposed to be the same as Achbor, son
of Micaiah.
2 Kings, xxii. 12.
Abdon Aptw^, a city of Asher, given to the Levites of
Gershon'a family.
Josh. xxi. 30; 1 Chron. vi. 74 ; Euseb.
Outmost.
Hieron. de hoc. Heb.
Abdon (Ace.) a Christian prince of Cordova, who was of
Persian extraction. He suffered martyrdom at Home, in the
persecution of Decius.
Bolland. Acta Martii, torn. ii.
(Hist.) vide Abd'alrahnum.
ABDO'SSALAM (Biog.) a phvsician of Bagdad, who died in
592 of the Hegira, A. D. 1202. Abulfaraj. Dunast.
(Hilt.) vide Abdullah.
Abdula, caliph of Bagdad. Vide Mostudher.
Abdula, a Tartar Cham of the sixteenth century, who was
victorious over the Persians, and took thirty-two cities in
the province of Chorasan.
Relat. Dom. Johun. Vers.
(Hist.) of the family of the Beni Merinis,
made himself absolute master of Fez, in 1210.
Abdulach, a descendent of the preceding, and son of AhuSayd, was an effeminate prince of Fez, and was strangled

ABDOL-KHAN, vide Abdol.
ABDO'LLAH {Hist.) vide Abd'allah.

ABDULASIS

Thuan

Tunis.
1.

6,

iff.

7,

1.

c.

7

;

Marmot.

L'Afrique,

ly.

c.

ABDOL,

Gheray {Hi si.) a Tartan general under Mohammed
Khodabundah, defeated Arez Beg. Herbert. Per. p. 200.
Abdol, Rakim, son of Khan Kann, was employed successfully
as a general under the great Moguls Hemayim and Akbar.
Abdol, Fazl, another successful general under Akbar, was
murdered by Shak Selim, the Mogul's sou.
Abdol, Khan, commanded the armies of the great Mogul
Jehan Ghir, in the year of the Hegira 1020, A. D. 1630.
Abdol, Wulid Ebn Al Hosain, revolted against the caliph Al
Moktader, and being deserted by his troops was thrown into
Abulfaraj.

prison.

284.
vide Abdulaziz.
his father Naod

I)i/n. p.

ABDOLAZIZ'(H«/.)
Abdo'laziz, succeeded

Mohammed,

as

khan

ABDOCRBAHMAN

ABDULA

ABDULACH

of Bukharia.

ABDO'L-CARIM,

vide Abdulcarim.
vide Abd'ol.
vide Abd'ol.

Abdo'llah, son of

Isk.'mder,

khan of Bukharia, succeeded

his

an active reign, died in the year of the
Hegira 1006, A. D. I6l6, according to Texeira but other
;

historians place his death earlier.

Tex. Relal.

1.

2, c. 58.

Abdo'llah, Kohb Shdh, a king of Golkonda, who became
tributary to Aureng Zib.
Tavernier. Trav. p. 69, &c.
Thevenat's Trav. p. 100.
Abdo'llah, a surname of

some

own

by his

father, and, after

Persian

QVide

princes.

Marmol.

vizier.

(Hisl.) king

the murderer of his father Uleg
Beg ; he was shot by his own soldiers, after a reign of six
months, in the year of the Hegira 852, A. D. 1462.
Abdo'llatif, Khan of great Bukharia, succeeded Abdallah,
according to Texeira, 1. 2, c. 58.
(Biog.) a Persian historian, was born at
Bagdad in the 557th year of the Hegira, A. D. 1167- Of
his numerous writings is preserved a treatise entitled ' Alcitab Alsigar or Little Book, being an Abridgment of a
larger History of Egypt,' the MS. of which is preserved in
the Bodleian library at Oxford.
An edition of this treatise
was published in 1800, with notes and a Latin version by
(Hist.)

ABDOLLATIPH

{Hist.) a

Shab Abbas

tril>e

of Afghans,

who became

tributary

king of Persia.

I,

ABDO'LMAJLJK
AliDO'LMELEC

{Hist.) or Abddlmclec.

Vide Aldulmekc.

{Biog.) a geometrician of Persia, who
translated, or rather abridged, a part of Apollonius' Conic

AliDO'L-KAKIM
who made him

{Hist.) a

mussulman doctor of Samarcand had

influence with the rabble,

Shah Kukh

who

favoured the interest

in 1407-

(Hilt.) vide Abdol.
the son of Hillel, of the tribe of
Ephraini, tenth judge of Israel, who lift forty sons and thirty
{liibl.)

[i-u]>,

grand-sons, A. Si. 2840: A. C. 1165.
Ju'dg. xii.
I 'si. Annul.
Abdon, the son of Jehiel, of the tribe of Benjamin.
ix.

18,

1

15;

Citron.

8ft

the

son

of

Shaahak,

of

the

tribe

of

Benjamin.

30.
Abdon, the son of Micah, sent by king Josiah to the prophetess Huldab, to impiire about the book of the law.
1

married the
;

Persia, in the plain of Teheran, near to which are the ruins
of Key, an extensive city, where Alexander the Great remained live days during his pursuit of Darius.
(Hist.) or Abdolaziz, a name common to the
kings who reigned at Bugie, in Africa, till 1510, when it
was taken by Peter, count of Navarre. Marniul. L'Afrique,
1.

5, c. 4<).

Abdulaziz, son of Merwan, and governor of Egypt ill the
year of the Hegira 86, A. D. 6.96. El Makin. Hist. Sarae1.

c

I,

12.

Abdci.aziz, father of Omar.

ABDULCARIM,

Abu Beer

C/tron.

Vide Omar.
(Hist.) twenty-fourth caliph of

the family of the Abassides, and sixty-fifth of the successors
of Mahomet, began to reign in the year of the Hegira 363,
A. D. <)73, and was deposed in 991- El Makin. Hist. Sarac.
Abulfaraj. Hist. Dinast. p. 324.
1. 3, c. 5 ;
(Hist.) a native of Seville, and a great commander, was sent by the king of Morocco to Tunis as a
Manual.
viceroy, where he governed with great prudence.

L'Afrique,

1.

name

16; Thuan. Hist.

6, c.

ABD'ULMALIC

(Hist.)

viii. 2.3,

1.

7. c. 6.

Abd'almalic,

or

Abd'olmalek, the

of several Arabian princes.

caliph of the

Arabians, died in the year of the Hegira 65, A.

(Hiit.) nephew to the caliph Al Mansur,
his
general.
Abulfaraj. Hist. Di/n.

ABDO*L-WALID

Abdon,

Saracens,

of

Princes of this Name.

217-

ABDO'LWAL
of

55.

Abd'ulmalic, son of Merwan, and the seventh

(Hilt.) vide Abdol.

ABDOTL-WAHAB

ABDON

c.

King Boderic, who was an African by birth they
were both killed in a mosque for having violated the law
Rod. Tolel. Hist. Arab. c. 9; Vol. in Chroh.
of Mahomet.
Ann. 717; Marmol. L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 12.
ABDUL-AZEEM (Geog.) or Shah Abdul Azeem, a village of

widow

Sections.

ABDO'LMOMUN (Hist.) vide Abdultnumen.
ABDCLMOTALLEB {Hut.) vide Abd'ahnutaUb.

nr< at

4,

ABDULEDI

professor White.

ABDO'LLIS

p.

1.

of the

ABDULAZIZ

Mirza.J

ABDO'LLATIF

in

;

alter a reign of

1).

675,

Rod. Tol. Hisl. Arab.

twenty-one years.

Marmol. L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 9.
c. 8
Abimilmalic, Ebn Nuh Saimind, Emir of Khorasan,
;

killed by a
from his horse, in the year of the legira 350, A. I). yO'O.
Abd'ulmaLIC, a king of Cordova, who reigned two years, and
Marmol.
died in the year of the Hegira 120, A. D. 730.
fall

1

L'Afrique,

Ii,

tools

c.

14.

warlike prince of Cordova, in Spain, who
in Africa, and, after taking C'arthagena
Christians, died in the year of the Hegira 739-

Abd'ULMAJUG,

a

several towns

from tin'
A. I). I3I9Abd'ijlmalio, Ebn Almanzor, king of Cordova, died before
Bod. Tolet. Hist. Arab. c. 32.;
be came to the throne.

L'Afrique, I 2, c 28.
prince of the Arabians in the year of the
1). 1352.
He died at Cordova after making
conquests in Spain.

Marmol

Annul. malic, a
1

[egira 7 12, A.

1

:

ABE

ABE
Abd'ulmalic, the brother of Muley Hassan, took the
of Tunis from his nephew, whom he deprived of his eyes
He reigned only thirty-six
by means of burning sand.
Marmot. L'Afrique, 1. 6, c. 16.
days.
Abd'ulmalic, Muley, who succeeded his father Muley Moluch in 1630, was murdered by a Christian slave after a
city

reign of four years.

1

ABEDXEGO

Dan. i. 7, iii- 12.
Gaspar (Riog.) a French abbe, was born at Riez,
in 1648, and died at Paris, the 21st of May,
171 8.
He wrote some odes, epistles, tragedies, &c.
Abeille, Scipio, brother of the preceding, a surgeon and
medical writer, was born at Riez, and died Nov. 9, Hi'97fiery furnace.

ABEILLE,

in Provence,

Abd'ulmalic, son of Muley Ishmael, and prince of Suz, was
chosen emperor of Morocco in 1?2S, and strangled, by order
of his brother, in

Spain, was slain bv him on his return from Africa. Marmot
L'Afrique, 1. 2, c.'l4.
(Bibl.) uj-op, a Chaldee name for Azariah,
who, with Shadrach and Meshech, were thrown into the

730.

He
Distinguished Persons of ihis Name.

wrote

'

Histoire des Os,' &e.

Abeille, Lewis Paul, was born

Abd'ulmalic, Ebn Rafaa, a governor of Egypt under the
caliph Al Walid.
Abd'ulmalic, a viceroy, was conquered and beheaded by
Abd'alrahman, general of Abul Haziz, his rival.
Abd'ulmalic, Ebn Yesid, was appointed governor of Egypt,
under the caliph Al Mansur.
Abd'ulmalic, Ebn Saleh, governor of Egypt under the caliph
Harum, or Aaron Al Raschid.
Abd'ulmalic, son of Almansor, king of Cordova, after beating Count Fernandez, died in the year of the Hcgira 388,
A. D. 998.
Abd'ulmalic, a son of Abulhassem, king of Fez, who being
beaten in an engagement with the Christians in Spain,
attempted to make his escape, but was slain in a hedge in
Eutych. Annal. ;
the year of the Hegira 730, A. D. 1340.
El Makin. Hist. Same. ; Abu'lfaraj. Hist. Din. ; Roiler.
Tolet. Hist. Arab. ; Marian de Reb. Hispan. ; Marmot.

and died

at

Paris,

d'Observations
merce,'

de

July 28,
Societe

la

at Toulouse, June 2, 171ft
He wrote ' Corps
1807d'Agrieulture, de Com-

&c

ABEL

(Ribl.) bin, hebel, vanity, breath, or vapour; the
second son of Adam and Eve, was born in the second vear
Gen.
of the world, A.M. 1. B.C. 4003. Jul. Per. 711iv. 2 ; Pctav. de Doetrin. Temp. ; L'sscr Annal.
Abel, bm, mourning, also called Abcl-bcth-maacha, 1 Kings,
xv. 20. or Abelmaim, 2 Chron. xvi. 4. and Abila, capital of
Abilene, Luke iii. 1 ; a town situated, according to Dr.
Wells, in the north of the land of Israel, in the tribe of
Xaphtali.
It was taken and ravaged by Benhadad, king of
Syria, and 200 vears after by Tiglathpilezer.
2 Kings,
xv. 2<); Euseb. apud Hieron. de Loc 'Hcb. ; Wells, Geog.

Abdulmumen, king

of the Old Test, part 3, e. 2.
of the vineyards D'm:^2«, " AfliX Wpiriktov, translated
Plain of the vineyards ; a town six or seven miles from
Rabbath, the capita] of the Ammonites. Jud. xi. 33.
Abel the Great, nbnjn ^aw, great mourning; a large stone
on which the ark was placed when it was sent back by the
Philistines.
1 Sam. vi. 18.
Abel, Meholah, n ?inD- ?2N, 'AfieXfi&iKcu, according to Eusebius, Abel-Mau/a, and rendered by St. Jerome, mourning of
weakness, the birthplace of Elisha, 1 Kings xix. 16, situated,
according to Euscbius, in a great plain, 16 miles S. Scythopolis.
Euseb. Onom. ; Hieron. de Loc. Heb.
Abel Mizraim, omo-^iK, the mourning of Egypt, another

Abdulmumen,

name for the threshing floor of Atad. Gen. 1. 11.
Abel, Shittim, O'tflti'-^N, 'Afiektrarvtlv, according to Eusebius, and "AfieXa, according to Josephus
a town in the

L'Afrique.

ABDULMUMEX

(Hist.) a king of the Saracens, in Africa,
of obscure origin, was elevated to the throne by
help of Abdallah, the author of the sect Mohavedi.
He
strangled the heir to the crown with his own hands, and,

who was

56, as he was about to
African. 1. 3 ; Marian de Reb.

after a successful reign, died in

pass over into Spain.

HispA.
Hist.

1.

11,

c.

Leo

1

1; Marmot. L'Afrique,!. 2,

e.

34

;

Thuan.

7, c. 2.

of Tunis, killed Yahaya, the murderer
of Ala Bare, and reigned in his stead.
Marmot. L'Afrique,
son of Abd'allah or Abdo'llah, khan of Great
Bukharia, succeeded his father in 1 540, and was slain by his

own

Mirkhond, apud Te.reira, 1. 2, c. 58.
ABDULVATES (Hist.) an ancient people originally of
Tremecen, from whom were, descended the race of kings
who drove the Abd'alrahm'ms from Africa in the vear of
Marmot. L'Afrique, 1. 2.
the Hegira 386, A. D. 996.

c

people.

28, &c.
(Riog.) or

ABDUN

Ebn Abdun,

the same as Abdallah

Adib Al Raimi, author of the book

entitled

'

Al

Ekhtelaf Abou

Hanifah,' i. e. a criticism on Abou Hanifah.
or Ebn Abdun Abdallah Al Hatemi. author of a book
' Adab
Al Hokamah,' or the Morals and Manners
of Philosophers and Physicians.
Abdun, or Ebn Abdun Abou Mohammed Abdalhamid, author
of a poem entitled ' Abdunia.'
(Hist.) a Parthian eunuch, and one of the principal
conspirators against king Artabanus.
He was poisoned at a
feast to which he was invited. Tacit. Annal. 1. 6, c. 31, 32.
[Her.) the name of a family of Essex, which at present enjoys the title and dignity of a baronet, conferred in
1641 on Sir Thomas Abdy. The arms, &c. of this family
are as follow
Arms. Or, two chevronels between three trefoils slipped

Abdun,

entitled

ABDUS

ABDY

sable.

Crest.

An

ABEACUS
of

eagle's

head erased.

(Hist.) 'AfieaKOQ, a king of the Sirachs, a people
Strab. 1. 11.

Mount Caucasus.

ABECIUS

(Hist.) a rival of Abdulmalic, in the

kingdom of

Abel

1

i

;

plains of Moab, beyond Jordan, where Moses encamped
Numb, xxxiii. 49 ;
before the army passed the Jordan.
Joseph. Antiq. !. 4, c. 7, &c. ; Euseb. Onom.; Hieron. de
Loc. Heb.

Abel

(Hist.) son of Valdimir II, murdered his brother Eric,
and took possession of his throne in 1250, two years after
which lie was killed in an insurrection of the Friezlanders.

Krantz.

1.

7, c. 21.

Abel, Gaspar

(Riog.) an historian and poet, was born at
Hindenburg, and died at Westdorf in 1763.
He wrote,
Preussische Brandenburgische Staats Historie
&c.
Abel, Charles Frederick, a German musician, who was appointed chamber-musician to her majesty in 1759, and died
in 1787Burncy, Hist. Mus. vol. iv. p. 67S.
Abel, or Able, Thomas. Vide Able.
ABE LA (Ribl.) n"?2K, a town of Persea, beyond Jordan.
2 Sam. xx. 14.
Abela, John Francis (Riog.) commander of the order of the
knights of Jerusalem, is principally known by his history of
Malta, the place of his birth, entitled ' Malta illustrate,
ovvero della descrizione di Malta:' Malta, 1647Sax.
:

'

'

Onomast. vol. iv. p. 507(Riog.) Abailard, or Abeelard, Peter, the son of
Berenger, of noble descent, and Abbot of St. Gildas, was
born at Palais, near Xantes, in Bretagne, in 1079) and died
April 21, 1142.
He was early engaged in the scholastic
philosophy of the times, and drew upon himself much opposition bv the freedom with which he broached his heterodox
c 2

ABELARD

ABE

ABE

opinions, but he is most generally known as the lover of
Heloisa.
His works which have been published, with those

of his mistress, consist of their letters, and his treatises
of Theology, &c.
Fab. Bibl. Lat. vol. ii. ; .SY/.r. Onoinast.
vol.

ABENDANA,

p. '21'2.

ii,

ABELE,

son of Christopher
whose ancestors were ennobled by Charles V, was
employed as minister to the emperors Ferdinand III, and
Leopold, on the most important concerns of state.
He was
likewise the author of a work on the rights of the House of
Austria against that of Bamberg and died in 1()85.
Auklk, Matthias (Biog.) brother of the preceding, was historiographer to the emperor Leopold, and author of several
works.

Christopher

Count

a"

{Hist.)

Allele,

;

ABELIN,

John Philip (Bug.) an historian, was born at Strasburg, and died about 164/6.
He wrote, among other things,
the Theatre of Europe.'
'

Abelin (Gcog.) a town of Palestine, eight miles E. Acre.
Some have conjectured this to be the ancient Zabulon which
was sacked by the Human general Cestus.

ABELL,

John (Biog.) an English musician, published ' a ColSongs in several Languages,' in 1701. Hawkins,
qf Mus. vol. iv. p. 445.

lection of
I J ist.

ABELLA

a female medical writer of Salerno, was
born in the reign of Charles of Anjou.
She wrote, among
'
other things,
De atra Bili.'
Abella (Geog.) a city of Campania, fruitful in nuts, called
Nuces AvcllaiHV, now Avclla Vecehia. Virgil writes Bella
(lliog.)

for Abella, as

JEn.

1.

7, v.

is

quus malifere despectant

8, v.

1.

supposed.

740.
F.l

Sil Hal.

544, writes

Sumntum

The

tt

pauper

it

mania

c.
1.

4,

;

5.

ABELLABA

(Geog.) a town of Westmoreland, now Appleby.
Louis (Fee.) grand vicar of Bayonne, and Bishop
His writof Rhodes, was born in 16'03, and died in 1()!/1-

ABELLI,

Nieeron. vol.

ings are theological.

xli.

ABILLIXLM

(Geog.) 'AfiiMuvov, a town of the Hirpini,
near the river Sabatus, now Ave/lino. Frontinus says it was
The
a colony sent out agreeably to the Scmpronian law.
inhabitants were called Abellinates. Pint.
r/e Colon.; Plot. 1. 3, e. 1.

ABELLIO

1.

3,

e.

9; Frontin.

the name under which the Gauls worThis god was worshipped at Convenie, a
people of Aquitania, at the foot of the Pyrennees, where
there were monumental inscriptions of him, as DEO.
ABELLIOXI. MINICIA. JUSTA. V. S. L. M. Scalig.
I. eel. Auson. 1. 1, c. 9
loss, tie Idol. 1. 2 ; Selden. de Diis
Si/riis, 1. 2, c. 1; Smel. Inseripl. Vet.} Gruler. Thesaur.
(Mi/lh.)

shipped the

Mm.

;

lii. Tntcrwt.

ABELTERIUM

(Geog.) a town
Anton, in
OlyfdppO and Emerita-

ABEMERIC
ivri ivi

(1

Joweph. Antiq.

ABEN,

a

name

I.

anil

80,

in the

c.

ABEN-BOHEN

Belli, son,

distinguished persons in

ol'

strength,

(Biog.) Aven-Meger, or Benmeir
celebrated Rabbi, was born at Toledo, in 10,99,

Abraham, a
and died in

1165, or, according to some, in 1174. He wrote ' Elegautise
Grammatirae,' &c.
Sax. Onomast. vol. ii. p. 240.
(Hist.) a viceroy of Cordova, who was killed
in 1147, by reason of his own treachery.
Boderie. Tolet.
dc Beb. Hisp. 1. 7, c. 8 ; Marian, de Bcb. Hispan. 1. 10,
c. 19; Marmot. L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 24.
(Biog.) Abhengnejit, or Albenguejit, an
Arabian physician of the fourteenth century, who wrote
' De Virtutibus Medieinse,'
&c.
(Hist.) an Arabian who treacherously surrendered the town of Badajoz, which had been entrusted to
him by Alphonsus, king of Portugal.
(Hist.) a king of Grenada, was put to
death by his rival Abdalla-Aben-Abo, in the year of the
Hegira 978, A. D. 1588.
Thuan. Hist. 1. 48, c. 8.
(Hist.) a learned Moorish prince of Grenada,
'
who wished to be styled Reformator legis.' He was slain
by his subjects in 12.34. Marmot. L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 28.
(Hist.) a king of Grenada, who became
tributary to the king of Castillo.
His son, Abohacen, was
the last king of the Moors, in Spain, during whose reign
they were expelled by Ferdinand.
ABEX-JOSEPH (Hi'st.) the first king of Fez, after the death
of his brother, who had been its governor.
Marmot.
L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 38.
(Hist.) a king of Cordova, who opposed
the sect of the Almohades with great vigour.
Marmot.
L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 38.
(Biog.) or Abcn-Mallak, a rabbi of the
seventh century, and a commentator on the Bible.
(Biog.) a writer on the philosophers of
Merscnn. Pnef. Apollon. Conic.
Arabia.
(Geog.) a town of Bavaria, now Ahens-

ABEN-GAMA

ABENGNEFIT

ABENHABEL

ABEN-HUMEYA

ABEX-MAHOMET
ABEX-MELEK

ABEX-NEDDEN

ABEXSPERGA
berg.

AUKN-TAAMAX

(Hist.) a son of Abdallah, the sixth caliph
of the race of Ommiah, who escaped from the bauds of
Abdulmelic, the murderer of his father, and settled in MauMarmot. L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. |).
ritania.
(Hist.) vide Abw-TescMfien.
(Biog.) a rabbi of the fourteenth century,
who translated Euclid from the Arabic into the Hebrew.
(Biog.) a rabbi and astronomer, who wrote
astronomical tables.
Vote, de Math. c. 25, § 50.
(Hut.) one of the Moiisci, in Spain, who
renounced Christianity in order to return to Maliomctanism.

ABENTESPHIN
ABEN-TIBBON

ABENVEHGA

ABEN-XAUHAR
1.

was the general of Aben-Hiimeya.

IS,

c.

Thuun.

Hist.

12.

ABEN-ZOAB

(Biog.) vide Aren-Zoar.
(Mi/lh.) a god of the Romans, who was supposed
to give the facultv of removing from a place, in distinction
from the god Adeona. August, de Cie. Dei, 1. 4, c. 21 ;

ABEONA

(MM.) [rrw-faK, Wfoc

BeAv, the stont qf
boundary stone separating the
of Judah and Benjamin.
Hieron.
Josh, xviii. 17
or

ABEN-EZRA

He

2.

Arabic answering to Ben or

applied to several princes and
history and biography.

tribes

between

Lusitania,

king who hospitably
gave him his daughter in marriage.

is

Bohnii

of
Ilin.

(Hist.) 'AfStvvhpiyoc, a

[zates,

ABENDONIA

ABEN-ISHMAEL

sulci Cerealit ALellu.

are

e.

Jacob (Biog.) a Spanish Jew, prefect of a
synagogue, in London, and author of a Spicelegium from
the Hebrew Bible: fob Amsterdam.
He died in 16'85.
(Geo s .) vide Abindonia.
ABEN-EL-HASCH"" (Hist.) a king of Cordova, was placed
on the throne of Alcataran, by the rebellious subjects of the
latter, in the fourteenth century, and died after a reign of
six months.
Marmot. L'Afrique, 1. 2, c. 14.
ABEN-EZER (Bibl.) vide Fben-Ezer.

ABEN-HUT

Beili£.

Abella.

Strab. 1. 5 ; I'lin.
called Abellani.
inhabitants
Front, ilc Colon. ; Justin. 1. 20,
1.5, c. 22 ; Ptol. 1. 3, c. 1
Serv. in Virg. /En. 1. 7, v. 740 ; Ctuv. Ilal. Antiq.
.5 ;

].

the Portuguese into whose hands she had fallen.
He was
afterwards killed by the Moors of Fez, in 1524; and his
wife starved herself.
Dieg. de Torr. Hist, des Cher.
c. 20, &c.

a

;

de lueis lleh.
vBl'.N( IIAMOT (Hilt.) a celebrated general in Barbary,
rescued his wife IOttt, by a desperate act of valour, from

Gii mid. Sunt. Dear.

ABERAVONIUM
ABERCIUS
Ann.

ni;;.

l.

(Geog.) a town of Wales,
(Ecc.) a bishop of Hierapolis.

now Ahenieon.
Baron. Annal.

:

:

ABE

ABE
ABERCORN

(Biog.) one of the titles enjoyed by a principal
branch of the illustrious house of Hamilton. [Vide Hamilton.]
The titles, arms, &c. of this noble family are as follow
Hamilton, Marquis of Abercorn, and Viscount HaTitles.
milton, in Great Britain ; Earl of Abercorn, Baron of

and Kirkpatrick, in Scotland ; Baronet
and Viscount Strabane, and Baron Stra-

Paisley, Hamilton,

of

Nova

Scotia,

bane and Mountcastle, in Ireland.
Arms. Quarterly, for Hamilton, 1st and 4th gules, three
For Arran, 2d and 3d, argent,
cinquefoils pierced argent.
a ship with her sails furled up sable.
Crest.
In a ducal coronet or, an oak tree fructed and
penetrated transversely with a saw proper, the frame
[Vide Hagold, inscribed with the word " Through."
milton.']

Supporters.

Two

lars, chains,

antelopes argent, their horns, ducal col-

and hoofs

or.

" Sola nobilitat virtus."
(Geog.) a town of Wales,

Motto.

ABERCOVONIUM

now Aber-

conway.

ABERCOUH

(Geog.) or Aberkuh, two towns, one in Chaldea,
the other in the Persian Irak.
John (Biog.) the son of a gardener,
wrote a Gardener's Dictionary, Calender, &c. and died in
1801.
Sir Ralph (Hist.) a general well known
for his skill, valour, and success, was the son of George
Abercromby, of Tullibody, Esq. who was descended from
an ancient cadet of the family of Birkenberg, as mentioned
under Heraldry. He was born in 1738, obtained a cornetcy
in the second regiment of dragoon guards, in 1756, from
which he rose, by a long and honourable service to the rank
of lieutenant-general in 1797In 1801, he was sent as
commander-in-chief on the expedition into Egypt, and fell
lighting bravely at the battle of Alexandria on the 3d of
April of the same year.
[Vide Plate 14.]
Abercromby (Her.) a family of Scotland, which derives its
name from the lands of Abercromby, in the county of Fife.
The Abercrombies of that Ilk were very considerable gentlemen, of whom the most ancient cadet was Abercromby,
of Birkenberg, from whom descended the distinguished
general Sir Ralph Abercromby above-mentioned.
Abercromby, Francis, of Fitternier, was created Lord Glassford for life, by James VII.
From him is descended the
present Hugh Lord Semple.
Abercromby, Mary Ann, relict of Sir Ralph Abercrombv,
was created, as a reward for her husband's gallant conduct, a
baroness in 1801, with the title of Baroness Abercrombv of
Aboukir and Tullibody. The titles, arms, &C. of this family
are as follow
Abercromby, Baron of Aboukir and Tullibody.
Titles.
Arms. Argent, a fess embattled gu/cs ; in base the arms of
Abercrombie, argent, a chevron indented gu/cs, between
three boars' heads erased azure : out of the embattlements in chief issuant a dexter arm embowed in armour,
encircled by a wreath of laurel, and the hand grasping a
a stand of military colours, representing the invincible
standard of the French taken in Egypt.
Crest.
bee erect, proper.
Supporters. Two greyhounds per fess argent and or, collared
and lined gules, charged on the shoulder with a thistle.
Abercromby, Patrick (Biog.) a physician in the 18th century
of the above family, wrote ' The Lives of the Scotch
Warriors/ and other historical works.
ABERDEEN, Earl of (Her.) is descended uninterruptedly
from the male line of the noble house of Gordon. The
titles, arms, Sec. of this family are as follow
Titles.
Gordon, Earl of Aberdeen; Viscount of Formartine
Lord Haddo, Methlie, Tarves, and Kellie ; Viscount
Gordon, and a Baronet.
or the Arabian Irak

;

ABERCROMBIE,

ABERCROMBY,

A

:

;

Arms.

Quarterly, for Gordon, 1st and 4th, azure, three
boars' heads couped,
within a double tressure ; for
Hamilton and Arran. 2d and 3d, as in the arms of the
Marquis of Abercorn, within a bordure sable. [Vide

Gordon and Hamilton.]
Crest of Gordon.
Two arms, from the shoulder naked,
holding a bow ready to let fly an arrow.
Crest of Hamilton (as in the Marquis of Abercorn).
The
tree charged with an escocheon argent, thereon a heart
gules.

Two antelopes argent, armed and unguled or,
gorged with a collar fleury and counterfleury.
" Fortuna sequatur."
Aberdeen, Old (Geog.) or Aberdon, a royal burgh, and
originally a bishop's see, one mile N. New, is known, by its
records, from the time of William the Lyon in 1214.
It
was burnt by the fleet of Edward III. in 1333, and was
afterwards rebuilt under the name of New Aberdeen.
It
has a college caRed King's College, which was founded in
1494, a fort, and the remains of a castle destroyed by
Cromwell.
ABERDEENSHIRE (Geog.) or Aberdeen, a maritime county
of Scotland, 90 miles long and 38 broad.
Boundaries. Aberdeen is bounded on the N. and E. by the
German Ocean ; on the S. by Perth, Forfar, and Kincardine ; and on the W. by BamS", Elgin, and Inverness.
Principal Towns.
Aberdeen, Old and New ; Kintore
Inverary ; Peterhead ; Keith ; Huntly
Old Meldrum.
Rivers.
Dee, Don, Ythan, Deveron, Bogie, Ury.
Lakes. Loch Muick, Kanders, Builg, Callader.
Supporters.

Motto.

;

;

ABERDOMA

(Geog.) a town of Scotland, now Aberdeen.
Hector. Boeth. Scot. Hist.
(Geog.) a town of Scotland, now Abcrdour.
Lord (Her.) the title borne by the eldest son of
the Earl of Morton.
(Geog.) a town of Anglesea, now Abcrfraw.
Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed
by a branch of the iUustrious house of Neville. [Vide
Neville.] The titles, arms, &c of this family are as follows
Titles.
Neville, Earl of Abergavenny, Viscount Neville,

ABERDORA

ABERDOUR,

AHERFRAUU
ABERGAVENNY,

:

and Baron Abergavenny.
Gules, on a saltire argent, a
Arms.
and seeded proper.

rose of the first barbed

In a ducal coronet or, a buU's head ardent, pied
armed of the first, and charged on the neck with
a rose gules.
Supporters.
Two bulls argent, pied sable, armed, unguled,
collared, and chained or.
" Ne vile velis."
Motto.
Crest.

sable,

ABERGENNIUM

(Geog.)

a town of Wales,

now Aber-

gavenny.

ABERIDES

(Myth.) a god of the heathens, otherwise called

Saturn.

ABERISTYVIUM

(Geog.) a town of Wales,

now

Aberist-

wytlt.

ABERNyETHUM

(Geog.) afterwards Andreanopolis, now
St. Andrews, a town of Scotland.
Abernvethum (Geog.) a town of Perthshire, in Scotland, six
miles S. E. Perth, seated on the Tay, now Abernetfiy.
Formerly the seat of the Pictish kings, and the see of a
bishop.
Its church, supposed to have been anciently a
cathedral, has a tower 74 feet high, and 48 in circumference.

ABERNETHY,
family.

The

Lord (Her.) a title appended to the Frazer
ancient and noble family of Abernethy is now

extinct.

Abernethy, John

(Biog.) a dissenting minister, wrote some
sermons and controversial tracts, &c. and died in 1 740.
ABESTA (Myth.) the name of a book which the Magi ascribe
to the Patriarch Abraham, whom they suppose to be Zoro-

.

ABG
This

aster.

ABI

commentary on

a

is

their code of religions

faith.

(Geog.) ya«, Afar, an egg, or from ra, muddy, a
city of Isachar.
Josh. xix. 20.
(Hist.) a competitor for the crown of Monomotapa,
in Africa, was killed in the sanguinary contest in 1604.

ABGARA

ABGARUS

"

(Hist.)

kings of Edessa
Augarus, &c.

:

it

Afiyapoc, a name common to several
is otherwise spelt Abagarus, Agbarus,

Abgakus, by whose

perfidy Crassus was drawn into a snare
which caused his ruin. He is called "Ak^odoc by Appian,
Pint, in
'Apiafivtjs by Plutarch, and Avyapoc by Dio.
Crass.; Appian. de Parlh. Bell.; Dio. 1. 40; Sex. Kuf. in

Breviar.

Abgarus, who, according

to Eusebius, wrote a letter to our
.Saviour, and received an answer from him.
The genuineness of these letters has been the subject of much dispute
among the learned. Dio. 1. 68 ; Euseb. Hist. Eccl. 1. 1,

13; Evagr.

26; Procop. de

Bell. Per. 1. 2, c. 12;
2 ; Lard. Cred. 1. 7, c. 22.
Abgarus, who, in the reign of Claudius, dealt treacherously
with Mithridates, a general of the Parthians. Tacit. Annul.
1. 12, c. 12, &c.
Abgarus, who by Dio is called Avyapoc, lived in the reign of
Trajan, to whom he delayed doing homage on his conquest
of Armenia. His son Arbande, however, afterwards obtained
the favour of the emperor.
Dio. 1. 68, &c.
Abgarus, Arbanilus, son of the former, who lived in the reign
of Antoninus Pius, is said to have been a religious prince.
Capiluliu. in Anton. P.; Euseb. Prmparut. Evang. 1. 6;
1.

4,

Care. Lit. Hist. vol.

c.

i.

p.

Epiphan. Hmre, 56.

Abgarus,

successor of the preceding, gave hostages for his

fidelity to the
c

-

9

emperor Severus, A. D. 197.

Herodian,

I.

3,

Spartiun. in Sever.

;

Abgarus, the

last king of Edessa, being convicted of treachery to the emperor Caracalla, in 216, was stripped of his

and sent prisoner to Rome, with his two sons.
His kingdom was then converted into a Roman province.

possessions,

Dio.

77-

1.

Abgarus, another prince of Edessa,

in the reign of Gordianus
knows only by some medals which he struck in
honour of that emperor, of which a further account is given
under Numismatics.

Pius,

Charlemagne's expedition into the

is

Abgarus (Xumis.)

the

kings

of

this

name

struck several

M. Aurelius, L. Vents,
Lncilla Commodus, Sept. Severus, ami, Lastly, of Gordianus
Puis.
The medals of the latter represent Abgarus in three

medals in honour of Hadrianus,

ABHERI

Sujfrid. dc

(Biog.)

Abischah, was
of Porphyry.

ABI

father of Scadeddin, vizier to the sultan
the best Arabian commentator on the Isagoge

ON, my father, wife of Ahaz, mother of Heze-

(Bibl.)

kiah, 2 Ki?igs, xviii. 2
xxix.

;

otherwise called Abijah.

Abi, Arahi (Hist.) an Arabian prince who did homage to
Charlemagne, by whom he was restored to his kingdom in
Spain.

Abi, Abdala, a king of Grenada, was poisoned by the king of
Fez, by means of a present which the latter made to him,
in 13()6.
Marmot. L'Afrique, 1. 2.
Abi (Biog.) surnamed de Munsor, an Arabian, and author of
a

work

entitled

Nothr Aldorr.'

'

ABI A

(Myth.) the daughter of Hercules and nurse of Hillus,
gave her name to a town of Messenia.
Abia (Geog.) "Afiia, or "Afaa ; a city of Messenia, called
after Abia, was the ancient Ire, 'Ip/; rotheertra, one of the
seven cities which Agamemnon promised to Achilles. Horn.
II. 1. 9, v. 292 ; Strab. 1. 8 ; Ptol. 1. 3, c. 16 ; Puus. 1. 4,
c.

30.

ABIAH

(Bibl.) n'3N, from 3«, father, and n>, Lord, i. e.
Lord my father, the second son of Samuel the prophet.
Sam. viii. 2.
ABI-ALBON (Bibl.) one of David's valiant men. 2 Sam.
the
1

xxiii. 31.

ABIATHAR
and

(Bibl) in»a«, excellent father, from as, father

in', excellent, a high priest in the time of David, son

of Abimelech, and the tenth high priest of the Jews.
1 Sam. xxx. 7(Hist.) 'A/3i0oAoe, the father of Hiram, king of
Tyre, and friend of Solomon. He is the oldest Tynan king
of whom mention is made in history ; Josephus quotes the
Tynan Annals, Menander, and Dio respecting him and his
son.
Joseph. Ant. 1. 8, c. 5, § 3 ; Contra Appum. 1. 1
ABIBAS (Ecc.) or Abibon, son of Gamaliel, who, according
to a priest named Lucian, was converted to Christianity.
ABICE (Geog.) 'AfiiKn, a region of Pontus, otherwise called
Hylea, Sleph. Byz. in 'YXt'a.
(Bibl.) matt, the son of Midian.
Gen. xxv. 4.
(Bibl.) [T3H, 'AplSav, my father the Judge, from
'IN, mil father, and pi, the judge, son of Gideon, of the
tribe of Benjamin, who made his offering with the rest of
Numb. i. 11; vii. 60.
the princes.
(Biog.) vide Abydenut.

ABIBALUS

ABIDAH
ABIDAN

ABIDENUS
and

(Bibl.) iN-':s, God my father, from >a«, my father,
God, the father of Kish and Ner, and grandfather

"?«,

to Saul,

first

ABIEZER

king of

(Bibl.)

Israel.

1

Sam.

ix.

Abikzer, one of king David's

thirty

ABIGABAON
the emperor

to

namely, OH fool Standing before the emperor,
on horseback ready far war, as in
fig. 2, and
dam basic, a half length portrait.
tain fig. :'., with a sun behind, emblematical of Persia, on
which he turns bis back in favour of the Romans.
Tristan.
Comment. Hitter. toL i. p. ii:;?, et tea. vol. ii. p. 519 Vaiin.
Sum. Impcral. Human.; Getner. Sum. I nip. Hainan, tali. 8j

aainjfg.

;

J,

Kporo/iai tcalptut, en

;

Num. Ant. ill'« si.
yum. ; Bayer. Hut.

Harduin.
Pratt,

;

Spank. Dissert, de Utu
Osrhoeri.

Ac.

,•

Havm.

et

Tins.

Brit.

ABGILLUS

(Biog.) surnamed

Prester John, and son of the

king of Fnezland, was the reputed

author of a

history

vi.

1U',

help,

34.

champions.

2 Sam.

27-

xxiii.

and devotion

1.

-np>nK, from 3N, father, and

Josh. xvii. 2.
the son of Manasseh.
Abibzbr, a follower of Gideon. Judg.

attitudes, all expressive of his attachment

2 Citron.

1.

ABIEL

ad

east.

Script. Fris.

ABEZ

c.

of

-

(Bibl.) fwaa-»3K, iron)p l ../lr„„r, father of
Gibeon; that is, the first of the Israelites who inhabited
Gibeon, otherwise called N'er, father of Kish, and grandChron. viii. 29. 33 ; ix. 35 ;
1
father of Saul.
Sam.
1

xiv.

r
>l.

.

ABIGAIL

(Bibl) tU'SK, the wife of Nabal, and afterwards

1
Sam. xxv. 14, &c.
Procop.
(Geog.) '.\piyar, a river of Mauritania.
de Bell. Caudal. 1. 2, c. 19ABIHAIL (Bibl.) 'j'nON, 'A/3<xa<'aA the father of Zurich

Of David.

ABIGAS

'

;

A limb. iii. 85.
AniiiAii., the father of

Queen

Esther.
Eslh. ii. 15.
Eliab, David's brother, and wife to

AnniAii., daughter of
king Kchobnam. 2 Chron. xi. 18.
(Bibl) in-aw, the father of his Lord, from 2*, father,

ABIHU

:

ABK

ABI
and in>, his Lord, a son of Aaron, who, with his brother,
was consumed by fire from God. Lev. x. 1. 2.
ABI I (Geug.) "A/jioi, from a priv. and (3la, violence, because
they lived quietly, a tribe of Scythians
Alexander.
Horn. II. 1. 13, v. 6.

who submitted

to

r\aKT0tpdy(i>v 'A/3cWre fitKaioraTtuV dv9pbjTro>v.

Q- Curt. 1. 7, c. 6; Ptol. 1. 6, c. 15; Arrian.
;
Sleph. Byz. de Urb. ; Boch. Phaleg. 1. 3, c. 9(Bibl.) rvaK, signifies the same as Abiah.
Abijaii, the son of Jeroboam, who died, according to a pro1 Kings, xiv. 1. &c.
phecy, A. M. 3046, B. C. 958.
Abijaii, king of Judah, and successor to Rehoboam, reigned
Strab.

1.

4,

1

1.

e.

7

;

ABIJAH

and died A. M. 3046, A. C. 958.

three years,

2 C/iron.

He is called Abijam. 1 Kings, xv. 1.
xiii. 1.
[Vide Abi~\
Abijaii, mother of Hezekiah.
Abijah, or Abia, a descendant of Eleazar, of whose course
was Zachariah the father of John the Baptist. 1 Chron.
xxiv.

10; Luke

i.

5.

(Hist.) a king of the Parthians, who made war upon
king of the Adiabenians, because he became a convert to Judaism.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 20, c. 4.
(Bibl.) "A/3iXa, a town of Coelosyria, now Bellinas,
capital of Abilene, a province of which Lysanias was tetrarch as mentioned by St. Luke iii. 1
It answers to the

Abijah

Izates,

ABILA

.

Leueas of the Greeks, [Vide Leucas~\ which is a translation
of the Hebrew, Abila or Abel, white. These two names are
to be found on a medal of Faustina, which bears the inscripWhether this medal
tion AEYKaciwr ABIAA rAC, 236.
refers to the Abila of Lysanius, or any other Abila, is a
matter of question.
The type, a bunch of grapes, denotes
that the place abounded in grapes, which corresponds with
what is said of this town by Eusebius and Jerome ; but on
the other hand, the date 236 from the era of Pompey,
would, in the opinion of some, bring this town earlier under
The
the dominion of the Romans than it really came.
gentile name of Abila, was Abylenus, as we learn from the
inscription ABIAHNI12N, found on a medal of Antoninus
Britannicus.
Polyb. 1. 5, c. 71 ; PBh. 1. 5, c. 18 ; Ptol. 1. 5,
c. 15; Joseph. 1.
19, c. 5 ; Antonin. Itin. ; Euseb. apud
Hieron. de Loc. Heb. ; Sleph. Byz. de Urb.; Gollz. Thesaur.;
I'aill.

Numm.

Grose.

ABILAMARODACHUS

(Hist.) WfnXa^apwcaxoc, Erilmeradoch, the son and successor of Nebuchadnezzar. Joseph.
1.
Antiq.
10, c. 12.
(Geog.) 'AfitXifvog, an inhabitant of Abila.
ABILLIUS (Myth.) 'Ap/XXtoc or Aollius, 'AdXAtoc, signifying
a congregation of citizens, a son of Romulus, or according
to some of a certain Hostilius by Hersilia the Sabine.

ABILENUS

Plut. in Rom.
Abillius (Ecc.) the second bishop of the church of Alex-

Euseb.

andria.

1.

3,

c.

(Hist.) "AfiiXuli, according to Livy, Abilor, a Spanish
nobleman, who delivered the hostages of Saguntum to the
Romans. Polyb. 1. 3, c. 98 ; Liv. 1. 22, c. 22.
(Bibl.)

^nos,

a king of Gerar,

who was

in

alliance with Abraham.
Gen. xxi. 27a son of the former, with whom Isaac renewed
the covenant.
Gen. xxvi. 26.
Abimelech, the son of Gideon, who, after murdering his
seventy brethren, usurped the government, and was after-

Abimelech,

wards
ix.

1,

killed

is

ABINADAB
Chron.

armed, and garnished, azure.
A Saracen's head couped at the shoulder proper,
crowned ducally, and charged on the chest with a fret,

Crest.

azure.
Supporters.

On the dexter side a friar vested in russet,
On the sinister,
stafl* and pater-noster argent.
a savage wreathed about the temples and middle with
ivy proper, on each of their chests a fret azure.
" Virtus ariete fortior."
Motto.
Abingdon, Willoughby Bertie, Earl of (Hist.) son of William
the third Earl of Abingdon, was born in 1740, and died in
1799. after having distinguished himself by the violence of
He published a pamphlet
his opposition to government.
entitled ' Thoughts on the Letter of Edmund Burke, Esq.
to the Sherifts of Bristol, on the Affairs of America,' 8vo.
with his

Oxford, 1777, which went through six editions.
(Bibl.) Dr:'a«, 'Afiivetft, father of beauty, the
Judg. iv. 6.
father of Barak, leader of an army.
ABIOLICA (Geog.) a town of Gallia Narbonensis, now supposed by Cluverius to be the village called Le Bullet.

ABINOAM

Cluvcr.

his head.

ii.

a high priest in the time of Saul,
called -pD'nN, Aehimelech.
(Bibl.)

ani'OR,

13.

Abinadab, vide Aminadab.

German

Judg.

'Afilvaiafl

;

who, in the

David's brother.

Antiq.

1.

2,

c.

2.

ABIOSI

(Biog.) or Abiosus, a physician and mathematician,
born at Bagnuolo in Naples, who wrote ' Dialogus in AstrologiiE Defensionem,' &c
ABIOURD (Biog.) an arabian poet who boasted to be of
He is the author of a Divan in Arabic
royal descent.
verse.

ABIRAM

(Bibl.) DV2B, the father of fraud, the son of
Eliab of the tribe of Reuben, who conspired with Korah
Numb. xvi. 1, &c.
Abiham, the eldest son of Hiel, who, according to the prophetic curse of Joshua, Josh. vi. 26, perished while his
father was laying the foundation to rebuild Jericho. 1 Kings,
This event happened 537 years after the prophecv,
xvi. 34.
A.M. 3090 and A. C. 914.
ABISARES (Hist.) 'AfiurirapTie, according to Arrian and
Strabo, 'Eju/'tVapoc, according to Diodorus ; an Indian prince
who surrendered to Alexander. Diod. 1. 17. c. 91 ; Q. Curt.
Arrian. Expcd. Alex. 1. 5, c. 20.
1. 8, c. 12
(Bibl.) jtt'OK; the beautiful Shunammite, who
cherished David in his old age, whom Adonijai, his son,
wished to marry after his death. 1 Kings, i. 3 ; ii. 17ABISHAI (Bibl.) 'ii"a« ; one of David's champions, and son
2 Sam. xxi. 17.
of Zeruigh, David's sister.
(Bibl.)
the father of Maacha, who
;
was mother of Abijah, king of Judah. 1 Kings, xv. 2.
(Bibl.) VW2.V, 'AfSwbv ; the son of Phineas, the
1 Chron. vi. 50.
Jofourth high-priest of the Hebrews.
sephus calls him 'A/3te£cp. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 5, c. ult.
(Hist.) an officer who was set over Cappadocia by Alexander, as he was on his march to Cilicia.
He is called Sa/Si'/o-af, by Arrian. Q. Curt. 1. 3, c. 4.
Arrian. Alex. Exped. 1. 2, c. 4.
father of the dew, from bis, den;
ABITAL (Bibl.)
and 3«, a father, the sixth wife of David. 1 Chron.

and Dathan.

;

ABISHAG

Di^ax

ABISHUA

ABISTAMENES

WM,

iii.

Abimelech,

1

by a millstone thrown on

&C.

Hebrew,

(Geog.) Abandune, i. e. Abbotts oppidum, a
town of Berkshire, now Abingdon. Cainb. Brit. vol. i.
155.
p.
ABINGDON, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
noble family of Bertie. [Vide Bertic~\ The titles, arms, &c.
of this family are as follow
Titles.
Bertie, Earl of Abingdon ; and Baron Norreys, of
Rycote.
Arms. Argent, three battering rams barways in pale proper,

ABISHALOM

14.

ABILYX

ABIMELECH

ABINDONIA

3.

ABITEN (Hist.) a king of Persia.
ABIUD (Bibl.) iirrOK, the son of

Zorobabel, one of our SaMatth. i. 13.
(Geog.) one of the seven nations, between the
Black and Caspian Sea, which is tributary to the Turks.

viour's ancestors.

ABKHAS

;

ABO

ABCE
The Abkhas

Speak a language of their own, and preserve
some traces of Christianity among them.
(Hist.) vide .ibhnius.
(Bios-) vide Bruhicr.
(Biog!) vide Perrot.
(Hinl.) or Ablabiits, a consul in the reign of
Cassiod. Chron. 2.
Constantine and Galerius.
Ablavius, Murama, a Praetorian prefect in the reign of Valerian, whose letter to him is preserved by Trebellius Pollio

ABLABIUS

ABLAIXCOURT
ABLAXCOURT
ABLAVIUS

in

Claud,

Ablavius

c.

Plin.

1.

7,

c.

Mahomet.

ABXER

(Biog.)

work,

i.

Son of a Monk, an author

e.

entitled

Latin,

'

An

by Abraham

Oriental

Chronicle.'

Eclullensis

:

Thesaur.

ABOXA

206; Harduin.

p.

an Arabian

(Biog.)

Niunm. Pop.

et

L'rb.

cosmographcr after Al-

(Geos.)

the

river

Avon.

Cambd. Britan.

vol.

i.

270.

p.

ABOXOTEICHOS

(Geog.) hfavoretypc, a town of PaphThe inhalagonia, near the Euxine, now Boli Arednio.
bitants are called Abonotichitae, as may be learned from
the medals which this town struck in honour of Antoninus
Pius, L. Verus, and M. Aurelius, mostly bearing the figures
of jEsculapius and Hygia ; but sometimes that of Bacchus, with his canthar'us inscription ABilNOTEIXElTilN.
Goltz. Thes. Vaill. Num. Graec. ; Patin. Sfc.

ABORACA

(Geog.) 'Afiopak-i), a town of Asiatic Sarmatia,
Strab. 1. 11.
near the Euxine.
(Geog.) 'Afwppac, Strab.; Xapopac, Ptol.; B«ppac,

ABORAS

Zosim. ; 'A/3»poc, Isid. ; now Gieulap, a
Strab. I. 16; /Elian. Hist. Animal.
1. 12,
c. 3; Ptol. 1. 5, c. 18; Amm. Marcell. 1. 14, c. 9;
Theophyl. Sym.
Zozim. in Jul. 1. 3
ABORIEXSE, Oppidum (Geog.) a town of Africa Propria.
/El. ;

A(7j3uipac,

river of Mesopotamia.

;

Plin.

5,

1.

c. 4.

(Biog.) one of the first and most determined
enemies to Mahomet the impostor, whom the Mussulmen
load with all possible contempt, calling the fruit Coloquintida
or Cucumis asininus the melon of Abougehel.
ABOU-GIAFAR (Hist.) a Caliph. Vide Abu-Jaafar.
Abou-giafar, Al Nahas (Biog.) an Arabian author of a commentary, who was thrown into the Xile by the inhabitants

of Cairo.

ABOU-H AGELAH

(Biog.) author of a miscellaneous book,
Succardan,' or the Sugar-box.
(Biog.) or Abuanifa, surnamed Alnooman,
the son of Shabet, was born at Cousa in the year of the
A. D. 600. He was a doctor among the
I legira 80, and
Mussulmen, and wrote, 1. • The Mesiad, i. e. The Support.'

entitled

Abnoba mons Utro puter

cadit AbmibtE hiatu.

est,

'

ABOUHAXIFAH

Fest. Alien. Orb. Terr. Descripl.

2.

'

Filkelam,'

ABOU-JOSEPH
Called by Ptolemy "Avvo/ia, by Martianus Capella Ad
Novetn, in German, Die Boar, in English Abcnow.
Plin.
1.
12 ; Tac. de Germ. c. 1 ; Ptol. 1. 2, c. 11;
4, c.
Annn. Marcell. 1. 22, e. 2 ; Cluv. Germ. Antiq. 1. 3, c. 48.
(Myth.) 'A(iw(3ae, a name given to Adonis by the
inhabitants of Perga, in Pamphylia.
This is the same as
the Chaldee Kl'nt*, an ear of com, corresponding to what
on
says,
Scholiast
that
Theocritus
the
"AcWic, signifies
gown corn. Hcsi/ch. Eli/mol. ; I'oss. de Jdolt. 1. 2, c. 4.
(Geog.) a town of Luaitania, which Pliny calls
Oppidum insigiu-,' afterwards called Adrobicum, Plin. 1. 1,
town of Hispania Tarraco2.
c. 20; Mela. 1. 3, c. 1.
nensis, now lilic de Conde.
(Geog.) 'Afiufilaicov, now Fuesscn, a town
Ptol. 1. 2, c. 13 ; Cluv. German Aritiq. 1. 5,
of Vindelicia.

ABOBAS

ABOBRICA

A

ABODIACUM

.

i.

e.

Scholastic Theology,

(Hist.)

supreme judge of
Haschid.

a

cVc.

learned Mussulman, appointed

Bagdad by the

caliphs

Hadi and Aaron

(Hist.) a prince of Babylonian Irak, who
the town of Carr-ben-Hobeirah, in Chaldee, in the
reign of the caliph Merwan.
Abou-jesiBj surnamed Mektebdar, secretary of state in
Egypt, revolted against Cai'em; but being defeated by the
son of Cai'em, he was imprisoned in a cage of iron where he

ABOU-JESID
built

died.

ABOUKAIS

(Geog.) Abukais, a mountain, three miles from
Mecca, where, according to B Mahometan tradition, Adam

was

interred.

ABOUKIB
long.

and bay on the coast,
31° 20' X. of Egypt, where the
was defeated and destroyed in 17i)8 by Lord

(C'Vof.) Abukir, an island

31° 23' E.

French

fleet

lat.

Nelson.

8.

ABODRITI

(Geo/.'.)

a people

of

Germany

in

the time of

Charlemagne, who inhabited Pomerania Superior, near

tin-

ABOULAHAB

(Hist.) an uncle of

Mahomet, who was one

of his greatest adversaries.
(Biog.) a Mussulman doctor,

ABOULAINA

Baltic.

ABGEOCRITUS
General,

known by

ABOUGEHEL
;

L

c.

is

Illustrat.

ABOMASUS

Paris,

"U2N the son of Xer, uncle to Saul, and
general in his army, who was treacherously slain by Joab,
A. M. 2956, A. C. 1018, 2 Sam. iii. 6, &c.
ABXEY, Sir Thomas (Hist.) son of James Abney, Esq. an
ancient family of Wellesley, in the county of Derby, was
In l6j)4, he was
torn in 1639, and died in 1721.
knighted by King William, and in 1700 was chosen Lord
Mayor. He was also one of the first promoters of the Bank
of England, and many years one of its directors.
ABXOBA (Geog.) a mountain of Germany where the Danube takes its rise,
(Bib!.)

town

the inscription
a medal of Vespasian.
NfwKcipoi of the Greeks were the same as the yEditui
of the Romans, jEdium curatorcs, wardens of the temples.
this

The

hazen.

under the displeasure of Henry VIII. for his defence of the
Queen, was imprisoned, hanged, drawn, and quartered in
He wrote • Tractatus de
Smithfield, July 30th, 154S.
ncn dissolvendo Henrici et Catharinse Matrimonio,' or,
'
tract
entitled
Invicta Veritas.'
Tanner,
a
according to
Wood's Athena, vol. i- p- 54.
ABX (Hist.) Ibn or Kbii, signifies a son, and when preceded
by a proper name, and followed by that of the father, is
written Ben, as Hassan Ben Mahomed, Hassan the son of

a

to Suidas

A.BOAAAION NEilKOPilN on

fuss, dc Hist Lat. 1. 3.
(Hist.) or Abel, Thomas, a divine of Oxford who became domestic chaplain to Queen Catharine, and falling

Translated into
1651.

Vide Abella. 2. "A/3o\Xa, a town of
and Stephanus, the Gentile

1.

name Abollams.
Abolla (Numis.)

ABLE

who wrote

(Geog.)
according

Sicily,

12.

Aet.avics, (Biog-) or Ahlandus an historian who wrote a
Jornand. Dc Reb. Get. c. 4, &c.
history of the Goths.
Sabcll.
dc Reb. Aquil. 1. 3; Volaterr. Anlhrop. 1. 13;

ABX-ARRAHAB

5, c. 2.

1.

Goltz.

Socrat.

(Geog.) a people of Latium, near to the Albenses-

ABOLLA

15.

(Ecc.) or Ablubius, a rhetorician in the time of
who was afterwards a bishop in

Theodosius the younger,
Csesarea.

ABOLAXI

(Hist.) 'A^otuKplnt, a Bo-otarch or Boeotian
slain with a thousand men at the battle of
Plut. in Aral.

who was

Chieronea.

who escaped death
the hands OI the caliph Moses by a happy turn of wit.
Tarikli,' or Arabian
(Biog.) author of a
History, died in the year of the Hegira 652, A.D. 1262.

at

ABOULDEM

'

;

ABR

A BR

ABOULFADHL,

Amed Ben Mua.mil

(Bios-) abridged

a

Ahial-Al-Oloum.'
ABOULFARAGIUS (Biog.) vide Abul-Faragius.
(Biog.) a Persian poet who wrote much in
praise of the family of Sangiour, to whom he was faithfully
book of GazaR, entitled

'

ABOULFARAH

(Bio S .) vide Abulfeda.

ABOULFETAH,

Ahmed (Hist.) son of Inal, third king of
the Circassians, reigned but three months.
sixth king of the Circassians, reigned
but three months.
Aboulfetah (Biog.) an historian who wrote a book, entitled
Aboulfetah, Tatar,

Tarikh.'

ABOULOLA,

Ahmed Ben SoUman (Biog.) an Arabian poet,
born at Maara, A. D. 973, wrote a poem entitled Sekth-Aldied
in 1057He
Zend.'
'

who wrote some

Avicenna,

treatises

cotemporary of
on geography, the fixed

and the sphere.

Algiapton (Hist.) Sultan of the Moguls,
of the race of Ghenghiskhan, succeeded his father in the
year of the Hegira 717, A. D. 1327 ; and died in the year
736, A.D. 1346.
ABOYXE, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles of a branch of
the family of Gordon. [Vide Gordon] The titles, arms, &c.

ABOUSAID, Ben

of this family are as follow
Gordon, Earl of Aboyne ; and Lord Gordon, of
Tulles.
Strathaven and Glenlivet, in Scotland ; Baron Meldrum,
:

United Kingdom.
Azure, a chevron between three boars' head
[Tide Gordon.']
couped, &c.
A demi lion rampant, azure.
Crest.
Two men armed at all points, each holding in
Supporters.
in the

Arms.

his outer hand a halberd, all proper.
" Stant castera tigno."
Motto.
(Hist.) an ancient king of Abyssinia, who reigned
conjointlv with his brother Abza in the fourth century.

ABRA

Ludolph'. Hist. JEthiop. 1. 3, c. 33.
(Biog.) a rabbi born at Lisbon in 1437, wrote
Commentaries on Genesis, &c.
(Hist.) vide Arbaces.
(Hist.) 'A/3paSonjc3 a king of Susa, who, on
his wife Panthea being made prisoner by Cyrus, and treated
He
with humanity, surrendered himself and his troops.
fell soon after, in the first battle he fought for Cyrus, and
Xenoph. Cyropccd.
his wife slew herseR on his corpse.

ABRABAXEL
ABRACES
ABRADATES

1.

2,

c.

5,

&c.
(Geos.) 'Afipayava, a town of Serica, in Asia.

ABRAGAXA
Ptol.

1.

6,

c.

16.

ABRAHAH
Temen

have had.

his dreams,

Elhiop.

one of
except

which
Hist.

58.

c.

a king of Morocco, who being overcome in battleby one of his rebel subjects, and despairing to regain his
kingdom, precipitated himself with his wife down a precipice.

Leo. African. 1. 2, c. 45.
or Ibrahim, a basha, son of Ottomann, the Turkish
emperor, having engaged in a rebeUion against his father,
was treacherously seized and put to death.
Abraham (Ecc.) an abbot of Auvergne in the fourth centnry,
who leaving Syria, his native country, went to Auvergne,
where he founded a monastery, and died in 472. Gregor.

Abraham,

c. 21.
son of Zera or Zeraat, who was the sixty-second
Alexandria from St. Mark.
of
patriarch
Abraham, archbishop of Bassora, who wrote many epistles in

Tur.

1.

2,

Abraham,

ABOU-XAVAS (Biog.) vide Abu-Xavas.
ABOURRIHAX (B~iog.) an astrologer and
stars,

to

Abraham,

attached.

ABOULFEDA

*

In obedience to
he confined all his sons in a mountain,
the elder, whom he had chosen as his successor,
Alvar.
practice was continued by his successors.

which he pretended

(Hist.) or Abou-Maseoum, was a governor of
or Arabia Felix, in the time of Abdalmothleb, the

grandfather of Mahomet.
(Bibl.) the holv patriarch, the son of Terah,
faithful,' was born at Ur, A. M. 2008.
Jul. Per. 2718, A. C. 1996; Gen. xi. 26, &&j and died
Gen. xxv. 7, 8;
A. M. 2183, A. C. 1821, aged 175 years.
Uss. Annal. Ann. 2008, &C. He was first called D-QN,"A/3pn^,
i.e. Pater cxcelsus, from n«, father, and
lofty; or,
according to the Septuagint, Gen. xiv. 13, 7rfpar»;c, transitor, a passer over, from "Dp, to pass; afterwards he w7 as
called an-QK, 'A/3paa/i -an'/p TrXijduc idydv, i. e. father
of a multitude, from 2K, father, VD, multitude, port,
Tuitions ; or, according to Philo Judanis, nan'/p ikXcktoc
?)i»c, pater electus soni.
Phil. Jud. de Mat. Nom. ; Clem.
Alex. Strom. 5 ; Origen contra Cels. 1. 5 ; Euscb. Prcep.
Evangel. 1. 9> e. 16 ; Hicron Comment, in Galat. c. 4
Hesychius.
Abraham (Hist.) a king of Ethiopia, who was worshipped
as a god in his own country, on account of the revelations
VOL. I.

ABRAHAM

and father of the

m,

the Svriac language.
Chaila (Biog.) a rabbi and astrologer of the
Cardan
thirteenth century, who wrote ' De Xativitatibus.'
reckons him among the number of his twelve choice spirits.

Abraham, Ben

Cardan de

Subtil.

1.

16.

a rabbi of the fifteenth century, and author of the
Fasciculus Myrrhse.'
Abraham, Nicolas, a Jesuit, was born in 1589, and died in
1655.
He wrote commentaries on Virgil and Cicero, a Hebrew Grammar in verse, &c. Sax. Onomast. vol. iv. p. 38.

Abraham,
*

Abraham, Ecchcllensis.
Abraham, an Egyptian
ordered

all

Marul. Exempt,

poor.

Abraham,
title

Vide Ecchellensis.
hermit,

of

'

who

retired to a desert,

that he possessed to be sold

and given

and

to the

let.

Zacut, a rabbi who made a collection under the
Juhasin or ' Sepher Juhasin,' the book of fa'

milies.

Abraham, James, an advocate, who died about 1643, leaving
many curious memoirs.
Abraham, a Senata Clara, an Augustine of Suabia, of the
family of the Megrelins, wrote much in German, and died
in 1709.

ABRAHAMI,

Gerard (Hist.) a Flemish captain in the Spanish
challenged and fought with Breaute, a Norman
gentleman in the Dutch service ; each leader being attended
According to the Spanish
by twenty-two of his men.
account both feU, but Abrahami's party gained the victory.
Hist.
Bci/erlink. Chron.
(Geos-) a town of Estremadura, in Portugal,
^
It
80 miles N. E. Lisbon. Lon. 7" 23' W. lat. 39° 13' X.
Tibuci of the ancients, which was besieged to no
is the
effect by Aben Jacob, king of Morocco ; obtained great privileges from Alphonsus I. king of Portugal, in 1179; was
the birthplace of the infant Louis, son of Emanuel, in 1506;
was erected into a county by Alphonsus V. in favour of
Lewis d' Almeida ; and, in 1645, was erected into a duchy
by Philip IV. of Spain, in favour of Alphonsus d'Alencastro.
service,

who

ABRANTES

Anselme. Hist, de la Maison de France; Imhof. Regn.
Lusitan.
(Geos-) Puipattavvos, a river of Britain, now
Ptol. 1. 2, c. 3.
the Rien.
(Hist.) 'Afipivrios, a governor of Tarentum
under Hannibal, who betrayed his trust for the sake of a
beautiful woman, whose brother was in the Roman army.

ABRAVANXUS
ABREXTIUS
Poli/a-n-

1.

8, c. 24.

Frederick Louis, (Biog.) a Greek scholar, was
born at Hamburgh, Dec. 29, 1699, and died, rector of
He wrote sethe coUege of Zivol, in Overyssel, in 1782.
Sax. Onomast.
veral critical works on the classical authors.

ABRESCH,

vol. vii. p. 59-

ABRETAXUS

(Myth.) 'AjSptrovos, an epithet for Jupiter,

ABR
who wag worshipped bv
Mvsia.

Strab.

the

ABU

inhabitants of Abrettane or

IS.

1.

ABRETTENE

{Geog.) Aim-line, or Abrettine; 'Appemjn),
Strab. ; 'Afiperrivt), Steph ; a country of Mvsia, so called
from the nymph Abretia. Strab. 1. 12 Sink. Hi/-- de UrbABREU, Alexis {Biog.) a physician to the king of Portugal,
•

De Septem Inlinnitatibus.'
Philip, an Augustine, wrote a treatise on the
of Jacob's Ladder.

in IfiOli; wrote

'

ABBBU,

Abbbu,

Peter

Spanish Franciscan, wrote several treatises

a", a

on theological

Mystery

subjects.

ABBBU, Mosinho Manuel,

of Evora, wrote and published, in
conquest of Pegu by the Portuguese.
who died in 1674
Parocho Perfecto," &c.
(GeogS) a province of Scotland, now I.och-kaber.

liio7, a history of the

ABBBU,

Sebastian

wrote

</',

a Portuguese Jesuit,

;

•

ABRIA
Dink.

tter. Scot.

1.

1.

ABRIANI, Paul

(Biog.) of Yinccnza, a Carmelite, died at
the <)2d year of his age.
He published
Funghi, or Academical Discourses,' Poetry, Sonnets, tVc.
ABRII. (Biog.) or Arril, Peter Simon, a Spanish grammarian
of Alcarez, in 1580, wrote, among other grammatical works,
De Arte Grammatics sen Lingua Latina.'
ABRIN'CAT.E (Geog.) a town of Gallia Celtica, now
A e ranches.

Venice,

1

(>'<!<),

in

'

'

ABROCOMAS {Hist.)

'AppoKS/xag, a general of Artaxerxes.

Xenoph. Anabas. 1. 2.
(Hist) 'A(ipOK6fii}S, or 'A0poK6uas, a son of
Darius, who accompanied Xerxes on his expedition into
Greece, and fell fighting bravely at the streights of Thermopyhe.
Herod. L 7, c 224 ; Suidas.
ABRODL93TUS (Biog.) 'Af3poSlaiToe, an epithet for Parrhathe painter so called on account of his luxurious habits.
Plin. 1. 13, c. K); .//. Far. Hist. 1. 9, c. 11.
(Biog.) "AJipuv, an Athenian, the son of Callius,
who wrote, 1. Xlept eopruv nal dvtriwv, de Festis et Sacriliciis.
2. lltfii Uapiavvfuav, de Denominativis.
The titles only of
Lis books arc preserved.
Steph. Byz. Sub. foe. 'A6nvSn.

ABROCOMKS

-

ABRON

fit.

a

Spartan, and son of Lycurgus the orator.

Phil.

ABRUZZO,

ABRYPOLIS

ABSALOM

fled, and was caught in a tliicket by the hair,
which situation he was killed by Joab and his men.

his father,
in

2 StUn. xviii. 6, &C.
(Hist.) uncle

Absalom

and father-in-law to Aristobulus, king
of the Jews, was made prisoner by Pompey, at the siege of
Jerusalem, A. M. 3921, A.C. 83. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 14, c. 8.
Absalom (Ecc.) a bishop of Lunden, assisted Woldemar,
king of the Danes, in the propagation of Christianity. Sax.
'

Grammat.

1.

4.

(Biog.) an Augustine monk, and author of
sermons.

Absalom

ABSALOMON

(Hist.) 'AsfmKuuov, induced

Aniiox, a Grammarian of Rhodes, and son of a slave, who
taught rhetoric at Home.
He obtained his freedom from

man, who gave

the proverb "AfipevOQ
Ibronis vita, for a dissolute life.
Suidas. cent. 1, § 1;
Diogenian. Proverb, cent. 1, § 2; Erasmus ex Zeno,
ABBON, a person whose picture was taken l)y Apelles, to the
admiration of the Samii.
Plin. 1. .';.», c. 10.
AbBON, an Argivc who saved the lives of a thousand Corinthian youth, by discovering to their leader the plot which
Pliilci, a Peloponnesian, had formed against them.
Phil.
a dissolute

rise to

Amuior. Narrat.

IBRONIUS, Sib

(Biog.) a poet of the Augustan age, who
in verse.
Snii'c. Suasor. c. 2.
(Hist.) 'Afipwwxot, the bob of Lysidcs,
and colleague of Themistocles in the embassy to Sparta.
Time. 1. 1, c. 91.
Herod. 1. 8, C 2

wrote some fables

ABRONYCHUS

1

;

ABROSI, John

(Biog.) an Italian physician, who wrote a
i;ii.
Dialogue on Astronomy: 4to. Venice,
A 15 ROTA (Hist.) A fipura, the wife of Xisus, king of Mcgaris,
daughter of Onchclris the Rieotian, and sister of Mcj.nvu
was so remarkable for her prudence and chastity that in
honour of her, at her death, her husband ordered the dress
which she had worn, and which was called bA&f&puua, to be
the mode] of fashion among the Megarcnsian women.
I'lul. Quant, (hire.
(Hist.) 'Afrporovov, the mother of Themis/'/»/. in Themistoc.; /Elian. Ear. Hist 1. 12, c, 18.
tocles.
Ajikoiom .u (GeOg.) a town of Numidia, near the Syrtc:', now
I

'

1.

fifty -one

Manahem, son

to the throne of

Judaa.

2, c. 18.

the ambassador of Judas Maceabieus to
Lysias, general of-the army of Antioehus, sumamed Eupator.
2 Mace. xi. 17.
Vide .lpsaniler.
(Hist.) archon of Athens.
ABSTEMIUS, Laurentiiis (Biug.) an Italian writer, was
(Bibl.)

ABSANDKR

Ilcrmippus, Suidas.

ABROTONUM

Jos. de Bell. Jud.

ABSALON

Orator.

AbBON,

is

of Judas the Galilean, to aspire

'Apyog.

AbBON,

supposed.
Scylax. in Peripl. ; Strab. 1. 17;
Plin. 1. 5, c. 4 ; Steph. Bi/z. 'de Urb.
Ballhasar (Biog.) a Sicilian philosopher and
civilian, who died in l6o5.
Abruzzo, a Neapolitan architect of the seventeenth century,
who displayed great taste and genius in the edifices he
erected in Italy.
Abruzzo (Geog.) a country of Naples, anciently inhabited by
the Sabines and Sanmites.
Boundaries. Abruzzo is bounded on the E. by the Adriatic,
on the N. and \V. by the states of the church, and the S.
by Terra di Lavoro, &C.
It was divided by Alphonso I. king of Arragon,
Division.
into Abruzzo Citra, on this side the river Pescara, and
Abruzzo Ultra, on that side the Pescara.
Principal towns.
Cheti Lanciano, Pescara, Aquila, Atri,
Campli, Civita di Penna, Teramo, Civita di Call.
Rivers.
Pescara Lenta, Foro Moro, Feltrino, Sangro, Asinella, Trigno, Velino, Turano, G;vrigliano, &CMininlains.
The Appennines, Monta Manila and Monte
Cavallo.
(Hist.) 'Afiptnrt'iXtc, an ally of the Romans, and
probably king of the Sapai, whom Perseus expelled from
Diodor. Excerpt. ; Liv. I. 42, c. 13.
his possessions.
(Bibl.) Qi^iruN ; the favourite but rebellious son
of David, who, being defeated in an engagement against
as

Trijxtli,

Annotation! s \ariie,' Sic.
born at Maxcrata, and wrote
Fabric. Bibl. Lai. 1. 2, c. 3 ; Sax. Onomast. vol. ii. p. 526.
ABSYRTES (Geog.) Absyrtus, 'A^niprog, a river of Colchis,
emptying itself into the Adriatic, called after Absyrtus.
who was killed bv Medea. Luean. 1. 3, v. lJIO.
ABSVRTIDES (Geog.) 'Ayfmprtits vvmn, 'Ayfrnprtiai, Of
according to Ptolemy, islands in the Adriatic
'At/fopoc,
Ocean, called after Absyrtus, who was killed there, now
A /mltoil. 1. 1, c. () Sei/mn. (It.
called Osero and Chersu.
Orb. Deseripl. v. 372 Strab. I 7 Diom/s. Perie^ei. v. 488 ;
Plin. 1. 4, c. 2(i; Ptol.l 2, c. 17ABSYRTUS (Myth.) "Aijwproc, the son of Oetn, king of
'

;

;

Colchis,

who

at

;

the desire of his father

went

in pursuit of

Medea, and was slain by Jason. Afollod. 1. 1,
Strab. 1. 7 ; Plin. 1. 4, c. 26.
AbSYBTUS (Biog.) a soldier who fought under Constantino,
and wrote a hook concerning farriery and the cure of aniCalcpinus asserts that this book was preserved in
mals.
the library of Anthony, sixth count of Milan.
his sister
c.

.'»

;

ABU (Hist.) an Arabic word for father, is prefixed to the
names of many distinguished persons.
ABU, Abilu/u, a king of Tivnicscn, who became tributary to
Spain

in

the time of Barliaros-a.

ABU, Abdullah
caliph

.11

Baradi, a governor of Bagdad, under the

Al Moktadcr.

:

ABU

ABU
Abu, Abdallah Al Mohtasel, defeated the Aglabites, and made
himself master of Kairwan in 297- He was put to death by
Euti/eh. C/iron. Alexand.
the caliph Al Moktader in 29S.
Abu, Abdalla Ebiw'l Hejai (Biog.) a poet in the caliphate of
Al Ssy Li'llah. Abu'lfarag. Di/nast. p. 324.
Abu, Abdalla Nalalensis, the preceptor of Avicenna.
Abu, Al Hosein, succeeded his father Nasero'd Dawls, us
Abulfarag. Dynast, p. 322, 379prince of Al Mawsel.
Abu, Abdala, a supreme judge under caliph Al Moktadi.
Abu, Abdcli {Hist.) a title which all the kings of Grenada
took.

Marmol.

Abu, Afar,

a

1.

by a sudden
Hegira 430, A. D.

was killed before Mesof the enemy, in the year of the

sortie
1

in Sicily,

040.

Abu, Ahmed Ebn Al Moctafi (Hist.) a competitor for the caliphate with Al Kaher, was by his order nailed to a wall.
Abu, Ahmed Al Hasan (Biog.) a logician and grammarian,
Kitab al Manthake,' and died
wrote among other things
'

in 387-

Abu, AH Al Hosein Abdalla Ebn Sina (Biog.) the Arabic
name for the philosopher Avicenna.
Abu, AH Al Mansur, succeeded his father Al Aziz as a Fatemite caliph of Egypt, in 415.

Abu, AH Mahomet Ebn Eylia

(Hist.)

Lord of Kerman, died

in 356.

Abu,

All

Ebn Merrran, was made governor

assassinated by

Abu,

Ali

Ebn

of Aleppo, and

Dinina, in 380.

Ebn Simjur, having

rebelled against

Nuh,

lord of

Khorasan, was defeated in the combat, and reduced to submission in 384.
Abu, Ali Ebn Mahomet Al Mohtai, a general under the caliph
Al Motakki.
Abu, Al Mohdi (Hist.) the founder of the Fatemite dynasty,
died in the year of the Hegira 331.
Abu, Al Taleb (Hist.) was uncle to Mahomet, whom he took
under his charge, but died without declaring his belief in
the impostor.
(Hist.) vizier of Al Miwayyd, king of
Cordova, governed in his name with great wisdom, until his
death in 393.
Abu, Amer, a general, gained a victory over Garcia.
Abu, Ayub (Hist.) a Mussulman who had been with Mahomet
at the battle of Beda, and was killed at the siege of Constantinople in the year of the Hegira 48.
ABL'BABA (Hist.) the sixteenth caliph of the Arabians in

Abu, Amer Mahomet

Syria.

Abubaba,
in 1514.

Marmol.

2,

c.

18.

the vizier of Abu-Sayd, by
Marmol. 1. 4, c. 55.
(Hist.) a king of Tunis

ABU-BARC
his

1.

whom

he was murdered

ABUBUS

(Hist.) "A/3H,oor, father of Ptolemy, through whom
his father-in-law, Simon Maccubxus, was assassinated, A. M.
3869, B.C. 135.
(Hist.) supplanted his brother as emir of Sicily,

ABU-CAAB

but was finallv expelled in 4-7(Hist.) a king of Fez who set at liberty Abu
la Abez, the king of Tunis.
ABU-CALIJAR, succeeded his father Soltano'ddaula, as
but was soon after obliged to resign
prince of Kerman, 415
that principality to Abul Fawares, and to accept the sove-

ABU-CALEM

first caliph and successor of Mahomet, was
chosen unanimously on the day of the false prophet's death.
He died in the fi3d year of his age, after a reign of onlv
two years and three months. El Ma/.in. 1. 1, c. 2 ; Abulft da
de Fit. Moham. c. 1 ; Abu'lfaraj. Hi.st. Din. p. 174; Ei/ti/ch.
Annal. torn. ii.
Abu-becr, Mahomet Ebn Ja'j, a governor of Egypt in 323.
Abu-becr, Mahomet Ebn Iiai/eck, an emir under the caliph
Al Mohtader, 324.
Abu-becr, Mahomet Ebn Abdallah Al Majametic, a noted
Fakir, died in 330.
Abu-becr, surnamed Aschid, took Syria from the caliph Radi,
where he reigned till his death in the vear of the Hegira
335, A. D. 945.
Abu-becr, Ben Omar Lameth, reigned over the deserts of

Africa.

trouble to Tamerlane.

1.

4,

a valiant general

1.

c.

;

who gave

great

restored to the throne of

whom

Charles V, to

Mann.

1.

he became tributary.

5,

c.

Tremecen by
Leo. African.

1.

ABUCARAS,

Theodore (J>iog.) bishop of Caria, in the eighth
centurv, who wrote against heretics and concerning the inFabric. Bibl. Grcec. 1. 5, c. 33 ; Sax. O/tomast.
carnation.
vol.

p. 90.

ii.

ABUCAUAM,

Thabet (Biog.) brother of Nureddulat, an
Arabian prince of the family of the Assadites, was for some
with his brother, until they were united
variance
at
time
against the caliph Caiem.
ABUCINTj Partus (Grog.) a town in Gallia Lugdunensis.
ABUELAR, Al A/cadi (Hist.) a seditious Arab who continued
to revile the caliph Othman, until he was put into prison,

El Malcin. 1. 1 c. 4.
died.
(Hist.) a great opposer of the religion of
the temple of Mecca, and car-

where he probably

ABUDHAHER

,

Mahommed, who plundered

ried awav the black stone which
surreptitiously from heaven.

ABUDIACUM

(Geog.) the

now

was supposed

to

have fallen

of two towns in Vindelicia,
the other, near Rosenheim, now

name

called Abach ;
Happing.
Abudiacu.m (Numis.) a medal of this town is known by its
inscription of ABUDOS on the obverse, and ABUD on
Pellcr. Suppleni. Kec. de Med. des Peup.
the reverse.

one

called

124,

pi.

fig.

13.

ll'ifo (Hist.) a Roman, who, wanting to bring
about a marriage between the son of Sejanus and his
Tac. Annal. 1. (i.
daughter, shared the fate of the former.

ABUDIUS,
c.

30.

ABL-FADI.-.TAAFAR

(Biog.) a philosopher

who was

pa-

of Bagdad, died 377ABU-PARAS, a princ- of Herns, who was put to death by
Saado Ddawla, emir of Aleppo, in 357.
tronised by

Marmol.

1.

Adado Dawla, emir

{Hist.)

the

first

king of Bugie,

in

Africa.

5, c. 48.

ABUGANA

(Geog.) a country of Abyssinia, where was a
celebrated Christian church, now called Imbra Chrislos.
{Hist.) a king of Fez, who made
or

ABU

tinction, as follow

Abu-becr, the

Abu-becr, Schasbani, was

Ahwaz.
ABU-CHEMEX was
reignty of

ABUFEUEZ

who was assassinated by
Marmol. 1. f), c. 15.
(Hist.) the pnenomen of several Arabians of dis-

nephew, Chuyah.

ABU-BECR

(Biog.) a poet and pliilologcr,

died in the year 321.

;

1.

Moslem general

sina

Abu-becr, Mahomet Ebn Tag

ABUL-HENUN

war on his father Abulhassan, with the assistance of Peter,
kin- of Castile, in 1343. Marmol. 1. 2, c. 88.
ABU-HANIFA, Al Naoman Ebn Thabet (Hist.) the leader of
a sect of Moslems, called after him Hanefites, died in prison
under the caliphate of Al Mansur, in the year 150.
(Hist.) otherwise called Bahama, was restored to the kingdom of Tremecen in 1517, by the assist-

ABU-HOMMER

ance of the emperor Charles V.

ABU-HOSEIRA

{Hist.} i- e. The Father of the Cat, an inof the impostor Mahomet, who gave
always carried a cat about with

timate companion

him

this

name,

becaj!§e he

him.

ABU-.IAAFAR

{Hist.) vide Al Mansur.
Abu-.taafar, Al Taberi (Biog.) an historian who wrote a
history from the beginning of the world down to his own
The Mostime.' He died at Bagdad, in the year 310.
lems, who hold it in great esteem, call it Al Tjrikh Al

Tabari.

ABU
ABU-JACOB

(Hist.) another

ABU

name

Jacob Alraonsor, king

for

of Morocco.

ABU-JAHL

(Hist.) one of the

Koreish, was slain at the

battle of Beda.

ABL'-JBRAHIM,

Montescr, last of the race of the Alsammani, in Persia, was slain at Khorasan after an unsuccessful
attempt to retain his government in the year 395.
ABU-ISHAK, Ibrahim (Biog.) a Sabian notary, wrote a history of Dcylani, and died in the year 384.
ABU-ISAAC, Ben Assal (Biog.) a Maronite, collected the
statutes of the church of Alexandria.
ABUKIR (Geog.) vide Aboukir.
ABU'L (Hi.il.) a Soltan of Khorazin, was slain in battle in
the year of the Hegira 96O, A. D. 1570.
(Geog.) 'Api\a, a town of Ilispania Tarraeonensis,

ABULA
now

called Arila.

ABU-LA-ABEZ
Aim

prisoner by

Abu-Calem,

a king of Tunis who was taken
Henum, king of Fez, and set at liberty by

(Hist.)

his successor.

ABUL-ABBAS

MarmoL

1.

6, c. 15.

a prsenomen of most caliphs of the
family of Abbassida, also to other Saracens.
(Hist.)

AjJUL-ABBAB, Ahmed, succeeded his father as caliph under the
title of Al Mostadher, and reigned from the year of the
Hegira 487 to 512.
Abul-abbas, Ebn Omar, a general of the caliphs Al Motaded,
was defeated by the Karmatians in the vear of the Hegira
287, A. D. 8.07.
Abul-abba*. Mahomet Abdullah Kbit Zeid (Biog.) a. grammarian who wrote many books, died in the year of the Hegira 286, A. D. 896.

ABUL-AFAR

(Hist.) vide Abu Afar.
Al Hasan Ndsero Ddatr/a (Hist.) revolted
against the caliph of Egypt, in the vear of the Hegira 459,
A. D. IO69.
Ebn Al Mosayyeb (Hist.) prince of the
Okalite Arabs, died in the year of the Hegira 387, A. D.

ABUL-ALI,

ABUL-DZOWAB,
997.

ABUL-FADAYEL

(Hist.) succeeded his father Saado'ddawla, as prince of Aleppo, in the year of the Hegira 381,
A. D. 991 ; and was poisoned in the vear of the Hegira 391,
A. D. 1001.
ABUL-FADH, .1 a afar, vizier to Cafur, caliph of Egypt, was
an encourage! of learning.
ABl'L-FADL, /// Hosein (Biog.) author of Al Macamat,
died in the year of the Hegira 398, A. D. 1008.
ABU'LFARAJj Mahomet, (flirt.) prince of Al Batiha, who
had murdered his brother, was assassinated in his turn in
the year of the Hegira 393, A. D. 1003.
Abulfabaj, Gregory (Ecc.) commonly called Ibu Hakima,
and in Europe Abulfarajiiis, the son of Aaron, a Christian,
was born iu 1226, in Slalatia, near the source of the Euphrates, and died primate of the Jacobites in the East, in
He wrote an epitome of universal history, entitled
1286.
Mokhtassar Al Doual,' which he divided into ten dynasties.
was translated into Latin by Dr. l'ocoeke, in 1663, in
vols.
ito. Oxford.
ti
Fair. Bibl. Grcec.1.6. c. 9; Cave,

ABL'L-FA WARES

(Hist.) a governor of Kernian, revolted
against his brother Sultano Ddawla, the lord of Irak, in the

year of the Hegira 408, A. D. 1018; but afterwards came
to an accommodation with him.

ABULFEDA,

Ishmael (Hist.) an Arabian prince, geographer,
historian, was born at Damas in 1275, succeeded as
emir and sheik of Hamah, in 1310, and died in 1331. He
wrote 1. ' Tkovim Al Boldaan,' or
Geographical Canons.'
2. • Al Mokhtassar Fi Akhbar Albaschar,' a universal history to his own time.
Sax. Onomasl. vol. ii. p. 332.
ABUL-FETAH (Biog.) or Fatah, otherwise called Mansitr
Ebn Mokshar, a Christian physician of great note, died at
Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira 432, A. D. 1042.

and

'

ABUL-GANJAR (Hist.) vide Abu Culijar.
ABUL-GAYIR (Hist.) a Khan of the Usbeck Tartars, having
made himself formidable to his neighbours, was slain in the
year of the Hegira 880', A. D. 1496.

ABULGHAZI,

Bayadun (Hist.) Khan of the Tartars, and
the historian of his nation, was born in the city of Urgens,
in the year of the HeHe wrote ' Genealogical Hisgira 1014, A. D. 1624.
tory of the Tartars,' and died after a reign of twenty years,
in the year of the Hegira 1074, A. D. 1684.
(Hist.) a king of Granada, was assassinated
after a reign of twenty-one vears, in the vear of the Hegira
Mann. L'Afr. 1. 2, c 14.
734, A.D. 1344.
Abul-hagkz, another king of Grenada, son of Abel-Gualid,
died in 1390.
Abul-hagez, brother to Muley Abu-Sayd, succeeded to the
throne at the moment that he was going to be put to death
bv the order of his brother, whose death came to his relief.
Mann. L'Afr. 1. 2, c. 38.
(Hist.) or Abulhares Mansur Ebn N„h,
sovereign of Khorasan, was driven from his kingdom, and
had his eyes put out after a reign of one year and seven
months, iii the vear of the Hegira 398, A. D. 1008.
ABU'L-HASAN, Ali Ebn Abdallah (Hist.) was one of the
retinue who attended the caliph Al Mottaki, when he fled
from Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira 332, A. D. 942.
Abu'l-hasan, Jawhar, a slave whom the caliph of Kairwan
had made a vizier, extended the conquests of his master in
Africa, in the year of the Hegira 343, A. D. 953.
Abu'l-hasan, Ali Ebn Nasr, succeeded the usurper Al Modhafiii, in the principality of Al Batiha, in the year of the
capital of the country of Kharasin,

A

ABU'L-HAGEZ

ABU L-HARETH

Hegira 376, A.D. 986.
Abu'l-hasan, ///;' Abcn Abu (Biog.)

a celebrated doctor of
the Moslems, died in the year of the Hegira 330, A. D.
940.
Abu'l-hasan, Ali Ambari, a poet who made some beautiful
verses on the death of the vizier of Azzo'ddawla.
Abu'l-hasan, Ali Ebn Isa, a grammarian who wrote a large
commentary on the Koran, died in the year of the Hegira

384,

A.D.

994.

Iraki, (Biog.) a physician and philosopher, wlio explained the works of Aristotle, died in the

Abu'l-hasan, Al Salami, a poet of Bagdad, died in the year
of the Hegira 393, A.D. 1003.
ABUL-HASSAN (Hist.) a king of Fez, who was dethroned
by his son Abu-Huncn. Manual. 1. 2, e. 38.
Abul-hassan, Ben Jahia, a descendant of the family of Ali,
was destined for the caliphate by Moezeddoula.

year of the Hegira 437, A.

ABULITES

'

1 1

Hist. Lit. vol.

ii.

p. 33().

Abulfabaj, Ahdallah Al

I).

1047.

Abulkahaj, Al Esfahani, composed
entitled

'

a

book of Arabic songs,

Kctab Ali Algani, and died in the year of the

Hegira 356, A.I). 966.
Ai'.ii.KAitA.i,

Alt

history of tin

Esfahani, a native of Ispahan, wrote the
Barmecides.
a Persia]] poet in the time of Gen-

Abulfabaj, Sangiari,
Jiiskan.

ABU'L-FATHI, Ebn

Al Amid (Hist.) vizier of Adado'ddawla, was deposed with the loss of his nose and one of his
eyes, in the year of the Hegira 366, A. D. 97".

(Hilt.) 'A/JtA/rijc, governor of Susa, who, surrendering his trust to Alexander, received from him as a
reward the government of the province ; according to Arrian, he and his son Oxathcs were afterwards put to death
Diod. 1. 17, c. 66 ; (.}. Curt. I. 5,
for mal-administ ration.

Arrian. E.rped. Alex. 1. 7, c. 4.
(Hist.) son of Obeid'alla, the first Fatemitc
cabph of Kairwan, was defeated in two several attempts
which he made upon Egypt, in the year of the Hegira 307,
c.

2

;

ABU'L-KASEM
A.D.

917.

Abu'l-kasf.m,

AH Ebn

Al Hasan, was

set

over the Moslems

ABU

ABU
in Sicilv, as emir, where he was slain in battle, in the year
of the Hegira 371, A. D. 981.
Abu'l-kasem, Abd'allah Ebn Al Moctafi, was elected khalif
in the place of Al Mottahi, who was deposed in the year of
He assumed the name of
the Hegira 333, A. D. 9±3.
Moctafi Billah, but did not reign more than a year when he
was deposed.
Abu'l-kasem, A! Fad! Ebn al Moktader, was created khalif
in the place of the preceding, and after a reign of something more than twenty-nine years under the title of Al
Moti, he abdicated in favour of his son Al Tay, in the year
of the Hegira 36'2, A. D. 972.

Abu'l-kasem, Abdallah Ebn Mahomed Ebn Al Km/em,

suc-

ceeded his grandfather in the khalifate under the title of Al
Moktadi, in the year of the Hegira 46", A. D. 1077) and
died after a reign of twenty years.
Abu'l-kasem, Ebn Abbad, surnamed Al Sahcb, i. e. the companion, vizier to Fakhro'ddawla, the lord of Hamadan, was
one of the wisest statesmen among the Moslems. He was
a learned man, and the encourager of learning, having collected one of the most extensive libraries.
Among his
1. ' Al Mohith,' a philological piece.
writings are
2. ' Al
'
3.
Al Kitab Al
Can," a treatise on writing letters.
Imamak,' i. e. ' The book treating of the office of Imaam.'
4. A piece on the office of the vizier, besides pieces of poetry.
He died in the year of the Hegira 3S5, A. D. 995.
Abu'l-kasem, a kadi or judge of Demawar, commonly called
Ebn Cajji, was murdered bv the populace in the year of the
Hegira 40,5, A. D. 1015.
Abu'l-kasem, Prince of Aleppo, killed in battle Samsamo'ddawla, whose father Adado'ddawla had put to death his
father Azzo'ddowla.
Abu'l-kasem, Lord of Seville, died in the vear of the Hegira
433, A.D. 1043.
Abu'l-kasem, son of Bedr Al Jemal, the vizier of Al Mostanser Billah, caliph of Egypt, who succeeded his father in
this office, in the year of the Hegira 487, A. D. 1097Abu'l-kasem, Btihr (Hist.) took possession of Jorjin and
Mazinderan on the death of his father Shah Kukh, in the
year of the Hegira 851, A.D. 146l.
Abu'l-kasem, (Biog.) Abdalrahnuin Al Fdrdbi, a noted grammarian, died in the year of the Hegira 338, A. D. 948.
Abu'l-kasem, Soliman Al Fabaruni, author of three lexicons,
called by the Arabs, ( Maagem,' died in the vear of the
Hegira 360, A. D. 970.
ABU'L-KHAIR (Ecc.) son of Kebas Allah, archdeacon of
the church of Antiocb, was phvsician to the caliph Nasser,
in the year of the Hegira C00, A. D. 1210.
ABL'L-.MAALI (Hist.) an infant prince of Batiha who was
banished bv his treacherous guardian.
ABL'L-MA'ALI (Hist.) Sharif Saadoddairla, was lord of
Aleppo in the year of the Hegira 373, A. D. 983.
Abu'l-ma'ali. succeeded his father Al Hasan Ebn Omra, as
prince of Al Batiha, in the year of the Hegira 373, A. D.
983 ; but was soon after banished by his guardian Al Mod:

haffer,

who

seized the principality himself.

Seljukian Soltan in Irak, who was afterwards compelled to
resign in favour of Barkiarok his eldest brother.
ABL'L-MODHAFFER, Kasem, surnamed Barkiarok, eldest
son of Malee Shah Soltan of the Seljuks, in Persia, succeeded his father in opposition to the caliph Al Moktadi in
the vear of the Hegira 4S5, A.D. 1095.
ABL'LXAGIB, Al Bokham (Biog.) a Persian poet.
ABU'L-SARUR (Hist.) a Christian who held a post in t!ie
Diwan, was put to death for having poisoned the patriarch
of Alexandria, who had reproved him for his debaucheries,
in the year of the Hegira 30'7, A. D. 977ABU-LULUA, a Persian slave, assassinated Omar, the second
caliph, through private resentment, while he was at his devotion at the mosque of Medina.
Thcoplt. Chronograph.
p. 2S4 ; Enti/ch. Annal. torn. ii. p. 320; Al Makin, p. 25
Abnlfaraj. Hist. Dynast, p. 79ABU'L-NYAFI (Hist.) a general under Adado'ddawla, king
of Persia, in the year of the Hegira 367, A. D. 977ABU'L-VYASA, Mahomet Al Mohandes (Biog.) or the geometrician, died in the year of the Hegira 3S7, A. D. 997(Hist.) prince of Khalat, in Armenia, died
in the year of the Hegira 351, A. D. 961.
(Biog.) vulgarly called Abumasa, an astrologer, died in the year of the Hegira 279(Hist.) a king of the Saracens, in Spain,
entered into a league with Charlemagne.
(Geog.) a village of Egypt, supposed to be
on the site of the ancient Canopus, where marble has been
dug up, 3 miles S. Rosetta.
ABU-MANSUR, Boar (Hist.) made an unsuccessful attempt
for the caliphate of Egypt in the year of the Hegira 495.
AbdulmaUfc, succeeded Abu Amer Merwan,
as prime minister to Al Mowayyed, in Andalusia, in the
vear 398.
(Hist.) a governor of Khorasan, who brought
about the bloody revolution, by which the caliphate was
transferred from the family of the Ommiades to that of the
Abassides.
He was afterwards thrown into the Tigris by
Almansor, whose interest he had promoted.
(Hist.) a caliph.
Vide Moktqfi.
Abu-.mohammed, Obeidallah, surnamed Al Mohdi, the founder
of the dynasty of the Fatemites, established himself as caliph
of Kairwan, in the year of the Hegira 297, A. D. 907.
Abu-jiohajliiei), Al Hasan, prince of Al Mawsal, assisted
the caliph Al Mottaki in the vear of the Hegira 330, A.D.
940.
Abu-mohammed, Al Asn-ad, or The Black, was set over Damascus bv Al Hahem, the Fatemite caliph of Egypt, in the
year of the Hegira 393, A. D. 1003.
Abu-moiiammed, Shah of Gurjestan, died in the year of the
Hegira 406, A. D. 1016.
Abu-.iwha.hukd, 1h.sc/' Al Sirafi (Biog.) a grammarian, died
in the year of the Hegira 3S5, A. D."995.
Aiiu-muhammkd, Al Farsi, a grammarian, died in the year of
the Hegira 347, A. D. 957.
Abu-mohammed, Abdallah Ebn Moham, continued the history
of Abu Jaafar.
a general under the caliph Al Moti, was
hanged in the year of the Hegira 342, A. D. 952.
(Hist.) succeeded his father Abu Mohammed,
as prince of Gurjestan, in the year of the Hegira 406,
A.D. 1016.
(Biog.) surnamed Al Fardbi,
a Moslem philosopher, died in the year of the Hegira 339,
A. D. 949.
(Hist.) a general who was mainly instrumental
in securing the caliphate for Al Mansur, but owing to some
misunderstanding between them, was assassinated bv order
of the latter in the year of the Hegira 137, A. D. 747.
Abu' I Faraj. Hist. Dynast, p. 217;

ABU'L-WERD

ABU-MAASHER

ABL-MALACH

ABUMANDER

ABU-MERWAN,

ABU-MESLEM

ABL'-MOHAMMED

Abu'l-ma'li, Xiihas (Bios-) a poet in the age of Malee Shah.
ABU'L-MAHAN" (Hist.) and Abul Ghi'l Mirza, the last
princes of the race of Tamerlane.

ABU-MOHEL,

ABL'L-MAIMUX,

ABU-XASR

tali,

Abdol Majid

(Hist.) succeeded Al Mosas caliph of Egypt, in the vear of the Hegira 524,

A.D.

1134.

ABU'L-MANAJEM,

Bekr, one of Al Aziz's Mamlukes or
purchased slaves, seized on Aleppo and ruled there, independent of the caliph, in the year of the Hegira 413, A. D.
1023 but was soon dispossessed of his government.
ABU'L-MANSUR, Soliman, was made governor of Aleppo
by Al Thaher the caliph of Egypt.
;

Abu'l-mansir, Ebn Hammer, vizier to the caliph Al Kavem
Beamrillah, crowned Mahmud, youngest son of Malec Shah

ABU-XASR-MOHAMMED
ABU-MOSLEM

;

ABU
ABl -MUSA

ABY

(Hist.) governor of

Kufa, reluctantly joined
Ali against Ayesha, and afterwards deposed him.
El Male.
1.

1

c. 3.

.

ABl NDANCE, John
of

the

(Biog.) the assumed name of a French
sixteenth century, who wrote
Moralitc,
la passion de N. S. Jesus Christ,' also
'

Mysterc et figure de
poems, ballads, &c

ABUNDANTIUS
in'

Roman

consul,

who, being

Kutropius, was driven into banishment.

cused by

Hut.

(Hist.) a

Arcad.

ABUNDIUS

1.

ac-

Zosim.

5.

who

suffered under

ABU-NOWAS

(Biog.) or Abon-Noiras, an Arabian poet who
the year of the Hegira
755, and died in the year of the Hegira 195,
A. D. 80.5. His poems were collected into a book called

A.

ll.i.

'

in the city of Bassora, in

1).

The Divan/

or

ABU-OBEIDAH

Volume.
the friend and associate of

(Hist.)

Ma-

homet, made many conquests in Syria, under the caliphate
of Abu Beer, and died of the plague in Syria, in the
eighteenth year of the Hegira, A. D. 6'28.
Al Mate. Hist.
Sarac. 1. 1.
Abu-obeidaii, Al Kasem (Biog.) a grammarian end author of
a book, entitled ' Amthal-Ai-Sairat.'
Abu-obeidaii, Ma mar, a grammarian and author of two
works, entitled ' Al Moccademat.'

ABU-OMAR,

Ebn Waheb (Biog.) a Mussulman who died in
the year of the Hegira 345, A. D. 955; leaving a reputation for extraordinary sanctity.

ABUPUS (Gfoa-.)
ABU-RACWAH

Humber.

the river

(Hist.) i. e. Father of the bottle, a nickAl Walid, a descendant from the caliph Hesham,
up a revolt in Egypt, and, being defeated, was
beheaded in the year of the Hegira 395, A. D. 1005.
ABL III A, Gens. (Numis.) a plebeian family of Rome, some of

name

who

for

stirred

"

whom

rose to a certain distinction in the state. Qvide AburwsJ
Several medals were struck by the Aburii, one of which,
according to the annexed cut,
bears on the obverse the inscription of GEM. for Geminus,
the cognomen of the family, and
he head of Roma with a helmet
on the reverse, the figure of Sol,
radiated, in a chariot and four,
with a wlii]) in the right hand, and underneath M. ABUR.
I

ROMA

Marcus

Roma.

Aburiu.s

medals of

coins or

tiie

Roman

This

is

families.

a frequent type on
Fail/ant.

Numis.

Roman. Tamil. Morel. Tkesaur. Roman. Famil. Patin.
Roman. Famil. Pigh. Annul. 1. 10.
M. ABUB.IUS, Geminus (Hist.) a tribune of the people
L". ('. 5(il, and afterwards a praetor, for some time prevented
tin a nate from granting a triumph to M. Fulvius, proconsul
of Atolia.
Of him a medal is given under Numismatics.
[vide Al/urin Qens~\

Lit:

39, c. 4.
Geminus, uncle to the former,
1.

AbuBJUB,
was tribune U. C.
568, and an ambassador to Massanissa and the Carthaginians.
Lie. 1. 12, c. 35.
M. Animus, M. /•'. Gcminus, a son of the preceding, was a
tribune l". ('. 598, and proprietor of Sardinia in 604.
Alii S (Geog.) a river of Albion, now the Humber.
Plot.

C.

1.

2.

.-.

who for five years
knights of Rhodes.
(I Hog.) a Christian, and the master of Avi.Miat,' or a Hundred Essays.
cenna, wrote a boos entitled
ABU-SAID, Al llaiimtii (Hist.) a leader of the Kannatians
insl tli' caliph Al Motadid, was assassinated in a bath in
the year of the Efegira 801, A.I). 911.
Eutych. Annul.
(Hist.) a sultan of Egypt,

gave much trouble

to the

ABU-SAHAL

'

Mai..

\

1:1

-

-

mi,

4,

c.

55.

1.

Sana:
.//

lli.xl.

1.

2, c. 19.

Daif, a general in the caliphate of Al Moktader,

2.

Abu-said, Mirza, who, profiting by the civil dissensions between Uleg Beg and his sons, put himself at the head of
His.
an army, but was slain in an ambush in
Abu-said, sixth son of Cara Josef Turcoman, first sultan of
the race of the black sheep, was killed by bis brother in the
year of the Hegira 830, A. D. 1440.
Abu-said, succeeded his lather Kushanji, as Khan of Great
Bukharia, and died in the year of the Hegira 939, A. D.
1

Te.r. Relac.

1549.

Abu-said, Al Hoscin (Bio;;.) a grammarian, died in the year
of the Hegira 275, A. D. 885.
ABU-SALAH (Biog.) an Armenian, who wrote a history of
the churches of Egypt, &c.
ABU-SALEM, Al Hamadani, founded the principality of
Hamad.m, in the year of the Hegira 414, A. D. 1024.
ABU-SCHAJA, Fatck (Hist.) a Greek slave, became emir of
Al Favvum, in Egypt, and died in the year of the Hegira

A.D.

96O.
(Geog.) Abusacum, or Abuzaciim, a town of
Antonin. Itin.
Rbetia, now Fucssen.
ABL^SIXA (Geog.) a town of Vindelicia, now Abensberg.
Antonin. Itin. Lib. Notit.
350,

ABUSIACUM

ABU-TAGLAB

(Hist) having rebelled against his father
Nasero'ddawla, was defeated and put to death in the year
of the Hegira 369, A. D. 979ABU-TALEB, Mohammed (Biog.) author of a book entitled
' The
Nourishment of Hearts;' died in the year of the
Hegira 3S6, A. D. 996.
ABU-TAMIN, Mn'had (Hist.) or Mo ad, succeeded his father
Abu-Tamim in the caliphate of Kairwan, in the year of
the Hegira 341, A.D. 951Abu-tamiim, succeeded his father, Al Thaher, in the year of
the Hegira 420, A.D. 1030.
ABU-TECHIFIEN (Hist.) the first king in Africa of the
race of the Almoravides, died after a reign of fifty-live years,
leaving his son Joseph as successor, in the year of the Hegira
1086, A.D. 1696.
ABU-TF.MAM (Biog.) or Abou-Tamam, an Arabian poet,
was born in the year of the Hegira 190, A.D. 800, at
Jasem, a village near Damascus; and died at Mausel, in the
year of the Hegira 231, A. D. 841. He published a collection of poems.

ABU-THAHER,

Al Mansur (Hist.) a prince of the Kannahimself independent of the caliphs, died of
the small pox in the year of the Hegira 332, A.D. 912.
Aih'-tiiaiieh, Uirahim, a prince of Mawscl, was killed bv
tians,

who made

Abuldzowad Emir

of the Chailite Arabs, in the year of tin

Hegira 87 k A.

984.

I).

ABlvrilAKIF, Olvam Ebn Thamal

(Hist.)

emir of Cufa, of the house of Thamal,

Hegwa

S.

ABl SACUS

At.

1.

Abu-said, Ebn-Aljaptu, the last of the family of Ghengis
After his death, in 1335, the empire was torn
Khan.
with civil dissensions until the reign of Tamerlane.
Tex.
Relac.

(Fee.) a martyr of Seville

the emperor Maximian.

was born

reduced the Sicilians to subjection in the year of the Hefeira
b
305, A.D. 915.
Abu-said, or Abu~aid. a king of Morocco and Fez, who was
He was assassinated by his vizier
unsuccessful in Spain.
Abubaha in the year 1302. Johann. Leo AJ'ric. 1. 3; Marmot.

ABL'TKl

was the

first

in the vear of the

874, A.D. 984.
(Geog.) Aboutig, or Abutige, a town of Egypt, and
170 miles S. Cairo, supposed to be the anck;nt

a bishop's see,

Abo&s.

ABY0ENUS,
Aristotle,

was

Vahvplialiis (Biog.)
a

a history of Troy, eve.

c

a disciple and friend of
historian, who wrote

grammarian and an
Suidas.

I'oss.

de Hist. Grate.

1.

1.

9-

AnvDi'M's, Abydenus, or Abtdenus, 'Apvenvos, to whom are
Assyriaca,' and
ascribed two historical works, entitled
'

;

:

ABY

ABY
Chaldiaca,' has been supposed by some to be the same as
Eu.ich. in Chron. et Evang. Pra-parat. 1. 9,
the preceding.
Syncell. in Chron. ; St. Cyrill. cont. Jul.; Suidas.
c. 12
'

;

Pass, de Hist. Grccc-

3.

1.

(Geog.) the Gentile name for a native of Abydos,
[Vide Abydu.f\
as on medals.
(Geog.) a town and castle of Natolia, in Asiatic
Turkev, on the strait of Gallipoli, where all ships from the
:
Archipelago are searched. Lon. 37 36' E. lat. 40° 16' N.
Qvide Abydus]
(Geog.) "Ajivcoe; 1, a city of Troas, in Asia, built
by the Milesians in the reign of Gyges. It is situated on
the Hellespont, opposite to Sestus, now Avco or Abydos.

Abydents

ABYDOS

ABYDUS

Muswus.

Her.

iii

Sfjtoc ti}V

Lcand.

ct
Kill

*A;3i'coc ivav-iov tyyvQi ttovth,

Tt'lTOVlC, ildl TToXlJiQ.

As

it

divides Asia from Europe, Xerxes here built his bridge

of boats.

Lucan.

2, v. 6?4.

1.

Tales

fama

canit,

tumidiim super trquora

Xenem,

Bras, multum cum pontibui ausust
KuTOpamque Asiu; Sestonque admoiit Abg&O.

Cmsfrurisse

Flaccus

calls it

Abydos Gemma, on account of

its

proximity

Athenaeus and others celebrate it for the fine
to Sestus.
flavour of its oysters. It was destroyed by Philip, the father
of Perseus, the inhabitants devoting themselves to a volun-

24 ; Si/clax. in Perip. Lie.
207 j Allien. 1. 3, c. 13;
9 Vol Flac. Argon. 1. 1, v. 2S5 ; Sidon.
v. 507.
2. A town of Egypt, famous

Herod.
tary destruction.
31, c. IS; tirg. Gems-

1.

Ovid. Trist.

1, el.

1.

Carm.

for the

temple of Osiris,

S.

A

1,

1-

v.

;

Apollin.

were

7, c.

1.

2,

called Abydeni.

now

Plin.

1.

The

Abutich.
5.

c.

!)

;

Ptul.

inhabitants

I

4,

c.

5.

Stcph. Bgz. de Urb.
towns of this name struck se-

city of Iapygia, in Italy.

Abydus (A u in is.)

the two

first

veral medals.

the

J 'a i /la nt.

torn. 2,

p.

several

inscriptions

of

A.

AB. ABY. ABYA. ABYAHN.

The

AYT. KAIC. M.
AYP. CEY. AAE. 3TAXAPUC.
CEB. 'AvTOKparwp Ka7<7ap ilap-

the inscription

qxir Stpaoroc.

the inscription IIP12. AEAXAPoC. ABYAH. Hero Leander
Abydenoriiin ; in allusion to the well known tale of Leander
and Hero, the torch being emblematical of the torch of love.
Leander raises hLs hands and supplicates the gods in the
words of Ovid
Parcite

dum

prirpero, mergite

cum

redeo.

Roman.;

Xi/mis. Greec- ; Putin. Xumis. Imper.
Harduin. Xitmn:. Aniiq. Pop. el Urb.; Spatilieim.

de Pra'st.

et

Goliz. Gra'c. ;

l'ai/1.

L'su Xuinis.

Disseiiut. ;

Pellcr.

Rcc. de Med.

Hunt. Xuiiim. J'et. Pop. et Urb.
Abydi's, in Egypt, a medal of Severus, representing the emperor under the ferm of Osiris, is referred by most antiquaAnother, which is given by Vaillant,
ries to this town.
bears, on the reverse, an eagle standing on thunder, with the
inscription nTOAEMAIOY 2S1THP02 ; and in the area of

e. 'Afivcyroir, Abydcnorttm.
i.
Reg. .Egypt.; Tristan. Coinm. Hist.

102.

Prester,
mistake the name of the country of Prester John.
which was a corruption of Presbyter, being the ordinary
title given to the spiritual princes of a territory in Asia,
It is bounded on the E.
subject, in spirituals, to Babylon.
bv the Red Sea, on the X. by Xubea, on the W. by Xigritia,
and on the S. by Caffraria.
Division.
It is divided into the provinces of Amhara,
Dambea, Douba, Gojam, Holcaita, Magaza, X'area, Ogara.
Saalgaad, Salacta. Somen, Xaoa, and Tigre.
Gondar, the capital, Amhadar, AmbiaPrincipal Totrns.
num, Bagarneder, Adow, Madgoga, or Fremona, as it is
and a few more which constitute the
Axum,
now called,
whole number of towns in Abyssinia ; the rest being only
villages leading to Gondar.
Mountains. Geshen, or Guexen, where the princes of the
blood used to be confined ; Tadbaba Marjan, on which
seven churches were built, besides innumerable other?
which exceed any mountains in Europe in height.
T
Hirers.
The Abawi, or X ile, wliich has its source in
Abyssinia ; the Tacatza, supposed to be the Asia/'
M.rcb
Ptolemy; the Matche Zehee, Hoax, or Hawash
Bulhilo, or Baxilo ; Guexem, Anguer, &c.
Zoai, or Zowaia, Dembea, &C.
Lakes.
;

Kings and Queens cf Abyssinia.
east, who visited Solomon.
Menilehech, her son, by king Solomon, reigned twenty-nine
with his father, and eighteen with his
cotemporary
years,
son Rehoboam.
Sadgur, the son of Menilehech, from whom proceeded in a
lineal descent twenty-four princes, the length of whose
reigns is not given, nor any remarkable particular known ;
except of the last named Bazen, in the eighth year of
whose reign our Saviour was born.
Abraham and Atzbeham, brothers, after an interval of 300

Slieba,

queen of the

years,

'AvptjXwc Sivnput; 'A\;„i:> Inipcrcitor Ciesar Marcus Aurclitis Severus
Alexander Augustus. On the reverse, Leander swimming
which
Hero stands holding forth a torch, with
to a tower on
ko<;

Plvl.

AB

(Geog.) 'A/l/Xr;, a mountain of Africa, called Abila
bv Plinv, now Des-Singes. It is opposite to another mountain on the coast of Spain, called Calpe, which were togeStrab. 1. 3 ; Fun.
ther entitled the Pillars of Hercules.
1. 5, c. 1 ;
Mela. I. 1, c. 5 ; Marmol. 1. 4, c. 53.
ABYSSINIA (Geog.) a large country and kingdom of Africa,
It is indifferently
about 300 leagues long, and 280 broad.
called Abissinia, Abyssinia, Abessinia, and Abassia; but
more properly Habessinia, from the Arabic Habesh, which
signifies mixture or confusion, the country being inhabited
bv a mixed race of people. The Portuguese also gave it by

;

ABYAH. NilN. and in many the name of the archon.
annexed cut represents, on the
obverse, the head of Alexander
Severus, adorned with laurel,

Num.

letters

ABYLA

Abydcs, on the Hellespont, adopted the symbols of Medusa's
but
head, the anchor and the eagle on its earlier medals
those which were struck under their archons in honour of
the emperors, as of Anlonius Pius, I'cius, Coniniudits Severus,
CaraeuUa, and Mamea, had many devices, bearing the

the

coin

who embraced

Christianity.

Atzfa, Atzfed, and Amey, successors and triumvirate kings.
Aiado. Alabtida. and Alamid, in whose reigns many Christian
monks arrived in Abyssinia.

Taccno, the son of Alamid, and after him Caleb.
Elesbaan, Iris grandson, A. D. 522, who defeated Dunavas
the last of the Salxcan kings, and a Jew by religion, who
was a bitter persecutor of the Christians.
Gebra Meskel, that is, a servant of the cross, succeeded the
former.
Denoalda, the last of this family, reigned in 960.
Zagma, an impious queen, succeeded him.
Degua Michael and Xeiragi Cliristos, her successors, are
mentioned in the Liturgia ^Ethiopia?.
Lalibala, celebrated as a founder of temples.
Xaacueto Laabo. was the last of this race in 1300.
Icon Amlac, the first of Solomon's family that was restored
in 1300, was succeeded by
Jagbea, Jzcjon, Baharsarda, Esbraad, Cadem, Saghed,
Zeusahed, Udunrad, Amdelzejon, Seifaarad, Udnutasfdr,
Daeid, Theodorus, until

;

;

ACA
who

Zoar- Jacob,

ACA

reigned in 143", by the

name of Con-

stantino.

lioeda-Mariam, surnamed Curiacus, in 1465.
Alexander began to reign in 1475, in whose reign the Portuguese visited Abyssinia.
Amdaizejon, his son, died after the reign of six months.
Noad, the son of Breda Marjam, died in 1505.
Lebna Denghel. sunuuned David, grandson of Baida Marjam, wrote a letter to Emanuel, king of Portugal.
His
grandmother, Helena, administered the government for

him

in his minority.

1560.
Tzacaro, his natural son was thrown down a rock bv his
rebellious subjects, in 1561.
Seriza Denghel, was made king in 1562, and died in 1579.
Jacob, his natural son, succeeded in 1589.
Seltan-Saghed, succeeded him in 1607Basi liilcs succeeded him in 1632.
John, called Aclaf Seghad, died in 1680.
Jairso, or Adi/an Segued, succeeded him, and was dethroned
by his son.
SaUimenoth, or Sella Hai/manot/i, was massacred by his
own troops in 170.9, and Sefilis, his brother, succeeded
him, who, being dethroned, was succeeded by David.
Writers on Abyssinia.
Afric. ;

Marmol. L'AJHque ; F.

Alvarez. Rclat. d'Abissin.; Lobo.
Datnicn. dc Gocz. de Mor. JEthiop.

Relat.

'

d'Abissin.

; Codinho de Abass.
; Tellez. Hist. d'Abissin. ; Grammat/c. Afric. Must. ;
Ponccl. J'oi/ag.; Herbert. Trav.; Lndolph. Hist. JEthiop.;
I'ossius. 8fC.
The authors who have written of Abyssinia,
under the name of Ethiopia, may be found under the
head of Africa.
(Ccog.) "Afivcpoc, a city of Magna Gnecia,

Reb.

ABYSTRUM
now

called Ursimuro.
Plot. 1. 3, c. 1.
(Geog.)
1.
country of Numidia, containing three
cities, in a desert bordering on Lybia.
Gramm. Afric. 1. 10,

ACA
c.

A

Marmol.

11.

1.

7,

c.

8.

Mohammed Senear (Hist.) third prince of the dynasty of
the Sarbedanans.
(Geog.) 'Ajcaffyvri, a country of Mesopotamia.

Aca,

ACABENE
Ptiil.

1.

c.

19

;

i.

p.

206.

(Mi/th.) •AxasaWk, a daughter of Minos,
and mother of Cydon, by Mercury, and of Amphithcmis,
by Apollo.
Schol. in Apollon. 1. 4, c, 1493; Pans. 1. 8,
53.

ACACESIUM

,'i,

;

Mem.

Eccl. vol

vi.

who

established the superiority of his see over the eastern bishops.

He was

a great favourite with the emperor Zeno, who prohis are extant,

him against the Pope. Two letters of
one in Greek and Latin, to Petrus Trullo
tected

;
the other in
Xiccph. in
Thcodor. 1. 5, c. 23
Latin, to Pope Simplicius.
Chron.; Cave. Hist. Lit. vol. i. p. 417; Tillem. Mem. Eccl.
;

ad

vol. xiv.

lit. Ci/r.

assisted at the council of ConThcodoret. L 5,
died about 432.
c. 32 ; Baron. Annul. Ann. 398.
Acacius, bishop of Amida, or of Constance, is distinguished
for his piety and charity in having sold the church plate,
&C. to redeem 7000 Persian prisoners on the Tigris, in Mesopotamia. His death is commemorated in the Latin Church
on the 9th of April. Socrates, 1. 7, c. 21 ; Fab. Bibl. G.

He

stantinople in 381.

1.

5,

Harks

19;

c.

edit.

Acacius, bishop of Mitilene, in Armenia Minor, who was
present at the council of Ephesus in the year 431, and has
left in the Councils, vol. iii. a Homily of his, in Greek ami
Nicephor. 1. 16, e. 17; Suid. in
Latin, against Nestorius.
Voce i3a<Ti\itTKos, Evagr. 1. 3, c. 4; Cave. Hist. Lit. vol ip. 417 ; Tillem. vol. xvi. ad vit.
Acacius, a patriarch of Antioch, in whose time there was a
Evagr. 1. 2, c. 12.
great earthquake.
Acacius, a general under Adrian, and a native of Alexandria,
was suspended from a tree by the heel, for his profession of
Hist. Tripart.

Christianity.

1.

5, c. 11.

Acacius, another martyr, in the reign of the emperor Deeius.
Acacius (Biog.) an orator who flourished in the time of the
emperor Julian Suidas.

ACADA (Geog.) a river of Natolia, now Sangari/.
ACADEMUS"(Afy//j.) 'AxaSnuos, an Athenian, who

gave his

He informed
to the grove Academia, in Athens.
Castor and Pollux where their sister Helen was concealed by
Theseus, for which cause they spared the Academia in their
Pint, in Thcs.
attack upon the city.
(Geog.) or Acis, a fountain of Sicily, sacred to
It was supposed that an oath, when written on
the Palici.
a tablet and thrown into the water of this fountain, would
sink if it were false, and that otherwise it woidd swim on

name

ACADINA

the surface.

Macrob.

1.

Aristol.

5, c.

dc Mirab.

;

Si/ius Ital.

1.

14, v.

221

;

1.0.

(Geog-) 'AicaBpai, a people of China,

now

the pro-

vince Quicken Huquan.
Ptol. 1. 7, c. 3.
(Geog.) a river of Tremissa, in Africa, formerly
Marmol. 1. 7, c. 30.
now
I'etxilaf.
Quinalaf,

ACAFRAN
ACAIRI

Apacai-lis, a nymph, mother of l'hylacis and Philander, by
Apollo.
Her children, who were exposed on the mountains of Crete, were said to have been nourished by a goat.
Paul. 1. io, c. 16.
(Geog.) \WW/<7»"', a town of Arcadia, built
by Acacus, the son of Lycaon.
Pans. 1. 8, c.
&C.
ACACESIUS (Myth.) 'Axadiatoe, an epithet of Mercury,
From AcaCUS, his foster-father.
Pans. 1. 8, e. 3().
(Geog.) a town of Ethiopia.
ACACIUS (Ecc.) there were several of this name who distinguished themselves in the Christian church.
Acacius, '.Woaor, Acitciiis, surnamed Luscus, pov6(p8a\uoe,
was a disciple of Eiiscbius, bishop of CnsuTca, whom lie
succeeded in the year SS8 or 840, and died in 865.
He
wrote, 1. 'A Life of Kuscbius,' not extant.
2. Seventeen
volumes of Commentaries on Ecclesiastics, and six volumes
'.(
lb- was the leader of a sect called after
Miscellanies,
him Acadans, who denied the Son to be of the same substance as tin- Father.
Socrat. Hist. 1. 2, c. 4; Epiphan.
Uteres. 72
Hicron. dc Script, e. 98 ; Sozomcn. 1. 3 ; Fair.

ACACHUMA

Edit. ; Tillem.

Acacius, a patriarch of Constantinople, in the year 471,

ACADR2E

5, c. 18.

ACACALLIS
c.

Harks

5,

Cave. vol.

1.

Acacius, a bishop of Beroea,

surnamed Claudius, succeeded his father
David, and was slain in battle in 1559Minus, surnamed Adamas Sashed, was slain in battle in
Atztvqftaghed,

Leo African. Dcscript.

Bibl.

titled

'

ACAIUS

(Biog.) an Arabian author, who wrote a book enRem! Megmon,' i. e. on divination bv sand.
(HtSt.) viile Achains.

ACALANDUUM

(Geog.) a river of Italy, now Salandrella,
Strab. 1. 6 ; Plin. 1. 3,

running into the bay of Tarentum.
c.

15

;

Chtv.

Ital.

ACALANTHIS
Aristophanes.

Rhodig.h

17,

Antiq.

Schol.
c.

1.

I,

<-.

15.

[Myth) 'AicaXavdk, a dog mentioned by
in

Aristoph.

Pac.

v.

1078

;

t\cl.

27-

Acai.an this, an epithet of Diana. Aristoph. Arcs. v. 872.
Acai.antiiis, a daughter of Pierus, who, with her sisters,
having contended with the muses, were changed into birds.
Antonin. Liberal,

c.

8.

ACALIS (Mi/lh.) vide Acacal/is.
AC A LLP (Myth.) 'AkoMjj, the daughter
•\(

of Minos and Pase-

phae, supposed to lie the same as Acacallis. Apotiod. 1. 3, c. 1.
Al./K'A (Geog.) a fortress on Mount Caucasus, which was
built by the Georgians, and taken by tire Turks in the sixChard. 'Travels.
teenth centurv.
(Biog.) 'AuavnMlC, a philosopher of Heli-

ACAMANTIDES
opolis.

;

ACC

ACA
'Atca/mrm, one of the ten tribes of
ACAMANTIS
Athens, called after Acamas, of which Pericles was a
member. Thucyd. 1. 4, c. IIS; Pans. I 1, c. 5; Pint, in
(Ant.)

Pericl.

ACAMAXTIUM
built

{Geog.) ktauavrutv, a town of Phrvgia,
by Acamas, the son of Theseus. Steph. Bi/z. de Urb.
'

ACAMAXTIUS (Bios.) a philosopher of Heliopolis.
ACAMAPIXTLI [Hut.) the first king of Mexico who adorned
the city, and, at his death, left the Mexicans the liberty of
Acost. 1. 8, c. 8, 9> &<".
choosing their own king.
(Myth.) 'As&fiaavig, a marine nymph said to
be the daughter of Oceanus. Diod. 1. 6.
[Hist.) 'A«i^ac, son of Theseus and Phsedra, was
sent with Diomed on an embassy to Troy, to demand restitution of Helen, and was afterwards among the number
of the Grecians who were shut up in the Trojan horse.
Hygin. fab. 108; Pans. 1. 10, c. 26; Q. Calaber. 1. 13,
v. 495 ; Tzetzes in Lycoph. v. 495 ; Schol. Enripid. in Hccub.
v. 125.
Acamas, a son of Antenor, distinguished for his valour in the

according to Lucian, the proverb of Porcellus Acamanius.
Their breed of horses, however, was so superior that
'AxapviKei i7r7roi became proverbial for anv thing excellent.
Thua/d.l. 2, c. 10; Polyb. 1. 5, c. 90 ; Scylax. in Perpi
c. 3;
2, c. 3 ; Strab. 1. 7, c. 9; Plin. 1. 4, c. 1 ; Mela. 1. 2,
Pans. 1. 8, c. 24; Plol. 1.3, c. 14; Lucian. Dial. Meret.
Maerob. 1. 1, c. 12; Steph. Byz. de Urb.; Nig- Geog.

1.

Comm.

1.

11.

Acaknania (Xumis.) the medals of Acarnania were some of
them common to the whole country as in the subjoined cuts.

ACAMARCHIS

Fig. 1.

ACAMAS

Horn. II. 1. 2, v. 60 ; 1. 13, v. 478; 1. 18,
v. 542; Q. Calab. 1. 10, v. 168.
Acamas, a Thracian auxiliary in the Trojan war. Honi. II.

Trojan war.

1.

2.

Acamas

(Geog.) 'Amjinr, a promontory of Cyprus, now called
this promontory the whole island
Plin. 1. 5, c. 31 ; Plot. 1. 5, c. 14.

Holy Epiphany. From
was called Acamantis.

ACAXTHIS

[Myth.) 1. 'AamSks an epithet of Diana, according to Aristophanes. 2.
daughter of Antonous, who
was so named by her father, because his land produced only
Antonin. Liberal, c. 7thorns.
(Myth.) a son of Antonous and Hippodamia,
changed into a bird. Calphnrn. Eel. 1. 6, v. 67
Acanthus (Biog.) "Amv&os, a victor at the Olympic Games
in the 15th Olympiad, who, according to Dionysius Halicarnassus, introduced the practice of running naked.
Dion.
Hal. 1. 7; Pans. I. 3, c 1.
Acanthus (Geog.) 1. "AkoiOoc, a colony of Andrians, near
Mount Athos, whom the Spartan general Brassidas attacked
From this place Xerxes cut a
in the Peloponnesian war.
canal to communicate with the Sinus Syngiticus in order to
avoid goinCT round Mount Athos.
Herod. 1. 6, c. 44 ; 1. 7,
c- 113 ; Thucyd. 1. 4, c. S4 ; Xenophon. Hellen. 1. 5, c. 2 ;
Diod. 1. 12, c. 67; Mela. 1. 2, c. 2 ; Plin. 1. 4, c. 10;
2.
town of Caria,
Plol. 1. 3, c. 13 ; Steph. Buz. de Urb.
otherwise called Dulopolis, according to Mela, Mel. 1. 1,
3. A town in
c. 26 ; Plin. 1. 5, c. 28 ; Steph. Byz. de Urb.
Egypt, near Memphis, where, according to Stephanus, is the
grove of the Theban Acantha, from which the gum is collected.
Strab. 1. 1, c. 774. An island in the Propontis.

A

ACANTHUS

A

Plin.

1.

5,

c.

32.

Acanthus

(Xumix.) the medals extant under this name are
attributed, by all antiquarians, to the Acanthus in Macedonia. On the obverse of the subjoined cut is represented a lion
devouring an ox, and, on the reverse, a square divided into four
smaller squares, with the inscription AKAXCIOX, or on some

The workmanship of
and similar medals sufficiently proves

Peller. Bee. de

ACAPARAM

Med.; Hunter. Num.

Vet.

their antiquity.

Pop.

et

Urb.

(Geog.) a town of Bithynia, on the shore of the
Carpi.
D'Avity. Descript. Asiw.
(Biog.) 'Amio/wi-, a writer referred to by the
scholiast on Apollonius.
Argonautic. 1. 2.
(Geog.) \\Ktipiayia, a region of Epirus, near
the bay of Ambracia, so named after Acarnas, now Carnia
and Despotato. The Acarnanians, who were originally called
Curates, were an effeminate and luxurious people, whence,

Euxine,

now

ACARIOX

ACARXAXIA

VOL.

I.

the obverse of

inscription

fig.

a figure of Jupiter holding in

is

1,
:

and in the other an eagle the
on the reverse a horned
supposed, who is fabled to have
;

ARAI'NANiiN

head of Achelous, as
changed himself into a

is

;

bull, Qvide Achelouf\ with the name
On the obverse of fig. 2,
of a magistrate, NAY2IMAX02.
the figure of Apollo sitting with his bow ; the inscription the same as the preceding ; and on the reverse the same
head, which by some is supposed to he the head of the
Minotaur. Goltz. Grmc. ; Patin. Num. Imperat.; Spanheim.
de Pra?st. et Vsu Xumis. Peller. Bee. de Med.
(Myth.) 'Axapvav, the son of AlemaHm and
The former being murdered by the brothers of
Calirrhoe.
his first wife Alphisiboca, Calirrhoe obtained from Jupiter
that her children Acarnas and Amphoterus, who were still
infants, should suddenly grow up to revenge their father's
murder.
Ovid. Met. L 1, fab. 10 ; Pans. 1. 8, c. 24.
Acarnas (Geog.) or Acarnan, a stony mountain of Attica.
Senec in llipjwl. v. 20.
is

ACARNAS

Vos,

Subditus

aitstris,

qua

tepidis

frigcra mollit

Dunis Acuruun.

ACARZERES,

Laurenlius (Biog.) a

some poems, according

ACAS

Portuguese author of

to Giraldus.

(Biog.) "AkoSj a tragic poet, according to Suidas.

ACASIS

(Myth.) the daughter of Minos, and mother of Cydon
Steph. Byz. de Urb.
(Myth.) 'Axarn, one of the Oceanides.
Hesiod.
Theos. v. 356.
ACAST US (Myth.) 'Am-oc, the son of Pelias, king of Thessaly, by Anaxibia, was put to death with his wife Hippolyte
or Astydamia by Peleus, whom, while an exile at his court,
he had at the instigation of his wife caused to be tied to a
tree, and exposed to wild beasts. He was a famous hunter.

and Oaxes, by Apollo.

ACASTE

Ovid. Met.

1.

8.

Jaculoqut insignia Ariutus.

Bind. Nem. Carm. 4, 5 ; Apottod. 1. 1, c. 9, &C.
Ovid. Met.
1. 2; Horat. 1. 3, Od. 7, v. 17Acastus (Hist.) "ActiTor, the second perpetual archon of the
Albanians, A. M. 2934, reigned for thirty years.
Euseb. in
Chron. ; Petau. Doct. Tempor. vol. ii.
(Biog.) \\k«tov, an Argive and author of a poem
entitled 'IXum-tpalc, the destruction of Troy, in which he
gives the names of all who were shut up in the wooden
:

ACATUS

ARAN.
these

On

one hand a thunderbolt

horse.

Allien.

1.

13,

c. 9-

ACATZIXTO

(Geog.) a town of Anahual, in Mexico, where
the Mexicans were defeated by the Spaniards in 1520.
(Hist.) vide Abgarus.
(Mi/th.) Acca, the companion of CamelJa.
Virg. JEn. 1. 1 1, v. 820.

ACBARUS
ACCA

,

Accam,
Alloquitur.

ei tr^ualibus

imam,

ACC

ACC

goddess of the Romans, said to be the
nurse of Romulus and Remus.
She was the wife of Faustus, Numitor's shepherd, who, for her wantonness, was
called lupa, a prostitute, or she wolf; whence the Story that
Romulus was suckled by a wolf. Plutarch mentions another
prostitute of the same name, to whom divine honours were
likewise paid at the feast of the Laurentalia.
Diunt/s. Hn/.
1. 1, c. 18
Lie. 1. 1, c.
Van: de Lot. Lin. 1. 5 ; Aid. Gel.
1c. 7
PI ut. in Ram. ct QutEst. Rom. ; Senilis iii Virg.
JEn. 1, v. 87 ; Vo.su. de Idol. 1. 1, e. 12.
Acca, Tarentia eel Taruntia, another goddess worshipped by
the Romans.
Vur. dc Lai. I. in. 1. 5.
Acca, St. (lice.) bishop of Hagustald, or Hexham, in Northumberland, succeeded Wreiid in the year 70J). He wrote
' Ofticia
Sue Ecclesue, &c' Bed. Hist. Eccl. Gent. Anglor.
1. 5, c. 'JO
Cave. Hist. Lit. vol. xvi. 6l(); Fabr. Bib/. Med.

the Simpulum, legend above, Colonia Julia Gemella, below
ACCI. Another medal of Tiberius has on the reverse
the heads of Germanicus and Drusus.
Haiduin. Num.
Ant. illnsl.; Flore-. Med. de Espiina. tab. 51, fig. 2.
ACCIA (Hist.) or Abia, daughter of Julia and Atius Balbus,
was the mother of Augustus. She died about forty years
A. C. Bio. I. 45 ; Suet. Aug. c. 4.
Accia, Variola, a female of distinction, whose cause was ably
defended by Pliny the younger. Sidonius Apollinaris, in his
book to Rusticus, says that Pliny gained more credit from
that eause than from his panegyric of Trajan.
Pliny speaks
very much of it in his Epistles, 1. 5, ep. 33.
Accia (Gcog.) a town of Corsica, now in ruins, formerly the
see of a bishop, which is removed to Mariana.
ACCIAIOLI (Hist.) a noble family of Florence, which was
fruitful in great men, and for some time held the sovereign
authority, in Corinth, Thebes, and Athens.
Acciaioli, Nicholas, of the above-mentioned illustrious family,
was born in 1310, and died in 136'6, after having acted a
very important part in the government of Naples, under
Catherine, the widow of Philip, and her son Robert.
Acciaioli, Rciialns, conquered Athens, Corinth, and Boeotia
in the 15th century.
At his death, having no male legitimate issue, he gave Athens to the Venetians ; Corinth to
Theodoras Pala-ologus ; and Bceotia to his natural son Ant).
thony.
Clialeond. Hist. Turc. 1. 4
Acciaioli, Doniito, a statesman and scholar of the same family,

Acca, Lanrenlia,

a

1-

;

;

(>',

;

;

I .at.

el Iii/ini.

vol.

ii.

1.

1.

ACCABICUS

murttx [Geog.) 'AKKafiiKOV rle^nc, a town near
the pillars of Hercules, built by the Carthaginians.
Steph.
Byz. de I ;/,.
(Gcog.) 13N, called by the Septuagint 'ApxaS, (Gen.
x. 10,) was a city built by Nimrod, the situation of which
is not ascertained.
It is supposed, by Dr. Wells, to be
Tittacene, which, according to Pliny, is the same as Arbelites, in the country round Arbela.
Well. Geog. of the

ACCAD

Old and

ACCEL'S

New

&

Text.

king of Attica.
Albert (Biog.) a grammarian of Cento, in the
Dutchy of Ferrara, published in the 1 6th century '
Vocabulary, Grammar, and Orthography of the vulgar Tongue.'
Accarisi, Francis, a civilian of Ancona. He wrote comments
on the Institutes and Pandects, and died Oct. 4, 1()22.
(Gcog.) 'AKKap&iv, a town of Palestine, the Ekron
[Hist.) the first

ACCARISI,

A

ACCAROX

of the Bible,

ACCEPTUS

now

Accuron.

an

of Frejus, in Provence,
who accused himself falsely of different crimes to avoid
being elected bishop, wherefore in a council of Daupbiny,
it was decreed that for the future such persons should beheld infamous on their own confession.
(Ecc.)

ecclesiastic

ACCETTO,

Reginald (Biog.) an Italian, and author of a Thesaurus of the Italian language, died at Naples in 156'().
(Gcog.) 13 j?, "Axyfui ; a town situated on the north of
Mount Cannel, belonging to the tribe of Ashur. Judg. i.
It was the seat of war in the time of the Crusades,
31.
and was then called Acra, now Acre. QVide Acrc~] In the
Maccabees it is mentioned frequently under the name of
Ptolemais.
Euscb. apud Ilicron. de Sit. el Num. Loc. ;
Heb. in Voce "Ak)(u.

ACCHO

ACC

'Am,

a town of Hispania Tarriconensis, now
people were called Accitani, as appears from
the several inscriptions and medals. [Vide Accitani^
Plol.
1. 2, c.
Vasirus in ( '/iron.
AcCl (Numis.) this town struck medals in honour of Augustus,
Tiberius, Germanicus, Drusus, and Caligula. The subjoined
fig. 1, represents, on the obverse, a bead of Augustus, bare, with
I

(Gcog.)

The

Guadi.v.

(')

;

was born in 1428, and died in 1478, after having been
employed on several important missions for the republic.
Dying poor he was honoured with a splendid funeral at the
public expeiiee, and bis daughters were also portioned out at
the expence of the state in recompence of his signal services.
His works are, 1. Expositio super libros Ethicorum Aristotelis, in novam traductionem Argyropili,' Fol. Florent2. ' In Aristotelis libros octo Politicorum commen1478.
3. The lives of Aleibiades, Detarii,' 8vo. Venet. 1566".
'

metrius, Annibal, and Seipio, translated from Plutarch for
the Latin collection of that author, to which he added a
4.
La Storia Florentina,' &c. translife of Charlemagne.
'

lated from the Latin of
1473, and often reprinted.

Leonard d'Arezzo,
5.

An

Fol.

Venice,

Italian translation of the

of his kinsman Nicholas Acciaioli, which had been
Mattluei Palmerii
written bv Palmerius, under the title of
Florentini de vita et rebus gestis Nicolai Acciaioli Florentini,
niagni Apuliir Seneschalli ab anno 1310, ad annum 1366,
The translation of this work was printed
cominentarius.'
at Florence in 1588, with the history of the family of
Ubaldini, but the original is inserted in Muratori's collection
life

'

of Italian Historians.

Acciaioli, Angela (Fee.) a cardinal and archbishop of Florence, was created a cardinal by Urban VI, in 1384, and
died in 1407, after having been employed by Boniface IX.
as legate to Naples, Hungary, and elsewhere.
Acciaioli, Nicholas, a cardinal, was elevated to that dignity
by Clement IX, in (>(><), on the score of his great merits;
He was so esteemed
and died in 7 <), at the age of 89.
by the cardinals that be hail, like the preceding, many voices
1

1

I

in the conclave for his election to the Pontificate.

the inscription AUGustus CAESAR, on the reverse, two
legionary eagles between two military standards, the common
symbol of this town, the inscription Cotuiiia .In/in Gcine/la
On the obverse of fig- '-', is a bead of Tiberius
ACct>

crowned with

laurel

DIVI AUGurfi
pontifical

;

Fifia*

symbols,

the inscription,

AUGUSTUS

namely, the

'['Ibcriits
;

CAESAR

on the reverse the

Apex, the

Lituum and

Acciaioli, V.nnobio (Biog.) probably of the same family as the
preceding, was born at Florence in 1461, and died in 151!)
He made a Latin oration in praise of Naples in
or 1520.
1515, which he afterwards published, besides translating
into Latin Eusebius of Cicsan a,Theodorct,01yinpiodorus, &c.
and publishing l'olitien's Creek epigrams. Whilst acting as
librarian to the Vatican under Leo, he undertook the laborious task of arranging the ancient public documents, of
which he formed an index published by Montfaucon in his
He was also reckoned a
BibL Bibliothecarum MSS. vol. i.
great poet.

Acciaioli, John, of the above-mentioned family,

who

flou-

ACC

ACE

rished in the 16th century, was the author of a work
entitled ' Multa doctissiraorum probleraatum monumenta
magno studio et ingenio elucubrata.'
ACCIO, Zucco (Biog.) surnamed da Summa Campagna, an
Italian poet of Verona, who flourished about 14-70, was the

author of a work published under the title of ' Acci Zucchi
Summa Campanee, X eronensis viri eruditissimi in iEsopi
Fabulas interpretatio per rhythmos,' &c. 4to. Veron. 1479,
in which each fable is preceded by a Latin epigram.
This
work was reprinted in 1491, 1493, and 1497-

ACCIL'S, Tulhis

(Hist.) vide Actios.
(Biog.) a Latin tragic poet,

Lucius
and intimate
friend of Junius Brutus the Consul.
Of all his works not
verses are extant, which are to be found
scattered in Cicero and other authors, and collected in the
'
Corpus Poetarum Latinorum.' Of him and Pacuvius,
Quintillian says ' Tragcedi.-e scriptores Accius atque Pacuvius clarissimi, gravitate sententiarum, verborumque pon-

Accius,

more than 799

dere et auctoritate personaruin virium tamen Actio plus
tribuitus.'

Hor.

2,

I.

Ep.

55.

1, v.

Auferl
Accius alti.

-

Pacmius
Quiiitil. Instil

Accius,
Accius,
Accius,
Accius,
1.

1.

x.

docli fan

c.

1

;

An!. Gel/.

1.

xii. c.

2,

&c.

Pisaurcnsis, a distinguished orator.
Cic. Brut. ~S.
a player mentioned by Juvenal.
Sal. vi. v. 70.
Nonius, vide Actius.
Prisons, a painter in the time of Vespasian.
Pliu.

xxxv.

c.

'2~.

ACCO

(Mi/th.) 'Akku, the name of an old woman who fell
mad at seeing her own deformity in a looking-glass, whence
the word accissare, in Latin signifying to be mad ; also the

677X010 'AKKt^erat, speaking of one who deLucian de Merced. Sere. ; Allien.
Zenob. Proverb. Ant. 5."; Diogcnian. Proe. Aid. S
Suid. Proe. Aid. 82
del. Uhodig. 1. xvii. c. 2.
AC-COIXLU (Hist.) or white sheep, a family of Turcomans,
who reigned in Asia, so called from the ensign they bore.
They succeeded the dynasty distinguished by the name of
the Cara-Coinlu, or the Black Sheep.

proverb

tirl role,

lights to look at himself.
1.

xiii.

;

;

;

ACCOLTI

name of an ancient
which produced some men of distinction
(His/.) the

;

family of Tuscany
as

Accolti, Benedetto, son of Michael Accolti, was born at
Arezzo in 1415, and died in 1466.
He followed his
father's profession, and filled with great credit the office
of secretary to the republic of Florence for the last seven
years of his life, ami, besides the extensive correspondence
which he held, he wrote, 1. Do bello a Christianis contra
Barbaros gesto, pro Christi sepulchre et Jud;ea recuperandis libri quatuor,' 4to. Venet. 1532
which was reprinted several times, and once with notes by Thomas
Dempster, 4to. Florence, 1623. 2. ' De Pnestautia virorum
sui aevi.' Parm. I6S9, 1692.
Accolti, Benedetto, descended from the same family, set on
foot a conspiracy against Pope Pius IV, under pretence
that he was not duly elected.
He suffered with five others
a capital punishment for this crime in 1564.
Accolti, Peter (Ecc.) son of Benedict the lawyer, was bom
He was created cardinal by
in 1455, and died in 1532.
Pope Julius II in 1511 ; successively held the bishoprics of
Ancona, Arras, and Cremona, and in 1524 was made archbishop of Kavenna.
He left some historical treatises.
Accolti, Benedetto, nephew of the preceding, was tailed the
Cicero of the age, on account of bis skill in the Latin
He succeeded his uncle in the archbishopric of
language.
Ravenna, was made cardinal by Clement VII in 1527, and
died in 1549] leaving a treatise on the Pope's right to the
kingdom of Naples, and other works in prose and verse.
Accolti, Bernard (Biog.) another son of Benedict the
lawyer, was distinguished in his day by his poetry, which
collection of his poems
gained him universal applause.
was printed at Venice in 1519 and 155.','.
Accolti, Francis &' Arezzo, vide Aretin.
Accolti, Pelcr, published a book of practical perspective in
Italian, at Arezzo, in 1625.
(Biog.) vide Tabouret.
(Ecc.) a missionary into Africa, was beheaded by
order of the king of Morocco in 1220.
Blonde/, lies des
Saintes au 16 de Janvier.
lawyer
who
was born at Florence
AceORSO, Francis (Biog.) a
He wrote an explanation of
in 1151, and died in 1229the laws, entitled the
Great Gloss,' published at Lyons in
'

;

A

ACCORDS
ACCORSO

'

Chronological Succession of Ike Ac-coinlu.

Thour Ali Beg, the first of this dynasty.
Courlu Beg, the second son of Thour Ali.
Cara Hug Atkman, son of the preceding, died in the year
of the'Hegira 809, A. D. 141 9.
Hamzag Beg, son of Cant Hug, died in the year of the
Hegira 848, A. D. 1 158.
Gchanghir, nephew of Hamzag, died in the year of the
Hegira 872, A. D. 14S2.
Hassan al Thaoial, or Ussanhassan, brother of the preceding, died in the vear of the Hegira 883, A. D.
1403.
Khalil Beg, son of the preceding, died in the vear of the
Hegira 884, A. D. 1494.
Jacob Beg, brother of Khalil. died of poison in the year of
the Hegira 896, A. D. 1506.
Massih Beg, brother of Khalil, or son of Jacob, reigned
only a year and eight months.
Roslam Mirza, grandson of L'ssancassan, reigned about five
years and a half.
Ahmed, son of Ogivilee,
reigned only a year.

6 vols, folio, 1589.
Accohso, Francis, eldest son of the preceding, was professor
Heof law at Bologna, and afterwards at Oxford in 1275.
Fab. Bibl. Ltd. 1. iv. c. 10; Sax. Onomast.
died in 1321.
vol.

ii.

p.

293.

Accouso, Anot, a brother of the former, published
which is not
tinuation of his father's Gloss,

and grandson of L'ssancassan,

Morad, son of Jacob, was stripped of

his kingdom bv
Ismael Sofi, king of Persia, in the year of the Hegira
915, A. D. 1525. The author of the Xighiaristan makes
the number of sultans to be onlv nine.

much

ACCOBSO, Maria Angela, a native of Aquileia in Naples, and
Di-itribx in
an eminent critic of the 1 6th century, wroteFab. Bibl. Lai. 1.
Ausonium, Solinum et Ovidium.'
•

'',.

c. 1

ACE

;

Sa.r.

Onomast.

vol.

iii.

p.

1

00.

name of two towns, 1. In Phoenicia, which
and Pto/cmais, now
Datam. c. 5. 2. "Axn, a place in Arcadia, where
Orestes was relieved from the persecution of the Furic-,
whom a temple was there erected. Penis. 1. 8, c. 34.
Ace (Xtiinis.) one medal of the town, in Phoenicia, has been
was

(Geog.) the
also

called Aco, or Accas,

.

/.

1

C. Xep. in

t

found with the inscription

>

AKH.

ACEDUM

(Geog.) "AxeSov, now Ceneda, a town of Venice,
Nig. Geog. Com in.
(Geog.) "A/c£,\tt, a town of Lycia, called after Acelu -.
a son of Hercules and Malis. The gentile name is Aceletis.
Stcph. Bi/z. de Urb.
(Bibl.) rmi-bpn, iypie aifiaros, i. e. the
field of blood ; the field which was purchased by the priests,
with the thirty pieces of silver that had been given to Juda*
Matt, xxvii. 8
Acts i. IS.
for betraying his master.
E 2
in Italy.

Alrcnd Mirza, a third grandson of Ussancassan.

a con-

esteemed.

ACELA

ACELDAMA

;

;

;

ACE

ACE
ACELUM

'.WW,

according to Ptolemy AclhimA
Paul Diaeonus, now Azulo; a town of \ enice.
l'lol. 1. 3, c. t ; Paul. Diac. Longo/i. Ber.
1!)
26 ; Nig. Geog. Comm. 1. 7-

(Geng.)

rding to
Plin.

1.

.;.

Hist.

1.

3, c.

Acei.lm

c.

;

two medals

(.Vubh'.v.)

are referred

to

this

town,

ACESAMEN.E

from Acesaminus, who

ACESIA

ACESIAS

IpIm.

3, c. 5.

1.

ACE-MANNER
town of
A<

who

Xce-mannen Ceapten, i. e. the
now Bath ; a city in Somersetshire.
•A«r X f fnc, a kin- of the Egyptians,

(Geog.)

invalids,

ENCHERIS

(//('*/.)

Euseb. in Ckron.
ACEPSIMAS (Bios.) 'Ajccifapas, an anchoret of the country
of Cyrene, who lived 60 years in his cell, according to
Theodorct, without speaking to any oneACE1U5AS (Myth.) a priest of Hercules, and hushand of
I'irg. /En. 1. 1, v. 34:3;
l)id<>, whom Virgil calls Sichieus.
reigned 12 years.

Justin.

1.

IS,

ACERNUM

c.

5.

(Geog.) a town of Naples, now Acerno, 12 miles
Lcand.
Ion. 14° 50' E, lat. 40° 45' N.

N. E. Salerno,

Albert. Descripl. Ital.

ACERNUS,

Sebastian Fabian (Biog.) a poet and native of
was born in 1551, and died in 1608, leaving,
2.
A poem in the Polish on
Victoria Deorum,' &c.

Poland,
1

.

'

'

the Navigation of the Dantzikers,' 1643, &c
(flirt.) or Acemmia, a handmaid of Agrippina,
who, while on hoard a vessel, gave herself out to he AgripTae. Ann.
pina, and was in consequence slain by the crew.

ACERONEA
1.

ACERRA

(Geos.) an ancient town of Naples, seated on the
Agno, 12 miles X. E. Naples, Ion. 14' 18' E, lat. 40° 56'
[Vide Acerrai}it was formerly called Acerrce.
ACERH-E (Geog.) 'Axiom, according to Polvbius ; 'Ax'l'f
according to Strabo; 'Axifipat, according to Plutarch;
1. a town of Campania,
'Axipat, according to Zonaras
now Accrrw. The inhabitants were called Acerrani. It
was exposed to frequent inundations from the river

N

1 '

;

Clanius.
Virg. Georg.

1.

8,

2, v. 225.

6.

ACESIMBROTL'S

(Hist.) 'AKealfifiporoe, a naval commander
of the Rhodians, was sent to the conference which took
place between the consul T. Flaminius and Philip king of

Macedon.

Poli/b.

ACESINES

1.

17,

c.

1.

(Geog.) or Acesinus, 'AkeoIvtjs, .W<tiYoc.

1.

A

The reeds growing
river of India, flowing into the Indus.
on its hanks were of such a size that rafts might be made
from them for crossing the river. Alexander passed over it
to the great hazard of himself and his army, where the
current was so strong as to carrv away several of the boats
Diod. 1. 17, c. 97 ; Plin. 1. 6, c. 20
that followed him.
Arrian. 1. 5, c. 20; Q. Curt. 1. 8, c. 9; Justin. 1. 12, c. 92. Acesines, 'Aicenhnc, now Aleantara ; a river of Sicily.

Tkucyd.

4, c. 25 ; Fazell. de Reb. Sic. Decad. 1, 1. 2.
(Myth.) 'Amnios, an epithet of Apollo. Pans.

1.

ACESIUS
1.6.

Acesius (Ecc.)

a bishop of the Novatians, in the reign of the
Socrat. 1. 1, c. 7 ; Sozom.

v.

2: Nieeph.l. 8, c. 20.
Acesius (Biog.) an artificer of Patara, who is said to have
with the assistance of Helicon and Carysfabricated
first
thius, the peplus of Minerva, whence the proverb " Acesii
Zenob. Proverb.
et Heliconis opera," for any fine work.
1.

1, c.

56; Erasm. Chil. 2, Cent. 6.
(Myth.) 'Atitria, from tuKOfint, to heal, a daughter
of jEseulapius who is fabled to have had great knowledge
l.e Clerc. Hist. MedioSuidas in Voc. 'IIttioji)
inphvsic.
Cent. 1, §

ACESO

19.

(Biog.) vide Acesturide.s.
ACESSiEUS (Myth.) the name of a certain captain who
was always deferring his voyage in order to wait for the
moon, whence the proverb 'Aneaaalu mXfivn, Aeessiei lima.
Dingen. Prov. Cent. I, § 57; Suid. Prov.
for tardiness.

536.

5; Lie.

1, c.

ACESODORUS

Acerrie.

23, c. 17; Plin. 1. 3, c. 14; Appian in
Pun.; lib. Sequest. Catalog.; Fest. rle Sign. Veil,.;
Sen. in Virg.; Clue. Ital. Antiq. 1. 4, c. 5.
PrUcian. 1. 2
the
2. A town of the Insuhres, now Ghcrra, situate on
1.

" Acesias medicatus est."
Erasm. Adas. Ch. 2, Cent.

1.

Clank conlemta semper

Slrab.

gout increased the disorder, whence the proverb
Zenub. Prue. Cent. 1, § 52;

to cure the

;

1.

El rucius Clanius non utjuus Acerris.

Ml.

(Geog.) a name for the island of Lemnos, so called
from Philoctctcs whose wound was there healed.
(Myth.) an unskilful physician, who in attempting

emperor Constantine, A. D. 325.

c. 5.

14,

(Biog.) 'AKBOavSpoe, an historian mentioned
also the scholiasts on Pindar

by Tzetzes on Lycophron and
and Apollonius.

ilows.

ACEMA

AKiaaulvai, a city of Macedonia,
Steph. Buz. de
reigned in Pieria.
'

Urb.

ACESANDER

bearing the inscriptions AKIAIiiN and AKI.
{Myth.) vide Acela.
(Geog.) one of the Alps, from which the river Varus

ACELUS

(Geog.)

1.

Cent. 13, % 48;

Erasm. Adag.

Chil-

1,

Cent. 5.

ACESTA

(Geog.) a town of Sicily, more commonly called
JEgcsta;, or Segesta, ("vide Mgestd} but of which Virgil

;

Addua, between the Po and Milan. The genJ'nli/b.
tile name was Aehemviis, according to Stephanos.
Pint, in Mareellin ; Zonae. Annul.
1. 'J,
r. 84; Slrab. 1. 5
hank of the

makes mention under

Mn. IS,

this

name.

v. 7 18.

Urban apptltabunt pouring wwine Acatan.

;

1.

2

Steph. Byz. de Urb.

;

ACESTjEI

Ai nun.!-: (Niiinis.) two medals
of this town, are known by
the

ACERV

Vlin.

inscription
letters, as in the an-

Oscan
nexed

cut.

Pop.

el

Hunt. Num.

Urb.

Theb.

ACESTE

Vet.

ACERRONIA (Hist.) vide Aceronia.
ACERSECOMES (Myth.) \W,,irn.-.i/i»;.-,

an

epithet

for

Apollo, fljol/3oi &Mf><7£l«S/ilJC, according to Homer, signifying
SchoL Horn. Hymn, in Apoll.h 184; //. 1. 5,
unshorn.'
Sal. 8, v. 128; Poll. Onomast. 1. 96, c.35;
v. :;<j: Juv.
1.

i,

c

17-

(Geog.) "Amis, a river of Asia, in the former country
Herod. I. 3. c. 17of the Chorasmiij &c
Steph. Byz.
(Geog.) 'Axitxat, a city of Macedonia.

ACES

1

ACES/E

de Urb.

1, v. 529(Geog.) vide Aeesla.
(Myth.) a king of Sicily, well

1.

known from what

Virgil savs of him
/En. 1. i; v. 195.

Vet.

Macrob. Saturnal.

;'

ACESTES

Num.

Altcl.

1.

ACESTE

in

(Geog.) .Wtiiihi, a people of Acesta, in Sicily.
:;, c. s
Steph. Byz. de Urb.
Slat.
(Mi/lh.) nurse to the daughters of Adrastus.

I'i'iki,

0OMM

fM

dcm,l,- nulls imerlirat Acesles.

Dionysius, Halicarnassus, and Stephanus, call him "Eyrs-os,
Tzetzes, 'Aiyc7i)c.
ACESTIUS (Hisl.) 'Akitwc, >l woman who lived to see her
great grand-father Leon, her grand-father Sophocles, her
father Xenocles, her brother Sophocles, ber husband Themistocles, and her son Theophrastus, successively officiating
'

as priests of Ceres.

Paus.

1.

1, c.

37-

;
;

ACH
Acestius
c.

(Biog.)

a

writer

ACH
by

quoted

Athenaus,

1.

12,

3.

ACESTODORL'S

{Biog.) 'AKerocuipor, an historian mentioned by Plutarch, in speaking of the review which Xeixes
of his forces at Salamis.
Pint, in Themist.
(Biog.) a writer concerning the city of Cyreme,
mentioned by Apollonius.
(Hist.) 'Awropi'cijcj an Athenian archon, in
the year A.M. 1340.

made

ACESTOR

ACH.EL'S

(Myth.) 'A^dioc, a youth who slew Hipparinus,
the tyrant of Syracuse, on his offering violence to him in
the dark.

Part/ten. Erot.

tolus.

Ovid, in

Ibiti.

ACESTORIDES

Acestorides, a Corinthian who was governor of Syracuse.
Acestorides (Biog.) an historian who composed four books
entitled ' Fabuhe de quaque Urbe,' Phot. Bibl. Coil. 19S;
Tzctz. Chil. 7, Hist. 144.

ACFAXI-AL-SAKHAOYI

(Biog.) an Arabian author, who
wrote a book entitled ' Erschad-Al-Meeassed.'
ACH.EA (Myth.) 'Ax a a J an epithet for Pallas, in Daunia,
where her temple was guarded by dogs, who received the
Greeks kindly, but bit all other persons who approached.
Aristot. de Mirab. §c. 1. 1.
Ach-BA, an epithet for Ceres, from her a% ca > lamentations
for the loss of Proserpine.
Scho!. in Aristophan. Acharn.
Act 2, Seen. 6.; Pint, in Isis ct Os-ir.
ACH.E.E, petrtu (Geog.) rocks broken off from the mountain
whence the river Jordan flows. St rub. 1. S.
ACH.EI (Hist.) 'A\awi, Achaans, the descendants of
Achaus, and original inhabitants of Argos, who being
expelled from that country, established twelve cities in
Peloponnesus, which they had taken from the Ionians ;
namely, Pelena, TEgina, ^Eges, Bura, Tritiea, jEgion,
Rhypae, Olenas, Helice, Patne, Dyuue, and Pharte.
These
three last established the famous Achsan league, anvuvia
<pt\iKt), in the 124th olympiad, A. C. 284 years.
This lasted
upwards of 130 years, after which it was dissolved bv the
Romans. Herod. 1. 1, c. 145, &c. ; Polyb. 1. 2, c. 24, &C.
'

c. 4.

Ach-Eus (Hist.) a prince of Lydia, who, for extortion, was
hung up by his heels, with his head in the waters of Pae-

M,ve vel iutereas capti suspensvs Achtei,
Qui miser auriferd teste pependii aqud.

Ach^ecs, a son of Xuthus, who, having accidentally slain a
man, fled to Laconia, and founded the nation of the
Achsans. Strab. 1. 8 ; Pans. 1. 7, c. 1.

Ach^us,

a general of Seleucus, the son of Antiochus, who
invaded the kingdom of the latter ; and, being taken prisoner, was executed by Antiochus, and his bodv sewn up in
the skin of an ass was hung on a gibbet.
Polyb. 1. 8, c 3
Polyten.

1.

4,

c.

17-

Ach^us

(Xumis.) a medal of the above-mentioned son of
Seleucus, bears on the obverse, his head
cloathed in a lion's skin as in the annexed
figure ; on the reverse, an eagle with its
claws on a crown, and the inscription BA-

SIAEY2 AXAIOV. The spoils of a lion and \
the eagle were symbols used bv the kings
of Syria.
Pail/. Num. Seleuciil.
Acasus (Biog.) a tragic poet of Eretria, who flourished a
little a-'ter Sophocles.
He wrote between 30 and 40 tragedies, of which the titles onlv are extant. Athen. 1. 2, 7, &c.
Fab. Bibl. Gra-e. 1.2, c. 1Q, Harle's Edit. ; Groec. c. 5;
Voss. de Pod. ; Sax. Onomost. v. i. p. 34.
Ach^us, a tragic poet of Syracuse, who wrote 10 tragedies.
Diog. Laert. in Pit. 1. 2, segm. 133; Athen. 1. 1, c. 24;
Stiidas.

;

Liv.

;

Pint,

;

Stat. Theb.

Orat. ; Strnh. 1. 1 1
164.
Achtei was the
name given to all the Greeks indiscriminately by the poets.
Homer describes them commonly by the epithet of Lvuriipittc
'A^aioi, well-booted Grecians.
77 passim.
(Myth.) 'Ajptubrqg, a son of jEgeus, who
gave his name to Achemenia, or Persis. Steph. Byz. de
1.

Plin.

1.

27,
4,

See.

c.

5

in

Philos.
1.

2,

et

;

v.

ACtEEMEXES
Urb.

Achejienes

(Hist.) 'Avat/iEvqc, king of Persia, and progenitor of Cyrus the Great.
His descendants were called
Achaemenides.
Herod. 1. 1, c. 135; 1. 3, c 65; 1. 7,
e.

11.

and brother of Xerxes, was
of Egypt.
Diod. 1. 11, c. 74.
(Geog.) part of Persia called after Achfe-

Acii.ejie.ves, son of Darius,

made governor

ACH7EMENIA

menes, whence Horace speaks of Achcemeniiim costum, also
Hor. Epud. 13, v. 12.
Xunc

et

XtyvvatKa,
Anciently it contained the districts of Attica,
Bceotia, Doris, vEtolia, Locris, and Phocis ; but its boundaries were afterwards greatly extended.
Horn. II. 1. 2,
v. 688, &C. ; Herod. 1. 1, c. 145, &c. ; Strab. 1. 8 ; Pans'.
1.

7

;

Plin. Episl.

1,

8, ep.

19

;

Ptol.

1.

3,

c.

15.

Achaia

Achamenid

Perfundi nardo juvat.

ACH.EMEXIDE3

Ach^eus, an historian mentioned by the Scholiast on Pindar,
Olymp. od. 7, supposed to be the same as the Achseus mentioned by the Scholiast on Aratus, who attributes to him
the designation of the stars called the Hyades.
AcH.Ers (Geog.) 'Azotes, a river falling into the Euxine.
Arrian. in Peripl. Pont. Euxin.
ACHAIA (Geog.) 'A^oia, which Homer and Ptolemy call
'EXAac, and the younger Pliny Grwcia, now called Liiadia;
a country, including the whole region of Greece, which
Homer describes as abounding in fine women, 'EAAtuti m,\-

(Myth.) a companion of Ulysses, accord-

propria, as it is called by Ptolemy, now Morca. was
either a portion of Peloponnesus, or the whole.
The first
part was also called Ionia, Jas, Olenus, and .Egialus, according to Diodorus, Pliny, and Pausanias ; and now, according to Castaldus, Romania alta.
Ovid. Met. 1. 6.

ing to
Finitimi proceres caeunt

Virg. JEn. 3, v. 613.

Sum

Am
Ach.emenides
menes.

(Hist.) 'Ayat/ievlSijc, the descendants of
Herod. 1. 3, c. 65.

ACHvEORCM

littus

town of Cvprus,
c.

(Geog.) 'A-^aiwi'

called bv the

cucry),

now

Greeks Adriage.

urbesque propinquaz

Orchomeimqaejhox, Patmque, Iiumilesque Cleans,
Et Nelca Pylos, nee adhue Pitthe'ia Troeten ;
Quaque Uriel alue bimari ctauduntur ab Isthino.

Acha>

Accathon, a
Ptol.

1.

5,

14.

Acrr-EORUM portus, now Porto bon, a town of Troas, near the
promontory of Sigseus. Strab. 1. 13; Plin. 1. 4, c. 12;
Nig. Comm. Geog.
(Geog.) 'Axawv, a town of Troas opposite to
Tenedos.
Strab. 1. 13.

ACH-EUM

:

Oravcre suns ire ad solatia reges,
Argosque et Sparte, Pelopeiadajue Mqcente,
Et nondum torva Caludan invisa Diana.

putrid ex Ithacd, ernes infelieis Utiji,
Achantenides.

Scyl.

ill Peripl. ;
Sci/mn. Orb. descript. v. 527 ; Plin. 1. 4,
5 ; Paus. I 5, 7 ; Arrian. Peripl. Pont. Euxin. ; Briei.
Parral. Geog.
Achaia (Numis.) the general name for all Greece, after it
became a Roman province, as may be learnt from their
medals bearing the inscription AX. AXAIHX, or the two

c

in one
On a medal of Adrian was inscribed
RESTITUTORI ACHAEE, as on the subjoined cut,

letters

X'.

ACH

ACH

which represents the emperor as raising Achaia
by his
side stands B vessel having branches of olive.
On a medal
of Antinous is inscribed
TOIC AXAIOIC AM'.ullM-'.\, i. e. Achats posuk;
and on one of L. Veins
CTPanryS tiapn AXPeXitt
;

AIOAOPOI
MENO*iAe
\\ UUN, Prcetore Marcs
Aurelio Diodoro Menophli. F. Achceorum.
To the general
name AXAI'IN was often added thai of the cities of Achaia,
as AXAION ANTTTONEON.
Jupiter was held in particular honour by the Acheans, who gave him the name of
His symbol of
homogyrius, i. c. a collector into one body.
thunder is frequently to be observed on their medals. Hercules and Neptune had also their share of honour.
Putin.

Nwnis. Raman. ; Tristan. Comment. Histor. torn. i. p. 174 j
I'aillant.
Xumis. fmperalor Iiomanor ; Harduin. Numm.
Pop. Vet. illuslral. ; Hai/m. Tre.i. Brit.; Gessner. tab. 14;
Hunt. Num. Vet. Pop. et Urh. ; Peller. Recueil. de Med.
del Pen p. plan. 14.
ACHAIACUM mare (Geog.) that sea which was adjacent

now

to Achaia,

a part of the Adriatic.

ACHAICUS

(Bi/d.) ajfatKOQ, a native of Achaia, and the
of a disciple of St. Paul's, who, with Stcphanus

name

and Fortunatus, was the bearer of St. Paul's
the Corinthians, A. D. 50.
1 Cur. xvi. 17-

ACHAICARUS

first epistle to

(Hixt.) 'AvatYapoc, a soothsayer

among

the

Bosphorani mentioned by Stralio.
Geog. 1. lfi.
ACHAIS (Geog.) "Aveuc, !• a tract of country in Lydia,
near the river of Ma-onia.
Sleph. Buz. dc Urb. in core
MrooiiVi.
2. A town near the Hyrcanian sea, otherwise
P/in. 1. (i, c. Hi.
called Hcraclea.
AIL'S (Hist.) a king of Scotland remarkable for his wise
policy.
He entered into a league with Charlemagne, and
died, after a rciffii of 19 vcars, in 81 9.
//. Boelh. 1. 10;

ACH

Led.

Scott.

IIi.it.

ACHALF.N
who,

I.

(His/.)

3.

a British king of

being driven from

his

the sixth century,
took refuge in

kingdom,

Wales.

ACHALY (Hixt.) a king of the Saracens in (j5~ACHAMANTIS (Myth.) one of the daughters of
who

Hygin.

slew her husband F.ehominus.

Danaus,

Fall. 170.

ACHAX
who

(Bihl.) J3J onajfj i.e. the trouble! of Israel; he
stole the Babylonish garment, and was stoned in the

valley of Achor.

Jos.

vii.

24.

ACHARN./E

(Geog.) or Archrana, 'A^npioi, the largest
village in Attica belonging to the tribe of Oneis.
Find. Nem. od. 2.
'A\dpi'at tt TTaXdtipaTOV
ivdvoptc.
'Fh ii cud.

to

which circumstance Lucan alludes

Luc.

1.

2, v.

Spa

ACHARPOUR

(Geog.)

physician of Marseilles, and
secretary to the Academy of that city, was born 1753,
Dictionaire de la Proand died in 180f). He published
vence,' &c.
also a ' Description Historicpie de la Provence.
Aix, 17«7.' &c
(Geog.) 'Avapiioc, now Zygna or Capa ; a
river running from Mount Caucasus into the Micotis. Strati.

Claude

Francis,

ACHATES

ACHBOR

ACHELNOTUS
ACHELOIDES

ACHELOUS

and finally into a river, which bears his name. The horn
which Hercules broke off from the bull became afterward*
the cornucopia;.
Sophoc. Track,

v.

'.)

Mi'i/-//i>

"Of

yap

tje fiot

Trornpoc 'Ay/Ai^oi' Xf'yw

u' iv rpiaiv fioptpaariv i£jjrtv TrarpoQ.

Grid. Fpist. 15,

257-

v.

AduUna comvafngil
Dumpplit ampterns, Dejauira, ttws.
(.tih Alcida

I 'i

v.

139-

Cornua flens

Propcrl.

1.

2,

11.

1.

ACHARDS,

F.leazar Francis de la

7,

v. 41(5.

ACHARDUS
i

ii,7

"in utroipte

Drformtin cornu Uagtll tnfanttbat Acarnnn.

Banmc

de (Fee.) a prelate of an ancil nt am! noble family, was born al Avignon.
Jan. 29) H'79> and died at Cochin, April 2, 1711, where
he went as a missionary.
(Fee.) a bishop of Avranches, in Normandy, in
162, who continued the chronicle of Sigbertus.
ACHAHINI (Geog.) a town of Sicily mentioned by Cicero.
Cic. in I'crr.
Fazellus siippposcs it to lie now ('amine.
Fazcll. dc Reb. Sicul. Dccadi. 1. 2.
1. 3, c. 43 ;

in undii.

hnt .1 loll refcrn* Achcloi
magno fnrtiis amort liquor.

I,

1.

Achebus

rnryiis

t'hni-ril ul

Slat. Theb.

legit rapidis

cleg. 28.

\,im

:

ACHARDEUS

a town of Bahar in Hindoostan,
A town of Oude in HinLong. 82" 21' E. lat.

.SV. (Fee.) Aicard, or A/cairc, an abbot of a noble
family of Poictou, was distinguished for his piety, and the
prudence with which he governed the abbey of S. Jouin.
(Myth.) the friend and companion of ./Eneas,
called by Virgil the Jidus Achates, which is now proverbial
for a faithful friend.
Achates (Fee.) a bishop of Palestine in the time of Constantine the Great.
ACHATES (Grog-.) a river of Sicily called after Achates the
friend of ./Eneas.
(Bihl.) iu3j, the father of Baal-Hanan king
of Edon.
Gen. xxxvi. 38.
Achbok, an officer sent by King Josiah to inquire of the prophetess Huldah respecting the book of the law recently
2 Kings xxiii.
found, A. M. 3380, A. C. 624.
(Ecc.) archbishop of Canterbury in the
1 1 th century, who
was in great favour with Canute the
Great.
(Myth.) a patronymic for the Syrens, the
daughters of Achclous.
Ovid. Mel. 1. 5, v. 553.
(Myth.) 'A^iooc, the son of Occanus and
Tethys, who, in his engagement with Hercules for Dcjanira,
metamorphosed himself first into a seqient, then into a bull,

a

'

1.

AC HART,

Ovid. Episl. 9,

will.

inui salutis

filisse tretmaititi thitru.

three miles N. E. Rotasgur.
2.
doostan, 28 miles S. E. Fyzabad.
26° 28' N.

theology.
Aciiaui), Anthony (Biog.) a Prussian divine, who was born at
Geneva in l6"<Jf), and died in 1 77~- He wrote on Free-

Aciiard,

4.

1 1

Osruln polhltu

ACHARD
in

19; Sieph. Byz. dc Urb.; Mcurs. dc Pop.

c.

ACHARN1S

ACHARBAS

(Myth.) the husband of Dido. [Vide Skhteus}
(Ere.) sumamed St. Victor, bishop of Avranches,
Normandy, died in 1 1 ~~- He wrote various works on

2,

1.

Alt. p. 18.

Ai n.MiN.r. (Fit.) a title of one of Aristophanes' comedies.
(Hist.) a senator and knight, who, not saluting
Marius as he passed, was killed by the partisans of the latter,

Diodor. 1. 5; Hygin. Fah. r,l
1, c. 8, &c.
I'll; Tzrlzes in Fycoph. v. 671.
1. 21, v.
(Gag'.) 'AxeXwOCi '• il r ' ver "' Epirus. called
alter Achclous, now Axpropotamo, or, according to Niger,
separating AcarIl rises in Mount Pindus, and,
Calochi.
Homer calls
nania from .I'.tnlia, falls into the Ionian sea.
of rivers
Hesiod,
it tpeiuv 'AveX&toCj Achclous the king
also taken
It
was
Achclous.
'A\i\wwq apyvpucien, limpid
Apoltod.

1.

;

j

Si Iml. in Hon,. II.

ACHELOD9

;

!

ACH

ACH
whence Euripides speaks of 'AxAcJa
the dew of Achelous ; and

for water in general

cpoaoc,

Virg. Geog.

v. 9-

1,

1.

:

Pxulaque

inveiitis

Acheloia mitcuit

111

is.

21, v. 194; Hesiod. Theog. v. 340; Herod.
1.
2, c. 10; Euripid. in Androm. ; Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 102;
Po/</6. 1. 4, c. 63 ; Scylax. in Pcripl. ; Diodor. 1. 5 ; 67ra/».

Horn.

II.

1.

43, c. 21 ; Mela, 1. 2, c. 4 ; S<7. Iltil. 1. 12,
Pint, de Flu/n. ; Diomjs. Perieg. v. 433 ; Plin. 1. 2,
Ptol. 1. 3, c. 14 ; Fib. Scquest. Catalog. ; Macrob.

1.

10; Liv.

v.

34 ;
85 ;

c.

1.

18;

5, c.

1.

Av'roc

aidtoj iivai dojiov zvpuiivTa,

8' tt£

"EvOu uiv

1.

Byz. de Urb. ; Niger. Geog.
Comm. 1. 11. 2. A river of Arcadia falling into the Alpheus.
Pans.
river of Lydia flowing from Mount Sipylus.
3.
Saturn.

according to Ptolemy ; a river of Epirus, so called as is
supposed from «xoe, grief; and piw, to now, i. e. a sorrowful
This was fabled to have been the
stream, now I 'cliche.
river of hell, over which the souls of the dead were conveyed.
How. Od. 1. 10, v. 513.

Kidkvtos

'Axipovra Uvpi<p\iyi8uv re piuat

tic

8'.

Aristophan. Ran. act 2, seen.

Steph.

'
'

A\tpOVTlO£

1.

GKOTTlkOQ a'tpora^ayi]^.

Tt

A

Various epithets are applied to

8, c. 38.

poets ; as,
adust us by Lucan,

this river is represented on the medals
of Acarnania, and its towns [vide Acarnania, Amphilochia,
eye], with the horns of a bull, which shape the God Achelous is said to have assumed in his combat with Hercules.
Goltzius calls this the head of Minotaur, but we have the
authority of Strabo for believing that it was intended to represent the head of the river God Achelous.
{Myth.) the name of a man mentioned by

Achelous (Numis.)

ACHELUS
Flaccus.

Arson.

ACHEMES

ACHEMON
punished,

1.

him while

asleep.

by the

Portitor.

avarus, by Virgil, Geog.

2, v. 492.

1.

Subjecit pedibus, ttrepitumque Achermtis avari

by Seneca in Thyes.

ma'stus,

bv

tri.stis,

Silius, Mb. 13,

v. 17-

imESttcfl

Trisliur his Acherf

Aclwnm

ptaxt.

571-

v.
'_

(r,isM"jH

Suidas.

(Biog.) or Ach, John van, a painter, born at Cologne in 1556, who discovered an extraordinary genius for
He died in 1(>'21, in the service
this art at the age of 10.

Horace puts it
Hor. Carm. 1.

for hell itself.
1,

od. 3,

v.

36.

I'errupil Acheronta Ilemileus labor.

Emperor Rudolphus.

ACHENCHERRES
father Orus, A.
of twelve years.

Achencherres

(Hist.) a king of Egypt, succeeded his
C. 1131, and died after a reign

M. 2873, A.

ACHENWALL,
was born
wrote

at

He

'

Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 46; Theoc.
5, c. 92, &C.J
19; Scylax. in Pcripl.; Diod. 1. 1; Liu. 1. 8,
Plin. 1. 4, c. 1; Ptol. 1. 3, c. 14;
;
Strab. 1.
c. '24;
Sit. 1.2, v. SO; Macrob. in Soni. Scip. c. 10; Nig. Geog.
Comm. 1. 11. 2. A river of the Brutii, called by Livy
Acheros, by Justin Acherusiux amnis, now Lago della CoU
luccia, where Alexander, king of Epirus, was slain according to the oracle. Liv. 1. S, c. 20 ; Strabo, 1. 6 ; Plin. 1. 'i,
Chtv. Ital. Antiq. 1. 4, c. ) 5.
c. 5 ; Justin. 1. 12, c. 23
Strab. 1. S.
3. A river of Elis flowing into the Alpheus.
Orph.
4. A river flowing down the Riphean mountains.
Herodot.

Idyl

2,

1.

v.

()'

succeeded Athotis, the successor of the pre-

ceding, and reigned twelve years, and some months.
Achencherres succeeded the preceding, and reigned also
Euseb. in Chron.; Usser. Anna/.
twelve years.
Godfrey (Biog.) a professor of Gottingen,

and

this idea

v. 15.

Qtnxl

ACHEN
of the

3,

under

Prayarat innumeras pitppes AchermitU adusti

3.

(Hist.) a governor of Egypt, A.M. 3477(Myth.) or Achmon, a native of Attica, was
with his brother Basilas, by Hercules, for an

aifront offered to

1.

it

Elbing,

in

Prussia,

Elementa Juris

science of statistics are

17U>, and
&c.

Naturte,'
said

to

owe

died 1772.

The name

their origin

to

him.

;

A

river of Bithynia, afterwards
5.
v. 1129.
Sunuutes, out of which Hercules is said to have
Schol. in Apollon. Argon. 1. 2,
hell.

Argonaut,

ACHEQUI

(Hist.) a king of Japan, who killed the legitimate prince Nobienanga, and seized his throne, but being
conquered in battle, was himself slain by one of the late

called

dragged the dog of
v. 3.55

;

Tzctz. Li/coph. v. 695.

ACHERONTIA

king's officers.

ACHERDUS

(Geog.) 'Ax^ocic, a part of the tribe Hippothoon.
Steph.
ACHERI, Luc d' (Biog.) a learned Benedictine, was born
at St. Quintin, in Picardy, in 1609, and died in the abbey
He wrote, 1. Epistola
of St. Germain des Pres, in 1685.
Catholica Barnabae Apostoli, Gr. et Lat. cum notis Nic. Hug.
Paris,
The Life and Works
Menardi, &c.' 4to.
1645. 2.
of Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury,' fol. Paris, 1648.
3. ' Asceticorum vulgo Spiritualium Opusculorum quie inter
Patrum Opera reperiuntur Indiculus,' 4to. Paris, 1648.
4. ' Life and Works of Guibert, Abbot of Nogent-sousrepublication of Grimlaic's
Couci,' &c. fol. Paris.
5.
' Regie
6. ' Veterum Aliquot
des Solitaires,' 12mo. Paris.
Scriptorum qui in Gallia? Bibliothecis, maxime Benedietinorum latuerunt Spicelegium,' &c. 13 vols. 4to. 1653, &c.
Du Pin. Eccl. Script, vol. xviii. p. 65.
ACHERIUS (Biog.) an orator in the time of Augustus Caesar.
'

'

(Geog.) a town of Apulia, situated on a
tree, now Accrenza.

mountain like a nest on a
Hor. Carm. 1. 3, od. 4, v.
Celstc

14.

nidum AcherontUt.

Lcand. Albert. Descript. Ital. 2. A town of the Brutii.
near the river Acheron, from which the people were ailed
Hist. Nat. 1. 3, c. 10.
Acherontini according to Pliny.
Acherontia (Numis.) the town of the Brutii is supposed to
be referred to in a medal bearing the inscription AXEPON1

TAN.

Goltz.

Mag.

Grcec. tab.

25

;

Hardiun. Numis.

Yet.

(Myth.) a son of Ceres without a father, who,
being sent into hell to escape from the Titans, became one of

Urb.
ACHERRjE (Geog.) a town between the Po and the Alps.
Qvide Acerrail
(Hist.) a king of Egypt, supposed to be successor to the Pharoah, who, according to Holy Writ, perished
Euseb. in Chron.
Red
Sea.
in the
(Geog.) 1. 'A x <f>»<r''«, a lake of Egypt, near
Memphis, over which the bodies of the dead were supposed
Diod. 1. 1, c. 97; Pans. 1. 1, c. 17.
to be conveyed.
2. 'Ax £ p B<»'«> a lake of Epirus, near the city Cechyrus,

the rivers of hell.
(Geog.) X.'Ayipwr, according to Strabo; "A\cpov,

Ptol. 1. 3, c. 14;
about which there was a similar fable.
lake of Compania. [vide Acheron]
Pans. 1. 1, c. 15. 3.

A

Cat. Rliodig.

1.

15,

c.

11.

ACHERON
Acheron

Pop.

et

ACHERRES

ACHERUSIA

A

;

ACH

ACH

A

lake of Chersoncsus Taurica, where Hercules is said
The bile
to have dragged the dog Cerberus from hell.
which his anger generated is said to have produced the

4.

poison inherent in the herb aconite. Marcellinus says it was
by the inhabitants Mv^omSn-iov. Pliny mentions it
under the name of Achcrusiiini, and Mela under that of
Xenopk. Anab. c. 2 ; Ovid. Met. 1. 7,
Acheruskis spams.

the form of Paris, having pierced with his dart.
killed.

Stat. Achill. I l.
Strpe ipsa {nefas

called

v.

409

;

Pli"-

ACHESON,

6,

1-

<••

i

Mela,

;

Lord (Her.) the

1.

2,

title

c.

Ttirtara, et

Eirg. /En.

4.

Vardana
(.'.
(

.

the Earl of Gosford.
(Hist.) or Ageseus-Ocaras, the twenty-first
Euseb.
king of the Thebans, according to Eratosthenes.

ACHESEUS

Olid. Met.

1.

7)atmr,

qui Paridii
rptu in .Kacidtc.
rjna

m

dir.-xti tela

&

mamaqu

12, v. 0'04.

.-

nephew

or Aquial,

(Hist.)

and governor of one of the

to

fortresses

Herod the Great,
of Jerusalem, was

Joseph. Ant. 1. 15, c. 9very active in his uncle's interest.
{Hist.) "A X t^ac, a general of Ptolemy, who
was commissioned to kill Ptolemy. He executed his commission by means of treachery, and was afterwards murdered himself by Ganymede the Eunuch, who was in the
confidence of Arsinoe the monarch's sister.
Luc. 1. 8, v. 538.

ACHILLAS

Sceleri delectus Achillas.

Cws. de Bell Civ. 1.
riut. in Sympos.
c. 4

3,

104

c.

;

(Eec.)

gave countenance

bishop of the church of Alexandria, who
to Arius. Euseb. Hist. 1. 7; Baron. Annul.

ami. 110.

Achillas (Geog.)

a noble

Achilles.

town of Gaul, which was besieged

Paul. Diac. Hist. Miscell.

by the Goths."

ACHILLEIS

a

(Poet.)

The work

14,

1.

c.

1.

poem

of Statius on the exploits of
imperfect owing to the premature

is

Xenophon de Venal. ; Apollun. Arson. 1. 1, v. 55S, and 1. 4,
869 J ApoUod. 1. 3, c. 13; Diod. 1. 17; St rah. 1. 14
Hor. 1. 1, Od. S, etc. Jin: Sat. 7. v. 210; Ili/gin. Fah.
96, Sec.; Catul. Epithal. Pel. v. 839 } Plin. I 35, c. IS;
Pint, in eit. Alex. &c
Max. Tur. Oral. 27 Tzetzes in
Lycoph.
Achilles, a son of Terra, who received Juno into his den
when she fled from the pursuit of Jupiter. Phut. Bihliothek.
v.

;

;

;

;

Plot. Htrphrsl.

Hert. de Bell. Alcxand.

;

Achillas

Mama

Qffea&iU sternentem Troia ferru
Corpora Pelidert, arms obvertit in ilium
CtrtaqtM letliiferu dire.iit spiculu lUitrii.

in Chro/i.

ACHIAL

tub

G, v. 57.

1.

born by the eldest son of

.')

ad Sty^ios iterum fetv mergrre fonUt.

death of the author. [Vide Statins'}
Achilles (Myth.) there were many persons of this name.
Achii.lks, the first in dignity, the son of Peleus and Thetis,
so called as is supposed from a^oc, sorrow ; because he
brought sorrows on the Trojans, is commonly described in
Homer by the epithets of TroSapmjs cT»c AYiXXeuc, swiftfooted divine Achilles ; other poets have distinguished him
by the fiercer and bolder features of his mind. Virgil calls

him imniitis, diinis, steins, ecc. Horace gives him the epithets
Ovid those of
of insolcns, pervicax, clams, animosus, etc.
magmts, magnanimus, &c. Statius those of indocilis, ferus,
Claudian that of atrox.
fatalis, &c.
f'irg. JEn. 1. 1, v. 30.

Achilles

(Hist.) the son of Lyson, who was the inventor of
ostracism in Athens.
Phot. Bib/.
Achilles (Nun/is.) a medal of Trajan, represents Achilles
going out armed to kill I\ nloilca, with the inscription

ACHILLES PENTESILEA.
Achilles

(Ecc.) a missionary sent by Inrncus into Spain, to
propagate the gospel.
He was suffocated by smoke.
Achilles, Tatius, 'AvtXXfvs Sni-ioc, according to Suidas,
and 'A^iWtvc Titrwc, according to Photius an Alexandrine, who, becoming a convert to Christianity, was made
a bishop.
Among other things he wrote a treatise on the
Sphere, a fragment of which has been translated by
Petavius, and inserted in the third volume of his works ;
;

romance entitled

also a

'

De Amoribus

Leu-

Clitoplmntis ct

which was published by Salmasius, with the
Latin version of Cruceius, 12mo. 1640; and again by Bodeu.
Gr. et Lat. 8vo. Leipzig, 177''.
Achilles, Alexander (Biog.) a Prussian nobleman, who wrote
cippes,' libri viii.

in

German

a treatise on earthquakes, and died in 1(575.
(Hist.) or Aquileus, a eunuch son of Domi-

ACHILLEUS
cilla,

who,

in the reign of Domitian,

was beheaded

Tar-

at

;

Trims, reliquias Dmuiiim, atquc imniitis AclliUi.

Hor. Cann.

1.

2, od. 4, v. 2.

ragona.

of Zenobia, who set himself up as
emperor in Egypt, against Dioclesian, by whom he was
conquered and exposed to lions. Aurel. Victor, de (irsur.
Diucun. Hist. Miscell. 1. 10, c. 42
c. 39 ; Paul.
Joriiand.

Achilleus, a

relation

;

prius iiuolentem

Sena

de Regnor. Success,

87Achilleus (Nitmis.) the length of this usurper's reign in
Egypt is known by the medals of him (if they arc genuine)

Briscis ntn

limit AchiUtm.

Hor. Epod. 17,

(lieu

Ovid. Mel.

14.

v.

!

) pervicacis

bearing the inscription AtTOKp&Tap Kaurao Aamoc EJIIAioc
\\l \'\i:<>(' l'.lC,;-/. E1fTWj>c CEBawc Imperator Caesar
1. iic'nis
Epidius Achilleus Pius Felix Augustus LF LA
Bandar. Numis. Imperator.
1,6 LS, i. e. anno 3. 4. 5. 6".

pedis Achilki.

13, v. 298.

1.

Necsernugn
Stat. Achill.

ad

1.

aledicere sentit Achilli

c.

f

Romanor.
At -ii n. leus (Ecc.) was baptized witli Xereus, by Peter, and
Vincent.
suffered martyrdom for the faith under Domitian.

2.
Indocilem qua. mens dctraiit Achillem.

1.

10,

c.

15.

Achilleus (Biog)
Claud. Epirt.

I, v.

MamDUJ

He

Ilnturit!,

ntnn igtumt

Achilles.

also frequently distinguished

by epithets in allusion
to his origin, as Pelides, yEacidcs, nepos Nere'ius, filins
Thetidis, LarisseeuS, Achilles, eve.
lie was dipped in the
river Styx by his mother, and his body rendered invulis

a writer mentioned by Atheneeus.
Alexander (Biog.) a physician and native of
He wrote,
Bologna, was born 140 3, and died 1512.
1520.
2. ' De
1. ' Annotationes Anatomies,' 4to. Venet.
«
3.
In
humani corporis Anatomia,' 4to. Venet. 1521.
Fol. Venet.
Miiiidini anatoiniam Annotationes,'
1522.

ACHILLINI,

18.

nerable in every part except in the heel, which Apollo, in

4.

•

De

Bubjecto

Medians},' &c.

Venet 1568.

principiis et physiognomic,' Fol.
jecto Cliiromantiii-,' &C. Pol. Uonon. 1503.

Chiromantis

6.

5.
'

De

•

De
sub-

ACI

ACII
Achili.ini, John P/ii/othcus, a poet, and younger brother of
the preceding, was bom at Bologna, in 1466, where he
1558.
He wrote, 1. * II Viridario,' 4to. Bologna.
Fedele.' 3. ' Annotazioni della lingua volgare,' Bolog.
1536.
4. '
Collection of Poems on the Death of
Serayihin dalT Aquila,' 4to. Bologna, 1564.
Achili.ini, Claude, grandson of the preceding, a poet and
law professor, was born at Bologna in 1574, and died in
1640, leaving, 1. ' Rime e Prose,' 12mo. Venice, 1651.
died in
2.

'

II

A

8vo.

2.

*

Decas Epistolarum ad Jacobum Gaufridum,'

4to.

Parm,

ACHILLINUS

(Hist.) a soldier under Belisarius, who distinguished himself at the siege of Rome against the Goths.

ACHILMAR (Ecc.) archbishop of Vienna. [Vide AgUmar]
ACHIM (Bibl.) 'A X '>> son of Zadock, father of Eliud, of
£

the tribe of Judah, and family of David, in the genealogy
of our Saviour.
Matt. i. 1 4.

(Hist) a king of -Ethiopia, cotemporary with

Pharamund king

(Bilil.) iiN-'nw, a general of the Ammonites, who,
going with Holifernes on his expedition into Egypt, was,

of Bethulia, converted to the true faith,

admitted among the number of the Israelites, Jud.
This happened A. M. 3348, A. C. 656.

and
xiii.

27, &c.

AcHlOR, a friend and

relation of Tobit.

ACHIRAM

or

(Bibl.)

Ahiram

ovnR,

elevation; of

Benjamin, and chief of a great family.

tribe of

the

Numb.

xxvi. S8.

ACHISH

(Bibl.) »'s«, a king of Gath, to whom David went
when he fled from Saul, 1 .Sam. xxi. 10. &C. ; probably not
the same as received him afterwards, as mentioned 1 Sam.
xxvii. 2, 3.

ACHIVI

(Geog.) the same as Achat.

ACHLADjEUS
Pans.

(Hist.) 'A x \<uawe, one of the Corinthian
surprised and killed bv Aristomenes.

who was

generals,

4, c. If).

1.

ACHMET

(Hist.) the name of several sultans, and other
distinguished persons among the Turks.
.Sultans

Achmet

I,

Achjiet

II,

of

this

Name.

son and successor of Mahomet III, died after an
unsuccessful reign of 14 years in 1617, aged 30.

succeeded Solvman III in 16'91, and died in

16.Q5.

Achjiet

son of Mahomet IV, gave an asvlum to
Charles XII, king of Sweden, after the battle of Pultowa.
III,

He was deposed by his nephew, Mahomet V, whom he
had imprisoned, and died in 1736, aged 74.
Cant.
;

Rieaut. Hist, of the Turks.

Distinguished Persons of this Name.

Achmet,

a governor of Egypt, in the year of the Hegira 265,
A. D. 875, was very successful as a general. El. Maein.
Hist. Sarae.

Achmet,

Gedne. or Acomet, a general of the Othoman emBajazet II in obtaining the throne in 1482,
he was afterwards put to death.
Achmet, the eldest son of Bajazet II, was defeated and
strangled by his youngest brother Selim, who usurped his
throne in 1514.
Achmet, Bacha, a general of Solvman, who revolting from
his sovereign in 1524, was defeated by Ibrahim the favourite,
and his head sent to Constantinople.
pire, assisted

by

whom

Achmet

(Biog.) son of Selim, was the author of an essay on
the interpretation of dreams, in the ninth century.
a historian in the 15th centurv,
wrote the life of Timur, or Tamerlane, with whom he was
cotemporary'.

Achmet, Ebn Arabscha,
Achmet, Ebn Zur

Emanuel

by

ACHMUNEIM

(Geog.) a town of Upper Egypt, in the
which are ruins supposed to be those of the an-

vicinity of

cient Hermopolis.

ACHO

(Hist.) a king of Norway, who took from the Scots
Arran, and two of the Hebrides. H. Boeth. Scot. Hist. 1. 13.
(Hist.) son of Chersech, a Sclavonian prince,
married the daughter of Bajazet II, to whom he was faithfully attached.
Chalcond. 1. 13.
(Bibl.) Tor, from -or, to trouble; the valley in the
tribe of Benjamin, where Achan was stoned. Josh. vii. 24.
ACHORIS (Hist.) "Ax wP ( c> king of Egypt, succeeded Nephretis in the 95th Olympiad, A. C. 3V)C} ) and died in the
98th A.C. 387- Diod. 1. 15; Euseb. in Chron.
ACHQLT (Hist.) or Acliequi, an usurper of the throne of
Japan, who killed the legitimate monarch, but was afterwards assassinated bv the partisans of the latter. Mendoza,

ACHOMATH

1.

1,

Alabedin, a Persian nobleman of the 17th
century, wrote in favour of Mahometanism, and against

c. 9-

ACHRIDENUS,

of Basle (Biog.) published in Greek and
Latin, in 1618, a rescript to the pope Adrian IV.

ACHSAH

(Bibl.) r\D2V,

i.

e.

adorned; from

D3i',

ornaments

daughter of Caleb, and wife of Othnicl, who
;
obtained her as a reward for having taken Kirjath Sepher.
Josh. xv. ]6, &c.
ACICHORIUS (Hist.) 'A^e^uipwc, a general who joined
Brennus, the leader of the Gauls, in an expedition against
Pieonia.
Pans. 1. 10, c. 10.
ACIDALIA (Mi/th.) an epithet for Venus, whom Virgil
calls Aeidalia mater, from Acidalius, a fountain of Bceotia.
lirg. jEn. 1. 1, v. 720.
ACIDALIL'S, J'alens (Biog.) a young man, who, though
dying at the early age of 28, left some valuable criticisms
on Quintius Curtius, Plautus, Tacitus, Ausonius, &C. which
have been inserted in the respective editions of those authors
by Gronovius, Gruter, Sec.
He was born in 1567, at
Wistock, and died at Neiss in 1595.
ACIDINUSj L. Manlius (Hist.) a consul with Fulvius
Flaccus, U. C. 572.
From the Fasti Capitolini it appears
that he was the brother german of Fulvius, and adopted
into the family of the Manlii.
Lie. 1. 40, c. 44; Veil.
for the feet

Paler.

1.

2,

c.

8

;

Fast. Capitolin.

Acidinus, C. Manlius, an accomplice
Cataline.

Otlom. Hist.

was answered

he

Pigneiro.

Pt. II,

of France.

ACHIOR

at the siege

which

in

ACHOR

1635.

ACHINNAS

Christianity,

Sallust. Hist.;

in

the conspiracy of

Cic. in Catil. Orat. 1, 2.

ACILA

(Geog.) now Ziden, a town situate on the Red Sea,
which was the emporium of the circumjacent islands for
their trade with India, also called Ocela by Pliny.
Plin.
1. 6, c. 28 ;
Niger. Geog. Asia;. Cotnm. c. 3.
ACI LI A, gens (Hist.) a plebeian family at Rome, which
traced its origin to the Trojans according to Herodian, and
was divided into the branches of the Glabriones, Balbi,
[Vide Acilius'J
Aviola?, &c.
Acilia, gens (Numis.) a plebeian family of Rome [vide
Acilius~2 of whom many medals are extant, bearing the inscriptions Manius ACILIwi Quwstor, the name of the
questor who struck this medal to serve as a coin during the
scarcity of money, after the
Manias
battle
Canna.
of
ACILI)«/ on the obverse

BALBUS.
Monti

Manius

Filius,

AClhlLS

son

of

the

who conquered AntiManius. ACILIUS.
ochus.
GLABRIO. VROCQnsul, a pro-consul under Augustus.
MANIUS. ACILIUS II. VI R. QUI. a quinquennial
TAION. KAI2APA. TEPMANIKON. EIII.
decemvir.
Acilius

AOYIOAA

i. e. Caium
Gcrmanicum Covsarem sub Aviola,
;
on medals struck in the colony of Smyrna, under the pro-

consul Acilius Aviola.

AOYIOAA. ANeYnATOS. AIX-

MOKAH2. E<t>E, on medals of

Nero, struck by the Ephesians

ACL

ACI
in the proconsulship of Acilius Aviola.

with one or more

Kumis.

J'aillant.

FamiL Roman.

Patin. Xumis. ; Famil. Human. Mori I.
Thetaur. Nutnu.
\< n.i.v. Augusta (Gen?.) a town of Vindelicia, now Azelburg.
ACILIUS GLABRIO, P. (Geog.) a tribune of the people
three times, i. e. U. C. 485, 489, M)~, is the first of the
family who is mentioned ID history.
Acilius, Q, a triumvir, for establishing a colony in the neighbourhood of Placemia. Lie. 1. 21, C. 25.
Acilius, Man., son of Lucius, a queestor, U.
551, whose
coin is given under Numismatics.
[Vide .Icilia, gens]
Acilius Glabrio, M., a consul with !'• Corn. Scipio Nasica,
U. C. 561, and the conqueror of Antiochus. Lie. 1 35,

C

c. 24; 1. 86, c.
Acilius Glabrio,

If).

3/., son of the preceding, [vide .Icilia. gens]
a decemvir, built a temple to piety, which his father had
vowed when righting against Antiochus, and erected a golden
statue to his father.
Lie. 1. 40, c. 34 ; Val. Max. 1. 2, c. 5.
Acilius 15.vi.bus, .1/., a consul with T. Q. Flaminius, U. C.
603, and another consul with Portius Cato, U. C. 638,
during whose consulship milk and blood are said to have
fallen from heaven.
Cic. ad Atlicum. 1. 12, ep. 5 ; Plin.
1.

2,

Acilius Glabrio, Man., a tribune of the people
made
a law against bribery, and was consul in 686.
Acilius Glabrio, Man., son of the preceding, was a praetor
and judge in the cause of Verres. Cic. in I en: 1. 1, c. 2.
Acilius, Man., a lieutenant under Caesar. Exs. Civ. Hell.

name

of Folc.

ACIRIS

Aictptc,
1. a river of Lucania, now Agri,
bay of Tarentum at the north of Hcraclea.
2. A town
Slrab. 1. li; Mela,' 1. 2, c. 4; Plin. 1. 3, c. 11.
3. A town of the Bruttii,
of Lucania, now Torre d'.tgri.

(Geog.)

Cms.

68.

a valiant soldier, distinguished himself in a naval
engagement at the battle of Marseilles.
Siielun. in Jul.
c.

now

Aeri.

ACIS

(Mi/th.) a shepherd of Sicily, and lover of Galitea,
who, from jealousy, was slain by Polyphemus the Cyclops,
and afterwards changed into a river. Eustath. in Horn. II.
1. 16;
Sere, in I'irg. eclog. 8.
Acis {Geog.) a river of Catena, in Sicily, called after the
shepherd Acis [vide Acis], and supposed to be now Jaci or
Freddo, according to Fazellus.
It rises in iEtna, and runs
into the sea.

Sil

14, v. 221.

1.

QuigiM per

Theocritus

12

8, §

;

Tac. Anno.

1.

3, ft 41.

Idyl

Theoeril.

cellus, in the reign of

Claudian,

3, ft

1.

41

;

Suet, in Claud.

45.

Acilius, was a name common to many consuls and other officers in the reigns of Adrian, Nero, [vide Aci/ia, gens']
Commodus, l'ertinax, Severus, Antoninus, &ft, all doubtless
of the family of the Acilii.

Cassiodorus

in C/iron. ;

Oniiph.

in Fasti.

Acilius Aureolus, Man.,

is

supposed not to be of the same

family as the preceding.
[Vide Auredhu\
Acilius Glabrio, M., a consul with M. Ulpian Trajan, afterwards emperor, was put to death by the order of Domitian.
Dio. c. 67Juv. Sat. 4, v. 94
Sueton. in Domif. c. 10
Acilius, CaitU (I Hog.) an historian, and writer of Roman
;

;

annals in Greek, called Aciliani Libri, of

known.
in Rom. ;

little is

ACINI l'<)
lemy, a
1.

Acinipo

Acis petit trtpwru

I,

v.

fines.

68.

Ovc' AiYrac oKOTidv vi' "AkiSoq

Ovid

calls

Or. Fast.

it

itp6i> i*£wp.

hrrliij'cr.

v.

4,

1.

ACISCULUS

460.

(Biog.) one of the surnames of the Valerian

marked on an ancient coin. L. Valerius AcisPrud.
Prudentius also makes mention of the name.

Cic.

tie Ofjfc.

1.

8, ft

32

;

whom

but very
1. 3

Dioni/s. Hal.

;

Dralcen. in Lie. 1. 25, c. 3[).
(Ceog.) or Acinippo, 'A«e«nr«, according to Ptotown of Hispania Batica, now Honda la Viega.

3, c.

1

;

Plol.

(Xinnis.)

1.

2, c. 4.

this

town

medals, which mostly bear for

now known

is

its

culus.

Ili/mn.

ACISO, Oregon/

ACITHIUS
or Caralii.s,

Acilius Butas, a prater in the reign of Tiberius, mentioned
by Seneca. Sen. Epist. 122.
Acilius Aviola, Man., a consul with Marcus Asinus Mar-

Plin.

.-Etnteos

calls it ifpoc,

family, as

Acilius Aviola, Man., a consul in the reign of Tiberius, was
brought out of a trance by the burning of the funeral pile
on which he had been laid as a corpse, but could not be
rescued from the llames.
Plin. 1. 7, ft 53; Val. Max. I. 1,

Phil,

"

falling into the

Preterit et ripas, herhifer Aci, tuas.

C-,

c.

FOLCE

3, c. 15.

Acilius,

ft

name

56.

c.

in 6*52,

1.

stars, and sometimes the moon, as on the
of fig. 2.
The inscription consists mostlv of the
in Latin letters, as in the
of the town ACINIP
foregoing cuts, but sometimes in Greek characters. The inscription on the reverse L
AEDILE, a progenitor
as is supposed of an illustrious Spanish family, bearing the

reverse

only by its
symbols, two ears of corn.

de Reb. Sic.

2,

and a bunch of grapes,

Cluv.

1.

1,

ft

18.

in

she accompanied through all his trials and misfortunes.
Aci.ani) (Her.) a family which derives its name from its ancient seat in the parish of Lankey, near Barnstaple, being
hence the Saxon
in the midst of large groves of oaks
In early times their arms were three
ajclanb, or Oakland.
;

The
oak-leaves on a bend between two lions rampant.
first baronet of this name, who lineally descended from
Hugh de Aecalin, was created March 1, 1644. [vide
Acland, Sir John] The arms, crest, &c. of this family are
:

Cheeky argent and sable, a fess gules.
A man's hand, cooped at the rist, in a glove lying

fessways, thereon a falcon perched, all proper.
Incbranlablc'
Motto.
Aclanu, Palmer, son of Arthur Acland, the second son of Sir
Hugh Acland, was created a baronet in 1818, and quarters
'

and

;

'

Crest.

1

1

He wrote Orationem
1560, was orator of Cambridge.
Eneomiasticam,' &c 2. ' De Visibili Ronne Monar chiacontra
Nic. Sanderi Monarchiam,' 4to. Lond. 1622.
ACKLAN1), Sir John (Hist.) the first baronet in the family
mentioned under Heraldry, was a zealous adherent to King
Charles I, and suffered much for his loyalty.
Acland, Sir Thomas, the seventh baronet, major of the 20th
regiment of foot, and colonel in the Devonshire militia,
served, in the campaign in Canada, under general Burgoync,
when he was severely wounded, and taken prisoner. He
died of his wounds in 1778.
Acland, Lady Harriet Caroline, daughter of Stephen, first
earl of Ilchester, and wife of the preceding, distinguished
herself by her fortitude and devotion to her husband, whom

Arms.

fig.

1.

ACITODURUM (Geog.) a town of Gaul, now Ahum.
ACK WORTH, George (Biog.) an English divine, who,

as follow

as on the obverse of

(Biog.) wrote on the organum of Aristotle.
(Geog.) 'Axidloc, a river of Sicily, now Bergi
according to Cluverius. Ptol. 1. 3, ft 4; Fazell.

ACO

ACO
the arms of Palmer, in the second quarter, with those of
Acland.
town in
1.
(Geog.) two towns in England.
Durham, where a council was held under Pope Adrian I,
beat
Ethelwolf
2.
A
town
Surrey,
where
in
now Aclea.
Saxon. Citron. Spelman. Concil. torn. i.
the Danes in 851.
p. 305; Cambd. Brit. vol. i. p. 185.
(Hist.) 'Ak/ij), a Jewish waiting woman to the wife
of Julius Ctesar, who was bribed by Antipater, the son of
Herod, to bring a false charge against Salome the sister of
Herod, for which crime she was put to death by order of

A

ACLEA

ACME

Joseph.

Ca?sar.

17,

1.

c. 7, 8,

9.

Actus, a mistress of Septiinius mentioned by Catullus.
ACMOD.E (Geog.) the name of different islands on the
British coast, as,

1.

ACMON

v.

128.

ACMONENSES

(Geog.) the gentile name for the inhabitants
QVide Aemonia~\
of Acmonia.
(Geog.) 'Axuatvla, now Sevcrino ; a town of
Phrygia Major, near Mount Sipylus, the gentile name of
which, Acmonenses, may be learnt from the inscriptions
Cic. pro Flacc. c. 15 ; Plin.
given in the following article.
Ptol. 1. 5, c. 2 ; Steph. Byz. ; Mar. Nig. Geo/.
1. 5, c. 29 ;

ACMONIA

Comm.

1.

number of medals and coins
supposed to have been a place of
The magistrates were named archons
as mav be learned from the inscriptions on the medals of
Septimius Severus EIII. *A. ITPEICKOY APX. TO B AKMONEilN sub Flavio. Prisco Archonle iterum, Acmonensium :
a similar inscription is also to be found on a coin of Plautilla, the wife of Caracalla ; but in general the name of the
magistrate is put without the title, as on a medal of Agrip2EPOTINIOY KAIII
pina, the mother of Nero,
TiiNOC KAI IOYAIAC SEOYPAC AKMONEftN sub Serotinio Capilone el Julia Severa Acmonensium ; according to
Harduin, the inscription ought to be read E1II 2SEPOYIAIOY KAI nmNOS, but Havm contends that it ought
to be read SEPOYIIPIOY KAIIITilNOC KAI IOYAIAC
CEOYHPAC, Serverio Capilone el Julia Severa, which he
gives as a medal of Nero bearing on the obverse the head
of the emperor, the inscription NEPilN CEBACTOC
AKMONEIC. This town struck medals in honour of Germitnicus, Caligula, Agrippina, Claudius, Nero, Hadrian,
M. Aitrelitts, Comniodus, Sep/. Severus, Jul. Domna, Carastruck in this town,
some consequence.

it

the

is

Em

Plaulilla,

Severus,

Alex.

Gtirdiantts

Pitts,

Olaeilia

Severus, and Treboiiius Gallus.
They worshipped not only
Jupiter and Diana, but also Minerva, Hercules, Bacchus,
Mercury and jEsculapius. The Acmonenses became Neocori
in the reign of Philip, and are sometimes entitled I EPA
BOYAII, sacra curia, Ik METPOITOAE ili Metropolis.
(Myth.) AKfiovlSne, the name of one of the
Cyclops, who was the son of 'Axfitov, i. e. Hpuruc, heaven.
Hesychius.
Ovid. Fast. 1. 4, v. 288
ACO, Catulinits Philonianus (Hist.) a consul and prefect of
the city, under Constantius.
Aco (Geos-) or Aeon. Vide Ace.
(Hist.) vide Achmet.
(Geog.) a town of Germany, now Acken.
ACON/E (Geog .) "Akoi'oi, or Acone, a town of Bithynia, now

ACMONIDES

;

ACOMATES
ACONA

1

Na.vis.

(Myth.)

'AKovrns,

one of Lyeaon's

fifty sons.

3, c. 8.

ACONTEUS

(Myth.) a famous hunter, said to be changed
into a stone by the head of Medusa at the nuptials of
Perseus and Andromeda.
Ovid, Met. 1. 5, v. 201 : Stat.
Theb.

1.

7, v.

590.

Aconteus, a person

killed in the

wars of jEneas and Turnus,

Virg. .Fit. 1. 11, v. 615.
(Myth.) a youth of Cea, who fell in love with
Cydippe, a beautiful virgin, as she was attending the sacrifices of Diana, at Delos, and obtained her consent to marry
him by a stratagem. He wrote these verses on an apple

in Italy.

ACONTIUS

which he threw
Juro

Me

into her bosom.
tilii

tibi

tancta per mystica sacra Diaiur,

lenturam i\»nitem, sponsamque Juturam.

which Cydippe having read considered herself bound, by
the oath she had inadvertently taken, to marry Acontius,
as every oath taken in the presence of the goddess was inviolable.
Ovid. Her. ep. 20.
ACONTIUS (Biog.) or Aconzio, James, a divine and philoloth century, who wrote, 1. ' De Stratagematibus Satanic in Religionis Negotio,' &c. Basil, 156'5.
2. ' De
Methodo recta investigandarum Tradendarum,
3. ' De
allium a. e. Scientiarinn rectione,' 8vo. 1558.
sopher of the

Studiis Instituendis,' Ultraj. 1658.

Oppidorum,'

Genev.

1585.

He

4.

'

died

Ars Muniendorum
in
England in

1566.

ACONTOBOLI

(Geog.) 'Aftovrpfiokat, a people in CoeleSyria of Asia Minor, who were under the government of
Hvppolyte queen of the Amazons. They were so called,
Apollou. 1. 2,
because they were expert in using the bow.
v. 100.;.

10.

Acmonia (Numis.) from

calla,

1.

islands of the Silures,

2.

Isles.

Apo/lod.

now called
name for the

The

Acmodee or jEmodre, the
northern islands which are now called Schetland Isles, acCluverius.
Plin. 1. 4, c. 10'; Mela, 1. 3, c. 6;
cording to
C/ttrer. German. Antiq. 1. 3, c. 40.
(Myth.) 1. The name of one of the most ancient
among the gods, who was the father of Chaos. Lactant.
in Slat. Theb. 1. 4, v. 416; Bocae, in Dcor. Gen. 1. 1, e. 3:
2. A native of Lyrnyssseus, who accompanied iEneas into
Virg. JEn. 1. 10,
Italy; his father's name was Clytus.
Sci/ly

ACONTES

ACOKIS

(Hist.) \\Kop\q, a king of Egypt, who assisted
Evagoras, king of Cyprus, in his war against Persia. Diodor.

1.

15,

c. 2.

ACORUMBONUS,

Fabitts (Biog.) an Italian lawyer, who
wrote many works on the subject of his profession, and died
Paitciroll. in Juriseou.

in l6l6.

1.

2,

c.

178.

ACOSTA

(Hist.) or Zaeosla, a Castilian by birth, and Grand
Master of the order of the Knights of Malta, raised the
tower of St. Nicholas at the entrance of the island of
Rhodes, where the Colossus once stood, and refused to makeHe died in 140'7peace with the Turks.
Acosta, Joseph (Biog.) a Spanish Jesuit and historian, was
born at Medina de Campo in 1539, and died rector of Salain UiOO, leaving, among other works, 1.
De Promulgatione Evangelii apud Barbaros,' 8vo. Salamanc. 1588,
&c. 2. ' De Natura Novi Orbis, libri duo,' Svo. Salamanc.
3. ' Historia natural v moral de las Indias,' 4to.
1589Hispal. 1590, 8vo. 1591 ; & Madrid 1608 and 1610.
Acosta, Gabriel, divinity professor at Coimbra, wrote a Latin
commentary on the Old Testament, published in folio, and

manca

•

died in l6l6.

Acosta, Uriel, a native of Oporto, was descended from a
Jewish family, but educated in the Romish church. He
left his religion to embrace Judaism, and from that sunk
He wrote his own Hie under the
into complete scepticism.
Examplar humans vita;' and, after having emtitle of
people
of his own persuasion by his
with
the
broiled himself
open declarations of infidelity in the revelation of the Old
Testament, he put an end to his turbulence and his miseries
by shooting himself. His death is said to have happened
in 10'40, or according to some in 16'47.
A'COURT (Her.) a family in Somersetshire, from whom descended Sir William Pierce Ashe A'Court, who was created
The arms and crest of thi»
a baronet, June 23, 1795'

family are as follow

:

Per fesse, in chief or, an eagle displayed sable,
Arms.
beaked and legged gtt/cs, charged on the breast with
F 2

ACR
two

clievronels argent,

ACR

in base, paly of six erminois

and

azure.

An

eagle displayed, as in the arras, holding in the
white lily, slipped proper.
ACR A (Geog.) the name of several small places mentioned
by ancient writers, of which the only ones deserving of
Crest.

l>eak a

1. a town in Magna Grsecia, now called
Capo di Leuea ; and, 2. a town in Palestine, now called
Acre. [A'idc Ace~\
ACR.E (Geog.) 'Aicpal, or Acrcece, "Axpaiai, according to
Ptolemy a colony of Syracuse, now called Palozolus. The
gentile name of the inhabitants, according to Pliny, was
Ai reuses.
Silius Italieus alludes to its elevated situation.
SU. 1. 14, v. 207.
Won Taptos, non e tumults, glaciatibiu Acra:

notice at present are,

;

Defuenud.

Thueipl.
1.

3,

c.

Ant.

1.

6,

1.

c.

r,

Lie.

;

1.

24,

14 j FazeU. de Reb.
2,

c.

36

j

Plin.

Sic. dec. 1,

1.

3, c. 8

1.

j

Plol.

10; Cluv. Geog.

12.

c.

Acr.e (Xumis.) one medal

is referred to this town, bearing,
on the obverse, a head of Ceres crowned with an ear of

corn ; and in the reverse, Ceres herself bearing a torch in
each hand
the inscription AKPAIiiN, the letters K and P
forming a ligature, or one letter. Pellet: Rec. vol. iii. p. f_)8.
ACR35PH1A (Geog.) 'Aicpaupla, by Herodotus; 'AicpaiAvlov,
by Pausanias ; 'Axpaubiov, by Strabn ; 'Atcpujiia, by Ptolemy,
Slrab. 1. <) ; Pans.
Herod. 1. 8, c. 135
a town of Boeotia.
1. 9
Ptol. 1. 3, c. 15 ; Stcph. Byz. de Urb.
Acr/epiiia (Xumis.) this town is known by a medal of DoGoltz.
mitian, bearing the inscription AKPAl<l>NAI£i2N.
Hani. Nit mm. Ant. illnstrat.
Thesaur. p. 207
ACR/EPHIUS (Myth.) 'AxpaiAios, an epithet for Apollo,
who was worshipped at Acra-phia.
ACR.EUS (Myth.) an epithet of Jupiter, as the guardian of
:

;

;

and 6000 horse, April 5, A. D. 1291,
when it was garrisoned by the Knights of St. John, and the
Templars.
It was taken by capitulation, being the last
place that the Christians possessed in the Holy Land.
In
17)1)) this town, aided by the British under Sir Sidney
Smith, withstood the siege of the French under Bonaparte,
who was driven from its walls after the twelfth assault. It
stands on a plain at the north point of a bav, which extends
to Mount Carmel, long. 35° 28' E. lat. 32° 33' N.
ACREL, Olaus (Biog.) a Swedish physician, born near Stockholm, in the beginning of the 18th century, and died in
1807, leaving several treatises on surgery and physic.
ACRIiE (Geog.) "Aicpuu, a maritime town of Laeonia, now
Ormoas. Pans. 1. 3; Ptol. 1. 3, c. 1(>.
ACRIAS (Myth.) 'Aicplas, a Lacedaemonian, and one of tlie
suitors of Hippodamia, who was slain.
Pans. 1. 6, c. 21.
of

lGO.000

foot,

-i.

ACRIDOPHAGI

(Geog.) 'AjcpuSotpayoi, locust-eaters; a
people of ^Ethiopia, who fed principally on locusts, wluch
they took in the spring, and salted for the whole year. At
the approach of old age, which is said to have come upon
them in their fortieth year, they were devoured by insects,
Diod. 1. 3, c. 29; Strati.
which gnawed their insides.

1.

16; PlinA.

3.

ACRION

(Biog.) a Pythagorean philosopher of Locris, who
was cotemporary with Plato. Cic. de Fin. 1. 5, c. 24.
(Myth.) an epithet for the Argives who
had accompanied Danae, the daughter of Acrisius, into
Italy, and for whom she built the town of Ardea.
Virg. JEn.l. 7, v. 410.

ACRISCONEUS

Quam
Acrisioneis

dicitur urbetn

Danae Jinidusse

colanis.

;

the citadel.

ACRAGALLID.E
people,

who

'AKpayaKKiSai, a very wicked
formerly inhabited the neighbourhood of Athens,
(Hist.)

JEcItin. contra Ctes.
according to /Eschincs.
(Geog.) vide Agrigcntum.
AOBAOAS (BtOg.) a statuary who was held in great estimation according to Pliny.
Nat. Hist. 1. 83, c. 12.
ASUS (Geog.) 'AxpaaOQ, according to I.eunclavius
"AiepatHros, a town of l.ydia, mentioned in the Notitia

ACRISIONIADES

a patronymic of Perseus from
Ovid. Met. 1. 5, v. 70.
his grandfather Acrisius.
ACRISIUS (Myth.) 'AKpiaioc, a king of Argos, and father

of Danae, the mother of Perseus by Jupiter,
his grandson according to the oracle.

Hor.

El ilesitc.

A.CHA8U8 (Xumis.) this town is known by medals of Coinmodus, Sept. Severus, Plautilla, Geta, Julia, Paula, and
Alexander Severus, bearing the inscription ATtT. K. A.
Cl-'.il.
Imperator Conor Lucius Septimus
CEYHPOC.
Severus: on tin: obverse, Xsculapius' with a serpent windThe
ing round his stall'; inscription Akl'AClSJTiJN.
figures of the Ephesian, Diana, Minerva, Cybele, Hercules,
and the Other gods, which were most generally worshipped
in the neighbouring cities, are also to be found on their
Their magistrates were prstOTS, as on a medal of
medals.

CTPA. AAMA. ATTAACW

F.IM

Severus,

kauaolu 'Arr&Ku
secundum.

Fitio

bivrepov,

Vaillant.

sub

Prcetore

It.

irl -rparnyS
Atla/i

Damasia

Numis. Grate. Harduin.Num.nl.

Must.

.'hiiij.

(Myth.) "Agparog, the genius of the Bacchanalians
Pans. 1. 1, c. 1.
at Athens.
AcBATUB (Hist.) a freed man, who was sent by Nero into
Asia and Achaia for the purpose of plundering lie temples of
which commission be executed readily, being, actin gods
Tac.
cording to Tacitus, " Cuicumque flagitio promptus."

Achati

-

I

ACRE

I.

15,

(Geog.)

•.

15;

<>r

St.

I.

16,

c.

Risissent.
c. 2 ; Hygin. Fab.; Pans. I. 2, c. 16'.
(Geog.) now Capo di Gallo, a promontory of
Messenia, in Peloponnesus, near to the Sinus Cyparissus.
Plin. 1. 4, c. 5 ; Pomp. Mel. 1. 2, c. 4 ; Mar. Nig. Geog.

ApoUodor.

tine, and a bishop's see j the Acchoot
was distinIt
and the .Ire or Plolemaii of the Greeks.
oiislird by tli. sieges it underwent in the time of the Cru-

ACRITAS
(

'omm.

1 1.

1.

ACROATHON

n

V'ertot,

of

Egypt

in
;>

his

Histoire

said to

have

(Geog.) called by Herodotus 'AicpdOwov ; by
by Pliny Aerothon ; and by Mela

Thucvdidcs 'AxpoBSus

des

laid

Chevaliers, says, the
siege to 1; at the head

;

Acrothoos, now Cima di Monte Sanies a town on Mount
Athos, the inhabitants of which lived to a much greater
Herod. 1. 7; Tliiiei/it. 1. 4.
age than any other people.
Plin. 1. 4, c. 10.
Pomp. Mel. 1. 2, c. 2
C. 101);
(Geog.) a fierce people inhabiting the
;

ACROCERAUNIJ

Acroceraunian mountains,

who were

extirpated by the sultan

Solvman.

ACROCERAUNIUM

(Geog.) a promontory of Epirus, which,
with the adjoining mountains, is called altogether Acronow called Capo delta I.engiuta and Monti delta
They derived their name from &xpovs the top,
Chimera.
and Kcpavvbc, thunder, because, by reason of their great
height, they are frequently struck with thunder.
ceraunia,

Dionys.

v.

389'Ovpiuv

t

ij'Xt/3a'raiv

rd tcepdvvia KitkijaKBtTi,

separated the Ionian sea from the Adriatic.
Virg. Mn. 1. 3, v. 506.

They

Horace

calls

Hor.

1,

1.

(

pdago

1

them infames

od.

<

contra.

'orauiri

506.

v.

::,

t'i/(

icinfl

seopulos.

ticcu oevMt monstra nataniia

nun

turgidum tt
Jnjame& seopulos Aeroceraunia.
(

•

sades.

2,

1.

Proitffiifnur

of Syria, in Palesthe Old Testament,

a seaport

by

non Acrisium virginis abdita:
Custudem pavidum Jupiter ct Venus

2:;.

Jean aJAcre,

slain

.Si

t

:

was

3, od. 16.

1.

ACRAGAS
ACR

(Myth.)

Strab.

1.

0;

v'iir

t

idit

Plin.

1.

4,

c.

l

;

Paus.

1.

l

;

Viol

1.

'3,

c.

J

4.

ACT

ACT
ACROCORIXTHUS

(Geog.) 'AnpaKopivOoe, a mountain near
the isthmus of Corinth, which was taken by Aratus, A. C.
Strab. 1. 8 ; Plin. 1. 4, e. 4 ; Pint, in Aral. ; Paus.
234.
1.

2,

having inadvertently seen Diana while bathing, was
changed by her into a stag, and devoured by his own dogs ;
of the names of which Ovid gives a list, to the number of
for

thirty-five.

c. 4.

AC RON

(Hist.) a king of the Ceninenses, whom Romulus
His
slew in battle after the rape of the Sabine women.
spoils were dedicated to Jupiter Feretrius, and his subjects

Ovid. Trist.

were incorporated with the Roman people.
tinguishes him by the epithet of Ceninus.

Ibid. Met.

Propert.

1.

Propertius dis-

is

2

1.

;

1.

1,

c.

Mediol. 1474.
Expositio in Horatii Flacci Opera.'
(Myth.) 'Aicpoviae, a chief of the Phseaceans.
Hon,. Odyss. 1. 8, v. 111.

John (Biog.) a mathematician of Friezland,
the motion of the earth, and died at Basle

who wrote on
in 1563.

Arminians.

Acronius, John, a Dutch writer of the 17th century, who
published a book against the Romish religion.
Acronius (Geog.) a lake of Rhcetia, now the Lake of Constance, formed by the Rhine falling from the Alps.
Clnv.
(Hist.) one of Alexander's officers,

tained the greater part of
13,

Media

who

after the king's

obdeath.

c. 4.

ACROPOLIS

(Geog.) 'AxpoTcoXic, the citadel of Athens, on
which a temple of Minerva was built.
ACROPOLITA, George (Biog.) one of the Byzantine historians, was born at Constantinople in 1220, and died in
12S2; leaving his ' Historia Byzantina, Gr. et Lat.' which
has been inserted in the collection of Byzantine historians,
entitled,
Byzantime Historic Scriptores in unum Carpus
redaeti, Gr. et Lat.' 27 vol. fol. Venet. 1722 to 1733. Voss.
de Hist. Graze, vol. ii, c. 24 ; Cave. Hist. Lit. vol. ii, p. 312 ;
Fab. Bib!. Grcec. 1. 5, c. 5 ; Sax. O/iom. vol. ii, p. 316.
(Hist.) 'Axpararoc, the eldest son of Cleomenes king of Sparta, who dying before his father left a
son named Areus, who disputed the throne with his uncle
CJeonymus. Paus. 1. 3, c. 6.
Acrotatus, a son of Areus, with whom Chelidenis, the wife
of Cleonymus, fell in love; but being rejected, engaged
Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, to besiege Sparta.
Acrotatus displayed such valour during the siege as obtained him the
applause of the whole citv.
Plut. in. Purr/i. ; Paus.
'

ACROTATUS

3,

suis

Sil. Ital.

1.

12, v. 365.

Fama est, cum laceris Actaron jtebite membris
Supplicium luertt specuita: in fonte Diana:,
Attonitum novititte malifugisse parentem
Ptr

Apollod.

1.

2

freia Aristojum.
;

Hi/gin. fab. 181

;

Paus.

I.

Q.

Act.eon, the son of Melissus a Corinthian, was a youth ot
such beauty and modesty, that Archias, one of the Heraelidtc, openly attempted to carry him away.
A struggle
ensued between Archias and the father of the youth, in
which Acteeon being killed, Archias was some time after banished from Corinth.
Plut. in Amat. Karrat.

ACT^EUS

(Hist.) 'Axraieg, the father-in-law of Cecrops, who
married his daughter Agraulos. He is said to have reigned
over Attica, although Cecrops is commonly reputed to
have been the first king. Pans. 1.1, c. 2.
ACTAXIA (Geog.) an island in the German ocean, now He-

c. 6.

ACROVEXTUM

lichland or Heligoland.
(Ecc.) or Altard, a bishop of Xantes, in 842, suffered much from the hands of the Xormans, who pillaged
the city several times while he presided there.

ACTARD
ACTE

(Myth.) one of the Horse. Hi/gin. Fab. 1S3.
(Geog.) 'Akti), a country of Attica, from hern, lit/us, a
shore from which all Attica derived its name.
.Strab. 1. 7 ;
Sen. in Virg. Eel. 2, v. 23.
Acte (Hist.) a mistress of Xero, descended from Attains.
Suctim. in Xer. c. 2S.
(Hist.) the mother of Augustus, who, as she slept in
the temple of Apollo, dreamt that a dragon had lain with
her; and previously to her delivery, she dreamt that her
bowels were scattered over the world.
.Suet, in Aug. c. 94.
Actia, a sister of Julius Caesar. Plut. in Cms.
Actia, a daughter of Actius Balbus and Julia, mother of
Octavius, the father of Augustus.
Plut. in August.
(Geog.) or Accianus fundus, a place near Pisau-

Acte

Geog. Ant. Orb.

ACROPATOS

1.

peragrati celer

first

Ackonius, Ruard, a Dutch protestant, who took a part in the
famous conference of the Hague held in Kill against the

1.

sub imagine cervi.

Traderet insanis Lnlonia lisa Molossis.

;

'

Justin.

full.

Sic mons Aonius rubuit, cum Penthea ferrent
Mtcnades, aut subito mutatum Actccona cornu,

tiuibus horror erat.

ACROXEUS
ACROXIUS,

ilte

Claud, in Rujin.

quondam

Lit:

dominum

Per sola montis jacuit Action
Nova pmda canibus.

from

10 Pint, in Rom.
Acron (Biog.) a physician of Agrigentum, and eotemporary
with Empedocles, who lived in the time of the plague at
Athens, according to Plutarch, i. e. in the 84th Olympiad,
He wrote a treatise on medicine, and another
144, A. C.
on food, neither of which is now extant. Plut. in hid ;
1.
c.
1 ; Gal. Method. 1. 2.
Plin.
29,
Achon, a grammarian in the 7th century, well known for his
scholia on Horace, which were published under the title of
Dion. Hal.

Dianam,

3.

Qua

said to have descended

Aeron Herculeus, Cenind ductor ub ard
tuis

1.

Senec. in Theb.

Hercules.
Propert. 1. 5, eleg. 10.

Roma

2.

Dilacerant falsi

4, ele'g. 10.
Tempore quo portus Cenimun Acrona petentem
Jlctor in eversum cuspidejundis equum.

Also Herculeus, because he

1.

Inscius ActiEon vidit sine veste

Prilda suis canibus iwu minus

(Geog.) a village of Venice, now Govemo,
near the Po, where Pope Leo met king Attala.
Jornand.
de Reb. Get. c. 42.
ACT.EA {Myth.) 'Aerah,, one of the Nereids. Horn. II. 1. 18,
v. 40 ; Hesiod. Theog. v. 250.
ACT^EOX (Myth.) \UraiW, son of Aristceus and Antinoe,
the daughter of Cadmus, was a very celebrated hunter, who,

ACTIA

ACTIAXUS
rus,

now

ACTIS

Fernaxzano.

(Myth.) 'AktIs, the son of Sol, who is said to have
gone from Greece into Egypt, where he taught astrology
and founded Heliopolis. Diod. 1. 5.
ACTISAXES (Hist.) a king of the Ethiopians, who lived
about the time of Jephtha, A. M. 2850. He expelled Amasis, a cruel prince, from the throne of Egypt, and reigned
with great prudence. Diod. 1. 1, c. 60.
ACT1UM (Geog.) "Aktioi; a town and promontory of Acarnania, now Azio and Cabo Figo, near the bay of Ambracia,
memorable for the temple of Apollo, built by Augustus, as
well as for his naval victory over M. Anthony.
Thucid.
1. 1, c. 29;
Cic. ad Attic. 1. 7, ep. 2 ; Strab. 1. 10; Hygin.
Fab. Plin. 1. 4, c. 21 ; Plut. in Anton. Unci. ; in Ausust. c.
94 Paus. 1. 8.
Actium (Numis.) some of the medals of this town have the
figure of eagles, vultures, and the head of a boar, and
one represents in the obverse a lyre, and in the reverse
;

;

.

ACU

ACT
Claudian,

a gryffon, which, according to
Apollo.
Claud. Pancgt/. v. 30.
At

si

Phalms

was sacred

to

tor; in

adesl, etfranis

Acton,

gryphajugalem

;

;

ACTIUS

1.

Actius hhic

Una

Actius, Apollo

Phtzbtu

tri'iit

numummto, quod

with

IMP,

i.

e.

the

a medal of

inscription

Au-

ACT

duodecimum imperator.

c.

The

v. 5.

Also Propcrt ins,

el.

31, in allusion to his long rohe.

Actias in luitgu ciirmiim

Goltx. Grate. Vet. ;

teste ennit.

Tristan. Coinm. Histor. torn.

3, p.

77

Harduin. Ni/nim. Antiq. Ilhts/rat.
(Hist.) vide Accius and Atlius.
Actius, a centurion mentioned by Tacitus. Annal. 1. 6, c. 24.
Actius, Cains, left Rome to settle at Este, A. D. 390. One
of his descendants, named Forestus, defended Aquileum
against Attila ; another, named Acharius, built the city of
The race Ls supposed to have become extinct in
Ferrara.
Valerian, the son of Bonniface, killed in a battle between
the French and Lombards in 5.90. Spcner. Si/llog. Genealog.

Fam.

Guelf.

Actius, a prince of Milan, mentioned by Paul Jovius.
Jov. Vir.

Illiist.

1.

gos. 1.9,

c. 1

Paul

2.

Actius, a duke of Modena,

who murdered

his father.

Ful-

Liv. 1. 1, c. 36; Flor. 1. 1, c. 5.
people.
Actius, a surname of the poet Plautus.
Actius, Lucius or Luscus, a poet. QVide Accius"]
Actius, Labco, a Latin poet, cotemporary with Perseus, by
whom he is ridiculed. He attempted to make a literal
translation of Homer.
Pert. Sal. 1. v. 4; Lit. Gi/rahl.

Dialog. 8.
Actius, Priscus, a painter in the time of Vespasian.

Plin.

3, c. 27.

Sinccrus Sannazarius, a poet and cotemporary of
LUlius Gvraldus. Gyrald. De Poet. Sttor. Tcmpor. Dialog. 1.
(Biog-) vide llallo.

ACTON,

Sir .John Francis Eilivitrd (Hist.) sixth baronet of
the family, guilder Heraldry,'] was born in 1736', and after
having attained the rank of commander-in-chief of all the
land and naval forces in the king of Naples' service, and
after having been for many years prime minister at that
He was knight of
court, he died at Palermo in 1811.
several civil

and military orders.

a family descended from William de Acton
Buniell, living in 1344,
The first baronet, Sir Fdward
Acton, was created in 1644.
Arms.
Gules, two lions passant argent, between nine cros-

Acton (Her.)

lets

('rest

;

1.

Ovid.

1,
1.

c.

1

;

16, 1.3,

c.

25

;

Sclwl.

Trist. Eleg. 8.

7

;

Pa u san.

1.

8.

Htfgin. Fab. 14.
(Myth.) a patronymic for Patroclus, who was
Pind. O/ipnp. Oil. 9 ; Ovid. Met.

1. 13; Fab. 1.
Actorides, two sons of Actor and Molione, otherwise called
Molionidsc, were charioteers, who had such affection for

each other, that while one held the reins the other held the
whip. They were said to have two heads, four hands, and
as many feet, but one body.
ACTORIS {Myth.) 'A/crook, a maid of Ulysses.
ACTORIUS, M. Naso (Biog) a Roman historian, mentioned
by Suetonius in his Life of Caesar.
ACTUARIUS, John (Biog.) a Greek physician of Constantinople in the eleventh century, or as some suppose still later,
who wrote a work on Therapeutics; a Latin translation
of which was published by Mathisius, under the title of
' Methodi
Medendi Libri Sex/ 4to. Venet. 1554 ; also ' De
LTrinis Libri Septem,' &c. The works of Actuarius were pubMedicee Artis Principes,' fol.
lished bv Stephanus, in his
156'7 ; also separately, 8vo. Paris. 1526, and 12mo. Lugd. B.

ACUINUS

ACU LA

Pendente.
C. (Biog.) a Roman knight of great acuteness and
He was uncle to Cicero.
the law.
(Gcog.) a town of Aprutium in Italy, at the
foot of the Apennines, now Acumuli.
Christopher (Biog.) a Spanish Jesuit, was born at
Burgos in 1597, and died about 1676. He published ' Nuevo
Descubrimicnto del gran Rio de las Amazonas,' 4to. 1641 ;
which being afterwards suppressed by order of the govern-

skill in

ACUMULUM
ACUNA,

ment, two copies only remained, from which a French translation was made, under the title of ' Relation de la Riviere
des Amazones,' 2 vols. ISmo. Paris, 1 682.
Acuna, Fernando tie, a Spanish poet of the sixteenth century,
who dieil in 1580, leaving translations from Ovid and other
writers.

ACUPHIS

human

and dropping blood,

all

leg and thigh in armour, couped
proper, embellished or.

(Hist.) an ambassador from

India to Alexander.

Pint, in Alex.

ACUS
laus,

fitrhc or.

on a torse, a

1556.
(Hist.) 'A(.«7)e, a king of the Arcadians, who, by a
stratagem, slew the Lacedemonians that had got possession
of Tegca.
(Hist.) a Roman citizen, who wanted to take
Appian. Civ. 1.2.
part in the murder of Cicsar.
(Gcog.) or Aquila, a town of Etruria, now Accpta

ACUES

ACU LEO,

Actius,

ACTO

72

'

1

Actius, Ntvvius (Biog.) an augur in the time of Tarquin,
who, to prove his skill in augur)', cut a loadstone in two
with a razor in the presence of the king and the Roman

1.

v.

the grandson of Actor.

Actius

Hist, in

Apo/lod.

{);

ACTORIDES

lictrices conticuere tnhic.

2,

1.

()d.

ponnesus.

Actias ipse lyram plectra percussit ebltTno

Pcstquam

don, formerly resorted to for its mineral waters.
(Mi/tli.) "AKTDp, the son of Myrmidon and Physidii-e.
was the father of Menoetius, by CEgina. Patroclus, the son
of Mencetius, was on this account called Actorides.
Pinil.

Actob, a companion of Hercules in his expedition against the
Amazons.
Actor, Aruncus, a general of the Arunci, from whom Turnus
had taken his spear as a spoil. /En. 1. 12, v. Q3.
Actor, a friend of jEneas. JEn. 9, v. 500.
Actor, one of the Argonauts, the son of Hippasus by Pelo-

XII

figure is supposed to denote the arts of
peace which had succeeded to those of
war, to which Albinovanus alludes.

Albin. Eleg. in Mwccnat. Obit.

of St.

Actor, son of Phorbus and Hyrmione, was related to Augeus,
on whom Hercules made war, who afterwards slew the sons
of Actor, whom he had by Molione his wife.
Apollod. 1. 2,

gustus, represents on the reverse, as in the
annexed cut, a figure of Apollo in a long
rohe,

commenta-

epistle

ACTOR

Apollon. Argon,

ejus

decern vicit missa sagitta rates.

(Nitniis.)

some commentaries on the

left

an English dominican, in 1410 wrote an essay
Pace Ecclesia;.'
(Gcog.) a village in Middlesex, five miles from Lon-

Oli/mp.

cleg. 6.

4,

De
Acton
'

Gulltz. Grccc. Vet.
Sen), in Eclog. 8
(Myth.) "Aicnoc, an epithet for Apollo, who had a
temple and was particularly honoured at Actium.
Virg. /En. 1. 8, v. 704.
Actius hac ccrnens arcum tendehut Apollo.

Propcrt.

1320

(Biog.) an English priest and

Paul, &c.

Hiphtto tripodus repetens detorsit ab axe.

Sidon. Ajwlliittir.

Acton, Rudolphus

de

(Hist.) a king of the Huns, who was killed by Ladisking Ot Hungary, on the banks of the Danube. Bon/in.

lleb.

I

'ng.

1.

4, dec. 2.

Ar us (Gcog.) an island in the Ethiopian

sea,

now

called by

ADA

AD^E
the French I'Arguille, or Isle de Galls

;

by the Portuguese

(Geog.)" Akhshc, or K&Kuaoc, a place in Cappudocia,

where the emperor Basilicus was slain. Erag. Hist. Eccles.
1. 3, c. 8; Niceph. 1. 16,
c. 8;
Cedren. Hist. Compend. c.
128.

ACUSILAUS

(Biog.) 'Ai-unXaoc, a Greek historian, the son
of Cabas, who lived, according to Josephus, before the expedition of Darius against Greece.
He wrote ' Uepl tw>yiitaXoyiHy,' i.e. concerning the genealogies of the principal
families, of which only fragments are preserved, that have
been published with those of Phereeydes, by M. Sturz, 8vo.

Gera, 1798.
Dionys. Hal. dc Thucyd. Char.; Joseph,
contra Apion. 1. 1 ; D. Diogcn. Laert. 1. 1, c. 40; Voss. de
Hist. Grwc. 1. 4, c. 2.

Acusilaus, a rhetorician of Athens, who, in the reign of
Galba, taught rhetoric with such success as to accumulate
Suidas.

great wealth.

Acusilaus and Damagetes, two brothers of Rhodes, who
were conquerors at the Olympic games ; wherefore their
father Diagoras was particularly honoured by the Greeks.
1.

Colonia (Geog.) or Aeusis Colonia, 'Axealwv,
Grenoble, a town of Gallia Narbonensis.
Ptol. 1. 2,

c. 5.

ACUTIA
demned
Annal.

1.

(Hist.) the wife of P. Vitellius,
for high treason in the reign of

who was
Tiberius.

conJac.

Gen. iv. 19the wife of Esau and mother of Eliphaz. Gen. xxxvi. 4.
(Bihl.) nnp, son of Ethan and father of Zerah, of
the tribe of Levi.
1 Chron. vi. 41.
Adaiah, son of Shimhi, of the tribe of Benjamin. 1 Chron.
viii. 21.
Adaiah, son of Jeroham and father of Maavi, of the priest's
office.
1 Chron. ix. 12.
Adaiah, a jew, who, on his return from Babylon, dismissed
his gentile wife.
Ezra x. 29ADAIR, James (Biog.) a lawyer, was born in London and
educated at Cambridge, where he took his degree of A. M.
in 1767, and died in 1798, leaving a treatise, entitled,
' Observations on
the Power of Alienation in the Crown
before the First of Queen Anne, supported by Precedents,
and the Opinions of many learned Judges,' &c.
Adair, James Makiltrick, a Scotch physician, died in 1S02,
leaving, among other things, works on regimen, the materia medica, &e.
(Hist.) one of the four competitors for the throne of

Adah,

ADAIAH

ADALA

6, c. 47-

ADALARD

(Biog.) or Adelard, a monk of Corbie, was the
cousin german of Charlemagne.
His principal work was
'
Treatise on the French Monarchy.'
(Hist.) a duke of Gascony, disputed with Charlemagne about the dutehy of Aquitania, which he claimed

A
ADALARIC

and which was

as his right,

(Biog.) a Latin poet who composed some
elegant verses attributed to Plautus.
I'arr. de Corned.
Plant.; Voss. de Poet. Lai. c. 1.
ACY LAS (Biog.) a philosopher who wrote on syllogisms.
Suidas.
ACYNDINUS, Septimius (Hist.) a Roman consul with Valerius Proculus, A. D. 340.
(Geog.) this preposition frequently forms a part of the
Latin names of places, as Ad Aquas, Ad Aquilas, flee.
(Hist.) Wed, daughter of Hecatomnus, king of Caria,
sister to Mausoleus, and wife to her brother Idryseus.
At
their death she succeeded to the throne of her father, from
which she was expelled by her youngest brother Pixodorus,
but afterwards restored by Alexander, whom she adopted as
her son in the 109th Olympiad.
St rah. 1. 14; Q. Curt. 1.
2, c. 8 ; Arrian. Exped. Alc.r. 1.1, c. ~.
Ada, the daughter of Pixadorus, the youngest son of Hecatomnus, king of Caria. St rah. 1. 14.
(BiU.) vide Hadad.
Adad (Myth.) one of the chief deities of the Assyrians,
supposed to be the sun. Macrob. Sat. 1. 1, c. 2.3.
Adad (Hist.) "Acac, a name common to the kings of Syria
for ten generations, as that of Pharoah or Ptolemy in Egypt.
Adad, king of Ethiopia. ["Vide DavitT]
(Geog.)
from mj, an assembly; a city in
the south of Judah.

ADALBERON

ADADO'DDAWLA

ADALDAGUS

ACUTICUS, M.

AD

ADA

ADAD

ADADA

mnj,

(Mist.) son of Rucni'ddawla, succeeded

Amado'ddawla on the Persian throne, in the year
of the Hegira 338, A. D. 948, and died after a reign of 34

his uncle

Ahul. Faraf. Dynast.
(Hist.) 'Aeaioq, a governor of Bubastus in Esjvpt.
Polyh. 1. 15, c. 27.
Ad^us, a Macedonian sent by Perseus to Gentius, king of IIlyria, to ask for aid against the Romans.
Polyh. 1. 28, c. 8.
years.

ADJEUS

Ad.eds, an Athenian general, surnamed 'AXecrpviav, i. e. a cock,
because he wore the crest of a cock on his head.
Allien.
1.

13,

c. 8.

Ad/eus, (Biog.) a native of Mitylene

who wrote on

statua-

according to Athenajus.
At/ten. 1. 13, c. 8.
Vossius
supposes this to be the same whose book ' Tlept ctadiirtwc,'
i. e. concerning disposition, is quoted by
the same author in
his 11th book.
Voss. de Hist. Grxc. 1. 3.
ries,

an assembly, one of Lamech's two

Monomotapa.

6, c. 7.

ACUSIORUM,
now

(Bihl.) from rru*,

wives.

Agtdha.

ACL SI IS

Pans.

ADAH

(Ecc.)

finally confirmed to him.
bishop of' Augsburg.
[Vide Adal-

bert^

Adalbebon,

archbishop of Rheims, and chancellor of France,

and Louis V, died Jan. 988. Several of his letters are among those of Gilbert, afterwards
Pope Sylvester 1 1 ; and two of his discourses in Moissac's
Chronicle.
Adalbehon, Ascelinus, was consecrated bishop of Leon in
in the reigns of Lothaire

the year 977, and died in 1030, leaving a satire in hexa-

meter

verse.

ADALBERT

(Ecc.)

a'German

divine,

was sent by Otho

I

to preach the gospel to the Sclavonians.

Adalbert,

bishop of

Augsburgh and preceptor

to Louis IV,

son of the emperor Arnold, died in 921.
He was the author of some lives, as that of St. Hariolphus and others. Voss.
Hist. Lat. 1. 2, c. 3.
Adalbert, archbishop of Mentz. [Vide A/berQ
Adalbert, archbishop of Magdeburgh. [Vide AdelherQ
Adalbert, archbishop of Prague, and one of the first founders
of Christianity in Hungary, was murdered by Sego. Baron.
Anna!. Ann. 98O.
Adalbert (Biog.) an impostor. [Vide Aldeberf]
Adalbert, a monk of Fleuri, and author of a history of his
own monastery, died in 853.
Adalbert, a monk of Vincenza in the 10th century wrote

some

chronicles.

(Ecc.) archbishop of Hamburgh, who established the three sees, in Jutland, of Sleswick, Ripen, and
Arhusen. He filled the office of chancellor to the empire
during the reign of the three Othos.
Cranlz. Saxon. 1. 4,
c.

3

Metrop.

3, c. 16, &c.
(Ecc.) was archbishop of VercelJi, in Italy,
the reign of the emperor Charles the Bald.
Sigon. de
;

1.

ADALGARDUS
in

Begn.

Ital.

1.

5.

ADALGARIUS (Hist.) a nobleman who was given

in hostage

Pepin by Vafarius, duke of Aquitania. Paul. JEmyl.
Adalgarius (Ecc.) a monk in the convent of Corvey,
to

in

Westphalia, who established a college for missionaries to the
northern nations ; and, after having presided over the church
as a bishop for 24 years, died in 909ADALGISUS (Hist.) or Adelgisius, son of Didier, the last
king of the Longobards, retired to Constantinople, and

ADA

ADA
died as a patrician in the reign of Constantine.
Aimotl.
de Gett. Franc- 1. 4, c. 7 ()
SJgoniua says he was taken
Sigon. de
prisoner in Calabria, and tortured to death.
Regn. Ital 1. 4.
AdALGISUS, a general under Charlemagne, fell in an engagement with the Saxons. Aventin. Annul, Boiorum.
Adalgisus, a prince of Salerno, who was bribed by the
Greeks to deliver to them the cities of Samniuni, Leucania,
-

and Campania, which he had received in trust from Lewis II,
which he fled to the island of Corsica.
Aventin.

after

Annul. Boiorum.

ADALGOTTS

(Ecc.) eleventh archbishop of Madgeburg,
who. in the reign of the emperor Henry IV, ordered that a
hundred poor persons should receive every day during
Lent a loaf and a halfpenny each.
Krantz. Mclropot.
1.

5, c. 32.

(Bib/.)

whin, the fifth son of Hainan, who
command of Ahasuerus. Eslh. ix. 8.

was hanged by the
(Hist.) son of Agilulfus, and king of
the Longobards, received a draught at the hands of Eusebius, a legate from the emperor Heraclius, which drove him
mad after which he committed such excesses towards the
nobility that he was at length driven from the kingdom,
iSigon. de
a ither with his mother Theodolinga, in 624.

ADALUALDUS
:

t

Ilu/.

1.

2.

ADALULFUS

(Hist) a noble Longobard, who, failing in
upon the virtue of queen Gundeberga, caused
her, by a false accusation to the king, to be thrown into
prison, where she lay for three years, until her innocence
was established by the death of her accuser in single combat
with Pittus her champion. Sigon. de Regn. Ital. 1. 2.
the first man
(Bib/.) DTK, which signifies red earth
Gen. i. 26.
He died A. M. 930, Jul.
created by God.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 1, c. 1 ;
Per. 16'40, and A. C. 3074his attempt

ADAM

;

Aimed, ami. y30.
(Geog.) a city, situated in Perea, on the banks of the
It is supopposite to Jericho.
Josh. iii. Hi.
Jl'cll's
posed to derive its name from the colour of the soil.
I

.

Adam

river Jordan,

Geog. Old. Test, part 2,

(His/.)

a great intriguer,
cost

Edward

whose ambiguous expression

is

said to

a Syrian monk, was engaged on a mission to Paul V
respecting doctrinal matters.
of Bremen (Biog.) a canon of Bremen, was burn at

Adam

Mi.snia in the
a

history,

cli

Lot.

Hist.
ii.

]>.

c.

He wrote an ecclesiastical
eleventh century.
Tonography of Scandinavia, cv.c.
Pots, de
t7
Cave, vol. ii. p. 155 ; Sax. Onomast.
;

a benedictine

monk

11 60,

in

left

some

a doctor of the Sorbonne, flourished in the
Among other lives which
12th century, and died in 1195.
of David I, king of Scotland.
is
wrote
that
Voss. de
he
Scotus,

Hut. Eat.

1.

2,

c.

27-

of Hailing, a (istertian of the 13th century, wrote on

I'oss. de Hist. Lot.
the Old and New Testament.
Adam de Muremuth, canon of St. Paul, and a chronicler
1

Franc**, published in 1592 a work in two books, ' De
Rebus in Civitate Firmana gestis.'
Adam, Hemlington, a earmelite of Oxford, wrote sermons, and
died 1420.
Adam, Melchior, a biographer of Silesia, died in 1(>22. His
principal

quos

work was

entitled

'

Dignorum Laude Virorum

Musa

vetat mori Immortalitas.'
William, an English pilot of Kent, the discoverer of
Japan, died in 16T2.

Adam,

a translator of De Thou's history, MontecuMemoirs, Athenreus, and other works, was born at

Adam, James,
cullis'

Vendome in 1668, and died in 1735.
Adam, Lambert Sigisbert, a sculptor, was born

at

Nancy in"

His principal works were,
1700, and died 1759The
Family of Lycomedes.'
' The
Group of the Seine and
Maine, &c Neptune and Amphitrite,' &-c.
Adam, Nicholas Sebastian, brother of the preceding, and a
sculptor, was born at Nancy in 1705, and died in 1778.
His principal works were his * Prometheus,' and the tomb

in the

Adam

de Marisco,tm English Franciscan, surnamed the Illusand died in 1257Su.rlinghum, a Carthusian monk, who flourished about
the year 1350, left some sermons, and some works of philosophy and theology.
Adam, a Carthusian in the reign of Edward HI, wrote on
trious Doctor, wrote mi theology,

Adam,

theology, &c.
a Cisteitian

H'Tcsi,' &e.

preceding, excelled also as an artist, and died in 1757.
Sax.
Onomast. vol. iv. p. 379Adam, Nicholas, author of some grammatical works, was

born at Paris in 1716, and died in 17!)2.
Robert, an architect, was born in 1728 at Kirkaldv,
Fifeshire, and died in March 3, 1792.
He wrote 'Ruins
of the Palace of Diocletian at Spalatro in Dalmatia.'
He,
in conjunction with his brother, built the street called on
Adelphi,
or
brothers.
that account the
Adam, Alexander, rector of the high school at Edinburgh,
was born of poor parents in 1741 at Raflbrd, in Moray, and
died in 1 809He wrote a Latin grammar, and other elementary works.
ADAM2EUS, Thcodoric (Biog.) wrote notes on Procopius.
(Bibl.) nms, Admuh, a city of Naphthali.

Adam,

ADAMAH

ADAMANTjEA

(Myth.)

monk

nurse

the

of Jupiter

in Crete.

Hygin. Fab. c. 39- This is supposed to be the same as
'Acpania mentioned by Apollodorus, and as Amalthwa by
1.
1 ;
Lactant. 1. 1, c. 22.
(Biog.) a Greek physician of the 5th century,
dedicated a work on physiognomy to the emperor Con-

Laetantius.

A/mllod.

who

stantine.

ADAMANUS (Biog.)
of
1.

2.

or

of Oxford, wrote

'

Adumannns, abbot of the monastery

Hey or Icolmkil, in Scotland, was born in 684. He wrote,
'De Locis Terra Sanctss, Libri ties,' Ingolstadt. nil;,).
'A Life of St. Columba.' Bede. Hist. Ecelcs. Aug. 1. 5
;

lies/, ami. TO ;
Voss. de Hist. Eut. 1. 1, c. 27;
Sigc/nrt. ('/mm.
"Baron, Annul, aim. 701
(Myth.) 'Aiiuat, surnamed Asiades, who was
slain by Merion in the Trojan War. Horn. II. 1. 13, v. 56'0.
A dam as (Hist.) 'ASafiat, a boy, who, having been emasculated by Cotys king of Thrace, revenged the affront when
he grew up, by rebelling against him. AristOt. 1'ulil. 1. 5,
1

;

De Cavendo

c

10.

ADAMASTUS
inenides.

ADAM

1th century.

Adam,

of the Queen of Poland, the wife of Stanislaus.
Adam, Francis Guspurd, a younger brother of the two

ADAMAS

una, &c-

Adam

14th cen-

tury.

Adam,

Mutth.

1!/-'

Adam of Evesham,
Adam,

great orientalist in the

ADAMANTIUS

II his life.

Adam,

vol.

Adamant io, a

Josh. xix. 86.

c. 4.

a lieutenant of the caliph Al
Mansur, who persecuted the Christians bitterly.
Adam (Ecc.) surnamed Orlcton, bishop of Hereford, was

Adah, Ebn Yezid

have

or

'

ADALIAH

Regn.

Adam,

ah

(Myth.) * native of Ithaca, father of Ache-

Virg. JEn.

1.

3, v.

f

J

1

1.

(Geog.) -din, a city of Naphtali. Josh. xix. 33.
Adami, Tobias (Hiog.) a German lawyer, wrote on philosophy,
and died in Kil.'i.
Adami, Annihul, an Italian Jesuit, was born in l6'2(>, and
I

He wrote many works in prose and verse.
died in 1706.
Adami, John Samuel, aGerman priest, wrote several works on
theology, and died in 1713.
ADAMI, Lionardo (Hiog.) a native of Tuscany, was born
Aug. 12, 1690, at Holsena, and died Jan. <), 171 .9- His
Arcadicorum,' 4to. Rome 17 16.
principal work was
'

ADD

ADA
ADAMINUS, Mohammed

(Biog.) wrote a work on animals,
and died in the year of the Hegira 808, A. D. 1418.
Sir Thomas, Bart. (His/.) citizen and Lord Mayor
of London, was born at Wem, in Shropshire, in 15S6, and
died 1667He distinguished himself by his loyaltv in the
time of the rebellion, and was for his signal services to the
royal cause created a baronet, on the loth of June, l66l.
The title became extinct at the death of the late Sir Thomas
Adams, who was a captain in the navy. Ful/er's Wor.
Adams, John, president of the United States, and one of the
most active promoters of the American revolution, was born
in 1735, and died in 1803.
He wrote ' History of the
Principal Republics,' 8 vols. 8vo. ITS" and 17JH.
Adams, Fiizherbert (Biog.) a great benefactor to the University of Oxford, was born in 160I, and educated at Lincoln College, where he took his degree of D. D. in 1 6S5.
He served the office of Vice-chancellor in 10'95, and died in
Wood's Athcn.
1719.
Adams, John, provost of King's College, Cambridge, was born
in London, took his degree of A. M. in 1686, and died in
1719; fifteen of his sermons were printed, from l6<)5 to
1712.
Adams, Richard, a nonconformist preacher, of a Cheshire
family, was educated at Cambridge, ejected for nonconformity in 1662, and died in 16S4.
His only original
works are some sermons.
Wood's Athena.
Adams, Thomas, brother to the above, was educated at Brazennose college, made fellow in June 1652, and ejected
from the University in 1(562.
He died Dec. 11, 1670,
leaving a few tracts ' On the Principles of Religion."

ADAMS,

Wood's Fasti.

Adams, William, master of Pembroke

was
decree of A. M.

College, Oxford,

born at Shrewsburv in 1707He took his
1727, that of B. D. and D. D. in 1756, and died at his
Prebendal house at Gloucester in 17S9- He was one of the
oldest and most intimate friends of Dr. Johnson.
His principal work was an ' Essay on Humes Essay on Miracles,'
8vo. 1752 ; besides a volume of sermons.
ADAMSOX, Patrick (Ecc.) archbishop of St. Andrew's, was
bom in 1543, at Perth, and died in 1591. He was distinguished more for the part he took in the troubles of the
times, than for his writings, of which the principal are,
1. A Latin Poem on the birth of James VI, of Scotland,
and I, of England.
2. A Latin poetical version of the
Book of Job. 3. A tragedy of Herod. 4. A Catechism in
Latin verse. 5. The Lamentations of the prophet Jeremiah,
in Latin verse.

ADAXA

town of

(Xitmis.) a

which are

still

gistrates, as

Cilicia

Some bear

extant.

on one

struck manv medals,
the name of their ma-

AAANEilN AYC'AXOiMA.

i.

e.

ddane-

si/1)
Lycanuma. Others were struck in honour of
Julia Domna, Caracalla, Diadumenus, Gordianus Pius,
Tranquillina, Trajan Decius, Trebonianus Gallus. Valerianus, and Gallienus.
Adana was called Hadriana, Severiana, and Anton inopolis, and is also said to have borne
the title of Maximiana, in honour of Maximums, but this

ori/m

is disputed.
Adana worshipped the gods of Greece, as
learn from the figures of Jupiter, Minerva, &c.

we

ADAXSOX,

Michel (Biog.) a naturalist, was born at Aix,
in Provence, in 1727, "and died in 1*806.
He wrote,
'
1.
Histoire naturelle de Senegal.' 2. ' Families des Plantes.'
Besides which he collected materials for an encyclopaedia,
which was to consist of, (1.) The universal order of nature,

27 vols. 8vo. (2.) The natural history of Senegal, 8
Svo.
course of natural history.
(3.)
(4.) An
universal vocabulary of natural history, 1 vol. fol. of 1000

in

A

vols.

pages,

&c

AD AQUAS

(Gcog.) the

particularly a

AD AQUILAS

name

of several ancient towns, but
supposed to be now Xncca.
(Geog.) a town of Xormandy, now Aigle.

town of

Sicily,

ADARCHIAS

a veteran in the army of Alexander,
who, seeing the younger officers reluctant to engage the
enemv at Halicarnassus, led the troops on himself. Q. Curt.

1.

(Hist.)

5, c. 2.

ADARSA

(Bihl.) or Adasa, in theGreek Wcaaa, and according
Josephus 'Aoaam, a city in the tribe of Ephraim, where
Xicanor was defeated bv Judas Maccabeus. 1 Mace- vii. 40;

to

Joseph. Ant.

ADAUCTUS
suffered

1.

12,

c.

17.

man of noble family, in Italy, who
in Phrygia during the persecution of
Marti/rol. Rom. Bolland. Act. Sanct.

(Ecc.) a

martyrdom

Diocletian.
(Bihl.) bi^^lK, a provoker of God
Ishmael, and head of a tribe of Ishmaelites.

ADBEEL

AD BIVIUM

third son of

;

{Geoe.} a town near Rome, now I'almono.
(Hixt.) the name of a Gaul mentioned by

ADBUCILLUS
Caesar.

Cws. de

Bell. Cic.

1.

2, c. 6().

ADCAXTUAXUS

(Hist.) a general of the Aquitani, mentioned by Caesar.
Cas. de Bell- Civ. 1. 3.
(Gcog.) a town near Rome, now Acqualagnn.
a place 107 miles distant from Rome,
now Aeumi/e.
Ferdinand iV (Ecc.) a native of Milan, was Irani in
1651, created cardinal bv Alexander VIII in I69O, and
died in 1719T
(Bihl.) ps», one of those who, on his return from
Babylon, could not prove his pedigree.
Ezra ii. 59(Bihl.) tin ; son of Bela, the son of Benjamin.
(Hist.) a king of Northumberland, in the sixth cenFo/i/dor. Verg. Anglic. Hist. 1. 4.
tury.
(Bihl.) HR, 'A<7i. the son of Cosam, and father of
Melchi, in the genealogy of our Saviour, as given bv the
Evangelist St. Luke.
(Her.) the family name of Viscount Sid-

AD CAPRAS
AD CEXTESIMUM,
ADDA,

ADDAX
ADDAR
ADDAS
ADDI

ADDIXGTON
mouth.

Addingtox, Stephen

(Biog.)

a dissenting minister,

at Northampton in 172p, and died in 1796.
some elementary works on arithmetic, &c.

born

ADDISON",

who was

He

wrote

Launcelot (Biog.) son of Lancelot Addison, a
clergyman, was born at Mauldismeaburne near Ravensworth,
in Westmoreland, in 1632, took his degree of A. B. in
Queen's College, Oxford, 1654; that of A.M. in 1657;
that of B. D. and D. D. in 1675 ; and died Dean of Litchfield, in 1703. He wrote, 1. 'West Barbary, or a short Narrative of the Revolutions of Fez and Morocco,' 8vo. 1671.
2. ' The Present State of the Jews, more particularly relating to those in Barbary/ Svo. 16'75.
3. 'The Primitive
Institution, or a seasonable Discourse of Catechising.' 4. 'A
modest Plea for the Clergy,' Svo. 1677. 5. ' The first State
of Mahometism, ecc. or The Life and Death of Mahomet.'
6. ' An Introduction to the Sacrament,' 1681
reprinted in
16S6, with the addition of ' The Communicant's Assistant.'
Discourse of Tangier, under the Government of the
7- '
Earl of Tuviot,' 4to. 1685, second edition.
8.
XPHTTOS
A YT< 19E0-, or an Historical Account of the Heresy denving
the Godhead of Christ."
Q. ' The Christian's daily Sacrifice, on Prayer,' 12mo. 16'9S.
10. ' An Account of the
Millenium.' &c
Addison, Joseph, son of the preceding, was born 1672, at
Milston, near Ambrosbury, Wiltshire, where his father was
rector.
In 1687 he was entered of Queen's College, in
Oxford, elected demy of Magdalen College in I6S9, took
the degree of A.M. 1693, and after having acted for
some time as Under Secretary of State, he died in
His works for which he was
1719, at Holland-house.
most distinguished, were, 1. ' Muste Anglicans,' vol. ii.
in which all his own Latin pieces were inserted.
2. ' Dialogues on Medals.'
8. ' Letters from Italy.'
4. A poem
on the peace of Ryswick, entitled ' Pax Gulielmi auspiciis
Europse reddita,' 1697. 5. ' The Campaign,' 1705. 6. His
Essays in the Tatler, Spectator, and Guardian, begun in
:

A

'

;

ADE

ADE
A

8.
7. The tragedy of Cato, in 1713.
political
1705.
The Freeholder,' begun in 1715; besides
paper entitled
other single poems and political papers.
(Geog.) a place ten miles distant from Rome,
'

AD DECIMUM
now

// Borg/ietto.

ADDUA

(Geog.) a river of Cisalpine Ganl, now Adda,
the Po, near Cremona, distinguished for the
rapidity and clearness of its stream.
Claudian dc VI, Cons. Hon. v. 438.

falling into

Celer

Addua

ADELA RD

(Ecc.) son of count Bernard, and grandson of
Charles Martel, was prime minister to Pepin, king of Italy.
He was banished hy Louis le Debonnaire, and died at the
abbey of Corbie, in the year 826.
Adelard, a gentleman of Verona, was created cardinal bv
Lucius III, and died in 1211. Hovedon. Hist. Engl.
Adelard, or Alhelard (Biog.) a native of Bath, and a mathematician, wrote
De Doctrina Abaci,' and other works on
the same subject.
He nourished in 1120.
(Hist.) a prince of the Bob', was brother to the
'

ADELBERO

noitro

empress Cunegunda.

SuL'utus socero.

ADEI.BERON (Ecc.) vide Adalberon.
ADELBERT, was duke of Elsace in

Ibid. v. 196.

the eighth century.
brother Hellon, according to some authors, the
house of Austria draws its origin.
Adelbert, Marquis (if' Lucca, attempted to dethrone Lambert, king of Italy, but was taken prisoner.
Sigon. Ital.

From

"Acua.

Polvh.

calls

Plin.

2, c. 103.

1.

it

Polijb.

Fragment ;

Slrab.

1.

4

ADED,

Al Lednillah {Hilt.) last caliph of Egypt of the
Fatemite race, in the year of the Hegira 556, A. D. 11 6(>.
(Geog.) a town of Spain, now Amposta.
ADEL (Hi.il.) or Adulpints ; according to Joannes Magnus, a
son of Gothar, king of the Sneci, who was thrown from
his horse, and killed, at the doors of the temple of Diana.
Johannes Magn. Hist. ; Goth. Suec. 1. 4, c. 8. ; Loccen.

ADEDA

Hist. Stiecor.

1.

1.

Adel, Al, was
Adel, Aga, a

the surname of Al Malet, caliph of Egypt.
general under Husseyn, sultan of Irak, made
an unsuccessful opposition to the usurper Ahmed.
Adel, a name common to seven kings of Visapur, in India,
the last of whom, a minor, reigned in 1675, under the title
of Soltan Sokodr Kawder Adel Shah. Fryer's new Account
of' India, let. 4, c. 4.
Adel, Shah, a conspirator against the life of Timur Bek,
was put to death. Hist. Sim. Bek. p. 165, &c.
Adel, Aklashi, saved the life of Timor Bek.
Adel, Soltan, was the 22d khan of Bukharia, in the 14th
century.
Dc la Croix. Hist. Gcngh. p. 3yG, &c.
Adel, Kerau, a khan of Tartary, was deposed in 1671(llist.) vide Alice.
(Hist.) second wife of Lewis II, was the
mother of Charles the Simple, in 898. P. Lab. Mel. Cur.

ADELA
ADELAIDE
c.

p.

!),

25.

Adelaide, wife of Hugh Capet, was the mother of
king of France. Mezer. Hist,

tie

la

Robert,

France; Du C/iesne, ike.
the mother of Elides

Adelaide, wife of Hohert the Brave, was
and Robert, both kings of France.

Saint Marl/t. Hist.
Gcnealog. de la Maisott tie France.
Adelaide, daughter of Rodolphus, king of Burgundy, married first, Lotharius II, and then Otho I, and hud for some
time the administration of the government after the death
she died in QQQ.
Di/mttr. in Citron.; Baillet.
of the latter
Vies de Sainles.
Adelaide, or Alice, daughter of Robert, of Provence, was
wife of Richard II, duke of Normandy, and died in a
monastery, in 107f).
Gul. Poict. lit. Gitil. ; Mir. llist.
;

Eccles. llelg.

of Frederick, prime of Saxony, conspired
with Lewis of Thuringia against her hushand's life, and
married the murderer she died in 1055. Citron. Mcrsbtins.

ADELAIDE, wife

;

1.

2,

c.

12.

ADELAIDE,

tailed

also

Praxetle,

daughter of the

king of

widow of Otho Margrave, of Brandenbourg,
married Henry IV, hy whom she was imprisoned and illRussia, and

treated.

She died

8mm.

An. ioy:i;
1.

in

de

a monastery, A. D. lO.O.'J.
Bertol.
Flair. I list. Eccles.
Reg. Ital l.'y
;

1.

6.

Adelbert, surnamed The Bear, became duke of Selavonia,
after having conquered the rebels, who lived near the rivers
Helmold. Chron. Sclav, c. 89.
of the Havel and the Elbe.
son of Berenger II, king of Italy, was defeated
and reduced to the subjection of the empire of Germany.
Luil pru mle De Reb. Etirop. ; Horn. Orb. Imp.
Adelbert, marquis of Yuree, a rebel who aimed at dethroning
Lambert, king of Italy, and was defeated by the emperor,

Adelbert,

Otho

Sigon. Ital. Reg.
(Ecc.) or Albert, an ambitious

I.

Adelbert

man, who was

made archbishop of Hamburgh and Bremen, hy the emperor Henry III, but banished by a conspiracy of the nobles
He was afterwards restored,
in the infancy of Henry IV.
and died

Crantz. Mctropol. 1. 4, &c.
bishop of Jl'ormes, was a great glutton, who died
of repletion, A. D. 1 070.
Adei.reiit, bishop of Prague. fVide Adalbert^
(Ecc.) bishop of Utrecht, in the 10th century,
was born of a noble family, and died in 1027- He promoted learning and religion by founding churches in his
diocese, hut was also sometimes engaged in the less honourHe wrote a life of his patron
able employment of arms.
and benefactor Henry 1 1, of which a part only is extant,
Lives of the Saints of
that was published first in the
Bamberg,' by Gretser, 161 1 ; and afterwards by Leibnitz,
in ' Scriptores Brunsv.' His treatise ' De Ratione inveniendi
Crassitudinem Sphere/ was printed hy B. Fez, in the third
volume of his ' Thesaurus Anecdotorum,' and other works
of his are still in MS.
Michael (Biog.) a mathematician and physician, was kirn at Nuremberg in 1702, and died in 1779Literarium ail astronomia? Increwrote
Commercium
lie
in 1062.

Adelbert,

ADELBOLD

'

ADELBURNER,
'

mentum

inter hujus

institutum.'

ADELER,

Sciential

Amatores communi Consilio

Sax. Onoiiiast.

(Hist.) a Danish high admiral, distinguished himself in the service of the Venetians, in which
he was for some time engaged, but died in that of
Citrtiits

Christiern V, king of

ADELGERUS

Denmark,

in

1675.

(Hut.) a king of Germany,

is

said to

have

succeeded his father.

ADELGISUS (Hist.) vide ddalgisut.
ADELGREIFF, John Albrecht {Biog.)

natural son of a
Elhing, was a visionary who pretended to he
He was condemned to death for
God's vicegerent on earth.

priest near

blasphemy

in 16:16.

ADELHELME

(Ecc.) bishop of Sees, at the end of the
century, suffered much from the barbarity of the
about 910.
died
and
Normans,
Adeliielme, Adeline, Aldkelme, AUhelme, ike. a bishop of

ninth

(it.

Adelaide,

Reg.

his

queen of France,
Lewis VI, and died A. D. 1154.
or Atlelttis,

was the wife of

Adelaide, or Alice, of Flanders, wife of Canute, king of
Denmark, was the mother of Charles the Good; she died
A. D. 1127-

if
Keurede,
Shcrbourne, and abbot of Malincsbury, s
and brother of Ina, king of the West Saxons, was less distinguished by his rank than by his great proficiency in

ADH

ADE
learning,

which he displayed by various works

in prose

and

verse, on music, astronomy, enigmas, theology, &c.

ADELITTI

(Hist.) or Almoganeni, a people so called hy the
Spaniards, who pretended to the art of divination, from the
flight of birds,

&c.
(Ecc.) a bishop of Brescia, in the 11th century,
who wrote on the Real Presence against Berenger. Baron.
Annal. Ann. 1035; Cave, Lit. Hist. vol. ii. p. 134; Sax.
Onomast. vol. ii. p. 175.
(Hist.) a consul with the emperor Marcianus,
U. C. 1202, A. D. 450. Cassiador. in Chron.
Adelphius (Ecc.) bishop of Basic, who was present at the
first council held at Orleans in 514 after the French had

ADELMAN

ADELPHIUS

carried on a great trade that is now enjoyed by Mocha.
It
was taken by the Turks in 1538, and by the Persians in
It is now the
1605, but has since become independent.
Lon. 45° 10' E,
capital of a district of the same name.
lat. 12° 3CY N.
ADENEZ le Roi (Biog.) a writer of romances in the 13th
century, was minstrel to Henry III, duke of Brabant, and
The Metrical Romance/ * The
wrote, among other things,
'

Romance

of William of Orange,' &c.
(Geog.) a town of Umbria, now Schieggia.
(Hist.) or
Godsgifl, the title of Philip
Augustus, king of France, who had been born agreeable to

AD ENSEM
ADEODATUS

the earnest wishes of his father Lewis.
(Ecc.) a Roman bishop.
a son of Jovianus, a Roman, who succeeded
Vitalianus as Pope, and died in 676.
Baron. Annul.
ann. 676.
Adeodatus (Biog.) a natural son of St.wAugustin, who was
distinguished for his learning and piety.
(Myth.) a goddess worshipped by the Romans

Adeodatus

embraced Christianity.

Adelphius

Adeodatus,

ADELPHUS

ADEONA

(Biog.) 'AtiXtpwc, or according to Plutarch Ae'A\wq ; an historian and intimate friend of Anthony, who
wrote on the Parthian expedition, in which he had been
St rah. 1. 11 ; Pint, in
present, and had had a command.
Fit. Anton.
(Hi.it.) vide Anicins Probus.
Adelphus, a prince of the Chauci, who, being sent by
Charlemagne into Britain with considerable forces, obtained
great advantages over them.
Adelphus (Ecc.) a heretic of the 3d century, who gave rise
to the sect called Adelphians.
(Hist.) vide Ethehtan.
(Ecc.) a missionary sent by Adclbert, archKrantz. Melropol.
bishop of Hamburgh, into Sweden.

ADELSTAN
ADELUARDUS
1.

4, c. 33.

ADELULFUS

(Hist.) a king of England, who in 851
submitted himself as a tributary to Pope Leo IV. Sigon.
de Regno Ital. 1. 5.
ADELUNG, John Christopher (Biog.) a German grammarian, was born Aug. 30, 1734, at Spantekow, in Pomerania,
He wrote, 1. ' Glossarium
and died Sept. 10, 1806.
manuale ad Scriptores media? ct infimac Latinitatis,' 6 vols.
8vo. Hal. 1772-84, an abridgement of Du Cange and
2.
Grammatisch-Kritisches Woerterbuch der
Charpentier.
hoch-deutschen mundart,' &e. 5 vols. 4to. Leipsic, 1774,
3. Three Ger1786; and in 4 vols. 4to. 1793, 1801.
man Grammars, the principal of which was published in
2 vols. 8vo. Leipsic, 1782: they have all been frequently
4. * Aufsatz iiber die Deutsche Styl,' 2 vols.
reprinted.
5. 'Supplement
8vo. Berlin,
1785, 1788, 1790.
zu
Joechers Dictionarie von den Gelehrten,' 2 vols. 4to. 1784
'
5.
Geschichte der menschlichen Thorheit
and 1787oder die Lebenschichten der Beruhmtesten Nekromanzen
6. ' Eine Cycloin 7 Theilen,' Leipsic, 1785 to 1789pedie von Allen Wissenschaften Kiinsten,' Sec. 4 Theilen,
8. 'Aufsatz iiber die GesLeipsic, 1778, 1781, 1788.
chichte der Cultur der Menschen,' Leipsic, 1782, 1788.
9- ' Die Geschichte der Philosophic,' 3 vols. 8vo. Leipsic,
10. ' Aufsatz iiber die
Deutsche Ortho1786, 1787.
graphic,' 8vo. 178711- ' Mithridates oder Allgemeine
Sprachen Kunde,' &c. 3 vols. 8vo. Berl. 1806-12.
(Hist) vide Adel.
(Geog.) vide Aden.
ADEMAR, Robert (Ecc.) or Aimar of Limoges, was created
a cardinal, as Auberi asserts, bv Innocent V. He died
1553.
San. Marth. Gal. Christ. Du Chene Fit. Pap.;
Auberi. Hist, des Card.
Abemar of Monteil, bishop of Mentz, died in 1361, after
having been very successful in arms against bis enemies,
'

ADELUS

ADEM

particularly the

Ademar

Duke

of Lorrain.

Aumar, a monk of St. Martial, was born
in 988, and is principally known by his
Chronicon Aquitanite,' from the origin of the French monarchy to 1029.
(Biog.) or

'

Voss. de Hist. Lai.

1.

Sax Onomast.

ii.

ADEN

(Geog.)

vol.

a

3, c. 5
p.

town

;

Cave, Hist. Lit.

vol.

ii.

p.

129

;

169.
of Arabia Felix, which formerly

for her supposed
in

distinction

Dei,

1.

ADER
Gath.

4,

power

in enabling

men

to

from the goddess Abeona.

go

to

any

place,

August, de Cic.

c. 7.

(Bib/.) from iiy, a flock
1 I /iron. viii. 15.

one

;

who

took the city of

Ader,

the place, according to St. Jerom, where the angels
declared the birth of our Saviour.
Luke ii. 8, 9 ; Hicron.

epist. 27-

Ader, William (Biog.) a
among other things, ' De

physician of Toulouse, wrote
/Kgrotis et Morbis in Fvangelio,'
tending to prove that the diseases cured by our Saviour were
not to be remedied by human art.
(Numis.) a town of Iberia, is known by a medal
of Trajan, bearing the inscription AAIIPKiiNITilN. Go/tz.
Thesaur. ; Hardnin. Antiq. Illu.it.
ADES (Myth.) vide Hades.
(Geog.) a river of Germany, now the Etsch.

ADERCON

ADESA
ADESTAN (Hist.) vide Alhelstan.'
AD FANUM MARTIS (Geog.) a place
now

on the Alpes Cottias
Orsi or Ursi.
(Biog.) or Adferi, two Arabian authors of this

ADFARI
name.

Adferi,

Mohammed

ben Ahmed, author of an essav entithe manner of explaining the Koran.
Adfari, or Jaafar ben Thaleb, author of a book entitled
' Almosafer,'
i. e. a guide to travellers.
FINES (Geog.) the name of some towns in Italy namely,
1. One on the coast of Etruria, now Torro <!i Sorracone.
2. An inland town of Etruria, now Aviliana.
3. A town
of Umbria, now la Stretta.
4. A town of France, now
tled,

'

or

Fil Taflir,'

i.

e.

AD

;

Einies.

AD FLEXUM (Geog.) a town of the Insubres, now Bidizznli.
AD FLUMEN (Geog.) a town of Carniola, now Finnic.
AD FONTICULOS" (Geog.) a place in Gallia Cispadana,
now

Alia Fontana.

AD GALLINAS (Geog.) a town on the Tibur, now Frasinetto.
ADGANDESTRIUS (Hist.) a prince of the Catti, who
Armenius if the Roman senate would
supply him with poison, to which lie received for answer
that the Romans contended with their enemies openly, and
not by artifice.
Tac. Annal. 1. 2, c. 88.
(Hist.) duke of Friezland, succeeded his father
Radbod in 71.9, and died in 737 he supported the cause of
Christianity as warmly as Lis father had opposed it.
Eddoulat (Hist.) vide Addadoddowla.
Adhad, Eddim-Mateh-Jezd (Biog.) author of an essay on the
unity of God.
ben Ahmed (Biog.) author of a history, and
other works.
(Biog.) vide Adelhclme.
offered to dispatch

ADGlLUS

;

ADHAD,

ADHADEDDIN,

ADHELM
G 2

ADM

AD1
ADHELM'S-HEAD,

Si.

(Gag.) a promontory

Adimantus

(Ecc.) an heretical writer at the latter end of the
third century, who wrote against the authority of the Old

in Dorset-

440 feet in perpendicular height. On the very verge
of the precipice stood a chapel, the ruins of which remain.
(Hist.) a distinguished family of Provence, originally of Tuscany.
Adhemar (Ecc.) or Adimar Alamanno, a Florentine, was made
bishop of Florence in 1400, archbishop of Tarento and
Pisa successively in 1401, created a cardinal in 1411, and
died in 1422, while on an embassy from the Pope John
XXIII to Charles VI.
Adhe.mau (Ecc.) vide Adcmar.
Adhemar, William (Biog.) a writer of Provence, who deshire,

Testament, and was opposed by Augustine.
(Biog.) a brother of Plato mentioned by Diogenes.
Ding, in lit.
Adimantus, a general of the Corinthians, who reproached
Themistocles with being an exile.
Suidas.
AIM MAUI, Alexander (Biug.) an Italian poet descended
from an ancient family of Florence, was born in 1579, and

ADHEMAR

Adimantus

died in 1649, leaving a collection of sonnets, &c.
a part of the same family, was born at Naand died at Florence June 22, 1708. He
wrote, 1. ' Lectures on Chivalry/ Sonnets, &c. Florence,
1 ()<).;.
2. ' Some Dramas,' 12mo. Florence, 167.9. 3. ' Five
Satires.'
4. ' Prose Sacre,' 4to. Florence, 1706.
Adimari, Raphael, was born at Rimini, and wrote a history
of his native country, entitled Sito R immense.' 2 vols. 4to.

Adimari, Lewis,

ples Sept. 3, 1644,

dicated his hook on illustrious ladies to the empress Beatrice,
wife of Frederic Barbarossa.
He died about 11,00.
(Hist.) 'Arapfiat, a naval commander of the

ADHERBAL

Carthaginians, destroyed the Roman fleet near Drepanum,
U. C. 504. Pu/i//i. 1.2, c. 41.
son of .Bocehus, king of Xumidia, was detained
as a hostage by Liv. Drusus, with the hope of getting
Aurel. Victor, e. 64.
a secret ransom from the father.
Adherbal, son of Micipsa, and grandson of Massanissa,
having taken up arms in his own defence against Jugurtha,
was at length compelled, after an unsuccessful struggle, to
surrender to the usurper, by whom he was put to death with
the most considerable of his adherents, U. C. 6'41, A. C. 112.

'

Adherbal,

Brescia,

1

G1

ft".

AD IXTERCISA

(Geog.) a town of Umbria, now // Furlo.
(Ecc.) a martyr in the reign of Flavius Clau-

ADIOCHUS

Enncad. 1. 7Joseph (Biog.)
born in 1 602, and died in
' Political Maxims.'
Sabcll.

dius.

ADJUTUS,

ADLAI

surnamed the Chaldean, was
668, leaving a work entitled

who was

(Bibl.) ''njj, father of Shaphat,

herdsman

Jugurth.
(Biog.) a son of Bomilear, who said of Hannibal,
after the battle of Cannae, that he knew better how to gain
a victory than to use it.
Fhr. 1. 2, c. 6.
(Biog.) the surname of Fakreddin Mohammed Ben
Hassan, author of a book of Algebra.
(Xiimis.) AAIAB: i. e. Adiabcnicus, the surname
of Septimius Severus, on coins and also marbles, bearing
Sallu.it. in

1

king David.
1 Chron. xxvii. 29(Geog.) a place of the iEcpiani,

to

principal

Adherbal

AD LAMIXAS

ADHIR

AD LAPIDEM (Geog.) a place in England, now Stonchcnge.
ADEAVUS (Hist.) a king of the Northumbrians, who,

lupo.

ADIAB
the

inscription

Lucius

SEPTtmitM SEVertt* AUGu.ilu.i

He was so called because he
This epithet of
conquered the Arabians and the Adiabeni.
Adiabenicu.i is also applied to Trajan on one of his coins.

ARABicus ADIABch/cks.

ADIABEXE

(deng.) 'Ac i<i/>ijn;, a region of Assyria, now
whose queen Helena and her son were, acSlrub. 1. 16;
cording to Josephus, converts to Judaism.
Joseph. 1. 19, &c. ; Plin. 1. 5, c. 12 ; Ptol. 1. 6', e. 1 ; Ammian. Marcett. 1- 88, c 20.
called Bou/an,

ADIABEXUS

(Hist.) 'Aiiafirfvoc, a Jewish soldier, who, at
the siege of Jerusalem by TitUB, rushed out with two of
his companions, and, with torches in their hands, set fire to
the engines of the enemy.
(Bibb) a city of Judah, at which Simon Maccabteus

ADIDA

encamped.

1

Mace.

xiii.

IS.

ADIEL

(Bibl.) ^K'"i]>, i.e. a witness of the Lord; one of
1 Chiron, iv. .'i(i.
the posterity of Judah.
(Grog.) a river rising in the Orisons, and, flowing
through Tyrol Brixen, Trent, Verona, and Rovigo, runs
It is the ancient Al/tcis or Atagis,
into the gulf of Venice.
and is called by the Germans the Ettch.
(Hist.) a Moorish captain and viceroy in Spain,
who, in the reign of Walid, extended his conquests from
India to Africa.
ADIM, Ebn Al Adim (Bios;.) native of Aleppo, in Syria,
and author of a history of his own country, died in the
year of tin Hegira 660, A. I). 1270.
(Myth.) a king of the Phlasii, who, thinking
Jupiter unworthy of sacrifice, was struck with thunder.

ADIGE

ADIEBAR

while at war with king Athelstan, went into the camp of
the enemy under the disguise of a harper, and returned home
without being disccwered.
ADLER, Philij) (Biog.) an engraver of the l6th century, who
formed a style of etching which has been followed by most
artists that have succeeded him.
ADLERFELDT, Gustavus (Biog.) a Swedish officer and
historian, horn near Stockholm in 1671, was killed at the
He wrote memoirs of the
battle of Pultowa in 170,9campaign in which he himself engaged.
ADLZREITER, John (Biog.) chanceUor to the elector of
Bavaria, was born at Rosenheim in 1596, and died in 1662.
He is principally known as the author of ' Annates Boicje
Gentis;' containing a history of Bavaria to the year 1662,
which was republished by Leibnitz in 1710.
(Bibl.) nm«, red earth; one of the live cities deGen. xix. 24.
stroyed by (ire.
(Geog.) a town of the Carni, now Tablonich.
MEDIAS (Geog.) a place of the Insubres, now Triuo.
(Myth.) 'ASpflTt), the daughter of Eurysthcus,
who, desiring to possess the girdle of Hippolyte, queen of
Hercules procured it for her by the conquest
Amazons,
the

ADMAH
AD MALUM
AD
ADMETA

Apollod. 1. 2, c. 23.
of that kingdom.
(Hist.) vide Achmet.
(Mi/I/i.)
Wifiiirnr, son of Pheres and Clymene,
ADMETl.'S
and king of I'henc in Thessaly, whose cattle Apollo is said
to have tended for nine years when banished from heaven.

ADMETES

<

'allimach.

Hymn,

tyalfiol*

'F.Sot'

in

ApoL

No/UOV

1.

2,

KticXqffKO/ICV

iV A fiippvaui

'looQin

Tibul.

Ovid, in Ibin.

vtt' iptori

('£

iti Kl'iVH

ZcvyvifTlSas trpupii' iVn-Hc;,

Kwau/uvoc

'Atfitjrout.

el. 3.

I'ant

'Aidfiavroe, a commander of the Athenian fleet taken by the Spartans, was the only one of the
prisoners whose life was spared.
Ken. Ilcllen. 1. 2, c. 2
Pans. 1. 4, i. 17one
of
the
Spartan Ephori, who was killed in a
ADIMANTDS,
sedition, b cause be favoured the Macedonians against the
yEtolians, U. C. 534.

nai
'

ADIMANTUS
Adimantus

now CanUi-

al

.Umiii tauroi/ormoitu Apollo.

(fli.il.)

;

In consequence of this he obtained from the Pares that Adnietus should never (lie if any one could he found to lay
down his life for him a sacrifice which his wife Alceste is
;

have made
dc Ail- Am.

said to
Otlid.

in bis behalf.
1.

3.

I'ala I'heratiutltc coitjits

PqgOMfl rednnit.

ADO

ADO
Adolphus,

Ibid. Pont. L 3.
Si

Seme-

mea mors redimenda tud (quod abomiuor)
Admeti conjia, quam sequereris, erat.

esset

Med.

in

Conjugis

fatum redimens

Pkfrizi.

Stat. Silvar. 1.3.

Ergo

Tfiessalici

conjux pensare mariti

Ft, wis.

(Hist.) a king of the Molossi, to whom Themistocles tied for protection.
C. Nep. in Them. 1. S.
Admetus, ;\n officer of Alexander, killed at the siege of Tyre.

Admetus

Diod.

1.

17,

c.

45.

Admetus

(Biog.) a poet in the time of Nero, who is mentioned by Lucian.
Luc. in Demonact.
(Bibl.) nj-ij?, 'Ef it, a Levite, who, on his return from

ADNA

Babvlon, dismissed his wife, married contrary to the law.

Ezra

x.

30.

ADXAH

(Bibl.) NJ'itf, Adnah,
man of Manasseh.
1 ('/iron. xii. 20.
Also a general to Jehoshaphat, king of
Judah. 2 Chron. xvii. 14.
(Mi/lli.) one of the descendants of Ishmael, in the

a valiant

ADNAN

genealogies of the Arabians.
(Geog.) a town in Etruria,

AD NOVAS STATUAS

now

Mont,:

ADO,

(Ecc.) archbishop of Vienne in Dauphiny, was
He wrote,
born about the year 800, and died in 875.
1. 'A Universal Chronicle.' 2 vols. fol. Paris, 1312, 1522.
3. ' The Lives of
2. 'A Martyrology.' Fol. Ant. v. 1613.
Canissius and St. Theudier.'
Voss. Hist. Lot. c. 37 ; Cave,
Hist. Litt. vol. ii. p. 51 ; Fnh. Bibl. Lat. Med. JEtat. torn. i.
p. 42 ; Sax. Onomast. torn. ii. p. 123.
(Hist.) vide Adalualdus.
(Hist) 'ASofryylav, of the race of the tetrarchs of Galatia, was, through the favour of Ca?sar, made
kins of the Bosphorus. Strab.l. 13.
(Geog.) a place of the Alpes Cottii, now
St.

ADOALDUS
ADOBOGIOX

AD OCTAVIUM
Rivoli.

ADOLPHUS,

Clodius (Hist.) a Roman consul, U. C. 1202,
Ai rutin. Ann. Boior.
(Hist.) or Adet, according to Loccenius, son
of Gothar, and 35th king of Sweden, conquered the Danes.
Joan. Magnet. Hist. Goth. 1. 4, c 8 ; Locccn. Hist. Succor.

A. D. 451.

ADOLPHUS
1.

1, p.

38.

Adolpiius, count of Nassau, was crowned emperor of Germany in 12.92, and was killed
in battle six years after by his rival Albert.
His effigy is given as in the annexed figure.
Cuspinian.
Boior.

1.

in

Adolpli.

;

Aventin.

Annul.

~.

Adolphus, count

of Bergh, was shut up in a cage of iron,
and exposed to the rays of the sun, in which condition he
was left to perish without any food. This cruel death was
inflicted upon him by Sigefrid, of Westenburg, whom he had
before kept in prison.
Adolphus, a count of Cleves, instituted an order of chivalry
in 13S0.
Adolpiius, a count of Holstein, who, in the third centurv,
distinguished himself against the heathens in Livouia. Sa.ro.
Grammat. Hist. Dan. 1. 14; Krantz. Hist. Dan. 1. 7; Sjx>ndan. Continual. Baron. Annul. Ann. 1239Adolphus, surnamed the Simple, eldest son of Rudolphus,
elector of the Palatinate, resigned his kingdom to his broin 1313.
Aventin. Anna!. Boior.
Adolphus, duke of Holstein, was called to the throne of
Denmark in 1448, which he resigned on account of age to
his nephew, Christian I, and died in 1459Adolphus, brother of Christian III, king of Denmark, accompanied Charles V to the siege of Mentz in 1552.
Adolphus, Gustavus, king of Sweden. [A'ide Gustavusl

Frederic, duke of Mecklenburgh Schwerin, formed
an alliance with Gustavus Adolphus, and died in 1658.
Adolphus, Frederic IV, duke of Mecklenburgh, was the
brother of Charlotte, the late queen of England.
Adolphus, Frederic II, king of Sweden, founded the academy of inscriptions and belles lettres at Tomeo, and died
in 1771, in the 6lst year of his age, and 21st of his reign.
Adolphus (Ecc.) a bishop of Mersburg, first opposed the
doctrines of Luther, which he afterwards embraced, and
died in 1526.
(Bio S .) vide Ado.

ADON

ADOM-BEZEK

(Bibl.) pn->J-iN, lightning of the Lord,
from JnRj a lord, and pta, lightning; king of the city of
Besek, whose hands and toes were cut off as a retribution
for his cruelty.
He died at Jerusalem A. M. 2585, A. C.
1415. Juds- i- 2 ; Euscb. in Befst.
(£<&/.) n>n«, the fourth son of king David,
who, aspiring to the throne of his father, was put to death
at the command of king Solomon.
1 Kings i. 1,2, 3, &c
(Bibl.) mp>n«, one who returned from Babylon with 600 of his family.
Ezra ii. 13.
(Bibl.) the 'son of Abda, who was over Solomon's tribute.
1 Kings iv. 6.
ADONIS (Myth.) "Afuiw, son of Cinyras, and favourite of
Venus, who being killed by a wild boar was changed by

ADONUAH^

ADONIKAM
ADOXIRAM

her into a flower.
Propcrt.

1.

2, el. 10.

Tolls, qui uiroum

VenanLm

quondam

Idutio vntice,

pcrcussit

Adouem

durus aper.

Bion. Epitaph. Adon.
Kttrtti KaXoc* Acuvic eV wpttn, pijpov ocovti
AtuKip Aeuxov oooiTl ruTTfic.

Venus

after this went herself into hell, where she obtained
of Proserpine that Adonis might lie with her six months in
the year.
By Adonis, Macrobius and other mythologists
understand the sun, who, during the summer signs, is with
Venus, i. e. the earth we inhabit, and the other six months
is hidden.

Orpheus

Adonin.

in

"Oe

-rrori

ptv

vttieir vtto

rdorapov i\ip6ivra

'Hci TrdXw irpu^ uXrpirov

dyaq eipac

wploKapirov.

He was

worshipped in Egypt under the name of Osiris, and
among the Greeks under that of Bacchus, according to Ausonius.
Ogygia

>'ie

Bacclium canit

Oririn jEgyptus vocat

Arabia*

Orpheus

in

gem Adoneum.

Adonin.

Euf3«\£

Kovpn

,

iroXvpopipt

,

rpofij irdv-wv apicijXe

(rv Trdai OdXoc aitv " Acwvi
,
Xdpiruiv ri KaXaic iv cucAacrur upaic.

Kai Kops

^(3trvvpivt

,

St. Jerom supposes him to be the same as the Tammuz, or
* hidden one,' mentioned in
Ezek. viii. 4, for whom the prophet saw the women weeping in the temple.
He is entitled,

TpKblXaroc, thrice-beloved ; poco-mpvyc, rosy
kuXoc, beautiful ; and repirvvc, delectable, by

dtpa'uir,

lair

fingered

;

;

Theocritus
formosus, by Virgil ; nivcus, by Propertius ;
\apinr, gracious, and lp.ep6ci£, desirable, by Nonnius.
Bochart derives his name from the Hebrew fm, a willow, or
piN, lord.
Theocrit. Idyl 30, &c. ; Bion. Idyll. 1 ; Apollod.
1. 3, c. 14 ;
Hi/sin. fab. 5S, &c. ; Propert. 1. 2, el. 13, v. 53;
Ovid. Met. I. 10, fab. 10; Pint, de Defect. Orac. ; Pans.
1. 2, c. 10; Athen. 1.
10, c. 22; Lucian. dc Dea. Syria.;
Sen: in Ec/og. 8, v. 37 ; St. Cyril in Isaiah ; Hicron. in
Ezek. ; Ammian. 1. 22, c. 9; Macrob. Sal. 1. 1, c. 21;
Eiistuth. ill Horn. Odyss. 1. 11; Hesych. ; Philoslrat. 1. 7,
c. 14 ; Bochart. ; Phaleg. 1. 4, c. 2 ; Natal. Com. 1. 5, c. 16;
Se/dcii. de Diis Syr.
Adonis (Geog.) 'Aiuivic, a river of Phoenicia, near Biblos, now
;

—

;

ADR

ADR
Canis, or Xarracebcllc. Lucian describes its waters as being
every year tinned into blood, so as even to discolour those of
Pint. 1. 5, c. 19; Slrab. 1. l(i;
the sea into which it runs.
Lucian. de Ded Si/r. ; Plul. 1. 5, c. 15; Mar. Xig. Geog.

Adr amyttiitm

(Bibl) piy-m, king of Zedck or Jerufour other kings was put to death by command of Joshua. Josh, x.
2, &c.
ADOItA (Bib/.) "ASwpa, or Adoraim, Dnnn, a city belonging to Judah, on the confines of Idumea.
2 Chron. xi. 9,
2 Maccab. xiii. 20.
(Bibl.) othn, David's receiver-general. 2 Sam.
\x. 24.
Adoram, the receiver-general of Rehoboam, who being sent
to the rebellious Israelites was stoned to death.
(Hist.) a Genoese family of great antiquity, but of
plebeian extraction, was among the number of those families
termed aggregate, in consequence of their alliance with
This family
that of Pinelli, which lasted for 300 years.
abounded in great men, of which the following are the prin-

who with

1

,

ADORAM

ADORNO

cipal

names mentioned

Adorno,

the

Genoa

above-mentioned family, was
and governed to the year

in 136.3,

1370.
Antonio, a doge in

1383, was three times deposed

re-established, and on his fourth re-election in 1 39-t,
fearing the power of his enemies, he gave up the city to
Charles VI of France, by whom he was made governor.
Adorno, George, governor of Genoa in 1401, under the
French king, was afterwards elected doge by the people, and

and

abdicated in 1415.
(Geog.) a village between Tridentum and
Verona, now Palazzo.
PERTICAS (Geog.) a place in Italy, now 5. Maria

AD PALATIL'M

AD

delle Pertiche.

AD PONTEM SONTII

(Geog.)

a place of

Rhcetia,

now

Wispach.

AD QUERCUM

(Grog.) a town of Rhcetia, now Quer.
(Geog.) 'ASpa/urai, a people of Arabia Felix.
Theophrastus speaks of 'Aipafivrra, in Arabia Felix, where
frankincense, myrrh, cinnamon, and cassia grow.
Thcoph

ADRAMIT.E

c t Ptol 1. 6, c. 7.
(Geog.) or Yilramil, a town of Natolia, in
Asiatic Turkey, <m the E. coast of the gulf of Adrimiti,
43 miles N. Smyrna, long. 44 5' E. Ferro. lat. 39° 34' N.
This is the ancient Adramyttium.
(liibl.) ^olin, son of
Sennacherib,
king of Assyria, who, with his brother Sharezer, slew his
father.
laiah xxxvii. 38.
ADRAMMELECH, one of the gods worshipped by the inhabitants of Sepharvaim, settled in Samaria.
(Geog.) B town of Coelesvria, to which is ascribed
a medal of Lucilla and M. Aurelius, beating the inscription
TYXH AAPAMNON, i. e.fortuna Adramnorum. PtoL1.5,
c. 15; laill. Xumis. iiricc. ; Hardiun. Xummi Antiq. Il/usHist. Plant.

1.

struck some medals with-

crowned with
on the reverse a cornucopia between two caps,
crowned with stars, inscrip-

laurel

;

AAPAMYTTHNCMJ

tion

;

sometimes inscribed with the names of their magistrates,
who were pra;tors, as Kill t'l'I'A. AOYK. IOY. i.e. Sub
It also struck
Prielore Luc. Jov. probably Litcio Joviano.
medals of Domitianus, Aurelius, Julia ( 'araralla. Elagabalus, and Alexander Severus, with the name of their prator,
and in some cases with the addition of Ntwxupoi, to that of
the people, as on a medal of Severus Kill. CTParnyS
AYPtjXw I'M'OV T3. NEwk-opwr AAFAMYTTHNQN, Sub
Prielore Aurelio Caro Bis Xcocororum Adrami/llcnorum.
VaUlant. Xumis. Grose; Hardiun. Xunim. Antiq. lllustral.
Pcmhroch. Mus. ; Hunt. Xumm. Antiq. L'rb. et Popular.
(Geog.) 'Atipavn, or 'ASpf/vy, according to Polybius
Launclavius places it in Rithvnia, and
a town of Thrace.
says it is called F.drenos by the Turks. Steph. Buz. de. UrbLeuncluv. Hist. Turc.
Adrana (Numis.) a medal of Commodus, bearing the inscription,
et

AAPANiiN. AAI'IANiJN. OMONOIA. Adranensium

Ailrianensiinn, Concordia,

diun.

is

ascribed to this town.

Numis. Antiq. lllustral.
(Geog.) a town of Irak,

Adrana

ADRANITjE
ADRANIUS,

ADRANO
710.

Har-

in Persia.

(Geog.) 'Acpar'trat, the people of Adranum.
river near Adrana.

Amnis (Geog.) a

(Geog-.) 'ASpavoiv, a village in Sicily,

now Adrag-

Diod. Excerpt. Leg. 1. 23.
(Geog.) a town of Pannonia,

ADRANTIS

now supposed to
be Dragomcl.
{Geog.) or Hadramim, "Alpavov, a small town
near .(Etna, sacred to the god Adranus, who was worshipped
by all the Sicilians. It is written by Pliny and Silius Hadranum, now Adcrno.
SUA. 14, v. 251.
Hadramim Ergentumqiie simul, tclaqi'.e supnba

ADRANUM

Lanigeri Mtlile.

.')',

;

ADRAMITI

'

ADRAMMELECH

ADRAMNA

Iral.

ADRAMYTTENUS

(GeogA an inhabitant of Adramyttium.
Viihamyt'i 'ENU8 sinus, the bay of Adramyttium, now the
Gulf of Adramiti.
\])ll VMYTTIUM (liibl.) 'AipVfXVTTiOV, the town mentioned
under Geography, where St Paul emharked for Italy. Acts
xxvii.

inhabitants were called by Diodorus, Plutarch, and StephanUS, 'AjpaWrat ; by Pliny Hadranitani ; and on medals

The

AAPANIOI,

Sir. Antiq.

1.

AAPANITAI.

or

de Urb.; Plin.
Sicul. Dread.

8,

1.

2,

8; Plul.
10; Arret.

c.

1.

1 ,

o.

Diod.
in

1.

Timol.

Sicil.

14;
;

Stepk Buz.

Fazell. de Be*.
Clur.
;

Chronograph

8.

(Numis.) the medals of this town represent on
the obverse the cancer marinus, with a shell above and an
on the reverse, an engle tearing a hare, the
eel below
common symbols of towns in Sicily. The inscription AAI'AGo/tz. Sicil. :
NliiN; but in other medals AAl'ANlTAN.

ADRANUM

;

Haverk. Parvt. Sicil. Discritt.
(Myth.) 'AHpavoe, the god

ADRANUS

at Adranum and other parts of
Adranus (Numis.) a figure of

this deity has

been preserved

on a medal,

in the

as

Sieily.

who was worshipped
Pint, in Timol.

annexed

on the obverse the
inscription
head of the god
AAPANOl on the reverse a
dogs
were embecause
dog,
ployed to guard the temple;

cut, bearing

;

;

Adramyttium

(Geog.) a maritime town on the coast of
Asia Minor, opposite to the island of Leslies, and
n colony of the Athenians.
It is called by Pliny Adramytteos, formerly Pedasus; by Strabo and Ptolemy, 'Atpa/ivr7-ior
by Tliucvdidcs, 'Arrpaairrtuv ; by Niger, Lanilrumiti, now Adramiti.
Time. I. 5, c. 1
I'lili/an. 1. 7, c. 2(i
Strab. 13
Plin. 1.5, c. 32
Plul. 1. 5, c.2
Nig. Geog.

Mysia

in

;

;

;

Com.

town

out the head of any emperor,
as in the annexed figure,
bearing on the obverse a

ADRANA

in history:

of

Gabriel,

elected doge of

Adorxo,

(Xnrnis.) this

beardless bead

A.iiir ('(mini. 3.

ADONTZEDECIC
salem,

;

Asia;,

;

1.

1

•

;

ascription
mioTi
ADRASTA

MAMEPTIN.

/ \l ..i
\
a 2
a daughter of Oceanus, and
'ASpatela,
(Myth.)
Apullod. 1. 1.
nurse of Jupiter.
(Geog.) 'ASpatnvoc, the gentile name for
the inhabitants of Adrastia.
(Myth.) 'A&pa*tla, a daughter of Jove and

ADRASTENUS
ADRASTIA

I.

'

ADR

ADR
Necessity, airo rS cupaaKciy, as Pausanias thinks, because
no guilty person escapes punishment : a goddess, otherwise
called Nemesis,

whose vengeance

Virgil in Cic.

239-

v.

is

7,

1.

c.

5

Adria

L 13; Harpocration.

Strab.

;

Adrastia, a nvmph, one of the daughters of Orestes.

Steph.

Byz.

A

Pans. 1. 2,
fountain of Sicyonia.
2. A mountain mentioned by Plutarch. Phil, in Fit.
c. 15.
country of Mysia, not far from Troas, called
3.
Lucull.
after king Adrastus, who built a temple there to Nemesis.

Adrastia (Geog.)

1.

A

13; Pans. 1. 2.
{Myth.) "Acpa^oc, son of Talaus and Eurynomes, and king of Argos, was the only one of the generals
at the siege of Thebes who was saved from the slaughter.
He reigned first at Sicyon in Argos, according to Homer.
Strab.

1.

ADRASTUS

II.

1.

off ap' "AtprjToc; Trptura ipf3aai\tvcriv.

He is called Inachius by Statius, from Inachus, king of
Argos and also Perseius, from Perseus, the son of Jupiter.
Herod. 1. 5, c. 67 ; jEsckyl. Sept. ante T/ieb. ; Enripid. in
Sup. et Pha-nis. ; Apullo'd. 1. 1, c. 9, &C.J Virg. JEn. 1. 6, v.
480; Hi/gin. fab. 68, &c; Pans. 1. 1, c. 39, &c; Phi/os;

trat. L 2, c. 29.
Adrastus and Amphius,

sons of Merops, the soothsayer, who,
contrary to the warning of their father, went to the Trojan
war, and were killed by Diomed. Horn. II. 1. 2, v. 831 ; 1. 1 1,
v.

329.

Adrastus, the father of Eurydice, who married
Apollod. 1. 3, c.
Trojan, by whom she had Priam.
Adrastus, the son of Hercules, who threw himself
Hygin.

flames.

Ilus

the

12.

into the

fab. 242.

Adrastus

(Hist.) a Phrygian prince, who, having accidentally killed his brother, fled to the court of Croesus for re-

where he had the misfortune to kill the son of the
Lydian king. Herod. 1. 1, c. 35.
Adrastus, a Lydian, who assisted the Greeks against the PerPausan. 1. 7, c. 5.
sians, and was killed in battle.
Adrastus (Biog.) a native of Philippopoli, and a peripatetic
fuge,

Thcon.
philosopher, who taught the logic of Aristotle.
Sinyrn. Mns . 1. 6; Porphyr. in J'it. Plotin. ; J'oss. de P/ii/os.
(Geog.) a royal residence in Bernicia, or Ber-

ADREGIA

where afterwards the town of Melniin was built.
Bed. Hist. Eecles. Anglor.
Horn.
(Geog.) 'Aqii/-ii, an attendant on Helen.

wick,

ADRESTE
Odyss.

1.

123.

4, v.

ADRETS,

Francois de Beaumont Baron des (Hist.) of an
eminent and ancient family in Dauphiny, was born in 1513,
and died in 1587- He distinguished himself on the side of
the Huguenots, for his cruelty to the opposite party when
thev

fell

ii.

a benedietine of

Fleury

9th cenCave, Hist.

in the

the body of St. Benedict.

(Geog.) "Afpm. Acpiurucdy iriXayoc, Adriannm vet
Adrialicnm marc, the gulf which separates Illyria from
Italv, now the Gulf of Venice. It is called acris bv Horace.
1.

Manget.

ADRIAN

(Ecc.) there were several
persons of this name.

Adrian'

'

1,

of' this

Popes and distinguished

Name.

son of Theodoras, born of a noble family, sucAnast.
ceeded to the papal chair, A. D. 77"-, and died 795in Had. ; Fleuri. Hist. Ecc. 772 ; Baron. Annul. A. 772.
was
son
of
Talarus,
and
of the
Adrian II, born at Rome,
same family as Stephen VI, Sergius II, and Gregory I\
He succeeded Nicholas I, A. D. 867, and died 872. Baron.
Flenr. Hist. Eccl. ami. M>7Annul, ann. 867
Adrian III, a Roman by birth, and son of Benedict, succeeded Pope Marinus SSI, and died 885. Baron. Annul.
ann. 885 ; Fleur. Hist. Eccl.
Adrian IV, whose name was Nicholas Brekespere, was born
about the end of the 11th century at Langley, near St.
Alban's, in Hertfordshire, and died Sept. 1, 1159, in the
He was the
4th year and 10th month of his pontificate.
only Englishman who ever sat in the papal chair.
Adrian V, a Genevan, and nephew to Pope Innocent IV,
succeeded Innocent V, A. D. 1276, and died one month and
nine days after his election.
Adrian VI, bishop of Torlosa, and preceptor to the emperor
Charles V, succeeded Leo X, A. D. 1522, and died Sept. 14,
1523.
He wrote ' Qusestiones quodlibeticae,' Louvain,
1515. In these he maintained that the Pope was not infallible. Onuphriiis Ciaconius Buronius, &C.
Adrian (S'umis.) there are authentic medals of the last Pope only of this name,
which bear his effigy, as in the annexed
VI.
cut, the inscription
on the reifex
I,

;

ADR1AXUS
MAXIMw;
QUEM CREANT ADORANT,

PONT

verse

with a representation of his coronation.
Bonanni, Xumis. Puntif. liomun. vol. i.
Xinnis. Pontific.

Venn I.

Roman.

od. 33, v. 15.

a martvr in the reign of Galerius Maximian, was
exposed to wild beasts on the 5th of March, when his anEtiscb. de Martyrib.
niversary is kept in the Latin church.
Palest. ; Baillet. Vies des Saintes uu 5 Mars.
Adrian, a martyr of Nicomedia about 307, whose anniversary is fixed on the 8th of September in the Roman niar-

Adrian,

p. 66.

ADRIA
Ho'r.

'

&C.

Distinguished Persons of this Xante.

(Hist.) vide Aduahlus.

Adrkvaldus (Biog.)
tury, who wrote on

in Sicily,

died in 1560.
He wrote his history entitled ' Topographia
Epistola
inclytE Civitntis Mazaris,' 4to. Panorm. 1515.
ad Conjugem,' a poem, besides some treatises on the plague.

into his hands.

ADREVALDUS
Lit. vol.

1306, left some works on theology.
Adria, John James (Biog.) the historian of Mazara,

Popes

SiKVWv'

Kfii

(Geog.) a town of Polesino di Rovigo, in Italy, the
ancient Adria, which was once of great note, but has been
much reduced by frequent inundations. It is seated on the
Tartaro, 25 miles S. S.W. Venice.
Adria, Peter d' (Ecc.) a Dominican and bishop of Yico in

573.

v.

2,

5, v. 614.
Sonat Ionia vagus Adria panto.
1.

Herod. I. 1, c. 163; Poli/b. 1. 2, c. 14; Lie. 1. 5, c. 33;
Catull.EpigrA.i; Strab.l. 5 ; Plin. 1. 3, c. 16; Slat. Sylv.
1. 2, v. 87 ;
Plot. 1. 3, c. 1 ; Eustatli. in Dionys. v. 92, et seq.

inevitable.

Cl scilere nffando, quad nee sinat Adrasteil
Ladere utrumque, una studeas errorc paventem.

Pans.

Vagus, by Lucan,

tvrologv.

Tdlcniont.

Ecc. Hist, torn

v.

;

Baillet. Vies dis

Suintes.

Libertina, fretis acriar Adriiz

Curvantu Calabros

sinus.

Adrian, an African by

birth,

was sent

into

England

in

669

to settle the discipline of the church, and died in 70'
Bede. Hist. Aug/. Bollard, an 9 de Jam:; Baillet. Vies det
;

.

Also inqniclus,

1.

3,

od. 3, v. 5.

Neque Auster

Dux

inquieii turbidus

Adrue.

Ventosus, by Seneca, in Thi/este, v. 362.

Aut

rapidus freto
Ventosi tumor Adria.
sarvo

Saintes.

Adrian, de

Castcllo, of obscure parentage,

was

raised to the

bishopric of Hereford in the reign of Henry VII, but resided principally at Rome, where he conspired against the
in hopes of succeeding to the pontificate ; he
Pope Leo

X

ADS

JEMA

was fined 12,500 ducats, and forbidden to leave Rome, but
Polydore Virgil, who
he contrived to make bis escape.
shared his friendship, speaks in high terms of him.
Corneto~\
a
cardinal.
Qvide
Adrian, de Corneto,
Adrian (Biog.) of Phoenicia, taught rhetoric at Athens, and
was in great favour with Mark Anthony- He was the disciple of Herod the philosopher, and tbe rival of Aristidcs.
Sitiilus. ; Voss. de Lit. Hist. 1. S, c. 6.
Adrian, an author of the fifth century, who composed, in
Greek, an introduction to the Scriptures, 4to. Augsburg,
Cure. Hist. Lit. vol. i. p. 422.
Phot. Codex. 2
Adrian, a Carthusian monk of tbe 15th century, wrote a
De Remediis utriusque Fortune,' &c.
treatise entitled
Adrian, de I cirri Busco, a Belgian monk, wrote a chronology
1602.

;

'

from 1449

to 1483.

Adrian,

Corneillc, a Fransciscan of tbe l(7th century, wrote
on the seven sacraments, &c.
Francis (Biog.) a native of Paris in 1384, wrote
On the symbol of St. Athanasius.
Adriani, Mallheir, a Spanish physician, and a Christian.
though born of Jewish parents, left several works in Hebrew.

ADRIANI,

Virgil, professor of the belles lettres, and
chancellor of tbe republic of Florence, was born in 1 Mil-,
and died in 1521. He published a Latin translation of
Dioscorides, ' De Materia Medica.'
Adriani, John Baptist, son of the preceding, was born in

Adriani, Marcel

1513, or 1511, according to some, and (lied at Florence in
He wrote a history of his time, &C.
1579Adriani, Marcel, son of the preceding, was born in 1533,
and died in Kink He translated Plutarch's Morals, and

ADRIANO

(Biug.) a Spanish painter, and a lay-friar of the
order of tbe bare-footed Carmelites, was born at Cordova,
where he died in Ui.50. His principal work was a Crucifixion.
(Geog.) a city of Romana, in European
Turkev, and an archbishop's see, is in long. 26"° 47' E. lat.
42" 4' N. The ancient Adrianopolis or Hadrianopolis is
called Adrana or Edrena by the Turks.
ADRIEL (Bibl.) b«mr, son of Barcilla, married Merab,
the daughter of Saul, who had been promised to David.

ADRIANOPLE

Sam.

xviii. 19-

ADRIMACHID.T.

(GeoS .) vide Adyrmachidce.
(Geog.)\'ide Adrumetum.
ADRIUS (Geog.) 'Aipute, a mountain running through the
Steal,. 1. 7middle of Dalmatia.
(Geog.) a town of the Callaici, in Hispania
Tarraconensis, now Corunna.
Sinus (Geog.) a bay on the coast of Tunis,
now CidII'i) ili Mahometta.
{Geog.) the Gentile name for an inhabitant
of Adrumetum.
(Geog.) 'AiW/jfijc, or according to Strabo
'AZavpn, and to Stephanos 'Aopvunc, a town of Africa Propria, now called Mahometta or Sussa, according to Marios
Niger, which was built by tbe Phoenicians according to
Sallust, and called Frugifera, according to an inscription
UI.PIA
COLONIA
given by Sou-tins.

ADRIMETUM
ADROBICUM

ADRUMETJ

ADRUMETIUS

ADRUMETUM

CONCORDIA
TRAJANA AUG. FRUGIFERA HADRUMETINA.
Po/i/b.
Sal/us/
5
15,
A council was held here in
.'.'111.

c.

1.

;

Tacit. Hist.
Jugurth. Hell. ; Vim. 1.5, c. 4; Strab. 1. 7
Appian. in Panic.; Steph.
12 j /'/o/. 1. 4, c. :;
Sincl. ItlSCTtpt.
t'c/i. ;
ill
Baron. Annul, ann. \',\)^
Vet. J Bochoft. Geog. Sacra. 1. 1, c. 21; Mcrcalnr. Geog. :

i„
I.

now Bocoa

di

ADSO,

Hermerius (Biog.) or Henry, an abbot among tbe
Benedictines, was born at St. Claude in the beginning of
the 10th century, and died in Champagne in the year 992.
He wrote the life of St. Mansuetus, St. Valbcrt, and some

others, but is principally distinguished for his love of learning and establishment of schools.
Cave, Hist. Lit. vol. ii.
p.

107-

ADVEN'TIUS

(Ecc.) a bishop of Mentz in the 9th century,
present at the council held at Mentz in 859, and
afterwards at that of Douzi in 871, where Hincmar was
deposed.
(Geog.) 'AS6\a, or according to Strabo 'A&v&Ka,
now Mount St. Golhard ; a mountain of the Rhuetian Alps.
Strab. 1. 4 ; Ptol. 1. 2, c. 9.

who was

ADULA

ADUL1CUS

Sinus (Geog.) part of the Arabian gulf, now
tbe Gulf of Arkibo.
(Geog.) 'AriXrj, according to Ptolemy; "A&Aif,
according to Stephanus, now Arkibo ; a town of Upper
Egvpt. Plin. 1. 6, c. 29 ; Ptol. 1. 4, c. 7 ; Steph. Buz. de

ADULIS
Ur'b.

ADULLAM

(Bibl.) abiv, 1. a city of Judah in the southern
part of the tribe of Judah, ten miles from Eleutheropolis,
according to Eusebius, and eleven miles according to Jerom.

Josh.

xii. 15.

Sam.

1

xxii.

The

2.

cave in which David hid himself.

1.

ADULTUS
in

(Myth.) r(\ewc,
Problem.

ADUMMIM

(Bibl.)

Benjamin.

an epithet for Jupiter.

D'DW,

town and mountain

a

Plat,
in

tbe

Josh. xiv. 7-

ADURA

(Geog.) a town of Aquitania, now Ay re.
(Geog.) or Ailumi Partus, a town in Sussex,
now Ederington. Camel. Briton.
(Geog.) 'Acvpfin\uai, a people conterminous to Egvpt. Herod. 1. 1, ecc; Plin. 1. 4, c. 6; Ptol.

ADURNUM

ADYRMACHID^E
1.

4, c. 5.

ADYTE

(Myth.) one of the

fifty

murdered her husband on tbe

Apoltoil.

2,

1.

daughters of Danaus, who
night of her marriage.

first

1.

e.

MA

(Myth.) Ala,
Valerius Flaccus.

the name of a huntress mentioned by
Argonaut. 1. 5.

.Fa (Geog.) the name of some places;
town of Colchis, now Lipni mm).
Plin.
Byz.

Urb.

lie

2.

An

island of

as,
1.

Colchis,

1.

a maritime

c.

4; Steph.

now

Satabella.

6',

A

424. 3.
town of Thessaly, etc.
.I'.ACIDAS (Hist.) a king of Epirus, son of Ncoptolemus,
and brother to Olympics, was expelled by his subjects for
l'aus. 1. 1, e. 1 1.
carrying on war against Macedonia.
Apollon.

1.

v.

2,

(Myth.) a patromymic for Achilles, Peleus, and
Horn. II. 1. 9, &e. ; Virg.
other descendants of .'Eacus.
/En. 1. 1, &c.
-FACTS (Myth.) Alamo son of Jupiter and /Egina, or, according to Diodorusof Europa, was the fust king of .Egina,
.I'.ACI 1)1. S

and

after his death

Horot.

1.

2,

was made

a

judge of

hell.

od. 18, v. 22.
Qitiun penefiirve

regno Proterpiw

Etjudicantetn vidintui /Eaeum.

Proper!.

;

II, c.

Bi/z.

(Geog.) a place in Umbria,

Fiinncsino.

tribe of

Demetrius Phalerius.

1

AD SEXTIAS

1.

4, cleg. 11, v. 19.

Aui

;

si

In

quit poslti

iiu.i

juda

s<-th t

toTtitt, judicel

.i'.nnta uniii

atapili.

1

Mar. Nig. Geog. Aph. Comm.

\

1.

Oral,

in lb. v.

J'iicus in posnai ingeniotut trit.

ADItUS

(Geog.) a river of Spain mentioned by Antoninus,
and supposed hv Ortelius to be the Anas. Ortel. Thes. Geog.
(Geog.) a city of Mauritania, now
Cento.
(Geog.) a town of Etruria, now

AD SEPTEM FRATRES

AD 8EXTEM LAPIDEM
// Boryhetto.

187Tuatqiie

2.

c. 12
Apollod. 1.
Diodor. 1. 4; Hygin.
Lucian. Ac l.uct.
Pans. 1. 1, c 4, &c.
an epithet for Circe, who was so called from
the island .Paa, situated on the coast of Italy, which was
fabled to be the residence of Aurora.

Pint, in Georg, ;

tab.

.F.I'.A

52

;

(Mi/I/i.)

.'!,

;

;

;

iEDE
Horn.

crown of laurel. The Duumviri
Quinquennales were magistrates chosen even- five years.
VailL Xumis. Famil. Roman. ; Morel. Xumis. Famil. Roman.
/ECAXA {Geog.) an episcopal town of the Daunian Apulia,

'Hhc tjtyiyfnirjr
*<*' ovroXai ijeXioio.

"Stjoov cc 'Atainv, Jet

'Oicin Kai x°P°*

The same
Propert.

epithet
3,

1.

£'*

is

"

ffl3

also applied tu

Calypso bv Propertius.

now

10, v. .SI.

el.

thalamum

.-Ea'iz

won

(JEfirf.) 'Atarri&iis, a Milesian, and one of the
Spartan allies in the battle of -Egospotamos, which was
fought between Lysander and the Athenians.
-Eantides, a tyrant of Lampsacus, and a favourite with
Darius, married Eurydice, the daughter of Hippias, the
Thuci/d. 1. 6, c. 59tyrant of Athens.
.EAXT1S {Top.) AVai-ir, a tribe at Athens. Plut. Si/mpos.

{Gcog.) a river of Epirus, flowing into the Ionian
v. 861.
Lucan. 1.
zur%itis .Tas

oeetaum, sed

lonio /hut nide mari.

Ovid, in his fable of Io, makes it flow into the Peneus, but
It is thought to
this is supposed to be a geographical error.
be the present I'ajtissa.

-EATUS

{Myth.) "Aunos, a son of Philip, and brother of
Polyclea, married his sister, and had by her Thessalus, who
Polyclea. by a stratagem, had
gave his name to Thessaly.

obtained the kingdom, but on their marriage they reigned

now

{Gcog.)

conensis.

Liv.

Ortelius thinks

-EBL'TIA, gens

1.

is

4-0, c.

30

Sleph. Bt/z.

;

{Geog.) a town of Portugal, which

a corruption for Ebora.

{Hist.)

/Ebutius']

{His/.) a prefect under Commodus, was put
death as the friend of Byrrhus, through the intrigues of
Cleander the favourite.
Lamprid. in Com. c. 6.
to

name

{Hist.) or JEbutia, gens, the

of a

Roman

which was both patrician and plebeian the former
having the surname of Elva, and the latter that of Carus.
Frequent mention is made of this family by historians, and
on medals, as may be seen under Numismatics.
-Ebutius, T- Elva, at first a consul, and afterwards master of
the horse, under Posthumius the Dictator was at the famous
battle of the lake Regillus, where he engaged in single
combat with Mamilius, the Latin general, and was wounded
in the arm, U. C. 225.
Livy, 1. 2, e. 19.Ebutius, L., a consul, U. C. 290, and died the same year.
family,

:

;

1.

c.

12.

{Ant.)

of the horse in 317-

Lie-

1.

afterwards master

;

4, c. 11, 21.

.Ebutius, M., Elva, was created a triumvir, for transplanting
a colony to Ardea.
Li v. 1. 1, c. 11.
.Ebutius, B-, detected the flagrant abuses of the Bacchanalians, U. C. 5t>7.
Lir. 1. 39, c. 19.
.Ebutius, T-, Carus, triumvir for transplanting a colony to
Milan and Parma, U. C. 570. Liv. 1. 39, c. 57.
-Ebutius, M., Elva, a prator, U.C. 583. Liv. 1. 44, c. 17.
-Ebutius, P., Carus, a duumvir at Corinth, under Augustus.
-Ebutius, a brave general under Vespasian, who was killed
at the siege of Jerusalem.

Joseph, de Bell. Jud.

1.

3,

c.

2

;

4, c. 4.

which

bore

I

Xenophon

enat.

sea.

vicinity.

{Geog.) 'AucuXavoy, a town of the Hirpini.
Laconiono.
Appian. Civil. 1. 1 ; Plot. 1. 3, c. 1.
{Hist.) a freedman of Ptolemy, took up amis to
revenge the death of his master, who had suffered by the
hands of Caligula, but perished in the attempt. Plin. 1. 5,
1

;

Dio.

1.

Ill

1.

/EDEPSUM

{Geog.) "\uij\lov, a town in the island of
Eubcea. where were the hot baths of Hercules. Strab. I. 12.
/Edepsum {Xumis.) a medal of this town bears the figure
of the cancer, which is a frequent symbol on the medals of
Got/;. The*.
insular places ; the inscription AIAH*Iil\.
jEDES (Topog.) a term frequently applied to the temples of
Rome, of which the following are the principal mentioned
by historians and topographers, namely
/Edes, AH Loculii, was situated at the bottom of the X'ova Via.
-Edes, Apollini, vide Tcmplum.
/Edes, Bellona:, near the circus. Liv. 1. 10, c. 19; Oeid. Fast.
1. 6, v. 205.
.Edes, Bona; Dew, was built on the top of the Aventine hill.
Ovid. Fast. 1. 5, v. 148.
:

Attend din canenda B*ma

II.

VIRw. QUlnquen-

est

Est moles nativa loco ; res nomina facit,
Appellant saxum ; pars bona montis ea est.

.Edes, Boni Eventus, vide Templum.
/Edes, Camtrnarurn, was situated beyond the gate Capena.
Plin. 1. 34, e. 5 ; Mart. 1. 2 ; Epigr.
in the Appian Way.
5, v. 15.

CarmenUe, was at the bottom of the Capitoline hill.
Macrob.
.Edes. CarntE, was built on the Mons Ccellus.
Rliodig. Ant. Led. I 9, & 8.
Saturn. 1. 1, c. 12
/Edes, Castoris et Pollucis, vide Tcmplum.
.Edes, Ceteris, ride Tern plum.
.Edes. Concordia?, there were three temples of this name, one
situated near the eapitol, was built by Furius Camillus, according to a vow made during a popular tumult.
.ZEdes,

;

1.

637-

1, v.

niveo posuit lux proxima templo
Qua fert suhlimes alta moneta gradus,
Furius, antiquum populi populator Etrttsci,

Candida

te

et rati

solverat ille fidem.

The second was built near
to a vow hy L. Manlius,
The third was situated in

on the reverse, Puhlio.
Caio.

of a dog, which

De

/EDEMOX

Vourrat,

/Ebutii, one of
inscription

the

AUGUSTUS CORINTH,
TIO.

name

{Geog.) a village on the shore of the Caspian

Ovid. Fast.

/EBUJULIO. HERAC/iWe

the

having small lakes in the

/Ebutius {Xumis.) four medals were struck by the Corinthians
in honour of Augustus and
Anthony, during the magistracy of the

Aiytp.il,

for its shortness.

Eretria.

.ECMETLI

3, c. 6.

/Ebutius, P., Elva, a consul, U. C. 312

1.

8,

-EC HMIS {Hist.) Ai'x/kc, a son of Briacus, succeeded his
uncle Polymnestor, king of Arcadia, who died without
issue.
In his reign there was a war between the Messenians and the Lacedemonians, in which he took part as the
Pans. 1. 8, c. 5.
ally of the former.
/ECLUS {Hist.) AtxAoc, :i man, who, according to Strabo,
left Athens after the Trojan war, and went to live in

c.

[Vide

the family of the .Ebutii.

-EBUTIAXUS

Lie.

1.

now

Talavera, a town of Hispania Tarra-

.EBUROBISIXGESIA

-EBUTIUS

10.

(Myth.) '.\1xpay6pac, the son of Hercules,
by Phillone, who was exposed with his mother on a mounHercules, attracted to
tain, by his grandfather Alcimedon.
the spot bv the cry of a magpie, which was imitating that
Pans.
of the child, delivered them both from their chains.

.ECULAXl M

Pulucrn. Sirat. 1. S.
vide Ebuda.

coniointlv.

.EBUD.E'(Gpo? .)

/EBURA

1.

.ECHMAGOUAS

recommends

sea.

()',

in

a

called Troja.
{Biog.) 'Atx/uatas, one of the Parapotamii,
Pans.
the prize for pugilism, at the Pythian games.

.ECHME

2, c. 9, 10.

.EAS

Purus

in

/ECHM.EAS

Jkittis J'ugisse puella.

EAXTIDES

1.

ITERhw.

nalibus.

v. 3.

12,

1.

Bell. Cat.

c.

36 ; Liv.

1.

the Tarpeian citadel, according
the Prtetor.
Liv. 1. 22, c. 33.
Sallust. de
the Area Vulcani.
22, c. 33 ; 1. 23, c. 21, et 1. 9, c. 46

;

mm
Plutarch, in
p.

Camill.

JEGJE

151; Suet. Tib.

p.

20 ; Bio.

c.

56,

1.

586; Lamprid. Alex. Sever, c. 6.
Cube/is, vide Tcmplum.
JDttii Patrix, was situated in the Circus Maximus.
Farini, vide Tcmplum.
Flora; vide Tcmplum.
Furtunar, vide Tcmplum.
Furinarum, was situated in the 14th region beyond

jEdes,
jEdes,
jEdes,
jEdes,
jEdes,
jEdes,

AEDON

(Myth.) 'Anfev, daughter of Pandarus, and wife of
Xethus, killed her own son Itylus by mistake, instead of
her sister Niobe, and Amanea, her son ; at which being
exceedingly grieved, she attempted to kill herself, and was
changed into a goldfinch.
Horn. Od. 1. 19, v. 518, Sec.
"£&£ 5' art

irnvcaplH Kupi] ^Xwp?;Te dijeujv

KaX6i> dtiCijdiv tapot; viov t^apivoio
"Hti Qapd Tp(v7TiJ(Ta \ktt T7oXvri\ta ^wi/jjc
llaia Xoipvpoptvij "Iri'Xov tpiXuv, ov Trori \dXKtp.

the Tiber.

I. O. M. N. AUG. SACR. GENIO. FURINARUM. ET.
CULTORIBUS. HUJUS. LOCI. TERENTIA. NICE. /EDUI (Geog.) a people of Celtic Gaul, who
CUM. TERENTIO. DAMARIONE. FILIO. SACERcity now called Autun.
Ca-s. de Bell. Gall.
DOTE. SIGNUM. ET. BASIM. DE. SUO. POSUIT.
/EELRED (Biog.) vide Aclrid.
/Edes, Hercu/is, vide Tcmplum.
/BETA (Myth.) 'An'irii, king of Colchis, and

1.

jEdes, Honoris et Virlulis, vide Tcmplum.
jEdes, Jovis, vide Templum.
jEdes, Isidis, vide Templum.
/Edes, Isidis et Serapidis, was placed in the
Apolog.

c.

36",

c.

capitol.

Tertull.

(J.

/Edes, Larium, was situated in the Via Sacra, where Ancus
Martius lived. Li'v. I. 40, c. 52 ; Macrob. Saturn. 1. 1, c. 10.
/Edes, Li/nr/alis, vide Templum.
^Edes, LuruB, vide Templum.
-Edes, Murtis, vide Tcmplum.
/Edes, Matuliv, was situated in the Forum Boarum.
1.

(i,

v.

479.

y/nc t£M luce ft runt Matute lacra parenti
Sceptrtyenu yervi templa dedhse mamis.

Lie.

1.

/Edes,

5, c.

19;

Mentis,

1.

25,

c. 7-

two temples of

this name, situated in the
Lie. 1. 22, c. 10; 1. 23, c. SI.
Mephitis, at the end of the /Esquilii, not far from
the palace of .Senilis Tullius.

capitol.

.Edes,

jEdes, Mercurii, was situated in the first region, called the
gate Capena.
.Edes, Spii, was situated in the forum.
Lie. 1. 21, c. 62;
Tacit.

Annul

1.

assistance the

Concipit interea validos Aetias ignes.

Lui.

36.

Ou/rf. /«*/.

son of Sol, by
daughter of Oceanus, was father of Medea, by
Argonauts obtained the golden fleece.
Apollod. 1. 1, c. 9; Ovid. Met. 7, fab. 1 ; Pans. 1. 2, c. 3 ;
Fal. Place, in Argon. &c.
/EETIAS {Myth.) a patronymic of Medea, the daughter of
.Eeta.
Ovid. Mel. 7, v. 9.
Persa,

whose

jEdes, Junonis, vide Tcmplum.
jEdes, Julcrna; vide Templum.
/Edes, Juventulis, was situated in the Circus Maximus.
1.

2, c. 49.

jEETIS

(Myth.) or JElius, both patronymics of Medea.

jEGA

;

his horses.

Horn.

II.

1.

13, v. 21.
oi 01

Tempestatig, vide Tcmplum.
./Edes, Vejovis, was near the Asylum.
/Edes, Veneris, vide Templum.
/EdES, Verlumni, vide Tcmplum.
/Edes, Tcshr, vide Templum.
./Edes, Victoria, vide Tcmplum.
Ferret. Mus. Lapid. el
Manor.; A. "Blond. Triumph, limine el Insluur. Rom.;
Alex. Gen. Dier. ; Boiss. Top. Urb. Rom. ; Oriel. Dear, cl
Dear.; I'aucirnl. Dcscripl. Urb. Horn.; I'aiirin. Dcscripl.
Urb. Hem.; Faun. Ant. Urb. Horn.; Pigh. Annul. Rom.

"y.l'9' 'Itttthc

tni^t

Hum.; Hotpin.de Orig. Test.; Rycq.de Capitol.;
Buleng. dc ('inn
Donat. de Urb. Rum. ; Morestell. die l\ r.
;

Rum.;

(lis, I.
in ('nil. ; Rnrrich. Ant. Urb. Fac. ; Lips, ill
Taciturn j Pitisc.in Suetoniumj Marlian. Topogr. ; drier.
This. A ill. Rum.
/EDESIA (Biog.) an /Egyptian woman, wife of Ilermias,
and a relation to Saunas the philosopher, is described by
Suidaa, as a pattern of virtue and prudence.
.1.1)1. SI1 S ( Biog.) a native of Cappadocifl, and a disciple of
lamblichtlB, though of noble extraction, was from poverty
obliged to open a Bchool for himself.
.EDESS \ (Geog.) or Edessa, "Aiitaaa, or'JLietra a town of
Macedonia, near Pella, now Vodena, where the kings of
Macedonia were buried.
Poli/b. 1. 3, c. l.'i
Lie. 1. 45,
;

;

c 29 j
e.

I'lin.

1.

6,

e.

;;i-

;

Justin.

1.

7,

c

I;

Plot.

1.

:;,

l.'i.

.EDITI

Herod.
1.

5, c.

1.

1,

22

;

Tacitus
ing

calls

it

,1

1.

I.

1

S; Plin.

Cilieia,

ac-

3.
rrrenu resonant navaiii

.Egaa.

Tac. Anna/.

1.

13,

c.

8;

Ptol.

1.

5,

'AiyoXat, according to Herodotus; "Aiyai, accord-

4.

to

—iivtifaixjr.

;

Fallot

c. 8.

cXvra Saftara (iivGeai \ipvnc,

Scylax. in Peripi. ; SI rah.
145
3. A town of
Pans. 1. 7, c. 25.
c.

cording to I.ucian,

Xenophon; Alyat, according

to

Scylax: a town of

1. 1. c
149; Xenoph. HeUen. 1. !, c. 8;
77; Scylax. in Pcripl.; Strab.l 13; Pint.
1.
5, c. 30; Tac. Annul. 1. 2, c. 47.
5. A town of Eubcea, I.oeris, Lydia, and .I'.tolia, according to Stephanos. The gentile name was iEgaiUS, -Ega-ensis,
Steph. Byz. dc Urb.
or Xgeates.
the towns of this name had medals of an
A'.r..r. (Xiimis.)
early date, which aie to be distinguished from each other
not only by the mode of spelling the name, but by the
Those of Mgte iii Macedonia bear,
type anil other marks.
on the obverse, the head of Apollo on the reverse, the figure
of a goat, or sometimes a goat's head; it having assumed
this symbol because, as is said, the town was taken by Caraiuiis, king of Macedonia, in consequence of his following
Those
thetracl of a herd of goats; legend \ir\r.u\.
of .l'.g:r, ill Cilieia, also hear the head of a goat, in allusion,
as is supposed, to its name, having on the Obverse a turreted
and on the reverse, besides the symbol, is tin' legend
head
AirEAIQN. THS. [EPAS. KAI. VYT0N0M02, showing
This Agio likewise
that it was a sacred and lice city.

Herod.

1.

Poh/li.

in

1.

5,

Themist.

c.

;

Plin.

;

;

s Valerius (Biog.) a poel before the age of Cicero,
of whose poetry only ten verses are preserved.
I

perished in the

/Ega, "Aiyo, the daughter of Olenus, and one of Jupiter's
After her death, she was translated into heaven,
nurses.
and became a star under the name of the goat, from uii;,
capra.
Hygin. Poet. Astron.
/Ega (Geog.) Wiya, an island on the coast of Asia, between
Chios and Tenedos, now Isola dcllc Capre, according to
Sophianus.
/EGADES (Geog.) vide jEgusx.
jEG/E (Geog.) 'Arycu, "Aiyeua, or'Aiyeia. I. A town of Macedonia, according to Justin, the same as Edessa.
Theoph.
Pans. 1. 1, c. 3 ; Justin. 1. 7,
de Ventis.; Plin. 1. 4, c. 10
2. A town of Achaia, where was a temple sacred to
c. 1.
Neptune, and where, according to Homer, the god placed

.'!'.:>]:-,

11I.

who

(Mi/lh.) a queen of the Arabians,
jEgcan Sea. Test.

Alyas iv6a

A

Vol.

Place. Argonaut.

jEdes, Telluris, vide Tcmplum.

Rosin.

inhabited the
1, c. 4, &c.

—

:

;

,

JEGI
struck medals in honour of Tiberius, Agrippina, Claudius,
Adrian, M. Aurelius, Commodus, Severus, Julia Domna,
Caracalla, Plautilla, Macrinus, Diadumianus, Alex. Severus,
Pupienus, Gordianus Pius, .Emilianus, Trajan Decius,
and Salonina. Having received several benefits from Julius
Cffsar, it dated its epocha from the Julian rera, U. C. 707,
and fixed it on most of its imperial coins, to some of which
are added other titles, as Hadrians, Commodiana. Severina,
Antoniana, Macrini Urbs, Alexandri Urbs, &C. in honour
of Adrian, Commodus, Severus, Caracalla, Macrinus, and
Alexander Severus, from whom they received special favours,
as appears

from the inscription

AirEIAwN. ETOY. AAC.

i.

KOMOAIANuiN AAPI ANwN.
Commodianorum Hadrian-

e.

orum. JF.ga?orum, anno 234.
Being a considerable port, it
received the title of Xavarchis, and also the dignity of the
Neocoria, from Alexander Severus, as appears from the inscription ALTEON. NE. NAY. JEgeensvum Xcocorum XaIt is moreover to be observed, that the name of
varchidos.
this town is written differently in different inscriptions, as
mav be seen from those which follow AirEAIiiN. ETOTC

It is described
of the Amazons, who perished there.
bv the poets under the name of .Egeon, or ./Egon.

Queen

Stat Theb.

5.

1.

Pejor

Anlhol.

1.

Delove sonanti
ussilit .Egcn.

vmunerti quas spumijer

et

3.
'Atyaitt r oifpa kclkov Tti\dyts£.

Fal. Flacc.

1.

1.

Quanta frcmitu
;

Varr. de Lal. Ling.

1

7

i

.Egon.

Mela,

1.

1,

c.

3

;

1.

2,

Plin.

c.

1.

1

;

4,

*H Km tpvpvog
Aiyayinq rrp,jij>\

:

HUP. e. anno 178, A. D. 131. AAPIANON. AITEAION.
HUP. Hadriancnsium JEgeCBOrum, anno 188, A. D. 141.
AAPLANON- AITEAION. KOMOAIANON. ETOVC. EMC.

se sustulit

Hugin. Fab.
c.Tl ; Pint.
in Thcs. ; Fcst. de Verb. Signif. ; Ptol. 1. 3, c. 15, &c.
jEG/EUS {Myth.) 'Aiye'oc, an epithet for Neptune, from
iEgie in Euboea, where he had a temple.
J'irg. JEn. 1. S,
v. 74 ; Strab. 1. 9.
^EGAGEES (Gcog.) Aiyayene, a mountain of Asia, according to the scholiast on
Ntcand. in T/icriacis, v. 215.

Herod. 1. 4
43; Strab.

i.

Hadriancnsium JEgeaarum Commodianorum, anno 245,
A. D. 168. AITAIEQN. CN. Mgmensivm, anno -250, A.D.

AAPIANON.
AITEIAON. A^rC.

203.

CEYHPIANON.

ANTONEINIAN.

Hadriancnsium Severianorum Antomiwnim, anno 26, A.D. 214.
AirEAIEQN. MAKPEINOYIIOA. CXA. JEswcnsuim Macrinojmli, anno 264,
U.C. ()70.
AAPIANON. AIFAIiJN. AAEZANAPOY.
rtOAlC. E. O. C. Hadriancnsium JEgcearum Alexandrapolis, anno 275, A.D. 228
AAP. AITEAION. NEilK.
NAYAPXIAOC. H. II. C. Hadriancnsium jF.gtvcnsium Xeocororum, Xavarchidcs, anno 228, A.D. 241." AITEAION.
NEQK. NAYAP. 6^2. JEgeamrum Xcocororum cirilalis
classical, anno 299, A. D. 252. The earlier medals of .Ega
in jEolia, bear sometimes a turreted head of an Amazon, a
figure of a Minerva, armed as usual
or of a female holding an anchor, &c. ; inscription AITAEON.
This town
struck medals in honour of Tiberius, Claudius, Agrippina,
Vespasian, Domitian, L. Yerus, Alexander Severus, and
Trajan Decius.
Their magistrates were prstors, as ap-

.EGALEOS

{Gcog.) .Fgalcum. .F.gialus. or JEgialeus, "Atya-

near Salamis, where Xerxes sat to witness the
engagement between the Persians and the Greeks. Herod.
1. 8, c. 90 ;
Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 19 Plin. 1. 4, c. 7-EGATES (Gcog.) or JEgusx, Aiy»<ra<, three islands on the
Xtaic, a hill

;

namely, Pkorbantia,
Hicra, and /Egusa, now called Levenzo, Favognana, and
Maretana. These islands are celebrated for the defeat which
the Carthaginians under Hanno suffered from the Romans
under Lutatius Catullus, which put an end to the first
Punic war, U. C. 512. A. C. 242. Silius, speaking of Han-

coast of Sicily, opposite to Lilybaeum,

nibal, savs
Sil.

1,'v. 61.

1.

Dedecuf,

et

Atrt jlEgates a&oZerv parentum
Sicuh demergere ponto.

•,

;

peals

from inscriptions on the imperial medals.

TPAnryS EYTYXOYC AI TALLIN. Sub
/Egworum ;
CTPanjyS

Map™

rAEON,

e.

i.

on

a

Pra-lorc

I'.iliC-

Euti/cho

medal of Alexander Severus,
AYPijXiy flAYAOY HITNAIOC

Em.

AISub Preetore Marco Aurclio Paulo, Pitnwits

JEgceontm

-T.d.EA (Gcog.) 'AiynTn, two towns mentioned by Ptolemy,
one in Emathia, and one in Mauritania.
Plot. 1. 3, c. 13;
1.

c.

2

;

Clui: Sicil. Anliq.

.EGF.AS

(Ecc.) a

.EG.EOX

(Mylh.) 'Aiyaloiv, another name for Briarcus, as
he was called bv the sods, according to Homer.
//. 1, v. 403.
•

KaXtstri Bioi

1.

Roman

have been possessed of an
St.

I.

1

1.

2,

2, c. 15.

proconsul of Achaia, who is said to
evil spirit after the martyrdom of

Andrew.

-EGEATES,

(Biog.) a Nestorian priest, who wrote an
from the reign of Theodosius the
Phot. Codex. 41, 55 ; I'oss. de
Hist. Lot. ; Cat: Hist. Lit.
r
.EGELEOS Geog.) a town of Macedonia, near the jEgean
sea, taken by Attalus.
Lit: 1. 31, c. 46.
(Biog.) a poet who, according to Volaterranus.
wrote a history of the Thehan war in verse.
Joltn

ecclesiastical

younger

history,

to that of Zeno.

.EGEMON

/EGEOXEL'S

4, c. S.

"Or Tipiapi
'Aiyaiw.

Cluverius thinks it ought to be read Mgades.
Polub.
61 ; Lit: 1. 21, c. 10, &c. ; Mela, L 2, c. 7; F)or.

c.

Horn.

ILL

.EGERIA

(Myth.) Alycuvevs, one of the sons of Priam.

3, c. 12.

(Mt/th.) vide Egcria.
(Geog.) vide Acesta.

jEGESTA
jEGEUM,

mare (Gcog.) vide .F.gwum, marc.

-EGEl'S (Myth.)

Hesiod. T/icog. 149
Ovid. Met. 1. 2, v. 10; Sen. in .F.n.
v. 565.
1. 10,
JEg.eon, one of Lycaon's 50 sons.
Apollod. 1. 3, e. 8.
-EG.EUM, mare (Geog.) a sea which separates Greece from
Asia Minor, and contains many small islands, as the CvcladeSj Sporades, &c. It is called by Herodotus, Strabo, and
Ptolemy, A'iyatov — i\a~, <»
by Pliny. JEseum Mare; bv
Mela, JEgaaan Mare ; now the Archipelago.
It is supposed by Varro to be derived from the islands or rocks
which resembled a'tyec, goats ; but, according to Plutarch, it
takes its name from iEgeus, the father of Theseus, who
drowned himself there ; and Hyginus derives the name
;

;

from ^Egrea, a place in Euboea

;

Aiyfi'c, king of Athens, son of Pandion
and father of Theseus, who, on the return of the Argonautic expedition, observing a black instead of a white signal, and supposing his son to be dead, is said to have thrown
himself into the sea and perished.
[A'ide JEgwum, mare^
A/>ollod. I. 1, c. 1, &c; Pint, in Thes,.; Pans. I. 1, c. 1, &c.

Hygin. Fab. 37. Sec
jEgeus, Aiyt'wc, a hero, the son of Oiolochus, whose monument is in Laconia. Pans.
-EGIALE (Myth.) one of the sisters of Phaeton, who was
changed into a poplar.
-Egiale, a daughter of Adrastus, or iEgialeus, and wife of
Diomed, who prostituted herself in her husband's absence.
Stat. Silt:

and Festus, from JEgwa,

1.

3.

Questa

H 2

est

/EgiaU, questa

est

Mehlura

reiinqui.

.EG I

JEGl
Dionysius Periegetes
Dionys. Perieges.

learning which he displayed in his philosophical and theological writingsHe died in 1310'. Sabell. torn. ii. Ennead. 1-9; Gene/), in C/iron.; Possceinns ; Tritlicmius, Sfc.
/Egidh's, an historian of Liege in the 18th century, wrote
the lives of the bishops of Liege.
/Egidius, Xiiccricnsis, a writer on proverbs, &e. in the 15th
century.
.Etiinirs, Miiisins, a Benedictine, composed a book of Chronicles to his own time, 448.
Voss. de Hist. Fat. 1. ii.
^Egidius, Carlerius, a native of Belgium, wrote much on
theology, anil died in 1473.
Care. Hist. Fit. vol. ii.
JEgXSIVS dc Iloi/a, an historian, wrote Belgic annals, and
died in 1478. Sander, de Script. Fland ; Voss. de Hisl. Lai.

lar .F.gialea.

calls

ofucavt, x"^'4"'t' ll '')i: 'AQpolirqs
O-rrurt rpiXXfcwv fttTfKiuOtv tttl'or 'lfii)pwv

"£>'S' ijpwr

'He

«'Xo'^« ^3k.\j/T| rajcrf^pOI'OC Ai'ym\*ojc.

a i-ity of the island Amorgos, now Hyali.
(Geog.) AlytaXua, 1 The ancient name of PeApollod. 1. 2, C. 1 ;
loponnesus, so tailed from Agialeus.
Pans. 1. 2, c. r>. 2. An island in the Cretan
Strab. 1. 8
sea, called' AiyOda, by Herodotus, and JEgialia, by Pliny.
Herod. 1. 6, c 103 Meto, 1. 2. c. 9; Plin. I 2. 3. AiyXmi,
Hood. 1. 6, c. 107.
an island of the Styrians.
.EGIALEl'S (Hist.) AlyiaXevs I. the son of Adrastus and
Demoanassa, was killed at the first Theban war of the
dpoBod.
Mis six brothers returned victorious.
Epigoni.

Egiaj.e (Grog.)

.EGIALKA

.

.

;

;

1.

1.

Puns. 1. 1. e. IS, &c
Hygin. Fab. 71.
(Hist.) Aiytdkla, daughter of Adrastus, and wife
Apollod. 1. 1 c. <).
(Geog.) a mountain of Asia Minor, according
Cedrenus, supposed by Orteliufl to be the same as

1,

c

&c;

9,

:

.EGIALIA

of Diomed.

,

-EGIALUM
to

jEgialus.

EGIALUS

(Hist.) AlylaAoe, son of Phoroneus, who gave
Pans. 1. 2.
the name of -P'.gialea to Peloponnesus.
.Egiai.i s, (Geog-) a mountain with a city in Galatia, now
Horn. II. 1. 2.
Cagialia, according to Leunclavius.
EGIAS (Hist.) a silversmith who assisted AratUS in bringing
about a revolution in Sicyon.

.EG IDA (Geog.)

a

town of

Istria,

now Capo

d'Islria,

which

l^ing re-built by Justinian the emperor, was called JustinoPlin.

polis.

-EGIDES

1.

c.

.'!,

If).

(Myth.) Aiyilins, a patronymic for Theseus, son

of JEgeus.
Horn. II. 1.

265.

(Hist.) the beautiful daughter of Robert, king of
Scotland, whom the king of Prance sought in marriage
;

but her father preferred giving her to Archibald Douglas,
licet. Boeth. Scut. Hist. 1. Hi.
on account of his valour.
./EGIDIANLS (Bute.) a Flemish writer of heroic poetry.
/EGIDIOPOLIS (Geog.) a town of Aquitania, now St.
Giles.

(Hisl.) /Fgidius, or Gilles, as interpreted by the
French, was made king of Prance but expelled after a
GregOt. Turon.
reign of six years by (hilderic I, his rival.
Annon. de Gest. Franc. 1. 1,
1. 2, c. 12 ;
P. JEmil. 1. 1, p. 5

/EGI DIE'S

;

;

;

Sigebert. in Chron.
commonly called

;E(;ii)its.

obtained

p.

Gilles, a Roman general,
over the Visigoths, to whom he
at length fell into their hands, and

Count

many advantages

He
was a bitter enemy.
was poisoned about 464.
i.

Marti*, elog. 1. 1
Niceron. Mem. torn, xxiii.
.Eoinirs, Delphius, a theologian, much commended by Erasmus for his learning, of which he gave many proofs in
Erasm. ep. 148, 746 ; Vol. And.
his theological works.
Anna/.
.Egidh's, or Giles Peter, a lawyer and disciple of Erasmus,
was bom at Antwerp in I486, and died in 1533. Me wrote
Threnodia in Funus Maximiliani Csesaris,' ccc.
„EGIL (Biog.) Jigil, or Figil, an abbot of Pulda, who, in
the reign of Louis the Pious, wrote on ascetics. Voss. Hist.
;

'

Lai.

/'.

Daniel. Ilist.dc Langued. torn.

(i.jfi.

/E(;nurs, Fontana, a native of Padua, was the first legislator in Venice. Bernard. Scardeon. I list. Patav. 1.3, class 18.
/EgiDIUS (Fee.) an archbishop of lihcims, was deposed and
banished for conspiring against Childebert, in 590. Gregor.
c. 50, &c.
Ain, uu. de Gest. Franc. 1.
Turon. 1. 0, C.
[Vide Giles]
.Pi. loirs, two cardinals of this name.
/Egidiub, Romanus, archbishop of Bourges, died in L316.
/Emdm's (Biog.) Burnamed Atlieniensis, a Greek physician,
and a bene dictine of the eighth century, wrote De Vene.'S

2,

1.

33.

c.

/EGILA

(Ant.) Alyika, a village in Laconia, where Aristomenes was taken prisoner by some religious women. Pans.
4, c. 17-

(Geog.) vide .Fgialia.
JEaihiA, 'AtyoW, a tribe at Athens.

/EGIDIA

7

'

yEGILIA

Sncrca t AiylLSljv IvutKtAov dQavdrmai.

e.

1

1.

1, v.

3, c. 8.

Nicholas, secretary to Louis XII, wrote chronicles
and annals of France, from the destruction of Troy to
!-!,(),
and died in 1503.
De Vi et Natura Anima/Egidius, Peter, of Albe, wrote
Thuan. Hist. 1. 10'; San.
lium,' &c. and died in 1555.

.I'.i.iDirs,

.'!.

;

Nmrunu;

mosth. in

/EG LI PS

(Geog.) A7yi,\ni,

I

1.

10.

A

2.

Horn.

Vincent. 1. 28.
a poet and historian in the reign of
Louis VIII, wrote a history of the fust crusade.
ASsiDIUB, John, or St. Giles, a physician, and one of the first

&c- Volaterran.
/Eoinirs, Parisicnsis,

1.

21

;

Englishmen of the order of Dominicans, had a high repute
and is said to have- written many things
ill jiis profession,
on the subject of medicine.
Maunva de Columna, a disciple of Thomas Aquinas, was
styled "Doctor fundatissimus," on account of his great

14,

1.

c 18; Dc-

a town of Acarnania.

1.

Strab.

place in P.pirus.

1. 2, v. 635.
Kai KpoKvXtt, ivifiovTO Kai AiyiXtira TpTixtlav.

II.

Steph.

dc I'rlj.
(Geog.) an island of the Mediterranean, near

l!i/~-

.EG ILIUM

the coast of Calabria,
(Myth.) a

now

// Oigihv.

king of Doris, whom Hercules asApollod. 1. 2, c. 7.
sisted to conquer the Lapithe.
who, according to Anacreon, lived
man
a
jEgimiub (Biog.)

7EGIMIUS

Plin. 1. 7, C. 48.
age of 200.
(Geog.) or /F.gimori Aral according to Pliny,
called by Strabo Aiylfiopoe, and I'.v Stephanos Alytpooos
an island, or rather rocks, between Africa and Sardinia,
which are distinguished in Virgil by the name of Arte, now
to the

/EG1MURUS

I

I. a

(nihil a.

lirg. JFn.

1.

1,

Son
Lie.

1.

20,

c.

27

113.

v.

meant
;

que infiuctibui Ar„s.

Itoli mtdiii

Slra/i.

1.

17

;

Pfi».

1-

7

5, c.

;

Steph. Byz.

daughter of /Ksopus, and mother
She was concealed by her lover in
of .Eacux by Jupiter.
tin island to which .Lacus afterward gave her name.

.EGIN'A

(Mi/l/t.)

Ovid. Mel.

1.

.Yiyica.

7Jupiter,

<\

am,

si

'

nis,'

Allien.

Steph.

Dicta *nh umpitxui

tumfoba lojuioitur
HEgbu liopidoi in,

t»

1

.

Vans. 1. 2, C. 5.
Apollod. 1. 1. <• !) c\e.
.Ei.ina (Geog.) an island in the .E.gean Sea. called after
It was before called Oenonc, now
iEgina. rVMe JEgina]
;

Engia.
Ocid. Mel.

1.

7.

v.

172.

JEacui .l^iioiiu gaistricit nomine dint.

Diunijs.

Pericg.

v.

512.

Qaivovrat EaXa^ic

rt

tcai

lAtyivqc 7erdKit9pw.

,

.EGO

JEGI
Ovid

were once a nation so powerful by sea as to
dispute the sovereignty with the Athenians, but after sur-

The

,

JEginct.v

him

calls

desidiosus.

Grid, de Rented Amor.
Qutfrftur .Egisthus. quare sit /actus adulter,
In prompt" causa est, deaodaSUi erat.

rendering themselves to the Persians in the time of Darius,
They are also said to be the
they lost their consequence.
first who, at the suggestion of Phido, coined money for the
lit rod. 1. 5, c. S3, ecc. ; Cic. Qffic.
purposes of commerce,
1.
a, c. 11: Slcph. Buz. de Urb. ; Strab. 1. 8 ; Thucyd.
1. 1. c. 4
Xenoph. Hc/lcn. 1. 2. c. 2 ; Livy, 1. 27, c. 30, &c ;
Mela, 1. 2, c 9 Plin. 1. 1, c. 10 ; Ptol. 1. 3, c. l6; Polycen.
Thcrct. Cosmog. Univ. 1. IS, c. 11.
1. 5,
c. 14
EGIXA (Xnmis.) one medal bearing the inscription 4>IAO,

Orestes revenged the death of his father by killing In.
mother and her paramour after he had reigned seven years.
Horn. Odyss. 1. 1, v. 40.
'Exydp Opi-ao riinQianirat Arpticao.
'

;

Ibid. Odyss.

:

1.

;

annexed

as in the

Phido

is

figure, is referred to this island,

said to have

lirst

oV

ArJ.

in commerce,

and

jEschylus

also

Hygin.
1. 'l

JEgimti.
(Biog.)

a native of
life

Germany, and

of

his

master,

secretary

and died

in 840.

/EGIXTUM

(Geog.) Atyivtov, a town of Thessaly, near the
Achelous, according to Livy.
Pliny places it in
Pieria
Strabo calls it Tvpyaiwv oftopov.
Liv. 1. 32, c. 15
Plin. 1. 4, c. 10; St rah. 1. 7 ; Steph. Byz. de Urb.
iEGIOCHUS (Mi/lli.) kiyliyjfpQ, an epithet of Jupiter i, n)»
Aiyiia evwv. Horn. II. 1. 1, v. 202; Diod. 1. 5, c. 70;
Lactant. de fids. Relig. 1. 1, c. 21.
JEGIOX (Geog.) viAe&gium.
iEGIPAN (Myth.) an epithet of Pan, because he had goats'
Eratosth. Catarism. ; Hygin. Poet. Astron. ; Plin.
feet.
river

;

1.

5,

c.

;

(Geog.) A'ytipa, a town of Achaia between ^Etolia
and Peloponnesus, now Xylocastro. Herod. 1. 1, c. 145
Polijb. 1. 2, c. 41; Strab. 1. 8; Pans. 1. 7, c. 26; Mela,
;

2,

c.

4

;

Ptol

1.

3,

c.

16

;

Nig. Geog. Comtn.

1.

1

1.

-EGIRUM

(Geog.) a town of Lesbos, now Genua.
Strab.
Nig. Geog. Comm. Asia?, 1. 1.
(Myth.) Aiyardos, so called, as .Elian relates,
because he was fostered by ol£, a goat ; was the son of
Thyestes, king of Argos, by his daughter Pelopea.
When
Agamemnon went to the Trojan war, he was left guardian
of his kingdoms, and his wife Clytemnestra, with whom he
formed an intrigue, and murdering Agamemnon on his
return, succeeded to the throne of Argos.
Horn. Odyss. 1. 1 , v. 35.
1.

13

1.

2,

in Elect. ;
c.

16;

Enrip. in Oresl.
Ear. Hist.

.Elian.

42.

c.

Csesar, because

;

L'u\

1.

38,

c.

30; Strab. 1-8:

Pau.1.

(Xnmis.) medals of this town are inscribed A. All'.

.Eiiic.M

Ain.

AiriKiix,

aitie.

with the monogram X, i. e.
Acluvorum.
Some, as in the

annexed

figure,

bore,

on the

obverse, the figure of a

and on the

tor-

reverse,

a
square divided into five parts,
the distinguishing symbols of
the whole country of Peloponnesus.
The inscription All
shows :r to belong to this particular town, and the fish is
supposed to be put there in honour of Neptune.
Other
medals bear the head of Juno Ilithya, inscription AIITEHX
toise,

I

API2TO*ANOTf. Jupiter, who was particularly honoured
throughout Greece, was also represented on the medals of
-Egium. Pans. 1. 1, c. 18; Xonn. Comm. in Gollz. Greec. :
Peller. Rec. de

Med.

..EGIUS (Myth.)

who was mur-

.EGLE

X'esera.

Aiyior, a son of .Egyphis,
dered by his wife Mnestra.
Ajmllod. 1. 2, c.
(Mi/th.) A\y\ij, daughter of Sol and
I.

0,

1.

Pans.

35.

c.

yEgle, youngest daughter of -Esculapius and Lampetia.
vEgle, daughter of Panopeus, for whom Theseus deserted
Ariadne.
Acivoc yap
I I,

pn trnpev tpuQ

xapoirifiSie A'tyXqc,.

ex Pint, in Thcs.

sind.

yEGLEIS

1.

/EGIRA

1.

Pans.

87";

Pulyb. 1. 4, c. 57
Achaic. c. 26.

35~, c. 11.

Charlemagne, wrote a

Agamem. Sophoc.

in

fab.

(Geog.) Alyidapoog, now Capo de S. Viio
Cluv. Antiq. Sieil.
a promontory of Sicily.
.EGIUM (Geog.) Alyiov, a town on the isthmus of Corinth.
now Cos/iza. which is celebrated as the place of assembly
for the cities which formed the Achaean league. Its name is
derived from </<;, the goat which nursed Jupiter there.

a physician of the 7th century, was a
native of /Egina, who travelled over the greatest part of
His works on medicine have been several time:;
the world.
printed in Greek, the first edition was that of Aldus,
1528.
.EGIXET.E (Geog.) hlyivrjrat, the people of .Egina, who
first coined money, called after them vo/iur/iu Kiyivaiov,
which was highly esteemed. Mlian. Ear. Hist. 1. 12, c. 20.
-EGIXETES (Hist.) Alyii i)->ic, the son of Deretes, wh
was one of the ancestors of Patreus the founder of Patras.
-Eginetes, the son of Pompus, and king of Arcadia. He
received his name from the friendship his father bore to the

to

oi

JEGITHARSLS

.Egineta, Paulus,

JEGIXHARD

2,

oc.

jEgisthus, an epithet which Pompey applied to
he committed adulterv with his wife Mutia.

;

1.

*H\i»9e cioc OpeVi/c
<5'
fcrave xarpotporija

Ttaripa k\vtov ticra.
"Hrut o ruv crctvac, & anv TaQov Xpyamaty
Mtirpor rt rvyspijfc Kai dvd\Ki$0£ AiyiaQoto.

where

in-

measures, of which the vase
in the reverse is a symbol.
The half ship, with the inscription All'INA, on another
figure, denotes their maritime
power. Two medals only are extant struck by this island
the latter bearing
in honour of Plautilla and Heliogabalus
Vaillant. Xninis. GrtBC.
the inscription AITEINHT42N.
Harduin. Num. Ant. Urb. Must.; Peiier. lire, de Med. des
Peup. tab. 8f).
JEGINETA (Biog.) the name of a man mentioned by Pliny.
Hist. Nat.

'ASrpiauw nard

AiytaOtir coXoptjnv

troduced the use of stamped

money

3, v. 30(i.

;

.EGISTHLS

"Qf Kai vvv Aiyi<T0oc virip fiopov 'Arpiicao
Vijfi' aXoyov ftvq^TJv, riv c fjcravt vo^ijiravra.

(Myth.) Alykrfcc, one of the seven daughters of
Hvacinthus, who was immolated by the Athenians. Apollod.

1.

3,

c.

15.

.EGLES

(Hist.) a wrestler, who was born dumb, but broke
the string of his tongue in attempting to discover some
Eal. Max. 1. 1
fraud at the games, and spoke ever after.
c. 8 ; Gell. 1. 5, c. 9/EGLESBURGL'S (Geog.) the town now called Aylesbury.
yEGLETES (Myth.) Aiy\i';r>(c, the name under which Apollo
is worshipped in the island of Anaphe.
A pollon. Orgonant. 1. 4, v. 1730.
AtyXijrtji' 'AraC>j/£ Tiptjopov tXdiTKOPrai.

For which Apollonius assigns the reason,
XiyXtjrjjv fttv
<!

Sir, lb.

1.

i

ivCKo~a

t'ivtKtv

1716.
atyXnc
v.

lov KtKXofiivot.

10.

iEGOBOLLS

(Myth.) Aiyo/joAoe, an epithet given to Bac-

;

JEGY

JEGY
chus in Bceotia, because he substituted a goat in the place of
a youth, who was annually sacrificed, from oil;, a goat, and
Pans. 1. 9, c. 8.
ftaXKw, to cast.
jEGOCEROS (Myth.) Capricornus, the animal into which
Pan transformed himself when flying from Tryphon in
He was placed by Jupiter
Jupiter's war with the giants.

among

the constellations.
Lucre!. 1. 5, v. 613.
Nee

ratio totis simpler, ac reeta patescit.

Quo

pacta, irstivis a partibus AZgoeerolis

Ihumalts adeatftexus.

Lucan.

9> v

1.

Pur

a country of Africa, part of which was
placed by some of the ancients in Asia. It was called o»nvD
by the Jews, from Misraim, the son of Ham, by whose

was first inhabited ; by the Greeks it was called
from jEgyptus, the brother of Danaus by the
by the Turks Elquibet; by the
Arabians Bardamaxser ; by the Italians and Spaniards
L'Egilto ; and by the French L'Egyptc. It is celebrated by
the poets for its invention of the fine arts, its fertility and
its want of rain, which was supplied bv the overflowing of

posterity

1.

;

present natives Chibili ;

geminis Chiron, et idem quod Carcinos aniens

v.

233.

Oi irpiorot (iioroio currjaai'TO

llumidus .Egoceros.

Idem.

it

A'iyvn-Tor,

the Nile.
Dionys. Perieg.

536.

-

iEGYPTUS (Geog.)

<Ah'0hc

Hpulroi 5' t/ifpo'o'roc eTTeipTjuai'TO ciporpu
K.ai TTropov terdvrdrng vTTtp avXeiKoc. drrXiurravro.

10, v. 'ill.
Jiapidos qua Sirius ignes

lirg. Georg.

et vara mutator circuius anni
/Egoeeron, Cancrunnuic tenet.

Exerit,

^EGOLIUS

was changed into a bird by Jupiter.

(Mi/I/i-)

Anionin. Liberal. Metamorph.
.'EGON (Myth.) A'iyior, a shepherd mentioned by Theocritus
in his Idyls, and by Virgil in his Eclogues.
JEgon (Hist.) first king of the Argives after the extinction

of the race of the Heraclidie.
pugilist of Zacvnthus, who dragged a bull
Theoc.
by the heel from the mountain into the city.

Tibullus,

Lucan,

2.

1.

Claudian

A

Arist.

Meteor.

AGONES

(Geog.) Atyowec, a people of Cisalpine Gaul,
where now stands the town of J'icovenza, as Leander supLeand. Albert. Dcxcripl. lied.
Poli/b. 1. 2
poses.
(Myth.) A'ty6fayoc, the name under which
worshipped
in Lacedamion, because goats were
Juno was
Pans. 1. 3, c. 15 ; Athen. 1. 15 ;
offered to her there.
5.

c.

jEGOSAGiE (Geog.) Alyoaayai, a people of Asia, who assisted Attalus in his conquests, and afterwards obtained a
settlement from him near the Hellespont. Polyh. 1. 5. c. 77(Geog.) Aiyoe rrorafibc, i. 'e. a river of
the goat ; a town of the Thracian Chersonesus, where the
Athenian fleet was shipwrecked, and defeated by Lysatider.
Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 2, c. 1 ; Plin. 1. 2, c. 2 ; Cor. Nep. in
Lysand. ; Mel. 1. 2, c. 2 ; Pans. 1. 3, c. 8, &c
(Nitmix.) this town is distinguished on
some medals by the figure of a goat, inscription AirOSIIO.
Haipn. The.?. Brit. vol. ii. tab. 10.
Antiq.j
Pemb. Numis.
ffiGOSTHENA (Geog.) Aiydo-Oeva, a city of Megarisj the

iEGOSPATAMOS

jEGOSPOTAMOS

people were called
Plin.

1.

.,

a

town of

1.

(>,

4

c.

;

MgOStke-

Stepk. Byz. de Urb.

(Geog.)

Phocis.

(Hi.il.)

and

Plot.

I.

AlyotrBiveta,

now

Egistenia,

a

3, c. 15.

Roscillus,

two brothers among the Allo-

brOeeS, and sons of Abducillus, a powerful friend of ( Vsar's,
/"><).
revolted from him to Ponipcy. HtsU de Hell. Cie. 1. .", c.
(Geog.) Atyoera, now Favognana, the principal
of the three islands called /Egatex, and by Polybius after

yEGUSA

Description of Ancient Egypt.

;

;

;

terranean, and Egyptus Superior, consisting of the Heptanomis and Thebais.
According to Diodorus, Egypt contained
Principal Ttnrnx.

nearly 20,000 towns, the principal of which were
Ancient.

Modem.

Abydus

Abuticlt

Alexandria Scandcria
Arsinoe
Pibcxclh
Bubustis

I

l«-

Sesostris.

Apollod.

1.

Modern.

Ancient.

Memphis

MeST

Sais

Sakid or

Syene

Asna

Thcba-

Thevcs.

liosetta

of Egypt may be found under
[Vide Egypt]

The modern geography
modern name.

its

History of Ancient Egypt.

(Myth.) son of Antneus, was changed into a
Anionin. Liberal. Metamorph.
vulture by Jupiter.
.'EG Y 'ITS (Mi/lb.) tiywrroc, son of lielus, and brother of
Danaus, was king of the country to which lie gave his name.
His 50 80ns were married to the 50 daughters of Danaus,
ami all murdered the first night of their marriage by their
This /Egypt lis is admit ted by hiswives, except l.ynceus.

/EGYPIUS

torians to

noticed both by profane,

Extent and Divixion. Ancient writers are not agreed about
some, as Herodotus, circumthe precise extent of Egypt
scribing it within the country called Delta, and others, as
country
of Cyrenia but its geneit
to
the
Strabo, extending
ral boundaries were the Mediterranean on the N., Arabia
on the E., /Ethiopia on the S., and Lybia on the W. It
was divided by Ptolemy into three parts, namely, the
Delta, Heptanomis, and Thebais by Strabo, and other
writers, into two, EgyptUS Inferior, comprehending the
Delta, &C. and those parts which are washed by the Medi-

one Mymrui. [Vide jEgatesl

this

is

Quis nrseit Volusi Bithunice, qualia dement
JEgyptut pertenta colat ? Crocodilon adorat
Pars hue, ilia pavet saturum serpentibus ibim.

7.

.EGOSTHENIA
jEGUS

.Wytirrtiirie, /l'.gtislhcncnses, or

Xenoph. Hellen.

nienses.

Jovis, in solo tanta estjiducia Nilo.

in Nilo, v. 4.
Mgvptos sine nube feral, imbrcsquc screws
Sola tenet, secura poti, non indiga venli.

superstition of the Egyptians
as well as sacred writers.
Juven. Sat. 15, v. 1.

;

1,

8, v. 446.
Terra suis contenta bonis, non indiga mercis

The

jEGOPHAGOS

1.

1. 1, eleg. 7Te, printter radios tellus tua postulat imbres,

Aut

Idyl. 4, v. 35.

JEgceon or JEgceum.
1. the same as
promontory of Lemnos. 3. A river of .(Ethiopia.

.Egon (Geog.)

Meur.t. Lacon. Miscell.

4.

Arida nee pluvio suppticut herba Jovi.

/Egon (Biog.) a

in

I.

Itviriilem .Eguptum nigra frctindut arcnii

Et diversa ruens septem discurrit in ora.
Usque coloratis amnis devexus ah Indis.

2,

c.

The kingdom of Egypt was founded by Mizraim, the
of Ham, whose successors, known in Scripture by
name

of Pharaoh, wire divided into different dynasties.

Chronological Succession of the Kings of Egypt, according
to Usher.
First Dynasty.

1.

jEoYPTUS (Hist.) a minister of Mausoleus, king of
who was sent on a dangerous mission.

C'aria,

son
the

Ki„gt

,

Misraim

A. M.

A. C.

1816 .... 2188

91

.

.

^EGY

,EGY
Dynasty of the

Second Dynasty of Shepherd Kings.
A. M.
Kings*

2084
2065

1920
1939
1983
2020
2081
2131

Solaris

Boeon

Apachnas
Apophis
Janias
Assis

.

.

.

.

2021
1984
1983

Sabacon

2179
2205
2218
Amessis, sister of Amenophis .... 2239
Mepres
2261
Mephramuthosis
2273
Thmosis
2299
Amenophis
2309
Orus
2340
Acencheres, daughter of Orus.
2376
Rathosis, brother of Acencheres
23S8
Acencheres I
2397
Acencheres II
2410
Armais
2422
Ramesses
2426 ....
Ramesses Miamun
2427
Amenophis III, or Belus
2494
Sethosis and Armais together .... 2513 ...
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1825
1799
1786
1765
1743
1731
1705
I695
1664
1628
1616
1607
1594
1582
1578
1577
1510

2522
25S
2647
2667
2727
2734

Rhampses
Ammenephetes
Ramesses

Ammenemes
Thuoris

Dynasty of the

....
....
....
....
....
....

2733 ....
2754 ....

Nechesos

Psammutis

Amasis
Psammenitus

whom

it

who was

succeeded by another dynasty
as follow

which were

Nepherites II
Artaxerxes Mnemon

1482
1422
1357
1337
1277
1268

3600 ....

1269
1250

Nectanebis I
Tachos, the Assassin
Nectanebis II

having been expelled by Artaxerxes Ochus, the governin the hands of the Persians till after the
death of Alexander the Great, A. M. 3643, when the
Ptolemies began to reign.
Succession of the Ptolemies.

Amedes
Thuoris

2820

Cencenes

Uennephes
Dynasty of the Tanites.

2913 ....

1091

Psusennes
Neperchetoes

2.Q40 ....

Amenophis

2995
3004 ....
3010

1064
1013
1009
1000

./Esoehoris

Spinaches
Susennes II

2991

•

.

.

99*

...

985

3026 ....
3047 ....

978
955

301

Dynasty of the Bubsestians.
Sesonchis or Sesac
I

A. M.

Dynasty of the Tanites
Osorthon II

367+ ....
8681 ....
3721

3758 ....
3783
3800 ....
3824
385.9 ....

3888
3903
3913
Cleopatra I
3923
3924
Ptolemy Alexander II
Ptolemy Auletes
3Q3Q
Ptolemv Dionyssius and Cleopatra 3Q53 ....
Cleopatra II
3957

A. C.

330
323
283
246
221

204
180
145
117
101
91
81

80
6a
51

57

....
....
....
....

the death of Cleopatra Egypt became a Roman province,
and remained so till it fell into the hands of the Turks,
of which a farther account may be found in its place.
QVide Egi)pt~\

Writers on the Geography of Ancient Egypt.

restored.

3146
3186
3194
3204

Alexander
Ptolemy Soter
Ptolemy Philadelphus
Ptolemy Evergetes
Ptolemy Philopater
Ptolemy Epiphanes
Ptolemy Philopator
Ptolemy Phvsion, or Evergetes II
Ptolemy I.athurus
Ptolemy Alexander
Ptolemy Lathurus

On

Tachelothis

Petubastes

36l

Dynasty of the Sebennites.

ment remained

Ochyras

III

A. C.

He

Amenses

Smerdes

M.

I

Engl.

Athotis

:

A.

Psammuthis
Psammeticus

Unknown

Psammis

into

subject

Kings.

Nepherites
Achoris

670
6l6
600
594
569
525

the hands of the Persians, to
till the 11th year of the reign
3581, when the Saites were restored

fell

remained
of Darius, A. M.
under Amystheus,
formed at Mendes,

Rhampsis

Zet

3334
3388
3404
3410
3435
3479 ....

Apries

After this Egypt

727
719
705
687
685

Saites restored.

Nechao
Psammis

1491

Seventh Dynasty of the Theban Kings.

Osorthon

two years

for

Psammitichus

Sixth Dynasty of the Theban Kings.
Sethosis alone

771

3277 ....
3285
3299
3317 ....
3319

Sebichus

Tarachus

1873

Thethmosis, or Amasis

A. C.

Dynasty of the Ethiopians.

Theban Kings.

Chebron
Amenophis

M.

3233

A.

Bocchoris

Anarchy
Fifth Dynasty of the

Saites.

Kings.

A. C.

858
818
810
800

Agatharcis dfi Rub. Mar.; Strabo; PomScvlax in Perip.
Ptolemv ; Arrian ; Mercapon. Mela ; Solinus ; Pliny
tor; Ortclius; Merula ; Maginus ; Cluverius ; Bertius;
;

;

Cellarius.

;

vELI
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diatcd to

Aristophanes; Aristotle; Mancthus; Berosus
Theophrastus Lycophron ; Apollonius; Plautus; ApolloCicero; C. Ncpos
HygidoiUSj I lirtius lie Bell. Alex.
nus;Ovid; Philo JudteUS ; Q. Cuttius ; Suetonius; Plutarch ; Lucian
Festus ; Clemens Alexandrinus ; Diogenes Laertes
Herodian Yopiscus Maerobius; Isidor
Proclus
Eustathius
Scaliger ; Rieciolus ; Calvisins
Vussius
Markham.
Petavius
Usher; Boehart

Aristides;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

games

who,

at the

c.

2(5;

age of 80,

by Nero. Dio. 1. 01.
Euphemia, Flacilla, Pulcheria, and

instituted

Eudoxia,

gent (Xnmix.) different branches of

.Ei.ia,

medals, as the
Tlie annexed cut
represents on the obverse the
in

Path

this family are disLamia?, Tuherones,

eve.

crown

civic

two

between

branches of laurel, with the

;

inscription

A.TOS.

\

OB. CIVIS. SERhonour of Au-

in

whom the senate
alluded in these words
on the reverse, the words circumscribed Quintus MELIUS Utcii Fitiut
III. VIR.
here Argento Auro FeriundoFIando; at the bottom Senalut
Consulto.
The iElius here referred to, who is supposed to
be the grandson of Cicero's friend, was a monetal triumvir,
i. e. an officer of the mint,
who coined the copper money by
order of the senate, whence the medals of this family bear
the figures of the scorpion, gryflbn, and beetle, the customary
marks on monetal coins, and supposed to be mint marks, as
also those of the Dioscuri and Jupiter, Lucina, &c.
which
are so frequently to he met with on consular medals, or the
medals of the Roman families.
In the inscriptions the
gustus,

to

;

LAMIA

Man asses.
F.oyptis (Numis.) no medals are extant which are supposed
to have been struck by the Egyptians before the reign of
Alexander the Great, although they probably had coined

money much earlier, after the manner of the Phoenicians.
From the commencement of the reign of the Lagides, Ptoand his successors, struck medals or coins of
and after this country fell under the
power of the Romans, many medals were struck in honour
hi' the emperors
on a medal of Augustus a crocodile was
painted as one of the symbols of Egypt as in fig. 1, the

lemy Sotcr

at the

vide

Can,

;

;

Suet, in Claud,

Messalina.

for

erina.

tinguished

Polybius; Dio-Elian; Justin;
dorus
Sallust
Florus
Josephus;
Julius Africanus; Eusebius; Heliodorus; Sozomenes;
Procopius; Georgius Syncellus; Suidas; and C'oiistantine
;

/

;

VV inters on the Geography and History of Ancient Egypt.

Homer; Herodotus; Theocritus; Appian

danced
jElia,

;

;

;

make wav

Tacit. Annul. 1. 12, c. 1, 2.
.Ei.ia, Catulla, a noble and rich matron,

I,

gold, silver, or bronze,

;

;

name

is

sometimes

spelt

SFX. ALLIUS
AELIUS CATUS
as

ALLIUS. and

Q. F.

sometimes

AELIUS,

CATUS AED. CUR. SEX.

Gollz.
II. VIR. A. A. A. F. F. &c.
in Fast. ; l'ai/1. Num. Famil. ; Morel. Num. Font. (.ye.
jElia, Capitolina (Geog.) a name given to Jerusalem by the
emperor Adrian, who sent a Roman colony thither.
It was

called zElia,

inscription

AEGYPTO

C'APTA, commemorative

of

his

on several
victory over Anthony, and conquest of Egypt
medals of Augustus is the figure of the sphinx, either alone or
with an ear of corn, and the systrum, and other symbols of this
country, as in fig. 2. On one medal of Adrian, Egypt is represented as in fig. 3, under the form of a female holding the
sistrum, or musical instrument used in the rites sacred to
Isis.
She rests on an urn full of fruits, emblematical of the
fertility of the country
and an Ibis, a bird sacred in Egypt,
On another medal of Adrian, it is
is standing near her.
represented, as in fig. 4, by the figure of the Nile, under
the form of an old man lying with a cornucopia in his right
lend, and resting with bis hit elbow on an urn, pouring
out water, a hippopotamus before him, and a crocodile by
Very few medals of Egypt are extant without
his side.
the head of an emperor.
Gotiz. Numis. August. Famil.
I'/iill.
Numis. Roman. Imperat.; Putin. Num. Imperat.
Roman; Ilttrtliiin. Num. Antiq.; Spanh.de Pratt, et Usu.
;

;

,•

\'nm.

(Hist.) the same as Alfred.
VELFRIC (Biog.) son of an Earl of Kent, and archbishop
of Canterbury, assumed the habit of the Benedictine order

monks in the monastery of Abingdon, in 955, and
died in 1005.
He wrote, I. A Latin Saxon Vocabulary,'
published by Sumner, under the title of a
Glossary,' Oxen.
of

'

'

'Latin Colloquies.' ::. 'The Historical Hooks
of the Old Testament,' translated into Saxon, Oxford,
ifi'.V).

2.

Mi;)'--,

i.

A

charge entitled 'Canons,' preserved in Spel">•
Homilies translated from the

man's Councils in 980-7Fathers.'

(>.

'

'

A Grammar.'

7-

'

A

Supplement

to

his Homilies.'

.El. I A,

own

his

family,

and Capitolina, from

:

1

AELFRED

Latin

after

Dion.
Jupiter Capitolinus, to whom it was consecrated.
Cass. 1. 69, in Hadr. j Spartian. in Hsod. ; I it. Adrian. ;
I Heron, ail Pai/lin. ep. 13.
.Ei.ia, Capitolina (Xnmix.) this town is known by the medals
of different emperors, as Adrian, Antoninus Pius, Marcus
Aurelius, and Verus. A medal of Adrian
represents on the reverse, as in the annexed cut, a temple in which Jupiter is
sitting between two figures that are standing
the inscription, COLonM AELia
CAPitotina.
Numis. Colon.;
Vaillant.
Palin. Numis. Imperat. Roman. ; Harilnin.
Numis. ; let. Pop. el I'rh. ; Mcdcoharh.
Numis. Roman. Imperat.
jELIANUS (Hist.') the name of some consuls.
.Ei.ianus, Ambius, I.-, consul with L. Antistius Vetus, U. C.
869.
.F.i.iants, Pnpiriiix, M-, consul with Junius Pastor, U. C.
916.
Hi v\rs, Papiriux, M., consul with M. Marcelius, U. C.

gent (Hist.)

a

patrician

family

of

Rome.

[Vide

/'/«/. in Syll.
/F.ma {Hint.) the wife of Sylla.
jEj.IA, Velum, the wife of Claudius Cesar, whom he rcpu-

937.
-Ei.iam's, I'apirinx, twice consul, i. c. U. C. J)K>, and 976.
.F.mani's, A., Piimpiminx,:n\ usurper in Germany in the reign
of Gallienus, who seized the empire A. 1). -'1)7, and was
He
killed by his own soldiers after less than a year's reign.
["Vide
has been called by some Lielianus, or Lollianus.
Aurel Vict. c. 32.
.'I'.lianiix, under Numismatics"]
who,
of
tyrants,
in
the
reign
of
the thirty
.Ei.iAM'si, /.., one
Gallienus, assumed the name of emperor, but was killed
Patinus givc^ a medal of this emafter a very short reign
peror, who is, however, generally supposed to be the same
Treh. Pollas LollianUB, mentioned b\ Trebellius Pollio.
;

in Trig. Tyrant.; Aurel. Victor, de Caesar, c. 82 ; Onuphr.
Fast.; Putin. Numis. Roman. Imperaliir.
.F.i.iants (Numis.) some medals or coins are extant which

are

referred

to

A.

Poinponius

.F.liauus,

the

usurper

;

AEL

/ELI
abovementioned, bearing his effigy, as in the
annexed figure ; but the inscriptions are
P. F. AUG.;
IMP. C. L.
IMP. C. A. /ELIANUS, &c.; or IMP. C.
Gollz.
A. POMPON. 2ELIANUS, &c.
T/ies.; Trist. Comment. His/.; Path). Tlies.;
Mcdiob. Imp. Rom. S;c.
/Elianus, Claudius (Biog.) an historian and rhetorician of
Pncneste, in the reign of Adrian, was surnamed MeA/'yXwtctoc, honey-tongued ; from the sweetness of his style.
His works are, 1. Variae Historian' 2. ' De Natura Animalium.' The best editions of which collected together
are that of Gessner, folio, Tiguri, 1556*: and of Kuhnuis,
2 vols. 8vo. Lips. 1780. A Treatise on Tactics is attributed
to another /Eban, the first edition of which was published
by Robcrtellus, 2 vols. 4to. Gr. and Lat. 1552; but the best
edition is that of Elzevir, 4to. Gr. and I. at. Hi'.'.'.
.Elianus, Meccius, a physician in the reign of Adrian, and
one of the oldest masters of Galen, was the first who cmployed the Theriaca in the plague, both as a remedy and
preservative.
Gal. de Usu Theriac. in Princip. ei de
Muscul. Dissect, in Proem: ; Lc Clere, Hist, de la Med.
I

MLIANUS

'

pt. 3,

1.

c. 3.

2,

/ELIUS

(Hist.) the name of a family remarkable no less for
poverty, than for the distinction to which many of its
members rose in the branches of the Publii, Paiti, Tubeits

rones, &c.
/Elius, PubUus, one of the

first qusstors chosen from among
Lie. 1. 4, c. 54.
the plebeians at Rome, U. C. 346.
/Elius, PaHus, praetor and son of Sextus, or Publius, was
All the youth
distinguished for his piety and patriotism.
Vol. Max.
of his family were killed at the battle of Canna:.
1.

5, c. 6.

.Elius, Pevtus, P., was made consul U. C. 550.
/Elius, Tubero, P., was created scdile and pretar about the

same time.

was censor with M. Cethegus, and
He it was whom Cicero called " Juris

Catus Sextus,

/Elius,
consul U. C. 554.

omnium Peritissimus." Cic. Brut. 20. He wrote
much on law, and interpreted the Twelve Tables. Cic.

Civilis

33 ; de Leg. 1. 2, c. 23.
jElius, L., surnamed Lamia, the friend and defender of
Cicero, was driven out of the city by Piso and Gabinius.
Oral.

1.

3, c.

27, &c.
/Elius, Manila, the accuser of L. Libo,
Cic. in Piso,

fended.

c.

Vol Max.

1.

6,

c.

whom Pompey

de-

2.

jElius, Tubero Catus, Q., served under his father L. /Emilius
Paullus, in the Macedonian war, in which Perseus was
He had the charge of this king, and distinguished
taken.
himself bv his moderation.
Lie. 1. 45 ; Val. Max. 1. 4
Plin.

1.

33.

Tubero, Q., son of the preceding, grandson of L.
Paullus, was accused before Ceesar, and ably defended by
Cicero.
Cic. Epist. ad Brut.
jElius, Callus, a knight, and the friend of Strabo, to whom
Virgil addressed his 10th eclogue. He first subdued Arabia.

jElius,

Plin.

1.

6,

c.

38

;

Strab.

1.

2.

/Elius, Sejanvs, vide Sejanus.
/Elius, Gracilis, or Gracchus, a lieutenant set over Belgium
in the reign of Nero.
Tacit. 1. 13, c. 50.
jElius, a frcedman of Nero.
/Elius, Lamia, a governor of Syria, whom Tiberius retained
at Rome out of fear.
He died in the consulship of Ser.
Galba and L. Sylla. Tac. Ann. 1. 6, c. 7jElius, Lamia, the first husband of Domitia Longina, was
put to death by Domitian, who had debauched his wife.
Suet, in Domit. \. 10.
/Elius, Hadrianus, the grandfather of the emperor Adrian.
jElius, Hadrianus, vide Hadrianus.
/Elius, Cwsar, L. or L. C. Commodus Vents, was adopted by
VOL. I.

Adrian the emperor as his successor, but died before the
emperor; several medals were struck in honour of him. Q\ ide
/Elius under Numismatics']
jElius, J'erus, vide Verus.
jElius, Pertinax, vide Pertinax.
/Elius, Celsus, a senator who was put to death by Severus.
Spartian.

in

Sever.

/Elius, Cordiienus, a general under the emperor Commodus.
Spartian. in Pisccn. Xig.
/Elius, Xijidius, a treasurer of the exchequer, to whom the
Vopisc. in Aurdian.
emperor Aurelian wrote.
.Elius, Gordianus, a profound lawyer, who was in the councils

Lamprid. in Sever.
of Alexander Severus.
/Elius, Serenianus, another of the counsellors of Severus,
whom Lampridius calls Omnium oir saiictissimus. Baronius
supposes him to be the governor of Cappadocia referred
to by Firmilianus, bishop of Csesarea, in Cappadocia, in his
Lamprid. in Sever.; Baron. Annal.
epistle to St. Cyprian.
/Elius, Cestianus, a Roman prefect under the emperor TaVopisc. in Tacit.

citus.

Vopisc.
jElius, Scorpianus, a consul in the reign of Probus.
in Prob.
/Elius, L- (Xumis.) medals were struck in honour of the
abovementioned prince by Alexandria, Amisus, Berhcea,
Ephesus, Pannonia, &c bearing his effigy, as
in the annexed figure ; the inscriptions L.
AELIUS CAESAR, or in the Greek AOYKIOC AIAIOC KAICAP, sometimes with

the addition of his dignity
COS. II. or PONT. MAX.

TR.

P. or

MILIT. HILARITAS

POT.

on the obverse,

;

CONCORD— FELICITAS AUG

FID.

R.—-PANNO-

P.

NIA— PANNONIA CURTA /EL— IMP. CMS.
AELIUS. HADR. ANTONINUS.
Numis. Rom. Impcrat.

Latin.

T.

Vaillant. Grcec.Numis.,

Tristan. Com. Hist. vol.

;

i.

p. 551.
jElius, Stilo (Biog.) a grammarian of Lanuvium, was preceptor to Varro, and author of several treatises.
Cic. ad

Her.

4, c. 12.

1.

.Elius, Gallus, a lawyer, wrote

'

De

Significatione

Verborum

ad Jus pertinentium.'
/Elius,

Gallus,

Antidot.

1.

a physician

mentioned by Galen.

Gal. de

2.

/Elius, Promolus, a disciple of Otanes, the Persian, who accompanied Xerxes into Greece.
/Elius, Promotus, a physician of Alexandria in the time of
Pompey, who wrote ' iltpt 'loftoXwv cai A?;X?;r»;fM'wi' <t>ui>fiaKiav,' which is said to be in some libraries of Italy, and
according to Mercurialis in that of the Vatican. Mercurial.
I'ar. Led. 1. 3, c. 4; Possevin. Hist. Medic, c. 17; Le Clerc,
Hist, dc la Medic, pt. 2, 1. 2, c. 12.
jElius, Saturniniis, a satyric poet, was thrown from the TarDio.
peian rock for writing verses against Tiberius.
1.

58.

who wrote an account of Severus.
Spartian. in Sever.
/Elius, Sabinus, a writer in the reigns of Pupienus and BalCapitolin. in Max. Juv.
binus.
/Elius, Mourns, a freedman

.Elius, Martianus, a lawyer

who

fled

from Didius Julianu-.

the emperor to save his life.
/Elius, Sparlianus, an historian. [Vide Spartianus"]
jElius, Melissus, a grammarian of distinction in the time
of Aulus Gellius, who wrote, among other things, a book
Aul. Gell. 1. 4, c. IS.
entitled 'De Loquendi Proprietate.'

/Elius, Donatus, a grammarian. [Vide Donatus~J
jElius, Lampridius, an historian. [""Vide Lampridius"]
AELIUS, pons (Gcog.) abridge in the city of Rome that lead-.
to the Vatican, now Ponte di S. Angela.
(Myth.) 'At'AXw, inro r>;c uiWnc, i. e. a procel/a.
from a storm ; one of the harpies, so called from the celerity

AELLO

;

Mm
of

its

course, in

which

/EMI

resembled a stormv wind.
Ovid. Met. 1. 13, v. 710.

AELLOPUS
1.

l,

c.

3

r<i

validtisque

(Mi/t/i.)

Lacon

him

reverse, an equestrian statue of

tifex

Apollod.

Qvide .Emilius~\, as a youth of 15, dressed in his pra;texta,
bearing a trophy to mark his triumph over the Gauls and
Ligurians. Marcus
ANaorum XV. PRwtextatui
Husiem Oceidit Civem Servavit.
Another medal struck
by Alexandria in Egypt bears, on the obverse, as in fig. 3,

Theog. v. 287 ;
Aello, one of Actseon's dogs.
Ovid. Met. 1. 3, v. 220.
l

Maximus: on the

Ilcsiod.

it

LEPIDUS

et cursufiirtis Aello.

'AtWomr, one

of the haqrics.

9-

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

AELMEB

(Biog.) vide Ayhner.
(Biog.) Evert, or Everhard Van, a Dutcli painter,
was born at Delft in 1G02, and died in 1658. He was remarkable for bis skill in painting fruit and game.
Aki.st, William Fan, nephew of the preceding, was born at
His pictures were higldy
Delft in 1620, and died in 1(579valued for their delicacy and resemblance to real life.
ELURI (Geog.) a people inhabiting the Alps, by which they
were separated from the Gauls. They had many fortresses
which were garrisoned in the time of the Goths.
(Myth.) A'lXxpoc, the cat which was sacred among
Herod.
the Egyptians, and buried with divine honours.
1. 2,
c. 66; Diod. 1. 1 ; Cic. dc Nat. Deor. 1. 1 ; Aul. Cell.

AELST

ELURUS
1.

20,

c.

7

Vlut. in Prcec.

;

KM ARORUM,
now

moiis (Geog.) a

lown of Gallia Narboncnsis,

(Hist.) a king of the Ethiopians conquered

by Hercules in war.
gens (Hist.)

-EMILIA,

was distinguished

a patrician family of

Rome, which

in the different branches of the

Mamer-

Lepidi, Scauri, Sec QVide JEmilia and MmUius~]
.Emilia (His/.) a vestal who rekindled the fire of Vesta by
Dionys. Hal. 1. 2 ; Fa/. Ma.r.
putting her veil over it.
cini, Paulli,

1.

1,

.Ejiilia, the wife of P. Scipio Africanus,

was distinguished

by her forbearance towards her husband, whom she suspected
At his death she gave in marriage to one of
of infidelity.
her freednien the maid who had been the favorite of Scipio.
Lie. 1. 38, c. 57 ; Ful. Max. 1. 6, c. 7.
Ejiilia, Lepida, daughter of Lepidus, who married Drusus
She killed
the younger, was infamous for her wantonness.
Tacit.
herself on being accused of adultery with a slave.
Annul. 1. 6, c. 40.
.Emilia, a vestal virgin, was condemned to death for
Lie. Epit.

incest.

6'3.

1.

Ejiilia, the daughter of M. /Emilius Scaurus, and daughterin-law to Scylla, was married to Pompey, and died in childlied,

REX

EX

HYPSAEw

COnSul PREIVERnum CAPTUmy

1.

c.

A fourth medal represents, as
fig. 4, Aretas, king of Arabia, bending on his knee, and
presenting an olive branch, as a token of submission, to his
conqueror Scaurus the C'urule Edile ; on his left-hand
stands a camel, the inscription at the top Marcus SCAURm*
AEDifo CURulis, at the bottom
ARETAS, across
Senalus Consii/lo: on the reverse a figure of Jupiter,
with his thunder-bolt, in a chariot and four, inscription
Vuhlius HYPSAEb* AEDtfis CURbB* Caius
his aid against his enemies.

in

Montlimar.

EMATHION

the turreted head of a female to designate the town, legend
AAEXANDPEA; on the reverse, the same consul presenting the royal crown to the youth, king Ptolemy, to whom
he was nominated guardian ; the young king is painted in
a toga as an emblem of his being a Roman citizen, holding
in his right-hand a spear surmounted with an eagle to indicate that he invoked the military power of the Romans to

l'lul. in Si/I. el Voniji.

gens (Numis.) different branches of this family, as
those of the Lepidi, Paulli, Scauri, Bucie, Rcgilli, Barbula.and
medal of L. Paullus
Puppi, are distinguished on medals.
the conqueror of Perseus, king of Macedonia, represents, on
the obverse, as in fig. 1, a figure of the goddess Concordia,

.Ejiilia,

mark.
Ejiilia, 7,c.r (Hist.) the name given to two laws enacted by
the Emilii ; namely, one by Emilius the dictator, U. C. 309,
to limit the censorship to a year and a half; and a sumptuary
law in (>7o by M. Emilius Lepidus, or, according to Pliny,
/'////.
of M. Emilius Scaurus in 638.
Lie. I. 4. c. 24, &C.
1. 8, c. 57 ;
Aurcl. Fid. de Fir. illust. c. 72 ; Aul. Gel. 1. 2,
Macro/). Saturn. 1. 2, c. 13; August, de leg. in
c. 24;
:

/Emilia y Hulnian. Antiq. Hum. ; Vig/i. Annul. Roman.
Vanviii. Faslor. Rosin. Antiq. Roman.; Gra'v. Tlies. Antiq,

Roman, vol. viii. &C
Ejiilia (Geog.) that part of

Italy through which the Emiroad runs to Ariminus, which received its name from
Augustus.
emperor
the
ep. (it.
Marl. 1.

lian

(>',

Fund?

;

;

tit,)

Bmumia, liufo

Lichriinuis, oiiata

Ft MKKMf

A

with the inscription PAULLUS LEPIDUS, emblematical
of the harmony which had been restored between Paullus
and his adopted brother Lepidus ; the consul dedicating a
Perseus standing opposite with his hands bound
trophy
behind him and near him, his two sons, who were led in
triumph with their Gather. The inscription TER. is supA
posed to refer to the treble victory of this Emilius.

totii

jilitnctus in

Ejiilia, Iribus (Top.) one of the Roman
from the illustrious family of the Emilii,
themselves into
c.

Cic.

it.

ad

Altie.

tribes,

who

2, ep.

1.

14

so

called

transplanted
Lie.

;

1.

:;h.

:;(i.

por/irtis, the name of two porticoes erected by the
Ediles, M. Emilius Lepidus and L. Emilius Paulus, One
without the Porta Trigemina, and the other from the l'orta
Lie. 1. 35, c. 10
Martian.
Lontinalis to the Ara Martii.

Ejiilia,

;

Topog. Rom.

Emilia,
by M.

Fcl.

1.

5,

via, the

name

.'Emilius

M.

13.

c.

two roads namely, 1. A road made
Lepidus, hading from Ariminus to

of

F.

;

Aquilcia, of which Martial speaks,
Ui'lnu

1

ltd?, Id'i

A'-mil'uf dt-

2.

A

i\

si

rtgims

1

I

nil

>

k

/

.

3,

1.

Iilidi

1

,

ep.

.'>'.

ijim-rt

-

made by Emilius Scaurus leading through

road

Pisa.

Panvin. Descript. Urb. Rom.
262.
(Gear.) a town of the Oretani, in Spain. Viol.
EMILIANI, SI. Jerome (Fee.) a nobleman of Venice,
He laid the foundation of
born in 1481, and died in l/i.37.
the regular clerks of St. Maieul, called also the Fathers of
Sini/i.

amid

medal of M. Emilius Lepidus represents, on the ohverse, as
in fig. 2, the head of Venus Vidrix crowned witli laurel,
and the inscription ROMA, behind a civic crown, emblematical of the honour which he received in his youth ; before
is an earthen chalice, the emblem of his office, as Pon-

a scorpion for the mint-

I.

',

;

Lie.

1.

29, e.2;

GraiC. Tlies. torn.

iii.

p.

EM1LIANA

WW

Tomasquo, and enrolled

in the calendar by Benedict

XIV.

.E.MI

JEM I
{Hist) the name of Africanus Minor, the
In him the families of the jErnilii and
There were several of the same name
Scipios were united.

.EMILIANUS

son of P. jEmilius.

according to Juvenal.
Sat. L 8^ c. 3.
Stantes in cvrribus JEmiliatim.

/Emilianus, a general under Niger, who rebelled against
Dio. c. 74; Spartian. in Sever*
Severus.
jEmilianus Julius, C, a native of Mauritania, who was proclaimed emperor after
the death of Decius, hut was soon after
Trcbell. Pollin. Galien.
put to death.
jEmilianus Fulvius, three times consul,
U. C. 959, 997, and 1029/EM I LI US {Myth.) a beautiful youth of
Sibaris, and a great hunter, whose wife,
going into the woods after him out of jealousy, was torn to
pieces by dogs, in consequence of which the husband stabbed
Phil, in Parallel.

himself.

jEmilius {Hist.) the second son of Ascanius,

to

whom

some

Fest. de
the origin of the family of the jErnilii.
Sign, Verb.
whom
of
Sicily,
from
tyrant
cruel
a
jEmilius Censorinus,
the family of the /Emilii are said to be descended. QVide
ascribe

jEmilius}
.Emilius, an ancient patrician family of Rome, supposed to be
descended from Mamercus, the son of Pythagoras, or, as
some will have it, from ./Emilius Censorinus. The name
was illustrious in the branches of the Lepidi, Mamerei,
Plut. in Num. ct sEmyl.
Paulli, Scauri, &c.
jEmilius, L., three times consul, and the conqueror of the
Liv. 1. 2, c. 42.
Volsci, U. C. 273.•Emilius, Ti, twice consul, and once quinquevir mensarius.
Lit'. 1. 2, &c.
.Emilius, Mam., once consul, and three times dictator, obtained a triumph over the Fidenates, U. C. 329 ; Liv. 1. 4,

c

16, &c.

jE.milius,

a military tribune, with consular power,
.Hit).
against the iEqui and Volsci, U.

C, twice

was

successful

Liv.

1.

c.

26.

.Emilius, L.,

five

Liv.

1.

5,

6,

c.

1,

C

times military tribune with consular power.
&c.

jEmilius, L., fourteen times interrex.
jEmilius Mamercinus, M., three times consular tribune.
.Emilius Mamercinus, L-, twice consul, and twice dictator.
Liv.

1.

7,

c.

1.

.Emilius Mamercinus, Ti-, a consul U. C. 415, engaged as
Liv. 1. 8, c. 12.
a partisan in broils with the senate.
.Emilius Pappus, M., was created dictator after the defeat of
Liv.
the Romans at Fume Caudinse.
Emilius Barbula, Q., twice consul.

1.

9>

Liv.

c.
1.

.Emilius Paullus, AT, a master of the horse
dictator, was defeated with much loss in an

M.

Valerius,

affair

with the

Etruscans.

Liv. 1. 10, c. 3.
L., a consul, triumvir, pra-tor, and decemvir.
20, 23, 28, 42.
.Emilius Paullus, L., a man of singular prudence and valour,
who fell at the battle of Cann<£. Liv. 1. 23, c. 49 ; Plut.

.Emilius Pappus,
Liv.

1.

in JEmijl.

also proposed as consul, but not finally elected.

24,

&c

tEmilius Numida, M., a decemvir of the sacred rites, U. C.
541, died within the period of his office. Liv. 1. 26, c. 23.
jE.milius Pappus, M., died when he was chief curio, U. C.
542.
-Emilius Scaurus, M., was of a noble family, but so poor
that they were obliged to maintain themselves by selling
He rose, however, by his eloquence, to be twice
coals.
consul, and once princeps senatus, after which he was sent
against Jugurtha, from whom he was accused of receiving
Sallust, however,
a bribe, but acquitted of the charge.
describes him to be " Homo nobilis, impiger, factiosus,
audax, sed vitia sua callide occultans, cum esset vir consularis, et in senatu princeps, ab eo mittitur ad Jugurtham
orator, ut cum ab oppugnatione Certa-, et obsidione AdherSallust. in Jugurth. ; Vic. in Brut. c. 5
balis amoveret."
Ascon. in Cic. pro Scaur. ; Plin. 1. 36, c. 15 ; Val. Max.
1. 4, c. 4 ;
Aurcl. Vict, de Illust. Vir.
jEmilius Scaurus, M., an orator who flourished about 100
years B. C. and wrote orations, three books to L. Fufidius,
and an account of his life, which Cicero describes as " sane
;

utiles

L., a pnetor, obtained a naval
1. 37, c. 31.

triumph

Liv.

Emilius Paullus Macedonicus,

quos

nemo

legit."

jEmilius Scaurus, M., son of the preceding, and son-in-law

L., twice consul, triumphed
over Perseus, king of Macedonia.
Liv. 1. 34 ; Pint, in
JEmyl.
.Emilius Lepidus, M., was twice consul and augur. At his
death his three sons exhibited funeral games in honour of
him for three days, during which 22 couple of gladiators
were engaged. Liv. 1. 23, c. 30.
jEmilius Regillus, M., a flamen quirinaiis, and flamen mar-

A

farther account of
£Vide /Emilia gens}
is given under Numismatics.
Ascon. in Cic. Orat. pro Scaur. Plin. 1. 33, c. 15, &c.
jE.milius Lepidus, M., twice consul, once censor and pontifex maximus six times, princeps senatus, and guardian
to Ptolemy Epiphanes, in the name of the Roman people ;
was. according to Valerius Maximus, one of the most distinguished of the family of the jEmilii. He it was to whom
a statue was erected when a youth of 15, for having saved
the life of a citizen, and to which allusion is made in the
medals of this jEmilius. [Vide /Emilia gens under NumisLiv. 1.41, c. 22; Epit. 1. 48.
matics'}
jEmilius Pappus, a censor with Fabricius Lucinus, and as
consul, U. C. 528, triumphed over the Gauls.
jEmilius Lepidus, M., a consul three times, i.e. U. C. 617,
628, 677, in which latter year he diod in Sicily, after
having made war upon his country, and been defeated by
Pompey. Cic. in Verr. 1. 3, c. 91 ; A pp. Epit. 80.
jEmilius Paulus, L., a consul with C. Claudius Marcellus.
Sylla, built a splendid theatre.

to

him

U. C. 704.
jEmilius Lepidus, Q., a consul with M. Lollius, U. C. 733.
jEmilius Lepidus, M., the triumvir. [Vide Lepidus}
Emilius Sex, or rather -Elius Q. F. Catus, a consul, 757-Emilius, L. M. F. Lepidus, IS.., was consul with L. Arruntius, U. C. 759, and with T. Statilius Taurus, in 764.
jE.milius Rectus, a governor of Egypt, was reproved liv
Dio.

1.

57-

-Emilius Scaurus, M., a senator of distinction, was put to
Atreus.'
death by Tiberius, for writing a tragedy entitled,
'

Dio.

1.

58.

jEmilius Pacensis, a general under Otho, was

own

soldiers.

Sac- Hist.

1.

killed

by his

1, c. 4.

jEmilius Longinus, a deserter from the

first

legion,

who

hastened the death of the lieutenant Vocula, was himself
Tac. Hist.
killed bv the soldiers of the Byzantine wing.
1.

Emilius Regilius,
over Antiochus.

was

1.

Tiberius for extortion.

7.

Q.

to

tialis,

Liv.

4, c. 59, 72.

jEmilius Junctus, or Juncus, a consul, was sent with his
Lamcolleague Attilio Severus into exile, by Commodus.
prid. in Commod.
jEmilius Pampinianus, P., a prefect under Severus. [Vide
Pampinianus}
jEmilius Ljetus, a consul. [Vide Laztus}
-Emilius, Maeer {Biog.) a poet. [Vide Macer}
jEmilius, Pauleus, an historian of Verona, who died in 1.529,
was the author of a history of the French monarchy, from
the rei'jn of Pharamond, to the fifth year of Charles \ III,

,ENO

.ENE
De

Gestis Francorum Lifari x.' &e. 2 vols.
1548,
f'ol.
first printed in 15,'ili, and afterwards in 1543,
I576j iGOl, and 1644; but the edition of 157*' is reckoned
the best.
.Emimts, Anthony, professor of history at Utrecht, was born
Dec. 20, 1589, at Aix-la-chapelle, and died Nov. 10, I6'(i0.
He wrote only a collection of Latin orations and poems,

180

1

entitled

;

•

ZEmursB, pons

{Top.') a bridge

now

{Geog.)

at

Cassis, a

Rome. [Vide Sublicius}
sea-port of Gallia Narbo-

nensis.

-EMINIUM

(Geog.) Aifiiviov, or Eminium, a town of PorPlot.
tugal, supposed by Vasseus to be the present Agueda.

1. 2, c 5
.EM XI US

I 'us. Chron. Ver. Hisp.
(Geog.) a river of Spain, as Pliny asserts after

;

I

Vano.

Plm. L4>,

c. 21.
(Hist.) 'AeiuvJi*os, tyrant of Enna, a city of
Syracuse, who was deposed by Dionysius the elder. Diod. 1. 1 1.

.EMXESTUS
55MONIA

(Geos.-) vide Hannonia.

.EMOMDES

(Myth.) a priest of Apollo, killed by .Eneas,

in Italy.

/En.

I'irg.

treaty of peace

demonians,
Time. 1. 4,

in

between the Athenians and LacePeloponnesian war-

the eighth year of the

c. \\[).

Xneas, Stymphalius, an Arcadian

general, subverted the government of Euphrones, ruler of Sicyon. Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 7JEsKAB, Tactions (Biog.) a writer who lived about the time
of Aristotle, from whose work entitled
Srparayijrucoic/ or
'

art of a commander, there remains a treatise entitled
/Elian
Tai.To.or Kai UoXiopxtyriKdv,' on tactics and sieges.

tile

I'Jmn. 1(351.

EMIXES

the

in

10, v. 537-

1.

Non procul ffimomdet

PAofri

TrhAequs

saeerdos.

EMUXDUS

(Biog.) an historian of the lfith century, who
wrote the lives of the Dukes of Burgundy, from the Trojan
war to the time of the emperor diaries V.
.EMUS (Geog.) vide Hwmus.
-ENARIA (Geog.) an island in the bay of Puteoli, called by
the poets Inarime, now Ischia, was famous for its hot baths.
Mela, 1. 2, c. 9 ; PU»- 1- 3, c. 6 ; Ovid.
Liv. 1. 8, c. 22

4

mentions an epitome of this treatise made by (yneas, the
minister Pvrrhus, king of Epirus.
Voss. de Math. c. 48,
§ 3, 4; De Hist. Grac 1. 4, c. 11.
/Eneas, Gazetis, a native of Gaza, who from a Platonic phiHe wrote a dialosopher became a Christian, A. D. 485.
logue on the immortality of the soul, entitled ' Theophrastus,' a Latin translation of which, with the notes of
Gaspard Barthius, was published in 4to. Lips. 1655.
Latin translation was also published in Gessner's
Libri
Grseci Theologorum Gnccorum,' fol. Tigur, 1559.
•Eneas, or Mngus, an Irish abbot of the eighth century, surnamed Hagiagraphus, from bis having written the lives of
He
the saints, died as is supposed about the year 81().
2. ' Litanies and Invowrote, 1. ' De Sanctis Hiberniie.'
'
History
3.
of
the
cations of the Saints,' &c.
The
Old
Testament, in verse.' 4. • A Psalter concerning the Affair*

A

'

of Ireland.'

.Eneas, Sylvius (Eee.) a pope, who assumed the name of
Pius II. [Vide Pius 77]

/EXEOS

miles

(Geog.) a town of Thrace.
(Hist.) Aivjjff/ae, one of the Ephori at Sparta, at
the Peloponnesian war, mentioned
Thiicyd. Bell. Pclop. 1. 2, c. 2 ; Xenophon
bv Thucvdides.
Hellen. 1. 2.
/EXESIDEMUS (Hist.) a brave general of Argos, who preferred to die tighting in defence of the city, than to accept
Lie. 1. 32. c. 25.
the terms proposed by the enemy.
/Enesidemus (Biog.) a native of Alexandria in Egypt, lived a
He wrote eight books
little before the time of Aristocles.
on the doctrine of Pvrrho. of which extracts are to be found
Phot. Bibl Codex. 212.
in Photius,

after /Eneas,

.EXESIUS (My l/i.)

;

Met.

i 5
v.

v.

14,

1-

Sylv.

;

88
3

1.

'

;

;

Sil. Iltil.

1.

8, v.

511

Sever. Desc. JEl.

;

Appian. Bell. Civ.

;

Serv. in

Mn.

1.

y,

7 Hi.

.EXARIUM

(Top.) 'Aivaplov, a grove sacred to Jupiter, near
to Olenos in Achaia, where the Achscans met to consult on
Strab. 1. 8.
affairs of state.
(Med.) an epithet for the Catheta.
/Enka (Geog.) -Enia, or JEneia, a town of Macedonia, 14

EXEA

from Thessalonica, now Moncastro. It was called
by whom it was founded. The gentile name
'Aotanic, in the plural Aineates, according to Livv. Herod.
Liv. 1. 40, c. 4 ; Slep/i. Byz de Uib.
1. 7, c. 123 ;
/ENEAD;E (Aid.) the companion of iEneas, so called by
Virgil.

Virg.

.EXESIAS
the

commencement of

an epithet

from mount

Jupiter,

for

JF.nus.

.EX KIT'S

who

Demetrius,

under
through the stratagems of

Wtyiiroc, a governor of Ephesus,

(Hist.)

lost

the city

LyCUS and Andron.

Mn.

1.

1, v. 1.58.

Defesii JEneadtr, qua: proximo,

Polycen. 1. 5, c. If).
(Biog.) a victor at the Olympic games, who died from
moment of receiving the crown. Paus.

.Enetus
lit/tra

cunu

excess of joy at the
'

Contendunt petere,
1.

.EXEADES

(Geog.) a town of Chersonesus, built by /Eneas,
which was destroyed by Cassander. Dionys. Hal. 1. 1.
I'.XKAS (Mi/lli.) 'Aiveiat, the son of Venus and Anchiscs,
celebrated as one of the Trojan heroes, whose travels and
Tin- Romans
adventures form the subject of Virgil's poem.
Virgil gives
trace their origin from his settlement in Italy.
Liv.
him the epithet of Pius. Dionyss. Hal. 1. 1, c. 1
1

1.

1,

C

1

;

;

Pint- in Roinnl.

.Eneas, Sylvias, the son of /Eneas and Lavinia, who sucServ. in .Eneid.
Liv. 1. 1, c.
ceeded Ascanius in Italy.
I

1.

(i,

v.

;

770.

(Myth.) the father of Cyzicus, hence called /Enides

by Valerius Flam is. Elac. 1. 3.
(Geog.) 1. A town of Macedonia,

now Moncastro.

7EXIA

'Atvla, a town of l'erncbia, the gentile name 'Amavcr,
or 'An uie; and probably they are the same people as the
2.

following.

Steph. Byz. de

I

i/t.

.Enia (Xinnis.) the medals of this people, which are of rude
fabrick and great antiquity, bear the head of Minerva, and
and Mercury with his
sometimes that of Jupiter, bearded
and inscription,
caducous in the attitude of a combatant
:

;

people of Thessaly, near the bay of
Scylax calls
MeliaCUS, between the .l'.toli and the Molossi
them, 'Ainiiii'', Sirabo Aiviavcc, of 'Aii-iuc, Pliny /Enienses.

as on the
annexed cut, bearing his father
on Ins ihoulders, and Julius fol-

Cn;sar represent ./Eneas,

a

;

Scylax.

in

Peripl.

;

Strab.

1.

<)

;

Plin.

1.

2,

c.

2

;

Pint, in

(}ikcM. Grtre.

non

passibtU dijiiis : in
allusion (o the origin 01 Rome,
Aiirel.
and the Julian family.
de Orig. Roman.; Lie.
I'ii lor.
Vaill. Xnmis. Imp.
1. I, c.
1, &c.

iEXICUS (Biog.) a comic writer at Athens, whose comedies
are mentioned by Pollux and others.
.E.XOBAKBUS {Hist.) vide Ahenobarbus.
/EXOS (Geog.) ATvoft a town of Thrace, so called after

;

Roman.
JEnBAB (Hist.) son of Ocytas, was one of the

IS.

c.

AIMAM2N.
.EXTAXES (Geog.)

/Eneah (Numis.) medals of Julius

lowing,

3,

/ENIUS

plenipotentiaries

jEneas,

its

Mela,

2,

1.

Polyb.1.5, c. 34
founder, now In. or Eno.
Ptol. 1. 3, c. 11; Step*. Byz. de Urb.
2

ft

;

j

JEPY

JEOL
JEnos (Xinnis.) there are several medals of this town extant.,
which bear a head covered with a bonnet, which has been
ascribed by some to -Eneas, as the founder of this town,
by Beger, to /Eneas, a companion of Ulysses, but by Pellerin, with greater probability to Mercury, who was honoured
and

here,

is

calls

or sometimes

AIM A

ENGPAKH.

medal of Adrian AEIXH1N
Grivc. ; Beg. vol. iii. p. 56

;

Mil, and

I

I'aillant.

in a

Num.

Harduin. Num. Ant. Pop.

Teller. Rec vol. i. p. 193.
(Hist.) a giant of the Swedish nation, in the
Aventin. AnnaL Boior. 1. 4.
of Charlemagne.
JEN I IS (Geog.) a river of Germany, now the Inus.
.EOLES (Geog.) the people of .Eolis, so called from .Eolus,
the son of Hellenus, who passed over from Greece into the
country of Asia, to which they gave the name of -Eolis,
about 1124 years before the Christian Era.

aUorumqut

I

Illustrat. ;

1.

Mn.

J'irg.

765.

v.

4,

A-oXov

52.
Hie

v.

1,

1.

dvipotc aidpijytvitTfftv dvdoau.

ofi

vatto rti .T.

J'irg.

Hor.

Ovid. Met.

4, od. 9, v. 10.

Mn.

56.

v.

1,

1.

Cttea tedet JEoUti arce
1

JuHbus

m

QmV

paellie.

Castaldus.
Diog. Perieges. v. 820.

Vol. Flacc.

to

Dionysius they were called Plota;

'E-Trrd £. oi rat y' utjiv

465.

I'ijaoi

imSw/un avtpdai H\wrai

1. 5
Strab. 1. (i
Diodor. 1. 4
Mel I 2 Plin. 1. 3 ;
Appian. de Bell. Civ. 1. 5
Ptol. 1. :;.
/EOLIDES (Myth.) a patronymic of Ulysses, from /Eolus,
the father of Sisyphus, by whom Antkiea was said to be
pregnant with Ulysses before her marriage with Laertes.
iEoLiDES (Geog.) ride Moliat.
/SOLIUM (Geog.) a town of the Thracian Chersonesus.
JEolium, marc, a part of the /Egean Sea, now the Gulf of
;

;

;

;

;

Smyrna.
-EOLUS (Myth.)

A'loXoc, from a'io\or, nanus, so called on
account of the changeable nature of the winds.
He was
the son of Hippotas, and king of -Eolia, the country of
the winds. He is frequently called Hippotades.
Appollon. Argon. 1. I, v. 77S.
A'toXov 'iTT—uTttti nji'

("e

iraiia kKvtov.

Dionysius describes his hospitality.
Aio'Xb 'itnroTacao £uXo->iVb

Perieges.

sententia tangat,

qui eareereforles

;

5S7, speaking of the storms,
e

m

1

ti

1

.

obu

illis

1.
.'Eelius quifrangjii

careen

ventp*.

Diodor. 1. 4 ; Strab. 1. 1 ; Plin. 1. 7, c. 56.
/Eolus, son of Hellenus, who is often confounded with the
preceding.
He had seven sons and five daughters.
.Eolus, a king of Etruria. and father to Macareus and Canace.
.EON (Myth.) the first formed woman who instructed her
cl.ildren to feed on the fruits of trees. Sanctlion. apud Euseb.
Prcep. Etang.
.EPA1.1US (Hist.) Ai-.iXtoc, a king of Greece, who was
expelled from his kingdom, and afterwards restored by HercuLs.
Strab. 1. 9.
.EPEA (Geog.) Ai-an, a town in the island of Cyprus,
which the king Philocyprus called Soles in honour of Solon.
34,

1.

c.

2

;

Pint, in Solon.

v. 46' 1,

'OuWa.
Poh/b.

1.

Et pater

Polyb.

Nimborum inpatriam, leva ftetafitrmtibut Austris
JEoHam oemt. Hie vasto nx /Eolus antro.

Ttjv ?e per' Aio'Xb ini Trtpicpopot liv d\i

animam

nzos.

X.

T:i>< ce

Tlie principal towns in .Eolis are Larissa, Cyme, Marina,
which are maritime, and -Eg;e, Attalia, Posidea, Neontichos,
Temnos, which are inland.
-Eolia, another name for the JEufue.
.EOLI.E (Geog.) Molides, or MoUdce, seven islands between
Sicily and Italy called Lipara, Hiera, Strongyle, Didyme,
Eriensa, Phoenicusa, and Euonymos, which were called
Vulcanise on account of their eruptions, now the Lipari
Virgil denominates them JEolia, the kingdom of
Isles.
.Eolus, and the country
of the winds.
'
Tirg. Mn. 1. 1, v. 51.

temperal iras.

et

Rector ervt, Libya cum rumperet adcena Caipcn
Oceanus.

Stat. St/lv.

air' AioXicoe irapani-XTaTai ijBea yahjQ
Aiyaia irapd xt.Xoc vrrio piyav 'E\\i}*tkovtov.

fallal

in

v.

1,

1.

moWtque animos,

socer Hippbtudet libi sit

Conlineal

/Eolta (Geog.) or Molis, A.oX.r, a country of Asia Minor,
near the /Egean Sea, so called from Molis [Vide Moles'],
now the country of the Hellespont, or Sarctim, according to

According

tenens,

v. 7 is.

11,

1.

Spiral adhuc amor,
Vivuutque commissi catores
.£oiiu

1

Luctantes centos, tempestatesque sonoras
Impcrio premit.

calls

1.

r

Jupyga.

K.u'ov ydp rapiijv dl'tpiov Troiijm KpoWwi'.
Apotton.

(Poet.) an epithet applied to Sappho by Horace, who
her the Malta puclla, because she was a native of
Lesbos, in /Eolia.

/EOLIA

Ttgat pal

He is most commonly described as the ruler of the winds on
account of his skill in astronomy and navigation.
Horn. Odyss. 1. 10, v. 31.

.ENOTHERUS
armv

Oiuij>i\i*a-nr,

Obstrictis atiif, prteter

represented with his symbol, the caduceus, the

AINION,

inscription

him

most dear to the Gods.
Horace speaks of him as vcnlorum patrem, father of the
winds.
Od. 1. 1, od. 3, v. 3.
Plutarch

.Epea (Xumis.) of Messenia, had its medals, with the inscription AlLTEAiaN.
Hunt. Num. I'et. Pop. et. Urb.
/faPlNUS, John (Biog.) a friend and companion of Luther's,
who was a zealous protestant, and contended by preaching
and writing against the Interim proposed by Charles X.
-Epini's, Francis Marie Ulrick. Theodore, a German physician, who was born at Rostock in 1724, and died in 1802. He
wrote, 1. Tentamen Theorise Electricitatis et Magnetismi,'
2.
Reflections on the Distribution of Heat on
4to. Petrop.
'

'

the Surface of the Earth.'

-E.PIUS (Biog.) Aiirelosi a pugilist,
vanity is condemned by Plutarch.

462.

fiatriXijoc,,

Ato'Xa oc Ontjrd per' dvCpdmv (XXa^-c Ctopa,
Koiparitir di'tptov kKjoveovtoiv tf' \~apivotv re.

and

Pint. Uipi rS iavrbv

liratveiv.

.EPULO

who, according to
into the hands of
but Florus makes him to have

(Hist.) a king of the

killed himself that he

I. ivy,

Istrians,

might not

fall

the Roman consul Manlius ;
been taken alive in a state of intoxication. Liv. 1. 41, c. 1 1 ;
Floms, 1. 2, c. 10.
.EPY (Geog.) Al-v, a town in the territories of Nestor,
which, according to Stephanus, was in Messenia.
Homer
calls
v.

v.

whose boasting

evKrvrov Al.ru, the well-built .Epv.

it

592

Horn.

II.

1.

2,

1. 9
Stat. The!,. 1. 4
Steph. Buz.
(Hist.) A/-1TO-, son of Cresphontes and Meropes,

Strab.

;

.EPYTUS

;

;

king of Messenia, from whom the kings of Messenia were
afterwards called .Epvtida-.
Ajmllod. 1. 2, c. (); Pans.
1.

4,

c.

8.

ESA

yESC

iEPYTUS, a king of Arcadia, son of Elatus.
IBmVB, another king of Arcadia, and son of Hippothous,
who was struck blind as ho was forcing himself into the
Pans. 1. 8, c. 4, 5.
temple of Neptune at Mantinea.
jEQUAXA (Gcog.) a town of the Pieentes, near to Surrentum,
now Montagna ili Sorrento.
.*EQUI (Hi.iL) a people of Latium, near Rome, who inhabited

now

the country
JEn.
colw.

1.

called Pulextrina.

MM,

asmeta>]ne multo

Vemitu nemonim, duris JEquicola

also Silius.

.T.qui-

Ilal.

Ammit

Quiijue

gldiis.

8.

1.

hnheitt ripas,

gdidoque irgantur

Simhnuw, nutriuue dbmonf TEyuxola

3, v. 93.

1.

Quintan

By Pliny they

Eantentif, his

are called

quintum JEquicolus

1.

1,

1.

11

1, c.

AERIA

c.
;

32, &c.
Ptol.

1.

;

1.

ucer.

Mquiadani, by Dionysius Hali-

carnassus, and Stephanos AiYciroi.
Lie.

10,

c.

1

;

Dtonys. Hal. 1.
h 3, c. 12

'J,

Plin.

c.

1<);

Flams,

;

3, c. 1.

town of Gallia Narbonensis, now Vinson.
(Hist.) a king of Cyprus, who founded the first
Tac. Annul. 1. 3, c. 62.
temple at Paphos to Venus.
Aerius (Biog.) the leader of the Aerians in the 14th century,
(Grog-.) a

AERIL'S

who, having been disappointed in a bishopric, set forth the
doctrine that there was no real distinction between a bishop
and a presbyter a doctrine that has since been maintained
c 75
by the sect called prcsbytcrians. Epiphan. liar. 1.
August. Ilirr. 58; Onuph. in ('/iron. ann. 3, 40; Sander.
Hares. 69; Prated, lit. Havel. ; Tillemont. Hist. En-lex.
:

.'!,

;

torn. lx.

AEROPE

(Myth.) the wife of Atr~us, who committed
adultery with her brother-in-law Thyestes. Two twins, the
fruit of this connexion, were dressed by Atrcus, and set
Sol is said to have hidden himself that
before the father.
be might not be polluted with the sight.
Ovid. 'Tri.it. 1. 2, cleg. 1, v. 391.
Si rum

Aeropenfrater sceleratiis anuUset,
Sutis non legeremus smaw.

Convene

AEROPUS
Pan*.

1.

.s,

(Myth.)
c.

1

.Vinoiror,

the son of Mars by

Aerope.

1.

Aeropus (Hi.it.) the son of Cepheus, and father
who came to the throne of Arcadia. Herod.

of Echemus,

1.

<(,

c.

26.

AepotfTOCj or Europus, a king of Macedonia, who
Diod. 1. 1,
succeeded Philip the First, lleroil. 1. ,S, c. 137
Justin. 1. 7, c. 2.
Polyan. 1. 2, c. 1
88
AerOIH's and DamasippUS, two leaders in the army of Philip,
king of Macedonia, who were banished for introducing an
I'uli/n-ii. 1. 1, c. 2.
itinerant singer into the camp.
\KI'i)i'i;s, a pra-tnr of the Kpimtr, ami one of the ambassadors appointed to make peace with Philip, king of Mace;

.

1

;

;

AERTGEX

(Biog.) or Aargen, son of a woolcomber, and a

painter of Loydcii, was born in 4!)8, and drowned in [564.
He became so distinguished that Francis Moris, a gnat
painter in that day, recognized him by a painting of St.
1

Luke on a wall.
AER'J'S, Richard (Biog.) son of a fisherman, and a painter,
lie was the
was born at Wye k, in N. Holland, in 182.
disciple of John Moestart, and one of the first artists in bis
1

He

AERTSKN,

1.

now

Spiga.

c. 2.

5,

Strab. 1. 5 ; Oriel. Mel. 1. 15, v. 22.
(Hist.) A<V x <V»jr, a chief of the Etrctrians, who
open to the Athenians the treacherous designs of his
countrymen. Herod. 1. 6, c. 100.
Plutarch mentions an
Machines, a general of the Lamprensian tribe, who lived at
the same time, anil was obliged to fly from the Grecian
camp to escape the sentence passed upon him by Aristides.
Ae.iari.i nncla.i.

yESCHIXES

iEscHiNES, the rival of Demosthenes, flourished about 432 years
A. C, and died in exile at Rhodes, or, according to some, at
Samos. He wrote the orations called after the Graces; and
nine, or, according to some, twelve epistles.
The orations
only are extant, which are generally to be found with those
of Lvsias.
Cic. 1. 2, c. 23 ; 1. 3, c. 56 ; Pint, in Demosth. ;
Plin'.

7,

1.

c.

30.

/Eschines (Biog.) an empyrie of Athens, who cured many
disorders with the dust of excrement, which he called
Botryon. Plin. 1. 2S, c. 4.
./Eschines, an empyrie of Chios, who gained great reputation
by the restoration of Eunapius, who was at the point of death.
./Eschines of Elis, who gained two victories at the games of
Pans. 1. 6*.
the quinquertii.
/Eschines, Diogenes Laertius mentions eight of this name.
.•Eschines, a Socratic, and son of Charius, a sausage-maker,
wrote dialogues entitled Miltiades, Callias,
Axiochus, Aspasia, Alcibiadcs, Tolauges, Rhinon, &C, which he professed to have received /
The \
from Xantippe, the wife of Socrates.
best editions of his works are that of Leovard,
1718, and that of Fisher, 8vo. Lip. 1766.
His effigy is given, as in the annexed figure. Dio". Laert.
Ili. Msch. ; Pint, tie Adiilal.
1. 2
.Eschines, an Arcadian, was a disciple of Socrates.
j^Escuines, a Mitylenean, who was called the scourge of
;

orators.

/Eschines, a Neapolitan, and an academic, who, with Car(7c. de Oral. 1. 1, c. 11.
neades, founded an academy.
-Eschines, a Milesian, and an orator, whose style of oratory
was followed by Cicero. Cie. Brut. e. 95.
.Eschines, a Statuary.
Diog. I.aerl. 1. 2, § (i0, &C.
Allien.
:

20.

5, c.

.ESCHRECS

(Hist.)

Herodot.

Athenian.

died at the age of <).">.
Peter (Biog.) son of a stocking-manufacturer, ami

a distinguished painter, was born at Amsterdam in loi.O,
and died in 1578. One of his must esteemed works was an
altar-piece for the clinivh of our lady at Amsterdam.
ESAPUS (Geog.) or /Esepiis, Ai<n/7roc, a river of Mysia,

.VnT Xl n„r.
1.

8,

c.

father of

Lycomedes the

11.

>\ (Hist.) Aitrxpiui; a Samian, from whom the
tribus .Eschrionia received its name.
Herod. 1. 8, C. 26.
,Ks< iiiiioN, an Acarnanian, who favoured the Romans. Poli/li.

.'i'.Sl

1

1

28,

1.

1! I(

e. 5.

/EsCHRION, a lieutenant of Arehagathus, who was
I

[anno.

Diod.

1.

.EscHKION (Biog.)

donia.

time.

Ptol.

;

(Geog.) belonging to the river iEsarus, an epithet
employed by Ovid. Met. 1. 15, v. 54.
/ESARUS (Geog.) A'irrapoc, now E.iaro ; a river flowing
into the sea near Crotona, which Ovid describes as lapidosas

1.

Aeropus,
.

22

5, c.

1.

2ESARE-US

Pint, in Aristid.

ruro.

/Equi were conquered by the dictator Cincinnatus, and
after repeated conquests were finally subdued by the dictator
C. Junius, U. C. 451, A. C. 301. Ovid calls them JEquieoli.

The

Fasti,

Plin.

Ida into the Hellespont,

laid

Uorritlu prifeipui- OUI

So

them

Virgil calls

v. 7 Hi.

7,

down Mount

flowing

totle,

killed by

20.

and friend of Aris-

a poel of Mitylcne,

who accompanied Alexander on

his expedition into

Asia. Toss.de Poet. Grac.
T'.scnnioN, 'lapfioirotbs, an Iambic poet of Samos, quoted by

Alhemcus,
v.

1.

7,

c.

12;

1.

8,

c.

3;

Tze/z.

in

by

whom

Facultat.

he
1.

11,

.ESC'IIYEIDES
quoted by

is
c.

commended.

Gal.

de Simpl.

to

Galen,

Medieam.

84.

(Biog.) AttrvyX/dqc, a writer on agriculture,

Hist. Anvm. 1. Hi, c. 82.
(Hist.) the twelfth perpetual archon of Athens,

.'Elian.

AESCHYLUS

28 yi ars, A. ('. 7.01.
.Esciiyu's, a Corinthian, was brother-in-law
Phil, in Timol.
the friend of Timoleon.
i:

I.i/eop/i.

117-

/KsriimoN, an empiric physician, who was master

Igni d

to

Tiniouhancs,

.ESI

;£SC
JEschylus, a Rhodian, who was
Quint. Curl.

ander.

set

over Egypt by Alex-

4, c. 8.

1.

jEschvlus (Biog.) Aiirjp/Xos, son of Euphormion, a soldier,
and a tragic writer, wrote ninety tragedies, seven only of
which are extant namely, Prometheus Vinctus,' Septem
Duces apud Thebas,' * Persae,' * Agamemnon,' Choephori,'
' Eumenides,'
and Supplices.' He died in the 69th year
of his age, 456 A. C. from a stone which a tortoise let fall
on his head. Horace makes him the inventor of tragedy.
Hot. Ars. Poet.
'

'

;

'

beardless youth, as in fig. 2, on a medal of Caracalla, where
an ox is offering him his foot, the inscription above DEO.
the god .-Esculapius
i. e.
JESCulapio

SUBVENIENTI,

underneath Colonia Gcinella Juliana Hadriana
Sometimes he is represented under the form of the
Porta.
serpent twined round a staff without the man, as in a
assisting;

'

Pwt

liitnc,

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 4.

persoruE pailieque repcrtor honestts,

JEschnlus et modicis mstravit pulptia liguis
Et cUxuil magnoque loqui, nitique Cothurno.

Propertius calls tragedy the JEschyleam Cuthurnum.

Prop.

eleg. 8.

2,

Desine

et .-Esch jjlev

1.

10,

*OKAII2.

1.

c.

Tragediai primus in lucem JEschyhu protidit.

The

works are those of Stanley, fol.
Vietorius, Paris,
London, 1663 ; Robertellus, 8vo. 1552
Herod. 1. 2, c. 156; Plin. 1. 10, c. 3; Val.
4to. 1557.
Max. 1. 9, c. 12; .Elian. V. H. 1. 5, e. 1.0; Hist. Anon.
best editions of his

;

1.

7, c. 10';

Pans.

1.

1,

14

c.

;

Allien.

1,

1.

c.

18.

^Eschvlus, a native of Cnidus, and a rhetorician, instructed
by Cicero. Cic, Brut. c. 91 de Oral. c. 175, &C.
^ESCULAPIDES (Myth.) a patronymic for the descendants
of ^sculapius, of whom Hippocrates was the most distin;

guished.

jESCULAPIUS

(Myth.) AitrxKiptiae }

according

there were three of this name.
JEsculapius, son of Apollo by Coronis of Phlegias,

to

Cicero

who was

the god of medicine.
Horn. Hymn, in JEsculap.
votrtvv

'lijrijpa

Al<7K\t]7rwi'

dp\op' diicttv

KopwWc.

He is surnamed $t\d\aoc, Philolaus, or a lover of the
from his healing art ; Voprvvios from being worshipped particularly at Gortyna ; KoruXf'wc, Cotyleus, from
the cure he effected on the thigh of Hercules.
His mother
was killed by Apollo out of jealousy, but the child was
taken alive from the womb.
Pind. in Pi/th. od. 3.
people,

Ilato' ik

viKpS

him by a

thunderbolt.

Fulmiue Phoebiginam Stugias

A further account of

detrusit

ad undas.

him may be found under Numismatics.

Phwdor. ; Polyb. 1. 1, c. IS, Sec Apollad, 1. 3,c. 10 ;
Cic. de Nat. Dcor. 1. 3, c. 22;
4; Pahephat'. c. 27
Grid. Met. 1. 2,
fab. 14, 49, &c; Plin. 1. 29, c. 1
fab. 8 j Pint, in Sijmp. 1. 9, c. 14; Lucian. de Saltat. ;
Puns. 1. 32, c. 14, &c. ; Lactant. de fids. Rclig. 1. 1, e. 10;
Eralosth. c. 6; Fe.st. de Signif. Verb.} Clemens, Alexandria. Strom.; Tcrlul. Apt/1, c. 23 ; Tzet. Chit. 10, Hist.
349 ; Serv. in Mneid. ; Schol. in Eurip. ad Alcest. v. 1 ;
Gyrald. Si/ntag. Dcor.; Zcnob. Proverb, cent- 1, c. 18;
in

;

1.

;

Hygin.

;

1.

4,

jESEPUS

(Myth.) A'imiTToc, a son of Bucolion. Horn. II.
7.31.
TEsepus (Geog.) vide JEsapus.
vESERNIA (Geog.) a town of the Samnites, at the foot of
the Apennines, now Iscrnia.
Sil. Hal. 1. 8, v. 567.
1.

6,

Ft quos aut liufra\ aut quos .Esernia, quosie
Obscura iucultis Herdonia misit abagris.

The inhabitants were all called JEserniiii. Lie. 1. 27, c. 12.
iEsERNiA (Numis.) is known by several medals exhibiting

c.

11.

vEsculapius, a brother of Mercury, who, according to Cicero,
was killed by a thunderbolt, and buried at Cynosura.
Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 3, c. 22.
iEscULAPius, son of Arsippus and Arsinoe, who improved
the art of medicine.

;
the inscription
letters NI.
according to Beger, because, as he
supposes, it was a colony of Naples.
2ESERNINUS (Hist.) the cognomen of Marcus Claudius.
Marcellus. Cic. Brut. c. 36.
jEserninus (Biog.) a gladiator, so called probably from
TEsemia, his native place.
Cic. de Opt. Gen. Oral. c. 6.
jE!SIA (Geog.) a river of France, now Oyse.
iESIAS (Hist.) a magistrate of Sicyon at the time when
Corinth was taken by Aratus.
Po/ipen. 1. 6, c. 5.
jESICA (Geog.) a village of Cumberland, now Netherbt/.

AISEPN'INO,

for

Ipse repertorem tnedicina talis et arlis

Natal. Coin.

;

the heads of Apollo, of victory, Vulcan, &c.

Apiraai.

Jupiter afterwards killed
Ilrg. .En. 1. 7, v. 772.

Plato
Diod.

—

Tristan. Comm. Hist. ; Putin. Numis. Imp. ; Morell. Thesaur. ; Spaiihcim. Disscrlat. vol. i. p. 217-

"Ytov 'AttoWuh'oc, rov iyelvaero cla

'

fig. 3,
bearing the inscription 20KiililN.
In a medal of Antoninus Pius, fig. 4,
the serpent is seen rearing itself out of a ship, emblematical
of the arrival of JEsculapius at Rome, under that figure from
Epidaurus, whence he had been fetched to stay a plague,
U. C. 547, B. C. 206'. jEsculapiits is represented not only
in these but other forms on medals struck by the following
towns:
Aerasus, Adramythium, jEnos, .Ezena, Agragentum, Amastria, Asine, Byzantium, Cscsarea, Chios, Claudopolis, Cos, Cotys, Cyme, Hypsepse, Laodicea, Mantinea, Messenia, Midaaeum, Neapolis, Nica;a, Nicomedia, Odessa, PanPergamos, Pvlos, Sicyon, Smyrna, Tei'os, Tiani,
talia,
&C.
Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 3, c. 35 ; Liv. 1. 29, c. 1 1 ;
Ovid. Mel. 1. 15, v. 670; Valer. Patcrcitl. 1. 1, c. 8 ; Val.
Max. 1. 1, c. 2; Plutarch. Qua'st. Roman.; Sueton. in
Claud, c. 59
Apulcius Met. 1. 1 ; Tertull. de Pall, c 4 ;
Aurcl. Vict, de lir. Must.; Vaillant. Numis. Imp. Roman.;

medal of Augustus,

comptmere verba Cothurtuh

Quintilian maintains the same,

Ibid.

^Esculapius, author of a mathematical work mentioned by
Vossius.
I'oss. Hist. Math, part 2, c. 50, § 10.
.EiscLi.APiis (Numis.) is represented mostly, as in fig. 1,
under the farm of an old man, with a beard, holding a
staff round which a serpent is entwined. Sometimes like a

or

AISNIN'O, with sometimes the

NE0II0AITH2,

Camb.

Brilaii.

JESIMIDES

(Hist.) kitnpifois, son of .^Eschylus, and second
decennial archon of Athens in the 1 1th Olympiad, A. C. 742.
Paus. 1. 1, 4 ; Euscb. in Chron.
/Esijiides, a naval commander of the Corcyrians.
Thucud.
1. 1, c. 47.
yESIXATES (Geog.) inhabitants of .Esis.
jEISION (Biog.) an Athenian, who pronounced Demosthenes
to be above all Athenian orators.
Pint, in Demoslh.
IESIS (Geog.) .\lair, ]. a river of Italy which separates

Umbria from Picenum,
Sil.

1.

so called

8, v. 444.
Ante (utfama dncet)
Queis

u-Esis

Nomen

:

et

regnator erat

a

sese

from a king of that name.

tellus possessa Pebisgis

rdinquit
; Jiuvioque
pcpufoi turn dixit Asisns,

JETR

jESY
1

now

aia'ituc,

2,

1.

4

c.

Civil. Bell.

rabo
tn

Strab.

1

:

;

an inscription given
\iT(Tn.r,

Plin.

;

Ptolemy

by

;

Grutcrus.

by

It

is

now

;

,'!

railed

Ascisi,

C.

P.

AUu>v,

according

the inhabitants Msinates, according to Pliny.

;

.">

1.

.".

MUNIC NUMANAT.

;

Leander

by Appian
Mela,
Appian. de

aptrtc,

iii

S.

1.

1.

to

SISTET

\!

by Plutarch

/'/;'//.
Shah. 1.
1. :;,
c.
Pomp. ; Viol. 1. 3, c. 1
A town of tJmbria, and a Roman colony,

EsitlO.

Pint,

;

according

Em,

by Mela

called

is

1

c 14;

:;.

1.

11,

1.

IS

e,

;

PtotT

3,

c

I

;

Leand. Albert. Descript. ItaL; Gruter. Thes. I'd. Inscript.
p.

W6.
(G«<g.) Moieiov, vide ./.'.v/.v.
(Geqg.) AtV/rat, a people of Arabia Descrta.

.ESIT.E
c I.
ffiSIUM (Gag.)
."..

Plol.

'i.

Thc 5' irifiHQ
Alaova r' ijit

KpijOij'i TtKt fiatri\tta

Apv9dova9'

yipiiT

1.

c.

1,

<)

;

;

1

Pint, in Solon.

instruction.
c.

Aid. Gell.

;

2, c.

1.

29;

Quintil.

9.

vEsorus, Claudius, a tragedian, was very intimate with Cicero,
whom he instructed in the art of elocution.
Horat. 1. 2, Epist. 1, calls him grant*.
Qiuegravu JEmput, quadoctiu Rotetin

His son was distinguished
Horat.

1.

2,

sat. 3,

Filius

//

Oihtii

i

ad Tamil

37

ail Attic.

;

v.

ei

tlign* '"

1.
1.

egit.

for his extravagance.

239.

ilflrur'iun in ttnrr llfr//./.

./.'.s,.;i/

7,
1

loftd

im

ep.

I

ep.

extorbertt, oceto

1.

Offic.

;

I.'.',

15

;

1,

c.

31

;

P/ut. in Cie.

Divin.
Plin.

;

1.

1,

1.

<),

c. 3.5.
".

a secretary to kiujr Mithridates,

90FT/8,

gium on him and Helen.
i

•

culo-

Suid.

Dug. Laert. in Chilo, 1. i.
69.
SQI [LINUS, mons (Topog.) ride
(Geog.) or

now

the country
I

who wrote an

cots, a comic actor mentioned by Aristophanes.
sofus, an orator, cotemporary with the philosopher Cbilo.

ES'J'II
-

MM. Tl

l'n us.

1.

7,

S (Myth.)
1

ESYMMIM
was
1,

.

a

Esquiliee.

people of Sarmatia inhabiting

Germ, c 45.
surname of Bacchus.

Tacit.

Vitrv/iv^rnc, a

'I

name

of the

tomb which

Megarensians to their departed heroes, so
after rEsymnus, by whom ii was recommended. Pans.

c.

1.

7,

to consult

(Hist.) \;... ,,,„,, a chief of Megara, who wenl
the oracle of Apollo on the best manner of go-

verning his country.

Pans:

I.

I.

of Arabia

a people

Ayaioi,

9.

c.

to

(Myth.) MYi/n,, a woman of Laodicea, who is said
have been changed into a man.
Phlcs- Trallian. de

Mini/,,

name

8.

c.

.ETH.EA

(Geog.)

Kldaia,

a

town of Laconia

AlBeeic, .Ktheenses, or according to
1.

the gentile

:

Stephanus

Atftatn/c-

101.

1, c.

(Geog.) AiOaXta, or KlBayn,

the ancient

1-

name

Plin. 1. 5, c. 31 ;
of Lemnos and Chios.
Etymolog. Magn.
i. An island in the Mediterranean, near
Etruria, the gentile name is AiOioWi/r, .F./halita.
Arixlot.
in Mirab.; Diodor. 1. 5; Strat*. 1. 5; Lie. 1.37, c. 13;
Plin. 1. 3, c. 6; Steph. Byz. ,lc Urb.
.ETHALID.E (Geog.) AWaXlSat, or AWiXelSai, part of the
tribe of Leontis.
Harpocration ; Steph. Byz. de Urb.;

for the islands

the son of Merto he among the

living and the dead.

Apollon. Argon.

1.

1.

"A\\ci(f v^roxOoviotg ivapiQptot;, d\\or'

t't;

aicyeir

'UtAc* Zmoiui ptr cii'dpafTtv.

The

soul of Pvthagoras

Diog. Laert. i

.s,

to

said

is

have entered his bodv.

§ 4.

.ETHER

(Myth.) AxBttp, that subtle part of the air which
was taken by the heathens for Jupiter, and which being
easily inflammable, was the fittest for producing the thunder
and lightning ascribed to him, whence it was supposed to
come from euf)w, to burn.

35THES

(Hist.) AtOijc, a general of Dromichetes, king of
Thrace, who went over to Lysimachus in the character of
a deserter, and having lulled thc Macedonians into a state
of security, Dromichetes attacked and routed them with
Polywn. 1. 7great slaughter.
jETHICIA (Geog.) AWnia, a city and country of Thessaly:
the people were called AV0o.fr.
Steph. Byz.; Hesychius.
ZETHICDS (Myth.) AtOucoc, a Paphlagonian, who distinguished himself in the Trojan war.
Quint. Smyrn. 1. 6,
v. 318.
.E/rincus, l.ster (Biog.) a geographer mentioned by Cassio<lc crcis,
Orosins, and Flodoard.
To him is ascribed the
Notitia Imperii.
Cassiod. in ('/iron.; Oros. lli.it. 1. 1, c. 2;
Flodoard. Hist. Ilhiin. EccleS. 1. 1, C. 1 ; Isidor. Oris- 1. 14,
10
VOSS. lie 1 1 i*l. Lai. 1. 3, c. 1.
.ETHIOI'IA (Geog.) so called from AlOunrla, i. e. incendinm.
burning; because it was supposed to lie under the torrid
Homer describes the inhabitants as to their situation,
zone.
and as to their manttrxarot dvipZy, the remotest of men
ners Aidunrqai &fibfu>vac, the blameless .Ethiopians.
Acto
Isidor,
derive
their
cording
they
origin from Cush, the
son of Ham tro, chush, signifying blackness; by Bochart
Ethiopia was divided
they derive t heir name from laid.
into two parts, viz. /I'.ilmipia tub Egypto, according to
Ptolemy, lying between the Nile and the Gulf of Arabia;
and Ethiopia ultra JEquatorem, which was almost unknown
to thc ancients.
The chief towns of Ethiopia were Ptolemais. Adule, Meroe, Morvlon, c.\;e. Horn. Odyss. 1. 1, v. 23;
//. 1. i, v. |..'t
Apollon. Argon. 1.
Herodot. 1.
c. 801
;

;

•-.',

.•;,

;

:

119; Sei/la.i: in Peripl. : Diodor. Sir. 1.
Periplo.; Steph. Byx.de Urb.; Plin. 1. <>', c.
Jvv. Sat.
Perteg. v. 179
Virg. Pel. u. v. (is

|.

;

;

Theb.

I.

"..

ETHLIUS

VS.

ffiSYMNUS

or

7.

v.

{Hist.) .Wi' 7 ,,,or, the

raised by the

called
1.

jl'.stiai.

called Esthania.

c.

/ETETA

C.

baccam.

I,

<>',

1.

{Hist.) was master of the two legions
of Alexandria, in the Jewish war.
Joseph, de Bill. Jud.

:

•

Cic.

Piol.

.ETEKXIl'S, Fronto

.E'l'HALIDES (Myth.) AlOaKiSnc, a crier,
cury, who was permitted at different times

;

;

c.

Felix.

AiYattoc,

Suidas.

yvvaiK&v

i7nrioxtipp.>ir.

7)(W. 1. 4; Oi «/. J/V/. 1. 7, v. 285 ;
/'«/. Ffacc. 1. 1,
Hi/gin. fab. 12
ApoUon. Argon. 1. 1, &c.
.SVW. PfiiA od /V/'&c.
Lactant. nil Tkeb. 1. 8,
v. 516; 1. 5, v. 8*5 ; rzefe. tn Lye. v. 175.
.I.son (Hist.) an ambassador sent by the Argives to make
peace with the Spartans.
Thucyd. 1. 5, c. 40.
mBON (Gog.) a river and town of Thessaly. Steph. Bi/z. de
Also a town of Magnesia. Schol. ApoUon. ad lib. i.
l'r/}.
/ESOXIDES (Myth.) Aitjuiiiijc, a patromymic for Jason,
Apollon. 1. 1, v. ">:'>.
thc son of .Eson.
ESONIUS (Geog.) an inhabitant of /Eson.
/ESOPLS (Jiiog.) Xivfi-ur there were several of this name.
.-Ekopi-s, jEsop, a Phrygian slave in the time of Crasus, kin<;
of Lydia, who procured bis freedom by the power of his
genius. To him is ascribed the invention of fables, although
Qiiinrilifln observes that Hesiod first adopted that mode of
Apollod.

1 .

(Geog.)

yETHALIA

vide .<£«*.
.I-.SON (Myth.) A'iiriitv, the s >n of Cretheus, and father of
Jason, is said to have killed himself by drinking bullock's
blood to avoid the persecution of his brother Pelias.
Horn. Odyss. 1. 11, v. 257-

1.

11

Thucyd.

/EMSIL'M
1.

If

v.

1'Jli;

Pans.

1.

I,

e.

;

lltinno.

in

29; Dionys.
v. .!:>•;

Stat.

;;::.

A.W\lut, a son of Jupiter, by Protowas the father
genia, or, according to I'ansanias, of /Eolus
Apollod. 1. 1, c. 7;
of l''.iiclvmion, and the first king of Klis.

(Myth.)

;

Paus.

1.

5,

c.

1.

;

;

.-ETN

i£TI

AETHLIUS

(Biog.) an historian of Samos, mentioned by
Athenceus. Deipnos. 1. 14, c. 19Aethlius, the same as Ethedius, mentioned by Arnobius.
Vethi.ius, the father of the physician Chrysippus, mentioned
bv Diogenes Laertes. Diog. 1. 8, § 89.ET
{Myth.) AlSuy, a horse of Hector.
//. 1. 8, v. 185.

HON

ZZavOe Tl

icai crv

Uotapyf

,Ethon, one of the horses of
of his master.
Virg. JEn. 1. 11,

v.

icai XlQaii' La'/iTTf

Pallas,

who wept

rt tit.

for the death

89.

Past bellatur equus, pnsitis insignibus, .Eth.m
It lachrymans.

Interea oahtcns, Pyroeis, Eous, et .Ethon

One

1,

v.

284.

AETIUS,

Sicanius (Biog.) a physician, from whose writings
the book ascribed to Galen, De Atra Bile, is said to have

been collected.

Aetits, the heresiarch, who was also a physician. £\ ide
Aetius, under Ecclesiastical History}
JETIUS, a physician of Amida, who flourished about the
beginning of the fifth century, and wrote, among other
things, a work on medicine entitled, ' Tetrabiblos,' the first
eight books of which, in Greek, were printed at Venice by
the heirs of Aldus Manutius, fol. 1534; the remainder is
still preserved in MS. in the libraries of Vienna and Paris.

Principes.'

iETNA

.ETHRA

(Myth.) A'idpn, the daughter of Pittheus, the wife
Horn. II. 1. 3, v. 144;
of .E^eus, and mother of Theseus.
Paus.L 2, c. 31, &c. ; Ovid. Her. 1. 10, v. 131 ; Hygin.
fab. 37, &c. ; Plul. in Thcs.; Tzetzes. in Lycoph. v. 447;
Schol. in Apollon. 1. 1, v. 101 ; Schol. in Eurip. Hccub.
125.

famed

(Geog.) a mountain of Sicily, now Monte Gibelh.
for its volcanic eruptions, which Pindar calls, on acIt
great height, ttiuv ipavia, a celestial pillar.
the Hebrew, KJinX, fornax, a furand A'irya, from a$u, to burn ; to which Virgil and

count of
derives

nace

;

Ovid

vEthra, daughter of Oceanus and Tethys, otherwise

name from

allude,

called

(Myth.) AWacm, a daughter of Neptune, by AmApollod. 1. 3 ; Pans. 1. 9, c. 20.
phitrite.
jEthusa (Geog.) vide Mgusa.
jETIOX {Myth.) vide Eetion.
AETION (Biog.) a painter, whose painting of Alexander at
his nuptials with Roxana was so much admired at the
Olympic games, that the president gave him his daughter
Cic. Brut, c. 18 ; Lucian. in Imagin. ; Jun.
in marriage.
<$-c.

1, v. 47*-.

1.

Qiwties Cuclopum efferven in agros,
Vidimus itmiantcm ruptis fornacibus Aetnam,

Pleione.

Ftammarumque

iETHUSA

Aetion, vide

its

its

Virg. Georg.

in Catal. Piclor.

Gregor.

torn. v.

'

Orphhtzus crudele micans, jEthonque sagittA
On/or.

v.

19; Concil.

5, c.

1.

1543; fol. Bas. 1542, 1549; another translated by J. B.
Montanus, fol. Bas. 1543 ; two at Lyons, fol. 1549 ; and
four vols. 12mo. 1560; with the notes of Hugo de Solerus.
Medics Artis
and one at Paris, fol. 156'7, among the

Soiis equi.

1.

Tur.

on a charge of high treason.

cited

Of Latin editions there have been several, namely, one the
translation of Janus Cornarius, under the title of ' Contracts ex veteribus Medicince Tetrabiblos,' 8vo. Venice,

jEtiiox, one of the horses of the sun.
Grid. Met. 2, fab. 1.

of Pluto's horses.
Claud, de Rapt. Proserp.

where he was

Ovid. Met.

Nee

globus, liquefaetaque volvere sola.

15, v. 340.

1.

qua: sulfure'ts ardet fttrnacibits

Ifrnea semper exit, neque

Nam

sive est

Spirame'ita

The

animal

locis

Jiammam

Aetna

fuit ignea semper

enim

teltus,

et viiit

:

habetque

eshalantia multis.

eruption mentioned in history is that which-, acto Diodorus, happened before the Trojan war
which have been repeated at intervals for upwards of
2000 years have been the theme of the poets from the time
first

cording
those

Eetion.

AETIUS

{Myth.) 'Actios, son of Anthas, and grandson of
Neptune, succeeded his father in the kingdom of Trcezene.
Pans. 1. 2, c. 50.
jETIUS (Hist.) one of the most distinguished generals of his
age, who, by his skill and valour, contributed principally
to uphold the empire against the barbarians who attacked it
on all sides, particularly against the Huns under Attala,
whom he defeated in a signal engagement in France in 451.
He fell at length under the displeasure of Valentinian the
emperor, who is said to have killed him with his own hand.
Euscbitis, Prosper., Jdatius et Marcellinus in Chron.; Chron.
Alexand. ; Greg. Tur. 1. 2, c. 7, &c. ; Procop. de Reb.
Goth. 1. 5; Jornandcs de Regn. Success, c. 19; Paul.
Diacon. Hist. Miscell. 1. 19, c. 16; Cassiodor. in Chron.
Ann. 454; Vict. Eutic. 1. 1, c. 5.
AETIUS, a chief of the eunuchs in the palace of the empress
Irene, whose intrigues and arrogance occasioned his downfal.
Theophan. in Ckronog. ; Eginhard. Annal. Fit. Carol.

Magn.

entire

Tag tpevyovrai

air\d-

fttv

th -Kvpoq dyvorarat
'Ek iiv\uJv Trayai

Virg. JEn.

1.

3, v.

—

571-

minis;
Jnterdumqne alram prarumpit ad ttthera nubem,
Turbine fumantem piceo et candente favilla ;
Horrijicis jtuta tonat JEtna

Attollitque globos

Ovid. Pont.

1.

2,

el.

Jlamniarum,

et sidera lambit.

10.

Vidimus JEtnad calum splendescere fiammA
Suppositus monti

Catull.

quam vomit

m-e Glgas,

Poem. 68, v. 53.
Quum tantum arderem, quanlum

Trinacria rupes.

Petron. Arbit. in Sal.

Armorum

/ETIUS

(Ecc.) At-ioc, surnamed the Impious, was a phyand an heresiarch of Antioch in the fourth century,
who was a zealous defender of Arianism in its worst form.
S. Athanas. de Synod. ; S. Gregor. Nyssen. contra Eunom.
Philostorg. 1. 3, &c. ; Epiphan. "Hares. 76
August. Hcvr.
74; Socrat. Hist. Eccles. 1. 1, c. 28; SozonienA. 3, &c.
Theodoret. 1. 2, &c. ; Baron. Annal. Ann. 356, Sec.
Tille-

who wrote an

Pindar to that of Cornelius Severus,
poem on the subject.
Find. Pyth. OtL l.

of

strepitu ccelum furit

Sideribus tremefacta

sician

Ignibus
Sil. Ital.

1.

intolitts,

et

:

tuba

Marfan

jamque /Etna voratur
athera fulmina mittit.

ciet,

et in

14, v. 59-

Ast Aetna eructat tremefactis cautibus. igneis.

;

;

mant. Hist. Eccles. torn

6.

;

Du

Claud. Marian. Vict. Comment,
Non aliter quam dum ruptis
Egenl

Pin. Bibl. des Ant. Eccles.

iv. Sice.

jEtius, an archdeacon of Paris, who boldly defended Pretextatus, bishop of Rouen, in the council of Paris, in 577,
VOL. I.

Lucrct.

1.

in

Genes.

stEVa

1.

6.

Funditque ardorem hngi

,

lateqve favillam

Differt, et craisd volvit caligine

2, v.

.Etna Camilla

immistis str'utentia sulfura fiammis.

J'umum.

128.

;

:

JEZA

;etn
'E>>

Sever, in Poem.

Com.

In vtro mild cura
.Cj/itrt .-Etna,

;

canam quo

uovosque rapax

to Strabo "Iiiija-a.

It is

now named

MascaJi.

inhabitants were called by Thueydides litjiranlui, by
Thuei/d. 1. (i ; Cie. in Verr.
Cicero and Plinv, JEtnenaea
act iii. c. 8 ; Di'odor. 1. 1 1 ; Strab. L 6 ; Plin. 1. 3, c. 8.

motu

fervida

congeret igneis.

sibi

and

i|<ria,

The

Sed omnis

jEtna (Numis:) some medals

The

struck by the /Etnenses represent a cornucopia:, as symbolical of the fertility of the
country others represent a head of Apollo radiated, or of
Ceres, with the inscription AITNAION, or AITNAilN.

into Tartarus,

Haverkamp. Paruta. Sicil. Discritt. Tab. 133; Hanluin.
Numis. Vet. Pop.; Pellerin. Recueil. de Med. desPeup. <yc.;
Hunter Numis. Vet. Pop. §c.

these Eruptions according to the Poets.

The Origin of

origin of these eruptions is ascribed by the poets to
the rebellious war waged by the giant Typho, or Enceladus
and his companions, against Jupiter, who thrust them down

;

and placed Mount jEtna over them.

Pind. Pi/th. Od.

1.

awa

"Oc t if

raprdpip ke\-

jETNjEUS

{Myth.) Ainai'or, son of Prometheus, and one of
the Cabiri mentioned by Pans. 1. 9.
(Geog.) the inhabitants of /Etna.
/ETOLI (Geog.) Atolians; the inhabitants of /Etolia. [Vide

rai Stulv TroXifiioc.

UuTOVTUKapavoc..

Ti'tpwi;

Orpheus,

Argonaut.

in

Avrdp iml AiXvfinov
Airvain <p\6%

Hymn,

Callimach.

n\iva TropBpov

iiriirxopiv

jEtolia]

jEtoli, campi (Geog.) another name for Apulia, so called

rl vijtrov iiritrxoptv 'EyKiXdcoio

Tpiy\u>x<w

dp' ip>)Tvii pipauirac,.

ff0ii/

after

vEtolia
which

SWiUTai pvxa icdvra, Kamtaioio yiyavroc.
Virg. /En.

v.

3,

1.

called the /Etolius heros.

(Geog.) At-uiXia, a country in the middle of Greece,
takes its name from iEtolus ; Stephanus derives the

a7ro ra aireTiv oXor, from seeking every thing, because
Their
the /Etolians were a covetous narrow-minded people.
chief towns were as follow

579-

:

est, Enceladi semiustum fulmim corpus
ingentemque insuper Aetuam
Urgeri mole hoc
Impositam, ruptis Jtammam exspirare caminis.

Fama

Chief Towns of

;

4.

1.

Aha

Cujus anbehtis

s

Olena:,

ardet humus.

licina

Athamanes, &c.
They were formidable enemies to the Romans,

Typhao.

till conPoh/b. 1. 4, &c. ; Liv. 1. 26, c. 24, &c.
quered by Fulvius.
Strabo, L 7; Plin. 1. 4, e. 2; Mela, 1. 2, c. 3 ; Pint, in Flam.
Flor. 1. 2, c. 9; Pans. 1. 5, c. 1, &&
/Etoi.ia (Numis.) had medals which were common to the
whole country, independently of those struck by its several
towns.
On its earlier medals are represented Hercules
killing a centaur; and the head of Hercules in a lion's skin.
The boar is also frequently represented, emblematical of the
Calydonian boar ; and frequently a head of Apollo, with the
lyre; the legends AITilA. AlTiiAON. sometimes with the

3.

1.

It clamor ad auras
Quantus Tyrrbcni gemitus sulis, aut ubi tentat
Enceladus mutare latus, procttl igneus antris

Mimt

ionat.

Quint. Sinyrn. Tpwucuf,

13.

1.

Eur* irdnoe peydXoto tear' 'EyiceKdcoio Cauppwv
IlaXXae dupaph'n SiiaXiji/ tjriied/3/3aXf vijaov.

Claudian. de Raph. Proscrp.

v.

1,

1.

154.

In medio scojntlis se porrigit AZtna perusln
AZtna Giganteos nunquam tacitura triumphos.

name

There was a temple sacred to Vulcan, on Mount jEtna,
where he is feigned by the poets to have had his forge, and
the Cyclops as his workmen.

Endymion and [phiasiasa,
who, having accidentally killed Apis, fled and settled in
gave
his
name.
Apollod. 1. 1, c. 7, &f.
jEtolia, to which he
[Vide /Elolia']
/Etolus, son of Oxvlus, and king of F.lis, died while young.

1. 8,
v. 416.
Insula Sicanium juitu latus AZoliamque

I'rigitnr I.ipnren,

Jumantibus ardua saxis
et Cycbipum exesa earning
:

subter specus

Antra

A^'.tniLa

1.5.

tonant.

/EVTTEIINI

(Mi/th.) the gods so called by the heathens,
to whom, according to Pliny,
because they existed for ever
Apul. de Deo Soeral.
they sacrificed red oxen.
2EVOLUS, Ca:sar (Iliog.) a Neapolitan writer on the causes
cif sympathy and antipathy, in the Kith century.
.EX (Myth.) Aii, a goat. 1. The name of Jupiter's nurse.

Eurijiid. in Troad.

;

Kal rdv Airvaiav

'tttyaicH

di'rqpn x^P av
SueiXuv dfituiv partp' iikhui

tpoiviicut

Kl)pV<XTHTll(tt.

Thucyd.
.lpoliod.

Mel

3,

1.
1.

1

lift;

c.

Lie.

;

1.

26,

in

Aristot.
c.

29

;

MiraL;

St, ah.

1.

(i

;

Diod.

P/in.

1.

3,

1.

c.

5;
8;

Mart. 1. 7, ep. 68
;
Appian. Civ. Bell 1. :>
Suetiin. in Calig. ; Aid.
4 Justin. 1. 4, C.
Pans. 1. 3
10; /Elian, de Animal. 1. 1, c. 3
I'hiluslral. in lil. Apollon.J Maeroh.
Apid. Melnm. 1.
1.
5, c. 17; Cedren. Compend, Hist.; Oros. 1. 2, c. IS;
Jul. Obtequent. de Prodig., Spc. ; Sew. JBn, 1. 3
Isidor.
1. 13,
c. 8; Natal. Cum. 1. % c. 1, &&j Jieinb. Dialog, de
Mont. /Elu.; Fazcll. Sic. Her. Dccad., 1. 2, c. 4; Chiv. Sictt.
Plot.

del.

1.

1.

1.

2,

7

c.

.'!,

c.

17,

c.

;

1

;

;

;

1

1

;

;

;

;

Antia.

1.

1,

the foot of Mount ./Etna,
which was lirst called ('alalia, but Micro having expelled
from
Catanenses
that
gave
part,
the
the name of /Etna to
it,

or,

as

it

Alirvtf,

2. A young man mentioned by Plutarch. GrCBC, QflOSSt. IS.
JEx (Geog.) 1. An island in the £gean sea. /'//';;. 1. 4, c. 11.
Plul. 1. 3, c. 1.
2. A town of the Marsi.

.EXONE

(Geog.) 'Aijwvt), an Athenian tribe of Cccrops.
Steph. Hi/;, de Urb. ; Harpoeratiun. Suidas.
9
iEXONKNSIS (Geog.) 'Aitwnvc, an inhabitant of /F.xonia.
.EXONEA (Gang-) 'At&uvla, a town of Magnesia. Steph.
Byz. de I eh.
.EZULA (Geog.) AlfdtXa, a town of Armenia Major. Ptol.
Strab.

1.

5,

c.

1.

;

14.

.E/.ANIS (Geog.)

c. H.

.Etna (Geog.)

of the magistrate.
(Mi/th.) .\ino\nc, son of

/ETOLUS

Virg. /En.

Quam

^Enienses,

Calydon,
Majares,

1.

Theb.

Slat.

ignibit

14, v. 196.
Turn Catane nimium ardatti

Sil. Jtal.

Arachthe,

jacet vasti super ora Typhoios Aetna

/Elolia.

Ephyri,
Dolopes,
Temphtei,

Chalcis,

Ovid. Fast.

Sil. Ital.

125.

word

iripnv Bpiapijoc, tirupiSa Kwopivoio.

E<'r

Diomed, who was
v.

1,

1.

in Del.

ottot 'Airvaitt opeog irvpi rv<popii'oto

8'

'Qc

/ETXENSES

a

town

was sometimes

at

called, according to

Diodorus,

1.

r
,

),

kl(avts, a

town of Phrvgia Major.

Plot.

c. 2.

vEzanis (Numis.) the medals of this town are very numerous, including those which were struck while they were
under their own laws, and the imperial medals struck in

;

AFR

AFR
of Germanicus, Agrippina, Caligula, Claudius,
Adrian, Sabina, M. Aurelius, Commodus, Caracalla, GordiThe names of the magistrates are
anus, and Volusianus.
Some medals are infrequently given without any titles.

honour

IEPA. ZYNKAII
scribed IEPA. BOYAH; GEA. ROMH
T02 EPOS. AHM02 with the name of the people AZI.
other
medals AIZAN.
or
as
in
AIZAMTQN
AZAXE1TQN.
AIZANH. AIZAMTAI. Jupiter appears to have been the
;

I

;

;

deitv most honoured by the .Eginatse, if we may judge
from the frequent recurrence of his image on their medals ;
but those of Neptune and Diana are also to be met with.
Grccc. ; Harduin. Num. Ant. Pop. el
I'aillanl. Xitmis.

Vrb.j

Rec.

Pcller.

tab. 14,

f.

vol.

iii.

p.

27;

Eckel.

Num.

Vet.

1.

AFCASBI

(Biog.) a surname of Ahmed Ben Omad, author
of an explication or correction of the book of animals, composed by Demiri.
(Hist.) the surname of the emperor Adrian's father,
i. e. .Elius Adrian Afer.
Afer, Domitius, an orator, and public accuser in the reign of
Tiberius, and the three succeeding emperors, died in the
reign of Nero, after having distinguished himself in his
profession during a long life.
He was the accuser of P.
Claudia Pulchra, cousin to Agrippina, and the preceptor

AFER

Tac. Annal. L 4, c. 52, &a 1. It, c. 19;
Quintil. Instit. 1. 5, c. 7 ; Dio. 1. 5,Q
Euseb. in Chron.
AFESA, Pietro (Biog.) a painter of Naples, who flourished
about the year 1650.
His works are preserved in the
churches and chapels of Naples.
(Hist.) father of Osman, or Othman, the third successor of Mahomet, was an Arabian bv birth.
AFFLECK, Sir Edward (Hist.) tenth son of Gilbert Affleck,
of the family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished
himself by his gallant conduct as commander of the centre
division in the memorable engagement of the 12th of April,
between Admiral Sir George Rodney, K. B. and the French
squadron, under the command of Comte de Grasse, which
terminated so honourably to the British flag, and to the
of Quintilian.

;

AFFAN

officer in particular

Affleck (Her.)

who is the subject of this article.
name of a family of Dalham Hall,

the
in
Suffolk, which enjoys the dignity and title of a Baronet,
conferred on Admiral Affleck, abovementioned. The arms, &c.
of this family, are as follow
Anns. Argent, three bars, sable.
Crest.
stalk, and ear of wheat, proper.
AFFLITTO, Matthew (Biog.) an eminent lawyer and counsellor of state under Ferdinand I, was employed in public
transactions of the greatest importance, under five successive kings of Naples.
He lived to the age of SO, and
died in 1510, leaving many works on law and jurisprudence.
Afklitto, John, of the same family, a distinguished mathematician and engineer, was employed by John of Austria,
in some of his wars.
He wrote on the art of fortification,
and a book of miscellanies.
AFFO, Iretueus (Biog.) an historian of Italy, wrote, 1. Historia di Guastalla,' 4 vols. 4to. GuastaUa, 17<>'S. 2.
Historia
di Parma,' 2 vols. 4to. Parma
besides a history in MS. of
Peter Louis Farnize, which the Infant would not suffer to
be published.
He died about the beginning of the present
century.

Bell. Civ.

3

1.

c.

1,

1.

ad

Attic. 1. 1, ep. 18, &c. ; Strab.
Sucton. in Jul. Caes. c. 34 ; Floras.

Cic.

;

Pomp.

Plut. in

;

8

;

Appian. de Bell. Cic. 1. 1 ; Dio. 1. 372
Afranius, Potitus, a plebeian, who, having protested with an
oath that he would gladly die, if Caligula did but recover,
was put to death by that emperor that he might not break
his word.
Dio. 1. 59Afranius, Quinli/ianus, a great debauchee, who, piqued at u
satire which the emperor Nero wrote against him, entered
into the conspiracy with Piso, and was condemned to deathTacit. Annal. 1. 4, c. 34.
Afranius, Burrus. Vide Burrus.
Afranius (Biog.) a Latin comic poet, flourished in the age of
Terence, 100 years A.C.J of all his works only 266 verses
remain to be found in the
Corpus Poetarum Latinorum.'
Horace compares him to Menander, 1. 2, ep. 1, v. 571.

4, c.

;

'

Dicitur At'rani

t,>ga

convemsx Mejiuiulro.

Ausonius likewise commends him.
Auson. epigr. 70.
Quam toga

facumli scenis agitaiit Afrdni.

of some of his plays are preserved, as ' The
F ratios,'
Cinerarius Consobrinus,'
Compitalia,'
Augur,'
Quintil.
Sec
Cic. in Brutus, c. 24; I'clt. Pat. 1. 1, c. 17
1. 10, c. 11 ; Suet, in Xcr. c
Aid.
Gell.
1.
11
13, c. 8 ;
Vote, de Pod. Eat. e. 1 ; de Hist. Lot. 1. 3, c. 11.
(Hist.) the first king of the Persians, of the
dynasty called the Pischdadians.
(Geog.) one of the three quarters of the ancient
world, and of the four quarters of the modern world, is
called L</3i»;, by Herodotus and others ; 'AipptKn, by Josephus and Ptolemy; I.'Afrioue, by the French ; Alkebulan,
by the Arabs ; Besecalh, by the Indians. Josephus derives

The

titles

'

'

'

:

:

AFRASIAB
AFRICA

the name from Ophir, the grandson of Abraham ; but Bochart supposes it to be derived from the Hebrew, nHE,
It is
pheric, an ear of corn ; on account of its fertility.
noted by the poets for being a hot and sandy country.
Dioni/s. Peri eg. v. 182.
'H ycip cuptjpiirt Kai

a\<xiiit]fGtTa

rtTVKrai.

I'irg. Eel. 1, v. 65.

At
Sil.

Hal.

1.

nos hinc alii sitientes ibimus

Afra.

1.

EsUfem Libya

torquetur subdita Cancro.

:

Monti, Astron. poet.

A

'

'

;

AFRANIA

(Biog.) a wife of Licinius Buccio, a senator, who,
forgetting the modesty required from her sex, pleaded her
own cause before the prator, whence the name Afrania
became proverbial for an impudent woman,
f'al. Majc. 1. 8,
c.

3

;

Erasm. Adas.

AFRANILS,
186.

Liv.

C.
1.

SteUia (Hist.) a pnetor,
c. 43.

I".

C. 566,

A. C.

39,

Afranius, Lucius, one of Pompey's

defeated in
Spain by Gesar, and slain by Titius in Africa.
Cces. de
generals,

ll

4.

1.

Ptjtnus oranorii

Afronm

pulvere teiris

Jh'puloS.

In like manner Appian calls it teiiie yaia, -oXvcrJ-ioc ala,
v< uorara
X^P"'
Boundaries.
Africa is bounded on the N. by the mare
Afrieuni seu Libvcum, now the Mediterranean Sea; on
the S. bv the mare .Ethiopieum, or the South Atlantic;
on the E. by the mare Rubrum, now the Red Sea ; and
on the W. by the mare Atlanticum, or Xorth Atlantic.
Division. Africa is divided into -Egvptus Egi/pt; Cyrenaica,
now half the eastern province of Barca ; Africa minor,

m

now

the kingdom of Tunis ; Troglodytte,

now

the desert

Garamantes, now Bornou ; Numidia, now Tremcccn ; Mauritania, comprehending the provinces of
Daria, Fez, and Morocco; Ga;tulia, now Bilcdulgerid
Lvbia Interior, now the desert of Zahara; Arabia Troglodytica, now Nubia ; .Ethiopia, now Abyssinia ; and

Berdoa

;

Thebte, now Theves.
these may be added the countries of modern Africa since
discovered, viz. Guinea, Benin, Cashna, Sennaar, Abex,

To

Loango, Congo, Angola, Bengucla, Mataman, Zanguebar,
Mocarango, Monoemugi, Sofola, Caflraria, and the country
of the Hottentots.
The principal towns are Alexandria, now called
Ton-ns.
by the Turks and Italians Alessandria, in Egypt ; Berenice,

now

k 2

Bcrnich

;

Arsinoe,

now Aladich

;

Carthago,

;

AGA

AFIl
now

a small village

where CatO
in

died,

;

Adrumetum. now Mahometa;

now

Biscrta, in

Numidia, now Borna
supposed to be

riensis,

Sida

;

in

I'tica.

Africa minor; Hippo

Numidia; Julia

Ceesa-

now

tant of Adrian, Antoninus Pius, Commodus, Septimius
Sevenis, Alexander Sevenis, Maximinus, and Maxentiu.s.
There are also several consular medals.
Goltz. Fast. Consular ; Vaillnnt. Snmis. Impcral. ; I'alin. Xnniis. linperat.
Tristan. Comment. Hist. ; Bcgrr. Thesaitr. Brand.
'Hist.) a slave of the Turkish nation, who rose

Algiers ; Salde, in Csesariensis, now called Bugia ; Tingi, in Tingitana ; Zilis, in
Tingitana, now called Arzila ; to these may be added the
modern towns, Fez, Tripoli, Mourzook, Gondar, Mosamliique,
Monomotapa, Angola, St. Salvador, Loango,

AFSCHIN

Benin, Tombuctoo, Tunis, Morocco, Cairo, &c.

AGABL'S

The principal rivers are Nilus, the Nile, with its
seven mouths; the Niger; Amsager, now Suf Gemar
Rubricates in Numidia; Malva, now Malaga, in Gcsariensis, to which may be added the Zaire, Congo, or Nile,
the Senegal, and the Gambia.
Lakes, Bays, and Straits.
The principal lakes, eic. are the
Palus Maris, now Buchaira ; the Palus Sirbonis, now
Golfo di Damietta ; the Paludes Nili, now the lakes
Zaire and Zembre; the Palus Nigrites, which receives
the present rivers Senegal and Gambia ; Arabicus Sinus,
now the Gulf of Arabia; Fretum Herculeum, the Straits
of Gibraltar ; to which may be added in modem Africa,
the lake Bornou, in Bornou, the Straits of Babelmandel,
and the Straits of Mozambique.
Mountains and Capes. The principal mountains are Mons
Atlas, now Mount Atlas ; Lun;e Montes, now Mountains
Rivers.

Aromata Promontorium, now Cape Guadafur ; to which may he added in modern Africa, the
mountains Sierra Leone, Cape Verd, and the Cape of

of

the

Moon

;

Good Hope.
The

Islands.

which by

later

I'

;

;

History of Africa.
history of Africa will be found under the head of
-Egyptus, Egypt, and Abyssinia.

The

Grammay

Africa illustrata, Herbert's Travels, Shaw's
Travels, &C.
(Sninis.) is represented by the different symbols of the
elephant, Pegasus, scorpion, lion, &C. as on a medal of

AFRICA

Adrian, bearing on the obverse the head of the emperor HAC( >nSul III. Pater Patriae, on the reverse
DRIANUS

AUG

country, inscription AFRICA.
The
female has also a cornueopi e in her
anus, and a basket with ears of corn at

SEVERUS PIUS AUG.;
a

figure

of

Africa

(Biog.) an author mentioned in the scholia on

Homer.

AGALLIS

(Biog.)

'Ay«XXic,

a

woman

of Corcyra,

who

wrote a treatise on grammar. Allien. I. 1, c. 12 ; Stridas.
Cxi. Rhodig. 1. 8, c. 1 ; Voss. de Philol, c. 2, § 3 ; Meurt.
de Lud. Gr.; Soprani g/i Scritt. delta Ligur.
(Myth.) Wyapi'ienc, son of Erginus, king of
Orchomenos, or, according to some, of Apollo, built the
entrance to the temple of Delphos, assisted by his broThe third day they were found dead in
ther Trophonion.
their bed.
Cic. Tusc. 1. 1, c. 47 ; Strab. 1. 9; Pint, de
Consol. ad Strab. 1. 9 ; Pans. 1. 9, c. 11, &c.
Agamedes, a son of Stvmphalus mentioned bv Pausanias.
{Myth.) 'Aya/iifivuv, son of Atreus by
JErope, king of Mycense, and generalissimo of the Grecian
forces at the Trojan war, was treacherously murdered on
his return from Troy by his wife Clytemnestra, and her
paramour vEgisthus. Homer commonly styles him Kpdwv,
or aval avenue. Horn. II. passim. Odi/ss. 1. 4, &c. ; Mschyl.

AGAMEDES

Agamem.; Sophocl. in Elect.; F.urip. in Orestes; Thuci/d.
Dioni/s. Hal. ;
1, e. 9; Apollod. I. 3; Virg. JF.n. 1. 6
Mela, 1. 2, c. :i
Senec. in Agamem.; Hi/gin. fab. SS, &c. ;
Strab. 1. 8
I'/ut. in l.ncull. et
Ovid de Bern. Am. v. 777
de Fort. Alex.; Mian. V. II. 1. 4, c. 26'; Pans. 1. 2,
C. (), &c.
(Geog.) a harbour in Attica, where the
(Kit assembled that was to sail on the expedition against
Troy.
Mela, 1. 2, c. i.
AGASIKMXOXII'S (Myth.) belonging to Agamemnon, an
in
1.

;

:

;

v.

;

47]

;

1.

(i,

v.

838.

(Hist.) 'Ayaufciop, the 11th perpetual archon
F.uscb. in Chron.
of Athens, who governed for 20 years.
(Biog.) 'Ayautirup, a victor at the Olympic

AGAMETOR
on

standing,

her feit; inscripti m Ponlifex Maximus
Poputi COnSul
ill.
P.
I'.
Among the imperial medals are several ex-

TRtouniM

AGALLIAS

AG WIKSTOK

having ears of corn in her right hand, and a
lion at

taken by Alexander Jannsus from Aretas, king of the
Arabians.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 14, c. 2.
(Hist.) a general of Leo emperor of Isauria,
who, having engaged in an unsuccessful revolt against his
master, threw himself into the sea to escape being taken

AGALLIANUS

epithet applied by Virgil to Orestes, the son of Agamemnon,
to Mycente the kingdom of Agamemnon, &c Virg. JEn. 1. 4,

her feet, emblematical of its fertility.
A medal of Sevenis bears on the obverse
the bead of Sevenis crowned with laurel,
reverse

AGALLA

AGAMEMNONIA

the figure of a female crowned with the
proboscis, &C of an elephant, and holding a scorpion in her hand; from the
abundance of those animals in that

the

AGAETES

AGAG

AGAMEMNON

Writers on Africa.

Herodotus, Strabo, Pliny, Sallust, Livy, Tacitus, Ptolemy,
Dion, Cassius, Florus, Appian, (}. Curtius, Procopius,
Abulfaragius, Victor Uticensis, Johannes Leo, Mamml
L'Afrique, Isaac Vossius de Originc Nili, Alvarez Historia .Ethiopia, Diego de Torrez Histoire des Chcrifs,

inscription

M. Antonin. c. 15 ; ct in J'cr. c. 9(Geog.) a town of Cassina, a province in the Negroland, from which 1000 camels go annuallv to fetch salt
for the supply of the whole empire from the lakes in the
desert.
Lon. 13 3 0' E. lat. 20° 5' N.
(Hist.) a king of the Scythians.
(Bibl.) jjn, king of the Amalekites, who was slain
by Samuel. 1 Sam. xv. 32, A.M. 2971, A. C. 1064. Joseph.
Ant. 1. 6, c. 8, 9 ; Uss. Annal. Ann.
(Geog.) "AyaWa, a city of the tribe of Reuben

AGADES

prisoner.

principal islands are Meroe,

geographers is called a peninsula, formed by the branches
the Nile ; Ceme, in the Indian Ocean, supposed by
some to be Madagascar; to which may he added, the
Isle of France, Isle Bourbon, Socotra Isle, and Admirante
Sardinia, in the Mediterranean
Isle, in the Indian Ocean
Sea ; Madeira, Canary Isle, and Cape Verd Isles in the
North Atlantic Ocean Ascension and St. Helena Isles, in
the South Atlantic Ocean.
•

by his merit to the command of an army.
(Hist.) a king of Ethiopia, who was a fratricide.
(Bibl.) " \yapoe, a prophet, and, according to the
Greeks, one of the 72 disciples, whose festival as a martvr
they celebrate on the 8th of March.
Ads xi. 28.
AGACLYTUS (Hist.) a freedman of the emperor Verus,
who gained a great ascendancy over his mind. Capitolin. in

AGABO

mentioned by Pausanias, Pans. 1. 6, c. 10.
(Geog.) 'Aya/tcla, a maritime town, and promon-

AGAMIA

tory of Troas.

AGAMIDIDES
Hercules,

who

AGAMNESTOR

Steph. Byz.; Suid.
(Myth.) 'Aya/uitSnQ, a
reigned in Greece.
(Hist.) vide Agamestor.

descendant

from

AGA

AOA
Rodcric Moriz (Kcc.) a Spanish monk of the
Augustins, who, in the reign oi
Philip III, was a successful missionary in Japan. He wrote,
2. ' Historia
1. ' Conversion de las Filipinos y Japan/ &c.
general de las Islas Filipinas y Molucas,' both of which are

AGAXDURC,

bare-footed

order of

preserved

MS.

in

AGANICE (Mi/t/i.) vide Aglaonice.
AGANIPPE (Myth.) 'AyaviTdrn,

daughter of

the

river

Termessus.

Mount

Helicon, sacred

to the muses.

Paneg. Mall.

in

T/icocl. v.

Concinvitfelix Helicon

;

272.

Jiuiitaue Aganippe

Largior.

Ovid

calls

'

ApapOuXav

Swr>;pi'a,

Venet.

1641.

AGAPTOLEMUS
and

Phcenissa,
Apo/lod. 1. 2.

(Myth.) 'Aya-roXf^wc, a son of .Egyptus
his wife Pirene.

who was murdered by

AGAR,

Ellis (Her.) the name of a family which derives its
descent from Charles Agar, of the city of York, Esq. whose
son Charles, archbishop of Dublin, was created a peer in
1795, by the title of Baron Somerton, Co. Kildare
Viscount Somerton in 1 800 ; and Earl of Normanton, Co.
Kilkenny, 180(3. []Vide Normanion]
(Gcog.) a town of Armenia, according to Aetius,
where bol axmoniac is found.
Arthur (Biog.) an English antiquary, was born at
Toston, in Derbyshire, in 1510, and died Aug. 22, 1615.
He was one of the first members of the society of antiquaries
instituted by archbishop Parker in 572, which consisted of
Camden, Stow, Spelmen, Bouchier, Carcw, Dodderidge, &e.
His works consisted of, 1. ' Discourses on Antiquarian Subjects,' read before the above society, and published by Hearne
in his Collection of Curious Discourses.
2. ' De Usu et
;

a fountain, near

Aganippe (Geog.)
Claud,

on transubstantiation entitled

likewise Aganippis.

it

Ovid. Fast.

1.

5,

v.

;.

AGARACES
AGARD,

1

Dkite , qua fontes Agahippidos Hippocrenes
Grata Mcdutui signa tei

Hence Aganippeus, according
Prop.

1.

2, eleg. 2,

Par

v.

to Propertius.

50.

Aganipptztz ludere

ti,<ct

{Etc.) a bishop of Autun in the 11th century,
who presided at a council in which king Philip the emperor
and the anti-pope Gilbert were excommunicated.
Aganon (Bios-) or Haganon, a canon of Chatillon sur Seine,
known onlv bv his work entitled Homilia et Libellus de
Miraeulis B. Veroli ab Aganone, Vim Schulastissirno.'
(Ecc.) a Spanish lady of great family, who gave
in to the errors of the gnostics, and was the leader of a
'

AGAPE

(Myth.) 'Ayairqvwp, the commander of Aga-

memnon's fleet. II. 1. 2, v. 6oy.
son of Ancseus, and grandson of Lycurgus, after
the taking of Troy was driven by a tempest to Cyprus,
where he built the city of Paphos. Horn. II. 1. 2 ; Apollod.
1. 3, c. 15 ; Hi/gin. fab. 97 ; Pans. 1. 8, c. 5.
(Hist.) a colleague of the emperor Anastasius in
the consulship, U. C. 1270, A. D. 518. Cassiodor. in Chrun.
Agapbtus (Ecc.) the name of two popes, &C.
Agapetus I, successor to John II, in 535, in the reign of
Justinian, died in the eleventh month of his pontificate.
Niceph. 1. 17, c. 9; Baron. Anna!, ann. 535; Du Pin.
Bibl. dcs Auteins. ecclcs. du vi. Siec.
Agapetus II succeeded Marinus in 9*6, and died in 955.
Baron. Anna!. &c.
Agapetus, a boy of Praeneste, 13 years old, who suffered
martyrdom in the reign of Aurelian. I'olatcrran. Comm.

Agapenor,

AGAPETUS

1.

13.

a bishop of Synadus, in Phrygia, at one time inclined to the Macedonian heresy, but afterwards returned
Socrat. 1. 7, c. 3.
to the true faith.
Agapetus (Biog.) a deacon in the church of Constantinople,

Agapetus,

who wrote

a letter to the emperor Justinian, consisting of 72

chapters, on the duties of a prince. Mirceus. in Bi/il. Eccl. ;
Baron. Aimed, ann. 527 ; Cave, Hist. Lit. vol. i. p. 509 ;

Sax. Onom.

vol.

ii.

an abbot of Campidon, whose exthrough negligence, set fire to by a
The abbot died of grief at
lighted candle and consumed.

Agapetus, de duro
cellent

AGARENT

AGARISTA

sect.

AGAPENOR

Urban.

Obscurioribus Verbis.' 3.
A Catalogue of all such Records
as were in the Four Treasuries belonging to His Majesty,
&c.' which was deposited with the officers of His Majesty's
receipt, besides MS. collections, exceeding 20 volumes, bequeathed to Sir Robert Cotton.
(Geog.) a people of Arabia said to be descended
from Hagar, Abraham's hand-maid. They revolted from
the emperor Trajan, who laid waste their chief town Agarum.
Dio. 1. 68.
(Biog.) 'AynpiVi/, the beautiful daughter of
Clisthenes, for whom many suitors strove at the games and
contests given by her father on the occasion.
Megacles was
the successful candidate.
Herod. 1. 6', c. 126; JEL Ear.
'

AGANON

Coriiu,

library was,

the accident in SI 7(Ecc.) bishop of Csesarea, in Palestine.
(Ecc.) vide Agapetus.
(Ecc.) 'Aya-we, a manichean of the 4th century,
who wrote in favour of his heresy. Phot. Cod. 197Agapios (Biog.) 'A-yuirwc, an Athenian philosopher, and

AGAPIS
AGAPITUS
AGAPIUS

disciple of Marinus.

Suidas.

Agapius, an orator of Alexandria, who opened a school at
Byzantium. Suidas.
Agapius, a Greek monk of Mount Athos, who wrote a work

Hist.

12,

1.

c.

24.

Agabista, a daughter of Hippocrates, wife of Xantippus,
and mother of Pericles, of whom, when she was pregnant,
she dreamt that she brought forth a lion. Herod. 1. 6, c. 31

;

Pint, in Ptricl.

AGARRAT,

Anthony (Biog.) a disciple of Gassendi, who
distinguished himself by his astronomical observations.
AGARL S (Geog.) "Ayapoc, 1- a river of European Sarmatia,
which empties itself into the Bosphorus.
Ovid calls it
Sagarin ; according to Mercator it is now Skiret.
Ptol.
1. 3, c. 6.
2. A town and a river where the agaric grows.
Plin. 1. 25, c. 9 ; Cad. Rhod. 1. 18, c. 8.
AGASIA (Hist.) daughter of a king of the Britons, who
married Durston the Scotch king, but was soon after repu11. Boeth. 1. 2.
diated on false suspicions.
AGASIAS (Hist.) 'Ayaalaei one of the Grecian generals in
the expedition of the younger Cyrus, and the friend of
Xenophon. Xei/op/t. Cyropmd. 1. 3, c. 6.
Agasias (Biog.) a sculptor of Ephesus, son of Dositheus, to
whom the Borghese gladiator is ascribed, according to an inscription in the villa Borgh -sa under the statue of a gladiator.
ATA2IA2 AS12It)EOY E*ESI02 EIIOIEI, i. e.
Agasias Dosithci Jilius Ephesius fecit. Span. Mis-eel. Enid.
Ant. Secti.

the son of Menophilus, an Ephesian statuary, is
the inscription which Gronovius has given in his

Agasias,

known bv

Pliny.
EAION BIAAHNON TAIOY YION
nPESBETTHN PQMAIilN OIEN AHAOI EPrAZOJIENOI EYEPrESIA2 ENEKEN TH2 Eli: EAYT0Y2
ANEGHKAN ArA2IA2 MHNO#IAOY EfcESIOS
EnOIEI APISTANAPOS 2KOHA HAPI02 EIJESKEY-

notes

on

Caium Billienum Can

A2EN.
norum,

ii

/ilium

Legatum

Roma-

qui in Delo operant ur, Benefactorum causa in eos
hoc slalud venerati sunt, Agasias Menopkili

collocatoruin
Jilius fecit

Gronoc.

Aristander Scopce Jilius Partus curam habuit.
Span. Miscell. Enid. sect. 4.

in Plin. ;

AGA
AG ASIC

AGA

(Hist.) 'AyaaucXijQ, an Halicarnassian, who
violated the law of Apollo.
Herod. 1. 1, c. \a.
Agasiclks, ' Ay atrtxKijs, son of Archidanuis, and king of La-

ES

I.

is noted by Plutarch for hi> apothegm that a king
govern his subjects as a father does his children.
Vlul. in .Ipnl/i. Liieon. c. -IS ; Pans. 1.
c. 7AGASSAMENES (Hist.) a king of the Thracians, who
settled in the isle of \axos.
AGASTES {Hist.) 'AyuTi/c, the second perpetual archon of
Athens, A. M. 2087(Ilisl.) 'Aya<;8£vne, king of the Eleans,
and father of Polyxenus, who went on the Trojan expedi-

ceda;mon,

ought

to

,'J,

AGASTHEXES
Horn.

tion.

II. 2, v.

624.

Tiuv ci TtrapTm* $px' Ho\v$euiO£ Btotiiiji
'Velr

'

AyirOtntic 'Avyijidtiao uyaKroc;.

AGASTHUS (Hist.) rifeAcastus.
AGASTROPHUS (Hist.) 'Aya-fmfuc,

Horn. II. 1. 11, v. 338.
by Diomed.
(Geog.) now Porto Greco, a maritime town in the
Daunian Apulia. I'lin. 1. 3, c. 11.
AGATHA, St. (Ecc.) a beautiful maid of Catana, of a noble
family, who was martyred in the reign of Decius, A. D. 251,
by Quintianus, governor of Sicily, who is said to have had
Her death
a passion for her which she refused to gratify.
is commemorated by the Romish church on the 5th of Feb.
Volatcrranus calls her a Carthaginian.
Agatha (Grim-) 'AyaBn, a town of Gallia Narbonenscs, now
Strab. 1. i ; I'lin. 1. 3, c. 1 ; Steph, Bi/z. tic Urb.
Agde.
AGATHANGELL'.S (Biog.) an Armenian historian of the
1th century, who wrote a history of the introduction of
Christianity into Armenia, with a life of king Tiridates.
(Hist.) 'AyaBapidSae, a general of the
Corinthians in the Peloponnesian war. Thuci/d. 1. 2, c. 83.
Aoatharcides (Biog.) 'AyadapKtSvt, an historian of Samos,
quoted by Diodorus, Josephus, Plutarch, Strabo, Athenaeus,
and Photius. He is called by some a native of C'nidus,
and supposed to have flourished 177 years A. C. The works
ascribed to Agatharcidcs are, ' On the Red Sea,' a geographical work
On Asia,' an historical work ; On Europe;'
A History of the Persian State;' and also of Phrygia, of
all which, however, only fragments remain as quoted by
Diod. 1. 3; Joseph, contra
the above-mentioned authors.

AGATHARCIDAS

A pp.;

Vlul. Parallel.
Coil.

Iii/,1.

'

'

213, &c.

VGATHARCHUS
Svracusan

1.

2,

Thiii-i/tl.

fleet.

&c;

Allien.

Voss. His/.

;

(Hist.)

1.

Grcec

'AyaOafrxpe,
1.

7,

c.

2,
1.

c.

22, &C.J Phot.
20, Sec
officer in the

1, c.

an

25.

AGATHARCUS

(Biogi) a painter, who boasted to Zeuxis
of the celerity with which he could execute his pieces: the
latter replied that lie prided himself on doing them slowly.
Phil, in Pcric.

at the Olympic games in the time of
Athens.
V.GATHEMERUS (Biog.) 'AyaOq/upoc, a geographer
posterior to Ptolemy, whose only work by which he is
ypotnposcs Geographic^,' was edited
Known, entitled

AgATHABCUS,

a vieior

Heraclius, archon

at

'

I

I

by Isaac Vossius, and inserted

in ( Ironin ius's
Geographia
and lastly in Hudson's
Geographic Veteris
Scriptores Graci Minores,' 4 vols. 8vo. Oxon, 1 698.
\f \
\ > (/:..;.)
r IE he -alls himself in tin
pi grains
AgathitlS, a poet and historian, was born at Merina, anil
'

Antiipia,'

1

I

1

1

'

I

.

lived in the reign of .Instinian.

He

is

siirnamcd SchoUwticUS,

and by Suidas i;x" A " T "-"'-' S/M/pvcuocHis
works are, I.
Japlmiaca,' a collection of poems.
2. ' A
Collection of Epigrams' extant in the Greek Anthologia.
8.
A listory of Justinian's Reign,' which is a contii

or advocate;

'

•

I

I

of Procopius.

AGATHINUS

Suidas. Antholog.
(Hist.)

'Ayaffivoc, B
Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 1.
(Hist.) viisAgathon.
(Biog.) vide Agathon,

or Agathoclia, Ay ad6 K \ua; a
the wife of Ptolemy Philopater, and
governed the kingdom with absolute dominion, until the
death of the king, when, being detected in an attempt on
the life of his son, she and her brother Agathoeles were
torn in pieces by the people, A. C. 204. Poli/b. L 15 j Plut.
in Claim.; Just. 1. 30, c. 1.
(Hist.) 'Ayatf^AiJc, son of a potter, who
became tyrant of Syracuse, and reigned 28 years, A. C.
280.
Agathoci.es, son of Lysimachus, a king of Thrace, who
married I.ysandra, daughter of Ptolemy Lagus, and was
put to death by Arsinoe, the widow of the latter, A. C. 283.
Strab. 1. 13; Pint, in Pijrrh. ct Dcmclr. ; Pans. 1. 1, c. <),
Anson, ep. 8.
&c.
Agatiioci.es, an Athenian archon.
AoATiion.Ks, who nearly forfeited his life for lamenting the
death of Hepha;stion.
Q. Curl. 1. i).
Agathoci.es (Numis.) Haym, in his Tresoro Britannico, gives
a coin, with the head on the obverse, which he ascribes to
Agathoeles, the son of Lysimachus.
Agathoci.ks, the above-mentioned tyrant of Syracuse, struck
several medals, not with his
effigy lest he should excite
the jealousy of the Syracusans, but simply with his
name some of which represent, as in the annexed
cut, on the obverse, a female
head crowned with ears of
corn; the legend KOPA2, for Proserpine: on the reverse, a
figure of victory fixing a trophy ; inscription, ATAQOKXtoj.
Haverkamp. Parul. Sicih Descripl.
Agathoci.es (Biog.) an historian of Rabylon, quoted by

courtesan

(Hist.)

'

who became

AGATHOCLES

;

a Trojan warrior slain

AGASUS

;

AGATHOCLEA

commander of the Co-

;

Atheneus, Cicero,

&-c.

Cic. de Die.

c.

1.

1,

from

24

;

his

work

Allien.

1.

Kv£Un de

nepl

{),

'

3

c.

;

Cyzico.'

Feslus. de Sign.

Verb.

Agathoci.es of Chios, who composed a treatise on rural affairs.
Farm, 1. 10, c. 10 Plin. 1. 22, c. 22 ; Colinnel. 1. I.e. 1.
Agathoci.es, the name of three other writers mentioned by
a Samian,
Vossius, one of Atracc, who wrote on fishes
who wrote on the republic of the Pessinuntii and a Mile;

;

;

Voss. ilc Hist. Grose. 1. 3.
sian, who wrote on rivers.
(Myth.) 'AyaOfo balfmv, the name
given by the ^Egyptians and Phoenicians to the serpents and
I.ampriil. in Heliogab.
dragons which they held sacred.
V.uscb. tie Vnep.
Hieron. in Isaiah xiii. v. 22
c. 28
EvangL 1. 1, c. 7; Serv. in Virg. Georg. 1. 3, v. 417;
Bochart. Hieroz. Pars. Post. 1. 3, c. II, &c.
Agathod.icmon (Numis.) is represented on the /Egyptian
medals of the emperors Nero, Nerva, Trajan, Adrian,
Antoninus Pius, under the form of a crowned dragon.
(Myth,) 'AyaBuiv, a son of Priam, 'who was
Horn. II.
sent to recover the body of his brother Hector.
Apollod. L 3.
v. 2 1!)
1. 2
AGATHON (Hist.) a governor of Babylon under Alexander.

AGATHOD./EMON

;

;

AGATHON
I-,

Diod.

;

1.

17; Q. Curt.

1.

5,

c.

1

;

1.

io,

c.

1.

brother of Cassander, was delivered as a hostage
Diod. 1. If).
to Antigonus, from whom he made his escape.
AGATHON (Ecc.) an Alexandrine soldier, who suffered as a

Agathon,

martyr.

AGATHON, an

abbot,

who having

kept pebbles in his

mouth

fin-

three years that he might preserve silence, was afterwards
altogether deprived Of bis speech.
AGATHON, St., a Sicilian by birth, was raised to the papal
Baron. Annul, ann. 678,
chair in (>7!), and died in 682.

68

!.

VGATHO

a deacon of Constantinople, who, in 715, wrote
Du. Pin. Jul- Pedes, tin viii.
the acts of the council.

Voatho

Sice.

rinthian

lleei.

AGATHON,

;

AGE

AGA
the favourite of Aleibiades, whom Plato
introduces into his dialogues.
Agathon, a tragic poet, who wrote, among other pieces,

Agathon

;

.

(Biog.)

He was
and Thyestes, quoted by Athenaus.
the friend of Pausanias, with whom he lived at the court
of Archelaus, king of Macedonia, A. C. 406.
Agathon, a comic poet mentioned by Plutarch, is supposed
Plat, in Convic. ; Aristot.
to be the same as the preceding.
JElian. J'ar. Hist. 1. 2, c 21 ; SchoL in
dc Et/iic. 1. 4, c. 2
Aristoph. Ran. v. S3
Athcn. 1. 10, c. 6.
Agathon, a Samian historian, whose works, -ept 'SiKvBik&v,
Lib. dc
irtp'i Tlo-afiwy, &c. are mentioned by Plutarch.
F/um. See.
Agathon, an Athenian youth beloved by Plato. Diog. Lacrt.
Macrob. Sat. L 2, c. 2.
Aid. GellA. 19, c. 11
1. 3, c. 32 j
Agathon, a charming singer, who first introduced songs into
tragedies from him came the proverb Agathonica Cantio for
what is agreeable. Arist. Poet. Erasm. Adag.
Agathon, an Athenian of prodigious strength and stature in
Philosirat. Icon.
the time of the emperor Adrian.
AGATHOXIS (Gcog.) an island of the Arabian gulf. Plo!.
(Biog.) 'Ayadi^yv/uos, a writer on Persia.
Telephus

Hor.

sat. 3,

2,

I.

v.

303.

Quid caput abscunm demens cum portut Agave
Xati

Lucan
Luc.

in/elicit, sibi turn

v.

1,

1.

furiosa videtur?

Thcbana mater.

styles her the

574.
Thebanom

Impulit, aut

Agaien
Lucurgi

quatis

stlvi contorsit tela

Eumenis.

;

;

;

;

AGATHONYMUS
AGATHOPOLIS

WyaOo^dXic, a town of Gaul,

(Geog.)

(Biog.) a writer quoted bv Ttzetzes.
Hist. 144.

C7iil. 7-

AGATHOSTRATUS

(Hist

)

'Aya&Wparoc, a Rhodian,

obtained a signal victory over the general

Pol yarn.

5,

1.

who

Ptolemy.

of

18.

c.

AGATHUS,

Diemon. (Biog.) an Alexandrine, who wrote an
account of the world from Ptolemv's geography.
(Biog.) 'AyadvXXoc, a writer of Greek
elegies commended bv Dionvsius Halicarnassus.
(Gcog.) 'AyaBipvov, 'AyaMpva, 'AyaBvpaoi; 'Ayadvpwi; or Agaturna ; a town of Sicily, now
Silius distinguishes under the name of
•SV. Marco, which
Agathyma as one of the principal towns.

AGATHYLLUS

AGATHYRXUM

Sil. Ital.

1.

14.

Gztera E/i&ris aderat gens Sicaiia

c.

3

;

8

1.

1.

3,

;

Diodor.

8;

c.

1.

Ptol.

3
1.

Cluver. Antiq. Sicil.

Lie.

;

3, c.
1.

2,

1.

26,

4;
c.

c.

40 Strab.
Decad. 1,
;

Fazell.

1.
1.

6
8,

5.

(Xumis.) one medal is referred by Goltzius to this town, bearing the inscription Ar.\9YPZ£2N ;
but the Agathyrsi were a people of Scythia.
Gol/z. Magn.
GrcEC. tab. 28.

AGATHYRXUS

{Myth.) 'Aya8vpvoc, a son of .Solus, who
reigned over the country called Agathymis, and built the
town Agathyrnum, both called after him. Diod. 1. 4.
(Geog.) Ayafjiipaoi, an effeminate nation of
Sarmatia, who inhabited the country now called J'ologhda.
[Vide Agalhynwtn] Virgil calls them picti. .En. L 4,

AGATHYRSI

'

'

Cretesque,

calls

Dry *pe$qite fremunt,
t

them immanes.

pictique Agathvrsi/

Sat. 15, v. 125.

SaUTomataqlie truces, aut immanes Jgathijrti.

They

are supposed to derive their name from Agathi/rsus,
the son of Hercules, or, according to Suidas, aVu rCiv Ovpcrwy
r« Aioiwb.
Herod. 1. 4, c 102.

AGATHYRSUS
Herod.

AGAVE

7,

1.

4,

c.

fleet

Herod.

of Xerxes.

98.

c.

AGBARUS

{Hist.) vide Abgarus.
(Gcog.) vide Ecbatana.

AGBATAX'A

AGBUS

(Hut.)

AGDAMIA

asking of Ethiopia, A. D.

Eccles.

{Myth.)

-AyaQvpaoc, a son of Hercules.

102.

(Myth.) Ayava, daughter of Cadmus and Hermione,
and one of the Bacchanals, who tore her son Pentheus to
pieces for despising the Bacchanalian rites.
Horace calls
'

her dement, furiosa.

(Gcog.)

Gencb.

100.

Optimus,
12,

1.

c.

'Ayhtpta, a town of Phrygia, whose
is mentioned by
Socrates.
Sue. Hist.

8.

AGDE

(Gcog.) formerly Agatha, a town of Languedoc, in
France, in the department of Herault, and on the river Herault, 198 leagues S. Paris, 7 X. E. Xarbonne. Long. 3 37'
E. lat. 43 19' X.
AGDISTIS (Myth.) ' Aytt-tc, a monster of doubtful sex engendered by Jupiter, from which sprung the almond-tree.

Pans. 1. 7, c. 17.
Agdistis, the sirname of Cybele the mother of the gods.
Hesych'utx.

Agdistis (Gcog.) a mountain of Phrygia, near Pessinus,
where Attis was buried, according to Pausanias.
Pans.
1.

1,

c. 4.

AGDUAXI

(Biog.) surname of Abdal Khaleh, a doctor of the

AGELADAS

(Biog.)

'

AycXaSae,

or Agelades, a statuary,

whose works are highly commended by Pliny, Columella,
and Pausanias. Pli'n. I. 34, c. 8; Cohtm. 1. 10, c. 29;
Paus.

1.

6,

c.

8.

AGELAS (Hist.) a king of Corinth. [Vide Agelaus}
AGELASTUS (Myth.) 'AyiXaroc, from a priv. and yeXaui
a certain rock in Salamis, according to the scholiast on Aristophanes, or according to others in Attica, so called because

Ceres sat lamenting the loss of Proserpine, or because
Theseus there commenced his descent into hell.
(Hist.) 'AytAciToc, a king of Corinth.
[Vide

Agelastus
Agelaus^

Agelastus,
in his life

146.

Juvenal

1-

(Geog.) a town of Gaul, now Ahun.
tax, from K'j, a valley ; father of Shammah,
2 Sam. xxiii. 1 1
a gallant man in David's army.

;

AGATHYRXUM

v.

Merbalus was a commander in the

AGEDUX'UM
AGEE (Bibl.)

Tergemino venit numero farcunda Pan

Pirn.

AGAVUS
AGBALUS

Jofi.

volis

Mille Agathurna dedit, perflataque Strwgylos austris
Mitte Tbcantear sedes Fascelina Diana,

Polyb.

abstulit nato caput.

Statius calls her the Panthcia mater, 1. 1 1, v. 3 IS.
(Myth.) "Ayavoc, a son of Priam.
(Hist.) 'AyfiaXoe, a native of Aradus, whose son

bishop,

Montpclicr.

AGATHOSTHEXES
Tzctz.

QuaUt atttmita etfurens
Cadmea mater

Chron.

Pint, dc Fliimi/i.

now

Seneca gives her the name of the Cadmea mater.
Sen. Her. act 2.

a sirname of Crassus, who never laughed but once
from a privative, and ytXaui, to laugh,
tic.

;

et Mai. 1. 5, c. 30.
(Myth.) 'AycXanc, a Trojan, and son of Phradmon, was killed by Diomed. Horn. II. 1. 8, v. 257.
Agelaus, the son of Damastor, and one of Penelope's suitors.

dc Fin. Bon.

AGELAUS

Horn. Odyss. 1. 20, v. 322.
a servant of Priam,

Agalaus,

posed on

Agelaus,

Mount

Ida.

Agelaus

who

ApoUod.

son of Hercules
Croesus was descended.
a

1.

preserved Paris

when

ex-

3, c. 12.

and Omphale, from

whom

(Hist.) 'AytXcioe, or Agelas, third king of Corinth,
of the race of Heraclida>, succeeded his father Ixion, A. M.
2977. Euseb. in Chron.
Agelaus II, or Agelastus, second king of Corinth of the race

AGE

AGE

of the Bacchidc, succeeded his father Bacchjs, A.

Euseb.

Ckron.

in

Agkl.ws

M. 3076.

of Tegea, was crowned

victor at

the Pythian games.

Pans. 1. 10, 7.
bishop of the Novations, was at the
council assembled in the reign of Theodosius in 883, which
decided in favour of those who were of that sect.
Socrat.
1. 5,
c. 10; Sozom. 1. 7, e. 12
Baron. Annul, ami. 383.
Agelius, or Agelli, Anthony (Biog.) a monk of Sorrento, in
Naples, of the Kith century, and inspector of the Vatican,
wrote Commentaries on the Psalms,' ecc. besides preparing
a Greek edition of the Bible in 1587.
(Ecc.) Mthelnoth, Egelnoth, or in Latin Achelnothus; archbishop of Canterbury in the reign of Canute
the Great, refused, at the death of the latter, to crown his
son Harold. After holding the see of Canterbury 17 years, he
died in 1038. To him are ascribed the works entitled, 1. '
Panegyric on the Blessed Virgin Mary,' 2. '
Letter to
Earl Leofric concerning St. Augustine.'
3.
Letters to

AGELIUS

(l'.cc.)

a

;

'

AGELNOTH

A

A

'

several Persons.'

AGEMACHUS
nians,

who

2,

35.

1.

e.

(Hist.) 'Ayiipayps, a leader of the Messetook the pirate X'icon by stratagem.
Polyccn.

AGEMYTHA

(Geog.) a town of India without the Ganges.
(Geog.) the ancient Agennum, is now the capital of
the department of the Lot and Garonne. Long. 0. 36. E.
lat. 44 12. X.
[Vide Againum.

AGEX

-

]

AGENDICUM
now

Gaul,

(Geog.) a principal town of the Senones in

1.

8, ep.

11

;

(Geog.) a district

brigi of Citsar lived.

1

Scaliger.

capital

Its

Plin.

1.

4,

19;

c.

Gregor. Turon.
of Guienne, where the Nitois

Agen, and

it

is

now

department of Lot et Garonne.
(Myth.) 'Ay?/ vip, king of Phoenicia, was the son
Neptune, and father of Cadmus.
Virgil speaks of him
lie founder of Carthage.

Virg. JEn.

1.

Silius calls

him

1, v.

338.
1

Sil

1.

ides,

Tyrios,

et

Agenorii urbem.

gloria gentis.
"

17-

1, v.

Stat gloria •^xtis Agenor.

&c

1,
Hygm. Fab. <i. Sleph. Byz.
OB, a Trojan, and son of Anterior, mentioned bv
limn. II. 1. 21 v. 579-

Apollod.

1.

2,

c.

;

Homer.

,

iVTtjVO)

Q|

'<"<
.

"rV illf\w Qtvyav

According
(

.

to Pausanias

nn

"

,'h)r

Ayrjl'Uin

TT[>if TTttfiijiraiT'

A^tXjjoc.

he was killed by Xeoptolemus,

1.

10,

27in.

AOENOB,
Aoknor,

AGESAXDKK

dren entwined by the serpents, which was found at the end
of the 16th century in the ruins of Vespasian's palace. Plin.
1. 36, c. 5.
(Biog.) a commentator on Aratus.
Foss. de
Mathem. c. S3, § 21.
AGESIAS (Hist.) an archon of Athens in the first year of
the 1 1 4th Olympiad.
Agesias (Biog.) vide Hegesias.
Agesias, son of Sostrates, a victor at the Olympic games.
(Biog.) a Locrensian and distinguished pugilist at the Olympic games, celebrated by Pindar.
(Hist.) a king of the Lacedscmonians.
(Myth.) 'AyfiroXaoc, a sirname of Pluto.
CalMmachus in Pa/lad. Lavac.

AGESIAXAX

AGESIDAMUS
AGESIDES
AGESILAUS

the son of Amphion and N'iobe.
Apollod. 1. 3, c. 4.
a son of .Egypt us by Arabia.
Apollod. 1. 2, c. I.
a son ofJasUS, ami father of ArgUS, according to

Apollodorus; but Pausanias speaks of an Agenor the greatgrandson of Argus, and brother of JavUS, whom hi' succeeded
in the kingdom of Argos.
Pans. 1. 2.
Apollod. 1. 2, c. 10
\i.v\nn, a son of Pleuron, and father of Parthaon.
AOENOB (Biog.) a Mitvhncan who wrote on music, according
in Ari toxenes.
Aristae. Music. 1. 2.
(Myth.) or Ageronia, a goddess among the
Romans who presided over industry, and had a temple in
Mount Aventine. August. tie Civ. Dei. 1. !, c. II.
(Biog.) or Agerim Nicholas, a botanist and physi;

AGENORIA

AGER

the
7lh century, who was intimate
with, and assisted the brothers .John and Gaspar Bankin in

cian of Strasbourg, in

1

(Hist.) 'Ayi)m\aoc,

the fifth king of Lacedicmon

was the son of Doryssus, of the Agida?,
and father of Archelaus. According to Pausanias he was
cotemporary with Lycurgus tlie law-giver; but Eusehius
Herod. 1. 7, c. 204 ;
differs in iiis account of this prince.
Pa us. 1. 3, c. 2 Eusch. in Ckron.
Agesilaus, a son of Hippocratides, mentioned by Herodotus
after Eurysthenes,

OK

f

'

AGERINUS

Agesilaus

in the

1

'

-Ho.

town

Santonin utsibi Thtrdigalam moxjungal Aghiwn.

was the birth-place of Joseph

Sidon. Apollin.

researches.

*f»oira'tm [itydX'ii ri/uoc 'Avfffi'X^r.

(Gaw.) 'Ayivvbv, Aginnum or Agium, a
of Aquitania, near the river Garonne, now Agen.
Anson, ep. 2 V.

AGENOIS

tativa,'

Sens.

AGEXXUM

It

He wrote, 1. ' Disputatio de
Ho. Argentorat, 1625.
2.
De Anuria VegeArgentorat, Ki'Jf).
.;.
A thesis De Homine
sano et Dysenteria,' 4to. 1593, according to MangetL
(Hist.) a frccdman of Agrippina, who being
sent by her to Nero, her son, was, by the contrivance of
Anicetus, charged with attempting the life of the prince,
and committed to prison.
Tac. Annul. 1. 14, e. 7.
(Hist.) 'Ayticravbpoe, one of the Lacedemonian ambassadors to Athens previous to the Pcloponncsian
war.
Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 139.
AgeBANDEB (Biorr.) a sculptor of Rhodes in the time of Vespasian, who, with the assistance of Polydorus and Athenodorus, produced his group of Laocoon, and Lis two chilbotanical

Zoophytis,'

a native

(lliri!,'.)

their

;

in the genealogy of this family.

Herod.

1.

S,

c.

131.

Agesilaus, son of Archidamus, succeeded his brother Agis,
and died after a reign of 43 years A. C. about 362. Although
lame and diminutive in stature, he distinguished himself as
a prudent, valiant, and successful general against the Persians, Athenians, and other enemies of the republic. Xenoph.
Cornel. Ne/ios. in lit. ;
1. 14 ;
c. 1 ; Pans. 1. 3, c. <), eve.
brother
of Themistocles,
Athenian,
Agesilaus, surnanied the
was sent as a spy into the Persian army, and having reached
the camp of Xerxes in disguise, he killed one of his favourUpon which being brought
ites by mistake for that prince.
before Xerxes as he was going to sacrifice to the sun, Agesilaus thrust his band into the fire, and informed Xerxes that
Which
all his countrymen were prepared to do the same.
incident is cited by Plutarch, on the authority of Agathar-

Oral, de Agesil. Beg.,

Diod.

Pint, in lit.; Justin.

(i,

1.

cides in his Parallels, 'KAAi/i'ituir KoJ Puipa'iKwv.

AGESILAUS, one of the Ephori, and uncle of Agis, king of
Sparta, persuaded the latter to renew the laws of Lycurgus
in order to

indulge his avarice.

Pint, in Agis ft ("Awn.

AGESILAUS, an ambassador in the service of Antigonus, king
Diotlor.
of Macedonia, was sent on a mission to Cyprus.
1.

1!).

AGESILAUS (Biog.)
Phil, in PareU c

a

Greek historian who wrote on

AGESIPOLIS

Italy.

29-

AGESILAUS, an Arcadian, gained a prize
according to Puns, in Arcml.
(Hist.) 'AynalmlUt'

at

the Pythian games,

There were three kings

of Sparta of this name.
of the EurysI. son of Pausanias of the family
thenides, who died after a reign of 14 years, in the 100th
by
Cleonibrotus.
succeeded
and
was
Olympiad, A.C. 380,

AGESIPOLIS

I

Ie

gained a great victory over the Mantineans.

Xenoph.

AGL

AGI

AGILULPHUS

duke of Turin, obtained by his marriage with Theudelinda the kingdom of the Longobards, or
Poli/cean. 1. 2, c. 25.
Lombardy, in 6"l(>, and died after a successful reign of 25
Agesipolis II, son of Cleombrotus, who died after a reign of
years, in which he brought all Italy under subjection to him.
one vear, A. C. 370. He was succeeded by Cleomenes II.
Aimon. I. 3, c. 43 ; Paul. Diacon. 1. 3, c. 14 ; Baron. Anna/.
Euseb. in Ckron.
Diodor. 1. 15 ; Pans. 1. 3, c. 5, &c.
Ann. 606.
Agesipolis III, took the title of king after the death of Cleomenes, who was killed by Alexander in the 140th Olym- AGIMEXES (Hist.) 'Ayiftit );c, a native of Sicyon, and one
of
the Lacedtemonian allies at the battle of .Egospotamos.
piad, A. C. 219.
Pans. 1. 10.
AGESISTRATA (Hist.) 'Ayijarrepara, mother of Agis, king
AGIXCOURT (Geog.) a village of Artois, in the French
Pint, in Ag.
of Sparta, was illustrious for her virtues.
Netherlands, in the present department of Pas de Calais,
AGESISTRATUS (Hist) 'Aynahparog, one of the Spartan
celebrated in history by the victor} of Henry V over the
Ephori during the Peloponnesian war. Xenoph. 1. 2.
French in 1415.
Agesistratus, a man who wrote, according to Vitruvius, De
AGIS (Myth.) "Ayic, a Lycian, who accompanied /Eneas to
1'itruv. Praf. lib. vii.
Arte Machinali.'
Italy, where he was killed.
AGESIUS, Thaddaus (Bias-) a native of Bohemia, who
De Metoposcopia sive Frontis Picina.' 2. Me Agis (Hist.) a name common to several Spartan kings, and
wrote,
Helen.

4,

1.

2,

c.

&C.J Diodur.

1.

15

;

Paws.

1.

3,

c.

5, &c.

;

(Hist.)

;

7

'

'

'

toposeopic Aphorisms.'

3.

'

On

other distinguished persons.

Beer.'

(Hist.) "Aytfros, the son of Alcidis, who was
compelled by fraud to give up his wife to his friend Ariston

AGETL'S
Herod.

fi,

1.

1.

c.

AGGAS,

Ralph (Biog.) a surveyor and engraver of the 1 6th
He drew plans of London, Oxford, and Camcentury.
and is supposed to have written a book, entitled
bridge
' A Preparative to platting of Landes and Tenements
for
;

Surveigh,'

&c

AGGENLS,
limits,

L'rbicus (Biog.) a writer on lands and their
whose book was published by Turncbus, with those

of Siculus Flaccus, Julius Frontinus,
c. 27, § 10.

&c

Voss. de

Mathem

AGGRAMMES

(Hist.) called by Diodorus Xandrames, son
of a hair-dresser, became king of the Pharrasians through
the intrigues of the queen, who killed the king's sons that

he might succeed
Q. Curt.

1.

to the

throne, A. C.

327-

Diod.

1

9, c. 2.

AGHON

(Myth.) the name of a god worshipped by the Bigorrenes, in Gasconv, according to an inscription,
ONI. DEO. LABUSIUS. V. S. L. M.
AGHRIM, Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the earl of Athlone.
IAS (Hist.) Ay iac, an Arcadian, and one of the officers
in the army of the 10,000 Greeks who was treacherously

AGH

AG

'

seized by Tissaphernes. Polyaenus calls him "Ay if. Xcnopli.
Anab. 1. 2 j Polyxn. 1. 7, c. 18.
Agias (Biog.) a prophet who is said to have foretold the vicPaus. 1. 3,
torv which Lysander obtained at yEgospotamos.
c.

11.

Agias, a noted glutton, mentioned by Plutarch. Pint. Sympos.l 2, Qua-st. 10.
AGIATIS (Hist.) 'Ayiarig, the wife of Agis, king of Sparta,
who was murdered by his subjects. At his death she was
1
Cleomenes, the son of L«onidas.
Pint.
compelled to

mam

Agid.

Cleom.
(Biog.) 'Ayi'cac, a native of Elis, and victor at
Paus.
the Olvmpie games, for whom a statue was erected.
in

ct

AGIDAS
1.

3.

AGID.E

(Hist.) 'A yilai, a patronymic for the descendants of
Agis, son of Euristhenes, who shared the throne of Sparta
with the Proclidae. This family became extinct in the person
Pint, in Agid.
of Cleomenes, the son of Leonidas.
(Geog.) "AyiSoc, a town of the island of Cyprus,
now le Bourg du Temple, according to Lusignan. Strab.
L 15 J Lusignan. C/iorog. et Hist, dell Isol de Cypr.

AGIDOS
AGILA

(Hist.) or Agouilane, a vicious king
of the Visigoths in Spain, who succeeded
Theodosillus, and was assassinated in 554,
His effigy is
after a reign of five years.
given as in the annexed figure.
Aglimar
(Ecc.)
or Egilmar, archbishop of Yienne, in Dauphiny, presided at
the council of Valence in 855.

AGILMAR

Spartan Kings of

Agis

Name.

this

succeeded his father Eurysthenes, A. M. 3004, A. C.
1000. According to Pausanias he was the founder of the
family of the Agidte.
Herod. 1. 6, c. 65 ; Paus. 1. 3, c. 2.
Agis II, succeeded his father Archidamus, and did much mischief to the Athenians in the Peloponnesian war.
He died
A. C. 397, and was succeeded by Agesilaus the Great. Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 89 ; Xenoph. Helien. 1. 3
Diodor. 1. 12; Justin.
I,

•

I.

5, c. 2.

III, son of Archidamus, who was killed in Italy, succeeded his father, and after a reign of nine years was killed
by Antipater, one of Alexander's generals, A. C.
Diod. 1. 17; Q. Curt. 1. 6, c. 1 ; Justin. 1. 12, c. 1.
394.
Agis IV, of the family of the Eurypontides, succeeded his
father Eudamidas; but after a short reign, in which he
made an attempt to restore the laws of Lycurgus, he was

Agis

in battle

murdered by

his rebellious subjects.

Plut. in Agis.

Other distinguished Persons.
Agis, an officer in the army of the 10,000. [Vide Agios']
Agis, a king of the Pseonians. Diod. 1. \6.
Agis, a general of Ptolemv, who conquered the Cyrenians.
Diod. 1. 19. Agis (Biog.) a poet of Argos, who attended Alexander in his
Asiatic expedition, and loaded him with fulsome flatteryQ. Curt. 1. 8, c. 5.
Agis, a poet who wrote on the art of cookery, mentioned bv
Athenaeus. At ken. 1. 12, c 13, &c
(Hist.) or Ibrahim Ben Aglab, was a governor of
Africa, under Aaron Raschid, A. D. 800. His descendants.
named Aglabites, succeeded to the government till<K>8, when
they were deprived of it by Abou Abdullah.
AGLAIA (Myth.) 'AyXairj, one of the Graces, called also
Pasiphae.
Hesiod. Theogn. v. <)0S
Apollod. 1. 1, c. 6
Hygin. Prcef. Fab. ; Paus. 1. 9, c. 35.
AGLAOXICE (Biog.) 'AyXoop/ioj, a daughter of Hegemon,
or Hegetor, the Thessalian, who was skilled in the science
of astronomy, and boasted she could draw the moon from
heaven, whence the proverb of rnv StXiivnt' rarnir-d, ' She
draws down the moon,' for vain-boasting. The Scholiast on
Apollonius and Plutarch call her likewise
'AyavlKn,
Aganice.
AGI.AOPE (Myth.) one of the Syrens.
AGLAOPES (Myth.) 'Ay\ac7n]c, the name of /Eseulapius,
among the Lacedemonians. Hesi/chius.
(Biog.) -AyXawpdr, a painter of Thapsus.
Plat, in Gang. ; Plhi. 1. 35, c. 9 ; Quintil. 1. 12, c. 10 ; Pausan. 1. 10 ; Dio. Chrysostom. Oral. 55
Suidas. Hesychuis.
Jun. Catalog. Artif.
(Biog.) according to Pollux 'AiyXw^ei^c,
JEglosthenes, an historian of Xaxos.
Hygin. Poet. Astro-

AGLAB

:

:

AGLAOPHOX

;

AGLAOSTHEXES

AGN

AGN
pom.; Plin.l

4,

c.

12

Poll-

j

1.

9,

S»8j

Lartanl.

AGLAURUS

Apollo{yi *ith.) \y\avpor,
\
\os, Agraulos, the daughter of Actaus, the
dorus.
first king of Attica, who married Cecrops.
Am.Ainrs, the daughter of the preceding, was changed by
Mercury into a stone. Herodotus and Pausahias both speak
or, according to

'

Herod. 1. 8, c. 53; Apollo,/. 1. 3,
of her temple in Attica.
...
js; Ovid. Met. 1. 2, fab. 12; Hygin. Fab. 166; Paus.
18.

1, c.

1.

(Hist) 'AyXaos, the poorest man in Arcadia, pronounced by the oracle more happy than Gyges, king of

AGLAUS

Plin. 1. ?,
according to Pausanias, than Croesus.
Paw*. 1. 8.
1. 7, c 1
{Geog.) or In Cum dell Aglio, the ruins of ancient

Lvdia,
c.

17

or.

Vat Max.

:

AGLIO

;

Algidum, near Frescati.
AGLIONBY, John (Biog.) a divine, the son of Edward
Aglionby, of Cumberland, was admitted a student of Queen's
Oxford, in 1588, and died in lfiOO. Wood mentions
Testament.
his name among the translators of the New
AGLIONBY, George, son of the preceding, was appointed eighth
dean of Canterbury, but never installed, by Charles I, who
was prevented by the rebellion, during which time he died.
AGLIONBY, William, a gentleman of polite learning, and envoy from Queen Anne to the Swiss, was the author of a
I,

Painting illustrated in three Dialogues,
with the Lives of the most eminent Painters, from Cimahue
He is likewise supposed
to Raphael,' 4to. London, lb'85.
have written the letters published under the name Dr.
entitled,

book,

'

to

William Agtfjonby, F.R.S.

AGLOMACHU
in

the

city

Herod.

1.

(Top.) 'A.y\ulua\u Trltpyoe, a tower
which was burnt by Arcesilaus.

turris

of Cvrene,

Name.

a town of Agmat in Mauretania, supposed
Bocanum Hemerum of Ptolemy. It stands
Mount Atlas, and was made the seat of
of
on the declivity
empire by Ebll Tomroun, who founded the family of the
to be the ancient

Manual. 1. .", c. 4.
St (Ere) bishop of Orleans in the time of
and distinguished for his piety. Cassiodorus, Prosand Itidor. in Chron. ; Gregor. Turon. 1. 2, c. 7-

Altnoades.

AGNANUS,
Attila,
per.,

(Eee.) bishop of Ravenna in the ninth
which
century, wrote the lives of the bishops of that see,
was first published in 1708, by father Bacchini, under the
Blaad
S.
Maria
Abbatis,
Agnelli qui et Andreas,
title of
chernas, Liber Pontificatis/ 6Vc. 2 vols. 4to.
Joseph {Biog.) a Jesuit of Naples in 1621, died in

AGNELLI, Andrew
'

Agnelli,

1706. He wrote, I.
techigme Annuale.'
litn. Rome, Hi77-

Settimana Consecrata/

'

&c

2.

'

Ca-

Parrochiano Instruttore,' 2 vols.
Arte di Goder I'Ottimo,' &c. 5.' Arte
Arte di Stabilire I'Elezzione
6.
il' Eleeger I'Ottimo,' &c.
Arte Facile di Pratticare I'Elezzione
7dell' Ottimo,' &C
Stabilita dell' Ottimo,' &c.
(Ecc.) a bishop of Ravenna in the sixth een8.

'

II

'

AGNELLUS
Rati

;

time.

Duchesses of this Name.
Agnes, of France, duchess of Bourbon, and wife of Robert
II, duke of Bourbon, died in 1827of Burgundy, duchess of Bourbon, wile of Charles I
of Bourbon, died in 1470.
Agnes, of Vermandois, duchess of Lorrain, was married to
Charles I, duke of Lorrain, and being taken prisoner at the
same time with her husband, remained with him in prison.

Agnes,

Countesses of this

Agnes, of Bourbon, was married
and afterwards

Name.

first

to

John

of

Burgundy,

to Robert II, count of Artois.

Agnes, of Navarre', wife of Gaston Phcebus III, count of
Foye, was the mother of the famous Gaston of Foye.
Agnes, of Savoye, wife of Francis I, count of Orleans, died
in 1508.

of Bohemia, rejected the
marriage with the emperor, Frederic II, and retired
Spondan. Chron. Ann. 1284.
Agnes, Astorgo (Ecc.) a Neapolitan of noble birth, was
created cardinal by Nicholas V, and died in 1450.
Agnes, Son/ {Biog.) or the fair Agnes. [Vide Soreft
AGNESI, Maria Cage/ana (Biog.) an authoress of Milan,
was born in 1718, and died a nun in 17,( )i). She wrote,
1. 'A Discourse, tending to prove that the Study Of the
Liberal Arts is not incompatible with the Understandings of

AGNES, daughter of Othocarus, king
to a convent.

2.
3. ' InstituPropositiones Philosophies.'
Women.'
zioni Analitiche,' 2 vols. 4to. 1748.
(Biog.) Agnes or Aiges John Baptist, a monk of

AGNESIO

He wrote many works on piety
Valence, died in 1558.
literature.
Nicot An/on.
or Agnellus (Eec.) a bishop of Fez, A. D.

and

AGNESLUS,
12.::;.

AGXI, Thomas
Acre,

dkd

in

(Eee.) patriarch of Jerusalem and bishop of
1277. leaving among other works a life of

'

'

tury,

A'iNES, daughter of Berthohlus, the fourth duke of
crania,
was married to Philip Augustus, king of France but being
soon after repudiated by him through the interference of the
church, she died of mortification in 1201.
Acnes, of Poitiers, queen of Arragon. was married first to a
viscount de Thomar, and afterwards to Ramirez, king of
Arragon.
Agnes, the wife of Alfonsus VI, king of Spain, was married
a second time to Elias, the first count of Mans.
Agnes, daughter of the emperor Albert, and wife of Andrew,
king of Hungary, was often a mediator between her brother Albert and the Swiss, with whom she resided a long

offer of

4, c. lO'i.

U.MI'.T (Geog.)

and author of a letter in the Bibliothccfi Patrum
Fidei ad Armeniam.'

'

De

:

AGNES

{Hist.) a name common to several empresses, queens,
duchesses, and countesses.

Empresses of

this

wife of Henry III, suniamed the Black, and mother
Bertho/d. Chron. Harm,.
Henry IV, died in 1077-

Annal
Aonbs, of Trance, daughter of Lewis the younger, and wile
Andronicus
of Alexis Comnenes, was afterwards married to
the Usurp r.
Peter II,
to
married
AgnSS, daughter of Gui I, was first
emperor of Constantinople, afterwards to Philip of France,
ton of Lewis VIII, and lastly to
sehne. //"'• Genealog.

Guy

of (haiitillon.

St. Peter.

AGNIFILO, Amino

(Eee.) bishop of Aquilea,
cardinal by Paul II, and died in 1427.

An-

was created

AGNIO (Ceng.) the river Aa in Belgium.
AGNITES (Myth.) 'AyWnjc>a surname of 32sculapius

among

the Lacedemonians, because they represented him under the
Paus. 1. .:.
figure of the plant called the agnus.
(Hist.) an Athenian lady, who disguised her

AGNODICE

six in order to study medicine.

AGNOLO,

Name.

3,

of

this

M

11.

c.

Queens of

1,

1.

braced the reformation

work

entitled,

'

llygiiius.

of Florence, who emHe wrote a
Kith century.
Apologia nella quale si tratta della vera

Michael (Eee.)

a

priest

the

in

e falsa Chiesa,' &C.

AGNOLO,

Baeeio

Florence,

AGNON
Pericles

</'

was boni

specimen of Ids
Florence.

of
a sculptor and architect
and died in 154.'!. The best
the Bartolini palace and garden at

(Biog.)
in

14fi0,

skill is in

(Hist) "Ayvwv, a son of Nidas, and a colleague 0?
in the pra-toi'ship, during the Peloponnesian war

was the founder of Amphipolis, which afterwards took

;

part

;

AGR

AGO
with Brassidas, upon whom it conferred the honours due to
Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 58 ; 1. 4, c. 102.
the real founder.
Agnon, a governor of Alexander the Great, who fell under his
master's displeasure. Plin. 1. 33, c. 3 ; Pint. Quomod. Adul.
Agnon (Biog.) an academician who wrote on the lives of the

Spartans in Iris time. Allien. 1. 13, c. 8.
(Gcog.) a town of Sicily, near the river Jaretta.
(Hist.) a rhetorician of Athens, who accused
Phocion of having delivered up the Piraeus to Nicanor ; but
the charge not being admitted by the people, the accuser was
put to death.
AGNUSIUS (Hist.) "Ayvbtrwc, a herald who betrayed the
Pint, in T/ics.
designs of the Pallantidre to Theseus.
(Biog.) Agobard, or Agobcrt, archbishop of
Lyons in the 9th century, took an active part in the affairs
He fell under the
of his time, both civil and ecclesiastical.
displeasure of Louis le Debonnaire, but was afterwards restored to favour, and died in that prince's service in 340. He
wrote very many treatises against the worship of images,
in the defence of sacerdotal rights, against the Jews, against
the error of Felix D'Urgel, who maintained that Jesus
Christ was the adopted son of God, ecc. See.
1. Of Tremecen,
(Geog.) Two towns in Africa.
called by the ancients Victoria, according to Marmol.
Marmol. L'Aj'rique. 1. 5, c. 15. 2. Of Hea, in Morocco.

Agnon

AGXONIDES

AGOBARDUS

AGOBEL
Marmol.

AGOCE

1.

3, c. 4.

(Geog.) a town of /Ethiopia, in the /Egvptian ter-

ritory.

Plin.

AGONAC

(Biog.) the preceptor of Zoroaster, whom Pliny
Plin. 1. 30, e. 1.
calls Ajonan.
AGONALIS, Circus (Topog.) a spacious place in Rome, now
Novnnu,
which was adorned with splendid
Piazza
called

buildings by Innocent X.
AGONENSIS, Porta (Topog.) a gate in Rome, afterwards
called Collina and Quirinalls, now Porta Salara.
(Geog.) 'Aywvtc, a people of Insubria, who inhaPolyb. 1. 2.
bited the country now called La Vol di Gogna.
(Myth.) a woman who served in the temple of

AGOSTINO,

Paul (Biog.) a musician of Valerano, was
He was distinguished as
1593, and died in 1629-

born in
a scientific composer in every species of music.
(Geog.) a river of Gallia Aquitania, now Agout.
IVil/ium d' (Biog.) a gentleman and poet of Provence, who died about 1181, leaving many verses, none of
which have been published.
(Topog.) or Agra; "Aypai, a place in Athens, near
the river Ilyssus, where the Eleusynian mysteries were cele-

AGOTIUS
AGOULT,

AGRA

Pans.

brated.

1. 1, c. 19(Hist.) 'Aypaioc, the youngest son of Temenus,
did not unite with his brothers in their designs against

AGR/EUS
who

Deiphon.

Pans.

Tzctz. Chil. Hist. 154.

(Myth.) 'Ayopaloc, an epithet for Jupiter and
Mercury among the Athenians, who was supposed to preside
over markets.

AGORIUS

(Hist.) 'Ayuipioc, the son of Damosius, and great
grandson of Orestes, was chosen by Ocylus to share with
him the kingdom of Elis. Pans. 1. 5.
AGOSTINI, Stephen (Ecc.) a native of Forli in Romania,
and archbishop of Heraclea, was made cardinal by Pope
Innocent XI, and died in 16S3.
Agostini, Leonardo (Biog.) an antiquary of the 17th century, flourished under the pontificate of Urban VIII and
Alexander VII, and published, 1. ' La Sicilia di Filippo
Paruta Descritta con Medaglie, con la Giunta di Leonardo
Agostini,' fol. Rome, l64<).
2.
Le Gemme Antiche Figurate di Leonardo Agostini con le Annotazioni del Sig. Gio.
Pietro Bellori,' 2 vol's. 4to. Rome, lo'36, 1657, 1670, 1686.
'

Gcrgenti, or di

lead to Agriscentum.

Cic. Tusc. Qftcest.

1.

which

5, e. 23.

AGRAULE (Topon.) a tribe of Athens.
AGRAULOS (Myth.) vide Aglauras.
AGREDA,

Maria

daughter of Francis Coronel, and
built by her parents, was born at
and died in lC()5, leaving a Life of the
Blessed Virgin, which she pretended to have received by a
It was condemned by the Doctors
revelation from heaven.
of the Sorbonne, but admitted as genuine in Spain, where it
was published under the title of Mistica Cieldad di Dios,' &c.
AGRESPHON (Biog.) an ancient author who wrote Uepl
'( tpwrvnuiv, i. e. concerning illustrious men who bore the same
name. Suidas.
d' (Biog.)

superior of the convent

Agreda

in 1602,

'

AGRESTI,

Livio (Biog.) a painter of Forli, in the

Roman

was employed by Gregory XIII to execute the
works which he projected in the Vatican. His best performterritory,

ance

is

said to be the Last Supper, in the chapel of the cathe-

dral at Forli.

AGONIS

AGOILEL'S

di

AGRAGIAN/E,

AGRICIUS,

AGORA

[Vide Agrigentum~\

Fazcll. de Reb. Sim/. Ike. 1, 1. 6.
Porta' (Topog.) the gates of Syracuse,

AGRESTIN

Venus, on mount Eryx.
Cic. in Cavil, c. 17(Myth.) the god who presided over the actions of
men, whence the feasts called Agonuliu are said by some to
Fest. de Signif. Verb.
derive their name.
(Geog.) a town of the Thracian Chersonesus, now
Melagra, according to Leunclavius. Herod. 1. 7> c. 50.
AGORACRITUS (Biog.) 'AyopaKpiroe, a sculptor of Athens,
and disciple of Phidias, flourished about 448 years A. C.
He contested with Alcamenes the honour of making a
Venus for the Athenians; which being adjudged against
him, he in disgust sold his statue, on condition that it
This statue, which he
should never be taken to Athens.
named Nemesis, was placed at Rhamnus, a village of Attica,
and was esteemed by Varro to be superior to all others.
Plin.1. 34, c. 5; St'rab. 1. 9; Pans. 1. 1, c. 1 ; S nidus.

2.
1.

AW

AGONES

AGONIUS

1.

AGRAGAS (Gcog.) A town of Sicily.
2. A river of Agrigentum, now Finnic

(Ecc.) a

monk who gave

in the seventh century.

trouble to the church

Baron. Annul. .Inn. 617-

Matthew' (Biog.) a scholar of the 16th century,

who wrote

the lives of several saints.
Cneius Julius (Hist.) the father-in-law of the
historian Tacitus, and a governor of Britain, whose life was
written by Tacitus himself.
Agricola, a consul and colleague of Clementinus.

AGRICOLA,

Aghicola, another consul and colleague of Eustathius in the
reign of Constantine.

Agricola, Rudolphus (Biog.) a poet, an orator, and a scholar,
was born in 1442, and died in 1485, leaving two works of
Abridgment of Ancient
his, which are extant, namely, an
De Inventione Dialectica,' which
History,' and a treatise
'

'

at Cologne, in 1539, under the title
R. Agricol.ee Lucubrationes,' 2 vols. 4to.
physician, was born in 1494,
and died in 1555. He wrote different treatises on metals,
His work ' De Re Memedicine, weights, measures, &c.
tallica,' was printed at Basil four times in folio in 1554,
1556, 1558, and 1561; that ' De Ortu et Causis SubterHis
ranearum,' was printed in folio at Basil, in 1583.
principal work, ' De Peste/ was printed at Basil in 1554.
Agricola, John, a minister of the Lutheran church, and a
eotemporary with Luther, set forth the doctrine which has
He died
since been known by the name of Antinomianism.
Among his literary labours may be distinguished
in 1556.
the share which he took in drawing up, at the command of
Charles V, the formulary of faith well known by the name
of the Interim, by which it was proposed to unite the contending parties.
Agricola, Nicholas, a commentator on Cicero in 1555.
Agricola, Melchior, a poet in 1581.
Agricola, Christian, a theological writer in 1582.
Agricola, John George, a medical writer in 1603.

were printed together

of

'

Agricola, George, a German

AGR

AGR

3 the cancer with a water serpent underneath devouring it. The attitudes of these animals are intended, in
all probability, to denote their power or successes over their
enemies, particularly the Carthaginians.
One of their meof

AgricolAj Wolfang, wrote on marriage in 1609.
\oitiroi..\, Conrad, was author of a concordance in Kilo.
Francis, a priest of Lconcn, in the dutchy of Judied in 1621, leaving ' Commentarium de Verbo Dei
Scripto et non Scripto/ and other theological works.
IGRICOLUS, St. (/'.'(,•.) or Agriculus, bishop of Chalons
sur Saone, from 580 to 580, was present at three councils,
namely, one of Orleans, one of Paris, and one of Lyons.
He built several churches, and distinguished himself Q0 less
by his talents than his piety, Gri gor. Turon, de Glor. Confess,
(Geog.) 'Axp&yae, a considerable town in
Sicily, distinguished no less for its opulence and the magnificence of its buildings, than for the luxury of its inha-

A'iuu'oi.a,
lier,

fig.

Fig. 3.

Fig.

I.

AGRIGENTUM

was

built by a colony from Gela, on the river
derived its name, and was the second city in
the island next to Syracuse, with which at different times
it contended for the superiority.
Marciam. Heine!, in HeptirXp.
bitants.

It

from which

it

HeyapetQ SeXivsVr
'AKpdyavra.

1

rcXwoi E/crurav

oi

Empedocles apud. Diogen. Laerl.
'Q tpiXoi oi

Naicr'

di>'

piya

&™

1.

8, in

lit.

dicpa TroKetoe.

of the Agrigentines was for tlie most part
but they at one time fell under the tyranny of
Phalaris, from which they were relieved by Thcron, who
presided over the state until his death.
To these circumes Pindar alludes.
I'iml. Olymp. Od. 2.
;

Bijpwva

t'e

rsrpaopiaQ

AGRIOPAS

'Atorov, opQoirohtv

those

iruWd Ovpip

Kapdvres
lipov i x ov oUnua
no "/"

Silius, call it Agraga.s.

1.3, v. 703.

Arduui ande Agragat ostendii maxime long
Motnia magnanimum quondam generator eouorum.
1

is

now known by

noble ruins of

its

the name of Girgenli, where many
temples and other edifices are still to be

[Tide Girgentn

Thucyd.

Diodor. 1. 13 ; Cic. in Verr. Art. \
(i
Ovid. Fast. 1. 4; I'lin. 1. 3,

I.

1.

;

3,

1.

;

C.

(>,

Lie.

8

;

c.

V;

1.

25,

Poh/b.
C.

23

Sulin. c.

1

1.8;
Strab.

;

1

;

the

or in most others

ATPArAS.
Haverkamp.

a writer on the Olympic games, and
the victors at those games.
I'lin. 1. 8,

AGRIOPE

of

father

PUn.

metals, &c.

7,

1.

c.

invented

(Mt/lh.) 'Aypidirn, the wife of Agenor,

(Hist.) a

name common

to several princes

and

dis-

The name is supposed to be derived
tinguished persons.
from /Egro partn, because those who came into the world
I'/in. 1. 7.
with their feet foremost were called Agrippa-.
c.

8;

Gett.

1.

16,

c.

Non. MarceUtn.

10';

c.

19; Salmat

Exercit. Plinear. 631.

Princes

the eagle, the emblem of Jupiter, and
the cancer marinus, were adopted as the symbols of AgriB ntum, to denote their power and maritime situation. The
eagle is sometimes represented in the act of pouncing on a
Ban, as in fig. 1, oron a dove, as in fig. 2 ; but more frc-

A.M.
Italic.

(if this

Name.

king of the Latins, succeeded Tiberius,
Dionys
3133, A.C. 902, and reigned forty years.

Agrippa,

Silvias,

1.

1.

AtntirPA, Herod, the first of this name, son of Aristobulus,
and grandson of I Icrod the Great, obtained the kingdom of
a from Caligula, and died by the visitation of God, a
miserable death, after a reign of seven years, A.D. 18
Juvenal refers to his incestuous connexion
.Ids xii. 22.
with his sister Berenice.
!

I

v.

|

Jtirc/i.

Sat.

0',

156.

v.

Veindtadamai

ruritsrimuj el Berenieei

In digitoJvctuiprdiaioT, hunededUoUm
Barbanu ineetU dedit hunc Igrippa lororU,
,

quently on a hare, as in fig. :;
on the obverse of fig.
is
the cancel alone, with the inscription of the town
on that
of fig. 2 the cancer with two dolphins underneath
on that

Obut mini

1

it

ttttui

"'" feeta,

men

!>'!< s<ii>i'.aa rtges,

induiget senibus dementia

pmU.

;

;

is

otherwise called Telepbesa.
(Bibl.) a king of the Jews, before whom the
apostle Paul preached, and the second king of that name
mentioned under History. Acts xxv. &c.

c. 4.

;

tiles,

who

I'lul.

VOBIGENTUU (Numis.)

Fig.

who

Cynaras,
56.

AGRIPPA
Agrippa

;

1

;

Ptirul. Sicil. Descrit. cunt

22.

c.

;

Mn.

ATPATANT02, asm

4,

length ATPATANTINQN,
and in those which represent the

(Bit)*;.)

who were

Agriopas,

They became afterwards successively subject to the SyracuThe name of this town
sans, Carthaginians, and Romans.
commonly written in Latin Agrigentum but Virgil,
Virg.

;

fig.

Comment.

RvtoVVfilOV Tt iraTipiov
'

and after him,

two eagles standing

at full

APATAS,

Magn. Gnve.

(it/It-.

AKpdyavrog

oi

as in fig. 4,

as in

most commonly

river Agragas,

AiKia"!' %ivav
'

1; but

ATPArANTINON

or

YtyiOVl}Tt()V OTTt

AKPANTI,

as in fig. 1,
fig.

"Ei'tKa I'lKatpopu

"EpfiT/t'

on the obverse,

on a bare, one with its head erect, and the other in the act
of attacking it ; on the reverse a man in a chariot and four,
whom the goddess Victoria is flying towards with a triumphal crown, to commemorate a victory obtained by Gelo
the tyrant of Syracuse over the Carthaginians, by the
assistance of Theron, his father-in-law, and ruler of Agrigentum. The inhabitants of this city honoured on their
medals Jupiter, Apollo, Minerva, Hercules, and /Esculabut more particularly Ceres and Proserpine, whom
pius
they commonly represented crowned with ears of corn, to
They likewise repredenote the fertility of the island.
sented their river Agragas under the form of a youth, whom
they worshipped as the son of Jupiter, by Asterope, the
daughter of Oceanus. The inscriptions on the medals of
Agrigentum were sometimes an abbreviation of the names of
the town, as A.K. as in fig. 3, AKPA. AKPAT. AM'.UWN,
;

Kara ZavQuv 'Atcpdyavrog

The government
democratical

dais bears

Joseph. Jnd. Antiq.

1.

2,

c.

8

;

Dio.

1.

5J).

AGR

AGR
son of the preceding, and last king of the Jews,
was at the siege of Jerusalem with Titus. He it was before
whom Paul pleaded. Joseph. Antiq. I. 19, 20; de Bell.
Jud. 1. 2 ; Tac. Annul. Hist. 1. 5, e. 1 ; Dio. 1. 66.
Agrippa, another son of Agrippa Herod, was consumed with
his wife, by the fire of Mount Vesuvius.

Agrippa

II,

Distinguished Pcrsojis of this Name.

Notit.

Agrippa, Menenius, a consul. [[Vide Menenius-]
Agrippa, Furius, a consul with T. Quinctius Capitolinus,
U. C. 310, A. C. 444. Liv. 1. 3, c. 66.
Agrippa, Menenius Lanalus, a consul. [[Vide Menenius']

Agrippa, M. Vipsanius, the favourite and son-in-law of Augustus, was three times consul, as many times tribune, and
once censor with Augustus. After having achieved many
exploits by sea, and written an account of his own life,
which is not now extant, he died twelve years before the
birth of our Saviour.
farther account of this Agrippa is
given under Numismatics. Veil. Tacit. AnnaL 1. 1, c. 1, &c.
Pater. Hist. 1. 2; Sueton. in August, c. 63; Dio. 1. 49, &c;
Plin. 1. 34, &c. ; Joseph. Antiq.
Agrippa, Posthumus, son of the preceding, was born after the
decease of his father, adopted by Augustus, U. C. 756 ;
banished shortly after on account of his vicious courses, and
put to death bv Tiberius, on his coming to the empire,
A. D. 14. Tac'. Anna!. 1. 1 ; Sueton. in Tiber, c. 22; Dio.

A

1.57.

Agrippa, or the false Agrippa, a slave of the preceding,
whose real name was Cleoment, gave himself out to be
Agrippa Posthumus, whom Tiberius had put to death. The
emperor found means to get him into his power, when he
Tac. Annal. 1. 2,
caused him to be secretly despatched.
c. 39 ; Dio. 1. 57Agrippa, D. Haterius, a relation of Germanicus, was successively a tribune of the people, a pra>tor, and a consul ;
Tacitus describes him as a great debauchee.
Tac. Annal.
1.

1, c.

57-

reign of Tiberius.

Tacit. Annal.

1.

Agrippa, Fonteius, probably the same

2,

c.

30.

as the preceding,

was

by the Sarmatians, while he was governor of Sarmatia, during the civil war between Vitellius and Vespasian.
Tac. Hist. 1. 3, c 46; Joseph.
Agrippa (Numis.) the two kings of Jud.va of this name
struck medals in honour of the emperors by whom they
were befriended.
Agrippa I, struck some medals bearing on the obverse the heads
of Caligula and Claudius, with a suitable inscription on the
reverse KAI2APEIA2. ASYAOY. ArPIHIIA. BA2IAET2.
killed

;

CcEsarcce Asyli, Agrippa Rex, or EIII. BASIAE. ArPIlin A.
TIBE1'1E£2N sub rege Agrippa, Tibcricnsium. A few of his
medals are also said to bear on the obverse the head of
Agrippa crowned with a diadem, inscription BA2IAEY2.
T

.

META2. ATPmnAS. *IAOKAAYAIOS. Bet Magnus
Agrippes Philoclaudius ; on the reverse, MUX. KAI2APIA.
KAI2APEIA. Several medals are stamped with the year
of this king's reign, as BA2I A. ArPIIUIA. T. anno tertio ;
or

marked L. E.

<r. Z. anno 5. 6.
struck medals, bearing on the obverse the heads
of Nero, Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian, mostly with the
Greek title ; on the reverse, the name and title, but not the
head of the king, as BA. ArPinilA. or EIII BA. ArPinilA.
to which is added the year of his reign.
On one medal of

others are

Agrippa, some distinguished persons of

this

name had

also

Agrippa, of the Caninea gens,
duumvir of Corinth, as appears from the inscription on the
huceo CANINI.
reverse of a medal of Augustus Ca;sar.
AGRIPPA. II, VIR. COMnlhi. Also a triumvir of the
their medals;

namely,

<

as M. LURIUS. AGRIPPA. III. VIR. AAA.
Marco Agrippa Triumviro (monelali) Auro, Ar-

Luria gens,

FF.

i."e.

Fcreundo : but the most distinguished
individual in whose honour medals were struck as for a
prince, was the Marcus Agrippa, of the gens Vipsania, who
has been noticed under the bend of History.
He is commonly represented as in the annexed figure, with a crown made of the
beaks of ships, to commemorate his naval
sento, Acre, Flando,

inscription Marcus AGRIPPA.
hucii Filius COnSul III. ; on the reverse, a
figure of Neptune, holding in his right hand
a dolphin, and in his left a trident.
another medal, his consulship with his father-in-law
victories;

On

Aucommemorated bearing on the obverse the head
of Cesar crowned with laurel; inscription, AUGUSTUS
COnSul XL; on the reverse, the head of Agrippa adorned with
a mural and rostral crown, the former in commemoration of
his appeasing a popular tumult. [Vide PL XIV.] On a medal
gustus

is

;

struck by the Alabandenses, be
represented, as in the annexed

is

figure,

crowned

as usual,

with

the heads of his two sons, Caius
and Lucius, opposed inscription
AAABANAEiiN; on the reverse,
the head of Augustus crowned
with laurel, and that of Livia opposed. On a medal struck
at Corinth, the head of Agrippa, surnamed Posthumus, his
on
inscription,
third son, is given
Com
the reverse, within a crown of parsley,
nVIRo. Caw MUSSIDto UVIRo. VaUainl.
Numis. Gra-c. ; Colon, ct Impcrat. ; Morell. Font. ; Pcmb.
;

Agrippa. Sf. Asinius, was consul with Cassus Cornelius,
A. D. 25.
Tac. Annal. 1. 4, c 34.
Agrippa, J'ibulanus, a Roman knight, poisoned himself in
the presence of his judges, from whom he was taken to
prison, and there strangled, in the reign of Tiberius.
Tac.
Annal. 1. 6, c. 40 ; Dio. 1. 58.
Agrippa. Fonteius, an accuser of Scribonius Libo, in the

Agrippa

bearing on the obverse the inscription IMP. CA. D. VES.
F. DOM. AV. GER. COS. XII.; Imperator Caesar Diet
Vespasian* Filius Domitianus Augustus Germanicus Consul
duodecimum ; and on the reverse, SAI^ TI. A\ G\ STI.
S. C. and EHI. BA. ArPI. ET. K. r. sub Rege Agrippa.
anno 9.6. J'aill. Num. Grmc. ; Pal in. Imp. ; Spanham de
PrtBStant. et Us. Numm- ; Harduin. Herodiad. ; Froehlich.

II,

Domitian, this serves to define the precise period of time,

AGRIPPA CESAR;

;

HEJO

POLLIONE

Mus.

p. iii. tab.

47-

{Bios-) a mathematician in the time of Domitian.
Almag. 1. 7, c 8.
Agrippa, a sceptic philosopher, who invented five additional
arguments for disputing every thing. Diogen. Lacrt. 1. 9
Segm. 88.
Agbippa, surnamed Castor, wrote against the Basilides, in

Agrippa
Ptol.

;

Hieron. de
Euseb. Hist. 1. 4, c. 7
the second century.
Scriptor. Eccles. ; Dit Pin. Bibl. Des. Ant. Eccles.
Agrippa, Henry Cornei/lc, of an illustrious family at Cologne,
was born in' 148(>, and died in 1535. He distinguished
;

himself both as a soldier and writer, and left many works
Paul. Joe. in Eulog.
on divinity, medicine, and philosophy.
Doct. Fir'.; Mclch. Adam, in Fit. Germ. Medic; Du Pin.
Bibl. Ant. Eccles. du XVI Siec.
AGRIPPIAS (Numis.) a town of Judtea, which was so
culled by Herod, in honour of M- Agrippa, and is known
Livia, the
ry s medal bearing on the obverse the head of
wife of Augustus, or Julia, his daughter ; on th reverse
I

the

prow of

a ship, inscription,

ATPinnEilN.

AGRIPPINA

(Hist.) surnamed Vipsania, the daughter of
and grand-daughter of Atticus, the friend of
Cicero, was the wife of Tiberius, whom he repudiated,
Tac. Annal. 1. 1, c. 12, &c ;
in order to marry Julia.

Agrippa,

Sueton. in Tib.

c.

7

;

Dio.

1.

54, 57-

;

.

AGR
Agbippina,

AGU

the daughter of M. Agrippa, granddaughter to Augustus, mother of Caligula, and wife of
Germanieus, brought the ashes of her murdered husband to
Rome, and placed them in the tomb of the Julian family.
She was afterwards banished by the order of Tiberius to
the island of Pandataria, where she starved herself to death,
A. D. 37Pliu. 1. 7, c. 8, &c ; Tac. 1. 1
e. 22, &c
Julia,

,

Suet.

Tib.

i/>

e.

;

;

75, &c.

Siui. in Claud,

;

ct in Neron. Dion. 1. 62.
are extant of the two last prinbearing their effigies.
Those of Agrip-

Agrippina (Xumis.) medals
name,

this

(rf

AGRIPPINA

pina, sen. are inscribed

—

MANIC!

Marc;' Filia

GER-

CJESARIS
AGRIPPIN'A MarciFiUa
MATer Can CJESARIS
AUGUSTI AGRIPFfc

—

—

MEMORLE

NJE

Medals were
honour of this

AGRIPPINA AUGusta GERMANICI
C.ESARIS A I GtisH— AGRIPPINA AUGUSTA

MATER AUGUSTI. — AGRIPPINA AUG.

DIVI.

•laud. NERONTS CVF.S. MAT. — ArPirimxA.
2EBA2TH.—IOYAIA. AlTIillHNA KAAYAIOY iA XII.
— NEPQN. K MS \I'. 2EBAET. AFI'IIiriKINA. 2EBA2T.
This last Agrippina is represented on the reverse of a medal
of Caligula, with her sisters, Drusilla and Julia, under the
forms of Constancy, Concord, and Fortune; but it is doubted
by most antiquaries whether tins be genuine.
Vail. Prmst.
1
Pattn. Impp. Beg. Thes. Brand, torn ii. ; Harduin.
Opt r. : Mi diob. Imp. Rom.
Agbippina, Colonia (Geagt) or Agrijrpinensis colonia, a colony
on the river Rhine, called after Agrippina, the mother of
Nero, now Cologne.
Tac. Hist. 1. 1, c. 56.
Agbippina, Colonia (Numis.) is known also by the inscription
A. AGRIPPINA COLonta on a medal of Nero and ClauGcittz. Thesaur. p. 237dius.
VGRIPPINUS (Hist.) was the son of Demetrius Alaharch, of
Alexandria, and of Mariamna, daughter of Herod the
pinub (Ecc.) bishop of Cartilage, preceded St. Cyprian,
He was present at a
but at what time is not known.
council which decreed the rebaptization of heretics who reil into the church.
Agbippinus, succeeded Celadion as bishop of Alexandria, in
1(>7, and died in 179, leaving Julian as his successor.
Du
torn.

I

;

Bibl. Eccles.

ii

Air.

posure.

1.

I

e.

.

(Hist.)

1

whom

the emperor

rua brought

:

i(

'.

1

:

1

1

'

v.

ll(i;

by

Diomed, be

Apotlod.

IhjL'in. Full.

17."',

men-

4; and

also

AGROLA.S

{Hist.) constructed all the walls round the
of Athens, except that part which was afterwards
by C'imon, son of Miltiades.
{Hist.) Aypwi/, the son of Ninus, the first of the
JJcrod. 1. 1, c. ~.
Heraclids, who reigned at Sardis.
Agron, son of Pleuratus, and king of Illyria, was so elated
with his success over the /Etolians, that he killed himself
with immoderate drinking. Polyb. 1. 2, c. 4.
Agron (Biog.) a celebrated physician who stopped the plague
of Atbens, by causing fires to be lighted.
Ca'l. H/iod. 1. 24,
e. 22.
(Gcog.) a fortified place in Naples, near the
Gulf of Salernum, which is the ancient Acropolis.
Francis (Biog.) a Spanish Jesuit, who was born
at Torrejou, near Madrid, in 1566, and died at Madrid in
1 654, leaving several theological works, comprised in six
fortified

AGRON

'

volumes folio.
Alfonsus (Ecc.) a Jesuit of Tuscany, who was
governor of the college of English at Rome, and died in
1002.

AGUCCHIO,

Jerome (Ecc) made cardinal by Clement VIII
and died soon after in l6<>4. He
was the instructor and brother of the Agucchio in the next

30

after

years' service,

article.

Aoi'CCHio, John Baptist, archbishop of Amasia, in Natalia,
was born at Bologna in 1570, and died in 1632. His works
2.
were, 1. ' A Treatise on Comets and Meteors.'
The
Life of Cardinal Sega, and Jerom Agucchio his Brother.'
3. ' L'Antica Fondazione e Dominio della Citta di Bologna.'
1688, 4to.
AGUESSEAU, Henry Francis d' (Hist.) a French statesman, was horn at Limoges in UiO'S; after having been twice
chancellor of France, and twice banished, he resigned the
seals which had been offered to him and accepted a third
time; and died at the age of eighty, in 1751. He was a
poet and a man of general science, whose works are comprised in 13 volumes 4to.
AGUI (Hist.) or Sultan Agui, king of Bantam, in the island
of Java, was the son of sultan Ajoum, who had resigned
in his favour: but finding him cruel and tyrannical in his
proceedings, he attempted to regain his kingdom, in which
lie failed, and being made prisoner, was kept in confinement by Ids son.
AGUILAR, Alonzii (Ecc) or Aguilar, a cardinal, and grand
'

inquisitor of Spain.

AGUILIONUM

(deog.) a town of Gallia Acjuitania,

now

AM'ILLONIUS,

Francis (Biog.) or Aguclon, a Jesuit of
Brussels, and professor of philosophy at Dowas, was the
He
first that introduced mathematical studies at Antwerp.

wrote, 1. Oplicorum Lib. (i, 1'hilosophieis juxt.i ac Matlu2. 'Of Projections
maticis utiles.' Fol. Antwerp, Kii:;.
3. ' Catoptrics and Dioptrics,' which he
of the Sphere,'
bad not finished when be died in Kil7(Biog-) there were several Spanish writers of
this name who were descended from the same family, of
whom an account has been given by Nicholas Antonio. The

AGUIRRE

two principal are,
AOUIHBE, Michael, an eminent lawyer of Pampeluna, who

'

)

expelled

2, 3,

'

famous juggler,

a

with him from Asia.
AGRIRETH {Hist.) brother of Afrasiab, king of Turkistan,
and conqueror of Persia, was reckon d
prophet
imong 1the Turks.
(
s
s (Hist.) ride Acusms.
V
tGRISOPE {Myth.) another name for Agriope, or Argiriope,
th' mol bei- of < ad
VGRIUS ( Myth
iypioc, the son of Parthaon, who drove
bis bri
krone, but being afterwards
\

(Biog.) 'Aypoirac, a writer on Scythia,

tioned by the scholiast on Apolloneus, 1.
by Stephanus, under the word "AfurtXoc.

Aiguillon.

VgbippiNDS, I'anwiiis (lliog.) a stoic philosopher mentioned
with commendation by EpictetUB and Arrian.
He was banished from Rome by Nero, and retired with great com-

\GRIPPUS

AGROETAS

AGUAZZARI,

mseribed,

Filia

A

1013.

AGUADO,

A-

empress by the people of Mytilene, Miletos, Alexandria, Ephcsus, Iona, 6cc.
The medals of Agrippina, jun.
are

centaur killed by Hercules.
Apollud. 1. 2, o. 5.
Hcsiod. in Tkeogon. v.
son of Ulysses, by Circe.

AGROPOLIS

rpinniNAN beam myTI,
&C.
struck in

2.

A

1.

citadel

.">:;.

Agrippina. daughter of Germanicus, by the preceding, was
the mother of Xcro by Domitius JEnobarbus.
After a life
of much cruelty and debauchery, she was stabbed by her
own son Nero, A. D. 59. Pliu. 1. 7, &c.
Tac. 1. 4,
c.

Agbics,

1.

&C.

I.
:

c.

limn. II.
himself,
Ovid. Heroid. 1. [), v.

killed
7

:

Anion.

Li/i. 7-

1.

i

i,

153

in

Philip

II

I.

INS.

He

to the

crown of Portugal.

AourKBE, Joseph.

wrote in favour of the pretensions of

S/tens d', a

born in f'630, and
and died in 1 690.

He

benedictine of Logrogno,

was

cardinal by Innocent \I in 16'86,
wrote, 1. ' Ludi Salmanticcnscs, sivc

made

AGY

AHI
On

Philosophy/
Commentary on the Ethics of Aris3 vols. 1671. 3. '
Treatise upon Virtues and Vices.'
4. '
1675.
totle,'
6.
5. < The Theology of St. Anselm/ 3 vols. fol. 1680.
large work against the declaration of the assembly of the
French clergy in 16S2 ; entitled, ' Defensio Cathedra Sancti
"• ' Collection of the Councils of Spain.'
Du Pin.
Petri.'

Theologia

Florulenta.' fol.

1688.

2.

'

A
A

A

Bibl. Eceles.

AGUXTUM

(Geog.) a town of Xoricus, now Doblach, or
Plin. 1. 3, c. 23 ; Ptol. 1. 2,
Innaken, according to Lazius.
c. 14; Anton. Bin.; Lax. Comment. Iieip. Rom. 1, 12, c 6;

Clue. German. Antiq. 1. 2.
(Bibl.) the name of a person mentioned in the Proverbs, and supposed by many of the fathers to be Solomon
himself.
(Biog.) an Hyperborean, who, in company with
Pegasus, dedicated an oracle to Apollo. Pans. 1. 10, c. 5.

AGUR

AGY.EUS

AGYIEUS

Sometimes the figure of a hound seizing the
or mountain goat, as in the
annexed figure, emblematical

Adpira. V 'Ayt'ifvc fiuipoc; drpiZutv -rrvpi
Sjivpvns TaXay/iotc t3ap t 3apiiii> evorjfiiag.

AGYRIUS

AGYRTES
Oeid. Met.

(Myth.)
1.

dra$ yetrov Ajvuv r«
flpoSvpa ~pdc ~i'\ag
Ai$ai TiXer'jv Katvqv
voropSpiv.

<J

'ra?

iy*'

Et casa

AHA

lib. 4,

killed his father.

genitr-re

in/amis Agyrtis.

a rabbi of the seventh century, author of a
work entitled, ' Seelloth, or Questions on the Commandments of the Law.'
(Bib/.) 3KnK, from nns, brother, and a«, father, a

(Biog.)

AHAB

who was

Israel,

killed alter a reign of
1

Kjnus

xxii.

22
34.

A.M. 8109. A. C. 897.
An.VB, son of Kolaiah, one of the two false prophets who
seduced the Israelites at Babylon. Jer. xxix. 21, 22.
(Hist.) the surname of the Servilii. [Vide SeniHus~\
(Bibl.) mnN, third son of Benjamin.
1 Chron.

AHALA
AHARAH

rarpi ra*-

viii.

Hot. Carm.

man who

years in a battle against the Assvrians.

'fi&

r^j

a

5, v. 148.

wicked king of

Arisloph. in Vesp.
ieffvor'

chamois,

of the lofty situation of the
town, and its fitness for the
chace ; on other medals, or
other parts of their medals,
they represented the head of
Jupiter, of Hercules, Minerva,
and the Minotaur. The inscriptions ATYPINAI. ATTPINAKiN. Agrinensiuin, sometimes with the name of the
magistrate, as ETII. 20ILVTP0Y. Sub Sopairo, $e.
(Hist.) an Athenian general, who succeeded
Thrasybulus after he was slain. Diod.

(Myth.) Wyvttvc, an epithet for Apollo among

the Greeks, because they sacrificed to hhn in the streets.
quasi jiran iis jwsitus urbanis : illi enini lias qua: intra pomoMacrob. Sat. 1. 1, c. 2.
crium sunt dymac appellant.
Sapkoe. apud Harpocrat.

Q

medals the figure of Hercules killing the serpent Hydra.

1.

AHARHEL

od. 6, v. 26.

(Bibl.) Vmns, son of Harum. 1 Chron. iv. 8.
(Bib/.) >aDn«j 'A^aj/Jii, the father of Eliphelet,
one of David's mighty men. 2 Sam. xxiii. 3 l.
(Bibl.) t&lTltPrm, which is supposed to be a
Persian word, signifying prince.
A scripture name for the
Persian king who took Esther to wife, who is mentioned in
the book of Esther passim, and in Dan. ix. 1. is c;dled the
son of Darius.
Who that prince was, has been the subject
of much dispute among the learned.
Usher and Calmet
suppose it to have been Darius, the son of Hystaspes, but
Prideaux maintains that it was Artaxerxcs Longimanus.

AHASBAI

Phabe, qui Xantho lavis amve ennes,
Duuniie defendc decus Cumwn&,

AHASUERUS
AGYL..EUS.

Henri/ (Biog.) a lawyer and classic scholar of
Bois-le-duc, was born about 1533, and died in 1595.
He
wrote, 1. ' Xovells Justiniani Imp. Constitutiones,' 4to.
Paris, 1500.
Justiniani Edicta/ &c. 8vo. Paris, 1560.
2.
Latin Translation of the Xomo Canon of Photius,' fol.
3. '
Basle, 1561.
4. ' Inauguratio Philippi II, Hisp. Regis,' &e.
8vo. Ultraj. 1620.
(Hist.) vide Agdaus.
(Geog.) 'AyiiWa, a city of Tuscany, called after
its founder.
Pirg. /En. 1. 8, v. *7g.
'

A

AGYLAUS
AGYLLA

Haud

procul hinc sajo cvlitur

fumhta

Vftusto

I'rbis AgUtimtt seties: uln

Lydia qiumdam

Gens BeUopr£clara,jugis

insalit

•

scended.

Thcb.

1.

Membra

15.

viii.

AHAZ

(Bibl.) triN,

by

his son Hezekiah.

Ahaz,

father of Jehoadah.
1 Chron. viii. 36.
(Bibl.) vide Ahaz.
(Bibl.) SvrnK, vision of the Lord, from TnK,
achaz, andn'jah, Lord; king of Judah, a son and succes-

AHAZI

AHAZIAH
2

ardua amtra

CZeoiuBtf stirpis jactator

AgyUeus

Herculea non mote minirr.

AG\RILM

Jehoram, and Athaliah, who was
Kings ix. 21.

AHER

Cie. in J'errA. 2, c. 9, &c ; Plin. 1. 3,
Anton. Itin. ; Steph. Byz. de Urb.

AHIAH

this

c

8

;

Ptol

1.

3, c.

town represented on some of

4

:

1

Chron.

vii.

by Jehu.

34.

(Bibl.) rvnN,

priest Aliitub.

their

slain

Aiiaziah, son of Ahab, who reigned with his father one year,
and after his death one vear. He died Jul. Per. 3818, A. M.
31 OS, A. C. S96; 1 Kings xxii. 40; 2 Chron. xx. 37(Bibl.) "in**, a man of the tribe of Benjamin.
1 Chron. vii. 12.
AHI (Bibl.) <rm, son of Shamer, of the tribe of Benjamin.

(Geog.) 'Ayvpiov, 'Aydpior, 'Ayiipnva, AngUrium, a town of Sicily, the birth-place of Diodorus Siculus,
now S. P/iilippo in Agirone. The inhabitants were called
by Cicero, Auvrinensis ; by Plinv, Agirini. Diod. L 4, &c;

Agybr-m (Numis.)

an idolatrous king of Judah, the son and
2 Ki/igs xviii. 1. He was succeeded

successor of Jotham.

sor of

6, v. 837-

—— Lemt

:

AHAVA

Etrmds.

EVionysius Halicamassus calls it etidalpav ce voKvayBpunroe,
wealthy and populous; Livy, oppidum opulentum ; and Lvcophron speaks of its xoXuftpffnis rci-oc, groves, much celebrated.
Lycopli. in Cassand. ;
Dionys. Halicar. L 3
Liv.hl.
AGYLLEUS (Myth.) a wrestler of Cleons, scarcelv inferior
in stature to Hercules, from whom he was said to be deStat.

Scaliger conjectures that it was Xerxes, and the authors of
the Universal History are of opinion that it was Cambyses.
In the Septuagint Ahasuerus is rendered 'AprraH/kpfyji and
Josephus expressly mentions Artaxerxcs as the husband of
Esther.
Joseph. Antiq. L 11, c.6; Seal. Emcndat. Temp.
1. 9 ; Prid. Connect.
(Bibl.) tsirm, signifying essence or generation: a
river near Babylon, where Esdras assembled the Jews. Ezra

sxii. 9-

1

Ahiah, son and successor to the high
xiv. 13; called Ahinielech. 1 Sam.

Sam.

:

AHL
Ahi.mi.
iv.

son of

AHM

and Solomon's

Shisha,

secretary.

1

Kings

.;.

xi.

Ahiaii. son of Naaman, of the tribe of Benjamin.

1

C/iron.

viii. 7.

AH HAM

(MM.) o.s'rm, an

I

officer in

David's army. 2 Sam.

xxiii. 83.

AH] \X (/!//,/.) j> n «, son of Shcmida.
Chron.
Mill ZEB (Hilil.) -iip->nH, son of Annnishaddui,

vii.

I

of the tribe of Dan.

Numb.

66, 67.
1) (BibL) trpriK, 'A^i-r, son of Xaaman,
of Ahoah, of Benjamin.
1 Chron. viii. 7.

A

AH

and

19.

a chief

vii.

AHIHt
HI. I

and brother

Ahijah, son of

an

l'elon,

officer in

under David.

David's armv.

1 C/troii.

1

Chron.

of the Lord, who dwelt at Shilo, and
the life of Solomon.
ti
2 Chron. ix. 29.
Ahijah, son of Baasha, king of Israel. 1 Kings xv. 27.
AHIKA.M (BibL) op»n«, son of Shaphan, "and father of
Gedaliah, was sent to Huldah, the prophetess, by king
Aiii.iah, a prophet

AHILUD

{BibL) yfrntn, '.U,,W, the father of Jehoshaphat,

who was

David's secretary.

AHIMAAZ

AHIMAN

2

Sam.

viii.

16.

(BibL) yrn'rm, son of Zadok the high

ded

bis father.

Sam.

-J

priest,

xvii. 17.

(BibL) fD'n«, "Axeiftav, a giant of the race of
at Hebron when the spies visited the land

Anak, who dwelt

Numb.

of Canaan.

22.

xiii.

AH1MELECH
.

t'i

(Hi/,/.) ^a-nx, a son of Ahitub, and brother
whom he succeeded in the priesthood. He was
aids slain by order of Saul for having shown favour

Iiiah.

David.

Sam.

1

xxi.

1.

AHIMOTH

(lli/,1.)
ni»>n«, brother of death, from n«,
and niD, death; son of Elkanah.
1 Chron.
vi.

In-other,

AHINADAB

(BibL) nj-nR, son of Iddo, and governor of

the district of

Manahaim.

1

Kings

iv. 14.

AHINOAJM

(lli/>/.) aj;j'n«, 'A^evaii/i, Ahinoam, daughter
of Abimaaz, and wife to Saul.
1
Sam. xiv. 50.
Ahinoam, David's second wife, and mother of Amnon. 1 Sam.

All K) (BibL) |»n«, the man who, with his brother Uzzah,
was charged with the removal of the ark from the house of
Abinadab to Jerusalem 1 Chron. xiii. 7.
Ahio, vr, look, eve, or fountain: son of Abigebeon and Maachah.

AHIRA
I

t

Chron. viii, 31.
(BibL) i'Tnt<, son of Enan, and chief of the tribe
1

Xaphtliali.

Numb.

ii.

2').

(BibL) TOD'rm, 'Ayyaiuuc, father of Aholiab,
[Vide Ahousfi]
(BibL) inw'rw, son of Bilham, of the tribe
f Benjamin.
Chron. vii. 10.
AHISHAB (BibL) nexntf, high steward of Solomon's household.
Kings iv. (!.
AHITOPHEL (B»ll bsin-ns, a native of Gillo, and a
COUnseUei to king David, who joined in the rebellion of
log it likely to fail, he hanged himself to
av 'ill falling into David's hands.
2 Sam. xvii. 2,3.
AHITUB (BibL) aiB'rm, son of Phineas, and grandson to
EH the high priest, succeeded his grandfather. 1 Sam. iv.
11: :
Ahitub, son of Amariah, and father of Zadock the high
the famous architect

AHISHAHAR

'

I

1

:.

(
1

'hron. vi. 8.

r.

-lirvn*, 'A%iiil, son of Shelomi,
appoint! d a commissioner by Moses.

of

the

Numb.

xxxiv. 27.

AHLAB

(BibL) zbrm, WxXUfi, a
not now known.
Judg. L 31.

Chron.

1

81.

Ahlai,

Chron. xi. 41.
AHLE, John Rudolpkus (Biog.) a composer of music in
Mulilhausan, in the 17th century, composed 1.
Sacred
Dialogues, for two, three, four, or even more Voices.'
2. ' Compendium pro Tenellis.'
Symphonies, Ballets,'
3Erfort, Ki'50.
4. ' The Garden of Pleasure at Thuringia,'
1(>.~<7.
5. 'Devotions for all the great Festivals in the
Year,' &c, foL Muhlhausen, 1664.
6. ' De Progressionibus Consonantium,' 1698.
Ahle, John George, son of the preceding, a poet and musician, published 1. ' A Theoretical Treatise on Music,' 16872. '
Dialogue on the Spring,' 1695 ; ' On the Autumn,'
3. ' An Introduction
16.09; ' On the Winter," 8vo. 1701.
to Vocal Music,' written bv his father and edited by himself, 1704.
AIII.EN (Gcog.) a little town of Suabia, which was taken
by the emperor Charles IV, in 1350, and made one of the
imperial cities.
It retains its privileges although almost
a captain in David's

army.

1

'

A

ruined.

AHLWARDT,

Peter (Biog.) professor of Logic at Gricsswald, where he was born in 1710, and died in 1791 ;
wrote 1. ' Brontotheologie, or pious Meditations on the
Phenomena of Thunder and Lightning,' Svo., Griefswald,
1745. 2. ' Reflections on the Augsburgh Confession,' 3 vols.
3. ' Some Sermons and Philosophical Disser4to. 1742-50.
tations.'

AHMED

Ben Abi Khaled (Hist.) vizier to the caliphs Mamon and Motassem, was discharged from his office for not
knowing how to interpret the Arabic word Kala, which was

used in a dispatch to the government.
Ismael at Soman*, succeeded his father, the
founder of the dynasty of the Samanides, and reigned over
the greater part of Persia, besides the Khorasan.
He was
assassinated after a reign of about six years by his own
slaves, in the year of the Hegira 311, A. D. 921.
Ahmed, Ben Avis. Vide Avis.
Ahmed, Ben Mahomed Khan. Vide Achmet.
Ahmed, Khan, a prince of Samarcand, was strangled by
virtue of a decree of the doctors, for denying the Mussulman
faith, in the year of the Hegira 4S8, A.'D. 1098.
Ahmed, Khan, son of Holagu, and brother of Abaka, whom
he succeeded, was the ninth emperor of the Moguls, of the
He was put to death after a reign
race of Genghis Khan.
of two yean by bis mother-in-law, Kongurtai, in the year
of the Hegira 683, A. D. 1293.
Ahmed, sirnamed Gheduc, was raised by the Sultan Mahomet II, from the rank of a common soldier to be primeminister
but was afterwards, from jealousy, killed by Bajazet, with his own hand, at an entertainment, in the year
of the Hegira 885, A. D. II.05.
Ahmed, son of Mobarezeddin, fourth prince of the dynasty
of the Modhafferians.
Ahmed (Biog.) there were many Arabian authors of this
name, as follow
Ahmed, At Kareb, a geographer, quoted by Abulfeda.
Ahmed, sirnamed Adhcrhiani, author of an Arabian gram-

Ahmed, Ben

mar, entitled,

'

Ahmed, Ben Ann

Eksir

a] Saadet.'

author of the ' Tarikh Fotough,'
Conquests of the Mossiilmen.
Ahmed, Ben Ali, an astronomer, and author of the Beian
an Tarikh sem al Zainain,' or Demonstration of the Chronological Characters of the Year.
Ahmed, Ben Araschah, author of the Merat al Adab,' or
Agiaib al Macdurfi Akhbar
Mirror of good Manners, and
Timur.'orthe Wonders of Providence displayed in the Reign
of Tamerlane.
Ahmed, Ben Cassem al Andalousi, a moor of Grenada, wrote
a work in which he quotes, an Arabian MS. of St. Cscilius,
al Confi,

or History of the

first

'

'

AHIIIi D (BibL)
tribe of Ash'

>^rm, 'OuXai, son of Shesham.

:

AHISAMACH
1

(BibL)

•

nvrm, son of Esrom, of the tribe of Judah.

(Bi/il.)

hron. ii. 25.
.'vhu.ui, keeper of the temple treasury
xxw. SO.
(

1

AHLAI

city in

the tribe of Asher,

'

AJA

AIA
archbishop of Grenada, which was afterwards found to be
full of fables respecting our Saviour.
Ahmed, Ben Fares Ben Zakaria, author of an Arabic dictionary.

Ahmed, Ben Hassan

al Khatib, author of a

poem on medi-

cine.

Josef Abul Abbas, author of the ' Akhbar al
Doval,' &c, or Universal History.
Ahmed, Ben Israel, an astrologer of great reputation in the

Ahmed, Ben

Yathek

caliphate of

Billah.

Nasser, a Mussulman doctor, whom the caliph
Vathek Billah put to death for having conspired against bis

Ahmed. Ben
person.

AHMEDI

(Biog.) surnamed Abutbaka Mahommed, author
of an Arabic grammar, entitled ' Aarab.'
Aiimedi, Kermani, a Persian poet of Caramania.
Ben Cais Ben Moaviah (Biog.) a Mussulman
doctor of the second class, culled Tabein, or successor, be-

AHNAF,

cause they immediately succeeded the sahabah, or first class,
the privilege of seeing or hearing the prophet in
person.
(Bib!) or Ahban, son of Abishur and Abihail.
(Bibl.) rnriR, third son of Bela, and grandson of

who had

AHORAX
AHOHE

Benjamin.

C/iron. viii. 4.
(Bibl.) -nn», the descendants of

1

AHOHITES

AHOLAH

(Bibl.)

name

a symbolical

nVris,

Ahohe.
for Samaria.

rYide Ahokbahl

AHOLIAB

(Bibl.)

ns'^ns, son of Ahisamach, and a

workman, appointed with Bezaleel

to construct

skilful

phyria

&c

'

AHOLIBAH

(Bibl.)

m'Vrm,

Ezekiel for Jerusalem

as

;

(Bibl.)

noa^rm,

'OXi/fyoc, one of Esau's

iv. 2.

AHUZAM

(Bill.)

of Judah.

1

Josh.

;
'

besides

Por-

many

AJAX

1

Tvuicnc, 8 dp tTTiiTa virip vaKtog p.eyd\oio
Ativ ear' av\ivi Kvpi tpatii'H SapO£ aKwKtj
K«t Tort li] p' A'tavri vepiSiiSavres 'Axawi.

otnn, '0;<V,

son of Naarah, of the tribe

At the death of Achilles he disputed with Ulysses for the
honour of that hero's arms, which being given to the latter,
he is said in his fun- to have slain a flock of sheep, which
he supposed to be Agamemnon and his friends, and then
stabbed himself.
Some say that he was killed by Paris, and
others bv Ulvsses.
Find. Nem. Od.

C/iron. iv. 6.

(Bibl) the friend of Abimelech, the king of
Gerar, who accompanied him when he went to make an
Gen. xxvi. 26.
alliance with Isaac.
Al (Bibl.) '2, a city near Bethel, westward. It was taken by
Joshua by stratagem, after having made an unsuccessful
attack.

in L'niversalia

Fide

.

AHUZZATH

;.

idv d XdBttav Itifitv
« Ktv ottXuiv xo\w9eiG
6 Kaprtpoc Aiae i—uZe <id Qptvuiv
\fvpov £i'£oc* ov Kpdritov, 'AgiAcoc drip, pdxf
ZavOif ilevika IdpapTa KOfiiaat Soatg
iv %'avvi Troptvaav iv9v-

vii. 8.

Mam

Sarai (Topog.) a palace of the sultan, in Constantinople, which originally belonged to the Greek emit is distinct from the seraglio.
perors
AlA, Sofia Saint Sophia, a celebrated church or temple in
Constantinople, which it has been pretended was built by
It is now a mosque.
the emperor Constantine.
Aia Golog (Geog.) a town of Caria, so called by the Turks,
as a corruption from the Greek &yia 8io\6yoc.
Aia (Geog.) a river of Italy running into the Tiber ; it is the

AIA,

Deum

A

a symbolical name adopted by
Eze/c.
for Samaria.

(Bibl.) 'Oins, son of Judah, of the tribe of Judah.

Chrun.

Recta in

Aholah

wives.

AHUMAI

De

'

Commentaria

'

AJALON

the taber-

xxiii. 4.

AHOLIBAMAH

3.

2.

other works, particularly against heretics.
Aiala, Balthasar (Biog.) native of Antwerp, counsellor of
state under the duke of Parma, died at the age of 36,
He left a treatise ' De Jure et Officiis Belin 1584.
licis,' &c.
Aiala, Galriel, a physician and poet of Antwerp in the l6th
century, wrote, ' Popularia Epigrammata Medica de Lue
Pestilenti.'
His poems were printed at Antwerp in 1562.
Aiala, Luc Fernandez, a Dominican monk of Murcia, wrote,
'
2. ' On
1.
Life and Death of Antichrist,' 1635, 1649.
the exalted Nature of the Holy Virgin.'
(Bill.) pV'K, the name of four cities, namely,
I
In the tribe of Dan, between Timnah and Bethshemesh.
It is sometimes called
Josh. x. 12 ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 18.
2. In the tribe of Benjamin, east of
Elon.
Josh. xix. 42.
3. In that of Ephraim, not far
Bethel.
2 Chron. xi. 10.
from Shechem. Hieron. 4. In that of Zebulon, the situation of which is not known.
Judg. xii. 12.
(Myth.) .Viae, there were two Grecian heroes of this
name, who distinguished themselves at the siege of Troy.
Ajax, the son of Telamon, was inferior in valour and skill to
Achilles only.
Homer calls him by distinction TeAapuvws
A'tac, and at the games in honour of Patroclus makes him
to be invulnerable except in the neck, at which Diomed in
his contest with him always aimed.
77. 1. 23, v. 820.

Exod. xxxv. 34.

nacle.

1

nis Traditionibus.'

TTVOH ZttpVpVLO TTO/iTTat

npoc*I\«

TrdXty.

;

Horat.

'2,

1.

Consul*.

Muussa al Jahassi (Biog.) a native of Sebta,
is now called, Ceuta, in Africa, was born in the
He
year of the Hegira 470, A. D. 1080, and died in 544.
book of devotion,
wrote, 1 '
History of Cordova.' 2.
'
'
fi
The Spiritual Meadow.' 3. Schafa
Taarif
entitled,
hokauk al Mostafa,' or a Treatise on the Prerogatives of
or, as it

A

.

A

Mahomet.

AIAH

AJAH

AIALA,

xxviii. 7-

by Jerome and the

The mother

of Rispah,

Saul's concubine.

(Bill.) rt'N,
Gen. xxxvi. 24.

2 Sa?n. xxi. 8.
the son of Zibeon, of the race of Esau.

Martin Perez (Ece.) or Ayala, archbishop of Yawas born in 1504, at Heiste, a village in the diocese
of Carthagena, and died in 1566.
He wrote, 1. ' De Divilentia,

VOL.

I.

heros ah Achille secundus

elanu .-lchitis
Caudeat ut populus Priami Prinmusque iuhumuto,
Per quern totjavettes patrio caruere sepulcro?
ilille avium insanusmorti dedit, inclytum Utyssem
Et Menelui'nn uiui meeum se tveidere clamam.

SophocL
17

;

in

Ajac- ;

Ovid. Met.

Fab. 107,

&c;

1.

;

Apollodor. 1. 3, c. 1 ; Diodor. 1. 1 7, c.
Quint. Calab. 1. 1, &c. ; Hygin.
;

13, &c.

Pans.

1.

1, e. 35.

and king of the Locrians, being one
Homer deof Helen's suitors, went to the Trojan war.
scribes him as -a^ys, swift, but not equal to the Telamonian

Ajax, the son of

Oileus,

Ajax.

(Bill.) «'r, a vulture, as rendered

English version of Job

who was

193.

Cur Ajax

Putretcit, toties senutts

Allia of the ancients.

AIADH, Ben

sat. 3, v.

II.

1.

2, v. 527-

Aonpuv qytfioptviv

OiXifoc 5-«x l'c Aiac
6'croe 'TtXapiuvioc Atac

MaW, an

roVoc yc

'AWd

/itioiv.

tto\v

Having offered violence to Cassandra in the temple of Minerva on the night when Troy was taken, he was struck
dead by the goddess with a thunderbolt.

AID
Ftrg. JEn.

1.

AIL

45.

1, v.

PaUatnt

Argiv&m, atwte ipsos potuit tubmtrgen ponto,
i'luui sh nosam stfy/ria
•
•
•
•
«
:

Ilium eipiraulem tramjiio
Turi'ilu connphit, seopulo

Herat. Epod.
C7i;/i

jleetorf flananas,
infixii

.

aaito

IS.

Patioi uito nertil irom

impiam

//i

A

v.

10,

*if>

Mo

I/ncks ratefll.

has been given of his death by & in ca.
O/y.v.v. 1.
Apollod. 1. a, c 21
Jfygtn.

different account

&&

Horn. L 2,

Fad.; Seneca
Icon.

Ajax

1.

;

in

1-

;

;

Agamenu; Paus.l.

10,

c.

26;

Philostrat.

2, e. IS.

(Ecc.) a bishop of Botolium in the fourth century, who
his zeal in defence of the Christian

was distinguished by

Sozom. 1. 7, c 18.
Sarai (To/iog.) an ancient palace of the emperors of
Constantinople, situated near the 12th gate of that city.
AIBERT (Biog.) a Spanish monk, who wrote the lives of
faith.

A I BAN,

men

of his order.
(Ecc.) or Eccard, a Saxon monk of the order of
Dominicans, who, in the warmth of his zeal, published
some opinions that were condemned by Pope John XXII.
AICHER, Ot/io (Biog.) a benedictine father of Salzburgh,
He wrote, 1. ' Theatrum Funebre, exhibens
died in 1705.
Epitaphia nova et antiqua,' &C 4 vols. 4to. 10'75. 2. ' Hortus Variarum Inscriptionum veterum et novarum,' 8vo. 16'70".
4. ' Iter
3. ' De Comitiis veterum Romanorum,' 8vo. 16'78.
5. ' Iter Pocticum,' 1674.
6. ' De
Oratoriuni,' 1675.
illustrious

AICHARD

16'78. 7- ' Ephemeridis ab Anno
1687 usque ad 1699.'
Oregon/
(Biog.)
an ecclesiastic, and an orAICHINGER,
ganist of Wcissenhom, wrote very many works on music, a
list of which is to be found in the Dictionnaire Historique.
AIDAN (Hist.) son of Gontran, or Gorane,
king of Scotland, reigned with great prudence,
He was succeeded
and died in 604 or 006".
by Kennet. His effigy is given, as in the annexed figure. Bcde Hist. 1. 3.
Anus (Ecc.) a native of Ireland, and arch-

Principiis Cosmographia:,'

bishop of Lindisfarne or Holy Island, was invited over to England by Oswald, king of Northumberland,
to instruct his subjects in the Christian religion, which he
performed successfully, and died in 651. Bade Hist, Angl.
1. 3, c. 1 ;
Baron. Aiuial. arm. 634
651.
(Biog.) surnamed Al-Giraldcki, on account
I DEM, Ben Ali
of his corpulence, was the author of a treatise on philosophy,
Borham fi Asrar elm
consisting of four volumes, entitled,
Almizan;' also of a book on prayer, entitled, ' Boghiat al
He died in the year of the Hegira 740, A. D.
Khabir.'

—

A

'

1350.
(Biog.) or Schehabeddin Jahia Ben Aid*, an author
translated many works from the Syrian into Arabic
among others, the Poetics of Aristotle, and the Isagoge of
Porphyry.
AIDIN (Ili.il.) a Turkish governor under Ottoman I, who
gave his name to that part of Asia Minor comprehending
Caria and Lydia.
AIDINGIK (Geog.) or the little Aidin, a province comprehending the ancient Troaa, in the vicinity of Abydos.
(Biog.) Ali Al Gialdeki, author of a bdol on
chemistry, entitled, ' Badr Almonir fi Rhovas :d Eksir,'
where he treats of the properties of the philosopher's stone.
(Geog.) a castle in Northumberland, where a Roman
station under Julius Cicsar wis Supposed to have been.

AIDI
who

;

AIDMERIN

AIDON

AIDONEUS

(Myth.) 'Aifwvtvc, a surname of Pluto.
Aidonki's, a king of the Molossi, who detained Theseus prisoner, and delivered his companion Perithous to the dog
Cerberus to be torn in pieces, because they attempted to
Plut. in The*.
carry away his daughter.

AlDONBtrs (Geog.) a river near Troy. Pans. 1. 10, c. 12.
AIDOS (Geog.) a Turkish corruption of the word Abydos,
the town on the Dardanelles.
AIGNEAUX, Rolierl and Anthony Sieurs d' (Biog.) two brothers, and joint poets in the age of Francis I, translated
\ irgil and Horace into French verse.
The former died at
the age of 42, and the second two or three years after.
AIGREFELTLLE (Ecc.) an ancient and noble family of
Aigrefeuille, in Languedoc, which could reckon three cardinals besides other prelates among its members.
AlGREFEUILLE, William, the first of this name, a relation of
Clement VI, was made cardinal in 1350, and died in 1369.
Aigkk:'kuille, William, the younger, and nephew of the
preceding, was made a cardinal by Urban V at the age of
28, sent as a legate into Germany, and died in 1401.

Aigrefeuille,
first

Faydit, brother of the first William, was
bishop of Rhodes, then of Avignon, and afterwards a

cardinal.

Aigrefeuille, Charles

d'

(Biog.)

a descendant

of

the

aliiivementioned family, and a canon of Montpelier in the
ISth century, wrote, 1. ' Histoire de la Ville de Montpelier
depuis son Origine,' fol. 17372. ' Histoire Ecclesiastique de Montpelier.'

AIGUILLON,

Francis (Biog.) a Jesuit of Brussels in the
Kith century, who wrote ' On Optics,' fol. Antwcqi, 1613.
On the Projections of the Sphere;' and was engaged in a
work on Dioptrics, when he died in 1()17Aiguillon (Geog.) a town of Guienne, in France, situated
at the conflux of the Lot and Garonne, 12 miles N. W.
A gen, 585 E. Bourdeaux. Lat. 44. 15. N., long. 0. 12. E.
AIGULFUS, St. (Ecc.) archbishop of Bourges, was present
at the council of Toulouse in 835, and was one of those
whom Ebon, archbishop of Rheims, chose for his judge.
AlGULPHUS, St. (Ecc.) abbot of Lerino, provoked the resentment of some rebellious monks in the abbey, who, forming
a conspiracy against him, threw him into prison ; after which
he was deprived of his tongue and his eyes, and finally his
head was cut off, with that of 33 others, who suffered in
the same cause.
AIRMAN, William (Biog.) a Scotch painter and poet, who
was born in 1682, and died in 1731. Several of his portraits are in the possession of the duke of Argyle, Hamilton,
*

and others.

AII.AKI

(Biog.) a disciple of Avieenna, and author of a
boob in Arabic, On the Causes and Prognostics of Diseases.'
(Biog.) or Aireran, surnamed the Wise, a bioHe wrote the lives of St. Brigrapher, who died in 665.
gida of Kildare, St. Patrick, and others.
AITJESBURY {Hist.) vide Aylesbury.
AILESFORD, Heneage Finch, Earl of (Her.) second son
of Heneage Finch, earl of Nottingham, was educated at
Christ Church, and entered in the Middle Temple for the
study of the law, in which he gained such a proficiency as
He
to be appointed his majesty's solicitor general in I678.
was removed from this office by James II, in 1 686, and
afterwards acted as the principal counsel in behalf of the
seven bishops, who were tried for refusing to authorize the
reading of king James's declaration for the abrogation of
He died in 171.0, after having been raised
the test laws.
to the dignity of a peer in the reigns of queen Anne and
'

AII.ERAN

king George I. [Vide Ailesford, under Heraldry]
AlIiESFORD, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present enjoyed by a brantli of the Finch family, descended from
Hincage Finch, before mentioned, who was created baron
The
of Guernsey in 1702, and earl of Ailesford in 1714.
anus,

of this family are as follow:
Argent, a chevron between three gryphons passant

vVc.

Arms.
table.

Crest.

On

Supporters.

a wreath a gryphon passant table.
On the dexter side, u gryphon sable, gorged

:

AIS

AIIV
with a ducal

collar or ;

and on the

sinister,

a lion of the

after

second, dueally gorged azure.
" Aperto vivere voto."
Motto.

The

Ailesfobd (Geog.) eajle)-pof^, Saxon,

e.

i.

Eagle's Ford,

a town in Kent, noted for a great overthrow given to Hengist and his Saxon army, by Vnrtimer, the British king.
Peter a" (Ecc.) a cardinal and bishop of Cambray,
was born of an obscure family at Compiegne in 1350, and
died in 1419 or 1420, after having passed through evengradation of preferment with credit to himself, and taken

AILLY,

an

active part in the councils of Constance.

(Geog.) the name of several places in France, which
has been taken as a title bv different noble families.
(Biog.) or Ethelred JEelred, or Ealred, abbot of
Reverby, in Lincolnshire, in the reigns of Stephen and
Henry II, died in 11 6*1 at the age of 57- He wrote.
Regis Anno
1. ' De Bello Standardii Tempore Stephani
3.
Historia
2. ' Genealogia Regum Anglorum.'
1 138.'
de Vita et Miraculis S. Edwardi Regis et Confessoris.'
5. ' A Life of
4. ' Historia de Sanctimoniali de Watthun.'
6. ' Sermones de Tempore
St. Edward in elegiac Verse.'
et de Sanctis.'
7- ' In Isaiam Prophetam Sermones XXXI.'
8. 'Speculum Charitatis Libri III?
Q. ' Tractatus de puero
Jesu duodocenni in illud Luc II, cum F actus esset Jesus.'
10. • RcguLe ad Inciusas seu
Q. ' De Spirituali Amicitia.'
Moniales,' erroneously ascribed to St. Augustine. 11. 'Tractatus de Dominica,' &C. ascribed to St. Bernard.
The last
seven of these books are to be found in the ' Bibliotheca
Patrum.'
AILSA, Baron of (Her.) a title conferred by patent in 1806
on the Earl of Cassilis, Lord Kennedy, of the family of
Kennedy. QVide Cassilis and Kennedu'J
Ailsa (Geog.) a rocky island near the island of Bute, in
Scotland, whereon stands a ruinous castle said to have been
built by Philip II of Spain.
Lon. 5 D 8' W. lat. .35" 18' X.

Ailly

AILRED

'

AIMAR-VERNAI,

(Bing.) a French peasant, who
the use of the divining-rod, with
be able to discover subterraneous

James
made himself famous by
which he professed

to

waters or metals in the earth.
(Biog.) or Elmer, an English benedictine of the
12th century, wrote ' De Inquisitione Dei,' Sec.
AIMERI (Hist.) a Lombard captain of Pavia, who, being
appointed governor of Calais in 1348, pretended to listen to
some Frenchmen who wanted him to surrender the place
in order to get them more effectually into king Edward's
power.
He was afterwards punished for this stratagem,
when, falling into the hands of some who had been taken pri-

AIMER

he was drawn and quartered.
(Ecc.) succeeded Rudolphus in 1142 as patriarch
of Antioch.
He was legate to the holy see in the pontificate of Alexander III, when, in order to protect the pilgrims
from the outrages to which they were exposed, he collected
them together on Mount Caraiel, which is supposed to have
soners,

AIMERIC

given

rise to

the Carmelites.

Aimebic

(Biog.) a grammarian of the 11th century, who
Ars Lectoria de Quantitate Syllabarum.'
AIMOXIUS (Biog.) a benedictine, the friend and companion
of Abbon, abbot of Fleury, wrote ' De Gestis Francorum
Libri quinque,' fol. Paris, 1602
to which was added
De
Inventione et Translatione S. Vincentii
Abbonis Libri
duo de Obsessa a Xortmannis Lutetia,' &c.
AIX (Bibl.) yv, a city in the eastern boundary of Juda?a,
which was given to the Levites. Numb, xxxiv. 1 1 ; Josh.

wrote

'

'

;

;

'

'

xxi. 16.

AIXARD

(Biog.) or Enard, a German abbot of the eleventh
century, is said to have composed verses on the life of St.
Kilian, and on the Holy Virgin.
AIXSLIE (Her.) the family of this name, which at present
enjoys the dignity of the baronetage, is descended from

Thomas de

Ainslie,

who

was Sir Robert Ainslie, created in 1804,
having been 20 years ambassador to the Sublime Porte.

of this family

lived in 1214.

The

first

baronet

arms, Sec. of this family are as follow
Or, a cross flory sable, with a mullet for difference.
Crest.
dexter-hand and arm grasping a scimitar.
Mi it to. " Pro Rege et Patria."
Henru (Biog.) a commentator on the scriptures, and a Brownist by profession, lived in the reign of
queen Elizabeth, and died about! 622. He wrote, l.'A
Counterpoison against Bernard and Crashaw,' 4to. 160S.
2. 'Annotations on the Psalms,' 4tO. 1(>12; 'On the Pentateuch,' 2 vols. 4to. 1621 ; and on ' the Song of Solomon,'
4 to. 1623.
3. 'An Animadversion on Mr. Richard Clifton's
Advertisement.' &c. ko. Amsterdam, l6'13. 4. 'A Treatise
on the Communion of Saints.'
5.
Treatise on the
Fellowship that the Faithful have with Clod,' &c. 8vo. 1614.
6. ' The Prying out of the Truth between John Ainsworth
and Henry Ainsworth ;' the one pleading for, and the other
~.
against popery. Ito.
An Arrow against Idolatry.'
8. ' Certain Notes of .Mr. Ainsworth's last Sermon on 1 Pet.
ii. 4, 5,' 8vo.
1630.
Ainsworth, Robert, a philologist and antiquarian, was born
at Woodsale, near Manchester, in Kllio, and died in 171,;.
He wrote, 1. ' Monumenta vetustatis Kempiana,' Svo. 1720.
2. ' 'laCior, sive ex veteris Monument! Isiaci Descriptione
Isidis Delubrum reseratum,' 4to.
3. ' De Clypeo
1729Camilla antiquo,' 1734.
4.
Thesaurus, or an English and
Latin Dictionary,' which has acquired for its author a lasting reputation, and is now become a standard work with all
lovers of classical learning.
Ainsworth, William, a clergyman of Chester, who published
in 1650 ' Triplex Menioriale, or the Substance of threi
Commemoration Sermons preached at Halifax, in Remembrance of Mr. Nathaniel Watehouse, deceased.'
AINT
(Biog.) an Englishman of royal extraction,
who, being disgusted with the world, retired from the court,
and led the life of a recluse ; but at what time he lived 1^

Arms.

A

AIXSWORTH,

'

A

'

'

LPHUS

not

known.

AJOMA

(Geog.) Ajomania, or Ajiomania, a town of Mao
donia, situated on the Archipelago, 40 miles S. E. Salonichi.
Long. 23° 30' E. lat. 40° 12' N.

AIOMAMA

(Geog.) a gulf of the Archipelago called after
Ajoma ; it was the ancient Sinus Toronaicus.
(Hist.) duke of Brescia, and father of Rotharis, win
succeeded Ariovaldus as king of Lombardy in 60S.
Paul
Diacon. de Gesi. Longob. 1. 4, c. 45.
Aiox, son of Arichia. duke of Benevento, to whom this
same Rotharis administered slow poison.
Aion (Biog.) an English monk of the 10th century, who
wrote a history of the Abbev of Crovland.
Voss. de Hist.
the town of

AION

Lat.

1.

3, c. 5.

AIRAED

(Ecc.) /Erard, or Arrard. c\-c. a bishop of Nantes
Leo IX, was deprived of his bishopric
to make way for a brother of Hoel II, count of Nantes, &c.
AIRAY, Henru (Biog.) provost of Queen's College, Oxford.
was born in 1559, and died in 16'lG. He was vice-chancellor in l606, and being a puritan in his principles, hewrote, among other things, a treatise against bowing at the
name of Jesus, ecc.
Airy, Christopher, native of Westmorland, and fellow of
Queen's College, died in 1670, aged 69. He wrote,
Fasin the pontificate of

'

ciculus Preceptorum Logicalium in

Gratiam Juventutis Aca-

demics compositus.'
Airy, Christopher, nephew of Dr.

Adam Airy, principal of
Hall, contributed to enlarge the buildings of old

Edmund
Queen's

college.

AISCHAH

(Hist.) the daughter of Aboubecre, and third
wife of Mahomet, survived the impostor many years, and
was honoured :i- a Nebrah, or prophetess, by the Mussulmen.
Aischah, al Scheikhah ben Joseph Alidemesch Kiah, was tfu

ALA

AIX
daughter of Joseph a Mussulman doctor, and authoress of
Eseharat al Khasiah lil Menan al Alitah,'
a work entitled
the fear we ought to have respecting the graces given us by
God.
Aischaii. Ben Mahommed, Sec. author of a book entitled ' Al
'

Akham

AISNE

Alaoram.'
(Geog.) a department of France, including the pro-

vinces of Soissonnois and Yermandois, the capital of which
It takes its name from a river which runs by
is Laons.

and enters the Oise above Compiegne, which is the
ancient Axona, mentioned frequently by Ctesar. [[Vide Axona~\
(Hist.) a king of the Longobards, who laid
siege to Rome, but was brought to terms by Pepin, king of
France, who, through the entreaties of Pope Stephen, took
Soissons,

AISTULPHUS

up arms, and compelled him
fall

from

his horse,

to retire.

He was

killed

by a

after a reign of not quite seven years,

in 756.

AITHRIE,

Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the Earl of Hopetown.
AITON, IVilliam (Biog.) a botanist, was born in 1731 at
Hamilton, in Lanarkshire, and died in 1793. He superintended the gardens at Kew, in which situation he published
the ' Hortus Kewensis,' 3 vols. 8vo. 1789-

AITZEMA

baron of Lipperode and Alsheim, was
sent about 1635 as envoy from the States General of the
Low Countries to Vienna, where he became so much the
favourite of the emperor that he gave great umbrage to his
own court. He died in the Romish faith at Vienna, and
(Hist.)

was buried

in the

Dominican church.

Aitzk.ma, Leo d' (Biog.) nephew of the preceding, was
born at Doccum, in Friezland, in 1600, and died as resident
from the Hanseatic towns to the Hague in 1669- He wrote
'
Zaken van Staat en Oorlog,' or a History of the United
States ; the second edition of which carries the Dutch affairs
to 1651.
Michael (Biog.) author of a description of the
land of promise, in 1485.
AIUB (Hist.) or Job, the son of Schaddi, was the father of
Salaheddin, the founder of the Aiubites, who succeeded the
race of the Fatemites on the throne of Egypt in the following order
Aiub, Salaheddin or Saladin, the son of Aiub, succeeded
Adhed, the last of the Fatemites, in the year of the Hegira
567, A- D. 1177, and died in 589.
Aiub, NouredaHn AH, surnamed Malek Al Afdhal, the eldest
son of Saladin, succeeded his father in Syria, after the death
He died in 621,
of his brothel Malek Al Aziz in Egypt.
A. D. 1281.
son
id
of
Malek,
of Saladin,
the
brother
Adel,
AlUB, Malek
succeeded in 625 of the Hegira, and died in 63.r>.
AtDB, Malelc Suleh, succeeded his father, and died in 6 47Aiub, Malek al Moaddem, his son and successor, was killed
by the Mamelukes in 648.
Aiub, Malek al Nasser, nephew of the preceding, was the
He was
last of tin- nice who reigned in Egypt or Syria.
killed in 660, A. D. 1270, by Ilolagu, emperor of the
Moguls, who bad taken Ragdad, and conquered Syria.
AlUB, Selim (Biog.) Ben Aiuli al Kan, was author of instructions on the rights of Musselmcn.
AIX (Geog.) one of the most ancient cities of France, which
is said to have
been founded by Caius Sextius Calvinus, a
Roman general, A.C. 120, when it received the name of
Aqua SextiB, on account of its famous springs which were
accidentally discovered in 1704. It was formerly the capital
of Provence, and now he chief town of an arrondissement
in the department of the mouth of the Rhone.
AIX-LA-CHAPELLE (Geog.) called in Latin Aquisgranum,
derives its modern name from the chapel built there by
Charlemagne, who made it die seat of liis government;
whence it became customary for the emperors of Germany to

AITZINGER,

:

I

be crowned there until the time of Ferdinand

I,

who was

the

emperor that was crowned in this place. It has, however, since been distinguished by the conclusion of two
treaties within its walls ; namely, one between France and
Spain in 16()8 ; and the second between the different powers
engaged in the war of the Austrian succession in 17LS.
This town originally held the second rank among the imperial towns of the circle of Westphalia, but in the revolutionary war it fell into the hands of the French, and on the
downfal of Bonaparte it was assigned to Prussia. It is
25 miles N. E. of Liege, 36 S. W. of Cologne. Long. 5°
54' E. lat. 50° 52' N.
AIZAR (Hist.) a king of Ethiopia, who was deceived by an
artful woman named Sabata, who, by her intrigues, got
last

possession of the throne.
(Hist.) a chieftain

AIZO

among the Goths, who rebelled
against Louis le Debonnaire, and gave him much trouble.
Mezer. Hist, de la France, 1. 10.
(Biog.) there were several of this name who distinguished themselves as physicians.
Akakia, Martin, who was second physician to Henry III,
and died in 1558. He wrote, 1. ' De Morbis Mulierum.'
2. ' Consilia Medica.'
3.
translation of Galen, ' De Ratione Curandi, et Ars Medica qua? est Ars parva.'
Akakia, Martin, son of the preceding, to whom have been
attributed the two first works of his father's. He died 1 605.
Akakia, Jo/in, brother of the preceding, and physician to
Louis XIII, died in 1605.
Akakia, Roger, son of John, was secretary to the embassy
to Poland, where he died.
He contributed much towards
the peace of Oliva.
Akakia, Martin, another son of John, was professor royal
in surgery, as many of his family had been before him, hut
resigned in consequence of his disagreement with the rest of
the faculty, and died of grief in l(i?7.
(Hist.)
or Alher, an emperor of the Moguls,
surnamed Jaldlo'ddin Mohammed, succeeded his father
Hemayun in 1556, and died, after a successful reign, of a
poisoned pill which he took by mistake, in 1 (>'<>.">.
AKENSIDE, Marl; (Biog.) an English poet and physician,
was born at Newcastle upon Tyne, in 1721, and died in 1770.
He wr rote, 1. 'The Pleasures of the Imagination,' 1744.
2. '
Collection of Odes,' 1745. 3. ' Hymn to the Naiads,'
4. ' Dissertatio de Dysentogether with some inscriptions.
5. ' Observations on the Origin and Use of
teria,' 1 764.
the Lymphatic Vessels,' and ' An Account of a Blow on
the Heart and its Effects,' in the Philosophical Transactions.
6.
Oratio Harvciana,' 4to. 1760; and three papers in the
The History
7.
first volume of the Medical Transactions.
8. In
of the Revival of Learning,' in three lectures.
'
On Correctness,' Table of Modern
Dodsley's Museum,
QVide
Fame,' and ' Letter from a Swiss Gentleman.'

AKAKIA

A

AKBAR

A

'

'

'

XXVIin

Plate
(Biog.) a grammarian of Arabia, whose disciple
Siboviah was the most distinguished of all grammarians.
AKIIIGIUK (Hist.) a prince of Adherbergian, or Media,
was conquered by the Sultan Aris, who, having surprised
and taken him in Tauris, his capital, cut off Ins head in the
year of the Hegira 759, A. D. I869.
AKIBA (Hist.) a famous rabbi of great credit among the
Jews, took part with the impostor Barrhoclicbas, who gave
himself out for the Messiah, and being taken by the troops
of the emperor Adrian, was cruelly put to death, A. D.
135.
Hieron. in Esau viii. and Zaeh. iii. iv. ; Geneh. ('/iron.
see. 2
Huron. Annal. aim. 137.
(Hisl.) a king of /Ethiopia in the second century, who

AKHFASCII

;

AKLE

was addicted

to sloth,

and many other

vices.

ALABA (Geog.) a countrv of Spain, now called Alava.
ALABANDA (Geog.) 'AXafiavba, 'Ateal&yta, now Eblanda,
a

city

of Caria, near the Micandrus, so called from Ala-

ALA

ALA
founder, who was worshipped there as a god,
and represented on their medals. Herod. 1. 7, c. 135 ; dead Fam. I. 13, ep. 56; Juven. Sat. 3, v. "0; Strab. 1. 14;

bandus,

Pint.

its

37,

1.

e. 7-

this town struck medals in honour of
Augustus, Britannicus, Nero, Domitianus, Caracalla, Maximus, and the empresses Livia and Domna.
A medal of Britannicus bears on the reverse,
as in the annexed cut, a figure of Alabandus,

Ai.abanda (Nnmis.)

their founder, naked, holding in his right

v

1

ALABANDUS

M

unfinished.

ALABASTRUM
soft

(Geog.) a town of Egypt, where alabaster,
marble, was dug.
(Geog.) 'A\a/5oc, a river of Sicily, now Cantara.

ALABUS

Alabis.

Silius calls

it

Sil Ital

13.

1.

Na mm
Plol.

1.

4,

ALADIN

qui potant

Hinisumque Alabiiique

3
Fazett. de Reb. Sic.
(Hist.) or Alaeddin Ben
c.

j

Deo:

sonoros.
1.

Match Tcrmcdi, leader of a schism among the

Alaeddin, Mahomed Ben Mahomed, who pretended

to be

of the race of the sultans of Khouaresm, abridged a book
entitled, Fakhreddin Bagi, which he called ' Ekhitarat al

Nogioumioh,' or Astronomical Judgments and Predictions.
(Geog.) a province of Xatolia, in Asiatic

ALADULIA

Turkey, between Caramania and the Euphrates, the capital
of which is Marasch.
The sultan Selim I, gained possession of it after having beheaded their last king, who was
betrayed into his hands.

of his uncle Scharokh, could not expel him.
a

Turcoman

prince,

who

who married

Hercules.
(Hist.) a Saracen prince, who took Edessa, an opulent
town, from the Christians, A. D. 1145.
He is supposed to
be the same Alaf or Alaph as Baldwin II took prisoner
and detained three years, A.D. 1121. Marmot. 1. 2, c 34;

Baron. Anna!. Ann. 1146.

AL AFTEKIX
lost

(Hist.) a general of the Turkish troops, who
the city of Bagdad whilst he had the command, and

being afterwards conquered and taken prisoner by Al Aziz,
the Fatemite caliph of Egypt, he ended his days in that
country.

ALAGOX

(Hist.) or Claude Alagon de Merargue, a Provencal
gentleman, was descended from the kings of Xaples, and
fancying himself to be allied to the royal family of Arragon,
formed a conspiracy for delivering Marseilles into the hands
of the Spaniards.
The conspiracy was, however, detected,
and he himself beheaded in 1605.
(Biog.) a canon of Auxerre, wrote an account of
the bishops of Auxerre to the year 875, when he died.
(Hist.) otherwise called Mahomet Abbas, was
the first king of Grenada, who founded, in the year of the
Hegira 635, A. D. 1245, the dynasty of the Alahamares,
which reigned for 250 years, till they were dispossessed of
their power by Ferdinand and Isabella, A. D. 1495. Marian.
1. 13, c. 19;
Marmol. 1. 2, c. 3S.
ALAHAX" (Geog.) a town of Arabia Felix, situated between
Sanaa and Zebid.
ALAHIS (Hist.) one of the thirty-six administrators during
the interregnum in the kingdom of Lombardy.
He after-

ALAGUS

ALAHAMER

his sovereign,

in the

and was

killed.

(Hist.) or Alanus, the name of three dukes of Britanny, who reigned in 560, 660, and 874; also of four
counts of Britanny, who reigned in the 10th, 11th, and 12th
centuries.

Alain

(Ecc.) sixteenth abbot of the abbey of Farfa, held this
dignity for nine years, and died in 770.
He wrote a collection of homilies suited to the fasts and feasts of the year.
Alain, ride Alan.
Alain, Benclif (Biog.) vide Alan.
Alain, Chart ier, secretary to Charles VII of France, was
born in 1386.
He distinguished himself by his writings,
particularly his Chronicle of Charles VII.
Alain, de Lisle, a divine of Paris, was surnamed the Universal Doctor, on account of his universal learning.
He is
supposed to have died at the end of the thirteenth centurv ;
but his works, which are principally theological, were not
published before 1653.
ALAIS (Geog.) a town of France, formerly the capital of
the district of the Cevennes, in Lower Languedoe, and now
the chief place in the department of the Gard, is situated
on the left bank of the Gardin, thirteen leagues and a half
X. Montpellier ; Ion. 4° E. lat. 44° N. It is the Adesia of
the Latins, and was a bishop's see, suffragan of the archbishopric of Xarbonne, erected in 1694 bv Pope Innocent

XII.

ALALA

(Myth.) 'AXaXa, the goddess of war, and sister to
Pint, in Fratarn. Amor.
(Geog.) 'WaXKu^itvat, a town of Bceotia,
near Coronea, so called from Alalcomenes, the supposed
foster-father of Minerva, who had a temple dedicated there.
Whence she was called by Homer,
Mars.

Mirza (Hist.) the son of Baisancor,

and great grandson of Tamerlane, got possession of the citv
of Herat, capital of Khorasan, from which Uleg Beg, son

Alae'ddoulat,

3, c. 3.

wards rebelled against

Mussulmen.

ALAE'DDOULAT,

1.

(Myth.) '.\,Woc, the father of Auge,

ALAIX

1, c. 8.

Kkaikosrotv, surnamed
Kaicohad, was sultan of Xatolia, and tenth prince of the
of
branch
the Selguicides, who, after baring been frequently
victorious over otber powers, was himself conquered by the
Moguls, and died of poison, in the year of the Hegira 630',
A.D. 1246.
Aladin, or Alaeddin Kiiginh, fourteenth king of Egypt, of
the dynasty of the Mamlucks named Barbarites, was dispossessed of his power after a reign of five months, in the
year of the Hegira 742, A.D. 1352.
Aladin, or Alaeddin Mohammed, was the seventh prince of
the Ismalians of Irak or Persia.
Aladin (Biog.) or Alaeddin Giovini, was the author of a
history in Persian, entitled, ' Gihan Khusrah,' or the Discovery of the World.

ALAEDDIX,

Itin. Ptol.

AL.EUS

ALAF

hand

a precious stone ; in his left a staff, and having fe, cii^l c
On other medals they re- n^.«£££
a horse before him.
presented Diana, Jupiter, and Apollo, &c. The
inscription for the town was generally as above, AAABANAESiX, or abbreviated AAA]!.
(Myth.) a son of Caris, who built the city of
Alabanda, and was honoured by the Alabandenses as a god.
ALABASTER, William (Biog.) a divine and poet, was a
native of Hadleigh, in Suffolk, and took the degree of A.
at Cambridge, but became a member of the University of
Oxford in 1592. He wrote, 1. ' Seven Motives for his
Conversion,' published on his attaching himself to the
Romish faith, which, however, he soon after left in order
2. ' Apparatus in Reto return to the church of England.
velationem Jesu Christi.' 3. ' Spiraculum Tubarum seu
fors Spiritualium Expositionum,' &c. both of which works
contained much of eabalistical learning.
4. ' Commentarius
de Bestia Apocalyptiea.'
5. ' Lexicon Pentaglotton,' fol.
16376. ' Roxana,' a Latin tragedy.
7- ' Elisaeis,' a
Latin poem on the reign of queen Elizabeth, which he left

a

Bajazet gave his name to the province which he governed :
Cappadocia being called by the Turks Aladoulat Ili, or the
country of Alaeddoulat.
AL^!SA (Geog.) 'AXitra, 'A.Wixu, Halesa or Alesa, a city
of Sicily, the inhabitants of which, according to Pliny, are
called Halesini. Diod. 1. 14; Cie. in J'err. 1. 2, c. 7 ; Anton.

reign of

ALALCOMEN/E

'AXaXico^m'jjic 'AOrjpij.

ALA
Slat. Theb.

1.

7, v.

ALA

330, applies the same epithet.
HRfliuca Mvuruc
.

4gmifU.

Sfrao. L 7, 9; P/h/. Quart. Grtec 43 ; P<i;/i.
{Myth.) vide Alalcomenas.

1.

9,

c.

19.

ALALCOMENEIS
ALALCOMENIA

'

of
{Myth.) 'AKaXxofuvla, daughter
Oxygus, was said by some to have been the nurse of
Minerva, instead of Alalcomencs.
ALALIA {Geog.) 'AXoXiij, a town of Corsica, built by the
Phoceans, and destroyed by Scipio 526 A. C. but rebuilt by
SyRa.
Herod. 1. 1, c. 165; Floras, 1. 2, c. 2.
ALAM, Ebn Al Alum (Him;.) a great mathematician, who
lived in the reign of the sultan Adhaeddoulat.
ALAMAIL Ebn Alamah Ben Aston, a physician, who wrote
a book on simple remedies, entitled, ' Escharat Almorschedat.'

ALAMANNA,

Baptist and Nicholas, two sons of the preceding, were employed in the court of France.
I, JJutgi or
Lents {Hist.) an Italian poet, of a
noble family at Florence, was born in 147.'), and died in
He took great part in the troubles of his country
1556'
and being compelled to seek his safety in flight, he repaired

ALAM ANN

;

by whom he was kindly received,
ambassador to Charles V, from whom he re-

to the court of Francis

I,

and sent as
ceived great attentions. His principal works are, 1. ' Opere
Antigone,' a tragedy
Toscane/ a collection of poems, and
printed at different times at Lyons and Florence, but pro'
Coltivazione,'
an imita2.
La
hibited by Clement VII.
'

tion of the

Georgia of

Virgil,

Paris,

1546; and among

other reprints, a correct and fine edition in 4to. by Cameno
Padua, 17 18. 3. ' Girone il Cortese,' an heroic poem in
4. ' La Avar2 1 cantos. 4to. Paris, 1548; Venice, 1549chide,' or the Siege of Bourges, the Avaricum of Caesar,
5. ' Flora,'
an epic poem in 24 cantos, 4to. Florence, 1570.
a comedy in live acts, Svo. Florence, 1556 and Jfiol.
Alamanni, Lewis, was the name of two persons, natives of
Florence, who were distinguished in the republic of letters.
Alamanni, Nicooh, vide Alemanni.
(Bil>l.) nob, 'A.V.^eO, the son of Becer, the

ALAMLTH

1
Chiron, vii. 8.
of Benjamin.
Alamf.tii, the son of Jehoadah, who was of the family of
1
Chron. viii. 36.
Kiah, the father of Saul.

ALAMINOS

(Hist.)

first

pilot

in

the squadron

commanded

by Francis Fernandez, of Cordova, who in 1517 discovered
He afterwards served under Cortez, and on
Yucatan.

many

occasions displayed his nautical skill in those strange

AM IR

(Hist.) an impious Saracen prince of the ninth
Century, who was defeated, taken, and beheaded, by AnMarmoL 1. 2,
drew, the Scythian governor of the Levant.
c. 26.
(Hist.) the eldest of Aaron Al Raschid's three
M.
vms; succeeded bis father in the caliphate of Bagdad, in the
year of the Hegira 198, A. I). SO:-'; but having engaged in
a war with his brother Al Maniun, and being deserted by

AT.

AMI\

be was assassinated by Thaher Ebn rlosem, the
of Al Mann'm, after a reign of four years and a
Theopkan. Chronograph.; El Makin. Hist. Saracen ;

his troops,
ral

permission from Pope Alexander III to retire, and died in
1182. He composed a life of St. Bernard.
Alan, abbot of the monaster)' of Tewksbury, was the friend
of Thomas a IScckct, an account of whose exile he composed, besides
Acta Clarcdonensia,' sermons, epistles, &c.
He died in 1201.
Alan, William, cardinal of England, as he was called, studied
at Oriel College, Oxford, and afterwards distinguished himself by his zeal, in opposition to the reformation in the
lime of queen Elizabeth, on which account he was obliged
to fly the kingdom, and died at Home in 1594.
He wrote,
'
1
Treatise on Purgatory.'
2. ' Three books on the
Priesthood, on Indulgences, and on the Infallible Truth of
the Catholic Faith.'
3. ' An Apology for the English Catholics.'
He also assisted Bellarmin in the revision of the
Bible, and was engaged in revising the works of St. Augustin when he died.
Alan (Biog.) or Alaniis, surnamed Benclif BettocUvus, or
Beco/lcs, was a native of Suffolk, and member of the University of Oxford in 1223, where he distinguished himself
as one of the most learned theologians of his day.
Alan, or Alanus de Insulis, vide Alain tic I'lsle.
Alan, a Carmelite of Lynn, in Norfolk, died about 1420. He
wrote, 1. ' Elucidarium Sacra? Scripturse.' 2. ' Moralia
3. ' De vario Scripture Sensu.'
4. ' PradecBibliorum.'
tiones Theologica?,' &c.
Alan, John, or Alanus Johannes, a Dane, was born in 156'3,
and died in 1 630. He wrote several treatises on the Origin
of the Cimhri ; On Natural and Artificial Logic ; On the
Pronunciation of the Greek Language ; An Apology for
Saxo Grammaticus, &C.
Fortescue, John, Lord, (Hist.) son of Edmund Fortescue, Esq., by Sarah, daughter of Henry Aland, of Waterford, Esq., was born in 1(>70, and died in 1746". He was
educated at Oxford, and afterwards became a member of
the Inner Temple, where he was chosen reader in 1716.
He was successively appointed solicitor general, baron of
the exchequer, and puisne judge of the King's Bench and
Common Pleas and alter having sat in the superior courts
for upwards of 30 years, he was created a peer of Ireland.
His works were, 1. Sir John Fortescue's difference between

Greg. Abu'ffarag. Hist. Dynast
ALAMOS, BaUhasar {Sim.) advocate general in criminal
..
was a native of Medina del Campo, in Castillc, and
died at the age "f 88, in the middle of tin- 17th century.
He published a translation of Tacitus, with aphorisms in

.

A

ALAND,

;

'

an Absolute and Limited Monarchy,

as it more particularly
regards the English Constitution ; being a Treatise written
Knight,
Lord
Chief Justice, and
Fortescue,
by Sir John
Lord High Chancellor of England under King Henry VI,
faithfully transcribed from the MS. Copy in the Bodleian
Library, and collated with three other MSS. published with
some Remarks by John Fortescue Aland, of the Inner
Temple. Esq. I". It. s. 8vo. London, 1711, 7 <>-* 2. Reports
of select Cases ill all the Courts of Westminster Hall. Tem1

pore William and Anne,' &C.

London,

fol.

1

17 IS.

the margin.
\\I(

NDAB

(Ecc.) a king of the Saracen-, who Uinim
Christianity, bul rejected with contempt the
which the heretical followers of Scvcrus made to
o

efforts

draw him
,

\

Alan

to their party.

\ {Hist.) vide Alain, Alan.
(/•><•) bishop of Auxerrc in the 12th century, obtained

his

is

a

posthumous publication.
Fortescue (Her.) the name of a family allied to that
of the Fortescues, which once enjoyed the dignity of the
[Vide Fortescue}
peerage.
{Geog.) a people of Sarmada, near the lake of Meeotis,
who invaded the Roman empire with the Huns and Vandals
they inhabited the country now called
in the fifth century

Alans,

ALAM

:

Lithuania.
Claud. Ruf.

1.

l, v. .'ill.

Pa

kfieotii

Alanus.

I

V]

'

'1'

Lucan

calls
it

them hardy and warlike,
MOtMMT durol

iU'-ii'i uiartis

1.

8.

Alalia.

Diony&ius speaks of their numerous horses.
Dionys. Perieges.

Twv

i'-in ixTtrarat TTuXvimrtoj' tpvXov 'AXa'rutr.

'

Martial refers to the same circumstance.

Epigram.

1-

7-

Nee

le

SatrmatiCO transit .litmus

e<ju<>.

;

ALA

ALA
ALANKAVA

(Hist.) or Alancova, wife of Dojoun, emperor

of the Moguls, governed the kingdom after his death during
the infancy of her children, whom she educated with much
By the Turks and Tartars this princess has been
care.
made the subject of a marvellous story respecting her preternatural conception, which is doubtless taken from the
Scripture history of the Virgin Man's miraculous conception.

ALANS

(Geog.) inhabitants of Mount Caucasus, who arcsupposed to be descended from the Alani.
(Hint- and Bios-) vide Alain and Alan.
(Hist.) grandson of Timur, contended
for some time with his brother, the Soltan Babr, for the
sovereignty of Khorasan.
ALARCON, Barthelemi/ (Biog.) chaplain to the Infanta
of Spain, in the Low Countries, wrote, 1. ' Phoenix The2. ' Christus Dominus in
nensis e Ceneribus Redivivus.'
Cathedra Cruris docens et patiens,' and many other
works.
Alarcon, John Bitiz d\ a Spanish comedian, wrote, among
other things, ' Los Favoras del Mundo,' ' La Industrie y

ALANUS

ALAODDAWLET

la Fuerte.'

Alarcon, John Ruiz a", a colonel in India, wrote a history
of the war in Chili.
Alarcon, John d', count of Torresvedras, wrote the genealogy of his own house.
(Biog.) or Adelard of Amsterdam, as he was styled,
the author of many works, the principal of which are,
1. ' Selects? Similitudines,' 3 vols, consisting of parallel
2. ' Disserpassages from the scriptures and the fathers.
3. ' De Eueharistae Satatiuncula adversus Haereticos.'
4. ' De Peccato Original!,' <S:e.
cramento.'
Alarii, Francis, of a noble family at Brussels, and a zealous
His works are,
convert to Lutheranism, died in 1578.
2. ' Exhortation of the
1. ' The Confession of Antwerp.'
Ministers of Antwerp.'
3. ' Agenda,' or Discipline of
5. '
Antwerp. 4. •
Catechism.'
Treatise on Original

ALARD
was

A

A

son of Euric, succeeded his father on the
throne of the Visigoths, in Gaul and Spain,
in 484, and was killed in battle by Clovis
himself, after a reign of thirteen years. His
effigy is given as in the annexed figure.
Gregor. Titron. 1. 2, c. 35, &c. ; Jornand. de
Procop. de
Reb. Gcst. Goth. c. 44, &c
Bell. Goth. 1. 1 ; Isidor. Hist. Goth. ; Id.

Alaricus

II, the

M

;

Chron,

ALASCO,

A

John (Ecc.)

A

Lasco, or

'

'

Domino Communione

3. ' Episet Corporis item sui,' &c.
ad Bremensis Ecclesiae Ministros.' 4. • Contra MemPrincipem.'
5. ' De Recta Ecclesiarum Instituendarum Ratione Epistola? tres.' 6. ' Epistola
ad Regem Polonis Sigismundum,' &c. 7- Purgatio Ministrorum in Ecclesiis Peregrinis Franckfurtii,' etc. 8. ' Responsio ad Virulentam Calumniisque et Mendaciis Consarcinatam Joachimi Westphali Epistolam,' &c. 9. ' Fonna
ac Ratio totius Ecclesiastic! Ministerii Edwardi VI, in Peregrinorum maxime Germanorum Ecclesia. 10. A Form of
Prayer for his Church at London, 155b'.
Alasco, Albertns, descended from the same family, was magnificentlv entertained by the University of Oxford in 1583,
being, as Wood says, one tarn Marti quam Mercurio, " A
very good soldier and a very good scholar, an able linguist,
philosopher, and mathematician."
ALASTOR (Myth.) 'AXavap, one of Sarpedon's armourbearers, slain by Ulysses.

tola

nonem Catabaptistarum

'

Horn.

II.

Sin,' fee.

1.

5,

v. 6'77.

°EvG oy£ Koipavov ilXtv 'A\«Top«

son of the preceding, was born in 1572, and
died in 1644. He wrote, 1. ' Christianus; hoc est, de Nomine,
Oitu, &c. Christianorum,' Leipzig, 10'37, 1G40. 2. ' Pericopa
Biblica,
Triglossometrica,' &e. 4to. 1618.
Pentateuchi
5. ' De Diversis Ministrorum Gradibus contra Bezam.'
4. ' Defensio Tractationis de Diversis Ministrorum Evangelii,' &c. Franc. 16'00.
Alard, Lambert, son of the preceding, was born at Krempen,
in Holstein, in 1600, and died in 1672. He wrote, 1. ' Delias Attica;,' 12mo. Leip. 1624. 2. ' Hcraclius Saxonicus
3. ' Gra?eia in
in Deorum Concilio,' &c. 12mo. ibid. 1624.
Nuce ; seu Lexicon novum omnium Gracsc Linguae Primo4. ' Promptuarium Pathogeniarum,' 12mo. ibid. 1028.
logicum Novi Testamenti,' cce. 12mo. 5. ' Nordalbingia
seu Historia Rerum Praecipuarum in Nordalbingia,' &C.
6. ' A Commentary on Valerius Flaccus,' not much esteemed.
7. Laurifolia; sive Poematum Juvenilium Apparatus, 12mo.
1627S. ' Amorum
Libri duo,' 12mo. Lips. 1636'.
9. ' Poema Regium Davidis,' &c. with many others, of
which a list is to be found in the Dictionnaire Historique,

Laski, usually styled

the Polish Reformer, from the active part which he took in
promoting the Reformation, is said to have been uncle to
Sigismund, King of Poland. He was born in 1499) and
died in 156'0, after having suffered much for his zeal in the
His principal works, of which a cataProtestant cause.
logue is given by Melchior Adam, were as follow: 1. Brevis
et Dilucida de Sacramentis Ecclesiae Christi Tractatio,' &e.
2.
Confessio de nostra cum Christo
8vo. London, 1552.

re

Xpoptov

Tt.

Alard, William,

Amsterdam

ALARICUS

1.

edition.

(Hist.) or Alaric, the

name of two kings

of the

Alastor, one of Pluto's horses, which he used
away Proserpina.
Claud, de Raph. Proserp. 1. 1, v. 280'.
Orphuu

I,

the most formidable

enemy to the Romans, took
A. D. 409, and died the

in the reign of Honorius,

year after.
Claud, de Bell. Ger.
Rumpe omnes Alarice moras ; "hie impiger anno
Alpibus ItaluE ruptis, penetrans ad tnbem.
Prosper, in Chron. ; Zosim.
Baron, in Annal. Ann. 395.

1.

5, c. 8,

&c.

;

Oros. Hist.

i^

ci i.ii;

I,

7

;

.T.thonqtie sa-gittd

!,:w>uis,

Stugii crvdetis gloria Nyeteus
Armenti, Ditisque nota rignatus Aiastor.

ALASTORES
evils

(Myth.) 'AXa^opet, daemons who scattered
on the earth.
Pint, in Cic.
Castra (Geog.) the capital of Scotland, now Edin-

ALATA,
burgh.

ALATRI
town
40 m.

in

(Geog.) or Alatro, the ancient Alatrum. an old
the Campagna di Roma, standing on a hill
Rome; and a bishop's see dependant on the

S. E.

Pope alone.

ALATRUM

(Geog.) Aletrium, or Aletntm, 'AUrputv, or
Alatri ; a town of the Hernici.
The people

now

were called bv Livv, Alatrinates
;

Strab.

1.

7

;

;

Plin.

by Pliny, Aletrinates.
1.

3,

c.

5

;

Front, dc

( 'tilon.

ALAVA,

or Alaba, Esquivet Diego d' (Ecc.) a bishop ol
He wrote ' De Conciliis universaAstorga, died in 156*2.
Anton. Bibl. Hisp.
libus,' &c. Fol. Granada, 1582.
Alava (Biog.) there were two writers of this name, of the
same family as the preceding.

Alava, de Beaumont Diego
1.

in carrying

Oi-i/or el

Plaid, in Cap't.

Alaricus

Apollod.

1, c. 9.

'.Witrpioy,

Goths.

Rome

Odd. Met. 1. 13, v. 257Alastor, the son of Neleus, and brother of Nestor.

d',

master of the ordnance,

who

El Perfecto Capitan,' &c. Fol. Madrid, 15.90.
Alava, de Vergara Francis Ruts y, who wrote the history of
wrote

'

,

ALB

ALB
the college of St. Bartholomew, and by orders of Philip
revised an edition of the statutes of the order of the knights
of St. James, foL 1655.
(Hist.) a chief of the Goths, who obtained permission of the emperor Valcns for his tribe to inhabit the
Danube. After which they revolted and beat
of
the
banks
Licinus, a general of Valens, and then the emperor

ALAVINUS

himself.

ALAUNA

(Geog.) 'AKavva, or Alone, now Alavay, a town
Plol. 1. 2, c. 3 ; Anion.
of the Damuii, or Westmoreland.
Ilin.

ALAUNI

(Grog.) 'AXavvol, a people of Sarmatia, who inPlol. 1. 3, c. 5.
habited the country now called Stiria.
ALAL'NIl'M (Geog.) a town of Gallia Narbonensis. Anton.
(Geog.) 'AXavvos, a river of Northumberland,

now

the Alne.
Ftol. 1. 2, c. 3.
(Grog.) now A/agon, a town of the Vasconcs in
Anion. Ilin.
M. Anthony, (Biog.) a physician of Sicily, was
He wrote,
l>orn in 15.90 at Ragulbuto, and died in 1662.
1. ' Diseorso Intcmo alia Preservazione del Morbo contagioso
e Mortale che regna al presente in Palermo,' 4to. Palermo,
1625. 2. ' Consultatio pro Ulceris Syriaci nunc vagantis
3. ' De Succedaneis MediCuratione,' 4to. Palermo, 1632.
4. ' Consigli Medico- Policamentis,' 4to. Palermo, 16'37tic!,' &c. relating to the plague, 4to. 1652.
AZIZ, Billah (Hist.) succeeded his father as Fatemite
caliph of Egypt, in the year of the Hegira 365, A. D. 975,
and died in the year of the Hegira 386.
ALBA, Sylvius (Hist.) succeeded his father Latihus Sylvius
on the throne of Latium, and reigned 36" years. Diont/s.
Hal 1. 1 ; Liv. 1. 1, c. 3 Ovid. Met. 1. 14, 'v. Cl4.
Alba (Geog.) a name common to many towns.
Alba, a part of the Dutchy of Wirtemburg, now Alb.
Alba, a town of Spain, now JElva.
Alba, a town of Portugal, now Elvas.
Alba Fucentis, a town of the Marsi, near the lake Fucinum,
now Albi. A plain lay between the town and lake, by

ALAVONA
Spain.

ALAVMO,

AL

;

which

it

80.

8.

1.

was overflowed.

To

this Silius refers.

interiorque per udos

Alba sedet campos.

inhabitants were called Albcnsrs, in distinction from
Cic. ad A/tie.
the Albani, who inhabited Alba Longa.
Parr. 1. 7 ; Cass. Civ. Bell. 1. 1 ; Liv. 1. 26,
1. 8, ep. 17
c. 11; Strab. 1. 5; r/in. 1. 3, c. 12; Appian. Civ. Bell.

The

;

1.

1

;

Sosipat. Instil. Griiiiimiit.
or Alba Bulgarica, a

Alba Graxa,

town of Hungary, now

'Belgrade.

Alba Helviorum, a town in France, now Fiviers.
Alba Julia, a town of Transylvania, now ll'rissanbiirg.
Alba Longa, a town of Latium built by Ascanius, A. C. 1152,
now supposed t» be Albano.
Tihiill.

1.

2,

el. 5,

v. 50.

4; Cic. de Die. 1. 1, c 44; Liv. 1. 1, c. 3 ; Strab. 1. 5 ;
1. 3, c. 12 ;
Eusrb. Cliron.
Alba Mala, a town of France, now Aumale.
Alba, now Alba Pompeia, a town of Liguria. Plin. 1. 3, c. 5.
c.

Plin.

Alba Longa

lulus.

It is

place from the

assigned to this
or oak, and

Ilex,

the sow witli her young, which
are also to be seen.
Other medals
have the inscription ALBA, but to
which town of this name it be-

longed

is

uncertain.

ALBALATE,

Andrew d'
made bishop

(Ecc.) a Dominican of Arragon in
of Valencia, where he discharged
his duty with exemplary diligence.
He was at the council
of Lyons in 1274, and died in 1277ALBAN, St. (Ecc.) styled the Protomartyr of Britain, because he was the first that suffered martyrdom in this
island, flourished in the reign of Severus and Probus in the
3d century, and suffered in the persecution of Diocletian
in 286, or, according to Usher, 303.
monastery was
erected in honour of him by Otfa, king of Mercia, at his
birth-place Verulam, which afterwards received the name
of St. Alban's.
(Hist.) a king of Scotland, who is said to
have been the first king in the time of David.
Geneb.
Chron.
Garccran de (Ecc.) a native of Barcelona, who,
after having been preceptor to Philip IV, was made archbishop of Grenada, and died in 1626, leaving, 1. Panegyricum in Philippi IV Hispaniarum Principis et Serenissimse
Isabella; Borbonia; Nuptias.'
2. ' Un Compcndio de la Historia General de Espana.'
ALBANESIUS, Gin/ Anthony (Biog.) was the author of Observations on the Aphorisms of Hippocrates.
(Geog.) 1. The inhabitants of Alba Longa, in distinction from the Albenses, or the inhabitants of Alba, a
town of the Marsi. [Vide Alba~\ 2. 'AXfiavol, the inhabitants of Albania, who are said to have sprung from Jason.

1240, was

A

ALBANACTE

ALBANEL,

'

ALBANI

Strab.

1.

J

l

Plin.

;

Albani Fanum,

now

the town

tngmj untiita sub
Intuitu ca/ntiim

ilicibut

«u.

futtti eniia, jacebit,

Ufoj tola rtcubant, albictrcum libera
Ittrtis nr/'U erit.

i\ati

ALBANI
bani~\,

Juven. Satyr. 12, v. 70.
Turn

Atque novercali

/-rat us

Iuh,

tedei prt&ata Lavino,

ubtinni opts, cui Candida nomeii

Si.

Albans, according

Pat res (Hist.) the

chiefs of the

who were chosen as Roman
Roman senate itself.

Albani [vide Al-

senators

;

whence

it is

put for the
Virg. /En.

1.

1,

v.

<;.

till

unde Latimm,
mania luumr.

Albunitpie patrcs, ahjitf ultu

Albani

(Hist.) the

name

of a

Roman

family which was ori-

ginally of Urbino, and gave birth to Pope Clement XI, besides several princes and prelates.

Albani, John Jerom (Ere.) son of Count Albani, was created
a cardinal in 1570 by Pope Pius V, and died in I.V)1.
He
wrote, 1. ' De Immunitate Eeclesiarum,' dedicated to
2. ' De Potcstate Papa; et Concilii,'
Julian III, 1553.

Lyons,

1>

called

to the venerable Bede.

Longa dure.

It received the name of Alba, from the alba jmrca found on
the spot where, according to the prediction, it was said to
lie built, to which the poets refer.
Virg. JEn. 1. 3, v. 390.

Serofa dedit.

(Xuniis.) to this city

are referred medals representing,
as in the annexed figure, the gates
of a town, and iEneag bearing his
father on his shoulders, followed

I"

Atbtujue ah Ascatiut condita

Contpicitui

Longa because

called

Albanns,

by

Itin.

ALAUNUS

was

it extended along the hill
and the inhabitants were denominated Albani,
[[Vide Alba Fnrenlisli
On the ruins of this town, or on its
vicinity was built a town called Albanum, now Albano.
[Vide Albano~\ Dionys. Hal. 1. 1 ; Varr. de lie Bust. 1. 2,

It

1558.

3.

Cardinalibus,'

&c

'

De

Donatione Constantini.'

4.

'

De

A.LBANI, Francis, a pope under the name of Clement XI.
[Vide Clement A7]
Albani, Annibal, nephew of the preceding, was made cardinal
by his uncle in 1711, and was member of the conclave

ALB
which elected Clement XII. He edited the works of his
uncle, and wrote an epistle dedicator)' to the cardinals.
Albani, Alexander, another nephew of the pope, was born
in 16*92, sent as extraordinary nuncio to the emperor
Charles V, made cardinal by Innocent XIII in 1721, and
He was a great virtuoso, and made a collecdied in 1779tion of drawings consisting of three hundred volumes, which
were sold to his majesty George III for 14,000 crowns.
He also wrote some historical and literary pieces.
Albani, John Francis, nephew to the preceding, was born
in 1720, advanced to the purple in 1747, and died in 1803.
He was a great patron of learning and learned men, and
increased the library of his uncle to nearly 30,000 volumes.
latter part of his life was embittered by the loss of his
and all his valuable possessions, which were either

The

villa,

taken or destroyed by the republican plunderers.
Italian physician of Bergamo,
wrote a treatise ' De Balneis Transherii.'
Albani, John, a physician of Bologne in the 17th century,
was the author of a book entitled De Syllogismo Aristote-

Albani, Barthelemy (Biog.) an

'

lico,'

and a

treatise entitled

'

De

Convalescentibus.'

ALBANIA

(Gcug.) 'AXfiavla, a country on the shore of the
Caspian Sea, in Asia, which was so called from the colour
of the people's hair; it is now known by the name of
Chippiehe, which is a part of Georgia.
Albania, a province of European Turkey, situated on the
Adriatic Sea, comprehending the ancient Illyria and Epirus.
The principal towns of Albania are as follow
:

Principal Towns of Albania.
Modem.

:

ALB

ALB
Liber/ Mo. Bonon. 1645, which was translated with additions and demonstrations by Regiomantanus from the original, which is in the Vatican.
VLBEMARLE, Arnold Joost, Earl of, (Hist.) of the family
mi -ntiuncd under Heraldry, attended kin}; William into
England, in KiSS. as page of honour, and after distinguishing himself by his courage and fidelity during several campaigns, lie was honoured by the special eonlidence and
favour of his sovereign during his life.
At his death he
retired to his native Country, Holland, where he enjoyed
high posts in the state, and after serving with distinction
under Marlborough, he died in 1713, in the 48th year of
his age.

Albemarle,

Ainu; second Eurl of, was early enand being invested with the
command of the troops sent to the Netherlands, he behaved
with great gallantry at the battle of Dettingen. He afterwards served in the campaign of 1744, and in 1745 was
wounded at the battle of Fontenoy. In 1746 he had the

gaged

Jl'illiam

in the military service,

command

of the right

which he was

left as

wing

at the battle of Culloden,

commander-in-chief of

all his

after

majesty's

On

the conclusion of peace, he was
sent as ambassador and plenipotentiary to the French Court,
where he died in 1754.
Albemarle, George, third Earl of, and son of the precedthe north.

forces in

was born in 1724, and died in 1772, after having distinguished himself in the military service, particularly in
the reduction of the Havannah, where he was commander-

ing,

Albergotti, Franeis

(Biog.) a lawyer, and son of Alberic
Rosiati, a celebrated lawyer, was born at Arezzo, and died
at Florence in 1370'He wrote, ' Commentaries on the
Digest,' &c, and on some books of the civil code, flte.
His
son was also distinguished in the profession of the law ; and
others, of the same name, obtained an honourable distinction,
as is mentioned above.
(Hist.) marquis of Tuscany, and a powerful patrician at Rome in the 10th century, revolted and stood a siege
against Hugh Capet, with whom he was afterwards recon-

ALBERIC

He

died about 590.
(Ecc.) a bishop of Langres, was present at the
assembly of Aix la Chapclle in the ninth century, as one of
the envoys of the prince.
Albeiuc, a cardinal of the 11th century, was employed in
the synod held at Rome under Gregory IX, to dispute
against the heretic Berenger. He wrote, among other things,
1. ' Liber Dictaminum et Salutationum.'
2. ' De Musica
Dialogue:'
3. • Hymni de Paschate,' &C. &c.
Alberic, abbot of the monastery of Cistertian monks, died
in 1109, so distinguished for his piety that he was enrolled
among the number of the saints.
Alberic, archbishop of Rourges, died in 1110, after having
taken an active part in the affairs of his time.
Alberic, a cardinal and bishop of Ostia, was present as
legate from Innocent II, in a council held at London in
ciled.

Alberic

1138: after which he was sent as legate, by Eugene III,
and finally to France. He died in

to Sicilv, to the East,

1147-

in-chief.

Albemarle, Duke of (Her.)
Monks by Charles II, July 7,

the

granted to general

title

in consideration of his
It became exbringing about the restoration.

services in

16'fiO,

tinct at the death of his son Christopher, second duke.

Albemarle, Earl

one of the titles enjoyed by the family
honourable mention is made under
QVidc Albemarle and Keppef] The titles, arms,
of

of Keppel,
History.

of,

whom

Alberic, archbishop of Rheims, distinguished himself

for his

against the Saracens, Albigenses, and all infidels and
He was taken prisoner in Portugal, but rescued
by the knights of Calatrava, ami died at Pavia in 1218.
Alberic (Biog.) vide Albert.
Alberic, or Albriee, a native of London, flourished about
zeal

heretics.

Virtutes
1217, and was the author of many works, as
De Originc DeoAntiquorum
Canones Speculativi
'

;

of this family, are as follow
'ill lea.
Keppel, earl of Albemarle, in Normandy, viscount Bury, in the county of Lancashire, and baron
The title
Ashford, of Ashford, in the county of Kent.
commonly borne by the eldest son is viscount Bury.
Gules, three escallop shells argent.
Arms.
Crest.
In a ducal coronet or, a swan's neck proper.
fife

Two lions ducally crowned or.
" Ne cede malis."
ALBENAS, John I'allio d' (Biog.) a lawyer and antiquary
of Nismes, and son of James Alhcnas, also an antiquary,
and the first consul of that city, was born in 1524, and died
Discours Historial de 1' Antique et Illusin 1563, leaving
tre Cite de Nismes,' fol. Lyons, 1567 i besides a translation
into French of the work of Julian, archbishop of Toledo,
Supporters.
Motto.

'

entitled,
mana.','

I'rognosticoruin,

'

&c.

sivc

and of jEncas Sylvius' s

;

Mortis HuHistoire des Tabo-

de Originc
'

rites.'

ALBERGATI,

1

A

Nicholas (Ere.) a cardinal, with the

title

of

the holy cross, was born at Bologna, in 1375, was made cardinal by Martin V, sent as a legate into Germany into 1431,
t ').
and died in
l-'ahiii (Biog.) a native of Bologna in the Hith
I. iu-. k<;a ri
I'd Cardinale,' 4to. Hologua,
century, was the author of, 1.
I

,

'

Trattato del Modi di redurre a Pace I'lnimicizie
In 1578 Zanetti published at
Private,' svo. Venice, Hill.
Home six volumes of Albergati's moral works.
ALBEBGOTTI, MarccHinus (Ecc.) bishop of Arczzo, rendered great services to pope Innocent IV, as legate to the
Marcpiisate of Aucona, against the emperor, Frederic II.
Albkuootti, John, another bishop of Arczzo, whom (iregory XI employed against Galeae \ isconti, duke of Milan.
These are of the same family as those which follow under
1599.

2.

'

the article of Bioirrnji/n/.

;

'

'

'

'

;

ruin

'

6ce.

Alberic, a

monk

Cistertian

cese of Chalons, in

of Trois-Fontaines, in the dioa poet and historian.

Champagne, was

He

wrote Chronicles from the Commencement of the World
to 1241.
The time in which he lived is unknown.
Alberic, Fear, a regular of the order of Augustins, and of
the family of the earl of Oxford, in 1250 wrote 'A TreaThe Life of St. Ositha
tise on the Eucharist
'A
History of the Antiquities of his Monastery,' which bore
;

'

the

name

'

'

;

of this saint.

a Cistertian monk of Thosan,
and was the author of Chronicontaining the History of the Crusade of Lewis the
Vox de ( 'o-lo,' &C.
Younger, entitled,
Alberic, suniamed de Rosata, or Hoxiati, was a distinguished
on the sixth book of the Decrewrote
lawyer in 1350, and
To him also is attributed a dictionary of law, and a
tals.

Alberic, suniamed Thosanus,
in Flanders, lived in 1272,
cles,

'

treatise

'

De

Statutis.'

a hermit of the order of Augustins, and a
Catalogue of the
native of Bergamo, published, in l(i()5,
Illustrious Min of Venice.'
ALBERIZZI, Peter Joseph (Biog.) a physician of Milan,
lie was the author of a
died in 1722, at the age "I '''

Alberic, James,

'

posthumous work,
I

aiis Pcstifenc,'

entitled,

'

Critologia

A

Medica de Causis

&c

ALBEHMONT,

Frederic (Biog.) published, in ld'75, a treaSvinmctria Juridica Austriaca.'
tise, entitled,
ALBERONI, .Infills (Hist.) the son of a gardener, of Pla'

bis intrc.ic
and be;
:nd ro.se
He
and prime minister of Spain.
projected the match between the king of Spain and the
through
his indaughter of the duke of Parma, which,
He then attempted to emtrigues, was put into execution.

ccntn

we: born

ill

1<:N:

talents to be a cardinal

I

.

.

ALB

ALB
Spain with France, England, Naples, and Sicily, in
which he partly succeeded, but at length brought himself
into disgrace, was banished from the kingdom, and after
being made legate of Romana by Clement XII, died at Placentia in 1752.
broil

ALBERT

{Hist.) a

name common

to

many

princes and illus-

trious persons.

from whom he received in dowry the Low Countries and
He was engaged in an unsuccessful war
Franche- Comte.
with Maurice of Nassau, during which the memorable siege
The capture of this town was
of Ostend was carried on.
followed by a treaty of peace, and shortly after that by the
death of the archduke, in 16*04, greatly beloved by his sul>Krantz. Sax. 1. 11, c. 33 ; Thuan. Hist. c. 42, &c
jects.
Grot, de Bell. Belg. ; Spend, in Anntil. Eccles. ; P. DanHist, de France.
;

Emperors nf

this

Name.

Albert

I, sumamed the Triumphant, son of
was elected emperor of Germany on the
deposition and death of Adolphus,

Rudolphus

I,

Dukes of Bavaria.

whom

he killed in battle with his own
hand, in 1298.
He was assassinated
in 1308, by his nephew, John, duke
of Suabia, and other conspirators, and
was succeeded by Henry VI I. It was
during the reign of this emperor that
the Swiss regained their independence,
and laid the foundation of the HelBon. Fin. 1. 3, dec. 4. The effigies of this
vetic League.
and the following emperor are given, as in the annexed
figures.

Albert

II, sumamed the Grarc and the
Magnanimous, the son of Albert IV,
duke of Austria, was elected emperor
in 1438, as also king of Hungary and
Bohemia, and died after a short but
useful reign of a year and seven months.

Aventin. Ann. Boior. 1. 7; ?En. Silv.
Hist. Bohem. c. 56 ; Krantz. Sax. 1. 1,
41 ; Spondan. Anna!, ann. 1437, Sec-

c.

Kings of Poland and Sweden.

Albert,
Albert,

vide John Albert.
second duke of Mecklenburg, and son of Albert, was
chosen king of Sweden in 1363, on the deposition of Magnus II ; but falling under the displeasure of the nobilitv, by

whom

he had been raised to the throne, they supported
Margaret, daughter of Waldemar, king of Denmark, who
conquered him in battle, and taking him prisoner, refused
to set him at liberty till he renounced all pretensions to the
crown for himself and his son. Albert died in 1412, after
a reign of 23 years. Joh. Magn. 1. 21.

Albert

Holland, Zealand, &c. governed those countries with much wisdom and humanity in
the place of his brother William III, who was not of sound
He died in 1404.
mind.
Albert II, son of the preceding, died before his father, withI,

Count of Hainault,

out issue.

Albert III, sumamed the Devout, the
bom in 1396, and died in 1460, much

son of Emcst, was
beloved by all Ger-

many.
IV, sumamed the Wise, although the third and
youngest son of Albert III, was left possessor of his dominions, his eldest brother, John, having made him a sharer
in the government during his lifetime, and after his death
he retained them through the countenance of the emperor]
He
in spite of the efforts made by his brother Christopher.
died in 1508.
was
born
in
succeeded
III,
1528,
Albert V, son of William
his father in 1550, and died in 1579, after having distinguished himself by his zeal in behalf of the Romish church.
Albert, the eldest son of William, and brother of Maximilian, commenced the electoral branch. He was bom in 1584,
and administered the government for his nephew, Ferdinand
Maria.
Sansmin. Chron.; Gems. Arh. Gcncal. Dum. Aust.

Albert

Dukes and

Albert

Electors of Sa.m/11/.

sumamed

the Proud, the son of Otho, presumed
to make war on his father, in order to obtain what he supposed to be his right, but was cut off in the midst of his
I,

wicked

career.

Albert

II, succeeded his father Henry, in 12S8, but disgraced himself by his vices, particularly by his conduct to-

his wife, who, flying from him to escape his violence,
He also ended his days in a monastery,
having been engaged in unsuccessful wars with his

wards

died in a monastery.

Dukes of Austria.

Albert

after

who was

afterwards emperor, was first invested by
with the duchy of Austria.
the Wise, died in 1358, after having
governed his people with much prudence, notwithstanding
I,

his father, Rudolphus,

Albert

sumamed

II,

his bodily infirmities.

Albert

III,

was sumamed the Astrologer, because he was

addicted to that studv.
and died in 1390.

He

rebuilt the University of Vienna,

Albert

IV. sumamed the Patient, succeeded his father in
1390, and died of poison in 1404, leaving the reputation of

a merciful

and pious

prince.

Albert V was the second emperor of this name.
Albert VI, sumamed the Prodigal, son of Ernest,

prince of

and a descendant of Leopold, the son of Albert the
Wise, had great contention with his brother Frederic, the
emperor, respecting the succession to the dutchy of Austria,
which was claimed by the latter. The war continued at
intervals between them for the space of six years, and was
only terminated by the death of Albert, which happened in
1463, occasioned, as was suspected, by poison.
Albert, archduke of Austria, and governor of the Low
Countries, was the sixth son of the emperor Maximilian II.
He was at first destined for the church, and made cardinal
and archbishop but renouncing his ecclesiastical dignities,
he married Elizabeth Clare Eugenia, daughter of Philip II,
Stiria,

;

children.
III, who was the first elector of Saxony, was the
He succeeded his
son of Bernard, of the family of Anhalt.
father in 1212, and after governing with much wisdom,
died in 1260.
Albert IV succeeded his father, Albert III, and although of
a peaceable temper, he was engaged on the side of his broAt
ther-in-law the emperor, Albert, against Adolphus.
the coronation of the former, the concourse assembled on
that occasion was so great, that Albert, with several other
persons, were squeezed to death in the crowd.
Albert V, son of Venceslas, succeeded his brother, Rudolphus III, in 1419, and died in 1422, in consequence of being
driven out at night by a fire, that had caught a shepherd's
hut, where he had taken refuge after the chase.
Albert, the sixth duke of Saxony of this name, and son of
Frederic II, was made governor of Friezland ; notwithstanding his valour and prudence he was engaged in frequent
warfare with his subjects till his death in 1 491

Albert

Marquisses and Electors of Brandcnburgh, and Dukes of
Prussia.
the Bear, son of Otho, prince of Anhalt.
converted his principality from a forest into a cultivated and
populous country, and died in 11 68.

Albert

I,

sumamed

:

ALB

ALB
Albert

policy.

Albert

IV, first duke of Prussia, and grandson of the preHe succeeded Frederic, of
was burn in 1 1-90.
Saxony, as grand master of the Teutonic Order, but compromised the interests of the order for the dutchy of Prussia,
with which he was invested in 1525. He embraced the

ceding,

cause of the reformers, and took part in all the wars and
divisions which at that time distracted Germany.
Albert, Frederic, of Brandenburg, and duke of Prussia,
succeeded his father, Albert IV, in 15G8, but becoming a
lunatic shortly after, his cousin, George Frederic, adminisHe died in lCOS.
tered the government in his name.
Albert, marquis of Brandenburg, surnamed the Alcibiades

of Germany, son of Casimir, marquis of Cullenbacb, was
distinguished by the active part he took in the opposition to
Charles V, and died in 15.57, of diseases occasioned by in-

Thuan. Hisl.l.

temperance.

I,

lo, &c.

Dukes of Brunswick.
surnamed the Great, the son of Otho I, built Harburg, Ottenburg, and other towns, and died in 1279, hav-

Albert

I,

ing the reputation of a valiant enterprising prince.
the Fat, succeeded his brother William, and after a
KrantZ. MetrojKil. Bert. Kcr.
peaceful reign died in 1818.

Albert

German. Htst.

1.

2.

Dukes of Mecklenburgh.

Albert

I, son of Heniy, the I. inn, was created with his brother a duke, by the emperor Charles IV, in 134-8, in consideration of the services he had rendered him in carrying

on a war against Lewis, duke of Brandenburg, and other
princes.

Albert
in

liis

II,

Sweden

son of the preceding, was chosen king of

father's lifetime.

III, son of the preceding, became a partner in the
government with his brother, duke John, and died in 1428.

IV, son of Henry the Fat, succeeded his father in

but died in the same year without issue.
Albert V, surnamed the Handsome, .son of Magnus II, made
an unsuccessful attempt to reinstate Christ icrn II, the de1' 7.

l

posed king of Denmark, and died in 1547Alb'ert, John, vide John Albert.
(

\ i.i'.ek'i

,

was born

a

musket in

1

626,

in

Anne Amelia, of

1.').')'>,

and was

Sarbruck, his

killed by the

in

d',
sieur de Luines et de Cadenet, gave
and good conduct, for which hefavours from Charles IX. One of his greatest
exploits was bis combat at Vincennes, in the presence of the
king and court, with captain Panier, of the Scotch corps, in
which he came off victorious, having slain his adversary-

early proofs of his valour

received

He

many

died in 1592.

Albert, Charles

d',

due de Luines, and son of the preceding,

was born in 1578, and rose to the highest posts of government under Henry IV and Louis XIII but drew upon
himself many enemies by the active part which be took in
;

repressing the
the troubles of
turbulence of the nobles, and supporting the royal authoHe died in 1621 of the scarlet fever, or, as some say,
rity.
of poison.
Albert, Honori d', third son of Honore Seigneur de Cadenet, and due de Chaulnes, acquired and preserved the esteem
of Louis XIII and XIV, and after filling the highest posts,
particularly that of ambassador to England, in 16'20, he
died in 16'ip. In consequence of his alliance with the house
of Ailly, in Piccardie, he and his posterity engaged to take
that name, and bear their arms.
Albert, d' Ailly Charles, third son of the preceding, who inherited his father's titles by the death of his two elder brothers, was three times ambassador at the court of Home,

the times, particularly

and died

in 1698.

Albert, Louis Charles

d', due de Luines, and third son of
Charles d'Albcrt, due de Luines, was no less high in office
than his father, but led a more retired life, and died in
10'<)(>, leaving some religious works;
among others, Beeueil de Sentences tirce des S. S. Peres,' Paris, Ki.SO.
Albert, Charles llonore d', duke of Luines, son of the preceding, and known under the name of due de Chcvrciiso,
was born in 1646, and died in 171'-', after having been engaged in the active service of the king against the Turks,

and

in the

war with Spain.
d',

ninth son of Louis Charles,

known

youth under the name of chevalier and comtc d'Alwas born in 1672, and after having distinguished
himself in all the memorable battles of that day, in which
he w:ts dangerously wounded, he attached himself to the
court nf Bavaria, the elector of which becoming emperor,
In- was made field-marshal of the empire, and sent BS ambassador extraordinary to the king nf France.
llonure d'. count of Tours, and BOB
Charles HonortJ, was born in Kid';), and after serving

Albert, Charles

ill'

I

Albert

I, succeeded Herbert, his father, in !)!•;;, and after
having contributed to tin- deposition "!' Charles the Simple,
died in 988.
Albert II, son of Herbert III, founded tie- abbey of Bu(olli, and died in 1035,
Fliiitiinrit.
('/iron. Saint Martk.
I fist. GeneaU de France Le /' Anselme.

Distinguished Persons.
nr

Alberti

de

I.

was a branch of

nines,

an

ancient

and

illustrious

the house of Vlberti, of Florence,

settled at Vcnaison,

in

Frame.

Many members

of

t

ill

campaigns, was killed near Bellifcejm, regretted by
army for his valour ami capacity.
doc de Chevreuse, and
d'
prince de Neiifchatel, &C., was at the escalade of Prague,
took place during lie
which
action
and at every important
war that was terminated by the peace of Aix-la-Chapeue.
Albert {Fee.) a name common to several prelates.
Albert, archbishop of Hamburgh. [Vide Adelhcrt~]
Albert, or Adalbert, archbishop of Mcntz, a turbulent
prelate in the reign of Henry \, who was imprisoned on
account of a conspiracy which he formed against the emOtho.
peror, butbehtg released soon after, died in 1137'
Frisingen. 1. 7. ft 14, &c.
Albert, de Louvain, cardinal, bishop of Liege, and brother
the whole

Vermandois.

ALBERT, Maria-Charles Louis

which

in

several

('(•nuts

family,

with Antonia

bert,

l6l6.

'..ni'iir,

his marriage

in his

of Nassau.

'mints

son of George and

wife,

became lord of Luines by

Albert, Louis Joseph

blow of
the service of the United Provinces.
of
Wcilbourg, and Anne,
Albert, the son of Philip, count
daughter of Albert, count of Mansfield, re-united the
seignory of Sarbruck with that of Weilbourg, and died in
first

He

de Segur.
Albert, llonore

'

Albert

Albert

family distinguished themselves in the service of the
French kings, of which the following are the principal
Albert, Thomas, was the son of Lewis, who left Florence.
He was in the service of Charles VII, from whom he received many honours and estates, and died in 1455.
Albert, Leo, great grandson of the preceding, was in the
wars in Italy, and was killed in the battle of Cerisolles,
gained by the count d'Enghien over the marquis del Vasto.
this

brother of the preceding, succeeded his brother,
Otho II, in 1200', and died in 1221.
Albert III, surnamed Achilles and Ulysses, son of Frederic I,
was born in 1 41 l, and died in I486, after having taken
part in many wars, and engaged in many single combats.
He was remarkable no less for courage than adroitness and
II,

,

t

;

ALB

ALB
of Henry, due de Lorraine, having been elected bishop, and
his election confirmed by the pope Celestin III, in spite of
the opposition of the emperor, Henry VI, he was assassinated
in 1193.
Bailkt. lies des Saints.
Albert, who was born at Castro di Guallester, in Italy, was
raised from a canonry to the bishopric of Verceil ; and after
being employed on several missions by popes Clement III
and Innocent III, was appointed patriarch of Jerusalem ;
but took up his residence at Acre, where he was assassinated
in 1214.
Genebr. et Onuph. in Chron. ; Possevin. in Appar. sacr. ; Spondan. Annul, ann. 1203.
Albkrt, of Parma, was legate to the Holy See in the 13th
century, being sent by Innocent IV into England, and from
thence into France.
Le P. Dan. Hist, de France.
Albert, bishop of Frisingen, assisted Albert, of Austria, at
Bert, de Urh.
the siege of Zurich, and died in 1359.
'

German.

I.

3.

Von Wintz, an ancient
was made bishop of Pa-sau,
the inhabitants of which place having revolted against him,
and being defeated in a bloody battle, were fined by the
emperor 3000 marks for their revolt. He died in 1380.
Albert I, son of Ernest, elector of Saxony, was chosen archbishop of Mentz, and died two years after, in 1480.
Albert II, cardinal and archbishop of Mentz, was a man of
Albert,
and

a descendant from the barons

illustrious family of Austria,

and

talent

ment

a lover of learning,

who gave much

encourage-

to the Jesuits.

Albert

(Biog.) or Albcric, a canon of the church of Aix, in
Provence, composed a history of the first crusade from 1095,
when it commenced, to 1120, when it terminated, in the
second year of the reign of Baldwin it was published by
BeSnechu, in 2 vols. 4to. Helmstadt, 1584, under the title
of Chronicon Hierosolymitanum de Bello Sacro.'
It was
also inserted in the collection of the historians of the crusades, published in 1611, under the title ' Gesta Dei per
:

Francos.'

Albert,

abbot of Staden in the 13th century, composed a
Chronicle from the commencement of the world to the year
1250, at which time he tlourished. I'oss. de Hist. Lot. 1. 2 ;
Da Pin. Bill Eccl.
Albert, the Great. QVide Albcrtiis Magmts]
Albert, of Padua, who was distinguished for his talents,
particularly his eloquence, was born in 1293, and died in
1588.
He left many theological works, and was honoured
with a statue, which was erected in Padua, his native place.
Trithcm. de Script. Eccles.
Albert, surname d Argentina, lived in the 14th century, and
composed a History or Chronicle of what passed in the empire from Rudolphus I to Charles IV.
I'oss. de Hist. Lat.
Albert, of Saxony, flourished about the middle of the 14-tli
century, and wrote a commentary on the tables of Alphonso,
besides eight books on physics, three books on the heavens
and the universe, and other works on similar subjects.
Albert, Erasmus, a pupil of Luther, and an active partisan
in favour of the reformation, died in 1551, leaving a satirical account of St. Francis, which at that period produced
the desired end of bringing the Romish church into contempt.
of Brescia (Biog.) an Italian writer of the
13th century, wrote, 1. ' De Dileetione Dei et Prnximi.'
2. ' De Formula Vita? Honesta1 .'
3. * De Consolatione et
Consilio.'
4. ' De Doctrina Lotpiendi et Tacendi.'
(Hist.) or A/beriazzo, a noble family of Provence, was of Italian extraction, and in the person of Anthony Albertas became domiciliated in France in 1360,
during the pontificate of Innocent VI, at Avignon. This
Anthony left Italy to escape the fury of the contending
factions of the Guelphs and Gibelins. which were incessantly at war with each other at that time.
Albertas, Anthony a", descended from the same family, was

ALBERTANO,

ALBERTAS

consul of Marseilles in 1511 ; and his son, Peter
d'Albertas, attained to the same dignity in 1542, both of
whom being high in the confidence of their respective sovereigns, Louis XII and Charles IX, they were entrusted
with the government of the city in its most important confirst

cerns.

Albertas, Anthony Nicholas

a", son of the preceding, was
early initiated in arms, and by his skill and valour acquired,
not only the confidence of his prince, but was a considerable
favourite at the court of Henry IV.
(Biog.) a mathematician and poet of Provence,
lived about 1290.
He wrote some mathematical pieces, and
some poems in honour of the marchioness de Misalpine.
which, after his death, were published by Faber d'Uzes as
his own.
The plagiarist, however, suffered the punishment
Xostradam. lies des Poetes
of whipping for this offence.
Provenc.
ALBERTI (Hist.) the name of a noble family of Florence,
which at one time was at the head of the government ; but
at length they experienced a reverse of fortune, and were
From
driven into exile, and otherwise much persecuted.
this family sprung the Alberts of France, of whom mention
is made under the head of Albert.
Alberti (Ecc.) of Limosin, was made cardinal by pope Innocent VI in 1361, and died in 1369- Onuphr. in Inn. II
Auber. Hist. Card.
Alberti, James (Biog.) of Boulogne, in Italy, lived in the
Treatise on Civil Law,' &c.
14th century, and wrote '
Alberti, Aristotle, otherwise called Ridolfo Fioraventi, a
mechanic, was born at Bologna in the 15th century, and
In
distinguished himself, among other things, as an artist.
1455 he transported the campanile of St. Mary del Tcmpis
of Bologna, with all its bells, &C. to the distance of 35 paces.
Alberti, Leon Baplista, of the Florentine family of Alberti,
an artist and a scholar, left many specimens of his skill in
De
architecture, but is principally known by his work
Be .Edificatoria,' which was translated into Italian by Peter
beautiful
Lauro, Venet. 1549; and by Bartoli in 1550.
edition was published in England in 3 vols. fol. in Italian
and English, by James Leoni, with fine copper-plates, 1726.
The last edition, that of Bologna, fol. 1782, contains also
a treatise on painting, ' De Picture praestantissima et iiunquam satis laudata Arte,' &c. which had been separately
He
published at Basle in 1540, and at Leyden in 1649.
died about 1485, leaving many writings on philosophy, ma-

ALBERTET

A

'

A

thematics, perspective,

and

antiquities.

of Bologna, in Italy, a Dominican, was
and died in 1552. He wrote, 1. ' Istoria
di Bologna deca prima e Libro primo, deca secunda Sino
The second and third
all. anno 1253.' 4to. Bologna, 1541.
books were published afterwards with supplements, 4to.
1590, 1591. 2. ' Cronica delle Principali Famiglie Bo3.
Descrizione di tutta
lognesi,' &C. 4to. Vineenza, 1592.
l'ltalia,' fol. Bologna, 1550, Venice, 1551, 1553, 156l, &C.

Alberti, Leander,

bom

in 1479,

'

also translated into Latin.

De
unum

4.

'

Viris Illustribus Ordinis

congesti,' fol. Bologna,
pnedicatorum, Libri sex in
1517. 5. ' Diatriba de Incrementis Dominii Venetae,' and
' De
Claris Viris Reipubliete Venetse,' Venet. Lugd. and
Mirceus in Auct. de
Bat. l62S.
I'oss. de Hist. Lat. 1. 3 ;

Script. Eccles. eye.

German lawyer of Widmandstat, flourished
and wrote -An Abridgement of the AlThe New Testament,' in Syriac; A
coran, with Notes ;'
Grammar of the Syriac Language.' Mir. de Script, sec. xvi.
Alberti, Cherubino Borghegiatio, a painter and engraver,

Alberti, John,

a

in the 16th century,

(

'

was born in 1552 at Borgo S. Sepulchro.
exceeded a thousand in number.

Alberti, Gioranni, brother of
Florence

in

painter, but

1558.

was

He

the preceding,
also distinguished

His engravings

was born near
himself as

particularly eminent in perspective.

a

ALB

ALB
Alberti, Nicholas,

philosophy, and died in

Alberti,

1 641.

was born

Valentine,

Among

and died 1697.

Germany, was a writer on

a Jesuit of

Lehna, in Silesia, in 1635,
which are principally

at

las writings,

'Compendium

2.
InJuris Nature.'
feros'. Pnecipuarum Religionum Christianarum.'
Perspective,'
Treatise
on
Alberti, Andrew, was author of

controversial, are,

1.

'

'

A

KiTD.

Alberti, Michael,

German

a

physician,

was born

Nurem-

at

Among; his numerous
berg in 1682, and died in 1757writings given by Haller are, 1. ' Introductin in Universal!!
2. 'Systems
Mediciuam,' 3 vols. 4to. Halle, 1718, &c.
3. 'Spe1747Jurisprudential Mediae,' 6 vols. 4to. 1725
cimen Medico Theologies.-,' 2 vols. 4to. 1726. 4. ' Tcntamcii
5. ' De
1731.
Lexiei Medici realis.' 2 vols. 4to. 1727
Sectarum in Medicina noxia Instauratione,' 4to. 1780.
6. ' Commentatio ad Constitutionem Criminalem Caroli \ ,'

—

—

1739-

4to.

a divine of Hanover, was born in
r
He wrote, 1. Thoughts on Hume's
1725, and died 17. >8.
Essays on Natural Religion.' 2. ' Letters on the State of
Religion and the Sciences in Great Britain/ Hanover,
3. ' An Essay on the Religion, Worship,
1752
1754.
Manners, and Customs of the Quakers.'
Alberti, di ViUanova Francis <f, was born at Nice in 1737,
and died 1800; was the author of a French and Italian,
and Italian and French dictionary, published at Lucca in
1797, improved by Abbe Francis Federighi, and published
in 6 vols. 4to. Lucca, 1803.
Nicholas (Ecc.) was born at Prato, in TusI NT,
He was sent as nuncio
cany, about 1250, and died 1321.

Alberti, George William,

'

—

ALBERT

France and England in 12,0,'), was made cardinal
1303 bv pope Benedict XI, and took an active part
Echard. dc Script. Ord.
the affairs of his time.

into
in
in

all

Pnvdic.
{Hist.) a monk of the order of Servites, was
born at Venice in 1430, and died in 1475, leaving so high
a reputation for his piety and zeal that a medal was struck
he was employed by the republic of
in honour of him
Venice in many affairs of state, and sent as ambassador to

Albertini, Paul

;

Turkey.

Albertini. Francis (Biog.) an antiquary of Florence
lfith centurv. published,

Rome,'

liliis

It...

1.

'

Dc

Mirabilibus nova-

in the

ct vetcris

Home, 1505, 1510, 1515, 1519, 1520.
de

Laudibus

Florentine et Saona-/
of the preceding.
3. ' Memoriale di Moltc Statue e Pitture che sono nelT inclita citta
di Firenze per mano di Scultori e Pittori excellenti Moderni
ticmV Wo. Florence, 1510.

2.

'

Tractatus

printed

brevis

the

in

third

edition

Albkiitim, Mussato, vide Muss ato.
ALBERTI S (Fee.) a native of Florence, was created carHe was
dinal by Eugene tV in 1489, and died in 1445.
employed

important negotiations.
Blond. Hist.
'Dec. j Ughel. Ital. Sacr. ; Auberi. I list. Cardin.
Alberti*-. Albert dc (Biog.) of Trente, was author of,
2. ' The1. ' Vindicie adversus Gasp. Scioppium,'
1 649iis I'.loquentia- Sacra- et Prophana-,' 1669.
Paradoxa
Moralia de Omatu Mulierum." 1650.
ALBERTISTUS, Marius Salomomus, of Rome, a lawyer,
who died in 1530, wrote a commentary 'De Probationibus.'
RTI C< 1. des Borsettes Jerome {Ecc.) of Bologna, in
Italy, a Dominican of the 15th century, wrote Chronicles
from th. commencement of the world to the year 1«>
anil
in different

.'>.

'

1

died

1

,

At. inn

1

-

(Hist.) vide Alhcrt.
(Ecc.) vide Alhcrt.

-

Btog.

1

At/BEBTUB,
\,

.

I

ride Alhcrt.

Magnus, otherwise

called Alhciins '/'eii/tniirttx,
Alhciins
Cohflia,
l{ali.\honcnsi\, or
GrotUS, of the family of the counts of Bollsticdt,

A/hrrlns

/'rater

1205, at Lavingen, in Swabia, and
died in 1280.
His works, which were very numerous,
principally consisted of commentaries on Aristotle.
in 1193, or

ALBETEGXI

(Biog.) vide Alhutcg,,,.
</'
(Ecc.) native of Pamiers, in Languedoc,
was created cardinal by Benedict XII in 1337, and sent by
Clement VI as legate apostolic into Spain. He died about
1344-8.
Albi, or dc Alha John, a Spanish monk of the Carthusian
order, was distinguished for his piety and learning, which
He died
he displayed in commentaries on the Scriptures.

ALBI, Barnard

in

1591.

Albi, Henry (Biog.) a Jesuit of Provence, was born at BouHe wrote ' The
logne in 1590, and died at Aries in Ki59Lives of St. Gabin, St. Peter of Luxembourg,' &C, Lyons,
' Eloges
16*32,
Historiques
des Canlinaux
ecc.
1624,
Francois et Etrangers mis en parallele,' 4to. Paris, 1644.
' L'Anti-Theophile paroissial,'
&c ; ' Grammaire Franroise
avec des Observations,' 8vo. Lyons, 1657 ; together with
many religious pieces mentioned by Niceron.
ALBIA, Tarcntia (Hist.) the wife of Otho, and mother of
Lucius and Marcus Titianus, as also of a daughter betrothed
to Drusus, the son of Germanicus.

ALBIIS, Thomas
1.

'Sonus

de (Biog.) or

and a

of Hobbes,

Buccinae.'

sceptical
2.

'

De

dc

Thomas de White,

a

friend

was the author of,
terminandis Fidei Litibus.'

writer,

Statcra Morum,' &c.
(Hist.) vide Alhanin.
ALBI N (Biog.) a noble Roman lady, the mother of Marcellus,
lived in the 4th century, when she consulted St. Jerome with
3.

'

ALBIMA
A

Hieron. Pra^f. in F.p. ad
regard to the Christian faith.
Gal.
Albina, daughter of Rufius Ceronius, devoted herself, with
her daughter Melania, anil son-in-law Pinicnus, to a life
Pallad. Hist. Lausiacof religion.
(Hist.) the son of Brutus, the supposed
founder of the kingdom of Britain, received Albania, or

ALBINACTUS

the present Scotland, as his share.
(Ecc.) the French Jesuit to whom Ravaillac
When
his purpose of assassinating Henry IV.
inteiTogated why he did not disclose the information, he
of
forgetting
all
replied that he received from God the gift

ALBINJEUS
confessed

him after absolution had been given.
Nathaniel (Biog.) a physician of Geneva,
Bibliotheca
1655 a chemical work entitled

sins confessed to

ALBINEUS,
published in

'

Chymica contractu;'

also a

poem

entitled

'

Carmen Aureum

et ./Enigma.'

or Auhin Philip (Biog.) an English mathematician
of the 16th century, was the author of ' Canones Tabularum.'
(Geog.) a town of Gaul, now Auhigni/.
ALBINIUS, /.. (Hist.) a plebeian of distinguished piety, who
took the Vestal virgins into his carriage in preference to his
own family when they weri' (lying from Rome to escape the

ALBINI,

ALBINIACUM

Lie.

fury of the Gauls.
Flor. 1. 1, c. IS.

Albinius, or Alhinns,

.">/.,

1.

5,

e.

40; Vol. Max.

one of the

first

six

1.

1,

c.

1

;

military tri-

bunes of the plebeian order, who veri' chosen for a time in
Lie. 1. fi,
the place of consuls, U. C. 375, A. C. 378.
c. 30.
P. (Hist.) an haruspex minor mentioned
by Ciicro in Harnsp. Kcspims. c. 7.
Albinov a.m's, Bf. Tnllms, tin' plaintiff in a charge of as-

ALBINOVANUS,

sault against l'ublius Sextius,

IT.

I

ALBERTUS
Alberti

was bom

pro

whom

Cicero defended.

Cic.

Sc.it.

(Biog.) a Latin poet of the Augustan
the voyage of ( 'crmaniciis, an elegy on
the death of Drusus, and another on the death of MecaeBBS,
which is supposed by some not to be his, besides some other

Ai.binovams. Palo
age, who wrote no

pieces.

The two

elegies are

all

that remain of his works,

ALB
which have been edited by Joseph

ALB
Ovid

Scaliger.

calls

him

side reus, or heavenly.

Olid, de Ponto, 1. 4, ep. 16.
IRaeusqM Macer, Sidereusque

1,

128

ep.

;

1. 2, ep. 77, &c
the surname of a branch of the

Mart.

(Hist.)

Gens

Posthumia.

Albinus,

L., one of

the

first

created, with C. Licinius,

Albinus, M., one of the

U. C.

tribunes of the people,
26'0, A. C. 493.

was

who were

sub-

six military tribunes

U. C. 377, A. C. 376.
A-, one of the quaestors, U. C. 563, A. C. 190.
It
supposed to be the same person whose name is stamped on
ancient coins, bearing the figure of three knights riding
stituted in the place of consuls,

Albinus,
is

rapidly.

Albinus, A. Posthumius, a colleague

in

the consulship with

Lucullus, U. C. 603. He wrote a history of Rome in Greek.
Cic. Brutus, c. 21, &c. ; Aid. Cell. 1. 11, c. 8.
Albinus, a Praetorian, who, being sent by the senate on a
mission to Sylla, was slain by the soldiers of the latter. Plul.
in Syll.

who succeeded Festus, A. D.
13; Joseph. Antiq. c. 3.
Albinus, D. Clodivs, son of Ceionius Posthumius Albinus,
was a native of Adrumetum, and successor to Pertinax,
A. D. 193, in partnership with Septimus Severus.
The
latter, after having conquered his other rivals, turned his
arms against Albinus, whom he completely defeated in
battle, and compelled to kill himself in order to avoid falling
into his hands.
Severus had his head cut oft", and treated
his body in other respects with the greatest indignity.
Capilo/in. in Alhin. Clod. ; Sparlian. in Sept. Sera: S.
Albinus (Xu/nis.) the medals of the emperor abovementioned
bear his effigy, as in the annexed figure, inAlbinus, a governor
60.

Tacit. Hist.

of Judaea,

1.

CLOD. SEPT. ALces. d. clodius
SEPT. ALBIX. AUG.; on the reverse,

scriptions

BINb*

-EQLTTAS AUG.— APOLLIXI AUG.—
CLEMENTIA AUG. _ COXCORDLE
ALG.— FELIC. AUG. FIDES EXERCITUS.— FORTITUDO AUG.— FORTUXA REDUX.—
MIXERV. PACE MOXET. AUG.— PROVIDEXTIA
AUG.— ROM.E ^ETERX.E.— SALUTI AUG.—VIC-

TORIA AUG.

Vaill.

Prwst. ; Med. Imp. Row.

Albinus

(Ecc.) high priest of the heathens, was converted
to Christianity by the force of those virtues which he saw
practised by his own daughter, who was married to a
Christian.
Hieron. ep. 7Albinus (Biog.) a Latin poet and historian, who flourished
44 years A. C. is quoted by Priscian, 1. 7Albinus, archdeacon of Thoulouse, and a famous preacher,
died in 1566.
He wrote a controversial work entitled ' Du
Sacrement de l'Autel pour la Confirmation du Peuple
Francois.'
Albinus, Peter, an historian of the 1 6th century, was born

Misnia, and died in 1598.
He wrote,
among other things, 1.
Chronicle of Misnia, entitled
Meisnische Land und Berg-Chronica,' fol. Wittemberg,
1580. 2. ' Scriptores varii de Russorum Religione,' 1582,
Spire.
3. ' Genealogical Tables of the House of Saxony,'
1602. 4. ' Historic Thuringorum novae Specimen.' 5. ' Latin
Poems,' 8vo. Franckfort, 1612.
Albinus, Bernard, a physician, and the friend of Boerhaave,
at Schneeberg, in

A

at Dessau in 1653, and died in 1721.
He wrote
Corpusculis in Sanguine contends.' 2. ' De TaranDe Sacro Freyenwaldensium Fonte,' &c. be3.
side other works, to the number of twenty, mentioned by
Carrere in his Bibliotheque de Medicine.
1.

'

De

tula Mira.'

:

ALBIOX
1.

2,

5.

c.

Albion

(Geog.) the greatest island of Europe, now called
('•real Britain.
It derived its name either from Albion,
who is said to have reigned there first, or a/bis riipibus,
from its chalky white cliffs. Plin. 1.4, c. 16; Tacit, in
Ague.
Albion, New (Geog.) a country on the W. coast of X. America, to the X. of California, extending from lat. 33° to
40° X. and from 30 to 40 m. in breadth.
It received its
name from Sir Francis Drake in 1578, whose harbour is in
3
Ion. 116° 45' W.j lat. 37 58' X.
The Spaniards, who first
settled here in 1769, divided the country into four jurisdictions, named from their chief towns, St. Diego, St.
Barbara, Monterey, and St. Francisco.
The capital is
Monterey.
ALBIS (Gcos-) or Alia, "AXfjte; a river of the Chauci, now
the Elbe.

Lac.

1.

2, v. 52.

Fuudut "h ciiremo
Albis,

D.'CL., or

ass—imp.

was born

'

tilis

likewise addresses the whole of another epistle to him
Oi'id. de Punt. 1. 4, ep. 10; Senec. Suasor.
as his friend.
1.

and died in 1770. He wrote, 1. Index SupellecAnatomies Ravianae,' 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1725. 2. ' De
Ossdbus Corporis Humani/ Svo. Lugd. Bat. 1726; an improved edition with plates in 1762. 3. ' Historia Musculorum Hominis,' 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1734. 4. ' Annctationes
Academics,' 4 vols. 4to. besides treatises on the Vascular
System of the Intestines, &c. and revised editions of Harvey,
Vusalius, Fabricius, and Eustaehius.
Albinus, Christian Bernard, brother of the preceding, died
in 1752.
He wrote, 1. ' Specimen Anatomicum exhibens
novam tenuium Hominis Intestinorum Descriptionem,' 4to.
Lugd. Bat. 1"22. 2. ' De Anatomia Errores detegente in
Medicina,' 4to. Ultraj. 1723.
(Myth.) the son of Xeptune by Amphitrite, was
said to have founded the kingdom of Great Britain.
Mela.
in 1697,

Pedo.

He

ALBIXUS

Albinus, Bernard Siegfried, son of the preceding, and professor of anatomy at Leyden for nearly 50 years, was born

el

Senec. Medea,

jlavos AquiUme Suevos
iiidomUum Rheni caput.

v.

371.

Mtt, 71m fuerat, sede reliquit
Permits Orbit. Indus gtiidum
Potat Araxem Albim Persa,
Rheuuniijue bibunt.
:

Pater.

Fell.

c.

2,

1.

Tacit. Anna!.

1.

1,

106: Slrab. 1. 7; PUn. 1. 3, c. 14;
59; German, c. 41 ; f'opisc. in Pruli.

c.
c.

13.

ALBISTAVERATI

(Geog.) a village of Anatolia, at the
originally a town called Olbaxa.
(Geog.) a town of the Bruttii, at the foot of
now
Ursomarso.
the Apennines,
ALBIUS (Biog.) the surname of the poet Tibullus, mentioned by Horace.
foot of

Mount Taurus,

ALBISTRUM

Ilor.

1

1.

;

oil.

33. v.

1.

AIM noslrorum lermmam

candide judex.

ALBIZZI

(Hist.) or Albici, a noble family of Florence, that
were rivals for power with the Albertis.
Albizzi, or .llbiei Francis (Ecc.) a lawyer and native of

Cezena, a town of Romana in Italy, was made a cardinal
X in 1654, and died in 1684, at the age of 91.

by Innocent

He drew up

the bull against the Aiigustiniis of Jansenius,

under Urban VIII, in the famous affair of the five propoOn the Jurisdiction
sitions, and wrote likewise a treatise
of the Cardinals in the Titular Church of Rome.'
Albizzi, Barthelemy (Biog.) otherwise called Bartholomew,
of Pisa, a Franciscan of Rivano, in Tuscany, in the 14th
century, distinguished himself by an act of indiscreet zeal
in venturing to compare St. Francis to our Saviour, an extravagance which did not escape the censure of many, even
'

among

his

own

fraternity.

St. Saviour de Septici,
of a noble family in Florence, flourished in the pontificate

Albizzi, or Albici Anthony, abbot of

ALB

ALB
of Leo X, and wrote commentaries on Euclid, and other
mathematical productions, which were never published.
Albizzi, or Alhiei Anthony, a gentleman of Florence, was
He became a convert to
horn in 1547, and died in lfefi.
the Protestant religion after having been long in the employ
of the archduke Andrew.
His works are, 1. ' The Gene2. ' Exercitationes Theoalogies of Kings and Princes.'
logies.'

3.

'

De

(Geog.) an ancient town of Batavia, between the
Meuse and the Lech.
ALBO, Joseph (Biog.) a Spanish rabbi of Soria, in Old Castille, wlio assisted in 1412 at a famous dispute on religion
between the Christiana and Jews, held in the presence of
the antipope Benedict XIII, and in 1425 wrote a work on
the same subject entitled,
Sepher Hikkarim.'
(Hist.) or Blanchefleur, sister of the king
CloviSj was baptised with her brother in 4<H>, and died
soon after having taken the veil.
(Biog.) or Albohazen Hid,, son of Abenrajel,
Judgthe Arabian, wrote a work on astronomy entitled,
to
ments
be formed of the Stars,' which was translated into
Spanish bv order of Alphonsus X, kirn; of Castille.
Voss.
de Mat. c. 35, § 27, fee.
(Hist.) king of the Lombards, subdued the
'

ALBOFLEDA

ALBOHAZEM

'

ALBOINUS

having killed Cunimond their king.

after

He

was assassinated in his turn in 574 by Rosimond, the
daughter of Cunimond, whom he had taken to wife. He
reigned 30 years, contracted alliances with Clotarius, king
of the French, with the Huns, with the Bulgarians, Sarmatians, &c.
and rendered himself very formidable to all
;

Lis neighbours.

ALBON

(Hist.) the

in France,

some of

Albox,

name

of an ancient and illustrious house
are entitled to particular notice.

whom

seigneur de Pouillenai, was at the
Humbert
battle of 1'oictier, and that of Brignac, and at the taking of
the city of Ance, on all which occasions he was taken
<V,

prisoner.

Albon,

John

d',

surnamed de I'Espinasse, and Seigneur

de St. Andre, fought in the service of the king against the
English and Burgundians, and was taken prisoner in 1417d', grandson of the preceding seigneur de
St. Andre, &c. was also in the king's service, and reduced
many places to submission, which favoured the partv of the
duke of Orleans. He died in 1480.
Albox, John d', the son of the preceding seigneur de St.
Andre, chevalier by order of the king, and gentleman of his
bed-chamber, defended the city of St. Quentin against the
attacks of the English, for which he was made governor,
with the collar of the order.
He died in 1 /5 .5 0.
Alison, James d', sun of the preceding, marquis of Fronsac,
and seigneur de St. Andre, chevalier of the order of St.
Michael, known by the appellation of the mareschal de St.
Andre, was born in 1374, and was killed by one Babiguy
de Mezieres with a pistol, far some persona] offence at the

Albon, Gvichard

Dreux, in 1562.
He was at the battle of Cerithe liege of Boulogne, and many other engagements,
which he invariably distinguished himself as a brave
soldier and a great captain,
Albon, Berirand d', seigneur de St. Forgeux, and son of
the fourth William d'Albon, gentleman in ordinary of the
king's bed-chamber, took part with the king against the
ague, and contributed much to the reduction of Lyons in
59
Albon, Anthony </', (Ecc.) the eldest son of the fourth William d'Albon of the family abovementioned, was born in
battle of
.

in

I

1

1

Albox

II,

•

|507, and died in 1574, alter having served the Ling as
governor of Lyons and the church in the character of
its archbishop, in both of which capacities he defended this
city against the Huguenots,
lie wrote souk Latin verses,
and edited AlUOniuSi

d',

Fra?i(ois, was born in 1753, and
wrote, 1. ' Dialogue entre Alexandre
2. ' Observations d'un Citoyen.' 3. ' (Euvres
'
Eloge de Quesnoy,' 8vo. Lyons, 1775.

Claude CamiUe

He

died in 1789.
et Titus,' 8vo.
Diverses.'

Principiis Doctrine ChristianiE.'

ALBLAS

Gepidtp,

(Biog.) an advocate of the parliament of
Dauphiny, published in 1575, an historical and political
work, in which he treats of the royal dignity of the creation
of emperors, and the institution of electors, &c.

Albox, Claude

4.

Eloge de Chamousset,' 8vo. 1776- 6. *
7. ' CEuvres Diverses,' 12mo. 1778.
poem,

5.

'

La
8.

Parcsse,' a
'

Discours

Politique* et Historiques,' &c. 3 vols. 8vo. 1779, besides

some

other smaller works.

ALBONENSES

(GeoS .) a people of Illvria. Plin. 1. 3.
Theseus Amhrosius (Biog.) a lawyer of
Pavia, who died in 1540; was the author of an introduction
to the Chaldee, Syriac, Armenian, and ten other languages,
besides some musical compositions.
ALBOXICIS (Hisl.) vide Aba.
(Geog.) a mountain of Algarva, in Portugal, where
are the remains of an old castle in which John II king of

ALBONESIUS,

ALBOR

Portugal died.
(Myth.) the name of the white horse which, as
the Arabians pretend, carried Mahomet from Mecca to JeBoch. Hieroz. part ii.
rusalem in the tenth part of a night.

ALBORAC
1.

(i.

ALBORIUM
ALBORNOS,

(Geos;.) a

mountain of Portugal, now Albor.

Gilles Alvares

Carillo (Hist.) a Spanish car-

and statesman of royal descent, from the kings of
He was
Leon, was born at Cuenza, and died in 1367almoner to Alphonsus XI, whose life he saved at the battle
of Tarifa, and on the death of that prince, having fallen
under the displeasure of Peter the Cruel, he fled to Avignon,
where he served Clement VI, who made him cardinal, and
also his successors Innocent VI and Urban V, by contributing in a great measure to establish the power of the
popes in that part of Italy which is now known by th<

dinal

name of the Ecclesiastical States.
AlbornOB, Barthelemi/ Frias (Biog.) a Portuguese lawyer
of Talaga, was the author of a work in 1573 entitled,
' Arte
de los Contratos,' also a treatise entitled
Conversion y Debellation de las Indias.'

'

De

la

(Biog.) the surname of Aboul Abbas Ahmed Ben
Ali Ben Josef, a mussulman doctor, who wrote, 1. • On the
2.
An
Mysteries of the Letters of the Arabic Alphabet.'
3. ' Accordances be Explication of the Names of God.'
On
tween the Significations of Letters and Words.' 4.
Talismans,' &C
ALBRECHT, Andrew (Biog.) a mathematician of Nuremliurg, wrote on mechanics and perspective,
ALBBECHT, John William, a physician, was born in 1703
and died in 173(), leaving some works on medicine.
(Hist.) one of the most noble and illustrious families of France, of whom mention is made as early as
1050, when Amanieu Sieur d' Albret flourished, from whoa,
this family deduces its origin.
Albret, Arcaudd', the eighth of this name of the abovementioned family, viscount de Tartas, and grand cham-

ALBOUN1

'

'

ALBRET

berlain of France, was in the service of Edward III for
some time, but attached himself afterwards to the court of

Charles V, on his marriage with the queen's

sister.

of this name, and son of the
preceding count de Dreux, viscount de Tartas, and con;|V
killed
«
the battle of Agincourt u
at
stable of France,
1415.
ALBRET, John d', the second of this name, became king of

Albret, Charles

d',

the

first

Navarre and count de Foix, on his marriage with Catharine
de Foix, queen of Navarre.
ALBRET, Charlotte </', daughter of Alain d'Albret, and
duchess de Valentinois, was distinguished as much for her
She was
prudence and piety as for her beauty and wit.

;

ALB

ALC

married to Csesar Borgia, and after having shared in the
misfortunes of her husband, though not in his faults, she
died in 1514.
Albret, Joan a", grand-daughter of the preceding queen of
Navarre, and wife of Anthony of Bourbon, was the mother
She embraced the Protestant faith, and
of Henry IV.
died in 1572, in her 44th year, as is suspected, of poison.
Albret, Louis d' (Ecc.) son of Charles d'Albret, the second
of this name, was born in 1422, and died in 14C5 ; having
been created cardinal in 146l, by Pope Pius II.
Albret, Amanieu, was the brother of Charlotte d'Albret,
above mentioned, and by the marriage contract of his sister
with Ciusar Borgia, he was made cardinal by Alexander VI
in 1498, but through the intrigues of this pope's enemies he
was not put in quiet possession of his dignity till the ponSuinlc
tificate of Leo X. soon after which he died in 1.520.
Marthc Hist, Genealog. de la Maison de France; Aubcr.
Hist, ties Cardinaux ; Du Chene Hist, des Cardinaux.
ALBRICUS (Ecc.) bishop of LT trecht in the eighth century,
A small
died after governing the see for 18 years, in 784.
treatise * De Deorum Imaginibus,' 8vo. Basil. 1578, is
attributed to him.
Albricus (Biog.) or Albricius, an English physician and
scholar of the 11th century, was born in London, and
wrote, 1. ' De Origine Deorum.' 2. ' De Ratione Veneni.'
4. ' Canones
3. ' Virtutes Antiquorum.'
Speculative'
Other works have been attributed to him, which belong, as
is supposed, to the bishop above mentioned.
ALBUINUS (Biog.) a priest of the 10th century, made a
selection of passages from the scriptures and the fathers.
(Geos-) 1. The ancient name of the Tiber.
Virg. JEn. 1. 8, v. 33.

ALBULA

Turn reges, asptrque immani corpore Tibris
A quopost Itali Jluiium cognomine Tybrin
Diximus ; amisit lerum vetus Albula nomen.
1-

4; Liv.

1.

A

4,

1.

calls

the waters Albuke.

sicca redolet palus

'

Anton. Pio.

4. [Vide Albunca~]
Strab. 1. 5 ; Plin. 1. 31, c. 2.
(Myth.) a goddess who was worshipped in the
country of the Tibur, who was supposed by some to be Ino,
the wife of Athamas ; bv others, to be the sibyl of the Tibur.
Plin. 1. 31, c. 2 ; Lacta'ni. 1. 1, c. 5.
Albunea (Gcog.) a fountain and wood near the river Anio,
so called from the sibyl Albunea, to whom a temple was
Its waters had a sulphureous smell and
there dedicated.
taste, on which account Virgil calls it mephitic.
Virg. JEn. 1. 7, v. 82.

(Myth.) a god of the Romans, mentioned by
Tertullian.
Tert. Apolog. adv. Gent. c. 5.
Alburnus (Biog.) the name of a distinguished declaimer,

mentioned by Seneca.

Alburnus

(Geog.) a lofty mountain of Lucania, near the
now Alborna, or Albanclla.
(Hist.) a prince of the Celteberi, whose wife
being taken prisoner, was restored to him by Scipio.
Plutarch calls him Lucceius, and Valerius Maximus, Indibilis.
Val.

Albuna,

1.

calls

sortes

the grove damns Albuna: rcsonantis,

ALBUQUERQUE,

1.

1.

Alphonso d' (Hist.) surnamed the Great,
Lisbon in 1452, and died in 1515, after having
in the character of governor of India raised the power of
VOL. I.

was born

at

1, c.

4; Pint,

in Scipio.

philosopher,

Albutius,
Augustus,

who, accord-

style.

C. Situs, a rhetorician of Navarre in the age of
who starved himself to death. Sueton. de Illust.

Orat.

Albutius,

or Albucius, the father of Canidia, mentioned by

for his singular avarice

and moroseness.

Hor.

1.

2

and Spanish dictionary, which is in the libiary of Vienna.
(Myth.) 'AXku'wc, a son of Perseus and Andromeda,
from whom Hercules took the name of Alcides.
AlcjEUS, a son of Hercules and Omphale.
Alceus, a son of Andrqjeus, who went with Hercules into
Thrace.
(Biog.) a lyric poet of Mitylcne, in the island of
Lesbos, flourished according to Eusebius in the second year
of the 44th Olympiad, or about (500 years A. C, and of
course was cotemporary- with his country-woman Sappho.
Horace alludes to the bitterness of his verses.

Alcsus

Hor.

1.

4, od. 9, v. 7-

Et

Atca-i minaces,

But Quintilian passes the highest eulogium on his poetry,
of which nothing remains but a few fragments in Athenaus
and others. Tliis Alcsus was the inventor of the verse
[Vide Plate XXVII.] Herod. 1. 5, c. 95 ;
called Alcaic.

2, el. 5, v. 69.

Portarit, sicco perlueritque sinu.

Horace

1.

ing to Varro, wrote satires in the Lucilian

Stesichorique graves Cu:

CatauUt Albunea, nemorum qua masima sacro
Fonte sonat, savamque ejhalat opaca mephitim.
it

Max.

Albutius, T. (Biog.) an epicurean

Lucosque sub aha

Quosqve Albuna sacras Tiberis per Jlumina

2.

ALBURNUS

ALGOUS

ALBUNEA

calls

c.

ALCAEA,

henna,

Crudarum nebula quod Albularum.

Tibullus

in 16'53.

Coelho Edward a", Marquis of Basto, Seigneur de Pernamhuco, Knight of the Order of Christ, in
Portugal, &c. distinguished himself during the war with
the Dutch in Bahia, and wrote a journal of the Brazil war
entitled, ' Memorias Diarias de la Guerra de Brazil par
Discurso de Nueve ano Empezando desde el ano des 1630,'
4to. Madrid, 1654.
He died at Madrid in 1658.
ALBURGIUS, John (Biog.) a Dane, published in 1572,
Notes on Cicero ' De Senectute.'
ALBURNIL S (Biog.) or Eburnins Valcns, called by Julius
Capitolinus, Salvius Valens, a lawyer of the second century,
who wrote De Fidei Commissis,' &c. Jul. Capitolin. in

Sat. 2, v. 67Albutius, a physician mentioned by Pliny, I. 29, c. 1.
Peter d' (Biog.) a Spaniard, composed an Arabic

epig. 4.

Quod

between Arronche and Assumar,

Albuquerque,

Horace

Itur ad Herculei gelidas qua Tiburis arces,
Canaque sulfureis Atbula fumat aquis.

Mart.

d', a noble Portuguese, was born at
Cintra, and died from the blow of a musket in 1659, while
He wrote a
displaying his valour at the siege of Elvas.
description of the battle which he gained over the Spaniards

ALBUTIUS

1, c.

A

Martial also

India.'

Albuquerque, Andrew

river Silarus,

3; Oeid. Fast. 1. 2, &c;
Plin. 1. 3, c. 1 ; Sil. ltal. 1. 8, v. 458 ; Fest. de Signif. Verb.
river of Picenum, called by Pliny Albulates, and now
2.
Liberata, according to Blondus and Leander.
Plin. 1. 3,
c 13; Leand. Albert. Descript. Ital. 3.
fountain in the
Tiburtine country, the waters of which were reckoned efficacious in healing wounds.
Martial. 1. 1, epig. 13.

Varr. de Lai. Lins-

the Portuguese to its utmost height in that quarter, under
Emanuel, king of Portugal. [Vide Plate XIII.]
Albuquerque, Blasins, son of the preceding, who took the
name of Alphonso by desire of Emanuel, that he might be reminded of his father's glory, was born at Alveira in 1 500, and
died in 1580. He was raised to the highest posts of honour,
and wrote memoirs of his father entitled, ' Commentaries
de Grando Alfonso de Albuquerque, Capitan General de

Cic. 1. 4 ; Tusc. Quast. ; Dionus.
1. 1, c. 9 ;
Hal. injudic. Poet.; Quintil. Inst. Orat. 1. 10, c. 1 ; Athen.
Ckron.
in
Euseb.
;
&c.
2,
Alc«us, a comic poet in the 94th Olympiad, cotemporary witji
Aristot. Rhct.

1.

ALC

ALC

Aristophanes, whose comedies are cited by Athenaus and
others.

1.

Alceus, a poet, who, according to Plutarch, lived in the
145th Olympiad, and wrote some verses upon Philip king
of Macedonia, who lost a battle in Thcssalv.
Alcjevs, a poet of Messena, who lived in the age of Vespasian and Titus, whose epigrams are in the Anthologia.'
AlcjEUs, a dissolute philosopher mentioned by -Elian, who
was banished from Rome for corrupting the youth. There
was also another Alcieus, whether the same or not is uncertain, who suffered a species of impalement as a punish'

ment

for his adulteries.

/F.lian.

Far. His/.

1.

c.

.'I,

12.

ALCAFORADO,

Francis (Hist.) equerry to Henry the son
of John I, of Portugal, accompanied him in the voyage bi
which he discovered Madeira, of which he gave an exact
narrative.

ALCAI

(Geog.) a lofty mountain of Fez, so fortified that the
inhabitants could never be reduced to submission.
Manual.
22.
c.
4,
ALCALA, Herrara Alplionso d' (Biog.) a poet of Lisbon,
was born in 1599, and died in 16S2. He wrote, 1. ' Viridarium Anagrammaticum,' &e. 2. ' Psalterium Anagrammaticum,' &c.
Alcala, de Henarez (Geog.) a town of New Castille, 15 m.
E. by N. Madrid, called by the Latins Complnlitm, where
John I, king of Castille, died in 1390, and the emperor
Ferdinand was born in 1503. It was first called Alcala de
S. Just., from the martyrdom which that saint underwent
near its walls. It has a university founded by cardinal
Ximenes in 1517(Hist.) an Arabian prince, the grandfather of
Merwan, one of the successors of Mahomet.
(Hist.) ninth king of Sparta, and one of the
Agidie, succeeded his father A. M. 3235, A. C. 749, and
reigned 37 years, in which time there was a rebellion of
the Hell)t8< Plutarch cites some of his apophthegms. Pint,
1.

ALCAMAH

ALCAMENES

in Apopth.

LdCOn.

c.

32

;

Pans.

1.

3,

c.

2,

&c.

;

Euseb.

in

Chrun. ; Meuriku de reg. Lacon. c. 9.
Alcamknes, son of Sthenelus, a commander of a Lacediemonian fleet, who was killed in a naval engagement with the

Thncyd.

Athenians.

Alcamknes,

1.

Alcajiknks (Biog.)

mentioned

in their

a statuary of Athens,

war with the

who

flourished in

VMUS

ALCAMO

ciently Alcinnns.

Ulysses.

Ai.candku,

(Mi/t/i.)

Orid.'Md.
a

Trojan

an attendant of Sarpedon, killed bv
1.

by Turnus.

Virg. AEn.

1.

9,

(Hist.) a Spartan youth, who put out the eves of
Lycurgus, in a sedition which had been raised against tlii^
lawgiver.
Lycurgus generously forgave him, by which

c.

attached the youth
wannest admirers.

to

now

(Geog.) a town of Arragon, the ancient Alcanitium, in Spain, on the Guadaloupe; from which is a canal
to the Ebro, made by the Moors.
It is 15 111. S. S. E. SaraLon. 0° 8' W., lat. 41° Iff N.
gossa.
(Myth.) a Trojan of Mount Ida, whose sons,
Pandarua and Bitias, followed jEneas into Italy.
Vire.
/En. 9, v. 672.
Alcanor, a son of Phorus, killed bv /Eneas. Ibid. 1. 10,
v. 33S.
ALCANTARA, S. Peter, d' (Biog.) vide Peter d' Alcantara.
Alcantara, Francis d', a Spaniard, who wrote a book on
Prayer and Meditations, in I0O7.
Alcantara (Geog.) a fortified town of Estremadura, in Spain,
called by the Romans Norba Ca'sarca, or Pont Trajani.
baring a celebrated stone bridge over the Tajo, built in the
It was taken from the Moors in 1212, bv
time of Trajan.
Alphonso IX, king of Castille, who entrusted it to the
charge of the Knights of Calatrava.
It is 42 m. N. \V.
Lon. (i° 12' W., lat. 39 s 20' N.
Seville.
(Geog-.) a town of New Castille, now
A/caraz.
ALCARATIUS, mons (Geog.) a chain of mountains in New
Castille, now Alcaraz.
(Geog.) a town with a strong castle in La Mancha,
Lon. 2° 48' W.,
of Spain, formerly called Alcaralinm.
lat. 38° 38' N.
(Hist.) a king of Cordova, who was placed
on the throne of Cordova in the 14th century, at the death
of Abdulmalic, by the Arabians of that city, but afterwards having displeased them by his attachment to foreigners,
they rebelled against him and besieged him in the fortress
of Cordova, which they soon after took, and hung him up
on one of its turrets. Marmol. 1. 2, c. 14.
(Hist.) the wife of Cleombrotus, king of Sparta.
and mother of Pausanias bis successor, who was suspected
of holding a traitorous correspondence with the Persians.

ALCANOR

ALCARATIUM

ALCARAZ

ALCATARAN

ALCATHEA

ALCATHOE

(Geog.) another name for Megara, in Attica.
(Myth.) 'AXjcoflooc, a son of Pelops, who.
being suspected of having killed his brother Chrysippus.
took refuge with the Megarians, married the daughter of
the king, and afterwards reigned in the city, which was
Apollod. 1. 3, c. 25 ; Pint, in
called after him Alcathoe.
Varcll. c. 27; Pans. 1. 1, c. 41, &a
Ai.i'ATiiors. a Trojan who married I lippodamia, the daughter
Horn. II. 1. 12,
of Anchises, and was killed by Idoineneus.
v.

98.

Alcatiious, a son of Parthaon, killed by Tydeus.
1.

1

,

c.

him,

Vint,

in

that

lie

Tjt/CUrg.

became one
Vans.

I.

3,

18.

AlcaNDSB (Biog.) a writer mentioned by St. Clement, of
Alexandria, who says that he calls the Muses the daughters
('Inn. .Ilc.r. in I'riilr.
of Jupiter Stnd Mnemosyne.
\l.( \ \IDRINUS (Biog.) an Arabian astrologer.
ALCANDRL' (Myth.) 'AXxaySpj], the wife of Polybius, the

Apollod.

ft 7-

AxcATHOUS, the
king

father of Automcdusa, the first wife
of Pbylacc, in Phthiotis.
Apollod. 1.

of
2,

13.

Vire. JEn.

ALCEXOR

v. 7<)'7-

so

(Geog.) a town of Arragon, in Spain,

Alcaniz.

Ai.i athoi's, a friend of TKneas, killed in

13, v. 257.

killed

Odust
J

ALCANIZ

Iphicles,

Alcanhkii

of his

672.

A 1, (ATI IOCS

He obtained the prize
the 88th Olympiad, A. C. 428.
against Agaracritus by bis statue of Venus, and disputed
even with bis master Phidias.
Vim. 34, c. 8, 1. 36, c. 5;
Pans. 1. I, c. 19, &C.J Quint. 1. 1, c. 10; Tzetz. Hist.
Chiliad. 8, ft 193.
AI.C
(Geog.) a town of Sicily, now Alcamo.
(Geog?) a town of Val di Mazara, in Sicily, at
the font i.l' Mount Bonifacio, 34 m. W.S.W. Palermo, an-

ALCANDEB

4, v.

ALCANITIUM

Scholiast, in Aristoph.

4, c. 5.

a general of the Lacedaemonians, also

by Thucydides. Thuct/d. 1. 8, c. 3.
Alca.mknks, a general of the Ac-beans
Vint, in Apophth. Achate.
Romans.

he

Theban, a very rich man mentioned by Homer.

1.
10, v. 747(Hist.) '.\,W|> mo, an

Argive,

the Rutiliau war.

who came

vic-

off"

combat between a hundred of his countrymen
and as many on the side of the Lacedemonians.
ALCENSIA (Biog.) or d' AUcnsia Nicolas, a carmelite of
Commentaries on Exodus
the 15th century, who wrote, 1.
Scrmones de Tempore.'
De
and the Revelations.' 2.
torious in a

'

'

Officio Missic,' &C.
(Geog.) a river of Rithynia.

ALCES
ALCESTE

.'.'.

Plin.

I.

'

5, c. uit.

(Myth.) 'AAcrjyi?, or Alceslis, daughter of Pelias,
and wife of Admctus, king of Thcssalv, submitted to die
that her husband might, according to the oracle, recover
from a sickness into which he had fallen.

.

ALC

ALC
ALCIBIADES

Juven. Sat. 6, v. 651.
Spectant subeuntem fata mariti
et similis si permutatio detur

Merle

i-iri

is

animam

1.

servare catellz.

Medea.
Conjugis

She

cupianC

fatum redimens

Pheriti.

Pegassea by Ovid, from

called

Pegasis,

a city of

Thessaly.
Fata Pkerelimlic conjiix Pegasxa redemit
Proque viri est ujor J'unere lata sui.

she is called Thessala.
Claud, de Land. Seren.

1.

1.

1,

c.

8,

&c.

;

Justin.

1.

4, c. 4.

Hesi/chius.

(Myth) a man of Cos, and father of Ctesilla,
who was changed into a dove, according to Ovid. Ovid.

Met.

fab. 12.

7,

1.

a disciple of Gorgias Leontinus, who
89th Olympiad, A. C. 424, and composed a
treatise on music.
He is supposed to be the same as the
rhetorician mentioned by Cicero, some of whose orations are
preserved in the collection of Aldus who also wrote an
eulogium on death.
Cic. Tuscul. Quwst. 1. 1, c. 48; Plut.
de Oral. ; Quintil. Instit. Orat. 1. 3, c. 1 ; Diog. Laert.
Alcidamas, a wrestler mentioned by Statius.
Stat. Theb. 1. 10.

Alcidamas

(Biog.)

lived in the

:

Tuque

spectate paluestris

Omnilms, et nuper iSemacoin puherefelix
Alcidama.

.'

ALCHIMACHUS
Plin. Nat. Hist.

(Biog.)

a painter mentioned by

Pliny.

35, c. 11.
(Hist.) third king of Lydia, of the race of Niniades, or the descendants of Ninus.
ALCIATI (Biog.) or Alciato Andrew, a lawyer, was born at
Milan in 1492^ and died in 1551. He wrote, 1. ' Paradoxes
on the Civil Law,' or an explanation of the Greek terms
3. '
Treatise
used in the digest. 2. ' Notes on Tacitus.'
1.

ALCIAMUS

A

on Weights and Measures.' 4. Responsa nunquam antehac
De Formula Romani Imperii,'
edita,' fol. Lugd. 1561. 5.
6.
Epigrammata Selecta ex Anthologia
8vo. Basil. 1559'

'

'

Rerum Patriee, seu
Latine Versa.' 8vo. Basil. 152978. 'De
Historic Mediolanensis Libri quatuor,' 8vo. 1625.
Plautinorum Carminum Ratione,' and ' De Plautinis Vocabulis Lexicon,' in an edition of Plautus, 8vo. Basil, 1568.
9. ' Judicium de Legum Interpretibus Parendis,' 8vo. 1566.
10. ' Encomium Histories,' 4to. 1530. 11. ' Palma.' 12. ' Ju13. 'Contra
diciarii Processus Compendium,' 8vo. 1566.
14. ' Notse in Epistolas
Vitam Monasticam,' 8vo. 1695.
Familiares Ciceronis,' fol. Paris, 1557.
15. Twenty-seven
letters in ' Gudii Epistolse,' 4to.
16. ' Emblemata,' 4to.
Padua, 1661.
'

Alciati, Francis, nephew and heir to the preceding, was
born at Milan in 1522, and died in 1580. He was a lawyer
by profession, and created a cardinal by Pius VI. He left
several works which have never been printed.
Alciati, John Paul, a native of Milan in the 16th century,
who became a protestant and a Socinian, wrote letters to
Gregorio Pauli in defence of his heresy.
Alciati, Terence, a Jesuit of Rome, -died in 1651, leaving
materials for a history of the council of Trente, which was
completed by Cardinal Pallavacino.
He also wrote the

ALCIDAMIDAS

retired to Reggio, in Sicily,

1

.

'

De

Mediolanensis.'

was the author of some legal
acquirenda Possessionem 2. ' De novi
3. ' In Csesareas Constitutiones Status

Paus.

723.

Mes-

Lacedamonians, and
in the 14th Olympiad, A. C.
to the

4.

1.

ALCIDAMUS

a rhetorician, probably the same as

(Biog.)

£Vide Alcidamas]

Alcidamas.

ACIDAS

(Hist.) 'A\Ki?ae, a commander sent by the Lacedemonians, with a fleet of 23 gallics, against the Corcy-

rians.
Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 16, &c. ; Diod. 1. 15.
(Myth.) 'AXkISijc, a patronymic of Hercules,
from his grandfather Alcaeus.
Alcides, a surname of Minerva, in Macedonia, according to

ALCIDES
Livy,

42, c. 51.
(Hist.) the son of Agetus, mentioned
1. 6, c. 61.

1.

Alcides
Herod.

ALCIDICE

by Herodotus.

(Myth.) 'AXmS/mj, the mother of Tyro by Sal-

moneus.

Apollod. 1. 1, c. 9(Biog.) a painter spoken of with commendaPlin. 1. 35, c. 11.
tion bv Pliny.
(Myth.) 'AXxiuiSri, the mother of Jason, and
daughter of PhUacus by Clymene, the daughter of Minyas.

ALCIMACHUS
ALCIMEDE

Apollon. Argon.

1,

1.

v.

232.

'Qc $i Kai avTov

'lijffova

yelvaro

fiijTijp

'A\Kip.i£ii K.\vp.iv)}c MtvvtiidoQ tKyeyavla.

Flacc Argon.

1.

1,

v.

296.

Hunc
Et pariter

Hugin.

gravis

Mson

vigil Atcimede, sjxetantque tenentqiie.

fab. 14.

ALCfMEDES

(Biog.) 'AXjapfijc, a tragic poet of Megara,
according to Suidas.
(Myth.) 'AXxijut'owi', a plain in Arcadia with
a cave, the residence of Alcimedon, whose daughter was
Horn. II. 1. 1 6,
ravished by Hercules, and bore Ecmagoras.

ALCIMEDON
v.

197

;

Paus.

Alcimedon

1.

8, c. 12.

(Biog.) a carver celebrated by Virgil.

Eel. 3.

Pocula ponam
Fagina, coelatum divini opus Alcimedontis.

of Taber, a Jesuit.
Alciati, Melchior, a lawyer,

Operis Nuntiatione.'

(Hist.) •A\ K icapicng, a general of the

who abandoned Ithome

senians,

life

as,

1.

(Myth.) 'AKxetStu, gods so called by the Lacedae-

monians.

A

;

Max.

Falcr.

;

ALCIDAMAS

An Introduction to the
is supposed, wrote, 1.
Knowledge of Celestial Influences.' 2. ' A Treatise on the
Treatise on Optics.'
Conjunctions of the Planets.' 3. '
ALCHIDAS (Biog.) a Rhodian who fell in love with a
Plin.
1.
statue of Cupid by Praxiteles.
36, c. 5.

works

2, &C.

ALCID.E

1, c. 9,"

century, as

the father of Clinias,
of Salamis.
Herod-

;

Pans. 1. 5, c. 17.
ALCETAS (Hist.) 'AX/ctVac, king of Macedonia, son of
Eropus, and father of Amyntas, reigned 29 years, and died
A. M. 3479, A. C. 505. Euseb. in Chron.
Alcetas, 'AXk-Erac, a king of the Molossi, descended from
Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles, was driven from his kingdom
by his rebellious subjects, but reinstated by Dionysius the
tyrant of Svracuse, in the fourth year of the 97th Olympiad,
A. C. 386. Diodor. 1. 5.
Alcestas, a violent king of the Epiroti, was killed by his
own subjects in the second year of the 121st Olympiad,
A. C. 295. Paus. 1. 1
ALCHABITIUS (Biog.) an Arabian astrologer of the 12th
Apollod.

battle

17.

c.

Alcibiades, an Athenian general, son of Clinias, and nephew
He twice
of Pericles, was lineally descended from Ajax.
fled from Athens to escape the resentment of his countrymen, and was afterwards killed in the 46th year of his age,
and the 94th Olympiad, A. C. 404, by order of Pharnabazus
the Persian satrap, with whom he sought protection.
Thucyd. 1. 5, 6, 7 ; Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 1, &c. Plat, in
Plut. et Corn. Nepos. in Fit.; Cic.
Sympos. ; DiodA. 12
Or.

Ctmsorte redempto
Casta mnritali successit Thessala fato,
hique sues migrare virum non ubnuit annos.

in Alcest. ;

8,

;

By Claudian

Eurip.

'AXtctfttacns,

distinguished himself at the

Alcestem:

St nee. in

(Hist-)

ALCIMENES

(Biog.) 'AXAi^t'cijc, a tragic poet of Megara,
and also a comic writer of Athens, mentioned by Suidas and
Athensus.

02

;

.

ALC

ALC
Plutarch

ness.

Alcippe, the wife of Motion, and mother of Eupahvmus-

a companion of Demetrius, noted for his bold-

Alcimenes,

Apollod.

Demet.

in

Vlut. in Dion.

Alcimenes,
Hclkn.

Grecian

a

Plot.

1.

mentioned by Xenophon.

general,

4.

1.

ALCIMOENNIS

a

(Geog.)

of

city

Germany, now Uhn.

Plin.

who, though not
got himself chosen by the assistance

(Hut.) "AXxifioci a high

priest,

c. 3.

7,

1.

R/iodig.

of the priest's office,
of Demetrius, son of Antiochus Epiphanes, but died by a
stroke of the palsy after enjoying the pontificate three or

4, c. 11.

1.

ALCIPPUS

(Hist.) a reputed citizen of Sparta,
banished by his enemies, according to Plutarch.

Maccab. vii. eye. ;
four years, A.M. 3844, A.C. lO'O.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 12, &c.
Alcimus (Hist.) a king of Lydia, remarkable for his piety

ALCIS

and meekness.
Alcimus, Aeilns (Ecc.) archbishop of Vienna in 500, who
wrote against the Nestorian and other heresies and also
Gregor. Tur.
the history of Genesis and Exodus in verse.
Duron. Annul, ann. 1J)4, &c.
1. 2, c. 34

ALCISTHENE

Sicilian,

(Biog.) a

Ger.

who wrote

43.

in the

103d Olympiad.

Diod. 1. 15.
(Myth.) a Theban woman, who, ridiculing
the orgies of Bacchus, was changed into a bat, ami the
spindle and yarn with which she was working into a vine
and ivy. Oi'id. Met. 1. 4, fab. 1.

ALCITHOE

orator, mentioned by Diogenes Laertius in
his life of Stilpo of Mcgara, and another in the life of
Plato.
Alcimus, an orator of Bourdeaux. QVidc Aleth'uis~\
(Myth.) '.U/.um,, a daughter of Sthcnclus, son
Apollod. 1. 2, c. 4.
of Perseus, and a sister of Eurystheus.
Alcinoe, a nurse of Jupiter, who was honoured with a statue

ALCINOE

in the temple of Minerva at Tegea.
(Myth.) 'AXkIvooq, the son of Nausithous and
Perib(ra, and king of Phxacia, who entertained Ulysses on
Orpheus distinguishes him for his justice in his
his island.

ALCINOUS

Argonautica.
'A\ku'oo£ Kpaivtani diKai6raT0Q jSamXtyoitr.
to agriculture, and is celebrated
of the poets on account of the fertility of his
gardens, and the richness of their productions.

ALCLUITH

town of Scotland, now Dumbarton.

(Gcoir.) a

Hcct. Boeth.

ALCMJEON

(Myth.) 'Akxpalav, son of the prophet Amphiaraus and Eriphyle, who slew his mother, according to the
command given him by his father to revenge his death. For
this offence he was afterwards persecuted by the furies
Phlcgius purified him, and gave him his daughter
till
Alphesiboca in marriage.
He was at length murdered by
her brothers, for having put her away to marry Callirhoe,
the daughter of Achelous.
Virg.

Mn.

1.

6',

115.

v.

was exceedingly addicted

Mtestamqw Briphylm

by many

Virg. Gcog.

Propert. I

cleg. I,

v.

-

;

V»ll-

Apollod. I. :i,
Al.CINOl's, a son of Mippoconn.
Alcinous (Bug.) a man of Elis, mentioned

Vans.

1.

;

6.

I-

c.

10.

by

l'ausanias.

(i.

philosopher rpioted by Eusobitis, who
Doctrina Platonis, of which the Oxford
is the best
\l.( IOM.I S (Myth.) a man killed by Perseus, according
1.
fab.
Met. L 5,
to Ovid.
A.LCIPHRON (Biog.) a philosopher of Magnesia in the age

Alcinous, a

platonic

wrote a book
edition,

'

De

l.'mo.

'

n>'h'7,

The epistles which bear his name, containof Alexander.
ing a description of Grecian manners, are supposed to have
M h
the production of some writer in the fourth century.
The best edition of this work is that of Leipaic, LSmo. 1715,
[,

cum

Suidat.

notis Bergleri.

.

1.

8,

c

I

I

;

Vans.

I

1,

1.

Apollod.

1.

:;,

c.

tlilit

:

solvit it llle lir/us.

Hymn. Fab.

Vlul. de Exil.
245
A. M. '-'7 kS.
of
Hippoincdusa.
/Egyptus and husband

7

;

78.

;

'

Vans.

1.

5, c. 17,

Ai.iMi.T.iiN, son of

&C.

;

Eitse/i. Clirim.

the founder of an illustrious family at
Athens, called after him Alcmeonide, was the son of Sillus
and the great grandson of Nestor, who being driven from
Messenia with the rest of Nestor's family, by the Heraclidic.
settled at Athens.
Pans. 1. 1, c. 10.
Alcm/eon, last of the perpetual archons of Athens, was sucCeeded by Charops, the son of .Eschvlus, as a decennial
archon.
He was of the same family as the preceding, and
is supposed by some to have given to it the name of Aicma'o-

Ai.cm^jon (I list.)

nids.

Alcm/eon, a son of Megaclcs, was high

in favour with Crocking of Lydia, from whom he received rich presents of
gold: his son, who was also called Megaclcs, took great part
Herodotus, however,
in the expulsion of the Pisistratida-.
makes the founder of this family to be the son of Megaclcs,
c. 12.
whom Croesus presented with rich gifts. Herod. 1.
\i.< ii BON (BtOg.) of Crotona, son of Perithus, a disciple of
Pythagoras, wrote on physics, and first dissected animals,
(7c. de
for the purpose of studying comparative anatomy.
Nat. Deo. I- l, c. 11; thog. Laert. in 1'it. Clem. Alex.
Slnmutl. 1. 1.
Au m.kon, a historian mentioned hy Plutarch. Pint, in Solon.
sus,

(>',

(Myth.) 'AXx/mrif, daughter of Agkureby Mars,
the son of Neptune, for
who, having lolled Halirrhoti
offering her violence, was summoned before twelve gods
on the place which was afterwards made the famous seat
of judgment in Athens, called after the god the Areopagus,

\I.( ll'l'l.

tpollod.

2,' v.

Solve uijtn,

pomaria tUvtu.

(

.li'l-

;

1.

dmpturdidei Naupactto Aehelio

51.

fabulous tales which were related by Ulysses
at the table of Alcinous have given rise to the proverb AlApoUod. 1. 1, c. <)
riimi apologUS, for an old woman's tale.
Juven.
Plato ile Hep. 1. io; Stat. 1. l, svlv. :;, v. si
5

Alcnuiaiiia fuv'ui uutjrjunia Phinei.

frequently called Amphirai'des.

Oeid. Fust.

The long and

Sat

is

osrntt.

3, eleg. 4.

1.

Aut

He

10, v. 56.
Prtzbeal J/ri.i. ipoma btmgmit agar.

".

Proper!.

lleino'i lilve

el.

1,

1.

monstrantem tnUnara

t'nulclis nuii

2, v. NT-

1.

Pomaque

Ovid. Amor.

i

(Biog.) a Gnccian woman, who is celebrated
Plin. 1. 35, c. 1 1
(Hist.) 'AXKtrOivyc, an Athenian archon

bv Pliny.

ALCISTHENES

a history of Italy.

Alcimus, a Gracian

He

c.

as a painter

10.

1.

Pint, in

(Myth.) '.War, a son of TEgyptus. Apollod. 1. 2.
Alcis, a name of Minerva, among the Lacedemonians.
Alcis, a deity worshipped by some of the Germans.
Tucit.

;

Allien.

who was

Ereit. c. 5.

:

Alcimus

16.

c.

Alcippe, a countrywoman mentioned by Virgil. Eel. 7Alcitpe, a daughter of the giant Alcion. Snidns ; Cocl.

2.

ALCIMUS

3,

1.

Alcippe, the daughter of CEnomaus, and mother of Marpessa
by her husband Evenus. Phil. Parallel c. 40.
Alcitpe, an attendant on Helen. Horn. Odyss. 1. 4, v. 124.
Alcippe, a woman said to have brought forth an elephant.

a chief of the Achseans, mentioned by Plutarch.

Alcimenes,

I,

c.

21.

;

:

ALD

ALC
ALCMjEONIDjE (Hist.) 'AXk/ku&viScu, a noble family of
Athens, descended from Alemteon, [vide Alcnueoti] who
undertook to rebuild the temple of Delphos, and afterwards
bore an active part in the expulsion of the Pisistratidse.
Herodot.

1.

6,

c.

125, &c.

;

Thucyd.

1.

6,

c.

59

Pint,

;

in

Solon.

ALCMAER

strong city of Holland,

(Gcog.) or Alkmaar, a
department of the Texel. The environs produce excellent butter and cheese and fine tulips. This city
was unsuccessfully besieged by the Spaniards, but opened
capital of the

It is situate among
gates to the British troops in 1799groves of tall trees, near Schermeer, one of the largest
lakes in Holland, 18 miles N. E. Harlem, long. 4° 38' E.,
its

lat.

52° 58' N.

ALCMAN

(Biog.) 'AXk/uw, a lyric poet, and one of the
most ancient authors of Greece, who was bom at Sardis,
lived at Lacedsemon in the 27th Olympiad, in the reign of
Manassah, king of Judah, A. C. 672, and died of the
He wrote love verses in the Doric dialect in
lousy disease.
honour of his mistress, Megalostrata, of which about sixty
in number have been preserved by Athcnams and others,
called Alcmanic verse. Arislot. Hist. Anim. 1. 5, e. 31 ; Fell.
Paterc; Plbi. 1. 11, c. 33; JElian. Far. Hist. 1. 1, c. 27,
Pans. 1. 1 ; Athen. 1. 2, c. 2, ecc. ; Eitseb. Citron. ;
&C.
;

Suidas.

;

Voss. de Poet. Grcec.

ALCMARIA

(Geog.) a town of Holland, now Alcmaer.
(Myth.) 'AAjtp/vTj, the daughter of Electryon,
king of Argos, was the wife of Amphitryon, and mother of
Herod- 1. 2, c. 43 ; Apollodor. 1. 2,
Hercules, by Jupiter.
Hygtn. Fab. 29
c. 24 ; Plant, in Amph'd. Diodor. 1. 4
Ovid. Met. fab. 5,6; Lucian. Dial. Deor. ; Penis. 1. 1, &c.
Schol. in Horn. II. 1. 14, &c. ; Sent, in JEn.
(Geog-.) a town of Estremadura, in Portugal, two
It conleagues from the sea coast, and five S. of Leiria.
tains a monastery, built by Alphonsus I, which was formerly
the cemetery of the kings of Portugal. It is called Alcobaca,
because it is situated near the streams of Alco and Baca.
ALCOCK, John (Ecc.) successively bishop of Rochester,
Worcester, and Ely, was bom at Beverly, in Yorkshire, and
He was twice lord high chancellor of Engdied in 1500.
land, besides filling other offices under Edward IV and
VII,
and
is distinguished as the founder of Jesus
Henry
College, Cambridge, for a master, six fellows, and as many
as also of a school at Kingston-upon-Hull. QVide
scholars
PI. XVI.] He wrote, 1. * Mons Perfectionis ad Carthusianos,'
2. ' Galli Cantus ad Confratres suos Cu4to. Lond. 1501.
3.
Abbatiu
ratosin Synodo apud Barnwell,' Lond. 148S.
Spiritus Saneti in pura Conscientia fundata,' 4to. Lond.
5. ' HomiliiE Vul4. 'In Psalmos Penitentiales.'
1531.
Spousage of a Virgin
6. ' Meditationes Pise.'
7gares.'
to Christ,' 4to. I486.
Alcock, Simon (Biog.) a divine of the 14th century, about
the reign of Richard II, wrote many theological works, as
1.
De Modo Dividend! Thema pro Materia Sermonis.'
2. ' Expositiones in Magistrum Sententiorum, &C.'
Alcock, Nathan, a physician, was born at Runcorn, in
He studied under
Cheshire, in 1707, and died in 1779Boerhaave, Albinus, and the great anatomists of that day
at Leyden, and is principally known for the anatomical lecHe was entures which he delivered at Oxford in 1741.
gaged in writing some things connected witli his profession,
but did not live to complete them for publication.
(Myth.) a son of Euryctheus, who was so skilful an
archer, that when he saw his son attacked by a dragon, he
shot the animal without hurting his son.
Serv. in Firg.

ALCMENA

;

ALCOBACA

;

'

'

'

ALCON
eel. 5.

a son of Amycus, who with his father was present at
the chase of the Calydonian boar.
Alcon (Biog.) a surgeon in the time of Claudian, who was
skilful in curing hernias.

Alcon,

ALCUINUS

(Biog.) or Albinus Flaccns, styled by the French
The Reviver of Learning, was born at York, and died at
Tours, where he was abbot, May 19, 804.
He spent much
of his life at the court of Charlemagne, who benefited by
his instructions and advice on every occasion ; and after he
was made abbot of the abbey of St. Martin's, at Tours, he
continued to correspond with the emperor, and to employ al!
his time for the advancement of literature. He wrote many
tilings, consisting of homilies, commentaries, treatises, letters, poems, &c, which were collected and published by
Andrew Duchesne, fol. Paris and afterwards by M. Froben,
2 vols. fol. Ratisbon, 1777- The real name of Alcuin was
Alewin, which he changed after the fashion of the times to
Alcuinus and Albinus; but lie must not be confounded with
Alcuinus or Albinus, abbot of Canterbury.
(Myth.) vide Halcyone.
(Myth.) 'AXmovsve, a giant, and brother to
His daughters threw
Porphyrion, was slain by Hercules.
themselves into the sea, from grief of his death, and were
changed into birds of the same name. Apollod. 1. 1, c. 6;
Claud, de Rapt. Proscrp. ; Suidas.; Natal. Com. 1. 7, c. 1
;

ALCYONE
ALCYONEUS

;

Cad. Rhodig. 1. 14, c. II.
(Hist.) a son of Antigonus, whose virtue is celebrated by Plutarch.
Pint, in Pyrrh.
ALCYONIUS, Petrus (Biog.) a writer of the l6th century,
who, from a corrector of the press for Aldus Manutius, became professor of Greek at Florence. He translated several
treatises of Aristotle, which are not much esteemed, and a
treatise ' De Exilio,' which was suspected to be taken in

Alcvoneus

part from a treatise of Cicero's De Gloria,' which is now lost.
Bernard (Hist.) a Spanish captain and governor
'

ALDANA,

of Lippa, on the frontiers of Transylvania, who being seized
with a sudden but unfounded alarm that the Turks were
coming to attack the town, set fire to the arsenal, castle, and
whole place, for which he was condemned to death, but
obtained a pardon through the intercession of Maria queen

Thuan. 1. 9.
of Bohemia.
Francis, another Spanish captain,

Aldana,

was

killed at the

where lie fought under Sebasking of Portugal, in 1572. Several pieces of his were
published, under the title of ' Las Obras que se an podido
hallar del Capital] Francisco de Aldana.'
ALDAR, John (Biog.) an English historian, of what age i<
not known, who left an historical essay on Ireland and
battle of Alcacar, in Africa,
tian,

Scotland.

ALDBOROUGH,

Earl of (Her.) one of the titles of the
Stratford family, which traces its origin beyond the conStratford,
Robert
a younger branch of the house of
quest.

Merevale, settled in Ireland in 1660, and was the ancestor
to John, the first earl ; who was created baron of Baitingglass, in 1763 ; then advanced to the title of viscount Aldborough, of Belan, in 1776; and, finally, to the dignities of
The
viscount Amiens and earl of Aldborough, in 1777arms of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, barruly of ten azure, charged with a lion

rampant

or.

On a wreath a dexter arm, embowed at the elbow
coupled
the hand naked, holding a scymetar proper,
studs and hilt or.
Supporters.
The dexter, Fame blowing a trumpet proper,
attired argent and sable, trumpet in dexter hand or, a palm
branch in the sinister hand, vest, sword and wings or,
belt gules ; the sinister, Mars armed proper, helmet and
armour sable, studded or, plume of ostrich feathers argent, spears, sword, and target in dexter hand, and spear
Crest.

;

in the sinister or, belt gules.
" Virtuti nihil obstat et armis."
Motto.
(Geog.) Aldea Muri, Aldca El Muro, or Aldea del
Poeo, a town of Old Castillo, between Soria and Tarraconu.
It is supposed by some to be the ancient Augustobriga.

ALDEA

ALD
ALDEBALD

(Biog.) a

monk

ALD

of Cluni,

who made

additions

ALDHUN

(Ecc.) Alfharms, or Aldivinus, the first bishop of
Durham, in the year 990, and in the reign of king Ethelredj died in 1019, after having enjoyed the prelacy about
29 years. He was first bishop of Lindisfarne, or Holy

to the life of S. Mareul,

composed by Byrtu(Ecc.) or Adelhert, an impostor of the eighth
affected piety and a pretension to
miraculous visions, obtained for a time sufficient credit to lie
nude a bishop ; but was afterwards deposed, and his errors
condemned by the council of Soissons, assembled by Pepin,
duke of the French, in 744. Baron. Anna/, aim. 748.
Aloebert, a bishop of Augsburg. [Vide AdcllicrQ
John (Biog.) a Flemish Carmelite of the
llirh century, left some treatises on philosophy.
(Hist.) son of Didier, king of the Lombards.

AI.DEBERT

century, who, by an

ALDEGBOURG,
ALDEGISE
fV ide

Addgue}

AL.DEGONDA,

.S7. (Ecc.) daughter of Walbert, or Gualprince of the blood royal in France, was born in Hainault in 630, and died in 684.
She took the veil in 66l,
and founded a monastery in the place where now stands
Maubeuge, of which she was the first abbess.

bert,

Aluegonda, Philippa Marni.r

Al.DKGRAF.

de Sainte. fVide Marni.r']
Albert or Henri/ (Biog.) distinguished himand engraver, particularly of portraits, in

self as a painter

A collection of his pieces have been
Mariette, to the number of 390. He died at Soest
1558, in very poor circumstances.
ALDENACHIUS, daspard (Biog.) a lawyer, who was the
author of ' Pru-lectiones in Institutiones Juris,' 4to. l606.
(Biog.) vide Alphonsiu.
(Hut) ride Hildebrand.
ALDERETE, Diego (iratiuh de (Hist.) son of Diego Garcia,
one of the great officers in the household of Ferdinand and
1-abclla, died at the age of 90, in the service of Philip. He
translated Xenophon, Plutarch, Isocratcs, Dio Chrysostom,
Agapetus the deacon, and Thueydides, into the Spanish,
which were printed at Salamanca, in foL in 1552 1554.
He also wrote the History of the Taking of Africa,' a seaport on the coast of Barbery
and left behind him several
military treatises, translated from the Greek, Latin, and
French.
Ai.derete, Bernard d' (Biog.) a Jesuit of Zamora, was born
He wrote, ' De Visione el .Viin 1594, and died in 16j~.
enna Dei,' See
Ai.iikrkte, Joseph, a native of Malaga, and a Jesuit, died in
I6l6, leaving a work on the exemption of the regulars, and
mother, entitled, ' De Rcligiusa Disciplina tuenda,' Ho.
Moreri supposes this to be the same as the
Hispal, Kilo.
Bernard Alderete, mentioned by Nicholas Antonio; others
which he excelled.

made by
in

ALDFPHONSUS
ALDEPRAND

—

'

;

imagine them
1. ' Origcn de
1

to be brothers.

2.

la

'

.

(Hist.)

succeeded his father Al

(Ecc.) or Adelm, a bishop of Shin burn, in the
time of the Saxon heptarchy, was tin- son of Kenred, broIlia, king of the V\'ist S;i\ons.
lie died in 7(1)),
tl
t to
living the following works: 1. De OctO Vitiig Prindpali'

cxtant in the

!

i\.

Sanctorum.'

'

4.

6.

'

ISihlintheca I'atrmu.'

'J.

•

,'F.iiigiiiatiiin

poems, 8vo. Mogunt. Midi. :;. A
Alf'rid, King of Northumberland,' 011 vari' De
Vita Menachorum.'
De Laude
6.

with

addressed,
uhjects,

oilier

'

'

De

Arithmetic;!.'

7.

De

'

On

Aslrologia.'

the Mistake of (he liiitons concerning the CelebraDe Laude Vir!).
published aniline; Bedis Opusculaj besides mauv
rcistles, sonnets, and homilies, in the Saxon language.
8.

'

tion of Faster,' printed by Sonius, 1576.
gj-iitatis,'

;

dini, and have been commended by Casaubon.
Ai.dobkandini, John (Ecc.) a native of Florence, and son
of Silvester Aldobrandini, above-mentioned, was created
cardinal by Pius V, in 1570, and died in 1573.
He was
engaged in forming a league against the Turks, and held
several offices under the pope.
Ai.jmmiANiMNi, Hippoli/tus, brother of the preceding, was
elected pope, under the title of Urban VIII.
AxdOBRANBINI, Alexander, was born at Florence in 1(574,
and created cardinal in 1780, by Clement XII. He was
appointed apostolic nuncio at Naples) Venice, and Madrid,
and afterwards legate at Ferrara.
ALDRED (Ecc.) archbishop of York, was in favour with
Edward the Confessor, Harold, and William the Conqueror,
the two last of whom were crowned by him.
He died of
011 account of the invasion of the Danes, in 106'8.
St. (Ecc.) archbishop of Sens, was born in 77."<
of a noble family, and died in 886, after having discharged
many important offices conscientiously, and remained faithful to his sovereign, Louis lc Debonnaire, in all his troubles.

grief,

ALDRIC,

St., bishop of Mans, and son of Sion, a Saxon gentleman, and Ocraldine, of Bavaria, both of royal descent,
in great favour with Charlemagne and Louis le Debonnaire
but fell under the displeasure of Lotharios, the
eldest son of the emperor Louis, who deprived him of Lis
He was, however, reinstated soon after by
bishopric-.
Charles II, and after attending faithfully to the discharge
He compiled,
of his episcopal functions, died in 856.
A Collection of Canons,' for the use of his clergy, but his

Ai.iikic,

was

;

'

A

Capitularies

'

are

lost.

nine (Biog.) an English lawyer, wrote several works which
bill he is often quoted bv Accursius.
ALDRICH, Robert (Ecc.) or Aldridge, bishop of Carlisle in
the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, and queen Mary,
was born at Buniham, in Buckinghamshire, elected a
scholar of King's College, Cambridge, in 1507, and after
taking his A. M. degree, retired to Oxford in 15S9, and
In 1584 he was installed canon of Windpassed B. 1).
sor, in 1587 consecrated bishop of Carlisle, and in 1555
His writings are,
Horncaslle,
in Lincolnshire.
be died at
I Iormannum.'
2.
'Epigram1. ' Fpistola ad Guliclmum
'Several Resolutions concerning the Sacramata Varia."
concerning
to
certain
the
Answers
Queries
ments.'
4.
Resolutions of some Questions
Abuses of the Mass.' 5.
relating to Bishops and Priests, connected with the Reformat inn set on Foot by Henry VIII.'
Ai.iikic 11, Henri/, dean of Christ Church, Oxford, was the son
of I Ic-nry Ahirich, a gentleman of Westminster, where he
was bom in 1647. lie was elected student of Christ Church
1.

are not extant,

A.LDHELM

rsus mille,'

lippolytus,

Pisfi

;

ICT l.edini'llab, 01 caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the
giro 624, A. D. 1289, and (lied the next year, when he
ncceeded by his son Al Mostanser Billah.

I

the people to Dunelm, or Durham, as it is
where he founded the present city and cathedral

all

Silvester (Hist.) father of John and
mentioned underneath, was professor of law at
but having taken part against the Medici, was banished and repaired to Rome, where Paul HI appointed
him advocate of the treasury and apostolic chamber. He
left several works on jurisprudence.
Ai.dobrandini, Thomas, sun of the above, was born at Rome,
and promoted to be secretary of the briefs after the death of
Poggio, in 15,'SS.
He died in the prime of life, leaving a
translation of Diogenes Laertius, and a commentary on
Aristotle's treatise de Auscultatione, which were published
at the expense of his nephew the cardinal, Peter AhlobranI

'

AL DHAHER BILLAH
I!

called,

ALDOBRANDINI,

the latter are ascribed,
Castellana,' Ho. Rome, l(i:;(i
foL

quaries.
v

now

'

Pi ovineias.'
4.

Langua

monks and
church.

To

Varias Antigiiedadas de Espane Africa y otras
8.
ibaivSfuva, Ave de [nventione Martvmm.'
Eucharistica Symbola,' &cj besides the Antiipiities of
to the great regret of Spanish anti1, which are lost,

G82.

Island, in Northumberland ;
but that island being much
exposed to the inroads of the Danes, he removed with the

'

.'!•

'

'

;

.

ALE

ALE
Oxford, in 1662, took his degree of A. M. in April, I669,
was installed canon of Christ Church, Feb, 1681, and in May
accumulated the degrees of B. and D. D. In June, 1689, he
was installed in the deanry, and died Dec. 14*, 1710. His
works are, 1. ' Artis Logics Conipendium,' which superseded Wallis's treatise on the same subject, and remains still
2. Two Tracts ' Upon the
the text book in the University.
Editions of
Adoration of our Saviour in the Eucharist.'
Xenophontis Memorabilium, 1. 4 ; Xenophontis Sernio do
.'!.

Xenophon do
Agesilao ; Aristese Historic 72 Interprctum
Re Equestri; Epictetus ; Theophrastus ; Platonis, Xeno4-.
Elements of
phontis, Plutarchi, et Luciani Symposia.
;

'

5. Anthems, to the number
Architecture.'
other musical compositions.
(Hist.) a native of Luxembourg, rose from a
mean condition to be a general under Ferdinand II, and a
He was killed fighting bravely near
count of the empire.
Landshut in Bavaria, in 1632.
Ulysses (Biog.) a professor of medicine
and philosophy at Bologna, and one of the most distinguished naturalists, was bom of a noble family in that city
He spent his time, his talents, and his fortune
in 1527.
in the study of natural history, and died blind in an hosWhat he collected,
pital of his native place, May 4, 1605.
or what has been printed under his name, consists of several
His ' Ornithology,' he published himself, in
folio volumes.
3 vols, folio, 1599, and another volume of 'Insects;' but the
volume of ' Serpents,' was published by Bartholonueus Ambrosinus, after his death.
Three volumes of ' Quadrupeds
which divide the Hoof,' were digested by John Cornelius
Uterverius, afterwards by Thomas Demster, and published

of 20, besides

ALDRINGER

ALDROVANDUS,

by Marcus Antonius Bernia and Jerome Tamburini. That
of ' Quadrupeds which do not divide the Hoof,' and that of
• Fishes,'
were digested by Uterverius, and published by
Tamburini. That of Quadrupeds with Toes or Claws,'
was compiled by Ambrosinus. The ' Histoiy of Monsters,'
and the supplements, were collected by the same author,
and published at the expense of Bernia. The Dendrology was executed by Ovidius Montalbanus.
ALDUINUS (Hist.) a king of the West Saxons in the fifth
century, who was dispossessed of his kingdom by Ina.
Alduinus, a governor of Angouleme under Charles the Simple, made himself a sovereign prince of the country, which

and
and

abilities

than for his determined opposition to Luther

his doctrines.

Aleander,

Jerome, the younger, in distinction from the carwas born in 1574, and died in 1631,
after having accompanied the cardinal Francis Barberin, his
nephew, into France in the character of legate a latere. He
wrote, 1. ' Psalmi Poenitentiales, Versibus Elegiacis expressi,' 4to. 1593.
2. ' Caii, Veteris Jurisconsulti, Institutionum Fragmenta cum Commentario,' 4to. 1600, Venet.
3. ' Explicatio Antique Tabula; Marmoreal,' &c. 4to. Venet.
4.
Carmina Varia.' 5. ' Le Lagrime di Penitcnza,
1627.
ad Imitazione di sette Salmi Penitenziali,' 8vo. Rom.
1623.
6. ' Difesa dell' Adone, Poema del Cavalier Marino.'
pt. i.
12mo. Venet. 1629; pt. ii. 1630: besides other
smaUer works mentioned by Mazzuchelli.
67. (Ecc.) in Spanish S. Elesmo, abbot of S.
Jean de Burgos, in Spain, was the son of a gentleman of
Loudun, in Poitou, in the 1 1 th century, who, on the death
of his father, distributed his patrimony among the poor, and
went a pilgrimage bare-footed to Rome. He was the first
abbot of the monastery at Burgos, which Constance, the
wife of Alphonsus VI, had built, and died there in 1100.
Aleaume, Louis (Biog.) son of a gentleman of Verneuil in
the 16th century, and a lieutenant-general at the Presidial
in Orleans, died in 1594, leaving some poems which were
afterwards published by his sou.
ALEBECERII (Geog.) a people of Gallia Narbonensis, mentioned by Pliny.
Plin. 1. 3, c. 4.
(Myth.) 'AXefilmy, a son of Neptune, who, with
his brother Dercynus, was killed by Hercules for stealing
his sheep in Africa.
Apollod. 1. 2, c. 5.
(Myth.) 'AAijvrw, from a priv. and Xi'/yw, to cease,
that is, incessant, because desire is never satiated ; one of
the three furies, the sister of Tysophone and Megara. fVide
Eumenidcs~\ Virgil calls her luctijica. JEn. 1. 7, v. S24.
dinal, his grand-uncle,

'

ALEAUME,

ALEBION

ALECTO

Luctijicam Alecto dirarum ab sede sorOTUm

XnfermupiB

ciet tettebris

;

cut Crista bella,

lficque, insiditique, et crimina noxia cordi.

'

'

his descendants afterwards retained as counts, until the time

of Aimar,

who had an

only daughter married to the count of

Lusignan.

Alduinus

(Ecc.)

an abbot of

St.

Jean d'Angeli, in Sain-

was supposed to have found, in 102.5, the head of
John the Baptist, which proved however, on farther examination, to be that of John of Edessa.
tonge,

ALDULF

(Hist.) king of the East-Angles, succeeded his
uncle Ethehvald in 6'6'4.
(Myth.) 'A\ia, a surname of Minerva, from the temple
dedicated to her by Aleus, the son of Iphidas, at Tegea, in
Arcadia.
Alea (Geog.) 'AXt'o, a city of Arcadia, founded, according
to Pausauias, by Aleus, son of Iphidas ; according to Diodorus by Aleos, king of Arcadia.
It had a temple sacred
to Diana of Ephesus, another to the Alean Minerva, and a
third to Bacchus, whose festival was celebrated there once
a year.
On this occasion women were whipped in the
temple, as boys were at Sparta on a similar festival.
Diod.

ALEA

1. 4 ;
Pans. 1. 8, c. 23.
Jerome (Ecc.) the son of Francis Alexander,
a physician, was sent by Leo
as nuncio into Germany.
Being afterwards chosen archbishop of Brindes, he was sent
first as nuncio into France, and then into Germany, by

ALEAXDER,

X

Clement VII

was created cardinal in 153(j by Paul III
;
and, after acting a third time as legate in Germany, he died
in 1542.
He was distinguished no less for his learning

Ovid

describes her as encircled with serpents.

Ep.

1

Ajjuit Alecto breeding ttiruuata colubris.

Claudian designates her by the epithet
Ruf. 1. 1, v. 25.

alrojc.

Claud,

in

Iiniditf ijtwmhim Itjmufil incaiiditit utroi

Alecto, plucidas late

cum

cerneret urbes.

ALECTOR

(Hist.) 'AXt'ivruip, the son of Anaxagoras, and
father of Iphis and Cassaneus, succeeded his father hi the
kingdom of Argos.

ALECTRYON

(Myth.) "AWpwSiv, a youth, whom Mars,
during his amours with Venus, is said to have stationed as
centinal to watch the approach of the sun ; but he, having
fallen asleep, left the lovers to be exposed
upon which
Mars was so incensed that he changed Alectryon into a cock,
the bird which bears his own name, and which, from its
being mindful of its former negligence, is supposed still to
announce the approach of the sun. Luc. in Alect.
ALECTUS (Hist.) a military prefect, who slew Carausius,
the usurper of Armories, but was, in his turn, slain by
Constantius Asclepiodotus, military praefect under Diocletian.
ALEDOSI, Francis (Ecc.) surnamed Cardinal of Pavia,
was born at Caste] del Rio, in Romana, where his ancestor
Louis Aledosi held the seignory of Imola. He was created
cardinal in 1505 by Julius II, and employed by him on
many important missions on the last occasion, which was a
military expedition against the Venetians, he was kiUed by
the Duke of Urbino in consequence of a quarrel after the
taking of Bologna in 1511.
Paul. Jov. in Elog.
ALEGAMBE, Philip (Biog.) a Jesuit, was born at Brussels
in 1592, and died in 1652, leaving, 1. ' Bibliotheca Scriptorum Societatis Jesu,' fol. Ant v. 1643.
2. ' Vita P.
Joannis Cardin Lusitani ex Societate Jesu/ 12mo. Rom.
:

:

ALE

ALE
1640.

'Heroes

S.

et

Rom. 1658.

4to.

1.

•

Societate Jesu, qui in
oceisi sunt,'

ALEGRE

Victim* Charitatis Societatis Jesu,'
Mortes Illustrcs et Gesta eorum de

Odium

Fidei ab Hseretieis vel

aliis

Rom. 1657-

fol.

ancient and illustrious house of Auvcrgne, which produced many great men, particularly the
(Hist.) an

following:
d', who accompanied Charles VIII to
the conquest of Naples.
Ai.EiiitK, Yves, baron a*, the second of this name, son of the
preceding, accompanied the duke of Demours into Italy
against Julius II.
Alegbe, Yves, baron a™, in whose favour the barony was
erected into a marquisate in 157(> as a recompense for his
services rendered under the kings Henry II, Charles IX,
and Henry III was killed in 1577 by his private enemies.
LEGES, Yves, the fourth of this name, and the son of
Emanuel, viscount d'Alegre, was marshal of France, chevalier
He
of the order of the king, titulary prince of Orange.

Alkgre, James, baron

;

A

was at the battles of Fleurus, SteinMrck, and Nimeguen,
on which latter occasion he was taken prisoner by the EngAfter having received the highest honours for his
he died in 1733.
(Biog.) a Spanish Carmelite, wrote a work entitled * Paradisus Carmelitanus,'
lish.

Others suppose the name to be derived from
the two German words at and man, i. e. all men, meaning
all descriptions of the people blended into one nation.
Others, on the contrary, derive it from a king called Alemannus. They are mentioned first in the reign of Caracalla, who was surnamed Alcmannicus, from a victory obtained over them.
Ai.k.manni, Louis (Ecc.) a heretic, who first embraced the
doctrines of Calvin, which he afterwards exchanged for those
of Zuinglius, and wrote against the former on the doctrine

Alamannia.

of the Eucharist.

Ai.k.manni, Gilbert

A

ALEMANNTA

Oravitjiuigique

services,

ALEMANNICUS

which is said to contain much that is fabulous.
John (Ecc.) a cardinal, native of Picardv, and
of a noble family, was created cardinal by Gregory IX in
1227, and patriarch of Constantinople by Honorius III.
After having, as legate a latere, preached the crusades in
Spain and Portugal with much success, and concluded a
treaty with Frederic II, he died in 1237, leaving some
works.
Onuphrtts; Craoonius, Sfc.
ALEIUS, Campus (Myth.) a place in Lycia, where Bellerophon fell from the horse Pegasus, and wandered over the
countrv till the time of his death, so called &iro rS iXaaOai,

ALEMANNUS

.

(il>

It. 6,

Kamriciov to 'AXijiov oloc a'Xaro.

'll-oi 6

v.

illustrious

Francis
•
i

I

French.

Alemannus

(Geog.) a river of Germany, now Allmuhl.
John le Bond d' (Biog.) a mathematician, was
and died in 1783, leaving, among other
writings, his famous
Encyclopedia of Arts and Sciences,'
the mischievous effects of which have been felt ever since its

ALEMBERT,
born in

1717,

'

called Alemonides, according to Ovid.

(Biog.) or Allen, a native of Norfolk, was

translation of Alex. Alesius

*

De

Auctoritate Vertri

Dei,'

Melancthon de utraque Sacrament] Specie
Auctoritate Episcoporum,' and of Conrad Pelicanus
et
;' besides which he wrote 'A Christian
Apocalypsin
Super
Introduction for Youth, containing the Principles of our
Faith and Religion,' 12mo. 1548, 1550.
ALENCON (Geog.) capital of Orne, a department of France,
seated ,m the Salle.
Lon. 0° 1' E. lat. 48° 26' N.
It sufferred much during the civil wars in the l6th century ; but
12mo. of

'

Phil.

'

ars.

archbishop of Aries and Cardinal, was
raised to this dignity by Martin V, and served him on
but, having entangled himself
several important missions
in a dispute with Eugene IV, be was degraded from the
(I'.tc.)

;

Cardmalship, and declared unworthy of

all

his ecclesiastical

He was however reinstated in 1 449 by Nicholas V, the successor of Eugene, and sent as legate into
Germany. He died in 1450 at the age of CO.
Alkman, Matthew (Biog.) a native of ."Seville, in Spain,
was author of a once popular romance entitled ' Gusman
d'Alfarache,' which has been translated into Italian, German, French, and English.
ALEMANI), J.tmis Augustin {Biog.) was born at Grenoble
in l(i.",.;, and educated in the protcstant religion, which he
abjured in 1(>7'>- lie (Rote. 1. Guerre Civile des Francois
sur la League/ l2mo. 1688 j an attempt at a dictionary.
'Journal
2. ' Histoire Monastiipie d'lreland,' ISmo.
Historique de I'Europe pour l'Armee,' 1 694, ISmo, iii;i.">.
He is said to have diii! at Grenoble in 1728.
(Grog.) or Alamanni, 'AXa/tavol, a people of
Sannatia, who, according to some, give their name to all the
inhabitants of Germany, and to the country itself that of
functions.

'

.'!.

ALEMANNI

is

elected fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, in 1536,
proceeded A.M. in 1539, and died in 1559, at the time of
bis being appointed bishop of Rochester.
He published a

Nicholas (Hist.') seigneur de Chatelet of the
house of the Almans, in Tourainc, was sent by
as embassador into Italy, where he continued for

Alkjjan, Louis

[Vide

(Myth.) a fabulous king of the Germans,
who, on account of his prodigious strength and size, was
called the German Hercules.
The ancient Germans worshipped him as a God, and to him is attributed the name of
Alemanni, which was once universal, and is still used by the

ALEX, Edmond

872.

Ktl9t ci to TTtciov to dXijiov a Karri rura
'AvVpwTrutv uirdl'tvOtv a:\tjJfitvoi; ivSldaVKC.

ALEMAN,

signis.

surname of Caracolla.

Alemannf\

that account,

Dionys. Perieg.

Alemannia

ALEMOX

201.

v.

tttis

(Hist.) the

publication.
(Hist.) a native of Argolis, wdio built Crotona in
.Magna Gnecia.
He was the father of Mycellus, who, on

errando.

Horn.

11th century,

Ai.k.manni, Nicholas, an antiquary of Greek parents, was
born in 1(526.
He published, 1. ' Procopii Historhe Arcana
Gr. et Lat. Nic Alemanno Interprete cum ejus et Maltreti
Notis,' fol. Paris. 1663.
2. '
Description of St. John
de Lateran,' 1665.
(Geog.) the ancient name of Germany, from
its inhabitants the Alemanni.
Claud, de Laud. StiUcon. 1. 1.

Alegrk, de Cassanate Mark Anthony

ALEGKIN,

a writer of the

(Biog.)

who, among other things, composed a history of the holv
land.

M.de Martignon. afterwards marshal of France, prevented the
massacre of the proteslants on St Bartholomew, wdiich would
otherwise have taken place there as well as in other parts
Alencon had the title of a duchy and a county,
of France.
which was conferred at different times on different families.
Alencon, Charles II, d' (Hist.) surnamed the Magnanimous, count of Valois, Alencon, tee. and grandson of
Philip HI, was among the number of French nobility who
fell at the battle of Cressy in 1346.
Alencon, John d', the first duke of this name, and snrnamed the Wise, was born in 1385, and killed at the
battle of Agincourt.
AXENCON, John II, d', surnamed the Fair, was born in 1409,
and died in 147')'- He plotted to deliver Normandy again
into the hands of the English, but the treason being disbut the punishment
covered, lie was condemned to death
being commuted by Charles VII for perpetual imprison;

;

;

ALE

ALE
ment, he was afterwards

set

at

liberty

by Lewis XI,

his

successor.

and died in the monastery of Toulouse in 1340- He wrote
Commentaries on the Proverbs and the Book of Ecclesiastes.

Alencon, due <f, the title given to Hercules, the fifth son
He afterwards reof Henry II by Catherine de Medicis.

ALES,

[Wide
ceived the titles of duke of Anjou and Brabant.
He was of a turbulent temper, and, as duke of
Anjou~\
Alencon, was the leader of a faction.
Akencon, Charles a" (Ecc.) eldest son of the above named
Charles II, count d' Alencon, took the habit of a Dominican
notwithstanding the opposition of his mother, and was appointed to the archbishopric of Lyons in 1365, in which
situation he died in 13 75.
Alencon, Philip </', brother of the preceding, was created
cardinal and archbishop of Rouen by Urban VI in 1378, and,

Ales, Alexander, a divine of the confession of Augsburg, was
born at Edinburgh in 1500, and died in 1565. He wrote,
1. ' De Necessitate et Merito Bonorum Operum, Disputatio
proposita in Celebri Academia Lipsica ad 29 Nov. 1560.'
2.
Commentarii in Evangelium Joannis,' &e. 3. Expo-

after

having

filled

many important

posts during his pontifi-

Gregory XI, and of his
This prelate refused
successor Boniface IX, died in 1397.
to nominate as a prebend one whom he considered as not
deserving the post, although recommended by Charles V.
The emperor, who was at first displeased at the refusal, was
cate, as well as that of his predecessor

afterward reconciled to

it.

ALEXIO,

Julio (Ecc.) a Jesuit of Brescia, in the state of
Venice, was the first who introduced the Christian faith
into Xanfi, a province of China, where he continued a missionary for 36 years, and died in 1 649, leaving behind him,
in the Chinese language, The Life of Jesus Christ, 8 vols.
The Incarnation of Jesus Christ ; Of the Sacrifice of the
Mass ; The Sacrament of Penitence ; The Original of the
World ; Proof of the Existence of a Deity ; Dialogues
The Dialogue of St. Bernard betwixt the Soul and Body,
in Chinese verse ; a Treatise on the Sciences of Europe
Practical Geometry, in four Books ; The Life of P. Matthew Ricci ; The Life of Dr. Michael Yam, a Chinese Convert ; The Theatre of the World, or Cosmography.
(Geog.) a province of Portugal between the
Tagus and the province of Algarve, which produces the most
Its principal towns are Evora, the anexcellent oranges.
In
cient seat of their kings, Elvas, Portalegre, Baja, &C.
this province Alphonso I, king of Portugal, gained the
celebrated battle of Orique over five Moorish kings or generals in 1139- J'asconcelJos, Hist, dc Poring.; Marian. Hist.
Hixp.
(Myth.) a son of Atreus, mentioned by Cicero. De
Nat. Deor. 1. 3, c. 3, c. 21.
(Geog.) an old town of Syria, which is supposed
by some to be the ancient Beroe, by others Hicrojx/li.s. and
others
Chalybon. It is reckoned the fourth city in the Otby
tamon empire, being exceeded only by Constantinople, Cairo,
and Damascus. It has nine gates, and numerous churches
for different sects of Christians ; namely, Roman Catholics,
Greeks, Armenians, Jacobites, &c.
Being a place of great
trade, it likewise contains upwards of 40 caravanseras, or
inns for travellers.
Aleppo was taken by Abu Obeidah, the
Moslem general, A.D. 638, after a long siege which the
citadel sustained under the command of Youkinna, a governor of the emperor Heraclius.
It was afterwards subject
to frequent captures from different mahometan princes.
ALER, Paul (Biog.) a French Jesuit, was born in 1656 at
St. Guy, in Luxemburgh, and died in 1727He wrote,
1. ' Tractatus de Artibus Humanis,'
4to. Trevir, 17172.
Philosophic Tripartitae, Pars I, sive Logica,' Colon.
1710; ' Pars II, sive Physica,' 1715; ' Pars III, seu Anima
et Metaphysica,' 1724.
3. ' Gradus ad Paniassum ;' a book
well known in schools.
4. Some Latin tragedies, as Joseph,
Tobias, &c
;

ALEXTEGO

ALEO

ALEPPO

ALERAX

(Hist.) nephew of Otho I, was created by him
marquis of Saluzzo.
ALERIO, or Alcrlo, John de (Ecc.) general of the order of
the Carmelites, who, after having governed for nine years
with great credit, obtained permission to resign his post,
first

Alexander de (Biog.)

or Hales, vide Alexander de

Ales.

'

'

4. ' De Justificatione contra
Psalmos Davidis.'
Osiandrum.' 5. ' De Sancta Trinitate, cum Confutatione
Erroris Valentini.' 6. ' Responsio ad Triginta-et-duos Articulos Theologorum Lovaniensium.'

in

sitio

ALESIA

(Geog.) 'AXnoia, 'AXtaia, or 'IXXncria ; Alescia, or
Halosia, a town of the Mandubii, in Celtic Gaul, now

called Alise, or Alois, according to Brietius

and

others.

was

It was besieged
according to Diodorus, by Hercules.
bv C»sar; and if Florus be correct, it was burnt to the
ground. Diodor. 1. 5 ; Cms. de Bell. Gall. 1. 7, c. 68 ; Fell.
Paterc. 1. 2, c. 47 ; Strab. 1. 4 ; Plin. 1. 34, c 17 ; Pint, in
Cars.; Flor. 1. 3, c 10; Dion. Cass. 1. 40.
ALESIO, Matthew Perez d' (Biog.) a painter and engraver
He was the pupil of Michael
of Rome, died in 1600.
Angelo, of whose sublimity he was supposed to have caught
no small portion. His St. Christopher, which he painted in
fresco in the great church of Seville, is reckoned to be his

built,

best production.

ALESSAXDRA

(Geog.) vide Alexandria.
Galcas (Biog.) an architect of Perusia, was born in
1500, and died in 1572. His reputation extended throughout
Europe, having furnished plans for France, Spain, and Ger-

ALESSI,

many, besides the several cities in Italy which were decorated by edifices of his construction. The performance which
did him most honour was the monastery and church of the
Escurial.

ALESSIO

(Geog.) a town of Albania, the ancient Lyssus,

on the coast of the Gulf of Venice, near the river Drin,
Lon. 19° 36' E.
12 m. X. Durazzo, and 96 S. E. Ragusa.
It contains the sepulchre of Scandeberg,
lat, 42° 12' N.
died
there
in 1467; after
the famous king of Albania, who
which it came into the possession of the Turks.

ALETIUM
1.

6

;

(Geog.)

Plin.

1.

3

now

Ptol.

;.

1.

Lecci, a

town of Apulia.

Strab.

2.

ALETRIUM

(Geog.) a town of Latium, now Alatri, the
inhabitants of which were called Alatrinates, according to
Cicero and Pliny; Livy speaks of a town Alatrium, and
Cic. pro Clueut.
people Alatrinates, among the Hernici.
c. 16; Lie. 1. 9, c. 42 ; Strab. 1. 5; Plin. 1. 3, c. 5.
(Hist.) 'AXevtuai, a royal family of Larissa, so
called from Aleuas, a king of that country ; whence the
name is given indiscriminately to all the Thessalians. They
Herod. 1. 7, c. 6, &c. ;
surrendered themselves to Xerxes.
Plat, in Men.; Diod. Sie. 1. 16; Paus. 1. 3, c. S, &c.

ALEUADJE

Mian. Aninu

1.

S, c.

1 1

;

Atheif.

L 12 j

Pint,

jrepi zopy>)c.

ALEUAS

(Hist.) 'AXevac, a king of Thessaly, who obtained
the succession to the throne in opposition to his father's
wishes, by means of an oracle of Delphos, which his uncle

procured

in

his

favour.

His

descendants

were

called

Aleuadse.
(Hist.) 'AXe'oc, son of Aphidas, and king of Arcadia,
obtained great fame by the building of temples. Apollod.

ALEUS
L 3

Paus. 1. 8.
(Geog.) a river in the country of the Bruttii, sepaDionys. Perieg. v. 367.
it from Magna Gnecia.
(Hist.) an ^tolian, who killed Xabis, the
after fell a sacrifice to the
and
soon
tyrant of Lacedaemon,
Lit: 1. 35, c. 34.
fury of the Spartan people.
(Bibl.) 'AXefrvcpoc, son of Simon, who was
Mark xv. 21.
compelled to bear the cross for our Saviour.
Alexander, a Jew of Ephesus, who attempted to address
;

ALEX

rating

ALEXAMEXUS
ALEXANDER

;

ALE

ALE

the multitude in behalf of Paul, but they knowing him to
be a Jew, drowned hi* voice in the clamour of ' Great is
Diana of the Ephesians.' Acts xxix.
Alexander, surnamed Lysimachus, alabarch of Alexandria,
was at the assembly of the Jews who interrogated Peter and
He was
the other apostles, in whose name they preached.
Acts
imprisoned by Caligula, and released by Claudius.
IV.

6; Joseph. Antiq.

1.

Tim,

i. 19, 20.
(Hist.) a name common to some emperors, and
kings, princes, and other distinguished persons.

1

Alexander
many

Emperors of

this

Name.

Alexander,
Alexander,

vide Severus.
a Phrygian, was elected emperor at Carthage
in 311, and was strangled by the generals of Maxentius in

QVide Alexander under Numismatics]
the emperor Basilius, succeeded his brother
and died 912.
Alexander, emperor of Russia, succeeded his father Paul
,'(12.

Alexander, son of
Leo

in

in 911,

Kings of Macedonia.

Alexander,

succeeded his father Amyntas I, in the 6Sth
Olympiad, A. C. 506, and died in the 79th Olympiad, when
he was succeeded by his son Perdiceas II. He killed the
Persian ambassadors for their insults to the ladies of the
court.

A.C. 146.
1.

13; Justin.

Maccab. xvii ; Strah. 1. 17; Joseph.
1.
35; Appian. in Syriac. ; Euscuiit.s,

Sulpilius Severus, $c.

Alexander

II, surnamed Zcbin, was killed by Antiochus
Egyptus, after a reign of four years, in the l64th Olympiad,

A.C. 122.

Josephus, Justin,

eye.

Kings and Princes of Judah.

Alexander, surnamed Jannaus,

succeeded his brother Ajisand died after a reign of 27 years, A. C. 78.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 13.
Alexander, succeeded his father Aristobulus II, and was
killed by Gabinius at the desire of Pompey, A. M. 3955,
A.C. 49; Joseph. Aniiq. 1. 13, c. 18.
Alexander, son of Herod the Great, was strangled by order
of his father.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 16, c 1, &c
Alexander, an impostor, who assumed the name of the preceding, but being discovered, was sent by Augustus to the
gallies.
Joseplu Antiq. 1. 17, c. 14.
tobulus,

Kings qf Scotland.
surnamed the Strong, succeeded his brother, Edgar IV, and died 1114.
The effigies of this and the two following
kings are given, as in the annexed figures.
Alexander II, son of William, surnamed the
Lion, succeeded him in 1214, and died in
He took the city of Carlisle from
1249I,

the English.

Alexander,

son of Amyntas II, was murdered after a reign
of one year, by his brother Ptolemy, surnamed the Alorite,
in the 103d Olympiad, A. C. 36'8.
Alexander, surnamed the Great, son of Philip and Olympias,
was bom in the first year of the 106th Olympiad, A.C. 356,
in the month called Boedromion by the Athenians, and on
the same night as the temple at Ephesus was burnt ; he
conquered Thrace, Illyria, Greece, Persia, India, and died
at the age of 32, after a reign of 12 years.
He is known
not only as a great conqueror, but as the patron of Aristotle,
and the lover of science. As his birth was ambiguous, he
wished to pass for the son of Jupiter Amnion. [Aide Plate
III, and Alexander under Numismatics']
Diodor. 1. 17, 18
Arrian. de Exped. Alcxand. ; Plut. in Alex. ; Q. Curt. Hist.
Alexand. fyc.
Alexander, the son of Alexander the Great, was assassinated
in the 117th Olympiad, A.C. 811, with his mother Roxana,
by Cassander, who usurped the crown. Justin. 1. 15, c. 2.
Alexander, son of Cassander, was killed by Demetrius,
alter a reign of 27 years, with his brother Antipater, in the
131st Olympiad, A.C. 294.
Justin. 1. 1, c. 1.

Kings of Egypt.

Alexander,

Ptolemy,

three

kings

of

this

name.

[Tide

Kings qf Epirus.
Alexander I, surnamed Molossus, eotemporary and uncle of
Alexander the Great, was son of Neoptolemus, who after
a reign of 50 years was slain on the banks of the lake
Arlurusia, in Calabria, A.C. 331.
Diod. 1. 16; Liv. I. 8,
c. 17, &c; .S7r«6. 1. 16; Justin. 1. 17, c. 3.
Alexander II, succeeded Pyrrhus his father, in the 127th
Olympiad, A.C. 272, and conquered Macedonia, from
which he was expelled by Demetrius. He recovered it by
the assistance of the Acamanians.
Justin. 1. 26, c. 3;
Pyrrh.

Kings of Syria.

Alexander

I,

Alexander

III, succeeded his father Alexander II, made peace with Henry III king
of England, and married his daughter Margaret.
He died in 1327, after a reign of
37 years, and left the kingdom to be distracted by divisions between John Baliol
and Robert Bruce.
Alexander, duke of Albania, was made regent, but in the end obliged to fly into
England to escape the resentment of his brother James III-

Buchan. Hist.

Scot.

Kings qf Poland.

Alexander,

son of Casimir II, succeeded his brother,
Albert, in the year 1501.

John

Other Princes and Distinguished Persons qf this Name.

Alexander,
was hated

son of Jason, and tyrant of Phera> in Thessaly,
and assassinated by his wife

for his cruelties,

Thisbe, in the 104th Olympiad, A.C. 364.
Diodor.
16; Cic. de Invent. 1. 2, c. Q; C. Nep. in Pelop.; Val.
1.9, c. 13; Ovid, in lb. v. 321 ; Mian. far. Hist.

1.

15,

Max.
1.

11,

9 ; Plut. Pans. 1. 6, c. 5.
Alexander, surnamed Spartiatcs, a Spartan leader, was
killed with 200 of his countrymen by the Argives, whose
Diod. 1. 15.
passage through Tegsca he wished to prevent.
Alexander, a son of Eropus, surnamed Lyncestes, whom
suspicion
of his holdto
death
on
Great
Alexander the
pat
c.

Ptolemy]

that he

Antiq.

Alexander

1801.

VI11I. in

prince,

19-

Alexander, a coppersmith, who was excommunicated with
Hvmenams, by the apostle Paul, for blaspheming against the
truth.

him, and was killed by one Zebel, or Diodes, an Arabian

surnamed Pain, an impostor, who pretended

was the son of Antiochus Epiphanes, succeeded

Arrian.
ing correspondence with Darius, against himself.
de Exped, Alex. 1. 2.
who
brought
a
reinforceAlexander, a governor of Lyeia,
ment of troops to Alexander the Great, probably the same
as was afterwards kdled in attempting to scale the rock of
Aornus. Q. CI. 8, c. 11.
Alexander, son of Polvperchon, one of Alexander's generals,
made himself sovereign of Sicyon, and was assassinated by
Alexion, one of his courtiers, at the head of his army, in
His wife Cratesipolis
the ll6th Olympiad, A.C. 315.
Diod. I.
reigned after his death with great prudence.
18, 19-

1

ALE

ALE
of Mark Antony and
Cleopatra, was taken to Rome before Augustus, after the
battle of Actiura.
Pint, in Anion.
Alexander, an impostor, who called himself the son of
Perseus, king of Macedonia, and raised an army to support
Zonar.
his pretensions, but was forced to rly into Durdania.

Alexander, surnamed

ex Dion.; Uss.

Alexander,
was carried

Alexander,
Polycen.

1.

I.

6, c. 12.

a Thessalian,

who

in a naval battle provided

with missile weapons

his soldiers
1.

Anna

son

third king of Emesus, son of Sampa:us Seramus,
in triumph by Augustus.
a son of Lysimachus, mentioned by Polysenus.

Alexander,
Polycen.

in

Helios,

to

annoy the enemy.

6, c. 27-

son of Jason, was sent to Rome by Hyrcanus,
the high priest of the Jews, to renew his alliance with the

Alexander,

in

sixth

Saints, Dignitaries,

son of Theodore, was sent to Rome on a mission
to get the Jews released from the necessity of going to war
on the sabbatical year. Joseph. Anliq. 1. 18, c. 7Alexander, son of Phazael, by Salampso, daughter of Herod
the Great.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 18, c- 7Alexander, the son of Alexander, and grandson of Herod
the Great, by Glaphira, the daughter of Archelaus, king
of Cappadocia. Joseph- 1. 18, c. 7Alexander, son of Tigranes, grandson of Alexander, and
great grandson of Herod the Great, was made king of Esis,
in Cilicia, by Vespasian. His descendants became Christians.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 1 8, c. 7Alexander, a rich man of Cyrene, was condemned to death
with his wife Berenice, on a charge of rebellion made by
Jonathan, chief of the Sicarii, A. D. 41. Joseph, de Bell.
Jud. 1. 7, c. 81.
Alexander, surnamed Neoskoi, grand duke of Russia in
1218, was a distinguished warrior, as well as a saint of the
Russian church, in whose honour Peter the Great created,
in 1722, an order of knighthood called the order of St.
Alexander Neoskoi.
Alexander, natural son of John I, duke of Bourbon, left
the church for the army, but falling under the displeasure
of Charles VII, was put to death by his order in 1440.
Alexander, a cruel prince of Wallachia, who was deposed
by Albert Laski, in favour of one James, who was continued in the principality in 1561, by Soliman II.
Alexander, duke of Lithuania, celebrated for his victories.
He took Novogorod in the commencement of the 17th
century.
Alexander, Lord Viscount Canada, and Earl of Stirling, a
poet and a statesman, descended from the ancient family of
Macdonald, was born in 15S0, and died in 1640. He made
an unsuccessful attempt by the assistance of Charles I, to
form a settlement in Nova Scotia, but notwithstanding his
failure, he was created a peer in \6S0.
The peerage became
extinct at the death of his grandson Henry, in 1739.
His
works as an author consist of tragedies and poems.
Alexander (Ecc.) the name of several popes, cardinals, and
other distinguished persons.

Popes of

Ikis

Name.

said to have suffered

martvrdom under the
emperor Adrian, in the year 131, and the 10th year of his
I,

is

pontificate.

Alexander

year

of his pontificate, during which the
Guelphs and Ghibellines distracted Italy.
Alexander V, of the isle of Crete, succeeded Gregory IX,
and died in 1410, in the first year of his pontificate. On
account of his liberality, he was said to be a rich bishop, a
poor cardinal, and a mendicant pope.
Alexander VI, surnamed Borgia, of a noble family of Valentia, succeeded Innocent VIII, and died by the poison
which he had intended for some of the cardinals in 1503,
and in the 12 th year of his pontificate. He was a prince oi
great talents, but of the most abandoned character.
Alexander VII, surnamed Fabius Chigi, succeeded Innocent X, in 1655, and died in 1656.
Alexander VIII, named Peter Ottoboni, of Venice, succeeded Innocent XI, in 1689, and died in I69I.

senate.

Alexander,

Alexander

the

Alexander,

and other distinguished Persons.

bishop of Jerusalem, distinguished for his
sufferings and his piety, died in 253, during the persecution
of Decius.
Euseb. Hist. 1. 6, c. 8, &c.
Alexander, St., bishop of Comana, died a martyr in the
persecution of Decius.
Gregor. Nyssen. in Fit. S. Gregor.
St.,

Thaun.

Alexander,

St., bishop of Alexandria, a zealous opposer of
Arius, died in 325, leaving St. Athanasius for his successor.
S. Epiplian. Hxr. 69 ; Socrat. Hist. Eccles. 1. 1 ; Sozomen.
Hist. Eccles. 1. 1, &c. ; Theodoret. 1. 1.
Alexander, St., first patriarch of Constantinople, succeeded

Metrophanus in 313, and died in 340. He was also an
opposer of Arius, who died in his time ; but the precise
period of this bishop's government has been a matter of dispute.
S. Athanas. Epi.st. ad Solit. eye. ; Gregor. Nazian.
Orat. 27

St.

;

Epiphan. 69

',

Socrat.

S,-c.

Alexander,

St.,

Alexander,

bishop of Hierapolis, chief of the Nestorians in

a patriarch of Antioeh after the death
Porphyry, restored peace to the church, and died in 408.
Theodoret. 1. 5, &c.
1

the council of Ephesus, was deposed and banished to the
mines of Fanotis, a town of Egypt, in 435. He was the
author of 24 letters.
Hist, du Cone. d'Ephes.

Alexander,

a patriarch of Aquila, was created cardinal by
the antipope Felix V, in 1440.
Auber. Hist, des Cardin.
bishop of Liege, obtained a victory over Godfrey, duke of Lorrain ; but was afterwards deposed by Innocent II, and died in 1135.
Gnill. Gaz. Hist. Eccles. des

Alexander,

Bas. Pays.

Alexander,

bishop of Lincoln, died in 1147, after having
been a benefactor to the see which he governed for 24 years.

Distinguished Persons of this Name.

Alexander,

a martyr,

was

killed in the valley of the Alps,

whom

he was endeavouring to convert, in
St. August. Epist. 139; Paulin. in Fit. Ambros.
397.
Alexander, founder of the monks called Acoemetes, died in
430.
Bulteau, Hist. Monast. d'Orient.
Alexander, a martyr and companion of Epipodus in 178.
Gregor. Turon. de Gloria Confess.
Alexander, a martyr of Lyons, a physician by profession,
who was exposed to wild beasts. Euseb. Hist. Eccles.
by the pagans

1.

5.

Alexander,

a Jew, who, becoming a convert to Christianity
was thrown into the river Cydnus, but escaped with
his life, and afterwards built a church in Judea.
Alexander, a heretic and disciple of Valens. Tertulluiii. de
in 315,

otherwise called Anselme of Milan, succeeded Nicholas II in 106l, and died 1073.
He favoured
the pretensions of William the Conqueror.
Alexander III, native of Sienne, succeeded Adrian IV, and
was opposed by the antipope Victor III. He died in 1181,
in the 12th year of his pontificate.
Alexander IV, succeeded Innocent III, and died in 126l,
II,

Carn. Jes. Christ. ; Baron. Annal. ; Bolland, Act. Martyn. ;
Baillet, Fies des Saints ;
Tillcmont, Hist. Eccles. ; Du
Pin. Bibl.
Alexander, Magus, of Abonoteichos, an impostor and disciple of Apollonius Thvanieus, who, in the reign of Anto-

p 2

;

;

ALE

ALE
uiuus, protended to be jEsculapius, and to work miracles by
His life has
B Serpent, which ho carried about with him.

Luc. in lit.; Baron. Annul, ann.
S/xni. Recherch. Cur.
1 i:>
Alexander (Numis.) the king of Macedonia, and the most
distinguished prince of this name, is represented on medals,
Kerns, &C. having his head adorned with a diadem, and
mostly a rain's horn on his head, QVidc Plate III,] to denote his descent from Jupiter Amnion, sometimes with the

been written by Lueian.
;

The inscriptions, ALEXANDER MAGNUS MACEDON— AAE3ANAPOY BASIAESIS, with
MAKEAONBN.

spoils of a lion.

The
the addition sometimes of KOINON
types on the reverse of his medals are the figure of Jupiter
eagle,
or
the
rape
of
the
Sabines,
or
an
holding
sitting and
of Alexander himself taming the horse Bucephalus, &c.
hut those which bear the figure of a lion, or of a cupid
riding on a lion, are supposed
Fig. 2.
Fig. U
to represent the most correct
but aneffigy of this prince
;

Comment. Hist.
Num. Rom. Imp.
Trlst.

Alexander,

a medal,

ing the inscription,

vol.

is

iii.

Med. Num. Impp.

;

Bandur.

;

ascribed to the son of Basilius, bear-

ALEXANDER AUGUSTUS.

Alexander VI, VII, and VIII, popes
whom several medals are extant.
Alexander VI, besides his effigv, [Vide

of

this

name,

of

Plate X,] bears the

ALESSANDRO VI. PONT. MAX. on the
RODERICO LORENZUOLA

inscription

j

reverse his family name,
S. P. M.CD.XCIL,
D.

BORGIA

Sommo Pont eflee,

del Borgia

CORONAT

on

'

his

i.

Roderico Lenzuola

e.

14°/2, struck

coronation

on his election

RESERVAVIT

;

;

et

CLAUSIT ANN. JUB. M. D.

on keeping the jubilee, Set.
Alexander VII, besides his effigy, QVide Piute X,] his medals hear on the obverse the inscription
VII.
PONT. MAX. ; on the reverse they commemorate the
buildings which were completed under his auspices, &c, as
APOSTOLO, on the completion
SANCTO

ALEXANDER

ANDREW

of St.

Andrews

;

DILEXI DECOREM

DOMUS TUiE—

SANCTO NTCOLAO,

to be assigned to

on repairing and beautifying St.
Nicholas' church;
on the building a dockvard near to the harbour of Trajan,

tinction

called

same name

MONTIBUS SANCTIS,

tiquaries are by no means
agreed on what medals ought

NAVALE CENTUM CELLARUM,

him, in disfrom princes of the
thus most me;
dalists assign fig. 1 to Alexander, the son of Cassander; some to Alexander, king of
Epirus but Beger, with some others, assigns it to Alexander
the Great. In fig. 2 he is represented less questionably with
hi- face elevated; and the annexed figure
represents him as he is depicted on a gem,
;

with his mother Olympias and his reputed
The earliest medals of Alexfather Jupiter.
ander are supposed to have been struck in the
One medal is given by
reign of Caracalla.

Alexander

Fig.

Far, 1.

forum of the Vatican, &c. &c.
is represented, as in the annexed figure, on
a medal, which, according to the inscription,
was struck on his election,

tico in the

ALEXANDER

OTTOBONUS

VIII.
P.O. M. CREATUS
VI. OCTOBRIS M.DC.LXXXIX.
On
the reverse of some medals are the inscrip-

OPTIMO ORBIS PASTORI ANN.

on a public rejoicing for the election of
pope; NOiN PREVALEBUNT, in
allusion to the wars against the Turks and heretics, represented by the beast with seven heads; NOSTRA FELICITAS, in allusion to his bounty and prudence; S. PETRI'S APOSTOLUS, with the effigy of that apostle, such
as it is, offering the key to the pope, &c
Alexander (Her.) the name of a family, of which William
Alexander, earl of Stirling, mentioned under History, was
His title is now extinct, but James
an elder branch.
Alexander, of a junior branch, was created in 17JJ0 baron
Caledon, viscount Alexander in 1797, and earl of Caledon
this

is

king of Macedon. Goltz.
(,, cec. ; Spanheim. Dissert.; Haverkamp. Num. Cont. ; Beg.
Tkesaur. Brand. ; PeUerin. Rec. de Med. des Hois, §c. $c.
Alexander I and II, the two kings of Syria, are represented
on medals, as in the annexed figures 1 and 2; inscriptions,
to

IN

on the construction of the por-

II,

:

commonly assigned

FUNDAMENTA EJUS

Centum Cellos;

Alexander VIII

tions

Peuerin, bearing the inscription, AAE3ANAI'OY, and having for its type the figure of
ian with a horse, and on the reverse a square, which

.'

the

I,

S,

in 1800.

Alexander,

BA2IAEOS AAESANAPOY OF.olIATOPOS EYEPrETOY 1'iSI', e. Regit Alexandri Theopatoris Benefici Ann.
The former of these
KJ2. — BA2IAEQZ AAESANAPOY.
i-

has frequently the head of his queen Cleopatra,
coupled with his own, as in fig. 3. The most frequent types
on the reverse of the medals of these two princes are the
figure of Jupiter sitting with a victory in his hand, of Neptune sitting and holding his trident, or of Apollo sitting on
princes

n tripod)
Ilui/ni.

or prophetic stool,

Alexander,
the

I

and II, vide Plolemy
vide Srvcnis.

Selene.

IX and

X.

tlie

ALEXANDER

AAEANAPOC EYC
rotor

Hist

usurper, above-mentioned, is represented as
annexed figure; inscriptions, IMP.

Ai.kxandkh,
In

Vaillant.

Tins. liritun.

Ai.KXANDKit

('.

&c

P.

I'.

AUG.—A. K Alt'.

ETC. CEB,

i.

e.

Impe~

Casar Alexander Piut Felix Augustus ;

on the reverse, [NVICTA ROMA FELIX
.KTKRN.E.—
CARTHAGO.— ROM
VICTORIA ALEXANDRI AUG. N.
.1'.

.,,.

ut

/ffgW9\*%
flpf

<$•$?{

?,?'

Viscount, the title commonly borne by the eldest.
son of the earl of Caledon.
Alexander (Biog.) a poet and grammarian of iEtolia in the
UOth Olympiad, A. C. 260, was reckoned among the numPartlu n. m
ber of the poets who were called the Pleiades.
Erotig. ; Suldus.

Alexander, an Epicurean mentioned by
Sympos.

1.

2

;

Qucest.

:>

;

Cassend.

I'll,

Plutarch.

l-'.pic.

1.

2,

c

Pint
6.

Alexander, surnamed

Polyhistor, a grammarian and histoI72d Olympiad, A.C. 85, of whose innumerable works fragments only are preserved in Plutarch, Pliny,

rian in the

Athenauis, and Eusebius.

Alexander, of Ephesus, an

poet,

orator,

historian,

and

geographer, mentioned by Strabo and cithers.
Alexander, of Myndus, quoted by Plutarch, supposed to be
the same as Alexon, of Diogenes Lcartius.
Alexander, qfJEgeue, a peripatetic and preceptor of Nero,
Meteorologies' of Aristotle,
wrote a commentary on the
wherefore he has been confounded with, the subject of the
following article.
Alexander, surnamed Aphrodlsiu.t, native of Aphrodisin, in
('aria, and a distinguished commentator on Aristotle in the
wrote, 1. Do Eato,' etc. which
reign of Marcus Aureliua
'

'

;

Greek

original

the Aldine press, foL
1583, at the end of the works of Theniistius ; translated

was printed

in the

at

'

ALE

ALE

by Grotius, and published in his * Veterum
Philosophorum Sententite de Fato.' 4to. Paris. 1648. An
edition in Greek and Latin was published at London in
12mo. 1688. 2. ' Commentarium in Primum Libnim Priorum Analyticorura Aristotelis,' Gr. fol. Venet. 1489; 4to.
Florent- 1521, translated into Latin by Jos. Bern. FeliciS. ' Commenanus, fol. Venet. 1542, 1546, and 1560.
tarius in viii Topieorum Libros,' fol. Venet. 1513; translated into Latin by Gul. Dorotheus, Venet. 1526 and 1541,
Paris, 1542 ; and by Rasarius, Venet. 1563, 15 ~3. 4. 'Commentarii in Elenchos Sophisticos,' Gr. fol. Venet. 1520, with
the ' Commentarius in Primum Librum,' &c. 4to. Florent.
1552; translated into Latin by Rasarius, Venet. 15575. * In Libros xii Metaphysieorum ex Versione Jos. Genesii
Sepulvedae,' fol. Rom. 1527, Paris, 1536, Venet. 1544 and
1561.
The Greek text has never been printed, although
there are many MS. copies in the Imperial Library at Paris,
and other libraries. 6. ' In Librum de Sensu,' ccc. Gr. at the
end of Simplicius; ' Commentary on the Books respecting
the Soul,' fol. Venet. 1527; and in the Latin, 'Lucilius
Philothseus,' fol. 1544, 1549, 1554, 1559, 1573.
7- ' In
Aristotelis Meteorologica,' Gr. fol. Venet. 1527; and in the
Latin of Alex. Picalomini, fol. 1540, 154S, 1575. 8. ' De
9. ' De Anima Libri
Mistione," Gr. with the preceding.
Duo,' Gr. at the end of Themistius; and in Latin by
Jerome Donato, fol. 1532, 1534. 10. ' Physica Scholia,'
&c Gr. fol. Venet. 1536; and in Latin by Bagolinus,
11. ' Problematorum Me
Venet. 1541, 1549, 1555, 1589dicorum,' &C. the best Greek edition of which is in Sylburthis
is
attributed by some to
gius's works of Aristotle ;
Alexander Trallianus ; as also ' Libellus de Febribus Latine Georgio Valla Interprete," in a collection of various
works, translated by Valla, Venet. 1488; this has not been
Other works in Arabic, as well as in
printed in GreekPorphi/r.
Greek, are attributed to Alexander Aphrodisius.

the 15th century, wrote a book, entitled, 'The Destruction
of Vices.'
Alexander, Natalis, or Noel, a writer of the 17th century,
was born in 1639, and died in 1724.
His works are,
1. ' Summa S. Thomae Vindicata,' &c. Paris. 1675. 2. ' Selecta Historic Ecclesiastics Capita,' 26 vols. 8vo. 1686-89 ;
a new edition enlarged and entitled, ' Historia Ecclesiastica
Veteris Novique Testamenti,' 8 vols. fol. 16993.
Theo4. '
logia Dogmatica,' 10 vols. 8vo. Paris. 1693.
Com' Statuta
mentary on the Four Gospels.'
5.
Facultatis
Artium Thomistics Collegio Parisiensi Fratrum Prsdicatorum Instituta,' Paris. 12mo. 1683.
Alexander, Trallian, wrote a history of the Turks in mo-

into Latin

in Vit. Plotin. ;

S. Hieron. Epist.

ad Dom.

;

St. Cyrill. adv.

Jul.

Alexander,

Trallianus, a physician of the sixth century, as
is supposed, wrote treatises on medicine, some of which are
extant and have been published at different times, namely,

a Greek edition,
the

'

fol.

Medics Artis

Paris.

1548;

a Latin edition,

among

Principes,' fol. Paris. 1567.

Alexander, an abbot of Celesinus in the 13th century, wrote
a history of Roger, king of Sicily.
Alexander, an English abbot of the Benedictine order in
the 13th century, wrote different treatises.

Alexander, Neckham, vide Neckham.
Alexander, of Somerset, an Augustine

of the 13th century,

made an abridgment
Alexander, Menus,

of scripture history.
of Ales, or Hales, surnamed the
i. e.
Irrefragable Doctor, or the Fountain of Life, an Englishman by birth, of the order of Franciscans in the 13th century, was the preceptor of Thomas Aquinas, and the author
of several works, of which only his ' Summa Theologian
remains.
Alexander, surnamed of Paris, a French poet of the 12th
century, wrote, * Le Roman d' Alexandre,' and other works.
Alexander, Dolensis, a Dominican of the 13th century,
wrote, ' Doctrinale Puerorum,' 1212;
De Sphsra;' ' De
'

Computo

Ecclesiastico.'

Alexander, D'Imola, vide Tartagni.
Alexander, Ab Alexandra, a lawyer of

Naples, died in 1523,
leaving Dierum Genialium,' the first edition nf which was
printed at Rome, under the title of ' Alexandri de Alexandre Dies Geniales,' fol. 1522, and several times since ; but
the edition of Leyden, in 2 vols. 8vo. 1675, is the most
esteemed. He also wrote, ' Dissertationes IV de Rebus Admirandis qua: in Italia nuper contigerunt,' which have been
incorporated with the preceding.
Alexander, le Charpenlier, son of an English carpenter of
'

'

A

dern Greek.

Alexander,

a Benedictine, was born in 1654, and died in
wrote, 1. 'La Medicine et la Chirurgie des
Pauvres,' 12mo. Paris, 1738.
2. ' Dictionnaire Botanique
et Pharmaceutique,' 8vo.
Alexander, of St. Theresa, a Carmelite, wrote in 1684,
' Hydra Prophanarum Novitatum,'
&c.
Alexander, Wendoc, vide Wendoc.
Alexander, John, a dissenting teacher, was born in 1736,
Paraand died in 1765, leaving, among other things, '
phrase upon the Fifteenth Chapter of the First Epistle to
the Corinthians.'
(Myth.) 'AXe^arcpa, a name given sometimes
to Cassandra.
Alexandra (Hist.) the name of four princesses, mentioned
by Josephus.
Alexandra, 'AXi'iaiCpa, or noVty, Salome, which signifies
nearly the same thing, i. e. peace, pacifier, or helper ; wife
of Alexander Jannaeus, was regent at his death, and died
A. M. 3935, A. C. 69Alexandra, the daughter of Aristobulus, wife of Philippion,
who was killed by Ptolemy Mennreus, his father, in order
that he might marry his widow, with whom he had fallen
in love.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 14, c. 15.
Alexandra, daughter of Hyrcanus, wife of Alexander, son
of Aristobulus II, was the mother of Mariamne, wife of
A. M. 3976,
Herod, bv whom she was put to death.
A. C. 28. ' Joseph. I 15, c. 11.
Alexandra, daughter of Phazael, the son of that Phazael
who killed himself when taken prisoner by the ParthiansShe was the wife of Timius, a Cyprian prince.
Alexandra, the nurse of Nero. Suet, in Ner. c. 50.
(Bibl.) 'AXcfrrcpeia, the town in Egypt described under Geography, of which Apollos was a native.
St. Paul was placed in a ship of this city
Acts xviii. 24.
when carried to Rome. Acts xxvii. 6.
Alexandria (Geog.) 'AXefcvcpeia, a name given to several
places which were built by Alexander in the course of his
conquests ; but the one which is supereminent over all the
rest is the once illustrious city of Egypt, now an inconsiderable place, known among the inhabitants by the name of
[A'ide Scanderia~]
Scanderia.
1728.

He

A

ALEXANDRA

ALEXANDRIA

History of Alexandria.

Alexandria was built by its founder 332 years A. C, who
intended it, not only for the capital of Egypt, but of all
From its commodious situation for comhis conquests.
merce, it became the great mart of the eastern world,
and increased in opulence and luxury so as to vie with
Rome in grandeur. It was the residence of the Egyptian
kings, and under the Ptolemies was the seat of learning
Its library, which had been collected
as well as wealth.
at a vast expense from all parts of the earth, was of such
an extent, that when consumed by the order of the caliph
Omar, it is said to have supplied fuel for six months for
400 baths that the city contained. After a siege of 13
months this city was taken by Amry, in the name of the

—

..,

.

ALE

ALE
caliph,

and treated with such rigour, that

it

lias since

It does not now
gradually declined to its present state.
contain more than 4000 inhabitants ; hut there are still
very many remains of its ancient grandeur, which render
it particularly interesting to travellers ; among the number of those that are most remarkable, are Pompey's pillar
and two obelisks, called Cleopatra's Needles. In our own
time this city has acquired an additional interest, by having been the theatre of two victories gained by the English over the French in 1801, which led to the evacuation

Egypt by the

of

latter.

of Christianity into Alexandria, a
church was founded there by St. Mark, A. D. 52, which
was afterwards erected into a patriarchate that held the
second rank in ecclesiastical dignity next to that of Rome.
The following is a list in chronological order of the patriarchs of Alexandria
the

introduction

:

Began

Patriarchs.

to govern.

Cosmus

Governed.

Chailus

Minas
John

Mark
Simon
Joseph
Michael

Cosmus

Cyril

Eumenes

131

Marc, or Marcianus
Celadion
Agrippinus
Julianus

144 ...

12
10
14
12

Michael
Mairus

180
189

9
43

231
248 ...
265 ....

16

John
Marc
John

19

Athanasius
George, a usurper
Peter II

282
300
312 ....
312 ....
326
356 ....
373

Timothy

380....

Theophilus
S.Cyril

John Mela
John Macrotta

385
27
412
32
444 ....
7
15
452
20
457
13
477
490 ....
7
497
9
507 ....
9

DioscorusII

517....

16*7

Demetrius
Heraclas
Dionysius

Maximus
Theonas
St.

Peter the Martyr

S. Achillas

S.Alexander
S.

Dioscorus
Proterus

Timothy Elurus
Peterlll
Athanasius II

Timothy

Damianus
Anastasius

?
John
George
Cyrus
Benjamin
Peter

Agathon
John
Isaac

Simon
Alexander

...

17
17
11

some months.
14 years.
47
8
5

2
519
16
535 .... 28
567
2
5 69 .... 24
12
593
604 ....
6

III

Theodosius
Peter IV

Andronicus
e "' amin

....

)
J

610 {••
I..
C20
630

••;

10

10

restored.

640
9
649 .... 19
668
9
3
677
23
680
24
703

Governed.
1

11

23
....
9

....

25

836 ....
836 ....
850

14

851....

8

913
924
934
958
962
980
982
1005
1032
1047
1078
1092
1102
1129
1 146
1 146

III

Minas II
Ephrami

11

153

....
....

7 months.
vears.

1

859
21
880 .... 27

Macarius
Theophanes

Justus

Cerdon
Primus

years.

II

Sanutus
Chuilus II
See vacant.
Gabriel

22
13
9
12

Abilius, or Melianus

govern.

Jacob

62 ....
85 ...
98
107
120

Anianus

to

727
728
739
762
772
798

,

Theodoret

Cosmus

Ecclesiastical History of Alexandria.

On

Began

Patriarchs.

Philothteus

Zachariah
Sanutius
Christodulus

Gabriel
Michael
,

11

10
....
....

24

....

22
2S

4
18
2

15

30
14
9

26
14
...

....

167
1189
1

9 mouths.
20 years.
22
17

See vacant.

235 ....

Cyril
See vacant.

1

Athanasius
Gabriel

126l....

7 months.
11

John
John
Benjamin

1252
1
1262 .... 29
1293
6
1300
20
1320
6
11
1327

Peter.

1340....

John
Theodosius

years.

8

Mark
1365

John

whom exact dates have not
being now little more than noStrab.
minal.
1. 17;
17; Joseph, de Bell.
Jud. ; Plin. 1. 5 ; Ptol. 1. 4 ; Pint, in Alc.raitd. ; Arrian.
Alexand. Expcd. ; Q. Curt. Hist. ; Hirodian. 1. 4, cce. ;
Ammian. Marcellin. 1. 22 ; S. Athanas. A/xil. ; .V. E/tiphtm.
Htcrcs. 68 ; Chron. Alexandrin. ; Leo African. Descripl.
Afric. ; Marmol.
L'AJ'riquc Scaligcr, Pctavius, Mic-

And others to the

present time, of

been preserved, their

office

Diodor. Sicul.

cioli, fyc.

or Alessandria, a town in the duchy of Milan,
and a bishop's see, was built in 1 170, and called after pope
Alexander III. It has a strong castle, which was frequently
It is seated on the Tanaao,
taken during the wars in Italy.
40 miles E. Turin, and 50 S. S.W. Milan. Lon. 8° 30' E.
lat. 44° 50' N.
Alexandria (Ntunis.) the capital of Egypt, struck medals
in honour of Antony ; Augustus ; Livia, or Julia ; Drusus,
junior; Claudius; Antonia ; Messalina Agrippina ; Nero;
( htavia
Galba ; Otho ; Vitellius ; Vespasian ;
Posmea
Domitilla
Titus; Julia, daughter of Titus; Domitian
Nerva Adrian Sabina ; Antinous; L. jElius Ctcsar; Antoninus Pius; M. Aurelius Ca;sar M. Aurelius Antoninus;
Faustina, junior; L. Venis; Lucilla; Commodus; Crispina

Alexandria,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

; ;
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Septimius Severus ; Caracalla; Geta; HeliogabaPertinax
lus ; Julia Paula ; Julia Aquilia ; Annia Faustina ; Julia
Scemia; Julia Maesa; Alexander Caesar; Alexander Severus ;
Maximums ; Gordianus Africanus ; Balbinus ; Pupienus
Gordianus Pius ; Tranquillina ; Philippus, senior ; Otacilia
Severa ; Philippus, junior ; Trajanus Decius, &c. ; to the
The inreign of Alexander the usurper under Maxentius.
;

AA. AE. AAE3. Air. AAESANAPEA, AAEEANAPEIA, AAESANAPIA, ALEXANDRIA, AAESANAPEQN, AAESANAPINiiN but the greater part of the
scriptions

;

imperial medals of Alexandria are without the name ; instead of which they have the letters A, B, T, A, &c. to
mark the year of the prince's reign. The symbols employed
by the Alexandrians on their medals were the Ibis, Hippopotamus, ears of corn, the lion, and others, which were
common to the whole country, or to Africa.
medal of Adrian represents, as in the
annexed figure, Alexandria in the form of
a woman sitting on the ground having, on
her right, and at her feet, ears of corn, and
resting on a basket full of fruits, indicative
of plenty.
Gollz. Numm. Imperat. ; VaiU
lant. Num. Grcec. et Num. Imperat. Roman. :
Putin. Numis. Imperat. ; Morcll. Thesaur. Imperat.; Begcr.
Thes. Braid. ; Froel. Adpendic. ; Peller. Rec. des Med. «c
Alexandria, a town in Troas, is distinguished on medals
by the inscriptions COL. ALE. TROA, or COL. ALEX.
TRO. &c. It struck medals of Trajan, Adrian, Antoninus
Pius, M. Aurelius, Verus, Commodus, Crispina, Severus,
Julia Domna, Caracalla, Geta, Heliogabalus, Julia Paula,
Aquilia Severa, Annia Faustina, Msesa, Alexander Severus,
Manila, Maximianus, Maximus, Gordianus Pius, Philippus
senior, Trajanus Decius, &c
They also struck some medals
as an independent state, bearing the inscriptions AAE.

A

AAESAN. AAESANAPOY. AAE#ANAPE£1N AIIOAAiiNOS SMIN9EOS,and AAESANAPEQN n.SKAMANAPON ALTOAAQNOS 2MIN9E02 SrE this last inscrip;

tion defines its situation near the river Scamander, and the

epocha is supposed to be dated from its foundation by Alexander the Great. Apollo Smintheus, whose name is given
in the two last inscriptions, and who was the tutelary deity
of the place, is most frequently represented on its medals,
where Apollo stands with his bow bent. Vaill. Num. Col. ;
Patin. Nu?n. Imp. Rom. ; Mus. Pcmbrok. ; Freeh. Not.
Eleni. ; Eckel.

Alexandria,

Num.

Vet.

pelled
1.

his

period of
Vaill.

epocha

its

Num.

Grate.

de Neustain Julius (Biog.) successively
physician to the emperors Charles V, Ferdinand I, and
Maximilian II, was bom in the 16th century, and died at
the age of 84 in 1590, leaving commentaries on the works
of Galen.
(Myth.) 'AXttavwp, a son of Machaon, who
built a temple in Sicyon to his grandfather jEsculapius, and
received divine honours after his death.
Pans. 1. 2, c. 11.
(Geog.) a town of the Salenti, now Ales-

ALEXANOR

a son of Hercules by Hebe.
(Geog.) a place in Boeotia, mentioned by" Pausanias, 1. 9, c. 25.
ALEXIBIOS (Biog.) 'AXc£z/3i'oc, an Arcadian, and a victor
at the Olympic games, mentioned by Pausanias.
ALEXICACUS (Myth.) 'AAffrWoc, depulsor malorum, what
the Latins call averruncus, the averter of evils. 1.
surname given to Apollo by the Athenians, because he delivered
them from the plague that raged at Athens during the
Peloponnesian war.
Pans. 1. 1, c. 2. 2.
surname given
to Hercules for the assistance he afforded to his votaries
who were afflicted with diseases. Varr. Tie hat. Ling. 1. 6,
c 5 ; Lactant. 1. 5 ; Ccel. Rhodig. 1. 16, c. 19(Biog.) 'AXtflroe, a native of Elis, and disciple
of Eubulides, was remarkable for his great strength, as also
for his opposition to Aristotle and Zeno the Cynick.
He
died from the prick of a reed, which he received as he was
swimming across the Alpheus. Diog. Laert. in Vit. Euclid.

A

A

ALEXINUS

1.2.

ALEXION

(Biog.) a physician, the intimate friend of Cicero.
L 13, ep. 25.
(Hist.) vide Alexius.
Alexis, Michacloivitz, succeeded his father, Michael Theodorowitz, as czar of Russia in 1546, and died after a useful
reign of thirty years.
He was the father of Peter tinGreat.
Alexis (Biog.) a statuary, and disciple of Polvcletes in the
87th Olympiad. Plin. 1. 34, c. 8.
Alexis, a comic poet, the uncle of Menander, flourished in
the time of Alexander the Great, who composed several
pieces quoted by the ancients.
Gi/ruld. de P. Hist. 1. 7
Voss. de Poet. Gr. 1. 8.
Cic.

ad

Attic.

ALEXIS

;

Alexis, an
9,

sano.

ALEXARCHUS

(Biog.) 'A\da PX oc, a Greek historian,
mentioned by Plutarch and Servius. Pint, in Parall. c. 7

Scrv. in JEneid. 1. 3, v. 334.
(Hist.) "AXc^ac, the minion of Mark Antony, who
caused his divorce with Octavia that he might marry Cleo-

ALEXAS

supposed to be the same as the Alexander
mentioned by Josephus, whom Augustus put to death. Plut.
in Vit. Anton.; Joseph, de Bell. Jud. 1. 1, c. 15.
Alexas, a favourite with Herod the Great, whom he comis

historian,

mentioned by Athenaeus.

At hen.

1.

.;,

&c.

Alexis, the

slave of Asinius

Pollio,

whom

Virgil reproaches

for his indifference to him.

Virg. Eclog. 2, v. 6.

O

crudelis Aleii, nihil

mea carmina

curas.

Martial also speaks of him as in the service of Maecenas,
the favourite of Augustus, who is addressing Virgil in allusion to the loss of his estate.
1.

8,

epig. 56.
Risit Tuscus eques, paupertatemque malignam
Reppulit, et celerijiissit abirefuga.

Accipe divitias, et vatum maximus esto ;
Tu licet et nostrum, dixit, AUxin, antes.

Serv. in Virg.

Alexis, a Piedmontese,

the reputed author of a work en1536.
Alexis, William, a benedictine monk of the 15th century,
left various pieces of poetry which were highly esteemed in
his day ; as ' Le Grand Blazon des Fausses Amours,' 1 6mo.
and 4to. Paris, 1493, &c.
(Hist.) the name of five Greek emperors, and
other princes.
titled

'

is

Secrets,' 8vo. Basle,

ALEXIUS

Greek Emperors of

ALEXANUM

He

Jud

is

ALEXANDRINI,

patra.

Joseph. Antiq.

Alexiares

Mart.

here reckoned from the
foundation by Pompey, U. C. 686, A. C. 67.

to marry.

ALEXIA (Geog.) vide Alesia.
ALEXIARES (Myth.) 'AXefaipne,

town of Cilicia, near the Issus, is distinguished on its medals by the inscription AAESANAPEiiN
KAT. ICCON ETOYC ALTP ; i. e. Alexandrinorum ad

The

Salome

17-

a

Issum anno 181.

sister

this

Name.

Alexius, Comnenus, succeeded

Isaac his father, and died iii
1118, in the 37th year of his reign.
His life was written
by his daughter Anna Comnenus, and others. Anna Comnen. in Vit. ; Zonaras. et Glycas. apud Scriptor. Hist.

Byzant.

Alexius, succeeded

his father

Manuel Comnenus, surnamed

Porpkyrogenitus, in 1180, and was strangled by Andronicus
Nicetas apud Script. Hist. Byz. Qui.
in 1183.
Tur.

Comnenus

Alexius, surnamed Comnenus and Pc-rphyrogcniius, which

;

;

ALF

ALF

names he substituted for Angelus, deprived his brother Isaac
of bis kingdom, and his eyes in 1195, and was expelled to
make way for the legitimate emperor in the eighth year of
Nicelns,

his reign.

<ye.

Alexius, sumamcd the Younger, shared the empire with his
father Isaac in 120.'J, but was strangled after a few months'
Nicetas, Gregoras, 8fC.
reign by Alexius Murtznphlus.
Alexius,' surnamed Murtzuphlus, on account of his being the
murderer of the preceding, was precipitated, by order of his
successor Baldwin, from a lofty pillar into a square at Constantinople called the Bull, after a few months' reign in
1204.
Nicelas, Gregoras, &e. apud Script. His!. Byzanl.
Baron. Annul. ; Spondan. Conlin. Baron.

Other Princes of

Alexius, a

Sicilian,

who wanted

this

to

make himself emperor

'

in

'

martyr Demetrius.

Roman

a

St.,

of noble extraction in the fourth
wonderful things are related by

whom many

ecclesiastical writers.

Alexius,

a patriarch

of Constantinople, was elected after
all op-

Eustachius in 1025, and retained his seat in spite of
1043.
Vincent (Biog.)

position

till

a lawyer of Perouse, left some
lectures and decisions at his death in 16] I.
Alexius, a dominican and inquisitor of Perouse, wrote, 1. A
Poem on the Plague,' in Latin. 2. A History of the
Treatises on the Holy
Kings of Judah and Israel.' 3.

Alexius,

'

'

'

(Biog.) of Mt/ndus, was the author of fabulous
whom Diogenes Lacrtius quotes in iivaru uvdlKuy,

narratives,

ThaletA. 1.
Theodore (Hist.) the son of Alexis Michaclowitz, succeeded his father in 1<>76, and died, to th*e inexDing,

lit.

in

ALEXOWITZ,

pressible grief of his subjects, in lfiK2.

Charles (Biog.) an English poet in the reign of
Charles I, died about 1 040. His works are, 1. ' Two Poems
on the famous Victories of Crcssi and Poietiers.' 2. * A
Poem in Honour of King Henry VII.' 8. 'The History
f Eufialus and Lueretia,' translated from the Latin of
besides some smaller pieces.
OS Sylvius
ALFARO, i/ Gamon Juan d' (Biog.) a Spanish painter of
lie painted
Cordova, was horn in 1640, and died in l680much in the style of Van Dyke. Of his paintings there are
A
Incarnation,' a
Guardian Angel,' and
Madrid an
Cumberland, Span.
1'nrtrait of Don Pedro Calderona.'
i

;

'

'

'

'

ii.

ALFATERNA

Nuttpia,
(Geog.) or Nuceria, 'AXi^artpfq
according to Diodorua a town of Campania, beyond mount
Diod. 1. 9 ;
Vesuvius; the people are called Alfaterni.
/"in.

].

AI.FI'.X,

::.

c.

Hi Alfenus infer omni
Ahjecto inslrumatto artis, ctausaaue taoerna

Catull.

sic

optimus omuls

Epigramm.
Atfeue

immemor utque unanimis false

sodalibus.

He was

a distinguished lawyer, having studied under Sulpitius Severus, and left some works on that subject, which
were the first of the kind called digests. Aid. Cell. 1. 6, c. 5.

Alfenus, Varus,

vide Alphenus.
now called Alfen,
(Geog.) a town of Holland,
which is supposed to derive its name from Alfenus, or
probably
from
Claudius
Albinus,
who
was sent by the
more
emperor Commodus into France.
ALF1ERI, Victor, or Vittorio (Biog.) an Italian poet of
Piedmont, was born in 1740, and died in 1803. He wrote
' Cleopatra,'
a sort of tragedy ; and ' The Poets,' a farce
' Philip II;'
' Polinice;'
'Antigone;'
Agamemnon,' &c.
Translation of
to the number of fourteen tragedies ; '
Sallust;' besides 13 volumes of posthumous works, consisting of translations and dramas.
ALFINGER, Nicholas (Hist.) a merchant adventurer, was
sent out by a trading company of Venice, in 1529, to make
a settlement in Venezuela, of which they obtained a grant
from Charles V ; but he committed such cruelties on the natives that he was killed, and the expedition failed.
ALFIUS, C. (Hist.) a prator mentioned by Cicero, as quaestor in the affair of Plancus.
Cic. pro Plane, c. 1 7ALFORD, Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the earl of Brownlow.
Alfokd, Michael (Biog.) properly called Griffith, an English
Jesuit, was born in London in 1587, and died in l6.52.
He wrote, 1. ' Britanniea lllustrata,' 4to. Antv. Ki41.

Alfenus

'

A

2.

'

Annales

Eeelesiastici

Britannorum, Saxonum, et Anglo-

m

ALF AG AN

(Biog.)
Alfergaui, surnamed Muhamed, or
Ahmed Ben Colhair, flourished, according to Abulfarajius,
He wrote
about the time of Al-Mamon, i. e. A. D. 825.
Rudimcnta Astronomic,' translations of which were printed in 4to. in 1493, 1537, 1590, and I669, the two latter
under the eye, first of Christman, and second of Golius
besides other works on solar horaries, astrolabes, and sine'.
Golius. Pre/', in Alfergan.j Hist.
AbuU'arag. Hist. Dinatt. 9
It

'

;

ALEYN,

Paint, vol.

a native of Cremona, rose from the condifirst consul at Rome, A. D. 2.
He is
the same as Horace calls the Vafer Alfetius.
Hor. 1. i, sat. 3, v. 130.
tion of a cobler to be

rum,' &c.

Trinity,' &c.

ALEXOX

c. 5.

Alfenus, Varus,

in

Naples, of the l6th century,
ALEXIUS,
delivered a discourse to the fathers of the council of Lateran
De Ratione Synodarum Haprevious to the third sitting.
bendarum Optima, et Concordia? Necessitate.'
Alexius, a metropolitan of Nice, composed canticles on the

century, of

ALFENUS

Sutor erat ; sapiens operil
Est opifej solus ; sic rex.

lection of Canons.'

Alexius,

'

Name.

1204, but was seized and punished. Nicetas, SfC.
Alexius, surnamed Ibancus, another unsuccessful pretender
to the throne at the same time as the preceding was put to
death. Nicelns, §c.
Alexius, Petrowitz-Czarowitz, son of Peter the Great, was
found guilty of a conspiracy against his father, and condemned to death ; but the sentence was remitted, and he
died of apoplexy in 1718.
Alexius, Aristinus (Ecc.) a deacon of Constantinople, was
present at the council of 1166', which cited Nicephorus, a
He wrote Annotations on a Colpatriarch of the Jews.
bishop of Melfi,

land in 1631, collected a vast quantity of formulas, which
he published under the title of Papegay.'
Alpen (Geog.) or Alphenus, formerly called Alfenus, where,
in 1464, Jacoba, countess of Holland, gave battle to Philip,
of Burgundy, and beat him.
(Hist.) or Alphenus Sext, one of those who were
proscribed by Sylla, according to Cicero.
Cic. pro Quint.

»'}

5.

William Van (Biog.) secretary at the court of Hol-

;

des Mall).

ALFRED,

the Great (Hist.) the youngest son of Ethel wolf,
king of the West Saxons, was born in 849, :lt Wannating
or Wanading, supposed to be Wantage, in Berkshire, and
died after a glorious reign of 28 years, in 900, as is generally

To

supposed.

prince, as he

catalogue of

is

all

represent the life and character of this
universally described, would be to give a
human virtues. Among his public acts he

most distinguished as the complete restorer, if not the
original founder of the University of Oxford, which is
happy to owe its origin to such a prince and is acknowis

;

ledged to be the repairer or rebuilder of all the monasteries
kingdom, to which he also added Others of his own
founding and lastly, as the framer of a complete system of
legislation, comprehending in it, among other peculiarities,
in the

;

—
;

:

ALG

ALG

the trial bv jury, which is attributed to him by some as an
ori<rinal invention ; but he is supposed by others to have
only adopted it from the ancient Saxons, into his system of
His works, as an author, are exceedingly
jurisprudence.
numerous, as the following list sufficiently testifies 1 ' Bre:

.

viarum quoddam Collectum ex Legibus Trojanorum,' 1. 1.
3. ' Instituta Quaedam,'
Visisaxonum Leges,' 1.1.
2.
Contra Judices Iniquos.' 5.
Acta Magistratum
1.1. 4.
'
Regum Fortuna? Varite.' 7- ' Dicta
Suorum,' 1.1. 6.
8. ' Parabohe et Sales,' 1.1.
9- ' CollecSapientum,' 1.1.
10.
Epistohe ad Wulfsigium,' 1. 1.
tiones Chronicorum.'
Manuale Meditationum.' Besides numerous transla
11.
12. ' Diations, of which the following are the principal
13. ' Pastorale Ejusdem Gregorii.'
logus D. Gregorii.'
'

'

'

'

:

14.

'

Hormestam Pauli

latione,'

1.

5.

Leges,'

1.

1.

Anglorum

16.

Beda>,'

'

1.

15.

1.

'

Bcetius de Conso-

1.

1.

Malmutinae Leges,'

1.

5.

1.

terium Davidicum,'

Orosi,'

Asserii Sententise,'

'

18.

20.

<

171.

iEsopi Fabulse.'

'

Martina

19-

21.

'Gestae
'

Psal-

1.

1.

Alfred, surnamed

the Bastard, began to reign as king of
Northumberland in 6S5, and died in 705. He was a lover
and patron of learning.
Alfred (Ecc.) an English bishop of the 10th century,
Life of
wrote a treatise, 1. ' De Xatura Rerum.' 2. '
History of his Monastery at Malms3. '
St. Adeline.'

of the l6th century, was employed by the duke of Ferrara,
and also wrote a work, entitled, ' Delle Fortificazioni,' Venice, 1570.
Alghizi, Thomas, a lithotomist of Florence, was born in
1669, and died in 1713, in consequence of an accident from
the bursting of his gun.
He was a successful operator, particularly in the case of pope Clement XI ; besides which he
wrote a work on the subject, entitled, ' Lithotomia Overo
del Cavar la Pietra,' fol. Firenzi, 1707(Hist.) Aljatu, O/giaptu, or Olgiaitu, the son
of Argoun, succeeded his brother Gazan on the throne of
the Moguls in Iran, in the year of the Hegira 703, A. D.
1313, and died in 716 of the Hegira, A. D. 1326, after a
just and prosperous reign of 12 years, in which he showed
great zeal for the Mahometan faith, particularly according
to the sect of Ali.
He was the eighth successor of Jenghiz
Khan. Khond. Hist. Per.
(Geug.) a town of Latium, or as is mostly believed of the vEqui, near Tusculum, and 12 miles from
Rome, now Rocca del Papa. There is a mountain of the
same name near it, now Silva del Aglio, which Horace calls

ALGIAPTU

ALGIDUM

gelidus.

Horace,

In another place he

(Biog.) a canon of York, of the 12th century, wrote,
Deflorationes Galfredi;' ' De Gestis Regum Britannia?;'
• De Gestis Regum Angliae,' &c.
Alfred, surnamed the Philosopher of the 13th Century,
Translation of Five Books from Boetius, ' On
wrote
Translation of four
the Consolations of Philosophy;'
Books of Aristotle on Meteors, and one on Vegetables ; ' De

Nam

'

Xaturis

Rerum;'

'

De

Educatione

Accipitrum;'

'

De

seu Vita Cordis.'

ALFRIC

(Ecc.) of St. Albans, as he was called, was abbot
of a monastery of that name, and wrote a liturgy and other
treatises, not now extant.
(Hist.) king of Northumberland, succeeded
Eardulf, and reigned only two years.
Francis (Bios;.) an Italian writer of Venice,
was bom in 1712, and died in 1764. His writings, according to the last and most correct edition of Venice, 1790
17.94, form 17 vols. 8vo., and consist of ' Memoirs of his
Life and Writings;' 'An Analysis of the Newtonian System;' 'Pieces on Architecture,' &c. ; ' Travels in Russia ;'
' Letters on Painting,' &c. ecc.
ALGAZELI, Altott-Hamed-Mithammed (Biog.) an Arabian
philosopher, was born at Thous in 1058, and died in 1111,
Treatise on Religious
leaving, among other things, 1. '
Sciences.'
2. ' Philosophica et Logica Algazeli.'
(Biog.) or Algerus, a learned priest of the church
of Liege in the 12th century, died in 1131, leaving among
his works, 1. ' A Treatise on Mercy and Justice,' published
by Martenne, in the fifth volume of his ' Anecdotes.' 2. '
Treatise on the Sacraments.'
(Gcog.) a town and province of Africa, now

ALFWOLD

ALGAROTTI,

A

ALGER

A

ALGERIA
Algiers.

ALGERUS,

Pomponius (Ecc.) a native of Nola in Italy,
who, having embraced the protestant religion, which he
zealously taught, was condemned to be burnt by Paul IV,
and suffered this punishment in the 24th year of his age.
ALGEZIRA (Gcog.) a province of Turkey, in Asia, now
usually called Diarbek.
(Geog.) a town of Andalusia, in Spain, on
the Straits of Gibraltar, with an ancient citadel in ruins
seven miles \V. of Gibraltar.
This town was taken by Alphonso XI, in 1344, after the memorable battle which he
gained over the infidels in Spain.
ALGHIZIj Galeazzo (Biog.) an architect and mathematician
VOL. I.

ALGEZIRAS

nemorum coma

calls it nivalis,

Also fertilis,

3, od. 23.

4, od. 4.
Duris ut ilex

et ilices.

1.

hipennibus

toiisa

Nigra feraci frondis

Hence the

1.

qine nivali pasritur Algido,

Deoota querats inter

A

A

et

Quticunque aut gelido prominel Algida.

Alfred,

Motu

Utam funis,

Vos

A

bury.'

od. 21, v. 5.

1,

1.

A

in Algido.

epithet Algida, Ovid. Fast.
\

1.

2.

iderat in catnpis Algida terra Riic.

ALGIERS

(Gcog.) a country of Barbary, which formed a
considerable part of the Mauritania Ccesaricnsis of the ancients, is bounded on the X. by the Mediterranean, on the
E. by the river Zaine, which divides it from Tunis ; on the
YV. by the

Mulvya and the mountains of Trava, which part
and on the S. by the Sahara or Xumidian

from Morocco

it

;

four principal provinces are Tremecen, formerly
a kingdom
Algiers Proper
Bujeyah, or Bugia and Tennez, or Tenes ; to which may be added Oran, Bona, Constantina, Couco, Labez, &c. 8rc.
Besides Algiers, the capital, the principal towns, with their ancient names, are as
fellow
desert.

Its

;

Modern.

;

;

ALI

ALI

Africa, continued to govern it for some centuries with
little interruption ; but after the expulsion of the Moors
from Spain, Algiers and other kingdoms of Barbary
formed themselves into piratical states, which became very

formidable to the neighbouring kingdoms of Europe.
The Algerine state is a military despotism, which, from
the time of Barbarossa, has been governed either by
Turkish bashas or viceroys sent from Constantinople, or
by deys of their own choosing. The town of Algiers has
been exposed to several sieges and bombardments, but not
The emperor Charles V
in all cases with equal success.
lost a fine fleet and army in an expedition against it in
1541. The English burnt their vessels in the harbour in
1635 and 1670. In 1688 it was bombarded and almost
destroyed by the French; and in 1755 the Spaniards
made a descent near the city with a formidable army, but
were defeated with great slaughter. In 1784 they again
sent a powerful fleet to attack the forts, but they were repelled by the Algerines, although they made eight successive attacks with great bravery.
To England has been
reserved the honour of putting a period to the outrages
which have so long afflicted Europe. An expedition was
sent out in 18 lG under lord Exmouth, which, after a
desperate conflict, reduced the Algerine fleet to ashes, and
entirely destroyed the batteries by which the harbour was
defended, so that the dey, having no other resource left,
submitted to the humiliating terms imposed, namely, of
restoring all his present captives without ransom, and
abolishing Christian slavery for ever, a treaty which, in all
probability, he will never be able materially to violate.
I. (Hist.) a fabulous king of Sweden,
succeeded
Adolphus, long before the birth of our Saviour.
Algot II, son of Tordus III, reigned from 582 to 606, during which time he rendered the Russians tributary.
{Hist.) or Alharam, king of the Moors in Spain,
reigned 26 years, 10 months, and 15 days, and died in the
year of the Hegira 206, A. D. 81 6, leaving his son Abde-

ALGOT

ALHACA
niman

Marian. Hist. Hispnn.
of Cordova, reigned 1 6 years, and died in the
year of the Hegira 366, A. D. 976, leaving his son Hissen
in the tutelage of Mahomet Almansor.
Rodcric. Toled.
Hist. Rer. gest. in Hispan.
(Hist.) second son of Al Mohdi, succeeded his
father, and died after a reign of little more than a year of
poison, administered, as some historians maintain, by his
own mother, in the year of the Hegira 170, A. D. 780.
his successor.

Alhaca, king

AL HADI

AL HAKEM

Ebn Abd'alrahman Al Na.sr, lord of
the year of the Hegira 366, A. D. 976,

{Hist.)

Andalusia, died

iii

and upwards, during which he had
gained the love of his subjects.
Hakem, caliph of Syria and Egypt, was murdered at the
instigation of his own sister, after a reign of 25 years, in
the year of the Hegira 410, A. D. 1020.
{Geog.) a town of Grenada, supposed by some
to have been built bv tin' Moors, hut lev Others to be the
ancient Attigi*.
Lon. 2° 46' W. lat. 37° N.
after a reign of 15 years

A

1,

ALHANSA

ALHARAM
ALHA1UTZ

{Hist.) vide Alhaca.
(Hist.) son of Moavias,

was the

first

who

exer-

fowling by the means of a little bird of prey,
called the Sacre, which is in the Arabic Salzara, and sigcised the art of
uilii s

to see quickly.

ALHAZEN

(Biag.) AUacen, or Abd-Uazum, a mathematician
of Arabia, but of what age is not known.
He wrote,
1. ' Optica; Thesaurus,' Bas.
1572, translated by Rimer.
A Treatise cm Twilights.'
2.
'

ALI

(Hist.) a

name common

to several princes

and

distin-

guished persons among the Arabs.
AMj son of Alxm-Thalcb, the cousin and son-in-law of Mahomet, by his marriage with Mahomet's daughter Fatema,
elected the caliph, or fourth successor of Mahomet
;

but a strong party was formed against him, at the head of
which was Ayesha, the widow of Mahomet, backed by
Moawyah, governor of Syria, who disputed the caliphate
with him. Their dispute being referred to the arbitration
of two persons, who gave it against Ali, he was accordingly
deposed, and was some time after killed by an assassin in a
mosque, in the year 40 of the Hegira, A. D. 650, having
reigned not more than four years and a half. Marmot.
I'AJ'rique,

1.

2.

Ali, the son of Hosein and grandson of the preceding, distinguished himself at the battle of Kerbela, where he and
his father were killed.
Ali, another son of Hosein, surnamed Zein al Abcddin, i. e.

Ornament of the Religious, enjoyed the dignity of iman,
and died in the year of the Hegira 75, A. D. 685.
Ali, Ebn Musa, was declared by Al Mamun his successor, but
died before him, in the year of the Hegira 204, A. D. 814.
Ali, Ben Mohammed Al Giaovad, surnamed Askeri, the 10th
or 12th iman of the race of Ali, died of poison, as is susthe

pected, in the reign of Motavakel.
killed Soliman, the 11th caliph in Spain,
of the house of Ommayah, and ascended the Moslem throne
in his place ; but having broken his word with Hayran, by
whose assistance he effected his purpose, was dethroned and
murdered in the same year, namely 407 of the Hegira,
A. D. 1017.
Ali, Ben Josef, the third king of Morocco, of the line of the
Almoravides, ascended the throne in the year of the Hegira
505, A. D. 1115, and was killed in a battle fought between
him and Alphonso II, after a reign of five years.
Ali, Curdi, a prince of the Curds in the time of Tamerlane,
who gave great trouble to that conqueror as he approached
their country.
Ali, Thaheri, a prince who reigned in Jemen, or Arabia
Felix, and was, as is said, of the race of the Ajubites.
Ali, So/tan, was the 17th successor of Jenghiz Khan, in
Great Buckaria. He died about the year of the Hegira 733,
A. D. 1343.
Ali, Bey, a prince of Kelat, revolted against Timur Bek,
and after committing many acts of treachery, was put to

Ali, Ebn Homed,

death.

Ali, Pasha, one of the greatest captains in the Ottoman empire, served under Amurath IV, Ibrahim, and Mahomet IV,
and died in 1663.
Ali, Bey, an adventurer and a formidable opponent to the
Ottoman empire, was born in 1728. His father being a
Greek priest, he was intended for that profession, but was
one day surprised by robbers and carried to Grand Cairo,
where he was sold to Ibrahim, a lieutenant of the Janisaries, and from that condition rose to be bey, or governor of
Egypt. He assisted the Russians against the Turks, and
being engaged in a desperate conflict with Abou Dahab, one
of his own generals and friends who had turned against
him, he died in 1773, of the wounds he received, eight days
He had goafter the battle, in the 45th year of his age.
verned Egypt with so much wisdom and humanity, that
calamity.
his
death
as
public
deplored
a
the Egyptians
Ali, Bey, first interpreter at the Ottoman court in the 17th
He was a Pole by birth, and
eenturv, spoke 17 languages.
his real name was Albert-Bo-Bouski ; but being carried
away bv the Tartars, and sold to the Turks, lie was brought
up in their religion, notwithstanding he did not lose his
regard for the Christian religion, and would in all probability have come to England and entered the church if he
had not died in 1675. He translated the catechism of the
church of England, and the whole Bible, into the Turkish
language, the latter of which remains in MS. in the library
of Leyden ; besides which he composed a grammar and
lexicon of the Turkish language, also ' Tractatus Alberti
Bobovii, &c. de Turcarum Liturgia, Percgrinatione Meccana,

:

ALK

ALI
Cireumcisione, jEgrotorum Visitatione, &c. cum Notis T.
Hvde,' Oxon. 16£)1 ; and Dialogi Turcici.'
ALIACMON (Geog.) or Haliacnwn, a river of Macedonia
Claudian gives
flowing into the JEgean sea, now Pelecas.
•

Et frustra rapidum damnant Aliacmona
Ca>s.
c.

Civ.

Bell.

1.

3,

c.

36

;

Lie.

1.

42,

c.

Bessi,

53

;

Plin.

I

4,

a French engraver, was born in
Among his best engravings are
1728, and died in 1788.
six large plates, which represent the battle of the Chinese

James (Biog.)

with the Tartars.

Aliamet, Francis Germain, a brother of the preceding, is
known in England by some engravings executed for Messrs.
Boydell.

ALIATAN

(Hist.) a king of the Arabians, in Spain, who
in conjunction with Alphonso II, king of
Castille, and died in the year of the Hegira 20+, A. D. 814,
while at the head of his army, which was going to attack

Lisbon,

Barcelona.

(Ecc.) bishop of Tagasta, was the disciple and
friend of St. Augustin, with whom he was baptized in 387,
and lived the greater part of his life.
Alipius (Hist.) a geographer of Antioch, who is supposed to

be the same as was made governor of Britain, by the emperor Julian, to whom he dedicated his work on geography.
He was afterwards exiled for following magical divinations.
ALIPRANDI, Bonamcntc (Biog.) an historian, or antiquary
of Italv, died in 1417, leaving, among other things, a Metrical Chronicle, or History of Mantua, which Muratori
has published in the fifth volume of his ' Antiquitates Italic
Mediae /Evi.'
ALIRROTHIUS (Myth.) 'AX^eietoe, a son of Neptune, who

was

killed

daughter.

bv Mars for offering violence to Alcippe, his
Mars was brought to trial by Neptune for this

on the hill at Athens, which on that account is called
Areopagus. Servius, however, gives a different account of
Alirrothius's death. Apollodor. 1. 3 ; Pans. 1. 1, c. 21 ; Sen:
offence

ALICANT

(Geog.) a sea-port of Valencia, in Spain, supposed to be the ancient Alone of Ptolemy and Mela,
was taken from the Moors in 1264, by James I, king of
Arragon. Its castle, which had been previously reckoned
impregnable, was taken by the English in 1706, and again
by the French and Spaniards, after a siege of almost two
It is seated
years, when part of the rock was blown up.
on the Mediterranean, on a bay of the same name,
85 miles S. Valencia, Ion. 0^ 32' W., lat. 38° 16' N.

ALICE

(Hist.) daughter of Theobald IV, count of Champagne, married Louis VII king of France, by whom she
had in 1165, a son called Philip Augustus. During her
son's absence in the Holy Land she acted as queen regent,
and died after a prudent government in 1206'.
(Ecc.) an abbot of Mont Cassin in 949, was
famous for the discipline which he preserved in his abbey,
and the zeal with which he defended the rights of his
monastery.
ALIGHIERI, Louis (Biog.) a lawyer of Verona, in the I6th
century, whose family produced many distinguished men,
among others the celebrated Dante.
ALIGRE (Hist.) formerly written Haligrc, the name of an
illustrious house, who held the seignory of Riviere for many
years, and produced several great men, of whom the following are the principal
Aligre, Stephen a", the first of that name, and the first
chancellor of France, after having filled several important
offices of state under Henry IV and Lewis XIII died in
1635.
Aligre, Stephen d', son of the preceding, after filling many
high offices, rose to the dignity of chancellor under Louis
XIV in 1674, which he retained till his death, in 1677Aligre, Francis d' (Ecc.) third son of the preceding, and a
monk of the order of St. Augustin, was distinguished for
his zeal and fidelity in the discharge of all his functions,
ecclesiastical and civil.
He died in 1712, aged 92.
Aligre, Charles d', brother of the preceding, and abbot of
S. Riquier, in Ponthieu, gave up his revenues to the value
of 2000 livres, for the benefit of the monks of his abbey,
and died in 1695.
ALIMENTUS, L. Cincius (Biog.) an historian, who wrote
an account of the second Punic war, in which he says he
was himself taken by Annibal. Livy quotes him on different occasions.
Livy, 1. 21, c. 38, &c.
(Geos.) "AXivca, a town of Caria, whose queen
Ada adopted Alexander the Great as her son. Arrian. de

ALIGERNE

ALINDA

Exped. Alex.

Alinda (Numis.)

Lancaster.

ALIPHERUS
ALIPIUS

10.

took

ALIOXE

(Hist.) 'AXi^iypoc, the son of Lycaon, and
founder of Aliphera, according to Pausanias.

the epithet of rapidus.
BelL Get. v. 179-

it

ALIAMET,

the skin, &c. of a lion, within a crown of laurel, emblematical of Hercules ; inscription AAINAEiiN.
(Geog.) a town of the Brigantes in Britain, now

a

medal of

this

town represents a

club,

with

J'irg.

Georg.

1.

1, v. 18.

ALISCHET( Hist.)

a vizier of Algiaptu and Abusaid, procured the death of his learned colleague Raschideddin.
ALISCHIR (Hist.) a general of the sultan Hassan, who
shared the government of Samarcaud with him, and in the
end became absolute master of it by himself.
Alischir, a prince or emir of Khorasan, in the year of the
Hegira 904, A. D. 1514, had a rich library in the city of
Heret, of which he allowed the inspection to the historian

Khondemir.

ALISE

(Geos.) a village of Burgundy, in France, which

[Vide

the ancient Alexia.

ALISO

of

Germany, flowing

Ptolemy
the Lippe, near Paderbon, now Alme.
a place near the Rhine, which he calls "AXaaov.
Dio.
1.
54.
1. 2, c. 120 ;
Tac Annul. 1. 2, c. 7 ;
(Geog.) a river of Germany, which
the Maese, supposed to be the present Alsitz.

ALISONTA

applies the epithet of

Auson. Mosell.
Kec

is

Alesia.~]

(Gcog.) 'EXiVwi', a river

fdux to

into

mentions
Fell.

Pat.

runs into

Ausonius

it.

370.

v.

mini>r

/ior,

taciturn qui per sola

phiguia labens

Stringit Jrugiferus felix Alisontia ripas.

ALITTA (Myth.) vide Alilat.
ALIX, Peter (Biog.) abbot of St. Paill, in Besancon, in
1632 ; wrote, 1. ' Dialogue entre Porte Noire et la Pillori.'
2. ' Eponge pour effacer la Censure du P. Dom. Vernerey.'
3. ' History of the Abby of St. Paul,' which has been attributed to him by Le Long, in his historical library of
France.

AL KADER,

was chosen to succeed Al T.iy
Hegira 381, A. D. yyi,
and died after a reign of upwards of 41 years.
brother Al Moktader on
his
(Hist.)
succeeded
KAHER
AL
the Moslem throne, but was deposed, his eyes put out, and
himself imprisoned, after a reign of not more than a year
Being released from prison by A]
and seven months.
Mottaki, he was reduced to such poverty as to be obliged to
beg his bread ; in which condition he died, in the year f
the Hegira 338 or 339, A. D. 948 or 949Billah

(Hist.)

in the caliphate, in the year of the

1

AL KASEM,

Ebn Hamuda

(Hist.) a caliph of Andalusia,
was more than once deposed and restored to the throne, and
at length died, as is supposed, in prison, about the year of

the Hegira 413,

AL KAYED

A.D.

1023.

(Hist.) succeeded his father Hamed, the founder
of a new dynasty in Africa, in the year of the Hegira 419?
A. D. 1029, and died after a short reign.

Q 2

;

ALL
KAYEM,

Al.

Abul Kasem

ALL

Mohammed

(Hist.) succeeded his
the Fatemite caliphs (if

Obeidallah, the first of
Kairwan, in the year of the Hegira 821, A. D. (fit, and
died in the year of the Hegira 335.
Al kaye.m son of Aim Mohammed Oheidallah, succeeded his father as second of the Fatemite caliphs of
father

A

Kairwan.
kav km, Beamri'llah, succeeded his father Al Kadcr, as
caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira 422, A. D. 1032,
and died after a reign of 44 years and nine months.

I.

ALKEMADE,
•

Cornelius Can (Biog.) a Dutch antiquary, was
Dissertation
born in 1654, and died in 1737, leaving, 1.
Metrical Chronicle of Melis
on Tournaments.' 2. '
Stoke,' fol. I699 ; containing a history of Holland to 1337Treatise
3.
Muntspiegel der Graven van Holland.' 4. <
'

A

A

on Modes of Burial,' 8vo. Delft, 1713.

5.

'

Kederlandsche

A

6. '
Description of the
Displechtigheden,' 3 vols. 8vo.
Town of Brille,' besides some pieces of less importance.
(Biog.) a mathematician of the 13th century,
who left among other works, a treatise, ' De Radiis Stellarum."
(Geog.) formerly a considerable town, now a
village of Arabia Felix, called Alkhi.
(Biog.) or Alkmaar Henry, a writer of the 15th
century, who was the author of an old German work, en-

ALKIXDUS

ALKINUM

ALKMAR

titled ' Reineke de Voss,' or Reynard the Fox, a satire
the earliest edition of which that has been yet discovered
was printed by Gerard Leew in 1479.
(Hist.) or EM, the first king of Sussex, landed in
England with an army of Saxons in 477, and having made
himself master of that part of the country, erected it into
a kingdom, and died in 514, after a reign of 23 years.

ALLA

1'olyd.

ALLAD1US

1

;

'

rures Calotines,'

'

'

'

Sir.

Andrea (Biog.) an English divine, who was born
[656, and died in 16"85; wrote, 'The Epistle,' containing an account of Dr. Cosin's life, prefixed to the docEcclesite Anglicans Politeia in Tabulas
tor's book, entitled
Digests,' fol. Oxford. 1684; Additions and corrections to
Angliie Notitia,' or the Present State of
:i book entitled,
England, besides the assistance he rendered Wood in his
in

'

'

.Athena;.

'

Orthodox* Scriptores,' 2 vols. 4to. Rom. 1652 and 16576. ' Symmiehta et Symmiha, sive Opuseulorum Gra?corum
De Mensura
ac Latinorum,' &c. fol. Colonn. 1653.
7Temporum Antiquorum et proecipue Grsecorum,' 8vo.
8. ' Apes
Urban*,' 8vo. Rom. 1633.
Colonn. 1645.
'

9-

'

Dramaturgia,' &c.
(Hist.) a pretorian prefect,

ALLECTUS

painter of Edinburgh,

historical

are several engravings from his
which was entitled The Origin of fainting,' or the Corinthian Maid drawing the Shadow of her
Lover besides which there are four in aqua-tinta, by
Paul Sandby, from drawings made by Allan when at
1

pictures, one of

'

;

IMP.

inscription,

figure,

I'ius Fit

slew Carausius

AUG.

C.

ALLECTUS

on the reverse LiETITIA
Comment. Trist. Hist.; Med. Num.

AUG.;

ALLEGRI,

Alexander (Biog.) an Italian burlesque poet of Florence, wrote among other
things, ' Rime Piacevoli,' in four separate parts, 4to. Verona, 1605, 1607, and 1613, also at Florence in 1608.

Alleuri, vide Corregio.
Allegri, Gregorio, an ecclesiastic and musical composer, was
admitted in 16*29 as a singer into the Pope's chapel, and
His principal piece of composition was his
died in 1640.
'

Miserere.'

ALLEIX,

Richard (Biog.) son of a puritan clergyman of
Somersetshire, was born in 1611, and died in
His writings consisted mostly of tracts, except his

Ditchet, in

Vindiciie Pietatis,' or a Vindication of Godliness, 1664-6.
a non-conformist preacher, was born in
1633, and died in 1668, leaving many religious works.

•

Allein, Joseph,

ALLEN,

Allan, George, an attorney and antiquary of Darlington,
the county of Durham, wrote among other things, 1. '
Life

"I'

St. Cuthbert.'

3.

•

1 [ospital,'
&c.
Claudius, a monk of the order of St. Antony,
who died in 658; wrote, I. Le Crayon des
Mirroir des
Grandeur! de S. Etienne de Viennois.' 2.
1

'

'

Ames Keligicuscs,' or the Life of Charlotte Flandrine.
Allard, Guy, a native of Dauphiny, and counsellor to

in an insurrection
son of the earl of
wrote some treatises which remain

(Her.) the name of a family, which, after having been
England, passed over into Holland, and thence

when John

Allen, Esq.

who

l>ore a captain's

commission in the reign of king William, and was sworn of
the privy council of his majesty George I, was advanced in
1717 to the dignities of baron Allen, of Stillorgan, and

A

9b rborne

He

Icing seated in

into Ireland,

Arms.

ALLAKI),

archbishop of Dublin in the reign of

MS.

follow

Collections relating to

(F.cc.)

Kildare, in 1534.

Allen

in

Sketch of the Life and Character of Bishop Trevor,' 1770'.

John

Henry VIII, was barbarously murdered
set on foot by Thomas Fitzgerald, eldest

viscount

irrki

at Viennois,

who

England, and took possession of his throne for three
years, from 294 to 297, when Constantius Ciesar landing in
Britain with an army, an engagement ensued, in which
Aurel. Fict.
Allectus was killed, and his forces routed.
Ai.i.Ecrrs (Xumis.) medals are extant bearing
the effigv of this usurper, as in the annexed
in

in

ALLAN', David (Biog.) an
who died in ~yf>- There

The

was a strenuous advocate of the see of Rome, in his works,
of which the following are the principal, 1. ' De Ecclesise
Occidentals et Orientalis Perpetua Consensione,' 4to. Colonn.
1648.
2.
De Utriusque Ecclesiae, &c. in Dogmate de
3. ' De Libris
Purgatorio Consensione,' 8vo. Rom. 16.55.
4.
De Templis
Ecclesiasticis Gracorum,' 8vo. Paris, 1645.
Gnecorum Recentioribus,' 8vo. Colonn. 1645. 5. ' Greecse

16*81.

ALLAM,

.*

'

'

4 vols. 4to. 5. ' Les Gouvcrneurs et Lieutenants au Gouvernement du Dauphine,' 12mo. 1704.
ALLATIUS, or Alazzi Leo (Biog.) keeper of the Vatican at
Rome, was born at Chios in 1586, and died in I669. He

Impp.

I 'erg.

Ali.a, king of Northumberland, in England, succeeded Ida
in the sixth century, and reigned with great glory for 30
years. It was in his reign that Augustin came into England
to convert the natives.
(Hist.) 'AXKaine, called by Cassiodorus Aretmtlus, Remus, or Romulus, was the 13th king of the Latins,
who succeeded his father Agrippa.
ALLAINVAL, Leonor Jean Christine Suit/as a", (Biog.) a
French dramatic and miscellaneous writer, who was born at
Paris in 753, was the author of ' L'Embarras des Richesses;'
' Tour
Les BigarEcole des Bourgeois;
de Carnaval

I.

king, died in 17 1 G, leaving among the number of his works
1. ' Bibliotheque de Dauphine,' 12mo. 1680, a new edition
of which was published in 17972. ' Inscriptions de Grenoble,' 4to. 1683.
3.
Nobiliare du Dauphine,' 12mo.
Histoire Genealogique du Dauphine,'
4.
1671, 16'97-

latter

Crest.

Allen.

The arms,

&C

of this

family

arc

as

:

Argent, two bars wavy, and a chief azure, on the

an

On

etoil

between two escallops

or.

a wreath, a bezant charged witli a talbot's head

erased sable.

Two talbota table.
Supporter!.
" Triumpho morte tarn vita."
Motto.
Allen, Thomas (Biog.) a descendant from Henry Alen, or
Alan, lord of the manor of Buckenhall, in Staffordshire
was, in 1542, admitted scholar of Trinity college, Oxford, in
;

the

;

;

ALL

ALL
1561, and fellow in 1565 ; took his master's degree in 1567,
and died in 1 632. He was a great mathematician, but is known
principally as an antiquary, on which subject he made a
collection of MSS. of which a catalogue is given in Anthony Wood's papers in the Ashmolean Museum.
Allen, Thomas, a divine, who entered Brazennoze college,
Oxford, in 1589, was elected a probationer fellow of Merton
He wrote ' Obsercollege in 1503, and died in 1638.
vationes in Libellum Chrysostomi in Esaiam.'
non-conformist,
educated
at Cambridge,
Allen, Thomas, a
was born in 1608, and died in 1673, leaving among his
Chain of Scripture
other works one on chronology, entitled
Chronology, from the Creation to the Death of Christ, in
Seven Periods,' 4to. 1639.
Allen, Anthony, a lawyer and antiquary of Great Hadham,
'

in Hertfordshire, took his bachelor's degree in King's college, Cambridge, in 1707, and his master's in 1711, and
He collected a biographical account of the
died in 1754.

members of Eton

which by his will he ordered to
be placed in the library of the two colleges, and a third
copy to be given to his patron, Mr. Speaker Onslow. He
also made a collection of words in the English language,
which have changed their original meaning, as villain,
knave, &c. which was never printed.
ALLEOX, Delac John Lewis (Biog.) a lawyer of Lyons,
He wrote, 1. ' Memoires pour
died at St. Etienne in 176S.
servir a 1'Histoire Naturelle du Lyonnois, Forez et Beaugolais,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1765.
2.
Melanges d'Histoire Naturelle,' first in 2 vols. 12mo. 1763; afterwards a new edicollege,

'

tion in 6 vols.

ALLESTRY,

Richard, a divine and provost of Eton, was
born in 1619 at Uppington, in Shropshire, entered a commoner of Christ Church in 1636, and after having done and
suffered much in the royal cause, he died full of honour in
1680.
Besides some sermons of his which are extant, he
wrote a small tract entitled ' The Privileges of the University of Oxford, in point of Visitation.'
Allestry, Jacob, of the same family as the preceding, was
entered at Christ Church, Oxford, in 1671, was elected student in 1672, took his degree in arts in l679> and died in
1686. He published ' Examen Poeticum,' containing verses
and pastorals, spoken in the theatre at Oxford in 1681,
before James, duke of York, his duchess, and the lady

Anne.

Pons Angiislin {Biog.) a French advocate of
Montpellier, died at Paris in 1785, aged 82.
He wrote on
a variety of subjects, but his principal works are ' Les
Princes celebres qui ont regne dans le Monde,' 4 vols. 12mo.
LesOrnamens
and ' L'Histoire des Papes,' 2 vols. 12mo. ;
de la Memoire,' &c.
(Ecc.) or Allcigh, William, bishop of Exeter, was
'

ALLEY

at

Great Wycomb, in Buckinghamshire, in 1528, edu-

cated at Eton and Oxford, and died in 1570 or 1571, according to Tanner; and 1576, according to Fuller.
He
wrote, 1. ' The Poor Man's Library,' 2 vols. fol. 1571Hebrew Grammar,' but whether published or not is
2. '
uncertain.
3. *
Translation of the Pentateuch in the
Version of the Bible,' undertaken by command of queen
Elizabeth. 4. Three Epistles to Matthew Parker, in Latin,
which are preserved in MS. in Corpus Christi college, Cambridge.
5. ' Judgment concerning the Doctrine and Discipline of the Church,' in Strype's Annals.
Alley, Peter, a great-grandson of the preceding, rector of
Donamow, in Queen's county, Dublin, for 73 years, died in
1763, at the great age of 110.
Edward (Biog.) a celebrated comedian in the
reigns of Elizabeth and James, but still better known as
the founder of Dulwich college, was born in 1566, and
died in 1626.
He is said to have expended 10,000/. on the
building of the college, which was endowed with 800/. per

A

A

ALLEYX,

for the maintenance of one master, one warden,

and

four fellows ; also six poor men, and as many women, besides
12 poor boys till the age of 14 or 16, when they were to
be put out apprentice.
(Geog.) a river of Italy, flowing into the Tiber, now
The Romans were defeated with great slaughter on
A/a.
its banks by the Gauls under Brennus, A. C. 390.
Virgil alludes to this disaster. /En. 7, v. 717-

ALLIA

Quosque secans infaustum

Also

interluil Allia

nomen.

Silius.
Hsrrificis sese eitulit Allia ripis.

The day
Ovid

called Alliensis

Dies, on

was reckoned among the

place,

which

infaitsti,

this

event took

or unlucky days.

Ibin. v. 47-

in

Mac

Lucan.

1.

est in Fastis,

v.

7,

cut dat gravis Allia nomen.

409.

Et dumnata diu Romanis Allia Fastis.

c.

ad Attic. 1. 1, ep. 4; Lie.
11; Phtt. in Camill. ; Suet,

c.

13.

Cic.

1.

5,

in

c.

37; Val. Max.
c. 7; Flor.

Vitcll.

1.

9,

1.

1,

ALLIBOXD,

Peter (Biog.) of an ancient family in OxfordHe studied
shire, was born in 1560, and died in 1628-9at Magdalen-hall, Oxford, and wrote principally translations
from foreign religious works.
Allibond, John, son of the preceding, is known as the author
of a satire against the parliamentary visitors, and their party,
entitled ' Rustica Academic Oxoniensis nuper Reformats;
Descriptio, una cum Comitiis ibidem 1648 habitis.'
ALLIEXI Forum (Geog.) a town of Italy, near Petavium,
Tacit. Hist. 1. 3, c. 4 ; Cluv.
supposed to be now Ferrara.
Ital. Antiq.

gens (Nuniis.) a Roman family, which is known
by some medals struck by Allienus, the proconsul, in the
Goltz. in
time of Julius Caesar, whose cause he espoused.

ALLIENA,

Jul. Ca:sar.

ALLIFiE

(Geog.) 'AXktyai, or"A\\i^a, a town of the Samnear the river V ulturnus, famous for the making of
Silius calls
cups ; whence the Pocula Atlifana of Horace.
nites,

it

Allipe.

Sil.

1.

v.

8,

536.

Allipe. et Ctanis conlemta semper Acerrtz.

It is

now

20,
Plin.

1.

ALLETZ,

bom

annum

c.

Allifi.

35

The

Cic.

;

inhabitants were called Allifani. Diod.
1. 2, c. 25 ; Liv. 1. 8, c. 25, &c.

Agrar.

5 ; Frontin. de Colon.
ager (Geog.) the circumjacent country of AlQVide Allifce~} Cicero calls it simply Allifanus. Cic.
lifse.
pro Plane, c. 9ALLIOXI, Charles (Biog.) a physician and botanist of Piedmont, was born in 1725, and died in 1804, leaving mamworks on botany and medicine, of which the following are
1. ' Pedemontii Stirpium Rariorum Specimen
the principal
2. ' Oryctographise PedePrimum,' 4to. Taurin, 1755.
3.
Enumeratio
montana; Specimen,' 8vo. Paris, 17574- 'Synopsis MeParis,
1757Svo.
Xicteensis,'
Stirpium
5.
Flora
thodica Horti Taurinensis,' 4to. Taurin. 1762.
Pedemontana,' 3 vols. fol. Taurin. 1785. 6. « Auctuarium
Taurin.
1789ad Flora Pedemontana,"
ALLIX, Peter (Biog.) a divine of the church of England
although a native of France, was born at Alencon in 1641,
and died in 1717, leaving behind him many testimonies of
Among the
his literarv abilities, and his theological zeal.
number of his writings are, 1. ' Dissertatio de Sanguine D.
'
X. I. Christi.' 2. Dissertatio de Tertulliani Vita et Scriptis.'
3. ' Les Maximes du Vrai Chretien,' joined with • Bonnes
et Saintes Pensees pour tous les Jours du Mois,' Amsterdam,
4. ' Reflections upon the Books of the Holy Scrip1687.
ture, to establish the Truth of the Christian Religion,' re1.

3, c.

ALLIFAXUS

:

'

5. ' Some
published by Bishop Watson in his ' Tracts.'
Remarks upon the Ecclesiastical History of the Ancient

;

ALM

ALM

Remarks
Churches of Piedmont,' 4to. London, I69O. 6.
upon the Ecclesiastical History of the Ancient Churches of
The Judgment of
7the Albigenses,' 4to. Lond. 1692.
the Ancient Jewish Church against the Unitarians,' &c.
'

'

ALLOBROGES

(Geog.) a warlike nation of Gaul, near the
Rhone, who inhabited that part of the country now called
Sawn, Dauphine, and Vivarais. Having taken part with
Annibal against the Romans, they were conquered by
Fabius, who, on that account, received the surname of Allabrogicus : but their ambassadors discovered Cataline's conspiracy, in which they were solicited to take a part ; and,
on that account, are commended for their fidelity by Cicero ;
but Horace ascribes it to their fickleness.

Epod. 16,

v. 6.

Kovisqu£ rebus

3; Cms. de

iiifidelis

1.

Bell.

Call.

1.

1,

ALLOBROX
1.

2,

c.

ALLOISI,

Balthazar (Biog.) an historical and portrait
painter, was born at Bologna in 1578, and died in 1638.
He studied under the Caracci, and has been compared to

Vandyk.

ALLORl,

Alexander (Biog.) called Bronzino, a painter of
Florence, who successfully followed Michael Angelo, and
died in 16*07, after having gained a great reputation.
Allori, Christophano, son and disciple of the preceding, was
born in 1577, and died at the age of 42, leaving many memorials of his skill in the art of painting, particularly small
pictures, wherein he introduced a number of minute figures
executed with remarkable correctness and delicacy.
(Geog.) 'AMorptyte, or, as Casaubon will
have it, 'AXrpiydvte ; an obscure people in the south of
Strab. 1. 3.
Spain.
Francis dc V (Biog.) who is styled President de l' Allottelte, published in 1577 a work on the Nobility
of France, a second edition of which was printed at Metz
in 1597.
Treatise on the Origin of the French is also
attributed to him.
ALLUCIUS (Hist.) a prince of the Celtiberi, to whom Scipio
Africanus restored his beautiful bride, who had fallen into
his hands in the course of the war, U. C. 544, A. C. 210.
Plutarch calls this prince Lucceius, Valerius Maximus, In-

ALLOTRIGES

ALLOUETTE,

A

I.

4,

c.

1. 26, c. 50 ;
Pint, in Scip. Afric.
Aid. Cell. 1. 6, c. 8.

Lie.

3

;

ALLUS

(Hist.) a freedman of Augustus,
the Great a million pieces of silver.

who

;

Val.

lent to

Max.

Agrippa

ALMACHARARIA

(Geog.) or Ahmuharama, a town of
Arabia Felix, supposed to be the ancient citv of
Suphar, which was the most considerable in all Arabia.
ALMACHIUS, Si. (Ecc.) a Christian who suffered martyrdom in the prefecture of Alypius, and reign of Thcodosius.
Baron. Annul.
ALMADA, Andrew d' (Biog.) son of Anthony d'Almada,
the second of that name, devoted himself to the study of
theology, regardless of all the dignities to which he was enti-

Mocha,

lege of

young

James (Biog.)

Navarre
in

He

wrote,

4to. Paris, 1512.
Laica contra Ockam.'
ecc.

AL MAMUN

a professor of divinity in the colwas a native of Sens, and died
1. ' De Auctoritate Ecclesue,'
2. ' De Potestate Ecclesiastica et

at Paris,

1515.

(Hist.) or Abdallah III, otherwise called Mathe son of Harun-al-Raschid, succeeded
;

mun, Almaon, &c

Alamin in 814, and died in 833 in the 4Sth
year of his age.
He was an astronomer, and the patron of
learning, having caused Ptolemy's Almagest to be translated
into Arabic.
E/-Macin. Hist. Saracen. 1. 2, c. 8 ; Abulfarag. Hist. Dynast.; Leo. African, de Illust. Arab.
his brother

(Hist.) or Almanzor, king of Cordova, sucAlhaca in the year 975, made frequent wars on the
Christians, and died in the year of the Hegira 293, A. C.
1003. Roder. Hist. 1. 5, c. 16 ; Vas. Chron. ann. 975.
Almansor, Joseph, king of Morocco, died from the shot of
an arrow while besieging Santaren, a town of Portugal, in
1158.
Marmol. 1. 2, c. 35.
Almansor, Jacob, a powerful king of Morocco, obtained the
celebrated victory of Alcaros in Castille.
Marmol. 1. 2,
cessor to

c.

36.

Almansor, surnamed

16.

dibilis.

ALMAIN,

ALMANSOR

Allobrox.

&c.; Cic. in Catilin.
Oral. 3; Sallust. in Jugurth. ; Liv. 1. 21, c. 31, &c. ; Veil.
Pater. 1. 2, c. 10; Strab. 1. 4; Mela, 1. 2, c. 5 : Juven. Sat.
7, v. 214; Floras, 1. 3, c. 10; Dio. 1. 37; PHn. 1. 3,
c. 4, &c; Tacit. Hist. 1. 1, c. 66'; Ptol. 1. 2, c. 10; Plut.
in Annib.
{Hist.) a name given by Berosus to the
fifteenth king of the Gauls ; whence some have derived
the name of the Allobroges.
Dnpleix, Mem. des Guides,
Poli/b.

an attempt to vindicate his father's cause, was, with 40 of
his adherents, beheaded in 1542.

in

He died in 16'42, leaving, as is said, a
Treatise on the Incarnation.
Diego (Hist.) one of the conquerors of Peru,
and the rival of Pizarro, was of such obscure origin that
he died not knowing his parents. By the assassinai ion of

tled by his birth.

ALMAGRO,

Pizarro, he gained the ascendancy for a time, but was afterwards defeated, and condemned to be strangled.
Ai.MAGHO, Diego, son of the preceding, being vanquished in

the Victorious, second caliph of the race
of the Abassides, obtained the empire in the year of the
Hegira 143, A. D. 753, and died after a reign of about
22 years, during which time the city of Bagdad was rawed
from the foundation, and became the residence of him and
the future caliphs.
Dioni/s. Telmarens. apud Jos. Sim.
Assouan. ; Thcophan. Chronograph. ; El. Makin. Hist.
Saracen, p. 104, &c.
(Geog.) a small town of Murcia, in Spain, distinguished by a victory which was gained by the French
over the allies in 1707.
It is situated on the frontiers of
Valencia.
Lon. 1° 10' W. lat. 38° 48' N.

ALMANZA
ALMARUS

(Ecc.) JElmerus, Elmarus, or Elmeriis, abbot of
Austin, in Canterbury, was made bishop of Sherborne,
1022; but after his sight failed him that
he coidd not discharge the duties of his station, he returned
St.

in Dorsetshire, in

abbey where he died.
(Hist.) one of the most illustrious houses in Portugal, the origin of which has been traced to Pelayo Amada,
who lived in the time of Henry of Burgundy, count of
to his

ALMEIDA

Portugal, and died in 1112.
He was of the family of
Coelho, and assumed the name of Almeida after having
of
Almeida
taken the castle
in the time of Sancho I, king
of Portugal, in 1190.
The greater part of his descendants
have held high offices at court, of whom the following are
entitled to particular notice

:

Almeida, Loup d', the third in descent of the above family,
was created first count d'Abrantes by Alphonsus V.
Almkiua, Francis d\ fourth son of the preceding, and the
first viceroy of India, was sent thither by king Emanuel
and after distinguishing himself by his military exploits,
was killed, on his return in 1509, at a place near the Cape,
in an affray between his men and the natives.
Almeida, Lawrence d', son of the former, and a brave commander, was killed off Chaul in an engagement with the
fleet of the sultan of Egypt.
Almeida, George d', nephew of the abovemantioned Francis,
was the conqueror of Ceylon in 1632, and died soon after.
Tliuitn. Hist.

1.

1,

&C.

;

Jer, Osor. Hist. Email.

d' (Ecc.) son of Loup d'Almeida, and a
came to England for the puqiose of exhorting
Henry VIII to return into the bosom of the church, upon
which Henry sent him 400 angels with the command to
leave the kingdom immediately, recommending him at the
same time to be more discreet in his zeal lest he should fall

Almeida, Casper
priest,

into worse hands.

—
ALM

ALM

Apollinarhis d', a Jesuit, and a missionary to
Ethiopia, was stoned to death by the natives in 1538.
Almeida, George d', son of Loup d' Almeida, of the branch
of the Avintes, was archbishop of Lisbonne, inquisitorgeneral of Portugal, and one of the regency when king
He died in 1585.
isebastian went into Africa.
Almeida, Manuel or Emmanuel a", a Jesuit, and missionary
to Ethiopia, was born at Vizen, in Portugal, in 1580, and
died at Goa in 1646, leaving, 1. 'A History of Upper
2. ' Historical Letters,' in
Ethiopia,' fol. Coimbra, 1660.
Italian, 8vo. Rome, 1 629.
Almeida (Geog.) one of the strongest fortresses of Portugal,
in the province of Beira, on the river Coa, near the borders

cent III, for maintaining that ideas in the divine mind
created and were created.
Almericus, Arnoldus, archbishop of Narbonne, and first
grand inquisitor against the Albigenses.
(Geog.) a town of Estremadura, situated on
the Tagus opposite to Santarin
it was formerly the residence of the Portuguese kings.
I CI, Peter Camille (Biog.) a priest who was born of a
He
noble family at Brescia in 1714, and died in 1779wrote • Critical Reflections on Febronius' Work,' entitled
• De Statu Ecclesise;'
besides dissertations on various sub-

Almeida,

It was taken after an obstinate resistance, and
of Spain.
mucli bloodshed, by the Spaniards in 1762, and it fell into
the hands of the French in IS 10, but was retaken by the
British in the following spring.
Thomas Jansen d' (Biog.) a Dutch physician, was author of the Hortus Malubaricus, and Flora
Malabarica, 13 vols. fol. 1678, et seq.
Almeloveex, Theodore Jansen Van, a physician, was bom
in 1657 at Medrecht, near Utrecht, and died in 1712,
leaving, among his works, 1. Hippocratis Aphorismi, Gr.
2. ' Aurelius Celsus de Mediet Lat.' 12mo. Amst. 16'85.
cina,' 12mo. Amst. 1687; 8vo. 1713; 8vo. Patav. 1722.
3. • Apicii Caelii de Obsoniis et Condimentis, sive de Arte
Coquinaria Libri x.' 8vo. Amst. I7O9. 4. < Aurelianus de
Morbis Acutis et Chronicis,' 4to. Amst. 1709. 5. ' Bibliotheca Promissa et Latens,' 8vo. 1688, 1698, 12mo. 1692 ;
8vo. Nuremberg, 1 699- 6. ' The Anatomy of the Muscle,'
Svo. Amst. 1684.
7- 'Onomasticon Rerum Inventarum et
InventaNova et Antiqua, id est Brevis EnarratioOrtus et Progressus Artis Mediae,' 8vo. ibid. 1684.
8. ' Fasti Consulares,' 8vo. Amstel. 1705.
beautiful but not very
9correct edition of Strabo, &c.
ALMENDARIS, Henriquez Alphonso d' (Ecc.) a native of
Seville, and bishop of Cuba, died in 1623, leaving an account of the diocese over which he had presided.
(Geog.) an abbey of Normandy, in France.
ALMENSA, Jerome {Ecc.) a native of Naples, and of the
order of preaching friars, was employed on several important negotiations by the king of Naples, and died at Rome
in 1493, while on a mission to the pope Alexander VI.
(Biog.) an Arabian prince and mathematician
of the 11th century.
Almeon, surnamed Almansor, who wrote ' Astrological Observations respecting the Sun;' 'Astrological Aphorisms."
r
J oss. de Scienl. Math. c. 35, § 3, 19.
(Geog.) a city in Grenada, of Spain, and a
bishop's see.
Lon. 2° 0' W. lat. 36° 51' N. When the
Saracens were in Spain, it was so powerful as to have a
king named Aben-Hut. It was taken from the infidels by
Alphonsus VIII, king of Castille, in 1147.
Some have
taken it for the Porlus viagnus of the ancients.
ALMERICUS (Hist.) in French Aumery ; the brother of
Baldwin, and king of Jerusalem, conquered Egypt, and
died in 1174.
Almericus II, brother of Guido, was at first king of Cyprus
and, after the capture of Jerusalem by Saladin, king of
Juda;a, and died in 1239.
Almericus (Ecc.) archbishop of Tours, presided with Hincmar

ALMELOVEEN,

A

ALMENSCHES

ALMEON

ALMERIA

;

at the council of

Rheims

in 853.

Almericus, bishop of Senlis, died in 1161, after having obtained means to rebuild the cathedral of that city.
Almericus, a patriarch of Jerusalem, died in 11 SO, after
having compelled Almericus I to put away his wife Agnes,
because she was his relation in the fourth degree, on condition, however, that the two children which he had by her
should be considered as legitimate.
a heretic, who was burnt

Almericus,

bv order of Inno-

ALMERINUM

:

ALM

jects.

ALMISSA

(Geog.) a town of Dalmatia, in European Turkey,
by the Sclavonians Omisk, and supposed to be the
Omseum of the ancients, but not Delminium, which was a
maritime town. It is situated at the foot of a very high
Lon. 16° 58' E. lat. 43° 18' N. In the 13th and
rock.
14th centuries, this town distinguished itself by its piracies
until it was sacked by the Venetians, and reduced to a state
called

of poverty.

ALMO

(Geog.) a small river near Rome, running from the
Appian way into the Tiber, now called Rio d'Appio. On the
25th of March, the image of Cybele, and whatever was consecrated to her, was washed in this river, according to Ovid.
Fast.

4, v.

1.

387-

Est locus in Tiberim quo lubricus influit Almo,
Et nomen magno perriit ab amne minor ;
lllic purpurea canus cum rate saceidos
Almonis domvam, sucraque taut aquis.

Lucan.

1.

1,

v.

600.

Et totam parvo revocant Alnwne CubeUm.
1.
8, v. 239; Stat. Syh. 1. 5; Martial, 1. 3.
Claud, de Bell. Gild. ; A'mmian. Marc. 1. 23.
Duke d' (Biog.) an ambassador from the
court of Spain to the courts of Petersburgh, Lisbon, and
He wrote a Journal
St. James, died in 1792 at Madrid.
entitled ' Decada Epistolen ;' and a Translation of the Abbe
Ravnals' History.
(Hist.) ride Adelines.
(Hist.) a name of the fourth race of the
kings of Fez and Morocco, of whom the following are en-

I'al.

ep.

Flac.

47

;

ALMODOVAR,

ALMOGANENS
ALMOHADES
titled to notice

:

Abdullah, surnamed Mohavcdin, a schoolmaster, was the
first of the race, who seated himself on the throne in 543
of the Hegira, A. D. 1153.
Abul-Mumcn, his successor, who made great conquests in
Africa and Spain.
James Almansor the Third, who pushed his conquests
farther.

Mahommed-Enazir, who, losing a great battle in Spain, died
After which his 10
in 607 of the Hegira, A. D. 1217sons disputed for his empire until it fell into the hands of
the Merini.
B'illah (Hist.) a caliph of Bagdad, who
died, after a reign of 24 years, in the 555th year of the

AL MOCTAFY,

A. D. 11 65.
Ledina'llah (Hist.) the first Fatemite caliph of
Egypt, succeeded his father Abu Thaher in the year of the
Hegira 341, A. D. 961, and died after a reign of 24 years,
in which he conquered all Syria and Egypt.
(Hist.) the son of Al Mansur, succeeded his
father as caliph of Bagdad in the year of the Hegira 159,
A. D. 769, and died from eating a poisoned pear which
accidentally fell in his way, after a reign of 10 years and
Hesrira,

AL MOEZ,

AL MOHDI

one month.
the surname of Abu Mohammed Obeid'allah, the
caliph of Kairwan, and founder of the dynasty of the Fatemites, greatly extended his conquests in Africa, and, dying
after a reign of 24 years, was succeeded by his son in tin:

Al Mohdi,

vcar of the Hegira 321, A. D. 931.

ALM

ALO

Al Mohdi,

of the race of Ommayah, deposed Al Mowayah,
and caused himself to be proclaimed caliph of Andalusia
but his rival having succeeded in regaining the throne, put
him to death, in the vear of the Hegira 400.
BtUah (Hist.) succeeded Al Mo'tazz on
the Moslem throne, in the year of the Hegira 255, A. D.
865, hut was deposed ami slain by the Turkish soldiery before he had completed the first vear of his reign.
(Hist.) succeeded his brother Moctafi on
the Moslem throne, in the year of the Hegira 295, A. D.
905, and was killed in battle by Munes, one of his generals, who rebelled against him, after a reign of 25 years.
;

AL MOHTADI,

AL MOKTADER

AL MOKTADI,

Beamri'Uah (Hist.) succeeded his grandfather Al Kayem Beamri'Uah, as caliph of Bagdad, in the
year of the Hegira 467, A. D. 1077, and died after a reign
of 20 years.

AL MOKTAFI,

Beamri'Uah (Hist.) was elected caliph of
Bagdad on the deposition of Al Bashed, in the year of the
Hegira 530, and died after a reign of 24 years.
ALMON (BibL) the same probably as Aleiiieth or Almeth.
ALMON (Myth.) the eldest son of Tyrrhus, was the first
Rutulian killed by the Trojans.

Virg. JEn.

532.
Almon, John (Biog.) a bookseller and a writer, was born in
He edited, or wrote, many poli1788, and died in 1805.
tical pamphlets.
(Geog.) a town of New Castillo, in Spain,
four leagues from Toledo, which was built on the ruins of
the ancient Riccopolis.
ALMONACIR, Jerome (Ecc.) a Dominican in the convent
of Ciudad-Rodrigo, was a professor of theology for more than
40 years at Burgos and Alcala, and had the reputation of
being one of the ablest theologians.
He onlv published '
Commentary on the Canticles,' 4to. Alcala, 1588, and died
1.

7,

v.

ALMONACID

A

in

tanser Bi'llah as caliph of Bagdad, and at his death,

AL MOTADED,

279> A. D. 889, and died after a reign of nine years and
nine months.
Alallah (Hist.) succeeded Al Mohtadi
as caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira 256, A. D.
866, and died after a reign of 23 vears.
(Hist.) "succeeded his brother Al Mamum
as caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira 218, A. D.
828, and died after a reign of nine years.
Alallah (Hist.) succeeded his brother
Al Watek as caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira
232, A. D. 842, and was assassinated after a reign of 14

AL MOTAMED,

AL MOTASEM

AL MOTAWAKEL,
years.

AL MOTAZZ

Bi'llah

Motawakkel, succeeded

(Hist.)

AL MOSTACFI,

son of

the caliph

Al

whom he caused to be
Hegira 247, A. D. 857, and

his father,

assassinated in the year of the
died the next vear.

succeeded Al Mottaki, as
caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira 33.3, A. D.
943, and was deposed after a reign of little more than a
vear, when he had his eves put out.
Bi'llah (Hist.) son of Al Moktadi, succeeded his father on the Moslem throne, in the year of the
Hegira 487, and died after a reign of 25 years.
AL MOSTADI, Beamri'Uah (Ilisl.) succeeded his father Al
Mostanjed, as caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira
566, A. D. 1170', and died alter a reign of nine years.
MOSTA'IN (Hist.) succeeded Al Montaser as caliph of
Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira 249, A. D. 859, and
was obliged to abdicate after a reign of two vears.
MOSTA'LI, Hit/ah (Btist.) succeeded fads father Al
Mustanscr in the caliphate of Egypt, in the year of the
Hegira 487, A. D. 1097, and died after a reign of seven
Bi'llah (Hist.)

AL

AL

years.

334, A. D. 944, and abdicated after a reign of 29 years.
(Hist.) was elected caliph of Bagdad on the
death of Al Kadi, in the year of the Hegira 829, and was
deposed after a reign of less than four vears.
(Hist.) caliph of Andalusia, was for a
time stripped of his dominions by Al Mohdi, but regained
them a short lime after.
(Hist.) nephew to Ladislaus, king of Hungary,
attempted to get the throne from his brother Coloman, but
being defeated, he was imprisoned and his eyes put out in
1095.
NASER, Lcdi/ie'llah (Hist.) succeeded his father Al
Mosthadi as caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira
574, A. D. 1184, and died after a reign of eight years.
(Myth.) 'AXqj/os, the son of Titan and Terra, married Iphionidia, and having adopted her two sons Othus and
Ephialtes, whom she had by Neptune, they were called
after him Aloida
Virg. /En. 1. 6, v. 582.

AL MOTTAKI

AL MOWAYYAD

ALMUS

ALOEUS

1

.

Hk et

BtUah (Hist.) succeeded his father Al
Moktafi as caliph of Bagdad, and was assassinated after a
1

vears.

1

BtUah (Hist.) succeeded his father Al
PStemite caliph nf Egypt, in the year of the
hgira 420, A. D. 1030, and died after a reign of upwards

of
I,

<il>

as

years.

MOBTANBBR, BtUah,

his
(I.;;*,

father

A.

SOD of Al Dhahcr Bi'llah, stireecdei!
caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira
I'-'lfl, anil died after a reign of about 17 vears.

as,

I).

MOSTARSHED,

Al.

Lilt:

BtUah

(Hist.). succeeded

his father

\
ttiostadher Bi'llah as caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the
Ibgira 512, A. D. 622, and was assassinated by the Bataiii-'t^ alii r a reign of 17 years and 7 months.
I

AL MOSTA'SEM,

419.

6, v.

1.

Impius hinc proton supsrii immhit Atoms,

Horn.

II.

1.

ALOID/E

5

Srhol. Apollon.

;

1.

1.

(Myth.) vide Aloeus.

ALONE

(Grog.) the name of several ancient places. 1. Alona.
"AXuivai, or Alon, now Alicatit, a town of Hispania Tarraeonensis.
Mela, 1. 2, c. 8 ; J'lin. 1. 2, c. 6. 2. An island of
jEolis, in Asia Minor, between Lebedos and Teios.
PU11.
3.
town of Great Britain, now Lancaster.
1. 2, c. 87.
Caiii/i.

A
A

4.

Brit.

town of Old

Castille,

now

Aillon,

which

a village.

ALONSO

(Hist.) vide Alphonso.

ALONTIl'M

(Geog.) or Aluniium, 'A\6vrtov, a town on the
north coast of Sicily, HOW FUadeipho.
Dionys. Halic. 1. 1
Cic. in Verr. act. 3, c. 43 ; 1'lin. 1. 3, e. 8 ; Viol. 1. 3, c. 4
:

AL MOSTANSEK,

A

Alridas gemiuns, immaiiia vidi

Corpora, §c.

is

At MOSTANJED,

I

was elected caliph of Bagdad on the

AL

AL MOSTADER,

Thaher

(Hist.)

deposition of Al Mostain, but was deposed and starved to
death by the Turkish soldiers.
MOTl, Li'Hah (Hist.) was created caliph of Bagdad on
the deposition of Al Mostacfi, in the year of the Hegira

AL

Kiiil-.

AL MONTASER,

reign of

which

effected by the Mogul general Hulacu, the
caliphate ended in the vear of the Hegira 6'55, A. D. 1265.
Bi'llah (Hist) succeeded his father Al
Motamed as caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira

was barbarously

BtUah

(Hist.) succeeded his father

Mos-

:

Fazeti. dec.

1

.

1.

<),

c.

4.

medals of the Sicilian town of this nana
bear the head of Apollo, Jupiter, and Hercules, with the inI'anil. Sicil. I h:\rrit. ; Hunter.
AAONTlNilN.
scription

Alontiitm

(Niiviis.)

PeUerin. lire, des Mai. vol. iii.
(Hiog.) an architect, of whose skill the
of the llieronomitcs at Guadeloupe, in Estre-

Sum. Urb.

ALONZO,

;

Jphtl

church
madura, remains

ALOPE

Eleusis, and
to

a

monument.

daughter of Ccrcyron, king of
mother of Hippothoon, by Neptune, was put
death by her father's order for having exposed her child
(M)/lh.)

'.\X('nr, h

;

;;

ALP

ALP

She was afterwards changed by Neptune

on a mountain.

Hygin. fab. 187; Pans. 1. I.
into a fountain.
(Geog.) or Halope, the name of six towns, namely,

Alope

of Thessalv ; of Attica ; of Pontus, whence Penthesilea
came ; of Eubcea, near Delphos ; and of Locris. Slrab. 1. 9
,"

Eustath. II. 1. 2, v. 682 ; Liv. 1. 42, c. 56
Sleph. Byz. de Urb.
1. 'AXw(Geog.) the name of several islands.
7T£C('ai, an island in the Palus Maeotis, opposite to Tanais,
now L'isledes Rcnards. Slrab. 1. 11. 2. In the Cimmerian
3. In the /Egean sea, near
Bosphorus.
Plin. 1. 4, c. 12.
Plin.

1.

4, c.

7

;

ALOPECE

Smyrna.

to

Plin.

1.

5,

c.

3.

4. 'AXwirtKi),

a village

Vit. Socrat.

ALOPIUS
Apollod.

(Myth.) 'AXottihc, a son of Hercules and Antiope.

1.

2, c. 36.

ALORUS

(Geog.) or Halorus," AXwpoc, now Dianmv, a town
Plin. 1. 4, c. 10 ; Ptol. 1. 3, c. 13.
of Pseonia.
ALPAGO, Andrew (Biog.) a physician, who died at Venice
in 1555, is known as the translator and annotator of Avicenna, Averroes, and Serapion.
(Biog.) or Allhaide, the beautiful wife of Pepin
Heristel, was the mother of Charles Martel, who retired to
a convent after her husband's death.
Dupleix in Childeberl.
Alpaide, daughter of Louis le Debonnaire, and wife of
Begon, count of Paris, was the mother of Letard and
d'Etard.
ALP, Arslan (Hist.) second sultan of the race of the Seljuks, and a great conqueror, was assassinated in 1072, by a
Carizmian, whom he had condemned to death, in the year
of the Hegira 465, A. D. 1075.
(Biog.) an Arabian mathematician, who
composed astrological commentaries, supposed to be the same
Voss. de Scient. Math. c. 64, § 3.
as Alpetrege.
(Geog.) a village in Helvetia, famous for the
slaughter of the Austrians, now Alpenack.

ALPAIDE

ALPATRAGIUS

ALPENACUM
ALPENOR
ALPENUS

(Myth.) a soothsayer, killed by Ulysses.
(Geog.) 'AXvnvos, the capital of Locris, north of
Thermopylae.
Herod. 1. 7, c 177, 216.
(Biog.) a monk and writer of Metz in the 11th
century, wrote a history of his own times.
ALPES (Geog.) the Alps or mountains which separate Italy
from Gaul, Spain, Rhaetia, &c which are celebrated by the

ALPERT

poets for their loftiness.
Virg. Georg.

1.

3, v.

Turn

the loftiest of the Alps, according to most
authors, but according to Caesar the smallest, in the territory of Helvetia and Insubria, now <S7. Gothard.
Alpes Lepontio?, near to the Lepontiae or Grisons, forming
part of the Rhaeticae, otherwise Rhaetiae, which separated
the Rhaeti from the Insubres, in the country of Tyrol,
now Monte Bernina Tridentina.

Alpes Noricw, or Mons Taurus, in the district of Tyrol,
Salzburg, and Carinthia, now Tarn.
Alpes Julias, or Carnica;, according to Ptolemy, lay between
the Carni and the Norici, now Zughe and Alpes de Car-

of

Athens on the east side. It was the
birth-place of Socrates and Arisrides.
Diogen. Lacrt. in
Attica, very near to

tiiole.

Alpes Vindelicia, the Alps separating Tyrol from Bavaria.
Polyb. 1. 3 ; Slrab. 1. 4 ; Liv. 1. 21, &c. ; Plin. 1. 3, &c.
Tacit. Annal. I. 15, &c. ; Appian. in Civil. Bell. 1. 1;
Solin. c. 8 ; Ptol. 1. 3, &c. ; Aurel. Vict, de Imperatoribus ;
Euseb. in Chron. ; Ammian. Marcellin. 1. 15, &c. ; Cassiodor. Far. ; Procop. de Goth. Reb. 1. 1 ; Isidor. Orig.
1. 13, c. 8 ;
Paul. Diacon. de Reb. Longobard.
(Geog.) a river of Germany, now Aa.
ALPHABUCELIS (Geog.) 'AX^a/fe^X.c, now Avezzano,
a town of the Marsi.
Ptol. 1. 3, c. 1.
ALPHiEUS (Bibl.) 'AX^dioc, the name of two persons mentioned in the New Testament.
AlphjEUs, the father of St. James the minor. Matt. x. 3

ALPHA

Luke

2, v.

Sil.

Hal.

1.

et

et

Xorica

si

quis

Iapydis arva Timavi,

226.
nubifer Apenninus.

Tama

per Ausonia turbatas spargitur urbes,
Xubiferos mantes, et saia minantia ccdo

Aecepisse jugum, Pcenosque per invia vectos.

Cat ill.

el.

They

are variously

11.

denominated according to their situa-

tion, as

Alpes Maritime?, on the coast of the Mediterranean, called
by the Italians Montague di Tenda, by the French Col de
Tende, in Provence.
Alpes Coitice, or Cottiance, part of the Piedmontese through
which the Po runs, now Mount Cenis and Genevre.
Alpes Graioe, or Grains Mons, begun where the Cottiae
ended, and separated the Allobroges from the Alassi, now
Little St. Bernard.
Part of these was Mount Sempronius.

Gothard.

Matthew the

apostle

and

Benedict (Ecc.) archbishop of Palermo, was
the author of the lives of some saints, in verse, &c.
He
died in 1086.
Alphanus, Bernardin (Biog.) a lawyer of Perouse, who
wrote Collectanea, seu Reportata Juris Civilis in Centurias
Decern,' Venet. 1605.
He died in 1590.
Alphanus, John Baptist, of the same family as the above,
wrote ' De Arbitris Compromissis.'
Alphanus, Tindarus, son of the preceding, was the author
of a work, ' De Testibus.'
Alphanus, Accursius, a brother of the above, left a volume
of ' Councils.'
Alphanus, Vincent, a Neapolitan, doctor of civil law, wrote,
' De Vera Substantia Dotis ad Llpianum,'
&c. 4to. Neapol.
1707.
(Biog.) an Arabian philosopher and astronomer.
Genebr. in Sylvest. Blancanus Chron. Malhemat.
(Myth.) "AXipaa, an epithet for Diana in Elis,
where she deceived Alphaeus, who was pursuing her. Pans.
'

ALPHARABUS

6, c. 22.

Alpheia,

a name for the nymph Arethusa, because she was
beloved by the god Alphaeus.
Ovid. Met. 1. 5, v. 487.
(Myth.) one of Niobe's sons, according to
Ovid.
Ovid. Met. 1. 6, fab. 6.

ALPHENUS

(Hist.) a skilful lawyer mentioned by Lamin Vit. Sever.
(Biog.) ride Alfenus.
(Biog.) Nikephor, or Nicephonis, a Russian
prince, who, during the troubles in his country in the latter
end of the 16th century, was sent into England for his
education, and having taken orders was appointed rector of
pridius.

Lamprid.

Alphenus

Sive trans okas gradietur Alpes.

and Piedmont

the father of Levi, or

ALPHANUS,

ALPHENOR

4.

Alpes Penniua,

15.

evangelist.

1.
1.

Acr'urque Alpes,

vi.

Alph*us,

ALPHEIA

474.

sciat, acrias Alpes, et

Castella in tumulis,

Ovid. Metamorph.

Summw,

Alpes

or Penince, separated a part of Insubria
from the Allobroges, now Great St.

ALPHERY

Woolley, in Huntingdonshire, where he continued till the
by age from
performing his duty, he retired to Hammersmith, and died
at the age of 80.
ALPHESIBCEA (Myth.) 'AX^mftoia, daughter of Phlegeus,
and wife of Alcmaeon, the son of Amphiareus, was abandoned by her husband for Calirrhoe, the daughter of Achelous.
He afterwards attempted to obtain a necklace from
her which she had received as a bridal present, and was
killed by the brothers of Alphesibcea in revenge for the
rebellion, soon after which, being incapacitated

affront offered their sister.

ALP
Proper!.

ALP

1, eleg. 15.

1.

Alphesibaa suos ulta est pro conjitge fratres.
Sanguinis et chari tincnla rupit amor.

ALPHESIBCEUS

(Myth.) a shepherd, mentioned frequently

in Virgil's Eclogues.

ALPHEUS

(Geog.) 'AXotadc, a river of Elis, a city of ArIt is fabled by the poets to run under
cadia, now Orfea.
the sea and to mix with Arethusa, a fountain in the island
of Ortygia, near Syracuse.
Pind. Xcm. od. 1, v. 1.
" Xjxirvivpa trifivov

'AX^fin

K\iti'dv £i'paKo<7<rdv

towns from the Moors, and was killed in battle A. D. 1137,
after a reign of 30 years. Marmul. 1. 2, c. 33; Marian. 1. 10,
c. 8, et seq. ; Gencb. Chron. Ann. 1 11<).
Alphonsus VIII, surnamed the Good, the son of Raimond
count of Burgundy, was crowned emperor by the archbishop
of Toledo.
He died in an expedition against the Moors,
A. I). 1157Manmil. L'Afrioue, c. 3.'>"; Marian. Hist.
llispan. 1. 10, c. 12, et seq.
Cene/i. Chron. 11 'J2.
the Noble, was successful against
the Saracens.
He died A. D. 1214, aged 5<), after a
reign of 54 years.
Marian. Marniol. Geneb. I'asaus
;

Alphonsus IX, surnamed

Clironol.

0a\oc 'Oprvyia

94/IVWV 'Aprtpuvc.

Vvg. jEiiA.

694-

3, v.

Alphtzumfama at hue

Elidis

Occulta* egisse eias mhter mare
In

(

,

;

amnem

uui

nunc

Arethusa, tuo Sicults ami nudum- uudis.

Mosch. Idyll. ; Strab. 1. {>; Mela, 1. 2, c. 7 ; Lucan. 1. 3,
176; Sil. Hal. 1.3; Plin. 1. 2, c. 102, &c. ; Stat. Theb.
1, 8k. ; Plol. 1. 3, c. 1C; Pans. 1. 5, c 71 ; Amman. Mor-

v.
1.

Cloud, de Gel.; Sidon. Apoll. ('arm. ad Felieem.
ALPHIUS (Biog.) or At/ins, a. usurer whom Horace pleadescribes
as commending the rustic life, while he is
santly
Horal. epod. 2, v. 67grasping at his usurious gains.
ALPHIUS, Avilus, a poet in the reign of Severus, who wrote
lives
illustrious
men,
of
whom
his cotemporary, Teof
the
al/.

1.

15

;

rentius Maurus, says,

Alphonsus X, surnamed

the Wise, succeeded his father FerA. D. 1252. He was the author of the Alphonsine tables, and died after a reign of 32 years. QVide
Plate X .~\ Roderic. Mariana. Genebrard. cjc.
Alphonsus XI, succeeded his father Ferdinand IV, A. D.
1340; and after having killed no less than 200,000 Moors
in different battles, he died of the plague A. D. 1350.
He was succeeded by Peter the Cruel, lioder. Marian.
Gencb. Sec.

dinand

III,

Vt pridSn Avitus AlphuM
lAbro) pnetn

Kings of Arragon of

pi

ALPHONSUS
Alphonsus

Conscripsil eict'llentiunu

Pris.

1.

8

Voss. de Hist. Lai. 1. 3.
(llixl.) or Alphonso, a

:

ALPHONSUS

ral kings of Spain,

name

of

is

German

to seve-

The

Hellius,

i.

e.

Help

US

;

the

family being descended from the Goths, kings of Spain of
this

name.

I, Burnamed the Catholic, gained many victories
over the Moors, and died in 759, alter a reign of 18 years.
Marian, de Heb. Hispan. 1. 7. c.
Baron. Annal. arm. 738,
711. The effigies of this and the following kings are given,
as in the subjoined figures.

Alphonsus

1

;

Xante.

this

was Alphonsus VII of Spain.

II, son

of

Raymond

Berenger, count of Bar-

celona, succeeded, in right of his

name common

Arragon, Portugal, and Naples.
origin,

I,

mother Donna Petronilla,

the government of
the throne of Arragon, in 1 1 62
which was at first administered by his mother, until he was
12 years of age, when she resigned the kingdom into his
hands.
He died after a glorious reign in II <)(>'. I.ueTiidens. Chron.; Roder. Toll I. de Reli. Hisp.J Vas. Chron. ;
Marian. ; Indie. Rer. alt. Arragon. Reg. (lest, cjc.
Alphonsus III, surnamed the Benevolent, succeeded his
father Peter III, A. 1). 1285, and died without issue, A. D.
to

;

1391.

Alphonsus IV, surnamed
and died A. D.

James,

the Pious, succeeded his father
after a reign of eight
1 357,

years.

Alphonsus V, surnamed
was a great patron of

l/ie

Magnanimous,

literature.

He

suc-

ceeded his father Ferdinand, A. D. 1416,
His elligy is given as
and died A. I).
158.
in the annexed figure.
1

Alphonsus

years, and
surnamed the Chaste, reigned
Marmot. L'Afrique, t 2, c. 81.
Burnamed the ('real, succeeded his father

II,

..1).

ALPHONSUS

1

Ordogno, and after having abdicated ill favour of his son
Garcia died A. D. 912. Marian. 1. 7, c. 17, 18.
the Monk, after having shut him!ii
a monastery, emhavour.d to regain his throne, and
out.
put
had his eyes
Ambros. Moral 1. 16, c 7. Sec;

Alpbonbdb IV, Burnamed

Mai mil. Hilt. llispan. S, r. 5.
Alphonsus V, was slain by an arrow while
Marian.
i

the

1.

8,

Bold,

c.

10; Qeneb. Chron.

which time be took Toledo and many

reigned

IS

years, in

from the Moors.
(id an<l Rodrigo lived during his reign. He died at Toledo,
aged 70, A.I). L109
Roder. it Toll. 6, c 21, etseq.;
Marian. I. 9, •
et seq.
\ II
\j.pnograndson of the former, was first king of
d emperor of Spain.
He took many
1

,

1

I

1

ciiit s

Sancho

I,

in 1211,

and died 1228, aged 88.

III, succeeded

his

brother Sancho II, in 12 IS,

and after manv dissensions with the clergy and the pope,

I

Ann. 1000.
I

son of Henry of Burgundy, defeated five
Moorish kings near the Tagus, A. 1). HSft the year he
began to reign, and died in 1185. He instituted the order
of the Avis.
Alphonsus II, surnamed the Fat. succeeded his (other

ALPHONSUS

Alphonsus

I.

Ai.i-iio

Kings of Portugal.

1

887.
III,

died in 12711, aged 69.
Ai.imionsus IV, surnamed

I lie
Bold, succeeded his father
1325, and assisted Alphonso XI, against the
in
Moors, and died May 38, 1857, Bged 66.
Alphonsus V, surnamed the African, succeeded his father
Edward in 1488, and died of the plague in 1481, aged
4<).
He was engaged in a quarrel with Ferdinand and

Dcnys

Isabella.

Alphonsus VI,

succeeded his father John, but being of weak

ALS

ALP
was deposed by his brother Don Pedro. He died
Marian, de Reb. Hisp. ; Roder. Toletin 1683, aged 41.
dc Reb. Hisp. ; Marmol. L' Afrique ; I'asceus. Hisp. Chron.
Geneb. Chron.
Kings of Naples.
intellect

V

of Arragon.
the same as Alphonsus
succeeded his father Ferdinand I, in 1494, but abdicating his throne
in favour of his son Ferdinand II, in 14-95,
he died soon after. His effigy is given as
Philip, de Canon.
in the annexed figure.
Paul. Joe. Elog. Cuichard, <yc.
1. 7, c. 11 ;

Alphonsus
Alphonsus

I,

II,

Other Princes and Distinguished Persons of

this

Name.

of Spain, son of Ferdinand the Infanta of Casdispossessed of the
his uncle Sancho,

tille, and grandson of Alphonsus X, was
crown by his grandfather in favour of
and retiring into France died in 1284.

successful attempt

to recover the throne

He made an unwhich Sancho had

violently wrested from his father.

Alphonsus,

the first count of Provence, was the second king
of Arragon of that name.
the second count of Provence, was the second
son of Alphonsus, the second king of Arragon of this name.
Alphonsus was also the name of four different dukes of
Ferrara and Modena.
Alphonsus of Portugal, the 12th grand-master of the order
of St. John of Jerusalem, was the natural son of Alphonsus I of Portugal. It is said that he was put to death
by his brother Sancho I, in 1207.
Alphonsus, Infanta of Castille, and younger son of John II,
king of Spain, was called to the throne of his father by the
grandees, after they had deposed his elder brother Henry IV
but a war ensuing between the two brothers, Alphonsus died
in the interval, in 1468, before its termination.
AlphgnsCS (Ecc.) son of Emanuel, king of Portugal, and
archbishop of Lisbon, was created a cardinal by Leo X.
He was born in 1509, and died in 1540, leaving a reputation for distinguished piety and attachment to letters.
He
wrote many things both in prose and verse, but they are
for the most part lost.
Alphonsus, a Spanish Jew of Burgos, became a Christian
convert, and bishop of that city ; he wrote, among other
things, an abridged history of Spain, entitled
Anacephaleosis Regum Hispaniae.'
Fas. in Chronic. ; Marian. Hist.

Alphonsus,

;

'

Hispan.

'

'

Alphonsus, of France, count of Poictiers and Toulouse, son
of Louis VIII, was engaged in the crusades with his brother
St. Louis, and was taken prisoner, but being ransomed, he
returned home and died in 1271-

Alphonsus

2. ' Historia Moral
toria de la Ciudad de Cordova,' 2 vols.
y Natural de las Isles de Canaria.'
ALPIXI, Prospero (Biog.) a physician and botanist of Venice,
was born in 1553, and died in 1617 ; leaving, amongst his
works, 1. ' De Medicina iF.gyptiorum Libri IV,' 4to. Venet.
1591 ; Paris. 1645 ; and Lugd. Bat. 1735. 2. ' De Balsamo
Patav. 1640.
3. ' De
Dialogus,' 4to. Venet. 1591 ;
Plantis JEgyptii Liber,' 4to. Venet. 1592; Patav. 1640.
4.
De Plantis Exoticis Libri II,' 4to. Venet. 1627. 5. Historic Naturalis iEgypti Libri IV,' 2 vols. 4to. Lugd. Bat.
1735. 6. ' De prsesagienda Vita et Morte jEgrotantium
Libri VII,' 4to. Patav. 1710. 7- ' De Medicina Methodica
Libri XIII,' fol. Patav. 1611 ; 4to. Lugd. Bat. 17198. ' Dissertatio de Rhapontico,' 4to. Patav. 1612.
ALPINUS, Julius (Hist.) one of the Helvetic princes, who,
being active in stirring up the war against the Romans, was
Tacit. Hist. 1. 1, c. 68.
put to death by Carina.

Alpinus, Montamis, was

Alphonsus, Chacon, an

and patriarch of
Alexandria under Gregory XIII, wrote
Vitas Gestaque
omnia Pontificum Romanorum ab D. Petro usque ad Clementem VIII, &c.'
historian of Seville,

'

Alphonsus, Peter (Biog.)

a Spanish

Jew

of the 12th century,

became a Christian convert, and wrote, 1. A treatise De
Scientia et Philosophia.'
2.
A Dialogue between a Jew
and a Christian,' Cologne, 1536.
Alphonsus, de Zamora, a rabbi of Zamora, in the 15th century, became a convert to Christianity, and wrote, among
other things, 1.
Vocabularium Hebraicum et Chaldaicum.'
2. • Catalogus eorum qua? in utroque Testamento aliter
'

'

'

scripta sunt vitio scriptorum, quam in Hebneo et Graco.'
Alphonsus, de Barros, a poet of Segovia in the reigns of

Philip II and III, wrote

Alphonsus, de Barzana, a

Perla de Proverbias Morales,' &c.
wrote in five languages of

Jesuit,

the Indians, * Lexica,' ' Prtccepta/
trina? Christians Catechismus,' &c.

'

Grammatica,'

'Alphonsus, de Garcias, a Jesuit of Cordova, wrote,

1.

Dcc-

'

'

Hk-

Primus with leton a treaty

Tacit. Hist.

of peace.

1.

4,

c.

31,

&-c.

Alpinus, son of Achaius, a king of Scotland,
succeeded Dougal V in SI 9, and being taken
prisoner by Brudus, king of the Picts, was put
His effigy is given as in the
to death in 834.
annexed figure.
Alpinus, Cornelius (Biog.) a dramatic writer,
whom Horace describes by the epithet turgidus1.1,

ALPS
of

sat.

Herat.

10, v. 8ft

(Gcog.) a chain of mountains, extending from the Gulf
that of Venice, a distance of upwards of 60D

Genoato

miles.

rVide

Atpcs~]

ALPTEGHIN

(Hist.) a Turkish slave of Achmet, son of
Ismael II, sultan of the Samanides, having obtained his
freedom by his address and talents, rose gradually to the
highest offices of state ; and on the death of this prince,
succeeded by force of arms in getting possession of the city of
Gazna, where he reigned as a sovereign for 1 6 years, and
at his death was succeeded by his son-in-law Seliecteghin,
who was the father of Mahmnd, the founder of the great
Gaznian monarchv, in the vear 353 of the Hegira, A. D.

963.

ALPUXARES

(Gcog.) in Spanish Los Alpuxarras, high
mountains in Grenada, of Spain, near the Mediterranean.
Thev are so called, as is said, from Alpuxar, a Moorish captain

who

settled in that part.

AL RADI,

Billah (Hist.) was proclaimed caliph of Bagdad,
uncle Al Kaher had been deposed in the year of
the Hegira 322, A. D. 932, and died after a reign of six
years and ten months.
(Hist.) Harun 01 Aaron al Raschid, a caliph
after his

AL RASCHID
of Bagdad.

eye.

sent by Antonius

ters to Civilis, a prefect of the Vitellian cohort,

£Vide Aarotf\

AL RASHED,

Billah (Hist.) succeeded his father Al

Mo-

starshed, as caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira
529, A. D. 1139; but was shortly after deposed.
(Biog.) Alfredus or Alurcdits, an historian, was

ALREDUS

born at Beverlev, in Yorkshire, and died about the year
1128.
(Hist.) a king of Kent, in the Sth century, the son
of Withred, and brother of Elbert and Edilbert, who had
successively worn the crown, was a brave prince, but un-

ALRIC

fortunate at the close of his life in losing a battle against
the king of Mercia.
Alric (Ecc.) a hermit of Cumberland, who passed his life in
a wood near Carlisle, and died in 1107.
Alric, Moses (Biog.) a rabbi and commentator on the Bible,

whose works were printed in folio at
Venice and Constantinople.
(Geog.) called by the Germans Elsass ; a province
of Germany, "bordering the Rhine, which has been at different times in the hands of the French and the Germans.
r 2
in the last century,

ALSACE

ALT

ALT

ALSATIA

(Geog.) that province of Germany which is now
called Alsace.
It was the country of the Tribocci, who retained it till the time of Otho I, in the 10th century.
AL.SIUM (Geos-) now Palo, a maritime town of Etruria.
Cic. 1. 9,c. 6; Plin. 1. 3, c. 3 ; Sil. 1. 8, v. 47(i.
ALSOP, Anthony (Biog.) a poet and miscellaneous writer,
was elected from VYestminster school to Christ Church, Oxford, where he took the degree of A. M. in 16'96", and of
B. D. in 1706, and died in 1726.
His writings are,
iEsopicarum Delectus,' 8vo. Oxon. I69S.
1. ' Fabularum
2.
book of poems, entitled ' Antonii Alsopi, /Edis Christi
olim alumni Odarum Libri duo,' besides several pieces in
Dodsley's collection, &c.
Alsop, Vincent, a non-conformist minister, was a native of
Northamptonsliire, educated at Cambridge, and died in
He wrote, 1. ' Antisozzo,' against Dr. Sherlock,
1703.
]6'75.
2. ' Melius Inquirendum,' in an answer to Dr.
Goodman's Compassionate Inquiry, 8vo. 1679- 3. ' The
Mischief of Impositions,' in answer to Stillingfleet's ' Mis4. ' Duty and Interest united
chief of Separation,' lo'85.
in Praise and Prayer for Kings.'
5. ' Practical Godliness the Ornament of Religion,' 1 696 ; besides several sermons.
ALSTEDIUS, John Henry (Biog.) a German divine, and a
voluminous writer, was born at Herborn, in the county of
Nassau, and died in 16.38, aged 50. He wrote, 1.
An

A

'

Encyclopa;dia.'

2.

'

Triumphus Bibliorum Sacrorum, seu

Encyclopaedia Biblica,' 12mo. 1620, &c.
Charles (Biog.) a physician and botanist, was
born in 1683, and died in 1760; leaving, 1. ' Index Plantarum praecipue Ofricinalium, quae in Horto Medico Edinburgensi, Studiosis demonstrantur,' 8vo.
2.
Index Medicamentorum Simplicium Triplex,' 1752. 3. ' Tirocinium
Botanicum Edinburgense,' 1753.
the
4. ' Lectures on
Materia Mcdica,' published after his death besides single
papers in the Edinburgh Medical Essays.
Jonas (Biog.) the reviver of manufactures
in Sweden, was born in 1685, at Alingsas, a small town of
Sweden, and died in 1 7<Jl
He was of poor extraction,
but rose to wealth and honour by his industry and talent.
Alstroemer, Claude, the eldest son of the preceding, and
pupil of LinnsUBj was born in 1736', and died in 1794. He
was addicted to the study of botany in particular, and in
correspondence with several societies.
ALT, Francis Joseph Baron d' (Biog.) the descendant of an
ancient patrician family of Friburg, in Switzerland, was
Histoire de
born in 1689, and died in 1771
leaving an
la Suisse,' 10 vols. 8vo. 1750 to 1753.
Earl (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the marquis oligo.
(Geog.) a town of Terra di Bam, in Naples,
at the foot of the Apennines, supposed by some to be the
ancient l'etilia.
TAY, Lillah (Hist.) succeeded his father Al Moti, as
caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira 3(i3, A. D.
and was deposed by Baha'oddawla, the F.niir al Oram,
97-;
after a reign of alxmt IS years.
ALTER, Francis Charles (I Hog.) a German critic, was born
He
at Engloslicrg, in Silesia, in
7 1'9, and died in 1804.
is said to have published 250 volumes and dissertations.
Novum Testamcntum ad CoHis principal works arc, 1.
dicem Viudoboncnsciii Griecc expressum,' &c. 2 vols. Bvo.
17M1-7.
M. A German Translation of llarwood's (lassies,
Svo. Vienna, 1778: Lysias ; Ciccronis Quest. Acad. Tusc.
Lucretius; Homer's Iliad; with various readings from the
MSS. in the Imperial Library, and Homer's Odyssey, &C.
with various readings from the Palatine library, .Svo.
1785-94. 8. Some of Plato's Dialogues, Svo. 1784. 4. Thucydides, 8vo. 1785.
5. The Greek Chronicle of George
Phranza, or PhraiLzcs, not before printed ; Vienna, fol.

ALSTON,

'

:

ALSTROEMER,

.

'

;

ALTAMONT,

ALTAMURA
AL

;

1

'

Notices on the Literary History of Georgia, in
German, 8vo. 1798.
(Ecc.) the third bishop of Munster in the 9th
century, who succeeded Gerfride in 839, and died in 849.
He wrote a Life of S. Ludver, the first bishop of Munster.
{Myth.) 'A\8ala, daughter of Thestius and Eurythemis, and mother of Meleager, being enraged with her
son for killing his two uncles, threw the log into the fire,
which, according to the oracle, caused his immediate death,
after which she killed herself for grief at the loss of him.
Senec. in Med.

1796.

6.

ALTFRIDE
ALTHAEA

Puc

imp'ue nuitrisfacem

sorflris.

Vltricis Atthau- xides.

Ovid. Trist. 1.1.
I'tijiie

Horn.

4

fab.

II.

suum

fertur sub stipite nation

melwr matre fuisse

551

Apollod. 1.1,
45.

Fans.

;

cremalse

Tkestias, el

v.

9,

1.

1.

8, c.

;

smror.

c.

8; Ovid. Met.

1.

8,

ALTH.EMENES

(Myth.) •AXOatuivne, or 'A\8 nliivr)c; a
son of Creteus, king of Crete, who fled to Rhodes that he
might not, according to an oracle, be bis father's murderer ;
but the father going some years after in pursuit of his son,
the latter taking him for an enemy killed him on his first
landing, and afterwards, by his own entreaty, was swallowed
up in the earth that opened upon him. Apollod. 1. 3, c. 2 ;
Dioilor.

1.

5, c. 9-

AL THAHER

{Hist.) the fourth Fatemitc caliph of Egypt,
succeeded his father in the year of the Hegira 411, and died
after a reign of 15 years.

ALTHAMERUS,

Andrew (Biog.) a Lutheran divine, was a
native of Brentz, in Suabia, and died about 1540. He wrote,
1.
Conciliations Locorum Script ura?,' Svo. Lips. 1528.
2. « Annotationes in Jacobi Epistolam.' 3. ' De Peccato Ori'

4.

ginali.'

'

De Sacramento

Altaris.'

5.

'

Sylva Biblicorum

6. ' Notes upon Tacitus de Situ,
Basil, 1 r>:i5.
Populis Germanhe.'
(Myth.) son of Neptune and Leis, succeeded
his father-in-law Orus in the kingdom of Trcczen, in Peloponnesus, which received the name of Altbepia from him.

Nominum,'
Moribus

,

et

ALTHEPIUS
Pans.

2,

1.

30.

c.

ALTHORPE,

Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by
the eldest son of the earl Spencer.
(Biog.) or Althusius, John, a German lawyer
De Jurisof the l6th century, wrote, among other things,
prudentia Romana,' &c.
ALTIEMPI, Mark (Ecc.) son of Wolfgang, count of the
empire, and a sister of Pins V, was created a cardinal in
He presided at the council of Trent in the cha156l.
racter of legate, from which he was called to oppose the
Lutherans, who threatened Rome in 1595, and died soon

ALTHUSEN

'

after.

Al.TiEMPi, John Angela Duke
his love of learning,
Ai.tiempi, Ganilcntiiis,
'

The

d'

and died

(Biog.) was distinguished by
in 16\!7-

who died in 16'77, was the author of
Life of St. Cbrysostoin,' and 'Sanctity Persecuted and

Triumphant.'

ALTIEHI

a noble family of Rome, which originally
of Parraluci till the year 1431, when LauRoman people, took the surname
The principal members of this family are,
of Allied.
Ai/riKRi, Jerome, grandson of the preceding, who, in 1556",
was governor of I'ivoli, and many times conservator of the

bore the

(llisl.)

name

rentius, conservator of the

Roman

people.

;

Altiebi, Jerome, another brother of Laurentius, was viceroy

;

of Naples.
Ai.tiehi, John

who was

a

Urban VIII

Baptist (Ecc.) grandson of the preceding,
nuncio at Florence, and created cardinal by
in 1643, died in llil:;.

AiiTiBSi, jJuiiilius, brother of the preceding, bishop of Camerino, nuncio at Naples, secretary to the congregation of

:

ALV

ALT
bishops, &c. was created cardinal by Clement IX, and succeeded him in the papal chair under the name of Cle-

ment X.
Altieri, Paluzzo-Paluzzi, who was adopted by the preceding, and in consequence assumed the name of Altieri for his
former one of Albertoni ; he had been already created cardinal by Alexander VII ; and, after enjoying very many

was born
licastro

ALTOXA

ALTOXIUM (Geog.) a town of Hampshire, now Alton.
ALTORF (Geog.) the capital of Uri, a canton of Switzerland,

where Tell is said to have shot the apple from
3
Lon. 8° 40' E. lat. 46 48' X.

his

son's head.

XIII.

ALTILIO,

(Hist.) or Althunckham, a king of Cathay, who,
being defeated by Oktai Khan, the son of Genghiskhan,
burnt himself, and all that he had, that he might not fall
into the hands of the victor.
(Geog.) a sea-port of Holstein, in Lower Saxony,
which was burnt bv the Swedes in 1712. It is situated on
Lon. 9° 58' E. lat. 53=
the Elbe, 2 miles \V. Hamburg.
34' X.

ecclesiastical dignities, died in 1699-

Altieri, Laurentius, grand-nephew of the preceding, was
created a cardinal by Alexander VIII in 1696.
Altieri, John Baptist, was created a cardinal by Benedict

ALTON

Gabriel (Biog.) a Latin poet of the 15th century,
in Naples, and died bishop of Po1501.
His principal poem is the ' Epithala-

at Basilicata,

in

ALTORFER

(Biog.) or Altdorfer, Albrecht,_ or Albert ; an
architect, painter, and engraver of AltdorfF, in Bavaria, was
born in 14SS, and died in 1578. His cuts of ' The PasPyramus and Thisbe,' ' Judah
sion,' ' Jael and Siserah,'
and Thamar,' are reckoned among the best of his perform'

mium.'
(Biog.) a German divine of Fleda, in West
Friezland, wrote in defence of Calvin, and against Luthur.
Alting, Henri/, son of the former, a German divine, was
born at Embden, Feb. 17, 1583, and died Aug. 25, l6ii,

ALTIXG, Menso

leaving, as his works, 1. ' Xotse in Decadem Problematum
Joannis Behm de Glorioso Dei et Beatorum Coelo,' Heidel2. ' Loci Communes,' 3 vols. Amst. 1646".
berg. l6l 8.
* ' Me3. * Exegesis Augustanae Confessionis,' Amst. 16475. • Historia Ecclethodus Theologiae,' 4to. Amst. 1654.
6. ' Explicatio Catasiastics Palatinae,' 4to. Amst. 1644.
cheseos Palatinse,' 4to. Amst. 1646.
Alting, James, son of the above, was born at Heidelberg,
He was Hebrew
Sept. 27, 1618, and died Aug. 20, 1679Professorat Groningen, and wrote, 1 Dissertations on Oriental
2. Commentaries on many Books of the Bible.
Antiquities.
4. A Treatise on Hebrew
3. A Syrio-Chaldaic Grammar.
Punctuation ; making together 5 vols. fol. Amst. 1687Alting, Menso, probably of the same family, and a burgomaster of Groningen, was born in 16*36, and died 1713.
His works are, 1. Notitia Germanise Inferioris,' fol. Amst.
1697. 2. 'Deseriptio Fusise inter Scaldis portum Veterem
et Amisiam,' fol. Amst. 1701.
ALTIXUS, Julius (Hist.) was one who fell under the suspicion of being concerned in the conspiracy of Piso against
Nero, for which he was banished to the „Egaean island.
ALTIS (Myth.) from uXitoq, a grove ; a place in Olympia,
which has a grove and a temple sacred to Jupiter. In this
temple were placed the statues of the Olympic victors. Pans.
.

'

5, c. 20, &c
ALTISSIMO (Biog.)
1.

a poet of the 15th century, who was in
such high repute that his name was changed from Christopher to that of Altissimo. Of his poems, there remains only
a translation of the first book of the romance, entitled ' I
Riali di Francia,' 4to. Venice, 1534.
(Etc.) a bishop of Padua, and legate of the holy
see to Germany in the 11th century, suffered much for defending the rights of the church against the emperor
Henry IV under the pontificate of Oregon' VII, Victor III,
aud Urban II. Baron. Annal. ann. 1081.
Altjian (Biog.) a monk of Hautvilliers, in the diocese of
Rheims, in the 9th century, wrote a Life of St. Memme,
first bishop of Chalons ; a Lamentation on the Ravages of
France by the Normans ; the Lives of Sindulphus, a
Hermit, and the Empress St. Helena ; and a History of
the Translation of her Relics to the Abbey of Hautvilliers, &c.
John George (Biog.) a Swiss historian and
divine, was born in 1697, and died in 1758.
He wrote,
1. ' Tempe Helvetica,' 6 vols. 8vo. 1735-43.
2. ' Versuch
einer Historisch-und Physischen Beschreibung der Helvetischen Eisberg,' Svo. Zurich. 1751.
3.
Metelemata Philologica-critica, quibus Difficilioribus N. Test. Locis ex
Antiquitate Lux affunditur,' 3 vols. 4to. 1 753.
4. ' Principia Ethica ex Monitis Legis Naturae et Prseeeptis Religionis Christianae deducta,' 2 vols. Svo. Tigur. 1754.

ALTMAN

ALTMANX,

'

ances.

ALVA,

Ferdinand Alvarez Duke d' (Hist.) a famous general,
descended from an ancient family in Spain, was employed
bv Charles V against the pope, whom he compelled to sue
for peace; and by Philip II against the insurgents in the
Low Countries, where he rendered himself very unpopular
by the rigour with which he executed his commission. He
was afterwards employed in Portugal against Don Antonis,
whom he expelled from the throne, and died in 1582, aged
[Vide Plate XIII"]
74, fuU of military glory.

Alva
who

(Biog.) or Petrus d'Aca and Astorga, a Franciscan,
died in 1667, leaving not less than 40 folio volumes
his order and the

on matters touching the foundation of
founder.

ALVAXD

(Hist.) or Aluend Mirza, son of Joseph Beg, and
12th sultan of the Turcomans, was dispossessed of his kingdom bv his brother Mohammed Mirza, and died in the year
of the'Hegira 910, A. D. 1520.
ALUAXI (Hist.) the father of Zohak, king of Persia, of the

dynasty.
(Biog.) surname of Sherfeddin Abdallah Ben Mohammed, author of a Commentary on the Arbains, or the
Forty Chosen Traditions.
(Her.) or Baron Alranlet/, of Alvanley, in the
a title conferred on Richard Pepper
county of Cheshire
Arden, who is descended from the Hardens, or Ardernes, an
This gentleman, being bred to
ancient family of Cheshire.
first

Aluani

ALVAXLEY

;

the law, and succeeding lord Eldon as lord chief justice
of the Common Pleas in 1801, was elevated to the peerage
by the above title. The arms, &c. of tliis family are as
follow
Gules three cross crosslets fitchy argent, a chief or,
Arms.
a crescent for difference.
plume of feathers issuing out of a ducal coronet.
" Patientia vinces."
Motto.
Dom (Biog.) an Augustin, who was chosen preCrest.

A

ALVAR,

ceptor to the children of the Infanta Peter, and followed
them into Flanders when they went to seek the protection
of their aunt Elizabeth.
(Biog.) author of a poem entitled ' Moeaddenut

ALUARDI

Al Vardiat,' or an Explication of Dreams.
Aluardi, Ebn Aluardi, author of a geography
'

Kheridat

entitled

al Algiaib.'

ALVAREZ

(Hist.) the name of some Christian kings of
Congo, who, on their conversion to Christianity, took the
names of the Portuguese, by whom they were discovered,
and with whom they entered into a strict alliance.
Alvarez I, son of don Henriquez, succeeded his father in
He was .1
the time of don Sebastian, king of Portugal.
wise and brave prince, and a zealous Christian, and dying
after a long and thorny reign of 40 years, was succeeded by
his son

Alvarez

Alvarez

II.

II, the son

and successor of the preceding, was no

AMA

ALY
zealous than his father in the cause of Christianity,
which, having fallen into decay in consequence of the
troubles of the former reign, was, by the assistance of
Philip 1 1 of Spain, re-established.
He died after a peaceful

loss

reign of 27 years, leaving his
nard.

Alvarez

crown

to his eldest sun Ber-

second son of Alvarez II, succeeded his
brother in Mi 15, and died after a reign of seven years,
leaving the reputation of a wise and generous prince, and
a zealous promoter of Christianity.
Ai.varkz IV, succeeded don Amhrosio in 1631, and died
III, the

after a live years' reign.

Alvarez

V, successor of the preceding, was killed in a battle
which he fought against the duke of Bamba, his brother, by
whom he was succeeded.
ALVAREZ VI, brother of the preceding, and the fourteenth
Christian king of Congo, was murdered by his brother
Garcia.

Alvarez VII,
tonio, but

seized on the

was dethroned by

crown
his

at the

own

death of don

An-

subjects for his cruelty

and wickedness.
the nineteenth Christian king, was a wise
and promising prince, but began his reign at a time when
He was dethe kingdom was torn with civil dissensions.
throned bv the marquis of l'emba, a prince of the royal

family, after a reign of four years.
Peter, commander of a fleet sent by Emanuel, king of Portugal, two years after the voyages of Co-

Alvarez, Capral

lumbus, discovered Brazil in 1500, and wrote a Narrative
of the Discover)'.
Alvarez, dc Luna (Biog.) ride Luna.
Alvarez, dc Cordova, in the ninth century, wrote the Life
of St. Eulogius, who was put to death by Abderames, king
of the Moors.
Alvarez, John, a priest, wrote Memoirs of Don Ferdinand,
the son of John I, king of Portugal, whose secretary he had
been.

Alvarez, Francis, a Portuguese priest of the 15th century,
was born at Coimbra, and died in 1 540, leaving behind him
an Account of his Embassy from Emanuel, King of Portugal, to David, King of Ethiopia.
Ai.varkz, Balthasar, a Jesuit, was horn in 153,1, and died
Tractatus de Modo et
1580, leaving, among other things,
'

Uatione Loqucndi de Rebus Spiritualibus.'
Alvarez, Emanuel, a grammarian, was born at Madeira in
He wrote, l.'Dc Institutione
1526, and died in 1582(haminatica.' 2. ' De Mensuris Ponderibus et Numeris.'
Alvarez, Antony, a physician of Alcala, wrote Epistolarum,'
Sec. 1585.
AI.VIANO, Bartholomew (Hist.) a general in the service of
Venice, who obtained some signal advantages over the
I le died
armies of the emperor Maximilian.
in 1515, at
the age of 60, so poor that his children were supported at
the public expense.
AL
I, (Hist.) the son of Abdalmalek, succeeded his
father in the caliphate of Bagdad in the year of the Hcgira
85, A. D. ()'<).), and died after a reign of nine years and
eight months.
Al, Wai.au II, son of Yezid, succeeded his uncle Ik-sham in
the year of the Hcgira 125, A. D. 735, and died the following year.
AI.
BiUdk (Hist.) succeeded his father Al
Mo'tasem, as caliph of Bagdad, in the year of the Ikgiia
227j A. D. 837, and died alter a reign of four years, leaving
the reputation of an enlightened prince, and a patron of
'

WALAD

,

WATHEK,

teaming.

AI.YATTE

(Gcog.)

WXwirri), a country of

called from 'AXvdrn;o, their king.

ALYATTES

Bithynia,

so

Steph.

'AXwAmjc, fourth king of Lydia, of
the family of Mermnadic, and descended from the Ilcra(Hist.)

A.M.

his father,

Herod.

1.

He

Croesus.

3421, A. C.

()14,

succeeded Sardyattcs

and reigned 57

years.

].

ALYCUS

(Hist.) "AXt/coc, the son of Sciron, who was slain
by Theseus near Aphidnie. Pint, in Thes.
ALYPIUS, Falconiu.t Prohus (Hist.) a Roman prefect in the
reign of the emperor Theodosius, in whose prefecture S.

Almachius

is

said to have been killed by gladiators.

Alypius

(Ecc.) or Alipius, surnamed the Cionite or Stilite,
at Adrianople, in the reign of Heraclius the
emperor. He retired to a mountain, and spent the remainder
of his life on a pillar which stood there.
Alypius, the friend of St. Augustine, was baptized with him

was born

Milan in 388, and was made bishop of Tagasta in 394,
dying, as is supposed, in 430.
(Biog.) or Alipius, of Antioch, of the fourth century,
was an architect under Julian the apostate.
He was
banished on a charge of magic.
Alypius, the subtlest dialectician of his day, eclipsed his
cotemporary Iamblichus, who notwithstanding wrote his
at

Alypius

with much commendation.

life

Alvarez VIII,

was the father of

elide,

AMABLE,

St. (Ecc.) a priest in the fifth century, built two
churches, and performed many other acts of piety, which
obtained him a place in the calendar.
(Hist.) or Ame, a name common to several
counts of Savoy, &C.
Amadeus, surnamed the Queue, because when he accompanied
the emperor, Henry III, on his journey to Rome, he would
not enter the emperor's palace at Verona without his suite,
which he called his queue. He died in 1047Amadeus I, succeeded his father Odo in 1060, and accompanied Henry IV into Italy, after which he died in 1095.

AMADEUS

Amadeus

succeeded his father, Humbert II, accompanied
Rome, crusaded with Louis the Younger, and
died on his return at Nicosia, in the island of Cvprus, in
1140.
Amadeus III, succeeded his father, Thomas, in 1233, and
was made vicar-general of the emperor Frederic II, for
whom he negotiated with Innocent IV, and died in 1253.
Amadeus V, surnamed I lie (heat, was born
in 1249, and succeeded his uncle, Philip, in
1285.
He was present at 32 sieges, and defended Rhodes against the Turks, on which
account he took the device of F. E. R. T.
" Fortitudo Ejus Rhodum Tenuit." He died
in 1323.
His effigy is given, as in the an-

nexed

II,

V

Henry

to

figure.

Amadeus

VI, surnamed the le Com/e J'erd, because he went
tournament in green armour, succeeded his father
Anion in 1 343, and after a successful and warlike reign of
40 years, died in 1888.
Amadeus VII, surnamed le Rouge, a warlike prince, was
killed by a fall from his horse in chasing a wild hoar, in
to a

1392.
VIII, the
ceeded his father,

Amadeus
and

Pacific,

first

having erected his
dukedom, in 1416, retired

after

into a

age, which he

left to

take the

under the name of Felix V,

Eugene IV

duke

of

Amadeus VII,

in 1392,
principality

to a hermitpapal chair,

in

opposition

but quitting it soon after,
favour of Nicholas V, be died in 1451.
His elfigv is given, as in the annexed figure.

to

;

in

Amadeus IX, surnamed

the

Happy, on

ac-

count of his goodness, succeeded his father,
Louis, in 1435, and died after an excellent
His effigy is given, as in the
reign in 1436.

annexed

figure.

a descendant from Thomas I, of
Savoy, succeeded his father, James, as count

Amadeus,

Savoy,

suc-

;

AMA

AMA
of Piedmont, in 1366, under the tutelage of Amadeus VI,
and died in 1402.
Amadeus, Victor, vide Victor.
Amadeus (Ecc) lord of Hauterive, and related to the emperor, Henry V, retired to the convent of Carthusians, near
Vienna.
Amadeus, son of the preceding, followed his father's course,
and taking the habit of the order was made bishop of Lausanne, and died in 1158, leaving eight Homilies on the
Blessed Virgin.
A.madeus, a noble Portuguese, who fought with distinguished
valour against the Moors, entered afterwards into the order
He
of Franciscans, and became confessor to Sextus IV.
died in 1482, leaving, as is said, a Book of Mystical Revela-

who was

(Hist.) 'Apaconog, a king of Thrace,

defeated by Seuthes, his antagonist, according to Aristotle.
Arisl. de Repub. 1. 5, c. 10.
(Hist.) founder of the dynasty of the
Buijians, obtained possession of Persia, where he reigned
16 years, having fixed his residence at Schiraz. He died in
the year of the Hegira 338, A. D. 948, leaving his dominions to his nephew Adado'ddawla.
AMADO'DDIN, Zenki (Hist.) founded the Atabek dynasty
in Irak, in the year of the Hegira 521, A. D. 1131 ; and
after extending his conquests throughout Syria, was assassinated by his own slaves in the year of the Hegira 540.

AMAD'ODDAWLA

AMAFINIUS

(Hist.) or Amafanius, a

who was

Epicurus.
Cic. ad.

AMALARIUS,

Fortunatus (Ecc.) an archbishop of Treves,
He wrote only a ' Treatise on Baptism.'
died in 813.
Amaj.arius, Si/mphosius, abbot of Hornbac, wrote, A Treatise on the Offices ; The Order of the Antiphonal ; The Office
of the Mass ; and Letters ; which are preserved in D'Achery's
Specilegium, and Martenne's Anecdotes.
(Hist.) or Amalasunte, daughter of Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, and wife of Eutharie, governed during the minority of her son Athalaric with great
prudence, and at his death placed the crown on the head of
Theodat, her cousin german, and son of Amalafride, who
in return for her kindness exiled her, and afterwards put

AMALASONTE

her to death in 534.
(Bibl.) pbav, son of Eliphaz and Timna his conHe succeeded Galam in the
cubine, and grandson of Esau.
government of Edom, south of Judah. Gen. xxxvi. 12, Hi

AMALEK

tions.

AMADOCUS

curean,

Amai.aric (Biog.) vide Almericus.

He

Fam.

1.

Roman and an

Epi-

active in disseminating the doctrines

wrote

of

work, entitled, ' Physica Epicurea.'
15, ep. 19 ; Acad. 1. 1, c. 2 ; Lusciil. 1. 4,
a

c. 3.

AMAIA,

Francis (Biog.) a native of Antiquera, and professor of law at Ossuna and Salamanca, wrote, 1 ' Observations Juris,' Salamanca, 1626. 2. ' Commentaria in Posteriores Libros Codicis Justiniani,' Lugd. 1639, Genev. 1655.
(Biog.) or Abuhwgib al Bokharie, because he was a
native of Bokhara, was styled L stud al Schoara, that i< to
say, Master of the Poets.
He flourished in the reign of
Kheder Khan, the great patron of learning, and died at the
age of 100. His principal work is the ' Loves of Joseph
.

AMAK

and Zoleiskhah,' a romance in Persian verse, besides his
Elegies, of which the most distinguished is that on the

Mamuk, the sister of the Sultan Mahmoud.
(Hist.) niece of Theodoric, king of the
Goths, in Italy, wife of Hennenfroi, king of I huringia,
instigated her husband to kill his two brothers, Bandi and
Berthier, who were partners with him in the kingdom ; in
consequence of which he was afterwards precipitated from a
tower, by the order of Thierri, king of Metz, and the princess retiring to Athalaric, king of the Ostrogoths, spent the
remainder of her life in privacv. Paul. /Emit.
(Hist.) daughter of Valamer, and sister of
Theodoric, king of the Goths, had bv her husband two
children, Theodat, or Theodathade, and the above-named
Amalaherque. She was afterwards married to Thrasimond,
king of the Vandals, in Africa, who, dying childless, was
succeeded in 523 by Hilderic, who sent Amalafrida to prison, where she died in 526.
(Hist.) or Amauri, the son of Alaric the Second,
succeeded his father on the throne of the
\ isigoths, in
Spain, in 5S3, and married
Clotilda, the daughter of Clovis ; but treating her with great cruelty on account of her
adherence to the Catholic religion, he was

death of

AMALABERQUE

AMALAFRIDA

AMALARIC

engaged in a war with Childebert, king of
France, and was slain in a church, where
he had taken refuge, or, as some say, was
assassinated by his own subjects, in 521. His
as in the annexed figure.

:

1

Chron.

36.

i.

Ajialek, a mountain in the land of Ephraim, where Abdon,
son of Hillel, the judge of Israel, was buried. Judg. xii.
14, 15.

AMALFI

(Geog.) ox-Amalphi, a small town of Naples, in
10 miles S. W. Salerno. Lon.
the principality of Salerno.
14° 20' E., lat. 40° 35' N.

History of Amal/i.

This town, which in the Latin of the middle ages was called
Melphis, was taken by the emperor Lotharius II, in ] 133,
when the place was given up to pillage ; but the emperor
would have no other share of the booty than a volume of
the ' Pandects of Justinian,' which were preserved there.
It was afterwards famous as the birth-place of Flavio
Goia, the reputed inventor of the magnetic needle.
This
city belonged at first to the house of St. Severin, afterwards to that of Picolomini, and in the 17th centtirv it
was erected into a duchy in favour of Octavio Picolomini.
Amalfi is an archbishop's see, having Capri, Scala, Menori, Lettere, and Ravello, for suffragans.
Pope Nicholas II assembled a council here in 1059, for the purpose
of better regulating the election of popes, and preventing
the schisms which had so frequently been produced by
setting up of antipopes. Sgon. de Regit, Itat. 1. 2 ; Blond.
Hist. 1. 15; Leand. Albert. Descript. Ital.
(Hist.) a duke of Champaign, who was killed by
a girl in his sleep, to whom he offered violence. Greg. Tur.

AMALON
1.

4, c.

27.

AMALRIC

(Ecc.) or Amauri, archbishop of Tours, presided

at the council of Soissons in 853.

Ama_LRIC, bishop of Senlis, was very zealous in the repair of
bis cathedral.

He

died in 1161.

Amai.uic, Arnaud, archbishop of Xarbonne, was appointed
inquisitor against the Albigenses, and employed in uniting
Christian princes against the Moors.
After being at the
council of Montpelier, he died in 1225.
Amalric, Augeri (Biog.) a biographer of the 14th century,
who wrote a history of the popes, entitled, ' Chronicum
Pontificale.'

AMALTH.EA

(Myth.) W/jaXSela, the nurse of Jupiter,
she fed with goats' milk, was, according to Lactantius, said to be the daughter of Melissus, king of Crete,
but, according to Diodorus, the name of a goat, whom
Jupiter afterwards placed in heaven as a constellation. Jupiter is said to have given one of her horns to the nymphs
who brought him up, by which they had the power of obtaining what they wished whence the proverb of Amalthsese cornu, to signify plenty ; but as to this horn, and other
circumstances respecting Amalthsa, authors differ widely.
Slrab. 1. lo';
Diodorus, 1. 4, c. 5 ; Ovid. Fast. 1. 5, v. 113
Lactam, contra Gent. 1. 1, c. 22
Hi/gin. ; Pans. 1. 7, c. 26

whom

:

;

effigy

is

given,

;

Suidas ; Erasm. Adag.

chil. 1, cent. 6.

'

AM A

AM A

Dcmophilus, or Hierop/iylus, the Sibyl, who
tarried the nine books of Prophecies to Tarquin the Proud.

AjULLTHSAj
Tibull.

2, el. 5, v. 67.

1.

Qtiifijuui .Ima/tftea, quicqiiid

Marpesia

dixit.

Varr. de Ling. Lat.
(Biog.) Jerome, John Baptist, and Cornelius,
were brothers and poets of the 16th century, who were born
at Odenxo in the state of Venice.
Ajialthei, Jerome, who died in 1744, wrote several Latin
pieces, which were collected and published at Venice in
1(J27, and afterwards by Grsevius in 16'SJ).
Amalthei, John, who died at the age of 47, wrote poems in
Italian as well as Latin.
Ajialthei, Cornelius, the youngest, left some few Latin
poems of the same cast as those of his brothers', which were
much admired in their day. He died probably in the prime
of life.
{Ant.) 'ApakQiiov, a Gymnasium, founded
by Atticus, in Epirus, called after Amalthaea, because learning is supposed to nourish the mind as she nourished Jupiter
with her milk.
A, Suctions (Biog.) a professor of the Hebrew, was
He wrote, 1. * Censura
born in 1593, and died in 1629Vulgata: Latina; Editionis Pentateuchi,' 4to. Francken. 1620.
2. ' Bybelsche Conference,' or a Collation of the Dutch Ver' Antibarbarus*
sion with the Originals.
3.
Biblicus.'

AMALTHEI

AMALTHEUM

AM AM

4.

De Nomine

'

AM ANA

who wrote many letters to his catechist, S. Paulinus.
Gregor. Turon.dc Confess, c. 45 ; Baill. Vies de Saintcs,

au Juin.
A.mand, S7., a bishop of Maestricht, who founded an abbey
near Tournay, and died in 679A.mand, John St., unnamed Fuye, or Fayela, persuaded Cle-

ment VII to exterminate a sect of heretics, called Flagellants, and died in 1.394.
He wrote De Esu Camium
Quscstiones super Sententias,'
Manipulum Exemplorum ;
;

'

'

'

'

cS:c.

Du

Chastcl, or de Caslel/o, abbot of

Liriczcc, a Franciscan, so called from

domadibus Danielis

;'

et Ecclesiasten ;'

De

•

'

his native

LXX

He wrote De
Hebin Genesim, Jobum,
Mansionibus;' ' De S. Anna;

place in Zealand, died in 1534.

(

Mar-

about 1113, and wrote, besides
of St. Odin, bishop of Cambray.

in Arras, lived

several treatises, a life

Amand, de

being supplanted by Justin, was put to death with his
friend in 518.
Evagr. 1. 4, c. 1.
(Biog.) a lawyer of Lansberg in
the 16th century, wrote
Flores Celebrarum Sententiarum
Grsecarum et Latinarum.'
(Myth.) 'Apaiic, the god of the Persians ; the
word ainanits signifying, as is supposed, the sun of the Persian language.
Amanus (Geog.) 'Apavov, a mountain of Cilicia, branching
off from the Taurus, the straits of which are called Amanictv Pyla:, [Vide Amaniew Pylaf\ and, according to Lucan,
reaching as far as Cappadocia.
Luc. 1. 3, v. 244.

Amantius, Bartholomew

'

AMANUS

Cappadoces, duri papnhis nunc cultor Amani,

It is celebrated as the retreat of

Appian. Kvvny,

'

Cnmmentaria

XL

1.

Cic.

ad Famil.

1.

wild beasts.

3.

KlXirag re jra'y«e Kai
Val. Flacc. Argon.

Mater

tury,

ehiennes,

Baron. Anna!, ann. 401.
a prefect under the emperor Anastasius, who
aimed at placing his friend Theocritus on the throne, but

that city.

Amantius,

Tetragrammato.'

Apava, a mountain, mentioned Cant. iv. 8,
supposed by some to be mount Amanus.
AM AND, St. (Ecc.) a bishop of Bourdeaux in the fifth cen(Bibl.)

A.mand, surnamed

Amantes, or Amantini, or Amantiani. Cic. Phil. 1. 11,
c. 1 1 ; Cms. Bell. Civ. 1. 3, c. 40 ; Plin. 1. 3, c. 23, 24.
AMANTIUS (Hist.) grand chamberlain to the emperor Arcadius, introduced Porphyry, bishop of Gaza, to this prince,
hy whom he was persuaded to destroy the heathen temple in

1.

irpiovac.

'Apdvu.

I.

in adverse catulis venatur

2, ep.

10; Cic. ad

Amano.

Attic.

1.

5, ep.

20; Pint,

Arrian. 1. 2, &c. fJVide Amaniew Py/a'~]
Sing/ia (Biog.) a Hindoo in the first century, was
the author of a Sanscrit dictionary, entitled, ' Amara Kocha,'
not written in alphabetical order, but divided into sections,
including the names of stars, elements, &c.
The first part
of this dictionary was published by Father Paulin, in 1798,
at Rome, entitled, ' Amara Singha, Sectio Prima de Coelo
Ex tribus ineditis Codicibus Manuscriptis,' 4to.
MS. of
the whole is preserved in the Royal Library at Paris.
(Myth.) an officer of Cinyras, who was changed
into sweet marjoram, whence the poetical and botanical
name of Amaracus for that plant. Scrv. in JEn. 1. 1,
in Cicer. ;

AMARA

A

AMARACUS
v. fi97-

AMARAH,

Ben Alicmieni (Hist.) a poet, who was proclaimed caliph by the Alides after the death of Adhed, last
caliph of the Fatimites in Egypt, but was deposed by
Saladin.

Amarah

(Biog.) the surname of Nagmeddin al Jcmicni, who
history of the caliphs of Cairo, entitled,

was the author of a
Nokt al Asarth.'
*

njugio.'

AMANDUS, Cneus Salrius, (Hist.) an usuqier, and a colleague AMARAL,
command with Aulus Pomponius

Gaul,
under Diocletian, took the title of Augustus U. C. 1038,
A. D. 285, and was killed the year following in battle, by

in the

Maximianus Herculius.
(Xinnis.) one medal of
bean the inscription IMP.

Amanih 18
"

ine,

\ug.

or

IMP.

C.

CN. SAL.

jElianus,

this usurper, if

it

in

be genu-

AMANDUS,
AMANDUS, &c.
C. C.

P. F.
Goltz.

This.

AM.WK'.'E

Pylai (Geog.) 'Apavtxai iriiXni, narrow defiles
the mountain Amanus, through which Darius passed into
They are called by Strabo 'Apariicr by Pliny,
Amani Porta; by Curtiua, Amanias PyUv ; hy Ptolemy,
(
'Uicice 11I Syria Porta, now Sin tin di Scanderona. Poh/b.
1.2; SI rah. I. 14 ; Plin. 1. 5 ; Ptnl. 1. 5.
{Geog.) a seaport of Calabria, on the Mediter-

in

Cilicia.

;

AMANITA
.111.

Lon. 10

ICE.,

bit.

:;i>

IS N.
'

It

lias

a

strong

and (luring the wars of Charles VIII and Louis XII,
in Italv, it displayed its fidelity to the house of Arragon.
AMANTIA (Geog.) a town on the coast of lllyria, to the
south of Apollonia ; the inhabitants of which were called
1

.

Andrew d' (Hist.) a Portuguese nobleman, grand
and grand cross of the order of St. John of
Jerusalem, being offended with Philip, of the Isle Adam,
grand master of this order, betrayed the island of Rhodes
to the sultan Soliman II, for which act of treachery he was
degraded and beheaded.
Amaral, Don Louis a" (Ecc.) bishop of Vizeu, in Portugal,
assisted at the council of Basle in 1433, which deposed
Eugene IV, and elected Felix V, by whom he was made
cardinal, and died in 1444.
Amaral, Peter d' (Biog.) a Portuguese Jesuit of Coimbra,
died in 1711, leaving a discourse in honour of the Virgin,
entitled, 'Canticum Mnrianum,' Evor. 1709Amaral, Prudence d', a Portuguese Jesuit, died in 1715- He
wrote, 1. * Os Feitos dos Bispos y Arcebispos da Bahia,' fol.
2. ' Elegiaruni Liber de Pietate erga BcaLisbon. 1710.
tam Mariam Virginem.' 3. ' Molse Saccharic Poetica Dechancellor,

scriptio.'

AMARAMUS

(Hist.) 'Apap/ipor, an inhabitant of Mya, beyond Jordan, who, with Annibas and Eleazer, caused a
sedition

;

but being taken by Fadus, governor of Judica,

.

.

AMA

AMA
was

sent into exile, with his companion Eleazer.

Antitj.

1.

20,

c.

Joseph.

1

AMAH AH

{Bib).) nnnK, eldest son of Meraioth, and
I
He exercised the office
father of the high priest Ahitub.
of high priest in the time of the judges. 1 Chron. vi. 7- 11Amakiah, one who separated from his strange wife. Ezra
x.

of Gedaliah.

Zep/i.

and father

to the prophet Zephaniah,
i.

1

AMARICON,

John (Hist.) on advocate in the parliament of
Paris, and a descendant from a respectable family in Auvergne, served the king against the leaguers, by whom he
was imprisoned, and died before the murder of Henry III,
He left Commentaries on Cicero and Horace.
in 1500.

AMARSIAS

{Myth.)

'Afiaptrtag,

the pilot

Theseus into Crete to the Minotaur.

who

conducted

The*.
{(hog.) 'AuapivBas, a village of Eubcea,
where Diana was worshipped under the title of Aniarysia,
and her festivals there are called Amarvnthia. Paus. 1. 1,
Pint, in

J

it.

AMARYXTHUS
31.

AMARYSIA

{Myth.) 'Afiapvvia, a surname of Diana

in

Amarynthus.

AM ASA
sister,

and Abigail, David's
by Joab, A. M. 2981. 2 Sam.

{Bibl.) Ktrnp, son of Jether

was treacherously

slain

xvii. 25.

Amasa, son of Hadlai, opposed

the admission into Samaria of
such captives as were taken from the kingdom of Judah in
the reign of Ahaz.
2 Chron. xxviii. 12.
AMASAI (Bibl.) 'trni', the son of Elkanah. 1 Chron. vi. 25.
Asiasai. a Levite, and one of king David's thirty gallant men,
supposed to be the same as the first Amasai. 1 Chron. xii. 17{Geog.) a river of the Privernates, running
into the Mediterranean.
I'irg. .En. 1. 7, v. 685.

AMASEXUS

quo.*, dives

Anagnia,

pascis,

Quos, Amasene Pater.

Serv. in I'irg.

;

Vib. Sequest.

AMASEO,

Romulus {Biog.) a scholar of Udina in Italy, was
He wrote, 1. Latin
Translations of Xenophon's Cyropsedia, fol. Bonon. 1533,
and of Pausanias, 4to. Rom. 1547. 2. ' Orationes," consisting of 1 8 Latin speeches, delivered on different occasions.
4to. Bonon. 1580.
Amaseo, Pompitio, son of the former, and a Greek professor,
translated part of Polybius, and wrote a History of his own
Times, which was never published.
{Geog.) 'Auaaia, or Aunotia, a town of Pontus,
and birth-place of Mithridates the Great, and Strabo the
geographer, by which the river Iris flows.
It is still a considerable place under the same name, but is called by the
Turks Amnaesan. It was formerly an archbishop's sec, where
St. Basil, one of its bishops, suffered martvrdom in 31 9.
Sfrab. 1. 12; Plin. 1. 6, c. 3.
born in 1489, and died in 1552.

AMASIA

Am ASIA,

a town of Germany, now Marburg.
Ptol. 1. 2.
Astasia, capital of Xatolia, in Asiatic Turkey. Lon. 35° 4' E.,
lat. 40" 25' X., is the ancient Amasia.
["Vide Amasia}

Amasia {Numis.) some medals

town

is

abridged in inscriptions, as

AM AC &c

AM. AMA. AMAC.

Vaill. Groec.

I.

of this

town

{Hist.) "Afiairis, a subject of Apries, king of Egypt,
rebelled against Ins master took him prisoner,
and got possession of his throne. He died during the reign
Apries, whom he succeeded, is called Hophra
of Cambyses.
Herod. 1. 1,2, 3.
in scripture.
Amasis, a general of Darius, who was sent against the Cyre-

who having

nians,

1.

;

Amestrii]

Amastris, wife of Dionysius, tyrant of Heradea, and daughter
of Oxvathris, the brother of that Darius whom Alexander
Slrab.

conquered.

1.

12.

medal of
the abovementioned queen
bears on the obverse her head,
as in the annexed cut ; and
on the reverse, the turreted
head of a female sitting and
holding a victory in her hand;

Amastris {Numis.)

inscription,

a

f

j?

{

(\f«f>

AMA2TPI2 BA2IAISSH2.

|—8!H&^J&%

Whence

^

the epi-

thet Amastriacus.

Olid- in I bin.

Aut

v.

331.

ut Amastriacis quondam Lemrus ab pru

Xitdtis

Achdtua

destituaris humt}.

a town of Pontus, formerly
now Semastro. It derived its name from
who was its founder.
Amastris, the wife of Dionvsius,
'
Strab. 1. 12 ; Plin. 1. 6, c. 2.
Amastris {Numis.) this town struck many medals of Domitia,
Xcrva, Plotina, Adrian, Antoninus Pius, Faustina sen., M.
Aurelius, Faustina jun., L. Verus, Crispina, Caracalla.
Jul. Mccsa, Gordianus Pius; the inscriptions AMACTPIC
AMACTPIANiiN. Some medals bear the head of Homer,
inscription, OMIIPOC; because he was supposed to be a
native of Smyrna, in which this town was in alliance.
Amastris also represented on its coins its tutelary deities,
Juno, Jupiter, ./Esculapius, Hvgia, &c. ; with the inscriptions, ZEYC CTPATHPOC AMACTPIANiiN, l e. Jupiter
HPA AMACTPIANiiN, &c.
Jmperator Amastrianorum.
[Vide Amisus~\
Juno; ACKAHIIIOC, Aesculapius, &-c.
Tristan. Con/men'.
J'aill. Num. Graze; Palin. Imp. Rom.;

Asiastris {Geog.) "Aparpic,
called Sesamis,

Histor.

AMASTRUS

{Myth.) an auxiliary in the war of Perses with
was killed bv Argus, son of

He
jEetes, king of Colchis.
Phryxus. Flacc. 1. 6, v. 544.

AM ATA

{Myth.) the wife of king Latinus, who favoured
as the lover of her daughter.
the success of the latter she hung herself.
jEii. 1. 12, v. 600.

Turnus and opposed .Eneas,

Upon
I'irg.

5c causam clamat. rnmenqne, caputque malorum
Mldtaque per mastvm aemens ejtata furorem,
Purpureos nwritura inanu durindit amictus,
Et nodum injvrmis leti trabe nectit ab attd.

are extant while

;

&c

201,

4, c.

AMASIUS {Geog.) vide Amisia.
AMASTRIS {Hist.) "ApaTp.c. [Vide

was an independent

state, but a still greater number under
the emperors Trajan, Plotina, Antoninus Pius, M. Aurelius, Faustina jun., Commodus, Sept. Severus, Julia Domira,
Caracalla, Geta, Alexander Severus, and Mamea.
It received different names from the emperors, as Hadriana, on
account of the favours which it received from Adrian
Severina, from Septimus Severus
Antoninianu, from his son
Caracalla; Alexandriana, from Alexander Severus.
It was
made a metropolis by Adrian, and afterwards declared to be
the first, in distinction from Xeoca?sarea and Tomorus, which
were also metropolcs of Pontus. Amasia was likewise constituted Xeocora by the same emperor ; wherefore several of
the inscriptions contain all its titles, as AAP. CEY. ANT.
vol. 1.
it

NE. IIP. IION. ET. CAA. i. e.
Hadriana, Secerina, Alexandrina, Amasia, Metropolis, NeoThe epocha is dated from
cori, Prima Ponti, Anno 234.
The name itself of this
the time of Augustus, U. C. 743.

AMASIS

42.

Amabiah, grandfather

c.

AAES. AMACIA MHT.

;

Amata

{Hist.) the first virgin who devoted herself to the
goddess Vesta, whence the name was given in honour of
her to the superior Vestal, according to Aulus Gellius, 1. 1,
c.

12.

Amata, Anlonia
to the Jesuit

nun

Felix {Biog.) a noble lady of Palermo, sister

John Maria Amatus, [vide Amatus~\ died

as a
in 1701, leaving a collection of pious pieces, entitled

Ghirlande Celeste rli Orationi Devote per Coronarne tutte
le Opere Buone de Giorno,' &c. l6mo. Genoa, 1692.
{Bibl.) vide Ematk.
'

AMATH

:

AMA

AMA
AMATHEANS

(Bibl.)

descendants of Amatb, the

son of

Canaan.

AMATHOESA

(Geog.) 'AuoBAuq,

tlie

name of

Pylus, so

Amathus, which runs through it.
AMATHUS (Bibl.) 'AumBoq, a city beyond Jordan, which
It was
Euscbius places 21 miles from Pella, southwards.
Joseph. Anl'uj.
taken and destroyed bv Alexander Jannsus.
1. 14, c. 10, &C ;
DeBell. 1. 1, c. 6.
Amatjius (Geog.) now Limlsso, a town on the south side
of Cyprus, where Adonis was worshipped.
It was sacred
called from the river

to

Venus.

Virg. .En.

1.

Est

51.

10,
Amathus,
v.

est oelta

mihi Paphus, atque Cylhera,

Idaliaque damns.

And

the inhabitants were said to be changed into bulls by
Venus. Ovid speaks of its metals,
Met. 1. 10, v. 530.
Piicosumijiie Cnidon, gravidamve Amathunta metalli.
1. 14; Plin. 1. 5, c. 31;
Tac. Annul.
62 ; Paus. 1. 9, c. ult.; Ptol 1. 5, c. 14.
AMATO, Michel d' (Biog.) a prothonotary apostolic of Naples,
Dissertation, Hisdied in 1 729He wrote in Latin, 1
torical, Dogmatical, and Moral, on the Sort of Balm which
ought to be employed in the Holy Unction, 8vo. Naples,
2. A Dissertation, Historical, Physiological, and
1722.
Moral, on the Custom of Eating Birds as well as Fish during
Lent, 8vo. Naples, 1723. 3. Four Dissertations on other
Usages of the Church, &c. 4to. Naples, 1728.
(Ecc.) Aimable or Ainie, archbishop of Sens, in
the seventh century, was banished to Peronne by king
Thierri, and died in the monastery of Merville, in C90.
Amatus, Aimable (Ecc.) or Ainu'; archbishop of Bourdeaux,
was employed by Gregory VII on many important negociations, particularly in regard to the dissolution of the marriage of William VII, count de Poitou, with a daughter of
Audebert, count de Perigord, to whom he was too near a

Sci/lac. Peripl.; Strab.

L

3, c.

.

A

AMATUS

kin.

He

died in 1101.

(Biog.) or Amato, a monk of Mount Cassin, who
wrote four books on the acts of St. Peter and St. Paul, dedicated to Gregory VII, and eight books on the History of
the Normans.
Amatus, or Amato, John Roderigo, a Portuguese physician
and a Jew, was born at Castel Blanco, in 151 1. He wrote,
'
Exegemata in priores duos Dioscoridis de Materia Mcdica

Amatus

Libros,' 4to.

Amatus,

Ant v. 1536.

AMAXIA
Strab.

1.

Jurisdictionalibus.'
fol.

14.

AMAXITUS

(Geog.) 'Aiialtrog, a town of Troas, where was
the temple of Apollo, of which Chryses was the high priest.
Strab. 1. 13; Plin. 1. 5, c. 3Q.
(Hist.) or Mazenes, MaZi'ivnc, a prince of the
island Oaractus, who for some time accompanied Alexander's
expedition to India.
Arrian.
(Bibl.) n>YDK, eighth king of Judah, succeeded
his father Joash, and after a reign of 52 years was assassinated A. M. 3194, A. C. 810.
2 Kings xiv. &c.
Amaziah, a priest of the golden calves at Bethel, who procured from Jeroboam the banishment of the prophet Amos,
because he prophesied the destruction of the high places consecrated to idolatry, about A.M. 3215, A. C. 789Amos

AMAZENES
AMAZIAH

vii.

10, 11.

AMAZON

(Geog.) a river rising in Peru, of South America,
the greatest in the world, being at its mouth 150 miles
broad, receiving in its course, which is 3300 miles, nearly
200 rivers, some of them not inferior to the Danube or the
Nile.

AMAZONES

(Geog.) 'A/xai^oycc, a celebrated nation of warwomen, who inhabited the country of Thermodon, in
Cappadocia, and extended themselves even to Lybia, according to some. They are said to have cut otf their right
breast for greater convenience in managing the bow, from
which circumstance they derive their name ; i. e. from a
Virgil, speaking of their queen
priv. and fia(oe, a breast.
like

Penthesilea, calls

them Amazonides.

Virg. JEn.

1. 1,
v. 4<)0.
Ducit Amazonidum lunatis agmina

peltis

Penthesilea forms, mediisque in miilibus ardet,
Aurea sutmectens exertit cingula niammif.

Homer designates them by the epithet 6.vn&tntpatj i. e. menhaters ; and other poets have described their mode of equipMartial speaks of
ping for war, and their military habits.
the Pelts.

Marl.

1.

9, epig. 1 04.
Peltatam Scyth&DO discinxit Amazona nodo.

Claudian. de Rapt. Proscrpin. 1. 2,
Qualis Amazonidum peltis eiuttot

v.

62.

aduncis

Arcton populate virago
Ilippolyte niveas ducit post pralia tunnas.
1'utchra cohort,

Avcllus, a fiscal advocate of Naples, wrote,

logemina Feudalia,'

tum,'

1. ' Pro2. ' Responsum in Causis
Consilionim seu Responsorum Cen-

denined his doctrines. Although he was obliged to recant,
yet he is supposed to have retained his opinions, to which
he left many adherents after his death.
(Geog.) 'Afiai,ia, a town situated on a hill in Cilicia,
on which grew wood that was fit for the building of ships.

qiti'ties

4to. Neapol.
3.

'

Stat.

Syh.

1.

5.

Amazonia latus intercludere

peltas.

Neapol. ]6lC.

John Maria, a Jesuit of Palermo, was born of noble
Oratio Prima in Litcrarii
parents in l66'0, and wrote, 1.
Anni Renascentis,' &c. 2. Oratio Secunda, in Solemni StnLa Conca d'Oro in Tripudio
diorum Lustratione," &c. 3.
per l'Anno Vcntesimo del Catolico Re delle Spagne,' &c.
5.
Concilium
4.
Elogio di D. Francisco Schafani,' &ft
Provinciale Panormitanum anno 1388,' &fc
AMAl'KI (IIi.il.) count of Jaflii, and king of .Jerusalem,
succeeded Baldwin III, in 1163; and died after an unsuccessful attempt against Egypt in 1172.
Amauhi, king of Jerusalem, succeeded his brother Guy, and
He was unsuccessful against the Saracens.
died in 1205.
Amauiii, king of the Visigoths. ["Vide Amttlaric~]
Amaiiii, count of Muntfort. [Vide Moiilforl~]
Amauiii (Ecc.) a patriarch of Jerusalem, who refused to
crown Ainauri I, unless lie put away bis wife Agnes, his
tati.1 us,

'

Horace speaks of
Hor. 1. 4, od. 4.

Quite!
unde deductus per omne
Tempui Amazomimeuri

'

hfhl

'

'

'

relation in the fourth degree.

He

died in

1 1

80.

Amauiii (Biog.) or Amalric de, Charlrrs, professor of phiHe
losophy, was born near Chartres, in the 13th century.
wanted to form a new system of religion on the metaphysics
IV,
who
conof Aristotle, but was prevented by Eugene

their axes.

De-itras obarntet, qua:rerc diHuli.

Seneca Agamo/i.
Xon

act.

ii.

pharttmt,

j'icto

el

ttevrigera

nam

Pettata Amazon.

Propertius speaks of their bared breasts.
Propert.

3, cleg. 12, v. 15.
Qualis Ainazontdiim nihlatis btlUoa moMSIM
'I'herinotloonteis turba luoatnr aqius.

1.

Their mode of cohabiting occasionally with the male sex,
and their treatment of their male offspring, has been variously stated by different writers; and Strabo questions their
but Diodorus, Justin, and
existence altogether, as a nation
others, specify their queens by name, of which the follow;

ing arc the principal

Queens of the Amazons.
Marlhr.sia or Marpesia, tHapnrtfaffln and Lampedo, reigned

AMB

AMB
The? are said to have
conjointly in the time of JEgeus.
built Ephesus, and other cities of Asia Minor.
Antiope and Orelhya, were conquered by Hercules and
Theseus. Apollodorus calls Antiope, Hippolyte ; and
Apollonius calls Orethya, Otrere.
Penthesilea, went as an auxiliary to Priam, to the Trojan
war, where she is said to have been killed by Achilles.
Minithi/a or Thalestris, their last queen, paid a visit to
Alexander the Great, that she might have offspring from
11.;
Horn. II. 1. 3, &c. c^- Eustath.
so warlike a prince.
Herod. 1. 4, c. 1 10 ; Apollod. 1. 2, c. 3 ; Dionus. Hal. 1. 4;
Diodor. 1. 2 ; Strab. 1. 1 1 ; Hygin. Fab. 14 ; P/in. 1. 6,
c 7, &c. ; Pluf. in Thes. ; Justin. 1. 2, c. 4 ; Quint. Curt.
c 5 ; Ptol. 1. 5, c. 10 ; Pans. 1. 7, c. 2 ; Palcvphat. de
Incred.
Amazones (Xumis.) were represented on medals mostly with
a battle-axe, of which an example is given under the head
rVide Amisus]
of Amisus.
{Hist.) a mistress of the emperor Commodus,
on whose account he descended into the arena to tight as a
common gladiator. He took the name of Amazonius, and
gave it also to the month of December in honour of her.

m

AMAZONIA

Lamp, in Fit.
Amazonia (Geog.)

a country of South America, so called by its
discoverer Francisco Orellana, who, sailing down the river
Amazon for the first time in 1580, observed on its banks
numbers of women in arms, wherefore he designated the

country and the river by the names which they now bear.
Amazonia is 1400 miles long, and 1 96O broad, being bounded
on the X. by Terra Firma and Guayana ; on the E. by the
Atlantic ocean and Brazil ; on the S. by Paraguay ; and on
The Spaniards have made many unsucthe W. by Peru.
cessful attempts to settle there, but the Portuguese have

some settlements between Cape North and the mouth of the
Amazon.

AMAZONTL'M

(Geog.) •ApaZoveiov, a place in Attica,
where Theseus defeated the Amazons. Plut. in Thes. Also
Steph. Byz.
a town of CumuD, where the Amazons lived.
(Myth.) 'A/ja£ovmc, an epithet of Apollo in
Laconia, from the defeat of the Amazons bv Theseus.

AMAZONIUS
Pans.

1.

3.

(Hisl.) the title which the emperor Commodus
and gave to the month of December in honour of his
[Aide Amazonia]
Amazonius Moris (Geog.) or Amazonicus Mons, a part of
Mount Taurus called after the Amazons.
AMAZONS (Geog.) vide Amazon.

Amazonits
took,

mistress.

AMBACIA

(Geog.) a town of Touraine,

in

France,

now

Amboise.
(Geog.) a people of Celtic Gaul, who inhabited
the country now called Chalois.
Cws. de Bell. Gall. 1. 7
Lit: 1. 5, c. 34.
Christopher (Biog.) a painter of Nuremberg,
of the l6th century, is known by his History of Joseph in
He also painted a portrait of Charles V, and
18 pictures.
died in 1550.
(Hist.) a king of Scotland, who succeeded
Eugene VI in &J~, and was killed whilst on an expedition.
AMBIALITES (Geog.) a people of GaUia Celtica, who inhabited the counrrv now called L'Amballe.
Merul. in Cats,
de Bell. Gall. I. 3,' c. 9.
AMBIANI (Geog.) a people of Belgium, who took up arms
against Caesar. Thev inhabited what is now called Picardy.
Cccs. de Bell. Gall. L 8, c. 4; Lie. Epit. lit; Strab. 1. 4.'
(Geog.) capital of the Ambiani, now Amiens,
is celebrated as the theatre of Caesar's exploits.
It was afterwards embellished by the emperors Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius, and chosen as a place of residence by Constantine, Constantius, Julian, Yalentinian, Valens, Gratian,
and Theodosius; but suffered much from the barbarians,
;

AMBERGER,

AMBERKELET

AMBTANUM

burnt

down

in 925.

Its

earliest

it

bishop

Its cardinals were Jean de la
Grange, Jean le Jeune, Charles Hemand, Claude de Longue,
Nicolas de Pelleve.
It likewise reckons among its distinguished natives the celebrated antiquarian Du Cange.
[Vide Amiens']
AMBIATINUM (Geog.) or Ambiatinus vicus, a village of

in the calendar of saints.

the Treveri, in Germany, now Capelle, at the confluence
of the Rhine and Maese. Caligula is said to have been born
there.

>S'Ke7.

in Cal. c. 8.

AMBIBARETI (Gcos-) vide Ambivarcti.
AMBIGATUS (Hist.) a king of the Celts,

who, finding the
population of his country to be excessive, sent out colonies
Bellovesus
and
Sigovesus.
two
nephews,
The
under his
auguries decreed the Hyrcanian woods to the latter, and
Italy to the former. Lie. 1. 5, c. 34, et seq.
(Hist.) a king of the Eburones, in Gaul, and a
formidable enemy to the Romans, was at last totally routed
by Caesar, with the loss of his whole army, and himself
Cws. de Bell. Gall. 1. 5,
obliged to seek safety by flight.

AMBIORIX

c. 1 1

;

1.

6, c. 30, et seq.

AMBIVARETI

(Geog.) or Ambibarcti, a people of Celtic
Gaul, who occupied the country now called Xiveruois. Cks.
de Bell. Gall. 1. 7AMBIVARITI (Geog.) a people of Belgic Gaul, supposed by
Ortellius and others to have inhabited Brabant. Cws. de
Bell. Gall.

1.

4.

AMBIYIUS, Marcus

(Hist.) succeeded Coponius in the government of Judaea, whose successor was Annius Rufus,
A. D. 53. Joseph. Antiq. 1. IS, c. 3.
A.mbivius, Turpio (Biog.) a comic actor, who performed some

of the plays of Terence.

AMBLETEUSE

(Geog.) Ambletosa, a seaport of Picardy, in
the department of Pas de Calais, defended by a battery,
Lon. 1° 40' E. lat. 50° 40' N.
Its
S. Boulogne.

4 miles

harbour was destroyed by the English in the 17th century,
and rebuilt by Louis XIV. It is situated on the English
channel, 8 miles N. Boulogne, and remarkable for being
the place where king James II landed on his leaving England in 1688.
(Geog.) Ambacia, a town of Touraine, in the department of Indre and Loire, 5 leagues E. Tours. Lon.
0° 34' E. lat. 47° 21' N.
Charles YIII, who greatly enlarged its royal chateau, was born and died here ; Foulques III, count of Anjou, founded the collegiate church of
the Florentines
and Lewis XI here instituted the order of
St. Michael in 14G6*. Amboise is an ancient town frequently
mentioned in history, particularly by Gregory of Tours,
who informs us that Clovis and Alaric had an interview in
the island near St. Amboise. The seignory of Amboise was
in the possession of the house of Berrie for many centuries.
Amboise (Hist.) an ancient and illustrious house, which derived its name from the seignory of Amboise, in France,
which came into the possession of the house of Berrie in
1100.
£Vide Amboise] The most distinguished of its
members are as follow
Amboise, Louis d', viscount de Thouan, prince de Talmond,
&c. having taken part with the English, was made prisoner
bv order of Charles VII, and his estates confiscated, but
He died in 1469restored to him some time after.
Amboise, Frances d\ wife of Peter II, duke of Britanny,
was born in 1427, and contributed much to the refinement
Although exposed to much
of manners among the Bretons.
ill treatment from her father, she refused to marry the duke
of Savoy at the death of her husband, and died in a convent in 1485.
Amboise, Aimezi d', grand prior of France, and fortieth grand

AMBOISE

;

AMBARVI

whom

was almost entirely
was St. Fermin,
whose successors Fermin the Martyr, Fermin the Confessor,
Honorius, Berchaud, Sylvius, and Godefroi, were enrolled
Normans, by

particularly the

:

;;

AMB

AME

master of the order of St. John of Jerusalem, gained a
victory over the sultan of Egypt, and died in 1512.
Amboise, (.'harks a", marshal and admiral of France, commanded the army of Louis XII at the hattle of Aignadel
in 150.1), and died at Correggio in 1511.

Amboise, James

was

lord of Bussi,

d",

but

killed at the hattle of

A

AMBBOGIO

a" {Biog.)

'

d' ,

'

Amboise, James

of the preceding,

brother

d',

obtained

a

and died of the plague in 1606,
He wrote, 1. Orationes Dmc,' against the Jesuits, 8vo.
Paris, 1595. 2. ' Questioned Medicinales.'
Amboise, Michael </'. a poet, was born at Xaples at the beN Huron
ginning of the lfith century, and died in 1547.
doctor's degree in 1594,

Italian

of his poetical pieces.
{Geog.) the chief of the Molucca islands in the
eastern seas, the capital of which of the same name is
This island was discovered
Ion. 128° 15' E. lat. 3° 40' S.
by the Portuguese in 1516, who made a settlement there
The
in 15 Mi, and built Fort Vittoria on the S. E. coast.
Dutch expelled the Portuguese in 1605, and the English
made an unsuccessful attempt to form a settlement upon the
island in Kilo, hut subsequently established a factory there,
the members of which were all treacherously murdered by the
Dutch governor in 1622. Amboyna fell into the hands of
the English in 1796) was restored in 1801, recaptured in
1810, and delivered up again by the treaty of Paris in
list

AMBOVXA

1814.

AMBRACIA

{Geog.)' \fi($paicia, or 'Auirpaicla a city of Thesnow l.arla, in Ppirus, and the residence of king
Pvrrhus, was originally called I'.puia, I'eralia, and after the
victory of Augustus Nicopolis, according to Strabo; but
IlcPtolemy makes Ainbracia and Nicopolis to be distinct.
;

protia,

9, c.

28

c.

I

;

;

Plol

Stepk. Hi/:- ilc

Thucyd. L 2,
Pomp. Mela,
:;,

1.

I

c.

)

I

;

c.

80 &c.
2,

c

Paus.

1.

I.

8

;

;

1,

Polyb.
Str'ab.
c.

1.
1.

23;

;

Flor.

Plin.
!.

2

;

{Numis.) being a colony of the Corinthians, or
the Cretans, represented most frequently the Pegasus or
Minotaur on their medals, hut sometimes the head of
Jupiter, or the figure of Apollo; the inscriptions \- \\lli-

AMHK. AMBPAKI. AMBPAKIOTAN.
1,1,.

;

'

;

'

'

'

Bononia

1I1.

Ambracu

Num.

;

'

c. (i;;

1,

7

{Hist.) a people of Gaul, who, after being
driven from their country by inundations, became plunderers
whence the word ambro was used for a robber or
vagrant.
They were subdued by Marius. Lie. Epitom.
1. 68
Phil, in Mar.
Strab. I 4
(Ecc.) in Latin Ambrosias, deacon of Alexander about the year 25(1, was converted from the Valcnunian heresy by the eloquence of Origen, whose disciple he
was.
According to St. Jerome, he left some 'Epistles,'
which are not now extant.
AMBROSE, St., son of Ambrosius, a pretorian prefect in Gaul,
was horn at Treves about 333, and died at the age of 57,
in the reign of Valentinian.
He was elevated to the dignity of archbishop of Milan, which post he filled with
honour to himself and benefit to the church.
The works of
this distinguished father, which consist of numerous treatises, have been frequently reprinted; but the best edition is
that of the Benedictines,' 2 vols. fol. Paris, 1686
H>9<>.
Ambrose, St., bishop of Cahors in 752, died in 770, having
resigned his bishopric to become a hermit.
Ambrose, a dominican of Sienne, in Tuscany, was employed
on different missions to the popes Clement IV and Gregory X,
in behalf of Ins native place.
He died in 1287AMBROSE, a monk and genera] of the monks of Camalduli.
was born in 1878, and died in 1439. He was a distinguished
Greek scholar, and employed by pope Eugene IV to maintain the rights of the Holy See at the councils of Basle,
Ferrara, and Florence. His works, besides lives of several of
the fathers, and his letters in 25 books, were an itinerary
entitled
Hodoe'poricon,' containing an account of some
a Translation
convents that he visited. Mo. Florent. 143]
of Diogenes I.acrtius, &C.
AMBROSE, Isaac, a presbyterian teacher in the times of the
rebellion, left several treatises of a religious nature, which
were collected in one volume, fol. 1 674, &C.
AMBROSINI {Biog.) the name of two brothels, who were
both botanists and physicians at Bologna.
AMBROSINI, Bartholomew, died in Hi57. He wrote, 1. Modo.
e Facile Prescrva, e Cura ili Peste, a Benelicio del Popolo di
Bologna,' 4to. lti.M.
2. 'Theories Medians in TabuJas di3.
gesta,'
Mo. Bonoti. 1632.
De Pulsibus,' Mo. [645.
4.
De Extends Malis Opusculum,' 1 656. 5. De Urinis,' &c.
Ambrobini, Hyacinth, died in 1 666. He wrote, I. 'Hortus

—

'

limit.

an

'

younger brothel of the preceding, was
born at Paris in 1551, and died bishop of Treguier in Kilt).
He wrote Holophemes,' a sacred drama.

;

Theseus,

and died

to

;

Amoureuses,' 8vo. Paris. K>72.

Amboise, Adrian

1

Auibrosius
M>9,

AMBROSE

Facctieux et Plaisantes, Harangues Funebres sur la
Mart de divers Animaux,' Paris, 1583. 4. 'Les Xapoli5. An Edition of
taines,' a Comedy, Kimo. Paris, 1584.
Desperades ou Eglogues
6.
the works of Abelard, l6l6.

4, e.

1

;

grets

1.

in

AMBRONES

a writer of the Kith and 17th
1620.
He wrote, 1. 'Notable Discours en Forme de Dialogue, touchant la Vraie et I'arfaite
-• 'Dialogue et Devis des
Amitie,' Kimo. Lyons, 157 7Demoiselles pour les rendre Vertueuses et Bienheureuses
3. ' Reen la Vraye et I'arfaite Amitie,' Kimo. 1581-3.

88,

was horn

his Introduction

centuries, died about

1.

or

{Bk)g.)

in 1539He wrote
the Chaldean, Syrian, Armenian, and
ten other tongues, with the alphabetical characters of about
forty different languages, 4to.
orientalist,

his property.

Amboise, Francis

1.

it.

Borealis.

;

odot.

to

Antotne Marie (Biog.) a scholar, was born at
Florence in 1713, and died at Rome in 17S8.
He wrote,
1. A Translation of Virgil into Blank Verse,' 3 vols. fol.
Rome, 176'3. 2. Translations of some of Voltaire's Tragedies, and Cicero's Epistles.
3. A Latin Oration on the Election of Joseph II to be King of the Romans.
4. ' Museum
Kircheranum.' 2 vols. fol. 1765.
5. A Latin Poem on the
Cultivation of the Lemon-tree in MS.
(i.
Translation
of Jesuit Xoceti's two Poems on the Iris and the Aurora

the above-mentioned house of Amboise, a cardinal and archbishop of Rouen, and prime minister of Lewis XII was born
in 1460, and died in 1510, to the universal regret of all
France, to the benefit of which he devoted his talents and

liv.

greater dimensions

AMBROGI,

Marignarj in 1515.

,

much

Ambrada~\

["Vide

Amboise, Hughe* d\ was made lieutenant-general, in Tuscany, for his valour at the engagement of Fornone in 1-1-95.
He was killed at the hattle of Marignan in 1515.
Amboise, James d', haron d'Ambijoux, died at the siege of
Marseilles, which he defended against Charles V in 1530'.
Amboise, George a" (Ecc.) brother of Aimezi d' Amboise of

has given a

Strabo has assigned

Pellerin. Her. dee

Goltz.

2.

'

Shidiosorum

Pbvtologia. hoc

Primus,' &C.

fol.

AMELEK

Bonon.
1654-7.
Plantis, Partis Prime, Tomus

consitus,'

est.

de

4to.

Milili.

father of Joash, whom king Ahab
(Bibl.)
2 Chron.
ordered to keep Micaiab, the prophet, in custody.

^on,

xviii. 25.

Grcec.

AMELES

Med. %c.

AMBRACIUS,

Sinus {Geog.) a part of the Adriatic adjacent
to Fpirus, now the Gulf of l.ai/11. which, according to
Polybius, was 100 stadia in length, and the same in breadth
;

which no

AMELIA
in

Italy,

(Mi/lli.)

a river of hell, the waters of
Plain de Ixejiub. 1. 10.
ancient Anuria; a town of .Sjioleto,

'.\m.\i',c,

vessel COuld contain.

{Geog.) the
with a bishop's

see,

dependant immediately on the

AME

AME
Holy

See.

It is

and the Mera, 8 miles

V

42° 25'

lat.

mountain between the Tiber
W. Spoleto. Lon. 12° 19' E.

situated on a
S. S.

AMELIN", John

d' (Biog.) a gentleman of Sarlat, translated
some parts of Livy into French, and wrote other things which
are not now known.
AMELIXE. Claude (Biog.) an ecclesiastic, was born at Paris
He wrote, 1. Traite de la Volonte,' 12mo.
about 1()2<).
'

'Traite de 1' Amour de Souverain Bien,'
12mo. Paris, 1699.
AMELIUS (Biog.) a philosopher of the third century, the
cotemporary of Porphyry, and disciple of Plotinus, wrote
Porabove a hundred treatises, none of which are extant.
phur. in I it. Plot. Eunap. Tlicod ; Ions. 1. 3, c. 16.
Amelius, or Amelia, Peter, an Augustine, accompanied St.
Gregory XI from Avignon to Rome, an account of which
removal he wrote in Latin verse, and died bishop of Senigaglia in 1365.
Ameius, George (Biog.) a celebrated lawyer of Friburg.
addressed a letter to Frederic Nausea, bishop of \ ienna.
Ameihs, Martin, son of the preceding, was in the service
of the marquis of Baden, by whom he was sent on a mission to the emperor Ferdinand, and was well received at
the court of Vienna.
(Hist.) a soldier under Remoald, king of the
Lombards, of such prodigious strength that, with a blow
staff,
of his
he could knock a rider off his horse, and whirl
him over his head.
(Hist.) a family originally from Orleans, which
produced a great number of magistrates, who held high
offices in the state, of which the following are entitled to
16S4.

Paris,

2.

AMELONGUS

AMELOT

was the first who went
and became advocate to the Parliament in the reign of Francis I in which capacity
tinguLshed himself, and died in 1630.
Amelot, Michael, marquis de Gournay, and baron de
Brunelles, filled all the highest offices of state, and was employed on the most important negotiations at Venice, in
all which he executed
Switzerland, Portugal, and Spain
with the greatest ability and integrity. He died in 17- 1.
after having assisted at the consecration of Louis XV.
Amelot, de la Housai/e, Nicholas (Biog.) an historian and
scholar, was born Feb. 1<>.!4 at Orleans, and died at Paris.
He wrote, 1. Histoire du Government de
Dec- 8, 1706'.
2.
La Morale de Tacite,' 1686.
Venise,' &c. Paris, 1676.
S. A Translation of Palafox's Theological and Moral Homibesides Translations
lies upon the Passion of our Lord
Father Paul's History
into French of Machiavel's Prince
of the Council of Trent
Oraculo
Balthasar Crucian's
Manual ;' and the first six books of Tacitus's Annals. Xiceron also gives a list of some other pieces.
AMELOTTE, Denis (Biog.) a French writer, was born at
His works are.
Saintonge in 1606, and died in 10'78.
2. A
1. ' La Vie du P. de Gondren,' 4to. Paris, 1643.
French Translation of the New Testament, in 4- vols. 8vo.
1666-8.
3.
Abrege de la Thcologie,' 4to. Pans. I67S.
to

native of Corinth, and the first
Grecian, as it is said, who built a three-oared galley at
Corinth and Samos.
Thucyd. 1. 1.
(Hist.) 'A/iivofic, the name of three kings
of Egypt.
Amenophis I, succeeded Chebron, A.M. 2218, Julian period
He reigned 20 years and 7 months,
2928, A. C. 1786.
or 24 years and 7 months according to Julius Africanus.
Amenophis II, or Memnon, succeeded Thetmosis Jul. per.
3504, A. C. 1210, and reigned 30 years and 10 months.

Paris,

:

;

'

'

'

les Evangiles de toute l'Anuee,' &c.
(Geog.) 'Aptvavag, ariverof Sicily, now Juits source in Mount Etna, and sometimes
runs in a very small stream, to which Ovid alludes.
Ovid- Fast. 1. 4, v. M>7'

Leg Epitres et

AMEXAXUS
dieello,

that has

Secnon Sksanua
jVunc/bitf
.Steal,

1.

Amenophis

III, or Belus, surnamed Harnesses, began to
reign Jul. per. 3689, A. C. 1025, and reigned nine years
and six months. He was succeeded by Sethosis, or Sesostris.
Nicholas (Biog.) a lawyer and miscellaneous
writer, was born at Naples in 1659, and died in 1719His
writings are, 1. Seven prose Comedies, ' La Costa,'
11

AMENTA,

'

2.
Rapport i di Parnasso,' 4to. Naples, 1710.
Torto e il Diritto del non si puo,' &c. 8vo. Naples, 1717.
'Delia Lingua Xobile d'ltalia,' &c. 4to. Naples, 1723.
The Lives of Scipio, Pasquali, and Lionardo, a Neapo-

Forea,' ccc.
3.
4.
5.

'

II

'

litan poet.

6.

river

AMENANOC
set

voltens Ainenanus arenas
interdum suppressisjonttbus ant.

Capitoli,'

i.

Satirical Pieces.

e.

'

fessorship.
11. Vitus, a native of Suabia in the 16th century, at
embraced the doctrines of Luther, but afterwards returned to the Romish church.
He died in 155", leaving
the Orations of Isocrates and Demosthenes translated
also
translations of the Treatises of St. Chrysostoin on Providence, and Epiphanius on the Catholic Faith, etc.
AMERIA (Geog.) 'Afitpla, 'A'ftipiov, or 'Apfipiov, now Amelia.

first

;

of Umbria, the inhabitants of which were called
It was built, according to Pliny, on the autho960 years before the Persian war. i. e. 583
years before the building of Rome, A. M. 2900, A. C.
135,
and, according to Festus, had one Amerius for its founder.
It is distinguished as the birth-place of Sextus Ros ins, so
ably defended by Cicero and its oziers, Amerime saliees, are
a

city

Ameriui.

rity of Cato,

1

;

celebrated for their use in training the vine.
Virg. Georg. 1. 1, v. 265.
Atque .luerina parant

The

-

KATANAIQN.

(Hist.) secretary to Darius,
over the Arimaspi.
Quint. Curt. 1. 7,

gentile

Strab.

5

1.

3.

Alexander

name

is

P/in.

1.

lentil retiiiacnta liti.

Amerinus.
3,

c.

1

Cic.

pro Sex. Rose.

c.

7

;

4.

(Biog.) or Amerius, a grammarian of Macedon,
often quoted by Athenseus.
Allien. 1. 1, c. 12, &c.
(Geog.) the largest of the four grand divisions
of the world.
Extent and Division.
America is of such a length as to
comprehend the whole of the torrid, besides a considerable part of the temperate and frigid zones, to the extent
altogether of not less than 10,000 miles, being in breadth
from 1800 to 2000 miles.
It is naturally divided into two
great continents, namely. North and South America, which
are separated from each other Ly the isthmus of Darien.

AMERICA

Xorth America comprehends

The

2.

The

British provinces of Canada, Upper and Low
Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, to which are added
,

Britain and the island of Cape Bretain.
United Provinces, known" under the

name

of

tf

e

XT ew Hampshire,
York, Xew Jersej

United States, namely, Massachusets,

Rhode

whom
c.

;

AMEHIAS

New
Xew

'

and

'

works of St. Augustan, and began those of St. Jerome in 1515,
but was prevented by death from completing them, which
task devolved upon his sons.
Akbbbach, Boniface, the eldest son of the former, and law
professor at Basle, wrote, in conjunction with his brother
Erasmus, the Bibliotheca Amerbachiana,' 4to. Basil. 1659.
Amerbach, Basil, son of Boniface, founded a new professorship in the university of Basle called the Amerbachian pro-

1.

(Numis.) some medals of Catana commemorate
which watered its country, by the i

AMENIDES

Twenty-four

AMERBACH, John (Biog.) a printer of Suabia, who edited the

5.

Amenanis
this

;

a

AMEXOPHIS

;

;

;

4.

(Hist.)

Amekbai

particular notice.
Amki.ot. James, lord of Carnetin,

from Orleans

AMEXOCLES

Island,

Pennsylvania,

Connecticut,

Delaware,

Xew

Maryland,

Carolina, South Carolina, &c.

Virginia,

North

;

:

AME

AME
3.

The

New

viceroyalty of

Spain, comprehending Mexico,

Vera Cruz, Merida, &c.
South America contains Brazil, the Caraccas, Chili, Guiana,
Terra Firma, New Grenada, Amazonia, Peru, Chili,
Paraguay, and Patagonia.
The principal towns in North and South America are as
follow

Towns

Principal

in

North America.

Quebec

in

Halifax
Boston
Philadelphia
New York ....
Halifax

in

Lower Canada.
Nova Scotia.

in

New

Savanna

in

.

.

England.

in

Pennsylvania.
New York.

in

Virginia.

in

Georgia.

West

Mexico

Mexico.

.

in

Salvador

.

.

Terra Firma.

in

Brazil.

.

.

in

.

.

in

Brazil.

in
in
in

Quito.
Peru.
Peru.
Paraguay.

in

Chili.

Quito

Lima
Truxillo

Buenos Ayres.
Jago

in
.

The most considerable
Mountains, Capes, Isthmuses, $c.
chains of mountains are the Andes, in South America,
North, which form
in
the
mountains
Alleghanv
the
and
immense ranges, that are also reckoned to be the loftiest
Among these the mountain Potosi, in Peru,
in the world.
Ls the richest. The principal capes, isthmuses, &c. are Cape
Horn, Cape St. Maria, Cape St. Lucas, Cape Breton,
Isthmus of Darien, &c.
The rivers of America
Rivers, Lakes, Gulfs, Straits, SfC.
are the grandest in the world, the principal of which are
the river St. Lawrence, the Mississippi, the Amazons, the
Oronoco, the river dc la Plata, &e. The lakes are Lake
Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, Ontario, Maracaibo,
The principal gulfs are the Gulf of
Valencia, &c.
Mexico, of Florida, of California, of St. Lawrence, &c.
and the bays are the Bay of Honduras, Hudson's Bay,
The straits are the Straits of Magellan,
Baffin's Bay, Sec.
Davis's Strait, Hudson's Strait, &c.
islands are those which are known
principal
The
Islands.
under the name of the West Indies, or West India Islands,
a, Jamaica, St. Domingo, Cuba, the Bahamas, the Caribbecs, Barbadoes, Trinidad, Tobago, &c.
America is generally supposed to have been first
'Historydiscovered by Christopher Columbus, in 1492, although
it received its name from Amcricus Vespucius, who, having three yean after drawn up a particular account of this
newly-discovered country, obtained the credit of being
Whether any part of this
considered as its discoverer.
continent were known to the ancients or not is a matter of
but it may be collected from different
;
writers that they looked upon the three continents, Europe, Asia, and Africa, not to be the extent of the habitable
Plato, in his ' Timsrus,' makes mention of an
globe.
island called Atlantis, which, according to the account

some uncertainty

by the Egyptian priests to Solon, exceeded any oi
and this narrative, though
the three continents in extent
considered by some as fabulous, is confirmed by Proclus,
Aristotle, in the booh attributed
Porphvrv, and othersto him, ' De Mundo,' intimates that there are other
islands besides Europe, Africa, and Asia, which were then
known; and Diodorus expressly states that the (artlia.riven

;

Succession of the Kings of Mexico.

Florida.

Principal Tonus in South America.

Carthagena
Rio Janeiro

;

S. Carolina.

Charleston .... in
New Orleans . in

St.

ginians discovered a large island beyond the Pillars of
Hercules, which, for reasons of state, they would not
suffer to become known to the Europeans.
Pint, in Tim.;
Aristot. de Mund. ; Diod. Sic. 1. 2 ; Plin. 1. 2, c. 92 ;
Tcrtull. de Pall. c. 2, el Apolog. c. 40
Arnoh. adv. Gent.
1. 1 ;
Turnel. Adv. 1. 20, c. 11 ; Voss. de Mat hem. c. 42.
Among the number of those who contributed to the discovery of America were Alonzo de Ojeda, Nunez de Balboa, Ferdinand Cortez, and Francis Pizarro, by which
two last adventurers Mexico and Peru were discovered
and conquered. At the time when the Spaniards arrived
in those countries, Motezuma was the king of the Mexicans, and Ahatualpa the inca of the Peruvians.
The
following is a list of the princes who reigned in these
countries from the foundation of the two monarchies to
their conquest by the Spaniards.

who

died after a useful reign of more than 40
which he did much towards the improvement of the country, and was succeeded by
J'iJzilocuthj, his son, who was unanimously elected to the

Acamapixtli,

years, during

throne, but died after a short reign.
Chiluajx>poca, his son, although only ten years of age, was
elected ; but being treacherously murdered by the Tepeacans,

a neighbouring people,

he was succeeded by his

uncle,
Izcoalt,

who, among
Mexican princes

other wise regulations, confided the

election of the

to be themselves princes.

to six electors,

who were

Izcoalt died after a prosperous

reign of 12 years.
I, a warlike prince, who died after a reign of 2S
years, leaving the reputation of an experienced general

Motezuma

and a wise monarch.
Tezazic, son of the preceding, a weak prince,
after an inglorious reign of four years.

was poisoned

Axauaca, brother of the preceding, reigned prosperously and
wisely for

1 1

years.

Autzal died after a reign of

1 1

years, deeply regretted by his

subjects.

Motezuma

II, a

magnanimous but unfortunate

prince,

was

by his own subjects in a seditious tumult, which was
occasioned by the invasion of the Spaniards.
Qui/aia, who, dying in the first year of his reign, was succeeded by
Guatimozin, nephew and son-in-law to Motezuma, who
made the last desperate effort to rescue his country from
killed

the Spaniards ; but being taken prisoner in the struggle,
and afterwards convicted of conspiring against his enemies, was hanged, with some of his adherents, by order
With him terminated the Mexiof Cortes in 1521.
can monarchy, and the existence of his nation.
Succession of the Incas of Peru.

the founder of the Peruvian monarchy, was
fabled to be the oll'spring of the sun and moon; and his

Maneo Capac,
wife,

who was

also his sister,

was named Cava

Mama

been sent by their parents among
the Peruvians to refine their morals, introduce religion,
and establish gooil government. Manco Capac reigned
between 80 and 10 years, after which, as he informed his
He was succeeded by
subjects, he returned to his father-

They

arc said to have

his sun,

who improved and enlarged the institutions of
during a long and prosperous reign.
succeeded his father and alter a reign of
Yuponqui,
Uogue
some yean, IB which he was devoted no less to arms than
to the arts, he died, with the reputation of being the
greatest captain and statesman that had yet filled the

Sim

hi RoCtl,

his pare&t,

;

Peruvian throne.

.

AMH

AME
son of the preceding, died in the 30th year
of his reign, full of honour and glory, acquired hoth in
peace and war.
Capac Yupanqiti, succeeded his father, and displayed, during a reign of many years, all the qualities of a prudent,
politic, and brave monarch.
Roca imitated the virtues of his father during a reign of

Mayta Capac,

50

years.

wise and happy prince than any of
being compelled by the rebellion of his

Yahitarhuac was a

less

his predecessors,

subjects to resign the

government

to his son.

Virachoa, who rendered a long reign illustrious by the splendour of his conquests and the wisdom of his government.
Pachacatec, who died after a long and glorious reign, and
was succeeded by
Yupanqui, who had rendered himself popular by his military exploits during his father's life-time, distinguished
his reign by the conquest of Chili.
Tupac Yupanqui, the son and successor of the preceding,
extended the boundaries of the Peruvian empire by his
conquest.

Huana Capac,

liis son and successor, completed the conquest of Quito, which he left at his death to his natural
son Atahualpa, and thereby laid the foundation for the
civil war which raged in Peru on the arrival of the
Spaniards.
Huascar, the 13th inca of the Peruvians, was engaged at
the period of the Spanish invasion in a civil war with his
brother Ahatualpa, who, after three successful battles,
took him prisoner, and mounted the throne in his place.
He was soon afterwards put to death by his brother's
order, to prevent him from obtaining his liberty by the
help of the Spaniards.
Atahualpa, the usurper of his brother's throne, was soon

compelled to defend his ill-gotten kingdom against the
Spaniards, by whom he was taken prisoner and beheaded.
Manco Capac II, brother of Huascar, succeeded to the tottering throne of his ancestors, and endeavoured, in vain,
After having escaped from
to regain his independence.
the hands by whom he was taken prisoner, he was accidentally killed by a refugee Spaniard, who had sought his
protection. After his death the Indians chose Sayri Tapac,
the nearest akin to Manco Capac, to preserve the dignitv
and title of an inca ; and on his death, which happened
soon after, he was succeeded by Tapac A mm, whose violent death on the scaffold, by order of Francisco de
Toledo, put an end to the male race of the blood royal,
and to the empire of the Peruvians. This happened in
1541, since which time Mexico, Peru, and other parts of
South America, have been in the hands of the Spaniards
and Portuguese whilst the Northern parts of this continent were colonized by Great Britain, and remained
subject to the British crown till the period when thev
asserted their own independence, and established a republic, under the name of the United States of North America, in 1776, which, after a seven years' war, was finallv
ratified bv the peace with England in 1783.
;

AMERICUS
AMERINUS

(Biog.) vide I'espucius.
(Geog.) a gentile name for what belongs to
Ameria. Cic. pro Sext. Rose. ; Plin. 1. 15, c. 15.
(Geo*.) vide Amesbun/.
(Geog.) a town of Utrecht, in Holland, on
the river Ems, 10 m. E. N. E. Utrecht.
Mention is made
of this place as early as 100(i, in the reign of Henry II,
while Ansfrid, count de Teysterband, was 18th bishop of
Utrecht.
It was taken by the Spaniards in 1624, and by
the French in 1672.
(Geog.) or Agmundeshamum, a town of

AMERSBURY
AMERSFORT

AMERSHAMUM

England, now Amersham.
William (Biog.) a polemical writer in the reign of

AMES,

James

and Charles I, was born of an ancient Norfolk family
His works are
in 1576, and died at Rotterdam in 1633.
mostly controversial, and but little known at present.
Ames, Joseph, a typographer, was born at Yarmouth in
1668-9, and in 1759 he wrote, 1. • Typographical Antiquities ; being an Historical Account of Printing in England,
with some Memoirs of our Ancient Printers, and a Register
of Books printed by them from the Year 1471 to 1600; with
an Appendix, concerning Printing in Scotland and Ireland
to the same Time,' 4to. 17492. '
Catalogue of English
3. ' An Index to Lord
Printers, from 1471 to 1700,' 4to.
;'
Pembroke's Coins.'
4. ' A Catalogue of English Heads
or, An Account of about 2000 Prints, describing what is
peculiar on each, as the Name, Title, or Office of the Person ; the Habit, Posture, Age, or Time when done ; the
Name of the Painter, Graver, Scraper, &c. ; and some remarkable Particulars relating to their Lives, 8vo. 1748.
5. * The Parentalia,' or Memoirs of the Family of Wren,
I

A

fol. 1750.
William (Biog.) an English protestant, professor
of theology at Franeker in the 1 7th century, who wrote
against Bellarmin ; also against the Socinians, Armenians,
&c.
AMESSIS (Hist.) the sister of Amenopliis I, succeeded her
brother on the throne of Egypt, A.M. 2239, B.C. 1765,
and reigned 21 years 7 months, or, according to Eusebius,
48 years. Joseph. Antic, contra Appion. 1. 1, c. 5 ; Euseb.
in Chron. ; User. Annul, ann. 2239(Geog.) 'Ap-nTparoe, or Amcstra, a town of
Sicily, now Mistretto, near the Halesus, besieged by the
Romans three different times, and taken in the third siege,
when the inhabitants were sold as slaves.

AMESIUS,

AMESTRATUS

Silius,

1.

14, v. 267, calls this

Amastra.

Comtaia Konmis
Venit Amastrj
It is called MurfcfHzroc,

ras

;

Plin

viris.

by Polybius

;

M»rt<?pdn»', by ZonaPolyb. 1. 1, c, 24;

and the inhabitants Mutustrutini.
1.

3, c. 8

;

Zonar. Annul.

Amestratus (Xumis.) some medals
by the

inscription,

Popul.

S)-c.

of this town are

AMH^TPATINiiN.

Hunt.

known

Numm.

Vet.

AMESTRIS

(Hist.) 'Ap;rpic, the queen of Persia, and wife
of Xerxes, who barbarously maimed the mother of Artiante,
her husband's mistress, by cutting off her ears and nose.

She likewise caused 14 noble youths of Persia
alive, as
c.

61

,•

1.

an expiatory
9,

c.

11

sacrifice to

the deities.

be buried
Herod. 1. 6,

to

1

Amestris, a daughter of Oxyartes,

wife to Lysimachus-

DM. 20.
AMEYDEN,
1.

Theodore d' (Biog.) a priest of Bois-le-duc, in
He wrote, 1. ' De Pietate
great favour with Innocent X.
Romana,' Svo. Rom. 1625. 2. ' Traetatus de Officio et Ju-

3. ' II Can dell'
risdictione Datarii,' &c. fol. Rom. 1645.
Ortolano: Comedia tradotto del Spagnuolo,' 12mo. Viterbo.
1642.
(Geog.) a province of Abyssinia, bounded by the
Nile on the west. It is famous for its mountains of Ghesghea
and Ambacel, where the king's sons are shut up until his
death, when the eldest is allowed to come out to succeed to

AMHARA

Amhara is divided into 36 counties, the names
the throne.
of which are given bv Ludolph.
Richard' (Hist.) the son of Richard Amherst,
Esq. of the family mentioned under Heraldry, was made
sergeant at law to queen Elizabeth, and was founder of the
He died about 1632.
alms-houses at Pembury.
Amherst, Jeffry, first lord Amherst, of Montreal, in Kent,
and the second son of Jeffry Amherst, Esq. of Riverhead, in
Kent, was born in 1717, and died in 1797, after a life of
active service for the benefit of his country, and his own
honour.
He engaged early in the profession of arms, and

AMHERST,

AMI

AMI
distinguished exploits, during a war of six years in
North America, he was appointed governor and commanderin-chief of all the British forces; after which he was made
commander-in-chief of all his Majesty's land forces in Great
Britain, raised to the rank of a field-marshal, and elevated
ins

bj

[Vide Amherst, under
the dignity of the peerage.
Heraldry]
Amherst (Her.) the name of an ancient family, which is of
.Saxon original, and is said to have been originally written
Ham de Hurst. In the 22d year of the reign of Richard II,
John Amherst was living at Amherst, in the parish of PeDescended
denburv, or Pembury, in the county of Kent.
from this family was Jeffrey Amherst, above mentioned,
who was elevated to the peerage in 1 7Ttf by the style and
title of baron Amherst, of Holmesdide, in the county of
Kent, and in 1788 was created lord Amherst, of Montreal,
to

The arms, &e. of this family are as follow
Gules, three tilting spears erect or, headed argent,
confirmed to Richard Amherst, Esq. by William Cambden, in 1607Crest.
On a wreath or and gules, a mount vert; and on
it three tilting spears, the middle one erect, the others
saltierwise or, headed urgent, encircled round their middle with a chaplet Bert.
On the dexter a Canadian war Indian, his exSupporter*.
terior arm embowed, holding a war axe proper, rings
through bis nose and ears, and bracelets on his aims and
wrists argent ; over his shoulders two buff belts in saltier,
one with his powder horn, the other holding his scalping
knife
about his waist a small apron azure, stringed gules,
having gaiters on his legs azure, stringed gules, .seamed
or ; the legs fettered and fastened with a chain, to the
On the sinister a likebracelet on the exterior wrist.
Canadian, holding in his exterior hand a stall' argent,
thereon a human scalp proper.
" Constantia et virtute."
Motto.
Avrf.rst, Nicholas (Biog.') a poet and miscellaneous writer
of the same family, and the son of a clergyman, was born
about 1706, and died in 1742.
He wrote, 1. ' Terra? Films.'
2. ' Oculus Britannia?.'
8. ' The Craftsman,' a political paper, in conjunction with Lord Bnlingbrnke, Mr.
Pulteney, and other leaders of the opposition, who, on their
coalition, with the ministry, abandoned him to bis fate.
AMICI, Vlnmanil (Ere.) a patriarch of Jerusalem, and successor to Stephen, died in 1146.
AXICI, Hilliam, a native of Limoges, and bishop of Chartres,
died, as is said, in I860.
Amici, Francis d' (Biog.) a Neapolitan doctor of law, wrote
De Usibus Feudorum,' &c.
AMICI A (Hist.) countess d'Artois was married to Robert II,
count d'Artois, grandson of Louis VIII, by the dispensation of Urban IV in 1262, and was the mother of Philip
in Kent.

:

Arms.

;

•

d'Artois.

AMICO,

Antonine d' (Biog.) historiographer to Philip IV,
His works are, 1. Trium
king of Spain, died in HiU.
Orientalium LatinorumOrdinum, post captama DuceGothofredo Hierusalem, See. Notithu et Tahularia,' fol. Panorm.
Ifi.iri.
2.
Dissertatio Historica et Chronologies de antiquo
'

'

Urbis Syracusarum
3.

Series

'

Archiepiscopatu,'

Ammiratorum Insula

Hospitalitatis

640.
4.
De
Domus Militum

Origins,' 4to.

Panorm, 1640.

Panorm.

4tO.

1

'

NeapoL Hi 10.
anno 842 ad 1 640.'

4to.

SicUiffi, ,ib

Mcssancnsis, prioratus Sacra'
Sancli Joan. I liernsolvinitani
r
,

>.

'

Chronologia de los Vir-

&C. de Si (ili ,i,' Ho. l'anorm. 1640.

>,

Am 100,

Bartholomew, a Jesuit of Aneo, in Lucania, was born
and died in l(iV').
He wrote a work on Aristotle's
writings, entitled, ' In Universam Aristotelis Philosophiam
in 1'56S,
\.

•
.

\Mir:o,
ifccail

Disputationes, &c.
l.aunntius, a gentleman of Milazzo, liecame a Franin Kit8, and afterwards a teacher of canon law.
He

1

1

Dissertationes Epistolares.'
2. ' Liber Ceremoniarum Ecdesiasticarum.' 3. ' Vita de Papino Martyre.'

wrote,
4.

'

1.

'

Panegyrici,'

&c

Amico, Philip, was born

at Milazzo, of a noble family, in
wrote, ' Riflessi Historici sopra quello che scrive
ed attesta della Citta di Melazzo,' &c. 4to. Catan. 1700.
Amico, Bernardine, an artist and Franciscan of Gallipoli, in
Naples, wrote a work, entitled, • Trattato delie Pitture
ed Imagini dei Sacri Edifizi della Terra Santa,' fol. Fir-

He

1654.

l6l<).

Amico,

Maria, a professor of theology at Catania, in
was born of a noble family in 169,',, and is principally

I'ito

Sicily,

known by two

of his publications on the antiquities of his
country, namely, 1. Sicilia Sacra, Disquisitionibus et Notiwhich was retitiis Illustra,' 2 vols. fol. Panorm. 173,'i
printed in the same year under the title of ' Sieilite Sacrse
Libri IV, integra Pars Secunda,' 2 vols. fol.
2. ' Catania
Illustrata,' Catan. 4 vols. fol. 1741—1746.
ICON I, Giacomo (Biog.) a painter of Venice, who died
His style of paintin 1752, painter to the king of Spain.
ing is condemned by lord Orford.
;

AM

AMID

(Hist.)

named

Mohammed Ben

Ahoulfadhi

Alkareb,

i.

e.

the writer,

was the

Houssain, sur-

vizier of the sultan

Rokneddulat but still more known as an orator and poet.
He brought the Arabic characters to perfection, and died in
he year of the Hegira 360, A. D. 970.
Amid, Amolh, vizier of Togrul Begh, first sultan of the Selgiucides, was put to death by his successor Alp-Arslan.
AMIDA (Myth.) a god of the Japanese, whom they honour
very much, having a temple erected to him in most of their
towns
Amiiia (Hist.) or Amities, son of Mulei-Hassen, took possession of his father's throne in <)~> L2 of the Hegira, A. D.
156?; but was defeated and deposed by Selim II, emperor
:

1

of Constantinople.

Amida

(Geog.) "AfttSa, a town of Mesopotamia, was taken
several times by the barbarians ; but once in particular, after
It
a long and valiant resistance by Sapor, king of Persia.

was enlarged and beautified by Constantine, who gave
the

name

of Constantinus

hands of the Turks, from

;

but afterwards
it received

whom

it

its

it

fell into the
present name

[Vide Diarbecl It was formerly
of Diarbec, or Caramit.
a see, of which St. Agatius was bishop in the fifth cenAmmian.
tury, in the time of the emperor Theodosius.
Procop. <tc
Hieron. (7mm. ann. 11
Marcell. 1. is, c 22
;

;

c. 8;
Salmas. Exercitat. ; Plin. p. 488;
Topog. tics Saintes.
AMIENS (Grog.) Am/iianum, or Samobriva Ambianorum,
capital of the province of Picardy, and the department of
the Somme, in France, is a town illustrious for its antiquity,
[Vide Amt>iunum~} the bishop of which is a suffragan of the
It was taken by the Spaniards in
archbishop of Kheims.
r
A treaty of peace was
l. )<)7, and retaken by Henry IV.
concluded here between England and France in 1802.
Amiens is situated on the river Somnie, which traverses it
with three of its branches, 20 m. S. E. Abbeville, 75 N.
Lon. 2° 18' Iv, lat. 19° 54,' N.
Paris.
AMII CAR (Hist.) 'AptXxap, a name common to several noble
Carthaginian commanders.
Amii.cah, a son of llanno, went against Celon, at the |htSuasion of Xerxes, and was killed near Himera, in the 75th
Olympiad, A.C. 180; and, according to Herodotus, on the
same day that Xerxes was defeated at Salamis, he burnt
himself, that his body might not be found among the slain.
Ilem.l. 1. 7, c. 16.-., &C.
AuiLOAR, surnamed Hlmtlanus, was in such favour with Alexander the Great, that his countrymen put him to death on
Justin.
his return, in the 112th Olympiad, A.C. 832.
litll.

Per*. 1.1,

Baillel.

1.

21,

c.

(i.

Amii.cau, a Carthaginian general, entered into a league with

;

,;

AMI

AMI
Agathocles, on which account he was condemned by the
Justin.
seriate, and escaped punishment by a timely death.
1.

22,

c. 2.

Amii.car, son of Giseon, commanded the Carthaginians against
Agathocles, and was killed at Syracuse, in the 117th OlymDiodor. 1. 20; Justin. 1. 22, c. 3, &c.
Lad, A.C. 309.
Amilcar, surnamed Barcas, father of Annibal, the bitterest
enemy of the Romans, after fighting with success against
even cnemv but Rome, was killed in Spain, U. C. 52(>,
|

-

A. C. 228. 'Polyb.
Phil,

1.

2

;

Liv.

1.

21,

c.

1

;

Corn. Nep. in Fit;

Aunib.

ill

who

put himself at the head of the Insubri, and was taken prisoner bv the consul Cn. Cornelius,
U.C. 554, A.C. 190. Justin. 1. 44, c. 5 ; Eutrop. 1. 4;

A.mii.car, a general

Oros.

4, c. 19.

1.

AMILCON

the Elvssus, a little before the confluence of the latter with
Pans. 1. 8, c. 30.
the Al'pheus.
{Hist.) 'Apiradiic, son of Cratinus, a native
of Magnesia, and a farmer of Sepias, enriched himself by
the gold and silver which he found after the shipwreck of
Herod. 1. 7, c. 190.
the Persian fleet under Xerxes.
AMIOT, Father {Ecc.) a Chinese missionary, was born at
Toulon, in 1718, and died in 1794) aged 77- He published
a Chinese poem in praise of the city of Monkden, by the
emperor Kien Long translated into French, 8vo. Paris,

AMINOCLES

'
The Chinese Military Art,' 4to. Paris, 1772.
1770.
On the Music of
Letters on the Chinese Characters.'
Dictionnaire Tartar
the Chinese.' ' The Life of Confucius.'
Mantcheon Francois,' 3 vols. 4to. Paris, 1789{Hist.) the proper name of Pharoah, who was
•'

'

'

AMIOUS

Red Sea.
{Biog.) Wftie^iac, a comic poet, who, as the
of Aristophanes says, wrote a comedy against
Socrates.
F)iog. Laert. in vit. Socral.
IRAS {Hist.) a Saracen prince, who conquered Hormisdas,
king of the Persians, took Jerusalem, and made himself

drowned

{Hist.) vide Imilco.

AMILIA,

Michael (Biog.) grand vicar of M. Caulet, bishop
of Pamiers, had a turn for poetry, which he employed in

recommending the doctrines of

Christianity.

in the

AMIPSIAS
scholiast

AM LOS

AM

AMIMOXE

AMIRUTZES

I
(Geog.) or Amilus, a river of Mauritania, where
the elephants are said to have gone in companies at stated
periods to wash themselves by moonlight.
Plin. 1. 8, c. 1.

said to

{Myth.') or Ami/mone, a daughter of Danaus, is
have been changed into a fountain near Argos. Ovid.

Met.

2

AM IX,

I.

Pttn.

;

1.

master of Egypt and

was

hometan.

4, c. 5.

{Hist.) named Mohammed, and surnamed
was sixth caliph of the Abassides. He
succeeded his father Haroun Al Raschid in the year of the
Hegira 193, A. D. 803 ; and was killed by Thaher, a general

AMISIUS

under his brother Mamoun, who rebelled against him, in
the year of the Hegira 198, A. D. 808.
Amin, Mohammed Amin Ben ObedaUah Al Moumin Al Abadi
Al Bohhari {Biog.) author of a book entitled, ' Amliat Fil
Forofi,' which was a commentary on the Mussulman's law.

German.

Amin

Ben Haroun
or FailhJ'ul,

Amin, Al Doulat,
so

or

Amin Eddoulal,

a christian physician,

by the caliphs who employed him, signifying
and stole.

called

faithful to the princes

AMINADAB

{Bihl.) aif'OK, otherwise called Aminadab of
Jndah, was the son of Aram, and the father of Elisheba,
the wife of Aaron the high priest.
Exod. vi. 23.
Aminadab, whose chariots are mentioned, Cant. vi. 12.
Aminadab, son of Koath, a brother of Korah. 1 Chron.
vi.

22.

Aminadab,

or Abinadab, son of Saul, was killed with him in
th3 battle of Gilboa, A.M. 2949, A.C. 1055.
1 Sam.
xxx!. 2 ; 1 Chron. viii. 33, x. 2.
Aminadab, or Abinadab, a levite of Kirjath-jearim, with
whom the sacred ark was deposited, after it was brought
back from the Philistines.
1 Sam. vii.
1 ; Joseph. Antiq.
1.

6,

Ems, a

Du Pin. Bibliotk.
{Geog.) or Amisia, 'A/iao-in,

Mel.
Too. Annul 1. 1,

into the ocean.
c.

14

;

running

Germany,

river of

1.

3, e.
6'0

;

3

;

Ptol.

'A patriae,

through

Slrab.
1.

2, c.

7

1.
1 1

;

;

who
Ma-

now the
Friezland

P&n.

1.

•!

Cluv. Antiq.

AMISODARUS

{Myth.) companion to the pirate Chinnera,
by Bellerophon. Pint, de Fist. Fern. c. 14.
{Hist.) one of Alexander's officers, who was employed with two others to bring about a reconciliation between Meleager and Perdiccas, after the death of Alexander.
killed

AMISSUS

Quint Curt.

1.

10,

c.

8.

AMISTRATUS {Geog.) vide Amestraius.
AMISUS {Geog.) 'A/hotoc, a maritime town

of Pontus,

now

by the Greeks Simsoni, or Samsoun ; and by the
Amid, or Hemid ; which Strabo designates alio
was built by the Milesians, colonized
Xoyoc, illustrious
by the Athenians, subjected by the kings of Persia, liberated by Alexander the Great, and after falling into
the hands of the kings of Pontus, was taken from
Mithridates, and restored to its liberty by Lucullus.
Pharnaces afterwards gained possession of it, and Ca:sar
liberated it ; but Anthony having subjected it to regal power,
it was governed by Strato the tyrant, from whom it regained its liberty, and was confirmed as a free city by Augustus.
Cic. pro Man. Leg. c. 8; Slrab. 1. 12; Plin. 1.

called

Turks

;

(>'

c. 2.

AMIXAXDER

{Hist.) king of the Athemenes, joined the

min> against

AMINEA

all Syria, in C32.
{Ecc.) a great philosopher of Trebizonde,
and afterwards turned

at the council of Florence,

Philip, the king of Macedonia. Liv. 1. 31,
{Geog.) 'Afitvala, or Amminca, a country of

pania, famous for

c.

Ro28.

Cam-

its vines.

Virg. Georg.

1. 2, v. 97.
Sunt etiam Am'm<zt£

viles,

Jirmisshm

The

people are called Aminei.
Varro. 1. 1, c. 25 ; Gal. cara renr

;

r'ttta.

Cato. de Re. Rust,
Macrob. Sal. 1. 2,

c 6;
c.

16;

Scalig. in Fest.

AMINIAS

{Hist.)

'Afieivttjg,

son

of

Pronapus, archon of

Athens.

Aminias, an Athenian, distinguished himself above

all

others

at the battle of Salamis.

Aminias, a

pirate,

was employed by Antigonus against Apol-

Poluam. 1. 4, c 18.
Rebius {Biog.) a distinguished lawyer at Rome,
during the consulship of Q. Volusius, and P. Scipio, who
after a life of debauchery, opened his veins and bled to
death, that he might escape the pains of old age.
Aminius {Geog.) 'A/unos, a river of Arcadia, flowing into
vol. r.
lodorus, tyrant of Cassandrea.

AMINIUS,

Pint, in Lucull. ; Polyam.

1.

7.

Amisus {Numis.) this town struck several medals of Adrian,
Sabina, ^Elius Caesar, Antoninus Pius,

Commodus,

Caracalla,

Diadumenianus, and Maximinianus; and dated its epocha
from its liberation from the tyranny of Strato, U.C. 721,
as appears from the inscription on a medal of ^Elius Csesar
AMICOY EAEYGEPAC AYTONOMOY BC; i. e. Amisi
Libera; suis legibus Fiventis, anno 202. Some of its inscriptions show itsalliance with the Milesians, as AMlCHNilN
MIAHCION, Amiscnorum Milcsiorum, i. e. Concordia;
also with the town of Amastris, a medal of
which, as in the annexed cut, represents two
Amazons turreted, and standing by an altar
with their right hands joined, one bearing
to denote
an axe, and the other a spear
that these two towns, which deduced their
origin from two Amazons named Amisus and
Amastris, entered into an alliance with each other.
;

AMITERXIXUS

{Geog.) the gentile name for the people or
country of Amiternum, contracted into Amitemus by the

.

AMM

AM-M
terna eoiora of Virgil; Amiternus ager of

I

["Vide Amtemvm\
(Grog.) 'Afuripirns or 'Afurepvov, a tuwn of
the Salaries, according to Strain); or of the Yestini, according to Ptolemy illustrious as the birth-place of SalhlSt,

Martial.

AMITERNUM

;

was situated near the fountain of Alernus. Amitemo was
once a bishop's sec, and near its ruins, in Abruzzo, have
been erected a burg called Vittorino, after St. Victorinus,
its first

bishop,

who

suffered

martyrdom.

The

name

gentile

was Amitcrninus, which Virgil has contracted for the sake
of the verse into Amiternus, when speaking of the people;
whom he savs assisted Turnus against /Eneas.
JEn. 1. 7, v. 710.
Una ingsnx Amiterna cohors, prhciijue Qp&rites.
Dionys. Ital.
SUius,

8,

1.

1.

v.

1, c.

US

;

1

1

;

Liv. I

Mart.

1.

20',

c.

IS, epig.

11,

&c

Slrab.

;

20; Plin.

1.

3,

1.

c.

5

;

12;

Paul. Diarmi. Longob. Iter. 1. 2, e. 20; Lcand. Albert.
Desrript. Ital. ; Cluv. I/at. Antiq. 8jc.
(Myth.) or Amythaon, father to Melampus the
prophet.
Stat. Theb. 1. 3, v. 451.
AMLINCUS, Wolfgang (Biog.) a protestant divine of Munerstad, in Franconia, who died in 16'06, leaving many
controversial works.
.lush or Justus (Biog.) a painter and engrave?, was
He was distinborn at Zurich in 153;), and died in 1591guished for the prints which were at that time used in
adorning the printed books, particularly the classics.
He
also drew portraits of the kings of France, which were
printed with short memoirs, in 1586; but his principal performance was his ' Panoplia omnium Libcralium Mechanicarum et Sedentiarium Artium Genera continens,' containing 15 plates of the various artificers at work, F'ranckfort, 1564.
Amman, Paul, otherwise called Dn/ander, a physician and
botanist, was born at Breslau in 1364, and died in 1691.
He wrote, 1. ' Critical Extract from the different Decisions in the Registers of the Faculty of Leipzig.'
2.
Pais ad Docentes occupata circa Institutionum Medicarum
Emendationem,' ISmo. Kudulst, 1673. 3.
Arclueas Syncopticus, Eccardi Leichneri, &e. oppositus,' 12mo. 16744.
Irenicuni Num;c Pompilii cum Hippocratc, quo Veterum
Medicorum et l'hilosophorum Hypotheses,' i\:c. 8vo. Francof.
ld'90. 5.
Praxis Vulnenru Letlialiuin,' Svo. Francof. 16"90.
6. ' Character Naturalis Plantarum,' 1676.
AMMAN, John Conrad) a Swiss physician, was bom at Schaffhausenin 166'.'), and died in 172 1. He applied himself to
teaching the deaf and dumb to speak, and wrote on this
De Loquela,'
Surdus Loquens, 8vo. Harl. 1O92.
subject
12iuo. Amst. 1700. He also published an edition of < Ccelius
A 111. lianas, with Janson d'Abneloveen's Notes,' 4tO. 170().

AMITHAOX

AMMAN,

1

A

'

'

'

the archbishop of Carthage.
Goljzius
makes mention of a medal of Domitian, with the inscription

see, suffragan

AMMKAEI'SlN. THC. IEPAC. KAI. ACYAOY, which

1

'

Amman, John, sun of the preceding, and a physician, was
bom in 7"7, and died in 17I'>- He published ' Stirpium
1

[mperio liuthcno sponto Provenientium Icones
-: Pescriptiones,' 4to. Petrop. 1739AMMANATI, Bartholomew {Biog.) an architect and sculptor,
was born at Florence in 1511, and died in 1592. Among
other works he made the colossal statue of Neptune, in St.
and the statue of Hercules, in the
M u
lai eat Vi nice
Montava palace of Padua; and erected the tomb of cardinal
de Monti, at Rome; and in addition to which lie published
an architecture] work entitled,
La Cita.' His wife, the
daughter of John Antony Balliferi, was also distinguished
as a poet, particularly as the author of the poems, ' 1,'Opere

Num.

Anliij. Il/ustrat.

AMMEREN

(Geog.) a town of Juliers, in Germany, en the
supposed to be the ancient MederiacutH.
;
(Biog.) vide MareelHriur.
(Bib/.) or Amial, Vn'di; ; son of Genial, of Dan,
of the twelve sent to examine the land of Canaan.

river Swalrn

AMMIANUS
AMMIEL
one

Numb.
Ammikl,

xiii.

'

;

|

12.

native of Lodebar, a city of Simeon.
Ammiel was
father of Machir and of Bathsheba, who married Uriah, and

was seduced by David. 1 Chron. iii. 5 2 Sam. ix. 4, 5.
son of Obededom, a levite, was made porter of the
;

Ammiel,

temple under David.
1 Chron. xxvi. 5.
(Bibl.) Tin'OP, 'AfuaS; people of praise, from

AMMIHUD

at, a people ; and iin, praise; son of Ephxaim, and father
of Elishama.
Numb, i. 10; 1 Chron. vii. 26.
Ammiiiud, of Simeon, father of Shemuel or Samuel.
very different person from the prophet Samuel.
Numb.
xxxiv. 20.
Ammiiiui), of Naphthali, father of Pedahcl. Numb, xxxiv. 88.
Ammihud, father of Talmai, king of Geshur. 2 Sa7ii.

A

xiii.

27.

AMMIKATO

(Biog.) or Ammirali, Scipio, an historian of
Lucca, was born in Naples, in 1531, and died in lO'Ol. His
works are, 1. ' Arguments,' in Italian verse, 4to. Venice.
1548.
2. * II Decalione Dialogo del Pocta,' 8vo. Naples,
3. ' Istorie Florentine dopo la F"ondatione di Fie1500.
renze insino all' anno 1574.'
(Bibl.) par, or Ben-amni, son of Lot, by his
younger daughter ; was the father of the Ammonites, the
He was born A. M
enemies of Israel. Gen. xix. 38.
Jul. per. 381 8, B. C. I896.
Usser. Annal. Ann. 210S.

AMMON
AmmON

(MiiI/i.) '.\/.if.uor, W/ifiHi-, or Mammon; the title under
which Jupiter was worshipped, in Libya, where a temple
erected
to him, from which oracles were delivered for
was
many ages, but had almost entirely ceased in the time of

Plutarch.
Ovid. Met.

671.

4, v.

1.

Aridi.

Inmon.

.

They had been

consulted by Hercules, Persi us, and
ander the Great ; the latter of whom they pronounced '.
be the son of Jupiter. This flattery tended greatly to bring
them into discredit, until they finally ceased altogether, in
Amnion is supposed to be a deitlu reign of Theodosius.
Then
fication of Ham, whose posterity peopled Africa.
was also another oracle of Amnion, in jFthii nia. Herod

c

0,

Slrab.

1.

I,

1.

I'nrioruni in

!

is

supposed to refer to this place.
Antonin. Itiii. ; Collat.
Carlhag. c. 125, 207 ; Coltz. Thesaur. p. 207 ; Harduin.

'

'

to

edi

10, &C.

e.
1.

Am

8,

1.

2,

c.

;

;),

&c,

;

in

et

Pans.

1.

1.

Isid.;
3, c.

1. 17
Bugin. Fab. ,.;
6, c. 39; Plui. air
Orarula
Quint Curt. 1. f. c 7; 1. 0.

Diotl. Sic.

17; Plin.

1, 11,

desierant.

IS; Justin.

;

1.

1, c. 9,

&e.j Arrian,

c. 2.

the temple
on, a king of l.vbia, who gave bis name
He is reputed to have been the father of Bacof Amnion.
Pans. 1. 4; Eweb. Prepn
Diorl. 1. 3, e. lis
chus.
t

.11

I

;

/

aang,

AmmON,

1-

9,

c.

27.

a pugilist,

who

with his brother Brothas

is

celebrated

'

She died in I.IS;).
Toscane,' 1500.
Jatser (Biog.) one of
>l:i!ioinet, of whom the Mussulmcn

.MMAIi, Ben

Bi n
i

Miiiisur,

a

followers of

tin-

first

tell

many wonderful

Sheikh of great repute among the

linen.

AMMED1 K\

(Geog.) a colony of Numidia, and a bishop's

Met. 1. 5, v. 107.
by Ovid.
A.m.mon {Geog.) a town, according to I'tolcmy and a country,
according to Arrian ; where was the temple and oracle of
;

Jupiter

Lucas,

Amman.
1.

in.

•

.... buitU Anawa.

According t« Ovid and Other writers, there was a fountain
near it. whose waters wire cold at noon and midnight, and
warm in the morning and evening.

;

A MO

A MM

a grammarian of the fourth century, who applied
himself particularly to the Greek, and is supposed to be the
author of the Greek synonymes, the best edition of which
But others
1739is that by Valknaer, 4to. Lugd. Bat.
Voss. dc
attribute this work to the Ammonius that follows.

Ammonius,

15, v. S09.
Medio tua, corniger Amman,
I'nda diegelida est; ortuque, Mtuqtie calescit.

Olid. M.I.

Lucret.

1.

6, v. S47-

1.

vpad AmmonU fanum fons, luce diurna
Frigidus, at adidus iwcturno tempore fertur.

Claud.

Laud.

<lc

Stil.

1.

Btte Garamas, nee ciiamvis trhtibus

Li.

Sect. Pkilos.

Ammcn

Uespansis.

Diod.
1.

17,

1.

c.

50; Plb,.

1.

2,

c.

103;

1.

5,

c.

9

Q. Curt.

;

6, c. 10.

Ammon

(Xumis.) one of the distinguishing epithets of Jupiter,
who was worshipped under that name, not
only in Africa, but in different parts of Asia
and Greece. His head is represented Kpw
-pcirunroc, or adorned with rams' horns on

the medals of Alexandria, Aphyta. in MaBostra, in Arabia ; Csesarea, Cascedonia
Bandria, in Macedonia ; Catana, in Sicily,
Cleonte, &c. in Africa ; Laodicea, in Caria,
Inscrip&c. ; also of Mytilene, in Lesbos. [Vide Jupiter~]
Pembroh: Mils. ; Spenhcim, vol. i.
tion, GEOC AMMON.
;

p.

297-

AMMONIA

'Afiftovla, a name given to Juno, in
Paus. 1. 5, c. 15.
wife of Jupiter Ammon.
(Bib/.) a'Jinu, the descendants of Ammon,
the son of Lot, and long the enemies of the Israelites, until
they were subdued by David, A.M. '2977, A. C. 1037.
2 Sam. x. 1 ; 1 Chron. six. ; Usser. Aloud. Ann. 2977(Hist.) a Carthagenian general, surnamed
Barcas, who assisted Ptolemy Philopater against Antiochus
Polyb. 1. '•
the Great.
Am jioxi ts. a general under Alexander Balas, and governor
of Antioch, was taken prisoner and put to death by Ptolemy
Lit'. 1. 50, epist.
Philometer, A. M. 3S56, A. C. 14S.
Ammonius, an Egyptian ambassador, sent to Rome by Ptolemy Auletes, to obtain assistance against his rebellious
(Mi/t/i.)

Elis, as the

AMMONITES

AMMONIUS

ad Fam. 1. 1, epist. 1.
Ammonius (Ecc.) surnamed Saccas, an Alexandrine
subjects.

The Conformity

'

tessaron,' or

'

philo-

1.

6,

of Moses with Jesus,'

11; Socrat. Hist. Ecchs.

c.

Hieron. in Caial.
Lit. vol.

i. ;

and

'

Dia-

Monotessaron,' explaining the harmony of the
J'it. Plotin. ; Euseb. Hist. Ecclcs.

Porpliyr. in

four gospels.

;

Hist. Ecclcs.

;

Ammian. Marccllin.

T'dlcmont,

Mem- pour

I'

1.

22

;

6,

1.

e.

6

Cave, Hist.
Du Pin,

Hist. Ecclcs. ;

Bibl. Eccles.

Ammonius, and Ammonaria, two martyrs

reign of

the

in

Deciua.
eastern monk, who cut off one of his ears,
that he might be disqualified for the office of a bishop, but
notwithstanding was elected.
Ammonius (Biog.) 'A^i™?, a native of Lampria, and successor of the celebrated Aristarchus, in the school of Alex-

Ammonius, an

is supposed, a little before the Augustan
attributed a work on Sacrifices, and another on the Harlots of Athens. Athen. 1. 1 1 c. 7
Suidas.
Ammon us. a philosopher of Potamon, and preceptor to Plutarch, flourished about A. D. 54.
riut. in Fit. Thcmist.

andria
age.

;

lived,

To him

as

is

,

Ammon us,

a surgeon,

;

surnamed the Lit/wlomist, because he

invented the operation of cutting for the stone.
Le Clcrc,
Hist, dc la Mcdcc.
a poet and historian in the reign of Arcadius and
Theodosius the younger, wrote a History, in verse, of the
War against Gainas the Goth. Neccpli. Hist. 1. 3 ; Voss.
dc Hist. hat. 1. 1, c. IS.

Ammonius,

1,

§18.

Analog. Quwst.

Ammonius, Andrew, of Lucca, born in 1477, and died
He was secretary to Henry VIII, and author
1517.
1.

'

Scotici Conflictus Historise,' according to Gessner,

1.

in
of,
1.

' De Rebus NiMH.'
4. ' Pa6. ' Poemata
Epigrammata.'

'

Bucolica seu Ecloga?.'
5.
negyricus Quidam.'
2.

3.
'

Diversa.'

vulgarly called 1'andcr Maud; a Carthusian monk and friend of Erasmus, wrote a Life of WilTractatus in
liam Bibauc, general of the Carthusians ;
Parabolam de Filio Minore Natu.'
Richard (Biog.) a dissenting minister, was born in
He wrote, 1. ' An Account of
1736, and died in 1803.
the Occasion and Design of the Positive Institutions of

Ammonius, Levatus,

'

AMXER,

Christianity, extracted from the Scriptures only,' Svo. 1771
'
An Essay towards an Interpretation of the Prophecies,
with occasional Remarks upon some of the most celebrated
Commentaries on them,' Svo. 1776. 3. ' Considerations on
the Doctrine of a Future State and the Resurrection, as
revealed, or supposed to be so, in the Scriptures ; on the Inspiration and Authority of the Scripture itself; on some
Peculiarities in St. Paul's Epistles; on the Prophecies of
Daniel and St. John, &c. ; to which are added some Stric2.

tures on the Prophecies of Isaiah,' Svo. 179S(Geog.) 'A/mous, a river and town

AMNISUS

was

where

Gift

sopher of the third century ; who, according to Porphyry,
left the Christian faith, in which he was bred, to follow
philosophy ; Eusebius and Jerom, however, maintain that
he was a steady believer to the end of his life. He had
Plotinus for one of his scholars, and wrote among other
things,

c.

son of Herniias, a peripatetic philosopher of the
sixth century, and disciple of Proclus, wrote commentaries
on Aristotle, and as some suppose on the Greek synonymes.
Phot. Biblioth. sect. 242.
Ammonius, one of the Greek fathers, who wrote on the gospel
of St. John, and other parts of Scripture. Anastas. in Praf.

Ammonius,

1.

1.

a

of

cave

Strab.

Lucina.

1.

of Crete,

10;

Pans.

1.

AMXOX

pjDN, the eldest son of David, by Ahinoam,
bv his brother Absalom, to avenge the cause

(Bibl.)

who was

slain

of his sister Tamar, A. M. 2974 ; Jul. per. 3684 ; A. C.
2 Sam. xiii. 26; Usscr. Annal. Ann. 2974.
1030.
Amnon, the son of Shinion. 1 Chron. iv. 20.
Amnon (Bios-) a Jew of Mentz, in 1242, who was condemned
to death for Judaism, but instead of suffering the punishment of death, he had his fingers and toes cut off, which
The Jews give a
he salted and laid up in the synagogue.
marvellous account of this man.
(Biog.) 'A/«k0cos, a player of Athens, who
performed at the" nuptials of Demetrius and Niaea. JEl.

AMOEBEUS
Far. Hist.

AMOX

1.

3,

c 39

;

Hist. Anim.

1.

6,

c. 1.

pax, a governor of Samaria, kept the proKings
1
phet Mieaiah in custody, by king Ahab's order.
(Bibl.)

xxii. 26.

fourteenth king of Judah, son of Manasseh and Meshullemeth, the daughter of Haruz ; died after a wicked
reurn of two years, A.M. 3361, Jul. per. 4071, B. C. 643.

Amon.

2 Kings xxi. 18, 19. Clemens Alexandrinus calls him 'Apoic.
Clem. Alex. Strom. 1.
[Tide Amvnd]
(Hist.) a king of Sweden.
AMOXTOXS, William (Biog.) a French mechanic, was born

AMOXD

He studied the
in Xormandy in 1663, and died in 1705.
nature of barometers and thermometers, invented a hygrowhich he
besides
telegraph
of
;
sort
contrived
a
scope, and
wrote ' Remarques et Experiences Physiques sur la ConTherBarometres,
struction d'une nouvelle Clepsydre, sur les
mometres, et Hygrometres
Journal des Scavans.

AMORGIXUS'
T 2

(Biog.)

;
'

and several contributions

'AfiSpywos,

to the

the surname of Sinio-

;

A MO
the

Hides

from

poet,

AMP

his

[Vide

Amorgus.

birth-place

open, that their virtue of abstinence might not be made too
apparent.
Amos, a patriarch of Jerusalem, who succeeded John
in

AmorgusJi

AMI tREUS

(Hist.) a king of Derbice,

who was

V

slain in a

Amorges, the ally of Cyrus Ctesias.
(Hisl.) 'Ap6pyqs> a king of the Sacse, who was
the opponent of Cyrus, but became afterwards his

battle with

AMORGES
at first

faithful ally.

AltORGESj

in

Ctes.

who was

a Persian general,

reign of Xerxes.

Herod.

1.

r
.

121.

c.

>,

killed in Caria, in the

AMORGUS

(Geog.) A.popyos, one of the Sporades, celebrated
Simonides the poet.
Pliny says it was
once called Hypere and Patage, or Platage ; Stephanos assigns to it the names of Panculc and Psycliittm ; to which
may be added that of Tripulis, because it contained the
three cities, Arcesine, Minna, and Psychia. It is now called
Morgo, or MurgO. The red stuff from which the Greeks
made a part of their dress, 'Afiipyiva luana, was manufactured in this island, to which also condemned persons were
banished, as Tacitus relates was the case with Vibius
as the birth-place of

Serenus.

The

Plin.

c.

4,

1.

12

name

gentile

is

Tacit. Annul.

;

1.

Amorginus. StrabA. 10;
4, c. JO; Jul. Pull. Sleph.

Stud. HarpocraL Pkavorin.
Amorgi's (X/tmis.) two medals

Buz.

;

'

town is known by several medals of
Domna, Antoninus, Geta, and others, bearin
name AMOPIANGN.

(Xitmis.) this

Trajan, Julia

AMORT,

Eusebius (Biog.) a canon regular of the order of
St. Augustine, who died in
775 at the age of 82, wrote,
2. 'A
1.
Philosopbia I'ollingana,' fol. August! 1730.
A Supplement to
Theological History of Indulgences.'
Pontes' Dictionary of Caves of Conscience/ &c.
AMORY, Thomas (Biog.) a dissenting minister, was born at
Taunton in 1701, and died in 1774. I lis works consist
principally of sermons, besides 'A Dialogue on Devotion,'
Forms of Devotion for the Closet.'
and
didj?, the fourth of the minor prophets in the
( BibL)
ii i:"i
Jeroboam, was, it
supposed, a native of the little
town of Tekoah, in Judah, four leagues south of Jerusalem
!>ecausc hither he retired when driven from Bethel, A. M.
1

'

.'J.

'

'

AMOS

i-.

i

;

,.'117,

Jul

Epiphan. de

per.
Vit.

Amos viL 10, &c; Q.
B.C. 707Prophet. Amos, c. xii. Ttid. de lit. ei Mori.;
.",'117.

er.

T

3,

].

v.

407.

:

St.
1.

Hieron. in Teat,

18,

c.

27;

et

Amos.

:

'V- Basil, in cup.

St.

now Ampela,

(Geog.)" A^nrtXor,

a

town and promon-

(Gcog.) otherwise called Cole, now Lc Cup tie
Spartello, a promontory near Tangiers, in Mauritania, oppoPump. Mela, 1. 1, c. 5, &c. ; Strab. 1. 17;
site to Andalusia.
Plin,

1.

5, c.

1

;

Plot.

I,

1.

AMPEZO

(Geog.) a town of Tirol at the foot of the Alps,
which was ceded to Austria in 1505 by a treaty between the
emperor Maximilian and the republic of Venice.
(Hist.) 'Aafaprie, one of the Epliori in the
reign of Agis, who was his bitterest enemy, and put to death
both Agis, himself, his mother, and his grandmother. Pint.

AMPHARES

in Vit. Agis:

AMPHAX1S

(Grog.) "A/«pa£ic, a town of Macedonia, in a
of Thessalonica, called 'AfitpaZtrte, Amphaxitis, whibanished.
was
The town is mentioned by SteCicero
ther
phanos, and the country by Polybius. The inhabitants are
called Ainpha.rila:
PHI
(Myth.) 'AfiAlakos, a dancer of the Phoeacians
Hum. Odyss. 1. 8, v. S.
noted by Homer.
district

AM

ALUS

AMPHIANAX

(Myth.) 'Auft&vat, a king of Lycia, eotcmporarv witli Acrisius and Proetus.
(Myth.) 'A/i^iopaoc, son of Oicleus, a Grecian prophet, concealed himself in order to escape going on
the expedition against Thebes, but being betrayed by his
wife Eryphyle, who had been bribed to this act of perfidy
by a golden necklace, he went to assist Adrastus, king of
Argos, and was swallowed up the first day.

AMPHIARAUS

Pind. Nem,
•'•

•_'

dpfidptji

trxtvev tupavvql ira/i^ff

ruv /3a9v*epvov x^"*".

gttic

Horn. Odyss:

1.

15,

v.

2

1,'.'.

'Avri^a'rtjc piv Itiktcv OVcXqfa /xiydBvpov,
'A iTiiji OihAm/ji; \aOGffOOV Afl'jmtpaul',

Au-

Isai.j

Bellarnan. de Script. Eccles.; Usser. Annul.
sun nf Nahun, and fath t of Mattathias, in the geneal.nLi- iii. 85.
logy of our Saviour.
Amos (Hist.) vide Amiisis.
Amos (/'.<<•) or Hamas, an Egyptian, and father of the Clinolie

ordered to

'it

tit

table with their

"Ov

Ttfji ki](h tyiXtt

7avc t Alyio\oc

]\tivToi>ii> tjnXiWiiT' mi"'
i.

Amos,

whom

ereotuM
Jtejugis.

AMPELUSIA

;

Alex. Strom. 1. ill
gust, de ("nil. Dri.

monks,

who was drowned

L. (Biog.) a sculptor,

.

Soane in the 19th century. His works are preserved
at Lyons.
AMPELUS (Myth.) a favourite of Bacchus, who, whilst gathering the fruit of the vine, fell down and was killed.
He
was afterwards honoured as a god, and enrolled among the
in the

;

A until,

ann. 8197.
Amos, the father of the- prophet Isaiah, was, it is said, son of
Some have supposed
king Joash, and brother to Amaziah.
him to be the prophet before spolcen of, bu1 the names are
differently written ; namely, on\A, Amos, the prophet, and
Clem.
\'\nv, Ornutz, tin' father of Isaiah. Isaiah xxxvii. 21
I

and other things.

AMOUREUX, A

tory of Crete.

10.

'

hams Goritt tic Si., another doctor of the Surlxinne,
at Paris in 10'iy, and died in 16'87He took a
great part in all the theological questions of the day, particularly the live propositions, on which he wrote a journal

was born

Ampklus

n»K, '-V'r-

AMORIUM

the gentile

Colleetiones Scripture Sacra-,' &c.

Aiiiourt,

,

;

AmOBIUM

'

'

intonsun, Satyro, nvmpho
Fertur in Jmaris, Bacchus

a people descended from Amorrhams, the fourth king
of Canaan. Thev were conquered by Moses (Xnmb. xiii. 20),
Usser. Annul.
A. M. 2558, Jul. per. 3262, A. C. 1452.
ann. 2:55.3.
(Geog.) \u<';>ti,i\'.\fiiopiov, or Amurium, in the
Peutingeriana Tabula, a town of l'hrygia Major, and an
In the 0th century, about the year 840,
archbishop's see.
Strab.
it was almost totally ruined by the sultan Motassem.
1.

wrote
De Pharisaeo et Pnblicano;' ' De l'ericulis Novissimorum Temporum,' which was condemned by Alexander IV, and the author banished to his native place ; also

Ampdon

and AM.

AMORITE (Bib/.)
fi'tioc

milium de Si. (Biog.) native of St. Amour,
Burgundy, and doctor of the Sorbonne, died in 1272.

He

Ovid. Fust.

AMOPFI-

passes; inscriptions

(Hist.) vide Anmsis.

constellations.

of this island represent, as in
figs. 1 & 2, a globe on a tripod,
or a globe over a pair of com-

NON

5.93.

AMOSIS
AMOUR,

mouth

'AXX' u\it'

tint

Ajto'XXwj'

ixero yijpttoc n£6v

i'v Qtjj3ti<ri,

yvvaiutv civcca tiuptov.

He was honoured as a god after his death, and had a temple
aSschyl.
erected to him, where his oracle was consulted.
Sept. Ante. 'Pitch.; Diuil. L 4; Apullod. 1. 1, c. 8, &C.
1.
Hygin.
OV.
dc
Dio.
e.
40,
11
&c.j
1.
c.
1,
2,
Apollon.
;

Pub. 70, &c.

;

Pint, dc Orac.

AMP
AMPHIARAIDES

AMP

{Myth.) a patronymic of Alcmieon, the

Olid. Fast. I. 2, c. 43.
son of Amphiaraus.
(Ecc.) a monk, who is said to have converted

A M PHI B ALUS

St. Alban, and to have suffered with him
tentli persecution of Dioclesian.
A work entitled
Instituendam Vitam Christianam ;' and also several
homilies are attributed to him.
Boeth. Hist. Scut. 1. (i.
AMPHICLES (Hist.) 'Afuj>u:\jte> the son of A gis, a king of
Pans. 1. 3, e. If).
Sparta, spoken of bv Pausanias.
AMPHICLUS {Myth.) "AuquicKoc, a Trojan, who was killed
by Phylides in battle. Horn. II. 1. 16, v. 313.
AMPHICRATES {Biog.) 'ApipiKpirtis, a biographer who,
according to Diogenes Laertius, was condemned to die by
Diog. in Fit. Aristip.
poison.
Athen. 1. 13, c. 5
Amphicrates, an Athenian orator, who, being banished from

our protomartyr

Amphilochus,

son of Alcmieon, went into Epirus after the

(Biog.) an Athenian who wrote on agriculture.
(Geog.) a river that takes its rise in Assarus, a mountain of Samos.
(Biog.) the father of Eumelus, the poet
and historian of Corinth, was of the family of the Bacchida?.

Amphilochus

'Ad

AMPHILYSSUS

his country, retired to Seleucia beyond the Tigris, and
Jonsius thinks this is the same as
starved himself to death.
Plut. in Lucull. ; Jonsius dc Script. Hist.
the preceding.

Phil.

2,

1.

c.

15.

(Hist.) 'A/t^ucrviiv, the son of Deucalion and
Pyrrba, and third king of Athens from Cecrops, first dedicated the city to Minerva, and gave it the name of Athens.
Pausanias says that he expelled his father-in-law Cranaus
from the throne, and was himself in his turn expelled by
Erycthion.
Justin. 1. 2, c. 6.
Ampiiictyon, a son of Helen, whom Dionysius Haliearnassus
makes to be the founder of the Amphictionic council, although Pausanias and others ascribe this work to the preceding.
Dionys. Ha!. 1. 4; Diuclur. 1. lo"
Slrab. 1 8;
Pans, in Achaic. ; Eusc'i. in Chron. ; Mann. Arundel.
{Myth.) 'ApifilSauae, a son of Aleus, who
was of the family of the Inachidtc, and one of the Argonauts.
According to Orpheus, he is called Iphidamus.
Pans. 1. 8, c. 5; Flacc. 1. 1, v. 876.
Amphidamas, a Trojan leader, whose son was slain bv Patroclus.
Horn. II. 1. 28, v. 87Amphidamas, a son of /Egeus and Cleobule, who was among
Hygin. Fab. 14.
the Argonauts.
Amphidamas {Hist.) Apijiicafiag, an illustrious citizen of
Chalcidis, and general of the armies of his country, died
fighting against the Ervthreans.
Plut. Sympos. 1. 5.
AMPHIDICUS (Hist.) 'A[upiSuaK, one of the sons of Astacus, who distinguished himself at the Theban war. Apol/od.
;

AMPHIDAMAS

1.

Pans.

2, c. 1.

1.

Amphilytus

(Geog.) 'Apfiyivtia,

in Peloponnesus.

Strab.

1.

a

Herod.

1,

1.

AMPHIMACHUS

(Hist.) 'A^iftuxoQ, an officer, who was
satrap or governor of Mesopotamia by Antipater. Diod.

made
1.

18.

Amphimaciius (Myth.) 'A^ipixoc, the son of Cteachis, and
one of Helen's suitors, went to the Trojan war. Ajmllod.
3,

10

c.

8.

{Gcng.) a people of Epirus, in Acarnania,
of which Amphilochia was its capital. QVide Amphilochia^

AMPHILOCHIA

A^h\» x <™>'

{Geog.) •AuftAovia,

Pop.

1.

4;

10, &c.

Pans.

1.

Cic. in Pis.
;

Mela,

1.

2,

c.
c.

40;
3

;

Poli/b.

Strab.

Lcsut. 2S

10

1.

;

Liv.

;

Pirn.

1.

1.

38,

4, c. 1

;

2.

Amphilochia {Kumis.) medals

town are known
AM4>I. AM<I>IAOXIi2N
the common
of

this

by the inscriptions
;
types of which are a Pegasus, or a head of Hereules, &c.
AMPHILOCHIUS {Ecc.) a native of Cappadocia, and bishop
of Iconium, was the friend of St. Gregory, Nazianzen, and
St. Basil.
He died about the year 394. St. Jerome mentions one work of his concerning the divinity of the Holy
Spirit. An Iambic poem likewise is ascribed to him by some
containing a catalogue of the books of the Old and New
Testament.

Socrat. Hist. Ecclcs.

Theodor. Ecc.

1.

5,

c.

lb';

1.

5

;

Hieron.

Baron. Anna!.;

in

Du

Catalog.
Pin. Bi-

htiolhek, gps.

AMPHILOCHUS

(Myth.) 'Ap<pi\o X <'C, the son of Amphiaraus and Eryphele, who distinguished himself in the Theban
war.
Horn. Odys. 1. 15, v. 248 ; Apollod. 1. 3.

who was

son of Nomion,
Horn.

rians in the Trojan war.

Amphimachus,
Amphimachus,

a son of Actor

II.

1.

leader of the Ca-

2.

and Theronice. Pans.

1.

5,

c.

3.

Pans. 1. 5, c. 3.
(Geog.) 'ApfipeXa, 'AfiaupaXije, 'AtujHp&KX(oi', 'Ap<j>ipaK\a ; a town and bay in Crete, the latter of
which is supposed to be now Golfo delta Su da ; Diacarch.
Stat. Gra-c. ; Plin. 1. 4, c. 12 ; Ptol. 1. 3 ; Stcpli. Bi/z.
(Myth.) 'A/jcpufiW, the son of Melantheus, one of Penelope's suitors, who was killed by Telemachus.
Horn. Odyss. 1. 22, v. 285.
AMrniMEDON, a native of Lybia, who was killed by Perseus
Ovid. Met. 1. 5, v. 75.
at the court of Cephcus.
(Myth.) 'Apropos, a son of Nisus, and
one of Penelope's suitors, who was killed by Telemachus
Horn. Odyss. 1. 22, v. 95.
himself.
Amphinomus, who, with his brother Anapius, was sumamed
Pii Fralrcs, because they carried their father and mother
on their shoulders safely through the flames which were
For which
raging from jEtna in the country round about.
action they received divine honours after their death. They
and Anapius
are called by jElian <lh\d>'o/<oe and KnMfac
is written Anaphius in Claudian.
Sti. ltd. 1. 14, v. 198.
a son of Polyxenus.

AMPHIMALLA

AMPHIMEDON

AMPHINOMUS

;

Turn Cutting nimium ardenti vidua Typhtrp.
Fa geuerasse pin qiuymhim etUberrhnajratres.

Cornel. Sever, in Mtna.
Amphinomus, fraterque, pari sub inumre fortes,

Cum

jam

licinis streperent

mcendia tectis,
matremque

Accipittnt , pigrumipie putrem,

"Apyos,

Amphi/oc/ticuni Argot, now Anjilochia ; a town of Acarnania
called after its founder Amphilochus, the son of Amphiaraus.
Time. 1. 2 ; Scula.v in Perip. ; Hippocrat. de Morb.

Hygin. Fab. 97-

;

Amphimachus, a

town of Messenia,

AMPHlLOCHI

(Hist.) 'Apfikvroe, a soothsayer, who encouraged
endeavour after the supreme power in Athens.
c. 62.

Pisistratus to

3.

AMPHIGENIA

c.

AMPHILYTUS

1.

AMPHICT YON

suitors,

chus.

in the

;

QVide Amphilochia^
called also Amphi ma-

Trojan war, and built Amphilochia.

Amphilochus, one of Helen's

Valerius

Max.

1.

5,

c.

4

;

Strab.

C

1.

;

seniles.

Senec. de Bene/iciis,

3; Sil. Ital. 1. 14, v. 197.
(Kumis.) some medals of Catana commemorate
the pious deed above-mentioned by the representation of the
two brothers bearing their parents. [Vide Catana~\
Amphinomus (Biog.) a geometrician, who is commended by
1.

Amphinomus

1. 1 ;
Voss. de Math. c. 54, § 7(Myth.) 'Apfiuir, the son of Antiope by Jupiter,
and brother of Zethus, who were the founders of Thebes.

Proclus

in.

Euclid.

AMPHION

Horn. Odyss.

1.

11,

v.

259-

Kai p irtKtv ?vo
Ot jrpuiroi

He

'Aptpiovd T( ZijQoiTt
tooc iKTiaav tTrrairvXoio.

Tratfi'

have learnt music from Mercury, and to have
the stones by his lyre.

said to

is

moved
Hot.

Qijfiip;

1.

3, od. 11, v. 1.
Mercuri nam te docilis magistro
Mavit Amphion lupides canetido.

Euripid.

in Pha-niss.

'Apfioviag Si nor' tic r'ptvaing
'HXtfni- BpaviSm, <poppiyyt St TH\ta
'Ids Apfioviag Ti

Xvpac

i'nro,

9;//3rrr

Trvpyac,

dvi-a.

AMP

AMP
GraJC.

Apeflai. Artsoiianl.

"Hit
i

tv 3* vrri

m

rtfwnj

i*i

("(._

Eclcg. 2,

...

v.

Ctfttt,

1.

:>,

edog.
'i

( >".''

AMPHIS

/ifr' i\i'ttx I'tcffffcro irirptj.

i" dcfreo

D

1,

drogynf&a.

AMPHISSA

arttir.

fuo canning

Imp
c.

>'

I

;

Pans.

C,

1.

c.

6;

Lucan.

.1. 12.

A.mphmx, the son of Jasus by Persephone, the daughter of
.Mitis.
He had by his wife Niohe, according to Homer,
./Elian speaks of twenty,
twelve children, six of each sex.
His wife Niobe being turned into a
and Kid of fourteen.
and all his children, except his daughter Chloris, he
killed himself in a lit of despair.
Amphion, one of the Grecian leaders, who went with MeHorn. II. 1. 13, v. 692.
ns to the Trajan war.
Amphion, one of the Argonauts, son of Hypcrasius, and king
Hi/gin. fah. 14; Flaccl. l,v. 867
oi Pallene, in Arcadia.
l

.

;

Apoll.

I,

1.

(Ecc.) bishop of Ephiphania, in Cilicia, in the
fourth century, was present at the councils of Ancyra, Neocesaria, and Nice.
Amphion (Biog.) a Grecian painter, whom Pliny highly

Plin.1.36,

Amphion.

a

Greek

3, v. 172.

1.

Plwcaicas Amjihisia mantis, scvpulosaque Cyrrhu
PofRd tUUUS jugo nisil dtsertui utroque.

It was destroyed by a decree of the Amphictyons.
Strab.
1. !)
Pans. 1. 10, c.38 Liv. 1. 3, c. 5.
Amphissa, now Roccella, a town of the Bruttii, between
Ovid. Met. 1. 15, v. 703.
Caulon and Locri.
;

;

AMPHISTIDES

{Biog.) 'AfieW5B& a man of so bad a
that he almost forgot that he had a father, and
Aristot.
could never learn above the figure 4 in arithmetic.
Suidas.
prob. 4

memory

;

AMPHISTRATUS

v. 17<).

Amphion

praises.

r_\

a town of the Locri, now Lambina, or,
according to some, Aujila, at the extremity of the plain
of Criss.cus, which contained a monument of Araphissa, and
a temple of Minerva.

accafcrti nwmtes.

5j Puhvph. de Incrcd.

(Myth.) "Aptyioaa, a daughter of Macereus,
She gave her name to a town of the

ide AtttphitsdJ

Amphissa (Geog.)

murw

'

3,

c.

(Myth.) 'A/^Vparoc,

sculptor,

and son of Aeestor, of
Pans.

Pausanias makes mention.

1.

10,

c.

whom

15.

with

They are
called Frudius and Amphistratus by Justin, Amphius and
1.
Justin.
I.
Telchius by Ammianus.
Strab.
11;
42, c 3;
20

Amm.

Marccll. 1. 22, c. 15.
(Biog.) a statuary, whose statue of CalisPlin. 1. 86
thenes, the historian, is mentioned by Pliny.
Solin.

c.

;

c. 5.

a freedman of Quintus Catullus, who was learned
and distinguished in his time. Plin. 1. 36, c. IS.
(Bib!.) 'A/^*oX»c the town described under
Geography, is mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles. Acts

AMPHIPOLIS
xviii.

a town built by an Athenian colony, in
the country between Macedonia and Thrace, from which the
The
original inhabitants, the Edonians, were expelled.
colonists who succeeded the 111 having taken part with the
Laceda'inonians against the Atheni.ms, were engaged in
frequent wars from the time of Philip, and Amphipolis was
It
taken by Perdiceaa II, in the 89th Olympiad, A.C. 424.
was thus called because it was surrounded by the river
Strvmon, or, according to Suidas, because it was entirely

Amphipolis (Geog.)

Its original names, however,
surrounded by habitations.
were 'Evrtn !,<m, according to Herodotus; Vrbs Marlis, according to Suidas; and Myrira, ovc. according toStephanus;
but afterwards called fay the Greeks ('hri/xliipolis, and the
Turks Emboli, at Chrywpali, by which it is now known. It
was formerly an archbishop's see. Herod. 1. 7, C. 114 ;
Mod. 1. 11, 12, &c. ; Liv. 44,
Thucyd. L 4, c. 102, &c
1./; Plin. 1. 4, c. 10; Stcph. liyz. ; Suidas, tyc.
Ammiipoi.is (Nutnis.) medals were struck either by the
llll*M lllllllllllld town ot that of Syria, as an inde]>endent
state, and in honour of Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Domitia, M. Aurclius Fau liiu, jun., Commodntj Si vertis, Cotaoalla, Geta, Macrinus,
Alex. Severus, Maximinus, and Yalcriaiiu
Their original types were tlie goat,
sin.

AMPHITHEA

(Myth.) 'ApftBin, the wife of Autolycus, by
whom she had Antic-lea, the wife of Laertes, and mother
Horn. Odyss. I. 19, v. 416.
of Ulysses.
Amphithea, the mother of ./Egialeus, by Cyanippus, and of
three daughters, Argia, Deipyle, and /Pgialea, by AdrastUS,
king of Argos. Apollod. 1. 1.
AMPIIITHEMIS (Hist.) 'Apfieipic, a Tbeban, who was
bribed by the Persians, with others, to raise a war in Greece
Plut. in Lysand. ; Pans. 1. 3,
against the Lacedemonians.
c.

9-

AMPHITHEUS

(Myth.) a priest of Ceres, at Athens, whom
Aristophanes introduces, deriving his origin from that goddess j which the Scholiast supposes to he a satire against
Ariitoph. hi Achern.
Euripides,
Ilygin. in
(Myth.) one of the Nereides.
(li/rnld. Hist. Dcor.
V11I1. P01I. ;
AMPHITUITE (Myth.) 'Afi^rph,,, a daughter of Nereus,
or Oceanus, and i'hetys, and mother to Triton, by Nep-

AMPHITHOE

tune.

Heriod. Theog.
'Bjc t"

;

1

'

v.

930.

A^tpirfiiTTic kcu ipiKTVirv 'Evvoffiyain.

Claudian. de Rapt. Proserp. L

Whence
( )nd.

Ani]ihitrite

Mil.

1.

1, v.

Minerva, and Bacchus, on their medals.

Ml, WI.MIIO

ABITOHi AllMov AM*inOAITQN.

\[

Ami'luti-ite.

put hv the poets for the

sea.

Margins

Carm.

ttmrum pomxgrat

Amphifritt.

68.
eurtu prima Imbuit AmphitriUn.

Dionys. Perieg. v. 5.'J.
Kvria BUunrlqc Ttrpappiviic 'ApQlTpirnc.
'

The inscrip-

IUN,

Go//;,

is

14.

Ilia rittlrm

On the imperial mi. dais
the annexed figure.
the most frequent type was that of Europe
silting mi a hull.
They also honoured .lu-

gremh emnphetkur

I\Vf braehia longo

Catull.

an car of corn, or the prow of a ship as in

1.

Xcrria glaUiCO
Xrjiiitinim

...

tions AM<I>I. \M<I'11III(»

one who,

Rhecas, was charioteer to Castor and Pollux.

Amphistuatus

10.

Amphion,

piter,

and wrou

Plato,

beloved by Apollo.

v. 10.
i

1.

was cotemporary with

Allien. $c.

2.

/',

Apollod.

He

comedies, and other pieces, of which nothing now
hut quotations in Athenams, Stobicus, and the
Diog. Lacrt. in J'il. Pint. ;
Scholiast of Aratus, &c.

Locri.
1.

Pet. SfC. ;

remains

I

f'erunt.

Slat. Tkeb.

Num. Pop.

many
quando armenta

wart Thebas agitata per

.'.'id

;

(Biog.) "Anient, a comic poet of Athens, the son of

Amphicratcs.

s.'ii(»s, si

4fnpAum Diroeui

Proper!.

Peller.

XP vtT *V

j.;.

«/ti*r

Mas. Pemb. Tab. Hunt.
Rec. da Med. Sgc

cyr. ;

\M<1>1
in

1 1 (

)-

Augusti,

Parr, de Ling. La
v. 241 ; A/ml/od. 1. 1
Hygin, Poefc Attron. fyc.
(Myth.) 'XpvpiTpiuv, a Tbeban prince, sou

Hcsiod. Theog.
1.

4';

AMPHITRYION

;

;

AMR

AMU

of Alexus and Hippononie, who, having revenged the death
of Electryon's sons on the Teloboeans, received his daughter
He was the reputed
to wife as the reward of his valour.
father of Hercules, of whom however Alcmena is said to
have become pregnant by Jupiter, previous to her marriage
with Amphitryon, whence Hercules, under the patronymic
of Amphitrvoniades, is designated falsiparens.
Catull. Carm. 67, v. 112.

the Mussulmen, died in the vear of the Hesrira 0'.), A. u.
675.
Amrou, Ben Harcth, captain of the Giorhamides, made war
against the Coraischites, the principal inhabitants of Mecca,
and sacked the city.
Aiurou, Ben Laith, second sultan of the dynasty of the Soffarides, succeeded his father Jacob in the year of the Hegiru
267, A. D. S77, and died in the year of the Hesjh

Quod quondam
Audet

Hcsiod.

Paus.

cirsis

Scut. Hercul. ; Apollod. 2,
8, c. 14.

in.

1.

A. D.

mantis fadisse medullis

c.

4

;

Hysin.

fab.

20

AMPHITRYONIADES {Myth.) a surname of Hercules, from
Amphitryon,
Luc.

1.

9, v.

AMPHITL'S

his reputed

641

;

father.

Val. Flac.

1.

1, v.

8.99.

Amuou, Ben Ca/thoum

J'ulsiparens AmphitryvniadfS.

Virg. JEn.l. 8, v.

213;

371.

(Myth.) vide Amphistratus.

Ami>hitus, a priest of Ceres, at the court of Cepheus. Ovid.
Met. I. 5.
(Myth.) "Aftijuae, one of the sons of Merops, the
soothsayer, who, in spite of his father's predictions, went
to the Trojan war, at the head of the Peloponnesians. Horn.

(Biog.) the seventh and last poet.
in the temple of Mecca.
(Gcug.) or Ampsanctus, a lake of the Hdrpini, in the middle of Italy, celebrated for the mephitir
odour which issues from it, now called Mnjiti, from the god
Mephitis, who had a temple there.
Virgil makes the Bury
Alecto to descend down to hell bv this lake.
sEn. 1. 7, v. 565.

whose poems are suspended

AMSANCTUS

Est locus

II.

1.

Amsancti

Tunc

2, v. S30.

AMPHRYSUS
Callimach.

Hymn,

'E£uV

Apull.

v. 4S.

'Apcjpvmp Zlvyijrtcug irpltyiv

iir'

Apollon. Argon.

in

1.

1, v.

——

Afl6pv(T(TOW poijfflV.

Whence Apollo was

designated by the epithet of Ampkryssius, and his priestess, the Sibyl, by that of the Amphrysia
vales,
firs. Gears- 1. 2, v. 1,' ct JEit. 1. 6, v. 398; Olid.
Met. 1. 1, v. 580 ; L<,c. 1. 6, v. 367(Hist.) a daughter of Titus Ampius Balbus, menEpist. ad Fam. 1. 6, epist. 12.
tioned by Cicero.
(Geoff.) a place between Tivoli and Ceciliano, which was ruined in 1257, and of which nothing but
the ruins now remain.

AMPIA

AMPIGLIONE
AMPLIAS

(Bibl.) W/jTrXias, a disciple mentioned by St. Paul
in terms of affection Rom. xvi. 8.
According to the account
of the Greeks, he was ordained bishop of Odyssopolis, in

Andrew, and afterwards suffered martyrdom.
Martyrol. Rom. 31 Octub.
Mu-sia, by St.

AMPYCIDES

(Mi/th.) a patronymic of Mopsus, the son of
Ovid. Met. 1. 8, v. 310.

Ampyx.

AMPYX
sanias.

(Myth.)
Paus. 1.

".\fj-7Tvl,

(Bibl) hs-mx, a king of Shinar, who, with
Sodom, and carried away Lot
M. 2802, Jul. per. 2802, A. C.

anil his

family prisoners, A.

1<}12.

GVw.'xiv.

AMIU-AL-CAIS

(Biog.) or Amriolcais, son of Hagre, or
Hogre, king of the Arabs, of the tribe of Kindale, a poet,

Mahomet. He did not join
on him and them.

lived in the time of

party, but

AMROU,

made

satires

pacatum limen Auriu,

Cic. de Div. 1. 1, c. 36; Plin. 1. 2, c. 93
Sidun. 1. 3, ep. U.
Nicholas (Biog.) an associate witli Luther, was
born in 1483, and died in 1565. He wrote on the Lord's
Supper, and other things, mentioned bv Melchior Adam.
(Geug.) the town of Anutei
£Vide Amsterdam"]
(Geog.) the capital of Holland, situate a
the conflux of the Amsel and Wye.
Lon. 4" 52' E., lat.
52° 22' N. This town, which in the Latin of the middle
ages was called Amslelrodamum, derived its name from its
situation near the river Amstel.
It consisted in fonm
of a few fishermen's huts, and first acquired the nan!. •<
commercial town in the 14th century.
It was encom]
with walls in 1482, and lias since that period been increasing in wealth and importance, so as to entitle it to the firs)
rank among the trading cities of Europe, which it ^
to preserve, notwithstanding the shock it received during
the revolutionary government of France.
It surrendered to
the king of Prussia in 17S7; received the French troops,
without resistance, in 1795 ; and declared first for the restoration of the house of Orange in 1813.
(Hist.) son of Procas, and youngest brother b
.'
Numitor, dispossessed the latter of his kingdom of
and was afterwards dethroned by Romulus and Hen
children of his daughter Rhea Silvia, who reinstated their
grandfather Numitor, and put the usurper to death.
Ovid. Met. 1. 14, v. 772.
;

AMSTELRODAMUxM

i

'

:

AMULIUS

<.

Prviimus Auumiai injtuti miles Amull
Jlexit apes ; Xumitoique sent* atKSSO. nep
Munere reguu cupit.

Ovid. Fast.

1.

3, v. 67-

llomuleoque cadit trajectus

Dionys. Hal.
Eiilropius,

1.

1

;

Liv.

1.

1,

c.

Amui

3; Pint,

in

Rom.;

Fieri

t\-e.

Amulitjs, Screnus, a primipilaris, or captain in the praetoTac. Hist. 1. 1, c. 31.
rian cohorts, mentioned by Tacitus.
a painter, mentioned with commendation by Plinv.

Amulius,

x. 34.

his confederates, plundered

who

oris,

sub fincui.

AMSDORF,

a son of Pelias, mentioned by Pau-

Egypt, aged 137.
Exod. vi. 20.
Aim am, son of Bam, who, on his return from Babylon, separated from his wife whom he had married contrary to the

AMRAPHEL

2,

Innocucc tonmsuth ares, Jiatumipie rcpresstt

AMRAM

Ezra

et pestiferi

1.

Amsanctus.

7, c. 10.

A.iipyx, the son of Titanor, and the father of Mopsus, the
soothsayer.
Orph. in Argun.; Ovid. Met. 1. 5, 185.
(Bibl.) didj, "A[i/3pafi, the son of Kohath, the
son of Levi, and father of Moses, by Jochebed, died in

law.

aftll

memorutus in

AMSTERDAM
«7r4T8£.

54.

£7r'

medio sub maotihus

callus.

Claud, dc Rapt. Proserp.

AMPHOTERUS

(Myth.) W^rcpoe, the son of Alcmfeon,
by Callirrhoa- Paus. 1. 8, c. 24.
A.MPHOTEitus (Hist.) a commander of Alexander's fleet on
the coast of the Hellespont.
Q. Curt. 1. 4, c. 5.
(Myth.) a river of Thessaly, on the banks of
which Apollo, when banished from heaven, fed the flocks of
king Admetus.

Itol'ue

Kobilis, et Jama mollis

AMPHIUS

his

Ben-Al-As (Hist.) one of the great captains among

Nat

1. 35, c. 10.
(Biog.) Amolon, or Amolo, archbishop of Eyons,
pieces, mentioned in the ' Bibliotheca Patrum.'
He died in 854.
(Hist.) Asmund, or Amond, a fabulous king of
Sweden, said to have lived long before Christ, and died

Hist.

AMULON

wrote several

AMUN1)

A. M. 2891-

Amund

II, son of Ragwald, succeeded his father in 220. and
died after a reign of five years.

AMY

AMY
AMUNDISHAM,

Amycx;eus

AMURATH

AMYCLAS

John (Biog.) an English Benedictine of
the 14th century, was the author of many works.
(Hut.) the name of some sultans.
Amukath, suroamed Gassis, i.e. the Hero, one of the greatest minces of the Ottoman throne, succeeded his father
in the year of the Hegira 761, A. D. 1371, and
died after a reign of 30 years, during which he gained 37

m

'

.

.

battles.

A.vcr.yth, succeeded Mahomet in the year of the Hegira 824,
A. D. 1434, and died in 1451, after having twice retired
from government, and returned to it again in order to deHe was
feat the Hungarians, and the famous Scandeberg.
the first who used cannon.
died
father
Selim
II,
in
and
1574,
Amurath, succeeded his
in 151)3, leaving Mahomet, his son, to be his successor.
Amurath, son of Achmet, succeeded his uncle Mustapha in
He besieged Bagdad, and put to
1623, and died in 1640.
the sword all its inhabitants, to whom he had promised proion.

:

AM US

(Biog.) an ancient Egyptian author, quoted by Plutarch and Synesius. Pint, dc Isix. et Osir. ; Syncs, in Dion.;
Du Pin. Bibi dex Ant. Profanes.
Porius (Gcog.) a place in Pontus, remarkable for
the death of Amycus, king of the Bebryces, who is said to
have been slain there ; it is supposed to be the place now
Plin. 1. 6, c. 44.
called Lamia.

AMYCI

AMYCLA

{Myth.) 'A^u«.\a, one of the daughters of Niobe,
who, with her sister Melibocea, was spared by Diana when
Homer, however, says, that they were
the rest perished.
Horn. II. 1. 24 ; Ajwllod. L. 3 ; Pans. I. 2, &c.
ed.
1

i

I

Amyci.a (Hist.) the nurse of Alcibiades, a native of Laconia.
!

',

i

Amycla

(Geog.)

town of Laconia,

a

'AfiiitcXai,

by Amyclas, and

now

J'or-

celebrated as the birthFrom the splendid temple dedicated there
place of Helen.
Apollo, this god had the epithet of Amychvus, and the
place is called for the same reason bv Statius Apollinew.
v a. built

is

1

Theb.

4, v. 223.

1.

was distinguished by other epithets among the

Arniiferce, by Ovid, dc Art.

Am.

1.

poets, as

2, v. 5.

Antique, by Ovid. Met.

ttntipM

Tetrica-,

1,

Therajmeae,

I..-.,

8

t

Ledeasque

Sec.

II.

1.

2, v.

586; Po-

]><:

Quaupie

ei'ertcTC silenria,

the proverb, Loqui

volo,

Amyd<r.

nam

scio

Amyclas tacendo

n
1.

10, v. 564.

Ausonius
.

.

Sidon.

..

1.

vises

8,

C
(i

I.

2<)

;

Tacit.

1.

for
4, c.

keei

59

;

Plin.
Solin. de Hal.

c.

2;

(Hist) 'A/ivxXatoc, a surname of Apollo, from
the magnificent temple which lie had built at Amyclx'. Pans.
:;,

5

c.

18.

;

AMYN

succeeded his father Alceta.
His son Alexander
murdered the ambassadors of Mcgabyzus, for their atrocious
behaviour towards the females of his father's court.
Herod.
1.

5, c.

I,

9,

1

&c

;

Justin.

1.

7,

c

3.

Amyntas

II, the son of Menalaus, was father of Philip, the
father of Alexander the Great.
He murdered Pausanias in

order to ascend the throne of Macedonia.

Sep.

et

Diod.

1.

14

;

C.

Pint, in fit.

Amyntas,

a name which has been given by some authors to
other kings of Macedonia, of whom little is known.

Other Princes and Distinguished Persons.

Amyntas, an ambassador
was sent

of Philip the Great to Thebes,

to defeat the efforts of

Demosthenes.

a son of Andromencs,

and an

who

Pint, in fit.

Demnsth.

Curt.

Amyclas virar,

8, (p.

;

AMYCL.EUS
1.

naus.

ander the Great,

Tooitli

I,

(Gcog.) a river of Peloponnesus, running into the
Amvmone, the daughter of Da<•'
I.
8
Ovid. Met. 1. 2, v. 240.
Ahmed Razy (Biog.) native of the city of Rev, in
Azerbaidjan, a Persian geographer, flourished about the
and 17th of the Christian iera.
1 1th century of the Hegira,
Hefticlym,' i. e. The Seven Climates,
His work, entitled,
contains short biographical notices of the most eminent authors, concluding with the year of the Hegira 1002.
A
fine copy of it is to be seen in the Library of Paris.
(Myth.) a shepherd, mentioned by Virgil.
Amyntas (Hist.) 'Apivrac, there were several kings of Macedonia of this name, besides private individuals.
lake of Leona, called after

Amyntas,
/En.

I'irg.

I

2, c. 37.

1.

;

;

Whence

Pans.

Kings of Macedonia.

Amyclas.

ibis

Horn.

1.

,

;

AMYMONE

Amyntas

c. 19; lAv.
34, c. 28; Mela, 1. 2, c. 3
Strab.
Sd. Hal. 1. 2, v. 43 4 ; Plin. 1. 34; Pans. 1. 3, c. 18 ;
rt Miscell. Lacon.
AMYCLA, a town of Italy, now Sperunga, between Caieta
aiul Tarracina, built by the companions of Castor and PolIt was destroyed by serpents, and afterwards taken by
lux.
surprise, the inhabitants being prohibited by a law from
rim ig any alarm on the approach of an enemy.
SH. 1. 8, v. 530.
1.

AMYDON

Amyclis.

nu'sit

7, v. 162.

1.

Parrhasiumcpie 7iemns

J

;

:

8.

1.

quot, [IippiKi>un

Lcdece, by Statins, Theb.

/,'

L

Lactant. in Theb. 1. 3.
Amycus, one of the companions of /Eneas, who escaped the
storm, and was afterwards killed bv Turnus.
I irg. /En.
1. 1, v.225;
1.9, v. 373.
Amycus, another of vEneas's followers, who was killed bv
Turnus. Ibid. 1. 12, v. 509Amycus, a centaur, and son of Ixion and Nephele. Met.
1. 12, v. 245.
(Gcog.) 'Afiviiur, a city of Paconia, in Macedonia,
which sent auxiliaries to Priam during the Trojan war.
Hum, II. 1. 2 Juv. Sat. 3, v. 69(Myth.) 'Auy/iuvn, a daughter of Dan.Tu>,
murdered her husband Eneeladus, and became afterwards
the mistress of Neptune. Apollod. 1. 2 ; Proper!. 1.2, el. 18;

AMYNTAS

Tula
amiferii Priamrius Imspes Amycl'a,
Candida cum rapta. coning*' it'la dahut.
«'<

Et

AMYCUS

'

Httjus Apoltivea- currum comitantur AmycUr.

Ii

;

AMYMONE

Fit. Alcib.

1

(Biog.) a statuary, whose works are mentioned
by Pausanias. Pans. 1. 10, c. 13.
(Myth.) 'AjuvieXac, son of Lacedsemon and Sparta,
was the founder of AmycLc. Apollod. 1. 1, c. 23 ; 1. 3, c. 19 ;
Tzclzcx. in I.ycoph.
Pans. 1. 3, c. 1
Amyct.as, the master of a ship who carried Gtsar in disguise
when he was going to Brundusium to hasten his troops into
Greece. Amyclas wishing to put back to avoid a storm that
was coming on, Ca-sar threw oil' his disguise, and exclaimed,
" Csesarc-m vehis, Cssarisque fortunas." Lucan. 1. 5, v. 520.
(Myth.) 'Auvkos, son of Neptune, by Melia, or,
according to some, of Bithynis, was king of the Bebryces,
who, being well skilled in the use of the Cestus, challenged
all strangers to a trial, but was at length killed by Pollux,
one of the Argonauts, who accepted the challenge.
TheoApollod. 1. 1, c. 9,"
ApolUm. in Argon. 1. i
cril. Idyll. 2 2

1.

5,

is

officer

probably the same as was

under Alex-

made

a satrap.

c. 9.

Amyntas, another

of Alexander's, who deserted to Darius, and was killed in Egypt.
Q. Curl. 1. 4, c. 1 3.
AMYNTAS, an officer of the Macedonian cavalry, who cleared
himself from the charge of having joined the conspiracy of
Philotas, and wan afterwards made governor of Sogdiana.
(I Curt. 1. 8, c. 12
officer

ANA
Amyntas,

a son of Arrhibseus,

ANA

who was

sent to reconnoitre

the enemy.
a son of Antiochus, left Macedonia out of hatred

Amyntas,

Alexander.
(Numis.) some ancient medals are ascribed to the
Macedonian kings of this name, one of which is inscribed,
M. i. e. Bao-iXe'wc 'Aftipra t/IuKtioiuiv, Regis
B.
Amimti Macedonum ; but for the most part they are inscribed A. M., which is attributed to the first king of this name:
to

Amyntas

AMIMToY

those of his successors are inscribed
or

AMYNTA AMYNTAS,

AMYNTOY BA2IAEQZ.

Amyntas

(Biog.) a Greek historian, and author of a work,
i.
e. The Encampments of Alexander
the Great ; a book quoted frequently by Athenseus and
./Elian. Athen. 1. 10, &c. ; JElian. Far.'Hist. 1. 17, c. 17, &c.
Amyntas, son of Ellanicus, a pancratiast, whose statue was
entitled, ZraO/UHc,

made by

Polycles.

Amyntas, king
his death

Pans.

1.

of Galatia,

6.

who

succeeded Dejotarus.

became a Roman province.

it

Strab.

1.

12

After
;

Pint,

in Fit. Anion.

AMYNTIANUS

(Biog.) an historian in the time of M. Anwrote an eulogium on Philip Olympias and
Phot. Bibl. Cod. 131 ; Foss. Hist. Gr. 1. 2,

who

tonius,

Alexander.
c.

14.

AMYNTOR

(Myth.) one of the 50 sons of ^Egyptus, who
his wife Damone.
Hygin. fab. 17son of Phrastor, and king of
deprived his son Phoenix of his eyes for having

was murdered by

Amyntor
Argos,

(Hist.) 'AfivvTiiip,

who

of the Scythians, on his return from Greece to his native
country, on account of his attachment to foreign customs.
Two letters of his to Croesus and Hanno are said to be still
extant, but this is a matter of some question.
The name of
Anacharsis has been rendered familiar to the modern ear by
the pleasant fiction of the Abbe Barthelemi, entitled, the
' Travels of Anacharsis.'
Herod. 1. 4, c. 40, et seq. ; Cic.
Tusc. 1. 5, c.32 ; Strab. I 7; Pint, in Sympos.
(Ecc.) a pope who succeeded St. Linus in 78,
and is said by some to have been a martyr. S. Iren. 1. 3,
c. 3 ; Euseb. Hist.l. 3; S. August in. Epist. 165; Rujin.
Anacxetus, otherwise called Peter, antipope in opposition to
Innocent II, died in 1138.
S. Bernard, ep. 124; Pet.
Diaeon. Chron. 1. 2, c. 98., &c; Baron. Anna!, ann. 1130, &c.
(Hist.) a queen of Maguana, in Hispaniola,
who succeeded her brother Behechio in 1503, gave the Spaniards under Bartholomew Columbus a cordial reception ;
but, hostilities afterwards ensuing, Ovando, the governorgeneral, invaded her territory, and having seized her person,
hanged her up under the pretence of being a rebel.
(Biog.) 'AvaKpitov, a lyric poet of Teos, in
Ionia, who flourished about the 62d Olympiad, in the time
of Cyrus, Cambyses, and Darius, that is, A. C. about 532,
according to Eusebius; or the 52d Olympiad, A. C. 572, according to Suidas.
He was a lover of pleasure, as his poems
denote, and died, as it is said, from a grape-stone, with
which he was choked, in the 85th year of his age.

ANACLETUS

ANACOANA

ANACREON

Hor. Epod.

offered violence to his concubine.

Horn.

II.

1.

Herod.
Plhi.

'

1.

Tyr.

12, v. 364.

Quail

Dohpum

Amyntor.

AMYOT,

A

AMYRAUT,
request.

(Hist.) AjxvpTuioc, a king of Egypt, according to Ctesias, at the time of the invasion of Cambyses.
(Biog.) a peripatetic philosopher of Trebezond in the 15th century, was carried to Constantinople by
'

AMYRUTZES
II,

when

his native place

was taken,

after

which

he became a convert to Mahometanism.
(Myth.) 'Apvdawy, a son of Hippasus, and
an ally of Priam, was killed in battle by Lycomedes. He
is frequently called Apisaon.
Horn. II. 1. 17Amythaon (Hist.) son of Cretheus, king of Iolchos, became
king of Messenia, and re-established the Olympic games.

AMYTHAON

Horn. Odyss.
Pans. 1. 5.

AMYTIS

1.

11,

v.

257; Apollod.

1.

1

;

Diodor.

1.

4;

(Hist.) a daughter of Astyages,

whom,

according

debaucheries.

ANACHARSIS

(Biog.) 'Ai-uvapo'ic, a Scythian philosopher,

and one of the seven wise men, flourished 592 years before
the Christian ara, and was slain by his brother Saulius, king
1.

3,

7,

c.

121

;

Cic. Tusc.

1.

7; Mian. Far.

c.

4,

c.

Hist.

33; Strab. 1. 14;
9, e. 4 ; Max.

1.

2.

(Myth.)

"Avciktic;, or

Anaces,

"Arawe

;

the

name

to the three gods who were fabled to be born at
Athens of Jupiter and Proserpine, i. e. according to Cicero,
Tritopatreus, Eubuleus, and Dionysius, who were likewise
called Dioscuri, and according to Pausanias, Curetes and
Cabires ; but it is more generally understood to refer to
Castor and Pollux, who were honoured as the tutelary
deities of Athens.
The origin of the name has been variously derived: according to Plutarch, either from avctKvc;,
carefully, <uox';, a treaty, in allusion to the treaty between
Theseus and the Tyndaridse ; or dVw, above, that is, above
the horizon, in allusion to the stars of Castor and Pollux ;
but the general supposition is that it is derived from acu£, a
king, i. e. a guardian, although Vossius thinks that it is a
Phoenician word signifying the descendants of Enach.
Cic.
de Nat. Deor. 1. 3, c. 21 ; Plut. in Thes. ; Pans. 1. 10,
c. ult;
Tzelz. in Lycopk. ;
Foss. de Orig. Idol. 1. 1,
c.

13.

ANACTORIUM

(Geog.) 'AvaKTopiov, Anactoria, a town
of Acarnania at the mouth of the bay of Ambracia, which
belonged in common to the Corynthians and the Corcyraans, whence it was the cause of frequent wars among
the Greeks.
The Athenians becoming masters of it, gave
it into the possession of the Acarnanians ; but, according to
Pausanias, Augustus planted a colony of Corinthians at Nicopolis, near Actium, of which Anactorium was the emThucyd. 1. 1, c. 55; Scyl. Peripl. ; Strab. 1. 10;
porium.

Plin. 1. 4, c 1
Pans. 1. 5.
Anactorium (Numis.) this town
;

is known by the inscription
on some medals which represent the head
of Achelous, the symbol of Acarnania ; as also the figures
of Pallas, the Pegasus, and other types.
ANAETIS (Myth.) vide Anaitis.
ANjETIUS (Hist.) 'A)<a<Y<oe, oneof the 30 tyrants of Athens
established by Pausanias after the conquest of the country
They were expelled by Thrasybulus. Xenoph. 1. 2.
ANAFA (Geog.) or Anfa, a town of Tremecen, in the king-

ANARTOPIilN

to Ctesias, Cyrus married.
Amytis, a daughter of Xerxes, who disgraced herself by her

vol.

Bathyllo

common

a Macedonian, and father of Hepluestion, the
friend of Alexander the Great.
James (Ecc.) bishop of Auxerre, and grand
almoner of France, was born of an obscure family at Melun, in 1514, and died in 1593.
His works are, 1.
translation of ' Heliodorus,' fol. 1547; of • Diodorus Sicu'
fol.
Paris,
lus,'
1554 ; of Plutarch's Lives and Morals,'
2 vols. fol. 1559. 2. ' Lettre a M. de Morvillier,' containing the Author's Journey to Trente. 3. • CEuvres Melees,'
Svo. l6ll.
4. 'Projet de l'Eloquence Royale compose pour
Henry III, Roi de France," 8vo. 1805.
Moses (Biog.) a Calvinistic Protestant of
France, and a famous controversialist in his day, died in
1664, leaving many theological works not now much in

AMYRT.EUS

1.

1.
1.

ANACTES

reetiv bello superatu$

Amyntor,

Mahomet

atiter Samiet iticwit arsisse

Anarreonta Te'ium.

Qtov oti TTpStrov X'nrov 'EXXa'oa KaWiyvvaiKa
tytvyutv vt'iKta Trarpot; A^ivvropoQ 'Opptvidao.

Ovid. Met.

od. 14, v. 9-

Nee

9-

1

ANA

ANA

of Fez, which was humt to the ground by Alphonso,
king of Portugal, in 14()8.
a
(Geog.) the ancient Anagnia [vide Anagnia~\
town in the Campagna di Roma, and a bishop's see dependRome.
E.
28
miles
S.
pope,
ant on the
(Geog.) a town of the Hernici, now Antigni,
where Anthony caused a medal to be struck commemorative
with Cleopatra, for whom he had repumarriage
of his
Its fertility is celebrated by
diated the sister of Augustus.

dom

ANAGNI

;

ANAGNIA

the poets.
Virg. JEn. L 7,

v.

683.

—— qui

Hernica sola colunt

Cic.

ad

Atlic.

1.

Macrub. Saturn.

5,

c.

;

1.

5;

Plin.

1.

3, c.

5

;

18.

ANAGYRASIUS, Damon

(Myth.) a name given to a certain
hero or god of Agyrus, who, in revenge for an affront
offered to his grove by an old man, inflamed his concubine
with a passion for his son, whose eyes he put out from jealousv, after which he hung himself, and the woman who
had accused the youth falsely threw herself into a well.
Suidas.

ANAH

(Bibl.) ruj?, son of Zibeon the Hivite,
Gen. xxxvi. 24.

and father of

Aholibamah, Esau's wife.

ANAHARATH

(Bibl.)

mmy,

a city of Issachar.

Josh.

laais (Geog.) a lake of Armenia, where the
papyrus grows. Plin. 1. 16, c. 36.
ANAITIS (Myth.) 'Avatris, a goddess worshipped by the
Lydians, Armenians, and Persians, whose festival was celebrated by the grossest debaucheries, for which the most

women were selected as priestesses. It is
which was called Saca, was instituted
commemorate his victory over the Saca?. Strab.

beautiful of their

said that this festival,
to

11 j Plin. 1. 33; Paus. 1. 3, c. 4; Ctvl. Rhodig. 1. 18, c. 29.
Anaitis, the name under which Diana is worshipped in Lydia,
1.

according to Pausanias,

1.

3.

ANAK

(Bibl.) pjjfj was the son of Arba, who gave name to
From his three sons, Speshai,
Kirjath-Arba, or Hebron.
Aheman, and Talmas, were descended the Anakims. Jush.
xv. 14; Jnd. i. 20.
(Bibl.) the descendants of Anak, and men of extraordinary stature, who inhabited the land of Canaan.
Num. xiii. 33 j Dent. i. 28, &c.
Gen. x. 13.
(Bibl.) d'djp, the son of Mizraim.
(Bibl.) r\bn:x, an idol of Samaria, which
was represented under the figure of a horse, a symbol of
Kirch. (Edip. torn. ii.
Mars.
(Mi/th.) 'Av&ynjj i.e. necessity; the name of a
To show
goddess, to whom a temple was erected in Attica.
the power of this goddess, the Greeks had the proverb
gods
not
even
resist
necesthe
'Av6.yKn H<"t Oevl uavovrai,
sity.
Pans. 1. 2 ; Suidas ; Erasm. Adag. chil. 2, cent. 4.
(Hist.) a Jew of mean birth, who was set up to
be high priest by Herod, to the detriment of Aristobulus, to
whom the dignity belonged. Joseph. 1. 15, c. 2.
(Bibl.) 'OJP, seventh SOn of Kliocnai. 1 (.'/iron. iii. 21.
(Biog.) or Anagny, John d', a lawyer of Bologna,
who died in 1458, wrote, 1. ' Commentaries on the fifth Hunk
:i.
of the Decretals.' 2. • Consultationcs.'
De Iicvocatione
Feudi Alienati,' 4to. Lugd. Hat. 1510'. 4. ' De Magia et
\I;, Minis,' 4to. Ludg. Bat. l(i(i<).
Anania, John Lorenzo d', of Tuverna, in Calabria, of the
15th century, wrote, 1. ' Cosmographia, Ovvcro lT'nivcrsalc
Fabrica del Mondo,' 4to. Venice, 1576'- 2. ' De Nature
Dicmonum,' 8vo. Venet. 1582.
ANANIAS (Bibl.) D'JJtf, the name which the angel Raphael
gives to his father in the history of Tobit, whom he oilers
to bear company to Rages, calling himself Azarias.
Tub.

ANAKIMS

ANAMIM
ANAMMELECH
ANANCE

ANANEL

WANT

ANANTA

'

v. 12.

c.

7,

6.

Ananias, son of Nebedseus, and his successor, A. M. 4050,
A. D. 47, was the O'Sth high priest of the Jews, and the
17th from the birth of our Saviour. It was this Ananias
whose death St. Paul prophesied for his wickedness. He
was killed in the first vear of the Jewish war. Joseph, (k
Bell. Jud. c. 38.

Ananias, surnamed the Sadducce, was the most active partisan in the rebellion of the Jews against the Romans. He
was employed on the mission to the Roman general Metilius,
and also to the Idumnans. Joseph, de Bell. Jud. 1. 2, e. 18.
Ananias, son of Mashbal, of the priestly race originally of
Emmaus, was put to death by Simon, the head of a party
of malcontents, with 15 other principal Jews of the city.
during the last siege of Jerusalem by the Romans. Joseph,
dc Bell.

xix. 19-

ANAITICUS

by Cyrus

tribe of Benjamin, returned from
the Babylonish captivity, and built part of the walls of
Jerusalem.
Kehem. xi. "2.
Ananias, a disciple, who, with his wife Sapphira, lied to the
Holy Ghost, and was struck dead, A. D. 33. Acts ix. 10.
Ananias, a disciple at Damascus, whom the Lord commanded
to go to Paul on his conversion, A. D. 35.
Ananias (Hist.) a merchant, who, according to Josephus,
converted Izates to Judaism, or, according to Orosius, to
Christianity, A. D. 41. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 20, c. 1; Oras.
1.

roscida rivis

quos, dives .-lnagnia, puscis.

8; Strab.

16, ep.
1.

Ananias, or Ananiah, of the

Jnd.

1.

6,

15.

e.

[Vide St. Aniarf\
(Ecc.) bishop of Alexandria.
(Biog.) or Ananius, a Greek poet, who wrote Iambic
verses, quoted by Athensus.
(Bibl.) "Avavoc, son of Seth, and father-in-law to
Caiaphas, called Annas by St. Luke, succeeded Joazar, sun
of Simon, as high priest, and enjoyed the priesthood 1
Luke iii. 2; John xviii. 13; Joseph. Antiq. 1. IS,
years.

Ananias
Ananias

ANANUS

c.

3

;

1.

Ananus,

20, c. 8.
(Hist.) of Lyddfl, a captain,

was

sent to

Rome

before

Quadratus, with Ananias, to answer the charges made against

him before Claudius. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 20, c. 5.
Ananus, son of Ananus the high priest, was made high
priest A. D. 62 ; but was deposed by Agrippa, after holding
In that time he conthe priesthood only three months.
demned James, the brother or relation of Christ, to be
stoned.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 20, c. 8.
Ananus, a countryman and father of one Jesus, who prophesied the destruction of Jerusalem four years before the
Jewish ara. Joseph, de Bell. Jud. 1. 7, c. 12.
Ananus, son of Jonathan, who was adverse to the rebellion
against the Romans, and made a fruitless attempt to introduce Cestius into the city. Joseph, de Bell. Jud. 1. '.', c. 24.
Ananus, a high priest, who, in attempting to stop the fury
of the people, was killed, with 12,000 nobles, by the IdumiKins, whom the rebels had called to their assistance, A. D.
<>7.
Some have supposed him to be the Ananus who was the
high priest before mentioned fur three months. Joseph. d<
Bell. J ml.
4, c. 17, 18.
Ananus, of Emmaus, and one of the guards of Simon, who
commanded the rebels, surrendered himself to Titus, and
1.

Joseph, de Bell. Jud. 1. 7, c. 7an island that rose out of the
where Apollo was worshipped.

received bis pardon.

ANAPHE
Cretan

(Geog.)

sea,

now

'Ani</>i),

.Wni/iil,

The Argonauts gave

it
this name, from lirafiniw-, to apthe moon, which had 1" :i darkened by an
and prevented them from runsuddenly
appeared
eclipse,

pear, because

1

ning against the rocks.
dpouon. 1. 4, v. 1717'

Some have BUpposed

Ai'dtyrfv Ci ti Xurtrdtia eijrto

it

to

come from the Phoenician

ApolloniuS and others
CalUmach. apud Strut,.; Ovid. Met.

dark,

because

Call
1.

7, v.

it

1!.<<i/

4Gl

;

rtEJr,
>'))<ror.

Strap.

1.

;

ANA
10; Plin.

2,

1.

c.

8"; Slephan.

Bi/z. de Urb. ;

Phawrinus

Phot. Cod. 186.
(Hist.) 'Avafqs, was the leader of the Cissi, in
Herod. 1. 7, c. 62.
the expedition of Xerxes into Greece.
(Geog.) *Arams, a river of Epirus, near the town
Time. 1. 2, c. 82.
of Stratos, mentioned by Thucydides.

ANAPHES
ANAPUS

Also a river of Sicily, near Syracuse,
said not to have a large stream.

now

called Alfeo.

It

I, v.

'Ou yap

?i)

INVICTA

like, as on the medals of the earlier
emperors. Some few medals are also extant
of the second Anastasius, bearing his effigy,
as in the annexed figure ; and the inscription,
P. P. AUG.; or
D. N.
P. P.
D. N.

1.

irorapoio fiiyav poov e"x fr

'Aran's.

'

Goltz.

6

2, ep. 10, v. 26.

;

Pka.in Dion.

Almagro, and those under Pizarro, in

15-16.

ANASSUM

(Geog.) a river of the Carni, in the territory of
la Piave, according to Leander. Plin. 1. 3, c. 18.
ANASTASIA (Ecc.) or Resurrection, the name of a chapel
where Gregory Nazianzene assembled the Catholics, and resuscitated, as he himself expresses it, the word of charity
among his Catholic brethren. It was afterwards converted
into a superb temple, by Mareian Economicus, of the church
of Constantinople.
Anastasia, another church of the Novatians, so called because
it was rebuilt by permission of Julian, after having been destroyed by the Arians, in the reign of Constantius.
Anastasia, a noble Roman lady, daughter of Pretextatus,
was married to a heathen husband, and suffered martyrdom
in the reign of Dioclesian.
Her remains were deposited in
the church of Anastasia, in Constantinople, in the reign of
the emperor Leo.
Theodore/. Led. 1. 2 ; Tillcnionl. Mem.

pour

now

(Hist.) a daughter of Conslantius Chlorus, and
sister of Cnnstantine the Great, is said to have built the
public baths at Constantinople, which she called after her
name. Ammian. Marcellin. 1. 26, &c.

Anastasia, a

who

is

I

sister of the emperor Yalens and Valentinian,
supposed by some to have built the above-mentioned
Socrat. Ecc. Hist. 1. 4, c. 19; Sozom. Hist. Eceles.

6, c. 9.

Anastasia, wife of the emperor Tiberius, died in 594. She
was the mother of all those children who were so cruelly
murdered by Phocas.
Anastasia, wife of Constantine Pogonatus, was the mother of

who fell a victim to the fury of the
her grandson Tiberius also shared the same fate.
Anastasia (Geog.) a city of Mesopotamia, built by the emperor Anastasius, called before Daras, according to MarcelJustinian Rhinothmet,
s

Du

Cange Fam. Byz.; Bandur.
several

popes

and

patri-

name.

Popes of

this

Name.

succeeded Siricus in 398, and died in 402,
having Innocent I for his successor. Socrat. Hist. Eceles.
1. 7, e. 9;
Sozom. 1. S, c. 24; S. August. Epist. 165; S.
Hieron. Ep. 1 6 ; Baron. Annal. Ann. 398, &c.
Anastasius II, succeeded Gelasius in 496, and died in 498.
He wrote a letter to the emperor Anastasius, to request that
the name of Acacius might be struck out of the dyptics; and
Theoa congratulatory epistle to Clovis I, king of France.
I,

doret. Led. 1. 2.
Anastasius III, a Roman, son of Lucian, succeeded SerGene*
gius III in 910, and died two years after Sigebert.

brard

et

Onuphrius

in

Chron.

;

Baron. Annal. ann. 91 1,912.

Anastasius IV, a Roman, named Conrad, succeeded Eu-

He distinguished
gene III in 1153, and died in 1154.
himself by his charity during an almost universal famine.
S. Antonin. § 15; Platin. in fit.; Gcnebrard el Onuphrius in Chron.; Baron. Annal. ann. 1153.
Anastasius, an antipope, was set up in opposition to BeneVosdict III in 855, but was expelled with his partisans.
sius and some others suppose this to be Anastasius, surOnuphrius
et
CiacGenebrard
Bibliothicarius.
;
named
conius in Bencd. Ill ; Baron. Annal.
eye. of this Name.
surnamed Sinaite, from the monastery on
Mount Sinai, to which he belonged, was placed over the
He left several
see of Antioch in 56l, and died in 599theological treatises, the principal of which were, 1. 'OinyiJc,
or a Guide to the True Way, Gr. et Lat. 4to. Ingolstadt.
1606. 2. ' Contemplationes in Hexameron,' Gr. et Lat.
4to. Lond. 1682.
Anastasius II, surnamed the Martyr, succeeded the former
in 599, and was put to a cruel death in 60S by the jews,

Patriarchs,

I'Hist. Eceles.

Anastasia

baths.

Imp..;

Anastasius (Ecc.) there were

Anastasius

AXAQUITO

Venice,

Num.

archs, Sec. of this

Liv. 1. 24, c. 36 ; Ovid. Met. 1. 5, fab. 5 ;
; Si!. ltd. L 14 ; JElian. J'ar. Hist. 1. 2, c. 33.
(Geog.) a province of Quito, in America, celebrated by the battle fought between the Spaniards, under
1.

t

Imp. Roman.

68.

Quaqiie suis Citanen miscet Anapus aquis.

Thucud.

i;

^

ANASTASIUS
ARTEMIUS ANASTASIUS

Wherefore by the poets it is feigned to have fallen in love
with Cvane, who was changed into a fountain.
Ovid. Pont.

ANA
ROMA— VICTORIA AUG.

and the

AUG.

is

Tkeocrit. Id.

F.

'Idiery,

and Daria, according to Procopius.
;
(Hist.) there were two emperors of this
name.
Anastasius, surnamed Silentarius or Dicorus, succeeded Zeno
in 491, and was killed by a thunderbolt in 51S.
Evag.
Hist. Eceles. 1. 3 ; Procop. de Reg. et Temp. Success. ;
linus

ANASTASIUS

Anastasius

I,

whom

he attempted to convert. Niccph. Hist. Eceles. 1. 1 8,
Cedren. Compend. ; Baron. Annal. et Marty roh
Anastasius III, one of the most determined heretics of the
Jacobites, obtained the see of Antioch, after the
called
sect
preceding, from the emperor Heraclius by a subterfuge. He
Theophan. et Cedren. in
is called Athanasius by Du Pin.
Annal. ; Baron. Annal. ann. 629.
c.

44

;

Anastasius, was elected to the see of Constantinople by Leo
the Isaurian in 730, and died in 753, after having spent a
wicked life.
Anastasius, a patriarch of Jerusalem, lived in 457, and died
in 477-

Distinguished Persons of this Name.

Cassiod. in Chron. ; Paul. Diacon. de Gest. Roman.
Anastasius, otherwise called Arlemius, secretary to the emperor Philip Bardanes, succeeded him after his death in 713,

Anastasius of Nice, had some differences with Eunomius of
Nicomede respecting the rights of their churches, which was

but was deposed by Theodosius, and put to death by Leo,

terminated in the council of Chalcedon in 451. Bellarmin. de

in 719.

Script. Eceles.

Anastasius (Xumis.) many medals
of the

his effigv,
scribed,

are extant

emperor of this name, bearing
as in the annexed figure, and in-

first

D. N.

ANASTASIUS

P. F.

AUG.

— D. N. ANASTASIUS PERP. and TR.
I— XXVII.

COS. I.—IV

:

P.

on the reverse,

Anastasius, a Persian, named Magundat before his baptism,
served first in the army of Chosroes, king of Persia, against
the Christians, until he became a convert, and was afterwards strangled bv order of the king in 628. Baron. Annal.
Baillet. Vies des
et Marlyrot; Bolland. Acles. Jan. 22;
Saintes.

ANA
Anastasius, a

disciple of St.

ANA

Maximus, who

suffered

much

in

defence of the faith against the Monotholites, and died in
exile in 664.
M. Die Pin Bibl. des Ant. Eccles. des vii.

& viii.

Eccles.

with Ferrand, deacon of the church
essence of Christ.
Baron. Annal.

Anatolius, a hypocrite of mean
in Antioch

first offices

Anastasius, Apocrisarius, or nuncio of the Roman church
in the 7th century, was persecuted by the Monotholites, and
shut up in a castie in 666.
Du Pin Bibl.
Anastasius, a monk of Mount Cassin, was afterwards a carHe wrote
dinal, and bibliothecarius to Stephen II in 1754.
Gul. Cavethe History of the Translation of S. Benedict.
Script. Ecc. Hist. Lilt.
St., a monk and hermit of the 11th century,
left his retreat to preach to the Musselmen in Spain ; but
not finding his labours successful, returned to his hermitage,
and died in 1086. He wrote a letter on the eucharist.

Anastasius,

Anastasius (Biog.)

the Theopolite,

i.

e.

of Theopolis, or

Anastasius, Bibliothecarius, a Roman abbot of the ninth
century, under the popes Nicholas I, Adrian II, and
John VIII. To 1dm have been attributed many works, the
principal of which was his ' Liber Pontificalis,' or the Lives
of the Popes; of which he is supposed to have written only
I.

Many

Evag.

1.

5, c.

18

particulars respecting the writings

Hymn,

Callimach.

Anathotii, a

city of Benjamin, about three miles from Jerusalem, or, according to Josephus, twenty furlongs, where
It was a city of refuge
the prophet Jeremiah was born.
given to the Levites of Kohath's family. Josh. xxi. 1 8
Jercni. i. 1, and xxix. 27 ; Joseph. Antiq. 1. 8, c. 10 ; Euseb.
;

Hieron. de hoc. Heb.
(Geog.) the inhabitants of the country in Gallia
Plin. 1. 3,
N'arbnnensis, which is now called Provence-

el

ANATILII
c. 4, 5.

1.

5,

a river of Mauritania

Tingatana,

now

c. 6.

WATOLIA

(Ecc.) a virgin and martyr in the reign of
Decius, in the third century.
Anatolia (Geog.) vide Natalia.
(Geog.) a village in the province of Despotato, which was the ancient .F.lolia, in Greece.
Thema (Geog.) that part of Asia Minor
now called by the Turks Kutoliu.
US (Hist.) a Roman consul, and colleague with
the emperor Valentinian.
Anatolius, a general of Theodosius II against the Persians.
Amman, Marcel/in. 1. 31.
Anatolius, Vindaniut, or 1'indanionius, a prefect under Constance and Constantius, is Supposed to be the Anatolius who
is mentioned by Photius as the author of twelve books on
agriculture; he was a zealous pagan.
Phot. Biblioth.
Anatolius (Ecc.) a patriarch of Constantinople, was elected
to the patriarchate through bis own intrigues and those of
Dioscurus, patriarch of Alexandria, and died in 458.
S.
1'58.
Leo. ep. 51, 52; Baron. Annal- ann. 14!)
bishop
succeeded
Euschiiis
Anatolius, a
of I.aodicea,
in 25<),
and died about 282. He was considered one of the ablest
men of his time, and wrote, among Other tilings,
De
Arithmetical Institutionilms,' in ten books.
Etwee. Hist.
Eccles. 1.7, c. 26 ; .V. 11 in tut. in Ciilnl.; Vott. (If Math,

ANATOLICO

ANATOLICUM
ANATOLI

—

'

r.

50,

§

3

;

who

rose to the

body afterwards

instigation of the people in 580.

'Amelias,

in

Dian.

Aliv ijSuKv\tovro /u\a^i//^0ioo£ 'Avdvps.

Luc.

1.

369.

v.

6,

Qu'ujue nee hninentes nebulas, nee rore

Trillion, de Script. Eccles.

\\atolius, deacon of the Roman church, who corresponded

madentem

Acra, nee ienues ventos suspirat Anauros.

ANAUSIS

(Myth.) a king of the Alani and the Heniochi,
suitors of Medea, who was killed by his

and one of the
rival Styrus.

Val. Flacc. 1. 6, v. 43.
(Myth.) "Aval;, a son of Ccclum and Terra, who was
the founder of Miletus, called at first after him Anaetoria.

AN AX

Pans.

1.

1.

ANAXAGORAS

(Hist.)

a king

of Argos,

succeeded

his

and shared the throne with Bias and
Melampus, descendants of jEolus and Deucalion. Pans.

father Megapenthes,

Anaxagoras

(Geog.)

his

ANAURUS

vii. 8.

ANATHOTH

Plin.

and

a native of Elis, and
Pans.
a famous wrestler, to whom a statue was erected.
1. 5, c. 27(Geog.) or Anauros, a river of Thessaly having
It is supposed to
its source at the foot of Mount Pelion.
derive its name from its being undisturbed by the winds.

Anaxagoras, a son

;

Zilia.

beasts,

Baron. Anna!, ann. 580.

;

(Biog.)

of this author, as also the period of his death, are matters
Voss. de Hist. hat. 1. 2, c. 35
Cave. Hist.
of dispute.
Lit. vol. i. ; Fabric. Bibl. Grmc. 1. 5, c. 35 ; Baron. Anna/. ;
Sigebert. de Script. Eccles.; Du Pin, cfc.
(Bibl.) ninjj?, eighth son of Becher. 1 Chron.

ANATIS

extraction,

but, being detected in worshipping

was exposed to wild
hung upon a cross by the
idols,

ANAUCHIDAS

Carthage, on the

An-

the fifth century, and wrote
Voss. Grwc.
a Narrative between a Christian and a Pagan.
Hist. 1. 1.
Anastasius, an abbot of the monastery of S. Euthymius in
the eighth century, wrote a Treatise against the Jews.
tioch, as is supposed, lived in

as far as Nicholas

;

at

1.

2, c. 18.

of Echeanax, who assisted his brothers
Codrus and Diodorus, in putting an end to Hegcsias, tyrant

of Ephesus.

Polyaen. 1. 6.
(Biog.) a philosopher of Clazomene, in Ionia,
surnamed »ooc, i. e. mind ; because he admitted of a divine
mind in the universe. He lived about the 70th Olympiad,

after having been banished from Athens for
the novelty of his opinions, he went to Lampsacus, where
he died in the 88th Olympiad, A. C. 428. He was preceptor to Euripides, Pericles, and as some will have it, to
Socrates and Themistocles.
Or. Acad. Quasi. 1. 4, c. 23 ;
I 'I in. 1. 2, c. 58 ; Pint, in Nic. ct Per id. ; Diog. in Fil.
Anaxagoras, JEgineta, a statuary of jEgina. Pans. 1. 5,
c. 23.

A. C. 500, and

Anaxagoras, an engraver mentioned by Antigonus.
Anaxagoras, an orator and disciple to Socrates. Diog.

in

Fit.

ANAXAGORIDiE

(Hist.) 'AvafaySptBai, the descendants of

Anaxagoras, king of Sparta.

Anaxander

(Hist.) 'Arctliuepor, of the family of the HeHerodot.
raclids, son of Eurycrates, was kin? of Sparta.

1.

7, c.

204.

Anaxander,

a general of Megalopolis, taken by the Tliebans.

ANAXANDRIDES

{Hist.) 'AvafariplBris, son of Leon,
The ephori wanted
king of Sparta, subdued the Tegcates.
to oblige him to put away bis wife on account of her
barrenness, but he retained Iter out of affection, and took
His first wife was afteranother, who bore him children.
wards the mother of Doriicus, I.eonidas, and Ocomhrotus.
Htrod. 1. 1, c. 67, &c. Pausan. 1. 3 ; Plui. dpophth. .. :;:;.
AxAXAN'nttlHKs, a son of Theopompus. Hrriiilnl. 1. 8, c. 181.
Anaxandrides (Biog.) a comic poet of Camira, in Rhodes',
lived in the 101st Olympiad, in the age of Philip
and
wrote 65 comedies, according to Suidas, in which he first
on
the stage.
He was condemned to be
introduced amours
starved to death by the Athenians, for satirizing the governArislol. Rhct. 1. 3
Allien. 1. 6, c. 18, &C.
ment.
;

;

;

ANAXARGHUS

(//»/.)

'Ava&Spxoc,

Anaxauciius (Biog.) a
piad, A. C. 340, was

a

Theban

general,

Thucyd. 1. 8, c. 100.
Abdera, in the 1 1 Oth Olymin great favour with Alcxandei the

spoken of by Thucydidcs.

sceptic of

;;

.

;

ANA

ANA
but after his death he fell under the displeasure of
Nicocreon, tyrant of Cyprus, who pounded him in a mortar,
when the philosopher exclaimed, " Pound on, you are only
pounding the carcase of Anaxarchus, not Anaxarchus." The
tyrant then threatened to cut out his tongue, but he bit it

Great

;

and spit it out into his face.
Ovid, in Ibin. v. 57-

off

Ant, ut Anaxarchus, piia mitiuaris in aha.

2, c. 22 ; Fal. Max. 1. 3, c. 3 ; Justin. 1. 12,
Sump. 1. 7; Diog. in Fit.; Tertull. Apohg.
Orisen. contra Cehum. 1. 6 ; Clement. Alexand. .Strom. 4.

c.

15; Pint,

1.

in

AXAXARETE

(Myth.) a princess of the family of Teucer,
who rejected the addresses of Iphis, a rustic youth, with
such arrogance, that he hung himself at her door ; and she
Ovid.
seeing it with indifference, was turned into a stone.
Met. 1. 14.
(Hi.tt.) 'Ava&ivop, a harper of Magnesia, in
great favour with M. Antony, who presented him with the

AXAXENOR

Strab.

tribute of four cities.

AXAXI AS
Pans.

(Hist.) a

Theban

1.

14.

general, mentioned

by Pausanias.

3.

1.

AXAXIBIA

(Myth.) 'Ara&pi'a, a daughter of Atreus, and
mother of seven sons and two daughters, by Xestor. Apollod.
1.

1

j

Pans.

1.

2, c. 29-

Anaxibia, daughter of Bias ; or, according to Hyginus, of
Dymas and wife of Pelias, by whom she had Acastus and
four daughters, Pisidice, Pelopea, Hippothoe, and Alceste.
;

Apollod.

I.

1, c.

9; Hygin. Fab.

AXAX1CRATES

14.

A.C. 412. Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 1.
Anaxicrates, an Athenian archon, according

comman-

ANAXIDAMUS

ceeded his father Zeuxidamus, and was succeeded by his
He had Anaxander for a colleague, in
son Archidamus.
whose reign the Messenians were subdued. Pans. 1. 3,
7, &e.

AXAXILAS

(Hist.) or Ann.ri/aus, 'Araii'Xae or 'AioiVXoor
Messenian, and tyrant of Rhegium ; who reigned with
;

a
great justice, and died in the 76th Olympiad, A. C. 47''.
He left his children to the care of a faithful slave, whom
the people obeyed out of regard to his memory, until the
sons had reached manhood, when they were deposed in order
to make wav for a republic, according to Diodorus.
Herod.
1. 6, c. 23, 1. 7, c. 167,
&c. ; Tkucyd. 1. 6, c. 5; Diodor.
1. 11 ; Justin. 1. 3, c. 2 ; Pans. 1. 4, c. 23 ; Macrob. Sat. 1. 1.
Anaxilas (Biog.) a magician of Larissa, banished from Italy
by Augustus, A. C. 28. Euseb. in C/iron.
Anaxilas, a physician mentioned bv Plinv. Plin. Nat. Hist.
1.

19,

c.

1.

mentioned by

Dionysius

Haliear-

Anaxilas, a Lacedemonian mentioned by Plutarch.

Plut. in

nassus.

historian

Dionys. Hal.

1.

1

Alcib.

Anaxilas, a comic poet

ANAXILIDES

in the 100th Olympiad.

Athen.

1.

12.

(Biog.) 'AvaiiKicns, author of some philowhich he makes the mother of Plato to
have been pregnant by a phantom of Apollo. Dios- in Plat.
(Biog.) 'AvaityiavSpoEj a philosopher of
Miletus, and friend of Thales, first taught the doctrine
since revived by Copernicus, that the earth turns round the
sun.
He is also said to have first constructed maps and sundials, and died A. C. 547.
Cic. Acad. Qua?st. 1. 4, c. 7
Strab. 1. 1
Pli„. 1. 2, c. 79 ; Plut. Plac. Philos. ; Diog.
Laerl. in Fit. ; S. August, de Civ. Dei.
Anaximander, the Younger, also a Milesian, and son of
sophical books, in

ANAXIMAXDER

;

(Biog.) 'Amii/itVjjc, a Milesian philosopher,
He it was, according to
of Anaximander.
He
Plinv, and not Anaximander, who made the sun-dial.
lived in the 58th Olympiad, A. C. 547, when the kingdom
Cic. Acad. Quast.
of Croesus was overturned by Cvrus.
Plin. 1. 2, c. 76 ; Plut. Plac. Philos. ; Diog.
1. 4, c. 37
Lacrt. in Fit. ; S. August, de Civ. <yo ,• Dei. 1. 8, c. 2 ;
disciple

;

Foss. de Philos. Arc.
Anax i.menes, a rhetorician

and historian of Lampsacus, son of
Aristocles, and a disciple of Diogenes, the Cynic, was in
This prince havgreat favour with Alexander the Great.
ing threatened to put to death all the inhabitants of Lampfor them with
intercede
deputed
to
was
Anaximenes
sacus,
Alexander, who no sooner saw him than he swore he would
not grant his request, upon which Anaximenes begged that

he would destroy Lampsacus altogether, with its inhabitants ;
and by this happy turn of wit obtained pardon for his fellow
citizens.
He wrote the Life of Philip and Alexander, and
a History of Greece, in 12 books, of which nothing now
remains." 77//. Matt. 1. 7, e. 3 ; Paus. 1. 6, c. 18; Diog. in
J'oss.

J'it. ;

Hist. Grace.

1.

1.

AXAXIPOLIS

(Biog.) a comic poet of Thasos, lived about
Plin. 1. 14,
the l65th Olympiad, according to Vossius.

14

;

Foss. de Poet. Grccc.

AXAXIPPUS

c. 8.

(Biog.) 'Aiaii'TTiroc, a comic poet, lived in the

age of Demetrius Polioreetus, in the 120th Olympiad. He
used to say, that philosophers were wise only in their
speeches, but

to Pausanias,

in the time that Brennus entered Rome with the Gauls.
Pausan. 1. 10, c. 23.
(Hist.) 'Aialuafioc, king of Sparta, suc-

Anaxilas, an

AXAXIMEXES

c.

(Hist.) 'AraEmparne, one of the

ders of the Athenian fleet, fell fighting bravely in the battle
which Cimon gained over the Persians, in the 92d Olympiad,

c.

;

and

Jactaqxie, pro solitis Jrugibus, ossa sanettt.

Cic. in Tusc.

Anaximander, was an historian, who wrote an interpretation
of Pythagorean symbols, according to Suidas and was an
They both
Ionic writer, according to Diogenes Laertius.
distinguish him from the preceding, although by some they
Suidas.
P'it.
in
Diog.
;
have been confounded.

fools

in their actions.

Athen.

1.

10,

c.

3

Suidas,

Anaxiitus, sumamed Mindtcus, dedicated a

statue

to

Her-

Paus. 1. 5.
(Myth.) Avatiffin, a daughter of Coronus,
married Epheus. Pans. 1. 2, c. 22.

cules.

AXAXIRRHOE
who

'

AXAXIS

Mi/tli.) "Ara&c, a son of Castor and Hilaria, who
(
had a celebrated equestrian statue, made of ebony, in

Paus. 1. 2, c. 22.
the temple of the Dioscuri at Argos.
(Biog.) an historian of Bceotia, who wrote a history
to the age of Philip, son of Amyntas.
(Myth.) a Danaid, who was the mother of

Anaxis

ANAXITHEA

Olenus, by Jupiter.
(Myth.) 'Aio£w, daughter of Alceus, was the moApollod.
ther of Alcmene, by Electryon, king of Thebes.
1. 2, c. 9, &c.
Anaxo, a virgin of Trcezene, was carried away by Theseus.

ANAXO

Plut. in T/ics.

ANAZARBUS

(Geog.) 'AvafiflSoC; 'hvaZaqfrqe, or 'AvaftapAsceri, a "metropolitan city of Cilicia, on the river
Pyramus, the birth-place of Dioscorides and Oppian, which
was once called Caesarea in honour of Augustus, and Justiniafos,

now

honour of Justinian, by whom it was rebuilt, after
It was called
having been destroyed by an earthquake.
Anazarbus, either after its founder's name, as is generally
supposed, or else from a mountain of the same name, at the
Hin. 1. 5, c. 27 ; Amm. Marceil
foot of which it stands.
Anazarbus (Kumis.) this town struck medals of M. Aurelius, L. Verus, Commodus, Caracalla, Julin Paula, Alexander Severus, Maximums. Maximus, Gordianus Pius, Trajanus Deeius, Herennius Etruxus, Volusianus, Valerianus,
Its epocha is marked on most of them,
sen., and Gallienus.
which is dated by Yaillant and others from U. C. 734, soon
after the battle of Actium, when it received many privilege*
from Augustus. It is frequently designated a metropolis in
the inscriptions on a medal of Caracalla, as ANAZAPBOY
MHTPOIIOAEaC ET. BAC, to which is added, KOINOBOYAION, i. e. Anazarbi Metropolios, Anno 232, commune
polis in

ANC

ANC
Sometimes it was inscribed, ANAZ. ENAOZ.
Sometimes
JMHTP., i. e. AnorEOrbi Inch/lev Mctropoleos.
ANAZAPBQ AYTON. i.e. Anazarbo suis juris ittenlc, with
the addition of I EPOC, i. e. Sacrum; one of its most ancient medals was inscribed ANAZAPBGiiN, i. e. AnazarIts types were a figure of Victory, of Capricorn,
benxium.
Num. Gr. ; Hunt. Num.
f'aitl.
Jupiter, Mercury, &c.

concilium.

Lai. ; Vet. &c.
(Gcog.) a town of Naples, which
be the ancient Egnatia, or Gnatia.

ANAZZO

is

supposed to

(Biog.) a Musselman, who translated
into Arabic a book on the Brahmin religion.
(Gcog.) a town of Irak Arabi, in Asiatic Turkey,
on the Euphrates, 40 m. W. Bagdad. It was the residence

ANBAR

Aboul-Abbas

Bagdad was

Saff'ah,

and

his

successors, until

built.

ANCA

(Myth.) or Aiwa Megarcb, a marvellous bird of the
Arabians, which, as they say, lays eggs as big as mountains,
takes elephants up in its claws with facility, and lives a
It was once to be seen by men, but has
thousand years.
since been banished by God to an island inhabited by nothing
but wild beasts.
(Myth.) son of Lycurgus and Antinoe, was in
He was at the chase of
the expedition of the Argonauts.
the Calydonian boar, in which he perished.

ANC/EUS
Orpheus

in

Argon.

'AyKaXov

o/uXov

i' civ

Hippie Trarijp yi/paiog

Apollon.

1.

oV
tiri

'ApKacitis voXv/iijXx
irXoov 'AJsiVoio.

163.

1, v.

rpiraroQ ye piv larriT \£aiv
'Ayndioq, r&V ftlv pa ffari/p AvKoipyoe iirtptrs.

Hygin. fab. 173, 248.
Anc/eus, son of Neptune and Astypaliea, native of Samos,
and an Argonaut, was killed by a wild boar just at the moment that he was going to drink of the fruit of his vineyard,
that he should never
which it hud been predicted to
No sooner had he got the cup into his hand, than he
taste.
in
his vineyard, upon
boar
was
wild
that
a
informed
was
which he threw down the cup and went in pursuit of it,

Et Jlha-ti tie gente vetusta
Anchtmolum, thalanws ausum incestare noterca.

ANTHER,

Peler Kofud (Biog.) a Danish lawyer of the 18th
century, wrote many elementary works on the civil and criminal law of Denmark ; among others, The History of Danish Law, from the Time of Harold to that of Cliristian V,
3 vols. 8vo. 1769) written in the Danish language.
(Myth.) an epithet of Jupiter, from mount

ANCHESMIUS

ANCHESMUS

whence the proverb,
DoXXd ptralv

ANCHETES
ANCHIALE

Tri\ii ku'Xikoc tai YfiXtoe dicpov.

Multa cadunt

inter calicem

supremaqve labra.

Better rendered by Cato,
interest inter as et ttffam.

ANCALITES

(Gcog.) a people of England, near the Trinobantes, inhabiting what is now called the hundred of Henly.

Cms. Com.

1.

5

;

Camden.

Brit.

ANCHARANO,

Peter (Biog.) a civilian of Bologna, died
wrote, 1. ' Commentaria in sex Libros
2. < Lectura super
&c. fol. Bonon. 1581.
Clementinas,' &C fol. Lyons, 1549, 1553, &c.
Anchakano, James, or Palarli/io, wrote two books on the
Temptations of tin- Virgin Mary ami of Christ by the Devil.
(Gcog.) a town of Naples, now Anca-

about 1410.
Decretalium,'

He

ANCHARANUM
i

(Myth.) 'Ay^'aXj), daughter of Japetus, and
founder of the city Anchiale, according to some authors.
Steph. Byz.
'
Anchiale (Geog.) 'Ayx<tiX'/, 'Ayx <aA£l a > or 'A-y\ta.Koc, a
town of Cilicia, built, according to Strabo and most authors,
by Sardanapalus ; but according to Stephanus, on the authority of Artemidorus, by Anchiala, daughter of Japetus.
Slrab. 1. 14; Plin. 1. 5, c. 27; Arrian. 1. 2; Athen. 1. 8;
Tzetz. Chil. 1. 3 ; Hist. 454.
Anchiale (Numis.) the above-mentioned town in Cilicia, or
another in Thrace of the same name, is distinguished by
the inscriptions ANXIAAEilN, i. e. Anchialcnsium, on medals of Domitian, Trajan, Antoninus, M. Aurelius, Cornmodus, Septimius, Severus, Caracalla, Plautilla, Geta, &c.
It is sometimes designated OYA11IANH, after the emperor
Ulpius Trajanus.
ANCHIALUS (Geog.) or Anchialum, a town of Thrace,
which is near tbe great Apollonia ; it is called by the Greeks
Anchialo, or Anchclo, according to Sophianus ; and Kenkis,
by the Turks, according to Leunclavius. Ovid calls it the
city of Apollo.

Grid. Trist.l.

(Myth.) a goddess, worshipped by the Asculani.
senator, killed by the partiPlut. in
tisans of Marius during his civil wars with Sylla.

AM

II

Mill's (Hist.) a Roman

1

ANCHIETA,

Joseph dc (Ecc.) a missionary,

ANCHEMOLUS

whose wife, Casperia, his mothar-in-Iaw, he had
He was killed by Pallas, son of Evander, in the
wars of ./Eneas against the Latins.

Esther,

violated.

who was born

in 1533, at the isle of TenerifFe, of a noble family,

and went

gospel in 1553.
He wrote
of the Brazilian language.
(Hist.) 'Ayxi/MAioc, a Spartan general,
who was killed in an expedition against the Pisistratidoe.
Anchimolius, vide Anchcmolus.
Anchimolius (Biog.) a sophist of iElis, who lived upon figs
and water without injury to his health.
(Myth.) 'Ayxtvon, a daughter of Nilus, and
wife of Belus.
ANCIIION (Biog.) vide Chion.
to the Brazils to propagate the

grammar

ANCHIMOLIUS

ANCHINOE

ANCHIS2EUS

(Myth.) an epithet for any thing appertaining

to Anchises.

ANCH1SES

(Myth.) Ay^irrnc, son of Capys, by Themis, and
father of ./Eneas, by Venus.
Hon,. II. 5, v. 247'

'AlVtiac S' vtuc [lfyaXlJTOpor Ay\irrao.

Virg. JEn. I

1, v.

617.

Tune ille .Encns. quern Dardan'w Anehistr
Alma Venus I'lnugii genua Siintientii ud undam

?

Or'nl. F.pisl. Hcrtiid.

Phryi

etiuin

Andh&eSi oohierun cui mater Annrrum

Gaudet

Mar.

Anch abuts, Q, a tribune of the people in the consulship of
Gear and Rihulus, who prevented the passing of the Agra('it: in Picon e. 38.
rian law.
(Myth.) son of Rhoetus, king of the Marrubii, fled to Tunuis in order to escape the vengeance of his

10, v. 36.

1, el.

Et ab Ids per Apallouis urbem
Attn per Anchiali memo findat iter.

inn}.

ANCHARIA

statue.

(Hist.) vide Anchiscs.

a dictionary and

renders,

Vuttum

(Geog.) a mountain of Attica, where Jupiter

Anchesmius had a

Mm

Which Horace

10, v. 380.

1.

Anchesmus.

ANBAHOUMATH

of the caliph

Virg. JEn.

in Lltris

emmdmissejugis.

1010; Xei/op/i. Cmeg. C 1 ;
Ilygin. fab. 04; Pans. I 8,'" c. 12.
licar. 1.
Anchisks (Hist.) perpetual archon at Athens
Olympiad, A. C. 488.
Hc.sioil.

Theog.

1

Anchisks

v.

1.

Ha-

the

73d

in

(Ecc.) vide St. Arnold.
(Mi/lh.) 'AyvitTiaJjjc, a patronymic of ./Eneas.
Vtrg. Mn. 1. 6, v. 348, &c.
17, v. 754
(Hist.) mother of Pausanias, king of Laccdcc-

ANGHISIADES
Horn.

Diont/s.

;

ANCHITA

1

ANC

AXC
the example of blocking up the temple of Minerva, where her son had taken refuge, that he might not
escape from the ephori, by whom he had been condemned
to death as a traitor, in the 76th Olympiad, A. C. 474.
Diodor. 1.11.
ANCHURL'S (Myth-) "AyX »poc, the son of Midas, threw
himself into a yawning gulf, that closed over him, for the
benefit of his country, the oracle having declared that it
would continue open until Midas threw into it whatever he

monia,

set

had that was most precious. Plut. in Parallel.
Daiid (Biog.) a divine of the reformed church,
was bom at Metz in l6l7, and died in 1692. He wrote,
1. ' Relation Fidele de tout ce qui c'est passe dans la Con-

ANCILLON,

Publique avec M. Bedacier, eveque d'Aost,' 4to.
2. ' Apologie de Luther, de Zuingle, de
Sedan. 1657.
Calvin, et de Beze,' Hanau. 1666. 3. 'Vie de Guil. Farel;'
or the Idea of a faithful Minister of Christ, 12mo. Amsterdam, 1681. 4. ' The Tears of St. Paul.'
Ancillon, Charles, son of the preceding, was born in 1659,
and died in 1715. He followed the profession of the law,
and wrote, 1. ' L' Irrevocability de l'Edit de Nantes prouve
paries Principes du Droit et de la Politique,' 12mo. Amsterdam, 1688. 2. ' Reflexions Politiques, par lesquelles on fait
ference

voir que la Persecution des Reformez est contre les Verit3. * La France Interessee a
ables Interets de la France.'
retablir l'Edit de Nantes,' 12mo. Amsterdam, 169O. 4. ' His-

de FEtablissement des Francois Refugeez dans ks
Etats de son Altesse, Electorale de Brandebourg,' 8vo. Berlin,
I69O.
ANCKLITZEM, Const an I hie {Biog.) vide Schwartz.
(Hist.) a Pole, who, after having been employed as an ambassador in Denmark, and after negotiating
toire

ANCKWTTZ

a treaty with Russia, was condemned

to death, and hanged
in 1794, on a charge of betraying the interests of his country to Russia.
(Geog.) 'AyicAiv, or Ancona, a celebrated town of
the Piceni, which is now well known under the same name.
[Aide Ancona'] It was a colony founded by the Sicilians,

ANCON

and received

name from

its

its

situation,

resembling the

flexure of the cubit.

Lucan.

1.

2, v. 402.
IUic Dalmaticis obiuuia fiuctibus Ancvi.

Ancona had

a temple dedicated to Venus,

to

ad Venerem. carm.

siastical states in Italv.

ANCOURT,

Florent Carton d' (Biog.) a French actor and
He wrote
in 1661, and died in 1726.
52 Plays, the Psalms of David, in verse ; and a Sacred
Trasjedv.
Robert, Earl of (Hist.) of the family of Kerr,
mentioned under Heraldry, Qvide Kerr and Lothian] the

was born

poet,

ANTRUM,

I, when prince of Wales, was
no less faithful adherent in all his troubles, and died in
exile on account of his loyalty in 1654, at the age of 76.
He was the author of a sonnet in praise of solitude.
ANCUS (Hist.) a prsenomen drawn from the Sabines, which
Festus derives from &yKt>v, cubitus, signifying one that has
a crooked arm.
There were two Romans who had this
pnenomen, namely,

confidential friend of Charles
his

ANCU8,

Pu/ilicius, a general of the Latins,

Tullus Hostilius.

Juven. Sat. 4, v. 40.
Ante domum
Cic.
1.

ad Fam.

41,

c.

1

;

1.

the seditious spirit of the people, he built the first prison.
[Vide Plate III] Virgil speaks of him as courting popular
favour.
Virg. /En. 1. 6, v. 815.
Xinic cuoque

Strab.

1.

5

;

12

;

Plin.

Kiw, nit J.ciiUmas

Cces.
1.

3

;

sustinet

Ancon.

de Bell. Civ. 1. 1 ; Lie.
Frontin. de Colon. $c.

Ancon

(Numis.) one medal of this town alludes to the origin
of its name, representing, as
in fig. 1, an arm erabowed,
or bent so as to make an
elbow; inscription AFKiiN.
Another medal of Trajan is
generally supposed to represent, as in fig.

2,

the har-

bour which was repaired by
that emperor, legend S. P.
Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI.
reller. Rec. des

S.

C

Beg. Thes. Brand,

Med.

ANCONA

(Geog.) a large trading town in the marquisate of
Ancona, situated on a point of land projecting into the Gulf
of Venice, 116 m. N. by E. Rome.
Lon. IS 3 15' E., lat.

43 J

30' N.

History of Ancona.

This place, which

is

Qiifm hut,! tequkur jadantiffF Ancus
ntmiufn gaudens poputflribus auris.

jam

Quo pius .-Eneas, quo TuUus dues,
Pafau a umbra sumus,

qlitsque GolgOi.

qvam Dorfca

Veneris,

fought against

Horace alludes to his piety and valour.
Hor. Carm. 1. 4, od. 7-

36.

Amatliunta,

16, ep.

who

3.

1.

;

Quaque Anconam, Cnidumque arundinosam
Cells, qutlque

Dionys.

ANCUS, Martins, fourth king of Rome, who succeeded Tullus
Hostilius, U. C. 11 5, A. C. 639, and died after a reign of
24 years in which he showed much firmness and valour,
combined with much moderation. He conquered the Latins,
the Fidenates, the Volsci, the Veientini, the Sabines, and
all the people who ventured to make an attack upon the
Romans. He revived the religious institutions of Nlftna,
which had fallen into neglect, and in order to keep down

which the

poets refer.
Catull.

Ancon] still retains a triumphal arch, built to commemorate the munificence of Trajan, who, at his own
expense, improved and enlarged the harbour.
The town,
according to Blondus, was taken by the Goths, and afterwards subject to the Lombards. In the pontificate of
Sergius, it was burnt by the Saracens; and in 1532 it fell
into the hands of Clement VII, who built a citadel to
protect it against the inroads of the Turks.
In 1796 it
was taken by the French, and in 1799 surrendered to the
Austrians.
Procop. de Bell. Goth. ; Blond. Hist. Roman.
1. 13 ; Lcander Albert. Dcscript. Ital.
Ancona, the Marquisate of {Geog.) a province of the ecclefjvide

the Ancon or Ancona of the ancients,

Dion i/s. Hal. 1. 3; Lie.
FlorA. 1, c. 4.

1.

1,

tt

Ancus

32, &c.

c.

;

;

Pint,

in

'Full.,

Ancus

(Geog.) a river of Lusitania, now Rio di Some.
(Geog.) the capital of Galalia, now Anguri or Angoari ; which derived its name from aynpa, the anchor ; because Midas, its founder, is said to have invented the anchor.
Liv. 1. 2S ; Strab. 1. 12 ; Plin. 1. 5 ; Ptol. 1. 5 ; Pans, in

ANCYRA

Attic,

c.

Ancyra,

4

;

Socrat. Hist. Eccles.

1.

6.

town of Phrygia, mentioned under Numismatics.
There was also a town of Sicily of that name.
a

(Xuiiiis.) in Galatia, struck medals of Nero, Nen '.
Antinous, Antoninus Pius, L. Verus, Commodus, Sept.
Severus, Caracalla, Geta, Trajan Decius, Valerianus, sen.
Gallienus Salonina.
Its inscriptions show that it was a
metropolis, and received the dignity of Neocoria twice, as

Ancyra

ArKYPAH MIITPOI10AIC THC rAAATlAC— ANKYPAC MIITP. B. NE, e. Ancyrce, Metropoleos, bis Neoi.

added the names of the games,
Asclepia Soleria, Isthmia and Pythia, as ACKAII. CiiTH.
IC6. EIY. ANKYPAC MHT. It was also called Antoniniana,
after Caracalla, who conferred the privilege of the Neocoria
cori ;

upon

to these are sometimes

it,

as

ANTONEI NIANHC ANKYPAC,

and sometimes

AND
the gentile

name was

AND
MHTPOII. ANKYAnri/ranorum.
The most

inscribed,

as

PANSiN, i. e. Metrojtolitarum
frequent types on the medals of this Ancyra are an anchor,
the figures of Bacchus, Cybele mounted on a lion, Pallas,
.Ssculapius, &c. ; and one or more urns containing the reI'a'tll. Num.
wards for the victors at the different games.
Gr.; Harduin. Num. I'd.; Froek. Tentam. ; Eck. Num. Vet.
Ancvra, a town in Phrygia, also struck medals of Nero,
Nerva, Plotina, Adrian, Sabina, M. Aurelius, Faustina, jun.
Seph. Severus, Caracalla, Maximus Csesar, and Otacilia ;
The latter bore the
besides some as an independent state.
sometimes 0EON 2YNsome of the imperial medals the name of
their magistrates, who were archons, are inscribed, as on one
of M. Aurelius, 6111 A. KAfl. AIIMOC9HNOYC APX.
ANKYPANiiN, i. e. sub Lucio Clodiu Dcmosihene Archonte
AncyranorumAC A (Geog.) a city of India, which surrendered to

inscriptions

ANKYPANilN, and

KA1ITON.

On

AND

Alexander.
(Geog.) a town of France, now Andante.
ANDALOUZA(Hw/.) a pilot of Biscay, and an experienced
sailor, who gave Columbus some hints from what he had
seen, which led him to go in search of America.
(Geog.) 'ArcWi'o, a town of Arcadia, which
Strabo says was formerly called QLchalias, where Aristomenes was educated. Strab. 1. 8 ; Pans. 1. 4.
(Geog.) or Andecavi, 'AvSirouoi, a people of
Plin. 1. 4,
Gaul, inhabiting the country now called Anjou.
c. 18 ; Tac. Annul. 1. 3, c. 41 ; Ptol. 1. 2, c. 8 ; Gregor. Tur.

ANDAIA

ANDANIA

ANDEGAVI
1.

8, c. 42.

ANDEGAVUM

(Geog.) or Andes, the capital of the Ande-

now Angers.
Andegavum (Nitmis.)
gavi,

'

1590. 2. ' 'AtrwXoyia, pro Zeletico Apolloniani Problematis a se jam pridem edito in Supplemento
Apollonii Redivivi,' tec. 4to. Paris, lo'15.
3. ' Francisci
Vietai de Equationum Recognitione et Emendatione Tractatus duo,' 4to. Paris, 1615.
4. * Viette Angulares Sectionis,' &c.
Anderson, George, a traveller in the East, an account of
whose travels in 1644 was afterwards published by Adam
4to.

Paris,

Olearius.

Anderson, James, a minister of the Scotch church, is better
known as the editor of, 1. Diplomata Scotioe.' 2. * Royal
Genealogies.'
3. ' The Constitutions of the Free Masons,"
'

to

whom

he was chaplain.

Anderson, Adam,

brother of the preceding, died in 1775.

He

Historical and Chronological Deduction of Trade
wrote
and Commerce,' 2 vols. fol. 1762-3.
Anderson, James, an antiquarian of Edinburgh, who was
born in 1662, and died in 1728, wrote, 1. ' An Essay,
showing that the Crown of Scotland is Imperial and Independent,' 8vo. Edinburgh, 1705; being an answer to Mr.
Atwood's book, entitled ' The Superiority and direct Dominion of the Imperial Crown and Kingdom of England
over the Crown and Kingdom of Scotland.' 2. ' Collections
relating to Mary Queen of Scotland,' 4 vols. 4to. Edinburgh,
3. ' Selectus Diplomatum et Numismatum Scotiie
1727.
Thesaurus,' fol. 1739Anderson, John, a member of the Imperial Academy, was
born at Hamburg in 1674, and died in 1743 ; leaving,
1.
Nachrichten von Island, Greenland und der Strasse
Davis,' &c. 8vo. Hamburg, 1746, and translated into French,
2 vols. Paris, 1753. 2. ' Glossarium Teutonicum et Alemanicum,' &c.
Anderson, James, was born at Hermiston in 1739. and died
Practical Treatise on Chimneys,'
He wrote '
in 1 808.
besides other occasional papers.
History
Anderson, Walter, died in 1800. He wrote, 1. '
2. ' The Phiof France at different Periods,' 4to. 5 vols.
investigated,
Ancient
Greece
in
its
Origin
and
losophy of
Progress, to the ./Eras of its greatest Celebrity,' &c.
Anderson, George, son of a peasant, and a mathematician,
was born at Aylesbury, in Buckinghamshire, in 1760. He
Translation of the Arenarius of Archimedes.'
wrote, I. *
of the Variations which have taken place
2. • General
in the Affairs of the East India Company since the Conclusion of the War in India in 1784,' 8vo. 1791Geog.) a village of Mantua, near the town of Mantua,
(
where Virgil was born, who, on that account, is designated
bv the epithet Andintix.
M. Ital. 1. 8, v. 594.
'

this

town

is known by some medals bearing the inscription AND6C.

On the obverse is a juvenile
head, as in the annexed figure
^-TL--^'
v3
legend DICOM, and on the
reverse, a horse galloping.
(Geog.) a village of Celtic Gaul, now Andely.
(Geog.) a town in the archbishopric of Cologne, and the department of the Rhine and Moselle,
Near this
seated on the Rhine, 10 m. N. W. Coblentz.
place was fought a great battle between Charles the Bald,
Germany.
of
Lewis,
king
nephew
his
and
ANDERSON, Sir Edmund (Hist.) lord chief justice in the
reign of Elizabeth, was appointed one of the commissioners
He was of an ancient family
to try Mary queen of Scots.
in Lincolnshire, and died in lB05, leaving, 1. ' Reports of
many Principal Cases argued and adjudged in the Time of
Queen Elisabeth, in the Common Bench,' fol. London,
2. 'Resolutions and Judgments on the Cases and
Hi(j4.
Matters agitated in all the Courts of Westminster in the

^5

;

ANDELAUM
ANDERNACH

of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth,' 4to. Lond.l65S.
a minister of Gustavus Vasa, who rose by
hi- abilities to the dignity of chancellor of Sweden.
Anderson (Her.) the name of two families enjoying the diglatter

Anderson, Alexander (Biog.) a mathematician of the 16th
century, published among other things, 1. A Supplement
to Apollonius entitled
Supplementum Apollonii Redivivi,'

A

A

A
Mew

ANDES

Mantua m

End

damns, atque ad sidera cantu

Evecta Audi

Anderson, Larz,

of a baronet.
Anderson, of Broughton, a family originally from Scotlar.ri,
from which the chief justice Anderson alxive-mentioned was
the arms, &c. of
descended, obtained this honour in 1 660
which are as follow
Anns. Argent, a chevron between three crosses flory sable.
water spaniel passant or.
Crest.
Anderson, of Fermoy, also a northern family, received this
honour in 1818; the urms, &e. of which are as follow
nity and

title

;

:

A

:

Anns.
and
;i
i

mullet in

'.;!.

or, and argent, a saltire ingrailed gyles
between two boars' heads erased in fess, on
chief sable, and a trefoil slipped in base.

Quarterly
sable,

A

tree proper.

Andes,

a people of Gaul, otherwise called Audi, Andegavi, &c.

and by Lucan Audits. £Vide Andegarum~]

Andes

(Geog.) or Corderilleras, a chain of mountains in S.
America, extending along the coast of the Pacific, which
contain numerous volcanoes.
(Geog.) 'Aviyrpiov, AvHipu>v, 'ArSixfnovj or
Andretium ; a fortress of Dalmatia, now Clissa, which, for
withstood the siege of the Romans under
of
time,
length
a
Dio. 1. 56 ; Ptol.
Strab. 1. 7 ; Plin. 1. 3, c. 22
Tiberius.
Tab. Peutering. ; Spon. Miscell. Erud. Antiq.
1. 2, c. ult. ;

ANDETRIUM

;

p.

179-

ANDIERB,
who

is

des Roe/ters John (Bioi;.) an engraver of Lyons,

principally

known by

his

engravings after Cor-

reggio.

ANDLO,

George

d'

(Biog.) a lawyer of Brazil, died in 1466,

;

AND

AND
after

having been rector of the university with great

tinction for

Andlo, Peter
Romano.'

50

dis-

years.

a lawyer of Colmar, wrote, 1. 'De Imperio
2. An Historical Chronicle in German, from the
d',

He died at Amphissa, where his
the throne of Calydon.
tomb was still to be seen in the age of the Antonines.
Horn. II. 1. 2, v. 638.
'AtTuiXwv

0' ;jyeTro

80'aj 'AvFpdifiovog Hog.

creation to the year 1-100.

Andlo, Petrus

ANDOCIDES

(Hist.)

one of the ten orators,

'AvSok&th,

whose life is written by Plutarch, was born in the 78th
Olympiad, A. C. 46S. He was many times sent into exile,
Four of his orations which are extant
but always recalled.
were edited by Stephanus, fol. 1575. Thitcyd. 1. 8; Plut.
Decern. Orat. ; Voss. de Rhet. Nat. c. 11.
(Hist.) one of the first kings of Lombardy,
killed Thrasimond, king of the Gepides, and made himself
master of Pannonia in 542. He was succeeded by Alboin
his son.
Paul. Diacon. Hist, Longob.
(Geog.) a town in the province of Transoxana,
in

ANDOINUS

ANDOKAN

which was taken bv Tamerlane.

ANDOMADUNUM
a

(Geog.)

town of the Lingones.

1.

2,

c.

now Langres

9-

ANDOQUE,

Peter (Biog.) a counsellor of the presidial court
He wrote, 1. ' Hisof Beziers, in France, died in 1664.
toire de Languedoc avec l'Etat des Provinces Voisines,' fol.
Beziers, 1648.
2. ' Catalogue des Eveques de Beziers.'
4to. 1650.
Viscount (Her.) a title borne by the eldest son
of the Earl of Suffolk.
Anthony (Ecc.) a Portuguese Jesuit, was noted
He travelled
as a zealous missionary in India and Tartary.
into Thibet in 1624, of which he published an account in
1626, and died in 1634.
Andrada, Diego Lo])ez, a Portuguese archbishop, was
preacher to Philip IV.
He died in 1635, and left some
sermons.
Andrada, Alphonsus d', a Spanish Jesuit, was a zealous missionary for 50 years, and died in 1672, leaving, besides
'An Historical Itinerary;' a number of religious books, of
which Sotwel has given a list.
Andrada, Diego de Payva d' (Biog.) or Andradius, of Coimbra, was born in 1528, and died in 1575, leaving,
1. ' Orthodoxarum Explicationum, Lib. x.' 4to. Venet. 1564.
2. ' Defensio Tridentinie Fidei Catholics quinque Libris
comprehensa adversus Hrereticorum Calumnias et prseserrim
Martini Chemnitii,' in answer to Chemnitz' Examen Con4. Three
3. ' De Conciliorum Autoritate.'
cilii Tridentini.
Volumes of Sermons.
Andrada, Francis d', brother of Diego, was historiographer
He wrote ' Chronica de
to Philip III, king of Spain.
muito alto e podoroso Rev destes Reynos de Portugal de
Joas III deste Nome,' fol. Lisb. 1613.
Andrada, Thomas d', brother of Francis, and one of the
barefooted Augustines, followed Sebastian into Africa, and
was taken at the battle in which the king was killed. He
wrote, ' Trabalhos de Jesus,' 2 vols. Lisbon, 1602, 1609;
' Oratorio
Sacro,' &c.
His sister Jolandes d'Andrada,
countess of Liguares, sent him money to purchase his
freedom, but he preferred to- remain there to instruct and
He
console the Christians who were his fellow captives.
died in 1582.
Andrada, Francis Rades, a Spanish priest of the l6th century, wrote, among other things, '
Chronicle of the
Orders of St. James, Calatrava, and Alcantara.'
Andrada. Diego de Paiva, son of Francis, and nephew of
the preceding, was the author of an Heroic Poem in twelve
Books on the Siege of Chaoul ; an Examination of the Antiquities of Portugal, 4to. ; a moral work entitled ' Casamiento Perfecto,' or the Perfect Marriage, 1630. He died
hi 1660.
(Hist.) 'Avipaipvr, the father of Thoas,
married Gorge, daughter of ./Eneus, whom he succeeded on
vol. r.

ANDOVER,

ANDRADA,

A

ANDR/EMON

1.

1,

c.

19;

ANDRAGATHIUS

slew the emperor Gratian in 383 between Lyons and Grenoble, and, on the defeat of his master, threw himself into
the sea.
Socrat. Hist. Eccles. 1. 5 ; Marcellin. Chron. ;
Zosim.

1.

4.

Andragathius (Biog.) a
who had St. Chrvsostom
1.

'Avcoftacuvov,

Ptol.

Ovid. Met. 1. 9, v. 333; Hygin.
Fab. 97 ; Pans. 1. 10, c. 38.
(Hist.) 'Arcpayadiog, a man who was
rewarded by Lysimachus for betraying his country, but
Poh/cen. 1. 4, c. 12.
afterwards put to death.
Andragathius, a general of Maximus, who, by a stratagem,
Apollod.

ab, vide Murcls.

8,

c.

philosopher of the fourth century,
Sozom. Hist. Eccles.

for a disciple.

2.

ANDRE,

John (Hist.) a British officer in America, who,
while negotiating privately with general Arnold, was taken
and condemned by general Washington to be hanged as a
A monument
spy, which sentence was executed in 1789was afterwards erected to his memory by the king in Westminster abbey.
ANDREJE, John Gerard Reinhard (Biog.) a German apothecary, was born at Hanover in 1724, and died in 1793,
leaving Dissertations on the Earths which compose the Soil,
&c. and their Uses in Agriculture.
ANDREADES, Luctatius Peter (Biog.) a Dutch poet, wrote,
among other poems, one entitled ' Achantides Aspricollis.'
ANDREANI, Andrea (Biog.) an engraver of Mantua, died
in 1623. He engraved in a peculiar style called chiaro-scuro,
and executed many pieces from Raphael, Titian, and other
famous painters.

ANDREAPOLIS

(Geog.) the

name of

three places, i.e. in

Germany, and Scotland, now called St. Andrews.
ANDREAS (Bill.) vide Andrew.
Andreas, John (Ecc) bishop of Aleria, in Corsica, was born
He is principally known as the
in 1417, and died in 1475.
great promoter of printing on its invention and introduction
into Rome, where he edited and annexed valuable prefaces
2. Hieronymi Episto, 1. Epistolae Ciceronis ad Familiares.
Spain,

tolse.

Julius Caesar.

3.

4.

Livy.

5.

Virgil.

6.

Lucan.

10. Ciceronis
Gellius. S. Apuleius. 9- Lactantius.
Orationes. 11. S. Biblia. 12. Cvprianus. 13. S. Leon. Mag.
7.

Aulus

Sermones

et

E pistols.

16. Quintilian.

17.

14. Ovidli

Suetonius.

Metamorph.
18. Ciceronis,

15.

Pliny.

Epist.

ad

Attic, Srrabo, &c.
Andreas, John (Biog.) a canon and lawyer of Bologna, was
born at Mugello, near Florence, and died in 1348; in his
epitaph he is styled " Rabbi Doctorum Lux, Censor, Normaque

Morum." He wrote, 1. ' Novella,' a Commentary upon the
2. * Glosses upon the sixth Book
Decretals of Gregory X.
3. • Mercuriales,' a Commentary in
of the Decretals,' &c.
' Regulas Sexti.'
•
4.
The Speculum of Durant,' which he
enlarged.

of Xativa, in the kingdom of
Valencia, was converted to Christianity in 1487, and afterhis zeal in promoting the
himself
for
distinguished
wards
cause of that faith which he had embraced. He wrote, 1 '
Translation from the Arabic into Spanish of the Whole
Law of the Moors.' 2. ' The Confusion of the Sect of

Andreas, John, a Mahometan

.

A

Mahomet.'
divine, was born at Waibling,
duchy of Wirtemberg, in 1528, and died in 1590,
leaving several theological works.
Andreas, John Valentine, grandson or nephew of the preceding, was born at Herrenberg, in Wirtemberg, in 1586,
and died 1654. His works, which amount as is said to an
hundred, are principally of a mystical character.

Andreas, James, a Lutheran
in the

AND

AND
Valerius, a biographer, was born at Desschel, in
He wrote ' BiblioBrabant, in 1588, and died in 1656.
theca Belgiea,' besides other works on Canon Law.
Andreas, or Andrea Onuphrius, a Neapolitan poet, who

Andreas,

12mo. Naples, 1028.
I. ' Aci,'
in 164", wrote,
an Heroic Poem, 12mo. Naples, 1626.
Elpino Favola Boschereccia.' 4. ' La Vana Gelosia,'
the two last theatrical pieces. 5. A Collection of Lyric Poems

died
2.

Italia Liberata,'

'

3.

in

'

two

parts.

6.

'

Arnold Sire <V {Hist.) otherwise called Audeneham, marshal of France in the reign of king John,
at

the battle of Poictiers

having been in the service of his king
died in

1

and, after

;

for his

whole

life,

who were slaves in that country. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 12, c. 2.
Andrew, or Guiijues Andre, of Burgundy, count d'Albon,
and dauphin of Viennois, eldest son of Hugh III, duke of
1237of Hungary, called by the Italians Andreasse, king
of Naples, succeeded Charles II, king of Hungary. He marin

Andrew,

Joan II, queen of Naples, who contracted such a dislike
her husband that she joined in a conspiracy to t.ike awav
his life, which succeeded in 1345.
Andrew, de Harelai, a knight in the time of Edward II,
ried
to

370.

ANDREINI,

Francis {Biog.) an Italian comedian of the
l6th century, wrote, 1. ' Le Bravure del Capitan Spavento,'

4to.

captain of the guards under Ptolemy Philadelphia,
king of Egypt, procured, with the assistance of AristeffUS,
Zozibius, and Tarantinus, the liberation of 20,000 Jews,

Burgundy, distinguished himself in the crusades, and died

Discord,' in prose.

ANDREHAN,

was taken prisoner

Distinguished Persons of this Name.

Andrew,

VenioK

2.

'

Ragionamenti Fantastici Posti

di Dialogi Rapprcsentativi,' 4to. Venice, 1612.
4.
terezza di Narciso,' 12mo. Venice, Kill.
nata Proserpina ;' ibid, same year the two last

Forma

in

L'AlL'lngan-

3.
'

'

dramatic

Isabella, wife of the preceding, was born at Padua
She was an actress and a poetess
in 1562, and died 10*04.
of such reputation that, at her death, a medal was struck in

Andreini,

to

commemorate her

for his distinguished valour,

was made

carl of Carlisle

;

but, having proved treacherous to his sovereign, whom he
wished to deliver into the hands of the Scotch, he was deall his dignities, and then hanged.
{Fee.) archbishop of Ca^sarita, in Cappadocia, in
the 6th century, wrote ' Commentaries on the Apocalypse.'
Andrew, bishop of Samosata, and intimate friend of Theodoret, refuted the anathematisms of St. Cyril, &c.
Andrew, of Crete, called the Jerusaleniile from his retiring

graded from

Andrew

pieces.

honour of her

who,

talents, her virtue,

and

Her poetical works were, l.'Mirtilla Favola
Pastorale,' 8vo. Verona, 1588. 2. ' Rime,' 4to. Milan, 1001 ;
12mo. Paris, 1603, &c. 3. < Lettere,' 4to. Venice, 1607-

her pietv.

'
Frammenti d'Alcune Scritture,' cKrc. ; a Collection of
Fragments, Dialogues, &c. on Love Subjects, published by
her husband, Venice, I0'l6.
Andreini, John Baptist, son of the two preceding, and a
comedian, was born in 1578. Among other pieces for the
theatre, he wrote ' Adamo,' a sacred drama.
ANDRELINI, Publio Fausio {Biog.) or Publkcs Faustinas
Andrelinus, a modern Latin poet of Forli, who died in
1518, was the author of several pieces which are inserted
in the first tome of the ' Deliciic Poetarum.'
{Hist.) 'Avtyi/iuv, a Pylian, and founder of
Colophon, according to Strabo, 1. 14.
{Geog.) vide Andetrium.
ANDREC'CCI, Andrew Jerome {Biog.) a Jesuit of Viterbo,
in Italy, was born in 1684, and wrote many theological

4.

monastery at Jerusalem, was at the sixth general council
held at Constantinople in 680, and died in 72(1.
I le
kit
to a

many works on religious subjects.
Andrew, d'Albalale, vide Albalate.
Andrew, of Hungary, of the order
made archbishop
ment V in 1305

of preaching friars, was

of Antivati, a town of Dalmatia, by Clebut, returning some years after, died in a
convent after a life of distinguished piety.
Andrew, of Rhodes, archbishop of Colosse in 1445, was at
;

the council of Constance.

Andrew

ANDREMON

{Biog.) abbot of Schonaugen, whose writings were
burnt by the reformers during the civil war.
Andrew, abbot of the monastery at Banbury, who died in
1519) after governing his house for 36 years, wrote several

ANDRETIUM

Andrew,

works.

ANDREW

(Bibl.) 'At'tptar, an apostle of Jesus Christ, native
of Bethsaida, and brother of Peter, was first a disciple of
John the Baptist and left both him and his calling as a
fisherman, to become the constant follower of our Saviour.
Matt. iv. I<) John vi. 8. After having preached the gospel
in Scvthia, he is generally supposed to have suffered crucide Fid.
'V- August,
Euseb. Hist. p.eeles. 1.
C. 1
fixion.
.V.
Gregof. Nazianz. Oral. 25 ; S.
em, I. Munich, c. 38
Tillemonl.
Baronius
12
Ajmst.
;
f'hn/.msl. Horn, de
; Dit
;
;

•'',

;

;

I'm. At.
{Hist.) the

Andrew

name

of several princes,

&c

Princes of this Name.

K Iiilts

Andrew
to the

I,

of

Hungary.

eldest son of Ladislaus,

was invited by the people

throne after the expulsion of Peter in

Compelled
in a civil

liis

war

subjects to become Christians, and
(101.
raised by his brother Bela in

1040'.

was

He
killed

I

He
II, succeeded his nephew Ladislaus in 1204.
distinguished himself in the IXUCade, anil died in
of
the
preAndrew III, Burnamed the Venetian, grandson

Andrew

I

cedhig,

u

•::

•':

sister,

His succession
succeeded Ladislaus IV in 1299put il Iv ( harles it Si; dv, son ::i Ladislaus l:v l.i::
and a civil war ensued, which was terminated by the

death of both the rivals in 1305.

lives.

or Andrea Pisano, a sculptor and architect, was
born at Pisa in 1270, and died in 1345.
He executed a
statue of Boniface VIII, of St. Peter, St. Paul, and other
As an architect, he built the fortifications round
saints.
Florence, and the strong castle of Scarpcria, &C.
Andrew, Nino, son of the preceding, and also a sculptor,

monument to the memory of his father.
a Franciscan, and native of Neufchatel, in Lorrain,
wrote Commentaries on the Proverbs.
1300,
about
Andrew, Antony, a monk of the order of minor friars, and
disciple of John Duns, surnamed Seolus, flourished about
Commentaries on the Proverbs,'
1320, and wrote, 1.
Commentaries on Aristotle, &C.
2.
Verdee, 1578.
Andrew, or Andrea del Sur/o, a painter, so called from his
father's trade, that of a tailor, but whose family name was
Venueei, was born at Florence in 1488, and died in the 42<I
year of his age. lie made an imitation of Raphael's Leo X,
which could not be distinguished from the original, and left
many specimens of his art in the churches and convents of
Florence.
Andrew of Utrecht, a Benedictine, wrote different works of
piety, mentioned by Tritliemius, and died in 1445.
Andrew, Dominie, a Spaniard of the Kith century, wrote
De Hominis Redemptione,' ttc.
erected a

Andrew,

'

'

'

Andrew,

or Andreas Tobias, a Greek professor at Groningen,
was born in 1004, and died in lf>70. He wrote in defence
Des Cartes, with whom he was intimate, and the CarteHis works are,
sian philosophy, to which lie was attached.
Methodi Cartesians Assertio, oppoaita Jacobi ReviT,
1.
Methodi Cartesiame Considerationcs Theoloiricit.'
Prii'f.'
2.

of

'

'

AND

AND
3.
Brevis Replicatio Brevi Explicationi Mentis Humans
Henrici Regii Exposita.' 4. ' Exercitationes Philosophic^.'
Andrew, or Andree Yves Mary, a French Jesuit, was born
He was regius professor of
in 1675, and died in 1764.
mathematics at Caen, till the age of 84, and wrote, 1 ' Essai
2. ' Traite sur l'Homme.'
sur le Beau.'
Andrew, Si. (Geog.) a town in Fifeshire, of Scotland, was
formerly an archbishop's see, and is still the seat of the
Lon. 2 3 50' \V. lat. SG^
oldest university in Scotland.
'

.

18'

N.

ANDREWS,

Launcelot (Ecc.) bishop of Winchester in the
reigns of James I and Charles I, was born in 1555, educated at Pembroke-hall, Cambridge, made honorary fellow
of Jesus college, Oxford, advanced to the see of Ely in
lC>09, and to that of Winchester in 1618, where he died
Volume of Sermons, fol.
1626.
He wrote, 1.
in
London, 1628 and 1631. 2. 'The Moral Law expounded,
or Lectures on the Ten Commandments, with Nineteen SerCollection of Posthumous
mons on Prayer,' fol. 1642. 3. •
and Orphan Lectures delivered at St. Paul's and St. Giles,'
4Manual of Devotions,' in Greek
&c. fol. London, 1 0'."> 7
and Latin, 12mo. 5. ' Responsio ad Apologiam Cardinalis
6. 'Theological Determinations
Bellarmini,' &c. 4to. 1610.
~. ' Responsiones ad
Petri Molinai
on Usury Tithes.'
E pi-tolas Tres.' 8. ' Stricture,' &c. 9- ' A Speech delivered
in the Star Chamber against the two Judaical Opinions of

A

A

'

•

1

Mr. Traske.
at

(Biog.) a miscellaneous writer, was
in Berks, in 173", and died in 1797'A Pamphlet in behalf of the Chimney

Pellit

Newbury,

His works are, 1.
Sweepers in 1788.' 2. ' Anecdotes Ancient and Modern,
with Observations,' Svo. 1789; and a Supplement to it,
3.
History of Great Britain, with Notes,' &c. 4to.
1790.
4. 'An Account of Saxon Coins found in Kintbury
1794Church-yard, Berks.' 5. ' The Account of Shaw,' in Mr.
Mare's Berkshire Collections. 6. The Savages of Europe,'
a novel translated from the French.
Andrews (Her.) the name of a family originally from
Northamptonshire, which enjoys the dignity and title of a
The
baronet conferred in 1766 on Sir Joseph Andrews.
'

'

arms, &c. of this family are as follow

:

surmounted by another
azure, charged in the centre with a bezant.
Out of an eastern crown or, a blackmoor's head
Crest.
couped, having in his ear a pendant or.

Arms.

Gules,

a

saltire

argent,

" Victrix fortune sapientia."
(Hist.) a Greek of low birth, surnamed Pseubecause he gave himself out to be the son
of Perseus, excited a revolt in Macedonia against the Romans ; but being conquered, was first led in triumph by
Metellus, and then put to death, U. C. 60", A. C. 14".
Liv. Epit. 1. 49 ; Ffor. 1. 2, c. 14 ; Eutrop. 1. 4, &c.
Andriscus (Biog.) 'Avipitricos, an historian, who wrote a
Allien. 1. 3, c. 5 ; Part hen. Erot. c. 19history of Naxos.

to

in Pelop.

Androclides (Biog.) a man who, being rallied about his
going to war when he was lame, answered, that those ought
go into the battle
Pint, in Apoph.
to

who

think on fighting, not on flying.

a writer in the age of Aurelian, and author of
Suidas.
a book concerning the sophists of his time.
(Hist.) "AvSpotcXos, a son of Codrus, who
established a colonv of Ionians at Ephesus, and was killed

Androclides,

ANDROCLUS

Paus. 1. 7, c. 2.
in battle, A. M. 2967, A. C. 1038.
Androclus, or, as he is called by some, Androdus, a Dacian
slave, was exposed to a lion, which, recognising him in the
hurt him, because he had taken a thorn
He was in consequence libeits foot in the wood.
and afterwards led the lion about the streets of Rome.
Scnec.de Bene/. 1. 2, c. 19; Aul. Cell. 1. 5, c 14; .El.
Hist. Anim. 1. 7, c. 48.

circus, forbore to

out of
rated,

ANDROCOPUS

(Hist.) 'AvBdokoitos, a founder of Lebedus,'
Strab. 1. 14.
(Hist.) or Sandrocottus, an officer of
Alexander the Great, who having fallen under the displeaof his master fled from him, and taking up arms against

according to Strabo.

ANDROCOTTUS

him, succeeded in maintaining himself against the generals
Strab. 1. 1
of Alexander, and conquered part of India.

;

Justin.

Andrews, James
born

change the government from an oligarchy to a
Plut.
democracy, and was secretly dispatched by Leonidas.

wanted

1.

15,

4.

c.

ANDROCYDES

(Biog.) a physician, whose epistle to AlexPlin. 1. 5, c. 1 4.
ander is quoted bv Plinv.
(Myth.) 'AvBpoSapas, a son of Phlias, by
his wife Chthonophyle, who was descended from Bacchus.
Androdamas (Biog.) a native of Rhegium, and a legislator for the Chalcidenses in Thrace, made laws respecting

ANDRODAMAS

Aristot. Polit. 1. 1, c. 12.
homicide and other matters.
(Myth.) a Greek killed by .Eneas's party,
whom he mistook for his countrymen. Virgil. JEn. 1. 2,

ANDROGEOS

371(Hist.) 'AvZpoyiuc, son of Minos, king of
Crete and Pasiphae, a conqueror at the games, was killed out
of envv bv the Athenians and Megarians; as a punishment
for this offence, Minos demanded that seven youths, male and
female, should be sent to be devoured by the Minotaur.
v.

ANDROGEUS

I'irg.

1. 6, v. 20.
In faribui letvm Amlrogei

/En.

turn pendere pceiias
jttssi (miseram) septena quotannis,
Corpora natonim.
;

Cecrojndtr

Motto.

ANDRISCUS

Catullus de A"upt. Pel.

Xnm

dophilippus,

ANDROBIUS
Pliny.

Plin.

ANDROBULUS
Plin.

1.

34,

c.

a painter, who is commended by
85, c 11.
(Biog.) a painter, mentioned by Pliny.

(Bios-)

L
7.

ANDROCLEA

(Hist.) 'AyBpoKkeia, one of the daughters of
Antipaenus, who, with her sister Alcida, sacrificed herself to
obtain, according to an oracle, a victor)' for her countrymen
against Orchomenes, for which they received great honours
after their death.

ANDROCLES

Pans.

(Hist.)

1.

9,

c.

'A.rpotXf/c,

a

son

of

Phintas,

'AytpoKXucne,

a

Theban,

who

,

.

n,

pi

,

r.:< I:

esse

.

et

<ln

/-

coactum

,',(./<>,

decas itimtptarnm,

dapem dare Minotauro.

Ariad.

in Epist.

Androgens utinam, aec facta lames
hnpia funeribus, Cecropi ten-a, licit.

I'iieret

5 ; Diod. 1. 4 ; Pint, in Thes.; Pans.
(Geog.) a people of Africa, said to be hermaphrodites, whose right breast was like that of a male,
and the left like that of a female. Plin. 1. 7, c. 2.
{Myth.) 'AvSpopAxn, daughter of ;Etion,
king of Thebes, and wife of Hector, was carried away captive by Pyrrhus, son of Achilles, and afterwards married to
Apol/od.

2, c.

1.

ANDROGYNE

ANDROMACHE

Helenus, son of Priam.
Horn. II. 1. 6, v. 3£)5.
'Ev9' dXoxoc, TroXuVwpoe evavritj t]\6t 8is<ra

'ApSpopdxi, Ovydrijft piya\rJTopoc 'HenWor.
Virg. JEn.

1.

319-

3. v.

Hectoris, Andromache, Purrhin

Apollod.
v.

(Hist.)

el T/iet.

perliibent oliia cradeli ]>este

,v.

Cecropiam solitam

Olid

in

Cvprus.

:.

EUctosjuveties, simul

17.

whose reign the war began between the Lacedaemonians and
Messenians.
The latter were conquered, and Androcles
killed in the 24th Olympiad, A. C. 6S2.
Paus. 1. 4, c. 5.
Androcles (Biog.) an historian, who wrote an account of

ANDROCLIDES

.1

1.

35, &c.

12
Paus.

3, c.
;

Andromache,

the

;

Hugin.

1.

l/c. 11, &c.

title

fab.

amxubia servos?

123

;

Ovid Am.

1.

of one of Ennius's tragedies.

1,

el. 9,

A

AND

AND

ANDROMACHUS

ANDRONICUS

(Hist.) 'Avfoe/iavocj father of the historian Tinijeus, who founded the city of Taurcmsenium on
an eminence near Naxos, where he had assembled the
fled

from

the provinces situated beyond mount Taurus, and assumed
He was
the title of king in the time of Antiochus III.
afterwards taken prisoner by Ptolemy Philopater, but set at
liberty again through the intercession of the Rhodians.
Puli/h.

4.

1.

a traitor, who drew the Romans under Crassus into the snare by which they fell, and were all cut to
Pint, in Crass.
pieces by the Parthians.

Andromachus,

Andromachus and Gemellus, two men who had

rendered
great services to Herod, but were afterwards banished for
testifying their disapprobation at the death of his two sons

Joseph. Antiq. 1. 16', ell.
(Biog.) a physician in the age of Nero, wrote
in elegiac verse a description of his theriaca, a medicine
which he invented. Galen, dc Theriac.
Andromachus, son of the preceding, wrote a description of
the theriaca in prose.
Galen, de Theriac, SfC.
Andromachus, a sophist in the age of Dioclesian. Voss. de
Philosoph.
Andromachus, the Abderile, a victor at the Pythian games,
Pans. 1. 0'.
for whom Lvsippus made a statue.
(Hist.) ride Androdamas.
(Myth.) 'AvSpo/JSa, daughter of Cepheus,
king of Ethiopia, by Cassiopc, was rescued by Perseus from
the sea-monster by which Juno had condemned her to be
Minerva is said
devoured, and afterwards married to him.
to have placed her among the constellations.
Proper!. 1. 2, eleg. 10, v. 21.
Andromeda manstris fitentt dcrota murinis

Alexander and Aristobulus.

Andromachus

ANDROMADAS
ANDROMEDA

Hac
Idem.

eadem Persei

nabitis

uur

Libera jam

duns

cotibus

Andrcmeda.

Candida si nan sum; placuit Crphe'ia Persea,
Andramede, palria Jiisca colore 9M.

Andromeda,

the title given by Euripides to one of his plays.
(Hist.) "AvZpuv, an officer who was appointed by
Dionysius to guard the citadel of Syracuse, whom Ilermocrates endeavoured to persuade to revolt from the tyrant
but he rejected his proposal, and nevertheless was put to
Polyain. 1. 5, c. 2.
death for not revealing the conspiracy.
Andron (Biog.) an Argive, who, according to Aristotle, traArislot.
velled all over the deserts of Lybia without drink.
de Ebriet. apud Apollon. Mirab. c. 25 ; Diogen. l.aert. 1. 9.
Andron, an ancient player on the flute, who first taught the
Ccel. Ilhodig. 1. 5, C. 4.
art of dancing to music.
Andhon, a physician mentioned by Galen. Gal. dc Comp.

ANDRON

;

1.

.11 In

11.

writer

a
1.

1,

ANDRON, an
tarch.

AndBON,

c.

of Chronicles,

according

to

Athenffitis.

t.

commended by

highly

and
the

(Hist.) a lieutenant-general of Antiochus

Epiphanes, and governor of Antioch, treacherously killed Onias,
the high-priest, for which Antiochus caused him to be put
to death, with every circumstance of ignominv, A. M. 3834,

A. C. 170.

Andronicus, the name of

several emperors,

and other

dis-

tinguished persons.

Emperors of Constantinople.

Andronicus,

Comncniis, grandson of Alexis I, who, from
an exile, became a partner in the throne with the voting
prince Alexis II, whom he caused to be strangled, and after
a short but cruel reign of two years and some months, was
put to death by the people, with every possible mark of
ignominy, in 1185.
Guil. Tyr. 1. 2, c 12, 13; Nice/. 1. 2
Baron. Annal. 1183.
Andronicus, Pahvologns II, surnamed the Elder, succeeded
Michael VIII in 1283, and was driven from the throne to
He had conceived such
a cloister by his grandson in 1325.
an aversion to his father for attempting to bring about an
union of the Greek and Latin churches, that he would not
allow him to be interred.
Gregor. 1. 4, &e. ; Cantacu-.
1. 1, c. 2, &c.
Andronicus, Palmologits III, surnamed the Younger, grandson of the preceding, was a warlike and enteqirising prince,
;

who died

Gregor. 1. 10, &c. ; Canlaeuz.
of a fever in 1341.
Onnpli. et Geneb. in Cliron.
Andronicus, Palceologus IV, was associated with his father
1.

2

;

John V, in 1355, but having disgusted him with his perfidy, was sent into exile after baring had one of his eyes
Chalcondyl.

put out.

1.

1

P/iranz.

;

1.

1,

&C

Princes and other distinguished Persons of

this

Name.

Andronicus, an Olynthian, was one of the officers under
Alexander the Great, who accompanied him in all his expeditions, and was set by Antigonus over his son Demetrius as

one of his counsellors.

Curt,

1.

7,

c.

If).

against the

Turks in 1172, but without any success, and being afterwards sent against Andronicus Comncnus, he joined his
party
but falling soon into disgrace, he had his eyes put
out, and was sent into banishment.
Andronicus, governor of Pcntapolis in Egypt, in the fifth
century, committed such horrible cruelties that he was excommunicated, and afterwards met with a just reward for
his iniquity.
Synet. P.p. 52, 57, 68 ; Baron. Annal. arm.
411.
Cyrrhestcs, of Athens, made an octagon to represent the eight winds, that is, Solanus, Eurus, Auster,
Africus, Favonius, Corns, Neptentrio, and Acpiilo, which
was provided with a stick so fixed on a pivot, as to point towards the direction whither the wind was blowing. J'itrm:

Andronicus,

22

Solm.
supposed to be one of the first Latin
pmis, lived 1 60 years after Sophocles and Euripides. FragComici Laments of his verses have been collected in the
Collectio l'isaurientini,' the ' Corpus I'octarum,' and the
Cic. in Brut. c. 18, &c. ; Aid. Cell. 1. 17, c. 21 ; Diosis.'
Surluu. de Illust. Grammat.
med. de Grammat. Art. 1. 3
Andronicus, M. Pompitivs, a Syrian and grammarian in the
He was the author
age of J. Cesar, LLC. 666, A. C. 88.
Suet, dc Il/uxliut. Grammat. ;
of the Annals of l'.nnius.
Aid. Cell.

1.

Andronicus,

(i,

c.

;

I.ii iux,

'

;

historian of Halicarnassus,

mentioned by Plu-

Pint, in Theseus.

a musician and geometrician,

for his pupil.

Capitol, in

M.

who had M. Antony

Fost.de Hist. Lot.

Aittmiin.

Andron, an

historian of Teios, supposed to lie the same as is
Apollon. Mirab. c. 8.
quoted by Apollonius.
lANT'S (Iliog.) a Christian author of tli.- sixtli

WDliONK
century,

is

'

3.

ANDRON,

who

Paul,

xvi.

;

Ovid, in Epist.

Med.

Andronicus

vipliviKoe, a disciple of Christ,

'

Andronicus, surnamed Angelus, was employed

erat.

1, eleg. 3.
Qualis et acculmit prima Cephe'ia samna,

I.

St.

Bom.

apostle.

He
the tyranny of Dionysius.
assisted Timoleon in rescuing Syracuse from the power of
Dionysius in the 105th Olympiad, A. C. 360.
Andromachus, governor of Ccelo-Syria, under Alexander the
Great, was burnt alive by the Samaritans in the 122d
Olympiad, A. C. 332.
Andromachus, brother-in-law of Seleucus Callinichus, king
of Syria, and father of Achams, made himself master of
who

Naxians

kinsman of

a

(Bill.)

who

is

mentioned by

1'hotius.

Phot. Bildioth.

1.

1,

c

10.

Anoiionicus, C, of Puteoli, was the friend of Cicero.
ail Attic.

1.

5,

(]).

Cic.

15.

Andronicus, of Rhodes, a peripatetic philosopher in the time
of Cicero, U. C. 69I, A. C. 63, restored the works of Aris-

ANE

AND
totle.

A

work

is

ascribed to him, on doubtful authority,

Andronici Rhodii et Ethicorum Nichomachiorum
1679; but a Leyden
reckoned more correct, and that by Heinsius the
Phil- in Si/l/a ; Porp/n/r. in 111. Phi.

entitled,

'

Paraphrasis,' Gr. et Lat. Svo. Cantab.
edition
best.

is

Andronicus, surnamed

Alipius, a

Greek

historian,

who,

ac-

cording to St. Jerome, wrote an account of Syria. 5. Hicron.
Pref. ad Daniel.
Andronicus, of Constantinople, author of a Dialogue between a Jew and a Christian, is supposed to have been governor of Constantinople, and a relation of the emperor Alexis
Comnenus. This Andronicus, who was surnamed Camaterus, wrote also against the Romanists on the procession of
the Holy Ghost, and other things of a theological nature.
Mir. in And. de Script. Eccles. ; Du Pin Bihliothck.
Andronicus, a learned Greek of Thessalonica, left Greece
after the capture of Constantinople by the Turks in 1453.
He was reckoned the best Greek scholar of his time, Theodore Gaza not excepted.
Andronicus, Callistus, a native of Dalmatia, and relation of
Theodore Gaza, taught Greek with great reputation at
Paris in 1469- He wrote ' De Physica Seientia et Fortuna,'
besides other things.
Andronicus, a native of Constantia, taught at Boulogne
about the same time as the preceding, with great credit.
He is honourably mentioned by Philadelphus in his letters
in 1464.
Andronicus, Tranquillns, native of Dalmatia in the loth
century, was the correspondent of Erasmus, and author of
an oration, ' De Laudibus Eloquentia?,' with other things.
{Hist.) 'AvSphroiams, one of the descendants of Neleus, king of Thessaly, was the father of
Melanthus, who was elected king of Athens. Pausanias
however makes him to have been also king of Athens. Pans.

ANDROPOMPUS

1.

2, c. 18.

ANDROS

(Geog.) or Aiidrns, "Arcpoc, now Andros, or Audio, one of the Cyclades, known, according to Pliny, by the
names of Epagrys, Antandros, Lasia, Cauros, Hydrussa, and
It received the name of Andros from Andros,
Nonagria.
son of Anius, one of its kings, who lived in the time of the
Trojan war.
Firg. JEn. 1. 3, v. 80.
Rex Anius,

rei

idem luvninum Piurbique saeerdos.

Qnem

Mela

1.

1,

nomine telltts.
regna tenenteni.

dicta sno de

Andros habet, pro patre locumque
;

&c.

;

et

Plin.

1.

2,

c.

103

;

Antonin.

Andros

some medals are ascribed to this town,
bearing the inscription ANAl'I.
Andros (Geog.) an island in the Archipelago, the capital of
which is of the same name. Lon. 25 D 2' E., lat. 38° 0' X.
It is the ancient Andros above mentioned.
AXDROSTHEXES (Hist.) 'Avc~pos8{rr)c, an officer who
was sent by Alexander the Great to explore the coasts of
Arabia, after which he wrote an account of his voyage.
Thcophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 2, c. 7 ; Strab. 1. 16; Anion.
Exped. Alex. 1. 7, c. 1 0.

Androsthenes, a governor of Thessaly, who took the part
of Pompev against Cssar, and was conquered bv the latter.
Ca-s. de Bell Civil. 1. 3.
(Biog.) an historian of Cyzicus, who is
quoted by Polybius.
Polyb. 1. 4.
Androsthenes, a statuary of Thebes, who was engaged in
beautifvinst the temple of Delphi.
ASDl\OTl\Biog.) or Androzi Fulvio, a Jesuit of the 16th
century, of Monticello, in Ancona, died in 1575; leaving
several works on religious subjects.

Androsthenes

AXDROTIOX

(Biog.)

quoted by Plutarch,
/Elian. Veer. Hist.

1.

a treatise on agriculture, mentioned
Varr. de Re Rust. 1. 1
Culumti.
bv Yarro and Columella.
;

de

Re

Rust.

1.

1.

Androtion, son of Andron, and

an
Athenian demagogue, who led the people which way lie
It has been supposed that
these three are one and the same person.
AXDROUET, du Ccrceau, James (Biug.) an architect, born
His works as an
at Orleans or Paris, in the l6th century.
artist were the triumphal arch at Pola, in Italy ; the Pont
Xeuf, at Paris, began in 1578, but not finished; the hotels
at Carnavalet, &e. in 1596; and the gallery of the Louvre,
by order of Henry IV. His works as a writer are, 1. ' Livre
d'Architecture, contenant les Plans et Dcssins de Cinquante
Batimens,' &c. 2. • Second Livre d'Architecture.' 3. ' Les
disciple

of

Isocrates,

pleased, according to Suidas.

Edifices Romains,' &c.
Nicholas (Biog.) surnamed Bois Regard, a French
physician and medical writer, was born at Lyons in 165S,
and died in 1742. He wrote, 1. ' Traite de la Generation
des Yers dans le Corps de l'Homme,' 1710, and often reprinted. 2. ' Eclaircissements SDK le Livre de la Generation,'
in answer to the attacks of Lemery and Yalisnieri on his
' Traite.'
3. ' Remarques de Medecine sur difierens Sujets,
principalement sur ce qui regarde la Saignee et la Purga4. ' Orthopedie ; ou l'Art de
tion,' 12mo. Paris, 1710.
prevenir et de corriger dans les Enfans les Difformites du
Corps,* 2 vols. Paris, 1741 ; besides other small pieces.
Bartholomew (Hist.) in Latin Anulus, a French
scholar of Bourges, in the l6th century, who being suspected of secretly favouring protestantism, was massacred in
a tumult by the people, in consequence of an insult offered
His writings are, 1. ' Chant Natal,' containto the host.

AX DRY,

AXEAU,

ing the mystery of the nativity, 4to. Lyons, 1539 and 1559,
Genethliac Musical et Historical de la Conwith the title
2. ' Lyon Marchand,' a
ception et de la Xativite de J.
French satire or drama of the historical kind, 4to. 1542.
3. Alciati's Emblems translated, Svo. Lyons,
1549 and
1558. 4. • Picta Poesis,' Svo. Lugd. Bat. 1552, a collec5.
transtion of emblems with Greek and Latin verses.
lation of Sir Thomas More's ' Utopia,' Paris and Lyons.
6. ' Alector, ou le Coq,' a fabulous history professed to be
taken from a Greek fragment; Lyons, 1560.
(Geog.) a town in Italy, now Monte Agnano,
according to Simler.
AXELLO, Thomas (Hist.) or Massanielio, a fisherman of
Xaples, excited an insurrection in 1647 against the Austrian
government, and succeeded in getting the power into his
own hands, which he used so ill, that 10 days after he was
massacred by the people who had set him up.
(Bibl.) aiv ; a city of Maaasseh, given to the Le1 Chron. vi. 73.
vites of Kohath's family.
(Geog.) a river of Gallia Cispadana, now Amune.
(Geog.) 'Avtpaptor, now Sculemura, a town
and promontory of Cilicia. Scyl. in Perip. ; Strab. 1.4;
'

C

A

AXEGAXUM

Ovid. Met. 1.13, v. 648.

Jut: 1. 8, v. 70
Lib. Narrat.
(Ntimis.)

Andeotion, author of

'Aveporiwv, an historian of Attica,

and others. Pint,
10; Pausan. 1. 10, c. 8.

iElian,
8, c.

in

Sol. ;

AXEM

AXEMO
ANEMURIUM
Mel.

1.

1

;

Plin.

1.

5.

this town struck medals of Domitian,
Domitia Lontrina, Caracalla, Alexander Severus, and Ya-

Anemuriu.m (Xumis.)
lerian sen.; the

inscription

AN EMOY

I'.

ANEMOYPIEJ2N,

with the addition sometimes of the name of their magistrates which were prators, as on a medal of Severus. C'T.
ANTON. ANEMOYPIEilN, i. e. Prwtore Antonio Anemuriensium ; sometimes also the year of the reign is added,
as ANEMOYPIE12N. ET. A, i. e. in the fourth year of the

The types are mostly a turreted head,
reign of Severus.
Fail. Num.
or a figure of Diana Alphsea, or of Bacchus.
Gr. ; Harduin. Opcr. Scl. ; Froel. Tcntam. c\c.
(Bibl.) -up, a Canaanite, who with Eschol assisted
Abraham against Chedorlaimer, Amraphel, and all the pilGen. xiv. 13.
lagers of Sodom.
AXESE, Janvier (Hist.) a furrier of Xaples, who on the

AXER

ANG

ANG

assassination of Anello [vide AneUo~\ became a leader in the
revolt which the latter had begun ; and notwithstanding his

engagement

to the contrary with the duke of Guise, he
continued to disturb the republic until he was massacred,

who took part in the revolt.
(Mylli.) a Phocian, who kept the sheep of Peleus.
Grid. Met.
11, v. 3-18.
(Hist.) a British poet, celebrated as the leader of
the Olidinian Britons at the battle of Catraeth, on which he
made a poem, preserved among the records of Welsh literature, as also his Odes of the Months.
He died about
570.
ANFOSSI, rascal (Biog.) an Italian musician, was born
about 1736, and died in 1795He composed, 1. ' Inconnue Persecutee.' 2. ' La Finta Giardiniera.' 3. ' II
;
'
Geloso in Cimento.' 4.
Olympiade
besides oratorios.
(Ecc.) or Aufrid, comte de Hui, a descendant from
Charlemagne, became a priest with the consent of his wife,
who was a heautiful woman, and was made bishop of
Utrecht.
He died blind in 1008, in a convent of Benedictines, of which he himself had been the founder. Julian,
with 20,000 others,

ANETOR

1.'

ANEURIN

'

ANFRID

de Beka

Chrcrn.

Bonavenlure (Biog.) a writer of the 17th

century, and a monk of the order of the Minorites of St.
Francis, wrote a book entitled ' Lux Magica,' &C.

ANGELIO (Biog.) or Degli Angcli Peter. [Vide AngeU]
ANGELION (Biog.) a statuary, who made a statue of Apollo,
at

Delos.

ANGELIS,
a

James (Ecc.) archbishop of Urbino, was born of
good family in Kil2, created cardinal in 16"S6, and died

in 1695.

Angklis, Dominico de, a native of Leccc, the
Otranto, in the kingdom of Naples, who died

capital

of

1719;

in

wrote, 1. ' Dissertazione intorno alia Patria di Ennio,' Na1712. 2. Le Vite de Letterati Salentini,' 4to. part 1,
Naples, 1710; part 2, 1713.
Angei/18, Peter, a painter, was born at Dunkirk in 1685, and
distinguished himself in the exercise of his profession in
Germany, England, Italy, and France. He died in 1734,
at Rennes, in Bretagne, where he had settled.
Angelis, Stephen de, an Italian mathematician, was a Jesuit
at the time that that order was suppressed, and was living
He wrote among other things, 1. Miscellaneum
in 1 678.
Hyperbolieum et Parabolicum,' 4to. Venice, K)59- 2. Della
Gravita dell' Aria e Fluide, Dialogi V," 4to. Padua,
KJ71-2, &c.
Buonaroti Michael (Biog.) an illustrious artist,
better known by the simple name of Michael Angela, was
horn in 1474 in the castle of Capresse, in Tuscany, and
The most celebrated of his paintings was his
died in 1563.
* Last
Judgment,' which he executed for Paul III. He
was also distinguished as an architect and a sculptor. The
completion of St. Peter's church at Rome, on which he
bestowed 1 7 years' labour, was the principal specimen of his
ples,

'

'

'

ANGE

(Biog.) or Angelus Clavisius, a Franciscan, composed,
1. ' Summa Angelica,' or a Summary of Cases of Conscience. 2. ' Area Fidei,' a Treatise on Restitution. He died
at Coni in Piedmont, in 1495.
Ange, or Aiigelo Rocca, a sacristan to Sextus V, wrote ' De
Bibliotheca Vaticana
BiblioPotestate Ecclesiastics
;
' Commentarius
theca Theologica et Scripturalis
de saero1620.
Christi
Corpore,'
&c.
He
died
in
Sancto
Ange, de Saiilien, le Pere, a Capuchin, who died at Dijon in
1678, was the author of ' Hydrologie, ou Traite des Eaux
Minerales trouvees aupres de la Ville de Nuys entre Prixey
et Premeaux.'
Ange, de St. Rosalie, le Pere, a barefoot Augustine, and a
genealogist, was bom in 1655, and died in 1726". He wrote
' l'Etat
de la France,' and was preparing a new edition of
le Pere Anselm's History of the Royal Family of France,
when he died.
Ange, de St. Joseph, properly called La Brosse, a barefoot
Carmelite of Toulouse, died in 1 6'97 ; leaving, 1 ' A Latin
Translation of the Persian Pharmascopceia.' 8vo. Paris, 10'81.
2. ' Gazophylacium Lingo* Persarum,' fol. Amst. 1684.
ANGEL, Joliti (Biog.) a nonconformist of the Kith century,
died in 1655, leaving a treatise on ' The right Government
of the Thoughts,' 8vo. London, 1659ANGEL1, Sebastian (Biog.) a Dominican, and an astronomer
He wrote
of Perouse, was bom in 1447, and died in 1525.
the life of one Colombo de Rielt, who had the reputation of
being a holy maid, and uttered predictions which were said
;

'

;

'

'

'

'

.

to be realized.

Angkli, Bonavenlure, an

Italian

died in 1570"; was the author

historian of Ferrara,

who

of, 1.
Istoria della Citta di
Parma e Descrizionedel Fiume Parma Lib. YTII,' 4to< Parma,
3.
De non
2. ' The Life of LudovicO Catti.'
15914. ' Gli Elogi degli eroi Estensi.'
Sepeliendis Mortuis.'
'

'

Discorso intorno l'Origine dei Cardinali,' 1565,
Baldus, an Italian physician, wrote a Latin treatise
vipers, at the latter end of the Kith century.
Angki.i, Peter, or in Latin, Angelus Bergeus, a poel oi
Berges, a village in Tuscany, and a disciple of Hugh
wrote the
Buoncompagno, afterwards Gregory XIII
Syiiad,' and other works.
vide
St.
dfAngeli.
Angbu,
John
ANGELIC, Giovanni da Fietok {Biog.) a Dominican, and a
painter of Fiesola, in the 15th century; was employed to
Nicholas V"s chapel, for which he refused the archand left faults in some of his picbishopric of Florence
tures, as is said, that he might not have too much praise.
He died in 1445.
5.

ANGELIERI,

'

\ngici.i,

;

;

ANGELO,

architectural skill.

Angelo, vide Caravagio.
Angelo, Angelica or Anjcoli James,

a Florentine writer of
14th and 15th centuries ; left among his works some
from the classics, namely, I. * Cosmographiae
Ptolomsei Lib. VIII." 2. ' Ptolonuei Quadripartitum.' 3. ' Ciceronis Vita,' from Plutarch, &c.
Daniel (Biog.) a Calvinist preacher of
Corbach, in Hesse, was the author of Chronologie Antoptique,' as he himself styles it, to indicate its certainty.
2.
De Ponderibus et Mensuris.' f'oss. de Scient. Mat hem.

the

translations

ANGELOCRATOR,

'

'

c.

68.

ANGELOME

(Biog.) a Benedictine of Burgundy, in the 9th
century, wrote ' Jstromates ou Tapisseries sur les IV Livres
des Rois, et sur le Cantique.'
NT, Francis (Biog.) an antiquary of the 17th cenHe wrote Storia di
tury, born at Terni, died in 1652.

ANGELO

'

Rome, 1646 and 1685; and collected a series of
medals which were published after his death, under the title
of ' ITstoria Augusta di Giulio Cesare Costatino il Magno,'
Terni,' 4to.

Rome, 1641.

ANGELOPOLIS

A town of Urbino, now St.
Spain, now Los Angelos.
Theodore (Biog.) a poet of Ancona, died in
1600; wrote, 1. ' Sententia quod Metaphysica est eadem
qua Physiea,' 4to. Vcnet. 1584; a defence of Aristotle
Exercitationum
against Patrizi, who preferred Plato.
2.
cum Patricio Liber,' 4to. Venet. 1585 a rejoinder to Pa3. ' Ars Medica, ex Hippocratis et Galeni
trizi's answer.
Thesauris potissimum deprompta,' 4to. Venct. 1593. 4. ' De
Eneide di VirNatura et Curatione Maligna! Febris.' 5.
gilio, tradotto in Verso Sciolto,' 12mo. Naples, 1649; the
only edition, winch is very scarce and highly valued.
(Mi/th.) "AyysAoc, a son of
Neptune by a

A
ANGELUCCI,
Angelo.

2.

(Gcog.)

town

in

1.

New

'

;

'

ANGELUS

nymph of Chios. Paw. 1. 7, e. 4.
ANOELU9 (Hist.) the surname of a family which was

originally

of Philadelphia, and of no great distinction; but on settling
in Constantinople, many of its members rose to the highest

:

AXG

AXG

universities,

primendo, from pressing the mouth to keep silence, because
she was the goddess of silence ; and her statue was repreHer festival was
sented with her finger on her mouth.
called Angeroualia.
J'arro de Lot. Ling. 1. 4 ; Plin. 1.
c. 5; Pint, in Num. ; Maerob. Sat. 1. 1, c. 10.
(Geog.) Andegava or Andegavum, the capital of
Anjou, or the department of the Maine and Loire, and the
birth-place of Menage, is 50 m. E. X. E. Xantes, and 1 75

in 1638.

bishop's see before the revolution

even to that of emperors, under the names of
Alexis, Andronicus, Isaac, Constantine, Manuel, John,
and Theodore. [Vide Alexis, Ar.J
dignities.,

Angelus, Christopher (Biog.) a Greek christian, and a native
of Peloponnesus, who suffered many cruelties from the

.:>,

AXGERS

Turkish governor of Athens, on account of his faith, and
taking refuge in England was well received at both the

Cambridge and Oxford; at which latter place
he taught the Greek language to the students, till his death
He wrote, 1. ' Of the many Stripes and Torments inflicted on him by the Turks for the Faith which he
had in Jesus Christ/ in Greek and English, Oxford, 161 72. ' An Encomium of the famous Kingdom of Great Britain, and of the Two Sister Universities of Cambridge
and Oxford,' also Greek and English; Cambridge, 16'ljj.
3. ' Enchiridion de Institutes Grscorum,' in Greek and
and 4to. Lips. l6?6.
Francof. 1G55 ;
Latin, 12mo.
4. * Labor. C. A.
de Apostasia Ecclesise, et de Homine
Greek and Latin ; Lond.,
peccati, scilicet Antichristo,'

S.

Paris,

Ion.

Cr

W.

33'

lat.
;

3
It was a
47 28' X.
and its first bishop men-

tioned in history was Defensor, in the fourth century, since
which time it has had many distinguished men to fill the
and has had five councils held within its walls
namely, in 453, 1269, 1279, 130'ti, and 1448. Its university
was the resort of the German princes and nobility. Its
castle, which stands on a rock, and is flanked by IS towers,
was attacked by the Hugonots, but without success. Angers
suffered considerably during the Vendean war, when it was
the scene of many sanguinary actions.
St. Marth. Gall.
Christ. ; Du Chine Antiq.
AXGERVILLE, Richard (Ecc.) vide Aungerville.
AXGES, Francis Anthony des (Ecc.) a Jesuit and missionary
in Ethiopia, died in 10'23, after having translated the commentaries of Maldonat on St. John and St. Matthew, into
bishopric,

—

1(524.

;

,

AXGEXXES

and noble family of France,
from Angennes, in the province of

(Hist.) an ancient

which derives its title
Many of its members filled the highest posts, of
Orleanois.
which the following are the most entitled to notice
Angexxes, Robert d's was killed at the battle of Agineourt.
Angennes, Regit ant d', chamberlain to Charles VI, was employed on many important missions in Germany and elsewhere.
He was taken prisoner in a sedition at Paris in
1413, but afterwards recovered his liberty.
d', defended Cherbourg for six months
against the English in 1417, and is said to have been afterwards beheaded by the king of England, for having borne

Angennes, John

arms against him contrary

Angennes,

to his promise.

name, took in 1442, from
the English, the town of Mante, of which he was made
governor, as also of the town of Angouleme.
Angennes, James d', a favourite of Francis I, was his lieutenant general in Germany.
Angennes, Nicholas d', was sent as embassador extraordinary
to queen Elizabeth.
Angennes, Julia d', marchioness de Rambouillet, and duchess
de Montausier, was governess to the dauphin son of Louis
XIV, and maid of honour to Maria Theresa of Austria.
She was a lady of distinguished merit and talent.
Angennes, Louis d' was ambassador in Spain, in 1581.
Angennes, James d\ the second of this name, was sent ambassador to England in 1 li.'i t.
Angennes. Charles d', otherwise called Count d' Angennes,
was killed at the battle of Malplaquet, in 1709Angennes, Charles d' (Ecc.) of the same family as the preceding; was sent on a mission to Pius V, by Charles IX
and being created a cardinal in 1570, he assisted at the
election of Oregon' XIII in 1573.
Angennes, Claude d', bishop successively of Paris and of
Mans, died in 1601, after having been active in the disSpondan. Cont. Baron.
charge of his various public duties.
Annal. Ann. 1589, &c ; Thuan. Hist.; Samntarth. Gall.
Jo/in d', second of this

',

;

Christ.

AXGERIAXO,

Giralumo (Biog.) an Italian poet in the 16th
century, whose poems were, 1. ' De Obitu Lyda?, de vero
Poeta, de Parthenope,' in Latin.
2. 'Epwrotraiyvwv, a collection of love verses, 12mo. Paris 1512; besides other
'
pieces of his in the
Carmina Illustrium Poetarum Italorum.'

AXGERMAXLAXD

(Geog.) in Latin Angermannia, a northern province of Sweden, filled principally with mountains,

rocks,

W.

and

forests.

AXGEROXIA

(Mi/th.) or Angerona, a Roman goddess, so
caUed, as some suppose, because she was said to drive away
the disease angina, the quinzy ; or ab angendo, i. e. com-

'

the Ethiopie language.
des, a Jesuit

Anges, Jerome

burnt alive for his faith

at

and missionary in Japanj was
Gedo, in 1623.

Anges, Mutius des (Biog.) a

Jesuit, died in
several works on theological subjects.

1597, leaving

Anges, Pompeiits des, a canon of St. Mar}' the Elder, at
Rome, wrote an account of this church.
AXGHIERA, Peter Martyr d' (Biog.) an Italian scholar,
was born in 1455, and died in 152(j; leaving among his
works, 1.
Opus Epistolarum Petri Martyris Anglerii,
'

fol. 1530; fol. Elzev. l6"0.
2. ' De Rebus
Oceanicis et Orbe novo Decades,' being a History of the
Discoveries of Columbus ; taken from the MS. which he
sent to the India council in Spain, fol. Paris. 1536. 3. ' De
Insulis nuper Invcntis,' &c 4to. Basil. 1521 ; fol. 1533.
4. ' De Lcgatione Babylonica Libri Tres,' containing an Account of his Embassy to the Sultan of Egypt, &c.
Paul.
Joe. Elog. Xo. 124; Voss. de Hist. Lat. c. 12 ; Care, Hist.
Lit. vol. ii. p. 239.
(Ecc.) son of one of the nobles of Pepin's
court, married Bertha, daughter of Charlemagne, with
whose consent he afterwards retired to the abbey of St.
Riquier, of which he was made abbot, and died in 814.
He wrote, among other tilings, a history of his abbev.
Angilbert, or Engelbert, was abbot of the monastery of

Mediolanensis,'

ANGILBERT

Corbie, with

some

little

interruption, from

859

to S90,

when

he died.

AXGIOLELLO,

John Mario,

a

native

of Vicenza.

and

afterwards a slave of the young Mustapha during the expedition of Mahomet II into Persia in 1473, wrote, in the
Italian and Turkish languages, ' The History of Mahomet II,' which he dedicated to the sultan, and was in
consequence kindly received.
AXGITIA (Geog.) a grove in the country of the Marsi, now
Silva d'Alba, between Alba and the lake of Fucina.
It received its name, as is said, from Medea, who was called
f'irg. .En. 1. 7 ; Sit. Ital. 1. 8; Solin. c. S ; Sen.
Anguilia.
in

lirg.

AXGITL'LA

(Geog.) a river of Italy, and a town in Cala-

now Roccha
Anglesey, Earl of,
bria,

first

Angitola.

Sir Arthur Aniteslei/ (Hist.) son of the
viscount Valcntia, took an active hut not an honourable

part in the troubles of the times, and, after siding alternately
with the rebels and the royalists, he at length contributed

materiaUy to the restoration, for which he was raised to the
English peerage. He wrote, 1. ' Truth unveiled in behalf

ANG

ANG
A

2. '
of the Church of England,' &c. 4to. 1 "67Letter
from a Person of Honour in the Country written to the Earl
nf Castle-haven,' \-c. 3. The Privileges of the House of Lords
and Commons,' &c. 4. ' The King's Right of Indulgence in
'

5. ' Memoirs intermix! with Moral,
Spiritual Matters,' ecc.
Political, and Historical Ohservations,' &C. Svo. l6y3.

A.NOZ/BSST, Earl of (Her.) a title which was conferred on
Arthur Anncsley, second viscount Valentia, who was elevated to the British peerage, by the title of lord Anncsley,
and the earl of Anglesey, in 1661. This title continued in
this family till the death of Arthur Anncsley, sixth earl, in
1787) when his son Arthur, not being able to make good

became
Angi.kskv. Marquis
his claim,

it

extinct.

a title enjoyed at present by the
of,
family of Paget [Vide Paget'], which was conferred in 1815
on Henry William Paget, earl of Uxbridge, as a reward
for his distinguished valour and military prowess at the
battle of Waterloo, where he was wounded, and lost his leg
The titles, arms, &c. of
at the close of the engagement.
this family are as follow
Paget, marquis of Anglesey, earl of Uxbridge, and
Titles:
The title commonly borne by
baron Paget of Baudesert.
the eldest son, earl of Uxbridge.
Arms. Quarterly first and fourth sable, on a cross engrailed
between four eagles displayed argent, live lions passant of
the first, for Paget ; second and third, assure nine etoiles,
three, three, two, and one, argent for Bayly.
Crest.
On a wreath, a demi-tiger sable, tufted and maned
argent, and ducally gorged or.
Two tigers sable, tufted and maned argent,
Supporter*.
and ducally gorged or.
"
Per
il suo contraries."
Motto.
Anglesey (Geog.) a British island, and one of the most
northern counties in Wales, 2-4 miles long, and 18 broad,
is separated from Carnarvonshire by a narrow strait called
Menai. It sends two members to Parliament, has two market
towns; namely, Beaumaris, the county town, and Holyhead ; and is divided into six hundreds, and 77 parishes.
Anglesey, which was known to the ancients by the name of
Mono, was governed by kings of its own till the time of
It still retains many vestiges of
its conquest by Edward I.
the druidical worship, of which it was the celebrated seat
in the time of the Romans.
(Geog.) a people of Germany, near the river Elbe,
called by Ptolemy 'AyyEiXoi, and by Procopius "AyyeXoi.
They inhabited that narrow strip of land which is now
called Jutland, and originally in the Teutonic Engelland,
or narrow land, whence they are supposed to derive their
name, unless we suppose witli Saxo (irammaticus that they
were so called after one of their kings ctdled Angul. They
:

ANGLI

gave their name to Angus, England.
A.NO LI A (Geog.) that part of Britain which was inhabited
by the Saxons, and is now called England. [Vide Britannia and England*]
It was called after the Angli, or
Anglo Saxons. ^[Vide Angli]
Angma East, vide East Anglia.
\NGLICUS, Nicholas (Eee.) an English Franciscan, and
He
bishop of Assisi, was confessor to pope Innocent IV.
died in 12(i(), leaving many works which arc not now

Angucx's,

Gilbertus, physician to Hubert, archbishop of Canterbury, about the time of king John, left a treatise on medi-

which he entitled a compendium which has bei n
printed at different times in 4to. Lyons, I510j Geneva, 1608.
Angi.icus, vide Richard.
A.NGLURE (Geog.) a small town of Champagne, in France,
;

its name to an ancient and illustrious family.
{Geog.) a small kingdom of Western Africa, anAbonda, trc Ambonda, afterwards Dongo, and
bv the Portuguese Angola.

which gave

ANGOLA

iiinilv called

It is

;

into 17 provinces.

The capital of Angola is Loanda, which was built
by Paulo dias de Novais, the first governor of Angola
besides which there is Cambamba, Benguela, and other

Totrns.

;

small places.

The two principal rivers are the
Danda and the Coanza besides which there are the Rio
Longo, Rimba, Cubogi, &c. The principal islands are
the Loanda, the Massander, and Motehiama.
History.
Angola was at first a province of Congo, until
an ambitious governor named Ngola, or Angola, shook off
the Congoese yoke, and erected it into an independent
kingdom. He was succeeded by his eldest daughter Zunda
Riangola, who, being shortly after murdered by her
sister in revenge for the murder of her children, was succeeded by her nephew Ngola Chilvagni I, who, after a
Warlike and prosperous reign, named his youngest son
Dambi Angola his successor. His reign was short and
cruel, and he was succeeded by Ngola Chilvagni II, a
warlike and successful prince, who dying childless,
Ngingha Angola, great nephew to Ngola Chilvagni I,
was elected in his stead, but died after a short and bloody
reign, leaving the throne to his son and successor Bandi
Angola, who, being more cruel than his father, was at
length murdered by his subjects.
In his reign, the Portuguese, who had already made a settlement in Congo,
found favour for some time at his court ; but a misunderstanding arising between them, he would have cut them
all off if they had not left the kingdom.
The Portuguese
availed themselves of these circumstances to subdue the
greater part of the country, which they effected in the
course of the two following reigns; namely, of Ngola
Mbanda and Zingha, a son and daughter. The former

Rivers and Islands.

;

was soon reduced

to the necessity of poisoning himself in
order to escape falling into the hands of the enemy ; but
Zingha, who was a princess of extraordinary valour, and

masculine spirit, gave them so much trouble that they at
length concluded a treaty with her, leaving her a part of
She was succeeded by her sister
her former dominions.
Barbara, who dying after a short reign, her husband
Mona Zingha seized the throne, but was defeated and
slain by Don Francisco, the only surviving male heir to
after whose death this country was
the throne of Angola
governed by a viceroy from Portugal; and since that time
it has been the chief seat for the nefarious traffic with
;

slaves.

ANGOSCIOLA,

Sophonisba (Biog.) or Angiissola, an

was born

Ita-

Cremona. She excelled
first of which was that
of her father between his two children.
She idso took a
portrait of herself playing on a harp, and that of one of
her sisters, besides some historical pieces.
Angosciola, Lucia and Eugenia, two sisters of the preceding,
and also paintresses, were almost equally distinguished with
lian paintress,

particularly in portraits,

in

1588

among

at

the

their sister in the art of portrait painting.

ANGOUUEME,

extant.

cine,

bounded on the N. by Congou Proper; E.
by Metamba ; S. by Benguela and W. by the Atlantic.
Extent and Division. The kingdom of Angola forms a coast
of more than eight degrees, or 480 miles, and is divided

Boundaries.

Charles de Valois duke <f (Hist.) natural
son of Charles IX, received from Louis XIII the duchy of
and was very instrumental in bringing
Angoulciuc,
Henry IV to the throne, but was afterwards implicated in
Biron's conspiracy, anil also in a treasonable attempt in concert with his uterine sister, the marchioness de Verneuil,
for which he was condemned to lose his bead, but the sen-

was commuted for perpetual imprisonment. He was
however sent four years after on an embassy to the emperor
In 1 628, he opened the famous siege of
Ferdinand II.
Rochelle
and, after taking part in the war of Languedoc,
tence

;

;

ANG

ANI

Germany, and Flanders, he died in 1650, leaving, among
his works as a writer, 1. * Memoires Tres Partieulieres du
Due d'Angouhlme pour servir a 1'Histoire des Regnes de
Henri III et Henri IV,' 12mo. 1662, 2. < Les Harangues
prononces en l'Assemblee de M. M. les Princes Protestants

commissioners to conclude a treaty with England in 144p.
He was standing by the side of king James II when he
was killed at Roxburg in 1460.
Angus, Archibald, Jifth Earl of, was one of the Scottish peers,
who combined against king James III. He was afterwards
high in favour with James IV, whom he attended on his
fatal expedition into England, where his two sons fell at the
battle of Flodden.
He himself having received an affront
had previously withdrawn from the army, and died in 1514.
Angus, Archibald, sixth Earl of, became brother-in-law to
Henry VIII by his marriage with Margaret, sister to the
latter, and queen Dowager ; but, although afterwards divorced from her, he became one of the council of the regent,
and took an active part in all the troubles of the times.

3. ' Le Generale et Fidele Red'Allemagne,' 8vo. 1 620.
de tout ce qui s'est passe en l'lsle de Re,' &c. 4.
Translation of Diego de Torre's History of the Kingdoms
of Morocco, Fez, &c. ; besides a folio volume of MS. letters,
which are said to have been written by him.
Angoui.eme (Geog.) a capital of Angouraois, a former province of France, is situated on the river Charente, 50 miles
W. S. W. Lemoges. Lon. 0° 9' E. lat. 45° 39' N. It is a
town of such antiquity that its origin is unknown, and has
been deduced by some from the reign of Tarquin the Proud. Angus, Will'unn, tenth Earl of, becoming a Roman catholic,
engaged with the earls of Errol and Huntly in a treasonable
It was known among the ancients by the names of Engocorrespondence with the king of Spain for the re-establishlisma, Ecolesina, ASquolesina, Aquilimensis, Inculisma, and
It passed from the hands of the Romans into
ment of that religion ; but, failing in their attempt, he reFatiastum.
tired to the continent.
these of the Visigoths, from whom it was taken by Clovis
Angus, James, Earl of, son of the second marquis of Douglas,
It suffered much from the inroads of the Normans,
in 508.
raised the regiment now called the 26th foot of Cameronians,
who ruined it in the ninth century, and killed its count
and, after much active service, fell at the battle of Steinkerk
Teirpion in an engagement; and, in the lCth century, it
in 1692.
was taken and pillaged more than once by the Hugonots.
Angouleme and Angoumois, which belonged originally to Angus (Geog.) another name for Forfarshire.
Aquitaine, was converted into a county by Charles the Bald,
(Geog.) a principality of Germany, 42 miles long
and 10 broad, the capital of which is Zerbst. It is watered
and was governed by counts till the time of Philip the Fair,
when it reverted to the crown. It was erected by Francis I
by the two rivers, the Salde and the Mulda. This principality gives its name to one of the most ancient houses, not
into a duchy in favour of his mother, and has since, at difGregor. Turon. Hist. 1. 2
only of Germany, but of all Europe, in so much that some
ferent times, been a royal title.
Aimoii. Hist. Fran. ; Du Chine Recherches des Antiq. d
have been pleased to trace its origin from Ascanias, the son
France ; Saint Marth. Genealog. de France, <0j-c.
of Gomer, and great grandson of Noah.
It is however
(Geog.) a late province of France, in Aqui
certain that the princes of Anhalt of the present day are
descended from Bernard, son of the emperor Albert, surtarda Qvide Angouleme'], now included in the department of
the Charente.
named the Bear, to whose son Henry the emperor Frederic
ANGRIANI, Michael (Biog.) Aygnani, or Aignan, comBarbarossa gave the title of prince of Anhalt.
Since
monly called Michael of Bologna, a Carmelite of the 14th
Joachim Ernest, prince of Anhalt in the l6th century, this
He wrote Commentaries on the
century, died in 1416.
house has branched out into the houses of Bernburg, HatPsalms and other Parts of the Bible.
zerod, Zerbst, &c.
ANGUIER, Francis and Michael (Biog.) sons of a mechanic
(Geog.) an island of Denmark, in the Categat,
in Eu, a town of Normandy, became eminent sculptors,
which was taken by the English in 1810, who defeated the
with
many specimens of their skill.
and embellished Paris
Danes in 1811 in their attempt to retake it.
Francis, who died in 1699, executed, among other things,
ANI (Bibl.) >Jtf, a levite and a musician, who accompanied
the mausoleum of Montmorenci, at Moulins, and the four
the ark when brought by David to Jerusalem.
1 Chron.
figures on the tomb of the duke de Longueville at Paris.
xv. 18.
Michael, who died in 1686, executed the ornaments on the
(Biog.) an ^Egyptian monk in the reign of Arcagate of St. Dennis, &c.
dius, wrote a chronicle of the emperors.
Voss. de Hist.
ANGUILLARA, John Andrew d' (Biog.) an Italian poet of
Grcec. 1. 2, c. 20.
the l6th century, was born at Sutri, in Tuscany, of very poor
Anianus, a lawyer in the time of Alaric, king of the VisiHe wrote, 1 ' Oedipo," a tragedy, partly original,
parents.
goths, in Spain, about 484, published a work on the laws of
and partly from Sophocles. 2. ' Canzoni.' 3. Poetical Arthe emperor Theodosius, and translated the Homilies of St.
guments for all the Cantos of Orlando Furioso. 4. Four
Chrysostom. He is confounded by some with the preceding.
5. Translations of Ovid, and the first
Capitoli or Satires.
Sigebert. de Script. Eccles. c. 70 ; Voss, de Hist. GrazeBook of the iEneid.
1. 2, &c. ;
Mir. in Auct. de Script. Eccles.; Possciin. <^c.
Louis,
or
Aloyrio,
an
Italian
physician
Anguili.aba,
and Anianus, a Latin author of the fifth century, who was one
botanist of the l6th century, died in 1570, leaving, among
of the defenders of Pelagius against S. Augustin and others.
his works, a botanical collection entitled ' Semplici dell'
S. August, contra Jul. c. 8 ; Hieron. ; Du Pin, Bibl. des
Eccelente M. Anguillara, li quali in piu pareri a diversi
Aut.
nobili nomini
scritte
appagono et nuovamente da M. Anianus, a Benedictine of the 1 6th century, of Mount Cassel,
Giovanni Marinello mandati in luce,' 8vo. Venice, 1561,
in Flanders, composed a chronicle from the commencement
and reprinted in the same year.
of the world to 1457, which was never printed.
(Geog.) the ancient Ancyra, a city of Asiatic
(Bibl.) oj?>jn, son of Shemida of Manasseh. 1 Chron.

A

lation

ANHALT

ANGOUMOIS

ANHOLT

ANIANUS

.

ANGURA
Turkey,

ANIAM

in Natolia,

ANGUS, More

and a Greek archbishop's

see.

Lord of the
Macdonald [Vide Macdonald], entertained Robert Bruce at a time when he had been refused
an asylum elsewhere, and raised 2000 men, with whom
he engaged at the battle of Bannockburn, where king Edward II was defeated, and he displayed much valour.
Angus, George, fourth Earl of, of the family of Douglas,
mentioned under Heraldry £vide Douglas'], was one of the
Isles,

(Hist.) or the Great, styled the

of the family of

vox.

I.

vii.

19.

ANICETL'S

(Myth.) 'AvUnros, a son of Hercules by Hebe,
the goddess of youth.
Anicetus (Hist.) a freedman who had the charge of Nero's
education.
Tac. Annal. 1. 14, c. 3, &c. ; Sueton. hi Ncr.
Anicetus, a freedman of Polemon, king of Pontus, who revolted against the Romans after his death, under pretence of
supporting the party of Vitellius against Vespasian. The
latter marched against him, and compelled him to take nighi

1

ANI

AN1

with Sedochezor, king of the Sazians, by whom he was de- Anicius Olybrius, Sextus, and Sextus Anicius Probus, sons
of the preceding, were consuls together in 395. They were
livered up to the Romans, A. D. 69.
Tac. Hist. 1. 3, c. 47great patrons of learning.
Anicetus, prefect of the Pretorian cohort, under the tyrant
Claudian. de Consul Olib. &
Prob.
Magnentius, was killed A. D. 350, at the taking of the city
Aurcl Victor,
Anicius Bassus, Sextus, a consul in 408 and 431, brought
of Rome by Nepotian.
an accusation of incontinence against the pope Sixtus III,
Anicetus (Ecc.) a Syrian who was elected pope after Pius I,
who consented to be tried by a council, and being, after a
A. D. 156, in the reign of Antoninus, and the consulship of
strict investigation, found innocent, his accuser was punished
Tertullus and Sacerdos, according to the Chronicle of Alexby the emperor with the confiscation of his goods. Anastas.
andria.
He died after having governed the church for 1
martyrdom,
in Sixt. Ill ; Baron. Annul ann. 433.
according
to
Eusebius
but
did
not
suffer
years,
Euscb. Anicius, was also the name of several other consuls.
if we may believe the more ancient accounts of him.
ANIENSIS, Tribus (Gcog.) a Roman tribe, consisting of
Hist. Eccles. 1. 4, c. 15 ; Baron. Annul, ann. 167 ; Du Pin,
the inhabitants near the river Anis, who were added by the
Bibtioth., $c.
censors to the rest, U. C. 455, A. C. 299.
ANICH, Peter (Biog.) an astronomer of Germany, and meBesides con- ANILEUS (Hist.) a Jew of humble birth, who, with his
chanic, was born in 1723, and died in 1766brother Asineus, made himself very formidable to the neighstructing a pair of globes from the effort of his own genius,
bouring states, until he was killed in the night by the Babyhe drew a set of maps, which were published at Vienna,
Tyrolis Chorographia, dclineata a Petro Anieh
lonians, in the reign of Caligula, A. D. 40.
entitled,
Joseph. Antiq.
1. 8, c. 12.
et Blasis Hueber, curante Igni YVeinhart.'
ANICHINI, Lewis (Biog.) a Venetian engraver, whose en- ANIM (Bib/.) Q'JP, a city of Judah. Josh. xv. 50.
gravings of the medals of Henry II, &c. have been greatly ANJOU, Duke of' (Hist.) who at his confirmation assumed
valued.
the name of Francis, was the fourth surviving son of
Henry II. He was successively duke of Alencon, Brabant,
Anichini, the name of another engraver, of whom but little
is known.
and Anjou, under which latter title he aspired to the hand
ANICIA, gens (Hist.) or Anicii, a family originally pleof queen Elizabeth, and was for a time favourably received.
An.iou (Gcog.) a province of France, which was first inhabeian, that rose to distinction in the state, particularly in
QVide Anicius']
bited by the Andes or Andegavi, and forms now the departthe later period of Rome.
Anicia, the surname of Proba Falconia, wife of Anicius Proment of the Maine and the Loire.
Extent.
It is 30 leagues in length and 20 in breadth.
bus, who was as illustrious as her husband for virtue and
talent, and highly praised by St. Chrysostom, St. Augustin,
Rivers.
It is watered by a number of rivers, the principal
and St. Jerom. From different fragments of the verses of
of which are the Loire, the Sarthe, the Vienne, the MaVirgil, collected into cantos, she composed a Life of Jesus
yenne, the Fouey, &c.
Christ.
She was the mother of the consuls Olibrius and
Towns. Its capital is Angers, besides which there are Montreuil-Bellai, Saumur, Chateau, Gontier, Fleche, Cande,
Probus, the former of whom married Juliana, by whom
Ingrande, &c.
he had a daughter, named Dcmetriadcs. These two ladies
were not inferior to their mother and grandmother Anicia.
Anjou was a favourite province of the Romans,
History.
who have left many vestiges of their residence in that
>S. Chrysosl., S. August., Sf S- Huron, apud Bibtioth. Pat.
It was afterwards subject to the kings
part of France.
torn. viii. tub Nomine Proba ; Zosim. 1. 6 j Claudian. de
of France, from whom it was taken by the English in
Consul Olib. et Prob.
ANICIUS GALLUS, Lucius, a pretor, U.C. 585, A.C. 169,
the 11th century, and retaken in 1203 by Philip of
triumphed over the Illyrians and their king Gentius. Liv.
France.
It was subsequently converted into a county by
Charles tie Bald, in favour of Tertulle, or Terculc, a
1. 45, c. 26.
Anicius Galxus, Lucius, son of Lucius, and grandson of the
Breton, from whom the ancient counts derived their
origin.
preceding, was a colleague in the consulship with Corn.
One of his descendants, Foulquez, was king of
Cethegus, U. C. 585, A.C. Ilk).
The vintage in his conJerusalem
and Geoti'ry V, count of Anjou, surnamed
sulship being plentiful, gave rise to the proverb, I'iniim
P/antagcnct, was the father of Henry II, king of EngAt his death the
land, who was also count of Anjou.
Anicianum, for any thing excellent.
Cic. Brut. c. 83.
Anicius, Ccreatis, a consul in the reign of Nero, killed himcounty of Anjou reverted to the crown, being forfeited to
self because he was suspected of being implicated in a conking John, who converted it into a duchy in favour of
his second son Louis, afterwards king of Naples and
Tac. Annul. 1. 15, c. 74;
spiracy against the emperor.
J.
](>, c. 17Sicily.
But it again reverted to the crown in 1480, at
Anicius, Maximus, a proconsul under Trajan.
the death of Charles IV, king of Naples and Sicily, since
Anicius, Faiistus, a lieutenant of the emperor Severus in
which time it has been a royal title, mostly conferred on
IJacia, A. I). 203 ; also a Proprietor Augustorum, as we
the second son.
learn from an inscription.
Spm. Misccll. Erud. Antiq. ANI RAN (Myth.) an angel or genius among the Persians,
who presides over weddings, and takes cognizance of every
p. 30*.
Anicius, Feslus, a proconsul of Asia in 217-218, under the
thing that happens on the 30th day of every month, accordemperor Macrinus.
ing to the notions of the magi on which account this day,
Anicius, I'mistux, a consul under Diocletian.
Idat. Chron.
which bears the name of Aniram, is kept with much solemAnicius, .lidiunus, the first Christian in the fainilv, was
nity as a festival.
consul in 322, in the reign of Constantinc
governor of ANIS (Gcog.) a notable river of Italy, now Tcirronc, which
Tarragona in 316 and continued in the prefecture of Home
has its source in mount Trcbiani, and runs through the
Iilnt. Chron. ; J'ruilcnt. in Si/nniun-li.
from 326 to 329.
It is called prweeps by Horace, proTiburliniim Agruw.
Anicius, Paulinus, a prefect of Rome under Constantinc in
bably from the force of its stream.
3'j 1-332.
Hor. 1. 1, od. 7, v. 13.
pnBCtpi Aim>, tl Tiiburui tucits, tt uda
Anicius, Paulinus, the Younger, was proconsul of Asia and
MdbiWnu pomarta Uns,
the Hellespont, and afterwards consul in 33 1.
Anicius Phoiius, Sexto*, a consul in 371, and one of the
I'irg. jEn. 1. 7, v. 683.
Gclidus, by Virgil.
ninsl distinguished men of his time, was the hiislund of the
Geiuiumijuc Aukn-m ft roscida rivis,
illustrious Proba Fakonui, surnamed Anicia. QVide Aniciu]
Ilernica MBO colunt.
;

*

.

;

;

;

;

/,'(

>

-.

ANN

ANN
Pomifer, by

Proper!.

Propertius.

1.

Ramosis Anio qua pomifer incubat

4, el. 7, v.

86.

arvis.

name from Anius,

a king of the
Etmsci, who drowned himself there out of grief for the loss
The epithet deof his daughter, who was carried away.
rived from the name of this river is Anienus, as the Anicna
unda
of
Propertius
Anicna
Virgil
;
the
; the Aniena
of
fluenta
frigora of Statius ; also Anienus the god of the Anio. Dionys. Hal. 1. 6 ; Cic. pro Cornel, c. 1 ; Liv. 1. 2, c. 32 ; Plin.
Priscian. de
1. 3, c. 12; Strab. 1. 5 ; Pint, de Fort. Rom.;
It is supposed to derive its

Grammat.

Art.

ANISTIUS

1.

6.

(Hist.) a Lacedsemonian, courier to Alexander
made a journey on foot, according to Solinus,

the Great,

from Sicyon

to Elis,

which

is

3200

stadia, or

150 miles.

some distinguished persons, as Annsus Seneca, Lucan,
[Vide Seneca, &c]
Mella, and Serenus.
ANNAND, William (Biog.) dean of Edinburgh, was born
He wrote, 1. Fides Cathoin 1633, and died in 16892. ' Panem Quotidianum,' in
I66l.
lica,' 4to. London.
Common
Prayer, 4to. 1661.
Book
of
Defence of the
3. ' Pater Noster,' a Treatise on the Lord's Prayer, &c.
'

ANNARUS

(Hist.) a king of Babylonia, noted for his luxu-

rious habits.

ANNAS

name given in Luke and John to the
otherwise called Ananus. QVide Ananus~\
Annas (Hist.) a king of the East Angles, who succeeded
Egrick in 635, and died in 654. Du Chine, Hist. Angle,
high

(Bibl.) the

priest,

terre.

Annas, the Latin name

ANISUS (Geog.) the Latin name for the river Ens.
under Anne.
ANTTORGIS (Geog.) a town of Hispania Tarraconensis, ANNAT, Francis
Scipio.
near which a battle was fought between Asdrubal and
Liv.

1.

25,

c.

33.

ANIUS

(Myth.) "Aytoc, a son of Rhea, by Apollo, was a
king of Delos. He had three daughters who were afterwards changed into doves. Dionys. Hal. 1. 1 ; Diod. 1. 5 ;
Ovid. Met. 1. 13; Tzetz. in Lycopli.
Anius (Hist.) a king of the Etrusci. [Vide Anio~]
ANKERSTROM, John James (Hist.) a Swedish officer, was
convicted of holding a treasonable correspondence with the
Russians during the Swedish war, and received the pardon
of the king Gustavus after which he assassinated his benefactor at a masked ball, and in 1 792 suffered for his offence,
in the same year, by losing his head and his right hand.
(Bibl.) daughter of Phanuel, a prophetess, and widow
of the tribe of Asher, was distinguished for her piety and faith
which she displayed at the time that the Holy Virgin went
Luke ii. 36.
to present Jesus in the temple.
Anna (Myth.) a goddess of the Romans, who was supposed
by some to be the sister of Dido, by others to be put for the
moon. She had the epithet of perenna, from her being supposed to remain constantly under the waters.
:

ANNA

Ovid. Fast.

1.

653.

3, v.

Placidi

Amite perenne

sum nympha Numici,
Anna Perenna tocor.

latetis

the daughter of Belus, and sister of Dido, is said to
have fled towards Carthage on the death of the latter, and
to have been thrown on the coast of Italy, where she was
Those who make her to be the goddess
well received.
above-mentioned, maintain that she leaped into the river
Numicus to escape from Lavinia, the wife of ./Eneas, who

Anna,

was jealous of

her.

(Hist.) or Hannah, mn, was the wife of Tobit, of
the tribe of Naphthali, who was earned away captive to
Nineveh by Salmaneser. She supported her blind husband
and family by spinning. Tob. i. 1,2, Sec.
Anna, wife of Joachim, and mother of the Blessed Virgin,
whose names do not occur in Scripture, but have been
handed down by the Christians of the East. Their authority is however not to be relied on.
Anna, vide Anne.
Anna, Comncna, daughter of the emperor Alexis Comnenus,
wrote the history of her father's reign, under the title of
the ' Alexiad,' or, the Life of the Emperor Alexis Comnenus, which is to be found in the fourth volume of the
' Corpus Byzantarum Historiarum,' fol.
Paris. 1651.
Anna, In-anoivna, daughter of John Alexiowitz, czarine of
Russia, was born in 16P/3, succeeded Peter Alexiowitz II,
in 1711, and died in 17-10.
At the death of her husband
Frederic William, duke of Courland, she took one Biron, a
person of low birth into favour, which he abused very
greatly, to the injury of her subjects.
ANNjEI (Hist.) a family originally of Cordova, which settled at Rome in the time of the emperors, and produced

Anna

for other

men, who are

to be

found

(Biog.) confessor to Louis XIV, was born
in 1590, and died in I67O, leaving several works, which
collected
in three volumes, folio, treating mostly
have been

of theological subjects.
(Hist.) the name of several empresses, queens, &c.

ANNE

Empresses of

this

Name.

Anne

of Savoy, daughter of Amadeus V, count of Savoy,
and wife of Andronicus III, emperor of Constantinople, administered the government after her husband's death, and

died in 1345.
of Ladislaus, king of Hungary and Bohemia, was the wife of the emperor Ferdinand, and died in
1547.
Anne, vide Anna.

Anne, daughter

Queens of England,

Anne,

Boleyne, vide Bolcyne.
Anne of Cleves, daughter of John III, duke of Cleves, was
married to Henry VIII, king of England, in 1540, and
divorced soon after to make way for his sixth wife, CatheShe went back to her country, and died in
rine Howard.
[Vide Plate VI]
1557Anne, daughter of Frederic II, king of Denmark, and wife
of James I, king of England, died in 1619.
Anne, daughter of James II, by Anne his first wife, was
married to George, king of Denmark, in 1683, succeeded
William III in 1702, and died in 1713, after a reign glori[Vide Plate IV]
ous both in arts and arms.

Queens of France.
of Jarislas, or Georgas, king of Russia, was
married to Henry I, king of France, in 1044, by whom
she had Philip I.
Anne of Britanny, daughter of Francis II, duke of Britanny,
and wife of Charles VIII, governed with great wisdom durShe was afterwards married to
ing his absence in Italy.
Louis XI, and died 1514. She is said to have first taken
ladies
of quality, called Filles de la
protection
under her
Reine, and founded, or contributed to the foundation of
She also instituted an order for her ladies
several houses.
at court, called La Cordeliere, in honour of the cords with

Anne, daughter

which our Saviour was bound at his passion.
of Austria, eldest daughter of Philip III, of Spain,
was married to Louis XIII in 1615, administered the government as queen regent in the minority of her son
Louis XIV, and died in 1666. This queen built the Fauxbourg St. Jacques at Paris, and the magnificent church Val

Anne

de Grace.

Queens of Poland.
of Poland, or Jagellon, daughter of Sigismond I, was
married to Stephen Bathori, prince of Transylvania, who
succeeded Henry III, afterwards king of France. She died

Anne

in 1596.

ANN

ANN

princess of great spirit, and took an active part in the troubles of the times.

Anne

of Austria, daughter of Charles, archduke of Austria,
was bom in 1573, married to Sigismond III, king of Poland, in 1592, and died in 1595. Strad. Geneal. Au.st. Due.

Anne

of Prague, daughter of the emperor Ferdinand the
Pious, was married to Albert, duke of Bavaria, and died

Queen of Denmark.

in 1587.

Avne

of Brandenburg, daughter of James II, elector of
Brandenburgh, was married to Frederic I, king of Denmark,
in 1502, and died in 1521.

third daughter of Charles I, of England, who died at
the age of four, displayed extraordinary sense and piety at
her death.
Anne, Maria Martinozzi, eldest daughter of Jerome Martinozzi, a Roman gentleman, was married to Armand, prince
of Conti, in 1641, and died in 10'72; leaving a high character for piety and worth.
Anne, Maria Louisa d' Orleans, dutchess de Montpensier.

Anne,

Queen of Spain.
daughter of Maximilian II, was
born in 1549, married to Philip II, king of Spain, in 1570,
Hist. ; Marian. Hist. Hispan. ;
Thuan.
and died in 1580.

Anne

of Austria,

Strad. Geneal.

eldest

<yc.

Queen of Hungary and Bohemia.

Anne

of Jagcllon, or of Hungary, daughter of Ladislaus,
king of Hungary, was married to Ferdinand, archduke of
Austria, in 1521, succeeded her brother, Louis the Younger,
Thuan.
in 1526, as queen of Bohemia, and died in 1547Hist. ; Marian. Hist. Hisp. ; Strad. Geneal. <yc.
Princesses and other Distinguished Persons of this

Anne, Comnena,

Name.

vide Anna.

daughter of Andrew of Burgundy, was

Anne

of I'iennois,
married to Amadeus IV.
Anne, countess d'Albon, married Humbert baron de la Tour
du Pin, and died in 1291. She, in conjunction with her
husband, founded the monastery of Salattes Cistertian nuns.
Anne of Burgundy, daughter of John, surnamed the Intrepid, was married in 1 422 to John duke of Bedford, regent in the kingdom of France, in the reign of Henry VI.

She died

in 1432.
dauphiness of Auvergne, was married to Louis II,
duke of Burgundy, in 1371 ; and, after a life of active piety,

Anne,

died in 1410'.

Anne

of Bourbon, daughter of John I, count de la
Marche, &c. ; was married first to John de Berri, count de
Montpensier, and afterwards to Louis duke of Bavaria,
when she died in childbed in 1404.
Anne of Cyprus, daughter of Janus, king of Cyprus, was
married to Louis, eldest son of Amadeus VII, in 1433, and
died in 1 462.
She was reckoned one of the most beautiful
women of her time, and used her influence with her husband,
which was very great, in building many religious houses.
Anne of Savoy, daughter of Amadeus IX, was married in
1470 'to Frederick of Arragon, afterwards king of Naples
and

and
<f Poland, daughter of Casimir, king of Poland,
was a prudent and pious princess of a
wife to Boleslas X
very delicate constitution, who died in 1503.
Anne of Frame, (laughter of Louis XI, was married to Petf C
duke of Bourbon, in 1474, and appointed regent during
the minority of her brother Charles VIII, for whom she
She died
administered the government with great wisdom.
in 1522.
Anne of Lorraine, daughter of Anthony, duke of Lorraine,
was married to Bene, prince of Orange, in 1540, who died
;

in 1544.

of Saxony, daughter of Maurice, elector of Saxony,
to William prince of Nassau, in 1501, and

was married

died in 157s.
>/ Denmark, daughter of Christiern III, king of Denmark, was married in 1548 to Augustus, duke and elector
nt Saxony, and died in 1585b
Anne qf Eft 01 Firrnra, daughter of Hercules II, duke of
Ferraia, was married to the duke of Guise, who was asUBnatedin L568. She was afterwards married to James,
She was a
of Savoy, duke de Ncuiour-, and died in 1607.

Anne

of an illus-

was made cardinal by Urban VI. He assisted
at the election of six popes, and died in the pontificate of
Martin V, in 1 428.
trious family,

ANNEBAUT,

Claude d' (Hist.) of an ancient family

in

Normandy, was taken prisoner with Francis I, at Pavia.
He was afterwards marshal and admiral of France, and died
in 1552.

Annebaut, John
in active service,
battle of

Dreux,

son of the preceding, was also engaged
and died of the wound he received at the

d',

in 1562.

Annebaut, James d' (Ecc.) brother
tioned, was made cardinal by Paul

of Claude above-menin 1544, and died

III

in 1558.

ANNEIX,

de Souvenel Alexis Francis (Biog.) an advocate of
the parliament of Britany, is known as the author of an
He died at Rennes
epistle in verse to the shade of Boileau.
in 1758,

aged 69.
Ranulph or Ralph d' (Hist.) of the family

ANNESLEY,

mentioned under Heraldry, siding with the rebellious barons
in the reign of king John, forfeited his estate, but had it
restored to him in the subsequent reign in 1216, and died
in 1218.

Robert, father of the first viscount Valentia, was
at sea in Elizabeth's time, and also a captain
in her army, which was raised to suppress the earl of Des-

Annesley,
a

commander

mond's rebellion, after which he became an undertaker in
the plantation of Ulster.

Annesi.ey, Sir Francis,

first

viscount Valentia.

QVide

f'a-

lentia^

Annesi.ey, Sir Arthur, second viscount Valentia, and
QVide Anglesey^
earl of Anglesey.

first

Annesley, James,

Sicily.

Anne

Anne

QVide Montpensier^

Anne, duke de Montmorency, vide Montmorency.
Anne, duke de Joinville, vide Joinrillc.
Anne, Angelus (Ecc.) a native of Naples, and

son of the first earl of Anglesey, being
deserted by his father, was, at the death of the latter, kidnapped and sent to America through the instrumentality of
lie returned
his uncle Richard, who usurped the title.
alter an absence of 13 years, and succeeded in making good
his claim to the estates; but died in

before he could

come

1760 without

is

til

into possession.

(Her.) the name of an ancient English family,
derived from the lordship of Annesley, in Nottinghamshire,
which was in their possession at or before the Norman conSir Francis Annesley, before-mentioned under Hisquest.
tory, was created a baronet of Ireland in 1620, being the
in 1621 he was created vissecond raised to that dignity
count Valentia, in reversion, to which be succeeded at the
death of sir Henry Power, lord Valentia; and in lli.'S he
was created baron Mountmorris, of Kfountmprris- His son,
the second viscount Valentia lieliire-mentioned, was raised
to the English peerage in 1661, by the titles of baron Anneslev, of New port Pagnoll, and earl of Anglesey
and
Altbam, the second son of this latter, was raised to the
Irish peerage by the title of lord Altbam, to whose descendant,
Richard, firth Lord Altbam, devolved the honours of the

Annesley

;

;

:

ANN

ANN
elder branch at the death of Arthur, the fifth earl of AnBut at the death of this Richard, sixth earl of
glesey.

defeated them in several engagements, and took
their towns.

Anglesey, the English honours were dropped in consequence
of the claims of sir Arthur Annesley, his son, being deemed
invalid by the English House of Lords, although by the
decision of the Irish House, he succeeded to the Irish titles,
[Vide
and in 1793 he was created earl of Mountnorris

Hor.

Mountnorris']

Annesley, Earl

of, one of the titles at present enjoyed by a
of the above-mentioned family ; descended from
Francis, the eldest son of the second marriage of the first viscount Valentia, whose sixth son William Francis Annesley was
advanced to the Irish peerage in 1758, by the title of baron

branch

Annesley, of Castle Wellan, and created viscount Glerawley,
His eldest son was further adCo. Fermanagh, in 1766.
vanced to the dignity of earl of Annesley in 1789- The
titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Annesley, earl of Annesley ; viscount Glerawley ;
Titles.
and baron of Castle Wellan.
Arms, §c. [vide Mountnorris]
Annesley, Samuel (Biog.) or Aneley, a nonconformist
preacher, was born in 1620, entered of Queen's college,
Oxford, in 1635 was in the service of the parliamentarians
during the grand rebellion; was ejected in 1662 for nonconformity, and died in 1696, leaving some sermons, as
well as biographical memoirs.
ANNIA, gens (Hist.) a plebeian family at Rome. [Vide

1.

many

of

1, od. 4.

Kon

his

juventus orta parentibus

Infecit iFqiuv sanguine

Purrhumuue

et

Punica

mgeuttm

cecidit

Antiochum, Annibulem dirum.

At

length the tide of success changed against him, and being
defeated by Seipio, in Africa, he was obliged to seek refuge
first at the court of Antiochus, king of Syria ; and afterwards at that of Prusias, king of Bithynia ; but not finding
any where a place of sufficient security, he poisoned himself to avoid falling into the hands of the Romans, U. C.
56'9, A. C. 185.
According to Juvenal and others, he carried the poison in a ring.
Jut: Sat. 10, v. 159.
Eiitus ergo qnis

Gloria

est ?

!

vineitur idem

Xempe, et in eiitium pneceps fagit, atque ibi magntis
Mirandusque cliens sedet nd pnetoria regis.
Donee Bithyno libeat vigilure Tyranno,
Finem omnia, qua res humanes miscuit olim.

Ken gladii, non

Cunnamm

saia dabunt, nan tela

;

sed ille

vlndej, ac tanti sanguinis uUor,

Annulus.

;

Annius]

Annia, Faustina, vide Faustina.
Annia, gens (Numis.) several coins were struck by members
of this family.

ANNIANUS
1.

[Vide Annius]

(Bios.) a poet in the age of Trajan.

Aul. Gell.

7, c. 7-

ANNIBAL

(Hist.) "Avv'ifSas, or Hannibal, son of Gisco, and
grandson of that Amilcar who was killed by Gelo ; was
sent by the Carthaginians to the assistance of ^Egistha, and
was beaten by Hennocrates, the Syracusan. Justin calls him
the son of Asdrubal, but in this he differs from all other
Xenuph. Helten. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Diodor. 1. 1, c. 3 ;
historians.
Justin.

1.

19.

Annibal,

a commander of the Carthaginian fleet, was beaten
by the Romans under Cn. Corn. Seipio, and C. Duillius
Nepos, U. C. 494, A. C. 297 ; and on his return to Carthage
was crucified. Po/t/b. 1. 1.
Annibal, surnamed the llliodian, undertook to enter the town
of Lilybsum, notwithstanding it was besieged by the Romans, and to return again to the Carthaginians. This he
effected to the admiration of all in the sight of the Romans,
who, although lying with their fleet at the mouth of the
harbour, were for some time unable to prevent him.
At
length, however, they succeeded in capturing his vessel on

Polyb. 1. 1.
the repetition of these attempts.
of the Carthaginians, against the revolters
the Lybian war, was taken prisoner, and
immediately crucified by the enemy.
Poli/b. 1. 1.
Annibal, surnamed the Great, the son of Amilcar, one of
celebrated
the most
generals of antiquity, was the most forHis
midable enemy that Rome had ever to contend with.
hatred of the Romans is said to have been inflamed by his
father at the early age of nine, when he made him swear
l)efore an altar that he would never make peace with them.
Silius Italicus introduces Amilcar addressing his son.
Sil. Ital. 1.1, v. 109.

Annibal, a leader
in the war called

Poltjb.

1.

3

;

C. Nep. in Fit; Liv.

1.

21, &c.

Annibal, de Annibaldi (Ecc.) a Dominican of Rome, was
created cardinal in 1263, by Urban IV; sent in 126*6 by
Clement IV to be present at the coronation of Charles I,
king of Naples; and died in 1272, leaving a commentary
on the Proverbs.

Annibal, Caro,

vide Caro.
(Hist.) a son of Constantine Chlorus, and
brother of Constantine the Great, was ennobled by this
latter prince after having passed the greater part of his life
He was put to death, as is supposed,
in exile at Toulouse.
by order of the emperor Constantius, his nephew, in 337.
He is often confounded with the one that follows.
Annibalianus, Flavius Claudius, king of Pontus and Dalmatia, was nephew to Constantine the Great, after whose
death he was assassinated by Constantius.
(Hist.) 'Aiii'pac, one of the Jewish leaders of a
revolt against Philadelphus, by whose order he was put to

ANNIBALIANUS

ANNTBAS
death.

ANNICERIS

(Biog.) '.WiVepic, a disciple of Hegesias, and a
founder of a sect of philosophers called after himself, libeHe was also distinguished as a
rated Plato from captivity.
Lucian. in
Cic. dc Offic. 1. 3, c. 33
skilful charioteer.
Laert.
in Aristip. el in Plat.
Diogen.
Encom.
Demosth.
;
I US, T. (Hist.) was a tribune of the people, U.C. 517;
and his son of the same name, was tribune in 573.
Annius, T., grandson of the preceding, after passing through
the tribuneship and other offices, was created consul, U. C.
600.
Annius, C, son of the preceding, and great grandson of the
first
Titus, distinguished himself in Spain as proconsul,
where he fought on the side of Sylla with great success.
Annus Scapula, a Roman, was put to death for i/anspiring
Mitt, de Bell. Alex. 1. 55.
against Cassius.
Annius Rupus, a governor of Judtca, in the time of Augustus.
:

ANN

Joseph. Antiq.

1.

18,

c.

3.

entered into a conspiracy against Nero, for

Annius Pollio,

which he was exiled. Tacit. Anital. 1. 15.
Annius Faustus, a Roman knight, who acted the informer
under Nero, was put to death for false accusation, in the
Tacit. Hist. 1. 2, c. 10.
distinguished himself as one of the generals
Hist. 1. 1,2.
in the army of Otho.
Annius (Numis.) different medals were struck by this family,
as the inscriptions denote, as T. ANNIUS, together with

reign of Otho.

liar tail sit laus, nate, veils
Latura eiithtm Lai.rentibus.

He

^

i

concipe bella

Annius Gallus,

subdued all the nations that opposed the Carthaginians,
and after crossing the Alps, which had been hi-

in Spain,

therto considered insurmountable,

waged

a successful

war of

16 years with the Romans, during which time he signally

the surname

LUSCUS;

A. A. A. F. F.

;

L

e.

P.

ANNIUS RUFUS

III. \

IK

Publius Annius Rufus Triumvir Aunt

;

ANS

ANS

Argento Acre Flando Feriundo ; Caius ANNIUS Titi
ttiuu Titi New* PRO. COnSul EX Senate* Consuliu, and
ANNIUS LAMIA. SILIUS. III. VIRi A. A. A. F. F.

Annius,

r

was employed by Louis le Debonnaire on many important
negociations, which he managed with honour and success,
and died in 833. He made a collection of the capitularies
of the French kings, Charlemagne and Louis his son, enti-

l crus, the son of M. Aurelins, and
the younger brother of Commodus, is distinguished on medals by the title of Caisar, as
in the annexed figure; inscription,

ANNIUS
VERUS CESAR ANTONINI AUG.
FIL. He was
Annia Faustina.

so called

from

Impeiio Turcarum,' Gen. 14712. ' De Futuris Christianorum Triuniphis in Turcas et Saracenos,' 6cc. 4to. Gen.
1480. 3. ' Antiquitatum Variorum Volumina XVII, cum
Commentariis fr. Joannis Annii Viterbensis,' a work which
principally extended his fame, without adding much to his
It consists of ancient works, pretended to be orihonour.
ginal, and attributed to Xenophon, Berosus, Manetho, &c.
which are, however, now generally esteemed to be spurious ; although the precise share which Annius had in the
imposture is a matter of dispute.
(Gcog.) an island on the coast of Guinea, which
was discovered by the Portuguese on New-year's day,
wherefore thev gave it this name, signifying good year.

ANNOBOX

(Hist'.) vide

Hanno.

(Gcog.) a town of Milan,

now

Capitula, seu

'

Imperatoris.'
6, c. 1

1.

de I'ilerbo (Biog) a Dominican, and master of the
sacred palace under Alexander VI, was born in 1432, and
died in 1502; leaving among his works, 1. ' Tractatus de

AXOXIL'M

Edita Caroli Magni et Ludovici pii
Cave, Hist. Lit. vol. ii. ; Fabric. Bibl. Gr.
Onomast. vol. ii. p. 106.
ANSELIN (Ecc.) a Dominican, who was sent as a missionary
into Tartary in 1224, wrote an account of his travels on
tled

his mother,

Annus,

AXXOX

raised to that dignity in 871 ; assisted at the council of Troves
in 878; consecrated king Louis 111 in 879, and died in 883.
Ansegisus, abbot of Fontanelle, of a noble family of France,

called

Non

or

Roc de Non.

AXQUETIL,

Leiris Peter (Diog.) a French historian, and
political writer, was born in 1723, and died in 1808.
His
principal writings are, 1. ' Histoire Civile et Politique de

la Ville de Rheims,' 3 vols. 12mo. 1756-7.
2. ' Almanach
de Rheims,' 24mo. 1754. 3. ' L'Esprit de la Ligue,' &C.
3 vols. i2mo. 1767.
4. ' Intrigue du Cabinet sous Henri
IV, et sous Louis XIII,' &c. 4 vols. 12mo. 1780. 5. ' Louis
XIV, sa Cour et le Regent,' 4 vols. 12mo. 1789. 6. ' Vie
du Marechal Villars, eerite par Lui-meme, suivie du Journal
de la Cour de 1724 a 1734,' 4 vols. 12mo. 1787—1792.
7. ' Precis de l'Histoire Universelle,' 9 vols. 12mo. Sec.
Anquktil, Du Perron Abraham Hyacinth, brother to the
preceding, was born in 1731, and died in 1805.
He was a

great oriental scholar, and besides numerous MS. translations and originals in the Eastern languages, he left,
1. ' Zend-Avesta,' 3 vols. 4to. 1771
which was a work of
Zoroaster's. 2. ' Legislation Orientale,' 4to. 1778. 3. • Recherches Historiques et Geographiques sur l'lnde,' 1786, &c.
(Gcog.) a town of Gallia Lugdunensis, now Anse.
ANSALONI, Jourtlau (Ecc.) a Dominican of Sicily, who
nag sent to Japan as a missionary, suffered martyrdom
with ()'9 other Christians, in 1634.
(Gcog.) vide Amxamli/x.
(Ecc.) or Ansberl, a bishop of Rouen, at the
end of the seventh ccnturv, held a council in 699, and died
;

ANSA
I

ANSANCTUS
ANSBERT
in 69-^-

iS'flj.

;

his return.

ANSELLE (Ecc.) vide Anceau.
ANSELME (Hist.) count de Ribemont,

was a munificent
benefactor to the church, and a valiant crusader.
He died
in 1099 of a wound received at the siege of Areas, near Tripoli, and left a narrative of the crusades, in which he had
borne a part.
Anselme, St. (Ecc.) a native of Piedmont, and archbishop
of Canterbury, was engaged in perpetual broils with William
Rufus and Henry II respecting the affairs of the church.
He died in 1109, leaving many works as an author, which
have been printed at different times. They are altogether
of a theological cast, suited to the spirit of the times.
Anselme, bishop of Lucca, in the 11th century, was employed on different missions by Gregory VII, and died in
1086, leaving, among other things, a work against the antipope Clement III.
bishop of Havelburg, in Brandenburg, was sent
ambassador by the emperor Lotharius II to Constantinople.
He had many conferences on religious matters, which he
afterwards collected.
Anselme (Biog.) a canon of Liege in the 11th century, wrote,
among other things, a History of the Bishops of Liege.
Anselme of Gemblours, continued the Chronicle of Sigebert
from 1112 to 1137, in which year he died.
Anselme, George, a mathematician and astronomer, died in
1440, leaving in MS. ' Dialogues on Harmony,' and ' As-

Anselme,

trological Institutions.'

Anselme,

a Franciscan of the l6th century, wrote an account of his travels to the Holv Land.
Voss. de Hist. Lat.
3,

1.

c.

10.

Anselme, Anthony,

a lawyer of Antwerp, died in 1668 aged
80, leaving, 1. « Codex Belgicus/ fol. Antv. 1649- 2. ' Tribunianus Belgicus,' fol. Brux. 1663. 3.
Collection of

A

4. A Collection of ' Consulfol. 1648.
Antv. 1671Anselme, George, grandson of the mathematician, a Latin
poet of the loth century, wrote, 1. ' Georgii Anselme Ne'

Edicts,'

4

vols.

tations,' fol.

Epigrammaton Libri Septem,' &c. 8vo. Venet. 1528-

potis
2.

'

Epiphyllides,'

Vcnet.

1518,

being

illustrations

of

Plautus, &C.

Anselme, de

St. Mary, or Peter de Giiibours, commonlv
Father of Paris, a bare-footed Augustine, died in
1694, leaving an elaborate work entitled 'Histoire Genealogique et Chronologiquc de la Maison de France et des
Grands Officiers de la Couronne,' 2 vols. 4to. 1673.
Anselme, Anthony, a celebrated French preacher, was born
in 16'32, and died in 1737, leaving, among his works, a
Collection of Sermons, and < Panegyriques et Oraisons Fune-

called

ANSCHABIUS,

(Ecc.) archbishop of Hamburgh and
Bremen, was born in 801, and died in 865. He was one
of the first propagators of Christianity in the North; and
wrote many books, none of which are extant except some
letters, and
Liber de Vita et Miraculis 8. VVilohadi,'
printed with the life of Anscharius.
ANSCHJ'.RIC (Ecc.) or Haakeric, bishop of Paris, and chancellor of France to Elides and Charles the Simple, conlribub il much to the defeat of the Normans when they besieged
.S'.

'

Paris.

ANSEGISUS

(Hist.) BOD of St. Arnold, and an officer under
Sigebert II, kfawof Austrasia
was killed by Godwin, one
of his enemies, in 729.
His son Pepin, surnained llcri.il il,
was the father of Charles Martrl.
Ansegisus {See.) archbishop of Sens in the ninth century, was
;

bres,'

ANSER

7 vols. 8vo.

(Biog.) a poet who was intimate with Antony, and
mentioned by Virgil, Ovid, and Propertius.
ANSGARDE (Hist.) daughter of count Hardouin, was married privately to Louis II. by whom she had Louis III and
Carloman, who succeeded to the throne. She was afterwards repudiated bv command of Charles the Bald.
ANSGARIUS (Ecc.) vide Awcharius.
ANSGRAVE (Biog.) vide Angrave.
is

:

:

:

A1VT

ANS
ANSIBARII

(Geog.) or Ansivarii, a people in the north of
to the Frisii, who inhabited, as Cluverius

Germany, near

Tac. AnnaL L 13,
supposes, the country round Minden.
c 55 ; Cluv. German. Antiq. I. 3, c. 16.
ANSIDEI, 3/. Antony (Ecc.) was created cardinal by Benedict XIII in 1729, and died in 1730.

ANSTRUTHER

(Her.) the name of a family of considerable antiquity in the county of Fife, of which mention is
made as early as the 12th century. Of this family was the
right honourable sir John Anstruther, who in 1798 was
The arms, &c of this family are as
created a baronet.
follow

Anns. Argent, three piles sable.
Reiner (Biog.) a Dutch poet, was born in 1622,
Two demi-arms holding a pole-axe with both amis
Crest.
in 1669. leaving a Poem on the ' Crown of St.
proper.
Stephen the Martyr,' and other subjects ; also a tragedy
Two falcons with wings expanded proper,
Supporters.
entitled the ' Parisian Nuptials, or the Massacre of St.
armed gules, chessed and belled or.
Bartholomew.'
" Periissem ni periissem."
Motto.
ANSON, George (Hist.) a distinguished naval officer of the
(Geog.) vide Antioch and Anliochia.
family mentioned under Heraldry, was born in 1697, enHorn. 11.
ANTjEA
(Myth.)
'Avrfra, the wife of Proteus.
his
merits
rose
in
to
navy
in
and
by
1739
171b,
tered the
1. 6, v. 160.
the appointment of commander in the expedition against
the Spanish in the great Pacific Ocean, when he took the Ant«a, another name for Rhea.
Acapulca galleon. In 1747 he captured the French fleet ANTvEAS (Hist.) a king of the Scythians, who preferred
the neighing of a horse to the music of Ismenias, a famous
off Cape Finisterre, for which he was raised to the peerage
Plut. de Alex. Fort.
musician.
r_vide Anson~\ ; and, after passing through the various posts
(Myth.) Aerate, one of the giants, son of NepANTiEUS
of honour in the navy, he was in 1751 appointed first lord
tune and Terra, who, notwithstanding his immense strength,
In 1761 he escorted queen Charlotte to
of the admiralty.
was overcome by Hercules, who lifted him up in the air,
England, which last service was followed by his death in
and suffocated him.
1762. The well-known history of lord Anson's voyage was
Juv. Sat. 3, v. 88.
written under his lordship's inspection by Mr. Robins, the
Cervicihus tfquat
mathematician, although it bears the name of Walter.
Herculis, Antmim prttcul a tellure teuentis.
Anson (Her.) the name of an ancient and respectable family
Senec. in Her. Oct.
in Staffordshire, whose descendant William Anson, esq.
Xallus Amicus Libys
of Lincoln's Inn, was an eminent barrister in the reign of
Animam resumit.
queen Elizabeth. His great grandson, Commodore Anson,
for
his
this
family,
was,
Luc. 1. 4 ; Stat. Theb. 1. 6.
the most distinguished member of
Cic. 1. 13, ep. 44.
signal services, raised to the dignity of the peerage by the Antjeus (Biog.) a freedman of Atticus.
Ant2EUS, a physician, and also a statuary, mentioned by Pliny,
title of lord Anson, baron of Soberton, in Hants, June 13,
1. 8, c. 1 ; and 1. 34, c. 8.
The title became extinct at his death, but Thomas
1747.
(Biog.) 'Arraydpac, a poet of Rhodes much
Anson, esq. his great nephew, was created a peer in 1 806
noticed by Antigonus, flourished in the 126th Olympiad,
bv the title of viscount Anson, of Shugborough and Orgrave,
The
A. C. 276. He wrote a poem entitled the Thcbaid, and an
co. Stafford ; Baron Soberton, of Soberton, co. Hants.
epigram against Crantor, which last is still extant. Pans.
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
1. 1, c. 2
Plut. St/mpos. 1. 4, c. 2, &c. ; Coel. Rhodig. 1. 7,
Arms. Argent, three bends engrailed gtdes, a crescent for
difference.
c. 8 ; Gyrald. de Poet. Hist. I. 3.
Crest.
Out of a ducal coronet or, the top of a spear argent. Antagoras, a man of distinction at Cos in the time of the
Pans. 1. 3, c. 5.
Supporters.
On the dexter-side, a sea-horse argent, on the
Persian expedition.
sinister, a lion gardant, collared.
ANTALCIDAS (Hist.) 'AvratelSas, a Spartan general, son
"
on
Nil
desperandum."
sent
a mission to Artaxerxes, with whom
Mottoof Leon, was
he made a treaty of peace disadvantageous to his country in
Anson (Biog.) an abbot of Laubes, who died in the same
the 9Sth Olvmpiad, A. C. 387- Xenoph. Hellcn. 1. 5 ; Polybyear as Charlemagne was declared emperor, is principally
1. 1 ;
Diod.'l. 14; Plut. in Artax. ; Pans. 1. 9, c. 1.
known as the author of the Lives of St. Ursmar and others.
(Hist.) 'AvravSpbe, a general of Messenia,
Anson, Peter Hubert, a miscellaneous French writer, was
He wrote, among other
who was sent against the Spartans. Pans. 1. 4, c. 7born in 1744, and died in 1810.
' Anecdotes sur la Famille de le Feore de la Branchc
Antander, a brother of Agathocles, tyrant of Sicily, comthings,
d'Ormesson,' &c.
mitted a horrible massacre of the Syracusans by order of the
(Hist.) vide Asprand.
He is called Androne by Orosius. Diod. 1. 20, &c.
latter.
ANSTEY, Christopher (Biog.) a poet, who was born in 1724,
Justin. 1. 22, c. 7 ; Oros. 1. 4, c. 6.
and died in 1805, is best known by his ingenious and Antander, a general of the iEtolians, who is said to have
humorous satire entitled ' The New Bath Guide;' he
been the founder of Antandros. Step. Bi/z.
(Gcog.) "Airav? P oc, a city of Troas, otherhowever left many other pieces, which have been collected
There is a hill in its
his
works.
his
son
in
a
splendid
edition
of
wise called Edonis, now St. Dcmetri.
by
ANSTIS, John (Biog.) an heraldic writer, was born in 1669,
neighbourhood, where Paris is said to have sat when he
admitted at Exeter college, Oxford, in 1685, and afterwards
judgment between the three goddesses
fave
r
admitted of the Middle Temple.
He was created Garter
irg. 7En. 1. 3, v. 6.
Clussemifue sub ipsa
in 1718, and died in 1744-5, leaving many works on

ANSLO,

and died

ANTACHIA

-

1

1

ANTAGORAS

•

ANTANDER

ANSPRAND

ANTANDROS

:

subject ; among which the principal are,
Register of the most Noble Order of the Garter,
usually called the Black Book, with a Specimen of the Lives
of the Knights' Companions,' 2 vols. fol. 1724.
2. 'Aspilogia,' or a Discourse on Seals.
3. ' Office, &c. of Garter,
King at Arms, of Heralds, and Pursuivants in this and
other Kingdoms,' &c. 5 vols. fol.
(Hist.) wife of Berthier, mayor of the palace
of Austrasia, was afterwards married to Drogon, duke of
Champagne, son of Pepin d'Heristel.
1.

Antandro,

favourite

his

•

The

ANSTRUDE

et

Phrugut molimur montibus Ida.

to stand for pro Andro, i. e. oppoStrab. 1. 13; Ovid. Epist. Parid. ; Mela,
to Andros.
1. 3, c. 18.
Antandros (Tsumis.) this town struck medals of Titus, Antoninus Pius, Aurelius, Commodus, &c. ; inscriptions AN-

Mela supposes

its

name

site

TAN. ANTANAP.

or

ANTANAPIflN,

i.

e.

Antandriensium

:

some the name of the magistrate is added as on a medal
ANTANAPIflN, i. e.
of Commodus. EIII .... EYTYX
The figure of Diana is the most fiesub Eutyckio, <yc.
in

;

:

ANT

ANT
quent type under the name of ACTYPHNH,
j'aill. Num. Or. Harduin. Num. L'rb. Illust.

ANTAPHF.RNES

i.

e.

Ephcsia.

c.

(Geog.) a town of Syria, once called Conemperor Constantius, now Tortosa. It
hut at present is in ruins.
(IIi.il.) a chief of the Rhemi, who, with
Cms. dc Bell. Gall.
Iecius, was sent on a mission to Ceesar.
after the

was formerly

a bishop's see,

ANTEBROGIUS
2, c. 3.

1.

(Hist.) a

Roman

senator,

who was

killed

by the

body-guard of Caligula, A. D. 41. Joseph. AntiijA.l.
Anteius, Publius, a governor of Syria under Nero, who,
being implicated in a charge of conspiracy against the em-

end

peror, put an

Anna!.

13,

1.

to his life

by opening his veins.

Tacit.

ANTELMI,

Joseph (Biog.) a French ecclesiastic and antiquary, was born in 1648, and died in 1697, leaving among
Periculis Canonicorum
Tractatus.'
his works, 1. ' De
2.
Dissertation Latine Historique Chronologique Critique
Sacree et Profane sur les Commencemens de l'Eglise de
3. ' Annales Ecclesiastici Gallarum,' &c.
Fregus.'
(Myth.) 'AvHjvup, a Trojan prince related to
Priam, who, after the capture of Troy, retired into Italy,
Antenorea,
now called Padua. He was always
and built
desirous of peace with the Greeks, and, on that account,
charged with being in correspondence with them.
'

ANTENOR

Ovid. Fast.

Adjice Trijane snascrem Antenora pads.

Horat.

1.

1, ep. 2, v. 9.
Anterior censet

causam.

;

;

Liv.

;

Antenor, a name given by historians
who are said to have reigned a little
Saviour.

Antenor

Gaulish kings,
after the birth of our

to three

Gcneb- Chron.
(Biog.) surnamed Delta, a Greek historian of Crete.

HisLAnim. 1. 17, c. 35; Phot. Bill. Cod. 190.
Antenor, a statuary, mentioned by Pausanias, 1. 10.
JEliun.

ANTENORIDES

(Myth.) a patronymic for the three sons
all killed during the Trojan war.
AXTEROS (Myth.) 'Avripioe, a son of Mars and Venus, who
mentioned by Cicero as a god, but by Pausanias as a
djemon.
He is the brother of Cupid, and is said to repreCic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 3, c. 23 ; Pans.
sent a return of love.
1.
Porphyr. de Die. Rom. ; Gyrate. Syniag.
1, c. 30, &c.
Deor. 1. 13, c. 13.
Anteros, St. (Ecc.) a Greek by birth, and a pope, succeeded
St. Pontianus in 235, and died in 236; Baron. Annul.

who were

of Antenor,
:

1

;

arm. 238.
Xnteros (Biog.) a freedman of Atticus.
a

grammarian

ad

Attic.

1.9.

in the

age of the emperor Claudian.

said to

Ta/andi.

Strab.

1.

Horn.

Mela,

II.

1.

;

1.

2, c. 3

(Hist.) the

;

(Biog.) a grammarian of the lCth cenGreek grammar, which went through several
and published an edition of Terence with notes.

gens (Hist.) vide Antistia.
(Myth.) a goddess worshipped

ANTEVORTA
Romans
..

fox

knowing what was

past.

among

Macrob. Sat.

the
1.

1,

17-

ANTHARIC

(Hut.) Antharit, or Antharu, king of the Lombards, succeeded his father in 586", and died in 591 by

poison, as

is

supposed.

in

Bceot. ;

name

to notice

Fl. Jul. or Procopius, son-in-law of the emperor
Marcian, was declared emperor of the East, A. D. 467, and
was killed by his son-in-law Ricimer, after a reign of four
Eiugr. Hist. Eccles. 1. 1, c. 18; Niceph.
or five years.
1. 1 5,
c. 1 1 ; Cassiodor. lornandes, §c.

Anthemius,

the

name

of three consuls.

Anthemius

(Xumis.) many medals or coins were struck of
Anthemius, the emperor, bearing the inscription D. N.
ANTHEMIUS P. F. AUG. &c; on the reverse, SALUS
REIPUBLICiE, &c. Fail. Priest. ; Bog. Thes. Brand.;
Med. Num. Imp.

Anthemius

(Biog.)
at

an

architect

Tralles, in Lydia,

of

and

is

the

sixth

now

best

century,

known by

the church of St. Sophia, at Constantinople, which is at
present a Turkish mosque.
(Biog.) a famous sculptor of Chios, son of
Mucins, who, with Iiis brother Bupalus, made so ridiculous
a statue of Hipponax the poet, that they hung themselves
with vexation at the invectives which he heaped upon them.
Plin.

36. c. 5.
(Biog.) a native of Anthedon, who is said first to
have invented hymns. Plul. de Mus.
(Myth.) a son of Antenor, and a favourite with
1.

ANTHES

ANTHEUS
Paris.

a companion of ..Eneas.
(Myth.) 'Avdtla, a sister of Priam, who was taken
Poli/ten. 1. 7, c. 47the Greeks.
St. (Ecc.) 'a bishop of Nicomedia, suffered
Diocletian.
Laclant. de Mart. Persecut.
martvrdom under
Euseb. Hist. 1. 8, c. 4.
Anthimus, a patriarch of Constantinople after Epiphanius,
who was deposed by Justinian for holding heretical opinions.
Anaslas. Biblioth. in Agapel. ; Baron. Annul, aim. 53.
(Myth. ) 'A.vBlinrri, a daughter of Thestius,
king of Ra-otia, and mother of several children by HerApollod. 1. 2, c. 35.
cules.
(Hist.) WvDiTrxoc, a Lacedaemonian, who was
party to a league formed between his countrymen and the
Athenians in the 11th year of the Peloponnesian war.

ANTHIA

awav by

ANTHIMUS,

ANTHIPPE

ANTHIPPUS
Thuvyd.

1.

5, c. 19-

ANTHOINE,

Nicholas (Ecc) a Christian
Judaism.

Gregor.

Turon. Hist.

;

S. Gregor.

who was

burnt at

for professing

ANTHONGES (Hist.) vide Athonges.
ANTHONY (Hist.) the name of a Roman

family.

[Vide

Antonius^
the

name of

several princes, &c. in

Kings of

tury, wrote a

ANTESTIA,

15;' Sn/l.

v.

2,

Pans.

1. 7, c. 10, &c.
of an illustrious family at
Constantinople, of which the following are the most entitled

9

ANTHEMIUS

ANTESIGNANUS
editions,

3,

(Myth.) WyBlicw,; daughter of Neptune, who
have given her name to a city of Boeotia, now

called

Anthony,

Svidas.

.

1.

inha-

ANTHEDON

Geneva
Cic.

ep. 14.

Anteroh,

who

Antheus,

42, &c.

1.

(Hist.) sixth king of the Sicambri,

ANTHERMUS
belli prtrcidere

Liv. 1.1, c. 1 ; Plin. 1. 3, c. 13
Strab.
Diom/s. Hal. 1. 1
1.
18 ; Tacit. Annul. 1. 16, c. 21 ; Pans. 1. 10, c. 27 ; Leand.
Albert. Descripl. Ilal.
Antenor (Hist.) an ambassador of Perseus, king of Macedonia, to the Rhodians, who endeavoured, but without effect,
He
to draw the latter from their alliance with the Romans.
was afterwards commander of a Persian fleet. Polyb. Legal.

65

Paul. Diacon. Hist. Longobard.

18.

was born

4.

1.

;

Anthemius,

22.

c.

23

bited the country now called Gnelderland, was killed in a
battle with the Gauls.
His son and successor Francus is
said to have given the name of Franks or French to the
people.
is

AXTEIUS

ep.

6,

1.

ANTHARIUS

(Hist.) vide Artaphernes.

ANTARADUS
stantia,

Epist.

this

modern

times.

Name.

father of Henry IV, left the
Protestants bo embrace the Catholic faith, and being engaged
raged
that
at
time between the contendin the wars which
ing parties, he was killed in 1562.
Anthony, titular king of Poland, and son of Emanuel, king
of Poland, was driven from his dominions by Philip II, of

ANTHONY, king

Spain,
escape,

of Navarre,

took him prisoner.
He afterwards made
and died a fugitive in 1594.

who

his

;

ANT
Dukes of

this

ANT
Tisarchus and Diocles, having formed a plot against Agathocles the Tyrant, were put to death with 600 others.

Xame.

of Burgundy, and second son of Philip the
Bold, was born in 1384, and was killed at the battle of
Agincourt in 1415.
Anthony, duke of Lorrain, succeeded his father Ferri I de

Anthony, duke

Lorraine in 1431,

having taken his brother-in-law

after

Rene d'Anjou, the king of Naples, prisoner, who disputed
his claim to the dukedom.
Anthony, bastard of Bourbon, surnamed the Great, son of

many testimonies of his valour, parin Africa, and the Swiss in 1476.
legitimation
from Charles VIII, and
He received letters of
died at the age of S4, in 1504.
Philip the Good, gave

ticularlv against the

Moors

Anthony, duke

of Lorraine and Bar, was born in 1489, signalized himself at the battles of Agnadel, Marignon, &C
in 1541.
Anthony, duke of Bourbon, natural son of Henry IV, was
born in 1587, legitimated in 1608, and killed at the battle
of Castelnaudari in 1632.
ANTHONY, a Sicilian, being taken prisoner by Mahomet II, at the Negropont, in 1743, set fire to the arsenal at Gallipoli, for which he was sawed in two bv the

and died

Anthony

(Ecc.) the

name

of some patriarchs, &C.

QVide

Anton ills']

Anthony,

the founder of the monastic life, was born in 251
Egypt, and died in 356, in the 19th
To this saint was asyear of the emperor Constantius.
cribed the power of working miracles, and curing the disorder well known by the name of St. Anthony's Fire, or
His Life was written by St. Athanathe Erysipelas.
sius, and seven letters of his are extant in the ' Bibliotheca Patrum.'
Gregor. Xazian. Orat. 21 ; -S'. .it /tanas, in
Fit. ; S. Chrysoslom. Horn. 8, in Math. eye. ; Socrat. Hist.
Hicron. de
Eccles. 1. 4; St. August. Confess. 1. 8, c. 8
Script. Sanct. ; Sozoni. Hist. Eccles. 1. 2, &c.
Anthony, or Antony, St. of Padua, a Franciscan, also obtained credit for the power of working miracles, and at his
He left
death, in 1231, was canonized by Gregory IX.
many sermons, which were much esteemed.
Anthony, Nicholas, was burnt at Geneva for heresy in 1632.
Anthony' (Biog.) vide Antonius.
Anthony*, of Palermo, a scholar, who was sent to Venice by
his patron, Alphonso of Arragon, in 1451, to procure the
bone of the arm of Livy, winch the Venetians pretended to
have found. He wrote ' De Dictis et Factis Alfonsi Regis
Arragonum.' Paul Jov. in Elos- c. 11 ; 'Post, de Hist. Eat.
St.

Coma,

a village of

;

1.

3,

oil,

of Messina, the

first

a Jesuit,

who

1430 painted
from Vandyke.

Italian

having obtained the secret

Anthony-, Paul Gabriel,

who

in

died in

1

743.

He

Theologia Universa Moralis,' 3 vols 12mo.
Nannet- 1736. 2. Theologia Universa Speculative,' 7 vols.
12mo. Paris. 1731). 3. ' Lectures Chretiennes,' 2 vols. 8vo.

wrote,

1.

'

'

Meditations,' &c.
Anthony- , or Antony Francis, a noted empiric of the l6th
century, was born in 1550, and died in 1623.
He was the
son of a goldsmith, and having applied himself with diligence to the study of chemistry, he invented a nostrum,
which he called An rum potabile, which he sold and administered more to his own advantage than to the benefit of
the public.
He also wrote two different treatises in its de4.

c.

3.

(Biog.) the wife of Secundus, and mother of
lost her husband at the age of 28, and lived
S. Chrysost.
life in a state of widowhood.

ep. 1.

Anthusa,

a virgin

who

passed a holy

fence.

AXTHORES

(Myth.) a companion of Hercules, killed in
Firg. jEn. 1. 10, v. 77S.
(Myth.) 'Avdpaxia, a nymph who assisted at
the religious ceremonies of the Tegeans, sacred to Minerva.
Pans. 1. 8, c. 31.

war of Turnus with .Eneas.

ANTHRACIA

ANTHIOPIXUS
YOL.

life

in solitude, near

Constantinople.
She would have suffered much from the
emperor Copronynius, on account of her worshipping images,
if she had not been protected by the empress Eudoxa. Baron.

Annal. ~55.
the daughter of Constantine Copronynius, called
after the preceding virgin, retired to a monastery and disposed of all her wealth in works of charity and pietv.
(Gcog.) "ArOvWa or "AvraKXa, a town not far
from Alexandria in Egypt, which, according to Herodotus,
supplied the queens of the country with shoes, or, according
to Athensus, with girdles.
Herod. 1. 2, c 98 ; Athen. 1. 1,

Anthusa,

AXTHYLLA

c.

25.

ANTIA, gens

(Sumis.) a plebeian family of Rome, of which
extant, bearing the inscription on the

some medals are

obverse, sometimes

RESTIO,

the surname of this family,

ANTICS Can

Fi/ius.

AXTIBES

(Geog.) the ancient Antijwlis, a town of Provence, in France, in the department of the Var, which was
formerly a bishop's see, suffragan of Embrun ; but the
The illusbishopric was afterwards transferred to Grasse.

house of Grimaldi possessed the temporal domain.

trious

which was purchased by Henry the Great.
on the Mediterranean, 1 1 m. S.S.W. Nice,

It is
Ion.

situated

VT

E.,

lat. 43° 45' X.
AXTICLEA (Myth.)

'AinVvWia, a daughter of Autolycus
and Amphithea, was the wife of Laertes, and the mother
of Ulysses, by Sisyphus, as is said, previous to her marriage
with the former.
Odyss. 1. 11; Hygin. fab. 201; Pans1.
Eactant. in Stat. Achil. 1. 3, v. 76.
10, c. 2.9
;

AXTICLES
sent
c.

(Hist.)

with a

Athenian

an

'Avruc\jjc,

against

fleet

the Athenians.

commander,
Thucyd. 1. 1,

117-

Anticles, an Athenian archon in the 103d Olympiad.
Anticles, one of Alexander's officers, who joined in the conspiracy of Hermolaus.

Q. Curt.

8, c. 6.

1.

AXTICLIDES

(Biog.) 'Aj r«Xiidijc, a Greek historian, quoted
bv the Scholiast in Apollonius, and also by other writers
Strab. 1. 5 ; Plut. in Alex. ; Allien. 1. 4, fitc.
(Hist.) 'An-ixpanjc, a Spartan general, who

AXTICRATES

stabbed Epaminondas at the battle of Mantinea.

Plut. in

ANTICYRA

(Gcog.) 'Avrlntpa or 'Avriieefipa, now Suola, an
It was
island in the Meliacan Bay, opposite to mount CEta.
famous for the growth of hellebore, which was said to be
good for insanity, whence the proverb Naviget Anticyrant,
as applied to madmen or unreasonable people.

Hor.

1.

2, sat. 3, v. 165.

•

the

5,

AgesiL

c. 7-

Anthony,
in

1.

Chrysostom,
the rest of her
S.

and on the reverse Caw*

Turks.

at

Poli/ccu.

ANTHUSA

I.

(Hist.) one of the conspirators,

who, with

——

I

'erurn ambitiesus et

audax

Ntangat Anticyram.

Ovid. Pont.

1.

I

4, ep. 3, v. 53.

bibe, dirtisem,

Quicquidet

purgantes peetwra

succ*

$,

in tota nascitur Anticyra.

Per. Sat. 4, v. 16.
Anticwas melior

sorbere meracas.

There was an island in Phocis which bore the same name,
and is also said to have abounded in hellebore. Strab. 1. 9
Lb. 1. 26, c. 26 Mela 1. 2, c. 23 Plin. 1. 25, e. 5 ; Suet.
Pans. 1. 10, c. 36.
in Calis. c, 29
AXTIDAMUS (Biog.) a Greek historian. Foss. de Hist.
;

;

;

Grcec.

1.

3.

AXTIDORUS

(Hist.)

'Avn'cwpoc, a Lemnian,

who

passed

;

ANT

ANT

usurped the throne of Macedonia, but dying after a reign
of eleven years, left it to Philip the lawful successor.
Polyb. 1. 2 ; Phil, in Ckvin. ; Justin. 1. 8
Pausanias, Eu-

over from the army of Xerxes to the side of the Athenians
Herod. 1. 7, c. 11.
just before the battle of Salamis.
(Biog.) a painter, of whom Pliny speaks in
Plin. 1. 35, c. 11.
high terms of commendation.
(Hist.) 'Avnyirtic, the father of Socrates,
who was one of the commanders of the Athenian fleet, sent
Thueyd. 1. 2, c. 24.
to the court of Peloponnesus.
Antioenes, an officer in Alexander's army who obtained the
but proving faithless in his
men,
command of a thousand
commission was burnt alive for his treachery, in the 116th
Olympiad, A. C. 315. Quint. Curt. 1. 5, c.10.
Antigenes (Biog.) a Greek historian quoted by Plutarch.

ANTIDOTUS

;

sebius, <yc.

ANTIGENES

Antigonus, the son of Hyrcanus, and brother of Aristohulus,
shared the kingdom of Judiea with the latter, but was afterwards killed by his order on suspicion that he was conspiring
against his

Virg. Eclog. 5.
a shepherd spoken of by Virgil.
(Biog.) a celebrated Theban player on
who was remarkable for the effeminacy of his

dress.

ANTIGONE

(Myth.) 'Avriyivti, the daughter of CEdipus,
mother Jocasta, who led about her blind father. She
was condemned by Creon to be buried alive for having se-

by

his

cretly interred her brother, but killed herself previous to the
execution of the sentence.

Ovid. Trist.

1.

3, el. 3.
vetaitte, soror,

Hfcmon, the son of Creon, being in love with Antigone,
when he found that her death was determined on. Sophocles has chosen Antigone for the fable of
one of his best tragedies, which was represented at Athens
30 times without interruption. Sop/iocl. in Anligon. ; Apollod. 1. 3, c. 5 ; Hygin. fab. 67 ; Settee, in Gidip. ; Stat, in
The/i. 1. 2, v. 350 ; Philost. 1. 2, c. 29Antigone, a daughter of Laomedon, and sister of Priam, was
said to have been changed into a stork for comparing herself
with Juno. Ovid. Met. 1. 6.
Antigone (Hist.) daughter of Berenice, was wife to king
killed himself

Phil, in Pi/rrh.
(Geog.) or Anligonea, 'Avriyavda, the name of
town of Epirus, near the Acrocerau1.

Pvrrhus.

ANTIGONIA

several places, as

A

nian mountains supposed by some to be the present Argiro
2. A town of
Plin. 1. 4, c. 1.
Castro, by others Croza.
Macedonia, now Cocogna, or, according to others, Anligoea.
3.
town of Assyria, Arcadia, Train,
Plin. 1. 4, c. 10.

A

$e.

Antioonia

(Nutnis.)

medals of Antigonia, in

by an obelisk
within a crown of ivy leaves
and bunches of grapes, as in
fig. 1, and a medal of Anti-

Epirus,

are

distinguished

Fig. 2.

Fig- 1.

I.

14,

c.

15, &c.

;

Pint,

ct

Dion, in

ducees.

and philosopher of Chrystus, who
some ancient philosophers, and many
other things, of which his Qavpaata, or Account of Wonders, is still extant, and was edited by Meursius in l6l<).
wrote the

historian

lives

of

Diogen. Laert., At/ten., <ye.
the name of several other writers mentioned by
Diogenes Laertes, Plutarch, and Stephanos.
Antigonus, a statuary, spoken of by Pliny. Plin. 1. 34,
c. 8.

Antigonus

(Nutnis.) a medal bearing the effigy of one king
of Macedonia of this name,
r,-„ «
t~„ ,
as in fig. 1, is ascribed by
some to the first Antigonus,
and by others to the second.

The

inscription

BAZIAE02

ANTirONOY,

sufficiently

showing that

belongs to

it

one or the other. Goltzius
has, however, given two medals of Antigonus Gonatus,
bearing on the obverse, as in fig. 2, a head of this prince,
and the inscription on the reverse, 13A2IAEJ12 AN'ITTO-

NOY rONATOY.
Antigonus,

the king of Judica, is represented
on a medal of Socius, the general of Mark
Anthony, with his hands bound behind him,
and looking at a trophy. Goltz. GrtK. Fab.
38 ; Spank. Pra'stanl. <$-c. vol. i. p. 385
Morel. Fam. ; Beg. Tlies. Brand, vol. i.

247-

century,

Maria de

who

la (Biog.) a Spanish nun of the 17th
died in 1617, leaving several treatises on re-

ligious subjects.

ANTILEON

(Hist.) 'AvnXewv, a tyrant of Chalcis, at

death the government became an oligarchy.

NKilN, within a Macedonian
Goltz.
as in fig. 2.
GrO!C. fab. 3 and 23.
(Hilt.) 'AvnyuvOQ,

shield,

1.

5,

c.

a

name common

to sove-

logy.

(Biog.) a Greek historian,
Diogen. 1. 3, c. 3.

Antileon, another

who

death obtained l'amphylia, Lycia, and Pbrygia, for his share of the
He died after a successful reign in the 1 15th
succession.
Dnxlor. 1. 17. &0.
Strab. 1. 13
C.
Olympiad, A. C. 801.
tfepot. in l-'.itmrii. ; Phil, in I )i nit I.; .Iit.slin. 1. 13; Pans.
P.nscli. Citron.; Uss. Annul.
).
1, c. (>
Antigonus, surnamed (Sonatas, son of Demetrius, and grandson of the preceding, was king of Macedonia, and died after
a reign of 12 years, in the IJf.th Olympiad, A. C. 278.
Justin. 1. 21 ; Pans. 1. 1
I'oh/li. I. >.); Phil, in Dcmet. ;
generals,

;

at his

;

;

;

l-.IIM'llHIS. cV''-

Antiocim's, surnamed Auiwr, i.e. Doson, or one about to
give, from his promising much and giving nothing, was
lie
guardian to his nephew Philip, the son of Demetrius.

the

Aristot.

whose
Polif.

1.

Antileon

ral princes.

Antigonus, one of Alexander's

Joseph. Antiq.
<yc.

Antigonus, an

p.

known

ANTKiONUS

Anton.

ANTIGUA,

gonia, in Macedonia,
by the inscription ANTIfOis

years.

Antigonus, Sochams, a president of the Jewish Sanhedrim,
whose son Sadoc was the founder of the sect of the Sad-

Antigonus,

Fratrcm Thehana peremptum
Supposuit tiimulo, rege

13, Sbc.

was opposed by Hyrcanus
and being at
length taken prisoner by Herod, he was put to death by M.
Antony, A. D. 37lie was the last of the race of the
Asmoneans, who had held the throne of Judaea for 123

ANTIGENIDAS
the flute,

1.

II,

in his pretensions to the throne of Judtea,

Pint, in Alex.

Antigenes,

Joseph. Antiq.

life.

Antigonus, son of Aristohulus

same

historian

who wrote on

chrono-

mentioned by Pollux; whether

as the preceding or not

is

uncertain.

ANTILOCHUS

(Myth.) 'Avrlkoj(ps, a son of Nestor, who
distinguished himself at the Trojan war.
He was slain by
Memnon, according to Hector. Horn. Oduss- 1. 4, v. 187;
Piml. Vi/th. Oil. (i; Xenoph. Cyneget.j Ap od.l. 1 Hygin.

m

;

fob. 252; Ovid, in Epitt. i'liir/op. v. 11.
Antilociius (Hiog.) a poet, who wrote among other things a

Pint, iii I.ys.
panegyric on Lysias.
Antilociius, an historian, commended by Dionysius Hali-

Dionys. Ilalie. Judic- ; Clem,
carnassus, and ethers.
and. St mm. : Van. Greec. Hitt. 1.3.

ANTIMACHUS

(Myth.)

'Am'pawr.

Paris to oppose the restoration of Helen.
123.

v.

.tlex-

» Trojan, bribed by

Horn.

II.

1.

11,

..

ANT

ANT
(Biog.) a poet of Colophon, or Claros, a cotemporary with Socrates and Plato in the 93d Olympiad, A. C.
He wrote among other things on the war of Thebes,
408.

Antimachus

to

Homer.

Mq

Utiior ibis

and was by some compared
Propert.

1.

2, el. 34.

Tu new

Aittimacho,

Homero.

But Catullus gives him the epithet of tumidus.
Calul. Carm, 92.
Atpopulus tumido g/mdeat Antimacho.

A

fragment of Antimachus is preserved in Brunck's AnaAntimachi Colophonii Reliquire,' &c. Phil,
lecta, entitled,
in Li/sand, ct Timol. ; Quint. 1. 10, c. 10 ; Paus. 1. 9, c. 35 ;
'

Gyrald. de Poet. Hist. 1. 3 ; Voss. de Poet. Graec.
Antimachus, the name of two other poets, one of whom was
a musician; also of a sculptor, mentioned by Pliny.
Antimachus, or Antimaco, Mark Antony, a celebrated Greek
professor in Italy, was born in 1473, and died in 1552. He
translated Gemistus Plethon, and part of Dionysius Hali
caraassus ; and wrote also several Latin and Greek poems,
or epigrams, the latter of which are addressed to Vettori,
and published in 1758.
(Hist.) 'Avriptvicac, one of the Lacedemonians, who was sent on a mission to Athens respecting
Thuci/d. 1. 5, c. 42.
the restoration of some captives.
(Hist.) 'Avrifioicnc, a leader of the Mity
lenean exiles, who went with the poet Alaeus against the
tyrant Pittacus.
Aristot. Pol it. 1. 3, c. 14; Strab.l. 13.
(Hist.) 'Avnfiri^o S , the father of Hiero
Thucrjd. 1. 5, c. 105.
phon, an Athenian commander.
(Geog.) a town of Gascony, which first gave the
title of marquis, and afterwards, in 1611, that of duke to
the family of Goudrin.
Antin, Francis d' (Biog.) a Benedictine, was born in 1(588,
and died in 1740, leaving a new edition of Du Cange's Dictionary, very much enlarged.
(Geog.) or Anlinopolis, a town in upper Egypt,
built by Adrian, on the spot where his favourite Antinous
was drowned. It was originally a bishop's see, but is now
in ruins.
Dion. 1. 69 Hist. Tripart. 1. 8, c. 1.
(Myth.) 'Avrirooc, a native of Ithaca, and one
of Penelope's suitors, who struck Ulysses when he offered
himself in the dress of a beggar, and was afterwards among
the first that was sacrificed to the anger of the hero. Vlyss.
Od. 1. 1 ; Propert. 1. 2, el. 5.
Antinous (Hist.) a youth of Bithynia, of whom the emperor Adrian was enamoured.
He deified him after his death,
and gave it out that he was placed among the constella-

ANTIMENIDAS
ANTIMENIDES

ANTIMNESTUS

Antioch

famous ancient town of Syria, [vide
Antiochia~\ which by the Turks is called Antaki.
It is situated on the south bank of the river Orontes, in Soune, a
province of Asiatic Turkey, 67 m. W. Aleppo, Ion. 35° 17'
E., lat. 36° 6' N.
Nothing remains of its ancient splendour
(Geog.) a

but ruins.
History of Antioch.
Antioch, in the Latin Antiochia, [Jvide Antiochia\ Greek
Avtw-^zui, had the appellation of Terpa7rdXif, because it
was divided into four parts, which were reckoned so many
distinct cities.
It was, according to Ammianus, not surpassed by any other city in his time in wealth and grandeur, although it had suffered severely from earthquakes
at different times, both before and after the Christian fera.
It was almost entirely ruined by two shocks, which it
experienced in 526 and 528, whence, after being repaired
by the emperor Justinian, it was called Theopolis, according to Evagrius.
In 548 it was taken and burnt by
Chosroes, king of Persia, and again in 574, after having
'

it was taken, and its walls
destroyed by the same Chosroes.
In 637 it was taken
with the rest of Syria by the Saracens, and retaken by
Nicephorus Phocas in 966, but it fell into the hands of
the Saracens again in 970.
It was however recovered
during the crusades in 1 097, when it was governed by
Bcemond, and his successors of the same name, until the
time of Bcemond VIII, who died without issue, after
which, in 1268, it finally fell into the hands of the Sara-

been rebuilt by Justinian,

cens,

and sunk into

ANTIN

ANTINOE

insignificance.

Church of Antioch.

At Antioch, about

the year A.D. 43, the disciples of Christ
first called Christians, as we learn from the Acts of
the Apostles, xi. 26 ; and here St. Peter is supposed to
have established in 38, a patriarchal see, after which the
bishops who held that see had the title of patriarchs of
the East.
The following is the order of their succes-

were

sion

:

;

ANTINOUS

tions.

Antinous (Numis.) medals were

struck in honour of this
by the Bithynians, Acheeans, ./EgypChalcedonians, Smyrnsi, Hieropolitani, Tarsenses,
Cyziceni, Ancyrani, ccc. who worshipped him under the
figures of Apollo, Bacchus, Mercury, or under
those of animals dedicated to these gods, as
the bull sacred to Apollo, the ram for Mercury, the panther for Bacchus, &c, which ([
were given on the reverse, his effigy being
represented on the obverse, as in the annexed
favourite of Adrian,

tians,

cut, inscription

HPiiOC ANTTNOY.

lunt.

Num. Imper.

Rom.

;

;

Putin.

Spank. Pnestant.,

Va.il-

Numis. Imper.
Mediobarb. Numis. Imprul.,

<yc. ;

Sfc.

ANTIO (Geog.) vide Antium.
ANTIOCH (Bibl.) WvTi6-)(eui,

the town in Syria, described

under Geography, is the one mentioned in Scripture, which,
according to St. Jerome, was formerly called Riblah, Acts
xi., S. Hieron, in Ezek. xlvii.
Also Antioch, of Pisidia, is
specified as distinct from the former Antioch, whither St.
Paul went to preach the Gospel.
Acts xiii. 14.

A. D.

Patriarchs.

42 ...

S.

68

S. Ignatius, a

...

108 ....

S.

Governed.

Evodius

26 years
martyr

38
21

Heron, a martyr.

129.... Cornelius
143.... Heron II

14

24

S. Theophilus
169
182
Maximin
S. Serapion
189
211 .... Asclepiades
Philetes
217
228
Zebenus
238
S. Babylas, the Confessor.
251
Fabius
253.... Demetrian
260 .... Paul, of Samosates, an heresiarch.

13
7
21

6
10
10

.

Domnus I
270
275 .... Timnaeus

5

4

279.... S.Cyril
302
313
318
323
330
331
333
345
349
358
z 2

23

Tvrannus

11

Vitalis

11

S.

Philogone

S. Eustathius,

....
....
....
....
....
....

2
7
10

deposed in 330.

6
7

Paulinus
Eulalius

6 mon.
6 mon.

Flacillus

1

Stephen, expelled in 348.
Leontius, a eunuch
Eudoxus, translated to Constantinople in 360.

year

9 years
2

..

ANT

ANT
A.D.

Cmerned.

Patriarchs.

360 \

S. Meletius

361/

Paulinas II, for the Eustathians.
S. Flavianus
Evagrus, for the Eustathians
Porphyry, an intruder

381 1

389/
404
414
417
427
436

..

20 years
29
23

.

3

10
3
10
9

..

Alexander
Theodorus

..

John

..

Domnus

451

..

Maximus

456
458
459

..

Basilius

..

Acacius
Martyrius, alternately expelled and

.

.

••

restored
Peter, a heretic, expelled
Stephen, killed by the heretics. ...

..

521

..

Paul II
Euphrasius

526
546

..

Ephrem

..

Domnus

.,

S.

..

Stephen III

..

Calendion.

..
..

Palladius, a heretic
Flavianus II, exiled

..

Severus, a leader of the Acephali.

••

630
640
681
742

744
751
1050
1090
1099

1137
1143
1180
1186
1214
1234
1-242

15

and
595

exiled,

recalled in

Theophanes
Stephen IV, after the city was
taken from the Saracens

.

Theophilactes
Theodore, &c.

.

Peter.

.

..

.
.

.

.

9
10
4
re-

2
7

Rodolphus II.
Theodore Balsamon.

28

.

Christian, the martyr

20
8
5

56

In which the apostles arc supposed to have regu-

Against the Novatians.
Against Paul de Samosates, the heretical patriarch.

lated the discipline of the church.

On the same subject.
When Euscbius and other

bishops condemned Eustathius, patriarch of Constantinople.
When the Arian bishops condemned Athanasius.

When

Eudoxus, an heretical patriarch, defended

the Antinomians.
363 In defence of the catholic faith.
373 To put a stop to the schism of the Eustathians.
3831 Against the Mcssalians, in which St. Cyril was
condemned by his enemies.
431 j
432 Against Rabulus, bishop of Edessa, and friend of
St. Cyril.

the writings of Diodorus, of Tarsus.
the subject of Ibas, of Edessa.

To examine

On

Pisidia,

now Tachia

Roman colony by Augustus, and received
name of Gcsarea- Strab. 1. 12; Plin. 5;

or VersageUi,
was made a
the additional

1.

Ptol.

1.

5.

Ccelosyria, at the foot of Mount Hippus,
which, according to Stephanus, was built by Semiraniis, and
was otherwise called Gadara. Steph. Byz.
Antiochia (Numis.) medals were struck by several towns of
this name, which are sufficiently distinguished from each

other.

Antiochia, the

253
264
270
330

436
448

in part of the distinction which they held among the
of Asia, and in the reign of Theodosius they were
threatened with the vengeance of the emperor for having, in
a popular tumult, thrown down the statues of the empress
Flacilla, but the punishment was averted by the interference
of the patriarch Flavianus.
A further account of this place
may be found under the head of Antioch, and also under
Numismatics.
Cic. pro Arch. c. 3; Strab. 1. 16; Plin. 1. 5;
Ptol. 1. 5; Procop. JEdific. 1. 2, c. 10; Spartian in I'it. Hadrian ; Amman. Marcellin. 1. 4, &c.
Antiochia, a town of Caria, now Sachiali, near the Maunder,
now called the Madre, and in the modern province of Na-

them

Antiochia, a town of

a. n.

358

Tiberius, which was repaired at different times, and the
beautified by the succeeding emperors, Nero, Vespasian,
and Titus, who bestowed great privileges on the inhabitants.
They fell under the displeasure of Adrian, who deprived

town

situated on a hill not far from the Mtcander,

Councils of Antioch.

341

On

tolia.

36
4

.

triarchate of Antioch.
the election of Calendion.
Against Rudolphus, patriarch of Antioch, who was
deposed by the pope for asserting the independency of his church.
Euscb. Socral. el Sozom. Hist. Eeclcs. ; S. Chrysostom ;
S. Athanas. S. Grcgor. Nusscn. ; Gul. Turon. ; Baron.
Annul. ; Scalig. Emend. Temp. ; Pelav. Doctrin. Temp. ;
RiccioL Ckrortolog.
ANTIOCHIA (Geog.) 'Am&vtia, the name of very many
towns among the ancients, of which the following only are
worthy of notice.
Antiochia, the celebrated city of Syria, which has been
treated at large under the more familiar name of Antioch.
This town, which is known to the Turks at present by the
name of Antachia, was built in the 119th Olympiad, A. C.
301, by Seleucus, surnamed Nicanor; by whom it was called
after his father Antiochus the Great, as is generally supposed.
A harbour was constructed here by the order of

482
1102

Antiochia, a town of

John.
Bernard, after the capture of Antioch by the Christians.
Rodolphus I, or Raotd
Aimeric, &c.

Rainier
Elias

.

16

by the Jews

Macedonius, &c.

Against Peter the heretic, and usurper of the pa-

cities

after-

60S

..

.

7
3
5

20

..

.

.

III

Anastasius III, a heretic.

..

2
1

Anastasius,

in

3

10
16

S. Anastasius II, killed

..

I

14

3

..

wards

599

5
2

.

474
477
479
482
486
496
512
519

561

11

II, expelled

475

of Syria, struck medals as an indehonour of Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero, Galba, Otho, Vespasian, Titus, DoNerva,
Adrian,
iElius, Antoninus Pius,
mitian,
Trajan,
M. Aurelius, L. Verus, Lucilla, Commodus, Pescennius,
Severus, Caracalla, Macrinus, l'hilippus, Otacilla, Trajanus,
medals bear the inscription,
Dccius, &CIts earliest

pendent

state,

ANTiox'<»>'

capital

and

also in

MHTPOjruXtwc

tioelienorum Metropolis ; to

;

ANTIO.

Tijc

which arc added

MIIT,
their

i.

first

e.

An-

epocha,

dated from the building of their city, 6T vcl ETOYS MM,
6IP, ZOP, &C. i. e. Anno 42, 115, 177, &c. After receiving from Pompcy the privilege of Autonomia, or of living
Ullder their own laws, their medals were inscribed ANTI-

OX I'.ilN MHTPOIIOAEOC AYTONOMOY, and marked
with an epocha dated from that event, as A on some, H on
others; IT, 01, EK, and lastly on others with AA, which,
added to U. C. 691, the commencement of the Pompeian
era, makes U. C. 722, the year preceding the battle of
Actium. These medals are moreover distinguished by the
type of the head of Jupiter on the obverse, without inscription ; and on the reverse, Jupiter himself sitting and holding
Sometimes the titles IEPAil, and
a figure of victory, &c.

ANT

ANT
were added, as ANTIOXEnN. THS MHTPODOAJBOS TIIS IF.PA2 K.AI A2YAOY. A third epocha is
marked on the medals of Augustus dated from the battle of
Actium, which in some eases are distinguished by the addition of ETOY2 NIKH2, i. e. Anno Victoria. This epocha
is supposed to have continued in use until the reign of Tiberius, in honour of whom the Julian epocha was adopted,
dated from U. C. 705, when Julius Csesar having entered
on his dictatorship, restored to the inhabitants of Antioch
The letters A6 SC, i. e. Ai;/mpx"
' '--their freedom.

A2YA0Y

>!'-

viae, Tribunicia potestate Senatus Consulto, are frequently
to be met with on medals or coins of this Antioch, from the
time that Caracalla planted a colony there, and granted to

the inhabitants the liberty of coining,

f'aill.

Num.

Gr.

;

Hunt. Num. L'rb. ct Pop. eye.
Spank, vol.
p. 664
Antiochia, the town of Ceelesyria, struck medals of M. Aurelius, L. Verus, and Commodus, and marked an epocha on
them, dated from the period of their liberation by Pompey
they also bore the
from their subjection to the Jews
titles of Sacra, asylum or iniiolata, Autonomus or libera, as
i.

ANTIOX nPoc

mrc

ACYAOC

IEPa

AYTo»-iy*oc C.Y1II.

Antiochia ad Hippum sacra iniiolata suis legibus uteris anno
248, on a medal of Commodus.
Antiochia, the town of ('aria, is known by the inscription,
ANTI0X6ON M6ANAP0C, Antioehensium Meander, on a
medal of Trajanus Decius. Several other medals arc ascribed
to this town, of Augustus, Claudius, Domitian, Antoninus,
Aurelius,

Philippus,
•

gustus,

Commodus, Diadumenianus, Gordianus

sen.,

bearing

2YNAPXIA,

Flarius (His/.) a pnetorian prefect, and
a consul under the emperor Claudius II, A. D. 270.
ANTIOCHIS (Hist.) the mother of Antiochus, the son of
Seleucus.
a concubine of Antiochus Epiphanes, who, having
given her the revenues of the cities of Tarsus and Mallo, in
Cilicia, a sedition was the consequence, which he himself

Antiochis,

was obliged

to quell.

ANTIOCHUS
Medea.

Otacilia, etc.

the

Atlali

title

Synarchia,

of

Synarchia

Pius,

some of Au-

particularly

;

as

vel consortium

ATTAAOY

imperii ; also

inscription, ANTIOXEflX KAI AAOAIKEiiN OMONOIA, Antiochcnsium ct Laodiccnsium Conancient
medals struck by this town as an incordia.
Some
dependent state, bear the inscription IEPA BOYAII or

one of Commodus,

AHM02.

Jupiter Capitolinus was honoured on the medals
of this Antioch, as appears from the inscription ZEY'C KAIirmAIEYC ANTIOXEON, together with the figure of
Jupiter half naked and sitting, having a spear in his right
hand, and a figure of victory in his left, on a medal of M.
Aurelius.
Antiochia, a town of Cilicia, near the river Saras, is known
by the inscription ANTIOX. IEP. KAI. ACYA. H. CAPON.
POB, Antiochia Sacra ct inviolabilis ad Sarum. Ann. 172.
The epocha is supposed by Vaillant to be dated from the
year U. C. 734, when Augustus conferred privileges on this
Vaill. Num. Gr.
town.
Antiochia, a town of Mesopotamia, otherwise called Edessa,
struck medals of Antiochus IV, inscribed AXTIOXEQN
EPOC KAAAIPOEHX. or TON UPOC KAAAIPOIIN.
Antiochia, a town of Commagenc, which was washed by
the Euphrates at the foot of Mount Taurus, is therefore
distinguished on medals, if genuine, bv the inscriptions,
ANTIOXEQX IIPOC EY<1>PATHN or TilN EIII TAYPOY,
on a medal of Septimius Severus.
Antiochia, the town of Pisidia, is known bv the inscriptions

Maccab.

I

(Myth.)

Apollod.

1.

iv.

30.

son

a

'Avrioxoe,

Antiochus, a son of iEgyptus, who was murdered by
several princes

guished persons.

Kings of Syria.
Soter, the son of Seleucus, died after a reign of 19 years in the

Antiochus

surnamed

I,

The

129th Olympiad, A. C. 26l.

effigies

of

and the following princes are given on meannexed figures. [\ ide AntioPolyb. I. 4; J a/.
chus under Numismatics^
this

dals as in the

Maxim.

1.

5

;

Justin.

1.

17,

c.

2

Appian.

;

in

Syriac.

Antiochus

surnamed Theos, succeeded bis
father Antiochus, and was poisoned by his
queen Laodicea after a reign of 15 years in
Appian.
the 133d Olympiad, A. C. 246.
II,

Chron. ; Sulpit. Sever.
; Euseb.
Hieron. in Dan. xi. 6.
III, surnamed the Great, son of
Seleucus Callinicus, succeeded his brother
Seleucus Ceraunius, and died after a long
and glorious reign of 37 years in the 148th
Syriac.

in
1.

2

;

Antiochus

Olympiad, A. C. 1S7. He it was who gave
Cic. de Oral. 1. 2,
an asylum to Annibid.
c.
IS'; Liv. 1. 34, c. 59; Strab. 1. 16;
Justin.

1.

31

;

Flor. 1.2,

c. 1

;

Euseb.

Chron.

in

Antiochus IV, surnamed Epiphanes, i. e.

illus-

trious, succeeded his father Antiochus III,
and died after a reign of 1 1 years in the

He it was
154th Olympiad, A. C. 164.
profaned the temple of Jerusalem.
Polyb. 1. 3; Joseph. Antiq.
I Maccab. xiii. ;
1. IS
Appian. de Hell. Syriac.
Antiochus V, surnamed Eupator, succeeded
his father Antiochus in the 154th Olympiad,
A. C. 164, and was killed by Demetrius, his
'

who

;

uncle, after a reign of
cab. Joseph.
1.

two

Antiq. Jud.

years.
1.

2

&

12, &c.

;

3

Mac-

Justin.

34.

Antiochus VI, surnamed

Decius, Gallienus, Saloninus, and Claudius Gothicus ; bearing the types of an eagle with expanded wings to denote
their power, a legionary eagle, a husbandman driving oxen,
a figure of Cybele or Rhea sitting turreted between two

Antiochus VIII, surnamed Gryphus, from

CAES. ANTIOCH.

&c.

vel

ANTIOCHEAE,

vel

This Antioch struck medals of

Titus, Antoninus Pius, M. Aurelius, L. Verus, Sept. Severus, Domnae, Caracalla, Geta, Heliogabalus, Maesa, Alexander, Gordianus Pius, Philippus, sen. and jun., Trajanus,

of Diana, as huntress ; of Jupiter, Luna, &e. ; also
;
of a wolf suckling Romulus and Remus; the river Mseander, &x.
Vaill. Col.; Putin. Num. Imp. Rom.; Harduin.
Num. Urb. Illust. ; Mcdiob. Num. Imp.
Antiochia, ride Ptolcmais.
lions

;

c.

11.

the

and shape of his nose, was the son of
Demetrius Nicanor. He succeeded his brother Seleucus, whom his mother Cleopatra
had slain with an arrow ; and, finding that
she was preparing poison for him, he com-

size

his wife

Hygin. Fob. 170.

Itea.

Antiochus" (Hist.) the name of

Tlieos, or God, son
of Alexander Balas, was murdered by Triphon, by whom he had been seated on the
throne, after a reign of one year, in the 159th
2 Mace. xiii. ; Joseph. Antiq.
Olympiad.
1. 13
Appian. de Bell. Syriac.
Antiochus VII, surnamed Sidetes, son of
Demetrius Soter, succeeded Trvphon the
Usurper, and was killed in a battle with
Phraates, king of Parthia, after a reign of
Joseph.
II years, in the l62d Olympiad.
1. 13 ;
Justin. 1. 3S ; Appian. ct Oros. 1. 5,

COLONIAE ANTIOCHIAE,

Hercules by

of

2.

;

;

M.

ANTIOCHIANUS,

V

and

distin-

ANT

ANT
pelled her to drink

He was

it.

Antiochus, a Jew of a considerable family

assassinated

in Antioch, accused his father, and other Jews, of a conspiracy to set the
city on fire, for which they were put to death.
He afterwards turned pagan, and sacrificed to idols. Joseph, dc Bell.
Jud. 1. 7, e. 2.

by Heraeleon, after a reign of 2G years, in
the
170th Olympiad, A. C. 97.
Joseph.
An/iij. 1. 13
Justin.; Appian. c'j-c.
Antiochus IX, suniamed Cuzicenus, son of /
Antiochus Sidetes, was engaged with his ([
brother, Antiochus VIII, in a war of 18
years about the succession ; and, on his death,
succceeded to the throne of Syria, which he
occupied but one year, being killed by Seleucus VI, the son of Gryphus, in the 171st
:

Antiochus, a man of low birth, was set up by the people of
Palmyra to be their king, but was deposed by Aurelian,
A. D. 272. I'opisc. in Aurel.; ZosiniA. 1, c. 60.
Antiochus, a noble Persian, who governed at Constantinople
during the minority of Theodosius the Younger.
Miscell. Hist.

1.

Antiochus

killed in battle after a reign of three years
102d Olympiad, A. C. .01. Strab. 1.11;
Jnsephus, Justin, Eiisc/iiits, Sec.
Antiochus XI, son of Antiochus Gryphus,
was drowned in the Orontes, after disputing
the throne with his brother Eusebes. Josephus, Appinu.
Antiochus XII, surnamed Dionusius, the fifth
and last son of Antiochus Gryphus, disputed
the kingdom with his brother, and was killed
in battle whilst fighting with the Arabians.
Antiochus XIII, surnamed Asiaticits, son of
Eusebes, was named king of Syria by Lueullus, but deposed four years after.
He
was plundered by Verres in his passage
through Sicily to Rome.
Cic.
in Verr.

Antiochus (Nmnis.) medals of
name are extant, bearing, on

(Ecc.) a bishop of Ptolemais at the commencement of the fifth century, was the friend and cotemporary
of S. Chrysostom, and, like him, a distinguished preacher.
Socrat. Hist. Eccles. 1. 6; Sozwn. 1. 8; Pallad. Jit. S.
Chrusosl. ; Baron. Annal. ami. 400, &c.

1

in the

act 4,

27

c.

;

Appian

;

Justin, eye.

Antiochus

I, was the same as the preceding, who, on being
deprived of his kingdom of Syria by the Romans, was hit
to reign over Commagena.
He was afterwards summoned
ti.
Borne by Augustus, and condemned to death.
Cic. ad
1.
Finn. 1. 15, e. 1 ; Dio.
1, 52.
Antiochus II, the fourth king of Commagena, succeeded
Mithridates II, and died in the reign of Tiberius, A. D. 17.
Antiochus III, son of the preceding, succeeded his father by
the favour of Caligula, and was deposed by Vespasian, who
allowed him to retire to I -acedicmon, and afterwards to live
Dion. 1.
at Home in privacy.
Antiochus IV, surnamed Epiphanes, cither the same as the
v. ceding,
or his son, assisted Titus at the siege of Jerusalem, and afterwards followed his father to Rome.
[Vide
Antiochus under Numismatics^
Joseph, cic Bell. Juil.
:'>',).

I

Other Prinns anil distinguished Persons of this NameANTIOCHUS, son of Phintas, was king of Messenia in conmiction with Androcles his brother, and died about the
j

Olympiad, A. C. (>82.
'J Kb
l'ansan. 1. 4.
ANTIOCHUS, a king of the Orestes, and an BHy of the CorinThuei/d.

1.

2, e. 80.

a commander of the Athenian fleet under Alciwho was defeated by Lyaander, Xenoph. Hellen.

AnTIOOHUB,
biades,

Diodor. 1. l.'i
Pans. L
ANTIOCHUS, B leader of the I'hocians, who opposed Brcnnus,
tin' commander of the Gauls,
when he penetrated into
1.

(

1,

C.

~>

rreece.

;

;

Pans.

1.

.'i.

10.

ANTIOCHUS, surnamed Hierax, son of Antiochus
Syria, took
1

S

I

Mil
I1CU1

II,

king of

the title of king, although he is not generally
the kings of Syria. He defeated bis brother
but, being then overpowered by the
;

among

Callinicus

be fled to Egypt, and after having escaped from the
imprisonment of Ptolemy GvergCteS, was killed bv robbers
in the l'i8th Olympiad, A. C. 227.
Justin. 1. 27, c. 2.
Gaulfl,

the Syrian kings of this
the obverse, their effigies as

all

given above; and, on the reverse, the general inscription
BASIAECiS ANTIOXOY, with their distinguishing epithets in some cases; as ANTIOXOY METAAOY, for Antiochus III
OEOY Eni*ANOYS, for Antiochus IV ; EYIIATOPOS, for Antiochus V; EIIItfANOYS AIONY20Y,
for Antiochus VI, VII, or XII ; EYEPrETOYS, for Antiochous VI or VII; BA2IAI22B2 KAE0IIATPA2 ; sometimes 0EA2 BA2IAEQ2 ANTIOXOY 3IIP, Reginw ChlOpalnc Diva Regis Antioehi Anno 187, for Antiochus VIII,
and his mother Cleopatra Qvide Clcopalra~\; <J>IAoriATOP02, for Antiochus IX; EY2EB0YS <I>IAOIIATO, for
Antiochus X; EI1I4ANOYS <MAAAEA*OY, for Antiochus XI; *IAOlIATOPOS KAAAINIKOY.
The most
frequent type occurring on these medals is the eagle standing on thunder, sometimes the figure of
Jupiter, Pallas, Victory, Hercules, Isis, the
flowers lotos, or lily, &c.
I'aill. Num. Sehue; Frocl. Annal. Sur. The kings of
Commagena had also their medals, of which
none but those of Antiochus III or IV can
he defined, whose effigy is given as in the
annexed figure
and, on the reverse, a
female sitting, supposed to be his queen Iotape ; inscriptions BA2IAei/c IVIErac ANTIOXOS EITtyu)')).;, and BA;

Kings of Commagena.

thians in the Pcloponncsian war.

Theophan.

13.

Olympiad. Josephus, Justin, eye.
Antiochus X, suniamed Eusebes, i. e. Pious,
si
called in derision because he married his
Esther's wire ; succeeded his father, Antiochus IX, after expelling Seleucus, but was

;

2IAI22A IOTAIiH SEBASTHNilN.

His two sons

an.

horseback on another medal; inscription
the reverse, the figure of Capricornus, with the star and anchor, the type commonly assumed by the Seleucidie, within a crown of laurel inscripSeguin. Sel. Num.; Pcmb. Mtti
tion KOMMAITINilN.
pt. ii. ; Frocl. Nolet. Elcm. tab. xix. &c.
Antiochus (Biog.) an historian of Syracuse, and son of Xenophon, in the <)0th Olympiad, A. C. 400, wrote, among
other things, a History of Sicily, which was extant in the
time of Pausanias, by whom it is much commended. Diodor.
1.
12; Dioni/s. Hal. 1. 1; Pans. 1. 10; Voss. de Hist.
also represented on

YIOI BASIAE122: on

;

(! lire.

Antiochus, an Arcadian, who was victor in the pancratium
Xcnuph. Hellen. 1. 7, e. 1 ; Pausan.
at the Olvmpic games.
Lft
Antiochus, of Ascalon, a stoic philosopher, the master of
V'arro and Cicero, was the founder of a fifth academy of the
Platonic school.
(7c. Brut. c. 1<); Pint, in LucuJI. ct Cic
Antiochus, a Cilician and a cynic philosopher, who, having
enriched himself under the emperors Severus and Caracalla,
retired to Vologesus, king of the Parthiaus, but was recalled by Caracalla.
DtO. 1. 77Antiochus, a name common to several other persons mentioned by ancient writers as a sceptic philosopher of Laodicea; and another of Alexandria
a sophist and historian
of /Kgca
three slaws or fVeednien mentioned by Cicero
also a sculptor, who is said to have made the famous statue of
;

;

;

ANT

ANT
Pallas preserved in the Ludovici gardens at

ad
1.

Attic.

1.

4,

ep.

16, &c.

j

Rome ;

eVc.

de-

Athen. 1.11; Diogen. Lacrt.

9, &-o-

Antiochus, an abbot of Palestine in the 7th century, wrote,
among other things, an Account of the Taking of Jerusalem by Chosroes, King of Persia. Baron. Annal. ; Bellar{Myth.)

;

'Aitiotti;,

Addidit ut Satijri cchitus imagine pnlchram
Jupiter impltret gemino Kicte'idaJ'atu.

Propert.l. 3, el. 13, v. 11.
Tu licet Antiopa farmam
Spartana

ref'eras

Kycteidos, et tu

laudihus Hermionem.

is called by some the daughter of Asopus, and is said
have married her uncle Lycus.
of several other females ; as a daughter
of jEolus, and a daughter of Pylon ; also a queen of the
Amazons, otherwise called Hippolyte. Hygin. Fab. 157,

She
to

&c

AXTIORUS {Hint.) 'Arrlupoe, a son of Lycurgus.
AXTIPAROS (Geog.) the ancient Oleiros, an island

of the
Archipelago, opposite to Paros, from which it derives its
name. It is only a rock, 1(5 miles in circumference ; yet, in
some parts, it is well cultivated. It is situated two miles
\V. Paros.
Lon. 25° 44' E. lat. 37° 8' N.

(BibL) 'Avrbcas, a disciple whom our SaRev.
viour styles in the Revelations a faithful martyr.

AXTIPAS, St
ii.

13.

(Hist.) a governor of Idumea, the father of Antipater, and grandfather of Herod the Great.
Antipas, a son of Herod the Great. []Vide Herod"]
Antipas, a prince of the blood of the family of Herod, and
keeper of the treasury at Jerusalem, was slain in a sedition.

Antipas

Joseph, de Bell. Jud.'l. 4,
(Hist.) the
tinguished persons.

AXTI PATER

c.

11.

name

of several princes and dis-

of Iolaus,

patron of learning, and is quoted with much commendation
by Cicero as the author of a letter to his son Cassander.
Cic. Offic. 1. 2, c. 14 ; Diodor. 1. 17, fee. ; C. Kep. in Phoc.
et Eumcn.; Plin. 1. 30, c. 16; Plut. in Eumen. Alexander,
Sfc; Val. Maxim. 1. 1, c. 7 ; Tac. Annal. 1. 2, c. 73; Q.
Curt. 1. 4, c 1 ; Paus. 1. 7 ; Justin. 1. 9 ; Arrian. Alex.
c.

11,

ment
Antipater, an Athenian archon
Antipater, one of Alexander's

in the

97th Olympiad.

who joined in the
conspiracy of Hermolaus.
Q. Curt. 1. 8, c. 6.
a general of Perseus, king of Macedonia, was
slain in a battle fought with the Romans, U. C. 581, A. C.
173.
Antipater, son of Jason, was sent by Simon Maccabeus to
renew the alliance with the Romans, A. C. 144. 2 Maccub.
soldiers,

xii.

Antipater, governor of Idumea, and father of Herod
Great, was poisoned by one Malchus, whom he had

&c

son of Cassander, and son-in-law of Lysimachus,
succeeded his father in the 120th Olympiad, A. C. 298 ;
and, after having killed his mother, was in his turn killed
by his brother Demetrius, or, as some say, by his fatherin-law Lysimachus. Justin. 1. 16; Pans. 1. 9.

Antipater,

a nephew of Cassander, was placed on the throne
of Macedonia in the 124th Olympiad, but retained it not
more than 45 days. Polyb. 1. 2 ; Justin. 1. 24 Pausan. §c.
;

Antipater, son of Seleucus Ceraunius, and nephew of Antiochus the Great, concluded the peace with Scipio for his
uncle, A. C. 191 ; Polyb. 1. 4 ; Liv. 1. 37, c. 45.

Antipater, an Idumean by birth, and governor of Idumea,
was the son of Antipas, and father of Herod the Great.
He was poisoned by one Malchus, whom he had loaded
with favours, A.C. 43; Joseph. Antiq. 1. 14, &c.
Antipater, eldest son of Herod the Great, after having contributed to the death of his two brothers, Alexander and

be-

Joseph. 1. 14, c. 19Antipater, surnamed Gadias, a favourite with Herod the
Great, was put to death on a charge made by the king's
sister Salome.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 14, c. 19.
Antipater, a Samaritan, and steward of the household of
Antipater,
Herod's son, confessed on the raek that his
master had received poison for the purpose of poisoning
Herod. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 17, c. 6.
Antipater, a sophist of Hierapolis, and secretary to the emperor Severus, was raised to the dignity of the consul, and
afterwards governor of Bithvnia. He is said to have starved
himself in the 78th year of his age.
The reverse of a
medal of Plautilla, the wife of Car.icalla, bears the name
of this Antipater.
Philostrat. in fit. ; Tristan. Comment.
Ilixl. torn.

ii.

Antipater (Numis.)

a medal bearing, on the
obverse, the head of a king, as in the annexed figure ; and on the reverse, a gryphon
with a laurel branch ; inscription B A£I AESJ2
is

ascribed to Antipater, king

Goltz.

Grmc.

tab.

35

;

Spank.

Dissert. ; Frocl. Notit. Elem. tab. 7, &c.
Antipater (Biog.) a blind pliilosopher of Cyrene,
ciple of Aristippus.

Laert.

1.

Cic. Tuscul. Qucvst.

1.

1, c.

and dis37; Diogen-

2.

a disciple of Aristotle, whom he appointed his
executor, probably the Antipater who was Alexander's general.
Diogen. Lacrt. 1. 5.

Antipater,

a philosopher of Tarsus, to whom are ascribed
on Superstition, and one on Anger. Cic. Acad.

Antipater,
two
1.

treatises

4,

c.

in Zen.

Antipater,

the

friended at different times.

of Macedon.

and one of Alexander's generals,

received Macedonia for his share in the dominions of his
master, whom he is said to have poisoned.
He died three
years after in the 114th Olympiad, A. C. 321.
He was a

Exped. 1.1,

a son of Orgis, exacted the sum of four hundred
from the Thasians to provide an entertainfor Xerxes and his army.
Herod. 1. 7, c. 118.

talents of silver

ANTIIIATPOY,

Princes of this Kame.

Antipater, son

Antipater,

Antipater,

Antiope, the name

14,

Distinguished Persons of this Name.

Du

Pin. Bibliothck. CfC.
a daughter of Nycteus, king
of Thebes, was the mother of Amphion and Zethus by
Jupiter, whom she brought forth on Mount Cithcron.
Ovid. Met. I 6, v. 110.
min. de Script. Eccles.

AXTIOPE

Aristobulus, was detected in a conspiracy against his father,
for which he was put to death.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 14, &c.
Antipater, the son of Salome, pleaded for the crown of
Judaea, before Augustus, against his rival Archelaus, but
without success. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 17.

6

Strab.

;

;

1.

14

;

Voss. de Hist.

Athen.

Grwc.

1.

1.

8,

c.

8

;

Diogen. Laert.

3.

Antipater, a

poet and stoic philosopher of Sidon, who is
quoted with commendation by Cicero and Seneca. Some of
his poems are still extant in the Anthologia.
According to
Valerius Maximus and Pliny, he was attacked with a fever
every year on his birth-day, of which he at last died.
Cic.
Oral. 1. 3, c. 5; Pal. Maxim. 1. 1, c. 10; Senec. ep. 92;
Plin.

1.

515.

7, c.

Antipater, L.
Gracchi,

C&lius, a Latin historian in the time of the
wrote a History of the Second Punic War, of
Some fragments of this

which Brutus made a compendium.
history were collected bv Riccobon

in 15(58.
Cic. in Brut.
7 ; Liv. 1. 31, &c. ; Spartian.
de Orig. ; Rutil. in Vit. Juris.
Consult.; J'oss. de Hist. Lat. 1. 1, c. 8.
Antipater, a poet of Tyre in the time of Cato of Utica, died
a short time before the son of Cicero went to Athens. Some
of his epigrams are preserved in the Anthologia.
Cic de
c. 26',

in

&c.

;

Vol Max.

Hadrian.

;

\.

Pompon,

l,

tit.

c.

ANT
OMc.
</',

c.24;

2,

1.

/',-,/.

1.

IS, ep.

was intimate with Cicero.

;.;.

among

wrote,

other

some of which are extant

Antipatbe,

or/

C'/c

(utlhis,

things,

Au-

in the time of

epigrams in Greek,

a Latin historian of the third century,
Aureolus Marius, who was elected em-

in

ANTIPATRIS
where

Acts xjdii.
Paul was brought by order of Lysias.
was about 150 furlongs, or 17 miles from Joppa,
10 miles from Lydda, and 20 from Csesarea according to
Josephus its ancient name was Chabarzaba, but being rebuilt
by Herod, it was called Antipatris, in honour of his father
Antipater.
Near this place Judas Maccabeus defeated NiIt was erected by Baldwin I, king of Jerusalem,
canor.
into a bishop's see, in 1101, hut fell again into the hands of
31.

St.

It

;

the Saracens in 265.
{Hist.) VAj/rwarptfac, a governor of Telmessus, a city of Caria, which he lost by meat s of a strata1

ANTIPATRIDAS
gem.

Polyon.

5.

1.

ANTIPHANES

(Biog.) 'Avrtfavng, a Greek poet ofCarysSuidiis.
the time of Thespis, A. C. 523.
ANTIPHANES, a comic poet in the time of Alexander the
who
very
often
is quoted
by Atheneeus.
Great,
ANTIPHANES, the name of several other persons mentioned by
anancient writers, as a comic poet of Rhodes or Smyrna
other of Berga, in Thrace; a statuary of Argos, whose
statues were preserved in the temple of Delphi in the time
Inn. ml Gent.
of the Antonines
a physician of Delos, &c.
tus, in

;

;

1.

'„'

1.

(I

Chin. Alex. Strom.

:

/'iu.s.

;

I

Suidas; Gyrald.de Poet. Hist.

;

Grate. Poet. fyc.

ilt

(Mi/lL) one of the sons of Laocoon, who, with
Hi/ain.
his brother Thrymbseus, was killed bv the serpents.
fob. 135; Serv.in /En. 1. 2, v. 213.
ANTIPHATES {Myth.) 'Avru^arns, a king of the Lfestrya cannibal race of Novum Latium, or the country
now called Naples, devoured one of Ulysses' officers, and
destroyed all his ships except that in which Ulysses himself
.

aped.
ill. Pontic.

2, ep. 9, v. 41.

1.

1.

33,

c.

Quia rum Antipha&etn L&trygona devovet.

Antiphilus, a general

4, el.

1,

'/:,

\l,

25.

Odyss.

Antiphates,
1.

1.

I

ANTIPHONUS
ANTIPHUS

1.

13, cpig. 108.

v.

59-

,)t

Irtaeu

in,

1.

Jdela,

a

man

1

i

"/ undo.

Sarpedon.
killed

in

Horn.

Vire. A?n. 1. 9.
the Trojan war.

the 120th Olympiad.
(Hist.)

of Gela

in Sicily.

having mistaken
II

I'l II I.I

tli-

II.

AN"I'l PHI

Oili/ss.

Horn.

II.

1

his

a

1.

0'.

c.

a IUiodian,

and founder

s

QOW

Aristotle speaks of as

for himself.

called Vclla.

(Hist.)

'A

1

ro;,i,\or,

5

Slrab.

1.

Plin.

;

Ptol.

1.

r>

;

tiln

thynm

missu furrm.

[Vide

Antilles']

Tacit.

Hist.

1.

1.
4 ;
Anto-

Strtili.

2,

15

c.

;

2, c. 10.

1.

ANTIRRHIUM

lb*.

an Athenian

who

suc-

'

Andrew, opposite to the shore of Rhium, in Peloponnesus, which together formed the bay of Corinth of
Shah.
Lepanto, now called the Dardanelles.
8
Plin.
St.

1.

I,

;

c. 2.

ANTISSA

{Geog.) \iriTTd, a town on the island of Lesbos,
which was taken by the Athenians in the Peloponnesian war.

Thucyd.

'

1.

3,

c.

ANTISTHENES

1,

man whom

shadow

the fourth year

Portui {Geog.) an harbour on the African aide

d Sea,
1.

'Aero;"'//'"';,

Thucyd.

{BiogJ)

c.

Antilles.

James (Biog.) an Italian scholar of the
15th century, published an entire edition of Campanus's
works.
{Geog.) VvrlMiov, a promontory of .T.tolia,

1.

{Hist.) an Athenian archon in

2,

Kffmbri, lum

Mffl |i

called

ANTIQUARIUS,

Ovid. Met. I 14; Hygin. tab.

'J.

ANTIPHERON
of

h

1.

nin. /tin. ;

the grandfather of Ampliiaraus.

ANTIPHEMUS

A\

jui

gi lidot

v. lib';

a son of

now

is

now

Antiphates

was op-

;

Aittipt>litani,fateor, suinjilin

L5.

Antiphates,
ANTIPHATES,

that

1.

1.

hatenque

1

army of Perseus,

by the people for having contributed to the establishment of the 400 in Athens, in the 92d Olympiad,
A. C. 41 1. Of his Orations, 1() are preserved in the collection of Greek Orators made by Aldus, fol. 1513, and by
Stcphanus, fol. 1575, besides which some moral treatises
are ascribed to him.
Thucyd. 1. 8, c. 68
Xcnnph. Manor.
Socrat. I. 1, c. 6; P/ni. in Menex.j Cic. in Brut. c. 12;
Pint, de dec. Oral.; Qiiintil. 1. 3, c. 1 ; Athen. 1. 9, c. 12
;
Origen. co/it. Ccls. 1. 4 ; Fuss, de Hist. Grac.
AntiphON, the name of several persons mentioned by ancient
writers, as a rich man whom Xenophon introduces disputing
with Socrates ; an Athenian interpreter of dreams ; a poet
of Attica, put to death by Dionysius for criticising his poems;
a writer on the quadrature of the circle, mentioned by
Aristotle ; also a writer on agriculture ; a tragic poet ; and
a slave, who was a player, &e.
Xenophon. Mem. Arislvt.
1. 2, c. 6 ;
Cic. ad Attic. 1. 4, c. 15 ; Athen. 1. 14, &c
(Myth.) 'Arrtyovoe, a son of Priam, who
accompanied his father to the tent of Achilles, to beg the
Hunt. II. 24.
body of Hector.
(Myth.) 'Avrifoc, a son of Priam, killed by
Agamemnon; also a grandson of Hercules, who went with
30 ships to the Trojan war
and an intimate friend of
Ulysses.
Horn. II. and Odyss.
Antiphus (Biog.) a son of Ganyetor the Naupactian, murdered the poet Hesiod, with the assistance of his brother
C'limenus, and threw his body into the sea, which the poet's
dog afterwards finding, they were seized and convicted of
the murder.
Pint, de Solert. Anion.
ANTIPCENUS {Hist.) father of Androclea. [Vide Androclea]
ANTIPOLIS {Geog.) a town of Gallia Narbononsis, built
by a colony from Marseilles, on the coast of the Mediterranean, the fish of which is celebrated bv Martial.

I

1,,,,,.

in the

to death

It

1

delivered The!>es
A. C. 197. Liv.

(Hist.) 'Atrtyw, an Athenian archon in the
third year of the 94th Olympiad.
AntiphON, an orator, surnamed the Rliiimnusian, from his
native place lihamnus, who taught rhetoric, was condemned

tiphate,
1.

who

ANTIPHON

LittMojug crutnli

Tibull.

Bacotians,

consul, U. C. 555,

Antiphilus, a friend of Antipater, the son of Herod the
Great, who procured him poison for the purpose of destroying his father, for which he was put to death.

Mart.
Slut. Site.

Roman

1.

;

ANTIPHAS

()i

18.

posed to the Romans.

in the collection of epigrams.

a life of M.
Trebett. Pullperor of the Gauls in the time of Gallienus.
I'ii. Cloud.
Antipatkh, a writer of the fifth century, who wrote against
/• Con. Xic. ; Du Pin Bihlioth.
Eusebius the historian.
{Bibl.) 'AvriJrarpie, a town of Palestine,

wrote

1.

Antiphilus, a prator of the
to Quintus, the

Greek poet of Thessaloniea

a

ceeded Leosthenes, was killed at the siege of Lamia. Diodor.

Mc.
Derbe,

0/

Antipater,
gustus,

ANT
de Hist. Grcec. 1.3;

J'oss.

8.

c.

Antipatkr
Faun.

Pint, in Cat.}

sent with a (lect

i,s'

;

Liv.

{Hist.)

1.

15,

c. :;;

WmaDt,

;

,,._,

Slrab. 1. 13.
a Spartan,

who was

Pharnabazus. in the 20th year of the
Peloponnesian war.
Thucyd. 1. 8, c. :','.>
Antihtiiknks {Biog.) father of Antisthencs the Athenian,
was the founder of the sect of the Cynics who had Diogenes
for a disciple, and Socrates for a master.
He wrote 20 voto

;

.

ANT

ANT
Phil, in Lye.

Ml. Far. Hist.

:

Gift de Oral.

Diogenes Laertius.

luines, according to

1.

9

;

Diogcn. L

Antisthenes, an historian of Rhodes, and

1.

3

;

taken by Camillus, and adorned by Nero,
whose birth-place it was.
celebrated temple was also
dedicated to Fortune, whence
Horace, 1. 1, od. 35.

by Ascanius,

A

6.

also a peripatetic

Diog. Laert. 1. 6 ; Phleg. Trallian. Mirab. 1. 3.
Tacit. An(Hist.) wife of Rubellius Plautus.
22.
Antistia, jgcnj, a plebeian family of Rome, distinguished into
[Vide Aiitistius~]
the Veteres and Regini.
Antistia, getis (Xumis.) several medals are extant of this
philosopher.

O diva gratum

ANTISTIA
nal.l. 14,

c.

which bear on the obverse the head of Augustus,

family,

IMPERATOR,

c.

quiz regis

Antium.

Dionys. Hal.
14; Tacit. Anna/. 1. *15, c. 23

Cic. de Div.

1.

1 ;

Albert. Dcscript. Ital.

Antiu.m (Xumis.)

ANTI,

scription

Strab.

1.

1

;

Suet, in Cal.

;

Cluv. Ilal. Antiq.

;

1.

1.

3,

inscriptions

club

;

and

as a

;

8
7-

Liv.
;

I.

8,

Leand.

distinguished on one medal by the inthe type, an effigy of Hercules with his
colony on a medal of Nero, inscribed

is

CAESAR AUGUSTUS,
COL. ANTIAT. LEG. III. ITALICA.
CAESAR AUGUSTjw CohS*J XI, &c. on the reverse
AXTISTIUS REGINUS III. VI R, or Caws ANTIUS (Xumis.) vide Antin, gens.
(Hist.) the duchess of Guise,
type
of
one,
ANTOINETTE
ANTISTIUS VETUS III. VIR. The
or

5
c.

c

Roman

;

Cains
as in

tive of
tium, representing Apollo
in a female habit, standing

on a pulpit adorned with
the beaks of ships and anchors, holding a goblet in
his right hand over the fire

of an altar, and in his left
a lyre to the inscription of which is added APOLLINI
ACTIO. Another, as in fig. 2, served to show the origin
of this family from the Gabii, whereon are represented two
men dressed in the toga, with the head covered after the
manner of sacrificers, holding a pig over the fire of an altar,
;

ANTISTIUS VETUS. FOEDw?

C.

inscription

"

CUM

Bomani

Pat in. Fain.

GABIXIS.

Morell. Fain.
(Hist.) a name

Goltz. Fast.;

FaiU.

Populi

Fam.

;

ANTISTIUS

common

Romans

to several

of

Dionys. Hal.

Antistius, was made tribune of the people in his absence,
U. C. 332, A. C. 422. Liv. 1. 4, c. 42.
Antistius, a tribune with consular power, U. C. 873Antistius, Septus, an ambassador
Liv.

1.

27,

Antistius,
of Sylla.

c.

U. C. 544.

to the Gauls,

36.

a public accuser,

Cic. Rose.

who was

slain in the

Antistius, C. a knight and master of the publicans
Cic. in J'crr. 3,

civil

wars

32.

c.

in Sicily.

c. 7-

Antistius, M. a knight whom the censor Lepidus dismounted.
Cic. OratA. 2, c. 71.
Antistius Vetus, a defender of popular freedom, and a friend
Cic. Brut.

of Brutus.

11

c.

Macedonia in the beginning of the
ad Fain. 1. 13, c. 29Antistius Rheginus, C, a lieutenant under Cresar in Gaul.

Antistius, T. a
civil

war.

prsetor of

Cic.

Ca-s. de Bell. Gall.

1.

6,

&c.

Antistius, the name of several consuls

in the time of the

emperors.

Antistius Sosianus, first a tribune of the people, and afterwards a prstor, was banished for making verses on Nero.
Tac. Anna!.

1.

14,

c.

48.

whom

the emperor

entrusted the education of his son Commodus.
(Hist.) 'AvnOios, an Athenian archon in the

Pans.

1.

7, c. 17.

ANTITAURL'S

(Gcog.) a branch of the Taurus, from which
it is separated by the river Cydnus ; it is now called by the
inhabitants Roliam Thoura, according to Thivet.
ANTIVESTIUM (Gcog'.) a promontory in Cornwall, now
the Land's End.

ANTIL'M

(Geog.) a town of Latium, now Antio Rovinata,
It was the capital of the Volsci, built

or Torre d' Ango.

VOL.

I.

among

'

theologian, of the Lutheran
and died in 1730, leaving
Concilii Tridentini Doctrina Pub-

Kid'l,

in

his writings,
2.

German

a

1

.

'

Elementa Homeletica,' &c.

ANTONELLI,

Nicholas Maria (Ecc.) count of Pergola,
was born in 1697, and after rising to the dignity of a carHe
dinal, died in 1767, leaving the reputation of a scholar.
wrote, 1. ' De Titulis quos S. Evariseus Romanis Presbyteris
2. ' Ragioni della Sede Aposdistribuit,' Svo. Rom. 1725.
tolica sopra il Ducato di Parma e Piacenza esposte a' Sovrani e Principi Cattolici dell' Europa,' 4 vols. 4to. Rome,
3. ' Vetus Missale Romanum,' &c.
1742.

ANTONELLO

(Biog.) vide Antonio.

ANTONIA,

gens (Hist.) one of the noblest and most ancient
Rome, which was among the number of the first
senators chosen by Romulus, and deduced its origin from
Anton, the son of Hercules. The ancient surname of this
[Vide Antonii and Antonius~\
family was Merenda.
Antonia, the name of some distinguished females among the
Romans.
Antonia, the elder daughter of M. Antony, and wife of Domitius JEnobarbus, was the grandmother of the emperor
Nero.
Tacit. Annal. 1. 4, c. 44 ; Suet, in Ncr. c. 5.
Antonia, another daughter of M. Antony, was the wife of
Drusus, by whom she had three children, namely, GermaClaudius, the
nicus, who was put to death by Tiberius
families in

Fal. Max. 1. 4, c. 3 ;
Sueton. in Claud, ct Caligul.
Antonia, daughter of Claudius and -Elia Patina, and wife of
Faustus, or according to Tacitus, of Cornelius, was put to
Tacit.
death by Nero because she refused to marry him.

emperor;

to

ANTITHEUS

lCOth Olympiad.

Paul (Biog.)
was born

persuasion,

;

Antistius Labeo (Biog.) vide Labco.
Antistius, an orator, and one of those

M. Aurelius

in

ANTOMENES

lica.'

4.

1.

bom

affected piety among the Catholics, and that of a bigotted
attachment to the Romish religion among the Huguenots.
Duplcix. Hist, de France.
Antoinette, of' Orleans, retired to a monastery on the death
of her husband, and afterwards founded a new order called
Calvary.
She died in 1618.
Antoinette, the unfortunate queen of France, daughter of
Francis I and Maria Theresa, and wife of Louis X\ I, fell
under the guillotine bv the sentence of a revolutionary mob
in 1793, aged 38.
[Vide Plate VI]
ANTOLINEZ, Auguslin (Fee.) archbishop of Compostella,
was born at Valladolid in 1554, and died in 1626, leaving
the Lives of some Saints.
Antolinez, Justin, bishop of Tortosa, and brother of the preceding, died in 1(540, leaving an Ecclesiastical History of
Grenada.
(Hist.) vide Automates.

ANTON,

distinction.

Antistius Petro, of the Gabii, concluded a treaty between
his country and the Romans, in the age of Tarquin the
Proud.

was

1403, and died in 1583, having got the reputation of un-

commemorathe victory at Acis

fig. 1,

and the infamous Livia.

Joseph. Antiq.

1.

IS,

Annal. 1. 13, c. 5,
Ner. ; Dio. 1. 60.

S

c.

Sec.

;

;

Pint, in

Anton.; Suet, in Claud,

a

Antonia, gens (Xumis.) the principal medals or coins of this
family were those of the Triumvir, which bear on the obverse his effigy [vide Plate VII]; inscriptions, Marcus
ANTONIUS III. VIR. Rei Publico: Constituendce Marci
Filius Marci Xejxis. AUGk;- IMPerator. \TERum III.

;

'

ANT

ANT

COnSul DESIG;iu/«.v ITE
R«/h ET TcllTium.— Moxpos AJNTwtos A.¥IeKp«r«f- TPl
TUNTPIftN ANAPilN, &c. On the reverse

Antonini, Annibal and Joseph (Biog.) two brothers, who
were engaged in writing the History of Lucania, were born
in the 1 7th and 18th centuries.
Annibal likewise wrote an
Italian dictionary and grammar.
ANTONINUS (Hist.) a name common to several emperors
and distinguished persons.

YIR.

R«

Publico: Conslituenda:

of some medals

the inscriptions

is

ANTONIUS. COnSul, whose

effigy

Lucius
given

is

and PIETAS.
COnSul, a name affected by this Lucius.
Some bear the inscription of Cleopatra, with
her effigy, Qvide Cleopatra^ and others the
names of Atratinus, Fonteius, Appius, Soas in the

sius,

annexed figure;

Emperors of

&c. prefects of the cities subjected to his jurisdiction ;
mav be added the inscriptions CONCORDIA, or

to these

CONCOR.'EXERCITUUM, or EXERCIT.— LEO \ II.
VIII. IX. &c. — COHORTIS SPECULATORUM.—
COHORTIUM PRAETORIAXARUM. &c The cities
Nova,

Carthago

Ephesus, Sinope, Thcssalunica, Tripoli in Syria, Vienne in Oaul, and the province of
Sicily, struck medals of Antony.
The grandfather of the
Triumvir is inscribed on some medals M. AN'TOM. C/ui
Filius, his brothers Lucius and Caius, Lucius ANTONia*
liarci Filing, with the addition sometimes of COnSul ;
Caius
Mara F.
Antonia, the wife of Drusus, was honoured with many
medals, bearing her effigy, as in the annexed
of

Corinth,

ANTONIUS

inscriptions ANTONIA AUGUSTA.— AN'TiiNIA BEBA2TH—6EA £EBASTH ANTiiNIA-ANTONIA CEBACTH

figure,

—
STANTIAE — AUGUST;

of

another,

Others

sometimes

LIBERI AUG. COL.

Num.

Imp.

Freest.

Spiin/i.

Dissert. ;

Seguin

Sel.

Num.

A. A.

Fas/.; J'aill.
Paliu. Num. lower.
Goltz.

;

Tristan. Comment. Hist. ; Morcll. Fain.

;

Sylvia (Ecc.) a cardinal, who rose to distinction by his merit, was born in 1540, and died in H>03,
after having been created a cardinal by Clement VIII.
He
wrote, 1. Dell' Educazione Christiana de' Figliuoli Libia tie,
4to. Verona, 1584.
2. ' Orationes Trcdeciin,'
Ho. Rom.
Hi 10; besides various discourses.
'

ANTONIDES,

John (Biog.) a Dutch poet, surnamed Pander
Goes, was born of mean parentage in H)':J7, and died in
Hi.sk having among his works, I. Bellona aan Hand,' i.e.
Bellona Chained
on occasion of the peace between Holland
•

;

ANTONII

'-'.

(Hist.)

The River Y,
an

illustrious

in four books.
family in Home, said to be

descended from Anton the son of Hercules.
It consisted of
patricians, with the surname of Mercndu, and of plebeians,
without any lUmame.
[Vide .lnlauius'J

ANTOMN

(Rut.) vide Antoninus.
W'i'OMM, di lnn,:Jioni, St. (Fee) archbishop of Florence, was burn in IS89, sent on ditlcrcnt important missions hjr tlie popes Nicholas V, Callistus III, and Pius II;
nominated to the archbishopric of Florence in
Mi, died
in
159, and was canonized by Adrian VI in 1528.
He
I

I

I

wrote,

Aurel.

under Numismatics]

' 'lit xati' iavrvt;'
tion in 4to. Cantab. 10'52,

best.

The

concerning himself.

edi-

and that

Tertull.

whose daughter Arria Fatidilla was the mother of Antoninus Pius.
He is supposed to be the same as is mentioned
by Pliny the Younger in

Antoninus,

Galcrius, the

Iris

epistles.

name

Plin.

4, ep. 18.

1.

of the second son of Anto-

ninus Pius.
a general who was proclaimed emperor at the
death of Ulpian, but never ventured to oppose himself to
Severus.
Alexander
Antoninus, a son of Abgarus, king of F.dessa, who was sent
to Rome after his father had been stripped of his kingdom
He made the epitaph on his
by Caracalla, A. D. 116'.
brother Abgarus, who died at Rome.
Sidon. Apollin. 1. 2,

Antoninus,

officer under Constantius. who being involved
and difficulties, went over to Sapor, kh;g of Persia,
and acted as a guide in an expedition undertaken by that
monarch against his own country. Anintiun. Maiall. 1. 18,

Antoninus, an
in debts

c.

&c.

5,

Antoninus
six

(Xuniis.) the

emperors; namely,

Commodus.

Caracalla,

besides Galcrius,

medals of

all

name given on medals and coins
Antoninus Pius, M. Aurclius,
Diadumenianus. and

who was

these are on

ANTONIN. AUG.;

of

the

many

imperial

I

to
i..

Icli.igabalus,

The

family.

occasions simply inscribed,

and that of Caracalla at

full length

ANTONINUS AUGUSTUS.

The first emperor of this
distinguished by his effigy [vide Plate I] on numerous medals hearing the inscriptions in Latin, Titus
PI is. [MPereter.
AELius
name

is

CAESAB ANTONINUS.
ANTONINUS AU

T. AI'.L. ( Al.s. HADRiaMM
Gustos
PIUS. Pater Patriae TRibunkia Potestate II to XXIII, the
times
which
he
this
COnSul
III ;
and
number of
filled
office
the

in Greet T. AJAIOC
Aifforpdrwp— AYT. K. '!'• AI

K.UC\P

inscriptions

M.IMlC

TiiNEINOC CEBa«0{

earliest printed books.

FIDES

.'.

'

e.

i.

in 8vo. Oxon. 1704, areApolog. ; Dion. 1. 72 ; Jul.
Capitol, in Marc.; Eusch. Hist. 1. 5, ixc.
Antoninus, vide Commodus, Caracal/a, Hcliogahalus, Ccta,

reckoned the

on

'

Venet.

This emperor wrote a book in Greek,

entitled,

Historiarum opus sen Chronica I.iliri vijriuti
1480; \mvinh. IIM; 3 vols. fol. Basil.
Il|)l.
' Sumina Theologue
Moralis,' 4 vols. Ho. Venet.
8.
Summula Confessionis/ Venet 1473; one of the
I.

qnatuor,'

;

ep. 8.

c]-c.

ANTONTANO,

and England.

;

M.

Sparlian. in Aurcl. ct Per.
Antoninus, Marcus Aurclius, surnamed the Philosopher,
succeeded the preceding (by whom he had been adopted),
and died after a reign of 1Q years. [\ ide Plate I, and also
et

Distinguished Persons of this Name.

ANTONIA BRITANNI-

CUS OCTAVIA.

a

at Lanusium in Italy, and succeeded Adrian (by whom he
had been adopted), A. D. 138, and died after a reign of
23 years, regretted by all his subjects. [Vide Plate 1, and
also under Numismatics']
Dion. 1. 70 Jul. Capitol, in Ant.

Antoninus, Halerius, a consul in the reign of Claudius,
Tacit. Annul 1. 12, c. 5S.
A. D. 53.
Antoninus, Arrius, a consul in the reign of Otho, A. D. 6'Q,

are inscribed with the name and title of her son, the emperor Claudius, by whom they were struck in honour of her.
ANTONIA, the daughter of Claudius, is represented with her
sister Octavia, and brother Britannicus, on
two cornucopias, the head of Britannicus
being between those of his two sisters, as in
the annexed cut, inscription AYTOKPArw,

and sometimes

Aurclius, surnamed Pius, descended from
family originally from Nismes, in Languedoc, was born

and Diadumenianus.

OECo-aXovurtwy
APOYaoc rEl'.M.iow;
AYI'ilNIA; on the reverse of one, COX-

SACERDOS. DIVI AUGUSTI.

Name.

this

Antoninus, Titus

the

Among

CORDIA

—

\

1

12-

AN"

the inscriptions

were AEQLJITAS.— AETERNITAS.
AUG. — BONO EVENTUI.
CONDISCIPLINA.
DIVA FAUSAUG.

reverse

— ANNONA
TINA.

PAm/i//'.

A

AApfavos

\.

—

—

—

FKLIC'ITAS. COS. II.
EXkUCitium COS. IIII.—

III.

or

IIII.

—

INDULGENTIA

;

AST

ANT

AUG. COS. Ill— LAETITIA TEMPORUM.— LIBERALITAS. AUG. II. III. IIII. V. &c COS. IIII—
MUNIFICENTIA. AUG. COS. III.— PAX. TR. POT.
XIII. COS. IIII.— PIETAS TRIB. POT. COS. &c—
PIETATI AUG. COS. IIII.— PROVIDEXTIA DEORUM.— JOVI STATORI— JUXOXI SOSPITAE
MARTIULTORI. SALUS PUBLICA— SECURITAS
PUBLICA, &c. The principal places which honoured
;

Antoninus on their medals were Abdera in Thrace, AbonoAelia Capitolina, Alexandria, Amastris,
tichus, JEegte,
Amisus, Antandrus, Antiochia, Apollonia, Ascalon, Asturina,
Berytus, Casarea, Ceretapa, Claudiopolis, Cnidus,
Creta, Ciima, Cyzicus,

Beroea,

Coella, Colophon, Corinthus, Cos,

Emisa, Ephesus, Epidaurus, Gadara, Gaza,
Hadrianothcra, Hcraclea, Hippo Regius,
Ionia, Laced;cmon, Laodicea, Macedonia, Magnesia, Memphis, Miletus, Neapolis, Nica-a, Xicopolis, Patroe, Perga, Pergamus, Philadelphia. Philippi, Samosata, Sardes, Seleucia,
Sicilia, Smyrna, Syria, Tarsus, Tenedos, Tiberius, Tripolis,
Troas, &c.

Damascus,

Cic. Fat.

latter.

'

ANTONTUS

Family of the Antonii.

Anionics, T- Mcrcnda, one of the decemvirs who was exAppius Claudius, U. C. 304, A. C. 450.

pelled with
1. 3, c. 35.

Liv.

Antontus, Q. Mercnda,

a military tribune with consular
power, I C. 332, A. D. 422. Liv. 1. 4, c. 42.
Antonius, Marcus, a master of the horse under the dictator

Romauujue ducis conjux .Egyptui

Liv.

1.

Marcus, the Orator, was chosen successively
qusstor and censor, and after having taken an active part
in the public concerns, was killed in the troubles of Marius
and Cinna, and his head was fixed on the rostrum. Cic.

ad Hcrcn.
9,

e.

1.

4,

c.

5,

&c.

;

Liv. Epit.

SO;

1.

Vat.

Max.

2.

ANTONTUS, Marcus, son of the preceding, surnamed Crclicns.
because he was unsuccessful in a war with the Cretans, died
as is said of mortification at his ill success.
Cic. in For.
1. 2, c. 3
Liv. Epit. 1. 97 ; Paterc. 1. 2
Flor. 1. 3, c. 7
;

&c;

Liv. Epit-

Firg. /En.

1.

8, v.

685.

ope Barbaricu lariisque Antonius aimis

Ilitic

Victor ab

Aim

M

popuHs,

et

Rubiv

titan

viresque Otientis et ultima secum

^gvptitm,

Bactra vehit

Horat. epod.

ttnltz

cadet.

Jis'i

sequiturquc (jiefas) JEgyptia cmjiur.

:

9-

Ut uupcr, actus aim freto Neptunius

Dux

fugit, ustis navibus,

Hinatus urbi

Rmianus

vincta, qua- detraxerat

'':'

Serva

(then posteri negabitis)

Emtvicipattts

Fert lallum

et

fwmum,

arma

miles, et spadonibus

Striire nigasu potest.

Cic. Philip. cS-c.;

Justin.

1.

Com. Xcp.

el

Phtl.

in

I'd.; Flor.

41, &c.
Cains, brother of the triumvir, served under

ANTONIUS,
against Pompey, and was afterwards put
Pint, in Brut. ;

Suet, in Jul. Ca's.

c.

to death

I i

;

Cesar

by Brutus.

36.

ANTONIUS, Lucius, another brother of the triumvir, opposed
Augustus, but being afterwards taken prisoner, obtained
Cic. Phil. ; Sueton.
from the conqueror his life and liberty.
August,

in

Antonius,

c.

14.

Julius, or

Jttltts,

son of the triumvir, was a consul

with Paulus Fabius Maximus, U. C. 744, A. C. 10; and in
great favour with Augustus, who gave him his niece Marcella in marriage, but being afterwards detected in an adulterous connexion with the emperor's daughter Julia, he was
put to death, or, according to Paterculus, killed himself. He
is supposed to have written an heroic poem on Diomede in
12 books, to which Horace alludes in the second ode of the
Veil.
fourth hook, which is dedicated to this Antonius.
Paterc. 1. 2 ; Tacit. 1. 4, c. 44 ; Dio, 1. d5.
and
grandson
of
the
Antonius, Lucius, son of the preceding,
triumvir, was banished by Augustus to Marseilles, where
he died ; and with him, as it is said, the family of the
Antonii was extinct, which Tacitus denominates " Multa
claritudine sed improspera."

Other Distinguished Persons of

Name.

this

Felix, a freedman of Claudius, who was set over
Tacit. Hist. 1. 5, c. 9Judsea by that emperor.
Antonius, Xovcllus, a commander under Otho, lost all his
Tac. Hist. 1. 1, c. 87, &c.
authority with the soldiers.

Antonius,

8, c. 17-

Antonius,

1.

bens

A*':i

.

P. Cornelius.

24,

caused to be beheaded and his head to be fixed on the
rostrum ; and no less so by being one of the triumvirate
with Oetavius and Lepidus. He was afterwards the rival
and antagonist of the former, by whom he was beaten at
the battle of Actium ; and on learning the death of his
mistress, Cleopatra, queen of Egypt, he put an end to his
own existence. [Aide Antonia, ncns, under Numismatics']
Ovid. Met. 1. 15, v. 826.

Axtoxim's

the principal are, 1. • De Exilio, sive de Exilii Poena Antique et Nova, Exulumque Conditione et Juribus, Libri ties,'
2. ' Bibliotheca Hispana Nov.,' 2 vols,
fol. Antv. 1()59.
3. 'Bibliotheca Hispana
fol. Rom. 1672; Matrit. 1783.
Vetus,' &c. 2 vols. fol. Rom. 1696; Matrit. 1788. 4.
Censura de Historias Fabulas, Obera Postuma,' fol.
(Hist.) the name of a Roman family, and other
["Vide Antonia, gens']
distinguished persons.

c.

Antontus, Marcus, the triumvir, was son of Antonius, surnamed Crcticus, and grandson of Antonius the Orator. He
was distinguished by being the enemy of Cicero, whom he

Elis,

vide Aurelius, cfc.
(Ecc.) a patriarch of Jerusalem, at the end of
Euseb. Chron.
the second century.
Antoninus-, bishop of Ephesus, was accused of sacrilege by
Eusebius, bishop of Valentinopolis, in a council held by St.
John of Chrysostom in 400, but the affair was not brought
to any issue, as the parties were afterwards reconciled.
Huron. Anna!.; Pallad- in lit. Johan. Chrt/sost.
Antoninus (Biog.) author of an Itinerary, which has been ascribed by some to the two emperors of that name, but is most
generally supposed to be the work of some writer of later
Voss. de Hist. Lai.
date than either of these writers.
1.3.
Antoninus, vide Liberate.
Antoninus, Constantiniartus, vide Constantinianus.
ANTONIO, dc Jcpcs (Biog.) a Spanish Benedictine, who
wrote a history of his order in seven decades.
Antonio, Nicholas, a Spanish biographer, was born in lfilT,
and died in 1684 ; leaving many useful works, among which

Salhtsl.

;

103.

1.

Hadrianopolis,

Antoninus,

11, &c.

c.

;

Pint, in Anton.

Antontus, Cains, brother of the preceding, and a colleague
in the consulship with Cicero, was banished from Rome
for extortion notwithstanding he was defended bv the

or Primus, a conspirator against Nero,
who, having escaped with impunity, became a great general
under Vespasian, and slew Vitellius. Joseph, de Bell. Jud.

Antonius, Naialis

1.

5, c.

5

killed

be
1.

1

Tac. Anna/.

;

Antonius,

a

Roman

1.

15,

captain,

8,000 Jews in two

the

same

as

the

c.

50,

cic.

who commanded
battles.

preceding.

It

is

at Ascalon,

possible this

Joseph,

de

Bell.

and

may
Jud.

3, c. 1.

a centurion at the siege of Jotaphat, who was
Joseph, de Bell. Jud.
killed bv the stratagem of a Jew.

Antonius,
1.

3, c. 13.

2 a 2

:

ANT

A XT
Antonius. Flamina, an officer in the reign of Vespasian, who
was exiled for his cruelty. Tae. Hist. 1. 4, c. 46.
Axtoxus Lucius, a governor of Upper Germapy, who set
himself up as emperor against Domitism, but was defeated
and killed by Lucius Maximus. Dio. 1. 67[Vide AnAntonius, the name of modern princes, &c.
thorn/]

Antonius

(Ecc.) the

name

I, succeeded Theodore Iconomachus in 821, and
held the see for 1 1 years.
II, surnamed Cauleas, was elected after Stephen
in 893, and died in 895.
Antonius, surnamed Studites, was elected in the room of
He afterwards resigned
Basil, who was deposed in 974.
Baron. Anna!.
his charge in 979.
Antonius IV, surnamed Calogcr, was elected in 1388, and
died in 1396.

Antonius
Antonius

Bishops and other Distinguished Persons.
4-35

;

who

llonoralus, bishop of Constantine, in Africa, in

wrote a consolation and exhortation to one Arcadius,
was exiled for his faith by Genseric, king of the Visi-

goths.

Antonius, suniamed de Beek, bishop of Durham, was made
patriarch of Jerusalem in 1305, by Clement VI, which was
only a nominal

title.

known by the name of St. Anthony.
[Vide Anthony]
.V. Gnipho (Biog.) a poet and rhetorician of Gaul,
taught rhetoric at Home, and had, among others, Cicero for

Antonius,

I).,

better

Antonius,

Sueton. de Illusl. Gramm.
Antoninus Muta, a physician in the time of

his disciple.

ANTONIUS,

or

Augustus.

Antonius,
Antonius,

Plin.

1. 29,
e. 1.
or Antoninus Ijheralis, vide Lihrralis.

a disciple of St. Simeon, the Styleote, wrote a life
of his master, about 460.
Antonius, a monk of Valeria, a city of Pannonia, dud in

526, after having undergone

much

suffering from the bar-

barians.

Antonius,

Tiidcntintis, native of Todi, in Umbria, translated
of Plutarch's lives about 1460.
Leand. Albert,
Descript. Hal. ; I'oss. Hist. Lai. 1. 3, c. 7Antonius, Jl'.iius Nebrissensis, or Antony <>f Lebrixa, a Spanish writer on grammar, poetry, history, law, medicine, ami
theology, was born in 1442, and died in 1522 ; leaving
among bis numerous productions, 1. ' Grammatical Sobrc la

several

Lingua

Castellanst,' 4to. Salmantie, 1492; Complut. 1517Dictionarium Latino-Hispanicum,' &cfol. 1508 & 1582.
Lexicon Juris Civilis,' &C. fol. Salmant. 1511. 4. ' Decades due Rerun Ferdinando et Elisabetha,' &c. Granat.
1545.
5. ' De Bello Navaricnsi,' &C.
(Hist.) vide Anthony and Autumns.
(Myth.) si centaur mentioned by Valerius Flaccus.

2.

'

3.

'

ANTONY
ANTOB
I'al.

P/ae.'l.

ANTORIDES
Plin.

1.

85,

c

ANTUECHT,

I.

(Biog.) a painter and disciple of Aristippus.
re-

quests to the elector of Hesse Csisscl, was born in 1511', and
died in 1607.
He was a learned man, and the patron of
learning.
Mel Adam, in I it. Juris.
ANTRIM, Randal Mac-JSorley, Earlqf (Hist.) of the family

mentioned under Heraldry, joined Tyrone for some time
in his rebellion, but returning to bis duty be aided the lord
deputy Mountjoy in reducing the rebellious Irish to obedience, much to tlic satisfaction of king James I, by whom
lie was honoured with a place in his privy council, tlic appointment of lord-lieutenant of the county of Antrim, and
the dignity of the peerage.

third Earl

of,

was sworn of the privy

council of James II, for which he was attainted and his
estates forfeited, but being comprised within the articles of
Limerick his outlawry was reversed, and he died in lli7;i.

Antrim, Earl of (Her.) one

of the titles enjoyed by the
family of Macdonald [vide Macdonald] ; the titles, arms,
&e. of which sire as follow
Titles.
Macdonald, earl of Antrim, and viscount Dunluce.
Arms. Quarterly, 1st. or, a lion rampant gules for Macdonell.
2d. or, a dexter arm issuing from the sinister fess point,
out of a cloud proper, holding a croslet litchy azure,
said to be assumed from one of the family assisting St.
Patrick, to reduce the Irish to civility, and to propagate
the Christian faith ; 3d. argent, a ship with the sails
furled up, sable.
4th. Party per fess azure and vert, the
under part wavy, a dolphin naiant in fess argent.
wreath,
Crest.
On a
a dexter sirm couped at the shoulder,
attired or, turned down argent, the hand proper, holding
the like croslet as in the coat.
Supporters.
The dexter, a savage proper, wreathed about
the temples and middle cert ; the sinister a falcon proper,

with beak, members, and
" Tout jour pret."

bells or.

Motto.

Antrim

(Gcog.) a maritime county of Ireland, in the province
of Ulster, 46 m. long and 26 broad.
It has two great natural curiosities, namely, Lough Neah, a large lake, the
waters of which are of a petrifying nature: and the Giant's
Causewsvy, consisting of lofty pillsirs of Bassiltes.
Its principal towns are Antrim, Belfast, Carickfergus, and Lisburn.
Its rivers are the Bush, Rewel, Braid, Crumlin, &c.
ANTRO, Coracius (Hist.) vide Coracius.
(Her.) the name of a family which held the
seat of Antrobus Hall, in the county of Chester, from an
early period previous to the reign of Henry VI, when it
was alienated by Henry Antrobus, esq. but re-purchased in
1808, by sir Edward Antrobus, who in 1815 was created a
baronet.
The arms, ecc. of this family are as follow:
Arms. Lozengy or sind azure, on ;! pale gules, three stars
of six points, waved of the first.
Crest.
On a wreath of the colours, issuing out of rays
proper, an unicorn's head couped argent, horned and
maned or, gorged with a wreath of laurel vert.
Two horses proper, being the supporters used
Supporters.
and liorne by the lords Rutherford, co. Roxburgh, which
(the title having become extinct in 1780) have been
granted to sir Edward Antrobus, who purchased the
barony and estate of Rutherford.
Sibylla (Geog.) a celebrated place in Campania,
which was ssiid to lie inhabited by the Sibyl, now Grotta

ANTROBUS

ANTRUM,

delta Si/iitla.

ANTWERP

10.

John (Hist.) chancellor and master of the

of, son of the preceding, a nospirit and activity, exerted himself in the
royal cause both in Ireland and Scotland, and caused a body
of 1500 men to be conveyed from the former of these two
countries to the latter, under the command of colonel Alexander Macdonald, [vide Macdonald] in order to co-operate
with the marquis of Montrose.
He died in 1682.

bleman of great

Antrim, Alexander,

of several patriarchs, &C.

Patriarchs of Constantinople of this Xante.

Antonius,

Antrim, Randall, Marquis

Vib. Sequest.

(Geog.) a city of Brabant, csilled by the Latin
authors Antverpia or Andoverputn ; by the Germans, Antarfi
by the Spanish, Anvcrcs ; and by the French, Anvcrs.
It
is a very ancient place, which lists been supposed by some to
It was much enhave existed before the time of Cesar.
larged by John I, duke of Brabant, in 1201 ; by John III,
in 131 1
and by the emperor Charles V, in 1543; but it
suffered much during the civil wars about religion, particularly from the duke of Alva sind the Spaniards, by whom
not less thsin 600 houses were burnt, and 10,000 of the inhabitants killed or drowned.
It was retaken and repaired
It has since thsit time
by the prince of Parma in 1585.
been repeatedly taken.
Antwerp has been the birth-place
;

ANX

AOR

of manv learned men, as Ortelius, Gorleus, Andrew Sohottus,
Its first bishop, Sonnius, called a council of
Nonius, Sec.
his cleroy in 1576 ; and John Mirsus, also a bishop of AnThis town is situated
twerp, assembled a council in 1()10.
on the Scheldt, 22 m. N. Brussels, and 0.3 S. Amsterdam.
Lon. 4° 23' E. lat. 51= 13' N.

AXTYLLA

(Geog.) vide Anthylla.
(Bios-) a Persian poet of Abiud, in Khorasin,
about the year of the Hegira 581, A. D. 1191.
ANUBIS (Myth.) "Av«/3«c, the name of an Egyptian deity,
who was worshipped under the form of a dog. He is said
to have been the brother or son of Osiris, and supposed to be
the same as the Grecian god Mercury, because he is someHe is styled Latralor
times represented with a caduceus.
by Virgil
Virg. JEn. 1. 8, v. 698.

Horace

Omnigenumque

Di-ian monstra, et latrator Anubis.

Ausa Jon

1.

Hor.

sat. 5,

1,

1.

;

annexed

cut, the

salis late candenti'ms

Amur.

Silius alludes to its rockv situation.
Sil.

534.

4, v.

1.

Monte procclloso Murramim

and Luean allude

Statius

Stat. Sylvar.

1.

miserat Anxhr.

to the

grandeur of

emperor Marcus

Aurelius in a divine character, as the other
Tristan.
figure Isis does that of Faustina.
Comment. Hist. torn. i. p. 075.
Bourignon
d'
(Biog.) first geograBaptisle
John
ANYILLE,
pher to the king of France, was born at Paris in 1697, and
died in 1782, leaving, besides his maps, many geographical
works, the principal of which are, 1. Geographic Ancienne
2. ' Traite des Mesures
3 vols. 12mo. 1768.
3. ' DisItincraires Anciennes et Modernes,' 8vo. 1769.
Ancienne
Jerusalem,' 8vo. 1 747sertation sur l'Etendue de 1'
4. ' Etats formes en Europe apres la Chute de l'Empire Remain en Occident,' 4to. 1771- 5. 'Notice de l'Ancienne
Gaul, tiree des Monumens Romains,' 4to. 176l. 6. ' Ana7- ' L'Empire Turc consilvse Geographique de 1' Italic'
dere dans son Etablissement et ses Accroissemens," 12mo.
8. 'L'Empire de Russie, considere dans son Origine
177-'.
Memoires sur la
9et ses Acroissemens,' 12mo. 1772.
Chine ; sur la mer Caspienne,' &c.
'

abrefee,'

Anxuris.

Luean.

3,

1.

v.

Jamque

84.
et

pracipitis superaverat Aniuris arces.

Jupiter was surnamed Anxur, or Anxurus, because he was
worshipped there in the form of a beardless boy.
Virg. .En. 1. 7, v. 799-

Diodor.

Pomp.

1.

14; Lie.

1.

4,

&C.J Plin.

1.

3,

5

c.

(Biog.) vide
(Hist.) a

ANULIXUS

Aman.
name common

latter periods of the

mentioned in the

to several

Roman

Romans,

history.

Cornelius, a consul in the reign of Severus, A. D.
and another in the reign of Caracalla, A. D. 216.

Anuxinus,
197
Dio.

;

74, &C.
a Prstorian

1.

Antjlinus,

Maximums
Anilinis,

prefect

killed

with the

emperor

in 23S.

a proconsul in Africa,

and a great persecutor of

Herod. 1. 8 ; Baron. Annal.
the Christians.
Anulinus, a senator, who had the emperor Diocletian for his

in 306,

and proconsul of Africa

in 303,

and 313 under Constantine. Sozoin. 1.1, c. 9(Gcog.) a town of the Volsci, situated between
It was taken by the Romans, U. C.
Cerctei and Amy els.
and
had formerly the name of Traehina, now Terra318,
It is styled candidus, splendidus, and superbus, by
cina.

ANXUR

Martial.

Mart.

1.

5,

epig.

S»u placet
>.

1.
JF.ncte Rtijrir, seufiiia Solis,

Site salutijcris candidus .Injur aquis.

1.

3

:

(Hist.) "Awtris, a blind king of Egypt, who sucHerod. 1. 2,
ceeded Asvchis, and was succeeded bv Sethon.
c.

137-

ANYSIUS,

Janus (Biog.) or Giovanni Aniso, a modern Latin
poet of Naples, was born in 1472, and died about 1540.

Among

his

works

are,

1.

'

Satyrae ad

Pompeium Columnam

Cardinalem,' 4to. Neapol. 1532. 2. ' Protogenos,' a tragedy.
3. ' Commentariolus in Tragcediam,' &c
Aivaoc, father of Tetramnestus, a com(Hist.)
mander in the army of Xerxes. Herod. 1. 7, c. 98Antsds (Eec.) a bishop of Thessalonica, the cotemporary
and advocate of St. Chrysostom. C/irysost. op. 143, &c.j
Ambros. ep. 15, &c.
(Biog.) a Greek poetess, of whose verses some fragments have been jjreserved in the collection entitled ' Carmina novem Poetamm Faeminaruin,' Svo. Antv. 1568 ; iu>.
Hamb. 1731.
(Hist.) "Awroc, one of the accusers of Socrates,
with Melitus and Lyco, who were afterwards put to death

ANYSUS

'

ANYTA

ANYTUS

by the Athenians.
Hor. 1. 2, sat. 4, v.

3.

Qualia rincant

Puthagoram, Anuti ream, dtKtumque PlaFbua.

Pint, in Alcib.;

/Elian.

Var. Hist.

1.

2,

c.

13;

Diogrn.

Laert. in lit. Socrat.

ANZAR

(Geog.) a town of Turkestan, near the frontiers ol
China, which Tamerlane converted into a fortress.
AXZOLI (Hist.) the name of an Italian family, which derives its descent from the Angeli of Constantinople.
(Myth.) a son of Neptune, who reigned over the country

AON

afterwards called Beeotia, which from him received the
name of Aonia. Pans. 1. 9> & 5.
(Myth-) another name for the Muses, so called
from Helicon and Cithteron, two mountains of Aonia or
Boeotia, which were sacred to them.

AOXIDES

Juven. Sat.

Cornelius, a consul under Diocletian in 295,

Rome

prefect of

Plot.

AXYSIS

I'iclorin. in Dioclct.

slave.

Anulinus, Annius

;

Fest. de Verb. Signif.

'

ANWERY

towers.

its

1.

Circeiumquejugum; queis Jupiter Anrurus arris
Pmsidet.

;

as in the

25.
Atque subimus

Anubim.

Ovid. Met. 1. 9, v. 686; Slrab. L 17 J Luc. 1. S,
Diod. 1. 1
Jural. Sat. 6 ; TertuU. Apolog. c. 6' ; Pint, de hid.
331
Apul.
Metam.; Appian. de Bell. Civ. 1. 4; Arnob.
et Osir. ;
adv. Gent. ; Euseb. Evang. Prceparat. 1. 3.
Andbis (Xumis.) a figure of this god is given
on the reverse of a medal of Faustina, with
the sistrum in one hand, and the caduceus
in the other ; and is supposed to represent,
v.

v.

Impositum

3, el. 9-

nostra latrantem opponerc

it

stood.

ANVARI

Latrans by Propertius,

speaks of the white rock or lull on which

also

7,

v.

59-

——

Cupidus sikarum, aptusque bibendis

Fontibus JEonidum.

(Geog.) an epithet for Boeotia, frequent among the
Aonius of Yirgil Aonium Xemus of ProAonia Lyra of Ovid ; Mons Aonius of Claudian
Aonios specus of Catullus, &c.
AORIUS (Hist.) or Ariar'uts, a king of the Goths in the
time of Constantine. Jornand. de lieb. Goth. c. 21.
(Gcog.) "Aopvoy, a very lofty rock which was token
by Alexander." It was said to be so high that the birds could
not reach it ; whence it derived the name, signifying to k-

AONIUS
poets

;

pertius

as Vertex

;

AORXOS

;

;

APE

APA
without

birds.

Slrab.

1.

15

Arrian. Alex. E.rpcdil.

;

1.

4

;

Dionys. Periege*. v. 1149; PI"*- '« ^k*AORSl (Geog.) a people of Sarmatia, inhabiting the country
now called Sen <"
(Geu«.) or Aou.ila, in the Latin Augusta Praiorui ;
which
an ancient town of Piedmont, at the foot of the Alps,

AOSTA

many monuments of the Romans. It is a bishop's
Milan. The most ancient bishop mentioned
history was Protasus, in 408, who was succeeded by Eu-

contains

see, suffragan of

in

seated on the river Doria, 45 miles
Q
Lon. 7° 25' E, lat. 45 41' N.
APACHNES (Hist.) or Pachan, third king of the dynasty
of the shepherd bugs of Egypt, who reigned 36 years. His
146, A. C.
reign ommen
APACZAI, John (Biog.) or Apatzaitsere, a scholar of Trandeath in 1659, escaped the threatened
his
by
who,
sylvania,
religion. He
p raisbment for his adherence to the protestant
'
Dissertatio Continens Introductionem ad Phiwrote, 1.
stathius.

W.

\. X.

Aosta
Turin.

I

i

1

'

A

APAMA

Lieher several cities received the name of Apamea.
c. 13; Slrab. 1. 12.
Strab.
wife of Prusias, and mother of Nicomede.

From
38,

Apama,
1.

12.

APAMEA

(Geog.) or Apamia, 'A-rafxua, the name of several
town of Phrygia,
towns, the principal of which were, 1.
Dear the river Marsyas, and the fountain of Mseander. It was
so called after
and
Celamce,
of
ruins
the
on
Seleucus
built by
Apama his wife. It had likewise the name of Cibotos, and the
gentile name was 'Amtfitir, Apamensis, as we leani from
iucdals.

L

5, ep.

e. 2!)

;

A

Cic. ad Attic.
[Vide Apamea under Numismatics]
16; Strab. 1. 12; Liv. 1. 35, c. 15; Plin. 1. 5,

Joseph. Antiq,

1.

1,

c. 4.

2.

A

bo by Seleucus Nicanor, from whom

town of Syria

built

received its name,
situated near the river Axius, and had originally been
-died I'ella ; the gentile name Apamcti, Apamcni, or ApaIt was an archbishop's see under the patriarchate
vien.ies.
Thomas, one of its bishops, saved it by his adof Antioch.
it

destruction at the hands of Chosroes, ting of
It is now called Anion or llama, as Gusseme supPersia.
Joseph- de
Slrab. 1. 16
ail Fem. 1. 22, ep. 12
Cic.
poses.
Dio. 1. VJ
Sozomen. Hist.
Bell. Jud. ; Plin. 1. 5, c. 23
mouth of
the
town of Bithynia, near
Eccles. 1. 7, c. 15. 3.
dress from

;

;

;

;

A

the river iihyndacus, which, under the name of Myrlca, was
stroyed by Philip, king of Macedonia, and rebuilt by Nicomedes, the son of Prusias, who called it after his mother
Apama. It was the only town of this name which was a
!

Scyl
gentile name was Apamenses.
\>;Plih. 1. 5, C. 32; Plot. 1. 5, c. 2
Y.osim.
1.
35,
1,
C.
Plin. 1. 10, cpist. 56;
\i>amka (Sumix.) the town of Bithynia, was the only .me
in, name above-mentioned, which was a Roman colony
„l,d by Julius Casar, as the inscription COLonto JUL;'«
CONConfol AXJGvsta AFAKfea denotes. It was entitled
eordia, because it was restored at the same time with
the citv of Prusias by Prusias, king of Bithynia, and called
after his wife; whence they regarded themselves as sister
\l' \It is entitled a Metropolis on some medals, 18
•\ MIl'ITOH. ISIOrN; and also preserved a memorial
This
MYPAEGN.
AHAMEftN
nam,'
Myrka,
of its former
town struck medals of Vespasian, Julia Dorana, Caracalla,
TraiiMuillina, Trajanus Decius, Valerianus, sen., and

Roman

The

colony.

Perip.; Slrab.

1.

;

Galli-

the town of Phrygia. mentioned under Geography,
distinguished by the epithet ad Mmtmdrum, Ml VMEIA2
SPOG MAIANAPON on others its situaMAIAffA,

Apamea,
,.,

W

worshipped

at

Apamea

as

well as at this latter city,
the rivers Marsyas and
M;cander under the figures
of men lying down, the

former having his pipe, in

is

Magyar Encylosophiam Sacram,' &e. Ultraj. 1650. 2.
Encyclopedia in the Hungarian
clopedist,' &c. i. e. an
'
System of Logic,' also
Language, Utreeht. 1653. 3.
1636'.
in the Hungarian Tongue, Weissenburgh,
(Hut.) 'Attouo, daughter of Artabasiis, and wife
or sister of Seleucus Nicanor, was the mother of Antiochus.
1.

two rivers is denoted AIlAMEftN MAIANA.
MAP., Apamcnsium Mmandcr Marsyas, which is further
illustrated by the type on a medal of Gordianus Pius, representing, as in figure 1, Diana of Ephesus, who was
tion near the

;

allusion to his contention

with Apollo on that instrument near to each of these
figures is an urn pouring out water ; and, lastly, the two
nymphs, Naiades and Orcades, on each side Diana denote
Its ancient name
its situation between two mountains.
'ibotos, signifying an ark, is also retained on a medal of
Adrian, K1B£2TUC AIIAMEilN MAPCIAC, as the ark was
one of the symbols of Apamea ; and a memorial of the
deluge borrowed from the Scripture account, which is further illustrated, as in figure 2, by the representation of
Deucalion and Pyrrha in an ark, and ;dso before it, together with a dove on the top, and another flying towards it.
having a branch in its claws. The letters NS1E are likewise
supposed, by most authors, to stand for the name of the
patriarch Noah, which was in all probability borrowed with
the rest of the coincident circumstances, although some have
interpreted them NE£2, for Ncocoromm ; the remainder of the
;

(

inscription

ANAPOY

En. M. AYP. AAESANAPOY Al". vel AAE#APXI. AIIAMEaN, sub Marco Aurelio Alex*

andro Ponlijice Apamensium. This town struck medals of
Tiberius, Claudius, Agrippiua, Nero, Vespasian, Antoninus
Sept. Severus, Caracalla and
Geta, Macrinus, Alexander Severus, Gordianus
Pius, Philippus, sen., Ottacilia, Philippus, jun., Deeius,
Treb. Callus, Valerianus, sen., bearing the names of their
magistrates, anil sometimes Kou o^ »t>I'i TIA2, as on one of
Tieboiiianus Gallus.
Apa.mka, the town of Syria, struck many medals as an independent state, some of which bore the inscription AilAPius,

M. Aurelius, Commodus,

Plautilla.

THS IEPA2 KAI A2YAOY.
A medal of Alexander

Ul'.ilN
1 1

iueiolabi/is:

lines the situation of this

MEQN TON

III'oC

Apamensium Sacnt

'112

AEia.

king of Syria, deAll Afirst used the Era

I,

town near the

river Axius.

They

of the Seleucidie on their medals, which arc marked EZP,
Ml',, ('<(£, &c. Iti.;, 240, 2«)3, &c; afterwards, on receiving

confirmation of their privileges, they adopted the AuAMAME1 Ail
gustan epocha, as on a medal of Augustus.
THS EEPA2 K- A2YA. Ek. Apama-a- saeree et inviolabilis.
Anno 23. Another of Vespasian inscribed BTOY2 NEOY
[EPOY. A, Anni Novi Sacri 4. Their most frequent type
was a figure of Victory, but sometimes a head of Jupiter,
Minerva, or Bacchus.
APEL, John (Biog.) or Apcllus, a lawyer of \Vittenibcrg,
who, whilst canon of Wurzbuxg, ran away with a nun,
whom he married, and afterwards assisted Luther in the
He wrote, besides a defence of bis marriage,
reformation.
L.< Methodise Dialectices Ratio, ad Jurisprudentiam Aceommodata,' 4tO. Norimbcrg. 1535. 2. * Brachylogus Juris
He died in 1536;
Civilis, sive Corpus Legum.'
APELLAS (Biog-) or Apellcs, an architect of Cliios. Cic. ad
a

Attic.

1.

Ai'ki.i.as,
ep,

12, ep.

a

1.9.

freedman of Eabius Gallus.

Cic.

ad l'am.

1.

7,

25.

Ai'ki.i.as, a statuary mentioned by Pliny,

31, c. 8.
Ai'ki.i.as, a geographer of Cyrene, supposed to he the same as
Allien. 1. 9, C. 2; S.
the Apollos mentioned by Athenians.

Clem.
Scient.

Alexand.

Math, c

APELLES

Protrep.j

Voss.

de

1.

Hist.

Gave.

1.

3; de

(><)

(Bibl.)

a disciple

whom

St.

Paul approved

in

APE
Christ,

Rom.

who

is

who was

{Hist.) an officer

Rome, he was afterwards
4,

Hor.

epod. 1, v. 23S.
In mare seu celsus prvewrrerit Apenninus.

2,

1.

xvi.

Apelles
1.

A I'll

supposed to have been one of the seventy-two.
sent by king Philip to

assassinated

by Perseus.

Pers. Sat.
Sil. Ilal.

4,

Hor.

I.

epist. 1, v.
Edicto vetuit,

2,

{'

by any one

else.

quis

se,

Olid. Met.

prtxter Apellem,

Clytus, &e. are celebrated in the writings of the ancients,
but none so much as his two Venuses ; one as she is coming
sea, called Anadyomene ; and the other as she
was sleeping, which was begun for his native island, but
To the former of these pictures Ovid alludes.
not finished.
Or. de Art. Am. 1. 3, v. 401.

out of the

Si

1.

In Veneris tabuld

3, el. 9-

summon

sibi ponit Apelles.

Whence

the epithet Apclleus as applied to painting.

Propert.

1.

1,

el. 2.

Sed fucks aderat nullis ofmoxia gemmis
Quulis Apelleis est color in tabulis.

;

;

APENESTE
1.

3,

c.

(Geog.) a branch of the Alps, called by the
Latins Pennince, or Apenninus mons Qvide Apcnninu.f\ ; by
Apennino
Italians
the
; by the French Apennin, extend from
the Gulf of Genoa to the extremities of the kingdom of
Naples, where they dwindle into mere hills.
(Geog.) the Apennines, a ridge of lofty mountains running from Liguria to Ariminum and Ancona.
£Vide Apennines'^ They have been called by some Pceninm
or PenmruE Alpes, from their having afforded a passage to
Hannibal and his army but they are more frequently distinguished by the name of Apenninus by the poets, as in
Claudian, who describes their extent.
Claud, de Consul. Honor. Paneg. 4.

APEXNINUS

;

Stiputus adbuc, etptitumque
Integer, ad mentis reliquo

Quos Apenninum

cum

caterw

robore cessi,

Hunc esse ferebat

perhilmit.

ad usque Pet

Incoia, qui Siculum porrectus

Finibus ab Ligurttm populos anipleetitur omues
Italia

;

geminumque

latus striugentia longe

Utraque perpetuo discriminat tequora traciu.

So Lucan and others who celebrate
1.

2,

v.

their loftiness.

396.

Umbrosu medium, qua

collibus

Apenninus

Erigit Ituliam, nulla qua urtice tellus

Aldus intumuit, propiu&pte
I'irg.

Mn.

1.

5

2;

1.

Plin.

;

uccessil

Olympo.

Fitritv.

3, c. 5

1.

/

nid'ifer

2,

1.

Ptol.

;

Apenninus.

10; Mela,

c.

3,

1.

c.

2,

1.

c.

4

;

Strab.

1.

name

of a family which was distinguished
in the time of the emperors.
Aper, Marcus, a Gaul by birth, of the first century, was
distinguished no less by his talents as an orator, than by tinoffices which lie held of senator, quaestor, tribune, and prater.
work ' On the Corruption of Eloquence,' lias been lately
ascribed to him, which was commonly placed among the
works of Tacitus or Quintilian.
Apeh, Flavins, a consul, A. D. 130.
Aper, .V. Flavins, a consul, A. D. 176.
Aper, Arius, a piutorian prefect who killed the emperor
Numerianus, that he might succeed him in the empire, but
(Hist.) the

killed

bv Diocletian, who was immediately proclaimed

emperor.

Fopisc. in

Xum.

;

Euseb. in C/iron.

;

Aurel. Vic-

tor. Src.

Aper,

(Ecc.) a bishop of Toul in the fifth century.
(Myth.) 'Areaavrlog, an epithet for Jupitei,
worshipped in mount Apesas in Peloponnesus.

.S'.

APESANTIUS
who was
Pans.

1.

2.

APIIACA

(Geog.)

'Apt'tin,

town of

a

Palestine,

Euseb.
a temple dedicated to Venus.
crat. Hist. Eccles. 1. 1, c. 4 ; Zosint. 1.
in

Tripart.

APH.EA

JEginetfe.

1.

c.

20

;

J'il.

1,

Seld. de Diis .Syr.

'A<j>aia,

the

name

c.
1.

where was

Constant. ; So58; Cassidor.

2,

c.

of Diana

3.

among

the

Pans. 1. 2, c. SO.
Virg. Circ. 303
(Hist.) the accuser of Lyncestes to Alexander.
:

APHARAS
Curt.

2,

1.

(Myth.)

7. c.

1.

APHARETUS

(Myth.) 'AAapfiros, carried away Marpessa,
daughter of CEnomeus, with whom he had fallen in love.
Pint, in Fort.

1.

APENNINES

Lucan.

1.

APER

was

He wrote three volumes on Painting, which were extant in
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 5, cp. 12
Jul. Max.
the time of Pliny.
Quintil. Inst.
1. 8, c 11 ; PlinA. 35, c. 10; Pint, in Alex.;
1. 12, c. 10; JE1. Far. Hist. 1. 12, c. 34.
Apelles, a tragic actor, who was for some time in favour
with Caligula, but afterwards fell under his displeasure.
Apelles, a monk, to whom was ascribed the power of working miracles.
Sozom. 1. 6, c. 28.
Apelles, an heresiarch, who gave rise to a sect called ApclTertitll. de Preesc. c. 30; Euseb. Hist.
lites, A. D. 146.
Eccles. 1. 3 ; S. Epiphan. Hones. -14 ; S. August. Hcercs. 23
Baron. Annal. ann. 146.
APELLICON (Biog.) a Peripatetic pliilosopher of Teios,
who died in the 173d Olympiad, A. C. 80. He collected a
library at Athens, which was carried to Rome by Sylla.
(Geog.) a town of Daunian Apulia, now Firs!,:
Plot.

Poli/b.

surgebat ud astro

strictii

2, v. 226.
Aeiucque Alpes et

A

nunquam Vencrem Cans piuxissst j'pelles
Mersa sub aquoreis ilia laleret aquis.

So likewise Propertius,

""Ihlerut nil alia trabes, et lerticecets*

1.

Pingeret.

His paintings of Victory, Castor and Pollux, Calumny,

subduximus Apennino.

743.

Cunus apex

239.
tie

v.

Horrebat gfaciesaxa inter lubrira, summa
Vimferum cazlei miscens caput Apenninus.

of Painters, was

his picture to be taken

95.

Sic coslam longo
1.

(Biog.) of the island of Cos, surnamed the Prince
so honoured by Alexander that he forbad

Apelles

v.

1,

Lie.

v. 42.

Rom.

APHAREUS

(Myth.) 'Afapijos, son of Caletor, wa killed
Horn. II- 1. 9, v. 83.
by -Eneas in the Trojan war.
APHXKBUS, king of Messenia, reigned at first conjointly with
his brother Leucippus, but afterwards usurped the whole
Apollod. 1. 1, c. 23 ; Pans. 1. 3, c. 1.
throne to himself.
Aphareus (Biog.) an adopted son of Isocrates, who wrote
Pint, in Fit. Oral.

orations.

APHAKSACHITES

(Bib!.) K'sonsx, a people sent by the
kings of Assyria to inhabit .Samaria instead of the Is: K bites,

who were removed beyond the Euphrates. They were among
the number of those who opposed the building of the walls
E^ra iv. 9> v. 6.
of Jerusalem.
(Geog.) a river of the Molossi, running into the bay
Plin. 1. 4, c. 1.
of Ambracia, now Inaclio.
(Bibl.) psw, the name of some cities mentioned in
where the Philistines enJudah,
Holy Writ, as a city of
camped with the ark one in the valley of Jezreel, a city
of Asher; and one 1:1 Syria, where the battle was fought
between Ahab and Benhadad. Josh. xiiL 4 ; 1 Sam. iv. x.

APHAS

APHEK

;

1 Kings xx. 26, &c.
(Geog^) "Afcrai, a town of Magnesia, now Fetid,
Apollon. Argon. 1. 1.
in the Sinus Pegasa'iis.
(Myth.) 'Atpnrwn, an epithet of Apollo, from Ids
pronouncing the oracles. Hesy chins.
(Hist.) 'Apicac, a son of Areas, and king of

and xxix

;

APHETJE

APHETOR
APHIDAS

12, v. 702.
Qnantus, gaudetque nivali
Apenninus ad auras.

Vertice se attollens paler

Tegea.

Pans.

1.

8, c. 4.

Aphidas, 'AfeiSac, 14th king of the Athenians, and the

las!

API
of the race of Euristheus.

Meurs. de Regn.

Attic.

3,

1.

Pans.
c.

API
1.

7

;

Euscb. in Chron. ;

9.

APHIDNA

(Geog.) "Aft&ya, or "A<puvat, part of Attica,
called after Aphidnus, the companion of Theseus.
It was
taken by the Tindaridie.
Herod. 1. 9, c. 73 ; Seneca in
Hippuli/I. ; Pans. 1. 1.
(Myth.) '.\qn-cior, an epithet of Mars, so called
from a temple he had in Arcadia. Pans. 1. 8, e. 44.
Al'HCEBETUS (Hist.) one of the conspirators against Alexander, with Philotas.
Q. Curt. 1. (J, c. 7APHRICES (Hist.) 'A(ppU->jr, an Indian prince who defended
the rock Aornos with 20,000 men and elephants, but being
treacherously slain, his head was carried to Alexander.
Q.
Curtius calls him Ervces.
Diodor. 1. 17; Curt. 1. 8, c. 61.
APHRODISEUS, Alexander (Biog.) vide Alexander.
APHRODISIAS (Geog.) 'A^polialae, a town of Caria, near
the Meander. It was once a bishop's see, but is now in ruins,
and in the hands of the Turks, under the name of Apodisia.
Jac. Annul. 1. 3, c. 62 ; Plin. I. 5, c. 29 ; Plol. 1. 5, c. 2.
APBBODISIAS (Numis.) struck many medals as an independent
state, bearing the inscriptions on the obverse, iGl'A BOYAII,
or ZYNKAIITOC, Sacer Senates, AIIMOt populusj and
OD the reverse, A*P()A6lCl6i2N.
It was afterwards
under the government of archons, when it struck medals of
Augustus, Livia, Adrian, M. Aurelius, Crispina, Sept.
Seems, Julia Pia, Caracalla, Geta, Gordianus Pius, Decius, Valerianus, sen., Gallienus, and Salonina, mostly bearing the name of their magistrates.
Their most usual types
were a figure of victory, Venus, and Diana of Ephesus, &c.
APHRODISIUM (Geog.) 'AQpo&olov, a maritime town of
Africa, now Makometta, between Neapolis and Adrimetum.

APHNTXS

Viol.

1.

(Ecc.) an

Egyptian and a

disciple of St.

Peter.

APHRODITE

(Myth.) 'Aftio&nj, the Grecian name for
\ enus, from Ufpic, foam, because she is fabled to have
sprang from the foam of the Sea.
APHTHOXIUS (Biog.) a sophist and a rhetorician of the
third century, was the author of a hook on rhetoric, in Greek,
and some other things. The former is extant, and has been
preserved in Aldus's Collection of Rhetoricians, and a Latin
edition was printed by Elzevir, under the title of ' Aphthonii Progymnasmata partim a Rudolpho Agricola, partim
a Joanne Maria Catanseo Latinitate Donata, cum Scholiis,
R. Eorichii.'

(Geog.)

'Aniri,

the

ancient

from Apis, king of Sicyon. Horn.
APIAN (Biog.) vide Appian.

name of Peloponnesus,
II.

1.

v.

1,

270.

He

wrote,

among

other things, 1. Astrononii1540.
2.
Cosmographia,'
4to. 1529, 1575, &C. He also constructed many instruments,
and made many astronomical observations.
Aim an, Philip, son of the preceding, was also distinguished

cum

as a

Csesareum,'

foL

Ingolst.

'

mathematician.

(Ecc.) a priest of Sicca in Africa, who, rendering himself infamous by his vices, was twice condemned by
the bishops of Africa in council, and twice protected by the

COUXt of

Home.

Concil.

I'.

Cartliats.

wife of Sejanus, by whom she was
After bis fall she laid open the intrigues by
repudiated.
which he had caused the death of Drusus. Tac. Anna/. 1. 4,

1

.

:;,

.linen. Sat. 11, v. 3.

Quid enim majore cachilmo
F-ici/uiur tulgi,

Mart.

quam jumper Apicius?

—

2, cp. 49.
Ipse qucqne ad ca'num gnudtbat Apicius
Quum fii naret, erat Iristior ille domi.

1.

He

ire,

was the author of a work De Arte coquinaria,' of which
the Amsterdam edition, 12mo. is reckoned the best, 1709Senec. ad Heir.; Plin. 1. 9, c. 17 ; Dio. 1. 57Apicius, who lived in the time of Trajan, to whom he sent
fresh oysters as far as Parthia, in order to display his skill in
the art of preserving them. Allien. 1. 1 , e. 6 ; Suidas in 'O^pia.
(Geog.) one of the principal rivers of Thessaly,
flowing into the Enipeus, according to Lucan.
'

APIDANUS
Lucai'i.

6, v. :;::;.

1.

Et quisquis pehgo per

se

mm

cognitus onniis

Peneo domavit aquas, it gurgite rapto
Apidanus, vunquum celer, nisi mistus Enipeus.
It is called senex by Ovid.
Ovid. Met.
Apidanus senex, Unisque Amphrysus

Herbosus by Propertius.
Quads

Proper!.

in herboso ctmcidit

1.

1.

et

1, v.

580.

JEas.

], eleg. 3.

Apidano.

APIDIUS

Merula (Hist.) a senator who was struck out of
the lists of Tiberius, because lie had not sworn to the acts
of Augustus.
Tacit. Annul. 1. 4, c. 42.
(Geog.) an insignificant town of Apulia, which is
been destroyed by Diomedes, together with
whence the proverb, * Apina et Trica,' for trifling

said to have

Trica,
things.

Mart.

1.

14, ep.

1, v. 7-

APINUS, John
bom in 1668,

Lewis (Biog.) a physician of Altdorf, was
and died in 1703, leaving among his works,
Theses, do Syncope, Temperamento,' &c.
APIOLA (Geog.) a town of Italy, taken by Tarquin the
Proud, with the stones of which he laid the first foundation
'

of the capital.
Bionys. Hal. 1. 3
(Hist.) a king of Libya,

Plin.

;

1.

3,

c.

15.

APION

who left his kingdom by
Romans.
Apion, or Apian (Biog.) son of Posidius, and a native of
Oasis, in Egypt, was born in the reign of Augustus.
He
wrote against the ,]n\\s. and was refuted by Josephus.
He
was also one of the deputies from the city of Alexander to
the emperor Caligula against the Jews.
Senec. Episl. 88
will to the

Plin. Praf. Hist.; Aid. Gel. 1. 1, &c.
;
(Myth.) "Amc, a god of the ./Egyptians, who was worshipped under tin- form of an ox.
Oeid. Amat. 1. 2, eleg. 13.

Joseph. Cont. Apion.

APIS

Et cames in pompa corniger Apis erat.

'

AIM A UK'S

APICATA

Coelius,

.

Apian, vide Apion.
Apian, or Appian Peter, in German sumamed Jliencirilz, an
astronomer and mathematician, was bom in 1495, and died
in 1552.

who

has been confounded with the preceding, was a distinguished glutton in the time of Augustus
and Tiberius, who, after having expended the greater par;
of his fortune in extravagance and luxury, poisoned himself
for fear that he should not have enough left for his indulgence.
He is noted by the poets.

APINA

2, c. 3.

APHRODISIUS

APIA

M.

Apicius,

(Hist.) the

K.-C.

APICIUS

(Biog.) the name of some Romans, who were all
distinguished for being gluttons.
first of this name mentioned by ancient writers,
lived, according to Atheneus, in the time of Sylla, and pro-

APICIUS, the

cured the banishment of Rutilius the historian. Athen.l. 4,c.l9.

Lucan.

1.

9-

Et sacer

in

Mugui

cineres mactabitUT Apis*

Some have supposed him to have been Apis king of Sicyon,
who is said to have passed over into Egypt; lint others conceive him to answer to O.-is and Osiris, who taught the
Herod. 1. 2, etc.; Apol/od. 1. I, &C. ;
Plin. c. 33; Mel.
de Nat. Deor. 1.
1.
Pint, de Osid. eye. ;
1, e. [) .Elian. Ear. Hist. 1. 4, etc.
Euscb. de Prcrparal. prang, e. 1
August, tie Cir. Dei,
1.
Macrob. Sal. 1. 21, c. 2.
18, c. 5

Egyptians agriculture.

Diodor.

1.

I;

Cie.

1

;

;

I

;

;

Apis (Numis.)

this deity

frequently represented on medals in the form of a bull, and
sometimes as in the annexed figure, in com-

pany with

Osiris, to

is

whom

he was sacred.

here represented adorned with the
a spear in his right hand, and
a sistrum in the left.
Osiris

is

lotus,

having

;

APO

APO
Apis, a son of Jason, was killed by the horses of ^Etolus.
Paus. 1. 5, c. 1.
Apis (Hist.) fourth king of Argos, or Sicyon, who gave the
name of Apia to the country he reigned over, according to
Authors differ greatly in their account of this
Eusebius.
JEschyl in Supplic. Act 2; Apollod. 1. 2, c. 1.
king.
(Hist.) a Greek of mean original, and a
favourite of Andronicus, who abused his power, and was
Cantacuzen, dye.
cut off by his enemies in 1345.
Apocauchus (Biog.) a learned man of the 15th century, to
whom Actuarius dedicated his works. He has been by some
confounded with the preceding. Freind. Hist. Med.
APODEMIUS (Hist.) an officer under Constantius, who was
sent into Gaul to treat with Sylvanus, a rebel against the
He executed his commission with so much cruelty
emperor.
that he was afterwards burnt alive by order of Julian. A.D.
Ammian. Marcellin. 1. 15, &c.
361.
APOLLINARIS, Claudius (Hist.) commander of a fleet,
went over from the side of Vitellius to that of Vespasian,
U. C. 823, A. D. 69Apollinaris, P. Cxi. a consul in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, conspired with Macrinus against the emperor Caracalla,
and was killed A.D. 217.
Apollinaris, father and son, being suspected of entering
into a conspiracy against Constantius, were put to death.

APOCAUCHUS

Ammian. 1. 14, c. 7.
Apollinaris, A. Claudius (Ecc.) bishop of Hierapolis in
Phrygia in the second century, presented an excellent apology for the Christians to the emperor Antoninus Pius.
Euseb- Hist. 1. 4, c. 26 ; Hieron. in Catalog, c. 26.
Apollinaris, son of Apollinaris the Elder, a grammarian,
was made bishop of Laodicea, after which he became the
leader of a sect of heretics, called after him, and thus forfeited the friendship of Athanasius and all the fathers of
He died A. D. 380,
that time with whom he was intimate.
leaving several works on the subject connected with his own
heretical opinions, particularly on the persons of the Holy
5. Athanas. Epist. ad Antioch. ; S. Epiphan. Hair.
Trinity.
Hieron. in Catal. ; Socrat. 1. 2,
77 ; S. August. Hcer. 55

Python, and in honour of that victory instituted the Pythian
games.
Ovid. Met. 1. 1, v. 446.
Instituit sacros celebri certamine ludos

Puthia, de domiti

serpejltis

nomine

dicto.

sacred the grasshopper, the cock, the kite,
olive, laurel, &c. ; and a triple power was also ascribed to
of Sol, the sun, in heaven ; of Liber,
namely,
that
him,
or father of Bacchus, on earth ; and of Apollo, in the lower

To him were

The

regions.

name has been drawn from
from his destroying by means of a

derivation of the

dm) tu airoWvtiv,

i.

e.

pestilential heat.

Eitripid.

apud Macrob.
'Q -xpvGopiyyii; ifki, w£ p.' airhiXiaag j
"OQtiv a' 'AitoWojv iptyavtag kXi/Vci {iporoc,.

He

had statues and temples in all parts of the world but
and temple at Delphi were the most famous of all,
and his colossal statue at Rhodes was one of the seven wonHe was worshipped by various names,
ders of the world.
or distinguished by various epithets, among the Greeks and
Romans, as apyvporoioe, and Iktj/joXoc, by Homer in parti;

his oracle

cular, in allusion to his skill in archery, or his darting his
rays ; so likewise aXt&Vaicoc, and U.aiuv, in allusion to the
healing art ; dyvtevs, 4>o7/3or, Xlvdwe, Af'X^ioc, Troi'pwoc, &c.
The manner of representing this god may be found under
Numismatics.
Orph. in Argon, v. 991 ; Apollod. 1. 1, c. 3,

&c;
9,

Callint.

&c.

;

in

Apoll. ;

Lucian. Dial.

;

Horat.

1.

1,

od.

10; Hygin. Fab.

Scholiast, in Pind. Eitripid. Arts-

Plut. de Amor.
Apollo (Numis.) this deity is represented under a great variety of forms, but for the most part accompanied with the
bow, the bow and arrow, the arrow, or the lyre, as in fig.
1 &c; and sometimes with the tripod and laurel, as in fig. 3 ;
toph. Arat. dye. ;

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

;

&c;

Theodoret, &c.

Apollinaris, a bishop of Valentia in 480, assisted at the
council of Lyons held in 515.
Apollinaris (Biog.) a Roman in the reign of Domitian, to
whom Martial addressed one of his epigrams. Mart. 1. 7,
ep. 33.

Apollinaris, Sulpitius, a grammarian of Carthage, who followed his profession at Rome in the second century, and had
Aulus Gellius and the emperor Pertinax for his scholars.
Aul. Gell.

4, c. 17,

1.

&c

Apollinaris, a poet who wrote in verse the

life

of the em-

Vopisc. Fit. Car.

peror Carus.

Apollinaris, sumamed the Elder, in distinction from his
son the heresiarch, was a grammarian at Laodicea, to whom
many works are attributed that are supposed to belong to his
son.
Socrat. 1. 2, c. 36 ; Sozom. 1. 6, c. 15.
APOLLINIACUM (Geog.) a town of Gaul, now Polignac.

APOLLO

(Myth.)

'AiroWutv,

name

the

of

a stag, or a mechanical tool, or the serpent for the serpent
Python, &c. The bow and arrow, together or apart, the
lyre, the tripod and the laurel, his usual symbols, are fre-

He is most comquently put for him without any figure.
monly represented naked, as in figs. 1, 3, &c, but sometimes
clothed in a female habit, as in fig. 2 ; his figure always
youthful, and his head sometimes adorned with flowing
hair, as in fig. 4 ; sometimes with hair tastefully disposed,
and crowned with a diadem, or with rays, or with laurel
Fig. 6.

four different

according to Cicero, the first and principal of whom
was the son of Jupiter and Latona, and brother of Diana,
who is said to have been born at Delos. He was the god of
all the fine arts, medicine, music, poetry, eloquence, and

deities,

also archery.

Horn.

21.
'A^opivot Atoc viov iKn$6\ov AiroXkuva.

II.

1.

1, v.

'

Ovid. Met.

1.

1.

521.

Inventum medicina meum est, oplferqne per orbem
Dicor, et herbarum subjecta potentia nobis.
is fabled to have killed the Cyclops with his arrows,
which he was expelled from heaven, and obliged to
seek refuge with king Admetus.
He also slew the serpent

Apollo

for

on a medal of the Milesians he is represented as in fig. 5,
having his head adorned with the rays of Sol, standing in a
temple which was dedicated to him, by a burning altar, and
His posture was also very
holding a stag in his hand.
various, and most frequently standing, as in fig. 6 ; sometimes sitting, sometimes in the act of stretching his bow to
shoot, sometimes in the act of darting his arrow, and sometimes in a chariot drawn by gryphons, &c as in fig. 1.
There was scarcely a city of Greece which struck medafa
2 B

.

APO
that

APO

had not some representation of Apollo, besides many

Sicily, &c.
(Gcug.) the temple of Apollo on the promontory of
Actium, which served as a beacon for mariners.
Apollo (Biog.) a monk of Thebais, who remained 4-0 years
in solitude.
Sozom. 1. S. e. 1.
{Hist} •AnoWok-paTnc, the eldest son of
Dionysius, the tyrant of Syracuse, to whom his father gave
Pint, in Dion.
the citadel when he took to flight.
(Hist.) 'AiroWocilipoe, who made a league
cities in Italy,

Apollo

APOLLOCRATES

APOLLODORUS
with Croesus.

Paus.

1.

4.

Apollodorus, an Athenian commander

in the time of

Cymon,

Paus. 1. 1.
the son of Miltiadcs.
Apollodorus, the name of three Athenian archons, namely,
in the 87th, 107th, and 115th Olympiads.
Apollodorus, a governor of Babylon in the time of Alexander.
Diodor. 1. 17; Plul. in Alex. ; Q. Curt. 1. 5, c. Q.
Apollodorus, an Athenian leader of a revolt, who was banished by his countrymen, U. C. 560, A. C. 192.

Apollodorus, surnamed Pyragrus, one of the

principal in-

habitants of Argyrina in Sicily, who suffered by the oppressions of Verres.
Cic. in I err. c. 3 1
Apollodorus (Biog.) a native of Troezene, who had a statue
at Delphi.
Apollodorus, an Athenian who flourished in the Q">A OlymPlin. 1. 3~>,
piad, A. C. 40S, and had Zeuxis for a pupil.
c.

9.

Apollodorus, a statuary in the time of Alexander the Great,
who was so dissatisfied with his own works, that he destroyed
them all. Plin. 1. 34, c. 8.
Apollodorus, a grammarian of Athens, son of Asclepias, and
disciple

to

Pan.ctius the philosopher, flourished about the

Olympiad, A. C. 104, and wrote many works, of
which none are extant except his ' Bibliotheca," or History
The best edition of this work is that of
of the Gods.
Hevne. Diodor. 1. 4; Cic. ad Attic. 1. 12, cp. 23 ; Aid.
Gel. 1. 17, c. 4; Diog. Laert. 1. 1, c. 37Apollodorus, a rhetorician, who was preceptor to Augustus.
Jii;»(h

St rah.

1.

13.

Damascus, who executed several considerable works for Trajan ; but falling afterwards
under the displeasure of Adrian was put to death. Justin.
1. 4 ;
Procop. dc Ed if.
Dion. 1. 6'9

Apollodorus, an

architect of

;

Apollodorus, the name of

several authors, as a poet of Gela,
the age of Menander; a poet of Athens, and
another of Tarsus; a writer on Agriculture, ouoted by
Vtirri)
a phvsician to one of the Ptolemies, &c.
(Hist.) •ArnXKoidros, a governor of Gaza
who was besieged by Alexander Janmtus. Joseph. Antiq.
1. 13, c. 21.
in Sicily, in

;

APOLLODOTL'S

APOIXOXIA
dom
A

(Ecc.) a Christian maid

in the reign of Dccius.

i'.useli.

who

Hist.

1.

Suffered martyr6, c. 41.

'AiroXKuyta, a town of Macedonia, through
which St. Paul passed in his way to Thcssalonica Acts
xxii.
probably the same as the first mentioned under

POi.i.ONIA

(liilil.)

;

1

;

Geography.
Ai'oi.j.oma (Geog.) 'ATroXXuiyia, the name of several towns,
which derive their name from Apollo, who was particularly
worshipped there. The principal of these were, 1. A town
Or Myoclonia, In Macedonia, now Ceres, Seres, or Asern.
which is an archbishop's see. 2, A town on Mount Atbos,
in Macedonia, now named Erissa.
A town called Apulliiiiin Magna, on the Euxine, in Thrace, now called Stasipoli.
town
of
A
Hbindacus,
probably the
4.
Mysia, on the
present Lupadi.
0. A town on the coast of Ilivricum, or
BpiruS, founded by the Corinthians and Corcyrians. Stralm.
I'lnnj. Stephanus, c\c.
Apoli.oma (A'limis.) several cities of this name struck medals
of Adrian, Antomus I'ius, Severus, Jul Dororoa, Caraoalla,
Geta, Diudumcnianus, ilcliogabalus, Musia, inc.
The in.'!.

scription,

most

for the

part,

AITOAAJINIATAN,

together

with the name of their magistrates, who were supposed to
have been prtetors. Some medals, inscribed, AIIOAAliNI-

ATAN IIPOC PYNAAKii,
known to belong to the
town of this name mentioned under Geography, and
the town of Illyricum is also
known by the type, as in the
annexed figure, of the gardens of Alcinous, within a
sepjare on the obverse, and a cow suckling her calf, with the
prow of a ship underneath. With regard to the others it is
not so easy to determine to which they ought to be ascribed.
Vaill. Num. Gr. ; Beg. Thcs. Brand. ; Spanh. Dissertat.
(Hist.) a tyrant of Sicily, who was
compelled by Timoleon to resign bis power.
(ffist.) the wife of Attalus, king of Pcrgamos, by whom he had four children.

are

last

APOLLONIADES

APOLLOMAS

APOLLONIDES

(Hist.) 'AttoMuWcijc, a governor of Chios,

and a Grecian, who in a sedition of the people was delivered
up as a prisoner, with Pharnabazus and Athenoras, to Amphoterus, one of Alexander's naval commanders.
Q. Curt.
1.

4,

c.

(i.

Apollonides,

a confidant of Demetrius, the son of Antigonus,

Plul. in Deniet.

Apollonidks, a chief among the Syracusans, who recommended his countrymen to make peace with the Romans
during the second Carthaginian war.

Lie.

1.

24,

c.

28.

Apollonides, a physician at the court of Artaxerxes I, who
was buried alive by the order of Amestris, in revenge for
the intrigues which he had carried on with her daughter
Amytis, the king's

Apollonides

sister Clesias.

a poet

(Biog.)

and historian of Nice,

wrote a treatise on the embassy of Demosthenes, &c.

who
Schol.

in Apollon.

Apollonides Orapius, an Egyptian, and author
on the Ceremonies of the Egyptians.

of a work

loss, dc Hist.

Grac.

Apollonides, an engraver on stones. Plin. 1. 37. c. 1.
Apollonides, a stoic, and friend of Cato Minor, who attended
him at his death. Plat, in Cat. Min.
Apollonides, a phvsician of Cvprus of the methodic sect.
Gal. dc Method. Med. 1. 1, c. 7-'
APOLLONIUS (Hist.) 'AwoWwrwc, an officer of Antioehus
the Great, who fought with Annibal against the Rhodiaus.
He is probably the same as was afterwards in the service of
Antioehus Epiphancs, or, according to Josephus, of Seleucus, as ambassador to the Romans, and as governor of
Samaria, in which latter case he was killed by Judas Maccabeus.
Maccab. i. 30, &c. ; Lie. 1. 87, c. 23; Joseph.
1

Antiq.

1.

13,

c.

18.

Apolloniiis, surnamed Duus, a general under Demetrius
Nicanor, was beaten by Jonathan Maccabeus with the loss
of 8,000 men, in the 1 8th Olympiad, A. C. 1 1,8.
Apollonius, a tyrant of one of the cities of Mesopotamia,
which was taken by Crassus and destroyed. I'lul. in Crass.
Apolloniiis (F.ee.) a Roman senator and a Christian convert,
1

martyrdom in the reign of Commodus. St. Jerom
includes him among the number of ecclesiastical writers, on
account of the defence which he Is said to have made in the
sutlered

senate of Christianity
hut the words of Euschius, the hisdo not seem to imply that he drew up any formal
written defence.
;

torian,

Apolloniiis (Biog.) a name common

Of

&C.

several

it

is

lived, as AjKillonius, a
dlsla

;

also a

not

known

pagan

priest

to very

many

writers,

the time in which they
and historian of Aphro-

physician of I'erganius

;

another physician of

Egypt; an Athenian sculptor; and a sculptor of Rhodes,
executed the celebrated Fnrncsc bull, which is still
extant, representing Amphion, Zethes, and Dirce tied tu

who

APO

APO
Varro de Re Rust.; Strab. 1. 14;
the horns of a bull.
Plin. 1. 2.0, 36, &c. ; Suidas ; Gniler. Inscript. p. 42.
Apollonius, ofPerga, in Pamphylia, was a mathematician
in the reign of Ptolemy Evergetes, A. C. 242, who wrote
a treatise on Conic Sections, eight books of which are still
According to Pappus he was likewise the author of
extant.
many other works. The best edition of Apollonius is that by
Dr. Halley, Gr. et Lat. fol. Oxon. 1710. Papp. Math. Collect.
1.7; Eutock. Comment, in Apollon. ; Voss. de Scient. Mat.
c 16 Fabric. Bibliothec. 1. 3, c. 23.
Apollonius, of Rhodes, so called because he lived there a
long time, though originally of Alexandria, was the son of
;

Ileus, or Sillius, a disciple of Callimachus, the poet, third

librarian in the Alexandrine library under Ptolemy Everand author of a poem, entitled, * Argonautica,' of

getes,

which the best editions are Shaw's 4to. Oxon. 1777. Svo.
Strab. 1. 14; Quintil.
1779; and Brunck's 12mo. 1780.
Girald. de Poet. Hist. 1. 3;
1. 10, c. 1 ; Ijmg. de Sublim. ;
Voss. de Poet. Gr.

1, c. 16, &c.
of Nissa, in Armenia, and a disciple of
Pana;tius in the l63d Olympiad, A. C. 128, wrote several
works mentioned by Strabo and others. Strab. 1. 14; Meurs.

Apollonius, a

1.

stoic

de Hist. Grate. 1. 1.
Apollonius, a sculptor of Rhodes, who made the celebrated
Farnese Bull, representing Amphion, Zethes, and Dirce,
Plin. 1. 36, c. 5.
tied to the horns of a bull.
Apollonius, surnamed Mulo. a Greek orator of Alabanda in
He
Caria, had Cicero and Julius Cesar for his pupils.
wrote a History of the Jews, which is answered by JoseCic. de Orat.
phus.
Plutarch calls him the son of Molo.
1. 1;
Joseph, cont. Apion. ; Pint, in Cats.; Suet, in Cat.
Syntag. de Apoll.

;

J'oss.

c. 4.

historian in the time of Pompey the
Great and Augustus, wrote an account of the works of
Zeno, and the philosophers of that sect.
Apollonius, Thyancus, a Pythagorean philosopher and a
magician, who was employed in exercising his art against
the Christians. S. Just. Mart. Quatst. 24 ; Anastas. Xiceph.
Quwst. 23 ; Lactant. de Fals. Relig. c. 2.
Apollonius, an Egyptian who predicted the death of Caligula, for which be was imprisoned till the latter was killed.

Apollonius of Tyre, an

Dio.

59.

1.

Apollonius, a sophist of Alexandria in the first century,
whose Lexicon Grsecum Iliadis et Odysseee,' was edited by
'

Villoison, 2 vols. 4to. Paris. 1773.

Apollonius of

Syria, a platonist

who wrote

in the time of

whose works are quoted bv Galen, Celsus, and others.
Polyb. 1. 5 ; Gal. de Comftos. Med. 1. S, c. 9 ; Cels. 1. 5,
Paul. JEginet.
c. 18; Plin. 1. 22, c. 21 ; Act. Tetrab. 1. 3
;

1.

7,

18.

c.

Apollophanes,
Laert.

1.

a stoic and adulator of Antigonus.

Diogen.

7-

APOLLOS

'A-o\\i,c, a Jew of Alexandria, who,
being a Christian convert, spoke with much zeal and eloof Christ, and was much followed by
the
cause
quence in
(Bibl.)

Acts

the Corinthians.

APOLLOTHEMIS

xviii.

24

;

1

(Biog.) a writer

Cor.

iii.

4, 7-

who gave some

account

Lycurg.

of Lycurgus.
Saturninns, a man of prstorian rank, mentioned
by Suetonius. Sueton. in Cal. c. 38.
Aponius, M. Saturninns, a governor of Meesia, who wan
honoured with a statue by Otho for having defeated the
barbarians ; whether the same as the preceding is doubtful.
Pint, in

APONIUS,

Tacit. Hist.

1.

1,

c.

79-

(Biog.) an ecclesiastical writer of the seventh centhe Canticles, and is quoted by the
Venerable Bede. Bed. Comment, in Cant. 1. 4, c. 25.
(Myth.) 'Awofivwc, an epithet for Jupiter in

Aponius

who wrote on

turv,

APOMYIOS

Pans. 1. 5.
1. 29, c. 6;
Petrus (Biog.) or Peter Abano, a physician and
was
born in 1250, and died in 1316.
astronomer of Abano,
His skill in astrology and philosophy brought upon him the
suspicion of witchcraft and heresy, of which he was accused
more than once, to the inquisition. At the time of his death
he was under the sentence of this court for heresy, and his
bodv was ordered to be disinterred, and to be burnt, which
would have been executed if a female servant of his had
not contrived to have it removed to another church during
Plin.

Klis.

APOXO,

Among his works were, 1. 'Conciliator
the night-time.
DifFerentiarum Philosophorum et pnecipue Medicorum,'
De Venenis, eommque RemedhV
2.
1471.
Venet.
3. ' Expositio Problematum Aristotelis,' 4to. Mant. 1475.
4. ' La Fisionomie du Conciliator Pierre de Apono,' 8vo.
Padua. 1474. 5. ' Hippocrates de Medicorum Astrologia
Libellus,' from the Greek into Latin, 4to. Venet. 1485.
6. 'Qusestiones de Febribus,' 1482, Patav. ; a manuscript
Svo. Venet.
7- ' Geomantia,'
in the imperial library.
'

1549, &c.
(Geog.) a fountain and village near Patavium, in
The waters of the fountain were hot
Italv, now Abano.
and salutary in cases of disease, as we learn from an idyl of
Claudian written in its praise. Lucan also alludes to the

APOXUS

same thing.

Adrian.

Apollonius of Ckalcis,
tury, about A.

a stoic

who

lived in

D. 146, was preceptor

to

the second cen-

Luc.

1.

7,

M. Aurelius Anto-

v.

193.

Euganeo,

si

rera fides memorantibus.

Augur

Apomii terris ubi ftuuifer ezil,
Alque Ajttenorti dispergicur unda Timuti.
Cotle sedeus,

ninus.

Apollonius of Alexandria, surnamed

Discolus. wrote

on grammar, besides a book of wonderful

much

stories.

Suidas

reign of

Commo-

;

Voss. Hist.

Apollonius, an

This place was encircled with walls by order of Theodoric,
Sil. 1. 12, v. 18 ;
Suet, in Tiber. 14
king of the Goths.
;

ecclesiastical writer in the

Cassiodor. War. 1. 2, c. 39.
;
(Hist.) the fourth dynasty of shepherd kings,
began to reign in Egvpt A. C. 1410.
Daniel (Hist.) a general of the Cossacks,

Claud. Idyl. 6

This
wrote against the heresiarch Montanus.
Apollonius has been confounded with the senator and martyr.

APOPHIS

who

Hieron. dc Script. Eccles. c. 40.
Collatius Peter, a priest of Navarre in the 14th
century, as is supposed was the author of a poem on the
Siege of Jerusalem.
Scalis- Poet. 1. 6 ; f'oss. de Hist. Lat.
1. S, &c. ;
Barth. Adv. 1. 23, c. 27.

APOSTEL,

who

dus,

who

Apollonius,

Apollonius, Lcvinus, of Flanders, published

in

1567 a De-

scription of Peru.

APOLLOPHANES

(Biog.) 'AirdKXofayjje, one of the most
.Elian. Hist.
and a comic writer.
Suidas.
Apollophanes, an heroic poet mentioned by Fulgentius and
others, but whether the same as the preceding is doubtful.
Fulgent. Mythol. 1. 1 ; Suidas ; Vossius, SfC.
ancient

Anim.

1.

Greek
6, c. 2

Apollophanes,

poets,

;

a physician at the court of

Antiochus Soter,

distinguished himself in the service of Peter I, and his successor, and died in 1734.
APOSTOLIUS, Michael (Biog.) a learned Greek at the court
of Constantinople, in the middle of the 15th century, wrote,
among other things, a collection of apophthegms entitled
"Iwna, or the Violet-bed. Gr. et. Lat. 4to. Lugd. Bat.
1619 and 1653; also an epitome of the same, Svo. Basil.

1538.

APOSTROPHIA

(Myth.) \wo-po<fia, a surname of Venus
from aVo and rpt'jrw, to turn, because her votabesought her to turn them from illicit indulgences.
APOTROPlEI (Myth.) another name for the deities entitled
in Boeotia,
ries

Averrunci.
2 b2

'

}

:

APP

APR

APPENZELL

(Geog.) or in the Latin Ahbitiscella ; a canton
of Swiss, so called because its capital of the same name originally belonged to the Abbey of St. Gall, from whose yoke
the inhabitants, after many struggles, succeeded in releasing
themselves in 1452, when it joined the Swiss confederacy
but it was not recognized as the 13th canton till 1513.
AI'PIA (Bibl.) a noble lady of Rome supposed to be of the
family of the Appii, was, with her husband Philemon, made
a convert to Christianity by St. Paul, who, in his epistle to
Philemon, calls her his very dear sister. They are said to
have suffered martyrdom on the 2d of November, when their
festival

observed.

is

celebrated road leading from the Porta
Capua, at Rome, to Brundusium, so called after Appius
whom it was begun. It was continued and
finished by Gracchus, Julius Ca.sar, and Augustus.
Luc. 1. 3,' v. 285.

Appia Via (TojMg.) a
Claudius, by

1.

v. 12.

2,

Appia longarum

Mart.

(Myth.) an epithet for Mars and Venus, to

whom

a temple was erected at Appiae Aqua;. Ovid, de Art. Amand.
1. 1,
v. 82
Coel. Rhodig. 1. 12, c. 1.
APPIAN (Biog.) vide Appianus.
APPIANUS (Biog.) or Appian, a Greek historian of Alexandria, nourished in the reigns of Trajan and Adrian, about
A. D. 123. He wrote a Roman history, of which there is
extant only nine books, containing an Account of the Punic,
Syrian, Parthian, Mithridatic, and Spanish Wars, with
those against Annibal, the Civil Wars, and the Wars in
Illvricum, and some Fragments of the Celtic and Gallic
Wars. The best editions of Appian are those by Stephanus,
folio, Gcncv. 1592 ; of Tollius, Gr. et Lat. 2 vols. 8vo.
Ainst. 10'70; and of Schweighauser, 3 vols. 8vo. Lips.
78 1.
APPII (Hist.) vide Appius.
Appii Forum (Geog.) the place described under Geography,
where St. Paul met the Christians in his way to Rome.
Acts xxviii. 1.
Appii Forum (Geog.) a small place not far from Rome, now
called Borzo Lougo.
;

]

llorat.

sat. :>

1,

1.

Inde Forum Appt
Dijjtrtum nautis, cauponilius atque malignis.
It was
way.

from Appius Claudius,

BO called

Cic.

ad

Attic.

1.

who made

the

Appian

2.

APPION (Hist.) vide Apion.
APPIUS (Hist.) the pnenomen

of an illustrious family, which
was probably drawn from the Sabine name Actius, or Attius
Clausus, who was the first that was afterwards called Appius Claudius.
Virg. JE11.

1.

7,

v. 706".

Ecce, Sabinorum prisco

tie

Per Latium.—

was

Flor.

1.

a

is

doubtful.

great antiquity, which

are as follow
Arms. Sable, three spears' heads argent, guttee de sang.
Crest.
spear's head as in the arms.
" Labora ut in ajternum vivas."
Motto.
:

A

Apreece, John (Biog.) or Ap Rhesc, a descendant of a
Welch family in the 16th century, wrote, 1. Fides Historiie Britannia-, contra Polyd. Virgilium ;' a MS. in the
'

Cotton library.

2.

'

Defensio Regis Arthuri.'

3.

'

HLstoria

4.
Cambri Descriptio,' coraugmented by Humph. Lhuyd, and translated
English by David Powell, Oxon. 4to. 1663. 5. ' De

Britannia?

Defensio,' 1573.

<

rected and
into

Variis Antiquitatibus.'

APRIES

(Hist.)

'Airpfjjc,

called in

Scripture

Pharaoh Ho-

phrah, and by the Septuagint Vaphres, succeeded his father
and,
Psammis, king of Egypt, A. M. 3445, A. C. 594
after a reign of 25 years, was strangled by Amasis, who had
rebelled against him, and seized his throne.
Jcr. xliv. ;
Herod. 1. 2, c. l6l, &c. ; Diodvr. 1. 1 ; Joseph. Antiq. 1. 10,
;

c.

10.

APRIGIUS

(Ecc.) a bishop of Beia, in Portugal, in the reign
of Theodosius, about A. D. 540.
He wrote a Commentary
on the Revelations.
APRIO (Geog.) called by the ancients Apro, or Apri; a town
of Romania, which was formerly an archbishop's see, and
the residence of Theodosius the Great.
APHONIA, gens (Hist.) a plebeian family of Rome, which
QVide AproniluT\
rose to the dignity of the consulship.
Apronia, daughter of Lucius Apronius, and wife of Plautius
Tacit.
Silvanus, was killed by her husband in a phrenzy.
Annal. 1. 4, c. 22.
Aphonia, gens (Xumis.) several medals or coins of this family
are extant, tearing the inscriptions SISENNA APRO-

Aphonianus, the name of

a proconsul in Africa, A. D. 6Q
of a consul under Trajan, 117 ; of a consul under Adrian,
123; and of another in 191 ; of another, the father of Dion

Cassius.

APRONIUS,
created

A. C. (Hist.) a tribune of the people, who was
the expulsion of the Decemviri, U. C. 305,

after

A. C. 449.

3.

the son of

Appius Claudius Ciucus, routed

Hiero, king of Sicily.

Appius,

;
but whether the same or a different perTac. Annal. 1. 5, c. 9gens (Numis.) a Roman family, the name of
which, in later periods, was written with one P, but on
medals or coins mostly with two ; SEX/us APPULEIus
SEXTi Filius "Marcus APPULEIUS SEXT; Filius IN.
VIR Auro Argcnto Acre Feriundo Flat/do. On some medals the inscription is given in an abbreviated form, as L. A.
for Lucius Appulius.

son

Nero, A. D. 59-

to the Claudian family, but afterwards applied to other individuals.
Appius Claudius, vide Claudius.
AHPIU8 Hkiidonius, a Sabine and a slave, who, by the help
of the slaws and exiles, gut possession of the capitol, but
was slain soon after, U. C. 292, A.C. 408.
LAV. 1. 3;

at first peculiar

APPIUB Caudkx,

with high treason

APPULEIA,

NIUS III. VIR; MESSALA APRONISUS III. VIR;
GALLUS APRONIUS, &c.
APRONIANUS, Vipsanianus (Hist.) was a consul under

sanguine, mtfgnun

Agrnen agens Ctaustts, mugnique ipti ogmAnii int-lur,
Claudia nunc a qua dijj'undilur et tribui et gens

It

48.

c.

its descent from Gryffyth ap Rees, prince of South
Wales, who died in 1202. Robert Apreece, a colonel in the
king's army, was killed at Lincoln during the rebellion, and
his great great grandson, Sir Thomas Hussey Apreece, was
created a baronet in 1782.
The arms, &c. of this family

Appui, quum simiti teneraudus in HercuU CVsar
Consecrat, Ausonite muiima fuma v'uz.

APPIADES

2,

Appius Silanus, Julius, a consul and colleague with P. Sil.
Nerva in the reign of Tiberius. Tac. Aimed. L 4, c. (38.
Appius Silanus, is also said by Tacitus to have teen charged

derives

terilur regina viarum.

9, epig. 101.

1.

1.

Sicily,

APPULEIUS (Hist.) vide Apulcius.
APREECE (Her.) a Welch family of

Kt qua Pomptinas v'm dividit uda paludes.

Stat. Sylv.

and saved his life after having suffered
shipwreck.
Appian. 1. 4.
Appius Appianus, a profligate senator whom Tiberius allowed
voluntarily to withdraw from the senate.
Tac. Annal.
barked for

Roman, who, being proscribed by

the triumvirs,

cm-

Apronius, the name of a consul under Tiberius
a colleague with Caligula.
APROSIO, Angelica (Biog.) an Augustin

;

and another

monk

of Genoa,

;

AQU

APU
was born In 1607, and died

in 1681, leaving

many

works,

of which the principal is the ' Bibliothcca Aprosiana,' or an
Account of the Library of the Augustins at Ventimiglia.
(Hist.) "A\payBpog, an Athenian archon, A. C.
Euseb. in Chron.
704.
APSINUS (Biog.) the name of several sophists, mentioned
by Philostratus, one of whom, in the third century, wrote a
work entitled • Preceptor de Arte Rhetorica.' One in the
reign of Maximus was of consular rank ; and a third of
Athens lived in the reign of Constantine.
APSLEY, Lord (Her.) the title borne by the eldest son of
the earl Bathurst.
APSUS (Geog.) a river of Macedonia falling into the Ionian
sea between Dyrrhacium and Apollonia, was called by
Strabo and Pliny Aour, and by Appian Alores ; it is now
Aspro.
Lucan. 1. 5, v. 461.

APSANDER

Cuusa palus,

leni

held.

APT A,

Julia (Geog.) a town of Gallia Narbonensis, now
Apt, called after Julius Ctesar, who sent a Roman colony to
Plin.

1.

now Pontremoli, on the
Cluv. Antiq. Ilal. 1. 1, c. 10.
APULEIA, gens (Hist.) or, as it is written on ancient monuments, &c. Appuleia, gens ; a plebeian family of Rome
that took its rise and its name from the region of Apulia,
in Italy ; several of whom rose to the consular dignity.
Apuleia,

1.

38

;

grand-daughter of the sister of Augustus,
was convicted of adultery with one Manlius, in the reign
of Tiberius.
Tac. Annul. 1. 2, c. 50.
Ai-uleia, gens (Numis.) vide Appuleia.
(Hist.) or Appuleius, the name of a plebeian
family in Rome.
Varilla,

APULEIUS
Apuleius,

L., a tribune of the people,, who cited F. Camillus
before the people concerning the plunder of the Veii, U. C.
363, A. C. 391.
Liv. 1. 5, c. 32.

Apuleius, Q.
vanus.
Liv.

1.

P., a consul with

Lve.

Apuleius,

1.

M. Valerius Maximus Cor-

6.

Q., a decemvir appointed to divide the public lands.

42.

Apuleius,
wards a

L., a decemvir for dividing the lands,

and

after-

prsetor.

Apuleius Saturninus, a quinquevir appointed by

the senate
to determine the boundaries between the Pisani and the

Lunenses.

Apuleius Saturninus, L. a seditious
many laws in favour of the people
cause of Marius by
Cic. in Brut. c. 62

Mar.
Apuleius Celsus, a

whom
;

tribune,

who

proposed

in order to serve the

he was afterwards put

Appian. de Bell. Cio.

1.

1

to death.
;

Pint,

in

emperor Augustus, was
consul with Sextus Pompey, A. D. 14.
Dio. 1. 56; Sudon.
in

August,

relation of the

97, &c.
(Biog.) a physician of Centuripa, or Cenof Tiberius, is supposed to be
the author of a work on agriculture entitled Vewn-oviKioi',
which was published at Basle in 1539 and 1540.
Apuleius Saturninus, Lucius, a platonic philosopher of
Madaura, in Africa, in the reign of Antoninus and M.
Aurelius, is known at present by some ingenious works, of
which he was the author; as, 1. < Apologia,' or His Apology
for marrying Prudentilla, a Rich Widow.
2. • Metamorc.

Apuleius Celsus
torbi, in

De Mundo,'

1688; Priori, 8vo. Paris, 1635; Variorum &
Goud. 1650. August, de Civ. D. 1. 18, c. IS;
in Clod. ; Macroh. in Somn. Scip. 1. 1, c. 2.

&c.

Pricfei,

The
Svo.

Jul. Capitol,

APULIA

(Geog.) a country of Italy, now Puglia, bordering
on the Adriatic Sea, between Daunia and Calabria, extending from the river Frento to Brundusium and Tarentum.
Horace speaks of it as Iris native country.
Horat. 1. 3, od. 4, v. 9.
Altricis extra limen Apulitz.

It

was famous

for the

fineness of

its

wools, as

we

learn

from Martial.
Mart. Apophih. 155.
Velleribus primis Apulia,
Nobilis,

Altinum

43

Parma

tertia

laudat

seenndis
oris,

Strab. 1. 6; Mel. 1. 2, c. 4.
or Aqua' (Geog.) the name of several places, so called
from their baths or mineral waters.
Aqua Pulchra, now Aigue-belle, a small place in Sabaudia or
1.

1, c.

;

Savoy.

AQUjE,

a town of the Helvetii, now Baden.
Aqvjb Augusta a town of Gallia Aquitania, or the modem
Gascony, now Acqs or Dax.
AqUjE Calida; or Aqua' Soils, a town of Britain, now BathAqU/E Carolina', a town of Bohemia, now Carlsbaden.
Aqu.e Gratiana; a town of Sabaudia, or modern Savoy, now
1

,

Aix.

3, c. 4.

(Geog.) a town of Liguria,

confines of Tuscany. Lie.

'

AQUA

(Geog.) the ancient Apia Julia ; a town of Provence,
modern department of the mouth of the Rhone, seated
on the Calavon, 20 miles N. Aix. It contains, among other
vestiges of a Roman colony, a bridge called after Julius
Ctesar, the Julian Bridge.
Previous to the revolution Apt
was an archbishop's see, where one or two councils were
in the

this place.

3.

best editions of Apuleius are the Delphin, 2 vols. 4to. Paris,

Cic. de Div.

Apso gesture carinas
fallens egirit vnda.

quam

APT

APU A

phesos, sive de Asino Aureo.'

Sicily, in the reign

Aquje Matiaca;, now Weisbaden, a town of Germany.
Aqu.s: Sextue, now Aix, a town of Gallia Narbonensis,
the modern Provence.
Aqu.'e Soils, vide

AQUvEUS,

Aqua

or

Calida'.

Stephanas (Hist.) Lord of Berri, distinguished

himself by his deeds and his writings, in the reign of
Francis I.
Among the latter are his Commentaries on
Ctesar's Historv of the Civil Wars, Cv"0(Biog.) vide Fabricius.
AQUASPARTA, Matthias d' (Biog.) a cardinal of the 13th
century, so called from the place of his birth, was employed
by Martin IV and Boniface VIII on many important affairs;
made cardinal by Nicholas IV in 1288, and died in 1302.
(Hist.) the name of an illustrious family of
Naples, who took their name from the seignory of AquaThe following are the
viva, a small place in the kingdom.
principal of this family entitled to notice.
Aquaviva, Anthony d', the first of this name was created duke
of Atri, by king Ladislaus.
Aquaviva, Andrew Matthew d', son of the preceding, was
killed by his own vassals in 1407Aquaviva, Julius Anthony d\ grandson of the preceding, was
He
killed by the Turks at the siege of Otranto in 1480.
obtained permission from Ferdinand, king of Naples, to
bear the name of Arragon.
Aquaviva, d' Arragon, Andrew Matthew d', II, son of the preceding, was present at two unsuccessful engagements, in the
latter of which being taken a prisoner, he devoted the remainder of his life after his release to letters, and died in 1 5 82
leaving among his works as an author, 1 ' An Encyclo2. ' Disputationes de
paedia, which was left imperfect.

AQUAPENDENTE

AQUAVIVA

.

Virtute Morali,' 4to. Helenop. 1609.
d', brother of the preceding, was made
also distinguished himself as a man of
letters ; leaving among his works ' De Aucupio ; de Ven<-tione, de Certamine singulari,' &c. fol. Cap. 1519; Svo.

Aquaviva, Belisarius
duke of Nardi, and

Basil.

1578.

Aquaviva, d' Arragon, John Francis d', I, was made a prisoner
by the French at the battle of Ravenna, in 1512.
Aquaviva, d' Arragon, Julius Anthony, II, taking part with
the French against Charles V, was declared a rebel by the

AQU

AQU
emperor, and obliged to retire to France, where he was
protected by Francis I.
Aquaviva, d'/lrragon, John Jerome d', a grandee of Spain,
left the kingdom of Naples rather than fail in his allegiance
of Spain.
to Philip
Aquaviva, Claude d' (Ecc.) son of John Anthony d' Aquaviva d'Arragon, of the preceding family, was a general of
the order of the Jesuits, who after a prudent and mild administration died in Hi 15, leaving many works of piety.
Aquaviva, Rudulphus d', nephew of the preceding, was also
a Jesuit and a missionary to the Mogul, where he acquired
He was afterwards
the esteem of the emperor Akbar.
killed at Salsetta, in Goa, being pierced with arrows, with
four other Jesuits.
Aquaviva, Octavio d', archbishop of Naples, was created cardinal by Gregory XIV, and assisted at the election of InHe died
nocent IX, Clement VIII, Leo XI, and Paul V.
in 1612.
Aquaviva, Octavius d', son of Josias d'Aquaviva, duke of
Atri, was born in 160Q, created cardinal in 1652, by Innocent X, and died in 1(>94.
Aquaviva, d'Arragon, Thomas d', was made bishop of Bitonto,
which he governed with much prudence till his death in

V

1672.

Aquaviva, d'Arragon,

Francis d', second son of Josias
d'Aquaviva d'Arragon, was born in 1665, chosen to the
archbishopric of Larissa in 1700, created cardinal by Cle-

ment XI

in 1706; appointed protector of the crown of
Spain, as archbishop of Lima, in 1713; and after serving
Philip V in the solemnization of bis marriage with Elizabeth Formese, princess of Parma, and on other public occasions, died in 1 725.
{Hist.) vide Achiab.
(Bibl.) a Jew, and native of Pontus, became a
convert to Christianity, witli his wife Priscilla, from the
Nothing authentic is known of
preaching of St. Paul.
them beyond the Scripture account, but the Greeks honour
bishop;
and in the Roman calendar,
Aquila as an apostle and
which styles him bishop of Heraclea, the festival of Aquila
and Priscilla is fixed for July 8. Acts xviii. 2.
Aquila (Hist.) one of the conspirators who gave Caligula the
death blow, A. D. 41. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 19.
Aquila, Julius, a Roman knight, who conducted an expedition against Cotys, king of the Bosphorus, in the reign of
Claudius.
Tacit- Anna!. 1. 12.
Aquila, Vedius, a lieutenant of the 13th legion on the side
Tac. Hist. 1. 2, &c.
of Otho, which fled in battle.
Aquila, a governor of Egypt, under the emperor Severus,
A. D. 203.
Aquila (Biog.) a native of Sinope, in Pontus, in the reign of
Adrian, who became a convert to Christianity, but being
expelled the church for his attachment to judicial astrology,
lie embraced Judaism, and translated the Bible from the
I [ehrew
into the Greek, wherein he is charged with an
endeavour to give an interpretation of certain passages
more favourable to the prejudices of the Jews than the
Septuagint.
Aquila (Geog.) a town of Abruzzo Ultra, in Naples, and a
bishop's see, suffragan to Curta dc Chiari, was built 0:1 the
ruins of Amitcrno and Forcono, the Foreon'wm of the ancients.
This place was entirely destroyed by an earthquake
in 1703.
Leand. Albert. Descript. Ital.
Serajino {Biog.) a poet, so called from Aquila,
his native place, was born in
Mil), and died in 1.500; having a number of poems, which were printed at Rome in
1503, 8vo. and I51fi.
AQUILANUS, Sebaslianvt (Biog.) or Sebastian d' Aquila, a
physician of Aquila, died in 1543, leaving among his works,

AQUIAB
AQUILA

AQUILANO,

1

De Morbo
De
1517- 2.
I.

'

'

Gallico,' 4to. Lugd. 1506; 8vo. Bonon.
Febre Sanguinca,' 8vo. Basil. 1587.

AQUILEIA

(Geog.) or Aquilegia, a town of Gallia Transpadana, on the Adriatic, founded, according to Livy, by *
Roman colony, U. C. 570, A. C. 184. The situation of
which on the river Timavus, near the Adriatic, and the
Venetian territory, is defined by the poets.

Mart.

1.

4, epig. 25.

Et tu Ledao felii Aquileia Timavo.
Sil. Ital

8, v.

1.

Nee

iton

Dionys. Perieg.

G05.
cum Venelii
v.

Aquileia perfitsit armis.

381.

ITuiroj' ic

roOt avptrai 'Afyi'ac £Kfltl
dyxfaopo* 'AkvXiiXov.

History of Aquileia.

Aquileia was once so considerable a place that it was called
Roma, if we may believe Herodian, and Ausonius reckons
it among his illustrious cities.
Anson, in Catalog.
Aona

inter claras Aquileia cielieris writ

It was enlarged and beautified by the Roman emperors, who
made it occasionally their place of residence and to this
place it was that Herod the Great went to meet Augustus
;

for the purpose of preferring an accusation against his two
sons.
It sustained several sieges at different times, parti-

cularly by the tyrant

Maximinus, who was

killed before this

On which occasion the females cut off their
hair to make bow-strings for their husbands.
In 453 it was
rendered still more memorable by the obstinate resistance
which it opposed to Attilus, who at length took it and reduced it to ruins; but being rebuilt by N arses, it was again
taken and ruined by the Lombards in 590, since which it
has fallen into insignificance. It is now known by the same
name as a small town of Friuli, near the Gulf of Venice,
15 m. N. E. Venice.
place in 237-

Ecclesiastical History
St.

Mark

is

said

to

of Aquileia.

have founded the church of Aquileia,

which was erected into a patriarchate that was next in
power and dignity to the see of Rome. The first pa;riarch of Aquileia is said to have been S. Hermonas, who
had for his successors Helarius, Chrysogenes, Theodore,
Valerian, Chromatius, Theodoret, &C. ; who have been
enrolled in the calendar of saints. On the fall of Aquileia
in political importance the patriarchate was abolished,
and the archbishoprics of Gorz and Udina were established
Several councils were held in this city, as in
in its stead.

381 under pope Damasus

in 400, at which Chromatius
afterwards in 553, 0'98, and 79 1 ; and finally in
140<), which was assembled by Gregory XII, after he
had been deposed in the council of Piso. Aquileia was
the birth-place of Pius I, St. Epiphanius, Chromatius,
Paul Diaconus, and many other celebrated men.
Cic.
Lie. 1. 5u,
Oral, in ratio, cic. ; Ca-s. de Bell. Gall. 1. 1
Mela, 1. 2 ; Joseph. Antiq. 1. 1(J ; Plin.
&c. ; Slrab. 1. 5
1. 3,
c. 1.9; Sutton, in August. Sfc. ; Ptol. 1. S; Herod.
Capitolin. in Majc. ; Paul Diactx:. tie Ileb. LonC. 7

presided

;

;

;

;

;

gobard.

;

Baron.

Annul.;

Leand.

Albert.

Descript.

flat. <$r.

AQU

(Myth.)
I LI
Romans.

AQUILIA,

a sort

gens (Hist.) a

plebeian origin, rose to

of

damons

or genii,

among

the

Roman
the

family, who, although of
highest dignities of the g| \\e

They took the surnames of Tuscus, Florus, Gallus, &c.
[Vide Aquiliu.f]
Aquilia, a Roman lady, who was banished by Tiberius on a
Tac. 1. 4, c. 42.
charge of adultery witli Varus I.igur.
a vestal virgin, whom Heliogabalus seThere is a medal of this Aquilij given
married.
Numismatics. [Vide Aquilia, gtnaj
of
the
head
under

Aquilia Skvkba,
cretly

AQU

AQU
Aquilia, gens (Numis.) the name of

this family occurs fre-

quently "on medals, hut mostly written with double L.
M. AQUIL. M. F. M. N. Ma'nius Aqui/lius Manii Filius
Monti Xepos, to which is added SICILza; Cuius AQUILLI.
FLORUS, and on the other side PRo COnSule ; also on
STl S,
the obverse of some other medals,
III.
and on the reverse L«ct'u* AQUILLIVS

CAESAR ALGL
FLORUS

written

is

SEVERA,

is

given, as in the annexed figure.
AQUIL1NUS, f'cttius {Hist.) a consul in the
reign of Adrian, A. D. 125 ; also another
consul, A. D. 162, who is supposed to be the

same person.

Cassiodor. Cluon.
L. and M. (Hist.) of the family of the Aquilii,
brothers and sons of Brutus, by a sister of Collatinus, took
the part of Tarquin the Proud, and entered into a conspiracy
Dionys. Hal. 1. 5
for his restoration.
Liv. 1. 2, c. 4.
Aquilius Tuscus, Caius, a consul, U. C. 267, A. C. 48";
gained an advantage over the Hernici, for which lie received
Livy and Dionysius give a difthe honour of an ovation.
;

lav.

;

1.

2,

c.

some particulars of

Dionys.

this affair.

40.

Aquilius Florus, a consul and colleague of L. Corn. Scipio,
defeated the Carthaginians, U. C. 495.
Aquilius, L., a prsetor of Sicily, U. C. 578. Cic. in Verr.
3, c.

consul with Sempronius Tuditanus,

;

Rutil. in Jit. Juriscon.

Aquilius, Cneus (Biog.) a comic poet, flourished about U. C.
570, A.C. 182. Varro, de Lin. Lat. ; Jul. Gelt. 1. 3, c. 3.

Aquilius Gallus, a distinguished lawyer, who flourished
De Dolo Malo,' on the
about 65 years A.C. wrote, 1.
occasion of a fraud which Octacilia, the mistress of Q. Vi2.
De Postellius Varro, wanted to practise upon him.
thumorum Institutione.' 3. De Stipulatione,' &c. To him
howhas been attributed the
which
is,
Lexicon Aquilia,'
ever, more generally considered to be the work of one
'

'

'

'

Aquilius, a tribune of the people of a much earlier date.
Cic. Brut. c. 42, &c.
history of the war of Modena,

Aquilius Niger, author of a
mentioned by Suetonius.

c II.
called Ac/iilius or Acilius, a poet

Sueton in Aug.

Aquilius Severus, otherwise

and historian of the 4th century, wrote a journal of his
own life in prose and verse. 5. Hicron. de Script. Ecclcs.
3

Mount

;

Da

435 took part with Alphonsus, king

Aquino, Landolfe d\

in

1

whom

he

assisted in obtaining the

of Arragon,
Naples.

d',

was created duke of

kingdom of

Bicheil, for his

distinguished services.
d', distinguished himself in the service of
Manfrid, king of Naples, but being taken prisoner by the

Aquino, Raimond

French, died in captivity.

Aquino, Adinolf

d',

was

a successful warrior in the service of

Robert, king of Sicily, in three different wars.
Aquino, Thomas d', II, was taken prisoner by the Germans
of Spain and Naples, but
after a long service under Philip

V

died captain-general of Navarre in 1721.
Aquino, Ladislaus d' (Ecc.) of the same family as the prein l6l6, and died in
ceding, was created cardinal by Paul
1621, at the moment of his election to the papal chair.
Aquino, Thomas d' (Biog.) or St. Thomas Aquinas, commonly
called the Angelic Doctor, of the preceding family, was bom

V

Aquino in 1224, and died in 1274, having
a vast number of books which were printed in 17 vols. fol.
Nuremberg, in 1496; Rome, in 1570;
at Venice, in 1490
Venice, in 1594; Cologne, in 1612, &C.
Aquino, Philip d', a rabbi of Carpentras, whose proper name
was Mordicai, took the name of Aquino from the place where
He died in
he was baptized into the Christian church.
1650, leaving among his works, 1. ' Dicticmarium HebrsoRaChaldao-Talmudico-Rabbinicum,' fol. Paris. 1629. 2.
3. ' Explicines de la Langue Sainte,' fol. Paris, 1620.
;

Aquilius, Mamus, or according to Justin, Marcus ; a consul,
was defeated by Mithridates, in Bithynia, and being afterwards treacherously delivered into his hands, was put to
Liv. Epil.
death with every circumstance of ignominy.
Justin. 1. 36 ; Appian. de Bell. Mithrid.
1. 77, &c.
Aquilius Julianus, M., a consul, A. D. 38.
Aquilius Regulus, a general under Vespasian, was conquered
Tacit. Hist. 1. 4, c. 15.
by Civilis, a chief of the Batavi.
Aquilius Sabinus, a lawyer of consular dignity, who was
consul twice, namely, A. D. 214, and 21 6, is supposed to
have been the father of the vestal Aquilia Severa beforementioned.
Lamprid. in Hcliogab. ; Fasti. Cons. ; Cassiodor. C/iron. ;

in the reign of Lotharius, defended, in
Cassin.

d',

in the castle of

54, &c.

Aquilius Nepos, AT, a
U. C. 653, A.C. 101.

c

,

1038.

Aquino, Landolf

Aquino, Ladislaus
A. D. 286.

AQUILIUS,

8

mem-

occasions.

Grid. Inscript.
Aquilinus, Junius, a consul, A. D. 219.
Aquilinus, J'cttius, a consul and Roman prefect,

ferent account in

principal

d', as commander-in-chief under the
emperor Frederic II, brought all Naples, in 1221, under
his subjection, and afterwards accompanied the emperor to
the Holy Land, where he served him on many important

JULIA AQUILIA

on medals where her effigy

The

:

Aquino, Thomas Count

Aquilia Severa, the second wife of Heliogabalus,

in S79-

bers of this family are as follow

Aquino, Adinolfe if, I, surnamed Summucnla, in the reign
of Otho III, conquered the fortress of Rocca Secca.
Aquixo, Adinolfe d' II, conquered the Mintumians about

1137, the state of

via

1.

which was held by Antenolfe

Phi. Bibliotheh.

AQUIX (Hist.) vide Aquino and Aquinas.
AQLTXIUS (Hist.) vide Aquinus.
AQUINO (Hist.) an illustrious and ancient

family, and one
of the seven grandees of the kingdom of Naples, after that
the kingdom of the Lombards was divided into 30 duchies.
From the duchy of Benevento sprang the county of Aquino,

'

cation des Treize^Moyens dont se servoicnt les Rabbins pour
entendre le Pentateuque,' &C.
Aquino, Lewis d', son of the preceding, was as well versed
in rabbinical learning, and the oriental languages, as his
father, of which he left many proofs at
Aquino, Anthony n", grandson of Philip

his death.
d'

Aquino, was phy-

Louis XIV.
Aquino, Charles a", a Jesuit and poet of Naples, was born in
1654.
He wrote among other things, 1. Sacra ExequiRegis,' &c.
alia in Funere Jacobi II, Magna; Britanniaet
2. ' Carmen Augurale Josepho Austriaco Romanorum
'
Lexicon Militare,'
Hungarise Regis,' fol. Rom. I69S. 3.
sician to

•

&c.

'2

vols, fol?

Rom. 1728.

was
or Aquin, Louis Claude d' a French musician,
His power of executing
born in 1694, and died in 1772.
his
years,
and
six
of
age
on the harpsichord at the early
wonderful skill on the organ in after life, excited the admiration of the whole musical world in his day.
Aquino, de Chateau Lyon, a miscellaneous writer of the pre' Contes
ceding family, who died in 1797, was the author of
mis en vers par un petit Cousin de Rabelais,' 8vo. 1775, and

Aquino,

',

other things.
Naples, in
(Geos-) the ancient Aqmnum, a town of
archbishop
Terra di Lavoro, a bishop's see, suffragan to the
so that it
of Capua, was destroyed by the emperor Conrad,
QVide
Sora.
E.
by
S.
m.
20
village,
is now not more than a
,

Aquino

Aquinum]

.

(Geos.) now Aquino, a town of Latium, on the
borders of the Samnites, where Juvenal was born.

AQUINUM

;

ARA

ARA

ARABIA CAPTA. S. C. ADVEXTUI AUG.— ARiE {Geog.)
supposed to
ARABIAE. SC— and RESTITUTORI ARABIAE.S.C.

wise

J'uill. Priest. ;
Putin. Xttiniii. Imp.
on medals of Adrian.
Rom. ; Beg. Thai. Brand, torn. ii. &c.
ARABIAXUS {Hist.) a governor of Armenia, who was accused of rebellion in the reign of Macrinus, hut was par-

doned.
{Biog.) a Greek historian in the reign of GorJul.
called Arrianus, by Julius Capitoiinus.

Arabiancs
dian,

is

also

ARAGISUS

Capita, in Gentian.

Septimius {Hist.) a Roman senator, who had
been found guilty of peculation, but was pardoned by HelioHe was afterwards forbidden to appear in the
gabulus.
Herodian. Hist. 1. 6 ; Lamprid. in
presence of Severus.

ARABINUS,

Sever.

ARABICL'S

Sinus {Geog.) the Arabian Gulf, a sea between
Egypt and Arabia, which ancient writers distinguish from
the Rubrum Mare, or Red Sea, lying between Ethiopia and
Arriun.

India.
c.

1 1

el

Martian. Heraeleot. Perip.

;

Plin.

1.

5,

Solin. c. 58.
{Mi/th.) or Arabus, a son of Apollo

;

ARABS

and Babylonc,
who is said to have first invented medicine, and introduced
the practice of it into Arabia, which was called after his
name. Plin. 1. 7, c. 56.
ARACTIXE {Myth.) a Lydian woman, daughter of one
Idmon, a dver, who was so skilful in working with her
needle that she challenged Minerva to a contest with her,
and being beaten, bung herself in despair, and was afterwards changed by the goddess into a spider. Ovid. Met. 1. 0',

1
Juven, Sat. 2.
{Geog.) a town of the Massagetes, built by
Isid. Characen. ; Plin. 1. 6, c. 23.
Semiramis.
Akaciiosia, now Cabul, one of the Persian provinces beyond
Plot 1. 6.
the Indus.
{Hist.) "Apaxos, a naval commander in the PeloXenoph. Hellen. 1. 2.
ponnesian war.
Aracus, one of the Ephori, who was sent as an ambassador
into Asia, whether the same as the preceding is doubtful.

fab.

:

ARACHOSIA

ABACUS

Xenoph. Hellen.

I.

2, 3, ike.

ARAI)

(Bibl.) nj, a city south of the tribe of Judah, in
the land of Canaan, the king of which defeated the IsraelIt was afterwards destroyed among the
ites. Numb. xxi. 1.
but, according to Eusebius, was
other ( 'anaanitish cities
Euseb.
rebuilt and was situated 20 miles from Hebron.
;

Onom.

ARA 1)1 AN

{Hi.st.) a Lybian warrior, who fought in single
combat with Probus, afterwards emperor, who having killed
I'opi.se. in
him, erected a tomb in honour of his valour.

Prab.

c. <).

ARADUS

"ApaJoc, an island and a city of Phoenicia,
by a bridge.
The town was
Mare Syruin, or Mediterranean, in
the seventh Olympiad, A. C. 750, and is fabled by the ancients to have been the place near which Andromeda was
It was situated near to a town
exposed to the sea monster.
Both these
called Antaradus, or Orthosis, now TorUtsa.
towns wire formerly episcopal, but are now in ruins, under
Turks.
of
the
1. Hi;
Scyl
PerivLj
Slrab.
the government
Dianys. Perieges. ; Plin. 1. 5, c. 20; Euseb.
Mel. I- '-'. c. 7

wad

{Geog.

rocks between Africa and Sardinia, which are
be between the Romans and the Africans, the
same as the vEgates. [Vide .E.gules~] On this coast, the
fleet of iEneas was shipwrecked.
I'irg. JEn. 1. ], v. 1(H).
Ar/e is also the name of other places T as, 1. Arte Cir.su ris,
now Veliki, a town of European Sarmatia. 2. Arm Flaviat,
now Nordlingen, a town of Germany. .'). Arm Muliw, now
Aremuzzi, a town of Etruria.
4. Arw Scvtiuna; now Lugo,
a town of Hispania Tarraconensis.
{Hist.) duke of Benevento, embroiled himself
with Charlemagne, but afterwards submitted to do him

)

joined to the continent

built on the coast of the

homage.
Aimon. Hist. 1. 6, c. 7
Mezer. in Carol, el Ditpl. Mug. D.

ARAGON,

;

Sigon. de Regn, ltul.

;

d

{Biog.) a" poetess of Italy, in the 17th
century, was the natural daughter of Peter Tagliava
d'Aragon, archbishop of Palermo, and a cardinal, who v
Tullia

!

himself an illegitimate descendant of the house of Arragi n.
She wrote many things that procured her many admirers i:i
her day, but their reputation did not long survive her.
Aragon {Geog.) vide Arragon.
ARALIUS {Hist.) or Aualitts, sixth king of the Assyrians-,
reigned 1 1 years.
Julian. African, ct Euseb. in C/iron.
A
{Bibl.) o-in, the fifth son of Shem, who peopled Syria,
the inhabitants of which were from him called Arameun.s.
Genes, x. 23; Joseph. Ant. 1. 1, c. (>.
Aram, Eugene {Biog.) a self-taught scholar of Ramsgill, in
Yorkshire, who made himself master of the Latin, Cheek,
and Hebrew, would have distinguished himself by his talents
if he had not killed a man in a fit of jealousy, for which he
suffered the sentence of the law.
{Hist.) son of Ibek, who had been a slave
to Shehadeddin, sultan of the Gaurides, succeeded his father
on the throne of Delhi, but was soon dispossessed of his
power by another freedman of Shehadeddin.
Gabriel d' {Hist.) a Gascon gentleman, was
ambassador from Henry of France to the sultan Soliman II.
whom he persuaded to make an attack on the coast of Italy

RAM

ARAMSCHAH
ARAMONT,

witli his fleet.

ARANDA,
ARANHA,

Peter d' {Ece.) vide Peter d'Arumlu.
Francis {Biog.) a Portuguese Jesuit, died in l(i77.
' Commentarius in Virgilium,'
8vo. Ebor. 16'57,
& Olisip. 1668. 2. • Series Histories Regum Lusitani.c'
4to. Ebor. 1661, etc.
ARANTIUS, Julius Ctesar {Biog.) an Italian anatomist, was
born in 1530, and died in 1589, leaving among Ins works,
1. 'Do Humano Fcetu Eiber,'
8vo. Venet. 1571
Basil.
In Hippocratis Librum de
1579; & Ludg. Bat. 1 664. 2.
Vulncribus Capitis Commentarius Brevis,' &c. l2mo. Ludg.
15 SO; Ludg. Bat. 1 ().')<), 1641.
{Geog.) a river of Gallia Narbonensis, running into
the- Rhone, so called, as Plutarch says, from Arar the brother of Celtiber, now the Sonne. Its gentleness is celebrated
bv the poets.
Sil. Itul. 15, v. 500.
leaving,

1.

;

'

ARAR

Rliodani jui gurgitt guuilt hi

Quorum

Luc.

1.

serpit

Arar per rura pigtrrmut amuii.

484.

1, v.

ipiu

Rhtktanui raptum vtlmbus

uridis

hmmfertirarm.

;

in

(

'/in in.

coins or medals as an independent
emperors Vespasian, Domitian, Trajan, Adrian, M. Aurclius, I,. Veins, Sept. Srverns, Caracal/.!, ami Heliogabalus, bearing the inscription, Al'AAIilN
Ilk,'. Aradiorum, Anno 128. HAP. 188. 6AP. 159, &c.,
marking "- epocha, which was dated from the period when
the Aradians were delivered from the subjection of the
Syrian kings; sometimes they added, IE. E. A. i.e. Sacra

Araim's

{.Xumi.s.) struck

Mai. ami

also of the

1

i

l>/i.-rir
<

inriii/ubi/is.

hron. let. Test.

Goltz.
,yc.

l/i.sut.

J

Vaill. A' Kin.

Gr.

;

Hard.

Si inc. in ApOth.
Aroraue dubitam elm

S111M

CHTRII ogat.

ARARAT

{Bibl.) btin, 'AaapU, a famous mountain in Armenia, on which the Ark of Noah rested after the deluge.
Gen. viii. 4; Beros. upuil Joseph. Antiq. 1. 10, C. 2.

ARAROS

{Biog.) 'Apapdg, a comic poet, and son of Aristophanes, lived in the 101st Olympiad, 876 A. C.
He had
the reputation of writing dull verses. Allien. 1. :,
2, &c.
Suidas.
{Hist.) first king of the Phlasians, who built Ar.mtu.
t

ARAS

Pans,

in Corinth.

.

;

ARB

ARA
a companion of Cyrus, who
ARASPES (Hi-si.)
fell in love with Penthcas, the wife of Abradates, who had
Xenopk. Cyropwd. L 6.
been committed to his charge.
(Hist.) a poet of the sixth century, and secretary
to king Athalaric, was sent ambassador to Justinian in 527He put the Acts of the Apostles into verse. Cassiodor. Var.
'Afw'ifrirjjr,

Stat. Sih.l.

Patiens Latiijam pnntU Araiis.

Claud. Rujfin. 1.1, ad finem.

ARATOR

8 ; Sigebert. de Script. Eccles. ; Mir. Bibl. Eccles.
(Hist.) "Aparoe, son of Clineas and Aristodama,
put an end to the regal government of Sicyon, his native
place, by the murder of Nicocles, in the 131st Olympiad,
255 A. C. He joined the republic of Sicyon to the Achean
league, which he strengthened by alliances with Ptolemy
and the Corinthians. He also assisted Philip, king of Macedonia, to recover his kingdom, after which he and his son
were poisoned by this very king. He wrote a History of
Poli/b.
the Achean Leajue much commended bv Polvbius.
1. '2 ;
Cic. de Offic. 1. 2, c. 23 ; lib. L 27, &C. ; Strab. 1. 14
Voss. de Hist. Orate.
Pint, in Aral. ; Pans. L 2, c. 8
Aratcs (Biog.) a Greek poet of Sole, in Cilicia, in the 127th
Olympiad, 277 A. ('., lived at the court of Antigonus, by
whom he was patronized. He was much addicted to the
study of astronomy, to which the poets allude.
1.

ARATUS

;

Theocrit. Idyl. 6.

Aauoirac Kai

Satfji'tc 6 BaKo'Xoi; fie 'iva \tJipov

Tdv dyi\av —ok

"

1.

Calcabitiir asprr

Phasii equo, pontemque

The name

;

Am. I

1,

Cum

He wrote

a

el.

15.

Sole

et

;

Bcndemir,

Sec.

ARAXIMBAS

(Hist.) a commander of the left wing in the
Elder. Xenopk. Cyropwd. 1. 7-

army of Cyrus the

AHAXOS (Geog.)

\pa'ioe, a promontory of Peloponnesus, now
Tornese, which separates Elis from Achaia.
Strab. 1. 11
1. 6,
c. 24; Steph. Byz.
(Hist.) a brother of Celtiber, who, according to
Plutarch, gave his name to the Araxes of Armenia.
Pint.

work

;

ARAXLS
in

Flu m in.

ARBACES

(Hist.) 'ApfiaKne, called by Strabo Orbaces, and
by Paterculus Pharnaees, by Justin Arbacius, and by Orosius Arbatus ; revolted against Sardanapalus, and after his
death founded the empire of the Medes on the ruins of the

erit.

entitled <I>airo/i£>u, or the Appearances of

Buhle, 2 vols. 8vo. 1793—1801.
Cic. de Xat. DeorA.2,
Plin. Epist. 1. 5.
c. 41 ; Quinlil. 1. 10, c. 1
Aratus, an historian of Cnidus quoted by the anonymous
biographer of the poet Aratus.
He wrote a History of
Egypt.
Voss. de Hist. Grtec. 1. 4.
ARAUGO, Antony de (Ecc.) a Jesuit, died in 1632, having
;

employed
Brasil.

his life in the

He composed
(Gcog.)

conversion of the idolaters in the

a catechism in the Brazilian tongue.

Arausieorum

or

civitas,

now

Orange

Qvide Orange^
a town of Gallia Xarbonensis, and a colony
of the Secundani, so called because the veterans of the
second legion were carried there.
It is supposed to have
been founded by the Phocians. Mel. 1. 2 ; Plin. 1. 3.
Arausio (Xutnis.) this town is distinguished as a colony on a
medal of Xero bv the inscription COL.
SE;

ARAUSIO

CUNDANOR. COH.

XXXIII. VOLUXT.,

i.

e.

Colonia

Arausio Secundanorum Cohortis XXXIII. Voluntariorum.
ARAUXO, Francis (Ecc.) a bishop of Sigovia, died in 1664,
leaving eight or ten volumes of Scholastic Theology.
(Hist.) a daughter of Noah, and mother of Brito,
who gave his name to Briton, according to Gildas.
ARAXES (Geog.) now Arras, a well known river of Armenia Major, which runs into the Caspian Sea.

ARAXA

I.uc.

1.

1,

v.

10.

Subjugajam
Ibid.

1.

—

7.

Seres, jam

Armeniumque

barbarus

libit

isset

Araies.

Romanus Araxem.

Alexander built a bridge over the Araxes, which was destroyed ; but that which was built by Augustus remained,
to which circumstance the poets allude.
I'irg. JEnt.

1.

S,

v.

——

728.

et

pontem indi^natus Araies.

1.

Diodor.
1

;

Oros.

1.

1.

1

;

VeU. Pater.

2; Petae.

L-^et.

1.

1

;

Temp.

Strab.
1.

0:

ARBELA

the Heavens, from which St. Paul has quoted a passage.
Acts xvii. 28. This work, which was translated into Latin
by Cicero, Germanicus Caesar, and Festus Avienus, and
commented upon by Aristarchus of Samos, Apollonius,
Thales, Zeno, and many others, is still extant, and has been
edited very often in modern times.
The best editions of
Aratus are by Stephanus, fol. Paris, 1566; Grotius, Gr. et
Lat. 4to. 1600; Fell, with the Scholia, 8vo. Oxon. 16'72;

ARAUSIO

'

Pans.

16; Justin.
Usser. Anna/.

Luna semper Aratus

;

;

1.

Ovid.

Aruies.

derived by Eustathius, ek r» apitrarEiv rft cJiurjjr/
re fjivfia-oc,, i. e. from its carrying awav by the rapidity of
Herodot. 1. 1, &C.
its stream.
Diodor. 1. 2 ; Strab- 1. 11 ;
Mel 1. 3, c. 6 Pliny, 1. 6, c. {) Ptol. 1. 5, &c
Araxes, the name of other rivers as one in Europe, now
the Volgo ; another which falls into the Euphrates, now
is

Assyrian power.

Apare, avvdyayov.

]'uti cogettir

(Geog.) 'Ap/3»)\oi, a town of Persia called after
Arbelus, the son of Athmonius.
It is celebrated on account
of the battle fought between Alexander and Darius.
Diod.
1.
17; Strab. 1. 16; Plin. 1. 6, c. 13; Arrian. Expedit.
Alex. 1. 3.
Arbela (Geog.) 'Ap^iXn, a very ancient town in Sicily, the
inhabitants of which were so simple that they gave rise to
the proverb " Quid non fies, Arbelas profectus."
Step/,.
Bxjz. ; Suid. ; Erasm. in Adas, i Clue. Sicil. Antiq. \. 2,
c.'l2.

ARBELUS
been the

(Myth.) a son of Nimrod, who is said to have
that was worshipped under the name of Jupiter.

first

Cyrill. ant. Julian.

ARBETIO

(Hist.) a

Roman

soldier,

who

rose to the consul-

and was employed on various occasions by Constantine,
Julian, and Valentius.
Arnmian. Marcell. 1. 15, &e.
ARBIAXES (Hist.) 'Apfiiavvc, otherwise called Arphaxcd.
the fifth king of the Medes, reigned 40 vears, or, according to
Eusemus, 22, A. M. 326ft A.C. 718. 'Diodor. 1. 2; Euseb.
ship,

in

Chron.

ARBITER,

Pctronius (Bio S .) vide Petronius.
(Hist.) a general of the GauLs, who strangled
the emperor Valentinian
but, failing in his attempt to set
Eugene on the throne of his father, he killed kimself, A. D.
Socrat. Hist. Eccles. 1. 5, c. 14, See.; S. Epip/ian. de
394.
Ponderib. ; Procop. 1. 1; /.osirn. 1. 1; Greeor. Tur. 1. 2.

ARBOGASTUS

;

c 9, &c
ARBOIS (Geog.)

a small place in the Franche Compte, supposed to be the ancient Arborosa.
ARBORICH.E (Geog.) an island in Gallia Belgiea, now
Zcland.
ARBORIO, de Gatinaria Mercurius (Hist.) chancellor to the
emperor Charles V, and afterwards a cardinal, was born in
1 465, and died in 1 530.
He was employed on many important
missions by the emperors Maximilian and Charles X, by the
latter of whom he was highly honoured.
ARBORIUS, /Emilius Magnus (Biog.) a rhetorician of Gaul,
A. D. 270, was tutor to the children of Constantine the
Great, and died in 335.
ARBOROS/E (Geog.) a town of Gaul, now Arbois. Arnmian. Marcell. 1. 16.
ARBUCKLE, James (Biog.) a Scotch poet, who died in 1 7^"4,
after publishing a volume of poems.

)

;

:

ARC

ARC

ARBUSCULA

(Biog.) an actress at Rome, who laughed at
the hisses of the populace while she received the applauses
Horul. 1. 1, sat.
of the great.
(Her.) a Scotch family, the first of whom
derived \n* name in 1105 from the lands of Arbuthnot,
which came to him by marriage with a daughter of the
house of Oliphard, sheriff of Kinkardine.
Richard de Ar-

whence Homer designates

huthnot, his successor in II 78, was witness to a charter of
the abbey and convent of Kelso ; in the reign of Alexander II, Duncan de Arbuthnot was witness to a donation
of that sovereign in 1242 ; and in 1282, Hugh Arbuthnot
gave the patronage of the church of (lavoch in pure alms
to the monks of Aberbrothrick
in 1367, Philip Arbuthnot
was a benefactor to the church of Aberdeen. From him descended Sir Robert Arbuthnot, the first viscount, who, for
his loyalty to king Charles I, was first knighted, and afterwards created viscount Arbuthnot, and lord Inverbervie. The
titles, arms, Sec. of this family are as follow
Titles.
Arbuthnot, viscount of Arbuthnot, and lord Inver-

Virg. Eclog. 10.

ARBUTHNOT

;

bervie.

Azure, a crescent between three stars argent.
Crest.
peacock's head couped proper.
Supporters.
Two wyverns, with wings expanded and
noied vert spouting fire.

A

tails

" Laus Deo."
Arbuthnot, Alexander (Biog.) of the above-mentioned family, was born in 1538, and died in 1583.
He was principal of the university of Aberdeen, and took an active
part in the protestant cause, and the establishment of the
His only work, as an author, was entitled
Scotch kirk.
Orationes de Origine et Dignitate Juris,' 4fo. Edinburgh,
Mutto.

'

1572.
John, a physician in queen Ann's reign, the son of
an episcopal clergyman, nearly allied to the above-mentioned
noble family, died in 1 73-1, leaving the reputation of a great
wit, and a good scholar.
He was the friend of Pope, Swift,
day, and l'aniell, whom he frequently met as a member of

Arbuthnot,

the Scriblerus Club. His principal works are, 1. 'An Examination (jf Dr. Woodward's Account of the Deluge,' &c. 8vo.
2. 'Memoirs of Martinus Scriblerus/ a Satire on
1()95.
the Abuse of Learning, which was projected by Arbuthnot
in conjunction with Pope and Swift, but was never com-

The fragment which is left is supposed to be the
3.
production of our author.
Tables of Ancient Coins,
' Essay
-1.
concernWeights, and Measures,' 4to. 1727and another essay in
ing the Nature of Aliments, &C
the following year, entitled ' Effects of Air on Human
Bodies."
\I!C, Joan
qf (Hist.) vide Joan.
(Hist.) a daughter of the emperor Arcadius,
who was distinguished for his piety. Sozom. Hist. Eecles.
pleted.

'

;

ARCADIA

9, c. 1.

Arcadia (Geog.)

'ApxaSia, an inland country of Peloponnesus,
from Areas, the son of Jupiter, now called Tziwonia
by the Turks. The inhabitants boasted of being before the
moon.
A pillion. Argon. 1. 4, v. 263.
SO called

XitKuitc, 61 Kai TTpuaOf tTt\lji-ainr riimrat.

'

Grid. Fast.

1.

1

,

468.

v.

Orta prior Lund (de se si cred'itur tpti
A Mf/gmi Utlits Arcadu uoih^'i lut'itf.

Senec.

in

e.

abounding

sheep

in sheep

or iroKvirica^,

;

i.

it by the epithets of ro\vp'|.\oc,
or p/r>/p fi^Kuy, i. e. the mother of
abounding in fountains.

;

e.

Virg. Eclog. 4.
Pan etium Arcadid mecum sejudice

Pan

certet

etiam Arcadid dicat tejudtce viclam.

The Arcadians were reckoned
•

Sati

skilful in music.

canton

periti

Arcades.

And

also

warlike, according to Homer, who calls them
i- e. fatal
in the use of the spear.
The prin-

eyx£t"/iwpoi,

towns of Arcadia were Megalopolis, now Leontari, the
birth-place of Polybius ; Tegea ; Hersea ; Mantinea ; M<enalus
and Stymphalus. It was celebrated for its mountains, the principal of which were Erymanthus, Stymcipal

;

phalus,

Parrhasius, Cyllene,- &c.
Horn. II. 1. 2, &c. j
Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 7 ; Arislot. de Met. 1. 4
Apollou.
Argon. 1. 4 ; Poli/b. 1. 4 ; Apotlotlor. 1. 3, c. 8 ; Sci/I. in Peri pi. ; Dioinjs. Hal. 1. 1
Lie. 1. 24, Sec ; Hygin. 'Fab. 155,
Slrali. 1. 8 ;' Senec. in Hip. ; Mela, 1. 2 ; Pirn. 1. 4 ; Pans.
Arcad.
Arcadia (Numis.) medals are attributed to the province of
Arcadia, bearing the inscriptions A P.— APK.
Al'KAAIiiN
TO 12 APKA2I. Go/lz. Grac.
ARCADIOPOLIS (Geog.) a town of Thrace, now Berges.
ARCADIUS (Hist.) the eldest son of Theodosius the Great,
succeeded his father, A. D. 395, when the Roman empire
was divided into two parts; namely, eastern and western.
He made choice of the eastern, leaving the western to his
brother Honorius, and died after an effeminate reign of
13 years, during which the western empire experienced an
attack from Alaricus, who took and plundered Rome. [Tide
Plate II]
Socrat. Hist. Eecles. 1. 5, &c. ; Sozom. 1. (i
;

;

Arms.

1.

i.

Ant u
Sidu

1

;

Cassiodor. in C/iron.

Arcadius,

a senator, and son of the emperor Avitus, whose
ambition led him into the commission of many crimes.
Gregor. Tour. Hist. 1. 3, c. J).
Arcadius (Numis.) the medals of this emperor bear, on the
obverse, his efritcv [vide Plate II], and the inscription D.

N. ARCADIUS P. F. AUG. or AUGUSTUS, i. e. Bominus Noster Arcadius Pius Felix Augustus ; on the reverse,

CONCORDIA AUGG.— GLORIA ROMANORUM—
VIRTUS EXERCIT.

FaiOant. Beger. $v.
present at the council
of Ephesus, after which he was sent on a mission to the
emperor Theodosius the Younger, A. D. 431.
Baron.
Annul.
.Arcadius, a bishop of Africa, who was a great opponent to
the Arians, and was put to death by Genseric, king of the
Vandals, on account of his faith, A. 1). 437Arcadius, archbishop of liourges, subscribed in 538 to the
acts of the third council of Orleans.
(Biog.) an Arabian astronomer, who wrote
astrological predictions,
Pbss. de Math. Scient c 64.
ARCAS (Mi/l/i.) 'Apuac, a son of Jupiter and Ca'listo, who
reigned in Pelasgia, which, after him, was named Arcadia.
[Vide Arcadia}
AliCASSON (Geog.) now // reaction, a bay of Aquitania.

Arcadius (Ecc.)

ARCE

1.

a daughter of Thaumas, who was the
She was born with wings, which were taken
by Jupiter, and given to Achilles.
Plolcm.

(Myth.)

'Apicr/,

her

Hephatst.
ttt
1>

Uifero dttpuitni
'

vttew

Ji

1

><>ii>

pi \o

adttum.

4.

Arcadts

hiitc velcres, ustrii landipie priorts

ARCENSIUM
it

ia,

Colonia (Geog.)

now

Arcos, a town of Van-

in Spain,

ARCEHI'., Louis Stephen (Biog.) an historian of Marseilles,
who was born in 1093, and died in 1782, leaving, among
his works,

Pan, the god of the shepherds, was particularly honoured in
which was mountainous, and fit for pasturage

this country,

who was

son of Pontus.

dal
Stat. Theb.

&c.

a bishop

ARCANDAM

from

Hippolit.

—

AHMOS—

4to.,

1.

'

L'Histoirc de la Villc de Rochelle,' Sic. 2 vols.
2. ' Journal Historique de la
1756.

or 6 vols. 121110.

Flotte Angloise sur la Cute d'Aunis,' 4to. 1757-

3.

'

Me-

ARC
moire

sur

12mo. 1763.
Romains depuis

De

ARC

diminuer

de

Necessite

la

l'Etat de

Xombre

le

des

Agriculture chez
la Republique
jusqu'au Siecle de Jule Cesar,' &c. 8vo. 1 777ARCESILAUS {Myth.) ApaaiKaoc, adescendant from Boeotus,
and a leader of the Boeotians in the Trojan war, was slain
by Hector. Horn. II. 1. 2 ; Diodor. 1. 15.
Arcesilaus (Hist.) a son of Battus, king of Cyrene, who
succeeded his father, A. M. 3413, A. C. 622, and was driven
4.

Fetes,'

les

le

'

1'

Commencement de

'

from his kingdom in a sedition. Herod. 1. 4.
Arcesilaus, the name of two other kings, of whom little is
known. Polycen. 1. 4.
Arcesilaus, a general of Alexander, who obtained MesopoDiodor.

tamia for his share.

1.

1 S.

Arcesilaus, a chief of Catana, who betrayed the town

to

Diodor. 1. 14.
Arcesilaus, a consul under Gallien in 247Arcesilaus (Biog.) a philosopher of Pitane, in .<Etolia,
founded an academy which was called the Middle Academy,
in distinction from the old one founded by Socrates, and the
new one by Carneades. He was called a caviller, or sceptic,

Dionysius the Elder.

to

which Persius

Per. Sat. 3,

refers.

v. 78.

A. C. 3Q9.

Plat, in Alcibid. ; Aristot. de Repub. 1. 3;
Diodor. 1. 10; Pint, in Amat. ; Euseb. in Chron.
Archelaus, son of Archelaus, the general of Mithridates..
was made king of Cappadocia by Pompey, and afterwards
piad,

mounted the throne of Egypt, by marrying Berenice. He
was killed six months after in a battle with Gabinius, A. C.
56.
Fit.

Strab.
Anion.

named Glaphyra, with whom Anthony falling in
favoured the succession of her son Archelaus to the
Strabo, Appian, et Plutarchus.
Archelaus, son of the preceding, was placed on the throne
of Cappadocia by the influence of M. Antony, whom lie
assisted with troops at the battle of Actium.
He fell under
the displeasure of Augustus, and was ordered to Rome,
where he died after a reign of lfi vears. Joseph. Antiq.
1. 15;
Tacit. Anna!. 1. 2, c. 42; Dio.'l. 51, &e.
Archelaus, sen of Herod the Great, succeeded his father on
the throne of Juda?a, A. D. 2, but was deposed bv Augustus on account of his rices, and banished to Vienna, where
he died, A. D. 6. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 17
Dio. 1. 55.
tiful wife,

throne.

Distinguished Persons

Ohstipo capite etttgentes lumiue terram,

Archelaus,

,

J&SgJvti leteris mettitu ntes somiiia

;

Curt.

eversor."

Acad. 1. 1, c. 12, &c. ; Senec. de Bene/.
de Fals. Relig. 1. 3, c. 5.
sculptor,

and

also

a

Cic.

10

2, c.

1.

painter,

Quest.
Lactant.

in
;

mentioned by

35.

1.

ARCESIUS

(Myth.) '\oKiiawc, a son of Jupiter, and father
of Laertes.
Horn, in Odyss. 1. 24
Ovid. Met. 1. 13.
;

ARCH.EAXAX
who

fortified

(Hist.) the friend of Pisistratus the tyrant,
Strab. 1. 13.

Si^eum.

ARCHAGATHUS

(Hist.)

'A PX c'iy adoc,

a Sicilian general

under the tyrant Agathocles, who was slain by his own
mutiny ; but Justin says he was put to death
by Archesilaus. Diodor. 1. 20 Justin. 1. 22.
soldiers in a

;

Archagathus,

son of the preceding, poisoned his grandfather
Diodor. 1. 20.
Archagathus (Biog.) a son of Lysanias, a Peloponnesian,
is said to have been the first physician, who settled in Rome
under the consulship of Lucius -Emilius and Marcus Livius
in the 148th Olvmpiad, A. C. 220.
(Myth.) 'ApxarSep, the father-in-law of Da-

Agathocles.

ARCHAXDER

Herod.

naus.

ARCHEBIUS

1.

2.

(Hist.) "Apx'iiJioc, a native of Heraclea. who,
for the enemy that interrupted the fishery,

ambush

lay in

and

falling suddenly upon them, slew them all. Polycen. 1. 4.
a lawyer, whose poverty
and prudence are distinguished by Xenophon.
Xcnujih.
Memorab.
ABCHEDICE (Myth.) 'ApxilUn, a daughter of Hercules by

ARCHEDEMUS (Biog.) 'Ap^icrjfivc,

.Eschreis.

Apollod.

ARCHEDICUS

1.

Anaxo.

(Biog.) 'Apxecucoc, a Greek comic poet, who
Olympiad, A. C. 324.
(Myth.) 'Apxikaos, a son of Alectryon and

Apollod.

Archelaus

1.

(Hist.) a

name common

to

some kings and

dis-

c

his father Agesi-

and reigned 42 vears with Charilaus.

Herod.

1.

7,

204.

Archelaus, natural son

of Perdiccas, succeeded his father on
the throne of Macedonia, after having killed the legitimate

heirs.

He was

a general of Antigonus the Younger, was appointed a governor of Acrocorinthos.
Po/yicn. 1. (>, c. 5.
a general of Mithridates, and father of Archelaus, kin^ of Egypt, was defeated by Svlla.
Apjr.an. de
Mithridai. B<!/. ; Aid. Cell. 1. 15, c. l'; Dio. 1. 3Q.
Archelaus, an agent at Rome for Archelaus, king of Jud.i-.i.
and son of Herod the Great. Joseph. 1. 17, c. 15.
Archelaus, son of Chekias, married Marianne, daughter of
Agrippa the Great, by whom he had Berenice. Joseph.
Anliq. 1. 20, c. 5.
Archelaus, son of Magadates, a chief among the Jews at
Jerusalem, went over to Titus during the siege, and was
well received.
Joseph, de Bell. Jud. 1. 6, c. 23.
Archelaus (Ecc.) a bishop of Mesopotamia in the reign of
Probus, who confuted the heresiarch Manes, A. D. 277Euseb. in Chron ; S. Epiphan. de Her. § 6 ; S. Hieron. de
Script. Eccles. ; Socrat. Hist. Ecelcs. 1. 1, c. 22, &c
Archelaus (Biog.) an Athenian or Milesian philosopher,
who was preceptor to Socrates, and maintained that heat
and cold were the principles of all things. Cic. in Tusc.
Quwst. 1. 5, c. 4 ; Dios- Lacrt. in. fit. ; August, de Civ. D.
1. 8, c. 2 ;
Voss. de Hist. Grcec. 1. 3, c. 1.
Archelaus was also the name of three other writers, of whose
age nothing is known, namely, a poet and a naturalist, a
geographer, and a rhetorician, whose works are quoted by
Varro.
Thev may possiblv be one and the same person.
Varr.de Re. Rust. 1. 2, c. 3 ; Plin. 1. 8, c. 50; Plut.dc
Flum. A/hen. [) ; Dios. Lacrt. in Pit. Arch. ; Vovs. de His!.
Grcec.

1.

3.

Archelaus,

a sculptor of Priene in the age of Claudius,

Homer

ground

is

said to

whose
have been discovered under-

in 1658.

ARCHEMACHUS
wrote on Euboea.

(Biog.)

'Apxe'ftaxoc,

an historian who

1. 10;
Pint, in Isid. ; Athen.l. 6,
1 ; Harpocrat. in Voc. ; Schol. in
Clem. Alex.
J'oss. de Hist. Grwc. 1. 3.
Apollon. 1. 4
(Myth.) 'Apx^opoc, otherwise called Orpheltes, son of Lycurgus, was killed by a serpent, in consequence of which, as it is said by some, the Xemean games
were instituted. Apollod. 1. 2, &c. ; Pans. 1. 8 ; Stat. ~~Theb.
;

Strab.
Strom.

;

ARCHEMORUS

tinguished persons.
laus.

Quint.

5, c. 2.

Archelaus,

&C.

2.

Archelaus, king of Lacedcmon, succeeded

Xante.

a governor of Susa, under Alexander.

apotheosis of

2.

lived in the 104th

ARCHELAUS

1.

of' this

Archelaus,

gigni

niliito tidal, in 7iihitum nil posse reccrti.

him " Philosophic

Plin.

in

e*o euro

Nurnntra cum secum, et rabiosa silentia rodunt,
Atque ejporrecto trutinantur verbu labello,

Pliny.

Pint,

;

Xon

Arcesilaus, a

Appian. de Mithrid. Bell.;

love,

i

De

12;

son of the preceding, succeeded his father as
king of Cappadocia, U. C. 713, A. C. 41. He had a beau-

Esse quod ArcesiUii. u timnosique Solonts,

Cicero calls

1.

Archelaus,

afterwards killed himself, in the 95th

Olym-

1.6.

ARCHEPOLIS
Alexander.

(Hist.) a conspirator with
1. 6, c. 43.

Q. Curt.

Damnus

agiinst

;

ARC

ARC
ARCHEPTOLEMUS

(Myth.) 'ApveirrdXepoc., son of Iphitus,
going to the Trojan war was killed by

king of Elis, who
the Telermmian Ajax.

ARCHESTRATl'S
was thrown

Horn.

II.

1.

8.

(Hist.) 'Apx^-paroc, an Athenian
tor

into prison

I

who

recommending peace with the

Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 2.
son of Hippodamus, and one of the bitterest
SchoL in Aristoph.
AncHESTRATirs (Biog.) a tragic poet, whose pieces were perPhil, in Arisl.
formed during the Peloponnesian war.

Lacedemonians.

Abchestratus,

enemies of Cleon.

I'oss.

de Poet. Gra'c.

a writer in favour of gluttony ; also a man
so lean and small that when placed on a dish he did not
weigh more than an obolus. Aiken. 1. 3, 13.
(Biog.) 'Apxirtpoe;, an historian of Syra-

Archestratus,

ARCHETIMUS

Grwc. Quajst.

cuse. Pint, in

;

Diog. Lcert.

in

Thales

Voss.

;

Arciiidamus

son of Xeuxidamus, succeeded his grandfather Leotychides in the 76th Olympiad, A. C. 175.
This
Archidamus made many irruptions into Attica, and took
Platea. He died after a walike reign of more than SO years.
Thueyd. 1. I, &c; Diodor. 1. 11 ; Puns. 1. 3.
ABCHIDAMOa III, son of Agesilaus the Great, succeeded his
father in the 106th Olympiad, A. C. 3.56, and died after a
Xenoph. 1. 5 ; Diodor. 1. 16
successful reign of 23 years.
l'lut. Apopth.
Archidamus IV, son of Eudamidas, was twice defeated by
Demetrius Poliorxetes, king of Macedonia, and obliged to
Pint, in Detnet.
take refuge in the city.
Archidamus (Ere.) a bishop who was sent by Pope Julius to
be one of his legates at the council of Sardinia, A. D. 347S. Athanas. Apol. 2 ; Baron. Annal. ann. 347(Hist.) 'ApxfSas, an Athenian general who was
;

ARCMIDAS

by his

slain

de Grace. Hist.

ARCHETIUS

(Myth.) a Rutilian killed by the Trojans.
I'irg. JEn. 1. 12, v.459ARCHIA (Myth.) one of the Oeeanides, wife to Inachus.
Hygin. Fab. 143.
ARCHIAS (Myth.) 'Af'X'«c> a Corinthian, descended from
Hercules, who is said to have founded Syracuse, A. C. 732.
Dio?iys. Hal. 1. 2.
Archias (Hist.) an Athenian archon in the 108th Olympiad,

A. C. 360.

Archias, a Theban polemarch, who was assassinated

in the

Pint, in Pelop.
conspiracy of Pelopidas.
priest of Athens, cotemporary and intimate

Archias, a high

with the preceding polemarch.

Archias, a Theban who abolished the oligarchy, because he
was punished for an act of adultery according to law. Aristot.
dc Kepnb.

Archias, a traitor who was hanged for attempting to betray
Cyprus into the bands of Demetrius. Suidas.
Arohias (Biog.) a herald of Hyblea, who was three times a
Poll. Onom. 1. 4, c. 12.
victor at the Olympic games.
Archias, Anhis Lieinins, a poet of Antioch, who obtained by
A few of
the eloquence of Cicero the citizenship of Rome.
Analecta Veterum Poetahis verses are extant in Brunck's

who

ARCHIDONA

was taken from the Moors.

ARCHIGENES

(Hist.) 'Apx'i^aent;, a Byzantine employed
to find out the strength of his adversary Leu-

Polyain. 1. 5, c. 44.
con, the king of Bogphorus.
(Biog.) a philosopher of Athens, who affected
Pint, in
Spartan manners, and was opposed to Phocion.

Archibiades

Phoc.
(Biog.) 'Ap^lfiios, a grammarian and son of
Apollonius, wrote an Illustration of the Epigrams of Callimuchus. Suidas.
Archibius, another grammarian who taught grammar in the
time of Trajan.
(Hist.) 'Apx'^f"'"- a Spartan woman,
daughter of CleadflS, who understanding that it was decreed
to
away the women into Crete, when the
send
in the senate
city was besieged by Pyrrhus, rushed among the senators
sword in hand, declaring that the women were as ready to
Pint,
fight as the men, on which the decree was revoked.

ARCHIBIUS

ARCHIDAMIA

in

Pyrrh.

;

Polyivn.

1.

8.

a priestess of Ceres, who restored Aristophanes
to liberty after he had been taken prisoner by her female
attendants at the celebration of the festival.

Arch dam
1

1

a,

ARCHIDAMIUM

Helium (Hist.)
Archidamus, who invaded Attica.

a

war

so

called

ARCIIIDAMCS

from

(Hist.) '\px<i)upoc, a name annmon to several kings of Sparta.
Arciiikamijs I, of the family of the 1'roclides, was the son of
Anaxidannis, and grandson of another Archidamus, who
I le began to reign
did not survive his father Theopomptis.

in the 28th Olympiad, A. C. 60'8.

Pausan.

in

Lacon.

a physician of

(Biog.)

Apamca,

in

Syria.

who

He

flourished in the reigns of Domitian, Nero, and Trajan.
is frequently mentioned in terms of disrespect by Galen,

Juv. Sat. 6, v. 235.
'Ap X ,'\o X oc, a son of Nestor, killed
by Memnon in the Trojan war. Horn. II. 1. 2.
Archilocius (Biog.) a poet of Paros, A. C. 685, first introduced Iambics into his verse, which from him has been disHe particutinguished by the name of Archilochian verse.
larly exercised his satirical humour against Lycaml>e, whose;
daughter Neobule he wished to marry, but was slighted for

and

is

referred to by Juvenal.

ARCHILOCHUS (Myth.)

a richer suitor.
Hor. Art. Poet.

v.

79.

Archilvchvm proprw rabies armcr

Ibid.

Epod.

Ibid.

1.

Qualu Lycamba:
1,

:

6.
spretus infido gener.

epist. 10.
Parios ego primus lamhot
Ostnidi Initio, numeros animosque secutus

ArchUochi,

ARCHIBIADES

Pint, in Agesil.

troops.

(Biog.) 'Apylbn/ioc, a stoic philosopher,
went into voluntary banishment among the Parthians.
(Geog.) a town of Andalusia, in .Spain, which

'

Memnon

own

ARCHIDEMUS

rum Gracorum.'
by

II,

Ovid, in

turn

i-es,

et

agentiu verba Iyeamltmr.

II. v. .54.

Tbicta Lycambeo sanguine

tela

madent.

Archilochus was a licentious writer, whose poems were so
offensive to the Spartans that they banished him from their
city, after which he is said to have been assassinated, or slain
Some fragments of his verses are extant, which,
in war.
for their virulence, Cicero designated by the name of ArehiHerod. 1. 1, c. 12; Cie. in Tun: 1. 1, &C.J
lochia Edieta.
Stat. St/lv. 1. 2 ; Plin. 1. 7, c. 29
Quint.
Mart. 1. 7, ep. 1
1. 10, c. 1 ;
Corn. Nep. apud Aid. Cell. 1. 17, c. 21 ; Clan.
Tulian. cont. Gent. ; S. Cyril, cunt. Julian
Alex. Strom. 1
1

;

;

;

1.

1.

ARCHIMEDES

(Biog.) 'Apynu^Sns, a mathematician of
Syracuse, was killed by a soldier, who did not know him ou
the taking of that city in the 142d Olympiad, U. C. 546,
A. C. 208, by the Romans, notwithstanding that the consul
Marcellus had prohibited any one from doing him any harm,
and had even offered a reward for his being brought to him in
safety.
He afterwards raised a monument over his grave,
and placed on it a sphere and cylinder, by which Cicero discovered the place of his burial while he was questor in Sicily.
Archimedes wrote many things, of which some few are ex-

namely, treatises De Spharaet Cylindro ;' De Circuli
Dimensione;' Dc Liniis Spiralibus,' &c. Of these there have
been various editions; as that by Hervagius, fol. Gr. et Lut.
Basil. 1544, together with the commentary of Eulochius as
it was found on the taking of Constantinople, and came into
the hands of Regiomuntus ; and that by David Rivultius, fol.

tant

'

;

'

'

ARC

ARC
Gr.

et

was printed at the Clarendon press, Ox1. 7 ;
Cic Tusc. 1. 1, c. 25 Lie. 1. 24,
P/'". L 7.
ft c. 3 ; Ffli M*W. 1. 8, c. 7

Lat. which

ford, in 1792.
c.

Polijb.

34; Vitruv. 1.
47; Qitiiitil. 1.

;

;

C/audiati.
Marce/l.
i//
c. 10; P/u/.
Epig. ; Lactant. de Falsa Relig. 1. 2, c. 5 ; Cardan, de
Subtil. 1. 16'; /W. f/f Sciettt Math.
Archimedes, a grammarian, who published Commentaries on
c.

1,

;

Homer.

Archimedes

(Xitmis.) this mathematician is
supposed to be represented on some medals of
Syracuse, as in the annexed figure, hearing
on the reverse the figure of a sphere, and
the inscription /R. MJ. Haierkamp. Pant/

(Biog.)

a

Greek

poet,

who

At hen. 1. 13.
(Bib/) a deacon of whom St. Paul speaks, Cul.
described by the Apostolical Constitutions as
bishop of Laodicea, and is said, by the Greeks, who observe
his festival on the 22d November, to have suffered martyrThe Latins honour him,
dom in the reign of Xero.
in love in his old age.

ARCHIPPUS
He

iv. 17.

Arcuippus
Archippis
lived in the

government of the \ isconti.
He was high in favour with Francis Sforza.
Arciiinto, Jerome, was created a counsellor of Milan by
He it was to whom Alciatus dedicated his
Charles V.
Treatise on Weights and Measures.
Archixto, Francis, was made duke of Milan by Francis II,
who gave him the government of the province of Chicits

ARCHIPPA

Virg. .T.n.

y

136th Olympiad, A. C. 27ti- Allien. 1. 5.
ARCHIXTO (Hist.) an illustrious family of Milan, which
were descended from the kings of Lombardy, and were employed in the different offices of the state, or the church.
Arch into, Joseph, was conservator of Milan when this city
recovered

(Hist.) an accomplice in the conspiracy of
Qttint. Curt. 1. 6, c. 7against Alexander.
(Biug.) a courtezan, with whom Sophocles fell

Dvmnus

is

March 22.
Archippis (Myth.) a king

/

SicU.

ARCHIMELUS

ARCHIPOLIS

liberty after the

venna.

Arciiinto, Joint Baptiste, was sent to Marseilles by the Milanese, in 1538, to complain of the bad conduct of the
Spanish soldiers.
Arciiinto, Alexander, brother of the preceding, held high posts
under Charles V, and was made a baron of the empire.
Arciiinto, Octavitts, grandson of the preceding, was created
which title remained in his
count of Barate by Philip III

1.

of

Italy,

mentioned by Virgil.

752.

(Biog.) a Theban philosopher, and a disciple of
also a comic poet of Athens.
;
(Myth.) the name under which Venus is worMacrob. Sat. 1. 1, c. 1.
shipped among the Assyrians.
(Hist.) one of Alexander's generals, to whom the
province of Babylon was assigned.

Pythagoras

ARCHITIS

ARCHOX

(Biog-) chaplain to Louis XIV, was born in
1645, and died in 1717, leaving a History of the Chapel of
the Kings of France,' 8 vols. 4to. Paris, 1711Thttrius (Hist.) a general of Dionvsius the
Diod. 1. 14.
Elder.
(Hist.) 'Apxvrac;, son of Histieus, a native of
Tarentum, and a Pythagorean philosopher, was an astronomer and geometrician, to whom is ascribed the invention
He perished in a shipwreck,
of the screw and pulley.
A. C. 3t)4, to which Horace alludes
Hor.l 1, od. 28.

Arihon, Lends

'

ARCHYLUS,

ARCHYTAS

Te murk

terra1 numerotpie, rorentis arena.

et

Mensorem

cohibent, Arehijta

?

Pulvei'iiexiguiprope littus parva

Munera

;

necquidquam

tibi

Matinum

prodest

Aer'ias tentttsse domos, anvnoque

;

He was much addicted to the study of antiquities,
and published, 1. 'Epilflgati Raconti delle Anticbita, e Xo-

7, v.

(Hist.) an Athenian archon.

rotwidum

PercurrUse polum, moritv.ro.

family.

bilita della Famiglia Arehinti,' &c. foL Milan, 11)18. 2. 'Collectanea Antiquitatuni in ejus Domo,' fol.
Charles, grandson of the preceding, was made a
knight of the golden fleece, and a grandee of Spain by

Archixto,

Charles 1 1 and Philip V, besides the honours which he reHe instituted an acaceived from the emperor Leopold.
demy at Milan for the sciences and mathematics, and to him
the public are indebted for the Palatine society, and their

He

valuable editions of the Italian historians, &c
work which was published after his death, entitled Tabula
prsecipua Scientiarum et Artium Capita digesta per ordi-

wrote a

'

nem,' &c.

Archixto, Philip (Ecc.) of the above-mentioned family, was
made archbishop of Milan.
Arciiinto, Joseph, archbishop of Milan, was created cardinal
by Innocent XII in l69ft and died in 1712.

ARCHINUS

(Hist.) 'Apyji-or, a

man who, by

made himself master of Argos.
Abchinus (Biog.) a rhetorician of Athens, and
torian, quoted

bv the

ARCHIPELAGO

scholiast

a

stratagem,

de Oral. 1.3, c. 34; Diog. in lit.; Aid. Cell. 1.0,
Censor, de Die. Nat.; Cardan. Subtil. 1. 10'; Voss.
c. 12
de Seienl. Math. c. 13, &c.
Arciiytas, the name of three other writers, according to
Diogenes ; namely, a musician of Mitylcne, a writer on agriculture, and an epigrammatist.
ARC I (Gcog.) a town of Hispania Tarraconensis, now HaCic.

;

risca.

ARCIACA

(Geog.) a town of Gallia Celtica, now Any-.
(Gcos-) a town of Hispania Boetiea, now Atca/a.
John (Ecc.) a native of Milan, was created
a cardinal by Sextus IV in 1473, appointed archbishop of
Milan by Innocent VIII, and died in 14,01.
Arcimboldo, Guy Anthony, son of the preceding, succeeded
his father in the archbishopric of Milan, and was afterwards
succeeded bv a nephew of his.
ARCITEXEXS (Myth.) an epithet of Apollo signifying the
bowbearer.
Virg. JEn. 1. 3, v. 75.

ARCILACIS

ARCIMBOLDO,

ARCKENHOLZ,
also

an

his-

on Pindar.

that part of the Mediterranean
It contains
sea which was originally called .Egeum Mare.
many islands which were divided by the ancients into the
Sporades and the Cyclades ; the principal of these are

(Gcog.)

Rhodes, Negropont, Lemnos, Tenedos, Scirus, Metelin, Scio,
Samos, Patmos, Paros, Andros. Delos, Xaxia, &c After
the capture of Constantinople by the French these islands
were converted into a duchy, which was assigned to Mark
It reSanuda, a celebrated captain of Venice, in 1207.
mained in the hands of this family for 300 years, when
James Crispo, the 21st and last duke, being abandoned to
his pleasures, the Turks got possession of the islands, and
obliged him to seek his safety by flight.

born in

lfiQ.>,

John (Biog.) a Swedish historian, was
and died in 1777- He wrote many political

among others, Memoirs concerning Christina, Queen of Sweden, 4 vols. 4to. Amsterdam,
1760.
1751
ARCO, Nicholas d' (Biog.) a Latin poet of the l6tii century,
the second son of count Oderic, was born at Arco, in Tyrol,
His poems v-ere first
in 1479, and died about 1546.
published at Mantua under the title of Xicolai Archii Comitis Xuuieri,' 4to. 1546; also with the poems of Fumano
and Fracastorius, 2 vols. 4to. 17-59Arco, Gambiatista d', imperial intendant at Mantua, of the
same family, was also author of some works in great estiand

historical pieces, and,

—

•

mation.

ARCOX

(Biog.) vide Michaud.
Cesar a" (Biog.) an advocate of the Parliament

ARCOXS,

;

ARD
at

Bourdeaux,

physic, as
1 ().").">,

died

in

Le Flux

'

et

ARD

1C81, leaving many works on
le Reflux de la Mer,' Svo. Rouen,

Bus.

ARCUDIOj

Peter (Biog.) or Arcudius, a Greek ecclesiastic
who, having attached himself to the Romish church,
was employed by Urban VIII.
He wrote, among other
things, ' De Concordia Ecclesue Occidentalis et Orientalis,
Paris,
in Septem Sacramentornm Administratione,' 4to.
167«.

ARCUDIUS,

Francis (Ecc.) a bishop of Nusco, in Naples,
Urban VIII.
ARCULFUS (Ecc.) a bishop in the 7th century, of French
extraction, who travelled to the Holy Land, and on his return to France, was driven by contrary winds to the coast
of France, where he is supposed to have remained till his
He wrote an account of his travels.
death.
ARCULUS (Myth.) a heathen deity, who is supposed to have
presided over chests.
Feet, de Verb. Signif. ; August, de
died during the pontificate of

Civ. Dei.

Al'CY, Hug/i

(Ecc.) archbishop of Rheims, died in 1351,
to the foundation of the college of

d'

having contributed
Cambray.

after

Akcy

(Biog.) vide d'Arcy.

ARDABURIUS

(Hist.) a general of Theodosius, was sent
John the Usuqier, by whom he was taken prisoner.
He was afterwards delivered by his son Aspar, and the
Usurper destroyed, A. D. 425. Socrtil. Hist, Eccles. 1. 7 ;

against

Chron. ; T/ieodor.l. 5.
(Ecc.) a player of Alexandria, and a convert to
Christianity, suffered martyrdom in the reign of Maximianus

Evm;r. 1.2,

16; Marccllin.

c.

in

ARDALEON

Martyr. Rom. Apl. 14.
(Myth.) a son of Vulcan, who is said to have invented the pipe.
Pans. 1. 2, c. 31.
ARDARIUS (Hint.) a king of the Gepida?, conquered a son
Joriuind. de Reb.
of Attalus, and drove him into Barbary.
Galerius.

ARDALUS

ARDAVAN

(Hist.) the name of three kings of Persia of the
dynasty of the Aschganians, who reigned successively, but
without being in any way distinguished.
(Geog.) or Ard.ua, capital of Latium, said to have
been built by Danae, or by a son of Ulysses and Circe, and
to have been burnt by /Eneas, when it was changed into the
bird caUed the Ardea, or derm.
(hid. Mel. 1. 1.

ARDEA

Cadit
Sbtpita, dicta potent,

A

rdea Turin,

mutmpostquainbarbariis ignis

Abitulit, f-c.

/En.

I'irg.

7,

1.

TMctuS

v.

412.

tiiii, et

1.

4.
tolstitio, I'rastunaniie Tura petantnr
Quisle Cleonao siderej'enet uger.

Wdt

l

This place was besieged by Tarquin the Proud, and the inhabitants were afterwards formidable to the people of Rome.
('. Nep. in Attic c. 14;
Cic. de Nat. Dear. 1. 3, c. 47, &c.
Lie. 1. 1, c 57; Strab. 1.5; SO. 1. 1, V. 998 j I'lin. 1.5,
;

&c

Ewtrop. I. I, c. 7Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the earl or Meath.
(Hist.) a general of Simon, tyrant of Jerusalem, who let a Human escape whom lie was ordered to be<.

5,

;

Al'DEH,

ARDELLUS
head.

ARDEN, Edward

(Hist.) of an ancient family in

Warwick-

who, being implicated in a conspiracy against queen
Elizabeth, was executed in 1583.
llollingslicd,
StOIVe,

shire,

Camb<U»

AnoKN

the title enjoyed by that branch of the Perfrom the earl of Egmont.
Charles George Percival, the eldest son of John Percival,
second earl of Egmont, by his second wife, lady Catharine
Compton, who was treated in 1 770 baroness Arden, of Lahort
Castle, in the county of Cork, succeeded his mother in the
barony in 1784, and was further advanced to the British
peerage by the title of lord Arden, of Arden, in the county
of Warwick, in 1802.
The right honourable Spencer Percival, late chancellor of the exchequer, was the brother of
this nobleman.
The arms, ecc. of this family are as follow:
Arms.
Argent, on a chief indented gules, three crosses
patee of the first.
Crest.
On a wreath, a thistle proper.
Supporters.
Two griilbns azure, seme of fleurs-de-lis or,
ducally collared, chained, beaked, and unguled or.
" Sub cruce Candida."
Molto.
ARDENE, Esprit Jean de Rome d' (Biog.) a poet of MarHis principal
seilles, was born in 1(>84, and died in 1748.
works are, 1. ' Recucil de Fables Nouvelles en Vers,' 12mo.
1747. 2. ' Oeuvres Posthumes,' 4 vols. 12mo. MarseiUes,
cival family paternally descended

170'4.

Ardene, John Paul
in 1680,

de

Rome

brother of the preceding,
leaving among other
;
botanical works, 1. ' Traite des Ranoncoles; des Tulipes
2. ' Lettres Indes Oeillets,' &c. 12mo. Paris, 1760, Sec.
teressantes pour les Mcdicins de Profession, utiles aux Ecclesiastiques,' 2 vols. 12mo. Avignon, 1759, &c.
(Geog.) a famous and ancient forest of Champagne, called by the Romans Arducnna.
(Ecc.) an Irish innovator of the 11th century,
who wanted to ordain women, and to commit other irregularities, for which he was banished A. D. 1053.
Baron.
Anna!.
John (Biog.) a medical writer of the 14th century,
who left among other things a treatise entitled De Fistula
in Ano.'
James (Biog.) dean of Chester, and the descendant of an ancient family in Cheshire, was entered in
Christ's college, Cambridge, and afterwards in 17(>3 at
He died in 1(>!)1, leaving
Brazen-nose college, Oxford.
among other works, 1. ' Directions concerning the Manner
12mo.
and Matter of Sermons,'
1 6*7 1
2. ' Conjectura circa
'En-lvofinr D. dementis Romani,' &c.
Nicholas (Ecc.) a Florentine, who was
sent as nuncio to Francis I, and on his return was made
He died in 1547, leaving some
cardinal by Paul III.
poems and treatises, particularly on the peace between
Charles V and Francis I.
ARDISCELLUS (Biog.) a painter of Corinth, who left many

was born

and died

d",

in 170'9

ARDENNES

,

iV

ARDERN,

'

ARDERNE,

ARDINGHELLE,

owing
Mart.

Arden, Lord,

-

Loctu Ardea tjuoudutn
tenet Ardea twmen.

nunc magnum

derived from tcrduus, lofty, or from ardeo, to burn,
to the iicat of the surrounding country.

is

seated at Arden, in Cheshire, of whom full mention is made
in the heraldic visitations for that county in the time of
Henry III. Richard Arden, of this family, was raised to the
dignity of the peerage by the title of lord Alvanley.
QVide
Alvanley~\

ARDERICUS

Goth.

It

|

.

(Her.) or Ardcnne, the name of an ancient family,

good

pieces.

ARDONEA
1.

i

I,

e.

I'lin.

(Geog-.)

85,

C.

'A.

now Ardona,

a town of Apulia.

Liv.

20.

ARDOTIUM
Illyria.

1.

(Geog.)

1'tol.

1.

now Magomcha,

a maritime

town of

2.

ARDRA

(Geog.) now Ardres, a town of Gaol, or a town of
Picardv, where Francis I and Henry VIII had an interIt was taken by Albert of Austria in 1596, and
view.
It is' 10 m. S. S. E. Calais.
restored in 15<)S.
Aiidha, a kingdom and town of Guinea, the king of whicli
place sent an ambassador to France in 14)70, for
Baudrand. Rel. Nouv.
treaty of commerce.

ARDSCHIR

making

a

(Hist.) the Persian name for Ahasuerus, or
This
Artaxerxcs, of whom the Persians make mention.
name is given also to other kings of Persia, namely,

ARE

ARE

Akdschih, Bahaman, was the same

Artaxerses Longi-

as

manus.

c.

king of the fourth dynasty, or of
the Sassanides, died after a reign of 10 years.
Abdschir, the son of Siroes, succeeded his father, but was
put to death by one of his own generals. He was the second
of this race, and was succeeded by Artaxerxes, the son of

Abdschib, Babegan,

first

Sapor.

ARDUENNA

(Geog.) now Ardennes, a noble forest of Gaul,
in the time of Julius Caesar, extending 50 miles from the
Rhine to the borders of the Nervii. C<es. de Bell. Gall.
1.

6,

c.

Saracens, in single

29.

ARDUINUS

(Hist.) a marquis, who set himself up as king
of Lombardy, but was conquered by the emperor Henry II,
and stripped of all his provinces in 1015. Sison. de Reg.

Hal. 1. 8.
(Hist.) a king of Northumberland, who was
driven from his throne but restored by means of Charlemagne. Annal. Franc.
(Hist.) "Apfuc, a son of Gyges, king of Lydia, who
reigned 49 years.
Herod. 1. 1, c. 15.
(Hist.) a general chosen by the Greeks against ^tolia.
Justin. 1. 24, c. 1.
(Geog.) a part of Gallia Narbonensis, the capital
of which was Nemausis, or Nismes.
AREDATjE (Geog.) a town of Austria, now Lintz.
(Hist.) a descendant from the dukes of Normandy in the 11th century, was sent on a mission to the
court of France.
(Bios-) a painter mentioned bv Strabo.
Strab.

ARDULFUS

ARDYS

combat.

Socrat.

Hist.

Ecclcs.

1.

7.

18.

Areobindus,

a general under Justinian, who was successful
against Chosroes, king of the Persians.
(Geog.) called in the Latin of the middle ages
Siga, an ancient city in the kingdom of Algiers, was very
considerable for its commerce, but was entirely ruined by
the caliph of Cairwan.
It was afterwards twice rebuilt and

ARESGOL

destroyed ; the last time by the Beremerinis, since which it
has remained in ruins.
Marmol. L'Afrique.
(Ecc.) bishop of Tortona, was bora at Milan
in 1574, and died in 16'44.
His principal works were,
1. ' In Libros Aristotelis de Generatione et Corruptione,'
<
4to. Mediol. 16172.
De Aqua; Transmutatione in Sacrificio Missa:,' 8vo. Torton. 1 622.
3. ' Arte de Predicar
bene/ 4to. Venice, 1611. 4. ( Impresse sacre con Triplicati
Discorsi Illustrate ed Arrichite,' 8 vols. 4to. Verona, 1613,
1621, &c
ARESIAS (Hist.) one of the thirty tyrants of Athens.

ARESI, Paul

ARESTORIDES

(Myth.) a patronymic of Argus, the son of
Ovid. Met. 1. 1, v. 584.
(Myth.) 'Aphrn, a daughter of Rhexenor, descended
from Neptune, was the mother of Nausicaa, by her uncle
Arestor.

AREAS

ARETA

ARECCA

Alcinous.
Horn. Odyss. 1. 7, See.; Apollod. 1. 1.
(Hist.) a daughter of Dionysius, and wife of Dion,
was thrown into the sea. Plut. in Dion.
Areta (Biog.) the mother of Aristippus the philosopher.
Diog. Lacrt. 1. 2.
Areta, a female philosopher of Cyrene.

AREFASTUS

AREGOX
1.

8.

AREGONIS

(Myth.) "Apeyovig, the mother of Mopsus, by
Ampvx. Orph. in Arson.
AREIT
(Myth.y.\ PV ieooq, a king of Arneo, in Peloponnesus, who was killed at the Trojan war by Paris.

HOUS

Horn.

11.

1.

7, v. 9.

Areithoi's, an

ally of Priam.
Horn. II. 1. 20.
(Geog.) a town of Gallia Narbonensis. now
Aries, which is fabled to have been built by Arulus, the
grandson of Priam ; others pretend with as little reason to
trace its foundation to Areli, the son of Gad.
But in all
probability it was built by the Phoceans, who built Marseilles.
It is called Arelas, and also Arelate ; and Ausonius
gives it the epithet of duplex, because it is built upon both
banks of the Rhone.
[Vide .Irte]
Auson. de Clar. L'rb.

ARELATUM

Pande, duplex Ardtite,

tucs,

Areta

ARETjEUS

(Biog.) a physician of Cappadocia, who is supposed to have flourished about the time of Augustus, although some maintain that he lived as late as Trajan. The
best editions of his works which are extant are that by
VVigan, Gr. et Lat. fol. Oxon. 1723; and that by Boerhaarve,
Gr. et Lat. fol. Lugd. Bat. 1731. A Latin version of Aretieus
is in the collection of ancient physicians, bv Stephanus,
2 vols. fol. Paris, 1567.
(Hist.) 'AperaflXa, wife of Melanippus, a
priest of Cyrene, caused Nicocrates the murderer of her
husband and her suitor, to be killed by his brother Lysander,
whom she afterwards married, but finding him no less cruel,
she had him thrown into the sea.
Pint, de Virt. Mul. ;
Polywn, 1. 8, c. 38.

ARETAPHILA

ARETAS

(Bibl.) 'Apirac, a king of Arabia, under whom the
governor of Damascus shut the gates of the city at the request of the Jews, to prevent the escape of St. Paul.
2 Cor.
xi.

blanda hospita, partus.

32.

Aretas

Cces. de Bell. Civil.

Plin.

1.

3,

ep. 11, &c.

4;

c.

1, c.

1.

Gregor. Tur.

;

36; Mela,

Sueton.

in
1.

9,

Tib.
c.

2,

1.

c.

c.

5

;

Strab.

4; Cassiodor.

1.
1.

4;
S,

2.

Arelatum (Nitmis.) this town is known
Roman colony by the inscriptions on some

to have been a
medals, as COL.
Colonia Arelate Sexlanorum ;
Arelatensium Prima.
ARL. Q. i. e.

ARELAT. SEXTAN,
ARL.

also

P.

i.

e.

Arelatensium Quarta,

ARELLIUS,
Plin.

1.

33,

i.

<.\-c.

e.

—

Harduin. Oper.

Fuscus (Hist.) a knight who was degraded.
c.

55.

medals of the
1.

getis /Emilia.

["Vide JEmilia, sens']

rician.

Senec. C. 1. 1, controv. 7,
Arellius, a painter of distinction.

a rheto-

ccc.

Plin.

1.

35,

c.

10.

him and Herod, who had repudiated his daughter. It is
this Aretas of whom mention is made under Biblical
History.

Aretas

(Geog.) vide Armorica.

ARENA,

(Numis.) to the second of this name are attributed

Anthony (Biog.) a French poet, surnamed Sablon,
died about 1544, leaving a small volume of poems, which
were principally distinguished by being written in what is

first of which represents on
the obverse, the head of the king crowned,
as in the annexed figure ; on the reverse, the

called macaronic verse.

genius of the city of Damascus, under the
form of a woman with a turreted head, in
her right hand a palm branch, in the left a
cornucopia, and at her feet a figure of the
river Chrysorrhoe
emerging ; inscription,

ARENACUM
many.

(Geog.)
Tac. Hist. 1.

AREOBINDUS
the

ounger,
VOL. I.
"i

now Arnheim,
5,

c.

a fortified

town of Ger-

20.

army of Theodosius
conquered Alamundunus, a leader of the

(Hist.) a general in the

who

Joseph.

13.

Aretas, surnamed jEneas, son or grandson of the preceding,
and lather-m-law of Herod the Tetrarch, was engaged in a
warfare with the Romans, on account of the quarrels between

Arellius, Fuscus (Biog.) father of the preceding,

AREMORICA

(Hist.) the name of three kings of Arabia Felix.
Aretas, the first of this name assisted the inhabitants of
Damascus to throw off the yoke of Antiochus IV, king of
Syria, and added that city to his own dominions.
Aretas, his successor, was reduced to submission by TEmilius
Scaurus 84 A. C. ; of which a memorial is preserved on the

two medals, the

ARG

ARG

BA2IAED2 APETOY*IAEAAHN02.
sents the same Aretas conquered
/Emilia, gent}

The

other repre-

[Vide

by the Romans.

ARETATES

(Biog.) or Aretazes, 'Aptrarnc, a Cnidian, who
wrote a history of Macedonia. Plut. in Paral. Min. c. 11,

<7 in

Flum.
{Myth.)

ARETE

Api/Ti),

the only daughter of Rhexenor, the

wife of Alcinous.

ARETES
c.

(Hist.) one of Alexander's officers.

ARETHUS
8,

(Hist.) a warrior

He was

club.
1.

Q. Curl.

1.

4,

15.

who went armed

only with a
Pans.

treacherously killed by Lycurgus.

.

11.

c.

ARETHUSA

(Myth.) "Aped*,™, a nymph of Elis, and
daughter of Oeeanus, one of Diana's attendants, by whom
she was said to be changed into a fountain, the waters of
which mingled with the Alpheus. [Vide AlpJieusl
Arethusa, one of the Hesperides; also a daughter of Herileus ; and one of Action's dogs.
ARETINO (Hist.) a name by which several of the family of
Accolti are known, from Arezzo, the place of their birth.
[Vide AccoUq

Aretino, Bernard (Biog.) vide Accolto.
Aretino, Guido, a native of Arezzo, and a chorister in the
monastery of Benedict, was the author of the scale of music
expressed by the syllables ut, mi, sol, &c.
He also
on music entitled ' Micrologus,' and another
Argumentum novi Cantus inveniendi.'
entitled
Aretino, Charles, a poet of Arezzo, wrote some comedies,
and in 1 443 was chosen to succeed Leonard Arctin in the
office of secretary to the republic of Florence.
Aretino, Francis, vide Accolti.
Aretino, Peter, the natural son of Louis Bacci, a gentleman
of Arezzo, wrote satirical verses which gained him much
reputation and the patronage of Charles V, Francis I, and
other princes.
He also wrote some works of piety, as a
Paraphrase on the Psalms, &c.
Charles,
vide Tortellius.
ARETIN,
Aretin, Leonard, vide Bruni.
(Geog.) vide Arretinum.
ARETIUS, Benedictns (Biog.) a botanist and divine of Switzerland, died in 1574, leaving among his works, 1. Examen

which

is

wrote a

tract
'

ARETINUM

'

Theologicum,' which was printed twelve times within three
2. Commentaries on the whole of the New Tesyears.
tament, besides his botanical writings, which consisted

(Myth.) "Apnroc, a son of Nestor and Anaxibia.

lln,„. Odl/SS.

Abbtds,

1.

3, V. 41.'J.

a Trojan

AREUS

who

opposed the Greeks.

(Hist.) "Aptocj a king of Sparta',
He assisted Athens
father Acrotatus.

Horn.

II.

1.

13,

c. 7-

son of Pelops and Alcetor; also a son of Lycimdied while attending on Hercules.
His body was
burnt in order to preserve the ashes. Apollod. 1. 2, c. 34.
ArGjEus (Hist.) a son of Perdiccas, who succeeded his father
in the kingdom of Macedonia.
Justin. 1. 7, c. 1.
Arg«;us, a son of Ptolemy, who was killed bv his brother.
Pans. 1. 1.
Arg/eus (Geog.) a mountain of Cappadocia, which is covered
with perpetual snows.
It is celebrated by the poets for its
fine pastures.

Claud,

in Ruffin.

1.

2.

Jam pascua fumant,
Cappadocum

PoJuenifflffUS

parens Argaus eqiiprum.

Arcsus, Campus,

the plain with seven hills, on which Rome
was built.
ArGjEUS (Numis.) this mountain is distinguished by an inscription on a medal of Ciesarea, in Cappadocia, KAICAPEflN IIP. Tli APrAIii.

ARGDIZ,

Gregory

d' (Biog.) or Argaez, a Spanish Bene7th century, is known as a literary impostor,
who published in 1667 an ecclesiastical history of Spain,
entitled ' Poblacion Ecclesiastica de Espana, y Noticia de
sus Primeras Honras,' &c. which he pretended to have compiled from the works of St. Gregory, bishop of Grenada,
but the imposture was detected by Garcia de Molina, who
proved that Argaez had forged the MS. of St. Gregory.
ARGALL, John (Biog.) an English writer of Cornwall, was
entered a student of Christ-church, Oxford, towards the
latter end of queen Mary's reign, took his degree of A. M.
He wrote, 1. De vera
in 1565, and died suddenly in 1606.
Penitentia,' 8vo. 1604. 2. ' Introductio ad Artem Dialecticam,' 8vo. 1605.
Argall, Richard, a poet in the reign of James I, wrote and
published, 1. ' The Song of Songs,' &c. 4to. Lond. 16'21.
2. ' The Bride's Ornaments,' &c.
3. ' Funeral Elegy consecrated to the Memory of his ever-honoured Lord, John
King, late Bishop of London,' &c. ; besides a book of ' Meditations of Knowledge, of Zeal,' &c.
(Hist.) a king of Tartassus, near Cadiz,
who reigned 80, and lived 120; or according to some 150,
Plin. 1. 7, c. 48 ; Sil. Ilal. 1. 3, v. SQQ.
or even 300 years.
(Biog.) 'ApyiiQ, an epithet of Demosthenes, from the
Hesychius.
uncouthness of his manners.
(Myth.) 'Apyy, a beautiful huntress, changed into a
stag; a daughter of Thespius, by whom Hercules had two
sons, and a nymph, the daughter of Jupiter and Juno.
(Geog.) vide Argeus Campus.
ARGELLATI, Philip (Biog.) a printer, of an ancient family
originally of Florence, was born at Bologna in 1685, and
He was distinguished for his zeal
died at Milan in 1755.
in the cause of literature, which he displayed in the printing

dictine of the

1

'

ARGAS

17.

who succeeded his
when besieged by

Antigonus, and was killed at Corinth after a reign of 16
years.
Pans. 1. 3, c. 6.
Areus, grandson of the preceding, succeeded his father Acrotatus II, and died after a reign of eight years.
Pans. 1.
Mcurs. dc Reg. Lacon. c. 13.
Areus (Biog.) a philosopher of Alexandria, intimate with
Augustus, also a poet of Laconia, and an orator.
Quint,
de Oral. Instil. ; Voss. de Poet.
AREZZO (Geog.) Aretium or Arrclium, an episcopal town of
Tuscany, stands on a hill at the conflux of the Chianna and
the Arno, 42 m. E. S. E. Florence.
It was famous in the
time of the Romans, but suffered much from the Goths and
the Lombards, until it fell into the hands of the FlorenIt was afterwards taken and retaken several times
tines.
during the wars of Florence. Arezzo is distinguished as
the birth-place of the Aceoltis ; also of Guido, the inventor
.','

;

of musical notes ; and Petrarch.
(Hist.) a gentleman of Scotland, to whom was
entrusted the administration of the government when the

ARGADUS

1.

Arg^us, a
nius, who

ARGATHONIUS

principally of letters.

ARETUS

king Conarus was imprisoned. He was afterwards killed in
battle.
Buchan. Hist. Scot.
ARG.EI (Myth.) the effigies of men made of reeds, which
were thrown by the vestal virgins over the Pons Sublicius
every year.
Varr. de Ling. Lat. 1. 4, c. 8.
ARGiEUS (Myth.) a son of Apollo and Cyrene. Justin.

ARGE

ARGEA

Scriptores Rerum Italithat immense collection entitled
carum,' edited by Muratori, and at the expense of the
learned society at Milan, known by the name of the Palatine society, of which Archinto was the founder and main
Bibliotheca Scriptorum Mcsupport He printed besides,
diolanensium,' 2 vols. fol. Mediol. 1745. 2. ' Bibliotheca de
Volgarizzatori Italiani,' and a number of other important
works, to which he also contributed essays and letters, &c.
Argellati, Francis, son of the preceding, was born at
Bologna in 1712, and died in 1754. He was a lawyer by
Practice del Foro Veneto,' 4to.
profession, and wrote, 1.
'

'

'

Venice,

1737-

2.

'

Saggio d'una

Nuova

Filosofia," 8vo.

ARG

AUG
3. ' Storia della Nascita della Scienze e
Venice, 1740.
Belle Lettere,' Florence, 1743. 4. ' II Decamerone,' 2 vols.
8vo. Bologna.
ARGEXS, John Baptiste de Boyer, Marquis d' (Biog.) a
French writer, who by his writings contributed to the revoHe died
lution of opinions which has desolated all Europe.

ARGEXDAL

(Gcog.) a river of Provence, in France, which

mentioned by the ancients under the name of Argenteus.
(Biog.) the name of two Spanish poets, broLupercio or Lothers and natives of Balbastro, in Spain.
bergo d'Argenrole, the eldest, was born in 1655, and died in
Bartholomew Leonard, the brother, was born in
1613.
Their poems were published
1566, and died in 1631.
under the title of ' Rimas de Lupercio del Doctor Bartolome
Leonardo de Argensola,' 4to. Saragossa, 1634. The younger,
who became historiographer of Arragon, wrote also, 1. ' Conguista de las Islas Molucas,' fol. Madrid, 1609- 2.
Primera
Parte de los Anales de Aragon,' &c. fol. Saragossa, 1630.
is

ARGEXSOLA

ARGEXSOX,

Marquis de (Biog.) vide Foyer.
ARGEXTAX (Gcog.) a town of Normandy, in France, which
was called by the Latins Argentomum or Argentomagum.

ARGEXTARIA (Geog.) ride Argentinaria.
ARGEXTARIUS (Geog.) now Argentaro,

a mountain of

Piedmont.

ARGEXTEXIL

(Geog.) ArgenloUum, a town of France, on

the river Seine, 5 m. N". W. Paris.
(Geog.) now Argendal, a river of Gallia Xarbonensis.
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 10, ep. 14 ; Plin. 1. 3, c. 4 ;

ARGEXTEUS
1.

2,

c.

10.

ARGEXTIER,

John (Biog.) a physician of Quiers,

in Pied-

mont, died at Turin in 1.572, at the age of 58, leaving
several works which were collected after his death, in 2 vols,
fol. Venice, 1592, 1606
and Hanover, 1610.
ARGEXTIX, Francis (Eec.) a cardinal of Venice, gained
the good graces of pope Julius, so that after having employed
him on several important missions, he created him cardinal
in 1511, shortly after which he died in the same year.
ARGEXTIXUS (Myth.) a god among the Romans, who was
supposed to preside over commerce.
Aususlin. de Civ. Dei,
;

1.

4,

c.

21.

ARGEXTO,

John (Ecc.) a Jesuit of Modena, and riceorder, died in 1 6-26, after having been
more than once driven from Poland on account of his proHe wrote an apology for the Jesuits, which was
fession.
presented to Sigismund III.
provincial of his

ARGEXTOLIUM

(Geog.) vide Argenteuel.
(Geog.) now Argenton, a town of Gaul,
near the frontiers of the Bituriges.
(Geog.) a town of Bern, in France, in the
department of the Indre, called by the Latins Argentomagum.
It is divided into two parts bv the river Creuse, and is 37 m.
S.W. Bourges. Lon. 1= 3S''E.. lat. 46 3 35' X.
(Geog.) a town of Gallia Belgica, now
Slrassburg, so called ab argenlo, i. e. from money, because
the Romans had a treasury there.
The Alemanni were
beaten there by Julian in 356, and by Gratian soon after ;
and in 47S it was taken by Childeric from the Romans.
Plot. 1. 2, c. 9; Ammian. Marcell. 1. 15, c. 27; Zosim.

ARGEXTOMAGUM
ARGEXTOX

ARGEXTORATUM

1.

3,

c.

1

&c. &c.

ARGEXVILLE

(Biog.) ride Degallier.
Peter (Hist.) an assassin who went from Flanders
into France with one Ridicori, for the purpose of killing
Henry IV, but being often frustrated in his design, and at
length detected, he was taken and broken on the wheel with
Dupleix. Hist, de Henri IV.
his companion.
(Myth.) "Apyrjc, a son of Jupiter and Juno. Apollod.

ARGER,

in 1771.

Ptol.

702.
5. ( Lexicon Philosophicum,' 4to. Hag. 1 706.
6. ' De Propria ratione qua res Supernaturales a rebi^ Na7- ' Martini Granturalibus Differunt,' 4to. Paris, 1707dini Opera,' 6 vols. Svo. 1710.
S. ' Collectio Judieiorum,
Paris.

ARGES
1,

1.

1.

c.

ARGESTRATUS
35

(Hist.) a king of

Laeedamon, who reigned

years.

ARGEUS
others

(Hist.) '.Apytioc, a partisan of Elis,

was

sent into exile.

Xenoph.

1.

who with 400

7, c. 4.

ARGIA

(Myth.) a daughter of Adrastus, and wife of Polyis said to have been buried alive by Creon, for burying
Hygin. Fab. 1. 7her husband in the night-time.
Argia, the wife of Inachus, and mother of Ino ; also the
mother of Argos, bv Polybus ; and the wife of Aristodemus.
Apollod. 1. 2 ; Hygin. Fab. 145 ; Pans. 1. 4, c. 3.
ARGlASB (Hist') or Argiast, a king of Turquestan, was
He is said to have been the
killed by his own subjects.
son or grandson of Afrasiab, the conqueror of Persia.
(Tojxig.) a place at Rome where tradesmen
had their shops, so called as is supposed from Argi Iclum,
/ arru
because an Argive is said to have been slain there.
de Ling. Lat. 1. 4; firg. JEn. 1. 8, v. 355; Mart. 1. 1,
nices,

ARGILETUM

epig. 4.

ARGILIUS

(Hist.) a youth, who being in the confidence of
Pausanias, betraved his designs to the Ephori.
ARGILLATA, Peter (Biog.) or Peter d' Argillata, a physician of Bologna, whose works entitled ' Chirurgia Libri

went through four editions in less than twenty years,
Venet. 1480, 1492, 1497, 1499; and according to Haller
1520.
(Hist.) chamberlain to Recaredes, king of the
Goths, being detected in a conspiracy to dethrone his
master, was put to death after being led about Toledo on
Sex,'

fol.

a

fifth in

ARGIMOXD
an

ass.

ARGIXUS.E

(Geog.) three islands between Mitylene and
Mithymna, where the Lacedaemonian fleet was conquered by

Conon, the Athenian. Slrab. 1. 13.
(Myth.) 'Apylom/, a nymph of Mount Parnassus,
who was seduced by the musician Philammon, a son of
Pans. 1. 4, c. 33.
Apollo, bv whom she had Thamyris.
ARGIPHOXTES (Myth.) an epithet for Mercury, because
Arnob. contra Gent.
he killed the hundred eved Argos.
1. 6 ; Macrob. Sat. 1. 1, c. 19ARGIVA (Myth.) 'Apyeia, a surname of Juno, from Argos,

ARGIOPE

I'irg. j£n. 1. 5,
she was worshipped.
Paus. 1. 4, c. 13.
ARGI VI (Geog.) 'Apyiiot, a name for the people of Argos;
or for the Greeks in general, among the poets.
ARGIL'S (Hist.) a freedman, and steward of the household
to the emperor Galba, privately interred the body of his
Tac. Hist. 1. 1, c. 49master in his gardens.
(Geog.) now Down, a town in Ireland.
(Myth.) 'Apyw, the ship in which Jason and his companions sailed to Colchis, so called from the builder, whose
name was Argos:

the place where
v.

547

;

ARGLAS

3.

ARGEXTRE,

Bertrand d' (Biog.) an historian of an ancient
family in Britanny, wrote a history of Britanny and other
works, and died in 1590.
Argentre. Charles du Plessis d' (Ecc) of the same family,
was born in l67'> ; elected bishop of Tulles in 1723, and
died in 1740.
He wrote among other things, 1. ' Latin
Notes on Holden's Analysis of Faith,' Paris, I69S.
2. ' Apologie de 1' Amour qui nous fait desirer de possider
Dieu seul,' &c. 8vo. Amst. 1698. 3. ' Traite de l'Eglise,'
2 vols. 12mo. Lyons, 1698. 4.
Elementa Theologia,' 4to.
'

ARGO

Val. Flacc.

1.

1, v.

93.

Ad chamm

Tritonia devolat

Molirijulut hunc puppim
Robora.

et

Argum

dimittere ferro

according to some, from the Argives, who were carried
it according to Cicero ; or from dypoc, swift, according to
Diodorus, to which Pindar and Catullus allude.
2 d 2

or,

in

;

..

ARG

ARG
Od. 4.
dynvpav

Pind.

Argoli, Andrew, a mathematician of Tagliacozozzo, in the
kingdom of Naples, was born in 1570, and died in 1653,

in Pi/lh.

x^^oyiv vv

irori

vat xpnpvdi'rwv

i jrerocrtxt,

9oa£

'Apyis xaXuiii'.
Calul.

Niipt. Pel. el Thet.

ill

Ausi sunt radii salsa cita deeurrere puppe.

Ptolemy derives its name from Argo, a son of Jason ; and
others have derived it from the Hebrew SIR, texuit, denoting, by distinction, something that was built or constructed with peculiar art, because it is said to have been the
first ship built, which was constructed by Minerva ; to this
the poets allude.

Nupl- Pel. el
Pima omjungem

Catirf. in

inflexa:

tata carina

6.

1.

now

Per mare non notum prima

peticre carina.

Argon.

in

tiXarivotQ iptrpoic. dXtpvpia [}iv9t)
Jlpurn vntZtiripnae, Tpi/3»j; V r]vvaai OrikdaaiK.

"H

zcai vir'

Apollon. Argon.

I.

Nija pitv ovv
"

Litem.

Apyov

'

v.

1,

19-

In

xXiiuaiv dotioi

Kapiuv v-noQnpoavviiat.

3, v. 193.
jEmoniam vomer proscindit Jolam
nidi's Argn.
Inde lacessitum prime- mure,

1.

Thessalus

Mucuit

mm

ignotas lemerato litore gentes.

ARGON

Merces primi digna

carinil.

Mart
to

i/uff

prima cucurrit.

Orpheus and

others,

it

had the power of giving

oracles.

Orph. in Orgon.

—^— ropdtog inXayt

tpdyog.

tipuit P/iilon.

Mschyl.

II

i/

c.

7-

and vavrng, a

(Myth.) 'Apyovavrat, from 'Apyij, the ship,

sailor

;

the

name given

to those heroes

sailed with Jason to Colchis to fetch the golden fleece,

many

different

who
who

epithets.

Pyndar calls them ravrCiv liturtig, i. e. the flower of sailors ;
Theocritus, Ot'tog au-oc iipoiwr, i. e. the divine flower of
heroes; Apollonius, Aiktoi lipujtov, a chosen band of heroes;
or ypwwv Ottos •zoXoc, a divine band of heroes
Statiug,
Argoos reges ; Flaccus, Dei/ui genus, Diinm progenies, or
reges diis geniti, Sec.
The number of the Argonauts is
;

Apollodorus makes them to be only 45 ; of whose names a
given in Orpheus, Apollonius, and Valerius Flaccus, &c.
Noel d' (Biog.) or Dinn Bonaventure cFArgonne,
a Carthusian, was born in 1634, and died in 1704, leaving,
1. 'Traite de la Lecture des Peres de l'Eglise,' 12mo. 16|j7.
2. ' Melanges d'Histoire et de Litteraturc,' published under
the name of ' Vigneuil Marvilliana.'
(Geog.) an ancient and noble city of Achaia, the
capital of Argolis, which was distinguished by the poets on
whence Homer
account of its excellent breed of horses

list is

Manil. 1.1.

According

1,

ARGONAUTS

stated by Apollonius and Diodorus to have been 54, but

Med.

Senec- in

Rumania.

are celebrated by the poets with

irpoaBtv

o'i

A9r)vair)Q

di

(Geog.) or Argia, now Romania, a country of
Peloponnesus between Arcadia and the jEgean sea, the
capital of which was Argos.
(Myth.) "Apyw, one of the descendants of Hercules, who reigned in Lydia 505 years before Gyges. Herod.

1.

Orph.

Giilj'o

ARGOLIS

T/icl.

JUa rudem cursu prima imbuit Amphitriten.

Ovid. Mel.

leaving among his works, 1. ' De Diehus Criticis,' 4to. 1652.
2. ' Ephemerides,' 4 vols. 4to. 1620.
3. 'Observations on
the Comet of 1653,' printed in the same year.
Argoli, John, a poet, and son of the preceding, was born in
1609, and died, as is supposed, in 1660. He wrote, 1. ' Bambace e seta idillio,' before the age of fifteen. 2. * Endymion,'
4to. 1 626 ; a poem in twelve cantos, which was written at
the age of seventeen.
ARGOLICUS, Sinus (Geog.) a bay on the coast of Argolis,

o'

fViv "Apysc lepov avSd'iov KvXov.

ARGONNE,

ARGOS

;

Li/coph. in Cassand.
'Eic

J-i)J'

gives

XdXijQpov itiaaav r)pparilaro

*8oyyijj' i$u\iuiv xaoi'irtKiuv dwo
Bpornrriav Uttrni-, ipnrutov iSpo'uuiv.

Senec- in

Med.

it

the epithet nnrojSdroc,

e.

i.

horse-feeding, so likewise

Horace.

Hot:

1.

1,

od. 7Aptumdicit

equis Argi.s, diimrne Mercenas.

This city was built, according to Euripides, by seven Cyclops,
and near it were celebrated the Nemean games.

Iptaque vocem
Ferdidit Argo.

Pal. Flacc.

1.

1,

History of Argos.

v. 2.

Fatidicumaue ratem.

Claudian

The kingdom

De

III. Cons. Honor.

In

Chaan'uc moverunt Camilla tptercus.

Rursusnne
te

livuttt

This ship is said to have been transported into heaven, and
has given its name to one of the old constellations ; and
those who sailed in it have since been well known by the
name of Argonauts. Diodor. 1. 4 ; Cic. Tusc. 1. 1, c. 20
Hvgin. Fab- 14; Plin. 1. 7, c. 56; Lucian. in Somn. ; PhiInxlrnl. in I mag.

ARGOB

a district beyond Jordan, in the tribe
of M:m;issch; also the capital of that district (Dent. iii. 14,
&c.) ; and a place in Samaria, near the royal palace, where
Pekah, son of Rcmaliah, assassinated Pcka'hiah, son of Me(liibl.j

arm,

2 Kings XV. 25.
{Hist.) vide Arbogaste.
of a family originally of Aries,
name
ARGOL1 (Hist.) the
which followed Charles I into Naples.
ABOOLI, Alexander (Etc.) of tin' above-mentioned family,
bbhop of Terracina, was held in great esteem by Paul III.
Argoi.i, Philip (Biog.) a Franciscan, who died in 1591, was
naln

in,

king of

Israel.

ARGOBASTES

.1.

lingnished in his day for his theological and philosophical

talents.

of Argos

is

very ancient, having been founded

by Inachus, A. M. 2177, A.C. 1853, Jul. per. 2856, and
lasted 545 years to the end of the reign of Acrisius, who
was killed by his grandson Perseus. The following is the
list

of

its

kings in their succession, according to Eusebius-

C/ironological Succession of

lite

finan
King*.

1.

Kings of Argos.

(0 reign

M.

Reigned.

A. C.

2177
9227
2287
2322 ....

50
1858
60
1808
35
1748
1723 .... 70

Criasus
Phorlias.

2392....

Triopas

2481
2527 ....
2548

1643.... 54
35
1589
1554 .... 46
1508 .... 21
11
1487

2559 ....
2609
2650
2673 ....
2698 ....

41
1426
23
1385
1362 .... 17
1345 .... 32

Inachus
Phoi'oneus

ApLs

Argus

(i-otope

Sthcncle

Danaus
Lyncxus.

AblM
Prcotus'.

Acrisius.

.

.

.

.

2446

1471)'

....

50

years-.

;

ARG

ARG
Pausanias gives an account of the kings, in some particulars,
In the time of the Trojan war, Agadifferent from this.
memnon was king of Argos, which 80 years after fell into
Heraclidse
; but, after the defeat of the
the hands of the

Argos became a republic, sometimes tributary to
the Lacedaemonians, and sometimes to the Athenians,
On
until the final conquest of Greece by the Romans.
the dismemberment of the Roman empire, Argos was
under the dominions of lords, who were dependant on
Constantinople ; the last of whom was Peter Cornaro,
whose widow sold the seignory of Argos in 13S3 to the
The sangiac of Corinth became
republic of Venice.
master of it in 146'2 but it was shortly after retaken by
the Venetians, and finally fell into the hands of the Turks.
Argos retains its ancient name, and is a bishop's see.
Pint, de
Long. 22° 47' E. lat. 37° 48' N. Herod. 1. 1
Leg. 1. 3 ; Polijb. 1. 2 ; Liv. 1. 31, &c. Slrab. 1. S Mela,
1. 1, c. 13
Plin. 1. 7, c. 56; Milan. Far. Hist. 1. 9, c. 15.
Argos, was the name of other towns namely, of Thessaly,
now Armiro ; of Epirus, which was surnamed Amphilvchium ; and of Apulia. Dicwarch. ; Plin. 1. 4; Cluver.
Persians,

;

;

;

;

;

;

Antiq. Ital.

the town in Peloponnesus struck medals as
an independent state, and also of Nero, Adrian, Antoninus
Pius, L. Verus, Sept. Severus, Julia Domna, Geta, and He1
liogabalus, bearing the inscriptions A. AP. API APPEIIiN,
also with the addition of HPA APrEIA, i.e. Juno Argiva,
Their
that goddess being particularly worshipped there.
types, besides that of Juno, or the peacock, the bird of Juno,
were the head of Minerva, Jupiter, Apollo, Lycscus, besides
Gultz. Gnec. ; VaiU.
that of the wolf on their earlier coins.
Num. Gr. ; Beg. Thcs. Brand. ; Hunt. Num. Pop. et
Vrb. 8fC.
Argos, some medals are also ascribed to the town in Acarnania and Cilicia of this name.
ARGOTA, Jerome Contador d' (Biog.) a monk of EstremaHe was one of
dura, was born in 1676, and died in 1749.
the first members of the Portuguese academy of history, and
other
things,
1.
'De
Antiquitatibus Conwrote, among
2. ' Memoires
ventus Bracarugustani Libri IV,' 4to. 1728.
pour servir a l'Histoire de l'Eglise Primatiale de B-rugue,'
'
3.
Regras de Lingua PurLisbon, 3 vols. 4to. 1732-44.
tugueza,' 8vo. Lisbon, 1725.
ARGOUS, Partus (Gcog.) a harbour of iEthalia, now Purto

Argos (Numis.)

.

Ferraro.

ARGUES,

Gerard des (Biog.) a geometrician of Lyons, was
born in 1597, and died in 160I, leaving, 1. ' Traite de Per2. ' Traite des
Sections Coniques,' 8vo.
spective/ fol.
4. ' Traite de la Coupe des
3. ' La Pratique du Trait,' 8vo.
Pierres,' 8vo., an excellent work on Stone Cutting, &c.
(Hist.) a king of the Scythians in the time
Capitolin. in Gord.
of the emperor Gordian.

ARGUMTHIS

ARGUN

(Hist.) the son of Abaga Khan, the fourth in deGenghis Khan, succeeded Ahmed Khan on the
throne of Iran or Persia at large, and died after a reign of
seven years, in the year of the Hegira 69O, A. D. 1300.
(Myth.) 'Apyoe, the son of Arestor, who is fabled
scent from

ARGUS

have had an hundred eyes, was set by Juno to watch Io,
Jupiter had changed into a heifer, but was slain bv
Mercury, who lulled all his eyes asleep by the sound of his
to

whom
lyre.

Ovid. Met.

1.

1.

Centum luminibus cinctum caput Argus habebat
In stirs vicibus capiebant bina quietem
Camera seriubant, atque in staticne manebant.

Plant, in Aulul.
Qttos si Argus servet, qui oculeus totus fuit,
Quern quondam Ioui Juno custodem addidit.
Is

Juno

is

nunquem

said to

,

servet.

have placed his eyes in the

tail

of the peacock.

Ovid. Met.l.

1.

Excipit hos, volucrisque sine Saturnia pennis
Collocat, et genvnos caltdam stellantibus implet.

Apollod.

1.

1,

&c.

Argus, a son of Agenor ; also a son of Danaus, who built
the ship Argo ; a son of Jupiter and Niobe, who was the
first child that the father of the gods had by a mortal, and
the builder of Argos, of which he was the fourth king;
likewise the dog of Ulysses, who knew his master after an
Horn. Odijss. 1. 1 7 ; Apollod. 1.
absence of 20 years, &c.
1

&c.; Hugin. Fab. 145, &c. ; Paus.l. 2, &c.
ARGYLLSHIRE (Geog.) vide Argyllshire.

ARGYLL,

Colin, Earl of (Hist.) Second lord Campbell, of
the family mentioned under Heraldry, was one of the commissioners for negotiating a truce with king Edward IV, of
England, in 1463, and again in 1471, for settling the treaty
of alliance with king Edward IV, by which James, prince

of Scotland, was affianced to Cecilia, Edward's youngest
daughter.
He was also one of the commissioners sent to
France to renew the treaty with that crown in 1484; and
also one of the commissioners for concluding a pacification
with king Richard III, in the same year. He died in 1493,
after

having

filled

the highest posts under

James

III anil

James IV.
Colin, Third Earl of, was in the special confiof Scotland, whose cause he supported
dence of James
He died in
against the queen-mother and the rebel lords.
1533, holding the office of justice-general of Scotland, and
other offices.
Argyll, Archibald, Fifth Earl of and grandson of the preceding, one of the most powerful and popular leaders of the
Protestants, adhered to the party of the queen-mother in
opposition to the queen Mary ; but when he saw the latter
was hardly dealt with, he supported her interests, and was
constituted her majesty's lieutenant in Scotland ; and in

Argyll,

V

1572 was constituted lord high chancellor, which office he
held until his death in 1575.
Argyll, Colin, Sixth Earl of, was early engaged in the
quarrel with the regent Morton, and advised the king,
James VI, to deprive the latter of the regency, and to take
He was afterwards
the government into his own hands.
appointed Lord High Chancellor of England, which appointment he held until his death, in 1584.
Argyll, Archibald, Seventh Earl of, was sent against the
popish earls of Huntley and Errol, but met with a most
He afterwards entered into the
dreadful defeat in 1594.
service of Philip III of Spain, distinguished himself in the
wars of the Low Countries, and died of the Roman Catholic
persuasion in 1638, at the age of 6'2.
Argyll, Archibald, Eighth Earl of, one of the covenanters,
was engaged on many occasions against the king's forces
but in lfi50 he had the chief hand in bringing over king
Charles II to Scotland, and at the king's coronation at Scone
Notwithstandhe placed the crown on his majesty's head.
ing which he complied with the measures of the usurping
powers, and was returned under Richard Cromwell's protectorate for the county of Aberdeen, went up to London,
and took his seat in the house, where he was generally
He procured, however, no
eyed as a concealed royalist.
favour on that account ; for at the restoration, on going to
congratulate the king, he was forbidden access, and committed to the Tower, and afterwards to the castle of Edinburgh, where he was tried on a charge of high treason,
found guilty, and sentenced to be beheaded. This sentence
was executed upon him in 1660. He is inserted in Walpole's
'
Catalogue of Royal and Noble Authors,' having written
'
Marquis of Argyll, his Instructions to a Son,' to which
Park has added, ' The Marquiss of Argyll's Speech on
Peace, to be sent to his Majestie.'
Archibald, Ninth Earl of,

Argyll,

and son of the preceding.

ARG

ARI

was twice sentenced to die, first on account of the interest
which he took in procuring his father's pardon, when his
sentence was reprieved by the king, and the second time because he refused to take the oaths required of him as a privy
He for
councillor, without a qualification which he put in.
time warded off the execution of his sentence by escaping
from the castle of Edinburgh, where he was confined in
1681, and flying to Holland remained there till the death
of Charles II.
He then joined the expedition of the duke
of Monmouth, on the unsuccessful termination of which he
was taken by some militiamen, near the Clyde, conveyed to
Glasgow, and thence led bare-headed, his hands tied behind
him, to the castle of Edinburgh, where he was at last beheaded agreeably to his second sentence in 1685.
Archibald, Tenth Earl of and First Duke of, on
receiving intelligence of his father's invasion, put himself
into the king's hands, and offered his services against the
invaders.
He was afterwaids very strenuous in support of

Argyll,

river of the

same name, whose waters make lovers forget

the object of their affections.

Argyra

Pasts.

1.

7-

(Geog.) a town of Sicily, the birth-place of Diodo-

rus Siculus.

ARGYRIPA (Geog.)
ARGYROPHILUS

vide Arpi.
{Hist.) or Argyrus, the name of a
family who, according to Zonaras, distinguished itself for
some time at Constantinople.
Argyrophilus, Leo, a brave general in the reign of Michael,
was also the founder of a monastery.
Argyrophilus, Eusiachius, grandson of the preceding, had
the chief command of the troops in the East, and beat the
Saracens in many engagements.
He is said to have died of
poison.

Argy'ROPHILUs, Leo, was

also a

commander

in chief.

Argyrophilus, Romanus, son

king William, and died in 1703, full of honours and dis-

of the preceding, was made
emperor in 1028, and strangled after a reign of four years.
Argyrophilus, Basilius, brother of the preceding, was governor of Samos.

tinction.

Argyrophilus, Marianus,

Argyll, John, Second Duke

was one of the most distinfought under Marlborough
He afterwards had a principal
but on his resuppressing the insurrection of 1715

guished captains of the age,
and shared in his victories.
part in

of,

who

;

turn to political life he joined the ranks of the opposition, in
which he continued until his death in 1743.
Argyll, Archibald, Third Duke of, brother of the preceding, was employed more as a statesman than as a soldier ;
but he took up arms in defence of the reigning family in
1 7 1 5, and was wounded twice at the battle of Sheriff-muir,
where his brother commanded. He afterwards continued at
the head of affairs in Scotland until his death in 176l.
Argyll (Her.) or Argute, Duke of, one of the titles enjoyed

The titles,
by the Campbell family. [Tide CampbelF]
arms, ccc. of this family are as follow
Campbell, duke of Argyll, marquis of Kintyre and
Titles.
Lorn, earl of Argyll, Campbell, and Cowal, viscount
of Lochow and Glenila, lord Campbell, Lorn, Inve:

rary, &c.

Amis. Quarterly, first and fourth gironny of eight pieces
or, and sable, for Campbell second and third argent, a
galley or lvmphad sable, sails furled up, flags and pendant
Beliving, and oars in action for the lordship of Lorn.
hind the shield., a baton and sword, accole saltireways, the
ton gules semee of thistles or, and ensigned with an
imperial crown, and the crest of Scotland, the sword
bilted and pommelled or, being the two badges of the
great master of the household and high justiciary of Scot1

1

land.
Crest.

A

boar's head couped or.

Two lions guardant gules, armed and langued
Stq porters.
azure, standing on a compartment, whereon arc the words
" Vix ea nostra voco."
" Ne obliviscaris."

Du Cangc Tarn. Buz.
doubtless of the above-mentioned family, fled into Italy on the taking of Constantinople
by Mahomet II, and contributed to the revival of Greek
literature in the west.
{Hist.) a family of Bari in Italy, who took an
active part in the revolutions which distracted that country
in the 11th century.
Whether it be a branch of the preand Constantine Porphyrogenetus.

Argyrophilus, John (Biog.)

ARGYRUS

ceding family or not

years.

brother of the preceding, was killed in an
engagement during this war.
Argyrus, son of Argyrus Melon, was delivered up to the
Greeks by the inhabitants of Bari, on their making peace
with them but he was afterwards permitted to return to
his country, where he died in 1034.
Argyrus, another son of Melon, was first engaged against
the Greeks, and afterwards on their side.
Argy'RUS, Isaac (Biog.) a Greek monk and a mathematician
of the 1 1 th century, wrote on geodesy, chronology, and
;

other subjects.
vide
( Hist. )

AIM A

(Mi/th.) 'ApiaSvn, daughter of Minos, king of
Crete, falling in love with Theseus, assisted him to get out
of the labyrinth in which he was shut to be devoured by tlu

She was afterwards married to Theseus, but
Minotaur.
being abandoned by him on the island of Naxos, is said to
have had Bacchus for a lover, and at her death to have been
placed among the constellations, forming a crown of seven
Ovid. Met.

1.

Catuli

fie

Nup.

;

"f

ptttriit

inerlnm,

perfiiie,

ab oris

Propert.

1.

3, el. 17,

addressing Bacchus.

Te quoouttnm rum MM rudem trstatur in
Lyncibns in ccelum vecta Ariadna tuis.

astrii

are

are
Mull.
Kintyre, Cowal, &C.
Inverary is the chief town.
Proper!. 1. 3,
{Myth.) an epithet of Venus.
At/an. L 18, c. 8.
el. 5
(Myth.) a nymph, the mistress of the shepherd
She was changed into a fountain, and he into a
SelimiUIS.

ARGYUA

Pel. et Thet.

SfociiM

Perjide, deserto tiqutiti in litore, Theseu. t

CatulL Carm. 65,

v. (>0.

Aut Ariadneis aurea temporibus
Fixa corona foret.

Tonms.

ARGYNNIS

8.

Won talem Cressa sujwrbum
Callida pufjmreo revocavU Thrsea Jilo,

greatest breadth.

The chief islands attached to this county
May, Jura, Tirey, and Col; the peninsulas

A rria

ARIADNE

(Geog.) or Argyllshire, a county of Scot-

It is bounded on the N. by InverBoundaries and Extent.
nessshire, E. by the counties of Perth and Dumbarton,
and S. and W. by the Atlantic Ocean, by which it is
It is 114 miles long
broken into islands and peninsulas.
from the Mull of Kintyre and Cowal, and 40 miles in its

SfC.

doubtful.
against the Greek emperors, and
lasted with various success for 60

Argyrus, Leo,

land.

Islands,

is

Argyrus, Melon, revolted
commenced a war which

stars.

MottO.

ARGYLLSHIRE

a monk, was deeply engaged in
the intrigues between Stephen, son of Romanus Lecapenes,

in their account of Ariadne, who, according to
herself in despair, and according to others, was
Diana for not preserving her virginity. Homer
designates her by the epithet of ».a\\i7r\nka^os.

Authors vary
some,

hung

killed by

ARI

ARI
Horn.

II.

1.

AaicaXog

Horn. Odyss.

c

Ariarathes VIII, was

18, v. 594.

1.

KaWtTrXoKa^ 'Apidcvrj.
320; Xenoph. Convic. ; Ajmllod.

t)aKTi(Jtv

11, v.

1; Hygin. Fab. 14, &c.

;

1.

3,

Plul. in T/ies. ; Philost. Icon.

Sfc
(Hist.) a daughter of the emperor Leo I, was married to the emperor Zeno, of Isauria, whom she caused to
She afterbe buried alive while he was in a drunken fit.
wards placed Anastasius, surnamed Silentarius, on the

Abiadne

throne, to whom she was married, and died in 515. Evagr.
Hist. Ecclcs. 1. 3 ; Zonae Annul.
ARI/EUS (Hist.) Apioioc, an officer of Artaxerxes, king of
Polycvn.
Persia, who took Tissaphernes by a stratagem.
1.

7, c. 16.

ARIALDUS
century,

(Ecc.) an

archdeacon of Milan in the

was assassinated on account of

11th

his zeal against the

father, before he
Mithridates.

Ariarathes IX,

succeeded his brother by favour of the Cappadocians, but being conquered by Mithridates he was put
to death.

Ariarathes X,

succeeded Ariobarzanes II, in the 174th
Olympiad, A. C. 41, and was dispossessed of his kingdom
bv M. Anthony, after which Cappadocia became a Roman
province.
Polyb. 1. 3, &c. ; Diodor. 1. 18, &c. ; Liv. 1. 38,
&c. ; Strab. 1. 12, &c. ; Justin. 1. 13, &c. ; Tacit. Annal.
1. 2 ;
Dio. 1. 48 ; Appian. in Syriuc. fyc.j Oros. 1. 4, &c.
Ariarathes (Nnmis.) several medals bear on the obverse
effigies of the kings of this name, mentioned under History,
which are ascribed to Ariarathes I or II, as in fig. 1 ; in-

reign.

Ariarathes

from Amvntas, a general and successor of Peridiccas, in the
115th Olympiad, A. C. 317in the 139th Olympiad, A. C.

Ariarathes IV, succeeded
224.

Ariarathes V, son and

successor of the preceding, assisted

Antiochus against the Romans, with whom he afterwards
formed an alliance, and died after a reign of 62 years.
Ariarathes VI, succeeded his father in the 154th Olympiad,
A. C. l6l, and died after a troublesome reign, in which he
was at one time dispossessed of his throne, in the l62d
Olympiad, A. C. 129.
Ariarathes VII, son of the preceding, succeeded his father,
after having escaped the parricidal fury of his mother Laodicea, who, having killed her five other sons, was put to
death by the populace.
He was treacherously murdered by
one Gordius, at the instigation of Mithridates Eupator.

the reverse

BASIAEftS APIAPA90Y;

to

Fig. S.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Ariarathes IV, or by some VIII, as in fig. 2, styled in the
amantis matron} to Ariar-

inscription

MAOMHTOPOS,

athes V, or by some VI, as in

EY2EB0Y2,
;

styled

3,

EIIWAN0Y2,
fig. 4,

styled

Fig. 6.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.

33

fig.

VI, by some IV, as in

to Ariarathes

illustris ;

with the years of his reign, 4, 5, 11, &c. to
VII, as in fig. 5, styled <J>IAOP£iMAIOY ;

to Ariarathes

to Ariarathes

X, or by some IX,

as in fig. 6, styled

EY2E-

BOY 2KAI *IAAAE A*OY.
ARI ARI US (Hist.) ride Aorius.
ARIAS, Emanuel

(Ecc.) was twice president of the council
He was
of Castille, and afterwards archbishop of SeviUe.
created cardinal by Clement XI, in 1713, and died in
1717.
Arias, Alvarez (Biog.) a Jesuit of Seville, rose by Iris merit
to the highest offices in his company, and died in 1643,
leaving many theological works.
ARIBJEUS (Hist.) 'Aptfiaios, a king of Cappadocia, who
Xenoph.
fought under Croesus against Cyrus the Elder.
1.

2,

c. 1.

Arib/eus, a general mentioned by Polyaenus.
1.

III, son of the preceding, recovered Cappadocia

on

scription

Simoniacs and Nicolaites.

Baron. Anna!, ann. 1066.
ARIAMENES (Hist.) vide Artabazanes.
ARIAMIRUS (Hist.) or Miron, succeeded his father Theodomirus as king of the Suevi, in Spain, in 56'9, and died in
581.
Gregor. Tar. de Mirac. 1. 4.
ARIAMNES (Hist.) 'Apiapvnt, king of Cappadocia, succeeded his father in the 104th Olympiad, and was succeeded
by his brother Orophernes.
Ariamnes, a prince of Asiatic Gaul, who feasted his people
Athen. 1. 4, c. 12.
for a whole year.
ARIANITES (Hist.) an iRustrious family of Constantinople
11th
century.
in the
Arianites, David, distinguished himself in the army of the
emperor Basilius in 1010.
Arianites, Constantin, was killed in 1050.
Arianites, Thopia Golemus, lord of Albania, obtained many
advantages over the grand seignior Mahomet II.
Arianites, Constantin II, son of the preceding, lost during
Ms minority what his father had gained from the grand
seignior; but entered into the service first of Charles VII,
of France, and afterwards of Maximilian the emperor.
Arianites, Commenes, took the title of prince of Macedonia.
He served in the army of the Church, and was killed in
1551. Du Cange Famil. Byzant.
ARIANO (Gcog.) an episcopal town of Naples, called by the
Latin writers Arianum.
ARIARATHES (Hist.) the name of several kings of Cappadocia, in Asia Minor.
Ariarathes I, son of Ariamnes, succeeded his father in the
104th Olympiad, A. C. 362, accompanied Darius in his expedition into Egypt, where he acquired much glory.
Ariarathes II, son of the preceding, succeeded his uncle
Orophernes or Holophernes, in the 112th Olympiad, A. C.
330, but being beaten in two engagements, and at length
taken prisoner by Perdiceas, the Macedonian general, he
was crucified by order of the latter in the eighth year of his

was

scarcely seated on the throne of his
treacherously assassinated by the same

7,

c.

Poly<cn. Strut.

29.

ARIBERT (Hist.) vide
ARIBON (Ecc.) bishop

Ariperl.

of Freysingen,

in Bavaria,

in

the

11th century; was also abbot of the monastery of Shlecdorf,
and consecrated many churches.
Aribon, nineteenth archbishop of Mentz, in the reign of the
emperor Henry II, presided at many councils, and wrote
many works of piety. Sigebert. de Script. Eccles.
ARICIA (Myth.) an Athenian princess, and wife of Hippolytus, after he had been raised from the dead by -AEsculapius.
Virg. JEn.

1.

7

;

Ovid. Met.

1.

15.

Aricia (Geog.) a town of Latium, now Riccia, which is
said to have been built by Hippolytus, and called after his
It was situated in the Appian way, about 160
wife Aricia.
miles from Rome.
Horat.

1.

1, sat. 4.

Egressiun

magna me

Hospitiu modico.

execpit Aricia

Bomd

;

ARI

ARI

Theseus built a temple in a grove of Aricia, whence

it

was

pelled to surrender, scourged and crucified with his relations.
Q. Curt. 1. 7, c. 11.

called nenioralix.

Ovid. Fast.

Luc.

It
.1

was

Ptuiii Mycenae quantum taerata Diana:
Distat ab exceha ncniorulis Aricia Roruu.

Luc.

also celebrated for

13, ep.

1.

its

leeks.

1.

was built by the consuls Scmpronius and Appius Clauand being destroyed by the Liburni, was rebuilt by
the emperor Diocletian, after which time it fell into the
hands of the Goths and other masters, and became at length
an episcopal town under the present name of Rimini. Poli/b.
1.3; Cic. ad Fam. in Par. 1. 16, ep. 12, &c. Cms. it
It

neighbourhood, whither beggars used

ep. 19.

2,

231.

dius,

to resort

Mart.

v.

1,

Vicimtmque viinax invadit Arimimtm, ut igacs

pracipum vemoralis Aricia poms.

for the hill in its

1.

Soles luciJ'erofvgiel'uHt ustru relicto.

1!).

ill if lit

And

{Geog.) an ancient city of Italy, near to the
on the borders of Gaul, which was the first
place occupied by Ca?sar, and gave rise to the civil wars.

river Rubicon,

6.

1.

In rl.

ARIMIXUM

6.

1.

1 nipice quos habcat nemoralis Aricia Fafftt.

;

Debet Aricino omnia naanberi clivo
Quern tuaftticcm, Zoik, ctcnafucit.

1. 2 ;
Strab. 1. 5 ; Veil. Pater. 1. 1 ; Mela, 1. 2,
4 ; P/iu. 1. 3, c. 13 ; Pint, in Cces. Tacit. Hist. 1. 3, c. 4
Appiaa. ie Bell. Civ. 1. 4 Flor. 1. 4 ; Eutrop. 1. 2 ; Zosim.

Bell. Civ.
c.

J in

en. Sal. 4,

v.

116.

;

Cants adulator, dirusque a pome
Digitus Arieinoi

dpoliod. 1. 3,
St rah. 1. 5;
c.

c.

ijui

satelles

1.

mendicaret ad axes.

20; Dionys. 1. 6; Cic. rid Attic. 1. 6, ep.
Sylv. Carm. 1; Lactant. Firm. 1.

Stat.

1

;

1,

ARICIXUM Nanus

{Geog.) a grove in the neighbourhood of
where Theseus built a temple to Diana. £Vide

ARICIXUS

Lacus (Geog-)

a lake near to Aricia,

now Logo

Xcmi.

ARICOXL'M

{Geog.) a town of the Silures, in Britain, on
the ruins of which the town of Hereford is said to have
been built.
ARID/EUS {Hist.) 'Aptcaioe, an officer under Cyrus the
Younger, who reconciled himself to Artaxcrxes by betrayXenopk. Anahas. ; Diodon.
ing the Greeks on their return.
1.

illegitimate son of Philip, who was made king
of Macedonia after Alexander, but put to death at length,
Diodor. 1. 19;
with his wife Eurydice, by Olympias.

Aridsus, an

Justin.

catholic

6.

{Hist.) a consul in 372,

who

favoured the

faith in opposition to his colleague Modestus,

who

ARIOALD

{Hist.) a king of the Lombards, who reigned in
the place of the lawful successor Adelvala in 626, and died
after a reign of 12 years.
Paul. Diacon. de Rcb. gest. Lombard. 1. 4, &c.
{Hist.) WpwfiapZavins, the name of several
princes and distinguished persons.

ARIOBARZAXES

Kings of Pontus.

Ariobarzanes

14.

ARIDAI

1.

ARINTHEUS

favoured the Arians.

A ricia~]
di

{Geog.) a river of Italy, now Marecchia,
near which stood the town Ariminum.
ARISES {Myth.) an ally of Aetes, who was slain. Pat
Flacc.

17-

Aricia,

5.

ARI MINUS Amnis

9,

1.

c

8, Sec.

{Bibl.)

brethren,

TIB,

ninth son of

was hanged on a

ARIDATHA

gibbet.

Haman, who, with

his

F.slh. ix. 9-

{Bibl) Kni'iN, sixth son of Haman.

Esth.

a satrap of Phrygia, succeeded Mithridates I,
on the throne of Pontus, by favour of Artaxerxes, against
whom he afterwards revolted, and joined the Lacedivmonians.
He was killed after a reign of 26 years by his son
Mithridates II, in the 110th Olvmpiad, A. C. 331 years.
Polyb. 1. 3; Diodor. 1. 17Ariobarzanes II, succeeded his father Mithridates in the
128th Olympiad, A. C. 266. Diodor. 1. 20.
I,

ix. 9-

(Eiog.) a learned woman, who wrote a history
Clem. Alcxand. Strom. 1. 4.
of Dionysius the Tyrant.
{Biog.) vide Haregonde.
AR1GONI, Pom pry (/•>(.) archbishop of Benevento, was
born in 1552, created a cardinal in 1596, and died in I6l6.
ABIGONI, James, bishop, first of Lodi, and afterwards of

ARIGNOTE

ARIGONDE

Trieste, assisted at several councils, particularly that at ConStance in 1414, which passed sentence on John Huss and

Jerome of Prague. He died in 1485, after having risen
by his merit to the dignities which he possessed.
ARIMA (Gcog.) a town and kingdom of Japan, which em-

Kings of Cappadocia.

Ariobarzanes

was

elected king of Cappadocia, A. C. 91,
and being driven from his kingdom by Mithridates. was
Pompey, whose cause he espoused at the battle of
I,

restored by

He

Pharsalia.
Cic.
1.

ad Famil.

afterwards abdicated in favour of his son.
15, ep. 2, &c. ; Vol Max. 1. 5, c. 7 ; Justin.

1.

38.

Ariobarzanes
killed

son and successor of the preceding, was
Dion. 1. 47-

II,

by order of Cassius, A. C. 42.

Other Princes and distinguished Persons.

braced Christianity.

{Myth.) one of the three sovereigns to whom
the Persians ascribed the government of the world, the other
two being called Oromazcs and Mithra. Zuroast. apud Pint,

ARIMANES

AUIMASPUS {Geog.) 'ApifMtnrbs, a river of Scythia with
golden sands, the banks of which were inhabited by a pcoHam. 1. :;,
having but one eye in their forehead.
pli
1 Hi,
c.
&c.j Strab. I 11, &c. ; 1'liit. 1. 7; Luc. 1.

.'{,

v.

1.

17; Quint. Curl.

280, &C.

TadL

Annul.

1.

2.

Ariobarzanes {Xinnis.) medals
this name are extant, hearing,on the obverse, the hes ds,
and 2 on the
as in figs.
reverse, for the

Epitaph.

•DIAOPSIMAIOY

{Bibl.)

'

I'uiil.

{Hiti.) a prince of Sogdiatia, who, having oba rook against the assaults of Alexander,

1

ilAEUS
second.

;

first,

AI'K IB A

l.>

whom

sometimes

B A-

APIOBAPZAN

SEBOYI,

stinately defended

he treated with contempt, was, on his being com-

in the
died after a reign of seven years.

reign of Augustus, and

Apt umBom, or Ramatha, a city from
which Joseph tin' counsellor came, which Sb Jemn places
between Joppa and Lydda. Luke xxiii. 50 ; S. Ilieron. hi

ARIMAZES

\c

4.

1.

Ariobarzanes, was appointed king of the Armenians

in Isitl. rl Osir.

A KIM AT HE A

Ariobarzanes, a general under Darius, repulsed Alexander,
and was afterwards killed in an attack on Persepolis. Dioil.

to

added

;

for

I'/

the

\Ni

which

)Y
is

<1>IAA-

of the kings of Cappadocia of

!

;

;

ARI

ARI
AEA40Y.

Pembroch. Mia. pt. ii. ; Spank. Dissert, vol. i.
Beg. Thcs. Brand, p. 12.
p. 475
ARIOBINDA {Hist.) one of the generals of Anastasius, who
suffered a severe defeat from the Persians. Marcellin. Chron.;
Procop. de Bell. Persic. 1. 1.
ARIOCH (Bibl.) -|V1N, a king of Ellasar, who was in league
with Chedorlaomer in the war against the kings of Sodom
and Gomorrrha. Gen. xiv. 1, &c.
Ariocii, a general in the army of Nebuchadnezzar. Dan. ii. 15.
ARIOMANDES (Hist.) 'ApiofiAvCtis, a son of Gobryas, and
Pint, in
a general of the Athenians against the Barbarians.
Cim.
;

ARIOMARDUS

(Hist.) 'Aptopaptios, a son of Darius, who
Herod. 1. 7. c. 78.
attended Xerxes into Greece.
(Hist.) or Ariomedes, vide Arimazes.
ARION (Myth.) 'Apiiav, a famous lyric poet and musician of
Mithymna, in the island of Lesbos, being on board a vessel
in his way from Corinth to Lesbos, the sailors conspired to
kill him for the sake of his riches, but he leaped into the
sea, and was taken up by a dolphin, who was attracted
round the vessel by his music, and carried him safe back to
Tasnarus, whence he hastened to the court of Periander,
tyrant of Corinth, his patron, who ordered all the sailors to

ARIOMAZES

Virg. Eel. 8, v. 56.

Ovid. Fast.

I.

in sylvis, inter delphinas

1.

2.

8, epig. 51.
Sic

Methymnao

Languida iwn

Proper!

'..

1.

gavisus Arioue delphin

taciturn perfreta vexit onus.

2, el. 18, v. 17Sed tihi suhsidio deiphimtm currere vidi,
Qitiputo Arioniam vexerut ante tyram.

Herod. 1. 1, c. 23, &c. ; Hygin. Fab. c. 94; Plin. 1. 9, c. 8 ;
Ant. GelL 1. 16, c. 19 ; Mian, de Nat. Anim. 1. 12, c. 45, &c.
Plut. in Sympos. ; Eustath. in Od. 1. 3.
Akion, the name of a horse, which Neptune had by Ceres.
Adrastus having received this horse as a present from HerApollodor. 1. 3,
cules won the prize at the Nemean games.
c. 9 ; Propert. 1. 2, el. 23, v. 37 ; Pans. 1. 8, c. 25 ; Stat.
The/,.

1.

defeated by

(Hist.) vide Arioaldus.
(Hist.) a powerful king of the Gauls, was
with great slaughter, near Basle, in

Caesar,

Ca-s. de Bell. Gall. 1. 1
Switzerland, U. C. 696, A. C. 59Tac. Hist. 1. 4 ; Plut. in Cms. ; Dio. 1. 38 ; Frontin. 1. 2, &c.
king of the Lombards,
Aribert,
or
ARIPERTUS I (Hist.)
son of Guadebaldus, succeeded Rodoaldus in 657, and died
Paul. Diacon. de Reb.
after a reign of five or six years.

6 ; Sigon. de Regit. Ital. I. 2.
Garibert, succeeded in 702 his father Ragumbertus, duke of Turin, who had usurped the crown, and
died in 712, leaving the throne to the legitimate successor
Gcsl. Longobard.

Aripertus

1.

II, or

Paul. Diacon. 1. 6 ; Beda, Sfc. in Chron.
(Biog.) an obscure fellow, mentioned by
Aristoph. in Eqttit.
Aristophanes.
ARIPHION (Hist.) son of Pericles IX, began his government as perpetual archon, A. M. 3191, A. C. 844, and held
Euseb. in Chron.
this dignitv about 30 years.

Zuitprand.

ARIPHIADES

(Bibl.) seventh son of Haman, who was hanged with
Esih. ix. 9.
the rest of his family.
ARISBA (Myth.) "Apiafli), Priam's first wife, who was di-

ARISAI

4.

ARIOSTA, Lippa

(Hist.) wife of Obizzon, marquis of Est
and Ferrara, was left at his death in 1352 to administer the
government during the minority of her children, which trust

she executed with great prudence.
Ludouico (Biug.) a well

ARIOSTO,

Italy,

was

born in 1657, of a distinguished family, and died in 1743.
Among his printed works are, 1. 'La Tirannide Soggiogata,' 4to. Cremona, 1677 ; an Oratorio for St. Anthony of
Padua, &c. 2. ' Cremona Litterata seu in Cremonenses,
Doctrina et Literariis Dignitatibus Eminentiores, Chronologies Annotationes,' 3 vols. fol. ; the first and second vo-

Avion.

Indefide majaa, tergo Delphina recurvo
Se memoranl oneri supposuisse now.

Mart.

ARIOVALDUS
ARIOVISTUS

vorced from him that he might marry Hecuba.
ARISI, Francis (Biog.) a lawyer of Cremona, in

be crucified on their return.
Orpheus

were struck in honour of Ariosto, from one of which his
effigy has been taken as in Plate XXVII.
dais

lumes at Parma, 1702 and 1705; the third at Cremona,
1741. 3. ' Senatorum Mediolanensium ex Collegio Judicum
Cremona; ab ipso erecto,' &c. fol. Cremon. 1705. 4. ' Rime
per le Vacre Stimate del Santo Patriarca Francesco,' &c. 4to.
Cremona, 1713.

ARISSA

(Hist.) the wife of Japheth, according to a tradition

Euseb. in Chron.

in the East.

ARISTACRIDAS

(Hist.) 'ApitaKplSas, a Spartan general of

who, hearing some one lament the fate of the
when defeated by Alexander the Great,

signal valour,

Lacedsemonians,

" What can the conqueror prevent the Lacedaemonians from dying like men in defence of their country?"
Plut. in Apoph.
cried out,

!

ARISTjENETUS

(Hist.) a consul in the reign of Honorius,

A. D. 404.

Aristvenetus (Biog.) a Greek

known

Italian

poet,

was born in 1474, and died in 1533. He was descended
from a good family, his father being governor of Rheggio
at the time of his birth ; but is still more distinguished
for his poetical talent, which procured him not only the
patronage of princes during his life, but also the highest
He reckoned, among
place in the rank of poets of any age.
his patrons, the emperor Charles V ; pope Leo X ; Alphonso,
duke of Ferrara, (in whose service he died) and others. His
Orlando Furioso,' which is
fame, as a poet, is built on his
said to have gone through eighty editions, and to have been
The Engtranslated into most of the European languages.
lish public were made acquainted with it through the versions of Sir John Harrington and Mr. Hoggins, which have
been superseded by that of Mr. Hoole, which was completed
in 1783 in 5 vols. 8vo.
The most esteemed editions of the
Orlando are that printed at Venice, fol. 1584, with Ruscelli's notes,
and engravings by Parro ; that of Molini,
4 vols. 8vo. 1772 ; that of Pankouke's, 10 vols. 12mo. Paris,
1787; that by Mr. Isola, 4 vols. 8vo. London, 1789- Besides this poem, Ariosto wrote some comedies
as the ' Cassaria,' ' Suppositi,' ' La Lena,'
and • II Negromante,' in
prose and verse ; and the ' Scolastici,' in verse.
Two mevol. 1.
•

;

writer,

who

is

said

to

have

lived in the fourth century ; but of whom nothing is known,
except from a work consisting of amatory epistles, which
The best editions of AristfEnetus
passes under his name.

are those of

8vo.

Zwoll.

Paw, 12mo.

called, translated,

Ultraj. 1736-7;
facetious

Tom

The

1749.

or rather imitated some

and of Abresch,
Brown, as he is
pieces of AristiE-

Sheridan
poetic beauty as fidelity.
and Halhed also attempted to translate the first part of the
public.
of
the
epistles, but did not succeed to the satisfaction
netus, but with as

little

ARISTiEUS

(Myth.)
Cyrene, who

'Apimioe,

a son of Apollo, and the

said to have learnt hunting, the cultivation of the olive, the management of bees, &c. from the

nymph

is

nymphs, all which he communicated afterwards
of mankind.
Ajjollon.

1.

4, v.

1132.

tic pa piXtaaeuiv
"Epya, TroXvicp^Toco T dvtvparo irlap Aai'rjc.

KBprj Api=raioio piXlfpovog,

Appian. Cyneg. 1- 4.
Mvpta S' dfpavXuiv
Ovid. Fast.

1.

(jiotuv iCiSdiaro

$aruv.

1.

Flebat Aristicus, quod apes

cum

stirpe necotas

Yiderat inceptos destiluissefuvos.

to the rest

;;

ARI

ARI
Apollodor.

1.

3

Diodor.

;

1.

4

;

Cic. de Nat. Deor.

Georg. 1. 4; Hygin. Fab. 161, &e. ; Polymn.
13 ; Schol. in Apd. ; Sen. in Virg.

1.

1.

1

Virg.
Justin.

;
;

Ovid. Pont.

Magnus

(Hist.) vide Aristcvs.
(Biog.) vide Aristcas.

ARISTAGORAS

(Hist.) son of Malpagoras, and son-in-law
of Hystieus, tyrant of Miletus, was killed in his endeavours
to release the Greeks from their subjection to the Persians in

the 69th Olympiad, A. C. 502.
Herod. 1. 5, c. 30, &c.
Polya-n. 1. 1, c. 24.
Aristagoras, son of Heraclides, and a tyrant of Cuma, was
expelled at the instigation of Aristagoras the Milesian.

Herod.

1.

5.

Aristagoras, a prince of Cyzicus, was on the
tiades.

Herod.

1.

side of Mil-

4.

Aristagoras, the father of Hegistratus, who fought
Herod.

cale against the Persians.

1.

9>

c.

at

My-

90.

Aristagoras (Biog.) son of the grammarian

Aristarchus.

QVide Aristarchus]
Aristagoras, a Greek

historian in the reign of Ptolemy
Philadelphus, who wrote a History of Egypt.
He is supposed to be the same as the Aristagoras mentioned by
Diogenes Laertes. Plin. 1. 36, c. 12; Diog. Laert. in Fit.
Chil.

ARISTANDER (Bios-) a celebrated soothsayer much esteemed
by Alexander.

Plin.

1.

17,

c.

25

;

Q. Curt.

1.

1,

&c.; Plut.

in Alex.

ARISTANDROS
c.

(BioS .) a statuary of Sparta.

Pans.

1.

3,

18.

ARISTARCHE

'Aperdpxi. a matron of Ephcsus,
who sailed by order of Diana into Massilia with the PhceStrati. 1. 4.
cians, where she was made priestess.
(Bibl.) 'Aperripxoc, a native of Thessalonica, was a disciple and companion of St. Paul, whom he
attended in his travels into Greece and Asia, and afterwards
Ado and the Roman martyrology call him bishop
to Rome.
of Thessalonica ; but, according to the Greeks, he was bishop
of Apamea, and was beheaded under Nero.
Acts xix. 29
Col. iv. &c.
Aristarchus (Hist.) an Athenian, who, favouring an oligarchy, fled from Athens, and delivered jEnoe to the BfleoThucyd. 1. 8, c. 98.
tians.
Aristarchus, a chief man of Ambracia, at whose persuasion
the inhabitants expelled the garrison of Philip, king of
Macedon, and took the government on themselves. Diodor.

(Myth.)

ARISTARCHUS

1.

17-

Aristarchus

(Biog.) a tragic poet of Tegea in the 82d
Olympiad, A. C. 452, wrote about 70 tragedies, two of
which were rewarded witli the prize, and one called Achilles
was translated by Ennius into Latin verse. Euscb. in Ckron.;
Gyraltl. de Poet'. Hist.

1.

7,

a

'

I

Vitrtw. de Architect.

1.

1

;

Plut.

tie /'ac. in

Orli. Li/n.

Ahistaik ill's, a grammarian of Samotlirace, in the 158th
Olympiad^ A.C. 148. He wrote commentaries on Homer,
in which he rejected all verses as spurious of which he disHorace and Ovid distinguished him for the
approved.
rigour of his criticism.
Arguet amlngu dictum, mutauda
in! Anslarcliul.

nolal'il,

tantb magis ardua, quaiito

A

'

Pentat.

Aristeas

(Biog.) a poet of Proconnesus, who lived about the
time of Cyrus and Croesus, of whom some verses are quoted
by Longinus. It is fabled of this poet that he appeared
seven years after his death to his countrymen, and 540 vears
after to the people of Metapontum, in Italy, and ordered]
them to raise a statue to him near the temple of Apollo.
Herod. 1. 4, c. 13; Strab. 1. 14; Mar. Tyr. 1. 82 Suidas.
Aristeas, a mathematician, surnamed the Elder by Pappus,
is said by him to have been intimate with Euclid.
Pupp.
;

Math.

Coll. Pref. in

ARISTEUS

1.

7.

of Pelliees, a Corinagainst the Corcyreans, in the early part of the Peloponnesian war. Thucyd.
\.

1

,

(Hist.)

was sent

thian,

'Aptstvs, the son

as a

commander of a

fleet

29.

c.

AiiisiKus a Corinthian, and son of Adamantus, being sent
by the Lacedemonians with others on a mission into Thrace
and Asia, in order to draw away the allies of the Athenians from their alliance, was treacherously delivered into
the hands of the latter, and put to death.
Herod. 1. 7,
c.

l."7

Tliucyd.

;

a

Aristeis

2, e. 67.

1.

native of

against Pvrrhus.

who

Argos,

Polya-n.

1.

8, c.

stirred

up the

citizens

68.

(Bios.) a sophist in the time of Antoninus.

ARISTHENES

(Myth.) a shepherd who found iEsculapius
in the woods by his mother Coronis.
(Bios-) an historian of Arcadia.
Dioni/s. Hal.

when he was exposed

ARISTHUS
1.

1.

ARISTIDES

(Hist.) 'ApttttSjjC, the son of Lysimnchus. was
Just, from his equity and prudence.
Me was
coteinporarv and opponent of Themistocles, through

surnamed the
the

whose intrigues he was banished from Athens for ten
recalled six years after.
He was

A.C. 484, but was

years,
at

the

battle of Salamis appointed commander-in-chief with I'ausanias against Mardonius, who was defeated at Plata, and

died so poor that the expenses of his funeral were defrayed

by the
1.'

Hoi: ad Pison.

est

Aristarcho majuT Hoiutrui erat.

Falling into a dropsy, he starved himself to death in the 72d
year of his age, leaving two sons named Aristarchus, and
Aristagoras, who were both fools.
Aristarchus the elder
was sold for a slave, but liberated by the Athenians out of
respect to the father.
Cic. ad Famil 1. 3, ep. II; Quintil.
1. 10, c. 1 ; Suidas:
Aristarchus, physician to Berenice, wife to Antiochus, surnamed Theos. Polymn. 1. 8, c. 29.
Aristarchus, a chronographer, who wrote an historical letter
on the city of Athens, and what the apostles did there,
which is supposed to be a fictitious work.
ARISTAZANES (Hist.) a noble Persian, who was in favour
with Artaxerxes Ochus. Diod. 1. 16.
ARISTEAS (Hist.) 'A^Wi/c, or Aristceus, a prefect or officer
under Ptolemy Philadelphus, of Jewish extraction, who was
sent, as is reported, by the king to the high priest Eleazer,
to demand some learned men to translate the Bible, upon
which Eleazer sent him 72 persons, whose version is known
by the name of the Scptuagint.
work entitled Historia
de S. Scripture Interpretibus,' containing a historv of this
translation, is ascribed by some to this Aristeas, but this has
been a matter of considerable dispute among the learned.
This history was first published in the Bible printed at
Rome, fol. 2 vols. 1471 ; and again at Oxford, 8vo. 1692.
Joseph. 1. 12, c. 2 ; Tcrlullian. in Apol. c. 12 ; Euseb. 1'ra-p.
Evang. 1. 9 ; Epiphan. de Pond. ; Hicron. Prwf. in

Ahistkus,

&C.

Greek philosopher of Samos, maintained the
doctrine of Pythagoras, which is the favourite notion of mothat
the earth moves round the sun. Of his works
dern times,
there is extant a Treatise on the Magnitude and Distance of
the Sun and Moon; a Latin translation of which* with
Pappus' Explanations, was first published by Commandine,
4to. Pisaur. 1572; afterwards by Dr. Wallis, in Greek,
with Commandine's Version, 8vo. Oxon. [688. A work entitled
De Systcmatc Mundi,' which appeared in (ill under
the name of Aristarchus, was the Action of Roberval.

Aristarchus,

3, ep. 9, v. 24.

Corrigere at res

1.

Aristsus
AnisT^us

1.

1, c.

state.

90, &c.

;

Herod. 1.
C. Sep.

8,
,1

c.

7,9,

I'/iil.

in

Sec,

1.

9,

&c.

;

Thucyd.

1,1.

Auihtidks, a son of Aivhippus, was one of the Athenian
commanders sent with a licet to obtain contributions from
Thucyd. 1. 4, c. 50.
their allies.

ARI

ARI

Aristides, a man, who, according to Polyeenus, saved Caulonia
by a stratagem. Poli/an. Strat. 1. 6, c. 40.
Aristides (Biog.) a painter of Thebes, in the age of Alexander, whose skill was displayed in representing the passions.
He was eotemporary with Apelles.
Aristides, an historian of Miletus, quoted bv Plutarch.

took possession of the throne of his elder brother Hercanus,
who being defeated retired into privacy. Aristobulus was
not, however, allowed to enjoy his kingdom long, for being
defeated by Pompey he was sent prisoner to Rome, and afterwards, on being liberated by Caesar, he was poisoned by some
of Pompey's party, A. C. 80.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 13.
Aristobulus, the son of Alexander, the son and successor of
Aristobulus II, was raised to the priesthood by Herod the
Great, but the latter afterwards conceiving a jealousy against
him, he was drowned by his order while bathing, within
the first year of his priesthood.
Joseph. 1. 15.
Aristobulus, son of Herod the Great, by Mariamne, shared
the fortunes and fate of his brother Alexander.
[Vide

P/ul. in Parallel.

Aristides, an Athlete, whose statue was seen at Olympia, in
the age of the Antonines, from which was learnt that he
had been a victor in the Olympian, Nemean, and Pythian
Pans. 1. 6, c. 16.
games.
Aristides, a christian philosopher of the second century,
who presented an excellent apology for the Christians to
the emperor Adrian ; which, according to St. Jerome, was

Alexander^

Euseb. in C/iron. ; S. Hieron. de Script.
Baron, in Anna!. ; Du. Pin. Biblivl/i. des

Aristobulus, son of Herod, king of Chalcis, received from
Nero the kingdom of Armenia Minor. Joseph. Antiq.

Abistides, a Greek orator, who by his eloquence procured
from the emperor M. Aurelius the rebuilding of Smyrna
after it had been destroyed by an earthquake.
His works
consist of hymns in honour of the gods, Sec. ; the best
editions of which are that of Canterus, 3 vols. 12mo. Steph.
1604; and that of Jebb, 2 vols. 4to, Oxon. 1722.
Aristides, a man of Locris, who died bi the bite of a weasel.
Mtian. Var. Hist. 1. 14.
ARISTILLUS (Biog.) an astronomer, who about 300 A. C.
attempted to determine the place of the different stars in
the heavens, and to trace the course of the planets.
Ptol.
Almag. 1. 7, c. 3, &c.
ARISTION (Hist.) 'ApiriW, a sophist of Athens, who by
the help of Mithridates seized the government of his country,
and, when expelled bv Svlla, destroyed himself bv poison.

Aristobulus, a consul and prefect of Rome, in the reign of
Carinus, who was probably prefect of Rome again in 393.

extant in his time.
Eccles.

5

1.

;

1.20.

Auteurs.

r

Liv.

1.

8,

&c;

Pausa'n. 1.1.

(Hist.) 'Apfennrec, tyrant of Argos, was defeated and killed by Aratus, A. C. 242.
Pint, in Aral.
Aristippus (Biog.) of Cyrene, surnamed the Elder, was a
disciple of Socrates, and the founder of a new sect of philosophers called the Cyrenaie sect.
He was the flatterer of

Horal.

and
1.

1,

)et

Aristippus.

Si sciret regibus uti,

Diogenes Laertes, in his

me

notat.

life

many

sayings of his. [Vide Plate XX]
Aristippus, grandson of the preceding, and surnamed the

Younger, was a
de Fin.

1.

warm

defender of his opinions, making the

and

pain.

Cic.

afterwards a proconsid, to whom Cicero addressed
one of his epistles.
Ca:s. Comment. 1. 7, c 42 ; Cic. ad

who was
Fam.

1.

Amat.

who

Thuci/d.

1.

5,

c.

72.

a peripatetic philosopher, who wrote on
philosophy, rhetoric, and morals.
Aristocles, the name also of a grammarian of Rhodes ; a
Voss. de Hist.
stoic of Lampsacus,
an historian, &c.

Aristocles (Biog.)

Grata

1.

3.

ARISTOCLIDES

2, c. 6.

Aristippus, an historian of Arcadia.
Diog. in lit. Aristip.
Aristippus, a painter mentioned by Pliny. Plin. 1. 35, c. 4.
ARISTIUS, Marcus (Hist.) a military tribune under Caesar,

ARISTO

Pint, in

(Hist.) 'ApiTwrXije, a prince of Tegea,

pacity as a general.

of this philosopher, quotes

principles of all things to consist in pleasure

themselves at her death.

was slain by a stratagem. Polucen.
Aristocles, brother of Plistoanax, king of the Lacedaemonians, was banished from Sparta for remissness in his ca-

epist. 17-

Si pranderet olus patieiiter, regibus uti

A

Aristobulus, a Jew of the race of the priests, a philosopher, and preceptor of Ptolemy Philometer, is supposed
by some to have been one of the seventy, and to have written comments on the books of Moses, dedicated to that
prince
but others suppose them to be different persons.
2 Maccab. i. 10; Euseb. Hist. Eccles. 1. 3, c. 9; Clemens.
Akxand. 1. 1.
ARISTOCLEA (Biog.) 'ApiTtkXeia, a beautiful woman,
whose two rival lovers, Callisthenes and Strato, destroyed

ARISTOCLES

a great voluptuary.

Fustidirtt olus, qui

historian, who accompanied Alexander the Great in his expeditions ; wrote an account
of this prince, from which Arrian drew Iris materials. Strab.
1. 15 ; Pint, in Alex.;
At hen. 1. 2.
Aristobulus, called by Plutarch Agathobitlns, a brother of
Epicurus, and a distinguished philosopher, lived about the
120th Olympiad, A.C. 300. Pint, de Amor. Frat. 1. 10;
Diog. Laert. in Epictet.

;

ARISTIPPUS

princes,

Idat. in Ckroru

Aristobulus, a Greek

(Hist.) a tyrant of Orchomenus, who, because he could not win the affections of Stymphalis, killed
her and her father, and was in consequence put to death in
Hieron. cont. Jocian.
the revolt of the Arcadians.
(Hist.) 'Api^okparnc, the name of several
princes and distinguished persons.

ARISTOCRATES

13.

(Hist.) ride Ariston.

ARISTOBULUS

Kings of Arcadia.

'Api-o^Xoc, of whom St. Paul Aristocrates I, succeeded his father iEchmis, and was stoned
speaks, is said by the modern Greeks to have been one of
to death by his rebellious subjects, for offering violence to a
the seventy disciples who was sent into Britain, where he
Pans. 1. 8.
priestess of Diana.
made many converts. They keep his festival March 13, Aristocrates II, grandson of the preceding, and last king of
K', and again October 31.
Rom. xvi. 10.
Arcadia, was assassinated for his treachery during the MesAristobulus (Hist.) a name common to several priests and
Pans. 1. 8.
senian war.
kings of Judaea.
Aristocrates, an Athenian general, who was put to death
Aristobulus I, surnamed Philcllenus, eldest son of John
for losing the battle of Arginusse. Schol. in Aristoph. Ran.
Hircanus, succeeded his father as high priest, A. C. 104, to Aristocrates, an Athenian, who was sent to the assistance
which he added the royal dignity. He died in the first
Diod. 1. 15; Polycen.
of the Corcvrians with 25 gallies.
year of his reign, after having caused by a fatal accident
1. 5.
the death of his brother Antisronus.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 13, Aristocrates, a son of Scellius, who wanted to overturn the
c. IS.
Thncyd. 1. 8 ; Schol. in
popular government of Athens.
Aristobulus II, the younger son of Alexander Jannaeus,
Aristoph.
2 E 2

•

(Bibl.)

;

ARI
Aristocrates (Biog.) an

ARI
and son of Hipparchus.

historian,

Phil, in Sijl.

ARISTOCREON
1.

5,

(Bio«.)

a writer on

geography.

Plin.

&c

AIUSTOCRITUS

Plin.
{Biog.) an historian of Miletus.
1. 8, &c. ;
Schol in ApoUon. I. 2.
Aristocritus, a slave mentioned by Cicero. Cic. ad Fam.
1.

14, ep. 3.

ARISTODAMA

Apirocaun, the mother of Aratus,
Pans, in Corinth.
ARISTODEMUS (Mi/lh.) 'Aai*6b)poc, one of the Heraclidae, who reigned over Peloponnesus, A. M. 2906, A. C.
1129, and left his kingdom to his two twins Proclus and
Eurysthenes. Herod. 1. 4, c 52 ; Apollod. 1. 2, c. 37 ; Pans.
(Hist.)

'

governor of Sicyon.

(Hist.) a king of Messenia, who died after
a six years' reign of great military glory, A. C. 724. Pans.

in

son of Aristocrates II, king of Arcadia, was

1,

some

assassinated by

Aristodemus II,
his own subjects

Pint, in

conspirators.

I'irt.

Punsan.

the Lacedemonians.

in

Lacon.

with the reproaches of his countrymen, that he sacrificed
himself at the battle of Plataea.
Herod. 1. 7.

Aristodemus (Biog.) an historian of Nyssa. Slrab. 1. 14.
Aristodemus, a grammarian of Nyssa, and preceptor to the
children of Pompey the Great.
Slrab. 1. 14.
Aristodemus of Alexandria, wrote Commentaries on Pindar.
1.

10.

Aristodemus, an

historian.
Varro de Ling. Lat. 1. 9 ; Tcr46, &c.
(Biog.) 'ApisdSusae, a son of Heraclides of
Cuma, in the time of Cyrus, disputed the answer which
was given by the oracle of Apollo. Herod. 1.1, c. 158.

de Aniin.

c.

ARISTODICUS
Aiustodicus,

a native of Tenagra?, was instrumental in the
death of Ephialtes, a leader of the people in the time of
Pericles.

ARISTOGENES

(Biog.) a slave to the philosopher Chryto Antigonus I, king of

was afterwards a physician

sippus,

Macedonia. Suidas ; Voss. de Phil. c. 11.
(Hist) 'Apymydmv, an Athenian, who,
with the assistance of his friend Harmodias, killed Hipparchus, the son of Pisistratus, and thus put an end to the monarchy of Athens ; for which deed the Athenians erected
Btatues in honour of him and his friend. Herod. 1. 5, c. 56 ;
Pint, de dec. Oral, <yc.
Tkttcyd. 1. (i, c. 22
AHI8TOBITON (Biog.) an orator, surnamed Canix, for his
Suidax.
impudence.
ARISTOLAUS (Hist.) a tribune under the emperor Theodiisiiis the Younger, who was distinguished for piety and
talent. He brought about a reconciliation between S. C'yrill,
of Alexandria, ami John, of Antioch, who favoured Nesto-

ARISTOGITON

;

rius.

Baron. Annul, aim. 432.

AaiSTOLAUB (Biog.)
1.

afterwards put to death by Antigonus, king of Macedonia.
Pint, in Aral. ; Paus. 1. 2.
Aristomachus, a chief of Crotona, who delivered the town
to Annibal.
Liv. 1. 24, c. 2, &c.
Aristomachus (Biog.) a writer of Solos, who wrote on the
culture of bees, of which he was very fond.
(Hist.) 'Apiso/thing, a Thessalian general in the interest of Darius the Third.
Aristomedes, a Theban statuary. Pans. 1. 9(Biog.) 'ApiTo/ittW, a statuary of Argos.

a painter

commended by

Pliny.

Plin.

1.

ARISTOMACHE

(Myth.) 'Api*ou&w, a duughter of Priam,
who married Critolaus. Pans. 1. 10.
AaiBTOUACHB (Biog.) the wife of Dionysius of Syracuse.
("»•. Tnsc. ]. 5, c. 20.
Aiiisiomaciik, a poetess mentioned by

Plutarch.

Phil,

in

Syrians.

(Myth.) 'ApwoWoc, a son of Talaua
and I.ysimaclic, the daughter of Abas. Apollod. 1. 1.
AjtlSTOMACHUa, one of the suitors of Hippodamia. Pans.
1.6.

the father of Hippomedon, one of the seven
Apollod. 1. 3.

(Hist.) 'ApL^ofiivnc, a general of Messenia,

fought against the Lacedaemonians for many years, by
whom lie was taken prisoner several times, ami at length
was killed about the second Olympiad, A. C. 671. He had
the surname of Just, for his many excellent qualities. Diod.
1. 15 ; Justin. 1. 3 ; Paus. 1. 4.
Aristomenes, commander of the fleet of Darius on the Hellespont, which was conquered by the Macedonians.
Aristomenes, a Lacedaemonian who was sent to the assistance
Polyojn. 1. 2.
of Dionysius.
Aristomenes (Biog.) a Greek poet of Athens in the S8th
Olympiad, A. C. 428, who wrote many comedies.
Siiidas ;
Voss. de Grmc. Poet.
Aristomenes, a pagan philosopher of Cappadocia in the reign
of Julian, who addressed a letter to him inviting him to
Rome. Jul. Ep.
ARISTON (Hist.) 'Afiirtuy, or Aristo, son of Agasicles, succeeded his father on the throne of Sparta.
He was noted
for his apophthegms.
Plat. Apopli. Lacon.
Ariston, a tyrant of Byzantium, who joined Histaus against
Miltiades, supposing that the Ionians would not desert.
Darius, 1. 4, c. 138.
Ariston, a general of Alexander the Great, who defeated
Satropates, a commander of the Persians.
Ariston, a Corinthian, and son of Pvrrhichus, was one of the
most expert pilots. He assisted the Syracusans against the
Thitcud. 1. 7, C. 39; Polycen. 1. 5.
Athenians.
Ariston, a son of Autoleon, was insidiously deprived of his
father's kingdom by Lysimachus.
Polycen. 1. i.
Ariston, a Tynan, who was sent to Carthage on a secret
errand to the senate, but falling under the suspicion of the
Liv. 1. 34, c. 6l.
populace was obliged to fly.
Ariston, a general of Herod, king of Chalcis, A. D. 43,
Joseph.
defeated Silas, a general of Agrippa the Great.
1.

19,

C. 7-

Ariston, a tragic actor of Syracuse, who discovered the plot
formed by Athanadorus to seize the government. Lie. 1. 24,
c.

24.

(Biog.) a wrestler, under

whom

Plato practised the

art.

Ariston, a stoic philosopher of Chios, and a disciple of Zeno,
Pint, de Isid. it Osir.
maintained many Sceptical notions.
Diogen. Laerl. in 111. Arisl.
Ariston of Alexandria, a writer on the Nile, &c. Slrab.
1.

ARISTOMACHUS

chiefs against Thebes.

10.

who

Ariston

35.

AnisTOMAniuH,

Paus.

ARISTOMENES

Mul.

tyrant of Megalopolis, was put to death by
after he had served them in their war with

Aristodemus, the only one of the Spartans who escaped
from the battle at the straits of Thermopylae, was so stung

Athen.

Aristomachus, a tyrant of Argos in the time of Aratus, who
was assassinated by his slaves, riut. in Aral.
Aristomachus, surnamed the Younger, another tyrant of
Argos, was persuaded by Aratus to resign his power, and

ARISTOMEDON

Messen.

tiill.

(Hist.) the son of Clodsus, and grandson of
Hyllus, whose three sons, Cresphontes, Temenus, and Aristodemus, conquered and divided Peloponnesus. Herod. 1. 6,
c. 52, &c. ; Pans. 1. 2.

ARISTOMEDES

1. 2,' c 1 8.
Aristodemus

Aristodemus

Aristomachus

17.

Ariston, a

peripatetic

philosopher in the time of Augustus,

perhaps the same as the preceding.
Ariston, a tragic poet of Athens, who was banished for ridiculing Menestheus; and also a musician of Athens. Diogen.
in

I'il.

Ariston.

Ariston, a Greek

historian of Pella,

in the reign of Adrian,

;

.

ARI

ARI

wrote a work in which he spoke of the last rehellion of the
Jews. Euseb. Hist. Eccles. 1. 4, c. 6 ; Nicejih. Hist. Eccles.

AR1STONA

(Hist.) 'Api^tarn, a daughter of Cyrus, and
wife of Darius the son of Hystaspes, by whom she was so
greatly beloved, that he ordered statues to be erected in
honour of her, and that she should be worshipped. Ctesias.

ARISTOXICE

(Hist.) 'ApiTOvtrij, a Pythian priestess, who
pronounced a threatening oracle to the Athenians. Her.

1.

7,

140.

c.

ARISTONICUS

(Hist.) 'Afu-wims, one of the tyrants of
Methymnes, who, being given up by Alexander the Great
to the furv of the populace, was precipitated from the top

of the walls.

Q. Curt.

1.

4.

ARISTONIDES (Biog.) a statuary. Plin. 35.
ARISTONUS (Hist.) a captain of Alexander's cavalry.
1.

9,

c.

5,

Curt.

&c.

ARISTONYML'S

(Biog.) 'Apt^tjwpoq, a harper at the court
Pint, in Alex.
of Alexander.
Aristonymus, a comic poet in the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, who was also keeper of the library of Alexandria.
Suidas.
(Hist.) Wpi^ofavne, an Athenian archon
in the 112th Olympiad.
Diodor. 1. 17.
Aristophanes (Biog.) a comic poet of Athens, the son of
Philip of Rhodes, who wrote fifty-four comedies, of which
only eleven are extant, namely, the Plutus, Nubes, Bans
Equites, Acharnenses, Vespa?, Aves, Pax, Concionantes,
Cerealia, Celebrantes, and Lysistrata.
His Nubes was
pointed against his cotemporary Socrates, whose opinions and
manners he held up to universal ridicule. He is looked upon
to be the prince of the old comedy, as Menander was of the

ARISTOPHANES

new.
Horat.

1.

1,

sat. 4.
Eupolis, atque Cratinus, Aristophavesjue,

Atque

The

alii,

quorum comtzdia prwca

jhi't'tir,

mvrum

est.

best editions of Aristophanes, besides the first of Aldus,

Gr. Venice, 1498, were that of Kuster, fol. Amst. 1710;
of Bergler, 2 vols. 4to. 1760 ; of Brunck, 3 vols. 8vo. Argentorat. 1783.
Qi/intil. 1. 10, c. 1 ; Fell. Pat. 1. 1, c. 16; Syl.
Girald. Poet. Hist. 1. 7.
Aristophanes, a grammarian of Byzantium, and keeper of
the Alexandrine library under Ptolemy Evergetes, after
Callimachus, wrote several works, which are quoted by the
ancients.
Athen. 1. 9 ; Diogen. Lacrt. in Plat. Suidas.
fol.

ARISTOPHAXTUS

(Hist.) Apt-u^ar-oc , a Corinthian who
fought under Lysander against the Athenians.
His statue
was placed at Delphi. Pans. 1. 10.
ARISTOPHILIDES (Hist.) 'Apt-ofiXicnc, a king of Tarentum, in the reign of Darius, the son of Hvstaspes. Herod.
1.

3,

c.

'

136.

ARISTOPHON

(Hist.) "ApttofSv, an Athenian archon in
the third year of the 112th Olympiad.
Diod. 1. 17.
Aristophon, an Athenian citizen, who escaped after being
accused 75 times.
Demosth. cont. Ctes.

Aristophon, one of the accusers of

Aristophon

Iphicrates.

Polycen.

1.

3.

(Biog.) a comic poet in the age of Alexander,
of whose works many fragments are preserved in Athemeus.
Athen. 1. 3.

by Diogenes.

Diog. Laerl.

in fit. Pythag.
celebrated.

painter,

same

whose painting of Alexander was

Plut. in Alcibid.

Aristophon, an

orator mentioned

as the citizen spoken of

by Plutarch, probably the

by Demosthenes.

Plut. in

Phoc.

ARISTOR
who on

(Myth.) the father of the hundred-eyed Argos,
that account was called by the patronymic Aristo-

rides.

Ovid. Met.

I.

1.

ARISTOTELES

(Hist.) 'AptvmXnc, the founder of CyQVide Battus^
Aristotel.es, a governor of Chalcis, under Antiochus. Liv.
rene.

36,

1.

Aristonicus, a natural son of Eumenes, invaded the kingdom of Attalus, and defeated the consul P. Lucius Crassus,
but was afterwards taken by Perpenna, the consul, and being
carried to Rome, was strangled by order of the senate. Cic.
Philip. 2, c. 8 ; Liv. 1. 59 ; Vel. Pater. I. 2, c. 4 ; Strab.
1. 14 ; Justin. 1. 36, c. 4;
Flor. I. 2, c. 20.
Aristonicus (Biog.) a harper of Olynthus, who was patronized by Alexander the Great.
Polycen. 1. 5.
Aristonicus, a grammarian of Alexandria, who wrote Commentaries on Homer and Hesiod, &c.
Strab. 1. 1
Aristonicus, an historian of Tarentum. I'oss. Hist. Gr. 1. 4.

1.

a writer mentioned

Aristophon, a

3, c. 24.

1.

Aristophon,

21.

c.

Aristoteles, an archon of Athens, who wrote some elegant
orations.

Aristoteles

(Biog.)

founder of the peripatetic

Aristotle,

was the son of Nichomachus, the disand the preceptor of Alexander. He was
surnamed the Stagirite, from Stagira, a little town of Macedonia, where he was born in the 99th Olympiad, A. M.
3670, A. C. 384, U. C. 370, and died at the age of 63,
leaving a number of writings, which have been preserved to
the present time, and have obtained for the author the
highest place among the class of philosophers.
His works
have been commented upon by some of the greatest writer*
in different ages, whose comments and illustrations occupy
many hundreds of volumes. Among the principal of his
commentators may be reckoned Alexander de Ales, Alexsect of philosophers,

ciple of Plato,

ander Aphrodisius, Averrhoes, Avicenna, Thomas de Aquino,
The best edition of his works is that of Duval, 2 vols,
&C.
Paris, 1629. Cic. Acad. Qua-st. 1. 4, c. 48, &e. ; DUmys.
Halicar. ; Val. Max. 1. 5 ; Plin. 1. 2, &c. ; Quinlil. 1. 'l
Justin. 1. 12 ; August, de Cic. Dei, 1. 8 ; S. Hieron. cont.
Jocian. ; jj-'.lian. far. Hist. 1. 4 ; Arnob. cont. Gent. 1. 3;
Gal de Dccret. Hip. 1.2; Lactant. de Ira, c. 10; Diog.
fol.

;

Plut. in Alex.

Laert. in Fit. ;

Aristoteles, the name of other writers as a commentator
on Homer's Iliad an orator of Sicily ; a friend of ^Eschines,
;

;

Diog. Lacrt.

&C.

ARISTOTIM US

(Hist.) 'Api^orluve,

a tyrant of ElLs,

was

through the exertion of Helanicus, A. C. 271. Justin.
1
Pans. 1. 5, c. 5.
ARISTOXENUS (Biog.) Wp^ottvoe, a Greek poet of Selinum in the 39th Olympiad, A. C. 6'24. Euseb. in Chron. ;
loss, de Poet. Grav.
Aristoxenus, a musician and philosopher of Tarentum, was
the disciple of Aristotle.
He wrote on music, history, anil
philosophy ; but of all his numerous writings nothing remains but his ' Treatise on Harmonies,' which has been inserted by Meibomius in his edition of the Ancient Greek
killed
1.

26,

c.

;

Musicians.
1.

I

,

c.

8

;

Euclid, in Harmon. ; Cic. de Fin. 1. 5 ; Quintil.
Aul. Cell. 1. 4, c. 1 1 ; Ptol. in Harmon. ; Voss.

de Hist. Grcec.

Aristoxenus,
Pulseb.

1.

7,

1.

1,

&c.

a physician

mentioned by Galen.

Gal. de

&c

ARISTUS

(Biog.) "Apt-oc, an historian of Salamis, who
wrote an account of Alexander's expedition.
Strab. 1. 14;
Anion, de Exped. Alcxand. 1. 7.
ARISTYLLUS (Biog.) an obscure poet. Aristoph. in Plut.
ARIL'S (Hist.) or Thuras, king of Assyria, succeeded
Ninyas, A. M. 2061, A. C. 1974, and reigned 30 years.
Suidas gives him the name of Thuras.
Euseb. in Chron.

Suidas.

£Vide Areus~\

Arius, or Areus, a king of Sparta.

Arius (Ecc.) the heresiarch who first broached the doctrines
now known under the name of Arianism, was a presbyter of
Alexandria, and died in 336.

Epiphan. Hares. 68
&c. ; Theodorct. 1. 1

;

;

Athanas. Orat. ad Serap.
1. 1 ; Sozom. 1. I,

Socrat. Hist. Eccles.
Baffin.

1.

I,

&c

ARM

ARL
Arius

(Biog.) an historian of Tarsus, quoted by Soranus in
his Life of Hippocrates.
Vols, de Hist. Grcec. 1. 3.
AHKEL, Corneillc Van (Biog.) a Dutch minister of Brille,
who was much addicted to poetry and philosophy, was born
in 1670, and died in 1724.
(Biog.) vide Archenhoh.
Sir Richard (Biog.) a manufacturer and
mechanic of Derbyshire, died in 1792, after having raised
himself, by means of his ingenuity and perseverance, from
poverty and obscurity to immense wealth, by the invention or
at least the first application of machinery to spinning cotton.
James Anthony (Biog.) a painter of Geneva, was
His most famous piece
born in 1668, and died in 1743.
was a Leda, which he himself destroyed in a fit of super-

ARKENHOLZ

ARKWRIGHT,

ARLUNO,

Bernardine (Biog.) of Milan, in the 12th, or as
some say, the 14th century, wrote a history of his native
place.

ARMAGEDDON

(Bibl.) Wpfiayccor, a place mentioned in
Bee. xvi. 16, probablv the same as Megiddo. [Vide Mcgiddol
(Geog.) a city of Ulster, and anciently the metropolis of Ireland, is now the capital of the county, 62 m.
N. Dublin, Ion. 6° 36' VV., lat. 54° 21. N. It was an extensive and populous city in the middle centuries, and was
celebrated as a place of learning, having, according to the

ARMAGH

ARLAND,

Irish writers, as many as 7000 students at its college
but it
was frequently plundered by the Danes, and once destroyed
In
1642 it was also set on fire by sir Phelim O'Neil.
by fire.
The church of Armagh is said to have been founded by St.
Patrick, in 455, and was erected into an archbishopric in
1511, the bishop of which is the primate and metropolitan
of all Ireland and the see extends into five counties, namely,
Armagh, Deny, Meath, Tyrone, and Louth. Usher, the
;

stition.

ARLES

(Geog.) the ancient Ar datum, a large city of Lower
Provence, situated on the left bank of the Rhone, 1() leagues
W.
Aix, 174 S. S. E. Paris, Ion. 5° 43' E., lat. 4;; 40'
W. N.
K. [Vide Arclalunf]

;

learned chronologer, held this see during the usurpation of

History of Aries.

Cromwell.

Aries was for some time the residence of Constantine the
Great. In 411 it was besieged by Constantius, and taken
from Constantine the Tyrant ; in 466 it was besieged and
taken by Exaric, king of the Visigoths j but about 512
it fell into the hands of the French, from whom it was
taken by the Saracens, and soon after retaken by Charles
Martel. after which it became the capital of a kingdom
until the time of the emperor Frederic II, in 1213, when
it was converted into a republic, and enjoyed many immunities.
In 1481 it was annexed to the French crown.
Ecclesiastical History of Aries.
is said to have been founded by St.
Trophimus, who is supposed to have been the same as is
mentioned in the Epistles of St. Paul, 2 Tim. iv. 20.
Before the revolution it was an archbishop's see, having
as suffragans Marseilles, St. Paul-Trois-Chateaux, Toulon,
and Orange. Many councils were held here, of which
the principal were in 314 by Constantine the Great respecting the bishops of Africa ; in 353 by Constantius, in
favour of Arius, and against Athanasius; in 813 by Charlemagne, respecting ecclesiastical discipline.

The church

of Aries

in Latin Arulie, a small town of France, at the foot
of the Pyrenees, where a council was held in 1046.
(Geog.) a town of France in the county of Artois,
and the modern department of the North, two leagues S.
Douay. It was ceded to France by the peace of the Pyrenees, in 165J); and in 1 ~ 1 1 the duke of Marlborough got
possession of the lines constructed by marshal Villars, near

ARIES,

ARLEUX

this city.

ARLINGTON,

Henry, Earl of (Hist.) second son of sir
John Bennct, [vide Bcnnct~\ was educated at Oxford, esroyal
poused the
cause during the rebellion, and died in
16S5, after serving king Charles II as his minister and negi tiatOT in Spain.
He was one of the five ministers who
were denominated " The Cabal."
Arlington, Earl ef (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
duke of Grafton, by descent from Isabella, sole daughter
and heir of the right honourable Henry Bennet, earl of
Arlington. &c.
[Vide BenneQ
ARLOT, lie Rainone (Biog.) a man of family in the ISth
century, who wrote a History of the Wars between the Inlitairts of Vincenza and Padua.
Voss. de Hist. Lot. I. 3.

VRLOTTQ,

Piovans (Biog.) a jester of Florence,
graced his profession as a priest by his attempts
i subjects,

collection

Motti, del

1520;

He

died

in

1

is.;,

was published, with the
PinvaiM Arlotto,

8vo. Florence, 1508.

and

title

'

after

Facade,

I'rete Fiorcntino,"

who
tit

Ins

dis-

wit on

death

.1

Fabule

e

8vo. Venice,

ARMAGNAC

(Hist.) a district of Gascony in France,
which formerly bore the title of a county, and gave its
to an ancient family descended from the dukes of

name

Gascony.
eighth count of this name. WM
in 1415, in which capacity he
governed with great wisdom but was massacred in a sedition at Paris, raised by the partisans of the duke of Bur-

ARMAGNAC, Bernard d\ the
made constable of France

;

gundy in 141 8.
An.MAciNAC, James d', Duke of Nemours, was convicted of
high treason in the reign of Louis XI, for which he was
beheaded in 1477Armaonac, John d' (Ecc.) natural son of John II, count of
Annagnac, was made archbishop of Ausch by Clement VIII,
in l.'iyi, and created a cardinal by Benedict XIII, in 1403,
shortly after

which he

Armagnac, George

A

d',

died.

son of Peter, the natural son of Charles

d'Armagnac, was created cardinal by Paul III, in 1544,
chosen archbishop of Toulouse in 151 J5, and died in 1585,
after having employed his life zealously in the cause of religion and the encouragement of letters.
Tliuan. Hist. ;
Sammarth. Gall. Christ.
H.MAIS (Hist.) son of Acenchres II, succeeded his father
on the throne of Egypt, A.M. 2422, A. C. IO97, and
reigned 14 years, during which time be had an immense

dug as a reservoir for the waters of the Nile. Joseph,
Appion. ; Du Pin, Bibl. des Hist. Profan. ; Marsham.
Canon, t hron. ScecuL
de Bourbon (Hist.) prince of Conti, distinguished
himself as a general in the service of the king of France in
Catalonia, in 1655, and died in 1 666, leaving some religious works, of which he was the author.
Arm and, Ignatius (Ecc.) a Jesuit who contributed to the
re-establishment of his society in France in the reign of
Henry IV.
(Myth.) an epithet for Venus in Laceihcmon, to
whom a temple was elected iii a state of armour.
(Hist.) a consul in the time of the emperor Leo,
basin
con!.

ARMAND,

ARMATA

ARMATUS
A. D.

177.

ARMECESMLANUM

(Hist.) succeeded

Arniais his father,

It
is said
on the throne of Egypt, and reigned 6(1 years.
that it was he who committed such cruelties against the
Jews, and sought the life of Moses.
Joseph, conl. Appion.
1.

1.

ARMELLIND,

Francis (Ecc.) a native of Perouse, of obscure
parentage, rose into favour with pope Leo X, by whom he
WBI created cardinal in 1517, and died in 1527, while he
was besieged in Tarentum with Clement VII, by the imperialists.

;

ARM

ARM
ARMENES

(Hist.) a son of Nabos, tyrant of

Lacedamon,

was led in triumph by the consul T. Quinctius.
(Geog.) 'Affieylm, a large country of Asia, which
was divided into Upper and Lower, so called, as is said,
from Armenus, one of the Argonauts, and now Turcomania,

ARMENIA

or Curdis/an.

The principal rivers of Armenia are
Rivers of Armenia.
the Euphrates, Tigris, Araxes, Cyrus, Pharis, Lycus, &c.
The principal mountains are the Caucasus,
Mountains.
Taurus, Paryadrs, Abus, and above all Mons Gordyseus,
or Mount Ararat, on which Noah's ark rested.
Towns. The principal towns are Artaxata, now Eschia
Trigranocerta, now Sullhania ; Nicopolis, now Gianich ;
Melltene, now Malatia.
History of Armenia.

This country formerly belonged to the Persians, and afterwards became a Roman province, although it was allowed
for some time to have its own kings.
On the decline of
the Roman empire Armenia was alternately in the hands
of the emperors of Constantinople, and of the Saracens,
until its entire conquest by the sultan Selim, in 1/515,
since which time it has been divided between the Turks

The Turks have divided Armenia into
governments, namely, Erzerim, Diarbekir,

and the Persians.
six pachalics or

Akisker, Kars, Bayazid, and Moosh.
Ecclesiastical History.

two patriarchs. In
was held here, touching
some heretical books which the Nestorians wished to pass
off for orthodox ; since that time the church of Armenia
4-35 a council

much

distracted

by schisms.

Authors who have written on Armenia.
Herodotus, Strabo, Pliny, Josephus, Mela, Tacitus, Justin,
Suetonius, Q. Curtius, Ptolemy, Dio, Spartianus, Eusebius, Socrates, Nicephorus, Leunclavius, Paul Jovius,
Ortelius, Sanson, Cluverius, and CeUarius.
Armenia (Xumis.) is distinguished on medals by the bow,
the arrows, and the tiera or hat, which was common to both
sexes, as represented in the subjoined figures ; the inscriptions refer mostly to the conquest of Armenia by Anthony
and Augustus, as in fig. 2, where she is represented in a
supplicating

attitude,

ARMENIA CAPTA,

inscription

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

'

:\

sometimes DEVICTA
or, as in fig. 3, where a male figure
with the attributes of Armenia represents its recoverv, inscription
RECEPTA; or sometimes ARMENIA ET
PoIN
puli Romtmi
S. C.
Goltz. Jul. C. et Aug. ;
Faill. Numm. Gr. ; Spank. Dissert, o/c.
ARMENTDAS (Biog.) an historian of Thebes. Scliol. in
;

ARMENIA
MESOPOTAMIA
REDACTAE

(Hist.) a leader of the Cherusci, who was defeated by Germanicus, and poisoned by one of his friends.
1.
J'ell. Pater.
2 ; Tacit. Annul. 1. 1 ; Dio. 1. 50'; Sucton. in

Fab.

ARMENUS,

Hippo/ylus (Biog.) a poet of Sentini in Sicily,
in the l6th century, composed a poem, entitled, ' De Laudibus Panormi.'
(Myth.) armifer, or armisonans, epithets for MiVirg. JEn. 1. 2 ; Ovid. Met. 1. 14.
nerva.
ARMINIUS, James (Ecc.) the leader of a sect from him
called Arminians, was born at Oudewater, a town of Holland, in 1560, and died in 10*09, after having experienced
much trouble from the opposition which was raised against
his opinions on the doctrines of predestination, free will,
free grace, &c. ; on all which points he left many works. His
tenets were completely at variance with those of the Calvinists, and most in accordance with those of the established
church of England.
(Hist.) the leader of a band of peasants, who
murdered all the Jews they met, and committed many other
excesses, for which he was apprehended and put to death by
Spondan.
order of the emperor Lewis of Bavaria, in 1338.
Contin. Baron. Annal. ann. 1331.
(Ecc.) a martyr in the reigns of Genseric
and Theodoric, kings of the Vandals, whose festival is obVict. Uticen.
served by the Latins on the 27th of March.
1. 1, c. 14;
Bail/et. Fies des Saints.
(Bibl.) t1D"in, or Armoni, >ji»-ik, a son of Saul and
Rizpah, who was hanged with his brethren, by the Gibeon-

ARMIGER

ARMLEDER

ARMOGASTUS

ARMON

that the apostle St. Bartholomew preached
the gospel in Armenia, the church of which was very
flourishing in the fourth century, and was governed by

It is supposed

has been

ARMENUIS

POTESTATEM

2 Sam. xxi.

ites.

8.

ARMORICA

(Geog.) a district of Celtic Gaul, the inhabitants of which, called Annorici, were famous for their warlike and inconstant character. It lay between the Liger and
the Sequana, comprehending what is now called Brittany and
Normandv. The principal towns, distinguished by the name
of the Armorica' civitatrs, were Namnetes, now Nantes;
Veneti, now Venues; Curiosolita?, now Quimper ; Lexovii,
now Lesieur ; Bajocas, now Bayeux. Cas. de Bell. Gall.
1.

3

;

Plin.

1.

4, c.

ARMSTRODER,

17 ; Oros. 1. 6, c. 7Robert (Hist.) a brave soldier in the time

who was employed on an embassy

of Charles I,
of Denmark.

He

ARMSTRONG,

is also

Thomas

to the

king

have been a great antiquary.
(Hist.) an active supporter of the

said to

roval cause in the time of the grand rebellion, for which he
received the honour of knighthood ; was afterwards implicated in the rebellion of Monmouth, and being taken, was
trial in 1084.
(Biog.) a physician and poet, was born at
took his degree of M. D. in
Edinburghshire,
Castleton, in
His principal work, ' The Art of
1732, and died in 1779preserving Health,' on which his fame as a poet is built,
appeared in 1744; besides which he wrote, 1. ' An Essay
2. 'A Syfor abridging the Study of Physic, &c* 1735.
nopsis of the History and Cure of the Venereal Disease.'
'
'
4.
Taste,' a
3.
Benevolence,' a Poem, 1751.
1737.
5. ' Day,' a Poem
poetic Epistle to a young Critic, 1753.
6. ' Sketches, or Essays on variaddressed to Mr. Wilkes.
7. ' A short Ramble through some Parts of
ous Subjects.'

executed without a

Armstrong, John

[Vide Plate XXIX.]
a dissenting preacher of Leith, published
an Essay on the Prevention of Crimes, and some juvenile
France and

Italy.'

Armstrong, John,
poems.

ARMYNE,

Apollon.

ARMENTUS

(Ecc.) a priest of the Gal,

who was condemned

to death,

with Priscelliana his wife, on a charge of heresy,

in 385.

Sulpil. Sever. Hist. Sac.

ARMENTARIUS
Armentarius

1.

2.

(Hist.) ride Galerus.

(Ecc.) an ecclesiastic of the fifth century, got
himself elected bishop of Embrun, but was depos.-d at the
council of Riez in Provence in 439-

Lady Mary (Biog.) daughter of Henry Talbot,
fourth son of George, earl of Shrewsbury, and wife of sir
William Armyne, was distinguished by her piety, her talent, and her extent of information. She contributed largely
to the encouragement and support of the missionaries sent
to

North America, and died

in 1675, after

having endowed

three hospitals.

ARMYTAGE

(Her.) the

name

of a family of great

anti-

'

ARN

ARN
quity, of Kirklees, in the county of York, which enjoys
the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred first hy king
Charles I on Francis Annytage, of an elder branch of this
family, and afterwards revived, in 1738, in the person of
sir Samuel Armytage, cousin to the last baronet of that
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow:
name.
Amis.
Gules, a lion's head erased, between three crosslets

A

dexter arm embowed, couped at the shoulder,
habited or, the cuff argent, holding in the hand proper,
a sword gules, garnished of the first.
Richard (Biog.) an English divine and commentator, was born in London, admitted a pensioner of Bennet
College, Cambridge, in 1714, took his degree of \. B. in
1718, that of A.M. in 1720, that of B. D. seven years
His principal work was his ' Comafter, and died in 1 756.
mentary on the Apocrypha,' besides which he published
some sermons.
Peter Anthony (Biog.) an ecclesiastic of Villa
Franca in the 17th century, wrote, besides some devotional
works, 1. ' Un Discours sur l'lnauguration du Pape Alexandre VII, et un Eloge de l'Eveque de Nice.' 2. ' Honorato II, Principi Monacico, &c. Poetics; Gratulationes,' 4to.
3.
Mediol.
La Gloria vestita a lutto per la Morte di
Carlo Emmanuelle II duca di Savoia,' 4to. Turin, 1()7().
4. ' II Giardin del Piemonte oggi vivente nell' Anno 1673,
&C.' 8vo. Turin, 1683.
ARN'ALF, William (Biog.) a political writer during the administration of sir Robert Walpole, who, although he is
said to have received no less a sum than ten thousand
pounds for his services, died involved in debt in 1736 or
His principal paper was the ' Free
1741, at the age of 26.

ARNALD,

ARNALDO,

•

Briton.'

ARNAUD,

Peter (Ecc.) a Benedictine, and abbot of S.
Croix, of Bourdeaux, was created cardinal by Clement V,
in 130.3, and died about 1316.

Arnaud, de

ARNAULD

15th century.

argent.
Crest,

Anatomy,' delivered at Surgeon's Hall, Jan. 21, 1767, 4to.
5. * Memoires de Chirurgie,' &c. 2 vols. 4to. 1768.
Arnaud, Francis Thomas Marie de Baculard d', a miscellaneous French writer, who wrote 24 vols, of novels, poems,
and plays, and died in 1805.
(Hist.) the name of an ancient and noble family
of Auvergne, which was distinguished before the end of the

Cantaloup, archbishop of Bourdeaux, was created
in 1305, and died at Avignon in

cardinal bv Clement V,

Arnauld, Anthony, was

de Cantaloup, nephew of the preceding, succeeded
liis uncle in the archbishopric of Bourdeaux.
Aknaud, surnamed Cardinal of Aux, was sent on a mission
to England by Clement V, and on his return received the
purple in 1312, after which he died in 1317Arnaud, de Brette, the leader of a seditious sect called publicans, was hanged and burnt at Rome in 1155, after having caused much tumult in Italy. Gene/i. in Citron. ; Baron.
Annul, ami. 1189; Sand. liter.
A:: XAr i), tie Merenil (Biog.) a poet of Provence, who was
intimate with Petrarch. He wrote many poems, and among
Las Recastenas de sa Comtessa.'
Others one entitled
Arnaud, tie I'llletieuif, a physician and astrologer of the 13th
Century, made himself obnoxious to the church by advancing
novel opinions.
ARNAUD, Francis, an ecclesiastic of Aubignan, was horn in
1721, and died in 178 k His principal work was his Lettre
sur la Musique an Comte dcCavlus;' besides which, he
took part in the preparation of many modern publications on
philosophy and the arts.
Arnaud, George d ', a critic of French extraction, whose
Gather was one of the French refugees, was horn at Francker in 1711, and (lied in 1740, having several works, particularly criticisms on Anacreon, Calliinachus, /Eschvlus,
Herodotus, Xenophon, &C, which were highly esteemed.
Aknaiu, de Bantu George, a surgeon, and originally a native of France, settled in London about 1745, where lie
published several works, namely, 1. Dissertations on Rup2. ' Observations on Aneurism,
tures,' 2 vols, liimo. 1749.
3. 'Familiar Instructions on the Diseases of the
1760.
4.
Discourse on the Importance of
Urethra,' &c. 1763.
'

'

'

'

A

in the service of

queen Catherine, of

in 1585.

son of the preceding, was born in 1560,
and appointed advocate-general to the queen Catherine de
Medicis, in which capacity, after distinguishing himself by
his eloquence and his probity, he died in 1(»1J), leaving a
small work against the Jesuits, whose recall he wished to
prevent, entitled, ' Le Franc et Veritable Discours au Roi
sur la Retablissement qui lui est demande pour les Jesuites,'
8vo. 1602 and 1610.
Arnauld, d' Andil/i Robert, eldest son of the preceding, was
early employed at court in many considerable offices, which
he filled with honour to himself. He died in 1674, leaving
many devotional works, besides Translations of the Confessions of S. Augustin, of Josephus, of the Lives of the
Saints, &c.

Arnauld, Simon, Marquis de Pompone, one

of

most

the

celebrated ministers of his day, was employed at the early
age of 23 on many important negotiations, was appointed
ambassador extraordinary in 1665 at the court of Sweden,

and died in

16'99> after

having spent his

life

in the service

of the king.

Arnauld, Henry

brother of Robert Arnauld, was
born at Paris in 1597, elected bishop of Toul after the death
of Gourmay, his predecessor; sent to Rome in 1645 on an
extraordinary embassy, relative to the disputes between Barberini and Leo; was elected bishop of Angers in 1649, and
died in 16'92, after having zealously discharged his duty

(Ecc.)

to his diocese.

Arnauld,

(Biog.) brother of Robert and Henry,
was born in l6l2, and died
having been engaged in warm disputes with
the Jesuits. A collection of his numerous works was printed
at Lausanne, in 1777
1783, in 45 volumes) consisting of
controversial writings against the Calvinists and the Jesuits,
treatises on the Belles Lettres, and theological dissertations.
Arnauld, Agnes, sister of the preceding, and abbess of the
Port- Royal des Champs, at Paris, wrote two small Ixioks,
entitled, ' Le Chapelet Secret du Saint Sacrement,' Paris,
l6S3 and L'Imagede la Rcligieuse parfaite et imparfaite,'
Paris, 1665; and died in 1671The first of her works
was censured by some of the doctors of the Sarbonnc, and
approved of by others and on being referred to the pope,
he decided that it should be suppressed.
Angelica, the
sister of Agnes, had also been abbess of the Port-Royal liefore hex, and four other of her sisters took the veil in the
same convent.
(Hist.) the name of an ancient and noble family,
many of whose members distinguished themselves in the
Peter Arnault, the first of whom public mention is
state.
made, flourished ill 1415.
Arnault, Peter, the fourth of this name, who held the
seignory of I.ahoric, was highly esteemed by the three kings,
Francis II, Charles IX, and Henry III, to whom he ren-

and

1310.

Arnaud,

and died

Medicis,

Arnauld, Anthony,

in

Ant/toni/

a doctor of the Sorbonne,

1 6.')

4,

after

—

'

;

;

ARNAULT

dered important services.

Arnault,

son

Francis,

of the preceding,

killed at the siege of IVyrat in

ABNAULT,

wars into

the

civil

by

making

siege.

dav.

lie

S.

.sorties,

1

a captain,

was

.'592.

threw himself during
Asticr, where he rendered such service

Alain 11, a cavalry
as

officer,

contributed to the

was reckoned one of the bravest

raising
officers

of
in

the
his

ARN

ARN
Arnault, Francis III, who

served as a volunteer at the
siege of Roehelle, was esteemed for his talent and learn-

(Ecc.) an ecclesiastic of the above-mentioned noble family, died in 1667, leaving among his works,
one entitled, « Les Antiquites de Perigord/ which is very

scarce.

ARXAUS,

Vincent (Biog.) a Latin and Italian poet of Madied in 1625, leaving among other things
* Anagrammata et Cantiones.'
John (Biog.) a protestant divine of Germany, was
He was a controversial
born in 1555, and died in 1621.
writer, and wrote, among other things, a treatise of true
Christianity, in the German language.
Arndt, Christian, a professor of logic at Rostock, was born
His works are, 1. ' Dissertatio
in 1623, and died in 1683.
de Philosophic \"eterum,' 4to. Iiostoch. 1650. 2. * Discurconstituentibus
de
Princdpiis
et conservantibus
sus Politicals
Rempublicam,' ibid. 1651. 3. ' De Vera Usu Logices in
Theologia.'
Arndt. Joshua, brother of the preceding, was born in l62(i,
and died in 16S5. Among his numerous writings, philoLexicon
sophical and historical, may be distinguished, 1.
Antiquitatum Ecelesiasticarum,' 4to. Greifswald. 16673. ' Tru2. • Genealogia
Scaligerorum,' Hafn. 1648.
tina Statuum Europe Ducis de Rohan,' Svo. 1660, &c.
Abndt, Charles, son of the preceding, was born in l6'S at
Gustron, and died in 1721, professor of Hebrew, at Rostock.
in Sicily,

ARNDT,

'

Among his

works

Rostoch, 1702.

Schediasma de Phalaride,' ecc. 4U>.
Schediasmata Bibliothecae Grsecte Diffi-

are, 1.

2.

*

3.

ibid.

cilioris,'

'

'

Bibliotheca

Politico-heraldica,'

Svo.

Systema Literarium,' &c. 4to. Rostoch. 1714, a
bibliographical work.
5. ' DLssertationes Philologicee,' &c.
ARNE ( Mi/th.) Afiu), a daughter of jEoIus. Horn. II. 1. 2,
v. 507
Ovid. Met. 1. 6, fab. 4.
1705.

-1.

•'

'

;

Arne. Thomas Augustine, a great musical composer, was the
son of Thomas Ame, upholsterer, of King-street, CoventGarden, at whose house the Indian kings lodged in the time
of queen Anne, as mentioned in the Spectator, N° 50.
This son was born in 1710, and died in 1778, leaving many
operas and Vauxhall airs, which were the models of taste
and perfection in his day.
Jonas (Biog.) vide Jonas.
(Gcog.) in Latin Arenacum, a town of Guelderland, in the Low Countries, which was fortified by Otho IV
duke of Guelderland, and taken by the French in 1672. It
is situated 30 miles E. Utrecht, and 45 S. E. Amsterdam,
Ion. 5= 37' E., lat. .5-2 X.
ARNIGIO, Bartholomew (Biog.) a physician and poet of
Breccia, in Lombardy, was bom in 1523, and died in 1557,

ARXGRIM,

ARNHEIM

',

leaving among his works, 1. Le Rime,' Svo. Venice, 1555,
2. ' Lettera, Rime et Orazione,' 4to. 1558, without place or
printer's name.
3. ' Lettura letta publicamente sopra il
Sonnetto del Petrarca,' tee. Svo. Brescia, 1565.
4. * Meteoria overro Discorvo Intorno alle Impressioni imperfetti,' &c.
4to. Brescia, 1568.
5. ' Dieci Veglie degli
Ammendati Costumi dell' Umana Vita,' &c. 4to. Brescia,
1577'

ARNISJELS, Henningus

(Biog.) a philosopher and physi17th century, wrote on political and medical
subjects, as, 1. ' De Auctoritate Principum in Populum
semper Inviolabili, Francof. 1612.
2. ' De Jure Majcstatis,' Francof. 1610.
3. ' Reflecriones Politics?,' Francof.
1615.
4. ' Observations aliquot Anatomiese,' &e.
ARXOBIUS (Biog.) an African and a convert to Christianity,
of the third and fourth centuries, has left an evidence of
the sincerity of his conversion, as also of his learning and
bis piety in his well-known work, entitled, ' Adversus
cian of the

Gentes,' the
folio,

an eighth, the editor mistaking Octavius for
Octavus: of the succeeding editions, that of Leyden, 4to.
1651,

ing-

Arnault, Francis

am

was added

1542;

vol.

u

first

to

edition

of which

was printed

at

Rome,

which the 'Octavius' of Minutius Felix

as

reckoned

is

the

best,

although

printed

incor-

rectly.

Arnoeiup, a Gaul, and a favourer of the Pelagian doctrines
in the fifth century, wrote a Commentary on the Psalms,
which was edited by Erasmus.

ARNOLD

(Hist.) vide Arnauld.
Melchthal, a native of the Canton of Uiiderwald,
was a confederate with William Tell, Werner, of Schauffach,
and Walter Furst, of L'ri, in the revolt which was set
on foot against the Austrians, which terminated in the
Simler. de Rep.
formation of the Helvetic republic.
Helv.
Arnold (Biog.) vide Arnaud.
Abnold of Sens, a physician and mathematician of the 1 6th
century, wrote ' Isagoge in Geometrica Elementa Euclidis.'
Autv. 1565.
Arnold, Christopher, a writer of Nuremberg, was born in
Ki27, and died in 1656, leaving among his works, 1. ' OrDe Parasitis,' &c.
natus Lingua; Latina\' 2.
Arnold, Gcofj'ry, a German divine, wrote in favour of heresies, and was distinguished as the chief of the sect in that

Arnold,

•

day called

Pietists.

Arnold, Samuel,

a distinguished musician and composer, was
born in 1739, and died in 1802, leaving, among his pubworks,
four
oratorios, eight odes, three serenatas,
lished

forty-seven operas, and three burlettas, besides overtures,
concertos, &c.
a mechanic who distinguished himself in the
last century by his improvements in the mechanism of timekeepers, &c.
Richard (Biog.) one of our English chroniclers
in the 16th century, mentioned by Stowe and Holingshed.
' Arnolde's
Chronicle,' sometimes called ' The Customs of
London,' contains an account of the magistrates, charters,
The first edition was printed
municipal regulations, &e.
at Antwerp in 1502, a second in 1520, and a third in
1811.
(Bibl.) jm», a river or brook frequently mentioned
in Scripture, which had its source in the mountains of
Gilead or Moab. Dcut. ii. 24, &c.
{Hist.) vide Arnulphus.
Arnoul, son of Drogon or Dreux, and nephew to Charles
>! artel, who, being suspected of malpractices, was arrested
and died in prison.
Arnoul, surnamed the Bad, duke of Bavaria in the tenth
century, was always at war with his neighbours, and was at
His sister
Length killed, after having pillaged Augsbourg.
was the grandmother of Henry the Fowler. Otho. de Frising. 1. 6, c. S ; Sigon. de Reg. ltd. ; Baron. A. D. 932 ;
Bert. German. 1. 2.
Arnoul I, Earl of Flanders, surnamed the Great, was concerned in the assassination of William Longsword, duke of
Normandy, in consequence of a dispute respecting the capSigebert. et Floduard. in
ture of Montreuil by the French.

Arnold, John,

ARNOLDE,

ARNON

ARNOUL

Chron.

Arnoul

II, Earl of Flanders, surnamed the Younger, and
son of Baldwin, died in QS6, after having been engaged in
wars.
Guitl. de Jumieges. Hist. 1. 4, c. 19Arnoul III, son of Baldwin VI, was killed in battle before
he came of age. Sigebert. in Chron.
Arnoul, son of Thierri, earl of Holland, was killed in battle
against the Friezlanders, with whom he was continually at
war, because they would not acknowledge him as their

many

prince.
St. (Ecc.) a bishop of Metz, from whom the kings
of France, of the second race, were descended, resigned his
bishopric, and all connexion with the court, to retire into
solitude, where he died about 62G.

Arnoul,

2P

:

ARN
Arnoul, two

ARP

bishops of Orleans, one in 970, the other in

986.

Arnoul,

archbishop of Rheims, and natural son of Lothatook part in the troubles of the times.
Aimon. 1. 1,

rius,

46

Huron. Annul. Ann. 989.
or Ernulphus, bishop of Rochester, was born at
Beauvais in 1040, and died in 1114. There are two trea-

c.

;

Arnoul.

of this Arnoul extant, entitled
'
Quatuor Qmestioncs Divinse

tises

and

*

De

Incertis Nuptiis,'

Scripture

Solutse

ab

eo.'

Arnoul

of Rhode.?, patriarch of Jerusalem at the commencement of the 12th century, who accompanied Robert II, duke
William, of Tyre, does
of Normandy, in the lirst crusade.
not speak favourably of this prelate, who was deposed by

the pope for his irregularities, and although he recovered
his dignity, he did not reform his morals, and died in
1118.
Arnoul, bishop of Liseux, in the 12th century, succeeded his
uncle John in 1141, and died in 1182.
He attempted to
bring about a reconciliation between Henry II and Becket,
To him is ascribed a treatise entitled,
but without effect.
' De Schismate orto post Honorii II Discessum,'
Gtiil.
&c.
Tur. 1. 7, c. 1 ; Aimon. Contin. 1. 5, c. 52 ; Du Pin. Biblioth.

Arnoul

(Biog.) vide Armtlpkus.
John Baptist (Biog.) an ex-jesuit, was born in
and died in 1 753 leaving, among other things, a
1 689,
collection of French, Italian, and Spanish proverbs, 12mo.
Besancon, 1733. 2. ' Le Precepteur,' after the manner of
Dodsley's Preceptor.
ARNTZENIUS, John, a philologist, was born at Wesel, in
He wrote, among other things,
1702, and died in 1728.
1. ' Dissertationcs de Colore et Tinctura Comarum, et de
Civitate Romana
Apostoli Pauli,' 8vo.
Ultraj.
1725.
2. • Oratio de Causis Corrupts Eloquentife,' 4to. Neomag.

ARNOULT,

;

1728.

Arntzknius, Otho, brother of the preceding, was born at
Arnheim in 1703, and died in 17(i3. He wrote a disser-

De Milliario aureo,' besides a variorum edition of
tation
the Ditticha Catonis, and some academical orations.
Arntzenius, John Henry, son of John Amtzenius, was born
at Nimeguen in 1734, and died in 1797, leaving some Orations on

Law

ARNU,

and Criticism.

Nicholas (Biog.) a Dominican of Lorraine, was born
in 1629, and died in 1692.
He wrote, 1. ' Clypeus Philosophic Thomistica;,' 8 vols. 8vo. Patav. 1686.
2. ' A
Commentary on the Sum of St. Thomas,' 2 vols. fol.
1691.
(Hist.) natural son of Carloman, king of Bavaria, was elected emperor of Germany in 888, crowned at Rome
in 896 by pope Formosus, and died of poison
as is supposed in 899, leaving Louis IV his
son to be his successor.
HLs effigy is given
as in the annexed figure.
Arnulphus (Err.) vide Arnoul.
Arnulpiius (Biog.) vide Arnold and Arnoul.
Arnulphus, a monk and a chronicler of the 11th century.
Arnulpiius, a friend of St. Bernard, and author of a book
entitled ' Ascetica,' in 1077(Biog.) a magician, and a native of Egypt, who
deceived the Roman people by his enchantments in the reign
of the emperor Aurclius.
Dion. 1. 55 ; Tertullian. A-pol.
c. 5
Euteb. Hiit. Ecclet. 1. 5, c. 5.
US (Grog.) a river of Etruria, now Arno, which rises
on the Apennine mountains, and falls into the Mediterranean.
Strab. 1. 5 ; Plin. 1. 3 ; Tacit. Annul. 1. 1 ; l'tol. 1. 3 ;
Until. Bin.
John (Biog.) a native of Shropshire, who after
studying at Oxford became rector of Hodret and Ightlield,

ARNULPHUS

ARNUPHIS
;

ARN

ARNWAY,

his native

and distinguished himself for his
loyalty and sufferings in the grand rebellion.
He died in
Virginia in 1653, leaving two little pieces which were printed
in

county,

in Holland, one entitled ' The Tablet, or the Moderation of
Charles I, the MartyT;' the other ' An Alarm to the Subjects of England.'

AROCHA
1.

(Ccog.) a river of the Locri,

now

Alacu.

Plin.

3.

AROD (Bibl.)
AROER (Bibl.)

Num. xxv. 17.
the fifth son of Gad.
imp, a city of Gad, on the bank of the

-11-iN,

Num.

brook Arnon.

xxii. 34.

AROLjE, mons

(Grog.) now Arberg, a town of Germany.
Joseph (Biog.) a physician of Assisi, in Italy,
was born about 1586, and died in 1660. He wrote, 1. Riposte aUe Considerazion di Alessandro Tassoni sopra le Rime
del Petrarca,' 8vo. Padua, 1611.
2. ' Dialoghi di Falcidio
Melampodio in Reposta agli Avvertimenti date sotto Nome di
Cres. Pepe,' &c. 8vo. Venice. 1613. 3. ' Disputatio de Rabie
Contagiosa,' 4to. Venet. 1625 4to. Francof. 1626, to which
was added, a Letter on the Generation of Plants.
(Hist.) one whom Josephus reckons of the race of
high priests, although not mentioned in Scripture.
(Myth.) and Murot, the name of two angels, whom
Mahomet feigned to have been sent from God to teach men
to abstain from murder, false judgments, and the like.
(Geog.) Arosia, an episcopal town of Sweden, suffragan to Upsal, where Gustavus I, king of Sweden, defeated Christern II, in 1521.
Bert. Germ. 1. 2.
(Bibl.) or Arphad, -ism, a town mentioned in the
Scriptures, always in connexion with Hamath.
2 Kings
xviii. 34 ; Isaiuh x. 9.
ARPAIA (Geog.) a village of Naples, supposed to be the

AROMATRI,

'

;

AROPH
AROT

AROZEN

ARPAD

Caudium of the ancients. £Vide Caudtumj
(Hist.) one of the ancient and illustrious houses
of France, which derived its name from Aqiajon, a town
of Auvergne.
Hugh d'Arpajon, the first of this name, mentioned in history, possessed the seignory of Arpajon in
He founded in 1297 the abbey of Notre Dame
1268.
d'Arpajon, for Benedictine monks.
The following are the
most distinguished members of this family
Arpajon, Berenger II d', of the above-mentioned family,
rendered great services in the wars of his time, in 1380.
Arpajon, Charles d', baron of Arpajon and Severac, received
from Henry III the honour of being among the number of
the first named knights on the institution of the Order of the
Holy Ghost ; which honour he was obliged to decline on

ARPAJON

account of his religious profession as a Calvinist.
d', distinguished himself on many occasions as a general in the armies of Louis XIII, and after
having been sent as ambassador extraordinary into Poland,

Arpajon, Louis Due

died in 1679d', commanded the armies of the king on
numberless occasions, particularly at the siege of Mons, in
I69I ; and at the first battle of Hochstedt in 1763.
ARl'HAXAI) (Bibl.) -ittOB">K, son of Shem, and farther of
Gen. xi. 12, &C.
Salah.
Arpiiaxai>, a king of Media, mentioned in Judith, who is
supposed by Calmet to be Phraortes, the son and successor
of Dejoces ; but by Prideaux, to be Dejoccs himself. Judith.
Herod. 1. 1 ; Prid. Connect, p. 1,1. 1, &c.
i. 1 ;
ARl'I (Geog.) a town of Apulia, which was originally called
Wpyi/pnnra, and also "Apyoc fsnrlOV, by Diomcdc ; who by
some is said to have built it, and by others to have sur-

Arpajon, Louis

rounded
Lycoph.

it

v.

with walls.
592.

'{)

V

Map'
Pirg. JEn.

1.

'Apyvpi-mrai' Aavvfuv nayK\>ipiav
At'iTovtriV tyvXapov t^o/xi/fftrai.

10.

y!l</ui

ill'

in Teucrot .Tjolis surgit

all

Arpit

:

ARR

ARR

Horace was born in the neighbourhood of
which Martial alludes.
Arpis cedere non

this

town, to

sinis desertis.

a small town of Naples in the province of Capi1. 3 ; Cic. ad Attic. 1. 9, ep. 3 ; Liv. 1. 9, &c;
Strab. I. 6 ; Plin. I. 3 ; Appian. in Annibat. ; Procop. de
Goth. Reb. 1. 1 ; Tzetz. in Lycoph. ; Serv. in Virg.
Arpi (Numis.) this town is distinguished on some medals by
It is

now

tanata.

Poli/b.

the inscription

ARPIXO,

APIIAN1XN.

Chronologicul Succession of the Kings of Arragon until
Union with Castille.

Ramirus I
Sancho- Ramirus

Alphonso I.
Ramirus II
Raimond Berenger ....
Alphonso II

d' (Biog.) a painter of Arpino, was born in
He was much patronized by
1560, and died in 1640.
Gregory XIII and Clement VIII, and obtained a consider-

James

able reputation in his day.

Alphonso III

Joseph

the ancient Arpinum, a small town of Terra
QVide Arpiminf]
di Lavora, 55 m. N. X. W. Xaples.
(Geog.) a town of the Volsci, which is now a
small place of Terra di Lavora, in Xaples, known by the

1

Peter 1

Peter II
1

Peter III

1036
1063
1094
1104
1133
1137
1162
II96
1214
1276
1284

James II
Alphonso IV

John

1291
1328
1336
1387
1395
1410
1412
1416
1468
1479

IV

Peter

1

Martin I
Interregnum
Ferdinand
Alphonso V

John

II

Ferdinand

its

V

Arpino (Geog.)

ARPINUM
name

It
of Arpino.
Marius and Cicero.

is

distinguished as the birth-place of

v. 237, speaking of Cicero.
Hie novus Arpinas ignobilis, el modo PumuE
Municipals Eiptes galeaturn ponit ulrique
Presidium allonitis

Juv. Sat. 8,

Ibid. Sat. 8. v. 245, speaking of Marius.
Arpinas alius Yolseorum

in

monte

solehat

Poscere mercedes, alieno lassus aratro.

Whence Martial
Martial,

I.

calls

the books of Cicero Arpince Chartoe.

10, epig. 19.

Hoc quod

seculu posterique p^stiut

Arpinis ffUOOUC comporare ehartis.

ad Fam.

Sallust. Jugur. c. 63 ; Liv. 1. 10,
;
Chit: Ital. Antiq. 1. 4, &c.
(Hist.) a prince of the Catti, whose wife and children were taken prisoners by Caius Silius, a lieutenantgeneral acting under Germanieus.
Tac. Anna!. 1. 4.
Cic.

c. 1

1.

13, ep. 11

;

ARPUS

ARQUA

(Geog.) or Arqnata, in

the Latin Arquatum, a
in the territory of Genoa.
(Geog.) a small town of Normandy, celebrated by
the victory which Henry IV gained over the duke of Mayenne.
It is two leagues S. E. Dieppe.
ARRABILA, Peter d' (Hist.) a chancellor of France to
Lotus X, was created cardinal by John XXII in 1316, and
died in 1346.
(Geog.) or Aragon, in the Latin of the middle
ages Aragonia, or Arrugonia ; is supposed with most probability to derive its name from Tarraconensis, one of the
ancient divisions of Spain.
Boundaries.
It is bounded by the Pyrenees on the X, Navarre and Castile on the W, Valencia on the S, and Catalonia on the E.
Its chief town is the celebrated Sara-

town of Sardinia,

ARQLES

ARRAGOX

gossa.

Arragon formed at first only a part of the kingdom
of Navarre, bearing the title of a county.
Sancho I, a
noble Gascon, was count of Arragon in 852 ; and his descendant Sancho III, surnamed the Great, was king of Navarre, Arragon, and Castille, and at his death, he divided
these three kingdoms among his sons, Garcias IV, Ferdinand I, and Ramirus I. To the latter was assigned the
kingdom of Arragon, to which his successors added the
principality of Catalonia, and the kingdoms of Valentia
and Majorca. The kings of Arragon were divided into
three races ; namely, the first race descended immediately from Ramirus I ; the second race was descended
from Ridmond Berenger, the fourth of this name, who
was count of Barcelona, and obtained the crown of Arragon by his marriage with Petronilla, daughter of Ramirus II. The third race was descended from Ferdinand,
the son of John I, king of Castille, who was acknowledged king of Arragon in 1412.

History.

In this Ferdinand, with his queen Isabella, the crown of

Arragon and

Castille

was united.

[[Vide Spain']

The

house of Arragon furnished many other princes besides
those who had governed this kingdom ; namely, kings of
Sicily in the person of Frederic III, of Arragon, and his
descendants; kings of Majorca in that of James II, of
Arragon, and his descendants ; also some dukes of Athens
and of Segorbe ; counts of Urghel, of Prade, &c.
ARRAN, James Hamilton, Jirst Earl of (Hist.) son of James
lord Hamilton.
[[Vide Hamilton]
Arran, James, second Earl of, and duke of Chatelherault, in
France, was, when but a very young man, one of the lords
who attended king James V, by his special appointment, in
his voyage to France; and, at his death in 1542, was, by
the unanimous consent of parliament, chosen protector to
the young queen Mary, and governor of Scotland, being
the second person in the realm, and nearest to succeed to the
crown of the same at the decease of the queen without issue.
He afterwards resigned the regency in 1551 into the hands
of the queen dowager Man' of Guise ; and, after various
fluctuations of council, and vicissitudes of fortune, which has
made his name so conspicuous in the history of those times,
he died in 1575.

Arran, Earl
the

of, son of the duke of Chatelherault, aspired to
hand of Mary, queen of Scots but, being rejected, he
;

lost his senses.

Arran, Earl

of, James Stewart, obtained the title and estate
from James Hamilton at his death in the reign of James VI,
king of Scotland ; and, after taking an active part in the
troubles of the times, and retaining the favour of the king
for a long time, he was killed by a cousin of the earl of
Morton, the late regent, whom he had accused falsely.
Cambd. in Jit. Eliz. et in Britan ; Thuan. Hist. 1. 83.
Arran, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles belonging to the
Hamilton family, which was conferred in 1503 on James,
third lord Hamilton, by James IV on his return from England in 1503, where he had been to negotiate the marriage
between that king and the princess Margaret, eldest daughter
This title is derived from Arran, an island
of Henry VII.

of Scotland, in the Frith of Clyde, to the S. of the isle of
Bute, and constituting the principal part of the county of
Bute.
Arran, Earl of, a title conferred on the Gore family, and derived from the islands of Arran, on the coast of Ireland.
Sir Arthur Gore, who was descended from Sir Ralph Gore,
the sixth baronet, was advanced in 1758 to the dignities of
viscount Sudley, of Castle Gore, and baron Saunders ; and
in 1762 was created earl of the islands of Arran, in the
The arms, &c. of this family are as
county of Galway.
follow
Gore, earl of Arran, viscount Sudley, baron SaunTitles.
ders,

Arms.
Crest.

and a baronet.
Gules, a fesse between three collars (itchy
On a wreath, a wolf rampant argent.

Two horses argent.
Supporters.
" In hoc signo vinces."
Motto.
2 f 2

or.

ARR

ARR
ARRAS, Ben Arras (Biog.) author of a book on the Superiority of the Two Nations, Arabia and Persia.
Arras (deug.) an episcopal town of Artois, in the Low Countries, suffragan of Cambray, which by Ciesar was called
It is seated on the
Alrclxiltini, and by Ptolemy Origiacuin.
Lou. 2 3 46' E. lat.
Scarpe, 22 miles W. N. W. Cambray.
50

17'

who, when her husband was condemned by Nero,
wished to imitate her mother's example, but was persuaded
by him to live for the sake of her daughter Fannia. She
was afterwards banished by Domitian, and recalled by
Nerva.
Plin. 1. 3, ep. 7; Tac. 1. 16, c. 34.
Arria, Galla, a beautiful and immodest woman, the wife of
Psetus,

Silius Domitius.

N.

Tacit. Annul.

1.

15,

c. 5<).

Arria, Falidilla, the mother of Antoninus Pius.
Arria, a Roman lady in the reign of the emperor Severus,

History of Arras.
capital of Flanders when Charles the Bald,
king of France, gave it in dowiy to his daughter Judith,
who was married to Baldwin, surnamed Iron-arm, in
It was afterwards reunited to France, with all
Sfi.'J.
Louis XI took this city after the death
Artois, in 1180.

Arras was the

of the duke of Burgundy, and in 14<)3 it was delivered
but in 1640, it fell into
to the emperor Maximilian I
the hands of the French ; and when the Spaniards hesei'.ad it in 1654, they were compelled to raise the siege
;

after a great loss.

who

studied the works of Plato; she is supposed to be the
to whom Diogenes Laertius addresses his letters. Gal.

Arria

Therajient.

1.

ARRIAGA,
most of

his

2

;

liiogen. Liter!.

Joseph de (Fee.) a Spanish Jesuit, who spent
life at Lima, and was active in promoting the

missions.

ARRIANUS

(Biog.) 'Afipinvoc, a poet in the time of Augustus, supposed to be the same as Suidas mentions, who
wrote a poem in praise of Alexander the Great.
Sutton* in
Tib. ; Suidas.
a philosopher and historian of Nicomedia, was a
priest of Ceres, and a disciple of Epictetus, called a second

Arrianus,
Ecclesiastical History of Arras.

bishop of Arras, died in 540; after him
prelate under the meIn I©§8 the pope Urban II sepatropolitan of Rheims.
rated these two dioceses, and gave a particular bishop to
Arras; and when, in the ltJth century, Cambray was
erected into an archbishopric, Arras was placed among
Four synods were held in
the number of its suffragans.
this city ; namely, in 1 025, by Gerard, bishop of Cambray and Arras; in 14f)0, by Peter de Ranchicourt ; in
Gui1570, by Francis Iiichardof and, lastly, in 1588.
chard. Discrijit. des Bus. Pays.; Orn. Rais. Belg. Christ. ;

St.

Wast, the

first

Cambray and Arras had the same

;

Sammartk.

Gall. Christ.

ARRETIUM

(Gcog.) 'A^ir/Wor, one of the principal towns
of Etruria, now Arezzo, near which the consul Flaminius
pitched his camp previous to his defeat at the lake of Thrasvmciic.
Silius introduces him, saving,
Sil. Hal. 1. 5, v. 121.
An, Corvine, tedet, tUtusum neonsul inerti
Parvus nunc accupet «/(<»*
Ut teneat vallo
Arreti vntros, Coriti nunc itiruat arceml
Hunc Clusina J" tut, poitronu ad imxnia Homic
lltasus contendai iter

Poh/h.

1.

3

;

Alexander's Successors, &c.

Strut,. 1. 5
J'lin. 1.
1.
1
&C.
CtC. ad Fain. 1. 16', ep. 12
(Geog.) the gentile name for an inhabitant,
&c. of Arretium, which is sometimes spelt with one r, but
on all inscriptions with a double r.
ARH1A, gent (Hist.) a plebeian family of Rome. QVide
Arrive^
Arria, gent (Xuinis.) some medals Struck bv his family arc
known bv the inscriptions Marcus ARRIUS.
J
hucio ARRIO PEREGRINOI1 VIRo COHimhus , Cow
AKIt/o \iiti Filio; Cam AQut'/to; Cain Julio T. ANCAarto;
on the reverse, 1 1 1 1 VIRw QTJINQuennalibus. laill. Fam.;
';

.'i,

;

ARRETINUS

SECUNDUS

I'atin.

Arria

Fam.

;

Man

II.

Fam.

i\c.

Pictus,

Roman matron, and wife of Ctewho was thrown into prison on suspicion of
She
he was in

his being concerned in a conspiracy against Claudius.

attended him in his prison, and finding that
danger of being put to death, she Stabbed herself in his presence in order to stimulate him to the same act.

Marl.

1.

1,

epig. 14.

cum trmlcrrt Arria Palo
muenbut traxtral iptatuit

Coffd i"" L'Jutlium
(>rn,n

Si

,i,

the twelfth century, whose poems, after remaining in
for some centuries, were printed three different times;
namely, Svo. in K)84; in the History of the Poets of the
Middle Ages, by Leiser; and in 4to. Florence, 1734.
Arrighetto, Philip, a native of Florence, was born in 1582,
He wrote, among other things, a Transand died in 1662.
in

MS.

of Aristotle's Rhetoric and Poetics, besides DevoWorks.
ARRIGHI, Francis (Biog.) a historian of Corsica, died in
1765, leaving, among his works, a History of the War of
Cyprus.
ARRIGONI, Francis (Biog.) of Bergamo, was born in 1610,
Eulogies' and
Disand died in Kit.';, leaving some
lation

tional

'

'

courses.'

{Hist.) or Aria, a

cinna

(Hilt.) vide Arida-tts.
Henri/ (Biog.) or Arrigo, a poet of Florence

ARRIGHETTO,

?

to

;

Indies, published by Schmeider, entitled ' Indica, cum Bonav.
Yulcanii Interpret. Lat.' 8vo. Lips. 1798 ; to which is
added Dodswell's ' Dissertatio de Arriani Nearcho,' and
Vincent's Reply.
3. • Tactica,' the first part of which is
lost, published by Blancard, Gr. et Lat. Svo. Amst. Id's.;;
4. ' Diatribe,' or Dissertations on Epictetus, published in
' De
5.
Venatione,"
the Fditio Princept of Epictetus.
He
published by Holstenius, Gr. et Lat. 4to. Paris. 1644.
is said moreover to have Written the Life and Death of
Epictetus; an Account of the Bithynians
a History of

ARRID.EUS

have been built bv Aretas, the son of Janus.
Diodor. 1. 20; Diom/s. 1. :i ; Col*, de Bell. Civil.

was fabled

(

;

;

It

Xenophon, from the elegance of his diction. Among the
works ascribed to him which are extant, the principal is his
Account of Alexander's Expedition; the best editions of
which are that of Gronovius, Gr. et Lat. fol. Lugd. Bat.
1704; of Raphelius, Gr. et Lat. 8vo. Amst. 1757; of
Schmeider, Svo. Lips. 17. )8. There are also under his name,
l.'Periplus Nearchi,' the authenticity of which has lieen
called in question by Dodswell in his collection entitled
' Geographiae
2. An Account of the
Veteris Scriptores.'

miajidu, vutiaii quodficit mm doUt, iu>iuit,
Sid quad tufociu, hoc mtlti, Peu, doltt.

Tac. Anna!. 1. Hi, c. 84; P/in. 1. 3, cp. 16; Dio. 1. 60.
Arria, a daughter of the preceding, and wife of Thrasea

ARRIVABENE,

John Francis (Biog.) a poet of Mantua in
the Kith century, wrote 'Maritime Eclogues,' and 'Maritime Dialogues,' Mantua, 1547; besides essays and letters
in prose.

ARRIUS

(Hist.) the family name of the Arria, gens, a plebeian family of Rome.
Arrius, Hitinttts. a pretor of Sicily, wdiose sumptuous enterCic. hi
tainments are alluded to by Cicero and Horace.
Ver. 2,

c.

15; Hor.

1.

2, sat. 3,

v. 86.

Arrius, Varus, vide Varus.
AKBIDB, Antoninus, maternal grandfather of Antoninus, surnamed In- Philosopher, was twice consul and proeonaul
t

under the emperor Adrian.

Euscb. Ecclcs. Hist.

1.

4, c. 2.

;

.

ARS

ARS

Arrius, vide Apcr.

Arrr's
Arrius

were added on other

(Err.) vide Alius.
(Biug.) a friend of Cicero, who
been the son of Q. Arrius the prsetor.

is

supposed to have

Cic.

ad

Aitic.

1.

2,

&c

ep. 14,

Arhius, a philosopher of Alexandria, who preserved

his na-

tive place from destruction, after the battle of Actiuni, by
ingratiating himself with the emperor Augustus.
Pint, in
Anton.

ARROE

(Geog.) a small hut fruitful island in the Baltic
three miles long.
Lon. 10° 20' E. lat. 54 3 53' N. ft belonged to the dukes of Sleswick, by whom it was yielded to
the crown of Denmark in 1 7" >f

J-.

ARROWSMITH,

John (Biog.) an English divine, was horn
in
at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, admitted of St. John's
college, Cambridge, in 10' 1(5, took bis degrees in 1619 and
10'23, and died in 16'5S-9.
He wrote a book entitled
16*02

'

Tactica Sacra.'

ARRUNS (Hist.) vide Aruns.
ARRUXTI US (Hist.e\c.) vide Arunlins.
ARSACES (Hist.) 'AprriiKijc, the name of

and

this Xante.

Pius

first

ilia

vobis ac'w, quoin creditis,

actum

est

Arsucidtc.
1.

14; Justin.

1.

41, &c.

;

Euscb. in Chron.

;

Usser.

II,

Antiochus,

son of the preceding, carried on war against
the son of Seleucus, and died A. C. 217.

Justin. A'r.

Arsaces

surnamed Priapclit/s, succeeded his father Arand was succeeded by his son Phraates. Justin, eye.

III,

saces II,

Arsaces,

a

name common

to

all

the successors of the

first

Arsaces.

Arsaces, a Christian king of Armenia, who, having engaged
in an unsuccessful warfare with the Persians, was treacherously taken prisoner by Sapor, and after having his eyes
put out, suffered a cruel death.
Antmian. Marcellin. 1. 27 ;
Eutrop. 1. 10; Sozom. 1. 6; Oros. 1. 7, c 19.
Distinguished Persons of

Arsaces,

litis

Xnme.

who was

sent by him twice
on a mission to Xerxes.
Poli/trn. 1. 1 1
Arsaces, a general sent by Alexander the Great into Media
to remove Oxidates from the government.
Q. Curt. 1. 8.
Arsaces, the eldest son of Artabanus, appointed by his father
over Armenia on the death of king Artaxias.
Tacit. Annul.
1.

a slave of Themistocles,

6, c. 31.

Arsaces (Xumis.) the kings of Cappadocia mostly assumed
this name on their coins, many of which are extant, bearing
their different effigies and titles ; but, for want of dates, they
with any certainty, to particular
most antiquaries however are agreed in ascribing fig. 1

are not to be attributed,

kings

;

effigies of some of these kings are represented with a mitre
beset with jewels. Spanh. Dissert, torn. i. ; Pcmbrock. p. 2
;
Froel. Notil. E/cm. ; Pcller. Ilec. des yied. de Rois.
(Hist.) the successors of Arsaces, the first king

ARSACIIXE

of Parthia, who retained their power till the year 229 A. D.,
when they were conquered bv Artaxerxes, a private soldier
of Persia.' Dio. I. 77 ; Herod. 1. 4.
ARSACIUS (-Et'r.) a bishop of Constantinople, put in the
place of St. Chrysostom in 404, during the banishment of
the latter.
Soc'rat. Hist. Eccl. 1. 6, e. IS.
priest of the pagans, to whom the apostate
Julian wrote to recommend the heathen religion.
Sozom.
Hist. Err. 1. 5, c. 15.
ARSACUS (Hist.) 'ApauKOQ, an officer under TLssaphernes.

Arsacius (Biog.) a

10S.
(Hist.)

8,

1.

c.

ARSAMEXES

Apaapivnt, a son of Darius Hysthe LJtii and Myci, &c. in the expedition of Xerxes.
Herod. 1. 7, c. 68.
(Hist.) 'Apaa/xnc, a noble Persian, the father of
Hystaspes, and the grandfather of the Darius who suc'

who commanded

ceeded Cambyscs.
Herod. 1. 1, c. 209 ; 1- 7> c. 224.
a governor of Cilicia, who surrendered to Alexander
the Great.
Quint. Curt. 1. 3, c. 4, &c
Arsames, a son of Artaxerxes, who perished by the treachery
of his brother Ochus.
Plut. in Arlti.r.
Arsa.mes, or Arses, a son of Ochus, and 13th king of Persia.
Diodor. 1. 17
Euscb. in Cltroiu
(Geog.) the Latin name for Arscot, a town
of Brabant.
ARSEXIUS (Ecc.) a bishop of Hypsela, who was of the
sect of the Miletians, but afterwards entered into communion with Athanasius.
St. Athanas. Apol. cant. Arian.
Socral. Hist. Eccles. 1. 1, c. 29, &C, ; Sozom. 1. 2, c. 24 ;

Arsames,

;

Theodaret.

c.

28.

Tragedies of Euripides.
(Biog.) a deacon of the Romish church, who was
by pope Damasus to be preceptor to Arcadius, the eldest
son of the emperor Theodosius, and died in 455.
Arsenius, a Greek monk in the 17th century, who wrote
a letter against Cyrillus Lucan, patriarch of Constan-

Arsenius
sent

tinople.

ARSEXS (Hist.) vide Aarsens.
ARSES (Hist.) vide Arsames.
ARSIA

wood of Etruria, famous for a battle between
r
the V eientes.
Lie. 1. 2, c. 7(Hist.) a son of Datames, who was killed in

(Geog.) a

Romans and

ARSID/EUS

Fig. S.

1,

1.

Arsenius, Autoriantts, patriarch of Constantinople in 1254,
excommunicated the emperor Michael Paltcologus for putting
out the eyes of the young prince, for which he was banished
in 126'4, and is supposed to have died in banishment.
He
was author of a Collection of Canons.
Arsenius, archbishop of Malvasia, in the Morea, in the lfith
century, and a great philologist, was excommunicated by
the Greeks for his attachment to the Romish church. Among
his works are a Collection of Apophthegms, printed at Rome
in Greek ; and a Collection of Scholia on Seven of the

the
Fig. 1.

which

ARSCHOTIUM

Annul.

Arsaces

to

ARSAMES

king of Parthia, revolted against the
Macedonians, and obtained the kingdom, A. M. 3754, A. C.
281.
He died after a reign of 38 years, and his successors
were called Arsacid.
Luc. 1. 1, v. 107.

Strab.

;

eEOIIATOPOS EYEPrETOY

the
;
reverse of these coins likewise commonly bears, as in the
figures given above, a Parthian sitting with a bow.
The

taspes,

Kings of
the

I,

coins.

— AIKAIOY EYEPEEFOY KAI cfclAEAAHNOS, &c.

Thitct/d.

several kings

distinguished persons.

Arsaces

MErAAOY BASIAEaS EITI*AN0Y2

second,

battle

with the Pisidians.

ARSIXOE

Apairon, a daughter of Leucippus and
and mother of iEseulapius by Apollo, received

(Mt/lh.)

Philodice,

'

divine honours at Sparta.
Apollod. 1. 3 ; Pans. 1. 2, c. 26'.
a daughter of Phlegeus.
(Hist.) a daughter of Ptolemy Lagus, king of Egvpt,
married her brother Ptolemy Philadelphus, and was wor-

Arsinoe,

Arsinoe
to the first of this
tion,

on the

first,

name, and
simply

fig.

2 to the second

inscrip-

;

APSAKOY BA2IAEOS

;

on the

shipped after her death under the
Polt/b.

1.

1

;

Val.

Max.

1.

2

;

name

Plin.

1.

of

34.

Venus

Zephvritis.

—
ART

ART

Arsinoe, another daughter of Ptolemy, married first Lysimachus, king of Macedonia, and afterwards her own brother
Ceraunus, who murdered the two sons of Arsinoe by her
former marriage, and seizing the thrown of Macedonia,
banished her to Samothrace.

Justin.

17-

1.

Ahsinoe, wife of Magus, king of Cyrene, committed adultery
with Demetrius, her son-in-law, for which he was put to
death.

Justin.

1.

26,

c

3.

Arsinoe, a younger daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, and sister
to Cleopatra, had Achillas dispatched, and was afterwards
put to death by Antony to gain the good graces of the sister.
Ccbs. de Bell. Civil. 1. 3; Lucan. 1. 10; Appian. de BellCivil.

Arsinoe {Numis.)

the wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus, is distinguished on a medal, bearing, on the obverse, as in the annexed figure,
and on the reverse,
the head of this queen

c.

IA. — APSINOI

AP2INOITHS. — AP2I-

NOITON.
{Ecc.) a martyr in the reign of Decius.
Schah {Hist.) son of Kerman Schah, the son of

sultan of the race of the Selgiucides, succeeded
in the year of the Hegira 494,
A. D. 1 104, and died after a reign of 42 years.
Arslan, Schah, Ben Massoud, twelfth sultan of the dynasty
of the Gaznevides, succeeded his father Massoud III, but
was put to death by his brother Bahiram in the year 512,
his

fifth

nephew Kerman Schah

A. D. 1122,

after a reign of four years.

Arslan, Ben Togrul, a son of Mahomet, and grandson of
Malek Schah, succeeded Soliman in the year of the Hegira

Kings of

this

name of

several

Name.

brother of Arsaces II, succeeded his nephew
Phraates II, and perished in a war with the Trogari, a
nation of Scythians in the first year of his reign, A. C. 124.
Justin. 1. 24.
Artabanus II, king of the Medes, was afterwards made king
of Parthia, on the expulsion of Vcnones, who had been set
up by Tiberius. He died A. D. 84.
Artaranits III, son of Vologeses, was a determined enemy
of Vespasian, and died after a very short reign.
Zonar. in
TituL
Artaranits IV, the last king of the Parthians, succeeded his
and, after waging war for some time
brother Vologeses III
witli the Romans, particularly in the reign of Caracalla, was
at length defeated by one Artaxerxes, a private soldier, and
put to death, after which the kingdom of Parthia was transDio. 1. 77 ; Herodian. 1. 4
ferred to the Persian monarch*.
I,

;

;

Agath

1.

2.

Distinguished Persons of this Name.

Artabanus,

son of Hystaspcs, and brother of Darius, a wise
ami faithful prince, was entrusted with the government of
Persia during the expedition which his nephew Xerxes made
into Greece.

AbXABANOSj

//-/•<«/.

1.

.'i,

Justin,

Aristot.
1.

.'I,

10;

1.

4, c.

a captain of the guards in

assassinated his master.
tti'iii/'.-

c.

c.

1.

1'olil.

1.

He

is

5,

c.

H.'i,

tin-

Sec.

army of Xerxes,

by Aristotle, 'Apra10; Diodor. 1. II, c. 79;

called

15.

was

{Hist.)

He
1.

7,

66, &c.

He
1.

was made governor of Bithynia. Diodor.

5,

&c.

;

1.

16

;

Q. Curt.

I.ucian. Dial.

Artabazus, vide Arlaxias.
Artabazus {Hist.) or Artapanus, an historian, who wrote a
Euseb. Evang. Prwparat.
fabulous account of the Jews.
1. 1, c. 25 ;
Clem. Alcxand. Strom. 1 ; Chron. Alexand.
{Geog.) a promontory of Lusitania, now Cape

ARTABRUS
Finesterre.

ARTACHjEES

{Hist.) 'Apruxa(7)f, a noble Persian, who was
He was honoured
the tallest man in the army of Xerxes.
Herod. 1. 7, c. 117at his death as a hero.
ARTjEUS {Hist.) 'Aprco'oc, the father of the aforementioned
Artachsees, an officer in the army of Xerxes, was appointed
Herod. 1. 7,
to superintend the digging of Mount Athos.
c.

21.

of Artaxerxes,
in Artax.

ARTA
ARTABANUS

1.

{Hist.) vide Artavasdes.

ARTAGERSES

555, A. D. 1165, and reigned 15 years.
vide Alp Arslan.
(Gens-) vide Larta.
{Hist.) 'Aprt'iftavoc, the
kings and distinguished persons.

Arslan, Alp,

Artabanus

commander of Artaxerxes, was defeated by

a

Diod.

a faithful adherent of Darius, who at his death
surrendered to Alexander, and was well received by him.

AP2INOH2 *IAOIIATOP02.

APSI. A.

Caderd,

2, c. 10.

Artabazus,

a town of this name, near the lake Moeris, are
some medals, bearing the inscriptions ARC.

ARSINUS
ARSLAN,

1.

fled

to

inscribed

younger brother Xerxes, because the latter was the first-bom
He was killed at the battle
after his father became king.
of Salamis. Herod. 1. 7, c. 4 ; 1'lut. de Fral. Amor. ; Justin.

'Aprafiaioe, son of Pharnaces,
the leader of the Parthians in the army of Xerxes.
from Greece after the battle of Platea. Herod.

AP2INOH2 *IAAAEA<I>OY,

from another Arsinoe, the
wife of Ptolemy Philopater, styled in an
inscription

{Hist.) Arlamencs, or, according to Herodotus, 'Apj-o/3a4a>/;C) the eldest son of Darius, was set aside
in the succession to the throne of Persia, in favour of his

Datames.

distinction

Arsinoe,

ARTABAZANES

ARTABAZES
ARTABAZUS

;

the inscription
in

{Hist.) son-in-law to the emperor Leo, the
Isaurian, rebelled against Constantine Copronymus, but
being defeated he surrendered himself with his sons, when
their eyes were put out.
Theophan. in Chron. ; Zonar.
Hist. Miscell. 1. 22, &c.

Artabazanes,

10.

1.

ARTABASDUS

{Hist.)

who was

'

Aprayiprnjc, a general in the army
slain by Cyrus the Younger.
Pint.

ARTANES

{Hist.) 'Apr&vric, a brother of Darius, who fell at
Herod. 1. 7, c. 224.
the Straits of Thcrmopvlie.
Artanks, a general of Antiochus, and king of Armenia, was
Strab. 1. 14.
driven from his kingdom.
{Biog.) a lawyer, born at Narbonne ; was the
friend of the poet Martial, in the reign of Domitian.
{Hist.) 'Apra^ipv^q, a brother of Darius,
and son of Hystaspcs, was made governor of Sardis. Herod.

ARTANUS

ARTAPHERNES
1.

5, c. 25.

Artaphernes,

son of the preceding, was sent by Darius into
He was conquered at
Greece, with Datis as his colleague.
Herod. 1. 7, c. 71;
the battle of Marathon, by Miltiades.
in
I'it.
Dat.
C. Nep.
(Hist.) a noble Persian in the reign of Darius.
{Hist.) 'Apravatrtric, a king of Media, was
made prisoner by tin- Parthians, over whom he at first gained
manv advantages with the assistance of M. Antony. Dio.

ARTASYUAS
ARTAVASDES
1.

49.

Artavasdes

Armenia, and son of Tigranes, being
by M. Antony, was lead in triumph into
Egypt, and afterwards beheaded by order of Cleopatra. He
WB8 also a poet and an historian. Strab. 1. 1 1 ; Phil, in
Crass.; Appinn. in Purlh. ; Dio. 1. 119Artavasdes II, was placed on the throne of Armenia, by
Augustus, but Boon after deprived of his kingdom in favour
taken

I,

a king of

prisoner

of Ariobarzanes.

Tacit. Annal.

1.

2,

c.

.'!

;

Joseph. Antic].

ARTAVASDUS {Hist.) vide Artabasdus.
ARTAUD {Ecc.) archbishop of Bheims in

1.

15.

the 10th century,
for a time driven from his see, but afterwards restored.
Flodoard. Hist, de FEgUse de Rheims.
{Hist.) a general of Antiochus. QVide Arlaxias]

was

ARTAXAS

;;

ART

ART
ARTAXARES

Aria-

gave in marriage to his son Darius, and afterwards made
Herod. 1. 9> c 108.
her one of his mistresses.

(Geog.) 'Apra£cira, now Ardesh, the former
capital of Upper Armenia, is said to have been built by
Annibal for Artaxias, the king of the country. It was
burnt by Corbulo, and rebuilt by Tiridates, who called it
Xeronea, in honour of Nero.
Strab. 1. 11.
ARTAXERXES (Bib/.) 'Apraliphic, the Greek name in Ezra
for Ahasuerus ; but which of the kings of this name is here
to be understood, has been a matter of dispute among the

(Hist.) Apravvrrjc, a commander of a fleet
Herod. 1. 8, 9.
Stephen (Biog.) a Spanish Jesuit, who died in
1799> wrote ' Revoluzione del Teatro Musicalo Italiano,
della sua Origine, fino al Presente/ 3 vols. Svo. Venice,
1785.
ARTEDI, Peter (Biog.) a Swedish physician and naturalist,
the friend and cotemporary of Linnaeus, was drowned in
1735, leaving a work on ichthyology, his favourite study;
which was published by Linnaeus under the title of ' Petri
Artedi, Sueci Medici, Ichthyologia, sive Opera omnia de
Piscibus,' 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1738, with a life of the author;
a more valuable edition was published by Dr. Walbaum, of
Lubeck, including all modern discoveries, and a history of
the science, 3 vols. 4to. Lubec. 1788, 17S9, and 1792.
new edition by Schneider of a part of this work appeared
under the title of Petri Artedi Synonymia Piscium,' 4to.
Lip. 1789.
(Bibl.) Aprc^uc, a disciple of St. Paul, who was
sent by the Apostle into Crete, in the room of Titus.
Tit.

(Hut)

a

Persian

soldier.

[Vide

Xerxes']

ARTAXATA

learned.

Artaxerxes, the name in Ezra for the Magus, who assumed
the name and person of Smerdis.
Artaxerxes (Hist.) the name of several kings of Persia.
Artaxerxes I, sumamed Longimanus, succeeded his father
Xerxes in the 79th Olympiad, A. C. 464, and died after a
reign of 39 years, at the commencement of which he put
to death

Artabanus his

father's murderer.

It

was

this

Arta-

xerxes who permitted Nehemiah to go into Judaea, and to
rebuild the temple of Jerusalem.
Neh. i. 11 ; Herod. 1. 6,
&c. ; Thucyd. 1. 1, Sec. ; Diodor. 1. 11; Just. 1. 3; Euseb.
Chron. ; Seal, de Emendat. Temp. c. 5; Petav. de Doct.
Temp. ; Utter. Annul. ; Prid. Connect. Part I.

Artaxerxes

II,

sumamed Mnenion, on

account of his happy

memory, succeeded Darius his father in the 94th Olympiad,
A. C. 404, and died after a troublesome reign of 43 years
in which his brother Cyrus, sumamed the Younger, and his
son Darius, both revolted against him. The former perished
in battle, and the latter was put to death by his father.
This Artaxerxes is supposed by many to have been the
Ahasuerus in the Scripture. Xenopli. Anaba.t. ; Diodor.
1. 15; Justin. 1. 10; Joseph. Anliq. 1. 1, c. 6; S. Hierou. in
E~cch. c. 4 ; Nicephor. Ecc/es. Hist.; Zonar. Annul. ; Petav.
De Doct. 1. 12 ; Ricciol. Chron. Reform, torn. i. 1. 6, c. 12 ;
Usser. Annal. ; Prid. Connect. Part I.
Artaxerxes III, sumamed Oclius, succeeded his father Artaxerxes Mnemon, in the 104th Olympiad, A. C. 361,
after having put to death not less than 80 of his kindred,
and was poisoned by Bagoas, after a reign of three years.
It is supposed that in this reign the eunuch Bagoses profaned
the temple of Jerusalem, and imposed a tax upon the Jews
for every lamb they offered, as related by Joseph.
Diodor.
1. 16; Joseph. Anliq. 1. 11, c. 7;
Sulpit. Sever. 1. 2.
Artaxerxes, or Artaxares, a private soldier of Persia, in the
reign of Alexander Severus, revolted against Artabanus, the
last king of the Parthians, whom he defeated and slew,
and ascending the throne of Persia, which he re-established,
he died after a reign of 15 years, A. D. 242. Herodian.
1. 6;
Spartian. in Alex.; Niceph. Hist. Eccl. 1. 1, c. 6;
Agath. de Bell. Per.; Oros. 1. 7, c. 11.
Artaxerxes, king of Persia, succeeded his brother Sapor II,
and died after a reign of four years, A. D. 384.
(Hist.) the name of three kings of Armenia.
Artaxias I, reigned in Upper Armenia, with the consent of
Antiochus the Great.
He gave an asylum to Annibal at
one time, and was also taken prisoner by Antiochus Epiphanes, but afterwards regained his liberty.
Polc/b. Legat.
55 ; Diodor. Excerpt. ; Strab. 1. 1 1 ; Plutarch in Lucul.
Appian. de Syr. Bell.
Abtaxias II, the son of Artavasdes, being killed by his own
subjects, A. D. 20, Tigranes was chosen as his successor.
Dio. 1. 59 ; Joseph. 1. 15 ; Tac. Annal. 1. 2.
Artaxias III, sumamed Zeno, son of Polemon, king of
Pontus, was proclaimed king of Armenia, by Germanicus,
in the place of Venones, who was expelled the throne.
He
died A. D. 35.
Tac. Annal. 1. 6.

ARTAXIAS

ARTAYCTUS (Hist.)
Xerxes,

who

'Aprav«-i;c, a governor of Sestus, under
being taken by the Athenians, was crucified

for his cruelties.

ARTAYNTA

Herod.

1.

9, c. 120.

(Hist.) 'Apraiy-n, a Persian lady,

whom Xerxes

ARTAYNTES

under Xerxes.

ARTEAGA,

A

'

ARTEMAS
iii.

12.

ARTEMBARES

(Hist.) *Apr£ 3dp'?c> a »°ble ^ede, grandfather of Artayctes beforementioned, distinguished himself
Cyrus the Great. Herod. 1. 1 and 9(Hist) 'Apre h icu,poc, a philosopher of
Cnidus, who having been entrusted by his friend Brutus with
the secret of the conspiracy set on foot against Caesar, pre-

W

in the reign of

ARTEMIDORUS

sented to the latter a memorial containing an account of the
affair, which he deferred reading till it was too late.

whole

Plut. in Jul. Cats.

Artemidorus

(Biog.) a geographer of Ephesus in the 169th
Olvmpiad, A. C. 104, wrote a description of the earth,
The only
in 11 books, mentioned by Strabo and Pliny.
remaining fragments of this work are inserted in Hudson's
collection of the ' Geographic Veteris Scriptores,' 3 vols.
8vo. Oxon. 1703.
Artemidorus, sumamed Aristophanus, wrote A Dictionary
Athen. 1. 3, c.
on Culinary Terms, and other works.
28, &c.

Artemidorus,
Artemidorus,
1.

Strab. 1. 14.
grammarian of Tarsus.
a philosopher in the reign of Trajan.

a

Plin.

2, epist. 11.

Artemidorus, a philosopher of Ephesus, in the reign of Antoninus Pius, who wrote A Book on Dreams, which is still
The best edition of this work is that of Rigaltius,
extant.
Gr. and Lat. with notes, 4to. Paris, 1604; to which is annexed ' Achmeti's Oneiro-critica.'
Artemidorus, the name of other persons mentioned by DioLaertius, Vossius,

genes.

ARTEMIS

(Numis.)

this

Sfc.

name

for

Diana occurs frequently

APTEMIC E*ECIA APTEMIC E*ECIA
ACYAOC; APTEMIC ACYA; APTEMIC KAAPIA, &c.
ARTEMISIA (Hist) 'Aprifiiaia, a daughter of Lygdamis,
on

medals,

;

and queen of Halicarnassus, assisted Xerxes in his expedition against Greece, and displayed the most valour of any
Herodot. 1. 7, c. 99) &c. ; Justin.
one in the engagement.
2, c. 12; Ptol. Hephtest. 1. 7Artemisia, a queen of Caria, who was so fond of her husband, that at his death she drank in liquor the ashes of his
body after it had been burnt, and erected a monument to
his memory, which, for its magnificence, was reckoned one
of the seven wonders of the world ; and was called by her
She died two years after him, of grief.
a mausoleum.
1.

Strab.

1.

14; Plin.

ARTEMIUS

1.

25, &c ; Aul. Gell. 1. 10, c. 8.
[Vide Anastasiu.s]
emperor.

(Hut) an

a general who suffered martyrdom under the
apostate Julian. Athanas. Epist. ad Solitar ; Julian. Epist
1. 20.
Marcell.
Amm.
10 ;

Artemius (Ecc)

ARU

ART
Aktemivs (Xumis.) some medals
peror

em-

AKTEMIUS AXASTAS1US.

DN.

inscribed

are

AL

P. F.

of the above-mentioned

(i.

ARTEMOX

(Hist.) 'Aprifuiiv, a Syrian of low origin, who
resembled Antiochus, sumamed Hats, king of Syria, so
mueh, that he was employed by Laodicea, the queen, who
had poisoned her husband, as an instrument for concealing
his death, and securing the succession to her son Sell mils
Gallinicus.
Vat Max. 1. <) Vlin. 1. 17; Euseb. in Chron.
Artemon (Ere.) or Artemiiis, a follower of Theodotus, the
Euseb.
heretic, who denied the divinity of our Saviour.
Hist. Eceles. 1. 5, c. 28 ; Baron. Annul. Ann. Sff6 ; Tillem.
;

Mem.

Dn

;

Pin. Bihlioth.

Artemon

(Biog.) an historian of Clazomenc, and companion
of Pericles, at the siege of Samos is said to have invented
/Elian, de Anim. 1. 12 ; Schol. in Find.
the battering ram.
()h/inp. ; Sere, in JEn.
;

Artemon,
I'lin.

a phvsician,

Artemon, a
c. 2,

and

also a painter

mentioned by Pliny.

28 and 35.

1.

writer on books and authors.

Allien.

1.

12,

&c.

ARTESIA (Geog.) a district of
ARTEYILLE, James (His/.) a

Gallica Belgica, now Arlois.
Fleman of mean condition in
the 14th century, who was deeply in the interests of Edward III, king of England, gave mueh trouble to Philip de
\ "all
he was at length
lis, by his enterprising talents, until
killed by the people of Ghent in 1345.
Artevilee, Philip, son of the preceding, had not less am-

although

bition,

less talent,

revolters in Ghent, but

with the

loss

of his

ARTHOXGATE

than

his father.

He

headed the

was defeated by king Charles VI,

life.

(Hist.) or Ercongole, succeeded his father

Ereomberg, king of Kent, in 640. He was zealous in the
propagation of Christianity in his kingdom, and suffered his
daughter to go into the abbey at Meaux, in France, because
Bed. Hist. Angl. 1. 3,
there were no convents at that time.
c.

ARTHUR

(Hist.) a king of Great Britain, of whose wonderful exploits many fabulous stories are told by Polydor,

Du

Chene, and others.

Abthir,

the name of three counts of Brittany.
son of Geofhy, fourth son of Henry II, of Engto death by his uncle John in 1200.
Arthur II, son of John II, succeeded in 126'2.
Arthur III, son of John V, was taken prisoner at the battle
of Agincourt in 1415, gained some advantages over the
English in 142J) ; succeeded to the duchy in 1457j and died
in 1458.
Arthur, the eldest son of Henry VII, died at the age of If),
Roger, de Hovedtm. ; Matthew, of Westminster.
in 1502.
Arthur, Archibald (Bias.) a professor of moral philosophy,
At Glasgow, was horn in 1744, and died in 17<)7; leaving

ABTHUB
land,

some

I,

was put

the battle of Massoirre against the infidels, in 124J).

Artois, Robert a", II, son of the preceding, lost his life in
commanding an army against the Flemish, in 1302.
Artois, Philip d', son of Robert II, died of the wounds he
received at the battle of Funics, in 12,08.
III, son of the preceding, entered the
d',
service of Edward III, king of England, by whom he was
He died of the wounds he received
Richmond.
made earl of

Artois, Robert

at the siege of Vannes, in Britanny, in 1343.
Artois, Pliilip d\ vide Philip d' Artois.
Artois, Charles d', son of Philip, was taken prisoner at the
battle of Agincourt in 1415, remained in England 23 years,
and died in 1472. Cass. Comment. 1. 2 Froissart. Chron.;
;

Tin Chene,

lectures

was
c.

(Hist.) 'AprdiTJjc, the father of Bajieus,
emploved by Darius to assassinate Oractes. Herod.

;

ARTOBARZANUS (Hist.) vide Artahaxmtes.
ARTOCES (Hist.) a king of Iberia, who was
Pompey

the Great, to

Phil, in

Pump.

whom

he gave his two sons

di-hahd by
as hostages.

ARTOCHMES

f Hist.) Wprox/o/c, a general of Xerxes, who
married one of the daughters of Darius.
Herod. 1 7,

73.
(Geog.) in Latin Artesia, a province of the Low
Countries, which was peopled by the Atrebatcs, in the time

who
1.

3,

128.

Artontes,

a son of Mardonius, and a general in the army
Herod. 1. ,0, c. 84.
of Xerxes.
(Hist.) a Roman knight, who, to escape from
the enemy at the siege of Jerusalem, jumped into the arms

ARTORIUS

of his friend Lucius ; by which means he saved his own
Joseph, de Bell. J ml. 1. (i, c. 19.
life, but killed his friend.

Artorius, a physician of Augustus, who assured him of victory at the battle of Actium, in consequence of a dream the
preceding night.
Enseb. in Chron.

Val.

Max.

(Hist.) an

who, according to

1.

1,

eunuch

c. <1

;

Laelant.

1.

2,

c.

8

;

at the court of Artaxerxes,

Ctesias, conspired against

Darius Ochus.

ARTOXERXES
ARTOZOSTRA
ARTUSI,

(Hist.) vide Artaxerxes.
(Hist.) a daughter of Darius.
Giomaria (Biog.) a musical writer of

the l6'th

century, wrote 'Arte del' Contrappunto Redotta in Tavole,"
Venice, 1586', and a second part in 1989.
(Biog.) a base fellow, who raised himself by his

ARTUSIUS
flatteries.

AKTYBIUS

(Hist.) 'Aprvpwc, a general who was sent by
Darius to invade Cyprus. Herod. 1. 5.
ARVyE (Geog.) a people of Hyrcania, who surrendered to
Alexander the Great. Q. Curl. 1. (i.
ARVERNI (Geog.) a people near the river Ligeris, who
traced their origin down to Troy.
Lucan. 1. 1, v. 427.

on theological and literary subjects, which were

Anthony Oachet d' (Biog.) a canon of Vienna,
was horn in 1704, and died in 1768 leaving among other
'
things,
Mcmoiivs d'l listoirc, de Critique, et de Litterature,'
7 vols. 12mo. Paris. 17 If).
ARTIMPAS {Myth.) a name of Venus, among the Scythians.
Herod. 1. 4.
ARTINES (Hist.) a king of Media. [Vide Phraortcs~\

e.

SfC.

ARTONTES

Arveniiqiie ausi Lutio $e fingere fratres
Smgume ab ltiaco p»jmli.

published in 1803.

ARTIGNI,

ARTOIS

;

ARTOXARES

8.

Vergel,

belonged to the province called Belgica Sccunda,
in the time of Honorius, and after passing through the
hands of the counts of Flanders, kings of France, dukes of
Burgundy, emperors of Germany, anil kings of Spain, was
finally annexed to the crown of France, with the title of a
county.
Artois is now included in the department of Pas
de Calais.
Artois, Robert d' (Hist.) sumamed the Good, son of Louis
VIII, was created count of Artois in 1237, and killed in
of Crcsar

inhabited the country now called Aiirergne.t
Strabo
and Ptolemy give them the name of 'Aputpvol Plutarch
Stephanus that of 'ApAtpvoi,
that of 'Apflivvoi
Cats, de
Bell. Gall. 1. 7 ; Strab. L 14; Plin. 1. 4, fee.
ARVIEUX, Laurence d' (Hist.) an eastern traveller, who
was bom in 1635, and died in 1702, leaving ' Menioires,'
which contained the history of a voyage, made by order of
Funis XIV, published by M. de la Roque, 6 vols. 12mo.
He was employed by the French court on
Paris, 1735.
many missions into the Fast.
ARY1NA, Cornelius A. (Hist.) was created dictator in the
prospect of a war with the Samnitcs, and having obtained a
signal victory over this people, lie had the honour of a
Liv. 1. 8, c. 38.
triumph, U. C. 432, A. C. 320.
Dominic Van (Biog.) a Friesland nobleman and a
and
died
in 16'37.
His principal
was
born
in
lawyer,
1579,

They

;

;

AHUM,

ARU

ARU

Discursus Academici de Jure Publico,' 5 vols.
4to. Jen. I6l7—l623. 2. ' Discursus Academici ad Auream
Bullam Caroli IV,' 4to. Jen. 1617- 3. ' Commentaria de
Comitiis Roman. German. Imp.' 4to. Jen. 1630.
ARUNDEL, Edmund, fourth Earl of {Hist.) of the Fitzalan
family, [vide Arundel, under Heraldrif] being a favourite
of king Edward II, and of the Spenser faction, was beheaded by the procurement of Mortimer in 1326.
Arundel, Richard, seventh Earl of Arundel, of the same
family, was beheaded in the troublesome reign of Richard II.
Arundel, John, ninth Earl of, lost his life in the wars in
France in 13 Henry VI.
Arundel, Sir John, a knight of the ancient family of Arundel, [vide Arundel, under Heraldry] was one of the valiant
commanders in France in the reign of Henry VI, who, when
the French king sent a puissant army to subdue Aquitaine,
had the government of the country, together with the lord
Camois and sir John Seymour. They garrisoned towns, and
did all that was possible to frustrate the designs of the
French.
Arundel, Sir John, grandson of the preceding, was in 14°5
made a knight of the Bath, at the creation of the duke of
York, and for his valour at the siege of Terouen and Tournay, and at the battle that ensued, was made knight banneret in 1514 in 5 Henry VIII.
Arundel, If illiam, thirteenth and last Earl of of the Fitzalan
family, aspired to the hand of queen Elizabeth at the commencement of her reign. He was afterwards a favourer of
the duke of Norfolk's marriage with queen Mary, for which
he suffered imprisonment in 14 Eliz.
Arundel, Sir Thomas, second son of Sir John Arundel, before-mentioned, was beheaded in 1552, on a charge of conspiring with Edward, duke of Somerset, the murder of
John Dudley, duke of Northumberland.
Arundel, Sir Thomas, grandson of the preceding, and first
ardour, served as a volunteer in the imlord Arundel of
perial army in Hungary against the Turks, and in an engagement took their standard with his own hands, on which
account Rudolph II, emperor of Germany, created him
He afterwards distincount of the sacred Roman empire.
guished himself on several other occasions, and was for his
merits raised by James I to the dignity of the English peerage, [vide Arundel, under Heraldry] and died with the

works

are,

1

.

'

W

surname of Valiant in Ki.'Sf), aged 79Arundel, Thomas, second Baron Arundel, raised at his own
expense a regiment of horse, for the service of king Charles 1,
and died from the wounds he had received on the field of
His lady,
battle,
in his majesty's garrison at Oxford.
Blanch, fifth daughter of Edward Somerset, earl of Worcester, distinguished herself no less than her lord in the
same cause, by bravely defending Wardour Castle fur nine
davs, with a few men. against the rebel forces under sir
Edward Hungerford and Edmund Ludlow. She then delibut
vered it up on honourable terms, which they broke
were soon dislodged by lord Arundel, who ordered a mine
to be sprung under his own castle, and thus sacrificed a
;

noble structure to his loyalty.
Arundel. Henri/, third Lord Arundel, was, in 16'78. with
William Herbert, earl of Powis ; William Howard, visand John, lord Bellacount Stafford; William, lord Petre
sis, committed to the Tower upon the information of the
;

who were

afterwards impeached by
the House of Commons for high crimes and misdemeanours,
He continued in confinebut were never brought to trial.
ment till 1683, but on king James II's accession to the
throne, in 16S5, was sworn of his privy council, and constituted lord keeper of the privy seal, ccc.
Arundel, Thomas, second son of the fourth lord Arundel,
was killed at the battle of the Boyne, as he was fighting
for king James II
VOL. I.

infamous Titus Oates

;

Arundel,

Philip Howard, Earl of, son of the fourth duke
of Norfolk, fell under the suspicion of practising, in imitation of his father, against the government, in favour of
queen Mary, and being taken prisoner when he was attempting to make his escape, he was tried on a charge of high
treason, found guilty, and condemned to die
but sentence
not being executed upon him, he died in prison in 1 595.
Arundel, Thomas, Earl of, only son of the preceding, came
into favour with James I, by whom, in 1621, he was constituted earl-marshal of England for Life, and after having been
also in the service and favour of Charles I, he died in 1646,
in the 55th year of his age. He is well known by the Parian
or Arundelian marbles which he discovered, and which were
presented by his grandson, the sixth duke of Norfolk, to the
Prideaux, Chandler, and Mattaire,
University of Oxford.
published an account of this collection under the title of
Marmora Oxoniensa.'
Arundel, Henry Frederic, Earl of, the eldest surviving son of
the preceding, voted against the bill of attainder of Thomas,
earl of Strafford, and was steady in his adherence to the
king, for whom he was a sufferer until his death in 1652.
Arundel, Thomas (Ecc.) archbishop of Canterbury in the
reigns of Richard II, Henry IV, and Henry V, was the
brother of Richard Fitzalan, earl of Arundel, who was be[Vide Arundel, under History'] He was exiled
headed.
in the reign of Richard, but restored to his dignity on the
accession of Henry IV, and died in 1413, after having
zealously maintained the rights and authority of the Romish
church.
Arundel (Her.) an ancient family in the west of E ;.
where Roger de Arundel, according to Doomsday boo]
possessor of 20 lordships in the county of Somers,
3
Thomas Arundel above-mentioned, first lord Arundel
created a baron of England in the reign of James I,
The rmi
under the title of lord Arundel of Wardour.
&C of this family, are as follow
.Inns.
Sable, six swallows, three, two, and one, argent,
besides the quarterings, with the illustrious families of
Chidiocke, Dynham, Howard. Brotherton, Warn n, and
:

•

.

i

1

:

Moubray.

On a wreath a wolf passant argent.
Supporters.
On the dexter side a lion guardant
i. c.
yellow, powdered with black, ducallv crowni >1
On tbe sinister, an owl argent, with wings dia losed at
crowned as the dexter.
" Deo data."
Motto.
Arundel, Lord Arundel of Trerice, a title conferred first
Crest.

<

on Richard Arundel,

in 1 664,

,

which became extinct in 768,
Lord Arundel, his
I

in the person of the fourth peer, John,

great grandson.

Arundel. Ear!

of, a tide belonging to the Fitzalan family,
in 1213 to John Fitzalan, Lord
Fitzalan of Chin, in Shropshire, who in right of his mother
had, in 28 Hen. Ill, the castle of Arundel assigned to him
all possessors of that
as his share of his mother's inheritance
castle and honour being earls thereof, without any other
creation.
The title became extinct in that family in 1579,
in the person of William, thirteenth earl of Arundel, who
died without issue male. It afterwards came into the family
of Howard, duke of Norfolk, by the marriage of the fourth
duke with Mary, daughter and heir of Henry Fitzalan,

which came bv inheritance

;

earl of Arundel.

Arundel, Man/

(Biog.)

wife to

Henry Howard,

earl

of

Arundel in the Kith century, is known by her translatii n
of the Wise Savings, \c. of Alexander Severus, and also of
other things, from Plato, Seneca, \c.
ARUNS (Mi/th.) a soldier who slew Camilla, and was killed
J'irg- -En. 1. 11, v. 759.
by Diana with a dart.
Aruns (Hist.) a grandson of Tarquin the Elder, and hrother
of Tarquin the Proud, was murdered by bis wife Tullia,

ASA

ASC

the daughter of Servius Tullius, that she might many Tarquin.
Dionys. Hal. 4; Liv. 1. 1, 2.
Aruns, the son of Tarquin the Proud and the wicked
Tullia, engaged in single combat with Brutus, in which

hoth

of the king Porsenna, was sent hy his father to
take Aricia.
Liv. 1. 2.
Aruns, a native of Clusium, who, to revenge the affront
offered to his wife, invited the Gauls into Italy.
Liv. 1. 5.

ARUNTIUS

(Mytk.) a

chus, for which

drunken

man who

ridiculed the rites of Bac-

made him mad with

lie

he was killed by his

own

daughters,

drinking, so that
he had violated

whom

Pint, in Parallel.

fit.

Aruntius, Patercuhis,

a man who gave the tyrant .Emylius
Censorinus a brazen horse, for the punishment of criminals, into which he was himself first thrown.
Pint, in

Parallel.

{Hist.) a consul, U. C. 732, A. C.
22, a great orator and lawyer, is also supposed to have been
the historian to whom is ascribed a History of the Punic
War. Falling under the displeasure of Tiberius, to whom

an end

was made against him by Satrius Secundus, he put
own life by opening his veins. Senec. Prcef.

to his

in lib. 7, controv. 1 ; Tacit. 1. 1,6.
a public crier who proclaimed the death of the emperor Caligula.
Aruntius, Stella, vide Stella.

Aruntius,

AKXIPPUS

(Hist.)

" Api,iTTros,

the son of Acastus, and 21st

archon of the Athenians.
Tzetz. in Prulugem. Hesiod. ;
Meurs de Pep. Athen. 1. 3, c. 16.
(Hist.) 'ApvavSne, a governor of Egypt under
Cambyses, was put to death by Darius on account of his

AUYANDES
ambition.

ARYBAS

(Myth.) 'Af>i/3ac, a native of Sidon, whose daughter
was carried away by pirates. Horn. Odi/ss. 1. 15, v. 425.
(Bib/.) nyin, governor of Tirzat, the former capital
of the kingdom of Israel.
1 Kings xvi. 9.
ASA (Bibl.) NDN, son and successor of Abijam, king of Judah,
died after a reign of 40 years, A. M. 3090, A. C. 913.
1 Kings xv. ; 2 Chron.
ASAGREE (Geog.) a name for the Saracens in Spain, whose
power was destroyed by Peter of Arragon, in 1284. Caleis.

ARZA

in

(

'/mm.

\NAIIEL

(Pi/il.)

was

Juab,

2 Sam.

bunwv, son of Zeruiah, and brother to
by Abner at the battle of Gibeon.

killed

(Bih/.) n'ttf V, one sent by king Josiah to consult
Hllldah, the prophetess, concerning the book of the law
found in the temple, A. M. 3380, A. C. 623. 2 Kings
xxii. 14.

(Hist.) a Bulgarian of

noble birth, who, with his
and John, rendered their country in 1187
He was assassinated by one of
independent of the Greeks.
lii ^ kinsmen about 1195.
Asan, John, son of the preceding, succeeded his two uncles
in 1208, and died in 1241.
•\san III, grandson of Asan II, reigned for a short time iii
ljrothers Peter

Bulgaria; but finding himself unable to

resist

an illustrious

man, named Terter, who revolted against him, he retired
to Constantinople, and lived in privacy.
Dm Cange, Famil.
Byzant.

Asan,

Calafl'at,

a pirate of Algiers, and a renegado Greek,
formidable for a long time to the
at length entirely defeated, and his whole

who rendered himself
(

hriltianUi

fleet

was

taken in 1626.

ASAN'DKII

(Hist.)" Airavcnw:, a governor of the Bosphorus
under Pharnaccs, revolted against him in the 183d Olympiad, A. C. 47, and having defeated both him and his

successor

effigy is

at

first

APXONT02 ASANAPOY BOSIIO-

styled

POY, afterwards BASlAEilS A2ANAPOY.
torn.

i. ;

ASAPH

Acka-m. Imp. §c.

;

Spank. Dissert.

Froel. Xot. Eleni.

(Bibl.) r|D«, father of Joab,

was

secre-

tary to king Hezekiah.
2 Ckron. xxxiv. 20.
of Barachiah, of the family of Levi, and father
of Zaccur, Joseph, Xethaniah, and Asarelah, was a cele1
Ckron. vi. 39brated musician in David's time.
His

Asaph, son

name
Asaph,
to

is

found at the head of several psalms.

St.

(Biog.) a

monk

have given his name

of the sixth century,

to the

town

who

is

said

in Wales.

ASAR-ADDOX (Bibl.) vide Esar-kaddun.
ASBYLUS (Biog.) WtrpvXoc, a native of Croton,

mentioned

Plat, de Leg.

Plato.

ASCALAPHUS

(Myth.) WoKaXayoc, a son of Mars, by
Horn. 11. 1. 2, v. 13.
a son of Acheron and Orpheus, was changed by
Ovid. Met. 1. 5.
Proserpine into an owl.
(Geog.) Ao-ctiXwi', the town of Palestine, which
in Scripture is written Askelon, [vide Askeloif] is situated
on the sea coast, 14 m. X. Gaza, and 30 S. W. Jerusalem,
It was taken from the AsIon. 34° 37' E., lat. 31° 3S' X.
syrians by the Persians, and afterwards fell successively into
the hands of Alexander the Great, Ptolemy, and Antiochus
Magnus; but during the civil wars between Antiochus Epiphanes and his brother Philopater it became independent,
until it was reduced to a part of the Roman empire.
It
was frequently taken by the Saracens, and suffered much
during the crusades. Baldwin, king of Jerusalem, took it
after a siege of five or six months, in 1153 or 1154, at
which time it was erected into an episcopal town. But falling at length into the hands of the Turks, it was almost entirely destroyed, and is now an insignificant place, which
they occupy for the purpose of opposing the inroads of the
Arabians.
Astyocha.

Ascalaphus,

ASCALOX

Ascalon

(Xinnis.) struck

many

coins or medals

at

different

some while it was uuroi'o/ior> or independent, and
some in honour of Alexander the Great, but still more in
honour of the Roman emperors Augustus, Tiberius, Clautimes

;

dius,

Nero, Vespasian,

Domitian, Trajan, Adrian,

Titus,

Antoninus Pius, Sept. Severus, Heliogabalus,
and Alex. Severus, bearing, as in the annexed
the figure of a female with a turreted
head, representing the genius of the city, and
supposed by some to be Astarte she stands
on the prow of a ship, and near her is a trident, to denote its maritime situation ; the
reed in her left hand is a symbol of the lake
near to Ascalon, into which Dercetus threw herself, according to fabulous history, after bringing forth a girl, named
Semiramis, to whom divine honours were paid, as denoted
the figure of the dove is
by the altar, on some medals
emblematical of this Semiramis, who, when exposed by her
mother, is said to have been fed with milk and cheese by
doves.
The inhabitants of Ascalon also used the type of an
onion, to denote their abundance in that part, besides the
figures of Jupiter and Hercules, &C. on their most ancient
This city first employed the irra of the Selcucida,
medals.
which they exchanged for a new cpocha, dated from the
period when they liberated themselves from the dominion of
the Syrian kings, A. C. 103, U. C. 650; hence IT. TIP.
AAP.&C. 103, 113, 131. eve. on medals of Augustus, Tibecut,

ii.

ASAHIAH

ASAN

whose
was

this prince,

given in the annexed figure,

by

Aruntius, NejMS Lucius

a charge

(Numis.)

I'aillant.

fell.

Aruns, son

in a

Asander

Mithridatcs, obtained peaceable possession of the
Strab. 1. 7
Appian. in Mitkrid. ; Dio. 1. 42.

government.

;

;

;

rius,

&c:

AS.

the inscriptions

A2KAAO. A2KAAI. A2-

KAAO. ASSCAAQNl TON also, on a medid of Adrian,
ACKAAiJNI-'.IT. .Ml'.ll'. which is interpreted Metropolis.
by some, but by Others, Metrodorus, the name of a magis;

trate.

ASC
ASCAXAXES
ASCAN'IA

ASC

(Hist.) a son of Gotner.

(Geog.)

an ancient

[Vide Ashkenaz']

fortress in

capital of the country that

which was the

Lower Saxony,
its name to

gave

the princes of Anhalt.
(Hist.) also called lulus, a son of .Eneas

ASCANIUS

by Creusa,
where his descendants
According
to
Dionvsius
Halicarreigned
nassus, the son of /Eneas by Lavinia, was also called As-

who went with

his father into Italy,

for 4-20 years.

Dionus.

canius.

1.

1

Lie.

;

1.

1

;

I'irg.

.En.

1.

1.

Ascanius, the name of a German family descended, as some
sav, from Ashkenaz, one of the grandsons of Japhet ; but
with more probability it owes its origin to Ascanius, who
from whom the
emigrated from Bithynia into Germany
princes of Anhalt trace their descent.
Ascanius, Maria Sfbrza, vide SJbrsa.
ASCARIC (Hist.) a Gaul, who attempted to throw off the
Roman yoke, but, being defeated by Constantine, was deEutrop. 1. 1
Euseb. in fit. Constant.
voured by dogs.
ASCELIXL'S (Biog.) one of the first writers of the 11th
century, who combatted the errors of Berenger.
ASCH, George Thomas, Baron a" (Biog.) a Russian physician,
was born at Petersburgh in 1729, and died in 1807. He is
known more as the patron of learning than as a writer, but
in this character he took a considerable part in the Russian
;

;

Pharmacopoeia, 4to. Petersburgh, 1778.
ASCHAM, Anthony (Hist.) one of Cromwell's friends and

was

adherents,

assassinated with his interpreter by six exiled

royalists in Spain,

where he had been sent on a mission from

England in 1650. He wrote ' A Discourse on the Revolutions
and Confusions of Governments,' Svo. 1648.
Asm am, Roger (Biog.) an English scholar, was born in 1515,
and died in 1568. He was sent in 1530 to St. John's college, Cambridge, and after taking his degrees in 1534 and
1536, was employed as preceptor to Queen Elizabeth, by
whom he was patronized, as he had been before by king
Edward and Queen Man'. The only works he published
.

Toxophilus, or the School of Shooting, in two
2. 'A Report
Books,' 4to. London 1545, 1571, and 1589.
and Discourse, written by Roger Ascham, of the Affairs and
State of Germany,' &c. London, printed by John Dave,
Cum gratia et privilegio Regis
dwelling over Aldsgate.
Majestatis per decennium, without a date. After his death
3.
The Schoolmaster, or a Plain and
were published.
Perfite Way of Teaching Children to understand, write,
and speak the Latin Tongue,' &c- by Roger Ascham, anno
1570, at London, printed by John Dave, dwelling over
Aldsgate. inscribed by Margaret, his widow, to Sir William
It was reprinted by
Cecil, principal secretary of state.
Dave, 1571; by Jeffes, 1589; and by Upton, 1711.
4. ' Apologia Doct. Viri R. A. pro Ccena Dominica contra
Missum et ejus Prestigias,' Svo. London, 1577- Ascham's
Epistles were published by Mr. Grant, master of Westminster school, in 1576, 1577, 1578, and 1590; there were
also two editions at Hanau, 1602 and 1610; and one at
Xuremberg, l6ll. The last and best edition is that pubAscham's English
lished by Mr. Elstob, Oxford, 1703.
works were published by the Rev. James Bennett, 4to. 17*'7;
to which Dr. Johnson added a life that has since been inserted in bis works.
Ascham, Anthony, author of ' Tracts on Astrology, and on the
Properties of Herbs gathered in 1 550,' was a physician, and
also an ecclesiastic.
ASCHARI (Biog.) a mussebuan doctor, and chief of the
Ascharians, whe were particularly opposed to the Hanbalites.
The latter maintained a particular providence, but
the former were absolute predestinarians.
Aschari died at
Bagdad in 940.
(Hist.) first king of Persia, of the dynasty of
Persian kings, called after him Aschganians, who died after
were,

1.

'

'

ASCHEG

a reign of 25 vears.

ASCHEK

king of the dynasty, called after him
Aschkanians. He reigned seven years, and had 12 successors.
Oriental writers make him a descendant from Dara, or
Darab, i. e. Darius Codomanus of the Greeks and Latins.
ASCHGAXIDES (Hist.) or Aschganians, the second branch
of the dynasty of Persian kings, called Molouk ThaouaiJ) or
the successors of Alexander the Great.
ASCHKAXIAXS (Hist.) the first branch of the dynasty of
(Hist.)

first

Persian kings, called Molouk ThaouaiJ] or the successors of
Alexander.

ASCLEPAS (Ecc.) a bishop of Gaza, in

Palestine, in the fourth
century, was at the general council of Xice in 325, but was
St.
at length deposed through the influence of the Arians.
Alhanas. ad Solit. et Ajjolog. ; S. Epiphan- Ha?res. 69 ; Sozom. 1. 3
Theodoret. 1. 1 ; Baron. Anna!, ann. 342.
(Ecc.) a patriarch of Antioch in the third
century, was one of the sufferers from the persecution which
raged under Severus.
Euseb- in Chron. et Hist. Eccles.
;

ASCLEPIADES
1.

6,

c.

11.

a disciple of Isocrates, who wrote on
the events which have been the subjects of tragedies.
Plut.

Asclepiades (Biog.)

in Isoc. ; Diom. 1. 3.
Asclepiades, a disciple of

nedemus,

Stilpo,

who

and

a

sworn friend of Me-

spent their lives together.
Diog. Laert. de Vit. Phil.

c. 39 ;
Asclepiades, a Greek

Cic. Tusc.

historian in the reign of

1.

5,

Ptolemy Epi-

phanes.
He wrote a History of Alexander the Great, of
Bithynia, &c.
Strab. 1. 3
Athen. 1. 3 ; Arrian. 1. 7, &c.
Asclepiades, a physician of Bithynia in the time of Pompey
the Great, who set up a mode of practice for himself much
after the manner of modern quacks.
He is said to have laid
a wager that he would never be sick, and to have won it bv
his being killed from a fall.
He wrote several books quoted
bv Plinv, Celsus, and Galen.
Cel. 1. 2, c. 6, &c. ; Plin.
L 7 Gal. dc Antidot. ; Apui. Flor. 1. 4.
Asclepiades, a physician in the reign of Trajan, mentioned
Grid. Inscript.
in an ancient inscription.
Asclepiades, the name of several other persons, mentioned
by ancient writers.
Meurs in Xot. ad C/ndcid. ; Voss. de
Hut. Graw ; Gessner. Posseiin. Sec.
(Hist.) a nobleman who was implicated
in a conspiracy against Alexander.
Q. Curt. 1. 8, c. 6.
Asclepiodorus (Biog.) a painter in the age of Apelles.
Plin. 1. 35.
Also a sculptor of the same name.
Asclepiodorus, a great mathematician, mentioned bv Suidas.
(Hist.) one of the generals of Mithridates the Great, who conspired against him, but afterwards
Appian. in Mithridat. ; Oros. 1. 6.
revealed the conspiracy.
Asclepiodotus, Cassius, a native of Nice, in Bithynia, was
exiled bv Xero on an unjust charge, but recalled bv Galba.
Diu. 1. 62.
Asclepiodotus, a Pratorian prefect under Constantine Chlorus,
defeated Allectus, who had caused himself to be proclaimed
Vopisc. in Aurel.
emperor in Great Britain in 296.
Asclepiodotus (Biog.) an historian, who wrote the life of
Diocletian, whether the same as the prefect above-mentioned
is doubtful.
ASCLEPIUS (Ecc.) a bishop of Africa in the fifth century,
;

;

ASCLEPIODORUS

ASCLEPIODOTUS

who
c.

wrote against the Arians.

Gennad. de Script. Eccles.

73.

ASCLETARIAX

(Biog.) an astrologer in the reign of Domitian, who, declaring that he shoidd be torn by dogs, the
emperor ordered him to be put to death, and his body to be
burnt ; but as soon as he was laid on the burning pile, a
storm arose, and put out the fire, when the dogs came and

him

Suet, in Domit. c. 15.
to pieces.
Ceccodi (Ecc.) or Francisco de Stabili, professor of
Bologna,
wrote an Italian Poem on the
mathematics at
System of Empedocles, for which he was burnt as a heretic
at Florence in 1328, aged 70.
tore

ASCOLI,

ASG

ASD

whose master he had murdered. Polyb.
Diodor. 1.25; Liv. 1.21; Corn. Nep. in Amu.;

by a

Aoioi.i ((Icog.) an ancient town of Italy, called by the
Latins A senium Picenum, situated on a mountain by the
river Tronto, in the marquisate of Ancona, 80 miles N. E.
D
I.on. 13° 29' E. lat. 42 41' N.
Rome.

an episcopal city, which is said to have been one of
the Gist towns which belonged to the temporal dominion
In 1557 it was the theatre of a fierce enof the popes.
gagement between the French and Spaniards. QVide Asis

culum]
Ascoli di Sairiano, an ancient town of Naples, called by the
Latins Asculum sacrianum, or Apukim, in the province of
Lon.
Capitanata, situated on a hill, 70 miles E. Naples.
5
SO" E. lat. 41° 8' N.
I

History of Ascoli.

Aseulum was destroyed by an earthquake in 139.9, and on its ruins was built the present
The principality was founded by Charles V in
town.
1530 in favour of Antony de I.evc, a distinguished officer,
whose posterity enjoyed the title of prince of Ascoli. It
is

town

ancient

(if

a bishop's see, suffragan of Benevento.

Descript

ASCONIUS

Lcruid. Albert.

Ttal.

the emperor Nero,
who, when he mounted the throne demanded of the senate
that he should be invested with the insignia of consular
Tac. Annul. 1. 13, c. 18.
authority.
Asconius Babinus MoDESTUS, a native of Padua, was proconsul and administrator of the finances, as we learn from
Pigtior, in Orig. Patav. ; Cavacc. in Flag,
an inscription.

Labf.o (Hist.) preceptor

to

&c.;

Quid

Roma, Xeronibus,
Metaurumjlumen, at Asdrubal

debeas, o

Testis

Devietiis.

Poli/b.

11;

1.

Liv.

21, &c.

1.

;

Floras; Eulropius ; Oro~

sins, iyc.

a son of Gisco,
Scipio and Massanissa.
Olid. Fast. 1. 6.
Vostera

Kt

ha

mel'wr

cecidit telii

;

was defeated with Syphax, by

tuperat Massanissa Syphacem

Asdrubal

ipse

mis.

11; Liv. 1. 27; PhU. in Scipio.
Asdrubal,, surnamed Ihcdus, recommended his countrymen
to make peace with the Romans, and reproved Annibal for
laughing in the senate house. Liv. 1. 30.
Asdrubal, a grandson of Massanissa, who was murdered in
Polyb.

1.

the Carthaginian senate house.
Liv. Epit. 1. 50.
the general who commanded the Carthaginians, on
the capture of the city, surrendered to Scipio, but his wife
precipicated herself with her children into the flames of the
temple of /Fsculapius, which she and others had set on tire.

Asdrubal,

Liv. Epit.

51.

1.

ASKLLA

Patav.

iliustr.

1,

Pint, in

;

Asdrubal,

The

1.

Appian. in Jlli/r.
Asdrubal, a son of Mago, surnamed Calvus, died of the
wounds which he received in Sardinia. Justin. 1. 19Asdrubal, a brother of Annibal, who crossed the Alps to his
assistance
but, being defeated and killed by the consuls M.
Livius Salinator, and Claudius Nero, U.C. 547, A.C. 207,
his head was thrown into Annibal's camp.
Hor. 1. 4, od. 4.
Atinib. ;

History of Ascoli.
It

slave,

ASCONIUS Pedianus (Biog.) a grammarian of Padua, probably of the same family as the above-mentioned proconsul,
lived in the age of Augustus, and was intimate with Virgil
and Livy. He is well known as the commentator on Cicero,
and is generally Supposed to have- written also some historiworks, although others, on the authority of St. Jerome,
the grammarian and historian ti> be distinct persons.
Sil Ital !. 12; QuintiL 1. 1, c. 7 ;
I'lin. 1. 7, c. 48 ;
Hieron. in Euseb. Chron. ; Suidas, in 'Aaxiav ; Voss.de Hist.
Lat. 1. l, c. 27 ; Seal. Anitnad. in Euseb. Ckron.
William (Ecc.) bishop of Sarum in 1438, and
father confessor to Henry VI, was murdered at the altar by
Jack Cade and bis followers in 1450.
ASCRA (Geog.) B town of Bicotia, which received its name
from Ascra, a nymph, and is said to have been built by the
It was the birth-place of the
giants Otus and Ephialtes.
lesiod, as he testifies of Himself;
poet
cal

make

(Biog.) a Reman lady, distinguished no less for her
Hieron. Epist. 15.
piety than her birth.
(Hist.) and lltimala, the name of two factions

ASELLATA

They originated
in Holland for 200 years.
with Margaret, sister of William IV, count of Holland,
and wile of the emperor Louis, of Bavaria, who wished to
deprive her son William of his right to the country of Holland, for the purpose of substituting Louis in his place.
The faction Asellata favoured the cause of William; and
which raged

'

ASCOUGH,

i

SuTTilTn
*A<riepy,

i

a'. \

'KArri.u'

i

ill

'

i'/j

:

ri

.: >•)

is frequently
and
termed the Ascrean poet
poetry treating of agricultural subjects, Ascreum Carmen.
Ovid. Fast. I. 6, c
1
Pater, ul.
Virg. Geog. I 2, v. 176
I'lin. 1. 8
Paus. I ')
1.
Flor. 1. I.
Strab. 1. 9
(Geog.) the name of two towns in Italy, 'l.Asalum Apulum, now Ascoli ili Sairiano, a town of Apulia,
in. morable for
the defeat of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, by

Whence he

I

;

;

:

1

;

;

;

ASCULUM
<

C

278. Flor. 1. I,
the consul Fabricius, U.C. l-7'i, A.
&c.j Appian. de Civ. Bell; Veget. I. 8; Frontin,

c.
1.

18,
I
;

2. Asculum
Annul, torn. ii.
Picenum, now Ascoli,
the gentile name Ascucapital of the country of Picenum
It is about 60 milesfrom Ancona.
luiii.
Cas. de Bell. Civ.
1.
Cic. in Brut. e. Hi; Strab. I 6; I'lin. 1. 7, &c; Luc.

Zonar.

;

I.

l

;

2

;

Flor.

1.

ASDRUBAL

5.

(Hist.) the

name

of several Carthaginian ge-

nerals.

son-in-law of Amilcar, was beaten by the Consul
Asnm
Cscilius Metellns, near Palermo, in Sicily, U.C. 508, A.C.
251, and afterwards killed in the midst of his own soldiers
r.AL,

Wilis.'

ASELLIO,

Sempronius (Hist.) a military tribune, U.V. ()20,
of the capture of Numantia,
DionyS. Hal. Anliip Rom. I. 1 ; //(//. Gcll. 1. 13;

A.C. 184; wrote an account
in Spain.

Voss. de Hist. Lat. 1. 2.
(Bibl) mo*, daughter of Potiphar, and wife of
Gen. xli. 45.
Joseph.
ASI'l'.Ll), Peter Bidal, Baron d' (Hist.) having rendered considerable service to Christina, queen of Sweden, was by her

Charis.

1.

2

;

ASENATH

py

x*7i« Ka«y, Ot/iu dpyaXiy liSivor* io9\y.

;

Hamata, the interests of Louis.
(Biog.) a physician of Cremona, died in
1626, after having discovered the lacteal veins in the mesentery, on which he left a dissertation entitled ' De Lactcis
that of

ASELLI, Gaspar

elevated to the dignity of a baron.

Asfeld,

('/mull-

Francis Bidal, Mnnpiis d' (Hist.) otherwise

called Chevalier a* Asfeld, son of the preceding, distinguished
himself in the service of Louis XIV; and in addition to
I le died
other honours, was appointed marshal of Prance.
after a long life of service in 1741.
Asfeld, Alexis Bidal, Baron d\ third son of Peter d'Asfeld,
died of the wounds which be received at the siege of Bonn,

which he resolutely defended to the very last.
Bidal, Baron d', was also an officer of distinguished valour in the same service.
\SFENDIAB (Hist.) son of Kischtasb, and grandson of

Abfeld, Benedict

Lohorasbj kings of Persia of the first dynasty, did not live
father, but was esteemed a great hero, and
killed by the shot of an arrow.
ASGILL, Sir Charles (Hist.) son of Sir Charles, a baronet
and a general of his majesty's forces, distinguished himself
to succeed bis

was

;

;

during the American war
where, as a captain, he narrowly escaped, by the intercession
of the queen of France, being put to death by Washington,
in retaliation for the death of an American officer.
Asgill (Her.) a family of London, whose ancestor, Sir Charles
Asgil), was created a baronet in l66'l.
The arms, &c. of

of lord Ashburnham, baron of Ashburnham,
in Sussex, in 1608.
John, the third lord, was created in
1730 viscount St. Asaph, in the principality of Wales, and
earl Ashburnham.
The arms, &c. of this family are as

ASH

ASH
on several

occasions, particularly

this family are as follow

:

gules.

A

sphynx with wings endorsed argent, crined or.
" Sui oblitus commodo."
Asgill, Join* (Biog.) of the 18th century, who wrote a Treatise on the Possibility of avoiding Death, which being considered a blasphemous publication, caused him to be expelled
from the Irish and English houses of parliament successively.
Being deeply involved in debt, he spent the remaining 30
years of his life in the Fleet, during which time he wrote
very many political pamphlets on the topics of the day, and
Motto.

died in 1738.

ASH,

John (Biog.) a preacher among the Dissenters, is better
a popular English grammar, entitled ' The
Easiest Introduction to Dr. Lowth's English Grammar,'
12mo. 17(36; and ' A New and Complete Dictionary of the
English Language,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1777; besides a Treatise on

known by

Education.
(Bibl.) \wy, a city of Judah, Josh. xv. 42; which,
according to Eusebius, was Hi miles distant from Jerusalem.
(Bibl.) "?}»«, second son of Benjamin.
Numb.
xxvi. 38; 1 Chron. viii. 1.
Viscount (Her.) a title belonging to the family of Flower Henry Flower, second lord Castle Durrow,
in the county of Kilkenny, was created viscount Ashbrook
in 1751. The titles, arms, occ. of this family are as follow:
Titles.
Flower, viscount Ashbrook, and baron of Castle

ASHAN

ASHBEL

ASHBROOK,

;

Durrow.
Arms. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, on a chevron voided sable,
between three ravens, each holding an ermine spot in its
beak proper, as many pellets ; 2d and 3d gules, both
borne by the name of Flower.
Crest.
On a wreath, a raven as in the coat.
Supporters.
Two tygers regardant proper,
ducal coronets and chains or.
" Mens conscia recti."
Motto.

ASHBURNHAM,

Bertram de (Hist.) of the ancient family
Eshburnham [vide A.\hburnltam, under

Heraldry^ was sheriff of the counties of Surrey, Sussex,
and Kent, and constable of Dover Castle, in the reign of
king Harold.
He defended this castle against William the
Conqueror, on which account he was beheaded with his two
sons, Philip and Michael de Eshburnham.
Ashburnham, John, eldest son of Sir John Ashburnham, was
one of the grooms of the bed-chamber to Charles I, whom
he assisted in company with Sir John Berkeley, in his unsuccessful attempt to make his escape, and was afterwards
committed to the Tower by Cromwell.
Ashburnham, Sir William (AVc.) son of sir Dennv Ashburnham, of Bromham, in Sussex, bart., and grandson of
the aforementioned John Ashburnham, on the mother's side,
was lord bishop of Chichester.

Ashburnham,

William, second son of Sir John Ashburnham,
and cofferer to Charles I and II, was faithful to the former

through

all his troubles.

(Her.) or Eshburnham, a family who, accordFuller, was of stupendous antiquity ; a family
wherein the eminence hath equalled the antiquity, having
been barons temp. Henry III.
The first who enjoyed the
dignity of the peerage was John Ashburnham, son of the
John Ashburnham abovementioned, who, on the accession of
king William and queen Mary, was created a baron by the

ing to

follow

title

:

Arms.

Gules, a fess between six mullets argent.
of a ducal coronet or, an ashtree proper.

Out

Two

Supporters.

greyhounds

sable, collared,

and chained

or.

Motto.
" Le roy et l'estat."
Sir Denny, of the same family, a commissioner
of the excise in the time of Charles I, was created a baronet
in lfiO'l
from him was descended sir William Ashburnham,
lord bishop of Chichester.
John Dunning, Lord (Hist.) second son of
Mr. John Dunning, of Ashburton, was born in 1731, and
applying himself to the study of the law, he by steady
practice, combined with considerable abilities, was at length
appointed chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, and after
being raised to the peerage, died in 1783. He wrote an
Answer to the Dutch Memorial, and is supposed to have
written a pamphlet on the law of libels, and '
Letter to
the Projectors of East India Stock.'
Ashburton, Lord (Her.) the title conferred on Mr. Dunning
as abovementioned, who was raised to the peerage in 1782.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Bendy sinister of eight or and vert, a lion rampant

Ashburnham,
;

ASHBURTON,

A

:

sable.

On

Crest.

a wreath, an antelope's head couped proper, at-

tired or.

Two antelopes proper, attired, hoofed, and
charged on the breast with an acorn slipped proper, and
gorged with collars bendy of eight or, and vert.
" Studiis et rebus honestis."
Motto.
ASHBY, George (Biog.) an English divine and antiquary of
London, was born in 1724, admitted of St. John's college,
Cambridge, in 17!!', took his degrees of A. B. A.M and B.D.
in 1714, 17 48. and 17-'(>, and died in 1758.
He published
nothing himself, but contributed to the labours of others
as to Mr. Nichols, in his life of Bowyer; Daines Barrington,
on the Statutes also to bishop Percy, Mr. Granger, Mr.
Gough, See.; who have acknowledged themselves as indebted to him for his assistance.
(Bibl.) TntrN, a city of the Philistines.
Josh.
Supporters.

;

gorged with

of Ashburnham, or

Ashburnham

and

Crest.

Anns. Party, per fesse argent and vert, a pale counterchanged in each piece of the first, a lion's head erased
Crest.

style

ASHDOD
xi.

12.

ASHDOTH

nniOB, a region and city in the tribe of
40 ; also a town of the Amorites. Josh.

(Bibl.)

Reuben, Josh.

x.

xii. 3.

ASHE,

Simeon (Biog.) a puritan preacher in the time of the
Emanuel college, Cambridge, who, quarrelling

rebellion, of

with the prcsbyterian party, assisted in the restoration of
Charles II, but continued a nonconformist to his death.
(Bibl.) icw, son of Jacob and Zilpah, his wife.
Gen. xlix.
Asher, a city between Scythopolis and Shechem.
Josh.

ASHER

xvii. 7-

ASHIMAH
the

men

of

(Bibl.) rd'£>n, a deity who
Hamath, settled in Samaria.

ASHKENAZ

(Bibl.)

U3tm«,

eldest

son

was worshipped by
2 Kings xvii. 30.
of Gomer.
Gen.

x. 3.

ASHLEY,

Robert (Biog.) a gentleman of Wiltshire, was born
in 1565 ; admitted a gentleman commoner of Hart-hall,
Oxford, in 15S0 ; and afterwards as a member of the Middle
Temple, was called to the bar. He died in 1641, leaving
among his works, 1. A translation from French into Latin
' Urania,' 4to. London,
1589- 2. A transEnglish from the Spanish of ' Almanzor, the
Learned and Victorious King that conquered Spain, his
3. ' A Relation of
Life and Death,' 4to. London, 1627the Kingdom of Cochin China,' 4to. Lond. 1 633 ; chiefly

verse of

Du Barta's

lation into

ASH

AS1

taken from the Italian of Barri.
Italian of

'

II

4.

A

translation

from the

Davide Perseguitate,' London, 1637.

'

the title commonly borne by the eldest
the earl of Shaftsbury.
Amii.kv, Cooper, vide Cooper.
Elias (Hist.) an antiquary and founder of the
noble museum at Oxford, which still bears his name, was

Ashley, Lord (Her.)
sun

<>f

ASH MOLE,
born

and died in l6{)2, after having
resigned his office as Windsor herald.
The most important
among bis published works is
The Institution, Laws,
and Ceremonies of the Most Noble Order of the Garter
collected and digested into one Body by Elias Ashmole, of
the Middle Temple, esq., Windsor Herald at Arms; a Work
furnished with Variety of Matter relating to Honour and
Noblesse,' foL London, 1672
besides which he wrote,
1.
Fasciculus Chemicus, or Chemical Collection,' &c. 12mo.
London, 1680. 2.
Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum," &c
4tn. London, 1652.
3.
The Way to Bliss,' &c. which
was his last chemical work. 4. The Arms, Epitaphs, Funeral Inscriptions in all the Churches of Berkshire, which
was published with other matter under the title of ' Antiquities of Berkshire/ 3 vols. 8vo. 1717, 1723, and folio,
Heading, 1736.
5.
Familiarum Illustrium Imperatoat

Litchfield in 1017,

'

;

;

'

'

'

;

'

rumque Homanorum Numismata Oxonia?

in Bodleianse Bibliothecs Archivis Descripta et Explanata,' 3 vols, fob Oxon.
'
(i.
1 (>(>(>.
Description and Explanation of the Coins and
Medals belonging to King Charles II,' a folio MS. in the
king's cabinet.
Brief Ceremonial of the Feast of
7. '
St. George, held at Whitehall/ lttfil, &c.
8. ' Remarkable

A

A

Passages in the Year 1 660, set down by Mr. Elias Ashmole.'
y. < An Account of the Coronation of our Kings, transcribed from a MS. in the King's private Closet.'
10. ' The
Proceedings on the Day of the Coronation of King Charles
II,' said by Wood to have been printed in 16'72.
11.
The
Arms, Epitaphs, &c in Cheshire, Shropshire/ &c. 12. ' Collections, Remarks, Notes on Books,' &c.
13. The Diary
of bis Life, written by Himself, published in 12mo. London,
with the title ' Memoirs of the Life of that Learned
1717
Antiquary Elias Ashmole, Esq. drawn up by Himself by
way of Diary, with an Appendix of Original Letters,' published by Charles Burman, Esq.
ASHNAII (Bilil.) rtJDt*, a city of Judah. Josh. xv. 33.
(Bilil.) uair>K, a governor of king Nebuchadnezzar's eunuchs, who changed the name of Daniel and his
companions.
Dan. i. 3.
'

;

VSHPENAZ

ASHTON,

Thomas (Wag.) a puritan preacher of Brazen-nose
Oxford, in the time of the grand rebellion, whose
spirit is discernible from the titles of his books, as ' Bloodthirsty Cyrus, unsatisfied with Blood,' &c. ; ' Satan in Emacollege,

nuel's Mantle.' &C.

ion, Thomas, an English divine, was born in 171(5, elected
from Eton to King's college, Cambridge, in 1713 and passing bis several degrees up to that of doctor in 175,9, died in
Besides single sermons, he published, 11775A Dissertation on 2 Peter, i. 1(1.' 8vo. 1750.
2. ' An Extract from
the Case of the Obligation of the Electors of Eton College
to supply all Vacancies,' &c.
3.
A Letter to the Rev. Dr.
\l111cli, on the Question of electing Aliens into the vacant
"
Places in Eton College,' 4to. 1771.
Lord (Her.) baron of Asbtown, of Moate, in
the county of Oalway, the title at present enjoyed by the
family of Trench, whose descent is the same as that of the
;

'

'

ASHTOWN,
cil'

Clancarty.

A8HUATH

(BibL) nitrm, third son of Japhet, and grand(
'/iron. vii. 33.
gon of Heber.
(W/il.) turn, son of Shcm, who gave his name to
x.
11.
Gen.
Assyria.
I

ASHUB

ASHWELL,

George (Biag.) an English divine, was l)orn in
Wad bam college, Oxford, in 1627; after
which he took his degrees, and was elected fellow of that
11)12, entered of

Apostle's
risticus,'

Creed/ 8vo. Oxon. 1653.
2. ' Gestus Eucha8vo. Oxon. l6t)3.
3. ' De Socino et Socianismo.'

De

Ecclesia/ &c.
5. ' An Answer to Plato Rcdivivus/
translation from Pocock's edition of
Philosophus
Autodidactus, sive Epistola Abi Giaphar Ebn Tophail/ &c.
8vo. Lond. 16'86'.
4.

'

MS.

6.

A

'

ASHWORTH,
among

Caleb (Biog.) a dissenting minister, wrote,
other things, '
Hebrew Grammar/ and died in

A

1774.

ASIA

(Myth.) 'Aoh), wife of Prometheus, who gave name to
Asia, according to Herodotus.
Herod. 1. 4, c. 45.
Asia (Geog.) one of the three quarters of the ancient world,
and of the four quarters of the modern ; received its name
from Asia, according to Herodotus ; or more probably from
the

Hebrew um.

Boundaries and Extent. Asia is bounded by the ocean on
the North, East, and South.
It is bounded on the N. by
the Frozen Ocean, on the E. by the Pacific Ocean, and
on the S. by the Indian Ocean. On the W. it is separated from Africa by the Red Sea, from the Straits of
Babelmandel to the Isthmus of Suez ; and it is separated
from Europe by the Archipelago, the Straits of Gallipoli,
the Euxine or Black Sea, the Sea of Marmora, and the
Straits of Constantinople, &c.
Its greatest length from
the Western shores of Natolia to East Cape, in Siberia,
is about 7583 miles; and its greatest breadth from Cape
Kerven Vostochnir, in the Frozen Ocean to the Southern
point of Malacca, is upwards of 5000 miles.
Division.
Asia was divided by the ancients into Asia

Minor
and Asia Major, which were separated by Mount Taurus.
Asia Minor comprehended Mysia, Phrygia, Lydia, Caria,
Doris, jEolis, Ionia, and the Island of Rhodes
Asia
Major comprehended Sarmatia, Scythia, India, Persia,
Arabia, Syria, Armenia, Colchis, Iberia, Albania, Cyppadocia, Cilicia, Galatia, Pontus, Bithynia, Pamphylia,
;

Lycia, the Island of Cyprus, &c
Modern Asia is divided into five parts, namely, the Indies, with the
adjacent parts, China, Tartar)-, Persia, and the Turkish

Empire.
Seat, Lahes, and Rivers. The principal seas are the Caspian
Sea, the China Sea, Yellow Sea, the Sea of Aral, and of

Oehotsk, &c. ; the lakes and rivers are Barkal, the
Ganges, Indus, Euphrates, &c. ; the Gulf of Siam, the
Gulf of Tonquin, &C.
Islands.
The most noted islands amongst the ancients were
the Islands of Santos, Scio, Mytelene, Rhodes, Cos, and
Cvprus those among the modems are Ceylon, Borneo,
the Philippines, the Celebes, the Islands of Japan, eVc.
Mountains, eye. The most celebrated mountains were Mount
Taurus, and Caucasus, &c.
Towns. The principal towns known to the ancients and
moderns are Jerusalem, Smyrna, Ephosus, Tarsus, Damascus, Csesarea, Aleppo, Mecca, &c.
Asia was successively governed by the Assyrians,
History.
Medes. Persians, and Greeks; but the regions of India
and China were but little known even to Alexander, or
any of the conquerors of the ancient world. On the de;

Ami

carls

house.
He preached before the king during the rebellion,
and died in 1693, leaving, 1.
Fides Apostolica, or a Discourse asserting the received Authors and Authority of the

of these empires, great part of Asia submitted to
the Romans, till at length the Saracens arose and founded
not only throughout Asia, but also
still larger empire,
in Africa, and part of Europe.
The Saracens were obcline

a

liged to yield to the

who now

Turks

after the death of

Tamerlane,

possess the middle regions of Asia.

This quarter of the globe has been
the scene of the most important transactions which concern the human race, having witnessed the creation, the
fall, and finally the redemption of man by the life and

Ecclesiastical History.

ASP

ASI
death of our Saviour ; but although Christianity was first
introduced into this part of the world, it has been prevented from making any considerable spread by the prevalence of idolatry, which exists here in its grossest forms.
Asia Minor, one of the ancient divisions of Asia, is now
known by the name of Xalolia.
Asia (Xumis.) or that part of it which formed a consular province of the Romans, was represented on some medals under
the figure of a female habited in a tunic, and having her
right foot on the prow of a ship, in her right hand an acrosterium, and in her left a rudder, &c. ; inscription, ASIA,
to which is added on medals of Adrian and Antoninus Pius,
COS. II. or III. S. C. sometimes ASIA RECEPTA, or
SUBACTA, put for the eastern part of the empire.
ASIATIC US (Hist.) the surname of L. Scipio, so called because he was the conqueror of Antiochus.
Asiaticis, a freedman of Yitellius, who was honoured with
the equestrian rank, and afterwards crucified by Mucianus,
a general of Vespasian.
Tac. Hist. 1. 2, v. 4.
Asiaticus, vide Valerius.
ASI EL (Bibl.) btvu'r, father of Seraiah. 1 Chron. iv. 35.
ASILAS (Myth.) an augur, who assisted /Eneas against
Turnus.
Fire. JEn. 1. 9ASIXA (Hist.) a surname given to some of the Cornelian
family, because they offered an ass loaded with money as a

Macrob. Sat.

surety.

1.

1,

c.

6*.

ASIXARI,

Frederic (Hist.) count de Camerano, a nobleman
of Asti, in Piedmont, in the Kith century, was sent by the
Duke of Savoy to assist Maximilian II. and distinguished

himself against

Soliman, the sultan.

and wrote many
different

MS.

times

;

was

(Geog.) 'Atrivapoe, or Aaaiyapoc, a river of Sicily,

who wrote on the Genealogy
of Heroes, &c.
Pans. 1. 7, c. 4.
(Bibl.) p^ptyn, a city in the land of the Philistines, belonging to the tribe of Judah. Jud. i. 18; Jer.
xxv.
Amos i. 8, &C. This town was distinguished among

ASKELOX
;

ASKEW,

name

of Ascalon.

[A'ide

(Ece.) daughter of sir William Askew, of
Helsay, in Lincolnshire, was born in 1529, and embracing
the Protestant religion, was burnt in l.">4(i.
Askew, Anthony (Biog.) a physician and scholar, was born at
Kendal, in Westmoreland, in 1722 ; took his degrees of
A. B. and A. M. at Cambridge, in 174.5 and 1750, and died
in 1774.
Among his books and MSS. was a complete. collection of the editions of JEschylus, which had been made
with the view of publishing a new edition, for which his
acknowledged proficiency in the Greek qualiiied him in a
peculiar manner.
His library was disposed of at his deatli
by pubkc auction for 5000/.
(Hist.) a Tartar general in the lfith century, after
having distinguished himself against the Russians, was
chosen khan in the place of his master Schah, and died after
a reign of about 12 years.
(Bibl.) noma, Aopocalos, a name of an evil
Tob. vi. 1 4.
spirit, mentioned by Tobit.
(Hist.) a name given to the Maccabees, the
Joseph, de Be/1. Gall. 1. l,c. 1.
descendants of Matathias.
(Muth.) the name of a dsmon among the Persians,
who was reckoned the author of evil.
(Biog.) a Spanish physician, and a Jew by birth,
became a convert to Mahometanism, and wrote against the
Jews, in the vear of the Hegira 570, A. D. 1180.
(Hut.) vide Aniundus.
(Bibl.) is JDK, a king of Assyria, who sent the

ASLAX

ASXAPPER

Cutheans into

Israel.

Ezra

10.

iv.

ASX'OIS

(Geog.) a town of Xivernois, in France, which had
formerly a castle that suffered much in the civil wars of
Charles VI and VII, and in the wars of Hi20 and the following years the town itself was almost destroyed.
(Geog.) formerly Acelum, a small town of Treviso,
in the Venetian states, is situated on a hill between Padua
;

ASOLO
and

Feltri.

ASOPIADES

(Myth.) a patronymic of -Eacus, a grandson

of Asopus.

ASOPIS (Myth.) "A<7w-i f a daughter of Stums.
ASOPIUS (Hist.) 'Aaunrioc, a son of Phormio,
,

was sent by

the Athenians on an expedition into Peloponnesus, with 30
ships, and was afterwards slain in battle. Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 7.
(Hist.) 'Ao-w7rdrwpoc, a commander of the
Theban cavalry, routed the Megareans and the Phlasians.

ASOPODORUS
Herod.

1.

ASOPUS

9, c. 69.

(Myth.)

to Pausanias,

Dio. 58.

Asinius Marcellus, grandson of Asinius Pollio, was accused
of some misdemeanours, but afterwards acquitted.
Tacit.

a

'Actwjtoc, a son of Oceanus, or, according
Boeotian prince, who discovered the river

which watered Thebes, and
Apollod.

1.

1

;

Slat. Thcb.

ASPAMITHXES

1.

S

which he gave

to
;

Paus.

1.

his

name.

2.

eunuch of Xerxes, who, acconspired with Artabanus to destroy the

(Hist.) an

cording to Ctesias,
king and the royal family.

Tacit.

2, c. 59-

ASPAR

(Hist.) a patrician and a general under the emperor
Theodosius, who, assuming too much to himself, was put to
Evagr. Ecc. Hist. 1. 1 ;
death bv order of Leo I, in 47 1
Procop. de Bell. Vand. 1. 1 ; Marcellin. in Chron.
ASPASIA (Hist.) 'Aoiraoia, a daughter of Hermotinus, the
Phocian, was, on account of her personal charms, the mistress successively of Cyrus, Artaxerxes, his brother, and

Asinius Capito (Bios.) a grammarian, wrote a Book of
Ant. Gel/A. 5.

Asinius Poi.lio, a Greek historian, in the time of Pompey.
Suidas, J'ossius,

the

Anne

ASMUXDLS

Asinius died at Frescato, at the age of 80.
( 'ic.
ad Famil. 1. 10, ep. 33 ; I'irg. Eclog. 4; Hor. 1. 2, od. 1 ;
Fell. Pater. 1. 2;
Pint. 1. 7, c. 80 j Quintil. 1. 6, &c. ;
Appian. Cieil. 1. 5 ; F.itxeb.
Asinius Gaajlus, son of Asinius Pollio, was consul with M.
Censorinus, U. C. 74(i, A. C. 8.
He afterwards married
Vipsania, the repudiated wife of Tiberius, which causing
the displeasure of the emperor, he starved himself to death,
either voluntarily or by the order of the latter.
He wrote
a Comparison between his father and Cicero, in which he
gives the preference to the former, besides some Epigrams
and Poems.
Tacit. Annal. 1. 1 and 5 ; Plin. 1. 7, ep. 4 ;

Epistles.

Romans by

the Greeks and
Ascalo>C\

ASMOLTL

tronage.

Annal. 1. 14.
Asinius. a commander in Mauritania, under Vitellius.

10.

1.

(Biog.) a poet of Samos,

ASMOUG

great favourite with Augustus.
He wrote a History in 18
books, besides Orations and Tragedies, and was celebrated by
the verses of Virgil and Horace, who were under his pa-

1.

;Fn.

I'irg.

Asms

ASMOXEAXS

which have been published at
some tragedies, which remain in

Turin.

now Falconara, near which the Athenian generals Xieias
and Demosthenes were defeated.
Thucyd. 1. 7, c. 84 ;
Diodor. 1. 13; Pint, in Xic.
ASINIUS Pollio (Hist.) an orator and historian, who rose
from obscurity to the dignity of the consulship, which lie
held U.C. 714, A. C. 40.
He triumphed over the Dalmatians, and after the death of C;esar, rendered great service
to M. Antony, which did not prevent him from being a

Hist.

(Myth.) "Aawc, a son of Dymas, and brother of Hecuba, was killed by Idomeneus, in the Trojan war.
Horn.
II. 2, 12, and 13.'
Asius, a son of Imbracus, who accompanied ..Eneas into Italy.

ASMODEUS

also a poet,

sonnets,

besides

in the library of

ASINARUS

He

ASIUS

.

8fC.

ASINius Quadratus, an historian in the third century, who
wrote a Roman history, and also a history of the Partisans, &c.
!

,

ASS

ASP
Darius.
Justin.

/T.Uan.
1.

10,

Var. Hist.

12,

1.

c.

1; Pint, in Arlax.;\

ASPRENIUS
ASRIEL

in (tiiinlil.

1.

1.

1, c. 1

Quintil.

;

1.

S,

c. 1 1

;

Turnel.

5.

(Hist.) a proconsul of Africa, who banished S.
Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, to Ceeuba.
Aspasius (Biog.) a philosopher and historian, wrote a treatise on rhetoric, &c.
Suidas.
AsPAsifs, a sophist of Biblos, who wrote a panegyric on the
emperor Adrian.
ASPASTES (Hist.) a satrap of Carmania, who was suspected
of being faithless to his trust, and was put to death by
order of Alexander.
Q. Curt. 1. <).
ASPEBETUS (Hist.) an officer among the Persians in the
fifth century, who, being ordered by fsdegerdes to persecute
the Christians, was at length converted, and made a bishop
of the Arabians, in which character he was at the council
of Ephesus in 481.
Baron. Annal. ann. 421.
ASPENDIUS (Biog.) a celebrated player on the lyre, who
gave his name afterwards to all good performers on that instrument.
Ascun. ad Cie. in Verr.
(Geog.) a ruinous town of Pamphylia, which
was once a bishop's see. The inhabitants formerly sacrificed

ASPENDUS
to

Venus

ASPER, Hans

(Biog.) a Swiss painter, who was born in
1+99, obtained a reputation in his day for painting animals
and flowers little inferior to that of Holbein insomuch
that a medal was struck in honour of him.
Nevertheless he
shared the fate of most artists, and died in poverty in
1571.
ASPEROSA {Geog.") a town of Romania, in Turkey, on the
coast of the Archipelago, which is supposed to be the anit is now an episcopal town of the Greek
cient Ahdera.
church.
ASPHALTITES (Geog.) 'Ao&aXrtrne X«>v>?, a lake, which
is otherwise called the Dead Sea', on account of the perpetual stillness of its waters. It forms the eastern boundary
near the site of Sodom and the other cities which were consumed by fire. It was called Aspbaltus, or the Lacus Asphaltiti's, from the aspbaltus, or bitumen, which abounds therein.
Joseph, de Bell. Jmt. 1. 5, c. 5
Col. <te Simpl. Medic. /•'"Hieron. in F.~eeh. xlvii.
cult. 1. 4, c. 19
(Hist.)
ASP1S
a satrap of Chaonia, who revolted from Artaxerxes, and was reduced by IJatames.
Corp. Nep. in Dot.
(Myth.) 'AawXni^V, a Son Of Neptune, by the
nymph Midea, who gave his name to a city of IJu'otia. Horn.
;

;

;

ASPLEDON
II.

1.

2, v. 18.

(Myth.) an epithet for the mother of the gods,
so called from a
Untain of Asia Minor, where she was
worshipped.

(Hut.) the name of a family

enjoyed the consulship, but of
1.

whom

little is

Rome, who
known, l'lin.

in

3.

ASSABINUS
1.

(Hist.) a king of the Lombards in 712, died
after a reign of three years.
I'mil. Dinenn. 1. (i, c. 36'.
ASPRKNAS, <". Nonius (Hist.) a youth who, being lamed
the games called Trope Ludi, was presented witii a gold
Suelon. in August, e. 4,'i.
chain by Augustus.
/..
Nonius, a consul in the reign of Domitian,
and also of Adrian.

at

Asi'IU'.nas,

Asi'RKNAs, Cidjiurnius, a governor of Galatifl and Pamphylca,
under Galba, defeated the impostor, stvliug himself Nero in
Tacit. Hist.

and head of

a

Josh. xvii. 2.

(Myth.) the Jupiter of the Athenians.

I'lin.

12.

ASSADEDDOULAT

(Hist.) surnamed Saleh, son of Marmade himself master of Aleppo, and founded the dynasty of the Mardassites.
He died after a reign of live
years, in the year of the Hegira 520, A. D. 1130.
ASSADI (Biog.) a Persian poet. [[Vide Assedf]
ASSAF (Myth.) son of Barakhia, was, according to the traditions of the Orientalists, vizier or prime minister to bine
das,

Solomon.

ASSAILI,

Gilbert d' (Hist.) fifteenth grand master of the
order of St. John of Jerusalem, was engaged with Amauri I,
king of Jerusalem, in opposing the Saracens, but not being
successful, resigned his charge in 1 l(i').
(Biog.) an Arabian author, who wrote on the
excellences of the Koran.

ASSAKER

ASSARACUS

(Myth.) 'Ao-o-aparoc, son of Tros, and grand-

father of Anehvses.
v.

Horn.

II.

1.

20,

v.

232

;

Virg. JEn.

1.

1

284.

ASSARHADON

(Bihl) vide Esarhaddon.

ASSASSINS (Hist.) vide Ismaelians.
ASSEDI (Biog.) one of the most celebrated

Persian poets of

Khorasan, wrote a poem, entitled,
Schah-nameh,' comprehending a History of the ancient Kings of Persia.
ASSELEYN, John (Biog.) a Flemish painter, was born at
Antwerp in 1610, and died in IO'6'O, leaving a high reputa'

tion for landscape painting.

ASSEMANI,

Joseph Simon (Eee.) archbishop of Tyre, and
keeper of the Vatican, died at Rome in his eightieth year,
He is known as a great Oriental scholar, and
in 1768.
< Bibliothcca
Orientalis, Clementine- VatiManuscriptos Codices, Svriacos, Arabicos,
4 vols. fol. 1719—1728.
2. The Works of Ephreim
Syrus, 6' vols. fol. 1732—1734.
3. ' De Sanctis Ferentinis
in Tuscia Bonifacio ac Redempto Episcopis Disscrtatio,'
Rom. 17*5. 4.
Italics Historic Scriptures ex Bihl.- Vatic,
&c. collegit et Pnefat Notisque illustravit I. S. Assemanus,'
r
17."'.'!.
4 vols. 4t0. 1751
>.
Kalendaria Ecclesife Uni-

published,
1.
cana, recensens
&c.'

'

—

.

'

—

vols. 4to. Rom. 1755
verse,'
1757AsSEMANI, Stephen Erodius, nephew of the preceding, and
archbishop of Apamca, succeeded his uncle in the charge of
()'

the Vatican, and also shared his fame as an Oriental scholar.
His works arc, 1.
Bibliotheca Mediceo-Laurentiante et
Palatine Codicum MS. Oriental. Catalogus,' 2 vols. fol. with
notes, by Gori, 171-2. 2.
Acta Sanctorum Martynnn Oricntalium et Occidentalium,' &C. 2 vols. fol. Rom.
1748.
'

'

Bihl Apost. Vatican. Codic. MSS. Catal.' published in
conjunction with his uncle, Rom. 1756
1769.
(Biog.) a rabbi who, in 476, in conjunction wi'l,
Ilammai, another rabbi, composed the Talmud of Babylon,
so called from the place of their residence.
It was commented upon by the rabbi Mair, in 047, and by another
Asser in 1328, and was printed by Elzevir, in 4to. at Leyanil again, with all its commentators, in 12
den, in lli.'iO
3.

'

—

;

vols. fol.

ASPRANDUS

Cithnus.

son of Gilead,

ASSI-'.R

ASPORENA

ASPK.ENAS

^N'-lttfH,

Asriel, a son of Manasseh.

ASPASIUS

swine

(Bill.)

family.

Aristophan. in Ac/mm. ; Pint, in Pcric. ; Allien. 1. 5.
Aspasia, a wife of Xenophon, according to an interpretation
of Cicero and Quintilian, which is generally admitted to be
CfC. de Invert.

the time of

Tiberius.

c. 2.

Aspasia, a daughter of Axiochus, and B native of Miletus,
attracted by her wit and beauty B number of admirers,
anions whom she reckoned Socrates and Pericles. The latter
took her first as his mistress, and afterwards as his wife.

false.

(Hist.) a proconsul in Africa in

1.

2. c. 9.

Amst

ASSERIUS

Kill'.

bishop of Salisbury, was preceptor to
Alfred the Great, whose life he composed, which was lirst
published by archbishop Parker, at the end of « Waking"
hami Historia,' f"l. I. mid. I574j and reprinted by Camden,
in his ' Anglia Normanica," &c. Franco?. l603j and again
reprinted, in a very elegant octavo volume, by Mr. Wise, at
Oxford, in 17'-'.'. To Asserius are also ascribed other works,
as
Annales Britannics ;'
Aurearum Sententiarum EnA Book of Homilies;' and A Rook of Epischiridion.'
tles ;' but these arc of doubtful authority.
Bale # Pits, c*jc
(I'.ee.)

'

'

'

'

;

ASS

'

The Country

Parson's

;

ASS

de Script. Angl. ; Godwin, de Episcop. Salisbur. ; Voss.
de Hist. Lat.
ASSHETON, William (Biog.) an English divine, was born
in 1641, entered at Brasenose College, Oxford, in 1658,
and died in 1711. He was the projector of the scheme for
providing a maintenance for clergymen's widows and others,
and wrote, among other things, 1. ' Toleration Disapproved
and Condemned,' &c Oxford, 1760.
2. 'The Cases of
'
Scandal and Persecution,' &c London, l6?4.
3.
The
Royal Apology, or, An Answer to the Rebels' Plea.' 4. ' A
seasonable Vindication of their present Majesties,' London.
5.

1

:

Admonition

The second dynasty he
follow

calls

Arabian kings, who were

as

:

Kings.

Reign.

Mordocentes
Sisimadachus
Gabius
Parannus

45
28
37
40
25

Nabonnades
6 Unknown

to his Parishioners

years.

41
Total

216

against Popery,' &c.

ASSIR
iii.

tds, son of Jeconiah, king of Judah.

1

Chron.

1

Chron.

17-

Assir,
vi.

(Bib/.)

son of

Korah, a Levite.

Exod.

vi.

24;

The Arabians being

expelled the kingdom, he gives the
third dynasty of Assyrian kings, properly so called, which
were as follow

22.

ASSORUS

or Assorius,

(Gco^-.) "Ao-ffiupoc,

'Aaaiipiog,

caUs Ajx>l/onia.
Strab. 1. 13
Plin. I. 2.
Charles Coypeau Sieur d' (Biog.) called the Ape
of Scarron, was born at Paris in 1604, and, after a dissolute
and vagrant life, died in 1679- He wrote his adventures
in a style of buffoonery, 3 vols. 12mo. 1678 ; and also some
poems, which were collected in 3 vols. 12mo. 1678.
ASSYRIA (Geog.) 'Aeravplri, a large country of Asia; de;

ASSOUCl,

name from Ashur, its first planter.
Boundaries and Extent. Assyria was bounded, according
to Ptolemy, by part of Armenia and Mount Niphates on
the N. ; by the Tigris on the W. ; by Susiana on the S.
and by part of Media, and the mountains Choatra and
Zagros on the E. ; but Strabo allows it a greater extent,
so as to comprehend Syria, Mesopotamia, Babylonia, and

rives its

Assyria properly so called.
It was divided by Ptolemy into the provinces of
Adiabene, Calachene, Arrapachites, Arbelitus, Apolloniatis, Sittacene, and Chalonitis ; but is at present divided
between the Turks and the Persians. That part which
the grand seignior retains, which is the least, is now
called Arserum,
and comprehends Beglerbey and the
eastern part of Mozuque, beyond the Tigris.
The other
part, which the Persians possess, is re-united to the different Persian provinces.
Towns.
Its principal towns were Ctesiphon, Ninevah, Arbela, Arropa, Sambata, Garama, Sittacene, &c
Assyria, which stands the foremost in profane
History.
history, is in Scripture the second most ancient kingdom
after Babylon.
The chronology and succession of its
kings has given rise to much dispute and investigation
among the learned, of which the reader may inform himself by consulting the authorities annexed to this article.
The following list is taken from Eusebius, who followed
Julius Africanus, Castor, Cephallion, and Thallus.
He
divides their kings into three dynasties, the first of which
he calls the Chaldean kings, as follow

Division.

:

Kings.

Reign.

Evechous, or Nimrod

6

Chomasbole
Porus
Ncchobes
Abius

7

35
43
48

40

Oniballus
Xinxirus

45
Total

224

years.

Kings.

now

town of Sicily, between Enna and Agyrium.
Diodor. 1. 1 4 ; Cic- in Verr. 4.
ASSOS (Bib/.) " AatroQ, a maritime town of Mysia, whither
St. Paul went by sea from Troas. Acts xx. 13.
It was the
native place of the stoic philosopher Cleanthes, which Pliny
a

Asciro,

Belus

Ninus
Semiramis
Ninyas
Arius
Aralius

Xerxes
Armamithres
Belochus
Baleus

A. M.

A. C.

1879
1929
198I
2023
2061
2091
2131
2l6l
2199

2161
....
....
....
....
....

Sethos

2234
2286

Maruythus

231 8 ....

Aschalius

2348
2376
2398
2428
2458
2496
2541
2566
2596
2626
2646
2676
2716
2738
2?65
2797
2841
2871
2911
2949
2994
3024
3045
3097
3139

Spherus

.

Mamylus
Spartheus
Ascatades

Amyntas
Belochus II
Belatonis

Lamprades
Sosares

Lampraes
Tanyas
Sosarmes
Mithreus
Tautanes
Teuteus
Tliineus

Dercylus

Eupacmes
Laosthenes
Pyrtiades
Ophrateus
Epacherus
Acraganes
Sardanapalus

The

...

.

....
....
....
....

2106
2054
2012
1974
1944
1904
1874
1836
1801
1 749
1 717
l(i,S7

1659
1637
1 607
1577
1539
1494
1

46'9

1439
409
389
1359
1319
1297
1270
1238
1194
1 164
1124
1086
1041
1

....

....
....
....
....
....
....

....

1

101
....
....

....

990
938
896

list may justly be questioned,
on no better authority than that of Ctesias
leant from Scripture that Nimrod was the first
who reigned in that part of the world, which was called
Assyria, Gen. x. ; but of his successors no mention is

correctness of the above

as

but

it

rests

we

His kingdom was in all probability divided into
Amraphel is said to have reigned in
Babylon when Abraham was about 90 years old, Gen.
xiv, which was A. M. 2119, A. C. 1914. Of other kings
little is known until A. M. 2806, A. C. 1229, when Semiramis laid the foundations of the mighty empire of the
Assyrians, whose successors are unknown until Phul, who
reigned at Nineveh at the same time as Manehem reigned
over Israel at Samaria, A. M. 3270, A. C. 765, 2 Kings xv.
2 H
made.

smaller portions, as

:

AST

AST
The

a list of the successors of Phul, according to the canon of Scripture and profane authors

following

is

Tiglathpilesar, or Thelvlathphalnasar.

Salmananeser.
Sennacherib.
Esarhaddon.

Nebuchadnezzar, or Saosduchinus.
Chvnaladanus, or Sarac.

times in a short one ; holding a long stick ;
having her head crowned with rays, or with
On a medal
a battlement, or a victory, &C.
of Cssarea Palestina she is represented as in
the annexed figure, in a short habit, crowned
with battlements, holding the head of Osiris
in her right hand, and a stall' in her left, inscription

COhonia Prima Pe&> AUGusta

Flavia Commodiana, eye.
["Vide Ca,'sarea~]
Marccllus (Ecc.) was created cardinal by pope InnoChvnaladanus, who is better known in profane history
cent XII, in 1699, after having acted as nuncio in Switzerthe name of Sardanapalus, was the last king of Assyria,
land ; and died bishop of Ancona in 1707who in a fit of despair set fire to his own palace, and
ASTELL, Mary (liiog.) a lady of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
consumed himself with all his possessions. The empire of
was born about 1(>(>8, and cued in 1731. This lady, who
Assyria was henceforth divided between the Medes and
was distinguished for her literary attainments, was acAccording
the Babylonians, by whom it was destroyed.
quainted with the most learned men of the age, as Atterto Eusebius it flourished 1240 years; according to Justin
bury, Dodwell, Norris, Hicks, and spent her life in severe
1 ;>0() ;
but according to Herodotus 5 or 600, which is
study, by which she made herself familiar with Xenophon,
most conformable to Scripture.
Plato, Cicero, and other writers of antiquity.
She wrote,
1. 'A Serious Proposal to the Ladies for the Advancement
Authors who have written on Assyria and the Assyrian
of their True and Greatest Interests ;' and some time after
Empire.
a second part under the same title, with this addition,
* wherein a Method is offered for the
Herodotus, Xenophon, Polybius, Scylax, Diodorus, Strabo,
Improvement of their
Minds,' published in 1696.
The object of this work was
Mela, Dionysius Periegetes, Pliny, Agatharcidas, PtoIsidor,
Bochart,
to recommend the formation of a society among ladies
lemy, Q. Curtius, Arrian, Eusebius,
Newton,
who were disposed for retirement and study to live together
Vossius, Usher, Petavius, Riccioli, Seldcn,
under one establishment; and the plan at first met the apMar.-ham, Calmer, Prideaux, &c.
probation, as it is said, of the queen so much that she would
ASSYRIUS (Geog.) the Gentile name for the inhabitants, &c.
have given 10,000/. towards carrying it into effect, if bishop
of Assyria, which was also applied to what was Phoenician
Burnet had not represented it to her as a dangerous imitaand Tyrian.
tion and encouragement of nunneries.
Virg. Gcorg. 1. 2.
2. • An Essav in Defence of the Female Sex, in a Letter to a Lady; written by a
Alba nee Assyria fucatur lana veneno.
Lady.'
3. ' Reflections on Marriage,' 1700; and a second
edition in 1705.
4. ' Moderation truly stated,' in answer
The term Assyrian was likewise synonymous with Syrian.
to Dr. d'Avenant's ' Moderation a Virtue.'
5. ' An ImparMacrob. Sal. L 1, c. 27tial Inquiry into the Causes of Rebellion and Civil Wars in
(Geog.) a town of the Turditani, in Spain, otherwise
this Kingdom,' au Examination of Dr. Rennet's Sermon,
called Regia, now Xercs ; also a town of Liguria, referred
Jan. 30, 1703-4. 6. 'A Fair Way with Dissenters and
Plin. 1. 3 ; Claud, de Cons. Honor. 1. 6 ;
to by Claudian.
their Patrons,' Sec. 1704.
7- ' The Christian Religion, as
Paul Diacon. De lieh. Longobard. 1. 4, c. 42.
practised by a Daughter of the Church of England,' 1705.
AST ACES (Hist.) a governor of Darius, who is called by
8. * Six Familiar Essays upon Marriage, Crosses in Love,
Arrian Mazaccs.
and Friendship,' 170CJ. 8. ' Bart'lmy Fair, or an Inquiry
ASTALLI (Eec.) three cardinals of that name, who were of
after Wit,' 1700, occasioned by colonel Hunter's Letter on
a noble family at Rome.
Enthusiasm ; it was reprinted in 1722 without the words
Astalli, Aslald, was created cardinal by Celestin II, in 1144,
' Bart'lmy Fair.'
and died under Alexander III, leaving a high reputation as
ASTER (Hist.) a citizen of Olynthus, who shot an arrow at
a lover of peace and good order.
Philip, king of Macedon, while he was besieging the town
Astai.i.i, Camillas, was created cardinal by Innocent X, in
of Methon, with these words, " For Philip's right eye."
but was afterwards degraded for his political in1 650j
The arrow having reached its aim, was shot back with this
He retired to his
trigues with the Spanish ambassador.
inscription, " If Philip take the town be will bang up Aster."
bishopric of Catena in Sicily, where he died in 1668.
The king kept his word. Pint, in Philip. ; Lucian. dc Hist,
Wr.w.i.i. Fiilrio, was created cardinal in lu'8(>, by pope Innocent XI.
Sctib.
Onvphrhu, Ciaccoraus, Albert, <yc.
ASTAPA {Geog.) a town of Eiispania Bcetica, now Estepa. ASTERIA (Myth.) 'Aitplt), a daughter of Ccelus, the son of
Titan, was changed by Jupiter into a quail. Hesiod. Tkeog.
The inhabitants, called Astapenses, threw themselves, witli
v. 136
Apotlod. 1. 1 / Ovid, Met. 1.
their wives and children, into the flames, that they might
Astkria, one of the daughters of Atlas. Apol/od. 1. 2.
not fall into the hands of the Romans.
Liv. 1. 28, c. 24.
ASTAROTII (Hit, I.) nnnttfy, or Astaroth Carnaim, a city ASTERION"(MyM.) or Asteriu.t, a river of Peloponnesus,
which had three daughters, Eulxea, Prosymna, and Acriea,
beyond Jordan, six miles from Adraa.
\si Aiiorii, or Astarie, a Syrian guileless, supposed to be the
who nursed the goddess Juno, l'ai/s. 1. 2.
moon or Athterotk, the queen of heaven, among the He- Astkiuon, a son of Minos, second king of Crete, by I'asiApol/od. 1.
phae, was killed by Theseus.
brews
Ins, among the Egyptians ; Alitta, among the
Arabians; Melitta, among tin- Assyrians and Persians; ASTERIUS (Hist.) a governor in the East, who perished in
Diana, among tin- Greeks Haul and Astarnlli, in the Holy
the earthquake at Antioch in 588.
Evag. 1. 6.
goddess of the Sido- AsTKiiius (Ecc.) a Roman senator, and a Christian in the
Scriptures, where she is also called
oians.
time of Gallienus, who is supposed to have been a marBy Cicero she is supposed to be Venus. Cic. de
Sat. "Dear. 1. ."
tyr.
lAician. ie una Syr.; Tcrtull. in Apol.
i.
a.8; Sutdas; Bochart. Oeag. 8a. p. 781 ; Seldende AsTKitius, an Arian bishop, supposed by some to be the sophist
mentioned under Biography,
Diu Syr.
(Numis.) this goddess is represented on medal* Astkhius, a bishop of Aniasia, who was sent by S. Leo as a
legate to Constantinople on the mission of uniting the
in a diversity of forms, sometimes in a long habit, and some-

ASTE,
by

ASTA

;

()'.

;

.'!.

;

;

;>

;

I

ASTARTE

:

'

AST

AST

Eastern and Western churches. Epist. S. Leon. ; Baron.
Annal. ann. 450.
Asterius (Biug.) a sophist of Cappadocia, who from a heathen
became an Arian, and wrote commentaries on the Epistle
to the Romans, &:c. which were much read by men of his
Euseb. Hist. Eccles. ; Socrat. Hist. Eccles. 1. 1
partv.
Epiphan. Hares. 72 ; Sozom. Hist. Eccles. 1. 2 ; Baron
Annal. ann. 370.
ASTEROPE (Mi/t/i.) or Asteropea, W-tpontia, a daughter of
Apollod. 1. 1 ; Pans. 1. 8.
Pelias, and one of the Pleiades.
ASTEROP.ELS (Myth.) 'A-e P ovawe, a king of Pseonia, and
son of Pelegon, was killed by Achilles in the Trojan war.
Horn. II. 1. 17, v. 217.
ASTI (Geog.) in Latin Asia, an episcopal town of Piedmont,
suffragan of Milan, which was once a republic, but afterwardsbe came subject to the dukes of Milan, by whom it
was ceded to the dukes of Savoy.
:

ASTIOCHUS
ASTLE,

(Hist.) ride Asty'ochus.
Thomas (Biog.) an English antiquary of Stafford-

died in 1803, alter* having been employed first as
chief clerk, and afterwards as keeper of the record office, in
which capacity he had been indefatigable in his antiquarian
His
researches, particularly in decyphering old records.
shire,

;

work was his ' Origin and Progress of Writing
besides which he contributed many articles to the ArehseoPreface and Index to the Harleian Collogia, and wrote a
lection of MSS.' published in 1763.
ASTLEY, Thomas, Lord (Hist.) was killed in 1264 at Evesprincipal

'

ham

in the baron's wars.
family, was a distinguished
knight in the time of Charles I ; who after having seen much
service abroad, rendered considerable assistance to his sovereign in the time of the rebellion, for which he was elevated to the peerage.
Astley, Francis, son of sir Edward Astley, was killed in the
engagement with La Belle Poule oft' the isle of Bass, in 1778.
Astley (Her.) the name of an ancient family in Warwickshire, who were barons in the third century. [Wide Astley
under History]
Sir Jacob Astley, a descendant of this
family, was created a baron by the title of lord Astley, of
Reading, which title became extinct in the third generation
Sir Isaac Astley, second son of Thomas Astley,
in 1688.
who was the elder brother of lord Astley, was created a
baronet in 1641.
The arms, &c. of this family are as

Astley, Sir Jacob, of the same

follow

Arms.

Azure, a cinque-foil ermine, within

a border en-

On

a chapeau gules, lined ermine, a demi-pillar
gules, environed with a ducal coronet or, out of which
issues a plume of feathers argent.
Astley, John (Biog.) a painter, who succeeded well in portrait

up his profession on marrying a rich
He died in
bv which he became independent.

painting, but gave

widow,
-

rendered great assistance at the battle of Edge-hill, where
at the head of the dragoons, he three times repulsed the
He was appointed governor of Reading, and
afterwards of Oxford ; and, on the king's death, he went
where
he defended Drogheda against the reinto Ireland,
bels ; but the town being at length compelled to surrender
to Cromwell, his brains were, by the order of the latter,
dashed out with the wooden stump which he used for a leg.
Aston, Sir Thomas, son of John Aston, in Cheshire, Esq.
was one of the firmest loyalists, who supported the cause of
earl of Essex.

He raised a party
Charles I against his rebellious subjects.
of horse for his majesty's service, but was defeated near
Nantwich in 1642, and died of his wounds in 1645. He
supported the royal cause by his pen as well as his sword,
Remonstrance against Presleaving among his works, 1 '
2. 'A Short Survey of the
bytery, 4to. London, 1641.
3. '
Brief Review of the InPresbyterian Discipline.'
stitution, Succession, and Jurisdiction of the Ancient and
Venerable Order of Bishops.' These two last were printed
4. '
Collection of Sundry
with the ' Remonstrance.'
Petitions presented to the King and Parliament,' 4to. 1042.
Aston (Her.) a very ancient family, of English extraction,
that has been distinguished for worth and valour from the
Ralph de Acton, in the county of Stafford,
earliest period.
was an ancestor of this family ; to whose son Robert, in
the time of Henry III in 1260, Roger de Morland, bishop
of Litchfield and Coventry, gave the keeping of the game,
and a seat in the manor of Haywood, both in that county.
His son, sir John, was a knight of the shire in the 7th of
Edward III, and his posterity were sheriffs for the county
In the reign of Henry VII, sir
for several generations.
John Aston, of whom mention has been made under the
head of History, was made K. B. at the marriage of prince
Arthur, the king's eldest son and in the reign of James I,
sir Walter Aston was created first a baronet in 16'11, and
afterwards a peer in 1627 by the title of lord Aston, of
The arms, &c of this
Forfar, in the county of Forfar.

1787-

ASTON,

Sir John (Hist.) a knight of the Bath in the reign
of Henry VIII [Vide Aston under Heraldry], distinguished
himself at the siege of Terouenne and Tournay, as also at
the battle of the Spurs in 1513, when, for his conduct
and braverv, he was made a knight banneret in the open

A

A

:

family are as follow
Argent, a fess, and in chief three lozenges sable.
bull's head couped or, armed argent, the tips of
Crest.
:

Anns.

A

the horns sable.
Two Roman knights armed proper, their
Supporters.
faces, hands, and knees bare, having round bucklers on
their exterior arms, their scabbards sable, sword-hilts and
or.

this family were created baronets, which
now extinct, as sir Arthur Aston and sir Thomas
Aston mentioned under History.
ASTORGA (Geog.) a very ancient town of Leon, in Spain,
called bv the Romans Asturiea Augusta, which is a bishop's
see, suffragan of Compostella, and was a marquisate belonging to the house of Osorio. It is well fortified, and is
seated in a plain on the river Tueria, 25 miles S. W. Leon.
Lon. 5° 32' W. lat. 42° 22' N. In 1812 the French, who
had been previously in possession of Astorga, were besieged
therein by the Spaniards, to whom they surrendered the

Other branches of
are

town.

ASTORI,

field.

Aston, Walter, Lord, was sent by James I into Spain with
John Digby, earl of Bristol, to negociate a marriage between
Charles, prince of Wales, and the eldest daughter of the
crown, for which he was raised to the dignity of the peerage.
Aston, Walter, second lord, son of the preceding, was in the
service of king Charles I during the grand rebellion, and
with Sir Thomas Hildesley, as governor of Litchfield
during the siege of that place.
They held out by the reafter
quest of the king until the surrender of Oxford
which lord Aston lived in retirement till the restoration.
acted,

:

A

.

'

chapes

grailed or.
Crest.

Aston, Sir Arthur, second son of Sir Thomas Aston, in Cheshire, was also in the sen-ice of Charles I, to whom he

John Anthony (Biog.) an antiquary of Venice, was
His works are, 1. ' Comborn in 1672, and died in 1743.
mentariolum in Antiquum Alcmanis Poetae Laconis Monumentum,' fol. Venet. 1697 reprinted in the * Galleria di
Minerva ;' and also by Sallengre in the ' Xovus Thesaurus
Antiquitatum Romanarum,' fol. Hag. 171S. 2. ' De Deo
Brotonte Epistola;' also reprinted in the above collections.
4. ' Mantui,
3. Letters and Dissertations on Coins, &c.
Tragcedia Sacra musice recitanda,' Venet. 1713. 5. ' Supbesides
many
lesser pieces
Sacra,'
Tragoedia
1713;
plices,
in Greek, Latin, and Italian.
'

AST
ASTRJEA

AST

(Myth.) 'A*pali), a daughter of Astraus, king of

Arcadia, or, according to Hesiod, of Jupiter and Thetis.
called Justice, of which she was the goddess, and left
the eartli in the iron age, and was placed among the constellations under the name of Virgo, or Erigone.
Aral. Phantom.

She was

Ton

k,m

tutrjffaffa oiffif Ktivutv yivoc,

'E^-tuB' vimpavii},

"B\i

Orid. Met.

1.

v.

1,

drcpwv

ravrqv

—t() ii'vvxi'l **rt

£' dpa vdrtaaro \ulpav
faiveTO* avtipMiroiGt.

149-

Kt Virgo ctrde madBnta
Ultima ctBUtttum terras Astraa rtliquit

Scncc. in Octav. ; Hesiod.
Aid. (nil. 1. 14, c. 4.

Theog.j

Manill.

1.

4,

v.

542;

ASTR2EUS

(Myth.) 'Arpaioc, one of the Titans, who made
war against Jupiter. Hesiod- Theog.; Apollod. \. 1.
ASTRONOME, L' (Biog.) the real or assumed name of an
tor in the ninth century, who wrote the Life of Louis
Je Debonnaire in Latin, which is in Du Chene's Collection
of French Historians.
It was translated into French by
the president Cousin.
(Biog.) a physician of Sauve, in the diocese
of Alais, was born in 16'84, and died in 1 766'Among his
works are, 1. 'Origin de la Peste,' 8vo. 1724. 2. ' De
Motu Musculari,' 12mo. 1710.
3. ' De Morbis Venereis
Libri Sex,' 4to. 1736; afterwards enlarged to two volumes,
and translated by Jault into French, 4 voLs. 12mo. 4. ' Traite
des Maladies des Femmes,' 6 vols. 12mo. 1766.
5. 'Traite
Tumeurs,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1759, &c
(Myth.) an Etruscan king, who assisted .(Eneas
Virg. JEn. 1. 10.
against Tumus.
iSTURA (Gcog.) a river of Latium, with a town at its mouth,
near which Cicero had a villa, where he was met by the
soldiers whom Antony sent to cut off his head.
Cic. ad
Finn. 1. 12, ep. 16.
AsTURA (Geog.) a small place in Campania celebrated in history by the capture of Conrad and Frederic after having
lost a battle against Charles I, king of Naples, in 1268.
Leand. Albert. Descript. Ital.
(Gcog.) or Asturii, a people of Hispania Tarraconensis, who inhabited the district now called Las Asturias.
Tbis people were noted for digging the precious metals from
the mines.

ASTfiUC, Juhn

ASTUR

ASTURES

Lucan.

1.

v.

298.

\'i»/<

se tarn

4,

pemtut, tarn

hmge

luce retictd

Msrsertt Asturii scrutator pallidum auri.
Sti.

Ital

1.

l,

v.

i.t riitit wjt'ii.x

UUuru mergitur

imis

tflbao otmcotor aura.

10, epist. 16.
.iccipe Ctrflaicis qtticqvadjbdit

Claud,

in rrol>. el

Astur

in

amis.

Olyhr. Consul.

Quieavid taUure rtvulti
Culluicisfvliens rimatur coltibus Astar.

The principal towns in this district were Asturica Augusta,
now Astorga ; and Asttirum Lucus, now Ovieilo, at the
[Vide Asturias"]
north of Spain.
ASTURIAS (Geog?) or Las Asturias, a province of Spain,
mills
120
long, and 45 broad, hounded on the 1'). by Biscay,
on the S. by Old Castile and Leon, on the W. by Galicia,
and on the N. by the Atlantic
It is divided into two parts, Asturia d'Oviido,
THvision.
and Asturia de Santillana, so named from their chief
towns.
History. Astoria, which was a distinguished place in the time
of tlie Romans ("vide Astures\ was, in subsequent ages, the
Scene of the most interesting events.
After king Boderic

had been defeated
his

army destroyed

in

(Ecc.) vide Asterius.

Asturius, archbishop of Toledo in the fifth century.
ASTURUM, Lucus (Geog.) now Oviedo, one of the
towns of the Astures. [Vide Astures and Oviedo]

principal

ASTYAGE

(Myth.) 'Arvayn, a daughter of Hipseus, whom
Periphas married, and had by her Antion, the father of
Ixion.

Diodor.

AST^ AGES

(Hist.) 'A^vuync, son of Cyaxeres, was conquered
and dethroned by his grandson Cyrus, whom he had in vain
endeavoured to destroy, A. C. 559. Xenophon however, in

Cyropa-dia, relates the story differently, making Cyrus
to live in continual amity.
Herod. 1. 1 c. 46,
&c. ; Xenoph. Cyrop. ; Justin. 1. 1, c. 4 ; Pans. 1. 5.
Astvages (Biog.) a grammarian who wrote a Commentary on
Callimachus.
his

and Astyages

,

ASTYANAX

(Myth.) 'Aroavat,, son of Hector and Andromache, is said to have been thrown down from the walls of
Troy.
Horn. II. 1. 6 ; Virg. /En. 1. 2 ; Ovid. Met. 1. 13.
Astvanax (Biog.) an Arcadian, who had a statue in the
temple of Jupiter, on Mount Lycus.
Pans. 1. 8.
Astyanax, a Latin historian in the third century, wrote a
History of the Emperor Gallienus.

ASTYDAMAS

(Biog.) 'AtiBauas, a tragic poet in the 95th

Olympiad, A. C. 400, and disciple of Isocrates, is said to
have written 240 tragedies, of which 15 obtained the prize.
Suidas.

Astydamas, a comic actor at Athens, who was always boasting
whence the proverb " Lauda teipsum, Astydaniae in
modum." Erasm. in Adag.
Astydamas, a tragic poet in the lOSd Olympiad.
Astydamas, a native of Miletus, who was three time victorious at the Olympic games.
He was famous for his immense
;

Athen.

1.

10.

ASTYDAMIA

Astur avarus

1-

ASTURIUS

appetite.

23.

yisccrilius liccrie

Mart.

mountains of Asturia afforded a reftige to the fifitives
who, under the conduct of prince Pelayo, or Pelagius!
gave a signal defeat to the infidels. He then founded ;l
new kingdom, where he and his successors reigned until
the time of Ferdinand I in 1039, taking the title of kin<»s
of Leon and Asturias.
It has since become a principality
annexed to the crown, which belongs to the eldest son of
the king, who is entitled Prince of Asturias.
The first
who took this title was the infant Don Henriquez, son of
king John I, of Castile, in 1388. Marian. Hist. Hisp.
1. 7 ;
Mcrul. Descript. Hispan. c]c.
ASTURICA (Geog.) or Asturica Augusta, Astorga, one of
the principal towns of the Astures.
[Vide Astures and
Astoria]

713 by the Saracens, and almost

at the disastrous battle of Xeres,

all

the

(Myth.) 'A^vlafuia, a daughter of Amy ntor,
king of Orchomenus in Beeotia, and wife of Acastus, king
of lolchos, sought the death of Peleus bv a false charge,
because he would not gratify her passion ; but he escaping
from her power, marched with an army against Acastus,
and put Astydamia to death. Pindar. Nem. 4 ; Apollod. l.Jt*
ASTYLUS (Myth.) one of the centaurs, who had a knowledge of futurity.
Ovid. Met. 1. 12.
(Hist.) 'ArvpfiSns, who was sent on different
Rome,
A.
C. Km, llili.
missions to
Polyb. Lena!. 144, &d
(Myth.) 'Ativooe, a Trojan prince killed by
Diomedes during the war. Horn. II. 1. 5.
Astynous, a son of Phaeton, and father of Sandochus.

ASTYMEDES
ASTYNOUS
Apollod.

3.

1.

ASTYOCHE

(Myth.) 'A<;v6xn, or As-tiochia, \Wi« X f ia ; a
daughter of Actor by Mars. Horn. II. 2; Apollod. 1. 1;

Paumnias,

Astvochk,

tyc.

a daughter of Phylas, king of

Laomedon, and of Amphion

Ephvne

;

also of

and the wile of Strophius,
&c.
ApoUodorus, Hygin. 4'-c.
ASTYOCHUS (Hist.) 'Aw&xpti a naval commander of the
Lacedicmonians, who conquered the Athenians at Cnidus,
and took Phooea and Cumic, A. C. 411.
Thucyd. 1. 8.
;

;

ATA
ASULUM

(Gras-.) a

town of

ATE
now A solo

Italy,

(Hist.) "Airexis, a king of Egypt, who built a
He succeeded Mieerineus. Herod.
majnifieent pyramid.
1. i, c 136.
ASYLAS (Myth.) an augur and friend of ^-Eneas. f'irg.

ASYCHIS

JEn.

1.

9-

(Bibl.) aavvKpcroc, one of the disciples whom
He is supposed to have
Paul greets. Iiom. xvi. 14.
been one of the 72 disciples, and also the first bishop of
The Roman martyrology places his festival on
Hyrcania.
the 8th of April.

ASYXCRITUS
St.

Abdal (Hist.) a dervise or enthusiast among the Musselmen, who won the good graces of Tamerlane by the
smartness of his replies.
(Hist.) the king of Peru at the time of its
discovery by Pizarro, who, having got this prince into his
power, strangled him in violation of his pledge in 1533.
Gareilass. de la Veg. Hist, del Peru;
[Vide Plate V]

ATA,

ATABALIPA

Herrera. $c.

ATABEK

word for prince, which was applied in a particular manner to the governors of provinces
of the house of the Selgiucides, who made themselves inde(Hist.) a Turkish

pendent princes ; as the Atabekian Erak, i. e. Atabeks of Irak,
forming the first dynasty, who began to reign in the year
Of these there were eight
of the Hegira 521, A. D. 1131.
namely, Oinadeddin Zenghki, son of A. Ksancar
princes
;

A. Noureddin Mahnioud, liisson Salch, his son ; Ezzeddin
Massoud, his cousin ; Xoureddin Arslan Schah, his son
Malek al Caher Ezzeddin Massoud, his son; Xassareddin
Mahnioud, his son. The next dynasty was the Atabekian
;

Adherbigian, or the Atabeks of Media, the first of whom,
Ildighiz, began to reign in the year of Hegira 555, A. D.
1165.
He was succeeded by Mohammed, his son; Kezel
Arslan, brother of Mohammed; Aboubeere, son of Mohammed; Cotluc Enbanage and Modhatl'ereddin Usbeck

two other sons of Mohammed, the latter of whom was
stripped of his kingdom, and died in the year of the Hegira 622, A. D. 1232. The third dynasty called AtabekianFars, or the Atabeks of Persia, comprehended the following
namely, Modhafereddin Ben Salgari, the first of the
;

princes

dynasty,

who began

A. D. 1153

;

Hegira 548,
brother ; Modhaf-

to reign in the year of the

Modhatl'ereddin Zenghi, his

Modhafi'ereddin Abou
fereddin Taklah, son of Zenghi
Schegia, brother of Taklah ; Abubecre, grandson of Zenghi;
Saad, son of Abubecre ; and Mohammed, his son ; Mohammed Schah, son of Salgar Schah, and grandson of Saad
Selgiuc Schah, another son of Salgar; Arschal Khatoun,
son of Saad, and grandson of Abubecre the last of this
dynasty died in the year of the Hegira 663, A. D. 1273.
There was another dynasty of princes called Atabekian Laristan, who made themselves masters of Lar, a province extending along the Persian Gulf; the first of whom was AbouThaher, son of Mohammed, a general of Salgar, the sultan
;

;

His successors were Xasraddin, or Xasreddin,
surnamed Takla ; Schampseddin Alp Argoun, son of
Takla Joseph Schah, son of Alp Argoun ; Afrasiab, son of
Joseph Schah ; Xosrateddin, son of Alp Argoun ; Rokneddin, son of Joseph Schah ; Modhaflereddin Afrasiab, son
of Rokneddin.
ATABYRIS (Geog.) 'Arcipi/pic, a celebrated mountain of
Rhodes where Jupiter was worshipped, who on that account
was surnamed Atubi/rius. St rub. 1. 14.
ATACIXUS, P. Terentius Vurro (Hist.) vide Varro.
(Bibl.) ION 11J, the threshing floor of Atad, the
place where the sons of Jacob and the Egyptians mourned
for Jacob.
Gen. 1.
of Persia.
his son,
;

ATAD

ATAHUALPA (Hist.)
ATALAXTA (Myth.)
huntress,

vide Atabalipa.

but having many suitors, on account
of her beauty, she consented to accept the one who should
excel her in running, on condition that the unsuccessful
candidate should perish by the dart she carried in her hand.
After many unsuccessful attempts on the part of others,
Hippomenes, one of her admirers, having received three
golden apples from Venus, threw them down at certain distances from him, which Atalanta turning aside to gather,
afforded him time to reach the goal before her ; in consequence of which he obtained her hand.
It is said that the
lovers polluted the temple of Cybele with the consummation
of their marriage, for which they were changed into lions
by the goddess. Some authors suppose there were two virgins of this name.
Euripid. in Pha-niss ; ApoHon. Argon.
Hygin. Fab. 99, &c.
f. 1 ; Diodor. 1. 4 ;
Propert. I 1 ;
Pans. 1. 1, c. 36 .Elian. Far. Hist. 1. 3 ; Lactant. in Thcb.
Stat. 1. 7
Tzetz. Chiliad. 1. 13
Zenob. Cent. 33.
(Geog.) a town of Gallia Lugdunensis, now
La Place d'Ainay.
to a life of celibacy

;

;

;

;

ATAXACUM
ATAXAGI,

Dennis (Biog.) a native of Cagli, in the duchy
and a critic in the 16th century, published,
1.
Rhetoricorum Aristotclis, necnon Paraphrasis Hcrmogenis Tabula; a D. A. collect*,' Ho. Yenet. 1553. 2. ' Lettere Famigliari di XIII Uomini Illustri,' Svo. Rome, 1554.
3. ' Rime di M. Bernardo Cappello,' 4to. Venice,
1560.

of Lrbino,
'

' Sonetti, Canzoni, rime ed egloghe Pescatorie di Bernardino Rota,' Svo. Venice, 156l. 5. ' Rimi e Versi Lattini
di Diversi, in Morte d'Irene di Spilembergo,' Svo. Venice,
1561.
6. ' Delle
Lettere facete e Piacevoli di diversi
L omini grande e chiari e begl. ingegni, raccolte, &c Libro
Primo,' 8vo. Venice, 156l ; and a second volume published
after Atanagi's death.
7- ' II Libro degli L'oniini Illustri
di Caio Plinio Cecilio, ridotto in lingua volgare,' &c. Svo.
Venice, 1562.
8.
De le Rime di Diversi Xobili Poeti Toscani,' 2 vols. Svo. Venice, 1565.
(Hist.) a Persian nobleman, and one of the
seven conspirators, according to Ctcsias, against the Magus,
who assumed the name of Smerdis.
(Geog.) 'Arapayrts, a people of Africa, near
the Garamantis, in whose country there was a hill of sal;.
(Myth.) a Syrian deity, called also Atargata,
or Derccto, answering to the Astarte of the Assyrians, and
the Venus of the Greeks.
Lncian. de Dea Syr. ; Seld. de
Diis Syr.
(Bibl.) nntsp, a city of Gad, Numb, xxxii. 3;
probably the same as Asteroth Shophan, mentioned in verse
35 of the same chapter.
[Bibl) TIK-rmBft a city in the fron-

4.

'

ATAPHERXES
ATARAXTES
ATARGATIS

ATAROTH

ATAROTH-ADDER
tiers of

Ephraim.

ATAS (Biog.) vide Athanatus.
ATASCH (Hint.) an impostor who

got possession of the for-

tress of Dizghoveh, near Ispahan, in the reign of Mohammed, the son of the sultan Malek Schah.

ATAULPHUS

brother-in-law of
{Hist.)
Alaric, who succeeded him in the kingdom
of the Goths, in 412, and was killed at
Barcelona, after a reign of three years. His
effigy is given, as in the annexed figure.
Isidor. et Genebrard in Chron. ; Oros. 1. 7,
c. 43.
(Geog.) a river of Gallia X'arbonensis, now Aude.
(Myth.) "An;, the daughter of Jupiter, and goddess of
Horn. II. 1. 7evil.
(Geog.) or Attella, a town of Campania, where
there was a splendid amphitheatre, whence the Ludi Atellam,
consisting of farces, &c.

ATAX
ATE

ATELLA

Jul: Sat.

\ra\avra, an Arcadian virgin and a
was the daughter of Schoenus, king of Scyros, or,

1.

6.

Urhlcus ecodia risum moiet AttellantE
dstibus AuUmaes.

'

according to some, the daughter of Jasus, devoted herself

;

Liu.

1.

7

;

Tacit. Annul.

1.

4.

;

:

ATH
ATELLARI

(Geog.) a river of Sicily, otherwise called Acellaro, which bv the ancients was called Elorus.
(Hist.) a king of Gaul, who waged war
with the Romans, and whilst besieging Rome was overpowered through the stratagem of some female slaves, in
honour of whom an annual festival was instituted, entitled,
The Feast of Female Slaves. P/ul. in Parallel.
(Bibl.) -)t3N, an Israelite whose children, to the number of ninety-eight, returned from Babylon.
Ezra ii. 16.
ATERGATIS (Myth.) vide Atargatts.
(Geog.) a town of Pieenum, now Pescara, near
which was a river called Aternus.
(Bibl.) iriN, a city in the tribe of Judah. 1 Sam.

ATEPOMARUS

ATER

ATERNUM
ATHACH
xxx. 30.

ATHAIAH (Bibl.) rvru?, son of Uzziah. Nehem. xi. 4.
ATHALARIC (Hist.) king of the Ostrogoths, in Italy,
succeeded his father Eutharic, in 526, and died after a reign
of eight vears.
Procop. 1. 1 ; Cassiodor. in Enist. ; Greg.
Tur. Hist.
(Bibl.) [n-W, daughter of Ahab, king of
Samaria, and wife to Joram, king of Judah, massacred all
the princes of the blood royal of Judah, except Joash, the son
of Ahaziah, who being afterwards seated on the throne of
Israel, Athaliah was put to death, after a reign of six years.
A. M. 3126, A. C. 878. 2 Kings id.
Athaliah, a chief man of Benjamin. 1 Chron.
(Geog.) 'Adafi&vEC, a people of Epirus, who
existed before the Trojan war.
Strab. 1. 7 } PUn. 1. 2
Mela, 1. 2 ; Solin. c. 12; Ovid. Mel. 1. 15.
(Myth.) a patronymic of Meliccrta
and Phrvxus, &c. the children of Athamas. Ovid. Met. 1. 13.
ATI I A
(Myth.) "Aba/iac, son of ^Eolus, king of Thebes
in Bccotia, who married Nephele, by whom he had Phrvxus
and Helle. He afterwards married Ino, the daughter of
Cadmus, by whom he had Lcarchus and Melicerta, the
former of whom he killed in a fit of madness. Apollod. 1. 1 ;
Hygin. Fab. 1, Sec. ; Ovid. Met. 1. 4 ; Pans. 1. 9.
Athamas, one of the Greeks concealed in the wooden horse at
the siege of Troy.
Virg. JEn. 1. 2, v. 263.

ATHALIAH

ATHAMANES

ATHAMANTIADES
MAS

Athamas

(Biog.) a tragic poet.
Athamas, a stage dancer and a slave of Atticus. Cic. ad
Attic. 1. 12, ep. 10; Pis. c. 36.
(Biog.) a writer on the affairs of the Ambraciottc.
J'oss. de Hist. Lai.
(Hist.) a king of the

ATHANADAS

ATH ANAGILDUS

Spain, ascended the throne,
having put Agila, the rightful suct, to death, and ilied after areign of 14
years. His efhgy is given as in the annexed
figure. Isidor. in Chron. ; Greer- Tur. Hist.

ATH
his sentiments.
1.

4

Sozom.

j

in Calal. ;
Sj-c.

1-

<)•

ATHAN'ARIC

{Biog.) a judge or king of the Goths in
Spain, who raised a hot persecution against the Christians,
and died altera re ign of 12 years, in 381. Socrat. Hist.
Ee.eles. 1. 4; .S'. Anibras. lie Spirit. Sane/, Pries.; S. August.
De Civ. Dei, 1. 18, c. 31 ; Aininiiin. Ma reel/. 1. 2* ; Isidor.
Baron. Annal. ann. 38.
el hint, iii Chron. ; '/osiin. 1. 4
ASIA, St. (Fee.) a lady, who, after being obliged
A 'I
to marry twice.', retired to a convent, of which she became
the abbess, and died in 860.
A 'I II AN' ASH S, S/. (Fee.) sumamed the Great, on account
of bis zeal for the orthodox faith, in Opposition to all heretics, particularly the Arians, was made bishop of Alexandria,
id
died after a life of much toil and Buffering from the
bitterneM of his enemies, in 373.
His works, which are
numerous, contain a defence of the Holy Trinity, and of
tin
Incarnation
of all which, the lust edition is that of the
Benedictines, 8 vols. i;,i. Par. i(i;),s.
The creed which
goes by his name, though supposed not to have proceeded
immediately from his pen, contains the best illustration of
;

MAN

;

2

Phot.

Nazian. Orat. 21

Sulpil. Sever. Hist. Sacr.

;

Cod.

;

Voss.

Ti/leniont, Moiit/'aiicon,

;

Athanasius, St

Dissert. 2

Dn

Pin,
a deacon of Jerusalem,

Socrat. Hist.

;

1.

De

2

;

.V.

Hieron.

Trib. Symbol.

<$-c.

who was killed by
Theodosius, an hereticid patriarch, and his body given to
the dogs, in 452.
Athanasius, a nephew of St. Cyrill, who accused the patriarch Dioscorus at the council of Chalcedon.
Athanasius, a bishop of Ancyra, died in 372.
Athanasius, surnamed Herniosus, an heretical patriarch of
Alexandria in 490.
Evagrius, Nicephortts, Baronius, cf-c.
Athanasius, a patriarch of Constantinople, resigned his dignity, but. was re-elected in 1304.
He resigned again six
years after.
Some pieces attributed to him are extant in the
' Bibliotheca Patrum,'
torn. iii.
Athanasius, vide Anastasius III.
(Biog.) a man of prodigious strength, who
exhibited at Rome.
Plin. 1. 7, c. 5.
(Bibl) inir, a city of Simeon.
(Myth.) wife of king Damas, who was worshipped by the Syrians after her death, perhaps the same as

ATHANATUS

ATHAR
ATHARA

Atargatis.

ATHEAS

(Hist.) a Scythian, and first king of Pontus, was
with Philip king of Maeedon, in the 110th
Olvmpiad, A. C. 340. Justin. 1. 9 ; Frontin. 1. 2 ; Orus. 1. 3.
(Hist.) vide Ethelred.
Edgar (Hist.) grandson of Edmond Ironside,

•

killed in battle

ATHALREDUS
ATHELING,

'

and heir to the throne of England, was supplanted by Harold,
and despairing of success after the battle of Hastings, submitted to the conqueror.
He then went to the Holv Land,
where he distinguished himself at the first crusade, but
passed the last years of his life at Malmsbury.
Mallh. Par.

•

ATHENA

(Myth.) 'AOqra, an epithet of Minerva, among
the Greeks, and also the Egyptians, before Cccrops, king of
Athens, had introduced the worship of the goddess into
Greece.

ATHENE

(Geog.) 'Adijrai, a celebrated town of Greece,
the capital of Attica, which was first called Cecropia, from
its founder Cecrops, afterwards Athens, either in honour of
Minerva, its tutelary deity, or from Athene, a daughter of
Cranaus.
It was the seat of science and philosophy, for
which it retained its celebrity long after it had lost its political consequence.
Horat. 1. 2, epist. 2, v. 44.
Adjecere bona: puulo plus artis Athene.

Visigoths in

after

1.

Si. Gregor.

Proper!.

I.

3, v. 21.

Magnum

iter

ad doctas

Juvcn. Sat. 15, v. 110.
Nunc tolas Grains

jnvfisci coger

Athcnas.

nostrastjue hatiet orbis Athena*.

History of Alliens.
of Athens is generally said to have been
founded by Cecrops, A. M. 2477, A. C. 1558, although
Pausanias makes Acteus to have been the first king of
Attica, who had, among his successors, Ogyges, king of
Thebes.
Nearly two centuries after came Cecrops into
Attica, from Sais, a town of Egypt, who reigned 50
years, and was succeeded by 16 other kings, in the following order

The kingdom

1,

nj

Want,

Cranaus
Amphvction
EricthoniuB

Pandion
Erectheus
Cecrops II
Pandion II
jEgeus
Theseus

A. C.

Reign.

1506
9
1497 .... 10
50
1487
1437 .... 40
50
1397
1347.... 40
1307
25
1283
48
1235
30

'

'

::

..

:

ATH

ATH
Annual Archons.

A. C.

Kings of Athens.

1205
1282
11 ±9
1 137
1 136
1128
1091

Menestheus

Demophoon
Oxynthes
Aphidas
Thvmajtes
Melanthus
Codrus

23
33

Aristocles

Unknown

1

8

37
21

Unknown
487

Total

the death of Codrus, who devoted himself to destruction for the benefit of his country, the monarchical government was abolished, and perpetual archons were

which the following
A. C.

Perpetual Archons.

Acastus
Archippus
Thersippus
Phorbas
Megacles
Diognetus
Phercelus

a

list

Governed.

IOCS
1048
1012
993
952 ....
921
891
863

Medon

is

jEschylus

Alcmaeon

47—2

Cimon
Damasias

II

Unknown

for
for

19

Aristomenes

Unknown

316

perpetual archons were succeeded by decennial archons, of which the following is the list

The

3
year.

1

48

Phoenippus

Unknown

41
31

30
28
19

Unknown

for

A. C.

Governed.

752 ....
742 ....

Clidicus

732....

10
10
10

Hippomenes

722 ....
714 ....
704 ....
694

10
10
10

Leocrates

Apsandrus
Eryxias

8

Total

6

years.

68

24—1

Creon

Unknown

4

Lysias
for

9

years.

for

1

year.

27

Leostrates

Unknown

for

3 years.

for

4

30

for 13 years.

Dropides, or Dropilus
for

4

33

years.

35
for

4 years.

for

1 1

Epenetes

Unknown

Unknown

—4
1

....

Unknown

for

Unknown

for

,

9 years.

56—1

556

58—1

548

61—1

536

7 years.

Erilicles

Unknown

for

1 1

years.

Alceus
for 2 years.

4 .... 533
.... 532

Thericles
Heraclides

62—1

Unknown

for 7 years.

for

64—1
1 1

67—1

Clisthenes

Unknown

for 3 years.

I

41

512
....

69— 1

508
504

for 3 years.

Myrus

70—1

....

500

71—1

for 3 years.

494

684

Themistocles

4

72—1

681

Diogenetus
Phanippus II

680

Aristides

671

Hvbrilides
Anchises

490
i .... 489
73—1 .... 488

664
659

Hipparchus

74

Nicodemus
for

495

493
492
491

1

—

4

. .

.

.

....
2 ....
3 ....
1

485
484
483
4Si

year.

75—1

77—1

....

2 ....

471

Aphephion

3

470

645

Xantippus
Timosthenes

640

Adimantus
Phedon II

2 .... 615

.

Chares
Praxiergus

....

624

.

480
479
478
477
476
475
474
473
472

....

636

.

2 .... 487
486
3

Phedon

Unknown

.

2 ....
3 ....

Philocrates

Calliades

....

524

for 3 years.

Acestorides

Unknown

—

68

Isadoras

Unknown

....

years.

496

for 8 years.
for

560

3 years.

Euthydemus

Apbepsias

1

39—1

Heniochides

562
561

1

—

55

Hegesistratus

....

....

years.

Draco

Unknown

....

—2

—
36—

Damasias

Unknown

—2

29—1
years.

Miltiades II

Unknown

.

570

4

Comias

Leostratus

Miltiades

Unknown

—3

54—3

Philippus

Austothenes

Unknown

.

588

577

2
3 ....

4 .... 669
28—1 .... 668

Pisistrales

Unknown

. .

25—1

....

L'acratides

for 2 years.

Tlesias

Unknown

....

.

52

Pvthocritus

Olympiad.

.

A. C.

these by annual archons, as follow

Annual Archons.

590

.

for 7 years.

Unknown
And

1

591

.

50—4

Hippoclides

Unknown

—

....

10 years.

Miltiades III
Decennial Archons.

594

for 2 years.

Archestratides

Charops
Esimcdes

—

3 ....

Unknown

Unknown
Total

^

46

for 1 vear.

20
36

31
844
824
17
797 .... 24
23
777
754 .... 12

Ariphron
Thespieus
Agamestor

605

600
2
599
598
3 ....
4 .... 597
596
1 ....

Critias

On

substituted in their place, of

A. C.

43—4
45—1

Megacles
Philombrotus
Solon
Dropides II
Eucrates

12

Olympiad.

for 4 years.

Dromoclides

....

2

3 ....

4

.

.

.

76—1

....
2 ....

Acestorides

3

Menon

4

.

.

. .

.

.

.....
.
.
..
..

ATH
Annual Archons.

ATH

—

469
468
78—1
2 .... 467
466
3
465
4
79 1 .... 464
2 .... 463
462
3

Plicdon III

77

Theagenides
LieaBtretuB

I.ysanias

Lysitheus

4

—

Archidemides
Tlepolennis

Canon
Eutippus

.

.

.

.

. .

.

46l

80—1

460
459
2
458
3
457
4
456
1
2 .... 455
454
3
453
4

Philocles

Bion
Mnesithides
Sosistratus

,

Ariston
Lysicrates

82

Cherephanes
Antidotus

—

.

. .

.

.

. .

.

452
451
450
449
4
. .
1
.... 448
2 .... 447
1

....

3 ....
.4 ....

84

Praxiteles

Lysanias II
Diphilus
Timocles
Myrichides
Glauiides

—

85

Theodoras
Eutymenes
Nausimachus

—

445
.... 444
1
2 .... 443
442
3
441
.
4
1 .... 440
439
2
438
3
437
4
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

86

446

1

.

.

. .

....

436

2 . . . . 435
3 .... 434

Antilochides

Chares
Apseudes
Pithodorus

—

87

4

.

1

....

.

.

.

Apnllodorus

3 ....

Epiminondas
Diotimus

—

88

Euclides

4

.

.

.

Isarchus

89

—

.

.

....
2 ....
3 ....

4

—

1

2

Aritiphon

3

Eupnemus

.

1

Aminias
Alcsus

90

.

1

2 .. ..
3 .
4 ....

III

Stratocles

Ariston
Ari.Mophilus
Archias

433
432

2.... 431

II

4

—

....
....
....
....
....
....

430
429
428
427
426
425
424
423
422
421
420
41.9

418
417

Anstomnestes

91

Chal)rias

415
414
4 .... 413
412
92—1
2 .... 411
3 .... 410
K).')
4
93 1 .... 408
407
2
:i
406
405
4
94 1 .... 404
2 .... 403
3 .... 402

Pisander
1

LeocritUB

Callias II

Theopompua
Glaucippus
Diocles

Euctemon
Antigene*
Callias III

Alinias
Pytliodorus II
Euclides

Micon
Exenetcs

1

2
3

.

.

.

116

.

•

—

.

.

.

.

—

4

.

.

. .

401

400
399
398
4
397
1
396
2 .... 395

2 ....
3

Aristocrates
Ithycles
I.ysiades

Phormion

96

.

.

.

.

.

—

Diophantes
Eubulides

.

3

Demosthenes

4

3.04
.

393

97—1

Philocles

Niehoteles

2 ....

Demostratus

3

.

.

.

4

.

.

.

Antipater
Pyrrhion

390
389

388
387
3
386
4
385
1 ....
384
2
888
3
382
4
381

2

Mystiehides

Dexystheus

—

Diot'rephes

99

Phanostratus

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

100—1

Pytheas
Nicon

380
379

2 ....

3
4 ....

Nausicrates
Callias

893
391

.

98—1

Theodotus

Menander

.

A. C.

95—1

Demophilus

.

Olympiad.

Ladies

3 ....

—

83

Philicus

Timarchides
CallimachuB
I ,\ Mmaehides

.

.

Annual slrchons.

2

Euthydemus
Pedie's

.

.

—

81

Callias

Euthydemus

.

4 ....

Phresiclides

Euthydemus

A. C.

Olympiad.

.

IV

101—1

Chariander

Hippodamus

2
3

Socratides

.

.

.

....
. .

.

.

.

.

.

4

Asticus
Alcisthcnes
Phrasiclides

102—1
2
3

.

.

.

Dyssinethus

.

.

.

.

Lisistratus

4

.

.

.

.

1

....

103

Nausifjenes
Polyzelus

—

2
.
3 ....
4 ....
.

Cephisodorus

Chion

104

Timoerates

—

1

Molon
Nicophemus, or Agathoeles ....
Callimedus
Eucharistus

4

36l
360

.

.

.

.

359
358

4

.

.

.

:;.">7

106— 1

EWcines

856
355
354
4
353
1
.... 352
2 ....
3
.

Diotimus

.

.

Eudemus
Aiistudemus
Thessalus
Apollodorus

107

—

2

C'allimachus

.

.

.

.

.

85

.

3

. .

.

4

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

Archias

3

Eubulus

4

109

Lyciscus, or AristolochllB

—

Pythodorus

1

2
3
4

Sosigenee

Niiomaehus
"

110— 1

I.ysiinachides

8 is

847

846
•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

849

.

.

.

341

....

3
4 ....
.

I'liryiiiehus
1

11

—

345
S44

•

.

2

Charondaa

1

350
349

.

108—1

Theophilus
Themistocles

N tcocrates

.

3

Agathoeles

Nicetes

.

2 ....

(allistratus

Ctesicles

....

105—1

Cepliisidorus

Pythodorus
Evenctus

.

2
3

Charielides

TheophrastuB

.

378
377
376
375
374
373
372
371
370
069
368
367
366
365
364
363
362

.

.

:i

k'i

340
889
888

337

1

186

2

335
334
333
339

8

4

112—1

.

.

.

ATH

ATI!
Annual Archcms.

Olympiad.

Aristophanes
Aristophon

112

—2

Cephisophon
Euthycritus

113

.

.

.

—

11 4

—

11

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

l

Philocles

Apollodorus
Archippus
Apollodorus
Phoeion

.

.

.

.

Socsides
Hesegias
Cephisodorus

2

.

.

.

.

3
4

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5—1

Demogenes

4

Democlides

116— 1

. .

. .

. . . .

2

.

3

Theophrastus

Polemon

117

—

Siruonides

304.

323
322
321

320

2

3 ....

Praxibulus
Nicodorus

331

330
4
329
1
.... 328
2
327
3
.
326
4
325

Anticles

.

.

.

, _ ,

_

4

.

1

....

.

.

.

319
318

317
316
315
314
313
312

2.... 311

Hieromnemon

310
309
308
30"
2
3
306
4
305
119—1 .... 304
2 .... 303
3
302
3

Demetrius
Charinus
Anaxicrates

,

118

—

4
1

.

Corebus, or Xenias

Xenippus

.

.

Pherecles
Leostratus
Nicocles
Calliarchus

.

Hegemachus
Euctemon
Mnesidemus

120

Antiphautes
Nicias
Nicostratus

121

for

1

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

....

2

.

.

.

3

.

.

. .

4

.

.

.

1

....

—

.

.

2 ....
3
. .
.

.

P,hilippus, or Diphiles

Unknown

4

—

Olympiodorus
1

4

.

.

.

.

301
300
299
298

297
296
295
2.94

293

year.

122—2

Gorgias
Anaxicratus

Democles

Unknown

....

3

Chemes

....

2.Q2

3

.

.

. .

291

4

.

.

. .

290

....

289

....

265

for 5 years.

124—2

Pytharatus

Unknown

A. C.

for 17 years.

Diogenetus

128

—

4

This is the last archon mentioned on the Arundel marbles,
although other names of archons are mentioned in history,
as Antitheus, in the 160th Olympiad, and Herodes in
the 180th.
This democracy of the Athenians, however,
experienced an interruption on two different occasions,
namely, by the establishment of the 400 through the intrigues of Alcibiades ; and afterwards by that of the 30
tyrants, by the influence of the Spartan commander Lysander.
The Athenians distinguished themselves during
the war with the Persians, particularly in the battles of
Salamisand Marathon but the Peloponnesian war, which
lasted 27 years, terminated in the capture of the city by
the Lacedaemonians, and its temporary subjection to the
30 tyrants.
It afterwards fell,
with the rest of the
Greeks, successively into the hands of the Macedonians

Diodorus, Livy,
jElian, &c.

Srabo,

Plinv,

Nepos, Plutarch,

Justin,

ATHEX.E
and

(Xuniis.) the figure or head of Minerva, the owl
the earthen vessel, are

the
ordinary symbols of
Athens, as represented in
the annexed cut. The Athenians honoured this goddess
more than all other deities,

because they looked upon
her as the foundress of their
which received her name, 'A0>}nj.
They employed
the other symbols of the owl and the vessel, because the
former was sacred to her, and abounded in the neighbourhood; and the latter because they were the inventors of
earthenware.
Sometimes the serpent as well as the owl is
to he found on their coins, because it was the emblem of
wisdom ; and the figures of Jupiter with his thunder,
Vulcan with his forceps and anvil, Ceres with the pop >y
and sow, &c., Diana with her bow and quiver, Hercules
with his club, jEsculapius with his staff and serpent, are
frequently substituted in the place of Minerva.
The ordinary inscriptions of this citv are A. A9 A9E A9II. A9HJS \
city,

A9HNAS

A9HNAI.
A9IL\AIi>X. with the names of their
magistrates.
Goltz. Grcec. ;
Fuill. Num.
Or. ; Spa hi;.
Dissert.; Beg. Thes. Brand. Tom. p. 470; Mus. Pembroc/i.;
Hunt. Num. Pop.

ATHEX.EUM

et Urb. §c.
(Geog.) a promontory of Italy,

now Capo

di

Campanclla.
(Topog.) a place at Athens sacred to Minerva,
and devoted to learning, whither philosophers, oratoi
artists resorted and declaimed or repeated their compositions.
similar place bearing the same name, was built by tin
emperor Adrian, A. D. 135. A third place of this kind was
formed at Lyons, which has since been converted into an
abbey. This was distinguished by games that were instituted

Athkx^uji

A

by Caligula.

Athex«us

(Hiil.) 'A0r)vaioe, a son of Periclides, one of the
Spartan plenipotentiaries in the treaty of peace between

them and the Athenians. Tkucyd. 1. 4, c. 19.
Athen.els, a brother of Eumenes III, king of Pergamus,
was much in favour with the Romans, by whom he was
employed as a general on several occasions. Liv. 1. 38,
and 45.
Athen\eus, an orator and peripatetic philosopher, who was
implicated in a conspiracy against Augustus, but escaped
punishment, and was afterwards crushed by the fall cf a
house.

Strab.

1.

4.

Athen.eus

(Biog.) an historian, who, according to Diodorus,
gave an account of Semiramis.
Athen.eus, a Greek grammarian of the second century, and
native of Xaucratis, flourished in the reign of M. Aurelius.
He wrote many things, of which there remains one onlv,
namely, his historical work entitled
Deipnosophista:.' The
best editions of Athensus are that of Casaubon, fol. Lugd.
1612 ; and that of Schweighaeuser, 14 vols. Svo. 1801-1807.
Atiien.eus, an engineer in the reign of Gallienus, probablv
the author of a work on ' Machines for War,' which was
printed in the collection of ancient mathematicians, fol. Gr.
'

;

whom the whole country was eonverted into a Roman province.
What relates to the subsequent history of this city, will be found under the head
and the Romans, by

of Athens.

Ancient Writers on Athens.
Herodotus, Thucydides,
VOL. I.

Xenophon,

Aristotle,

Polybius,

and Lat.

Paris. 1693.

ATHENAGORAS

(Hist.)

among the Syracusans.
Athenagoras, a Greek,
by Darius

;

WQnvayopac, a popular leader

whose charge Chios was entrusted
but a sedition arising, he was sent bound to the

Macedonians.

to

Q. Curt.

1.

4.

Athenagoras,

a general under Philip, king of Macedon, and
father of Perseus, who attacked the Romans, but was defeated.
Liv. 1. 39, c. 27Athenagoras, also a general of Perseus, whether the same
as the preceding or not is doubtful.

2

1

Liv.

1.

44.

ATH

ATII
Athenaooras

(Biog.) an Athenian philosopher and convert

to Christianity,

who wrote an

'

Apology

for Christianity,'

which he addressed to the emperors Aurelius and Commodus,
about the year 180; also a piece on the Resurrection, both
The
of which are extant, and have been printed often.
best edition of Athenagoras is that of Dechair, 8vo. Gr. and
His works are also published in the
Lat. Oxon. 1706.
' Bibliotheca
l'atrum.'
The romance of Theagonus and
Charidea is falsely ascribed to him.
ATHENAIS {Myth.) a sibyl of Erythriea, in the age of
Alexander.

Athenais

(Hist.) a daughter of the philosopher Leontius,
assumed the name of Eudoxia, when she became the wife
of the emperor Theodosius the Younger.
ATHENION (Hist.) 'AOnvltov, a favourite of Ptolemy Evergetes, king of Egypt, was sent to Onias to demand the
Joseph. Anliq. 1. 12, c. 3.
tribute which was due.
ATHENIAN, a man of Cilicia, who was a ringleader of the
slaves in Sicily, but being taken prisoner, was torn in
pieces by the soldiers.
Athenion, a slave of Egypt, who was set at liberty by his
master, after which he took the name of Aristion, and obtained the supreme power at Athens.
ATHENOBIUS (Bibl.) 'AflijvojSfos, son of Demetrius, was
sent by Antioehus Sidetes, king of Syria, to Simon Maccabeus, to surrender Joppa, Gaza, and the fortress of Jerusalem, and to pay him tribute, &e.
1 Maccab. xv.
ATHENOCLES (Biog.) 'ASqycxXqc, a Greek historian, who
wrote an account of Assyria. Agath. I. 2.
Athenocles, a skilful engineer. Puh/wn. 1. 6.

ATHENODORUS

(Hist.)

'AOnvdSupog,

a leader

of

the

Greeks who revolted from Alexander, and was afterwards
killed.
Q. Curt. 1. 9.
Athenodoiius (Ecc.) a disciple of Origen, and bishop of
Neocajsarea, in Pontus, w-as at the council of Antioch in
264, and suffered martyrdom under the emperor Aurelian
Baron. Annul. Ann. 233.
Athenodoiius (Biog.) two sculptors, one an Arcadian, and
the other a Rhodian, the latter of whom took part with
Agesander and Polvdorus in the execution of the Laocoon.
Plin. 1. 3(5; Pans. 1. 10.
Athenodoiius, a stoic of Tarsus, and a favourite of Augustus,
who followed his counsels. He wrote many things mentioned by ancient writers.
Cic. nil Finn. 1. 8, ep. 7 ; Strab.
1.14; Sucton. in Claud, c. 4 ; Phil, in Alex.
(Ecc.) a martyr in the third century, who
is
said to have composed B hymn while in the flames.
<V. Basil, lie Spirit. Sand. c. 29.

ATHENOGENES
ATHENS

(Geog.) the once celebrated city of Greece, ["vide
AlhcnaT\ is now a small town in the province of Livadia,
the ancient Attica, known by the inhabitants by the name
of Sctlinc ; and situated on the rivulets of Ilissus and Cephissus, u'O m. E. Corinth, 100 m. N. E. Misitra or Sparta,
and above 300 S. W. Constantinople.
Lon. 23° 52' E.,
lat. 37° 58' N.
Political History

From

the invasion of Xerxes to

of

Alliens.

subjugation by the
Turks, Athens has had a greater diversity of masters,
and been exposed to severer hardships, than almost any
other city.
It was twice burnt by tin- Persians, twice
destroyed, once by Philip II, of Macedon, and again by
Sylla.
The Acropolis was plundered by Tiberius; the
city was desolated by the Goths in the reign of Claudius,
and the whole territory was ravaged and ruined by Alaric,
when be made bis irruption into Greece in :',<)(>. It was
besieged by Sgure, a petty prince of the Mori a, in 1204;
its final

but was successfully defended by the archbishop
It afterwards fill into the bands of Boniface X, marquis of
Montserrat, who gave it to Otho de la Roche, one of his

By him and

followers.

his descendants

it

was governed

of duke, untd it
became a fief of Sicdy ; and from thence it was transFlorentine,
who bequeathed
to
Renier
Acciaioli,
a
ferred
it to the Venetians ; in whose possession it remained until
1455, when it was taken by Omar, a general of Mahomet II. It was sacked by the Venetians in 1 Kit and
in 1687 it was once more bombarded and taken by them,
but retaken by the Turks in 16'88 ; since which they
have retained undisturbed possession of it. The Turkish
governor of Athens is called the Vaivode, who is either
changed or continued in liis office every year.

for a considerable time with the

title

;

Present Stale of Athens.

Athens is at present a small open place with streets, which,
whatever they may have been anciently, are at present
extremely narrow and irregular. The houses are mostly
mean and straggling, and many have large courts or areas
before them ; but the eye of the curious traveller is met
everywhere by vestiges of its ancient splendour, which
are more numerous and in better preservation here than
of Greece, notwithstanding the many
One of its most interesting
it has undergone.
the citadel, formerly called the Acropolis, which
On this
is situated on a rock inaccessible on all sides.
citadel stood the Parthenon or temple of Minerva, which
was destroyed by the Persians, and rebuilt by Pericles;
it remains, though in a damaged state, a model of magnificence of the Doric Order, now converted into a mosque.
The Areopagus, or Hill of Mars, which was almost in
in

most parts

vicissitudes

remains

is

the centre of the ancient town, is now on the outside,
where the steps cut in the rock to ascend this famous
The temple of Theseus is
tribunal are still to be seen.
almost entire except the roof, which has been repaired,
and that of Jupiter Olympius retains 1() out of its 120
Besides these there are still to be seen the recolumns.
mains of the temple of Victory, which is of the Ionic
Order, and serves the Turks as a powder magazine ; and
the Temple of the Winds, of which Vitruvius speaks,
together with many other monuments of antiquity.
The

long walls which surrounded Athens are now demolished,
but their foundations have been traced by late travellers.
The far famed Ilissus and Cephissus are now almost dry,

They empty
scarcely deserve the name of rivers.
themselves into the Gulf of Engia, at some distance from
Of its three ancient harbours, the Piraus,
the town.
though it hardly presents a memorial of its ancient aspect,
French and English traders,
is now frequented by a few
and is known by the name of Porto I. cone. Its population
consists of from 8 to lo.oiKi inhabitants, one-fourth of
which arc Turks, the rest Greeks, who -are supplied with
water by an aqueduct from Mount Hymcttus. The honey
of Attica, especially that from Mount Hymcttus, retains
its credit
and the olive still continues to cover the site
of the ancient city, so as to form a forest in the plain
adjoining to the town, which extends the length of a
league; covering the Ceraiiiicus, the Academy, and the
gardens of the philosophers
to which the sacred road of
Elousis, filled with the relics of ancient tombs and monuBesides the lour mosques
ments, is the principal access.
of the Turks, there arc not less than thirty-six churches
in Athens, and live times the number of chapels.
Between
the Areopagus and the ancient temple of Theseus, there
is a ruinated church
which was dedicated to Dionysius,
the Arcopagitc, who was the first Christian and bishop of
It is now the residence of the metropolitan of
Athens.
There arc also a number of convents
the Greek church.
for both sexes.
ATHESIS (Geog.) a river of Gallia Cisalpina, falling near
the Po, into the Adriatic Sea, now Adige.
and

;

;

;

:

ATH

ATI

9, v. 680.
Quales atria, tiquentia Jlumina circum
Sine Padi ripis, Athesim seu propter amtxnum,
Consurgunt geminee quercus.

Ilrg. JEn.

1.

troversy respecting the succession to the crown of Scotland,
then disputed between John Baliol and Robert Bruce.
[Wide Murray] The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as

follow
Claud- de Cons. Honor.
Mincou.

Cassiodor.

3, ep.

1.

48

;

Apollinar.

1.

1,

ep. 5.

ATHIAS, Joseph (Biog.)
to whom the world, is

a rabbi and printer at Amsterdam,
indebted for one of the correctest
editions of the Hebrew bible, which was printed in 166*1
and 1667, 2 vols. Svo. He is said to have died in 1700.

ATHIRCOX

Murray, duke of Atholl, marquis of Atholl and
Tullibardine, earl of Atholl, Tullibardine, &c. ; viscount
of Balquhidar, Glenalmond, and Glenlyon, baron Strange,
of Knockyn. Wutton, &c.
Arms. Quarterly, 1st, azure; three stars argent, within a
double tressure flowered and counter-flowered or, for
Murray; 2d, gules, three legs armed proper, conjoined at
the upper part of the thighs, flexed in a triangle, garnished and spurred or, for lord of the Isle of Man ;
3d, quarterly, 1st and 4th, argent, on a bend azure three
bucks' heads cabossed or, for Stanley ; 2d and 3d, gules,
two lions passant in pale argent, for Strange ; 4th, quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess cheque argent and azure for
Stewart ; 2d and 3d, paly of six or, and sable, for the
Titles.

Kt velol Athesis, tardusque meatu

(Hist.) twenty-eighth king of Scotland, in the
and killed

third century, succeeded his father Ethodius II,

himself after a reign of 12 years.
Earl of (Her.) the title at present enjoyed by
the family of De Ginkell. The first earl Godart de Ginkell
was for his merits created by William III, earl of Athlone,
and baron of Aghrim, in the county of Galway, in 1692.
The titles, arnis, &C. of this family are£\ ide Dc Gink-elf]
as follow
Titles.
De Ginkell, earl of Athlone, baron of Aghrim, co.
Galway, baron de Reede and Ginkell, baron of Ammerongen, Middachier, Livendale, East Stervelt, and Roenburg.
Arms. Argent, two bars dancette sable.
On a wreath, a pair of wings erect and barways,
Crest.
dancette, as in the coat.
Two gryphons with wings expanded or.
Supporters.
" Malo mori quam fctdari."
Motto.

ATHLOXE,

:

Athlone

(Geog.) a town of Connaught, in Ireland, situated
sides the Shannon ; which was besieged by the
prince of Orange in I69I, and after a vigorous defence was
taken the following year, when all Ireland submitted to the
ruling powers.
ATHOLL, John, first Earl of (Hist.) of the Stewart family,

on both

mentioned under Heraldry, was sent as ambassador into
England in 1 i63, and had a principal command in the
army of king James against his son and the rebel lords in
1488 ; for which he was imprisoned in the castle of Dunbar,
on the death of that monarch, and died in 1512.
Atholl, John, fourth Earl of, being a zealous Roman Catholic, strongly opposed the Reformation in the Parliament
in 1560, was sworn a privy councillor to queen Mary in
156l ; entered heartily into the association for the defence
of king James VI, was constituted lord high chancellor of
Scotland in 1577, and died in 1579 of poison, as was suspected, administered by the regent Morton ; but the latter,
when under sentence of death, attested his innocence in this

of Atholl.
A demi-savage, wreathed about the head and waist,
holding in his right hand a sword, and in his left a key,
all proper.
Supjwrters.
Dexter, a lion gules, collared azure, charged
with three stars argent, sinister a savage, wreathed about
the head and waist as in the crest, his feet in fetters of
iron, thereto a chain affixed, held in sinister hand.
" Furth fortune and fill the fetters."
Motto.
Atholl, Earl of (Her.) a title originally enjoyed by the family
of Stewart, which became extinct at the death of John, the
fifth earl, but was revived in the person of John Murray,
earl of Tullibardine, who married Lady Dorothea Stewart,
eldest daughter and lineal heir of John, the last earl beforementioned.
(Geog.) "Aflwc, a mountain of Macedonia, now called
Monte Santo, projecting into the -Egean Sea like a promonIt is celebrated in antiquity as the mountain through
tory.
which Xerxes caused a trench to be cut for the reception
of the waters of the sea that his fleet might be conveyed
title

Crest.

ATHOS

over it.
Jurcn. Sat. 10,

Creditur olim

Luc.

1.

v.

2,

canit

Talesf

,<*.joe vias,

Europamque

tumidum super aquora' Xerxem
multum cum pontibus ausus

admovit Abydo,
Incessitquefretum rapidi super Heltesponti,
Non Eurum, Zephurumque timens; cum lela, ratesque
Asia:, Sestouque

In medium deferret Athon

Claudian

in Eufiii.
Seu

Marquis

son of the preceding, took
an active part in the royal cause as long as resistence was of
any avail, for which he suffered in his person and estate
but at the Restoration he was sworn a privy councillor to
Charles II, and, after assisting at the Revolution, died in
1703.
Atholl, John, first Earl of, of the Murray family mentioned under Heraldry, raised 1800 men at the breaking out
of the rebellion, in defence of the crown, and exerted himself
in the same cause until his death in 1642.
Atholl, John, second Earl of, was killed at Flodden in 1513,
after enjoying his title not more than a year.
Atholl, Duke, Marquess, and Earl of (Her.) titles at present
enjoyed by the Murray family, which have been long settled
in the county of Perth ; and are descended from Sir Malcolm Murray, whose son Sir William Murray, by his marriage with Adda-Moravia, daughter of Malises Senechal, of
Strathern, became possessed of the baronv of Tullibardin,
and was summoned as one of the barons in 12.92, to Berwick
by Edward I, when that prince was to determine the confirst

Athcs

672

Const

matter.

Atholl, John,

173.

v.

Veliticatus

U

1.

1,

ennti gelu

335.

v.

Bhodape, seu reniige

Medo

Solicitatus Athos.

of,

Ctitu/l.

Carm. 65,
Cum Medi

v. 45.
peperere

1

Per mediu

mtmmare
classi

;

cumquejuventus

Inrbara naxil Athon.

Herod. 1. 7; PI in. 1. 4, e. 10 ; Justin. 1. 2 ; Sueton. in Calig.
19; /Elian, de Animal. 1. 13.
I (Hist.) son of Menes, reigned in Egypt, A. C.
Syncell. in Chron. ; Euseb. in Chron. et Prceparat.
2204.
Evang. 1. 1.
Athoth II, was his son and successor.
(Hist) a Jewish shepherd, who usurped the
throne of Judea, A. C. 4, and for four years did much misc.

ATHOTH

ATHROXGUS
chief.

Joseph, dc Bell. Jud. 1. 2, c. 7(Geog.) a river of Thrace,

ATHYRAS

now Aqua

Dolce.

ATIA

(Hist.) ride Actio.
Atia, sens, a plebeian family at

Rome,

whom

Virgil, in

com-

pliment to Augustus, makes to descend from Atys, the grandIt was divided into the branches of the
son of Ascanius.
Balbi and Labieni.
1 1 2

—
ATR

ATL
Atia, gens (Xumis.) this family struck some medals distinguished bv the inscriptions Marcus ATIUS BALBUS
PRcetor; Quintan LABI E XL'S l'ARTHICUS IMPerator.
Fail/. Consular. j Pa/in. Imp.; Morcll. Fum. ; Pembroch.
Mus. pt. .;.

I

Atlas,

;

on the other, Marcus A'FlLlus ; C. XL. Cains Atilius;
L. XII. I. Lucius Atilius.
Some of these medals are also

SEXtus ATILtus Marci Filius SERRANtw, Caius ATILttM Marci Filius SERRANUS. One

inscribed Serranus, as

in the

Punic war

first

;

who

ATLANTIS

Mela. 1.
Plin. 1. 2, c. 90.
(Myth.)" ArXac, one of the Titans, and son of Japetus
and Clymene, is fabled to have borne heaven on his shoulders,
and afterwards that he was metamorphosed by Perseus into
a lofty mountain which bears his name.
;'

1

ATLAS

Odd'. Met.

Jam barha, ct>uurque
juga sum humeriqite mam gnu
Quod caput auttjuit, summo est in uumte cacumen
la siltas abeunt

is

M. ATIL. Marci Filius Lucii Ntyxw REGULUS
M. ATIL. Marci Filius Marci Nepas REGULUS— C.
ATIL. REG. V., Cains Atilius Regulus. Some bear the
name of Calatinus, as Aulus ATILttM I'ALATiaiu, or
\ulus ATILttM Au/i Filius Caii Nepos, to which is added
CALATINUS. One also bears the name of Bulbus, as C.
F, Cains Atilius Auli Filius,

in

Fast ; VaiU. Consul.; Morcll. Fan,.
freedman, who exhibited games to the
an amphitheatre so badly constructed that it broke
down, and killed or wounded 50,000 people; in consequence of which he was banished, and a law was made to
prohibit any person from exhibiting games who could not
guarantee the security of the building.
Tacit. Annal. 1. !•,

:

Cum
Virg. JEn.

:

c

mimcnced

Mart.

1.

hostilities

against

yilino; the

turlnda tranai

;

Lucan.

<),

1.

v.

667-

Ilia sub Uespwiis stantem Titana eotumnu
In COUteS Atlanta detlit.

Sil.

1.

I.

Xec patitur lumen

praferri

Umgita Atlas,

Atlas subducto tacturtu vertiee ealum
Sidera nubifirum fulcit ciiput, trtherias>iue
:

ErigU atenium oompagef ardua fn m
Canet barba g<'(". frontemque immanibui wabris
Pinea rilva prcmit, vastavt cava tempera venti
Nimhtaaque ruuut tpuman'.iafiuimina rictu.

Virg. JEn.

./Eneas.

10.

Scotland] went to Oxford in l(i.'J7 to finish his education ;
and, after being elected bishop of Murray, was translated
to the see of Galloway, and died in 10'S7 much respected.
He rendered himself obnoxious to the Presbyterian party
during the rebellion, and was obliged to fly to Holland.
ATKYNS, Sir Robert (Hisl.) lord chief baron of the Exchequer, of an ancient family, was born in 1621, and died
After being educated at Baliol college, Oxford,
in 1702.
and prepared for the bar at one of the inns of court, he
was appointed a king's Serjeant at law in 1(>71, a judge of
the court of Common l'leas in l(i?2, and lord chief baron
His writings are collected into
of the Exchequer in Hisi).
one volume, 8vo. under the title of
Parliamentary and
Political Tracts,' 1734.
Atkyns, Sir Robert (liiog.) an antiquary, and son of the
preceding, was born in 1646, and died in 1711.
He wrote
'The 1 1 istory of Gloucestershire,' which was published in
one volume, fol. in 1712.
Atkynb, Richard, a typographical writer, was born in Gloucestershire in 1615, studied at Baliol college in 1(J2|), and
died in 1(>77- He wrote, 1. 'Original and Growth of Printing,' 4to. 1664.
2.
Vindication,' &c. which related to bis
own private concerns.
'

'

Vl'LANTKS
Mount

(Geog.) WrX'tcTic, inhabitants of Africa, mar
who daily cursed the rising and setting of the

Atlas,

Herod.
I.

5,

c.

1.

8

;

4,

c.

184 ;

Soli,,,

c.

84; Mela,

1.

1,

c.

8

;

Schol. in Dioni/s. Perieg.

ATLANTIADES
grandson of Atlas.

Aral, in Apparent.
Theog. v. 508, See.
Diodor.l. 8
Mela, 1. 8 Pfin. 1. 2, c. 8.
the giant above-mentioned is
represented on gems, and some medals, as in
the annexed figure, bearing a globe on his
I'liil/ant.
shoulders in his fabulous character.
Prrnst. torn. iii. ; Harduin. Oper. Maff. Gem.
Hesioil.

(Geog.) the ancient Alina ; a town of Naples,
which was formerly episcopal, but the bishopric was suppressed by pope Innocent II.
ATKINS, Janus (Ecc.) or Etkins, bishop of Galloway, in

Pirn.

el

Jamqut vclanl apicem, et laiira ardua cernit
Atlanth iteri, txdum am vertieefuldt
Atlanta, cinctum adadut cui nubibusatris
Piniferum caput et vento pulsatur it imbri,

first

ATINO

nun.

requieiit in ilia.

,

which
7

caium

Xulnla.

62.

ATILLA {Hut.) vide Acilia.
ATINA (Geog.) a town of Campania, now
1.

tot sideribus

4.

1.

Itlufretus agit ventas,

pie in

c.

;

Turn partes audits ia otauis
Crevit in immeiisum (sic Di sttttutitis) et omnc

another part,

BULBUS. Goltz.
ATILIUS (Hisl.) a

;

Ossa lapis fiunt.

as

XTL. A.

4.

1.

Quaii tus erut, nums /actus Alius.

attributed to the

is

supposed to have coined
others bear the name of Regulus,

Regulus,

illustrious general
it

Marcus ATILIm.?

who

into a constellation called the Pleiades. [[Vide Pleiades
Technological Dictionary]
Atlantides (Geog.) a people of Africa, near Mount Atlas,
who boasted that the gods originally resided among them.
Dioilor. 1. 3 ; Fused. Ecang. Pra-p. 1. 2.
(Geog.) an island described by Plato, which is
supposed by some to allude to America.
Plat, in Tim. ;
in

of this family is mostly
written in inscriptions with one /, but otherwise with B
The coins bearing this name belong
single or double /.
Those of
to the Sarani. the Reguli, Bulbi, and Calatini.
the Sarani bear, on one part, SAR. SARAN.

coin inscribed simply

(Myth.) 'Arknvrikc, the seven daughters of
married the gods, and, after their death, were

made

\T1I.IA (Hist.) vide Allilia.
Viii.ia, gens (S'uniis.) the name

SARANUS

ALANTIDES

(Myth.)

a patronymic of

Mercury,

the

1.

1

;

;

;

;

Atlas (Numis.)

p.

iii.

Atlas

.id to re(Geoff.) a mountain of Africa, which was
ceive its name from king Atlas.
It is of such an immense
height that, according to the fables of the ancients, the
it.
It runs across the desert from cast
and was divided formerly into two parts ; namely,
now called by the inhabitants Ayduacal ; and
Atlas Minor, now Errif, hut it is better known by its aiir

heavens rested upon
to west,

Atlas Major,

cient

name of

ATOSSA

Atlas.
["Vide Atlas']
(Hist.) "Aroava, daughter of Cyrus,

was succe*
Cambyses, Smerdis, and Darius, by which
latter she had Xerxes.
Herod. 1. 8, fice.
ATR/E (Geog.) a town between the Euphrates and the Tygris
famous for having withstood three sieges ; namely, by Trajan, Severus, and Artaxerxcs, king of Persia.
Dio. 1. 75
sively the wife of

;

Amniiun. Mareellin.

1.

r

2, ).

ATRAPES

(Hisl.) vide Atropatus.
A. Sempronius (Hist.) a military tribune,
Lie. 1. 4, c. 7C. 442.

ATRATINUS,

L .C.
310, A.
Atratinus, /.. Sempronius, a consul and colleague of L. PaLto. L 4, c. 8."
parius, U.C. 889, A. C. 418.
Atkatini's, L., was accused of bribery by M. Coelius, and
defended by Cicero.

ATRATUS, Hugo

Cic. in Cccl.

c.

T

1.

(Ecc.) or Ungues le Noir, an Englishman
by birth, was created cardinal by Martin IV in 1281, and
died of the plague in 1287.
(Geog.) a people of Gaul, who inhabited tlif

ATREBATES

;

ATT

ATT
They opposed Cicsar, and were
countrv now called Ariois.
conquered, but were permitted to live independent on account of their king Commius, who assisted Csesar in Britain.
Cccs.

Comm.

ATREL'S

1.

2.

Pelops, and father of
from the court of his nephew
Eurystheus, king of Argos, whom he succeeded on his death,
n.ling to the poets, he is said to have served up to the

(Myth.)

'Arpivc,

Agamemnon and Menalaus,

son of

fled

brother Thyestes. the bodies of the two children
which the latter had had by an incestuous commerce with
At the sight of this horrid
Aerope, the wife of Atreus.
deed the sun is said to have shrunk back and hidden itself.
table, for his

Ovid. Trist.

1.

Aversos

1.

26, &c.

;

2, od. 18.

1.

Xrque Attali

much

splendour in his furniture and dress ;
whence the epithet Attalicus has been employed for whatever is grand.
affected

;

HoratA.

od. 1.
AttaUeh amditumibua
fiunquam dimoveas.

1,

;

sons of Atreus, but of Plisthenes.

Horn.

II.

(Myth.) a friend of Tumus, who was killed by
J'irg. JEn. 1. 10.
ATROPATES (Hist.) a satrap or governor of Media in the
reign of Darius Codomanus, who surrendered to Alexander,
and after his death obtained the kingdom of Media, which
he transmitted to his posterity.
ATROPOS (Myth.) "Arpojroc, one of the Pares, daughters
QVide ParcaQ It was her part to
of Nox and Erebus.
cut the thread of life ; whence she is represented with a
veil and a pair of scissars.
Mart. 1. 10, ep. 44.
Gaudia

nonet stcmina (tifert
onmis scrtbitur kora tibi.

tu differs; ut

Atropos-, atque
1.

Atrcpcs,

et

Jecits liitnt

patriot taurus prcmisil Apolio.

;

(Ecc.) of a noble family of Portugal,
was made bishop of Vizeu in 1568, and died in Kill.
Gabriel Charles de f (Biog.) a French
poet, was bom at Paris in 1697, and died in 1779His
pieces were published in 4 vols. 12mo.
(Bibl) 'A~a,V«, a city of Pamphylia, whither
St. Paul and Barnabas went.
Acts xiv. 25!
Attai.ia (Geog.) the name of four towns; namely, one in
Pamphylia, mentioned under Biblical History, which was
built or refounded by Attalus Philadelphia, king of Pergamus, from whom it received its name, and is at present
known under the name of Satalia ; a second in Lydia a
third in Galatia
and a fourth in .Folia. Strab. 1. 1-1;
d'

ATTAIGXAXT,
ATTALIA

;

;

5.

Attalia (Xnmis.) several medals of Augustus. Tiberius,
Adrian, Commodus, Sept. Severus, Caracalla, Heliogabalus,
Trajanus Decius, Valerian,

sen., Gallienus, Salonina. Corn.
Saloninus, are ascribed to the town in Pamphylia of this
name, bearing the inscriptions ATTAAF.ilN', and one of

supposed to bear the effigy of its founder Attalus II.
(Hist.)
A—n\oc, the name of three kings of
Pergamus, a usurper of the empire, and other distinguished
is

ATTALUS

'

persons.

Attalus

I,

succeeded Eumenes, U. C. 512, A. C.

1

;

;

1.

36'

:

Plin.

Pint, in Gracck. Flor.

1.

7

1.

,"

Appian. de

2.

Priscus, an Arian prefect of Rome, who, while
Alaric was besieging the city, had a secret understanding
with the Gothic prince, and was by him created emperor ;
but, being afterwards taken prisoner, and carried to Honorius, he was suffered to live with only the loss of his right
Sozom. Hist.
hand. [[Vide Attains under Numismatics^

Attalus,

Eccles.

1.

9

;

Oros.

1.

7

;

Zosim.

1.

6.

Distinguished Persons of this Xante.

Attalus,

is

S,-c.

1.

1.

Justin.

a leader of the Agriani, and Cretan
Q. Curt. 1. 4, c. 13 ;

archers under
to

Alexander,

Attalus

,

T. Q. (Biog.) a dramatic poet, who was much esteemed
in his day, although Horace does not speak of him in terms
of commendation.
Cic. pro Sex. c. 53 ; Horat. 1. 2, ep. 1

George

Bell. Civ.

58

1.

Alexander.

ATTA,

Isidor.

Utmnis
Porticus, aul<tt«

Liv. Epit.

Attalus, another general who was very hostile
and was killed by Parmenio. (h Curl. 1. 6.

4.

His senium, fongcrque

ATTAIDA,

2, el. 32.

1.

1.

1.

the Trojans.

Slat. Silv.

Propcrt.

Hesiod. apud Eustath.

ATROXIUS

them

Lie.

;

;

He

€Jta nefaritti Atreus.

Olymp. ; Euripid. in Grey', r! Ipkig.fyc.; Apollod.
Hygin. Fab. S3
Sencc. in Air. ; Pint, in Paral.
Serv. in .En. 1. 1 j Tzet:. in Lycoph.
Pans. 1. !)
ATRID.E (Myth.) 'ArpuSai, a patronymic given by Homer
to Agamemnon and Menalaus, the two sons of Atreus. Hefiod, however, and others maintain that they were not the
;

Plin.

5

surnamed Phi/adrlplius, reigned in the name of
his nephew Attalus III, and died after administering the
government for 20 years with much prudence. Strab. 1. 18.
Attalus III, surnamed Philopatcr, came to the throne of his
father Eumenes III on the death of his uncle Attalus II,
and died after a reign of five years. He was the last king
for, having no children, he left his property
of Pergamus
at his death to the Romans in these words, Popnhts llomanus
mcorum ha'res eslo, which they interpreted to extend to his
kingdom also, and accordingly converted it into a Roman
Horat.

Pitid. in

in

1.

II,

rum Ugerennts equos.

sotis

Horat. it Art. Poet, v. 186.
Aui fmmana palam coqtiat

3

Attalus

Polyb.

province.

2.

Si rom Aeropen Jreter sceleratus aizasset

I.

died after a reign of 44 years.
Strab. 1. 13.

152, and

Xumis.) the effigy of this usurper
(
given on some medals, as in the annexed

figure, bearing the inscriptions

ATTALUS

PRISCUS

AUG.— FL. PRISCUS

P. F.

ATTALUS, &c. on the reverse, IXVICTA ROMA iETERXA — RESTITUTIO REI PUBLICO —VICTORIA
AUGG. &c.
;

(Ecc.) an ecclesiastic of the 4th century, who took
up with the errors of Alius after having declared himself
Baron. Anna/.
his opponent.
Attalus, a native of Pergamus, and one of the first Christian
martyrs in Gaul, who suffered at Lyons in the reign of M.

Attalus

Aurelius.
(Bios-) a stoic philosopher, and preceptor to Seneca.
Senec. Epist. 108.
Attalus, a mathematician of Rhodes, and commentator on

Attalus

Aratus.

ATTARRAS

(Hist.) an officer who seized Dyrnnus and his
Q. Curt.
accomplices in a conspiracy against Alexander.
1.6.
Paul (Biog.) otherwise called Father Paul
of Florence, died in 1499, leaving, among other works.
'
Breviarium Totius Juris Canonici,' &c. fol. Mediol.

ATTAVAXTI,

1478, 4to. Memming. I486.
gens (Hist.) a plebeian family at Rome, the sur-

ATTEIA,

name of which was Capita. [Vide Atteius~\
Attkia, sens (Xumis.) mention is made of this family on
medals of Augustus and Caligula, who filled the office of
duumviri in planting

colonies, as

may

be learnt from the in-

.

ATT
scription Caio

ORESTi

II

ATTEo CAPIToni

VIRw.

ATT
Caio

POXTIO

PubUo

Morel. Nutnm, Consul.

ATTEIUS CAPITO

(Hist.) a tribune of the people, commanded some troops in the war between Augustus and M.
Antony. Cic. <lc Die. 1. 1, e. 10'; Cell. Paler. 1. 2; Appian.

de Bell

Civil.

1.

5; Dio.1.39-

Atteius Capito,

son of the preceding and a distinguished
lawyer, was raised to the consulship by Augustus, and
died in the reign of Tiberius.
He left several works on
Tiic
law, which are quoted by Aulus Gellius and others.
Amial. 1. 1.
Atteius Pacuvius (Iiiog.) a Roman lawyer in the time of
Julius Caesar, was a disciple of the famous Servius Sulpitius.
Atteius Sanctus, a philosopher of the second century. Lamprid. in

Commod.

ATTELLIUS,

P. Hister (Hist.) a governor of Pannonia in
Teic. Anna/. 1. 12, c. 29.
the time of Claudius.
Darius (Hisl.) a general in the army of
Charles V, in his expedition against Piedmont ; wrote ' II
Duello,' Venice, 1560, or a History of Duelling; besides
a variety of poems.
Attendolo, or Allenduli, Margaret, a sister of Sforza, grand
constable of Naples, who, when her brother was perfidiously
imprisoned, armed her friends, and, at their request, made
such reprisals as caused his liberation.
Francis (Hist.) grandfather of the bishop of
Rochester, and rector of Milton, in Northamptonshire, was
among the number of ministers who subscribed the solemn
league and covenant.
Attekbury, Lewis, son of the before-mentioned, and father
of the bishop of Rochester, was entered a student of Christ
Church, Oxford, in 1647, and took his degrees in 1649 and
1651.
He submitted to the republican visitors, but, on the
He was accidentrestoration, obtained some preferments.
ally drowned in 1693 near his own house, leaving some oc-

ATTENDOLO,

ATTERBURY,

casional sermons in print.

Atterbury, Francis

(Eec.) bishop of Rochester, was born
I66S at Newport Pagncl, in Buckinghamshire, educated
Westminster under l)r. Busby, sent to Christ Church,
Oxford, in 1 680; and, after passing through various preferments in the church, was appointed to the bishopric of
Rochester in 1713; but falling under the suspicion of favouring the claims of the chevalier, he was committed to
the tower, and being, after a week's trial, found guiltv of
He was
high treason, was sentenced to be banished.
in consequence carried to Calais, and from thence conducted
Of his writings,
to Montpellier, where he died in 1729which were mostly controversial, his Sermons and Letters are
The former are extant in 4 vols. 8vo.
the best known.
Atterbury, Lewis (Iiiog.) eldest son of Lewis Atterbury
above-mentioned, and brother of the bishop of Rochester,
in
at

Duchy of

The people of Attica were
formerly divided into 10 tribes, each of which occupied a
part of the city of Athens ; these were afterwards increased
to the number of 13, and comprehended not less than 174
towns or villages. They derived their names from the heroes
who ruled over the country ; namely,
Erectheis, from king Erechtheus.
Egeis, from jEgams, the father of Theseus.
Pandionis, from Pandion, king of Athens.
Leonlis, from the hero Leo, who devoted liis daughters for
the safety of his country.
Aeamantis, from Acamas, the son of Theseus.
Adrianis, from a ruler of Adria.
(Eueis, from CEneus, the son of Pandion.
Hippothoontis, from Hippothoon, the son of Neptune.
Cecropii, from Cecrops the king.
Aiantts, from Ajax, the son of Telamon.
Au/ioe/iis, from Antiochus, the son of Hercules.
Attalis, from Attalus, king of Pergamus.
Apollodor. 1. 3 ; Strab. 1. 9 ; Plin. 1. 4 Paus. 1. 1
Eustath.
ad Dionys. Perieg. Meurs. Spoil. Voyage d'llalie.
ATTICUS, Titus Pomponius (Hist.) a Roman knight, so
called because he wrote Greek with Attic purity ; is well
known as the friend of Cicero, M. Antony, Ca?sar, Pompey, and
many others of the opposite factions, with whom he remained
on intimate terms without siding with either party. After a
life of privacy and devotion to letters, he starved himself to
death at the age of 77, U. C. 721.
Cic. ad Attic. ; Cornel.
Nep. in I'il. ; I'/in. 1. 35, c. 2 ; Tac. Annal. 1. 2, c. 48.
Atticus, Curlius, a Roman knight, was killed by Sejanus.
Tacit. Annal. 1. 4, 6.
Atticus, Vestinus, a consul with Cocceius, was put to death
Tacit. Annal. 1. 15, c. 6j).
by order of Nero.
Atticus, Julius, a slave of Galba, who ran with a bloodv
sword in his hand into the palace, and declared that he had
killed Otho.
Tacit. Hist. 1. 1.
Atticus, Quinclius, a man of consular dignity, and a friend
to the party of Vespasian, was taken by the followers of
Yitcllius, but his life was spared on account of his confessing
Tacit. Hist. 1. 3, c. 73.
that he had set fire to the Capitol.
Atticus, C. Vellius, surnamed Aujidus, a consul with Asinius.
called the

Sclthincs.

;

(

Jul*

;

'apitolin.

Atticus, a son of Plutarch of Marathon, was the governor of
all Asia in the reign of Nerva, A. D. 97-

Atticus Herodes, Claudius Tihcriiis, son of the preceding,
was preceptor to the emperor Verus, and afterwards a consul,
A. D. 143. He was a great orator and philosopher; some
of whose orations are preserved among the
Rhetores Grseci
'

Yctcrcs' of Aldus, 3 vols. fol. Venet. 1513
also in those of
Stephanus, fol. 1575.
Aul. Cell. 1.
Jul. Capitolin. in
;

1

Ver.

;

Philoslrat. in lit.

;

was born in 1656, passed bis degrees, as student of Christ
Church, Oxford, in 1679 ""<• 1680, and died in 1731.
He
had solicited the deanery of Rochester from his brother, but
met with a refusal to his no small mortification. Among his
works are, 1. ' Sermons,' 2 vols. 8vo. Hi.'), ).
2.
Some

Atticus (Ecc.) a patriarch of Constantinople in
tury, was the author of several tracts. Socral.

Letters relating to the History of the Council of Trent.'
3. ' An Answer to a Popish Book,' entitled
A True and
Modest Account of the chief Points in Controversy between
tin Soman Catholics and the Protestants/ &c.
(Myth.) "Arrnc, < son of Calaus, King of Lydia,
who, bring a favourite with he goddess ( 'ybele, Jupiter out

Atticus Hehodes

'

1

•

ATTES

t

of jealousy sent a wild boar to destroy Attes and the country.
Paus. I. 7, c. 17.

VI II IS (Hist.) 'A-Olc, a daughter of Cranaus, who, according to Apoilodorus, gave her name to Attica.
Apollod.
1. 3, c. 14;
Paus. 1. 1, c. 2.
ATTICA (Geog.) 'Arrudl, a maritime country of Greece,
which derived its name either from inn), a shore, or from
Altkis, the daughter of Cranaus above-mentioned, and is now
I

.

1.

]•

Sozomen.

;

8,

1.

the 5th cenHist. Ecclcs.

&c.

Atticus, a bishop of Nicopolis, was
Chalcedon in 15

at

the general council of

1

mentioned, was

(Piog.) son of the Atticus Herodes beforehe could not learn his letters.

so dull that

Philostral. in Fit.

Atticus, a platonic philosopher of the second century,
to

have written a history.

is

said

Eusc/i. in Cliron.

ATTIGNY

(Geog.) a small town of Champagne, in France,
on the river Aisne, in the modern department of the ArdenIt is the ancient Allinines,
leagues N. E. of Ithciius.
(leiini. where Clovis II built his palace, which was for 100
six councils were held at this plate,
years a royal residence
namely, one in 707, under Pepin the Short in >S22, under
Lewis XI, who did public penance in the presence of the
bishops and the people for having put out the eyes of his
nephew ; in 835, under the same king ; in 854, under
1

I

;

;

'

,

AVA

ATT
Charles the Bald ; in 870, when Carloman, son of diaries
the Bald, was deprived of his dominions for having revolted
Aimon. Hist. Franc.
against his father ; and lastly in 864.
ATTILA (Hist.) king of the Huns, invaded Italy with
500,000 men, in the fifth century, and after
laying waste the country, made the em-

He, howperor Theodosius his tributary.
ever, met with a signal defeat in France in
451, and died soon after, as is said, of an
His effigy is given, as
effusion of blood.
annexed figure. Jornand de Reb.
Prosper. Cassiodorus, et Isidor. in
Gregor. Tur. 1. 2 ; Paul. Diacon. 1. 5 ; Siilvn.
Apollin. 1. 8, ep. 15 ; Bonjin. Hist. Hung.
Attila, Plain of (Geog.) Catalaunici Campi, a place of
Champagne, in France, celebrated by the defeat which
Attila, king of the Huns, met with from Meroseus, king of
the Franks, Theodoric, king of the Visigoths, and Actius,
the Roman general, in 451.
ATTILIA, gens (Hist.) or Atilia, gens, a Roman family,
which was partly patrician and partly plebeian. Among the
patrician branches were that of the Longi ; and those of the
plebeians were the Reguli, Serani, Calatini, Bulbi, &c,
of whom several members are distinguished in history.
in the
Get. ;

Chron.

;

fVide Attilius~]
Attilia, gens (Numis.) vide Atilia.
ATTILIUS, M. Regulus (Hist.) a consul with M. Valerius
Corvus, U. C. 334^ Lie. 1. 8.
Attilius, M. Regulus, a consul with L. Posthumius, made
war on the Samnites for some time, with but little success.
He, however, afterwards defeated them, and made "000
pass under the yoke.
Lie. 1. S ; Fast. Consul.
Attilius, M. Regulus, a consul, and one of the greatest
men that Rome ever produced, was twice consul, namely,
U. C. 487) with L. Julius Libo, and again in 4<)8 with
L. Manlius Yulso.
During this last consulship he carried
on the war in Africa with the Carthaginians very successfully, until at length being defeated by Xantippe, the
Carthaginian general, he and 5000 of his men were taken
prisoners.
He was afterwards sent to Rome with the Carthaginian ambassadors, to sue for peace, on condition that
if it were not granted he should return ; but when arrived
at Rome, instead of recommending peace, he persuaded his
countrymen to continue the war, and, in spite of their entreaties,

persisted in his resolution to return to Carthage,

where he was put into a barrel, filled with spikes, and rolled
down a hill until he died. Polyb. 1. 1; Lie A. 17, 18;

Vol Max. 1. 14; Flor. Eutrop.SfC.
Attilius Calatinus, A. a consul at Rome, with C. Sulpicius Paterculus, U. C. 4()6, defeated the Carthaginians in
two naval engagements, and was afterwards dictator. Polyb.
1.

1.

Attilius Regulus Serranus, C., was consul U. C. 1.07,
with Cn. Cornelius Blasio, and in 504 with L. Manlius
V ulso, when they besieged LilvbsEum, in Sicily.
Another
C. Attilius Regulus was consul with L. /Emilius Pappus,
U. C. 529, the former of whom was killed in battle with
the Gauls.

Polyb. 1. 2 ; Fast. Consul.
Attilius, Bulbus, M., was consul with M. Buteo, U. C. 509,
and with T. Manlius Torquatus, U. C. 519These two
latter consuls obtained a triumph over the Sardinians, who
had revolted, and were defeated. Eutrop. 1. 3.
Attilius Serranus, a consul, U. C. 584, with A. Hostilius

Mancinus.
Attilius, was also the name of several other consuls.
ATTIXAS (Hist.) an officer set over Bactriana bv Alexander.
Q. Curt.

1.

8.

ATTIRET,
was born
1768, at

John Denis (Biog.) a French Jesuit and painter,
Franche Comte, in 1702, and died in
Pekin, whither he had accompanied the mission in
at Dole, in

He

his professional character.

was employed by the em-

Long to paint many battle-pieces, with which
he was so much pleased that he offered him the dignity of a
mandarin, and when he declined the honour of the title, he
peror Kien

granted him the revenues of the post.
(Myth.) ride Atys.

ATTIS

ATTICS,

or Aecius,

two the whetstone,
c.

X^evius (Hist.) the augur who cut
at the

command

of Tarquin.

Lie.

1.

in
I

36.

Attius Tullius, the general of the Volsci, to whom Co
lanus fled when banished from Rome.
Lin. 1. 1, c. 39Attius Varus, an officer who seized Auxinum, in Pompey's
name, and afterwards supported his cause in Africa.
de Bell. Civ. I 1.
Attius Pelignus, an officer of Gesar.
Attius (Bios-) a poet. QVide Aecius'}

ATTO (Biog.) vide Hatto.
ATURUS (Geog.) a river of
of the Pyrenees.
1. 7, &c.

I.ucan.

1.

Cces.

Gaul, now Admtr, at the foot
Anson. Mos. ; Gren. Tumi.
;

1

ATWOOD,

George (Biog.) a mathematician, was born in
17 Hi. admitted of Westminster school in 1759, elected to
Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1765, where he took his
He wrote,
degrees in 1769 and 1772, and died in 1807.
1. ' An Analvsis of a Course of Lectures on the Principles
of Natural Philosophy, read in the University of Cambridge
Treatise on the Rectilinear Motion
by G. A. &c.' 2. '
and Rotation of Bodies,' &c. 8vo. ; besides several papers
communicated to the Philosophical Transactions.
(Myth.) "Ari'c, a youth whom Cybele entrusted with
the care of her temple, under a promise of perpetual celibacy, which he having violated, and in a fit of delirium
castrated himself, was changed by the goddess into a pine.
His successors afterwards observed this vow. Ovid. Met.
1. 10,
fab. 3; Ca/ull. de At.; Tertull. Apolog. e. 15; I.ncian. in Dea Syr. ; Timoth. apud Amob. Adv. Gent. 1. 5.
Atys, a son of Hercules and Omphale, who passed over into
Italy, and is supposed to have been the progenitor of the

A

ATYS

Attii at Rome.
Atys, a youth to whom Ismene, the daughter of CEdipus,
was promised in marriage. He was killed by Tydeus before
Stat. Th'cb. 1. S.
the nuptials.
a son of Limniace, the daughter of the river Ganges,
assisted Cepheus in preventing the marriage of Andromeda.

Atys,

He

was

by Perseus. Ovid. Mel. 1. 5.
ancient king of Lydia, who sent his son
Strab. 1. 5.
with a colony into Italy. Herod. 1. 1
Atys, a son of Crcesus, king of Lydia, who was killed
bv Adrastus, while hunting a wild boar, according to the
dream of his father, who reluctantly permitted him to go
on the chase. Herod. 1. 1.
Atys, a son of Albius Sylvius, was king of Alba. Liv.Ll.

Atys

killed

(Hist.) an

;

AVA

(Grog.) a kingdom of Japan.
a town of Burgundy, in France, in the
situated on the river
modern department of the Yonne
Cousine, 20 leagues W. Dijon, Ion. 4° E. lat. 47° 29' X.
It was taken after a three months' siege, by king Robert, in
1003, and again in 1594, during the war of the league.

AYALOX(Geog.)

;

;

Duplei.r, Hist. Fr.

Avalox, John,

Viscount (Hist.) vide Mordaunf.
Elvan (Ecc.) an English missionary into
who converted the Bretons,
and was, on his return into England, made bishop of LonGodwin,
Matth.
West.
Gildas
don.
; Pitts and Bale ;
;
of
de Episcop. Angl. ; Usser et Slillingflcet, Anliq. Briton.
Avalonius, Melchinus (Biog.) an English poet and historian
in the sixth eenturv, to whom are attributed the historical
pieces, namely, ' De Gestis Britannorum ;' ' De Antiquita-

AVALOXTUS,
France

in the second eenturv,

tibus Britannia

AVALOS

;'

'

De

Regis Arthurii Mensa Rotunda.'

(Hist.) a considerable family in Naples, and ori-

AUB

AlB
ginally

Spun,

of

.some

of

whom

arc

distinguished

in

history.

Avai.os, Roderk </', was for his valour and services treated
constable of Castile, by Henry III, in 1306, and died in
I

one of the must celebrated
generals in the reign of Charles V, distinguished himself
particularly at the battle of Ravenna, and died in 1525.
Paul. Jnv. in Jit.
</',

Avalos, Alphumv </', cousin of the preceding, and also a
general in the army of Charles V, distinguished himself at
the battle of Bicocca, and on other occasions, and died in

AVAXCHES

(Grog.) a village of

Berne,

in

in the L5th

Switzerland,

which was the ancient town of Acenlicuni, that was burnt
by the Helvetians, and rebuilt by Vespasian. It was almost
entirely ruined in 558, since which it has been an insignificant place.

AVANCON,

William il' (Fee.) son of John d'Avancon, superintendant of the finances in the reign of Henry II, was
appointed archbishop of Embrun in 156l, and after being
created cardinal in the reign of Henry IV, died in 16*00.
He endangered his life by his opposition to heresy.
(Hist.) the name of a family originally of Switzerland, which has distinguished itself in history.
A\ ANTIO, Ju/m and Robert, were knights of Malta.
Avantio, James Lawrence, was governor of Rovigo, where
he was assassinated in 1491, when the town was taken by
the Venetians.
Avantio, John Mario (Biog.) a celebrated lawyer of the
same family, was born in 1564, and died in 1622. He
wrote a poem, entitled, ' II Satiro Favola Pastorale,' Venice,
1587, for which he was patronized by the emperor Ferdinand ; and left in MS. a church history.
(Geog.) a well-fortified town of the Celt*, in
Gaul, now Bournes, or, according to some, Chasteneuf.

AVANTIO

AVARICUM
..

'

AL'BERTIX*, Edmund
and died

(Biog.) or, in Latin, Edmundut Alminister in France, was born in 1596V

lie wrote

in 1651.

L'Euchariste de l'Ancienne
l633, showing the opinions of the ancient
churcli on transubstantiation and the real presence, which
F.glise,'

'

fol.

excited some opposition in

day.

its

AUBERY,

John (Biog.) a physician, and author of a book,
entitled,
Antidote d' Amour,' reprinted in ]66'3.
AuBERY, John Henri/, a Jesuit and Latin poet, died in 1652,
leaving, among his numerous writings, Elegiarum Biga,' &c.
AuBERY, Louis. Sieur du Maurier, died in 1687, after having
accompanied his father in his embassy into Holland. H«
wrote, among other things,
Memoires pour servir a l'Histoire de Hollande,' 2 vols. 12mo.
AlTBERY, Antony, an historical writer of Paris, was horn in
16'17, and died of a fall in 16,05, leaving a number of works,
which, though not highly esteemed, arc considered as use'

'

Mi.

Avalos, Constanlia d', a lady of the same family
century, was also distinguished for her valour.

r„

should he open to public inspecDictionnaire de Richelet,' and other

it

things.
licrtinns, a Protestant

i.'S.

Avalos, Ferdinand Francis

I.,

on condition that
tion.
He edited the

city,

deBell

AVAUX

Gait.

1.

7-

(Gcog.) a town of Champagne, in Frame, where
It belonged to the

king Carloman defeated the Xormans.
family of Mesmes.

AUBENTON,

William d' (Biog.) vide D'Aubenlon.
Hector-Leonard del' (Hist.) grand marshal of
the Order of St. John of Jerusalem, served with distinction
during the War of Succession in Spain, of which he wrote
Memoirs, and died i.i J36.
AUBERI, Claudius (Biog.) an author mentioned by Casau-

AUBEPIN,

i

bon with commendation,

who wrote Commentaries on Hip-

pocrates and Aristotle, besides Orationes de

Immortalitate

Aniune, &c.

AUBF.RT

(Fee.)

Allicrti,

the

family

name

of

pope

Atidoin, vide Allicrti.

Annual, nephew of pope Pin- VI, was
of Ausch in 1356, and died in 1371.
(Biog.) a French lawyer, was horn at
1 Ie wrote,
1. ' HisPon-tiers in 1551, and died in 1601.
toire des Guorrcs de Chretiens contre les Turcs, SOUS Gode2.
Vers au Chancellor
fifOJ de Bouillon,' 4to. Paris, 1550.
Les Retranchemens,' 8v0. 1585.
de l'Hopital,' 8vo.
AmiKiti, or .Illicit James, a physician of Vcndonie, died at
or Allicrti

made archbishop
AuBERT, William

'

.'».

'

De MeLausanne in 1586, having, among his works, 1.
tallnrum Ortu ct Causis,' &c. 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1575. 2. ' Dna
Apologetiac ltcsponsioncs ad Joscphum Quercetanum,' Lugd.
Bat. 15763. ' Semeiotica, sive Ratio Dignoscendarum
Sedium male Alfectarum,' &c. 8vo. Lausau. 1587, and
'

Lugd. Bat. 1506", &&
AuBKitr, Peter, a lawyer of Lyons, was born
died in

fid; the principal of these are,
Cardiuau::.' 5 vols. 4to. 1 642. 2.

'

du Cardinal de

1.
'

Histoire Generate dea

Memoire pour l'llistoire
16'60; and 5 vole.
fol.

Richelieu,' 2 vols.
3.
Histoire du meme Ministre,' fol. 1660.
Histoire du Cardinal Mazarin.' 4 vols. 12mo. 1751.
AUBESPIXF. (Hist.) the name of a family originally of

12mo. 1667.

4.

'

*

Beauce, which has produced great

men

both in church and

.slate.

Aubespine, Claude dc

I',

Aubespine, William de

V,

distinguished himself by his services in the reigns of Francis 1, Henry II, Francis II, and
Charles IX, and died in the active discharge of his dutv, in
1567-

was

sent ambassador into England,

and died in 1620.

Aubespine, Charles de /', son of the preceding, was sent by
Henry IV as ambassador extraordinary into Holland, in 160J),
and afterwards into Germany and England; but, notwithstanding his great services and his favour at court, his enemies
He died in 1653,
caused him to be imprisoned for ten years.
at the age of 73.
AUBESPINE, Sebastian (Fee.) bishop of Limoges, and afterwards of Vanne, was employed on main' important missions,
and died in 1582.
Aubespine, Gabriel dc /', son of William de l'Aubcspine, was
bishop of Orleans, and author of many theological works.
He held a synod in IO06, was at the assembly of the
bishops of Sens in 1612, and died in 16S0.
Aubespine, Magdelene dc /', (Biog.) daughter of Claude
de L'Aubespine above-mentioned, anil wife of Nicolas dj
Neufvillc, was celebrated for her wit and beauty.
She
wrote many things both in prose and verse, and died in 50!''
(Hist.) the name of an ancient family of Anjou,
of which mention is made as early as 1160.
Aubigne, Theodore Agrippa d', a favourite with Henry IV,
whom he served in various capacities, was born in 1550,
and died in 1630.
He wrote among other things, a work,
entitled, ' Histoire Universelle,' the first volume of which
was ordered by the parliament to be burnt, for the indecent
His eldest son Confreedom with which it was written.
stant d'Aubigue. a profligate character, was the father of
Madame de Maintenon.
AUBIGN1 (Gcog.) a town of Herri, in France, was given as
an apanage by Philip the Fair to Louis of France, head of
the House of Evreux, but being soon after re-united to the
crown, it was bestowed by Charles VII on John Stuart,
constable of Scotland, and finally on reverting again to the
crown, it was erected into a duchy by Louis XIV, in favour
of Louisa Rcnee de Penencoet, &c duchess of Portsmouth,
and her son Charles Lennox, duke of Richmond, which she
laid by Charles II.
I

or

Pius VI.

AoBKitT,
Auiiekt,

'

1133, leaving his library

to the

in

1642, and
native

use of his

AUBIGNE

:

;

;

AUD

AUD

Aubioni, Duke of, a title conferred on Charles Lennox, son of
Charles I. [Vide Aubigni under Geography]
AUBIN, S. (Ecc.) bishop of Angers in U>9, was at the
council of Orleans in 538, and after displaying much zeal

Epiphan. Hwr. 70 ; S. August. Hcer. 50
S. Hieron. Chron. ad Ann. 341
Baron. Annul. Ann. 341.
AUDIFFREDI, John Baptist (Biog.) an astronomer and mathematician, was born at Saorgio, near Nice, in Provence,
S.

figure.

;

in the cause of religious discipline, died in 550.
{Her.) a family descended from S. Aubrey, of the

in 1714,

came into England with William the ConSir John Aubrey, a knight and one of his
queror in 1066.
descendants, was raised to the dignity of a baronet in 12

nomena

AUBREY

blood-roval,

Car. II. 1660.

Azure,

Arms.
erased

The
a

arms, &c. of this family are as follow
chevron, between three eagles' heads

or.

An

eagle's head erased or.
" Solem fero."
Aubkey, John (Biog.) an antiquary descended from an ancient family in Wiltshire, was born in 1626, and died about
1700.
He was acquainted with Hobbes of Malmesbury,
Anthony Wood, and most other learned men of his time
and wrote, among other things, 1 ' The Life of Thomas
Hobbes, of Malmesbury,' which was left in MS. and has
Vits Hobbianasince been used by Dr. Blackbourne in his
2. ' Miscellanies.'
3. ' A PerambulaAuctarium,' 1681.
Crest.

Motto.

.

'

of the

tion
4.

'

County of Surrey,' &e. 5

vols.

8vo.

171.0-

Monumenta

Britannica.' 5. ' Architectonics Sacra,' &c.
Claude (Biog.) a painter of Chalons sur Maine,

AUBRIOT,

was celebrated for his skill in painting flowers, birds, fish, &c.
and died in 1740.
Aubriot, Hugo (Hist.) a native of Burgundy, who built the
Bastille, by order of Charles V, king of France, in 1369,
as a fortress against the English ; was the founder of the
sect of Hugonots, who begun their opposition at that period
to the

Romish church.

He was condemned

to be

immured

between four walls, but was set at liberty and escaped into
his native country, where he died in 1382.
AUBRY, James Charles (Biog.) distinguished himself as an
advocate of Parliament, and died in 173().
Aubbt, John Baptist (Biog.) a French Benedictine, who died
in 180,0, wrote, among other things, 1. ' Questions Philosophiques sur la Religion NatureUe.'
2. ' Theorie de l'Amc
des Betes,' &c.

Aubry, John Francis, a French physician, died in 1705,
leaving a much esteemed work entitled ' Les Oracles de
Cos.' Paris, 1775, and 1781
which was intended as a
Commentary on Hippocrates.
AUBUSSON (Hist.) the name of a family which is derived
from a town of Auvergne
and is descended from Guy,
viscount of Aubusson, who went to the Holy Land in 1 1 77Acbusson, Peter d', thirty-ninth grand-master of the Order
of St. John of Jerusalem, distinguished himself against the
;

;

Turks, in Hungary and other places, and died in 16,07Aubusson, Francis, Viscount d', biother of the preceding, was
no less distinguished in his military career, particularly
against the Turks. He died suddenly in 1691, after having
budt the square called Place des Victoires, in which lie
erected the statue of Louis XIV.
Al'BfssON, Louis, Viscount d' was engaged with the army of
Italy in 1702, and the following years, and died in 1725
without issue ; in consequence of which the title became
.

extinct.

AUCH

(Geog.) Ausch or Aux, in Latin Ausciorum ciritas, a
town of Gascony, and capital of the county of Armagnac,
in France
was once an archbishop's see, where many councils were held.
AUCKLAND (Her.) vide Aukland.
AUDEBERT, Germain (Biog.) a lawyer and poet of Orleans,
was the author of three poems entitled ' Roma, Venetian,
et Parthenope,' which were published together in 1 603.
AUDEMAR (Hist.) a prince of Gaul in the fourth century.
AUDEXS (Ecc.) an heresiareh of the fourth century, who
;

maintained,
vol. 1.

among

other errors, that

God had

a

human

1.

'

and died

Mercurius

He

in 17.94.

among other things,
Rom. 1753. 2. * PheRom. 1754. 3. NovisRom. 1756. 4. ' Passajio

wrote,

in Sole visus,' &c. 4to.

Coelestia Observata,' 8vo.

simus Mercurii Transitus,' 8vo.
di Venere,' 4to. 176l.

5.

•

'

Investigatio Parallaxis Solaris,'

Rom.

176.5.
6. ' Letere Typografiche,' 8vo. Mentz.
Catalogus Historico-criticus Romanarum Editionum Steculi 15,' 4to. Rom. 1783. 8. ' Specimen Historicocriticum Editionum Italicarum Sreculi 15,' 4to. Rom. 1794.
AUDIFFRET, John Baptist (Biog.) a geographer of Provence, died in 1 733, leaving a work which was much esteemed, entitled, • Geographie Ancienne Modeme et Historique,' 3 vols. 4to. Paris, 1689, I69I ; and 3 vols. 12mo.
Paris, 1694.
AUDIGLTER, Vital de (Biog.) a French nobleman of Clermont, was born in 1565, and after a life of misfortunes and
escapes, was assassinated in 1630.
He was a voluminous
writer in prose and verse, and left many romances and books
of devotion.
AUDLEY, John, Lord (Hist.) of the family of Touchet,
[vide Audley under Heraldry and ToucheQ was employed
by Henry IV to quell the insurrection of Owen Glendour.
Audley, James, Lord, attended Henry V in his expedition
into France, and was also in the service of Henry VI both
at home and abroad.
Audley, John, Lord, son of the preceding, was constantly in
the service, and high in the favour of Edward IV, and attended also at the coronation of Richard III.
Audley, James, Lord, son of the preceding John lord Audlev,
being engaged in the insurrection of the Comish-men, in the
reign of Henry VII, he was beheaded in 1497.
Audley, John, Lord, his son, was restored to his father's
titles and estates in the reign of Henry VIII, and was one
of the lords then sitting in Parliament who subscribed the
famous letter to Pope Clement VII.
Audley, Henri/, Lord, grandson of the preceding, so signalized himself at the battle of Zutphen in 1586, that he was
made a knight Banneret.
Audley, George, Lord, son of the preceding, some time governor of Utrecht, in Holland, was sorely wounded in the
battle of Kinsale, in Ireland, in 1601 ; and for his signal
services in that country and elsewhere, was raised to the
dignity of carl of Castlehaven, in Ireland, in 1617Audley, Merlin, Lord, second earl of Castlehaven, being
accused and convicted of certain high crimes, was beheaded
in 1631.
Audley, James, Lord, son of the preceding, being by a new
creation restored to the title and dignity of lord Audley,
and carl of Castlehaven, in 1634; did great service in Ireland under the duke of Ormond, and afterwards acted with
great vigour against Cromwell.
Audley, Thomas, or Aivdclcy, Thomas, descended from an
ancient family in the county of Essex, was born in 1488,
and being bred to the law was made speaker of the House
of Commons, 21 Henry VIII ; attorney-general of the
duchy of Lancaster, 22 Henry VIII and lord-chancellor
on the resignation of sir Thomas More, 24 Henry VIII.
He had a great hand in the dissolution of the monasteries,
from which he reaped considerable advantage by obtaining
the grant of the great abbeys of Walden, in Essex.
He
was created a baron [Vide Audley, under Heraldry'] 30
Henry VIII, and died in 1544.
Audley, Lord (Her.) the title at present enjoyed by the family of Touchet. This family, which has been of great
note in history, as may be seen above and also under the
head of Touchet, came in with William the Conqueror,
2 K
ecc.

8vo.

1778.

7-

'

;

;

AUD

AVE

and were barons as early as Edward I. Sir John Touchet,
the son and heir of sir John, being found to be heir to his
great uncle Nicholas, lord Audley was summoned to Parliament in 1 M>:>, by the title of baron Audley, of Heleigh
Castle, in the county of Stafford.
George Touchet, eighth
lord Audley, was also created carl of Castlehaven, &c.
but this title became extinct at the death of the fifth earl.

Ai'nRAN, John, the third son of Germain, was born in 1(>()7,
and (bed in 1 75(), after having acquired a reputation nearly
equal to that of his uncle Gerard.

AtTDRAN, Louis, the last son of Germain, was born in ll>70,
and died in 1712, leaving but few specimens of his skill in
the

;

The

anus,

eve.

Arms.

Ermine, a chevron gules S quartering gules ; a fret
argent for Audley.
In a ducal coronet or, a swan rising argent, ducally
gorged of the first.
Two wyverns with wings expanded sable.
Supporters.
" Je le tiens."
Motto.
Audley, Lord Audlev, of Walden, the title conferred on
Thomas A mil,, v, or Awdeley, [vide Audley, under History]

Benedict,
note, and died in

or Oynus, chaplain to Henry I, king of
England, and bishop of Evreux in 1113; accused count
Amauri at the council of Rheims in 1120, of having pillaged his city and palace.
He was also present at a council
of Rouen, where the king of England attended.

AUDOUL,

'

Paris.

AUDRA,

Joseph (Biog.) an historian of Lyons, was born in
and died in 1770 of mortification at the censure
which had been passed by the archbishop of Toulouse on his
General History,' which be condemned as being replete
with dangerous principles.
171 4,

'

AUDRAN

(Biog.) a family of artists, of whom the following
are entitled to notice.
Claude, was born in 1592) and died in 1 f>77He
was an engraver, and the father of three great artists in the

Auduan,
same

was

also an

disadvantage of the latter.
(Geog.) a town of Beira, in Portugal, with the title
of a duchy, S3 m. S. ('port". Ion. 8° 34' W., lat. K) 10' X.
It received from Alphonso III the singular privilege that no
stranger, not even of the blood-royal, might puss a night in
the town without permission of the magistrate.
Alphonsus Fernandez de (Hist.) a native of
TordesRlus, is principally known as the author of a continuation of Don Quixote, entitled
La Sejunda Parte del
Ingenioso Hedalgo D. Quixote de la Mancha,' which Ls
far inferior to the production of Cervantes.
(Gcog.) the ancient AbeUinum, an episcopal
town of Xaples, suffragan of Benevento, with the title of
a principality, which belonged to the house of Caraccioli
12 m. S. Benevento, and 25 E. Xaples, Ion. 11 39' I... Lit.
40° 54' X.
This town has repeatedly suffered from urthquakes, particularly in 1694, when it was almost ruined.
(Geog.) a town of France, now Avenay.
VENELLES, Peter (Hist.) an advocate in the parliament

AVEIRO

AVELLAXADA,

'

AVELLIXO

i

AVENACUM
A

of Paris,
as

it

who

was

1560 discovered the conspiracy of Aiuboise,
and informed against the conspirators.

in

called,

Thuan. Hist.

1.

2

1,

AVENIO

(Geog.) a town of Gallia Narhonensis, now .leignon,
which was esteemed a town of such antiquity as to date its
origin from the time of the Phoceans, who built Marseilles,
U. C. 215, A. C. 539. [Vide Avignon] Strab.1. 1. i/.Y.
Plot. 1.2, c. 10.
1.2, c. 5; l'lin. 1. S, v.
1

;

AVENPACE

(Biog.) a Spaniard by birth, but an Arabian
He was impriby family, wrote Commentaries on Euclid.
soned at Cordova on account of his sceptical opinions, and is
said to have been poisoned in 1137.

AVEXTICL'M

(Geog.) a town of the Helvetians, now
It existed in the
Wiefelshurg, or in the French Avanche.
time of Brehnus, and was the capital of Helvetia in the
Sabinus, the father of Vespasian, is said to
time of Cesar.
have been a native of this place, which this emperor began
whence it was called
to rebuild, and his son Titus finished
Co/ouia F/aiia, as we learn from an inscription COLONIA
;

PIA FLAVIA CONSTANS EMERITA AVENTICUM

HELVETIORl M FOEDERATA.

line.

Auduan, Carl

or Karl, brother or cousin-german of the preceding, engraved upwards of 120 prints, among which the

Annunciation,' from Annibale Caracci and the
Assumpfrom Domenichino, are the most esteemed.
\ri)U\N, Germain, eldest son of Claude, was born in 1631,
and died in 1710; leaving four sons, all artists.
He had a
high reputation in his line, which had obtained him the
honour of being chosen a member of the academy.
At'OKAN, Claude, the second son of Claude, was born in 10'."!),
and died in His).. He studied painting at Rome, and was employed by I.e Brun, to assist him in the battles of Alexander.
\rnn\N. (iirard, the third son of Claude, and the most distinguished of the three, was born in Kilo, and dieil in 170,'J.
He is considered by Mr, Strutt as the greatest engraver in
the historical line that ever existed.
The liattles of Alexander,' from the pencil of Le Rrun, are his most distinguished performanci
AuniiAN, Benvit or Benvist, second son of Germain, was born
in lO'O'l, and died in 1721, engraver to the king.
'

;

tion,'

'

,

'

engraver of some

(Geog.) a town in the grand duchy of Luxembourg,
m. X. Rochefort, remarkable for the action in Mi.'il, between the French and Spaniards, which terminated to the

AUDOFLEDA

AUDOVERE

of John,

77'-'-

6'

Audobnus, Audinus,

(Hist.) or Audeflede, sister to Clovis, and
wife of Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, was the mother
Jorof Amalasonte, a distinguished princess in her time.
tiiiinl de Reb. Got/t. ; Gregor. Tur. Hist. 1. 2 ; Valois. de
Gest. Vet. Franc. Anselme, eye.
{Hist.) queen of France, and wife of Chilpert I, was the mother of Theodebert, Merouee, Clovis,
Basinde, and Cbildesinde.
She was afterwards repudiated,
and retiring into a monastery she is said to have been either
strangled or drowned at the instigation of Fredegonde, the
woman who had supplanted her in the king's affections.
Gaspard (Iiiog.) a lawyer of Provence, was the
Traite de l'Origine de la Regale
author of a work entitled
et des Causes de son Etablissement,' 4to. 1708 ; which was
condemned by a brief of pope Clement XI in 1710, but the
censure was revoked by a sentence of the parliament of

at

si

1

AVEIX

Crest.

when he was created a baron, .SO Henry VIII. The title
became extinct at bis death, he leaving no male issue.
AUDOENUS (lire.) archbishop of Houen. [Vide Ouen]

art.

Audean,

of this family are as follow:

Amman.

AVENTIX

Tacit. Hist.

Marcell. 1. 15.
(Fee.) the name of two saints in the

2,

1.

1

68f

6th cen-

tury.

AvicNTiN, John (Biog.) an historian,
He
Abensperg, and died in 1534.
author of

'

Annalium

was born
is

Libri VII,' &c.

well

in

1

Kiii

known

at

as the

This

Lips. 1710.

fol.

work was first published in 1554 by Jerome Zuglerus, who
omitted Aventine's Invectives against the Clergy, but an uncastratcd edition was afterwards printed by the Protestants
Besides which he wrote, 1. 'Chronica
in 1580 at Basil.
2. ' Henrici IV Vita, EpisBavaria;,' fol. Nuremb. 1522.
4to.
August.
Chrouicon, sive Anna1518.
3.
tohe,' &e.
1.
Liber de Causis
Bipont. 1600.
tes Schirenses," 4to.
5.
AnMiseriarum, cum Chronieis Turcieis,' Ito. 1578.
lain. 1642; to which Gesner has
tiipiitatcs Denies,' Ito.
Nuuierandi per Digitos
added in the list of his works, (i.
'

'

'

I

'

Uonusque Veteram Consuetudines.'

AVENTTNUS
Rhea,

who

(Mf/l/i.)

a son of Hercules by the priestess

assisted .Lucas against

Turnus.

I

irg.

JEn.

1.

1-

;

AVE

AUF

Aventinis (Hut.) surnamed

AYERX'O, Lago

ladius. was
Aventinls, Mons ( Topog.) one of the seven hills, on which
Rome was built, whereon stood temples to Diana, Bona

AVERNUS

Sylvius, the elder son of Althe 12th king of Latiura after *Eneas.

(Geog.) a lake near Puzzuolo, in Xaple3,
better known by its ancient name.
["Vide Aeernas~]
(Geog.) a lake of Campania, near Baise, now
Lago d'Avernu, which was so putrid that the birds could

Dea, Hercules, the Goddess of Liberty, and that of Victory.
It derived its name, according to most authors, from kins:
Aventinus

nt>t live

Ovid. Fast.

I'irg.

1.

4.

Mors

into hell.

Mn.

Tales sese halititt ntris

quaque.

Lycoph.

703.

v.

AtTrdv cai

;

rivations.

Cacus Aventina timnr, atque infamia

6, v. 240.

1.

Faucibus rffundens sniura ad cnmeia ferebat
Unde Leuin Gruii diieruut nomine Aiernum.

Or, according to some, from aves, the birds which abounded
but different writers have adopted a diversity of deIt was originally very woody.
Ovid. Fast. 1. 1, v. 551.

there

on its banks ; whence its original nanie"Aopvoc, i. e.
without birds; whence also it was famed to be the entrance

in Tlemnhim fulmina missaferunt
Aientinus post hos ; toens unde t.

l'enii

d'

tiifivnv -

Ajjfla ovoc_ v\pii\6v irXe'rac
'

lopvt

;

And was
Mint.

1.

ep. 72.

domus

Esquiliis

Ibid.

est,

domus

est iibi

code Diana.

Laudat Aventina

victims

AVERRUNCUS

Sura Diane.

mans

Varro de Ling. Lot. 1. 4, c. 7
Dionys. 1. 3; Lit: 1. 1.
33; Slrab. L 5 ; Senec. de Brev. J' it. c. 14; An/. Celt.
1. 13, c.
14; Test, de Signif. Verb. ; Serv. i,i .F.n. ]. '.
v. (i.")7
Alex. Gen. Diet: 1. 6, c. 2
Panvin. Deseript. Urb.
;

c.

:

;

apud

Rrjm.

Greet: ; T/ies. Antiq. Roman, torn. iv.
(Biog.) or Abu-Merman Abdamakk

AYEX-ZOAR

FJm

Zoar,

an Arabian physician in the 11th and 12th centuries, was
the author of a book on the method of preparing medicines,

which
1

1

:

fol. at

is much esteemed.
It was translated into Hebrew in
and thence into Latin by Paravicius, and printed in
Venice, 14y0 and 1553.

AYEO

(Geog.) or Abydos, known by the ancients bv the
name of Ahydus, is now a small town of Xatolia, in Asiatic
Turkey, with a fortress, which is one of the Dardanelles, or
old castles built by Mahomet II opposite to the Dardanelle
of Romania.

AYERANI

name

of three brothers of Florence,
:

;

;

'

Civitatis Florentise ejusque Dominis,' Pis. lto. 17 21. 2.
L

perienze fatte

specchio

collo

ustoria di

e le Pietre dure,' printed in the

'

Es-

Firenze

sopra lc
Galleria di Mi-

'

Disputatio de Jure Belli et Paris,'
Prefazione idle Poesie Toscane di An5. 'Vita Bencdicti Averami,'
1704.
0'.
prefixed to his works, 3 vols. fol. 1*17.
Dissertatio de
Rapressaliis habita Pisis,' 1713: published in Migliorucci's
~. ' Oratio de Jurisprudentia,'
Institut. Jur. Canon. 1732.
&c.
S. ' Interpretationum Juris Libri Duo,' 8vo. Lttgd.
Bat. 1710", and Libri Tres Posleriores,' of the same, 174(3.
Dissertatio de Calculorum seu Latrunculorum Ludo.'
9.
Venet. 1742. in
Miscellanea di Van Opuscoli,' vol. vii.
10.
Mcnumenta Latina Posthuma Josephi Averanii Florentini,' Florent. 1768; besides a Treatise on the Sphere,
a Defence of Galileo, and other works in MS.
A\ ERDY, Clement Charles del' (Hist.) a minister of state,
and comptroller of the finances, under Louis XV, in l'te).
was guillotined at the commencement of the revolution in
1794.
He had been a member of the academy, and published, 1. • Code Penal,' 12mo. 1752.
2. ' De la Pleine
Souverainete du Roi sur la Provence de Bretagne,' 8vo.
1765. 3. Memoire sur le Proces Criminel de Robert d'Artois. pair de France.'
4. ' Experiences de Gambais sur les
Bles Xoris, ou Caries,' 8vo. 1788.
nerva,'

Florenfc-

vol.

3.

vi.

1703.

saldo Ansaldi,'

4.

'

'

Ibid.

'

'

'

'

'

,

(Myth.) the name of a deity

supplicated,

<u

erruncare,

i.

to

e.

whom

avert

the Ro-

their

evils.

Fair, de Ling. Lai. 1. 6.
Robert of (Biog.) an ancient English historian,
whose work was first published from the MS. copy by the
antiquary Hearne under the title of
Roberti de Avesburg
Historia de Mirabilibus Gcstis Edwardi III haetenus inedita,'
Svo. Oxon. 1720.
A\ ESXES (Hist.) an ancient and powerful family in the
Low Countries, so called from the town of A v. -iks. The
heads of this house were counts of Hainault, Holland, Zea-

AVESBURG,

'

land,

&c

AvESNBSj Burchard

d'. married Margaret, the daughter of
Baldwin, the first emperor of Constantinople in 1212, notwithstanding that he had taken holy orders which circumstance being afterwards known, so provoked the countess
Jane, sister of Margaret, that she caused him to be put to
;

death.

(Biog.) the

.who distinguished themselves namely, Benedict Averani,
who wrote some Latin poems and orations Nicholas, who
was one of the most distinguished lawyers of his dav and
Joseph, who distinguished himself as a philosopher and a
His works are,
scholar, and died in 1738.
De Libertate

Gemme,

;

tators of Aristotle.

6, ep. 64.

1.

ap.$i Topviorwiv lipo\if).

ERROES

also called edits Dianas.
7,

:>

Diodor. 1.4; M. Heracl. in Periph;
Sir,:!,. 1. 5
Mela, 1. 2. c. 4 Clneer. Antiq. Ital. 1. 1, c. 16.
A\
(Biog.) an Arabian physician of Cordova in
the 12th century, was patronized by the caliph Al Mansur,
and is well known as one of the most distinguished commenAristot. in Admiral). ;

sj/fr'tr.

Avbsnks, Burchard

d' (Fee.) bishop of Mctz, was a haughty
He died in 1296.
gens (Hist.) a plebeian family of Rome. |"Vide

warlike prelate.

AUFIDlA,
.lit lid 1iis

J

Aufidia, gens (Xumis.) some coins or medals struck by this
family are known lw the inscriptions M. AF., i. e. Marcus
Aufidius;

LINO

CNeo

AUFIDIO SP«Wo TARPEIO CAPITO-

VIRw;

II

on the obverse,

AUGUSTUS

Colonia

CELSA on another of Tiberius, Tito CAECILIO LEPIDO Cam A'FIDIO GEMELLO II VIRw.
Viclrlx

;

Fail/. Col.

;

Morel/.

Fam.

AUFIDIAXL'S

(Hist.) an officer under the emperor Trajan,
Chersonesus, where he put to death the
Euscb. Hist. 1. 3, c. 29.
pope S. Clement, A. D. 100.
Rufj'iis (Hist.) a prefect of a Pannonian legion,

who was sent into the

•

AUFIDIEXLS,

Taccaused a mutiny by the severity of his discipline.
Anna/. 1. 1, c. 20.
Cn. Orestes (Hist.) one of the Aufidia gens,
was consul, U. C. 683, A. C. 71, with P. Cornelius Lentulus Sura.
Aufidius, M. Litreo, a tribune of the people L*. C. 692, who
was the author of the law called Aufidia lex, which ordained
that if any candidate, in canvassing for an office, promised
money to the tribunes, and failed in the performance, he
should be excused
but if he fulfilled his engagement, he
should be compelled to pay even- tribune 6000 sesterces.
AuFiDirs;. Cn., a prsetor while Cicero was a boy, who, though
blind, attended in the senate, and wrote a Greek History,
besides other tilings.
Cic. Titsc. Quest. 1. 5, c. 39Aufidius, a rival candidate for the consulship with Cicero.

AL'FIDIUS,

;

C7c.

2

ad

Attic.

K

2

1.

1,

ep. 1.

;

;

AUG

AUG

Aufidius, Liiscus, a man of obscure birth, made pnetor of
Fundi in the reign of Augustus. Horat. 1. 1, sat. 5.
Aufidius, T. (Biog.) a lawyer, and perhaps the same as the

Suevi, or Germans, and came afterwards into the hands
of Clovis, and from him into the hands of the French.
It suffered in 787 when Charlemagne went against the
duke of Bavaria and, after passing from the French to
the Germans, it was made a free and imperial city by
Louis III in 912, after which it became very nourishing,
and was chosen by the emperors as the place for holding
their diets. In 1088 it was taken and pillaged in the contest between Rudolphus, duke of Suabia, and Henry IV;
and in 1 131 it was almost entirely consumed in the reign

rival of Cicero for the consulship.

;

Aufidius, Bassiis, a Latin historian in the time of Augustus
and Tiberius. Settee. Suas. 1. 6" ; Plin. 1. 3, ep. 5 ; Quint:!.
1.

10.

Aufidius, Modestus, a grammarian, who wrote Interpretations
on the difficult Passages of Virgil.
AUFIDUS (Geog.) a river of Apulia falling from the ApenIt is celebrated
nines into the Adriatic, now called Ofanto.
by the defeat of the Romans on its banks near to Cannae.

Mn.

Virg.

Luc.

1.

11.
Amnis

Adriacas retro fugit

et

empire, and Luther attended that of 1518 to give an account of himself; and Charles V held one in 1530, where
the Protestants presented their confession of faith, called
the Augsburg Confession ; and in 1548 this emperor held
another, at which the Interim was decreed.
It was frequently taken and retaken during the wars that followed
in Germany, and suffered very much during the late revolutionary wars.

1.

is

alluded to frequently by the poets.

3, od. 30.

1.

qua

Idem.

Aufidm undas.

Adriucus uui verberat Aujidus undas.

force of its stream

Horat.

II.
In the reigns of Charles IV, Venceslas,
it received new privileges, and supplied
these emperors with money to carry on the war against
the Hussites.
Maximilian I held here many diets of the

and Sigismond,

2, v. 407Sennaip-ie et

The

of Lotharius

1.

violens obstrepit Aujidus.

4, od. 14.
Sic tauriformis vohitur Aujidus,

Qui

regno.

Cum

Daunt

sttiit

perjiuit Appuli,
horrendanujue citllis

Ecclesiastical History of Angsbttns.

Dilui'iem meditutur agrii

Sil. Ital.

Augsburg

8.

1.

fundoquc imo niugirit ufdielans
Aujidus,

et

magno

late distantiu j>outo

Terruerunt pavidos accema Cerauniu nautili.

a bishop's see, suffragan of Mentz, the first
bishop of which, mentioned in history, was Zosimus, in
608.
S. Boniface held a council here in 742 ; ami another council was held in 952
also a synod in 1548.
(Geog.) a small town near Basle, is the ancient
Augusta Ranraeoritm.
John (Biog.) or Aure.lio, a poet, of a noble
Italian family, was born at Rimini, and died in 1524.
His
principal poem was entitled
Chrysopoeia,' or the Art of
making Gold, printed with another poem entitled ' Geronticon,' Venet. 1515.
AUGURINUS, Sentius (Biog.) a. Latin poet, and particular
friend of Pliny the Younger.
AuGuniNt's, Miiuitiits, vide Minullus.
(Hist.) the appellation which was first given to
Livia, the wife of Augustus, and was afterwards assumed
bv the female relations of the emperors. Tacit. Annul. 1. 1;.'.
is

;

Lie.

1.

22, &c.

;

Vul.

Max.

1.

9

;

Flor.

1.

2.

AUGA

(Myth.) Auge, or Attgea, "Avyi), daughter of Aleus,
king of Tegea, had a son by Hercules called Telep/ats, in
consequence of which her father attempted to make away
with her, but she was saved by the gods, or, according to
Apollotl. 1. 2 ; Hi/gin. Fab- 29 ; Pans.
some, by Minerva.

1.

8.

AUGARUS (Hist.) vide Abgarus.
AUGEAS (Myth.) or Augias, son

of Eleus, and one of the
Argonauts, had an immense number of oxen and goats; and,
as the stables in which they had been kept had not been
cleaned for 30 years, he promised to Hercules the 10th of
Hercules accepted
his herds if he would perform the task.
the offer, and affected the purpose by turning the course of
the river Alpheus so that it might run through the stables
when Augeas refused him the reward on pretence that lie
had made use of artifice, and Hercules in consequence drove
Augeas from his kingdom of Elis, and, as is said by some,
put him to death. The proverb of Augean stable for an
impossibility takes its rise from this fable.
Apollod. 1. 12;
Hygin. Fab.W; Strab. 1.8; Fli/t. 1. 17; Sen. in Virg.
/tn.

1.

8.

AUGER, Edmund

(Fee.) a French Jesuit of Troyes, distinguished himself by his zeal against heresy, having, as it is
aid, been instrumental in the conversion of 40,000 heretics.
He died in 15!)], leaving some controversial works.
Auger, Athtmashts (Iliog.) a French critic, was born at Paris
His principal works were transin 1724, and died in 179 1
lations from Demosthenes, /Eschincs, and l.ysias; and also
Herodotus,
Thucydidcs, and Xenoin
of the Orations
pbon, &c.
AUGEKI, Gaspard (Biog.) a native of Aix in the 17th century, employed his pen in writing the Lives of Saints, &c.
(Geog.) an imperial town of Suabia, in Germany, situated at the continence of the Verdach and Lech,
Munich.
Lon. 10° 53'. hit. 48° 17' N.
40 miles N.
-

AUGSBURG

Political History

of Augsburg.

Augsburg, which received the name of
corum, from the Roman colony which
bv Augustus, was very powerful in the
whom it was almost ruined in 451. It

Augusta Vxndeliwas planted there
time of Attila, by
was rebuilt by the

AUGST

AUGURELLO,

'

AUGUSTA
o.

86.

Augusta
Augusta

(Nuinis.) vide Augustus.
(Geog.) a name given to several colonies in honour
of Augustus, by whom they were founded; of these the
following are entitled to notice
Augusta, a town of Sweden, now Tubingen.
Augusta Aci/ia, a town of Vindelicia, now Azelburg.
Augusta Auseiortim, a town of Gallia Aquitania, now Aix.
Augusta Emerita, a town of Lusitania, now Mcrida.
Augusta Prcetoria, a town at the foot of the Alps, now
Angst, or Aost.
Augusta Kauracorttnt, a town on the Rhine, now Angst.
Augusta Suessonum, a town of Gallia Belgica, now Soissmu.
Augusta Taurinorum, a town of Italia Transpadana, now
Turin.
Augusta Tiberii, a town of Vindelicia, now Regensburg or
:

Ilatisbo/i.

Augusta

Trinobanlina, another
of the Trinobantes.

name

for

Loudon, the

capital

Augusta VindeUcorum, a very ancient and celebrated town
Germany, now Augsburg. It was reduced with the rest

ot
ot

the country bv Augustus, by whom it was also enlarged.
[Vide Augsburg'}
Augusta Trevirorum, a town on the Moselle, now Treves.
Castra (Geog.) a town of Vindelicia, now

AUGUSTANA
Gaisling.

AUGUSTIN,

St. (Fee.) or St. Augustin, one of the most
eminent fathers of the church, was liorn at Tagaste, u
Africa, in 354, and died bishop of Hippo, in 430, afte:

;

AUG

AUG
having repaired the irregularities of his early years by a life
He died while the city of
of extraordinary piety and zeal.
Hippo was besieging by the Vandals, who, on taking it,
had respect to his library, his works, and his body. The
works of St. Augustin have frequently been printed singly

and

collectively, particularly

Augustin
Antv. 1700
1703.

edition of St.
fol.

Beltarmin.

de

—

Script.

is

'

De

The

Civitate Dei.'

that of the Benedictines,

Prosper,
Eccl. ;

et

12

best
vols,

Marcel/in. in C/iron. ;

Tillemunt.

Mem.

;

Dupin.

None. Bibl.

Augustin,

.S7., first archbishop of Canterbury, and the apostle
of the English, was sent by pope Oregon,' I, in 597, on
this holy mission, in which he succeeded so well with Ethel-

king of Kent, that he and all his subjects were converted to Christianity. Augustin was afterwards consecrated
by the archbishop of Aries archbishop of Canterbury, which
was erected into the metropolitan see of all England. He
died there in 604.
bert,

Augustin, Anthony, archbishop of Tarragona, was,

in 1562,

at the council

of Trente, raised to the see of Tarragona in
1574, and died, in 1506.
He wrote many works on civil

and

ecclesiastical subjects.

Augustin, was elected bishop of Xaxivan, in Armenia, in
1627) and died, after governing his church with apostolic
zeal, in

St. (Geog.) capital of the province of East Florida,
situated on the coast of the Atlantic, on a peninsula, consisting of a narrow strip of land, Ion. 8l°40'\V., lat. Up, 58'

N. It was burnt by sir Francis Drake, in 1586; by captain Davis, with the Buccaneers, in 1685; after which it
was rebuilt, and in 1702 it was besieged by the English,
who, being unable to take the castle, set fire to and destroyed
the town.
In 1714 it was again unsuccessfully attacked by
the English under general Oglethorpe.
(Geog.) a town of Gallia Lugdunensis,
and capital of the JEdui, now Antun, [Vide Autun~~\ is supposed to have derived its name from Augustus, bv whom it

AUGUSTODUNUM

was restored. Pompon. Met. 1. 3, c. 2; Ptol. 1. 2, c. <l.
(Geog.) a town of Gaul, supposed to
be the present Sen/is.

AUGUSTOMAGL'S

AUGUSTORITUM

(Geog.) a town of Aquitania,

now

Li-

moges.

otherwise called Flavins Romulus
Augustus, or Momi/l/iix, was the son of Orestes, and the
last Roman emperor, who being subdued by Odoacer, the
king of the Heruli, abdicated the throne, and thus put an
end to the western empire, in 475, after it had subsisted 522
years from the battle of Pharsalia. Cassiodor.
et MarcelL in C/irou. ;
Jornandez, Procopius, Agathias, <$-c.
«
Augustulus (Numis.) this prince is represented on some medals as in the annexed
(Hist.)

inscriptions DN. FL.
MOMYL.
AUGUSTUL. P. F. AUG.— D. X. ROMULUS AUGUSTULUS. P. F. AUG.
AUGUSTUS (Hist.) the title assumed by
figure,

this

all

the

Roman

who

name

and Caesar to the second person in the
sidered as presumptive heir.

state,

who was

con-

Augustus, Octavianus

Ccesar, son of Octavius and Accia, the
daughter of Julia, and sister of Julius Caesar. He was
born under the consulship of Cicero and M. Antony, U. C.
691, A. M. 3941 ; according to Usher, A. C. 63, on the
23d, or, according to Suetonius, the 22d of September. He

was

Horatius,

Ovid, Paterculus,

J'irgil,

Tacitus, Dio, Sfc.

Augustus (Numis.) and Augusta, were

AU. AUG. AUGUST.,

and

for

abbreviated on medals
persons

two imperial

Augusti or Augusta, for three AUGGG. &c.
Augustus, is never styled Octavius, or Octavianus, on
medals ; but being adopted by Julius Caesar in his youth,
and honoured with the priesthood, U. C. 710, he was designated CAES. POXT. AUGUR.
L*. C. 711, after the death of Caesar he assumed the appellation of CAESAR DIYI. Yilius, and after the victory of
Mutina, those of Impcrator et Triumvir, as C. CAESAR

AUGG.

DIVI. JULI.

Filius,

IMP.

AUGUR POXT.

III.

VIR.

Rci Publico: Constiluoiila-.
LT C. 717, he was consul elect for the second time, CO«S«/
DESisnatus ITerum, ET III. VIR. R. P. C. IT.
721, COS. IT. ET TER^'«m DES. &e.
U. C. 723, COS. III. IMP. IV. III. VIR. IT. &c.
U. C. 724, COS. IV. IMP. V. after the battle of Aetium,
when lie laid aside the title of Triumvir and reigned
The inscriptions on the reverse
AEGVPalone.
.

UC

and after his elevation he had
the title of Augustus conferred upon him. Being adopted by
his uncle, he succeeded him at his death, and after subduing
at first called Octavius,

TO CAPTA, commemorate this victory.
U. C. 725, COS. V. IMP. VI. VII., to which is added,
Seriatus l?opulutt Q«e Romania.
U. C. 726, COS. VI. IMP. VII., to which is added, sometimes, LIBERTATIS Populi Romani VJNDEX.
U. C. 727, COS. VII, IMP. VII., to which is added, sometimes, CIVIBUS SERVATIS; and on the reverse of some,
SALUS GEXERIS HUMAXI. In this year he astitle of Augustus, as CAESARI AUGUSTO.

sumed the

S. P. Q. R. or AUGUSTUS DIVI. F. COSS. VII. &c.
U. C. 728, COS. VIII. IMP. VII., when he took the title
CAEof Pater Patria; conferred on him bv the senate.

SAR
VII.

DIVI. F.
;

AUGUST.

COS.' VIII.

on the reverse of some, IAN.

P.

P.

IMP.

CLU. PAX. PERP.

PROVID. AUG. CAES.,

alluding to the universal peace
at that time, and the consequent shutting of the temple
of Janus.
IMP. VIII. COS. X.; on the
U. C. 730,
Rublica, eye. alluding to the thanksreverse of some,

AUGUSTUS
V®T«

givings on the return of Augustus to Rome.

AUGUSTUS

IMP. VIII. COS. XI., was proclaimed by the senate perpetual dictator, upon which he
abdicated the dictatorship and took the less invidious title
of tribune of the people, TRibunica Votestate ; on the
reverse of some, M. AGRIPPA COS. III. COSSUS
LEXTULUS, &c.
U. C. 733, COS. XL IMP. VIII. TR. P. II. III.
TR. P. III. IV. ; on the
U. C. 734, IMP. IX. COS.
reverse of some, SIGXIS PARTHICIS RECEPTIS.
CAPTA, to denote the conquest of Parthia
U. C. 731,

XL

ARMENIA

succeeded the first of this name.
At first
served as a personal distinction, and Cccsar was
employed as the family name ; but in the later periods of
Rome the title of Augustus was given only to the emperor,

emperors

his enemies

ACT

1653.

Augustin,

ALGL'STULUS

he attained to the sovereign power, which
he held 44 years, and died in the 14-th year after the birth
He adopted Tiberius C;esar, who, at his
of our Saviour.
recommendation, succeeded him in the empire. QVide AuSueton. in Fit.
Xumismatics
and Plate I]
gustus, under
all

and Armenia.
U. C. 735—740, IMP. IX. COS. XI. TR. P. IV. V. VI.
VII. VIII. IX. ; on the reverse of some,

FORTUNA

REDUX,

&c,

happv return of Au-

in allusion to the
gustus to Rome; also CIVIBUS

ET SIGXIS MILIT

A PARTHICIS RECUPERAT,

&c, and IMP. CAES.

AUG. LUD. SAEC. XV.

S. F. in allusion to

the cele-

bration of the secular games, U. C. 7'>7TR. P. X.
U. C. 741, IMP. IX. COS.

XL

XL, to which
was added the title, PONTtfee MAXimus.
U. C. 742-748, IMP. X. XI.'XII. XIII. XIV. COS. XL
XII. TR. P. XII. XIII. XIV. XV. XVI. XVII. on
;

XERO CLAUDIUS DRUSUS
GERMAXICUS IMP. TI. CLAUDIUS TI. F. NERO
for which DE GERMANTS
TER.
IMP.
COS. ITER.

the

reverse of some,

AVI
substituted on some, in
the Germans.

is

AVI

allusion

to his

triumphs over

AviENUS, Rufiu Feslns (Biog.)

a Latin poet of the fifth centhe reign of Thcodosius the elder, translated the
Phenomena' of Aratus in verse, 4to. Venet. 11-88, and
Matrit. 16'34; also the
Descriptio Orbis Terra:' of Dinnvsius
and the < Fables of .Esop,' 12mo. Paris. 171-7; and a
Variorum edition, Svo. Amst. 1731 ; besides turning all
Livv into Iambic verse.

CAIO ET LUCIO CAES. JUVEN-

tury, in

TUTI PR1NC.

Augustus having adopted the two
grandson* of Agrippa, Cains and Lucius, gave them the
title of Principes Juvenlutum.
U.C.749, IMP. XIV. COS. XII. TR. P. XVIII. In
this year our Saviour was born, according to Eusebius,
although our present Christian a;ra is dated four years

'

;

AVIGNON

(Geog.) a town of Provence, in France, situated
on the left bank of the Rhone, 20 m. E. N. E. Nismes,
;
Ion. 4 48' E., lat. 43° 57' N.

later.

r.

750—767, imp. xiv. xv. xvi. xvn.
XIX. XX. XXI. COS. XII. XIII. TR. P.
(

'.

xvm.
XIX—

History of Avignon.

on the reverse of some, L. CAESAR AUGUSTI F. AUGUR COS. DESIG. PRIN. JUVENT.
C. ET L. CAESARES AUGUSTI F. COS. DESIG.

XXXVI.

j

Avignon was a Roman colony by the name of Avenio,
until the fifth century, when it came into the hands of
the French, from whom it was sometimes taken by the
Saracens, and again recovered.
In 12,90 it was granted

PRINC. JUVENT., on

the appointment by Lucius
the consulship and the priesthood by Augustus.
to commemorate his triumph over the
Parthians.
ULTO. on the dedication of the temple of Mars Ultor, which Augustus built.
YOT. P.

Casar

to

DE PARTHEIS,

by Philip the Fair to Charles, king of Sicily, and in 1348
passed from the crown of Sicily by sale into the hands of
the popes, who retained possession of it till the French

MART.

PRO SAL ET RED

SUSC
J. O. M. SACR., on the
occasion of Augustus going on the Dalmatian war.
the reverse of other coins were inscribed the name of
the consuls, the duumviri, or monetal triumviri, &c

revolution.
Ecclesiastical History of Avignon.

On

Medals

were struck

the principal

Greek

Avignon was the seat of the popes during the schism in the
Romish church, from 1307 to 1397, whence the Italians
call it the Babylonish Captivity of the Holy See.
Several
councils were also held here, as in 1060, by Hugho de

in honour of Augustus by all
of Europe, Asia, and Africa
the
on which were similar to the Latin, as

cities

inscriptions

;

KAI2AP AYroKPATQP TPIUN ANAPQN—KAI2AP
OYIiATOS — KAI2AP 6EOY YIOC — KAI2AP
2EBA2T02 0EG2 AYTOKPATilP GEii KAI2AP1

Cluni, legate of Nicholas II; in 1088, when Aicard,
archbishop of Aries, was excommunicated; in 1326, and
in 1337, to regulate ecclesiastical discipline ; and in
l.">7
respecting the crusades.

—

The head of Augustus is represented sometimes crowned with laurel, sometimes with rays, and
sometimes without either. He wore his beard on the
death of Cte-ar, and is therefore so represented on some
medals; but he afterwards laid it aside, and is therefore
mostly depicted without it. £Vide Plate I]
AUGUSTUS (Biog.) duke of Brunswick and Lunenburg, who
died in 1 ()(>(), was a man of learning and a patron of literature.
Among his works, as an author, his ' Evangelical

1

2EBA2TI1.

Harmony' was much esteemed by

Protestants.

He

pul)-

' Treatise
on the Cultivation of Orchards,' and
Steganographia,' &c.

lished also a
'

AUHAD AL MALEK
Saladin, reigned for

nephew of the renowned

{Hist.)

some time

in Syria

'

Tkuan. Hist.

and Armenia, and

died in the year of the Hegira C06.

AUHAD]

d'
(Biog.) a monk of Avignon, of the
order of preaching friars, had the credit in the Romisq
church of being able to work miracles.
AVILA, Louis d' (Hist.) a Spanish gentleman in the service
of Charles the Fifth, who was sent as ambassador to the
popes Paul IV and Pius V, and was afterwards a commander
at the siege of Metz.
He likewise wrote some historical
memoirs of the wars of Charles V against the Protestants
Los Commentaries de la Guerra del
of Germany, entitled
Emparador Carlos V. contra los Protestantes de Alemania;'
first printed in 1540', and afterwards translated into French
and Latin. He also wrote Memoirs of the War in Africa]

Avignon, Nicolas

two Persian poets, one of which, named
Auhadi-Maragah, was a great devotee, and high in favour
(Biog.')

with the caliph Mostanser.
He composed, among other
things, a poetical divan, and put into verse a book, entitled,
Giam-Giam,' which was full of Mahometan spirituality.
AVIANO, Jerome (Biog.) an Italian poet of Vmoenza, whose
poems, consisting of
Three Epistles," were printed three
times, namely, in lfi0.5, in I0I6, and in 1627; besides
being inserted in several collections.

mental
rolled

AVICENNA

(Hist.)

or Abou-Ali-Alhussein-Ben-Abdallahcalled Avicenna, the prince of Arabian

Ebn-SitUt, commonly
philosophers and physicians, was born in the neighbourhood
of Bokhara in <)80, and died of intemperance in the year
of the Hegira 428, A. D. 1038, after having experienced
the vicissitudes of fortune, and been reduced from the post
of grand vizier to the sultan Mahmoud to the condition of
a fugitive.
He wrote, ' Canorum Medicine;' ' De Medicinis Cordialibus;' 'Cantica;'
Opera Pbilosopbica,' &c. ;
of which different versions have been made in both Hebrew
and Latin and edit inns have been printed at Voice, Basle,
Rome, and Fianckfoit.
.lf'iie-il/iistr.
Leo.
Ant. Arab. :
Scalig. in Theopr.; Voss.de PhUosophc 11; Friend. Hist.
at Mnl. Ae.
AVIDIl S, Cax.uns (Hist..) vide Casssiuf.
'

;

AVIEM'S
lentin ian.

(Hilt.) a consul in the time of the emperor Va-

4.

in the conversion of some, who were afterwards enthe saints, as S. Francis de Borgia, &C.
He

among

died in 1569, leaving

'

'

1.

AviLA, Joint d' (Ecc.) a Spanish priest, who acquired the
surname of the ApOSlle of Andalusia, from the zeal and
efficacy with which he pnacbed tin- gospel, being instru-

many works on

spiritual subjects.

Avila, Sanchod', son of the marquis de Velada, was boni
in 1546, and died bishop of Plaeenza, in 1625, leaving some
works of

piety.

AviLA, Joseph Maria, a Spanish dominican, was appointed In
Leo X to the bishopric of Campagna, in the kingdom of
and alter governing bis church with distinguished
Naples
he died of the plague, in U>'.~>7. while administering
comforts of Others who were dying.
AviiiA, Gtles Gonzales a", (Biog.) historiographer to the king
of Spain, ill 1612, died at the age of NO, in 1658.
He
wrote, 1.
Theatre de las Grandegas de Madrid.' 2. Thea;

zeal,

to the spiritual

'

tro

'

Kcelesiastico de

las Iglcsias

de

las

Indias;'

besides a

History
of Salamanca, and a Life of
Henry III, king of ( astile, &C.
AviI.A, d\ an historian.
[\ ide I)':hi/a^
VILER, Augustine Charles </' (Biog.) an architect, descended from a family originally of Nanci, in Lorraine, was
born at Paris in 1653, and died in 1700.
He was captured
by the Algeiines in 1(>74, and, notwithstanding the exertions of Louis XIV in his favour, and in favour of<he
celebrated antiquary John Foj Vaillant, he did not obtain his
of the

A

Antiquities

:

AUM

AUK
two years

during which time he conHe
ciliated the favour of the dey by the display of his art.
afterwards erected a triumphal arc at Montpelier, in honour
His works, as an author, are 1. ' CEuvres
of his patron.
d'Architecture de Vincent de Scamozzi,' translated from
2. ' Cours
the Italian, fol. Paris, 1685; Leyden, 1713.
d'Architecture qui comprend les Ordrcs de Vignole, avec des
Commentaires et plusicurs Nouveaux Dessins,' 2 vols. 4to.
Paris, l(i<)l ; a third edition in 1699, and again in 1710,
liberty until

1720, 17o8.

after

;

The

tains the lives of

later edition is the best, because
Aviler and Yignola, bv Mariette.

it

con-

AVIRO.X (Biog.) vide Bathclir.
AVIS {Hist.) or Sheikh Avis, sumamed
ritek,

in the Turkish Buzthe Great, to distinguish him from another, surKugiuck, or the Little, was the son of the Emir
e.

i.

named

Shiekh Hassan Ilekani, whom lie succeeded as emperor of the
Moguls, in the year of the Hegira 757, A. D. 1367, and
died after a reign of 21 years, at Bagdad.
Avis, Ahmed Ben .Iris, succeeded his brother Hassan, the
son of the preceding, in the year of the Hegira 784, A. D.
1394, and was put to death by Joseph the Turcoman, after
He was the last of the family of
a reign of )i) years.
Hassan lluzruck.
AVTSON, Charles (Biog.) a musician of Newcastle, died in
177' 1 , leaving an ' Essay on Musical Expression,' 12mo.
London, 1752, 1753, in which lie affected to depreciate
Handel by a comparison with Marcello and Gemmani.
A\ 1 I'L S {Hist.) a governor of Britain in the time of Nero.
Tac. Annul. 1 13, c. 54.
Avitus, Marcus Mtecilius, a noble Gaul, and father-in-law
to Sidonius Apollinaris, the poet, was raised to the imperial
throne of Thoulouse in 455, but abdicated after a reign of
seven years, and died bishop of Placentia in 456'.
Sidon.
1. 3,
ep. 1 ; Jornand. tie Reb. Goth. ; MarceUinus, Idatius,
Prosper, Cassiodorus, et Theophanes in C/irun. ; Grew. Tin:
Hist.

1.

2, etc.

Avitus (Numis.)

some few medals of the
above-mentioned emperor are extant, bearins; his effigy, as in the annexed figure, the
inscription D. N. MAECILLI. AVITUS.
P. F. AUG.; sometimes D. N. AVITUS.
PERP. AUG.; on the reverse, VICTO-

RIA. AUGGG.
Avitus (Eee.) the name of two heresiarchs

court of Versailles for negotiating for a treaty of commerce ;
and, after holding many places of public trust, and receiving
the dignity of an Irish and English peerage, died in 1814.
[Vide Aukland under Heraldry] His Lordship published
' Four Letters'
addressed to Lord Carlisle on the subject of
Finance.
AtKLANi), Lord (Her.) of Aukland, in the county of Durham,
and Lord Aukland of Ireland ; the title at present enjoyed
by the family of Eden, which has been for some time reRobert Eden, the son
sident in the bishopric of Durham.
of colonel Robert Eden, was created a baronet temp. Car. II.
William Eden, third son of sir John Eden, fourth baronet,
was in 1789, for his public services as a diplomatist, created
an Irish baron, by the title of lord Aukland in 1789; and
afterwards in 1793 an English baron, by the title of lord
Aukland, of Aukland, in the county of Durham.
The
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Anns.
Gules a chevron, charged with three escallops between three garbs or ; a mullet for a difference.
An arm embowed in mail, grasping a garb.
Crest.
Two horses, the dexter guardant.
Supporters.
" Si sit prudentia."
Motto.
(Geog.) a people of Gaul, who inhabited the
country between the Seine and the Loire, comprehending
the modern divisions of Maine, Perche, and Evreux.
AULESTF.S (Myth.) a king of Etruria, when ./Eneas came
into Italy.
Firs. JEn. 1. 10, v. 290.
(Myth.) a general who assisted -Eneas with 100
ships.
Virg. JEn. 1. 12, v. 207Ai-lktes (Hist.) the surname of one of the Ptolemies. ["Vide
Ptolemy'}
AULIS (Myth.) "AvXit, a daughter of Ogyges. Pans. 1. 9.
Aulis (Geog.) a town of Bccotia, near Chalchis, on the sea
coast, where the Greeks assembled for the purpose of going
against Troy ; and, being detained by the anger of Diana,
Agamemnon was obliged to sacrifice his daughter to appease

AULERCI

AULETES

the goddess.
Horn. II. 1. 2,

303.

v.

XBild

ri, cai

(hid. Met.

BaQtmpu

tellus

tenuisset ituras.

1.

Kon
I hi, I.

1.

2,

v.

115.
ii£

placdsth ventos, et virgine casa
lliacas D.niai i.'.ihtis ad irraS.

Cum primum
Luean.

1.

5, v. 235.

Eunpusyue

trtilut,

curium mutantibus undis

Chalcidicas puppes ad iniquam classibus Auiim.

Diodor.
1.

4,

c.

1.

13,

47; Li v.

c.

1.

35,

e.

37; Strab.

1.

9; Ptin.

7-

AULON (Geog.)

a mountain of Calabria opposite to Tarentum,

which produced wine that, according
with the Falernian.
Hot: I. 2, od. 6, v. 18.
Fertili

to

Horace, might vie

Et amicus AuIoh
Baccho minimum Fulernis

;

Book of Travels, and a Geography.
Lord (Hist.) William Eden, third son of sir
John Eden, was educated at Eton, called to the bar in 176ft
was sworn of the privy council of Ireland in 1783 ; named

'Avaiwv

4, v. 425.
ego cum Danaii VrqjaRam exscinden geutem
Aululejuravl

Virg. JEn.

Isichius,

;

pucosA puppe*

.Intuit'

44, &c.

Sextus
Alcimus Ecdicius, son of the senator
and brother of Apollinaris, bishop of Valentia, was
made archbishop of Vienne, in Dauphiny, in 490, and died
between the years 523 and 527He was high in favour
with Clovis, the first Christian king of France, in whose
He turned
conversion he had been mainly instrumental.
Sigismund, king of Burgundy, from the Arian heresy,
against which he displayed extraordinary zeal. His writings,
which are numerous, consist of letters, poems, and sermons, &c.
Greg. Tin: Hist. 1. 2 ; S. Isidor. de I'ir. I/lust.
c. 13
Adon. de Vienne. in Chron. Sigebert. Baronius. fyc.
Avitus, Alphius (Biog.) a Latin poet in the reign of Augustus, wrote in verse the Lives of Great Men.
Senec.
fuss, de
Cuntrovcr. 1. 1 ; Priscitm. de Art. Gram. 1. 1
Hist. Lot. et Poet. Lai.
Avitus, a Spanish priest of the 5th century, translated the
Relics of Stephen the Martyr.
AVITY, Peter d' (Biog.) an historian of Languedoc, was born
in 1572, and died in 16.35, leaving, among other things, a

i'»i<c

Upuiftiji, Kai Tpmeri if>ipttaat.

12.

1.

in the fifth cen-

Avitus,

AUKLAND,

KpwiC St 65 AvXtSa

'Hyipi9ovTo, KiiKa

tury, one of whom adopted the errors of Origen.
They
were opposed bv St. Augustine. S. August- Retraetat. 1. 1,
c.

envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the

Invidet uvis.

Mart. I 13, epig. 125.

NMUs et lauii,
Strab.

1.

6;

Plin.

1.

14,

etfelii vilibus Anion.
c.

6.

a pnenomen common among the Romans,
which was marked by the abbreviations AUL. and A.
Aulus Gellius (Biog.) vide Gellius.
(Geog.) or Albemarle, in the Latin Aloe mala ; a
town of Normandy, in the modern department of the Lower

AULUS

(Hist.)

AUM ALE

—

<

AUR

AVR
20 miles S.W.Dieppe, 32 N. X. W. Rouen. Lon.
It was originally a county which
E. lat. 4J) 46' N.
1
belonged to Stephen, the grandfather of William the ( on-

Seine,

W

3

This county afterwards passed successively into the
houses of Ponthieu and Lorraine j and in 1547 it was
erected by 1 Icnry II into a duchy in favour of Francis, duke

queror.

of

(

name of an
who founded the abbey

(Hist.) the

in France,

ancient and noble family
of Ressons, which existed

one of the greatest captains of the age,
Aumont, John
was wounded at the battle of S. Quentin in 1557 and, for
his distinguished services on other occasions, was made marHe died of the wounds he received
shal of France in 1579in besieging the castle of Comper, four leagues from Rennes,
d',

;

in 1595.

Aumont, Anthony d\ bore arms in the service of Louis XIII
and XIV, from 1 6'ii to 1669, the year in which he died
1

;

which period he rose progressively to the rank of a
marshal, and was also created duke d'Amont.
Louis Due d\ was sent as ambassador extraordinary
723.
into England, and died in
(Geog.) a small town of Bcausse, in France, 14
leagues from Paris, is celebrated by the defeat which the
duke of Guise gave to the Germans in 1587Richard (Ecc.) commonly known by the
name of Richard dc Burn, was born in 1281 appointed
chosen
tutor to prince Edward, afterwards Edward III
bishop of Durham in 1333; made high chancellor and treasurer of England in 1336' ; and, after having been employed
on different missions to the pope, and into France, he died
He was a great patron of learning, and founded
in 1348.
a library at Oxford ; the rules and institution, &c of which
Philobiblon, sen de
he drew up himself in a book entitled
durintr

AUMONT,

1

AUNEAU

AUNGERVILLE,

;

;

'

Amore Librorum,

cum Appen-

et Institutionc Bibliothecee,

dice de MSS. Oxoniensibus per Thom. James,' first printed
at Spires in 1483, afterwards in 4to. Oxon. 1599.
(Hist.) an ancient house of France, of which the

AUNOI

mention

is

made

lived in 1304.

It

the person of Gaultier d'Aunoi,
derived its name from a small country
in

in the isle of France.

Aunoi, Philip

(/',

was

in the city of

Meaux

in 1421,

when

it

;

AUREA

Chersimcsus (Geog.) a peninsula of India, supposed

to be the present

Malacca

at Ma/ai/a.

AUNOI, Robert

d',

assisted Charles

V

and VI during

their wars

Aunoi, Maria Catherine Jumelle de licrncril/c, wife of Francis
de la Motte, count d'Aunoi, was the author of many novels,
1703.

A.VOGADRI,

Lucia Albani (Biog.) a poetess of a noble and
ancient family of Bergamo, whose poems were collected in
1561.
Albert
(Biog.) a poet who celebrated the
praises of Cosmo dc Mcdicis in elegiac verse.
AvooADBOj Jerome, editor of Vitrvmua.

AVOGADRO,

Avooadbo, Nestor Denis, wrote

a Lexicon, fol.

Venet. 1488;

to the subsequent editions of which were added some Treatises
On ''laminar.
AvOOADBO, Peter, who lived in 1490, wrote Literary Memoirs

of Illustrious

Aurelia, gens (Numis.) medals

or coins of the above-mentioned family are distinguished by the inscriptions COTS';
on the reverse, M. AllKLl.
Lucius COTta M

ROMA

AWELT;

SCARE

underneath, L. LIC. CN
according to Vaillant, Junius Rufus.—V. AT!. COT. PA
L. A'RELIUS COTTA; reverse L. AUR. L. F.

DOM.

reverse,

AL

;

R\F., Aurctius,

ORESTES.— C. ARELius

or,

—

M.

I'.

COTTA.

AEUi/i.v CL'linlis; on this latter is represented, as in the annexed figure, the curule
chair,

on which

lies a

simpulum and

a goblet.

Gotiz. Fast.;

Morcll. Consul. Xuiiini. eye.
the mother of Julius Caesar.
Ai'ijeli.v Via (Topog.) the road leading to Piste, through the
maritime district of Etruria.
Cic. in Calil. 2, c. 4
Paniin.
Descript. Urb. Rom, apud Grcev. Thes. Anliq. Rom.; Mar-

Auhelia,

;

Topograph. Urb. Rom. 1. 5, &c.
AuREtlA Porta, one of the gates of Rome,
tian.

now Porta

S.

Petri.

AURELIANA

(Geog.) a town of Gallia Celtics, otherwise
called (icna/iuin, now Orleans.
[Vide Orleans^

AuKEJjIANA

(Xii/nis.) a

medal

is

ascribed to this

town bearing

METAL. AUREL. Pembroch. Mus.
AURELIANUS, Lucius Domilius (Hist.) .son of the steward
the inscription

the senator Aurelius, was proclaimed emperor by the
troops in 270, and murdered by them at the instigation of
Mnestheus, after a warlike and successful reign of six years,
A. 1). 275.
Kutrop. 1. 7; Vopisc. in Fit. ; Euseh. et Casto

Chron.

sidor. in

or coins of this emperor represent his effigy, as in the annexed figure
inAUG.;
scription IMP. C.
;

AURELIANUS

with the English.

in

gens (Hist.) a family originally sprung from the
Sabines, who, though plebeian, produced some of the most
illustrious men ; this family bore the surnames of Cotta,
Ruf'us, Scaurus, and ( hrestes.

Auheuianus (Numis.) medals

capitulated' to the English.

and died

among

AUREL1A,

in 1150.

who

Orleans in 511. He had
his successors some who have been canonized, as
Paternus, Senerius, &cand others not less distinguished
for the warmth of their zeal and the soundness of their doctrine.
A council was held here to inquire into the death of
Thomas a Bccket. Du Chine Rcehcreh. des Anliq. dc Fr. ;
at the council of

Saint. Marlh. Gall. Christ, c)c-

ruise.

AUMONT

first

who was

Xepos,

Men, &C.

AVONMORE,

Viscount (Her.) one of the titles belonging
Barry Yclvcrlon, the first vi count,
was appointed attorney-general of Ireland in 1782, and
lord chief banm of the- court of Exchequer in 1804.
Ibwas dialed a baron under the title of Lord Yelverton, baron
of Avenmore, in 1795, and viscount Avenmore in 1800.
(GtOg.) a town of Lower Normandy, called
by the Romans Abrtnca, situated in the modern department
of La Manche, 222 miles W. Paris. Lon. 1" 17' W. lat is
41' N.
It was the sec of a bishop suffragan of Rouen.
Its
to the Velvcrton family.

AVRANCHES

most ancient bishop, of wdiom we have mention,

is

Nepus

or

ADYEVIT'S Al GUSTI.
-AETERNIT. AUG. — CONCORDIA .*^m A
Al
LUG. AUGG. vel MII.ITUM.— DA( iA li^*f^S
IOV1 VI
F]ELIX JOYI CONSERV.
TORI PACATOB ORBIS— PAX AU- X^-S=*^
(,l STL — PROVIDENT. AUG.— P. M.
on the reverse,

—

11!. P.

COS.

V.

III.

P.

P

TR.

P.

VI. VII.

&c

'

PRO,

VIDENTIA DEOR.— SOL DOMINUS IMPER1 liOMANL — VICTORIA AUG. The Greek inscription!
alter

tile

ANOC

manner of

CEB.

Vaill.

Numis. Impcriil.

AUBBLIANUS

the Latin
Wl. K. AOM.
Sinn. Gr. Patin. Imp. Rom.

AYPHAI;

Medial

C\C.

of Aries, was at the fifth
council of Orlean8 in 5 k'b and died in 551.
Aubblianub (Biog.) a Ereedman of the emperor Aurelian,
wrote a history, mentioned by Vopiscus.
Aubblianub, CcbHus, vide Caelius.

(Ecc.) archbishop

Atiiti:i.iANU.s, a

monk

of the

ninth century,

who wrote

on

music.

AURELIO

(Hist.) eldest son of Alphonsus I, king of the
mounted the throne of his father, alter murdering
and died in 675. Rodcr. dc Reb.
Gcst. Hispan. ; Marian. Hist. 1. 5, c. 6.
AURELIUM Tribunal (Topog.) an edifice in Rome, which
derived its name from one of the Aurelii, by whom it was
Astnrias,

his brothel Troila in <i(>8,

:

AUR

AUR
was

It

erected.

built of stone,

which were called Aurelii

and surrounded with

gracilis.

This place

is

steps,

distin-

guished by Cicero as the resort of the worst sort of people.

Cic

in

Pi son.

AURELIUS

e. 5.

(Hist.) vide Antoninus.

Aurelius, or Aurelianus Ambrosias, a Roman who led the
Britons against the Saxons, and defeated the latter on several occasions, on one of which Horsa, and on another HenHe died of the wounds he
cist, was killed, A. D. 456.
Gildas. de Excid. Britan. ; Bed. Hist.
Angl. c. 16 ; Adon. in Chron. ; Polt/d. Virg. Hist. 1. 3.
Aurelius (Numis.) the emperor of this name, who is in
received about 500.

known by the name of Antoninus the PhilosoQvide Antoninus'] is distinguished on medals, particularly by the name of Aurelius, although subsequently by
history also

pher,

While in his youth he was styled,
that of M. Antoninus.
on the medals of the Amastrians and Ephesians, OYIIPOC

KAICAP Verus

Ctzsar,

KAICAP, Marcus

or

M.

AYPHAIOC OYIIPOC

Aurelius Verus Cassar ;

but after his

he was most commonlv styled,
AURELIUS CAESAR AUG. PII F. And on the death
A.
D. 161, he took the name of
C.
Antoninus,
U.
914,
of
Augustus, and was styled IMP. CAES. M. AUREL.
ANTONINUS AUG. To these were added his other
dignities and titles in chronological order, as follow
bv Antoninus,

adoption

CAESAR
CAESAR
CAESAR
CAESAR

COS. DES.
COS.
COS. DES. II.
COS. II.
TR. P. COS. II.
148—159, TR. P. I— XII. COS. II.
160, TR. P. XIII. XIV. COS. DES. III.
161, P. M. TR. P. XIV. XV. COS. III.
162, 163, TR. P. XV. XVI. XVII. COS. III.
IMP. II.
164, TR. P. XVII. XVIII. COS. III.
IMP. II. and on the conquest of

U. C. 892, A. D. 139,

140—143,
144,
145,
146,

Vologeses, he begun in this year
to be styled

ARMENIACUS.

165,

166—175,
176,

177,

TR. P. XVIII. XIX. COS. III.
IMP. III., also PARTHICUS

MAXIMUS.
TR. P. XIX-XXIX. COS.
IMP. IV— VIII.
TR. P. XXIX, XXX. COS.
IMP. VIII., also SARM.

SARMATICUS.
TR. P. XXX, XXXI. COS.
IMP. VIII.

PATER

III.

III.
for

wrote the Life of Alexander Severus, to whom he had been
Lamprid. in Alex. Sever.
Aurelius, Verus, a Latin historian in the third century, and
in the reign of Diocletian, is also mentioned by Lampridius.
Aurelius, Victor, a Latin historian of the fourth century,
in the reign of Constantius, and the apostate Julian, was
made by the latter governor of Pannonia ; but is better
known by his account of illustrious men, and the biography
The best editions of Aurelius
of all the Cfesars to Julian.
are that of Pitiscus, 8vo. Ultraj. I696; and that of Artzepreceptor.

Amst. 1733.

nius, 4to.

Aurelius, Oli/mpicus Neinesianits, vide Ncinesianus.
Aurelius, Apollinaris, vide Apollinaris.
\urelius, Prudentius, a poet. [[Vide Prudcntius~\
AURELLI, John Much (Biog.) a Latin poet of Mantua
t

in

6th century, whose poems have been inserted in the
' Delicise Poetarum Italia.'
ScaUg. Hi/percrit. 1. 6.
AURENG-ZEB {Hist.) second son of Cha-Gehan, the Grand
Mogul, imprisoned his father, and seized his throne, in 1660,
which he held till 1707, when he died at the age of 89,
QVide Plate II]
after a warlike and successful reign.
Tavern. Voi/ag. des hides.
(Hist.) a Dacian shepherd, who aspired to the
empire, but was defeated and slain by Claudius, a general
Trebcll. Poll, in Vit. ; Zosini.
of the emperor Gallienus.
1. 1, &c.
Aukeolus (Numis.) this usurper is known by some medals
bearing on the obverse his
head, crowned with rays,
the

1

AUREOLUS

as in

the

inscription

annexed

figure,

IMP. M. ACIL.

AUREOLUS P. F.AUG.,
on the reverse a female,
supposed to be a goddess,
resting on a pillar, having
a sceptre in her right hand, a cornucopia in her left, and a
globe at her feet, inscription PROVIDENTIA AUG.,

On the reverse of
alluding to his elevation to the empire.
and on
another medal is inscribed
;
MIL. Tristan. Comment. Hist. torn, iii;
others
Medio/. Numis. Imp. ; Bandur. Imper. Roman.
Aureolus (Biog.) vide Oriol.
AURIA, Vincent (Biog.) an historian and poet of Palermo,
was born in 1625, and died in 1710. He wrote poems both

CONCORD. EQUIT

CONCORD.

III.

IX., also P. P. for

PATRIAE.

XXXI, XXXII. XXXIII.
XXXIV. COS. III. IMP. IX. X.

178—180, TR.

(Ecc.) a bishop of the Carthaginians, who assisted
at the councils of Carthage held in 211 and 212, against
the Donatists and the Pelagians.
S. August. Concil. AJ'ric. ;
Baron. I'it. August. ; Du Pin. Biblioth.
Aurelius (Biog.) a painter in the time of Augustus, who
used to paint the goddesses after his favourite mistresses.
Plin. 1. 35.
Aurelius, Philippus, a Latin historian of the third century,

Aurelius

P.

in Latin

and

Italian,

but bis principal works are, a History

of the great Men of Sicily, 4to. Palermo, 1704; and a
On the reverse of his medals is inscribed ADLOCUTIO
ADVENTUS AUG.—ANNONA AUG.—
AUG.
History of the Viceroys of Sicily, fol. 1697ANTONINUS AUG. PIUS P. P. TR. P. COS. II— AURIGNY, Gilles de (Biog.) or Avrigny, called also Pam-

—

ARMEN. P. M.—AUG. PARENTI SUO— CLEMENTIA AUG.— CONCORDIA, &c AUGUSTOR, &e.
CONSECRATIO. — DE GERM— DE SARMATIS,
&c
FAUSTINA AUG. ANTONINI AUG. PII
FIL. &c— FELICITAS AUG.— FIDES EXERCITUS — GERMANTA SUBACTA — HILARITAS—
LIB. AUGUSTORUM — PAX iETERNA — PIETAS AUG.— PROFECTIO AUG PROVIDENTIA
AUG.— REX ARMEN. DAT. — SALUS AUG.—
SECURITAS PUBLICA— VIC. AUG VICTORIA
AUGUSTORUM, &c— VOTA SOL. DECEN. Vaill.

—

Priest. tSc. ; Putin. Impp. ; Harduin. Opcr.
Brand, §c.
Aurelius, vide Aurelia, gens.

VOL.

I.

;

Beg. Thes.

French poet of Beauvais, wrote, 1. * Tuteur d'
Le CinAmour,' inserted in the Annales Poetiques.' 2.
quante-deuxieme Arret d' Amour,' &c. 8vo. 1528. 3. ' La
Genealogie des Dieux Poetiques,' &c.
Aurigny, Hyacinth Richard, or Robillard d', an historian
of Caen, in Normandy, was born in 1675, and died in
He was the author of two works, which have been
1719.
often reprinted, 1. ' Memoires Chronologiques et Dogmatiques pour servir a l'Histoire Ecclesiastique depuis 1600
jusqu'en 1716, avec des Reflexions,' &c. 4 vols. 12mo. 1720.
2. ' Memoires pour servir a l'Histoire Universelle de l'Europe, depuis 1600 jusqu'en 1716/ &c. 4 vols. 12mo. Paris,
1725 ; reprinted at Amsterdam in the same year, and agair,
phile, a

'

in 1757.

2 L

'

AUS

AUS

AURISPA,

John (Biog.) a native of Sicily in 1369, died in
1 lot), after having
filled the situation of secretary to Eugene IV, and his successor Nicholas V. He translated part
of the works of Archimedes, &c. and published some poems
and letters.
AUROGALLUS, Matthew {Biog.) a native of Bohemia,
died in 1548, after having assisted Luther in the translation
of the Bible, and compiled, 1. 'Compendium Hebroea; Chald&'reque Grammatices,' 8vo. Wirtemb. 1525 ; Basil. 1539.
2. ' De Hebraeis Urbium, Regionum, &e. Nominibus,' &c. 8vo.
Wirtemb. 1526, 1529.
AURORA (Myth.) 'llwc, a goddess of the morning, daughter
of Titan and Terra, or, according to Hesiod, of Hyperion
and Thca. Homer gives her the epithet of pvcolaKTvXosHoi,,. Odyss.

1.

5, v.

121.

*Qc fUV or Qpibiv

Her

'tkiTO pototdiCTvXoc;

'Hwc.

Horn.

Hymn,

Virg.

Mn.

*Uc

in

c'

Venerem,

av TiGwvov xP vrT d9povoc tlpTra&ev 'Hwc
dQavdrotai.

'\fitTtf>i]c ytverJQ tiruiictXov
1.

6, v. 535.

Urn- vice

sermonum

Jam medium

roseis

^-Etheseu

Aurura qaadrigis

curru trqjecerut axem.

But her horses were white, according

to Theocritus.

Tkeocrit. in Hyl.

;

AURUNCE

;

3.

AUSCII

(Geog.) Augusta Ausciorum, or Ausciorum civitas,
a town of Aquitania, now A tick or Ausch.
(Geog.) an ancient name of Italy, derived, as is
said, from Auson, the son of Ulysses and Calypso.
AUSONIUS, .S'. (Ecc.) first bishop of Angouleme, who is supposed to have suffered martyrdom in the third or fourth
century.
Ausonius, Decius Magnus (Hist.) eldest son of Julius Ausonius, mentioned under Biography, a poet of Bourdeaux,
and a Roman consul, was preceptor to Gratian, the son of
Valcntinian, the emperor, by whom he was distinguished
with many marks of favour, and elevated to the dignity of
The time of his death is not exactly
the consulship in 379known, but it is certain that he was living in 392. His
works, which consist of epigrams, idyls, and poetical epistles,
&C. have long been admired for their spirit and elegance,
although objectionable in some parts on the score of indeThe Inst editions are that of Tollius, 8vo. Lugd.
licacy.
and that of Jaubert, with a French translation,
Bat. 1<)7I

AUSONIA

;

1

vol,,

t2mo.

Paris, 1769.

Ai'soniiis, Julius (.Bios'.) father of the poet Ausonius, a physieiau and senator at Rome and Bourdeaux, was born at

Bazas, in Aquitania, about 287, and died at the age of 90.
Ilis praises are celebrated by his son, who represents him as
a distinguished practitioner in his day.

He

left

some works

on medicine, which arc not now extant.
fVilliam d' (Ecc.) or Auxoni, son of John I,
count of Avines, in Hainauli, was chosen bishop of CamDuring his
bray in 1880, and in 1844 bishop of Autun.
government of Cambray, it withstood the siege which Edward III laid to it in 1338.
AUSSUN, Peter d' (Hist.) a knight of the Order of St. Michael, and a celebrated captain in the Kith century, was
descended from an ancient and noble family of Hizorre. He
died of mortification at being defeated at the battle of Drcux,
in 1562, after having been engaged in honourable service

V.USSONE,

for

40

years.

(Hist.) surnamed Bobile, was married to
Gontran, king of Burgundy, in 5(i6', after he had repudiated his queen Mercatrude.
Gregor. Tur. 1. 5.

AUSTREGESILUS

(Ecc.) archbishop of Bourges, died in

624.

AUSTREMOINES,

(Ecc.) one of the seven illustrious
sent into Gaul in 250.
He settled
at Auvergne, where, according to Gregory of Tours, he died
in peace, although later accounts give him the honour of
being a martyr.
Greg. Tur. Hist. 1. 2 ; Tillemont. Mem.
(Geog.) a country of Germany, which was the
Upper Pannonia of the ancients, and derives its modern
name from the Teutonic, QLsterieh ; in high German,
(Estcrreich ; that is, the eastern kingdom, because it is one
of the most eastern provinces of the empire.
Boundaries and Extent. The circle of Austria is the largest
of the 10 circles into which the empire of Germany is
divided, and is bounded on the E. by Hungary, S. by
Italy and Croatia, W. by Switzerland, and X. by Suabia,
St.

who were

missionaries

It contains the archduchy of Austria, otherwise
Austria Proper, or the hereditary states of the
house of Austria; the duchies of Stiria, Carinthia, and
Carniola ; the county of Tyrol, and the principalities of
Buxen, Trent, &c. The archduchy of Austria is divided
by the river Ens into Upper and Lower.
Principal Towns.
Vienna, the capital of the German em-

Division.

Hesiod. Theog. v. 371 ; Apollod. 1. 1, &c. ; Varr. de Ling.
Lai. 1. 5
Hygin. Fab. ; Ovid. Met. 1. 3 ; Apul. Met. 1. 3 ;
SchoL in Horn, el Pind. <$-c.
{Myth.) an ancient town of Latium, built by
Auson, the son of Ulysses and Calypso.
Virg. JEn. 1. 7
1.

AUSTREGILDE

Bohemia, and Moravia.

OvS' okx « \tvKtinro£ dvarptxu eg Atog 'Aug.

Win.

(Geog.) a smaU town of Moravia, in the circle
of Brunn, 12 m. E. S. E. Brunn.
This town was nearly
rased to the ground in the 17th century; and in 1805 was
the theatre of a dreadful battle between the Frencli and the
united force of Austria and Russia, in which the latter
were defeated with great slaughter.

AUSTRIA

was rosy-coloured.

chariot

AUSTERLITZ

called

pire, is in Upper Austria, and the other principal cities
are Kremps, Lentz, Ens, Neustadt, Steira, &c.
principal Rivers. The rivers, besides the Danube, are the

Ens, Inn, Drave, and Save.
History.
Austria was erected into a marquisatc by Otho I,
in favour of his brother in law Leopold, sumamed the
Illustrious ; who after having repulsed the Hungarians

His successors were AlLeopold II, Leopold III, Albert II,
Ernest, Leopold IV, and Leopold V, surnamed the Holy,
who died in 11 36. Austria was then erected into a duchy
by the emperor Frederic Barbarossa in 1156, in favour of
Henry II, son of the afore-mentioned Leopold V. On
the death of Frederic I, one of his successors in 1230,
Austria was seized by Ottogar, king of Bohemia, but he
being killed by Rudolphus I, founder of the house of
Austria, at the battle of Vienna, in 1278, this duchy
came into his family and was raised by the emperor Frederic IV into an archduchy in favour of his son Maximilian I, at his marriage in 1477- The princes of Austria
were for many centuries emperors of Germany until 1804,
when Francis II renounced this title and erected his own
dominions into an hereditary empire.
The dominions
Comprehended under the Austrian empire are at present
the circle of Austria ; Bohemia ; Moravia ; Austrian Sivery frequently, died in 983.
bert

lesia

I,

;

vonia,

Henry

(ialicia

;

I,

Hungary, including Transylvania,

Scla-

and Austrian

including

Lombardy
Valtcline,

Croatia; the Venetian territories,
Dalmatia, with Cattaro, Ragusa, and
the Duchy of Ferrara
and the Lordships of

[stria,
;

;

&c

Austuia, House of (Hist.) an

house which has
furnished a succession of emperors to Germany, besides five
kings to Spain, and other distinguished characters. fVida
Germany and Spaing It was founded by Rudolph, count
of Habspurg, whose merit raised him to the dignity of the
empire in 1273 ; but of his family previous to himself,
nothing certain is known.
illustrious

;

AUX

AIT
AUTELS, n'itliam des (Biog.) a French and Latin poet,
descended from a respectable family at Charolles, was born
Some of his poems have
in 1529, and died about 1580.
obtained a place in the ' Delicia Poetarum Gallorum,' 1609;
besides which he wrote a treatise on the French language,
entitled ' Traite touchant l'Ancienne Ecriture de la Langue
Francoise et de sa Poesie,' l6mo. Lyons; which caused some
controversy in his day.
(Biog.) vide Chappe.
John d' (Biog.) or Anton, historiographer of
France under Louis XII, died in 1523, or, according to
He wrote the history of France, from 1490
some, in 1527-

AUTEROCHE
AUTHOX,

the first four years of which was published in 4to.
by Theodore Godefroi, and the two last which had
appeared in 4to. in 1615, with 'l'Histoire de Louis XII ;' the
three others remain unpublished in the imperial library. To his
pen are ascribed likewise, 1. ' Les Epistres envoye'es au Roy
par les Etats de France,' &c 4to. Lyons, 1509- 2. ' L'Exil
de Gennes le Superbe/ &c. 4to. 1508.
ALTOCLES (Hist.) 'AwroicXije, an Athenian, sent by his
countrymen to the assistance of Alexander of PheraD.
to

1508

;

in 1()20,

Diodor. Sic.

1.

15.

AUTOCRATES

(Biog.) 'Ain-orpaj-ijc, an historian mentioned
At hen. 1. 9, and 11.
AUTOLYCUS (Myth.) 'AvtoXvkoc, a son of Mercury, by
Chione, and one of the Argonauts who was celebrated for

by Athenseus.

his skill in thieving.

Ovid. Met.

1.

Xascitur Autolitcus, t'urtum ingenio$us ad omne.
1.

8, epig. 59.

Ron

fuit Antoltjci tarn piceata

manus.

Horn. Odyss.l 14; Apollod. 1. 1 ; Hygin. Fah. 200, &c.
Autolycus (Biog.) a philosopher who flourished about the
110th Olympiad, A. C. 340, and composed different astronomical treatises, some of which are still extant, and ha*e
been rendered into Latin by Joseph Auria, entitled ' De
Sphfera et de Siderum Ortu.'
(Myth.) 'AvTojiurn, a daughter of Danaus.
(Myth.) Wvto/jicwv, son of Doreus, and a
charioteer to Achilles and his son Pyrrhus, at the Trojan
war, was distinguished for his agilitv in the chariot race.
Horn. II. 1. 9 ; Virg. JEn. 1. 2, v. 477 ; Ovid. Trist. 1. 5,
el. 6; Juv. Sat. 1.
(Hist.) 'AvrofiivtiS, a king of Corinth, A. M.
3227, A. C. 808, at whose death the annual magistrates
called Prvtanes. were established.
(Myth.) Wvtovot,, a daughter of Cadmus, king of
Thebes, and wife of Aristaeus, by whom she had Actieon.
Hesiod. in Thais.; Apollod. 1. 1, <S:c. ; Hi/gin. Fab. 176.
(Hist.) 'Auroftra&injc, a satrap of
Diod. 1. 15.
Lydia, who revolted against Artaxerxes.
AUTRICL
(Geog.) now Chartres, a town of the Carnutes,
in Gaul.
Ptol. 1. 2, c. 8.
AUTREAL", James d' (Biog.) a painter and a poet of Paris,
died in the hospital of Incurables in 1745.
He wrote comedies and tragedies which have both been performed with
Among the
applause on the theatres of France and Italy.
comedies, the principal are ' Port a l'Anglais,' ' Democrite
pretendu Fou :' among the tragedies are ' Clorinda,' ' Chevalier Bayard,' &c. all of which were collected in 4 vols.
12mo. in 1749The most known of the pictures of this

AUTOMATE
AUTOMEDOX

AUTOMENES
AUTOXOE

AUTOPHRADATES
M

painter

is

that of Diogenes with a lanthorn in his hand, in

search of an honest man
the cardinal de Fleurv.

and finding him in the person of

AUTRONTUS,

Partus (Hist.) a consul and colleague of Sylla,
accused of bribery, was condemned as incapable
of holding any public office.
After joining Cataline in his
conspiraev, he fled into Greece.
Cic. ad Attic. 1. 3, ep. 2 ;

who being

Sallust. Cat.

c.

17, &C.

;

(Geog.) one of the most ancient towns of France, in
the province of Burgundy, and the modern department ot
the Loire, \6 m. S. Vv. Dijon, and 65 S. E. Paris.

History of Aiitnn.

Autun was
of JEdua

celebrated among the Romans under the names
and Aiigitstodunnm, in honour of Augustus.

from which the present name was contracted. The Druids
had their senate here, and the young Gauls their school,
until the irruptions of the barbarians.
It was ruined by
Attila in 451, pillaged by the Xormans in the 9th century
and besieged by Childebert and Clotarius, sons of
Cluvis the Great.
After which it bore the title of a
county, and suffered much during the civil wars in 1562.
In consequence of these repeated misfortunes, Autun was
reduced to comparative insignificance, and has not since
;

materially recovered

Sucton. in Ca-s.

c.

9; Dio.

1.

36.

its

importance.

Ecclesiastical History of Autun.

Autun was a

bishop's see, suffragan of Lyons ; and its
bishop was one of the most powerful in the kingdom,
being ex officio, president of the states of Burgundy. His
diocese comprehended 6ll parishes, and 13 abbeys. Many
councils were held in this city, the principal of which
was that in 1094, wherein the incestuous marriage of
Philip I was condemned. Masson. Dcscript. Flum. Gall
Saint. Marth. Gall. Christ; D11 Chine Hist, de Boitrg.
(Geog.) a province in the heart of France,
which at the Revolution was divided into the departments
of the Puy de Dome, in Lower Auvergne ; and the Cantal.
in Upper Auvergne.
It derives its name from the ancient
Averni, who are celebrated in the Roman history, particularly in the wars of Csesar.
It was taken from the Romans by the Goths in 419, from whose hands Clovis wrested
it in 507.
It was afterwards converted into a county, and
belonged principally to the counts of Boulogne. Councils
were held in Auversrne in 535, 549, and 586. Gregor. 'Fur.
1. 6, c. 38
Vales. Not. Gall.
Auvergne, Martial d' (Biog.) a poet and historian, wrote in
French verse the history of Charles VII, under the title of
' Les Vigiles du Roi Charles VII.
Auvergne, Antony d', a musician and composer of Clermont,
in Auvergne, was born in 1713, and died in 1797. leaving
among his best compositions ' Te Deum,' ' De Profundis,'
and ' Miserere,' besides the operas ' Canente,' ' Les Amours
de Tempe,' &c.
AUVIGXY, A*. Castres d' (Biog.) an officer of Hainault, was
killed at the battle of Dettingen, leaving a History of Paris,
5 vols. 12mo. of which he wrote the three first volumes,
and half of the fourth ; the eight first volumes of the Lives
of Illustrious Men of France, &c.
The ninth and tenth
were published by his brother.
(Ecc.) archbishop of Aries, succeeded S. Cssarias in MS, ami died in 546.
(Ecc) an Arian usurper of the episcopal see
of Milan, was excommunicated in a council held in 368,
but continued to hold the see till 374, when he was succeeded by S. Ambrosius.
S. Hilar, cont. Anient. ; Baron.
Anna!. 353.
Auxentius the Younger, offered to dispute with S. Ambrosius on the question of the Arian heresy, but the latter refused to admit princes or secular persons to be judges of the
contest. .S'. Amhros. Oral, in Auxenl. ; S. Hieron. in Chroit.
Socrat. 1. 4 ; Baronius, 8;c.
Auxentius, a bishop of Mopsueste, in Celicia, in the fourth
century.
Auxentius, S., a native of Persia, who fled from the persecutions of Sapor, and died in 463 or 470, after leading the
life of a hermit.
(Geog.) an ancient town of Burgundy, in France,

AUVERGXE

11, v. 312.

Alipedis de stirpe Dei wrsuta propago

Mart.

AUTUX

;

AUXANTUS

AUXEXTIUS

AUXERRE

:

AYA

AYL
mata Mediea.'

modern department of the Yonne, situated on the left
bank of the river Yonne, 75 m. W. N.W. Dijon, and !)(>
S. S. E. Paris, Ion. 3° 34' E., lat. 47° 48' N.

in the

Lue

Pestilenti.'

2.

'

4.

Carmen pro vera
'

Medicina.'

Elegiarum Liber unus,'

3.

4to.

'

De

Antv.

1562.

AYLESBURY,
History of Auxerre.
It

was known formerly by
Antissiodoruni,

a variety of names, as Autriciim,

Allissiodoruin,

anns Marccllinus mentions

AmmiAltiodorum, &c.
as the place where

this city

It was
Julian the Apostate stopped to refresh his army.
afterwards taken and almost ruined by Attila ; and in 732
King Robert took it in
it was pillaged by the Saracens.
1005, the English pillaged it in 1358, and the Hugonots
In the mean time it was successively under its
in 156?.
own counts, or immediately attached to the crown of

France.
Ecclesiastical History

of Auxerre.

Auxerre is a bishop's see suffragan of Sens, the first bishop
who had
of which was S. Peregrin, the martyr, in 258
;

among

successors, S. Germain Optatus, William, of
the cardinals Peter de Mortemar, Talleyrand
des Perigord, Robert and Philip de Lenoncourt, Philibert
council was held at
Babou de la Bourdaisiere, &c.
Auxerre in 586', and in 1147- Prosper et Fredcgarius
in Chron. ; Saintc Marthe, Gall. Christ. ; Dit Chine,
Rech. des Villcs de France ; 1'ales. Nut. (rail.
{Myth.) 'AvZqtrlt), and Damia, An/in;, two virgins
from Crete, who were stoned to death by the inhabitants of
Troezene in a sedition, and afterwards held in veneration.
his

Auxerre

;

A

AUXESIA
Herod.

1.

5

;

Pans.

1.

2.

AUXIMON

(Gcog.) " Kvsupov or "Avt,ipuc, a town of Picenum, south of Ancona, not far from the Adriatic, now
Osirno ; which is frequently mentioned bv ancient writers.
Cms. de Bell. Civ. 1. 1 ; Liu. 1 41 ; Pater. 1. 1 ; Strab. 1. 5;
Plin. 1. 3 ; Lucan. 1. 2 ; Ptol. 1. 2 ; Procop. de Goth. Reb.
1. 2, &c. ;
Cluv. Antiq. Hal. 1. 2, &c.
AUZOUT, Adrian (Biog.) an astronomer of France, who
died in 16'91. He is known principally by his improvements
in the construction of the micrometer, the honour of which
is claimed in the Philosophical Transactions of l66(), for an
Englishman of the name of Gascoyne.
(Geog.) vide Euxinus.
Blasius (Hist.) a commander of the Genoese
gallies, who in 1433 gained the famous naval battle of the
isle of Ponce, in which he took Alphonso V, king of Arragon,
surnamed the Wise and the Magnanimous.
(Hist.) a surname of the family of the Servilii.
Cic. Oral. c. 45.
(Myth.) 'AZlwv, brother of Alphisibeea, who murApollod. Sfc.
dered Alcnncon, his sister's husband.
(Biog.) 'A&oiix'k, a Greek poet mentioned
At/ten. 1. 6.
by Athenteus.
{Hist.) 'AfaOia, wife of Nicocles, king of

AXENUS

AXERETO,

AXILLA

AXION

AXIONICHUS

AXIOTHEA

Axiotiiea (Biog.) a female who attended the lectures of
Diogen. /.at it. in Phil.
Plato in the dress of a man.
AXIL'S, Quintiis (Hist.) a senator who was intimate with
Cicero. Cic. ad Attic- 1. 1, ep. 12 ; I'arro. de Re Rust. 1.
,'i

Cell.

1.

;

proper.
"
Motto.

Think and Thank."

AYLETT,

Robert (Biog.) a master in Chancery, who comat Cambridge, in Kill, left, among the
Divine and Moral Speculaworks of his leisure hours 12.
Susanna,' or the
tions, in Verse,' 8vo. London, 1654.
Arraignment of the two Elders, in Wise, 8vo. London,

(Geog.) a river of Gallia Belgica,

now

Aisnc.

Auson.

in Mosell.

or Anxur, a surname of Jupiter, who was
lirg. /En. 1. 7represented as a beardless youth.
( lliog.)
a physician and poet of a Spanish
family, in the l6th century, wrote, 1. ' Popularia Lpigram-

Wl'li (Myth.)

\YAI.A, Gabriel

'

'

[622.

AYLMEE,

7-

Axu.s, Paulus (Biog.) an orator and poet of Bourdeaux, with
whom Ausonius corresponded. Anson. Idyll. 27, &C
Axiuh (Gcog.) "A&OCj ,lmv I ardnri, a river of Macedonia.
Herod. 1. 7, C. 123; Lie. I. 39, c. 54.
AXO (Myth.) one of the I lone. Ilygin. Fab. 103.

AXONA

;

menced LL. D.

Cyprus.

A ul.

Robert Bruce, Earl of (Hist.) son of
Thomas Bruce, third lord Bruce of Kinloss, was distinguished for his loyalty to his sovereign Charles I, in the
time of the rebellion, and being afterwards instrumental in
the restoration, was rewarded with a peerage in 1663.
r_V ide Aylesbury, under Heraldry^
He served Ins majesty
Charles II in various capacities, and after assisting at the
II,
coronation of James
he died in 1685.
Aylesbury, Thomas, Earl of, son of the preceding, was imprisoned for Iris attachment to the house of Stuart, and
after obtaining leave of king William to quit the kingdom,
resided at Brussels, where he died in 1 736.
Aylesbury, Thomas, a great patron of learning, was born
in 1576, sent from Westminster school to Christ Church,
Oxford, in 1598, took his degree of A.M. in 1605, became
secretary to the earl of Nottingham, and afterwards to the
duke of Buckingham, lost all his property during the rebellion, and died at Breda in 1657Aylesbury, William, son of the preceding, was compelled
from his poverty to go out on an expedition to Jamaica,
fitted out by Cromwell, and soon after died there in the
capacity of secretary to the governor.
One of his sisters
was the countess of Clarendon.
Aylesbury, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles conferred on
Robert Bruce, second earl of Elgin, who in 1663 was
created baron Bruce, of Skelton, CO. York
viscount Bruce,
of Ampthill, co. Bedford, and earl of Aylesbury, co. Rucks.
These titles became extinct at the death of Charles Bruce,
the third lord of Aylesbury, but this latter title was revived
in the person of his nephew, the hon. Thomas Bruce Brodenel, youngest son of George, third earl of Cardigan, who
succeeded him in the dignity of lord Bruce, of Tottenham,
in Wiltshire, and was created an earl in 17 46.
The titles,
arms, See. of this family are as follow
Titles.
Bruce Brudinel, earl of Aylesbury, and lord Bruce,
of Tottenham.
Arms. First and fourth or, a saltire and chief gules, on a
canton argent, a lion rampant azure, being the original
arms of Bruce, of Skelton ; second and third argent, a
chevron gules, between three morions or steel caps azure,
for Brudenel.
On a wreath, a lion passant azure.
Crest.
On each side a savage wreathed about the
Supporters.
temples, and girt on the loins with ivy, all proper, holding in their exterior hands, a banner, streaming over their
heads or, charged with a saltire and chief gules ; on a
canton argent, a lion rampant azure ; the stall' and point

Avium

Lord (Her.) the

title at

present

enjoyed by the

Sir Christopher Aylmer was created a baronet in 16'82, and bis second son Matthew, rear admiral of
the red, was created in 1718, baron Aylmer, of Balrath,

family.

Meath.
(/',Vc.) or A'.lmer, John, an English prelate, descended
from an ancient and honourable family, seated at AyhnerIiall, in Norfolk, was In an in 1521, and after having filled
the office of tutor to lady Jane Grey, was made bishop of
London, and died in the active discharge of his duty in
llis only work of
the midst of troublesome times in 1594.
any consequence as an author, was an answer to the trcath*
CO.

Avi.jikii

AZA
of Knox, the reformer, entitled,

AZO
'

The first

Blast against the

monstrous Regiment and Empire of Women.'

was

entitled,

jects against

The answer

An

Harborowe for faithful and trewe Subthe late blown Blaste,' &c. Strasbourg, 1559'

(Biog.) son of bishop Aylmer, archdeacon of London, died a worthy divine of the church of
England, in 1625.
Aylmer, John, of a good family in Hampshire, was educated
at Winchester school, admitted perpetual fellow of New
He was a good Greek
College in 1652, and died in 1672.
and Latin poet, as appears from a book of his, entitled, * Musse Sacra;; seu Jonas, Jeremia; Threni,' &c. Oxon.

Aylmer, Thcophilus

1652.
Sir Joseph (Biog.) of Framfield, in Sussex, descended from an ancient Saxon family, was the fourth in
descent from sir William Ayloffe, of Great Braxstead, in the
county of Essex, who was created a baronet in 1612. Sir
Joseph was born about 1708, admitted of Lincoln's Inn,
and also at St. John's College, Oxford, about 1724, and
died in 1781, after having devoted his life to the pursuits of
science and the antiquities of his country.
He published,
1. ' Calendars of the Ancient Charters, &c, and of the
Welch and Scottish Rolls, now remaining in the Tower of
Collection of Debates in Parliament,
London,' &c. 2. '
before the Restoration, from MSS., by Sir Joseph Ayloft'e,
;'
Bart
besides his contributions to the Arehsologia, and his
revisal of ' Leland's Collectanea,' 9 vols. 8vo. 1770; of
' Liber
Niger Scaccarii,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1771 ; of Hearne's
'Curious Discourses,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1771 ; and of the ' Re-

AYLOFFE,

A

gistrant Roffense,' fol. 17fJ9-

AYRAULT,

Peter (Biog.) in Latin jErodius, a French
was born at Angers in 1536, and died in lfiOl.
published, among other things, ' De Patrio Jure,' which
was written on the occasion of his son being seduced into
pleader,

He

Introduzione alia Storia Naturale e alia Geographia,
&c. di Spagna,' 2 vols. 8vo. Parma, 1784.
(Bib/.) "wim, one of those who came to David
at Ziklag.
1 Chron. xvi. 6.
2.

*

AZAREEL
AZARIAH

(Bibl.) rt»1W.
[Vide Uzsdah]
Azariah, high-priest of the Jews. 1 Chron. vi.
Azariah, son of Johannan, high-priest of the Jews.

1

Chron.

v. 10.

Azariah,

high-priest under Uzziah, king of Judah. 2 Chron.

xxvi. 17.

Azariah,

high-priest in the

reign of Hezekiah.

2 Chron.

xxxi. 10.

Azariah,

father of

Seraiah, the last high-priest before the
vi. 14.

2 Chron.

captivity.

Azariah, son of Nathan, captain of Solomon's guards.
1 Kings iv. 5.
Azariah, son of John, and father of Heber. 1 Chron. xi. 29.
Azariah, son of Uriel, otherwise called Zephaniah. 1 Chron.
vi.

36.

Azariah, a prophet, son of Obed, who was

sent to Asa, king
of Judah.
2 Chron. xv. 1, &c.
Azariah, son of Obed, one to whom the high-priest Jehoida
discovered that the young prince Joash was living. 2 Chron.
xxiii.

Azariah, the name of two sons of Jehoshaphat, king of
Judah.

2 Chron. xxi.

1, 2.

Azariah, son of Hoshaiah, accused the prophet Jeremiah of
deceiving the people.
Jercm. xlii. 2.
Azariah, who was otherwise called Abednego. Dan. iii. 19AZARIAS (Hist.) the name assumed by the angel Raphael,
when he conducted Tobias to Rages. Tob. vi. 6.
Azarias, an officer who was left by Judas Maecabceus, with
another captain, named Joseph, to guard Jerusalem. 1 Maccab, v.

Azarias (Biog.) an

Italian rabbi of the l6th century,
published his works in one volume at Mantua, in 1574.

the societv of Jesuits.
Sir George (Hist.) vide Ai/scue.

AYSCOUGH,

who

a captain in the Foot
lord Lyttleton, died in
leaving
among
works,
his
an account of Lis travels
1779>
on the continent, entitled, * Letters from an Officer in the

AZBUK (Bibl.) pmp, father of Nehemiah. Nehem.
16.
AZEKAH (Bibl) nptp, a city of Judah. Josh. xv. 35.
AZEM (Bibl.) ovr, a city of Sinacon. Josh. xix. 3.
AZEXAR (Hist.) son of Eudes, count of Aquitania, entered

Friend in England, containing some Accounts

into the service of Garcias Innigo, king of Navarre, against

Ayscough, George Edward (Biog.)
Guards, and cousin to the second

Guards

to his

of France and Italy,' 8vo. 1778.

Ayscough, Samuel,

assistant librarian at the British

Museum,

died in 1801, leaving a monument of his industry in his
' Catalogue of the MSS. preserved
in the British Museum
hitherto undescribed, consisting of Five

&c

2

vols. 4to.

1782

Printed Books,' in 2

he completed

for

;

he

also assisted

vols, folio

;

Thousand Volumes,'
in the

'

Catalogue of

besides the indexes

which

The Monthly Review,' The GentleThe British Critic,' &c. ; and above all
'

'

man's Magazine,' •
a Verbal Index to Shakspeare.
AYSCUE, or Ayscough, Sir George (Hist.) an admiral who
was knighted by Charles I, fought in the service of the
usurpers, and after the restoration in that of Charles II, till
he was, by an accident, taken prisoner by Van Tromp. On
his liberation he returned to England, and died in peace.
AZALIAH (Bibl.) n'Vtn, father of Shaphan. 2 Kings

AZANIAH (Bibl.) n*jm, a Levite. Nehem. x. 10.
AZANOR (Geos-) a town of Morocco, in Africa, which

was

taken by the king of Portugal in 150S, and again in 1540,
when it was totally deserted by the Moors. Mamwl. Hist.
de FAfriq. 1. 3.
AZARA, Don Joseph Nicholas d' (Biog.) a Spanish statesman and writer of Arragon, was born in 1731, and died in
1797, after baring been employed on various negotiations
between the courts of Spain and Rome, and sent also on an
Transembassy to Paris. His works as an author are, 1.
lation of Middleton's Life of Cicero, under the title of

A

Historia della

the Moors, in 855, and obtained from him the lands of
Arragon, with the title of count, as a reward for his services.
Ignatius d' (Ecc.) a Jesuit, went out as a missionary to Brazil ; but being taken by the corsairs, was put
to death with the rest of the crew in 1570.
Azevedo, Louis d', a missionary to Ethiopia, translated the
New Testament into the Ethiopian language.
AZIZ, Billah (Hist.) vide Air-Aziz.
AZIZUS (Hist.) last king of Emesus.
(Bibl.) mnu, a city adjacent to. Jerusalem.

AZEVEDO,

AZMAVETH
Nehem.

vii.

Azmaveth,

son of Adiel.
1 Chron. xi. 32„
son of Jehoadah, of the tribe of Benjamin, and
1 Chron. viii. 36.
of Sauls familv.
(Bibl.) TDn-mrnj a place belonging to
the tribe of Naphthali.
Josh. xix. 34.

Azm aveth,

AZNOTH-TABOB
AZOLIN,

xxii. 3.

'

iii.

Vida

di

M. T.

Ciceroni,'

4

vols.

4to.

1790-

Laurcntius (Ecc.) a bishop of Narni in Italy, in
the 17th century, was employed by Urban VIII on many
important missions.
Azolin, Decio, of the same family, was made cardinal by
Innocent X, in 1654, and died in 16*89, after having taken
part in the elections of four popes.
(Biog.) or Azo Fortius, a lawyer of Bologna in
1193, who, having killed his antagonist in the heat of a
legal contest, was sentenced to die, which sentence is said
to have been put into execution in 1225; but some have
called in question the correctness of this story.
(Biog.) the instructor of Zoroaster.
Sea of' (Geog.) an inland sea of Asiatic Russia, on

AZON

AZONAX
AZOPH,

;

BAA

BAA

the confines of Tartary, winch was called by the ancients
It receives the river Don in the north,
the Pains Maotis.
which is considered the boundary between Europe and Asia.
(Bibl.) -iip, son of Eliakim, in the genealogy of our

AZOR

Saviour.

Matt.

i.

13.

John (Biog.) a Jesuit of Lucca, who died in
Institutionum Moralium Tomi Tres,'
1603, published, 1.
fol. Rom. 1 600, often reprinted at Leyden, Venice, Cologne,
In Cantica Canticorum Commentaria,' &c.
&c. 2.
AZOTUS (Geog.) "A fwroc, a town of Palestine, answering
to the Ashdod of the Bible, was one of the five cities
governed by the Philistines. It was taken by Sargon, king

AZOHIUS,

'

'

Isaiah

of Assyria,

xx.

1

;

and,

Herodotus,

according to

Psammetiehus, king of Egypt, lay 29 years before Azotus;
and from the book of Maccabees, we learn that Judas MacSince the establishcabffius was killed on mount Azotus.
ment of Christianity, Azotus has been a bishop's see, suffragan of Casarea, and was taken in 1101 by Baldwin, from
It is now in the hands of the Turks, a little
the Saracens.
village known bv the name of Alsete.
AZPILCUETA, Martin de (Biog.) otherwise called Navarre, a priest of Navarre, was born in 1491, and died in
15S6.
He was so charitable, that the mule on which he
rode is said to have stopped at the doors of the poor whom
he was accustomed to relieve. His works, which are either

on morals or common law, were published in 3 vols. Rome,
1590 ; Lyons, 1591; Venice, 1602.
AZR1EL (Bibl.) 'pN'-itr, of Manasseh, a brave officer in
David's service.
1 Chron. v. 24 ; xxvii. 22.

Azriel, father of Seraiah.
Azriel, father of Jeremoth.

AZRIKAM

(Bibl.)

Jer. xxxvi. 26.
1

Chron. xxvi. 19.

Dpntr, son of Neariah, David's

relation.

Chron. iii. 23.
Azrika.ii, son of Azel, Said's relation.
1 Chron. viii. 38.
Azrikam, of the tribe of Ephraim, was assassinated by Zichri.
2 Chron. xxviii. 7Azrikaji, a Levite. 1 Chron. ix. 14.
(Bibl.) roiw, wife of Caleb.
1 Chron. ii. 18.
Azubah, wife to Asa, king of Judah, and mother of king
Jehoshaphat.
1 Kings xx. 1 1, 42.
(Bibl.) ims, father of Hananiah.
Jerem. xxviii. 1.
Azur, father of Jaazeniah. Ezek. xi. 1.
1

AZUBAH
AZUR

AZZAN (Bibl.) \\S, father
AZZIDDOULAT (Hist.)
Eddoulat, was

of Paltiel.
Numb, xxxiv. 26.
or Ezzeddoulah, son of Moez
deprived of the dignity of Emir el Omra by

Rokn Eddoulat, and being defeated in his
several attempts to regain his power, he was at length taken
prisoner, and put to death by his rival, in the year of the
his cousin-gennan

Hegira 367, A. D. 977.

AZZOLINI

(Ecc.) vide Azolin.

B.
BAAL

(Bibl.) ftaaX, h$2, or Bel ; a god of the Phoenicians
and Canaanites, which is supposed to have represented the
sun, and to be the same as the Bel, or Bclus of the Greeks.
Horn. II. 1. 1 ; Slrab. 1. 8 ; Joseph. Anliq. 1. 8 ; Tvrtiill.
Apol. c. 9 j Selden. de Diis Syr.
Baal in composition, is also the name of several cities. QVide

Baal-Gad,

BAALAH

8fC.~]

(Geog.)

jath-Jearim

;

nbyz, otherwise Kirjalh-Baal, or KirJosh. xv. 9> &c. ; 1 Chron.

a city of Judah.

xiii. 6.

BAALATH
Dan.

(Geog.) nti'n, a city of Simeon, and another of
bv Solomon. 2 Chron. v'm.ii

Jo.sA.xix. Also a citv built

BAAL-BEK (GeoS .) vide Balbek.
BAAL-BERITH {Bibl) nnrba,
mites.

Judg.

BAAL-GAD

viii.

(Bibl.)

ij-^3, Bagad,

Begad; an idol
Mount Hermon.

or

of

the Syrians, and a city at the foot of
(Bibl.) or Gur-Baal, a place in Arabia, on the
2 Chron. xxvi. 27acclivity of Mount Iblean.
(Bibl.) [jn-^jn, son of Achbor, succeeded
Shaiil in the kingdom of Edom, of which he was the seventh
Genes, xxxvi. .'i<S
1
Chron. i. 49.
king.
11AAL-HAZOR (Bibl.) "WrrVM, achy of Ephraim, where
Absalom kept his docks. 2 Sam. xiii. 23.
(Bibl.) Jioln-^n, a place north of the
Judg. iii. 3; 1 Citron, v. _'::.
tribe of Isaehar.
BAALIS (Bibl.) D'^l/2, king of the Ammonites. Jerem.

BAAL-HANON

;

BAAL-HERMON
14.

BAAL-MEON

(Bibl.)

pirD'^3, a

in Mor. Nivoch. <§-c. ; f'oss. de Theol. Gent. 1. 2,
Selden. de Diis Syr.
(Bibl.) ovnB-^1, the place where David
put the Philistines to flight.
2 Sam. v. 20.

7

;

BAAL-SHALISHA

(Bibl.)

nwbwbsi,

a place mentioned

2 Kings iv. 42, which, according to Eusebius and St. Jerome,
was 15 miles north of Diospolis.
(Bibl.) iDn-brn, the place where the children of Israel engaged the tribe of Benjamin, Jud. xx. 33,
which Eusebius pines near Gibeah.
(Bibl.) mi^pa, Beelzebub, or Belzebub ; an
idol of Ekron, which Ahaziah sent to consult.
2 Kings i(Iiibl.)
\wtrbn, the place where 'the
Israelites passed the sea after leaving Egypt. Exod. xiv. 2, 9.
BAALTIS (Myth.) the same as Astartc.
BAAN, John de (Biog.) a Dutch painter, was born at Haerlem in Ui.'i.'i, and died in 1702, leaving a reputation little
inferior to that of Vandyke, whose style he followed.
(Bibl.) n:i>3. sonofAhilud, was governor of Taanach, Megiddo, and Bethshean.
1
Kings iv. 12.
(Bibl.) mra, and Rechab, officers of Ishbosheth,
son of Saul, who slew that prince while he was reposing.

BAAL-TAMAR
BAALZEBUB

BAAL-ZEPHON
a god of the Scheche-

:;:;.

BAAL-GUR

xl.

Maimon.
c.

BAAL-PEREZIM

city of

Reuben.

Num.

xxxii. 38.

'

BAANA

BAANAH
2

Sam.

BAABA

iv. •.'. &c.
(Bibl.)

divorced.

mw.

1

Chron,

wife of Sharaim, by

whom

she was

viii. 8.

BAARSDORP,

Cornelius de (Biog.) physician to Charles V,
was the author of a work entitled Methodus Universe
Artis Medics,' and died in 1.565.
BAART, Peter (Biog.) a Latin poet, and a Fleman by nation, was the author of a poem entitled
La Pratique des
Laboureurs de Frise.'
'

'

BAAL-1'EOR

(Bibl.) -ni/D-^m, B
Septuagint, a deity mentioned in

u

Numb,

carding to the

xxiii.

28,

whom

Origcn supposes to answer to the Grecian god Priapus. Phil.
Orig. in Numb. Hum. 20
Juil. TTtji't nil' Mtr.
Sanethon,
apud Euseb. Prwp. Evang. 1. 1, c. 8 ; Hieron. ad Osew, c. 9
;

;

BAASHA

(Bibl.) HWn, son of Ahijah, commander of the
armies of Nadali, son of Jeroboam, king of Israel, kdled
his master treacherously, and usurped the kingdom, which
kings xiii.
he held for 24 yean,
I

BAC

BAB
BABA

{Hi.il.)

a false prophet

and imitator of Mahomet, who

Cahis. in Chron.
eyes were put out by order of
Joseph. Anliq. 1. 15.
{Hist.) a ringleader of sedition among the Mahometans, caused much trouble to the caliphs Al-Mamun and
Mntassem, who, after many battles, took him prisoner, and
put him to a cruel death.
BABEL {Bibl.) baa, the city and province of Babylon, so
called from the confusion of tongues which took place at the
This tower is supposed to
building of the tower of Babel.
be the same as is mentioned by Herodotus under the name
Gen.
xi.
Joseph. Anliq. 1. 1 ;
Belus.
;
tower
of
the
of
Herod. 1. 1, c. 381 ; Clem. Alex. Strom. 1 ; August, ilc Cm

Prop.

Persarum statuit Babulona Semiramis urbem
Ut solidum cocto tolleret agere opus.

killed in Palestine in 1239.

was

BABAS

man whose

{Hist.) a

Herod, out of jealousy.

Lucan.

1.

BABEK

Dei,

16,

I.

c.

3

Epiphan.

;

Hceres.

1;

el. 9-

3,

1.

6, v. 50.
Fragili circumdata testd

Mania mirentur

Mart.

Nee

latere cocto,

Babylona

c.

all

Jitven. Sat. 10.

Cum

tamen ajigutis munitam intraverit urbem.

Dionys. Perieget.

v.

History of Babylon.

36.

{Geog.) a strait at the entrance of the
which was long disputed between
the Abyssinians and the Arabians, until at length it came
into the possession of the Portuguese, who destroyed all the
habitations on the coast ; since which time it has been deSea, the possession of

serted.

{Hist.) a man of low birth at St.
Quintin, who, after playing his part in the French revolution, was guillotined in 1 797BABIXGTOX, Anthony {Hist.) a native of Derbyshire, who
set on foot a conspiracy to procure the release of queen Mary,
which, being discovered, he suffered death in 1586.
Babington, Gena.se {Ecc.) an English prelate of Nottinghamshire, was educated at Trinity college, Cambridge, after
which he was raised to the see of Hereford, and translated
He died
thence to Hereford, and in 1597 to Worcester.

BABEL'F, Francis Xoel

in

leaving several works on divinity, which were
under the title of ' The Works of
first in 4to., then with additions

lolO,

1005.

Ba/3u\wf hpij TroXtc 7]v paVf irdtjav
Tiixiw dppayitooi Xipipapie i-t^h'iauiv.

Hier. in Matlh.

{Biog.) an astrologer, who recommended Nero to
Sueton. in Xer.
the leading men of Borne to death.

BABEL-MAN'DEL
Red

quo Semiramis longam

cinxit.

xxvi.

BABILUS
put

refugi Babylonia Parthi.

9, ep. 77-

1.

Babylon, which was the seat of the Assyrian empire, was
taken by Cyrus, A. C. 538, when its walls were destroyed,
and afterwards its gates were demolished by Darius, from
whose time it gradually declined, and the site of it is
now no longer known ; whence the prophecy of Isaiah is
Esai. xiii.
The inhabitants
so wonderfully fulfilled.
were early addicted to astrology. Herod. 1. 1, &c. ; A'enoph. Cyrop. 1. 7; Diodor. 1. 2; Strab. 1. 16; Joseph.
1. 1 ;
Justin. 1. 1, fee, ; Plin. 1. 6, &c ; Terlull. de Habit.:
Euseb. Evang. Prtvp. 1. 9; August, de Civ. Dei, 1. 16;
Bochart. Geog. Sacra. ; Prid. Connect.
(Geog.) a large province of Assyria, which
It is now Irak.
broke off the Assyrian yoke.
BABYLONIUS {Hist.) or Babylonicus, the gentile name of
what belongs to Babylon ; as Babylonica triclinia, Babylonian couches, in the manufacture of which the inhabitants
were skilful ; Babylonia cura, i. e. the Babylonian study
of astronomy, to which they were early addicted ; Baby,
lonii niimeri, i. e. Babylonian calculations.

BABYLONIA

Plant, in Stick.
Turn Babulonica peristromata, consutaque tapetia
nimium bona rei.

several times printed

Gervase Babington, &c.'
infol. 1615 and 1637-

Adiexit

Claud,

in

Consul. Honor.

BABOU,

John {Hist.) lord of Bourdaisiere, &c. was sent as
ambassador extraordinary to the court of Rome by Francis II,
and died in 1569.
B.VBUR {Hist.) great grandson of Timur, or Tamerlane, succeeded his father as great mogul in the year of the Hegira
899, A. D. 1509, and died after a reign of 21 years, during
which time he made great conquests in India. He is also
as the author of a history of his own reign, entitled
Vakeat Babri,' i. e. Babri's Occurrences.
BABYLAS {Ecc.) bishop of Antioch, suffered martyrdom in
S. Chrysostom. Oral, tie
the persecution of Decius in 253.
S. Babyl. 8cc. j Euseb. Ecc. Hist. 1. 6, c. 29 ; S. Epiphan.
Philoxforz. ; Sozom. 1. 5, c. 19; Evagr. 1. 1; Theodore!.
Hist. 1. 3, c. 10; Bolland. Act. Martyr.
BABYLO {Myth.) the name of a boy to whom a dolphin took

1.

•

Augur
lb. in Consul.

et inspeetis

Honor.

Xamque
Optima

Horat.

1.

hmrmt

astris.

v. 18.

6,

velut Stellas Babylonia cura salubres

turn spondet mortalilms edere fata.

cd. 11.

1,

Tu

ue qutssieris scire nefas quern mihi quern

Finem

known

1.

3, v. 145.
Te sensit Hetruscus

Babylonius

die dederint, Leuconvi

;

tibi

nee Babylonios

Tentaris numeros.

•

a liking.

BABYLON

{Myth.) BafivXuv, a son of Belus, whom Stephanus makes to be the founder of Babylon.
Babylon {Geog.) capital of the Assyrian empire, seated on
the banks of Euphrates, had 100 brazen gates, with walls
It is supposed to
to the extent of more than 3()0 stadia.
have been built by Nimrod, but considerably enlarged by
Belus and Seniiraniis.
Arislopkan. in Ac.
IIfpi7£iY'S £a

'

utyaXaic irXtyOoig Ofrratg, wo*T£p

Tkeocrit. Idyl. 16.
"0-7/ ^-Xari' r*Tvoc

Acr^aXry ciiaaaa ^tuipauic euJaciXtvJt.
Olid. Met.

1.

1.

5.
L't BabuLmica Chaldilam doctrina refutans,
AsbFologonan artem contra convincere tendit.

BACABASIS

{Hist.) a conspirator with Artabasus, the brother of Darius, betrayed the plot against Artaxerxes. Justin.
1.

3.

BAC AIM

{Geog.) a town in the kingdom of Guzzarat, which
came into the possession of the Portuguese in 1534.

BAC CABAR-Y-SANNA,

Vincent

I'bi dicitur

mum

akam

ciiaiae Semiramis

{Hist.)

marquis of

St.

and a native of Sardinia, was employed by Charles II
and Philip V on many important concerns, in which he acquitted himself highly to their satisfaction and his own
He died in 1726 much esteemed, leaving among his
credit.
History of the Monarchy of the
works as an author, 1.
Hebrews,' which was translated into French, and published
Memoirs of the Historv
2.
in 2 vols. 4to. and 4 vols. Svo.
of Philip V from 1699 to 1725.'
BACC'ARELLE, Giles {Biog.) a painter of Antwerp, who
Philip,

'

'

exceUed in landscape painting.
of the preceding, was also distinguished in the same art, for which this family continued
for many generations to be distinguished.

Baccarellk, William, brother

4.

CoctUibiU

!i

Lucret.

BAC

BAC
Jerome (Biog.) a native of Florence, translated
the Odyssey into Italian" in 1558, and died before the com-

clothed, as in fig. 1, and entirely so, as in fig. 3, where he
stands between two female figures, representing the rivers

pletion of the Iliad.

Billicus

BACCELLI,

BACCHANTES

(Myth.) priestesses of Bacchus,
formed the Bacchanalia.
Horat. 1. 1, od. 26, &c.
1. 3,
el. 21 ; Ovid. Met. 1. 3, v. 703.

who

and Sardo, of the Tyaneans.

The head

of Bacchui

perFig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Propert.

;

BACCHIADvE

(Hist.) BaicviaSat, or Bacckidic, Bonx^ot, a
Corinthian family, descended from Bacchia, daughter of Dionysius, or from Bacchis, son of Prumnis, who were banished
from Corinth on account of the death of Action, the son of
They
Melissns, whom they killed in their nocturnal orgies.
afterwards settled in Sicily, where they are supposed to
Herod. 1. 5, c. 92; Thucyd. 1. (i;
have built Syracuse.
Strab. 1. S ; Ovid. Mel. 1. 5, v. 407BACCHIDES (Hist.) a general who betrayed the town of

Strab. 1. 12.
Sinope to Lucullus.
Benedict (Biog.) an historian and Benedictine
of Parma, was born in 1(>51, and died in 1721. He published,
1. • Giomale de Letterati,' 9 vols. 4to. Parma and Modena,
2. ' Dell Istoria del Monasterio di S. Bene1693.
[fj85
De Eeclesiastica; Hierardetto, &c. 4to. Modena, I696. 3.
chic Origine Dissertatio,' 4to. Matin. 1703, &e.
his father Prumnis in
succeeded
BACCHIS (Hist.) BaK^c,

BACCHINT,

—

'

the

kingdom of Corinth, whose

successors in the

was very commonly crowned with ivy, as may be particularly seen in fig. 2, and also with a garland of vine-leaves,
or vine-tendrils, and sometimes with laurel.
On a few
medals he is to be seen with two horns, as in fig. 6, and
sometimes with one, according to the epithet cornifer, which
was sometimes given him. For the most part he was beardless, but occasionally, as in figs. 2 and 5, he was depicted
with a beard. His postures and situations are also various,
for the most part standing, sometimes on a low stone or
pillar, as in fig. 3, sometimes on the mystic chest, employed

were called Bacchidte. Herod. 1. 5, c. 92 ; Paus. 1. 2, &e.
(Biog.) and Bithus, two celebrated gladiators
of equal age and strength) whence the proverb to express
Horul. 1. 1, sat. 7,
equality, " Bithus contra Bacchium."
v. 20
Sitcton. in Aug. ; Eraxm. Adag.
BACCHUS (Myth.) in the Greek \16waOQ, son of Jupiter
and Semele, the daughter of Cadmus.
Orph. in Hymn.

which was drawn
and frequently he is repre-

in the celebration of the orgies, as in fig. 7,

by tigers or panthers, as in

government

fig.

8

;

Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 7.

BACCHIUS
;

KmuoKdpijv Aioi'voo iplfipopov dp\ap' dticttv
Ztjvog Kai Se/lcXq ipuevcioc dyXaov viov.

He is

said to

his mother,

have been saved out of the flames which consumed
and to have been cherished in the thigh of
the proper time of his birth, whence he is called

Jupiter till
bimater.
Ovid. Met. 1.

3.

Imperfecdts atlhic infans genetricis ab alio
Eripitur, patriequt tour, si artdtrt dignum est,
Iimiiturfmori, mahrnuijiie tempora amipkt.

figures.

vnaroQ ptyd\av

tViyHj'ttfa OtjKaro

Xt/'ffac.

But different accounts have been given of Bacchus, and the
same name also given to several deities. He was the Osiris
of the Egyptians, from whom the fables respecting him
were taken by the Greeks, who worshipped him as the god
of wine, and in honour of whom annual feasts were cele-

among

the ancients, called Orgies, Bacchanalia, DiorVide Bacchus, under Numismatics'] Horn. II.

nysia, &c.

1.6; Herodot.l. 1, c. ISO; Euripid.
1. 1
Aral, in Phantom. ; Diodor. 1.
;

&c.

;

eian.

<te

in

Bacch.

j

Apollod.

Hygitl. Fab. 155,
Senec. in ( 'hor. CEdip. ; LuSaerif. Bacch.; Lactant. de Fal. Belig. 1. 1 ; Anson.

I'hil.

de Isid,

el

Osir.

I

;

;

Phyll. 17-

Bacchus

;

H

not unfrequently styled

is

irr«Tije,

i.

e.

fundator, on medals of Nfictea or Tiane, &c, as A1ONYC0C
KTICTHC NIKAIEIC, &c, or <rwn)p, salvator, as A in NYSOY 2OTHP02 MAPQNITON. In Latin inscriptions he
is distinguished by the title LIBER PATER, as in fig. 4.
;

S
BACCHYLIDES

in ('/iron.;

Voss.de Poet. Grows.
(Biog.) a painter of Florence, who
the line of portrait painting, and died

BACCIO, Bartholomew
in

in 1517-

Baccio, Andrew, a native of Ancona, and
Sextos V, wrote, among other things, 1.

physician
'

to

De Thermit

Septem,' fol. Ycnet. 1571, 1588; and Patav. 1711.
Naturali Vinorum Historia,' fol. Horn. 1 /">«>(>. 3. ' De
et Antidotis Prolegomena,' 4to. Rom. 1586. 4. ' De
Gemmis BC Lapidibus I'rctiosis in S. Scriptura relatis,' 4to.
Rom. 1577; Bvo. Francof. 1643. 5. 'Tabula Simplicium
De Conviviis
Mcdicamctitorum,' Ho. Rom. &C. 1577- 6.
Libri

2.

'

De

Venenis

'

Antiquorum.'

BACH,

of a vine-branch
is

ofiering

him divine honours; but sometimes partly

•

Tristan. Comment. Hist. torn. ii.
I'aill. Num. dr.;
Beg.
Thes. Brand, torn. i. et iii. ; Spanh. Dissert. ; Scg. Set.
11 m m.
(Biog.) a Greek lyric poet, the cotemporarv and rival of Pindar, was the author of odes, prosodies,
hymns, 6cc, of which there are some fragments still in being,
printed with those of Aleicus, at the end of an edition of
Ammian. Marcellin. Hist.; Eustb.
Pindar, 1 61110. 1567-

was distinguished

BACCHUS (Nnmis.) is represented in the form of a boy or
he is
vouth, an old man, or a female, as in figs. 1, 2, S
st ly naked,
in tig-I, where he stands under the shadow

modus

!

the ivy, vine, and bunch of grapes, the tiger or panther,
&c. most of which may be seen in the above

Xaipoi piv Atoi'uffoc, 6v iv ApaKav tpvityotvTi

(I

Cupid on the left of Isis bearing a
;
torch in his right hand; Satyrs and Pans attending with
two
latter modes of representing Bachorns.
These
their
The ordinary symchus alluded to his victories in India.
bols of Bacchus were the thyrsus, the cantharus, or scyphus,
goes before exulting

satyrs, fawns,

Thcocrit. Idyl. 26.
Ztvc;

sented in a chariot, drawn by tigers or panthers, or by two
centaurs, as in fig. 9 J where, as the god Osiris of the Egyptians, he is in the same chariot with Isis, who is distinThe boy Cissui
guished by the modus on her head.

Jo/in Sebastian (Biog.) a German musician of ErseAsa performer
nach, was born in 1685, and died in 1754.

•

;

BAC

BAG
on the organ, and composer for

that instrument, he long

stood unrivalled.

BACHAUMONT,

Golden Fleece,' ecc. ; besides which, he invented the instrument called the Waywiser.
BACKHUYSEN, Ludolph (Biog.) a painter of Embden,
was born in 1631, and died in 1709, having acquired a high

Lewis Petit dc (Biog.) a miscellaneous
Journal
writer of Paris, commenced a journal, entitled,
Historique et Literaire ;' and after his death, in 1771, his
manuscript notes, &c. were published in 6 vols. 12mo. 1777,
under the title of ' Memoires Secretes,' which has been enlarged to 36 vols., tending to elucidate the history of litera-

BACOES, Thomas

ture in France.

BACON,

'

BACHELIER,

Nicholas (Biog.) an architect and sculptor in
the l6th century, successfully followed the graceful style of
his master Michael Angelo at Toulouse and Lucca.
BACHILLUS (Ecc.) bishop of Corinth in the second century, wrote a letter in the name of the bishops of Achaia,
respecting the celebration of Easter. Euseb. Hist. 1. 5, c. 23;
Hieron. Catal. de Script. Ecclcs. ; Du Pin. Bib/ioth.
BACHIUS, John Augustus (Biog.) a German lawyer and
critic of Hohendorp, was born in 1721, and died in 1756.
His principal publications are, 1. ' Dissertatio de Mysteriis
2. • Divus Trajanus, sive de
Eleusinis,' 4to. Lips. 1745.
Legibus Trajani Commentarius,' 8vo. 1747- 3. ' Historia
' Brissonius
de
4.
Jurisprudentne Romanae,' 8vo. 1754.
5. ' Opuscula ad Historiam et JurisFormulis,' fol. 1754.
prudentiam pectantia,' spublished by Klotz, 8vo. Hall.
1767John Frederic (Hist.) baron of Echt, distinguished himself by his fidelity, zeal, and abilities, in the
service of Frederic I, duke of Gotha, by whom at his death
he was appointed guardian to Frederic II, his son, which

BACHOVIUS,

post he filled

with equal honour and advantage, and died

in 1726.

Bachovius, Reiner

(Biog.)

of a

good family of Cologne,

lived at Leipzig in the character of consul, but was obliged
to leave the place in consequence of his attachment to Cal-

vinism.

He

died at Heidelberg, in the employ of the elec1614.

tor Palatine, in

Bachovius, Reiner, or Reinhard, son of the preceding, and
De
a lawver by profession, wrote, among other tilings, 1
Pignoribus et Hypothecis,' 1627. 2. ' Nota; et Animadversiones ad Disputationes Hieronymi Trentleni,' 4to. Francof.
1617 ; the fourth edition printed at Cologne, in 1688, was
.

'

3. ' In Institutionum Justiniani
enlarged to 3 vols. 4to.
Juris Libros IV Commentarii Theoretici et Practici,' 4to.
Francof. 1628.
BACK' I, John Baptist Gauli (Biog.) surnamed the Painter,
was born at Genoa in 1639, and died in 1709- He was

distinguished for portrait-painting, in which he particularly
displayed his skill by taking the likeness of a man who had
been dead 20 years, from the hints communicated to him by
his friends.

BACIS

(Mi/th.) a

famous

bull, consecrated to

the sun, and

worshipped with divine honours in Egypt.
Bacis (Biog.) a soothsayer of Boeotia, who became famous by
Cic. de Die. 1. 1, c. 34
the fulfilment of his prophecies.
Paus. 1. 10.
Pans. 1. 6.
Bacis, an athlete of Troezene.

BACKER, James

(Biog.) a portrait-painter of Antwerp, was
born in 1530, and died in 1560, during which short period
he acquired a considerable reputation.
Backer, Jacob, a portrait and historical painter of AmsterHis paintings
dam, was born in I609, and died in 1651.
are still bought up at very high prices, among which his
'
' Last Judgment,'
and Cimon and Iphigenia,' are the most
esteemed.
BACKHOUSE, William (Biog.) a gentleman of Berkshire,
was bom in 1593, and died in 1662. He applied himself
to the study of alchymy, which he communicated to the
antiquarian Ashmole, and published, 1. * The Pleasant
Fountain of Knowledge ;' from the French of John de la
Fountaine, in 1413. 2. ' The Complaint of Nature.' 3. ' The
VOL. I.

reputation, particularly in painting sea pieces.
(Ecc.) a Hungarian of mean parentage,
rose by his merit to the dignity of archbishop of Strigonia,
and that of cardinal under Alexander VT, and died in 1521.
Sir Nicholas (Hist.) keeper of the great seal under

Elizabeth, and the descendant of an ancient SuffoU; family,
was born in 1510, and died in 1579- £Vide Plate XIX]
Bacon, Francis, Viscount St. A/ban's, son of the preceding,
was burn in 1561, and died in 1626. He was successively
knighted, made attorney-general, keeper of the seals, and
lord chancellor
after which he was raised to the peerage,
but being condemned on a charge of bribery, by the House
of Commons, he was sentenced to pay a fine of 40,000/., to
be imprisoned in the Tower, and to be held incapable of
;

serving his majesty,

or

holding his scat

in

Though his punishment was remitted, and his
moved by a subsequent full pardon, yet he

Parliament.
disgraces reretired from

public life, and devoted the remainder of his days to the
study of a new philosophy, which had always been his
favourite pursuit. QVide Plate XIX]
His works collected

in 5 vols. 4to. were printed in 1765, and again lately in Bvo.
the name of a family which has been very
distinguished in history, as above-mentioned, is said to

Bacon (Her.)

have been descended from Grimbald, one of the followers
of William the Conqueror, who settled near Holt, in Norhis great grandson Robert took the name of Bacon,
;
from whom descended Roger Bacon, the philosopher, anil
sir Nicholas Bacon, lord keeper in the time of Elizabeth.
Sir Nicholas Bacon, the eldest son of lord keeper Bacon, by
bis first wife, was the first person advanced to the dignity of
the baronetage, on its institution by James I.
Sir Butts
Bacon, his son, was also created a baronet in 1627, so that
the family at present enjoy the title of baronet, not only by
virtue of the patent granted in 1627, but also by that of
The arms, &c. of this family arc as follow:
1611.
Arms.
Gules, on a chief argent, two mullets sable.
Crest.
On a wreath argent and gules, a boar passant erfolk

mine.
" Mediocra firma."
Motto.
Bacon, Roger (Biog.) a monk of the Franciscan Order, of a
respectable family, near Ilchester, was born in 121 4, and

He was so addicted to the study
died at Oxford in 1294.
of chemistry, and other branches of natural philosophy,
dealing
that he was accused of
in magic, and on this charge
was imprisoned for ten years. His writings, which consisted of above 80 treatises, are partly in print and partly
in MS.
Among his printed works are, 1. ' Opus Majus,'
which was published by Dr. Jebb, in 1773; containing
several of his treatises on geography, perspective, &c.
2. ' On the Means of avoiding the Infirmities of Old Age,'
It was translated and
printed first at Oxford in 1590.
published by Dr. Richard Bronne, under the title of * The
Cure of Old Age, and Preservation of Youth,' 8vo. London,
1683.
3. 'A Compendium of Theology.'
He was surnamed by the monks the Doctor Mirabilis, on account of his
wonderful acquirements.
Bacon, Robert, an English friar and professor of divinity at
Oxford, died in 1248, leaving Commentaries on the Psalms,
Sermons, &c, besides a Life of St. Edmund of Canterbury.
Bacon, or Bacondorp John, a doctor of Paris, but descended
from the Norfolk family of this name, died in 1350, leaving
several works on theology.
Bacon, Anne, Ladi/, second daughter of sir Anthony Cooke,
wife of the lord keeper Bacon, and mother of sir Francis
Bacon, a lady distinguished for her piety and learning, was
born about 1528, and died about the beginning of the reign
2

M

BAD
James

BAD

She translated Ochine's Sermons' from the
Italian, and bishop Jewel's
Apology for the Church of
England,' from the Latin.
She submitted her work to
archbishop Parker, who paid Iter the elegant compliment of
returning it to her printed in 4to. 1564; it was reprinted in

of

'

I.

'

12mo. in 600.
Bacon, Sir Nathaniel, knight of the bath, and a half-brother
to sir Francis Bacon, was a painter of distinction in his day.
1

One of his most admired pieces, still preserved at Culford,
is a cook-maid with a dead fowl.
Bacon, Phanticl, who was educated at Merton College, Oxford,
and died rector of Baldon, in Oxfordshire, in 1783; WTOte,
among other things, a poem entitled, • The Kite,' which
was inserted in the Gentleman's Magazine, in 1758.
Bacon, John, a sculptor, was born at Southwark in 1740, and

He raised

the character of English artists by
among which may be distinguished his bust of the king, for Christ Church Hall,
Oxford ; the group of lord Chatham's monuments in
Guildhall
and that of Guy, for the Hospital, of which hewas the founder.
Leo (Ecc.) a Protestant who returned to the
Romish church in the reign of Louis XIV, died bishop of
Latin Poem on the
Pamiers in 16Q4.
He wrote, 1.
Education of a Prince, 4to. 1671 ; and 8vo. 1685, with notes,
died in 1796.
his

numerous proofs of

skill,

;

BACONE,

A

with the addition of some Odes by the author. 2. ' Carmen Panegyricum,' 4to. Tolos. 1667, dedicated to pope
Clement IX.
BACQUET, John (Biog.) a lawyer of the l6th century,
who wrote on the ' Droit d'Aubaine,' and died in 1507He wrote many treatises on Law, which were first published in 1608
again in 16S8, with the Commentaries of
Claude de Ferrieres; and a third edition in 2 vols. fol.
Lyons, 1744.
BACTISHUA, George Ebn. (Biog.) a Christian physician
at the court of the caliph Almonsor, who sent him as a present 3000 dinars, with three beautiful girls to supply the
place of his wife, who was old; but the physician sent them
back, observing that his religion forbad him to have more
than one woman for his wife.
BACTRA (Geog.) or, according to Pliny, Bactrum, capital
of Bactriana, now Bagdasan, situated on the river Bactrum.
Vvrg. Georg. 1.2; Strab. 1. 2; Dionys. Peries- v. 734 ;
Plin. 1. 18; Q. Curt. I 7BACTRIANA (Geog.) a country of Asia, formerly belonging to Persia, which is now known by the name of Usbek.
Zoroaster reigned over the Bactri, whom he taught the arts
of magic and astrology.
BACl'KH'S (Hist.) or Ba/urius, king of the Iberes, a people
of Mount Caucasus, was converted to Christianity, with hi
Marsubjects, in the reign of Constantino the Armenian.
.tlint. 1. IS;
Socrat. 1. 2; Buffitl. 1. 1; Baron. Anna!.
;

ann. 327-

BADAJOS

(Grog.) the capital of Spanish Estremadura, lies
in a beautiful plain on the (niadiana, which is crossed by a
handsome bridge of 28 arches built in 1569- II is a frontier
town between Spain and Portugal, 14 miles E. Elvas, and
Lon. 6° 40' W. lat. 38° 43' N.
175 S. by W. Madrid.

an episcopal town suffragan of ComposMariana, Vasatus, Merula, Baudrand, &c.

in 1812.
telle,

BADAKSCHI

(Biog.) a Persian poet in the reign of the
Moctafi, who wrote a ' Divan,' or a Collection of
the Fortunes of Great Men at Court.
Sawue* (Biog.) a dissenting minister of South

caliph

Poems on

BADCOCK,

Molton, was born in 1747, and died in 1783, after having
left the dissenters to enter the church.
He was a distinguished contributor to the Gentleman's Magazine, London
Magazine, and many other periodical works that were extant in his day.

BADEGESILLUS

(Ecc.) bishop of Mans in 581, was mavor
of the palace to Chilperic I, and died in 586. He continued
to live with his wife in violation of his oath on taking Holy
Orders.

BADEN

(Geog.) a town of Germany with the title of a
marquis, derives its name from its baths, and was formerly
known by the names of Bada, or Thermal inferiores, to distinguish it from the Swiss town of the same name, 22 miles
N. E. Strassburg, 36 W. Stutgard, and 40 S. S. \Y. HeidelLon. 8°18'E. lat. 48 3 46' N. The marquisses of
berg.
Baden were princes of the empire, and their house was
one of the most ancient, the founder of which was Hermand, second son of Berthold I, duke of Zahringen, who
died in the year 1074.
The country, of which this is the
capital, has since been erected into a grand duchy in 1 S06.
Baden, a town in Switzerland, which also derives its name
from its baths, was known to the ancients by the name of
Thermae Helvetica, or Thermopolis, seated oh the Linunat,
14 miles N. W. Zurich, .27 S. E. Basle.
Lon. 8° 12',
lat. 47° 26' N. In this town were formerly held the general
assemblies of the canton ; and here too the negotiations for
a peace h tween France and Germany, which had been
opened at Rastadt, were brought to a close in 1714.
BADENS, Francis (Biog-) an historical and portrait-painter
of Antwerp, died in l(i()3.
BADERIC (Hist.) one of the sens of Basin, king of Thuringia, was killed in 530 by his brother Hermenfroi, who
willed to usurp the throne of his father. Gregor. Tnron. 1. I.
Richard de (Hist.) descended from a knightly
family of Badcw, or Badow, in Essex, was chancellor
He founded a
of the university of Cambridge in 1326.
college called University Hall, which, being burnt down
after,
was
rebuilt
by
the
time
daughter
some
of De Clare,
earl of Gloucester, and by her called Clare Hall.
BADI, .11 Soman (Hist.) son of Hussain, and a descendant
of Tamerlane, was the last of that race that reigned in
Tauris, which, being taken by Selim, emperor of the Turks,
he was carried to Constantinople, where he died in the vear
of the Hegira 923, A. D. 1533.
BADILE, Anthony (Biog.) an Italian painter of Verona,

BADEW,

whose pieces were admired
in 1 560 aged 80.

BADILON

is

I

)

was taken by Alphonsus, king of Castille, in
sustained two unsuccessful sieges from the Por1660 and 1705, and surrendered to the French
in IS] I, from whom it was taken by the English anil
Portuguese under lord Wellington after a dreadful storm
struggle,

1230.

tuguese

It

in

it

for

their correctness.

He

died

man

of noble birth, who, being scourged
by order of Chimeric, king of France, conspired with other
nobles against the latter, whom he slew in 673 with his own
(Hist.) a

hand, together with his queen Bilechilde, who was pregnant.
Paul. A'.un/l. Hist, tie Fran. Mezer. Chron.

BADIUS
History of Badajos.
a very ancient town, known to the Romans by
the name of Pax Augusta, of which doubtless its modem
name is a corn it ion, having been called by the Moors
BaxOgUS. It was taken by the (ioths in the fifth century,
and by the Moors in the eighth, from whom, after a long

Badajos

It is

(Hist.) a

native of Campania,

Q. Crispinus, one of
Lie.

1.

85,

c.

his friends,

who

whom

hv

challenged T.

he was

killed.

ni.

Bamus,

Josse (Biog.) in Latin Jodochus Badius Ascensius;
a printer and a writer of Assche, near Brussels, was Uirn
Hi-, and died in ISS5, leaving
Sylva Moralis contra
in
'

1

Vitia.'

'

De Grammatica,'

BADOARO

&c.

(Hist.) or Baduero, one of the most ancient families in Venice, was descended from the Partecipati, three
of whom held the post el' doge. ["Vide Partecipati]
BADOARO, Julia Andrew, was the first who made use of lav."
ve-sels in a naval combat.

;;

BAE

BAG

Badoaro, Frederic, was Venetian ambassador at the court of
Charles V and Philip II, and the founder of the academy

Decretorii Planetarum,' 4to. 1530.
2. ' De Compositione et Usu Quadrantis,' 4to. 1534.
B.ETICA (Geog.) one of the three parts into which Spain
was divided, comprehending what is now called Andalusia

entitled Delia

Badoaro,
at

Fama

at Venice.

He

died in 1593-

was ambassador of the Venetian Republic
1590, and attended at the coronation of Gre-

Albert,

Rome in
XIV.

gory

Badoaro, Louis, concluded at Constantinople a peace with
Soliman II, bv which he yielded all the Morea to the

Badoaro, Angelo, one of the ablest senators in his time, was
accused in 1607 of holding a secret correspondence with Alphonso de la Cueva, the Spanish ambassador, for which his
goods were confiscated, and he was declared incapable of
holding any offices in the state.
Badoaro, John (Ecc.) patriarch of Venice, was made cardinal
by Clement XI in 1706, and died in 1714.
Badoaro, Daniel (Biog.) or Baduaro, Daniel, a senator of
Venice, of the same family as the preceding, died in 1580,
leaving various treatises on the Civil Law.
Badoaro, Peter, son of the preceding, died in 1591, leaving
Orationi Civili,' Venice, 1593, unless they are the production of the father as is suspected.
BADOLOCCHI, Sisto (Biog.) or Badalocchio, a painter, was
born at Parma in 1581, and died in the prime of life. He
was a disciple of Annibal Caracci, whose manner he successfully followed.
BADL'HEXX.F, Lucus (Geog.) a wood of Friezland, now
Siehentrolden, where 900 of the Romans were slain.
(Geog.) a town of Bohemia, near Moldau, which
always remained faithful to the house of Austria in the most
of its troubles.
BADUEL, Claude (Biog.) or Baducllus Claudius, a protestant
divine, and a native of Xismes, died in 1561, leaving among
his works, 1. 'Acta Martyrum Xostri Sseculi,' Genev. 1556.
2.
De Collegio et Universitate Xemausensi.' 3. De
Ratione Vit«e Studioss ac Literatie in Matrimonio,' eVc. which
was a defence of marriage for the clenrv.
(Hist.) or Baduila, ride totila.
B.EBILS (Hist.) the name of several Romans of distinc«

BADWEIS

'

'

BADUELA
tion.

B.ebius, M., a consul, during whose government the tomb of
Xuma was found. Val. Max. 1. 1. c. 1 ; Pint, in Num.
B.£Birs Dives, L., a prsetor, fled from the Ligurians to Marseilles, where he died three days after.
Lie. 1. 37Bxbius, L-, a Roman knight, and fellow pupil with M. AnJul. Capitol, in

J'it. c.

5.

Bxbius Macer, a praefect of the city under Adrian.
BsBirs M/etiants, a kinsman of the emperor Clodius Albums. Jul. Capitol, in Jit.
B.ebius Marcellints, was put to death in the reign of Severus without his order.
Dio.
Bsbivs Macer, a pratorian prefect in the reign of Aurelian.
J'opis. in

B.ebius

Aurel. c 13.
(Biog.) a rhetorician in the reign of Se-

Jit.

Macrixvs

verus.

B.EBUS Macer, an

historian

and author of the

'

Fasti Dies.'

Fulgent, de Prise. Sermon.

BAELI,

Francis (Biog.) a mathematician and poet of Milazzo,
in Sicily, in the 1 7th century, produced two dramatic pieces
entitled the
Temple of Tempe,' and ' Polixenes,' besides
Odes and Sonnets, and ' An Historical Account of the City
'

of Messina.'

BAEXGIUS,

Peter (Ecc) a Swedish divine, and bishop of
born in 1633, and died in 1696. He wrote,
Commentarv, in Latin, on the Epistle of St. Paul to
the Hebrews,' 4to. Abo. 16712. ' A Life of St. Anscharius.'
3. ' A work on the Ecclesiastical History of

Wey burgh, was
1.

'

Usu

and Grenada.
[Vide Ba?tis~]

A

Sweden,' &c.
Henri/ (Biog.) a printer and mathematician of
Louvain, in the 17th century, wrote, 1. ' De Compositione

BAERSIUS,

name from

It derives its

the river Bsetis.

B.ETIS (Geog.) a river of Spain, otherwise called Tartessiu,
now Guadclquiver. Its waters were famous for giving a
wool

fine colour to the

Turks.

toninus.

et

and the

;

olive-tree

abounded on

its

banks.

Mart.

Ep. ad

12,

1.

Beet.

Batis olivifera crinem redimile corona,

Anna
Lie.

28,

1.

Med.

c.

Plin.

;

1.

qui nitidis leiUra tingit

30 ; Strab.
3

;

Ptol.

1.

1.

3

aiptis.

;

2, c. 4,

Mela,

1.

3,

c.

1

;

Senec. in

&c.

BiETOX

(Biog.) a Greek historian of the 104th Olympiad,
wrote an account of Alexander. Solin. c. 53 ; Plin. I. 6

Allien.

1.

10.

B.ETURIA

(Geog.) a country of Spain, now Estramadura.
(Geog.) or Bae^a, a town of Andalusia, which was
taken from the Moors after the celebrated victory of Sierra
Morena, gained by the Christians in 1212. It is situated on
the Guadelquiver, 70 m. X. X. E. Cordova, Ion. 3 = 35' W..
lat. 38° 4' X.
It was formerly a place of importance, and
a bishop's see, suffragan of Toledo, and had also a university,
but it is much fallen from its ancient grandeur.
BAFFA (Geog.) a sea-port on the west coast of the island oi
Cyprus, Ion. 32 = 18' E., lat. 34° 4S' E. ; which is supposed
to occupy the site of Xew Paphos.
It was several times
destroyed and rebuilt.
BAGADIUS (Ecc.) a bishop of Bostra, in 394.
BAGAIA (Geog.) a town of Xumidia, in Africa, which the
emperor Justin surrounded with walls and called Theodoria,
after his queen Theodora.
A council was held here in 394,
which confirmed the Donatist bishop Primian in this see,
and condemned his competitor Maximian. Justin, in Psalm.
Procop. de Bell. Vand. 1. 1.
BAGARD, Charles (Biog.) a physician of Xancy, was born
in 1686, and died in 1772, leaving many works, among
which are, 1. * Histoire de la Theriaque,' 8vo. 1725.
2. • Dissertation
sur les Tremblemens de Terre,' &c.
3. • Analyses des Eaux Minerales,' &c.
BAGAUDJE (Hist.) a predatory tribe of Gauls, who were
defeated in the reign of Maximian.
(Geog.) a city of Asia, and capital of the Turkish
province of Bagdad, is intersected by the Tigris, but principally situated on the east side of the river, 210 m. S.
Mosul, 300 X. X. \Y. Bassora, 1350 E. Constantinople.

BAEZA

BAGDAD

History of Bagdad.
built by the caliph Al Mansur, in the year of
the Hegira 145, A. D. 755 ; by whom, as well as bv hi:
successors, it was made a constant place of residence.
It
was stormed by the Tartar prince Holaku, the grandson
of Jenghis Khan, in the year of the Hegira 656, A. D.
1266; who put the caliph Al Mostasem to death, and
abolished the caliphate.
His posterity were expelled by
Tamerlane in 1416, and in 1436 by Kara Yusef. In the
following century Shah Ismael, the first of the roval
Persian house of Sofi, made himself master of it, since
which time it has been a constant object of contention
between the Turks and Persians. In 1638 it surrendered
to the grand seignior Amurath, after sustaining a tedious
siege, and continues to this day in the hands of the Turks
although an attempt was made by Xadir Shah to recover

Bagdad was

;

it,

in

which he

BAGDEDIX,

failed.

Mahomet (Biog.) an Arabian mathematician of
the 10th century, wrote, among other treatises on geometrv,
one entitled ' De Superficiorum Divisionibus,' which was
rendered into Latin by Dr. Dee, of London ; and Com-

:

BAG

BAG
mandine, of Urbino.
1570.

Pesaro, in

at

The latter published
Some have supposed

his translation
this treatise to

have been originally composed by Euclid, and only trans-

BAGE,

Robert (Bios-) a novelist of Derbyshire, was born in
1728, and died in 1801.
John (Biog.) an antiquary of London, was bom
in 1675, and died in 1 ~ 1 G, leaving materials in MS. for a

BAGFORD,

History of Printing, which are now in the British Museum.
John (Ecc.) bishop of Copenhagen, was born in
1G46, and died in 1693 ; leaving several discourses in Latin,
and others in the Danish tongue.
BAGLIONI, John Paul {Hist.) a native of Perugia, of a
family fruitful in warriors, usurped the government of his

BAGGER,

of

place.,

which he

was

dispossessed

by

Caesar

Borgia.
He afterwards served in the Italian armies, and
being inveigled to Rome, was beheaded by order of Leo X,
in 1520.
Baklioni, Horace, son of the preceding, took part with the
Florentines, and was killed before Naples in 1528.
Baolioni, Melntesta, another son of John Paul, took Perugia
from the pope, and entering afterwards into the service of
Florence, he defended the city against the imperialists for a
whole year, till it was reduced to the last extremity. He
died in 1533.
Baglioni, Astor, a noble Venetian, who after having bravely
defended Famagouste, a town in the island of Cyprus, was
compelled to surrender to Mustapha, by whom he was, in
Gratian.
violation of the treaty, put to death with others.
Hist, de Cht/p.
BAGLIVI, George (Biog.) a physician and anatomist of Ragusa, was born in 1669, and died in 1706; leaving many
works which went through several editions before they were
collected and printed together in 4to. Nuremberg, 1738 ;
Venice 1 752 ; and lastly with notes and emendations by
There are also Paris editions
Phil. Pinel, 2 vols. 8vo. 1788.
in 4to. of 1711, and 1765.
(Geog.) a town of Gascony, in France, in the
modern department of the Upper Pyrenees, was known to
the Romans under the name of Aquensis Ficus, and much
frequented on account of its mineral springs, of which there
It is situated on the Adour, at the
are not less than 32.
foot of the Pyrenees, llra.S. Tarbes, 450 S. S. W. Paris.
Pamir. Masson. Deserif. Flum. Gall. ; Oihenart. Notit.
ntriiixtjiie Vase.; Sanson, Baudrand, Sfc.
BAGS' I, John Francis (Ecc.) of the family of the counts of
Florence, was created cardinal by Urban VIII in 1627, and
died in 1641, after having been employed on the most important missions bv Clement VIII, Paul V, Gregory XV,
and Urban VIII.
Bacni, Xic/tnlas, brother of the preceding, was sent as nuncio
into France under the pontificate of Innocent X, and Alexander VII, by which latter pope lie was created cardinal in

BAGNERES

l'».-»7,

and died

BAGNOL1,
poet,

who

Julius
is

best

Arragoniaiis,'

BAGOA8

in

17-

(Hist.) BayoSapus, a Persian who abandoned his friend Bessus, when he attempted the life of

Diod. 1. 7(Myth.) a nymph who taught the Tuscans the art of
divining by thunder.
Alex, ab Alex.
BAGOLIN, Jerome (Biog.) a scholar of Verona, in the 16th
Darius.

BAGOE

who illustrated the Analytics of Aristotle, and
Greek into the Latin three books of the
Syrian Philoxenes on the metaphysics of Aristotle.
(Hist.) governor of the citadel of Babylon,
gave Alexander a magnificent reception when he entered the
city.
Q. Curt. 1. 5.
BAGOT, Sir John (Hist.) a knight of great renown of the
family mentioned under Heraldry, was of the privycouncil to king Henry IV, and lieutenant of Calais under
Thomas Beaufort, duke of Exeter, and natural son of the
century,

translated from the

BAGOPHANES

great John of Gaunt.
Bagot, Richard, a colonel, and fourth son of sir Harvey
Bagot, hart., was governor of Lichfield for Charles I, in
whose cause he lost his life at the battle of Naseby, in 1(345.
Bagot, Lewis (Ecc.) an English prelate, son of Sir Walter
Bagot, hart., and brother to the first lord Bagot, was born
in 1740, was educated at Westminster, and chosen thence

student of Christ Church, Oxford, took his degrees of A. M.
and LL. D. in 17C4, and 1772; was made canon of Christ
Church in 1771, installed dean in 1777; promoted to the
see of Bristol in 1782 ; translated to Norwich the year following, and thence to St. Asaph in 1790, where he died in
Defence of Subscription to the
1802.
He wrote, 1. '
Articles, as it is required in the University of Oxford,' 1772, which was an anonymous answer to an anonymous pamphlet entitled Retlections on the Impropriety and
Inexpediency of Lay Subscription in the University of Ox2. ' Twelve Discourses on the Prophecies,' preached
ford.'
at the Warburtonian lecture in Lincoln's-inn Chapel besides
single sermons and small pamphlets, &c.
Bagot (Her.) the name of a family of great note and antiquity, which is recorded in Doomsday-book as the possessors
Harvey de
of Bagots Bromley, in the county of Stafford.
Bagot, a younger branch of this family, assumed the surname as well as title of Stafford, and was the progenitor of
From the
the earls of Stafford, and dukes of Buckingham.
one mentioned in Doomsday-book descended sir Henry
Bagot, who was created a baronet in 1627; sir William
Bagot, the sixth baronet, was created a baron in 1780. The
titles and arms, &C of this family are as follow
Bagot, baron Bagot, of Bagots Bromley, co. StafTitles.

A

XXXIX

'

;

ford, and baronet.
Arms. Ermine, two chevronels azure.

Conor (Biog.)

In a ducal coronet

Crest.

166:;.

or, a

goat's

or Bagnioli,

an

Italian

known at present by his tragedies of The
' The Judgment of
Paris.'
a Persian name for the king's eunuch, is
'

employed in history to denote particular individuals, as
I'.u.uts, an Egyptian by nation, governed for a long time
under Artaxerxes Ochus, and commanded his armies.

he conspired, after having raised
him to tin? throne. This eunuch answers to the BagOaS
Diodor. 1.17; Joseph. Antio. 1. 1 1,
mentioned in Judith.

goats argent, attired and unguled or.
Supporters.
" Antiquum obtinens."
Motto.
(Geog.) a river of Africa, near Utica, now

BAGRADA

gerda, where Hcgulus killed a serpent 120 feet long.
waters are described as gentle or stagnant by the poets.
I.ucan. 1. 4, v. 588.
Quo

7

Bograda Icntus
Sil.

1.

0',

v.

ti^it,

MeIts

se

sicca sulcator arena.

140.

Tuiliidus tiwites lento peile sulcat arenas

life

(I Curl. 1. 2.
BaOOAS, a eunuch who was in great favour with Alexander
•!i
Pint, in Alex.
treat.
BAOOABj (Urns, so called from the high favour in which he
C,

attired

Two

He

poisoned his master, and then put to death Arses, whom lie
had set up as his successor, but he was at length killed by
Darius, against whose

head argent,

(tr.

and

(Hist.)

the Great, conspired against his master,
put to death with his accomplices. Joseph. Anliq.

and was
1.

Herod

BAGODARES

lated into Arabic.

native

stood with

Bagrada,
Stat. Sylv.

;

I-

3, v. 86.

Quads

Cijiiiyliius, tarentc

J'anos

Bagrada

Cws. de Bell. Civ.

I

1.

4, c. 14.

1.

2,

serjiit

c.

ripa

inter

agms.

24; Strab.

1.

17; Plin.

1.

5

;

Ptol.

;

!

BAI

BAI

BAGSHAW, Edward

(Hist.)

a gentleman of Derbyshire,
took part with the promoters

to the law, and first
He
of the rebellion, but afterwards sided with the king.
died in 1662, treasurer of the Middle Temple, leaving
among his works, 1. ' Treatise defending the Revenues of
the Church in Tithes and Glebe,' 4to. London, 1646.
2. ' Treatise maintaining the Doctrine, Liturgy, and Dis3. Short censure of the
cipline of the Church of England.'

was bred

book of William Prynne, entitled '
4.
Oxford's Plea refuted,' 4to. 1648.

Crown

England, as

of

it

is

'

The University
The Rights of

established

of
the

by Law,' 8vo.

Stat. Sylv.

Ecce,

wrote

many

;

own

hand.

BAHAO'DDAWLA

(Hist.) son of Adado'ddawla, succeeded
Sharfo'ddawla in the post of Emir Al Omra, at
Bagdad, in the year of the Hegira 379, A. D. 989, and died
after having carried on a successful war against his brothers,
in the year of the Hegira 403.
(Hist.) son of Asfendias Kischtab, is supposed
to be the same as Artaxerxes Longimanus of the Greeks.
(Geog.) a town of Egypt, which according to the
traditions of the inhabitants was built by our Saviour, a
fable which has no other foundation than the flight of Joseph into Egvpt.
(Hist.) one of the forty-three Ethiopian
emperors mentioned in the clironicles of Abyssinia.
BAHIR, John (Biog.) a Latin poet of Chatillon, was born in
his brother

BAHAMAN

BAHAMA

BAHARZAGED

leaving among other things, a
1609, and died in 1707
'
In Tabcllas Excellentissimi Pietoris dc
piece entitled
Wernier,' &c.
;

BAI/E (Geog-) a maritime town of Campania,

said to

have

been built by Baius, one of the companions of Ulysses.
It
was famous for its baths, and was frequented by the Romans
on account of its delightful situation.
Lycoph.
Baie 5' dpttyaq th KvfiepviiTu rdfyov.
Sil. Ital.

1.

8, v.

Docet Ute tepentes
Unde ferant nomen Ba'ue, comitemque dedisse
Dutictna puppis stagno sua uomina monstrat.

Mart.

1.

1.

1.

1, el. 11.

amoris aquaz

v. 4.

Janua Baiarum

Selim.

Bajazet, a Turkish

prince, son of Soliman 1 1, revolted against
his brother Selim II, but being defeated in battle in the
year of the Hegira 965, A. D. 1575, he fled to Tacmas,
king of Persia, by whom he was strangled.
Thitan. Hist
1.24.
BAIDU, grandson of Holaku. [Vide Baydu~\
BAIER, John James (Biog.) a physician of Jena in 16'77,
died in 1730, leaving among his works, 1. ' Thesaurus
Gemmarum aftabre sculptarum,' &e. fol. Noremb. 1720.
2. ' Horti Medici Acad. Altorf. Historiie,' 4to. Altorf. 1727 ;
besides many theses or dissertations on particular plants, &c.

BAIF

(Hist.) vide Bayf.
(Biog.) a French divine of AbbeviUe, in the
1 7th century, wrote among other tilings * De Triplici Examine Ordinand. Confess, et Poenitent.' 8vo. which passed
through many editions in his life-time.
BAILEY, Nathan (Biog.) author of a well known English
He likewise
dictionary, died, as is supposed, about 1742.

BAIL, Lewis

wrote,

1.

'

Dictionarium Domesticum, or a Household Dic-

tionary,' 1736.

2.

'

minster,' 24mo. 1736.

The
3.

Antiquities of London and West' An Introduction to the English

besides school editions of Ovid's Metamorphoses,

born of poor parents at Neuville, in Picardy, in 1649, died in 1706', after
having written, as is said, 35 folio volumes with his own

Among his works are, 1. ' Jugemens des Savans,'
Les Enfans devenus celebres par leurs Etudes et par
3.
Des Satyres perleurs Ecrits/ 2 vols. 12mo. Paris.
hand.
'

'

sonelles, Traite Historique et Critique

est, et

gratum

litus

amcrni

de

celles qui portent
4.
Titre d'Anti,' 2 vols. 12mo. Paris.
Auteurs designez
sous des Noms Etrangers/ &c. tome i. 12mo. Paris, 16'20.
6. ' L'Histoire de Hollande/
5. ' La Vie de M. des Cartes.'
published under the name of Balthasar d'Hezeneul de la
Neuville/ the Anagram of ' Baillet de la Neuville en Hez/
4 vols. 12mo. ; besides many works of piety.
BAILLI, Roche de (Biog.) or BaiUiff, in Latin Baillijius
a physician to Henry IV, died in 1605, leaving among his
'

'

Ah pereant BauE crimen
Juven. Sat. 3,

magnificent villas, have long
the earthquakes which have

(Biog.) an Indian priest, and native of Goa, who
embraced Christianity and went to Rome about 1630. He
translated the iEneid into Greek verse, and the Lusiad of
Camoens into Latin, besides composing many original pieces.
BAJAZET I (Hist.) fifth emperor of Turkey, succeeded his
father Amurath I in 1389, and after having conquered Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Thessaly, he attacked Tamerlane,
king of the Tartars, by whom he was defeated, taken prisoner, and, according to some authors, shut up in an iron
cage.
He died in the year of the Hegira 804, after a reign
of 13 years.
Chalcondi/l. 1. 6 ; Lcunclav. 1. 6.
Bajazet II, succeeded his father Mahomet II, in 1481, and
after a successful reign of 31 years, was poisoned by his son

le

1, ep. 1.

Nullus in orbe locus Baiis pralucct amttnis.

Prop.

all its

away by

BAIAN

2.

11, ep. 81.
Ut mille luudem Flacco versilms Baias,
Laudabo digne nan satis tamen Baias.

Horat.

Baie, with

desolated Italy ; but there is still a small place in Terra
di Lavora, of Naples, which bears the name of Baia, and
is said to occupy the site of the ancient town.
It is situated in a bay of the Gulf of Naples, 2 m. W. Pozzuolo,
30'
11 W. Naples.
Lon. 14°
E., lat. 40° 48' N.

BAILIES (Biog.) vide Baylies.
BA1LLET, Adrian (Biog.) a critic, was

12, v. 114.

1.

/En.

The town of

Ovid's Epistles, &c.

Misemis, et ardens
Ore giganteo sedes Ithacesia Bail.

Ibid.

pro Cxi.; Strab. 1. 5; Senec. Epis. 51 ; Plin. 1. 31,
2; Joseph. Antiq. 1. 18; Tacit. Annul. 1. 11, c. 14; Serv.

in

Tongue/

539.

I.

Cic.
c.

controversial works in opposition to

upon select Texts against Papists and Socinians, 8vo. Lonbesides single sermons.
don, 1680
Bagshaw, William, a nonconformist minister, who after having
been educated at Cambridge, and officiated in the church,
was ejected from his living, and died in 1702 ; leaving, as
is said, 50 volumes on various subjects fairly written with
his

1.

Quid referam Baias, pxftextaque litora velis ;
Et, qua: de calido sulfure fumat, aquaml

since been swept

Baxter and others.
Bagshaw, Henri/, brother of the above, but of a very different
character, was born in 1632, educated at Westminster, and
elected student of Christ Church in 1651, and after passing
through various degrees of preferment, died a prebendary of
Durham in 1709. He wrote ' Diatribe/ or Discourses

terrd,

porta retinent ameence

Am.

Ovid, de Art.

Bagsuaw, Edward (Biog.) son of the preceding, a turbulent
member of Christ Church in 1646, was afterwards imprisoned for his nonconformity and violence, and died in

He

me natum propwre

Non tamen

Desides Baitc.

London. 1660.

l671.

3.

1.

:

BAK

BAI
Demosterion, sive CCC Aphorism!, continentes
Summam Doctrine Paracelsse,' cSvo. Paris, 1578. 2. Traite
de 1'Antiquite et la Singularity dc la Grande Bretagne Armorique,' 4to. Rennes. 1587BAILLIE (Her.) an ancient family of Lamington, a defendant of which, Sir Ewen Baillie, a major-general in the
army, was created a baronet in 1812. The arms, &c. of
works,

1.

'

I

'

this family are as follow

Azure

Arms.

nine

:

stars

(three,

three,

two,

and one)

which he advanced opinions that were condemned
by the Romish church.
BAKER, Sir John (Hist.) a lawyer and statesman in the
reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary, was sent
points, in

to Denmark
and, after having filled the several
of speaker to the House of Commons and chancellor
of the Exchequer, died in 1558.
BAKER, Sir George, a loyal knight and recorder of Newcastle,
distinguished himself for his zeal in the king's cause, durin"

ambassador

A

'rest.

the grand rebellion, when he kept that town in 1639 againM
the Scots, as they themselves wrote to the parliament, with
a noble opposition.
lie borrowed large sums upon his own
credit, and sent the money to the king, or laid it out in his

boar's head, erased proper.

Two

gorged with an eastern
crown, and chained or.
" Ubi bene, ibi patria."
Baillie, Robert (Biog.) a presbyterian minister of Glascow,
was born in 1599) and died in 1(>(J2. He wrote, among
other things,
Opus Historicum et Chronologicum,' fol.
Amst. Kilis.
BAILLON, JVilliam (Biog.) in Latin Ballotmis ; a physician,
was born in Perche about 1538, and died in lolo. His
works were collected and published after his death in 4 vols.
4to. Genev. 1762.
Among which are, 1. < Adversaria Medicinalia,' 4to. Paris, 1648.
2. ' Deiinitionum Medicarum
Liber,' 4to. Ibid. 1739, &-c.
BAILLY, John Sylvanus (Hist.) an astronomer, who is better
known for the part he took in the French revolution, was
born in 1736, chosen deputy to the first national assembly
in 1789, and mayor of Paris in the same year, retired from
his office in 179L and was guillotined under Robespierre in
He wrote, 1 ' L'Histoire de 1'Astronomie,' in 3 vols.
1 793.
4to. 1 775, 1 7792. ' L'Histoire de 1'Astronomie des Indes,'
&c 3 vols. 4to. 1787, &c
Bailly, James (Biog.) a French writer, born in 1701, died
in 176S.
He was the author of the ' Theatre,' which appeared in 2 vols. 8vo. 1768.
BAlLZIE, William (Biog.) or Bailly, a physician and native
of Scotland in the 15th century, wrote 'Apologia pro Galeni Doctrina contra Empiricos,' 8vo. Lugd. 1552.
To him
is also ascribed a book entitled ' De Quantitate Syllabaium
et
de
Dialcctis,'
8vo.
IfiOO.
Graecarum,
BAIXBRIDGE, John (Biog.) an astronomer and physician
of Leicestershire, was born in 1582, educated at Emanuel
college, Cambridge, appointed in I619 first Savilian professor of astronomy at Oxford, and died in 1643.
His
published works arc, 1 ' An Astronomical Description of the
late Comet, from the 18th Nov. 1618, to the lfith Dec.
following."
2. ' Procli Spha?ra et Ptolomiei de Hypothcsibus
Planctarum Liber Singularis,' &c. 4to. 11)20.
3. ' CaniSupporters.

tigers proper, each

Motto.

service.

Baker

(Her.) the name of a family in Somersetshire, a descendant of which, sir Robert Baker, was created a baronet
The arms, &c of this family are as follow
1 796".
Arms. Argent, a saltire sable, charged with five escallops
erminois on a chief azure, a lion passant of the third

in

'

;

armed and langued

besides many other treatises which are pre&c.
served in MS. in the library of the college of Dublin.
BAIRD (Her.) the name of a family of Scotch descent which
enjoys the dignity of a baronet, conferred in 1S09 on general sir David Baird for his distinguished services in the
late war.
The arms, &C of this family are as follow:
Arms.
Gules, in chief, within an increscent, an etoile of
eight points argent (in allusion to the badge of the Ottoman order), in base a boar passant or, on a canton ermine.
cularia,'

;

erect proper, pommel and hilt gold.
Mameluke mounted on a horse, and holding
dexter-hand a cimetcr all proper; second, on a
wreath, a hoar's head erased or.
Supporters. Dexter, a grenadier in the uniform of the 50th
regiment of foot proper ; sinister, the royal tiger of Tippoo
Sultaun, gardant vert, striped or, from the neck pendant
by a riband an escutcheon gules, charged with an etoile of
eight points, within an escutcheon urgent, and on a scroll
under the said escutcheon, the word " Scringapatam."
" \'i et virtute."
Motto.
BAR'S. Michaelis (Biog.) or Miehael de Bay, was him in
1513, and died in 101 1, leaving many works on controversial
a

sword

Crest.
in

First, a

bis

gules.

Per fesse, indented a demi-lion rampant or and sable,
covered with ermine spots counter-changed, supporting in
his paws an escallop argent, charged with an ermine spot.
Baker, the name of a family originally from Somersetshire,
but long settled in Exeter, where Richard Baker was one of
the bailiffs as early as 1 464. Sir George Baker, a physician
and descendant of this family, was created a baronet in
1776. QV'ide Baker under Biograplnf]
The arms, &c. of
Crest.

which are as follow
Anns. Argent, on a
:

.

.

;

offices

argent.
(

:

the

first

;

saltire engrailed sable,

five escallops of

on a chief of the second, a lion passant of the

field.

A dexter-arm embowed, vested azure, curled argent,
holding in the hand proper, an arrow of the last.
the present name of an ancient family in the neighbourhood of Bridgenorth, co. Salop, which formerlv bore
the name of Littlehales.
Sir Edward Baker Littlehales, a
descendant of this family, and a lieutenant-colonel in the
army, was, for various services, civil and military, created a
baronet in 1802, and received in 1817 the royal sign manual
that he may assume and take the surname of Baker only.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, on a bend cottised sable, three cinque-foils
or, a chief gules, charged with three arrows erect point
Crest.

Baker,

.

downwards proper.
Between two wings elevated or, an armed arm embowed proper, garnished or; the hand in a gauntlet

Crest.

grasping an arrow entwined by a branch of olive proper.
" Finis coronat opus."
Motto.
(Biog.) an English Benedictine, was born in
1575, educated at Oxford, and intended for the bar but,
being reclaimed from infidel principles, he attached himself
to the Romish church, in which faith he died in Hill.
He
wrote a great many religious treatises, to the number of nine
large folio volumes, which were long preserved in the nunnery at Cambray but his principal work was an Ecclesiastical History, which is lost.
Baker, Sir Richard, grandson of the sir John Baker beforementioned under History, was born at Sissinghurst, in Kent,
about 1568, entered a commoner of Hart-hall, Oxford, in
1584, created A.M. in 1594, knighted by king James I in
Kid.'!, made high-sheriff of the county of Oxford in 11)20;
and having become surety for some of his wife's family, he
was thereby reduced to poverty, and thrown into the Fleet,
where he died in 1645. He is principally known by his
* Chronicle of the
Kings of England, from the Time of the
Roman Government unto the Death of King James,' fol.
London, Kill, K)5.'i, and 1658, to which last edition was
added the Reign of Charles I, by Edward Phillips, the
nephew of Milton. A fourth edition was continued down

Bakek, David

;

;

BAK

BAL

subsequent edition in
to the coronation of Charles II, and a
He
1733 has been carried down to the end of George I.
wrote likewise other works, as ] . Cato Yariegatus,' Lond.
Disquisitions
on
the
Lord's
and
'Meditations
2.
1636.
Prayer,' 4to. London, 1637 ; the fourth edition of which
3. ' Meditations on the Fiftieth
was printed in 1640.
'

4.
Theatruni RePsalm,' &c 4to. London, 1639, l6i0.
divivum,' in answer to Mr. Prynne's Histrio-mastrix,' &c.
8vo. London, 1662, &c.
Baker, Thomas, a mathematician, was born in 1625, entered
'

of Masdalen-hall, Oxford, in 10'40, elected scholar of Wadham in 1645 ; and, after having served the king during his
stav in the garrison at Oxford, he became vicar of Bishop's
Nymmet, in Devonshire, where he died in I69O. His principal work was ' The Geometrical Key,' or the Gate of
Equations unlocked, &c 4to. London, 1684. in Latin and
English.

Baker, Thomas, grandson of Sir George Baker, the

loyalist,

St. John's college, Cambridge,
took his degrees in 1677 and 1681, and died in
1740, after having been deprived of his rectory for refusing
to read king James IPs declaration for liberty of conscience, and afterwards of his fellowship for refusing to
take the oaths ; of which deprivations he left memorials
by writing in all his books ' Ejectus Rector,' or ' Socius
' Reflections on
Learning,' which passed through
ejectus.'

was bora in 1656, admitted of
in 1674,

eight editions ; and his Preface to Bishop Fisher's Funeral
Sermon for Margaret, countess of Richmond and Derby,
17ns, were the only works of his which were published;

but he

left

folio, and 3 vols. 4to. of MSS., contowards a History of St. John's College,

39 volumes,

sisting of Collections

and the Antiquities of Cambridge, which are preserved in
the British Museum, and at Cambridge.
Baker, Henry, a naturalist, was born in I69S, and died in
1774, after having employed the greater part of his life
His works,
in teaching deaf and dumb persons to speak.
Universal Spectator,' 4 vols. 12mo.
as an author, are, 1.
Medulla Poetarum Romanarum,' 2 vols. 8vo.
2.
172!S.
The Microscope made Easy,' 1742, which went tlirough
3.
'

'

'

4. ' Employment for the Microscope,' the second
which appeared in 1 764 besides some poems, as
Invocation to Health;' and his ' Original Poems, Serious
and Humourous,' part the first and second, Svo. 1725 and
Mr. Baker had two sons, David Erskine and Henry.
1726.
The former published ' The Companion to the Playhouse,'
2 vols. 12mo. 1764, which was afterwards published in an
1
improved form under the title of ' Biographia Dramatica.
The younger son, Henry, published Essays Pastoral and
Elegiac;' and left ready for the press a work more suited
to his profession as a lawyer, entitled ' The Clerk to the
Commission,' or a Collection of Statutes, &c. relative to
Both these sons died before their father.
Bankruptcy.
Baker, Sir George, the baronet mentioned under Heraldry,
was born in 1722, educated at Eton, entered a scholar of
King's college, Cambridge, in 1742, took his degrees in
1745 and 1749, and died in 1S09, physician in ordinary to
He wTote, 1. ' De
the king, and physician to the queen.
Aflectibus Aninii, et Morbis inde oriundis, Dissertatio habita Cantabrigise in Scholis Publieis.' 5 Kal. Feb. 1755,
2. ' Oratio ex Harveii Instituto, ha4to. London, 1755.
bita in Theatro Coll. Reg. Medicorum,' &c. 4to. London.
'
3.
De Catarro et de Dysenteria Londinensi, Epi176l.
demicis utrisque Anno 1762, Libellus,' 4to. Ibid. 1763.
4.
An Inquiry into the Merits of a Method of inoculating
5. ' An Essay conthe Small-pox,' &c. Svo. Ibid. 1766.
cerning the Cause of the Endemial Colic of Devonshire.'

six editions.

edition of

his

:

'

'

'

printer, was born in 1742,
and died in 1785, leaving, among other things, two small
works; namely, 1. ' Peregrinations of the Mind through the
most general and interesting Subjects which are usually

Baker, William, an author and

agitated in Life, by the Rationalist,' 12mo. 1770. 2. Theses
Grceea? et Latins; Selecta1 ,' Svo. 17S0.
Robert (Biog.) an experimental farmer, distinguished as the improver of British cattle, was bora in
'

BAKEWELL,

and died in 17JJ8.
Ludolph (Biog.) an engraver of Embden,
died in 1709, aged 7S, Leaving many pieces, consisting of
tempests and sea-views, &c. which were much admired.
(Hist.) a surname of Alexander, king of Syria.

BAKHITSEX,

BALA

Justin.

1. .;.).

BALAH

(Bibl.) jtbl, a city belonging to the tribe of Simeon.
Josh. xix. 3.
(Bibl.) ashl, a wicked prophet or diviner. f the
city of Pethor, on the Euphrates, who was sent for by Balak,

BALAAM

.

king of Moab, to curse Israel ; but his curse was changed by
He was killed
the power of the Almighty into a blessing.
with Balak in battle, about A. C. 1 450.
(Bibl.) a town of Palestine, in the tribe of Dan.

BALAATH
Josh. xix.

1 I.

BALACRUS

(Hist.) an officer in Alexander's army, who
took Miletus.
Q. Curt. 1. 4, c. 13.
(Bibl.) pK^a, king of Babylon, is mentioned
in Scripture when speaking of his son Merodach, or Beiodach-Baladan, who sent ambassadors to Hezekiah. 2 Kings
Lsher supposes this to
xx. 12 ; Isaiah xxxix. 1.
Usser. Ckron.
Belesus, or Nabonassar of profane writers.

BALADAX

I

Jul. Per. 3966.

BALAK

(Bibl.) pVa, son of Zippor, king of the Mc
used various arts against the Israelites which turned against
himself; among other things, he sought the prophet Balaam
to curse the Israelites, who was slain with liim in battle.
[Vide Balaam'}
BALAMIO, Ferdinand (Biog.) physician to pope Leo X.
translated from the Greek several pieces of Galen, which
were first printed separately, and afterwards inserted in the
works of Galen, fol. 1586.
BALAMIB (Hist.) a king of Hungary in the fourth century
conquered the Godis who retired beyond the Danube.
BALANOS (Hist.) a king of the Gauls, who lived about
165 fears A. C, sent an embassy to the Romans to oifer
them his assistance against Perseus, king of Macedon. I. a-.
1.

44,

c.

1

4.

BALAXTYX (Biog.) vide Bcllenden.
BALAO (Geog.) a" fortified town of

Gaul,

now

J:

Orderic. Vital. Hist. 1. 10; Had. Valet. Not Call.
(Hist.) the name of three Persian kings.
Bai.as I, the son of Hormuz, of the race of the Ascanians.
lived in the time of Amram, the father of Moses.
Balas II, the son of Baharan, the son of Aschek, the fifth
king of the dynasty of the Ascanians, reigned 1 1 years.
Balas III, was the son of Schabur, the son of Aschek, of the

BALAS

same dynasty.

BALBASTRO

(Geog.) in Latin called Bergidnm and Belgida, a town of Arragon, near the conflux of the \
tinea, 30 m. E. X. E. Saragossa. and 47 N. W. Barcelona,
It is an episcopal city, suffraIon. 0' 6' E., lat. 41° 54' N.
.

1

gan of Saragossa, and was erected into a bishopric in the
11th century, by D. Pedro, after it had been retaken from
the Moors. Ponce was the first bishop of Balbastro, in 1090.

BALBEC

(Geog.)

the ancient Heliopolis,

a small ruinous-

town of Syria, at the foot of Mount Libanus, near the
X. E. extremity of the valley of Bocat, between Damascus
and Tripoli, 37 m. X. X". W. Damascus. On the east side
are magnificent ruins, particularly those of the temple dedicated to the sun, which is said to have been built by Antoninus Pius. It was taken by Abu Obeidah, a general under
the impostor Mahomet, and his successor Omar, and in

1401 it was again taken by Tamerlane. In 1759 it was
nearly destroyed by an earthquake; since which time it has
been falling to decay.

:

BAL

BAL

BALBI, John

(Riog.) or Balho, a Dominican of Genoa in
Cathothe 13th century, wrote,
among other things,
licon, sen Sumnui Grammaticalis,' fol. Mogunt. i46'0.
BALBILLUS, C. (Hist.) a governor of Egypt, who wrote
a history of that country under Nero.
Tavit. 1. 13, c. 22.
(Hist-) the name of some distinguished Romans.
Balbinus, a consul in the time of the triumvirate.
Balbinus, Decimus Ca'liux, was proclaimed emperor hy the
senate, with Pupienus, on the death of the Gordians, in 237,
'

BALBINUS

and murdered by
Capital, in Cord.

his

own

soldiers after a year's reign.

Jul.

Herodian. 1. 7Balbinus (Xumis.) medals were struck in honour of this
emperor, by order of the senate, bearing
;

his effigy, as in the

tion

IMP.

annexed figure, inscripD. CAEL. BALBI-

CAESAR

NUS. AUG.

on the reverse,

IDES MU-

TUA PROVIDENTIA DEORUM —
CONCORDIA AUGG. — ABUNDANj

TIA AUGG.
BALBO, Jerom

&c.
(Ecc.) bishop of Goritz, died at Venice in
1535, leaving, among other works, 1. ' De Rebus Turcicis,'
2. ' De Civili et Bellica Fortitudine,'
4to. Rom. 1526.
4to. 1526.
3. ' De Futuris Caroli V Successibus,' 4to. Bo' Carmina,'
non.
15294.
in the ' Delicia; Poetarum
Italorum,' and in 17.92 the whole was pubhshed, under the
title of ' Opera Poetica ac Poetica-moralia,' 2 vols. 8vo.
Vindob.
BALBOA, Vasco Nugnes de (Hist.) a Castilian adventurer,
who distinguished himself by the discovery of the South
Sea, and the coast of Darien, where he built a town
after
which his enemies, jealous of his success, brought a charge
of felony against him, for which he was tried, and being
found guilty, was beheaded at the age of 42, in 1517Bernard de (Eec.) bishop of Porto Rico, in
North America, died in 1627, leaving the reputation of
being one of the best poets of Spain. He wrote, 1. ' El
Bernardo o Victoria de Roncesvelles,' 4to. Madrid, 1624,
2. • Siecle d'Ordans les Bois d'Eriphile,' Svo. Madrid, 1608.
(Hisl.) a name common to many distinguished
;

BALBUENA,

BALBUS

Romans.
Balbus, Lucius Cornelius, a consul, U. C. 714, A. C. 40,
who, though a native of Cadiz, yet, supported by his friends,
among whom he reckoned Cicero, Pompey, and Caesar, and
aided by his own merit, he withstood all opposition, and
succeeded to the consulship.
He attached himself to Ca;sar,
of whose actions he wrote an account.
Cic. pro Balb. et ad
Bio.
Veil. Paler. 1. 2 ; Plin. 1. 7, c 43
Attic. 1. 8, c. 9 ;
;

c.

48.

the battle of Worcester, on the side of king Charles II
whom he afterwards joined at Paris, and died at Breda in
1659-

Balcakras,

Colin, third Earl of, was high in the favour and
confidence of king James II, and suffered a long imprison-

ment on

his behalf, after

the flight of that monarch.
On
engaged in the plot for the restoration of
by sir James Montgomery ; and on its discovery, in 1690, he retired to the exiled king, but obtaining
leave to return, after an absence of ten years, he died in
1722, at the age of 70, after having favoured the exertions
which were made in 1715 in favour of prince Charles.
He wrote ' An Account of the Affairs of Scotland, relating
to the Revolution in 1688/ published in 1714.
Balcarras, Alexander, fourth Earl of, distinguished himself
in all the battles and sieges in Flanders, and died in 1736.
Balcarras, James, fifth Earl of, and brother of the preceding, was engaged with his father on the side of prince
Charles ; but, although reluctantly embarked in the concern,
he behaved so gallantly at the battle of Sheriff-Muir, that
he and his companions received the thanks of the earl of
Marr on the field. He went abroad on the unsuccessful
release he

his

James,

set

on

foot

termination of this affair; but, obtaining permission
return, he died in 1768, in the 77th year of his age.

lord Lindsay in

1663,

when Charles

and Alexander, the second

The

in 1651.

ras,

titles,

I visited Scotland;
was created earl of Baleararms, &c. of this family areas

lord,

Cornelius, nephew of the preceding, who conquered
the Garamantes, was the first foreigner who was honoured
with a triumph.
This Balbus was called Minor, to distinguish him from his uncle, who was called Major.
Cic. de
Fam. 1. 10, ep. 32 ; Plin. 1. 5 ; Sueton. in August, c. 29 ;
Dio. c. 54.
Balbus, Peter (Ecc.) a descendant from one of the first families in Venice, and kinsman of pope Pius II, by whom he
was employed on different occasions, died bishop of Tropea,
He translated many of the Greek fathers into
in 1479Latin, as Gregorius Nazianzcnus, Joannes Chrysostomus,
Gregorius Nyssenus, &C,
Balbus, Lucius Lurilius (Biog.) a lawyer, the disciple of
Mutius Scievola, and the preceptor to Servius Sulpitius.
Cic in Brut. c. 42.
Balbus, the name of two stoics, mentioned bv Cicero. Cic.
Lie Nat. Beor. 1. 1.
Oral. 1. 3, c. 21
BALCARRAS, Alexander (Hist.) second Lord, and first Earl
of the family mentioned under Heraldry, had the command
of a troop of horse on the side of the Scotch covenanters,
when general Baillic was defeated by Montrose
but he
afterwards joined in the attempt to rescue the king ; was at
;

;

.

follow
Titles.

Lindsay, earl of Balcarras,

and lord Lind-

co. Fife,

Cumbenauld.
Anns. Quarterly, 1st and 4th gules,
and azure for Lindsay. 2d and 3d
gules, surmounted of a ribbon sable,
say, of

cheque argent
a lion rampant
Abcrnethy.

a fess
or,

for

A

Crest.
tent proper.
Supporters.
Two lions sejant guardant gules, with collars
about their necks azure, charged with three stars or.
" Astra castra, numen lumen."
Motto.

BALCANQUAL.

Waller (Hist.) a Scotchman who attended
I when he came to England, and died in [645, after
having suffered much during the grand rebellion.
He
wrote king Charles's declaration concerning the late tumults;
besides sermons and epistles concerning the synod at Dorte,

James

&c.

BALDE,

James (Biog.)

or Baldus, a

German

poet of Alsace,

was born in 1603, and died in 1668, leaving numerous
works, among which are, 1.
Poema de \ anitate
Mundi,' lfi'mo. Monach, 1638 and 12mo. 1651. 2. ' Batrachomachia Homeri.' 3. ' Ode Parthenia, sive de Laudibus
IS. Maria- Virginis,'
in German, Munich, l6.'>8 and 1647.
4.
5.
Lvricorum Lib. IV, Lpodon,
Olympia Sacra.'
Lib. II,' Monach. [643; and l2mo. Colon. 1646.
II.
Mepoetica]

Balbus,

to

Balcarras, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles belonging to the
ancient family of Lindsay.
Sir David Lindsay was created

'

;

'

'

•

dicinse

Gloria per Satyras

XXI]

asserta,'

&c.

7-

'

Poesis

Drama Georgicum,' &C 4to. Monach. Ilil".
Urania Victrix, sive Anims Christiana; Certamina ad-

Osea, sive
8.

'

versus Illcccbras quinquc

nachi IG68

;

a

Alexander VII

work

Sensuum Corporis
which

in elegiac verse,

8vo.

Mo-

so pleased

pope

sui,'

that he sent the author a gold medal,

BALDENSEL,

William de (Biog.) commander of the Order
of St. John of Jerusalem, wrote, in 1336, an account of a
voyage to the Holy Land, entitled,
Hodoepoiicon ad Ter'

rain Saiictam.'

BALDERIC

(Fee.) or Baldric, bishop of Utrecht, succeeded
Ratbode in 917, and died in 977, after governing Utrecht
59 years, during which time he repelled the Danes, and

for

augmented the fortifications of the city.
Baldkiim', bishop of Noyon. £Vidc BaudrF]
Baldkkic, bishop of Dol, in Britanny, died about 1131,
after governing his see upwards of 22 years.
He was at

•

BAL

BAL

the council of Clermont on the subject of the crusades, of
which he wrote an account.

BALDESCHI,

Frederick (Ecc.) archbishop of Csesarea, was
Clement X, in 1673, and died

created cardinal by the pope
in 1691.

de Ubaldis (Biog.) or Bahhis,
and native of Perugia, died in 1 400,
onwil law, &c.
Baldi, or Baldus Bernard, was born at
He
died abbot of Guastalla in l6l 7-

BALDI,

mentis Bellicis et

eorum

Urbino

in 1586,

wrote,

1.

<

De

and
Tor-

Commentaria
1582. 3. ' De Verborum Vitru4. ' Novae Gnomonices Lib. V/

Inventoribus.'

Mechanic* Aristotelis,'
vianorum Significatione.'
Vita Mathematicorum,'
5.
1595.

in

a celebrated lawyer,
leaving many works

'

2.

'

&c.

6.

'

and again in 1755, with the author's life by Manni.
In 1 800 it was rendered into English by John Hunter, esq.
in 1694,

under the

or

'

BALDWIN

A

A

Lives of Physicians.
(Biog.) a mahematician, physician,
He wrote, among other
and poet, died in 1601, at Milan.
Regola di misuraril Cornino fatto da Naviganti,'
things, 1.
&c. 2. ' De Multitudine Rerum,' &c. 3. * In Pestilentiam
Libellus,' &c.
Baldini, John Anthony, an Italian count, was born at PlaHe is known rather as
centia in 1654, and died in 1725.
the patron of learning and learned men than as an author,
having left nothing, as far as is known, but a Discourse on
the Maps, in the ' Atlas Historique,' published at Amster'

7 1 9-

Baldini, John Francis, an Italian antiquary, was born in
His works, which are in Italian,
1677, and died in 1765.
' Sopra
' Relazione
le Forze Moventi.'
1.
2.
dell'
are,
Aurora Boreale veduta in Rome,' 1737, both inserted in
' Calogene
Opusculis Philologis.'
3. ' Dissertazione sopra
certi Vasetti di Creta trovati in una Camera Sepolcrale,
4.
Dissertazione
nella Vigna di S. Cesario, in Roma.'
sopra ura' Antica Piastra di Bronzo, che si suppone urn'
Orologie da Sole ;' these two are inserted in * Saggi de Dissertationi di Cortona,' Vol. II and III.
Besides an edition
of Vaillaint's ' Numismata Imp. Roman.' which he published
in 4to. Rom. 1743.
BALDINUCCI, Philip (Biog.) a biographer, was born in
He wrote the Lives of the Paint1624, and died in I696.
ers
three volumes of which were published in his life-time,
and three more after his death ; and a new edition of the
He also published in Italian a Treatise on
whole in 1731.
Engraving, in 4to. 1686.
BALDO (Biog.) Baldi, or Baldius, a native of Florence,
and physician to pope Innocent X, published, among other
things, 1. ' Prselectio de Contagione Pestifera,' 4to. Rom.
1631.
2. ' Disquisitio Iatrophysica de Aere,' 4to. Rom.
'

;

1637-

3.

'

8vo. Paris.

"BALDOC,
tunes of

De Loco affecto in Pleuritide Disceptationes,'
1640; et Rom. 1643, &c.

Robert de, an

Edward

BALDOCK,

A

who

shared the misfor-

Edward

I,

died in 1313, leaving,

in 1303,
1.

'

and

Historia

though Leland says that he saw it.
Collection of the Statutes and Constitutions of the

Anglica,'
'

ecclesiastic,

and died in Newgate.

Ralph de (Ecc.) bishop of London

chancellor to
2.

1 1,

which

Church of

is lost,

St. Paul's,'

in 1559, but

now

BALDOVINI,

extant in the library of that cathedral

lost.

Francis, a poet of Florence, was born in 1654,
His chief work is a poem of the pastoral
kind, entitled ' II Lamento de Cecco da Varlungo,' published
vol. 1.

and died in 1716.

name

of several princes.

I, count of Flanders, was elected during the cruwhen Constantinople was captured
1204 by the French and Venetians. Being taken prisoner in 1205 by the Bulgarians, he was put to death after
a confinement of 16 months.
Baldwin II, the last Latin emperor of Constantinople, was
raised to the throne in 1228, but after a stormy reign of 33
years, he fled from his Greek rival Michael Paleologus in
126l, and took refuge in Italy, where he died in 1273.

sades emperor of the East,
in

BALDINI, Bernardin

1

(Hist.) the

Baldwin

Balde James, vide Baldc.

—

in

Cecco's Complaint,' 8vo.

Emperors of Constantinople.

Ernest Gottfried (Biog.) a physician of
Among his
Erfurt, was born in 1738, and died in 1804.
numerous works on the subject of his profession, are, 1. ' A
Treatise on the Diseases of the Army,' 8vo. 1774.
2. '
Magazine for Physicians,' 3 vols. 1779 1799- 3. ' Sylloge
Opusculorum Selectorum Argumenti Medico-pract.' 4to.
German Edition of Boerner's
Gottingen. 1776
1782. 4.

dam

'

Versi

BALDINGER,

—

of

Francis (Biog.) an Italian poet, who died in
16*42, or according to some, in 1645, and even 1649; wrote,
1. ' Tributo di Parnasso alia Maesto Cesareo di Ferdinando
III d'Austria,' 4to. Rome, 1638.
2. • La Pace Urbana,'
4to. Naples, 1632.
3. * Poesie degli Aecademici Fantastici
di Roma,' Rome, 1637- 4.
Rime, Parte Prima,' 12mo. Rome,
1630, 1645 ; and ' Parte Seconda,' 1646; the whole republished together in 12mo. Venice, 1655, and 1663.
BALDUS (Biog.) vide Baldi and Baldo.

Prosi.'

Balm,

title

BALDUCCI,

Kings of Jerusalem.

Baldwin

succeeded his brother Godfrey de Bouillon, count
of Boulogne, on the throne of Jerusalem in 1 100, and died
in 1118, after having
conquered Antipatris, Csesarea,
Azotus, and Acre.
Baldwin II, son of Hugh, count of Rethel, succeeded to the
throne in 1118, and died in the 13th year of his reign
during which time he was successful against the Saracens,
although he was once taken prisoner.
Baldwin III, son of Folkes, of Angou, succeeded his father
in 1 143, and (bed in 1163, after having taken Ascalon, and
beaten the Saracens several times.
Baldwin IV, succeeded his father Amaury in 1174, but
being a leper, the government was administered by Ravmond count de Tripoli. He defeated the Sultan Saladin,
when he attempted to take Jerusalem by surprise in 1177,
and died in 1185.
Baldwin V, nephew of the preceding, was crowned by his
uncle in 1183, when he was only five or seven years old,
and did not survive him above a year, being poisoned, as is
supposed, by his mother Sibylla, that the throne might devolve to her second husband Guy de Lusignan.
I,

;

Counts of Flanders.

Baldwin

son of Odoacre, grand forester of Flanders, obtained the government of this country as its first count from
Charles the Bald, whose daughter Judith he had run away
He died in 877- Mir. Annul. Belg. ;
with and married.
Meyer. Annul. Fland. ; Flodoard. Annul, de S. Bertin, SfC.
1.

I,

3, c. 12.

Baldwin

II, surnamed of Jerusalem, son of the preceding,
Mirceus ;
succeeded his father in 898, and died in 918Meyer ; Flodoard, SfCBaldwin III, surnamed the Younger, son of Arnold I, began
to reign in 958, and died in 96I.
Baldwin IV, son of Arnold II, succeeded in 989, and died
in 1034, after having taken Valenciennes and some other
He was, however, at one period despoiled of his
places.
estates bv his own son, but recovered them again by the
assistance of the duke of Normandy.
Baldwin V, son and successor of the preceding, was reckoned
one of the greatest princes of his age, notwithstanding his

ambition had hurried him into excesses against his father.
He conquered the Friezlanders, obtained Valenciennes,
Ghent, Alost, and many other places in fief from the em2

N

'

BAL
poor Henry IV

BAL

{bunded a collegiate church at Lisle, at
Aire, and at Harlebeck, and after the death of Henry I,
France,
he was honoured with the guardianship of
king of
the young king Philip I, which trust he executed with
great probity, and died in 1067Baldwin VI, son and successor of Baldwin V, died after a
short reign in 1070.
He became also count of Hainault in
right of his countess Richilda, daughter of Rainier VI, count
:

|

of Hainault.

which with corrections were printed in fol. Basil. 1559.
To him are ascribed several other works under the name of
Harrison,

as,

1.

The Actes

'

of English Notaries, compre-

bending their Unchaste Practices,' ece. 8vo. 1546, 1548,
1551, 1560. 2. ' Yet a Course at the Romyshe Fox,' by
John Harrison, i. e. Bale. Zurich. 1543. 3. The Apology
of Johan Bale agaynst a Ranke Papist,' &c. 4.
An Expostulation or Complaint againste the Blasphemyes of a Frantic
'
Papyst of Hamshyre,' &c.
5.
The Image of both
*

'

A

Baldwin VII,

Churches,' &c.

Baldwin VIII, surnamed

Examination and Death of the Blessed Martir of Christ,
Sir Johan Oldcastle, Lord Cobham,' 8vo. 1544, and 1576.
The Vocacyon of Johan Bale to the Bishopric of
7Ossorie, in Ireland, his Persecucions in the same, and final
Deliverance,' 8vo. London, 1553, &c.

succeeded his father Robert II in 1111, and
died in Illy of the wounds he received in the attack of a
little castle in Normandy, while engaged in a war with
Henry I, king of England. Alberic. in Chron. ; Sigeb- in
Chron. ; Order. Fit. eye.

the Courageous, succeeded to the
county of Hainault in 1171> and to that of Flanders in
1191, and died in 1195.
Baldwin IX, son and successor of the preceding, was also
emperor of Constantinople. QVide Baldwin /]

Counts of Hainault.
was the same as Baldwin VI, count of Flanders.
[Vide Baldwin f 7]
Baldwin II, son and successor of the preceding, was despoiled
of the greater part of his states by his uncle Robert, the
Friezlander, and was afterwards killed in the Holy Land

Baldwin

I,

III, his sou

and

successor, died

young

in 1433.

;

'

'

was at the celebrated conference of Worms in 1 557, and at
the council of Trcnte in 1562, and died in 1583.
(Biog.) vide Baudoin.
Baldwin, William, an author in the lCth century, who studied
at Oxford, and wrote, 1. ' A Treatise of Moral Philosophy,'
2. ' The Canticles, or Balades of So1547, and 1550.
lomon,' &C. 4to. 1549.
3. ' The Funeralles of King Edward VI,' 4to. 156'0. 4. * The Mirror of Magistrates.'
Baldwin, Francis, a lawyer of Arras, who died in 1573 in
the Catholic faith, although he is said to have changed his
profession four times. He wrote among other things ' Leges
de Re Rustics/ &c.
BALE, John (Fee.) a follower of Wickliff, who raised a sedition in 1381, and after having caused great slaughter
and tumult, was taken at Coventry, and executed at St.

Baldwin

Alban's.

renounced far Protestantism, was promoted to the see of
Ossory by Edward VI, but obliged to fly the kingdom in

He was afterwards made a precathedral of Canterbury, where he died in
principally known as a biographer, whose

the reign of ipiecn Mary.
156.3.

the

(Gcog.) or Baleares InsuUv, or Bulearides,
the Mediterranean, on the coast of Spain, now
known by he names of Majorca, Minorca, and Ivica, to
which may be added a fourth, Formentera ; they are sc
called euro r« fiitWuv, i. e. from darting, because the inhaislands in

were expert archers.

bitants

Firg. Georg.

1.

1, v.

309-

Stitppeu toryucntcm Balearii verbera

Odd. Met.

1.

funda.

2.

Won secus exarsit, ipmm cum Baltarica plumbum
Funda jacit, volat Mud, et iiicandescit eumlo.
1.

1.

Jmpiger

et torto

BalearU verbere fundte

Ocifor.

SO.

7, v.

1.

297.
Eiis/s et arcus

Et ttlum Balear,

These islands were taken from the Carthaginians by Q. Me
tellus, who on that account was surnamed Baleuricm.
Ii
fell into the hands of the Vandals, and in 791
into those of the Moors, who were expelled from thence b
James I, king of Arragon, in 1230. Alphonsus I becam
entire master of them in 1344, after having expelled a re
lation of his, who was king of the Baleares; since whic
time they have been in the bands of the Spaniards. Th
king of the Baleares was among the number of the slain
Poli/h. 1. 3,
the French army at the battle of Cressy.
Lie F.pi.
THodor. 1. 5 ; Caesar, de Bell. Gall. 1. 2, c. 7
PH". 1. 3, c. 5 Floi
1. 6'0
Mela, 1. 2, c. 9
Strab. 1. 14
1. 3,
Marian, de Ret
c. 8 ; Eustath. ad Uioni/s. v. 457

426 they

.

i

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hispan.
Nicholas (Biog.) an engraver of Aries, W8
born in 1719, and died in 1705. His principal pieces wer

BALECHOU,

St. Genevieve,' &C.
Les Belles Marines,'
Henderic Van (Biog.) a painter of Antwerp, died i
His best pieces are the
Drowning
Judgment of Paris.' His son John w;
also eminent as a landscape painter.

'

'

BALEN,

1632, aged 72.
Pharoah, and the

'

<

'

BALES,

Peter (Biog.) a master in the art of penmanshi]
in 151-7, and is supposed to have died in Kill
after hawing been much employed by government in the a
He put
ercise of his art, for which he stood pre-eminent.
Writiti
lished the fruit of his labours with the pen in his

was born

'

in Latin Ilaleus, or Balieus, bishop of Ossory, in
In land, was born in 1495 in the Romish religion, which he

I'.ai.i:, Jii/iii,

bendary

Brcfe Chronicle concerning

BALEARES

Lucan.

IV, surnamed the Builder, from his attachment to
building, succeeded his father in 1133, and died in 1171,
after having reduced the inhabitants of Valenciennes to
obedience, and maintained a war against Thierri, count of
Flanders, who was leagued with other princes.
Baldwin IV, the same as Baldwin VIII, count of Flanders.
Baldwin (Ece.) a native of Exeter, and archbishop of Canterbury, crowned Richard I in 1189, and attending this
king to the Holy Land, died at the siege of Acre in 1191.
His principal works were ' Of the Sacrament and of the
Altar;' ' Faith Recommended;' ' Of Orthodox Opinions ;'
' Of Heretical Sects ;
Concerning the History of Kings
'
In Praise of Virginity,' &e.
These were collected and
published by Bertrand Tissier, in 1662.
Baldwin, or Balduini RithoviiiS Martin, first bishop of Ypres,

'

'

in 1098.

Baldwin
Baldwin

6.

in lb.-

He

is

work, under the title of
lllustriuni Majoris Britannia' Scriptorimi, hoc est, Anglic et Scotia- Sunimaruin,' was first
published in 4to. Ipswich, 15 19; containing only five cen'

turies of writers

;

to

which were added four centuries more,

Schoolmaster/ in three parts.
(Hist.) king of Assyria, from A. M. 2199 to 222!
BALBUB, another king of Assyria, from A. M. 2302 to 235;
Kiim/,. Chron.; August, de Civ. Dei, 1. 18, c 3.
BALEYj Halter ( liiog.) or Bailey, a physician of Dorse
shire, was educated at Winchester school, admitted perpetui
fellow of New College, Oxford, in 1551), and died in 159
after having been appointed physician in ordinary to lu
His works were, 1. A Discourse- of three Kim
majesty.

BALEUS

1

'

of Pepper in
Treatise of the

A Bri
2.
Svo. 1558.
Preservation of the Eye-sight,' 12mo. O:

Common

Use,'

'

;

:

BAL
ford,

1614 and 1654.

and Artificial/ &c.

S.
4.

'

BAL

'Directions for Health, Natural
Explicatio Galeni de Potu Con-

valescentium et Senum,' &-e. 4to. in MS. in the library of
Robert, earl of Aylesbury.
BALGUY, John (Biog.) an English divine, was born in
16*86, and died in 1795.
He published, 1. ' Silvius'
Examination of certain Doctrines lately taught and defended by the Rev. Mr. Stebbing;' and in the following
;
Silvius' Letter to the Rev. Dr. Sherlock ' both
year
written in defence of bishop Hoadley in regard to the
Bangorian Controversy ; this was followed by one or two
2. '
Letter to a Deist conpieces on the same subject.
cerning the Beauty and Excellence of Moral Virtue,' Sec.
1726, opposed to the principles of Lord Shaftesbury.
3. The Foundation of Moral Goodness, or a farther Inquiry into the Original of our Idea of Virtue,' in which he
opposes the notions of Hutchinson.
4. ' The Second Part
of the Foundation of Moral Goodness,' &-c.
5. • Divine
6. ' Essay on Redemption,' Szc.
Rectitude,' &c.
Balguy, Thomas, son of the preceding, was born in l~l6,
admitted of St. John's college, Cambridge, in about 1732,
proceeded A. B. 1737, A.M. in 1741, and died prebendarv
'

A

'

of Winchester in 179-">> being prevented by his blindness
from accepting the bishopric of Gloucester, to which the

any solicitation, had nominated him on the
death of bishop Warburton.
He published some assize
sermons and charges, which had drawn forth considerable
opposition from the ill-affected part of the religious public.
BALHAltA (Hist.) a name common in the 9th century to
all the emperors of India.
BALIOL, John de (Hist.) founder of Baliol or Balliol college,
Oxford, and son of Hugh de Balliol, of Bernard castle,
near Durham: was governor of Carlisle in 1248 ; guardian
to Alexander III, king of Scotland, and Margaret his wife
and died about 1266, or, as some think, in 1269, after
having served the king Henry III in his wars with the
king, without

;

barons.

Baliol, John de, son of the preceding, laid claim to the
crown of Scotland on the death of Margaret, as a descendant from David, earl of Huntingdon, brother to king William the Lion.
He was opposed by Bruce, but supported
by Edward I, who acted as arbitrator. After doing homage
to the latter in 1292, he attempted to shake off the English
yoke, but was defeated and taken prisoner at the battle of
Dunbar after his release, which was effected through the
intercession of the pope's legate in 1299, he retired to
France, where he died in 1344.
[Vide Plate V"]
Baliol, Edward de, son of the preceding, obtained the throne of Scotland, but, dving a
short time after, the family became extinct.
His effigy is given as in the annexed figure.
BALISTA, Servius Anicius (Hist.) a usurper,
who assumed the imperial purple in Asia,
and was slain bv a common soldier by order
of Odenatus, A. D. 262.
Balista (Numis.) some few medals of the above-mentioned
usurper are extant, bearing the inscriptions IMP. C. BA;

LISTA

P. F.

AUG.— SERVIUS

ANIC. BALISTA,

—SERVIUS ANICIUS BALISTA,

&c.

&c.

Goltz. Thes.

Med. Num. Imp. Rom. Bandur. cVc.
BALL, Sir Alexander John (Hist.) third son of Robert Ball
of Ebworth and Stoneham, co. Gloucestershire, rear-admiral
of the Blue, was commander of the blockade of Malta, and
after its capture, was appointed its governor. He was created
a baronet in 1801, and died in 1809.
[Vide Ball under
Heraldry]
Ball (Her.) the name of a family in Norfolk, which at present enjoys a baronetcy.
Sir Alexander John Ball, rearadmiral of the Blue, being created a baronet in 1801, he
also obtained his Majesty's permission to accept the order of

St.

Ferdinand and of Merit.

The

arms, &c. of this family

are as follow

Ermine a

Arms.

lion

rampant

sable,

between two torteaux in
grenade bursting proper.

gules,

chief,

armed and langued
and in base a hand

Out of a naval coronet, a cubit arm erect, in naval
uniform, grasping a hand-grenade bursting in cross proper.
Ball, John (Biog.) a puritan of an obscure family near Woodstock, in Oxfordshire, was born in 1585, and died in 1640,
leaving manv works suited to his profession.
(Biog.) vide Bellenden.
BALLARD, George\Biog.) a self-taught scholar of Gloucestershire, who, obtaining the patronage of Lord Chedworth, was enabled to study at Oxford, and died in 1755,
leaving large collections behind him, of which onlv his
' Memoirs of British
Ladies who have been celebrated for
their Writings or Skill in the learned Languages, Arts, and
Sciences,' was published in 4to. 1752, and reprinted in Svo.
in 1775.
BALLERINI, Pcler and Jerom (Biog.) brothers who were
both priests and scholars at Verona, published several works
jointly, in which Peter took the theological and canonical
part, and Jerom that of history and criticism.
James (Biog.) a writer of Geneva, was
born in 1726, and died in 1774, leaving a work which
gained him some credit, entitled
L'Education Phvsique
des Enfans,' Svo. 1762, and again in 1780.
BALLIN, Claude (Biog.) a goldsmith of Paris, distinguished
for the excellence of his workmanship, which was displaved
in four vases for Richelieu representing the four ages of the
world.
He died in 1678, aged 63.
BALLYET, Emanuel (Eec.) bishop of Babylon, was born at
Marnay in 1700, and died at Bagdad in 1773. He published ' Relation faite a Rome 1754 au Pape Benoit XIV
du Commencement, du Progres, et de 1'Etat Present de la
Mission de Babvlone,' Fr. et Lat. 12mo. Rome, 1754.
BALNAVES, Henry (Biog.) was born at Kirkaldy in the
reign of James V, and died in 1579, after having taken an
active part in the troubles of the times. He wrote a Treatise
Crest.

BALLANDEN

BALLEXFERD,

'

on Justification, which was revised by Knox.

BALSAC

(Hist.) the name of a family in France derived
from a small town in Auvergne.
BALSAMON, Theodore (F.cc.) a scholar of the Greek church
in the 12th century, who was nominated to the patriarchate
of Antioch, but never installed.
He wrote, 1. Commentarius in Canones SS. Apostolorum,' Sec. fol. Paris, 1620; and
a better edition by Beveridge, Oxford, 1 6'72.
2. ' Commentarius in Photii Nomocanonein,' 4to. Paris, 1 615.
3. ' Col'

lectio

Ecclesiasticarum Constitutionum,' printed in Justelii

Bibliotheca Juris Canon.' vol. ii.
4. ' Responsa ad \ arias
QuEstiones Jus Canonicum spectantes,' in Leunclavius Jus.
Gr. Rom. Lib. II. 5. ' Responsa ad Interrogationes Marci
Patriarchs Alexandrini,' Gr. et Lat. ibid.
6. ' Meditata,
sive Responsa ad varios Casus,' ibid.
BALSHAM, Hugh de (Eec.) or Hugh de Bcdcsaii or Belemle,
the 10th bishop of Ely, founded St. Peter's coUege, or Peterhouse, in Cambridge, about 1257 or 1259, and died in 1286.

BALTHASAR,

Gerard (Hist.) a fanatic of Villafar, in Burgundy, assassinated William I, of Nassau, prince of
Orange, in 1528, for which he was put to the torture, and
afterwards his body was cut into four quarters.
Thuau.
Hist.

1.

79-

Balthasah, Christopher

(Biog.) a king's advocate at Auxerre,

was born in 1588, and died in 16'70 after having left the
Romish church to embrace protestantism.
He wrote,
1.

'Diatribe,'

or Dissertations on Important Subjects, in

2. ' Traite des Usurpations
which he attacks Baronius.
des Rois d'Espagne sur la Couronne de France, depuis
Charles VIII,' &c. Svo. Paris, 1626; and reprinted in 1645

with an additional Discourse on the Pretensions of the Court

BAL

BAN

of France.
3. * Justice des Amies du Roi Tres Chretien
contre le Roi d'Espagnc,' &c 4to. Paris, 165".
(Biog.) surnanied Beaujoueu.r, an Italian
composer and musician, was valet de chambre to tin- queen of

BALTHAZARINI

Henry III, in which office he contributed to the entertainment of the court by his invention of ballets and other pieces
of music, particularly one composed for the marriage of the

due de Joyeuse with Mademoiselle de Vaudmont, sister to
the queen, which was printed under the title of
Ballet
Comique de la Reine,' Paris, 15B2.
BALTUS, John Francis (Biog.) a Jesuit of Mete, was barn
in 1667, and died in 1743.
He wrote, 1. Reponse a
l'Histoire des Oracles de M. de Fontenelle,' 8vo. Strasburgh,
1707 and 1709. 2. 'Suite de Reponse,' &c 8vo. Strasburgh, 1708 ; a continuation of the preceding on the Subject of the Heathen Oracles, which were both translated
into English by Hickes, and printed at London in 1708
and 1709.
3. ' Defense des SS. Peres accuses de Plato'

'

nisme,' 4to.

Paris,

1711.

4.

'

Jugement des SS. Petes

sur

Morale de la Philosophic Paienne,' 4to. Strasburgh, 1 7 1 .9.
Les Actesde S. Barlaam,' from the Greek, 12mo. ibid.
5.
6.
Sentimens de R. P. Ballus sur le Traite de
1 720.
l'Espril Humain.'
7- ' La Religion Chretienne prouvee par
la

'

'

1'Accomplissement des Propheties de l'Ancien et du Xouveau
Testament, suivant la Methode des SS. Peres,' 4to. Paris,
1728.
8. ' Defense des Propheties de la Religion Chretienne,' 3 vols. 12mo. 1737 ; in which he objects to the interpretation of the prophecies given by Grotius.
BALTIC (Geog.) in the Latin of the middle ages Ballkum
mare ; an iidand sea of Europe between Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and Poland ; it was called by the ancients
Sinus Codanus.
BALUE, John (I'.ec.) son of a miller, was created a cardinal
by his intrigues at the court of Louis XI, and died in 1 1.01.
BALVENTIUS, Titus (Hist.) a centurian of distinguished
valour in Casar's army, who was killed by Ambiorix.
BALUZE, Anthony {Hist.) of a respectable French family of
Tulle, in the province of Guienne, distinguished himself
by his wisdom and fidelity in managing negotiations, and
other affairs of state, in the service first of Lewis XIII, and
afterwards of Cassimir, king of Poland.
Baluze, Stephen (Biog.) of the same family, was born in
1631, appointed director of the royal college in l(i;).'>, imprisoned and exiled on the fall of cardinal Bouillon, and
died after his return to France in 1718.
He was well
versed in ancient MSS., and enriched this branch of literature with many valuable publications
among which the
principal are, 1. 'Petri de Marca de Concordia Sacerdotii
;

et Imperii,'

Paris,

and 1704. 2. Salviani
Massiliensis et Vincentii Lirinensis Opera, cum Xotis,' 8vo.
Paris, 1669 and 1684.
:;.
Servati Lupi Opera,' 8vo.
Paris, 1G6'4.
4.
Agobardi Opera et Leidradi et Amulqnis,
fol.

Kid'.'j,

l(i(i;i,

'

'

'

Opuscula,' 2 vols. Svo. Paris.
Francorum,' 2 vols. fol. ibid.

Epistola: et

Regum

8vo.

S.
<>'.

•

'

Capitularia

Miscellanea,'

from 1678 to 1715.
7I.. ('.
F. Lactantii
Liber, de Mortibus lYrsocutoiuni,' Nvo. Paris. 1680, ami
Ultraj. lgQS.
8.
EpiBtuk Innorentii 111 I.ibri \l,
7 vols.

'

'

S

vols.

"ii",'

fol.

fob

Paris.

Paris,

HiS2.

>).

•

Nova

Collect

in

Concilio-

Vita Paparum Oveniensium,'
2 vols. 4b>. I698.
Histoire Genealogjque de la Maison
11.
d'Auvergne,' 2 vols. foL Paris.
12. 'Historic TuteleiisiLiliri Trcs;' to which may lie added bis edition of St.
Cyprian's work;, published after bis death liv Maran, fol.
lh'.s.i.

111.

•

'

Paris,

1726.

BALZAC,

John Louis Curz de (Biog.) a popular French writer
of Angouleme, was lion, in 1594, and died in 1654.
lis
works are, 1.
Lettres,'
1624.
2.
Le Prince,' K».
Disroots Politique sur I'Etat des Provinces Unies,'
1631. .;.
Leyden. l6S8. 4. * Ociivres diverse*,' 11,,. Mill,
I.eHarbon,' 8vo. 1648.
(i. 'Carminum I.iliri III. ejnsdeni
Epistolai
I

8m

•

•

,",.

Selecta-,'

Paris,

lf)50.

7.

'

Socrate Chretienne

et

autres

Oeuyres,' 1652.
8. ' Lettres Familieres a M. Chapelain,'
1(556, &c.
His works were collected and printed at Paris
in 1665, with a preface by the Abbe de Cassagnes.
(Hist.) or Wamba, king of the Visigoths in Spain,
was of the blood royal, but was taken from the plough to
sit on the throne at the death of Receswind, or RecesvintB,
in 672 ; and died, as is said, of poison administered to him
by a cousin of his predecessor, after a reign of eight yean

BAMBA

and upwards.

BAMBERG

(Geog.) a town of Bavaria, situated on the
Regnitz, which falls into the Maine a little below the town
30 miles X. N.W. Xuremberg, 110 E. Mentz. Lon. 10 c
35' E. lat. 49° 36' N.
;

History of Bamberg.
It

was called in the Latin of the middle ages Bamberga,
Pamberga, Papeberga, Badenberga, and has been supposed by some to occupy the site of the ancient Bergii/m.
The present town however was built in the 10th
century, and erected into a bishopric by the emperor
Henry II and obtained, among other privileges, that its
bishop should take precedence of all others in Germany.
Everard, chancellor of Otho III, was the first who held
the see.
During the seven years' war this town was subjected to two heavy contributions by the Prussians, one
in 175S, and the other in 1702.
It suffered considerably
from inundations in 1784; and in 1 7.90' from the exactions
;

of the French.
(Biog.) a painter, otherwise called Peter Van
Baer, was born at Laeren, in Holland, in 1613, and died
in 16'75. He was highly esteemed for the natural ease with
which he delineated his characters, particularly those of the
ordinary sort, as shops, cattle, and the like.
BAMBRIDGE, Christopher (Ecc.) or Bainbridge, archbishop of York, and cardinal priest of the church of Rome,
was born at Hilton, near Appleby, in Westmorland, and
died in 1514, at Home, of poison, that was given to him
by one of his domestics whom he had chastised.
He was
distinguished chiefly by bis embassy from king Henry VIII
to pope Julius II, who created him a cardinal in
Jl I.
BAMIAX (Geog.) a town of Chorasan, which was taken and
entirely destroyed by Ghengis Khan, in the yeai of the
Hegira 6lS, A. D. 1228.
(Bib/.) nina, a city of the tribe of Reuben.
Numb. xx. 19, 20. Eusebius calls it a city of Moab. K/iseli.
Onomasl.
BAMOTH-BAAL, a city beyond Jordan, given to the tribe
of Reuben. Josh. xiii. 17BAMPFIELD, Francis (Biog.) a native of Devonshire,
educated at VVadham College, and made prebendary of
Exeter, was ejected for non-conformity, and died in NewHe wrote a treatise on the Observation of
gate in 1684.
the Sabbath.
(Hen) of Baumfdde, the name of an ancient
family who possessed the manor of Weston from a very early
period.
The first of this family that appears on record is
Richard Baumfilde, who married a daughter of John Hastings, about the latter end of the reign of king John, or the
beginning of thai of Henry III.
His son John married
Joan, daughter of William Iloxham, of Iloxham, near
Poltimore, CO. Devon
ami by her had John Baumfdde,
lord of Poltimore, temp. Ed. ISir John Bampfylde, a
descendant of his, was created a baronet in Kill, which
baronetcy is still enjoyed 1>\ the family.
Their arms, &C

BAMBOCIO

1

BAMOTH

BAMPFYLDE

:

are as follow

Anns.

:

Argent, on a bend gules, three mullets or.
lion's head erased Sable, duoally crowned or.
" Delectare in Domino.'
Motto.
BANCHI, Sinip/iiin (Ecc.) a Dominican of Fiesoli, who
was made bishop of Angouleme for having transmitted to
court the design which l'eter Barricrc had communicated to
('rest.

A

BAN

BAN
him of assassinating that monarch, by which means he was
discovered at the moment he was ready to perpetrate the
He resigned his bishopric in Ib'OS, for the life of a
deed.
His writings were mostly controversial, except
Histoire Prodigieuse du Parricide de Barriere,' 8vo.
1.
Apologie contre les Jugemens Temeraires del
2.
1594.

recluse.
'

'

qui ont pense eonserver la Religion Catholique en
Tres Chretiens Rois de France,' 8vo.
3. ' Le Rosaire Spirituel de la Sacree Vierge
Paris, 1596.

ceux,

faissant assassiner les

BAXGIUS, Thomas
'

(Biog.) doctor and professor of divinitv
in the University of Copenhagen, was born in 1600, and
died in l66l, leaving several works on Hebrew criticism,
of which the most important are, 1 ' Observationes Philo2. '
logies?,' 8vo. Hafn. 1640.
Treatise on the Origin
of the Diversity of Languages, and on the Excellence of
Svo.
1634.
3. 'A Hebrew Lexicon,' 4to.
the Hebrew,'
1641.
Viscount (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed at piesent by the family of Ward, which is of Norman extraction.
Bernard Ward settled in Ireland in 1650, from whom descended Bernard Ward the first viscount, who was created
baron Bangor of Castle Ward, co. Downe, in 1 770, and advanced to the dignity of a viscount in 1781. The title-:.
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Ward, viscount Bangor, baron Bangor, of Castle
Titles.
.

A

BANGOR,

1610; wherein he justifies himself
having abused the confession of Peter
Barriere, by denying that he ever was his confessor.
BANCK, Laurence (Biog.) a lawyer, was born at Xarcopin,
He published, 1. ' De
in Sweden, and died in 1662.
Tyrannide Papae in Reges et Principes Christianos,' Franck.
2.
Roma Triumphans, seu Inauguratio Inno1649with several other works of the same kind,
centii X,' 166.9
the principal of which was an edition of the Taxes of the
Roman Chancer}', on the sums paid for absolution of crimes.
BANCROFT, Richard (Ecc.) archbishop of Canterbury in
the reign of James, was born in 1544, took his degrees at
Cambridge in 1566 and 1570, was raised, after various preferments, to the see of London in 1597, and at the death
of archbishop Whitgift, in 1604, was nominated to succeed
him in that dignity. He died in 1610, after having zealously
supported the prerogatives of the crown and the church
He
against the encroachments of the puritanical party.
published
A Sermon preached at St. Paul's Cross against
the Ambition of the Puritans,' printed with a tract of his,
Survey of the pretended Holy Discipline.' He
entitled,
Dangerous Positions.'
wrote also another tract, entitled,
Bancroft, John, nephew to the primate, was admitted a
student of Christ Church. Oxford, in 1592
and after taking
his degrees, and being elected head of University College,
he was promoted to the see of Oxford, when be built
He died
a house or palace for his successors at Cuddesdon.
in 16'40, leaving the character of a loyalist and episcopalian
Marie,' 12mo. Paris,
against the charge of

:

'

Ward,

;

co.

Downe.

Arms.

Azure, a cross patonce or.
On a wreath, a Saracen's head full-faced, couped at
shoulders
proper.
the
Supporters. Dexter, a knight of Malta in complete armour,
and habited proper, charged on the breast with a cross
moline gules, his mantle charged with the same cross
argent, bis sword proper ; sinister, an eastern prince, his
Crest.

hands in chains.
" Sub cruce

Motto.

Baxgor
S.

W.

:

53° 20' N.

'

'

History of Bangor.

supposed to have been a considerable place once, being
defended by a strong castle, but it is now insignificant.
The cathedral, a venerable Gothic building, was partly
and the town was
demolished by Owen Glendower
A new harbour was conburnt in 1210 by king John.
structed not long ago by the bishop, Dr. Warren.
Baxgor, a village of Flintshire, in North Wales, situated on
the river Dee, was formerly distinguished for an extensive
monastery, containing 1200 monks, which is said to have
been destroyed by Ethelred, king of the Angles, in the
It was in ruins in the time of William of J
seventh century.
It is

;

;

in a licentious age.

BANDARRA,

Gonzales (Biog.) a Portuguese eobler and a
who was imprisoned by the inquisition for his
pretended prophecies, and after narrowly escaping a severe
punishment, he died in 1560, leaving a book of predictions, which Yieira, a Portuguese Jesuit, has undertaken to
visionary,

defend.

BAXDFLLA,

Matthew (Ecc.) bishop of Agen, died about
156l, leaving a number of works, the principal of which
are his Novels, after the manner of Boccace
the best edition of which is that of Lucca, 3 vols. 4to. 1554; to which
;

belongs a fourth volume, printed at Lyons, in 8vo. 157'
this was reprinted at London, in 4 vols. 4to. 1740.
BANDINELLI, Baccio (Biog.) a sculptor, was born at
Florence in 14S7, and died in 1559His copy of the
famous
Laocoon in the Garden of Florence,' is much ad'

'

mired.

BANDOULIERS

(Hist.) the

name

of a predatory tribe

who

and were taken by admiral Cologni
army, in 1570. Mez. Hist, de France.
BAXDON, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles belonging to
the family of Bernard, in Ireland, descended from an ancient family, of English origin.
Francis Bernard, the first
earl, was created baron Bandon in 179-', viscount Bandon
in 1795. viscount Bernard, and earl of Bandon in 1800.
BANDLRI, Anselm (Biog.) a monk and an antiquary of
Ragusa, in Dalmatia, died in 1743, at the age of seventytwo or three. He published, 1. ' Imperium Orientale, sive
into his

Antiquitatis Constantinopelitame,'

ecc.

2

vols.

fol.

1711-

Numismata Imperatorum Romanorum cum Bibliotheca
Nummaria, sive Auctorum qui de Re Xummaria scripsenmt,' 2 vols. fol. 1718; reprinted by John Albert Fabricius,
4to. Hamburg. 1719; besides a new edition of
Nicepho'

'

rus

,

Malmsbury, in the twelfth century.
(Bibl.) 'J3, an Israelite, whose children returned from
Ezra ii. 10.
Babylon, to the number of 642.
Baxi. the son of Shamer, a Levite of the family of Meraii.

BANT

1 Chron. vi. 116.
Baxi. a Gadite, one of the heroes in David's army.

2 Sam.

xxiii. 36.

'5ANTER.

Anthoni/ (Biog.) an ecclesiastic of Clermont, died
in 1741, at the age of 69, after having spent a life in the
His principal work was his Explicapursuits of learning.
and to the second
tion Historique des Fables,' 2 vols. 12mo.
edition, in 1715, a third volume was added; besides which
Melanges d'Histoire et de Literature,' of
he edited the
'

;

inhabited the Pyrenees,

2.

salus."

(Geog.) a city and bishop's see of Caernarvon, in
situated near a bay of the Menai Straits, 15 m.
Abereonwav. 251 N. W. London, Ion. 4 10' W., lat.

Wales,

'

and Theodoras,' which he prepared, but did not publish.

'

Vigneul Marville, i. e. of Bonaventure d'Argonne, the real
name of the author also, ' Histoire Generale des Ceremonies, des Mceurs, et Coutumes Religieuses,' ecc. 7 vols. fol.
1741. in addition to which he translated the Metamorphoses of Ovid, ecc.
BANISTER, John (Biog.) a physician of the l6th century.
who studied at Oxford, was the author of 1. 'A needfull.
new, and necessary Treatise of Chirurgery, briefly comprehendins the general and particular Curation of Ulcers,
Svo. 1575. 2. ' Certain Experiments of his own Invention,
3.
History of Man, sucked from the Sap of the most
ecc.
4. ' Comapproved Anatomists, in Nine Books,' 1578.
pendious Chirurgery, gathered and translated especially out
5.
Antidotary Cbirurgical.
of Wecker,' &c. Svo. 1589containing a Varietv of all Sorts of Medicines,' ecc. Sve.
;

•

'

BAH

BAN
His works were published after his death, in
London, l6f>3<

to his friends

which

act of generosity

he took so kind that
he was with difficulty restrained from going over to the
enemy. Liv. 1. 35, c. 15.
BANTIIY, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present enjoyed
by the White family, which is descended from sir Thomas
White, of Rickmansworth, co. Herts., the founder of St.
John's College, Oxford.
The ancestor of this noble family
went to Ireland during the rebellion, and his descendant in
respect bv Mr. Ray, perished by falling from the rocks in
the fifth degree, Richard White, the first carl, was for his
Virginia, while he was in search of plants. He sent to Kay,
spirited exertions on the arrival of the French forces in
in lb'SO, 'A Catalogue of Plants observed by him in VirBantry Bay, created baron of Bantry in 1797; viscount
ginia,' which was published in the second volume of ' Ray's
Bantrv in 1800; earl of Bantry, and viscount Bearhaven,
History.'
in 1816.
BANKES, Sir John {Hist.) lord chief justice of the Common
Bantry (Geog.) a town of Ireland, in the countv of Cork,
Pleas, was descended from a good family, of Keswick, in
situated on the east coast of a hay of that name, 40 m. S. \V.
Cumberland, where he was bom in 1589. He was knighted,
Cork, 36 W. Kinsale. It is principally distinguished by two
and made attorney-general in 1634, lord chief justice of
attempts which the French have made to land their forces
the Common Pleas in 1640, and died in the service of kin.
there; namely, in 1689, when the French fleet brought
1644.
Charles I, as his privy councillor, in
succours to the adherents of James II, which was repulsed
Bank res. Lady, wife of the preceding, distinguished herself
by admiral Herbert and again in 1796, when a French
by her magnanimous defence of Corfe-Castle, against the
fleet arriving off the coast to give encouragement to the
rebel forces under sir W. Earl and T. Trenchard, esq.
Irish rebels, an officer and eight men landed, and were taken
Notwithstanding the number of her domestics did not exprisoners.
ceed live at one time, and never more than forty, vet she
repulsed them in their three several attempts to take the BAPTIST, John (Biog.) a painter, surnamed Monnoi/er, was
born at Lisle in 1635, and died in 1699- A looking-glass
Castle by storm, and held out till the gallant earl of Cardecorated with a garland of flowers for queen Mary, which
narvon came to her assistance.
is preserved in Kensington Palace, is among the number of
HANKS, Sir Joseph (Hist.) descended from an ancient
this artist's most admired performances.
and
one
of
his
majesty's
honourable
Yorkshire,
of
family
privy council, was born in 174", created a baronet in 1781, Baptist, Anthony, a son of the preceding, distinguished himself in flower painting.
and died in 820, after having rilled the offices of president of
the Royal Society, and recorder of the borough of Boston. He Baptist, John, surnamed Caspars, a native of Antwerp, was
also a painter employed by Peter Lely and sir Godfrey
lias distinguished himself most by his attachment to the
Kneller.
The portrait of Charles II, in Painters' Hall, and
Study of natural history.
another of the same prince, with mathematical instruments,
Banks, John (Biog.) a weaver and poet of Reading, was
in the hall of St. Bartholomew, were executed by this artist,
He wrote, 1. ' The
born in 1709, and died in 1751.
who died in I69I.
Weaver's Miscellany,' a poem, in imitation of Stephen
Duck's' Thresher.' 2. ' Critical Review of the Life of Oliver BAPTISTA (Biog.) eldest daughter of Galeae, prince of
Pesaro, and wife of Guido, count of L'rbino, was called the
Cromwell,' 12mo. which was often reprinted; besides the
Prodigy qf Knowledge, from the extent of her acquirements.
part which he took in the Old England and Westminster
She wrote two works, namely, on ' True Religion,' and on
Journals.
' Human Frailty.'
seven
tragedies,
dramatic
writer,
who
wrote
a
Banks, John,
of which
The Unhappy Favourite, or Earl of Essex,' is Baptista, Franco, ride Franco.
BAPTISTIN, John Baptist Stuck (Biog.) a musician of
tli,. only one that has kept its ground at the theatres.
Florence, who died in 1740.
He composed three operas
Banks, Thomas, a sculptor, was born in 1745, and died in
Meleager, Manto, and Polydorus, and excelled in his
1805, after having attained an honourable rank among the
158().

4to.

;

Banister, Richard, a relation of the preceding, wrote, * A
Treatise of one hundred and thirteen Diseases of the Eyes
Banister's Breviary of the
and Eyelids.' commonly called
Eyes,' a second edition of which was published in 1622.
Banister, John, a naturalist, spoken of in terms of high
'

;

1

'

cantatas.

artists of his line.

BANNIER,

Jtilin (Hist.) a Swedish general under Gustavus
Adolphus, distinguished himself in the service of his master,
and after his death took several important places from the
Germans and Saxons. He died in Kill, aged 40.
PAX NOCK BURN (Geog.) a village of Scotland, two miles
from Sterling, which is famous for the defeat of the English
under Edward II in l.'il 1, by the Scotch, under their king
This
Bruce, when 200 English gentlemen fell in battle.
place was also the scene of another engagement between
James III. king of Scotland, and liis rebellious subjects.

BANQUO
I'.

(Hist.) or

lioiifhi).

a

Scotch

general

who

joined

Macbeth in the overthrow of bis sovereign, and for bis services was murdered by the usurper.
\\ TAM (Geog?) a kingdom of the north-west coast of Java,
was founded about the close of the loth century, by a Mahometan chief, son of the sultan of Chcrihon, hut, after
having been successively in the hands of the Dutch and
English,

it

Bantam, the

W.

is

now reduced to a state of insignificance
being now a miserable village (il miles
;

capital,

Bataria.

r.AN'I'IA (Geog.) a town of Apulia, mentioned by Livy and
Liv.\&7; Plin.1.8; Pint, in MarceU.
others.
BANTIUS, /.. {Hist.) a gallant youth of Xola, who was
found among the slain at the battle of Canns, and returned

BAR,

Henri/ II, Count of (Hist.) distinguished himself at the
and afterwards at that of Gaza, where
he died of the wounds he had received.
Bah, Edward II, Count of, was killed at the battle of AgilM
court in 1415.
Bar, Louis, Duke of (Fee.) brother of the preceding, was
created a cardinal, first by the antipopc Benedict XIII, and
I Ie
was at the council of Pisa, in
then by Alexander V.
the character of ambassador from Charles VI, and afterwards was sent by the pope as legate into France and ( icrmanv. He died bishop of Porto in 1480. Du Chine Hist.
de la Maison de Hur.
Bar, Louis de (Biog.) an ecclesiastic of a noble and ancient
family of Sens, died in Kil7. after having spent the greater
All his works arc' lost
part of his life in solitude and study.
except a concord of the lour Evangelists.
Bar (Geog.) the name of a duchy in Old France, between
Lorraine and Champagne, which first bore the title of a
county, of which Frederic I. nephew to the emperor Otho
It was erected into a duchy in
III, was its count in 958.
1.'><)(), and afterwards passed into the house of Lorraine.
battle of Bouvines,

BARABANES (Hist.)

a king of Persia, and a gnat

cutor of the Christians, reigned
1.

11,

c.

13.

'JO years.

]>crse-

Hist. Treparlit.

£

BAR

BAR
BARABBAS
sedition,

(Bibl.)

Bapa/3/3ac, the thief and ringleader of

who was

preferred before our Saviour. Malt. xx. 7(Bibl.)
father of Elihu, the Bujite.

BARACHEL

^sm,

Job. xxxii. 2.

BARACHIAS

noia, father of Zachariah. Matt.
Joseph, de Bell. Jud. 1. 1, c. ig.
1 Chron. iii. 20.
son of Zerubbabel.
1 Chron. vi. 39father of Asaph, a Levite.
1 Chron. ix. 1(5.
son of Asa, a Levite.
(Hist.) a favourite of Mahomet, king of
Khorasan, obtained the government of Kennan, of which
he became the sultan, and the founder of a dynasty.
(Bibl.) ana, son of Abinoam, went with Deborah
by the divine command to deliver the Israelites from the
hands of Jabin and Sisera. Judg. iv. 4.
Barak-khan (Hist.) a descendant of Genghis Khan, succeeded
his cousin Mobarek Schah, in the states of Turkestan, and
Khondan.
died in the year of the Hegira 638, A. D. 1248.
(Bibl.)

xxiii. 35 ;
Barachias,
Barachias,
Barachias,

BARAE-HAZEB

BARAK

(Biog.) a Barnabite monk of
His works
Piedmont, was born in 1590, and died in 1(522.
'
1.
Campus Philosophicus,' 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1620.
are,
2. ' Uranoseopia, seu Universa Doctrina de Ccelo,' fol. \6lJ.
3.
Novse Opiniones Physics?,' 8vo. Lugd. 1817BAR AS (Hist.) a general of Hormisdas, king of Persia, who,
as a punishment for losing a battle, was clothed in the dress
of a woman, which so roused his indignation, that he revolted against his master, and after putting out his eyes,
placed his son Chosroes on the throne, A. D. 5S3.
BARATHIER, Bartholomew (Bing.) a lawyer of Placentia,
in the 15th century, wrote a work which was first printed
under the title of ' De Feudis Liber Singularis,' 1(512 ; and
afterwards under that of ' Libellus Feudorum Refonnatus,'
4to. 1695.
BARATIER, John Philip, an extraordinary youth of Anspach,
who died at the age of 20, in 1~H, after having astonished
the world with a display of talent far above his years.
BARAZE, Cyprian (Ecc.) a Jesuit and missionary to the
wild inhabitants of Lima, was killed by a savage tribe
called the Baures, after having been very successful in making
converts of other tribes.
BARBA, Alvarez Alonzo (Biog.) an Italian priest and mineralogist, in the 17th century, was the author of a scarce
'

book entitled 'Arte de los Metallos,' 4to. Madrid, 1640;
reprinted in 4to. 1729, with the addition of a Treatise by
Alonzo Carillo Lasso, on the Ancient Mines in Spain. An
abridgment of this work is inserted in a ' Recueil d'Ouvrages,' on the same subject, 12mo. 1730.
BARBADILLO, Alphonso Jerom de Solas (Biog.) author of
several highly admired comedies, died in l630.
BARBADOES (Geog.) one of the Caribbees, and the most
eastern of the West India islands, situated in Ion. 50° W.,

by the English, in whose possession it has ever remained.
The earl of Marlborough first
obtained a grant of this island for him and his heirs in perpetuity, after which it was made over by patent to the earl
of Carlisle, and by him transferred on lease to lord Willoughby, of Parham ; but the colony having considerably
increased in numbers and importance, the inhabitants resisted the claims of these noblemen, and the sovereignty of
the island was in consequence vested solelv in the crown.
BARBAXCOX, Maria de (Hist.) daughter of Michael de
Barbancon, lieutenant-general under Anthony, of Bourbon,
13° N.,

GiorgionL
a doge of Venice in 14S5, who
governed for only nine months.
Barbarigo, Angus-tin, succeeded his brother as doge of Venice,
and died in 1501. During his government a league was
formed at Venice, against Charles VIII, which was, however, frustrated by the defeat of the allies in 1495.
Barbarigo, Gregory (Ecc.) of the same family as the preceding, was born in 1626, made bishop of Bergamo by
Alexander VII and afterwards in l6(i0, cardinal and bishop
of Padua, where he died in 1697, much regretted for his
;

and extolled for his piety.
Barbarigo, Mark Anthony, cousin of the preceding, was born
in 1640, created cardinal and bishop of Montefiascone in
1686, and died in 1706.
Barbarigo, John Francis, was born in 1658, made by Clement XI, after different translations, bishop of Padua in
1719, created cardinal in 1721, and died in 1730.
virtues,

BARBARO,

Hist.

BARAX'ZAX'O, Redemptus

lat.

BARBARELLI (Bios.) vide
BARBARIGO, Mark (Hist.)

was

first

visited

king of Navarre, defended herself in the castle of Benejen,
in Berri, until driven to the last extremity by hunger, she
was compelled to surrender in 1569BARBARA (Hist.) daughter of Harman, count of Silesia,
and wife of the emperor Sigismond, rendered herself notorious by her impiety and licentiousness.
jEn. Sylv. Hist,
e. 55 ; Bonjin. Dec. 3, 1. 3.

Francis (Hist.) or Barbaras, a noble Venetian,
died in 1454, after having distinguished himself by his defence of Brescia against the duke of Milan, whom he obliged
He was the author of a work entitled ' F. Barto retreat.
bari Patricii Veneti Oratorisque Clarissimi de Re Uxoria
Libelli duo,' 4to. Paris, 1513; which has been often reprinted, and was translated into French under the title of
De l'Etat du Marriage,' 12mo. 1613. Barbara likewise
translated Plutarch's Lives of Cato and Aristides.
Barbaro, Hermolas, grandson of Francis, was born in 1454,
and died patriarch of Aquileia in 1493, after having filled
the post of ambassador from Venice to the emperors Frederic
and Maximilian, and the pope Innocent \ III, by whom he
was nominated to the patriarchate. The Venetians, offended
at his acceptance of this dignity, confiscated his property,
and banished him from Venice. He wrote criticisms on
Aristotle and Dioscorides, besides some poetry.
Barbaro, Daniel, coadjutor with his uncle Hermolao, in the
patriarchate of Aquileia, was bom in 1513, sent amba
from the republic of Venice to England in 1550, and died in
1570.
He wrote, 1. A Treatise on Eloquence, by way of
'

2. ' Pratica della Perspeetiva,' fol.
Dialogue,' 4to. 1557.
3. An edition, or, as is said by some, an
Venice, 1568.
Italian translation of Vitruvius, with Annotations, 4to.
Venice, 1584.
(Hist.) vide Frederic I.
Barbarossa, Arnch, son of a Sicilian renegado, and a wellknown pirate, got possession of Algiers, and
Ap
after murdering Selim Eutemi, an Arabian

BARBAROSSA

whom he came to assist against the
Spaniards, he reigned over not only Algiers,
but also Tremecen and Tunis, until he was
defeated by Gomarez, the governor of Oran,
prince,

by

whom

he was besieged

in his citadel,

^^?

'

B x

^>\Xi~ i y3
£<

Sa^S?

n

t-

\

and

notwithstanding he made his escape thence,
he was overtaken and cut to pieces, in his 44th year.

The

effigy of this pirate is given, as in the annexed figure.
Barbarossa, Chcreddin, or Har/raddin, brother of the preceding, succeeded in the government of Algiers, which he
kept by the assistance of the sultan Selim I, until he was
called to the court of that prince, and died in his service.
Barbarossa, Hassan, son of Hayraddin, was appointed basha
of Algiers three several times, and finally died at Constantinople in 1570, in the 50th year of his age, and the eighth

of his bashaship.

BARBAROUX,

Charles (Hist.) a revolutionary demagogue,
to Louis XVI, was guillotined in 1794.
(Geog.) or Barbaria, the name given by the Arabs
to an extensive tract of territory along the northern coast of
Africa, which stretches in length, that is, from the southernmost limits of Egypt to the Straits of Gibraltar, full 35 degrees
of longitude, and thence to Santa Cruz full 6 degrees more,

and a

bitter

BARBARY

enemy

I

BAR

BAR

comprehends what was known
by the ancients under the names of Mauritania CasariauU
and Tingitana, Africa propria, Nwnidia, and Li//>ia exterior
at Cyrenaica ; and is distinguished as the seat of ancient
Carthage, after the fall of which it became, on account of

making

in all 41 degrees.

It

granary of Italy for many centuries.
From
passed into the hands of the Vandals and other
who retained possession of it from
187 to 558, when it was brought by Belisarius under the
dominion of the Greeks till the 7th century, when the Mahommedan .Arabs overran all this part of Africa, and divided themselves into petty kingdoms and states. In the 11th
century it was formed into an empire by Aben Texsin, of
the Zinghaghian tribe, who founded the dynasty of the
Morabites, or Almoravides, which were expelled in the
12th century by Abdallah, surnamed Moharedin, a famed
preacher, who dethroned Al Abraham, the last emperor of
the Zinghaghian dynasty, and founded a new one called Mohavedius, Mohavedet, or Almohades.
The successors of thi:
usurper were Abdalmumen Yusef Joacob, surnamed Al
Mansur ; and .Mohammed Al Naker, the last of this priestly
race, which was exterminated by Abdulac, governor of Fez
of the race of the Benimerini, who, in their turn, were
obliged to yield to the sharifs of Morocco, descended fix
the Arabian princes, who had flourished in the 10th century.
Barbary now contains the kingdom of Morocco and Fez, and
the states of Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli, besides some few
its fertility, tin-

the

Romans

it

Northern barbarians,

principalities, which are altogether comprehended under the name of the Barbary States.
Arnaud William de (Hist.) a nobleman of
Gascony in the reign of Charles VII, who distinguished
himself on several occasions, particularly in his engagements
with the English, so that he was honoured with the title of
" Restorer of the Kingdom and Crown of France." Du
Chine Hist, dc la Maison de l'lessis, <§-c.
Barbazan, Stephen (Biog.) an antiquary of Auxerre, was
born in 1696, and died in 1770.
He published, 1. Fa-

independent

BARBAZAN,

'

blaux et Contes des Poetes Francois des 12, 13, et 15 Nirclcs,'
3 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1756'.
2. ' L'Ordre de Chivalerie,'
12mo. Paris, 1759- 3. < Le Castoiement, on Instructions
d'un Pere a son Fils,' 12mo. Paris, 1700; these three works
were reprinted in 4 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1808.
BARBEAU, de la Bruyere Jean Louis (Biog.) son of a woodmonger of Paris, was born in 1710, and died in 1781. He
published, 1.
Mappe-Monde Historique,' 1759. 2. ' Tablcttes Chronologiques,' published by the Abbe Lenglet,
1763 and 1778. 3. ' Geographie Moderne,' published by
La Croix,' &c.
BARBERIN] (Hist.) an ancient and noble family of Florence,
which was originally from Semifandi, in Tuscany. This
family produced one pope and several cardinals.
Barberini, Ma/I'eus (Lev.) a pope. [Vide Urban Fill']
Barberini, Anthony, brother of the preceding, was created
cardinal by Urban VIII in 1624, and died in 1646 at the
age of 77Barberini, Francis, nephew to the pope, by whom he was
created cardinal in 1623, died in 1679, aged 83, after
having been a legate of the holy see in France and
'

Spain.

Barberini, Anthony, brother of

Francis, was created a cardinal by his uncle, and died in 1671, aged 64, after having
shown himself an able negotiator on several important occa-

BARBETTE,

Peter (Ecc.) chancellor of France in 1271,
and afterwards archbishop of Rheims, crowned Maria of
Brabant, third wife of Philip the Bold, and died in 1300.
BARBEL, du Bourg .lames (Biog.) a physician, was born at
Mayne in 1709, and died in 1779- He wrote, 1. ' Le Botaniste Francois,' 2 vols. 12mo. 17672.
Elemens de
Medicine,' &c. 12mo. 1780. 3. ' Chronographie.' 4. 'Code
de la Raison Humaine.'
BARBEY, Marc le (Hist.) a physician of an honourable
family of Bayeux, refused to lend his assistance to the
'

'

who were in possession of his native place ; and
suffering from the ravages of the plague, Henry IV rewarded

leaguers,

by ennobling him and his family.
Charles (Biog.) a physician of Provence, died
Traites de Medicine,' 12mo. 1654.
1699, leaving, 1.
2. ' Questiones Medica; Duodecim,' 4to. 1658.
Barbeyrac, John, a lawyer, was born in 1674, and died in
1744, leaving a translation of Puffendorf's ' Law of Nations,' and ' Tillotson's Sermons,' &c.
BARBIER, Louis (Fee.) son of a tailor, and favourite of
Gaston, duke of Orleans, was raised to the bishopric of
Langres by Mazarin for betraying the secrets of his master.
Barbier, d'Aucour (Biog.) a pleader, born of poor parents at
Langres, died in I69I, aged 53.
His principal work is entitled ' Sentimens de Cleanthe sur les Entretiens d'Ariste et
d'Eujene, par le Pere Bonhours,' 2 vols. 12mo. ; written
against the Jesuits.
Barrier, Mart) Anne, a dramatic writer of Orleans, died in
174.5, leaving, among other things, the tragedies of
Arria
et Pietus,' ' La Mort de Cesar,' &c. which have been falsely
attributed to the Abbe Pelegrin.
BARBIERI, John Francis (Biog.) vide Guercino.
BARBOSA, Augustin (Fee.) bishop of Ugento, died in 1649.
Besides his writings on the civil and canon law, he left a
'
Dictionario Lusitanico-Latino,' fol. 1611.
Barbosa, Arms or Ayres (Biog.) a scholar of Aveiro, in
Portugal, died in 1540.
He wrote, 1. 'In Aratoris Presbyteri Poema de Apostolorum Rebus Gestis Commentarium,'
fol. Salaman. 1515.
2.
De Prosodia Relectio,' &c. 4to.
his fidelity

BARBEYRAC,
in

'

'

'

Salaman.

matum

3.

'

Quod-libeticie Questiones.'

4.

•

Epigram*

Libellus,' 8vo. &c.

Barbosa, Emanuel, a lawyer of Alentejo, in Portugal, died
in 1638 at the age of 90.
He published, 1. Remissione9
Doctorum ad Contractus,' &c. fol. Oliss. 1618.
2.
De
'

BARBOUR,

BARCELONA

(Geog.) the capital of Catalonia, and the anBareino [vide Barcino~\ is situated ."9 miles E. N. E.
Tarragona, and 276 E. N. E. Madrid.
Lon. 2° 9' E. lat.
41° 21'.
i

ient

History of Barcelona.

Barcelona passed from the dominion of the Romans to that
of the Visigoths in the fifth century, from whom it was
taken by the Saracens in the eighth century
and in 801
it came into the bands of Charlemagne, who appointed
governors with the title of counts. In 1137 it was united
to the crown of Arragon by the marriage of Raymond V,
count of Barcelona, with the daughter of RamirO II, king
of Arragon. It was bombarded by a French fleet in 1691,
and taken by that power in 697, but restored to Spain
at the peace of Ryswick. It was besieged and taken by the
duke of Berwick in 1714 after an obstinate resistance;
and in 1808 it was surprised by the French, who kept
;

1

sions.

Barberini, Francis, son of Maffeus Barberini, prince of Palestine, was born in 1662, created cardinal by Alexander VII
in 1690, and died bishop of Ostia and Vcluti.
Barberini, Francis (Biog.) a poet of Tuscany, bom in 1864,
of whose works there remains only his poem entitled
'

Docuinenti d'Amore,' printed at
of the Author by Ubaldini.

Rome

in 1640,

possession of

it

till

1814.

Ecclesiastical History of Barcelona.

1

with a Life

,

'

Potestate Episcopi,' ibid. 1638.
John (Biog.) a Scotch poet in 1316, is the author
of a poem entitled ' The Bruce,' or the History of Robert I,
king of Scotland.

Barcelona
council

is

an episcopal city suffragan of Tarragona.
A
liodtr.
in 540, 599, and 1064.

was held here

'

BAR

BAR
Rcb.

dc
Hispan.
777.

Hispan.

1.

6,

&c.

;

Marian, de

Eel>.

Barca, a noble family of Carthage,
BARCHA
descended, as is said, from a son of Bel us of that name,
This family, from
who was the brother of Pygmalion.
which Annibal was descended, had great influence at Carthage, where they were distinguished by the name of the
Lit: 1. 21, &c.j Cor. Nep. 1. 21, c. 1 ;
Barchinian faction.
(Hist.) or

Appian. Libi/c.
(Biog.) vide Barkham.

BARCHAM

BARCHHAUSEX,

Conrad (Biog.) Barchusen, or
Joint
at Home, in Lippe, and
His principal works are, 1. Synopsis Pharmaceutical 12mo. Francof. 169O; Svo. Ultraj. 1696. 2. ' Pyreprinted in 1717 under
rosophia,' 4to. Ludg. Bat. 1698
Elementa Chemise,' &c. 8. Acroamata,' &c.
the title of
4.
Historia Medicinal,' Svo. Amst.
Svo. Ultraj. 1703.
De Me1710; a new edition enlarged under the title of
Compendium Ratiocinii
dium? Origine et Progressu.' 5.
Chemici more Geometrarum Concinnatum,' Svo. Ludg. Bat.
6. ' Collecta Medicinie Practice Generalis,' Amst.
1712.
Barkhausen, a physician, was born

died in 1723.

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

The

Phcenix, or the History of Poly-

archus and Argenis,' translated from the Latin by a lady.
Barclay, Robert, a quaker of an ancient family in Scotland,
was born in 1648, and died in 1690. He is best known by
his apology for the quakers, entitled
An Apology for the
True Christian Divinity, as the same is held forth and
preached by the People called in scorn Quakers,' && which
'

first in Latin, and afterwards translated himself.
son of his, Mr. David Barclay, a merchant of London,
died in 176.'), after having bad the singular honour of receiving, at his house in Cheapside, the three successive kings,

he wrote

A

George

and

I, II,

III.

BARCOCHEBAS

(Hist.) vide Barcochebus.
A! Malck (Hist.) the first sultan of Egypt of
the second dynasty of Mamlucks, was elevated to the throne
on the deposition of Al Malck Al Saleh Haji, in the year
of the Hegira 784, A. D. 1394; and died at the age of 60,

BARCOCK,

after a reign of

1

7 years.

BARCOS,

Martin de (Biog.) an ecclesiastic of Bayonne, died
I67S.
His principal works are, 1. ' Censure du Pracdestinatus du P. Sirmoud,' &c. Svo. 1643; reprinted in
La Grandeur
1645 in a collection of tracts on grace. 2.
de l'Eglise Romaine etablie sur l'Autorite de S. Pierre et de
'
3.
De la Foi, de l'Esperance, et
S. Paul,' &a 4to. 1645.
in

'

1715.

BARCHOCHEBAS

Barcochebas, an impostor
among ihe Jews in the reign of Adrian, who was the leader
of a revolt against the Romans, and gave himself out for
He perished, with vast numbers of his counthe Messiah.
Euseb. Hist.
trymen, in Bether, where he was besieged.
Kcclcs. 1. 4, c. 4 ; Hieron. in Chron. ; Spariian. in Adrian.
BARCIXO (Geog.) a very celebrated town of Hispania Tarraconensis, now Barcelona, which received its name from its
It is
founder Amilcar, who was of the family of Barcha.
called by Ptolemy BapKiviov, and by Jornandes Barcinona,
and is supposed to have been a Roman colony by the name
of Colonia Favcntia, as is learnt from an ancient inscription
COL. F. I. A. BARC, i. e. Colonia Favcntia Julia Augusta
Barcino.
Barcelona came into the hands of the Romans,
with whom it remained until it was taken by the Visigoths.
Plin. 1. 3 ; Ptul. 1. 2, e. 5 ; Jornand. dc Reb. Goth. ; Anson.
Ep. 24.
BARC KSAY, Achacius (Hist.) a Transylvanian of mean
origin, who rose to be prince of Transylvania by the aid of the
Porte, which he had served by betraying his master George
He did not enjoy his illRajotzky, prince of Transylvania.
gotten dignity very long, being taken prisoner by one of
the generals of the latter, who caused him to be put to death.
BARCLAY, Alexander (Fee.) a bishop of Bath in the reigns
of Henry VIII and Edward VI, translated many works
from the Latin into the English.
Barclay, Alexander (Biog.) a poet of the 1 6th century, educated at Oriel college, Oxford, wrote a number of works
which gained him great reputation in his day of which the
an allegorical
principal are, 1. ' The Castell of Labor,' &c.
poem translated from the French, and printed by Wynken de
Worde, 1506. 2. ' The Shyp of Folys,' printed by Pynson, 1509, and by Cawood, 1570.
3. * A right fruitful]
Treatise entituled the Mirrour of Good Maners,' &c. Pynson.
4. ' Eglogues/ Pynson, &c.
Barclay, William, a civilian, was born in 1541, and died
professor of Angers in 1605.
He wrote, 1. 'De Regno et
Regali Potestate adversus Buchananum, Brutum, Boucherum et reliquos Marchomachos,' Paris. 1600, dedicated
to Henry IV.
2.
De Potestate Papse,' &c Svo. Francof.
1609, 1613, 1621, Hanov. 1612 ; 4to. in English, London,
1611 ; 8vo. Mussiponti, 1610; and 4to. Paris, lb'00.
3. ' Proemetia in Yitani Agricolae,' 2 vols. 8vo. Paris. 1599Barclay, John, son of the preceding, was born in 1582, and
died at 1621.
His principal works are, 1. < Euphormion,'
a Latin satire2. ' Argenis,' 8vo. Paris. 1621 j a Latin
romance, which has been translated into English more than
once; the last translation appeared, in 1772 in 4 vols. 12mo.
(Hist.)

or

:

;

;

'

vol.

tinder the title of

r.

12mo. &c.
surnamed the Turk, was proclaimed
emperor by his army; but, finding that Xicephorus had already mounted the throne, he retired to a monastery, where
T/ieohis eves were put out by order of his rival in 803.
Cedrcn. in Niccpli.
p/ian. Mis. 1. 24, c. 25
uncle
and
of
Constantinople,
BARD AS (Hist.) a patrician
to Michael III, was put to death by his order for the abuse
Curoof the power with which he was entrusted in 866.
de

2

la Charite,'

BARDAXES

vols.

(Hist.)

;

Zonaras, Kicetas,

palatcs,

Sec.

Bardas, surnamed Scleras, a general in the army of John
Zimisees, set himself up as emperor against Basilius II ;
but, being defeated in single combat by Phocas, he fled to
Curopalates, ZoBagdad, where he was imprisoned.
naras,

S;c.

BARDE,

John de la (Hist.) a counsellor of state, and marquis
of Marolles on the Seine, was sent as ambassador to the
7
Swiss by Louis XIV , and died in 1692 at the age of 90.
He wrote a History of France in Latin, from the death of
Lewis XIII to the' year 1652, which was printed at Paris
besides a book of Controversy in Latin.
in 1671
(Ecc) an heresiarch of Mesopotamia in the
second century, who acquired considerable reputation by his
writings,
Euseb. Hist. Ecclcs. 1. 4 ; S. Epiphan. Ha?r.
;

BARDESAXES
56;

S. August. Hcer.

c.

35; Hieron.

Cat. Baron. Anna!.

in

ann. 175.

Bardesanes (Biog.) of Babylon in the third century, was
Porphi/r.
the author of a Treatise on the Gymnosophists.
dc Abstin. 1.4; Hieron. adv. Jovin. 1. 2; Voss. de Hist.
Grcec.

1.

3.

Peter (Biog.) a native of Rouen of mean birth
was author of several works of a theological cast.
Bardin, John, a French historical painter, was born in 1732,

BARDIX,
in 1590,

and died in 1809, leaving several specimens of skill in his
The Apotheosis of
art ; as the ' Immaculate Conception,'
'

S. Theresa,'

&c.

BARDWELL,

Thomas (Biog.) an English painter of the
18th century, left a treatise "entitled ' Practice of Painting
and Perspective made Easy,' 1756 and 1773.
Praise God (Hist.) a leader of Cromwell's

BAREBOXE,

Parliament in 1654,
appellation.

Monk

as

BAREXT,

He

who gave

tried

himself this characteristic
rabble against general

to raise the

he approached London.

Diederich (Biog.) a painter of Amsterdam, died
in 1582, leaving a good reputation in the line of portraitpainting.

So

:

:

BAR

BAR

BARENTIUS,

William {Hist.) pilot of the vessel with which
the Dutch ventured to explore a north-west passage, from
which there returned hut twelve of the crew to Amsterdam.
He died in 1506. Grot Hist. 1. 5.
BARETTI, Joseph (Biog.) was horn at Turin in 1716, and
died in 17S.0. He wrote, 1. 'A Dissertation upon the Italian
Poetry,' ccc. 8vo. 1753.
2.
An Introduction to the Italian
Language,' 8vo. 1757- 3. ' A Dictionary of the English
and Italian Languages,' 2 vols. 4to. 1760. 4. 'A Grammar
of the Italian Language,' &c. Svo. 1762.
5. ' The Frusta
6. ' An Account of the
Literaria/ 1763, 1764, and 1765.
Manners and Customs of Italy,' &c. 2 vols. Svo. 7. '
Journey from London to Genoa, through England, Portugal,
Spain, and Florence,' 4 vols. 8vo. 1770.
8. ' An Introduction to the most useful European Languages,' &c. Bvo.
Tutte l'Operc de Machiavelli,' 3 vols. 4to. 1772.
1772.
f).
10. ' Easy Phraseology for the LT se of Young Ladies,' &C.
8vo. 1776.
11.
Scelta di Lettere Familiari/ 2 vols. 12mo.
177!), &c.
BARFORD, William (Biog.) was educated at Eton, admitted
into King's college, Cambridge, in 1737, proceeded B. A. in
1742, M. A. 1746, D. D. 177L and died prebendary of Canterbury in 1792.
He published, 1. 'In Pindari Primum
Pythium Dissertatio habita Cantabrigire in Scholiis Publicis,' 4to. 1751.
2. ' Concio ad Clerum,' on the first meeting of the convocation at St. Paul's Cathedral, eVe. 1784.
'

A

'

BARDGELIS

(Hist.) an Illyrian prince, whose daughter
Pint, in Pi/rr/i.
Bircenna married king Pyrrhus.
(Hist.) a Persian, who, according to Ctesias,
admitted the seven conspirators into the chamber of the impostor calling himself Smerdis, who was slain by them while
he was sleeping.
BARHAM, Lord (Her.) the title at present enjoyed by the
Noel family. Sir Charles Middleton, hart, second son of
George Middleton, Esq. of the ancient and honourable family of the Middletons, of Middleton or Middletoun, co.
Kincardine, was, for his merits as a naval officer, raised to
the dignity of a baron in 1805; and in default of issue

BARGATES

male, tin- dignity of a baroness to Diana Noel, wife of
co. Rutland, Esq.
and the
dignity of a baron to her heirs male.
The title, arms, &c.
are as follow
Noel, lord Barham, of Barham-court and Tcston,
Title.

Gerard Noel, of Exton park,

Kent.
Arms. Per

;

co.

fess or

and azure, a

lion

rampant within

a tres-

sure flory, and counterflory, counterchanged.

On a wreath a tower sable, from the battlements a
demi-lion issuant or, between the paws an anchor erect
proper.
Supporters.
On the dexter an angel habited in a vest
urgent, zoned or, her mantle flowing purjnire, wings
elevated
and on her head a celestial crown, gold in her
Crest.

:

;

exterior hand, a sword erect proper j and on the sinister,
a sea-horse proper, maned or, gorged with a naval crown
azure, in the mouth a thistle proper.
" Fortis in arduis."
MottO.

BAR!

(Ceog.) a town of Naples, near the Gulf of Venice,
the ancient Barium, an archbishop's see, 120 miles E. N. E.
Naples,

BARJESUS
of Crete,

BARING,

BaperjirSc, a Jewish magician in the isle
struck blind by St. Paul.
Acts xiii. 6.
Sir Francis (Hist.) third son of John Baring, of
(liibl.)

who was

Laskbccr and Lynbridgc, co. Devon, Esq. a great merchant
and financier in London, was created a baronet for the important services which he rendered to the government durHis name acquired such weight in the
ing the late war.
mercantile world that the funds experienced a depression at
Bis death,

which happened

BARING (Her.)

this family,

Saxony, enjoys

at

in

1810.

which was originally from Lower

present the baronetcy conferred in 1793

Francis Baring above-mentioned.
The arms, &c. of
this family are as follow
Anns. Azure a fesse or; in chief a bear's head proper, muzzled and ringed or.
Crest.
mullet erminois, between two wings argent.
Baring, Daniel Eberhard (Biog.) was born at Hildesheim
in I69O, and died in 1753.
He published, 1. ' Succincta
Notitia Scriptorum Rerum Brunsvicensium ac Luneburgen-

on

sir

A

Hanov. 1 729. 2. Clavis Diplomatica,' &c.
Hanov. 1734; and an improved edition in 4to. 1754,
with a Life of the Author by his son Daniel.
BARIUM (Geog.) a town ofApulia, now Bari, the fish of
which is celebrated by Horace. Horat. 1. 1, sat. 5.
BARJONA (Bi/il.) or ton qf Jo/in, the name by which our
Saviour sometimes addressed Peter.
Matth. xvi. 17.
BARKER (Her.) a family of considerable antiquity in the
county of Suffolk, which was formerly resident in the town
of Ipswich, where it gave its name to a street as early as
king Edward III, which street still retains the name of
sium,' &c. Svo.

'

4to.

Barker-street.
John Barker, a descendant of this family,
was created a baronet in 1620, which title became extinct,
but was revived in the person of his great nephew, who
was created a baronet in 1676. The arms, &c. of this

family are as follow
Arms.
Party per fesse, nebule azure and sable, three martlets or, a canton ermine.
Crest.
bear sejant or, collared sable.
Barker, Samuel (Biog.) of a respectable family in Rutlandshire,
was the author of
Poesis vetus Hebraica restituta,' &e,
Barkkr, Thomas; son of the preceding, was the author of
Meteorological Journals, published in the ' Philosophical
Transactions' for many years ; besides other treatises on
astronomical subjects, &e.
Barkkr, Robert, the inventor of the exhibition well known
by the name of the Panorama, died in 1806.
John (Biog.) or Barcham, a divine and antiquary of Exeter, was born about 1572, admitted scholar of
Corpus Christi in 15S8, took his degrees of A. B. and A. M.
in 15<)0 and 1594, and after different preferments in the
church, died dean of Bocking in 1642.
His valuable
:

A

'

BARKHAM,

of coins, which he gave to Laud, was presented to the University of Oxford.
He wrote nothing in
his own name, but he assisted other persons, namely. Speed,
in his
History of Great Britain,' and Guillim, in his
' Display
of Heraldry,' the greater part of which was his

1

collection

'

composition.

BARKSDALE,

Clement (Biog.) a biographical and miscelwriter of Winchcombe, in Gloucestershire, was
educated at Oxford, and died rector of N'aun1 609,
ton, in 1687-8.
He wrote, 1. ' Memorials of Worthy Perlaneous

bom

in

sons,'

two decades,

fourth

at

Oxford,

a third and
ISmo. London, l66l
1662 and 1(16:; and a fifth, under the

in

in

;

;

A

Remembrancer of Excellent Men.' 2. Nympha
I.iliiilhris,'
or the Cotwohl Muse, 12mo. Lond. 1651.
3. ' Monumcnta Literaria.'
Ito. London, 1640; and often
title

of

•

reprinted in Svo.
1652.

'

4.

'

Life of

Hugo

Grotius,'

&c.

I2mo>

ibid.

BARLAAM

(Kee.) a monk of the Order of St. Basil, was
1839, by the Greek emperor Andronicus to the
against the Malionicdans. in which
be failed.
He afterwards attached himself to the l.atiu
church, and died bishop of Hicracium, in Calabria, in 1318.
He wrote on the side of the Greeks against the primacy of
sent,

in

pope, to

solicit assistance

the pope, first printed in Gr. and Lat. ito. Oxon. 1598;
Svo. Hainault, [608, with notes, by Salmasius; also a Treatise on the Procession of the Holy Ghost
but tor the
Latins he wrote a Discourse on the Union of the two
Churches, &c.
BARL/EUS, Gaspard (Biog.) a Latin poet of modern limes,
;

,

.

BAR

BAR

1584, and died in 16-18.
He BARNARD, Sir Jo/in (Hist.) an upright magistrate of the
city of London, was born a quaker, but died a firm adwrote, 1. ' Britannia Triumphans,' fol. Lugd. Bat. 1626.
'
'
3.
Mercator Sapiens,'
mirer of the church of England, at the age of 80, in 1 766,
Poeniata/ ibid. 12mo. 1631.
2.
4. ' De Coeli Admirandis, Oratio,' fol. ibid.
after having acquired the esteem of all his feRow-citizens,
fol. 1632.
in his several capacities of member of parRament, alderman,
5. ' Oratio de Victa Hispanorum Regis Classe,' fol.
1636.
and lord mayor, who, to commemorate his virtues, erected
Mauibid. 1639. 6. ' Laurus Flandrica,' fol. ibid. 1644. 78. ' Hist. Rerum in Brasilia
a statue of him in the Exchange.
ritius Redux,' fol. ibid. 1644.
Barnard, Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
9- ' Oraet alibi nuper gestarum,' &c. fol. ibid. 1647.
eldest son of the earl of Darlington.
tiones,' 12mo. ibid. 1691. 10. ' Faces Sacrse,' London, 4to.
Barnard, John (Biog.) an EngRsh divine of Lincolnshire,
Barl.scs, Lambert, brother of the preceding, was born in
was educated at Queen's College, Cambridge, and died a
1595, and died in 1655, leaving an edition of the Timon
prebendary of Lincoln in 1683. His works are, 1. ' Censura
of Lucian, with Annotations, and a Commentary on the
Cleri,'
Ministers,
against Scandalous
&c.
4to. 1660.
Theogony of Hesiod.
2. ' Theologo-Historieus,' or the true Life of the most
BARLAND, Adrian (Biog.) a scholar and writer of Barland,
Reverend Divine and excellent Historian Peter Heylyn." &C.
Among
in Zealand, was born in 14SS, and died in 1548.
Svo. London, 1683.
3.
An Answer to Mr. Baxter's False
Historical
2.
In omnes
his numerous works are, 1.
Accusation,' &c.
Erasmi Adagiorum Chiliados Epitome,' fol. Colon. 1524.
BARNAYE, Ant. Pierre Joseph Maria (Hist.) a native of
3. ' Historioa Xarratio
Papiensi Obsidionis Anni 1525.'
Grenoble, and one of the most active promoters of the
4. ' Commentarii in Terentia Comedias,' added to the Paris
French revolution, was guillotined in 17.93editions of Terence in 1522, 1552, and that of Frankfort,
BARNES, Robert (Ecc.) chaplain to Henry VIII, wrote so
fol. 1637, &c.
freely in favour of the doctrines of Luther, as to incur the
(Her.) the name of a Staffordshire family, of which
displeasure of the monarch
in consequence of which he
was sir George HiRaro Barlow, G. C. B., who was created
was condemned to be burnt, in 1540.
He wrote some
a baronet in 1803, and appointed governor-general of India
treatises on Justification, &c
at the death of Charles Marquis of Cornwallis in 1805, and
governor of Fort St. George, Madras, in I8O7.
The arms, Barnes, John, an English Roman CathoRc, who. for the
freedom of his opinions, was confined at Rome in the prison
&e. of this family are as foRow
of the inquisition for 30 years.
He wrote, 1. ' Dissertatio
Arms.
Argent, on a chevron engrailed gules, between
contra Equivoeationes.' Svo. Paris. 1625.
2. ' CathoRcothree cross-crosslets fitchy azure, two Rons passant counwhich
caused
or.
Romanus
Pacificus,'
his being sent from France
crown
iron
terpassant supporting an
to Rome at the desire of the pope.
An edition of this book
Crest.
Out of an eastern crown a demi-lion argent, the
was printed in Svo. Oxford, 16S0.
paws supporting a cross-crosslet, as in the arms.
Bablow, William (Eec.) or Barloirc, of the ancient family Barnes, Juliana (Biog.) a native of Roding, and prioress of
SopeweJI nunnery, in the 15th century, is distinguished by
of the Barlowes. of Essex, was raised successively to the
Bale, HoRngshed, and others for her learning and accomplishsees of St. Asaph, St. David's, Bath and Wells, in the reign
ments.
She wrote some treatises on Hawking and Huntof Henry VIII, ejected by Mary on account of his marrying diversions in which she took much pleasure.
The first
ing, and died bishop of Chichester in the reign of Elizabeth,
edition of these treatises is said to have been printed at St.
in 1568.
He wrote, 1. ' Christian Homilies.' 2. CosmoAlbans in 1481; and again in fol. in 14S6; 4to. 1 496,
3. ' Answers to certain Queries concerning the
graphy.'
1550; and the last edition in 1595, under the title of ' The
Abuses of the Mass.' 4.
A Dialogue, describing these LuGentleman's Academie, or the Book of St. Albans
contheran Factions and their Abuses,' of which there was a
taining three most exact and excellent Books, the first of
second edition in 1553.
Hawking, the second of aU the proper Terms of Hunting,
Barlow, or Barloirc, William, a native of Lancashire, and
and the last of Armoury, all composed by Juliana Barnes,
fellow of Trinity Hall, Cambridge, died bishop of Rochester
in the Year from the Incarnation of Christ, in 1486, and
in 11)13.
He drew up the conference between archbishop
now reduced to better Method by G. M.
Whitgift and the Puritans, held at Hampton Court in
which was published in 4to. Lon- Barnes. Joshua, an EngRsh divine, and professor of Greek at
1603, before king James
Cambridge, was born in Hi.Vl, and died in 1712.
His
don, 1604; and reprinted in the Phoenix, vol. i.
He also
2. 'The
principal works are, 1. 'Sacred Poems,' 1(169.
pubRshed some controversial tracts.
Oliver
Cromwell
the
Tyrant,'
English
Life of
an
poem,
Barlow, Thomas, a native of Westmoreland, was educated
4.
1670.
3. ' Gerania,'
'AvXucocaat Appleby school, and Queen's college, Oxford, and keep&c. 12mo. 1655.
5. 'The
ing his preferment during the rebellion, died bishop of LinrovTpoy, sive Esthers Historia,' &c. Svo. 1679coln in l6'75.
History of that most victorious Monarch Edward III, King
6. Editions of
Barlow (Biog.) or Barloirc, If illiam, son of the preceding
of England,' &C. fol. Cambridge, 168S.
bishop, Thomas Barlow, died in 1625, archdeacon of SalisEuripides, fol. 1694; of Anacreon, Svo. 1705 and 1721;
bury.
of Homer. 2 vols. 4to. 1711.
He wrote, 1. ' The Navigator's Supply,' 4to. Lon(Hist.) or Jo/in d" Olden, a statesman and
don, 15972.
Magnetics! Advertisement,' &c. 4to. London, l6l6; the first work written on the nature of the
ambassador to queen Elizabeth, afterwards opposed himself
loadstone.
to the stadtholder, prince Maurice, for which he was conBarlow, Francis, a painter of Lincolnshire, who exceRcd in
demned, and beheaded in 1619. [Wide Plate VIII]
Barnevei.dt, Bene and William, sons of the preceding,
representing living things, and died in 1702.
BARNABAS, St. (Bibl.) Bap>a,V, a disciple of Jesus
stimulated bv revenge, formed a conspiracy to assassinate
Christ, and companion of St. Paul, who went to Cyprus
prince Maurice, which being discovered WiRiam escaped to
with Mark.
It is said that he was stoned to
England, but his brother Rene was stopped in his fRght,
Acts is. &c
death by the Jews
but for this, and many other circumand beheaded in 1622.
stances related of him, there is not sufficient authority. An
BARNF.WALL (Her.) the family name of viscount Kingsepistle, attributed to St. Barnabas, was pubRshed in 1645,
land, whose ancestor, Nicholas BarnewaR, of Turvey, CQ.
by Dom. Luke d'Acheri, in 4to. ; and is also to be found in
Dublin, was created in l64() viscount Barnewall, of Kins-

was born

at

Antwerp

in

'

'

'

'

BARLOW

;

:

;

'

'

'

;

;

'

BARNEYELDT

'

;

the
is

'

Patres Apostolici'

more than doubtful.

of CoteRer, but

its

authenticity

land,

BARO

and baron of Turvey.
(Biog.)

2 o 2

or

Baron,

Peter,

a

Protestant

divine

of

EAR

BAR
Estampes, in France, died in 1600, after having been Margaret professor of divinity at Cambridge, which lie was
obliged to resign on account of the violent opposition he met
with from the Calvinistic party that prevailed there at that

He

time.

Pralectiones
1. 'In Jonam Prophetam
'Theses Publics:/ &c. ; which, with other
were published in fol.

wrote,

XXXIX.'

2.

pieces of his on controversial points,

London, 1579Baro, or Baron Bonaventure, a Franciscan of
whose real name was Fitzgerald, died very

Ireland,

ami

old,

deprived of sight, in 1696, leaving among his works,
1.
Orationes Panegyricie Sacro-prophanx- Decern.' 12mo.
24mo. Rom.
2. ' Metra Miscellanea,'
&c.
Rom. 1643.
3. ' Prolusiones Philosophies:,' 12mo. Rom. 1651.
1645.
'
4.
Theologia,' 6 vols. Paris. 1676, iVc.
BAROCCI, Francis (Biog.) a patrician or senator of Venice,
Heronis Liber de Machinis
in the 16'th century, wrote, 1.
Procli in Primum Ele2.
Bellicis,' &c. 4to. Venet. 1572.
mentorum Euclidis Libri Quatuor,' translated into Latin,
3.
Commentary on Plato De N'umero
fol. Patav. 1560.
Geometrico,' Bonon. 1556. 4. 'A System of Cosmography,'
8vo. Venice, 1585.
BAROCCIO, Frederic (Biog.) a painter of Urbino, was
He excelled equally in
horn in 1528, and died in 1612.
'

'

'

A

and

'

an imitator of Correirgio.
(Ecc.) fifth patriarch of Venice, of a
noble familv in that city, died in 1446, leaving the reputation of a good prelate, and a zealous defender of the rights

history

portrait painting, as

BAROCCIUS,

John

BARON,

Francis (Hist.) of an ancient family of Marseilles,
was born there in 1620, and died in l6'83, after having
rendered much service to the French government in the
capacity of consul, and also director-general of

commerce

to

the Indies.
Baron (Biog.) vide Baro.
Baron, Michael, a player who gained the name of Roscius,
was born at Paris in 1()52, and died in 1729Baron, Bernard, an engraver, and native of France, died in
Panton Square, Piccadilly, in 1 762, after having been patronized by many of the nobility in England.
Baron, Hyacinth Theodore, a physician of Paris, who died
in 1758, at the age of 72, was the principal author of the
Pharmacopeia of Paris, 4to. 1732.
Baron, Richard, a dissenting preacher of Leeds, noted for
his zeal in behalf of religious and political liberty, in 17<>8.
His principal work was, ' The Pillars of Priestcraft and
Orthodoxy Shaken,' 2 vols. 1752.
BARONIUS, Cwsar (Ecc.) the annalist, was horn at Sora,
in Naples, in 1538, created cardinal by Clement VIII in
His principal work was his An1596, and died in 1607.
It was printed
nates Ecclesiastici,' 12 vols. fol. Rom. 1588.
also at Venice, in 1595 and 1705; at Cologne, in 15f)6; at
'

in

1597 and 16'75 at Mcntz, in 1601 ; at Coand 1624 ; at Amsterdam, in Kill) at Lucca,
This last is reckoned by far the best edition.
have been abridged at different times, and also
Bzovius, Spondanus, and others but the conSpondanus is preferred. Raronius published,
;

logne, in 1609
in 1738, &C.

These annals
continued by
tinuation of

;

;

among

other things,
Tractatus de Monarchia,"
8vo. Paris. 1609
which caused bis exclusion from the papal
chair, through the influence of the Spaniards.
Baronii's (Biog.) or Baron, Vincent, a Benedictine of Gascony, died in 1674, at the age of 7", leaving, besides some
Latin poems, etc. 1.
Theologia Moralis,' 5 vols. 8vo. Paris.
Ethica Christiana,' 2 vols.
1665; and again in 1667. 2.
likewise,

'

;

'

'

Bya

Paris.

BAROU,
letters,

066,

dn Soheil (Biog.) a native of Lyons, and a man of
translated some tilings from the English, &C
to death in 1 792, after the siege of his native

who

was put
place.

1

(Biog.) vide Vignola.
(Ecc.) or Barradius Sebastian, a Jesuit, was
born at Lisbon, in 1542.
He acquired the title of the
' Apostle
of Portugal,' from the zeal and efficacy of his
preaching.
His works were printed at Cologne, in 4 vols,
fol. 1628, under the title of
Commentaria in Concordiam

BARRADAS

'

Historiam Evangelicam.'
BARRAL, Peter (Biog.) an ecclesiastic of Grenoble, died in
Dictionnaire Historique.
1772, leaving, among his works,
et

'

Homines

Litteraire, et Critique des

Celebres,'

6

8vo.

vols.

1758.

BAURE, Madame

du (Hist.) the mistress of Louis XV, was
the daughter of an obscure silversmith, of Paris, who closed
her guilty life on the scaffold in 1 7;):!.

BARBS, Francis Ponllain de

(Biog.)

la

was born

in

1647,

and died in 1723. Among other things he wrote, 1. On
Traitede l'Egalite des deux Sexes,' 12mo. l6'73. 2. Traite
de l'Education des Dames,' &c.
Barre, Lewis Francis Joseph de la, an historian and antiquary, was born at Tournay in lo'88, and died in 1738.
He assisted Banduri in his Imperiurn Orientale;' and revised several works, as
D'Acheri's Spicilegium,' and M. de
Larrey's
L'Histoire de France;' besides which he wrote
Memoires pour servir a l'Hibtoire de France et de Bour'

'

'

'

*

'

gogne.'

Barre, Joseph, an ecclesiastic, and chancellor of the University of Paris, was bom in 1C92, and died in 1764.
He
wrr'e, among other things, 1. Vindicia: Librorum Deutero'

Canonicorum Veteris Testamenti,' 12mo. 1730.

of the church.

Antwerp,

BAROZZI, James

2. ' Histoia
Generale d'Allemagne,' 11 vols. 4to. 1748. 3.
Examen
des Defauts Theologiques,' 2 vols. 12mo. Amsterdam, 1744.
BARREAUX, James I'allee des (Biog.) a French nobleman,
who, like our lord Rochester, was a great wit, a great libertine, and a great penitent, was horn in Hi02, and died in
1673, leaving, as a mark of his penitence, the famous sonnet which commences Grand Dicu, tes Jugemens,' &c.
•

'

BARRELIER,

James (Biog.) a naturalist, of the Order of
Dominicans, was born in 1606, and died in 1673.
His

description of the plants and shells

was published by Jussieu,

which he had collected,
under the title of

after his death,

Plants per Galliam, Hispaniam, et Italian! observatiB, et
Iconibus jEneis exhibits,' fol. Paris. 1714.
Peter (Biog.) a physician of Perpignan, died in
1765, leaving, among bis works, 1. ' Relation et Essai sur
1'Histoire de la France Equinoxiale,' 12mo. Cayenne, 1748.
2. ' Dissertation sur la Couleur des Negres,' &c. 4to. 1741.
BARRET, John (Biog.) a scholar of Cambridge, who died
about 1580, is principally known as the author of an EngLatin, and French Dictionary, which he entitled
lish,
Alvearie ;' to which, in a second edition in 1580, was added
also the Greek.
Barret, Stephen, a scholar, who was born at Bent, in Yorkshire, in 171 8, was admitted to a scholarship of University
college, Oxford, where he took his master's degree in 174 1,
and died rector of Hothlield, in Kent, in 1801. He was a
liberal contributor to the Gentleman's Magazine, besides his
' War,'
a satire.
BaBBET, or Burett, George, a landscape painter, was born in
The establishment of the Royal
1723, and died in 1784.
Academy was indebted principally to his exertions. Ilia
best pieces are preserved in the collections of the dukes of
Biuvlcugh and Portland, &c.
BARRETT, William (Biog.) a surgeon of Bristol, who died
in 1789, leaving a history of that eitv, published in 4to.
1788.
BARRIERE, Peter (flist.) a native of Orleans, who was
first a sailor and afterwards a soldier, formed the design of
assassinating Henry IV, which being discovered by father
Banchi, a priest, he was broken on the wheel, in 1693.
John Shute (Hist.) first viscount Barring'

BARRERE,

'

BARRINGTON,

BAR

BAR
ton, .son of

John Shute, a merchant, died

in

1

"34, after

having been expelled from Parliament in 1723.
He was
attached to the dissenters, with whom he had great influence, and favoured their cause in his writings, of which the
principal are, 1. ' An Essay upon the Interest of England,
in respect to Protestants dissenting from the Established
Church,' 4to. 1701 ; reprinted some years after.
2.
The
Rights of Protestant Dissenters.'
3. ' Miscellanea Sacra,'
2 vols. 8vo. 1725; besides several tracts in favour of toleration.
Barrington, Hon. John, third son of viscount Barrington,
died a major-general in the army, after having served several campaigns in Flanders, and commanded his majesty's
forces at the taking of Guadaloupe, in 1758.
Barrington, Hon. Samuel, fifth son of viscount Barrington,
died in 1800, admiral of the white, after having distinguished himself in a long course of active service.
He not
only captured many French vessels in single engagements,
but he protected the West India Islands, in 1778, against
the attacks of the French fleet ; and, as second in command under lord Howe, he co-operated for the relief of
'

Gibraltar.

Barrington, William Wildman, second viscount Barrington,
was born in 1717, and died in 1793, after having served
the crown for 34 years, and enjoyed the confidence of two
successive kings, George I and George II.
Barrington (Her.) or Barentine, a family of Saxon origin,
whose ancestor served queen Emma, wife of king Ethelred,
father of Edward the Confessor.
Eustachius de Barentine
served king Henry I, from whom he received a grant of
lands, and the custody of the forest.
He died in the time
of Stephen, and from him, the 15th in descent, was sir
Francis Barrington, the first baronet, knight of the shire
for Essex, who was knighted on the accession of James I,
and created a baronet in 10'U ; this baronetcy is still enjoyed
by the family.

Barrington, the name which was assumed by John Shute,
on succeeding to the estate of Francis Barrington, of Tofts,
co. Essex, grandson of sir Thomas Barrington, of Barrington Hall, bart.
This John Shute Barrington was created a
baron and a viscount in 1 720.
The titles, arms, &c. of this
family are as follow
Titles.
Barrington,

viscount Barrington of Ardglass, co.
co. Dublin.
Argent, three chevronells gules, a label of as many

points azure.
On a wreath an hermit's bush, with a cowl, vested
paly argent and gules.
Supporters.
Two gryphons, with wings expanded or, and

Crest.

gorged with

Peter Gomez (Ecc.) of an illustrious family of
Spain, counsellor of state to Alphonso XI, king of Castille,
was promoted to the see of Carthagena in 1315, created cardinal by John XXII in 1327, and died in 1348.
Barroso, Peter Gomez, archbishop of Seville, was created
cardinal by Gregory XI in 1371, and died in 1374.
BARROW, Isaac (Ecc.) a native of Cambridgeshire, was
born in 1613, admitted of Peter-house, Cambridge, in lo'2f);
driven from his living by the Presbyterians in 1643, consecrated bishop of Mann in 1663, translated to the see of
Asaph in lu'6'4, and died in lu'80, leaving a high reputation
for liberality

and

piety.

Barrow, Isaac

(Biog.) the mathematician, and nephew of
the preceding, was born in 16.30, admitted a pensioner of
Cambridge,
in 1643, proceeded M. A. in 1652,
Peter-house,
and after having successively filled the offices of Greek professor, of Lucasian mathematical lecturer, and vice chancellor
in the University of Cambridge, he died at the age of 47
in 16'75.
Of his numerous works, the principal are, 1. ' Euclidis Elementa,' 8vo. Cantab. 16'55.
2. ' Euclidis Data,'
8vo. Cantab. 16573. ' Lectiones Optica XVIII,' 4to.
Loud. I669. 4.
Lectiones Geometrical XIII,' 4to. Lond.
I67O.
5. ' Archimedis Opera, Apollonii Conicorum, Libri
IV; Theodosii Sphericorum Lib. Ill,' &c. 4to. Lond.
'

qua Theorcmata Archimedis de
12mo. Lond. lo'78.
8. Theo7. ' Mathematics Lectiones,' ike. Lond. 1683.
logical Works in 3 vols. fol. London, 1683, published by Tillotson. p. ' Isaaci Barrow Opuseula,' &c. fol. Lond. 1687.
BARRY, James (Hist.) Lord Sanity, the son of a merchant
at Dublin, descended from a Welch family, being bred to
the law, was in 1()29 made king's sergeant, knighted in
At the
1()34, and appointed a baron of the exchequer.
Restoration, in which he was instrumental, he was made
Bench,
raised
and
to the peerage,
chief justice of the King's
His only work as an author
after which he died in lu'73.
was The Case of Tenures upon the Commission of Defective Titles argued by the Judges of Ireland,' &c. fol.
Dublin, 1()37; and lgmo. 1723; dedicated to his patron,
16'75.

6.

Spha»ra

Lectio,

'

in

Cylindro

ct

exhibentur,'

'

the earl of Strafford.
(Her.) the name of a family which has produced a
long line of barons that first sat in parliament as barons of
Ibawne and Olethan and afterwards from the reign of RiDavid
chard II, under the title of viscount Buttevant.
Barry, the representative of this family, was created earl

Barry

:

Down, and Baron Barrington of Newcastle,
Anns.

BARROSO,

usually called

Giraldus Cambrensis.

[Wide Giraldus~]

Barry, Spranger, one of

labels, as in the coat.

" Honesta quam splendida."
Motto.
Barrington, Hon. Dairies (Biog.) fourth son of

[Wide Barn/more']

of Barrymore in 1627-

Barry, Girald (Ecc.)

time,

viscount

Barrington before-mentioned under History and Heraldry,
was bom in 1727, studied some time at Oxford, followed
the profession of the law, was successively marshal of the
high court of Admiralty, secretary for the affairs of Greenwich hospital, a Welch judge, and second justice of Chester,
which he resigned about 1785 and, devoting himself solely
to literature, died in 1800.
His works as an author are,
1. ' Observations on the Statutes,' 4to. 1766'.
2.
Naturalist's
Calendar,' I7C7.
3. The Saxon translation
of
Orosius, ascribed to King Alfred, 8vo. 1773 ; with English
notes. 4. ' Tracts on the Probability of Reaching the North
Pole,' 4to. 1775.
5. ' Miscellanies on Various Subjects.'
BARROS (Biog.) or De Barros, John, a native of Viseo, and
preceptor to Emanuel, king of Portugal, died in 1570, at
the age of 70, after having been three years governor of St.
George, on the coast of Africa.
He wrote ' Decades
d'Asia,' published successively in 1552, 1553, 1563, and a
fourth after his death in 1 (> 1 ; an edition of it was pub5
lished at Lisbon, in 3 vols. fol. 1736.
;

'

was born

in

the distinguished performers of his
1719, and died in 1774, after having

of crowded audience;, who
compared him with Garrick.
Barry, James, a painter of Cork, died in 1806, after having
acquired great reputation by the exercise of his art.
He
was at one time a royal academician, and appointed professor of painting, but he was in 1799 removed from his
office, and expelled the society for his republican principles.
His works were published in two volumes 4to. in 1S0J), under

drawn

forth

the admiration

The Works of James Barry.'
the title of
Barry, George, a Scotch divine, educated at Edinburgh, died
He wrote The History of the Orkney
in 1805, aged 57.
'

'

Islands, in

which

is

comprehended an Account of

their

present as well as their ancient State,' &c. 4to. 1805.
Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by
the family of Barry, Qvide Barn/ under Heraldry] premier
David Barry, viscount Buttevant, was
viscount of Ireland.

BARRYMORE,

The titles, arms, &c.
created earl of Barrymore in 1627.
of this family are as follow
Titles.
Barry, earl of Barrymore, viscount Buttevant, baron,
of Barry, of Olethan and Ibawne, baron Barry of Barn's
:

.

BAR

BAR

Court, originally by tenure and writ of summons, premier
viscount of Ireland.
Arms. Argent, three liars gemelles gules
Crest.
On a wreath, a castle argent, and from the top a
wolf's head issuant sable.

Supporters.

Two

wolves sable, ducally collared and chained

or.

MttltO.

" Pollsscz en avant."

Joseph (liihl.) Bap<ru/3ac, surnamed the Just,
an early disciple of our Saviour, and probably one of the
seventy.
Acts i. 21.
B.UisARAs, the surname of Judas.
[Vide Judas'^
BARSINE (llisl.) or Barsene, a daughter of Darius, and
wife of Alexander, was put to death by Cassander, with her
sun Hercules.
Diodor. 1. 12; Justin. 1. 13.
BARTAS, William de Sabtste <lu (Hist.) a French poet of
Armagnac, died in 15{)1 at the age of 46 years, after having
been employed both in a civil and military capacity by
Henry IV.
His principal work as an author was his
Semaine, OU Creation du Monde,' which was so much admired in his day, that 80 editions are said to have been
'

printed in the space of five or six years.
John (Hist.) a native of Dunkirk, who rose from
the condition of a common seaman to be the commander of
a squadron in the reign of Louis XIV, and died in 1702,
at the age of 51, after a life of active service, in which he
performed many bold exploits at sea, and did much damage

BARTH,

both to the English and the Dutch.
John James (Biog.) author of the Travels
of Anacharsis, was born at Cassis, in Provence, in 1716, and
died in 1795.
His principal works are, 1. ' Les Amours de
Carite et de Polvdore,' a romance translated from the Greek,
12mo. I?fi0. 2. ' Lettres sur quelques Monumens Pheniciens,' 1-to. 17(i(i.
Entretiens sur l'Etat de la Musique
Grecque an Quatre Siecle,' 8vo. 1777, 1788. 4. ' Voyage
du Jeune Anacharsis,' of which there have been numerous
editions and translations.
5. ( Voyage en Italic,' 8vo. 1801.
6. ' Oetrvres Diverses,' published by Saintc Croix, 2 vols.
8vo. 1798
besides which he left in MS. a medallic history
entitled
Paleographie Numismatique,' 3 vols, fob, and
Other things.
BARTHES, ile Marmorions Paul Joseph, a physician, was
born at Montpellier in 17.11, and died in 1806.
His works
consist of various medical theses, &C.
BARTHIUS, Caspar (Iliog.) a critic, was born at Custrin, in
lis principal
Brandenburg, in 1587, and died in 1658.
Zodiacus Vita> Christiana',' Franco!'. l62S.
works are, 1.
2. ' Epidorpidon ex Mero Scazonte I.ibri 111,' &c. Ibid.
3. ' Adversaria,' Ibid, fob 1624s, and 1648.
1. EdiL62S.
tions of Statins and Claudian, with copious notes.
BARTHOLINE, Caspar (Biog.) a physician, was born at
Malmoe, in Scandinavia, in 1585, and died in Ki'29. He
wrote, l.'OpUSCula ipiatuor singularia, de Lapide nrphretico,'
' Anatomicie Instilul iom «,'
-2.
&C. Hafn. Hi'.'.;, and Kili.'i.
' Controversia Anatomies;,' Hi.'Jl.
.".
161 \, often reprinted.
Syntagma Mi ilieuni et Chit iirgiemu de Cauteiiis,' &C.
1.
Fncbvridion I'livsicum,' [625.
1642.
5.
6.
Systems
Physicum,' 1628, &C.
Bah'i hiii.im:, Thomas, a physician, son of the preceding, was
born at Copenhagen in Wild, and died in 1 680.
His prinAnatoniia Caspari Bartholin] Parentis
cipal works are, 1.
novis Observationibus primum locupleta,' 8vo. Lugd. Bat.
Kin. 2.' De Unicornu Observationes nova?,' &c. 8vo. Patav.
1645.
Antiquitatum Veteris Puerperii Synopsis, &c.
8vo. Hafn. uiiii.
1.
De Luce Animalium Libri tres,'
\c. svo. Lugd. Bat. Hi 1-7.
Bahtiioi.ink, Thomas, son of the preceding Thomas Bartholine, professor of history and civil law, and counsellor to
Ile wrote, 1.
the king at Copenhagen, died ill 1 690.
De
2. ' De Longobardisj' 4to.
Holgero Dano,' Bvo. 1677.

BARTHELEMI,

'

;

'

I

'

2.

'

3.

'

'

'

.','.

'

•

4.

'

De Cometis Anni 1664 et 1665,' 4to. Ibid. 1665.
Experiments Crystali Islandici disdiaclasti,' 4to. 1665.
De

'

•

Aere,' 8vo. 1679.

Bartholine, Margaret,

sister of the preceding, was distinguished as a poetess in the Danish language.
(Bibl.) BapOoXofiaios, one of the Apostles, was of Galilee.
Acts i. 13, ecc.
He is generally supposed to have preached the gospel in the Indies, but nothing
authentic is known of him beyond the bible account. Euseb.
Hist. Eccles. I. 5 ; Hieron. de J 'iris lllusi
Bartholomew of Foigni (Ecc.) bishop of Laon, was suspended in 1142 by Innocent
for having authorized an
illegitimate divorce between Raoul, count of Vermandois, and

BATHOLOMEW

H

his wife.

Bartholomew ofBraganza,

of the noble house of Braganza,
died bishop of Vincenza in 1270, after having been sent as
legate into England.

Bartholomew, surnamed of

the Marti/rs, from having been
baptized in the church of our Lady of the Martyrs, was born
Lisbon in 1514, accepted the archbishopric of Braga with
great reluctance, and resigned it during the pontificate of
Gregory XIII, after which lie died in a monastery in 1590.
His works were published at Rome in 2 vols, fob 1744.
BARTOLOCCI, Julius (Biog.) a Carthusian monk, was born
at Celano, in Naples, in 1613, and died in 1()87He was
Bibliotheca Magna Rabbinica,' &c. 4 vols.
the author of
foL Rom. 1675.
BARTON, Elizabeth (Hist.) a religious impostor, otherwise
known by the name of the " Holy Maid of Kent," in the
reign of Henry VIII, was employed as an instrument of
sedition, for which she suffered with her accomplices at
Tyburn in 153 1.
(Bihl.) I'm, son of Neriah, and grandson of
Maaseiah, of illustrious birth, of the tribe of Judah, was
the faithful disciple of Jeremiah the prophet. Jer. li. 6l, &C
An apocryphal book, entitled the Book of Baruch, is extant
in the Greek, though not in Hebrew.
BARWlCK, John (Hist.) an English divine, and a distinguished loyalist of Westmoreland, was educated at Cambridge, and devoted aU his time and bis powers in the service of Charles I and Charles II, with whom he kept up a
correspondence, and on that account was imprisoned two
At the Restoration he refused the biyears and a half.
shopric of Sudor and Mann, and also that of Carlisle, contenting himself with the deanery of Durham, which he exchanged for that of St. Paul's and died in 1664, alter having
employed his income for the benefit of the church and his
at

'

BARUCH

;

'

'

3.

'

BARSABAS,

.'!.

De Equestris

Ordinis Dancbrogici aCbristiano V
Instaurati Origine,' fob
4. * De Causis Mortis a Danis
Gentilibus Contemptse.'
5. ' Antiq. Danic. Libri tres,' 4to.
I689.
Bartholine, Erasmus, another son of Thomas Bartholine ; or,
according to some, a son of Caspar, was professor of geometry and medicine at Copenhagen, and left among his
works, 1.
De Figura Nivis Dissertatio,' Svo. Hafn. 1661.
167ft

.

,ors.

Peter, brother to the preceding, and physician in
ordinary to king Charles II, assisted his brother in the noble
exertions which be made in behalf o( the king, and died in
He wrote a lib- of his brother in
1705 at the age of 86.
and an English
Latin, which was published in Svo. 1721
translation, with an Account of the Writer, in 1724.
(Hist.) a satrap who revolted from Alcx-

BaBWICK,

;

BARZAENTES
ander, &c.

BAR/ ANT'S
Diod.

1.

Curt. 1. 8, c. 13.
(Hist.) a king of

Armenia tributary

to Ninus.

2.

BARZAPHANES

a general of Pachorus, king of
the I'arthians, assisted Antigoniis. king of the Jews, against
Herod his competitor, and took prisoners Hircanus and
Phasael.

(Hist.)

Joseph. Autii/.

I.

14,

c.

25.

;

BAS

BAS
BARZILLAI
who

assisted

Absoloni.

^na, a native of Rogelim, in
David when driven from Jerusalem by

{Bill.)

2 Sam.

Gilead,
his son

xvii.

Barzillai, a native of Meholath, in Simeon, father of Adriel,
who married Michal, the former wife of David. 2 Sam. xxi.
Barzillai, a priest, married the daughter of Barzillai the

Nehem. vii. 63.
(Biog.) a French engraver,

Gileddite.

BAS, he

whose landscapes and
were much admired. He died about 1765.
John Bernard (Biog.) a writer of Hamburg,
died in 1790, aged 6~, leaving many works on education
and religion, which are not known out of his own country.
BASCAMA (Geog.) or Basra, a town where Jonathan Maccabeus was killed.
sea pieces

BASEDOW,

BASCHI, Matthew

(Fee.) founder of the religious order of
Capuchins, was born in Urbino, and died in 1552.
(Bibl.) fttO, a country beyond Jordan, north of
the tribes of Gad and Reuben.
Numb. xxi. &c.
(Bibl.) nciiO, daughter of Helon the Hittite,
wile of Esau.

BASHAX

BASHMATH

BASHUYSEX, Henry
ecclesiastical

at

history

James Van (Biog.) a professor of
at Hanau, and afterwards of divinity

Berlin, died in 1758, aged

several

BASIL

works on rabbinical

79, after
subjects.

having published

;

martyrdom under Julian.

BaaiKtlins, the father of Herodotus,
who joined in the attempt to destroy Strattes, tyrant of
Herod. 1. 8, c. 132.
Chios.
Basilides, a family who held an oligarchical power at EryStrab. 1. 14.
thrse.
Basilides (Ecc.) an heresiarch of the second century, and
disciple of Simon the Magician, was one of the chief leaders
of the Egyptian gnostics, who blended Christianity with
the Egyptian and Oriental philosophy.
Basilides, a bishop of Astorga in the third century, disturbed the peace of the church by wanting to hold his office
Cyprian.
.S\
after he had been deposed for his crimes.
(Hist.)

Epist. 68.

Basilides, an officer in the army of Maxentius, suffered martyrdom with Cyrinus, Xabor, and Nazarus, his brother
officers, about 309Basilides (Biog.) a priest of Mount Carmel, who foretold
many events to Vespasian when he offered sacrifices. Tacit.
Hist. 1. 2. c. 87 ; Sueton. in Vesp. e. 7-

BASILINA

(Hist.) second wife of Julius Constantius, brother of Constantine the Great, was the mother of Julian
She appears to have been a professor of
the Apostate.
Christianity, but to have been strongly addicted to ArianAthanas. ad Solit. ; Ammian. Marcc/lin. 1. 25
ism.
-S'.
:

{Hist.) vide Basilius.

Basil, .SV. (Ecc.) an illustrious father, surnamed the Great
on account of his learning and piety, was born at Csesarea,
in Cappadocia, in 326, and died in 379, bishop of his native
place, after having taken an active part in the controversies
of the time, particularly against Arianism.
The best edition of St. Basil's works is that published by the Benedictines, 3 vols. fol. Gr. et Lat. 1722 and 1725.
S. Gregor.
Naziaitz. Epist. 38
.S'. Hieron.
in Citron, et in Cat. ; Socrat. Hist. Eccles. 1. 4 ; Sozom. 1. 6 ; Theodore!. Hist. 1. 4
Baron. Annul. SfC.
Basil, St. a bishop of Amasia, suffered martyrdom about
Euseb. et S. Hieron. in Chron. An. 321.
821.
Basil, bishop of Ancyra in 336, has had the character from
some of being a semi-Arian, although he was decidedly opposed to the Arians, as may justly be inferred from the high
terms in which he was spoken of by his cotemporarv St.
Basil.
Socrat. Hist. 1.1, &c.
Basil, a priest of Ancyra, distinct from the preceding Basil
the bishop, suffered

BASILIDES

Gregor.

Xa-

zicin. Orat. 21.
Basil. Achoiius, archbishop of Thessalonica, and one of the
most illustrious prelates in the fourth century, who supported the church by his precepts and examples, and defended the town by his arms against the Goths and other

barbarians.

Basil, bishop of Seleucia, in Isauria, was at the council of
Ephesus in 431, at that of Constantinople in 448, and at
the general council of Chalcedon, where he was called to an
account for his too great facility in regard to heretics.
Basil, a patriarch of Antioch in the fifth century.
Basil, a patriarch of Constantinople in ()70, was deposed in
974.
Basil, a patriarch of Constantinople in 1183, was driven from
his patriarchate by Isaac Angelus three years after.
Basil, archbishop of Thessalonica in the 12th century: being
solicited by Adrian IV to unite with the Romish church,
wrote a letter to show that the Greek church was not
schismatic.

Basil,

a physician in the 11th century, and leader of the
Bogomiles, an impious sect, was seized and burned alive at
Constantinople in 1118.

BASILEA [Myth.) BatrtXtia, a daughter of Coelus and Terra,
who was mother of all the gods. Diod. 1. 3.
Basilea (Geog.) or Basilea Rauracorum, a town of Helvetia,
which is now known by the name of Basle. [Tide Basle]

Julian. Ep. 51, &C.
(Biog.) a Greek historian,

BASILIS

of India.

PHn.

1.

6

;

Allien.

1.

who wrote an Account

9.

BASILISCUS

(Hist.) brother of the empress Verina, and a
general in the army of Leo I, wrested the empire from Zeno
Isauricus; but, being defeated two years after by the deposed emperor, died in exile in 477- l'rocop. de Bell. Vandal.
1. 1 ;
Evagr. 1. 3 Nicephor. 1. 15.
Basiliscus (Xitmis.) some medals or coins
were struck of this emperor, bearing his ,'C
effigy in the obverse, as in the annexed fe'
;

,

figure; inscription DX. BASILISCL'S P.
; on the reverse, a figure of victory
P.

AUG.

sitting

on spoils with a shield inscribed
and a monogram of Christ with

XXXX,

COXOB.
the cross; inscription VICTORIA
Basiliscus (Ecc.) the name of two martyrs at the commencement of the fourth century, one a soldier, and the other a

AUGG.

bishop of Comana.

BASILIUS

Sozom.

(Hist.) a

1.

8

;

Theodoret. I. 5.
patronized

man who, though

!

y

(

-

conspired against him.
Basilius, the name of two emperors of Constantinople, and

some princes of Russia.

Emperors of Constantinople.
Basilius I, native of Adrianople, of an obscure family, was
raised from the condition of a common soldier to be an associate in the empire with Michael III, whom he put out of the
way that he might reign alone. He was killed by a stag in
bunting in 886, after a reign of 19 years. Cure/palates,
Nicetas, fyc.
II, surnamed the Younger, succeeded, with hi^ br< ther Constantine, Porphyrogenetus John Zimisces in 975.
and died in 1050, after a reign of 50 years, in which he
was successful against the Bulgarians and other nations.

Basilius

Princes of Russia.

grand duke of Moscovy, whose name was originally JVolodomir, was admitted to Christian baptism under

Basilius

I,

name

of Basilius in 9&8.
II, surnamed Demetriowitz, revenged the death of
father Demetrius on the Tartars and Bulgarians, bv
whom the latter had been slain with his whole army, and
drove them out of his dominions about the year 1400.

the

Basilius
his

Basilius

was surnamed Ieniuoi. oi
had been put out by his comp ritoi

III, son of the preceding,

blind, because his eyes

;

bas
Gn

and brother

BAS

whose death lie gained his rightful
pi ssession of the crown of Moscovy.
Bash. us I\ the son and successor of John Basilowitz, died
in 1533, after a successful reign of 28 years.
15.vsii.ns, the name of Theodore Zuski, who ascended the
throne of Russia on the murder of Demetrius.
Basilius (Numis.) medals or coins were struck of the emperors of this name, but to which of them they are to be
gory, at

,

attributed

is

it

seldom easy to determine.

BASLE

Basel, or Basit, a town of Switzerland'
and the capital of a canton of the same name, situated on
the Rhine, 174 miles N. by E. Geneva, and 250 E. by S,
J
Paris.
Lon. '" 80' E. lat. 47 35' N.

(Geog.)

History of Basle.
Basle, which is called in the Latin Basilea Uaaracorum;
was a town of some consideration in the time of Ammianus Marcellinus in the sixth century, but of its origin

Basilius (Ecc.) vide Basil.
BASILOWITZ. John I (Hist.) the first of the Russian
princes, who, shaking off the yoke of the Tartars, assumed
the title of czar, and died after a reign of 50 years in 1505,
leaving the throne to Basilius Iwanowitz.
Basilowitz, John II, son and successor of Basilius Iwanowitz. died after a vigorous and successful reign of 51 rears

nothing certain is known.
It is supposed that Julian the
Apostate enlarged it, and gave it the name of Basilea in
honour of his mother Basiline.
The emperor Gratian

two strong forts to protect it against the irruptions
of the Germans.
The emperors Henry I and II beautified it exceedingly, and conferred many privileges upon
built

making it a free city. It submitted to the emperor
13th century, but in 1501 it entered into the
Helvetic league, and formed a new canton.
A treaty of
peace was concluded here between France and the tluree
several states of Prussia, Spain, and Hesse Cassel.
it,

in 1584.

in the

BASIN" (Hist.) king of Thuringia, was defeated by
who reduced his country.
Basin, Thomas (Ecc.) a native of Rouen, and bishop

Clovis,

of Li-

was deposed, stript of his property, and sent into
by Louis XI upon different charges, and died in 1491.

sieus,
exile

He wrote

a history of his

own

Ecclesiastical History.

The

time.

bishops of Basle were for some time lords of Brisac,
but the lordship fell at length into the hands of Austria;
and at the reformation the inhabitants abolished the epis-

Basin (Biqg.)
wrote,

BASINE

or Basinio, an Italian poet of the 15th century,
other things, the ' Hesperidos.'
(Hist.) wife of Basin, king of Thuringia, left her

among

copal government.

husband and became the wife of Childeric I, by whom she
had Clovis. Aimon. Hist. 1. 4 Gregor. Tut. 1. 2 ; Sigebert.
;

BASINGE,

John (Biog.) commonly called Basingsloc/iius, or
de Basingstoke, B native of Basingstoke, in Hampshire,
Studied at Oxford and Paris, travelled into Greece, and
died 1252.
He wrote, 1. The Donatus of the Greeks,' a
translation of a Greek Grammar into Latin.
2. A Latin
'

Translation of a Harmony of the Gospels, &c.
(Biog.) or Busier, Isaac, an English divine, was
bom in l60~ in the island of Jersey, educated at Cambridge,
where he had the degree of D. D. conferred on him in l6lO,
incorporated in the same at Oxford in the same year, where
he was chaplain in ordinary to king Charles I ; travelled
during the usurpation into Greece, and other parts of Europe, with the view of recommending the service of the
church of England; and, at the restoration, was promoted
to a prebend of Durham, where he died in l6j6. He wrote,
1.
Deo et Ecclesia: Sacrum,' &c. 4*0. Oxon. 1646 J ami
8vo. London, 1668.
2.
Diatribe de Antiqua Ecclesia
Britannicte Libertate,' 8vo. Brug. 1656, which was translated
into English under the title of ' The Ancient Liberty of
the Britannic Church,' eve. Hvo. l66l.
3. 'The History
of the English and Scotch Presbytery,' 8vo. London, 1659,
Oratio Private,, boni ThologL (speciatim Con1660.
4.
cinnatoris Practici) Partes Praripuas compleetens,' 8vo.
London, 1670. 5. ' The Dead Man's Real Speech,' &Cj a
funeral Sermon on the Death of Dr. John Cosin, Bishop of

BASIRE

'

'

'

Durham, 8vo. London, 167.').
Basikk, James, an engraver, was born
1802, leaving numerous Specimens of

;

is

entitled

employed

to
in

'

m

1681,

BASNAGE,

Benjamin (Biog.) a protestant minister of CaNormandy, who died in 1652, wrote, among
Treatise on the Church,' 1612, Rochelle.
Basnage, Anthony, eldest son of the preceding, and a French
refugee on the revocation of the edict of Nantes, wrote
' Annales
Politico-Ecclesiastici,' 3 vols fol. ;
and died in
rentan,

in

other works, a

'

1721.

BASNAGE, Henry du Franquener, second son of Benjamin, and
an advocate, was born at St. Mere Eglise, in Normandy
Commentaire sur la
in Hi 5, and died in ]6g5, leaving
Coutume de Normandie,' 2 vols. fol. 16'78 and l6°4i
'

1

Traite des Hypotheques.'
Basnage, James de Franquener, son of the preceding, and the
most celebrated of all the family, was born at Rouen, in
2.

'

Normandy, in 1653, and died in 1723. Among his numerous works the principal are, 1. Histoire de la Religion des
Eglises Reformees,' &c. 2 vols. 12mo. 1688 and I699; and
enlarged in 5 vols. 8vo. 1721 ; 2 vols. 4to. 1725; the last
2. ' Traite de la Conscience," 2 vols
the completest edition.
8vo. l6f)6.
3. ' Histoire de l'Eglise depuis Jesus Christ
4. ' Histoire de l'Ancien et
jusqu'a Present,' 2 vols. fol.
du Nouveau Testament,' fol. Amsterdam, 1705, with cuts,
Histoire des Juifs,' 5 vols. 12mo. Rotterby de Hooge. 5.
dam 15 vols. 12mo. Hague, 171 6; translated by Taylor,
fol.
1706; and abridged by Crull, 2 vols. 8vo. 1708.
6. * Annales des Provinces Unies,' 1 vol. fol. Hague, 1719;
and a second volume in 1726; besides sermons and tracts ot
'

'

;

in 17.30, and died in
his skill in the works
published by the society of Antiquaries as Gough's Vetusta
Monunicnta,' and the like.
BASKERVILLE, Sir Simon (Biog.) a physician of the undent family of the Baskcrvillcs in Herefordshire, was boni at
Exeter in 157-'!, entered at Exeter college in 1591, took his
degrees of A. B. and A. M. about 1596-7, and that of M. D.
in Mill, after which he obtained such immense wealth by
his extensive medical practice in London as to get the name
of Baskcrville the Rich.
He died in 1 641.
Baskkiivii.j.k, John, a native of Worcestershire, and a printer,
'

notice only for the beautiful type which he
the printing of several works, which are disname of Baskerville's editions.

tinguished by the

,

bishop of this city mentioned

first

A

is

A

Chron.

et .ttlwi. in

The

general council was held here
Justinian.
in 1423 during the pontificate of Martin, which was!
the 18th general council that had been held.
council
was likewise held here as early as 1061, and a svnod
in history

a controversial nature,

BASNAGE, Henry de Beaueal, brother of the preceding, wrote
Tolerance,' 12mo. 68 1(Hist.) a native of Denbighshire, and
in Ireland, in 1537, rendered great
service to the government in the time of O'Neal's rebellion
l'or which he received the lands of Kiltcrnan, in the neigh'

Traite de

la

.

BASNETj Edward
dean of

St.

Patrick,

bourhood of Dublin.
Jame.i du Pont (Biog.) a painter of Bassan, died
in 15.<)2, at the age of 80, leaving four sons, all painters.
He was himself so skilful in his art, that he deceived Annibal Caracci by the painting of a book on a wall.

BASSAN,

;

;

BAT

HAS
Bassan, Francis, eldest son of the preceding, and the superior
He
of the four, was employed by the republic of Venice.
threw himself out of a window in a fit of despondency, and
44.
of
the
age
died at
Bassan, Leander, the second son, obtained the collar of St.
John from the doge of Venice.
Bassan, Baptiste and Jerome, the two other brothers, were
successful imitators of their father's style.
BASSANTIN, James (Biog.) a Scotch astronomer in the
l6th century, was the author of, 1. * Astronomia Jacobi
Bassantini Seoti Opus absolutissimum,' Latin and French,
2. ' Arithmetica.'
3. ' Musica secunfol. Genev. 1599-

dum Platonem,

BASSELIN,
in the

&c.

Oliver (Biog.) a fuller of Vire,

15th century, wrote the ballads well

name of

in

Normandy,

known by

the

which was a corruption of Vaux de

Vaudevilles,

tion in his dav.

Vire, the place of his nativity.

BASSET,

Sir Francis (Hist.) of Tehidy, of the ancient family
of Bassets, spoken of under Heraldry, was sheriff of Cornduring
the greater part of the rebellion, and a strenuwall
ous loyalist, who, on account of his expenses in supporting
the royal cause,

was

necessitated to sell his estate at St.

IkMichael's Mount, Cornwall, and much other property.
had two brothers, namely, sir Thomas Basset, and sir
Arthur, in the service of king Charles, one as a major-

who commanded

general,

the battle of Stratton,

a division of the royal

and the other a

army

at

colonel.

Fulk (Ecc.) brother of Gilbert Basset, of the
baronial family mentioned under Heraldry, was bishop of
London in the reign of Henry III ; and in that capacity

Basset,

opposed the immoderate demands of the see of Rome, and
died of the plague in 1259Basskt (Her.) a great baronial family, which flourished imFrom Ralph Basset, chief
mediately after the conquest.
justice in the reign of Henry I, sprung the lords Basset, of
lords
Basset,
of
Hedendon
Drayton; the
and lords Basset,
;
of Sapcote and Weldon ; with the Bassets of Bore, and
many other branches mentioned by Dugdale. Sir Francis
Basset, a descendant of this family, was created a baronet
The titles,
in 177!), and raised to the peerage in 1796arms, &c of this family are as follow
Titles. Basset, baron de Dunstanville, of Tehidy, in Cornwall
baron Basset, of Stratton, in Cornwall ; and a baronet.
Arms. Barry wavy of six or, and gules.
A unicorn's head.
Crest.
Two unicorns collared, and each charged on
Supporters.
the shoulder with a shield of the arms.
" Pro rege et populo."
Motto.
BASSET, Peter (Biog.) a gentleman of a good family, was
chamberlain to Henry V, king of England, in which capacity he wrote an account of his glorious actions, entitled,
* The
Acts of King Henry V,' which was never printed,
although he is quoted by Hall in his Chronicle.
BASSEVTLLE, Hugo de (Hist.) an ambassador from the
French revolutionists to the Roman pontiff, was murdered
He wrote, among other
by the populace at Rome, in 1792things,
Memoires, Historiques et Politiques, sur la Revolu:

•

Polilian.

[Vide

Politian']

wife of Dr. Joseph
'
Vesati, died at Bologna in 1732, after having disputed pubhonoured
with
a doctor's degree for
licly in Latin, and been
her learning.
BASSIANUS (Hist.) a celebrated general of the fourth
century, married Anastasia, the sister of Constantine the
the

Great.
Bassi an us, St. (Ecc.) bishop of Lodi, and the friend of S.
Ambrosius, died in 413, after having governed his see 17
years.

Bassi an us, bishop of
VOL. I.

Evasus,

BASSOMPIERE,

contended in the council of

Francis de

marshal of France,

(Hist.)

was born in Lorraine in 1579, served in the war of Savoy
1600 and 1603, commanded the ordnance at the siege of
Chateau Porcien, and afterwards at that of Rhetel, in 1617.
was made marshal in 1622, sent ambassador extraordinary
to Spain and Switzerland, and after being imprisoned for

in

ten years in the Bastile, through the intrigues of Richelieu,
During his imprisonment he wrote.
he died in 1646.
1.
Memoires de sa Vie,' 3 vols. Cologne, 1665. 2. ' Relation de ses Ambassades,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1665 and 1668.
3. ' Remarques sur l'Histoire de Henri IV, &c. ecrite par
Dupleix,' 12mo. 1665.
'

BASSUS,

Lucilius (Hist.) governor of Judiea after the de-

struction of Jerusalem, cut in pieces a great number of the
Jews, who continued their resistance to the Romans. Joseph,

de Bell. Jud.

1.

7, c. 20.

Bassus (Ecc.) a heretic, who denied the necessity for the
atonement, and made the perfection of all things to consist
in twenty-four letters and seven stars.
Bassus (Biog.) vide Aujidius & Cxsius.
Bassus, Junius, a rhetorician in the reign of Augustus, some
of whose orations are preserved by Seneca.
BASTA, George (Hist.) a great military commander under
the duke of Parma, was born at Rocca, and died in 1607-

among

leaving

his

works,

an author,

as

1.

'

Maestro di

2. ' Governo della CavalGenerale,' Venice, 1606.
leria Leggiera,' Frankof. 1612.
Thomas (Biog.) a clergyman and a poet, of
Blandford, in Dorsetshire, died in prison, where he was
He wrote, 1. ' Chrestoleros,"
confined for debt, in 1618.

Campo

BASTARD,

Seven Books

or,

2.

'Magna

Epigrams,

of

Britannia,' 4to. Lond.

mons and some

12mo. London, 1598.
1605 ; besides his ser-

poetic libels.

BASTIDE,

John Francis de la (Biog.) a miscellaneous
French writer, was born at Marseilles in 1724. He wrote,
other things, 1. ' Bibliotheque Universelle des Ro1789. 2. ' Le Noumans,' 112 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1775
veau Spectator,* 2 vols. 8vo., in imitation of the Spectator.
BASTON, Bobert (Biog.) a poet of Yorkshire, a Carmelite
monk, and a public orator of Oxford, who died in 1310,

among

—

was the author

tion de France,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1790-

BASSI, Angela (Biog.) surnamed
Bassi,
Laura Maria Cat/ierina,

Chalcedon, in 451, for the bishopric of Ephesus, which was
refused to him as well as to his competitor.
Bassianus (Biog.) vide Landus.
BASSIUS, Henry (Biog.) a surgeon, was bom in I69O, and
He wrote, 1. ' Griindlicher Bericht Von
died in 1754.
Bandagen,' 8vo. Leipzig, 1720 and 1723; also translated
2. * Observationes Anatomieo-Chirurgicointo the Dutch.
3. ' Tractatus de Morbis VeneMedica?,' 8vo. Hall. 1731.
reis,' 8vo. Lips. 1764.
BASSO, Jerome (Ecc.) nephew to pope Sextus IV, was by
him created cardinal in 1477- He died bishop of Sabina in
1507BASSOL, John (Biog.) a native of Scotland, and disciple of
Duns Scotus, at Oxford, in 1304, died in 1347, leaving
' Commentaria, seu Lectura;
in Quatuor Libros Sententiarum,' fol. Paris. 1517, which acquired him great reputa-

Altera
4.

<

of,

Scotorum

De

Variis

1.

'

De

Bello.'

Mundi

Strivilniensi Obsidione.'
3.

'

De

Statibus.'

Scotia?
5.

'

2.

'

De

Guerris Variis.'

De

Sacerdotum

6. ' Contra Artistas,' &c.
Luxuriis.'
John (Hist.) a physician, who, with Prynne
and Burton, were sentenced for their seditious writings to
pay a fine of 5000/., to stand in the pillory, to lose their
He was reears, and to suffer perpetual imprisonment.
after which he
leased on the breaking out of the rebellion
poured forth his virulence against the ruling factions of the
day, and was suffered to sink into obscurity.
BATAVA, Castra (Geog.) a fortified town of Vindelicia,

BASTWICK,

;

now Passau,
2 p

in Bavaria.

:

:

BAT

BAT
BAT AVI

(Geog.) a people of Germany,

who

inhabited that
part of Germany which is now known by the name of Holland, which was called by the ancients Batavorum Insula,
and in the Latin of the middle ages Bataeia.
Ltican, 1. 1, v. 431.
VtngkntH Btffcwiipn truces, alios are recurvo
Striuatn iwifin
Sil. lib. 3, v.

Jam

Mart.

1.

;hht auricpmo perfonadatB Batain.

8, epig. 33.
Ft mutnl Lutias sjmma Rttava comas.
1.

4,

c.

10; Liv.

1.

4,

15; Plin.

c.

1.

4;

; Chir. Gentian. 1. 2.
{Geog.) a city and seaport on the north coast of
the island of Java, the capital of all the Dutch settlements
in India, was built by the Dutch in l6l<), on the ruins of
Jacatra, after the successes which they obtained over the
The city
sovereign of that place, aided by the English.
surrendered to the English in 1811 ; but has since been reLon. 106° 54' E., lat. 6° 12' S.
stored to the Dutch.

Plul. in Othon.

BATAVIA

BATE,

John (Biog.) prior of the Carmelites at York, and a
native of Northumberland, studied at Oxford, and died in
He published many critical and theological works.
142J).
Bate, George, physician successively to Charles I, Oliver
Cromwell, and Charles II, was born in 1608, studied at

His principal work is an acOxford, and died in 1669.
Elenchus Mocount of the rebellion, under the title of
tuum Nuperorum in Anglia, simul ac Juris Regis et Parlia'

mentary

brevis Narratio,' 4to.

Paris.

1649; and

Franco!'.

1650.

George, another of the same name, was author of
of the Regicides,' 8vo. London, l66l.
was horn in 1736, and died in
He wannly supported the principles of Hutchinson,
1771.
witli whom he was intimate, and wrote, among other things,
' Critica Hcbnea,' or a Hebrew
English Dictionary, with-

Bate,
'

The Lives

Bate,

Julius, a clergyman,

out points/ 4to. T< >TJtiities, elder brother of the preceding, was educated at
Cambridge, where he took his degrees of A. B. and A. M.
in 1723 and 17-7. and died rector of St. Paul's, Deptford,
He published a few tracts on doctrinal points.
in 1775.
(Biog.) or Balecombc, William, a mathematician of the fifth century, studied at Oxford, and wrote,
1

Bate,

BATECUMBK
1.

'

De

Splnera?

Solida.'

'

;i.

Concave Fabrica

De

et LJsu.'

Operatione Astrolabii.'

2.
4.

'

De Spheera
Conclusioncs
'

BATEMAN,

William (/,'('(••) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, bishop of Norwich, and founder of Trinity Hall,
was
born at Norwich, studied at Cambridge, obCambridge,
tained tiie bishopric of Norwich in 1343, and died in 1354,
on his way to Koine, where he was sent with Henry, duke
of Lancaster, and others, to treat of a peace between the
crowns of England and France.
Bateuan (lli-r.) the name of a family which is descended
from William Ilateinan. bishop of Norwich, above-menThis
tioned, and which at present enjoys a baronetcy.
h
In,
for many generations resided at Hartington Hall,
in the county of Derbyshire, the arms, Sec. of which are
i

I

as follow

as follow

Arms.

Argent, three bats' wings erect sable, on
gules, a lion passant or.
Crest.
a wreath a bat's wing, as in the arms.

sinister corner of the field.
crescent and etoile

A

above
a canton azure on the

etoile of six points
;

above

it

of six points gules,

wings or.
amicum."
BATES, William (Biog.) a nonconformist divine, who was
and was afterwards chaplain to
educated al
hut was ejected by the act of uniformity, and
Charles II
His works were published in a folio volume
died in IIJHI.

between two

eagles'

" Sidue Basil

;

after his death.

n chief

On

William, Earl of (Hist.) a statesman of the family
of Pulteney, was born in 1682, educated at Westminster
and Christ Church, Oxford, appointed privy councillor and
secretary of state on the accession of George I ; which posts
he shortly after resigned, and took the lead in the ranks of
opposition to the ministers of the day, at the head of whom
was sir Robert Walpole, his former friend and associate.
On the resignation of this minister, he was sworn of the
privy council, in which office he continued till his death,
in 1764.
He had a principal hand in the ' Craftsman,' besides other party pamphlets, of which he was the author.
Bath, Earl of (Her.) a title which has been conferred on
three several families, and is now extinct.
Philibert de
Shaunde, a native of Britanny, and a faithful servant of
Henry VII, was advanced by that monarch to the title of
carl of Bath in I486, which became extinct in the same
reign.
John Bouchier, third lord Fitzwarine, was created
earl of Bath, in 1536 and 28 Henry VIII, which title became extinct at the death of Henry Bouchier, the fifth earl,
in 1654. William Pulteney, the statesman above-mentioned,
was created baron of Heydon, viscount Pulteney, and earl
of Bath, in 1742, which title became extinct at the death of
the countess of Bath, in 1808.
Bath, Marquis of, a title at present enjoyed by the Thynne
family, which was first conferred on Thomas, third viscount

Weymouth,

in 17SJ).

[Wide Thynne^

of this family are as follow

The

titles,

arms,

&c

:

Thynne, marquis of Bath, viscount Weymouth,
baron Thynne of Warminster, and a baronet.
Arms. Barry of ten or, and sa/i/e.
Titles.

( 'rest.
On a wreath, a reindeer tripping or.
On the dexter side, a reindeer or, gorged with
Supporters.
a plain collar sable ; on the sinister, a lion gules.
" J'ai bonne cause."
Motto.
Bath (Geog.) a city in the county of Somersetshire, on the
river Avon, 13 m. E. S. E. Bristol, and 106 W. London,
This town was well known
lon. 2" 21' W., lat. 51° 22' N.

to the

Romans by the name of Aqua;

Calidas, or

A time

Setis,

hot springs, which have ever since been
a bishop's see, which was originally at
Wells, where it was erected in <)05, and in 1090 it was
transferred to Bath, by John de Villula de Tours, its bishop;
but in consequence of a dispute between the canons of Wells
and the Benedictines, respecting the election of the bishop,
it was agreed that the bishop should take the name of lxith
the cities, placing that of Bath first. Camtl. Descripl. AngL;
Gotl iriii. tie If lis. Aiil'I. ; Mirtrus. Xol. Ejiise.
BATHE, Henry de (Hist.) a native of Devonshire, was appointed by Henry III, in 1238, justice of the Common
Pleas, lost the king's favour in 1251, on a charge of perverting justice to his own private ends, hut being restored
again alter some time, through the intercession of friends,
he died chief justice of the King's Bench about 26 1.
Bathe, William (Biog.) an Irish Jesuit, was horn in 1564,
Studied Sri Oxford, and died rector of an Irish seminary of
Salamanca, in 11)14.
He wrote, 1. 'An Introduction to
the Art of Music,' 4to. Lend. 158 1; a later and improved
A brief Introducedition was published under the title of
2.
Janua Linguarum,' &c.
tion to the Skill of Song,' &C.
S.ilamanc. l6l 1.
BATHKLIl.I', James /<• (Biog.) Sieur d'Aviron, a distinCommentaries
guished lawyer in the Kith century, wrote,
on the Norman Law,' which were reprinted with thosu ut

on account of

its

It

is

1

:

Or, three crescents with an
Arms.
each crescent gules, on a field or

Moii".

at

(Her.) the name of a family in Ireland, which
present enjoys a baronetcy ; the arms, fee. of which are

celebrated.

Sophia.'

Crest.

BATESON

BATH,

Safes

608.

de Bell. Gall.

Ccbs.

l

'

•

'

Berault and Godcfroi, in 2

vols. fol.

Rouen, 1684.

BAT

BAT
BATHORI

(Hist.) a noble family of Transylvania, which
held the government of that country for some time.
Bathori, Stephen, was elected governor in 1571, after the
death of Sigismund, was placed on the throne of Poland in

1576, and died in 1586.
Bathori, Christopher, brother of the preceding, succeeded
him in the principality of Transylvania, and died in
1581.

Bathori, Sigismund,
cipality

and successor, yielded his prinAndrew, the cardinal, and died in

his son

to his cousin

1613.'

Bathori, Andrew, a cardinal, and cousin of the preceding,
lost,

as prince of Transylvania, a considerable battle, against

the prince of Wallachia, in 1599, and being taken prisoner,
had his head cut off by the peasants.
Bathori, Gabriel, was elected prince of Transylvania in 1608,
and was killed for his cruelties and debaucheries in 1618.
Spondan. coiilin. Annul. Ann. 1718.
BATH-SHEBA (Bibl.) »a»-ra, daughter of Eliam, or
Ammiel, and wife to Uriah the Hittite, was married to
2 Sam. xi.
king David, by whom she had Solomon.
1 Kings xi. 12.
BATHCEL (Bibl.) vide Bethud.
BATH-ZACHARIAS (Geog.) a place near Bethsura, where
a battle was fought between Antiochus Eupator and Judas
1 Mac. vi.
Maccabeus.
BATHUHST, George (Hist.) of the honourable family
mentioned under Heraldry, had thirteen sons, six of whom
had the distinguished honour of dying in the service of
Charles I, during the rebellion.
Bathurst, Allan, Earl, eldest son of sir Benjamin Bathurst,
who was the youngest son of the preceding, George
Bathurst was born in 16S4, and after a course of politic al
warfare with sir Robert Walpole's administration, he died
in 1775He was the first of his family who enjoyed a title.
r_Vide Bathurst, under Heraldry]
;

Bathurst (Her.)

the name of a family originally seated in
Sussex, at a place called Bathurst, not far from Battle-abby,
of which they were dispossessed in the troublesome times of
dispute between the houses of York and Lancaster.
The
ancestor of the present family, Lawrence Bathurst, a citizen
of Canterbury, in the reign of Henry VI, held lands there, and
also at Cranbrooke, and Staplehurst, in Kent. Allen Bathurst,
a descendant of this Lawrence, was elevated to the peerage
in 1711 at the memorable period when 12 new peers were
introduced into the House of Lords to obtain a majority in
the Upper House, and was farther advanced to the dignity

George III in 1772. His son Henry,
second earl, was during his father's life-time created
Apsley, baron of Apsley, in Sussex, and appointed
high chancellor of England.
The titles, arms, &c. of
family are as follow
of an earl by

the
lord
lord
this

:

Bathurst, earl Bathurst, of Bathurst, in Sussex,
lord Bathurst, Imron Bathurst, of Battlesden, co. Bedford,
and lord Apsley, baron of Apsley, in Sussex.
Arms.
Sable, two bars ermine, in chief three crosses pattee
Titles.

(Biog.) a Samian, who, according to Horace,

was beloved by Anaereon.

Bathvllus, a

Horat. Ep. 14.

favourite of Maecenas.

Tacit.

Ann.

1.

1, c. 5-4

;

Jur. Sat. 6.

BATILDA, St. (Hist.) commonly called Badour, a Saxon
princess, was carried away from England by pirates, and
sold to Archinoald, mayor of the palace, where she was seen
by Clovis II, who married her, and had by her Clotarius III,
She administered the goChilderie II, and Thierrie III.
vernment with great wisdom after his death, and after
founding several abbies she died about 680, in a monastery.

BATILLUS

(Hist.) a slave of Antipater, son of Herod the
Great, accused his master of having procured poison for the
purpose of administering it to the king.
BATIS (Hist.) a eunuch and governor of Gaza, who having
held out long against Alexander, was dragged round the
Curt. 1. 4,
city at the chariot wheels of the conqueror.

c.6.

BATMAN"

(Biog.) or Bateman, Stephen, a poet and native of
studied at Cambridge, and died in 1587Among his works are, 1. ' The Doom,' &c. 4to. London,
"
Christal Glass of Christian Reformation,' &c.
ISM. 2. '
Somersetshire,

A

London, 1569, &c.
BATMANSONj John (Biog.) prior of the Carthusian moHe
nasterv, or Charter-house, in London, died in 1531.
wrote Animadversions on Erasmus' Commentary on the New
Testament,' and other theological or religious works.
BATO (Hist.) a Dardanian, who revolted to Rome from king
4to.

'

Liv. L 81, c. 28.
(Myth.) Barmy, a charioteer of Amphiaraus, was
swallowed up with him, and afterwards honoured with a
Pans. 1. 5, c. 17consecrated place.
Baton (Biog.) a native of Sinope, who wrote Commentaries on
Philip.

BATON

the Persian Affairs.
(Biog.) one of the greatest painters of the
was born at Lucca in 1708, and died in 1787-

BATONT, Pompeo
last century,

is Simon the Magician, contending with St.
Rome in the great church of St. Peter.
Augustus John George Charles (Biog.) a botanist,
was born in"l76l, and died in 1S02. He wrote, 1. Elenchus Fungorum,' 8vo. Hall. 1783; and again in 1786.
2. ' An Introduction to the Knowledge and History of Vegetables,' in German, 8vo. Jen. 1792. 3. ' Botany for Ladies

His best piece

Peter, preserved at

BATSCH,

'

and Amateurs,'

8vo. 1795, 1798, 1805, &c.
(Ecc.) bishop of Nocera, died in 1717.

BATTAGLINI, Mark

having been employed by the popes Alexander VIII,
and Clement XI, in both a civil and ecclesiastical capacity.

after

He

wrote,

1.

'II Legista

Filosofo,'

4to.

Rome,

1680.

Concili Generali,' 2 vols,
3. ' Annali del Saeerdozio," 4 vols. fol.
fol. Venice, 1689.
1"04,
Venice, 1701,
1709, 1711, besides some devotional
2.

'

Istoria Universale

di

tutti

i

tracts.

BATTELY,

John (Biog.) an antiquarian of Bury, in Suffolk,
fellow of Trinity college, Cambridge, and chaplain to archHe wrote * Antibishop Sancroft/died in 1708 aged 61.
quitates Rutupina",' Svo. 1711; a second edition in 4to.
Antiquitates S. Edmondburgi.'
171,5, with the author's
Battkly, Nicholas, brother of the preceding, edited ' Som'

or.

Crest.

BATHYLLUS

On

a wreath, a dexter

arm

in mail,

holding a club with spikes, all proper.
Supporters.
Two stags argent, each gorged

embowed, and

ner's Antiquities of Canterbury.'

BATTEUX,

1620, sent to Trinity college, Oxford, in 1634, took his degrees of A. B. and A.M. in 1637 and 1641, and died dean
of V\ ells in 1 704, after having refused the bishopric, out of

Charles (Biog.) professor of philosophy, and
of the French academy, was born in 1713, and
He wrote among other things, 1. ' Cours de
died in 1780.
Translation of
2.
Belles Lettres,' 5 vols. 12mo. 176O.
the Works of Horace into French, 2 vols. 12mo. &c.
BATTI (Hist.) a Tartar chief, who in 1224 subjugated the
Russians, and made himself master of the country, which
remained in the hands of the Tartars till the reign of Ba-

regard to his society, of which he was president. His poems
and other pieces were published by Mr. Thomas Warton, his

BATTIADES

with a collar

gemelle ermine.
Mutto.

" Tien ta fois."

Bathurst, Ralph (Biog.) a poet and divine, the seventh son
of George Bathurst, mentioned under History, was born in

liiographer.

member

A

1500, by whom they were expelled.
(Biog.) a patronymic of Callimachus, from
his father Battus. "Ovid, in lb. v. 53.
2
2 P

silius in

:

BAU

BAV
BATTIE,

William (Bios'.) a physician, was born in 1704, and
De Prindied in 1776. He wrote among other things, 1.
cipiis Animalihus Excreitationes in Coll. Reg. Medicoruni,'
Apho1751. 2. < A Treatise on Madness,' 4to. 1757. S.
rismi de eognoseendis et eurandis Morhis nonnullis,' eve.
1762.
BATTIS (Myth.) a maid of Cos, celebrated by Philetas, the
'

'

elegiac poet.

Ovid.

'Prist.

1.

successor, making pretensions to the empire, was deprived of his patrimonial states, which were restored by
Maria Theresa, to his son Maximilian Joseph, on his
renouncing the pretensions made by his father.
He died

and

1, el. 5.

BATTISHALL,

Jonathan (Biog.) a musician, was born in
He composed many anthems,
1733, and died in 1758.
Harmonia
which have been published in Mr. Page's
'

1777, and with him ended the younger line of the
house of Wittelsbach. The next heir was Charles Theodore, count Palatine of the elder line, who had hitherto
enjoyed with little interruption the electoral dignity, anil
at his death he was succeeded by Maximilian Joseph IV.
duke of Deux-Ponts, and under whom Bavaria was raised
to a kingdom during the late revolutionary war, and was
aggrandized by large accessions of territory.
BAUCIS (Myth.) an infirm old woman, who, with her husband Philemon, received Jupiter hospitably in her cottage;
for which the god in recompense metamorphosed their cottage
into a temple, and made them the priests.
Their bodies
were at their death changed into trees before the doors of
the temple.
Ovid, Met. 1.8.
BAUDART, William (Biog.) a Protestant divine of Flanders,
was born in 1565, and died in 1640. He was employed
with Bucer in the translation of the Bible into Dutch,
besides which he published, 1. ' Polemographia Auriacoin

Sacra.'

BATTUS

(Myth.) Barroc, a shepherd of Pylos, who, con-

trary to his promise,

made known

Mercury had stolen
which he was turned into a
that

the flocks of Admetus, for
pumice stone. Ovid. Met. 1. 2.
(Hist.) the name of two princes of Cyrene.
I, was the founder of Cyrene, A. C. 630.
II, grandson of the preceding, died king of Cyrene,
554.
Herod. 1. 4 ; Slrab. L 17 ; Justin. 1. 3 ; Pausan.
A. C.

Battus
Battus
Battus
1.

Albert III, surnamed the Pious, Albert IV, sumamed
the Wise, William IV, surnamed the Constant, Albert V,
surnamed the Magnanimous ; William V, surnamed the
Young; Maximilian I, surnamed the Solomon; Ferdinand, Mary, and Maximilian II, who was put to the ban
of the empire and lost his estates, hut they were restored
to him by the peace of Baden.
Charles Albert, his son

3.

Battus, a general of Corinth against Athens. Thucyd. 1.
BATULUS (Biog.) a surname of Demosthenes, from
effeminacy

when young.

4.

his

Pint, in Demosth.

BATY,

Richard (Biog.) rector of Kirkandrew, upon the Esk,
in Cumberland, died in 1758, after having built a parsonageHe
house, and conferred many other benefits on his parish.
published the ' Young Clergyman's Companion in visiting
the Sick,' in 1756, besides some smaller pieces.
(Geog.) a circle of Germany, is bounded on the
W. by Suabia, N. VV. by Franconia, N. E. by Bohemia, E.
by Austria and Stiria, and S. by Carinthia and Tyrol, and
is divided into the following circles

BAVARIA

Chief Tewm.

Circles.

The Main

Bamberg.
Anspach.

Rezah
Upper Danube
Regen

Eichstadt.

Ratisbon.
Passau.

Lower Danube

Remplin.
Munich.

Iller

Iser

Besides the grand duchy of Wurzburg, the principality of
Aschafienburg and some other territorial accessions.

History of Bavaria.
Bavaria, called by the inhabitants Die Bcyern, formed a
part of the Rhatia Vindclicia, and Noricum of the ancients, and received tin- name of Bojciria, from the Boii,

j

Belgica,' or a collection

and

subject.

BAUDELOT,

de Dairval (Biog.) a French
and died in 1722. He wrote
2 vols. 12mo. 1686; on the
was often reprinted but the
edition of 1727 is said to be the best.
He also wrote several dissertations which were published in the memoirs of
the Academy of Inscriptions.
Briee (Biog.) a French physician, who died
at Macon in 1623, aged 81, wrote, 1.
Paraphrase sur la
Pharmacopie,' 8vo. Lyons, 1588, 1596, 1603, and 1628 ;
and translated into Latin under the title of ' Pharmacopoeia
e Gallico in Latinum versa a Philemone Hollando,' fol.
Lond. 1639;
4to.
Hag. 1640.
He also published
Praxis Mediea in duos Tractatus distincta,' 4to.
Paris.
1 620.
BAUDET, Stephen (Biog.) an engraver of Blois, whose chief
piece was ' Adam and Eve,' from Dominichino.
He died

Charles Caesar
antiquary, was born in 1648,
' De
l'Utilite des Voyages,'
subject of Antiquities, which

'

aged 73.
Michael (Biog.) historiographer of France.
under Louis XIII, wrote, 1. ' Histoire Generale de la Religion des Tuns.' &C.
also
I.e Livre et la Thcologie de
Mahomet,' a work translated from the Arabic, 8vo. Ki.'ili.
'
Histoire
Cardinal
2.
d'Amboise,' 8vo. Paris, 1651.
du
Histoire du Marcchal de Toiras,' fol. 1644; 2 vols.
3.
12m0. lfi(i(); besides the Lives of Cardinal Xiincncs, and
in H>'71,

Denmark, and Norway, and different electors, counts, &c.
Otho, surnaincd the (heal, was succeeded by bis son
Louis I, and he by his son Otho II, surnamed the Illustrious, who dying in 1245, divided his possessions between
his two sons, Louis II and Henry
but on the failure of
issue to Henry, the whole reverted to the children of
Louis, who were Rudolphus and Louis, from which descended the two great families in Germany, namely, the
counts Palatine of the Rhine, from K
s the Elder,
and the dukes of Bavaria, from Louis the Younger. The
successors of Louis, who was afterwards emperor, wenStephen, sumamed the Old, John the Pacific, Ernest,

BAUDILLE,

1

1

1

)

1

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

1

;

BAUDERON,

BAUDIER,

;

of engravings, representing sieges
verses, illustrative of the

with some Latin

battles,

It had its
a people who were settled early in this part.
own kings from the fifth century to the ninth, of whom
the first is supposed to have been Aldiger or Aldeger, who
established himself in Bavaria in 456. The present House
of Bavaria is sprung from Othn I, landgrave of Wittclsbach, who was made duke of Bavaria about
125, by the
emperor Frederic I ; among his successors may be reckoned three emperors of Germany, besides kings of Sweden,
1

•

'

:

'

Abbe Suger, &C.
martyr of Nismes, but the time of
known. Gregor. Tur. 1. 1.

St. (Kcc.) a

her martyrdom

is

not

BAUDIUS,

Dominic (Biog.) professor of history in the uniLeyden, was born at I. isle in 1561, and died in
His works are, 1. Poemata," 8vo. Lugd. Mat. 1607.
2. ' De Induciis Belli Belgici,' tto. Lugd. Bat. nil:;
8va
Epistohr,' 2 lino. Ibid. 1615, and often reprinted
::.
161 7since; in which are also printed all his orations.
BAUDOT, de ,lui/// Nicholas (Biog.) an historian, was born
ld'7,S,
in
He wrote.
and died in 175!)at Vcndnnie
1.
L' Histoire de Catherine de France, Reine d'Angleterre/
2.
1696.
Germaine de Foix,' an historical novel.
versity of

1613.

'

;

'

'

'

;

.

i

•

.

BAX

BAU
L'Histoire Secrette du Connetable de Bourbon, 1706".
3.
4. • L'Histoire de la Conquete d'Angleterre, par Guillaume
Due de Normandie,' 12mo. 1701 ; besides a history of
Philip Augustus, Charles VI, Charles VII, and Louis
'

XI, &c.

BAUDOLTN,

Francis (Biog.) a civilian of Arras, was born
His principal works are,
and died in 1573Leges de Re Rustica et Novella Constitutio Prima.' 4to.
Louvan. 1542. 2. ' Commentarii in Libros Quatuor Instituti
3. 'Juris
Juris Civilis.' fol. Paris. 1546, 1582, and 15S4.
1520,

in
1.

'

Civilis

Cateehesis,' Svo. Basil. 1557-

4.

'

De

Institutione

Historic Universse,' 4to. Paris. 1551, &c.
a divine of Amiens, was the author of
et Mysticus,' Svo. 1 til 5 ; besides a translation of Seneca's tragedies, published at Troves in 16*29He died in 1632.
Baudouin, John (Biog.) a native of Pradelle, in the Vivarais, in 1590, died in the service of queen Margaret as

Baudolin, Benedict,
' Calceus Antiquus

He
her reader in 1650, or, according to others, in 1 656.
published translations of Sallust, Tacitus, Lucian, Suetonius,
&c. ; besides a History of Malta, and some novels, &c.
Michael Anthony (Biog.) a geographer, was
He wrote ' Geoborn at Paris in 1633, and died in 1700.
graphia Online Literarum disposita,' 2 vols. fol. 1 682
since translated into French under the title of Dictionnaire
Geographique ;' besides some smaller works.
BAUDRI (Ecc.) bishop of Nozon and Tournai, died in 1113,
after having actively discharged his pastoral office.

BAUDRAND,

;

'

BAUDRICOt'RT,
sellor to

Robert (/^(ffiif.) chamberlain and counking Charles VII, introduced the maid of Orleans

to his notice in

1420.

de, son of the preceding, and marechal
of France, signalized himself in the conquest of Naples
under Charles' VIII, and died in l-tjij).
(Biog.) in Latin Bauhinus. a physician, and the
first of a family of learned men, was born at Amiens in
1511, and died in 1582, after having escaped being burnt
for his religion through the intercession of queen Margaret.

Baudricourt, John

BAUH1N

He left two sons distinguished botanists.
Baoiin. John, eldest son of the preceding, a physician and
He
botanist, was born at Basil in 15-11, and died in 1613.
Historic Plantarum Prodronius,' 4to. Ebrodun
wrote, 1.
Universalis,'
2.
Historia Plantarum
3 vols. fol.
1619.
3.
De Aquis Medicatis, Nova Methodtis.
1650, 1651.
Quatuor Libris comprehensa,' 4to. 1605, 1607, 1612; besides many smaller works on botany.
Bachix, Gaspard, brother of the preceding, was born in 1560,
and died in 1624. He wrote, 1. Phvtopinax,' 4to. Basil.
2.
Pinax Theatri Botanici,' 4to. Basil. 1623. The
1596.
works of these two brothers were held in such high esteem
that, for some years, it was not thought necessary to publish
any other on the subject of botany.
They still maintain a
'

'

'

'

'

pre-eminent rank among botanical works.
(Biog.) and Mcevius, two inferior poets in the age
of Augustus, whom Virgil satyrizes for their abuse and
malevolence.
J'irg. Eclog. 1. 3.
BAULDRI, Paul (Biog.) sumamed d'Iberville, professor of
ecclesiastical history at L^trecht, was born at Rouen in 1()3,0,
and died in lb'Ofi. He published a new edition of Lactantius
' De Mortibus Persecutorum,' and of Furetiere's
Xouvelle
Allegorique.' &e.
also Commentaries on Job.
(Biog.) or Beaulieu, James, a lithotomist of
Franche Comte, was born in 1651, and died in 1720 in a
hermitage, after having invented the lateral operation for

BA\ IUS

'

;

BALLOT

the stone.

BALME,

Nicolas Augusle de la (Hist.) marquis of Montrevel
and Marechal of France, died in 1716, after having signalized himself during his long military career.
Bavme, Peter de la (Ecc.) of the same noble family, was
promoted to the bishopric of Geneva in 1523; and, after

being twice driven from his see by the Calvinists, he was
created cardinal by Paul III in 1539, promoted to the archbishopric of Besancon in 1542, and died in 1544.
Baujie, Claude de la, nephew of the preceding, was created
cardinal in 1578, succeeded his uncle in the archbishopric of
Besancon, and died viceroy of Naples in 1584.
Bai'jie, James Francis de la (Biog.) native of Carpentrus.
died in 1757, aged 52.
He wrote ' La Christiade,' or Paradise Regained, 6 vols. 12mo. 1753, which was written in
that it was condemned by the Parliaand the author was fined.
BALMGARTEN, Alexander Theophilus (Biog.) a professor
of logic, &c. at Halle, was born at Berlin in 71 4, and died
in 176'2.
His principal works are, 1. Mctaphysica,' 8vo.
Hall. 1739, 1743, and 1763.
2. ' JBthica Philosophica,'
Ibid. 1740,
3.
/Esthetica,' 2 vols. Svo.
1751, 1762.
so ridiculous a style

ment of

Paris,

J

•

'

Francof. 1750, 1758.

B.umgakten, Siegmond,

brother of the preceding, and a vo-

luminous writer, died in 1757His most useful work was
a Continuation of the English Universal History.
James de la (Biog.) a Jesuit, was born in 1649,
and died in 1725. He wrote, 1. ' Symbola Heroica,' 4to.

BAUNE,
Paris.

1672.

2.

'

Panegyrici Veteres in
Svo. Amst.

Usum

Delphini,'

Venet. 1725;
8vo. Lond. 1716, which contains only the panegyric of
Pliny, with the notes of De la Baune, Lipsius, &c. 3. Ludus
Poeticus in Recentem Cometam,' 4to. Paris. 1681, &c.
Many of his Latin poems were inserted in a collection entitled * Collegii Parisiensis Societ. Jesu, Festi Plausus ad
Nuptias Ludovici Galliarum Delphini,' ecc. fol. Paris.
1680.
BAL'R, John William (Biog.) a painter, was born at Strasburg in 1610, and died in 1640. He excelled in representing processions, battles, and the like.
4to.

Paris.

1676;

1701;

4to.

'

BAUSCH,

John Laurence (Biog.)

a physician,

was

bom

at

He wrote,
Schweinfort in 1605, and died in 1665.
' Schediasmata
1
Bina Curiosa de Lapide Haematite et
Schediasma Curiosum de
CEtite,' 8vo. Lips. 1665.
2.
Unicornu Fossili,' Svo. Bresl. 1666. 3. ' Schediasma Posthumum de Cceruleo et Chrysoeolla,' Svo. Jen. 1668.
B
SSIRI (Biog.) a Mahometan, and author of a poem in
praise of Mahomet, every line of which ends with an tn.
(Hist.) the name of a family originally of Anjou,
which has produced men of wit and distinction.
Bautru, Armand, son of Nicholas Bautru, and count of Nogent, Marechal de Camp, &C. was drowned at the passage of
'

U

BAUTRU

the Rhine in 1672.
II, ambassador into Flanders, Spain, and
England, was famous for his bon mots. He died in 1665.
II, count of Scrraut, commander-in-chief
in Alsace, and governor of Phillipeville, was killed a few
days after the death of marshal Turenne at the battle beyond the Rhine in 1675.
B.VUX (Hist.) a noble family of France, who have been
barons of Baux, viscounts of Marseilles, and princes of Orange,
bore also once the title of kings of Aries, and made preten-

Bautru, William

Bautru, Nicholas

sions to the sovereignty of Provence.

de, knight of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem, distinguished himself against the Venetians, and at
the siege of Marseilles in 1524, and died in 1527Richard (Biog.) a nonconformist divine, was bom
at Rowton in 1615, and" died in 1691, after having taken an
He
active part in the troubles and tumults of the times.

Baux, Bernardin

BAXTER,

left numerous publications suited to the party for which they
were written.
Baxter, William, nephew of the preceding, an antiquarian
and critic, published, 1. De Analogia,' etc. 12mo. 16792. An edition of Anacreon in 1695, and again in 1710.
'

with
4.

'

An edition of Horace,
improvements.
Glossarium Antiquitatum Britannicarum,' &e.
3.

1701.

BAY

BAY
1686 in Old
works the most im-

Baxter, Andrew, a metaphysician, was born

in

Aberdeen, and died in 1750. Of his
portant is ' An Inquiry into the Nature of the

Human

Soul,'

Ecclesiastical History of

Bayeux

&c. 4to.

BAYARD,

Pierre du Terrail de (Hist.) a warrior, was the
descendant of a family of warriors.
One ancestor of his
fell in 1356 at the battle of Poictiers, another at the battle
His grandfather was killed at the battle of
of Agincourt.
Montheri in 1465, his father was dangerously wounded at
that of Guinegaste, or the Eperons, and he himself was
killed during the retreat of Bonivet in Italy in 1524, at the
age of 48, of which 32 years had been nobly spent in the
service of his sovereigns Charles VIII, Louis XII, and
He is celebrated by all historians for his valour
Francis.
and humanity, and has received the title of the captain
" Sans Peur et sans Reproche."
Bayard, Gilbert, Seigneur de la Font, secretary of state, and
general of the finances in the reign of Francis I, was employed on several important negociations ; but, on the death
of that prince, his enemies at court caused him to be arrested
and thrown into prison, where he died. Thuan. Hist. 1. 3.
(Hist.) the sixth of the descendants of
Jenghiz-Khan, succeeded Gangalu on the throne of Irak,
or Persia, in the year of the Hegira 6'94, A. D. 1304, and
was slain after a reign of only eight months by the general

BAYDU-KHAN

of his rival and successor Gazan Khan.
John (Biog.) an astronomer and lawyer in the l6th
century, is principally known by his ' Uranometria,' or
Atlas of the Stars, first published in 1603, which was republished in 1627 under the new title of * Ccelum Stellatum
Christianum,' in which a fruitless attempt was made to substitute scripture figures and names for those of the heathen
mythology. The stars are marked on Bayer's Uranometria
by the Greek letters a, /J, y, &c.
Bayer, Theophitut Siegfred, grandson of the preceding, and
He
a:i antiquarian, was born in 16<)4, and died in 1738.
Museum Sinicum,' &c. 2 vols. 8vo. Petrop.
published, 1.

BAYER,

'

1730; consisting of a grammar and lexicon of the Chinese
Historia Regni Gnecorum Bactriani,' 4to.
language. 2.
3.
Historia Osrhoena et Edessena ex Numibid. 1738.
mis illustrata,' ike. 4to. ibid. 1734; besides numerous antiquarian dissertations published in the Literary Journal, and
in a work entitled Opuscula ad Historiam Antiquam, Chronologiam, Geographiam et Rem Xummariam spectantia,'
'

'

'

8vo. Hall. 1768.

BAYEUX

(Geog.) a town of

Lower Normandy,

in France,

on the river Aure, in the modern department of Calvados,
about 4 miles from the English Channel, 140 W. by N. Paris.
Lon. 0° 42' W. lat. 49° 17' N.
History

Bayeux was known

of'

Bayeux.

by the several names of

to the ancients

Biducasrium, Bajocts, Civtitu Bujoeassium, Bojacurum,
or BeUitcassium.
Cesar speaks of these people under the

name

Ptolemy calls them
and Gregory of Tours

of Bell'icissrs, or lirllocasscs.

litiliirciisrs

Ausonius Hajocasses

;

Bajocassini.
It was formerly a very considerable place,
and one of the most ancient in Gaul. It Buffered much

from the incursions of the Normans in the 9th and 10th
I'-nturies, and afterwards still more during the wars with
was taken from IScrcngcr, count of
It
the English.
Bcssin, By I'aoiil, wlio was afterwards duke of Normandy,
It was
from which period it became a Norman town.
taken and burnt by Henry, king of England, during the
on
be
against
bis
brother
Robert,
war which
carried
duke
and it experienced a similar fate from the
of Normandy
It afterwards stood two siege*, anehy
English in 1356.
the English in 1415, and the Other by count de Dunois
in 1450; and, lastly, it was sacked and pillaged by the
;

protectants in 1562.

Bayeux.

a bishop's see, and the first suffragan of the archbishopric of Rouen.
Its first bishop was S. Euxupere,
called S. Spire, who had for successors not less than
eleven other bishops who were canonized.
Its cathedral,
is

which

is

one of the

finest

in

Normandy, was

built

bv

Hughes de Bayeux and Odo de

Conteville its bishops, who
were respectively uncle and uterine brother of William the
Conqueror. William Bonnet, bishop of Bayeux, held a

synod here in 1300, where synodal constitutions were
made, as also in another synod held by Francis Servien,
bishop of the same city in 1656.
Bayeux, John de (Ecc.) better known by the name of Joltn
d'Avranehes, first bishop of Avranebe, and afterwards archbishop of Rouen, one of the most distinguished prelates of
his time, was killed in 1079 by some monks who were dis-

with his diseipbne.

satisfied

Bayeux, A.

(Biog.) an advocate of Caen, and the translator
of Ovid's Fasti, was killed in the revolutionarv massacres of

1792.

BAYEZID
BAYF,
was

(Hist.) vide Bajezcl.

Lazarus de (Hist.) a gentleman of family in Anjou,
ambassador to Venice by Francis I in 1531, and

sent

died in 1545, or later, according to some.
He translated
into French the Electra of Sophocles, 8vo. 1 537 ; and the
Hecuba of Euripides, 12mo. 1550 ; besides which be wrote,
1. ' De Re Vestiaria Liber.' 4to. Basil. 1526.
2.
Annotationes in Legem II de Captivis et postliminio reversis/ &c.
4to. Paris. 1536; both of which works were reprinted in
Gronovius' ' Thesaurus Antiquitatum Gracarurn.'
Bayf, John Anthony de la Neuville, natural son of the preceding, a poet and a scholar, died in 1592.
His poems
were published in 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1573.
BAYLE, Peter (Biog.) a writer of distinction in his dav,
was born in 1047, and died in 1706. He wrote, 1. ' Des
Pensees Diverse* sur la Comete qui parut in 10'SO;' reprinted afterwards in 4 vols. ISmo. 2.
Les Nouvelles de la
Republique des Lettres,' lGsi1687- 3. ' Dictionnaire Historique et Critique,' 1697, enlarged by one-third in 1702,
and again in 1715; besides a number of other works that
'

'

—

are

now

BAYLEY,

forgotten.

Ansel m (Biog.) minor canon of

St.

Paul's, died

among

other things, the Old Testament,
Hebrew and English, with Remarks, 4 vols. 8vo.
BAYLY, Lewis (Ecc.) an English prelate, was born at Caermarthen in Wales, educated at Oxford, promoted to the see
He was author of
of Bangor in 1616, and died in 16S2.
' The
Practice of Piety,' of which there have been a prodigious number of editions in 12mo. and 8vo., that of 1735
being the fifty-ninth.
Bayly, John (Biog.) son of the above, was born in 1595, and
He was the author of
entered of Exeter college in l6ll.

1794,

leaving,

The Angel Guardian ;' besides some Sermons.
Bayly, Thomas, fourth and youngest son of the
'

bishop, was
educated at Cambridge, where, having taken iiis degree of
A. B., he was presented to the deanery of Wells by Charles I
He afterwards embraced the Romish religion, and
in l6'44.

died in Italy in obscurity. His principal works are, 1. Ccrtamen Religiosum,' &e. 8vo. 1649- 2. ' The Royal Charter
'

granted unto Kings by

God

imprisoned by the rebels. 3.
flower; a religious romance,

End

to Controversy

which he was
Herba Parietis,' or the WallLondon, 1650. 4. 'The

himself,' &c. for
'

fol.

between the Roman Catholic and ProDouay. 1654. 5. ' Dr. Bayly's

testant Religions,' &c. 4to.

Challenge.''

Bayly, Walter, vide Baley.
Bayly, Nathan, vide Baily.
BAYNARD, Anne (Biog.) daughter of Dr. Edward Baynard,
was born in 16'72, and died in 10'97. She was well versed

;

BEA

BAY
both in Greek and Latin, and composed, in the latter language, in a pure and elegant style.
BAYNES (Her.) a family of Harefield-place, in Middlesex,
which at present enjoys a baronetcy conferred on Sir ChristoThis family was at first established
pher Baynes in 1801.
at Middlemoor, in the county of York, the arms, &c. of
which are as follow
Arms. Sable, a shin-bone in fesse, sirrmounted of another
in pale argent, on a canton of the last, a vulture
:

proper.

A cubit-arm vested azure, cuffed erminois, the hand
holding a jaw-bone argent.
Two savages, wreathed about the head and
waist, with clubs over their arms all proper.

Crest.

Supporters.

" Furor anna ministrat."
MottoBaynes, Ralph (Fee.) an English prelate, and a native of
Yorkshire, was educated at John's college, Cambridge, consecrated bishop of Lichfield and Coventry in the reign of
queen Man- deprived of his bishopric in the reign of
queen Elizabeth, and died in 1559- He wrote, 1. 'Prima
Rudimenta in Linguam Hebraicam,' 4to. Paris. 15592. * Coramentaria in Proverbia Salomonis,' fol. 1559Bavnes, Sir Thomas, knight (Hist.) professor of Music in
Gresham college, was educated at Cambridge, and died
at Constantinople in 1681, at the age of 5Q, leaving the
munificent donation of 4000/. to Christ college, Cam,

Taurin. 1507, 8vo. Paris. 1513. 2. ' Lexipyrets Perpetus
Questionis et Annexorum Solutio,' &c. fol. Taurin. 1512.
3. ' De Medendis Humani Corporis Malis Enchyridion,' &c.
Basil. 1563, and often reprinted.
BAZAS (Geog.) a small town of Guienne, in France, known
to the ancients by the names of Cussio, Cossio Fasatum, Civitas Fasatiea, and Vasata Arenosa, now the chief in the
modern department of the Gironde, situated on the river
Beuve, 30 miles S. E. Bourdeaux. Lon. 0^ 7' E. lat. 44°
26' X.
Before the revolution it was the see of a bishop,
suffragan of Ausch, of which Sextilius was the most ancient
bishop, of whom mention is made in 506.
Gregor. 1. 6
Sammarth. Gall. Christ. ; De Marca. Hist, de Beam.
1.

1.

BAZIX, James

(Hist.) count de Bezons, and marshal of
France, died in 1733, at the age of S4, after having spent

his whole life in active service.
Bazin, John, was employed in Poland by the queen-mother
to propose the duke of Anjou to the state, as successor of
Sigismund Augustus, and died in 1592.
Bazin, Amand de Bezons (Eec.) brother of the marshal de
Bezons, was promoted to the see of Aire in 1685, to the
archbishopric of Bourdeaux in 1698, to that of Rouen in
1719, and died in 1721.
Bazin, X. (Biog.) a physician of Strasburgh, who died in
Observations sur les Plantes,'
1754, was the author of 1.
'

8vo. Strasburgh,

bridge.

BAYXIXG (Her.) the name of a family of Essex, which
enjoyed a peerage and baronetcy that became extinct in
Paul Bayning, of Bently Parva, in Essex, son of
1038.
Paul Bayning, sheriff of London in 1593, was created a
baronet in 1612, baron Bayning of Horkeslv, in Essex, in
3d Charles I, and viscount Bayning, of Sudbury, in Suffolk,
The title became extinct at the death of
in the same year.
Anne, viscountess Bayning, aunt and heir of Paul, the
second viscount; but it was revived in 1797 in the person
of her descendant Charles Townsend, who was elevated to
the peerage by the title of lord Bayning, of Foxlev, co.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow :
Berks.
Arms. The same as those of marquis Townshend, quartering vere ; a mullet for difference.
Crest.
The same also as marquis Townshend, charged with
a mullet on the side of a stag.
Supporters.
On the dexter-side, a stag like the marquis
Townshend's, with the addition of a collar studded with
mullets, and a chain pendent therefrom ; on the sinister,
a leopard collared with a ducal coronet and chain, on his
shoulder a shield charged with the Bayning arms.
" Stare super antiquas vias."
Motto.
B.AYOXXE (Gcog.) a town of Gascony, in France, on the
confluence of the Adour and the Xieve, in the modern department of the Lower Pyrenees, two miles from the Bav of
Biscay, 44 miles \V. X. W. Pau, 51S S. by W. Paris.
Lon.
1" 24' W. lat. 43° 29' X.
History of Bayonne.

Bayonne was known to the ancients under the name of Lapurdum, and in the Latin of the middle ages was called
Bajona.
It had counts or princes of its own from the
9th to the 13th century, after which it became a part of
the duchy of Guienne.
It was besieged in 1253 by Alphonso I, king of Arragon, and united to the crown in
1451.
The inhabitants of Bayonne testified their fidelitv
to the crown of France in resisting the Spanish intrigues
in 1597, and also at the coronation of Henry IV.
Bayonne is an episcopal city suffragan of Toulouse, but is
not so ancient as most other cities in France.
BAYRO, Peter de (Biog.) a physician to Charles II or III,
duke of Savoy, was born in 1478, and died in 1558.
His
works are, 1. 'De Pestilentia ejusque Curatione,' 6cc. 4to.

Traite de l'Accroissement des
2 vols. 12mo. 1744.
3. ' Abrege de 1'Histoire
des Insectes.' '2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1747BAZIRE, Claude (Hist.) a sanguinary mover of the French
revolution, who suffered during the reign of Robespierre
with his accomplice Danton in 179^(Hist.) and Cobad, two men famous for their
valour, the first a Turk, and the second a Persian, engaged
in single combat on condition that, whoever was conqueror,
the victory should be granted to his nation.
Bazman being
killed, the king of Turkhistan, who had entered Persia
with an army, retired, leaving the country.
BE, William le (Biog.) an engraver and letter-founder of
Troves, died in 159S, aged 73, leaving a high reputation

1741.

2.

'

Abeilles,'

BAZMAX

for skiU in his art.

BEACH, Thomas
in

1737-

He

(Biog.) a poet

wrote

'

who

Eugenio,

or

died by his

own hand
Happy

Virtuous and

Life'.

BEACOX,

Thomas (Biog.) or Becon, one of the English reformers, a native of Sutlblk, was educated at Cambridge,
where he took his degree A. B. in 1530, and died prebend of

He wrote, 1. ' Coense Dominicte
Canterbury' about 1570.
et Missa? Papistics Comparatio,' 8vo. Basil. 1 559- 2. ' The
Reliques of Rome,' 12mo. 1563 ; and other treatises on the
same

subject.

BEALE,

Robert (Hist.) or Belns, a lawyer and an exile in
the time of Mary on account of his religion, was, on his return to England, sent ambassador in 1576 to the prince of

Orange, and afterwards was chosen to convey the warrant
beheading Mary-, queen of Scotts, which he read on the
scaffold, and was a witness of its execution.
He died in
1601. Among his works, as an author, the principal is his
' Rerum
Hispanicarum Scriptores,' 2 vols. fol. Francof.

for

1579-

Beale, Mart/, a
in 1632,

portrait-painter,

and died

and

in 16'97, leaving

also a poet,

was born

many specimens

of her
Patrick
Wilkins, &c. which are preserved at Melbury, the seat of
The version of some
the earl of Ilchester, in Dorsetshire.
of the psalms in Dr. S. Woodford's translation was from her
skill

the

in

portraits

of

Tillotson,

Stillingfleet,

pen.

BEARCROFT,
was

also

Sutton,

Philip (Biog.) master of the Charter-house,
author of an ' Historical Account of Thomas

esq.,

and

his

Foundation in the Charter-house."

BEA

BEA
John (Biog.) a favourite singer and actor on the
English Stage, was bom in 1717, and died in 1791 uni-

HEARD,

versally respected.

BEARHAVEN,

Viscount (Her.) the

title

commonly borne by

the eldest son of the earl of Bantry.
(Geog.) a province of old France, at the foot of the
Pyrenees, which separates it from the Spanish Xavarre and
at present included in the department
is
It
Arragon.

BEARX

Lower

of the

Pyrenees.

History of

Beam,

in the

Beam.

Latin Bencamia, formerly bore the

of a

title

and had its own princes for many centuries.
Louis the Debonnaire having exiled Loup Centule, duke
of Gasconv, gave Beam in fief to one of the sons of this
duke in reward for his fidelity under the title of viscount.

principality,

were Centule III, who was as1012; Centule IV, who was also assassinated; Gaston V, who went on the crusades in 1009;
Centule V, who was killed in battle against the Moors
and William, who was killed in battle against the Moors in
This principality afterwards passed into the house
1229.
of Foix, and in 1620 it was united to the crown by
XIII.
Louis
BEATOX (Hist.) Belon, or Bclhune, James, archbishop of
St. Andrews in the reign of James V, is distinguished by

Among

his

successors

sassinated in

;

his enemies for his zeal against heretics, one of whom,
Patrick Hamilton, is styled the protomartyr of Scotland ;

but he

is

founder of

He

more kindly remembered by the learned as the
Xew college in the university of St. Andrews.

died in 15SJ).

Beaton, David, nephew of the preceding

cardinal, archbishop
of St. Andrews, was born in 1494, educated in the univerresident
appointed
at the court of
Andrews,
of
St.
sity
France in 1719, created cardinal by Paul III in 1538, succeeded his uncle in the archbishopric in 1539, and was assassinated by James Melvil and other conspirators in 1546,
after having taken an active part in all the troubles of
the times, and drawn upon himself a host of enemies

opposition

by his violent
Plate

to

and

heretics

[Wide

rebels.

XI]

BEATON, James, another nephew of James Beaton, was promoted to the archbishopric of Glasgow in 1552 but, leaving
Scotland at the reformation in 1560, he carried away all
the records of his cathedral, which he presented to the
;

Scotch college at Paris. He died in France ambassador from
He is said to have written, 1. ' A
king James VI in 1003.
Lamentation for the Kingdom of Scotland.' 2. ' A Book of
Controversies against the Sectaries,' &c. ; but none of these
have been printed.
BEATRIX (Hist.) daughter of Renaud, count of Burgundy,
and wife of Frederic I, is said to have been insulted by
the people of Milan, in consccpioncc of which the emperor
rased the city to the ground, leaving nothing but the
churches.

Beatrix, the name of

several other princesses: as Beatrix,
Naples, the wife of Charles, king of Naples and
Beatrix, duchess of
Beatrix, countess of Provence
Sicily
Beatrix of Casti/le, wife of Alphonso V,
Savoy in 1521
king of Portugal, &c.
BEATTIE, James (Biog.) a Scotch poet, philosopher, and
He wrote,
critic, was born in 1735, and died in 1803.
2.
Original Poems and Translations,' 1761.
The
1.

queen

"I'

;

;

;

'

'

Judgment

'>
of Paris,' 4to. 1765.
Essay on the Nature
and Immutability of Truth,' 8vo. 1770; in opposition to
of
which
live
and
infidelity,
large editions were
Kepticisni
4.
The First Hook of the Minstrel,'
sold in four years.
4to. 1770, which ran through four editions in a short time,
Essays
and was followed in 1774 by a Second Book.' 5.
'

'

'

'

on Poetry and Music,' &c. 8vo. 1776- 6. ' Dissertations,
Moral and Critical, on Memory and Imagination,' &c. 4to.
Religion briefly
1783.
7- 'Evidences of the Christian
stated,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1784. 8. ' Elements of Moral Science,'
2 vols. 8vo. 1790 and 179-3.
9- 'Life and Character of
James Hay Beattie.' his son, together with the essays and
fragments written by the latter. QVide Plate XXXIX]
BEATUS (Biog.) vide Rhenamts.
BEAU, John Bapliste le (Biog.) a Jesuit and antiquary,
His works are,
was born in 1002, and died in 1670.
'
1.
Diatribs Dike,' &c. 8vo. Tolos. 1637, inserted in
2. ' DiaGnevius' Roman Antiquities, Vols. V and VIII.
triba; de Pharsalici Confiictus Mense et Die,' &c. Svo. Wir3.
Breviculum Expeditionis Hispaniensis,
temb. 1705.
&c. 4to. Tolos. l6'42. 4. ' Otia Regia Ludovici XIV, Regis
Christianissimi,' &c Svo. Clermont. 1655; Francof. I60I.
5. ' La Vie de M. Francois d'Estaing, Eveque de Rhodez,'
4to. Clermont, 1655, &c.
Beau, Charles le (Biog.) secretary to the duke of Orleans,
'

and perpetual secretary to the Academy of Inscriptions, was
He wrote a History
born in 1706, and (lied in 1778.
of the Lower Empire, in 22 vols. 12mo. 1757: forming
His
a continuation of ' Crevier's Roman Emperors.'
' Opera
Latina,' were edited by Thierrat, in 2 vols. 8vo.
1782.
Beau, John Lewis h; younger brother to the above, was
He published an edition
born in 1721, and died in 1766.
Ciceronis
of Homer, Gr. and Lat. 2 vols. 1746; and
Orationes,' with annotations, in 3 vols. 1753.
BEAUCAIRE, de Peguilon Francis (Ecc.) in Latin Belcarins Peguilio, preceptor to cardinal de Lorraine, and bishop
He wrote,
of Metz, was born in 1514, and died in 1591among other things, Rerum Gallicarum Commentaria, ab
1566,'
Lugd.
1625.
fol.
An. 1462, usque ad An.
BEAUCHAMP, John (Hist.) chamberlain to king Richard II,
by whom he was created baron of Beauchamp and Kidderminster, was beheaded by the barons on a charge of mal'

'

administration.

Beauchamp, Richard,

earl of

Warwick, and

a brave general,

in 1381, and died in 1439, after having signalized
himself in manv engagements, and been honoured with the
highest marks of distinction by the different kings whom he

was born

served, particularly by Henry V.
Henri/, son of the preceding,

and earl of Warwas crowned by Henry VI, in 1445, king of the
but the title became
islands of Wight, Guernsey, and Jersey
extinct at his death, two years after.

Beauchamp,
wick,

;

Beauchamp

(Her.) the name of an illustrious family, whosi

Walter d(
at Beauchamp's Court.
Beauchamp, or, as it is written in their pedigree, Williair
de Beauchamp, hail several sons, of whom the eldest was
William de Beauchamp, lord Beauchamp, earl of Woreestei
and Warwick, baron of Elmsley, who was the ancestor oil
Guy, earl of Warwick. Walter Beauchamp, from whon
the present family is descended, was the second son of the
aforesaid Walter or William de Beauchamp, earl of Worcester
and baron of Elmsley in the time of Henry III. From thi:
Walter de Beauchamp of the second house, came sir Johi
Beauchamp, of Powick, knight, who was created lord Beauchamp, of Powyke, in 25 Henry VI. At the death of hi
son and heir, sir Richard, second lord Beauchamp, of Powyke

ancient residence was

issue, the title became extinct, but was revive!
the person of William Lygon, who was descended fron
of the second lord Beauchamp
to thos
I le was raised to the dignity of a baron in 1806, and
From a brother of the sail
of a viBCOUnt and earl in 1815.
Walter, issued, in a female line, tin- lady Margaret, countcs

without male
in

Anne Beauchamp, daughter

of

Richmond

arrd

Beauchamp, Lord

Derby, mother of Henry VII.
Si.

Amand,

a

title

conferred

in

1448,

o:

Walter de Beauchamp, younger son of John, lord Beau

.

:

BEA

BEA
death of whose son, the second lord St.
champ,
Amand, without legitimate issue, in 1508, the title became
at the

extinct.

(Gco<?.) a country near Calais, in Picardy, from
which the dukes of Somerset took part of their title.
BEAUCHAMPS, Pierre Francois Godard de (Biog.) a miscellaneous writer, was born at Paris in 1689, and died in
He wrote, 1. ' The Loves of Ismene and Ismcnias.'
1761.
a free translation of a Greek romance, Svo.
t>vo. 1713;
2.
The Loves of Rhodantes
4to. Paris, 1796.
and
174.5
and Docicles ;' another Greek romance, by Theodorus Pro3. ' Recherches sur la Theatre de
dromus. 12mo. 1748.
and 3 vols. Svo. 4. Lettres d'Heloise
France,' 4to. 1735
et d'Abailard,' in French verse : besides some theatrical per-

Bbadchamf

'

;

:

formances,

'

&c

was considered a poet at eight years of age, and published
poems at the age of twelve, under the title of ' La Lyre
du Jeune Apollon.' He came into England, and, as is supposed, travelled into Persia, after which nothing further
was heard of him.
Bbauchateau, Hippoh/tus Caslelet de, brother of the preceding, an ecclesiastic, and an adventurer, came into England under a false name, and gained many friends by a pretended recantation of his faith, but is supposed to have
liis

died in obscurity.
rle (Hist.) secretary of state during
Maria de Meriicis. mother of Louis XIII,
1630, aged 70, after having been 50 years in the

Charles

the regency of

died in

other at Cambridge
as also for a grammar-school at Wymborn, and other foundations in support of learning, of which
she was not altogether deficient herself, as appears from
some of her works, namely, 1. The Mirroure of Gold for
the Sinful Soule ;' translated from the French version of a
2. A
Speculum Aureum Peecatorum.'
book, entitled,
translation of the fourth book of Gerson's treatise, entitled,
' Of the
Imitation and Following the Blessed Life of our
Most Merciful Saviour Jesus Christ ;' printed at the end of
Dr. Atkinson's English translation of the three first books.
1504. 3.
Letter to her Son, printed in Howard's ' Col;

'

A

lection of Letters.'
['Side Plate XII]
Beaufort, Francis Vendome, Duke de, son of Csesar, duke of
Vendome, was born at Paris in l6l6, and was at the siege

of Candia in 1669, where he distinguished himself, as he

had done on former

occasions.

Beaufort (Her.)

the name given by John of Gaunt, duke
of Lancaster, and third son of Edward III, to all the children which he had by Catherine Swinford, first his mistress, and afterwards his wife, who were all legitimated by
act of Parliament in 1306, and so called from Beaufort
Castle, in the county of

Service of the stare.

BEAUCLKnr, Charles, natural son of Charles

II,

was born

in

1670, and died in 1726, after having distinguished himself
both in a civil and military capacity, in the reigns of
He was among
Charles II, James II, William and Anne.
the first that went over to the prince of Orange in the
West.
Beutlerc, Lord J'ere. created lord Vere, of Hamworth,
third son of the preceding, distinguished himself on several
occasions as a naval commander, and died in 1781.
Beauclerc (Her.) the name given to the natural son of
Charles II, above-mentioned, who was raised to the dignity
[Vide Albans^
of duke of St. Albans.
(Biog.) or Berer, John, and in Latin Fiber, Castor, and Caslorius,
a Benedictine in Westminster Abbey,
in the 1 4th century, wrote a ' Chronicle of the British and
English Affairs,' now among the Cottonian MSS. ; also ' De
Rebus Coenobii Westmonasteriensis,' &c.
Beaveh, a monk of St. Albans, who left some treatises, which

BEAVER

are in the king's library.

BEALF1LS.

By her marriage, according to
bishop Fisher, with the earl of Richmond, and by her birth,
she was allied to thirty kings and queens, within the fourth
Besides the foundation of
degree of either blood or affinity.
the two colleges at Cambridge, before-mentioned, she left
salaries for two divinity lecturers, one at Oxford and the
lord Stanley, earl of Derby.

'

Beauchamps, Joseph, an astronomer, was born in 17"-. and
His writings are to be found in the ' Journal
died in 1801.
desSavans' for 1782, and the foUowing years, to 1790.
BRAUCHATEAU, Francis Matthew Chatelet de (Biog.)

BEAUCLERC,

John Beaufort, duke of Somerset, [Vide Beaufort, under
Herald n/~J and of Margaret Beauchamp, was bom in 1441,
married in 1456 Edmund, earl of Richmond, by whom
she had king Henry VII, and died in 1509, after having had
two other husbands, namely, sir Henry Stafford, and Thomas,

(Biog.) was born in 1674, and died
in 1758, leaving, among other things, ' Letters on the
Government of Religious Houses,' 12mo. Paris, 17-fO.
BEAUFORT. Henri/ (Hist.) second son of John of Gaunt,
by Catherine Swinford, was appointed lord high chancellor
in 1404, made bishop of Winchester in 1405, sent on an
embassy into France in 1414, created, cardinal bv Martin V,
in 1427, and legate both in England and Germany, and
general of the crusade against the Hussites, in 1428, and
died in 1 447, about a month after his adversarv, Humphrey,
duke of Gloucester, in whose murder he was suspected of
having been an accessory.
He founded the celebrated hos-

William

Winchester, and finished the magnifiwhich was left incomplete by
his predecessor, and performed many other public acts of
pital of St. Cross, in

cent cathedral of Winchester,

munificence-

Beaufort, Margaret, the foundress of Christ's and St. John's
Colleges, in Cambridge, the only daughter and heir of

Anjou, the place of their nativity.

John Beaufort, was created earl (if Somerset, and his grandson, John, was created duke of Somerset.
The nephew of this latter, who was the third duke of

The

eldest son,

Somerset,

left

a natural son,

sir

Charles Somerset, after-

wards earl of Worcester, whose descendant, Henry, the fifth
earl, was created marquis of Worcester in 1042. and his
descendant, Henry, third marquess, was created duke ol
Beaufort in 16'82.
as

The

titles,

arms, &C. of this family are

foUow

Somerset, duke of Beaufort, marquess and earl of
Worcester, earl of Glamorgan, viscount Grosmont, baron
Herbert, lord of Ragland, Chepstow, and Gower, baron
Beaufort of Caldecot Castle, all in the county of Monmouth, and baron Bottccourt.
Anns. Quarterly, France and England within a bordure
compone argent and azure. Anciently the arms were or.
on a fess bordered gobone or compone argent and azure,
Titles.

France and England quarterly.
On a wreath a portcullis or, nailed azure, chains
pendant thereto of the first, which the family bears in
memory of John of Gaunt's castle of Beaufort, before
Anciently the crest was a panther argent.
mentioned.
diversely spotted, and gorged with a ducal coronet or.
On the dexter side a panther argent, spotted
Supporters.
with various colours, fire issuing out of his mouth and
ears proper, gorged with a collar and chain pendant or ;
on the sinister a wyvern Bert, holding in his mouth a
sinister hand, coupe at the wrist proper.
Crest.

™ Mutare vol timere sperno."
(Biog.) author of a History of the
Roman Republic, &c. died at Maestricht in 1795.
Claude de (Hist.) of one of the most
ancient and illustrious houses in Burgundy, died in 1596,
at the age of 50, after having been employed by the king in
both a civil and military capacity.
Beaufremont, Henru de, son of the preceding, died of the
wounds he received at the siege of Rovan, in 1 622.
Motto.

Beaufort, Lewis de

BEAUFREMONT,

2Q

BEA

BEA
Beaufremont, Claude
Anthony

Caraccioli

de (Ecc.) bishop of Troves, succeeded
in that

see,

who had renounced

his

charge to embrace Calvinism.
Beaufremont died in 15 J'J,
aged o'l.
(Hist.) an ancient and noble house in France,
l

BEAUJEU

its name from a small town in the district of
Beaugolois, about three leagues from the Soane.
Augiistin de (Hist.) commonly styled General

which took

BEAULIEU,

Beaulieu, died in 1637, aged 48, after having been engaged
for many. years in active service at sea.
BeAULIEU., Simon (Ecc.) a native of Beaulieu, was made
archbishop of Bourges in 1281, created a cardinal by Celestin V in 12JJ5, and died in 12.97, after having been employed on many important occasions by Martin V, Celestin V,

and Boniface VIII.
Beaulieu, Earl (Her.) the title conferred on Edward
Hussev, esq., who was created a peer by the title of lord
Beaulieu, of Beaulieu, in Hampshire, in 1753, and in
His titles ex178 was elevated to the dignity of an earl.
1'

BEAUMANOIR,

John de (Hid.) marshal of France, &c.
of a noble house in the province of Maine, was born in 1551,
mil died in Kilt, after having passed his life in the service
of Henrv IV and Louis XIII.
BEAUMARCHAIS, Peter Augustin Caron de (Biog.) a
dramatic writer, was born at Paris in 1732, and died in
1T|)|), after a life of bustle and intrigue, divided between
literature, polities, and commerce. His works were collected
:

1>S0;).

BEAUMELLE,

Laurence Angliviel de la (Biog.) a French
was born in 1727, and died in 1773- His principal
work was Memoires de Madame de Maintenon,' 6' vols.
writer,

'

12mo. 1756.

BEAUMONT

(Hist.)

the

name

of several noble houses in

France.

tained considerable grants of lands and honours.
the lifth in descent, lost his

life

in the

38 Henry VI, after having been

battle of Northampton, in
raised to the dignity of a viscount, in consideration of his
services, and those of his ancestors.

BEAUMONT, Sir John, Burt., son of Sir John Beaumont, suffered much in the cause of (harks I, both in his estate and

/.'

person, and

His

igraphy.
t1

was

killed

at

the battle of Gloucester, in
the poet, is mentioned under

John,
His brother sir Thomas,

father, sir

his heir,

was

also a

BUfierer from the rebels.

de (Ecc.) archbishop of Rouen in the 1 1th
century, was gent into England on a mission to Henry II,
cting tin' aifiur of Thomas a Becket.
Beaumont, Hardouin de, archbishop of Paris, wrote a his-

BEAUMONT, Raoul

tory of

Henry IV,

for the use of Louis

XIV,

to

whom

he

name

the

of a family of Cole-Orton, Grace-Dieu,

and Stoughton-Grange, in the county of Leicester, descended
from sir Thomas Beaumont, second son of John, fourth lord
Beaumont, before-mentioned, which at present enjoys a
baronetcy.
Sir Thomas Beaumont, who was a loyal subject
in the time of the rebellion, was created a baronet in l6l<),
and afterwards viscount Beaumont but the baronetage and
peerage failing at his death, the former was revived in the
person of sir Thomas Beaumont, second son of Nicholas
Beaumont, who was created a baronet in l(i()0. The arms,
;

&c. of this family are as follow
Anns. France ancient (azure semee de fleurs de
:

rampant

On

a chapeau azure, fleurs de
ermine, a lion passant or.
" Erectus, non elatus."
Motto.
Crest.

lis)

and a

or.
lis

or,

turned up

Beaumont, Marquis,

the title commonly borne by the eldest
son of the duke of Roxburgh.
(Biog.)
Sir John
son of Francis Beaumont, one
of the judges of the Common Pleas in the reign of queen
Elizabeth, was born at Graec-Dieu in 1548, educated at
Oxford, created a baronet in l(o'20', and died in 1(>28.
His
son, sir John, took an active part in the royal cause against
the rebels, but is better known as a poet. Besides his works
in the * English Poets,' other poems of his were published
in 11)2,'), under the title of ' Bosworth Field,' eve; and
Anthony Wood ascribes to him a poem in eight books, entitled
The Crown of Thorns.'
Beaumont, Francis, brother of the preceding, was born in
1586, admitted of Broadgate's hall, now Pembroke college, in 1596, and afterwards a student of the Inner Temple,
and died in 1()15. He was the friend and partner of Fletcher in dramatic compositions, which have acquired great
The share which each took in these works, as far
celebrity.
as it can be ascertained, may be best learnt from the edition
His poems appeared first in Ho.
in 10 vols. 8vo. in 1778.
in 1640, and again in lb'53.
Beaumont, Joseph, a descendant of the same family, successively master of Jesus college, and Peter-house, Cambridge,
He was the author of
died in his 84th year in 1699'
Psyche,' an allegorical poem, displaying the intercourse
between Christ and the soul, Hi 17, besides observations of a
Mystery of Godliness.'
controversial nature on Dr. More's
BEAUNE, James de (Hist.) of a noble family originally from
the city of Tours, minister of the finances under Francis I,
suffered death in 1527, under an unjust charge of peculation.

Beaumont,

title conferred on John, sixth
before-mentioned under History, which
had hitherto not been a usual title in England. At the
death of William, second viscount, and seventh lord Beau-

Viscount (Her.) the

Beaumont,

Thuun. Hist.

BEAUNE, Renaud de (Ecc.) of the same family, was born
1527, made bishop of Mende, and afterwards archbishop

ax

in

of

Bourges in 1581, and died in 1606 archbishop of Sens.
BEAUNE, Florimond de (Biog.) son of Florimond de BeauM,
seigneur of Goulieux, and a mathematician, was born in
He is well known as the inventor
1601, and died in 1()52.
of a problem that bears his name ; which consists in the
construction of a curve on conditions that are exceedingly
Descartes is said to have solved it.
perplexing.

BEACIPOIL

(Hist.) the

name

of a very ancient house,

ori-

ginally of Bretany.
de. of the foregoing family, accompanied the
king, his master, into Italy, and was grievously wounded at
the siege of Pavia.
Beaitoil, Francis de, signalized himself in the service of

BEAUP0IL, John

was preceptor.

BEAUMONT,
lord

in his favour.

Beaumont,

'

BeaUMOHT, John,

Kill.

in

'

BEAUMONT, Amblard de, of the house of Beaumont, in Dauplii'.iy, was employed in many important missions by the
Icings John, Charles, and Francis, for which he received
many honours.
Beaumont, Francis de Baron des Adrets, distinguished himself on many occasions as a military commander in the reign
of Charles IX, and afterwards in the service of the Hugonots, out of revenge to the duke of Guise, and died in 1 587Beaumont, Henri/, son of Lewis de Brienne, viscount of Beaumont sur Oire, and grandson of John de Brienne, king of
Jerusalem, came over to England, as is said, in the train of
Isabel, queen of Edward II, was sent in 18 Edward II as
one of the ambassadors to treat of peace with Charles, king
of France, and died in 14 Edward III, after having ob-

his

24. Henry VII, the titles became
Francis viscount Lovel, son to Joane, his sister,
would have been his heir if he had not been attainted at
that time.
The barony of Beaumont was in consequence in
abeyance, but was granted in 1 7<)6' to Thomas Stapleton, esq.
on his second petition to the House of Lords, which decided

issue,

extinct.

lion

pired at his death.

in 7 vols. 8vo. in

mont, without

Francis

I,

Henry

II,

and Charles IX.

EEC

BEA
KEAURAIN, John de (Biog.) the descendant of an
familv, and geographer to Lewis XV, was bom at
He wrote Description
1697, and died in 1771graphique ct Militaire des Campagnes de Flandres
'

10'90, jusqu'en, 1694,'

3

ancient

Aix

in

Topodepuis

vols. fol. Paris, 1756*.

Beaurain, Chevalier de, son of the preceding, published
Cartes des Campagnes de Grand Conde en Flandre,' fol.
Paris, 177-1; and in 1781 those of Turenne.
'

BEAUSOBRE, Isaac {Biog.)

a calvinistic prutestant of France,

of a familv originally of Provence, was born in 1659, and
He fled from France for having broken the
died in 173S.
king's seal from the door of a reformed church, which he
was forbidden to enter, and took refuge in Prussia. Among
his

works as an author

are,

1.

'

Defense de

la

Doctrine des

Histoire de la ReMagdeburgh, l6Q3. 2.
formation,' which goes no farther than the Augsburgh Confession, was left in MS. and published at Berlin, in 4 vols.
Reformees,'

'

1753. 2. ' Introduction Generale a l'Etude de la Politique,'
&c. 3 vols. 12mo. 1756.
BEAL'VAIS (Hist.) a noble family of France, which bore

name of Chastellan de Beauvais.

Beauvais, Iienaud de, served under Raoul, count d'Eu, constable of France in 1346, and was taken prisoner at the
battle of Poictiers, as

was

also his son Philippe de Beauvais.

Beauvais, Vincent de (Biog.) a Dominican of the Kith century, and reader to St. Louis, compiled a summary of knowledge entitled

'

Speculum Majus,'

first

printed at Strass-

burg in 1476; and several times reprinted even as low as
the 17th century.
Beauvais, William, native of Dunkirk, died in 1773, aged
75, leaving a medallic
8 vols.

history of the

Roman

emperors, in

History of Beauvais.

known

to the

ancients by the

names of

Bello-

vacvm, Bcllovaci, Bratuspantium,
and Casaro/nagus,
surrendered to Csesar, and remained in the hands of the
Romans until it was reduced by Clovis, since which time
it has remained so faithful to the French that it has never
been taken, whence it has acquired the name of La
Pucelle. The English besieged it without success in 1443,
and Charles, duke of Burgundy, also attacked it in 1472,
with an army of S0,000 men, but with no better success.
The county of Beauvais formed a part of Vermandois.
Ecclesiastical History of Beauvais.

Beauvais before the revolution was a bishop's see, suffragan
of Rheims, and, as is supposed, St- Lucian was the first
bishop ; but nothing is known for a certainty respecting
this see before the eighth or ninth centuries.
Among the
number of its bishops may be distinguished Warin, Philippe de Dreux, John de Marigni, Philippe d'Alencon, &c.
but in the time of the civil wars about religion, Odct,
cardinal de Chantillon, took the side of the Protestants.
(Hist.) an ancient and illustrious house of France,
which was originally from Anjou, is said by authors to have
descended from the ancient counts of Anjou.
Beauvau, John de, rendered great service to Louis I and II.
Beauvau, Peter de, son of the preceding, was sent by Louis
III as ambassador in 1429, to treat of his marriage with
Margaret, of Savoy.
Beauvau, Louis Anthony, second son of Louis, marquis de

BEAUVAU

in
1700, translated to Tournai in 1707, appointed to the archbishopric of Toulouse in 1713, and to that of Narbonne in

1719, and died in 1739.

BEAUVILLIER

(Hist.) a noble house of France, which has
produced the counts and dukes of St. Aignan.
de, was killed at the battle of Pavia in

Beauvillier, Claude

Beauvillier, Francis

de, seventh count of this family, and
duke of Aignan, signalized himself during a long
course of military service, and died full of years and honour
at Paris in 16S7, aged 79Beau\ illier, Peter de, second son of the preceding, was
kdled at the battle of St. Gothard, whilst lighting against
first

the Turks in 1664.
Beauvillier, Paul

de, duke of Aignan, and third son of
Francis de Beauvillier, was sent as ambassador extraordinary
to the king of England in 1()'71, and died in 1714.
Beauvillier, Paul Hippolytus de, brother of the preceding,
distinguished himself at the battles of Oudenarde and Malplaquet, in 1708 and 1709; was sent ambassador extraordinary to Spain in 1714, and in 1 71 S was named one of the
plenipotentiaries for negotiating the peace of Europe, besides
many other posts which he filled in the course of a long
life.

BEAUZEC,

12mo.

Beauvais (Geog.) a town of France, and formerly the capital
of a district called Beauvaisis, and of the modern department of the Oise, situated on the river Thesin, 30 m. S.
Amiens, 17 N. N. W. Paris, Ion. 2° 19' E., lat. 49° 25' N.

Beauvais,

made statutes for the regulation of his diocese.
Beauvau, Rene Francis de, was made bishop of Bayonne

1525.

Svo. 17S4.

Beausobke, Lewis, probably of the same family, was born at
He published, 1. < Des
Berlin in 1730, and died in 1783.
Dissertations Philosophiques sur la Nature de Feu,' 12mo.

the

Beauvau, was killed while making himself master of the
covered way of Ypres in 1744, to the great regret of Louis
XV, in whose service he had distinguished himself.
Beauvau, John de (Ecc.) of the same family, was promoted
to the see of Angers in 1447, but having fallen under the
displeasure of Louis XI, and the pope Paul II, he was deposed in 1465, but restored in 1472, and died in 147p.
Beauvau, Giles John Francis de, was promoted to the bishopric of Nantes in 1679, and died in 1717, after having

Nicholas (Biog.) one of the French academy,
and died in 1789- He wrote ' Gramraaire Generale, ou Exposition Kaisonnc'e des Elemens necessaires du Langage,' &c- 2 vols. Paris, 1767; besides a new
Synonymes,' and translations
edition of the Abbe Girard's
of Sallust, &c.
Israelite,
whose
children to the number
(Bibl.)
'33,
an
BEBAI
Ezra ii. 11.
of 623 returned from Babylon.
BEBELE, Henry (Biog.) a poet of Suabia, died about 1514.
His poems were published in 4to. Strasburg, 1512, under
His Latin dissertations
the title of ' Opuscule Bebeliana-'
of the historical kind are inserted in Scharde's ' Scriptores
posthumous work of his, ' De
Rerum Germanicarum.'
Necessitate Lingua Latins,' was published with his life,
at Augsburgh in 1801.

was born

in 1717,

'

A

BEBIUS

(Hist.) vide Bcelius.

BEBRIACUM

(Geog.) or Bcdriacum, a village between Cre-

mona and Verona, now Caneto, 16' miles from the confluence of the Addua and the Po, where Vitellius overcame

Jin:

Otho.

Sat. 2

;

Tacit. Hist.

1.

1.

BEBRYCE
who

is

(Myth.) BtfipvKn, one of the daughters of Danaus,
said by Eustathius to have spared her husband.

Eustalh. in Dionys.
(Geog.) a nation of Asia, of Thracian origin,
where the Argonauts are said to have landed in their expedition.
Apollod. 1. 1 ; Tzctz. in Lycoph.
(Myth.) a king of Spain, whose daughter Pyrene
is said to have given her name to the Pyrenees. Sil. Ital. 1. .,'.
BEC (Hist.) or Bcc-Crespin, a noble and ancient house in
Normandy, which derives its name from a celebrated abbey
founded by Gilbert de Brienne in 1034. From this house

BEBRYCES

BEBRYX

have sprung many distinguished persons, among whom was
a marshal of France, a cardinal, several archbishops of
Rheims and Narbonne, and bishops of Paris, Laon, Nantes,
&c. &c
2 Q 2

:

BEC

BED

BEGAN,

Martin (Bios.) a Jesuit, was born in 15(il, and died
in 1624,
His works, which arc mostly controversial, and
written to support the power of the pope against king
James I, were published in 2 vols. fol. Mentz. 1630; but
he pushed the doctrine of the papal authority so far, that he
fell under the censure of Paul V, and his works were condemned by the parliament of Paris to be burnt.
BECANUS, John (Biog.) vide Beka.
BECCADELLI (Hut.) or Beccatelli, Anthony, surnamed
Panormita, from Panormus, i. e. Palermo, hisnative place,
nrae born in 1394, and died in 1471, after having enjoyed
the favour of the emperor Sigismund and Alphonso, king of
Naples, in whose service he had executed missions of great
importance. As an author, his principal work is
De Dictis
'

Factis Alphonsi Regis Libri IV,' 4to. Pis. 1485.

ct

Beccadelli, Lewis (Ecc.) of a noble family, was born at
Bologna in 1502, and after having been employed by cardinal Pole on a legation to Venice and Augsburg, and been
tnt! listed by Cosmo I, grand duke of Tuscany, with the
education of his son, he was made archbishop of Ragusa,
and flied in 1592. His principal work is the life of cardinal
Pole, in Italian, translated by Duditius into Latin, and
thence by Maucroix into French ; since which it has been
translated into English by the Rev. Benjamin Pye. He also
wrote a life of Petrarch.
BECCAFAMI (Biog.) or Mec/ieriiio Dominique, a painter in
the 1 6th century, whose St. Sebastian was among his most

admired

John Baptist (Biog.) a monk and professor of

mathematics at Palermo, died at Turin in 1781. He published, 1.
Expcrimenta quibus Electricitas Vindex late
constituitur,' &c. 4to. Turin, 1771.
2. ' Elcctricismo Artificiale,' 4to. 1772,
translated into English, 4to. London,
1 77'>; besides an essay on the Cause of Storms and Tempests,
and several pieces on the Meridian of Turin, &c.
Beccaiua, James Bartholomew, a physician of Bologna, died
in 1 766, aged 84.
He published among other things,
1.
Parere lutorno al Taglio della Macchia di Viarcggio,'
Ho. Lucca, 1739- ' De Longis Jejuniis Dissertatio,' fol.
'

'

Patav. 1743, &c.

Beccaeia, Caesar Bonesana Marquis, a political writer, was
born at Milan in 1765, and died in 17<)4.
He was the author of a well-known work on crimes and punishments,
entitled ' Delle Delitti e delle Pene,' l2mo. 1764, which is
to have gone through upwards of 50 editions.
BECEVIA, Gaspard (Biog.) a Spanish sculptor and painter
in fresco, the pupil of Raphael, died in 1570.
His best
pi ce is a ' u in, made by order of Isabella, of Valois.
BECHEB (Bibl) 133, son of Ephraim, and chief of a family.
!

A mli.
Becher,
'

ii

xxi\

of Benjamin,

son

and father of Zemim,

Ge».

ecc.

xlvi. 21.
ii

in,

Mid
Bvo.

John Joachim (Biog.) was born

died

1685.

in

Francof.
iiiiu

lb'

1669;

wrote,

Lips.

1.

1703,

Chymicum Novum,' 8va

tutiones

Chymicse,'

&c.

8vo.

Spires in 10' 15,
'I'hvsica Subterranea,'
at

1759.

2.

Ibid. I0'71.

Mbgunt.

l662j

<

3.

Experi•

Insti-

Francof.

1664, &c.

M'.T, Thomas a (Ece.) a native of London in 1119, was
ited at Oxford and Merton, and rose by his abilities
intrigues to the see of Canterbury, but provoking 1!:.
displeasure of king Henry II by his unparalleled insolence,
be was banished the kingdom, and on his being restored to
favour and to his sec, was at length assassinated in II 70.
men have bad more biographers than Becket, of whom
Pit(
and Leland, have given a list.
BECKETT (Her.) a family of Yorkshire, which at present
njo;
a baronetcy, sir .John Beckett Inning been created a
11

I

.

1

baronet in
follow:

Gules,

a

between three boars' heads coupeii

fess

erminois.

On

Crest.

wreath of the same colour, a boar's head

a

coupe d or, crossed

BECKINGHAM,

I

a cross pattee fitchec erect sable.

>y

Charles

(Biog.)

a

dramatic writer,

was.

He was author of Scipio
of France/ both tragedies that
wen- performed before he had attained his 20th year.
(Ecc.) Bekyngton or De Beldngton, Thomas.

born in

10't)<),

and died

Africanus,' and

•

in 1730.

'

Henry IV

BECKINGTON

an English prelate, was educated at Winchester, and New
Oxford, in 1403, and died bishop of Lincoln in

college,

He was

1464.

and

New

a benefactor to his see,

and

also to Lincoln

college, in Oxford.

BECK WITH

(Her.) the name of a family which at present
enjoys a baronetcy. It is descended from Hugo de Malebisse
whose descendants changed their name to Beckwith in the
reign of Edward III.
Sir Roger Beckwith, the 10th in
descent from him, was created a baronet in 10'81.
The
arms, &C. of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, a chevron between three hinds' heads erased
gules.

An

Crest.

antelope proper, with a branch in
" Jouir en bien."

]\Iotlo.

Beckwith, Thomas, an antiquary, died
work entitled A Walk in ami about
'

manner of Mr.

after the

Gostling's

'

its

mouth

vera

1786, leaving a
the City of York,'
Walk in and about
in

Canterbury.'

BECQUET,

pieces.

BECCARIA,

Arms.

1813.

The

arms,

fee.

of

this

family are as

Anthony (Biog.) a monk of the Celestine Order
and their librarian, died in 1730. His principal

at Paris,

work

a history of his order, which was written in Latin,
and published in tto. Paris, 171DBECTAS, Aga (Hist.) a general of the Janissaries, who inis

trigued with

Kiosem,

the

queen-regente, grandmother of

Mahomet IV, during the minority of this prince, against the
queen-mother. At the death of Kiosem he Hed, but was

U

Bicaut.
taken and strangled.
Empire Ottoman.
Earl (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the marquis of Headfort.
BECTOSj Claude de {Biog.) a learned abbess in the time of
Francis I, whose works, Lai in and French, in prose and
verse, were published after his death, which happened in 1 5 17.
(Biog.) or Beile, surnamed the / enerable, was born .it
Wearmouth, or Yarrow, in the county of Durham, and
He has given at the end of his eccledied in 735, aged 63.
siastical history a catalogue of his writings, which are all in
Latin, and have been published together at different times,
namely, in 3 vols. fol. Paris, 1544; and again in s vols.
1554; also at Basle, 1563, and Cologne, in 1012, and IONS.
The treatises of Beda were published by Mr. Wharton, from
three MSS. in the library at Lambeth, under the title of
'
Bedie Venerabilis Opera qutedam Theologica,' &c. 4to.
Loud. [693.
Beda, Noel (Biog-) a French divine of the 10'th century, died
in exile, with the reputation of being a violent declaimer,
1 lis works were all controversial!
and a vexations adversary
It is said to have
in which he attacks Erasi lus and others.
been through bis influence that the Sorbonne did not sanction the divorce of Henry VIII.
(Bibl.) -na, father of Hadad, the Edomite.
Gem

BECTIVE,

BEDA

.

BEDAD

BEDDOES,

Thomas

(Biog.) a physician, was born in 178ft
Of his numerous works, the principal
A Translation of Spallanzani's Dissertations on
are, I.
2.
History.
178
A TransNatural
reprinted in 1790.
lation of Bergman's Essay on Elective Attractions,' 1785.
of Scheele's Chemical
Essays,'
1786.
3. ' Translations
Chemical Experiment and Opinions,' extracted from a
4.

and died

in 1808.

•

'

I

'

;

'

work published

century, &C.
an Israelite, who separated from
Ezra x. 35.
foreign wife on his return from Babylon.

BEDEIAII

in the

(1:1/1/.)

l.i-l

ma,

his

,

BEE

BED
BEDELL,

William (Ecc) an English prelate, was born at
Black Notley, in Essex, in 1570, matriculated in Edmund
college, Cambridge, in 15S4 ; and after passing through
various preferments in the church, was promoted to the see
of Kilmore and Ardagh; but died in confinement in lG-il
during the rebellion, from the effects of which he was not
protected by his virtues, or the veneration in which his
He wrote a few theological works.
character was held.
BEDFORD, John, Duke of (His!.) third son of Henry IV,
king of England, was regent in France during the minority
of Henry VI, and general of the English armies, died at
Rouen in 1435, after having defeated the French in several
engagements.
Bedford, John, Earl of, son of James Russell, esq. died in
1654, after having been high in favour with the kings
Henry VIII, Edward VI, and queen Mary, by all of whom
he was employed on many important negotiations, and as a
reward for his sendees he was raised to the dignity of earl
[Tide Bedford, under Heraldry] He was a
of Bedford.
great promoter of the Reformation, from which he received
[Vide
no small benefit to the increase of his wealth.
Plate

VI FJ

Bedford, Francis, Earl of son of the preceding, was at the
battle of St. Quintin, in the glory and danger of which he
had a full share. And after being employed by Elizabeth
on several important concerns of state, died in 1585, aged
fifty-eight.

Bedford, Francis, fourth Earl

of,

was a great

assertor of the

by which, contrary to his intention,
he paved the way for the grand rebellion, which he did not
live to witness, he dying in 1641.
[Vide Plate VII]
Bedford, William, jvfth Earl of, and Jirsl Duke, sided as
his father had done with the Parliament, and fought against
but mistrusting the party to which he had
his sovereign
attached himself, he went over to the king, and made his
peace.
At the restoration he had an accession of honours,
and was raised to the dignity of duke of Bedford, after
which he died in 1700, in his S7th year. A farther account of this family may be found in the following article,
and also under the head of Russell.
Bedford, Duke of (Her.) a title conferred in 1485 on Jasper
Tudor, son of Owen Tudor, by Catherine, widow of king
Henry V, which at his death, in 11 Henry VII, 1497, beextinct.
This title was afterwards conferred on the
Russell family, by whom it is at present enjoyed.
John
liberty of the subject,

;

who was ennobled, [Vide
and Bedford, under History] was created in 1538
bairn Russell, of Chenys, co. Bucks, and earl of the county
of Bedford in 1549- Sir William Russell, a descendant of his,
wa treated baron Russell, of Thornhaugh, co. Northampton,
in 1603, 1 Jac. I.
His grandson, the fifth earl of Bedford,
was in 1
created marquis of Tavistock, and duke of Bedford in 1694) and baron Howland, of Streatham, co. Surrey,
Russell, esq. the first of his family

Russell

•

1

i.1

1

1-

in 1695, 7 Will. III.

are as follow

:

The

titles,

arms,

&c

of this family

Russell,

duke of Bedford,

earl of Bedford, lord Russell,

Streatham.
Arms.
Argent, a lion rampant gules, on a chief" sable,
three escalops of the first.
Crest.
On a wreath a goat passant argent, armed or.
Supporters.
On the dexter side a Hon, on the sinister an
antelope both gules; latter gorged with a ducal collar
chained, armed, crested, tufted, and hoofed, or.
Motto.

" Che

publishing

'

The Hereditary Right

of the

Crown

of

England asserted ;' the real author of which was one
He translated
George Harbin, a nonjuring clergyman.
Fontenelle's History of Oracles,' and the ' Life of Dr.

'

Barwick.'

Bedford, Thomas, second son of Hilkiah, was educated

at

Westminster

school, and St. John's college, Cambridge, and
died in 1773, a nonjuror.
He prepared for the press an
edition of Simeon of Durham's History, and wrote an Historical Catechism, in 1742.
Bedford, Arthur, a clergyman, was born in 166S, at Tiddenham, in Gloucestershire, admitted of Brazen-nose College,
Oxford, in 1684, and died chaplain to the Haberdashers'
Hospital in 1745.
His principal works are, 1. ' The Evil
and Danger of Stage Plays,' 8vo. Bristol, 1706; republished
under the title of '
serious Remonstrance in Behalf of
the Christian Religion, against the horrid Blasphemies,' &c.
2. ' Scripture Chronology, demonstrated by Astronomical
Calculations, in eight Books,' fol. London, 1741.
3. ' Hor.v
Mathematics Vacure,' &c. 8vo. Lond. 1743.
BEDIXGFIELD, Sir Henry, Bart. (Hist.) son of six
Henry Bedingfield, knt. a distinguished loyalist in thi
time of the rebellion, suffered with the rest of his family
to the amount of upwards of 47,000/. He was rewarded at
the restoration with a baronetcy.
Bedingfield (Her.) a family of undoubted antiquity, which
derives its name from a town in Suffolk. Ogerua de Pugeys.
a Xorman, came over with William the Conqueror
he was
one of the four knights of the lord Mallet, lord of the
manor of Eye, who gave him the manor of Bedingfield.
in consequence of which he assumed the name of Bedingfield.
Sir Henry Bedingfield, before-mentioned, a worthy
descendant of his, was created a baronet in l66*0, which
title is at present enjoyed by the family, the arms. &c. oi
which are as follow
Arms. Ermine, an eagle displayed gules.

A

:

:

A demi-eagle with wings expanded gules.
BEDLOE, Captain, William (Hist.) a low adventurer,
Crest.

who,
encouraged by the success of Oates, discovered a pretended
popish plot, for which the Commons voted him 500/.
vide Bek.
(Bibl.) the same as Baalzebub, mentioned in
the Old Testament.
Math. ix. 24.
(Bibl.) mN3, head of the tribe of Reubi •

BEEK (Biog.)
BEELZEBUB

BEERAH

ried captive by Ti^lath-pileser.

BEERI (Bibl.) na, father of the prophet Hosea. Hos. i.
Beeri, father of Judith, wife of Esau. Gen. xxvi.
BEERI NG, Vitus (Hist.) a Danish navigator, in the service
of Russia, was sent by Peter I to explore the north coasts
of America, and on his third voyage thither, in 1741, he
struck on an island on the coast of Kamschatka, and being
reduced to the greatest extremities, was one among the

The island and the
those who perished there.
adjacent straits still bear his name.
(Bibl.) nnsa, a city of the Gibeonites, afterwards belonging to the tribe of Benjamin. Josh. ix. 17, &c.
(Bibl.) jnttf-INa, a place which was given
by Joshua to Judah, and afterwards transferred to Simeon.
Abraham made an alliance with Abimelech, king of Gerar,
at this place ; and in Scripture the limits of the Holy Land
are often expressed by the terms of " From Dan to Beernumber of

BEE ROTH

•

marquis of Tavistock,
baron Russell of Cheneys,
boron Russell of Thornhaugh, and baron Howland of

Titles.

for

sara, sara."

Bedford, Hilkiah (Biog.) son of Hilkiah Bedford, a quaker,
was born in 1()6'3, educated at Cambridge, deprived of his
preferment for refusing to take the oaths at the revolution,
and died in 1724, after having been fined a thousand marks

BEERSHEBA

sheba," Dan being the northern, and Beersheba the southern,
extremity of the land. Josh. xv. 28 ; 2 Sam. xvii. 11, &c.
(Her.) a family of considerable antiquity in Yorkshire, which at present enjoys a baronetcy, sir Thomas
Beevon being created a baronet in 1783. The arms, &c. of
this family are as follow
Arms. Party per pale or and argent, on a chief sable, threelions rampant of the second.
beaver passant proper.
Crest.

BEEVON

:

A

;

BEI
BEGA,
]i

in'

i,

KY.L

a painter of Haarlem, died in
Hi* landscapes and cattle were much ad(Biog.)

Cornelius
aged 45.

mired.

BEGER

(Biog.) or Beeper, Lan-rence, librarian to

t

lie

elector

Brandenburgh, was bom at Heidelberg in 1658, and
His principal works are, I. 'Thesaurus ex
died in 1705.
Thesauro I'alatino Selectus,' &c. fol. 1C85. 2. « Spicilegium
3. 'Thesaurus, sive Gemma? NuAntiquitatis,' fol. 1692.
4. 'Regumet
mismata,' &c, "vols. fol. 1696 and 1701.
[mperatorum Romanorum Numismata,' fol. 1700, 5. ' Numismata Pontxficum Romanorum,' fol. 1703.
BEGON, Michael (Hist.) a native of Blois in 16'3S, distinguished himself as an officer in the marine, and also as
governor of the West India Islands, Sec, and died much
regretted in 1710. He collected memoirs of celebrated men,
whose portraits he caused to be engraved.
BEGUILLET (Biog.) or Beguillcr, Edmund, an advocate of
iif

Parliament of Dijon, died in 1786', leaving among his works,
' Des
1769.
Principes de la Vegetation,' &c. 8vo.
1.
2. ' Mcmoire sur les Avantages de la Mouture Economique,'
Vins,'
des
la
Vigne
et
3. 'CEnologie, ou Traite de
cvc. Svo.
12mo.l770. 4. 'Traite de la Connoissance Generale des
Traite General
5.
Grains,' 3 vols. 8vo., and 4to. 1775.
6. ' HisiIls Subsistences ct des Grains,' 6 vols. Svo. 1782.
toire des Guerres des deux Bourgognes,' &c. 2 vols. 12mo. &C.
(Hist.) Behaim, or Bchem, Martin, a geographer
BEI I
nnd mathematician of the 15th century, died in 1501), after
having made such discoveries on the ocean as led to the disHe was made a knight
covery of America by Columbus.
and governor of the island of Fayal, where he landed, by
'

AM

king of Portugal, in reward for his services.
Beha.ii (Biog.) or Behaim Hans, or John Sibald, an engraver
in the lO'th century, and a successful imitator of Albert
Durer, left among his most admired works a set of prints

John

I,

a book, entitled,
1
Depicts, &c.

for

'

Historic-

Biblica;

Artificiosissima;

BEHMEN

(Biog.) vide Bcemen.
Aphra (Biog.) an English poetess of a good family,
of Canterbury, was born in the reign of Charles I, and died
in 1689, after having passed through many adventures not
much to her credit. Whatever may be the merit of her
works, which consist of plays and novels, it is altogether

BEHN,

by the want of decency which

lost

is

their prevailing charac-

teristic.

BEH REN'S,
I

Conrad Bertold (Biog.) a physician of HildesHis principal
in 1660, and died in 1736.

m, was born

works

are,

1.

3.

'

'

De

-

Constitution

Artis

Der Legalische Arzt.'
Selects Medica de Medicine Natura

Helmst. 1696-

'

Medics,'

8vo.

Svo. Helmstadt.
et Certitudine,'

4.
Selotta Diatsetica,' &c. 4to.
Francof. ct Lips. 1708.
Francof. 17H>.
BEICH, Joachim Francis (Biog.) a painter of Suabia, 'bid
His landscapes and battles were much
in 1748, aged 83.
'

admired.
(Biog.) a cadi of Schiraz, in Persia, who died
year of the Hegira 685, A. I). 1295, is better known
commentary on the Alcoran.
BEIER, Adrian (Biog.) a native of Jena, died in 1712. Leav' Tyro
1.
Prudentiffl Juris opificialii
ing among his works,
Prxcursorum Emiasarius,' 4to. Jen. 1685, Hiss; and a
third edition, which Ls the best, by Struvius, Ito. 1717TiMctatus lie Jure prohibendi, quod competit Opificibus
'J.
Boethus, peregre Redux
S.
in Opifiees,' 4to. Jen 1, 1721.
Conspectibus ct Judice Conspicuus,' 4to. Jen. KJs.i and

BEIDHAVI
in the

a. the author of a literal

'

'

1717-

BEIERLINK {Biog.)
BEISCH {Biog.) vide

vide Beyerlinck.
Bcich.

BEITHAR

Ebn

'

Beilhar, sumamed Ascliab, or the
Botanist, died in the 646th year of the Hegira, A. I). 1256.
He wrote ' Giumc al Adviat al Mofrcdat,' in 4 vols.

(Biog.) or

being a general history of simples, ranged in alphabetical
order.

BEK

Bee

(Ecc.)

Durham

Beak.

or

Anthony, was elected bishop of

Edward I in his war against
and was employed by that king on dirk-rent
and civil.
He died in 1310, after
having expended large sums in building.
Bf.k (Biog.) Beck, or Beek, David, a painter of Delft, was
born in 1621, and died in 1656. He had once, while on his
travels, been laid out as a corpse, and was accidentally restored to life by one of his servants pouring some liquor
down his throat. His merit, as a painter, was fully acknow.
ledged throughout Europe, for he received no less than
nine golden chains, and several medals of gold of a large
John

in 1283, assisted king

Baliol,

matters,

ecclesiastical

from, different princes ; while in the service of Chrisqueen of Sweden, he took the portraits of all the princes
in France, England, Germany, Italy, Spain, and Denmark.
BEKA (Biog.) or Bee, John de, in Latin Becanus, a canon of
the church of Utrecht in the 14th century, wrote a Chronicle of his Church from St. Willibrod, first bishop of Utrecht
to 1346: the best edition of this chronicle is that of Busize,

tina,

chellius entitled

BEKINSAU,

'De Episcopis

Ultrajectinis,' fol. Ultraj. 1643.

John (Biog.) a native of Wiltshire, was edu-

Oxford, and died in 155.9, aged 63.
He was in
favour with Henry VIII, and Edward VI, and wrote a
' De
book entitled
Supremo et Absoluto Regis Imperio,' in
order to prove the king's supremacy over the power of the
pope ; hut, in the reign of Mary, he returned to the Romish
church, and remained in that persuasion to his death.
His
cated at

work was printed
the

first

London, 1546', and afterwards in
Monarchia Romani Imperii,' &c. by

in Svo.

volume of

'

Melchior Goldast Hamensfeldius, fol. Francof. 1621.
Balthasar (Biog.) a Dutch divine, was born in
Among his works, which are of a
lC34, and died in 1698speculative and sceptical cast, the one which made him most
known in his day was entitled ' De Betover Wereld,' i. e.
the world bewitched, published in 4to. and Svo. 1(>91BEKTEKIR (Hist.) a successful general under Al Aziz
Bi'llah, the fatemite caliph of Egypt, conquered Syria in
the year of the Hegira 372, A. D. 982.
BEL, John James (Biog.) a native of Bourdeaux, died in
His principal publication was his Dic1738, aged 45.
tionnaire Neologique,' since enlarged by Des Fontaines.
Bel, or Belius, Matthew, an ecclesiastic of Hungary, was
born in 1684, and died in 1749His principal works are,
1. ' De Vetere Literatura Hunno-Scythica Exercitatio,' Mo2.
Hungariic Antique et Nova- Prodromus/j
Lips. 1718.
fol. Norimb. 1723.
3. ' De Peregrinatione Lingua.' Hun-j
4. ' Adparatus ad Historiam Hungagarie in Europam.'
ri;e, in several volumes fol. Poson. 1735
174(5. 5. * Notitia
Hungariee Novte Historico-Geographica,' 4 vols. fol. with
maps, Yiiulob. 1785, and the following years.
Bel, Andrew Charles, son of the preceding, was author of a
work entitled ' De Vera Origine et Epocha Hunnorum,"

BEKKER,

'

'

—

4to.

BE I, A

1757.

of Beor, king of Dinhabah, in the
Genes, xxxvi. 32.
Bela, son of Benjamin, chief of a family. Numb. xxvi. 38.
1
Chron. v. 8.
Bei.a, son of Azaz.
Bela I (Hist.) son of Boleslaus, king of Hungary, succeeded'
lii^ father on the throne of Hungary, after having expelled
his brother Andrew, who was partner in the kingdom, and
died after a reign of three years in I06S.
Bela 11, son of Almus, sumamed the Blind,
because bis eves had been put out by his
uncle Coloman, succeeded the latter on the
throne of Hungary in 1131, and died in the
his effigy is given
10th year of his reign
(Bihl.) zbz, son

east of

Edom.

•

:

as in the

Bela

annexed

figure.

III, succeeded

his

brother Stephen III

1

BEL

BEL
and died

in 1173,

after a reign of

23

years,

during which

Stephen V, with whom he was reClement IV; and still more so

conciled by

by the inroads of the Tartars, against whom
he had the assistance of the knights of Rhodes.
His effigy is given as in the annexed figure. Bonfin. de Rcb.
Ung. Dec. 2, 1. 7 ; Krantz. MetropoL 1. 4.

BELASYSE

{Hist.) Belasise, Bellasyes, Bellas,

the family

Sec.

and

in

name

of the present viscount
Fauconberg [[vide Fauconberg], so called from the town of
Belasyse, in the bishopric of Durham, of which the ancestors
of the present viscount Fauconberg were proprietors soon
Belasius, a Norman knight, came into
after the conquest.
England with William the Conqueror in 1066, and was sent
with some forces against Egelwinus, bishop of Durham,
earl Morcar, and others, who betook themselves to the
isle of Ely, and held out until they were reduced to obe-

Latin Bclasiits

;

de, assisted Francis Sforza in the con-r

quest of Milan.

he cleared the country of robbers.
son of Andrew II, succeeded his
He was
father in 123 5, and died in 1260.
troubled during his reign with the revolt of

Bela IV,

his son

Belgiojoso, Louis II,

dience by this Belasius.

Belasyse, Rouland de, a descendant of the forementioned Belasius, was knighted at the battle of Lewes, when the king
was taken prisoner by Simon Montford, earl of Leicester,
and other barons.
Belasyse, Sir Henri/, was created a baronet in 1611, at the
first institution of that order by king James.
Belasyse, Ju/ui, second son of Sir Thomas Belasyse, first
lord viscount Fauconberg, was, for his loyalty, prudence, and
courage, promoted to several commands of great trust by
their majesties king Charles I and II ; and, in consideration
of his conduct and courage in many gallant actions during
the rebellion, was created lord Belasyse of Worlaby, in the

Belgiojoso, Charles I, de, was employed on many important
negotiations by Lewis Sforza, who rewarded him with the
town and castle of Monza.
Belgiojoso, Louis III, de, a great warrior in the service of
Francis I, distinguished himself at the battle of Pavia ; after
which he entered into the service of the emperor Charles V,
and was made viceroy of Sicily.
Belgiojoso, John James de, distinguished himself in Flanders
under Alexander Farnese, and afterwards against the Turks
in Hungary in the service of the emperor Rodolph.
BELGIUS (Hist.) the third king of the ancient Gauls, according to Berosus.

Belgius, a Gaulish captain, made himself very formidable
He likewise defeated
to the Illyrians and Macedonians.
Ptolemy Ceraunus ; and, having taken him prisoner, the
Gauls cut off his head, and stuck it on a lance, in the 124th
Olympiad; soon after which Belgius was killed. Po/yb.
Fans. 1. 2.
1. 2 ; Justin. 1. 24
BELGRADE (Geog.) a famous fortress of European Turkey
in Scrvia, near the conflux of the Save, and the Danube,
3
150 m. S. S. E. Buda, 440 X. W. Constantinople. Lon. 20
10' E. lat. 44 43' X.
;

:

History of Belgrade.

Belgrade, in the Latin of the middle ages Alba Greeca, or
Alba Bulgarica, is supposed to have been the ancient
Taurinum, or to have been built very near the site of this
It was sold by the despot of Servia to Hungary,
citv.
and was besieged, but without any effect, by Amurath 1

and Mahomet

II

in

1442 and

1456".

Solyman

II

at

under the head of Fauconberg.
Belasyse, Lord (Her.) of Worlaby, co. Lincoln, a title conferred on John Belasyse as before-mentioned [[vide Belasyse
under History'], which became extinct at his death, he
leaving no male issue.

length made himself master of it in 1522, from whom
it was retaken by the Imperialists under the elector of
It remained
Bavaria in 1()SS', but again lost in lu'QO.
with the Turks until 1717, when it surrendered by capitulation to prince Eugene, and was secured to the emperer
by the peace of Paparowitz. In 1739 it was again surrendered to the Turks on condition that the new fortifications erected by the Austrians should be demolished ; but

BELCARIUS

in

county

of

BELCHIER,

Lincoln.

Of

this

family more

may

be learnt

of Chesselden,

was born

in 1706,

and pupil

(Myth.) a deity of the Gauls, supposed to be the
same as the Apollo of the Greeks.
Tertull. Adv. Gent.
c. 24; Scalig.
Alison. Led. 1. 1, c. 9; loss, de Tkeolog.
1.

2.

BELEPH ANTES

who

Chaldean,

predicted to
Alexander that his entrance into Babylon would be attended
with fatal consequences to him.
Diod. I. 17BELESIS (Hist.) BeXiatc, a priest of Babylon, who was
made governor of that city by Arbaces, as a reward for his
having predicted that he should succeed Sardanapalus, A. C.
826.
Diod. 1. a ; Paterc. 1.1, c. 6; Justin. 1. 1.
BELFAST, Far! (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the marquis of Donegal.
BELG.E (Gcog.) a warlike people of ancient Gaul separated
from the Celtic by the rivers Matrona and Sequana.
Ccrs.
de Bell Gall. 1. 1, c. 1, &c- ; Strab. 1. 4
Meld, 1. 3, c. 2.
BELGICA (Geog.) the third part of Gaul, according to
Cesar, of which Belgium was the capital.
The word has
since been applied to Holland, Flanders, and the Low
(Biog.)

a

;

Countries.

BELGIOJOSO,

Evido IT, de (Hist.) of the noble and anhouse of Belgiojoso, in Italy, assisted the empcrev FreBarbarossa in his Italian wars.
Belgiojoso, Alberic IF, de, sumamed the Great, cleared
Italy of the banditti which infested that country under the
name of Companies, and performed many other signal
services for Venice, Milan, and for the pope.
cient

deric

-

and died in 1785.

BELEXUS
Gentil.

17S9 it was retaken by the Imperialists under Marshal
Loudon, but restored to the Turks by the peace of 1791
In the year 1S06 the Servian insurgents laid siege to

(Biog.) vide Beaucaire.
Jultn (Biog.) a distinguished surgeon,

Belgrade, which, after many fruitless efforts, they succeeded in currying. The bishop's see, which was fonnerly
erected here, is removed to Semendria.
James (Biog.) a mathematician, was born at
Udina in 1704, and died in 1789- His principal works are,
1. 'Ad Disciplinam Mechanicam, Xauticam, et Geographicam, Aeroasis Critica et Historica,' &c. Para- 1741. 2. ' Ad
Disciplinam Hydrostaticam Acroasis,' &C. ibid. 1742. 3. 'De
4. 'I Fenomeni
Altitudine Atmosphere/ &e. ibid. 1743.
Elettrici con 1 Corollari da lor Dedotti,' Parma, 17495. 'Delia Reflessione de Corpi dall' Acqvta,' ibid. 1753.
6. 'Delia Architettura Egiziana Dissert.' ibid. 1780', &c.

BELGRADO,

Viscount (Her.) the title commonly home by
the eldest son of the earl Grosvenor.
Belgrave, Richard (Biog.) a writer of the 14th century,
whose principal work was ' Theological Determinations.'
(Her.) and Stenton, Lord, the title enjoyed
by the Hamiltons of Broomhill, sir John Hamilton of

BELGRAVE,

BELHAVEX

Broomhill having been created lord Belhaven and Stenton
1647. The title, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Hamilton, lord Belhaven and Stenton.
Title.
Arms. Quarterly first and fourth gules, a mullet argent,
in

:

between three cinquefoils ermine, as a third son of the
Hamilton family second and third gules a man's heart
proper shadowed or, between three cinquefoils ermine, for
Hamilton of Raploch.
;

—
BEL
A

'rat.

(

horse's

Two

Supporters.

Mo to.
BELIDOR,

BEL

head and neck argent, bridled

considered by some to have been happy in his mode of defence.
He has however been an object of attack for evenone who has written against the church of Rome, and even

gules.

horses argent, bridled gules.

Ride through."

••

Bernard Forest de (Biog.)

an engineer] was
horn in 1697, and died in 1761.
He wrote, 1. ' Sommaire
d'un Conn d'Architecture Militairc,' &c 12mo. 1720.
2. ' Nouvcau Coins de Mathematique a 1'Usage de l'Artillerie,' 6k. 4to.
Paris, 1725.
3. ' La Science des In., incurs,' 4to. 1724.
4. ' Le Bombardier Francois,' 4to.
'Architecture
1731.
5.
Hydraulique,' 4 vols. Ito. 1735
7' 7- <> Dictionnaire Portatif de l'lngenieur,' Svo. 1738.
Traik'des Fortifications,' 2 vols. 4to. <J. ' La Science des
S.
Ingcnicnrs dans la Conduite des Travaux des Fortifications,'
'

I

'

i;

it,'.,

i;t.

BELING,

Richard (Hist.) son of sir Henry Beling, knt.,
was born in 1618 at Belingstown, in the county of Dublin,
and early engaged in the Irish rebellion for the purpose of
supporting the Roman Catholic cause, in which persuasion
he was born; but, finding his party disjointed, he submitted

king's authority, and at the Restoration obtained his
estates, where he died in lr>77wrote in Latin in two
lmoks, ' Vindiciarum Catholicorum Hibernhv,' which conto the

He

tained an account of the Irish rebellion from 1641 to 164Q
besides some replies to those who wrote against him on the
;

same

subject.

BELISAMA
Cos. de

(Mi/lh.) the

name

of Minerva

among

the Gauls.

Bell. Gall.

BELISARIUS

(Hist.) a celebrated general in the reign of
Justinian, who renewed the victories and triumphs by which
Rome had risen to such a height of grandeur ; but, being

accused of entering into a conspiracy against the emperor,
lie was stripped of all his goods, and his eyes were put out,
in which condition he is said to have died in 565.
The
story of his disgrace and misfortunes are however supposed
to be cither false or exaggerated.
Proeop. de Bell. Goth.
1. 3,
c. 1
Agathias, Glycas, Zonaras, eye.
BELISTIDA (Biog.) the name of a female who gained a
prize at the Olympic games.
Pans. 1. 5, c. 8.
;

BELIUS {Biog.) vide Be/.
BELL, WtUiam (Hist.) archdeacon

of St. Alban's, was born
1625, was educated at Merchant Taylor's school, elected
of
thence scholar
St. John's, Oxford, in 1643 ; driven from
in

college by the rebels

in 1648
and after various preferthe restoration, died in 1683 highly esteemed and
regretted. His only publications were a few sermons.
BELLA, Stefano de la (Biog.) an engraver, was born at Florence in 1610, and died in 1G64.
He is said to have engraved no less than 1 100 plates, many of which gained him
I

tts

;

at

I

BELLAMY,

a miscellaneous writer, was
born in 1745, and died in 1800.
He was the projector of
the ' Monthly Mirror,' and published both a play called
The Friends, and a novel entitled Sadaski.'
•

'

Richard Coote, Earl of (Hist.) was attainted

by the parliament of king James II, hut was afterwards appointed governor of New York by William III, in whose
interest he bad been deeply concerned, and died at his government in 1700 highly respected for the zealous discharge
of bis duty.

BELLAMONT, Earl o/'(Her.)

a title which was conferred in
1696 en Richard Coote above-mentioned, son of Richard
the third BOB of sir Charles Coote, and brother of the first
carl of Mountrath.
This title became extinct at the death
of the third ear] in ITIili. but was revived in the person of

Charles C

e

of Cootehill, esq. in
1

BELLARMIN,

1

77<»,

which became ex-

s;no.

Robert (Biog.)

a Jesuit, and one of the
any age, was born in 151-2, anil
Mis body of controversy, in 4 vols, folio, was
written in defence of the Romish religion, hut he is not

greatest controversialists of

Cued in 1621.

of

whom

its side.

(Hist.) a noble house of great antiquitv in France,
mention is made in the time of king oth
I

Bellay, Hughes
court, as

John

II

I'll, du, was killed at the battle of Aginwas also his son Bertrand ; and his eldest son
du Bellay, was killed at the battle of Crevant his
;

youngest son Peter

at the battle of Yerneuil.
du, called seigneur de Laiigei, eldest
Louis du Bellay, signalized himself by his courage and
conduct on many occasions, and died in 1543 wont
the service of his sovereign Francis I. He was also a writer,

Bellay, William

and

among

left

Joe. de

his works
Histoirc de sou Temps.'
Paid.
Thuan. Hist.
du, third son of Louis du Bellav, was also in
'

J'ir. lllust. ;

Bellay, Martin

the service of Francis I, by whom he was employed on many
important occasions civil and military.
He wrote
of his own time, which, with his brother's work, was printed
at Francfort in one volume, foL 15*4, under the title of
' Gulielmi
et Martini Bellaiorum Historia Latino fai
Hugonc Surseo.' He died in 1559.
Bellay, John du (Ecc.) brother of the preceding, successively
bishop of Bayonne and of Paris, and archbishop of Bourdeaux, was created a cardinal by Paul III in 1535, and
died in 1560, after having been employed by Francis I on
the most important missions; and also by the pope Clement VII, by whom he was sent into England twice to
negotiate with Henry VIII.
Bellay, Eustachius du, nephew of the preceding, succeeded
his uncle in the see of Paris in 1561, and died in 15(i5, after
1

1

having resigned his charge.
Bellay', Joachim du (Biog.) eldest son of John du Bellav,
and a distinguished poet, styled Pater Elcgantiarum, Pater
omnium Leporitw, was born in 1524, and died in 1560. His
French poems were printed in 4to. Paris, 156l, and 12rao.
1 5J)7 ; his Latin poems in 4to.
Paris, 1 56'y.
BELLEAU, P.cmi (Biog.) a French poet, was born in 1528
His poems were
at Nogent le Rotron, and died in 1577collected and published in 2 vols. 12mo. Rouen, 1604.
BELLEFOREST, Francis de (Biog.) a French historical
compiler, was born in 1530, and died in 158,'!, having made
not less than 50 compilations, among which was the history
of the nine Charles' of France.

BELLEFORIERK.

Maximilian Anthony de (Hist.) of a noble
family, died in 1679, after having filled several high

both

civil

and military.

BELLEGARDE,

redit.

Thomas (Biog.)

BELLAMONT,

some who are on

for

BELLAY

Roger de S ,i„t Lari de (Hist.) marshal
of France, distinguished himself against the Turks and the
Hugonots, ami on several other occasions ; but having embroiled himself with Catherine de Medicis, died of poison in
t

1579.

Bellegarde, Due de, was
Henry IV, and Louis XIII,

in favour with
Henry III.
in whose service be acquitted
himself to their satisfaction, but heat length fell into disgrace.
BELLEGARDE, Octuvius de (Fee.) was nominated by
to the bishopric of Conserans in Kill, and to the archbishopric of Sens in 1623, and died in 1646, after having
been
zealous defender of the church.
BEi.i.ECAitiu:. John Baptist Morvan de (Biog.) a Jesuit,
himself known in his day by his numerous translations from
the works of the fathers anil others.
(Biog.) or Ballenden John, a Scottish writer
of the Kith century, died in 1550. He is principally known
as the translator of Hector Boethius' History of Scotland.
Bellknden, William, called in Latin Gvlielmus Belend
master .if the requests to Janus VI, was also the author of
2. 'Ciceronis ConCiccronis Pnnceps,' Paris, 1608.
1.
3. ' Dc
sul.' Paris, lfil-'; and a second edition in lGl6.
I

;i

BELLENDEN

'

:

BEL

BEL
Tribus Luminibus Romanorum ;' under which he comprehended Cicero, Seneca, and Pliny. This work was pub-

London

in 1787Francis (Biog.) a doctor of the Sorbonne,
He published, 1. French Translation of Dionvsius Halicamassus, Rowe's Continuation of
Derham's
Astro-Theology. 2. An
Lives,
and
Plutarch's
3.
critical Essay on the
edition of the Vulgate Psalms.
Works of Rollin ; the Translators of Herodotus ; and the
lished in

BELLEXGER,

A

died in 17-±9, aged 61.

A

Dictionary of la Martiniere.

BELLEROPHOX

(Myth.) BeWepoyivriic, son of Glaucus,
of Ephyre, who passed through many adventures, and
bv the help of the winged horse Pegasus, conquered the
Chimsera ; after which he wandered upon the earth till the
dav of his death.
l-ino;

Hor.

1.

4, od. 11.

Pegasiis,

Et eiemplum grate przbet
terrenum equitem gravatus

ales

Bellerophontem.

a baronet

The

in 1796.

arms, &c. of this family are as

follow

Argent, three bugle-horns sable, stringed and garnished or.

Arm*.

A

buck's head couped or.
Gentile (Biog.) a Venetian painter, who died in
He went over to Constantinople at the soli1501, aged 80.
citation of Mahomet II, and adorned that capital with
His best piece was the decollation of
specimens of his art.
John the Baptist, which Mahomet considered as not a correct representation, and to satisfy the artist ordered a slave
to be beheaded in his presence, which spectacle so terrified
the latter that he solicited his dismissal, and returned to
Venice.
Bellini, Giovanni, or John, brother to the preceding, surpassed both him and his father Giacopo Bellini, in every
branch of the art, and is reckoned the founder of the VeneHe was born in 1-122, and died in 1512.
tian school.
Bellini. Laurence, a physician, was born in 16-13, and died
HLs principal works are, 1.
Exercitatio Anatoin 1703.
mica de Structure et Usu Renum,' 12mo. Amst. 1665.
2. ' Gustus Organum novissime deprehensum,' &c. 12mo.
De Urinis,' ecc. -Ito. Bonon. 1683
Bonon. 1665. 3.
Francf. et Lips. 1685.
BELLIXLS (Hist.) a king of the ancient Britons, who.
according to some authors, was the brother of Brennus, the
great Gaulish captain.
Bellini's (Ecc.) a bishop of Padua, who was driven from
his see by the nobility, on account of the severity of his
Crest.

BELLINI,

'

6 ; Hesiod. Theog. v. 325 ; Ajmllod. 1. 2, c. 3 ;
Ui/sin- Fab. 157; J"i: Sat. 10; .S'c/(o/. Find, in Olymp.
Bellerofhon (Xiimis.) the image of this hero, mounted on
Pegasus, and contending with the Chimeera,
many medals, or coins, of
is depicted on
Alexander the Great, and of many of the
He
emperors, as in the annexed figure.
was also one of the symbols of Corinth, and
represented on medals struck by the inhabitants of Crotone, &c. Morcll. Tkes. Impp.;
Baverk. Num. Conturu. ; Haym. Thes. Brit.
BELLIEXL'S (Hist.) a Roman, whose house was set on fire
Horn.

II.

1.

at Caesar's

Cic. Phil. ii. c. 36.
(Ecc.) or Belles Mains, John, archbishop of
the 13th century, received Thomas a Becket

funeral.

IELLISMES
Lyons in

during his exile.

BELLIEVRE

(Hist.) a family originally of Lyons, of which
were many distinguished members.
Bellievre, Pomponius de, son of Claude de Bellievre, was
distinguished as a great negotiator in the reigns of Charles IX,
Henry III, and Henry IV, in Germany, England, PoHe died at Paris in
land, and other countries of Europe.
1607, aged 78.
the
preceding,
was also emEustace
de,
son
of
Bellievre,
ployed on several important missions by Henry I \
Bellievre, Pomponius II de, son of Claude de Bellievre,
and grandson of the first Pomponius, was employed by
Louis XIII and XIV in negotiations in England, and on
other important missions, and died in 1 675.
Bellievre, Albert de (Ecc.) son of Pomponius de Bellievre,
the first mentioned, was archbishop of Lyons, which he
gave up to his brother Claude in 1604, and died in 1621.
there

.

This latter died in 1612.
yicliolas (Biog.) an engineer, was born in 1703,

BELLIX,

His principal work was his 'Hydroin IT 7-.
graphic Francoise.' consisting of 80 marine charts.
Henry (Hist.) of the family of the Bellingand died

BELLIXGHAM,

hams, in Ireland, [Vide Bellingham, under Heraldry'] commanded a regiment of cavalry, which was raised for suppressing the rebellion in Ireland.
Bellingham, Thomas, son of the preceding, raised a regiment of cavalry, and served king William in person ; on
which account king James's army set tire to Bellingham
Castle.

Bellingham (Her.) the name

of a family of Castle-Bellingenjoys a baronetcy, and
is descended in the direct male line from Alan de Bellingham, who lived in the time of the Conqueror.
Of this
family was Henrv and Thomas Bellingham, before-men-

ham, in Ireland, which

tioned,

VOL.

and
I.

also sir

'

;

discipline.

BELLISLE,

Charles Louis Augustus, Count of (Hist.) more
the name of Marechal Bellisle, grandson of
Nicholas Fouquet, the disgraced marquis Bellisle, and superintendant of the finances, was born in 1684; and after signalizing himself in every rank of the army in which lie
served, and displaying equal prudence and capacity as prime
minister, he died in 176l.
BELLOCQ, Peter (Biog.) valet de chambre to Louis XIV,
and a great poet, was born in 1625, and died in 1704. The
most esteemed of his poems are ' Les Petits-Maitres,' * Les
Hotel des Invalides.'
Novellistes,' and
BELLOI (Biog.) or Be/lot/, Peter, advocate-general of the
parliament of Toulouse in the Kith century, wrote, among
Apologie Catholique eontre les Libelles,'
other things, 1
2. 'DeSec. 1585; and afterwards translated into Latin.
claration du Droit de Legitime Succession sur le Royaume
de Portugal,' &c. 8vo. Antwerp and Paris, 1582. 3. Brieve
Explication de l'An Courant 15S3, selon le Calemlier GregoSupputation des Temps depuis
4.
rien,' 8vo. Paris, 1583.
separee en deux
la Creation du Monde jusqu'en 1582,
Colomnes diverses,' Paris, 1584. 5. ' Petri Beloii Variorum
Juris Civilis Libri IV, et Disputatio de Successione ab Intes6. ' De l'Origine et Institution de
tate,' &c. Paris, 1583.
diverse Ordres de Chevalerie, tant Ecclesiastiques que Pro-

known by

'

.

'

'

'

fanes,' &c.

Belloi, Peter Laurence Buyrette du, was born at St. Flour,
He wrote several pieces
in Auvergne, and died in 1775.
for the stage, of which his ' Siege of Calais' was the most
popular.
His works were published in 6 vols. 8vo. 1779BELLOXA (Myth.) the sister of Mars, and feigned to be
the goddess of war, was worshipped particularly by the
Cappadocians and the Romans, who had a temple dedicated
She is commonly repreto her near the Porta Carmentalis.
sented bv the poets as armed with a bloody whip.
J'irg.

JEn.

1.

702.

8, v.

at present

Et

gaudeus vadit Discordia palla

scissd

Quam cum
Lucan.

William Bellingham, who was created

1.

7, v.

568.

Sanguineum

2 R

;

swigiiineo sequitur Bellonajiagello.

veluti quatietis Bellana Jlagdlum.

.

BEL
Hor.

1.

Mt

2,

llunc

Tibull.

1.

BEM

ntiitiuit

ci

gaudins

h\-Uo:ia crucutis.

eL6.

3,

liar, ubi Ball

i

Ftmaum,

Motu at

(i^ilata,

n aniens verbera

necacrem

t.'rui

timet.

At the gate of her temple was a small column, called " The
Column of War," against which a Spear was thrown whenever war was declared against an enemy.
Ovid. Fast.

1.

BELOCHUS

6.

Hinc sobt hasta manu,
In

r.

gam

et

genles,

bt'Ui prgniinliii mitti,

cum

plneel

anna

capi.

years.

Her

priests, called Bellonarii, used to cut themselves with
knives when they consecrated themselves to her service.
I 'an: dc Ling. Lai. 1. 5;
Tertull. de
Stat. Theb. 1. 2;
Pall. ; Laetant. de Fait, Eelig. c. 2 1
Bellona (Xitmis.) this goddess is represented
on medals of the Bruttii, &c. as in the If g L-fg-Vi
annexed figure, hastening with a shield in f £ <>f^A-J; _'J
hotli her hands, and a spear restin
shoulders.
Gollz. Magn. Graec. tab
.

Beg.

'Flics.

Brand,

torn

BELLORI,

John Peter (Biog.) an antiquary, was born at
about lb'lG, and died in 1(>96His principal works
' Notse
1.
in Numisniata,' See. 4to.
are,
Rom. 1()58.
2. ' Fragmenta vestigii Veteris Rome,' &c. fol. ibid. 1&7S.
3. ' La Colonna Trajana,' &c. oblong, fol. ibid.
4. ' Le
1'itture antiche del Sepolero de Nasoni,' &c. fol. ibid. 16'SO.
5.
Gli antichi Sepolcri, ovvero Mausolei Romani et Etruschi,' &c. fol. Rome, 1699 and 1704, Leyden, 1728.
This
was translated into Latin by Alexander Duken, and published in fol. Lugd. Bat. 1702.
6. ' Le antiche Lucerne
Sepolcrali,' &c. fol. ibid. 1691.
7- ' Veteres Arcus Augustorum,' &c. fol. Lugd. Bat. 1690.
8. ' Vite de Pittori,
Scultori, et Architetti
Moderni,'
4to.
Leyden, 1(>72.
' Veterum Philosophorum Poetarum,
}).
Sea. Imagines/ fol.

Rome

'

Rom.

His.",.

BELLOSTE

(Biog.) or Bclosle, Angitstin, was born in 1654,
and is principally known by a work entitled, ' Le Chirurgien de l'Hopital,' Paris, 1 (>95, 1705, which was translated into English, and most of the modern languages.
(Gcug.) a people of ancient Gaul, who inhabited the country called Bcauvais.
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 8, ep. 1.

BELLOVACI

BELLOVESL'S

(Hut.) a king of the Celtic, who, in the
reign of Tarquinius Priscus, was sent at the head of a
colony to Italy, by his uncle Ambigatus, and is supposed to
have been the founder of Milan, and also the tirst Gaul that
crossed the Alps.
Lie. 1. 5, c. 34.
(Hist.) a very ancient and noble house in France,
was so called from the land which they possessed. This
family was no less distinguished by the high posts which
they Oiled, particularly in a military capacity.
I'.Ki.i.ov, Peter {Biog.) vide BeUoi.

BELLOY

BELMEIS

(Hist.) or Beavmes, Eichard I dc, bishop of
the reign of Henry I, expended the whole
of bis bishopric on the structure of St. Paul's
Cathedral, and died in 1 127Hki.mkis, (Ecc.) or Bra 11 mix, Richard II de, nephew to the
preceding, and son of Walter de Belmeis, was advanced to
the see of London in 1151, and died in 11 (>2, leaving a
reputation for singular eloquence.
He has been said to be
the author of the
Codex Niger,' or Black Book of the
Exchi quer.

London
1

in

1:1s

'

BELMEYS,

John (Ecc.)

commonly

called

Joannes Ebara-

12th century, was
made bishop of Poitou, in France, in 1159, :UM afterwards
of
Lyons. He is said to have vehemently opposed
archbishop
1'cckrt in his contests with Henrv II.
BELMORE, Earlaf (ll,r.) one of the titles enjoyed at pre*
lent by the family of Corrv, derived from Armar Corrv,
who was created, in 1781, baron Belmore, of Castle Coole,
cetuis, or Johji

Tyrone, viscount Belmore in 1789, and carl of Behnorc
in 17971 be title, amis. &c of
this family are as follow:
Corn-, carl of Belmore, viscount and baron Belmore,
Title.
of Castle Coole.
Arms.
Gules, a saltire argent, and in chief a rose or.
Crest.
On a wreath, a cock proper.
Supporters.
Two cats ducally gorged and chained or.
" Virtus semper viridis."
Motto.
(Ilisl.) ninth king of Assyria
after Being,
began to reign in 2022, and occupied the throne for 33

co.

8.

of

Yuri;,

a divine of the

'

BE I. OX,

Peter (Biog.) a physician and naturalist, was born
about 1518, and was assassinated from private resentment
near Paris, in 156'4. His principal works are, 1.
De Arboribus eoniferis,' 4to. Paris. 1553.
2.
Histoire de la Nature
des Oiseaux,' fol. 1555. 3. ' Portraits d'Oiseaux,' 4to. 1557.
4. ' Histoire des Poissons,' 4to. 1551, with plates.
5.
De
la Nature et Diversite des Poissons,' Svo. 1555.
(Bibl.) nvtstr^a, in Greek Va\r>\«ap, son
of Evil-merodach, and grandson to Nebuchadnezzar, to
whom Daniel explained the writing on the wall. Dan. v.
1, Stc
(Bibl.) nymstoVn, the name given to
Daniel at the court of Nebuchadnezzar. Dan. i.
BELSUNCE, Henri/ Francis Xavier de (Fee.) bishop of Marseilles, of the noble and ancient family of Belsunce, in Navarre,
distinguished himself by the assistance he rendered to the
inhabitants during the plague which desolated that city. He
died in 1755, closing a life of the most active benevolence,
with the utmost devotion and resignation.
He wrote,
1. ' L'Histoire des Eveques de Marseille.'
2.
Des Instructions pastorales,' Stc
BELVOIR-CASTLE (Geog.) in Latin Bellas Visvs, or
Beverum Castrum, a castle in Lincolnshire, belonging to
the family of Rutland, which was built upon the ruins of
'

•

'

BELSHAZZAR

BELTESHAZZAR

'

'

the ancient Margidumtm.
(Mijlh.) the father of

BELL'S
Met.

Danaus and

.'Egvptus.

Ovid.

4.

1.

Bklus, a grandson of Agenor, who reigned in
one of whose descendants of the same name was

Phoenicia,

lather to

Firm. Mm. 1. 1.
Belts (Hist.) one of the most ancient kings of Babylon,
about 1800 years before the age of Semiramis, was wor-

Dido.

shipped as a god after his death, and was fabled to be the
son of Osiris.
The tower of Babel, said to have been built
by this king was converted into a temple, dedicated to the
worship of him. Herod. 1. I, c. 181, &c. Diod. 1. I, &C<
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 10; Arrian. Alex. Expcd. 1-7; Euseb. hi
Ckron. ; Eustath. in Diom/s. Per. ; Sleph. Bi/z. ; L'sser.
Annal. ; Selden de Diis Syr.
Belus, king of the Orkney Isles, who, being defeated by
Evenus II, king of Scotland, killed himself, to escape falling
Biic/ian. Hist.
into the hands of the enemy.
BEMARCI11US (Biog.) a sophist of Casarca, who wrote an
account of Constantine, in ten books.
S it idas ; Foss. dc
;

Hist.

Grmc

1.

;

2.

BELYN O'LEYN
himself against

(Hist.)

Edwin

a British chief,

who

signalized

in 620.

BEMBO,

Pie/ro (Ecc.) in Latin Prints Bembns, was the
son of Bernardo Bembo, a noble Venetian, and a statesman,
who had been employed in embassies to Florence. He was
bom in 1470, was chosen by Leo X as his seen Itirv in 1518,
made a cardinal by Paul III in 1538, and bishop of Ber-

gamo some time after, where lie died in 1547, in consequence of bruises received on his side against a wall, while
His works, consisting of a History of
on horseback.
Venice, in
Italian,
Ilisl.

BEME

1.

12 books, letters, poetical pieces, &c. Latin and
in 4 vols. fol. Venice, 1729. Thuan.
1 TghtL
Hal. Sac.

were published
3

;

(Hist.)

or Bcsmes,

a

Bohemian by

birth,

and the

.

.

BEN

BEN
murderer of admiral Coligni, was rewarded by the cardinal
de Lorraine with the hand of one of his illegitimate daughbut being taken by the protectants, in J 57 5, he was
ters
killed by his keeper, when he was attempting to make his
;

escape.

BEMMEL,

Van

Jl'illiam

(Biog.)

landscape

a

painter

of

was born in 1630, and died in 170S, at Nuremwhere specimens of his skill were long to be seen.

Utrecht,
berg]

Bem.mel, Charles Sebastian, a landscape painter, probably of
the same family, was born at Bamberg in 1745, ar.d died in
His favourite subjects were sea views, tempests,
1796.

BEN-ABIXADAD
who

of Dor,
1

Kings

iv.

(Bill.)

married

2TJ2S-p, governor of the country
daughter

Taphath,

of

S (Geog.) one of the largest lakes of
of Venice, now Lago di Garda.

J'irg.

Solomon.

1 1

BEXACT
state

Georg.

Italy, in the

2.

1.

Anne

tacus tantost

te,

Larl masumr, teque,
marine}

Claudian

in

Epigram.

Proiima cut nigri Verona remotior Imlis
Benaeumpit putat litcra Rubra lacum.
1.

BEXDLOWES

own

imprudence. His
&c. 8vo.
Honoririca Armorum Cessatio,' &c. Bvo.
Cantab, 16'2(>. 2.
11)43.
3. ' Thenphila,' or Love sacrificed, &c.
BEXEDICT, St. (Ecc.) founder of the order of Benedictines,
was born at Norcia, formerly an episcopal see in Umbria,
He retired at the age of
about 480, and died about 542.
40 miles from Rome, and devoting himself
1 4 to Sublace,
to the most rigorous austerities, he collected a crowd of followers, and built 12 monasteries, to which he gave rul
Regula M, nachorum,' which is
their government
His
his only genuine work, has gone through several editions.
Benedict, the name of 14 different popes.
Benedict I, sumamed Bonosus, succeeded John III in 574,
and died in 578, after having witnessed the calamities of a
famine, and the invasion of the Lombards.
Benedict II, succeeded Leo II in 684, and died in 685.
Benedict III, succeeded Leo IV in S55, notwithstanding the
in reduced circumstances from his
principal works are, 1. ' Sphinx

Theologica,'

'

FluctiliKS et fremitu adsurgeits, Benaee,

Slrab.

Blaise Colwnban de (Hist.) a field-marshal in the
Austrian service, was born in 1713, and died in 1798, alar
a long and honourable life of military command.
BENDIST, Bridget (Hist.) daughter of general Ireton, and
grand-daughter of Oliver Cromwell, whom she resenibkd
in dress and manners, died in 1727, revering the memory of
her grandfather as a hero and a saint.
(Biog.) or Benloires, Edn-ard, a poet, was
bom in 1613, educated at Cambridge, and died at Oxford

'

eve.

tires,

BEXDER,

4; Din.

1.

2,

c.

103

;

Plul.

1.

2.

BEXAIA'I

(Bild.) ln'ja, son of Jehoida, captain of David's
guards, was sent by Solomon to kill Joab, in whose place he-

King* i. .Jii.
1
was made generalissimo.
son of Paath-Moab, separated from his foreign
wife, as did also Banaiah, son of Banai, and Benaiah, son
of Parosh.
Ezra x.
BEXAVIDIO, Marc (Biog.) in Latin Marcus Mantua, a
His
lawyer, was born at Padua in 14S9, and died in 1582.
principal works are, 1. ' Dialogus de Coneilio,' -Ho. Venet.
Epitome Illustrium Jurisconsultorum,' 8vo.
1541.
printed afterwards in Fichard's Lives of
Patav. 1553
Lawyers, Patav. 1665 ; and in Hofiinan's edition of Panci'
3.
rollus,
4to.
Lips.
1721.
Illustrium
Jurisconsultorum Imagines,' fol. Rom. 15C6; Venet. 1567- 4. ' Observationes Legales,' Svo. Venet. 1745.
5. ' Polymathia:
Libri Duodecim,' Venet. 155S, &c
BEXBOW. John (Hist.) an English admiral of an ancient
family, reduced by its adherence to Charles I, was born in
1()50, and died, after displaying undaunted valour in many
gallant actions, of the wounds he received in an engagement with the French fleet oft' the Spanish coast. He was
robbed of a decisive victory on this occasion by the misconduct of his officers, some of whom were shot and

Ben.uah,

'-.'.

'

;

cashiered.

Benlow. John, son of the preceding, was shipwrecked on the
coast of Madagascar the same year that his father died, and
on his return to England, he died in privacy in J 72y.
BEXCI (Biog.) or Bcncis, Francis, an orator and poet, was
born at Aquapendante in 1542, and died in 1594.
An
edition of his

works was published

at

Lyons

in Mil!;!.

BEXCIVEXXI,

Joseph (Biog.) of a noble and ancient family
of Tuscany, was born in 1728, and died in 1808.
He
wrote the eloges of many eminent characters, among which
was the life of Dante.
BEX'CIUS (Biog.) or de Bcnciis Hugo, a physician of Ferrara,
died at Rome in 1438.
His principal works are, 1.
Aphorismi Hippocralis,' &c. fol. 1498, 1517, and 1523. 2. ' Consilia saluberrima,' &c. fol. Venet. 151 S, &c.
An edition of
his works was published in 2 vols. fol. Venet. 1518.
BEXDA, George (Biog.) a musician and native of Bohemia,
master of the chapel of the duke of Saxe Gotha, died in
1795, aged 74.
Of all his musical compositions his Ariadne
in Xaxos is most admired.
BEX-DEKAR (Bibl.) Tpvja, governor of several cities under
Solomon.
1 Kings iv. 9'

opposition of Anastasius, and died in 8S8.

Benedict IV, succeeded John IX in 903, and died in 906.
Benedict V, was elected in opposition to Leo VIII in yo'4,
and died in

{)().'>.

in 972, and was strangled by his rival Boniface in 97*>
VI.
after the expulsion of
Benedict VII, succeeded Benedict
Boniface in 975, and died in 983.
Benedict VIII, of the noble family of the counts of Tusculanum, bishop of Porto, succeeded Sergius IV in 1012,
in opposition to Gregory, and died in 1024, after b
driven the Saracens completely out of Italy, and defeated

Benedict VI, succeeded John XIII

the Greeks, who ravaged
Benedict IX, otherwise

Apulia.
called

Thcophilactus, the

son

of

of Fre-eati, succeeded his uncle John XX,
but disgracing himself by his vices
although only an infant
and inexperience, he was obliged to resign his charge, and

Alberie. count

:

died in 1054.
of the antipopes of the same family as the
preceding, was placed in the papal chair through the influence of his family, in opposition to Nicholas II, who was
duly elected, but resigned soon after in favour of the latter.

Benedict X, one

He' died in 1059-

Benedict XI, whose name was Nicholas
a shepherd, succeeded Boniface
the same year of poison, which

to him in a bason of figs.
Benedict XII, whose name was James

John XXII

in 1334,

Bocasin, the son of

VIII in 1303, and died in
some cardinals administered
Fournier, succeeded

and died in 1342, leaving a high

re-

putation for moral worth.
Benedict XIII, of the noble family of L'rsini, dukes of
Gravina, was elected to succeed Innocent XIII in 1724, and
died in 1736, aged 81, after having confirmed the famous
Unigaritus." He narrowly escaped with his life when
bull
the town of Benevento was ruined by an earthquake, which
'

destroyed his palace.
of the family of the Lambertini, was created
a cardinal in 1728, promoted to the archbishopric of Bologna
in 1740, elected successor of Clement XII in 1740, and died

Benedict XIV,

in 175S, aged 83.
or Renatus (Biog.) a doctor of the Sorbonne,
Apologie Cathodied in IOCS, leaving among his works,
liquc,' the object of which was to prove that Henry, of

Benedict, Bene

•

2 R 2

BEN

BEN

Navarre, was not disqualified by his religion to Succeed to
the throne of France.
(Biog.) or Bcneditti, Alexander, a physician
of the 15th century, wrote, 1.
Collectioncs Medicines, sive
Aphorismi de Medici et .Egri Officio,' I.ugd. Bat. 1506.
2.
Anatoniife, sive de Historia Corporis Humani Lib. V,'
Venet. 1493, and often reprinted.
3. ' De omnium a Capitc
ad Calcem Morborum Causis,' flrc. fol. Venet. 1500, and often
reprinted.
All his works were published in fol. Venet.
1533 4to. Basil. 1539 ; and fol. 1549, and 1572.
Benedictus, Peter, a great orientalist, was born at Gusta, in
Phoenicia, in 1663, of a noble family, and died in 1742. He
published the first volumes of the edition of St. Ephraim,
which has been completed by M. Assemani.
BENEFIEL1), Sebastian (Biog.) an English divine, was born
at Prestonbury, in Gloucestershire, in 155.9, admitted of
Corpus Christi College, Oxford, at the age of 17, and died
rector of Meysey Hampton.
He was strongly infected with
Calvinism, as may be seen in his works, which are all theo-

BENEDICTLS

'

'

;

Anthony (Biog.) a surgeon, was born in the
duchy of Spoletta in 1685, and died in 1756'. He wrote,
1.
Lettera sopra Cataratta Gleueomatosa,' 8vo. Florence,
1722. 2. ' Nuova Propozitione intorno alia Caruncula dell'
Uretra et della Cornosita,' fire 1 2mo. ibid. 1 724.
3. ' Dissertazioni sopra l'Origine dell' Ernia Intestinale,' Arc. 4to.
'

1747.

BENEVENTO

(Geog.)

a city

of

Italy,

included

in

the

kingdom of Naples, but in reality the capital of a duchy of
the same name, which belongs to the states of the church.
It is situated on a declivity near the confluence of the
Sabato, and Caloro, 35 m. N. E. Naples, Ion. 14°47'E.,
Int. 41° 8' N.

History of Bcnercnto.

This town, which contains more vestiges of antiquity, with
the exception of Rome, than any other city of Italy, was
It was
a Roman colony by the name of Bencrentitm.
ruined by Totila in 545, and afterwards repaired by the
Lombards, by whom it was erected into a duchy. Charlemagne conquered it in 7S7In 1053 the emperor
Henry III gave this duchy to the pope Leo IX, since
which time it has always belonged to the holy see. It
lias suffered greatly by earthquakes, particularly in 16'88,
when the pope .Benedict XI 1 1, then its archbishop, was

dug out of the ruins of his palace. The antiquities of this
which are exceedingly numerous, and in good pre-

place,

servation,

have been described by Giovanni de Vita, in

entitled

'

Antiquitates Beneventaniee.'

his

In a plain

near this town Charles of Anjou, king of Naples, defeated
and killed his rival Manfred, in 126a
Ecclesiastical History.

Benevento has been the see of an archbishop since the year
969, and reckons St. Januarius among the number of its
It likewise gave birth to the popes Felix
metropolitans.
In 1087 pope Victor III held a
IV, and Gregory VIII.
council here, at which the antipope Gilbert was excommunicated with bis adherents.
Urban II field another on
tin- same subject in 1091(Geog.) a town of the Hirpini, built by
Its name was changed
Diotnedea, 28 miles from OapUO.
from Maleventum to Beneventum, when it became a Roman
and
now
known
by
is
colony,
the name of Benevento.
[Vide Benevento] That town assisted the Romans against
Annibal, by whom it was almost destroyed.
I.iv. 1. Q,

BENEVENTUM

;

,

Bl

87,

flee.

'

/'//«.

1.

3, c.

sl.XI'.T, Anthony
was the author of
(

BENGEL

BEN-GABER

BEN-HADAD

1
Kings xv. 18.
king of Israel.
king of Syria, son of the preceding, made war
on Ahab, king of Israel.
Benhadad, son and successor of Hazael, king of Syria, from
whom Jehoash, king of Israel, recovered all that Hazael
had taken from his predecessor Jehoahash. 2 Kings xiii.

BENflADAD,

BENI, Paul

(Biog.) professor of eloquence in the university

was born

in 1553, at Candia, and died in 1625.
works are, 1. ' Commentarii in VI Lib. Priores
Virgilii.'
2. * Commentarii in Aristotelis Poeticam, et Lib.
3.
Commentarii in Sallustium.' A collection of
Rhet.'
his writings was made in 5 vols. fol. Venice, 1622.
BENJAMIN (Bibl.) po-p, the twelfth and last son of
Jacob and Rachel, and brother of Joseph.
Gen. xxxv. 16,

of Padua,

logical.

BENEVOLI,

work

of the enslaved negroes, flee. 8vo. 1767; also ' Some Historical Account of Guinea,' &c. 8vo. 1772.
(Biog.) or Bengelius, John Albert, a German divine,
was born in 1687, and died in 1752. He published a complete criticism on the New Testament, besides, 1. ' Cyclus,
sive de Anno Magno,' &c. 8vo. Ulm. 1745. 2. ' Ordo Temporum,' flee. Stutgard. 1753.
(Bibl.) naj-ja, son of Gaber, of Manasseh,
possessed the cities of Jair, and the region of Argoh, bevond
Jordan.
1 Kings iv. 13.
(Bibl.) lin-p, son of Tabrimon, king of
Syria, came to assist Asa, king of Juda, against Baasha,

elonics,'

in a short

1

1

;

Solin.

v. 8.

an American, who died in 1784,
Caution to Great Britain and her

(Iliog.)
'

A

representation of the calamitous state

Among

his

'

17, &c.
(Ecc.) a deacon and martyr, suffered for the faith
about 422, in the reign of Veranes, king of Persia, who was

Benjamin

Theodoret. 1. 5, c. 39.
a great persecutor of the Christians.
(Biog.) surnamed of Ttulela, from the place of his
birth, a Jewish rabbi of the 12th century, was the author

Benjamin

of an itinerary, which was translated from the Hebrew into
the Latin by Benedict Arius Montanus, and printed by
Antv. 1575.
Constantine, the emperor,
Plantin, 8vo.
also published it with a Latin version and notes, which was
printed bv Elzevir, Svo. 1633.
J. P. Baraticr translated it
into French, 2 vols. Svo. 1734; and the English translation,
by the Rev. B. Gerrans, was published in 1 783.
BENIGNUS, St. (Ecc.) the apostle of Burgundy, and a,
martyr, was sent into this country as is supposed by St.
Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, and suffered martyrdom at
Dijon, in the reign of the emperor Aurelius.
Benionus, archbishop of Armagh, and the immediate sucTo
cessor of St. Patrick, in 455, died about the year 468.
him are ascribed the following works, 1. A Book, partly in
Latin and partly in Irish, on the Virtues and Miracles of
2. ' An Irish Poem, written on the Conversion
St. Patrick.'
The
3.
of the People of Dublin to the Christian Faith.'
Minister Book of Reigns.' But of this prelate and his works
'

'

nothing certain

is

known.

BENIMERINIS
kings, of

{Hist.) the name of an African race of
which was Abcn-Joseph, king of Fez. Marmot.

rAfrique.

1.

1.

BEN MfERODACH

{Hist.) the

surname of one of the

eight

kings of Babylon.

BENlvTENI,

Jerome (Biog.) a poet of Florence, who died
was author of, 1.
Comment! di Ilic-

in 1542, aged 89,
ronime Benivieni,'

'

Florence, 1500.
2.
Canzone
dell' Amor Celeste e Divino,' Svo. Florence, I0I9.
was
(Biog.)
of
in
UiOO,
native
Cumberland
BENN, William
a
flic.

fol.

'

Oxford, and after having been busy in expelling
ejected himself for nonconformity from his recHe wrote some sertory at Dorchester, and died in 1680.
An Answer to Mr. Francis liampfield's Letter,
mons, and
in Vindication of the Christian Sabbath, against the Jewish,
8vo. London, 1672.
BEN NET, Sir John, Knight (Hist.) second son of Richard
Bonnet, of Clapcot, was created doctor of laws by the university of Oxford, in 1589; placed in the commission witl
educated

others,

at

was

'

BEN

BEN

lord keeper Egerton, and the lord treasurer Buckhurst, for
the suppression of heresy in 42 Eliz. ; sent ambassador to

Brussels in 1617, and died in 1627, after having acted as
judge of the Prerogative Court of Canterbury, and chancellor to the

archbishop of York, for

many

[Vide Tankerville^
This
title of earl of Tankerville.
family was originally seated in Berkshire, where John
Bennet in 1433 was returned among the gentlemen of that
county, who made oath for the observance of the laws then
made for themselves and retainers. The honours of the
present family are derived from sir John Bennet, the eldest
His brother,
son of the sir John mentioned under History.
sir Henry,. also before-mentioned, was raised to the peerage
by the titles of baron Arlington, viscount Thetford, and
earl of Arlington, which titles are at present enjoyed by the
duke of Grafton, through the marriage of Isabella, only
daughter of the earl of Arlington, with Henry Fitzroy,
natural son of Charles II, and afterwards duke of Grafton.
Bennet, Robert (Biog.) a nonconformist minister, educated
at Oxford, was ejected from his rectory of Waddesden for
He wrote
his nonconformity in 1662, and died in 16S7*
Theological Concordance of the Synonymous Words in
Scripture,' 8vo. 1657Bennet, Christopher, a physician, and native of Somersetshire, who died in 1655, aged 38, was the author of,
1. ' Theatri Tabidorum Vestibulum,' &c. 8vo. Lond. 1654.
2. ' Exercitationes Diagnostic;?,' &c. in which he assumed
the Latin name of Bcnedictus.
Bennet, Thomas, an English divine, and a native of Salisbury, was bom in 1673, educated at Cambridge, and died
Among his numerous writings, which are princiin 1728.
pally controversial, are, 1. '
Confutation of Popery in
Three Parts,' Svo. Cambridge, 1701. 2. <
Discourse of
Schism,' &C. Svo. Cambridge, 1702.
3. '
Paraphrase
with Annotations upon the Book of Common Prayer,' Svo.
London, 1708. 4.
Hebrew Grammar,' 8vo. London,
1726.
BEXXIXG, John Bodecher (Biog.) a Latin poet, was born
in the village of Loosdrecht in 1606, and died in 1642.
His poems were published under the title of ' Johannis
Bodecheri Benningii Poemata,' 12mo. Lugd. Bat, 1637.
BEXN'OX (Ecc.) a cardinal created by the anti-pope Clement III, wrote many things against the popes Sylvester II,

A

A

A
A

A

Gregorv VI and VII.

BEXOIT,

Elias (Biog.) a Calvinist, and a refugee at the revocation of the edict of Xantes, wrote, 1. • Histoire de

1693—1695. 2. ' HisApologie de la Retraite des Pasteurs a Cause de la
Persecution,' 12mo. Francfort, 1687, ecc.

1'Edit de Xantes,' 5 vols. 4to. Delft.
toire

et

BEXOZZO, Gozzoli (Biog.) vide
BEXSERADE, Isaac de (Biog.)

Gozzoli.

a French poet of Upper
Normandy, was born in 1612, and died in 16<)1. His whole
works, including his Rondeaus from Ovid, were printed in
2 vols. 12 mo.
BENSON, George (Biog.) a dissenting minister, was born
in 1699, and died in" 1763.
He published, 1. 'A Paraphrase and Xotes on the Epistle to Philemon,' 4to. 1731 ;
which was followed by Paraphrases on the Epistles to the
Thessalonians, to Timothy, and to Titus.
2. '
History

A

Planting of Christianity taken from the Acts
and their Epistles,' 2 vols. 4to.
Benson, William, son of Sir William Benson, once sheriff of
London, an English critic, was born in 1682, and died in
1754.
He published, among other things, 1. ' Virgil's
Husbandry, with Xotes Critical and Rustic,'
1724.
'
2.
Letters concerning Poetical Translations,' &c. 1739.
3. ' An Edition of Arthur Johnston's Psalms, accompanied
with the Psalms of David,' 1740 and 1741.
of the First

of the Apostles,

Thomas (Ecc.) bishop of

Lichfield and Co-

ventry, was born in 1513 at Shirebourne, in Yorkshire, educated at Magdalen college, Oxford, ejected from his fellowship in the reign of queen Mary, nominated to the see of

and Coventry in 1559, and died in 1578. He is
have translated the Book of Psalms at the command
of queen Elizabeth.
Bentham, Edward (Biog.) canon of Christ church, was born
at Ely in 1707, educated at Christ church, Oxford, and
Lichfield

years.

Bennet, Henry, Earl of Arlington, vide Arlington.
Bennet (Her.) the name of a family at present enjoying the

'

BEXTHAM,

said to

died in 1776.
He wrote, among other things, 1. ' An Introduction to Moral Philosophy,' Svo. 1745 and 1746.
'A Letter to a Young Gentleman,' Svo. 1748. 3.
Letter to a Fellow of a College,' Svo. 17494. ' Reflec-

2.

'

A

on Logic,' Svo.
5. liiv Ha\at<vv, &c.
E7rira^i<>i,
Funeral Eulogies upon Military Men from Thucydides,
of which the second edition appeared in 176S.
;

tions
i.

e.

&C. Svo.

6. ' De Studiis Theologicis Pradectis,' 1764.
7- 'An Introduction to Logic,' Svo. 1773.
S. ' De Tumultibus Americanis,' occasioned by some members of parliament having
censured the University for addressing the king in favour of
the American war.
Benthaji, James, brother to the preceding, died prebendary
of Ely in 17,94, aged 86.
He wrote The History and
Antiquities of the Church of Ely, from the Foundation in
675 to 177L' 4to. Cambridge 1771 and 1812.
BEXTIXCK, William (Hist.) earl of Portland. [Vide Port'

iu»<r\

Bentinck

(Her.) the name of a Dutch family, which at
present enjoys the title of duke of Portland, &c.
Of this
family was the William Bentinck mentioned under Histon/,

who was created in 1689 baron Cirencester, viscount Woodand earl of Portland ; and Henry Bentinck, the
second earl, was promoted in 171 6 to the dignities of marquis of Titchfield, co. Southampton, and duke of Portland.
stock,

[Vide Portlanif]

BEXTIYOGLIO

(Hist.) the name of an illustrious familv.
the origin of which is deduced by some from Entius, king
of Sardinia.
It was allied to the kings of Arragon, the
dukes of Milan, and several other sovereigns, and for sometime held the seignory of the city of Bologna.
Bentivoglio, John I, son of Anthony Bentivoglio, made himself master of the city of Bologna in 1400, and was killed
in battle in 1402.
Bentivoglio, Annibal, recovered possession of Bologna in
1445, where he was assassinated by some of his enemies in
the church of St. John.
Bentivoglio, John II, succeeded his father Annibal, and
after signalizing himself in arms against all his enemies, he
was at length driven from Bologna by the pope Julius II,
when some of his children were put to death, and his house
demolished, after which the family retired first to Milan,
and afterwards to Ferrara.
Bentivoglio, Hercules, grandson of the preceding, was bom
at Bologna in 1506, and died in 1572, after having been
employed by Alphonso I, duke of Ferrara, in many negotiations.
He was a poet of some distinction in his day, and his
works were published collectively under the title of Opere
Poetiche del Sig. Ercole Bentivoglio,' 12mo. Paris, 171.9Bentivoglio, Cornelio, signalized himself in the service of
Alphonso II, duke of Ferrara.
Bentivoglio, Hi/ppolito, of Arragon, son of the precedins,
died in 1685, after distinguishing himself in Flanders, and
at the siege of Pavia.
His works, as a writer, consisted of
dramas and lyric poems, the latter of which were published
in

different

collections,

principally in

'

Rima

Scelte

de'

Poeti Ferraresi.'

Bentivoglio, Frances, wife of Galeote Manfredi, prince of
Forli, in Italy, was stimulated by jealousy to assassinate her
husband with the assistance of two physicians, whom she
had suborned for the purpose.

BEN

BER

he made his escape, and attempted to
form a settlement on the island of Madagascar, but was
mentioned, was born at Ferrara in 1570. created cardi lal
killed in 1786 in an engagement with some forces which had
by Paul V in 1621, and died in 1644, after having served
been sent against him from the Isle of Fiance.
the popes Paul V and Clement VIII on many important
missions.
His works, as an author, are, 1. Relazioni del BENZEL, de Siernau Anselm Francis de (Hist.) chancellor
of the state of Mentz, was born in 1738, and died in 17S1.
Card. Bentivoglio in Tempo dell sue Nunciature di Fiandra
after having contributed to the schools and universities of
e di Fraiuia,' &c lto. Antwerp, 1(>2.9, Cologne, 1630, and
translated into English by Henry, earl of
Germany.Paris, Ki.'Jl
' Delia
Guerra
di
BENZELIUS,
2.
fol.
London,
1652.
Eric (I'.cc.) archbishop of Upsal, was K>rn in
Monmouth,
He wrote an Abridgment of
1642, and died in 170;).
indra,' in six books, the best edition of which is that of
Ecclesiastical History, and a Translation of St. Chrysostom,
Cologne, 4to. 163<); the translation by the earl of Monin
besides
superintending a Swedish translation of the Bible,
mouth in folio, 1654. 8. liaceolta di Letterc Scritte
published by order of Charles XII in 1703.
Tempo delle sue Xunziature,' &c. lto. Cologne, 1 631, CamBknzei.H's, Eric, one of the sons of the preceding, died archbridge, 17'27, and 12mo. Paris, 1807, with French notes.
1.
bishop of Upsal in 1743.
He wrote, 1. Monumenta His.Memorie, Ovvero Diario del Cardinal Bentivoglio,' 8vo.
Anist. llil.S.
The whole of his works, with ike exception
torica Vetera Ecclesise Sueco-Gothica?,' lto. Upsal. 1 704.
T
2.
Johannis Vastovii \ itis Aquilonia,' &c. lto. ibid.
of the latter, were published in folio, Paris, 1615, Venice,
Dissertatio de Alexandria iF.gypti,' Svo. ibid. 1711.
•it.. L668.
4. ' Dissertatio de Re Litteraria Judteorum,' 4 to. ibid. 17 Hi.
Bi:ntivoi;i.i<>, Cornelia, son of Hyppolyto, was born at Fer5. Acta Litteraria Suecise,' ab. 1720, usque ad 1733, S vols.
rara in 1668, promoted to the archbishopric of Carthage in
4to. ibid.
6.
Periculum Runicum," eve. Svo. ibid. 1754, See.
171;?, created cardinal by Clement XI in 171,0, and died in
Benzelius, Henri/, brother to the preceding, was born in
17.'i2, after having acted as nuncio in France, and as miHe cultivated poetry
He was the
nister for Spain at the court of Rome.
1689, died archbishop of Upsal in 1758.
author of a journal made during his travels in the East, part
and the line arts; and, besides his orations delivered on
of which remains in MS. at Upsal, and part was published
several occasions, he wrote a translation of Statius, entitled
in a Latin collection entitled ' Syntagma Dissertationum in
La Tebaida di Stazio Tradotto in Verso Sciolta da SelAcademia Lundensi Habitarum,' 4to. Lips. 1 7 !">•
vaggio Porpora/ lto. Rome, 172.0, 2 vols. 4to. Milan, 1731;
Benzelius, Jacob, succeeded his brother Henry in the archalso some sonnets of bis published in collections.
Charles'
a
captain
in
king
army,
of Upsal, wrote in Latin an Abridgment of Theobishopric
BENTLEY, James (Hist.)
logy, and a Description of Palestine, &C.
had his house plundered by the rebels, his estate confiscated,
and himself carried prisoner to Pomfret castle, where be Ben-zelius, Jasper, of the same family, died bishop of
Strengnes at the end of the last century, wrote a life of John
died.
Dury in Latin, who travelled about Europe for the purpose
1ji:n ti.kv, Richard (Biog.) grandson of the preceding, regius
of reconciling the Lutherans and Calvinists.
professor of divinity, and master of Trinity college, CamBENZIO, Trisone (Biog.) a poet of Assiso, who wrote poems
bridge, distinguished himself no less by the severity than by
He was born in l66l, and
in Latin and Italian, and died about 1570.
tin acumen of his criticisms.
died in 1712, after having brought upon himself a host of BENZONI, Jerom (Biog.) a Milanese of the Kith century,
wrote a History of the Xew World in Italian, lto. Venice,
enemies, both in and out of the university, by whom be
156.5, and Svo. 1572, which was afterwards translated into
was deposed from his office, but afterwards honourably reLatin, French, German, and Flemish.
stored.
His editions of Terence and Horace, and his annoBEOLCO, Jngc/o (Biog.) surnamed Ruzzanle, a poet of
tations on Callimacbus, and a part of Aristophanes, &c.
Padua, was born about 1502, and died in 1542.
His
entitle him to high consideration as a classic ; but he is
rustic farces and poems were published under the title of
best known to the public by the controversy which be main' Tutte
de Opere de Famosissimo Ruzzante,' 12mo. 15S4,
tained witli the honourable Charles Boyle, against the
and often reprinted since.
authenticity of the epistles of Phalaris, which produced his
Dissertation upon the Epistles of Themistocles, Socrates,
BEPOLITANUS (Hist.) a youth whose life was saved by
the delay of the executioner, who did not wish to stain his
Euripides, Phalaris, and the Fables of Esop;' also an answer
Pint, de J'irt. Mul.
fine clothes with blood.
Boyle, commonly known by the name of Bentley against
and
in
by
BERA
(Bibl.) jna, king of Sodom, in the time of Abraham,
Bowyer
Boyle,' which was reprinted
1777
Nichols.
by whom he was assisted to recover the spoil that had lieen
taken by Cbedorlaomer.
Gen. xiv.
Bknti.ky, Richard, son of the preceding, was the author of,
BEHARDIER, de Bataut Francis Joseph (Biog.) a doctor
Patriotism,' a satirical poem against Wilkes and his
I.
of the Sorbonne, and deputy from the clergy of Paris in
friends.
Epistle to Lord Melcombe;' besides some
the constituent assembly, died one of the nonj tiring priests
dramas.
lie died in 1782.
He wrote, 1. ' Precis de l'Histoire UniverseUe,'
in 17.01.
BENVENUTI, Charles {Biog.) a Jesuit, physician, and maHis
Principes de
thematician, was born in 171", and died in L789which litis gone through several editions. 2.
la Foi sur le Gouverneinent de l'Eglise, en Opposition a
works are, 1. An Italian Translation of (iairaut's Geometry,
Synopsis Physior Gcneralis,' 4to.
hi Constitution Civile du Clerge, 011 Refutation de l'Opi.Nvo. Home, 17512.
nion de M. Camus,' of which 14 editions were printed in
Home. 7.1 1.
3. ' De Lumine Dissertatio I'hysica,' -lto.
six months, and it has since been published under the title
ibid. 1751; besides a defence of the Jesuits in a pamphlet
entitled
Killc ssioni sur GcsuitLsmo.'
of ' Vrais Principes de la Constitution du Clerge.'
BERAUD, Laurence (Biog.) a mathematician, an astronomer,
P>i:\VKNi-ri, Joseph, B surgeon, and native of Lucca, wrote,
(
De Luccensium Thcrmanim Sale Tractatus,' 8vo. Luce.
1.
and a Jesuit of Lyons, was born in 1708, and died in 17772.
Kitlcssioni sopra gli Effetti del Moto a Cavallo,'
writings, which consist of detached papers, were inI lis
1758.
"•
Obscrvationum Medicarum quat
17<)(>.
4to. Lucca,
serted in the Memoirs of the Academy to which he was
sunt
Prima,'
astronomer.
Collectio
12mo.
Luce.
luperstructee
Anatomic
(Biog.) or Berauld, Nicholas, in Latin Biraldus,
176*
preceptor to cardinal and admiral Cologni, and the friend of
EJENYOWSKY, Count Mauritius Augustus de (Hist.) one of
of
Hungary,
was
born
in
was
and, after
born tit Orleans in 1 475, and died in 1550.
the Magnates
17 Irl
Erasmus,
Among his works are, 1. ' O ratio de Pace Restituta,' &C.
various adventures in Russia, where he was imprisoned and

•BiJNTivnfii.io, Gin/ (F.cc.) son of Cornclio Bentivoglio before-

exiled

to

Siberia,

'

;

1

1

'

'

'

:'..

*

'

'

-

'

'
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'
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'

'

'

1

'

'

'

BERAULT

;

i

—
BER

BER
Sve. Paris.
telis,'

4to.

2.
Metaphxasis iu CEcor.omicon Aristowithout date. 3. ' A Greek and Latin
Syderalis Abyssus,' Paris. 1514, &c.

1528.

'

Paris,

Dictionarv.'

4.

'

Montauban, was
chosen to enter into a conference with cardinal du Peiron at
Brieve
Mantes in 1593, and in 159S wrote against him.
professor of theology at

Berault, Michael,

'

et Claire

Defense de

la

Vocation des Miiiistres de 1'Evangile,'

of St. John of Jerusalem, died in 1373, after having i!< ne
mischief to Alexandria in Egypt, and also to the town
of Tripoli.
Berenger (Ecc.) archdeacon of Angers, maintained that
the bread and wine were not the real body and blood of
Christ, but merely human blood, for which he was con-

much

demned

Svo.

who

succeeded D'Herbelot as professor of
the Syriac in the royal college, and died in 1705, is best
known bv his edition of Statius. 2 vols. 4to. 16S5.
BERAULT-I3ERCASTEL, Anthony Henry (Biog.) a Jesuit
of the last century, who died during the revolution, wrote
an Ecclesiastical History in 24 vols. 12mo. of which a second
edition was published in 1811 ; besides some poems, &c.
BERCHEM, Nicholas (Biog.) a painter of Haerlem, was
There was such a demand
born in 1624, and died in 1683.
for his works that he was generally paid before-hand, and
they are still sold at a very high price whenever they are to
be met with.
BERCHET, Peter (Biog.) a French painter, who executed
He
the ceiling in the chapel of Trinity college, Oxford.
died in 1324, the very day after he had finished the ' Bac-

Beraii.t. Claude,

chanalian.'

thirteenth grand master of the order

Berenger, Rnimond,

at

Rome and

public recantation.

at

He

Paris,

and compelled

to

make a

died in 1088, but his doctrine did

not die with him.

(Ecc.) a native of Poictiers, and disciple
the famous Abelard, wrote a Defence of his M
which was very severe against St. Bernard, and he promised
a second part, but he was compelled to desist.
Berenger, James, in Latin Berengarius, a physician of McComdena, died in 1527, leaving among his works, 1.
mentaria, cum Aniplisshnis Additionibus super Anatomia
Mundini,' 4to. Bologna, 1521 and 1552 ; translated into

Berenger, Peter
of

'

English by Jackson, London, 1664. 2. ' Isagogae Breves
Anatomiam Corporis Humani,' &C. 4to. Bonon. 1522,
3. ' De Ci-anii Fractura,' &c. 4t.\
reprinted.
Bonon. 152S, and often reprinted.
Berenger, de la Tour, a French poet, and a native of AIbenas in the Vivarais. in the reign of Francis I, wi
2. ' Choreide,'
Lyons, 1551.
1. • Le Siecle d'Or,' Svo.
3. ' L'Amie des Amies,' Svo. ibid. 155S.
8vo. ibid. 1556.
'
1558.
Svo.
ibid.
Rustique,'
4.
L'Amie
in

and often

:

BERCHORIl'S,

Peter (Biog.) otherwise called Berchcure,
Berchoire, &c. ; a Benedictine of Poittou, died prior of the
His works which remain
monastery of St. Elvy in 1362.
were published under the title of Reductorium Repertorium,
3 vols.
et Dktionarium Morale Utriusque Testamenti,'
fol. Argentorab. 1474, Xoremb. 1495, and Colon. 1631

.

of several dukes of Ze-

Peter, a miscellaneous writer of Geneva in
His principal works are, 1. ' Histoire
1470, died in 1S07.
de Geneve,' 8cc 6 vols. 12mo. 1772, 1775. 2. « Geographic
3. 'Collecde Bunching,' &c 12 vols. Svo. 1776—177!).
tion de tous les Voyages faits autour du Monde,' &c

Berciitoi.de III, who succeeded Berchtolde II inllll, founded
the city of Friburg, and was killed in 1 122.
Bercutolde IV, founder of the city of Brisae, succeeded

Berenger, Richard, gentleman of the horse to his late maThe History and Art of Horsejesty George III, wrote
manship,' 2 vols. 177L with plates.

1692.

BERCHTOLDE

(Hist.) the

name

9

ringhen.

his father

Conrad

and died in 1 186.
the building of the city of Berne,

in 11.52,

Berchtolde V, completed

and, after having accompanied Frederick Barbarossa into Pa-

and subdued the rebels in Switzerland, died in 1238.
BERCKRINGER, Daniel (Biog.) professor of philosophy at
Utrecht, died in 1667, leaving among his works, 1. Exerlestine,

'

citationes

Ethiea?,'

Conietis,'

&c

&c

12mo.

Ulltraj.
L'lltraj.

166*4.

2.

166.5.

3.

'

'

Dissertatio de

Examen

Ele-

mentorum Philosophieorum de bono Cive ;' a treatise against
Hobbes. which remains in MS.
BEREBISTAS (Hist.) a valiant commander among the Geta;,
who obtained the kingdom in the time of Augustus, was
killed in a sedition at the time that the Romans were going
to send an army against him.
BEREGANT, Nicholas, Count (Biog.) a poet and historian
of Vincenza, was born in 1627, and died in 1713.
He
wrote,
Istoria delle Guerre d'Europa delle Comparsa delle
Armi Ottomanne nelT Ungheria l'Anno 1683/ 2 vols. 4to.
'

2. ' Composizioni Poetiche Consistente in Rime
&c. 12mo. Venice, 1702. 3. ' Opere de Claudio Claudiano Tradotte ed Arrichite di Erudite Annotozioni,' 2 vols.
8vo. Venice, l"l6.
(Ecc.) vide Berenger.
(Hixt.) son of Eberard, duke of Friulo, caused
himself to be declared king of Italy in S93, and in 915 had
interest to be elected emperor ; but, being defeated by his
rival, Rodolph of Burgundy, in a dreadful battle in 9~~, he
was assassinated two years after.
Berenger II, grandson of the preceding, obtained the king-

Venice.

Sacre,"

BERENGARIUS
BEREKGER

dom

of Italy in 939 ; but, being deposed for his cruelties
by the emperor Otho, he died in Germany in 966.
or Berengcr-Raimond, count of Provence, was
killed in battle against the lords of Baux, whom he wished
to deprive of their lands in 1145.

Berenger,

Berenger, John

vols.

Svo.

1788-QO,

&c
'

BERENICE

(Bibl.) or Bernice, Bepylxn, as it is rendered in the
Acts of the Apostles, the daughter of Agrippa, as mentioned
under History, was, with her father, at the preaching f Si
Acts xxvi.
Paul.
Berenice (Hist.) the name of several queens and princesses.
Berenice, the wife of Ptolemy Soter I, the founder of the
dynasty of the Lagidie, and the mother of Ptolemy Phila/Elian. Far. Hist.
delphus, was famous for her beauty.
1. 14;
Paus. I. 1.
Berenice, a daughter of Pbiladelphus, married Antiochu,*,
king of Svria, on the divorce of Iris former wife Laodicea,
who, on the death of Pbiladelphus, gained the ascendancy
with her husband, when she caused him and Berenice, with
Polya-n. in Strut. 1. S
her infant son, to be put to death.
Appian. in SyriacBerenice, daughter of Magas, king of Cyrene, and wife of
Ptolemy Evergetes, was put to death by her own son, A. C.
Her hair, which she had vowed to Venus on the safe
221.
return of her husband from an expedition, was, by the
1

;

fictions of the poets, transported
Hi/S'in. Poet. Astron. ;

Justin.

1.

among the

constel:

26.

Berenice, daughter of Ptolemy Soter II, reigned in Egypt
for six months, after the death of her father, when she was
killed by her cousin Alexander after she had lived with him
as his wife for 19 days.
or sister of

Ptolemy Auletes, m<
the throne on the expulsion of the latter, but was put to
restored.
Strab. 1. 12.
death bv his order when be was
Berenice of Cliios, wife of Mithridates, took poison by order
of this prince that she might escape fall n g into the hands
of Lucullus, the Roman consul, but the poison not taking
Pint, in Milhridat.
effect, she was strangled, A. C. 71Berenice, the mother of Agrippa, and daughter-in-law of

Berenice, daughter

i

Herod the Great, contributed

to the

death of her husband,

:

;

BER

BER
and afterwards married Antipater, another son of Herod.
Joseph, de Bell.

J ud.

1.

1,

1.

c.

Berenice, the daughter of Agrippa, and the princess mentioned in Scripture, was first married to her uncle Herod, and
afterwards to Polcmon, king of Cilicia, whom she left to
She was the mistress of Titus, who
live with her brother.
would have married her if it had not been displeasing to
Joseph, de Bell. Jud. 1. 20
Jiiv. Sat. 6
the Romans.
Tac His!. 1. 2 ; Suet, in Tit.
medals
bear either the effigy or
several
Berenice (Xuniis.)
On
the name of the Egyptian queens above-mentioned.
fig. 1 are represented the heads of Ptolemy Soter I, with
Ptolemy
of
and on the obverse, those
his queen Berenice
Philadelphus, and his queen Arsinoe; inscription Ol'.iiN
;

.

;

Fig.i.

Fig. 2.

BERG,

Matthias J'anden (Biog.) a painter of Ypres, died in
168", aged 72.
Berg, John Peter (Biog.) a divine of Bremen, was born in
17-"7. and died in 1800, leaving, 1. ' Specimen Animadversionum Philologicarum ad Selecta Veteris Testamenti Loca,'
Lugd. Bat. 8vo. 1761. 2. ' Symbolse Literaria; Duisbergenses,' &c. 2 vols. 1783, &c.
BERGALLI, Charles (Biog.) a monk of Palermo, who died
De Objecto Philosophic,' 4to. 1649in 1(>79> wrote
Bergali.i, Louisa, a poetess of Venice, who was born in 1703,
wrote, 1. ' Agide Re di Sparta,' a musical drama, 12mo.
2. 'La Teba,' a tragedy, 8vo. ibid. 1728.
Venice, 1725.
3.
Le Comedie di Te3.
L'Elenia,' 12mo. ibid. 1730.
renzio Tradotto in Versi Sciolti,' 8vo. ibid. 1733. 4. Componimenti Poctici delle piu IOustri Rimatrici d'Ogni Secolo,'
12mo. ibid. 1726.
'

'

'

'

BERGAMO

(Biog.) vide Forest i.
John Peter (Biog.) a priest of Venice, who
was born in 1685, wrote among other things, 1.
translation of Thuanus de Re Accipitra and of Bargeo's ' Ixeuticon,' under the title of ' II Falconiere di Jacopo Aug.

BERGANTINT,

A

Thuano,' &c 4to. Venice, 1735. 2. A translation of Va' Prsedium Rusticum,'
entitled,
Delia Possessione di

niere's

they were honoured as gods, and
AAF.Acl>£lN, i. cfratrum, because Philadelphus and Arsinoe
Were brother and sister. Berenice, the daughter of Ptolemy
Soter II, is represented on fig. 2; inscription on the reverse
BAZIAI22H2 BEPENIKHZ. Berenice, the mistress of
Titus, is represented on some of Iris medals under the figure
I'aill. Num. Impp.;
et Reg. /T.giipt.
of Venus Victrix.
(Biog.) a

woman, whose

father, brother,

BERGELLANUS,
tions separately.

BERGEN',

Charles Augustus de (Biog.) an anatomist and
was born in 1704, and died in 1760.

botanist of Francfort,

and son

Betegford] the second son of John Beresford, in the reign
of Henry IV, descended sir Tristram Beresford of Coleraine,
who, by Charles II, was created a baronet in 1665. Sir
Marcus Beresford, the fourth baronet, was created earl of

1749-

2.

'

are, 1.
Elements Physiologic,' Svo.
Anatomes Experimentalis, Pars Prima ct Secunda,'
'

3. ' Flora Francofurtana.' 8vo.
8vo. Francof. 1755, 1758.
I hid. 1750.
4. ' Classes Conchyliorum,' 4to. Noremb. 1760.

BERGER,

John Henri/ de (Biog.) a lawyer of Gera, was
Among his works are,
born in 1(>57, and died in 17321. 'Electa
Processus Executivi,' &c 4to.
Lips.
1705.
2. ' Electa Disceptationum Forensium,' 3 vols. 4to. 1738.
3. ' CEconomia Juris,' fol. 1731, &c.
Berger, John William, brother to the preceding, who died in
1. ' Dessertat. sex de Libanio,' 4to. Wittemb.
1 751, wrote,
2. ' De Antiqua Poetarum Sapientia,' 4to. 1699.
1 <)>)()', 1698.
4. ' De MysS.
Discipline Longina Selecta,' 4to. 1712.
fuller list of
teriis, Cereris, et Bacchi,' 4to. 1723, &c
his dissertations may be found in Saxius.
Berger, Theodore, was born in 1683, and died in 1773His 'Algemeine Geschichte,' fol. Coburg, passed through five
editions, and has been continued by professor Wolfgang, fol.
'

A

Jaeger, 1781.

BERGERAC,

Savinien Cyrano de (Biog.) was born in 1620,
the castle of Bergerac, in Perigord, and died in 1655.
He wrote among other things, 1. L'llistoire Comique des

in

and sir George de la Poer Beresford, bis son,
Tyronej &c.
Wat raised to the dignity of marquis of Watcrford. [Wide
Waterfbrd]
Beresford, Baron, of Albuera, one of the titles conferred in
1814 on the right honourable sir William Carr Beresford,
Poer, the first marquis of
s ..ond son of sir George de la
The titles,
Waterfbrd, for his signal services in Portugal.

'

;

arms, &C. of this family arc as follow:
Beresford, baton Beresford, of Albuera and DunTitles.
garvon, CO. Watcrford (duke of Elvas, marquis of Caiupo,
i.iajor and count of Francoso, in Portugal).
Arms. The same as those of the marquis of Waterfbrd,
with tin- difference.
" Nihil nisi cnicc."
Motto.
Beheskori), another branch of the same family, also enJG]
present,
a baronetcy, this dignity having been conferred
at
iii
1814 upon sir John Poer Beresford, rear-admiral of the
Blue, a&Other SOU of George, marquis of Watcrford.
BERETIN (Biog.) vide Berretini.

3.

'

His principal works

having been crowned at the Olympic games, was in conseVal. Max. 1. 8 ; /Elian.
quence admitted as a spectatrix.
Far. Hist. 1. 10.
BERENICIUS (Biog.) an adventurer in Holland in lo'7(i, who
was suffocated in a bog in a fit of drunkenness. Although he
got his bread by knife-grinding and sweeping chimneys, yet
he is said to have been a perfect master of the Greek and
Latin languages, into which he could translate from others
extempore.
BERESFORD (Her.) or Bcreford, an ancient family which
has flourished for many centuries in the counties of Stafford,
Warwick, and Leicester, but was originally of Beresford, in
John
the parish of Abenfield, in the county of Stafford.
de Beresford, the first mentioned in deeds, was seized of the
or
Bcreford,
of
Beresford,
and
from
Thomas
1087;
lanor

A

translation of CardiAnti-Lucretius,' 8vo. Verona, 1752, \-c.
John Arnold (Biog.) author of a poem
on printing, about 1540, of which there have been six edi-

dinal de Polignac's

Spank. Dissert.

Berenice

'

Campagna,' 8vo. Venice, 1~4S.

for the former, because

2.
L'Histoire CoF.tats et Empires de la Lune,' 1656.
F.ntrcmique des F.tats et Empires du Solcil,' l66l. 3.
'

'

tiens PointUB,'

&C

(Geog.) in the Latin Bergeraenm, a town of Periin the modern department of Dordogne,
Auvergne and Limousin to Bourdeaux, SO as id form one of the most convenient passages
across the Dordogne, which rendered it formerly a post of
neat importance, 28 m. S. S. \Y. Pcrigueux, and 48 E.
34' E., lat. 44° 51' N.
Bourdeaux, Ion.

BeROERAC
gord,

in France,

situated on the road from

Hittory of Bergerac.

The English

i

this place very strongly in the 14th
centurv, and gained a victory over the French near it in
1344 j hut the latter, under the duke of Anjou, got posDuring the wars of relisession of the town in 1371gion it formed a strong hold for the Hugonots, and was
fortified

!

.

BER
frequently taken and retaken

by Louis XIII,

BERGHIM,

its

Nic/iolas

BER

but being finally reduced
fortifications were demolished.
;

(Biog.) vide Berchcm.

BERGIER,

Nicholas (Biog.) an antiquary of Rheims, was
born in 1557, or, as some say, in 1567, and died in 1623.
His principal work is his ' Histoire des Grands Chemins de
1'Enipire Romain,' 4to. 16-22 ; and 2 vols. 4to. Brussels,
172S translated into English, 8vo. London, 1712 ; and also
into Latin. He wrote also, 1. ' Le Point du Jour, ou Traite du
Commencement des Jours/ && 12mo. Rheims, 1629. 2. ' Le
Bouquet Royal,' 8vo. Paris, IfilO; 4to. Rheims, 1637.
Police Generale de la France/ 1617; besides his Latin
3.
and French poems.
Bergieb, Nicholas Sylvester, an ecclesiastic of FrancheComte, was born in 1718, and died in 179°He wrote,
' Eletnens
Primitifs des Langues,' &c. 12mo. Paris,
1.
2. ' Origine des Dieux du Paganisme/ &c. 2 vols.
1764.
12mo. Paris, 17673.
La Certitude des Preuves du
Christianisme,' 12mo. 1768, which went through three edi4. ' Le Deisme refute par lui-meme/
tions in one year.
5. ' Apologie de la Reli2 vols. 12mo. 1765, 1766, 1768.
gion Chretienne,' &c. 2 vols. 12mo. 1769, &c
BERGION (Myth.) a giant, and son of Neptune, who, with
his brother Albion, were killed by Hercules in their attempt
to oppose Mm, as he was crossing the Rhine.
Mela, 1. 2.
BERGIUS, John Henry Louis (Biog.) a German writer,
who died in 1781, published among other things, '
Collection of the Principal German Laws, relative to Police
and Administration,' 4 vols. Francfort, 1780, 1781.
Bbrgius, Peter Jonas, a physician of Stockholm, who died
in 1791, was the author of ' Flora Capensis/ besides a
Materia Medica, &c.
BERGLEIt, Stephen (Biog.) a scholar of Hermanstadt, in
Transylvania, in the 17th century, assisted Fabricius in his
' Bibliotheca
Grseca ;' and finding in the library of John
Nicholas, prince of Wallachia, a MS., containing the introduction and first three chapters of Eusebius' ' Evangelical
Demonstration/ it was printed by Fabricius, in his ' Delec;

'

A

tus

Argumentorum.'
Torbcrn

BERGMAN,

(Biog.)

the

chemist,

bom

was

at

West Gothland, in 1735, and died in
His principal works are, 1. A Physical Description
of the Earth, 2 vols. 8vo. 1770
1774 ; translated into the
Danish, German, and Italian
languages.
2. Various
• Eloges'
of the Members of the Academies of Stockholm.
3. An edition of Seherfer's ' Physic'
4. ' Opuscula Physica
et Chemiea/ 1779
1790; part of which was translated by
Dr. Cullen, under the title of ' Physical and Chemical
Essays,' 2 vols. London, 1786.
Catherineberg, in
1784.

—

—

BERGOMASCO
BERIGARD

(Biog.) vide Castello.

(Biog.) or Beauregard, Claude Guillermet Sinor

was born

Moulins in 1578, and died

in 1663, leaving
1641.
2. ' DubitaDialogumGalilsei pro Terne Immobilitate,' 4to. 1632.
BERING, Vitus (Hist.) vide Beering.
Bering, I'itus (Biog.) a Latin poet, and native of Denmark,
was born in 1617, and died in 1675.
His poetry was collected in the second volume of ' Delicise quorundam Danorum/ 12mo. Lugd. Bat. 16'9S ; besides which, in his character of historiographer to the king, he published
Florus
Danicus, sive Danicarum Rerum a Primordio Regni ad Tempore usque Christiani 1/ fol. 1698 ; republished with the
fresh dates of 1700 and 1709.
BERINGHEN, Henri/ (Hist.) son of Peter Beringhen, of
the duchy of Cleves, served Louis XIII as governor of
Marseilles, and in various other capacities, and after having
been banished from France, through the intrigues of Richelieu, was restored to favour, and died in 16'92, aged 89.
BERKELEY, Thomas de (Hist.) son of Maurice de Berkeley, of the family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished
VOL. 1.
de,
1.

'

at

Circulus Pisanus/

4to.

Florent.

tiones in

'

himself in the service of Edward I and Edward II, in all
the wars of that time, and was taken prisoner at the fatal
battle of Bannockburne.
Berkeley, Maurice, first lord Berkeley, delighted in arms
from his youth, and was engaged in all the wars of that
time, as also in several tournaments.
He joining with
Thomas Plantagenet, earl of Lancaster, was taken prisoner
and sent to Wallingford, where he died in 1 326".
Berkeley, Sir Thomas, son of the preceding, and second
lord Berkeley, had for some time the custody of the unfortunate king Edward II.
He was afterwards constantly in
the service of Edward III, whom he attended into France,
and was at the battle of Cressy, in 1346, and that of Poictiers, under the Black Prince,
where he took so many
prisoners, that with their ransom he rebuilt Beverstone
Castle, in Gloucestershire.

Berkeley, .Sir Maurice, his son, and third lord Berkelev,
was much wounded at the battle of Poictiers.
Berkeley, Thomas, fourth lord Berkeley, took an active part
all concerns, both civil and military,
in the reign of
Richard II and Henry IV, in which latter reign he burnt
15 sail of French ships, which were sent to the assistance
of Owen Glendourdwy, and took the senechal of France,
with eight officers, prisoners. He died in 1416.
Berkeley, Maurice, eighth lord Berkeley, attended the
lady Man daughter of Henry VII, into France, on her
marriage with Louis XII.
Berkeley, Thomas, ninth lord Berkeley, had a command in
the English army in 1513, at the celebrated battle of Flodden, and for his gallantry there received the honour of
knighthood from Thomas Howard, earl of Surrey. He was
one of the lords who subscribed the letter to Clement VII,
importuning him to give his definitive sentence in that cause
of matrimony touching the king and queen Catherine.
Berkeley, Sir John, of Bruton, descended from a younger
son of Maurice, lord Berkeley, of Berkeley Castle, who
died in 1326, distinguished himself for his loyalty to
Charles I, and in reward thereof was created lord Berkelev,
of Stratton, in 1678.
Berkeley, Sir Robert, one of the justices of the King's
Bench in the time of Charles I, and the second son of
Rowland Berkeley, esq. of Spetchley, in Worcestershire,
descended by the female line from Thomas Mowbray, was
not less distinguished for his loyalty than his birth. He
was one of the eleven brethren who gave his opinion in
favour of ship-money, and on that account was singled out
by the rebels as a particular object of their vengeance.
After being fined 20,000/., and his house burnt down to the
ground, he converted his stables into a dwelling-house, and
living contentedly on the wreck of his fortune, died in 1656.
Berkeley, Sir William, of the same family, distinguished
himself as vice-admiral in the dreadful engagement with
the Dutch, in 1666, when he led the van, and fell in his
cabin, overpowered with numbers.
Berkeley, Sir William, youngest son of sir Maurice Berkeley, and brother of John lord Berkeley, of Stratton abovementioned, was sent as governor to Virginia by Charles I,
whither he invited many of the royalists during the rebelHe was deprived of his government by the rebels,
lion.
He returned to England
but restored to it again in 1660.
in 1676, and died in 1677His writings are, 1. ' The
Lost Lady,' a tragic comedy, fol. London, 1639- 2. 'De-

in

-

,

scription of Virginia,' fol.

Berkeley,

George, first earl of Berkeley, and thirteenth
Berkeley, contributed greatly to the restoration, for
which he was rewarded by Charles II, with the additional
dignities of a viscount and an earl.
He was of the privy
council in the reigns of Charles II, James II, and
William III, and died in 1698. This nobleman made a
present of the valuable library collected by sir Robert Coke,
2 s
lord

:

-

BER
to Sion College

and

BER

a memorial of his piety, a work
oiirli'd
H-:>: -v_ A Appii: iti >nc tml occasional 'Jedmtion:,
upon several Subjects, written by a Person of Honour,'
12mo. 10'7U; wherein are given the testimonies of many
;

left, as

Berkeley, earl of Berkeley, viscount Dursley,
baron Berkeley, of Berkeley Castle, and baron Mowbray,
Segrave, and Breaus of Gower, in Glamorganshire.

Titles.

|

-

eminent men

in favour of a

tions of religion in the

wotk was published in

'his

Berkeley,

Charles,

religious

j

and the consola-

life,

A

hour of death.

I

third edition of

16*80.

of Berkeley, went in
1(339 i" quality of envoy-extraordinary and plenipotentiary
to the States of Holland ; in 1 (>!»<) was appointed one of the
the second earl

and died in 1710, after holding
several liigh posts in the reign of queen Anne.
third earl of Berkeley, vice-admiral of
the blue, distinguished himself in many gallant actions at

lords justices of Ireland,

Berkeley, James,

Se% in the reign of queen

George

I

as first lord

Anne

;

and

after

of the Admiralty,

serving king

custos rotulorum,

&c. died in 1786.
(F.cc.) an Irish prelate, son of William
Berkeley, of Thomastown, in the county of Kilkenny,
whose family having suffered for their loyalty to Charles I,
went over to Ireland after the restoration, and there obtained the collectorship of Belfast.
He was bom in 1684,

educated at Dublin, promoted to the see of Cloyne in 1733,
and died in 1 75 ii ; of whom Atterbury declared " That he
did not think so much understanding, so much knowledge, so

much

innocence, and so much humility, had been the portion
of any but angels, until he saw Mr. Berkeley."
His prin-

works

Arithmetica absque Algebra, aut Eu2. ' Theory of Vision,' 1709.
Principles of Human Knowledge,' 1710. 4. ' Diaare,

1.

'

clide Demonstrata,' 17073.

'

The

logues between Hylas and Philonous.' 5. ' Three Sermons
in Favour of Passive Obedience and Non-resistance,' 1712,
which went through three editions. 6*. ' A Proposal for
converting the Savage Americans to Christianity,' &c. 1725.
'
7. ' The Minute
Philosopher/ 2 vols. 8vo.
8.
The
Analyst,' written against the doctrine of fluxions and mathematics in general as favourable to infidelity ; which gave
rise to a controversy, in which the bishop answered his
objectors in a tract, entitled, ' A Defence of Free-thinking
in Mathematics,' 1735.
9. ' The Querist,' 1735.
10. 'A
Discourse addressed to Magistrates,' 1 ~36.
11. ' Siris ; a
Chain of Philosophical Reflections, and Enquiries concerning
the Virtues of Tar Water,' 1744 and 171-7; which was
followed by Further Thoughts on Tar Water,' 1752.
In
1784. ft,ne\p edition of .the bishop's entire works was pub'

lished in 2 vols. Ito. Dublin

and London.

tory,

(Her.) the original name of this family, of which
distinguished members have been noticed under HisW11S Fitzhardinge, which was changed for that of

Berkeley, ftOTo Berkeley Castle, their seat, in the county
of Gloucester, which, Robert Fitzhardinge, a powerful man
in his time, obtained from Henry, duke of Normandy, after-

wards king Henry

being taken from Roger de Berkeley on account of his adherence to king Stephen.
This
barony has since that time remained in the male line of this
family to the present day.
Maurice Berkeley before-meni.Mud, was the hrst who had summons to Parliament as
!iud Berkeley, of Berkeley, in 1295, and his successors took
then; scat among the barons, until they were raised to the
dignity of earls. William Berkeley, the sixth lord Berkeley,
Iras advanced by Edward IV to the honour of viscount
ley in 1481, to that of earl of Nottingham in
183,
and to that of marquis of Berkeley in 1480. He dying
without male issue these titles became extinct, except that
II,

it

1

Nottingham, which was enjoyed by the Mowbrays, his maternal ancestors.
George Berkeley, the thirteenth lord Berkeley, was in reward for his loyalty advanced
to the dignity of both a viscount and an earl, by the titles
of viscount Dursley, and earl of Berkeley. The titles, arms,
&C. of tliis family are as follow
of cail of

which became extinct

at his death, as before-

mentioned.
Berkeley, of Sirat ton, a title conferred on
sir John Berkeley before-mentioned, under History, which
became extinct at the death of John, fifth lord Berkeley,
issue, in

1

7T

•

»

Berkeley, George

(Biog.) second son of bishop Berkeley,
was born in 1733, old style, educated at Oxford, and after
various preferments in the church died prebendary of Canterbury in 1795. He published two or three single sermons,
one of which was preached on the anniversary of king
The Danger of
Charles's martyrdom, in 17S5, entitled,
violent Innovations in the State, how specious soever the
Pretence, exemplified from the Reigns of the two first
'

Stuarts;'

which went through

Berkeley',

six editions.

Eliza, wife of the preceding,

who

died in 1S0O,

published, in 1799, the ' Poems' of her son, George Monck
GentleBerkeley, and contributed much herself to the
'

man's Magazine.'
Berkeley, George Monck,
besides the

son of

the

preceding,

wrote,

poems before-mentioned, an amusing volume

anecdotes, entitled,

'

Relics,'

of

1789-

BERKHEYDEN,

Job and Gerard (Biog.) two Dutch
painters of Haerlem, the eldest of whom excelled in landThe former
scapes, and the younger in representing towns.
was drowned in one of the canals in Holland, at the age of
70, in lu'98, and the latter died in 1(j93.
John (Biog.) a physician of Leeds, was
born about 1730, and died in 1791. His principal works
the third]
1. 'Pharmacopoeia Medici,' 12mo. I766;
are,
edition in 1782.
2. 'Outlines of the Natural History of.
reprinted in 1773,
Great Britain,' in 3 vols. 1770
1771
Biographia Literaria,'
and again in 1778, in 2 vols. 8vo. 3
4. ' Lucubrations on Ways and Means,' &c.
eve 4to. 1777Symptoma1780. 5. ' On the Bite of a Mad Dog.' 6.
tology.'
First Lines of the Theory and Practice of
7.
Philosophical Chemistry,' 1788; besides a Botanical Lexicon, entitled,
Clavis Anglica Lingua; Botanies,' which
appeared in 1765.

BERKENHOUT,

—

;

'

'

Berkeley
many

lord Berkeley,

Berkeley, Lord

without

Berkeley, George

cipal

Gules, a chevron between ten crosses puttee, six
above and four below argent.
Crest.
On a wreath a mitre gules, garnished or, charged
with the paternal coat.
Supporters.
Two lions argent, the sinister having a ducal
crown, and plain collar and chain or.
Motto.
« Dicu avec nous."
Berkeley, Marquis of, a title conferred on William, sixth

Arms.

'

'

BERKSHIRE, Thomas

Howard,

first

Earl of (Hist.) second

son of the first earl of Suffolk, who was made master of the
horse to Charles, prince of Wales, was afterwards steady in
his adherence to his royal master to the close of his life, and
died in 1669, after having reaped the rewards of his loyalty.
Berks/hue, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed at present by the earl of Suffolk,

which was

on Thomas Howard above-mentioned.
Berkshire (Geog.) called, in the time

originally conferred

of Alfred,

Jlrroelc-

England, bounded on the N. by Oxtord
and Buckingham, E. by Surrey, S. by Hampshire, andVV.
by Wiltshire. Its principal towns are Abingdon, Reading,
an ...dm,
Wailingford Windsor MirLnh-id, Newbury,
Kennet, Loddon,
Its principal rivers the Thames,
&C.
Ock, Lambourn, &C
Berkshire was originally inhabited by
the people called the Atre/iates, and in its southern part by
s/iire.

a county of

1

the Iti/miei.

BERLIN

(Geog.) in the Latin of the middle ages Berolinum,
of Prussia, situated on the Spree, 25 m. E. Brandenburg, and 300 N. by W. Vienna ; Ion. 13° 22' E., 1st.
capital

BER
was

BER

by Albert, surnamed
the Bear, of the house of Anhalt, fortified by John the
Prudent, in 1222, and embellished by Frederic II, surnamed the Great. It was taken by the Austrians and Russians in 1760, and by Bonaparte in 1806, after the battle
52" 31' X.

Berlin

built in 11

4-2,

of Jena.

BERXAERT,

Nicasius (Biog.) a Dutch painter, died in
1663, aged 70.
(Hist.) son of Pepin, and grandson of Charlemagne, was crowned king of Italy in S10; but conspiring

BERNARD

his uncle Louis, surnamed the Debouaire, to dewas seized and his eyes put out, three days
which he died, in SIS.
Bernard, count of Barcelona, and grand chamberlain to the
emperor Louis the Debouaire, was put to death in 844, on
suspicion of his having a criminal intercourse with the queen

against

throne him, he
after

Judith.

surnamed the Bear, was the
Bernard,
founder of the house of Saxony, with the duchy of which
he was invested by Frederick Barbarossa, in 1180.
descended from an ancient
Bernard, Sir Francis, Bart
family in Yorkshire, was educated at Westminster school,
and at Oxford, appointed governor of New Jersey and Massaehuscts Bay, and died in 1779[Vide Bernard, under
His ' Case before the Privy Council,' in 177".
Hcraldrif]
eldest son of Albert,

,

and his ' Select Letters,' in 1774, satisfactorily explain his
conduct during the progress of the American revolution.
Sir Francis published ' Antonii Alsopi Odarum Libri Duo,'
4to. 1752.
Bernard (Ecc.) or Bern-Hart, St., archbishop of Yienne,
in Dauphiny, was born in 177S, of a noble family in Dauphiny, elected archbishop in 810, and died in S42.

Bernard, Uberti, St., of the noble family of Uberti, was
made cardinal by Lrban II, and died in 1133, after having
been employed on several legations by Paschal II.
Bernard, a patriarch of Antioch, was promoted to that see
after the recapture of the city from the infidels in 1097,
and died in 1136.
St., one of the fathers of the church, and a monk
of the Cistertian Order, and abbot of Clairval, was born in
and
died in 1153, after having acquired the greatest
10J)1,
authority in the church of any person in his time.
He was
the opponent of the famous Abelard, and the zealous encourager of the crusades.
The best edition of the works of
St Bernard, who is regarded as the last of the fathers, is
that of Mabillon, 2 vols. fol. I69O.
Bernard, of Mcnthon, a monk in the 10th century, who
died in 1008, at the age of 85, is now principally remembered by the hospitia hotels, or monasteries, which he built
an mount Jura, or Mons Jovis, so called from a temple

Bernard,

erected there in honour of Jupiter, which he caused to be
pulled down.
Bernard, of Thuringia, a fanatical hermit in the 10th century, announced the immediate end of the world, which,
in consequence of an eclipse of the sun happening at the
time, obtained universal belief, and the people fled in consternation to caves and mountains.
Bernard (Her.) the family name of the earl of Bandon.

[Vide Bandon^]

Bernard, Viscount, the title borne by the eldest son of the
Earl of Bandon.
Bernard, also the name of a family which at present eniovs
a baronetcy, derived from sir Francis Bernard, the first
baronet above-mentioned.
[Vide MorlancTj
Bernard, Andrew (Biog.) successively poet laureat of
Henry VII and VIII, was a native of Toulouse, and an
Augustan monk. All his pieces which are now to be found,
that were written in the character of poet laureat, are in
Latin, namely,

Library of

New

'

A New
College,

Year's Gift for

Oxford

;

and

'

1515,' in the
Verses, wishing

Prosperity to his Majesty's Thirteenth Year,' in the British
Museum, &c.
Bernard, Charles, historiographer of France, was born in
He wrote, 1. La Conjonction
1571, and died in 164-0.
des Mers,' 4to. 1612. 2. ' Discours sur l'Etat des Finances,'
3. ' Carte GehealDgHjue de la Maisou
4to. Paris, 1614.
Royale de Bourbon,' &-c. fol. Paris, 1634 and Hi 40. 4. ' Histoire de Louis XIII,' &c. fol. 1646.
Bernard, Claude, commonly called Father Bernard, or the
Poor Priest, was born in 158S, and died in 1641. He had
acquired such a character for piety and charity, that the
elergv of France solicited that he might be enrolled in the
After his death appeared ' Le Testacalendar of saints.
ment du Reverend Pere Bernard, et ses Pensees Pieuses,'
'

Svo. Paris, 1641.
is known only as the author of an entire
translation of Terence's comedies in the reign of queen Elizabeth, published in 4to. 1598, and frequently afterwards.
Bernard of Brussels, a painter of the Kith century, excelled

Bernard, Richard,

hunting

in

pieces,

into

which he introduced

his patron

Charles V.

Bernard. Richard, an English

17th century,
was the author of, 1. ' Thesaurus Biblicus,' formerly much
'
of
Man,'
&c. 1635,
The Isle
used as a concordance. 2.
an allegory after the manner of Pilgrim's Progress, which is
supposed to have originated from it ; this went through 10
divine of the

editions.
critic and astronomer, was born in t6$8,
Tables of
and died in I696. His principal works are, 1.
the Longitudes and Latitudes of the Fixed Stars.' 2. ' De
Mcnsuris et Ponderibus AntiquisLibri Ties,' Svo. Oxon, 1 688.

Bernard, Edward, a

'

Orbis eruditi Literatura a Charactere Samaritico defrom a copper-plate, on one side
presenting at one view the alpha4. ' Etymologicum Britannicum,'
Dr. Hick's ' Grammatica Anglolb'89.
5. ' Chronologia: Samaritans Synopsis,' in two tables, besides notes on part of Stephanus Byzantinus; on Cotelerius' edition of the ancient
3.

'

ducta,' printed at Oxford,
of a broad sheet of paper,
bets of different nations.
&c. printed at the end of
Saxonica,' &c. 4to. Oxon.

fathers

and

others.

Bernard, Samuel, an

historical painter and engraver, died at
Paris in l6S~, aged 82, leaving a son, who became so rich
as to be denominated the Lucullus.
Bernard, Catharine, a poetess of Rouen, who died in 1712,
obtained the prize of the French Academy, and a pension
Her tragedies of Brutus
of 200 crowns from Lewis XIV.

and Laodamia were received with applause on the stage.
Joseph, surnamed fe Gcntil Bernard, for the
elegance of his poetry, died in 1775, leaving some operas
and light pieces.
BERNARDI, John (Hist.) commonly called Major Bcrnardi.
an adventurer, was after numerous adventures confined in
Newgate, on a charge of being concerned in a conspiracy to
assassinate king William, for which he was confined for 40
years, during the reign of four sovereigns, and by the express decree of six parliaments ; and died in confinement hi

Bernard, Peter

1736.
del Castcl Bolognesc John (Ring.) an engraver on
precious stones, so called from the place of his birth in RoHis ' Fall of
mania, was born in 1495, and died in 1555.
Phaeton,' and ' Tityus with the Vulture,' from designs
by Michael Angelo, engraven on crystals, have excited the

Bernards

connoisseurs who have seen them.
(Ecc.) an ecclesiastic of Massa. in TusHe founded or
cany, was born in 13S0, and died in 1444.
repaired not less than 300 monasteries, and was canonized
by pope Nicholas, in 1450. His works were published in

admiration of

BERNARDIN,

all

Si.

Venice, 1591, and 5 vols. fol. Paris, 1636, and
Venice, 1745.
Peter Anthony (Biog.) a poet of Viguola,
4' vols. 4to.

BERNARDONT,

BER
was bom

in 1672,

and died

lection of poetry entitled

in

Rime Amorose,

'

BER

in 1714-

He

published a col-

Fiori, primizie Poetiche, divise

I

12mo. Bologna, l6Q4tj besides

Sacre,' &c.

several tragedies, &c.

BERNAZZANO

(Biog.) a painter of Milan, in the 16th
century, who excelled in landscapes.
Among his numerous
paintings, that of the Baptism of our Saviour is most

BERNEZZER,

Matthias (Biog.) a critic, was born in 1582,
and died in 1640. He published an edition of Tacitus and
Pliny, and translated Galileo from the Latin, besides which
he wrote,
De Jure eligendi Reges et Principes,' 4to. 1635.
'

BERNERS,

Juliana (Biog.) vide Barnes.
(Her.) the name of a family which at present
enjoys a baronetcy, so called from Berney, near Walsingham, in Norfolk, where it has been seated since the
Sir Richard Berney, the
time of the Norman conquest.
first baronet, was created in 1620.
The arms, &c. of this
family are as follow
Arms. Quarterly, gules and azure, over all a cross engrailed

BERNEY

:

ermine.
Crest.
On a wreath, ermine and gules, a
feathers, per pale azure and gules.
" Nil temere, neque timore."
Motto.

plume of

ostrich

1724.

2.

'

Hy-

Francis (Biog.) otherwise called Berna or Bernia, an
Italian poet of the Kith century, who died as is supposed of
poison, administered by Alexander de Medici, duke of Florence, in 1535.
He wrote, 1. ' The Orlando Innamorato,'
of count Bojardi, remodelled and reformed, 4to. Venice,
1541 ; 8vo. Milan, 1542; 4to. Venice, 1545, Florence, 1725;
4 vols. 12mo. Paris, 17(>8. 2. ' Rime burlesche,' Svo. Venice,
1538; 2 vols. 8vo. Florence, 1548,1555. 3. ' La Catrina,
alto Scenico Rusticale,' 8vo. Florence, 1567; also printed in
a collection of comedies of the Kith century, 8vo. Naples,
1731. 4. ' Carmina,' to be found in the ' C'armina Quinque
Etruscorum Poetarum,' Svo. Florent. 1562; also in the

Carmina Illustrium Poetarum Italorum,' Svo. ibid. 17K1BeRNI, Count Francis, a poet, orator, and lawyer, of Fcrrara,
was born in KilO, and died in 1673. His works, which
were principally dramatical, were printed in 1 volume 12mo.
'

BERNIER,

John (Biog.) a physician of Blois, was born in
He wrote among other things,
1622, and died in 1698Histoire de Blois,' 4to. Paris, 1682.
BERNIEB, Francis, a physician of Angers, in the reign of
Histoire de la Derniere Revolution
Louis XIV, wrote, 1.
often
des Etats du Grand-Mogul,' 4 vols. 12mo. l'i;o, M»7
reprinted under the title of
Voyages de Francois Bender,'
'
Meand translated into English, 8vo. K>71, 1675. 2.
moircs sur le Quietisme des hides,' &c
Bkrnikk, Nicholas, a musician, was born in 1664, and died
in 1 ~:'A, having five books of Cantatas and Songs, &C
BERNINI, John Lawrence (Biog.) called the Cavalier Bernin,
died in KJ80, in the 82d year of his age, distinguished for
his excellence in painting, statuary, and architecture, but
'

'

1

,

'

St. Peter's at

latter.

No

less

than IS of his pieces adorn

Rome, of which the

St. Peter's chair, are the

also

and
His tomb of Alex-

altar, the tabernacle,

most admired.

of bis master-pieces.

one
BERN IS, Francis Joachim ilc I'icrrcs ( /><•.) a cardinal of a
noble and ancient family, died in I7!K. at the age of 81,
after having been employed as ambassador to Venice and
Rome, by Louis XV, and plundered of all his possessions by
the revolutionists. His works, which arc principally poetical,
form 2 vols. 8V0, or ISmo.
BERNOULLI, James (Biog.) a mathematician and an astronomer, was horn in 1(1.14, and died in 1705.
His works
vert collected and printed in 2 vols. lto. Genev. 1744.
Bernoulli, John, also a mathematician, and brothel of the
His writpreceding, was born in Ki()'7, and died in 1748.
1

1

is

—

—

'A

'

BERNULPHUS

was obliged

to fly to

He

siege of Rochelle.

Geneva, after having assisted at the
wrote among other things
Chronicon
'

Sacra: Scripture: Auctoritate constitutum.'

Feriara, 1666.

particularly the

John, an astronomer, and grandson of the
preceding John, was born in 1 744, and died in 1 807- He
'
wrote, 1.
Recueil pour les Astronomes,' 3 vols. Svo. 1772
1776.
2. ' Lettres sur les differens Sujets,' &c 3 vols.
8vo. 1777
3. ' Description d'un Voyage en Prusse,
1779en Russie,' etc. first published in German, (i vols. 1770;
afterwards in French, Warsaw, 1782.
4. ' Lettres Astrenomiques,' 1781.
5.
Collection of Vovages,' &c in
German, lfi vols. 1781, and 1785, &c.
BERNSTORF, John Hartwig Ernest, Count (Hist.) a state*
man of Denmark, was bora in 1712, and died in 1772, after
having been employed on different embassies, and acted in
the capacity of prime minister to Charles VI.
Bernstorp, Andrew Peter, Count, nephew of the preceding, was born in 1 735, and died in 1 797, after having
displayed no less abilities than his uncle, both as a negotiator and a minister.
His state papers on the
Principles
of the Court of Denmark concerning Neutrality,' in 1780,
and his
Declaration to the Courts of Vienna and Berlin,'
in 1772, were much admired.
(Hist.) king of Mercia, in England, usurped
the throne from his predecessor Ceolulphus, in 828, and was
killed after a reign of three years.
BEROALDE, John (Ece.) of Palermo, was promoted to the
see of Telesus in 1548, and to that of Agatha in 1556.
In
1557 he was chosen arbitrator with cardinal Bozzati, to settle
the differences between Charles V and Philip II of Spain,
and died in 1566, after having been actively engaged in the
affairs both of church and state.
Beroaldk, Mat/hew (Biog.) or Beroald, a native of St.
Denis, was made bishop of Agen, but turning Protestant he
'

BERNI,

\

wrote, 1. ' Exercitationes Mathematics?,'
drodynamica,' 4to. Argentorat. 1738.

Bernoulli,

admired.

ander

which were scattered in the periodical works of the
day, were collected and published in 4 vols. 4to. Lausanne
and Geneva, 1742.
Bernoulli, Daniel, a physician, and son of John Bernoulli,
the preceding, was born in 1700, and died in 1782.
He
ings,

Beroaldk, de

Verville

Francis, son

of the preceding,

re-

Romish church, and died, as is supposed, almut
His principal works were collected and published
under the title of Apprehensions Spirituelles.'
BEROALDO, Philip (Biog.) a critic, was horn at Bologna
He published, 1. Propcrtii
in 1453, and died in 1505.
Opera cum Commentariis,' fol. Bonon. 1487, Venet. 1 1$
turned

to the

lfil2.

'

'

;

Paris. lC04.
fol.

Bonon.

2.

'

Annotationes

t88, Venet.

1

I

in varios

1

Autores Antiquos,

189, Bres. 1496.

3.

'

Orationes,'

1490
Lugd. 1490, and 1492, Bonon. 1401, Self.;
Dcclaa second collection, lto. Paris. 151)5, &c.
3.
matio Ebriosi Scortatoris et Aleatoris,' 4to. Bonon- 1499;
Paris, 15().i, &C.
besides his editions of Suetonius, Apuleius, Aulus Gellius, Lucan, and some other classics, with

Paris.

;

also

'

;

notes.

BeROALDO,
was born
Annalium

Younger, nephew of the preceding,
and died in 15 IS.
He edited Taciti
Priores,' fol. limn. 1515; l.ugd.
[542; and Paris. Ki'OS; and published besides '(Martini
Libri Ties," eve. lto. Bom. 1530, which had no less than
six translators into the French.
BEROE (Mi/th.) an old woman of Epidamnus, and nurse to
Semele, whose form Juno assumed when she wanted to
dissuade the latter from carrying on an intrigue with Jupiter.
Philip,

the

in 117'-,

Libri

'

Quinque

Ovid. M,t. 1. ...
Bkiioe, the wife of Doryclus, in whose form Isis instigated
Virg. .I'.n. 1. >,
the Trojan women to burn the fleet.
v. 260.
BEROLDINGEN, Francis de (Biog.) a mineralogist of fit

;

BER

BER
was

bom

in 1740, and died in 1798, leaving several
works in German on the object of his pursuit, among which
Gall,

was one on the Volcanos of Ancient and Modern Times,
8vo. Manheim. 1701-

BEROLINL'M (Gray.) the Latin name for Berlin.
BEROSUS (Biog.) priest of the temple of Belus, at

Babylon,
the reign of Ptolemy Philudelphus, was author of a
History of Chaldea, frequently quoted by Josephus and
The book published by Annius Yiterbo in 1545,
others.
under the name of Berosus, was soon discovered to be a
in

On

a wreath of the colours, between two wings
elevated ermine, an eastern eagle's head, couped at the
neck proper, gorged with an oriental crown or, in the
beak a palm-branch vert.
" Per ardua."
Motto.
Beeky (Geog.) or Berri, in the Latin Bihiricensis Provincia,
a province of France, bounded on the S. by La Marche
W. by Touraine and Poitou, N. by the Blaisois, Sologne, &c
and E. by the Nivemois and Bourbonnois.
Crest.

History of Berry.

forgery.

BERQLTX,

Louis de (Ecc.) a gentleman of Artois, and counsellor to Francis I, who imbibing Protestant notions, persisted
in his determination to avow them, for which he was at
length strangled and burnt, in 1529, notwithstanding he
had twice escaped, through the interference of the king and
his friends at court.
Among his works are, 1 ' Le Vrai
Moyen de bien et catholiquenient se confesser,' a translation from the Latin of Erasmus, l6ino. Lyons, 1542. 2.-'Le
Chevalier Chretien,' 1542, another translation from Erasmus,
besides other works of a controversial nature, in which he
maintained the opinions of the Protestants.
Beroj'in, Arnaud (Biog.) a miscellaneous writer of Bourdeaux,
was born in 1749, and died in 1791- His principal works
are his ' Idyls,' and his ' Ami des Enfans,' which appeared
first in 1784, since which it has been frequently reprinted
.

Berry, which formed a part of Aquitania, was taken from
the Romans in 475, and shortly after by Clovis, when it
had its own counts, but was afterwards, in 1360, erected
into a duchy by king John, in favour of his third son,
John of France, since which time it has remained united
to the crown.
John (Ecc.) chaplain to queen Catherine de
Medicis, and bishop of Seez, was born at Caen in 1522, and
His ' CEuvres Poetiques,' were printed at
died in l6ll.
Paris, 8vo. 1602, and with additions in 1605; but the
Paris editions of 1620, and 1623, in Svo. are the most
esteemed.
(Biog.) or Bertels, John, in Latin Berlelius, was
born in 1576, and died in 1607- He wrote ' Historia Luxemburgensis,' &c. 4to. Colon. 1605.
(Hist.) or Edithberga. daughter of Charibert, king
of France, became the wife of Ethelbert, king of Kent,
who, although a Pagan, was persuaded by her to invite St.

BERTAUT,

BERTEL

and translated into manv lansruaffes.
Petro da Corlona (Biog.) an artist of Cortona,
was born in 1 596, and died in 1 66Q. Some of his master-pieces
in fresco are in the Barberini palace, at Rome
and of his
oil paintings, the altar-piece of Ananias healing St. Paul,
in the church of the Conceziene, at Rome, is reckoned the

BERTHA

best-

Bkrtiia, daughter of Lotharius II, and wife first of Thibaut,
count of Aries, and afterwards of Adalbert, marquis of
Tuscany, was no less distinguished for her policy than her
wit and beauty.
Bertha, daughter of Conrad I, and wife of Robert, of France,
was divorced from him by order of pope Gregory V, because
they were within the prohibited degrees of affinity.
Bertha, daughter of Fleuri I, count of Holland, was the
wife of Philip I, king of France, by whom she had Lewis

BERRETIXI,

;

BERRETOXI,

Nicholas (Biog.) a painter of Macerata, died
aged 65. His historical pieces were much admired.
(Geog.) vide Bern/.
BERRIED ALE, Lord (Her.) the title of the eldest son of the
earl of Caithness.
BERRIMAX, William (Biog.) an English divine, was born
in 1688, educated at Oxford, and died rector of St. AndrewUndershaft, and fellow of Eton College, in 1749-50.
He
published among other things, ' An Historical Account of
the Trinitarian Controversy,' in eight sermons delivered at
lady Mover's lecture, in 172.', and 1724.
Berhiman, John, brother of the preceding, who died rector of
St. Albans, in 1768, published among other things ' Eight
Sermons at Lady Mover's Lecture," entirely of a critical
kind, giving an account of above 100 Greek MSS. of St.
Paul's epistles, many of tliem not before collated.
A/onzo (Biog.) a painter, sculptor, and architect, of Parades de Xava. near Valladolid, died in 1545,
after obtaining a high reputation, and a great fortune.
BERRY, Sir John, Knight (Hist.) a naval commander, of
Devonshire, was born in 16S5, and died of poison in 1691,
after having been successful against the Buccaneers, and distinguished himself at the demolition of Tangier, as also on
other occasions.
Berry, Sir Edivard, of the family mentioned under Heraldry,
signalized himself as a naval commander at the battle of
Cape St. Vincent, that of the Nile, and that of Trafalgar,
besides other smaller engagements, for which he was raised
to the dignity of a baronet.
Berry (Her.) the name of a family which is said to have
come originally from the north, and enjoys at present a
baronetcy Sir Edward Berry, above-mentioned, having been
created a baronet in 180(5, as a reward for his brilliant naval
sen-ices.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms.
Ermine, on a fesse engrailed azure, three fleurs de
lis or j in chief two branches of paint in saltire vert ; in
base a sphynx couchaut proper.
in 1682,

BERRI

BERRUGUETE,

:

:

Augustin into England.

Bertha, daughter of Charibert, count of Laon, and wife
Pepin, was bv him the mother of Charlemagne.

of

the Fat.

BERTHAULD,

Peter (Biog.) an historian of Sens, was born
His
Florus Gallicus,' and
in 1681.
Florus Franciscus,' were long esteemed the best abridgments of French history but his dissertation ' De Ara,'
Xannct. 1633, established his reputation for learning; he
likewise left some pieces of Latin poetry.
(Hist.) a native of Geneva, who, for opposing the duke of Savoy in his claims of governing the
city, was arrested and beheaded, in 1519BERTH1ER, William Francis (Biog.) a French Jesuit, was
born in 1704, and died in 1782, leaving among his works,
2. < Re1. ' Ovdvres Spirituelles,' 5 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1811.
futation du Contrat Social,' 12mo. 1789de St. Lazare (Biog.) a philosopher of Lyons,
who died in 1799, wrote, 1. ' D'Electricite du Corps Hu2. ' D'Electricite des Yegetaux,"
main,' &c. Svo. 1781.
3. ' D'Electricite des Meteores,' &c.
8vo. Paris, 1783.
in

lfiOO,

and died

'

'

;

BERTHELIER

BERTHOLOX,

1787-

BERTHOUD,

Ferdinand (Biog.) a French marine clockmaker, was born in 1727, and died in 1S07, leaving among
other things on the subject of clocks, 1. ' Essai sur l'Hor2. ' Traite des Hologerie,' 2 vols. 4to. 1763, and 1786*.
De la Mesure du Temps,'
3.
rologes Marines,' 4to. 1773.
'

4to. 1787. See.

Alexander Pompey (Biog.) a scholar of Lucca, was
born in 1686, and died in 1752, leaving among other thiDgs,
(
1.
La Caduta de Decemviri della Romana Republica,'
Lucca, 1717. 2. ' Canzone per le Yittorie contro il Turco

BERTI,

.

BER

BER
' Cattalogo
.1.
del Principe Eugenio,' 4to. ibid.
della Libraria Capponi,' &c. 4 to. Home. 17-17.
Derti, Ju/i/i Laurence (Biog.) an Augustine monk nf Tus-

An edition of
oany, was born in 16<)6, and died in 17 66.
all his works in folio has been printed at Venice.
T/iomus (Hist-) the descendant of an ancient family
mentioned under Hcraldri). was, in the reign of .Mary, ob-

BERTIE,

liged to fly the kingdom with his lady, baroness Willoughby,
in consequence of the zeal she had displayed in the cause of
the Reformation, and after passing through several personal

adventures, at length found an asylum in Poland, until the
accession of queen Elizabeth.
the name of an ancient family, which is of
Saxon origin, and has since been ennobled in several of its
The first person of this name mentioned in our
branches.
records is Leopold de Bertie, constable of Dover Castle in
the reign of king Ethelred, from whom descended Thomas

Bertie (H<r.)

Bertie, esq. before-mentioned under History, who, by

his

with Catharine, baroness Willoughby, of F.resby,
widow of Charles Brandon, duke of Suflblk, ennobled his
d pendants; his son, Peregrine Bertie, by this lady, being
admitted to the dignity of lord Willoughby. QVide Wil-

lr.arriage

His eldest son, a distinguished loyalist, was
i.cated earl of Lindsey.
rVide Lindsey"} James Bertie,
one of the grandsons of this first earl, was created earl of
Abingdon QVide Abingdon"] and Robert, the fourth earl
of Lindsey, was created marquis of Lindsey, and duke of
Ancastcr and Kesteven, which titles became extinct at the
death of Brownlow, fifth duke of Ancaster.
Bertie, a branch of the above-mentioned family, at present
enjoys a baronetcy, sir Albemarle Bertie, admiral of the
loughby]

;

Blue, being raised to the dignity of a baronet in 1812. The
arms, &C. of this family are as follow
Anns. Argent, three battering rams, barways, armed, and
garnished azure, witliin a bordure wavy azure.
man's head couped at the shoulders affronte
Crest.
proper, ducally crowned or, charged on the breast with
a beiidlet sinister gobony argent and azure.
" Loyaute m'oblige."
Motto.
Bertie, Lord, the title borne by the eldest son of the earl of
Lindsey.
BERTIER, Peter de (Eec.) of the noble family of Bcrticrs,
nf Toulouse, was promoted to the see of Montauban in
1636, and died in 1674, leaving a History of the Bishops
of his Sec.
Uurtiek, Joseph Stephen (Biog.) a philosopher of Aix, in
Provence, was bom in 17 ID, and died in 1783.
He wrote,
1
Physique des Cometes,' 12mo. 1760. 2. ' Physique des
Corps Amines,' 12mo. 1765.
BERTHS', Nicholas (Biog.) a painter of Paris, was born in
liilil, and died in 1736.
He excelled in small pictures.
Bertin, Ejuperius Joseph, an anatomist of Britanny, was
and
died
in
1781.
He wrote, among other
born in 1712,
tilings, ' Traite d'Ostcologic,' 4 vols. 12mo. 1754.
Bi.rtin, Anthony, a French poet of the Isle of Bourbon, was
His works were collected
born in 1752, and died in 1 790.
and published in 2 vols. ISmo. Paris, 1785, and again in
1808 and 1806.
BERTINT, Anthony Francis (liiog.) an Italian physician, was
He wrote La Mcdicina
born in 1658, and died in 1726.
Difesa contra la Calnnnie degli Nomini Volgare/ &C 4to.
Lucca, 1699 and I70y.
Peter (liiog.) a cosmographer and historiographer
to Louis XIII of France, was burn in 1665, anil died in
lb' wrote, 1.
Coinmcntariorum Benin Gcrmanil62f).
:

A

'

'

BERTHS,

'

Amst.

12mo. 1685.
Theatrum Gcographiiu Veterum,' 2 vols, fol Mils and
2.
3. ' Notitia Chorographica Episcopatuum Gallia;,'
1619.
Rrcviarium Orbis Terrarum,' 12mo.
Jul. Paris. 1625.
iu
5. ' Variic Orbis Universal ct ejus Partium
Lips, 1662.
0.1111111

Libri

Ties,'

tto.

'

'

Kill),

and

Tabuhe,' tee. 4to. oblong. 6. • De Aggeribus et Pontibus
hactenus ad Mare extruetis Digestum novum,' Paris.
1620.
7- ' Illustrium et Clarorum \*irorum Epistolu- Selcc8vo. Ludg. Bat. 1617; besides many theological
works which arc now not consulted.
John Domiuich (Biog.) an antiquary, of a noble

tiores,'

BERTOLI,

family of Moreto, in the Frioul, was born in 1676, and
died about 1740.
His principal publication was Le Antichita di Aquileja Profane e Saere,' fol. Venice, 1739.
BERTOX, William (Biog.) a divine in the reign of Richard II,
who wrote against Wickliff in several treatises, one of which
is entitled ' Determinations against Wickliff,' and another
' Against the Articles extracted from Wickliff's Writings'!
BERTOUX, William (Biog.) a Jesuit of the last centurv,
wrote, 1. ' Histoire Poetique tiree des Poetes France is,' 12mo.
Paris, 17C7, and a fourth edition in 1786'.
2.
Anecdotes
Francaises depuis l'Etablissement de la Monarchic jusqu'au
Rcgne de Louis XV,' 8vo. ibid. 1767- 3. 'Anecdotes Espagnoles et i'ortugaises,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1773.
BERTRAM, Cornelius Bonaventure (Biog.) a Protestant of
Thouars, in Poitou, was born in 1531, and died in 1594,
He wrote, 1. 'La Republique des Hebreux,' 8vo. Geneva.
1580, and Leyden, 1641. 2. 'A Revision of the French
Bible of Geneva, according to the Hebrew Text," Geneva,
1588.
3.
new edition of the Thesaurus Linguae Sacrse.'
4.
Un Parallele de la Langue Hebraique avec la Syriaque.'
'
5.
Lucubrationes Frankendalenses,' 16'85.
BERTRAXD, Robert VII (Hist.) baron of Briquebec, and
marshal of France, was employed by king Philip of Valois
'

'

A

'

'

and also as a military commander
on different occasions, and died in 1348.
St. (Ecc.) of the blood royal, and of the house of
the princes of Aquitaine, was made bishop of Mans in 587
but, on his refusing to renounce his fidelity to Clotarius II,
king of France, he was driven from his see by Thierri.
On the death of the latter, however, he was restored, and
as a negotiator, a minister,

Bertrand,

;

died in 623.
bishop

of Toulouse, who died in 1285, was
He bestowed the
reckoned the richest prelate of the age.
his
goods on the church.
greater part of

Bertrand,

Bertrand,

Peter,

sumamed

the Elder, son of

Matthew

Ber-

was elected to the bishopric of Ncvers, and afterwards to that of Autun, was created cardinal by John XXII
He left many endowments for
in 1331, and died in 1348.
pious uses, and founded a college at Paris called the College
of Autun, or of Cardinal Bertrand.
Bertram), Peter de Colomliier, nephew of the preceding,
trand,

succeeded his uncle in the bishopric of Nevers in 1326, was
created cardinal bv Clement VI in 1343, and died in
1865.
Bertrand, John, of the family of the Bertrands of Toulouse,
was promoted to the archbishopric of Sens about 1556j
created cardinal by Paul IV in 1557, and died in 1560,
after having been employed by Francis I in various negotiations

and

affairs of state.

Bertrand, John Baptist (Biog.) a physician of
who died in 1752. was the author of, 1. Relation
'

Provence,
llistorique

l.cttres
2.
de la Teste de Marseille,' 12mo. Lyons, 1721.
sur le Mouvcnicnt des Muscles et sur les Esprits Animaux,'
'

&c.

fee.

Berthand,
author

of,

Elias, a Swiss writer of the last century,
1.

'

was

the

la Structure Interieure de la
Essais sur les Usages des Montagues,

Memoirea sur

Tcrre,' 6*0. 1752.

2.

*

avec line Lettre sur la Nil,' 4to. 1754. 3. Mcmoires pour
Trcmblemens de Tcrre de la Suisse,"
Le Philan4.
8vo. 1755, greatly enlarged in 17575.
Hecherches sur les
1758.
thrope,' 2 vols. 12310.
I.angucs Anciennes et Modemes de la Suisse,' 8vo. 1758.
'

servir a s'instruire des

&c

'

•

6.

'

Dictionnaire Universe] des Fossiles Propres,' &c- 2 vol*.
7. ' Essai Philosophique et Moral sur le Plaisir,'

8vo. 1766.

7

:

BER
12mo. 1778.

8.

'

Le

Solitaire

BES
du Mont Jure, Recreations

been in the hands of the infidels, and
comparative insignificance.

d'un Philosophe,' 12mo. 17S2.

is

now

reduced to

BERTRAXDI, John

Ambrose Marin (Bio*.) an anatomist and
surgeon of Turin, was born in 1723, and died in 17()5.
His works, edited by Penchienati and Brugnrme, form 13 vols.

the principal of these is his ' Trattato delie Opcrazioni
Chirurgia,' published separately in 2 vols. Svo. Nice,
1763, afterwards translated into French and German.
BERULLE, Peter (Ecc.) the founder and instituter of the
congregation of the Oratory in France, was horn in 1575
8vo.

:

di

at the Chateau di Serilli, near Troves, in Champagne, was
created cardinal by Urban VIII in l(i->7, and died suddenly
while celebrating mass in 1G29He was almoner to
Henry IV, and chief of the council of the queen-mother,

Mary de

He

accompanied Henrietta Maria when
she came to England on her marriage with Charles I, and
Medicis.

in every capacity laboured

for the interests of the church.

His works, which are mostly spiritual and theological, were
published in 2 vols. fol. Paris, 1644, and 1 vol. fol. 1647.

BERWICK, James

Fitzjames,

Duke of

(Hist.) natural son of

and of Arabella Churchill, sister to the duke of
Marlborough, was born at Moulins in 1670 and being bred
to arms, signalized himself at the siege of Buda, when he
was only 1 5 ; at the siege of Londonderry in 1 Ggo ; at the
Battle of the Boyne, where he had a horse killed under
him in the war of Spain under Louis XIV, where he took
James

II

;

;

places; at the battle of Almanza in 1707,
which he gained by his prowess ; and, lastly, in the service
of France against Germany, when in 1734 he was killed
by a cannon-ball before Philipsbure, which he was besieging.
several fortified

[Vide Plate

°

XIV]

the title enjoyed by the family
of Hill, in Shropshire, of whom was Noel Hill, first lord
Hill, who was created a peer in 1781.
The title, arms, &c
of this family are as follow
:

Berwick of Attingham, in Shropshire.
Ermhie, on a fesse sable, a castle triple towered
proper, in a canton gules, a martlet or.
Crest.
On a wreath, the upper half of a tower argent, with
a fawn trippant on the battlements proper, collared, and
Hill, baron

Anns.

lined or.

Dexter a Pegasus argent, plain collared gable,
and thereon a martlet or ; sinister a stag proper, collared
and lined or.
" Qui uti scit, ei bona."
Motto.
BER\ LLUS (Hist.) the preceptor of Nero, and his secretary
for the Greek letters, received a sum of money from the
people of Caesarea in order to procure from the emperor a
revocation of the edict, which granted privileges to the Jews
•Supporters.

of that city.

Joseph. Antiq.

1.

20,

were assembled in council.
He is supposed to have written
some poems and hymns.
1
(Geog.) now Berut, an ancient town of Phcenicea,
on the coast of the Mediterranean, between the town of

BER TUS

It

—

ordinary types are two legionary eagles, a figure of Astarte,
their tutelary deity, as also of Bacchus, Hercules, Neptune,
Silenus, Victoria, and of a husbandman, which is frequent
on the medals of colonies.
Berytus struck medals either
as an independent state, or in honour of Julius CffiBsr,
Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Domitian, Nerva,
Trajan, Adrian, Antoninus Pius, M. Aurelius, L. Verus,
Commodus, Sept. Severus, Jul. Domna, Caracalla, Ma.
crinus,
Diadumenianus, Heliogabalus, Annia Faustina,
Gordianus Pius, Otacilia, Valerianus, sen., Gallienus, and
,-.
Salonina.
Vaill. Col.; Patin. Impp.; Harduin. Oper.
(Geog.) an ancient city of Franche Courts, of
which it is the capital, situated on the river Doubs or Doux,
56 miles E. Dijon, 235 S. E. Paris. Lon. 6^ 3' E. la*
,

,

BESANCON

1

14'

N.
History of Besancon.

Besancon, which by the Romans was called J'esonlio, I'esoulium, or sometimes Bisonlium, Besuntiinn, ifyc. was attacked by the Vandals in 40(>, but not taken; and in 413
it came into the hands of the Burgundians, after which
it was ruined by Attila in 451, but being rebudt it was
for some time a free and imperial city, to which the emperor Henry I, and his successor, gave many privileges.
It was afterwards governed by its own magistrates under
the protection of the king of Spain, until the reign of
Louis XIV, when it was taken by the French, and confirmed to that power, with the rest of the province, at
It retains many vestiges of its
the peace of Nimeguen.
ancient conquerors, the Romans, particularly the triumphal arch of Aurelian, and many of the streets retain their
ancient name; as Champ de Mars, Campus Martins;
Charmont, Charitum Mons ; rue de Chasteur, Vicus Cattorts ; Mont Jovot, Mons Jovis ; Mont Mercurio, Mons
Mercurii, §c.
Ecclesiastical Histori/.

c. 7.

Bervlh-s (Ecc.) bishop of Bostra, in Arabia, in the third
century, who was brought back from some errors into which
he had fallen by the arguments of Origen and others, who

Tripoli

of Berytus.

;

b

Berwick, Lo;y/ (Her.)

Title.

Ecclesiastical Histori/

Theodosius the Younger granted to the bishop of Berytus
the dignity of a Metropolitan, but without the jurisdiction
he remaining under the patriarch of Antioch. In 448
a council was held here in order to determine some disputes in the churches of Edessa and Mesopotamia.
Berytus (Numis.) this town, which took the name of Julia in
honour of Julius Ctesar, of Augusta in honour of Augustus,
and Felix a title commonly assumed by colonies, is thus inscribed on many medals; as COL. JUL. BED.
COL.
AUG. FEL. BER.—COL. AUG. JUL. FEL. BER. Their

and that of Sidon.

History of Berytus.
was originally called Beroe, and said to have been built
by Saturn. According to Strabo, it was almost ruined
by Tryphon, and re-established by the Romans, who, in
the time of Caesar, formed it into a Roman colony.
It
was one of the three cities in which the study of the lawwas regularly pursued ; and, notwithstanding that it suffered from conflagrations, inundations, and earthquakes,
it maintained its celebrity for some time.
It was taken
by Baldwin I, king of Jerusalem in 1110, but afterwards
retaken by the Saracens in 1187, since which time it has

Besancon was before the revolution an archicpiseopal see,
having under it Autun, Metz, Strasburg, Nancy, and
S. Linus is said to have been the first bishop ;
Dijon.
among his successors were several cardinals, as John of
Abbeville, John de la Rochetaillee, Francis de CondelCharles de
mcris, Peter and Claude de la Baume, &c.
Neufchatel, archbishop of Besancon, held a synod there
another
in
1573; and
in 1495; Claude de Baume held
Claude d'Achei a third in 1()4S ; besides a council which
is said to have been held in 44 i, for the purpose of deposing Chelidonius, bishop of that place.

BESBOROUGH,

Earl of (Her.) one of the titles of the
Ponsonby family, [Vide Ponsonbj/2 which was conferred, in
1739, on Brabazon Ponsonby, second viscount Duncannon.

The

titles,

arms,

&c

of this family are as follow

Ponsonby, earl of Besborough, viscount Duncannon, baron Besborough, of Besborough in Ireland, and
baron Ponsonby, of Sysonby in Englandi
Ponsonby,
lord
Arms.
Gules, a chevron between three small-toothed combs
Titles-

gules.

BES
Crest.

In a ducal coronet

BET
arrows proper, with headsll
one in pale, the other in

or, five

downwards feathered gules,
saltire enveloped with a snake proper.
Supjmrtcrs.
On each a lion reguardant proper.
" Pro rege, lege, grege."
Motto.
BESCHBIEN, Peter (Ecc.) of an ancient family of Blois,
was born in 1380, chosen bishop of Chartres in 1443, and
He had been physician to Maria, queen of
died in 1459.
Sicily, according to the fashion of the times.
BESIERS, Michael (Biog.) a canon of St. Sepulchre's, at
Caen, died in 1782, leaving, 1. 'Chronologic Historique
des

et

Baillis

Gouverneurs de Caen,' 12mo.

des

17t>9-

Sommairc de la Ville de Bayeux,' 12mo. 1773.
3. ' Memoires Historiques sur l'Origine et le Fondateur de
la Collegiale du St. Sepulcre a Caen,' &c.
BESLER, Basil (Biog.) a botanist, was born in 1561, and
2.

'

Histoire

died in 1629, leaving a beautiful botanical work, entitled,
' Hortus Eystettensis,' fol. Noremb. 1613 and 1640 ; in the
execution of which he had the assistance of his brother

Jerome.

Besler, Michael Robert, the son of Jerome Besler, and a
physician of Nuremberg, was born in 1601, and died in
He wrote, 1. Admirands Fabrics Humana? Mulil66l.
Gazoeris Partium, &c. Delineatio," fol. Noremb. 1640. 2.
phylacium Rerum Naturalium,' &c. fol. Noremb. 1642 ;
'

'

Observatio Anatomica-medica,' 4to. ibid.
1642.
4.
Mantissa ad Viretum Stirpium Eystettense Beslerianum,' fol. ibid. 1646 and 1648.
BESLY, John (Biog.) an antiquary of Poitou, was born in
He wrote, 1. ' Histoire des
1572, and died in 1644.
Comtes de Poitou et Dues de Guienne,' fol. Paris, 16472. * Des Eveques de Poitiers avec les Preuves,' 4to. 1647,
&c.
BESOIGNE, Jerome (Biog.) a doctor of the Sorbonne, was
born in 1686, and died in 1763. He wrote, among other
things, ' Histoire de l'Abbaye de Port Royal ;' besides some
theological works.
(Biog.) or Bcsoldus Christopher, a lawyer of Ingolstadt, was born in 1577, and died in 1638, leaving
among his works, 1 ' Sinopsis Rerum ab Orbe condita Gestarum usque ad Ferdinandi Imperium,' 8vo. Franck. 1698.
' Historia
Turciei.'
Imperii
Constantinopolitani
et
2.
3. ' Series et Succincta Narratio Rerum a Regibus Hieroso4. ' Dissertationes Philological 4to. 1642.
lymarum,' Sec
Wirtemb. 4to.
5. ' Documenta Rediviva Monasteriorum,'
Tubing. 1636; fol. Vindob. 1723 and 1726; the last edi' Prodromus Vindicarum
also,
Ecclesiast.'
including
tions
Wirtemberg, &c. 6. ' Virginum Sacrarum Monumenta.'
7- ' Documenta concerncntia Ecclesiam Collegiatam Stutt8. * Documenta Ecelesia; Backenang,' &c.
gardiensem.'
BESPLAS, Joseph, Mart/ Avne Gros de (Biog.) a doctor of
He
the Sorbonne, was born in 1734, and died in 1783.
was the author of a Treatise on the Causes of Public Happiness, 2 vols. 12mo. 1769 and 1778 ; and also on the Eloquence of the Pulpit, the second edition of which appeared
in 1778.
BESSARION, John (Ecc.) a cardinal patriarch of Constantinople, and archbishop of Nice, died in 1472, after having
been employed by the popes Eugene IV', Nicholas V, Calixtus III, Pins 11, ami Sixtus IV, on many important negotiations, particularly, in regard to the union of the Greek and
He translated Xenophon's Memorabilia,
Latin churches.
besides a number of works
and Aristotle's Metaphysics
which he wrote on theological subjects.
Lips. 1733.

3.

'

'

BESOLD

.

;

BESTIA,

/..

Catiline.

BESSl'S

(Hist.) a

Ctc. 2

;

Roman who

joined the conspiracy of

l'hil.

governor of Bractiana, who murdered his
the battle of Arlicla, and being delivered by Alexander to Oxatres, the brother of Darius, this
prince ordered his hands and ears to be cut off, and his body
m-.Lster

(lli.sl.)

Dunns

a

after

hung on

to be

a cross to be shot at by the soldiers.
Justin.
L 18 ; Q. Curt. 1. 6.
(Biog.) or Bessodunus, John, a divine of the 15th
century, and prior of the monastery of Carmelites, at Lvnn,
in Norfolk, wrote, 1. ' Compendium Theologise Moralis.'

BESTON
2.

'

De

Virtutibus

et

Vitus Oppositis.'

3.

'

Rudiments

Logices,' &c.

BETERRA

(Geog.) or Biterra, called by Ptolemy Ba.r/pm,
by Mela Bmterra, now Beziers, a town of Gallia Narbonensis, which in the time of the Romans was a place of some
note.
In an inscription it is called Bieterra, as M. JULIO

PHILIPPO NOBILISSIMO CAESA. PRINCIPI JUVENTUTIS SEP. BAETERR. &c. Mel.
2, c. 9;
1.

Plin.

3, e.

1.

4

;

BETHABARA

Ptol.

where John baptized.

BETHAM,

1.

2

;

Not. Gal.

$a

(Bibl.) B>;ra/3apa, the place

Edward

John

i.

beyond Jordan

28.

an English divine, who was

(Biog.)

Eton and Cambridge, and died fellow of Eton
College, and rector of Greenford, in Middlesex, is worthy

educated

at

of notice for his liberal donations on different occasions,
namely, 2000/. for the better maintaining the botanical
garden at Cambridge, and 700/. for a bust of Henry VI,
the founder of Eton College ; besides endowing a charity
school in his parish, &c.
(Bibl.) BqflaWa, a place fifteen furlongs, or
about two miles from Jerusalem, where Martha and Mary
dwelt with their brother Lazarus. John xi. 18.
(Bibl.) is-ro, a city west of Hai, on the conlines of the tribes of Benjamin and Ephraim, where Jacob
Gen.
slept, and had a dream of great consolation to him.

BETHANY
BETHEL
xii. 8,

and

xxviii. 10.

BETH-EMEK (Bibl.) pop-iva, a city of Asher. Josh. six.
BETHENCOURT, John de (Hist.) a native of Normandy,
discovered five of the Canary Isles, of which he made himself master, with the assistance of Henry III, of Castillc,
who gave him the sovereignty. He took the title of king,
and had for his successors Menaud, his nephew, Peter Barbe,
Fernandez, Pernazza, and Diego de Herrera.
(Bibl.) IS>;rW«,
the pool at Jerusalem,
where those who stepped in first, after the troubling of

BETHESDA

the waters, were cured of their disease, whatever

John

it

was.

v.

BETHLEHEM

(Bibl.) on^ir:, a city of Judah, Josh.
xvii. 7, generally called Bethlehem-Judah, or Bethlehem of
Judah, to distinguish it from another Bethlehem in ZebuMatth.
Ion, Judges xix. 1, 15 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 4; Micah v. 2
ii. 1
Luke ii. 4 John vi. It is likewise called Ephratah,
Ephrath, or Bethlehem- Ephratah, and its inhabitants Ephrethites.
Gen. xlviii. 7 ; Mic. v. 2. Bethlehem is situated
on the declivity of a hill, about two leagues from Jerusalem,
and at present is furnished with convents, not only of the
Latin, but also of the Greek church, as well as Armenians.
BETH-PEOR (Bibl) IWB-na, a city of Moab, given to
Dent. iv. 46.
ReubenBETHPHAGE (Bibl.) rjD-na, Untyayu, a small village at
the foot of the mount of Olives, between Bethany and JeruMatth. xx. 1, &csalem.
BETHSAIDA (Bibl.) Bij0<rai3u, a place at the north end of
the lake of Gennesareth, frequently mentioned in the New
Matth. xv. 21
John i. 44. This place, which
Testament.
\v:i^ at one time only a village, was enlarged into a magnificent city by Philip the Tetrarch, who gave it the name ot
Julias, in honour of Julia, the daughter of Augustus CffiOOP
;

;

;

;

u now

almost ruined.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 18, c. 3, &c.
(Bibl.) or Bethshen, fivrva, a town of the
xvii. 11, 16.
of
Manasseh.
Josh.
tribe
(Bibl.) POV-lva, a city belonging to the
Josh, xv, 10.
priests in the tribe of Judah.
BETHSHEMESH, a city of Issaehar. Josh. xix. 22.
It

BETHSHEAB

BETHSHEMESH
BETHUEL

(Bibl.) '^Kiru,

son of Nahor and Mikah, wa*

—
BEU

BET
Abraham's nephew, and father
Gen. xxiw 50.
wife of Isaac.

Laban and Rebecca, the

to

BETHUL (Bibl.) !?iro, a city of Simeon. Josh. xix. 4.
BETHULIA (Bib!.) a city celebrated for its siege by Holokilled there by Judith.
Judith vi. 7.
(Hist.) an illustrious house of France,

BETHUNE

from

whom

sprung the duke de Sulli, one of the ministers of
Henry IV. [Vide Sully']
Bethune, Francis de, and father of the duke de Sulli, took
the side of the Protestants in France ; and attaching himself to the prince of Conde during the civil wars, was taken
prisoner at the battle of Jarnac, and died in 1575.
Bethune, Philip de, son of the preceding, was also in the
service of Henry IV, and died in 1649, after having been
employed in many negotiations.
Bethune, Francis Gaston, was employed by Louis XIV as a
negotiator, and died in 1692.
Bethune, Ijouis de, a distinguished general, after having
spent his life in the service of Louis XIII and XIV, died in
1681.

BETHZAIDA
BETIS

(Bibl.) vide Bethsaida.

(Hisl.) vide Balis.

Betis (Geog.) vide

BETTERTON,

after his death.

Thomas

(Biog.) a celebrated English actor,
was born in Westminster in 1635, and died in 1710. He
wrote some dramatic pieces, as ' The Woman made a Justice,' a Comedy ; ' The Unjust Judge, or Appius and Virginia,' a Tragedy, written originally by Mr. John Webster,
and altered by Betterton ; and ' The Amorous Widow, or
the Wanton Wife.'
BETTI, Zachary (Biog.) a poet of Verona, was born in 1732,

He

Verona,

'

1756.

2.

wrote,

Le

1.

'

Cascine,'

Del Baco da Seta,' 4to.
which was probably not

printed.

BETTINELLI,
was born

Saverio, or Xavier (Biog.) a poet of Mantua,
and died in 1808. He published a new

in 1718,

edition of

his

works,

in

24

vols.

12mo. Venice, 1799

1801.

BETTINI, Mario

(Biog.) a Jesuit of Bologna, was born in
1582, and died in 1637, leaving 1. < Rubenus, Hilarotrajcedia Satyra Pastoralis,'
4to.
Parm. 1614. 2.
Clodoveus, sive Lodovicus,' &c. l6mo. Parm. 16'22.
3. ' Ly4. ' Apiaria Vmcaeum Morale,' &c. 4to. Venet. 1626.
versae Philosophise,' &c. 3 vols. fol. Bonon. 1641
1656, Arc.
BETTS, John (Biog.) a native of Winchester, was educated
at Corpus Christi College, Oxford, from which he was
driven by the rebels ; but after the Restoration was the
He wrote, 1 ' De Ortu et Natura Sanking's physician.

—

.

Svo. Lond.

1669; and again in 1662, with addiAnatomia Thomse Parri,' &c. i. e. the Anatomv
of Old Parr, whose longevity is noted.
According to Anthony Wood, this piece was drawn up by Dr. Harvev.
BETULEIUS, Sixlus (Biog.) or Xystus, whose German
name was Birck, was born at Memmingen, in Suabia, in
He wrote, 1. Notes on Lactan1500, and died in 1554.
guinis,'
tions.

2.

*

'

printed with the works of that father, fol. Bas. 1563.
Commentaries on Cicero ' De Natura Deorum,' 8vo. ibid.
1550.
3. Three Dramatic Pieces inserted in the ' Dramata
Sacra,' 2 vols 8vo. Bas. 15474. ' Novi Testamenti Concordia Grseca,' Bas. 1546.
5. ' Oracula Sybillina Gr. cum
tius,'

2.

Castigationibus,' Svo. Bas. 1545.

BETURIA

(Geog.) a part of Bcetica, in Spain, north of the

river Bcetis.

Liv.

1.

39,

c.

30.

BETUSSI,

Joseph (Biog.) an Italian writer of the l6th cenamong his writings, ] • Dialogo Amoroso,' &c.
2. A translation of Boccacio's Latin works, ' De Casibus
Virorum,' Sec. 8vo. Venet. 1545; ' De Claris Mulieribus,'
1547 ; and ' De Genealogia Deorum,' 4to. of which last
there have been 13 editions.
3. ' La Leonora,' &e. Svo.
Lucca, 15574. ' Ragionamento sopra il Catajo,' &c. 4to.
VOL. I.
tury, left

(Biog.) a civilian, and native of Berkshire,
was born in 1725, educated at Oxford, promoted to be judge
of the Cinque Ports in 1758, and died in 1791He wrote
among other things ' The History of the Legal Polity of
the Roman State,' &c. 4to. London, 1781.
BEVERIDGE, William (Ecc.) bishop of St. Asaph, was
born in 1036-7, at Barrow, in Leicestershire, where his
grandfather, father, and brother were vicars ; was admitted
of St. John's College, Cambridge, in 1653 ; promoted to the
see of St. Asaph in 1704, and died in 1708.
Among his
numerous works the principal are, 1. ' De Linguarum Orientalium, &c. Prastantia et Usu,' &c. 8vo. Lond. 1658.
2. * Institutionum Chronologicarum Libri Duo,' &c. 4to.
Lond. 1669. 3. ' Zvi'vctKoy, sive Pandects Canonum,' &c.
4. ' Codex Canonum Ecclesise,' &c.
2 vols. fol. Oxon. 1672.
4to. Lond. 16795. ' The Church Catechism Explained,"
4to. Lond. 1704; besides many theological works, published

BEVERLEY,

Boetis.

and died in 1788.

ent coUections.

BEVER, Thomas

who was

fernes,

Padua, 1573; Ferrara, I669, with additions. 5. c L'Imma«
gine del Tempio di Dorina Giovanna d'Aragona, Dialogo,'
8vo. Venice, 1557; besides letters and poems, &c. in differ-

.

Earl of (Her.) the title conferred in 1790 on
Algernon Percy, second lord Lovaine, and second son of the
duke of Northumberland.
The titles, arms, &c. of this

family are as follow
Titles.
Percy, earl of Beverley, lord Lovaine, of Alnwick.
Anns, Crest, Supporters, and Motto, the same as those of
the duke of Northumberland, with the difference.
Beverley (Ecc.) or St. John of Beverley, in Latin Beverlacius, archbishop of York, was born of a noble family
among the English Saxons, at Harpham, in Northumberland, was educated at Oxford, promoted to the see of Hexham in 685, translated to that of York in 687 ; resigned
his episcopal dignity after having governed his see for
thirty-four years, and died four years after, in 725.
He
Pro Luca exponendo,'
left some few pieces on theology, as
* Homilia in Evangelia,' &c.
BEVERINI, Bartholomew (Biog.) a writer of Lucca, was
born in 1629, and died in l686, leaving, among other things,
12mo. Lucca, 1654; and Rome, 1666, with
1. ' Rime,'
:

'

additions.

2.

Eneide di

'

Virgilio, transportata in

Ottavo

Rima,' 12mo. ibid. 1680. 3. ' Syntagma de Ponderibus et
Mensuris,' Svo. Lucca, 1711, &c.
BEVERWICK, John de (Biog.) in Latin Beverovicius, a physician of Dort, was born in 1594, and died in 1647He
wrote, 1. ' De Termino Vitie, Fatali an Mobili,' 8vo. Rot'
De Excellent™
2.
terd. 1644; 4to. Ludg. Bat. 1651.
Sexus Fceminei,' 8vo. Dordrac. 1639- 3. ' De Calculo,' Svo.
Ludg. Bat. 1638-41. 4. ' Introductio ad Medicinam InHis entire works were
digenam,' 12mo. Lugd. Bat. 1663.
printed in Flemish, 4to. Amsterdam, 1656.
(Biog.) vide Le Beiif.
Cornelius de (Biog.) a bookseller of Emmerich,
in the 17th century, published several books, under the title
of ' Bibliographia,' which are not sufficiently complete to
be of use to bibliographers.
BEVIN, Elway (Biog.) a musician in the reign of queen
Elizabeth, who composed sundry services and a few anthems,
A Briefe and Short Instruction
besides a book, entitled,
of the Art of Musicke,' &c.
(Biog.) a divine and historian of the seventh
century, and a North Briton by birth, was the author of
a work, * De Genealogiis Gentium.'
Beulanius, Samuel, son of the preceding, and also an historian, wrote, 1 ' Annotationes in Nonnium.' 2. ' De Gestis
Regis Arthuri, et Historia Itineraria.'
Michael (Biog.) a scholar of Carlstadt, was
born in 1522, and died in 1587. His principal works are,
2. ' Animadver1.
Ephemeris Historica,' Paris. 1550.

BEUF
BEUGHEM,

'

BEULANIUS

.

BEUTHER,
'

;

BEZ

BIA

3. '
siones Historic* et Chronographica;.'
4.
Antiquitatis Romans:,' 4to. Spir. 1600.

orum,

Athcniensium,

Opus Fastorum
'

and still more from Charles Martel,
who having taken it from these barbarians, entirely
destroyed it, that it might not fall into their hands again.
It however regained its importance in the reign of Pepin
and his successors, and had at length its own princes, by
the title of viscounts.
Amauri, the last viscount of Beziers, yielded his rights to Louis VIII, in 1222, since
which time it has been united to the crown of France.
It suffered much during the civil wars about religion, and
its citadel was destroyed in 1633.

in the eighth century,

Fasti Hebrae-

Romanorum.'
5. ' Animadver6.
Commentarii in Livium,

et

siones in Taciti Germaniam.'

'

Sallustium, Velleium Patereulum,' &c.
Gabriel Leopold Charles Ame (Biog.) a French
writer, was born in 1748, and died in 1784.
He wrote,
2. ' Cate1. ' Systeme de la Fermentation,' 8vo. 1773.
ehisme d' Agriculture," &c. 12mo. 1773. 3. ' Histoirc de
Lorraine,' 8vo. 1777BEYER, George {Bios-) a lawyer and bibliographer of Leipzig, was born in 1665, and died in 1714, leaving, 1. ' N otitis; Auctorum Juridicoruin et Juris Arti inservientium, Tria
Specimina,' 8vo. Lips. 1698
1705 ; 8vo. 1726, 1738, 1749,
1756', and 1758.
2. ' Declinatio Juris Divini, Naturalis, et
Positivi Universalis' 4to. Wittemb. 1712; 4to. Lips. 1710',

BEXON,

—

172G.

Beyer,

or Beier, Augustus, a bibliographer and divine, was
He wrote, 1. ' Memorise
born in 1707, and died in 1741.
Historico-criticie Librorum rariorum,' 8vo. Dresd. 1734.
2. ' Arcana Sacra Bibliothecarum Dresdensium,' 8vo. Dresd.
1738 and 1740.

BEYERLINCK,
was born

Lawrence (Biog.) a Jesuit of Antwerp,
1578, and died in 1627, leaving among his

in

works, one entitled,

'

Magnum Theatrum Humanae

Vita;

;'

a mass of theology, history, politics, and philosophy, in 8
which had been previously published by Zwinger,

vols, fob,

in

1

vol.

1565; 3 vols. 1571; and 4 vols. fol. 1586;
was reprinted at Lyons, in 1678 ; and

fol.

Beyerlinck's edition

Venice, 1707BEYS, Charles (Biog.) a French poet of Paris, was born in
His poetical works were printed
1610, and died in 1659in 8vo. Paris, 1631.
BEZA, Theodore (Biog.) a violent partisan in favour of Calvin and Calvinism, was born at Vezelai, a town of Nivernais, in 1519, and died in 1605, after a life of political

and religious
'

1.

Ecclesiastique

Histoire

Royaume de France,
3

vols.

8vo.

trium,' 4to.

Among

dissension.

depuis

Antwerp, 1580.
1580.

3.

*

his

are,

Rcformees au
1521 jusqu'en 1563/

des

Eglises

l'An
2.

numerous works

*

Icones Virorum Illus-

de Repudiis et DivorHis Translation of the New

Tractatio

8vo. Genev. 1590.
4.
Testament, with the original Text and Notes, fol. Cambridge, l6'42, which is reckoned the best edition.
He had
also a share in the Geneva translation of the Bible ; and
published besides some poems and polemical works in aid of
tiis,'

his favourite cause.

BEZALEEL

bt&ltl, an artificer, and son of Uri.
&c.
the sons of Pahath-Moab.
Ezra x. 30.
BEZER (Biog.) a Greek Christian, who turned renegado in
order to recover his liberty from the Saracens, by whom he
had been taken prisoner, was afterwards in the service of
the emperor Leo, surnamed the Isaitrian, whom he stimulated to abolish the worship of images.
(Geog.) a city on this side Jordan, which Baechides having surprized, threw all the inhabitants into a pit.

Exod. xxxi.

(Bibl.)

2,

Bezaleel, one of

BEZETH
I

Mac.

vii.

BEZIERS

(Geog.) an ancient town of Lower Languedoc, in
France, on the great canal of Languedoc, 14 m. N. E. Narbonne, 38 S. W. Montpelier, and 470 S. by E. Paris, Ion.
8° 7' E., lat. 43° 20' N.
1

Ecclesiastical History.

Before the revolution Beziers was a bishop's see, and it had
been the place of assembly for some councils or synods.
The Arians are said to have held a synod there in 356,
at which they were opposed by S. Hilarius.
A council
was held on the subject of the Albigenses in 1246, at
which John de Burnin, archbishop of Vienne, presided
and William de Broa assembled his suffragans there in
1255, for the promulgation of the laws made by S. Louis
and in 1351 there was another synod, for the purpose of
;

making some

canons.

BEZOUT,

Stephen (Biog.) a mathematician, was born at
Nemours in 173Q, and died in 1783. He published, among
other things, 1. ' Cours des Mathematiques pour l'Usage de
la Marine,' &c.
6 vols. 8vo. Paris, 176'4 and 1781-2.
2. ' Theorie Generale des Equations Algebraiques,"
4to.
Paris, 1779BIACCA, Francis Maria (Biog.) a scholar of Parma, was
born in 16'73, and died in 1735.
He wrote, 1. ' Trattinemento Istorico e Chronologico,' &c. 2 vols. 4to. Naples,
1728. 2. ' Ortographia Manuale,' &c. 12mo. Parma, 1714.
3. ' Notizie Istoriche di Rinuccio Cardinal Pallavicino,' &c.
printed in vol. I. and II. of ' Notizie Istorische degli Arcadi
Morti,' 8vo. Rcmie, 1720.
4.
Le Selve de Stazio,' &c
BIANCHI, Vendraim.no (Hist.) a nobleman of Padua, who
served the republic of Venice in the capacity of its secretary,
and also in that of resident at Milan, and ambassador in
England, Switzerland, &c He wrote, 1. ' Helazione del
Paese de' Svisseri e loro Alleata, &c. 8vo. Venice, 1708;
which was translated into English and French, and often
reprinted. 2. ' Istorica Relazione della Pace di Paparowitz,'
4to. Padua, 1718 and 1719Bianchi (Ecc.) or Lc Blanc Gerard, son of a labourer in the
dutchy of Parma, was created a cardinal by Nicholas III iu
1278, sent by Martin II as legate into Sicily after the massacre of the Sicilian Vespers, and died in 1302, after having
been sent into France in the same capacity.
BlANCHI, Archangel, was elevated to the dignity of cardinal
by Pius V, in 1570.
Bianchi, Francis Ferrari (Biog.) called // Frari, a painter
and sculptor, who died in 1510, has the reputation of having
'

had t orrcgio for his disciple.
Bianchi, John, called in Latin Janus Planctis, a physician of
Rimini, was born in 1693, and died in 1775.
He wrote,
Lettere Intorno alia Cataratta,' 4to. Rimini, 1720.
Monstris et Rebus Monstrosis,' &c. 4to. ibid. 1 74<>.
Concbis minus notis Liber,' 4to. Vcnct. 173ft & c>
Bianchi, John Anthony, called by Fabroni Blanchius, was
Tragedie
born in ]686, and died in 1758. He wrote, 1.
Sacre e Morali,' 8vo. Bologna, 1725; besides other tragedies
De' Visj e dei
published separately from 1734 to 1738. 2.
Delia
3.
Difl'eti del Modcnio Teatro,' &c. Rome, 1753.
1751.
Pcitesli e Polizia della Chiesa,' &c 5 vols. 4to. 1745
Bianchi, John Baptist, an anatomist of Turin, was born in
Among his works are, 1. ' His1(1X1, and died in 17'il.
toria Ilepatica,' &C Ho. Taurin. 1710, 1716; and again in
2.
Ductus Lacrymalis, &c.
2 vols. 4to. Genev. 1725.
Anatome,' 4to. Taurin. 1715. 3. ' De Naturali in Huniano
1.

'

2.

'

3.

'

De
De

'

'

History
Beziers,

(if'

Beziers.

which was distinguished by the Romans by the

names of Beterra, [[vide Beterra^ Baderra, Bietira,
Chttas Beterrensium, was taken by the Goths in the
century, who, according to their custom, destroyed
there the finest monuments of Roman grandeur.
It was
afterwards rebuilt, but suffered much from the Saracens
fifth

'

—

'

.

BIC

BIB
Vitiosa,

Corpore
ibid. 1761.

Morbosaque Generatione

8vo.

Historia,'

Biakchi, Anthony, a self-taught poet of Venice in the last
century, wrote, 1. ' II Davide, Re d'Israele,' &c. fol. Venice,
2. ' II Tempio
1751, and reprinted in the same year.
owero il Salomone Canti X,' 4to. Venice, 1753.
astronomer
(Biog.)
an
antiquary
and
BIANCHINI, Francis
of Verona, was born in 1662, and died in 1729, after having
been in the favour and in the service of Alexander VIII, Clement XI, and Innocent XIII. He wrote, 1. ' De Emblemate,
Nomine atque Instituto Alethophilorum,' &c. Veron. 16872.
Istoria Universale provata con Monumenti,' &c. 4to.
Rome, 1697. 3. ' De Kalendario et Cyclo Caesaris,' &c. fol.

Rom. 1703, 1704.
Rome, 1727-

fol.

4.

5.

'

'

Camera

e Iscrizioni Sepolcrali,'

Fr. Bianchini Astronomic* et

&c

Geo-

graphies Observationes selects ex ejus Autographis,' &c.
fol. Veron. 1 737 ; besides his poems in the collection entitled ' Academici Concordi,' 12mo. Bologna, 1687 ; and
many astronomical memoirs and dissertations, &c. in the
• Acta Eruditorum
of Leipzig, and the ' Memoirs of the
Academy of Paris,' &c.
Bianchini, Joseph, nephew of the preceding, and also an
I. ' Vindicise Canonicarum
ecclesiastical antiquary, wrote,
Scripturarum Vulgatae Latins Editionis,' fol. Rom. 1740.
2. ' Evangeliarum quadruplex Latins Versionb Antiqus,'
3. ' Demonstratio Historis Eccle&c. fol. Rom. 1749.
4. ' Delle Porte e Mura di
siastics,' &c. fol. ibid. 1752.
5. ' Parere sopra la Cagione della
Roma,' 4to. ibid. 1747Morte della Sig. Contessa Cornelia Zangari,' who was
found almost consumed in her room, without any external
marks of fire about her, which was attributed to her immoderate use of camphorated brandy.
Bianchini, Joseph Maria, a scholar of Tuscany in the last
century, wrote, I. ' De' Gran Duchi di Toscana dell' Real
2. ' Della Satira ItaCasa de Medici,' fol. Venice, 1741.
liana,' &c 4to. Massa, 1714, Florence, 1729, &c.
BIANCOLINI, John Baptist Joseph (Biog.) an historian of
Verona, was born in 1697, and died in 1780. He published,
New Edition and Supplement of Zagata's Chronicle
1.
of the City of Verona, 2 vols. 4to. 1745 and 1747- 2. ' Notizie Istoriche delle Chiese di Verona,' 4to. 1749
1752,
and reprinted in 6 vols. 4to. 3. ' Dei Veseovi e Governatori
Verona,'
&c.
4to.
1757.
di
BIANCONI, John Lewis (Biog.) a physician of Bologna,
was bom in 1717, and died in 1781. He published, 1. An
Italian Translation of Winslow's Anatomy, in 6 vols. 8vo.
3. ' Journal des Nouveautes
2. ' Due Lettere di Fisica,' &c.
Literaires d'ltalie,' 8vo. Amsterdam, 1748, 1749; besides
his Eloges, Letters, &c.
BIANOR (Myth.) a son of Tiberius and Manto, the daughter
of Tiresias, who built the town of Mantua, as is said, and
called it after his mother's name.
Serv. in lirg. Eel. 9, &c.
Bianor, one of the centaurs killed bv Theseus.
Ovid. Met.
'

A

—

1.12.

BIAS (Myth.)

B/ac, son of Amythaon and Idomene, was king
married Perone, daughter of Neleus, king of
having procured some oxen for the latter, which
he demanded.
Horn. Odyss. 1. 11; Apollod. 1. 1, c. 9;

of Argos,

Pylos, after

Paus. 1. 2, c. 6.
Bias (Biog.) one of the seven wise men of Greece, son of
Teutamidas, and a native of Priene, which he long saved
from ruin by his wise counsels.
He flourished A. C. 566,
and died in the arms of his grandson.
Cic. in Amic. c. 16 ;
Val. Max. 1. 7 ; Pint, in Sympos. ; Pausan. 1. 10 ; Diog. 1. 1.
BIBACULUS, M. Furius (Biog.) a Latin poet of Cremona,
who was intimate with Gallus and Cato. His poems were
admired in his day, but were afterwards satirized by Horace.
Horai. 1. 2, sat. a', v. 41 ; Plin. Proef. Nat. Hist.'; Quintil.
1.
Suet, in Cars. ; Euseb. in Chron. ; Macrob. Sat.
10
;

1.

6, c. 1.

BIBARS

(Hut.) fourth sultan of the first dynasty of the Mamluks, succeeded Cottus, whose death he is supposed to have
conspired, in the year of the Hegira 658, A. D. 1268, and
died of poison after a prosperous reign of 17 years.

Bibars II, twelfth sultan of the first dynasty of the Mamluks,
was strangled after a reign of only 1 1 months in the year
of the Hegira 709, A. D. 1319.

BIBERACH

(Geog.) vide Bibrac.
(Myth.) a deity among the Romans, who presided
over drinking at meals.
Donat. in Virg. Eclog. 3 ; August,
de Civ. Dei, 1. 4, c. 2.
BIBIENA, Bernardo de (Ecc.) a Roman in the service of
the Medici family, who, by his intrigues, promoted the
election of pope Leo X, for which service he was made a
cardinal ; but, afterwards offending his patron, he is supposed
to have been poisoned by his order in 1520.
Bibiena, Ferdinand Ga/li (Biog.) a painter and architect of
Bologna, was born in 1657, and died in 1743, after having
been patronized by the emperor and the duke of Parma,
BIBLIA (Hist.) a Roman lady, wife of Duilius, who was
celebrated for her chastity.
BIBLIANDER, Theodore (Biog.) whose real name was
Buchman ; a native of St. Gall in the 16th century, wrote,
' Machumetis Sarecenorum Principis ejusque Successorum
1
2. ' De Ratione TemVits,' &c. fol. Bas. 1543 and 1550.
porum Christi, &c. Liber,' 8vo. ibid. 1551. 3. ' Temporum a
Condito Mundo, &c. Supputatio,' fol. ibid. 1558. 4. * De
Ratione communi omnium Linguarum, &c. Commentariu?,'
4to. Tigurin. 1 548 ; besides a number of theological works.
B1BLIS (Myth.) a woman who, falling in love with her
Ovid. Met. 1. 9brother, was changed into a fountain.
BIBRAC (Geog.) or Biberach, in the Latin Biberacum ; a
town in Suabia, 18 miles S. S. E. Ulm, 48 W. S. W. Augsbourg.
Lon. 9° 47' E. lat. 48° T N.

BIBESIA

History of Bibrac.

This town was constituted an imperial free town in the reign
of Pepin, but suffered severely in all the wars of the
three last centuries. In 1 634 it was taken by the Swedes,
in 1 702 by the Bavarians, in 1 796 by the French ; and
on the October following, a bloody action was fought
between the Austrians under Latour, and the French
under Moreau, in which the latter had the advantage.
In : 1 802 the town and territory of Bibrac were given
to the elector of Bavaria, who ceded them in 1 806 to the
king of Wirtemburg.
BIBRACTE (Geog.) a large town of the .Edui, in Gaul,
where Cssar often wintered. Under Augustus it received the
name of Auguslodunum, now Autun. Cazsar. de Bell. Gall.
1.7.

BIBRAX

Cirs.
(Geog.) a town of the Remi, now Bievre.
de Bell. Gall. 1. 2.
BIBROCI (Geog.) a people of Britain, who are supposed to
have inhabited the country now called Bray, in Berkshire.
BIBULUS (Hist.) the surname of the family of the Cal-

purnii.

Bibulus, the son of M. Calpurnius Bibulus by Portia, Cato's
daughter, was the colleague of Carsar in the consulship, but
P/ut. in Fit.
of no account in the state.
BICHAT, Maria Francis Xavier (Biog.) a French physician,
was born in 1771, and died in 1802. He wrote, 1. • Recherches Physiologiques sur la Vie et la Mort,' 8vo. 180 J.
2.
Anatomie Generate applique a la Physiologic,' &c.
'

4 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1801.
Vincent (Ecc.) nephew to cardinal Charles Bich',
was born in 1668, promoted to the archbishopric of Laodiees.
and also appointed apostolic nuncio to the Swiss canters i 1
He was afterwards sent in the same character to
1709.
Portugal, where he was the cause of a difference between

BICHI,

2

t 2

:

:

BIE
this latter court

BIL

and the court of Rome, which terminated

in

in

1731 on his being created a cardinal.

BICHRI

the father of Sheba, who rebelled
against David.
2 Sam. xx. 1, 2, &e.
BICKERTON, Sir Richard, Bart. (Hist.) rear-admiral of the
Blue, distinguished himself in every rank that he passed
through during a long course of active service at sea from 1 7 15
(Bibl.)

»*ei»

to -1792, when he died.
As a reward of his merit, he was
QVide Bickerton
promoted to the dignity of a baronet.
under Heraldry]
Bickerton (Her.) a family of Huntingdon, which at present
enjoys a baronetcy derived from sir Richard Bickerton mentioned under History, who, for his skill and valour, was

created a baronet in 1781.
are as follow

arms, &c. of this family

Sable, on a chevron or, three pheons of the

Arms.

A

Crest.
all

The

dexter-arm in armour,

embowed holding

first.

a dagger,

proper.

" Pro Deo et Rege."
Motto.
John de (Ecc) a Goth by birth, and bishop of
Girone in the sixth century, continued the Chronicle of
Victor, bishop of Tunes, in Africa, from the year 566

BICLARE,
to 590.

BICON (Hist.) a Greek, assassinated Athanedorus, who had
made himself master of a colony which Alexander had left
at Bactra.

BIDDLE,

John (Biog.) a Socinian who, after having been
educated at Oxford, and taken holy orders, exposed himself
He died in
to much suffering on account of his preaching.
prison in 1662.
B1DCAR (Bibl.) Tpna, captain of the guards to Jehu, king
2 Kings ix. 25.
of Israel.
(Her.) an ancient family originally from the
county of Stafford, so denominated from Biddulph, a village
in the north part of that county, of which they have been
Thcophilus Biddulph, a descendlords from the Conquest.
ant of this family, was created a baronet in 1664, the
arms, &c. of which are as follow
Vert, an eagle displayed argent.
Arms.
wolf sejant argent, wounded on the shoulder
Crest.

BIDDULPH

A

proper.

BIDERMANN,

John Thcophilus (Biog.) or Gottlieb, a voluminous German writer, was born in 1705, and died in
His biographer Harles enumerates above 150 arti1772.
cles of his publication separately, or in

the literary journals.

BIDLOO,

Godfrey (Biog.) an anatomist of Amsterdam, was
His chief work was his
born in 1649, and died in 1713.
' Anatomia
Humani Corporis/ in 105 plates, fol. Amst.
1685 besides which
miscellaneous collection of his poems
:i

;

in

Low Dutch was

published

at

I-eyden, 1719-

Bidloo, Lambert, brother of the preceding, was the author of
De Re Herbaria,'
some Dutch poetry, and of a work
printed at the end of the Catalogue of the Garden of Amsterdam, by Commclyn, ISmo. Leydcn, 1709BIE, Adrian de (Biog.) an artist of Brabant, in the Kith
century, whose master-piece is St. Eloi, in the principal
church of Lierc, his native place.
Bin, Cornelius de, son (if lit- preceding, wrote the Lives of
Guide
the Painters, &c. in Flemish verse, under the title of
'

t

'

&c

Cabinet,'

BIEL, John

Lutheran divine of Brunswick, was born in t(is~, and died in 1745, leaving a wink
entitled
Novus Thesaurus l'hilologicus,' &c. 3 vols. Hvo.
Hag. 1779-1780.
Christian

(Ring.)

a

'

BI1XI ELD, James Frederic, Baron

BIELKE,

de (Biog.) preceptor to
prince Ferdinand, brother of Frederic II, king of Prussia,
was born in 1717, and dieil in 1770; leaving among liis
Institutions I'olitiques,' 8 vols. 4to. 1759*1760,
works, 1.
Progri-s des Allemands dans
and 4 vols. 12mo. 1762. 2.
le* Belles Lcttres,' 8vo. 1752, and 170'8.

N. Baron de (Hist.) a Swedish nobleman, engaged
the conspiracy of Ankerstroem, swallowed poison, of which

he died in 1792, aged 50.

BIEZ, Oudard du

(Hist.) a nobleman of Artois, and marshal
of France, in the service of F'rancis I, who, notwithstanding the bravery he had displayed in the field of battle, was
induced to surrender Bologne to the English, for which he
was condemned to lose his head. This sentence was commuted for perpetual imprisonment, but he was at length set
at liberty, and died of grief in 1553.
Thuan. Hist.
BIGLAND, Ralph (Biog.) garter principal king at arms, was
born in 1711 at Kendal, and died in 1784, leaving materials
for a history of Gloucestershire, published by his son,
Richard Bigland, under the title of
Historical, Monumental, and Genealogical Collections relative to the County
of Gloucester,' fol. 1792.
BIGNE, Gace de la (Biog.) of a noble family of Bayeux, in
the 15th century, was the author of a poem on the chace
entitled ' Le Roman des Oiseaux,' fol. Paris, without a
date, and again in 1520.
Bigne, Marguerin de la, doctor of the Sarbonne, was born in
1546, and died about 1590.
He published a Bibliothcca
Pat-urn,' 8 vols. fol. 1575, republished in 9 vols. 1589; 18
vols. 1()44; 27 vols. fol. in 1677.
BIGNICOURT, Simon de (Biog.) a counsellor of Rheinu,
was born there in 1709, and died in 1775. He wrote a ci 1lection of Latin and French poems, 12mo. 1767, and also
' Pensees et Reflections Philosophiques,'
12mo. 1755, repub'

'

lished under the title of

'

L'Homme du Monde

L'Homme

Jerome (Hist.) advocate-general in the parliament
of Paris, and counsellor of state, was in the service of
Anne, of Austria, during her regency, and assisted in forming the treaty with Holland, in 1649, in regulating the
succession of Mantua, and concluding the alliance with the

Hans Towns in 1654. He
many works as an

died in 1656, at the age of 56,
author, the principal of which
Chorographie ou Description de la Terre Sainte,'
12mo. Paris, 1600, said to have been published when he was
2. ' Discours de la Ville de Rome,
only ten years old.

leaving
are,

'

1.

Principales Antiquites et Singularites d'icelle,' 8vo.
'
Traite Sommaire d'Election des Papes,' 8vo.

3.

1604.
1605.

De

l'Excellence des Rois et du Royaume de France,' &c.
Formulte of Marculphus.'
Bkjnon, John Paul, grandson of the preceding, who died in
1743, is said to have composed four panegyrics on S. Louis,
He wrote also, 1. ' Vie de Francois Levesque,'
all different.
12mo. 1684. 2. ' Les Aventures d'Abdalla, Fils d'Hanif,'
2 vols. 12mo. often reprinted.
BIGOT, Eineri (Biog.) a native of Rouen, and a patron of
literature, published the life of St. Chrysostom by Palladius, from the Greek text found at Florence, 4to. 1680, the
whole accompanied with a Latin translation, by Ambrose, of
Camaldoli ; to this was added, St. Chrysostom 's Epistle to
Cesarius, which was supposed to be unfavourable to the
4.

5.

'

'

dogma

of transnbstantiation, and therefore
BS supposititious j but according to Moreri,
considered as unfavourable to that dogma.

was suppressed
it

is

no longer

BIGTHAN

(Bibl.) [nj3, an officer to king Ahasuerus, whose
Eslh. ii. 21.
conspiracy was discovered by Mordecai.

BIGVAI

(Bibl.)

>m,

an

Israelite,

who

returned with

Ezra ii. 2, &.C.
children from Babylon.
B1LBILIS (Ceog.) a town of the Celtibcri,
Tarraconcnsis,

which was

the

birth-place

Martial.

Mart.

1.

1,

epig- 50.

J'ir

Celtiberii

mm

tacendt gintibu),

'

'

et

de Lettres.'

BIGNON,

Nfataepue

'<"'*

Htipemut

VuleJiu itllam, ZjMUMt, lUllnl.m

Kquis

ft

urmis nubiUm.

in

of

his

Hispania
the

poet

BIR

BIN
Ibid.

10, epig. 102.
Mun<cijM>s Augusta mihi quos

1.

Monte

Bilbiits acri

creut, fapidii qio'S Salo conjet aqtcis.

situation of this town is not known at present, although
Pirn. 1. 34, c.
has been supposed to be now Calatuyad.
14 ; Justin. 1. 44, c. 3.
BILDAD (Bibl.) ii^u, the Shuhite, one of Job's friends.
BILEAM (Bibl.) ra? ?}, a city of Manasseh, given to the
1 Ckron. vi. 70.
Levites of Kohath's family.
BILFINGER, George Bernard (Biog.) professor of philosophy at Petersburg, was born, like the rest of his family,

The

it

1

with 12 fingers and 12 toes, at Cronstadt, in Wirtemberg,
His principal works are,
1673, and died in 1750.
4to. Tubing.
1. ' Disputatio de Harmonia Prsstabilita,'
'
2.
De Harmonia Animi et Corporis,' &c. Svo. 1723.
1721.
'
8vo.
ibid. 1724.
Mali,'
Pennissione
&c.
Origine
et
.3.
De
4. ' Specimen Doctrinic Veterum Sinarum,' &c. Svo. ibid.
5. ' Dilucidationes Philosophies de Deo,' &C. 4to.
1724.
6. ' La Citadelle Coupee,' 4to. Leipzig. 1742.
ibid. 1725.
7. ' Elementa Physices,' Svo. Lips. 1742, &c.
BILGAH (Bibl.) principal of the 15th band of priests, estaC/iron. xxiv. 14.
1
blished by David.
BILHAH (Bibl.) r\r\bz, Rachel's handmaid, by whom she
in

was given to Jacob, that through her she might have chilGen. xx\.
dren.
(Bibl.) jn"?a, son of Jediael, and father of Jcush.

BILHAN
1

Citron, vii. 10.

BILGUER,

John Ulric de (Biog.) a surgeon, and native of
His
Switzerland, was born in 1720, and died in 179&
Dissertatio
principal work was an inaugural thesis, entitled
'

Inauguralis Medico-chirurgica de Membrorum Amputatione
rarissime administranda aut quasi abroganda,' 4to. Berolin.
1761, translated into English, and also into French, by
Tissot,

with notes.

BILLAUT, Adam
name

under the

and

tools

(Biog.) a poetical joiner of Nevers, known
of Maitre Adam, made verses amidst his
which he received a pension from

his boxes, for

and the duke of Orleans. His ' Chevilles,' 4to.
Rabot,' &c. had a
Vellebrequin,' 1663 ; and his

Richelieu,
11)44;

'

'

run in their day.
B1LLBERG, John (Ecc.) a Swedish astronomer and mathematician, was promoted by the favour of Charles XI, to the
bishopric of Strengnes, where he died in 1717, leaving,
great

Holm. 1682. 2. « Elementa
3. ' Tractatus de Refractione
4. 'Tractatus de Reforma687tione Calendarii Juliani et Gregoriani,' Holm. 1699, &CBILLI, James de (Biug.) a Jesuit of Compiegne, was born in
1602, and died in 1679, leaving among his other works
Opus Astronomicon,' 4to. Paris. l66l.
R1LL1NGSLEY, Sir Henry, Knight (Biog.) a native of Canterburv, and lord mayor of London in the reign of queen
Elizabeth, is better known as a mathematician, by his
translation of Euclid into English, under the title of ' The
Elements of Geometry, of the most ancient Philosopher
Euclid, of Megara, faithfully translated into the English
Tongue &c. fol. London, 1570.
BILSON, Thomas (Ecc.) a native of Winchester, was educated
at Winchester School, and New College, Oxford, and died
He wrote, 1. ' The True
bishop of Worcester, in 1616.
Difference between Christian Subjection, and Unchristian
'
Government of
Perpetual
2.
The
Rebellion,' 158.5.
3. * The Survey of Christ's
Christes Church,' &c. 1593.
Sufferings for Man's Redemption,' &c. ; besides the concern
1.

'

Tractatus de

Cometis,'

Geometrices,' Upsal.

•

'

Solis Inoecidui,'

1()87.

Holm.

1

'

he had in the revision of the Bible.
(Myth.) a surname of Bacchus, signifying two
mothers, because when he was taken from his mother's
womb, he was placed in the thigh of his father Jupiter.

BIMATER

(hid. Met.

BINGHAM

1.

the

name

of a family of Saxon origin,

at

—

foreign wife.

BION

(Biog.) a Greek poet of Smyrna, who, according to
account of his friend and disciple Moschus, died of
Of his few remaining poems, which
poison, A. C. 300.
are generally printed with those of Moschus, the best editions are that by Heskin, Gr. et Lat. Svo. Oxon. 1748, and
that of Schwebelius, Svo. Venet. 1746.
Bion, the name of ten writers, mentioned by Diogenes

the

Laertes.

Francis (Biog.) a Venetian, who was in the
king James I, was the author of a ' History of
the Houses of York and Lancaster,'
3 vols. 4to. Venice, 1637, and Bologna, 16'47 ; the English
16'41.
translation appeared in
BIONDO (Biog.) vide Flame.
BIORNO, a king of Denmark, who is said to have succeeded
his father Snio, in the fourth century, but of whom nothing

BIONDI, John
service of

the Civil

Wars betwixt

certain is known.
Biorno, the first Christian king of Sweden,

in whose reign
St. Anscharius, a missionary, sent at his request by Charlemagne, or Louis le Debonnaire, introduced the Gospel into
Sweden. He was afterwards dethroned by his subjects, who
were tired of the Danish yoke.

BIRAGO,

Francis (Biog.) a native of Milan, in the 17th
wrote among other things ' Opere CavaUeresche
distinte in quattro Libri,' &e. Bologna, 1686.
BIRAGUE, Rene de (Ecc.) a native of Milan, who, escaping
from the vengeance of Lewis Sforza, retired to the court of
France, where he became chancellor of the kingdom to
Charles IX, in 1573, was created a cardinal by Gregory
XIII, in 1578, and died in 1583, aged 74.
Bibague, Clement (Biog.) an engraver of Milan, in the l6th
century, who first discovered the method of engraving on
the diamond.
Biragite, Flaminio de, a poet, and one of the king of France's
gentlemen of the household, whose ' Premieres CEuvres
Poetiques,' were printed in 12mo. Paris, 1581, and 1585.
He is also supposed to have written a satire entitled • L'Enfer
de la Mere Cardine," &c. Svo. Paris, 1583, 1597, and again
century,

by Didot, in 1793.

BIRCH, Thomas

4.

(HerA

Sutton Bingham as early as the reign of
Henry I. Sir Richard Bingham, marshal of England, and
one of the greatest officers of his age, was third son of Robert Bingham, of Bingham's Melcomb, and died in 1598.
Sir Henry Bingham, was created a baronet in 1682, and sir
Charles, the seventh baronet, was created, in 1795, earl of
Lucan, [vide Lucan~] and John Bingham, a descendant from
George, the brother of marshal Bingham, was created, in
QVide Clanmorris^
1 800, baron Clanmorris, of Newbrook.
Bingham, Joseph (Biog.) an antiquarian of Wakefield, was
His
born in 1660, educated at Oxford, and died in 1723.
'
Origines Ecclesiasticse,' was the most important of his
works, which were published altogether in 2 vols. fol. 1725,
and translated into Latin by Grichow, in 1 1 vols. 4to. Hall.
1724—1738, and 1751 1761.
Bingham, Joseph, second son of the preceding, who died at
the early age of 22, left a valuable edition of the Theban
Story, published after his death.
Bingham, George, a sixth son of Richard Bingham, esq.,
was born in 1715, educated at Oxford, and died in 1800.
His ' Vindication of the Doctrine and Liturgy of the Church
of England,' was one of his principal works, which were all
published in 2 vols. 8vo. 1804.
Bingham, Lord (Her.) the title commonly borne by the eldest
son of the earl of Lucan.
BINNING, Lord (Her.) the title of the eldest son of the
earl of Haddington.
BINNLT (Bibl.) >U3, an Israelite, who separated from his

which was seated

(Biog.) an English divine and historian, the
Hu*
son of a Quaker, was born in 1705, and died in 1766.

BIT

Bill
principal works are,

and

10

Critical,'

vols.

loe's State Papers,'

trious Persons of

1.

'

The General

ful.

7 vols.

Great

Dictionary, Historical

from 1734
fol.

1742.

to 1741.' 2.
3.

Britain,' 2 vols,

'

'

Thur-

Heads of

from

Illus-

1 747
1 752.
Historical View of the Negociations between the
Courts of England, France, and Brussels, from 1592 to
Kil 7,' Bee.
1749.
5. • Memoirs of the Reign of Queen

4.

'

to

An

8m

from the Year 1581, till her Death,' 1754.
6. ' The History of the Royal Society of London,' &c. the
first two volumes in 1750', and the two others in 1757.
7- ' Letters, Speeches,' &c. of Francis Bacon, lord viscount
St. Alban, &c. ; besides editing Sir Walter Raleigh's Works,
Milton's Works, Professor Greave's Miscellaneous Works,
&c. &e.
Elizabeth,

BIRCHINGTON

(Biog.) Bryckington, or Brickington, Stephen, a Benedictine monk in the 14th century,^ wrote a
history of the archbishops of Canterbury.
BIRCKBECK, Simon (Biog.) an English divine, was born in
15S4, became a student of Queen's College, Oxford, in 1600,
and died near of Gilling, in Yorkshire, in 1656. His principal work is entitled ' The Protestant's Evidence, showing
that for 1500 Years next after Christ, divers Guides of God's
Church have, in sundry Points of Religion, taught as the
Church of England now doth,' 4to. London, 1634, and fol.
1637.
BIRD, William (Biog.) a musician and composer, in the reign
of Edward VI, who died in 1623, composed, 1. ' Sacrarum

Cantionum Quinque Vocum,' 1589.

2.

tiones sacrce,' &c. the second edition of
in 1610.

The

' Gradualia ac Canwhich was published

La

Verginella,' of Ariosto, a madrigal
for five voices.
4. 'Songs of sundry Natures,' &c. 1589,
besides two other collections of the same kind, the last in
3.

'

I6l 1; also his motets and anthems, among which is the
well-known canon
Non nobis, Domine.'
BIREN, John Ernest (Hist.) a person of mean birth, who,
being high in favour with Anne, duchess of Courland, afterwards Czarine, exercised hig power so violently, that at her
death he was condemned to die, which sentence was exchanged for banishment. He was afterwards recalled by
Peter III, and died in favour with Catharine, in 1772.
BIRGER, Jcrl (Hist.) duke of Gotha, acted as regent for his
son Waldemar, until his death, which happened in 1266.
Birger, the son of Magnus Ladislaus I, succeeded his father
in 1282, and died after a troublesome reign, an exile from
his dominions, in 1319, or according to some in 1326.
'

BI1UNJUCCIO,
of the
1540.

Vanucci (Biog.) an Italian mathematician
15th century, wrote ' Pirotecni,',' Sec. 4to. Venet.

BIRINUS,

a missionary into Britain in 634,

who

He

baptized Cynegilsus, king of the West Saxons,
churches.
(Biog.) or Berkenhead, Sir John, a political
writer in the time of the rebellion, who supported the royalist
cause by his ' Mercurius Aulicus,' a journal published at
Oxford, while king Charles had his quarters there.
During
the usurpation, he exercised his pen in ridiculing the rebel
party, and at the Restoration he was knighted, and appointed Master of the Requests, in which capacity he died in
1679BIRKHEAD, Henry (Biog.) a native of London, and a Latin
poet of the 17th century, left, I. < Poemata,' &c. 8vo. 1656.
2. ' Otium Literarium,' &C. 8vo. 1656.
BIRON (Hist.) a barony in Perigord, which gave its name to
a noble family mentioned frequently in history.
BlRON, John de Gontault, Baron de, was employed by Francis I
in various negociations, and after serving the king at dif-

and

built

1

' History
of the Acts of the Holy Apostles, confirmed from
other Authors,' &c. 2 vols. 8vo. 1 742.
BISCAY (Geog.) a province of Spain, which is bounded on
the N. by the Bay of Biscay, called in Latin Oceanus Cantabricus ; by the Asturias on the W., by the countrv of
Guipuscoa on the E., and by Old Castile on the S. the
capital of which is Bilboa.
This country was anciently inhabited by the Cantabri, who gave the Romans much trouble
before they were reduced to obedience.
BISCHOP, John de (Biog.) a painter of the Hague, whose
landscapes and historical pieces were held in high estimation.
He died in 1686, at the age of 40.
BISHOP, Samuel (Biog.) head master of Merchant Tavlor's
School, died in 1795, leaving some poetical works, which
were published after his death, in 2 vols. 4to.
Bishop, William (Ecc.) vicar apostolical in England, and the
first popish bishop that was sent here after the Reformation,
was born in 1553, and died in 1624. He edited Pits' very
useful work ' De Illustrious Anglise Scriptoribus,' 1623, to
;

which he wrote

BISSAT

a preface.

(Biog.)

Patrick,

or Bissart,

a professor of canon

law in the University of Bologna, died in 1568, leaving
some works, which were published under the title of ' P.
Bissarti Opera Omnia,' &c. 4to. Venet. 1565.

BISSET,
tury,

Charles (Biog.) a Scotch physician in the

who, having turned

his attention

to

last cenmilitary as well

On the Theory and Construcwrote 1.
2. ' Treatise on the Scurvy,'
&c. Svo. 1755, &c.
Bissbt, Robert, a miscellaneous writer, and native of Scotland, who died in 1805, wrote, 1. 'A Sketch of Demo2. '
cracy,' &c.
Life of Edmund Burke,' 2 vols. 8vo.
3. ' History of the Reign of George III.'
4. ' Memoirs of
Living Authors.' 5. * An Edition of the Spectator,' 4c
BISTON (Myth.) a son of Mars and Calirrhoe, who is said
to have built Bistonia, in Thrace, whence the Thracians
Herod. 1. 7, c. 11
are called Bistones by the poets.
Ovid.
Trist. 1. 10 ; Ital. 1. 2 ; Sencc. in Her. ; Plin. 1. 4 ; Lucan.
as medical affairs,

'

tion of Fortifications,' 1751.

A

St. (Ecc.)

was made bishop of Dorces, or Dorchester, by pope Honorius.

and son of the preceding, distinguished himself in the wars
of Italy, in the service of Henry III and IV, and commanded in no less than seven battles, in which he was
honourably wounded.
He was afterwards unsuccessful
against the duke of Parma, in the Low Countries, and was
killed by a cannon ball at the siege of Epernay, in 50''
aged 68.
Biron, Charles de Gontault, Due de, son of the preceding, and
a marshal of France, was elevated to the dignity of a duke
by Henry IV, in whose favour he stood very high, and by
whom he was sent as ambassador into England. He after,
wards proved treacherous to his master during the civil war?,
for which he was beheaded in 1602.
BISCOE, Richard (Biog.) an Ensrlish divine, who, after bein"
bred up a dissenter, entered the church, and died a prebendary of St. Paul's.
He is principally known by his.

many

BIRKENHEAD

ferent battles and sieges, he died a prisoner, of the wounds
which he had received at the battle of St. Qucntin, in 1557.
Biron, Arnaud de Gontault, Baron de, marshal of France,

;

1-7.

BITAUBE,

Paul Jeremiah (Biog.) a French poet, and son
of a French refugee, at Konigsberg, was born in 1732, and
died in 1808, leaving several works that obtained him a
good name, and were published altogether in 9 vols. Svo.
Paris, 1804.
(Bib/.) n-n'2, daughter of Pharoah, and wife of

B1THIAH
Mered.

Chron. iv.
(Grog.) B(0vWa, a province of Asia, which was
Bebrycia, Crania, Thessalis, Maliande,
and now comprehended under the modern name of Xatulia,
was bounded on the N. by the Euxine, S. by Phrygia and
Mvsia, W. by the Propontis, and E. by the Paphlagonians.
Bithynia was formerly a kingdom, but of its kings scarcely
any thing is known that can be relied on. One Ziportcs,
Thracian, was made king of Bithynia about 280 A. C, and
1

BITHYNIA
otherwise

called

ft

1

:

BLA
had

BLA

Nicomedes the Great, Zeilas, and Prusias,
Annibal took refuge for a short time. He was

for successors

with

whom

succeeded by three others of the name of Nicomedes, the
last of whom was in favour with Julius Csesar ; at his death
Herod. 1. 7 ;
he made the Romans heirs to his estates.
Strab. 1. 12 j Mel. 1. 1 ; Plin. 1. 5 ; Paus. 1. 9 ; Ptol. 1. 4 ;
Claud, in Eutrop. 1. 2.
Bithvnia (Xu/nis.) this country, after becoming a Roman
province, is distinguished on some medals which it struck in
honour of Augustus, Vespasian, and other emperors, by the
inscriptions,

KOINONIA BEI0YNIA2; MIlTPOnOAIC

kai nparn bei9yniac, &&
BITIAS (Myth.) a Trojan, son of Alcanor and
was

killed

by the Rutili in

Italy,

f'irg.

JEn.

1.

Hiera,

who

It

Gr. et Lat.

is

inserted in the

fol. Paris,

'

Mathematici Veteres,'

{Myth.) vide Cleobis.
BITL'ITUS (Hist.) a king of the Allobroges, conquered by

number of the Romans.

Vol.

Max.

1.

9; Flor.

1.

3.

BITURIGES

(Geog.) a people of Gaul, divided from the
-Edui by the Ligeris.
They had the chief sway in this
country, and made an expedition under their leaders Bellovesus and Segovesus into Italy, U. C. 1 64, and conquered
that part of it which has since been called Cisalpine Gaul,
The Bituriges gave their name
and afterwards Lombardy.
to Berry, which was their principal residence.
Can. de
Plin. 1.4; Plot. 1. 2; Greg- Tiiron. 1. 10;
Bell. Gall;
Had. Vol Not. Gall.
BLACK, Josepli (Biog.) the descendant of a Scotch familv,
and a well-known chemist, was born on the banks of the
Garonne, in France, in 1728, and died in 1799His Lectures were published after his death by professor Robison,
in 2 vols. 4to. Edinburgh, 1803.
BLACKALL, Offspring (Ecc.) bishop of Exeter, was born
in 1654, and after being educated at Cambridge, was promoted to the see of Exeter in 1707, and died in 1717- His
works were published bv archbishop Dawes, in 2 vols. fol.
1723.

BLACKBURNE,

Francis (Biog.) a native of Richmond, in
obtained several preferments in the church,
notwithstanding his objections to her doctrine and discipline, died archdeacon of Cleveland in 1787, after having
written many things in favour of the dissenters and their
Yorkshire,

who

tenets.

BLACKETT

(Her.) the name of a familv which has been

Northumberland, making several
and spreading into various branches.
John Blackett was knight of the shire for the countv of
Leicester in the reign of Henry VI, from whom descended
seated for a long time in

considerable alliances,
Sir

sir

William Blackett, created a baronet

in 1673.

The

arms,

&c. of this family are as follow

Arms.

BLACKWALL,

in this country.

Anthony (Biog.) a clergyman and native of
Theognidis Mega1730, leaving 1.

Derbyshire, died in

'

2. ' The Sacred
706.
and
1725, vol. II, 1731.
Alexander (Hist.) a native of Scotland,
who, after having failed in his own country as a physician
and a printer, went toSweden and practised physic there; but
engaging in a conspiracy with count Tessin, he was tortured
and beheaded in 1 747- The British ambassador was recalled
the same year; among other reasons, for the imputations
thrown on his Britannic majesty in the trial of Dr. Blackwell.
Soon after which appeared
genuine Copy of a
Letter from a Merchant in Stockholm, to his Correspondent
in London, containing an impartial Account of Dr. Blackwell, his Plot, Trial,' &c. ; in which he is said to have denied
on the scaffold the crime for which he was condemned to die.
Blackwell, Elizabeth (Biog.) wife of the preceding, published a curious Herbal, containing 500 cuts of useful plants,
taken from the life, of which an improved edition, with the
text in Latin and German, was published at Nuremberg in

rensis Sententise

Morales,' &c. Svo.

Classics defended

1

illustrated,' vol. I,

BLACKWELL,

1693.

BITOX

a small

applauded bv Mr. Addison.
Sir William, Knight (Hist.) a judge, and
son of a silkman, of Cheapside, was born in 1 723, and after
being educated at the Charter-house, and Pembroke College,
Oxford, was entered of the Middle Temple, in 1741. In
1770 he was appointed successively puisne judge of the
King's Bench and of the Common Pleas, and died in 1780.
His reputation rests on his • Commentaries on the Laws of
England,' the substance of lectures delivered as Vinerian
professor at Oxford ; which, in addition to their popular
form and the perspicuous style in which they are written,
have also a political cast, which make them acceptable to a

BLACKSTONE,

numerous party

9-

Bitias, a favourite with Dido,
f'irg. Mn. 1. 1.
BITO (Biog.) a mathematician, was author of a treatise on
Warlike Machines, dedicated to Attalus, king of Pergamus,

A. C. 239-

tion/ which passed through several editions, and was greatly

Argent, on a chevron between three mullets pierced
sable, three escalops of the field.
Crest.
A hawk's head erased proper.
Motto.
" Nous travaillerons en l'esperance."
BLACKLOCK, Thomas (Biog.) a blind poet of Annam, in
the county of Dumfries, was born in 1721, and died in
1791- His poems were published in Svo. 1746, and a second
edition in 1754; besides an edition in 4to. in 1756, edited
by the Rev. Joseph Spenee. He likewise wrote, ' Paraclesis,
or Consolations deduced from Natural and Revealed Religion,' &c. ; also ' The Graham, an Heroic Ballad in Four
Cantos,' 1774.
BLACKMORE, Sir Richard (Biog.) physician to king William and queen Anne, who died in 1 729, was the author of
numerous works, particularly poems, which had many admirers in his day.
His most esteemed work was his ' Crea-

A

1750

— 1760

and

at Lipzig in 8vo. 1794.
brother of Alexander Blackwell, was
born in 1701, and died in 1757- He wrote, 1. ' Inquiry
into the Life and Writings of Homer,' 1735 ; and again in
3. ' Letters
1736. 2. ' Proofs of the Inquiry,' &c. 1736.
4. • Memoirs of the Court of
concerning Mythology,' Svo.
Augustus,' 2 vols. 4to. 1755; and a third volume, which
folio,

;

Blackwell, Thomas,

was posthumous.

Blackwell, George, an English writer of the Romish
who died in 1612, was the author of 1. 'A Letter

church,
to CarCajetan in Commendation of the English Jesuits,'
2. ' Answers upon sundry Examinations whilst he
1596.
was a Prisoner,' 4to. London, 1607. 3. ' Approbation of
the Oath of Allegiance,' printed with the preceding.
4. * E pistols? ad Anglos Pontiticios,' 4to. Lond. 1609, &c.
(Her.) the name of an Irish family of distinction, which also enjoys at present a baronetcy,
the
hon. sir Henry Blackwood, fifth surviving son of sir John
Blackwood, and rear-admiral of the blue, being created a
baronet in 1814.
The arms, &c. of this family are as
follow
Arms. Argent, a saltire sable, on a chief of the last, three
holly leaves of the field.
Crest.
The sun rising from a cloud proper.
" Per vias rectas."
Motto.
Blackwood, Adam (Biog.) professor of civil law at Poictiers.
and a native of Dumferling, in Scotland, is principally
known bv the vehemence with which he advocated the cause
of his patroness Man. queen of Scotland, in a work entitled
'
Martyre de Maria Stuart, Reine d'Escosse." He likewise
wrote some poems and other pieces, which were altogether
collected and published with his life by Gabriel Naudeus,
4to. 1644.
Blackwood, Henry, a brother of the preceding, and a physician at Paris, died about 1614, leaving some medical treadinal

BLACKWOOD

:

-

,

BLA

BLA

BLADEN,

Martin (Biog.) a lieutenant-colonel under the
duke of Marlborough, was afterwards employed in civil
capacities
•

Caesar's

;
hut is principally known as the translator of
Commentaries.' He was the uncle of Collins the

better

known

1720.

2.

'

beyond the

poet.

BLADULUS

Blair, Patrick, a surgeon and botanist of Dundee, who was
imprisoned in 1715 for his attachment to the Stuarts, is

surnamed the Magician, an ancient,
and, as is supposed, a fabulous king of the Britains, is
said to have been addicted to the sciences and to the study
of magic, wherefore having made himself a pair of wings
he attempted to fly, but perished in the attempt.
BLvESIA (Geog.) a fruitful country, where the general of
Mithridates Eupator destroyed the forces of Nicomedes the
(Hist.)

Slrab. 1. 12.
Bithynian.
(Hi.tl.) two Romans, who killed themselves because
Tacit.
they were deprived of the priesthood by Tiberius.
Annul. 1. 6, c. 40.
BL/ESUS, Jun. (Hist.) a successful general in the reign of
He
Tiberius, was by his command saluted Imperator.
afterwards took the part of Vitellius, by whom, out of jeaTuc. Annul. 1. 1 ; Hi.it.
lousy, he was secretlv poisoned.

BLiESII

as the author of 1.
Botanic Essays,' 8vo.
Phannaco-Botanologia,' which does not extend
'

H.

Lond. 1723

—

1728; besides some
papers in the Philosophical Transactions.
Blair, Robert, a Scotch divine and poet, who died in 1717,
aged 46, was the author of the well-known poem entitled
' The Grave,'
first printed in 1743, and since frequently
letter

4to.

reprinted.

Blair, John, chaplain to the princess dowager of Wales, and
tutor to the duke of York, died in 1782, leaving a work
entitled
The Chronology and History of the World, from
the Creation to the Year of Christ 1753,' &c. 1754, 1756',
and 1768; besides a course of Lectures on the Canons of
the Old Testament.
Blair, Hugh, another Scotch divine of Edinburgh, and descendant of the Blairs in Ayrshire, mentioned under
Heraldry, was born in 1718, and died in 1800.
His lectures on rhetoric, and sermons, procured him the most exten'

sive celebrity.

1.3.

BLAEU,

William (Biog.) a geographer of Amsterdam, who
died in 1638, published 1. ' Grand Atlas Geographique,' or
• Theatrum Mundi," 14 vols. fol. 1663-67.
2. ' Instruction
Astronomique de l'Usage des Globes,' &c. 4to. Amst. 1642,
3. ' Theatrum Urbium et Munimentorum,' &c.
1669-

John and Cornelius, two sons of the preceding,
published the works of their father ; besides which, John
Biaeu wrote, 1. ' Novum ac Magnum Theatrum Civitatum
2. ' Civitates et Admitotius Belgice,' 2 vols. fol. 16'49randa Italne,' 2 vols. fol. 1663; reprinted with a French
3. ' Theatext, 4 vols. fol. Amst. 1704, and Hague, 1724.
trum Sabaudia: et Piedemontii,' 2 vols. fol. 1 682 translated
' Theatre de Piemont et de
the
title
of
under
and published
la Savoie,' by James Bernard, 2 vols. fol. Hague, 1735.
4. Erythnei Pinacotheca.'
BLAGRAVE, Jo/in (Biog.) a mathematician of Reading, in
Mathematical Jewel,'
the l6th century, who wrote 1.
2. < Of the Making and Use of the Fami&c. fol. 1582.
3. ' Astrolabium Uralial Staff, so called,' &c. 4to. 1490.
4. ' The Art of Dialling? 4to. 1609.
nicum,' 4to. 1596.
Blagrave, Joseph, an astrologer of Reading in the 17th century, wrote, among other things, ' An Introduction to
Astrology,' 8vo. 1682.
BLAIR (Her.) the name of an ancient family of Blair, in
the county of Ayr, a branch of which acquired the lands of
Dunskey, by purchase, in 1658. Of this branch was sir
David Hunter Blair, by marriage witli Jane, daughter and
heiress of John Blair, of Dunskey, esq., who took the name of
The arms, &C.
Blair, and was created a baronet in 1786.
of this family are as follow
Arms. Quarterly ; first and fourth argent, on a chevron
gules, between three bugles vert, garnished gules, an annulet or ; second and third argent, a saltire table charged
with eight mascles of the field, in chief an etoile gules.
A boar's head couped proper.
CrestBlair, John (Biog.) a Benedictine monk, and a native of
Scotland, was chaplain to sir William Wallace, governor or
viceroy of the kingdom, and wrote a history of his life in
Latin verse, a fragment only of which is left, that appears
It was copied out of
to have been composed about 1327the Cottonian Library, and published in 1705, by sir Robert

Blaeu,

;

'

A

:

Sihbald, the celebrated botanist.

Blair, James, a Scotch divine, who attached himself to the
English church, was sent by Compton, bishop of London,
as a missionary to Virginia, where he procured the erection
of a college, of which lie was president for near 50 years.
He died in 1743, leaving some sermons, in 4 vols. Hvo.
London, 1742 to a second edition of which was added a
preface by Dr. Watcrland.
;

BLAKE,

Robert (Hist.) a naval commander in the time of
the rebellion, who distinguished himself against the foreign
enemies of his country, while he upheld, by the power of
his arms, those who were its bitterest enemies at home.
He
died in 1657, at the age of 58. [Vide Plate XV]
Blake (Her.) the name of a family of Twisscl Castle, in
Durham, who derive their descent from Richard Blake'
who accompanied king John to Ireland, and was the founder
of several distinguished branches of this name in the count',
of Galway, of whom the principal are the Blakes of Ardfrey, who enjoy a peerage, [vide Jfalscourt'j and the Blakes
who form the subject of the present article, who enjoy n
baronetcy, which dignity was first conferred on sir Francis
Blake, in 1771, who took a very active part in support
of government during the insurrection in 1745.
The arras
of this family are as follow
Argent, a chevron between three garbs sable, in a
canton uzure, a fret or.
martlet argent, charged in the breast with a fn.:
Crest.

ifec.

:

Arms.

A

giiles.

Blake,

same family before-mentioned, whic!'
seated at Langham, in the county of Suffolk, also enjoythe dignity of a baronet, which was first conferred on sii
Patrick Blake, in 1772.
The arms, &c. of this family art
as follow
gules.
Arms. Argent, a fret
leopard passant proper.
Crest.
Blake, Thomas (Biog.) a puritan who sided with the rebel:
in depriving the clergy of their livings, died in 1657, leaving
Vindiciie Fcederis," a Treatise of the Covenant of God witl
a branch of the

is

:

A

'

Mankind, &c.

4to.

London, 1653, with other things of

thi

like kind.

BLAKISTON

(Her.) a family which

at present

enjoys

thi

dignity of a baronetcy, conferred first on Matthew Blakis
The arms, &c.
ton, a merchant of London, in 1763.
this family arc as follow
Arms. Argent, two bars gules, in chief three cocks of tin
:

last.

Crest.

A

cock gules.
Francis Colin de (Biog.) a French musician
compositions entitled ' Dido,' and the ' Greek an.
He died in n60
Festivals,' were much admired.

BLAMONT,
whose

Roman

aged 70.
Peter (Hist.) of the family of the Blancs of Ton
rendered signal services to his country, in I40t
He was entruste
against the English and other enemies.
with the charge of the frontiers on the banks of the Allit
in the reign of Charles VII, and acquitted himself in thi

BLANC,
raine,

and every other post with honour and advantage.

;

,

BLA

BLA

Blanc, John, a noble citizen of Perpignan, who boldly defended his native town against the French in 1474, and

I

(Ecc.) a native of Trent, was made cardiHe died in IO96, after
nal by pope Leo IX, in 1049having taken part in the divisions of the church.
Blanc, Elides le, of the noble family of Montserrat, was
created cardinal by Gregory IX, in 1227, after having been
employed on several missions into Germany, England, and
France.
Blanc, William, bishop of Toulon in 1571, died in 1588,
leaving a Latin translation of Xiphilus' Abridgment of Dio.
Blanc, Francis le (Biog.) an antiquary in the 17th century,
was the author of a general account of the moneys of
France from the commencement of the monarchy, 4to. 16Q0
as also of a treatise on the coins of Charlemagne, and .some
of his successors, &c.
BLANCE, Thomas le (Biog.) a Jesuit of Vitri, who died in
1669, was the author of some popular works, as ' Le Bon
Valet,' &c.
Blanch, John Bernard le, historiographer to the Delia Crusca
Academy, who died in 1781, was the author of some letters
on the English, in 3 vols. 12mo. 1758.
(Biog.) or Blanckaert, Nicholas, a scholar
He
of Leyden, was born in 16'25, and died in 1703.
' Quintius
edited,
1.
Curtius,' 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 16492.
Floras,' with his own and the Variorum notes, 8vo.
ibid. 1650
4to. Francof. I69O.
3.
Arriani Alexandri Expedition 8 vo. Amst. 1668.
4. 'Arriani Tactica,' &c. 8vo.
'
Amst. 1683. 5.
Harpocrationis Lexicon,' 4to. Lugd. Bat.
le

BLANCHARD
'

'

;

Philippi C'yprii Chronicon Ecclesiae Gracciee,' 4to.

1683.

6.

Franc.

1679-

'

Eclogic,' Svo.
.

Thomse Magistri Dictionum Atticarum
Franc. 1690 and 1 698, with nofcesby Lam'

7-

;

bert Bos.

Blanchard, Stephen, son of the preceding, and a physician
of Franeker, was the author of
Lexicon Medicum Grseco
'

Latinum,' which has been often reprinted ; the best edition
supposed to be that published at Louvaine, in 2 vols. Svo.
He wrote many other works, which were collected under the
title of ' Opera Medica, Theoretica,' &c. 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1701.
Blanchard, James, a painter of Paris, was born in 1600,
and died in his 38th year.
His most admired piece is a
kneeling St. Andrew in the church of Xotre Dame, with
the Holy Ghost descending.
Blanchard, William, a lawyer, who died in 1724, was the
author of a laborious Collection of the Edicts and Declarations of the Kings of France from 897 to 1715, 2 vols. fol.
is

•

•

-

1717-

BLAXCHE

(His/.) the

name

of several princesses and dis-

tinguished persons.

Blanche of

daughter of Alphonso IX, king of CasLouis VIII, and at his death, in 1226,
acted as regent, with much wisdom and firmness, during
the minority of her son St. Louis, and also during his absence while he was engaged in the crusades.
She died in

tile,

Castile,

was married

to

1252.

Blanche of Burgundy, daughter of Otho IV, and wife of
Charles IV, king of France, was accused of holding a criminal intercourse with one Gaultier de Launoi, for which
he was beheaded, and she, after being divorced in 1322, retired to a convent.
Blanche of France, queen of Bohemia, and daughter of
Philip III, surnamed the Bold, was married to Rodolphus III, king of Bohemia, in 1299, and died in 1305.
Blanche of France, queen of Castile, and daughter of S.
Louis, was married to Ferdinand, eldest son of Alphonso X,
in 1269, and died in 1320.
She built a part of the church
of the Cordeliers in the fauxbourg Saint Marcel.
VOL. I.
•

of Castile, daughter of Peter

I

duke of Bourbon, and wife of Peter, king of Castile, surthe Cruel, was treated in a brutal manner by her

named

refused to surrender amidst the horrors of famine, notwithstanding that the enemy sacrificed his son, who had fallen
into their hands.

Blanc, Hugh

Blanche of Bourbon, queen

!

husband, who caused her to be poisoned in I36l.
Blanche of Arlois, queen of Navarre, was married in 1269
to Henry I, surnamed the Fat, and afterwards to Edmund,
earl of Lancaster.

Blanche,

the wife of Baptiste de la Porte, a native of Padua,
distinguished herself by her courage and her chastity in the
13th century. After the death of her husband at the siege
of Bassano, she was violated by the conqueror Acciolinus
and to escape the repetition of his brutality, she threw herself into the tomb of her husband, and caused a stone to
fall upon her, bv which she was crushed to death.
Peter de (Hist.) son of Guy deBlanchefort.
distinguished himself by his fidelity to the king Henry III
;

BLANCHEFORT,
during

the troublesome period of his reign.
de, son of the preceding, trod in hii
and distinguished himself by his zeal and activity in the service of Henry III and IV.
He died in
1624, greatly regretted by all.
Thomas (Biog.) a painter of Paris, who died in
1689, aged 71, left several specimens of his skill at both
all

Blanchefort, Adrian
father's steps,

BLANCHET,
Lyons and

Paris.

Blanchet, Abbe,

librarian to the king's cabinet, died in 1784,
1. ' Varietes Morales et Amusantes,'

aged 80. He wrote,
2 vols. 12mo. 1784.
8vo.

2.

'

Apologues

et

Contes Orientaux.'

1785.

BLANCHETTI,

Laurent (Ecc.) a cardinal, was so created
by Clement VIII in 1596, and died in 1612, after having been twice on the point of being elected to the papal
chair.

BLAND,

Elizabeth (Biog.) daughter of Robert Fisher of
Long-acre, and wife of Mr. Nathaniel Bland, a linendraper in London, was distinguished in the 17th century
by her skill in the Hebrew, particularly in writing the
Hebrew character. A philactery in Hebrew of her writing
is preserved among the curiosities of the Royal Society.
I5LANDFORD, Marquis (Her.) the title commonly borne
by the eldest son of the duke of Marlborough.
BLANDRATA, George (Biog.) an Italian physician, who
successively professed
Popery,
Lutheranism, Calvinism,
Arianism, and Socinianism, was at length assassinated by
his nephew, to whom he had left his property, in 1593.
BLAXE, Robert (Hist.) of the Scotch family mentioned under
Heraldry, distinguished himself in India, where he contributed by his valour and prowess to the successes obtained
over Hyder Ali and the French.
He died in 1798.
Blane (Her.) the name of a family of great antiquity

and some distinction, who trace their descent from St.
Blane, one of the most distinguished in the Scotch calendar.
Sir Gilbert Blane, a descendant of this family, and physician in ordinary to his royal highness the Prince Regent,
was, in consideration of his meritorious services, as physician
to the fleet of sir George Rodney, and on other occasions,
raised in 1812 to the dignity of a baronet.
The arms, &e.
of this family are as follow :
Arms.
Argent, on a fess sable, a mullet between two
crescents of the field in base, a rose gules with this augmentation
in the centre chief point, an anchor erect,
entwined by a serpent proper.
Crest.
On a wreath of the colours, a sword erect proper
;

pommel and
Motto.

hilt or.

" Paritur pax

BLANKENBURG,

bello."

Christian Frederic de (Biog.) a German
writer of Colberg, in Pomerania, who died in 1796, was
the author of several translations from the English.
John Teunisz (Biog.) a painter of Alkmaar,
was born in 1628, and died in 16'70. His most capital performance is a view of the sea-shcre.

BLANKOFF,
2 v

:

BLE
BLANTYRE,

BLO

Lord (Her.)

the title conferred on Walter
Stewart, lord treasurer of Scotland, &e. in the reign of
James VI, by whom he was created a baron in lCofi; a
dignity at present enjoyed by his descendants. The title,
.'rni-. &C. of this family are as follow:
Stewart, lord Blantyre, co. Lanark.
Title.
Or, a less cheque, azure and argent, surmounted of
Arms.

bend engrailed, and in chiefs toss gules.
A dove with an olive-leaf in its mouth.
Dexter, a savage wreathed about his head and
middle witli laurel, and holding over his shoulder a baton
all proper ; .sinister, a lion gules.
" Solajuvat virtus."
Motto.
a

<

'rest.

Supporters.

BLASCO, Nunnez
r

(Hist.) otherwise called J'clasco, the disof the Isthmus of Darien, was beheaded in 1525 on

a charge of aspiring to the sovereignty'.
BliASCO, Nunnez Vein, was made viceroy of Peru in 1543,
but fell in battle against the rebels in the third year of his
viceroy alty.

BLASE,

St. (Ecc.) a martyr who suffered in the fourth century, during the persecution of Diocletian, by command of

Agricola, governor of Cappadoria.
He is said to have had
with iron combs previous to his being beheaded,
to be the cause for the respect formerly paid to

his flesh torn

which seems

memory by the wool-combers.
{hilil.) V>\o-ur, an officer of king Agrippa, who
favoured the peace with Tyre and Sidon. Acts xii. 20.
BLASTEMIfi (Hist.) a king of Servia, mentioned by Constant] u Porphyrigenctus.
BLAVET, ft. (Biog.) a musician who died in 1"6S, aged
68, was distinguished by the superior merits of his pieces of
and instrumental music.
BLAYNEY, Lord (Her.) the title belonging to the family
of Blayney, who have enjoyed the dignity of a baron
since
11)21.
The title, arms, Sec. of this family are as
follow
Titles. Blayney, lord Blayney, baron of Monaghan, co. Monaghan.
.Inns.
Sable, three horses' heads erased argent,
(rest.
On a wreath, a horse's head couped argent, bridled
unlet, having his forehead covered with armour and a spike
in the midst like that of a target proper.
Two horses sable, with bridles, saddles, and
Supporters.
his

BLASTUS

I

hoofs or.
" Integra
Motto.

mens augustissima

possessio."

Bj.aynky, Benjamin (Biog.) a canon of Christ Church, died
in 1801, after having distinguished himself as a scriptural
commentator and translator. He was particularly concerned
in the common version of the English Bible printed at the
Clarendon press, Mo. 17(iy, in the margin of which he made
a great many additional references.
Besides which he published, 1. 'A Dissertation by Way of Inquiry into the true
Import and Application of the Vision related Dan. ix.' ecc.
Id'. 1784.
2. 'Jeremiah and Lamentations, a New Translation, with Notes Critical.' &C, Svo. 1784. 3.
Zcchariah,'
to which is
a New Translation, with Notes Critical, ecc.
added a New Edition, with Alterations, of the Dissertation
on Daniel,' Ito.
797BLE, Anthony de (Hist.} was in the service of Henry III and
IV. both in a civil ami military capacity, and commanded at
most of the engagements which took place ill that day.
Bl.E, James de, son of the preceding, Was killed at the siege
of Privas in 10'2<), after having distinguished himself on
different Occasions during the wars (if those times.
BtiB, Nicholas, a worthy descendant of the preceding, signalized himself during the wars that were carried on in tile
reign of Louis XIV, and rose to the dignity of marshal of
He was afterwards one of the plenipotentiaries at
France.
the peace of Utrecht, and died in 1730, one of the counsellors of state under Louis XV.
'

;

J

BLEEK,

Van (Biog.)

a painter who died i,i 1763,
painted the comedians Johnson and Griffiths in Ananias and
Tribulation in the Alchemist, in a masterly manner.
BLEGNY, Nicholas (Biog.) a French surgeon, or rather
quack, of the 17th century, who for a time imposed cm
the court, and obtained the situation of surgeon in ordinary
to the queen, &c. ; but his real character becoming known,
he was not only stripped of his honours, but also confined
at the castle of Angers for eight years.
He died in 1722,
at the age of 70.
(Geog.) a people of Africa, who were fabled to
have no heads, their eves and mouth being placed on their

Filer

BLEMMYES
breast.

Mel.

1.

1

;

Pl'in.

1.

5.

BLENNERHASSETT

(Her.) the name of a family in Ireland, which is connected by marriage with almost every respectable family in the county of Kerry.
Several of this
family have had seats in Parliament ; two of them were
judges in the Court of King's Bench in Ireland, one a lord
chief baron, and another of the privy council.
The ancestor of this family was Thomas Blennerhassctt, who
leaving Cumberland, his native county, in the reign of
queen Elizabeth, settled in the county of Kerry.
Sir Rowland Blennerhassctt, of Blennerville, in the same county, and
a descendant of this gemleman, was created a baronet in
ISOy.
The arms, &c. of tliis family are as follow:
Arms.
Gules, a chevron ermine, between three dolphins

embowed

A

Crest.

argent.

wolf sejant proper.

BLESS,

Henri/ (Biog.) a painter of Bovine, near Dinant,
died in 1550, at the age of 70.
His landscapes were much
esteemed, and his best pieces were bought up by the emperor Rodolph, and are still preserved at Vienna.
BLESSINGTON, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present
enjoyed by the family of Gardiner, in the county of Wicklow.
[Vide Gardiner] This title, as also that of viscount
Mountjoy, was originally conferred on the Stewart family,
and became extinct in 1 T > at the death of William Stewart,
<

>5

Mountjoy, and baron
of Ramalton, but was revived in the family of the Gardiners, descended in the female line from that of the
Stewarts.
Luke Gardiner, the sole representative of his
maternal ancestors, the Stewarts, was created baron Mountjoy in 17>s !), and viscount Mountjoy in 17*15.
His son
first

earl of Blessington, third viscount

Charles John was raised to the dignity of earl of Blessington in 1816.
BLETERIE (Biog.) or Bletterie, John Philip Bene de la. professor of eloquence at Paris, was born at Renncs in lti.,ri,
and died in 1772. He wrote, 1. The Life of the Emperor
Julian,' 12mo. Paris, 1735, \~46, and translated into Eng2. 'The History of the Emperor Jovian,'
lish in 1746.
2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1748; abridged by Mr. Duncombe in
' The
Select Works of the Emperor Julian,' 2 vols. 8vo.
17S.9.
3. ' A Translation of some of the Works of Tacitus,'
2 vols. 12mo. Palis, 1755 ; besides editing Masclef's He'

brew Grammar, <S:c.
(Her.) an ancient family of Yorkshire, which first
rose into distinction by the marriage of John Bligh, esq.
with Lady Theodosia Hyde, daughter and heir of Edward,
He was created in 1721 a peer of
third earl of Clarendon.
Ireland by the title of baron Clifton, of Rathniore, co.
Mcath, in 1722 viscount Darnley, and in 1725 carl of
Edward, the second earl of Darnley, enjoyed
Darnley.

BLIGH

also,

in

right of his mother, the title of baron Clifton, of

Leighton Bromowold, CO. Huntingdonshire. [Vide Darn/ey]
BLOCH, George Castaneus (Ecc.) bishop of Ripen, in Denmark, was born in 1717, and died in 177'!.
He published
' Tentamen Phoiiicologiccs Sacra,' &c. Svo.
Hafn. 1 7t>7Bloch, Mark Eliezer (Biog.) a Jew, and a naturalist of
Anspach, was born in 723, and died in 1799He was the
Ichthyologie oder Naturgeschichtc dcr Fische,'
author of
1

'

;

:

:

'

BLO

BLO
besides a Treatise on the Gene12 vols. 4to. Berlin, 17S5
ration of Worms in the Intestines, and another on the
Pyrmont,
&c.
of
Waters
Bloch, John Erasmus, a Danish gardener, published ' Horticultura Danica,' 4to. Hafn. 1047.
:

Bloch, Daniel, a portrait painter of Pomernnia, died in 1G6"1,
aged 81.
BLOcn, Joanna Koertcn, a female artist of Amsterdam, was
She excelled in the repreborn in lfi50, and died in 1715.
sentation of objects by cutting them out in paper, in which
she was so well skilled, that she could in this manner execute
landscapes, sea-pieces, and even portraits.

Architecture Francoise,' 2 vols. fol. 1772.
4. ' Cours d'Architecture Civile,' 9 vols. Svo. but this work,
the second part of which appeared in 1773, was left un!

3.

7^7.

'

finished at his death.
physician of the la it
century, descended from a French family, was the auth ir
of a work entitled ' The Strength of Imagination in Preg-

Blondel, James Augustus, an English

nant

Women

Examined,'

cvc.

BLOXDUS,

Flavins (Biog.) an antiquary of Forli, in Italy,
and died in 1463. He wrote, 1. < Roma;
2. ' Rom e
Instaurats Lib. Ill,' dedicated to Eugene IN".
Triumphantis Lib. X,' dedicated to Pius II. 3. 'Italia
Illustrate Lib. VIII.' 4. ' De Origine et Gestis Venetorum
besides three decades of a general history of Rome, the MS.
of which is still preserved in the library of Modena.
BLOOD, Thomas (Hist.) a desperado of Cromwell's army, wl:
attempted to seize the castle of Dublin, in which he was defeated by the activity of the duke of Ormond. He afterwards
got this nobleman into his power with an intention of hanging
him at Tyburn, but was frustrated by the duke's servants
and lastly, he made an attempt to seize the crown and
regalia out of the Tower, in which he was taken, an 1
would have suffered the penalty of his crimes, but for the
misapplied mercy of Charles II, who granted him a pardon,
and in addition to that, an estate of 500i a-ycar. He cli sed
his guilty career in 1680, in a prison, for having attempte
to fix on the duke of Buckingham a charge of a scandalov.

was bom

in 1388,

;

BLOEMART,

Abraham (Biog.) a painter of Gorcum, in
He excelled in
Holland, died in Hi47, at the age of 80.
His four sons
the representation of cattle in a landscape.
merit,
but
the
youngest was
considerable
of
artists
all
were

the superior.
Bloemart, Cornelius,

youngest son of the preceding, was
distinguished both as an engraver and a painter, in which
former art he formed a style in the disposal of his lights and
He
shades, which has been successfully followed by others.
was born at Utrecht in 1603.
BLOIS (Her.) the name of an ancient family, which is deThis family came into
rived from Blois, a city in France.
England at the conquest, and had a seat at Norton, in the
Henry VII, when it
until
the
reign
of
Suffolk,
of
county
was removed to Grundisburgh Hall, the present possessor
of which enjovs the dignity and title of a baronet, derived
The
from sir Charles Blois, who was created in KiSfi.
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms.

A

bend

A

Crest.

vaire,

between two

gauntlet

proper,

fleurs

holding

de lis, argent.
a fleur de

lis,

" Je

me

fie

en Dieu."

Blois (Geog.) an ancient city of France, in the Orleannois, in
the district called from it the Blaisois, and capital of the
modern department of the Loire and Cher. It lies on the
declivity of a hill, on the right bank of the Loire, 36 m.
S. W. Orleans, 36 N. E. Tours, and 109 S. S. W. Paris.
It was named in the Latin
Lon. 1° 20' E., lat. 47° 34' N.
of the middle ages Blesium, Blesa; or Caslrnm Blesense,
the
title
of
City
of Kings, because several
and acquired the
French kings were born or bred there, and its castle was
It was here that the duke of Guise
also a roval residence.
and his brother the cardinal were assassinated by order of
Henrv III, in 1587- Blois had once the title of a comity,
and its counts were of the family of Hugh Capet, a branch
of the French kings of the third race.
BLOND, James Christopher (Biog.) a painter of Francfort
on the Maine, died in 1741, aged 71, after having invented
a new method of engraving in colours, on which he wrote
a treatise entitled ' Coloritto,' or the Harmony of Colouring

&c.

in Painting,

BLOXDEL,

David (Biog.)

a Protestant minister of Chalons,
16'55.
wrote, among

He

was born in 1591, and died in

Eclaircissement sur
Apologia pro Sententia Sancti Hieronymi

other things in favour of his party,
l'Euchariste.'

2.

'

1.

'

de Presbyteris et Episcopis.'

Bloxdel, Francis, a mathematician and military' engineer of
His principal
Picardv, was born in 1017, and died in l68f).
Cours d'Architecture,' fol. Paris, lfi75.
works are, 1.
'

Resolution des quatre principaux Problemes d'Archi3. ' Histoire du Calendrier Rotecture,' fol. Paris, Ki7t>.
2.

;

1

>

nature.

BLOOMFIELD

(Her.) or Bhmefield, the name of a family
long seated in the county of Xorfolk, which at present enjoys
a baronetcv, Sir Thomas Bloomfield having been created a
The arms, &C of this family are as
baronet in 1S07-

follow

argcnl.

Motto.

i

'

4. ' Cours de Mathematiques,'
L'Art de jetter des Bombes,' 4to.

main,' 4to. Paris, 1682.
5.
Paris, 1683.
Have, 1685, &c.

*

4to.

La

Blondel, James Francis, nephew of the preceding, and an
He wrote,
architect, was born in 1708, and died in 1774.
2. ' De la
1. 'Architecture Moderne,' 2 vols. 4to. 1728.
Distribution des Maisons de Plaisance,' 12 vols. 4to. Paris,

Arms. Sable, on a chevron argent, a branch of laurel between two bomb-shells fired proper, and in a canton or, a
spear-head azure, cmbued gules.
Issuant from a mural crown argent, a demi-heraldic

Crest.

tvirer

azure,

armed and tufted

or,

collared argent,

and

holding a sword broken in the middle proper.
BLOOT, Peter (Biog.) a Flemish painter, whose low scenes
were much admired. He died in 10'6'7BLOUXT, Sir Walter, Bart. (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was a great sufferer for king Charles I,
for whom he washing imprisoned, first at Oxford, and then
His brothers, and four sons, were
in the Tower of London.
.

the same sen- ice.
(Her.) the name of an ancient family, which is said
to take its rise from the Blondi, or Biondi, in Italy, whom
The immediate
historians derive from the Roman Flavii.
origin of this family is without doubt to be traced from
Blound, lord of Guisnes, in France, who came over to
England with the Conqueror. He had three sons, one of
whom returned into France ; the other two, Robert and
William, gave rise to all the Blounts in this kingdom.
Robert was created baron of Ixworth, in the county of Suffolk, whose descendants have been persons of great note at
different periods ; among whom were the barons of MontOne
jove, and the earls of Devonshire. [Wide Devonshire}
branch of this family at present enjoys the dignity and title
of a baronet, which is derived from sir Walter Blount, mentioned under History, who was created a baronet in 101.'.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Barry nebule of six or and sable.
Crest.
An armed foot in the sun.
" Lux tua, via mea."
Motto.
Blount, Sir Henri/ (Biog.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, was born in lfi02, educated at Trinity College,
Oxford, and died in 1682, without being able to boast of
the uniform loyalty for which all branches of his family
\ oyage
were distinguished.
He was the author of '
all in

Blount

:

A

2

u 2

.

:

BOC

BOB
which was

into the Levant,' &e.

first

printed in

1

636, and

went through many editions.
Blount, Sir Thomas Pope, Bart.,

eldest son of the preceding,
was born in 1(349. and died in 16<J7- He is best known as
the author of 'Censura Celebriorurn Authorum,' Lond. 169O,
He wrote likewise,
Mix Geneva, 169-1, and fol. 1710.
1.

12mo. 1693.

Essays,'

'

2.

'

Remarks on

Poetrv,' 4to.

16'94.

Bi.ount, Charles, a younger son of sir Henry Blount, who
imbibed his father's sceptical turn of mind, was the author
Anima Mundi,' 1678. 2. ' The Life of Apollonius
of
3. ' Janus Scientiarum,' &e. 8vo. Lond.
Tyaneus,' 1680.
1084. 4. ' King William and Queen Mary Conquerors,' &c.
He died (as he had lived, an infidel) by shooting himself in
'

the head, in 16"93.
a barrister at law, of the family of the
Blounts, in Worcestershire, was born in 1618, and died in
He wrote, 1. ' The Academy of Eloquence, or
1679.
Complete English Rhetoric,' 12mo. 1654, often reprinted.
2. ' Glossographia,' or a Dictionary of Hard Words, 8vo.

Blount, Thomas,

London, 1656, of which there were at least five editions.
The Lamps of the Law, and the Lights of the Gospel,'
8.
'

Svo. ibid. 1658.
second in 1681.

4.
5.

Boscobel,'

'
'

A Law

the first part in 1660, the
Dictionary,' fol. ibid. 1671.

Fragmenta Antiquitatis,' or Ancient Tenures of Land,
&c. Svo. l6'79> and 1784, which has been lately reprinted in
Catalogue of the Catholics who lost their Lives
4to.
7- '
in the King's Cause, during the Civil War,' printed at the
Pediend of lord Castlemain's Catholic Apology.' 8. '
gree of the Blounts,' printed in the ' Complete Gentleman,'
1).

'

A

A

'

1661.

BLOW,

John (Biog.) a musician, and native of Nottinghamwas born in 1648, and died in 1708. His secular
Amphion
compositions were published under the title of
shire,

'

1701.
Joachim Christian

Anglicus,'

BLUM,

BLUNT

difference.

The sun

eye issuing

in glory,

charged on the centre witli an

proper.
Horn. Raphael (Biog.) a Theatine, of French
parentage, was born in London, in 1638, and died in 1734.
Vocabulary,' or Dictionary of PortuHis works are, 1. '
tears,

all

BLUTEAU,

A

—

2. ' Oraculum
guese and Latin, 10 vols. fol. 1712
1728.
3. • A List of all Dictionaries,
utriusque Testamenti,' &c.
Portuguese, Castilian, Italian, French, and Latin,' with the
dates, &C Lisbon, 1728.
BOADICEA (Hist.) Boudieea or Boiuluca, queen of the
fceni, and wife of Prasatagus, is memorable in English hisShe roused her
tory for her courage and net misfortunes.
'oimtrymen to a valiant icsistancc against the Romans,
which caused them much loss, but her forces being at length
totally routed by Suetonius Panlliuus, she poisoned herself.
\. D. 61.
.

BOATE,

Gerard (Bios.)

Dutch physician,

a

settled in Ireland,

wrote a book entitled
Ireland's Natural History,' &C.
What lie published was afterwards
l2mo. London, 16.J2.
incorporated into a Natural History of Ireland, in 1786,
'

reprinted in

1

'

;

;

There are also two French translations, the first
1498 and 1531 ; the second, Svo. Paris, 1578.
*
2.
De Casibus Virorum et Foeminarum,' &c. fol. Paris,
1535, 1544, translated into Italian by Betussi, Svo. Venice,
1545; but an English translation of the original is dated as
John Boccace of the
early as 1494, under the title of
Fall of Princes and Princesses,' and one in French, fol.
Bruges, 1476; Paris and Lyons, 1483, Paris, fol. 1404,
3.
1515, Svo. 1578; one in Spanish, Seville, 1495.
De
editions.

in fol. Paris,

'

'

fol.

(Biog.) a German poet of RaHis poems
thenau, was bom in 1 739, and died in 1 790.
were published in three volumes, the first in 1765, the
second in 1776, and a third in 1785; besides a Dictionary
of German Proverbs, &c.
(Her.) the name of a family which at present enjoys
the dignity and title of a baronet, which was first conferred
in 1720 on sir John Blunt.
The arms, &C. of this family
are as follow
.Irms.
Barry nebule of six, or and sable, a crescent for
Crest.

superintendant of the physic garden founded at Oxford,
in 1632, by Henry, earl of Danby, was the author of
' Catalogus Plantarum,'
in this garden, 12mo. Oxon, 1648,
and died in 1679Bobart, Jacob, son of the preceding, and also superintendant
of the physic garden at Oxford, in the 17th century, published the second volume of Morrison's * Oxford History of
Plants.'
It was this Bobart who transformed a dead rat
into the figure of a dragon, with which he imposed on the
learned for some time, until he owned the cheat.
BOBBA, Mare Anthony (Ecc.) a cardinal and bishop of Oust,
was high in favour with Emanuel Philebert, duke of Savov,
whom he served in the capacity of his ambassador, on different occasions, and died in 1575.
BOBON, Hugh (Ecc.) a Roman of noble birth, who was
created cardinal in 1 1.91, by Celestin III, by whom he was
employed to hear confession from the assassins of Conrad,
bishop of Wirsburg, and to enjoin upon them penance.
BOCCACCIO, John (Biog.) an Italian poet of Florence, was
born in 1313, and died in 1375.
He wrote, 1. De Genealogia Deorum Lib. XV,' &c.
and ' De Montium Sylvarum, &c. Nonvinibus Liber,' the first edition of which,
printed together, appeared without a date; the second and
third at Venice, 1472 ; besides others at Reggio, Vincenza,
Venice, Paris, and Basle, which last, in 1532, is accompanied
with notes the Italian translation has gone through 13
first

Mulieribus,' first edition in black letter, without
date or place ; second, fol. Ulru. 1473 ; followed by those of
Louvain and Berne from 1484 to 1537, of which there are
two Italian translations, one in 4to. Venice, 1506, the other
in Svo. Venice, 1545 and 1547 ; the Spanish translation fol.
Seville, 1528; the German translation, 4to. Augsburgh,
1471, Ulm, 1473; two French translations, the oldest fol.
4. ' Eclogfe,' printed witli those of Virgil, &C. 8to1493.
Claris

Florence, 1504; also inserted in the Bucolicorum Auctores,'
His Italian works in verse are, 1. La
Svo. Basil. 1546.
Tcseide,' fol. Ferrara, 1475; 4to. Venice, 1528, translated
2. ' Amorosa Visione,' 4to.
into French, ISmo. 1597Milan, 1520 and 1521, with grammatical observations, &c.
'
8vo. Venice, 1531.
3.
II Filastrato,' 4to. Bologna, 14ys,
Milan, 1499, Venice, 1501 and 1528. 4. ' Ncmfalc Fiesothe second that of
lano,' first edition without date or place
Venice, 1477; followed by many others at Venice and Florence, and one in 12mo. Paris, 1778, translated into French,
161110. Lyons, 1566.
5. ' Rime,' Svo. Leghorn, 1802, with
'

'

;

Among his Italian works in prose are,
life of Boccaccio.
1.
II Filocopo,' &c. a romance ; first printed without date
or place; afterwards in fol. Venice, 1472, Florence, 1472,
Milan, 1476 and 1478, 4tO. Venice, 1514, and often in the
a

'

same century, and twice translated

into French, fol. Paris,
2.
1542.
L'Ammorosa Fiammetta,' another romance first
printed in 4to. without date or place, afterwards in 14S0,
without the place and at different times; also a French and
3.
L'Urbano,' Svo.
Spanish translation, often reprinted.
Florence, 1598, translated into French, 4to. Lyons, without
Ameto, or Ncmfale d'AmetO,'
4.
date-, and black letter.
'

'

'

4to.

Rome and

1503,

755.

(Bi/il.) Tin, son of Salmon, who married Ruth, by
whom he had Obedj the grandfather of David. Ruth &C.
rt.BAKT, Jacob (Biog.) a German horticulturist, an the

Bt)AZ

i.

1

baccio,'

Venice,

1478, Trevisa,

1479,

fol.

Venice,

II CorRome, 1520, Svo. Florence, 1521. 5.
&C 4to. Florence, 1487, 24mo. Venice, 15l6, 6k.

lto.

<

Svo. Paris, 1569, the best edition with notes, translated also
6. ' Origine, Vita, &c. di Daute Alighiari.'
into French.

'

BOD

BOC
Rome, 1544, Florence, 1576.

8vo.

".

'

Commento

Cornmedia di Dante,' &e. forming the two

sopra la
last volumes of

Boccaccio's prose works, 5 vols. 8vo. Naples,

8. ' II
1724.
Decamerone,' the work on which rests the fame of Boccaccio,
which is said to have gone through not less than 100 editions, is supposed not to have been printed before 1470, but
of this there has been much dispute among bibliomaniacs,
who have succeeded in raising the price of this book most

[Vide Plate XXVII]
its real value.
Boccaccio (Biog.) an artist of Cremona, in
whose Birth of the Madonna, with other
circumstances of her life, are among his best pieces.
BOCCACCINO, Camilla, son of the preceding, although instructed
ridiculously

beyond

BOCCACCINO,

the fifth century,

bv his father, yet formed a style for himself, remarkable for
The best remaining specimens of
suavity and strength.
his art are in the church of St. Sigismondo, at Cremona,
where he died in 1546.
BOCCAGE, Mary Anne Ic Page du (Biog.) a poetess of
Rouen, and member of several academies in France and
Besides transItalv, was born in 1710, and died in ISO J.
Pope's Temple of Fame,' ' Milton's Paradise Lost,'
lating
'
Death of Abel,' she wrote, 1. ' Les Amaand Gessner's
2. ' La Columbiade,' &c. in ten
zons,' a tragedy, 17493. ' Letters describing her Travels through Engcantos.
An edition of her works was
land, Holland, and Italy.'
printed in 3 vols. 8vo. 1770.
BOCCALINI, Trajan (Biog.) a satirist of Loretto, was born
in 1556, and died, or, as it is said, was murdered in 1613.
Ragguali di Parnasso,' &c. 4to. Venice,
His works are, 1.
1 612-1 6 13, and a third part in 1650; the whole translated
2.
Pietra del Paragone Pointo English, in fol. 1705.
litico,' 4to. Cosmopoli (Amsterdam)
1015, and often reprinted ; and also translated into Latin, French, English,
and German ; the English in 4to. 1 640, and afterwards
' Commentari
;J.
in
Hughes's edition.
sopra Cornelio
Tacito,' 4to. Geneva, 166<),
(Amsterdam) 1677, and afterwards in a collection entitled ' La Bilancia Polities di
tutte le Opera; di Trajano Boccalini,' &c. with notes and
observations, &c. 3 vols. 4to. 1678.
4. ' La Segnetaria
d'Apollo,' 24mo. Amst. 1653, a work attributed to him,
but in all probability onlv an imitation of his manner.
BOCCAR (Hist.) a king of Mauritania. Juv. Sat. 4.
BOCCHERINI, Louis (Biog.) a musician of Lucca, was
His works, which have
born in 1740, and died in 1780.
long been held in high estimation, consist of 58 collections
of symphonies, quartets, &c.
BOCCHI (Biog.) an Italian scholar, of a noble family of
Bologna, was born in 1488, and died in 1562.
He wrote,
1. ' Apologia in Plautum,' &c. 4to. Bonon. 1508.
2. ' Symbolicarum Questionum de Universo Genere,' &c. 4to. Bonon.
1555 and 1574; besides his Latin poems, some of which
are in Gruter's ' Deliciic Poetarum Latinorum,' and his
' History of Bolcgna,'
which is still in MS. in the library of
the Institute of Bologna.
Bocchi, Francis, a native of Florence, who died in 1618,
leaving a number of works in Tuscan and Latin, among
which are Elogia Virorum Florentinorum,' 4to. 1604, 1607.
BOCCHORIS (Hist.) a wise king and legislator of Egvpt.
its

'

'

'

'

Diod.

1.

(Hist.) a king of Getulia, in alliance with Rome,
perfidiously delivered .lugurtha to Sylla, the lieutenant

of Marius.

Sail, in Jug. Paterc.

1.

2,

c.12.

BOCCIARDI, Ckmente

(Biog.) otherwise called Clemenlone,
from his vast size, a painter of Genoa in the 17th century,

who excelled in portraits and historical pieces, many of
which are in the chapels of Genoa, Pisa, and other cities of
Italy, but particularly Pisa, where is the best of his works,
a St. Sebastian in the Certosa.
John (Hist.) a fanatic and a Dutch tailor,
otherwise called John of Leyden, who, putting himself at

BOCCOLD,

BOCCOXE,

was born in 1633, and died in 1704. He wrote, 1. ' Manifestum Botanicum de Plantis Siculis,' 4to.Catan. 1668 ; and
published by Morrison, under the title of ' Icones et Descriptiones Rariarum Plantarum Sicilice,' &c. 4to. Oxon.
2. ' Recherches et Observations Naturelles,' 12mo.
1674.
Amst. 1674; and in Svo. Amst. 1744.
Paris, 1671 ;
'
3.
&c. l6mo. Bologna, 1684.
Osservazioni Xaturali,'
4. • Musa-o di Fisica et di Esperienze Decorato di Osserva5. ' Museo di Planta
zioni Xaturali,' 4to. Venice, 1697rare della Sicilia,' &c.

BOCH,
sels,

John (Biog.) in Latin Bochius, a Latin poet of Bruswas born in 1555, and died in 1609, after having ac-

quired the appellation of the Belgic Virgil, for his superior
He wrote, 1. De Belgii Principatu.' 2. ' ParoPsalmorum Davidicorum.' 3. ' Observationes
Politics, et Histories, in Psalmos.'
Ethics,
Physics,
4.
6. ' Poemata,' &e.
Vita Davidis.' 5. ' Orationes.'
Colon. 16'15.
Samuel (Biog.) a protestant minister of Rouen,
of the noble family of the Bocharts, in Burgundy, was born
His works were collected and
in 1599, and died in 1667printed in Holland, in 3 vols. fol. 1712. His ' Hierozoicon,
seu Historia Animalium S. Scripture,' was reprinted with
notes and additions by Rosenmuller, 3 vols. 4to. 1793-6.
Bocuart, de Saron John Baptist Gaspard, first president of
the Parliament of Paris, and of the same family as the
preceding, was born in 1 730 ; and after a life devoted to
the encouragement of learning and learned men, fell under
the guillotine of the revolutionary monsters of 1794(Bibl.) n32, a son of' Azel, of the tribe of Benpoetry.

'

dia Heroica
'

BOCHART,

BOCHERU
jamin.

1

Citron, viii. 38.

BOCHIUS

(Biog.) vide Bocli.
BOCK, Jerome (Biog.) vide Trajus.
Bock. Frederic Samuel, professor of divinity and Greek in
the University of Konigsberg, was born in 1716, and died
in 1786.

Among

his

numerous works

are,

1.

'

Specimen

Historia Socinianismi
2.
Theologise Xaturalis,' 4to. 1743.
3. ' Historia Anti-TrinitaPrussic' 4to. Konigsb. 1753.
riorum,' &c. 2 vols. 8vo. 1771
1784, &c.
John Fan (Biog.) called also Langhen-Jan ;
a painter of Munster in the 17th century, whose altarpiece at the church of St. James, in Ghent, and the pic'

—

BOCKHORSH,

ture of the Annunciation, in another church, are distinguished performances.

BOCQUILLOT,

Lazarus Andrew (Biog.) a French eccleof Avallon, was born in 1649, and died in 1728.
He wrote, 1. Traite Historique de la Liturgie Sacree ou
2.
La Vie du Chevalier
de la Messe,' Svo. Paris, 1701.

siastic

'

'

Dissertation sur les Tombeaux de
Quarree, Village de Bourgogne,' Svo. Lyons, 1724; besides
several works on practical piety.
BODE, Christopher Augustus (Biog.) a professor of the Uni-

Bayard,'

1616.

3.

versity of Helmstadt,

His principal works

1.

BOCCHUS
who

the head of the Anabaptists, got possession of Munster,
where he ruled for a time with arbitrary sway, until the
place was taken, and he was put to a cruel death, at the age
of 28, in 1535.
Paolo or Paul (Biog.) a naturalist of Palermo,

'

was born in 1722, and died in 1796.
1. ' Evangelium secundum Mat-

are,

thseum,ex VersioneiEthiopicilnterpretis,' &e.4to. Hall. 174S.
2.
Evangelium secundum Matthsum, ex Versione Persiea,"
&c. 4to. Helmst. 1750; also Persian translations of Mark,
Luke, and John, in 1751. 3. < Evangelium secundum Marciim, ex Versione Arabica,' &c. 4to. Lemg. 1752. 4. ' Novum
Testamentum, ex Versione .^thiopica,' &c. 2 vols. 4to.
5. < Fragmenta Veteris Test, ex
Brunsvvic, 1753-55.
Versione iEthiopici Interpretis, et alia qusedam Opuscula
6. Pseudo-critica, MillioiEthiopica,' 4to. Wolfenb. 1755.
Bengeliana,' Svo. Hall. 1767Bodk, John Joachim Christopher, a bookseller of Hamburgh.
'

BOE

Wn

HOF.

1730, ami died in 179". Leaving a number of
German translations from the French of Marmontel and
and the English of Fielding, Goldsmith,
itaigne,
Sterne, &e.
(Biog.) vide Carlostodt,
BODTN", John (Biog.) a political writer, who mingled in the
intrigues and broils of his time, died of the plague in 15,90",
having 1. ' A Commentary on Oppian's Cynogeticon,' 4to.
Paris, 1549-• ' Methodus ad Facilem Historiarum Cog' Livres de la Republique,'
nitionem,' 4to. Paris. 1566.
!.
I'ai-is,
1577. 1578, and 1580; Lyons, 1598 ; Genev.
1600; besides other editions in Latin. -1. ' Juris Universi
Destributio,' 1578.
5.
Demonomanie des Sorciers,' &c.
BODLEY, Sir Thomas, Knight (Hist.) an illustrious benefactor to the University of Oxford, and friend to the cause
of literature in general, was the founder of the library
which bears his name. I Ie was a native of Exeter, of a
od family, born in 1544, educated at Magdalen College,
;_
Oxford, and died in Kilt.', after having been employed on
various embassies to Denmark, France, the United Provinces, and various princes of Germany.
[Vide Plate XII]
Bosley, Sir Josias, Kid., youngest brother of the preceding,
distinguished himself as a captain both in the Low Countries and also in Ireland, where lie was at the taking of the
isle of Loghrorcan, and at the sieges of Kinsale, Baltimore,
Castlehaven, &e.
BODMER, John James (Biog.) a voluminous writer of Zurich, was born in 1698, and died in 1783, leaving translations into German of Homer, Apollonius Rhoaius, and
Milton; besides editing the ' Mennisinger,' or Old German
Bards, 1758, and other things.
(IPi.it.) a" leader of the Nervii against
Cesar.
Ca:s: de Bill. Gall. 1. 2, c 23.
BOECLER, John Henri/ (Biog.) a German critic and historian, was born in lu'll, at Cronhcim, in Franconia, and
died in 16'92, leaving among his works, 1. Editions, with
Notes or Commentaries, of Herodian, 8vo. Argentorat. 1644;
Suetonius, 4to. 1647 i Manilius, 4to. 1655; Terence, 8vo.
lC.57; Cornelius Nepos, 12mo. Ultraj. 1665 j Polybius, 4to.
1666, 16'70, 10'SO; also part of Tacitus, Paterculus, Virgil,
Herodotus, and Ovid, &e.
2. ' De Jure Galliie in Lotharingiam,' 4to. Argentorat. 1663.
3. ' Dissertatio de Scriptoribus Greeds et Latinis,' &c 8vo. ibid, 1(>74; also in Grc'
novius* Thesaurus.
4.
Bibliographia-Historico-Politicol'liilologica,' 8vo. 1(>77.
5. ' Historia Belli-Sueco-Danici,
Hit.';
annis
1645,'
Svo.
Holm. l6'7(i;
Argentorat.
<>.
'Historia Universalis,' &C 8vo. ibid. 1680.
16797. ' Notitia Sacri Imperi Romani,' 8vo. ibid. 1(581. 8. ' De
Rebus Sasculi post ( bristum XVI Liber Memorialis,' 8vo.
Kiel, 1(>!)7.
<).
Bibliographia Critica,' Svo. Lips. 1715.
Andrew (Biog.) privy councillor to the landgrave
of Hesse, flsc, was bom in 1720, and died in 1790, leaving
Logica, et Metaphysics,' &c.
(Biog.)
a German fanatic, a shoemaker Intrade, who died in Hll2, leaving several works, from which
our Quakers have drawn many of their tenets.
They were
published after his decease in 2 vols. 4to.
George Ralph (Biog.) a professor of botany
and anatomy in the University of Wittcmbcrg, was born in
1723, and died in L803.
The principal of his works are,
1. 'Flora
Lipsiee Indigena,' Bvo. Lips. 1750.
2. ' Definitiones Plantarum Ludwigianai Auctas,' &c. ibid. 1760.
' Bibliotheca Scriptorum
:;.
Historia- Naturalis,' &c. 9 vols.
Bvo. ibid.
4. » Geschichte der in Manufacturen Gebrauche-

was

in

BODENSfEIN

.'!.

'

BODNAGNATUS

—

'

BOEHM,
'

BOEHMEN

BOEHMER,

ncn Pflanzen,

BOSHXSB,
was bom

Sec,

Justin
in

lhnning, a German
and died in I74<).

ll>7l,

Jus Ecclcsiasticnm
1701 7 vols. lto. 1737

lawyer of Hanover,
his works are,

Among

Protestantium,' 5 vols. lto. Hall.
12 vols. 4to. 1747.
;
Boeiimkk, Philip Adolphui, son of the preceding, a physician,
1.

'

;

was bom

in 1717,

things,

Institutiones Osteologies?,'

and

'

'

and died

having among

in 17*9.

&c

8vo.

\~_>.

Hall.

Ohservationum Anatomicarum Fasciculus Primus,' &c

Hall. 1752.

BOEHMOXD

(Hist.) the name of some princes of Antioeh
whom there were seven thai reigned m
the course of the 11th and 12th centuries.
Boehraond 1
distinguished himself at the capture of Antioeh,
and received the sovereignty of this city from

and Tarentum, of

1

reward for his valour.
BOEL, Peter (Biog.) a Flemish painter, who stud
Home, and died in 1680, aged 55, was much admired for
Lis animals and still life.
BCEOTIA (Geog.) Boiaria, a country of Greece, bounded
on the north by Phocis, south by Attica, east by
and west by the Bay of Corinth. It was so called,
suppose, from bos, the cow by which Cadmus was led into
the country, where he built Thebes.
as a

I

.

Grid. Mel'.

1.

7!<>s

3.
Hbi, Phcebui ait, snlis occurtet in anis.

Nullum passajugum, cunitjue immunil
lliir ihu-e

curpe vius

Mttniajac condu

:

aratfi.

tt. quA reguieufl-ft herbi,
:
BtBoUatpu ilia ocata.
1

names were Aonia, Mesapia, Ogygia, and Cat-

Its original

and

it forms at present a part of Lividia.
This councelebrated as the birth-place of Pindar, Iiesi. d, and
Plutarch, ccc. ; and its mountains, particularly the
as the seat of the Muses.
Herod. 1. 2, c. 49 : Ho

meis,
try

is

I

Diodvr. 1. 19 ; Liv. 1. 27
St rah. 1. <)
Bffioi'iA (Numis.) the distinguishing symbol
of Boeotia, on its medals, was the shield
called Senium Baolicum, of which a representation is given in the annexed figure,
bearing also the figure of Neptune, with his
ep.

1

;

;

trident,

there;

who was
inscription

Bommx,

:

C.

Ncp

1.

7.

honoured
BGIiiTQ., or

particularly

BOIQ-,

etc.

BCEOROBISTAS

(IPisl.) a chief among the Geta;, remarkable for the strictness of his discipline.

BOEKHAARVE,

Herman (Biog.) an illustrious physician,
and professor of Leyden, was born m l66'8, ami died in
His principal works are, 1. Orationes,' printed separately,
8vo. 1709; 4to. 1721-29; and all included in his Opu's2.
Institutiones Medics in Usus Exercitatioms
cula.'
Annuse Domesticos,' Lugd. Bat. Svo. 1708, 1713, 1780,
1727, 1734,1741); 12mo. Paris. 1722, 17.:7, 1747; ata
translated into most European languages, and even into tb)
Arabic.
Commentaries were published upon .Ms book by
and by Lamettrie, entitled,
Heller, in 7 vols. lto. 1758
Institutions et Aphoiismes,' 8 vols. 12mo.
Paris,
7 13.
Aphorismi de Cognoscendis Morbis,' &c.
!mo. Lugd.
Paris 1720, 17*6,
Bat. 1709, 1715, 1728, 1734, 1742;
1728,1745,1747; Louvan. 1751; in English, 1735; in
French, 12mo. Rennes, 1738; also in Arabic; and Commentaries written upon them by Van Swieten, 5 vols. Ho.
4.
Index Plantarum quae in Horto Academico LugdunpBatavo reperiuntur,' Svo. Lugd. Bat. 1710, 17 IS and also
under the title of Index Alter,' &C. 4tO. Lugd. Bat. 7 2"
'

•

•

;

'

i

'

•

-

!

'

;

'

I

:

5.
I.ibellus de Materia Medica,' (be.
2 vols. lto. 1727.
Bvo. Land. 1718; Lugd. Bat 1719, 1727, 1740; 12rao.
Francof.
Paris, 1720, 1745;
1720; in French, by Lame*0'.
'
Epistola ad Ruischium Claterie, l2mo. 173!), 1750".
rissinium pro Sentential Malpighiano de Glandulis,' Amst.
'Atrocis nee desenpti prius Morbi. Historia,
1722.
7secundum Medicae Artis Leges conscripta,' 8vo. Lugd. Bat.
Atrocis, Rarissimique Morbi Historia Altera,' to
1721. 8.
Elementa Chcmiio,' &c. 2 vols.
Svo. Lugd. Bat. 1728.
J).
Svo. Paris. 1724; 2 vols. 4to. 1733 et 1753; 4to. Lugd. Hat
1732 in English and French, by Shaw and Chambers, tto.
1727; and again by Dallowe, 1735. Several works have
-

'

'

;

;

BOG

BOII

been attributed to him, but without sufficient authority,
Tractatus de Peste ;' ' Consultationes Medics/ &c. ;
as
' Prtelectiones Medica,'
&c.
He was, however, the editor
of several other persons' works, as ' Vesalii Opera Anato' Eustachii
Opuscula Anatomies,'
mica,' 2 vols. fol. 17-5 ;
3d edit. Svo. Delph. 1726; 'Bellini de Urinis,' &c. 4to.
Lu%cd. Bat. 1730; 'Prosper Alpinus de prsesagienda Vita
' DeCausis Signisque Morboet Morte,' 4to. 1733 ; Aretreus
rum," Lugd. Bat. 1731, 1735.
Boeeuaarvk, Abraham Kati/i, grandson of the preceding,
and professor of medicine in the University of Edinburgh,
His works are,
was born in 1715, and died in 1753.
Hippocrati, per universum Corpus
1. ' Perspiratio dicta
2. ' Impeanatomice illustrata,' 12mo. Ludg. Bat. 173S.
tum faciens Dictum Hippocrati per Coqius consentiens,'
&c. 12mo. Ludg. Bat. 1745.
BOERNER, Christian Frederic (Biog.) professor of theology
Among
at Leipzig, was born in 1(>S5, and died in 1753.
his works arc, 1. 'De Exulibus Gra?eis iisdemque Litterarum in Italia Instauratoribus,' Svo. Lips. 1701 and 1750.
Ortu et Progrcssu Philosophic Moralis,' ibid.
2. ' De
also

'

1707, &c.

BOETHIUS,

Anicius Manlius Torquatus (Hist.) a celebrated
after being elected three times consul, fell
under the displeasure of Theedoric, king of the Ostrogoths,
bv whose order he was imprisoned, and afterwards beheaded
His work ' De Consolatione Philosophic,' in live
in 520'.
books, written during his imprisonment, is the most worthy
of notice among his writings, of which the best edition is
that of Hagenau, 4to. 1491, or the Variorum of Ludg.

Roman, wins

Bat. 1671.
BbfiTHIus, Boece, or Bin-is, Hector (Biog.) a Scotch Historian
of Dundee in the 15th century, wrote, 1. ' Vita? Episco2. ' HLstoria Scotia?,' fol.
porum,' etc. 4to. Paris. 1522.
Paris.

1571.
(Biog.) a stoic philosopher, and also a statuary.

BOETHUS
Cic.

de Div

1.

1

;

et in

I

'err. 4,

Boethus, a poet of Tarsus,
of Philippi.

BOEVY
sent

Strab.

1.

c.

14.

who wrote

a

poem on

the battle

14.

(Her.) a family of Gloucestershire, which at pre-

enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, at

first

con-

17S3 on sir Charles Barrow, at whose death he
was succeeded in the title by his nephew sir Thomas Crawley
Boevy.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms.
Erminois, on a fesse azure, between three herons
proper, a saltire between two crosses croslets fitche or
on a chief ermine, a bend gules, charged with three guttcs
d'or, between two martlets sable.
Crest.
On a wreath, a mount vert, thereon a heron proper,
gorged with a collar or, holding in his dexter-claw a

ferred in

:

saltire

of the

last.

" Esse quam videre."

Motto.

B0FFRAX1), Germain

(Biog.) a French architect of Nantes,
He
in Bretagne, was born in 1667, and died in 1754.
published, 1.
Description de ce qui a ete pratique pour
Fondre en Bronze,' &c fol.
2. ' Livre d'Architecture,'
'

fol.

1745.

BOGAX,

BOGISLAUS

died about

I

and

his family

when

son,

to

several dukes of

S8.

is

He

of Brandenburgh.

Bogislaus XIV, the
pality of Pomerania,

BOGUD
Caesar.

said

to

have built the town Of

BOGUS

died in

1

last of this

which

40,3.

house,

in 1 630

who

a king of Mauritania in

Cms.

Bell. Alex.

clc

held the princi-

was yielded

(Hist.)

Sweden.

to

the interest of

c. 9-

(Hist.) a king of Maurusii,

was present

at the battle

of Actium.

Strab. 1. S.
(Biog.) Boha-Eddi/n, an Arabian historian in
the time of Saiadin, whose life and exploits he wrote during
the crusades.
An edition of this history was published by
Schultens, fol. Ludg. Bat. 1732, and with a new title of
the date of 1755.
(Gcog.) a kingdom of Europe, which at present
forms a part of the Austrian dominions, and is bounded on
the W. by Bavaria, N. by the kingdom of Saxony, E. by
Silesia and Moravia, and S. by Austria Proper.
Besides Prague, the capital, Bohemia
Principal Towns.
contains Buntzlau, Koningsgratz, Bitschon, Chrudim,

BOHADIX

BOHEMIA

Budweis, Tabor, Prachin, Pilsen, Klattau
Elnbogen, Leutmcritz, Kakonitz, Beraun, and
Kaurzim, which are the chief towns of so many circles.

Czaslau,
Saatz,

principal river is the Elbe, which receives, in
the waters of the Moldau, Oder, Iser, Eger, .See.

The

Hirers.

its course,

Historu of Bohemia.

Bohemia was

by the Boil, a people of anGaul, who, under their leader Segovesus, settled
in that country about 500 years before the Christian
a;ra; they were afterwards expelled by the Marcomanni,
who were obliged in their turn to give way to the Sclavi,
They were at first governed by
a people of Seythia.
dukes, but Otho I conquered the duke of Bohemia, and
reduced the country to a province of the empire. Afterwards Henry V gave the title of king to Wratislaus II,
at first inhabited

cient

duke of Bohemia in 1086. The following
dukes and kings of Bohemia
A. D.

Prince*

550

Czechius

Croc
LvbassaandPremislaus 632
Nezamistuisaand Manilla
715
Vogenus
735
Venceslaus I
763
NelCreuomyslius and
.

can

I

839
856
9°6

I

90S

Hostivitius

Borovorius
Spiligneus
Wratislaus

Conrad

who

destroyed himself
besieged by the Athenians.

(Hist.) or Boees, a Persian,

his

II,

1 1

Stettin.

discoveries.

BOGDEX

name common

Bogislaus X, surnamed the Great, brought all Pomerania
under his subjection, and courageously opposed Albert, duke

Udalricas
Bretislaus
Spiligneus II
Uladislaus I.
Wratislaus II

'

(Hist.) a

Pomerania.

Bogislaus
Bogislaus

Zachary (Biog.) a puritan of Oxford, who left the
when the king resided there, and returned to it
under the protection of the rebels.
He was the author of,
*
1.
Archteologiae Attica;,' the fifth edition, printed in 4to.
Oxon. 1658. 2. ' Delphi Phoenicryantes,' &c. Svo. Oxon.
1655.
3.
Homerus Efjoaiiuiv ; sive Comparatio Homeri,'
&c. Svo. Oxon. 175S.
He died in 165.0.
(Biog.) or Bogdanus, Martin, a physician of
Dresden in the 1 7th century, was the author of some controversial tracts in favour of T. Bartholine, and his anatomical
university

BOGES

;

:

Wenceslaus II
Boleslaus

I

BoleslausII
Boleslaus III

Hiaromirius

I

Bretislaus II

BorivoriuslI

is

a

A.D.

Princes.

1107
1109
1125
1140
1190
1193

Suatoplucus
Uladislaus II
Sobieslaus
Uladislaus III

Conrad
Henry.

II

Uladislaus IV and Pre
mislaus II
1196

Wenceslaus IV
Othogar
Wenceslaus V.
Wenceslaus VI
Rudolphus I

1223
1255
127S

.

130,5

Charles

1306
1307
1458
1310
1346

Wenceslaus VII
Sigismond

1413-

916
932
967
999
1012
1027

Henry
George Podiebrad.
John of Luxemburg.

1043
1055

Albert
Ladislaus V
Uladislaus or
laus VI.
Louis

1061
10.02

1093
1100

of the

list

.

Ferdinand

.

.

.

137 s

1437
1440
Ladis-

BOI

BOI
Ferdinand, archduke nf Austria, being afterwards emperor,
the kingdom of Bohemia has belonged since his time to
the house of Austria.
{BiQg-) or Bohnius, John, a physician of Leipzig in
the 17th century, died in 1718, leaving, among other tilings.
'
1.
De Alkali et Acidi Insufficientia pro Principiorum Corporum Naturalium Muncre gerendo,' 8vo. Lips. 1675.
2. ' Dissertationes Chcmico-Physica;,' 4to. ibid. 1685, 8vo.
3. ' Meditationes Physico-Chemicw,' &0. Svo. ibid.
lfigfi.
4. ' De Officio Medici duplici,
1678, 4to. ibid. 1()'8<).
Clinici nimirum ae Forcnsis,' 4 vols. 4to. 1689, 1704.

BoiLE.vu, John James, a canon of St. Honore at Paris, died
1. 'La Vic de
in 1735, aged 86, leaving,
Madame la
Duchesse de Liancourt,' 12mo. Paris. 169s. 2.
La Relation Abregee de Madame Combe,' &c. 8vo. ibid. 1700.
3. ' Lettres de M. Boileau sur differentes Sujets de Morale
et de PieteV 12mo. Paris, 1737 and 171-2.
BOIS, William dtt (Eee.) a native of Lower Limousin, was
born in 1656, and from being preceptor to the duke de
Chartres, was afterwards employed by Louis X\" as ambassador extraordinary, and plenipotentiary for negotiating the
peace of 17 18 between England, France, and Holland. He

Renunciatione Vulncrum Lethalium Examen,' 8vo.
and often reprinted.
Humphrey de, Karl of Hereford (Hist.) high constable of England, confederated with Leicester and other
barons against king Edward II, and was one of the leaders

was made prime minister, and created a cardinal in 1722.
and died in 1724.
Bois, John du (Biog.) an ecclesiastic in the reign nf Henrv III
and Henry IV, died in the castle of St. Angelo at Rome

BOHN

De

5.
1

fiSf),

BOHUNj

in the troubles of the times.
Born-N, Edmund (Biog.) a political

writer of

Suffolk,

de

ided from a family who had been lords of the manor of
Westhall in that county, from the 25th Henry VIII, was
admitted a fellow Commoner of Queen's College, Cambridge,
in !()().'!; and, after leaving the university in 1666 on ac-

count of the plague, he acted as a magistrate in the reigns
He
of Charles II, part of James II, and William III.
wrote, 1. 'An Address to the Freemen and Freeholders of
the Nation, in Three Parts, being the History of Three
ma of Parliament, in 1678, 1682, and 168",' 4to.

A

Defence of the Declaration of King Charles II,' &c.
'
A Defence of .Sir Robert Filnier against the Mistakes and Representations of Algernon Sydney, Esq.' &c.
The Justice of Peace's Calling,' &c.
4.
London, 1684.
5.
The Hystory of the Desertion,'
8vo. London, 1684.
'
6.
The Doctrine of Passive Obedience
&C. 8vo. 1689.
and Non-resistance no way concerned in the Controversies
between the Williamites and the Jacobites,' &C. 7- ' The
Great Historical, Geographical, and Poetical Dictionary,
&C. fol. London, l6,Q4; besides some translations, &c
BOIARDO, Matthew Mttria (Biog.) count of Scandiano, an
Italian poet of Scandiano, near Reggio, in Lombard}-, was
born in 1484, and died in 1494, leaving among his works,
1. A Translation of Herodotus and Apuleius into Italian.
Reg. 1500, Venet. 1528.
2. 'Carmen Bucolicum,' 4to.
2.

'

4to.

'

4.

•

'

Sonetti e Cauzoni,' 4to. Reggio, 1499, 4to. Venice, 1501.
Timon,' an Italian comedy, 4to. Scandiano, 1500, 8vo.

5. ' Orlando Innamorato,'
Venice, 1504, 1515, and 1517of which the poem of Ariosto is an imitation and continua1500.
Venice,
Scandiano,
tion,
1495,
BO II (Geog.) a people of Celtic Gaul, who inhabited the
province of France called Bourbon uois, and being conquered
Cesar, made a settlement in Germany, and gave their

Bohemia.
Cm. de Bell. Gall. 1. 1, c. 28; Lie.
r/in. 1. 4: SU. Ttal 1. 4.
i. ;.,
0. "5;
BOILEAU, Giles (BiogA eldest brother of the poet Bcrileau,
was the translator of Diogenes Laertes and Epictctus From
the Greek of Arrian, and the author of some dissertations,
lie died in 1669. aged 88.
Boir.KAC, Jama, B brother (rf the preceding, and doctor of
De Antiquo Jure Prcsbvthe Sorbonne, was author of, I.
Historia Flatorum in Regiminc Ecclcsiastico,' 6~6. 2.
17<'l);
in English by
French,
1701
in
Paris,
g dantium,'
M. de Lolmc, 4to. 1777, and 8vo. 1782 besides other dis-

name

in 1646, after 14 years' confinement for having charged
the Jesuits with the murder of Henry IV.
He published
an Eloge of this monarch, and some theological tracts.
Bois, Gerard du, an ecclesiastic of Orleans, died in 1696,
aged 67, leaving, in Latin, a History of the Church of Paris,

2 vols. fol. 16'90.
Bois, Philippe du, a doctor of the Sorbonne,

to

'

'

1

;

;

sertations.

Boilf.au, Detpremut Nicholas, called by bis countryman DespreOUX, the most distinguished poet in France, was born in
()l
the numerous editions of
l6S6, and died in I7HBnilcau's works, the best are that of Geneva, 2 vols. It...
1716; of the Hague, 2 vols. fol. 1718, and 4 vols. 12mo.
1722; that by Allix, 2 vols. 4to. 1740; that of Duraml,
5 vols. 8vo. 1745 ; and that of Paris, 3 vols. 8vo. or 8 vols.

I2mo. 1809-

who

edited Ti-

and Propertius, in 2 vols. 4to. Paris, 1685.
Din- (Geog.) in the Latin of the middle ages Buscinn
Duels, Si/lea Duels, Boldueum, and in the Dutch HertogmBosch ; a town of Dutch Brabant, situated at the conflux
of the Dommel and the Aa, IS miles E. N. E. Breda, 42
Lon. 5° 9' F. hit. 51° 40' N.
S. S. E. Amsterdam.
bullus, Catullus,

Bois

/c

3.

'

::.

'

History of Bois

This town derives

name from

le

Hue.

being built in a woody
country, wdiere the dukes of Brabant used to take the
Duke Godfrey caused the woodt
diversions of the chase.
to be cut down in 1184, and laid the foundation of a
town, which was finished by his son Henry in II 96, and
its

its

It suffered much during
considerably enlarged in 1453.
the religious wars of the 1 6th century ; but the Dutch,'
after many fruitless attempts, at length bi came masters of

in lb'29, and have continued so, with little interruption,
In 179^ 't was surrendered to the French
ever since.
under general Pichegru without much opposition, and in
1814 to the Prussians under general Bulow after a few
weeks' siege.
it

Ecclesiaslieal History of Bois le

'

Due.

which is dedicated to St. John, was
built in 1366, by John d'Arkel, bishop of Liege, and it
one of the finest structures in the Netherlands. Toe
bishopric was founded in 1559 by pope Paul IV, and
fell
into th<
Sonnius was its first bishop, but alter
hands of the Dutch, the bishop had his residence at.

The

cathedral, church,

it

roldorp.

(

BOISSARD,

John James (Biog-) an antiquary of Besancon.j
was bom in 1528, and died in 1602. He wrote, l.'De
Romanic Urbis Topographia et Antiquitate,' 1 vols. fol. Met.
2.
Theatrum Humane Vitic,' containing
1602.
1597

—

'

the portraits of 198 persons, in four parts, printed at Francnrt
De Divinations
3.
separately, namely, 1597, 159s, 1599Kill, and Oppenli.
4to. Hain.
et Magicis Pncstigiis,'
'

5. ' Habitus VaParnassus Biceps,' fol. 1(127;'
besides a book of emblems, poems, \c.
comic
writer
Auvcrgnc, died
a
of
BOISSI, Louis de (Biog.)
dramatic works published under tht
li living several
(is."".,
in
title of
OeUVreS de Theatre,' 9 vols. Svo.
Francis de (Biog.) secretary to mareshal de B
was the author of L'Histoirc des Guerres de I'ieniont dcpuis 1550 jusqu'en 151)1,' 4to. and Svo. Ki07; and by CI

Kir,.

riaruin

1.

•

Gentium

1

'

BOH V
I

'

Malinger. 2
BoiviN. John,

vols.

Svo.

professor

Paris, died in 1726',

1680.
of

Greek

in

aged 64, leaving,

Royal College at
'Traduction Livtinc

the
1.

;,

BOL

BOL
d'Onze Litres de l'Histoire Byzantine de Nieephore Gre1~02.

Remarques sur

Traite de Longin.'
3. ' Apologie d'Homere,' &c. 1715 ; besides a translation of
the (Edipns of Sophocles, the Batrachomyomachia of Homer,
and the Aves of Aristophanes, into French verse.
BOKHARI (Biog.) an Arabian, and author of 7275 traditions respecting the Mohometan religion.
BOL, Ferdinand (Biog.) a Dutch painter, who died in 1 68 1
aged 70, left many specimens of his skill in portrait and
goras,'

2.

'

le

historical painting.
(Hist.) son of Kosrou, and grandson of GehanGuir, king of India, succeeded his grandfather in 1627;
but, being defeated by his uncle Chagehan, fled to Persia,
where he died in obscurity.

BOLAKI

BOLD I" Z KHAN'
a

(Hist.) a king of the Moguls,
1

who formed

new dynasty, from which sprung Genghis Khan.
(Hist.) a name common to some dukes of

BOLESLAUS

Bohemia and kings of Poland.

Boleslaus
sassinated

I,

Dukes of Bohemia.
surnamed the Cruel, son of Wratislaus I, aselder brother Wenceslaus II in 932, and

his

reigned in his stead until his death in 967.
Boleslaus II, surnamed the Pius, succeeded his father Boleslaus I, and, dying in 999. was succeeded by his son of
the same name.
Boleslaus III, surnamed the Blind, because he was perfidiously deprived of his sight by the king of Poland, resigned
his kingdom to Jaremirius, his eldest son, after a reign of
15 years- Auentin. Ann. Boior. ; Dubrav. Hist. Bohern.

Bor.

Kings of Poland.
Boleslaus

surnamed Chobry, succeeded

his father Mieczreceived the title of king from the emperor Otho III, and died after a glorious reign of 25 years.
Krantz. Annul.
laus in

I,

999,

first

II, surnamed the Bold, who was bora in 1043,
succeeded his father Casimir, and killed himself in despair

Boleslaus

in consequence of

being excommunicated by Gregory VII

surnamed Crivenstus, or Wry-Moulh, succeeded Ladislaus I, brother of Boleslaus II, in 1102, and
died after a warlike and successful reign of 37 years.
Boleslaus IV, surnamed Crispus, son of Boleslaus III, succeeded his brother Ladislaus II, and died in 1173, after a
III,

reign of 27 years.
Boleslaus V, surnamed the Chaste, succeeded his father
Lechus the Fair in 1227, and died in 1279.
BOLEYN (Hist.) or Bolen, Anne, daughter of sir Thomas
Boleyn, was, by her marriage with Henry VIII, the cause
of the reformation and her own ruin.
She supplanted her
mistress Catherine in the aflTections of the king, and afterwards falling a victim to his caprice and wicked injustice,
being in her turn superseded by another object, she was
beheaded in 1536.
[Vide Plate VI]
Boleyn, George, brother to the preceding, was made a peer
under the title of lord Rochfort, constable of Dover, and
warden of the Cinque Ports and, after being engaged in
several embassies, was beheaded in 1536 on a charge of incestuous commerce with his sister.
BOLINA (Myth.) a virgin of Achaia, who to escape the addresses of Apollo, threw herself into the sea, and was made
by the god immortal.
Pans. 1. 7.
BOLINGBROKE, Henry, Viscount (Hist.) a statesman and
a writer, of the family mentioned under Heraldry,
was
bom about 1 672, and entering early into politics, he was
chosen secretary of war in 1704, and secretary of state in
IjlO; but, on the accession of George I, the seals were
taken from him
and, fearing that he was not safe in England, where he was suspected of favouring the claims of the
;

;

vol.

i.

to France.

A

:

Two eagles with wings expanded or, crowned
Supporters.
ducally gules, and upon each breast a pair of horses' hames
tied at the top proper ; within which is party per pale
argent and gules.
" Nee quterere nee spernere honorem."
Motto.
John (Biog.) a Jesuit of Tillemont, in the
Netherlands, was born in 1596, and died in 1665.
He is
well known as the principal author of the work entitled
' Acta Sanctorum,'
Lives
the
or the
of
Saints, the first two
volumes of which were published in fol. 1641, since which
it has been continued by various hands to the number of

BOLLANDUS,

42 volumes.
Mermet Louis (Biog.) a French writer, of a
distinguished family, was born in 17^9, and died in 1793,
leaving, 1. ' De la Corruption du Gout dans la Musique
2. ' De la Bibliomanie,' 8vo.
Franchise,' 12mo. 1745.
3. « Essai sur la Lecture,' 8vo. 176.3, &c.
1761.
(Geog.) or Bologne, a town of Italy, situated at
the foot of the Apennines, between the rivers Savena and
Rino, 24 miles S. E. Modena, 26 S. E. Ferrara, 48 N. FloLon. 11° 21' E. lat. 44°
rence, and 180 N. N. W. Rome.

BOLLIOUD,

about 1081.

Boleslaus

withdrew

bill of attainder having
passed both houses of parliament against him, he openly
entered into the sen-ice of the Chevalier de St. George;
but, on the failure of the invasion of England, he was dismissed with disgrace, when he made his peace with his sovereign, and his attainder being reversed, he returned to his
country, and died in 1751, leaving a number of writings,
which were altogether published in 5 vols. 4to. [Vide
Plate IX]
Bolingbroke, Earl (Her.) a title conferred in 1624 on Oliver,
fourth lord St. John, which title became extinct at the death
of Paulet, the third earl, in 1711; but the barony of
Bletcoe devolved on sir Andrew St. John, a descendant of
Oliver, the third baron of Bletcoe.
[Vide St. John"^
Bolingbroke, Viscount one of the titles belonging to
[Vide St. John~\ Sir Henry St.
the family of St. John.
John, bart. was created in 1716 baron St. John, of Battersea,
and viscount St. John ; and his son Henry was created in
1712 baron St. John, of Lydiard Tregose, co. Wilts, and
viscount Bollingbroke, co. Lincoln.
The titles, arms, &c. of
this family are as follow
Titles.
St. John, viscount Bolingbroke and viscount St.
John, baron St. John, of Lydiard Tregose, and baron St.
John, of Battersea, and baronet.
Anns. Argent, on a chief gules, two mullets or.
On a wreath, a mount proper, and therefrom a
Crest.
falcon rising with bells or, and ducally gorged gules.

Stuarts, he

BOLOGNA

30' N.

History of Bologna.
Bologna, which is now the second city, in point of magnitude and opulence, in the Ecclesiastical States, was a Roman colony by the name of Bononia, until the eighth century, when it came into the hands of the Lombards, from
whom it was taken by Charlemagne. It afterwards became
an independent republic, and acquired such power that it
could make a head against the states of Venice, Milan,
and Ferrara, and even maintained a war against the emperor Frederick II; but, being torn by intestine factions
headed by the Bentivoglios, Cannetules, Pepolis, &c. who
successively domineered over it, it was finally reduced by
Pope Julius II, and has since that time formed a part of
the papal dominions.
Ecclesiastical History

of Bologna.

supposed to have introduced the Gospel
into Bologna, and S. Zama to have been its first bishop in
270, and Gabriel Paleotus to have been the first archbishop, after that Gregory XIII, who was himself a Bolognese, had erected its cathedral into a metropolitan church
2 x

St. Apollinarius is

1

BOM

BON

Parma, Placentia, Reggio, Modena, Cremo, and Borgo San Donnino.
Bologna can
boast of having given five sovereign pontiff's to the church,
namely, Oregon- XIII, Honorius II, Lucius II, Innocent IX, and Gregory IX
and it reckons among its
bishops several saints, cardinals, and other distinguished
In the church of St. Petronius, the emperor
men.
Charles V was crowned by Clement VII in 1529, which
was the last occasion of performing this ceremony by the
hands of the popes on the German emperors. Some ordinances were published at Bologna in 153.5, 15S6, and
1634 and the council of Trente was transferred to this
city in 1547 in consequence of the plague.
Leand. Al-

in 1583. Its suffragans are

;

'

into a conspiracy with Agathocles.
1.22.

Bomilcar, an African, who was

Impune

Ovid, de Art.

;

Justin

some time the instrument

Cic. de

Juv. Sat. 6,
1.

c.

si

quos

Btma Diva lirorum

ilia veuirejatiet.

Harusp. Resp. ; Varro apud Lact. de Falsa Rclig.,
v. 313; Suelon. in Jul. c. 6; Macrob. Sal

BOLOGNESE

1,

sacra retecta viris.

3.

1.

a templis ncuhs

Pr&terquam

BOLSCE,

12.

Bona, John (Ecc.) a native of Piedmont, was created a cardinal in I669, and died in 1674, leaving a high reputatioi
for learning and piety.
He wrote among other things
1.
De Divina Psalmodia,' &c. 4to. Rom. 1663. 2. 'Re.
rum Liturgicarum Libri Duo,' fol. Rom. 1671, 3 vols. 4to
'

BOLSWERT

(Biog.) or Bolsucrd, Boeiius Adam a, an engraver of Antwerp, who flourished about 1620.
His Resurrection of Lazarus and his Last Supper are among the
most admired of his pieces.
Bolswert, or Bolsucrd Schcltius ii, brother of the preceding,
and also an engraver, obtained a high character by his engravings from Rubens, Vandvke, &c.

BOLTON, Duke

of (Her.) the title conferred on Charles,
sixth marquis of Winchester, the distinguished loyalist. This
title became extinct at the death of Harry, the sixth duke,
in 1794.

Bolton, Lord, the

title conferred in 1 797 on Thomas Orde,
took the name and arms of Powlett on his succeeding, in right of his wife, to the estates of the late duke
of Bolton. The title, amis, &c. of this family are as follow:
Title.
Powlett, lord Bolton, of Bolton castle, co. York.

esq.

et nullis

Amand.

Cumfuget

(Biog.) a native of Douai, and an artist,
adorned Florence with a beautiful group representing the

credit.

2ti

Ftrminea: loca clattsa de(£,fontesque piandos

Bologne, John de

rape of a Sabine.
He died in 1600.
(Biog.) vide Grimaldi.
Jerome (Biog.) a Carmelite, who changed his religion as it suited his convenience, but died in the profession
of the Romish church in 1582.
He was the author of a
Life of Beza and Calvin, which are said to be unworthy of

1.

of Jugurtha's cruelties ; but, conspiring against him, he wai
put to death.
Sallust. in Jug.
BONA, Dea (Myth.) a name given to Ops, Vesta, Cvbele
and Rhea, by the Greeks, and by the Latins to Fauna, oi
Fatua.
She being distinguished for chastity, her festivals
were celebrated only in the night by the Roman matrons.
Propert. 1. 4, el. 10.

;

bert- Dcscript. Ital.

for

Diod.

who

Arms.

Sable, three swords in pile, their points in base
proper, pomels and hilts or; on a canton argent, an
escutcheon sable, charged with a salmon proper.
Crest.
falcon rising or,
the breast and each wing

A

charged with an estoil gules, and gorged with a ducal
coronet azure, in the beak a salmon proper.
On the dexter, an antelope argent, encircled
Supporter*.
with a ducal coronet ; on the sinister, a Cornish chough.
" Aimes Loyaute."
Motto.
Bolton, Robert (Biog.) an English divine in the ] 6th century, of whose works
A Discourse on Happiness,' was the
'

most popular

in his time,

going through

six editions.

Bolton, or Boulton, Edmund, an antiquary in the 17th century, and a retainer to George Yilliers, the well known
duke of Buckingham, wrote,
The Life of King Henry 1 1,'
l

.

'

' The Elements of
Armories,' 4to. Lond. 1610.
3.
Prosopopoia Basilica,' a MS. in the Cottonian Library. 4. An
English Translation of Elorus the Historian.
5. ' Nero

2.

Csesar, or

'

Monarchic depraved.'

6.

'

Vindicia; Britannica?,'

&c. also in MS.
7.
Hypercritica,' published by Dr. Hall
at the end of ' Triveti Annales,' 8vo. Oxon. 1722.
Bolton, Robert, dean of Carlisle, was
in I697, educated
at Oxford, and died in 176:>.
I lis
principal works are,
1. ' A
Letter to a Lady on Card-playing on the Lord's
Day,' ,svo. 1748.
2. 'The Employment of Time, Three
Essays,' Kvo. 1750, &c.
BOLZONIO, Urbano Valeriana (Biog.) «a Italian ecclesiastic,
who died in 1524, was the author of a Grammar entitled
' Urbani Grammatica Grteca,' 4to.
Venet. 1497.
BOMILC Alt (Hitt.) a Carthaginian general, the sun of Amilcar, who was hanged in the forum on suspicion of entering
'

Wn

1747—1753.

BONANNI,

Philip (Biog.) a Jesuit, who died at Rome ii
1725, aged 87, was the author of, 1. ' Recreatio Mentis e
Oculi in Observatione Animalium Testaceorum,' 4to. Rom,
1684, previously in Italian, 4to. 1681. 2. Numismata Ponti
ficum,' &c. 2 vols. fol. Rom. 1()9.93. ' Observations circ;
Viventia in non Viventibus,' 4to. Rom. I69L 4. ' Catalogw
of the Orders, Religious, Military, and Equestrian,' ccc. ii
Latin and Italian, 4 vols. 4to. 1706, 1707, 1710, and 1711.
BONARELLI, Guy Ubaldo (Hist.) of an ancient noble fa-,
mily in Ancona, in the Kith century, was employed ty
Alphonso, duke of Modena, on many important negotiations
and died in 1608. His pastoral poem, for which lie is bes
known, is entitled ' Filli di Sciro,' &c. 4to. Ferrara, 1 607
and often reprinted since, of which the best editions are tha
of the Elzevirs, 4to. 1678, 8vo. London, 1725, or 1728.
(Biog.) vide Michael Angelo.
BONASONE, Julius (Biog.) sometimes called Bohgnese, from
the place of his birth, was a painter and engraver, in thi
l6th century, of whom Mr. Cumberland published somi
Anecdotes.
VENTURE, John Fidanza (Ecc.) a cardinal and sain
of the Romish Church, was born in 1221, created cardinal
and bishop of Alhano, by Gregory X, in 1272, died ii
He refused the arch
1274, and was canonized in 1482.
am
bishopric of York, which Clement IV offered to him
such was his reputation among the cardinals, that whei
after three years they could not agree on the choice of
pope, they referred to him for his nomination, and he lixec
upon Thibaut, archdeacon of Liege, who assumed the nam<
His works on subjects of Divinity am
of Gregory X.
Morals, were printed at Rome in 8 vols. fol. 1588.
Bonavf.nture, of Padua, a cardinal, was bom in 1332
created cardinal by Urban VI, and was shot by an arrow ai
he crossed the bridge of St. Angelo, at Rome, in 1386. H<
wrote commentaries on the Epistles of St. John, &c.
BONCIARIUS, Mark Anthony (Biog.) a Latin scholar am
poet, was born in 1555, and died in l6l6, leaving man\
works which arc very scarce, except his Latin Grammar
which was introduced into schools.
(Ecc.) the family name of Oregon
'

1

BONAROTA

BONA

:

1

BONCOMPAGNON
XIII.

Bonco.mpagnon, Philip Hugh, nephew to pope Gregory XIII
was h\ him created cardinal in 1572, and after going ti
Venice' as legate,

from Poland, died

t<>

in

congratulate Henry III, on his retun
1586, at the age of 36.

BON

BON
Boncojupagnon, James, a cardinal, and son of Hugh Boncompagnon III, was born in 1652, created cardinal by pope
Innocent XII, in 16'95, and was sent in 1699, to Modena,
to salute the queen of the Romans on the part of the pope.
BOND, John (Biog.) a commentator and native of Somersetshire, was born in 1550, educated at Oxford, and died in
He wrote, 1. ' Annotationes in Poemata Quinti
1612.
Horatii,' 8vo. Lond. 1606, Hanov. 1621, and Lugd. Bat.
2. ' Auli Persii Flacci Satyra
1653, 12mo. Amst. 1686.
Sex,' &c. 8vo. 1614.
Bond, John, a violent adherent to Cromwell and his party,
who died a little before the usurper, upon which the wits
said that Oliver had given the Devil Bond for his appearance.

Bond, William, a native of Suffolk, who died in 1735, translated ' Buchanan's History of Scotland,' and was concerned
with Aaron Hill in the ' Plain Dealer,' a periodical work

Boniface (Ecc.)

a

name common

some

to

saints,

and several

popes.

the apostle of Germany, was sent by GreHe was
gory II to convert the barbarians of the North.
killed by the pagans in Friezland, in 754, after having governed the see of Mentz, which was erected in his favour

Boniface,

St.,

into an archbishopric by

Gregory

Popes of

this

III.

Name.

I, St., a Roman by birth, and the successor of
Zosimus in 418, died in 422.
II, whose father was a Goth, succeeded Felix IV
in 530, and died in 532.
Boniface III, succeeded Sabinian in 606, and died the same

Boniface

Boniface

year.

Boniface IV, son
niface III,

of a physician of Valeria, succeeded BoHe dedicated to the virgin and
in 614.

and died

Florence, in the lath century,

martyrs the pantheon built by Agrippa, which is still venerated as a magnificent edifice.
Boniface V, of Naples, succeeded Deodatus in 617, and died

Voss. de Math. c. 70.
Isles of the Archipelago.
(Biog.) or Bonifazio, otherwise called Vene-

Boniface VI,

of inferior merit.

BOXDELMONT,

Christopher de (Biog.) a mathematician of
composed a treatise on the

BONEFACIO

died in 1553, aged 62, leaving among
An Expulsion of the Publicans from the
other pieces
Temple,' in the Offices of Venice, which has established his

tiano, a painter,

who

'

reputation.

BONEFONIUS

(Biog.) vide Bonnrfons.
one of the best families of Auvergne,
and bishop of Clermont, was born in 623, and died in 710,
after having held the government of Provence or Marseilles,
and after that the bishopric of Clermont, which he resigned
four years before his death, and retired to a monastery.
Bonet (Biog.) or Bonnet Theophi/its, a physician of Geneva,
was born in 1620, and died in 1689- He wrote, 1. ' Pharos
Medicorum,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1668, and 4to. 1679, under the
Labyrinthi Medici,' Sec.
2. ' Prodromus Anatotitle of

BONET,

S. (Ecc.) of

'

Gehev. 1675.

Sepulchretum, seu
greatly enlarged
4. ' Cours de
by Mangeti, 3 vols. fol. Lugd. Bat. 1700.
'
5.
Mercurius CompiMedicine,' &c. 2 vols. 4to. 16796. ' Medicina
Septentrionalis,'
latitius,'
&c. fol. 1682.

mise Practice,'

Anatome

&c.

fol.

Practica,' &c.

2

vols.

3.

'

fol. 16'79,

2 vols. fol. 1684.

BONFADIO, James (Biog.)

an Italian scholar of the l6th cen560on the chargeof anunnatural crime.
Genoa, under the title of ' I. Bonfadii
Annales Genuensium ab Anno 1528, ubi desinit Folieta ad
tury, was

beheaded

He wrote

Annum

in

1

a history of

1550,' 4to. Patav. 1586, in Italian, 1597.
He also
into Italian, ' Cicero's Oration for Milo,' an

translated

edition of

which was published with

his letters, entitled

1 744.
(Biog.) an historian of Ascoli, in the
15th century, wrote a history of Hungary, entitled ' Rerum
Hungaricarum Decades Libri XLV, comprehensre ab Origine Gentis,' &c. Bestereze, or Noefenstadt, in Transylvania,
1543, and a completer edition by Sambucus in 1568, 1581,
besides a treatise on Virginity and Chastity, See.
BONFRERIUS, James, a Jesuit of Liege, was born in 1573,
and died in 1 643, leaving ' Commentaries on the Penta'

Lettere Famigliari,' &c. 8vo. Bologna,

BONFINIUS, Anthony

teuch,' &c.
(Hist.) a statesman of Orleans, who was
employed by Henry IV on several negotiations, and died in
1612, aged 58.
He published, 1. ' Rerum Hungaricarum
Scriptores,' fol.
2. ' Gesta Dei per Francos,' 2 vols. fol.
Hanau. Hill. His Latin letters were published at Leyden,
1647, in French and Latin, 2 vols. 12mo. 1668, 16'95.
BONIFACE (Hist.) a count of the Roman empire, in the
fifth century, was very successful against the Vandals in
Spain and Africa, but was afterwards killed in battle against
Actius.
Procop. de Bell. Vandal. 1. 1 ; Prosper, in Chron. ;
Paul Diacon. 1. 14.

BONGARS, James

in 625.
filled the papal chair only 15 days after Formosus VIII, in S96.
Bonifacf, VII, an antipope, raised himself to the papal chair
after the murder of Benedict VI, and John XIV, in 984,

and died four months after.
Boniface VIII, succeeded Celestin V, on

his abdication,

and

died in 1303, after having embroiled himself with Philip
the Fair, who detained him a prisoner for some time.
Boniface IX, a native of Naples, succeeded Urban VI, in
Onuphrius, Ciacconius, Pla1386, and died in 1404.
tinus, eye.

Balthasar (Ecc.) bishop of Capo d'lstria, was
He wrote, ' Historia
horn in 1584, and died in 1659.
Trevigiana,' 4to. ' Historia Ludicra,' and other works, of

BONIFACIO,

which Niceron gives a list.
Bonifacio, John (Biog.) a lawyer and historian of Rovigo,
was horn in 1547, and died in 1635, leaving, 1. < Storia
Trevigiana,' 4to. Trevisi, 1591; and Venice, 1744. 2. ' Let3. ' L'Arte
tere Famigliari,' &c. 4to. &c. Rovigeo, 1 624.
de Cenni,' 4to. Vicenza, i6l6, one of the earliest attempts
'
Orazione,' &c. 4to.
4.
to teach the deaf and dumb.
1624.
William (Biog.) an Augustin of Toulouse, was
He published, 1. ' Disborn in 1670, and died In 1714.
sertatio de Nomine Patriarchi Josephi a Pharaoni imposito,'
2. ' Selects Dissertationes in Sacram
&c. fol. Rom. I696.
3. ' In Monumenta Coptica,
Scripturam,' fol. Rom. 1705.
seu jEgyptiacie Bibliothecte Vaticana brevis Exercitatio,' fol.

BONJOUR,

4.
Calendarium Romanum Chronologorum,
1699.
Causa constructum,' &c. ibid. 1701.
BONN (Geog.) a town situated on the left bank of the Rhine,
in the duchy of the Lower Rhine, 14 m. S. S. E. Cologne,
30 E. Aix-la-Chapelle. Lon. 7° & E., lat. 50° 40' N.

ibid.

'

History of Bonn.
Bonn, which in the Latin of the middle ages is called
Bonna, is supposed to be the Ara Ubiorum of the Romans.
It was formerly one of the fortresses of the Rhine, which
suffered severely from bombardment when garrisoned by
the French, in 1689, and also in 1703, when it was
Its fortifications were almost entaken by Marlborough.
tirely demolished in 1717, and in 179* it was occupied
bv the French republicans.
BONNEFONS (Biog.) or Bonnefonius, John, a Latin poet,
His poems were
was born in 1554, and died in 1614.
printed with those of Beza, in 12mo. Paris, 1757, and

London, 1720, 1727James (Biog.) great grandson of Thomas Bonnell, a gentleman of a good family, near Ipres, in Flanders.

BONNELL,

BON

BOR

who, to escape the persecution of the duke of Alva, fled into
England, and settled at Norwich. This Thomas was born
in 16'53, and died in 16'99, leaving
A Harmony of the
Gospels,' 8vo. London, 1705.
BONNER, Edmund (Ecc.) bishop of London, and the son
of mean parents in Worcestershire, was educated at Oxford
employed by Henry VIII on various negotiations, particularly to Rome, on the affair of the king's divorce from Cawas promoted to the see of London in 1538, and
therine
died in 1569, i" prison, for his religion, in behalf of which
he had committed many protestants to the flames, in the
reign of cpjcen Mary,
Several pieces are ascribed to him on
the topics which were agitated at that time.
BONNET, Charles (Biog.) a naturalist of Geneva, was born
in 1720, and died in 1793.
He wrote, 1. Insectology,'
2. ' Essay on Psychology.'
3. ' Analysis of the
7 Mh
Mental Faculties,' &c. 1759'

;

;

'

1

BONNEVAL,

Claudius Alexander, Cuunl de (Hist.) a native of Limousin, was allied by blood to the royal family
of France.
He was successively in the French, Austrian,
and Turkish service, where he was made a bashaw with
three tails ; and in this capacity defeated an Austrian army
on the Danube. He died in Turkey in 1747, after having
been banished and recaUed by the Turkish emperor. Memoirs of his Life, written by himself, were published in
2 vols. ISmo. London, 1755.

BONNIER,

d'Aleo N. (Hist.) a French republican, was
employed as minister in the conferences with the English
ambassador, at Lisle, and afterwards at Radstadt.
On his
return from this latter place, he was assassinated by some
men in the dress of Austrian hussars, in 1799Carlo (Diog.) an artist of Ferrara, who was born
in 150'9, and died in 1632.
He was happy in his imitation
of the best masters, particularly of the Caraeci and Corregio,
Feast of Herod,'
&c., of which his
Nuptials of Cana,'
&c. are good specimens.
(Gcog.) the name of three towns among the

BONONE,

'

'

BONONIA

A

which are at present extant, namely, 1.
town of
the Boii, in Italy, which is well known at present by the
of Bologna. £Vide Bologna']
It was a Roman colony
till the eightli century, and is spoken of by many ancient
authors.
Silius deduces its origin from the Trojans.
ancients,

name

SU.

Ital.

8, v.

1.

599-

]

in 171 8, and died in 1768,
Seasons, 12mo. 1759-

BONTIUS,

in Laurentia bella
Ocniprisca ttomus, parvique Bononia Rtieni.

^Egyptiorum,' 4to. 1718.

1.

5

1.

37

;

Val.

Max.

1.

8

;

1.

1

;

;

2

1.

A

;

A

;

BONOSUS

Vopis. in Pro/i.

Bonosl'b (Ecc.) an heretical bishop of Sardrea, in Dacia, who
supported the opinions of Photinus, on the subject of the
Virginity of the Blessed Virgin.
Baron. Annul, aim. 889
PrateoL de Dog. Hirret. Omn.
BONTEMPE, Angelino (/Hog.) a native of Perugia in the
17th century, was the author of a work on music, entitled
Historia Musica di Gio And. Angclini liontcmpi,' fol.
;

'

10'95.

BONTENS, Madame

Historia Nat. et Med.

'

lndi:

John (Biog.) an astrologer in the 17th centun
who wrote the * Bloody Irish Almanac,' containing an at,
count of the war in Ireland.
Arnold (Biog.) a portrait painter of Dort, wt
born in 16"()'9, and died in 1729, after having obtained
good name and a good fortune by his talent and industry.
(Biog.) vide Borde.

BOON EN,
BOORDE
BOOTH,

George (Hist.) lord Delamer distinguished himse
Cromwell, by a fruitless attempt
an insurrection in favour of Charles 1 1 ; for which,
the Restoration, he was created baron Delamer, of Duntuu
Mafecy, and died in 16'84.
Booth, Henry, earl of Warrington, and baron Delamer, tl
second son of the preceding, was a violent partizan again
king James II, and in favour of William III, in whose se:
vice he continued until IC90, when, for his opposition
the royal prerogative, he was removed from the administri
tion, and created earl of Warrington.
He died in 169.
leaving some works as an author, which were published
1 vol. Svo. 1694.
Booth, Barton (Biog.) a tragic actor of Lancaster, was hoi
in lu'Sl, and died in 1733, after having acquired and pr.
served the highest reputation in his profession. His Othel
was reckoned a masterpiece.
(Her.) the name of a family which enjoys
higher antiquity than the Norman conquest.
Theobald]
de Boothby was governor of Pontefract Castle, co. Yor
which he held a long time against the Lancastrians, in tl
civil wars between the houses of York and Lancaster. Hen;
Boothby was created a baronet by king Charles, in 1 (>'44, 1
letters patent ; but the rebellion prevented its passing tl
seals at that time.
The patent was afterwards renewed
his son, sir William, in 16'6'0, and remains still in the famil
whose arms, &c. are as follow
Arms. Argent, on a canton table, a lion's paw erased
at the death of Oliver

I

raise

;

t

i

BOOTHBY

1

or.

A

'rest.

lion's

paw

erased erect or.

" Mors Christi, mors mortis rnihi."
Peter (Hist.) or Boquinus, a French protista

(Biog.) a French lady,

who contributed to the reformation, died in 155
leaving various works on the topics of the day, such
'
Adsertio veteris et veri Christianismi adversus novu
et fictum Jesuitismum,' which was translated into Englis
under the title of '
Defence of the old and true l'rofc
sion of Christianitie, against the new counterfeite Sect
Jesuites, by Peter Boquine, translated by T. G." 8vo. L01
don, 1581.
(Hist.) vide Bourbon.
(Biog.) or Borght Henri/ I under, a painter, e
graver, and antiquary of Brussels, was born in 1583, at
died in l(j()0.
His paintings were principally fruits ai
flowers.
Among his engravings are a Dead Christ, su
ported by Joseph of Arimathea, from Pannigiano, &c.
BORDA, John Charles (Biog.) a mathematician of Dax, w
bom in 1733, and died in 1799- He published many di
sertations in the Memoirs of the French Academy, partic
larly
Memoire sur les Roues Hydrauliques ;' besides
account of his voyage, which was published under the tit
of
Vovage fait par Ordre du Rov, en 1771 et 1772,' &
2 vols. 4to. 1778.
BORDE, Andrew (Biog.) or Boorde, Andrew, in Lat
divine,

Patcrcul.

;

in August.

Ptol.

4.

BOQUINE,

Mel. 1. 2 ; Plin. 1. 3, c. 15 ; Tae. Annul. 1. 1'2
Appian. de Bell. Civil. 1. 4 ; Dio. 1. 45 ;
;
Antonin. ltin.; SfC. 2.
town of Gallia Belgica,
which is also well known by the present name of Boulogne.
Eutrop. 1. 9
Ammian. Mareellin. 1. 20, &c. 3.
town of
Pannonia, now Bonmoiisler. Itin.
(Hist.) a Spanish captain, and son of a rhetorician, who caused himself to be proclaimed emperor against
Pnihus, by whom he was defeated, and hanged in 880.
Strab.

in th

BOOKER,

Motto.

Sutor cerdo dedit titn, culta ftononia, mumts,
Fullo dedit MutilUt: nunc ubi, caupo, dubii >

Sudan,

Thomson'

Leyden

Orientalis,' fol. lo"58.

(

Liv.

translator of

a physician of

17th century, wTOte, 1. 'De Conservanda Valetudine a
Dieta Sanis in India observandis.' 2. ' Methodus Medent
qua oportet in India Orientali uti.'
3. ' De Medicin
Indorum,' published with Alpinus' work ' De Medicin

bend

Martial alludes to its cultivation.
Martial, 1. 3, ep. 59-

;

was the

:

Et qiumdani Teucris comes

Cic. in Brut.

James (Biog.)

who was

born

A

BORBONIUS
BOBCHT

'

•

1

;

BOR

BOR
Andreas Perforates, a physician of Pevensy, in Sussex, in
the l6th century, wrote many things on various subjects,
among which are, 1. 'A Book of the Introduction of
Knowledge,' black letter, printed by William Coplande,
2.
Breviary of
without date, and an edition in 1542.
Health,' 1547 ; also in 4to. 1575 ; with another work, called
3.
Compendyouse Regime,' &c. ; an
the ' Extravagants.'
edition of which was printed after his death, in 1562.
4.
Merry Tales of the Madmen of Gotham.' 5. • ProgIt is said that the name of Merry Andrew is
nostics,' &c.
derived from him.
Bokdk, Ju/ui Benjamin de la (Biog.) a French miscellaneous
writer, was born in 1734, and guillotined, by order of
He wrote, 1. ' Recueil d'Airs,' 4
Rol>espierre, in 1794.
2. ' Essais sur la Musique Ancienne et Moderne,'
vols. 8vo.
4 vols. 4to. 1780. 3. ' Essai sur l'Histoire Chronologique
de plus de quatre-vingts Peuples ie l'Antiquitc,' 8vo. 1788.
4.
Memoires Historiques de Couey,' 2 vols. 8vo. 5. ' Pieces
servir a l'Histoire des Regnes de
Interessantes pour
6. * Lettres sur la
Louis XIII et de Louis XIV,' 12mo.
7. ' Abrege Chronologique des
Suisse,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1781.
principaux Faits arrives depuis Henoch jusqu' a Jesus Christ,'
8. ' Recueil de Vers dedies a Adelaide par le
8vo. 1789plus heureux des Epoux,' l6mo. &c.
BOURDEXAVE, Toussaint (Biog.) a surgeon of Paris,
was born in 1728, and died in 1782, leaving some few
works on surgical and medical subjects.
BORDEU, Thcophilus de (Biog.) a physician of Beam, was
He wrote, 1. Chylitiborn in 1722, and died in 177b.
'

•

'

'

cationis Historia,' 12mo. 1742 and 1752; with his ' Re2. ' Lettres contenant des Essais
cherches sur les Glandes.'
sur l'Histoire des Eaux Minerales du Beam,' 12mo. 1746.
'
3.
Recherches Anatomique sur la Position des Glandes,'
4. ' Recherches sur le Pouls par Raport aux Crises,'
5.
Recherches sur le Tissu Muqueux,
12mo. Paris, 1756.
et l'Organe Cellulaire.'
BORDOXE, Paris (Biog.) an artist of Trevigi, was born in
1513, and died in 1588. He was the favourite of Francis I,
for whom he painted the Beauties of the French Court,
which added greatly to his reputation.
BORE, Catherine Von (Biog.) a nun of the convent of
Nimptschen, who embraced the principles of the reformaShe
tion, and breaking her vows, was married to Luther.
died in 1552.
BOREADES (Myth.) the descendant of Boreas, who long
possessed the supreme power and the priesthood in the island
Diod. 1. 1.
of the Hyperboreans.
BOREAS (Myth.) Bopias, the son of Astra?us and Aurora,
or, according to some, the son of Strymon, who was the
same as the Aquilo, or north wind blowing from the Hyperborean mountains, and was worshipped as a deity. Horn.
II. 1. 20 ; Hesiod.
Theos- v. 379 ; Herod. 1- 7 ; Apollod.
1. 3 ;
Callimack. in Dei; Oeid. Met. 1. 7
Hi/sin. Prof.
Fab. ; Aul. Gel!. 1. 2 Pans. 1. 1 ; Schol. in Bind.; Pyth. Od. 4.
BOREL, Peter (Biog.) a physician and antiquary of Castres,
in Lanquedoc, in the 17th century, wrote, 1. ' Les Antiquites, &c. de la Ville et Comte de Castres,' 8vo. Castres,

&c.

'

;

;

Historiarum et Observationum Medico-Physicarum Centuria Prima et Seeunda,' 8vo. ibid. 1653, and
3. ' Bibliotheca Chymica,' &c. 12mo. Paris.
often reprinted.
4. ' De Vero Telescopii Inven1654; Heidelb. 1656.
tore,' &c. 4to. Hag. 1655.
5. ' Tresor des Recherches et
1649.

2.

'

Antiquites Gauloises,' kc. 4to. Paris, 1655.
la

Louange de

l'lniprimerie.'

7-

'

Regis, Reginae, et Cardinalis Mazarine,'
seu

6.

Carmina
4to.

Poeme

'

8.

Armamentarium Simplicium Plantarum,' &c.

a

Laudem

in
'

Hortus,

8vo. Cast.

1667, &c.
Alphonso (Biog.) a mathematician and philosopher of Xaples, was born in 1608, and died in 16'79>
leaving among his works, 1. ' Delle Cagioni delle Fiebri

BORELL1, John

Maligni,' 12mo. 1649.
2. ' Euclides Restitutus," &c. 4tu
Pis. 1658.
3. ' Apollonii Perg^i Conicorum Libri V, VI,
4.
et VII,' &c. fol. Florent. l66l.
Theoria Medicorum
Planetarum ex Causis Physicis deduct*,' 4to. Florent. 1666.
'

De Vi

Bonon. 1667 ; reprinted with
his piece ' De Motu Animalium,' and that ' De Motionibus
'
Naturalibus,' in 1 686.
6.
Osservazione Intomo alia Virtu
Ineguali degli Occhi,' inserted in the Journal of Rome for
the year 16697- ' De Motionibus Naturalibus e GraviMeteorologia
tate pendentibus,' 4to. Reg. Jul. 1670.
S.
jEtnea,' &c. 4to. Reg. Jul. 1670.
9. ' De Motu Animalium,' 4to. Rom. 16S1
4to. Lugd. Bat. 1686.
BOREMAX, Robert (Biog.) a divine of the 17th century,
who published, 1. ' The Churchman's Catechism,' 4to. Lon2. ' The Triumphs of Learning over Ignordon, 1651.
5.

'

Percussionis,' 4to.

'

;

3. ' Life and Death of Freeman
ance,' &c. ibid. 1653.
Sonds, Esq.' &c., who was executed for the murder of his
brother; besides occasional sermons.
BOREX, Herbert (Ecc.) or Herbert de, bishop of Utrecht,
who died in 1138. This city being besieged in his time
by Theodoric, count of Holland, he caused the gates to be
opened, and went forth at the head of his clergy to meet
the besieger, who was so struck with the majesty of the
venerable prelate, that he fell at his feet, and soliciting his
pardon, raised the siege and left the city in peace.
(Eec.) the family name of pope Paul V.
Borghese, Francis, the son of Mark Anthony Borghese,
prince of Sulmone, was born in 1697, and created cardinal
by Benedict XIII, in 1729Borghese, Paul Ridolto (Biog.) an Italian poet and painter of
Lucca, was starved to death in the middle of the 17th century.
BORGHIXI, J'incent (Biog.) a Benedictine, of a noble family of Florence, was born in 1515, and died in 1680. The
Discorsi di M. Venbest known of his works is entitled,
cenzo Borghini,' 2 vols. 4to. 1584, 1585 ; and with annotations in 1755.
Borghini, Rafaello, was the author of a tract on painting
and sculpture, entitled, ' Riporo della Pittura e deUa Scultura,' 8vo. Florence, 1584.
(Hist.) the name of a family which, according to
some authors, was very noble and very considerable, but,
according to others, it owes its distinction to the good fortune and merit of Alphonso Borgia, afterwards pope Callixtus III. Another of this family was likewise pope, under
the name of Alexander VI, and others were dukes and car-

BORGHESE

'

BORGIA

dinals, &c.

Bobgia, John, the natural son of pope Alexander VI, was
raised to the dignity of duke of Gandia, on the death of his
eldest brother, and was assassinated at Rome, where his
body was thrown into the Tiber. His brother Cssar is
charged with this murder.
Borgia, Ca?sar, a younger brother of the preceding, was promoted to the bishopric of Pampeluna, and the archbishopric
of Valentia, successively, and was created cardinal in 1 493
but throwing off his ecclesiastical profession, he formed a
league with Louis XII, by whom he was made duke of
Valentinois
falling, however, at length under the displeasure of the king, and experiencing a reverse of fortune, he took
refuge with his brother-in-law, the king of Navarre, and
died in 1507 of the wounds which he received in battle,
under the walls of Viana.
Borgia, Francis, viceroy of Peru, son of John Borgia, commander of Aztiga, and grandson of S. Francis de Borgia,
;

died in

1658, leaving several poetical pieces,

besides his

works of piety.
Borgia, John (Ecc.) nephew to pope Alexander VI, a cardinal and archbishop of Valentia, was created a cardinal by
his uncle, and promoted to the see of Valentia in 1 496, ami
died of poison from the hands of his cousin, Caesar Borgia,
as

is

supposed, in 1499-

;

:

;

BOR

BOS

Borgia, Caspar, son of Francis, duke of Gaudia, was created
a cardinal by Paul V, and after having governed the see of
Seville, as well as that of Toledo, and been for some time
viceroy of Naples, he died in 1645, leaving the character of
being a father to the poor.
Irnhoff. Geneal. Hispan. Fcim.
Borgia, Stephen, a cardinal of Velletri, and in all probability
of the same family as the preceding, died in 1804, leaving
a high reputation as the patron of learning and learned
men.
BORGIANNI, Horatio (Biog.) a painter and engraver of
Rome, was born in 1(530, and died in 1681, leaving the
reputation of being the best painter in Spain, where he reHis etching of ' A Dead Christ,' is one of his most
sided.
finished pieces as an engraver.
BORICHUS {Hist.) natural son of Carloman, king of Hungary, aspired to the throne of his father, in which he was
opposed by Geisa II, who wished to get him into his power
but he was prevented by Louis VII, who protected the

young

posed to have become extinct at the death of Thomas, the
eighth lord Borough.
Borough, the name of a family which at present enjoys the
dignity and title of a baronet, first conferred in 1813, on sir
Richard Borough. The arms, &c. of this family are as fol-

low
Arms.
:

Or, in base a dolphin nayant in waves of the sea,
proper, on a chief azure, three mullets argent.
On a wreath of the colours three estoiles, surmounted by a plume of feathers argent.
" Strives moi."
Motto.
Borough, Sir John (Biog.) vide Burroughs.
BORRI, Joseph Francis (Biog.) a quack, and a heretic of
Milan in the 17th century, who, having been seized as a
spy, was sent to Rome, and condemned to perpetual confinement, where he died in l6<)5. To him are ascribed some
pieces on chemistry and politics, as ' La Chiave del Gabinetto;' and ' Istruzioni Politichi,' &c.
(Biog.) or Botch, a physician of Denmark,
was born in 1626, and died in I69O, leaving among his
works, 1. ' De Ortu et Progressu Chemise/ 4to. 1666.
all

Crest.

BORRICHIUS

prince.

BORINGDON,

Lord {Her.) the title enjoyed by the family
of North Moulton, in the county of Devon,
where it is said to have been seated since the 14th century.
John Parker, a descendant of this family, was created a
baron in 17S4.
The title, arms, &c. of this family are as
follow
Title.
Parker, baron Boringdon, of Boringdon, co. Devon.
Arms. Sable, a stag's head cabossed between two flaunches
of Parker,

argent-

On a wreath an arm erect, vested azure, cuff argent,
the hand holding an attire of a stag proper.
Supporters.
Dexter, a stag argent ; sinister, a greyhound
regardant sable, each collared or, and thereto antique
shields appendant gules ; that on the dexter charged with
a horse's head couped argent, bridled or; the sinister with
a ducal coronet or.
Motto.
" Fidelia certa merces."
Boringdon, Viscount, the title commonly borne by the eldest
son of the earl of Morley.
BORIS, Gudentm {Hist.) regent of Moscow, assassinated
Demetrius, brother to the czar Theodore ; and at the death
of the latter, in which he was suspected of having been
instrumental, he succeeded to the throne of Russia ; but a
false Demetrius arising, he was in his turn put to death,
and his son Theodore Borrissowitz also, who succeeded him.
BORISSOWTTZ, Theodore {Hist.) the son and successor of
Boris, was strangled, with his mother, by order of the
false Demetrius,
BORIVORIUS I (Hist.) the first Christian duke of Bohemia,
in 826, abdicated his government in 906, in favour of his
son SpiligneuB,
Borivobius II, king of Bohemia in 1 100, was forced to abandon his kingdom, after a reign of seven years, to SuatopluCUSj his cousin and competitor.
PiOULASE, Edmund (Biog.) a physician, and son of sir John
Borlase, one of the lords justices of Ireland, was educated
at Oxford, and died in 1682, having among his works,
1. ' Latham Spaw in Lancashire,' &c 8vo. London,
1670.
2. ' The Reduction of Ireland to the Crown of England/
3. ' The History of the execrable
&c. 8vo. London, 1675.
Irish Rebellion,' &c folio, London, 1680,
1.
Brief ReBe lion, on the Earl of Castlchavcn's Memoirs,' &C Svo.
London, 16S2.
BOSLABE, William, an antiquary of Cornwall, was born in
1695, educated at Oxford, and died in T7-His principal
works are, l.
Antiquities of Cornwall,' foL Oxford, 1753;
London, 1760. 2.
Observations on the Ancient and Present State of the Islands of Scilly," &c. 4to. 17."''''. 3.
Natural History of Cornwall,' Oxford, 1758.
B >R01 GH, Lord (Her.) a title conferred on sir Thomas
Borough, who was created a baron in 1 187, which is supCrest.

'

1

'

'

'

2.

*

Hennetis iEgyptiorum

et

Chemicorum

Sapientia," &c.

Conspectus Prtestantiorum Seriptorum Linguse
4. ' Cogitationes de Varus Lingua;
I698.
Latinsc /Etatibus, &c. 4to. 16'75.
(Hist.) the name of a family at Milan, which
produced several cardinals.
Borromeo, S. Charles (Ecc.) a cardinal and archbishop of
Milan, was born in 1538, created a cardinal by Pius IV in
15<j0, and died in 1584, after having governed with great
zeal and piety, on which account he was canonized in 1610.
Borromeo, Frederic, youngest son of Count Julius Csesar
Borromeo, and cousin-german of the preceding, was created
cardinal by Clement VIII, in 1587, promoted to the archbishopric of Milan in 1595, and died in 1632.
His works
were all of a pious cast, and written in Italian.
Borromeo, Gilbert, son of Charles, count of Borromeo, was
born in 1615, created a cardinal by Innocent X in 1054,
and died in 1672, after having performed the functions of
1674.

3.

LatinaV

'

4to.

BORROMEO

Romania

for three years.
Frederick, son of Count Julius Ciesar Borromeo II,
was sent as nuncio into Switzerland, and afterwardjj as
nuncio ordinary to Madrid, by Clement IX, created cardinal
bv Clement
in I67O, and died in 1673.
BORROMINI, Francis (Biog.) a French architect of Bissona,

legate in

Borromeo,

X

and died by his own hands in
frenzy in 1667.
Many of his works are still to be
Rome, but are not much esteemed. He published at
in 1725, in Latin and Italian, his description of the

was born

in 1599,

a

fit

of

seen at

Rome,
church

of Vallicela.

BORSETTI (Biog.) vide Cornazzano.
BORUSCI (Grog.) or Borussi, a people

of European Sarinhabited the country now called Prussia.
(Geog.) BopuT0iVi?c, a river of Scythia,
now the Dnieper, inferior to no European river except the
Danube. Herodot. 1. 4, c. 45 Strab. 1. 7 Marcian. 1'crip.
l'lin. 1. 4; Dionys. Per. v. 311; Amnion. MarMela, 1. 2

who

matia,

BORYSTHENES

;

;

;

cellin.

1.

22.

BORZONI,
in

Luciano (Biog.) a painter of Genoa, who died
1645, aged 55, was eminent as an historical and portrait

painter.

1SOS, Jerome (Biog.) an artist of Bois le Due, who died in
1500, had a singular attachment to painting spectres, devils,
enchantments, and the like.
Bos, Lewis Jansen, or John Lewis, another painter of Bois le
Due, who died in 1507, excelled in painting flowers, &c.
I!os, Lambert, a philologist of Friesland, was bom in 1670,
and died in 1717. leaving among other things, 1. ' Exercitationes Philologies;/ &c. Svo. Franek. 1700, and 1713 much
Mystorii Ellipsios Graectc expositi Speci2,
enlarged.
'

,

BOS

BOS

1702, and frequently reprinted since.
3. An edition of the Septuagint, 2 vols. 4to. 1709, with
4. ' Antiquitatum Grtecarum, &e. brevis
Prolegomena, &e.
Descriptio,' 12mo. Franek. 1713, and frequently reprinted.
5. ' Animadversiones ad Scriptores quosdam Graecos/ &c.
8vo. Franek. 1715, &c.
BOSC, Peter du (Biog.) a protestant divine in France, who
was born in 1620, and died in 1692, is principally distinguished by the part he took in the negotiations between his

Servia on the E. by the Drino, from Dalmatia on the S. by
a ridge of mountains, and from Croatia on the W. by the
Verbas.
It is divided into the three sandjiaks of Banjaluka,
Orach, and Bosna-Serajo, so called from their chief towns,
the last of which is the capital of the country.

men,'

12mn.

ibid.

party and the court.
Bosc, Claude du, an engraver of France in the last century,
assisted in executing the cartoons of Raphael, and engraved
the battles of Marlborough, &c.

BOSCAN,

John Almogaver (Biog.) a Spanish poet, of a noble
family of Barcelona, died about 1543, leaving some works,
which were published with those of his coadjutor Garcilaso,
under the title of ' Obros de Boscan y Garcilaso,' 4to. Medina, 1544; 12mo. Venice, 1553.
BOSCAWEN, Right Hon. Edward (Hist.) a distinguished
admiral, and second son of lord Falmouth, was born in
1711, and died in 176l, after having distinguished himself
at Porto Bello and Carthagena, in 1740; at the battle off
against the French, in North
Cape Finisterre, in 1744
America, in 1 747 ; in the capture of Cape Breton and
Louisbourg, in 1766; and in the Mediterranean against the
French fleet, of which be took three ships and burnt two,
in the bay of Lagos, in 1 759Boscawen, William (Biog.) a poet and miscellaneous writer,
nephew to the preceding, was born in 1752, educated at
Eton and Oxford, and died in 1811. He wrote, among
other things, 1. ' A Treatise of Convietion on Penal Statutes,' &c 8vo. 17922. A Translation of Horace, the
Odes, &c. in 1793, and the remainder in 17983. ' Ori;

ginal Poems,' &c.

Bullhascr Vander (Biog.) a painter of Antwerp,
whose conversation pieces are highly admired. He died in
1715, aged 40.

BOSCOLI, Andrew

(Biog.) an historical painter at Florence,
and died in 16'06, was the first of the

in 1553,

Florentine school

BOSON

vence.

Boson, surnamed Gontran, a general in the service of Childebert, and the other sons of Clotarius I, who, for the active
part he took in the intrigues and factions of the times, was
put to death by Childebert, king of Austrasia.
Gregor.
Tur. de Gest. Franc. 1. 7Boson (Bibl.) a town of Reuben, which is mentioned in the
Maccabees, and is supposed to be the Bostra of profane
writers.

BOSCH,

who was born

History of Bosnia.

Bosnia derives its present name from the river Bosna, which
runs through the midst of it ; but in the time of the
Romans it was known by the name of Pannonia. On
the decline of the Roman empire, Bosnia was governed
by princes of its own, called Bans, who were dependant,
first on the kings of Dalmatia or Servia, and afterwards
on those of Hungary, from whom it was wrested by the
Turks, who rendered it tributary to them ; and on the
refusal of Stephen V, its king, to pay the customary
tribute, in 1463, Mahomet II reduced the country to a
Turkish province, and beheaded the king.
(Hist.) son of Buves, count of Ardenne, caused himself to be crowned king of Aries, Provence, and Burgundy,
in 879 5 which dignity being confirmed to him by Charles
the Fat, he died in the peaceable possession of his newly
erected kingdom, in 888, leaving
Boson II, his son and successor, who, as is said, died in 944.
Boson III, nephew of Boson II, succeeded as count of Pro-

who

successfully applied the chiaro scuro.

1758.

(Biog.) a native of Milan, and servitor of
the Order of Malta at the end of the 16th century, wrote
a history of the Order, entitled, ' Historia dell' Ordine di
S. Giovanni Gierosolimitano,' 3 vols. Rome, 1594
1602.
Bosius, Anthony, nephew and heir of the preceding, wrote,
' Roma Sotteranea,' fol. Rome, 1 632
the Latin translation
;
by Father Oringhi, 2 vols. fol. 1651.
Bosius, John Andrew, a philologer of Leipsic, was born in
1626, and died in 1674.
Among his works are, 1. ' Dissertatio de Veterum Adoratione,' 4to. Lips. 1646.
2. An
edition of Cornelius Nepos, 8vo. 1657
and Jen. 1675.
3.
Disscrtatio de Pontificatu Maximo Imperatorum,' &c.
4to. Jen. 1657; reprinted by Grsevius, in the 5th vol. of
his Thesaurus.
4. ' De Ara Ignoti Dei,' &c 4to. Jen. 1659,
5. ' De Tiberio,' ibid. l66l.
6. ' Exercitatio Historica de
Clinicis Ecclesiae Veteris,' 4to. ibid. 1664.
7. An edition
of Tacitus ' De Vita Agricola,' 8vo. Jen. 1664.
8. * Sehedianna de Comparanda Notitia Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum.'
4to. ibid. 1673.
9. ' Introductio in Notitiam Rerum Publicarum,' 4to. Jen. 1676.
10. ' Dissertatio Isagogica de
Comparanda Prudentia Civili,' &c. 4to. ibid. 1679. 11. ' Hispanic, Ducatus Mediolancnsis et Regni Ncapolitani Notitia.'

—

26.

allusion.

JEschyl. in Prom.
*E<rrti

T^e

'

BOS1US, James

v.

(Geog.) or Bosporos, Bdo-n-opor, the names of
two straits on the confines of Europe and Asia, so called
from potiq and 71-dpoc, i. e. the passage of an ox, because from
its narrowness an ox might cross it, to which the poets make

BOSCO WITCH,

Roger Joseph (Biog.) a mathematician of
Ragusa, was born in 1711, and died in 17S7His principal
work was his Theoria Philosophise Naturalis reducta ad
Unieara Legem Virium in Natura Existentium/ Vindob.

Mac.

1

BOSPHORUS

(?i

ff?;e

QviiroiQ hinati Xoyoc,

ptyac

Tropiiac HouiropoQ

iiroivvpog.

Hymn,

Callim

r'

in Del.

KeicXiuivoi vaiunt Bods rro'pov IvaxiwVi/e.

were distinguished by the names of the Tliraor the Straits of Constantinople, and tlie
Bosp/iorus,
'immerian
called by the Italians Stretlo di Caffa ;
the first of which formed a communication between the
These

straits

dan Boxphorus,
(

Euxine Sea and the Propontis.
Dionys.

v.

140.

Ty 0' tiri Optjucis ropa Bomrops, ov wdpog 'Iw
"llpng ivviait\iriv ivrjZaro iropric. Intra
"SrtivoTaTOQ £i} Ktivog aTrdvroiV inXtro TropBpoc.
Tuii' dXXwv oir' titri ttoXvkXvtoio OaXaacnc..
Dionys.

v.

167-

;

Ek T?]g yap IloVroto to pvpiov iXictTai voup
Op96v Kippepin <Sia Bo<r7ro'pa lu irapd iroMot
Kippipioi vainaiv viro y\iv^pt^ 7roSi Tavpa.

'

4to.

Ttireiciumet Libpcum freta

Propert.

(Geog.) a country in the south of Europe, which
separated from Sclavonia on the N. by the Save, from

1.

,

Ctmmeriumque

secat

bt>i.

3, el. 9, v. 69-

Nunc

Ubi signa Camilli
Aut modb Pompei Bospbora capta maw?
tibi

Scipiadu

1

classes'?

Horace alludes to the roughness of
Hor. 1. 3, od. 4.

its

?

waters.

IvsanieiUem navita Bospori
Piehus perhorrescit.

Helmstad.

BOSNIA
is

Auson. in Manosyl.

Herod.
c.

1

5

;

1.

4;

Strab.

de Re Rust. 1. 2, c. 1 ; Cic. pro Mini.
12; Fest. de Signif. Verb.; PUn. 1. 4.

J'arr.
1.

BOT

BOS
BOSQUET,

Francis

(Ecc.) bishop of Lodevc, and afterwards of Montpcllier, was born in 1005, and died in 1676,
after having been employed on different missions, and governed bis see with distinguished piety and prudence. He
published, I. * l'selli Synopsis Legum,' 1632
a Greek piece
;

never before printed, to which he added a Latin version and
2. ' Ecclesiffi Gallicana? Historiarum Liber Primus,'
notes.
4to. lfi'.'iii.
8.
PontifioUM Rmianorum qui e Gallia oriundi
sederunt,
Historia,' Sec. Paris. 1632.
in Ea
BOSSE, Abraham (Biog.) an engraver of Tours, who died in
WifiO. left three good tracts on the Manner of Drawing the
Orders of Architecture, on the Art of Engraving, &e. 8vo.
1645, 1682, and fol. 1684
besides Representations of Divers Human Figures, Paris, 1656.
BOSSO, Matthew (Biog.) an Italian scholar of Verona, died
in 1502, leaving, 1. • De Instituendo Sapientia Animo,'
Bonon. 1495. 2. ' De Veris et Salutaribus Animi Gaudiis,'
Florent. 1491.
3. ' Epistolarum Libri Tres,' 1493, 1498,
and 1502. 4. • De Vanis Mulierum Ornamentis,' &c.
BOSSU, Rene Le (Biog.) a critic of Paris, in the 17th century, wrote among other things ' Traite de Poeme Epique,'
Paris, l6"5, and reprinted several times since; translated
into English, in 2 vols. 8vo. 1719BOSSUET, James (Ecc.) bishop of Meaux, was bom at Dijon
in 1627, and died in 1704, after a life spent in defence of
religion, and particularly that form of it to which he belonged, and which he knew well how to defend. His works
appeared at Paris in 20 vols. 4to. 1737, among which the
most distinguished are, 1. * Refutation du Catechism de
Paul Ferri,' 1655. 2. • L'Exposition de la Doctrine de
l'Eglise Catholique sur les Matieres de Controverse,' 16718. ' Traite de la Communion sous les Deux Especes,' 1682.
'
4.
Lettre Pastorale aux Nouveaux Catholiques,' ibid.
5. ' Histoire des Eglises Protestantes,' all which, together
his
with
other works, were printed separately several times,
and drew forth many answers from the Protestant writers in
France and England.
BOSTON, Lord (Her.) a title enjoyed at present by the Irby
family, which was first conferred on sir William Irby, who
was created a baron in 1761- The titles, amis, &c. of this
family arc as follow
Irby, lord Boston, of Boston, co. Lincoln, and a
Titles.
'

;

:

baronet.

Arms.
Crest.

Argent, fretty sable, on a canton gules, a chaplet or.
a wreath argent and sable, a Saracen's head

On

•proper.

Supjwrters.
On either side an antelope gules, gorged with
a chaplet or.
" Honor fidelitatis premium."
Motto.
Boston, John (Biog.) a monk of St. Edmund's Bury, in Suffolk, in the 14th century, was the first collector of the Lives
of English Writers, in which he was followed by I.ilaml,
He left a catalogue of authors, with short
Bale, and Pitts.
opinions of them, the MS. copy of which was in the posSpesession of archbishop Usher, besides which he wrote,
culum Coenobii,' 8vo. Oxon. 1722, at the end of the
1 .

'

Annal.' 2.
De Rhus (Vnobii Sui/ which is lost.
B Scotch divine, was born in 1676, and died
1732, leaving among his works printed after his death,
I.
Thonue Boston Ecclesuc Atricensis apud Scotoa Pastoris
Hebrico-Biblicus,' 4to.
Tractatus Stigmologicus
Ultraj,
2. * Memoirs of his Life and Writings,' written by
1738.
'

T revet

'

Boston, ThaitUU,
in

'

himself, 1776.

BOSTRA

(deog.) or Basra, a town of Arabia

Petrua, DOW
called Bosra, or Bttsscrel, which was the birth-place i<f the
emperor Philip, who succeeded Gordian in 944, and gave it

the

name

of Philopopolis.

BOSWELL,

James (Biog.) the well-known friend and biographer of Dr. Johnson, was the eldest son of Boswcll, lord
Aucheulcck, one of the judges in the Supreme Courts of

Session and Justiciary in Scotland.
He was bom at Edinburgh in 1740, studied civil law at Edinburgh and Gl
and died in 1795k His most distinguished work, which will

ensure him an honourable name with posterity to the end
of tune, is his ' Life of Dr. Johnson,' which was published
in 179°He wrote likewise, 1. ' Essence of the Douglas
2. ' Account of Corsica, with Memoirs of
Cause,' 1766.
General Paoli,' 1768. 3. '
Letter to the People of Scotland,' 1783, which was quickly followed by a second. 4 ' A
Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides,' in company with Dr.
Johnson.
5. ' The Hypochondriac,' a series of Numbers
which appeared in the London Magazine in 1782.
(Gcog.) a town of Leicestershire, in England,
1 1 m. W. Leicester, 106 N. N. W. London. Lon. 1° 21' W.,
52°
38'
lat.
N. It is noted for having been the scene of
that memorable battle which was fought in 1448, in a plain
three miles from the town, anciently called Redmorc, now
Bostvorth Field, between Richard III, and the earl of
Richmond, afterwards Henry VII, in which the former
was killed.
This battle terminated the contests between
the houses of York and Lancaster.
(Bibl.) mvi, a town of Edom.
Gen. xxxvi. 33;
Isaiah xxxiv. 6, &c.
BOTALLUS, Leonard (Biog.) a physician of Piedmont, in
the 16th century, who wrote, 1. ' De Curandis Vulnerihus
Sclopetorurn,' 8vo. Venet. 1560.
2. ' Commentarioli duo
alter de Medici, alter de -'Egroti Munere,' 8vo. Lugd. 1565.
'
3.
De Curatione per Sanguinis Missionem,' &c. 8vo. Antv
The works of Botallus were collected and pub1583, &c.
lished under the title of ' Opera Omnia,' &c. Lugd. Bat.
1660.
BOTELER, Lord (Her.) a title conferred on sir John Boteler,
who was created a baron in 1628. It became extinct at!
the death of his son William, the second lord Boteler, in
1647.
BOTECOURT, Lord (Her.) the title by which sir Thomas:
Berkeley was summoned to Parliament in right of bis wife,
This title was afterwards rein the reign of Edward II.
vived in the person of sir Charles Berkeley, a naval commander, who was slain in a sea-fight against the Dutch, in
1665 ; and again in 1764, in the person of Norbome Berkelev, who claimed and recovered the ancient barony of Botecourt.
He dying unmarried, his right and title went to
the duke of Beaufort, as grandson of Elizabeth, his sister.
BOTH, John and Andrew (Biog.) two Dutch painters of the
17th century, the former of whom excelled in landscapes,

A

BOSWORTH

BOSRA

and the

latter in figures.

BOTHWELL,

James Hepburn, Earl (Hist.) a nobleman,
memorable in Scotch history as the husband of Mary
queen of Scots, whom, after the murder of Darnlcy, he

who

is

carried away prisoner to Dunbar Castle, and prevailed upon
her to marry him. A confederacy was afterwards formed
against him, when the queen was freed from his power,
and he escaped to the Orkneys, of which he had been made
earl, and died in 1577; confessing, as has been said, his
own share in the murder of Darnlcy, and the innocence of
Mary.
BOTICELLI, Alexander (Biog.) a painter of Florence, died
His Venus Uising from the Sea, and his
in 1515, aged 78.
Wmis Adorned by the Graces, were among his admired,
pieces.

(Biog.) or William of Worcester, sn
English writer of the 15th century, who studied at Oxford
1.
Cicero de Senectutc' translated from the French
2.
Annals of England,' printed by Hearne, at the
1475.
Itinerary,' pub3.
Liber Niger Scaccarii.'
end of his
Mr.
James Nasmith, 8vo. Cambridge, 1778; belished by
sides a number of other things mentioned by Tanner.
BOTT, Thomas (lliog.) an English divine' of Derby, wa:

BOTON'EIt, William
wrote,

'

'

'

'

bom

in 1688,

and died

in 1753.

leaving

among

bis work:

:

:

BOU

BOU
The Principal and Peculiar Notion of a late Book entitled
The Religion of Nature, Delineated, Considered, and Re'

futed, against Wollaston's Notion of Moral Obligation."
Bott, John de, an architect of France, who whilst in the
service of William III, of Prussia, erected the arsenal of
Berlin, the fortifications of Wesel, and several public edifices
at Dresden, &c.
BOTTARI, John (Ecc.) a cardinal of Florence, was born in
1689, and died in 1775, particularly distinguished for his
He wrote, 1. ' Vita di Francesco Saclove of learning.
2. ' Sculture et Pitture sacre
chetti,' 8vo. Naples, 1725.

prisoner at the battle of Agincourt, brought to England,
and died here in 1421.
Paid (Ecc.) successively bishop of St. Omer, and
afterwards of Arras, died in 1635 at the age of 64, after

BOUDOT,

having discharged his functions as a good prelate.

He

wrote

many works

of piety.
BOUET, Charles (Hist.) of the noble family of the Bouets of
Tourraine, distinguished himself by an inviolable fidelity to
He opened the gates of Tours
the king during the league.
to Henry III ; and, on all occasions, he exerted himself for

Museo

the interest of this prince, and his successor Henry IV.
de Blemu Jacqueline (Biog.) a lady of noble extraction, was born in 1618, and died in 1696, distinguished
for her piety, which she displayed by her rigid adherence

tre

to the rules of the

Rome, 1737, 1747, 1753.
Crusca,' 6 vols. Florence, 1738.

estratte/ &c. 3 vols. fol.

3.

eabularia della
Capitolino,' 3 vols.

4.

Vo-

'
•

De

5. ' Dialoghi sopra
fol. 1750.
Arti del Disegno/ 4to. Lucca, 1754.
BOTTICELLI (Biog.) vide Bolicelli.
BOTTONI, Albertino (Biog.) a physician of Padua, in the
l6th century, wrote, 1. ' De Vita conservanda,' 4to. Patav.
2. ' De Morbis Muliebribus,' ibid. 1585, and twice
1582.
reprinted. 3. • Consilia Medica,' 4to. Francof. 1605. 4. ' De
Modo discurrendi circa Morbos eosdem curandi Tractatus,'
12mo. ibid. 1607, 8vo. 1695.
Bottoni, Dominic, a physician of Leontini, in Sicily, was
born in 1641, and died in 1731, leaving, 1. ' Pyrologia
Topographica ; id est, de Igne Dissertatio juxta Loca, cum
eorum Descriptione,' 4to. Neapol. 1692. 2. ' Febris Rheumatics maligns Historia Medica,' &c. 8vo. Messin. 1712.
BOVADILLA (Hist.) or Bobadilla, Don Francisco de,
governor-general of the Indies, sent the two brothers of
Columbus in chains to Spain, at which Ferdinand and Isabella were so dissatisfied, that he was immediately superseded
by Ovando, and perished on his return home.
Edmund (Biog.) a sculptor of Chaumont,
was born in 1698, and died in 1762, much lamented for his

BOUCHARDON,

distinguished talent.

BOUCHARD,

Matthew Anthony (Biog.) a law professor of
was born in 1719, and died in 1804, leaving,
Theorie des Traites de Commerce en tre les Nations,'
2. ' Recherches Historiques sur la Police des Ro1777mains/ &c. 1784. 3. ' Commentaire sur les Lois des Douze
Tables,' 1767, and 1803.
BOUCHER, John (Biog.) a seditious doctor of the Sorbonne,
who inveighed in his sermons against Henry III and IV,
and on the taking of Paris by the latter, he retired to the
Netherlands, where he died in 1664, aged 94Boucher, Francis, painter to Louis XV, who died in 1770,
left the reputation of being the painter of the Graces, and
His ' Infant Jesus sleeping,' is
the Anacreon of painting.
among his admired pieces.
Boucher, Jonathan, an English clergyman and philosopher,
a native of Cumberland, was born in 1738, and died in 1804,
leaving, 1. ' A View of the Causes and Consequences of
the American Revolution, in Thirteen Discourses preached
in North America, between the Years 1763 and 1775/ in
Glossary
which he upheld the principles of loyalty. 2. '
of Provincial and Archaeological Words,' intended as a supplement to Dr. Johnson's Dictionary, the proposals for which
he issued in 1802, under the title of
Lingua; Anglicans
veteris Thesaurus.'
BOUCHET, John (Biog.) an historian of Poictiers in the
15th century, was the author of, 1. ' Des Annales d'Aquitaine finissant en 1519/ fol- Poictiers, 1524; enlarged and
continued by himself, Paris, 1535 ; and still further enlarged, Poictiers, fol. 1607, 1644.
2. ' Abrege de l'Histoire
de France/ &c. fol. Poictiers, 1545, &c.
BOUCHIER (Ecc.) vide Bourchier.
BOUCICAUT (Hist.) count of Beaufort, and marshal of
France, distinguished himself as a warrior against the Turks,
by whom he was taken prisoner in 1396; and, after having
signalized himself in Italy and elsewhere, he was taken
VOL. I.
Paris,
1.

'

A

'

BOUETTE,

She left many works,
Benedictines.
or persons remarkable for

consisting of the lives of saints,
piety.

BOUFLERS,

Louis Francis, Due de (Hist.) peer and marshal of
France, was born in 1644, and died in 1711, after a life of
military glory, which was displayed on all occasions, though
His noble defence of Lisle in 1708,
not with equal success.
for nearly four months, against prince Eugene, commanded
of
the conqueror, but of all Europe.
the admiration not only
BOUGAINVILLE, M. D. F. (Biog.) a French navigator,
who, after having sailed round the world on a voyage of
discovery, was butchered among the thousands that perished
on the 10th of August in 1792.
William Hyacinth (Biog.) a French historian
of Quimper, was born in I69O, and died in 1743, leaving
• Histoire des
Guerres et des Negocia1
works,
his
among
tions qui precederent le Traite de Westphalie sous le Regne
de Louis XIII,' &c. 4to. and 2 vols. 12mo. 1727- 2. ' Histoire du Traite de Westphalie/ 2 vols. 4to. and 4 vols.
12mo. 1744; besides his share in the 'Memoires de Trevoux/ and other pieces of less moment.
BOUGEREL, Joseph (Biog.) a French biographer of Aix,
was born in 1680, and died in 1753. He wrote ' Memoires
pour servir a l'Histoire des Hommes Ulustres de Provence,'
12mo. Paris, 1752, which was only part of a larger work
prepared by him, but not published.
(Her.) the name assumed by the Fletcher family, originally of Derbyshire, who at present enjoy the
dignity and title of a baronet, which was first conferred on
The arms, &c. of this family
sir Thomas Fletcher in 1 798.

BOUGEANT,

.

BOUGHEY

are as follow
Arms. Sable, a cross

wavy crminois, between four plates,
each charged with an arrow in bend, of the field.
On a wreath of the colours, a plate charged with
Crest.
a pheon per pale ermine and sable, the point downwards.
" Nee qusrere nee spcrnere honorem."
Motto.
(Her.) the name of an ancient family of Lawford, in Warwickshire, where it was seated in the time of
when Robert de Boveton possessed the manor
III,
Edward
and seat at Lawford. Sir William Boughton, his descendant,
was created a baronet in 1641. Sir Theodosius Edward
Allesley Boughton, the seventh baron, was poisoned by his
brother-in-law John Donellan, esq. for which the latter,
being tried and found guilty, was executed at Warwick in
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
1781.
Anns. Two coats for Boughton, of Lawford.
1. By grant of Henry VII argent, on a chevron between
three crosslets botonne fitchy sable, three stags' heads
caboshed or; on a chief gules, a goat passant of the field.

BOUGHTON

2.

Crest.

Ancient coat sable, three crescents or.
Or and sable a stork's head erased chevronny, of
and argent.

four pieces sable
Motto.

"

Omne bonum, Dei

BOUGUER,

donum."

Peter (Biog.) a mathematician of Lower Bretagne, was born in 1693, and died in 1758, leaving among
his works, 1. 'Traite d'Optique/ 4to. 1729 and 176O.

BOU
Traite de la Manoeuvre des Vaisseaux,' 4to. 1752,
abridged into 1 vol. 8vo. by M. La Caille, 1768, 1769, 1781,
and 1 792, with the notes of Lalande. 3. ' Traite do la Con2.

'

du Navire,' 4to. 1 750" ; besides his papers inserted
Memoirs of the Academy.
John (Biog.) a lawyer of Dijon, was born in
1673, and died in 1746.
He published, 1. 'A Poetical
Translation of Petronius,' 4to. Amst. 1737.
2. ' Remarques
sur les Tusculanes de Ciceron,' etc. 12mo. Paris, 1 737. 3. 'Des
struction

BOU
modem

department of the Pas de Calais, 22 miles S. Calais,
154 N. by W. Paris. Lon. 1° 36' E. lat. 50° 43'. The
town is divided into L'pper and Lower, the latter of which,
called by distinction Boulogne sur Mcr, lies on the shore.

in the

BOUHIERS,

Lettres sur les Therapeutes,' 1712.
4. ' Dissertations sur
Herodote,' 4to. Dijon, 1746.
5. ' Dissertation sur le Grand
Pontificat des Empereurs Romains,' 4to. 1742.
6. ' Ex-

de quelques Marbres Antiques,'
4to.
1733.
Observations sur la Coutume de Bourgogne,' 2 vols. fol.
Dijon ; besides his law works, of which a complete edition
was published in fol. 1787.
Dominick (Biog.) a French critic of Paris, was
born in 1628, and died in 1702, leaving among his works,
1. ' Entretiens d'Ariste et d'Eugene,' 12mo. 1671.
2. 'Remarques et Doutes sur la Langue Francoisc,' 3 vols. 12mo.
La Maniere de bien penset sur les Ouvrages d'Esprit,'
3.
12mo. Paris, 1692. 4. ' Pensees Ingenieuses des Anciens
et des Modernes,' 12mo. Paris, 1691.
5. ' Pensees Ingenieuses des Peres de l'Eglise,' Paris, 1700.
6. ' Histoire
du Grand Maitre d'Aubusson,' 4to. 1676, 1679, 1780.
7- ' La Vie de S. Francois Xavier,' 2 vols. 12mo. Paris,
1679; translated by Dryden in 16S8. 8. 'La Vie de S.
Ignace,' &c.
(Biog.) vide Bullialdus.
BOUILLE, Marquis de (Hist.) a native of Auvergne, and
a French general, died in 1800, after having served with
distinction in North America, and still more so in his attempts to facilitate the escape of his sovereign Louis XVI,
and afterwards in the ranks of the emigrants who fought
bravely under Conde.
His Memoirs of the French Revolution, 8vo. 1797, excited considerable interest.
BOUILLET, John (Biog.) a French medical writer of Servian, in the diocese of Beziers, was born in I69O, and
died in 1 770, leaving, 1 ' Avis et Remedes contre la Peste,'
8vo. Beziers, 1721.
2. ' Sur la Maniere de traiter la Petite Verole,' 4to. Beziers, 1 736.
3. ' Recueil des Lettres
et autres Pieces pour servir a l'Histoire de l'Academie de
Beziers," 4to. 1736.
BOUILLON, Godfrey de (Hist.) vide Godfrey.
BOULAI, Caesar Egasse de (Biog.) a French historian of
St. Ellier, or Helier, died in 1678.
His principal work
was his ' Historia Universitatis Parisiensis,' 6 vols. foL
167:;
1765
besides his Tresor des Antiquitcs Romanies/
fol. Paris, 1650;
and his ' Speculum Eloquenric,' 12mo.
ibid. 16.38, &c.
BOULAINVILLIERS, Henry de (Biog.) an historian of
St. Saisc, of an ancient and noble family, was bom in 1658,
and died in 1722. He wrote 'Histoire des Arabcs el de
Mahomet,' 12mo. ; besides several pieces on the French
history, widen have been collected in S vols. fol.
John (Biog.) a French engraver of the 17th
century, was highly esteemed for the skill lie displayed in a
vast variety of pieces, particularly his ' Holy Family,'
' Virgin
and Child,' &c.
BouXANOEB, John, a painter who was born in 1606, and died
in 1660.
He was painter at the court of Modena, where
many specimens of his delicate pencil are still preserved.
Louis de, painter to the king, was born at
Paris in 1609, and died in [674He excelled in imitating
plications
7-

'

BOUHOURS,

•

BOUILLARD

.

—

;

'

BOULAXGER,

BOULOGNE,

the ancient painters.
de, eldest son of the preceding, possessed mil
only bis father's power of imitation, but was also eminent

Boulogne, Bon

and portrait painting.
(Geog.) an old sea-port town of France, on the
coast of Picardy, the capital of an arrondissement in the

in historical

Boulogne

History of Boulogne.
Boulogne, in the time of the Romans, was distinguished
mostly by the names of Bononia and Bolonia ; and the
port of Boulogne by the names of Portus lecius, Portus
Marinas, Portus Marinorum, Gessoriacus Portus, Gessoriacum Novate.
It formerly had counts of its own, who
spring by the female line from the second race of French
kings, many of whom are distinguished in historv ; as
Baldwin I, also count of Flanders ; Godfrey of Bouillon ;
and Baldwin, afterward king of Jerusalem, &C, ; in
1534 it was ceded to Philip the Good, and from that
time it was united to the crown of France.
In 1544 it
was besieged and taken by the English, but restored
again at the peace in 1550.
In 1690 the fortifications
and the citadel were razed to the ground ; and, during the
revolutionary war, extensive preparations were made here,
particularly by Bonaparte, for the invasion of England,
who caused a column to be erected that remains still incomplete.
Ecclesiastical History

of Boulogne.

Boulogne was erected into a bishop's see by Pius V in 1566,
of which Claude Andre Donne was the first prelate. The'
bishopric of Boulogne is at present included in that of
Arras.
A synod was held here in 1646 by Francis I'errochel.
Sammart. Gall. Christ. ; Du Chene, Hist, de
Guise. ; Du Cange, cfc.
BOULTER, Hughes (Ecc.) archbishop of Armagh, was
born in 1671, educated at Oxford, where he was cotemporaiy with Addison, consecrated bishop of Bristol in 1719,'
translated to the archbishopric of Armagh in 1724, and died
in 1743.
He left very little in writing, except a few
charge^.

BOULTON,
times,

Matthew (Biog.) a great mechanic of modern
was born in 1728, and died in 1809, after having car-

ried the

improvements of the steam-engine

to the

utmost per-

fection, particularly in the application to the art of coining.

BOUQUET,

1

Dom. Martin

(Biog.) a Benedictine of Amiens,
was born in 1685, and died in 1754. He begun a Collection of the Historians of France, and proceeded as far as;
the work was
the eighth volume, which appeared in 1752
continued bv the congregation of St. Maur after his death.
(Biog.) vide Boquine.
(Hist.) the name of a family the most illustrious,
both for its rank and its antiquity, of any in Europe.
Genealogists derive its origin from Fcrreolus, a praetorian prewhom
descended
Hugh
fect in the fifth century, from
Capet, the first of the third race of French kings, ami from
biro descended S. Louis, or Louis IX, whose son Robert, of
France, seigneur of Bourbon, was the ancestor of Henry IV,
of Navarre, who stood in the tenth descent from Louis, and
;

BOUQUIN
BOURBON

I

was the founder of the house of Bourbon, who have

since

been in possession of the thrones not only of France but of
Spain, Naples, and Sicily.
BocRBON, Louis I, de, son of the above-named Robert, was
tie lirst duke of Bourbon, which was erected into a duchy
in his favour by Charles the Fair in l.'.'.'TBOURBON, Peter I, Due de, was killed at the battle of Poictiers in 1956.
BOURBON, John I, Due de, was taken prisoner at the battle of
Agincourt, and died in England in 1433.
Louis de, third son of John I, duke of Bourbon,
|!ni i;r.n\.
became dauphin of Auvergne, and count of Montpensier,
from whom descended the branch of Montpensier.
Bourbon, Charles III, Due de, and constable of France, was

;

'

BOU

BOU

born in 1489; and, after leaving the service of Francis I,
his master, he was killed at Rome in 1527 in the sen-ice of
the eniperor Charles V.

BornBON, Matthew

de,

surnamed the Great Bastard of BourLouis XI. and
at the defeat of the duke of Cleves

bon, distinguished himself in the sen-ice of

He was

Charles VII.

in 1487, and was taken prisoner in 1495.
Boi'EBON, Louis de, second son of John of Bourbon, count de
la Marche, commenced the branch of Vendome, from which
descended Henry IV of Navarre.
He was count of Vendome, and his great grandson was duke of Vendome.
BofBBON, Anthony de, duke of Vendorne, married Jane d'Albret, queen of Navarre, by whom he had Henry IV, king
of France and Navarre, and died in 1572.
Bourbon, Conde Louis, Due de, a French general, gained
great reputation at the battles of Steinkerque and Nenvinde,
and died suddenly at Paris in 1710, aged 42.
His branch
of the family sprung from the Bourbons, dukes of Vendome.
Bocrbon, Conde Henri/ Louis, Due de, was employed in the
regency during the minoritv of Louis XV, and died at
Chantilly in 1 740, aged 48.
Boi'bbon, the name of several branches of the same familv ; as
Bourbon-Conte, sprung from that of Conde ; Bourbon-Soissons, sprung also from that of Conde, &e.
Bocrbon (Biog.) or Borbonius, Nicholas, a Latin poet of
^ andeuvre, near Langres, was born in 1 503, and died in
1550, leaving eight books of epigrams, besides a didactic
poem on the forge, entitled * Ferrarie,' 8vo. 153."? and also
a poem, * De Puerorum Moribus/ 4to. Lugd. 1583.
Bocebon. Nicholas, nephew to the preceding, and also a Latin
;

poet, whose poems were printed in 12mo, Paris, 1651.
Bocrbon (Geog.) the name of some places in France.
V Archambaud, a town of the Bourbonnois, in
France, in the modern department of Allier, 14 miles W.

Bourbon,

Moulins, 28

Nevers.

is

its

name

Lon. 3°

3' £., lat. 4(r :',:<' N.
the place which has given
to the illustrious family of Bourbon above-men-

S.

worthy of

It

notice,

as

particularly sermons, which,

for their eloquence, have gone
through many editions, the best of which are that in
16 vols. Svo. 1716, and the second in 18 vols. 12mo.
(Geog.) a large and opulent town of France,
and formerly the capital of Guienne, is situated on the Gamiles
ronne, 55
S. Saintes, 90 S. La RocheUe, 2S W. S. W.
Lyons, and 325 S. W. Paris. Lon. 0° 33' W. lat. 44- 50' N.

BOURDEAUX

History of Bourdeaux.

Bourdeaux, which was known to the Romans by the name
of Burdigela [vide Burdegela], was occupied by the
Goths in the fifth century, by whom it was burnt after
it had fallen into the hands of the French.
The Saracens
took it in 732, and it afterwards suffered much from the
inroads of the Normans and Vandals,
It was then governed by princes of its own; namely, the dukes of
Guienne ; and on the marriage of Eleanor, daughter of
William X, last duke of Guienne, to Louis VII of France,
it was united, with its provinces, to the French crown
but she being afterwards divorced from this king, and
marrying Henn-, duke of Normandy and king of England, Bourdeaux came into the possession of the English,
by whom it was greatly improved. To this city Edward
the Black Prince conducted his captive John, king of
France, after the battle of Poictiers, and made it the seat
of his court for 11 years.
It was not re-annexed to the
crown of France till the time of Charles VII, about 1451 ;
and a century alter it was the scene of an insurrection on
the subject of the salt-tax, when, among other excesses,
the governor de Moreno was murdered, for which the
town was severely punished by the constable MontmorencyDuring the civil wars about religion, the marshal de Matignon kept the place true to the king, although it con;

tained many partisans for the league.
During the late
it was the theatre of atrocities similar to what
were committed in aU parts of France but, on the downfal of Bonaparte, it was the first to acknowledge its lawful
revolution,

;

sovereigns, the Bourbons.

tioned.

BOURBON-LANCY (Geog.)

a town of Burgundy, in France,
Latin of the middle ages Borbonium Anschnium,
is remarkable only for its mineral waters and the
Roman
antiquities, which are in the neighbourhood.
It stands near

Ecclesiastical History

called in the

of Bourdeaux.

Boubchier

supposed to have been the apostle of Bourdeaux; but the first prelate who presided here, of whom
mention is made, is S. Gilbert. It is an archbishop's see,
and had formerly nine suffragans, but at present onlv
Several councils have been held in this city
three.
namely, in 384, 1093, IO98, 1263, 1582, and 1624, besides
several synods.
Aimon. 1. 1 ; Thuan. Hist. 1. 1 ; De
Marco, Hist, de Beam. ; Sammarl. Gall. Christ. ; Du
Chine, Recherchcs des lilies, eye.
BOURDEILLES, Peter de (Biog.) a courtier in the service
of Charles IX and Henry III, better known by the name
of Brantomc, died in 1614, aged S7, leaving Memoirs,
which were first printed in 10 vols. 12ino. and again in
15 vols. 12mo. Hague, 1741, and in 8 vols. Svo. Paris,

Edward IV, Richard III, and Henn- VII. was son of
William Bourc' ier, earl of Ewe, in Normandy, and brother
to Henry Bourchier, earl of Esses.
He was chancellor of
Oxford from ,433 to 1437. promoted to the see of Worcester by pope Eugenius IV in 1433. translated to that of
Ely in 1443. elected archbishop of Canterbury in 1454,
and died in t tS6, after having presided over the church
32 years, dt, ing the most troublesome times.
Bv his means
printing was introduced into Oxford 10 years sooner than
at any other place in Europe, except Haerlem and Mentz.
Bocrchier (H:r.) the family name for the marquis of Bath,
lord Berners, earl of Esses, and lord Fitz-Warren, all which
titles are now extinct.
[Vide Bath, &c]
BOURDALONE, Louis (Biog.) a Jesuit of Bourges, was
born in 1632, and died in 1 704, leaving many works of piety.

de, grand nephew to the preceding,
eomte de Montresor, attached to Gaston of Orleans, died
in 1663, leaving Memoirs known under the name of Montresor, 2 vols. 12mo.
BOURDELOT, John (Biog.) a critic of Sens, died in 1685,
aged 76, leaving editions of Lucian, fol. Paris, 1615; Petronius, Svo. 1619; and Heliodorus.
Bourdelot, Peter Michor, a physician of Paris, died in 1685,
at the age of 75, leaving some treatises on the Viper, on
Mount Etna, &c. besides three volumes of Conferences.
Bourdelot, Peter Bonnet, physician in ordinary to Louis XIV,
died in 1709, aged 50, leaving some papers on the Historv
of Music, which were afterwards published by his brother
in his ' Histoire de la Musique,' 1715.
BOURDIN, Maurice (Ecc.) anti-pope under the name of Gre-

the Loire,

36 miles

8.

W. Autun.

BOURBONNOIS
the title first

(Geog.) a province and government with
of a county, and afterwards of a duchy. [Vide

Bourbon']

BOURCHIER.

Sir John, Lord Berners (Hist.) distinguished
himself against the rebels in the reign of Henry VII ; and,

being

made

chancellor of the Exchequer for life, he attended
Mary, the king's sister, who was going into France
to be married to Louis XI, and died governor of Calais in
1532.
His principal work, as an author, was the translathe lady

tion of

'

Froissart's Chronicles,' 2 vols. fol.

1523, 1525.

(Ecc.) Bonsckure, or Bowcer, Thomas, archbishop of Canterbury, in the successive reigns of Henn- VI,

S. Martial

is

1787-

Bourdeilles, Claude

2 y 2

BOW

BOU
BOURGUEVILLE,

gory VIII, was born at Limosin, and sent by pope Pascal to
the emperor Henry V, whom, on the death of the latter,
he caused to be elected pope in 1118; but, after holding
the pontificate for three years, he was taken by Callixtus II,
and died in prison in 1121.

Charles de (Biog.) a lieutenant-general
of Caen, who died in 15y:>, is better known as the author of
a history of that ancient town.

BOURIGNON,

BOURDON,

Sebastian (Biog.) a painter of Montpellicr, was
born in 1616, and died in 1671His ' Dead Christ' and
the Woman taken in Adultery' are among his most admired
'

pieces.

BOURDONNAYE,

Bernard Francis de la (Hist.) a warrior
and a negotiator, was governor of the isles of France and
Bourbon; and in that capacity, he succeeded in 1741 in
taking Madras, which he restored for a considerable ransom
but, being accused on his return of having suffered himself
to be corrupted by the enemy, he was sent to the Bastille,
where he died in 1754.
BOURG (Ecc.) vide Dubourg.
;

BOURGELAT,

Claude (Biog.) a veterinary surgeon of Lyons,
died in 1 779, aged 67, leaving, 1
Nouveau Newcastle, ou
Traite de Cavalarie,' 8vo. Lausanne, 17472. ' Elemens
d'Hippiatrique,' fire. 3 vols. 8vo. Lyons, 1750.
3. ' Mature
Medicale raisonnee a l'Usage de l'Ecole Veterinaire,' 8vo.
Lyons, 1765. 4. ' Cours Theorique et Pratique des Bandages,' &c.
BOURGEOIS, Sir Francis (Biog.) a painter, of a Swiss
family, but born in London in 1756, died in 1811, leaving
the reputation of an artist of the second rank.
(Geog.) a large, but ill-built town of France,
formerly the capital of the province of Berry, now of the
modern department of the Cher, stands on a rising ground
between the rivers Eure or Yevre and Auron, 36 m. N. W.
Nevers, 155 S. Paris.
Lon. 2° 23' E., lat. 47° 4' N.
.

'

BOURGES

History of Buurges.
Bourges, which

was

called

Avara, and

one of the most ancient towns of Gaul,
by the Romans Avaricum, from the river
also Biturix, or Bititrica; from its inhabitis

ants, the Bituriges.

It suffered

much

in the fifth century

from the inroads of the Visigoths, and after being reduced by Clovis, it fell to the share of Clodomir, and then
to that of Gontran, king of Orleans, from whom it was
taken by Dideric, a general of Chilperic I, and entirely
burnt in 583; it was rebuilt in the reign of Charlemagne,
and had princes of its own by the name of counts, until
the reign of Charles VII, who taking up his abode there,
was, in derision, called King of Bourges, and here it was
that Louis XI was born.
In 1562 it was taken by the
prince of Conde, for the Huguenots ; in the same year
it was besieged and retaken by the duke of Guise, for
Charles IX.
Ecclesiastical History.

The

church of Bourges was episcopal and metropolitan, the
archbishop of which was also styled the patriarch, and
primate of Aquitania. This prelate had under him 11
suffragans, but these were afterwards reduced in number.
Among its bishops, it reckoned not less than 18 who were
canonized, as Ursinus, l'alladius, Simplicius, Honore, &c.
Many councils or synods were held here during the 11th,
12th, and following centuries.
Greg. Tur. 1. 1 j Grat.
Decret. 1. 4; Pap. Mass. Descript. Flum. ; Saumart's
Cull. Christ.; D11 Clone. Hell. Anlii/.
BOURGET, Dom John (Bug.) a French Benedictine and
antiquary, who died in 7T'>, left several MSS. containing
large and accurate accounts of the Abbies of St. Stephen,
the Holy Trinity, and St. Peter de Jumiegcs, of Cain.
BOUHGIT.T, Louis (Iliug.) professor of philosophy and mathematics at Beanie, died in \~, £, at the age of 64, leaving,
1. 'La Bibliotheque Italique,' Hi vols. 8vo.
2.
Traite des
Petrifactions,' 4to. Paris, 1742, and 8vo. 1778.
1

'

Antoinette (Biog.) an enthusiast and adventurer of Lisle, in Flanders, who died at Francker in 16,90
at the age of 64, after* having left her parents tinder the
pretence of preserving an immaculate virginity. She wan-

dered from place to place, giving herself out as a prophetess,
by which she gained many proselytes. Her works are said
to have been published in 21 vols. 8vo.
(Her.) the family name of the carl of Mayo,
John Bourke having been created in 1 776 baron Naas, in
1781 viscount Mayo, and in 1785 earl of Mayo. [Vide

BOURKE
MemqJ

BOURL1E,

Antoine de Guiscard (Hist.) a native of Perigord,
a pensioner in the reign of queen Anne. Being
accused of treason in 1711, he was examined by the privy
council, when he stabbed lord Oxford, and afterwards destroyed himself in Newgate.
BOURNE, Emanuel (Biog.) a clergyman of Northamptonshire, was born in 1590, educated at Oxford, and died rector
of Ailston, in 1672, leaving among other thing, 1. Defence
and Justification of Ministers' Maintenance by Tithes," &c.
4to. 1 659.
Gold Chain of Directions, with Twenty
2. '
Gold Links of Love, to preserve Firm Love between Husband and Wife,' 12mo. London, 1669.
Bourne, Vincent, a Latin poet, who was educated at Westminster and Cambridge, and died in 1747.
His writing!
were published under the title of Miscellaneous Poems,
consisting of Originals and Translations,' 4to. 1772.
Edmund (Biog.) a French dramatic writei
and satirist, was born in 1638, and died in 1701. His dramatic pieces were collected and published in 3 vols. 12mo
1725, besides which he wrote ' La Veritable Etude de
Souverains,' 12mo. 1671, &e.
BOURSIER, Lawrence Francis (Biog.) doctor of the Sorbonne, was born in 167;), and died in 1749, leaving anions
other things
L'Action de Dieu sur les Creatures,' 2 vols
4to. or 6 vols. 12mo. Paris, &c.
(Her.) a family of great antiquity, and consi
derable distinction in the Low Countries, where it wa
written de Bouvrie, de la Bouveries, des Bouveries
bu
now Bouverie, as established by act of parliament. Thi
first of this family who settled in England was Lawrence des Bouveries, born in 1542, at Sainhin, near Lisle
in Flanders, and a younger son of lc Sieur des Boureriea
who being threatened by his father with the Inquisition, 01
suspicion of his being attached to the Protestant religion, hi
fled to Frankfort on the Main, where he entered the scrvie<
of a silk manufacturer, and a Protestant like himself, wbos
niece he married, and at his deatli inherited all his fortune
He afterwards came into England, and settled at Canter
descendant of his, sir William des Bouveries, wa
bury.
created a baronet in 1713, and his grandson Jacob, wa
created in 1747, baron Longford, and viscount Folkstoni
and William, the son of this Jacob, was created curl
* Radnor in 1765.
[Vide Radnor^
Archibald (Biog.) a native of Scotland, and

who became

'

A

'

BOURSAULT,

'

BOUVERIE

;

A

BOWER,

who

having changed his profession two 01
the age of 80, without any profes
He wrote the Historia Literaria,' and the ' Histor
sion.
of the Popes,' besides the part he took in the Universe
Jesuit,

after

times, died in 1766, at
'

History, &c.

BOWLES,

John (Biog.) a scholar, particularly well verse
was born in 172."), educated at Ox
in 1788.
He was the editor of Don Quixote
contributor to Johnson's and Steevcns's editions

in Spanish literature,
ford,

and died

and a

1

Shakespear, &c.
(Her.) the family name of the earl of Strathmon
who was created an English baron in 1815. [Vide Strati

BOWES

:

BOY

BOY

This name was assumed by the ninth earl of Strathmore, whose name was previously Lyon.
BOWYER, Sir William (Hist.) the first baronet in his family,
died in 1670, after having been particularly active in bringftiore]

ing about the Restoration.

Bowyer, Sir George, entered
served in
leg.

He

all

early into the royal navy,

and

the wars of his time, during which he lost his
commanded as rear-admiral under lord

afterwards

Howe, on

175H; when, for his distinguished gallantry on that occasion, he was created a baronet, before he had succeeded to the family honour.
Bowyer (Ho.) the name of an ancient family in Buckinghamshire, the younger branch of the Bowyers anciently seated
the

memorable June

1,

at Knippersley, co. Stafford.
The first baronet, sir William,
before-mentioned, was descended from Thomas Bowyer, a
younger son, who settled in Sussex, in the time of Henry IV.
He was created a baronet in 1(360, which dignity and title
descended to sir George Bowyer, the admiral before-mentioned, after he had been himself created a baronet for his

gallantry In 179*.
follow

The

arms,

&c

of this family are as

Arms.

Or, a bend vane between two bendlets.

Crest.

A

falcon rising or.
" Contentement passe richessc."
(Biog.) a literary printer of London, was bom in
1699> educated at Cambridge, and died in l~66. His works
both as a printer and a writer, as also his learned connexions,
are largely set forth in Mr. Nichols' * Biographical and
Literary Anecdotes of William Bowyer, Printer,' &c. ITS.;,
which was reprinted in 6 vols. 8vo. 1812, under the title of
' Literary
Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century,' &c
Mark Zitcrius (Biog.) a critic, historian, and
antiquary of Bergen-Op-Zoom, was born in l6l2, and died
in 1653, leaving, 1. ' Poemata,' 12mo. 1629.
2. ' Historic
Augusta: Scriptores,' 4 vols. 12mo. Lugd. Bat. 1631, with
'
his notes.
3.
Theatrum sive Descriptio Comitatus et
Urbium Hollandiae,' 4to. ibid. 1632. 4. ' Plinii Panegyricus,' 12mo. Lugd. Bat. 1632, and 1648, Amst. 1649.
Motto.

Bowyer

BOXHORN,

Animadversiones ad Suetonium,' &c. 12mo. Lugd. Bat.
and 1645. 6. ' Julii Ctesaris Opera cum CommenVariorum,' &c.
Grammatica Regia,' &C. 12mo.
7Holm. 10'35, Lugd. Bat. 1650. S.
Historia Obsidionis
Bredanae,' &c fob Amst. 1640.
9. ' De Typographia Artis
Inventione et Inventoribus.'
10. ' Chronicon Zelandise,'
4to. Middleburg. 1644.
II.
Disquisitiones Political/ &c.
12mo. Hag. 1654, Erford. 1664.
12. ' Historia Universalis
Sacra et Profana/ &c 4to. 1651, 1652, Lips. 1675. 13. ' Originum Gallicarum Liber,' 4to. Amst. 1654. 14. ' Institutionum seu Disquisitionum Politicarum Libri Duo/ Lips.
1659, Amst. 1663, &c.
BOYCE, William (Biog.) an English musician, chapel-master
and organist to George II and III, was born in 1710, and
died in 1779Among his pieces are David's ' Lamentation
orver Saul and Jonathan,' ' Solomon,' the ' Chaplet,' besides
Twelve Sonatas or Trios, for two Violins and a Bass,' &c.
BOYD, Robert Lord (Hist.) a Scotch nobleman in the loth
century, who being appointed one of the lords of regency
5.

'

163,2,

teriis

'

'

'

'

during the minority of James III, availed himself of that
situation to increase his power to so exorbitant a degree,
that he was at length summoned by the parliament to take
his trial for having seized the person of the king, and other
treasonable practices, upon which he withdrew to England,
and died at Alnwick, in 1470.
Bovd, Sir Alexander, brother of the preceding, and a participator in his transactions, being tried and condemned, was
beheaded in 1466.
Boyd, Thomas, earl of Arran, and son of Robert lord Boyd,
was, through the intrigues of this nobleman, married to
Margaret, sister of James III, but on the fall of his family,
he fled to Antwerp, where he died in 1474, and the prin-

cess,

who was

divorced from him, was married to lord

Ha-

milton.

Boyd, William, a descendant of the same family.

£Vide

A'<7-

mamockl
Boyd (Her.)

the name of a family in Kent, which at present
enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, first conferred on
sir John Boyd, in 1775The arms, &c of this family are
as follow
Arms. Azure, a fesse cheeky or and gules, in chief three
mullets of the second, in base a crescent or.
Crest.
Three ostrich feathers sable.
" Confido."
Motto.
Boyd. Mark Alexander (Biog.) a Latin poet of Galloway, and
nephew to the archbishop of Glasgow, died in 1601, at the
age of 38, after leading an adventurous life, divided betwixt
Besides his Epistles
the pursuits of arms and that of law.
:

of Ovid, he wrote many Latin poems and
The only works now known are
his
Epistolae Heroidum,' and his ' Hymni,' inserted in the
' Delicife Scotorum,' 2 vols. 12mo. Amst. 1637Boyd, Robert, a Scotch divine, of the noble family of the
Boyds before-mentioned, was born in 1578, and died in
1627.
Being averse to the union of the Scotch and English
churches, which was agitated at that time, he resigned his
clerical functions some time before his death.
He left a
Latin Commentary on the Epistle to the Ephesians, entitled
' Roberti
Bodii Scoti Prslectiones in Epistolam ad Ephesios,'
after the

law

fol.

Manner

pieces, not printed.

London, 1652.

BOYDELL,

Jo/in (Biog.) an engraver of Dorrington, in
Shropshire, died in 1804, aged 85.
He established the
Shakespear Gallery, in Pall-mall, but disposed of his property in it by a public lottery.
BOyER, Abel (Biog.) a lexicographer and miscellaneous
writer of Castres, was born in l66'7, and died in 1729, a
French refugee in Chelsea.
He wrote a French Dictionary and Grammar, which are well known, besides works
of a political character, which made Swift his enemy, and
procured him a place in the Dunciad of Pope ; among these
are ' The Post Boy/ ' The Political State of Great Britain/
' Annals of the Reign of Queen Anne/ &c.
Boyer, Claude, a native of Alby, who left the pulpit for the
stage, and died in 1698, at the age of 80 ; was the author
of 22 dramatic pieces of little merit.
Boyer, John Nicholas, a physician of Marseilles, was born in
1693, and died in 1768, leaving, 1. ' Methode indiquee
contre la Maladie Epidemique,' &c.
4to. Paris, 1750.
2. ' Methode a suivre dans le Traitement de Differentes
Maladies Epidemiqucs,' &c. 12mo. Paris, 1761. 3.
new
edition of the ' Codex Medicamentarius/ &c
BOYLE, John (Hist.) of the first family mentioned under
Heraldry! was killed at the battle of Bannockburn, with
his royal master, James III, in 1488.
Boyle, John, liis descendant, supported queen Mary, and

A

died in 1610.

Boyle, John, son of the preceding, supported the royal cause
during the rebellion, for which he suffered a ten years' banishment, almost to the ruin of his

Boyle, David, vide Glasgow.
Boyle, Richard, Earl of Cork;

estate.

<§-c.

a statesman,

of

the

family mentioned under Heraldry, was born at
Canterbury in 1566, and died in 1643, after having raised
himself to a state of opulence and distinction by his activity and talents in a civil and military capacity in Ireland,
during the reigns of Elizabeth, James, and Charles I.
He
also lived long enough to testify his loyalty in the time of
raising
troops
at his own exthe rebellion in Ireland, by
pense, at the head of which his four sons were engaged in
He wrote his own life,
the battle of Liscarrol, in 1622.
which was entitled, ' True Remembrances," 1632, which
remains in MS. in the possession of the family.
second

BOY

BOY

BotlB, Richard, the second son of the preceding, and second
carl of Cork, was born in 1612, and after serving the king
during the Irish rebellion, he carried his forces over into
England, to the service of the king there, and when the
royal cause was grown desperate, he withdrew to the continent, and suffered the rebels to deal with his estates as
they thought fit. At the Restoration he experienced the
favour of his sovereign, and died full of honours in 1(>';)7.
Boyle, Richard, the fourth earl of Cork, and great grandson
of Richard, the second earl, was born in 16.9.5, and died in
'">:>, after having retired for some time from
1
public life,
«nd employed himself in architecture, and the decoration of
He was the patron of genius, and the friend
his gardens.
of Pope.
third son of the preceding, went as a volunthe Dutch, and lost his life with the earl of
Falmouth, and the lord Muskerry, who fell all three bv one
cannon shot, in the great engagement June 3, in 1665, in
Solebay.
Boyle, Lewis, Lord Viscount Btiulc. of Kmabneackf, the
fourth son of Richard, the first earl of Cork, was killed at
the battle of Liscarrol, in 1622, fighting against the rebels.
Boyle, Roger, Earl of Orrery, the fifth son of Richard, earl
of Cork, and lord Broghill, by which latter title he is best
known in history, distinguished himself at first in the royal
teer against

cause ; but afterwards condescended to fight for, and receive
favours from, the usurper, notwithstanding which he interested himself in favour of the restoration, and died in 1679.
His writings are, 1. The Irish Colours Displayed,' &C. Ito.
London, 1002. 2. ' An Answer to a Scandalous Letter,'
Dublin, lfi0'2.
3. ' A Poem on his Majesty's
)tc. 4to.
'

Happy Restoration.' 4. ' A Poem on the Death of the celebrated Mr. Abram Cowley,' fol. London, 166'7.
5. ' The
History of Henry V,' a tragedy, fol. London, 1668 ; besides
6.
State Letters,' fol. 7 J.
other tragedies.
BOYLE, Francis, Lord Viscount Shannon, the sixth son of the
:1 .if Cork, distinguished himself against the rebels in Ireland, and afterwards was very active in promoting the
'

1

1

i

being employed to carry letters of invitation to
king Charles II.
Boyle, Robert, the seventh and youngest son, and fourteenth
child of the first earl of Cork, though not a public man, yet
ration,

and philosopher, was born at Lismore
in 1626, and died in l6yi, after having devoted his life to
the pursuits of science.
He wrote, among other things,
New Experiments Physico-Mcehanieal,' &C. Svo. OxI.
ford, 1660; 4*0. 1662 and 1682,
2. < Seraphic Love.' &C.
Svo. 1660; reprinted several times since, and translated
3. ' Certain Physiological Essays, and other
Latin.
ito.
Tracts,'
1661, 166<); and translated into Latin.
a distinguished writer

'

Sceptical Chemist/ Svo. 1662 and

5. ' Consider67;).
touching the Usefulness of Experimental Natural
Philosophy," 4to. 166:: and [66*.
6.
Experiments, &c.
'

1

ations,

upon Colours,' Svo.

and 1670; also translated into
Latin.
Considerations upon the Style of the Holy
7.
Scriptures,' 8vo. Oxford, 166:;
also translated into Latin,
and published in 1664. 8. 'Occasional Reflections,' &c.
8 VO. 1665 and 1669 j which caused Dean Swift to write
apiece, entitled,
A Pious Meditation upon a Broom tick,
the Style of the Honourable Mr. Royle.'
ill
9.
New Experiments,' &c. Svo. 1665 j 4to. I68S.
10. 'The Origin
>i Forms and Qualities,' &c. Ito. 1666;
1(167.
8vo.
The Excellency of Theology, compared with Natural
II.
166,'i

'

;

'

'

'

Philosophy/ Svo.

I67.'!.

12.

<

Some

Considerations aiiout

th

Reason and Religion/ Svo. [675.
Tilings above Reason.'
14. '<>i
the
high Veneration Man's Intellect owes to Cod, peculiarly for
his Wisdom and Power/ Svo. 1685.
15. 'Free Enquiry
into the vulgarly received Notion
Nature/ ISmo. nisi;
Reconcileableni
Discourse of
18.
'

<

and [687 i

;

'

infidels of all sorts

BOYLE, Richard,

4.

about the final Causes of Natural Things,' &c. 8vo. 168S.
1". ' Medicina Hydrostatica/ &c. 8vo. I69O.
18. ' The
Christian Virtuoso,' fkc. Svo. 1690.
19. ' Experimenta et
Observationes Physicae,' &c. 8vo. 1691
besides numerous
tracts and essays on subjects of natural philosophv, either
printed separately or inserted in the Philosophical Transactions ; and some posthumous works of the same nature,
which were altogether collected and printed in 5 vols, fol.,
and 6 vols. 4to. ; and afterwards by Dr. Shaw, in 3 vols.
4to.
Abridged, Methodized, and Disposed,' &c.
Mr.
Boyle, among other acts which testified his zeal in behalf of
religion, was the founder of annual lectures, known by the
name of Boyle's Lectures, in defence of the gospel against

i'

also translated into Latin.

Hi.

A

Disquisition

which have produced many elaborate

;

A

defences of religion both natural and revealed.
collection
of the sermons delivered at these lectures, from 1691 to
1732, was printed in 3 vols. fol. 173.9, under the title of
'
Defence of Natural and Revealed Religion ;' and an
abridgment of these lectures, in 4 vols. 8vo., was published
list of all the preachers,
by the Rev. Gilbert Burnet.
since the foundation to the present time, may be seen in
Nicholl's Life of Bowyer.
Boyle, Richard, second Viscount Shannon, the grandson of
Francis Boyle, and the great grandson of the earl of Cork,
distinguished himself before he was twenty years of age at
the battle of the Boyne, in I69O, and afterwards in the
campaigns in the Netherlands, and died in 1740, one of the
lords justices in Ireland, and commander-in-chief of all his
majesty's forces there.
Boyle, Charles, second son of Roger, earl of Orrery, and
fourth earl of Orrery at the death of his brother, was born

A

A

and after being educated at Oxford made several
campaigns under the duke of Marlborough, in which he
in I676',

signalized himself, particularly at the battle of Malplaquet.
He was declared envoy extraordinary and plenipotentiary to
the States of Brabant and Flanders, in 1710; committed to

the Tower in 1722, on suspicion of high treason, on account
of Layer's plot ; but discharged for want of evidence six
months after. He died in 1737, leaving an edition of the
Epistles of Phalaris ; the genuineness of which being disputed by Bentley, gave rise to several pamphlets on both
I le also
sides, that served to amuse the wits of the day.
wrote ' As You Find It,' a comedy, printed in the second
volume of the works of Roger, earl of Orrery ; besides a
copy of verses to Dr. Garth, upon his dispensary, &c. The
instrument called the Orrery derives its name from him, as
the first encourager of the invention.
BOYLE, John, son of the preceding, and earl of Cork and
Orrery, was born in 1706, educated at Westminster and
Christ Church, Oxford, and died in 176'2, after having
passed a life devoted to literary ease, the fruits of which
were, 1.
The Letters of Pliny the Younger, with Obser2. 'Remarks on
vations,' 8tC. 2 vols. 4*0. London, 17.'"'0.
the Life and Writings of Dr. Swift, Dean of St. Patrick's,
3.
Memoirs of the Life of Robert Cary, Earl
Dublin.'
'

'

' The Discourse upon
the
1.
of Monmouth,' 17.'>9, 176(1.
r
>.
The Original of Tragedy.'
Theatre of the Greeks.'
6.
The Parallel of the Theatres.' 7- Letters from Italy.'
a posthumous WOTk, written in 1754 and 1755, and published in 177 I
besides some occasional poems and papers in
Connoisseur,' and the
Gentleman's
World,' the
the
.

'

'

«

;

'

'

'

Magazine'
Boyle, Henry, Lord Carlton, of the same family, was lord
president of tin- council, and secretary of state in the reign
of George I, and died in 172 1. after having held several posts
under government, until the change

in the ministry in 1710.

BOYLE, Michael {Ice) of the same family, died bishop
Waterford

BOYLE,
('(:•:,

085.
Richard, brother of
in

of

I

the

preceding,

and Koss, died archbishop of

and bishop of

Tuam in 1644

:

'

BOY

BRA

Boyle, Michael, son of archbishop Boyle, died archbishop of
Armagh and lord chancellor of Ireland in 1702, aged 93.
Boyle, John, died bishop of Cork, Cloyne, and Ross, in

Arms. Or, a fess between three crescents gules. The fess
was formerly charged with a lion passant or.
Crest.
On a wreath a goat passant sable, guttee d'argtnt,
beard, horns, and hoofs or.
" II temps passa."
Motto.
BOYS (Biog.) or Bois, John, one of the translators of the
Bible in the reign of James I, w as born at Nettlestead, in
Suffolk, in 1560, educated at Cambridge, and died in l6'43.

1620.
•

Boyle (Her.) the name of an ancient family of Kelburn, co.
Arr, of which honourable mention is made under History.
The first who enjoyed the dignity of the peerage was David
Boyle, who was created in 1699 a peer, by the title of

lord Boyle, of Kelburn, Stewartoun, Cuinbra, Larys, and
Dak)- and in 1703 was further dignified with the titles of
earl of Glasgow, viscount of Kelburn, and lord Boyle of
[Vide Glasgow"]
Stewartoun, &c.
Boyle, the name of another ancient family, of wdiom mention
,

is

made

as early as

Henry

III,

when they had

their resi-

it has been more distinguished in
dence in Herefordshire
the later periods of history, [[vide Boyle, under Histortf]
and also in the annals of heraldry, by the numerous honours
Richard Boyle before-mentioned, the
which it has enjoyed.
first earl of Cork, and founder of these honours, was created
baron of Youghall, co. Cork, in KilC, viscount of Dungarvon,
His son Richard
co. Waterford, and earl of Cork, in 1 6'20.
was in 1 64 i created a baron of tins realm, by the title of
lord Clifford, of Lanesborough, co. York, and in 1663 was
;

the dignity

of earl of Burlington,

Bridlington, co. Devonshire, which titles became extinct at the
Lewis, the fourth
death of the third earl of Burlington.
son of the first earl of Cork, was created in 1628 baron of
Bandon-Bridge, and lord viscount Boyle, of Kinalmeachv,
which titles became extinct at his death. Roger, the fifth
son of the same, was created lord Boyle, baron of Broghill,
in 1628, and earl of Orrery in 1660.
Francis, sixth son
of the same, and brother of Roger, was created in 1660
lord viscount Shannon, co. Limerick, which title became
extinct at his death ; but Henry Boyle, the son of Henry,
second son of the said Roger, first earl of Orrery, was
created in 1756 baron of Castlemartyr, and earl of Shannon,
Charles Boyle, the fourth earl of
&c. QVide Shannon]
Orrery, the literary antagonist of Bontley, was created a peer
of Great Britain by queen Anne, in I676, by the title of
lord Boyle, baron of Marston, co. Somerset.
The titles at
present enjoyed by the lineal descendants of Roger, earl of
Orrery, together with the arms, &c. are as follow
Titles.
Boyle, lord Boyle, baron Marston, in England ; and
earl of Cork, arid of Orrery, viscount Dungarvan, lord
Boyle, of Youghall, and lord Boyle, of Broghill, in Ireland.
Party per bend crenelle argent and gules.
Arms.
Crest.
On a wreath a lion's head erased, party per pale
crenelle argent and gules.
Supporters.
Two lions party per pale crenelle, the dexter
gules and argent, the sinister of the second and first.
raised

Motto.

to

" Honor

virtutis

alias

pnemium."

BOYXE,

Viscount (Her.) one of the dignities and titles enjoyed at present by a branch of the family of Hamilton.
Gustavus Hamilton, grandson of lord Claude Hamilton,
earl of Arran, &c was created a baron in 1715, and viscount
Boyne in 1717, from the battle of Boyne, at which he distinguished himself.
The titles, arms, &C. of this family
£re as follow
:

Hamilton, viscount Boyne, and baron Hamilton,
Meath.
Arms.
Gules, three cinque foils pierced ermine.
Crest.
The same as the lord viscount Strabane's
Supjjorters.
Two mermaids proper, with golden hair dishevelled, each holding a mirror or.
Motto.
" Xee timeo, nee sperno."
BCAXTOX (Her.) the name of a family in Yorkshire, of
whom mention is made as early as the tenth century. Sir
Matthew Boynton, a descendant, was created a baronet in
l6l 8; which dignity is at present enjoyed by the family,
whose arms, &c. are as follow
Titles.
co.

r

leaving among his MSS. a collation of the texts of the
Gospels and Acts, which was published under the title >i
' Veteris
Interpretis cum Beza, aliisque Recentioribus Collatio,' &e. 12mo. Lond. 1655.
Boy s, John, a descendant of John de Bosco, and dean of Canterbury, was bom in 1571, and died in 1624, leaving several works on theological subjects, published in fol. l62y.
Boy's, Jl'illiam, a surgeon of Deal, in Kent, was born in 1 735,
and died in 1 S03. His principal work was Collections for
a History of Sandwich,' &c.
Boys, Samuel, a poet of Leeds, in Yorkshire, was born ::i
1708, and died after spending a dissolute and WTetched life
in 1749He wrote among other things, 1. ' The Deity,'
a poem, the third edition of which was published in 1752
and since reprinted in several collections.
2. ' Albion's
...-Triumph,' 1743. 3. ' An Historical Review of the
actions of Europe,' &c. 2 vols. 8vo. 1747,' besides translations, and some detached poems, &c.
BOZE, Claude Gros de (Biog.) an antiquary of Lyons, was
born in 1680, and died in 1753. Among his works are,
1. The edition of the first 15 volumes of the ' Memoires de
l'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres.' 2. The second
edition of ' Histoire Medallique de Louis XIV,' brought
down to his death, fol. 1723 ; besides many dissertations on
medallic subjects, and a catalogue of his library, fol. 1745.
(Gcog.) a province of the X'etherlands, with the
T
title of a duchy, bounded on the X by Holland and Guelderlaiul, on the \V. by Zealand and Flanders, on the S. by
Hainault and Xamur, and on the E. by Liege and Guelnerland.
The principal towns of Brabant are Brussels, Antwerp, Bois le Due, Breda, and Bergen-op-Zoom.
-

'

;

1

.

BRABAXT

.

History

of'

Brabant.

Anehises, the father of Pepin Heristel, is supposed to have
been lord of Brabant, whose princes at first took the title
of counts, and about the 15th century that of dukes.
They exercised considerable authority over the sovereigns
of the other provinces ; and in later periods the deputies
of Brabant held the first place in the general assemblv of
the states.
It belonged partly to the house of Austria.
and partly to the LT nited Provinces, whence it was divided
into Austrian or Spanish Brabant, and Dutch or Staats
Brabant.
In 174-6 the French seized on the Austrian
part ; but restored it at the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle.
In
1794 it was again conquered by the French, to whom it
was confirmed by the treaties of Campo Formio, in 1794,
and Luneville, in 1801.
(Her.) the family name of the earl of Meath;
sir Edward Brabazon having been advanced in l6l6 to the
dignity of a baron, by the title of baron Brabazon, of Ardee,
and his son William was created in 1627 earl of Meath.

BRABAZON

[Vide Meath]
Brabazon, Lord,

the title commonly borne by the eldest son
of the earl of Meath.
(Hist.) a general of the Florentines, who,
after having signalized himself in the wars of those times,
died of the wounds he received before Aquila, in 1424.
BRACEIOLIXI (Biog.) vide Poggio.
Braceiolini, Francis, known by the Latin name of Franciscus Braceiolinus ab Apibus, a poet of Pistoia, died in

BRACCIO, Andrew

1645, at the age of 80, leaving several dramatic pieces and

:

pastorals, &c.

;

:

'

BRA

BRA
BRACELLI, James

(Biog.) an historian and antiquary of
the 15th century, of Sarzano, in Tuscany, wrote 1. * De
Bello inter Hispanos et Genuenses,' 4to. Paris. 1520
Hagcn. 1530; Rom. 153" and 1573; and afterwards in3. ' De Clavis Genuensibus,'
serted in Gnevius' Thesaurus.
and One Ligustiea' Descriptio,' Ito. Rom. 1573, inserted
'

and Schottus' Collection.
Prscipuis Genuensis Urbis Familiis,' inserted by
' Iter
' Epistohe,' Paris. 1520.
5.
Italicum.'
Mabillon in his
His works were puhlished together in 4to. Paris, 1520.
BRACTOX, Henry de (HistA a celebrated English lawyer,
a native of Devonshire, who studied at Oxford, was in
1244 made one, of the judges itinerant by Henry III. He
is well known by his work, ' De Legibus et Consuetudinibus
Angliae,' the first printed edition of which was in fol.
51
reprinted in 4to. 1640, and collated with various MSS.
Thomas (Biog.) a dissenting minister of Wakefield, in Yorkshire, known by the familiar name of Tom.
Bradbury, was born in 1677, and died in 1759, noted for
his indecent buffoonery and political rancour in the pulpit.
His printed sermons bear no better character.
Earl of (Her.) a title which was conferred
en Francis, second lord Newport, in 1694, and became exLady
tinct at the death of the fifth and last earl, in 1762.
Anne Newport, one of the sisters, married sir Orlando
Bridgeman, bart., whose son, sir Henry, was created a baron
likewise in Gnevius' Thesaurus,
4.

1

'

De

i

;

and frequently reprinted
dener's Kalendar.'

Husbandry," 2

3.

cum,' Svo. 1728.
4to. 1716.

since.
2. ' Gentleman's and GarGeneral Treatise of Gardening and
4. ' Dictionarium BotaniHistoria Plantarum Succulentarum,'

Svo. 1726.

vols.
5.

'

BRADSHAW,

John (Hist.) one of the regicides, and president of the court that presumed to sit in judgment on king
When Cromwell took the government, BradCharles I.
shaw, a determined republican, became obnoxious, from his
opposition, and after being dismissed his post, he died in I659.

Bradshaw, William

(Biog.) a puritan of the 16th century,
in 1571, educated at Cambridge, and died in 1618.
wrote against ceremonies, under the title of ' English
Puritanism ; containing the main Opinions of the rigidest
Sort of those that went by that Name in England," 1605.

was born

He

BRADW'ARDINE,

Thomas (Ecc.) archbishop of

Canter-

BRADBURY,

bury in the reign of king Edward I, died in 1349, a few
weeks after his consecration, leaving among his works,
2. ' Astronomical Tables,'
1. ' De Causa Dei,' fol. 1418.
3. ' Geometria Speculativa cum Arithinetica Spein MS.
4. ' De
culativa,' fol. Paris. 1495, 1504, 1512, and 1530.

BRADFORD,

Proportionibus,"

of Bradford,

co.

Bradford, Earl
of Bridgeman.

Salop, in 1794.
a title at present enjoyed by the family
Henry Bridgeman was created a baron

of,

Sir

above-mentioned ; and his son, Orlando, the second lord,
was advanced to the dignity of earl of Bradford, and visThe titles, arms, &C. of this
count Newport, in 1815.
as

family are as follow
Titles.
co.

and
Arms.

Bridgeman, earl of Bradford, viscount Newport,
Salop, and baron Bradford, of Bradford, co. Salop,
a baronet.
Sable, ten plates 4 3 2 1, and on a chief argenl, a

Quadrature

fol.

Paris.

Circuli,' fol.

1495; Venet.

1505.

5.

'

>

;

De

Paris. 1495.

BRADY,

Nicholas (Biog.) the well-known author of the
version of the Psalms, was born at Bandon, in the
He likewise
county of Cork, in 1659, and died in 1726.

new

translated the jEneid of Virgil, and

published some

ser-

mons, &c.

Bradv,

Robert, an historian and physician of the 17th
century, wrote ' An Introduction to the Old English Hiscomplete English History, from the first
tory.'
2. '
Entrance of the Romans, unto the End of the Reign of
Richard II,' 3 vols. fol. 1685, 1700, &c.
(Geog.) in the Latin Braccara, a city of Portugal,
capital of the province of Entre-Douro-c-Minho, and see

'

1

A

BRAGA

of an archbishop, who is the primate of the kingdom. Some
councils were held in this city, namely, in 411, 572, and

675.

lion passant ermine.

On a wreath a lion issuant argent, holding a garland of laurel between his paws or.
Two leopards reguardant.
Supporters.
" Nee temere, nee timide."
Motto.
Bradford, John (Ere.) a protestant divine of Manchester,
in the reign of queen Mary, was burnt in Smithfield in
1555, after a long imprisonment. He left some pieces suited
to the spirit of the times.
Bradford, Samuel, bishop of Rochester, was born in 1652,
educated at Cambridge, consecrated bishop of Carlisle in
1718, translated to the see of Rochester in 1723, and died
His Boylean lectures were published under the
in 1781.
title of ' The Credibility of the Christian Religion from its
intrinsic Evidence,' &c. 4to. 16.99 ; besides other sermons.
BRADLEY, James (Biog.) Savilian professor of astronomy
in Oxford, and a native of Gloucestershire, was born in
Among his
l6>92, educated at Oxford, and died in 1762.
papers inserted in the Philosophical Transactions, was one
on what he terms the aberration of the fixed stars, and another on the nutation of the earth's axis, which are two imHis
portant diacoverieB resulting from his observations.
astronomical observations in MS., comprising thirteen folio
by
lord
were
North
volumes,
presented
to
quarto
two
and
the University of Oxford, on condition of their printing
and publishing them. The first volume was published in
Astronomical Observations made at the
fol. 1798, entitled,
Royal Observatory at Greenwich, from the Year 1750 to
Crest.

'

the Year 1762.'
Bp.adlby, Richard, a writer on horticulture and agriculture,
111
1788, having many volumes on these subjects,
imong which are his, 1. New Improvement of Planting
iind Gardening, both Philosophical and Practical,' 8vo. 1717,
I

'

BRAGADIN, Mark

Anthony (Hist.) a noble Venetian, and
governor of Famagouste, who, after defending to the utmost
extremity the island of Cyprus against the Turks, was compelled to surrender in 1571, on honourable terms, to the
sultan Mustapha, who, so far from observing them, put
Bragadin to a cruel death, accompanied with every circum-'
stance of torture and indignity.
(Geog.) Bragantia, a small town of Portugal,
but one of the oldest in the kingdom, was erected by Alpbonso V into a duchy, in 1442, the eighth possessor of:
which, John II, was raised to the throne of Portugal, at
the revolution in 1660, under the title of John IV, from
whom is descended the house of Braganza, which at present
occupies the throne of Portugal.
BRAHE, Ti/cho (Biog.) a Danish astronomer, of a noble
family, was born in 1546, and died in 1(501, leaving among
his works, 1. ' De Mundi yEtherei Recentioribus Phuenunomenis Progymnasmata,' many times reprinted. 2. ' Astronomia Instaurata Mechanica,' fol. VVandesb. 1598. 3. Tabula; Rudolphince ;' revised and published by Kepler, at
' Stcllarum
4.
Octavi Orbis
Tycho's desire, fol. 1627.
Inerrantium Accurata Restitutio,' &c. 5. Historia; Ca-lcstis
He attacked the
Partes Due," &C 2 vols. fol. 1666, &c.
system of Copernicus, and substituted another in its place,
which has not higher claims to notice.
dC Vrbino Lazarus (Biog.) a painter and
architect, who died in 1514, aged 70 years, laid the plan
for the rebuilding St. Peter's church, which was not completed

BRAGANZA

'

1

'

BRAMANTE,
till

after his death.

BRAMER,

Leonard (Biog.) an historical painter of Delft, ii)
the 16th century, whose Resurrection of Lazarus, preserved
much admired.
is
Rome,
at

BRA

BRA

BRAMHALL,

John (Ecc.) a prelate of Pontefraet, was born
in 1593; educated at Cambridge; promoted to the see of
Londonderry in 1654; obliged to fly the kingdom during
the usurpation

;

translated to the see

of

Armagh

at the

and died in l66'J. His various works,
which were written against the Roman Catholics and the sectaries, were published at different times, and reprinted to-

restoration in 1661,

gether in

fol.

Dublin,

lf)77-

BRAMSTON,
cated at

James (Biog.) a clergyman, who was eduWestminster and Oxford, and died in 1 744, wrote,

The Art of Politics,' a poetical satire, in imitation of
1.
Horace's Art of Poetry.
2. ' The Man of Taste,' occasioned by Pope's epistle on that subject, both in Dodsley's
Collection, Vol. I.
3. ' The Crooked Sixpence,' in imitation of Philip's ' Splendid Shilling,' inserted in the ' Repository,' Vol. I.
'

BRANCAS,

Villeneuve Andrew Francis (Biog.) a French
astronomer and philosopher, died in 1758, leaving several
works on Cosmography, &c.
I" S (Myth.) a youth of Miletus, beloved by Apollo,
who gave him the power of prophecy. His oracles, which
were inferior to none but those at Delphi, were delivered at
Didyme, where his temple was, according to Strabo, set on
fire by Xerxes.
Slrab. 1. 15; Stat. Thcb. 1. 3; Lucian. de

BRANCH

Domo.

BRAXCKER

(Biog.) or Branker, Thomas, a mathematician
1 7th century, wrote a piece
on the Doctrine of the
Sphere, in Latin, published at Oxford in 1 662 ; and translated Rhonius' Algebra.
(Her.) the name of the family which at present
enjoys the barony of Dacre.
[Vide T)acre~]
Brand, John (Biog.) secretary to the Society of Antiquaries,
and rector of St. Mary Hill and St. Andrew Hubbard, was
born at Newcastle in 1 743, educated at Oxford, and died
in 1806, leaving ' The History and Antiquities of the Town
and County of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,' 2 vols. 4to. 1789;
besides several papers printed in the Areha?ologia.
Brand, John, rector of St. George the Martyr, who was
educated at Cambridge, and died in 1808, was the author
of several political pieces of temporary and local interest.
BRANDEL, Peter (Biog.) a portrait and historical painter
of Prague, in the 18th century, left many specimens of his
art in the churches of Prague and Breslau.
(Her.) vide Brandon.
of the

BRAND

BRANDEN
BRANDENBURG

Mar/c

(Gcog.) or marquisate of Brandenburg, the most important of the Prussian states, has
Brunswick and Hanover on the W., Mecklenburg and Pomerania on the N., the grand duchy of Posen on the E., and
Silesia, with a part of Saxony, on the S.
It is divided
into the Electoral and New Mark, and its principal towns
are Berlin, Brandenburg, Potsdam, Francfort on the Oder,
Custrin, &C.

History of Brandenburg.

The

inhabitants of Brandenburg were the Teusucceeded by the Suevi, the Senones,
the Vandals, and the Saxons, who were reduced by Charlemagne.
The Henetii afterwards got possession of the
country, which being conquered by the emperor Henry I,
in 927, was erected into a marquisate, in favour of Siegfrid, brother of the empress.
In the 12th century the emperor Conrad III gave it to Albert I, of the house of Anhalt,
original

tones,

who were

whose successors were made electors. On the extinction
of this family it passed through several hands, until it
came into the possession of Frederic, burgrave of Nuremberg, in 1415, from whom is descended the present reigning family of Prussia.
He was succeeded by his two
sons Frederic II and Albert, the latter of whom divided
his territory among his three sons ; but they were soon
incorporated again.
Brandenburg suffered much during

wars; but revived under the administration of Frederick William, who made great accession to his territories.
His son, Frederic I, was in 1701
crowned king of Prussia ; since which time the history of
Brandenburg is united with that of Prussia.
BRANDER, Gustavus (Biog.) by family a Swede, one of
the benefactors to the British Museum, of which he was
trustee, was born in 1720, and died in 1787, leaving a fine
collection of fossils for the Museum, of which an account
was published at his expense, entitled, ' Fossilia Hantonenthe

thirty

years'

&c. 1766.
Giacinto (Biog.)

sia Collecta,'

BRANDI,

a painter of Poli, near Rome,
who adorned the churches and palaces
the labours of his pencil, among which a St.
Rocco, in the church of Ripatta, and the Forty Martyrs, in
the Stigmata, are his best pieces.
James (Biog.) a Swiss divine of the
reformed churches, was born in 1565, and died in 1629,
after having published ' Analysis Typiea Librorum Veteris
et Novi Testamenti,' 3 vols. 4t'o. Basil. 1621 and 1622.
Brandjiuller, Gregory, a painter of Basle, died in 1691,
aged 30, leaving many historical pieces, which are much
in the 17th century,

in

Rome with

BRANDMULLER,

admired.

BRANDOLINT,

Aurelio (Biog.) a Latin poet and a scholar
of Florence, in the 1 5th century, wrote among other things,
1. ' Libri duo Paradoxorum Christianorum,'
Basil. 1498;

Rom. 1531;

Basil.

1543; and Colon. 1573.

2.

'

De Ra-

tione scribendi Epistolas,' Basil. 1498, 1549; Colon. 1573.
Sir William (Hist.) a knight, was killed at the

BRANDON,
battle

of

Bos worth

Field,

1485,

in

Henry VII.
Brandon, Charles,Duke of Suffolk,

while fighting

the favourite of

for

Henry VI 1 1,

and companion of his early years, married Mary, the sister
of this kins, and widow of Louis XII, and died in 1545.
[Vide Suffolk]
Brandon, Duke of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
Hamilton family. This title was first conferred on James,
duke of Hamilton, who was created in 1 71 1 duke of Brandon, co. Suftblk, and baron of Dutton, co. Cirencester. [Vide
Hamilton]
Brandon, or Branden, Lord, Baron of Brandon, the title
enjoyed by the family of Crosbie. [Vide Crosbie] The
arms, ccc. of which are as follow
Arms. Or, a lion rampant azure, in chief argent, two
:

dexter hands.
Crest.
On a wreath three daggers, i. e. two in saltire and
the other erect, their pomels upwards, and enwrapped
by a snake, all proper.
Supporters.
Two leopards regardant, ducally collared and
chained.
" Indignante invidia florebit Justus."
Motto.
Sebastian (Biog.) a counsellor of Strasburgh, who
died in 1520, aged 66, was author of a poem, called ' Navis
Stultifera Mortalium,' 4to. Argentorat. 1497; translated
into French, fol. Paris, 1497; and into English, 1509.
Brandt, Sebastian, a German alchemist, who died in 1521,
is said to have discovered phosphorus, whilst in search of
the philosopher's stone.
Brandt, or Brantz, John, a philosopher of Antwerp, was
bom in 1554, and died in 1639, leaving 1. * Nots cum
Politics turn Criticse in C. Julii C^saris, cvc. Commentarios,'
4to. Francof. 1606.
2.
Elogia Ciceronia Romanorum,' &c.
4to. Antv. 1612. 3. • Vita Philippi Rubenii,' &c. 4to. ]6].">.
4. ' Senator, sive de perfecti et veri Senatoris Officio,' 4to.
ibid. 1633.
5. ' Spicilegium Criticum in Apuleium.'
Brandt, Gerard, an ecclesiastical historian of Amsterdam,
was born in 1626, and died in 1658, leaving 1. ' Kurzc
Geschichte der Reformation,' &c. Amst.
1600, 16'58.
2. ' Geschichte der Reformation in den Niederlanden,' Sic.

BRANDT,

'

4

vols. 4to.

1671

;

translated into English by

John Cham-

:

BRA

BRE

1720, &c. ; and abridged, in 2 vols.
3. ' Die Lebensgeschichte Von De Ruyter,' fol.
8vo. 1725.
Amst. 1()84; translated into French, 1690. 4. ' Historis5. ' Poeraata,' &c.
ches Tagbuch,' &c. 4to. Amst. 1689.
6. ' Historia Judieii
habiti
Svo.
Rotterd.
1(>88,
&c.
Annis 1(>18 et 1619 de Tribus Captivis Barnevelt Hogerbects et Grotio,' 4to. llotterd. 1708 et 1710; besides other
works enumerated by Foppen.
Buandt, John, youngest son of the preceding, died in 1708,
leaving among other things ' Clarorum Virorum Epistohe,
Centum ineditu?,' &c.
berlayne, 4 vols.

fol.

I

BRANTOME

{Biog.) vide Bourdel/ies.
Anlonius Musa (Biog.) a physician of Ferrara, was born in 1500, and died in 1555, leaving a great
name and many works, among which are Commentaries on
the Aphorisms of Hippocrates, and a complete index to the
works of Galen, fol. Venice, 1623.
BRAS1DAS (Hist.) BpaaliaQ, a general of the Lacedemonians, and a son of Tellis, who, after many victories obtained over Athens and other powers, died of a wound at
Amphipolis, which was besieged by Cleon the Athenian,
A. C. 422. Thuci/d. 1. 2, c. 5, &c. ; Paus. 1. 2.
(Biog.) or Braithwayte, Richard, a pastoral poet in the reign of James I, was educated at Oxford,
and died in 16'73. He wrote among other things, 1. Golden
2. ' The Poet's Willow,' &c.
Fleece,' &c. 8vo. Lond. 1611.
3. ' The Prodigal's Tears,' 8vo. 1614.
8vo. ibid. 16'14.
Essays upon the Five Senses,' 8vo. 16'20; 12mo. l6'35.
4.

BRASAVOLA,

BRATHWAITE

'

'

5.

'

The English Gentleman,'

English

Gentlewoman,'

4to.

4to.

1631,

1630,
&c.

&c.
7-

'

6.

'

The

Survey of

8. ' Mercurius Britannicus,' or the
History,' Ike. 4to. 1 638.
English Intelligencer, &c. a tragi-comedy, and a satire upon

1641. 9Times' TreaCongratulatory Poem on
his Majesty, upon his happy Arrival in our late discomposed
11.
Regicidium,' a tragi-comedy, Svo.
Albion,' Ito. Kilio.
besides other works enumerated by Wood.
1 655 ;
BRAUN, George (Biog.) in Latin Braunius, Bntimts, or
Brumts, a writer of the 17th century, is best known as the
author of' Civitates Orbis Terrarum in /Es incisa? et excuse,'
&c. 6 vols. fol. 1572 ; and 5 vols. 1612.
(Hist.) Bpavptit) a woman who assisted at the
Thuci/d. 1. 4,
murder of Pittacus, king of the Edoni.
the republicans; second edit.

sury,' &c. 4to.

1655, 16'56.

4to.

10.

'

*

'

BRAURES
c.

107-

(Geog.) TSpavpiby, a town of Attica, where
Diana had a temple, whence the festivals celebrated there
her were called Braitrunia.
Aristoph. in
in honour of
Strab. 1. 9 ; Poll. Onom. 1. 5, &c ; Paus. 1. 8, &C.
Insist.
{Biog.) rite Browner.
BRAY, Sir Reginald {Hist.) the descendant of a family of
that name, which came over with the conqueror, was instrumental in raising Henry VII to the throne, and negotiated the marriage of this prince with Elizabeth, the
He died in 1501, after having
daughter of Edward IV.
received great accessions, both to his estate and his honour.
Bii.w, Lord (Her.) the title enjoyed by Edmund, tin- nephew
of sir Reginald Bray before-mentioned, who was summoned
but the
to Parliament in 1530, as baron of Eaton Bray
title became extinct at the deatli of his son John, without
;

BRAUWEH

;

issue, in 1557-

ardent,
a saltire
crescent

for a difference.

On

a wreath a talbot's head erased table.
Two lions regardant argent, maned sable.
Supporters.
" Ne vile velis."
Motto.
BREA, Lodovigo (Biog.) an artist of Nizza, who flourished
Crest.

from 1483 to 1513, may be considered as the founder of the
primitive Ligurian school.
His Murder of the Innocents.
preserved at St. Agustin's, and a St. John in the oratory of
the Madona di Savona, are among his most admired pieces.
BREADALBANE, John, Earl of (Hist.) son of sir John
Campbell, of Glenorchy, gave many instances of his lovalty
and attachment to king Charles II, and. was very active in
promoting the Restoration. He afterwards adhered to
James II, as long as any hopes remained of his return. He
was, however, a great enemy to the Union in 179', and

was suspected of favouring the insurrection of the earl of
Mar, in 1715; hut his death, which happened about this
time, prevented any

ill

consequence to himself from that

affair.

second Earl of, who was one of the
sixteen peers for Scotland to two British Parliaments, was
lord lieutenant of the county of Perth, and distinguished
himself by his steady adherence to the establishment in

Breadalbane, John,

church and

state.

Bbeaoalbame, John,

third Earl of, was in 1720 appointed
and minister plenipotentiary to the
court of Denmark; and after sitting in Parliament as one
of the sixteen peers of Scotland, he died in 1782.
Breadalbane, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed at
[Vide Camp/nil] Sir
present by the family of Campbell.

envoy extraordinary

John Campbell, of Glenorchy, before-mentioned under History, was for his lovalty created earl of Breadalbane and
and John
Holland, and viscount Glenorchy, &c. in 1681
Campbell, a collateral relation of the preceding, and fourth
was created a baron of Breadalbane of
Taymouth Castle, in the peerage of the United Kingdom, in 1 806. The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as
earl of Breadalbane,

and Virginia, on which

lie

bestowed the bulk of bis own

lb' lefl among bis printed works, 1. 'Catecheproperty2.
1696.
Buuiotheca Parochialis/
tical Lectures.'

&c

'

Directorium Missionarium.'
BEAYBROOKE, Lord (Her.) a

Campbell, earl of Breadalbane and Holland, viscount Campbell, of Tay and Pentland; lord Glenorchy.
Bencdoraloch, Ormerlie, and Weik, and a baronet in
baron Breadalbane, of Taymouth Castle, in the
Scotland
peerage of the United Kingdom.
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth, girony of eight pieces
or and sable ; second or. a fess cheque argent and azure;
third argent, a galley sable, her oars in action, and her
'Titles.

;

sails furled close.

Crest.

On

a wreath a boar's head erased proper.

" hollow me."

BREBEUF,

George de (Biog.) a poet of Lower Normandy,
leaving among
in Hi IS, and died in 10'6l,
works, 1. ' Lucan Travestie,' l-mo. Paris, 1 650.
3.
Recueil des
Entreticns Solitaires,' 12mo.
2. ' Les
664.
4.
Des Eclogues
(Euvres Divcrscs,' ii vols. '-'mo.

was born
his

'

1

Poetiques,' ISmo.

5.

'

I

'

Defense de l'Eglise Pom, line,'

I'Jmo.

1671.

•

enjoyed by a family
which is desa nded in die male line from the Aldworths, of
Stanlake, CO, Bciks, and in the female line from the Netitle

I

follow:

Motto.

Bray, Thomas (Biog.) an English divine, and native of Shropshire, was born in 166*6, and died in 1780, after having done
considerable service in settling the churches of Maryland

.".

Northampton.
Arms. First and fourth sable, a griffin segreant
beaked and langued or ; second and third gules,
argent, charged with a rose of the field, and a

;

BHAURON

male

of Bellingbear, co. Berks.
Richard Alworth Neville
succeeded to the barony of Braybrooke, as second lord Braybrooke, on the death of John, lord Howard de Walden, who
was created baron of Braybmoke in 17SS. Pursuant to his
will, lord Braybrooke assumed the name of Griffin.
The
title, arms, ecc. of this family are as follow
Title.
Griffin, lord Braybrooke, baron of Braybrooke, 00.
villes,

BRECKNOCK, Earl (Her.) the title commonly borne by
the eldest son of the marquis of Camden.
BREDA, Peter Tan (Biog.) a landscape painter of Antwerp

,

BRE

BRE
and died in 1681. He adorned landwas
scapes with figures, correctly drawn and judiciously grouped.
Breda, John Van, a landscape and historical painter of Antwerp) who was born in 1683, and died in 1750, acquired
a fortune and reputation in London by the labours of his
pencil, which could hardly supply the demand for his perWhen Louis XIV visited Antwerp, he did
formances.
Breda the honour of purchasing four of his pictures, namely,
Christ at the Sea of Tiberias, Christ performing Miracles,
and two landscapes.
Breda (Geog.) a large and strong town of Dutch Brabant,
near the influx of the Aa into the Merck, 22 m. S. S. E.
Rotterdam, and 48 S. Amsterdam, Ion. 4° 46' E., lat. 51°
born in 1630,

35' N.

lordship of this town belonged in 1212 to Geoffry
Seigneur of the Bergues, and passed into the house of
It suffered much in the wars between
Nassau, in 1 404.
It was taken by the duke of
the Dutch and Spaniards.
Alva in 158), and in 1599 Maurice of Nassau made himself master of it by stratagem ; but it was retaken after
a siege of six months by the Spaniards in 1625, who
retained it till -l63~, when it was finally retaken by the
Dutch. In 1 667 a congress was held at Breda, for making
a peace, which was concluded between England, France,
Denmark, and the States-General; and another congress
was to have been held in 1747, which was removed to
Aix-la-Chapelle.
In February, 1793, the French made
themselves masters of this town ; but gave it up again,
until, with the conquest of Holland, it came again into

The

On

the restoration of the prince of
Orange, in 1813, the French left the town to attack a
Russian corps, when the royal burgesses shut the gates
and prevented them from entering the town again.
BREENBERG, Barlolemco (Biog.) a painter and engraver
of Utrecht, was born in 1620, and died in 1660.
There
remain of his works 24 etchings of views, &c. from his own
possession.

A

—

BRENTON

History of Breda.

their

English translation in the same year in fol. also in 1640 and
2.
New Edition of Mr. Francis Mason's VindicaI676.
tion of the Church of England, concerning the Consecration and Ordination of the Bishops, &c. in Latin, fol.
1625.
BRENTFORD, Earl of (Her.) a title conferred by Charles I
in 1644 on Patrick Ruthven, earl of Forth, in Scotland, for
his distinguished services at the battles of Edge-hill, Brentford, and Newbury.
The title became extinct at his death
in 1651.
BRENTIUS (Biog.) or Brentzen, John, one of the early reHis works
formers, was born in 1499, and died in 1570.
were printed together in 8 vols. fol. Tubingen, 1576 90,
after having been printed separately during his life.
(Her.) the name of a family which at present
Sir Jahleel
enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet.
Brenton, the son of Jahleel Brenton, rear-admiral of the
Blue, commanded the Spartan frigate of 38 guns, and 250
men, in the memorable action in the bay of Naples in 1810,
when, with his single ship, he completely defeated a Neapolitan squadron of 96 guns, and upwards of 1100 men;
for which gallant action he was created a baronet in 1812.

designs.

BREGY,

Charlotte Saumaise de Ckagan (Biog.) niece of the
learned Salmasius, and maid of honour to queen Anne of
Austria, died in 1693, at the age of 74, leaving a Collection
of Letters and Verses, printed in 12mo. 1688.

BREITINGER,

John James (Biog.) a writer of Zurich, was
born in 1701, and died in 1776.
He wrote, 1. ' Bibliotheque Helvetique,' in conjunction with Bodmer.
2.
New Edition of the Scptuagint, 4 vols. 4to. Tigur. 1730.
3. 'Diatribe Historico-Literaria,' 8vo. 1740.
BREITKOPF, John Gottlieb Immanuel (Biog.) a literary
printer and bookseller of Leipzig, was born in 1719, and
He published, among other things, l.'An
died in 1791Attempt to illustrate the Origin of Card-playing,' Sec.
2. ' A Treatise on Bibliography,' &c.
(Hist.) a general of the Galli Senones, who,
entering Italy, defeated the Romans at the battle of Allia,
and took possession of the city, while the Romans took refuge in the capitol until they were relieved by Camillus,
who, returning from his banishment, completely routed the
Gauls.
Those who escaped from the slaughter are said to
have fled with their general into Greece, where he was
killed by Apollo for his sacrilegious attempt on the temple
of Delphi.
Polyb. 1. 4; Lie. 1. 5; Diodor. 1. 14; Callim.
Hymn, in Del. ; Justin. 1. 43 ; Flor.
BREXT, Sir Nathaniel (Biog.) a native of Woodstock, and
a lawyer, was educated at Merton College, Oxford, of which
he was warden, and died in 1652, at the age of 79, after
having sided with the rebels, and thereby held his offices in
the University.
Among his works, a" an author, are, 1. '
Translation of the History of the Council of Trent, from the
Italian, which was published at London in 1619, and the

A

BRENNUS

A

The

arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Gules, a lion rampant, double queue between two
martlets argent, on a canton the stern of a ship of the
line proper.
Crest.
Within a naval crown, the circle inscribed with
the word
Spartan,' a swan gutte de sang.
" Go through."
Motto.
Lewis George Oudard de Fcndrix (Biog.) a
:

Anns.

'

BREQUIGNY,

of the French Academy, was born in 1715 and
died in 1795.
His principal works are, 1. ' Histoire des
2. An
Revolutions de Genes,' 3 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1752.
Edition of Strabo, Gr. et Lat. 1 vol. 4to. 1763, containing
the
publication
of
which
the
rethe first three books, after
mainder of his MSS. were transmitted by him to the University of Oxford.
3. ' Vies des Anciens Orateurs Grecs,' &c.
4. ' Diplomata Charttc ad Res Fran2 vols. 12mo. 1752.
ciscas spectantia,' 4to.
5. ' Tables Chronologiques des Di6.
Ordonnances des Rois
plomes,' &c. 5 vols. fol. 1783.
de France,' &c. comprehending the last six volumes of the
collection with his notes and dissertations. He also compiled
and published the Catalogue of the Library of Clermont, in
8vo. 1764.
John (Biog.) the assumed name of one James
Anderton, of Lancashire, in the 17th century, under which
he published, 1. 'The Protestant's Apology for the Roman
Church,' 4to. 1604, 1608, lO'lo ; answered by Dr. Morton,
Catholic Appeal
bishop of Durham, in a work entitled '
2. ' The Liturgy of the Mass,'
for Protestants,' 4to. 1606.
16*20.
3.
St. Augustin's Reli&c. in Latin, 4to. Colon.
gion,' &c. 8vo. 1620.
Jane (Biog.) an English poetess, was born
in 1685, and died in 1740.
She wrote several things in
the Gentleman's Magazine, and a volume of hers was published in 8vo. London, 1744, entitled ' Poems on several
Occasions,' &c
Edward (Biog.) a mathematician and antiquary, of Chester, was born in 1565, educated at Oxford,
and died in 1613, leaving, 1. 'De Ponderibus et Pretiis
Yeterum Nummorum, eorumque cum Recentioribus Collatione,' 4to. 1614; reprinted in the eighth volume of the
2. ' Enquiries touching the Diversities of
Critici Sacri.
Language and Religion through the Chief Parts of the
World,' 4to. 1614. 3. Elementa Logiese in Gratiam Stu4. ' Comdiosie Juventutis in Acad. Oxon.' 8vo. 1614.
5. ' The Pamentarii in Ethica Aristotelis,' 4to. 1640.
triarchal Government of the Ancient Church,' 4to.
BRESCIA (Geog.) a town of Italy, 30 miles S. E. Bergamo,
54 N. Parma, 106 W. Venice. Lon. 10° 14' E. lat. 45° N.

member

'

BRERELY,

A

'

BRERETON,

BREREWOOD,

2 z 2

BRE

BR

Brescia, distinguished by the Romans under the name of
Brixia, was burned by the Goths in 41'-!, and entirely

ruined by Attila some time after.
On being rebuilt, it
came into the hands of the Lombards, Charlemagne, and the kings of Italy. It WHS afterwards taken
by the emperor Henry VI, and occupied by the dukes of
Milan, by whom it was given to the republic of Venice.
In 17196 it was taken by the French.
BRESLAU (Gra».) the capital of Silesia, situated on the
left bank of the Oder, 130 miles E. Dresden.
Lon. 17°
2'E. lat. 51° N.
successively

History of Breslau.

Breslau was called in Latin Uratislaiia, Budorgis, and Budorigum, where, in 1109, Boleslaus III, king of Poland,
defeated the emperor Henry V.
It suffered much from
It was
the inroads of the Tartars in the 13th century.
afterwards exposed to two dreadful conflagrations, from
which it recovered through the munificence of the emperor
Charles IV, who enlarged it, and invested it with many
privileges.
It shared in the miseries which afflicted Germany in the 16th and 17th centuries, during the wars
limit religion
and, since it came into the possession of
the king of Prussia in 1711, it has been taken by the
Austrians, namely, in 175"J, and invested by them again
..

;

in I7('0, but abandoned after a three days' bombardment.
It underwent another siege and bombardment in 1806
from the Bavarians and the other confederate states, to
whom it surrendered after an obstinate resistance in 1807.

Ecclesiastical History

I

BRETONNIER,

History of Brescia.

of Breslau.

Breslau was erected into a bishopric in 1033, and formerly
suffragan of Gnesne, but afterwards dependant immeCouncils were held here in 1246
diately on the pope.
and 1248.
BREST (Geog.) a well-known sea-port on the west coast of
Britannv, in France, 18 miles N. N. W. Quimper, 50* \V.
Lon. 4' 28' W. lat. 48° 23' N.
I!. nnes,' and 127 W. Paris.

Bartholomew Joseph (Biog.) a French law
writer in the 17th century, was the author of
Recueil des
Principales Questions des Droits qui sejugent Diversement
dans differens Tribunaux du Royaume,' 12ino. 1718, 2 vols.
4to. 1756' and 1785.
BRETT, John (Hist.) a naval officer, distinguished himself
in the Spanish war on different occasions, but afterwards
retired from the service in disgust at being neglected
he
'

;

died in 1785, leaving
Essays, or Discourses selected from
the Works of Feyjoo.'
Brett, 5Sir Piercy, Knt., another naval officer of distinction,
who served for some time under lord Anson, and, on all occasions signalized himself by his undaunted valour and success,
died in 1781, after baring risen through the different ranks
in the navy to that of admiral of the Blue.
Brett, Richard (Biog.) an English divine of London, was
born in 1561, educated at Oxford, and died in 1637. He
was one of the seven divines appointed to translate the Bible
by king James' order, and published besides, 1. ' Vite
Sanctorum Evangelist. Johannis et Lucas a Simeone Metaphraste Concinnatie,' 8vo. Oxon. 15972. ' Agatharcidis
et Memnonis Historicorum qua? super sunt Omnia,' 8vo.
ibid. 159.9- 3. ' Iconum Sacrarum Decas,' &c. 4to. ibid. I60J.
Brett, Thomas, a divine and controversialist of Wye, in
Kent, was born in 16'6'7, and died in 1743.
He wrote,
among other things, 1. ' An Account of Church Government and Governors, wherein is showed that the Government
of the Church of England is most agreeable to that of the
Primitive Church,' &c. 8vo. London, 1~07, 1710.
2. 'The
Authority of Presbyters Vindicated,' &c.
3.
The Independency of the Church on the State, as to its pure Spiritual
Powers,' &c. 17174. ' The Divine Right of Episcopacy,'
&c. 1718.
BREVAL, John Durant de (Biog.) a poet and dramatic
writer of the 1 8th century, was the author of, 1
The
Hoop-peticoat, a Poem,' 1716". 2. ' The Art of Dress, an
'
3.
Heroi-comical Poem," 1717Calpe,' or Gibraltar.
5. ' The History of the House
4. ' The Strollers,' a farce.
of Nassau,' 8vo.
(Biog.) vide Bruegel.
(Biog.) or Du Breuil, James, a French antiquary, died in 1(>'14, leaving, I. An Edition of Isidorus,
2. ' Chronicon Abbatum Regalis Monast. S.
fol.
KiOl.
Germani a Pratis,' fol. 1603. S. ' Les Fastes de Paris,'
4. ' La Vie du Cardinal Charles de
8vo. 1605 and 1()08.
Bourbon/ uncle of Henry IV, 4to. 16'12. 5. ' Le Theatre
des Antiquites de Paris,' 4to. 16'39; to which was added a
'

which

is

.

'

BREULIUS

mentioned by the ancients under the name

of Brivatis Partus, has acquired a celebrity in later times

by the commodiousness of its harbour, which is one of
The most remarkable event in its
the best in Europe.
history is the attempt which was made against it in l6j)4
by a British fleet and army under lord Berkeley and
ml Talmache, who were repulsed after a desperate
conflict, with the loss of 400 seamen, (J00 soldiers, and
It was also with a fleet equipped
the gallant Talmache.
at Brest that admiral Villarct engaged with lord Howe
:i
the memorable June 1, 17!)"-, when he was defeated
During the rest of
with the loss of six ships of the line.
that and the following war, the harbour of Brest was
i

incessantly blockaded by an English squadron.
(limg.) or Hretton, vide lirittoi,.

BRETON

Breton, Nicholas, a writer of pastorals, sonnet';, canzons,
and madrigals, &c, in the reign of queen Elizabeth, left,
among his pieces, an interlude entitled ' An Old Man's
besides Others
Lesson, and a Young Man's Love.' Mo.
;

mentioned

in

Ames' Typography.

BRETONNEAU,

{Biog.) a Jesuit of Tours, was
burn iii 166O, and died in l'no.
Besides revising ami
editing the Sermons of Bnurdaloue, Chcnieiiais. anil Giroust,
18 vols. 8vo. and ISttlO. Paris; he alsn published an edition
Oeuvres Spirituelles of le Vallois, with a Life of
of the
frrancis

'

'

and wrote, 1. 'Reflections pout les Jeunes
12mo. 2.
Abrege de la Vic de Jacques II,' 1','nio.
I lis Sermons were
n
from the papers 01 his confessor.
iblished in 7 vols. 12mo. 17*3.

the
'

[

Author;
,'

'

.

!

'

BREUGEL

History of Brest.
Brest,

1

Supplement.
Daniel (Biog.) a divine, who, being driven from
his fellowship at Oxford in the time of the rebellion, tied to
France, but returned at the restoration, and died dean of
He wrote, 1. ' Missale Romanum,' &c.
Lincoln in 1695.
1572. 2. ' The Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice,' &c. reprinted on the Recommendation of Dr. Waterland in 1739Saul and Samuel at Endor, or the New Wales of Sal8.
besides transvation which tempt Men to Rome,' 16'74
The Judgement of the University
lating into French, &c.
of Oxfbrd concerning the Solemn League and Covenant,'
and some other theological pieces in Latin.
BREYDEL, Charles (iKos.) called Cavalier, a landscapepainter of Antwerp, was born in lf>77, and died in IT-l*.
leaving a good reputation for skill in his line.
BreydkL, Francis, a brother of the preceding, and also a
His Conversations and other compainter, died in 1750.
positions are finely executed, agreeably coloured, and well

BREVINT,

'

;

'

disposed.

BRIAREUS

(Myth.) Bpiaptvs, a giant, the son of Carlus
and Terra, having 100 hands, and 50 heads, was so called
by the gods, according to Homer, and JEgeon by mortals.
[Vide JEgeoif]

'

:

:

BR

BRI

I

Robert (Ecc.) archbishop of Rheims in the
reio-ns of Louis XI and Charles VIII, died in 1495 in
possession of the seals as chancellor of France.
Briconnkt, William, brother of the preceding, succeeded him
in the archbishopric of Rheims in 1497, and in that chaHe was created
racter consecrated Louis XII in 1498.
cardinal by Alexander VI in 1495, deprived of that dignity
the
council
of Piso, and
opposed
at
he
II,
whom
Julius
bv
He died in 1514, after having, by
restored to it by Leo X.
his active zeal for the glory of France, obtained the title of
" Oraeulum Regis," &c.
Briconnet, William, son of the preceding, before he took
in 15lfi,
holv orders, was made bishop of Meaux by Leo
and died in 1534, after having been employed by Louis XII
and Leo X on many occasions.
Briconnet, Dcni/s, brother of the preceding, was made bishop
of St. Malo in 1514, translated to that of Lodeve the next
vear, which he exchanged for the abbey of Cosmeria. and
died in 1535, after having been present at the council of
Piso, and been sent as ambassador to Leo X.
BRIDGE, William (Biog.) a nonconformist minister, was
bom in lb'OO, educated at Cambridge, ejected for his nonconformity, and died in KiTO, leaving several works, which
were collected in 2 vols. 4to. ](j.~>7.

BRICOXNET,

X

BRIDGEMAN,

Sir Olando (Hut.) son of bishop Bridgeman
mentioned under Ecclesiastical History, and a distinguished
lawyer, was greatly confided in by king Charles I, whose
cause he supported at Chester to the utmost of his power.
At the Restoration he was made lord chief baron of the Exchequer, then lord chief justice of the Common Pleas, and
in lb'6'7 he succeeded lord Clarendon as lord keeper of the
Priw Seal but from this office, which he did not fill with
equal credit to himself, he was dismissed for refusing to put
;

the seal to the declaration for toleration.

He

is

known

as a

law-writer by his
Conveyances,' eVc. 2 parts, fol. 1682,
1699, 1710, and 1725.
Bridgeman, John (Ecc.) father to the preceding, after being
bishop of Chester for 30 years, was driven from his see by
the rebels, and died at his son's seat between the years of
1648 and 1657, according to different accounts.
Bridgeman, Henry, son of the preceding, died bishop of the
'

Isle

of

Man

in lb'71-

Bridgeman (Her.)

the family

name

of the earl of Bradford,
Bridgeman, the bishop of

which is derived from John
His son, sir Olando Bridgeman,
Chester before-mentioned.
wls the first baronet created by Charles II at the Restoration, and sir Henry Bridgeman, the fifth baronet, was
created lord

Bradford,

of

Bradford,

co.

Salop,

in

1794.

[Vide Bradford}
(Her.) the name of a family of considerable anti-

BRIDGES

quity in Ireland, the first of which that settled in England
was John Bridges, of South Littleton, co. Worcester. From
sir Brook Bridges, who was created a baronet
The anus, &c. of this family are as follow
Azure, three water bougets or, within a border

him descended
in 1713.

Arms.

ermineCrest.

From

History.

Bridgewater, Earl

of, a title conferred on Henry, the son
sir Giles Daubeny, who for his activity at the battle of
Bosworth Field, was created a baron, and his son Henry
was raised in 1533, to the dignity and title of earl of Bridgewater, which ljecame extinct at his death, in 1548.
Bridgewater, Earl of, a title revived in his lordship's father,
sir Thomas Egerton, of the family of Egerton, and in the
person of John Egerton, before-mentioned under Historu,
who was advanced to the degree of earl of Bridgewater, co.
Somerset, in lf>17; having been previously raised to the
dignities of baron Ellesmere, co. Salop, in 1603, and viscount
Braekley, co. Northamptonshire, l6l6.
[Vide Egerton}

of

The

arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Egerton, earl of Bridgewater, viscount Bracklev,

titles,

Titles.

and baron of Ellesmere.
Anns. Argent, a lion rampant gules, between three pheons'
heads sable.

On

a chapeau gules, turned ermine, a lion rampant
pheon argent.
Supporters.
On the dexter side a horse argent, ducal ly
gorged or; on the sinister a griffin or, ducally gorged
Crest.

gules, supporting a

azure.
" Sic donee."
Motto.
Bridgewater, John (Biog.) in Latin Aqua; Pontanus, rector
of Lincoln College, Oxford, in the reign of queen Elizabeth,
resigned his preferments from his attachment to the Romish
church, and retired to Douay, where he published, 1. * Concertatio Eeclesia? Catholic;? in Anglia,' Svo. Trevir. 15S3,
and 4to. 1594.
2. ' Confutatio Virulent* Disputationis
Theologies,' &C. 4to. ibid. 15893. ' An Account of the
Six Articles usually proposed to the Missionaries that suffeied in England.'
(Biog.) vide Brigita.
BRIDIEU, Louts de (Hist.) a governor of Guise, which he
defended in difficult times during the minority of Louis
XIV, against two considerable armies, namely, against a

BRIDGET

Spanish and a French army, which was leagued against
He compelled them, by
that prince, and besieged the city.
his valour and conduct, to raise the siege, and thus prevented
their march to Paris.
J'iscount
(Hist.)
Sir Alexander Hood, the
younger brother of viscount Hood, of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was early engaged in the naval service, in
which he distinguished himself in every rank that he passed
through, and on every occasion where valour and conduct
were required, particularly in the memorable action of
June 1, 179^) where he fought under Lord Howe, and that
of June 795, in which, as commander-in-chief of a squadron
lying oft' Spithead, he engaged the French and took three

BRIDPORT,

1

a ducal coronet or, a Moor's head sable, banded

of their vessels.

argent.

Bridges, George (Biog.) of the same family probably, and
a native of Keinsham Abbey, in Somersetshire, where he

was the translator of The Memoirs
Duke of Rohan,' &c. 8vo. London, l660.

died in lb'77,

and died in 1S03, after having employed his life in
promoting the inland navigation of the country by the digging of canals, in which he was the first undertaker.
Bridgewater, Duke of (Her.) one of the titles conferred on
the Egerton family, in the person of Scroop, fourth earl of
Bridgewater, in 1720, which became extinct at the death
of the third duke of Bridgewater mentioned above, under
in 1731,

'

of the

Bridges, John, an antiquary of Binfield, in Berkshire, was
born in 1606, and died in 1724.
He collected materials for
a History of Northamptonshire, which extended to upwards
of 30 volumes folio, which form the basis of the ' History
of Northamptonshire,' published in 2 vols. fol. by the Rev.
Peter Whallev, the first vol. in 1762, and the second in
1791BRIDGEWATER, Francis, third Duke of (Hist.) was bom

He

died in 1814, full of honours.

Bridport, Viscount (Her.) one of the titles conferred in 1801,
on sir Alexander Hood, K. B. before-mentioned, who had been
previously raised to the peerage of Ireland in

1

794, by the

title of baron Bridport, of Cricket St. Thomas, and in 1790'
was created baron Bridport, of Bridport, co. Dorsetshire.
At his death the Irish titles became extinct, but he was
succeeded in the English barony by his grand-nephew
Samuel Hood. The title, arms, &c. of this family are as

follow
Title.

Arms,

:

Hood, baron Bridport, of Cricket St. Thomas.
The same as those of viscount Hood. [Vide

eye.

Hood]

:

BRI

BRI

BRIEN (Hist.) vide
Bit EN NE (Hist.')

1584, aged 35, was employed by pope Gregory XIII, in the
O'Brien.
Yatican.
the name of an illustrious family in
I
Brill,
Paul, brother of the preceding, and also a painter of
France, which derived its origin from Engilbert, who was
Antwerp, who died in 1626, aged 72, excelled his brother,
count of Brienne in 990, in the reign of Hugh Capet.
and was considered the first in his profession.
Brienne, Walter III de, king of Sicily, and duke of Apulia,
distinguished himself at the siege of Acre, against the Sa- BRINDLY, James (Biog.) a mechanic, and native of Derbvshire, was born in 1716, and died in 1772, after having
racens, and was afterwards killed in 1205, in defending his
planned and executed among other things, the canal-works
dukedom, which he held in right of his wife.
which the late duke of Bridgewater set on foot in the
Brienne, Waller IV de, his son and successor, surnamed the
country.
Great, signalized himself against the Saracens, by whom
BRINSLEY, John (Biog.) a puritan minister, who was ejected
being taken prisoner, he was put to death in 1251.
for his nonconformity, died in 1665.
Bkiknne, John de, going on his crusades, was chosen king
of Jerusalem, in 1209, which he resigned in 1229He BRINVILLIERS, Maria Margaret d'Aubrai, Marchioness of
(Biog.) a French lady, known for her intrigues and crimes,
afterwards filled the throne of Constantinople, and died in
was beheaded and then burnt at Paris, in 1676, after having
887.
by the assistance of her lover, St. Croix, poisoned her father,
Brienne, Walter VI de, duke of Athens, and constable of
her two brothers, and her sister, in 1670.
France, was killed at the battle of Poictiers, in 1356.
(Hist.) and Cavagnes, two Protestants of
Brienne (Biog.) vide Bryennius.
France, were put to death after the massacre of St. BarthoBRIEF, Philip (Biog.) a geographer of Abbeville, was born
lomew, on suspicion of being concerned in the conspiracy- of
in 1 601, and died in 1668, leaving among his works,
1. ' Xenia Delphino oblata Nomine Collegii Rothomagensis,'
Coligny.
BRISCO (Her.) a family of some antiquity, of which mention
4to. Rothom. 16392. • Parallels Geographic Veteris et
is made as early as Edward I. John Brisco, a descendant,
Nova?,' 3 vols. 4to. 1648, and 1649.
3. ' Theatrum Geo4. ' Annales Mundi,' 7 vols. 12mo.
was created a baronet in 1782, whose arms, &e. are as
graphicum,' fol. 1653.
'
follow
1663, often reprinted and enlarged.
5.
Philippi Labbe et
P. Briejtii Concordia Chronologica,' 5 vols. fol. Paris. 1570.
Arms. Three greyhounds current in pale sable6.
Crest.
Acute Dicta omnium veterum Poetarum Latinorum,'
greyhound current sable, seizing a hare proper.
Paris.
BRISEIS
(Myth.) Botanic, a maid of Lyrnessus, caUed also
12mo.
1684.
(Geog.) an ancient people of Britain, who inHippodamia, who, when her country was despoiled bv the
habited the northern parts, as Yorkshire, Lancashire, WestGreeks, fell to the share of Achilles, from whom she was
moreland, &C.
taken by Agamemnon, but afterwards restored inviolate.
BRIGANTINUS, lacus (Geog.) a lake of Rhcetia. between
Homer gives her the epithet of KaXKiirapijos, and poets allude
the Alps, now called the Lake of Constance, or Bodensce, in
frequently to Achilles' attachment to her.
the German.
The town on its eastern bank was called BriHorat. Cam. 1. 3, Od. 4.
Prius imolmttm
gantium, now Bregentz, in the Tvrol. Slrab. 1. 4 ; Pirn.
Serva Briseis nivco colore
1. <)
Ptol. 1. 2 ; Ammian. Marceil. L 15.
Moiit Achillem.
(Geog.) vide Brigantinus.
Prop. 1. 2, el. 9.
BRIGGS, Henry (Biog.) a mathematician of the 16th and
Omnia formosam propter Briseida passu*.
17th centuries, and a native of Yorkshire, was the author of,
Ovid, de Rem. Am.
1.
Tables for the Improvement of Navigation,' printed in
Hoc et in abducta Drin-ide flebat Achilles.
the second edition of Edward Wright's treatise entitled
' Certain Errors
in Navigation Detected,' &c 4to. London,
Horn. II. 1. 1, &c. ; Senec. in Troad. act 2, in Ay am, act 2:
l6lO.
2. ' Logarithmorum Chilias
Dares. Phryg.
Prima,' 8vo.
Lond.
'
I6l7.
3.
Lueubrationes,' Sec 4to. Edin. 1619.
BRISSAC, Marshal de (Hist.) vide Cosse.
4. 'A
Treatise of the North West Passage to the South Sea, &c.
BRISSONIUS, Barnaby (Hist.) president of the parliament
4to. London, 1622, reprinted in Purchas' Pilgrims, vol. iii.
of Paris, and ambassador in England for Henry III, was
5. ' Arithmetica Logarithmica,' &c. fol. Lond. 1624. 6. ' Tridragged to prison by the friends of the league during the
gonometria Britannia,' &c fol. Goud. 1633. 7. ' Mathesiege of Paris by Henry IV, and strangled for his fidelity
to bis sovereign in 1591- He wrote, 1. ' De Verborum que
matics ah Antiquis minus cognita,' published in Hakewill's
Apologie,' fol. Lond. besides other things.
ad Jus pertinent Significatione.' 2. ' De Formulis et soBrioos, William, a physician of Norwich, in the 17th cenDe
lemnibus Populi Romani Verbis,' fol. Paris. 1583. 3.
tury, wrote, 1. 'Theory of Vision,' published by Hooke.
Regis Persarum Principatu,' &c. 8vo. 1580, 1590, 1599, 4to.
2.
Ophthalmograph^,' the second edition of which was
1606 but the best edition is that of Strasburgh, 8vo. 1710,
published in 687,
with Sylburgius' notes.
BRIGHAM, Nicholas (Biag.) a native of Yorkshire, who BRISSOT, (/c Warville James Peter (Hist.) an active agent
De VenatiStudied at Oxford, and died in l.'..V|, lift, 1.
in the French Revolution, and a victim to the tyranny he
onibus Rcrum Memorabilium.' 2. ' Memoirs,' by way of
bad contributed to raise, was the son of an inn-keeper, of
Diary, in 12 Books.
Miscellaneous Poems,' none of
He headed a party
Chartres, where he was born in 1754.
which are probably now extant.
called after him, Brissotins, who being borne down by a more
"
BRIGHT, Timothy (Biog,) a physician, who died in 1615, is
Mountain," were to the
sanguinary faction called the
principally known by his
number of 2 1 condemned to be guillotined, with their leader,
Treatise of .Melancholy,' 12mo.
Loudon, 1586, besides which he wrote, 1. ' De Dyscrasia
in 17'>2.
Corporis Humani,' Svo. 1583, Lond.
2.
Hygieine,' \c. BRISTOL, George, Earl of (Hist.) youngest son of John
8vo. 1588.
3. ' Therepcutica,' &c. 8vo. 158.<), 16'mo
Digby, was born in 151(i, sent as ambassador to Spain in
4. ' An Abridgment of Fox's Acts and Monuments,'
l(i! 1, and after serving the king as his minister, he assisted
Ito.
him with his arms, and died an exile in France, in 1052.
1589.
BRIG1TTA, -S7. (Ere.) a Swedish princess, in the 4th cen- Bristol, John, second Earl of, the son of the preceding, distury, was the founder of a religions order named St. Saviour,
tinguished himself no less than his father, by his loyalty to
1

BRIQUEMAUT

A

'

BRIGANTES

;

BRIGANTIUM
'

1

'

'

•

;

;

1

'

'.',.

'

'

,

'

1

-

1

which flourished

BRILL, Matthew

for some tame in the north.
(Biog.) a painter of Antwerp,

his sovereign, for

who

died in

was restored

which he suffered much

to his

offices

as

in his estate.

He

secretary of state, and privy

;

BRI

BRI
on the restoration of Charles II, but forfeited
them both by embracing the Romish religion, and died in

counsellor,

Cat u/l. Carm. 11.
Horribilesqiie ulti-

mosque Britonnos.

16?6.

Bristol, John-, Jirst Earl of, of the second creation and family
mentioned under Heraldry, was born in 1660, and after
having distinguished himself in the House of Commons in
several parliaments, was afterwards called up to the House

where he strenuously asserted the Hanoverian
succession, and died in 1750.
Bristol, George William, second Earl of, and grandson of the
preceding, was one of the six supporters of the pall at the
was nominated in
funeral of Frederick prince of Wales
175S, ambassador extraordinary to the court of Spain, where
and after having
he displayed great talents as a minister

lirg. Eclog.

Lt penitus

Horat.

;

served his majesty as his privy counsellor, as lord lieutenant

of Ireland, and in other important posts, he died in 1775,
at the age of 54.
Bristol, Augustus John, third Earl of, and brother of the
preceding,

was bred

which he distinguished
officer, and deservedly rose
was afterwards one of the

to a sea life, in

himself as a vigilant and skilful
He
to the rank of an admiral.
lords of the Admiralty, and died in 1779, at the age of 56.
His lordship had been married to Miss Chudleigh, who
procured a divorce from him in order to marry the duke of
Kingston ; but it appearing afterwards that the decision had
been fraudulently obtained, she was indicted in 1775 for
bigamy, tried and found guilty; she was, however, as a peeress,
discharged from corporal punishment,
continent, died in 178S.

and

retiring to

Sei ves

this

famdy

Titles.

Arm*.
Crest.
cally

paw

are as follow

:

Hervey, earl of Bristol, and lord Hervey, of Ixworth.
Gules, on a bend argent, three trefoils slipt vert.
On a wreath, a leopard passant proper bezanty, dugorged and chained or, and holding a trefoil in his
proper.

Supporters.

Two

leopards sable bezanty, ducally collared

and chained or.
" Je n'oublieray jamais."
Motto.
BRISTOAV, Richard (Biog.) a champion for the Romish
church in the reign of queen Elizabeth, who was educated
at Oxford, and died in 1581, leaving, 1. ' Dr. Bristow's
Motives,' 8vo. Antwerp, 1574, 1599, and translated into
Latin by Dr. Worthington, 4to. Duac. l6'0S.
2. ' A Reply
to Wdliam Fulk, in Defence of Dr. Alan's Articles," &c.
'
4to. 1580.
3.
Fifty-one Demands to be proposed by Catholics to Heretics,' 4to. London, 1592. 4. ' Veritates Aurese
S. R. Ecelesue,' 1616.
5. ' Tabula in Summam Theologicam S. Thomae Aquinatis,' 1579, &c
BRITANNIA (Geog.) or Britain, otherwise called Britannia
Major, or Great Britain, to distinguish it in French from
Britannia Minor, Britanny, which in French is called petite
Brclagne, one of the most considerable islands in the habitable ;;lobe, which comprehended under it England, Scotland,
and Wales.
It was considered by the ancients as a remote
and detached portion of the globe, which was, as it were,
cut off from all the rest.

Uurum

Ctfsareni in ultimos

Orbis Britannos.

Dionys. Peri^g.

—— HcinQ

a\\ij

~Stjtoic iv Trdnijvt ~Qptravvi<nv itro^api^ei.

In respect to

its figure, it is

mostly described by the ancients

Its original inhabitants, which were known
under the general name of Britanni, or Britones, were dis-

as triangular.

tinguished into the Brigantes, Catlieuchlani, eye to whom the
modern counties have been assigned by Camden, in the
foUowing order
:

Modern

People.

Counties.

Berkshire.
Dorsetshire,

Attrebatii
Belgse

Brigantes .....

Somersetshire,
Hampshire,
Wiltshire, Isle of Wight.
Yorkshire, Durham, Lancashire, Westmoreland, Cumberland.

Cantii
Cattieuchlani

Kent.
.

Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertford-

.

shire.

Danetae

Derbyshire, Leicestersliire,
Lincolnshire,
Northamptonshire,
Nottinghamshire,
Rutland.
Cheshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire.
Cornwall, Devonshire.
Cardiganshire,
Carmarthenshire,
Pem-

Dobuni

brokeshire.
Gloucestershire, Oxfordshire.

Iceni

Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire, Norfolk.

Ordevices

Caernarvonshire, Denbighshire, Flintshire,
Merionethshire, the Isle of Anglesey.

Coritani

the

Bristol, Frederick, fourth Earl of (Ecc.) brother of the two
preceding earls, was born in 1730, and having entered into
holy orders, was promoted in 1767, to the bishopric of
Cloyne, in Ireland; translated to that of Deny in 1768,
and died a privy counsellor of that kingdom in 1 803.
Bristol, Earl of {Her.) a title conferred on John Digby, the
youngest son of George Digby, esq. who in 17--, was raised
This title became extinct at the
to the dignity of an earl.
death of John, the third earl of Bristol, in 1698.
Bristol, Earl of, a title revived in the Hervey family, in the
person of John, the eldest son of sir Thomas Hervey, abovementioned under History, who was raised in 1703, to the
dignity of baron Hervey, of Ixworth ; and further advanced
to that of earl of Bristol, in 171 4.
The titles, arms, &c. of

tata dirisos orbe Britannos.

36.

1, od.

1.

of Peers,

;

67-

1, v.

Cornavii

Danmonii

Suffolk.

Offadini

Northumberland.

Regni

Sussex, Surrey.
Brecknockshire, Herefordshire, Glamorganshire, Monmouthshire, Radnorshire.
Middlesex and Essex.

Silures

Trinobantes

.

.

.

On

the conquest of Britain by Julius Ctesar, it became a
Roman province, and remained so for 400 years, during
which time it was divided into Britannia Romana, and Britannia Barbara, the former of which comprehended the
greater part of England ; and the latter Caledonia, so called
from its inhabitants, the Caledons ; and afterwards Scotland,
or the land of the Scotta?, another tribe of its inhabitants,
which were also with others frequently included under the
The Britain of the Rogeneral name of Picts and Scots.
mans was separated by a waU which was first budt by
Adrian, as is supposed, between Solway Frith and Tinmouth ; and was afterwards repaired, or others substituted
iu its place, by subsequent emperors.
The principal towns of Britain mentioned by ancient writers, with their modern names, are as foUow :

Modem.

Ancient.

Londinum
Durovernum,Cantuaria.

.

London.
Canterbury.

Eboracum

York.

Alasta Castra

Edinburgh.

Lindum

Lincoln.

Villa Faustini,

Edmundi
Mancunium
Camelodunum

Fanum

S.
St.

Edmund's Bury.

Manchester.

Maiden.

;

BRI

BRI

the inhabitants of which were
to some writers Britaimv
was peopled by the natives of England, who fled from
the oppressions of the Saxons ; but other writers, on the
other hand, suppose that the natives of Britanny gave the
name of Britain to the island of Albion. When Maxi-

Modern.

Ancient.

Verulamium
Durnium
Magnus Portus

St.

island of Great Britain

Alhans.

Dorchester.
Portsmouth.

Bauer.
Oxford.
Cambridge.
Doncaster.
Caer- Went.

Dubris

Oxonium
Camboritum, Cantabrigia

Danum
Venta Silurum
Castra Dcva, Cestria.
Branonium
Garienis Ostrum

.

.

mus
land,

Worcester.
Thetford.

Bennavenna

Northampton.

Isca

Silurum

Caer-Wysk.

Isca

Danmoniorum

Exeter.

principal rivers of Britain mentioned by the Romans,
arc Tamesi, the Thames ; Sabrina, the Severn ; Isca, the

The

Ex

Aufona, the Avon

;

;

Garryenum, the Yar

;

Tamara,

Tamar ; Taum, the Ten/. The principal promontories,
Danmonium, the Lizard ; Belerium, Land's End. Arist.
Diodor. 1. 5
Stralj.
dc Mund. ; Ca-s. dc Bell. Gall. 1. 4
the

;

1.

4

Mel.

;

3, c.

1.

8

;

Pirn.

1.

4

;

;

Tacit, in Agric.

c.

10;

Agathem. 1. 2, c. 4; Ammian. Marcell. 1. 18 ;
c. 3
CV/wrf. I?n«.
Zosim. 1. 3
Procop. Vandal I l
Britannia (Xumis.) medals of Claudius, Adrian, and Antobear the inscripCommodus,
ninus Pius, Sept. Severus, and
Plol.

1.

2,

;

j

;

BRITANNIA— BRITANNICUS EXERCITUS
ADVENTUS AUG.— BRIT ANNIAE RESTITUTORI,

tions

the three last in allusion to the expedition of Adrian into
COS. II. II1I, to which is someBritain; also
She
times added IMPERAT. PONT. MAX. TR. O, &c.
as in the annexed
is mostly represented

BRITANNIA

under the form of a female sitting
with a spear, and resting with her left arm £?
U9
on a shield ; her right upon her knee, and rj
her foot upon part of a wall, in aUusion to ft
the wall built by Adrian ; sometimes she is \<
sitting on a rock, having on her right a
military standard ; on her left a spear, and
Vaillant. Prwst. torn. i.
resting her arm on a shield, &c.
Beg. Thes. torn. ii. ; Patin. Imp. Sj-c.
a critical scholar of
{Bios.)
BRITANNICO, John Angelo
Brescia, left notes on Juvenal, Lucan, Horace, Persius,
figure,

and

Statius.

Venice, 1485

;

His edition of the latter was published
and his Juvenal, in fol. 1512.

in

fol.

BRITANNICUS

(Hist.) a son of Claudius Cicsar, so called
because under that emperor part of Britain had been conHe was poisoned by Nero, his
quered by the Romans.
competitor for the throne, and his corpse was buried in the
night.

Britannicus (Numis.)

many medals were

established

into a kingdom,

it

foi

himself and his successors, until the time of Clovis, whe
obliged these princes to take the name of counts aftei
which Britanny was partitioned out among several princes
until the time of Peter de Dricux, sumamed Mauclerc
in 1213, who, with ten of his successors, governed BriIn 1491 it was unite)
tanny, under the title of dukes.
to the crown of France, by the marriage of Anne, thi
daughter of the last duke, with Charles VIII, and afterwards with Louis XII.
;

Yarmouth.

Sitomagus

caused himself to be proclaimed emperor in Engin 382, he gave Britanny to one of his generals.

named Conon, who

Chester.

.

;

According

originally the same.

^_^

Ecclesiastical History of Britanny.
for a long time in Armorica, and wkei
the Bretons peopled this country the worship of idols prevailed in almost all parts, except at Nantes. S. Clair, th<
first bishop of Nantes, in 277, preached the gospel
Of the sucRennes, Vannes, and the adjacent country.
cession of bishops in this country, little is known that
authentic in the early ages of Christianity. It was divided
into nine dioceses, which since the revolution have beei

Paganism subsisted

-.,

i

reduced to

five.

BRITO, Bernard

de (Biog.) a Portuguese historian of Al
meida, in the Kith century, was the author of ' Monarchii
Lusitanse,' 2 vols. fol. Alcob. 1597; Oliss. 1609; whiel
was brought down to Alphonso III, by Anthony and Fraa
cis Brandano, making in all 7 vols. fol.
Brito, Francis de, author of the ' Guerra Brasilica,' 2 vols
fol. 1675, died in 16"17BRITOMARTIS (Myth.) Bpiropapns, a beautiful nympl
of Crete, daughter of Jupiter and Charme, who, being pur

sued by Minos, threw herself into the sea. Callim. in Dial
v. 1 i)'l'; Firg. in Cir. v. 285
Pans. 1. 2.
(Hist.) a chief of the Galli Insubres, wli
;

BRITOMARUS

was conquered by /Emilius.

BRITTON

(Biog.) the

name

Flor.

1.

2.

of a writer of

whom

nothing

i

except by a work on the ancient Pleas of the Crown
which is a concise abridgment of law and being a compel)
dium of Bracton, it is supposed by Selden that the name
This book was first printe
only a corruption of Bracton.

known

;

i

and agai
in Latin, in 12mo. without date by I!- Redman
in French, by Wingate, in l6'40 ; and a third time in F.ng
;

lisli, by R. Kclham, esq. 8vo. 1762.
Beitton, Thomas, a chemist and musician, who died in 1714
was better known in his day by the name of the Musict

Small-coal Man, because lie followed the retail trade
His colic,
while he cultivated chemistry and music.
tion of books, MSS., and musical instruments, &c. were sol
by auction at his death for the benefit of his widow.
(Gcog.) or Britones, the Bretons, a people
I

coals,

BRITTONES

AUG. F. PRIN. JUVENT— BRITANNICUS TI. CLAUDIUS CAESAR AUG.
Spanh.
Vaillant. Gr. ;
F.
Hist. ; Patin. Inipp. fyc.

Dissert.;

Tristan.

Celtic Gaul,

Comment.

(Gcog.) one of the largest provinces of France,
occupies the northwest corner of the kingdom, tunning
is united on the E. to Maine, Anjou, and
that
peninsula,
a
Its principal towns are Nantes, ltcnncs, QuimPoictou.

BRITANNY

per, Valines,

and

St.

Brienne.

His/on/ of Britanny.
Britanny, which formed a part of the ancient Armorica,
was afterwards called Britannia Minor, in French petite
Brctagne, in distinction from grandc Brclagnc, or the

,/ui'.

Sal. IS,

BRIVATIS
sis,

I

who

now

v-

inhabited the country

now

called Britanm

12k

Partus (Grog.) a harbour of Gallia Lugdimcr,

Brest.

BRIXELLUM

(Gcog.) or Brixillvm, a town of Italy, no"
BresseUo, between Mantua and Cremona, where Otho sh'
Ptt
Tac. Hist. 1- 2
Plin. 1. 3
himself, when defeated.
Sudan, in Othon. Plat, in Ot/lOll. Paul. Diacon.
1. 2
;

;

i

;

;

;

Reb. Longos. 1. 3, c. 18.
BRIX1A (Grog.) a town of Italy beyond the Po, nee
Brescia, [vide Brescia^ which was the country of the a:
cient Cenomanni, who had passed over from Gallia 1 tan
They were very faithful to tl
padana, under Bellovesus.

1

:

BRO

BRO
Ronmns

in the time of

Annibal

;

wards rewarded with privileges,
Catull. Carm. 63
formed there.
Plin.

1.

3

BRIXIUS,

Ptol.

;

1.

1

;

Liv.

;

Roman,

Itin.

De

which they were afterand a Roman colony was

for

1.

21

;

Slrab. 1.5;

eye.

Brie Germain,

who

died in 153S,
is principally known as the literary antagonist of sir Thomas
AntimoMore, against whom he wrote a poem, entitled,
rus,' Paris, 1520; and again in the ' Flores Epigramma1560.
tum,'
BRIZO (Myth.) the goddess of dreams, who was worshipped
Athcn. 1. 8.
bv the women of Delos.
{Biog.) vide Brodmus.
BROCARDUS, James (Biog.) a Venetian, and a visionary
opposer of the Romish church in the 10th century, who
His works, which were
pretended to foretel future events.
printed at Leyden, were publiclv disavowed bv the senate
of Middleburg, in 1581.
BROCKES, Bartholomew Henry (Biog.) a German lawyer
and poet, who died in 1747, wrote, among other things,
' Indisches V ergniigen in Gott,' &c.
His works form a collection of 9 vols. 8vo.
BROCUBELUS (Hist.) a governor of Syria, who fled to
Alexander when Darius was murdered by Bessus.
BROD.EUS, Jo/in (Biog.) a critic of Tours, was born in
1500, and died in 1560, leaving, 1. 'Miscellanea,' published in Gruter's ' Lampas, or Fax Artium,' Vol. II and Vol.
(Biog.) or

'

BROAD

Annotationes in Oppianum, Q. Calabrum, et
Coluthum,' 8vo. Basil. 1552.
3.
Note in Martialem,'
8vo. ibid. 16194. ' Annot. in Xenophontem,' Gr. et Lat.
fol. ibid. 15595.
Epigrammata Graeca,' &c. fol. Francof.
IV.

2.

'

'

'

1600.

Broad, Thomas, a native of Gloucestershire,
was born in 1577, and died rector of Rencombe in 1635,
leaving among other things,
Tractatus de Sabbato,' &c.

BsODffiUS, or

'

4to.

1027.

BRODERICK

(Her.) the family name of viscount Middh ton,
who is also an English baron, by the title of baron Broderick, of Pepper Harrow.
QVide Middletoif]
BROECKHUSIUS (Biog.) or Broeckhuizen, John, a scholar
of Holland, was born in 1649, and died in 1 707, leaving,
1. An edition of Sannazarius' works, 12mo.
Anist. 1680.
2.
Carmina,' 12mo. Ultraj. 1684; Amst. 1711.
3. An
edition of Propertius, 4to. ibid. 1702, 1727.
4. An edition
of Tibullus, 4to. ibid. 1708.
BROGLIO, Victor Maurice, Count de (Hist.) a marshal of
France, who died in 1727. aged 80, distinguished himself
in the service of Louis XIV.
Broglio, Francis Maria, son of the preceding, and also marshal of France, served in Italy with distinguished honour,
and died in 1 745.
Broglio, Count de, son of the preceding, and also a marshal,
was the conqueror of Berngen, and distinguished himself
during the seven years' war.
He quitted France in 1794,
and was admitted into the Russian service.
Broglio, Claudius Victor, prince of Broglio, took the part of
'

the revolutionists, for

whom

he acted in the character of

marshal; but was guillotined in 17<H.
(Her.) the name of an ancient family
dignity and title of a baronet.

BROGRAVE

present enjoys the

1

.

their ancestors, sir Roger Brograve, knt., co. Warwick, flouin the time of Edward I, from whom descended sir
Bernv Brograve, who was created a baronet in 171)1.
The
arms, &c of this family are as follow:
Anns. Argent, three Rons passant gardant gules.
Crest. An eagle displayed ermine, ducally crowned, beaked,
and membered, or.
Motto.
" Finis dat esse."
BROKE (Her.) the name of a family at present enjoying the
dignity and title of a baronet, which derives its descent ham
Willielnms de Doyto del Brotee, the son of Adam, lord of

rished

VOL.

I.

co.

From

Chester.

Thomas de

William was

this

lineally

of Leighton, whose son
or Brookes, of Leighton ; the Brookes of Norton, created baronets in 1 662, Qvide
His fourth son, sir
Broo/ceJ the Brookes of Meise, &C
Richard Brooke, knt., and chief baron of the Exchequer in
the reign of Henry VIII, was the ancestor of sir Philip
Bowes- Vere Broke, a gallant naval captain, who was created a baronet in 1813, in consideration of his distinguished
skill and valour displayed in his engagement with the
United States frigate the Chesapeak, of superior force. The
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Or, a cross engrailed, party per pale sable and gules.
Of honourable augmentation ; out of a naval
Crest.
crown or, a dexter arm embossed, encircled with a wreath
of laurel proper, and grasping a trident of the first.
Crest.
On a wreath of his colours a badger passant proper" Sicvumquc tridentcm servamus."
Motto.
(Biog.) vide Brookes.
BROKESBY, Francis (Biog.) a non-juror, and a native of
Leicestershire, was bom in 1637, educated at Cambridge,

descended

Broke,

la

John was the ancestor of the Brokes,

:

BROKES

and died in 1715. His principal work was ' An History of
the Government of the Primitive Church for the three First
Centuries, and the Beginning of the Fourth,' &c. 8vo.
1717.

BROM, Adam
titled

de (Hist.) almoner to king

to particular notice

assistance of that king,

Edward

II,

is

en-

be took, with the
in founding Oriel College.
He
for the part

provost in 1 332.
Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the marquis Comwnllis.
Brume, Alexander (Biog.) a poet, who was born in Ki'JO,
died in 1666, after having aided the royal cause by the fbrcf
of his satire, which was directed against the puritanical
rebels. Three editions of his poems were published in 16'6'0

died

its first

BROME,

A

or 166'1, 1664, and 1666; besides which he published
Translation of Horace.
Brome, Richard, a dramatic writer of low extraction, who
was a menial servant to Ben Johnson, died in 1 652, leaving,
among other comedies, • The Northern Lass,' and * The
Jovial Crew,' which were acted with great applause in their
day, and frequently revived since.
Anthony (Hist.) an officer in king Charles's
army, of the family mentioned under Heraldry, who distinguished himself in support of the royal cause, and was
killed at the battle of Newark.
Bromhead (Her.) an ancient and respectable family, which
at present enjoys the dignity and title of a barf met, conferred
at first on sir GonvUle Bromhead, in 1806.
The arms, &c.
of this family are as foUow
Arms. Azure, on a bend argent, between two leopards'

BROMHEAD,

:

faces or, a

mural crown gules, between two

fleurs

de

lis

sable.

Crest.

Out

of a mural crown gules,

argent, horned or, in the
leaved proper.

mouth

a

unicorn's head
slipped and

a rose gules,

" Concordia crescimus."
Motto.
(Hut.) or Bromley, John de, of the family
of Bromley, mentioned under Heraldry, signalized himself
during the wars in France, under Henry V, particularly at
the memorable battle of Le Corby, when he recovered the
standard of Guienne, which had been gained by the French
in a fierce charge on that wing.
Bromlegh, Sir Thomas, of the same family, died chanceUor

BROMLEGH

I

One

Laughton,

of England in 15S7(Her.) the name of a family already mentioned
under History, and originally written Bromlegh, is descended from sir Walter Bromlegh, of Bromlegh, in the
county of Stafford, knt., who lived in the reign of king John.
This familv now enjovs the dignity of a baron, by the title

BROMLEY

3 A

'

BRO

BRO

was conferred on Henry Bromley, in
[Vide MontforQ
1741Bromley, the name of a family which is collaterally descended
from that of the Pauncefotes, who were of distinction in
of lord Montfort, which

against his king in 1642-3.

He

wrote on

'

The Nature

of

Truth,' &e.
Brooke, Robert, fourth Lord Brooke, second son of the preceding, repaired the disgrace of his family by contributing
the time of the Conqueror.
This family enjoys the digto the restoration of king Charles II.
He died in 1676.
nity and title of a haronet, which was conferred upon sir Brooke, or Broke, Sir Robert, lord chief justice of the ComGeorge Smith, in 1757, whose son and successors asmon Pleas in the reign of Queen Mary, studied at Oxford
sumed the name of Bromley ; their arms, &c. are as
and the Middle Temple, and died in 1558, leaving, among
follow
other law works, 1 ' La Graunde Abridgement,' an abstract
Arms. Quarterly ; first gules, three lions rampant argent,
of the year-books to the reign of queen Mary, fol. 1573,
two and one, Pauncefote
Second; or, on a fesse sable,
2. ' Auscuns Novels Cases,' &c. 8vo.
1576, 1586, &c.
hetween three wolves' heads proper, a martlet argent,
London, 1578, 1604, 1625, &c. 3. • A Reading on the
Howe. Third ; azure, a bend within a hordure or, Scrojye.
Statute of Limitations, 32 Hen. VIII, c. 2/ 8vo. Lond.
Fourth; gules, a lion passant ermine, Grubham.
1647.
Fifth ; argent, a saltire engrailed gules, Tiptoft.
Sixth, Brooke, Earl of {Her.) one of the titles at present enjoyed by
Pauncefote.
the Greville family [vide Greville'}, which was conferred
Crest.
First a lion rampant ducally crowned proper, holdon Francis Greville, the eighth lord Brooke, in 1746, to
ing in his paws an escutcheon or, charged with a wolf's
whom was added the dignity of earl of Warwick in 1 759.
head proper ; second, a cubit arm in fess erased, habited
The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow :
Vandyke, holding in his hand a faulchion trenchant,
Titles.
Greville, earl Brooke, of Warwick Castle, earl of
pierced through a boar's head erased, all proper ; third,
Warwick, lord Brooke, baron Brooke, of Beauchamp'sout of a ducal coronet, a plume of ostrich feathers azure ;
court, co. Warwick.
fourth, a boar's head erased or ; fifth, a banner erect, double
Arms. Sable, on a cross within a border both ingrailed or,
tongued argent, charged with a saltire engrailed gules.
five pellets.
" Pensez forte."
Motto.
Crest.
In a ducal coronet gules, a swan with wings exBromley, John {Biog.) a native of Shropshire, who left the
panded argent, beaked sable.
English for the Romish church in the reign of James II,
Supjyorters. Two swans argent, beaked and membered sable,
was the translator of the ' Catechism of the Council of
and ducally gorged gules.
Trent,' 8vo. London, 1687" Vix ea nostra voco."
Motto.
John {Biog.) a Carthusian monk in the reign Brooke, Lord, the title commonly borne by the eldest son of
of Edward III, under whose name was published a ' Chrothe earl of Warwick and Brooke.
nicon,' from 588 to 1198, afterwards inserted in the ' DeBrooke, a branch of the family mentioned under the name ot
cern Script. Hist. Angliae,' fol. Lond. 1652.
Broke, settled at Norton Priory, co. Chester, which at
John {Biog.) a mathematician of Nimepresent enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet first conguen, who died in 1539. wrote, 1. ' Scholia in Dialecferred in 1662 on sir Henry Brooke, the arms, &c. of which
ticam Georgii Trapezuntii,' 8vo. Colon, and Lugd. Bat.
are as follow
15372. ' Arithmetica," ibid, et Paris, 1539.
3- ' De
Anns. Or, a cross engrailed, party per pale sable and gules
Astrolabii Compositione,' 8vo. Colon. 1533.
4. ' Urbis PicCrest.
On a wreath of his colours, a badger proper.
taviensis Tumultus, ejusque Restitutio,' an elegiac poem,
Brooke, de Capell de Brooke, another branch of the above4to. Pictav. 1562.
5. ' Ven. Bedie de Sex Mundi jEtatibus,'
mentioned family, settled at Oakley, co. Northamptonshire
with Scholia, and a continuation to the 26th of Charles V,
which also at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baColon. 15376. A Translation of Ptolemy's Geography
ronet first conferred in 1803 on sir Richard Brooke de Capel)
from the Greek.
de Brooke, whose arms, &c. are as follow :
Bronchhorst, Richard, son of the preceding, and a lawyer,
Arms. Quarterly ; first and fourth or, on a fesse azure
'
who died in 1627, was the author of, 1. Centurite et Conthree escallops of the field ; second and third or, an ancho)
ciliationes earundem Controversiarum Juris Cent II,' 1621.
azure, on a chief of the second, three arming buckles it
2. ' Methodus Feudorum,' 8vo. Lugd. Bat.
3. < Aphorism
fesse of the first.
Politici.'
Crest.
demi-seahorse argent, finned and maned or.
{Myth.) Bporn/c, one of the Cyclops, so called Brooke, Ralph {Biog.) York herald, who died in 1625, aged
into rijc fipovrijt;, i. e. from thunder.
Hesiod. v. 142 ; Virg.
75, is known for his hostility to Camden, in whose Britannii
1. 8,
v. 425.
he pretended to have discovered errors.
BRONZERIO, John Jerom (Biog.) a physician of Abadia, in Brooke, Henry, a dramatic writer of Ireland, who died ii
the Venetian territory, who died in 16.30, was the author of,
1783.
His poetical works were collected in 4 vols. 8vo
]
De Innato Calido et Naturali Spiritu, in quo pro Veri1778 and 1792.
'
tate Rei Galeni Doctrina defenditur,' 4to. 1626.
2.
Dis- Bbooke, Francis, a dramatic writer and novelist, who died ir
putatio de Principatu Hepatis,' &c. 4to. Patav.
3. ' De
1789, wrote, among other things, ' The History of Lad)
:

.

—

—

—

—

—

BROMPTON,

BRONCHHORST,

:

i

A

BRONTES

.

'

Principio effectivo Semini insito.'

BRONZINO {Biog.) vide Allon.
HROOKE {Hist.) otherwise known

Brooke, Robert, second
up arms on the

Isird,

side of the

nephew of the
and was

rebels,

Julia Mandeville,' &c.
William {Biog.) a poet of Cheshire, of mean pa
rentage, was educated at Cambridge, and died in 1745. Hi
is principally known by the share he took in Pope's trans
He Hkewise translated some of Anacicon'
lation of Homer.

BROOME,

by the name of sir Fulke
Grcville, was in the service and favour of queen Elizabeth
until her death, and afterwards in that of her successor, by
whom he was advanced to the dignity of the peerage, as
mentioned under Heraldry. He was assassinated by one of
his servants in 1627-8, leaving, among his works as an author,
1. ' The Life of the renowned Sir Philip Sidney,' 12ino. Lond.
1652. 2. ' The Remains of Sir Full Greville, Lord Brook,
being Poems of Monarchy and Religion never before printed,'
8vo. Lond. 16'70.
preceding, took
killed fighting

Odes, besides some miscellaneous poems.
Carlo {Biog.) an Italian singer of Andria, bettc
the name of Farinello, was born in 1703, am
died in 1782, after having enraptured every audience ii
England, France, Spain, and Italy, before whicli he dis
He was particular!;
played his astonishing vocal powers.
patronized by Philip, king of Spain, as also by his sucecsso
Ferdinand.
BROSSARD Sebastian de {Biog.) a musician of Strasburg

BROSCHI,

known under

:

BRO

BRO
the 17th century, wrote, 1. ' Prodromus Musicalis,' Sec.
2 vols. fol. the second edition of which appeared in 1702.
2. ' Dictionnaire de Musique,' fol. Amsterdam, 1703, which
has furnished matter for all subsequent works of the kind.
BROSSE, Guy de la (Biog.) physician in ordinary to Louis XIII,
in

and founder of the royal garden of medicinal plants, composed a Treatise on the Virtues of Plants, and also one on
the Plague.

BROSSES,

Charles de (Biog.) a writer of Dijon, was born
in 1709, and died in 1777, leaving, 1. ' Lettres sur la De2.
Hiscouverte de la Ville d'Herculaneum,' 8vo. 1750.
toire des Navigations aux Terres Australes,' 2 vols. 4to.
3. ' Du Culte des Dieux Fetiches,' &c 12mo. 1760.
1756.
4. ' Traite de la Formation Mechanique des Langues,' 2 vols.
12mo. 1765. 5. ' Histoire de la Republique Romaine,' &rc.
3 vols. 4to. Dijon.
BROSSETTE, Claude (Biog.) a Jesuit of Lyons, was born
in 1671, and died in 1746, leaving, 1. ' L'Histoire Abregee
2. An Edition of Boide la Ville de Lyon,' 4to. 1711leau's Works,' 2 vols. 4to. 1716.
BROTIER, Gabriel (Biog.) a critic of Tanay, a small village
Bein the Xivernois, was born in 1722, and died in 1789sides his edition of Tacitus, in 4 vols. 4to. 1771, and 7 vols.
Svo. 1776, for which he is principally known, he wrote,
'
1.
Conclusiones ex Universa Theologia,' 4to.
1754.
2.
Traite des Monnoies Romaines, Grecques, et Hebr.
avec
comparees
les Monnoies de France,' Sec.
4to. 1760.
3. ' Phsdri Fabularum Lib. V,' &c. 12mo. 1785.
4. * Memoire du Levant,' 1780; besides an edition of Rapin on
'
Gardens, and also of
Brumov's Theatre.'
BROl
(Her.) of Broughton, co. Stafford, the name
of an ancient family which at present enjoys the dignity and
title of a baronet, and traces its origin from Delves, of
Delves' Hall, in Staffordshire, from the time of the conquest.
From this family descended sir Bryan Broughton, who was
created a baronet in 1660; the arms, &c. of which are as
'

'

GHTOX

follow

:

Argent, two bars gules, on a canton of the second,

Arms.

a cross of the

1. 'An Ecclesiastical Historv of Great Britain,'
Douay, 1633.
2.
A True Memorial of the Ancient, Most Holy, and Religious State of Great Britain,'
Svo.
&c.
1650.
3.
Monasticum Britannicum," 8vo.

&c.

of,

fol.

'

'

1655.

Broughton', Hush, an English divine, of Shropshire, was
born in 1549, educated at Cambridge, and died in 1611,
whose works, principally on Hebrew and rabbinical theology,
were collected and printed in fol. London, 1062.
Broughton", Thomas, an English divine, and one of the
original writers of the Biographia Britannica, was born in
London in 1 704, educated at Eton and Cambridge, and died
vicar of Bedminster
in 1774.
Among his works are,
1.
Christianity distinct from the Religion of Xature, in
'

Answer

Christianity as Old as the Creation.'
2. ' The
Olynthiacs,' &c. 3. ' Bibliotheca HistoricoSacra, or Historical Dictionary of all Religions,' &c. 2 vols.
fol. 1756.
4. '
Defence of the commonly received Doctrine of the Human Soul.'
5. '
Prospect of Futurity, in
First

to

and

Thud

A

A

Four Dissertations,' &c.

BROL'KHUSIUS

(Biog.) vide Brockhusius.
William, Viscount (Hist.) one of the nobisigned the declaration of 1660, which was succeeded by the restoration of king Charles II, was born in
1620, and died in 1684.
Being greatly addicted to the
study of science, he was one of the chief promoters of the
Royal Society, of which he was chosen the first president
1663.
He also left some few papers published in the

BROUXCKER,
lity

m

who

BROUSSOX,

enemies of his country, was broken upon the wheel in 1698.
He wrote, among other things, 1. ' L'Etat des Reformes de
France,' Switzerland, 1684, Hague, 1685.
2. 'Lettres des
Protestans de France,' &c. 16S6, printed at the expense of
the elector of Brandenburg ; besides a number of other pieces
on the same subject.
Peter Augustus Maria (Biog.) a naturalist
Heof Montpellier, was born in 176l, and died in 1807-

BROUSSOXET,
wrote,
1778.

Variae Positiones circa

'

1.

2.

'

Ichthyologia,'

Respirationem,' Monspel.
2. ' Essai sur

Lond. 1782.

Sec.

Xaturelle de quelques Especes de Moines,' Sec.
4. ' Annee Rurale,' &c. 2 vols. 12mo. Paris,
1787-8. 5. ' Xotes pour servir a 1'Histoire de l'Ecole de
Medecine de Montpellier,' &c. 8vo. 1755, &c.
Adrian (Biog.) a painter of Haerlem, was
born in 1608, and died in 163S.
He was very successful in
representing scenes of dissipation, to which he himself fell
1'Histoire

8vo. 1784.

BROUWER,
a victim.

Brouwer,
and died

Christopher, a Jesuit of Arnheim, was born in 1559,
in 1617, leaving, 1. Antiquitates Fuldenses,' &c.
•

Sidera Illustrium et SS. Virorum qui Geromarunt,' 4to. Mogunt, l6l6. 3. ' Historia Episcoparum Treverensium,' &c. Colon. 1626", &c.
L'li/sscs Maximilian de (Hist.) a general in the imperial armies, was bom at Basle in 1 705 ; and, after signalizing himself in Corsica, at Panua, Guastalla, Benjaluca.
Veletri, Placentia, Genoa, and Lobositz, died in 1757 of
the wounds he received at the battle of Prague.
Brown (Her.) the name of a family at present enjoying
the dignity and title of a baronet, which was conferred on
The arms, &c.
sir Robert Brown, a merchant of Venice.
of this family are as follows
4to. 1612.

2.

'

maniam Rebus

gestis

BROWN,

Gules, a chevron between three fleurs-de-lis or.
demi-lion rampant gules, holding in its dexter-

Arms.

field.

Crest.
A sea-dog's head gules, eared and finned argent.
Broughton, Richard (Biog.) an ecclesiastical historian of Great
Stukely, in Huntingdonshire, who died in 1634, was the

author

Transactions, and a translation of the Treatise of Des
Cartes, entitled ' Musicse Compendium,' with notes and
observations, &c.
Claude (Hist.) an active partisan in favour of
Protestantism in France, was born at Xismes in 1647, and,
being convicted of holding a secret correspondence with the

A

Crest.

paw

a fleur-de-lis, as in the arms.

" Gaudeo."
Motto.
(Biog.) a man of a good family, but of a
turbulent character, and founder of the sect named after
him Bronnists, was educated at Cambridge ; and, after
setting at defiance all authority, civil and ecclesiastical, died
in prison in 1 630 for abusing a magistrate, at the age of 80,
boasting that he had been imprisoned not less than 32 differ-

Brown. Robert

ent times.

His works were

all

on theological

subjects.

Brown, Thomas,

of facetious memory, a native of Shropshire,
1704, leaving poems, letters, and dialogues, &c.
which were published in 4 vols. 1 2mo. 1 707.
Brown, John, a scholar, was born at Kelso, in Roxburgh, in
1709, and died in 1734, leaving a Persian Dictionary and
Grammar, with many curious specimens of writing among
died in

the Persians.
John, an English divine of Rothbury, in Xorthumberland, was born in 1715, and died, by his own hands, in
a fit of insanity, in 1766, leaving, among other things,
2. ' Essays on Shaftsbury's Cha1. ' Honour,' a poem.
3. ' An Estimate of the Manners
racteristics,' 8vo. 1751.
and Principles of the Times,' 1757, which is said to have
passed through seven editions in the space of little more

Brown,

than a year.
John, a painter of Edinburgh, was born in 1752,
and died in 1787- He succeeded in portrait-painting, particularly with black-lead pencil, and was also the author of
'
Letters on the Poetry and Music of the Italian Opera,'

Brown,

12nio. published soon after his death.

Brown,

John, a phvsician of Berwick, was born in 1735, and
3 a 2

;

BRU

BRO
died in 1786, Leaving a work entitled Elemcnta Medicinal,'
in which he opposed the system of Cullen.
Sir Anthony (Hist.) an English jndge in the
reigns o£ queens Mary and Elizabeth, was educated at Oxford, studied law at the Middle Temple, and died in 1567,
'

BROWNE,

leaving some few works in MS.
(Ere.) an Augustine monk, who embraced
the tenets of Luther, was made archbishop of Dublin by
Henry VIII, and primate by Edward VI, but he was
ejected, bv Mary, and died two years after in 1556.
BnowNK, Peter, a native of Ireland, was first provost of Trinity College, Dublin, afterwards bishop of Cork, and died
A Refutation of Toland's Christianity
in 1735, leaving, 1.
2. ' The Progress, Extent, and Limits of
not Mysterious.

BboWKB, George

'

the

Human

Understanding,' 8vo. 1728

;

some

besides

ser-

mons, &c.
(Her.) the name of two families which enjoy a
peerage conferred, in the first case, on sir John Browne,
seventh baronet of the Neale, in the county of Mayo, who was
ennobled in 178,') by the title of baron Kilmaine of the Neal
and on John Browne, a junior branch of the same family,
who was created baron of Monteagle in 1760, viscount
Westport in 1768, earl of Altamont in 177L and marIn the second case, sir Valentine
quis of Sligo in 1800.
Browne, of Castlerosse, in Ireland, was created by James II,
viscount
Kenmare; and Valentine, fifth
his
abdication,
after

Browne

viscount of this creation, was raised, by a new creation in
1798, to the dignities of baron of Castlerosse and viscount
Kenmare, and in 1 800 viscount Castlerosse and earl of Ken-

'

and died in 1"60, leaving, among other things,
a Latin poem, ' De Animi Immortalitate,' which was so
well received that several English translations were made
of it.
It has since been published with the rest of his works
in Svo. 1768.
Browne, Patrick, a physician and naturalist of Woodstock,
was born in the county of Mayo about 1720, and died in
Civil and Natural History of Jamaica,' fol.
17,00, leaving
1756.
Lord (Her.) a title conferred in 1776 on sir
Brownlow Cust, the fourth baronet, who was raised" to the
dignity of a baron.
The titles, arms, &c. of this family are
coln's Inn,

'

BROWNLOW,
as follow

:

Cust, lord Brownlow, baron Brownlow, of Belttrn.
co. Lincoln, and baronet.
Arms. Quarterly ; first and fourth ermine, on a chevron
sable three fountains proper, for Cust ; second or, ar
escutcheon between eight martlets in orle sable, for Brownlow ; third sable, a fess ermine, in chief three crosses
pattee fitchy argent, for Paine.
Titles.

On a wreath a lion's head erased sable, gorged witl
a collar conipony argent mid azure.
Supporters.
Two lions regardant argent, gorged witl
Crest.

buckled or.
" Opera illius mea sunt."
Ralph (Ecc.) bishop of Exeter,

collars gules,

Motto.

BROWNING,

mare.
(Biog.) a poet of Tavistock, was born in
His works
15<)0, educated at Oxford, and died in 1645.
appeared in 3 vols. 12mo. 1772.
Browne, Thomas, an English divine, and native of Middlesex,
was born in 1604, educated at Oxford, driven from his
living of Oddington by the rebels in Jiii-2, and died in
He
1673, after having been restored to his preferments.
wrote, 1 ' A Key to the King's Cabinet,' etc. a defence of
' De Posthumo Grotii,'
1645.
2.
and
queen,
4to.
the king
8vo. Hag. l6*6, under the name of Simplicius Virinus.

Browne, William

.

Dissertatio de Therapeutis,' See. 8vo. Loud. 687.
Sir Thomas, a physician of London, was born in
1605, educated at Oxford, and died in 1682, leaving,
1. ' Religio Medici,' 1642, which was translated into Latin,
and thence into Italian, German, Dutch, and French.
Enquiries into Vulgar and Common Errors,' fol. 1 646,
2.
the sixth edition of which lie published with some improveHydriotaphia,' &c. 8vo. 1&58
ments in 1673. 3.
besides
some miscellaneous tracts, and a small posthumous work
published in 12mo. 1716, entitled ' Christian Morals,' reprinted in 1756.
Browne, Edward, son of the above, and a physician, was
educated at Cambridge, but took his degrees at Oxford, and
died in 1708, at the age of 66, leaving an account of his
travels, and some of the lives of Plutarch translated.
Browne, Simon, a dissenting minister of Shepton Mallet,
who died in 1732, at the age of 52, was remarkable lor
having laboured, at the close of his life, under a mental delusion that he was deprived of his rational soul, and sunk
to the level of the brute creation: notwithstanding which
he published his Defence of the Religion of Nature,' and
some other tracts on the same subject, which displayed depth
but to this treaof knowledge and clearness of perception
tise he prefixed B dedication to queen Caroline, which is preserve d in the Adventurer, No. 88, and powerfully illustrates
the delusion which had taken possession of his mind.
Browne, Sir William, a physician, was born in I6;i2, and died
in 1775, leaving two prize medals for the rising poets in
He published a translation
the University of Cambridge.
3.

with Solutions
besides a number of odes and small poems
in Latin and English.
Brown, Isaac Hun/.ins, a poet of Burton-upon-Trent, wan
bom in 1706, educated at Cambridge, studied law at Lin;

I

'

1

Browne,

'

'

;

'

;

of Dr. Gregory's

'

Elements of Catoptrics and Dioptrics,

was born

at

and nominated to the see oil
Exeter in 1641, from which he was driven during the reIpswich,

Suffolk, in 15,02,

in

and died

bellion,

BROWNRIGG

in 1650.
(Her.) the name of an Irish family at

pre-

enjoying the dignity and title of a baronet, which wa:
conferred in 1810' on sir Robert Brownrigg, a lieutenant ii
The arms. &c. of thi:
the army, and governor of Ceylon.
family are as follow
Arms. A lion rampant gardant sable, between three crescents gules ; in the dextcr-f'orcpaw of the lion, a swon
proper, hilt or, thereon a serpent entwined vert.
" Vircscat vulnere virtus."
Mnlti).
sent

:

Brownrigg, William

(Biog.) a physician and native of Cumwas born in 1711, and died iu 180(1, leaving
1.
De Praxi Medica ineunda,' 4to. Lugd. Hat. 1737
2. 'A Treatise on the Art of making Common Salt,' Svo
London, 1748. 3. 'An Enquiry concerning the Minera
Elastic Spirit contained in the Water of Spa of Gerberland,
'

many,' printed in the Philosophical Transactions, vol. lv
besides some other pieces on chemical and philosophical sub
iects.

BHl'C/EUS, Henri/
of

A lost,

leaving,

(Biog.) a physician and inatheniaticiai
Flanders, was born in L531, and died in 15Q3
among bis writings, 1. De Prinio Motu,' Svo
in

'

Institutiones Spherse,' Svo.
3.
1580.
2.
de Morbo Gdlico.' ito. Rostoch. 156,0, See.
'

BRUCE

'

Propositions

was anciently written. Bruis or Brtu
Holier) le, a noble knight of Normandy, who, being in tin
confidence of William the Conqueror, was by him sent b
subdue the northern parts of this realm. Farther nientioi
is made of his family under Heraldry.
Bruce, or Bruit, Robert le, sen of the preceding, was for somi
time in the confidence of David I, king of Scotland, but In
fought on the English side at the famous Bailie of th
standard in 1138, at which he took his own son Robert I
Urns, a youth of 14, prisoner,
lie was distinguished fo
his piety, which he displayed in the building of a monaster;
at (lysburuc, or GUborough, in Cleveland.
(Hist.) or, as

it

BiiiM B, Robert de, v. descendant in the ninth degree from th
preceding, was a competitor with John Baliol, for the crow

BRU

BRU
of Scotland, but the decision was given in favour of the
latter, by the direction of Edward I, who had been chosen

He died in England, in 12.95.
umpire.
Bruce, Robert, son of the preceding, did not give up his preto
the throne of Scotland, and hoping for the astensions
sistance of Edward I, he fought with him at the battles of
Dunbar and Falkirk, and died in 1 303.
finally obtained the
throne of Scotland, after the battle of Bannockburne, and
reigning under the title of Robert I, died in 1329.
[Vide

Bruce, Robert, son of the preceding,

Plate

V]

Bruce, David, son of the preceding, was king
His
of Scotland, under the title of David II.
efligv is given as in the annexed figure.
Bruce, Sir Edward dc, brother to Robert I, king
of Scotland, was, in reward for his services,
created earl of Carrick, and being afterwards
elected king of Ireland, he was defeated and

slain

in

1318.

Bruce,

ATe;7

de,

Thomas

thers of the preceding,

Edward

dc, and Alexander de, younger browere all put to death by command of

I.

Sir Edward, lord Bruce, descended from another
branch of this family, was constantly in the employ of
James VI, king of Scotland, in whose quiet succession to
He
the throne of England he was mainly instrumental.
died in Hi 13, in the 62d year of bis age.
Bruce. Edward, second lord Bruce, and son of the first lord,
was killed in a duel in Hi 13, by sir Edward Sackville, afterwards carl of Dorset.
Bruce, Robert, earl of Aylesbury. [Vide Aylesbury']
Bruce (Her.) Bruis or Brus, a family of distinction in the
time of William the Conqueror, has ever since preserved its
rank and consequence, as may be seen under the head of
History. The first-mentioned Robert de Brus was rewarded
by the Conqueror for his services, with no less than -13 lordships in the East and West Ridings of Yorkshire, and 51
in the North Riding, where the manor and castle of Skelton
was the capital of the barony. His son Robert, the second
lord of Skelton, obtained from king David I, of Scotland,
From this Robert was lineally
the lordship of Annandale.
descended Robert I, king of Scotland, who was the seventh
lord of Annandale, and first earl of Carrick, in right of his
From John de Bruis, the third son of the fifth
mother.
lord of Annandale, descended sir Edward Bruce, of Kinloss,
second son of sir Edward Bruce, of Blairhall, who was
created in l6"08, lord Bruce
and Thomas his grandson, was
created in H)33, earl of Elgin, and farther advanced to the
degree of a baron of England, by the title of lord Bruce, of
Whorlton, co. York.
Robert liis son, the second earl of
Elgin, was created baron Bruce of Skelton, co. York, viscount
Bruce of Amptbill, co. Bedford, and earl of Aylesbury, co.
Bucks, which titles became extinct at the death of Charles,
third earl of Aylesbury, in whom ended the male line of
the aforesaid Edward lord Bruce, of Kinloss, second son of
sir Edward Bruce, of Blairhall.
The dignity of lord Bruce,
of Tottenham, devolved to the hon. Thomas Bruce Brudenell, third earl of Cardigan, who by marriage was allied
to the family of Bruce. [Vide Aylesbury]
The honours of
carl of Elgin, and lord Bruce, of Kinloss, devolved to Charles
Bruce, ninth earl of Kincardin, who was descended from sir
George Bruce, younger brother to Edward lord Bruce, of
Kinloss, before-mentioned.
[Vide Elgin]
Bruce, of Downhill, co. Londonderry, a branch of this family
at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, which
was conferred in 1804, on the Rev. Sir Henry Harvey Aston
Bruce.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Anns.
Or, on a saltire gules, a harp of the field ; a
chief of the second, on a canton argent, a lion rampant

Brock,

;

:

aatre.

lion passant azure, holding in his dexter paw a
Crest.
trefoil slipped proper.
Bruce, of Dublin, another branch of the same family, also
enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, which was conferred in 1S12, on sir Stewart Bruce, brother of the Rev.

A

1 he
Bruce, above-mentioned.
sir Ilenrv Heivcy Aston
arms, &c' of this family are the same as above, with a
crescent for difference on the chief and crest.
Bruce, James (Biog.) a modern traveller of the ancient
honourable family before-mentioned, was born in
His 'Travels to Discover the
1730, and died in 1794.
Source of the Nile, in the Years of 1?0'S-17T3,' were published in 5 vols. 4to. London, 1790BRUCIOLI, Anthony (Biog.) a writer of Florence, in the
1 (ith
century, published, T. ' The Translation of the Holy

and

Bible into Italian,' which passed through several editions ;
the scarcest and best is that in 3 vols. fol. Venice, 1546-8.
2. Translations of the Natural History of Pliny, and of
several pieces from the works of Aristotle and Cicero.
3. Editions of Petrarch and Boccace, with notes, &c
BRUCKER, John James (Biog.) a Lutheran minister of
Augsburgh, was born in 1696, and died in 1770, leaving,
Introductionis in Historiam Doctrina; de
1. ' Tentamen
2. ' Otium Vindelicum,' &c. Svo.
Ideis,' 4to. Jen. 1719August. Vind. 1721. 3. ' Historia Philosophies Doctrina
Institutiones Historic Phi4.
de Ideis,' Svo. ibid. 1723.
5. ' Historia Vita Adolphorum
losophies,' Svo. ibid. 1727Occonum,' 4to. Lips. 1734. 6. ' Historia Critica Philosophise,' 4 vols. 4to. 17 12- 44, and with considerable additions
'

in 6 vols. Ito. 1767

an abridgment of which by Dr. En-

:

was published

in 2 vols. 4to. 17.91Franeis Ernesli, a physician and botanist of
Mariensthal, was born in 16.97, and died in 1753, leaving

field,

BRUCKMAN,
among

Botanicum,' &c. 4to.
1. ' Specimen
Opuscula Medico-botanica, 4to. Brunsv.

other works,

Helmst. 1720.

2.

'

Historia Naturalis,'
4.
3.
Epistola- ItinerariiC.'
1727.
MagnaliaDei in
5.
rd'AaplatlH, cvc. 4to. Brunsv. 1727Locis Subterraneis,' 2 vols. fol. Brunsv. and Wolfenbutt.
1727, and 1730.
BRUCKNER, John (Biog.) a Lutheran divine of the island
of Cadsand. was born in 1726, and died in 1804, leaving
2. ' Criticisms on the
his ' Theorie du Systeme Animal.'
Thoughts on Public Wor3.
Diversions of Purley,' 1790.
ship, in Reply to Gilbert Wakefield's Pamphlet against
'

'

'

'

Social Worship.'
(ElUt.) or Bredenldli,

BRUDENELL

Sir Hugh, a valiant
knight of the family mentioned under Heraldry, went with
the duke of Lancaster in the expedition into France, in
1373, when the army having passed Soissons, a part of them
fell into an ambush, and after a valiant resistance, were all
either killed or taken prisoners, of which latter class \va«
sir Hugh de BrudeneU.
Brudenell, Sir Robert, Kniglit, second son of Edmund
Brudenell, and Philippa his wife, was lord chief justice of
the Common Pleas, in the reigns of Henry VII, and

Henrv VIII.
Brudenell, Thomas,

first

earl

of Cardigan.

[Vide Car-

digan]
(Her.) the name of a family mentioned under
History, otherwise written Bredenhill, and Brodenhull, which
had huge possessions in the reigns of Henry III, and Ed-

Brudenell

ward I. Thomas Brudenell, esq., a descendant of this familv, and a distinguished loyalist, was advanced in l66l,
to the degree of an earl, by the title of earl of Cardigan.
George, the fourth earl of Cardigan, was, in 1776, advanced
to the dignity of marquis of Monthermer, and duke of
Montagu." John Brudenell, his son, was created in 1762,
baron Montagu, of Boughton ; which barony became extinct

was revived in the person of the father,
was, in 1786, created baron Montagu, with remainder

at his death, but

who

BRU

TiRU
James, second son of Henry, duke of Buceleugh. Thomas,
his younger brother, was created earl of Aylesbury.
[Vide
Aylesbury] James, his second brother, fifth earl of Cardigan, was created in 1780, baron Brudenell. The dukedom
became extinct at the death of the first duke in 1 790, but
the earldom of Cardigan, and the barony of Brudenell, are
still enjoyed by the family.
[Tide Cardigan'] James Brudenell, a younger brother, was created "lord Brudenell in
1780, which title became extinct in 1811.
(Biog.) or Breughel, Peter, called Old Breughel,
to distinguish him from his son, a painter of Breda, was
born in 1.510, and died in 1570, leaving many specimens of

to

BRUEGHEL

his skill in landscapes,

and

droll subjects.

Brueghel,

Peter, the younger, a painter, gained the surname
of Hellish Brueghel, from the infernal character which he
gave to all his representations, particularly of the human
figure.
He died in 1642.
Brueghel, John, surnamed Velvet Brueghel, from his dress,
brother of the preceding, was born at Brussels in 1560, and
died in 1625.
He excelled in painting flowers, fruits, animals, and landscapes.

BRL EYS,

David Auguslin (Biog.) a dramatic writer of Aix,
was born in 1640, and died in 1723. His dramatic pieces
were collected in 3 vols. 12mo. 1735 ; besides which he
wrote some controversial pieces, first against Bossuet, and

afterwards against the Protestant writers, Jurien, &c.
John dc (Biog.) a Flemish painter of the
century, who is said to have first painted in oil.

BRUGES,

15th

BRUHIER,

John James d'Ablaincourt (Biog.) a physician of
Beauvais, who died in 1 756, wrote among other things,
1. 'La Medicine Raisonnee,'
Q vols. 12mo. Paris, IT.'!.
from Hoflhian. 2. ' Caprices d'lmagination, ou Lettres
sur Dift'erens Sujets,'
ibid. 1746.
3. • La Politique du
Medecin,' &c from Hoffman.
BRUIN (Biog.) or Brmjn, John de, a professor of natural
philosophy, &c. at Utrecht, was horn at Gorcum in 1620,
and died in 1675. He wrote dissertations ' De Vi Altrice,"
* De Corporum Gravitate,' &c.
BRUMOY, Peter (Biog.) an historian and critic of Rouen,
was born in 1688, and died in 1742, leaving, 1. A continuation of
L'Histoire de l'Eglise Gallicane.' 2. ' Discours sur l'Usage des Mathcmatiques par Rapport aux Belles
Lettres;' printed in the second volume of his works.
3. 'Morale Chretienne,' 18mo. 1722; and several times
reprinted.
4.
Examen du Poeme (de M. Racine) sur la
Grace,' 8vo. 1723.
5. ' La Vie de l'Emperatrice Eleanore,'
1724. 6. Theatre des Grecs,' &c. 3 vols. 1730
frequently
reprinted and translated into English by Mrs. Charlotte
Lennox. 7. 'Revolutions d'Espagne,' 3 vols. 4to. 1784;
the- first half of which was written by father Orleans, &C.
His works were collected by himself in 4 vols. 12mo.
1

),

'

an heroic poem.

Ignatiade,'

3.

'

Ovidius Christianus.'

Brun, Peter

'

;

Claude (Hist.)

advocate-general in the Parliament
of Dole, of a family that was reckoned noble in the time of
Philip the Good, was employed on several missions of importance from the princes of the house of Austria to
Henry IV, and other princes. He died in 1621.
Brun, Anthony, son of the preceding, was one of the plenipotentiaries at Munster on the part of Spain, and, after
having been employed on many other important Occasions
in Holland and elsewhere, he died in 16.51.
Brun, Charles k (Biog.) a painter of Scotch extraction, but
ranee, was born in Mil 9, and died in l6<>0.
1 native of
A
painting of St. Stephen was among tlie number of his must
admired pieces, with which the palace of Versailles and that
of Fontainblcau are decorated.
He was author of a treaI''

tise

on

'

Virgilius Christianus.'

Eloquentia

Poetica,'

'

Physiognomy,' and of another on the

'

Character

of the Passions.

Brun, Laurence

le, a Jesuit and Latin poet of Nantes, was
born in 1607, and died in 1663, leaving, among other things,

4to.

a priest of the oratory, was born at Brignolle
in l66l, and died in 1720, leaving, 1. ' Lettres pour prouver
l'lllusion des Philosophcs sur la Baguette,' Paris, 1603 and

1702, with many additions, under the title of
Histoire
Critique des Pratiques Superstitieuses,' &c. of which a new
edition in 3 vols. 12mo. was printed in 1732 ; to which the
Abbe Granet added a fourth volume in 1737. 2. ' Explication Literale, Historique, et Dogniatique des Prieres,' &c.
8vo. 1716 ; and three other volumes in 1726.
Brun, John Baptiste le, known also by the name of Desnw
reties, was the editor of an excellent edition of Lactantius,
2 vols. 4to. 1748.
BRUNCK, Richard Francis Frederic (Biog.) a Greek scholar
and critic, was born at Strashurg in 1729, and died in 1803.
'

He

edited, 1. ' Analecta Veterum Poetarum Grsecorum.'
Argentorat. 1772 and 1786; also a 4to. edition.
Anacreontis Carmina,' 12mo. ibid. 1778 and 1786.
3. ' iEschyli Tragadi* Prometheus,
Persse,
Septem ad
Thebas ; Sophoclis Antigone ; Euripidis Medea,' 8vo. ibid.
1779- 4. ' Sophoclis Electra, et Euripidis Andromache,' 8vo.
ibid. 17795. ' Sophoclis OZdipus Tyrannus, et Euripidis
6".
' Euripidis
Orestes,' 8vo. ibid. 1779Tragordite quatuor
Hecuba, Phcenissit, Hippolytns et Bacchic,' 8vo. ibid.
1780.
7.
Apollonii Rhodii Argonautica,' Svo. ibid. 1780.
8. ' Aristophanis Comcedis in Latinum
Sermonem conversa1 ,' 3 vols. ibid. 1781.
9. 'Aristophanis Comcedis ex
Optimis Exemplaribus emendate,' 8vo. and 4to. 1783.
10. ' Gnomici Poetic Gneci,' 8vo. ibid. 1784.
11. ' Virgi12. ' Sophoclis quse extant Omnia,' &c.
lius,' 8vo. 1785.
13- ' Plautus,' 2 vols. 8vo. Bipont.
2 vols. 4to. 1 786-91788.
14. ' Terentius,' Basil. 1787, or, according to Mr.
Dibdin, 1797(Geog.) Brundisium, called Bpcyriitnov by
Polybius, and Bpevreaiov by Ptolemy, now Brundisi, a town
of Calabria, on the Adriatic, where the Appian road terminated, and the Romans commonlv embarked for Greece.
Sil. Ital. 1. 8, v. 575.

3

2.

vols. 8vo.
'

•

'

,

BRUNDUSIUM

Brundisium, quo

Horat.

1.

1,

desiriit Jtala telius.

sat. 5.

BrttndttMim hmgtl jiitis chnrliruue viaque.
'

Polyb.
1.

1.

4, ep.

2; Cws. de Bell Civ. 1. 1,
1 ; Mela, 1. 2, c. 4 ; Strab.

c.

24;

1.

5

;

Cic.

Plin.

1.

ad

Attic.

3

Ptol.

;

1.3.

BRUNECHILDIS

(Hist.) daughter of Athanagildus, king of
die Visigoths, in Spain, and wife of Sigebcrt, king of Austrasia, poisoned her son Childebert ; and after committing
many other enormities, was tied to the tail of a horse that
was let loose, and in that manner perished miserably, in 614,
(liiog.) or Brunellesco, Philip, an architect of Florence, was born in 1377, and died in 1446.
He
who attempted to restore the
is said to have been the first
orders
of
architecture.
poem
entitled
Grecian
Getafl
Birria,' is ascribed to him, and
Domenico Del Prato,' 8vo.
Venice, 1576; besides which he wrote architectural descrippreserved in Cosmo's palace at
tions of his own work,
Florence.
BRUNT (Biog.) or Aretine, Leonard, a scholar of Arezzo,
III, leaving among his
was born in 1370, and died in
works, 1. ' Historiarum Florentini Populi Lib. Duodecim,'
fol. Argent. Kill); the Italian translation by Acciajoli was
printed at Venice, 1473, 1560, 1561, and Florence, 1492.
2. ' Leonardi Aretini de Temporibus suis Libri Duo,' fol.
Venet. 1475 and 1485, &C.
8.
De Hello Italico adversus
Gothos,' &c. 1470
and often reprinted. 4. ' De Hello
Punico Libri Tres,' Brix. 1498, &C. 5. ' Comnieiitarium |
Isagogicon
Iterum Grircaruin," Lugd. Bat. 1539, &c.
6.
Dialogus dc
Moralis Discipline, eVe. otherwise entitled

BRUNELLESCHI

1741.

BRUN,

'

le,

•

'

2.

4.

Paris, 16.55, &c.

A

'

'

I

'

;

'

'

'

'

BRU

BRU
Aristoteles de Moribus,' &c. Lovan. 1475,
Vita di Dante e i Costumi e Studij di Petrarca,'

Moribus,

ecc. et

&c.

La

7-

'

Padua, 1650 ; reprinted, with the Life of Dante, 1671often reprinted.
8. ' Epistolarum Libri VIII,' fol. 1472,
9. ' Canzone Morale,' Sec. printed in the third volume of
Cresceiubim's Italian poetry ; besides his translation from
the OraAristotle's Ethics and Politics, and (Economics
tions of iEschines against Ctesiphon, and Demosthenes
;

against ^Esehines.

BRUNNE,

Robert de (Biog.) or Robert Manny ng, the first
who occurs in the 13th century, was the au-

English poet

thor or translator in metrical verse of, 1. ' Manuel Pecche,'
2. * Brut
written bv Robert Grostead, bishop of Lincoln.
d'Angleterre,' a chronicle of England,

by Wale, and a con-

tinuation by Peter de Langtoft.
John Conrad (Biog.) a Swiss anatomist, was
born in 1653, and died in 1727, leaving among other things,
' Glandula Duodeni, sen Pancreas Secundum Deteetum,' 4to.
Edelberg. 1715; which was an improved edition of his
work, De Glandulis in Duodeno Intestino detectis.'
BRUNO, .SV. (Ecc.) founder of the Carthusian Order, of an
ancient and honourable family of Cologne, was born about
There are only two letters of his
1030, and died in 1101.

BRUXXER,

'

which were printed in a folio volume, entitled ' S.
Brunonis Opera et Vita,' 1524; but the other contents of
this volume belong to another Bruno.
Bruno, Jordan, a Lutheran of Nola, who had also the credit
of being an atheist, was condemned to be burnt at the
stake, for the activity and zeal with which he attempted to
He wrote, among other things,
propagate his doctrines.
' De Umbris
Idearum,' ' De l'lnfinito, Universo et Mondi,
Spacio dcila Bestia Triumphante,' Sec.
extant,

BRUNSFELS

(Biog.) or Brunfeldt, Olho, a physician and

Catalogus
Mentz, who died in 1534, left, 1.
2. ' Herbarum Vivse
Illustrium Medicorum,' 4to. 1530.
3. ' OnomastiIcones,' Sec. 3 vols. fol. 1530, 1531, 1536'.
con Medicine, Nomina continens Omnium Stirpium,' &c.
fol. Argent. 1534.
BRUNSWICK (Geog.) a country of Lower Saxony, in Germany, bounded on the N. by Luneburg, on the W. by
Westphalia, on the S. by Hesse and Eichsfeld, and on the
E. by Thuringia, Anhalt, Halberstadt, and Magdeburg.
botanist of

'

The
It is divided into four duchies and two counties.
duchies of Brunswick Proper and Brunswick Wolfenbuttle,
with the counties of Rheimstein and Blankenburg, are subject to the duke of Brunswick Wolfenbuttle ; while the
elector of Hanover was duke of Brunswick Grubenhagen,
and Brunswick Calenburg, which also included the district
of Gottingen.
in Latin Brunopolis, the capital of the

Brunswick,

is

said to

the son of Adolphus,

suffered

riods.

Ulric,

much

;
as also in consequence of the differits own dukes, at subsequent pehowever, reduced to submission by Frederick
laid siege to it in 1614, and has since that time

very

ences which

it

had with

It was,

who

place in 1235, under the emperor Frederic II.
the youngest son of George,
duke of Brunswick, rendered such assistance to the emperor
in his wars against Louis XIV, that he was invested with

Brunswick, Ernest Augustus,

the electoral dignity in 1688.

Brunswick, George Lewis, Duke

of, rendered great assistance to the emperor against the Turks ; and after distinguishing himself in the war between the emperor and
Louis XIV, he died in 1727, aged 68.
Brunswick, Maximil. Jul. Leopold, Duke of, nephew to the

king of Prussia, in whose army he served, was drowned in
1785, aged 73, in attempting to rescue the unfortunate
inhabitants near Francfort, during the inundation of the
Oder.
BRUNSWICK-OELS, Frederic Augustus, Duke of (Hist.)
a general of infantry in the Prussian service, was born in
1741, and died in 1805, after having distinguished himself

He also translated seveboth as a warrior and a statesman.
from the French, and wrote in German ' The
Military History of Prince Frederic Augustus, of Brunswick Lunebourg,' &c. 4to. 1797(Ecc.) vide Bruno.
BRUSCHIUS, Caspar (Biog.) a Latin historian and poet of
Bohemia, was born in 1518, and assassinated in 1559, leaving, 1. ' De Omnibus totius Germanise Episcopatibus Epiral things

BRUNUS

Noremb. 1549-

tome,' &c.

2.

'

Monasteriorum Germanis

Praeeipuorurn,' &c. 1551, &c.

BRUSSELS

(Geog.) a large and handsome city of Brabant,

capital of the southern provinces of the Netherlands, and
It is situthe second city in the kingdom after Amsterdam.

ated partly on an eminence and partly on the river Senne,
25 m. S. Antwerp, 26 S. E. Ghent, and 155 N. N. E. Paris.
Lon. 4° 22' E., lat. 50" 50' N.

History of Brussels.

owed its origin to St. Gery, bishop of Cambray,
who in the commencement of the seventh century built a

This

citv

chapel on a small island, by the Senne, and collected
In 1044 it was encompassed by
people by his preaching.
a wall, which was demolished by the emperor Joseph II.
In 1695 it was bombarded for the space of 46 hours, by
the French under marshal Villeroy, when 14 churches

above 4000 houses were consumed. In 1706 it
was delivered up to the duke of Marlborough ; and in
Bavaria, who was
1 708 it was attacked by the duke of

and

In 1746
obliged to retire at the approach of the allies.
was taken by the French under marshal Saxe ; but reIn
the
revolustored at the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle.
tionary troubles of the last century Brussels took the lead,
and fell into the hands of the French with the rest of the
it

duchy of
have been built about 868, by Bruno,
duke of Saxony. It is seated on the
Oeker, 7 m. N. by E. Wolfenbuttle, and 68 S. Luneburg.
It was besieged by Henry
Lon. 10° 47' E., lat. 52° 16' N.
the Younger, in 1542, 1550, and 1553, during which it

Brunswick,

states into duchies, in favour of his brother William, about
1218, although, according to some historians, this event took

been the ducal residence.

Brunswick, House of
many, and traces its

(Hist.)

is

one of the oldest in Ger-

origin to Azo I, marquis d'Est, who
lived in the 1 1 th century. By his marriage with Cunegonde,
sister of Guelph III, of the ancient family of the Guelphs,

country.

BRUTIDURS,

Niger (Biog.) an historian in the reign of
He is mentioned with
eulogized Cicero.
commendation by Seneca. Senec. in Controv. ; Tac. Annal.
Hist.
Lat.
Voss.
de
1. 1 ;
Juv. Sal. 10;
Tiberius,

BRUTII

who

(Geos-) a stupid people of Italy,

who

submitted to

Hannibal without opposition, for which they were afterwards held in disgrace by the Romans. They inhabited the
country

now

called Calabria.

Brutii (Kumis.) the above-mentioned people are well known
by many medals or coins, bearing the inscriptions in Greek
BPETTHiiN, and in the Punic BERT or BIRT; and the
figures or heads of Apollo, Hercules, Jupiter, Pallas, VicGoltz. Mag.
Mars, Diana, and Neptune,

he had Guelph d'Est I, duke of Bavaria, from whom descended Henry, surnamed the Lion, one of the most powerful princes in Germany.
He revolted against the emperor,
Frederic I, and was put to the ban of the empire ; but

BRUTIUS, ^Prwsens

afterwards recovered the counties of Brunswick and Luneburg.
His son, Otho IV, who was emperor, erected these

toninus Pius, A. D. 139.
Brutius (Biog.) an historian mentioned by St. Jerome.

&c

tory, Bacchus,

Grac Magnan.

Brutt. Numis. eye.
(Hist.) a consul with the emperor

An-

j

BRY

BRU
PRLTO,

John Michael (Biog.) an historian of Venice, who
died in [69*j aged ?<>. was the author of 1. < Florentine
Historic Libri OctO Priores,' Lugd. Rut. 1562.
9.
De
Origine Venetiarum,' Svo. Lugd. But. 1560
with other
works, which were printed in Svo. Berlin, 16'98.
BRUTULUS (Hist.) a Sammte, who killed himself upon
'

;

beinc delivered to the Romans for violating a treatv.
1.

8,'e.

Lie.

.'!<).

BRUTUS,

L. Junius (Hist.) son of M. Junius and Tarquiniu, seeond daughter of Tarquinins Priscus, feigned madness on the deutli of his father and brother, by the hands of
Tarquin the Proud, in aider to escape sharing the none fate;
but afterwards animated the Romans to expel this family,
upon which he was
and abolish the regal government
chosen consul; and after putting his own sons to death for
their adherence to the exiles, he fell in combat with Aruns
Dio/ius. Hal. 1. 4;
Tarquin, by whom he was
Lie. 1. 1, c. .56; C. Nep. in Attic, c. 8
Vire. /En. 1. 6;
Oviil. Fast. 1. 2 j Flur. 1. 1 ; Plat, in Brut, el C'ces. ; Eutrop.
de Tarq.
Brutus, M. Junius, the father of Cesar's murderer, followed
the party of Marcus, and being besieged in Mutina by
:

'

;

IVnmev, he surrendered to him, and by his orders was put
According to Cicero he wrote three books of civil
Or. de (hat. c. 55 Plut. in Brut.
Brutus, Af. Junius, son of the preceding, inherited the reand
publican ferocity of L. Junius Brutus, his ancestor
after siding with the man who had murdered his own father,
he plunged the dagger into the breast of the man who had
He was afterspared his life at the battle of Pharsalia.
wards defeated by the friends of Caesar, and fell on his own
sword, A. C. 42.
Brutus, D. Junius Alhinus, another of Caesar's murderers,
defended himself in Cisalpine Gaul against Anthony, but
being betrayed into his hands, was put to death by his
to death.

law.

;

;

Vel. Pater.

orders.

Brut.

Appian.

;

1.

2

;

Max.

Val.

1.

9

;

Plut.

Cats, et

in

2.

1.

or Bri/tus, a fabulous king of Britain,
to have given his name to this island, which

BnUTUs.

who

is

said

was before

called Albion.

Brutus (Xumis.)

the murderer of Caesar, struck mi
coins in honour of his paternal ancestor L. Junius Brutus,
and his maternal ancestor Servilius Ahala. [Vide Junta,
i

l

gen*]
a bishop of Cattaro, in Dalmatia, in
the 15th century, wrote a work against the Jews and others,

Bbutus, Peter (Fee.)
which was esteemed

BBGTUe

BRUYERE,

in bis day.

vide Bruto.

(Iliog.)

(Iliog.)

la

lie

'

Amsterdam, 2 vols. 12mo.
7<>">
vol. 4to.
1750; and
Rowe, is in 2 vols. Svo. 17131

'

1

Dialogues sur

;

Quietisme,

le

lished by Dupin,

1

Amsterdam,
the

English

1

7

'1-

1

;

Paris,

translation, by

Bruyciv likewise commenced
which were finished and pub-

'-'mo.

1699.
Cornelius (Biog.) a painter and a traveller, was
His Travels through
1652, and died in 171(1Russia and Peril were published in 2 vols. foL 171S; and
5 vols. 4to. Rouen, 17-5; the English translation in I7.'i(i.
The Voyage to the evanl was published in foL 171 1.
I

BRUYX,
l.iiii

in

I

BRUY.S, Peter de

founder of the sect railed Petro>osed infant
guedoc,
baptism, denied the use of ('lunches, and ci coram mded the
destruction of crucifixes, with a number of other absurdities,
After
in common with the sectarians of the present day.
committing great excesses to establish bis tenets, he was
seized and burnt alive :it St. (lilies', in I ISO
Bruys, Francis (Biog.) a French writer, who died in 1738,
busrians, and

(l'.ee.)

a native oi

among

other things,

' Histoire
des Papes.' See.
1732.
(Biog.) vide Marlinicre.
(Hist.) or Bryant, Sir Francis, an English gentleman, who was educated at Oxford, and died justiciary of
Ireland in 1548, after having displayed his valour in the
field against the French, and his skill as a diplomatist.
His
songs and sonnets have been printed with those of his friend
Surrey, and of sir Thomas Wyatt.
BRYANT, Jacob (Biog.) a scholar, was born at Plymouth,
educated at Eton and Cambridge, and died in 1804, leaving
1. 'Observations and Enquiries relating to Ancient History,
New System or Analysis of Ancient
&c. 4to. 1767. 2.
Mythology,' &e. :i vols., the first and second in 1774. and
the third in 1776Gemniarum Antiquarum Delectus,
3.
&c., or an Exposition of the Marlborough Gems, 1783.
'
4.
Treatise on the Authenticity of the Scriptures, and the
Truth of the Christian Religion,' 8vo. 1792. 5. 'Observations upon the Plagues inflicted upon the Egyptians,' &c.
8vo. 1794.
6. 'A Dissertation concerning the Trojan War,
&c. 1796.
7. ' The Sentiments of Philo Judttus concerning the AOrOS, or Word,' &c. Svo. 17978. 'Dissertations on the Prophecy of Balaam,' &c. 4to. ; besides several:
smaller treatises, poems, verses, &c.
(Biog.) or Bridal, John, an antiquary, and native
of Somersetshire in the 17th century, was born in lb"35,'
educated at Oxford, and published several law works, as.
1.
'Jus Imaginis apud Anglos,' &c. Svo. 1671
2. ' Jus Sigilli,' 24mo. 1673.
3. ' Speculum Juris Angli4. ' Jus Criminis,' Svo. 1675, ii>;()
cani/ &e. Svo. 1673.
5.
Camera Regis,' &e. 8vo. 1679- 6. ' Decus etTutamen,
&c, Svo. 167.').
7- ' Ars Transference,' &c.
8vo.
ln'97
8. ' Non Compos Mentis,' &c. Svo. 1700.
Lex Spurio9.
rum,' &*c Svo. 1703.
10. 'Declaration of the divers Pre-'
eminences or Privileges allowed by the Laws and Custom
of England, unto the First-born among her Majesty's Subjects,' &c. fol. 1704; to which Wood adds ' Jura Coroius,
&c.
(Hist.) or Brugge, Sir Simon de, lord of Bruggeupon- Wye, now Bridge Solers, Qvide Brydges, under He-raldrif] was a partisan in the rebellion of Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester, against Henry III, whereby bf
incurred the forfeiture of that lordship.
IlitYiiGKS, Sir John, vide Cluindos.
BbydGES, or Bridges, Sir Thomas, of Reinsbam, distin-

5

left

vols. 4to.

BRUZEN
BRYAN

'

'

BRYDAL

;

'

'

BRYDGES

guished himself for his loyalty during the rebellion.

Bbydges, Sir John, a baronet, from another branch of tat
same family, took the side of the rebels, for which his astll
at Wilton was burnt to the ground.
1

native of Dourdan, in the
province of Isle de Frame, who died in l6<)6, at the age of
5.'j,
Caractcics de Thcois well known as the author of
phraste,' &C. the best French editions of which are those of

John

aged 30,

I

|

name

of an ancient and honourable
Brydges
From S-ii
family, which was originally written Brugge.
Simon de Brugge above-mentioned, descended sir Jell

(Her.)

the

Brydges, in the reign of Henry VIII, who was created by
queen Mary in 1554 a peer of this realm, by the title of
baron Chandos, of Sudley. James, the ninth baron Chandos, was created viscount Wilton, and earl of Caernarvon
in 1714; marquis of Caernarvon, and duke of Chandos, ii
I7I|), all which titles became extinct at the death .1 il
third duke of Chandos; but the barony of Chandos Wat
claimed by the Rev. Edward Timewell Brydges, on tin
ground that he was descended from Anthony, the third so:
of the

first

lord

Chandos

:

hut his claim

was disallowed,

al'tci

repeated hearings in the House of Lords.
the above-mentioned remaining branch of thi;
f'aniilv, at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet
Brydges,
conferred,
in ..,.„,
sir Samuel
..*
... ,-..
Egerton
...«, *..
1812, en
-g
— &--J who, ot
the de:
eath of his elder brother, put in liis unsuccessful claim;
to the
barony of Chandos.
The arms, &c of this
le

Brydgesi,

-

•

,

are as follow

Arms.

Argent,

on a cross table,

a leopard's

face or,

ti

BUC

BUG
which the present baronet has obtained a licence to add,
as a perpetual memorial of his descent from the noble
house of Egerton, the bearings of that ancient and illustrious family, i. e. in the first quarter a lion rampant
gules, holding between the paws a pheon's head .sable,
and two pheons' heads transfixing the leopard's face in the
upper and lower parts or.
A Saracen's head in profile, habited argent, collar
Crest.
gules, on the head a cap or, charged with a pheon sable,
as is also the breast of the Saracen.

Motto.

" Maintien

le droit."

BRYE, Theodore de

(Biog.) an engraver of Liege, was born
HLs principal works were the
1528, and died in 1598.
Plates for Boissard's Antiquities.
in

BRYENNIUS,

Xircphorus (Hist.) surnamed the Elder,
duke of Dyrraehium, was a competitor for the empire with
Alexius Comnenus ; but being defeated in battle, and taken
prisoner by the latter, his eyes were put out.
Ann. Comneu. 1. 1
Xiceph. Bn/enn. 1. 1.
Bryennius. Xicepkorus. surnamed the Younger, who married Anna Com.iena, the daughter of Alexius Comnenus,
was invested with the dignity of Csesar.
Irene, his motherin-law, and Anna his wife, wished him to succeed Alexius,
at his death
but the emperor declared his son John to be successor. Bryennius died in 11 37, after his return from the siege
;

-

;

ofAntioeh, leaving a history of the reigns of Isaac Comnenus
and his three successors, which was published with a Latin
version by the Jesuit Poussines, Paris, lfifil
to which
were added the notes of Du Cange, l6'0. It has since been
inserted in the edition of Byzantine Writers, 35 vols. fol.
Venet. 1729.
Meet 1. 1, c. 1.
Bryennius, Manuel (Biog.) the last writer on music in the
Greek language, of whom we have any account.
He
nourished in the reign of the elder Pahtologus, and left a
work on music, divided into three books, in Greek, of which
;

Meibomius begun a Latin translation that was finished bv
Dr. \\ allis, and inserted in the third volume of his works,
3 vols. fol. Oxon. I699.
BUAT-NAXCY, Louis Gabriel du (Hist.) a French nobleman, who was born at Livarot, in Normandv, in 1732, and
died in 1 7S7, was employed as a minister plenipotentiary in
most of the courts of Germany, and left, among his works
as an author, 1.
Tableau du Gouvernement de l'Alleniagne,'
'

12mo. 1755. 2. ' Origines OU l'Ancien Gouvernement de
rAllemagne,' 4 vols. 8vo. 1757. 3. L'Histoire Ancienne
des Peuples de l'Europe,' 12 vols. 12mo. 1772.
4. ' Reeherches sur l'Histoire d'Allemagne,' 2 vols. fol. 1772.
5.
Maximes du Gouvernement Monarchique,' 4 vols. 8vo.
1789^ &c
BUBASTIS (Geog.) a city of Egypt, in the eastern parts of
the Delta, where cats were held in great veneration.
Herodot. 1. 2, c. 59 ; Strab. 1. 1 7 ; Ovid. Met. 1.
9 ; Gratian.
'

'

.

Cyncg.

c

42.

BUC, Sir John

(Hist.) a knight of the ancient family of Bucs,
Yorkshire, and of Melford Hall, in Suffolk,
was one of king Richard the Third's favourites, whom he
attended at the battle of Bosworth ; and, being attainted as
one of his chief aiders and abettors, was soon after beheaded.
Buc, Sir George (Biog.) great grandson of the preceding,
who was knighted by king James the day before his coronation, was the author of ' The Life and Reign of Richard III,
in five books,' in which he endeavoured to remove the
odium with which the memory of that prince is loaded.
It
has been a matter of dispute, but with apparently little
reason, whether this sir George Buc, or G. Buc, esq. his son,
were the author of this history.
He also wrote ' The
Third Universitie of England,' and a treatise entitled ' The
Art of Revels.'
BUCCLEUGH and
Duke of (Hist.) vide
Monmouth.
or Bucks, in

MONMOUTH,

vol.

1.

Buccleugh, Duke of (Her.) one

of the titles at present en-

joved by the ancient and honourable family of Scott, of
Buccleugh, which has been successively advanced to the
[[Vide ScotQ
The
dignities of a baron, earl, and duke.
titles, arms, &c. of this family are as foUow :
Titles.
Scott, duke of Buccleugh and Queensbury, marqui*
of Dumfrieshire, earl of Drumlanrig, Buccleugh, Sanquhar, and Dalkeith, viscount Nith, Thortholdwild, and
Ross, baron Douglas, of Kinment, Meddlebie, Dornock,
Scott, of Whitchurch and Eckdale, in Scotland; earl of
Doncaster, co. York, and baron Tyndale, co. Northumberland in England.
Arms. Quarterly ; 1 The arms of England, as borne by
2. For MonCharles II, with a baton sinister argent.
3. For Montagu argent three fusils in less gules.
thermer, or an eagle displayed vert, beaked and membered
gules.
4. For Scott, or, a bend azure, charged with a
.

between two crescents of the field over
on an escutcheon, the arms of Montagu quartered
with Monthermer.
Crest.
Upon a chapeau gules, turned up ermine, a dragon
passant or, chained and gorged with a crown of the same.
Supjmrters. Dexter, an unicorn argent, armed, maned, and unguled or, gorged with a crown and chained gules, for Scott.
Sinister a griffin or, beaked and winged sable, for Montagu.
BUCEPHALUS (Hist.) BnKt<pa\oe, i. e. from pSc and ki<f>a\oc, or ox's head ; the well-known horse of Alexander,
No one
so called from the largeness of its head, like an ox.
could mount this horse but Alexander ; and, when it was
wounded in the battle, it hastened out, and dropped down
dead after it had placed its master out of danger. Alexander
built a city which be called Bucepliala after its name. Plin.
1. 8,
Phil, in Alex.
Arrian. 1. 5
c. 42
Justin. 1. 12
Bucephalus (Xumis.) this horse is represented on some medals of Alexander the
Great, as in the annexed figure, where
Alexander is standing by a horse naked, and
two other figures are near him looking on,
supposed to be his father Philip, and his
Haverkamp. Xum.
mother Olympias.
star of six points,
all,

:

;

;

Contra.
Martin (Biog.) a Dominican of Alsace, was one of
Luther's principal coadjutors in bringing about the reformation.
He married three wives, the first of whom, like himHis writings, in German
self, broke her vows of celibacy.
and English, on theological subjects, would make, as is said,
eight or nine folio volumes.
BUCHAN, Isabel, Countess of (Hist.) wife of John Cumyn,
earl of Buchan, placed the crown on the head of Robert
Bruce at his coronation in 1306 ; but, falling into the hands
of Edward I, she was confined in the castle of Berwickupon-Tweed, from which confinement she was delivered
on the accession of Edward II.
Buchan, John Stewart, Earl of, who, for his valour, was
surnamed the Brave John-O-Coul, was sent in 1476 to England to complete the treaty for the release of James I, in
which he was unsuccessful. He afterwards distinguished
himself in France at the head of 7000 Scotch auxiliaries,
who were sent to the assistance of Charles VII, by whom
he was made constable of France. He was slain at the
battle of Verneuil in 1424.
Buchan, James Stewart, Earl of surnamed Hearty Jatnes.
uterine brother of king James II, was constituted highchamberlain of Scotland in 1471 on the fall of lord Boyd
and in ) 473, he was sent ambassador to France, when he
obtained a safe conduct for passing through England.
Buchan, William Erskine, Earl of, adhered to the party of
James II at the revolution in 1688; but, falling into the
hands of William, he died a prisoner in the castle of Stirling

BUCER,

:

in 1695.

3 B

;

:

BUC
BrcHAX, Earl of (Her.)

a title

BUC

which

is

at present enjoyed

The first earl of Buchan on record
Fergus, who flourished about the time of William the Lion.
In 1221 William Curavn became earl of Buchan in right of
his wife ; and in 1:371 a grant of this earldom was obtained
from Robert II by sir Alexander Stewart, his fourth son; and,
at liis death, it was granted to John Stewart, duke of Albany,
by the Erskine family.

is

and was forfeited to the crown by Murdac, duke of Albany,
in 1406, but in 1466 it was given to James Stewart beforementioned.
By the marriage of Christian, countess of
Buchan, with Robert Douglas, he became earl of Buchan
in 146*9 ; and, by the marriage of Mary Douglas, countess
of Buchan, with James Erskine, son of John, earl of Marr,
this earldom passed into that family, by whom it is now enjoyed. QVide Erskine}
The titles, arms, &c. of this family
are as follow

Erskine, earl of Buchan, lord Cardross and Auchter-

Titles.

house.

Arms.
1. Quarterly, azure, three garbs or, the feudal arms
2. Quarterly, 1st and 4th
of the earldom of Buchan.
azure a bend between six erosslets fitchee or, for Marr
2d and 3d argent, a pale sable, for Erskine. 3. Quarterly,
1 st and 4th or, a fess cheque azure and argent, for Stewart
of Kirkhill ; 2d and 3d azure three garbs or, for Cumi/n ;
4th argent three bars gemelles gules, surmounted of a
lion rampant sable, armed and membered azure, for
Over all gules, an eagle displayed or, looking
Fairfax.
towards the sun in its splendour, placed towards the dexter
chief point being a coat of augmentation for the lordship
of Cardross.
dexter-arm holding a club or baton nigulcd
proper.
Two ostriches proper,
Supporters.
" Judge nought."
yiotto.
Buchan, William (Biog.) a physician, who was born at Ancram in 1729, and died in 1805, left, 1. • Domestic Medicine,' of which 19 editions were published in his life-time.
2. ' Advice to Mothers.'
3. ' Treatise on the Venereal Disease,' &c.
George (Biog.) a Scotch historian and poet,
of an ancient family in Lennoxshire, was born in 1506, and
died in 1582, leaving, 1. • Detectio Maria; Regina;,' 1571.
2. ' De Jure Regni,' 15793.
Historic Scotia? Libri XX,'
1582 ; besides his translation of the Psalms in Latin verse,
and other poems in Latin.
(Gog.) vide Buckharia.
(Biog.) or Bur/wlcer, Abraham, a German
reformer, who died in 1584, composed a chronology from
th«. beginning of the world to the year 1580, under tinIsagoge Chronologica,' 1580, often reprinted
of
title

A

Crest.

BUCHANAN,

'

BUCHARIA
BUCHOLTZER
'

since.

BUCK, Samuel

(Biog.)

an English engraver,

who

died in

1779 in the 85th year of his age, executed views of the
several towns of England and Wales.
BUCKEB1DGE, John (/•><-.) an English prelate, after being
educated at Oxford, was promoted to the see of Rochester
His works are, 1. 'De 1'otc:in 1611, and died in 16.31.
tate Papa in Rebus Tcmporalibus,' &c. 4to. Loud. Mil 4.

A

Discourse on Kneeling at the Communion, Sec.
John (flirt.) a butcher of Leyden, who headed
the fanatical anabaptists of Munster, over whom he acted
the part of a king.
This it y being captured after an obstinate siege, he was taken and put to an ignominious death
in 15 16.
2.

'

BUCKHOLD,

i

BUCKHURST
BUCKINGHAM, Humph™ Stafford,

ffltrt.) vide Sackville.

carl of Stafford,

mvali

I

Mih

,

in

fell
]

was the

Duke of (Hist.) sixth
the battle of Northampton, on the

Stafford,

but, conspiring soon after against the nowlv
raised monarch, he perished on the scaffold in the first yeai
of his reign, 1483.
;

Buckingham, Ednard

Duke of grandson
,

principal instrument of raising

of the preRichard III

Duke of

Stafford,

son of the

pre-

provoked the resentment of Cardinal W'olscy, ir
consequence of which he was brought to trial on a chargt
of having consulted a fortune-teller respecting his succession to the crown, and being convicted, was beheaded ir
ceding,

1521.

Buckingham,

George

Duke

Villiers,

of,

the

favourite

ol

James I and Charles I, by whom he was loaded with title'
and honours, was born at Brooksby, in Leicestershire, attended Charles as prince of Wales into Spain, in order t(
solicit the hand of the infanta, was sent into France, at thi
of king James, to conduct the princess Henrietta
Maria into England, and as he was preparing to embark for
the relief of Rochelle, he was assassinated in 1628 by ont
Felton at the age of 36.
Buckingham, George Villiers, Duke of, son of the preceding
was born in 1628, adhered to king Charles I, during tilt
rebellion ; and, after his murder, escaped to the continent
where he attended in the suite of Charles II. At the restoration, he regained his estates, and, for some time, wa:
high in favour with the king but, after wasting his property by his extravagances, and losing his friends by hi:
unsteady conduct, he died in a poor cottage in Yorkshire ir
1687He is known as one of the cabal who had the clue)
management of affairs in 1671 ; but still more so as thr
paramour of the infamous lady Shrewsbury, whose lorr
he killed in a duel. Among his works, as an author, hi:
' Rehearsal,'
a comedy printed in 1762, is reckoned a masterpiece of wit ; besides which he wrote several other dnv,
matic pieces, some poems, and also some prose pieces
namely,
An Essay upon Reason and Religion;' A Shot
Discourse upon the Reasonableness of Men's having a Ueligion or Worship of God,' printed in 1685, which passet
through three editions.
Buckingham, Duke of (Her.) a title conferred on Humphrj
Stafford above-mentioned, in 1444, which became extinct a'
the death of the third duke in 1551. It was revived in lftW
in the person of George Villiers above-mentioned, and became again extinct at the death of the second duke in 1(>S7

death

;

i

'

'

1

QVide Buckingham under Historif]

Buckingham, Duke

one of the titles enjoyed by thi
of,
Grenviile family [vide Grenville], which, with the arms
&». arc as follow
Titles.
Temple Nugent Brydges Chandos Grenville
duke and marquis of Buckingham and Chandos, earl
Temple, viscount and baron Cohham, in the United King:

—

—

—

—

1

dom, and earl Nugent, in Ireland.
Arms.
Vert, on a cross argent, five torteaux,
Crest.
On a wreath a garb vert.

for Grenville

On

the dexter, a lion party per fessc embattled or and gules, on the sinister a horse argent, powderct

Supporters.

with eaglets sable.
" Templa quam

Motto.

dilecta."

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE,

John, Duke of (Hist.) a statesman
and a poet of the family mentioned under Heraldry, was lion
in I6I-9, and died in 1720, after having been in the seiviri
of king James II, to whom be remained attached to the end
and afterwards in that of queen Anne and king George I
His works, both in prose and poetry, were published by hi

duchess in 2 vols. 4to. 1723, 1729, and 1740.
liucKiNGHAMMiiitu, Duke of (Her.) a title conferred in II'!)
on sir John Sheffield, third earl of Mulgrave, above-men
tinned, which became extinct at the death of his sun Ed
liuind, the second duke, in
en
of, one of the titles at preseri
joyed by the Hobart family [vide HobarQ, which, with th
arms, &c. arc as follow
I

Buckinghamshire, Earl

MiO.

Buckingham, Henry
ceding)

at

to the throne

:

,

-

:

BUD

BUL

Hobart, earl of Buckinghamshire, lord Hobart,
baron Hobart, of Blickling, co. Norfolk, and baronet.
Arms. Sable, a star of eight rays or, between two flanches
Titles-

ermine-

On

Crest.

a wreath, a bull passant, party per pale sable

all bezanty, and a ring in his nose or.
On the dexter-side a stag, on the sinister a
both proper and regardant, each having a radiant

and gules,
Supporters.
talbot,

and line or.
" Auctor pretiosa

collar

Motto.

a fortress at

Buckingham about 9 12. It was also the
wars between king John and his barons,

and afterwardsof that which raged during the rebellion.
BUCK LAND, Ralph (Biog.) a divine of the Romish church,
who was educated at Oxford, and died in 1611, leaving,
1. A translation of the ' Lives of the Saints,' from Surius.
2. ' A Persuasive against frequenting Protestant Churches,'
12mo. 3. ' Seven Sparks of the enkindled Flame, composed in the Hard Times of Queen Elizabeth,' 12mo. 4. A
translation of Victor's book, ' De Persecutione Vandalica.'
BUCKLER, Benjamin (Biog.) an English clergyman and
antiquary, was born in 1710, educated at Oxford, and died

1780 rector of Cumner, in Berkshire, leaving, ' Stemmata Chicheleana,' &c. 4to. Oxon. 1765; and a 'Supplement to the Stemmata,' Oxon. 1775.
BUCQUET, John Baptist Michael (Biog.) a French physician, was born in 17*6, and died in 1780, leaving ' Introduction a l'Etude des Corps Naturels tires du Regne Vegetable,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1773; besides some papers in the Litein

rary Journals.

BUCKWORTH

(Her.) the name of a family, which at preand title of a baronet conferred at
first in 1()87 on sir John Buckworth.
His descendants have
since added the names of Heme and Soame to that of Buckworth.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms.
Sable, a chevron between three crosslets (itchy
sent enjoys the dignity

argent.

A

man's head full faced,
the beaver open, all proper.

Crest.

armed with an helmet,

BUD.EUS

(Hist.) or Budc, William, a statesman, scholar, and
critic, of an ancient and illustrious family in France, was
born in 1467, and died in 1540; after having been sent on
different missions or embassies, and employed on different

Charles VIII, Louis XII, and Francis I, to
librarian, and master of the requests.
His
works were printed at Basil, in 4 vols. fol. 1557 among which
are his 'CommentariiGrsecte Linguae,' his book 'De Asse,' &c.
BUDDvEUS, John Francis (Biog.) a Lutheran divine of Pomerania, was born in 16Y>7, and died in 1729, leaving among
his works, 1. ' Elementa Philosophise Practicse,' &c. 3 vols.
8vo.
2. ' Institutiones Theologise Moralis,' 4to. 1711, and
often reprinted.
3. ' Historia Ecclesiastica Veteris Testamenti,' 2 vols. 4to. 1715, 1718.
4. ' Institutiones Theologies, Dogmatics-,' &c. 3 vols. 4to. 1723.
5. ' Miscellanea
Sacra,' 3 vols. 4to. 1727.
BUDDEN, John (Biog.) a civilian of Oxford, and a native of
Dorsetshire, was born in 1582, and died in 1620, leaving
the Lives of William, of Wainflete, founder of Magdalen
occasions by

whom he was

;

College,

and Archbishop Morton, besides translations into

Latin, of sir

Thomas

Bodley's statutes

;

sir

Thomas Smith's

Commonwealth of England,' and from the French of P.
Frodius
A Discourse for Parents' Honour and Authoritv
'

'

over their Children,'

He

1736.
published a translation of ' Theopkrastus's
Characters,' besides a weekly pamphlet entitled ' The Bee,'

in

many papers

in the Spectator, Guardian, and Craftsman, and
Memoirs of the Lives and Characters of the Family of the

Boyles," 8vo.

facit."

a county of England, bounded
on the N. by Northamptonshire, on the E. by Bedfordshire,
Hertfordshire, and Middlesex, on the S. by Berkshire, and
It is supposed to have been
on the W. by Oxfordshire.
inhabited by a people called Cattieucklani, or Cassii, tinsubjects of Cassivelanus ; but nothing authentic is known
of its history before the time of Edward the Elder, who
theatre of the civil

Eustace (Biog.) a gentleman descended from an
ancient family in Devonshire, was born in 1685, educated
at Oxford, studied law at the Inner Temple, and afterwards
being involved in numerous law-suits and difficulties, and
unsupported by any religious principle, he drowned himself

'

Buckinghamshire (Gcog.)

built

BUDGELL,

8vo London, 1614.

1 737, third edition.
Buonamico (Biog.) an Italian painter of
Florence, was born in 1262, and died in 1340.
BUFFIER, Claude (Biog.) a French historian and metaphysician, was born in Poland in l66l, and died in 1737The
greater part of his works were published in fol. 1732, under
the title of ' Cours des Sciences sur des Principes Nouveaux
et Simples,' &c. ; among which was his ' Traite des Premieres Verites,' 12mo. Paris, 1724, which was translated

BUFFALMACCO,

English under the title of ' First Truths, and the
Origin of our Ideas explained,' &c.
George Louis le Clare, Count de (Biog.) the wellknown French naturalist, was born in 1707, and died in
1788.
His son was guillotined in 1793. The work bv
which he is best known is his ' Histoire Naturelle,' which
commenced in 1749, and was completed in 1767, in 15 vols.
4to., or 31 vols. 12mo. ; besides Supplements, amounting to
several more volumes.
John (Biog.) in Latin, Bugenhagius, a
German reformer of Pomerania, was born in 1485, and died
in 1558, leaving a Commentary on the Psalms, besides his
share in the translation of the Bible published by Luther.
(Geog.) Bucharia, Bukhara, or Bokhara, a
country of Asia, which was known to the ancients by the
name of Sogdiana, which at the dissolution of the caliphate
of Bagdad, in the 13th century, came into the hands of
the Turks, and was called Turan, but after its conquest bv
the Moguls, it fell to the share of Jagatay Khan, the son of
Ghenkiz Khan, after whom it was called Jagatau. at
Zagalay, which name it retained as long as the descendants
of this prince reigned in those parts, but after the expulsion
of Sultan Bahr, the descendant of Tamerlane, at the end
of the 15th century, by the Lsbeck Tartars, under Shah
Bakt, it received the name of the country of L'sbeek.
The
successors of this Shah continued to reign for 300 years,
until the time of Nadir Shah, when the family of Ghenkiz
Khan becoming extinct, the country was subjected to different chiefs.
Bukharia is divided into Great and Little,
which were for some time after the death of Ghenkiz Khan
governed by independent princes of his family, but in the
18th century Little Bukharia became subject to the Chinese
into

BUFFON,

BUGENHOGEN,

BUKHARIA

emperors.

BULIS

(Hist.) a Spartan, who was given up to Xerxes to
atone for the offence of his countrymen, in putting to death
the king's messengers.
Herod. 1. 7Launcelot (Ecc.) of the family mentioned under
Hera/diy, was admitted a commoner of Brazen-Nose College, Oxford, in 1587, took his degree of A. M. in 159.'.',
was promoted to the archiepiscopal see of Dublin in 1619,
and died in 1650, after having suffered much from the re-

BULKELEY,

bellion.

Bulkeley

(Her.) the name of an ancient and honourable

which

is mentioned as early as the reign of king
when Robert Bulkeley, esq. was lord of the manor of
Bulkeley, in the county palatine of Chester.
Sir Richard
Bulkeley, a descendant of the archbishop before-mentioned
was created a baronet of Ireland in 16S2, which title became
extinct at the death of sir Richard Bulkeley, the second
baronet.
Thomas, a descendant of the elder branch of this
family, was for his strict loyalty to Charles I created viscount
Bulkeley, of Cashel, in the kingdom of Ireland, in 1 648,

family,

John,

:

BUN

BUL
smd Thomas James, the seventh viscount, was advanced to
the dignity of the English peerage hy the title of lord
Bulkeley, baron of Beaumaris, in the Isle of Anglesey, in
1784.
The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Titles.
Warren Bulkeley, viscount Bulkeley, of Cashel, co.
Tipperary, lord Bulkeley, baron Beaumaris, in the peerage
of the united kingdom.
Arms. Sable, a chevron between three bulls' heads cabosscd
argent, quartering Warren, of Poynton, i. e. cheeky or
and azure, on a canton argent, a lion rampant.
Crest. In a ducal coronet or, a bull's head argent, armed or.
Two bulls argent, armed and unguled or, each
Supporters.
gorged with a collar dancette gules.
" Nee temere, nee timide."
Motto.
BULKLEY, Peter (Biog.) a nonconformist preacher, who was
educated at Cambridge, and died in 1658, published in New
England ' The Gospel Covenant Opened,' 4to. 1651, which
passed through several editions.
BULL, George (Ecc.) bishop of St. David's, was born in 1634,
entered a commoner of Exeter College, Oxford, in 1648, and
after passing through the period of the rebellion, uncorrupted
by the puritanical depravity of the times, he was consecrated bishop of St. David's in 1705, and died in 1709His Latin works which he had published himself at different
times, consisting of his ' Defensio Fidei Nieenae,' ' Harmonia Apostolica,' ' Apologia,' ' Examen Censuroe,' Judicium Ecclesia? Catholics,' for which last he received the
thanks of Bossuet; his ' Primitiva Apostolica Traditio de
J. C. Divinatione,' &e. were printed in one volume fol. 1 703,
by Dr. John Ernest Grabe ; and his sermons in 3 vols. 8vo.
1713, by Robert Nelson, esq. ; besides which he wrote Defence of the Nicene Faith,' 1680.
Bull, John (Biog.) a musician and composer, in the l6th century, was distinguished for his skilful performance on the
His compositions are still preserved in musical
organ.
'

'

coDections.

BULLEN

(Hist.) vide Bolei/ne.

BULLER,

Sir Francis, Bart. (Hist.) a judge of the court of
King's Bench and Common Pleas, was born in 1745, and
died in 1800, leaving a high reputation as a lawyer.
He
wrote ' Introduction to the Law relative to Trials at Nisi
Prius,' 4to. 1 772, which passed through six editions.
Buller (Her.) the name of a family of Lupton, in Devonshire, which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, transmitted to them by judge Buller before-mentioned, who was
The arms, &c. of this family
created a baronet in 1789.
are as follow
Arms. Quarterly of nine, sable and argent, in the second,
fourth, sixth, and eighth quartering, an eagle displayed
of the first.
Saracen's head couped proper.
Crest.
BULL.BR, the name of a family of Trenant Park, co. Cornwall,
which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet,
conferred in 1808, on sir Edward Buller, a naval commander, as a reward for his gallant services. The arms, &c
of this family are as follow
Sable, on a cross square pierced argent, four eagles
Arms.
displayed of the first.
Crest.
An old man's head forefaced proper.
BIT. LET, John Baptist (Biog.) professor of divinity in the
university of Bcsancon, was I10111 in (if)!), and died in 1775,
De Apostolica Kcclesiie ( i;illileaving among bis works, 1.
:

A

3.

I

'

2.
''•

'

Mcmoircs Mir la Laiiguc
Histoire de L'Etahlissemenl
'

dc la Religion Chretienne,' &C. 4to. 1764, translated into
1.
Dissertation
English by William Salisbury, 8vo. 1 77'>sur l'Histoire de France,' &c.
BULLEYN, William (lliog.) a physician and botanist of Ely,
'

6th century, wrote,
The iovernroent of I fealth,'
i;j the
'J.
Regimen against the Pleurisy,' 8vo. 156o.
8v0. 1558.
I

1

'

'

.

<

Bulwarks of Defence against

all

Sickness,'

&c.

ful.

1562.

BULLIALDUS

(Biog.) or Boullian, Ismael, an astronomei
of Houdun, in France, was born in 1(>05, and died in 168Q.
He wrote, 1. ' Traite sur la Nature de la Lumiere,' 1098.
2. ' Philolaus, sive de Systemate Mundi,' 1638, and republished in 1645, under the title of
Astronomia Plulolaica.
3.
De Lineis Spiralibus,' &c. 4to. Paris. 1()57- 4. Opus
'

'

'

Novum

ad Arithmeticam Infinitorum.'
Henri/ (Biog.) a Swiss reformer, was born ir
1504, and died in 1575, leaving a number of works on tht

BULLINGER,

controversial subjects agitated at that time.

BULLOCK,

Henry (Biog.) a native of Berkshire, in the lfi'tl
century, wrote, 1. ' De Captivitate Ba'vlonica contra Lui>.
3. ' De Serpentibui
therum.'
Epistola et Orationes.'
Siticulosis,' a translation from the Greek of Lucian, 4to
Cantab. 1521. 4. ' Oratio coram Archiepiscopo EboracensiB,
'

4to. ibid. 1521.

BULS.TRODE,

Sir Richard (Hist.) son of Edward Buiwho follows ; after being educated at Cambridge
bred to the law, took up arms in favour of hii
At the restoration he was knightec
sovereign Charles I.
by Charles II, and employed as an envoy by James II
to whom he remained faithful at the revolution, until hi:
death, which is said to have happened when he was aget
101.
He is said to have composed 185 elegies at the age 0]
81, and in early life a poem on the birth of the duke 0!
York, besides * Letters to the Earl of Arlington,' 8vo. 1718
' Memoirs and Reflections upon the Reigns and Government
of Charles I and II.'
Bulstrode, Edward (Biog.) a lawyer, and native of Beacon*
field, in Buckinghamshire, was born in 1588, and died ii
He published ' Reports of Cases in B. R. regn
1659Jac. I and Car. I,' fol. in three parts, 1659, a second editioi
in 1688.
Bulstrode, IVhitlocke, grandson of the preceding, who diet
in 1724, aged 74, wrote, 1. ' A Treatise on the Transitu
gration of Souls,' 8vo. 1692, and 1693, and translated inti
2. ' Essays Ecclesiastics
Latin by Oswald Dyke, 1725.
and Civil,' 8vo. 1706. 3. * Letters between Him and Dt,
Wood,' physician to the Chevalier. 4. Compendium of th'
strode,

and

'

Crown Laws,

in three Charges to the

Grand Jury

at

West

minster,' 8vo. 1723.

BULWER,

John (Biog.) a writer of the 17th century, wa
Chirologia, or the Natural Language
the author of, 1.
2. ' Pathomyotomia,' ISmc
the Hand,' &c. 8vo. 1644.
3. ' Anthropo-Metamorphosis,' 4to. 1653.
164.9.
BUNBURY (Her.) the name of a family which at prescn
enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, was original!
called St. Pierre, and came over into England at the Con
quest. The immediate ancestor of this family was Alexandc
His descendant
de Bunbury, lord of Bunhury in 1230.
Th'
sir Thomas Bunbury, was created a baronet in 1()81.
'

arms,

&C

.Inns.

of this family arc as follow
Argent, on a bend sable, three chess rooks of
:

th

field.

:

CfUUC Origine,' 12mo. 1752.
Celtiqnc,' ?, vols. ful. 1754.

'

Two

swords saltirewise, through the mouth of
leopard's face or, the blades proper, billed and pommelled

Crest.

as the head.
" Firmum in vita nihil."
Motto.
Bunbukv, Henri/ William (Biog.) son of the Rev. sir Willi*]
Bunhury, and a distinguished painter, was born in 175'

and died in 1811.
Jacob (Hiog.) a painter of

BUNEL,
among

other

things,

that

Blois, in 1558, execute*

finished

piece

representing

tli

preserved at Rome.
Edmund (Biog.) a divine and native of Buckinj
hamshire, was horn in 15 to, educated at Oxford, and die
Religion
in 1602, leaving, 1. ' The Sum of the Christian
Abridgment of Calvin's lustitl
2.
8vo. London, 1576.
•

Descent of the Holy Ghost,' which

BUNNEY,

'

is

:

BUR

BUR
tions,'

Svo.

1580.

3.

'

Sceptre of Judah,' &c. Svo.

ibid.

BUNYAN,

John (Biog.) author of ' Pilgrim's Progress,' was
born at Elston, near Bedford, in 1628, and died in 1688,
after having taken part in the grand rebellion, and promoted
the spread of the Baptist sect to the utmost of his power.
His works were collected and published in 2 vols. fol.
1736-7-

Philip (Hist.) a native of Tuscany,

who

as-

sumed the names of Philip Callimachus, and Esperiente, was
employed by Casimir III, king of Poland, in many important missions, and died at Cracow, his prime minister, in

He

wrote, 1. * De Gestis Attilse,' 4to.
1496, aged 59.
Trevis. without date, but supposed to be 1489, reprinted at
Hagenau, in 1531, and in Svo. Basil. 1541, and inserted in
2.
Historia de
Ulisdalao,' &c. 4to. August. 1519, 4to. Graccopol.
1582, also printed with the History of Poland, by Martin
Cromer, in 1589, and in Bonfinius' collection. 3. De Clade
Varnensi Epistola,' inserted in the second volume of the
• Chronicon Turcicum,' Basil. 1556, and fol. Francof. 1578.
4. ' Oratio de Bello Turcis inferendo,' &c. 4to. Hagen.
1533.
(Biog.) or Perrin de! faga, a painter of
Tuscany, who is said to have died suddenly in 1547, in the
47th year of his age, while engaged in decorating the ceiling
of the hall of kings at the Vatican.
BUONAMICI, Gastruccio (Biog.) an Italian historian of

Bonfinhis' Collection of Latin Historians.

'

Regc

'

BUONACIORVI

Lucca, was born in 1710, and died in 176l, leaving, 1. De
Rebus ad Velitras gestis Commentarius,' 4to. 174(i. 2. ' De
Bello Italico Commentarii,' 4to. 1750, 1751, translated into
English in 1753. 3. ' De Scientia Militari.'
BUONARROTI, Michael Angela (Biog.) vide Angelo.
(Biog.) otherwise called Dominica, an Italian
poet, is supposed to have been a native of Florence in the
The best editions of his poems are those of
14th century.
Florence, Svo. 1552, and 156'S.
BURDETT, William (Hist.) lord of Lousby, in Leicestershire, founded the prion- at Ancote, in Warwickshire, temp.
Hen. II. to expiate the murder of his wife, whom he stabbed
as she approached to receive him on his return from the
Holy Land. He had been stimulated to this act by his
steward, who had made attempts upon her which she resisted.
Burdett, Thomas, Esq., a descendant of the above-mentioned
William Burdett, was beheaded in 1477, for having wished
the horns of a favourite buck thai Edward IV had killed,
in the belly of him who had advised the king to that act.
Burdett (Her.) the name of a family in Warwickshire, mentioned under History, which at present enjoys the dignity
and title of a baronet, first conferred in lf)18, on Thomas
Burdett, the eighteenth in descent from Hugh de Burdett,
who came into England with William the Conqueror. The
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Azure, two bars or.
'

BURCHIELLO

.

Crest.

A

lion's

head erased

sable,

langued gules.

Burdett, a branch of the same

family, which also enjoys at
of a baronet, but whether an
elder branch or not is doubtful.
Sir Francis Burdett, the
first baronet of this branch, was created in 1665, whose
arms, &c. are as follow
Arms.
Paly of six argent and sable, on a bend gules, three
martlets or.
present the dignity

and

title

:

On a tower argent, three martlets with wings displayed or.
William Francis de (Biog.) a bookseller and bibliographer of Paris, who died in 1782, was the author of,
1. 'Bibliographic Instructive,' 7 vols. Svo. 1763-8.
2. * Essai
sur la Bibliographic.'
3.
The Catalogue of Gaignat's Library.' 2 vols. 8vo. I769.
BURETTI, Peter John (Biog.) a musician of Paris, was born
('rest.

BURE,

'

He supplied the Memoires
of Inscriptions, with dissertations on the
the ancients, on their plays, combats, horse-

and died

in 1665,

of the

15S4, &c.

BUONACENI,

'
:

:

in 1747.

'

Academy

dancing of

racing, &c
BURGER, Godfricd

Augustus (Biog.) a German poet, who is
in this country by the translations of some of his
His works
poems, was born in 1748, and died in 179"*were collected and published by Reinhard, in 4 vols. 8vo.
1798-99BURGESS, Roger (Hist.) a lieutenant-colonel in king Charles's
army, and a distinguished loyalist in the time of the rebellion, was the only person who successfully resisted Oliver
Cromwell, and compelled him to retreat from Farringdon.

known

He and his family suffered much
were sequestered.

in

their estates,

which

Burgess (Her.) the name of a family of which honourable
It was long settled
mention has been made under History.
in Berkshire, where it possessed considerable estates until
It enjoys at present the dignity
the time of the rebellion.
and title of a baronet, conferred in 1795 on sir James
Bland Burgess. The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, a fesse lozengy or, and azure, in chief three
mascles of the last, in base five ermine spots, all within a
bordure of the tliird bezanty, on a canton of augmentation gules, a bend of the field charged with the staff of

office

Crest.

of knight-marshal propercamel's head proper bezanty, erased gules.

A

" Levius fit patientia."
Burgess, Daniel (Biog.) a dissenting preacher,
Motto.

who

dis-

graced the pulpit even in the opinion of his own sect, was
born in 1645, ejected at the restoration for nonconformity,
and died in 1712.
BURGH, De (Her.) vide De Burgh.
Bcjrgh, James (Biog.) a Scotchman, who was bom in 1714,
and died in 1775, was the author of Political Disquisitions,' &c. 1774, 1775.
John (Hisl.) a general in the English army,
who distinguished himself in the defence of Portugal, in
1 762, against the Spaniards ; but was unsuccessful in AmeHe died in
rica, where he surrendered to general Gates.
1 792, leaving among his works as an author several dramatic
'

BURGOYNE,

pieces.

Burgoyxe
quity, of

(Her.) the name of a family of considerable antiwhich mention is made as early as 1456, when

William Burgoyne died, seized of part of the manor of
His descendant, sir John BurWotton, co. Cambridge.
The arms, &c. of
goyne, was created a baronet in 1641.
this family are as follow
talbots argent,
three
Arms.
Gules, a chevron or, between
on a chief crenelle of the last, as many martlets azure.
Crest.

A

BURIDAN,
man

talbot sejant argent.

John (Biog.)

of Artois, and a schoolCommentaries on Aristotle's

a native

in the 14th century, wrote

With him originated the
Logic, Ethics, and Metaphysics.
proverb of, ' Buridan's Ass,' to denote indecision he having
conceived, that if an ass were placed between two bundles
of hay it would chose one, on the principle of free-will.
BURKE, Edmund (Hist.) a well-known statesman ami
scholar, was born in Ireland, either at Dublin or Cork, in
1730, and educated at Trinity College, Dublin; after which
he supported the popular party both in and out of Parliament, until the atrocities of the French revolution wrought
such a salutary change on his mind, that he remained the
steady champion of loyalty and religion until his death,
which happened in 1797- His works were published in
5 vols. 4to. and 10 vols. Svo., of which the principal are,
:

1.

'

A

Vindication of Natural Society,' Svo. 1756, in imi-

A

2. '
of lord Bolingbroke.
into the Origin of our Ideas of the

tation

8vo. 1756.

3.

'

Philosophical Enquiry
Sublime and Beautiful,'

Reflections on the French Revolution,' &c.

BUR

BUR

8URKITT,

William (Bios.) an English clergyman, and a
commentator on the Bible, was born in 1650, and died in
1703.
BURLAMAGUI, John James (Iiiog.) a civilian, descended
from a noble family of Lucca, was born at Geneva in 1694,

and died

His works are, 1. Prineipes Xaturelles
de la Loi,' 4to. Geneva, 1751; translated into various languages, and republished in the original, with additions, by
professor de Felice, in 2 vols. Vverdun, 1766".
2.
Elemens
du Droit Naturel.' 3. • La Loi Politique,' a posthumous
work, translated into English by Dr. Nugent, 8vo. 1752.
in 1750.

'

'

BURLEIGH, Lord (Hist.) vide Cecil.
BURLINGTON, Earl of (Her.) vide Boyle.
BUR.MAN,

Francis (Biog.) the first upon record of a learned
family of Leyden, was born in 1632, and died in 1679,
leaving Commentaries on the Old Testament, in Dutch ;
besides some Latin treatises on theological subjects.
Burman, Francis, son of the preceding, was born in 1671,
and died in 1719> leaving treatises on theology, sacred
poetry, &c.
Burman, Peter, another son of Francis, and a distinguished
He has the
critic, was born in 1668, and died in 1741.
merit of giving to the public some of the best editions of
the Classics.
Burman, Peter, of the same family, was born in 1713, and
died in 1778, leaving also some editions of the Classics,
namely, 1. • Aristophanes,' 2 vols. 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1760.
3.
Anthologia,' 2 vols.
2. * Claudianus,' 4to. Amst. 1760.
5. ' Poe4. ' Propertius,' 4to. Lltraj. 1780.
4to. Amst.
matum Libri Quatuor,' 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1774Burman, John, a professor of botany at Amsterdam, who
died in 1779> at an advanced age, published, 1. ' An Edi2. 'Thesaurus Zeylanition of Weiman's Herbal,' 1736.
'

Rariarum Africanarum Plantarum
' Everhardi
Rumphii Herbarium
Amboinense,' &c. which he translated into Latin.
of
Winton, in WestRichard
(Biog.)
a
law
writer
BURN,
moreland, was educated at Oxford, and died in 1785 at
He published,
Orton, of which lie had been vicar 49 years.
1. ' Justice of Peace and Parish Officer,' &c. 2 vols. 8vo.
1755; fol. and 8vo. 1756; 3 vols. 8vo. 1757, &c.; the 14th
edition in 4 vols. Svo. ; since which it has passed through
many other editions, with gradual improvements. 2. ' Ecclesiastical Law,' 2 vols. 4to.
and afterwards 4 vols. Svo.
4. ' The History
3. ' A History of the Poor Laws,' 8vo.
and Antiquity of the two Counties of Westmoreland and
Cumberland,' 2 vols. 4to. 1771.
BURNABY (Her.) the name of a family of Broughton Hall,
co. Oxford, which at present enjoys the dignity and title of
a baronet, first conferred in 1767, on sir William Burnaby,
and in the
:-.n admiral and commander-in-chief at Jamaica
The arms, &c. of this family are as folGillf of Mexico.
low
Arms. Argent, two bars gules, in chief a lion passant per
pale of the second, and tert.
Crest.
Out of a naval crown a demilion rampant guardant
&c. 4to. 1737.

cus,'

Decades Decern,'

3.

4to.

'

4.

:

or,

in the dcxtei

own

paw

a stall proper, thereon a flag of his

division.

Motto.

" Pro rege."

(Biog.) an English divine, was born in
1732, at Asfordby, in Leicestershire, of which place his
great grandfather, grandfather, and father were successively
Irons and rectors, and weM succeeded by his youngest

Burnaby, Andrea

Hcwbs educated at Westminster and Cambridge,
and died archdeacon of Leicester and vicar of Greenwich,
112.
His principal works were, 1. 'Travels through
Middle Settlements In North America in the Years
769, etc' 4to. 1775, of which a third edition, considerably
'Various Sermons,
_'cil, wasjpublished in i7!)8-y.
preached on Fusts, Thanksgivings, and other Public Oocabrother.

'-'.

sions,

and some Charges,' reprinted together in

A

1805.

3.

1766,'

1804.

'

1

vol.

8vc

Journal of a Tour to Corsica in the Year

BURNET,

Gilbert (Ecc.) bishop of Salisbury, was born at
Edinburgh in 1643, and died in 1715, after a busy life,
employed in reconciling contending parties. His
principal works are, 1.
Modest and free Conference between a Conformist and a Nonconformist,' I669. 2.
Mefruitlessly

'

'

moirs of the Dukes of Hamilton,' 1676.
3.
History of the
Reformation of the Church of England,' the first volume
printed in 1677, and the third volume in 1714.
4. 'An
Account of the Life and Death of the Earl of Rochester,'
1680.
5. ' Life of Sir Matthew Hale,' 1682.
6. ' History
of the Rights of Princes in Disposing of Ecclesiastical Benefices and Church Lands.'
Translation of sir Thomas
7More's Utopia,' 1683.
8.
Life of Dr. William Bedell,
Bishop of Kilmorc, in Ireland,' 1685. <). ' Travels,' 1687.
10. Translation of Lactantius' ' De Multibus Persecutorum.'
1 1. ' A Collection of eighteen Papers, relating to the
Affairs of Church and State, during the Reign of King
James II.' 12. ' The Pastoral Care,' 1 692. 13. A Vindication of Archbishop Tillotson,' 1696.
14. 'An Essay on
the Character of Queen Man',' 169715. 'Exposition of
the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England,' 1699,
which was censured by the Lower House of Convocation in
1701.
16. ' History of his Own Times,' 2 vols. fol. published after his death ; but the best edition is that of 1 vols.
Svo. 1753, edited by the Rev. Dr. Flenman, containing a
catalogue of his works, in which are included his Sermons,'
' Exposition
of the Church Catechism,'
Essay towards a
new Book of Homilies,' cic.
Burnet, William (Biog.) the eldest son of the bishop, was
bred to the law, and died governor of New England in
1729.
Burnet, Gilbert, his second son and a clergyman, was educated at Oxford, and died young.
He took a great .-bare in
the Bangorian controversy, as the champion of Hoadly, and
contributed likewise to the periodical work, entitled,
The
Freethinker,' besides other things.
Burnet, Sir Thomas, third and youngest son of the bishop,
who died justice in the Court of Common Pleas, in 1753,
was for the greater part of his life a writer of party politics,
on which be left many pamphlets.
Burnet, Elizabeth, third wife of the bishop, and widow of
Robert Berkely, esq* died in 1709, leaving a pious book,
Method of Devotion.'
entitled,
Burnet, Thomas, an English clergyman, and native of
Yorkshire, was born in Ki'i.j, and died in 17 15, leaving,
1. ' Areba-ologiie
I'hilosopbicu,' {\c. 4to. 1692, and Svo.
1728. 2. ' De Fide et Ofiiciis Christianorum,' 8vo. 17273. ' De Statu Mortuorum et Resurgentium,' Svo. 1727,
4. ' The Sacred Theory of the Earth,' which went
1733.
through many editions, and experienced much opposition in
his day.
Burnet, Thomas, a prebendary of Sarum, who died in 1750,
wrote, 1. 'Answer to TindaTs Christianity as old as the
2.
Creation."
A Treatise on Scripture Politics.' 3. A
Course of Sermons preached at Boyle's Lecture.' 4. ' An
Essay on the Trinity.'
Burnet, Thomas, a Scotch physician of the 17th century,
was the author of, 1.
Thesaurus Medicine Practice/ 4to.
Lond. 1673; 4to. Genev. 1698; which passed through 12
2. ' Hippocratis Contractus,'
editions, according to Ilaller.
&c. Svo. Edinb. 1685.
BURNETT, Jama (Hist.) vide Monlmldo.
BURNS, Robert (Biog.) a Scotch poet, and a native of AyrHis works
shire, was born in 1759, and died in 1784.
were printed after bis death in 4 vols. Svo.
(Her.) the name of a family which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1807 on
'

'

'

•

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

BURRARD

;
:

:

:

BUR

BUR
sir

Harry Burrard, a military

who was

officer,

in

1

809

a P"

The
pointed commander-in-chief of the forces in Portugal.
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Per fesse embattled gules and azure, a lion rampant
passant erminois, between three mullets of six points or
:

on a canton argent, a sword erect proper.

Out of a mural crown per pale or and argent, an
in bend, the hand grasping a sword ; about the arm
a wreath of laurel, all proper.
BURRELL, Sir John (Hist.) of the ancient family menHeraldry,
contributed in the reign of
tioned under
Crest.

arm

V to the wars in France, by the aid to the king of a
twenty men at arms, and forty archers.
Burrell (Her.) the name of a family of antiquity and distinction, as appears from the wealth of the sir John Burrell,
mentioned under Histori/.
Sir Merrick Burrell, his descendant, was created a baron in 1765, and also that of baron
Gwydir, conferred in 1796 on his descendant and successor
Henry

ship,

Peter Burrell, who officiated at the trial of Warren
Hastings, esq., as deputy great chamberlain of England.

sir

(Wide Gwydir~]

Birrkll, of Knipp Castle, co. Sussex, another branch of the
same family, which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, first conferred in 177-1 on sir Charles Raymond, of
Valentine House, co. Essex, with remainder to his son-inlaw sir William Burrell. The arms, &c. of this family are
Arms.
Vert, three plain shields argent, each having a bordure engrailed or.
Crest.
On a wreath a naked arm embowed, and holding a
branch of laurel, both proper.
" Sub libertate quietem."
Motto.
BURR HI'S, Aj'ranius (Hist.) commander of the Praetorian
guards in the reigns of Claudius and Nero, was poisoned by
order of the latter, after he had killed his mother Agrippina,
in whose interest Burrhus had been.
Tacit. Annal. 1. IS.
BURROUGHS, Lord (Hist.) acted as lord deputy in Ireland under queen Elizabeth, by whom he was raised to the
dignity of the peerage.
He died in that government without male issue.
Burroughs (Her.) the name of a family which was variously
written De Burgh, Bourke, Burke, Boroughs, Burrough,
and lastly Burroughs.
It takes its rise from Robert de
Burgh, who was created earl of Cornwall by the Conqueror,
and Odo de Burgh, bishop of Baieux, who was created earl
of Kent. One branch of Robert de Burgh's family settled in
Ireland, and gave rise to the noble families of Clanricarde
and Mayo.
Another branch from which the present baronet
is descended
settled in
Lincolnshire, of which was Mr
Thomas Burroughs, afterwards created lord Burroughs,
mentioned under Histori/.
Sir William Burroughs, his descendant, who served under marquis Cornwallis, as advocategeneral in Bengal, was, for his public services in that coun•

created a baronet in 1 804, and on the same occasion
grant making an addition to the familv arms,
which arc as follow
Arms.
In a field gules, the trunk of an old tree radiated
proper, with two olive branches proper ; to which arms
were added, on the creation to the title, a chief or, charged
with an eastern crown of the field, between two annulets

try,

received a

azure.

in 1643.
He wrote, 1. ' Im2. ' The Sovepetus Juveniles,' &c. 8vo. Oxon. 1643.
reignty of the British Seas proved by Records,' &c. 12mo.
1651 ; besides several MS. pedigrees, of his drawing up.
.S'(V James
(Biog.) master of the Crown-office,
was born in 1701, and died in 1782, leaving, 1. 'Reports
of Cases, from 26 George II to 12 George III/ the fourth
edition of which was published in 5 vols, royal 8vo. 17902. ' Reports of the Decisions of the Court of King's Bench
upon Settlement Cases, from the Year 1732 to 1776/ the
second edition of which was printed in 4to. 1786. 3. ' Anecdotes and Observations relating to Oliver Cromwell and his
Family, serving to rectify several Errors concerning him/
published by Xicol. Comnenus Papadopoli, in his ' Hystoria
Gymnasii Patavini,' 4to. 1763.
BURTON", Edward (Hist.) the immediate ancestor of marquis Conyngham, had the singular honour of a knight banneret conferred on him after the battle of St. Albans, in
1460, by king Edward IV, for his good sen-ices and unhis death,

which happened

BURROW,

shaken loyalty to the house of York, for whom he is said to
have fought in 14 set battles.
a descendant of the preceding, being a
zealous protestant in the reign of queen Mary, had many

Burton, Edward,

hair-breadth escapes for his life, and died at last of excessive
joy on learning the death of the queen.
Henri), a seditious writer in the time of Charles 1,
who was educated at Cambridge, and became rector of St.
Matthews, in Friday-street ; after suffering the penalty of the
law by the loss of his ears and imprisonment, he was liberated at the commencement of the rebellion, and died in
He wrote numerous tracts, the character
1648, aged 6<).
of which may be collected from their titles, as The BaitVindication of Independent
ing of the Pope's BuU / '
Churches/ ' Seven Vials, or an Exposition on the 15th and
l6th Chapters of the Revelations/ &c.
Burton, Sir Thomas, Bart, of the honourable family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished himself for his lovaltv
to Charles I, in whose cause he suffered greatly, both in

Burton,

A

his person

and

estate.

Burton

(Her.) the name of a family of Ireland, which was
assumed by sir John Dawney, viscount Dawney of Downe.
Burton, the name of an ancient family, which had formerly
large possessions in the counties of Rutland and Leicester ;
Nicholas de Burton being knight of the shire for Rutland

From

in 1316.

this family

was descended

A ni>s.

BLRKOUGHES,

Jeremiah (Biog.) a nonconformist, who
was educated at Cambridge, and died a dissenting preacher
in ](>46,
was the author of Irenicum/ and some other
pieces, which were well thought of by people of his per•

suasion.

Buriuhcjhes, .Sir John, Knt. (Hist.) garter king at arms,
attended king Charles I in his troubles" until the period of

Thomas Bur-

ed

Sable, a chevron between three owls argent, crown-

or.

On a torce an owl as in the arms.
the name of a very ancient family, which was seated
forages before the year 1460 in Yorkshire, of which family
were the two F.dwards Burton before-mentioned.
From
this family, by an alliance with that of the Conynghams.
descended Francis Pierpoint Burton, on whom devolved the
barony of Conyngham, from his uncle viscount Conyngham,
upon which he assumed the name and arms of Conyngham.
Crest.

Burton,

(Wide Com/ngham'2

Burton, William (Biog.) an antiquary and

Originally a lion passant gules; and by the late
grant, now standing on an eastern crown or.
Motto.
" Audaces fortuna juvat."
Crest.

sir

who was

created in 1622, whose son,
sir Thomas, was the distinguished loyalist above-mentioned.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
ton, the first baronet,

native of Leices-

no doubt of the family mentioned under Heraldru.
in 1575, educated at Oxford, studied law at the
He published ' DescripInner Temple, and died in 1645.
tershire,

was born

tions of Leicestershire,'

fol.

1622.

Burton,

Cassibelan, son of the preceding, and translator of
Martial into English, died in 1681.
..
Robert, brother to the preceding William Burton,

died in

1639, rector of Segrave, in Leicestershire.
He is
known as the author of the ' Anatomy of Me-

principally
lancholy.'

;

BUT

BUS
Burton, Hezekiah, an English

was educated at Campublished
Alloquium ad

divine,

'
and died in 16S1. He
Lectorem,' prefixed to Cumberland's treatise
De Legibus
Nat unc ;' and after his death his friend Tillotson published
two volumes of his sermons.
Burton, William, another divine and antiquarv of London,
was educated at Oxford, and died in 1657, leaving,
1.
I.audatio Funebris in Obitum D. Thorn a: Alleni,' 4to.
Oxon. 1633. 2.
Annotations on the First Epistle of Clement the Apostle to the Corinthians,' 4to. Lond. 1647 and
1652.
3.
Gritcs Lingute Historia,' ibid. 1657.
4. 'A

bridge,

'

'

'

•

Commentary on Antoninus'

Itinerary,'

&c.

fol.

London,

1658.

Burton, John,

a physician of Rippon, in Yorkshire, who
died in 1759, aged 62, was the author of a History of
Yorkshire, in 2 vols. fol.
Burton, Joint, a native of Devonshire, was educated at
Oxford, and died rector of Mapledurham, in Oxfordshire,

His works consist of, 1. ' Occasional
1771, aged 76.
Sermons,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1764 and 1766.
2. ' Opuscula Miscellanea Theologica.'
3. ' Opuscula Metrico-prosaica ;' of
which last a poem, entitled ' Sacerdos Parcecialis Rusticus,"
has been recently translated by the Rev. Dawson Warren,
under the title of the Parish Priest, a Poem,' 1800.
BL RY (//it.) the name of an Irish family, which at present
enjoys the dignity and title of earl Charleville, which was
first conferred on Charles Moore, second lord Tullamore, in
1758, at whose death without issue in 176'4 the title became
extinct ; but was revived in the person of Charles William
Bury, his grand nephew, who was created baron Tullamore,
in 1797, viscount Charleville in 1800, and earl of Charleville in 1806.
Bury, Richard (lliog.) vide Aungcrville.
Bury (Geog.) or St. Edmund's Bury, a town in the countv
of Suffolk, whicli in Latin was called J'illa Faust in/, or
Fanum S. Edmundi, and derives its present name from St.
Edmund, who was buried here, after having been killed
by the Danes at Hoyne. An abbey was erected on the
spot where he was buried, the ruins of which attest that
it was one of the grandest buildings of the kind.
In the
reign of king John the barons met here to form their
league against this prince; and in 1446 Henry VI called a
parliament in this town respecting the duke of Gloucester,
who was imprisoned, and, as is supposed, poisoned at that
time.
The town suffered greatly from fire in 1608. It is
seated on the Larks, a branch of the Ouse, 25 miles N. W.
Ipswich, and 71 N.N. E. London.
Lon. 0° 46' E. lat. 52 J
22' N.
in

'

BUS,

CcBsar de (Ere.) founder of the society of priests, or
doctrine, was born in 1544, and
He left a book of instructions for his so-

fathers of the Christian

died in 1607.
ciety.

BUSACO

(Ceog.) a convent in Beira, a province of Portugal,

memorable for the action fought in 1810 between Massciia
and lord Wellington, in which the former was defeated.
BUSBEQUIUS (Silt.) or Biubec, Aug/,,;- Gkiden, was born
in 1522, employed by Charles V as ambassador to Constantinople, and afterwards resided in France in the same character, from the emperor Rodolph until 1592, when lie
died in consequence of ill-treatment from a party of soldiers
in the Low Countries.
He wrote, 1. ' De Re Militari
contra Turcam Instituenda Consilium,' 15572.
Itinera
tantinopolitanum et Amasiannm,' 4to. Antv. 1582.
.1.
I.egationis Turcicic Eputohe,' 8vO. Francof. I5<)5, &c.
An edition of all bis letters was published by Elzevir, 12mo.
'

<

'

Lugd. Bat.

BUSBY,

and

Hi:::;,

Hi, hind

I.cmd. I66O.

(Biog.)

the celebrated master of WestLutton, in Lincolnshire, and, after
taking his degrees at Christ Church, Oxford, was appointed
master in 1640, made prebendary of Westminster, at the
minster,

was born

at

and died in 1695, leaving a high reputation
for learning and the faithful discharge of his duty.
A
statue was erected for him in Westminster, with a Latin inscription to commemorate his talents and his virtues.
He
wrote some books for the use of the school, which are still
Restoration,

retained.

BUSCH,

John George (Biog.) a native of Luneburg, was the
author of several works in German on the subjects of commerce, as a Theory of Commerce, on Banks, on Circulation
of the Money,

BUSCHETTO,

&-c.

de Dulichio (Biog.) an architect in the 11th

who built the cathedral of Pisa.
BUSCH I NG, Anthony Frederic (Biog.) a geographer of Stadthagen, in Prussia, who died in 1793, aged 6.0, compiled
century,

above a hundred volumes, mostly Elementary Treatises on
Geography and History, &c. His system of geography vrai
translated into English in 6 vols. 4to. 1768
1779BUSH, Paul (Ecc.) first bishop of Bristol, was born in 1 190,

—

became a student of Oxford in 1513; and, after spending
some years among the friars of St. Austin, now JVadham
College, was promoted to the sec of Bristol in 1542, and died
in 1553, after having been deprived of his bishopric by
queen Mary. He left some works on religious subjects.

BUSHEL,

Thomas (Hist.) master of the royal mines in
Wales, who was educated at Baliol College, Oxford, distinguished himself for his loyalty during the rebellion, and
coined money for the king, which he sent to Oxford.
At
the Restoration, he obtained a licence to work the lead mines
of Mendip, in Somersetshire, and died in 1674, aged 80.
He published, l.'A Just and True Remonstrance of his
Majesty's Mines Royal in Wales,' 4to. London, 1642.
2. ' An Abstract of the Lord Chancellor Bacon's Philosophical Theory of Mineral Prosecutions,' London, 1660;;
besides songs and poetical addresses, which were made on
the occasion of his majesty and the queen having paid him

,

a visit.

BUSIRIS
Neptune,

(Myth.)

who

is

Boimpic, a king of Egypt, and son of
have sacrificed all foreigners to

said to

Jupiter; but, in attempting to bind Hercules for this purpose, the hero disengaged himself, and sacrificed both Busiris and his son Amphidamus on the altar intended for himself.
He is said to have built the city of Thebes. Herodol.
1.
2, e. 59, &c. ; Apollod. 1. 2; Strab. 1. 17; Ovid. Mel.
1. 9
Plul. in Thes.
BUSLIDIUS (Hist.) or Busleiden, John, a native of Arlon,
in Luxemburgh, whose brother Francis was archbishop of
Besancon in 1500, was employed on embassies to pope
Julius II, Francis I of France, and Henry VIII of England, and died at Bourdeaux in 1517 on his way into:
Spain on a mission to Charles V. He founded three professorships at Louvain for Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, and
left several verses, epistles, and speeches, &c. published after
;

his death.

BUSSIERES,
was born

in

John de (Biog.) a French Jesuit and a poet.i
His Latin poem*,
1607, and died in 169s.
He like8vo. Lugd. 1671, arc still esteemed.

published in
wise wrote in prose,

Flosculi Historiarum,' afterward*
' Parterre Historique,'
2. ' Memoircs de Ville Franche en

1.

'

translated into French by the title of

12mo. Lyons,
Beaujolais,'

1672.
1671,

tto.

&c

BUTE,

Sir James Stuart, Earl of (Hist.) a privy counsellor
queen Anne, was one of the peers who disHe died in 1710.
sented from the union in 1706.

in the reign of

Stuart. Earl of, son of the preceding, well known
prime minister in the early part of the reign of George III,
was elected one of the l(i peers for Scotland in 1786, madi
a lord of the police in 1737, appointed in 1738 one of the
lords of the bed-chamber to his royal highness Frederic
prince of Wales, groom of the stole to his late majesty wher
prince of Wales ; and, on his accession, sworn of his priv;

Bute, John
as

;

:

BUT

BUT
and appointed groom of the stole to his majesty,
on the resignation of which, he was appointed in 176l one
of his majesty's principal Secretaries of State, and Ranger of
Richmond Park; in 1762 first lord of the treasury, which
and, after spending 26 or
he resigned the same year
27 vears in the most perfect retirement, he died in 1792.
Marquis
(Her.)
one
of
the titles at present enjoyed
Mute.
of
by a branch of the Stuart family, conferred in 1796 on
John Stewart, fourth earl of Bute. QVide SiuarQ The
council,

;

titles, arms, ci-c. of this family are as follow
Stuart, marquis of Bute, earl of Windsor, co.
Titles.
Berks, viscount Mountjoy, of the Isle of Wight ; baron
Mountstuart,
of Wortley, co. York ; baron Cardiff, of
of
Cardiff Castle, co. Glamorgan, in the peerage of the

United Kingdom ; earl of Dumfries and Bute viscount
Ayr, Mountstuart, and Kingarf; baron Crighton, of Sanquhar; lord Cumnock, Cumra, and Inchmarnock, in the
and baronet.
peerage of Scotland
Arms. Or. a fess cheeky aigent and azure, within a double
;

;

and counterflory gules.
wreath a demi-lion gules, and over

tressure (lory
Crest.

On

scroll this

Supjxjrlers.

a

motto " Nobilis

On

in a

a horse argent, bridled

gules ; on the sinister, a stag proper" Avito viret honore."
Motto.
BUTTS (Myth.) a son of Teleon and Zeuxippe, and a descend-

ant from Amvcus, king of Bebryce, was slain by Dales at
Apollod. 1. 1
the funeral games given in honour of Hector.
Virg. /En. 1. 5, v. 372 ; Hygin, Fab. li. &c
(Geog.) now Bulrinto, a sea-port of Epirus,

BUTHROTUM

Corcvra, visited bv /Eneas in his way into Italv.
;' Virg.
/En. 1. 3
Plin. 1. 1.
Theobald (Hist.) of the ancient family mentioned
under Heraldry, attended king Henry II into France, when
that prince came to an agreement with the French king relative to Thomas a Becket.
He afterwards attended the
king to Ireland, where he served in the reduction of the
kingdom, and was rewarded with large possessions, having
opposite
Cic.

ad

Attic.'l 16, ep. 16

;

BUTLER.

of Ireland conferred upon him in 1 177Hedied in 1206.
Butler, Hubert, the younger brother of the preceding,
was born at West-Derham. in Norfolk, accompanied
Richard I to the Holy Land, where he was taken priHe was promoted to the see
soner while besieging Aeon.
also the butlership

1189, and to that of Canturbury on his
return from the crusade ; and, after serving the king as
chancellor, chief justice, and treasurer of England, he died
in 1205.
Butler, Theobald, the fourth Butler of Ireland, assisted
king Edward 1 in his wars with Scotland, and died in 1285.
Butler, Theobald, son of the preceding, also accompanied
the king in his wars with Scotland, and died in 1299Butler, James, vide Ormond.
Butler (Her.) the name of an ancient and illustrious family
in Ireland, descended from Herveius, a commander in the
army of the Conqueror, from whom he obtained great possessions in the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Lane
The present name of Butler is, in all probability, derived
from the office of butler or cup-bearer to the kintr, which
was conferred, as before staled under History, on Theobald,
one of the descendants of the before-mentioned Herveius ; but
the name was not assumed before the time of Edmund, who
in 1302 sat in Parliament as a baron, by the name of Edmond le Botiller. He was created in 1315, for his services
against Edward Bruce, and also against the rebellious Irish,
earl of Carrick Macgriftyne, in the county of Tipperary.
From John Butler, the second son of this Edmund, the
present earl of Carrick, derives his descent. [[Vide Carrickl
James Butler, the eldest son of Edmund, was created earl
of Ormond in 132S.
James, the fifth earl of Ormond, was
VOL. I.
of Salisbury in

•

'

the eighth earl of Ormond, was created viscount Mountgarret ; and Edmund, the twelfth viscount, was advanced
James, the
to the dignity of ear] of Kilkenny in 1793ninth earl, was created viscount Thurles in 1535. James,
marquis of
in
1612
the twelfth earl of Ormond, was created
Ormond, and in 1662 duke of Ormond. Thomas, his eldest
son, was summoned in 1668 to the Irish Parliament by the

of earl of Ossory, and in 1665 to the English ParliaRichard,
title of jord Butler, of More Park.
his fifth son, was created in ld'62 baron Butler, of Cloughgrenan, viscount of Tullogh, and earl of Arran ; and in
1663 lord Butler, of Weston, in England, which titles became extinct at his death but Charles, second son of his
eldest brother Thomas, was created baion of Cloughgrenan,
viscount of Tullogh, and earl of Arran, and also a baron of
title

ment by the

;

it

est ira leonis."

the dexter side,

created in 1149 a peer of England by the title of earl of
Wiltshire, which became extinct at his death in 146l. John,
the sixth earl of Ormond, was in 14-95 summoned as a
baron to the English Parliament by the title of Thomas
Ormond de Rochford, which title became extinct at his
death.
Sir Pierce Butler, the eighth earl of Ormond, was
Richard, the second son of
created in 1527 earl of Ossory.

England, by the title of lord Butler, all which titlesbecaine extinct at his death, without issue, in 1758 ; so likewise the titles of his uncle John, the seventh son of the first
in 1676 created baron of Agherim, viscount of Clonmore, and earl of Gowran, and died
without issue in 1677- The honours of the second duke of
Ormond being extinguished by his attainder, John Butler,
a descendant from a younger brother of the first duke, be-

duke of Ormond, who was

came, on the reversal of the attainder, earl of Ormond ; and
his son, the 17th earl, was in 1801 created an Engli.-h peer
by the title of lord Butler, of Llanthony, and in 18 16 was
advanced to the dignity of marquis of Ormond. The titles
enjoyed by the family at present, together with the arms,
e\c are as follow
Titles.
Butler, marquis of Ormond, co. Tipperary; earl of
Ormond and Ossory viscount Thurles; baron of Arklow.
and lord Butler, of Llanthony, co. Monmouth,
Ireland
in
in the peerage of the United Kingdom.
Arms. Or, a chief indented azure.
Crest.
On a ducal coronet or. a double plume of five
ostrich feathers, and thence on a wreath a falcon rising,
:

;

;

all argent.
On the dexter-side, a falcon with wings exSupporters.
panded argent, beaked and membered or; on the sinister
a male griffin beaked, membered, radiant, and gorged,
with a collar and chain or.
" Depressus extoUor."
Motto.
Butler, the name of another family descended from John
Butler, of Waresly, in the county of Huntingdon, who was
The
living there in 1376 in the reign of Edward III.
first of this family that was ennobled was Theophilus Butler,

created in 1715 baron of Newton-Bulbi ; and
Brinsley, the second lord, was advanced in 1728 to the digof viscount of Lanesborough ; and Humphry, the

who was
nity

second viscount, was further advanced in 1756 to that of
earl of Lanesborough.
(Ecc.) a prelate, who was born at Wantage,
in Berkshire, in 1692, was admitted a commoner of Oriel
College, Oxford, in 1714, and after passing through different
preferments, was nominated to the see of Bristol in 1738
translated to that of Durham in 1750, and died in 1752.

Butler, Joseph

:

He

is

ligion,

known as the author of The Analogy of ReNatural and Revealed, to the Constitution and Course
'

well

of Nature,'

first

printed in 1736.

Butler, John, an English

prelate,

who was born

at

Ham-

burgh, in 1717, was promoted to the see of Oxford in 1777and'translated in 1788 to that of Hereford, over which he
He published some serpresided until his death in 1802.
3 c

:

BUZ
mons, and

also

some

BYR

political tracts in

favour of lord North's

administration.

Butler, Charles

(Biog.) an English divine of

High Wyeomb,

Buckinghamshire, was born in 1539, educated at Oxford,
and died vicar of Lawrence Wotton, in Hampshire, in 1647,
leaving, 1. ' The Feminine Monarchy,' or a Treatise on
Bees,' 8vo. Oxon. 1609, and 4to. 1634, and Lond. 1623,
translated into Latin by Rich. Richardson, of Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, 8vo. Lond. 16'73.
2.
Rhetoricee Libri
Duo,' Oxon. l6'l 8, and often reprinted.
3.
De Propinquitate Matrimonium impediente Regula Generalis,' 4to.
Oxon. 10*25. 4.
Oratoriie Libri Duo,' 4to. Oxon. 1633,
8vo. Lond. 1635.
5.
English Grammar,' 4to. Oxford,
1634. 6.
Principles of Music,' 4to. London, 1636.
Butler, Samuel, the well-known author of Hudibras, was
born at Strangsham, in Worcestershire, in 1612, and died in
1680, very ill requited for the service he had done to the
cause of religion, by holding up hypocrisy and puritanical
cant to just ridicule and contempt.
A monument has since
been erected to his memory, in Westminster, by Mr. Barber,
a printer, and mayor of London.
Thyer published his
posthumous works in 3 vols. His Hudibras was published
in 1663, and the second part in 1664; the best edition is
that by Dr. Zachary Grey, in 2 vols. 8vo.
Butler, Alban, author of the Lives of the Saints,' was
born in 1710, and died in 1773.
His Lives of the Saints
were first published in 5 vols. 4to. 1745, afterwards in 12
vols. 8vo. Dublin, 1779, or 1780, and Edinburgh,
17991800.
He likewise published Letters on the History^ of
in

'

'

*

'

'

'

'

the Popes-'
William, a physician, and native of Derbyshire, who
died in 1805, published, 1. '
Method of Cure for the
Stone,' &x. 12mo. 1754.
2. 'A Treatise on the Wormfever,' 8vo. 1782.
3. ' An Improved Method of opening
the Temporal Artery,' 1783, &e.
(Geog.) a town of Lucania, in Italy, now
PoUcastro, near the Tyrrhene Sea.
Liv. 1. 32, &e.
BUXTON' (Her.) the name of a family of Shadwell, of which

Butler,

A

BUXENTUM
mention

is

made

as early as

Edward IV.

It enjoys the dig-

nity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1800 on' sir Robert
John Buxton. The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, a lion rampant, the tail elevated and turned

over the head sable.
Crest.
A buck's
BUXTORF, John

head embossed gules, attired
(Biog.) the

or.

of a learned family of
and died in 1629,
leaving, 1. ' Lexicon Chaldaicum,' fitc. Basil. 1639.
2. '
Small Dictionary of Hebrew and Chaldaic Words in the
Bible.'
3.
Treasury of the Hebrew Grammar,' 2 vols. 8vo.

Cambri,

in Westphalia,

first

was born

in 1564,

A

'

4. ' A Hebrew Bible,' 4
goga Judaica,' 8vo. 1682.
lished by his son, in 1632.

Buxtorf, John,

vols. fol. Basil.
6.

'

1618.
5.
SvnaConcordantia Hebraica,' pub'

Bibliotheca Rabbinica,' &C.
preceding, who died in 1664,

7.

'

son of the
Tractatus de Punctorum Vocalium et Accentuum in
Hebraicis Origine Antiquitate et
Auctoritate,' Basil. 1648, besides translating some of the

wrote

'

Libris Veteris Testament]

Rabbins.

Bcxtobf, John James, son

or nephew to the preceding, who
died in 1704, succeeded his father or uncle in the Oriental
professorship at Basil, and made various translations from
Rabbinical works, besides adding a supplement to the
Bibliotheca Rabbinica,' of the first John.
a
BuXTOBF, John,
fourth of this family, who laid the ori'

ental professorship, died in 1732, leaving several treatises on

the

BUZ

Hebrew language.
(Bit,/.)

Huz.

at,

Gen.

son of N'ahor and

Milcah, and brother to

xxii. 20.

Boa, son of Abdiel, and father of Jalido, of Judah.
v.

1

Chron

14.

BUZYGES

(Biog.) an

Athenian,

who

first

ploughed

witli

harnessed oxen, although the introduction of this practice
has been ascribed to Triptolemus.
BYAM, Henry (Hist.) a clergyman and distinguished loyalist
in the time of the rebellion, was born in 1580, educated at
Oxford, and died in 1669, canon of Exeter, and prebendary
of Wells, after having suffered much both in his person, his
family, and his estate, for his adherence to the royal cause.
Four of his sons were captains in the king's army, and he
himself not only assisted in raising men and horse for his
majesty's service, but after attending king Charles I during
the struggle, he accompanied king Charles II in his exile,
until the Restoration.
BYBLIS (Myth.) a daughter of Miletus and Cyanea, or according to some, of Eidotes
who falling in love with her
brother Caunus, is said to have killed herself in despairApollod. 1. 3 ; Hyein.
Fab.
Pans. 1. 7 ; Ovid, de Art.
243
:
J°
;

Am.

1.

I.

BYBLOS

(Geog.) Bi>/3\oc, a city of Phoenicia, between Sidon
and Orthosia, now called Giblee, or Gibelletto, which was
famous for the worship of Adonis. Lucian de Dea Syria.
BYFIELD, Nicholas (Biog.) a puritan, who studied at Oxford, and died, leaving several works much thought of by
his party.
His son Adoniram, one of the heroes of Butler's
Hudibras, was active in the cause of rebellion.

BYNG,

George (Hist.) lord viscount Torrington, a distin-i
guished naval officer, was born in 1663, and died in 17;>2,
first lord of the Admiralty ; after rising by his merit through
the several ranks in the naval service to that of rear-admiral,
and being advanced to the dignity of the peerage. [Vide
Plate

XV]

Byng, John,

third son of the preceding, accompanied his father
which he shared the glory, and was

in all his expeditions, in

But his attempts to relieve;
Fort St. Philip, in Minorca, when blockaded by the French,
proved abortive, and his hesitation in engaging the enemy,
when a bold attack might perhaps have gained the victory,!
roused the clamours of the nation against him.
Being tried
and condemned by a court-martial, he was shot at Portsmouth in 1757, when he met death with calm composure.
raised to the rank of an admiral.

[Vide Plate

XV]

Byno

(Her.) the name of an ancient family in Kent, which
enjoys a peerage, conferred on admiral George.
Byng, before-mentioned, who was created a baronet in 1715.
and a peer in 1721, by the title of baron Byng, of Southill,
eo. Bedford, and viscount Torrington, CO. Devon, 1721.,
[Vide Torrington} This was a family of distinction, as
early as the reign of Henry VII.
BYRNE, William (Biog.) a landscape engraver, was born in
His principal works are the ' An1742, and died in 1805.
tiquities of Great Britain,' after Hearne a set of ' Views of
the Lakes,' after Farringdon, and Smith's Scenery of Italy.
BYROM, John (Biog.) an English poet, was born in I69I,
and died in 1763, leaving several pieces of poetry, which
were thought to entitle him to a place among the British
poets, in the edition of 1810, 21 vols. 8vo.
BYRON, John de (Hist.) of the ancient and honourable family mentioned under Heraldry, served under Edward I in
the wars against the Scots, and also on other occasions. He'
was governor of the Castle of Dover, and governor custos
of the city of York.
Byron, Sir John, Knight, joined Henry earl of Richmond,
whom he served at the battle of Bosworth Field, lie was
much in his favour when lie ascended the throne as Henrv
VII.
BybON, Sir Nicholas, distinguished himself in the wars of the
Low Countries, and still more so in the rebellion at the.
battle of Kdgehill, and on Other occasions, where he served
the royal cause by bis valour and conduct.
ByRON, John, the first lord Byron, and nephew of the preceding, was lieutenant of the tower, and a gentleman ol
at present

;

CAB

CAB
Supporters.
Two horses chesnut.
" Crede Byron."
Motto.
(Geog.) a citadel in Carthage, said to have been
built by Dido.
It was burnt by the wife of Asdrubal, when
the city was taken.
Liv. 1. 34, c. 62 ; Virg. JEn. 1. 1 ;
Slrab. 1. 17; Justin. 1. 18 ; Flor. 1. 2.
Victorious (Biog.) a linguist, and native of
Poland, studied at Oxford at the time of the rebellion,
wrote, 1. ' Lethargy of the Soul,' &c. 8vo. 1636'.
2. ' Tabula Directoria,' &c. Oxon. 1637- 3. ' Lingua Eruditorum,'
'
8vo. Oxon. 1638, and afterwards reprinted.
4.
Manipulus
Messis Magnae,' &c. Svo. Lond. 16395.
Clavis Lingua
Sanctee,' Svo. Cantab. 1648.
6. ' Lyra Prophetiea Davidis
Regis,' &c. 4to. Lond. 1650.
(Geog.) a town situated on the Thracian Bosphorus, founded by a colony of Megara, under the conduct
of Byzas 6.58 years before the Christian sera. It became very
considerable in the time of the Roman emperors, but it was
taken and destroyed by Severus, after a three years siege,
which it withstood in behalf of Niger. It was afterwards
rebuilt by the same emperor, but suffered again severely in
the reign of Gallienus, and also in that of Claudius the
Goth, and during the contest between Constantine and
Licinius ; it was besieged by the former in consequence of
Licinius having sought refuge there, and being taken, the
emperor afterwards enlarged and beautified it, giving it the
name of ConstantinopoUs, after his own name, whence the
modern name of Constantinople is derived. [Wide Constan-

king Charles I, who signalized himself in the
field on every occasion, but particularly in the victory of
Roundway Down, which was chiefly gained by his bravery
and good conduct ; and afterwards in the siege of Chester,
which he obstinately defended to the last extremity, and
He died at Paris in
surrendered only on honourable terms.
tried fidelity to

BYRSA

BYTHNER,

Six of his brothers were also embarked in the same
l652.
honourable cause.

Byron, Sir Richard, the second lord Byron, and second brother of the preceding, was one of the valiant colonels" at
the battle of Edgehill, and afterwards performed many
He died full of
brilliant exploits as governor of Newark.
honour in 1 679) in the 74th year of his age.
Byron, Sir Robert, fifth brother of the first lord Byron, was

'

BYZANTIUM

a colonel of foot in the service of Charles I.
the seventh brother, was, after many
signal services in Yorkshire, killed at the head of his
regiment, in that general storm made bv the rebels on York,

Byron, Sir Philip,

in 1644.

Byron,

Thomas, the eighth brother, commanded the
Northampton,
of Hopton-heath, near Stafford, in 1642, when
was killed, and he was so wounded that he could

Sir

Prince of Wales' regiment, under the earl of
at the battle

the earl

not keep the field.
Byron, John, better known by the name of Commodore Byron,
son of William, the fourth lord Byron, was the last survivor
of the Wager man-of-war, captain Cheap, one of lord
Anson's squadron shipwrecked on an uninhabited island in
the South Seas, from which not above 10 out of 160, lived
to return to England.
He afterwards distinguished himself
in the naval service, and died an admiral in 1786.
Byron (Her.) the name of a family which has obtained the
most honourable rank in history, and is not less distinguished
for its heraldic honours, being one of the first in point of antiquity and consequence, from the earliest period in which it
is mentioned.
Ernies de Buron is mentioned in Doomsday
as possessor of very many lands in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire.
His descendant John, the first lord Byron, was in
l6i2, for his fidelity and loyalty, advanced to the dignity of
a baron.
His descendant, the poet, and grandson of admiral
Bvron, was the sixth lord Byron.
The titles, arms, &c. of
this

family are as follow

Titles.

Arms.

until the

in

From

this

town the writers of the Roman

downfal of the

Roman

history,

emperor, have received the

Historians, of

in 36 vols. fol.
28 vols. Venice, 1 729. Diod. 1.
2 ; C. Nep. in Paus. ; Mel. 1. 2

whose works a collection
Paris, 1648, and another
1

;

Slrab.

1.

1

;

Patercul.

Plin. 1. 4 ; Justin. 1. 9,
;
Euseb. in Chron. ; Marcell. 1. 22.
BYZAS (Myth.) a son of Neptune and Cervessa, daughter
of Io, king of Thrace, who is said to have built Byzantium, with the assistance of his father and Apollo.
Diodor.
1.

c. 1

;

1.4.

BZOVIUS, Abraham

(Biog.) an historian and Dominican of
Poland, was born in 1567, and died in 1637He is prinknown as the continuator of Baronius' Annals of the
Church, of which nine volumes folio have been printed, the
first eight at Cologne, I6l6-l641, and the ninth at Rome,
in 1672. He likewise wrote the Lives of some of the Popes,
cipally

:

Byron, lord Byron, of Rochdale, co. Lancaster.
Argent, three bendlets enhanced gules.
a wreath, a mermaid with her comb and mirror,

On

Crest.
all

tinople^]

name of Byzantine
was made at Paris,

Sermons,

proper.

&c

c.
CAAB

(Btog.) or

Cab Ben-Zohair, an Arabian

poet,

who

first

pen against the impostor Mahomet, but on the
of his country he turned Mahometan, and bv
changing the name of Mahomet into that of Abubeker, he
converted a satyrical poem into a panegvric.
exercised his

conquest

lAAXTHUS

(Myth.) a son of Oceanus and Tethvs, having
burnt the temple of Apollo, in revenge for his carrving away
his sister Malik, he was killed for his impiety by the god,
and a monument raised to his memory.
Pans. 1. 9, c. 10.
CABADES (Hist.) a king of Persia, who was expelled from
his kingdom and put in prison, but being liberated bv the
fidelity of his wife, he reascended the throne.
He made
war on the emperor Anastasius, and also on Justinian, but

was frequently conquered by Belisarius, and died after a
reign of 41 years, in 532. Procop. de Bell. Persic; AgalhHist. 1. 4; Kiceph. Hist. Miscell. 1. 16, c. 15.
(Geog.) a place in Sicily, where Dionysius gained
a victory over the Carthagenians.
(Geog.) now Chalons sur Saone, a town of
Cas. de Bell. Gall. 1. 7,
the iEdui, in Gallia Lugdunensis.

CABALA

CABALLINUM
c.

42.

CABALLINUS

(Geog.) a very clear fountain of

mount He-

by the Greeks Hippocrene. Pers. Prol. v. 1.
CABALLO, Emanuel (Hist.) an illustrious Genevan, who at
the time that the French besieged the city of Geneva in
1513, and had reduced it to the last extremitv, boldly ven3 c 2
licon, called

CAC

CAB
Mime of his companions, and
amidst the fire of the enemy, rescued B vessel full of provisions which had heen dispatched for their relief, and by

tured out of the port with

this brilliant action saved the city.

Caballo, Bona mi t urn (Ecc.) bishop of Caserta. died in 1(>N<).
after having distinguished himself by all the graces of a
Christian bishop.

Raimond {Hist.) a young Sarasin, who turning
Christian, rose to the dignity of Seneehal, at the court of

CABANE,
Charles

II,

king of Naples.

Cabane, Robert

dc, son

seneehal, and through

of the preceding, was also grand
the intrigues of his mother, became

high in favour with the queen Joan, but being afterwards
suspected of the murder of Andrew, the husband of Joan,
he was put to death, after enduring the torture, with his
mother and his son, notwithstanding all the endeavours of
the queen to save him.
CABARNOS {Myth.) a deity worshipped at Paros, whose
priests were called Cabarni, which name Hesychius also apHexychius ; Snidas ; Steph.
plies to the priests of Ceres.
Bi/zant.

CABASILAS,

Nihis (Ecc.) archbishop of Theswlonica in the
14th century, under the empire of the Andronici. He wrote

the Latins, the latter of which was
Gressop, student in Oxford, under the
Treatise containing a Declaration of the Pope's
title of '
usurped Primacy,' &c Bvo. 1560. They were published in
Greek and Latin, Bas. 15-J4, Francof. 1555, and with Sal-

two

treatises against

translated by

Thomas

A

masius' notes, 1(508.

Flood. 1. 2 ; Cic.
Strab. 1. 10; Pout. 1. 9
dc Nat. Deor. 1. 1
Nonn. in
Schol. in A/wllon.
Dionys. c. '27 ; Laclanl. dc Fal. Relig. 1. 1
Argon. 1. 1.
C'ABini (Numis.) these deities
are represented on medals,
as in the annexed figure of

whose temple was violated by Camhyscs.
;

;

;

a man with a hammer in his
right hand, and in his left
an anvil, or something resembling; inscription on the

KABEIPOC and on the reverse, GECC VAONIKH
medal of Claudius Gothicus is inscribed DEO CABIRO

obverse,

A

;

Vaillant. Priest.

CABOT,

Haym. Thesaur.

;

Sebastian (Nisi.) a navigator of Venetian parentage
born at Bristol in 1467, and died at the age of 7<

who was

He went on a voyage with bis father to discover
north-west passage to India; and in subsequent voyages, In
formed a settlement on the coast of Newfoundland, and In
penetrating to the northern parts of Russia, he laid tin
foundation of that mercantile connexion which Englant
He is supposed to have firs
formed with that country.
observed the variation of the needle.
(His!.) or Cabrera, Pedro Alvares, a Portuguesj
navigator, the son of Ferdinand Cabral, a nobleman, \va
sent out in 1500, with a fleet by Emanuel, king of Portuga
on a voyage to the Indies, lint was driven by a stonn on th
coast of Brazil, where he formed the settlement to wbic
He afterwards reaehe
be gave the name of Santa Cruz.
the place of bis destination, and formed a settlement on tli
coast of Calicut, where he reduced the Zamorin, or empero
He returned to Europe in 1501, loaded wit
to obedience.

or 80.

,

CABRAL

CabasiXAS, Nicholas, nephew of the preceding, who succeeded
his uncle in the see of Thessalonica, under John Cantacuzenus, wrote among other things, on the Procession of the
Holy Ghost against the Latins, which was printed in Latin,
Venet. 1545, Antv. 1560, and in Greek and Latin, in the

CABRERA,

Bibliotheca Patrum.'
CABASSOLE, Philip dc {Ecc.) bishop of Cavaillon, in Provence, of which he was a native, was in 1341, honoured
with the rank of chancellor to Sancha, queen of Sicily, by
her husband Robert, and jointly with that princess, was
regent during the minority of Joan, her grand-daughter.
He was created a cardinal by Urban V, and died in 1372.
He wrote a treatise ' De Nugis Curialium.'
CABASSUT, John (Biog.) a Jnriest of the Oratory of Aix,
His chief works are
died in 1()85, at the age of 81.

of which he heartily repented after bis death.
Cabkeua, Bernard, the favourite of Martin, king of Sicil
but beii
aspired to the throne of the latter a*, bis death
defeated and taken prisoner, Ferdinand granted him his lit
on condition that be left the island nevermore to retliT
He died soon after in exile.
(Myth.) a goddess among the Romans, who is said
have discovered to Hercules where her brother concealed h|

'

Juris Canonici Theorifl et Praxis,' a new edition, fel.
-•
Historiarum Conciliorurn et Canonum, &c.
1738.
Xotitia Ecclesiastica,' fol. 1685, an enlarged edition of the

1.

'

'

curiosities.

Bernard dc (Hit.) minister of state to Peter IV
king of Arragon, who, stimulated by the false insinuatkn
of his courtiers, condemned him to lose his head
i

;

CACA

Lactant.de Falsa Relig.

oxen.

Deor.

1.

10; Gi/rald. Hi

c.

1,

I.

1.

(Biog.) or Kabel Adrian Vander, a landscap
was born in 1681, and died in 1695. His
manner is much after the Italian school, which he studied

(Myth.) a famous robber, the son of Vulcan a id M
dusa, who having stolen the oxen of Hercules, dragg
But the hero was led
backwards to escape detection.
the lowing of bis cattle to the spot, where he attaekeil Car
and killed him.

much.

Virg. .En.

Bvo. 1670.

CABEL

of Kyswick,

CABELLIO
nensis,

town of Gallia NTarbothe Durance, in I'rowncv.
(Geog.) the Latin name of Chalons sur

(Geog.) or

CACUS

CABELLIONUM

ramts trat pater, illius
molejrrebat.
I

Vrnperl.

Soane.
(Biog.) or Cabetlaign, William de, a gentleman
of Provencal, and a poet in the service of Trieline, wife of
Raymond lie Scilkuis, who, gaining the good grs
his mistress, was murdered by the husband out of jeaItaymond afterwards caused les heart to be
lousyup for the table of bis wife, who being informed
of what she had unconsciously eaten, died of grief in

1.

kiTMeri
,

j

.

1

a Jesuit, and a Latin poet of
in Hi"'-', at the age of 80, leaving
(i.;
lli'uio.
2
,\c.
Antv. I\!iiiu.
besides tome Sacred Dramas, S
to
lie
sons
the
CABIR1 (Myth.) K<i/><i)mi, certain deities, (aid
of Vulcan, who were worshipped particularly in Sauiothrace,

in

Baldwin (Biog.)

Flanders, died

Epigraiimiata,'

aco

qui
I

ra

wii

...'.'...
•

.
I

Mart.

1.

5, ep. 66.
tmor,

Duo ian*

CABILLEAU,

<

furto pnlluil itleJovtm.
rat, "" bumdo > ptor ah antro

,

1213.

'

I

11

:

Mr™

M

'

;

el.

',,

Serf

CABESTAN

Ypr.s.

his.

s. v.

1.

Caballio, a

now Cavaulon, on

Ovid- East.

1.

v.

1,

inriiii

wu

I

ipiifvandt 90U
in mitin boat.

"<i

551.
inn

1,

1

tit

tjm

1

,

:

I

•

1

'

I

,

I

i

,

;

I'irg.

.En.

1.

S, v.

248.

Ucidei
1

.

.:

teli*

ratAii

prtmit, rmniaqut

arma

vattiiau motaritna imtot.

I

.

CAD

CiEC

/o». Sat. 5, 125.
Dnceris planta, velttt ictus ab Hercule Cacus,
Lt ponere Joras.

;

Aurel. Vict, de Rom. ; Dioni/s. Hal. 1. 1
Liv. 1. 1 c. 7
(Ecc.) or Cadolus, bishop of Parma, was elected
pope in lOOl, by a faction of the emperor Henry IV, in
opposition to Alexander II, and made two several attempts
to get possession of the city of Rome, but being repulsed
both times, he escaped with difficulty from the castle of St.
The difference between
Angelo, where he was besieged.
these two rival candidates was terminated in a council in
106i, in favour of Alexander ; but Cadolus, who took the
name of Honorius II, did not renounce his claim to the
papal chair until the day of his death, which happened
Baron. Annal. Ann. 1061, &c. ; Plalin. in
soon after.
Alexand. II.
(Hist.) or Cadamusti, Lewis, a Venetian navigator, was born in 1422, and died in 1464, after having
been in the service of Henry, king of Portugal, for whrnii
he made voyages to Madeira, the Canaries, and to the coast
of Africa, as far as the Gambia, &c
,

,"

CADALOLS

CADAMOSTO

CADE,

Jack

(Ilisl.)

a native of

Ireland,

from which

lie

to fly into France to escape the penalty of
took advantages of the commotions in England
Henry VI and, having headed the Kentish
men, and gained admittance into London, he caused much
but at length his followers were drawn
mischief for a time
from him on the promise of an amnesty, when he was taken
and slain in the 'Wolds of Kent, where he had sought to
conceal himself.
EADER, Billah (Hist.) vide Al Kader.
CADIZ (Grog.) a town of Andalusia, in Spain, situated at
the northern extremity of
peninsula, 53 miles S. S.W.
Seville, and 60 V. N.W. Gibraltar.
Lon. (? Hi' W. lit.
\.
12
86

had been obliged

•

his crimes,

in the reign of

;

;

l

ized himself at the battles of Hockstet, Ramilies, and Taniers.
He afterwards acted both as a negociator and a statesman
and, succeeding the duke of Marlborough at his death in
in the post of commander-in-chief of his majesty's
1 722
forces, he died in 1 729Cadogan (Her.) the name of a family of great honour and
antiquity in Wales, which, according to the accounts of genealogists and historians, is descended from Kehdlyn, prince
of Powis and Reinger, daughter and heir to Tydyr Trevor,
prince of Ferley, whose grandson, Kydvvgan, lord of Radnor,
with his three sons, defended his territories against Henry I
From him descended William Cadogan before-mentioned,
who, for his merits, was in 1 706' created a peer of this realm
by the title of lord Cadogan, baron of Reading and in
171 8 baron of Oakley, viscount Caversham, and earl of
Cadogan, with remainder of the barony of Oakley to Charles,
his brother.
He dying without male issue, the titles of
viscount and earl became extinct.
But Charles Sloan Cadogan, his nephew, the third baron, was created in 1S00
viscount Chelsea and earl Cadogan.
The titles, arms, &c.
of this family are as foUow
Titles.
Cadogan, earl Cadogan, viscount Chelsea, and baron

.i

History of Cadis.

which was known to the ancients by the name of
was taken and pillaged by the English under lord
but another attempt, which they made
i'l 1596;
upon it in 1626, was not successful and a third attempt
It was bomby the duke of Ormond failed likewise.
and it was from its bay
barded by the English in I860

Cadiz,

<\v,

Essex

;

:

:

Cadogan.
Arms. Quarterly,

first and fourth gules, a lion rampant
regardant or, second and third argent, three boars' heads

ped vert.
Crest.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a gryphon's head vert.
Supporters.
On the dexter-side, a lion regardant or ; on
the sinister, a gryphon regardant vert, each gorged with a
double tressure flowered and counter-flowered gules.
" Qui invidet, minor est."
Motto.
Cadogan, William (Biog.) a physician, who was educated at
Oxford, and died in 1797 in the 86th year of his age;
wrote, 1 'A small Treatise on the Management of Children,'
2.
Dissertations on the Gout,' &c. Svo. 1764.
1750.
(Geog.) the Latin name for Caen, a town of
France,
CADL'RCI {Geog.) a people of Gallia Aquitania, situated
between the Garumna and the Liger, who occupied the
They were famous for making
district now called Querci.
.

'

CADOMUM

linen, particularly for bed coverings.
JUV. Sat. 7, v. 221.
Institoi

;

Villeneuve sailed to fight the battle of Trafalgar.
Cadiz is the see of a bishop suffragan of Seville.
(Hist.) a king of Thebes, and an .Egyptian by
birth, was, according to the poets, the son of Agenor, king
of Phoenicia, who, being sent by his father in search of his
whom Jupiter had carried away, was led by the
oracle into Bceotia, where he is said to have built the city
of Thebes, or at least the citadel called after him Cadmea,
A.M. 2545, A. C. 14,90. To him is attributed the introduction of the alphabet into Greece.
Herod. 1- 1, &c. ;
Hesiod. Theog. v. 937, &c. ; Dim/or. 1. 1 ; Ovid. Met.
gili.
Fab. 6, &c; Paus. 1. 9; Pkerecyd- Hist.
1.
4; Sciic'. Knrip. in Phoeniss. ; Schol. in Apollod.
it

CADMLS
,

'..

:

H

&c.
Cadmus (Biog.) surnamed
1.

3,

the Elder, a son of Pandion, of
Miletu
brated as an historian in the age of Croesus.
Diod. 1. 1 ; Strab. 1. 1.
Dionys. Hal. 1. 21
Cadmus, another historian, who wrote a history of Attica, according to Suidas.
William (Hist.) of the honourable family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished himself in Ireland
under the earl of Strafford, particularly against the traitors
O'Neile and O'Rowe, and died governor of the borough
and castle of Trim in K'ti'l.
&A00GAN, Earl of, grandson of the preceding, rose by his
merits to the rank of general in Ab campaigns of Flanders,
where he served under the duke of Marlborough, and signal.

1

[1

;

CADOGAN,

•

'

Cces. Cotmn.

1.

7

;

hyberna

Plin.

tegetis, niveique
1.

cadurci.

19-

CECILIA (Hist.) the wife of Sylla. Plut. in Syl
Cecilia, the mother of Lucullus.
CECILIA, gens, a plebeian family at Rome, said to have been
descended from Cseculus, the son of Vulcan, who built
Prsneste, or from Ca?cas, one of the companions of jEneas.
The most illustrious branch of this family is the Metelli.
QVide Cceci1ius~\
Cecilia, tens (Xumis.) the name of this family occurs on
as Kill TAIOY KAIKIAIOY KOPthe medals of Amisus
N'()V1'()\. sub Caio Ca-cilio Cornuto ; of Corinth, as Q.
CHEIO Vollione Uamerlino II
CAECILIO
VIRw,- of Turiaso, in Spain, as M/\ TURIASO M. C.
II VIR, Municipium Turiaso
SE^ERO C. 1\L.
Marco CtBcilio Severo el Caio Julio Aquino Duinneiris. Vaill.
Col. ; Morell. Fam. eye.
C.ECILIUS, T. (Hist.) one of the first military tribune*
with consular power, U. C. 313, A. C. 441.
Cecilius, Q., a tribune of the people, U. C. 316.
;

MGRO

AQTNO

L., a high priest, who saved the palladium from the flames when the temple of Vesta was on

Cecilius Metki.i.is,
fire.

Juv. Sat. 3,

v.

139.
Procedal

vel

Servavit trepidant flagranti ex

He
was

Xuma,

vel qni

ade Minervum.

in the performance of this pious act, and
in consequence allowed by the senate to ride in a cha-

lost his sight

.

.

CJEC

CJER

whenever he went to the senate-house. This Metcllus,
who was twice consul, and once dictator, obtained B signal

riot

victory over the Carthaginians in the

503, A. C.

2.51,

120 elephants.

when he
Vol. Max.

first

led in triumph
1.

1

;

Settee, in

Punic war, U. C.
13 generals, and
Control'. 4 ; PUn.

L 7 i Appian. in Milk
Cecilius Metellus, Q., son of the preceding, was consul
with L. Veturius Philo, U. C. 547.
C/ecilius Metellus, Q., son of the preceding, and grandson
of L. Cscilius Metcllus, the high priest above-mentioned,
was surnamed Macedonia**, from the advantages which he
gained in Crete and Macedonia as proconsul.
He had four
sons, who all rose to the consular dignity ; namelv, Q. Ciccilius, surnamed Balcaricus, from his conquest of the Baleares
L. Csccilius, surnamed Diademetus, supposed to be
the same as the Cheilitis, surnamed Dalmaticus, mentioned
hereafter
Caius Csecilius, surnamed Caprarius, a consul
with Carbo, U. C. 641 ; M. Csecilius, the fourth brother,
a consul and colleague of M. Scaurus, IT. C. 630.
Cic. pro
Mutant, c. 14; Veil Pater. 1. 2; J'al. Max. 1. 2; PUn.

Moral.

1.

1 ,

od. 20.
Ctfcuhum,

Tu

bibes

et prtrlo

domitam Caleno

uvam.

I hid.

1.

2, od. 15.
Absumet hares Cttculia drgnior
Servata centum clatibus

Ibid.

1.

3, od. 28.

;

Prarne reco)tdUnm

Lyde strenua, Circubum.

Mart.

13, ep. 115.

1.

laauuntur Atmjclii,
media naia paluHU tint.

Ctfcitba Fiaidanis generixa
I itis

Ibid.

1.

Ibid.

1.

et in

2, epig. 40.
Cacuba saccentnr, qnaque annus eaiit Opiai
Condantnr parcafusca Falerua vitra.

;

12, epig. 17Ebria Setinofit sape,

et stipe

Falerno,

;

1.

7, c. 13.

Ceecilius Metellus, Q., a consul and colleague of T.
Quinctus Flaminius, U. C. 631.
Cecilius Metellus, Dalmaticus, a consul twice, U. C. 635

and 637-

Cecilius Metellus, M.,
lius Scaurus,

a consul

and colleague of M. JEmi-

U. C. 639.

Cecilius Metellus,

(}.,

surnamed Numidicus, a consul and

ad Fam.

1.

a consul,

and

1.

ad Fam.

1.

5, ep.

Cecilius Metellus Nepos, a consul, U. C. 697, with L.
Marcius Philippus, was the principal promoter of Cicero's
recal from exile.
Cic. Dom. c. 47.
Cecilius, L., a tribune in the civil wars between Ciesar and
Pompey, favoured the cause of the latter, and refused to
open the gates of the temple of Saturn, wherein the treasures were deposited, upon which they were broken open by
Ciesar.

CraciLius, the name of several other consuls in subsequent
periods of the Roman.
C«cilius, Q. (Biog.) the name assumed by Atticus, when
adopted into the family of the Csecilii by his maternal
uncle.

whom Horace

com-

mends ;
Hor.

1.

2, ep.

1

Vmcerc

.'>.

10, ep. 25, &c.
A. (Biog.) a Roman whom Cicero
defended, supposed to be the same as the fore-mentioned.
Cic pro Cwcin.
(Geog.) a town of Campania, in Italy, famed
for the excellence of its wine.

C*cina Volatehkanus,

C.ECUBUM

5,

c.

potal

aquam.

10; Columcl. de

Re

Rust.

1.

3

;

;

him.

Serv. in Firg. JEn. 1. 7, v. 680.
(Biog.) a surname given to Appius Claudius in consequence of his blindness.

CjEDICIUS,

Q. (Hist.) a Roman centurion appointed a general by such of his countrymen as had fled to Veii upon
the invasion of Rome by the Gauls.
Lit: 1. 5, c. 45.

Q., a consul in the vears U. C. 465 and 498.
(Hist.) vide Ccclius.
C/elius Antipater, vide Antipater.

CAEN

(Geog.) a large town of Lower Normandy, in France,
modern department of Calvados, situated at the inOdon into the larger stream of the
Orne, 62 miles W. by S. Rouen, 132 W. by N. Paris. Lon.
0° 21' W. lat. 49° l'l' N.
in the

flux of the small river

History of Caen.
Caen, called by Latin writers Cadomum,

though not

is

a

so ancient as

town of consome authors

have imagined. It was a place of some note in the time
of William the Conqueror, who chose it for his favourite
residence, and lies buried in the Abbaye aux Hommes.
Edward III, of England, met with considerable resistance here as he was on his way to the battle of Crecy
in 1346; but he succeeded at length in making himself
master of the place. It fell afterwards again into the hands
of the English in 1417, and continued in their possession
until 1448, when it was finally subjugated to the power
of France by Charles VII.
Admiral Coligni took it in
1562 for the Huguenots, and the Prussians occupied it
for a short time in 1815.
Caen has long been noted for
itS university, which was first founded by Henry IV, of
England, in 1431.
C^EMARO (Biog.) a Greek, who wrote an account of India.
Phil, de Flum.
(Mt/t/t.) one of the Argonauts.
CENIS (Mi/tli.) a woman of Thessaly, who being beloved
by the god Neptune was changed into a man, and rendered
She also changed her name, and was calkd
invulnerable.
(uncus.
Firg. Mn. 1. 6; Ovid. Met. 1. 12; Pans. 1. 5.
CTKI'ARIUS (Hist.) an accomplice in the conspiracy of Cata-

CENEUS

Cticilius graiitatr, Terentius arte.

Thirty of whose comedies are mentioned by ancient writers,
and in terms of commendation, although Cicero designates
him " Mains Latinitatis auctor." Cic. ad Attic. 1. 7, ep.
C.ECINA {Hist.) a son of Nero's nurse, who was made governor of Egypt.
Suet, in Ncr.
Cecina, //., one of Cicero's correspondents, who was exiled
for having written a book against Ciesar.
Cic. ail Fam.
1.

1.

CiECUS

siderable antiquity,

1.

C /ecilius, Stalius, a comic poet of Milan,

Dioscor.

8, ep. 8.

Q., a friend of Cicero, who
distinguished himself by his spirited exertions against CataCic.

;

Cacuba

PUn. 1. 13.
CjEculus {Myth.) a son of Vulcan, conceived, as was said,
by fire some nave deduced the origin of the Cfficilii from

Cecilius Metellus Celeii,
line.

5

nitieam

CELIUS

C. 656.

the conqueror of the Cretans, U. C. 675.
Cjecilius Metellus Scipio, surnamed Pitts, the father-in-law
of Pompey, and his colleague in the consulship, who was called
P. Scipio previous to his adoption by Q. Metellus Pius, the
son of Numidicus.
It is this Scipio who carried on war
Cic.

Strab.

nisi past

Cewcius,

the conqueror of Jugurtha, U. C. 645.

Cecilius Metellus Nepos, Q., a consul, U.
Cecilius Metellus, Q., surnamed Crelicus,

against Ciesar in Africa.

Nee

(7c. in Cat. 3.
Q, Servilitis (Hist.) a Roman consul in the Cumbrian war, U. C. 648, who, having plundered the temple at
Tolosa, now Toulouse, is said to have been punished by divine
Pater. 1. 2 ; Justin. 1. 32.
vengeance.
line.

C2EPIO,

CERE

(Geog.) or Cxres, anciently Agt/lla, now Cerveteri,
a city of Etruria, once the capital of the whole country.
This town having received the Romans who fled from the

<

CJES
Gauls with the fire of Vesta, they were made citizens of
Rome without the privilege of voting. Whence Cwritcs
tabula: was applied to those who had no suffrage, and Ccerites
cera became a term of reproach.
Horat.

1.

I

,

ep. 6.

Quid

deceal, quid uou obl'ui:

Ctcrite ceid

Digni.

CAERLEON

(Geog.)

situated on the

Lon. 3' 21' W.,
J

a

town of Monmouth, in England,
m. VV. London, 26 Bristol.

river Usk, 128
lat. 51° 36' N.

It occupies

Roman

ancient Iscu Silurum, the chief

and in the middle ages
of Wales, which in 52 1 is said

it

Silures,

St.

to

the

station

site

of the
the

among

was the metropolitan

see

have been transferred to

David's.

CAERNARVON,

Robert, first Earl of (Hist.) one of the
most distinguished and valiant loyalists, of the family mentioned under Heraldry, who, during the rebellion, was
killed at the first battle of Newbury in 1()42 ; after he had
charged and routed a body of the rebels' horse, and returning carelesslv back through some of their scattered troopers,
was bv one of them that knew him run through the body
with a sword, of which he died in an hour.
Caernarvon, Earl of (Her.) the title conferred on Robert,
lord Dormer above-mentioned, which became extinct at the
This title was revived
death of the second earl, in 1678.
in

the family of

arms, &C. of

[Vide Herbert]
Herbert.
as follow

which are

The

title,

:

Herbert, earl of Caernarvon, Baron Porchester of
Hi'fh Clere, co. Somersetshire.
Arms. Per pale azure and gales, three lions rampant argent,
Titles.

a crescent for difference.

On

wTeath a wyvern with wings elevated vert,
mouth a sinister hand eouped at the wrist
gules, charged on the breast with a crescent for difference.
On the dexter side a panther gardant argent,
Supporters.
spotted sales and azure, and fire issuing out of his mouth
and ears proper ; on the sinister side a lion argent, each
ducallv gorged per pale azure and gules, and charged on
the shoulder with one spot of ermine.
Crest.

a

holding in his

" Ung je serviraj."
Motto.
CESALPINUS, Andrew (Biog.)

a botanist and physician of
Arezzo, was born in 1519, and died in 1603. He published
Libri XVI de Plantis X,' 4to. Florent. 158.3, to which was
published an Appendix, 4to. Rom. 1603 ; besides some
medical works, which were esteemed in his day.
(Hist.) the surname given to the Julian family,
most probably from the circumstance of the first of this
name having been taken out of his mother's womb by the
but various conjectures have been
Csesarean operation
'

CESAR

;

After it became
formed respecting the origin of the name.
dignified in the person of Julius Cesar and his successors, it
was employed as a title for the heir apparent of the empire,
The twelve first Roman emin the age of the emperors.
perors were distinguished by the surname ofCa?sar; namely,
Julius Cssar, to whom it properly belonged, and his
immediate successors, Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero, Galba, Otho, Vitellius, Vespasian, Titus, and
Domitian ; but the Julian family became extinct at the
death of Nero, after which the surname became a title of
dignity.

Cesar, Lucius, father
putting on his shoes.
I

to the dictator, died

suddenly when

C. Julius, the first emperor of Rome, was the son of
and Aurelin, the daughter of Cotta, and was said
He availed
descended from lulus the son of iEneas.
himself of the troubles of the times to assume the imperial
crushed
and
power, after having defeated his rival Pompey,
his party ; but he had not enjoyed it long before he fell by
the murderous hands of the democratic faction, of which

.esar,

L. Caesar
to be

Brutus was the head. He died pierced with 23 wounds, on
the 15th of March, A. C. 44,, in the 56th year of his age,
lamentad for his talents and his virtues. [Vide Plate I] His
Commentaries give him a claim to a high rank in the republic of letters ; the best editions of which are that by Dr.
Clarke, fol. Lond. 1712; that of Cambridge, with a Greek
translation, 4to. 172"; that of Oudendorp, 2 vols. 4to. Lugd.
Bat. 1737; that of Elzevir, 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 16'35, and that

Usum

Delphini, 4to. Paris. 16'78.
Lucius, brother of Caius Caesar, the poet and
orator commended by Cicero, was consul and praetor.
They
both followed the party of Sylla, and were put to death by
order of Marius.
Cesar, Octavianus, vide Augustus.
Cesar, Lucius, an uncle of M. Anthony, who, following the
interest of Pompey, was proscribed by Augustus, for which
Anthony proscribed Cicero, the friend of Augustus.
Cesar, the name given to Caius and Lucius, the sons of
Agrippa.
Cesar, duke of Vendome, and natural son of Henry IV, of
France, distinguished himself as a statesman and a warrior,
and died in 1665, at the age of 71Cesar, vide Borgia.
Cesar, Sir Julius, a descendant from Adelmar, count of
Genoa, was born at Tottenham, in Middlesex, in 1557,
educated at Oxford, and after passing through many honourable employments, particularly that of chancellor of the
exchequer to king James I, lie died in 1636.
Cesar, Sir Thomas, brother of the preceding, was one of the
barons of the exchequer.
Cesar, Henry, another brother of sir Julius, who died dean
of Ely in 1636, aged 72 ; is entitled to notice as the founder
of two scholarships, and two fellowships, in Jesus College,
Cambridge, besides other noble benefactions.
Cesar (Numis.) vide Julia, gens.
Cesar, C. Julius (Biog.) the son of Lucius Caesar, is distinguished by Cicero for his wit.
Cic. Offic. 1. 1.
Cesar, Augusta (Geog.) a town of Hispania Tarraconensis,
now Saragossa, [vide Saragossa~\ so called from its founder,
Augustus Caesar, by whom it was built on the bank of the
river Iberus, on the site of the ancient city Subduba.
It
was the birth-place of the poet Prudentius. Strab. 1. 3 ;
Met. 1. 2 ; I'lin. 1. 3 ; Ptol. 1. 2.
(Bibl.)
Kaurapeut, formerly called Slralonis
Turris, was built by Herod the Great, and so called in
honour of Augustus. It was situated on the eastern coast
of the Mediterranean, and is frequently mentioned in the
New Testament. Here king Agrippa was smitten for
neglecting to give God the glory when the people loaded
him with flattery. Here Cornelius, the centurion, was baptized, as also Philip, the deacon, with four daughters ; and
here Agabus, the prophet, foretold to Paul that he would be
bound at Jerusalem. Acts viii. x. &c.
Cesarea, I'/ii/ippi (Geog.) a town of Palestine, at the foot of
mount Paneus, near the springs of Jordan ; a day's journey
from Sidon, and a day and a half from Damascus, supposed
It was enlarged and embellished
to be the present Bolbec.
bv Philip, the tetrarch, who named it Caesaria, in honour of
The woman who was healed by our
the emperor Tiberius.
Saviour, of an issue, is said to have been of Caesarca
in

Cesar,

C.

CESAREA

Philippi.
the capital of Mauritania Csesariensis, which was a
place of some note in the time of the Roman emperors, was
originally called Jul, but afterwards Cwsarea, by Julia, in
honour of Augustus. Strab. 1. 17; PUn. 1. 5; Dio. 60.

Cesarea,

Cesarea,

the

name of

of the

cities

of this

name

tinguished either by their types, their inscription,
3?ra.

honour

several other places, so called in

of the Roman emperors.
Cesarea (Numis.) many

are dis01

their

CAF

CiES
Cjesarea, a town of Cnppadoeia, is known by
the figure of the mountain Argseus, as in
inscription, EY2Ethe annexed figure
;

BEIA2

APEIA2

KAI2APEIA2;

for

known by

the inscription, KAICAPEilN IIPoi TD AI'l'AIil, on some medals.
This town struck medals of Tiberius, Claudius, Nero, Otho, Vespasian, Titus, Uomitian, Trajan, Antoninus Pius, M. Aurelius, L. Verus, Commodus, Pesecnnius, Sept. Severus, Julia Domna, Caraealla, Plautilla, Geta,
Macrinus, Heliogabalus, Julia Paula, Julia Miesa, Alexander
Severus, Julia Mamsea, Gordianus Pius, Tranquillina, and
Treboidanua Gallus. Antoninus first conferred upon it the
dignity of a metropolis, as KACAPEIAC MHTPOIf. ET. B.
Ceesarca Metropolis, anno 2.
The year of Antoninus' reign
is here marked, as on the medals of other emperors.
It
enjoyed the dignity of the Neocoria twice, as MUTt'o.
KAICA. Bie HewKupoi ETouc A; to this was sometimes added
ENTIX, i. e. (rret\h], probe nuenibus nutnita ; sometimes
Kpivoc <I>IA AAEA<M()C, i. e. commune ecrtamen J'ralemi
amoris.
t'.EsARKA, Plulippi, is called on medals Ca?sarea Augusta, as
is

it

also

KA1CE PEIA CEBACTA NEiiKOl';
tion,

Ca'saria nil Pentium, to which

or, to
is

denote

its situa-

added, sacra

el in-

riolabilis, as KAIC. CEB. IEP. KAI. ACY. YIE IlANEUi,
on a medal of Aurelius; others arc inscribed with its geographical name, COL. CAESAREA PHILIPPI.
This
town struck medals of Augustus, Caligula, Antoninus Pius,

M. Aurelius, Lucilla, Commodus, Sept. Severus, Julia
Domna, Caraealla, and Geta.
C.KSAREA, in Palestine, is well known by the inscription COL.
PR. F. AUG. F. CAES. METR. P. S. P.; i.e. Colonia
prima Flavia Augusta Felix Caesatea Metropolis Provinciee
It was called Colonia F/itria from the
Syria! Palest inn:
emperor Vespasian, by whom it was iaised, prima, on account of its prerogatives above the rest, to which was semetimes added LIB. for libera, because it enjoyed its own
laws.
It was raised to the dignity of a metropolis by Alexander Severus. It struck medals of Augustus Lucius Ceesar,
Claudius, Britannicus, Nero, Domitian, Trajan, Adrian,
Antoninus Pius, Aurelius, Faustina, jun., L. Verus, Commodus, Pescennius, Caraealla, Macrinus, Diadumenianus,
Heliogabalus, Alexander Severus, Phillippus, sen., Heiennia Etruscilla, Hcrcnnius Etruscus, Hostilianus, on which
a very frequent type is a figure of Astarta.
This town
dated its epocha from L". C. 751Cbsabea Germanica, a town of Commagene, is known by
the inscription
KAICAPEIAC
to this
the effigy of -Esrnlapies

•

EEl'M ANIKIIC,

hearing

sometimes added COM.
{or Commagene.
This town struck medals of M. Aurelius,
L. Verus, Commodus, i'iscennius Niger, Septimius Severus,
Macrinus, Heliogabalus, Julia Mamsea, Phillippus, sen. &c
on which a frequent type is the figure of a female sitting
on a rock, to which are added the years of the reign when
they were struck.
JESAKEA, a town of Cilicia, was distinguished on medals by
[he addition ad Anazarbum, to denote its situatin
ar B
mountain of that name, as KAICAP. XH.
A
frequent type on the medals of this town, was the figure of
a woman sitting and dropping a pebble into an urn.
The
from V. C. 784.
;> K lia marked on its medals was dated
ssabea Libani, or ad Libanum, is known only by the in;

is

WWW.

(

<

scriptions

COBABEA,
scription
Hist.
I nljiji

:('

AIBANOY.

town of Mauritania,

COL.

JUL.

is

;

CAESAREA JUBAE

REGto.

;

;

<\'

ESARIN1,

C/F.SARODUNUM

(Geog.) a town of the Turones, in
Gallia Lugdunensis, now Tours, in Touraine.
(Geog.) a town of the BeUovaci, in Gaul.
otherwise called Bratuspanlium, now lleuurais.
C.SSAH0MAGU8, a town of Britain, now ('helms- ford.
C.l.Sl'.NXIUS (Hist.) a general sent by Nero to Armenia,

C/ESAROMAGUS

Tacit. Annal.

&c.

C/ESETIUS

(Hist.)

6,

1.

a

c 15.
Roman who

protected his children

against Cssar.
Vol. Max. 1. 5.
CjESIO (Hist.) the name of an illustrious family at Rome
which came from Spoleto.
C/Esio, Prince Frederic, was the institutor of the Academ)

of the Lyncei at Rome and Naples, &c.
JEmilius de (Fee.) son of Angelo de Ctesio, was bon
in 1487, created cardinal by Leo X in 1517, and died ii
1537, after having governed the sees of Narni, Todi, &c
C2ESIUS (Biog.) a poet mentioned by Catullus. Calul.
Cssrus, Bassus, a poet. [Vide BassusJ
C.i'. SO, Quintius (Hist.) the son of L. Quintius Cincinnatui
opposed the tribunes in their passing the Lex Tercntilla
but, being charged with homicide, he escaped death by goin
Lie. 1. 3, c. 11.
into voluntary exile.
Ceso, Duillhts, a consul and colleague of L. Papyrus Crassua
U. C. 420.
C«so, Fabius Vibulanus, a consul, U. C. 270, 27'>, and 275.
C.ESOXIA, Milonia (Hist.) the wife of Caligula, who wti
murdered with her daughter Julia. Suet, in Calig. c. 5<).
C.1'.S( )XH'S. Maximus (Hist.) the friend of Seneca, wl
was banished by Nero.
Tacit. Annal. 1. 15.
(Geog.) or Kaffa, a town of European Russia,
the Crimea, 00 miles E. Akmetchet, 100 S. E. Peneko
The Genoese having made themselves masters of this tow
in 1262, enlarged it, and made it very flourishing; but
was taken by Mahomet II in 1475, who retained it uni
1770, when it was taken by the Russians, and has since bee

Cffiisio,

i

CAFFA

i

incorporated with the Russian empire.
Strait of (Geog.) the ancient Cimmerian llosphori.l
a narrow channel that joins the Sea of Asoph to the Bla

Caffa,
Sea.

Caffa, Melchior (Biog.) a sculptor of Malta, who died
1687, aged 56, was employed in adorning the chu
Rome, and other cities in Italy.
CAFFAKO, Don Anthony (Hist.) a nobleman of Messir
who, with the assistance of the French, procured the libel'
1

1

tion of his native city,
in

from the dominion of the Spanian

1675.

CAFFARELLI,

Prosper (Fee.) bishop of Ascolo, of a nol
and illustrious family at Rome, was employed as aposto*
nuncio in the treaty of peace between Matthew Corvin,
king of Hungary, and the emperor Frederick HI, and d i

in 1500.
BorgllCSC Scipio, archbishop of Bologna, v
created a cardinal by Paul V in 1705, and died in Mi.
He was the author of some Latin p-'ems, &C.
Caffabelli, Faustus, archbishop of San Sevcrino, died

CafFAKELLI,
distinguished bv the in-

Tins.; 1'iii/t. Col. el Sum. (.';.; Trill. Comment.
Spank. Dissert, vol. i.
Putin. Impp. Morel/. T/ir.s.

(to//..

(

KAICA PI

a

employed by that pope, as also by Eugene IV,
on the most important missions, was killed in the battle of
which
was fought with the Turks in 1444 by LaValines,
S/)ondan. Annul.
dislaus, king of Poland.
C&SABINI, Alexander, was created a cardinal by Leo X in
1517 j and, after being employed by Adrian VI, Clement VII,
and Paul III, he died in 1542.
CIS ARION (Hist.) the son of J. Caesar by queen Cleopatra,
was, at the age of 13, proclaimed by Anthony and his mother king of Cyprus, /Egypt, and Crelosyria, but was put
to death by Augustus.
Suet, in Aug. 17after being

.

Julian (Ere.) a cardinal of a noble family at
Rome, was elevated to that dignity by Martin V in 1426; and,

1651, after having governed bis see with

much wisdom

:

;

•

1

1

/. ,!.

CAFFIERI,

Philip (Biog.) a sculptor of Rome, was bornp
1634, invited to France bv cardinal Mazarin, and made.'

:

CAt

CAI

Marine at Dunkirk. His son James,
and grandson John James, were equally eminent in their

hareh, the metropolis of modern Egypt, which consists of three
towns about a mile apart ; namely, Old Cairo, New Cairn,
and the port Bulac. It stands on the banks of the X'ile,
100 miles S. of its mouth. Lon. 31° 18' E. lat. 30 X.

Colbert inspector of the
profession.

CAGLIARI, Paul

(Biog.) an artist of Verona, otherwise
called Paul Veronese, was bom in 1530, and died of the
He was entitled by the Italians " The
pla<me in 1588.
Happv Painter" for his admirable execution, and the macompositions.
jesty of his
Cagliari, Gabriel and Charles, painters and sons of the preceding, supported the name and credit of their father by
Charles died in 1596, aged 26"; and
their skill in the art.
Gabriel fell a victim to the plague in 1631, aged 63.
Cagliari (Geog.) the capital of Sardinia, which was known
It is situated on
to the ancients by the name of Caralis.
Lon. 9° E. lat. 39° 10' N.
the S. E. of the island.
CAGLIOSTRO, Count Alexander (Biog.) a noted impostor,
whose real name was Joseph Balsamo, was born of mean
parents at Palermo in 17-13, and died in the castle of St.
Angclo in 179^. after having, by his arts, imposed on the
credulity not only of the vulgar, but of the great, the
learned, and the opulent.
CAGXATI (Biog.) or Cagnatus, Marsilius, a physician of
Verona in the l6th century, was the author of ' Dissertations,' 4to. 1 603 ; besides other pieces.
CAHUSAC, Lewis de (Biog.) a dramatic writer of Montauban, who died in 1759, left, among other things, the
trasedv of Pharamond, which met with great success.
CAIA (Hist.) vide Cuius.
CAIAPHAS (Bibl.) Kaiaoac, high-priest of the Jews, succeeded Simon, son of Camith ; and, after possessing this
dignity nine years, namely, from A. M. 4029 to 4038, he
It is
was succeeded by Jonathan, son of Ananas, or Annas.
this Caiaphas who, with the priests and doctors of the law,
on
our
Saviour.
sat in judgment
CAICOBAD (Hist.) son of Zeb, was the first king of the
He is said to
second dynasty of Persia, named Caianians.
have reigned 110 years, and to have been cotemporary with
the prophet Samuel.
CAICL'S (Geog.) a river of Mysias, falling into the -Egean
It is now called Girmasti; but by
Sea, opposite Lesbos.
Vinril it is denominated Mi/sus, and bv Ovid Teuthranteus.
Slrab. 1. 13 ; Mel. 1. 1 ; Plot. 1. 5 ; tlrg. Geo S 1. 4 ; Ovid.
Met. 1. 2.
CAIET (Biog.) or Cayet, Peter J'ictor Palma, a Protestant
divine, attached to Catharine, of Bourbon, sister to Henry IV,
died in 1610, after having abjured the Protestant religion.
He wrote some things against the Protestants ; besides,
1.
2. ' Chronologie
Chronologie Septennaire,' Svo. 1606.
Novennaire,' Svo. l60S.
CAIETA (Geog.) a town, promontory, and harbour of Campania, which received its name from Caieta, the nurse of
Virg. JEn. 1. 7 ; Ovid. Met.
/Eneas, who was buried there.
1. 14, v. 443.
CAIETA X (Ece.) a family said to be originally from Spain,
which furnished the church with one pope, namely, Boniface VIII, and several cardinals.
CAILLE, Nicholas Lewis de la (Biog.) a French mathematician and astronomer, was born in 1713, and died in 1763.
He wrote, among other things, ' Astronomix- Fundamenta
Novissimis Solis et Stellarum Observationibus Stabilita.'
CAIN (Bibl.) fp, the eldest son of Adam and Eve, and the
murderer of his brother Abel, A. M. 13.
Gen. iv. ccc.
CAIXAX (Bibl.) f:»p, son of Enos, was born A. M. 325,
when Enos was 90 years of age, and died at the age of 9 1 0.
Caixax, son of Arphaxad, and father of Salah, according to
.

'

Luke

iii.

36.

CAIRO, Francisco

(Biog.) a painter of Milan in the 1 6th century, studied at Rome, and at Venice, and acquired considerable reputation by his pictures on religious subjects.
Cairo (Geog.) or Grand Cairo, called in the Turkish .11 Ca-

History of Cairo.

Cairo was built near the ancient capital called Mesr, or
Fostath, in the year of the Hegira 358, A. D. 968, by
Giavahr, a general of Moez Lednillah, the first caliph of
the Fatemite race.
It was enlarged and surrounded with
walls by the sultan Saladin.
The caliph Harem Beamrillah set fire to it in the year of the Hegira 410, A. D.
1020, by which a quarter of it was consumed ; but its
population is said to have been so great in 1343 that
20,000 people perished daily by the plague. It was taken
in 1517 by Selim from the Mamelukes, since which time
it
has been under the dominion of the Turks, except
during the period that it was occupied by the French in
the late war.

CAITHXESS

and

ORKXEV,

Harold, Earl of (Hist.)

a

potent nobleman, who rebelled several times against William the Lion, in consequence of which his son Torphin,
who had been given in hostage, had his eyes put out, was
emasculated and suffered to perish in prison.
His father
died in 1206.

Caithness, Alan Stewart, Earl

if,

was

killed fighting against

the rebels in 1431.

Caithness, William Sinclair, Earl of, son of the first earl of
Caithness, was killed with his royal master James III at the
battle of Flodden in 1513.
Caithness, John Sinclair, Earl of, son of the preceding, was
killed in an encounter with the Orcadians in 1527, when
he invaded Orkney in order to assert his right to that
island.

Caithness, Earl of (Her.) a very old Scotch title, which
occurs as early as 875 in Torfieus' History of the Orcacles,
where Dungaldus, earl of Caithness, is spoken of. It became extinct at the death of John, the last earl of the first
race
but was revived in the person of David Stewart, son
of Robert II, and reverted to the crown again in 1437, on
the attainder of Walter, earl of Athol, for the murder of
king James I.
This title afterwards came into the family
;

of the Crichtons for a short time
but, reverting a third
time to the crown, it was conferred in 1455 on William Sinhigh chancellor of Scotland, from whom the present
branch of that family that now enjoys it is remotely descended.
The titles, anus, &c. of this family are as follow
Titles.
Sinclair, earl of Caithness, lord Berriedale, and
;

clair, lord

baronet.
Quarterly,

Arms.

1st, azure, a ship at anchor, her oars
erected in saltire, within a double tressure counterflowered or, for the title of Orkney ; 2d and 3d or, a lion
rampant gules; 4th, azure, a ship or, for the title of

Caithness; over all a cross engrailed dividing the four
quarters sable, for Sinclair.
Crest.
A cock proper.
Supporters.
Two griffins proper, beaked and membered or
" Commit thy work to God."
Motto.

CAIUS

(Hist.) a pnenomen very common among the Romans
of the males, as Caia was for the females, the former of
which was denoted by the abbreviation C, and the latter
by that inverted thus 3, whence it formed a part of the marriage ceremony for the bride, on entering her house, to say
to her husband " Ubi tu Cains, ego Caia,' as much as to

signify, where you are master I am mistress, which is supposed to have had its origin with Tanaquil, the wife of
Tarquin, whose name was Caia Caecilia. Plin. I. 8 ; Quintil.
1.

1.

Curs,

the son of Agrippa and Julia, and grandson of Auwas nominated consul elect U. C. 748, sent with

gustus,
3

D

;

CAL

CAL

proconsular power against the Arabians, Armenians, and
Parthians
and, after conducting the war witli much credit
to himself, lie died U. C. 756 of a wound which he treacherously received from the hands of a rebel, whom he was besieging in one of the neighbouring chic.
Caius (Xnmis.) the above-mentioned prince of this name

guished themselves, during the revolutionary war, bv
thei
spirited resistance to their invaders ; and their country
wa
the theatre of an action between the French and Englisl
in which the former were defeated.
CALAGURRIS (Geog.) a town of the Vascones, in Hispani
Tarraconensis, on the Iberus, now Calahorra, which
undei
went a memorable siege, and submitted to the most dread
ful famine rather than yield to Poiupey.
This was th
birth-place of Quintilian. Lie. 1. 39, c. 21 ; I'al Mar 1 7

;

being adopted by his grandfather Augustus,
A. C. l6j was styled Caesar on medals bearing his effigv, as in the annexed figure, C.
AUGUSTI F. Being chosen and

U. C. 737,

CESAR

Plin.

CESAR AUGUSTI

on medals; as C.

F.

as his brother

titles,

CESARES AUGUSTI

'

'

;

CALABRIA

thai.

3, od. 16.
Qiuniijuam

1.

I,

I.

od. 31.
\on agtuou grata Calabria

;

lish under sir Cloudcsley Shovel in 1 604 and 16,96, bi
without any effect.
It was entirely free from the horroi
of the revolution, to which other towns were witnesses
and, when Louis XVIII landed there after his long exil
in 1814, the inhabitants erected a monument on the spt'

to commemorate the event.
(Biog.) a carver of antiquity, whose statue <
Apollo, and some vases, are mentioned in high terms of com'
mendation, although Cicero considers him inferior to Praxi'

CALAMIS
tiles.

Proper!.

1.

3, el. 8.
Gloria Lysfapo est aiiimosa effingere signa,
Eiactis Calamit semihijactat quit.

Grid. Pont.

1.

i

1.

we

Calamy, Edmund, grandson
learn from

3.

"" mil

I

Edmund (Biog.), a nonconformist, who was bot
educated at Cambridge, ejected in 1662, and die

comforinist,

principally

Amand.

70; PAl.

(Mi/tli.)

in 1666.

Calabria, as

in

c.

;

COXit litutto rnurice rellu

was born

poet Ennius

4, ep. 1.

'indict ul Valamis tandem alios fecit equorum.

I

CALAMY,

Ovid.
.III.

is supposed to have been the A
Partus of the ancients, which others however cor
jecture to be Boulogne.
In the 12th centurv this tow
was no more than a village belonging to the counts (
Boulogne ; but it was afterwards so well fortified that Ec
ward III reduced it only by famine in 1316. It coi>
tinned in possession of the English till 1558, when it wt'
taken by surprise by the duke of Guise
and, althoug
by the treaty of Chateau Cambresis, it was to have bee^
restored to queen Elizabeth, yet the surrender of it wd
refused on the plea of some prior aggression on the paj
of the English.
In 15,06 it was taken by the Spaniarc
by assault under the archduke Albert, but restored at th'
peace of Vervins in 1598. It was bombarded by the Ens

ciiis

in 1600,

Hoc Calabr

Oiid.

History of Calais.
Calais, in the Latin Caletum,

1. 34,
c. 7; Quintil. 1. 12.
a son of the river Meander, who w.
changed into a reed by Jupiter in consequence of his gri<
for the loss of Carpo, his mistress, who was drowned.
I'au
Sere, in I'irg. Eelog. 5.
1.

met la f'fnint a ft?*,.

i.t

Per*. Sat. 2.

The

m

CALAMUS
Cula'

nt'c

•';

i

and ZETHES (Myth.) vide Zethes.
Calais (Geog.) a sea-port town of Picardy, in France, situate
in the modern department of the Pas de Calais, oppoS
Dover; the narrow channel between is called the Shall,
Calais.
It is 20 miles N. E. Boulogne, 25 S. W. Dtmkirl
55 N. Abbeville, 170 N. Paris, and
S. E. Dove
Lon. 1° 51' E. lat. 50° 57' N.

Cie. de Clar.

caltlc.

llnrul.

nc;

CALAIS

Lucius also enjoyed the
they are frequently coupled on the same medal
the inscription C. L.
F. COS.
DESKi. PRINC. JUVENT. Sometimes their two heads
are coupled with that of their father.
[Vide Agrippal
Cam's, vide Caligula.
( Mrs, or
Km/es, Jo/in, a physician of Norwich, was born
in I.") 10.
educated at Cambridge; and, after being discharged from his post as physician to Elizabeth on suspicion
of his favouring the Catholics, he died in 1573.
By the
munificent donation of some estates to Gonvill-hall, the
house in which he was educated, he erected it into a college
called after him Cains College.
Besides translating most
of Galen's works, and some pieces from Hippocrates, he
wrote, 1. ' De Ephemera Britannica,' Lond. 1556, reprinted as lately as 1721.
2. ' Of some Rare Plants and
De Canibus Britannicis,' Lond. 1570,
Animals,' 1570.
3.
and inserted entire in Pennant's ' British Zoology.' 4. ' De
Pronuntiatione Grtecse et Latinse Lingua',' Lond. 1574. He
aba wrote a History of the University of Cambridge, which
he makes to be 1267 years older than that of Oxford.
This
was intended to be an answer to the claim of antiquity which
had been set up by a writer of the same name in the following article.
Caius, or Kaye, Thomas, master of University College, Oxford, who died in 1572, was the author of a work entitled
Asserlio Antiquitatis Oxoniensis Academise,' 1568, 1574,
which gave rise to the ridiculous claim of antiquity set up
for Cambridge by the preceding writer; they were reprinted
together by Hearne, in 2 vols. 8vo. 1730.
CALABER, Q. (Biog.) called also Sun/ mens, a poet of the
third century, wrote a Continuation of Homer's Iliad in
Greek poetry the best editions of which are that of Rhodoman, IS-mo. Hanov. 1604, with the notes of Dausqueius ;
and that of Pauw. 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1734.
(Geog.) a district of Magna Gracia, in Italy,
which was celebrated by Horace for its abundance of bees

and

3.

(Geog.) the ancient Calagurris, seated
the south bank of the Ebro, 62 miles N.'\V. Sara<>owi
N. N. E. Madrid. Lon. 2° 6' W. lat. 42' N.

PONT. COS. DES. PRIN. JUVENT.
And,
same

1.

CALAHORRA

princeps juventutis, and nominated jiontifex
consul designatus in 748, he is so stvled

was born

known

of the preceding, and also a noi
and died in 1732. lie
Lives of the Noi

in 1671,

as the author of the

•

1

'

''

•'"

in

-

monlE&ui ortus,

conformists; liesides which he wrote some tracts in favot
of nonconformity, and edited
Baxter's I listory.'
(Biog.) an Indian philosopher, who attend)
Alexander in his expedition, ascended the funeral pile whii
'

Cmtiguiuponi, Bdpiomagnt,

Strah.
<

'tub.

1.

6

;

Plin.

Hal. Antiq.

CALABRIA

1.

1.

3;

Viol.

1.

3

;

iit,i.

l.eaml.

CALANUS
Descrint.

Hal;

3.

present a large province in the south of the
which forms a peninsula separated from
Sicily by the strait of Messina.
The Calabrians distin-

kingdo

i.

at

f Naples,

he had requested to be raised, and committed himself to tl
custom of his sect, in the 83d ye

flames, according to the

of his age.

CALAS,

John (Biog.)

a

merchant of Toulouse, was hioke

i

CAL

CAL
the wheel in 1"62 on a charge of having murdered his own
son, although he has been supposed innocent of the crime,
for which he suffered, from the hatred borne towards him

on account of his religious profession as a Protestant.
(Biog.) a Franciscan and professor of the
Hebrew at Rome, published a Concordance of the HebrewBible,
in 4 vols. fol. Rom. 1621, Lond. 1 74-7.
the
in
Words
CALAVIUS (Hist.) a magistrate of Capua, who rescued some
Roman senators from death, &c. Liv. 1. 23, &c.
CALAL REA (Geog.) an island near Troezene, in the bay of
Argos, famous as the place of refuge chosen by Demosthenes,
who poisoned himself here to escape the persecutions of
Strab. 1. 8 ; Mel. 1. 2 ; Ovid. Mel. 1. 7 ; Plin.
Antipater.
Paus. 1. 91. 4
CALCAGNINI, Celio (Biog.) a poet and orator of Ferrara,
His works were
was born in 1479, an d died in 1541.
published in 1 vol. fol. Basil. 1541 or 1544.
CALCAR (Bios-) or Kalkar, an historical painter of Calcar,
He
a citv of Cleves, was born in 1499, and died in 1546.

CALASIO, Marius

;

was the disciple of Titian, and so successful an imitator
of his master that even connoisseurs were deceived.
CALCHAS (Myth.) a celebrated soothsayer, who accompanied the Greeks to Troy ; and, having received the power
of divination from Apollo, predicted the duration of the
He is said to have
siege of Troy, and other circumstances.
died of grief at being excelled by Mopsus in the art of divi&c. ; jEschyl. in Agamcm. ; Euripid.
3 ; Paus. 1. 1.
(Myth.) a daughter of Lcucippus, who had a
Pans. 1. 2.
son by Neptune.
CALDARA (Biog.) vide Caraiaggio.
CALDERINUS, ^Domitius (Biog) a scholar of the 15th
century, wrote Commentaries on Martial, Virgil, Ovid, PerHorn.

nation.
in

Iphigen.

;

II.

1.

1,

Apollod.

1.

CALCHIMA

sius,

CALDERWOOD,

David (Biog.) a Scotch Presbyterian, of
a good family, and a violent partisan, was born in 1575,
and died at an advanced age, leaving, 1. ' Altare Damasce2. ' The True History of Scotland,' fol. 1 680,
num,' &c.
being an extract from his collection of MSS. consisting of
six folio volumes ; besides many other works relating to
the church of Scotland.
CALDILS (Hist.) a name given to Tiberius from bis attachment

to

warm

titles

and

estates

Suet, in Tib.

drinks.

c.

42.

Richard (Biog.) or Clialdwell,

forfeited.

CALEDONIA

Mart.

10, ep. 44.

1.

Xtida

Hal.

Sil.

1.

3

CaUimua

rie peetora

Val. Flacc.

;

1.

1

;

pnetaii who.

Ptol.

1.

2.

CALENTIUS

(Biog.) or Calcnzio, Elisius, a modern Latin
poet of the 15th century, wlio.se works, under the title ol
' Opuscula
Elisii Calcntii, Poetse Clarissimi,' have passed
through three editions, namely, two at Rome, in fol. 1503,

and

a third at Basil, in 1554.

CALENLS

(Hist.) a lieutenant in Ca-sar's army, who conceded several that had been proscribed by the triumvirs.
Phil, in Cms.
(}. Fusius, a tribune of the people, who, by a law,
procured the acquittal of Clodius, who had insulted the religion of his country by violating the rites of the Bona Dca.

Calends,

Cic.

ad

Attic.

1.

1,

ep.

14.

(Biog.) or Calcpinus, Ambrose, an Augustine monk
of Calepio, near Bergamo, in Italy, who died in 1510, was
Lexicon of the Latin language, which
the author of a
went through 15 editions, the best of which are that of
Chiflet, 2 vols. fol. Ludg. 1681, and that of Facciolati,

a physician of

'

Patav. 1758.
(Myth.) a charioteer of Axylus, killed by DioHorn. II. 1. 16.
medes, in the Trojan war.
CALET.E (Gcog.) a people of Belgic Gaul, who inhabited
Cms.
Pays
de Caux, in Normandy.
called
the country now
tic

Bell. Gall.

Oxford, and

CALETOR

CALETTI,

in 1513, educated at

Horatio Moro, a Florentine physician.
CALE (Geog.) a town of Lusitania, now Puerto.
Cale, tales, or Calenum, a town of Campania, now Ca/vi,
formerlv noted for its generous wine.
Horai.'l 4, od. 12.
Pressum Calibus ducere Liberum.

'

CALESIUS

died in 1585, leaving, among other works on medical subjects, a translation of ' the Tables of Surgery, briefly comprehending the Whole Art and Practice thereof,' 1585, by

was born

Staffordshire,

were

a title formerly enjoyed by the
Livingstone family, which was forfeited by James Livingstone, fourth earl of Calendar above-mentioned.
CALEDON, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed at present bv a branch of the Alexander family, which was first
conferred in 1800 on James Alexander.
(Geog.) the northern part of Britain, now
called Scotland, which, for its rudeness, was called by the
ancients Britannia Barbara, and supposed to abound in
bears and other wild beasts.

Cadendah, Earl of (Her.)

CALEPIN

and Catullus.

CALDWELL,

of Alexander, first carl of Linlithgow, after distinguishing
himself in the wars in Bohemia, Germany, Sweden, and
Holland, took an active part in the royal cause during the
rebellion, and was one of those who, for his steady loyalty,
was excepted from Cromwell's act of grace and pardon.
Calendar, James, Earl of, also fifth earl of Linlithgow,
was engaged in the insurrection in 1715, for which bis

1.

2.

Horn.
Trojan prince, slain bv Ajax.
15; Pan's. \. 10.
Joseph (Biog.) called // Cremoncse, an artist of
Ferrara, in the 17th century, studied and imitated the tones
of Titian, above all others.
II.

(Mi/lli.) a

I.

CALETUM

(Geog.) the capital of the Caletie, now Calais.
(Biog.) or Calfl, James, a divine of the l6th
century, was the author of, 1. ' Querela Oxoniensis Aca2. ' Historic
4to. Lond. 1552.
Cantabrigiam,'
deniiae ad
de Exhumatione Catherine nuper Uxoris Pet. Martyr,' 8vo.
Treatise of the
1562.
8. An Answer to John MartiaU's
4. ' Progne,' a Latin tragedy.
Cross,' &c. 4to. Lond. 1565.

CALFHILL

'

Jin: Sat.

1.

Occurrit matroua potens, qua- molli Calenum
Porrectura viro misctt sitiente ruhctam.

/En.

I'irg.

1.

7,

v.

5.

Ptol.

1.

CALEB

Liv.

1.

7

;

Strab.

1.

5

;

Tac. Annal.

1.

6

;

3.

(Bib!.)

xiii.

Caleb, or Chelubi, son of Hesron, married first Azuba, and
afterwards Ephrath.
1 Chron. ii. 9, &c.
James Livingstone, Earl of (Hist.) third son

CALENDAR,

Varia.'

(Hist.) an orator and pretorian,
C<r.s. de Bell. Civ. 1. 1, c. 2.

Calidius, L. Julius, a
learning, and poetical

;

3^3, son of Jephunneh of Judah, was sent
with Joshua and others of Israel to view the land of Canaan.

A urn.

Poemata

the civil wars.

Vertunt fclicia Bacchn
et quos de collibns aitls
Aurunci mUcre palres ; Sidicinaquejuita
Mquora ; quique Cates linquunt.

Mtusica qui rastris

Cic. cont. Bull. ;

'

CALIDIUS, M.

725.

man

who

died in

remarkable for his riches, his

abilities,

who was

proscribed by

Vo-

lumnius, but delivered by Atticus.
Sqffrey de (Biog.) a Protestant minister of St.
Jean, near Voiron, in Dauphiny, who died in 1606; left,
'
1
Le Mepris des Dames,' a satire, whidi has been pre2.
L'Histoire des Chose:,
served by Verdier Vauprivas.
plus Remarkables Advenues en France,' &c. 8vo. 1590,
which is attributed to him.
CALIGULA, Caius Julius Ceesar Germanicus (Hist.) a
Roman emperor, who obtained this surname from his wear-

CALIGNON,
.

3

D2

;

CAL

CAL

ing in the camp the caliga, a military covering for the leg;
was the son of Germanicus, by Agrippina, and grandson
to Tiberius.
He was murdered in the 29th year of his
age, and the fourth of his reign, A. D. 41 ; after having
committed, contrary to the hopes of the Romans, wanton
acts of cruelty and oppression.
Senec. de Constant- Sapient
Snelon. in C11L c. {) ; Dio. 1. 57;
Tac. Annul. 1. 1, c. H
Aurel. I'iet. ; .lux. de Col.
Caligula (Xumis.) the name by which the above-mentioned
emperor is most familiarly known, occurs nowhere on his
medals which, besides his effigy, QVide Plate I] bear for
the most part the inscription, CAIUS CAESAR, AUGUST.
CAIUS CjESAR— in the Greek, TAIOi KAI2AP—
FA 102 KAISAP 2EBA2TH to which are frequently
added the title, GERMANICUS, because he was born in
Germany, in the camp of his father; and also those of P. M.
IIII, for Trihunitia Pofor Pontifex Maximus, Tr. P. I
lestatc ; in the different years of his reign, P. P. for Pater
II, for ImPatrice ; Cos. I
III for consul ; and Imp. I
perator; in the Greek medals he is seldom styled Imperator,
V.YTOKPATOP, but more frequently APXIEPEY2 META2,
Pontifex Maximus ; AHMh EZ0Y2IA2, and YHAT02,
thus,' Valve KAISAP TEI'MANIKOS 2EB. Al'X.
ESTOYZmc A 0YIIAT02 T, Cains Ctesar Germanicus Augustus Pontifex Maximus Tribunieia Poteslate
Quarta Consul Tertium. On the reverse of his medals is
frequently to be seen the head of Augustus, of his mother
Agrippina, and his three sisters, Agrippina, Brasilia, and
Lucius, cVc. ; with their names and titles inscribed.
Some
of his medals have the inscription, S. P. Q. It. P. P. Ob.
C. S. i. e. Senalus Populus Que Eomanus Pulri Palr'uv Ob
Circs Servatos, within a civic crown. Vaill. Pro's!. ; Putin.
Haver/camp. Morell. T/ies. Imp., e\e. ;
in Sue/an, l\-c. ;
Tristan. Comment. Hist. ; Begen. T/ies. Brand. ; Penihrveh.
Mus., AY.
CALIPUS (Biog.) a mathematician of Cyzicus, A. C.
:

;

;

—

—

—

MEL

AHM

so

C

LIS

\

(Hist.)

man

a

in Alexander's army, tortured for con-

spiring against the king.
Curl. 1.
(Ece.) vide Callixtus.

6'.

CALISTUS
CALIXTUS,

George (Biog.) a Lutheran divine of Holstein,
was bom in 158(>, and died in 1656, leaving numerous
works on controversial subjects, in which he aimed at uniting
the Lutheran and Calvinistie sects.
(ALL (Her.) the name of a family which at present enjoys
the dignity and title of a baronet, (irst conferred in 1791
on sir John Call. The arms, &c. of this family are as
follow

:

Inns,

.

three trumpets in fesse argent.
demi-lion rampant) holding a trumpet in his

(liiles,

A

('rex/.

paw

as in the arms.
"

Motto.

<

frata

'

mid

to

I.

<

3

;

(Geag.) a town of

Lower Mask, now

Caliea,

have been built by the Milesians, or, according to
Mel.
by the inhabitants of Heraelea, in l'ontus.

.Steal).

1.

when Xerxes invaded Greece.
(Hist.) KoXXior, an Athenian appointed to make
peace between Artaxerxes and his country.
Diod. 1. 12.
Callias, another Athenian, who was distinguished for his
hatred to tyrants, particularly the Pisistratid.-c.
Herod. 1. 6'
c. 121.
Callias, a rich Athenian, who liberated Cimon from prisor.
by paying the fine, on condition of marrying Elpinice, hi'
sister.

Callias (Biog.) a poet of Athens, the son of Lysimachw
who composed some tragedies and comedies mentioned by
Athena^us.

At /ten.

acquired great

Phoenicia,
1.

Callias, an

historical

;

.

i.

John Francis, a mathematician of
He was
Versailles, was born in 1744, and died in 1798sort
a
new
of telegraph, and wrote a memoir
the inventor of
>r

Rhodes.

at

I'itruv

expounder of the poems of Alcauis anc

Sappho.

CALLIBRUS

(Hist.) a general in the war between Mantine:
Xcnop/t. Hist. Grave.
(Hist.) an Athenian, whose house escaped, or
account of his recent marriage, being searched when inquiry

and Sparta.

CALLICLES
was made

after the

money given by Harpalus, &c.

Phil,

ii

Dcmost/i.

CALLICRATES

(Hist)

KaXKitcparnc, an Athenian, wh.
distinguished himself for his valour at the battle of Plate*

Callickates, an Athenian, who

seized

the sovereignty

Syracuse by imposing on Dion, but was expelled by the
He is called by some Calippus.
Callickates, an officer entrusted with the care of the treasuses of Sura, by Alexander.
Callicrates, an Aclnean, who prevailed on his countrvmei
to submit to Rome.
Pans. 1. 7, c. 1 0.
Callicrates (Biog.) an artist of Lacedtemon, who made and
and other insects out of ivory so small that they conk
scarcely be seen.
Plin. 1. 7; Mlian. Car. Hist. 1. 1.
Callicrates, a Syrian, who wrote an account of Aurelian'i
sons of Dionysius.

life.

CALLICRATIDAS

(Hist.) KaXkticpaTtZac, a Spartan com-

mander, who succeeded Lysander in the command of tin
and routed the Athenians under Conon.
Xenopi
Hellen. 1. 1, c. 6; Diodor. 1. 13.
Callicratidas, one of the four ambassadors sent by thi
Lacedemonians to Darius, upon the rupture of their alliance with Alexander.
Curt. L
fleet,

(Biog.) a Greek scholar am
printer in the 15th century, who had a principal share ii
the compilation and printing of the
Etymologieum Mag
num,' Venice, 1499, besides printing an edition of PhaTOZac/iarias

'

rinus,

Pindar with the Scholia, Simplicius' Commentary

Collet,

01

Aristotle, Theocritus, &c.

CALLIGETUS

(Hist.) a

Callimachub

;

<

reputation

10.

symbol the Macedonian shield, the club, and the
as also the figures or heads of Kennies, Bacof corn
GoUt, Instil. As.; Harduin. Oper. Sel
chus, Serapis, ate
(Biog.)

10.

man

received in his banishment.

7-

for their

CALLE

1.

Callias, an historian of Sicily, who wrote a history of the
wars in Sicily, and, as is said, was bribed bv Agathocles U
write in his favour. Dionys. Hal. 1. 1 ; Joseph, ('out. Apion
1. 1 ; JElinn. Hist. Anin. L If) ;
Athcn. 1. 12.
Callias, an architect and engineer of Aradus, an island ol

CALLIMACHUS

:

the

a magistrate of Athens.
Herod. 1. 8, c. 51.

CALLIAS

(Xumis.) the medals of this town were struck
by them while an independent state, or in honour of the
mperors, .Sept. Severus, Julia Domna, Caracalla, Geta,
bearing mostly
( fordianus Pius,
Philippus, sen. et jun., &c

"I.i.atia

filler. Pee. torn.

to

KaWlaSne,

(Hist.)

.'!.

John Baptiste (Biog.) a professor of medicine at
Lexicon
Caen, where be died in 1718, was the author of
Medicum Etymologicum,' I2mo. Hi'.').';.

oilier.-,

CALLIADES

CALLIERGUS,

manu."

CALLARD,

CALLATIA

on finding the longitude, entitled ' A Supplement
Trigonometry and Navigation of Bezont.'

who was
found
in

in

killed

of Megara,
'J'l/uei/d.

1.

whom

1'harnabazu:

8.

(Hist.) ECaXXijuavoc, an Athenian genera
the battle of Marathon.
His body WB

at

an erect posture, and covered with wounds.

Plul

Parol.

(Biog.) an architect of Corinth, who flourishei
in the 60th Olympiad, A. C. 540, is said to have been th'
inventor of the ornament called the Acanthus, round tin
Corinthian capital, the idea of which he borrowed from th
accident of that flower growing on a tomb.
I'ilrue. 1. 4

Plin. 1. S4
Pons. 1. 1.
Callimaciius, an historian and poet of Cyrene, son of
;

I'.ittu

;;

CAL

CAL

and Mesatma, kept a school in Alexandria in the time of Callipus, a general of the Athenians, when the Gauls invaded Greece by Thermopylae. Pans. 1. 1.
Ptolemy Philadelphia. Of his numerous works there are
extant only 31 epigrams, an elegy, and some hymns on the CALLIRRHOE (Myth.) a daughter of the Scamander, who
married Tros, by whom she had Ilus, Ganymede, and Assagods, the best editions of which are that of Vulcanius, 12mo.
Apollod. 1. 2.
racus.
Antv. 1584; of Spanheim, 2 vols. 8vo. Ultraj. 1697; of
Ca- Callirrhoe (Hist.) a daughter of Phocus, the Boeotian, who
Ernesti, Gr. and Lat. 2 vols. 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 176l.
was killed by her lover, on whom she revenged the death of
tullus translated one of his poems on the hair of Berenice
her father, by the assistance of her countrymen.
Plut.
and Propertius styles himself the Roman Callimachus.
Amal. Narr.
Cic. Tusc. 1. 1 ; Horal, 1. 2, ep. 2 ; Propcrf. 1. 4, el. 1 ;
CALLISTHENES (Hist.) Ka\X«r0£V>)c, an officer of the
Quint il. 1. 10.
Callimachus the Younger, nephew of the preceding, accordking of Syria, who set fire to the temple gates at Jerusalem,
for which the people set fire to the house in which he had
ing to Suidas, was also an heroic poet.
Callimachus, a Greek physician, who wrote a treatise on
taken refuge, and burnt him in it. 2 Mace. viii. 33.
garlands, in order to show the ill effects of the smells proCallisthenes, an Athenian, who with others attempted to
Plin. 1. 21, c. 3.
Poh/wn.
duced by the flowers on them.
expel the garrison of Demetrius from Athens.
1.5.
Callimachus, Experiens Philippus, an historian of San Geminiano, in Tuscany, in the 15th century, wrote an account Callisthenes, a philosopher of Olynthus, who accompanied
Alexander in his expedition, but, provoking the resentment
of Attila, of Ladislaus V, king of Hungary, &c.
CALLIMALES {Hist.) a youth ordered to be killed and
of the conqueror by his haughty behaviour, was put to death
served up as meat, bv Apollodorus, of Cassandrea.
Polycen.
by Lysimachus, on the charge of a conspiracy against the
1. 6,
c. 7king. Curt. 1. 8; Plut. in Alex.; Arrian. I. 4; Justin. 1. 12.
CALLINICHUS (Hist.) vide Seleucus II.
Callisthenes, a freedman of Lucullus, who is said to have
Callinichus, a native of Heliopolis, in Syria, was the inadministered poison to his master.
ventor of that sort of fire called the Greek fire, which the CALLISTONICUS (Bios.) a statuary of Thebes.
Pans.
emperor Constantino Pogonatus employed with such success
1.9.
against the ships of the Sarasins.
Zonar. Annul, in Const. CALLISTRO (Myth.) daughter of Lycaon, king of Arcadia,
Pogon. Bapt. Port. Mag. Nat. 1. 12.
and one of Diana's attendants, having provoked the jeaCallinichus (Ecc.) a patriarch of Constantinople in 693,
lousy of Juno by her amour with Jupiter was changed by
death
pope
after the
of the
Paul III. He was a great
her into a bear, which was translated by Jupiter into the
enemy to the Romish church. Theophanes ct Cedrenus
heavens.
Apollod. 1. 3; Hygin. Fab. 176; Ovid. Met. 1. 2;
Baron. Annal. Ann. 691, &c.
Pans. 1. 8.
Callinichus (Biog.) surnamed Suturius, son of Caius, the CALLISTRATUS (Hist.) KuXX.^ot-oc, an Athenian general,
sophist, of Syria, composed a work on the False Imitation
who acted with Timotheus and Chabrias against Lacedsemon.
of the Rhetoric Art, a History of Alexandria, &c.
Prwf. in Dan. ; Suidas ; Voss. Hist. 1. 2.

S. Hieron.

(Biog.) a Greek elegiac poet, quoted by Strabo
and Athenreus, &c. Strab. 1. 13 ; Allien, 1. 12 ; Clem. Alex.
Strom. 1. 1.
(Myth.) one of the nine Muses, daughter of
Jupiter and Mnemosyne, and mother of Apollo, is supposed
to have presided over heroic verse.
Firg. in Epig.

CALLIOPE

Cavtnina Calliope Ubris Heroicu mundat,

Hor.

1.

3, od. 4.
Descemie cah, el die age tibid,
Htgina, lemgum, Calliope, melos,
Sen voce nunc maiisacutd,
Seu Jitlrfias cilharuve Phaebi.

AjxJlod.

1.

1

;

Ovid. Fast.

1.

(Biog.)

KaXXi-areipa, daughter of

Dia-

and wife of Callianax, the athlete, went disguised to
Olympic games, but discovering her sex from excess of
joy, when her son Pisidorus was declared victor, she would
the

have been imprisoned, but on account of her son's vietorv.
Pans. 1. 5.
CALLIPHON (Biog.) a painter of Samos, famous for his
historical pieces.

C'alliphon, a philosopher, who made the summum bomtm to
consist in pleasure, joined to the love of honesty.
Cic.
Qna'st. Acad. 1. 4, c. 131, ike.
CALLIPHRON (Biog.) a celebrated dancing-master, who
had Epanunondas among his pupils.
C. Ncp. in Epam.
CALLIPOLIS (Geog.) a city of Thrace, now Ga/lipoli, on

now
.

coast of

Tarentum,

Iicraies~\

comic poet,

the

rival

of

Aris-

Dionys. Hal.

1.

1.

Callistratus, a commentator on Aratus.
Callistratus, an Athenian orator, with whom Demosthenes
became intimate after he heard him plead. Xenoph. Hellen.
1. 6;
Aid. GcllA. 13.
Callistratus, an orator of Aphidna, in the time of Epami.
nondas, who was the most eloquent of lus age.
Nep.

Epam.

C'ALLISTUS

(Biog.) a poet, and a Greek by nation, in the
time of Constantius and Julian, who composed in heroic
verse an account of the expeditions of the latter emperor.
Socrat. Hist. Eecles. 1. 3 ; Niccph. 1. 10.

CALLIXENUS

(Hist.) KaXXi&ios, an Athenian demagogue,
perished with hunger.
for passing
sentence of death upon some prisoners.
Callixenus (Biog.) an historian of Rhodes^ Allien. 1. 5.
Callixenus, a statuary, who lived in the 155th Olympiad,
A. C. l60, and revived the taste for sculpture. Plin. 1. 34.
Callixenus, author of the Lives of Sculptors. Phot, in

who

Callixenus, an Athenian, who was imprisoned

Bib!.

CALLIXTUS

name of three popes.
succeeded Zephyrinus in 209, suffered
martyrdom four years afterwards, and was thrown, as is supBaron. Annal.
posed, in a popular tumult, into a well.

Callixtus

Papyr.

or Calippus, an Athenian.

[Vide Cal-

I,

(Ecc.) the

who

Masson. in Fit. Pontif.
II, whose name was Guy, of Bourbon, was first
archbishop of Vienna, in Dauphiny, succeeded to the papal
chair in 1119, and died in 1124.
;

Callixtus

Ga/lipoli.

(Hist.)

a

doubtful.

goras,

CALLIPUS

(Biog.)

Callistratus, an historian of Samothrace, who taught the
Samians the use of the 24 letters of the Greek alphabet.

in

5.

the Hellespont.
Sil. 1. 14.
CAi.LiroLis, a city of Calabria, on the

15.

1.

tophanes.

Callistratus, the name of persons mentioned by the ancients, whether different from
the preceding or not is

Calliope (Nnmis.) this muse is represented on a medal of the
Pomponii. [Vide Pomponia, •sens']

CALLIPATIRA

Diod.

Callistratus

CALLINUS

CAL

Dal
Spaniard named Alphonso dc Borgia, was
elected pope in 14.55, and died in 1458, after attempting in
vain to stir up the princes of Europe against the Turks.
ai.i.ixti.s ( Snniis.) medals were struck in honour of the last
pope of this name, bearing, besides his effigy,

Callixtus

(

III, a

the annexed

as in

CALISTUS

III

figure.,

the reverse of one, his

^ .'.'

the inscription,

PONT. MAX.;

and on
family name, AL-

£*

HIS-

G

PANLffi; on the

HOC

£

reverse of another,

DEO UT FIDEI HOSTES
ri-.RDEREM ELEXIT ME; on the oc-

VOVI

commence a crusade against the
Turks; on a third NE
SUBRUATUR
SECURITAS, on the occasion of rebuilding the walls of
the city of Rome, &c

MULTORUM

Callixtus

(Biog.) vide Cali.r/i/s.
(Biog.) an engraver of Nancy, was born in
1593, and died in 1636, during which short period he is
said to have executed not less than 1.380 pieces.
(ALLY, Peter (Biog.) a scholar of Mesnil- Hubert, near
Argenton, in the 17th century, was one of the commentators for the Delphine editions of the classics, and edited
' Butbius de Consolatione,'
4to. l680j he likewise published
Institutio Philosophies,' 4to. 10'74, enlarged in 4 vols. 4to.
Cadom. 1695 j ' Durand Commente,' &c. 12mo. Cologne,
1700, on Transubstantiation, which being condemned- by the
bishop of Bayeux in las pastoral letter, the impression was

'ALLOT, James

'

called in.

CALMET,

Augustine {Biog.) a Benedictine, who was born
at Mesnil-la-Horgue, near Commercy, in 1672, and died
abbot of Senones in 1757He wrote, 1. ' Commentaire
litteral sur tons leg Livrcs de l'Ancien et du Nouveau
Testament,' 23 vols. 4to. 1707-1716; reprinted in 26' vols.
4to. and also in 9 vols. fol. ; abridged in 1 4 vols. 4to. by
liondet, and a new edition of the abridgment in 17 vols.
4to. Avignon. 1767-73.
2. < The • Dissertations and Prefaces,' published separately, 2 vols. 4to. Paris, 1720. 3. ' Histoire de l'Ancien et du Nouveau Testament,' intended as an
introduction to Fleury's ' Ecclesiastical History,' 2 and 4
vols. 4to., 5 and 7 vols. 12mo.
4. ' Dictionnaire Historique,
Critique, et Chronologiquc, de la Bible/ 4 vols. fol. Paris,
1730, translated into English by Samuel D'Oyly, 3 vols,
fol. London, 1732, and a new edition in 4to. 179", &c
5. ' Histoire Ecclcsiastique et Civile de la Lorraine,' 3 vols.
fob, reprinted in 5 vols. fol. 1745.
6.
Bihliotheque des
Ecrivains dc Lorraine,' fol. 1751.
Histoire Universelle
7.
Sacrec et Profane,' 15 vols. 4to. &c.
ALMO, Andrew {Biog.) a comedian and author, of Venice,
was born in 1510, and died in 1571. Besides his comedies
in prose, and a volume of letters, be published ' Le Giocose
'

'

(

&c

Modeme,'
(

A I.(

(

ai.o,

),

John

(

.'it

Bean John,

or Johannkz,
century, took the em-

logut.

Charles Alexander

of finance, at the

<le

(Hist.) a French minister

commencement of the French

revolution,

was liorn in 1734, succeeded Neekcr as comptroller-general
of the finances, and after being an exile in England, and
Other parts of Europe, he died in bis native country in 1802,
leaving several works on the subject of finance.
CALO\ IIS, Abraham (Biog.) a Lutheran divine, and a controvi rsialist of Morungcn, in the duchy of Brunswick, was
born in 1612, and died in 1 686, leaving among other things,
I.
Metaphysica Divina,' &c. 2. Systema Loeorum Tlieologicorum.'
8.
Critical Sneer Bililieus,' &C.
ALPE (Geog.) a lofty mountain, the most southern part of
Hispania Ba'tica, near the Frelum Gaditanum, opposite to
'

'

'

(

CALPRENEDE,

romance writer, died
were well thought of

in 1663, leaving several

works which

in his day.

{Hist.) daughter of L. Piso, and fourth
wife to Julius Cesar, dreamed the night before his murder
was stabbed in her arms, wherefore she attempted,
but in vain, to detain him at home.
After her husband's
death she put herself under the protection of Anthony.
Sueton. in Jul. Cms.
CALPURNIA, gens (Hisl.) a plebeian family of Rome, of
great antiquity, which deduced its origin from Calpus, the
son of Numa.
This family branched out into the Bestise,
Bibuli, Pisones, Flammae, Aaprenates, and Frugi, &c
Calpurnia, gens (Nnmis.) of this family medals are extant
only of the branches of the Pisones and the Bilndi ; most
of which bear the figure of a horseman riding full speed,
holding in his hand sometimes a palm-branch, at other times
a torch, a small sword, &c. all which is supposed to allude
to the Ludi Apollinares.
L. Calpurnius Piso, the usurper
mentioned under History, is also distinguished on medals,
if they are genuine, bv the inscription,
IMP. P. PISO
FRUGI P. F.
AYT A. KAAIIOYPNIOC iIICO.V
CEB. Gollz. Thes. ; Med. Imp. Horn.
Calpurnia, a daughter of Marius, sacrificed to the gods by
her father, who was advised to do so in a dream, if he
wished to conquer the Cimbri.
Pint, in Parol.
Calpurnia, a woman who killed herself when she heard that
her husband was murdered in the civil wars of Marius.
Paterc. 1. 2, c. 26.
Calpurnia, the wife of Ctesar. ^Vule Calphurnia]
Calpurnia, the mistress of Claudius. Tacit. Annal. 1. 11,

,

AUG—

c.

'

'

,

30.

a beautiful woman, who provoked the jealousy
of Agrippina, the wife of Claudius, probably different from
the one before-mentioned.
CALPURNIUS, M. (Hist.) a military tribune, who rendered
an important service to the republic in Sicily, by carrying
timely succour to the consid Attilius Calatinus, who was
hemmed in in a defile, from which Calpurnius, with 300

Calpurnia,

men, released him bv fighting valiantly with the enemy,
U. C. 496. Lie. Epit. 1. xvii.
a patrician, who went with Hegulus
against the Massyli, but being taken prisoner, he was
sacrificed
to Neptune, when Bisaltia, the
destined to be
He
king's daughter, afforded him the means of escaping.
afterwards conquered her father, and deserting her, she de-

Calpurnius, Crassus,

stroyed herself.
Bestia, a consul, who, being bribed by Jugurtha,
conducted the war against him with remissness.
Calpurnius, Piso, C, who was successively praetor, triumvir,

Calpurnius,

8vo. Venice, 1553.

Hist.) otherwise called

king of the Bulgarians in the 1 Ii
peror Baldwin prisoner, and put him to death in 1206.
John, vide John II Comnemu, and Jo/in I'l Palceo-

CALONNE,

which two mountains

that he

casion of his engaging to

t

coast,

called the Pillars of Hercules.
Calpe is now called
Gibraller or Gebeltarik by the Arabians.
Cic. ad Fam.
1. 10,
ep. 32.
Waller de Cosies (Biog.) a French dramatic

were

CALPHURNIA

fr

PHONSDS BORGIA GLORIA

Mount Abyla, on the African

and consul, died U. C. 571, A. C. 181, of poison, administered by his wife Ilostilia, who was condemned to death for
/."'. 1. 40, c. 37the crime.
Piso, Cn., the father-in-law of Julius, who was
consul U. C. 753, was condemned for using seditious words
against Tiberius, and escaped punishment by killing himself-

Calpurnius,

Tacit. Annal.

1.

3.

Calpurnius, Asprenas,

a governor of the provinces of

Galata

and Pamphylia, under Galha.

Tae. Hist. 1. 2.
Calpurnius, (la/erinnns, son of the preceding, was slain by
Tae. Hist.
Mucianus, one of the officers of Vespasian.
1.

4,

c.

11.

Calpurnius,

Crassus,

a

conspirator

against

Nerva, implored pardon for his offence, and
Dion.

1.

the emperor
obtained it.

68.

Calpurnius,

Piso, L., of the

same family, assumed the im-

.

:

CAM

CAL
penal purple U. C. 1014, A. D. 26l, but was slain by order
of Ms rival Valens, in the same year.
Calpubnius, vide Bibulus.
Calpubnius, Frugi (Biog.) a writer of annals, A.C. 130.
Calpubnius, Titus, a Latin poet of Sicily, in the age of Dioclesian, seven of whose eclogues are extant, and generally
The best
inserted with the ' Scriptores de Re Venatoria.'
edition is that of Kaempfer, 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1728.
(Her.) the name of a family which is
Sir Henry
descended from that of Gough, in Staffordshire.
Gough, bart. on the death of his maternal uncle, took the
name of Calthorpe, and was advanced to the dignity of the
The titles, arms, &c. of this family are
peerage in 1796.

CALTHORPE

as

Calthorpe, lord Calthorpe, of Calthorpe, co. Suffolk,

and a baronet.
Arms. Cheeky or and azure, on a fess ermine for Calthorpe,
quartering gules, on a fess argent, between three boars'
heads couped or, a lion passant azure.

— —
— —

Crest.

Supporters.

" Gradu diversn via una."

Motto.

Denis (Biog.) on artist of Antwerp, was born in
He is celebrated as the first in1533, and died in l6l[).
structor of Guido, Albano, and Domenichino.
CALVERT, George (Hist.) Lord Baltimore, was born at
Kipling, in Yorkshire, in 1582, and died in 1632, after
having been secretary of state to James I, and formed a
This nobleman wrote among other
settlement in Virginia.

Carmen Funebre in D. Hen. Untonum,' &c.
Calvebt (Her.) the name of a family of Hertfordshire, which
'

enjoys at present the dignity and title of a baronet, first
conferred in 1818, on sir Harry Calvert, a lieutenant-geneThe arms, cVc. of this family are as follow
ral in the army.
:

Arms.
Paley of six erminois and pean, a bird engrailed
counterchanged.
azure, therefrom

nonconformity, and died in 1679-

He

wrote some religious

books.

Calvert, James, nephew of the preceding, was also ejected
for nonconformity, and died in l6<)8, leaving a book conNaphthali,' &c.
cerning the ten tribes entitled
Frederic, seventh and last lord Baltimore, was
Tour to
born in 1751, and died in 1771; leaving, 1. '
the East,' &c. 17672. ' Select Pieces of Original Wit.'
'

Calvert,

A

8.

'

Gaudia

Poetica,' &c.

CALVI, Lazzaro

(Biog.) an artist of Genoa, remarkable for
well as his skill, died in 1606, at the age
of 105, leaving specimens of his art in the ornamental
works at Genoa, Monaco, and Napoli.
CALV1A (Hist.) a mistress to Nero. Tacit. Hist. I. 1.
CALVIN (Biog.) one of the chief reformers, and also one of
the greatest promoters of schism in the Christian church,
was born at Noyon, in Pieardy, in 1509, and died in 1564.
his longevity as

The
9

best edition of his

vols. fol.

CALVISIUS

whole works

is

that of

Amsterdam,

1671.
(Hist.) a friend of Augustus.

LI.
Calyce, a

girl

who threw
story of

despair, the

herself from a precipice in a

which was made into

a song

by

fit

of

Stesi-

Aiken. 1. 14, c. (!.
(Gcog.) a city of ^tolia, where /Eneus, the father
Meleager, reigned ; in whose time Diana is fabled to
have sent the boar to ravage the country well known by
the name of the Calvdonian boar, which Meleager killed.
Apollod. 1. 1 ; Strab. 1. 8; Pans. 1. 8; Hygin. Fab. 174;
Horn. II. 1. 9CALYPSO (Myth.) one of the Oceanides, who reigned in
the island of Ogygia, where she entertained Ulysses by
whom she had two sons, Nausithous and Nausinous. Horn.
Odi/ss. 1. 1
Hesiod. Theog. ; Ovid, de Pont. 1. 4, ep. 18 ;
chorus.

CALYDON

Propert.

1.

1,

el.

15.

CAMARINA

(Gcog.) a lake with a town of Sicily of the
same name. The lake was drained contrary to the advice of
Apollo, whence the proverb " Camarinam movere " for a
dangerous attempt. Herod. 1. 7, e. 154; Virg. JEn. 1. 3,
Strab. 1. 6 ; Sil. Ital. 1. 14.
;
(Gcog.) a British town belonging to the
supposed to be the modern Cambridge.
(Gcog.) a town of French Flanders, formerly
the capital of the province of Cambresis, now the head of
an arrondissement in the department of the North, 16 miles
S. E. Douay, 1 7 W. Valenciennes, 23 S. E. Arras, and 110
N. N. E. Paris. Lon. 3° 13' E. lat. 50° 10' N.
v.
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CAMBERITUM
Iceni,

CAMBRAY

History

of'

Cambray.

Cambray, called in Latin Cameracum, is said to have been
founded bv Camber, the king of the Sicambri. It was
conquered by Clodion, king of France, in 445 and became a subject of contest between the kings of France,
Baldwin I
the emperors, and the counts of Flanders.
took it, and gave it to his son Rsvul, and the emperors
declared it a free city, but the French persisted in, their
Charles V garrisoned it, and fortified it with a
claims.
citadel ; but the duke of Alencon, brother of Henry III,
becoming count of Flanders, gained possession of it. The
Spaniards surprised and took this place in 1595, after
which it remained in their hands till 1677, when it
was besieged and taken by Louis XIV, to whom it was
Cambray
ceded by the peace of Nimeguen in 1678.
was the theatre of war during the revolution ; and
in 1815 it was made the head quarters of the duke of
Wellington, after which it was fixed upon as one of the
18 fortresses to be occupied by the allied troops for five
This place is noted in diplomatic history for the
years.
famous league of 1507 against the republic of Venice ;
concluded in 1529 between Francis I, of
treaty
for a
France, and Charles V, of Germany ; for negotiations
opened here, but terminated at Vienna, between the emperor Charles VI and Philip V, of Spain, in 1 724.
;

Pint, in Anton.

Calvisius, Sethus (Biog.) a German musician and chronologist of Thuringia, was born in 1556, and died in 1615,
leaving, 1. ' MEAOIIOIA, sive Melodise Condendse Ratio,'
&c. 12mo. 1592.
2. ' Opus Chronologicum,' &c. fol. 1605,
and often reprinted. 3. ' Enodatio Duorum Questionum,'
&c. 4to. 1610 ; besides several Hymns, &c. published at
Leipzig, 161 8, in a work entitled • Florilegium,' cce.
CALUS1DILS (Hist.) a soldier in the army of Germanicus,
-

CALYCE

Out

of a mural crown argent, two flagstaffs erect
two pennons flowing towards the dexter,
erminois,
the other pean.
the one
" Servata fides eineri."
Motto.
Calvebt, Thomas (Biog.) one of Cromwell's preachers, who
was ejected from All-hallows' parish, in the city of York, for
Crest.

him

Corn. Lirinius (Biog.) an orator and a poet, who
rivalled Cicero, and satirized both Csesar and Pompey. Only
nine verses of his poetry are preserved in the collection of
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 15, ep. 21 ; Hor. I. 1, sat. 10.
Latin poets.
(Myth.) a daughter of iEolus, and mother of Endvmion, king of Elis, by JEthlius, son of Jupiter. Apollod.

j

GALVART,

things

to stab himself, offered

CALVUS

of

follow

Titles.

who, when this general wished
his sword as being the sharpest.

Ecclesiastical History.

Cambray was united to that of Arras as early as
1095, but it was erected into an archbishopric in 1559
by Paul IV at the request of Philip II, of Spain, having
and
for its suffragans Arras, Tournay, Saint Omer,
Namur. The archbishops of Cambray took the title of

The

see of

dukes of Cambray, counts of Cambresis, and princes of
Among the number of those who held this
the empire.

.

:

.

CAM

CAM
A
the celebrated Fenelon is the most known.
council was held here in 1565, another in 1567, and a
in
synod
another
third in 1586, besides a
in 1308, and
1551.
Giiichard. Descripl. du Pays. Bas. ; St. Murl/ic.

see,

Gall

|

Christ.

CAMBRIDGE,

Duke of (Her.) a royal title conferred on
Adolphus Frederic, youngest brother of his present
majesty George IV, who was bora in 177-1, and created
in 1801 duke of Cambridge, earl of Tipperary, in Ireland,
and baron of Culloden, in Scotland. He is a knight of the
Garter, a lieutenant-general in the army, colonel of the
second or Coldstream regiment of foot-guards, and a colonel
The arms, crest, and supof the king's German Legion.
porters are the same as those of the prince of Wales, with
prince

the labels differenced.
titles conferred on the duke
of Hamilton. This became extinct at the death of the
[A ide Hamilton]
second duke of Hamilton in 1651.
Cambridge, Richard Owen (Biog.) an English writer, was
He
born in 1717, educated at Oxford, and died in 1802.
v.;-.~
the author of a poem entitled ' The Scribleriad,' and
'
also of a
History of the War in Coromandel ; besides some
pieces in the World, &c.
Cambridge (Geog.) a town of England, capital of the county
of Cambridge, situated on the river Cam, 1 1 miles S. Ely,
51 X. London.

CAMBRIDGE, Earl of, one of the

History of Cambridge.

This town, which

called

is

die Latin Cantabrigi

in

is

i,

a

antiquity, having been a Roman
was burnt by the Danes; but at the
survey of Doomsday, it was found to consist of 373 houses.
It suffered severely from lire in 1 174, and from the plague
in 1630; but it is chiefly celebrated for its University,
for which some writers claim an antiquity that is scarcely

place of considerable

In 87

Station.

admissible.

it

1

Little

known

is

of

its

rise

or progress pre-

vious to the reign of Sigebert, king of the East Angles
It consists
in 630, who was either its fouuder or reviver.
of thirteen colleges,, and four halls, for the reception of
students, founded in the following order:

and

llegei

(

Founded vr rebuilt

Unlit.

Hugo

Peter House.

St. Peter's, or

Clare Hall

Mary de

Pembroke Hall
Corpus Christ!
...
1

f

,,

.

<
I

n

...

.

,

n

f

,,

Gonville, or Caius College
°

I

<-!•«'<

r.

Paul

Bateman,

Gonville and Dr.
,„.„
r
tains
1348, [557
Henry VI, VII, and VIII.. 1111
.

,

1448
1

„

College

The same
Henry VIII

Mary .Magdalen

Thomas, lord Audley
Sir Walter Mildmay

College..

Emanuel College
ge.

1,10
1542
158

Prances, countess of Sussex.

. .

Sir

College

AMBYSES

,„-

n
13o0

Edmund

John's College
Trinity College

(

bishop

,
e x
7
Norwich

of

Robert Woodlark
1 475
John Alcock, bishop of Ely
i;)6
f Margaret, countess of Richj niona
150 g

S

Downing

IS IS

Margaret of Anjou

i

.

William

,

-{

King's College
Queen's College
Catherine Hall
College.
,.,

1257
1326, 1342

1356

j,
nmtv Hall
.

St.

A. D.

by.

do Balsham

George Downing

Rap/Rent}

a Persian

i

i

i

;

\t noph.

I.

the sun of

i

:

Justin.

I.

Arms.

Sable, on a fess between three elephants' heads
erased argent, as many mullets of the first.
On a wreath an elephant's head erased argent.
Supporters.
On the dexter-side a griffon sable, beak and
fore-legs gules ; on the sinister a lion rampant or, each
gorged with a collar argent, charged with three mullets
Crest.

sable.

" Judicium Parium aut Lex Terra;."
William (Biog.) one of the most eminent English antiquaries, was born in London in 1551, educated at
Oxford, and died in 1623. He wrote, 1. ' Britannia sive
Florentissimorum Regnorum Anglise,' &c. 2. ' Chronographiea Descriptio,' first published in 8vo. 1586 ; the sixth and
last edition in fol. 1607, besides other editions abroad
it
was translated first by Holland in 1610, and afterwards by
bishop Gibson in 1 6'94 ; and a new edition in 2 vols. fol.
The last and most complete trans1722, 1753, and 1772.
lation was made by Richard Gough, esq. the well-known
2.
Remaines of a Greater Work concerning
antiquary.
Britain,' eirc. 4to. London, 1605, which has passed through
3. ' Annales Rerun) Anglinot less than seven editions.
carum et Hibernicarum,' &c. the first part in fol. Lond.
1615 ; the second part 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1625, 163.9, &c. fol.
Lond. 16'27 ; the whole together, published by Hearne from
Dr. Smith's copy, corrected by Mr. Camden's own hand,
collated with another MS. in Mr. Rawlinson's library, is
reckoned the best.
CAMELFORD, Lord (Her.) the title conferred in 1784 on
Thomas Pitt, nephew of the earl of Chatham, who was
The
created lord Camelford, of Boconnoc, in Cornwall.
title became extinct at the death of the second lord Camelford, who fell in a duel with Mr. Best in 1804.
Motto.

Camden,

;

'

CAMERACUM

his father

(Geog.) a fortified town of Gallia Belgica,

now Cambray.

CAMERARIUS,

Joachim (Biog.) a scholar of Bamberg, was
born in 1500, and died in 1575, leaving a great number of
works, among which were Commentaries on the Old and
New Testament, a Catalogue of the Bishops of the Principal Sees, Greek Epistles, Itineraries in Latin verse; besides translations of Herodotus, Xenophon, Demosthenes,

Homer, Theocritus, \c.

Euclid,

Joachim, a physician and botanist, son of the
He wrote,
preceding, was born in ].">:; t, and died in 1598.
1.
De Plantis Epitome,' &c. 4to. 1586. 2. ' Hortus Me3. ' Opercula de Re
dicus et Philosophicus,' &c. 4to. 1588.
besides some small medical tracts.
Rustica,' &c. 4to. 1577
(Geog.) a town in the marquisate of Ancetta,

Cam

1. 11.

Mill's,

'

;

CAMERINO
111

mill

E.

lat.

s

S.

18

W.

Ancona, 75 N.N. E. Rome.

Lon. IS

J*

N.
History qf Camerino.

Camerino, known to the ancients by the name of (
num. wus at one time subject to the sovereign dukes of the
house of Vanum, until the time of Paul III, when it WB*
is the see of a
It
re-united to th ecclesiastical state
Two synods were held
nop suffragan of the holy see.
here, one in 1584, and a second in 1587.
(Geog.) Camarinum, or Camestium, now C*
«o; a town 01 Umbria, the inhabitants of which aw
.

1

CAMERINUM

I.

Cyrus the Great, succeeded

joyed by the family of Pratt Qvide Pratt'], conferred in
1786 on Charles Pratt, once lord chancellor. The titles,
arms, eve. of this family are as follow
Titles.
Pratt, marquis Camden, earl Camden, of Canidenplace, in Kent, earl of Brecknock, viscount Bayham, and
baron Camden.

t

1593
1H00

of mean extraction,
to whom Astyages gave Ins daughter in marriage in consewhich threatened him with the lost of his
quenci
rown by the band of his daughter's son. He did not, by
leans, avert the evil from himself, for Cyrus, the fruil
is marriage, dethroned him when he came of age.
He(llisi.)

on the throne of the Medes and Persians in the 62d Olympiad, A. C. 529, and died of a wound in the thigh after a
reign of seven vears and eight months. Herod. 1. 3 ; Diodor
1.2; fal. Max. 1. 6; Justin. 1. 1.
CAMDEN, Marquis (Her.) one of the titles at present en-

;

;

CAM

CAM

distinguished by Livy for their fidelity to the Romans.

ad

Attic.

Strab.

1.

ep.

8,

1.

5

P//«.

;

Cfa». /to/- -J"/-

CAMERIUM

18;

Cces.

3

Ptol.

1.

;

2, c. 6,

1-

(Geog.)

or

Cic.

de Bell. Civ. 1. 1 ; Liv. 1. 9
3 ; Appian. de Bell. Civ. 1. 5

;

Camberium, the Latin name

Tij

Ewen Cameron.
Jo/i/i

Saumur.

4to.

one volume

iCAMERTI

(Biog.) a native of Glasgow,

1626',

was born

in

and afterwards

1628,

at

Geneva, in

(Gcog.) Kci/ji\oc, a town of Sicily, now Platanetta, where Minos, king of Crete, is said to have died.
A river also of the same name, now Caiiaro, or Flume del
Canne. Herod. 1. 7 ; Aristot. Po/lt. 1. 2 ; Diodor. 1. 4 ; Strab.

1.

6

;

I'll,

S'

7

c.

;

Tac

I.

iiri

Ka/nravui' \nrapoi' iricov.

1

Cic. de Leg.

;

Agrar.

Mel.

;

Columel. de Re Rust. 1. 3
;
Hist. 1. 1 ; Justin. 1. 20 ;

;

Plin.
Flor.

1.
1.

2 ; Strab.
3 ; Solin.
1
Plot
'•

1.

3, &c.

CAMPANUS,

John Anthony (Eec.) a poet and prelate of
Campania, was born in 1427, promoted to the see of Crotona,
and afterwards of Teramo by Pius II, and died in 1477.
His works were printed in fol. Rom. 1495.

CAMPASTE

folio.

(Biog.) vide Phavorinus.

CAMICUS
,

Dionys. Hal.
1. 5 ; Liv. 1. 2
1.

1580, and died by the blow of an assassin at Montauban in
1625. His 'Theological Lectures,' were published in :; vols.
.

littoris oras.

for

(Her.) the name of a family which at present
enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1815

Cameron,

Campani

Hionys. Perieg.

&c.

CAMERON
sir

3.

I.

Molles

1.

Chamberri.

on

Stat. Silv.

in Calal.

Flum.

.CAMILLA

(Hist.) or Pancaste, a beautiful mistress of
Alexander, from whom Apelles is said to have borrowed
the charms with which he invested his Venus Anadyomene.
Plin. 1. 35.

CAMPBELL,

Sir Mel (Hist.) of Lochow, eldest son of sirColin
Campbell, swore fealty to Edward I, nevertheless he afterwards joined Hubert Bruce, adhered to him in prosperity
and adversity, and fought by his side in almost every encounter, from the battle of Methven to that of Bannockburne.
The king had so high a sense of his services that
he gave him his sister, lady Mary, in marriage, besides the
lands forfeited by the earl of Atholl.
Sir Niel was one of
the commissioners sent to York in 1314 to negotiate a peace

(Myth.) queen of the Volsci, assisted Turnus
^Eneas, and was wounded in the breast bv Aruns,
I irg. JEn. 1. 7 and 11.
..
soon after which she expired.
CAMILLUS, L. Furius (Hist.) a Roman general, who was
called a second Romulus, from the services he rendered to
During his exile, Rome was besieged and
his country.
witli the English.
taken by the Gauls under Brennus, of which he was no
sooner informed than forgetting the ingratitude of his coun- Campbell, Dugal and Arthur, two brothers of the preceding,
took the same part in behalf of king Robert, whose favours
trymen, he hastened to their succour, and completely routed
He died in the 80th year of his age, A. C.
they shared.
the enemy.
365, after having been five times dictator, once censor, three Campbell, Lord Duncan, was one of the list of hostages for
the redemption of king James I from captivity in 1424. for
times interrex, twice a military tribune, and obtained four
/
which reason he was made his privy counsellor and justitriumphs. Liv. 1. 5 ; Flor. 1. 1 ; Plin. 1. 34 ; Pint, in Fit.
Victor, de Fir. Illust.
ciary.
(Myth.) and Clytra, two (laughters of Pandarus, Campbell,, Lord Colin ,was one of the commissioners for negotiating a truce with king Edward IV, of England, in 1463
who, after having been educated, and richly endowed with
;
and in 1465 was appointed, with lord Boyd, justiciary of
graces by Venus and Juno, were, by Jupiter's order, deScotland, which office he filled for many years by himself
livered over to the Furies as an expiation of their father's
Horn. Od. 1. 20 ; Paus.
after the fall of his colleague.
share in the guilt of Tantalus.
against

i

CAMIRO
.

I

1.

10.

CAMMA

woman

of Galatia, who poisoned the
murderer of her husband by a stratagem.
Polycen. 1. 8.
CAMCEX.L (Myth.) a name given to the Muses. Farr. de
Ling. Lai.
CAMOENS, Luis de (Biog.) a Portuguese poet, called the
Virgil of Portugal, was born of an ancient family at Lisbon
His principal work was 'The
in 1524, and died in 1579Lusiad,' which was published first in 1572, translated into
(Hist.)

a

.

'

•

>

English by sir Richard Fanshaw in the 17th century, and
subsequently by Mr. Mickle; it has also been translated into
Spanish, French, and Latin.
Some of his other poetical
compositions have been lately translated bv lord Strang'

i

ford.

[Vide Plate

CAMPANELLA,

XXVII]

Thomas (Gcog.)

a philosopher of Stilo, in

was born in 1568, and died in 16.39, leaving,
among his works, 1. Prodromus Philosophic Instaurenda?,'
2. ' De Sensu Rerum et
4to. Francof. 1617Magia.'
3.
Astrologica,' 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1629.
4. '.De Gentilismo non Iletinendo,' 4to. Paris. 1636. 5. Civitas Solis,'
12mo. Ultraj. 1643.
De Monarchia Hispanica,' translated into English, 4to. Lond. 1654.
CAMPANIA (Geog.) a country of Italy, bounded by Latium,
Samnium, Pieenum, and part of the Mediterranean Sea,
now Terra di Lavoro. The principal towns were Capua,
•

Calabria,

'

•

'

'

.

<>'•

'

,

•

•

Neapolis, Cumse, Puteoli, Nola, &c.
brated for its delightful views and fertility.
Proper!. 1. 3, el. 3.
Nee mihi miliejugis Campania pinguii acatuT.
the capital,

Tibul.

1.

1,

el.

Nan,

VOL.

I.

10.
till ft

pretium Campania terra duretur.

It is cele-

Campbell, Earl of Argyll [vide Argyll}
Camp::i:ll, Fail of Breadamane [vide Breadalbanel
Campbell, Archibald (Eec.) bishop of Aberdeen, which he
resigned in 1724, and died in 1744, leaving a work on a
Middle State between Death and the Resurrection, fol. 1721.
(Her.) the name of an illustrious Scotch house,
which is the most numerous of any in Scotland, and of such

Campbell

antiquity that

its

origin

is

not to be traced.

Historians say

were lords of Lochow
appellation which thev
used was O'Dwbin, or O'Dwin, which was assumed bv
Dearmed, one of their ancestors, a brave warrior. Duncan
Campbell above-mentioned was the first who assumed the
title of Argyll, being styled lord of Argyll.
His son, the
second lord, was created earl of Argyll.
Archibald Campbell, tenth earl of Argyll, was advanced to the dignities of
duke of Argyll, marquis of Kintyre and Lorn, earl of Camp,
bell and Cowal, viscount of Lochow and Glenila, lord Inverary, Mull, &c.
John, the fourth duke of Argyll, was
raised to the dignity of a peer of Great Britain in 1 766 bv
the style and title of baron Sundridge, of Coombank, co.
Kent, which is one of the titles at present enjoyed by the
[Vide Argyle~] John, the son of sir
family of Argyll.
Niel Campbell before-mentioned, was created earl of Atholl
upon the forfeiture of David de Strathbogie, the eleventh
earl
but, dying without issue, the title reverted to the
crown.
[Vide Atholl'] From sir Colin Campbell, the first
of the house of Glenurchy, and the third son of Duncan,
the first lord Campbell, of Lochow, before-mentioned, descended, first, sir John Campbell, of Loudoun, who was
created in 1633 earl of Loudoun, lord Farrinyean, &c. which
that the predecessors of this family

as early as 404,

;

and that the

first

:

CAN

CAM
present enjoyed by the family [Vide Loudoun']
secondly, sir John Campbell, of GlenUTchy, who was created
in 16'M earl of Breadalbane, which title is still enjoyed by
[Vide Breadalbane]
this branch of the family.
C ami'BELL, a collateral branch of the family of the earl of
[Vide
Breadalbane, at present enjoys the barony of Lucas.
titles arc at

:

Lucas']
is also the name of the family which enjoys the
of lord Cawdor, conferred on John Campbell in 1 T("
[Vide Can<dor~]
CAMPBELL, B name common to several other families of distinction, which have doubtless branched off from the original

Campbell
title

'-

stock before-mentioned.

Four

families of this

name

at pre-

sent enjoy the dignity and title of a baronet ; namely,
of Succouth, of which is sir Hay Campbell, created
The arms, &c. of this family are as
a baronet in 1S08.

Campbell,
follow

CAMPISTRON,

tairc.

CAMPS,

Francis de (Biog.) an antiquarian of Amiens, wet
born in 1043, and died in 1723, leaving several Dissertations on Medals published in the Paris Mercuries for 71*).
1720, 1722, 1723.
CAMPOS, Martius (Topog.) a large plain at Rome without
the walls of the city, where games were exhibited, and the
youth performed their exercises. Lie. 1. 2 ; Strab. 1.
1

Girony inverted or and sable.
A camel's head couped proper.
Campbell, of Gartsford, co. Ross, of which
ArfliS.

Crest.

is sir

Alexander

Campbell, late commander of the forces at the isles of France
and Bourbon, created a baronet in 1815. The arms, &c. of
this family are as follow:
Quarterly ; 1st and 4th, girony of eight or and
Arms.
sable ; 2d or, a fess cheeky argent and azure ; 3d argent,
a lymphad sable.
On a wreath, a naked arm erect, the hand grasping

Crest.

a sword proper.
Motto (round the crest). " Without."
Campbell, a third family, of which is sir Guy Campbell,
a lieutenant- colonel in the army, created a baronet in 1815.
arms, &c. of this family are the same as the preceding.
On a wreath, a boar's head couped or.
" Follow me."
Motto.

The

Crest.

Campbell,

other thing?, 1. 'Nine Articles directed to the Lords of the
Privy Council,' 1581.
2. ' The History of Ireland,' Jul.
Dublin, l688, published by sir James Ware.
The original
MS. is in the British Museum. 3. ' Chronologia Universalis.'
4. ' Conferences in the Tower,' published by tbf
English divines, 4to. 1583.
5. ' Narratio de Divortio,'
Antv. 1631.
6. ' Dc Imitationc Rhetorica,' ibid. lu'Sl.
His life, written by Paul Bombino, is very scarce ; the best
edition is that in 8vo. Mantua, 1620.
John GalbeH (Biog.) a dramatic poet of
Toulouse, was born in 1656, and died in 1728.
His plays,
published in 3 vols. 12mo. 1750, have been nearly as often
printed as those of Corneille, Racine, Crehillon, and Vol"

of Inverneil, a fourth family, of which

is sir

James

Campbell, lieutenant-general in the army, created a baronet
in 1818.
Campbell, John (Biog.) an historical writer of Edinburgh,
was born in 1708, and died in 1775. He contributed to the
Universal History;' besides writing 'A Political Survey
of Great Britain,' 2 vols, royal 4to. 1774, and so/mc other po-

:

Ueid. Fast.

1.

2.

CAMUS,

Arnaud Gaston (Hist.) an active agent in the
French revolution, being sent to arrest Dumourier, wa.
by him delivered to the Austrians, and exchanged for the
daughter of Louis XVI
Camus, John Peter (Ecc.) bishop of Bellay, was born at Pari
in 1582, nominated to the see of Bellay by Henry IV ir'
KiOf), resigned his charge after governing with great zea
1

20 years, and died in 16*52. He left a number of work:
mostly on religious subjects.
Camus, Stephen le, bishop and prince of Grenoble, and
cardinal, was born in 1632, nominated to that see in 1671
created a cardinal by Leo XI in 1(>S6, and died in 1707
after having submitted to great mortifications, and led
for

;

s

of austerity.

life

which was

Camus, Charles Stephen Lcieis (Biog.) a mathematician
Cressy en Brie, was born in 1 ('<)'), and died in 17<>8, leaving
1.
Cours de Mathematiques pour 1' Usage des lngenicurs,
Elemens de Mechanique.' 3.
Eleraen
4 vols. Svo. 2.
d'Arithmetique ;' besides a number of memoirs printed it
the volumes of the Academy.
Camus, Anlhont/ le, brother of Arnaud Gaston Camus, men
tioned under History, a physician of Paris, was horn ii
1722, and died in 1 772, leaving, I. ' Medicine de l'Esprit,

translated into French, Dutch, ami German. 2. ' Philosophy
S. 'Translation of the Gospels,' 2 vols.
of Rhetoric,' 1776.
4to. which was published just before his death.

2.
Abdekcr,' 4 vols. 12mc
2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1753.
3.
1756.
Medicine Pratique,' Sec.
Camus, Nicolas de Meziercs, a brother of the preceding, am

•

litical pieces.

Campbell, George,
died in
17()3, in

17;)(>.

answer

a Scotch divine, was born in 1719, and
wrote, 1. 'Dissertation on Miracles,'

He
to

Hume's Essay on

CAMl'F.OGIO, Lorenzo

Miracles,

(Fee.) a cardinal, was born

at

Milan

X

in 1517, came into
in 1474, created a cardinal by Leo
England as nuncio in ].">]<), when he was made bishop of

Salisbury, and died in 152!), after having been active in
settling the affairs about the divorce of Henry VIII and
Catharine, and also in opposing the progress of the
WB
'

His letters, which are the only works of his
Epistolarum Miscellanearinu
dning, were published in

ret'cri. ration.
reffi

'

Libri Decern.'

CAMPER,

Peter (Bag-') a physician and surgeon of Leyden,
Demon
was born in 1722, and died in 178<), leaving, 1.
strationum Ai&TOiuico-Pathologicarum Liber Primus/ &c.
Treatise
Amst. 1700 ; and Lib. Sccundus, 1762. 2. '
on the Natural Difference of Features,' &C. which was
translated into English by Dr. Cogan, under the title of
'
The Works of tin- Late tVofeSBOr Camper, on the Connection between the Science of Anatomy,' eve. in 2 books,
1704.
PI AN, Fitiiiiiml (Fci\) a Jesuit of London, was horn
in 1540, and executed at Tyburn in 1581, with other Romish priests, on the charge of high treason, by adhering to
He wrote, among
the bishop of Rome, the queen's enemy.
'

A

CAM

•

'

'

'

'

an

Le Genie d' Architect
was the author of, 1.
2.
Le Guide de ceux qui veulent batir,

architect,

'

Svo. 1782.
2 vols. Svo. &c.
lure,'

'

CAMUSAT,

Nicholas (Biog.) an historian of Troves, wa
born in 1575, and died in 1655, leaving, 1. ' Chrouologi
Promptua
ah Origine Orbis," eve. 4to. Tree. 1608. 2.
rium Sacrarum Antiquitatum Tricassinie Dioeeesia,' &c. 8v(
3.
1610.
Historia Albigensium, &c. Auctore Petro, Goe
npbii Vallis Sarnensis, &c. Monarcho,' Svo. Tree. 16M
'

'

4.

'

Melanges Historiques,' &C. Svo.
pieces are in Duchesn

his historical
1

ibid.
's

Sotnd

10'lf).

Collection of Prenc.

Iktorians.

CamOSAT, Francis Dennis, grandnephevv of the

preccti if
was born in l(i.')7, and died in 1732, leaving, 1. Histoin
Critiques des Journaux qui s'impriment en France,' 2 vol
I2mo.
Bibliotheque des 1. ivies Nouveaux,' 2 vol:
3.
Bibliotheque Francoise,' the first four volumes, whic
4.
Melanges de Litterature,' &>
consists of 34 vols. 4to.
'

'_!.

'

'
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CAN A

(Bibl.) a town of Galilee, where our Saviour change
the water into wine, which St. John calls the beginning (
his miracles.

John

ii.

CAN

CAN
CANAAN

(Bibl.) tiM3, the sou of Ham, whose posterity
inhabited Palestine ; it was called from them the land of
Gen. ix. 25, &c.
Canaan.
(Myth.) KavA x , h a daughter of ^Eolus and Ena-

CANACHE

retta, who had a child by Macareus, her brother, is said to
Apollod.
have killed herself at the command of her father.
Hygin. Fab. 238 ; Ovid. Hesiod. 1. 2, &c.
1. 1 ;
CANACHUS (Bkig.) a statuary of Sicyon, and pupil of
Polycletus, of Argos, among whose works was an Apollo for
Plin. 1. 34 ; Paus. 1. ().
Thebes, in Boeotia.
(Geog.) an extensive country of N. America,
lying between ol° and 81° of W. long., and between 42°
and 52° of N. lat.
It is bounded on the E. by New Britain and
Boundaries.
the Gulf of St. Lawrence ; S. E. and S. by the province
Brunswick,
&c.
New
of
It was divided in 1791 into the two provinces of
Division.
Upper and Lower Canada.
Quebec, the capital, York, Montreal,
Principal Towns.
Kingston, &c.
Canada is distinguished by its immense
Rivers and Lakes.

CANADA

lakes, among which the river St. Lawrence, the
Huron, Erie, Ontario, &c. arc the principal.
Canada is said to have been discovered by John
and Sebastian Cabot, in 14.07, but it was not until
1608 that a colony was established there by the French,
in whose hands it remained until 1 739, when it was conrivers

and

lake Superior,

History.

quered by the English.
(Biog.) or Canabelto, Antonio, an eminent painter

CANDIA

(Geog.) one of the largest islands in the Mediterranean, situated to the south of the Grecian Archipelago,
being nearly 180 m. in length, and from 20 to 30 in breadth.
The principal towns in Candia are Candia, its capital, Setia,
Retimo Campo, Mirabel Suda, Spinolonga, &c.

History of Candia.

After Creta, or Crete, the ancient name of this island, [Vide
Creta~] had remained several centuries in the hands of the
Romans, and the emperors of Constantinople, it fell into
those of the Saracens of Spain in 823, from whom Michael the Stammerer made fruitless efforts to regain it.
Photinus, one of his generals, was beaten ; and Craterus,
who succeeded him, neglecting to avail himself of the
advantages he had gained, was taken prisoner in the
island of Cos, and crucified ; but Nicephorus Phocas,
general of Romanus the Younger, was more successful,
and retook it in 960. After the capture of Constantinople

by the French and the Venetians, Baldwin I, the emperor of Constantinople, gave this island to Boniface,
marquis of Montserrat, who sold it to the Venetians in
1204.
The Candians revolted in 1364, and wished to
transfer their allegiance to the Genoese ; but were reduced to obedience by the former. In 1665 the Turks
made a sudden attack on Candia, which, after a disastrous

war of 20 years, notwithstanding all the exertions of Clement IX, they succeeded in taking, to his inexpressible
grief.

CANAL

of Venice, was born in 1697, and died in 176S.
particularly happy in giving picturesque views.

(Geog.) a group of islands in the Atlantic Ocean,
13 in number, of which Teneriffe, Grand Canary, and Fuerteventura are the largest
Palma, Ferro, Gomera, and Lancerota are the next in magnitude; the remaining six, Graciosa,
;

and Lobos,

are little

more than rocks. Reckoning from the southern point of Ferro
to the northern point of Allegranza, they lie between 28 and
30 N. lat., and reckoning from Rocca to Deessa, the western
extremity of Ferro, they lie between 14° and 19° W. Ion.
These islands were anciently but imperfectly known by the
name of the Insula: Fortunatce, or Canaria; and remained
in obscurity until the 14th century, when the Spaniards
gained possession of them, after a long and violent resistance from the Guanches, the original inhabitants.
CANARII, Jo/in Baptist (Biog.) an anatomist of Ferrara,
who died in 1590, aged 75, was the author of ' Humani
Corporis Picturata Dissectio.'

Canarii (Geog.) a people near mount Atlas, in Africa, who
are supposed to have given their name to the Canary islands.
Plin.

1.

5.

CANAGE,

Philip de la (Hist.) Seigneur du Fresnc, was
born at Paris in 1551, and died in l6l0, after having been

employed by Henry IV as ambassador in England, Germany,
and Venice. He wrote an account of his travels, entitled,
•

Ephemerides."

CANDACE

(Hist.) a name common to the queens of EthioOne in particular is alluded to in Scripture, whose
eunuch was baptized by Philip the deacon. Acts viii.
This
is probably the same as the queen mentioned by Pliny, who
reigned in the time of Augustus, and was distinguished for
her prudence.
Strab. 1. 17; Plin. 1. 6; Dio. 1. 54.
pia.

CANDAULES

(Hist.) KavBavXr/e, or Myrsilus, the son of
the last of the Heraclidae who reigned in
murdered by Gyges, at the instigation of his

Myrsus, and
Lydia,

was

whom he bad exposed to the view of the latter. Gyges
succeeded to the bed and throne of Candaules.
Herod. 1. 1,
c. 7, &c.
wife,

Candaules, the father of Damysthymus,
manders of Xerxes'

fleet.

of Candia.

was introduced into this island by St. Paul,
[Vide Creta~\ and Titus was the first bishop.
There is an
archiepiscopal see, and nine suffragans, but Christianity
is at a low ebb.
Cedrcn. et Zonar. Annul. ; Justinian.
Hist. Venet. ; Du Cange Hist. Constant. ; And. Vallier

Christianity

CANARIES

Rocca, Allegranza, St. Clara, Inferno,

Ecclesiastical History

He was

one of the com-

Guerre de Candie.
Peter (Biog.) an artist of the l6th century,
whose real name was de Witte. He worked, in conjunction
with Vasari, at the pope's palace, at Rome, and was also
employed by the grand duke of Florence.
Candido, vide Decembrio.
CANENS (Myth.) the daughter of Janus, and wife of Picus,
king of the Laurentes, who, when her husband was changed
into a bird, lamented him so much that she was changed

CANDIDO,

into a voice.

Ovid. Met.

1.

4.

CANGE, Charles du
CANGIAGI (Biog.)

Fresne du, vide Du Cange.
or Cambiaso, Lucas, called also LuGenoa in the 16th century, whose
painter
of
chetto, a
' Sleeping
Cupid,' and ' Judith with her Attendant,' are
much admired.
CANIDIUS (Hist.) a tribune, who proposed a law to empower Pompey to go with only two lictors, to reconcile
Ptolemy and the Alexandrians. Pint, in Pomp.
CANINIUS, C. Rebilus (Hist.) a consul with J. Caesar for only
seven hours, because his predecessor died on the last day of
the year, and he was chosen for the remainder of the day.
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 7, ep. 33 ; Plin. 1. 7 ; Pint, in Cws. ; Macrob. 1. 2 ; Suet, in Cms. 76.
Caninius, Lucius, a lieutenant of Csesar's army in Gaul.
Cies.

de Bell. Gall.

1.

7-

friend of Cicero's.
Angelus, a scholar of the l6th century, was
a Greek grammar.
1. ' HeUenismus,'
of,
the author
2. ' Institutions Linguarum Syriaca;, Assyriacs, et Thalmudicse,' ccc. 4to. Paris. 1554.
CANISIUS, Henry (Biog.) or de Hondt, a Jesuit and lawyer of Nimeguen, who died in 1597, wrote, 1. ' Surama

Caninius (Biog.) an intimate
Caninius,

Regulas Juris.'
2. ' Commentarium in
juris Canonici.'
3. ' Pradectiones Academics,' which were published collectively by Andrew Bouvet, 4to. Lovan. l6"4y ; Colon. lG&J.

Se

2

.

CAN

CAN

Besides which he wrote ' Antique Lectiones,' 7 vols. 4to.
1601
1603 ; reprinted by James Basnage, under the title
of ' Thesaurus Monumentorum Ecclesiasticorum ct Historieorum,' &e. 4 vols. Amst. 1725.
ANISTIUS (Biog.) a Lacedemonian courier, who ran 1200

—

(

stadia in one (lav.

CANITZj Baron

Plin.

1.

7.

(Hist.) a statesman, was employed by
III, of Prussia, on different negotiations,

I'on

Frederic II and
and died in 1699. His German poems were reprinted for
the tenth time in 8vo. 1 750.
CANTUS (Biog.) a poet of Gades, eotemporary with Martial.
Mart. I. 1, ep. 62.
Canius, a Roman knight, who went to Sicily for his amusement.
Cic. de Offic. 1. 3.
CANN.E (Geog.) a small village of Apulia near the Aufidus,
memorable for the defeat and slaughter of the Romans
under P. ./Emilias and Terentius Varro, by Annibal, A. C.
216, when 40,000 Romans were left on the field, which is
shown to this dav, and is called bv the natives the " Field
of Blood." Etc. 1. 22; Flor. I. 2; Plin. 1. 15; Plut. in
Annib.
CANO, Alonzo (Biog) an artist of Grenada, who was styled
the Michael Angelo of Spain, because he excelled in painting, sculpture, and architecture, was born in 1 600, and died
in I676.
(Biog.) or Canonieus, John, by some called Marbres,
an English Franciscan monk of the 14th century, published,
1. ' In Aristotelis Physica, Lib. VIII,' Svo. S. Alban. 1481 ;
reprinted at Venice, in 1481, 1482, and 1505.
(Myth.) the pilot to the ship of Menelaus, who
died on the coast of Egypt bv the bite of a serpent.
He
was honoured with a monument on the spot where afterwards the town of Canopus was built. Mel. 1. 1 ; Euslal/t.
in Diog. Per.
Canopus (Geog.) now Maadie, a city of Egypt, 12 miles
from Alexandria, the inhabitants of which were noted for
their effeminacy.
Juv. Sat. 15.

CANON

CANOPUS

llorrida sane

/Egyptus ; sed baurii quantum fpu MOtam,
Barbara famoso non cedil turbo Camype.

Stat. S1/I1:

3.

1.

Tlierapuai lusciiiat

t'ra Cinia/u.

CANTACUZENUS,

Joannes (Hist.) emperor of Constantinople, and one of the Byzantine historians, was born in 1
295
and is supposed to have lived to the age of 100 and upwards'
during which he acted both as a warrior and a statesman in
the service of Andronicus till his death, and afterwards as
the guardian of Paheologus, until he found it necessary, in
self-defence, against the intrigues of the empress dowager
to take the purple
after five years to

upon
John

himself,

which however he resigned

and retired to a monasnunnery.
In this place he
wrote an account of the events which had happened during
his public life, namely, from 1320 to 1355.
A Latin translation of this history was published by Pontanus, at Ingol.
stadt, in 1 603; and afterwards in 3 vols. fol. Gr. and Lat.
Paris, 1645; and again in the ' Corpus Byzantine Historic
Scriptorum,' Vol. XXVII, Venet. 1727, &c.
Besides this
history, Catacuzenus wrote some theological works, particularly an Apology for Christianity against the Mahometans,
printed in Gr. and Lat. Basil. 1543.
CANTALUPE, Viscount (Her.) the title borne by th« eldol
son of the earl of Delawar.
CANTARINI, Simonc (Biog.) a painter and engraver ol
Pesaro, was born in 1612, and died in 1648, not without
suspicion of having been poisoned by a painter of Mantua,
whom he had reviled. He had been compared to Guido
whom he excelled in grace if not in dignity. Our Savioui
standing on the Globe, attended by Cherubims, is eonsiderw
to be equal to any thing from the pencil of Guido.
CANTEL, Peter Joseph (Biog.) a French Jesuit, was bon
Pala?ologus,

tery, his wife also retiring to a

and died in 16'84" leaving, 1.
De Romana Re
12mo. Paris, 1684; Ultraj. 16,01, l6'Qo, 1707
Metropolitinarum Urbium Historia,' &e. Svo. Pari?
1684.
He also had a part in preparing the Dclphin edition
of the Classics, and edited Justin, 4to. 1677; Valeriu
Maximus, 1679.
CANTEMIR, Demetrius (Hist.) a Tartar of illustrious birth
who hoped to succeed his father as governor of Moldavia
but being supplanted by a rival at the Ottoman court, h
availed himself of the opportunity of being sent to defen
Moldavia against the Russians, to make his court with th.
czar Peter, by delivering the province over to him, fo
which he was rewarded with the government, and died i
1723.
He wrote a History of the Growth and Decay
the Ottoman Empire, from 1300 to 1683,' which w
lished in an English translation by Tindal, fol. Londor
in

16'45,

'

publica,' &c.

2.

'

1

•

c

Virgil gives it the epithet of Pella?us, from Alexander, a
native of Pella, and founder of Alexandria.
Mel. 1. 1 ;
Strab. 1. 17; Sevec. ep. 51 ; Plin. 1. 5 ; Quinlil. 1. 1 ; Tac.

Ann.

(Geo*.) a town of Naples, the ancient Cunusum,
on the river OrantO, 31 m. W. Ban, 72 E. Benevento. Lon.
Hi E., lat. 41 N.
This town was taken by the French in
'

1. 'id.',

and destroyed by an earthquake

in 1691.
(Geog.) a fierce warlike people of Uispania
Tarraconensis, who inhabited the province now called Biscay.
They rebelled against the Romans, and were conquered by

CANTABR1

Augustus.
Hor. 1. 2, od.
1.

Ibid.

1.

n

Cantabrum induction jugaferre
ep.

1

;

the

Religion, writ

the

Present State of Moldavia, writte
Soul, in Greek and Molls
with Turkish Words; and an Intn
Moldavian.
son of the preceding, was born
1744.
He displayed his abilities as

World and the

vian ; Musical Airs
duclion to Music, in
Antiochus,
1710, and died in
negotiator and ambassador at London and Paris
and w;
likewise author of some odes, satires, and fables; l>esides
translation of Anacreon, and the epistles of I lorace.

Caktkmik,

i

;

(Geog.) the capital of Kent, in Englani
situated on the banks of the river Stour, 56 m. S. E. I.o>
don.
Lon. 1° 15' E., lat. 51° 17' N.

Scythes.

2, od. 6.

1 ,

Russian;

in Latin

CANTERBURY

1

1

(jtml bellicaus Cantaber,

Ibid.

1734; besides a System of the Mahometan
ten in

2.

1.

CANOSA

nostra.

History

9.

U,/i(wm puer,

Canterbury, which was
tt

<>/'

Canterbury.

known

to the ancients by the nann
of Durovernum, or Dorovernum, and io later times
that of Cantrvara-byrg, latinized Cantnaria, was cv
dently a Roman station, as the numerous antiquiti

Cantalrrica bcila tutitti.

1

Sil. Ital.

1.

2.
indaher untt omnes hynmisque, aslusi/uc Jumisaur.
Imridut.

<

Cat.

'le

Plal.

1.

Hell. Call.

1.

.'{

;

Mel

1.3; Strab.

I.

2

;

Plin.

1.

25-

2.

CANT AI'.KK

i

s,

Oceamu

(Geog.) the Bay .of Biscay. [Vide

Cantabria\

CANTABRIGIA

(Geog.) the Latin

name

for

Cambridge.

which have been dug up sufficiently testify. It was site
wards the residence of the Saxon kings, till the reign
Ethelredj about the year 596.
It was at that time e
tirely surrounded with walls, and defended by a stroi
castle, which began to be neglected in the reign of qua
Elizabeth.

;

CAN

CAP
The wool and

Ecclesiastical History.

the metropolitan archiepiscopal see of all England ; which rank was assigned to it by queen Elizabeth,
after many and long contests between the sees of CanterThe archbishop takes precedence of all
bury and York.
the peers of Great Britain, except those of the blood-royal
and at coronations he puts the crown on the head of the
The first archbishop of Canterbury was St.
sovereign.
Augustine, the apostle of the English, and among his
successors Thomas a Becket and Anselm are the most disNot less than eight councils have been held
tinguished.
anin this city, namely, one by St. Augustine, in 6'04
and his queen Bertha,
other in CO;"), at which Ethelbert
third
his
son
Eadbald,
were
present;
a
in
also
705; a
a sixth in
236 ; a seventh
fourth in 7S5 ; a fifth in 820
At the dissolution of
in 13.06'; and the eighth in 1439.
the religious houses in 1538, Henry VIII appropriated to
himself the treasures of Canterbury cathedral, which,
from the offerings perpetually made at the shrine of
Becket, had accumulated to an immense extent.
OANTERUS, William (Biog.) a critic and grammarian, of
an ancient family of Utrecht, was bom in 1542, and died
Novarum Lectioin 1575, leaving, among his works, 1.
num Libri Octo,' Svo. Basil. 1564, 1571- 2. ' Syntagma de
Ratione emendendi Griecos Autores,' printed in the lastmentioned edition of the former. 3. ' Not*, Scholia, Emendationes, &c. in Euripidem, Sophoclem, /Eschylum,' &c.
Canterus, Theodore, brother of the preceding, and also a
classic, left many annotations and criticisms, some of which
Burman has given an
are preserved in Grater's Thesaurus.
ample catalogue of the writings of these two brothers.
CANTON, John (Biog.) a natural philosopher of Stroud, in
He
Gloucestershire, was born in 1718, and died in 1772.
communicated many papers on electricity and chemistry to
the Royal Society, of which he was a member.
(Biog.) a sculptor of Sicyon, some of whose
Plin. 1. 34.
statues were preserved at Olympia.
Gantharus, a comic poet of Athens. Suidas.
(Geog.) a country in the eastern parts of Britain,
now Kent, the inhabitants of which were called Cantiani.

Canterbury

is

;

;

V

1

;

'

CANTHARUS
CANTIUM
Ca-s.

de Bell. Gall.

1.

(Geog.) the Latin name in the middle ages
£Vide Canterbury]
for Canterbury.
CANULEIA (Hist.) one of the four first vestals chosen by

Numa.

Pint, in

Num.
(Hist.)

were here

Hicc tibiturbato

Mufttu

erit,

Camuina

gaude, non

simillima

cito Jiet

mvho

anus.

Strab. 1. 6
1. 2 ;
;
Xer. c. 30 ; Ptol. 1. 3.
(Hist.) or Cnut, a name common to several kings
of Denmark, and other princes,
Canute I, surnamed the Little, succeeded his father Eric on
the throne of Denmark in 861.
Canute II, surnamed the Great, succeeded not only to the
throne of Denmark, as his inheritance, but also to that of
England, Norway, and Sweden, by conquest in 1015, and
died after a glorious reign of 25 years.
Canute III, vide Hardi Canute.
Canute IV, surnamed the Proud, succeeded Harold in 10S0,
and was slain in an insurrection bv one of his subjects in
1087Canute V, succeeded Eric V, in 1147, and was killed by one
Suenon, at a feast, in 1 1 55.
Canute VI, succeeded his father Yaldemir, in 1182, and died
in 1210.
Canute, Ericson, son of Eric IX, succeeded to the throne of
Sweden, after having put Charles VII to death, and died in

de Bell. Civ.

Cass,

Plin.

1.

8

;

1.

1

Liv.

1.

Met.

;

Siieton. in

CANUTE

1192.

Canute, son

of

Eric III, king of Denmark,

obtained the

government of Sleswiek, and was afterwards made king of
the Obodrites, i. e. of Holstein and Mecklenburg; but was
Sax. Grammat. ;
perfidiouslv slain by his cousin Magnus.
Magn. Hist. Sure. ; Mallh. cf Westm. ; Polyd. Vergel. 8,-c
CANUTE, Domnico (Biog.) an Italian painter, whose pieces
He died in 1678, at
are preserved at Rome and Bologna.
the age of oo.
CANUTIUS, Tibcrinus (Hist.) a tribune of the people, and
a violent opponent to Anthony, fell a victim to the violence
of his opposition.
Palerc. 1. 2, c. 64.
Julius Cxsar (Biog.) an historian of Campagnia,
who died in 1631, wrote flistoria Puteolana,' ' Historia
Neapolitana,' which are in Grsevius' Thesaurus, besides other

CAPACCIO,

'

CAPANEUS

(Myth.) KaircuTioc, a noble Argive, whom Juto have struck dead with a thunderbolt, in
revenge for his impiety, in saying that he would take
Thebes in spite of the gods. Horn. II. 1. 5 Euripid. in
Phcenis. ; JEschyL in Sept. ante The/i.; Apollod. 1. 3 ; Hygin.
Slat. Thch.
Fab. 68
Ovid. Met. 1. 9, &c. ; Proper!. 1. 1
1. 3, &c.
Paus. 1. 10 ; Veget. 1. 4, &c.
CAPECIO, Scipio (Biog.) in Latin Capycius, a poet of
Naples in the l6th century, was the imitator of Lucretius,
piter is said

;

tribune of the people, U. C.
310, who made it lawful for the patricians and plebeians to
intermarry, and also ordained that one of the consuls should
Liv. 1. 4-; Flor. 1. 1.
be yearly chosen from the plebeians.
(JANUS, James (Hist.) was the discoverer of the kingdom of
Congo, in 1 48 !.
Cants, John Sebastian, a Biscayan, and the companion of the
famous Magellan in his voyages of discovery ; returned after
the death of the latter to Seville, in 1522, having made the
circuit of the world by the east in three years and four
weeks.
Cams, Melchior (Ecc.) a Spanish divine of Taranzo, in
the diocese of Toledo, was made bishop of the Canary
Islands in 1552, which he afterwards resigned, and died in
1560.
His treatise, ' De Locis Theologicis,' was published
in 4to. Patav. 1 727 ; and to him is attributed also the
'
Prtelectiones de Poenitentia.'
His whole works were
printed in 4to. Yenet. 1759CANUSHJM (Geog.) a town of Apulia, now Canosa, whither the Romans fled after the battle of Camue.
It was
built by Diomedes, according to Horace, who complains of
the bread being gritty there.
Horat. 1. 1 sat. 5.
C.

it

of a superior quality.
Mart 1.14, ep. 127.

things.

5.

CANTUARIA

CANULEIUS,

the cloths manufactured from

a

,

Xatn L'amtd lapidoSUS
aq.-:(? non ditior urna
Qui locui aforti Diomede czt conditio, alim.
;

:

;

;

;

poem of the ' Principles of Things,' Svo. Francof.
He
1631, and with an Italian translation, Venice, 1754.
also composed Elegies, Epigrams, and a Poem • De Vate

in his

Maximo/

CAPEL,

i. e. St. John the Baptist.
Sir Giles (Hist.) of the family of Capel, or Capell,

mentioned under Heraldry, was knighted for his valour at
the sieges of Teroven and Tournay, and the action that
ensued at Guinegaste, 5 Hen. VII I, commonly called the
Battle of Spurs, and served the king on several other occasions.

Capel, Arthur, Lord, distinguished himself for his loyalty,
and after having raised some troops of horse in defence of
his sovereign, and rendered all the personal sen-ice in his
power, he was at length beheaded by the rebels in 1648, in
violation of the terms on which he surrendered himself, and
His literary remains were pubthe fortress of Colchester.
Daily Observations or
lished in 1 654, under the title of
'

Meditations,' &c.
Capel, vide Essex.

Capel (Her.)

or

Capell, as

it

was formerly, and now

is

CAP

CAP
written, the name of a family which from a remote antiquity have heen lords of the manor of Stanton, in Suffolk.
This family lias enjoyed the dignity of the peerage since the
time of Charles I, when lord Arthur Capel, before-mentioned

under History, was created in 16" 11 a baron, by the title of
lord Capel, of Hadhani, co. Herts.
His son, Henry Capel,
was in 1661 advanced to the dignity of viscount Maiden,
and earl of Essex. [Vide Essex] His brother Henry was
created in l6j)2 a baron of this realm by the title of lord
Capel, of Tewkslmrv. which became extinct at his death.
CAPELL, Edward (Biog.) of the same family, was born in
1713, and died in 1781.
He made voluminous collections
for an edition of Shakspeare ; and the fruit of his labours
were published after his death, under the title of ' Notes
and Various Readings of Shakspeare,' &c. 3 vols. 4to. 1783.
He was also the editor of ' Prolusions,' a volume of ancient
poems.
CAPELLA, Martianus Minii/s Felix (Biog.) a Latin poet of
Africa, in the fifth century, was the author of a poem mixed
with prose, entitled
De Nuptiis Philologise et Mercurii, et
de Septem Artibus Liberalibus,' which Grotius is said to
have edited at the age of 14. The best edition is that of
Walthardus, 8vo. Rom. 1763.
CAPELLO, Bin/ica (Hist.) a Venetian lady, who was first
the mistress, and afterwards the wife of Francis Cosmo,
grand duke of Florence. She died suddenly, within a few
days of her husband, not u-ithout suspicion of both having
been poisoned by the cardinal Ferdinand, his brother.
CAPELLUS (Biog.) or Cappell, Lewis, a Protestant divine
of Sedan, in Champagne, was born in 1 579, and died in
1658.
He was the opponent of the Buxtorfs, on the antiquity of the Hebrew points, which he denied to be coeval
with the language itself. He wrote, 1. * Arcanum Punctuationis Revelatum,' &e.
2. • Critica Sacra,' fol. Paris,
1650.
3. ' Chronologia Sacra,' 4to. Paris, 1655, &c.
CAPENA, Porta (Tojwg.) now Porta di S. Sebastiano, a gate
of Rome, so called because the roads through it lead to a
small town of the same name; it was also called Appia,
because the Appian road commenced there.
'

Ovid. Fast.

1.

5.

Appositum

Mart.

1.

3, ep.

Capena

Liv.

1.

5

CAPHAREUS
Euboea.

grati/li

Virg. JEn.

;

Capena

dextrtt porta

tiiE.

47.

(Grog.)

porta qua pluit gvtta.
1.

7, v.

697

now Capo

Juv. Sat. 3, v. 11.
Frogera, a promontory of
;

QVide Euboea]

CAPIPULI,

Lelio (Hist.) a poet of Mantua, who died in
1560, left some pieces which, together with those of his
brothers, Hyppolitus and Julius, are collected in one volume
4to. Rome, 1500.
His brother, Camillus Capipuli, was the
author of a work entitled
The Stratagems of Charles IX
against the Huguenots,' published in Italian, Ito. Rome,
1572, and a French translation in 1574.
CAPISTRAN, John (Fee.) a Franciscan of Capistran, a village in Italy, who died in 1456, a little after the victory of
Belgrade, gained by the Christians over the Turks, in which
he bore a part by the influence of his preaching.
Among
his works as an author, is the ' Speculum Clericorum,'
&c.
a Treatise on the Power of the Pope, and the Councils, &c.
For his services against the infidels and heretics he was
canonized in l6')0.

Capito (Biog.)

Younger'
who wrote the Lives of Illustrious Men. Plin. 1. 8, ep. 12
Capito, Robert, vide Grosthead.
Capito, Wolfgang Fabricins, a Lutheran of Hagenau, wa
born in 1478, and died in 1511, leaving, 1.
Institutional]
Hebraicarum Libri Duo.' 2.
Enarrationes in Habacuc e
'

'

Hoseam

Prophetas,' 8vo. Argentor. 1534, &c.
(Myth.) a surname of Jupiter, so callei
temple on Mount Capitolinus.
Capitolinus (Hist.) the surname of M. Manlius, who wa

CAPITOLINUS
from

his

thrown down from the Tarpeian rock for his ambition
[Vide Ma nl ills']
Capitolinus, Caius Julius, a consul with the emperor Aurelian
A. D. 274.
Capitolinus, Corn. (Biog.) a Latin historian of the thin
century, was the author of a work quoted by Trebeliiu
Pollio, which is not now extant.
Capitolinus, Julius, a Latin historian of the third and fourth
centuries, composed the lives of Antoninus Pius, and Veraaddressed to Diocletian

(Hist.) the uncle of Paterculus, who joined Agrippa
against Cassius.
Pater. 1. 2, c. 69.
Capito, a cruel commander in Judiea, who caused the Jews to

butchered when they went to pay him their respects.
Joseph, de Hell. Jud. 1. 2, c. 25.
Capito, an historian of Lycia, who wrote an account of Isauria,
in eight books.
Steph. Bt/z.
lie

;

those of Claudius Albinus,

Ma

two Maximini, and the three Gordiani, dedicate*
some others not now extant.
Capitolinus, Mans (To/mg.) a mountain of Rome, now callei
in the Italian, Campidoglio, which was named Saturniu:
crinus, the

to Constantine, besides

because Saturn dwelt there; Tarpeius, from the virgr
Tarpeia, who was buried under the bucklers of the Sabines
and lastly, Capitolinus, from the head of one Telus, as ii
said, which was dug up while digging the foundations c
Jupiter's temple.
[Vide Capitoliuiii]
(To]X)g.) a celebrated temple and citadel a
Rome, built on the Mons Capitolinus, which was begun b
Servius Tullius, finished by Tarquin the Proud, and dedi
cated to Jupiter by Horatius Pulvillus.
It was burnt in th.
time of Sylla, with the books of the Sibyls ; and again undi
I

CAPITOLIUM

1

Vitellius, as also under Titus.
Domitian rebuilt it, an
instituted the Capitoline games, to be celebrated there ever
five years.
The Christians have since erected a church 0:

mountain, dedicated to the Holv Virgin. Diom/s.
Parr. 1. 4 ; Pal. Max. 1. 1 ; Mart. 1. 7 ; Plin.
Cassiod. in Chron.
CAPNIO, John (Biog.) vide Reuchlin.
this
1.

4

;

Ha
I.

3

CAPORALI,

Ceesar (Biog.) a poet of Perugia, was bom i
1530, and died in 1601, leaving some poems of the romanti
and published at Venice in 1656, and 1662.
CAPPADOCIA (Geog.) a country of Asia Minor, forming
part of the modern Natolia, which by the Turks has bee
divided into four provinces, namely, Genech, Suas, Anadoli;
and Amasia.
History of Cappadocia.
cast, collected

Cappadocia was once a kingdom founded by Pharnace:
A. M. 3475, A. C. 560 ; between whom and Ariarathes
1

six other

'

CAPITO

a biographer in the time of Pliny the

is

the

list

kings reigned who are unknown.
of kings from that period.
Kingl.

Ariarathes

1

The

followin

V. C.

A. C.

392

362

424

330
317

Orophemes.
Ariarathes II
Ariarathes III

437

Arsamnes
Ariarathes IV
Ariarathes V
Ariarathes VI
Ariarathes VII
Ariarathes VIII and
Ariobarzanes
Ariarathes

X

Archelaus

402
530
592
625

262
224

665
712
718

89

162

129

IX
43
41

This kingdom, which lasted between four and five hundre
years, ended at the death of Archelaus, A. D. 16, an

,

CAP

CAR

In the ISth centurv,
then became a Roman province.
after the taking of Constantinople by the Latins, Isaac
Comnenus established in Cappadocia the empire of Trebisonde, so called from the name of its capitol.
The last
emperor of Trebisonde was David, surnamed Calo-John,
who was taken by Mahomet in 146l, and killed with his
Herod. 1. 1, c. 73, &C.
children.
Strab. L 11 j Patcrc.
1.
2; Mel. 1. 1 ; Justin. 1. 2; Corn. Xepos. 14, c. 1
Pirn- 1. 6 ; Solin. I. 3 ; Curt. 1. 3 ; Voleterran et Ccneb.
in Ckron. ; Xicctas, Paul Jovius, <yc.
C.*prADOCiA (Xumis.) many medals are extant, bearing the
effigies of their kings, of which more may be seen under
their respective names.
CAPPERONNIER, Claude (Biog.) a scholar of Mondidier.
leaving
in Picardy, was born in 16*71, and died in 1 7 1-4
among other tilings, an edition of the ' Antiqui Rhetores
Latini,' &c. 4to. Argentorat, 1756; besides philosophical
observations on Greek and Latin authors, and a treatise on
the ancient Greek pronunciation.
Capperonnier, John, nephew of the preceding, was born in
17io. and died in 1775.
He published an edition of,
2. ' Csesaris Opera,' 2 vols.
1. ' Anacreon,' 12mo. 174S.
'
3.
Plautus,' 3 vols. 12mo. 175912mo. Paris. 1754.
4. ' Sophocles.' 2 vols. 4to. Paris. 1781.
CAPRARlA (Geog.) a mountainous island in the Mediterranean, now Cahrera, on the coast of Spain, about 12 m.
Plin. 1. 3.
5. Majorca.
CAPRE.E (Geog.) an island on the coast of Campania, famous
for being the retreat of the emperors Augustus and Tiberius.
Suet, in Tib.; Stat. Si/h: 1. 3.
(hid. Met. 1. 15
CAPIU (Geog.) the ancient Caprew, an island about three
miles from the coast of the Principato di Salerno, opposite
;
Sorrento, 20 m. S. Naples, Ion. 14 10 E., lat. 40= N.
CAPUA (Geog.) the chief city vt' Campania, in Italy, now
called Capua, a town of Terra di Lavona, situated at the
foot of a mountain, on the river Volturno, 15 m. N. Naples,
c
25 W. Benevento, 95 S. E. Rome.
Lon. 14 10' E., lat.
H" N.
;

;

;

CAR

(Hist.) a son of Phoroneus, king of Megara, in who«b
reign his subjects first erected temples to Ceres.
Paw. 1. ]

c.

39.

CARA,

Joseph (Hist.) or Issuf, son of Cara Mohammed, first
prince of the family or dynasty of the Black Sheep ; conquered Mesopotamia, Media, and a great part of Armenia
and Georgia, where he reigned for some years, and died in
the year of the Hegira 822, A. D. 1432.

Cara, Hug Ochman (Hist.) third prince of the same dynasty
as the preceding, was killed in battle by Cara Joseph, in the
year of the Hegira S09, A. D. 141 9.
CARACALLA, Marcus Aurdius Antoninus (Hist.) so called
from the Gaulish vestment, which he was particularly fond
of, was appointed by his father Septimius Severus to succeed
to the empire with his brother Geta ; but he murdered the
latter in his mother Julia's arms
and, after putting to
death many thousands at Alexandria, Rome, and elsewhere,
he was assassinated at Edessa by his successor Macrinus in
the seventh year of his wicked reign, and the 43d vear of
his age, A. D. 217.
Dio. 1. 77; Herod. 1. 4; Hist. August.
;

Scriptor.

Caracalla (Xumis.) the name by which this emperor is best
known to historians is nowhere to be found on his medals,
which, besides his effigv [Vide Plate I], bear, on the obverse,
the inscriptions M. AUR.
C.ES.—C^S. M.

ANTONINUS

ALU. ANT. AUG.
U. C. 959, A. D.

;

C.ES. U. C. 949, A. D. U)6

197— PONTIF.

;

tifex.

199— TR.
201.— TR.

P.

I.

II.

P. III.

dition of

PROCOSS.

IV.

COS. with

PONTZ/ca-

TR.
204— TR.

202, 203

have had for

its

210— TR.

founder Capys, the com-

P.

FELIX.

Et

Capijs, hiric

211

ywmen Campantz ducltur urbh.

opulent that it had the name of altera Roma,
but after its surrender to the troops of Annibal, U. C.
53S, A. C. 216, and recapture by the Romans, it was
punished for its perfidy by the Roman consuls, Fulvius
and Claudius. As a Roman colony it was destroyed by
Genseric, king of tiie Vandals, in the sixth century, and
rebuilt by Nurses.
The Lombards afterwards destroyed
it a second time, and laid, as is supposed, the foundation
of the modern Capua, which is about two miles distant
from the ancient site, where nothing remains but a village.
Capua was fortified by Vauban, has a strong citadel,
and is accounted the key of Naples on the N. In 1799,
this town was occupied by a body of French troops, who
were compelled to surrender to captain Trowbridge
and
in 1803, it was greatly damaged by an earthquake.

was once

COS.

with

III.,

Ecclesiastical History

of Capua.

Capua was erected by pope John XIV into an archbishopric.
Two councils were held here, namely, in 390, and 1087.
Cic. in Philip. 12, c. 3
C. Xep. in Ann. ; Paterc. 1. 1
Lit'. 1. 4, &c. ; Ftor. 1. 1
Pint, in Ann. ; Leand. Descript.
;

;

;

Cluver. Ital. Antiq.

1.

4;

Scipio. Mazc/l. Descript.

Del. Reg. Xapol.
CAP*! S (Myth.) a Trojan, who accompanied JEneas into Italy,
and founded Capua. f_Vide Capiut"]

—

the addition of
after his expedition into Britain.
TR. P. XIII., and on the death of

XIV. P. M P. P.
XIV. XV. COS. III. DES.
IMP. II., and having shun

his father,

so

;

Ital.;

P. XII. XIII.

BRITAXNICUS

panion of .Eneas.
rirg. JEn. 1. 10.

It

and

COS.
VI. COS. DES. IMP. with

P. IV. V. VI.

the addition of
is said to

the ad-

PIUS

PARTH/c^ MAXimus.

History of Capua.

Capua

after this,

;

IMP. DES. sometimes
with the addition of PRINC.
J U VENT.
198— IMP. C.ES. M. AUR. ANT. AUG.
TR. P. ; sometimes with the addition of PIUS, and P. for Pon-

212— TR.
I

P.

III.

his brother

213— TR.
CARACCI

P.

Geta

alone,

XV. XVI. COS.

AUG.

IIII.

IMP.

the name of three painters of Bologna,
who founded the school which goes bv their name. I.m'.ovigo Caracci was bom in 1555, and was cousin-german :o

Agostino

(Biog.)

and Hannibal, who

were brothers.

The

first

died at the age of 63, the second at the age of 45, and the
thud at that of 49. The altar piece of St. John the Baptirt,
formerly in the Certosa of Bologna, now in the Louvre, is
reckoned the best specimen of Ludo\igo's skill. Agostino
displayed his best powers in the Communion of St. Jerome,
formerly at the Certosa, now in the Louvre.
Hannibal has
left specimens of his skill in the art in the Farnese gallery
at Rome. Augustine Caracci had a natural son, who showed
great genius for painting, but died at the eaiiv age of 31.
[Vide Plate
CARACCIO, Anthony (Biog.) baron of Corano, and a poet
of Nardo. in the kingdom of Naples, who died in 1702,
wrote Imperio Vindicato,' an epic poem in fortv cantos. 4to.

XXXV]

'

Rome, I69O, and some tragedies printed

CARACCIOLI

at

Rome, 1698.

an ancient and illustrious house of
Naples, which deduces its origin from Greece, and settled

in the

(Hist.)

kingdom of Naples.

'

!

CAR
MAXO RENOVAT. — VICTORIA AUG. — VOTIS

CAR
Caraccioi.i, John, grand senechal of the kingdom of Naples,
was, lor a time, in favour with Joan, queen of Naples, who
had conceived an illicit passion for him hut, falling afterwards into disgrace with her, she put him to death in 1432.

DECENNALIBUS,
Com. Hist.

;

Marian. 1. 21, c. 5.
(Ecc.) or Caracciolo, Robert, often called liobcrtus de Licio, a Franciscan, and a descendant of the illustrious family of the Caraccioli, was made successively bishop
of Aquino, of Lecce, and of Aquila. and died in 1 1<)5,
leaving many sermons and theological works.
Caraccioli, Marinas, son of Domitius Caraccioli, lord of
Rus, was sent hy the duke of Milan to the council of Lateran

CaRACCIOM

hy pope Leo X as nuncio into Germany in 1520 ;
and, after being in the service of Charles V as ambassador to
Venice, and on other occasions, he was created a cardinal
by Paul III in 1535, and died in 1538.
Caraccioli, Lciris Anthony (Biog.) a nobleman, who was
l>orn in 1723, and died in 1803, wrote, among other things,
' Ganganelli's Letters,'
which were for a time ascribed to
that pontiff, and were translated into English.
( Al.'ACTACUS (Hist.) a king of the Britons, who, being
conquered bv Ostorius, A. D. 41, was sent in chains to Home,
where his boldness gained him the friendship and esteem of
Tacit. Annul. 1. 12, c. 30.
the emperor Claudius.
CARALIS (Geog.) the chief city of Sardinia, now Cagliari,
which is supposed to have been built bv the Carthasinians.
Strah. 1. 3
Mel. 1. 2 ; Plin. 1. 27 ; Flor. 1. 2 ; Plot. 1. 3 ;
in 1515,

;

Pans.

1.

10.

CARAMBIS

(Gcog.)

now Kerempi,

a

promontory of Paphla-

Mel I I
iMIT (Gcog.)

Plin. 1. 4, &c.
vide Diarbeck.
Lobkocilsch John (Ecc.) a Carthusian
:.k of Madrid, was horn in 1()06, had successively the
/lies of Konigsgratz, Campauo, ami Vigevano, and
died in 1682, leaving some works on controversial theology
;

CARAMUEL,

de

:

and

divinity, in 7 vols. fol.

CARANUS

(Hist.) one of the Heraclidar, who laid the
foundation of the Macedonian empire, A. C. 814, over which
Liv. 1. 45 ; Justin. 1. 7 ;
Patcrc. 1. 1
he reigned 28 years.
Pans. 1. 9.
;

CARAVAGIO,
ravagio,

Polidom Caldara da (B'wg.) a painter of Ca-

the Milanese, was born in 4()2, and B
1513 by a servant who wanted to possess his

in

!

in his bed in

property.

His

'

Christ led to Calvary

'

is

among

his best

MHO, Michael Angela Amcrigi da, another painter of
He exCaravagio, was born in 1569, and died in 1609l
led in giving his pictures the due light and shade, in which
Rubens acknowledged him to be his master.
CARBERY, Lord (Her.) the dignity enjoyed by the family
of Evans, which was conferred in 1715 on George Evans,
esq. governor, constable, and keeper of the castle or fort of
'.

Limerick. The titles, arms, Sex. of this family are as follow
Evans, lord Carbery, baron of Carbery, co. Cork,
Title.
and a baronet.
Anns. Argent, three boars' heads couped sable.
On a wreath, a demi-lion regardant or, holding be1
tween his paws a boar's head, a^ on the crest.
..iters.
Two lions regardant or, ducally crowned azure.
" Libertas.
Motto.
:

-

UAUSIUS

(Hist.) a usurper of the imperial purple,
<!
in Britain for seven years, A. D. 20.;.
CAUAU8IU8 (Numis.) many medals or coins of
(

A

this usurper
».s

in the

are extant bearing Ids effigy,

annexed cut;

inscriptions

CA-

iWjj

HAUSIUS AUG.— IMP. CARAUSIUS
AUG. — IMP. C. CARAUSIUS P. F. &
AUG. On the reverse, ADVENTUS
AUG.— COMES. AUG.—.FELICITAS
AUG. — PROVIDENT! A AUG
RO-

ffi

.

—

Brand.;

Beg. Thes.
&c.
Bandar. Imp. Bom. $c.

Tritl.

(Hilt.) the surname of one plebeian branch of the
gens Papiria. fVide Papii'uC]
Carbo, C. Papirius, a praetor of Sardinia, U. C. 584. Li,
1. 44,
c. 17.
Carbo, C, a son of the preceding, an orator, a friend of Tiberius Gracchus, and a seditious tribune of the peoplr,

U. C. 622, was charged with being an accomplice in the
death of Scipio Africanus, and took cantharides to evadi
condemnation.
Cic. ad Fain. 1. <), ep. 21.
Carbo, Cn., another son of C. Carbo, a consul, U. C. 6'40
being conquered by the Cimhri was stript of his command
and, when called to an account by Anthony, he poisoned
himself.

who

ad Fam.

Cic.

1. 9,
ep. 21.
son of C. Carbo,

whom Cicero denomi
nates a great thief in Sicily, was condemned on the chargt
of M. Flaccus.
Carbo, C-, surnamed Arvina, an orator and grandson of the
first C. Carbo, was slain by the party of Marius U. C. 671
Cicero speaks of him in terms of commendation.
Carbo, Cn., the son of Cn. Carbo, who was three times consul
and a chief of the partizans of Marius, was slain by Pompe;

Carbo,

a

A?.,

third

in Sicily.

Carbo, another son of the fust Cneus, was slain by the arm;
which he was leading against Sylla, because he wished
Jul. Mar. 1. 0, c. "•
introduce a stricter discipline.
Carbo, C, son of M. Carbo, a governor of Bithynia, wa
condemned on the accusation of the son of Cotta. Dio. Cat;

l<

1.36.

CARCINUS
laid
1.

(Hist.) KnftKlmc, an Athenian general, wli
waste Peloponnesus in the time of Pericles. Diudof

12.

(B'wg.) a tragic poet of Athens in the tune ('
Philip of Macedon.
Suidas. Athen. 1. 8; Suidas.
Carcinus, a poet of Agrigentum, who lived nearly abou
Diog. in JEschin. Gyrald. Poet. Hi>
the same time.

Carcinus

Dial. 7
Vbss. de Poet. Gnec.
(Biog.) or Cardanus, Jerome, a physician ami mi
thematician of Pavia, was born in 1501, and died in 157''
His works were published in 10 vols. fol. Lyons, ](>'(>:
One of his sons was condemned and executed for the murdt
;

CARDAN

woman

of a

He

performances.

1

;

CARBO

was

of loose

character, with

whom

Fulgore,'

and

'

he cohabitee

and left two treatises namely, D
De Abstincnth ab Usu Ciborum Fuel

a physician,

'

;

dorum.'

CARDI,

I.eiv',\ (Biog.) called also Ciguli and Civoli, a paint!
of Cigoli, in Tuscany, was born in 1559, and died in l6l!
Many excellent specimens of his skill are still at Floreni
and Rome, particularly in the grand duke's palace at Pitti.
(Geog.) a 'own in the Thracian Chersonesus, wi
afterwards called Lysimachia, and now Hexamili, becam
there iinsidered as only six miles broui
isthmus
the
Eumenes was a native of that place. C. Nep. in I

CARDIA

1

Plin.

1.

CARDO

4.

(Myth.) or Carina, a divinity

m

Rome, who

at

said to preside over hinges.

CARDONA,

John Baptist (Fee.) a native of Valei
Spain, who wis successively bishop of Pcrpignan,
and of Tortosa, where he died in 1590. He wrote,

I-

'

1.

De Bibliothei
Regia Sancti Laurcntii Bibliotheca.' 2.
(ex Fulvio Ursino) et de Bibliotheca Vaticanu (ex Onuphi
.:.
Sccdis).'
De expurgandis Hsreticorum Propriis x
4.
minibus.'
De Dyptl
'

'

CARDROSS,

Henry, third Lord (Hist.) took part in tl
which he suffered ii
prisonment, and afterwards took refuge in North Amend
where he attempted to establish a colony that was destroy)
On his return to Europe, he joined tl
by the Spaniards.
religious dissensions of the times, for

:

:

.

CAR

CAR
party of the prince of Orange, and died a privy councillor
to king William in 1693, in the 41th year of his age.
Cabdross, Lord (Her.) the title borne by the eldest son of

GARDUCHI

(Geog.) a warlike nation of Media, now the
Diod.
Kurdes, or Curds, along the borders of the Tigris.

CAREW,

Nicholas (Hist.) son of sir Richard Carew, knight
banneret, of the Carews, of Beddington, in Surrey, was tor
time
in the service and favour of Henry VIII; but,
some
having engaged in a conspiracy with the marquis of Exeter
and others to set cardinal Pole on the throne, he was beheaded in 1539Carew (Her.) the name of a very ancient family, which owes
its origin, according to some accounts, to the dukes or kings
of Swabia, which came over to England with the Conqueror,
The first of
the name occurring in the Battle Abby Roll.
this line was Walter de Windsor, so called from his being
castellan or governor of Windsor, who had two sons namely,
William, from whom the baron Windsors are descended ;
and Gerald, the younger son, castellan or governor of the
castle of Pembroke, in Wales, from whom descended the
He was in great favour with
Carews and the Fitzgeralds.
Henry I, married Nesta, the daughter of Rees, king of
South Wales, whose dowry was the castle of Carew. Sir
Thomas Carew, of Haccombe, co. Devon, his descendant.
was created a baronet in lfilil. The arms, &c of this family
;

'

are as follow

Arms.

Or, three lyoncels passant in pale sable.
a wreath, a main-mast, the round top set off
with pallisadocs or, a lion issuant thereout sable.
SupjMrters. Two antelopes gales, armed and unguled argent" Nil conseire sibi."
Motto.
Carew, George, Earl of Tolness, vide Totness.
Carew, Richard (Biog.) brother to George Carew, earl of
Totness before-mentioned, was born in 1555, and died in
1620.
He was the author of ' The Survey of Cornwall,'
4to. London, 1602, 1723, I769.
Carew, Thomas, an English poet, and younger brother of
sir Matthew Carew, of Gloucester, a zealous loyalist, died
about lfi.Sp, leaving several poems, which were published
in 12mo. 1640, 1642, 1651, 1670, and a fifth time in
1772, by Mr. Thomas Davies, with notes.
CAREY, Earl of Monmouth (Her.) vide Monmouth.
Carey. Hairy (Biog.) a musical composer and poet, who in
1744 committed suicide.
His songs were published in a
collection entitled
The Musical Century,' in 1740, and
his dramatic works in 1748.
Carey, George Saville. son of the preceding, who died in
1807, at the age of 64, was the author of many farces ami
'
besides Analects in Prose and Verse.'
musical pieces
Lecture on Mimiekry.'
A Rural Ramble.' ' Balnea, or
Sketches of the different Watering Places in England.' &c.
Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present
enjoyed by the Luttrell family [vide Luttrell], which was

On

Crest.

•

'

A

'

;

•

CARHAMPTON,

conferred in 1785 on Simon Luttrell.
of this family are as follow

The

titles,

arms, &c.

:

Titles.

Luttrell, earl of

Carhampton, viscount Carhampton,

of Castlehaven, and baron Irnham, of Luttrelstown.
Arms.
Argent, a fess between three otters sableCrest.
On a wreath, an otter sable, with a small fish in

mouth proper.

The

Supporters.

dexter an

ARIA

armed and

(Geog.) now Aidinelli, a country of Asia Minor, the
towns of which were Halicarnassus, Heraclea, Myndus,
Laodicea, &c.
Vie. ad Fam. 1. 1, ep. 42 ; Mel. 1. 1 ; Plin.

chief

1.

5

;

didate for the empire with Dioclesian, by whom he was d( feated in Dalmatia.
He was afterwards killed in 268 by a

whose wife he had debauched.
Vopisc. in
Aurei. Victor. S-e.
Cabtnus (Ntinds.) medals or coins are extant
of this usurper, bearing his effigy, as in
the annexed figure ; inscriptions

Ptol.

VOL.

I.

1.

5.

I

if- ;

CARINUS
NOB. C.ES.— M. AUR. CARINUS ( Is.
—IMP. ('. M. AUR. CARINUS-CARUS
ET CARINUS AUGG.— IMP. C.ES. M.
AUR. CARINUS P. F. AUG. &&

CARIOVALDA

(Hist.) a chieftain among the Batavians.
joined the Romans to assist Germanicus.
He was
afterwards slain in battle with the Cherusci.
Tac. Anna/-

who
1.

2.

CARISSIMI, Giacomo

(Biog.) a musical composer of Romy
the 17th century, whose sacred and secular cental
motets have always had admission into everv collection of
good music. Many of his works are preserved in the British
Museum, and in Dr. Aldrich's collection.
(Biog.) a poet of Naples in the 15th century,
in

CARITEO

whose writings were

collected and published after his death
Naples, 1509Carleton, Sir Dudley (Hist.) ride Dorchester.
George (Eec.) a native of Norham, in Northumberland, was educated at Oxford, made bishop of
Llandaff in 1 til 7
and, after being sent by James to the
synod of Dort, with three other divines, was translated to
Chichester, and died in 1628.
Carleton (Her.) or Carlton, Lord, one of the titles enjoyed
by the family of Boyle. [Vide Shannon]
Carleton. the name of another family which enjovs at present the dignity of the peerage, conferred in 1786 on general
sir Guy Carleton, who was created a baron by the title of
lord Dorchester, co. Oxford.
[Vide Dorchester]
in 4to.

CARLETON,

;

CARLINGFORD,

Viscount (Her.) the

title

borne by the

eldest son of the earl of Tyrconnel.

CARLISLE,

Sir James Hay, Earl of (Hist.) the younger
brother of a noble family in Scotland, had a great share in
the favour of his sovereigns James I and Charles ; and, after

being ennobled by several titles, he died in 1636.
Charles Howard, Earl of, was employed by
Charles II on several diplomatic missions to Russia, Denmark, and Sweden, and died in 1680, after having been
ennobled by several titles.
["Vide Carlisle, under Heraldry]
Carlisle, Earl of (Her.) a title conferred on sir James Hav
above-mentioned, in 1622, which became extinct at the
death of his son, the second earl, in 1660.
Carlisle, Earl of, a title at present enjoyed by the family of

Carlisle,

Howard [vide Howard], which was revived in the person
of Charles Howard above-mentioned,
The titles, arms, &c.
of this family are as foUow
Howard, earl of Carlisle, viscount Howard of MorTitles.
Northumberland, and baron Dacre, of GillesCumberland.
As the duke of Norfolk, with a mullet for differ-

peth, co.
land, co.

Arms.
ence

ancient warrior,

habited, with a bow in his dexter-hand, all proper, the
sinister the figure of plenty.
Motto.
" En Dieu est ma tiaunce."
I

destroyed by Anthe Romans.
Sil. Ital. 1. S.
Aurclius (His!.) son of Carus, and a rival can-

its fidelity to

soldier,

14.

his

nibal for

CARINUS, M-

the earl of Buchan.

1.

CARIBERT (Hist.) vide Charibert.
CARILLA (Geog.) a town of the Piceni

On

a chapeau gules, turned up ermine ; a lion stahis tail extended or, gorged with a ducal
coronet argent, a mullet for difference.
Supporters.
On the dexter side a lion argent, differenced
by a mullet ; on the sinister a bull gules, armed, unguled,
ducaUy gorged, and chained or.
" Volo, non valeo."
Motto.
(Hist.) eldest son of Charles Martel, suc3 F
Crest.

tant guardant,

CARLOMAN

'

CAR

CAR
After defeating
ceeded to the kingdom of Australia in 7+1
the Germans, he retired in 7+7 to a monastery, and died at
Vienne, in Dauphiny, in 755.
(.arloman, the son of Pepin the Short, and brother of Charlemagne, was consecrated king of A ustrasia, Burgundy, and
Aquitania, in 768, and died in 771niuiuAN, son of Louis II, succeeded to the
throne of France with Louis III, in 879,
taking to himself as his share Burgundy and
Aquitania.
At the death of his brother, in
882, he became sole king of France, and was
killed by a wild boar in the chase, in 884.
•

(

His

effigy is given, as in the

(arloman,

eldest son of

annexed

Louis

kingdom of Bavaria with

the

I,

of

after sharing

Louis and Charles,

he died king of Italy in 880.
("arloman, a son of Charles the Bald, was devoted by his
father for the church ; but, engaging in a rebellion, for which
he was imprisoned, he escaped, and fled to his uncle Louis,
in Germany, where he died.

CARLONI,

John

Bapti.il

and John (Biog.)

historical painters

of Genoa, who left as memorials of their skill the frescoes
in the cathedral del Guastato, which they executed conjointly.
John Carloni died in 1630, aged 40, his brother
"in

1680, aged 86.

CARLOS, Don

(Hist.) son of

Don

Juan, king of Arragon,

was embroiled with his father on the subject of his succeswhich the latter wished to deprive him of; but the

sion,

Infant died of grief in 1461, aged 41.
Carlos, Don, son of Philip of Spain, and grandson of
Charles V, intrigued with the malcontents in the Low
Countries, and had already formed the design of quitting
liis father's court, when he was arrested by the king himself,
and died in confinement, in 1568, not without suspicion of

being poisoned.
Carlos, Don, son of Philip V, of Spain, was declared king
of Naples in 1 734.
CARLOW, Viscount (Her.) the title borne by the eldest son
of the earl of Portarlington.

CARLYSLE,

Joseph Dacre

(Biog.) professor of Arabic in

the University of Cambridge, was born in 1759, educated
at Cambridge, and died iu 1 804, leaving, 1 ' Maured AllaSpecimens of
2.
tafet,' fee. Arab, and Lat. 4to. 1792.

'

Arabic Poetry,' &c. 4to. 3. ' Poems,' suggested chiefly by
so nes in Asia Minor, Syria, &C
(Geog.) a country of Asia, now called Kerman,
between Persia and India. Mel. 1. 3 ; Lucan. 1. 3 Plin.

CARMANA

;

1.

6.

CARME

(Myth.) a nymph, daughter of Eubulus, and moPans. 1. 2.
ther of Britnniartis, by Jupiter.
(Ili/it.) bni3, a city of Judah, on a mountain of
( ARMEI.
the same name, in the southern part of Palestine, where
Nabal, the Carmelite, Abigail's husband, dwelt, and where
Saul erected a trophy on returning from his expedition
Sam. XV. 11.
against Amalek.
Carmel, a mountain south of Ptolcmais, and north of Dora,
where, iu the time of Vespasian,
Mediterranean,
on the
was a small but celebrated temple, whither the emperor reStrah. 1. 6; Joseph. Ant. 1.
ICrted to amgult the oracle.
1

.".

;

Plin.
(

1.

5

;

Tar. Hist.

1.

2

;

(Myth.) OX Car mentis, a prophetess of Arcadia,
.mil mother of Evander, witli whom she is said to have come
She was
into Italy, about fiO years before the Trojan.
the oracle of the people of Rome, and had a temple at
Pint.
Rome.
Vwg. /P.ii. 1. 8; I.iv. 1. 5 Ovid. Fast. 1. 1
in

;

Rum.

\RMENTALIS,

Porta

(Topog.)

1

;

Ovid. Fast.

2;

1.

Solin.c.

1

;

Plut. in Carndl,

Fest. in Foe. Sceleraia.

CARMICHAEL,

Gerrhom (Biog.) a Scotch divine, of Glasgow, was born in 1682, and died in 1738, leaving some
notes on Pufl'endorf.

CARNA

(Myth.) or Cardinea, a goddess at Rome, who presided over hinges.
Ovid. Fast. 1. 6 ; Macrob. Saturn. 1. l
August, de Civ. Dei. 1. 4 ; Gyrald. de Hist. Deor. Syntag
1.

1.

CARNAIM
which

is

cabseus

(Bilil.) a>np, a city beyond Jordan, in Gilead
memorable for the victory gained by Judas Mac
Timotheus and the Arabians.
1
Mac

against

one of the

CARNARVAX,

Robert, Earl of (Hist.) vide Caernarvon.
a title conferred in 4 Car. I on thi
of,
above-mentioned Robert, second lord Dormer ; which titlr
became extinct at the death of Charles, the second earl

Carnarvan, Earl

[Vide Dormer]

CARNE

(Hist.) Karne, or Kerne, Sir Edward, a civiliai
of the 17th century, was employed in a commission witl
Cranmer and others to argue the matter of Henry VIII"
divorce, at the courts of France, Italy, and Germany ; am
afterwards acted as Henry's agent at Rome, where he diei
156l, inflexibly attached to the Romish religion. Seve
ral of his letters relating to the divorce are in Burnet'
' History of the Reformation.'
(Hist.) a philosopher of Cyrene, in Africa

CARNEADES
who was

sent on an embassy to Rome, with Diogenes th
and Critolaus the peripatetic, A. C. 155. They wer
soon dismissed by Cato the censor, when he found that the
were turning the heads of the Roman youth, with the seep
tical and fantastical philosophy which they preached in tha
Cic. ad Attic. 1. 12, ep. 23; Val. Max. I 8; Plii
city.
Lactanl. 1. 5.
1. 7, c. 30 ;
Aul. Gell. 1. 1 7
stoic,

;

CARNEGIE

(Her.) the family name of the earl of Northesl
Sir John Carnegie, brother of David, first earl of Southesl

and son of sir David Carnegie, of Coluthie, co. Forfar, g(
his title changed after the Restoration into earl of Northes
and lord Rosehill, &c.

CARNI

(Geog.) the people

who

inhabited the country

Ik,

tween the Alps and the north of the Adriatic, now Carniolt
C/uv. Anlitj. I tail 1.
CARNIOLA (Geog.) a province of Germany, between Islri
Frioul and Carinthia, which derives its name from its ar
cient inhabitants the Carni.

Cluv. Ant. Ital.

CARNUTES

(Geog.) a people of Gallia Celtica, between tl
Sequana and the Ligeris, who inhabited the country no'
Aulricum Carnutum, now Chartres, w:
called Chartrain.

Can. de Bell. Gall. 1. 6.
the capital of this people.
Annibal (Poet.) a poet of Civita Nova, was born
His works were published afti
1507, and died in 1566.
his death, namely, his Poetry and Translations from Gn

CARO,

i

gory of Nazianzen and St. Cyprian, in 1568; Aristotle
Rhetoric, in 1570; his Letters, in 1572 and 1575, ar
Padua, 1725. His Translation of Virgil was not publishi
one of the best editions of which is that
until 1581
2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1762.
CAROBERT (Hist.) a king of Hungary. [Vide Charles II
i

;

CAROLSTADT

(Ecc.) or Carlostadt,

Andrew

Bodensiei

in Franconia, died in 1541, lea
behind him who wire called after him Carol
stadians, or Saeramentarians.

a reformer of Carlostadt,

Sueton. in Vespas.

AEMENTA

;

I

1.

cab. v.

figure.

Germany,

his brothers

Dionys.

gates

of

Rome, in the neighbourhood of the Capitol. It was afterwards called Srcli-rata, because the Fabii passed through it
in going on that fatal expedition in which they perished.

ing a

sect

CAROLUS (Hist.) vide Charles.
CARPATHUS (Geog.) an island

in the Mediterranean, no
Scapanto, between Rhodes and Crete, which gave its nan
the
Carpathian Sea. Hen
surrounding
water,
called
to the
Plin. 1. 4.
1. 3;
Diodor. 1. 5 ; Strah. 1. 10
CARPENTER, George, Lord (Hist.) a distinguished mi
tary officer, of the family mentioned under Heraldry, n
by his merit to the rank of a commander during a lpi
;

CAR

CAR
course of active and honourable service in
where, and died in 1 731.

Spain and

else-

a family of considerable antiquity in the
countv of Hereford, which was first ennobled in the person of lord George Carpenter above-mentioned, who was
George, the third lord Carpenter,
created a peer in 1719and his grandson, was raised in 1761 to the dignities
Carlingford
£Vide
and earl of Tyrconnel.
viscount
of

Carpenter (Her.)

Tyrconner]

Carpenter, Nathaniel (Biog.) an English clergyman of
North Lew, in Devonshire, was born in 15S8, educated at

He published, 1. Philosophia
Oxford, and died in 1635.
Libera Triplici Exercitationum Decade proposita,' Francof.
Oxford,
8vo.
Lond.
1622
1636, l6~o. 2. ' Geo1621 ;
;
3. ' ArehiCraphv,' in two books, Oxford, 1625; 4to. l6S5.
tophel,' 8vo. Dublin, 1627; 4to. Oxford, 1626; 12mo. 1640.
Treatise
Optics,'
in
MS.
of
He left also
Carpenter, Richard, a divine, of Cornwall, was educated
at Oxford, and died in 1627, aged 52, leaving some sermons and religious works.
Carpenter, Richard, a divine and poet of the 17th century,
who was educated at Cambridge, changed his religious profession from protestantism to popery and back again three
He wrote, among other things, 1. ' Astroseveral times.
2.
Expelogy proved Harmless,' &C. 4to. London, 1 657rience, History, and Divinity, in Five Books,' 8vo. London, 1642 ; republished in Hi! 8, under the title of ' The
Downfal of Antichrist,' Sec.
CARPENTIER, John le (Biog.) a canon of the abbey of
'

'

A

'

HisSt. Aubert, at Cambray, died about 1670, leaving
toire du Cambrav et du Cambresis.' 2 vols. 4to. Levden,
'

1664.

Carpentier, Peter, prior of Doucheri, was born at Charleville in 1 697, and died in 1767, leaving an edition of the
Glossary of Du Cange, making, with a considerable supplement, 6 vols. fol. 1766.
(Biog.) an Italian painter and engraver on
wood, in the l6th century, was among the first who exercised the art of engraving on that material.
CARPO (Myth.) a daughter of Zephyrus, and one of the
Seasons, was drowned in the Mseander, and changed into
Pans. 1. <)
Sen: in f'irg. eel. 5.
all sorts of fruit.
CARPONE Julio (Biog.) a painter of Venice, who died in
He excelled in the representation of bac1674, aged 64.
chanals, triumphs, and sacrifices.
CARPOCRATES (Ecc.) or Carjxx-ras, a heretic of the
second century, who carried the gnostic blasphemies to a
horrible extent of impiety. S. hen. 1. 1 ; Tertull. de Prase.
c 48 S. Epiphan. Ha?r. 27, &c.
CARPUS (Bibl.) Kripn-oc, a disciple of St. Paul, with whom
the Apostle lodged when he landed at Troas, A. D. 65.
2 Tim. iv. 13.
CARPZOVIUS, Benedict (Biog.) a lawyer, and one of the
principal writers of a learned family of that name, was
bom in 1595, and died in 1666, leaving, among other
things, 1.
Practica Rerum Criminalium,' fol. 1635 ; often
reprinted, and abridged by Suerus, 4to. Lips. 1655, 8vo. 1669.
2.
Definitiones Forenses,' fol. 1638, also often reprinted,
and abridged by Schroterus, 4to. Jens, 1664, and 8vo. 16693. ' Comment, ad
Legem Regiam Germanoruiu,' 1640.
4.
Rcsponsa Juris Electoralia,' fol. 1642. 5. ' Definitiones
Ecclesiasticse,' 16496. ' Decisiones Saxonicfe,' 3 vols. fol.

CARPI, Hugo da

;

;

'

'

'

— 1654

1646

CARR,

;

often reprinted.

Robert (Hist.) vide Somerset.
Carr, George (Biog.) an English divine, of Newcastle, was
born in 1704, educated at Cambridge, and died in 1776,
leaving three volumes of Sermons, in 12mo. 1779Carr, John, the translator of Lucian, was born in 1732, and
died in 1 807.
CARRANZA, Bartholomew (Ecc.) a Dominican of Miranda,

Navarre, was born in 1504, appointed archbishop of
Toledo, and died in 1576; after having suffered imprisonment on a groundless charge of heresy. He wrote, among
other things, 1. 'A Treatise on the Residence of Bishops,'
2. ' A Catechism,' in Spanish, fol. 1558
4to. 1547which
was censured by the Inquisition in Spain ; but justified at
3.
of
Trent.
A
Summary
of the Councils, in
the Council
Latin, 4to. 1681.
CARRE, l.euis (Biog.) a mathematician of Brie, in France.
was born in 1663, and died in 1711- His treatises on mathematical and philosophical subjects are printed in the
Memoirs of the Academy, from 1701 to 1710.
de Miranda Don Juan (Biog.) a Spanish
painter of Aviles, was born in 1614, and died in 168.V
leaving the best of his works at Madrid, Toledo, Alcala de
Henares. and Pampeluna.
CARRICK, Earl of (Her.) a title which was conferred in
1302 on Edmund Butler, and was resigned by his son Jame>
This title was afterwards refor that of earl of Ormond.
vived in 1748 in the person of Somerset Howard Butler,
eighth viscount Ikerrin, a descendant of John, the second
son of Edmund Butler before-mentioned, and is at present
The titles, arms. &c.
enjoyed by that branch of the family.
of this family are as follow
Titles.
Butler, earl of Carrick, co. Tipperary, and viscount
Ikerrin, of the same county.
Anns. Or, a chief indented azure, a crescent argent, foi
in

;

CARRENNO,

:

difference.

In a ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feaand thence a falcon issuant, all argent.
Dexter a falcon with wings expanded argent.
beaked and membered or ; sinister a male gryphon argent.
with beak and rays plain, collar and chain gold.
" Soyez ferme."
Motto.
CARRIERA, Rosalba (Bios.) a female artist of Chiozza, was
She carried crayon paintborn in 1675, and died in 1757ing to the highest perfection.
CARRINATES, Secundus (Biog.) a rhetorician of Athens,
who was banished from Rome by Caligula, for the freedom
Crest.

thers,

Supporters.

~.
Jul). Sat.

of his speech.

CARRINGTON,

Lord (Her.) a title conferred, 19 Charles I.
Charles Smith, whose progenitor, John Carrington.
This title became
taken
the name of Smith.
had, in 1446,
extinct at the death of the second lord Carrington, in 1 701
but has been revived in the person of Robert Smith, of a
distinet family, who was created in 1796 a peer of Ireland,
bv the title of lord Carrington, of Bulcot Lodge, in Ireland,
and advanced in 1797 to the British peerage, by the title of
The
lord Carrington, of L'pton, co. Nottinghamsliire.
arms, titles, &c, of this family are as follow
Smith, lord Carrington, of Upton, co. Nottingham
Titles.
also lord Carrington, oT Bulcot Lodge, in Ireland.
Anns.
Or. a chevron cottised sable, between three demigriffins couped, the two in chief respectant of the second
a mullet for difference.

on

sir

;

:

:

;

On a wreath an elephant's head couped or.
Supporters.
Two griffins, the dexter seme of fleurs de
the sinister seme of trefoils.
Crest.

Motto.

"

Tenax

lis

:

in fide."

CARRIO

(Biog.) or Carrion, Lewis, a critic, of a Spanish
family of Bruges, in Flanders, who died in 1595, left editions of' Sallust,' 8vo. Antv. 1573 ; ' Censorinus,' 8vo. Paris.
1583;
M. A. Cassiodori de Ortographia Libellus,' Antv.
'

8vo. 1579

;

'

Flaccus,' 8vo.

and l6mo. Antv. and 8vo. Lugd.

llil 7;
Antiquarum Lectionum Libri Tres,' 8vo. Antv.
1576, and inserted in Gruter's Thesaurus; ' Emendationum, &c. Libri Duo,' 4to. Paris, also inserted in Gruter's
Thesaurus.
CARRUCCI, Jacob (Biog.) an artist, also called from the
place of his nativity Pontormo, died in 1558, aged 65, leav3 F 2
'

;

CAR

CAR

specimens of his skill, which were admired by Raphael
and Mii'hia'l Angclo.
CARSTARES, William {Hist.) a Scotch divine, who was
deeply concerned in the politics of Charles IPs reign, particularly in the Rye House plot was imprisoned and tortured,
in order to obtain a confession from him, which was afterwards procured by artifice. He was in favour with king
William, whose cause he had supported, and died in 1715.
CARTE, Samuel (Biog.) an English divine, of Coventry,
was born in 1652, and died in 1740, leaving ' Tabula Chronologies Archiepiscopatuum, et Episcopatuum in Anglia et
Wallia, OrtUS, Divisiones, Translationes, &c. breviter exhibesides some Sermons, and a
bens,' cie. fol. without date
Letter of his in Phil. Trans. No. XXXIII, on a Tesselated

Hawnes, co. Bedford!
Quarterly, first and fourth gules, three clarions 01
for
clancords or,
Granville second and third fi-«/c.5, four
fusils conjoined argent.
Above a wreath a mount, thereon a squirrel sejant
Crest.
cracking a nut, all proper.
Supporters.
Two winged stags gules, attired or.
" Loval Devoir."
Motto.
Scipio (Biog.) whose proper nam,
was Forteguerra, an Italian scholar of Pistoia, was born it
14C7, and died in 1513, leaving, among other things
' Oratio
de Laudibus Literarum Gnecarum,' 4to. Venet
1504, Basil. 1517; and prefixed to Stephens'
Thesauri!
Lingua; Gnecte.'
(Ecc.) vide Descartes.
(Geog.) an old seaport on the coast
Mureia, in Spain, 25 m. S. S. E. Murcia, 115 S. S. \Y
Valencia.
Lon. 1^ W., lat. 37° N.
Arms.

;

;

CARTEROMACHUS,

'

;

Pavement.
historian, and son of the preceding, was
born in 1()86, educated at Cambridge, and after suffering
exile for his principles as a nonjuror, he died in 1754.
Among his works are, 1 ' The Irish Massacre set in a clear
Light,' &c, intended as a vindication of king Charles I.
2. ' The History of the Life of James, Duke of Ormonde,
from his Birth in lfilO, to his Death in 1G88,' 3 vols. fol.
1730".
3. 'General History of England,' i vols.
1735
The Revolutions of Portugal,' &e. 8vo.
1765.
4.
I747
1740. 5. 'The Case of the Royal Martyr considered with
Candour,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1758, &c
(Geog.) a town of Mauritania, now Tencz, on
the shores of the Mediterranean.
CARTER, Elizabeth (Biog.) eldest daughter of Dr. Nicholas
Carter, a clergyman of Kent, was born in 1717, and died
She published, 1. A Translation of the Critique
in 1806.
2.
Translation
of Crousez, on Pope's Essay on Man.'
of ' Algarotti's Explanation of Newton's Philosophy for the
Translation of Epictetus,'
Use of the Ladies,' 1739- 3. '
with notes, &c. 4to. 1757-58. 4. A volume of her Poems,
8vo. 17C2, which had been previously published separately
The year alter her death
in the Gentleman's Magazine.
were published ' Memoirs of her Life,' with a new edition
Rev.
Montague
Pennington, her
of her Poems, by the
nephew and executor ; and the year after that ' A Series of
Letters between her and Miss Catherine Talbot,' 2 vols. 4to.
These as well as the Life have been since reprinted. [Vide

Carte, Thomas, an

Carteret, baron Carteret, of

Titles.

iiig

CARTES

CARTHAGENA

.

—
—

History of Carthagena.

Carthagena, called by the Romans Carthago Nova, £vid
Cart//ago~] was almost destroyed by the Goths in the fiftl
century; but was repaired and fortified by Philip II.
I
is the see of a bishop, suffragan of Toledo.
(Geog.) Carthage, called by the Greeks KaJ

CARTHAGO

X>/(V">', a well-known city of Africa, and a formidable riva
of Rome, was either built or enlarged by Dido, A. C. sou
and, according to Livy, 93 years before the foundation
Rome, but Paterculus makes it ()5 years, Justin 7
Eusebius dates its foundation 70 years subsequent to that c'

CARTEXA

1

Rome.

'

A

I'irg.

Mn.\.

A

Plate

'A

author of

;

antiquary,

who

Journey from Malaga

reprinted in

and

Historical

rebels until

every garrison of the king's

against

tin-

Carteret,

Carteret

Dutch

in Solbay,

in

1

672.

John, lard, vide Granville.
(Her.) the family name of the earl of Granville.

QVide GranvilhQ
bket, Lonl, the dignity and title of a baron, njoyed by
the family of Thynne, the second son of Thomas Thymic,
ounl Weymouth, being heir by right of his wife to
lecond
Robert Carteret, last earl of Granville, assumed the name
and arms of Carteret in 17?<>. and was created a baron in

,i-

i

1

1784.

The

titles,

a century,

which

arms, &c. of this family are as follow

:

thi

when

it fell

into the hands of the Saracens.

ait,

was deserted and fell into insignificance. Thi
thaginians were proverbially a faithless people, and pnnkii
Jides was another term for treachery, whence flora.
it

it

impia.

Hot.

1.

od. 8.

*,

Non

When

into London in 10'60 ; and, after filling the highest post; in
the state, he died at the age of 80, in 11)7.'), just as be was
going to be raised to the dignity of a peer.
AitTKHKT, Sir Philip, son of the preceding, eminently distinguish d himself during the rebellion, and perished with
his father-in-law, the earl of Sandwich, in the sea-fight

small colony on the ruins of

which was rebuilt by Adrian, and called Adri
It was taken from the Romans by Genseric, A.K
anopolis.
l:;.'l,
and was the seat of the Vandal empire for more thai

'

king Charles II was restored, he
the king when he made bis triumphant entry

surfcml'. red.

rode with

'

1

Csesar planted a

city, part of

died in 1783, was the
to Gibraltar,' 2 vols.

He

1778.

Critical

Castle against the

(

:

days.

had commenced
An
Account of the most early printed
Volumes in the Spanish Language.'
CARTERET, Sir George (Hist.) a loyalist of distinguished
firmness and bravery in the time of the rebellion; kept the
island of Jersey true to the king, and maintained Elisabeth
8vo. 177f)

had

It maintained three famous wars against the Romans, wine:
were distinguished by the name of Punic wars, in the last c.
which Annibal acted so distinguished a part but destruc
tion awaited it at the hands of the victorious Scipio Afri
canus, who totally destroyed it, A. C. 147, after it ha,
When it was set on fir
flourished upwards of 700 years.
by the Romans, it is said to have burnt incessantly for

XXXIX]

Carter, Thomas, an

1.

Urbs antiqtta fait ; Turii tettuen coloni
Carthago, Ilaliam contra Tiberinuque longc
Oatia, dives opuui, studiisque asperrima beili.

inctndia Carthaginit impte.

After the introduction of Christianity, Carthage was tli
metropolitan see of Africa, and during the third eel
several councils were held there, but after its conqi
he Saracens, the Christian religion was extirpated froi
Cie. in Agr. Lie. 1. t; Paterc. 1.
Africa.
Polyb. 1.
8; Plii
Strab. 1. 17;' Mel. 1. I, &c. ; Joseph. Ant.
Justin. 1. 4
Pint, in Aiinili. : Appian in Li/n/e. Flows
Si.
Angustin,
I'.n/ro/iii's. Zonaras, Orosius, Tertullian,
Carthago Nova, a town of Hispania 1'atiea, now Carl
lhagena, which was built by Asdrubal, a Carthaginiai
R
general, and taken by Scipio, U. C. 544, A.C. 210;
Polt/b. 1. 'J
Lit: 1. 26
which it was a considerable place.
Plot. 1. 2; SO. 1. 15.
MW. 1.
CARTWRIGHT, Thomas (Ecc.) a puritan, and native
Hertfordshire, who was an active partizan at Cambridg
ami elsewhere, in the reign of Elizabeth, against tli
hierarchy, by which he contributed to bring about the trou
I

1

I

:

1.

;

;

1

;

1

—

:

CAR

CAS

He

died in 1603,
bles that afterwards ensued.
before his death to have repented of the part

and is said
he took in

Cartwright, Thomas, supposed to he grandson of the preKJ34, educated at Oxford, made
ceding, was born in
bishop of Chester by James II, whose cause he espoused,
and died in Ireland in 1(189.

Cartwright, William (Biog.) an English poet of Northway,
near Tewkesbury, in Gloucestershire, was born in 1611,
His poems and plays were published in
and died in 1643.
1651.

CARVALHO,

d'Acosta, Anthony (Biog.) a geographer and
mathematician of Lisbon, was born in 1650, and died in
Geographia Portuguezia,' 3 vols. fol. 1706
171"). leaving
'

1712.

(Biog.) an English traveller, but a native
was born in 1732, and died in 1780, leaving,
Travels through the Interior Parts of America, in the
Treatise on the Culture
Years 1766,' &c. Svo. 1778. 2. '

CARVER, Jonathan
of America,
'

A

of the Tobacco Plant."

Spurius (Hist.) a Roman, who made a large
imase of the breast-plates taken from the Samnites, and
Plin. 1. 34, c. 7.
placed it in the capitol.
Carvilius, a king of Britain, who attacked Ctesar's naval
Cces. de Bell. Gall.
station, bv order of Cassivelaunus, &c.

CARVILIES.

1.

5,

c.

22.

Carvii.ius (Biog.) the first Roman who divorced his wife
during the space of 000 years; this was for barrenness, A.C.
231.
-V. Aurelins (Hist.) or, according to Vopiscus, ManAurelianus Carus, a Roman emperor, and native of
A. D. 282, and
died from the blow of a thunderbolt, or, according to other
/ 'opi.se.
accounts, of disease, after a reign of not two years.
Aurcl. Vict. Cjr.
in Fit.; Eutrop. 1. <)
Carcs (Nnmis.) the medals of this emperor

GARUS,
lius

Illvricum, succeeded at the death of Probus,

;

as in

bear his eh'isv.
inscriptions/ 1 MP.

the annexed figure

;

,

CARES. AUG.— IMP.
C. M. AER. CARES P. F. AEG. D1VO
CARO AUG. &c. On the reverse, ADVENTUS CARI AUG.—CLEMEXTIA
TEMP FELICITAS REIPEBEIC.E, &c.
CAHESIL S (Biog.) or Carusio, John Baptist,
T

and in 1627

fort,

was

earl of

created in 1621 viscount Roeh-

These

Dover.

titles

are

now

all

namely, that of lord Hunsdon, at the death of
William Ferdinand, eighth lord in 1765; that of earl of
Monmouth, &C. at the death of Henry, the second earl, in
1661 ; that of earl of Dover, &c. at the death of John Cary,
Another
the second earl, and fifth lord Hunsdon in 1677branch of this family at present enjoys the title of viscount
Falkland, which was conferred in 16'20 on sir Henry Carey,
who was descended from sir John Carey, the elder- brother
[Wide Falkland ]
of the William before-mentioned.
Cary, Robert (Biog.) a chronologer, of the family beforementioned, was bom in 1615, educated at Oxford, and died
in 16'88, leaving ' Palslogia Chronica,' &c. fol. 1677CARYL, Joseph (Biog.) a nonconformist, who was born in
Commentary
1602, and died in 1673, was the author of a
on Job.'
Caryl, John, secretary to queen Mary, the wife of James II,
from whom he received the honorary titles of earl Caryl,
and baron Dartford, was the author of two plays, and a
translation of the Psalms, from the Vulgate.
CARYSFORT, Earl of (Her.) a title and dignity at present
enjoyed by the family of Proby. [Wide Proby'] The titles,
extinct,

fomenting divisions.

1.

fourth lord Hunsdon,

'

&c. of tins family are as follow
Proby, earl of Carysfort, baron of Carysfort, co.
Wicklow; baron Carysfort, of Xornian Cross, co. Huntingdon.
Arms. Ermine, on a fess gules, a lion passant or.
An ostrich's head, erased at the neck argent, gorged
Crest.
with a ducal coronet, holding in its bill a key or.
The dexter, an ostrich urgent, gorged with .1
Supporters.
ducal coronet, holding in its bill a key or as the crest
arm?-,

Titles.

;

the sinister a talbot vert armed and langued gules.
" Manus haec inimiea tyrannis."
Motto.
(Geog.) a maritime town on the south of Eubceia,
famous for its marble, and its worship of Apollo.

CARYSTUS
c.

Si

in Troad.
Fei-ax

(

Luc.

1.

Qua

Marl.

1.

century.

Cary, Sir William, of Cockington, Knight, sided with Henry
VI at the battle of Tewkesbury, against Edward IV, and
being taken in the church whither he had fled for refuge,
was. in violation of the promise of pardon, beheaded in 1471.
Cary. Sir Henry, vide Falkland.
Cary, Lawrence, brother of Henry, second viscount Falkland,
was killed fighting under sir Charles Coote, when he defeated the rebels at Swords in 1642.
Cary (Her.) an ancient family, seated for many ages in the
counties of Devon and Somerset, was formerly written
Karry.
The first of this family that was ennobled, was
Henry Cary. who by the marriage of his father William,
with Mary Bulleyne, sister to queen Anne Bulleyne, was
allied to queen Elizabeth, by whom he was created in 1559
lord Ilunsdon.
His fourth son Robert, was created in 1(>2(>
Henry Cary, the
lord Leppington, and earl of Monmouth.

maris mgusttrt fauces uaosa Caryitcs.

ep

<).

76.
tas fautu: exlruil

an historioand died in 1724.

grapher of Palermo, was born in 16'73,
He published, 1. ' Memorie Istoor as some say in 17'0.
2. ' Bibliotheca
riche della Sieilia,' fol. Palermo. 171 (1.
Historica Regni Sicilia?,' 2 vols. fol. 1 723, an Italian translation, 3 vols. fol. 1745.
CARY, Robert (Hist.) of the family mentioned under Heraldry, was noted for his valour, which he displayed conspicuously in accepting the challenge of an Arragonian
blight, whom he overthrew in combat, for which he was
knighted by the king, at the commencement of the 15th

vara lupidis CorttSta.

5.

lie

Tibull.

1.

mormon

Quidotdaniil prod
Ttfiwre

Lie.
c.

1.

t)

quod Carptes invenit.

.rani,

3, el. 3.

31

;

it

siitf tiiis,

Strab.

1.

Phrugih iimira

rive

10

;

coltimnis

Caryste luisl

Mel.

1.

2

;

Plin.

I 4

;

Soliil.

17, &c.

John de la (Ere.) an ecclesiastic of Florence, was born
in 1503, nominated by Paul III to the archbishopric
Benevento in 1544, and after having been employed by that
pope and his three successors on different missions, he died
His works, which were not all of the purest chain 1557.
racter, were published in 3 vols. 4to. Venice, 17.52, (i vols.
4to. Naples; among which the most celebrated is his Galiteo,'
translated into English, 12mo. 1774.
CASANATAj Jerome (Ecc.) a cardinal of Naples, was born
in 1620, employed by Innocent X, Alexander VII, anil
Clement X, on different occasions, and after having been
He was a
created a cardinal in 1C73, he died in 1700.
great patron of literature, and accumulated a large library,
which he left to the church and Dominican convent of St.

CASA,

'.

.

Maria.

Anthony (Biog.) a poet of Rome in the
l6th century, whose poems are inserted in the ' Delicia

CASANOVA, Mark

Poetarum Italorum.'
Bartholomy de las (Ecc.) bishop of Chiapa, in America, was employed above 50 years contributing to the spiritual wants, and relieving the necessities, of the miserable

CASAS,

,

CAS

CAS

who groaned under the cruel oppression of his
countrymen. He wrote, among other things, a book entitled
Indians,

The Destruction of the Indians,' which was translated
European languages, and also a work in Latin on

•

into most

(

the Rights of Princes.
II, Paul (Biog.) a Jesuit of a distinguished family in
Placentia, was horn in 1617, and died in 1707, leaving,
'
l.
Vacuum Proseriptum,' Gen. 164®. 2. Terra Machinis

ASA

'

Mota,'

Rom. 1668.

Ito.

Mechanicorum Libri
Ue Igne Dissertationes,' 1686 and
3.

ito.

16.S4.

5.

Hydrostatic:!' Dissertationes,'

'

4.

Dissertationes,'

•

Octo,'

'

Parm. 1695.

6.

'

16.05.

Optica;

Parm. 1695.

VSAUBON,

Isaac (Biog.) a scholar of Geneva, was horn in
He published, 1.
Notes on
1559j and died in 1614.
Diogenes,' 8vo. Morg. 1583, which were inserted in Stephens' edition of Diogenes in 1 594 and 1 598. 2. ' Lectiones
Theocriticae,' in Crispinus' edition of Theocritus, 12mo.
Genev. 1581,. 3.
Strabonis Geographic,' &c. fol. Genev.
4.
Novum
1587, his notes reprinted in other editions,
Testamentum Graecum,' l6to. 1587, with notes reprinted
'
5.
afterwards in Whitaker's edition, &c.
Dionysius Hali6. ' Polyaeni Stratacarnassensis,' &C. fol. Genev. 1588.
gematum Libri VIII,' l6to. Lugd. 1589. 7- ' Dicearchi
Geographical &c. 8vo. Genev. 15898. ' Aristotelis
Opera,' &c. fol. Lugd. 1590, Genev. 1605.
9. ' C. Plinii
et Epistolae/ &c. 12mo. Genev. 1591, 1599, 1605, 1610,
'
10.
Theophrasti Characteres,' &c. 12mo. Lugd.
1611.
II. ' Apuleii Apologia,' &c.
4to. 1593.
1592, 1612.
J.
Suetonii Tranquilli Opera,' 4to. Genev. 1595,
13. ' Publ. Syri Mimi,' &c. 8vo. Lugd. Bat.
Paris. 1610.
14.
Athenici Deipnosophist,' &c. 2 vols. fol. Genev.
1598.
'

'

'

'

I

C

'

15. ' Historiae Augusts Seriptores,' 4to. Paris.
1597, I6l2.
1603, and fol. 1620, with Salmasius' commentaries, and
16. 'Persii Satyrs,' &c. 8vo.
3 vols. 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1670.
Paris. 1605, Lond. 164717- ' De Satyricpe Graecorum,' &c.
8vo. Paris. 1605, and inserted by Crenius in his Museum
Philologicum,' &c 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1699.
18. ' Polybii
Opera,' &c. fol. Paris, et Hanov. 16091.9- ' Josephi ScaUgeri Opera,' 4to. Paris. 1610, Francof. 1612.
19. ' De

Rebus Sacris
'

XVI.'

et Eeclesiasticis Exercitationes

Meric, son of the preceding, was born in 1599,
He published,
in 1671.
1.
Optati Libri VII de Schismate Donatistarum, cum
'
8vo.
1632.
2.
Notis,' &c.
Lond.
A translation of M. Aurelius Antoninus' Meditations,' &c. 4to. London, l6.'!4. Hi::.".,
and 8vo. 1664. 3. A Treatise of Use and Custom,' 8vo.
Lond. 1638. 4. Marci Antonini Imperatoris de Seipso, &c.
Libri XI I,' 8vo. Lond. 1643.
5. ' The Original of Tem6.
poral Evils,' &C. 4tO. Lond. 1646.
De Verborum Usu,'
&c. 8vo. Lond. 16477- ' Persii SatyraV &c. 8vo. Lond.
8. 'De quatuor Linguis Commentationes Pars I,' &c.
1647he did not live to finish
including the Hebrew and Saxon
the two other languages, Greek and Latin.
9- ' A Treatise
concerning Enthusiasm,' Sec. Sto. Lond. 1655.
10. • De
Xupcra Homeri Editionc,' 8vo. Lond. 1659- 1).
Epicteti
Enchiridion,' &c. 8vo. Lond. 1659.
12. ' An English
Translation of I'lorus,' 8vo. Lond. 1 659A VindiIS.
14.
cation of tin- Lord's Prayer as a formal Prayer.'
Notae
Emendationes in Diogciicin I .aertiuin,' &C added to those
of his father in the editions, fol. Lond. 1664, 4to. Amst.
l6'92.
15. ' Of Credulity and Incredulity in things NaNotiu in Polybium,' printed
tural, Civil, and Divine.'
16.
for the first time in Ornvius' edition, 8vo. Amst. M>7i>.
17A Treatise, proving Spirits, Witches, and Supernatural
Operations by Pregnant Instances and Evidences,' &C. Lond.

'...iiBiiN,

and died prebend of Canterbury
'

'

'

'

;

'

ralium Quoestionuin in Universam Ethicam Aristotelis,' 4te
Oxon. 1585, 8vo. Francof. I6l6. 3. ' Sphaera Civitatis,
&c. 4to. 1688, 8vo. Francof. 1616.
4.
Apologia Musices
tarn Vocalis,' See. 8vo. Oxon. 1588.
5. ' Thesaurus OZcn
nomite,' &e. 8vo. Oxon. 1597, Hanov. 1598.
6. ' Reflexu
Speculi Moralis,' Sec. Oxon. 1596.
7- ' Lapis Philosophicu
seu Comment, in Octo Libros Physicorum Arist.' 4to. Oxon
8. ' Ancilla Philosophic seu Epit. in 8 Lib. Arist.
1599.
4tO. Oxon. 1599.
Case, John, an empiric of Lyme, in Dorsetshire, and a notei
astrologer in the reign of queen Anne, succeeded Lillv, whe
left him his apparatus, by which he practised on the credulit
of the public.
Case, Thomas, a nonconformist of Bexley, in Kent, was bon
in 1598 or 1599, and after mixing in the rebellion, wa
ejected from his living in Milk-street.
He died in 1682
leaving some sermons.
CASEL, John (Biog.) a German divine of Gottingen, wa
born in 1533, and died in 1613, leaving many works ii.
'

verse and prose in Greek and Latin, principally annotation
on Xenophon, Demetrius Phalereus, Epietetus, &c.
Peter James (Biog.) a painter of Paris, was born ii
Some of his works may be seen a;
1676, and died in 1754.
Paris in the church of Notre Dame, in the College o
Jesuits, &c.
A Holy Family at St. Louis de Versailles, i
reckoned one of his best productions.
CASHEL (Geog.) a city of Ireland, in the county of Tip
perary, near the river Suir, 31 m. N. W. Waterford, 4:
X. \. E. Cork, and 76 from Dublin.
Lon. 7° W., hit. 52'
30' N.
It was erected into an archiepiscopal see by thi
pope Eugene III in 1552, having as suffragans Limerick
Waterford, Cork, Killalo, Ordart, and Kilfenor.
CASILINUM (Geog.) a town of Campania, which occupier
It was besieged by Anniba
the site of the modern Capua.
and did not surrender until reduced to the utmost ex t remit
Lie. 1. 22 ; I'al. Max. 1. 7, e. 6
of famine. Cic. Philip. ~
P/in. 1. 3; Appian. ilr Bell. Cieil.

CASES,

1

'

;

CASIMIR

name common

kings of Poland
Casimir I, succeeded his father Miceslaus in 1034, and die*
after a reign of 24 years, having Boleslaus Ihe Bold for hi
(Hist.) a

to several

successor.

Casimib

II.

surnamed

1

the Just, the youngest son of Boleslau

in 1177, and died
His son Lescus V was elected after him.
surnamed the Great, succeeded Ladislaus III

III, succeeded

his brother Miceslaus

ii

194, aged 77-

Casimir

III,

ii

1333, and died by a fall from his horse after a victoriou
reign in 1370.
He procured the election of Lewis, king
Hungary, to succeed him.
Casimir IV, second sun of .lagello, or Uladislaus IV, sue
ceeded his brother Uladislaus in 1447, and after uniting thi
three crowns oi' Poland, Hungary, and Bohemia, in his owi
family, died in 1492.
Casimir, John, second son of Sigismund III, and a cardinal
was elected to succeed his brother Uladislaus VII in 1 648
and abdicating the crown after a turbulent reign in 1668
he died in his retreat in France in Hi;.;.

'

Other Princes of this Name.

'

t

'

'

Ifi72.

CASE, John

(Biog.) a physician and philosopher of Oxford,
where he died in 1000, was the author of, 1. < Summa

V'etcrum Interpretum in Univcrsam Dialceticam Aristotelis,
Lond. 1584, Oxon. 1592-1598. 2.
t-to.
Speculum Mo'

second son of Casimir IV, king of Poland, wa
elected king of Hungary, but was prevented from takinj
possession of lii.s throne by his rival Matthias Huniades, whi
Casimir died ii
maintained himself against all opposition.
182, at the age of 23, and was canonized on account o

CABIMIR,

St.,

I

his distinguished piety.

III, Elector Palatine, whi
distinguished himself in favour of the Reformation, receive!
the Order of the Garter from queen Elizabeth, and died ii

Casimir, John, sun of Frederic

1

592.

Matthias Sarbieuski (Biog.) a Jesuit of Poland
died in 1640, aged 45, leaving many odes, and othe

Casimir.

who

.

CAS

CAS
poems

in Latin,

which were esteemed by

his cotemporaries

J'irg.

Mn.

Lucan.

8, v.

1.

llanesqiie

tttoi

placure

16

1.

CASMAX,

;

Plin.

Olio (Eiog.) a

German

who

divine,

died in 1607,

of, 1.
Anthropologia,' 8vo. Hanov. 1596.
Qusestiones Marina,' 8vo. Francof. 1596, and 8vo. l6'074. ' Cosmopceia,' &c.
Angelographia,' 8vo. ibid. 15973.
As8vo. ibid. 1597- 5. ' Somatologia, Svo. ibid. 1598. 6.

was the author

2.

'

'

'

'

'

trologia,'

&c. Svo.

ibid.

Svo. ibid. Iti05.

plici,

8vo. ibid. 1605.

9-

'

1599.
8.

'

7-

'

De

Vita Hominis Tri-

Vade mecum,

cara Pietas,'

&c

Nucleus Mvsteriorum,' &c. Svo. Hamb.

1605.

(Geog.) in the Latin Caspium Mare, or Mare
Hi/rcanum, an inland sea of Asia, bounded on the N, by
Tartary, W. by Caucasus, and the S. by

CASPIAN" Sea

Astracan, E. by
Persia.

CASPIUM Mare

(Geog.) the Caspian Sea, a large sea in the
form of a lake, lying at the north of Parthia, the eastern

which was more particularly called Mare Hyreanum,
Strab.
Herod. 1. 1
and the western, Caspium Mare.
Mel.
1. 1 ;
Dionys. Peries- v. 50
Plin. I. 63 ; Curt.
L 11 j
L3.
part of

;

;

CASPIUS Mods

(Geog.) a branch of Mount Taurus, the
of which were called Caspian Porta;.
Diod. 1. 1 ;
12 ; Mela, 1. 1, &c.
CASSAGNES, James (Biog.) a poet of Xismes, was born in
His odes were printed separately,
1638, and died in 1679defiles

Slrab.

1.

and also in collections.

CASSANA,

Niccolo (Biog.) otherwise called Xicoletto, an
His
artist of Venice, was born in 1659, and died in 1715.
Conspiracy of Cataline, and portrait of Queen Anne, are
greatly admired.
Cassana, Augustine G., a younger brother of the preceding,
excelled as a painter of animals and fruits.
Cassana, Maria f'iltoria, a sister of the preceding, painted
images for devotion.
(Hist.) succeeded his father Antipater, on the
throne of Macedonia, after the death of Alexander the
Great, and died after a reign of three years, in the 120th
Olvmpiad, A. C. 298. He was succeeded bv his son Philip.
Diod. 1. 19 ; Justin. 1. 12 ; Paus. 1. 1.
Cassander (Nutnis.) some medals bear on the obverse
which in some
a crowned head, attributed to this king
instances is covered with

CASSAXDER

;

a lion, and is
supposed by others to be
Hercules, as the figure an-

the skin of

nexed
present
tory

is

supposed

Apollo.

on a

vessel,

to

The

re-

Vic-

as in the

reverse, alludes to the naval

by Cassander over Polysperchon
Cassander. George (Biog.) a popish divine of Cadsand, near
His works,
Bruges, was born in 1515, and died in 1566.
in which he aimed at effecting a union between the Romish
and Protestant churches, were printed collectively in a folio
victory obtained

volume, Paris, l6l6.

CASSAXDR A (Myth.) Kaatrarcp,), daughter of Priam and Hecuba, received from Apollo the gift of prophecy, but slighting

the god punished her by causing all her prophecies
Thus when she foretold the fate of Troy,
be disbelieved.
and also the calamities that awaited Agamemnon, she was
in both cases disregarded.
On being carried to Greece by
the conquerors, she was assassinated by Clytemnestra.

his passion,

to

talent ot

Venice, who died about 1567, aged 102, leaving ' Epistols
Orationes Posthumse, Svo. Patav. 1636.
CASSEXTIXO, Jacol>o di (Biog.) a painter and founder of
the Florentine academy, died in 1356, aged 80.
CASSERIUS, Julius (Biog.) an anatomist of Placentia, was
born in 1545, and died in l6l6.
He wrote, 1. ' De Vocis,
auditusque Organis Historia Anatomica,' &c. fol. Ferrar.
1600.
2. ' Pentiesthesejon/ &c. fol. Venet. 1609; beside*
78 anatomical plates, with his explanations, published bv
Spigelius his successor.
CASSIA, gens (Hist.) an illustrious family of Rome, which
branched into the Longini, Viscellini, Bruti, &c. and held
the highest offices in the state.
QVide Cassius~\
CASSIAXUS, St. (Ecc.) a martyr, and the first bishop of
Seben, was put to death by his own scholars by order of
Julian the Apostate.
Prudentius has given a description of
et

5.

1.

,

I'irg.

Cassandra, Fidele (Biog.) a lady of distinguished

liceb'a,

Ft Casio pra/erre Joci.

Slrab.

II. 1. 13; .Esrhyl. in Agam. ; Eurip. in
Troad.
Hygin. Fab. 117; Q- Calab. 1. 13; Sc/tol. in Eurip.; Sen.

Horn.
in

857-

2.

Tunc etnim fatk aperit Cassandra lutltris
Ora, Dei jussu nun unquam credila Tencris.

not to be inferior to those of Horace.

CASIL'S (Geog.) the name of a mountain at the east of Pelusium, now Cap del Kas, near which Pompey was slain,
and a tomb was afterwards raised to him by Adrian.

1.

his martyrdom.
Casmani-s, John (Biog.) a monk of Scythia in the

tury,

who

wrote,

1.

'

CoUationes.'

2.

'

fifth

cen-

De Monachorum

&c

His works were collected and published by
Ciacconius, Rom. 1590, Lugd. l6'06.
CASSILIS, David Kennedy, Earl of (Hist.) was in high
favour with king James i\", whom he accompanied to the
fatal battle of Flodden, where he was slain in 1513.
Cassilis, Gilbert, Earl of, one of the privy council to James V.
was sent ambassador to England, with the earls of Lennox
and Glencairn, to treat of a peace in 1516, and again in
1524.
He was afterwards murdered in 1527, in attempting
to rescue the king from the dominion of the party of which
the earl of Angus was at that time the leader.
Cassilis, Gilbert, Earl of, son of the preceding, was taken
prisoner at the battle of Sol way in 1542, and carried to
England, where he was in great favour with Henry VIII.
He afterwards assisted at the marriage of queen Mary with
the Dauphin, and died in 1558, not without suspicion of
Institutis,'

poison.

Cassilis, Gilbert, Earl of, his son, joined the queen's force <.
and was at the battle of Langside, where her majesty's
troops were entirely defeated in 1568 ; but he afterward*
submitted to the young king James.
Cassilis, John, Earl of, second son of the preceding, adhered
firmly to the interests of Charles I, during the whole of
and, after his murder, was sent with the earl
the rebellion
of Lothian, lord Burleigh, and others, as commissioners to
Charles II at Breda, when his majesty went to Scotland,
and was crowned in 1651. After the battle of Worcester,
when all the loyalists were dispersed, he refused to come
into any terms with Cromwell, and died in 1668.
Cassilis, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
family of Kennedy, which was conferred in 1509 on David,
third lord Kennedy.
[Vide Kennedy"} The titles, arms,
fee. are as follow
Titles.
Kennedy, earl of Cassilis, and lord Kennedy, in
Scotland; baron Ailsa, of Ailsa, in the peerage of the
;

:

L'nited

Kingdom

of Great Britain and

Ireland,

and ba-

ronet.

Anns.
lets

Argent, a chevron gules, between three cross exossfitchy sable, all within

a

double tressure

flory

and

counterflory with fleurs-de-lis of the second.
On a wreath a dolphin naiant azure.

Crest.

Supjxirters.

Motto.

Two

" Avise

swans proper.

la fin."

CASSIXI, John Dominic

(Biog.) an astronomer, of a noble

.

j'

CAS

CAS
family of Piedmont, was born in 1635, and died in 1712.
He was the first who was appointed to use the royal ohm rvatory built by Lewis XIV, in which he was engaged
'Fables
for forty years, and published, among other things,
of .Jupiter's Satellites,' &c.
CassiNI, James, younger son of the preceding, was born in
KiTT, and died astronomer to the Royal Observatory in
"..6. leaving, besides numerous papers in the Memoirs, also,
1
Traite sur la Magnitude et la Figure de la Terre.'
'

I

'

2. ' Elemens ou la Theorie des Planetes.'
CAS8INI, de Thuri), Cesar Francois, son of the preceding, was
born in 1714> and died in 1784, also as director of the observatory, in which capacity he made numerous communications to the academy.
CASSIODORUS, Marcus Aurelius (Hist.) a statesman and

writer in the sixth century, was in the service of Theoking of the Goths, in Italy, and of his son AthaHe wrote, among
but was disgraced under Vitiges.
other things, twelve Books of Letters as Secretary of State,
a Chronicle, Treatises on Grammar, Rhetoric, &c. ; besides
twelve books, ' De Rebus Gothorum,' preserved in the mutilated abridgment of Jomandez. The works of Cassiodorus,
which are extant, have been collected and published several
times; the best edition is that of Rohan, 2 vols. fol. 1679j
with the notes and dissertations of John Garret.
CASSIOPE (Mi/lh.) and Cassiopca, KuatnoTrtia, wife of Cepheus, and mother of Andromeda, having boasted herself
to be fairer than the Nereids, Neptune, in revenge, caused
her daughter to be exposed to a huge sea monster, from
which she was delivered by Perseus. Cassiope was changed
Apollod. 1. 2 ; Cic de Nat. Deor. 1. 2 ;
into a constellation.
Proper!. 1. 1.
Hi/gin. Fa/,. 64; Ovid. Mel. 1. 4
.—ITER I DES (Geog.) islands in the Western Ocean,
where tin was found, which gave rise to the name. They
doric,
Iaric,

;

are supposed to be Scilli/ Islands,
Plin. 1. 4.
Point, of the moderns.

CASSIVELAUNUS
r
f
(

(Hist.)

a
J. Caesar

ign authority, when
de Bell. Gall. 1. 5.

Lands End, and Lizard

|

king of Cyrene, made the
Epit.

1.

7

;

Justin.

1.

Roman

people his heir.

Li

40.

Cassius Varus, C, a consul, and colleague of M. Terentii
Varro Lucullus, U. C. 681, when the servile war broke
in Italy.
Lie. F.pil. 1. 96; Cic. in I'crr. 1, ,\.c.
Cassius, L., an accomplice in Cataline's conspiracy, and
competitor witli Cicero for the consulship.
c.

1

Cic. in Cat. II

Sallust. in Cat.

;

Cassiis LongiNUS,

< '., a cjuastor to Crassus, in bis expedite
against the Parthians, was afterwards engaged on the sii
of Pompey at the battle of Pharsalia ; and experiencing
clemency of Caesar, the conqueror, he rewarded it by beii'
t

among

the first to give

him the murderous blow.

He

\v

the correspondent of Cicero, and the companion of Brutus
the battle of Philippi, when, fearing to fall into the enemi
hands, he ordered one of his freedmen to run him throai
witli his sword.
Cic. ad Tarn. 1. 12; Paterc. 1. 2; Slide
PI ill. in Cms. et Brut.
l)io. 1. 40.
in Cos. et Aug.
Cassius, L., one of the brothers of Caesar's murderer, w
made tribune, and presided at (he games exhibited by Brut
and his brother Caius.
Cassius, Q., the other brother of Caius, wfts a quaestor wi<
Pompey, in Spain, who afterwards sided with Caesar b
was drowned in the Iberis, as he was returning to Ital
Cies. Alex. c. 48
Dio. 1. 41.
Cassius Sckva, M-, a soldier of uncommon valour in t
army of Cesar.
Cassius, Parmensis, a tribune, and one of the conspirati
against Caesar, who attached himself afterwards to the s.
After the battle
of Pompey, and then to M. Anthony.
Actium he returned to Athens, whither Q. Varus was se
by Augustus to kill him, which task he executed, as
found him engaged in writing. This Cassius was a poet,
;

;

;

;

1

I

whom
Hor.

1.

Horace
1

And

also,

Ibid.

I.

says,

ep. 4.

,

Quid

Briton invested with sovemade a descent upon Britain.

<es.

\^>IL'S

I

dicam

fncei-e in regiane Vednnii

?

Seri^ere final Cassi Parmensis opuscula vincat

?

intnc te

sat. 10.

I,

VISCELLINUS,

A met

Spuria* (Hist.) a distinguished
Roman of the gens Cassia, who, after having been three times
insul, and obtained two triumphs, was put to death on a
Diom/s. Hal. 1. 8 ;
barge of aspiring to the regal power.

Ante cibum
Quale iwt

i

Ingeiiwiu

scripsUse

duemtot

versus, toiitirm, canatus?
C'/xw rapido femtntvu

Ktrusci

amni

;

<

I
(

.

,

I.

-J

;

l,il.

Max.

1.

()'.

ASSIUS Brutus, a Roman, who, being detected in the design
of opening the gates of Rome to the Latins, their enemies,
U. C. Ill, fled to the temple of Pallas, where he was cond
bii father's order until he was starved to death.
assius LONGINUS, ('.. a consul U. C. 583, and colleague
with 1'. Liciriius Crassus, who was conquered by Perseus,
Lie. 1. 42.
Pohih. Eclog. 69
king of Macedonia.
- Longinus, (I-, a consul U.C. 590.
18811 B Longinus, C, a censor U. C. 6l<), during whose cenbip Hyrcanus, high-priest of the Jews, renewed his
(7c. pro Do/n. 1. 50.
alliance with the Romans.
.\ssir~ I.om.ims, ("., son of Qumtus Cassius, a consul U. C.
and colleague of ('. Sext. Calvinus, beat the Alloiges, and founded the colony of Aix, in Provence.
Lit).
Cic. pro llo.se. ; Sallust. in Jug.
Veil. 1. 2
EpU. 1- H
i>

(

;

I

i

<

i

.

i,

;

:

Max.

I„l.
(

1.

7-

.ksius Longinus, L., a pnetOT] and one of the severest judges
ever passed sentence in Rome, from whom the judges
<
null the name of Ciissinni.
lie held this office
He is probably the same as was sent to Jugurtha,
fiH.
and was distinguished for his probity.
Longinus, /.., son of Caius, and a consul I'.C. (il7,
v> is
defeated and killed by the Tigurini, or Swiss, in the
of Zurich.
Lie. F.pil. 65
Ga-s. Com in. i. 1L0NOINU8, C, a consul I .(. 658, and colleague
with Cn. Domitius ^nobarbus, in which year Ptolemy,
I

-

11

;

.

'.

I'd. Pater. 1.2; Val. Max. 1. 1,
7; Sueion. in Octi
4; Appian. de Bell. Civ. 1.5; Oros. 1.6; Comment.
Horal.
Cassius Longinus, C, a consul, U. C. 783, supposed to
the same as he who married Drusilla, the daughter of (•<
manicus, and was afterwards put to death by order of Ca
Tac. An >tal. 1. 6.
gula.
Cassius, <
a governor of Syria in the reigns of Claudi
and Nero, whose good discipline is commended by Tacit!
Tac. Annul. 1. 12,' 15.
Cassius LonGUS, was chosen general by the annv of Vitellit
c.

'.,

Tac. Hist.

1.

3.

Severus, Titus, a celebrated orator, but of
traction, who made himself odious by turning inform.
1

s

IK' died A.

I

1). 2.'!.

after an exile of

25

years, so poor

tli

1,1. I'att
he had scarcely a rag to cover his nakedness.
1.2; Tacit. Anna/. 1. 1, c. 72 ; Appian. de Hell. Civ.l.
llicron. in E.useb. Chron. SfC.
Mmroli. Sal. 1. 2
Cassius, Chtereas, the murderer of Caligula, was put to dca
Hist. 1. 3, &i
Tacit. Annal. 1.
by Claudius, A. D. 41.
Cassius Longinus, a celebrated lawyer, of Rome, who w
According to Tai
either exiled, or put to deatli by Nero.
tus be was banished to Sardinia, and recalled in the reign
:

1

Vespasian.

Tac. Annul.

1.

16,

c.

7

;

;

Sucloii. in Xcr.

c.

3"

Cassius Avidius, M., an officer under M. Aurelius Antoi
nus, was proclaimed emperor by his soldiers ; but being (
feated by Antoninus, he was slain after three months by

1

.

CAS

CAS
Dio. in Anton.

own men.
A tin.

;

Jul.

Capitol,

in

M.

Aurel.

ii

Cassius, Apronianus, a colleague in the consulship with the emperor Commodus, U. C. 944, A. D. 190, in which year there
was a dreadful fire at Rome. Dio. in Commod. ; Herod. 1. 1
Cassius, Dio, a consul with C. Jun. Tiberianus, U. C. 1044,
Idat. Chron.
A. D. 2f)l
Cassius, Hemina (Biog.) a Latin historian, who flourished
Plin. passim. Aid. Gel/. 1. IT ;
about U. C. 60S, A. C. 146.
Censorin. 1. 17; loss. Hist. Lat 1. 1.
£Vide Dio~]
Cassius, Dio, an historian.
CASTAGXO, Andrea dal (Biog.) an historical painter of
Castaguo, in Tuscany, was born in 140.9, and died in 1480.
.

works was the Execution of the Conagainst the House of Medici, which is in the hall

The most noted of
spirators

his

of justice at Florence.

CASTALDI,

Cornelius (Biog.) a lawyer and poet of Feltri,
was the author of some poems in Latin
and Italian, which were published in 4to. Venice, 1 757CASTALIO (Biog.) or Caste/lio, Sebastian, a French reformer, who not joining heartily in all the notions of reform
enjoined by Calvin and Beza, incurred their displeasure and
provoked their censures. He translated the Bible into Latin,
His Bible was printed at Basil
and also wrote some poetry.
in 1551, 1554, and again in 1556.
Peter
(Biog.)
an
artist of Antwerp, who was
CASTEELS,
bom in 1684, and died in 1749- He was successful in

who

died in 1537,

painting birds and flowers.

CASTALIL

S,

Fons (Myth.) or Castalia, a fountain of Par-

nassus, sacred to the

Muses.

(Biog.) a geometrician of MontHe wrote,
pelier. was born in 16S8, and died in 17572.
1. ' Gravite
Universelle,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1724.
Systeme Abrege des Mathematiques,' 4to. Paris, 1 727- 3. ' SysCla4.
terne Universel des Mathematiques,' 4to. 1728.
'

'

Vrai Systeme de Physique Generale
de Newton,' 4to. 1743.
CASTELL, Edmund (Biog.) an oriental scholar of Hatley,
in Cambridgeshire, was born in 1606, educated at CamHis ' Lexicon Heptaglotton,'
bridge, and died in 16S5.
which was the labour of eighteen years, established his fame
and ruined his fortune.
5.

'

CASTELLANUS

(Biog.) vide Chatel.
Benedict (Biog.) an Italian mathematician, and
friend of Galileo, was born at Brescia in 1577, and died in
1644, leaving ' Delia Misura dell' acque Correnti,' 4to.
Rome, 1628; and ' Dimostrazioni Geometriche della Misura dell' acque Correnti,' 4to. ibid. ; besides other things
on the same subject, printed at Florence in 1766.
Castelli, Bernard, an historical and portrait painter of
Genua, was born in 1557, and died in 1629He claimed
friendship with Tasso, and other distinguished poets of his
time, who sung his praises while he took their portraits.
Castelli, J'alerio, son of the preceding, was born in 1625,
and died in 1 659, leaving, among the specimens of his skill,
the Annunciation, at Genoa ; the Rape of the Sabines, at
Florence ; and Christ taken down from the Cross, in the
collection of the earl of Pembroke, at Wilton.
CASTELLIO (Geog.) a town of France, now Cliastillon.
CASTELLO (Biog.) vide Adrian.

CASTELLI,

Castello, or Castelli, John Baptist, commonly called il Bergamasco, an artist of Bergamo, in the l6th century.
He
was employed as painter to the court of Spain, and left
many excellent works in the Escurial.
Castello, Gabriel Launcelot, an Italian antiquary, of Palermo, was born in 1727, and died in 1 79-4, leaving,
1.
Osscrvazioni critiche sopra un Libro stampato in Catanianel, 1747,' &c. 4to. Rome, 17492. ' Storia di Alesa
antica Cetta di Sicilia,' &c 4to. Palermo, 1753.
3. ' Inscrizioni Palermitane,' fol. Palermo, 1753.
4. ' Sicilite et Ob'

VOL.

I.

Xaples, 1784.

CASTELLODUXUM

(Geog.)

a

town of France,

now

Chateaudun.

CASTELLUM

Carnoncs (Geog.) a town of Burgundy,

Chastel Chalon.
Castellum Cattorum, a town of Hesse Cassel,

now

now Hesse

Cassel.

Castellum Hera/di, a town of Poitou, now Chalel-heraul!.
Castellum Menapiorum, a town of Gueldres, now Kessel.
Castellum Morinorum, a town of Flanders, now Mont
Cassel.

Castellum

Theoderici,

a

town of

France,

now Chateau

Thierry.

CASTE LLUS

(Biog.) or Castello Bartho/omeiv, an Italian
phvsician of the 10th century, was author of, 1. ' Totius
Artis Medicae Methodo divisa Compendium et Synopsis,'
4to. Messan. 1597, often reprinted, last edition 4to. Genev.

746.
2.
Lexicon Medicum Gneeo-Latinum,' 4to. Venet.
1607; often reprinted, the best edition 4to. X'oremb. 1682.
Michel de (Hist.) a French nobleman, was
emploved by Charles IX and Henry III, of France, on
negotiations of great importance ; and among others, was
He died
five different times sent ambassador to England.
Memoires de ses Xcgociations,' 2 vols.
in 1592, leaving
fol. 1669; and 3 vols. fol. Brussels, 1731.
CASTELVETRO, Lewis (Biog.) an Italian critic, of Modena, was born in 1503, and died in 1571, leaving a Commentarv on Aristotle's Poetics.
CASTIGLIOXE, Balthazar (Hist.) an Italian nobleman, of
an ancient and illustrious family in the duchy of Mantua,
was born in 1478, and died in 1529, after having been emploved by Lewis Sforza both as a soldier and a statesman.
He wrote Libro del' Cortegiano,' Venice, 1528 ; the English translation, 4to. London, 1727 ; besides some poems and
letters, the latter published in 2 vols. Svo. Padua, I769.
Castiglione, John Benedict (Biog.) otherwise called Grechetlo, an artist of Genoa, was born in l6l6, and died in
1670.
He was much admired both as a painter and en'

1

CASTELX'AU,

'

CASTEL, Lewis Bertram!

vecin Oculaire.'

jacentium Veterum Inscriptionum,' &c. ibid. 1769. 5. ' Siciliae Populorum et Urbium Regum quoque et Tyrannorum
Yeteres Xummi,' 8cc. fol. Panorm. 1781.
Castello, Ignatius Paterno, a cotemporary with the preceding, and also an antiquary, published, among other things,
' Deserizione
del terribile Terrimoto de 5 Feb. 1783,' &c.

'

graver.

Castiglione, Francesco, son of the preceding,

was a suc-

cessful imitator of his father.

CASTILE (Geog.) one of the most considerable divisions of
Spain, having Xavarre, Arragon, and Valentia on the E.,
Galicia and Portugal on the W., Asturias and Biscay on the
It is comN., Andalusia, Grenada, and Mercia on the S.
monly divided into Old and Xew Castile. The chief towns
of Old Castile are Burgos, the capital, Valladolid, Segovia,
Avilo, Calahorra, Logrono, and Soria ; those of X'ew Castile are Madrid, the capital, Toledo, the former capital,
Alcala, Ciudad Real, &ft
Histori/

of

Castile.

Spanish Castellania, and in the Latin of the
middle ages Castella, is supposed by some to derive its
an old Spanish tribe, called by the Romans
from
origin
Castellani ; although others suppose it to have received
this name from a castle or fortress which was erected on
the frontiers as a barrier against the Moors, when they
were driven out ; whence also this province took a castle
After Castile shook off the yoke of the
for its arms.
Moors, it was governed by counts of its own, from the
time of Don Ferdinand Goncalez, about 913, to Don
Garcias Sanchez, surnamed the Great King of Navarre.
who erected Castile in 1029 into a kingdom, which he

Castile,

in

.

CAS

CAS

Don

Ferdinand, who was also surnamed the Great. He conquered the kingdom of Leo,
which, in the reign of Ferdinand II in Id IT, was united
for ever to that of Castile ; and in 1 47 t these two kingdoms were united to that of Arragon, in the persons of
Ferdinand and Isabella. The following is a list of the
kings of Castile, or of Leon and Castile.
his second son

left to

Began

Kings.

Ferdinand II
Sancho II
Alphonsus VI
Alphonsus VII
Alphonsus VIII
Sancho III
Alphonsus IX

Henry

Reign.

1065
1072

Henry II
John I
Henry III
John II
Henry IV

136.9

V

and

Isabella

CASTLETON,

Ear! (Her.) a title conferred in 1719 on
James Saunderson, Who had been previously created in 1714
baron Saunderson, of Saxby, co. Lincoln, and viscount Castleton, of Sandbeck.
All these honours became extinct at

CASTOR

13
35
1

55
3
35
32

Thcoeril. in Uioscor.

11
Ytiriofttc Ai'n'ac Tf

17

Karufia, Kai

38
Horal.

19
10

2,

1.

Oeid. Fast.

in Ckron.
Baron (Her.) a dignity at present enjoyed by the family of Coote, in Ireland, to which Charles
Henry Coote succeeded in 1802, upon the death of Charles
Henry, seventh and last earl of Mountrath. QVidc Cootf\
The title, arms, &C. of this family are as follow
('note, Baron Castle Coote, co. Roscommon.
Title,
Argent, a chevron sable, between three coots
Arms.

<

;

()'.

Si

Hor.

1.

ep.

2,

Thc

Viscount

(Her.)

the

'title

home

by

the

eldest son of the earl of Keinnarc.

CASTLE-STEWART,

Karl of (He.) one of the titles enjoyed at present by a branch of the Stewart family, which
was conferred in 1793 on Andrew Thomas Stewart, a descendant of John, the fifth lord Stewart, baton of Cast] ["Vide Stcirarl~]
The titles, arms, &C. of this
Stewart.
family are as follow
Stewart, earl of Castle-Stewart, viscount Stewart,
Titles.
baron Castle-Stewart, co. Tyrone, and baronet.
Arms. Quarterly of four, 1st. or, a lion rampant, within a
double treasure flory and eounteiflory gules; 2d. <», a less
cheeky argent and azure, in chief a label of three points
gulfs; 3(1. argent, a saltire between four cinque foils
gules ; 4th. azure, a lion rampant argent, crowned or, all
within a hordure company argent and azure:

G fanro&a/iov

ciuqiio,

ct

cum Cation PoUux,
t$mpU nrepti.

"AXXorf

[liv

'((.JHrt'

'VeOi'dfft, rt/tljv Si

Xem.

in

cm

tti'z

uyaQoe Uo\vo£VKta 9

£w«j£ Kari-^n pvoiJ^&OQ aia,

"Oi Kai v(p9ev >r/c

Pinii.

pre-

Libtr pater,

Horn. Odyss. 1.11.

CASTLECUFF,

by the family of Handcock, which was conferred in
1812 on William Handcock.
CASTLEREAGH, Viscount (Her.) the title borne by the
eldest son of the marquis of Londonderry.

it

Post ingentiafaeta, cfaorwn in

Karupa

bv the eldest son of the earl of Desart.

1

Hamulus,

a wreath, a coot proper.
Two wolves .sable, ducally gorged argent.
Supporters.
" Vim-it Veritas."
Motto.
Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne

CASTLEBOSSE,

frnticm PoUwi aJUerni morU redtmit,
rediique tinm t.'ties.

Ilfjite

On

sent

sua

Castor being killed in battle by Ida, Jupiter permitted bin
to share immortality with his surviving brother, so that whil
one was n earth the other was in heaven and afterward
he transported them both into the heavens, where they fom
the constellation Gemini.
Virg. /En. 1.

proper.

at

pi;\^'t.iti

Pollta casUbui aptlor.

:

a dignity enjoyed

cum

Ccdet Castor*

CASTLE-COOTE,

ASTI. K.MAINE, Baron (Her.)

(Uc

;

Tyndarida: fratres, hieeques, ilh pugU.

CASTINUS

(

etjuis

4.

1.

Medea.

Seuec. in

Antonio del (Biog.) a painter
His best
of Cordova, was born in 1603, and died in HiO'7works are at Cordova.
(Hist.) a general of Honorius, in Spain, who
lost a great battle, and on the death of the emperor being
deprived of his command, he retired into Africa.
Prosper.

'reft.

IloXt/OeuVfn, Tret ipeBi

1.

Castor gaudit

CASTILLO Y SAAVEDRA,

(

sat.

Alyio'yej Jitoc UUt

icu't

0<)/3£jju)>

Piigias.

11
1379
16'
1390
1406
48
1454
20
1474 rVide Spam\

....

and

Supporters.
Two dragons murrey.
" Forward."
Motto.

without issue, in 1723.
(Myth.) the twin brother of Pollux, the sons ol
Jupiter, who, under the figure of a swan, is fabled to have
had an intrigue with Leda, the wife of Tyndarus, kinw ol
Sparta.
She in consequence brought forth an egg, from
which sprung Castor and Pollux, or as some say two eggs,
from one of which sprung Pollux and Hellen, and from
the other Castor and Clytemnestra.
Castor distinguished
himself in the management of horses, and Pollux in t!:t
arts of wrestling and boxing.

years.

37

1109....

Peter the Cruel

29
7

1122
1157
1158
1214
1217
1252
1284
1295
1312 ....
1350

Ferdinand III
Alphonsus X
Sancho IV
Ferdinand IV
Alphonsus XI

Reigned.

unicorn's head couped at the neek argent, armed
crined or, between two pair of olive branches proper.

his death,

103(5 ....

I

Ferdinand

to

An

Crest.

rt/ii'ii'

irtniijitfii't,

t\0VT£C,

aXKort

5' civrs

\l\6y\airii' ina Ottiiat.

10;

od.

TZfxtc Zi/»'i>(-

Euriji.

in

Helen.;

.t/iollud.

1.

1

Apollon. 1. 1 ; Cic. de Nat. Deor. ; Liv. 1. 2
Dionys. ItVal. Ma.v. 1. 1; Hygin. Fab. 77;
Vlul. in The:.
Puns. 1.
Tzelz. in LycopJl. ; Sere, in Virg. /En.
Gyrah,
:

1.1.';

;.'

;

;

Syntag. Deor. Ac.

CASTOR

(Nuniis.) this deity is represented
mostly with a horse by his side, as in the
annexed figure, representing the reverse of

by the inhabitants of Cyme,
sometimes the inscription CASVaill. I'ne.sl.; Beg. Flics, vol. ii

-^T.jjT

%£-^-J^f

a medal, struck

_,

\|\

in .Folia

\.i,

\\\yj/

TOR.

;

;

Hard. <>i>cr. p. 799 Mcd'iob. p. 391. &C
CASTOR (Hist.) grandson of king Dejotarus,
:

grandfather of conspiring against
c.

Caesar.

are:

Cic.

pro Dut,

I.

to the emperor Secerns, and one ol
mOBl faithful domestics, was put to death by Caracalla, in
l)io. 1. 79mediately on his succeeding to the empire.
CASTOR, a Jew, who signalized himself in the def<
Jerusalem, when besieged by Titus, and contributed maU
rially to protract the siege; but when he saw be could
longer maintain himself against the enemy, he set fire toll

CASTOR, chamberlain

!,

1

:

CAT

CAT

which had been erected, and threw himself into the
flames, where he perished.
Castor (Bing.) a chronographer, who is said to have been

memoration of the victories obtained by Hiero, at the
sacred games ; but also very frequently the figures of the
Pii Fratres, as in fig. 2, bearing their parents on their
£Vide Amp/tinomu.fj
shoulders.
CATANIA (Geog.) the ancient and famous town of Catania,

battery

the father of the Castor who accused Dejotarus, is quoted
Joseph, cunt. Apion. 1. 2 ;
frequently by the ancients, &c.
Euseb. Evang. Pra-p. 1. 10, c. 3; Phil. Quasi. Rom.;
Strides.

Castob, Antoninus, a physician in the time of Pliny, when
he had already reached above the age of 100, and was then
in good health.
Castor, Agrippa, vide Agrippa.
CASTRACANI, Castmccio (Hist.) a general of Lucca, was
born in 1284, and died at the age of 44, prince of Pisa,
just after having gained a splendid victory over the FlorenHis life was written by Machiaval, and also by the
tines.
younger Aldus, published in 4to. Lucca, 1590 and another
life in Latin, 4to. Mutin. 14.96, and Paris. 1590; also inserted by Muratori, in Vol. XI of his ' Script. Ital.'
CASTRI (Geog.) a town on the S. E. coast of Morea, in
European Turkey, 45 m. S. S. E. Corinth, which stands on
the site of the ancient Hermione.
CASTRO (Geog.) the ancient Mytilene, a capital and seaport
of the island of Mctelin, SO m. S. W. Adrimiti.
Lon. 26°
39' E., hit. Sop 14' N.
Castro, the chief town of the island of Lemnos, situated, as
is supposed, on the site of the ancient Myrina.
Castro, Alphonsus dc (Biog.) a Spanish divine, and native
of Zamora in the lfith century, was the author of many
;

works, which were printed in fol. Paris, 1578 ; among these
was a treatise against heresies.
(Geog.) a town of Spain, where Annibal married one of the natives. Lie. 1. 24 ; Plin. 1. 3.
CAT, Claude Nicholas dc (Biog.) a French physician, was
born in 1700, and died in 1768, leaving, 1. ' Traite des
Sensations et des Passions en general,' 2 vols. 1749; translated into English about the same time, and republished by
the author, Paris, 15672. ' La Theorie de 1'Ouie,' 8vo.
Paris, 175S.
3. ' Nouveau Systeme sur la Cause de l'Evacuation Periodique du Sexe,' 8vo. 1765.
4. ' Cours Abrege

CASTULO

d'Osteologie,' 8vo. 171)7-

CATANA

(Geog.) Karavr,, a town of Sicily, at the foot of
it was sometimes called /Etna, and by
the Latins Cal'vta, now Catania.
It was founded by a
colony from Chalcis, A. C. 735, and was enlarged by Hiero,
whom Pindar therefore denominates its founder.

mount jEtna, whence

Pind. Pi/lh. od.

1.

rSiuv ivmnifilav
jcXm'dc

oiVtt?/(1 tici'Cavt 7ro'Xiv

which none but the priests
were permitted to enter.
From its vicinity to ./Etna, it has
at different periods been visited with dreadful and destructive inundations from this volcano.
Ceres had a temple there, in

Si!.

1.

13.
Tutu Catana avdenti nimium vidua Tuphso.

Scylac. Perip.
Marcian. Hcrac. ; Cic. in
Diodor. 1. 1 1 ; Slrah. 1. 6 ; Mel. 1. 4 ; Vol.
Solin.
de Beu. 1. 3 ; Plin. 1. 3 ; Plot. 1. 3
c. 11, &c. ;
Procop. de Reb. Goth. lib. i ; Fazell. de Reb.
Sicul.; Clue. Ant. Sicil.l. 1.
Catana (Numis.) of this distinguished town innumerable
medals are extant, bearing on the obverse the heads or
figures of Apollo, Ceres,

Thucyd.
Verr.

Max.

1.

6

1.

&c.

iv.

5

;

;

;

.SV»(v.

;

reverse
chariot

&c.

;

Herand on the

Fig.

most commonly a
with two, three, A*

or four horses, as in

injuries it has sustained at different times from the irruption
of the lava, still holds a considerable rank among the towns
It is situated in the Val Demona, on
of modern Europe.
the east coast of the island, 35 m. N. Svracuse, 50 S. S. W.
Lon. 15° 6' E., lat. 37°
Messina, and 85 E.S. E. Palermo.
30' N.
In 1693 the whole town was thrown down by an
earthquake, and suffered very materially by a second shock
in 1783.
Catania is a bishop's see, suffragan of Montreal.
CATESBY, Mark (Biog.) a naturalist of the 17th century,
who died in 1741, aged 70, was the author of ' The Natural

Historv of Carolina, Florida, and the

&c.

fol.

fig.

1, over which a figure of
Victory is flying, in com-

'$

Bahama

Islands,'

1730—1748.

CATHCART,

Alan, third Lord (Hist.) fell at the battle of
Pinky, against the English, upon that fatal day the 10th of
September, 1547.
Cathcart, Alan, fourth Lord, was zealous in defence of
king James VI, of Scotland, and among the first of the
He was at the
peers who took up arms against Bothwell.
battle of Langside, in 15(58, where queen Mary's forces
were completely routed ; and always continued on the king's
side till he was seated peaceably on the throne.
Cathcart, Charles, eighth Lord, being bred to arms under
the duke of Marlborough, was sent as commander-in-chief
on the expedition against the Spanish settlements in South
America but died on his passage thither in 1740.
Cathcart (Her.) a noble family, of which mention is made
as early as 1 1 78, when Reynaldus de Kathcart was witness
in a grant by Alan, the son of Walter, Dapifer Regis, of
the patronage of the church of Kathcart, to the monastery
of Paisley.
Sir Alan Cathcart, a descendant of his, was
in 1442 raised by king James II, of Scotland, to the peerage, and ranked as baron Cathcart among the greater
William, the
barons, who are now lords of Parliament.
;

tenth lord Cathcart, was, for his military services on different occasions, rewarded with a British peerage, by the titles
of viscount Cathcart and baron Greenock, and in 1814 was
The
further advanced to the dignity of earl Cathcart.
titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Titles.
Cathcart, earl Cathcart, viscount Cathcart, baron
Greenock, in the peerage of the United Kingdom, and
baron Cathcart, in Scotland. The title of the earl's
eldest son is lord Greenock.
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth azure, three cross croslets fitehee issuing out of as many crescents argent ; second

and third
Crest.

On

rampant argent.
wreath a dexter hand couped above the wrist

gules, a lion
a

and erect proper, grasping a crescent, as in the arms.
Supporters.
Two parrots proper.
" I hope to speed."
Motto.
(Hist.) a name common to two empresses and
several queens.

CATHERINE

Empresses of

;

Proserpine, Jupiter,
cnles,

in Sicily Qvide Catana], which, notwithstanding the serious

this

Name.

Courtenai, titular empress of Constantinople,
was married in 1313 to Philip, of Sicily, and prince of Tarentum, who took the title of emperor of Constantinople
Du Cange Hist. Conslantin. 1. 6, &c.
Catherine, Alexicuna, was raised by a train of events from
humble condition to the throne, being taken by Peter the

Catherine, dc

Great first as his mistress and afterwards as his wife ; she
became on his death, in 1725, sovereign of aU the Russias,
and showed by the wisdom of her government that she deShe died in 1727, aged 38.
served the dignity.

Catherine
3 g 2

II,

daughter of Christian Augustus, of Anhalt-

CAT

CAT
of Peter, duke of Holstein, afterwards Peter III. paved the way for herself to
the empire, in 1 7 fiii by the murder of her husband and
and after a
prince lwan, the grandson of Peter the Great

zcrbst, in

Upper Saxony, and wife
,

;

glorious and useful reign died in 1797, of an apoplectic
[Tide Plate II]

Queen* of

this

fit.

Name.

a daughter of Charles VI, of France, was born
in 1401, married in 1420 to Henry V. of England, and on
his death, two years after, to Owen Tudor, a Welchman,
by whom she had Edmund, earl of Richmond, the father

Catherine,

She died in 1438.
of Henry VII.
of Ferdinand V, of Castile,
married in ]501 Arthur, son of Henry VII, and he dying
in five months after, she was married in 150!) to Henry VIII,
by whom she was the mother of Mary. Notwithstanding
that her conduct as a wife was exemplary, yet the capricious
and lustful monarch thought proper to divorce her, and on
the refusal of the pope to ratify this divorce, he broke with
She
the church of Rome, and set on foot the Reformation.
wrote some religious pieces, and died at Kimbolton in 1536,

Catherine of Arraeon, daughter

[Vide Plate VI]
universally respected.
de Medicis, queen of France, daughter of Lorenzo de Medicis, married in 1 534 Henry, duke of Orleans,
son of Francis I, by whom she had ten children, three of

Catherine

his patron, that he

threw himself on his funeral

though

pile,

appointed heir of

all his fortune.
Plin. 1. 7.
Sergius, a Roman of a noble family, who for
his debaucheries, being refused the consulship, conspired
with his dissolute companions to extirpate the senate, and to
set Rome on fire.
The conspiracy was timely discovered bv
the consul Cicero, who punished many of the conspirators,
but Catiline escaping, was killed in battle, A. C. (i.J. Salluti
in Cat. ; Cic. in Cat.

CATILINA,

/,.

CATILLL'S

(Myth.) or Catilus, a son of Amphiareus, win
against .Eneas.
I'irg. JEn. 1. 7.
Nicholas (Hist.) a distinguished general in tlu
reign of Louis XIV, who after signalizing himself at Maestricht, Besancons, Valenciennes, St. Omer, Ghent, &c. am
rising by his merit to the chief command, died in 171S

assisted

Turnus

CATINAT,

aged 74.

CATIUS, M.

(Biog.) an Epicurean of Insubria, who wrote 01
the snmmutn bonum, Sic.
Quintil. 1. 10.
(Hist.) a king of the Eburones, who poisonet
himself that he might not fall into Caesar's hands.
'at,

CATIVULCL'S

(

Bell. Gall.

1.

(Hist.) the
of the Porcii.

Cato, grandfather

name
to

his valour in battle,

him.

il,

6".

CATO

of an illustrious branch of the famih

Cato the censor, was distinguished

when he had

five

foi

horses killed unde

P/nt. in Cat.

Cato, M. Porcius, surnamed the Censor, because he exercise
that office with primitive ligour; also Major, in distinctioi
from Cato Ulicensis, or Minor; was successively qusestO]
a;dile, prictor, and consul, in which he signalized himself h
his courage, as he did afterwards by his integrity as cause.)
Catherine Howard, vide Howard.
and died, as is generally supposed, at the age of 86 or <)(
Catherine Parr, vide Purr.
He wrote many orations, besides a book entitled Origines
Catherine of Austria, daughter of the emperor Ferdinand I,
of which some fragments suspected to he supposititious ai
married
first
horn
in
1534,
of
Hungary,
was
and Anne
extant; and also a work
De lie Rustics,' the best editio
to Francis de Gonzaguc, duke of Mantua, and afterwards
of which is that of Gessner, 2 vols. lto. Lips. 17
to Sigismund-Augustus, king of Poland, and died in 157','
eye;
Academ.
de
Senectut.
archduke
C. Nep. et Pint, in lit. ; Plii
Catherine of Austria, daughter of Philip,
of
1. 7, c. 14.
Austria, and queen of Portugal, was married in 1525 to
and after governing with much Cato, Marcus, son of the preceding, signalized himself
John III, of Portugal
Macedonia, under Paulus ^Emylius, whose daughter h
wisdom the kingdom, during the minority of her grandson
married.
Pint, in Cat.
Sebastian, she died in 1577, aged 72.
Catherine of Poland, queen of Sweden, and daughter of Cato, M. Portias, eldest son of the preceding, was const
U.C.
636.
Sigismund I, king of Poland, was married to John, the
brother of Erie XIV, of Sweden, who being deposed, John Cato, C, brother of the preceding, ami a consul, U. C. fill
was condemned for extortion in Macedonia bv lie Mamilin
was raised to the throne in his stead. This queen died in
law, and retired in exile to Tarragona, in Spain.
Cic,
1583, after having exerted herself zealously to re-establish
Verr. 18.
the Catholic religion in Sweden.
Catherine of Portugal, wife of Charles II, of England, and Cato, Salonianus, son of M. Fortius Cato, bv Salonia,
daughter of his client when he was 80 years of age, died
daughter of John IV, of Portugal, was not successful in
praetor.
fixing the affections of her husband, although she was not
deficient in attractions.
At the death of Charles she re- Cato, Lucius, son of Cato Saloninus, was a consul with Ci
Pompeius Straho, U. C. u'6'4, during the civil war in whit
turned to Portugal, where she governed with much vigour
be perished.
Appian. de lid/. Cic. 1. 1.
and prudence, as regent for her brother Peter II, and died
Cato, M., surnamed L'ticcnsis, or Minor, grandson of Cai
in 1705.
Salonianus, and great grandson of Cato Major, or the
Catherine, St. (Ecc.) a virgin of Alexandria, of considernso
distinguished himself for his zealous adherence to the n
able learning and distinguished piety, who is said to have
public, at a time that it was turn by intestine dissension
suffered martyrdom in tin- reign of Maximin.
lie supported Cicero in his measures against the acconiplic.
Catherine, St., a virgin of Sweden, and daughter of L'lof Catiline, who were capitally punished chiefly throuf
phon Guthmarsnn, prince of Ncrioia, in Sweden, was born
When Ctcsar passed the Rubicon, he advisi
his instigation.
about 1330; and being educated by her mother 1'rigitta in
the senate to deliver the care of the republic into Pompej
the strictest piety, she persuaded her husband Egard to
and
when,
after the fatal battle of Tbapsus, the CO)
hands,
abstain from her bed, and to allow her to retire to a moqueror approached the city ci' I "tic a, whither Cato had
nastery, where she died in 1881,
for the purpose of making a stand, the latter stabbed hii
Catherine, St., of Sietine, a nun in that city, was born in
self, A. C. 46, in the 49th year of his age, whev. he foul
1347, and died in 1880, no less distinguished for her talents
resistance unavailable.
than her piety, for which last she was canonized by Pius II
anion.
She wroU Letters, Poems, Legends, &&, which Caki, a son of Cato l'ticcnsis, who after he had bet
in 1461.
by Cesar, fell in the battle of Philippi, which was foU|
were all collected and published in 4 vols. lto. Sienna,
Augustus
Anthony,
and
U.
against
A.
C.
45.
C.
712,
1707CATIENUS, P. Plolmut (Biog.) afreedman, so attached to Cato, Valerius (Biog.) a grammarian of Gallia Narbonens

whom became successively kings of France, and a daughter
queen of Navarre. She died in 1589, at the age of 70,
after having taken an active part in the intrigues and vices
[Vide Plate VI]
of the times.
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I

;

i

I

1

<

'<

II.

1

|

:

CAU

CAV
of Sylla,

in the time

who

instructed

many

noble Romans,

and wrote some poems, of which one called ' Dirte,' is still
extant, and was published by Christopher Arnold, Lugd.
12mo. 1652, and reprinted by Mattaire in his
Corpus
Poetarum;' but it has been doubted whether this poem belonged to Cato Valerius, and has been ascribed to Virgil.
'

CATKOU,

Francis (Biog.) a writer of Paris, was bom in
Histoire Generale de
1659, and died in 1737, leaving, 1.
l'Empire du Mogul,' 4to. or 2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1705, and
2.
Prose translation of Virgil, 6' vols.
often reprinted.
12mo. Paris, 1716, and 4 vols. 172J). 3. ' Histoire Romaine,' 20 vols. 4to. translated into English bv Dr. Richard
Bundy, 6 vols. fol. 1728.
(Hist.) a German prince in the time of Tiberius,
CATU
who attached himself to the Romans, from whom he sought
He was afterwards driven from his states by the
assistance.
Hermonduri, and compeOed to seek an asylum at Frejus, in
Provence.
c. 62, &c.
Tac. Annal. 1. 2
(Hist.) a governor of Lybia, in Pentapolitana,
who after the taking of Jerusalem, put to death vast numbers of the Jews, and was afterwards cut off, according
Joseph, de Bell. Jxd.
to Josephus, bv a horrible disease.
'

A

ALDA

;

CATULLUS

1.7-

Catullus, Cains, (Biog.) or Quintus Valerius, a poet of a good
family of Verona, A. C. 86', died at the age of 46", leaving
nowise inferior to that of Virgil. The best
is that of Vulpius, 2 vols. 4to. Patav.

a reputation

edition of Catullus

CATULUS,

C. Lutatius (Hist.) a Roman commander, who
gained a complete victory over the Carthaginians near the
island of iEgates, under Amilcar, in which he is said to have
destroyed 50 of their ships, and taken 70.
This victory
Poli/b. 1. 1 ; Lie. 1. 7.
terminated the first Punic war.
Catulus, Q. Lutatius, a consul with Marius, U. C. 652, A. C.
102, who shared in the victory and triumph over the Cimbri.
He afterwards took the part of Sylla against Marius, and
being proscribed by the latter, put an end to his life by
shutting himself up in a newly plastered room, where he
was suffocated with the smoke of burning coals. In revenge
for his death, the brother of Catullus obtained permission
of Sylla to sacrifice the brother of Marius at his tomb, to

which Lucan
Luc.

2, v.

1.

refers.

173.

Inferias Marius,

He

wrote memoirs of his own consulship, besides orations
Cic. de
and poems, of which onlv ten verses are preserved.
1.

Offic.

Catulus,

1,

c.

37

;

Pint, in

Mar.

and a consul with Lepidus,
his measures against the
and was the first to hail him with

Q., son of the preceding,

U. C. 676, supported Cicero in

accomplices of Catiline,
the epithet of " Father of bis country."

GATURIGES
the source
1.

4to.

1585;

Venice,

'

sopra gli Ottimi Reggimenti della Republiche antiche e
moderne,' 4to. Venice, 1555, and 1571CAVALIER, John (Hist.) son of a peasant at Cevennes, distinguished himself first in the wars against Louis XIV,
and afterwards retiring to England, he was at the battle of
Almanza, in Spain, and died governor of Jersey in 1 765.
CAVALIERI, Bonavciitura (Biog.) a mathematician of Milan,
tati

in 159S, and died in 1647, leaving, 1. ' Geometria
Continuorum nova quadam Ratione promota,'
Bonon. 1635, and 1653. 2. ' La Spechio Ustorio,' Sid.
3. ' Direcor De Speculo Ustorio, &c. 4to. Bonon. 1632.
torium Generale Uranometrieum,' 4to. 1632, and l6iS.
Exerei5.
4. ' Trigonomctria Plana et Spherica,' &c.
tationes Sex,' 4to. Bonon. 1647-

was born

Indivisibilibus

4to.

'

CAVALLIXI,

Peter (Biog.) a painter of Rome, was born in
His mosaic over the entrance of
in 1364.
much admired, as also the Virgin and Child
in one of the churches of Rome.
CAVALLO, Tiberius (Biog.) a philosopher of Naples, was
born in 1749, and died in England in I8O9, leaving among
other things ' The History and Practice of Aerostation,'
Svo. 1785; • Mineralogical Tables,' fol. accompanied with
Treatise on Magnetism,'
an explication, in Svo. 1785; '
&c. ; ' A Complete Treatise of Electricity,' &c. Svo. 1777,
enlarged in 3 vols. 1795.
CAVAN, Sir Oliver Lambart, Baron of (Hist.) a nobleman
of the family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished himself in Ireland in the service of Elizabeth, James, and
Charles, particularly against the rebels of that county, and
127<),

and died

St. Peter's is

oi'

(Geog.) a people of Gaul, now Charges, near
the Durance.
Cxs. de Bell. Gall. 1. 1 ; Ptin.

(Hist.) one of the surnames belonging to the family

of the JEiii.

CATY, James
the great

of,

son of the preceding, was early en-

gaged in the service of Charles I, by whom he was made
On
Senechal for the government of the county of Cavan.
the breaking out of the rebellion he attended the earl of
Ormond at the head of his regiment, and succeeded sir
Charles Coote in the command of the army in Dublin, when
be displayed bis zeal and fidelity by a series of services, and

fVide Mlia,

gens~\

was born

in 1577,

having been sent as ambassador to
He was an admired poet,
been printed in all forms
the last edition in 2 vols. fol.
17-6, is reckoned the best.
CAVALCANTI, Guido (Hist.) a Florentine of an illustrious
family, and one of the chiefs of the faction of Guelphs,
was banished with other chiefs of both parties, for the purpose of putting a stop to the dissensions which they occasioned.
He died in 1 300, leaving several poems, of which
his ' Canzone d'Amore
was often printed with notes,
after

usurpation.

;

'

The

&c

of this family are as follow
Cavan, co. Cavan, viscount Kilcoursie, in the King's county, and lord Lambart, baron of

arms,

titles,

Lambart,

Titles.

earl of

Cavan.
Gules, three
Arms.

On

Crest.

arrow

narcissus' pierced argent.

mount proper, and thereon a centaur
proper and argent, with his bow gules, and

a wreath, a

or.

Two
Supporters.
nished or, with

men

in armour to the waist sable, gartrowsers gules, fringed of the second,

and knees proper, each having on his head a
cap, adorned with six ostrich feathers, argent and

their swords
steel

and keeper of
and died in 1660,
England during the
whose works have

(Hist.) a pensionary of Holland,

seals there,

Cavan, Karl of (Her.) one of the titles at present enjoyed by
the familv of Lambart, which was conferred in 1647 on sir
Oliver Lambart mentioned under History. £Vide Lambart~\

parti per pale,

3.

CATUS

died in 16'18.

Cavan, Charles, Earl

died in 1660.
Quid sanguine manes

Pluculos Catuli referam? cui viviiinu Iristes

•

1568;

8vo. Sienna, 1602.

Cavalcanti, Bartholomew (Biog.) a writer of Florence, was
born in 1503, and died in 1562. His principal works were
Trat1. ' Rettorica,' Venice, 1559, and often reprinted. 2.

A

1755.

•

Florence,

Svo.

particularly in

gules.

"

Ut quocunque

paratus."
(Geos.) a people of Gaul, who inhabited the
Comlat,
in Provence.
district now called
(Hist.) a commander of some troops of the

Motto.

CAVARES

CAVARILLUS
yEdui.

Cats, de Bell. Gall.

1.

7.

CAVARINUS

(Hist.) a Gaul, who, being made king of the
Senones bv Ciesar, was banished by his subjects.
Cats.

Bell. Gall.

CAUCASUS

I.

5.

(Geog.)

Euxine and Caspian
continuation of

a

mountain between the
which may be considered as a

celebrated

Seas,

Mount Taurus.

The

passe? near this

moun-

CAV
tain, called Caucasia' Porta, bear

CAU
now

the

name

of Dervent,

through which the Sarmatians, called Huns, are supposed to
Herodot.
have found their way into the Roman provinces.
1. 4
Slrah. L 11 J Met 1. 1 j Pfin. 1. 6 ; Pfo/. 1. 5.
CAUDI (Geog.) nr Cniidium, a town of the Samnites, near
which, in a place called Cumlimv Fureula; now Forchia
d'Arpaia, the Roman army under T. Vcturius, Calvinus,
and Sp. Posthumius, was compelled to surrender to the S iranites, and submit to the ignominy of passing under the yoke.
Lucan. 1. 2.
lav. 1. 9
( AVE, Sir Thomas (Hisl.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, was a distinguished loyalist, and supplied king
Charles during the rebellion with arms, ammunition, and
money.
( ave (Her.) a family of Standford, co. Northampton, which
at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred
The arms,
in 1641 on sir Thomas Cave above-mentioned.
&C. of this family are as follow
Arms. Azure, fretty of eight pieces argent ; four pieces one
way, and four the other.
Crest.
A grey-hound current sable, to which, on an eseroll
proceeding from his mouth for his motto " Gardez," answering to the Latin care, in allusion to the name.
Cave, William (Biog.) an English divine of Pickwell, in
Leicestershire, was born in 1 637, and died in 1 7 1 3, leaving,
1.
Primitive Christianity,' ccc. London, 1C72, reprinted
i.d times since.
2. ' Tabulae Ecclesiastics-,' ccc. Lond.
lf>'7<).
I lamb.
8. ' Antiquitates Apostolica;,' being
mtinuation of Jeremy Taylor's Antiquitates Christiana?,'
a
4. ' Apostolici,' &c. fol. Lond.
1677fol.
Lond. l6?fj.
5. ' A Dissertation concerning the Government of the An6. ' Ecclesiastici,' &c.
cient Church,' &c. 8vo. Lond. 1683.
Ecclesiasticus,' 8vo.
fol.
Lond. 1682.
7- ' Chartophylax
8. ' Scriptorum
Ecclesiasticorum Historia
Lond. HiS.').
I69S reprinted at GeLiternria,' &c. fol. London. 1 f>88
neva in 170.5 and 1720, but the best edition is that of Oxford, 2 vols. fol. 1740
171>.
9- ' A Serious Exhortation,
with some Important Advices, relating to the Late Cases
about Conformity, recommended to the Present Dissenters
the Church of England.'
'.'.?.,
C
Edward, the first editor of the Gentleman's Magazine,
was horn at Newton, in Warwickshire, in 1681, and died
1:1 17-54,
after having begun in 1733 the periodical work,
which not only gave a new turn to works of this kind, but
preserves its reputation at present undiminished in the ranks
;

;

:

'

:

,

'

i

—

;

—

11

of

its competitors.
Jacomo (Bios-) an Italian painter, whose misfortunes are said to have Overpowered his intellects. He died
in 1660, aged 80, in a stable, and in distress.
\\ ENDISH, Sir William (Hist.) of the family of Cavendish mentioned under Heraldry, chief justice of the King's

CAVEDONE,
(

Bench, was beheaded bv some rebels in an insurrection in
1382. 5 Ric. J I.
avendi.-h, Thtmas, a younger brother of the same family,
sailed from Plymouth in 1586, and after circumnavigating
He again embarked
the globe, returned thither in 1.588.
after an interval of three years in pursuit of new adventures;
but being prevented by tempestuous weather from going
farther than the Straits of Magellan, he died of grief in
1592 n n the coast of Brazil.
(
WRNDI8H, Sir William, gentleman usher to cardinal Wolscy,
lined faithful to his master in his disgrace, notwithstandphicn be continued in favour with Henry VIII, and
with his successors Edward V! and Mary, in whose
he died in 1557, aged about .52.
-1 -it.
Sir William, vide Wervcaslle.
Cavendish. William, vide Devonshire.
Cavendish, Charles, a younger brother of the earl of Devonshire, distinguished himself as a loyal and brave subject in behalf of his king during the rebellion, in which, after perform(

1

many

ing

gallant exploits, he perished fighting nobly near

Grantham

in 1642-3.

and boasted not a

Cromwell was

little

in this engagement,

the advantage he gained on

thi

occasion.

Cavendish, Lord Frederic,

third son of the third duke of
Devonshire, who rose to the rank of field-marshal, v
taken prisoner at the action of St. Cas in 1758, but wa?
.>.*

afterwards allowed to return to his country on his parol.

CAVENDISH, Lord John, fourth son of the third duke of Devonshire, was distinguished as the friend of lord Rockingand the opponent of lord North.
He was twice
chancellor of the Exchequer, and died in 1796.
the name of an illustrious family which
at present enjoys the highest rank in the peerage.
They
derive their name from Cavendish, in Suffolk, of which sir

ham,

Cavendish (Her.)

John Cavendish,

the chief justice before-mentioned, obtained the lordship in 1366; but they arc supposed to de-

from Robert de Gernon, a famous Norman, who attended William the Conqueror into this realm
in 1066.
William Cavendish, the second son of sir William
Cavendish before-mentioned under History, was created in
1605 (3 Jac- I) baron Cavendish of Hardwick, co. Dcrbv,
and earl of Devonshire in 1618. William, the third earl
of Devonshire, was created in 1694 marquis of Hartington
and duke of Devonshire, which titles are at present enjoved
by the family. [Wide Devonshire^ Sir William Cavendish,
nephew of the first earl of Devonshire, enjoyed, among
other titles, that of duke of Newcastle, which are now ex(Wide Newcastle"] Another branch of this family
tinct.
enjoys the title of baron Waterpark, co. Cork, to which sir
rive their descent

Richard Cavendish, bart. succeeded in right of his mother
Sarah, only daughter and heiress of Richard Bradshaw, esq.
a descendant of the president Bradshaw, who was created
baroness Waterpark in 17.92.
Cavendish, Hon. Henri/ (Bios.) son of lord Charles
Cavendish, and nephew to the third duke of Devonshire,
devoted his whole life to the pursuits of science, and
died in 1S10, at the age of 7.9. leaving the greatest sum in
funded property which perhaps any person ever possessed,
amounting to 1,200,000/.
His writings on subjects of
science appeared in the Philosophical Transactions of 1766,'
and subsequent years.
CAULET, Francis Stephen dc (Ecc.) an ecclesiastic of Toulouse, was born in 1610, and died in 1680 bishop of Pamicrs, after having displayed the utmost zeal in restoring
the discipline of the church within his diocese, and of asserting its rights in the disposal of vacant benefices, &c.
which he maintained did not belong to the king.
CAULIAC, Gui de (Biog.) a French physician to the popes
(lenient VI and Urban V, was the author of ' ChirurgiTractatus Septem cum Antidotario,' Venet. 1-1-90, and oftei
also translated into most modern languages, and into
since
English in 1541.
(Geog.) a town of Italy, near the countrv of
the Brutii, founded by a colony of Achsans, was destroyed
in the wars between Pyrrhus and the Romans,
f'irg. )En.
1.
Pans. 1. 6, c. :;.
(Myth.) a son of Miletus and Cyane, fled to Caria
to avoid an incestuous commerce with his sister Byblis, and
died there king of the country.
Hygin. Fa/i. 243
Ovid.
Anion. Lib. c. 3.
Mel. 1. 9
CAUSSIN, Nicholas (Bios.) a French Jesuit of Troyes, v
born in 1.580, and died in 1651, leaving, 1. ' La Couri
Sainte,' or the Holy Court, a well-known book, which ha?
been translated into every European language, and was
formerly very much read.
2.
De Eloquentia Sacra el
Humana,' Ito. 1 f> 1 1). 3.
Electorum Syiiibolorum et Pa4. ' TragediiE Sacne,' 1620
rabolarum,' fitc. 4to. 1618.
j

CAULONIA
:>'

;

CAUNUS

1

;

;

I

'

'

.5.

•

Symbolica /Egyptiorum Sapientia.

CAULFIELD,

.Sir

Toby (Hist.) vide Cliarlcmonl.

:

CEB

CEC

Caulfield (Her.) the name

of a family of considerable antiquity and worth in the county of Armagh, of whom mention is made, under the name of Richard de Cavefield, as
Sir Toby Caulfield, his
early as the reign of Edward I.
descendant, from whom the family derives its present honours, was created baron Caulfield, of Charlemont, co. Ar-

magh, in 1620. William, fifth baron Caulfield, was created
James, the fourth viscount,
viscount Charlemont in \G65.
was created earl of Charlemont in 1763. [Tide CharleuiounQ

A. C. 405, was the author of three dialogues, and
also of a moral work entitled
Tabula,' which has been frequently printed separately, but oftener with Epictetus'
' Enchiridion.'
The best editions of Cebes are those of
' Gronovius,'
8vo. 1689, and Glasgow, 12mo. 1747.
Pint,
in. P/ia'il.
Xenop/t. Memoral.
CEBRIOXES (Mi/t/i.) an illegitimate son of Priam, who
was killed by Patroclus. Hon,. II. 1. lfi.
crates,

'

;

CECCO,

d'Ascoli

the adopted

(Hist.)

Stabili, a poet of Ascoli, in the

Caulfield, Lord, the

borne by the eldest son of the earl

title

of Charlemount.

(Her.) the dignity at present enjoyed by
a branch of the family of Campbells [Vide CampbcIT],
The title,
which was conferred on John Campbell in 1796arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Campbell, lord Cawdor, of Castle-martin, co. PemTitle.
broke.
first or, a stag's head cabossed
;
gyronny of eight or and gules ; third urgent,
fourth per pale azure and gules, a cross argent.

Quarterly of four

Arms.

sable ; second
a ship

;

A

Crest.

swan.

Supporters.

On

the dexter, a lion guardant

;

on the

sinister,

a stag.

" Be mindful."
CAWTHORN, James (Biog.) a poet of Sheffield, was born
in I719> educated at Cambridge, and died in 1 Tt> 1 by a tail
Motto.

among

other things, an imitation
and an ' Epistle from
Lady Jane Grey to Lord Dudley.'
CAXES, Eugenio (Biog.) an artist of Arezzo, in Spain, was
born in 1577, and died in 1()42. His works are preserved in
Madrid, Toledo, and other places.
CAXTOX, William (Biog.) the introducer of printing into
England, was horn in the Weald of Kent about 1412, and
He followed the business of a transdied in 11.91 or 1492.
later as well as a printer.
CAYET (Biog.) vide Caiei.
CAYLUS, June Claude, Count de (Biog.) a nobleman and
scientific traveller of Paris, was born in 1 692, and died in
1765, leaving Recueil d'Antiquites Egyptiennes Etrusques,'

from his horse, leaving,

of Pope in his

'

Abelard

to Eloisa,'

'

&c. 7 vols. 4to.

CAYLEY

(Her.) a family of great antiquity in the county of
which mention is made as early as 7 king John,
Cailli is said to have accounted five pounds
for licence to plead before the king touching the dowry of
Sir William Cavley. a
the wife of Michael de Poinings.
descendant of this Adam, was created a baronet in l(J6'l.
Norfolk, of

when Adam de

The arms,

cvc. of this family are as follow
Arms. Quarterly argent and .sable, a bend gules, charged
with three mullets of the first.
lion rampant or, with a bend gules, charged with
Crest.
three mullets argent.
CAYSTER (Geog.) or Caystrus, Kai-ooc, now KitckeckMeinder, a rapid river of Asia, rising in Lydia, and falling
Horn. II. 1. 2 ; Strab.
into the /Egean Sea near Ephesus.
Viol. 1. 5.
]. 13
Plin. 1. 5
Mel. 1. 1
CAZES, Peter James (Biog.) a French painter, who died in
1754, aged 78, left, among other specimens of his skill,
' The Woman
with an Issue of Blood,' in the church of
Notre Dame.
CEAULIN (Hist.) a king of Wessex in Great Britain, who
distinguished himself by his victories over Ethelbert, king of
Kent, and his other neighbours.
t'EBA, Ansaldo (Biog.) a poet of Genoa, who died in l(>2.'i,
aged 58, leaving many poems, besides a Roman History in
Italian, and a Treatise on Epic Poetry.
CEBENXA (Geog.) a mountain of Gallia Xarbonensis, now
:

A

;

;

;

Cevenne.

C'EBES (Biog.) a Thracian philosopher, and a

disciple of So-

'

of

Francesco

death on a charge of astrology and magic in 1^27, and in

to

70th year.
Acerba.'

his

CAW DOR, Lord

name

March of Ancona, was burnt

He left, among

other things, a

poem

entitled

CECIL,

William (Hist.) Lord Burleigh, a distinguished
statesman, of the family mentioned under Heraldry, was
born at Bourne, in Lincolnshire, in 1521, and educated at
St. John's College, Cambridge, from which he removed to
Gray's Inn.
After distinguishing himself at the bur, he
became Master of the Requests, Secretary of State, and
Chancellor of the Garter in Mary's reign ; and in that of
Elizabeth, he was not only retained as Secretary of State,
but advanced to the post of Lord High Treasurer of England,
which he held for 27 years, and "died in 1598, aged 78,
after having been raised to the peerage by the title of lord
Burleigh.
He was the author of some Latin poems, and
some pamphlets. [Vide Plate VII I]
Cecil, Thomas, eldest son of the preceding. [Wide Exeter]
Cecil, Robert, younger son of lord Burleigh. [Wide Salis.
bun,'}

Cecil (Her.) the name of
principally from

sir

a family which derive their honours
William Cecil above-mentioned, notis honourable from the mure

withstanding their descent
ancient stock of

Sitsilt, or Cecil, of Alterennes, in HerefordSitsilt, who assisted Robert Fitznamon
conquest of Glamorganshire in 1091, obtained Alterennes, and other lands.
Sir William Cecil was created
in 1570 baron of Burleigh, co. Northampton.
His eldest
son Thomas, second lord Burleigh, was created earl of
Exeter in 1605
and Brownlow, the tenth earl of Exeter,
was in 1S01 raised to the dignity of marquis of Exeter.
Robert Cecil, the younger son of the first
[\ ide Exeter]
lord Burleigh, was in ]6'03 created baron of Essendon, co.
Rutland ; and in 1604 was raised to the dignities of viscount
Cranbourne, co. Dorset, being the first of the degree of
viscount, who bore a coronet.
He was in 1605 further advanced to the dignity of earl of Salisbury ; and James, the
seventh earl of Salisbury, was in 1789 created marquis of
Salisbury.
[Tide Salisbury]
Cecil, Richard (Biog.) a clergyman of Chiswell-strect,
London, was born in 1748, educated at Oxford, and died
in 1810.
His works, with Memoirs of his Life, were published in 4 vols. 8vo.
CECILIA. St. (Ece.) whose martyrdom is supposed to have
taken place in the second century, is celebrated as the
patroness of music, but on what ground is as little known
as most other particulars respecting her. The ' Acts of this
saint, which have been preserved, are now admitted to be of

shire,

where Robert

in the

;

'

no authority.

CECTXNA,

A. (Hist.) a Roman knight, who was deeplv in
the interests of Porupey, and bred swallows to serve as
bearers of intelligence to his friend.
He was intimate with
Cicero,
1.

and was one of

15, ep. 66, &c.

CECROPIA
its

;

Plin.

his
1.

correspondents.
c. 24.

name

founder.
iii Epithal.

Whence

ad Fam.

of Athens from Cecrops

Catull.

Ctcropiam solitam

Cic.

10,

(Geog.) the original

esse

dupem dare Miuoiauro.

the inhabitants were called Ceeropidw.

,

CEL

CEL
f'irg.

JEn.

C,

1.

Celer

{Hist.) a public informer in the reign of Nero, who
was afterwards condemned for bribery. Tac. Annul. 1. 13.
Celeb, vide Metellus.

20.

v.

Turn pendere pxnas,
Ctcropida jussi (muerum
Corpora itutorum :

.')

seplena quotannis

'

I

Ovid. Met.

CeLEB

Phabus in intfrias spatium, pulchrosque recessus

{Ecc.) a name common to several popes.
a Roman by birth, who was elected bishop of
Rome in 423, after Boniface I, and died after filling the
He was succeeded by Sixtus III.
papal chair ten years.

1.

Cecropidum, sanctasque faces

eitollit I'.teusis.

Cecropidum in

lerris

305.

v.

c,

PacifiCO sermone pnronl, InKtemquf propiixpium

Grant Cecropim pndatafrm

Marl.

Et

PZro.

7,

1.

le

Minerva.

11, ep. 43.

1.

Cecroput Corsica pun is

Thyma

{Hist.) the first king of Attica, who civilized die
inhabitants and gave them laws, about 1556 years before

He was

the Christian Bra.

Herod.

1.

QVide
Hygin. Fab. 166;

succeeded by Cranaus.

8; Apollod.

1.

3;

Justin. 1. 2 ; Pa«.v. 1. I.
tbe seventh king of Athens, succeeded his brother Erichtheus, A. M. 1686, A. C. 1349, and died after a
reign of ten years,
CEDRENUS,' George {Biog.) a Grecian monk of the 11th
century, was the author of Annals, from the Beginning of
the World to the Reign of Isaac Comnenus, Emperor of ConThis work was printed with the Latin version
stantinople.

Sirab.

1.

CeCROPS

9

II,

;

Celestin IV, whose name was

CECEOPS
Athens]

Celestin

Innocent III.
a/>i ?

56.

c.

I,

cardinal in 1128

momimenta parauti

Obttitit.
1.

Cei.estin

whose name was Gin du Chaste!, was created a
elected pope after Innocent II, in 1143;
and died after holding the see five months and a few days,
having Lucius 1 1 for a successor.
Celestin III, a Roman, of the name of Hyacinthits Boba,
was created a cardinal in 1145, by Eugene III, succeeded
Clement III in 1 191, died in 1198, and was succeeded by

t.

.Sisfere

Severus
Tac.

burning of Rome.

CELESTIN
1.

Templumqne ramugtl

Luc.

who was employed with

15.

1.

Ctcropidas duck.

Claud, de Rapt. Proserp.

Alison, ep. 2

{Biog.) an architect,

to rebuild Nero's palace, after the

7-

;

II,

fol. 1747, and again in the < Corpus
Scriptorum Byzantins Historic,' 27 vols. fol. Venet. 1727{Myth.) a man killed by Perseus at the marriage
Ovid. Met. 1. 5, v. 144.
of Andromeda.
Celadon, one of the Lapithie, killed by Amycus, son of Amphion, at the marriage of Perithous. Ovid. Met. 1. 12.
EL EN-E {Geog.) Ki\aivai, a city of Phrygia, and once

of Xylander, in 2 vols.

CELADON

Geoffry, of the house of Caswas created cardinal in 1227. by Grehe succeeded in 1241, and died 18 days

taglione, of Milan,

whom

gory IX,

after his election.

Celestin V, whose name was Peter de Mourrhon, from the
name of the solitude which he had chosen, was born in
1215, and elected contrary to his inclinations to the

pontifi-

1294; but resigned it again after live months, and
was confined by his successor Benedict VIII, where he died
in 1296.
Clement V canonized him in 1313. Several ol.

cate in

' Opuscula' are in the ' Biblioth. Patrum.'
The order oi
Gencb. Chron.
the Celestins take their name from him.
Spond. Cont. Annal. Baron. ; Plaliu. Fit. Pont.
Celestin {Biog.) an historian of the third century, in the
reign of Valerian and Gallienus, of whom Trebellius l\>lli<
makes mention.
{Myth.) a king of Eleusis, and father of Triptolemus.
He gave a kind reception to Ceres, who taught hi
son the arts of cultivation.
Virg. Georg. 1.

his

CELEUS

1

.

•

the capital where Cyrus the younger had a palace, and
Xerxes built a famous citadel after his defeat in Greece.
Mai was is said to have contended with Apollo in its neigh-

bourhood.

tpotiod

1.

CELIDNUS

I

vilisque evpellex.

Pans. 1. I.
{Geog.) a river of Macedonia,
;

Amnis
v.

3,

20&

'
'

victtrre Celena:.

'

'

Stat. The/,.

1.

2.

Arabicam,'

Ft illusirrs Satyro pendente Celama.
1.

7,

c.

26

;

Xenoph. Anah.

1

1.

;

St rah.

1.

1

2

;

Lie.

88.

CEL/ENO

(Myth.') one of the harpies, daughter of

Neptune

and Terra.
Virg.

Mn.

1.

3.

Strophodet Grata ttant nomine dictc
quns thro ('<!<, no

Insula lonui in mii^no

Harpyttqtu cotunl

Juv. Sat.

.

:

alia:.

Si
,\,

T par amventut,
ire parol

Ki.a.No, one of

tlie

nullum

in conju

Pleiades,

11,,,,

.

I.

*

4to.

Zosimus; Pici Mirandul. Epist.
Thesaurus of Faber, with large additions.

who was

placed in the heavens

;

who is said to have killed
CELEH (Mi/ih.) Bumamed
Remus, by order of Romulus, when the former leaped over
Fa/mis,

Rome.

'

&c. 4to. 1699.
7- ' Notitia Orhi
Cantab. 1703, and Lips. 1731; ai
abridgment of this work by Patrick is become a stands*
Besides the above he wrote man
school hook in England.
other smaller pieces, and edited likewise' Ciceron. Epist.
Plin. Epist.; Corn. Nepos; Quintus Curtius ; Eutropius
Menutiu
Sextus Rufus ; Velleius Paterculus; Lactantius
Felix; St. Cyprian, de Van. Idol.; Scdulius; Prudentius
Antiqui,' 2 vols.

CELLIER,

8.

the walls of

Collectanea fiistoria- Samoa
1686.
5.
Ki88.
6.
Historia Gentis et licli

tto.
tans, &c.'
gionis Samaritans,'

Silius Italicus;

rt

mo, in pet oppida eurvit
nummos rapturd Colo no.

et

Ovid. Fast. 1. 5, v. 178.
Apollod 1. 8
ELENEUS (Biog.) a Cimmerian, who first taught the
monies to be used by way of expiation for murder.
after hex death.

tto.

;

8.

UnguSbul
<

ii

Christopher {Biog.) an historian, geographer'
and critic, of Smalcalde, in Franconia, was born in 1(>38
He published, among other things
and died in 17071.
Canoncs de Lingmc Sanctie Idiotismis,' 4to. U)79
4to. \6S4\
2.
Porta Syriaj, sive Grammatica Syriaca,'
4.
Isagoge in Linguan
3.
Chaldaismus,' &c. 4to. 1(>85.

tdtatque CeUcnas

CybeUm,

insand hominc Gailus aqua*

itt

Lucent damnatw Phabo

Herod.

Salnich,

CELLARIUS,

172.

v.

4,

1.

Inter, ait, viridem

1.

now

Albania.

Ovid. Fast.

Lucan. L

Virrra preterm Cetei,

Olid. Fast.

1.

4; Pint,

in

Rom.

;

and

th

m

{Biog.) a biographer of Bar-lc-Duc,
bqrn in 1688, and died in 1761, having' Histoire Gene
rale des Auteurs Sacres et Eccesiastiques.' 23 vols, ttcj
Tterni

1789—1763.

CELLINI,

Benevento {Biog.) a sculptor and engraver
He was
Florence, was born in 1500, and died in 1570.
favour with ('lenient VII, and gained a high reputation

France as well as in England.
{Myth.) a man who nursed Jupiter, by

CELMUS

whom

c

i
i

1

:

CEP

CEL
was changed into a stone for saying that the god was mortal.
Ovid. Met.

1.

(Biog.) a painter of Teios, mentioned by QuinQuint. I. 2, c. 13.
CELS, James Martin (Biog.) a scholar of Versailles, was
born in 1745, and died in 1806, leaving a ' Coup d'CEil
eclaire d'une grande Bibliotheque a l'Usage de tout PossesHe was also a botanist, and formed
seur de Livres,' 8vo.
a grand collection of plants, of which, after his death,
tilian.

Ventenat published a description, entitled, * Description des
Plantes Rares du Jardin de M. Cels.'
CELSUS, Mariits (Hist.) was elected a consul by Nero,
and, notwithstanding his fidelity to Galba, he was afterwards in favour with Otho, who rescued him from the
hands of the soldiers ; and also with his successor Vitellius,
Tac. Annul. 1. 15 ;
under whom he retained the consulship.
Hist. I 1.
Celsus, Jubentius, or Juventius. a lawyer and a praetor in the
reign of Domitian, who was engaged in a conspiracy against
He is said
the emperor, but escaped death by his address.
by some to have been assassinated, although others affirm
Celsus,
consul
in
the
reign
of
Adrian,
was
Publius
a
that it
who, conspiring against the latter, was put to death. Spartian. in Adrian. ; Lamprid. in Sever.
Celsus, Cains Titus Cornelius, an usurper, who was set up
in Africa against Gallienus, but was killed seven days after.
Trebell. Pull. Fit. Tyrann.
Celsus, Angelo (Ecc.) a Roman, who was created cardinal
by Alexander VII, in 1664, and died in 1671.
Celsus, Julius (Biog.) a writer about the time of our
Saviour's birth, who wrote comments on the life of Julius
Toss. Instil.

physician in

a

the

reign

of

Augustus and Tiberius, was the author of a well-known
De Medicina Libri Octo,'
work on medicine, entitled,
which has gone through not less than forty editions,
the best of which are Almoloveen's, Svo. Patav. 1722
and 1750; and that by Krause, Svo. Lips. 1766. A short
abridgment of rhetoric, entitled, ' De Arte Dicendi,' is
'

attributed to Celsus ;
1569, and inserted in the

published in 8vo. Colon.
Bibliotheca Latina' of Fabri-

first

also

'

cius.

Diodor.

who

an epicurean philosopher,

flourished

in

Christian religion.
Euseb. Hist. Eccles.
Baron. Annul.
(Geog.) an ancient people of Gaul, who gave their

in favour of the

CELTJE

which was called Gallia Cellica,
between the Sequana and the Garumna.
They are the
most ancient people of Europe, whose origin is commonly
traced to Ascanez, the son of Gomer, and grandson of
Japhet.
Ancient writers deduce the name from Celtus, a
son of Hercules.
Herod. 1. 4 ; Cxs. de Bell. Gall. 1. 1 ;
to that part of

CENSORINUS AUG.

it

1.

(Biog.) a Latin poet of Sweinfurt, near

Wurzburg, was born in 1459, and died in 1508, leaving,
besides odes and epigrams, &c. an historical work, entitled,

De

Svo.

Origine, Situ, Moribus, &c.

Norimbergae

Libellus,'

Norimb. 1501.

CELTIBERI

a people of Spain, descended from
the Celts, who settled near the Iberus, and made a stand for
a long time against the Romans.
Lucan. 1. 4, v. 9(Geog.)

———
Gallorum

Tristan. Comment.

Hist. ; Med. Num. Impp. Sfc.
Censorinus (Biog.) a critic, grammarian,

chronologer, and antiquary, of the third century, supposed to
now extant,

be of the Marcian family, was author of a work

De Die Natali,' which was printed at Hamburgh in 1614,
with the notes of Lindenborg, and was afterwards reprinted at Cambridge in 1 695 ; there is also an edition by
Haverkamp, of 1743; reprinted

He

at

Leyden

in Svo. 1767-

on accents.
CENT/ERETUS (Hist.) a Galatian, who, when Antiochus
was killed, mounted his horse, which, seemingly conscious
of the disgrace, immediatelv leaped down a precipice, and
Plin. 1. 8, c. 42.
killed both himself and his rider.
CENTAURI (Myth.) a people of Thessaly, who were fabled
to be half men and half beasts, whose battle with the
Lapithae is celebrated b\' the poets and ancient writers.
is

also said to

have written a

treatise

Hesiod. in Scut. Herod. ; Find.
II. et Odyss. ;
Od. 2 ; Apollod. 1. 2 ; Firg. JEn. 1. 6 ; Diodor. 1. 4 ;
Hygin. Fab. 33; Strab. 1.9; Ovid, Met. 1. 12; Mian.
Far. Hist. 1. 2 ; Lucret. 1. 5 ; Serv. in Firg. ; Tzetz. Chil.
9, Hist. 237.
(Myth.) the name of a ship in the fleet of

CENTAURUS
jEneas.

CENTLIVRE,

Susannah (Biog.) a dramatic writer of Linwas born in 1667, and died in 1723. Her dramatic works were collected and published in 3 vols. 12mo.
colnshire,

1761.

CENTORIO,

Ascanius (Biog.) of an illustrious family of
Milan, was the author of some Historical Memoirs, 2 vols.
4to. Venice, 1565, 1569(Geog.) a people of Gallia Narbonensis, who
were severely beaten by Caesar when they attempted to ob-

CENTRONES

Mel 3.
CELTES, Conrad

'

Cobs,

CENCHREA

Pi/th.

name

among

de Bell. Gall. 1. ".
CENiEUM (Geog.) Kiirawr, now Capo Lilkar, a promonStrab. 1. 10 ; Ptol. 1. 3.
tory of the island Eubcea.
(Bib/.) a sea-port on the east of the Isthmus
of Corinth, now Kcnkra, in the Archipelago, where St.
Paul, previous to his embarkation for Jerusalem, had his
Acts xxvii. IS.
hair cut off, in fulfilment of a vow.
CENCHREIS (Myth.) the wife of Cinyras, king of Cyprus.
Hygin. Fab. 58.
CENSORINUS, Marlins (Hist.) a consul with Asinius Gallus, U. C. 746, to whom Horace addressed the eighth ode
of the fourth book.
Censorinus, Appius Claudius, a Roman senator, who had
been twice consul and twice prtefect of the city, was compelled by the army, after having performed many services
as a commander, to assume the imperial purple ; but was
shortly after murdered by those who had elected him, on
account of the severity of his discipline.
Censorinus (Numis.) a medal of this emperor bears bis effigy, as in the annexed
figure, bearing the inscription AYT. KENCOP, and also sometimes IMP. C. AP. CL.

Horn.

;

1. 4 ;
Flor. 1. 2, c. 17(Hist.) the father of Vercingetorinus

4; Strab.

the Averni.

the

6

1.

CELTILLUS

second century under Adrian and Antoninus, to whom LuHis invective against
cian dedicated his ' Pseudomantis.'
Christianity not only drew forth a powerful reply from
Origen, in eight books, but has furnished strong testimonies
1.

3, v. 339.
Ventre et Celtit sociati nomen lberis.

'

Celsus, vide Albinovanus.
Celsus, Aurelius Cornelius,

Celsus,

1.

4.

CELOTES

Csesar.

Sil.

Profugiqne a gente vetuitd

Cclltl miscentcs

nomen

lberis.

struct his passage.

They

inhabited the district

now

called

Cms. de Bell. Gall. 1. 1 ; Plin. 1. 3.
Cellum (Geog.) a sea-port of Etruria, now Civila
Plin. 1. 6, ep. 31.
Fecchia, which was built by Trajan.
CEPARIUS (Hist.) an accomplice in the conspiracy of CatiTarcntaise, in Savoy.

CENTUM
line.

Cic. in Cat.

CEPHALLENA

(Geog.) or Cephallenia,

now

Cephalonia.

an island in the Ionian Sea, whose inhabitants went with
Ulysses to the Trojan war.
Horn, in Catal.
'Atij-ap 'OZvaaivq vyt KtipaWijvas fityuOvfiuc.
3 H

'

CEP
Sil.

1.

who wrote an

crates,

Saia Csphalenum,

The

CER

6.
et scopulosis

capital of Cephallena

Thucud. 1. 2,
P/o/.L 3.

c.

Nerihm

arvis.

1.

was Samos.

30; Strab.

1.

£Vide Cephalonia~\
10; Mel. 1. 2; P/i«. L 4;

(Geog.) or Cephissus, Kri<parir6g, a celebrated
river of Greece, of which the Graces were fond.
Pind. Olymp. od. 14.

(Biog.) a Greek in the reign of Adrian, who
wrote an abridgment of history from Ninus to Alexander
Euseb. in Chron. ; Phot. Bibliuth. ; Fuss. Hist.

CEPHALONIA

aat,

is situated in the Mediterranean, opposite
trance of the Gulf of Lepanto, between Santa
Lon.
Zante, and the coasts of Morea and Livadia.
It is divided into seven parts, namely,
lat. 38° N.

toli,

the en-

20' E.,
ArgosLiscuri, Finea, Erisso, Pillaro, Samo, and Lucato.
History of Cephulonia.
island,

;

Ecclesiastical History

of Cephalonia.

Xdpiric, 'Op^optvov.

Li/can.

suffragan of the archbishopric of Corfu.
Most of the inhabitants are of the Greek church.
(Myth.) Ki<pa\oc, son of Deioneus, king of
Thessaly, married Procris, the daughter of Erectheus, king
of Athens, and was killed by accident with an arrow, as
Hesiod.
she pursued him from jealousy in the woods.
Theog. v. 986 ; Apollod. 1. 3 ; Hygin. Fab. 1 89 ; Ovid. Met.
see,

CEPHALUS

1.7-

(Hist.) a Corinthian lawyer, who assisted TimoDiod. 16;
leon in regulating the republic of Syracuse.

Cephalus

Beeoti coitre duces, tjuvs impiger ambit

Futidu-d Cephissus aqua.

Horn.

II.

Cephalus

Liv. 1. 43.
a king of Epirus.
(Biog.) an orator, frequently mentioned by

De-

mosthenes.

CEPHAS

(Bibl.) the name which our Saviour gave to St.
It has been a matter of considerable disPeter, John i. 42.
pute, whether the Cephas whom St. Paul withstood to his
face, be the Cephas of our Lord. i. e. the apostle Peter.

Gal.

ii.

9,

&c

C.EPHEIS (Myth)
father Cepheus.

a name given to Andromeda, from her
Olid, de Art. Ainuiid.

CEPHEUS

(Myth.) a king of Ethiopia, and father of Andromeda, by Cassiope, was one of the Argonauts, and was
changed into a constellation after his death. Apollod. 1. 1
Cic. Tusc. 1. 5; Hygin. Fab. 14; Ovid. Met. 1. 4; Puns.
;

1.

4,

c.

Ovid. Met. 1.1,

(Myth.) a patronymic for Eteoc'.cs, the supPans. 1.
c. 34.
poet of Athens, Suidai.

posed son of the river Cephisus.

CEPHISIDOHUS (Biog.) a tragic
CEPHISION (Hist.) KiiAiaioir, a
to assist Megalopolis.

CEPHISODOTUS

.'),

Theban commander,

sent

K w «rocoroc,

v.

368.
Adeant paritor Cephisidas nttdas

Strab.

liquuias, sic

jam

tada nota secanles.

4 ; Paus. 1. 9.
9
CEPIO, or Cwpio, Q. .Servi/ins (Hist.) vide Servi/ius.
Cepio, Coriolanus (Biog.) a Dalmatian, who was shut up in
Scutari when besieged by Mahomet II in 1478.
He wrote
the life of Peter Mocenigo, a Venetian commander, and
afterwards doge of Venice.
CERAMBUS (Myth.) a man changed into a beetle. Ovid.
Met. 1. 7.
CERAMICUS (Geog.) now Kcramo, a bay of Caria, near
1.

Plin.

;

Halicarnassus,

1.

opposite

Cos,

receiving

its

name

from

Ceramus.

Mel. 1. 1 ; Plin. 1. 5.
Ceramicus (Topog.) the name of two places at Athens, one
within the city, and the other without
the former served
as a market-place, and a place of assembly for the people ;
the latter as a burial-place for such as had fallen in defence
of their country, where statues were erected in honour of
them.
Cic. de Fin. 1. 1 ; Ad Attic 1. 1, ep. 10; Plin. 1. 35;
Pans. 1. 1.
(Topog.) a place at Rome, where Cicero's house
;

was

built.

CERASUS
docia,

(Geog.) now Kcrcsoun, a maritime city of Cappafrom which cherries were first brought to Rome by
name was afterwards given to that
Mel. 1. 1 ; Plin. L 15 J Marcellin. 1. 22.

Lucullus, whence the
fruit.

CERATINUS,

James (Biog.) a Dutch

a disciple of Iso-

'

scholar of the l6'th'
Translation of St. Chrysostom.'
Literarum,' 8vo. 1529, and reprinted
by Haverkamp in his ' Sylloge Seriptorum.'
(Tojwg.) a celebrated altar in the temple of
Apollo, at Delos, which was erected with the horns of stags

century, published,
2.

'

1.

'

A

De Sono Graearum

CERATON

It is said to

have

Callim. in Apoll.

;

lteen

<hid.

Heroid. ep. 20 ; Plut. de Jud. Anim.
(Geog.) vide Acroceraunia.
(My)h.) Kipfkpos, a dog of hell, the fruit of
He had, according to
Echidnon's union with Typhon.
Hesiod, 50 heads.
Hesiod. Tkeogn.
Kipf&epOP w/utiji' 'Aictu Kvva ^aXKeutfiuivoii

CERAUNIA
CERBERUS

Hn'TrjKovra tcdpijvov.

Whence Horace,
Demittit alr,n beUua MntiajH

how.

Other mvthologists give him but three heads.
Firg. JEn.

1.

6.

Cerberus har Mgoti latratu regno trifauci
Personal, adiersn rcaditnis i

Tibnlt.

I.

3, el.

AVr eonij or^gvifiti ralimitus trr^u culi'ini,
Cui tres sunt lingua:, tergeminumniie caput.

—

Ovid. Met. I 11.

Dinil.

(Biog.)

522.

Ut nondum

85.

CEPHISIADES

2, v.

1.

Ot r dpa Trap' Trorapov Hijipinffov ivaiov.

only, without the help of cement.
standing in the time of Plutarch.

Plut. in Tim.

Cephalus,

3, v. 175.

1.

CERAMIUM

Cephalonia was erected by the marquis of Tocchis into a
bishop's

cJ

Maura,

which was called by the ancients Cephalena,
[[vide Cephalena~] was under the marquis of Tocchis, who
was prince of Achaia and the adjacent isles but it was
transferred in 1 224 to Venice, from whom it was taken
by the Turks in 1479, but retaken by the Venetians in
1499) wn0 in 1595 built the fortress of Asso in the city
They ceded this island to the French by
of Cephalonia.
the peace of Campo Formio, in 1 797 ; but being taken
from this latter power in 1 799, it was formed, with the
other islands, into an independent commonwealth, which
was in 1810 subject to France, but is now under the
protection of Great Britain.

This

din

?pav,

though the second in rank, of the islands forming the Ionian
republic,

vldrwv \ax<Hvaitri KaWiiruXov iXiwapac doictfioi fSaffi'Xetat

Kaipiaitnv

the Great.

Grcec. 1. 1.
(Biog.) an historian of Gergitha, in the territory of Cima in Asia, wrote a History of Troy, mentioned
by ancient writers. Dionys. Hal. Anliq. 1. 1 ; Purtkcn. in
Erot. ; Fesi. tie Ferb. Signif. in Foe. Rom.
(Geog.) or Cefalonia, the first in size,

Athen

2.

CEPHISLS

CEPHALEON"

CEPHALON

invective against Aristotle.

Nee forma

triplex tua, Ccrbere, movit.

«

;;
.

CER
He was

CER

stationed at the entrance of hell,

living from entering, or the dead

Hesiod. Thcog.

——

v.

to prevent the

from escaping.

~6g.

Sometimes she

is

the sun.
Virg. Georg.

1.

Aeivoc c7 kviov irpoirdpotBe ipvXdvvtav
N>j\*ii)£, rixvriv ci aucfjv I xc, «'c piv iovraq

I

Kai Haffiv dpCiorspotniv,
'E&XGttv «V a'urdc f'o/ 7ra'\u', a'XAa f orct'wi/

c'

iirepips

e. r>)fifirnp,

all

Aauariip 0(d, drravruiv
"Avatraa, dirdvru,v yd rpoQoe.

Kvvd^ov.

de Nat. Dear. 1. 3 ; Paus. 1. 2 ; .Serf, in JEn. 1. 6.
Cerberus (Xumis.) this dog is depicted with
^^==3,^^
his three heads on manv medals, with Hercules, who is in the act of killing him, or /y
dragging him bound, as in the annexed .5

^Ur

HERCULI IMMOR-

i.

the nourisher of

Eurip. in Pnaniss.

Cic.

figure; inscription,

^nfii'irno,
is

fruits,

speaks of this dos, but not bv name.
Horn. Odyss. 1. 11, v. 622.
ii'Ba

mundi
annum,

ducitis

by the Greeks she was called
Mother Earth, because the earth
whence

Homer

p.'

clarissima

And

ovKi \di3qtTi irvXiuv sktoOs tciovra.

Ka'i itotI

Of, o

Lumina, lahentem ca:lo qua
Liber, et alma Ceres.

£at'i'{i oftbJC, uprj rs

E<T#iei,

I.

taken for the moon, as Bacchus was for

W

Ceres

is

sometimes taken for bread.

Terent.
Sine Cerere

Luc.

1.

TALI.

Sometimes he is at the foot of
which he was the symbol.
CERCEAl", John Anthony de (Biog.) a Jesuit of Paris, was
born in 1670, and died in 1730, leaving, 1. ' Defense de la
Poesie Francoise.'
2.
L'Histoire de Thamas Kouli Kan,
Sophi de Perse,' 2 vols. 12mo. Amsterdam, 1741.
3.
Histoire dc la Conjuration de Rienzi,' 12mo.
4. ' Varia de
Variis ArgumentLs Carmina a multLs e Societate Jesu,' 12mo.
I696, besides some dramatic pieces, which were reprinted
m 3 vols. 12mo. 1807.
CERCVO.V (Myth.) or Cercyoncs, a king of Eleusis, and

et

Baccho *riget Venus.

347-

3, v.

Et desk

si

larga Ceres, tunc horrida cerui.

Pluto, of

'

'

Neptune, or according to others, of Vulcan, who challenged
Theseus, and being conquered by him, was put to death.
Bygin. Fab. 187; Ovid. Met. 1. 7 ; Plut. in Thes. ; Pans.
1.

1.

CERDA, John Lewis

(Biog.) a Spanish Jesuit of Toledo, died
1643, aged above 80, leaving, 1. Commentaries upon
Virgil, 3 vols. fol. Paris, 1624
1641.
2. Commentaries
upon Tertullian, begun in 2 vols, but not finished. 3. ' Adversaria Sacra,' Lugd. 1626.
CERDO (Ecc.) an heresiarch of the first and second centuries,
who maintained, among other things, that there were two
gods, the one good, who was the creator of heaven, and
the one bad, who was the creator of the earth.
CERELLIA (Biog.) a Roman matron, who had a particular
taste for philosophy and literature, and was intimate with
ia

—

ad Fam.

She was greatly honoured at Attica, on which she had
bestowed her greatest favours, by the celebration of the
Eleusinean mysteries; but Sicily was supposed to be the
favourite retreat of the goddess, wherefore she was particularly honoured by the inhabitants of that island.
At
Rome the festival of the Cerealia was celebrated in honour
of her. She is considered the same as Rhea, Tellus, Cybele,
Bona Dea, Berecynthia of the Phrygians, Adargatis of the
Syrians, &c.

but particularly as the

;

of the Egyptians,

Isis

whose worship was introduced into Greece by Erecntheus
and she is likewise designated by many epithets, as Attica,
Elcu.siiiia, T/tesmophoros or Legifera, Nigra, Alumna, <yc,
and represented by different symbols. [Vide Ceres, under
Numismatics^ Apollod. 1. 1 ; Dionys. Hal. 1. 1
Diodoi
1. 1 ;
Hi/gin. Poet. Astron. ; Lie. 1. 29
Ovid. Fast. $c. ;
;

;

Tac. Annul.

&c. ; C/attdian. de Rapt. Proterp.
21 ; Fest. de Vert. Signif. Ac.
ears of corn, a poppy.
a basket full of fruits, and her head veiled, &c. as in fig. 1,
See.
Sometimes she is represented sitting, as in fig. 2, and
in the act of giving instruction as a grave matron ; sometime as a matron with a spear, as in fig. 3; or with a
1.

2, 15,

I.aetant. de fal. Eel.

Ceres (Numis.)

is

c.

known on medals by

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

72 ; Quintil. 1. 6, c. 3.
CERES (Myth.) daughter of Saturn and Vesta, and goddess
of corn and harvest, first taught men the art of cultivating
Cicero.

Cic.

1.

13, ep.

the ground.
f'irg.

Georg.

I.

1.

Prima Ceres ferro mortales
Instituit

;

She

is

vertere terram

cum jam gtandes atque
et victum Dodona

Dejicerent silva,

arbtita sacra

nevaret.

supposed to have given them laws.

also

Quid. Met.

1.

5.

Prima
Prima
Prima

Ceres uneo terram dimovit aratro

torch, as in fig. 4 ; sometimes with one or two torches, as in
fig. 5, in the act of seeking Proserpine, to which is added

the plough, or

some other implement of husbandry, or a
and sometimes in a chariot

pig, &-c. as the goddess of tillage;

drawn by two dragons,

as

they are supposed to be repre-

:

dedit frages, atimentaque mitia terris

:

dedit leges.

W hen

her daughter Proserpine was carried away by Pluto,
went in search of her into Sicily, and lighted two torches
bv Mount .Etna, that she might also seek her at ni<»ht.
she

Slat. T/ieb.

1.

12.

Quads ab

JEttntis accensd lampade saxis
Orba Ceres, magna variabat imagine jicmma
Aitsonvtm Siculumque latus, vtstigia rdgri

Raptoris, vastosque legens in puliere

Calta'i. in

stitcos.

Cer.

Mn' fit) ravra Xtytopec., a cdnovov qyayt Arjol
KaXAtor, w£ TroXUatTiv iacora riButa fwict
Ka'Wiov, tug Ka\dp.nv rt Kai Upd cpdypara 7?pdra
ATUxy&*> dirtKOipE, Kai iv fioag 17*? irarijirat
Avijca TptirTo\€fiO£ dyaOdv iciSdaKiro Ti\vuv.

6; sometimes by two lions, or four horses, &c.
Vaill. Grwc. ; Hav. Parut.
Anicius (Hist.) vide Anicius.
CERIGO (Geog.) one of the seven islands in the Mediterranean, which compose the Ionian republic, well known to
It is situated at the
the ancients by the name of Cythera.
entrance of the Archipelago, in the Gulf of Maratonisi, or
Kolokylhia, and to the south of the Morea, from which it is
3 H 2
sented in

fig.

Goltz. Sicil ;

CERIALIS,

.

CES

CHA

separated by a narrow strait.
It formerly belonged to the
Venetians, from whom it was taken by the French in 1797,

but retaken two years

after,

and incorporated

in the Ionian

or Kupsidi, the capital of the island Cerigo,
is at present an insignificant place,
called Porto Delphino.
Lon. 22°

and the ancient Cythera,
having a good harbour
36" E., lat. 36° 10' N.

(Geog.) or Cerellcv,
Brutii, near the river Laus.

now

Cerella, a

town of the

CERINTHUS

(Ecc.) a disciple of Simon Magus, and a heretic
of the first century, who impugned the doctrine of the
Trinity, and other articles of the Christian Faith.
.V. Jrcn.
1.
Dionys. Alejcand. apud Euseb. Hist. Eccles. 1. 3,
1 ;
c. 28; S. Epiphan. Hair. 28 ; Baron. Anwd. Ann. 35, &c.
Cekinthus (Geog.) now Zero, a town of Euboea, whose inhabitants went to the Trojan war.
Horn. II. 1. 2 ; Strab.
1.

4; Ptol.1

3.

CERQLOZZI,

Michael Angclo (Biog.) a painter of Rome,
in 16'00, and died in 1660.^ One of his best pieces
in the palace Spada, at Rome, in which he lias represented

was born
is

1.

the emperor
Tac. Hist.

5.

(Myth.) son of Helenus and Andromache,
Epirus after his father's death.

tled in

CETHEGUS

set-

(Hist.) the surname of one of the branches
of

the Cornelii.

Cethegus,

CARILLI

10; Plin.

CESTIUS, Gallus (Hist.) a governor of Syria for
Nero, who was defeated by the Jews in Judea.

CESTRINUS

Republic.

Cerigo (Geog.)

1.

I

an army of fanatic Lazzaroni, who shout applause

to

Ma-

Cornelius, was created consul with Flaminius, U. C.
421, but they were obliged to resign their charge owing to

some informality in their creation.
Cornelius M., was created censor, U. C. 545,,
before he had been made consul, contrary to usa"e, and
obtained the consulship five years after.
He was a great
orator.
Cic. in Brut. c. 43 ; Liv. 1. 33.
Cethegus, Cornelius Caius, was consul with Q. Minutius.
U. C. 556, when they obtained advantages in Spain.
Cethegus, Cornelius P., a prtetor and a violent partizan in
favour of Marius, who, on that account, was declared an
enemy to the republic. This man is said to have had such
influence in the state that the great men sent him presents when thev wanted any office or post.
Cic. in Brut.

Cethegus,

c.

48.

Cethegus,

sanello.

CERRATI

(Biog.) or Ccralo Paul, a lawyer and Latin poet,
of a noble family of Alba, in Lombardy, was born in 1485,
and died in 1541. His poem ' De Virginitate,' and other
works, are in the ' Deliciae Poetarum Ital.' and have been
recently published by Vernazza, in 1778.
CERSOBLEPTES {Hist.) a king of Thrace, conquered by
Philip, king of Macedonia.
Poly an. 1. 7.
CERVANTES, Saavedera Michael de (Biog.) the author of
Don Quixote, was born in 1547, and died in l6l6. His
birth-place is ascertained by the baptismal register to have
been Alcala de Henares, although six other places, namely,
Seville, Madrid, Esquivias, Toledo, Lueena, and Alcazar de
San Juan, have claimed this honour. He wrote, besides his
well-known romance, 1. ' Galatea,' Madrid, 1584. 2. Viage
del Parnaso,' 1614, besides comedies, novels, &c.
The first
part of Don Quixote was published in 1605, and again in
1608, and the second part in 1615.
CERVARIUS (Hisl.) a Roman knight, who conspired with
Piso against Nero.
CERUTI, Frederick (Biog.) a philologist of Verona, was
born in 1541, and died in 1579, leaving an edition of
Horace, 4to. Veron. 1585; and an edition of Juvenal and
Persius, 4to. 1597; besides some small pieces.
CERUTTI, Joseph Anthony Joachim (Biog.) a poet and a
Jesuit of Turin, was born in 1738, and (tied in 1792, after
having figured in the revolution, leaving, 1. < L'Apologie
de l'lnstitut des Jesuites,' 8vo. 1762.
2. ' L'Aigle et le
Hibou,' an apologue in verse, Glasgow and Paris, 1783.
3. ' Recuil de quelques Pieces de Literature en Prose et en
Verse,' ibid. 1784. 4. 'Traduction Libre des Odes d'Horace,'
&c. 1789.
CESARINI (Ecc.) vide Ccetarini.
Cesarini, Virginia (Biog.) an Italian scholar of Rome, was
born in 1595, and died in 1624.
His Latin and Italian
poems were printed in the collection, entitled ' Septem 11lustrium Virorum Poemata,' 8vo. Antv. 1662.
CESELIUS, Balms (Hist.) a turbulent Carthaginian, who
pi rsoaded Nero that immense treasures had been hidden by
Dido in Africa; but, when search was made, and no treasures wire found, he destroyed himself.
Tar. Aniud. 1. l(i.
CESI, liartholomen> (Biog.) an artist of the Kith century,
whose principles were respected by the school of the Ca'

raccL

CESPEDES,

Paul (Biog.) a Spanish painter, and writer,
died in 1608, aged upward* of 70, having a treatise on
ancient and modern painting. His Last Supper,' at Cordova,
has long been admired.
'

Catiline,

Cornelius

C, an

was strangled

Juven. Sat. 2,

v.

accomplice in the conspiracy

ol

in prison.

27.

Clodius accuset mfrchos, Catitina Cethegum.

Sallust. in Cut.

Cethegus,

Cornelius Serg., a consul in the reign of Tiberiu;

with L. Vitellius Varro] U. C. 779, A. D. 24.
a Roman senator, who was put to death for adulter]
in the reign of Valentinian, A. D. 368.
CEUTA (Geog.) a fortified sea-port of Morocco, direct lv opposite to Gibraltar.
Lon. 5" 11' W. lat. 35° 38' N.

Cethegus,

History

of' Cetita.

This town, which is supposed to be the same as the Septa
or Septem Fratres of the Romans, called bv Ptolemj
Exilissa, was taken from the Romans by the Goths, ant'
from the latter by the Saracens, who kept possessioiof it till 1409, when king John, of Portugal, berime
master of it
and, at the death of Sebastian, it fell inte
the hands of the Spaniards, who have retained it eve?
since, notwithstanding that the Moors blockaded it Iron
I69O to 1720 without effecting any thing. Grammaj
1. 18 ;
Marmot. VAfrique, 1. 4; Vasconcel. in Anaceph.
CEYX (Myth.) a king of Trachinia, and son of Lucifer, who
with his wife Alcyone, was changed into a bird called Ail
Apollod. 1. 1 ; Ovid. Met. 1. 1 1
ci/on.
CtiABANON, AT de (Biog.) a French writer, was born ii
America, of French parents, in 1730, and died in 1792
leaving, 1. ' Sur le Sort de Poesie,' &c. 8vo. 176'4. 2.
Di»
coins sur Pindar,' &c.
3. ' De la Musique considered 11
clle-meme,' &c. 2 vols. 8vo. 1788; besides some dramatii
;

.

'

pieces.

CHABOT,

Peter

Walter (Biog.)

a

philologer of Sainloup

was bom in 1516, and died in 1597- His Com
mentary on Horace was printed in fol. Paris, Mils.
CHABRIAS (Hist.) Xa/Spiac, an Athenian, who signalize!
in Poitou,

anil
himself in the war of the Bieotians against Agesilaus
having conquered the whole island of Cyprus, he pc
rished in his ship rather than fly like his companions, A. (
:;;(i.
Nep. in Fit.; Pint, in Phoc.
Diod. 1. 16;
CHABRIT, Peter (Biog.) an advocate in the parliament
I'aris, who died in 1785, was the author of a book entitlei
De la Monarchic et ses Lois,' 2 vols. 12ino. 1785.
CHABRY, Mark (Jiios-) a painter and sculptor of Lvdb>
;

after

C

'

He was sculptor to Lewis XIV
1727, aged 67and his statue of that monarch at Lyons was destroys
during the revolution.
died in

CHAD

(Her)

the

name

of a family of Tbursford,

co.

Not

;;

:

CHA

CHA
enjoying the dignity and
conferred in 1791 on sir Charles Chad.
folk, at present

of a baronet,
Their arms, &c.

title

and argent, a cross potent counterchanged, in the first and fourth quarters a rose counterchanged ; in the second and third, a cross pattee, also
counterchanged.
falcon with wings expanded proper, beaked,
Crest.
legged, and niembered or, supporting in his dexter-claw
a cross potent, as in the arms.
CHADERTOX, Laurence (Biog.) first master of Emanuel
College, of an ancient family of Chatterton, in Lancashire,
was born in 1546, educated at Cambridge, elected master
of Emanuel on its being re-founded in 1584, and died in
1040, after having for some time resigned his mastership.
He, with the assistance of friends, enlarged the foundation
He
for twelve instead of three fellows, and forty scholars.
was one of the Cambridge divines, who translated from

A

Chronicles to Canticles inclusive.
CHADL'C, Lewis (Biog.) an antiquary, of a good family,
of Riom, in Auvergne, was born in 1564, and died in 1638,
leaving some MSS., and a large collection of medals, antique
marbles and gems, &c. which were highly valued.
CH.EREAS (Hist.) Xaipcuc, brother to Timotheus and Apol-

governor of Gazara, who were all killed in a
marsh where, after the taking of Gazara, they had endeavoured to conceal themselves.
Ch.ereas (Biog.) Xatpiac, an Athenian naval commander.
Thucyd. 1. 8, c 74, &c.
lophanes,

(Geog.) or Ch&ronea, Xaipuiieia, a city of
on the Cephisus, the birth-place of Plutarch, and
memorable for the defeat of the Athenians by the Boeotians,
A. C. 447, and for the victory gained by Philip, of Macedon,
over the confederate army of the Thebans and the AtheSylla also defeated here Archelaus, the
nians, A. C. 338.
This town was anciently called
lieutenant of Mithridates.
Ante.
Strab. 1. 9 ; Pans. 1. 9 ; Pint, m Pelop.
CHAIS. Charles (Biog.) a protestant divine of Geneva, was
born in 1701, and died in 1786, leaving an edition of the
Holy Bible, with a Commentary, in 6 vols. 4to. ; besides
some divinity tracts, &c.
CHAISE. Francis de la (Hist.) a Jesuit, and confessor to
Louis XIV, was bom at Aix in 1624, and died in 1709,
after having taken a great part in the political concerns of
Boeotia,

that reign.

CHALCEDOX

(Geog.) or Chalcedonia, now Kadi-Kern, an
ancient city of Bithynia, opposite Byzantium, built by a
Strab. 1. 7 ; Mel. 1. 1
colonv from Megara, A. C. 685.
;

PI in A. 5

;

Ptol.

1.

5.

an epithet of Minerva from her
C. Nep. 4 ; Liv. 1. 35
temple at Chalcis, in Euboea.
/Elian. J'ar. Hist. 1. 9 ; Meurs. Misc. Lacon. 1. 1.
CHALCIDEUS (Hist.) a commander of the Lacedaemonian
Thucyd. 1. 8, c. 8.
fleet, killed by the Athenians, &c.
(Myth.)

CHALC1DIUS

(Biog.) a platonic philosopher of the fourth
centurv, but whether a Christian or a Gentile does not appear from his writings. He translated the former part of the
Tirnieus of Plato into Latin, with a Commentary, which was
printed in Gr. and Lat. by Meursius, 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1617;

and reprinted by Fabrioius in the second volume of the
works of Hvppolitus, fol. Hamb. 1718.
(Myth.) a daughter of iEetes, king of Chalcis,
and wife of Phryxus, by whom she had some children that
Apollon. 1. 2
she protected from her father's cruelty.
Hygin. Fab. 3 ; Olid. Herod, ep. 17 ; Pal Place. 1. 15.
CHALCIS (Geog.) now Negroponi, the chief city of Eubcea,
nearest to Boeotia, which was founded by an Athenian colonv.
Cic. de Xat. Deor. 1. 3; Strab. 1. 10; Plin. 1. 4;

CHALCIOPE

Pans.

1.

5.

Trojan war.
in a
1.

3

;

war

a

son

of JSgyptus.

father of Elephenor, a Grecian chief in the

He was

afterwards killed by Amphitryon
the Thebans.
Horn. II. 1. 2 ; Apollod.

against

Pans.

Chalcodox,
Pans.

Xa\x<*co>>,

2.

1.

1.

a

8.

man who

assisted

Hercules against Augia*.

8.

1.

CHALCOMEDUSA

wife of Arcesius, and
{Myth.)
mother of Laertes. Eustath. in Od. 1. 16.
CHALCOX" (Myth.) a Messenian, who went over from the
the

Graecians to the Trojans for the sake of Penthesilea,

of

whom

he was enamored.
He was afterwards killed by
Ptol.
iEneas, and his body hung in derision on a cross.

Ha'pho'st.

apud Phot.

CHALCOXDYLAS,

Demetrius (Biog.) a native of Athens
of the 15th century, who died in 1510, at the age of SO,
leaving
sive
Erotema,
Institutiones Grammatiae,' a Greek
grammar supposed to have been printed in 4to. at Milan at
the end of the 15th century, and reprinted in 4to. Paris,
1525.
He also first edited the Greek Lexicon of Suidas
and a folio edition of Homer, Florent. 14S3, also goes by
'

:

his

name.

Chalcoxdylas, Laonicus,

a native of Athens at the latter
end of the 15th century, was the author of a work entitled
' De Origine
et Rebus Gestis Turcorum,' fol. Paris, 1650;
translated into Latin by Conrad Clauser, of Zurich; and into
French by Blaise de Vignere, 2 vols. fol. 1660, continued
by Mezerai and others.

CHALD.EA

Cassius, vide Cassius.

CH-EROXIA

CHALCIACL'S

A]x>//od.

(Myth.)

Chalcodox, the

are as follow
Arms. Per pale gules

Choreas.

CHALCODOX

(Geog.) called in the Hebrew onco, i. e.
cha.sdim, probably from Cased, son of Xahor, Abraham's
brother; a country of Asia, of which Babylon was the ca-

QVide Bahylon~~\
(Myth.) XoXtjc, a herald of Busiris, put
by Hercules. Apollod. 1. 2.
pital.

CHALES
Chalks

to

death

(Biog.) vide Dechales.

CHALOXER,

Sir Thomas (Hist.) a soldier, and a statesman, of a good family in Wales, was born at London in
1515, and died in 1565, after having acted as ambassador
He
in Germany and Spain, and on different occasions.

wrote, among other things, 1. ' De Republiea Anglorum
2. ' De
Instaurauda Libri Decern,' 4to. Lond. 1579Illustrium quorundam Encomiis Miscellanea,' &C. ; besides
his Letters in Hayne's Collection of State Papers, and other
smaller pieces.
Chaloxer, Sir Thomas, son of the preceding, and discoverer
of the alum mines near Gisborough, in Yorkshire, was born
in 1559, and died in 1615, after having been long in the
His eldest son, William Chaloner, esq.
service of James I.
was created a baronet in 1620, which title became extinct
in 1681.
Chai.oner, Thomas and James, two sons of the preceding,
were both regicides, who sat in judgment on the king.
The elder, Edward, who also signed the king's death warrant,
fled to Holland at the Restoration ; the younger, Thomas, is
said to have poisoned himself.
Chaloner, Edward (Biog.) an elder brother of the two regicides, died of the plague in 1625, leaving, among other
The Authority, Lniversality, and
things, a work entitled
Visibility of the Church,' 4to. 1625, and 12mo. 163S.
CHALYET, Matthew de (Biog.) in Latin Calventius, was
bom in 1528, and died in 1607, leaving a translation of
Seneca, fol. Paris, 1604 and 1638.
CHALOXS, sur Marne (Geog.) a town of Champagne, a
late province of France, and capital of the department of
the Marne, situated on the Marne, 40 miles S. W. Verdun,
and 103 E. Paris. Lon. 4= 22' E. lat. 48° 51' X.
'

History of Chalons.

This ancient town, the Catalaunum of the Romans,

is

said

CHA

CHA

have been the theatre of the battle fought by Merovseus,
king of the French, Aetius, a general of the Romans,
and Theodosius, king of the Visigoths, against Attila in
451, when they defeated him; but some think that,

to

Campl

instead of

ought

Catalaunici, the Plains of Chalons, it
to be read Campi Secalaunici, the Plains of Sou-

logne.

the conflux of the rivers l'Aise and d' Albans, 32 miles N.
by E. Grenoble, 35 E. S. E. Geneva, and 55 E. Lyone.
Lon. 5° 50' E. lat. 45° 34' N.

CHAMBERLAYNE,

Edward (Biog.) of an
of Adington, in Gloucestershire, was born
cated at Oxford, and died in 1703.
Among
best known is his ' Anglise Notitia,' which
numerous

Ecclesiastical History.

A

History of Chalons.
1 his

JEduorum, Cabillionum, Cabellonia, and Cabillonia,
is said to have been destroyed by Attila, but was soon
after rebuilt, and was reduced by the first race of French
kings.
It suffered much on its capture by Clotarius I
in 555 ; but recovering its former consequence, it was
erected into a county by Louis le Debonnaire, but subsequently united to the crown of France.
Cabillio

Ecclesiastical History.
S.

Marcel

said to have been the Apostle of Chalons.

is

Do-

natianus was its bishop in the 4th century. Three councils
were held here in 470, 479, and 590.
(Geog.) XaXvfltc, a bold hardy people of Asia
Minor, who are supposed to have first worked in iron mines,

CHALYBES
which was

their principal

Apollon. Argonaut.

1.

employment.

2.

Msro

Vt

TvyipuTdTOi dvopuv

Toic

M

i'

v.

"68.

nai .\«'Xt'/3tc Tvpl\ijv Kal airr\via yaXav

Noia-7[j/, /loytpi ciCariKuTic

ipya

tTtdrjpa.

Callim. Frag.
Xa\v,lutv

(«(,'

dtroXoiro ytVoc

raoQtv dvrtWop KaKov <pvrov

who was

also

in

One Hundred Languages,

8vo.

CHAMBERLEN, Hugh

(Biog.) a physician to queen Anne,
whose family had held this office to her five predecessors,
was the author of a Latin poem in the Hymenals Cantabrigiensis," on the marriage of prince George of Denmark
with princess Anne in 1683, and died in 1728.
'

(Biog.) or Chalmers, David, a Scotch historian,

was born in 1530, and died in 1592, leaving an Abridgment of the History of Scotland, and other works published
in 8vo. Paris, 1579-

Chambers, Ephraim, author

of the ' Cyclopedia,' and native
of Milton, in Westmoreland, died in 1740.
His Dictionary
was first published in 2 vols. fol. 1728, reprinted in 1738,
1739, 1741, and 1746'. After his death, it was enlarged to
4 vols., and has since received considerable additions.
Chambers, Sir William, an architect of Scotch extraction,'
was born at Stockholm in 1726, and died in 1796. He
planned the buildings of Somerset-house, and left, 1 ' A
Treatise on Civil Architecture," 17592. ' Plans, Elevations,' &C fol. 1765.
Marin Curcau de la (Biog.) a native of Mans,
and king's physician in ordinary, who died in 1669, aged
75, left, among other things, 1. ' Les Caractcres des Passions,' 4 vols. 4to. Paris, and 5 vols. 12mo. Amsterdam,
1658. 2. ' Le Svstem de l'Ame,' &c.
Hugh de (Hist.) bishop of Soisons, and
chancellor of France in the reign of Louis the Younger, is
distinguished in the history of his time, which speaks also
of his disgrace.
CHAMIER, Daniel (Biog.) a Protestant divine, and a busyi
politician, of Dauphiny, was killed in 1621 by a cannon-'
ball at the siege of Montaubon, where he was professor of
divinity.
His * Corpus Theologicum,' and his Epistole
Jeeuitics,' were printed in fol. 1693; but there are 8vo. edi-l
tions of the latter, namely, Genev. 1599Stephen (Biog.) an antiquary of Bourges,.
was born in 1656, and died in 1730, leaving several dissertations on medals, gems, &c. 4to. Paris, 1711
besides
an edition of Prudentius, 4to. Paris, 1687(Geog.) in Latin Campania, a province of
France in the eastern part of the kingdom adjacent to Lor-'
raine and Franche Compte, was formerly governed by counts/
of its own, but became united to the crown in the reign of
Philip IV.
The capital of Champagne is Troyes.
Champagne, Philip de (Bios-) a painter of Brussels, was
born in 1602, and died in 1674, leaving numerous specimens
of his skill in the churches and palaces of Paris, but his
best piece is the ceiling of the king's apartment at Vin.

CHAMBRE,

'

ot ptiv eq>j]vov.

Catullus has rendered,
CatulL de Com. lieren.
Ich

F.t

went through

CHAMFLEURI,

Tpaxtii/v Xc/.\t'/3<<; rat drupia ya'iav ixHaiv
'Epyarivat, rot 5' djiiptfiSi'tpia ipyapuXovrat.

Dionys. Perieges.

preceding,

educated at Oxford, and died in 1755, left, among other
things, ' The History of the Reformation in and about the
Low Countries, translated from the Dutch of Gerrard
Brandt,' 4 vols. fol. Lond. 1721 ; and the Lord's Prayer

CHAMBERS

town, which, by Latin authors, was variously called

his works, the

editions.

Chajiberlayne, John, son of the
Chalons was, before the revolution, a bishop's see suffragan
of Rheims, of which S. Memius was its most ancient prelate.
council was held here in 1115, and some synods
in 1559, 1641, &c.
Chalons sur Soane (Geog.) a city of Burgundy, a former
province of France, situated on the Soane, in the modern
department of the Soane and Loire, 33 miles E. by S.
Autun, 170 N. Lyons, and 214 S. E. Paris. Lon. 4° 51' E.
lat. 46° 46' N.

ancient family
I6l6, edu-'

in

CHAMILLARD,

Chabjbon oinjie genus pereat
qui principui sub terra qumrere venas

;

lnstdtt, etferrifrangcre duritiem.

I'irg.

Gcorg.

1.

India
fr

CHAMPAGNE

1.

iniltit

Cftafa/bfl

ebur, molles sua tbura Sabcei

;

nudiferrum.

Flacc. Argon. 1. 4.
Ron ita sit metuenda tibi sa-vissima quanquatn
Gens Cbalyftun, Juris pattens cai callus in arvis,
Et tonat adslricta semper domus ignea massa.

Herod. ].
XettOph. Anal. 1. 4; Apollon. 1. 2
Slrab. 1. 12.
John (Iiiog.) a physician of the lfith century,
was one of the founders of the College of Physicians in
i

;

;

CHAMBER,
I

idon

1518.

in

A

writer of this

name

also translated

'•
work on arithmetic under the title of
Barlaam
Barlaami Monacal Logistica,' &c. 4to. Paris, lCOO.
BE I! (Geog>) or Chambery, capital of the duchy
called in Latin Cameriacwm, was formerly the residence of
the duke oi Savoy, and Btil] the v i;it of a royal council.
I

'

CHAM

Victor

I

Amadeus

I

cliose

it

for a place of retreat after abdi-

cating the throne of Sardinia in 1730.

It

is

situated on

cennes.

CHAMPEAUX,

William de (Ecc.) in Latin Campellentuji
Champeaux, near Melun, was made bishop ofl
Chalons in 1118, and died in 1121. ' A Dialogue betweenj
a Jew and a Christian,' is printed under his name in the
Bibliotheca Patrum,' but is said to belong to Gilbert of
a native of

'

W

est

minster.

CIIAMPIER,

Benedict Curtius Symphorien (Biog.) a voluminous French writer of the 16th century, wrote, among

CHA

CHA

other things, ' Les Grandes Chroniques des Dues de Savoie/
fol. Paris," 151 6.
CHAMPION", Joseph (Biog.) a penman of Chatham, who
was born in 1709, left, among other specimens of his art,
'

1.

'

2.

24 oblong
Complete Alphabets/
' Living
Hand/ 40

Penmanship,'

Comparative

1750.

New

and

folio

21

plates,

plates,

3.
plates,
4to.
oblong fol. 1754.
175S, &c.
Champion. Anthony, of an ancient and respectable family of
St. Columb, in Cornwall, was bom in 1724, and died in 1801,
leaving ' Miscellanies in Prose and Verse.'
CHAMPLAIN, Snmue! de (His!.) a voyager of France in
the reign of Henry IV, who founded the settlement in New
France, caused the town of Quebec to be built, and contriHe published
buted materially to the commerce of Canada.
* Voyage de
la Nouvelle France, dite Canada,' 4to. 1632.
He was expelled with the French from the colony in 1631 ;
but at the restoration of peace, was made governor-general,
and died in 1634. Lake Champlain derives its name from

him.

CHAMPNEYS

(Her.) the name of a family of great anti-

quity in Somersetshire, of which mention is made as early as
Henry I. It at present enjoys the dignity and title of a

The
baronet, conferred in 1767 on sir Thomas Champneys.
arms, &c. of this family are as follow :
Arms.
The original armorial bearings of the family of
Champnee, or Camneys, as they stand in the register of
Caen, in Normandy ; namely, party per pale or and sable,
a border engrailed and counterchanged, a lion rampant
gules.
Crest.

Out

of a ducal coronet, a sword erect, between

two

wings expanded.

Two

lions

rampant gules, crowned murally

Supporters.
and by a grant of Louis
are charged, on one

XIV, Hng of France,

;

the lions

with the arms of France, and on the

other with those of Navarre.
" Pro patria non timidus perire."
Motto.
CHANCELLOR, Richard (Hist.) an English navigator,
who went out under sir Hugh Willoughby to discover a
north-west passage to China, in 1553, and being thrown on
the Russian shores, when all his companions were lost, he
commenced a trade with that country, and thus laid the
foundation of the Russian company, which was afterwards
established by his means.
In his second voyage he was
wrecked on the Norman coast, where he fell a victim to the

tory of Ilium, or Troy/ 1802.
7- ' The Life of William
of Waynflete/ a posthumous work, Svo. 1811.

CHANTEREAU-LE-FEBURE

(Biog.) or LcFievrc, Louis,
an antiquary of Paris, was born in 1588, and died in 1658.

He

Historical Memoirs of the
Paris, 1642.
Peter Nicholas, a French writer of Paris, was
born in 1741, and died in 1808, leaving, 1. ' Voyage dans
les Trois Royaumes d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse, et d Irlande,'
3 vols. 8vo. 1792- 2. ' Lettres ecrites de Barcelona/ &c.
Svo. 1792.
3. ' Voyage Philosophique, Sec. fait en Russie
pendant les Annees 1788 et 1789,' 2 vols. Svo. 4. ' Dictionnaire des Mots et Usages introduits par la Revolution,'

CHANDLER, Edward

(Ecc.) an English prelate of Dublin,
was educated at Cambridge, and after various preferments
was nominated to the bishopric of Lichfield in 1717, translated to that of Durham in 1730, and died in 1750, leaving
' A Defence of Christianity from
the Prophecies of the Old
;
Testament
besides some sermons, ' Chronological Dissertations,' &C.
Chandler, Mart/ (Biog.) a poetess of Malmsbury, was born
in 1687, and died in 1745, leaving several poems, the most
esteemed of which was her ' Bath.'
Chandler, Samuel, a dissenting minister of Hungerford, in
Berkshire, was born in 1603, and died in 1766.
He wrote,
1. 'A Vindication of the Christian Religion/ Svo.
1725.
2. < A Review of the History of the Man after God's own
Heart,"
17fi2.
3.
Critical History of the Life of
David,' &c. 2 vols. Svo. 1766; besides a translation of Limborch's ' History of the Inquisition,' and some smaller

A

pieces.

Chandler, Richard,
in
1.

a scholar and an antiquary, was born
173S, educated at Oxford, and died in 1S10, leaving,
Marmora Oxoniensia,' fol. Oxon. 1763. 2. ' Ionian
'

Antiquities,' imp.

&c.

fol.

1775.

fol.

Oxon. 1774.
5.

'

3. ' Inscriptions Antiquae/
7694. ' Travels in Asia Minor,' &e. 4to.
1

Travels in Greece/ 4to. 1776.

6.

'The

His-

*

fol.

8vo.

CHANDOS,

Sir John Bridges, Lord (Hist.) early displayed
to arms, and signalized himself in France,
whither he attended his sovereign Henry VIII, at the taking
of Terouenne and Tournay, as also at the memorable rout
He was afterwards in the service of Edat Guinegaste.
ward VI and queen Mary, and after attending lady Jane Grey
on the scaffold in 1554, he died himself in 1557Chandos, George Bridges, sixth Lord, distinguished himself by his loyalty, valour, and fidelity to his sovereign
Charles I, in whose cause he had three horses killed under
him, but mounting a fourth he contributed in no small degree to routing the cavalry of the rebels.
He afterwards
suffered materially in his person and estate from the domineering party, and died in 1654.
Chandos, Sir James Brydges, eighth Lord, resided for someyears at Constantinople, as his majesty's ambassador, and
died in 1714.
Chandos, Duke of (Her.) one of the titles formerly enjoyed
by the family of Brydges, and now by the family of Grenhis attachment

ville.

CHAONTA

(Geog.) a mountainous part of Epirus, which
abounded in doves, Chaonice aves, which were said to deliver

oracles.

Virg. Eclog. 9-

—

—. Sed carmina tantum
Nostra valent, Lycida, tela inter Murlia, quantum
Chaonias dicunt, aquittl teniente, cotumbas.
Prop.

1.

1, el. 9-

Non me

ChaoniiE vhicant in amore columba'.

Odd. de AH. Am.
Quasque

1.

2.

colat turres Chaonis ales habet.

also in acorns,

which were thence

Claud, de Rapt. Pros.

1.

called Chaonius victus.

3.

Chaonio statui gentes aiwtere victu.
I'irg.

Georg.

1.

1.

et alma Ceres ; ivstro si munere tellus
Chaoniam pingui glandem mutavit arista.

Liber

'

'

other things,

Chantereau,

And

climate.

among

wrote,

Houses of Lorrain and Bar/

It

its name from Chaon, a son of Priam, who
have been accidentally killed there.

received

said to
J'irg.

JEn.

1.

3, v.

is

335.

Chaonutmqtte

omnem Trojano a Chaone

dixit.

CHAPELAIN,
15!)."),

John (Biog.) a poet of Paris, was born in
and died in 1674, leaving La Pucelle, ou France

Delivree

'

;'

besides odes, sonnets, &c.

CHAPELLE,

Claude Emanuel Lullier (Biog.) a poet, so
from Chapelle, the place of his nativity, was born in
1621, and died in 16S6, leaving a work in prose and verse,
entitled, ' Voyage de Bachaumont/ which, with his other
poetical pieces, were reprinted in 2 vols. 12mo. Hague,
1732 and 1755.
Chapelle, Armand de la, minister of the Walloon church, at
called

the Hague, died in 1746, leaving the ' Bibliotheque Anglaise/ a sort of review, in 15 vols. 12mo. from 1716 to
1727; and the ' Bibliotheque Raisonnee des Ouvrages des
Savans/ 14 vols, from 1728 to 1735.

'
.

CHA

CHA
Chapf.llk, John de la, the descendant of a noble family of
Bourses, was born in 1655, and died in 1723, leaving,
Memoires
2.
1. ' Leltres d'un Suisse a un Francois.'
Historiques sur la Vie d'Armaud de Bourbon, Prince de
'

translated into English, 8vo. 1711.
;
George (Biog.) an English poet, and extemporary with Shakspeare and Spenser, who died in 1634,
aged 77, wrote 17 dramatic pieces, among which was the
Conti,' 4to. lfi<)9

CHAPMAN,

born at Paris in 1643, and died in 1713.
He publishes
' Journal du Voyage
de Chardin en Perse,' &c. fol. lb'86
and the second part in 1711 ; it was also translated int<
English, and published under his own inspection at the sami
time as the original.
A new edition appeared at Amster
dam in 4 vols. 4to. 1735.
CHARES (Hist.) Xaprfe, a man who wounded Cyrus whet
fighting against his brother Artaxcrxes.

Plut. in Artax.

famous Mask called the ' Temple;' translated Homer's Iliad Chares, an Athenian, who fought with Darius against Alex
ander.
Q. Curt. 1. 4.
and Odyssey ; and attempted Musteus and Hesiod.
Chapman, John, son of the Rev. William Chapman, rector of CHARES (Biog.) a statuary of Lindus, who was 12 years era
ployed in making the famous Colossus at Rhodes.
P/ii.
Stratfieldsay, in Hampshire, was born in 1704; educated
1. 34, c. 7.
at Cambridge, where he took his degrees of A. B. and A. M.
Mitylene,
who
wrote
Chares,
historian
of
a
life
of
Sudbury
in
1784.
an
Alex
of
archdeacon
and
died
in 1727 and 1731,
ander, quoted by Athenaius, Plutarch, and Aulus Gellius.
He published, among other things, 1. ' Eusebius,' 2 vols.
CHARETTE, de la Cointrie Francis Alhanaxiits de (Hist.
2. ' Primitive Antiquity Explained and
8vo. 1739
1741.
Middlepoints
in
a French royalist, celebrated for his noble resistance in L
some
He also controverted
Vindicated.'
Vendee, who, after an engagement in which lie was dan
ton's ' Life of Cicero.'
gerously wounded in the head, and lost three of his linger
CHAPONE, Hester (Biog.) the daughter of Thomas Mulso,
Mr.
of
was taken and shot by the revolutionary ruffians in 1790.
and
wife
esq. of Twyvill, in Northamptonshire,
Chapone, a gentleman of the Temple, was born in 1727, CHARIBERT (Hist.) or Anberi, a king of Paris, succeeds
his father Clotarius I in 50' 1, and died after a reign of si
and died in 1801. She is well known as the friend and coryears. Gregor. Turon. 1. 4 ; Aimon. Hist. Franc. 1.
Sigt
respondent of Mrs. Carter, and the authoress of ' Letters
bert. in Chron.
on the Improvement of the Mind.' Her whole works were
Charibert, Chareber, or Arihert, king of Aquitania, wr
published in 2 vols. 12mo. 1807.
His elder brother having given him i
son of Clotarius II.
CHAPPE, d'Auteroche John {Biog.) an astronomer of Mauapanage the greater part of Aquitania, he took up bis res
riac, in Upper Auvergne, was bom in 1728, and died in
dence at Toulouse, and died in 630. Aimon. 1. 4 ; Fredega
He translated the works of Dr. HaHey, from the
1769.
in Chron.
English ; and wrote an Account of a Journey to the Island
of Tobolsk in 1761, for the Purpose of observing the Transit CHARICLES (Hist.) XapocXjjc, one of the 30 tyrants a
Xcnoph. Mem. 1. 1
over Athens by the Lacedicmonians.
of Venus over the Sun's Disk, which was published in 3 vols.

—

,'i

4to.

768

1

besides several of his papers in the Philosophical

;

William (Ecc.) bishop of Cork, Cloyne, and
and native of Lexington, in Nottinghamborn
in 1512 ; educated at Cambridge, where he
shire, was
disputed with king James I, and defeated him ; was, after
various preferments, advanced in 1638 to the bishoprics of
cthodus Con(oik, &c., and died in 1(349, leaving, 1. •
2. 'Use of Holy Scripture,' 16SS.
cionandi,' oW-. 10'48.
::.
His own Life, written in Latin, which was twice

CHAPPEL,

Ross, in Ireland,

M

printed.

CHAPPELOW,

an oriental scholar, was
born in 1()83, educated at St. John's College, Cambridge,
where he took his degrees in 1712 and 1716, and died in

He

Leonard (Biog.)

published,

1.

An

De

LeElements Linguie Ara-

edition of Spencer,

Hebrsorum RituaHbus.' 2. '
8.
Commentary on Job,' &c. 2

'

1752. 4. ' The
' Six Assemblies, or Ingenious Conversations of learned Men among the
Arabians/fee 8vo. 1767Samuel (Biog.) a protcstant writer of
Geneva, died in 1701, leaving, 1. ' Eloge de la Ville de
2. ' Une Relation de Savoye,' &c. 4to. Paris,
Lyons,' 4to.

bicE.'

'

vols.

Traveller,' an Arabic poem, &c. 4to. 1758.

5.

CHAPUZEAU,

CHAIUEADES
:;n

Tkucyd.

1.

(Hilt.) XafMUadqc, an Athenian commander,
to Sicily, during the Peloponnesian war.

ships

6'.

CHARICLIDES

CHARICLITUS

CHARICLO

CHARIDEMUS
1.

:;.

Charidemus, the

Motet (Biog.) an apothecary of Uscz, in Upper
Languedoc, was born in 1()1S, and died in Ki'KS, leaving
Pharmacopoeia,' g vols. 4to. 1073 and 1758.
HARAXES (Biog.) or Charaxut, X.apa£oc, a Mitylenean,
brother to Sappho, who squandered
courtezan, and then turned pirate.

last of the priests of Jupiter

Cranaus, w)

was set up as king of the Sicyonians, and fled because
was not able to maintain the expenses of his post. Diodi
Euseb. in Chron.
(Hist.) Xnp/\«oc, a son of Polydectcs, kuj
of Sparta, being educated by his uncle Lycurgus, began
reign A. M. 3150, A. C. 885, and died at the age of
I'lut. in I.ycurg. ; Pausan. 1. 2, &c.
Charii.aiis, a Spartan, who, according to Herodotus, stim
1.

17

;

CHARILAUS

I

Meander

lated his brother

Herod.

1.

to take

up anus against the

l\

.'J.

Charilaus, a Spartan, who changed the monarchical pow
into a despotism.

CHAR ILIA'S

8.

CHARAS,
1

5, c.

(Biog.) a famous physician in the reign of Tib
Tacit. Annal. 1. 6, c. 50.
rius.
(Hist.) XopucXe.'eV, an officer of Dionysii
the Younger, whom Dion gained over to assist him in d
throning the tvrant. Diod. 1. Iff.
(Hist.) an officer who had the command
Liv. 1. 37, c. 23.
the Rhodian fleet.
(Myth.) a daughter of Apollo, who married tl
Chron. Odd. Met. 1. 2 ; Plut. in Thes.
centaur.
(Hist.) an Athenian, banished by \1,
Arrian. Hist. 1. 1 ; Q, Cm
ander, and killed by Darius.

sians.

L667, &c.

with

1.

Charicxes

Transactions.

1768.
ribus

Arist. Polit.

;

all

his property

Herod.

1.

2

;

on a
Ovid.

(Hist.) one of the ancestors of Lcutichydes
(Myth.) a goddess among the Greeks, who was t
Horn. II. 1. 18.
Vulcan.
wife of
CHARITES (Myth.) Xapirtc, Gratia; the Graces, daughti
of Venus by Jupiter or Bacchus.

CHAR1S

Mus.
Tpfie x<*P lTa S ifiivaavTo Tefvicivai, Ac ' ric H/jb£
0<p8a\n<>s yiXowv fcarov xapirtirm Tt9tj\tt.
'

Heroid. en. 15.

(Myth.) one of the Centaurs, who was at the
marriage of Pirithous, when Bbcetus baying struck liis head
with a burning torch so as to set his hair on lire, he died
Ovid. Met. 1. 12.
in the greatest torments.
CHARDIN, Sir John (Biog.) a well-known traveller, was

CHARAXUS

They were reckoned
Thalia,
others,

three

in

number, namely,

Agin

to denote doing kindnesses »
kindnesses from others, and retUIDJl

and Euphrosyne,
receiving

kindnesses to others.

[Vide GraliaQ

Horn.

r
'•

•

'

!

"r
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;

:

CHA

CHA
Hymn. Hesiod. Tkeog.
in

v. 6*73

Here. Fur.

;

Theoc. Idyll, in Char. ; Eurip.
Apollod. 1. 1 ; Hygin. Prof. Fab.

v. 6-1

;

Lactant. in Theb. SfC.
(Hist.) Xaptrwv, a

CHARITON

young man of Agrigentum,

into a conspiracy with his friend Menalippus,
to kill the tyrant Phalaris ; but the scheme being frustrated,
and Chariton taken, Menalippus surrendered himself to the

who entered

tyrant as the sole author of the plot, and solicited to be punished in his stead ; at which proposal the tyrant was so
pleased that he pardoned them both, on condition that they
JElian. Far. Hist. 1. 2 ; Allien. 1. 1 3.
left Sicily.

Chariton (Ecc.) a Greek monk, who was made patriarch of
Constantinople in 1177, and held the patriarchate for only
months, when he was succeeded by Theodosius.
Baron.
1
1

Annul, ann. 1147.

Chariton (Biog.) a writer of Aphrodisium, at the latter end
of the fourth century, who composed a Greek romance, enThe Loves of Chaereas and Callirhoe,' an edition of
titled,
which was published with notes by D'Orville, Gr. and Lat.
4to. Amst. 1750; and reprinted by Reiske, 8vo. Leipzig,
17K.1; translated into French, 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1763, and
'

again in 1775

;

into English, 2 vols. 12mo. 1763.

CHARITOPULUS,
CHARKE, Charlolte

Manuel (Ecc.) vide Manuel.
(Biog.) the youngest daughter of Collev
Cibber, and wife to Richard Charke, a performer on the
violin, from whom she separated on account of his debaucheries, died in 1760, after a life of misery, which had
been spent mostly on the stage.
She wrote
Narrative
of her own Life,' published in 1755.
(Hist.) vide Charles.
Sir Toby Caul field, Baron of (Hist.) distinguished himself in the reign of Elizabeth and James against
their majesties' enemies in Spain, the Low Countries, and
Ireland, especially against the traitor O'Neile, and died in
1627, at the age of 62.
Charlemont, Toby, Baron of, grandson of the preceding,
fell into the hands of the traitor O'Neile. and was murdered in 1641.
Charlemont, William, Baron of, brother of the preceding,
was so fortunate as to capture sir Phelim O'Neile, and to
have him executed for his many crimes.
Charlemont, William, Viscount, was among the number of
those in Ireland who took up arms against king James II,
in favour of William III.
He was afterwards called upon
to serve under Charles, earl of Peterborough, in Spain,
where he signalized himself, particularly at the siege of
'

A

CHARLEMAGNE

CHARLEMONT,

'

.

.

Barcelona, which he obliged the French to raise.
He died
nobleman in his majesty's
dominions, as he had enjoyed the peerage for 55 years.
Charlemont, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present
enjoyed by the family of C'aulfield, many of whom have distinguished themselves in history, as before-mentioned. [Vide
CatilfieltT]
The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
in 1726, being reputed the oldest

Caulfield, earl of Charlemount, viscount Charlemount, lord Caulfield, baron of Charlemount.
Arms.
Barry of ten pieces argent and gules, on a canton
of the second, a lion passant gardant or.
Crest.
On a wreath a dragon's head erased gules, collared
gemelle argent.
Supporters.
Two dragons gules, gorged as the crest.
Motto.
" Deo duce, ferro comitante."
CHARLES (Hist.) a name common to several kings and
Titles.

emperors.

more commonly

this

Name.

Charlemagne, or Charles
the Great, king of France, and first emperor of the West,
was born in a castle called Ing^lheim, near Mentz, in 742,
succeeded his father, Pcpia the Short, ia 763, to the crown
VOt,.

I,

I.

;

gitimate son of his son Pepin.
He was buried in the
cathedral of Aix la Chapelle.
[Vide Plate II]
II, surnamed the Bald, king of France and emperor of the West, was born in 823, succeeded his father Louis le Debonnaire in 840.
He was elected emperor in 875, and obtained
a great victory over his brother Lotharius at
Fontenay ; but finding himself afterwards
unable to withstand his enemies, he tied into
Italy, where he was poisoned in 873, by one
of his servants.
The effigies of this and the
following princes are given, as in the annexed figures.
CnARLES III, surnamed the Gross, or Fat,
the third son of Louis, king of Germany,
was elected emperor in 8S1 ; but owing to
his incapacity he
was driven from the
throne, and died of grief in 888.
Arnold,
his nephew, was chosen in his stead.
Charles IV, grandson of the emperor
Henry VII, had so great a respect for the
church, that he was called the Emperor of
Priests.
He died in 1378, after a reign of
32 years. His reign is famous for the golden
bull,
enacted at Nuremberg in 1356.
His sons Wenceslaus and Sigismund were
successively emperors.
Charles V, eldest son of Philip, archduke of Austria, was
bom at Ghent in 1500, proclaimed king of Spain in 1516.
succeeded his grandfather Maximilian in 1518, as emperor
of Germany ; and after having been engaged in long and
successful warfare with the Moors, he resigned his imperial
crown to his brother Ferdinand, and the kingdom of Spain
to his son Philip in 1555,
and died in 1558.
["Vide
Plate II]

Charles

Charles VI,

fifth son of the emperor Leopold,
was proclaimed in 1703 king of Spain, under the
title of Charles III
succeeded Joseph as emi^?5iS^x
peror of Germany in 1 7 11
obtained in 1 7 1 4
^'_^'"^
r
the kingdoms of Naples and Sardinia, the re Mt J» 1ft
Netherlands, and Milan and Mantua, in ex- A'v\jy$?£C 0'
change for Spain, which had been contested '^ISpfelfi >f/
''
with him by Philip V, and died in 1740,
^Sag?*-4
aged 55, being the Kith and last emperor of
the house of Austria in the male line.
He was succeeded
by Charles Albert, of Bavaria.
Charles VII, son of Maximilian Emanuel, elector of Bavaria,
succeeded as elector in 1726, and on the death of Charles VI
he protested against the Pragmatic Sanction, and the rights
of Maria Theresa to the imperial throne ; but although
aided by the French and Bavarians, he did not retain more
than the empty title of emperor when he died in 1745.
;

,

-

;

aged 48.

Kings and Princes of France.

Charles

Charlemagne, emperor and king of
[Vide Charles /]
Charles II, emperor and king of France.
I,

or

Charles //]

Emperors of

Charles

and after making himself master of all Germany
and Italy, he was crowned at Rome emperor of the West,
by Leo III, in 800, and died in 814, after reigning 47
years over France ; leaving his eldest son Louis to be emperor and king, and bestowing Italy on Bernard, the illeof France

called

Charles

III,

surnamed the Simple, was born

in 879> succeeded to the throne of

France in

893 ; but being unequal to the government,
his enemies wrested some provinces from him,
end afterwards making him a prisoner, deprived him of his crown, which he had worn
3

1

CHA

CHA
for

30

He

years.

and abandoned by

captivity,

after a reign of

died after a seven years'

Charles

Charles IV, surnamed

the Fair, succeeded to
the throne of France on the death of his brother Philip the Tall in 1322, and died 1328,
after having been engaged in a war with
Edward II, of England.
Charles V, surnamed the Wise and Eloquent,
son of king John, was born in 1337, succeeded his father in 1364, and died after a
reign of 16 years, in which he repaired the
losses that France had sustained by the English in the time of his father.
Charles VI, surnamed the Well-beloved, son
of Charles V, was born in 136'8, succeeded
his father in 1384, and died in 1422, after
an unhappy reign, in which his country,
torn by intestine divisions, was overrun by
the victorious English, and he was deprived
of his crown by the victor, Henry V, of
England.
He was succeeded by his son
Charles VII.
Charles VII, surnamed the Victorious, was
born in 1402, succeeded his father Charles V
in 1422, and died of hunger in the 39th
year of his reign, in which, by his vigour,
combined with the ardour which the Maid
of Orleans inspired into her countrymen, he
wrested from the English all their conquests,
He was sucexcept the town of Calais.
ceeded by his son Louis XI.
Charles VIII, surnamed the Affable, son of Louis XI, was
born in 1470, succeeded his father in 1483,
and died after a reign of 1 4 years, in which
he conquered Florence, Rome, Capua, and
Naples, and caused himself to be proclaimed
emperor of Constantinople ; but was soon
cut his

way through

a

succeeded his brother, Francis II, in 1551,
and died after a reign of more than 13
vears, which was stained by the cruel massacre of St. Bartholomew, plotted and exeeuted by his mother Catherine de Medicis
and her counsellors ; but too much approved
of by himself, to leave him guiltless of the

s

1550,

in

< \^'\.

"Tf

III,

1386, through the intrigues of Isabella, widow of Lewis,
king of Hungary.
Charles IV, son of Charles, count of Anjou, was king, not
only of Naples and Sicily, but also of Jerusalem, and died
in 1481, after a year's reign.

Kings of Sweden.
a name common to twelve kings of Sweden, the
first six of whom are known in history only by name.
Charles VII, surnamed Suercherson, succeeded Eric the

Charles,

Holy in 1 1 60, and
eight years.

>

third son of the emperor Lotharius
his father as king of Provence and a part of
855, and died in 863.

?

\>.

I,

succeeded

Burgundy

in

Kings of Naples.

I

X,

after a reign

o)

Canutson, was raised to the throni
and died in 1470, after a troublesome reign, ir
which he was once driven from his throne by Christiern II
king of Denmark, but was afterwards restored.
Charles IX, Duke of Sudcnnania, and son of Gustavus I
was born in 1550, succeeded in 1604 in the place of hi
uncle Sigismond, who was obliged to take flight, and diet
in l6ll, after having made war on the Polanders, Danes
and Swedes.
Charles-Gustavus X, son of John Casimir, Count Palatini
of the Rhine, was born in 1622, succeeded queen Christina
his cousin, in 1654, and died after a reign of six years, ii
which he was engaged in a war with Poland, and after
wards with Denmark.
Charles XI, son of the preceding, was born in 1655, sue
ceeded his father in 1660, and died in 1697, at the age
42 ; his mother having governed with much wisdom durinj
Just before his death he was acknowledge!
his minority.
as mediator by the powers who concluded the peace of Rys
son of Charles XI, was born in 1662, crmvnei
age of 15, and was killed in 1718, by a cannon-ball

siege of Frederickshall, in Norway, after a warliki
and adventurous reign, in which he strove to imitate Alex,
andcr by the number of his conquests, and the display o
[Vide Plate V ]
fearless valour.

at the

I,

surnamed the Lame, succeeded his father
1289, and died in 1309, at the age of 63,

Kings qf Hungary.
surnamed Martel, son of Charles

II, of

Naples

was born in 1272, succeeded to the throne of Hungary ii
1290, and died in 1297, or, according to the historians
Hungary, in 1301. Bonjin. de Iieb. Hung.
Charles III, surnamed the Little, the same as Charles III
of Naples, before-mentioned.

Kings qf Navarre,
the same as Charles IV, of France.
II,
surnamed the Had, son of Philip, count
Evreux, and Joan, daughter of Louis X, of France, wa
king
of Navarre in 1 350, and was burnt to deat]
crowned
in 1387, at the age of 55, after having attempted to poisoi
Charles V, of France, and the other princes of his house
and also committed other enormities.
Charles III, king of Navarre, surnamed the Noble, wa
ban in 1361, succeeded his father Charles II, in 1387, an*
died in 1425, after having contributed to the happiness c

Charles
Charles

I,

his subjects by his justice

Vespers.
in

by Eric

in 1448,

Charles

son of Louis VIII, of France, was born in 1220,
and invested with the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily by
the popes Urban IV and Clement IV, in 1266 and 1285.
During his reign the massacre of the French took place in
Sicily, which is well known by the name of the Sicilian
II,

killed

,

i

I,

I,

was

Charles VIII, surnamed

y^\~^f

in 866.

Charles

many

surnamed the Little, grandson of John, duke
de Duras, and great grandson of Charles II, succeeded to
the crown of Naples and Sicily, after having put to death
Joan I, of Naples, in 1380, and going into Hungary to take
possession of that kingdom also, he was killed at Bulla in

at the

son of Charlemagne, was made king of
eastern France, by the will of his father, in 806, and died
children.
in 811, without
Charles of France, son of Charles the Bald, was consecrated
king of Aquitania in 855, and died of a wound in Iris head

Charles

the founder of

wick.

bloody deed.
Charles, eldest

Charles

He was

Charles XII,

combined army four times as strong as his
own, in order to return to his own dominions
Charles IX, second son of Henry II, was born

Charles,

years.

monasteries and churches.

all his friends,

in 929-

after compelled to

25

and other

virtues.

Kingl of Spain.

Charles

I,

the same as the emperor Charles V.

CHA
Charles

was born

II,

CHA

in 1661, succeeded his

father, Philip IV, in 1665, and died in
In
1700, at the age of 32, without issue.
him ended the eldest male branch of the

house of Austria, reigning in Spain.
III, the title assumed by the emperor Charles VI.
Charles IV, succeeded his brother Ferdinand VI on the
throne of Spain in 175.9, when he exchanged Sicily for the
Spanish dominions, and died in 1789, after an unsuccessful

Charles

reign.

Kings of England.

surnamed the Martyr, son of James I, and Anne
of Denmark, was born at Drumferline in 1600, succeeded
his father in 1C25, and perished on the scaffold, after a long
and desperate struggle to maintain his rights, by the hands
He is
of his rebellious and hypocritical subjects in 1648.

Charles

I,

the reputed author of the Icon Basilike, although many are
[Vide Plate IV]
pleased to dispute this point.
Charles II, son of the preceding, was born in 1630, and
after sharing the misfortunes of his father and family, was
by the voice of the nation, which had recovered from its
phrenzy, recalled to the throne in lGO'O, and died in 168.5,
after a reign

marked bv

levity, licentiousness,

and discontent.

[Vide Plate IV]
Princes of this Name.
Charles, Marie!, son of Pepin, surnamed Hernial, signalized
himself as a successful warrior against the Saxons, Germans,
Bavarians, &c, but more especially against the Saracens in
He died in 7-11, at the age of 50 or 55, after
Aquitania.
His son Pepin was
a life spent entirely in martial exploits.
the

king of the Carlovingian

first

of Vendome, and constable of France, signalized himself in
the service of Louis XII, and Francis I.
Charles of Bourbon, son of the preceding, cardinal of
Bourbon, archbishop of Rouen, &c, was born in 1523, and
entering deeply into the intrigues of the Guise faction, he
was by them set up as king, under the title of Charles X,
in order to exclude his nephew Henry IV, and died in
1590.
Charles, called Cardinal of Bourbon, the Younger, succeeded
his uncle in the archbishopric of Rouen, anddied in 1594,
at the age of 32.
Charles, cardinal of Lorraine, archbishop of Rheims, and
brother of Claude, of Lorraine, the first duke of Guise,
was in the service and confidence of Francis I, Henry II,
Francis II, and Charles IX, and died in 1574, after distinguishing himself by his zeal in support of the Romish church.
He left many Orations, Sermons, &c.
Charles of Lorraine, Duke of Maycnne, son of Francis of
Lorraine, duke of Guise, declared himself the head of the
league in 1688, after the death of his brother, but being
defeated several times, he submitted to Henry IV, and died
in 1611.
Charles, Emanuel, Duke of Savoy, surnamed the Great, signalized himself at the battles of Vigo and Chatillon, and after
laying claim successively to the crown of France, the kingdom
of Cyprus, and the imperial crown, he died in 1 630, aged
78.

Charles IV, Duke of

Lorraine, a warlike and enterprizing

was engaged in constant broils with Louis XIII and
XIV, and died in 1675, aged 72.
Charles, Emanuel II, son of Victor Amadeus I, succeeded
to the dukedom in 1638, and died in 1675, after a reign,
prince,

which, by his prudence and virtues, was for the most part

race.

Charles of France, Duke of Lorraine, and eldest son of
He laid claim to the crown of
Louis IV, was born in [)53.
France at the death of his nephew Louis V, but being deand taken prisoner, he died in 994.
Charles of France, Count of Valois, Sfc, eldest son of Philip
the Bold, obtained the title of Defender of the Church, on
account of the assistance which he rendered to the popes
He was also successfully
Martin IV, and Boniface VIII.
employed against the English, and died in 1325.
Charles II, Duke of Lorraine, was engaged in warfare with
Prussia and France, in the former of which he took the
duke of Lithuania prisoner, and died in 1430.
Charles, Duke of Orleans, was taken prisoner at the battle
of Agincourt, and detained in England for 25 years.
Charles, Duke of Burgundy, surnamed the Bold, the
Warrior, and the Rash, son of Philip the Good, was born
After conquering the people of Liege and Ghent,
in 1433.
he carried his arms against Louis XI of France, whom he
feated

took prisoner. The tide of success afterwards turned against
him, and he was slain in 1477, as he was endeavouring to
escape from the siege of Nanci.
Charles II, cardinal of Bourbon, archbishop and count of
Lyons, second son of Charles I, duke of Bourbon, took this
latter title after the death of his brother John II, and held a
council at Lyons for terminating the schism of Felix
against the pope Nicholas V.
He was also employed by
Louis XI in his most confidential concerns, and died in
1488.

peaceful and happy.

Charles V, Duke of

Lorraine, and

nephew of Charles IV,

early entered into the service of Leopold, and acquired glory
in the campaigns in Hungary. He was an unsuccessful candidate for the crown of Poland, and died in 1690, in his

49th year, after taking Mentz from the French, against
whom he was employed.
Charles, Emanuel III, son of Victor Amadeus II, duke of
Savoy, succeeded on the abdication of his father in 1 730,
1 773, at the age of 72, after having governed
and maintained himself valiantly against
his enemies.
Charles, Alexander, of Lorraine, grandson of Charles V,
duke of Lorraine before-mentioned, was governor of the Low
Countries, and died in 1 780, aged 68, after having successfully opposed the king of Prussia.
Charles, Edward, grandson of James II of England, commonly known by the name of the Chevalier de St. George,
and among his enemies by that of the Pretender, made an
attempt to recover the crown of England for his father, and,
supported by the Scotch, he gained two victories over his
adversaries; but being entirely defeated at the battle of
Culloden, he fled to St. Maloes, and from thence to Florence, where he died in 1788.
Walter (Biog.) physician in ordinary to
Charles II, was born at Shepton Mallet in 1619, and died
in 1707His printed works are, 1. ' Spiritus Gorgonicus,'
&c. 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1650.
2. ' The Darkness of Atheism
Discovered by the Light of Nature,' &c. 4to. London, 1651.
3. ' Physiologia Epicuro Gassendo Charletoniana,' &c. fol.
Lond. 1654. 4. ' The Immortality of the Human Soul,
Demonstrated by Reasons Natural,' 4to. London, 1657.

and died in

his subjects wisely,

V CHARLETON,

Duke of Savoy, succeeded his brother Phili1 j04, and died of grief at the age of 66, after a
49 years, at seeing his country the theatre of the
war which was carried on between Francis I his nephew,

Charles

III,

bert II in

reign of

and Charles

Charles

III,

V

his father-in-law.

Duke of Bourbon,

&c,

a

warlike and enterprizing prince, fought valiantly the battles
of Louis

XII.

Charles of Bourlon,

' OZconomia Animalis novis Anatomicorum
inventis,' &c.
12mo. Lond. 1658, Amst. 1659, Lugd. Bat. 1678, &c.
6.
•
Natural History of Nutrition, Life, and Voluntary
Motion,' &c. 4to. London, 1658.
7- ' Exercitationes Physico-Anatomicae,' &c. 8vo. Lond. 1659.
8. ' Exercitationes
2 1 2

5.

constable of France,

eldest son of Francis, of

Bourbon, duke

CHA

CHA

Pathologic*, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1(55,9.
9. ' Chorea Gigantum,'
or the most Famous Antiquity of Great Britain, vulgarly
railed Stone Henge, &c. 4to. Lond. l66'3.
10. ' Onrimasticon Zoicon,' &c. Lond. 4to. 166S, and 1671 ; fol. Oxon.
11- * Natural History of the Passions,' 8vo. Lond.
7 T1674.
12. ' Enquiries into Human Nature,' &c. 4to. Lond.
Hi80. 13. ' Inquisitio Physica de Causis Catameniorum,' &c.
«vo. Lond. 16'85. 14. ' Epicurus his Morals,' 4to. Lond. 1655.
Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed
at present by the family of Burv.
[Tide Bttri/~\
Peter Francis Xaeier ilc (Biog.) a French
Jesuit of St. Quintin, was born in 1()84, and died in 1"6'1,
leaving, 1.
Histoire et Description Generale du Japon,'
2 vols. 4to. 1738, and 6 vols. 12mo. 1754. 2. ' Histoire de
'

'

'

(

Proper!

.

Sen. in

Herat

CHARLOTTE

pendet barba, deformem siuum

Nothu

cocrcet

Quique capnei turbida cvmbd
Flumina servat, durus senior,
Xavita crndus, vix assidiw
Bracbia (onto lassata refert.

Diodor.

Apul. Lucian. Dial. ; Sen. in /En.
a Theban, who received Pelopidas and
the
rest of his friends into his house, when they conspired
against
the Lacedemonians, and who held the government at
Thebes

Charon

Anton.

CHARMIS

(Biog.) a physician of Marseilles, in the reign of
used cold baths for his patient, and adopted a
course of medicine different from that prescribed by his
Plin. LSI.
cotemporaries.
(Biog.) a poet of Syracuse, quoted by Athemeiis.
KNOCK, Step/ten (Biog.) a Presbyterian and nonconformist, educated first at Cambridge, and afterwards at
Oxford, was chaplain to Henry Cromwell, and after the
Restoration preached about at meetings till his death in 680.

Nero,

who

CHARMUS
CHA

1

in 2 vols. fol. were published in 1()83.
John, an unfortunate writer, who was educated at
He wrote
Oxford, and died in the King's Bench in 1807among other things, 1. The Rights of a Free People,' an
2.
Biographia
irony on the democracy of that period.
3. ' A Letter on Finance and
Navalis,' 6 vols. 8vo. 179*.
4. ' A History of Marine ArNational Defence,' 1798.
5. ' A Life of Lord Nelson,' 1806.
chitecture,' 3 vols. 4to.
(Myth.) Xapuie, son of Erebus and Nox, who
(inducted the soids of the dead over the Styx and Acheron

His works

Chahnock,

'

'

CHARON
1

10 the infernal regions.
I'irg.

/En.

1.

6,

v.

298.

Yortitin has hnrrendus aquas, et
Terribili squalors

Charon

;

'Canities iiicutla jacft, t$c.

jlunnna sen

;

(Hist.)

Plut. in Pelop.

Charon

(Biog.) an histoiian of Lampsacus, who is said
to
have lived before Herodotus, and to have written an account
of the Persians.
Strab. 1.12; Pint, in Themis/.; Allien
1. 9;
Paus. 1. 10; Suidas, Sfc.

Charon,

Junior, an historian of Naucratis, the
Apollonius, who wrote an account of Egvpt.
Apollon.

Charon, an

ol

Schol. in

historian of Carthage.

CHAROXDAS

who gave laws
Thurium, and among other things enjoined!
that they should never go armed to the assembly.
He inadvertently broke this law, and when told of it, fell on his
(Hist.) a native of Catana,

to the people of

own
1.

sword.

Cic.

de Leg.
8."
1.

1.

3

Diodor.

;

1.

12; Pal- Max.

6; Diogen. Laerl.

Charondas (Xmnis.)
opinion
Catana.

of

the effigy of this legislator, is, in the;
to be found on the medals of,
Parut. Sicil. Discrit. ; Haicrk.

antiquaries,

Goltz.

Sicul. ;

Sicil.

1.

(Hist.)

the

fust

decennial

archon at Athens.

1.

a powerful Epirot,

who

assisted the

Romans

against

Philip, king of Macedonia.

Lie. 1. 32 ; Plut. in Flam.
Francis (Biog.) an antiquary of Paris,
and a principal promoter of the academy of inscription.*
and medals, contributed very materially to the noble scries
of medals struck in the reign of Louis XIV, and died in
1702, at the age of 82.
His principal works arc, 1. < La
Vie de Soerate,' I2mo. 1650.
2. A translation of the
' Cyropedia,'
12mo. 1659.
3.
Discours touchant 1'Etahlissement d'unc Compagnie Francoise,' &c. 4to.
4.
De'
I'Excellence de la Langue Francoise,' 2 vols. 12mo. 16'8S.
CHARRON, Peter (Biog.) an eloquent French preacher, win
died in 1 60S, left many works, of which the best known if

CHARPENTIER,

'

'

his
De la Sagesse,' of which two translations have appeared in England.
(Her.) vide Wemyts.
CHARTIF.R, Alan (Hist.) secretary to Charles VI and VII
of France, was employed as ambassador on some occasions
His works, consisting of prose and verse
and died in 1 1
were published by the elder Du Chesne, in 4to. 1617. Sonu
have ascribed to him the
Chroniques de S. Denys,' 3 vols
fol. Paris, 1493.
'

CHARTERIS

-1

<

>-

'

CHARYBDIS

(Myth.) Xapvftac, a rapacious woman, who i
fabled to have stolen the oxen of Hercules, and, being struct
with thunder by Jupiter, was changed into the whirlpool ol
that name.
rVide Charybdis, under Geography]
a dangerous whirlpool on the
Sicily, frequently mentioned by the ancients, but
there are no vestiges at present by which its exact
may lie marked it is supposed, however, to lie
It was opposite tn a rod named Scylla, on
Faro.

ClIABYBDiS (drug.)

;

at

cui pturima mentn

friend

1.

1.

CHARME

Tliucyd. 1. 8, c. 42.
defeated the Peloponnesians.
(Hist.) a servant maid of Cleopatra, who
Pint, in
stabbed herself after the example of her mistress.

1

1.

Paten:
Charops,

CHARMINUS

senis.

Ibid, in (Edip.

CHAROPS

CHARMIONE

cymha

amnm

CHARMADAS
CHARMIDES

yublica

Hunc serial
cultu et aspectu Iwrridus,
l'atidosque manes squalidus geslat senei,

'

de St. Dominique,' 2 vols. 4to. 1720. S. ' Histoire
Generale de la Nouvelle France,' 3 vols. 4to. and 6 vols.
12mo. 1741. 4. ' Histoire Generale du Paraguay,' 6 vols.
12mo. and 3 vols. 4to. 1756.
CHARLIER, John (Biog.) vide Chcrron.
(Hist.) a queen of P' ranee, and wife of Louis
XI, was the daughter of Louis, duke of Savov, and mother
of Charles VIII.
Charlotte of' Bourbon, queen of Cyprus, and daughter of
John I of Bourbon, was married to John II, king of Cyprus,
by whom she had John III. She was distinguished for her
beauty and talent in her time.
Charlotte, daughter of John III, king of Cyprus, Jerusalem,
and Armenia, and grand-daughter of the preceding, was
crowned queen of the three kingdoms at the death of her
father, but being despoiled of her crown by James, the
natural son of John, she died at Rome in 1487, distinguished
for her piety.
Charlotte of Bourbon, daughter of John II, and wife of
Engelbert of Clcves, count of Nevers ; retired to a convent
on the death of her husband, and died in 1520.
CHARLTON, Walter (Biog.) vide Charleton.
(Biog.) a philosopher of an uncommon memory. Plin. 1. 7, c. 24.
(Myth.) the mother of Britomartis, by Jupiter.
(Hist.) Xapp'cfc, a Lacedemonian, sent by
Paus. 1. 3, c. 2.
his king to quell seditions.
(Hist.) Xappiroc, an Athenian general, who

est torvi

Fur.

I.

hnpaa

CHARLEVOIX,

l'lsle

17-

el.

Scandenda

>

HARLEVILLE,

3,

1.

of Italy,

whence the proverb, "

Incidit in

coast

ol

of whicl
situatioi

the

Cap

the coas

Scyllam cupien

CHA

CHA
Charybdim,"

vitare

one

we

evil,

Horn. Odyss.

often

to

fall

show that

into a greater.

12. v. 235.

1.

avemov \lopev

'HfitTr ce Teivwirov

yap

"Ei'9cv fiiv

Orph.

in our eagerness to avoid

yortc.

uu \dpv3C ic.

2ku'\.V, iripuiOt li

Argonaut.

in

Aq

ro'n vrrip

Apolhn. Argon.

yvv

oXoov Trtpiffatv pciop
Xdpv^iic.

irptoprjc.

pvgara

Xtni6ti>, tK

ci /3''#«, poiiicnae

4.

1.

tt irapd ~2.kv\\j)c tTKOTTiXov

:

piyav

ijtt Xa'pt»/?t

il'

Utivov iptvyop.ivnv, cixtrai 6<6c,
Virg. /En.

1.

Deitrum

Sculla latus,

Obsidet

utque imo baralhri ttr gurgite inslos

;

abruptum

lavum

du, nephew of the preceding, distinguished
himself by his attachment and fidelity to his sovereign,
Charles VII, whom he attended in his last moments when
he was killed in battle, in 1477, and buried him at his own
expence.
Thuanus falsely attributes this act to his uncle,

implicata Charubdis

fiuctus, rursusque sub

auras

Erigit alternos, et sidtTu xerbcrut undd.

Ovid. Met.

1.

Francis John Marquis de (Hist.) a fieldmarshal of France, who rose by his merit to that rank
in the army, died in 1788, leaving a high reputation as an
Among his works are, 1. ' Essai sur l'Union de la
author.
Poesie et de la Musique,' 1765. 2. ' De la Felicite Publique/ which was translated into English, in 2 vols. Svo.
' Voyage
3.
dans l'Amerique,' which was immediately
translated into English, 2 vols. Svo.
CHATEL, Tannegiii du (Hist.) a commander, of the noble
family of Du Chatel, in Brittany ; defeated Ladislaus, who
had usurped the throne of Naples, and, after distinguishing
himself at the battle of Agincourt, he died in 1449-

Chatel, Tannegiii

3.

Sorbet in

CHASTELLUX,

who had been dead some

Scylta latiis dexirum, leevum irrequieta Charijbdis

late

Iiifectat.

who

Juven. Saliir. 15.

NupL

CatulL de

Qua-nam

Tibnll.

genuit sola sub rvpe Ictrna

;

exspuit undis

?

4.

1.

Mum,

naniem coujinia mortis
>a to conterruii impetus ore,
cunibus uipitlas inter Jieta serperet Uftafai
Nee violenta suo consumsit in^re CharifldU,
inter geminie

Nee ScgUa

Qunm
Prop.

:

quis de Trichateau.

Creole mihi, nobis mittscet Scylla

Altera

Thucyd.

1.

4

;

$ revomei

Poh/b.

.Strab.

1.

6; Mel.

Tzrtz.

in

Lymph.

1.

;

1

1.

2

;

;

;

nee
Fie

I

Diodor.

Plin.

1.

unquam

uquta.
1.

4

;

Perip.

Scyl. in

3; Isidqr. Orig.

Fazell. Sicul. Her.

dec.

1. 1.

2

1.

;

;

13;
Cluv.

Ant. Sic. 1.1.

CHASLES,

Gregory dc (Biog.) a French writer of the 18th
the author of, 1. ' Les Illustres Fran12mo. and 4 vols. 12mo. Utrecht, 17372. ' Journal d'un Voyage fait aux Indes Orientates sur
l'Escadre de M. du Quesne,' &c. 3 vols. 12mo. Rouen, 1721.
The ' Dictionnaire de Justice,' written by Francis James
Chasles. has been improperly ascribed to him.
CHASSENEUZ. Bartholomew (Biog.) king's advocate at

who was

century,
coises,'

He

distinguished himself as a valiant

XIII and XIV, as also in
that of his relation, the duke of Lorraine ; and died in 1684.
Chatelet, Paul Hai, Seigneur du, of the family of Hai, in
soldier in the service of Louis

2. el. 77-

1.

in Latin Castellanus, a French prewas first made bishop of Tulle by
and afterwards bishop of Macon, in

I,

CHATELARD,

Pel.
te

Quod mare conceptum spumantibus

26.

which character he distinguished himself in his day.
N. du (Hist.) a gentleman of Daupliiny,
who, being passionately fond of Mary, queen of Scots, concealed himself in her chamber as she was returning to Scotland after the death of her husband
for which imprudence
he was put to death, although it is said he was countenanced by the queen.
CHATELET, Erard du (Hist.) of the noble family of Du
Chatelet, descended in the male line from the dukes of
Lorraine, was the eldest son of Anthony du Chatelet, mar-

In mare nemo
veraque Charybdi.

i

1.

died in 1552,

his patron, Francis

Ifuttc a'jicit, USoA die

Thuan. Hist.

time.

Chatel, vide Chastel.
Chatel, Peter du (Ecc.)

14.

3 vols.

died in 1542, leaving, among other things, ' A
Commentary on the Customs of Burgundy,' which has gone
through many editions the last was published by President
Bouhier. in 2 vols foiCHASTEL, John (Hist.) son of Peter Chastel, a linen-draper
of Paris, attempted to assassinate Henry [V, in 1594, but
being taken in the act, after having wounded the king in
the lip, he was condemned and executed as a traitor, and
the Jesuits, who were the instigators, were banished the
Autur.,

;

Brittany, and a descendant from the earls of Carlisle, was
first only
an advocate-general in the parliament of
Rennes, but was afterwards employed by Louis XIII in
many important missions, and died in 1636, leaving several
works in prose and verse, particularly, 1. 'Observations sur
l;i Vie
et la Condemnation du Marechal de Marillac,' 4to.
Paris, 1633.
2. * L'Histoire de Bertrand de Guesclin,' &c.

at

fol.

1666, and 4to. 1693.

CHATELHERAULT,

Duke of (Her.)

on James Hamilton, second

the

earl of Arran.

title

conferred

[Vide Hamil-

ton']

CHATHAM,

William Pitt, earl of (Hist.) a celebrated states1708, educated at Eton and Trinity
; elected into parliament for Old Sarum, in
where he stood foremost in the ranks of opposition
1 735,

man, was

lx>rn in

College, Oxford
against

Walpole

;

was afterwards,

at

different

times,

a

member

of the administration ; but, on his retirement from
he again appeared among the oppositionists. In April,
of 1778, he fell in a fit into the arms of those who were
near him, as he was going to reply to the speech of the duke
office,

of Richmond
Plate IX]

;

and died in the

May

following.

[Vide

Chatham, Earl of (Her.) one

kingdom.

CHASTELAIN,

George (Bicg.) or Castellanus, a Flemish
gentleman, who died in 1475, was the author of an historical
account in verse of all that had passed in his time.
Chastelain, Claude, a French ecclesiastic, died in 1712,
leaving
Martyrologie Universelle,' 4to. Paris,
1709,
besides an Hagiographical Dictionary, which was inserted
by Menage in his Etymologies of the French tongue.
CHASTELET, Gabriel Emilie de Breteuil, Marchioness
(Biog.) was born in 1706, and died in 1749. leaving, among
other things, a translation of Newton's Principia, with a
Commentary, in 4 vols. 4to.
'

of the titles at present enjoyed
by the family of Pitt [vide Pitt'}, which was conferred in
Pitt, above-mentioned.
The title, a in-.
1 766 on William
of this family are as follow
Pitt, earl of Chatham, and viscount Pitt.
Sable, a fess checque or and azure, between three
bezants.

Sec.

:

Titles.

Arms.

On

a wreath, a crane close proper, beaked and
or, holding his dexter foot upon an anchor
erect or ; which crest was assigned to William, the first
earl of Chatham, and his descendants lawfully begotten,
by grant dated October 24th, I76I.

Crest.

membered

CHA

CHA

On

the dexter side a 1km guardant, charged
Supporter*.
on the breast with an acorn, slipt and leaved, proper ; on
the sinister, a buck proper, attired or ; plain collared and
chained sable.
" Benigno nnmine."
Motto.
{Hist.) an ancient and illustrious family,
derives
which
its name from Chatillon sur Mame.
Chatillon, Iienaud de, prince of Antioch, signalized himself
in the Holy Land, whither he accompanied Louis the
Younger in 1147. He obtained some advantages over the
Infidels; but, being taken prisoner in 115;? by the sultan
of Aleppo, he suffered a long imprisonment, and afterwards falling into the hands of Saladin, he was beheaded

CHATILLON

in 1186.

(hatillon, Gaucher II, de, also attended Louis the Younger
to the Holy Land, where he was killed by the Saracens
with many other noblemen in 1147.
Chatillon, Gaucher III, de, signalized himself against the
Albigenses, and died in 1219( .'hatillon, Gaucher IV, de, followed S. Louis in 1248 to
the Holy Land, where he was engaged in many battles,
particularly at the bloody engagement in which the king
was taken prisoner. He was killed in defending a passage
singly against an army of Saracens in 1251.
Chatillon, Louis I, de, was early engaged against the
English, and fell at the battle of Crecy, in 1346.
Chatillon, Guy III, de, was sent as a plenipotentiary by
Philip the Fair to conclude the peace with the ambassadors
of the king of England ; and, after being employed on other
Occasions, both civil and military, he died in 1317C hatillon, Gaucher IF, de, constable of France, of another
branch of the same family, signalized himself at the battle
of Courtra, in 1302; contributed materially to the victory
was high
over the Flemish in 1 304, at Mons-en-Puelle
assisted at the conin the confidence of Louis Hutin I
at
that of
Tall,
in
as
also
Philip
the
1317
of
secration
Charles the Fair, in 1 322 ; and, after successfully displaying his valour at the victory gained by Philip le Valois over
the Flemish, in 1328, died, loaded with glory and honours,
in 1329.
( 'hatillon, John I, de, was one of the hostages given to the
Englifeb. for the delivery of King John.
m.on, Ilu^lt de, a commander who supported the honour
of l'.is family by his active military services, was killed at
the battle of Agincourt.
Chatillon, John de, of the same family, was constantly employed in military service, and, after having fought at the
battle of Poicticrs, died in 1363.
Chatillon, Gaucher /', de, was employed both as a negotiator
and a commander by Charles V, and died in 1377CHATRE, Claude de la (Hist.) marshal of France, was at
first engaged with the party of the league, but made his
with Henry IV, and died in 1614, aged 78, leaving,
Italic,'
1. • Memoir du Voyage de M. le Due de Guise en
&C. printed in the 'Journal de Henry III,' 8vo. 1741.
2.
I. a Prise de Thionvillc,' 4to. 1558, &c.
ChatBE, Pel re de la (Ecc.) archbishop of Bourges, was appointed to that see in 1141, and died in 1171, after having
gained the esteem of Louis the Younger, as also of the
popes Eugene III, Adrian IV, and Alexander III.
(Her.) the name of a family of Cork,
which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet
conferred in sol on sir .hums Chatterton, second serjeant
The anus, &C. of
at law, and keeper of the state papers.
;

;

;

'

(HATTERTON
1

family are as follow
Anns.
Or, a lion's head erased azure, between three ninl:

o ules.

An antelope's head erased argent, pierced through
with an arrow from the back of the neck.
" Loval a mort."
Moll'j.
Creel.

Chatterton, Thomas

(Biog.) an English poet, was born in
1752, and was found dead in 1770, in consequence, as is
supposed, of his having swallowed arsenic in water. Although he began at an early age to be a writer for bread, vet
he is principally known by the poems he published as the
production of one Rowley, a Bristowyan monk, which are
generally supposed to have been a forgery of his own manufacture.
It was once the fashion to hold this writer up
to public compassion as the victim of unmerited neglect and
poverty, but it is now no longer doubted that his pride,
his petulance, and his want of principle, were the imniediate causes of that distress which terminated in suicide.
Geqff'ri/ (Biog.) a poet, styled by Dryden the
Father of English Poelru, was born at London in 1328,

'

CHAUCER,

first at Cambridge, and then at Oxford, studied
law in the Inner Temple; and, after being in the employ of
Edward, and his successor Richard, whose favour he forfeited by embracing the tenets of Wickliffe, he died in retirement at Woodstock.
His poems, of which the Canterbury Tales possess the highest merit, remained for upwards
of 70 years after his death in MS.
The first edition is supposed to have been printed in 1474 or 1476; two editions
were afterwards printed by Pynson in 1495 and 1526, containing other poems of Chaucer besides his Canterbury
Tales
but Mr. Tyrwhit's edition of the latter, which

educated

;

was published in 5
[Vide Plate
other.

vols.

8vo.

1775, has superseded

every

XXVII]

CHAUCI

(Geo"-.) a people of Germany, supposed to have
inhabited the country now called Friezland and Bremen.
Toe. German, c. 35.
CHAUFFEPIE, James George de (Biog.) a descendant of
the ancient and noble family of the Calfopedi of Florence,
who removed into France in the reign of Francis I, was
born at Leuwarden in 1702, and died in 1786. He is principally known as the continuator of Bayle's Historical Dic-

tionary.

CHAULNES,

Albert, Due de (Biog.) a noble astronomer of
Several of his
Paris, was born in 1714, and died in 17'ift.
papers are published in the volumes of the Memoirs of the

Academv.

CHAUMETTE,

Peter Gaspard (Hist.) son of a cooler, who
in 1763, was one of the revolutionary heroes who
He was after-,
figured away at the taking of the Bastille.
wards guillotined in 1794.
Channu,
Clianci/,
or
Maurice,
a monk of
(Ecc.)
the Charter-house, London, was imprisoned in the reign o)

was born

CHAUNCY

Henrv VIII for refusing to own the king's supremacy, but
escaped afterwards to Flanders, where he was made thi
prior of a new monastery which the king of Spain prepared
Among hifor him and his companions, and died in 1581.
works is his ' Historia aliquot nostri Stcculi Martvniui,
Sec

Ito.

Mognnt. 1550.

Chauncy, Charles (Biog.) a nonconformist of Herefordshire
was born in 1592, and died in 1671, after having acted hi
part towards promoting the rebellion.
Ciiahncv, Sir Henry, was born in 1632, educated at Cambridge, entered of the Middle Temple, and died in 1719
after having risen to the post of a Welch judge. He was tin

author of the

'

Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire,'

fill

17<»().

CHAUSSE,

Michael Angela de la (Biog.) an antiquary o
Paris in the last century, was the author of, I. ' MusfflUIl
Romanum,' fol. HijIO; and with additions, 2 vols. fol. 17*6
S. 'Au
2. ' Gentme Antiche Figurate,' 4to. Home, 1 TOO.

NummUS,' &C. Ito. Horn. 1703. 4. ' Li
Pitture Antiche delle Grotte di Roma,' &c. fol. 1706.
(Biog.) vide Ninette.
Francis (Biog.) a painter and engraver
Paris, who died in Ki'Td', aged 63, executed not less thai
I'
pieces, as an engraver, of which 1400 were of his owi

reus Coiistantini

CHAUSSEE
CHAUVEAU,
ii ii

i

J

;

;

CHE

CHE
His son Rene, who followed the footsteps of his
designing.
father, died in 1722, at the age of 59.
CHAUVINj Stephen (Biog.) a Protestant clergyman of
Nisraes, was born in 1640, and died in 1725, leaving,
Lexicon Philosophicum,' fol. Rotterd. 1692, and LeJournal des Scavans.'
2. A new
CHAZELLES, John Matthew de (Bivg.) a mathematician
engraver
Lyons,
was
born in 1667, and died in 1710,
of
and
leaving several maps with a large description of even' haven,
published in the ' Neptune Francois,' 1 692 ; and also a description of his voyage to the Levant.
CHEBRON (Hist.) a king of Egypt, who succeeded Amosus,
Euseb. Chron.
A. M. 2337(Bibl.) jwtVto, a king of the Elymaeans, or Elamites, one of the four kings who confederated
1.

'

ward, 1713.

'

CHEDORLAOMER

against the five kings of the Pentapolis of Sodom, who were
pursued and dispersed by Abraham, A. M. 2092, A. C. 19O8.
Gen. xiv. 1, &c. ; Usser. Annal. §c.
John, Lord (Her.) a title conferred on
John Howe, esq. in 1741, nephew to the first viscount
Howe, which became extinct at the death of the fourth
lord Chedworth without issue in 1S04.
CHEFFONTAINES, Christopher (Ecc.) in Latin a Capite
Fontium, an ecclesiastic, of a noble family of Brittany, was
bom in 1632, and died titular archbishop of Caesarea in
1595, leaving, among other things, 1. ' Confutation du
Point d'Honneur,' 8vo. Paris, 1579, a treatise against
2. ' De Necessaria Theologiae Scholastics Corduelling.
rectione,' 8vo. Paris, 1586.
Cheke, Sir John (Biog.) the descendant of an ancient family
in the Isle of Wight, was born at Cambridge in 1514, and
died, as it is said, of remorse and vexation at having been
He had left the kingdom
obliged to abjure Protestantism.
in the reign of queen Man- ; but, being taken by Philip
of Spain, while residing in Brussels, he was brought to
London, where he saved himself from being burnt by a
His works are, 1. ' Contra Observatores
public recantation.
Novilunii et de Dormientibus in Christo,' 4to. Lond. 1543;
also ' De Fato,' and ' De Providentia Dei,' 1547, all trans2. ' The Hurt of
lated from the homilies of St. Chysostom.
Sedition,' &c. 1549 and 1576; also inserted in Holingshed's
3. A Latin translation of the English ' ComChronicle.

CHEDWORTH,

' Opuscula
Anglicana.'
potissimum Lingua? Dis5. ' De Superstitione ad
putationes, &c 8vo. Basil. 1555.
Regem Henricum,' prefixed by the author as a dedication to
An Enga Latin translation of Plutarch on Superstition.
lish translation, done by W. Elstob, was published by Mr.
6. A Latin
Strype at the end of his Life of Sir John Cheke.
translation of Archbishop Cranmer's Book on the Lord's
Supper, was also done by sir John Cheke in 1553-7- 7- ' Leo
de Apparatu Bellico,' 8vo. Basil. 1554.

munion Book,' printed

4.

'

De

Pronuntiatione

in

Bucer's

Grserae

CHELIDONIiE

(Geog.) now Kelidoni, small islands oppoLiv. 1. 33 ; Plin. 1. 5
the promontory of Taurus.
Dionys. Perieg. v. 506.
nymph
changed
by Mercury into a
(Myth.) a
tortoise.
Serv. in JEn. 1. 1.
CHELONIS (Hist.) a daughter of Leonidas, and wife of
Cleombrotus, king of Sparta, who successively accompanied her father and her husband into banishment as they
were each expelled by the other. Pint, in Agid. et Cleom.
CHELSEA, Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the earl Cadogan.
CHELSUM, James (Biog.) an English divine, was born in
1740, educated at Oxford, where he took his master's degree in 1762, that of B. D. in 1772, and D. D. in 1773,
and died in 1801. He is known as the author of Remarks
on Gibbon's Roman History,' of which a second edition,
much enlarged, was published in 1778. He also published
an Essav on the Historv of Mezzotinto.'
site

CHELONE

'

'

CHEMINAIS,

Timoleon (Biog.) an ecclesiastic, and a distinguished preacher of Paris, was born in 1652, and died in
1689, leaving some sermons which were published in 2 vols.
12mo. I69O ; and ' Sentimens de Piete,' 12mo. I69I.
CHEMNITZ, Martin (Biog.) a Lutheran divine of Britzen,
in the marquisate of Brandenburg, was born in 1 522, and
His principal works are, 1. ' Examen Condied in 1586.
cilii Tridentini,' an English translation of which was published in 4to. 1582. 2. ' Harmonia Evangeliorum,' Francof.
3. ' Tractat wider Die
4to. 1583 and 1622, Genev. 1628.
Jesuiten.'

Philip, grandson of the preceding, was
1605, and died in 1()78, leaving, 1. ' Bel-

Chemnitz, Bogeslaus
born

at Stettin in

ejus Ortu Anno 1612 ad Mortem
Gustavi Adolphi,' &c. the Latin version of the first part of
his historv of the Swedish war in Germany, published in
2. ' De Ratione Status
2 vols. fol. Stetin. 1648—1653.
Imperii Romano-Germanici,' Stetin. 1640.
CHENEY, .Sir John, Knt. (Hist.) of Shirland, in the Isle of
Sheppy, Kent, distinguished himself at the battle of Bosworth in favour of king Henry \TI, by whom he was rewarded with the peerage. QVide Cheney under Heraldry']
Cheney, Lord (Her.) the title conferred on sir John Cheney
above-mentioned in 1487, who died without issue in 1495.
The title was revived in 1572 in favour of his grand-nephew,
sir Henry Cheney, who also dying without issue, the title
was again extinct in 1595.
CHEOPS (Hist.) or Cheospes and Chephren, two kings ot
Egypt who built pyramids. Herod. 1. 2.
CHERISOPHUS (Hist.) a Spartan commander, who accompanied Cyrus in his expedition against his brother. Diod. 1. 1.
CHERON, Elizabeth Sophia (Biog.) daughter of Henry
Cheron, a painter in enamel, was born at Paris in 1 648, and
died in 1711, after having acquired a considerable reputation in historical painting in oil-colours, as also in miniature
enamel, and in portrait-painting. She is said frequently to
have executed with perfect correctness, the portraits of
absent persons, merely from memory.
Cheron, Lewis, brother of the preceding, was born in
1660, and died in 1713 at London, where he had gained
many friends and patrons by practising the arts of painting and engraving.
(Biog.) a tragic writer of Athens in the age
of Philip.
Philost. in Fit. Soph.; Suidas.
(Geog.) vide Chersonesus.
CHERSIAS (Biog.) a poet of Orchomenos, who was reconPans. 1. 9ciled to Periandar bv Chilo.
CHERSIDAMAS (Myth.) a Trojan kitted by Ulysses in the
Trojan war.
Ovid. Mel. 1. 13.
CHERSIPHRO (Biog.) an architect who displayed his skill
in the construction of Diana's temple of Ephesus.
CHERSONESUS (Geog.) Xipoornaoq, which in Latin is
rendered peninsula ; of these there were many among the
ancients, but those worthy of note were five in number
namely, one called Peloponnesus ; another the Thracian
Chersonesus, by distinction Chersonesus, west of the Hellespont, where Miltiades led a colony of Athenians, and built
a wall across the isthmus, the principal town of which was
Abydos ; the third Chersonesus Taurica, now Crim Tartary,
near the Palus Maeotis; the fourth Chersonesus Cimbrica,
now Jutland, in the north of Germany ; and Chersonesus
Aurea in India, bevond the Ganges. Herod. 1. 6, &c. ;
Thucyd. ; Cic. ad Brut. 1. 2 ; Liv. 1. 31 ; Strab. 1. 7 ;
Mel. 1. 2 ; Plin. 1. 4 ; Ptol. 1. 3.

lum Germanicum ab

CHEROPHON

CHERRONESUS

CHERUSCT

(Geog.) a people of Germany, who inhabited
the country between the Weser and the Elbe, comprehending
the modern Brunswick, Luneburg, and Thuringia, &c. Cces.
de Bell. Gall. 1. 6 ; Tac. Germ. c. 36.
William (Biog.) an anatomist and surgeon of
Burrow-on-the-Hill, near Somerby, in Leicestershire, was

CHESELDEN,

CHE

CHE

bom in 1688, and
the Human Body,'

died in 1752, leaving, 1. ' Anatomy of
8vo. 1713, 1722, 1720, 1732, and 1710;
Jul. 17.'i4 ; and the eleventh edition in 8vo. 1771- 2. ' Treatise on the High Operation for the Stone/ 8vo. 1723.
3. ' Osteography, or Anatomy of the Bones,' fol. 1733.
(Gcog.) a county palatine of England.
Boundaries and Extent. It is bounded by Lancashire on
the N., Flint and Denbighshire on the S. W. and N. W.,
Derbyshire on the E., and by Shropshire on the S., extending about 30 miles from X. to S., and upwards of 40 from
E. to W.j without
reckoning the peninsula, which
stretches into the Irish sea.
Principal Towns.
Chester, the capital and a city, Macclesfield, Stockport, Nantwich, Knutsford, Congleton, Northv.ich, &c.
Principal Rivers.
The Dee, the Weaver, and the Mersey.
History.
This county, called in the Latin Cestriensis Comitatus, was first inhabited by the Cornavii, who, being subdued by the Etonians, it became a part of Flavia Cwsariensis. It was erected into a county palatine by William
the Conqueror, in favour of his nephew Hugh de Aurange, commonly called Hugh Lupus, who exercised a
jurisdiction little short of regal authority, whence this
county was invested with peculiar privileges, which it
enjoyed until the reign of Henry VI 1 1.
It contains
many vestiges of its Roman conquerors.
CHESNE, Joseph du (Biog.) vide Qucsne.
Chbsne, Andrew (lit, an historian of the Isle of Bouchard,
in Torraine, who was considered as the father of French
history, was born in 1584, and was crushed to death by
a cart in 1640 as he was going to his country house at
His named is Latinized Duchenius, Quernirus,
Verrieres.
Quercetanus, &c. ; and his principal works are, 1
Januarisc
Kalends, seu de Solemnitate Anni,' &c. 1602.
2. ' Les
Figures Mystiques du riche et precieux Cabinet des Dailies,'
1605.
3.
Translation of Juvenal with Notes, 16074. ' Antiquitez et Recherches de la Grandeur et Majeste des
Rois de France,' 1609.
5. ' Chandelier de Justice,' a poem,
iGlO. 6. ' Antiquitez et Recherches des Villes et Chateaux
de France,' 1610, and frequently reprinted.
7Histoire
d'Angleterre,' I till. 8. Bibliotheea Cluniacensis.' <). Histoire des Rapes,' fol. 1615, 1645; and again greatly enlarged by his son in 1653.
10.
(Euvre li'Abelard,' l6l6.
11. 'Histoire de la Maison de Luxembourg,' continued to
'
the year 155712.
Histoire des Rois, Dues, et Comtes de
Bourgogne," l6l<).
13. ' Histoire Genealogique de la
Maison de Chastillou sur Marne,' 1620, which was followed
in 1621 by a similar History of the Hon.-:.' of Montmorency;
and in. 1626, 1629, and 1681, by those of de Vergy, Burgundy, Guines, Ardres, Dreux, &c
13.
Historia; Franconim Scriptures/ &c. 2 vols. fol. 1636; the third and
i >urth were
in the press at the time of his death, which
were completed by the son, who added a fifth.
(Gcog.) a city of England, and capital of the
county of Cheshire, situated on the river Dee, 14. ) miles
N. Bristol, 181 N. VV. London.
Lon. S° 4' W. lat. 53°

CHESHIRE

.

'

A

'

'

'

'

'

CHESTER

1

11'

N.
History of Chester.

grand

when

supported the royal cause, it was
compelled to surrender in 1646.
CHESTERFIELD, Philip Stanhope, first Earl of (H,st.)
distinguished himself in the royal cause during the rebellion,
and died after a long confinement in 1656, aged 72.
Chesterfield, Philip, second Earl of, the grandson of the
preceding, was very active in forwarding the restoration of
the royal family, and died at the age of 80, after having
been long and high in office.
ChestkkfieHj, Philip Dormer, fourth Earl of, was born in
I6'f)4, appointed ambassador to Holland in 1728, and again'
in 1744 as ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary,
and died in 1773. He is well known as the author of
• Letters
to his Son,' which sufficiently stamped his character as a moralist.
His ' Miscellaneous Works' were published in 2 vols. 4to. 1777Chesterfield, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present
enjoyed by the family of Stanhope, of whom mention has
been made above under History, and also under that of
Stanhope.
QVide Stanhope^ The titles, arms, fie. of this
family are as follow
Titles.
Stanhope, earl of Chesterfield, and baron Sta
rebellion,

it

:

of Shelford.

Quarterly ermine and gules.
a wreath a tower azure, with a demi-liou ram-'
issuing from the battlements, crowned ducally!
gules, and holding between his paws a grenade firing proper.
Dexter, a talbot guardant ermitu ; sinister a'
Supporters.
wolf erminois, both gorged with chaplets of oak pro
" A Deo et rege."
Motto.
(Her.) the name of a family seated at dietwode, co. Bucks, long before the conquest, which at present

Arms.

On

Crest.

pant

or,

CHETWODE

j

enjoys the dignity and

on

sir

title

of a baronet, conferred in 170C

John Chetwode.

CHETWOOD,

Knightly (Ere.) an English divine of a nobh
was born in 1652, educated at Eton and Cambridge'
and died dean of Gloucester, alter having been nominate!
to the see of Bristol just previous to the abdication of Kimj
James II. He was the author of the life of Wentworth
earl of Roscommon, preserved in the library of Cambridge,
family,

in

Baker's

fixed to

MS.

collections

;

also of the life

of Virgil, pre-

Dryden's translation, and some verses, &c.

Chetwood, William Rufus

(Biog.) a bookseller, and aftei
wards a prompter at Drury Lane Theatre, died in
leaving,
General History of the Stage,' and SOSM
pieces for the stage long since forgotten.
{Her.) the name of a family which is derived
from the place of its residence in the county of Salop
whereof Adam de Chetwynd was of such distinction in then
early times, as to marry Agnes, daughter of John, ion
Luvel, baron of Dockinge, ami lord of Minister Luvel, ii
Oxfordshire, and by her was father of Sir John de ( he
'

A

CHETWYND

wynd, of Chetwynd, knt. ; to whom King Henry III. ii
the 37th year of his reign, granted free warren throughou
demesne lands in the counties of Stafford, Salop, am
Warwick.
Walter Chetwynd, esq. a descendant of thi
family, was created in 1717 baron of Rathdownc, co.
Thi
lin ; and viscount Chetwynd, of Bearhaven, co. Kerry.
titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
all his

:

Chester, a very ancient place, and well known to the Romans under the names of Cestria, Caslra Dcva. Deiiana,
Civilas Ecgionmn. Legio
lictrijr was so called from

XX

one of their

legions, which remained there till 330.
It
was the place of meeting for the Britons when they
and, according to the Saxon Chronicle,
Cted a king
the walls were repaired in 008 by Ethelfrcd, duke of
Mercia, and Ethelfieda, his wife.
Hugh Lupus, nephew
to William the Conqueror, being made earl of Chester,
;

possession of this city, which, in the reign of king
John, fell into the hands of the barons; and, during the
it

Chetwynd,
Rathdowne.

Titles.

Anns.

vis#ount

Argent, on a chief

Chetwynd,

vert,

two

and

ba,

spears, heads

the field, their points embrued proper.
A spear argent, embrued proper, issuing out of
ducal coronet or.
Supporters.
Two men in complete urmour, each hoiding
spear, as the i rest.
"
cuspide corona."
Motto.
Chetwynd, a younger branch of the above-mentioned family
enjoys at present the dignity and title of a baronet, coo

:'

Crest.

A

1

CHI
ferred in

CHI

1795 on Sir George Chetwynd, whose arms,

arc as follow

Sec.

:

Anns. Quarterly

;

first

and fourth azure, a chevron between
and third argent, two chevronels

three mullets, or; second
gules.

A

head erased.
Chetwynd, John (Biog.) an English divine, was born at
Banwell, in Somersetshire, in 16*23, and died in 1692.
Besides some sermons, he was the author of ' Anthologia
Historica,' 8vo. Lond. 167-1; republished in I69I under the
title of ' Collections, Historical, Political, and Theological,'
He also edited his grandfather's, Sir John Harrington,
&c.
' Briefe Viewc of the State of the Church of England.'
CHEVALIER, Anthony Ralph le (Biog.) a protestant divine
of Montchamps, in Normandy, was born in 1507, and died
He translated from the Syriac into Latin the
in 1572.
' Targum Hicrosolymetanum ;
and wrote Rudimenta Hettn. Wittemb. 1574.
Lingiue,'
braicse
GHEVERTf Francis dc (Hist.) a French general of Verdun,
who rose from the ranks ; defended Prague after the retreat
of Bellisle with obstinate bravery, which yielded to nothing
but famine ; contributed by his valor to the victory of Hastenbach, in 1757; as also to that of Lauterberg ; and died
in 176'9, aged 74.
CHEVILLIER, Andrew (Biog.) a doctor and librarian of the
Sorbonne ; was born of poor parents at Pontoise, in the Isle
of France, in 1636, and died in 1700, leaving, 1. ' Origine de
Crest.

goat's

'

'

A

l'lmprimerie tie Paris, &c.' 4to. Paris, 1694.
2.
translation, or rathustparaphrase, of the
Grand Canon de l'Eglise
Grecque,' 12iM>. Paris, I6'99, written by Andrew of Jerusalem, archbisfpr>p of Candy.
'

CHEVREAU,
Loudun,
and died

i'rban

and courtier of
was born in 1613,
Le Tableau de la Fortune,'

a scholar

(Biog.)

in Poitou, a province of France,
in 1701, leaving,

1.

<

reprinted under the title of ' Effets de la For2. ' L'Histoire du Monde,'
16.56, a romance.
l6cS6, frequently reprinted
the best edition is in 8 vols.

8vo. 16.51

;

tune,' Svo.

;

3. ' CEuvres Melees,' 2 vols. Hague, 1697.
Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by
the eldest son of the earl of WaMegrave.
CHEYNE, ./awes (Biog.) professor of the Scotch college, at
Douay, in Flanders, who died in 1602, was of the ancient
family of Arnage, or Arnagie, in Aberdeenshire. He wrote,
1. 'Analysis in Philosophiam Aristot.' 8vo. Duac. 1573, 1595.
2. ' De Sphiera, seu Globi Coplestis Fabrica,' ibid. 1575.
3. ' De Geographic Lib. duo, 8vo. ibid. 1576.
4. " Orationes duo, de Perfecto Philosopho,' &c. 8vo. ibid. 1577.
5. ' Analysis et Scholia in Aristot. Lib. XIV,' 8vo. ibid. 1578.
Cheynk, George, a physician of a good family in Scotland,
was born in 16*71, and died in 1743, leaving, among his
medical works, ' An Essay on the True Nature and Due
Method of treating the Gout,' &c. which passed through

12mo. 1717-

CHEWTON,

An Essay on Health and Long
and
besides which, he published ' Rudimentorum MeFluxionum inversae Specimina adversus Abr. de
Moivre
Fluxionum Methodus inversa,' &c. ; and Phi-

five editions at least

Life

;

'

;

'

thodi

;

'

'

'

Natural Religion,' &c.
Francis (Bios-) a nonconformist, was born in
1608 at Oxford, where he was educated, and was afterwards
appointed a visitor by the rebel parliament, whose cause he
warmly espoused. He was ejected from his living, and
died in 166.5, respected by no one. He was a bitter opponent
losophical Principles of

CHEYNELL,

of Chillingworth, in a

work

entitled,

'

The

Rise,

Growth,

and Danger of Socinianism ; in answer to Chillingworth's
work entitled, The Religion of Protestants,' &c.
CHIABRERA, Gabrielo (Biog.) an Italian poet, was born in
1552, and died in 1638.
His 'Lyric Poems,' 3 vols. Svo.
Rome, 1718, and ' Amadeida,' 12mo. Napoli, 1635, are
particularly admired.
AU his works were published in
4 vols. 4 to. Venice, 1731.
VOL. I.
'

'

CHIARAMONTI,

Scipio (Biog.) in Latin Claramontius, an
Italian astronomer of C.esena, in the province of Romana,
was born in 1565, and died in 1652, leaving, 1. ' Discorso
della Cometa pogonare deU' Anno 16"18,' &c. 4to. Venice,

I619. 2. ' Anti-Tycho,' &c 4to. Venet. 1621. 3. ' De Conjectandis cujusque Moribus et latitantibus Animi AU'ectibus
Semeiotice Moralis, &c. 4to. ibid, 1625. 4. ' Notte in MoDe
ralem suam Semeioticam,' &c. 4to. Csesen. 1625. 5.
tribus novis Stellis,' &c. 4to. Ciesen. 1628. 6. 'Difesadi
'

4to. Florente, 1633, an answer
7- ' DeUa Ragione di Stato Libri Tre,' &c. 4to.
1635; translated into Latin, 4to. Hamb. 1(579Methodo ad Doctrinam spectante Libri Quatuor,'

Scipionis Chiaramonti,' &c.
to Galileo.

Florence,
'

8.

De

&e. 4to. Caesen. 1639. 9- ' Ca;sena; Historia Libris Sexde10. ' De Atrabile, quod Mores
4to. Cfesen. 1641.
11. ' Anti-Philolaus,' &c. 4to.
attinet,' Svo. Paris, 1641.
De
Ciesen. 1643, against the system of Bullialdus. 12.
Universo Libri Sexdecim,' 4to. Colonn. 1644. 13. ' De Altitudine Caucasi Liber Unus,' &c. 4to. Paris, 16,94 ; 4to. 16'8S.
'
14.
Philosophia Naturalis Methodo resolutiva tradita,'
15. ' Opuscula varia Mathematica,'
&e. 4to. Cassen. 1652.
4to. Bonon. 1653, &c. &c.
CHIARI, Joseph (Biog.) an historical painter of Rome, who
died in 1727, aged 73.
CHICHELY, Henri/ (Ecc.) archbishop of Canterbury, and
founder of All Souls College, Oxford, was born about 1 36'2,
educated at
in Northamptonshire ;
at Higham-Ferrars,
Winchester and New College, Oxford ; promoted to the
bishopric of St. David's by Henry IV in 1408; succeeded
Arundel as archbishop of Canterbury ; and, after having
been employed on the most important missions to Rome by
The foundation of
both Henry IV and V, he died in 1443.
All Souls CoUege, for which the stone was laid in 1437, was
In 1422 he
not the first instance of his munificent spirit.
founded a collegiate church at his native place, in HighamFerrars, which fell into the sacrilegious and rapacious hands
[Vide Plate XII]
of Henrv VIII and his minions.
CHICHESTER, .Sir Arthur (Hist) of the ancient and noble
cim,'

'

family mentioned under Heraldry, was early employed in
arms, in the reign of queen Elizabeth ; and so distinguished
himself against the refractory Irish, by his zeal, fidelity,
valour, and prudence, that he was made lord deputy of Ireland, and raised to the peerage, as mentioned hereafter.
He died in 1624, after having been sent as ambassador to
the Palatinate.
first Viscount, and next brother of
the preceding, distinguished himself by his fidelity to his
sovereign in the time of the rebellion ; but died in 1648,
after having rendered him essential service in Ireland.
CHICHESTER, Sir John, Knt., youngest brother of the two
preceding, and surnamed the Younger, because his eldest
brother was also named sir John, was governor of Carrick-

Chichester, Edward,

fergus in 1597; when, falling into an ambuscade, which
was laid by Macdonnell, afterwards earl of Antrim, he was
taken and beheaded on a stone.
Chichester, Arthur, vide Donegal.
Chichester (Ecc.) alias Cirencester, Robert de, dean of
Salisbury, of the above-mentioned family, was consecrated
bishop of Exeter in 1128, and died in 1150, after having
bestowed much money in rebuilding and adorning his
cathedral.

Chichester, Earl of (Her.)
Leigh,
title

in

1644,

became

who dying

a title conferred on sir Francis
without male issue in 1653, the

extinct.

of, a title revived in the Pelham family,
[vide Pelhanf\ which was conferred in 1801 on Thomas,
The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as
lord Pelham.
follow
Pelham, earl of Chichester, and baron Pelham, ef
Titles.

Chichester, Earl

:

Stanmer, and baronet.

:

I

CHI

CHI
Quarterly, in the first and fourth three pelicans
argent for Pelham ; in the second and third two buckles.
Crest.
On a wreath a peacock in his pride argent, and
sometimes a buckle argent, in memory of sir John Pelham's making John, king of France, prisoner.
Supporters.
On the dexter side a horse mousedun ; on the
sinister a bear proper ; each collared or, gorged with a
belt argent, strap pendant, buckle and studs or.
Mi 'l/o. " Vincit amor patrire."
iiichester, the name of a noble family, which was originally
written Cirencester, from Cirencester, in Gloucestershire,
and was one of the most eminent in the county of Devon

Anns.

(

employment, and alliances, having flourished
for many generations at South Poole, not far from Kingsfor its estate,

where their ancient habitation was. The first of
name to be met with is Wallerande Cirencester, said to be
descended from a brother of Robert de Cirencester abovementioned, from whom descended sir Arthur Chichester,
who in 1612 was created baron Chichester, of Belfast, co.
Antrim.
He dying without issue, this title was revived in
1625 in the person of his lordship's next brother, sir Edward
Chichester, to which the superior title of viscount ChichesHis son
ter, of Carrickfergus, co. Antrim, was added.
Arthur was created in 1 647 earl of the county of Donegal.
Arthur, the fifth earl, was created in 1798 an English peer,
by the title of baron Fisherwick, co. Stafford and further
advanced in 1791, in the Irish peerage, to the dignity and
QYide
title of marquis of Donegal, and earl of Belfast.
bridge,

the

;

Dwicgar]

Chichester, the

elder branch of the above-mentioned family,

whose ancestor, sir John Chichester, was the eldest brother
of sir Arthur Chichester, first viscount Chichester beforeHis grandson, sir John Chichester, was created
mentioned.
a baronet in

The

1641.

arms, &c. of this family are as

follow

Arms.

Cheeky or and gules, a chief

Crest.

A heron

a city of England,

and

'

'

'

'

CHILDEBERT

Aimon.

It is entirely

capital of the

II, son of Sigehert, succeeded his father in Aus575, and died by poison in 596, after having joined
Burgundy, Orleans, and part of Paris, to his dominions.!
Gregor. Tur. 1. 5 ; Paul. Diacon. Hist, lie Longob. 1.3;
Aimon. 1. 5, &c. ; Apud. Du Chcsnc.
Childebert III, brother of Clovis III, and son of Thierry,
surnamed the Just, succeeded bis brother in (i'Jr>, and died
in 711, at the age of 28; during which time Pepin the
Fat had administered the government in his name.
Childebert, son of Grimoald, Mayor of the Palace in Austrasia, attempted to get possession of the throne of Sigclicrt;
but was taken and put to death by Clovis II, in 650.'
Aimon. 1. 4.
(Hist.) son of Pepin the Fat, and brother'
of Charles Martel, was often employed in the command ct
He is supposed to be the
the armies under his brother.

trasia in

founder of the third race of French kings,

the foundation of a temple.
After suffering
the assaults of foreign enemies, it is said to

lie

have been rebuilt by Cissa, the second Saxon king, who
it his residence; but was almost totally destroyed
by fire in 11.SO.
It was erected into a bishop's see about
he eighth century and the cathedral, such as it is now,
was rebuilt by ScHritl, its bishop, in 1199.
CHICOYNEAU, Francis (Mag.) first physician to the
French king, was born at Montpellior in [672, and died in
752, leaving, among other things, ' Observation! ct Reflections touchant la Nature, les Evene
IB el le Traitemenl
in which he
de la I'este de Marseilles,' l'Jmn. Paris, 1721
His son
maintained that, the plague was not infectious.
A inn- Francis Chicoyneau distinguished himself in the
nee of hotanv, and died in 1740, at the age trf ."8, professor and ehanccllor of the University of Montpcllicr, being
the fifth of liis family who had enjoyed that dignitv.
CHIFFLET, Jo/in James (Biog.) a physician of Bessncon,
was bum in 1588, and died in 1 660. lie wrote, among
His Latin works were
Viiidiciic I lispanira-.'
other things,
published in fol. Antv. l(i.V).
CniKJ'i-ET, Julius, a son of the preceding, published, 1. • His-

made

;

1

;

.

i,

'

to reign in the person of

Hugh

who commenced

Capet.

(Hist.) or Chilperic, a

name common

to some!

kings of France.
I, succeeded his father Merovacus
in 456, and died in 481, after having been
banished and restored, when he enlarged
The effigy of
his dominions by conquest.
this and the following princes are given, as
in the annexed figures.
Childeric II, younger son of Clovis II, was
made king of Austrasia in 660, and succeeded his brother Clotarius HI, as king of
Burgundy and Neustria in <>7<t- He was
popular while he suffered himself to be
but
guided by I.ogcr, bishop of Autun
falling afterwards into excesses, he was
assassinated in 668, by one iiodillon, whom
be had caused to be cruelly scourged. Daniel. Hist,
Frame ; Mczerai, <$c.
<
aniBIC HI, surnamed the Idiot, son of
Childeric II, was the last king of France

Childeric

History of Chichester.

posed to

2.

CHILDERIC

surrounded by walls.

Chichester, called in Latin Cicestria, was a Roman station,
and in its neighbourhood there is still a Roman camp.
Several antiquities have been discovered at different
supplaces,
particularly the remains of what was

much from

1.

Childebert

COUrlty of Sussex, situated on the river Levant, 36 m. S. E.
Lon. 0° 47' W., Lat. 50°
Winchester, 61 S. S. E. London.

50' N.

;

CHILDEBRAXD

vaire.

rising with an eel in his beak proper.

Chichester (Geog.)

du

Chevalier Jaq. de Lalain,' 4to. Brussels, 1C34.
2.
Genealogie de la Maison de Rye,' fol. 1644. 3. Cuiiealogie de la Maison de Tassis,' fol. 1645.
4. < Historia
Velleris Aurei,' 4to. Antv. 1652.
Chifflet, Peter Francis, a Jesuit, who died in 1(>"82, at the
L'Histoire de
age of 92, wrote, among other things,
l'Abbaye de Tournus.'
CHILD, William (Biog.) a doctor of music, and a native of
Bristol, died in 1697, at the age of 90, after having been
His works are,
organist of Windsor Chapel for ()5 years.
'Psalms for Three Voices,' &c. 16.39; 'Catches, Rounds,
Catch
that
Catch Can,"
Hinton's
and Canons,' published in
1 652 ;
Divine Anthems,' &c. but his principal pieces are
his Services and full Anthems, in Boyee's Collection.
(Hist.) a name common to some kings of
France.
Childebert I, the third son of Clovis I, by St. Clotilda, succeeded in 511 to that share of his father's dominions which
was named the kingdom of Paris, and died in 55S, after
having been at frequent variance with his brothers Thierri
and Clotarius. Procop. de Bell. Got/i.l. 1 ; Greg. 'Fur. 1.3;
toire

;

'

1

1

1

di

1

first
race, who was raised to the
throne by Pepill, the son of Charles Marte
and being soon after deposed by the same
powerful minister, was confined in a moHist.
nastery, where he died in 742.
Franc. Script. ; Apud. Du Chen.
CHILDREY, Joshua (Biog.) a divine and natural philosi
pher, was born in 1623, educated at Oxford, from whi<
he was driven by the rebels, and died in l(>7l>, leaving
Syzygiasticon It
1.
Indago Astrologica,' 4to. 1652. 2.

of the

'

'

CHI
&c

stauratuni,
nica,'

Svo.

Lond.

CHI
Britannia

1<55S

Baco-

&c.

CHILLINGWORTH,

William (Biog.) an English divine
son of William Chillingworth, mayor
and
of Oxford, was born in 1602 ; admitted a scholar of Trinity
College in 1618 ; elected fellow in 1628, after having taken
He was
his degrees in the regular way ; and died in 1644.
a steady loyalist, having fought and suffered in the cause of
the king ; but unsettled in his religious opinions, having at one
period embraced the Romish faith, which he afterwards left
controversialist,

His principal
return to that of the church of England.
work was ' The Religion of Protestants a Safe Way to Salvation,' ccc, two editions of which were published within
five months, the first in fol. Oxford, 163S, and the second
in London; it was afterwards reprinted in 1664, 1674,
1684, 1704, 1719, the ninth in 1727, and the tenth in
It is worthy of obser1742 ; besides an abridgment in 4to.
vation, that this book got him the reputation of being a
Socinian, among the outrageous opponents to the Romish
church.
CHILMEAD, Edward (Biog.) a classic and mathematician
of Stow, in Gloucestershire, was educated at Oxford, from
which be was driven by the rebels, and died in 1653, leaving, 1. ' Catalogus MSS. Grsecorum in Bibl. Bodl.' 1636.
Trea2.
translation from the French of Ferrard, of *
tise on Love,' Svo. 1640 ; also of Gaffarel's ' Curiositates
Inauditae ;' and Campanella's Discourse touching the Spanish
' Hue's
Monarchy, 4to. Lond. 1659Treatise of the
Globes,' ibid. 1639 and 1659; and Modena's 'History of
3. ' De Musica Antiqua
the Rites, etc. of the Jews.'
Grseca,' printed at the end of the Oxford edition of Aratus,
in 1672 ; besides Annotations on three Odes of Dionysius,
and a Latin version of John Malala's ' Chronographia,' Svo.
Oxon. 1691.
CH1LO (Biog.) a Spartan philosopher, who was ranked
among the seven wise men of Greece, is said to have died
of excessive joy on his son's obtaining the victory at the
Olympic games, A. C. 597- Diog. Laert. 1. 1 ; A. Gell. 1. 1 ;
Auson. Lud. .Sept. Sap.
Plin. 1. 7
CHILPERIC (Hist.) the name of two French kings.
Chilperic I, son of Clotaire I, succeeded as king of Soissons
in 561, and was murdered in 5S4, as he was returning from
hunting, by his mistress Fredegunde, as was suspected, who
was also supposed to have murdered his wife Galsonde.
Gregor. Tur. 1. 5 ; Aimon. 1. 3 ; Fredegarius, Sigeberl, fyc.
Chilpekic II, son of Childeric II, succeeded
Dagobert III, in 715, and died after a reign
to

A

A

;

which he had been more
than once beaten by Charles Martel.
His
is
given,
eftigy
as in the annexed figure.
'"Av^ff
Chilpkric, son of Gondieaire, succeeded his ^y\p~''
fy
''' J
father as king of Burgundy in 456; but his "•'
brother Gondeband revolting against him, put him and his

which was fruitful, abounded in goats;
and the bottom, which was marshy, with serpents. Belle-

lions; the middle,

is said to have conquered the Chimsera, because he
made his habitation on that mountain. Horn. II. 1. 6 ;
Euripid. in Jon. ; Apollod. 1. 1 ;
Hesiod. Theogn. v. 322
Horat. 1. 2, &c. ; Tibull. 1. 3, el. 4 ; Strab. 1. 1 1 ; Scyl. in
Perip. ; Plin. 1. 2 ; Lucret. 1. 5.
Chimera (Xumis.) this monster is represented on medals, as
may be seen under the head of Bellerophon.
(Geog.) an extensive empire in the south-east of

rophon

first

;

CHINA
Asia.

bounded on the E. and S. by
Thibet, and on the N. by Montbetween the 20th and 41st degree
of north latitude, and the 101st and 122d of east longitude ; comprehending 1260 geographical miles in length
from north to south, and 1050 in breadth from east to

Boundary and Extent.
the ocean, on the
golia

;

and

is

west.

The whole kingdom of China
Provinces and Chief Towns.
is divided into fifteen provinces or governments, namely.
The northern, according
six northern and nine southern.
to the rank which they assign to them, are Pekin, Xan>i,
which the TarHonan,
Sughuen,
Xantung,
and
Xensi,
The nine
tars comprehend under the name of Catai.
southern provinces arc Hunguang, Nanking, Chekianj.".
Fokien, Quantung, Quangsi, Jungan, and
Kiangsi,
Queicheu, which are comprehended under the general
name of Mangin. Among its principal towns are Pekin,
the present capital, Nanking or Nanguing, the former
royal residence, and Canton, its principal place of commerce.
China has very fine rivers, the two
Rivers and Lakes.
The
principal of which are the Kiang and the Hoan.
principal lakes are the Poyang, which is 250 m. in circumference, the Tongting, which is 200 m., the Hongtse,
and Kaoyeou, &c. ; besides several canals, one of which,
called the Grand Canal, is said to surpass any of the kind
in the whole world.
Among the numerous islands on
Islands and Mountains.
the S. and E. coasts of China, the principal are the islands
China is not a
of Formosa, Lieutehieu, and Hainau.
mountainous country but there are several ridges which
of
the
immense
chains
of mounseem to be continuations
tains that cross the centre of Asia ; the principal of these
is
the ridge called by some Ottocara, which separates
China from Tartarv.
;

History

of five years, in

S^^v

'

'

wife,

~

with his two sons, to death.

CHIM.'EKA (Myth.)

a celebrated monster,
sprung from
Echidna and Typhon, which vomited flames, having three
one of a lion, one of a goat, and one of a
dragon.
Its breast was also that of a lion, its middle that of
a goat, and its tail that of a dragon.
Ovid. Met. 1. 9-

heads, namely,

Pecltis et era lea,

caudam

1.

He was succeeded
years before the birth of our Saviour.
others, who were of no particular family ; the
succeeding emperors are divided into 22 families, filenames of which, together with the number of emperors,
and duration of their reign collectively, are exhibited in
:

serpentis habebat.

6.

is

by Euripides

called

Horace triformis.

and by
have killed him

Kumber cf Empertvs.

1.

Hva

17

2.

Sh'ang

3.

Chew

28
35
4
25

Flammisque armata Chimara.

Whence he

China.

by seven

Families.

Virg. jEn.

of'

China is distinguished by Ptolemy under the name of
Sinarvm regit/, and by the inhabitants of Cochin-China
and Siam it is called Cin, whence its modern name is
The Chinese empire is very ancient, but by no
derived.
means of the antiquity which they pretend to give it. Its
first founder, according to the general agreement of historians, was Fohi, who began to reign upwards of 2000

the following table

Qmiqiie Chimtna jugo mediis in partibus hircum,

It is

W. by

situated

-piauifiaroQ,

4.

Tsin, or Chin

this fable

5.

explained by the circumstance of the burning mountain of
Lycia, named Chimsera
the top of which was the resort of

6.

Han
Hewhan

7.

Tsin, or Chin II

Bellerophon

mounted on the horse Pegasus.

is

said to

The

origin of

is

;

3

k

2

2
15

Reigned.

458
644
873
43
426
44
155

CHI
8.

CHR

CHO
CHOKIER,

John Ernest de (Biog.) a lawyer of a noble
familv of Liege, was born in 1571, and died about 1650,
Notie in Senecse Libellum de Tranquillitate
leaving, 1.
Tbesaurus Aphorismorum
2.
Anitni,' Svo. Leod. 1607Politicorum,' &c. 4to. Rom. lGlO; Mogunt. 1613; fol.
Not* et Dissertationes in Onosandri Stra3.
Leod. 1642.
4.
Tractatus de Permutegicum,' Gr. et Lat. 4to. 16*10.
tationibus Beneficiorum,' Svo. Rom. l6l6', and fol. 1700.
'

'

'

'

5.

'

De Re Nummaria

Leod. 1649, besides

&c

Prisci M\i,'

some

Law

8vo. Colon. 1620,

Works, &c.

CHOLMELEY

(Her.) a branch of the family of the Cholme[Vide Chohmmdeleif]
which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet,
conferred in 1S06 on sir Montague Cholmeley, of Euston,
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
in Lincolnshire.
Arms.
Gules, two helmets in chief, and a garb in base or.
A demi-griphon segreant suhle, winged and beaked
Crest.
or, holding in his claws a helmet proper.
(Her.) or Cholmondley, Viscount, a title conferred
in l64.5 on Robert Cholmondley, who was afterwards created
earl of Lcinster, and dying without issue, became extinct in
["Vide
It was revived in the person of his nephew.
l6;>9.
leys,

or

Cholmondeleys of Chester,

:

'

CHOLMLY

Cholmondeleif]
Sir Hugh (Hist.) or as it is sometimes
written Cholmly, of the noble family mentioned under Heraldry, was knighted for his valour in the expedition into
Scotland under the duke of Norfolk, in 36 Henry VIII,
and afterwards distinguished himself in the reign of Philip
and Mary, against the Scotch. He was five times sheriff of

CHOLMONDELEY,

Cheshire, and died in 1.596, in the 83d year of his age,
highly esteemed for his noble qualities.
Cholmondeley, Sir Hugh, son of the preceding, inherited
his father's virtues, and treading in bis steps, signalized
himself in the reign of queen Elizabeth against her enemies,
particularly

against the rebel earls of Westmoreland and
whom he defeated before he was 21. He

Northumberland,

On

demi-griphon rampant sable, beaked,
winged, and membered or, holding a helmet as those in

Crest.

a wreath, a

the arms.
Supporters.
On the dexter side a gryphon sable, its beaks-,
wings, and fore-legs, or j on the sinister a wolf of the
second, gorged, with a collar purflew, voire.
" Cassis tutissima Virtus."
Motto.
James Francis (/ling.) a physician of Paris, at the
end of the 17th century, published, 1. Univeisse Medicines
Theories Pars Prima,' &c 12mo. Monspell. 1709. 2. ' Traite
des Eaux Minerales,' &c. 12mo. 1734, and frequently re-

CHOMEL,

'

printed afterwards.

Ciiomel, Peter John Baptisle, brother of the preceding, was
the author of Abrege de l'Histoire des Plantes Usuelles,'
12mo. Paris, 1712.
Chomel, John Baptisle Lewis, son or nephew of the preceding,
who died in 1765, wrote among other things Essai Historique sur la Medicine en France,' 12mo. 1762.
•

'

CHONNIDAS

(Myth.) preceptor to Theseus, who was honoured bv the Athenians with an annual sacrifice of a ram.
I'lut. in Thes.
Rene (Biog.) a lawyer of Bailleul, in Anjou, who
died in 1606, wrote a number of works on legal subjects,
which were printed in 8 vols. fol. 1663, and a Latin edition
of them in 4 vols.
John Robert (Biog.) a philosopher of Geneva, was
born in 1642, and died in 1731, leaving, 1. Theses Physics
de varia Astrorum Luce,' 4to. 16'74. 2. ' Memoires succincts
3. ' Diverses Recherches sur
sur la Reformation,' 16'94.
l'Hist. de Geneve,' 3 vols. fol. in MS. besides an Introduc-

CHOPIN,

CHOUETj

'

tion to Logic.

CHOUL,

William du (Biog.) an antiquary of Lyons, was the
author of * La Religion et Castrametation des Romains
Anciens,' fol. Lyons, 15.56, and 4to. 1569, 1580, Italian
translation, fol. 1559, the Latin translation 4to. Amstel,
1.585.

CHRESTUS

died in the 43 Eliz.

CnoLMONDELEY,

Robert, Viscount, son of the preceding, distinguished himself for his loyalty during the rebellion, and

died in 16.57.
of, grand-nephew of the preceding, served king William in the field, and was in all the
He
distinguished
himself particularly
wars of that reign.
at the battle of Steenkirk, in which he was wounded.
Cholmondeley, James, third son of the preceding, was also

Cholmondeley, George, Earl

engaged the greater part of his life in arms, and signalized
himself very conspicuously at the battle of Falkirk in 1 745.
Cholmondeley (Her.) the name of a noble family, so denominated from the lordship of Cholmondeley, in the hundred
of Broxden, in Cheshire ; which name is said to have been
written 25 different ways, as Chulmuiidele, Ckulmundelly,

Ckelmonsleigk, Ckelmundelegh, Cholmly, SfC.
mondeley, or Cholmly, before-mentioned, was
was raised to the peerage afresh in l66l.
Robert was created viscount Cholmondeley, of

Robert Cholthe

first

who

His nephew

Kellis, in the
province of Leinster ; and his son was created in 1689 lord
Cholmondeley, of Namptwich, co. Chester, in 1706 viscount
Malpas, and earl of Cholmondeley, also co. Chester, in 1714 ;
baron of Newborough, co. Wexford, in Ireland, and in 1710"
baron of Xewburgh in the Isle of Anglesey ; George James,
the fourth earl, was created in 1815 marquis of CholThe titles,
mondeley, and earl of Rocksavage, co. Chester.
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Cholmondeley, marquis of Cholmondeley, earl of
Titles.
Rocksavage, earl of Cholmondeley, viscount Malpas, viscount Cholmondeley, baron Cholmondeley, of Nampt;

:

wich, baron Newburgh, co. Wexford, baron Newburgh,
Isle of Anglesey, and a baronet.
Arms.
Gules, two esquires' helmets in chief proper, garnished or ; in base a garb of the third.

(Hist.) a man who encouraged the Jews to
disturbances at Rome in the reign of Claudius, which
was the cause of their expulsion from the city. Suelon. in
Claud, e. 25.
Florent (Biog.) or as he was called, Q/.inlus
Septimus Florens Christianas, a poet of Orleans, in the l6th
eentury, wrote some satires entitled ' La Baronnie,' Svo.
1564; besides some translations, particularly of Oppian.

make

CHRETIEN,

CHRISTIERN
veral kings of

(Hist.) or Christian, a

name common

to se-

Denmark.

son of Thierri, or Theodorie, succeeded Christopher, of Bavaria, on the throne of Denmark in 1448, and
died in 1481, after having founded the Order of the EleHe was succeeded by his son John.
phant.
Ciiristiern II, surnamed the Cruel, or the Northern Nero,
succeeded his father John in 1.513, and was elected king of
Sweden in 1520, from which latter throne he was driven
by Gustavus, and his Danish subjects also rebelling against
him, he was defeated, and died in prison in 15.59Ciiristiern III, succeeded Frederic I in 1534, and died in
1.559, at the age of 56, after having made Lutheranism the
His son Frederic II
established religion of the country.

Ciiristiern

I,

succeeded him.

Ciiristiern IV, son of Frederic II, succeeded his father in
1588, at the age of 12, and died in 1648, after a reign of
60 years, in which, as the chief of the Protestant league in
Germany, he had earned on war against the emperor and
was also twice engaged in a war with the Swedes. He was
succeeded by Frederic V.
Ciiristiern V, son of the preceding, was declared king of
;

Denmark in the life-time of his father Christiern IV, but
being of a sickly habit, he died in 1647, a year before his
father.

Christiern VI, who

is

sometimes called Christian V, by ex-

CHR

CHR
eluding the preceding, succeeded his father Frederic III in
1670, and died in 1699, at the age of 54.
He had engaged
the German princes in a league against Sweden, but was
defeated bv the Swedes in different engagements.
CHRISTINA (Hist.) daughter of Gustavus Adolphus the
Great, succeeded her father in 1633, and abdicated the crown
in 1654, in favour of her cousin Charles Gustavus.
Having
previously abjured Protestantism she retired to Rome, where
she died in 1689, at the age of 63.
[Vide Plate IV]
Christina, the name also of some princesses.
Christina, wife of Uladislaus II, king of Poland, excited
great dissensions between him and his brothers, which led to
his deposition in 1123.
Christina of Denmark, daughter of Christiern II, king of
Denmark, was married first to Francis Sforza, duke of
Milan, and afterwards to Francis, duke of Lorraine, bv
whom she was the mother of Charles II, duke of Lorraine.
She was a princess of great talent, who was instrumental in
the conclusion of a peace between France and Spain in 1558.
Christina of Lorraine, grand duchess of Tuscany, was the
daughter of Charles II, duke of Lorraine, grand-daughter
of the preceding, and wife of Ferdinand I, of Medieis, grand
duke of Tuscany, was a distinguished princess in her day
both for her virtues and her spirit; she died in 1637Christina of France, daughter of Henry IV, and wife of
Victor Amadeus, duke of Savoy, governed those states
during the minority of her son with distinguished prudence,
and died in 1663.

CHRISTOPHER
Christopher,

(Hist.) a name common to some princes.
son of the emperor Constantino Copronymus,

v

ived the title of Cipsar from his father in 76'9, but had
tongue cut out in 792 by his nephew Constantine VI,
to death by the empress Irene, five years after.
Christopher, eldest son of Romanus Lecapenus, was made
emperor of Constantinople bv his father in 920, and died in
1

his

and was put

931.

Christopher, a name common to some kings of Denmark.
Christopher I, son of Valdemir II, succeeded his brothers
Eric VII and Abel V, in 1252, and died as is said of poison
i:i 1259, administered by Amefast, bishop of Aqnus, in the
bread that he had consecrated for the Eucharist.
II, son of Eric VII, succeeded his brother
Eric VIII, and died in 1333, after a reign of 13 years, in
which he had been twice driven from his throne, and as
often restored.
He added the Isle of Rugen to Denmark.
Christopher III, son of John, count palatine of the Rhine,
succeeded Eric IX in 1439, died in 1448, and was succeeded
by Christiern I. Johann. Mas- 1. 22 ; Crantz. Hist. Dan.
Christopher, Duke of Wirtcmburg, being stripped of his
estates through the intrigues of Charles V, retired to France,
and did great service to Francis I. He afterwards died in
quiet possession of his father's principality in 1568.
Christopher, vide Gamit.
Christopher, vide Columbus.
CHRISTOPHERSON, John (Ecc.) an English prelate, and
native of Lancashire, was educated in St. John's College,
Cai (bridge, chosen one of the first fellows of Trinity College after its foundation by Henry VIII in 1546, of which
lu- was also appointed master ; made dean of Norwich in
lied out of England in the reign of Edward VI, on
155 1
account of his religion; promoted to the see of Chichester
in the reign of queen Mary, and died in 155S.
He translated Philo Judieus into Latin, 4to. Antv. 1553
and also
the ecclesiastical histories of Eusebius, Socrates, Sozomcnes,
Miiis, and Theodoret, fob Colonn. 1570.
(
1 Id )MIS (Myth.) one of those who opposed the nuptials of
Peneui and Andromeda. Ovid. Met. 1. 5.
(Hist.) xptfjuioc, an Argive, who, with Alienor,
survived a combat between 800 of his countrymen and 301)
Spartans.
Heriod. 1. 1, c. 82.

Christopher

;

;

I

1

CHROMIUS

CHRONIUS

(Iiiog.)

Orchomenos.

Paus.

a
1.

man who
8.

c.

built a temple of

Diana

at

48.

CHRONOPIUS

(Ecc.) a bishop of Perigucux in the sixth
century, assisted at the Council of Agde in 506, and at the
two first Councils of Orleans, in 511, and 533. He was
distinguished for his piety and his charitv.
(Mi/th.) the Greek name fur Saturn or Time.

CHRONOS
CHRYSANTAS

(Hist.) an officer in the army of Cyrus,
king of Persia, who was commended by the latter because
he would not stop to kill an enemy that was in his puwer
when he heard the sound for a retreat. Xenoph. Cijropced.
apud Ccel. Rhod. 1. US Plut. in dua\st. Rom.
(Hist.) a magician in the age of Julian
the Apostate, who was made high-priest of Lydia ; in this
post he displayed great moderation towards the Christians.
;

CHRYSANTHUS
Eunap.

in J

Chrysanthus

1.

it. 1.

(Ecc.) a martyr in the reign of Numerian, or,
Gregor. Tur. de Glor. Martyr, j

rather, of Valerian, in 257-

Bolland. Martyr.

CHRYSANTIS
was

in

Pans.

(Myth.) a nymph who told Ceres, when she

Argos, that her daughter had been carried away.

1.

1.

CHRYSAOR

(Myth.) ypvoawp, a son of Medusa by Neptune,
who had Geryon, Ephidna, and Chimera, by Calirrhoe, oneof
the Oceanides. Hesiod. Theog. v. 281, &c. ; Hygin, Fab. 151.
(Hist.) a eunuch and favourite of the emperor Theodosius the Younger, abused the confidence of his
master by sowing dissensions in the imperial court and also
in the church.
He was afterwards put to death by order of
Pulcheria.
Cedrcn. Annal.
(Myth.) a river of Sicily, which was worslupped
as a deity.
Lie. in Verr. 4. c. 44.
CHRYSEIS (Myth.) ypvertte, daughter of Chryses, priest of
Apollo, and wife of Eetion, king of Lernessus, who, falling
to the lot of Agamemnon at the taking of that city, was the
occasion of a quarrel between the latter and Achilles, with

CHRYSAPHIUS

]

CHRYSAS

which Homer commences

his

'

poem.

CHRYSERMUS

(Biog.) a Corinthian, who wrote a history
Plut. in Parall.
of Peloponnesus, and India, &c.
(Myth.) vide Chryseis.
(Myth.) a natural son of Pelops, who is said

CHRYSES
CHRYSIPPUS

have been killed by liis step-mother Hippodamia, or at
her instigation. Apollod. 1. 3. c. 5 Hygin. Fab. 85 ; Paus.
to

•

;

1. 5. c. 20
Chrysippus

Plut. in Parall.
(Biog.) a stoic philosopher, who died from excesA. C. 207- He wrote many treatises, and
advanced many paradoxes. Horal. 1. 2. sat. 3 ; Vol. Max.
1. 8;
Diog. Laert. in Vit.
Chrysippus a freedman of Cicero, reduced again to servitude
Cic ad Alt. 1. 7. ep. 2.
in consequence of his misbehaviour.
Chrysippus, the name of a physician of (nidus, and also of
;

sive drinking,

some others mentioned by Jonsius and Yossius.
(Hist.) a priestess of Juno at Mycentc, whose

CHRYSIS

temple being burnt by her negligence, she lied to Tegea, tu
Pans. 1. 2.
(Ecc.) a saint and martyr, is said to have

the altar of Minerva.

CHRVSOGONTS

suffered in the persecution of Diocletian.
Emanuel (Hist.) a native of Constantinople, of a noble and ancient family, was employed by the

CHRYSOLORAS,

emperor, John Paheologus, on different important embassies,
and died while be was attending the Council of Constance,
His Greek Grammar was published soon after
the invention of printing, since which there have been many
editions from 1480 to 1550, 4to. and 8vo. but all are very

in 1415.

scarce.

CHRYSOPOLIS
now

(Geog.) a promontory and port of Asia,

Scutari, opposite Byzantium.
(Geog.) a river of Syria,

CHRYSORRHOAS

now Raradi.
a bishop of Constantinople,
and one of the most distinguished fathers of the church,

CHRYSOSTOM,

St. Join, (Ere.)

.

\

CHU

CIB

died in 40", at the age of 53, after having been banished for
his opposition to the raising a statue to the empress Eudoxia,
the wife of Areadius.

The

best editions of St.

Chrysostom

Gr. by Saville, 8 vols. fol. Eton, 1613 ; and that
of Montfaucon, in Gr. and Lat. 13 vols. fol. Paris, 1718.
{Myth.) a name given by Homer to
Iphigenia, daughter of Agamemnon.
Chrysothk.mis (Biog.) a Cretan, who first obtained the
Paus. I. 10.
poetical prize at the Pythian games.
(Myth.) a surname of Ceres; also a daughter
Apollon. 1. 3 ; Paus. 1. 2.
of Erectheus.
{Myth.) one of the soldiers who sprang from
the dragon's teeth sown bv Cadmus also a centaur killed by
Nestor.
Hygin. Fab. 178 ; Ovid. Met. 1. 12.
CHUBB, Thomas {Biog.) a deistical writer, of East Hamham,
near Salisbury, was born in 1679. and died in 1746, leaving
among other things, ' The Supremacy of the Fathers asserted,' &c. ; and
A Farewell to his Readers,' which was
published after his death.
CHUDLEIGH, Lady Mary (Biog.) a poetess, of Winsloder,
in Devonshire, daughter of Sir Richard Lee, and wife of
Sir George Chudleigh, bart., was born in 1656, and died in
1720, leaving, ' A Dialogue between Lucinda and Marissa ;'
and * The Ladies' Defence,' which, with other poems, were
published in 1710, and a third time in 17-2 ; besides which
she published some Essays in 1710.
CHURCH, Thomas {Biog.) an English divine, was born in
1707, educated at Oxford, and died in 1756, leaving, 1. 'A
Vindication of the Miraculous Powers which subsisted in
the Three Centuries of the Christian Church,' &c. 17492. * An Appeal to the Serious and Unprejudiced,' &c 17.">0.
3. ' An Analysis of the Philosophical Works of the late
Lord Bolingbroke,' 1795.
Churchill (Hist.) or Churchill, Sir Bartholomew de, of the
ancient family mentioned under Heraldry, was a great
warrior, who held the castle of Bristol for king Stephen, and
are, that in

CHRYSOTHEMIS

CHTHONIA

CHTHONIUS

:

'

1807

George, the third duke of Marlborough, obtained
authority by royal sign manuel to take and use the surname of Churchill in addition to, and after that of, Spencer.

[Vide Marlborough]
the title which was conferred on Francis
Almarick Spencer, second son of George, third duke of
Marlborough, who was created in 1815 baron Churchill, of
Whichcote, co. Oxford. The arms of this branch of the
family are the same as those of the duke of Marlborough,
with the proper difference.
Churchill, Charles (Biog.) the poet, son of a clergyman, was
born in Westminster in 1731, and died in 1764. Among
his works, which now enter into the collections of the
English Poets, his 'Rosciad;' 'The Prophecy of Fame;'
;
' The Apology
'Epistle to Hogarth;' 'Night and the
Ghost ; &c. are the principal. [Vide Plate XXIX]
{Hist.) high-priest and chief of the Druids
among the ancient Gauls, whose tomb was discovered in
1598 in the country of Poupot, near Dijon, with the in-

Churchill, Lord,

'

'

CHYXDONAX
scription

ff upa caXuVrei XvvcovaKrog
aV( y«, \vaiot koviv opwffi.

Mt#p;/e Iv opydct, x^t ia r °
'ltpitov apY>r/«, Av<rirej3ijg

i. e. in the grove of Mitlira this tomb covers the body of the
high-priest Chyndonax: begone profane, the liberating gods
protect my ashes.
Gab. Simeon. Antiq. de la Limagne.

CHURCH-YARD,

Thomas

{Biog.) a poet of the l6th cen-

tury, who wrote, among other things, the
Legende of
Jane Shore,' and the ' Worthiness of Wales,' 8vo. 1580,
an edition of which was published in 1776.
CHYTR.EUS, David {Biog.) a Lutheran divine of Ingelsing, in Suabia, was born in 1530, and died in 1600,
leaving, among other things, ' Chronologia Historic Herodoti et Thucvdidis,' 8vo. Argentorat. 1563; and ' Chronicon Anni 1593,' &c.
An edition of his whole works was
printed in 2 vols. fol. Hanov. 1604.
CIACONIUS (Biog.) or Chaco Alphonsus, a Dominican and
died fighting in his cause.
titular patriarch of Alexandria, was born at Bacca, in AndaChurchill, Sir Winstan, a distinguished loyalist, suffered
lusia, in 1540, and died about 1599 or 1601.
Among his
both in his person and his goods during the rebellion but,
works are, 1.
Historia utriusque Belli Dacici,' &c. fol.
surviving the restoration, he was in the service of Charles II,
'
I6l6. 2.
Vitse et Gesta Romanorum Pontificum et Cardiand James II, and died in 1688. He wrote a history, ennalium,' which, with the continuation, was printed in 4 vols,
titled, " Divi Britannici
being a Remark upon the Lives
fol. Rom. 16'76
the sequel down to Clement XII was pubof all the Kings of this Isle,' &c. Lond. 1660.
lished by Marie Guamacci, 2 vols. fol. 1751.
3.
BiblioChurchill, John, vide Marlborough.
theca
Scriptorum
ad Annum 1583,' fol. Par. 1731, and
Churchill, George, third son of Sir Winstan, was born in
Amst. 1732.
1663, and died in 1710, an admiral of the Blue, after having
ClACONiua, Peter, brother to the preceding, was born at
fought bravely in the service of king William.
Toledo in 1.325, and died in 1581. He was employed by
Churchill, Charles, fourth son of Sir Winstan, assisted at
Gregory XIII in correcting the calendar, and also in rethe battle of Lauden, in 1693, against king James II, and
vising an edition of the Bible
besides which he wrote
took Ids nephew, the duke of Berwick, prisoner.
He died
' De
Triclinio Romano,' which, with the Treatises of Urin 1714, after having been constantly in the service of king
sinus and Mercurialis, was published in
12mo. Amst.
William.
1689 also inserted in Gravius' Thesaurus.
Churchill {Her.) an ancient and noble family, so denominated from the lordship of Churchill, co. Somersetshire, CIAMPINI, John Justin (Biog.) an antiquary of Rome, was
born in 1633, and died in 1698, leaving, 1. ' Conjecture
which was formerly written Curechill, Cherchill, Chirchill,
de Perpetuo Azymorum usu,' cVc. 4to. 1688. 2. ' Vetera
&c.
The patriarch of this family was Gitto de Leon, of a
Monumenta,' &c. 2 vols. fol. I69O, 16'99. 3. Synopsis Hisnoble family in Normandy, who lived in 1055; his son,
torica de Sacris ^Edificiis a Constantino Magno Constructis,'
Wandrel de Leon, was lord of Courcil whose son, Roger
fol. 1693, &c.
de Courcil, came over with William the Conqueror, and was
rewarded with the lordship of Churchill among other lands. CIASLAS (Hist.) or Seislas, the l6th king of Dalmatia,
who, being defeated and taken prisoner by the widow of
From him descended Sir Winstan Churchill, before-menan Hungarian general named Ladislaus, whom he had pretioned, whose eldest surviving son was John Churchill, the
viously slain, he was put in chains after having his ears and
celebrated duke of Marlborough [Vide Marlborough], who
was created, in 16S2, lord Churchill, of Eyemouth, co. Bernose cut off, about the year 8 60.
wick, in Scotland; in 16S5 baron Churchill, of Sandridge,
CIBBER (Biog.) or Cibert, Gabriel Cuius, a native of Flensco. Herts; in 1689 earl of Marlborough; in 1702 marquis
burg, in Holstein, and a statuary, came to England at the
of Blandford, and duke of Marlborough.
He dying without
time of the restoration, and having married the daughter
male issue the titles devolved on the Spencer family [Vide
of William Colley, esq. of an ancient family of Glaiston, in
Spencer], by the marriage of lady Anne, bis second
Rutland, had by her Colley Cibber, the subject of the next
In
article.
daughter, with Charles Spencer, earl of Sunderland.
He died in 1700, at the age of 70, leaving, among
'

;

*

;

;

'

•

;

;

'

;

;

cm

C1C
Two

and Raving
Madness, formerly before the front of Bethlehem Hospital
Gibber, Colley, a poct-laureat, and son of the preceding, was
born in Southampton-street, London, in 1671, and died in
'.'<'.
The best edition of his works, which consist mostly
of plays, is that of 1760, in 5 vols. 12mo.
Cibbkr, Theophilus, son of the above, was born in 1703, and
lost bis life in 1757 on the coast of Scotland, where the
vessel was shipwrecked in which he was going to Ireland.
lie was an actor, and also a writer of some dramatic pieces,
Lives
besides the share which he is said to have had in the
his works, the

brother of the orator, was Caesar's
lieutenant in Gaul, and proconsul of Asia for three years
but, being proscribed, with his son, at the same time as his
brother, he offered himself to the sword of bis assassins, who
were sent to dispatch him, and perished with his son, who
had attempted to conceal his retreat. Pint, in Cic.
CICONES (Myth.) a people of Thrace, near the Hebrus,
whom Ulysses is said to have conquered on his return from
Troy.
The Bacchanalians, among this people, tore Orpheus

Cicero, Quintus,

Figures of Melancholy,

I

Libber,

Susanna

vols.

lirg. Geog.

(Geog.)

Maria,

an

of the preceding, and
high professional reputation.

wife

Vert, 4,

c.

now Burun,

14; Horut.

1.

a

1, ep.

town of Phrygia.

Cic.

Discerptum latasjuoenem sparttrtper <^u>s.

CID, The

in

praetor,

ai
1.

C. {Hist.) a secretary to Scipio Africanus, who,
obtained a triumph over the Corsicans.
Liv.

he made five chiefs, or petty kings, prisoners, and
obliged them afterwards to pay him an annual tribute.
He
died about 1008.
(Biog.) vide Demetrius.
CIGNAXI, Carlo (Biog.) an artist of Bologna, or, according
to some, of Rome, was born in 1628, and (bed in 1719He
is accounted very happy in his taste of composition, and excellent in the disposition of his figures.
CILICIA (Geog.) a country of Asia Minor, on the sea-coast,
at the north of Cyprus, the south of Mount Taurus, and,
the west of the Euphrates, which forms a part of the mo-i
It had
dern Caramania that is at present under the Turks.
at one time kings of its own ; but, when reduced to a Roman
province, it was governed by a proconsul, of which Cicero
Xenoph. Anal. 1. 1
I an: de Re
was one. Herodot. 1. 1
Rust. 1. 2 ; Paterc. 1. 2 ; Slrab. 1. 14 ; Plin. 1. 5.
CILIX (Myth.) a son of Phrcnix, or, according to Hero-'
dotus, of Agenor, who, going in quest of his sister EuropSjJ
settled in the country of Cilicia, to which he gave his name.

T11 II ins (Hist.) the

CIDONIUS

8.

TuUiiu sratas raplabal
liegia progenies, et

in

TuUo

agminaturmei

sanguis

(alull. de eo, carm. 4Q.
Disertissime Romuli nqyotum,
Quot snnt, quotjuefuere, Marce

Martial.

1.

Spanish hero, whose real name was Doit
Bivar, distinguished himself no less by

whom

son of a Roman knight of
Arpinum, was lineally descended from the ancient kings of
Sabine, who, after passing through the several offices of the
state in regular succession, was elected consul U. C. G01.
1.

tie

his success than his valour in fighting against the Moors, of

41, &c.

Sil.

(Hist.) a

Roderigo Dias

fi.

CICEREIUS,

CICERO, M.

4.

1.

Sprito Cicomim quo munere matres
Inter sacra lJenm, noctunuque VTgia Buecbi

lStno.

actress, died in 1766, leaving a

CTBYRA

11b alto.

Tulli.

10, ep. 10.
Hoc, quod secula, potterique possint
Arpinis quoque comparart chartit.

;

During

he suppressed the conspiracy of Cawhich be was styled the Father of his Country ;
but his enemies afterwards prevailed against him
ClodlUS
first procured his exile, and, on his return, he fell a victim
caused
who
to the personal animosity of M. Anthony,
hiin to be assassinated as he was flying to Caieta, when,
putting his head out of his litter, it was severed from his
body by Herennius, in the G3d year of his age, A. C. 43.
His head and right hand were carried to Rome, and hung
upon the rostrum and so implacable was the animosity of
the triumvir and his wife, Fulvia, that the latter tore the
tongue out of the orator's mouth, and pierced it with a gold
tiline,

his consulship

for

;

Herodot.
lie.

Jun. (Hist.) an oppressive governor of Bithynia in the
of Claudius, who, through the contrivance of hi;
friends, was continued in his government in spite of the
Dio. Cass
petitions of the inhabitants.
Tae. Anna!. 1. 12
;

Eloqttium

ncfumam

Giovanni (Biog.) a painter of Florence, was bon
in 1240, and died in 1300, after having revived the art
painting in Italy.
DominicO (Biog.) a musician and composer o

Dcmosthenis aut Ciceronis.

lucipil optare,c\c.

CIMAROSA,

et

Monte, in Naples, who died in 1801, composed
other things, the operas II Pittore Parigino etl'Ita
which were received with great applause.
CIMBRI (Geog.) a people of ancient Germany, who inha,
bited the country which now forms a part of Denmark
They were conquered by Marios after having given the Ro

Capo

Utrumque
exnndam ieto dedit mgetrnfilU.
Ingenio manus est, et cervix casa.
EloqUUt, sed uterque perit orator.

di

among

—

'

liana in Londra,'

The

talents of Cicero, as an orator, a statesman, and a
writer, were so conspicuous that, had he possessed any one
of them singly, he would have been entitled to hold the first
rank among, not onlv bis cotemporaries, but all who have
His works have
ever claimed distinction in the world.
been the admiration of all ages, and his style the standard
of pure Latinity. [Tide Plate XXXI] Among the numerous editions of bis works complete, the most valuable are
that of Verburgius, 2 vols. fol. Amst. 1724 } that of Olivet,
9 vols. 4to. Genev. 1 7.">S and the Oxford edition, 1(1 vols.
PUn.
4to. 1782.
C. Nep. in Attic; Senec. Suator. (>;
1.7; Quint'ilA. 10; Phil, in I'il. ; Appian. ; Horns; Dio.
Cassius ; Eutropiut, 0/c.
ClCKno, Marcus, son of the preceding, wast;. ken by Augustus
bis colleague in the consulship, notwithstanding that he
a.,
had fought at the battle of l'barsalia on the side of I'ompey
but he disgraced himself and his father by his vices, partilerly that of drunkenness, in which he boasted of ex;

;

Anthony.

60.

CIMABUE,

Juv. Sat. 10.

1

10.

1.

reign

1.

I

;

CILO,

bodkin repeatedly.

celling

;

dpottod. 1. 3 ; Hygin. Fab. 1 78.
7
(Hist.) the surname of the family of Mcecenas

1.

CILNIUS

;

hargus

'

to pieces for his obscenity.

'

of the Poets,' 5

the

mans much

trouble.

Juv. Sat. 15.
Qui

nee

Ibid. Sat. 8.
Atque

terribiles

Cimbri,nee Britttmci unquam.

postquam nd Cirnbros, $trn»rmque tobibant
Qui nunquam attigerant jnujoru cadavrra com.

Luc.

id'ii

1.
A.'s

Proper/.

1.

pruut Setunum motus, CimbrutnquefurenUm

2, eleg.

1.

Cimbrarumqut ninoi,

Paterc.

Mar.

;

ct

bene/acta Mar'.

Slrab. I 1
Mel.
Clin: Ant. German. 1. 3.
1.

CIMMERII

'J

;

;

1.

3

;

Flor.

1.

3

;

Pint.

(Geog.) a people near the Palus Mirotis

;

1

also

people of Campania, who are said to have lived in caves
Cimmerian darknes:
whence the proverbial expression
'

GIN
Horn1.

3, 5

Odi/ss.

Plin.

;

CIMMERIUM
Cn'w, whose
1.

13; Herod.

1.

1.

CIS
1;

Fi'rg.

6, &c.
(Grog.) a town of Chersonesus Taurica,

I.

inhabitants

were

called

Cinimerii.

now

CINNAMUS,

JMeA

secretary to Manuel Comnenus in the 12th century, wrote a
History of the reigns of John and Manuel Comnenus,
which was published by Du Cange, Gr. and Lat. fol. Paris,
1670.
CIXO de Pistoia (Biog.) a lawyer and poet of the 14th
century, is now principally known as the founder of Italian

&c

1,

CIMOLUS

(Gcog.) an island in the Cretan Sea,

now Po-

Hno.

CIMON

(Hist.)

Ki>ct»',

an Athenian, and father of Mil-

Herod. 1. 6.
tiados.
Cimon. an Athenian general, the son of Miltiades and Hegisiphyle, went to prison in order to obtain the body of his
father, because he was unable to pay the fine imposed on
the latter ; but being released by his sister Elpinice, who
was also his wife, he distinguished himself against the Persians at Salamis and elsewhere ; and, after having suffered
exile, and been recalled, he died while besieging the town
of Citium, in Cyprus, A.C. 449, in the 51st year of his
Herod. 1. 6'; Thucyd. 1. l,&c. ; Diodor. 1. 11; Cic.
age.
de Offie. 1. 2 ; Cor. Nep. el Pint, in I'it.
Cimon (Biog.) an Athenian who wrote an account of the

war of

Amazons against his country.
(Hist.) one of the descendants of Cinyras, who
over the ceremonies of Venus at Paphos.
Tacit.

tiie

CINARADAS
presided
Hist.

1.

2,

3.

c.

tected in a conspiracy against the Ephori, and put to death
Xen. Helen. 1. 3 ; Aristot. de rot. 1. 5, c. ~.
John (Biog.) surnamed the Grammarian,

/£«. 1.6; Strab.

CIX.F.THOX (Bios.) vide Cinethon.
CINCINNATI'S, L. Q. (Hist.) a celebrated Roman, who
was taken from the plough to be dictator when his eountrv-

poetry.

CIXTRA

(Gcog.) or Sintra. a large village of Portugal,
situated on two mountains of the same name, in the province
of Estremadura, anciently called Monies Lima', 15 m. X.
Lisbon.
convention was entered into here, in 180S, after
the battle of Vimiera, between sir Hugh Dalrymple. on the
part of the British, and Junot, the commander of the French.
CI
I A
(Myth.) a surname of Juno.
CIPRIANI, John Baptist (Biog.) an artist of Pistoia, was
born in 1727, and died in 1785. He lived and died in England, where he was much patronized.
CIRCE (Myth.) KipKi), a daughter of Sol and Perseis, who
was skilled in magic and the use of venomous herbs, by
which she changed the companions of Ulysses into swine.
I'irg. Eclog. 8, v. 70.

W

A

NX

Carminibus Circe

Hor.

1.

1, ep. 2, v.

Sirenum

socios

mutant

Que

whom

Sub domina meretrice Juisset

Flor.

1.

1

;

Plin.

1.

18.

CINCIUS, L. Alimcntus (Hist.) a pnetor of Sicily in the
second Punic war, who wrote Annals in Greek.
Dionus.

Hall

1.

CIXEAS

(Hist.) a Thessalian, who was minister to king
Pyrrhus. by whom he was sent to negotiate a peace with
Romans.
He dissuaded his master from continuing
Cic. Tusc. 1. 1, &c. ; Plin. 1. 7.
the war.
CIXELLI, John (Biog.) a physician of Florence, was born
in 1625, and died in 1706, leaving
Biblioteca Yolante,' in
five parts. Naples, 1686, which was reprinted with additions
in 4 vols. ito. Venice, 1734
1747CINESIAS (Biog.) a Greek poet of Thebes. Allien. 1. 12,
the

'

—

c2<).

CIXETHOX

(Biog.) a Spartan, who wrote genealogical
Pans. I. 2.
(Gcog.) a river of Spain, now Cinea, flowing from
the Pvreneau mountains into the Iberus.
Cirs. de Bellpoems.

CIXOA

Gall. I

1

:

l.ucan.

CIXGETORIX
Borne.

1.

a prince of
I.

Gaul

in alliance

with

5.

Cingetorix, a prince of Britain, who attacked Cesar's camp
Ca's. de Bell. Gall. 1. 5.
by order of Cassivelaunus.
CIN'XA, L. Corn. (Hisl.) a partisan, who, with Marius, took
violent possession of the consulship, and committed many
atrocities
lie was opposed by Sylla, and while preparing to
defend himself, was assassinated by a private
soldier.
Palere. 1. 2
Phil, in Mar. cjr. ; Appiun. de Bell. Civ. 1. 1 ;
;

Flor.

1.

3.

Roman, w-ho was killed at the funeral of Ciesar,
because he was supposed to be one of his murderers.
LlMHA,
Cn. Corn., grandson of Pompey, who conspired
CriBJA,

a

Augustus; but being pardoned he became his friend,
was made consul, and left the emperor to be his heir. Scncc.
de Clem. c. 9
Dio. 1. 55.
inna. C. Helvius (Biog.) a poet, intimate with Ca?sar, of
whose verses only 16 are preserved. Pint, in Cats.
INNADON (Hist.) a Lacedsmonian youth, who was deVOL. I.
against

;

:

turpis et excors.

Horn. Odyss. 1. 10; Hcsiod. Thcogn. v. 956; Apollon. Arg.
4; Apollod. 1. 1 ; Hi/gin. Fall. 125.
(Gcog.) a town of Gloucestershire, situated
on the river Churn, 89 m. X. W. London, 17 S. E. GlouIt is called by Ptolemy Corinniiim ;
cester.
and in the
Itinerary of Antoninus, Durocornovium.
The three Roman
mads, the Fuss-way, Irmin-street, and Icknicld-way, met
here, which, with the numerous medals, coins, tesselated
pavements, and other vestiges of antiquity, sufficiently testify that this was an important military station.
During
the rebellion in 1641, it was first occupied by the king's
forces, from whom it was taken by the rebels, but retaken
in the same year by prince Rupert
CIRILLO, Dominic (Hisl.) a physician of Xaples, was born
in 17-'0, and executed for treasonable proceedings with the
revolutionary French in 179.9.
He published, 1. ' Introduetio ad Botanicum,' 1761.
2. ' Xosdlogia> Methodicae
Rudimenta,' 17S0. 3. ' De essentialibus nonnullarum Plantarum Characteribus ;' besides an account of the PapyruV
and other botanical treatises.
ORIS (Mi/lh.) the name of Sevlla, daughter of Xisus, who
1.

CIREXCESTER

'

into a bird of the same name.
Ovid. Met. 1. 8.
(Ecc.) an Arian, bishop of Africa in the fifth cenwho, being supported by Hunneric, persecuted the

was changed

4.

(Hist.)

de Bell. Gall.

Ca-s.

si

rt6sti

mm sociis s'ultus cupidusque bibisset,

men wore

closely besieged by the Volsci and Equi, over
he triumphed, and then returned to his fields. He
was afterwards a second time chosen dictator, in which,
being no less successful, he quickly laid down his office, and
withdrew to his retirement.
Cic. de Fin. 1. 4 ; Lin. 1. 3 ;

I

23.

voces et Circes pocuia

CIROLA
tury,

orthodox members of the Christian church. Procop. de Bell.
I 'anil. 1. 1 ;
Victor. L'tic- de. Pas. Vand. ; Gregor. Tur.
1.
Isidor. Hisl.
Vand. ; Baron. Annul, arm.
2 ;

Hist.

!M.

\-e.

CIRRH.EUS,

Sinus (Geog.) a gulf of Phocis, now Gulfo di
Lepanie, on which was situated a small town, near to Delphos and Mount Parnassus.
CIRTA (Geog.) a town of X'umidia, and formerly its capital,
which the kings .Tuba, Scyphax, and Massinissa, made their
residence ; and where Jugurtha killed Adherbal, the son of
It became a Roman colony, and was afterwards
Micipsa.
called Constantino, in honour of Constantine.
Two councils
were held in this citv in the vears 305 and 412. Sallust. tk
Bell. Jugurth.; LivX 30, c. 12; Strab. 1. 17; Mel 1. 1
Plin. 1. 5
Plot. 1. 4 ;
S. August, coal. Crescon. 1. 3
Optat. conl. Piirmcn.
CTSALPIXA, Gallia (Geog.) a part of Gaul, otherwise
j

;

:

CLA

CLA

and Togata, the chief divisions of which were
Liguria, Taurini, Insubres, Cenomanni, &c.
QVide Gallia^
CIS AM US (Geog.) or Cysamus, an ancient town of Crete,

was no

called Citcrior

now

|

Chisamo.

CISNER,

Nicholas (Biog.) a Lutheran, of Mosbach, in the
Palatinate, was born in 1529, and died in 1583.
His original works were published under the title of ' N. Cisneri,
&c. Opuscula Histories,' &c. 8vo. Francof. 16'11; besides

which
'

he

Aventinus'

published

'

and

Annals,'

Krantz'

who

gave his name to a mountain of Boeotia, sacred to Jupiter and the Muses.
Ajwllod.
1. 2 ;
Virg. /En. 1. 4 ; Strab. 1. Q ; Pirn. 1. 4 j Ptol. 1. 3 ;
Paus. 1. 9, &c.
CIUDAD Rodrigo (Geog.) a fortified town of Leon, in Spain,
situated on the river Agueda, 30 m. E. by N. Coimbra, 45
Lon. 6° 33' W.,
S. S. W. Salamanca, and 110 W. Madrid.
lat. 40° 52' N.
This town was built in the 13th century,
on the site of the ancient Mirobriga, and has been subject
to several captures, namely, by the Portuguese in 1706,
by the French in 1810 ; and by the British, under the duke
of Wellington, in 1812.
CIVEAUX (Geog.) a village of Poitou, in France, in the
modern department of Vienne, celebrated for the victory
gained by Clovis, king of the Franks, over Alaric, king of
the Visigoths.
CIYTLIS, Jul. (Hist.) a powerful Batavian, who raised a
revolt against Galba.
Tac. Hist.l. 1.
CLAGETT, Nicholas (Ecc.) son of Nicholas Clagett, a clergyman of St. Edmund's Bury, in Suffolk, who died in 1716,
was successively bishop of St. David's and of Exeter.
Clagett, William (Biog.) uncle of the preceding, and also
a clergyman, was bom in 1646, educated at Cambridge,
where he took his degrees of A. B. and A. M. in 1663 and
He left many controversial Trea1667, and died in 1688.
tises against the Dissenters and the Romish Church.

(Myth.) a Icing

(Ecc.) vide Clare.
Alexis Claude

CLAIRAULT,

a mathematician
of Paris, was bora in 1713, and died in 1765, leaving,
'
Sur les Curves d'une Curvature Double,' 4to. 1TS0.
1.

2.
la

•

Elemens de

Figure de

la Geometrie,'

la Terre,'

8vo.

1

(Biog.)

Theorie de
Elemens de l'Algc-

8vo. 1741.

743.

4.

'

3.

'

5. ' Tables de la Lune/ 8vo. 1754.
Count de (Hist.) an Austrian general at
the beginning of the revolution, who distinguished himself
against the French, particularly at the battle of Gemappe,
where, though defeated, he made a masterly retreat.
He

bre,' 8vo.

1746.

CLAIRFAIT, N.

was

and valour than his pi
and died Lord Lieutenant of Ireland in 16')'
leaving a high character for exemplary piety and grc
honour.
less distinguished for loyalty

decessors,

Clanricabde, Earl of (Her.) one of the
present by the family of

QVide

De Burgh^

The

De

titles

Burgh, or Bourk,

titles,

enjoyed
in

;

Irelai.

arms, &c. of this family

;

as follow

De Burgh, earl of Clanricarde, and lord Dunkelli
Or, a cross gules, in the dexter canton a lion ra
pant sable.
Crest.
On a wreath, a cat-a-motmtain sejant guard;
proper, gorged with a plain collar and chained or.
Supporters.
Two cats guardant, collared and chained
Titles.

Anns.

Saxonia.'

CITHiERON

CLAIR, St

.

:

and died

798.
CLAIRON, Clara Joseph Ilippolylu Lewis Delalude (Biog.)
an
obscure
origin
from
to
high
celebrity on the French
rose
stage, and died in 1 803, at the age of 80.
CLANBRASSIL, Earl of (Her.) a title conferred in 1757
on James Hamilton, esq., of Killileah, descended from a
branch of the family of the earl of Strabane, which became
extinct in 1798, at the death of the second earl.
Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present
enjoyed by a branch of the family of Trench.
(Geog.) a river of Campania, now L'Agito, or
L'Anio.
( I.ANMORRIS,
Lord (Her.) baron Clanmorris, of Newbrook, co. Mayo, a dignity and title conferred in 1803 on
sir John Bingham, of Newbrook.
Richard, Earl of (Hist.) rendered essenrecalled in

1

7.95,

in

1

CLANCARTHY,
CLANIUS

CLANRICARDK,

•

1

*

the crest.

CLARE,

John Fitzgibbon, Earl of (Hist.) son of John Fi
gibbon, esq. was born in 1 749
educated at Dublin c
Oxford ; and after studying for the bar, of which he \ i
the greatest ornament in his native country, he was pointed Lord Chancellor of Ireland ; and in that capac r
displayed a vigour of mind and temper in the most try
;

1

•

died in
raldryl

commanded

the admiration of his enemies.
»
1802, full of honours. QVide Clare, under J-

times, that

Clare,

St. (Ecc.) or Clara, a native of Assisa, and foun r
of the religious order of Poor Clares, was born in 11,
in
1253, and was canonized by Alexander IV. Sh s
died
said to have brought on herself the disease which caused r
death, by her excessive austerities and mortifications.
Clare, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present enjo d
by the Fitzgibbon family, of whom honourable mention s

been made under History. [Wide Fit~gitiUm~l
arms, &C. of this family are as follow

The

tit

;,

Fitzgibbon, earl of Clare, viscount Fitzgib! 1,
baron Fitzgibbon, of Lower Comello, co. Limerick, Id
Fitzgibbon, of Sidbury, co. Devon, in the peerage of .«

Titles.

United Kingdom.
Arms. Ermine, a saltire gules, on a chief

or, three ami s
of the second.
passant
gules,
bristled
or,
boar
charged on e
Crest.
body with three annulets or.
On the dexter a lion gules, on the sinistc a
Supporters.

A

griffin argent.

" Nil admirari."
George, Duke of (Hist.) brother of Edward ',
king of England, having joined the party of the car d
Warwick, against his brother, was afterwards tried and 1demned to death for this offence. He is said to have 1 n
drowned by his own choice in a butt of malmsey, in te
Motto.

CLARENCE,

1

Tower.

Clarence, Duke of (Her.)
confined to

enjoyed

members of the

by

William

a

title

which has hitherto

royal family, and

Henry,

the

third

is

son

1

-n

at pre

it

of

In

who was

born in 1765, and in 178;) :is
created duke of Clarence and St. Andrews, in Oreat Brit 11.
He is a knight of the garter id
and earl of Minister.
thistle, admiral of the red, and ranger of Bushy 1 k.

George

III,

His royal highness's arms are the same as those of the pi
of Wales, with the omission of the scutcheon of pretem
the fourth quarter, and the label dillcrenccd.
Edward Hyde, Earl of (Hist.) chanc
of England, and descended from an ancient family in V

CLARENDON,

01

in

»i
It-

service to the crown during the rebellion of O'Neile,
Tyrone, and died in 1635, after having enjoyed the
confidence and favour of king James I and Charles I.

shire, was born at Dinton, in Wiltshire, in 16'08, educed
at Magdalen Hall, Oxford, where he took his baclu r's
degree in 1625, and afterwards studied for the bar; ut
engaging early in politics, he adhered to the king, veil

Cl.ANiucAniiK, Vlrielc, Earl if, son of thcjprcccding, distinguished himself for his loyalty to Charles I, and suffered
Tins nobleman left Memoirs
both in Iris person and estate.
;>f his Administration in Ireland, 8vo. Lond. 1722.
Claniucakuk, William, Earl of, cousin of the preceding,

the country broke out in open rebellion, 11ml at the Res mtion was raised to the dignity of Lord Chancellor. In
this situation he drew enemies upon himself, and be mc
so unpopular that he found it needful to go into volui irr
exile, in order to avoid an impeachment, and died at Hieu

tial

earl of

:

CLA

CLA
History of the Rebellion,' which
Besides the
1673was written during the usurpation, in his retirement in the
Jsle of Jersey, he composed some other pieces, theological as

whom

well as political.

Crest

'

in

Clarendon. Henri/, Earl

son of the preceding,
also took an active part in the troubles of the times ; but,
at the Revolution in l6SS he refused to transfer his allegiance to king William, and died in retirement in 1709His State Letters,' during his government of Ireland, and
his Diary for the Years 1687, 1688, 1689, and 1690, were
printed in 2 vols. 4to. 1 763, from the Clarendon press in
of,

eldest

'

Oxford.

Clarendon, Thomas

Villiers,

Earl

of,

second son of Wil-

Eam, earl of Jersey, was several years minister in the reign
George II, at the courts of Dresden, Vienna, and Berlin,
and died in 1718, after having been constantly in the ser-

of

vice of kings George II and III.
Clarendon, Earl of (Her.) a title conferred on sir Edward
Hvde before-mentioned, who was created lord Hyde in
The title became
l660, and earl of Clarendon in l66l.

the death of the fourth earl; but has
been revived in the person of Thomas Villiers abovementioned, who by marriage was allied to the chancellor's
family [Vide Hyde and rimers'] ; the titles, arms, &c. of
which are as follow
Titles.- Villiers, earl of Clarendon, lord Hyde, of Hindon,
(and a count in the kingdom of Prussia.)
Arms. Argent, on a cross gules, five escalop shells or, with
extinct in 1753, at
since

:

a crescent for difference.
Crest.

On

crowned

a wreath

a

lion

rampant argent,

ducally

or.

Two

eagles sable, ducally crowned or ; each
charged on the breast with a cross argent.
"
Fidei
coticula
crux."
Motto.
(Her.) the name of a family who came from

Supporters.

CLARGES

England in the time of Edward
His descendant, Sir
IV, of which was John de Clarges.
Walter Clarges, was created a baronet in 1674. Their arms,
&c. are as follow
Arms. Barry of ten argent and azure, on a canton sable,
a ram's head couped of the first, armed with four burns
the province of Hainault to

:

or.

In a ducal coronet or, a ram's head as in the arms.
Richard (Biog.) a writer who, after having
been educated at Oxford, turned first baptist and then
He wrote some controversial
quaker, and died in 1723.
tracts, chiefly relating to the profession in which he died.
CLARINA. Eyre Massey, Lord {Hist.) younger brother of
Hugh, lord Massey, entered early into the army, and died in
1804, after a life of active and honourable service.
Clarina, Lord {Her.) a title conferred in 1800 on Eyre
Crest.

CLARIDGE,

Massey above-mentioned for his long services.

CLARIUS

(Ecc.) or Clario Isidorus, a prelate was born at
of Chiara, near Brescia, in 11-95 ; was made
archbishop of Fuligno by Paul III; and died in 1555,
after having appeared with distinction at the council of
the castle

He left ' Scholia in Biblia,' fol. Venet. 1654 ; and
•Scholia in N. Test.' Svo. 1544: besides some Latin Sermons,
and some Letters ; which latter, with his ' Opuscula,' were
Trent.

published in 4to. Mutin. 1705.
CLARKE, Sir William (Hist.) of the second family mentioned under Heraldry, entered early into the army, in
which he obtained a very high degree of reputation, parti-

where he was commandant of the British
Goa. He died at Seringapatam in 1808.
Clarke (Her.) the name of a family of Salford, co. Warwick,
which, being possessed of Woodchurch, in Kent, about the
time of the Conquest, was thence denominated ; but adopted
the name of Clarke about the time of Henry III, in consequence of a marriage with an heiress of that family ; from
cularly in India,

forces at

descended Sir Simon Clarke, created a baronet in

The

arms, &c. of this family are as follow:
Gules, three swords erected in pale argent ; hilts or.

1617.

Anns.
1.

sword

A

hand couped

the wrist

to

proper,

holding

a

as in the arms.

Crest 2. Party per pale, a fleur de lis argent and sable.
of Cresses Green-House, near Cork, the name of a
family which at present enjoys the dignity and title of
baronet, conferred in 1S04 on Sir William Clarke, abovementioned ; the arms, &c. of which are as follow
Arms. Argent, on a bend gules, cottised azure, an eastern
crown or, between two swans passant argent, between

Clarke,

three pellets.

On a stump of a tree proper, a lark with wings
expanded proper, with two ears of wheat in his beak or.
Clarke, Samuel (Biog.) an orientalist, of Brackley, in Northamptonshire, was born in 1623; educated at Oxford, where he
was beadle; and died in 1669 leaving, 1. Variie Lectiones
et Observationes in Chaldaicam Paraphrasim,' inserted in the
6th vol. of the Polyglott Bible. 2. ' ScientiaMetrica et Rhythmica, seuTractatus de Prosodia Arabica,' &c Svo. Oxon. 1661;
besides the share he took in Walton's Polyglott Bible, by
correcting the Hebrew text, Chaldee paraphrase, and
the Persian gospels ; which last he translated into Latin.
Clarke, Samuel, a nonconformist, of Woolston, in WarwickCrest.

'

;

shire, died in

1682, leaving,

among

other things,

1.

'The

Marrow of Ecclesiastical History,' 1650; which, together
with a second part, was republished in 1654 ; but the best
edition is said to be in fol. 1675. 2. ' A General Martyrology,' fol. 1651 ; to which be added, in 1652, ' An English
Martyrology.' 3. ' The Lives of sundry Eminent Persons,'
&c. fol. 1683.
The son of this Samuel Clarke was also a
nonconformist, who wrote Annotations on the Bible,' fol.
16'90 ; and a grandson of his, of the same name, was the
author of 'Scripture Promises;' a popular work among
'

those of his

own

persuasion.

Clarke. Alured, an English

divine, was born in 1696, and
educated at Cambridge ; and is entitled to notice as the
founder of the sick hospital at Winchester, which was the
His son, Charles Clarke, esq.
first of the kind in England.
was appointed one of the Barons of the Exchequer, and died
in 1750 of an infectious disorder caught at the Old Bailey

Sessions.

Clarke, Jeremiah, an English

organist and composer of
church music, who put an end to his existence in 1707, in
consequence of a desperate passion for a lady of a rank far
His anthems are highly esteemed.
superior to his own.
Clarke, Samuel, an English divine, of Norwich, was born in
He was
1675, educated at Cambridge, and died in 1729a great controversialist, and among his writings of this description, ' The Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity ' is the
principal, which gave rise to many pamphlets on the subject,
and was censured by the Lower House of Convocation. He
Being and Attrilikewise published some sermons on the
butes of God,' which were justly liable to objections; but he
was more harmlessly employed in editing ' Ctesar's Commentaries, and the Iliad of Homer,' the latter of which has become
'

a general school book.
William, a divine and antiquary, of Hughmon Abbey,
was born in 1696, educated at Cambridge,
The Connexion
and died in 1771. His principal work was,
The son of
of the Roman, Saxon, and English Coins,' &c.

Clarke,

in Shropshire,

'

gentleman, Edward Clarke, who died in 17S6, was also
a clergyman, and author of a copy of Greek Hexameters on
the Death of Frederick, prince of Wales ; published in the
'
Luctus Academise Cantabrigiensis,' 1751. His grandsons, the
Rev. James Stanier Clarke, the biographer of Nelson ; and
the Rev. Edward Daniel Clarke, the traveller ; have fully
maintained the literary reputation of their family.
CLARKSON, David (Bios.) a nonconformist, of Bradford,
3 l 2
this

CLA

CLA
was born

1622, educated at Cambridge,
ejected from bis living of Mortlake, in Surrey, in llife, and
Besides a volume of Sermons, in fol. be
died in H)86.
wrote
No Evidences of Diocesan Episcopacy in the Primitive Times,' -Ho. KiNl, in answer to Dr. Stillingfleet ; and
another on the same subject, entitled Primitive Episcopacy,'
1688 which was answered by Dr. Henry Maurice, in Hiyi,
in his
Defence of Diocesan Episcopacy.'
(Geqff.) or ('/aros, a town of Ionia, famous for an
is said to have been built by Manto,
Il
oracle of Apollo.

in Yorkshire,

in

'

;

'

CLARES

daughter of Teresias, who fled from Thebes after it had
been destroyed by the Epigoni.
Si rah. 1. 14 j Mela, 1. 1 ;
Pans. 1. 7 ; Serv. in Mn. 1. 3.
Ovid. Met. 1. 1
;

(

LASTIDIUM

(Geog.) now Schiatezzo, a town of Liguria.
Si rah. 1.5.
(Hist.) or Asnasagliel, a king of Ethiopia in the
Kith century, succeeded his father.
He persecuted the
missionaries whom he had requested to be sent to him from

Lie A.

.'i'-i

:

Claudia, gens (Xuinis.) the medals of

the

and was

;

killed in battle against the

Mahometans,

inscriptions

laude of Lorraine, the first duke of Guise, displayed extraordinary valour at the battle of Marignan. against the Swiss,
when he was taken from the heaps of slain covered with
wounds. He was afterwards employed by Francis I on
other occasions, with equal credit to himself and advantage
to his sovereign
and died in 1542.
t
ii'iin of Lorraine, son of the preceding, was early inured to
arms, in which he acquired great glory, and was killed at
the siege of Rochellein 1573.
Claude of Lorraine, son of Henry I, duke of Lorraine, was
employed in the wars about religion, and died in 1657CLAUDE of France, queen of France, daughter of Louis XII,
;

1.

to Francis, duke d'Angouleme, and afterwards
She was crowned in 1506, and died in
king of France.
1514.
CLAUDE, St. (Ece.) bishop and archbishop of Besancon, and
native of Salins, in Burgundy, resigned his pastoral charge,
which he had held for a number of years, and retired to a
monastery, where he died in (>'<)(>'
LAUDE, Clement, bishop of Turin in the ninth century, was a
great enemy to the worship of images.
< LAUDE
Lorraine (Hiog.) a landscape painter, otherwise
called Claude (lelee, was horn in KJ00, and died, as is
generally supposed, in 1682, leaving the reputation of being
inimitable in the branch of the art which he practised.

was married

the additions of P.

GERM I— XXI;

[Vide Plate

;

Suet, in Tib.

LAI DIA

Kit.

Hal.

1.

7- v.

33.

.

Turn seeura capUfitnem, fremitttsque Uon\ m
Audiri tisus tubito, ft graviora /'> r sural
Nulla pulsa manu sonuerunt tympana dint
Fertu/r prona ratis, ventos mtpelUr* c

Ovid. Fast.

1.

4.

Claudia Quintet genus Ctauso

reft rebat

ah alia

:

^.ic Juries iiti\iar iwhilitate tail.
;

'.'<" et

sed

credita,

criminu aeta

LtEserat, et falsi

rumor iniquus

rca est.

(liihl.) a

Claudia pMBCld
Credita out tandtm

;

tured by others that

iji

1.

1

Meic prisca dueens clautorum ah aright* gentem
tiqiui ptiputi mala creilita fainn
Inpupi'im mvi> I'almi^at' ikulisque profn
Claudia, non

Casta tpiidem

Roman lady, converted to Christianity by
Tim. Lv. 21
supposed to be the wife of Pudens,
who is immediately named before ; for Martial speaks of a
Claudia, the wife of Pudens. With less probability it has
Rufma,

mentioned

this

was the British lady,

under

ecclesiastical

history.

cp. 4.

1.

a Sabine, who, when his countrymen refused to make
with the Romans, fled to Rome, accompanied by a
lie then assumed the name of Appius
body of followers,
I lis descendants
C lanciius, and was elected into the senate.
of dictator live
filled ill' post of consul twenty-eight times
obtained
sis triumphs
of ceo or seven lames and
sus,

;

;

1

They wire

distinguished by the surof Pulcher, .Marccllus, Nero, Centho, &C, anil were,
irv few exceptions, determined enemies to the ple-

two ovations.

.

Uv.

29:

Vol Max.

1

.

(<>(.

"Hit

;

pudiea Dei.

8;

1. 7.
c. 33;
64; Suet, in Tih. c. 2.
Claudia, the wife of Metellus Celer, ami sister to P. Clodhi
so infamous in the time of Cicero.
Cic. ail Finn. 1. 5. cp.
&c.
Claudia, a step-daughter of M. Anthony, whom Augusta
married, but dismissed immediately after, in ronsequ
Sueton. i't Aug.
a quarrel with her mother Eulvia.
Claudia, Pulchra, a cousin of Agrippina, who was condemns
charge
of
adultery,
and
criminal
designs against Tibf
on a
'File. Annul. 1. I, c. '2.
rius.
Claudia, two daughters of the emperor Claudius. [Vid
Antonia and Ocla\ 'm~\
(
w ma, Julia, or Clatidilla, the daughter of M. Silenus, ttiu
first wife of the emperor Caligula, died a short time ate
their marriage in child-birth.
Claudia, a daughter of Nero by Poppsa Sabina.
1.

Annul.

1.

1.

I.

c.

1'lin.

4, c.

"•

gem

(Hist.) one of the most illustrious families of
Rome, which were mostly patricians, and adverse to the
' tans.
This family derives its origin from Acrius Clau-

AUDIA,

2.

I

Amst. I689.

St. Paul, S

Mart.

c

Claudia, Quintia, a vestal virgin, grand-daughter of Appii
Ccecus, who, being charged with incontinence, is said
have proved her innocence by drawing the vessel alonl
which bore the statue of the goddess Cybele, after all tli
sailors had tried in vain.
A statue was placed in rl
temple of Cybele to commemorate this event, which ha
reputation
remaining
the
of
unhurt in two lires that CO'
sumed the temple.

XXXV]

l'-'mo.

Claudia

[,

vestal virgin who, when her father, A. Claudii
or, as Suetonius says, her brother, triumphed ovc
the Carthaginienses contrary to the will of the tribune:
ascended his chariot, and prevented them by the sacrednei'
of her character from dragging him out. Cie. pro Ccel. c. 14
J'al. Max. I. 5, c. 8. Sueton. in Tib. c. 2.
Claudia, sister of P. Claudius Pulcher, being incommoded b
the crowd in the streets, is said to have expressed the wi>
that her brother were alive to lose another battle, that th|
numbers of her countrymen might be diminished for whirl
wish she was lined.
I'al. Ma.r. 1. 8;
Aul. Gell. 1. 10

controversial and theological works, published by his son, in

1

wit

;

Claudia, a

Claude, John, a protestant clergyman, of Sauvetat, in AugeHe wrote many
nois, was born in Hi If), and died in 11)87.

(

EEPM.

M. TR. P. I—X IMP.
COS. I— IV; P. P. &c.

SAR CLAUDIUS GOTHICUS— 1)1VO CLAUDIO GOTHICO— DIVO
CLAUDIO OPTIMO, 85c.

',»/

vols,

CLAUDIUS C.ESAU AU(

Claudius Gothicus, the second emperor, is
known by his effigy, as in the annexed
figure ; and the inscription, IMP. C E-

(

I

!h|

Caudex,

in 1559.
t

.")

Tiberius

GERMANICUS—TI. KAAYAIOS KAI2AP

CLAUDE

Portugal

family bear

this

head of M. Marcellus, their illustrious progenitor, [rid
Plate XIII] with the inscription M. MARCELLUS CO*
QUINQ.; and sometimes the triangle, the symbol of Sicily
of which he was the conqueror.
Some of them bear th
heads of the emperors Tiberius, Nero, and Claudius. [Via
Tiberius, tyc.~\ Claudius, the first emperor of this name, is du
languished by his effigy [vide Plate I] on medals, bearin

[Vide Claudia and Claudius]

i

;

CLA

CLA

Claudia, a niece of the emperor Claudius Gothicus, mother of
the emperor Constantius Chlorus, and grand-mother of the
TrebeL Poll, in fit.
emperor Constantine.
Vopis.
Claudia, a sister of Probus, by whom lie was buried.
in lit.

Prub.

CLAUDIA, Rujina (Ecc.) a British lady who lived in the first
century, the wife of Aulus Rufus Pudens, who is supposed
The Roman martyrology makes
to have been a Christian.
mention of a Pudens and Pudentianus, who suffered martyrdom about the year 140. Pits, dc Script. Angl ; Baron.
Annul, ann. 160 ; Stir, ad Diem i;i Mai.
CLAUDIAXUS (Biog.) a poet of Alexandria, in Egypt, in
the age of Honorius and Arcadius, who is compared witli
Virgil for majesty and purity of language, as also for the
melodv of his numbers. The best editions of his works arcthat of Burman, 2 vols. 4to. Amst. 1 760 and that of Gesner,
2 vols. 8vo. Lips. 175S. August, dc Civ. Dei, 1. 1. e. 26
Sidon. Apollin.; Oros. 1. 7- c 35 ; Suidas ; Lijl. Gyrald.
;

de L. Poet.

dial.

4

;

Scalig. Poet.

1.

;

distinguishes him from the preceding, who was a heathen.
Sidonius Apollinaris speaks in liigh terms of this Claudianus.

Trythem. in Cut. apud Bibl. Put.
Sidon. Apol. 1. 4. ep. 3
4 ; Lyl. Gyr. de Lai. Poet. dial. 4 ; I'oss. de. Poet.
Lai. <ye.
(Hist.) the name of an illustrious family of great
antiquity Qvide Claudia, gens'], of which there were some
Tiberius, Caliemperors, and many distinguished persons.
gula, and Xero, were of this family ; besides those which
;

t.

CLAUDIUS

expressly bore this name.

Claudius,
Claudius,
Claudius,
and was

Ibis

Name.

Tiberius, vide Tiberius.

Nero, vide Nero.
son of Drusus and Antonia, succeeded Caligula,
poisoned by his fourth wife, Agrippina, in the 63d
year of his age, A. D. 54, after a reign of 13 years debased
He was succeeded by Nero. [Vide
bv vice and weakness.
Plate 1] Tac. Annal. 1. 1 1, &c. ; Dio. 1. 60; Suelon. in lit.
Aurclius,
otherwise
called Claudius Gotbicus, a
Claudius, M.
Dalmatian by birth, and the conqueror of the Goths, &c.
succeeded Gallienus, and died of the plague, after a reign of
two years, A. D. 270. [Vide Claudia, gens'] I'opis. in lit.
Distinguished Persons of

litis

Xante.

encroachments of the plebeians.

Liv.

1.

4.

s.

6.

Sec.

Claudius, Appius, surnamed Ccecus, in whose censurate the
I ia Appia was made ; and an aqueduct was constructed,
which was called after him Aqua Appia. He dissuaded the
Romans from making peace with king Pyrrhus and was
reckoned by Cicero among the illustrious orators.
Ovid
alludes to his blindness, by which he got the surname of
;

Coecus.

Ovid. Fast.

6.

1.

Appius est auctor ; Pyrrhoqtti pace negatu
Midtitm aniino vulit, limine capttu erat.

Cic. in Tusc. 1. 5. c. 38. &c.
Diodor. 1. 20 ; Liv. 1. 9Claudius, Appius, surnamed Comdex, brother or son of the
preceding, was sent out with a lleet against Hiero and the
;

Carthaginians, in Sicily, and, after having defeated
he compelled the former to sue for peace.

the

latter,
Sil.

6. v. 66.

1.

Appius aihlahut pugn<£ lauroque revinctus
Justum Surrana ducebat c<t tie triumpkum.

C.

Claimants, Mamerlus, a writer of the fifth century, to
whom a poem on our Saviour is ascribed which sufficiently

Emperors of

sition to the

Polyb.

1

1.

Lie.

;

1.

31

Senec. de Brev.

;

1.

13.

Claudius Pulcher, P., a consul, was beaten in a naval engagement by the Carthaginians, U. C. 505 ; for which he was
fined by the Romans.
tempt of the auspices.
1.

9-

&c.

;

His defeat was ascribed

Polyb.
Sue/on. in Tib. c 2.

1.

1

;

Liv. Epit.

to his con1.

29

;

Pint.

Claudius Pulcher, Appius, besieged Capua during his consulship, U. C. 542, and died of the wound he received.
Polyb.

8,

1.

c.

10

;

Liv.

1.

25, 26.

Claudius Marcellus, M., vide Marce/lus.
Claudius Xero, C, prevented the junction between

the
armies of Annibal and Asdrubal, by going unobserved to
meet the latter, whom he defeated and slew ; and then
returned to the camp of Annibal, whom he apprised of what
had passed by throwing the head of Asdrubal over the

C

U.
545, A. C. 207.
Liv. 27.
consul, triumphed over the
and Ligurians, U. C. 579, A. C. 175, and died in
585, after having been sent on an embassy into Macedonia.
Claudius, Appius, a consul, who conquered the Salassi, U. C.
till, A. C. 143, Cicero designates him fervid us orator.
Cic.
trenches,

Claudius Pulcher, C, augur and
[strains

Brut.

c.

48.

Claudius Pulcher, Appius,

a colleague of Cicero in the augurship, and of L. Domitiusin the consulship, U.C. 700, A. C.
54, whom Dolabella accused of extortion, and therebv prevented from obtaining a triumph.
He perished in the civil

Claudius,

Appius, or Attius Claitsus, the founder of the
wars between Pompey and Cscsar, with both of whom he
family of the Claudii [vide Claudia, gens], was a violent
sided bv turns.
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 2, &c. ; Varr. de Re Rust.
opposer to the claims of the plebeians, and rendered himself
1. 3, c. 16; Dio. 1. 40.
so unpopular by his haughtiness, that in his second consulClaudius, P., vide Clod i us.
ship the soldiers suffered themselves to be defeated by the
Claudius, a robber, who plundered Judaea and Syria in such
He died at the time that the
Volsci out of revenge to him.
a manner that the emperor Severus set a price upon his
tribunes of the people were contriving his ruin, U.
2S4.
head ; after which he had the boldness to appear before the
A. C. 470.
Liv. 1. 2. &c.
emperor with a retinue, and, having saluted him as if he
Claudius, Appius, son of the preceding, and the decemvir
were one of his tribunes, to retire without being recognized.
surnamed Crossings, attempted most iniquitously to get
Dio. 1. 75.
Virginia, a beautiful girl, into his power, by causing his
Claudius, Herminianus, a Roman prefect, set over Cappadocia,
client, M. Claudius, to claim her as his slave ; which scheme
who was a bitter persecutor of the Christians, and is said to
was frustrated by the father, Virginius, a military tribune,
have died of a loathsome disease from vermin.
Tertull. ad
protect
his
daughter's
who, to
honour, just as she was going
Scap.
to he dragged away, stabbed her in the Roman forum.
Her Claudius (Ecc.) vide Claude.
death was the signal for a tumult, which ended in the Claudius, Ferns, archbishop of Vienne, who, according to
expulsion of the decemvirs, and the abolition of the deeemBede and Ado, was a prelate of distinguished learning and
virate.
Appius poisoned himself the next year, U. C. 305,
worth.
He was at the council of Aries in 314.
A. C. 449, in order to escape the consequences of his guilt ; Claudius, Quadrigarius (Biog.) an historian quoted by Liw
and his pander, M. Claudius, went into exile.
and Paterculus.
Claudius, Appius, grandson of the deeernvir, a Roman dic- Claudius Marius Victor, vide Fictorinus.
tator, gained a signal victory over the Hernici, and died
(Hist.) vide Claudia, gens.
during his consulship with Camillus, U. C. 405, A. C. 349
(Her.) the name of an ancient familv of Axafter having distinguished himself by the most violent oppowell, in Durham, which derives its descent from Eustace, 3

C

,'

CLAUSUS
CLAVERIXG

,

CLE

CLE

Norman, whose two sons came over with William the
Conqueror, into England. Sir James Clavering, a descendant
of this family, was created a baronet in l66l ; the arms of
uoble

which are as follow
Arms. Quarterly or and piles, a bend

death, for offering violence to a noble virgin.

:

Out of a

Crest.

ducal

coronet

table.

a dcmi-lion issuant

or,

(Myth.) or club-bearer, an epithet of Hercules.

(hid. Met.

Christopher (Biog.) a German Jesuit and mathematician of Bamberg, was born in 1537, and died in 10'12,
leaving different works on mathematical subjects, which
have been published in 5 vols. fol.
John (Hist.) the first president of Carpus
Christi College, Oxford, and a native of Lincolnshire, died
in 1537, after having presided over that college for 20 years.
He left a considerable part of his property in scholarships
and other benefactions to Brazen Nose, Magdalen, and
Corpus Christi Colleges. His works, which are preserved in
MS. in the library of Corpus, consist of commentaries on
Aulus Gellius, Plautus, and Pliny.
CLAYTON, Hubert (Ecc.) a descendant from the Claytons
of Adlington, in Lancashire, mentioned under Heraldry,
was successively bishop of Killala, Cork, and Clogher, and died
in 1758, just at the moment that he was going to be called
to an account for the doctrines which he had openly avowed
He left among
in opposition to the Thirty-nine Articles.
* The Chronology of the Hebrew
Bible Vinhis works, 1
2. ' An Essay on Spirit.'
dicated,' &c. 4to. 1747.
3. ' A
Vindication of the Histories of the Old and New Testament,' &c. 8vo. 1752, the second part in 1755.
4. '
Journal from Grand Cairo to Mount Sinai and back again,'
&c. dedicated to the Society of Antiquaries, London, 4to.
and 8vo. 1753.
Clayton (Her.) the name of a family of Morden, in Surrey,
which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet
The arms,
first conferred in 1731 on sir William Clayton.
&c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, a cross sable, between four pellets.
Crest.
In a mural crown gules, a leopard's paw erect argent,
grasping a pellet.
" Virtus in actionc consistit."
Motto.
Clayton, the name of a family of Adlington, in the county
of Lancaster, which derives its descent from Robert de
Clayton, who came into England with William tlip Conqueror, and for his services received the manor of Clayton,
His eldest son John attended William II in
in Lancashire.
10!)0 against Malcolm, king of Scotland, and was slain in
William, the second son of Robert,
battle near Penrith.
served king Stephen during his troubles, and was slain in a
buttle fought in 1141 near London, when Ranulph, earl of
From this faChester, had taken possession of that city.
mily descended sir Richard Clayton, who was created a
banmet in 17' 4, whose arms, Sec. are as follow:
Arms. Argent, a cross engrailed sable, between four torteauxes gules.
(rest.
A dexter arm and hand, with a dagger.

CLAYMOND,

.

A

:

" Probitatem quam

Motto.

\ZOMEN.E

(Geog.)

now

divitias."
I'uiir/ii,

a city of Ionia, on the

iEgean Sea, which was the birth-place of
Anaxagoras, and other illustrious men.
Cfc. Oral. 1.
Slrab. 1. 14; Palere. 1. 1
Mela, 1. 1 ;
c. 34; Liu. 1. 38
A'.lian. Car. Hist. 1. 2.
PUn. 1.

coast

of

the

.';,

;

;

.".

;

CLEADAS
those

1.

man of 1'latira, who raised loinbs Over
been killed in the battle against Mardonius.

(Hist.) B

who had

Herod.

Curt.

Commodus, who was

put to death, A. D. 190, for abusing his master's confidence.
Herodian. 1. 1 ; Dio.
(Hist.) KXtavtpieuc, a Spartan general

LEANDRIDAS

9.

CLEAN I) EH
Iritt. I'olit.

(Hist.)
1.

CLEANTHES
who

15.

1.

CLAVIUS,

!.

.

favourite of the emperor

mentioned by Polyscnus.

azure.

CLAVIGEB

'

(

Q.

7.

1.

Cleander, a

KXtWpoc,

the

first

tyrant

of

Gela.

5, c. 12.

Clkaniikr, one of Alexander's officers, who killed Parmcnio
bv the king's command ; he was afterwards punished with

(Biog.) a stoic philosopher of Assos, in Troas,
affected to despise riches, by which he gained much

He is said to have starved himself in the 90th year
of his age, A. C. 240.
He wrote many pieces, none of
which have been preserved except his ' Hymn to Jupiter,'
and a few fragments which have been published at different
times, particularly by Fulvius Ursinus, for the first time in
1568 ; then by Henry Stephens, in his ' Poesis Philosophica,' 1573, and in Brunck's ' Analecta,' in 1776, &c.
Cic. de Fin. 1. 2, c. 69, &c. ; Strab. 1. 13 ; Senec. ep. 44, &c.
August, de Civ. Dei, 1. 5.
Lactanl. 1. 1
(Hist.) KXt'apxoc, a Lacedsemonian, who, being
sent to Byzantium to appease the commotions of that place,
exercised a sovereign authority, until he was expelled by
He afterwards withdrew to Ionia, where
his countrymen.
he attached himself to the party of Cyrus the Younger,
and at his death was one of the leaders of the 10,000;
but falling into the hands of Artaxerxes, he was put
to death.
Xenopli. Ellen. 1. 1 ; Diod. 1. 14; Erontin. Stra-

credit.

;

CLEARCHUS

tag.

1.

1.

Clearchus,
Justin.

who was

a tyrant of Heraclea, in Pontus,

by Chion and Leonidas, two of

Plato's pupils.

Diod.

killed'
1.

15 ;'

16.

1.

Clearchus, another tyrant of Heraclea, who was

killed, A. C.
288, by Lysimachus, king of Thrace, after a reign of 17
1.
Allien.
1.
Diodor.
3.
years.
20;
Clearchus, Flavins, a Roman consul, and colleague of Richomer, U. C. 1 137Clearchus (Biog.) a disciple of Aristotle, who wrote a treatise

on

tactics.

CLEDONIUS

(Biog.) a Roman senator and grammarian ol
Constantinople, who wrote a book entitled
Connnentarius
Gramutramque Donati,' published among the
matici Vetercs of Putschius, 4to. Hanov. 1605.
CLEEVE, Joseph (Biog.) a Flemish painter, who died ii
His pieces were chiefly ' Misers counting their
1586.
'

in Altera

'

'

Hoarded Treasures.'

CLEGHORN,

George (Biog.) a physician of Edinburgh, wa?
He was the author 0!
born in 171 6, and died in 178,9' The Diseases of
Minorca,' Lond. 1750.
CLEIVELAND, John (Biog.) vide Cleveland.
CLELAND, John (Biog.) "son of colonel Cleland, the Wil
Honeycomb of the Spectator, was educated at Westminster
and died in 1789, at the age of 80. He was an immora
The Way d
writer, but his unexceptionable works arc
Tilings by Words,' &c. ; ' Specimens of an Etymologies
Vocabulary,' &c. ; besides his political effusions and draniati*
'

trifles.

CLEMENCE

(Hist.) a queen of France, and daughter o
king of Hungary, was married to Louis X, SUX
named Hatin, in 1315; and after his death in 1316', sh
spent the remainder of her life in works of piety, and dici
in l.'i'.'S, after having founded a college at Buda.
CLEMENCET, Charles (Biog.) a Benedictine of Painblam
v
in the diocese of Autun, was born in 1704, and died in 177
leaving < Histoire Generate du Port Royal," 10 vols. 12ru<
L'Ar
1778, besides which he published with D. Durand,
de verifier les Dates,' Ito. 1750, and fol. 1769; and con
tinned the ' Hist. Litcraire de la France,' with I). Clemen

Charles

I,

'

consisting of IS vols. Ito.
lion/anus (Bibl.) or Clement, an apostolical fatlu
of the church, whose name, according to St. Paul, is in tli

CLEMENS,
•

Book of

Life.' I'/iilipp. iv. 3.

He

is

also .said to have bee

CLE

CLE
Rome, and to have died A. D. 100. Of his works
nothing remains which can be deemed for a certainty genuine,
except an epistle of his, which was written to the church of
The only MS copy of this epistle which exists in
Corinth.
the world is at this time in the British Museum, bound up
with the Alexandrian Bible. The first edition of it was
printed at Oxford by P. Junius, Or. and Lat. 4to. 1633
again by Dr. Fell, l6'77; and 8vo. Lond. 1687, by Paul
bishop of

;

but the best is said to be that by Wotton, Gr.
and Lat. Svo. Cantab. 1718. The first English translation
William
Burton in 1647, and afterwards by archby
was
Colomesius

;

bishop Wake; a fourth edition of which was printed in 17.'i7,
£. Iren. 1. 3;
with the epistles of the other apostolic fathers.
Justin. Mart. Qwest. 74 ; Euseb. Chron. el Hist. ; Nicep/i.
1.

5

;

Greg. Tur. de Glor. Mart.

1.

1

;

Du

Pi,,, Bib/ia/h.

(Hist.) a slave of Posthumus Agiippa, who gave
himself out for his master, who had been put to death by
Augustus, in order that he might succeed to the empire; but
the cheat being detected by Sallustius Crispus, Tiberius had
him secretly despatched. Tac. Annal. 1. 2.
Clemens, a prsetorian prefect in the reign of Caligula, refused
to enter into the conspiracy which terminated in the death
Tac. Hist. 1. 4.
of this prince, A. D. 41.
Clemens, surnamed Aretinus, son of the preceding, was praetorian prefect in the reign of Vespasian, and was consul
elect in that of Domitian, A. D. 9*.
Clemens, Titus Flavins, nephew to the emperor Vespasian,
and consul in the reign of Domitian, was put to death by
or as others
the latter upon a charge, it is said, of impiety
Dio. 1. 70;
say, on account of his conversion to Christianity.

Clemens

;

Suet, in lit-

Clemens,

Cassius, a senator, who, after having taken part
Piscennius, obtained his pardon from Severus, on
Dio. 1. 74.
account of his boldness.
Clemens, a Greek author, who wrote the life of Alexander
in verse, as quoted by Apuleius.
Clemens, a consul and colleague of Tertullus, U.
947Clemens, Titus Flacius (Ecc.) commonly called Clemens
Alexandrinus, a father of the church, who flourished in the
The best editions of his works
second and third centuries.
are that of Heinsius, Gr. and Lat. fol. Lugd. Bat. Kill);
and that of Potter, Gr. and Lat. fol. Oxon. 1715.
Clemens, vide Clement.
(Ecc.) the name of several popes, or bishops of

with

C

CLEMENT
Rome.

I, supposed to be the same as the Clement of whom
Paul makes mention. [Wide Clemens, under Biblical

Clement
St.

He had S. Evaristus for his successor.
II, a Saxon by birth, named Suidger, or Suiger, the
bishop of Bamberg, was afterwards elected pope in
1046, and died in 1047, when he was succeeded by Da-

History^

Clement
first

masus

II.

Clement

III, a Roman, succeeded Gregory VIII as pope in
1187, died in 1191, and was succeeded by Celestin III.
Clement IV, a Frenchman, named Gui the Fat, or properly
Gui Foucault ; was elected to succeed Urban IV in 1265,
died in 1266, and was succeeded by Gregory X, after a
He was at first a soldier,
vacancy of more than two years.
afterwards a civilian, and when he took orders he was promoted to the archbishopric of Narbonne, and the dignity of
'

cardinal.

Clement V,

a Frenchman,

named Bertrand de

elected pope in 1305, after the death of Benedict
in 1314,

and was succeeded by John XXII.

Goth, was
XI, died

He made

a

compilation of the decrees of the council-general of Vienne.
which were called after him Clementines.
successor to Benedict XII, a native of Limosin,
and named Peter Roger, died in 1352, after having sat ten
years in the papal chair, when Innocent VI was elected in

Clement VI,

his place.

Clement,

considered by some to be anti-pope, was the sou of
Amadeus, count of Geneva, and being elected in 137S in
opposition to Urban VI, was acknowledged as pope by Franet
and Spain. He died at Avignon in 1394.
Clement VII, the legitimate pope, named Julius of Medicis.
being the natural son of Julian of Medicis, was declared

Leo X,

elected pope in 1523 on the death of
and died in 1534, after having compelled
from the church of Rome, by issuing
a bull of excommunication against him for marrying Anne
Paul III was elected in his
Bolevne. [Wide Plate IX]

legitimate by

Adrian

VI,

Henry VIII

to separate

stead.

Clement

VIII, a Florentine, named Hippolytus Aldobrand'm.
elected in 1592 to succeed Innocent IX, and died in
1605.
He at first opposed the succession of Henry IV to
the throne of France, but was afterwards reconciled to him.

was

His successor was Leo

XL

Clement

IX, a native of Pistoia, named Julius Rospigliosi,
was elected in 1667, after the death of Alexander VII, and
died of grief at the loss of Candia, which was taken by tin
Turks in 1669, aged 71, having Clement X for a successor.

Clement X,

a Roman, named John Baptist Emilias Alt;, ri,
succeeded Clement IX in 1670, died in 1676, aged S6, and
was succeeded by Innocent XL
Clement XI, the son of a Roman senator named John Francis
Albini, succeeded Innocent XII in 1700, died in 1721, it
the age of 72, and was succeeded by Innocent XIII.

Clement

XII, a Roman by birth, named Laurence Corsini,
succeeded Benedict XIII in 1730, died in 17-tO, at the .1^.
of 88, and was succeeded by Benedict XIV.
Clement XIII, a Venetian, named Charles Rezzonico, succeeded Benedict XIV in 1758, and died in 1769, aged 76.
The Jesuits were expelled from France, Spain, and Naples,
during his

pontificate.

Clement XIV,

son of a physician near Rimini, whose family

name was John Vincent Aiilhoni/ GanganeUi, was elected
after Clement XIII in a tumultuous conclave, and died in
1774. not without suspicion of poison, after having, at the
united solicitation of France, Spain, and Portugal, supmanner, the society of the Jesuits.
His
name has been rendered familiar to the public by some
which
now
volumes of Letters,'
are
universally acknowledged to be forgeries. A life of this pope was published
by Caraccioli, but its veracity may be doubted, as the writer
of this life was the fabricator of the letters just mentioned.
Clement (Xinnis.) medals are extant of some of the popes of
pressed, in a formal
'

this

name.
VII, the medals of

Clement

his effigv

this

pope bear, on the obverse,

[Vide Plate X]; inscription
;
on the reverse of one,

PONT. MAX.

CLEMENS VII
HODIE SALUS

FACTA EST MUNDO CLEMENS

VII

L^El, or the vear of the jubilee;

on another, POST
on the occasion of

MULTA PLURIMA RESTANT,
Rome being sacked by the imperialists,
Clement VIII is represented, as in the

ANNO JUBI-

&C.
an-

CLEMENS VIII
PONTIFEX MAXIMUS; on the reverse,
nexed figure; inscription

where the same pope
ing before the cross,

is

represented kneel-

FORTITUDO MEA
ET REFUGIUM; on another, FUNDATA EST SUPRA FIRM AM PETRAM,

whereon the pope is represented holding a cross in one hand,
and a mitre in the other; on a third, CONFREGISTI
DRACONUM CAPITA, on occasion, as is supposed, of
the victory over the Turks at Buda on a fourth, HE N:

RICUS IIII DEI GRATIA FRANCLE ET NAVARRvE
REX CHRISTIANTSSIMLS, with the effigy of this

prince, on the occasion of Lis receiving absolution from the
see of Rome, &e.

!

CLE

CLE
CLEOCHAVES

(Hist.) an officer, who was sent by Alex
ander to summon Poms to surrender.
Curt. 1. 8.

Clement

IX, the effigy of this pope is represented on his medals, as in the annexed
figure, with the suitable Inscription ; on
the reverse of one is inscribed ALIUS NO.N
SIB] CLEMENS, with the representation
of a pelican

depicted, as in the

is

annexed

(>'

France and
.'-.r'-^r.

on his medals, bearing the inscrip-

figure,

CLEMENS X

tion

ANN.

II

MAX.

PONT.

on the reverse of some,

;

1M IT

SUUM, &C.
of another,

celebrating the

on

Apollod.

jubilee;

RE-

on the occasion of a victory
by the Poles, &e. Bonann. Nnmis.

Poittif.

(Biog.) an English writer in the 16th cenwho instructed the children of sir Thomas More, and
some poetry, besides a Latin version of the epistles of
St. Gregory Nazianzene, and of the Homilies of Niccphorus Calixtus, &C.
Clement, David, a German bibliographer, died in 1 ?G0,

DEMENT, John
tury,
left

Bibliotheque Curieuse, Historiquc, et Critique,
ou Catalogue raisonne de Livres diffieiles a trouver,' 9 vols.
170'0.
4to. Gottingen, 1750
Clement, Francis, a Benedictine of Beze, in Burgundy, was
Besides the share which he
born in 1714, and died in 1793Lad in the collection of French historians, spoken of particularly
under the head of Du Chesne, he wrote, 1. ' Nouveaux
Eclaircissemens sur l'Origine de Pentateuque des Samari2. ' L'Art de verilier les Dates,' 3 vols. fol. 1780
tains.'
1792, which was begun by the Benedictines Antine, Clemencet, and Durand, but completed by Clement.
[Her.) the family name of the earl of Leileaving

3.

1.

'

—

Apollod.

(Ilisl.)

KXcop/iporoc, son of Pausanias,
succeeded his brother Agesipolis I in the kingdom of Sparta,
and was killed in the battle of Leuctra against the Boeotians,

A. C. 371.

Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 5 Diodor. 1. 15
Pans. 1. 9.
the kingdom of Sparta after the ex-'
pulsion of his father-in-law Leonidas, but was in his turn'
expelled the throne, and sent into banishment.
Phil, in
;

;

Cleombrotus, usurped

Pans. 1. 3.
(Biog.) a philosopher of Ambraeia, who threw
himself into the sea after reading Plato's Treatise on the'
Immortality of the Soul.
Cic- in Tusc. 1. 1 ; Olid, in II.
(Hist.) KXeopning, one of the 30 tyrants set'
over Athens by Lysandcr.
Xenoph. 1. 2, c.
Cleomejjes (Biog.) a famous Athlete of Astypalea, who was
so strong that he pulled down the pillars which supported'
the roof of a school, whereby 6'0 children were crushed
to death ; but as he could afterwards nowhere be found,
the oracle of Delphi was consulted, which pronounced him
to be the last of the demi-gods.
Pint, in Rom. ; Vans. I. 6V

Ag.

Cleom.

cl

;

CLE0MBROTC8

CLEOMEDES

.'.

CLEOMENES

and corrected by Yossius and other grammarians, 8vo.
and a Hebrew Grammar, Louvain, 1529; besides
1650
some Letters in Latin concerning his travels, 8vo. l60(i, and

(Ilisl.) KXcopevve, a name common to some,
Spartan kings.
1, king of Sparta, killed himself in a fit of madness, A. C. 491, after having been successful against the
Argives, and freed Athens from the reign of the Pisistra-!
Pans. 1. 8, &c
tide.
Herodot. 1. 5, &c
CLEOMENES II, succeeded his brother Agesipolis II, and'
reigned (il years in the greatest tranquillity.
Pans. 1. 3.
CLEOMENES III, succeeded his father Leonidas in the 137th
Olympiad, A. C. 230, and killed himself, A. C. 21 9, while
a prisoner in Egypt, whither he had (led after the unsuc-'
cessful battle of Sellasia against the Achamns and Antigonus,
surnamed the Tnior. Polyli. 1. 2 ; Vln/. in Ag. cl Cleom.

other works.
(Hisl.) a Sicilian, and one of Alexander's flatterers.

Cleomenes,

CLEMENTS
trim.

CLENARD,
vised

;

CLEO
n

1

Cleomenes

;

Viscount, a title commonly borne by the eldest son
of the earl of Leitrim.
Nicholas (Biog.) a native of Diest, who died in
1542, was the author of a Greek Grammar, which was re-

Clements,

urt.

8,

I.

c

Justin.

1.

28.

Cleomenes,

horses, drew their mother's chariot to the temple, for which
the mother entreated the goddess to reward them with the
They went to
that could be granted to a mortal.
.il't
lest, and awoke no more, implying that death is the best
The Argivcs raised
gift which can be bestowed on man.
Ilcrod. 1. I, C. 31
Cic. TuSC,
statues to them at Delphi.
Vlul. de
'ons. ad Apol.
Vol. Max. 1. ;»
1. 1
c. 47
CLEOBULA (Myth.) the wife of Amyntor, and mother of

Cleomenes

(Myth.) KXiofiir, and Bilon, BjYwi*, two youths,
sons of Cydippe, the priestess of Juno, who, for want of

;

;

;

,

<

also the daughter of Boreas, and wife of Phineus,
Phoenix
Apollod. 1.
&c.
{Biog.) BCXeo)3bX/vij, a daughter of Cleobulus, who was distinguished lot- her genius, particularly
l.acrl. in I'il. Cleob.
in the composition of enigmas,
{Hist.) KXedfiuXoe, one of the Spartan Ephori.
;

.'!•

CLEOBULINA
LEOBULUS
Tkucyd.

1.

son
(iied

in

in I'il. ;

(Biog.) one of the seven wise men of Greece,
Evagoras of Lindos, who wrote some verses, and
Diog. l.acrl.
the 70th year of his age, A. C. 5G4.
Vlul. in

Ver. II.

Symp.

Curl.

1.

to receive the

4.

and favourite of Verrcs.

Sicilian

a

c.

Cic.

in

14.

(Biog.) a commentator on Hesiod, mentioned by,
Clemens Alexandrinus, supposed to lie the same as the Cleo-

menes mentioned by Diogenes Laertius.
Alex, si 1

CLEON

inn.

1

Diog.

1.

8; Clem*

Voss. de nisi. Circec.

;

an

Athenian general, who, after
several successes, was killed at Amphipolis in a battle against,
Thucyd. I. S, 4, 5; Diodor. 1. 12; Pint, in I'il.
Brasidas.

Cleon,

(Ilisl.)

K/Vfi./r,

a general of MesBenia,

Pans.

with Anstodemus.

Cleon,

a tyrant of Sicyon,

1.

who

disputed the sovereignty

4.

who

contrived to gel the supremo
Pans. 1. 2
Phil, in Aral.
power into his hands.
CLEON, a Sicilian, and one of Alexander's flatterers. Curt
;

1.

8.

Cleon

(Biog.) an orator of

tator of

r>.

CLEOBULUS
of

man appointed by Alexander

a

tributes of Egypt.

5.

CLEOBIS

(

(Mi/lh.) a son of Hercules by Argelc.

3.

CLEOMBROTUS

LATA, M.D.C.LXXYI,
(

;

CLEODOXA

1.

TURCARUM SIGNA A POLONIS

gained over the Turks

1

CLEODORA

CLEOLAUS

APE-

THESAURUM TUUM.— APETHESAURUM
DOMINI S

RIES

(Hilt.) KXtocaior, a son of Hyllus, who endeavoured in vain to recover Peloponnesus after his father's
Pans. 1. 3.
death.
Herod. 1.
(Hist.) a Roman general under Gallienus,
who defeated the Goths. ZotUtr. Aniial.
(Myth.) KXfricwpa, one of the Danaides, who
married Lycus. Apollod. 1. 2.
(Myth.) K\n6iola, a daughter of Niobe and
Amphion, was changed into a stone for her mother's pride.

CLEODAMUS

on the

being concluded between

peace

of

occasion

Spain, etc
i.e'ment X

(

|£

PACE POPULIS

of another,

:

MIS A DOMINO CONCESSA,

1

CLEOD.EUS

et

Magnesium, and

I'h it. in l.ys.

CLEONJE

;

Pans.

(Geog.)

of which Hercules

1.

a
2,

Halicarnassus, also a
statuary of Sicyon.

is

C. Ac//

&C.

town of Peloponnesus,

a

comment

the vicinity
said to have killed the lion of Ncnuea

thence called Clconams.

in

1

;

CLE

CLE
Lucan.

4, v. 612.
J le Cltvuiii pryecit terga

1.

Claud, in Kitfin.

I.

Antiochus VIII,

leonis.

1.

pascebut

syka Iconem.

Appian. de Bell. Civ.

Here. Oct.

Cleopatra, another daughter

Ftete ArgolicifJUte Cleimte,

married to

Hie terreutem morula quondam
Deitera

Flacc

7tati.

1.

1.

—^

Cleofueo

jam tempera

clausit hiatu

Alcidcs.

As the
it

was changed

lion

into a constellation, Statius calls

the si/dus C/eoiiceum.
4.
dtun uimin possessa Huperi'mefiagrat
Torva Cteouceijttba sideris, ejue cutis

Slat. Sylv.

1.

Sett tu,

Pectus.

6 ; Sil. Hal. 1. 3 ; Plin. 1. 36 ; Pa«*. 1. 2.
(Hist.) a maiden of Byzantium, who was
Pausanias,
king of Sparta, in the dark, under the
killed by
idea that she was come into his bed-room to assassinate him.
Plut. in Cim. &c. ; Paris. 1. 7.
CLEONNIS (Hist.) vide Clean.
(Hist.) KXiui-vpoc, an Athenian general,
noted for his cowardice, who gave rise to the proverb " CleOvid. Met.

1.

CLEONICA

CLEONYMUS

II, who made an unsuccessattempt to succeed to the throne of Sparta.
Diodor.
Lie. 1. 10 ; Pint, in Pi/rrh. ; Pans. 1. 1.
1. 20;
Cleonymus, a general who assisted the Tarentines, and was
conquered by jEmilius the consul.
Strut). 1. 6.
CLEOPAS (Bib/.) or Cleophas, one of the disciples to whom
our Saviour appeared by the way to Emmaus, after his resurrection
Luke xxiv. 18. He was the husband of Mary,
the sister of the Virgin Mary, the mother of Jesus
Julm
irix; and,
according to Eusebius, he was the brother of
Joseph.
St. Jerome says that he received our Saviour in
his house at Emmaus, where, according to others, he is said
to have suffered martyrdom.
Euseb. Hist. Eccles. 1. 3, c. 1 1
Epiphaii. liter. 78; S. Hieron. cp. 27 ; Tillemont. Man.
pour I' Hist. Eccles.
ful

;

;

Cleopatra, one of the Danaides
and Callirrhoe.

Apollod.

1.

;

also a

Ham.

II.

1.

Ptolemy Philometer, was
Evergetes, who left her

at his death.

She was

killed

Ansa etjacentem visere regiam
Vultu sereno fartis, et asperas
Tractate serpentes, vt atrum
Corpore combiberet venenum.

Stat. Sylv.

1.

3.

Actios Ausoniasfugit Cleopatra catenas.

Strab.

7; Pint, in
Bell. Civ. 1. 5.
1.

Pomp,

et

Ant.

;

Flor.

1.

4; Appian. de

Cleopatra, wife of Gessius Florus, a governor of Judea in
the reign of Nero, was an accomplice with him in all the
enormities he committed.
Joseph. Ant. 1. 20.
a mistress of Claudius.
Tac. Annal. 1. 11.
a wife of Tigranes, and sister of Mithridates.
Justin. 1. 39.
Cleopatra (Xumis.) several medals are extant bearing different effigies of the Egyptian queens of this name, as in fig. ]
and 2, attributed to the Cleopatra mentioned under History,
who married her uncle Evergetes 1 1, and to her daughter

Cleopatra,
Cleopatra,

(Myth.) KXtoirarpi), a daughter of Idas, and

wife of Meleager, son of king CEneus.

of

Ptolemy

kingdom

bv her favourite son Alexander, after a reign of 28 years,
A. C. 90.
Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy Physcon, was married to
her brother Ptolemy. Lathurus ; but he being obliged by his
mother, the preceding Cleopatra, to put her away previous
to his ascending the throne, she was afterwards married to
Antiochus Cycizenus ; and was murdered by her own sister
Gryphene, at the altar, whither she had taken refuge. Lh.
Epit. 1. 68; Joseph. Antiq. 1. 13.
Cleopatra, the celebrated queen of Egypt, who was the
daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, and successively the mistress
of Caesar and Mark Anthony, destroyed herself by the bite
of an asp, after the battle of Actium, A. C. 30, that she
might not fall into the hands of Augustus, the victor. ["Vide
Plate III]
Horat. 1. 1, od. 37.

onymo timidior."
Cleonymcs, a son of Cleomenes

CLEOPATRA

her uncle

in possession of the

Vestra teonemjregit nostri

Val.

at length compelled, by her son
which she had prepared
Olympiad, A. C. 120. Joseph. Antiq.;

to drink the poison

for him, in the 164th

Una CU'oiiaum
Settee* in

She was

getes, or Sidetes.

Fig.

1.

Fie. 2.

Fig. 3.

9.

daughter of Tros

2, 3.

to many queens of Egypt,
and some other princesses.
Cleopatra, a niece of Attalus, and wife of Philip, king of
Macedon, after the divorce of Olympias, was forced by the

Cleopatra (Hist.) a name common

latter to

in the 1

strangle herself after the assassination of the king,
1 1

th

Olympiad, A. C. 336. Diador.

1.

16

;

Just.

1.

9;

Plut. in Phil.

Cleopatra, a daughter of Philip, and sister of Alexander
the Great, married Perdiccas, and was killed by Antigonus.
Diodor. 1.17; Justin. 1. 9.
Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus III, king of Syria, and
wife of Ptolemy V, king of Egypt, was left guardian of
her infant son, Ptolemy VI ; but died soon after, to the
great regret of

her subjects.

Cleopatra, daughter of the preceding, was married to her
brother Ptolemy VI.
Cleopatra, daughter of the preceding, was married, first to
her brother Ptolemy Philometer, and afterwards to her
•econd brother Ptolemy Evergetes, by whom she was repudiated, that he might marry his niece.
Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy Philometer, was the wife
of three kings of Syria, and the mother of four ; namely,
of Antiochus Dionysius, by her first husband Alexander
Balas ; of Seleucus V, and Antiochus VIII, by Demetrius
Nicator, whom she caused to be put to death ; and lastly,
of Antiochus IX, sumamed Cyzicenus, by Antiochus Ever*ol.

1.

Some, without doubt, bethe wife of Ptolemy Soter II.
long to the queen of Syria, whose head is represented under
the form of a goddess, as in fig. 3, with that of her first
husband Alexander, inFig. 4.
scription on the reverse,

BA2IAES2S

AAE^AX-

APOY ; she is also represented with her son Antiochus VIII, the inscription,
BASIAEilS ANTIOXOY
BA21AI22H2 KAEOflA-

TPAS,

as in fig. 4.

But

far the greater part of the

medals or coins

bear the
effigy of the famous Cleoqueen of
patra, the last
Egypt; [vide Plate III]
sometimes with the inscription,

BA2IAICCA KAEO-

IIATPA 9EA
The effigy

NE^TE-

of her daughter, by Anthony,
the husband of the latter, is given, as in fig. 6.
3 M

PA.

with Juba,

1,

:

CLE

CLE

CLEOPHANTUS

{Bioe-) KXtoyavroc, a son of Themistocles, famous for his skill in riding.
Plat, in Mction.
Cleophantus, a painter of Corinth, and also a phvsician.
Plin. 1. 82, 85.
(Bibl.) vide C/eo/xw.
(Hist.) a queen of the Assacenians, in India,
who surrendered to Alexander the Great, by whom she is
supposed to have had a son, who reigned after her.
Q.
Curl. 1. 8.
CLEOPOMPL'S (Hist.) KAtoiro^n-oc, an Athenian, the son of
Clineas, who took Thronium, and conquered the Locrians.
(Hist.) a man of Chalcis, whose daughLiv. 1. 36.
ter was given in marriage to Antiochus.
(Biog.) an astronomer of Tenedos, who
lived in the 61st Olympiad, in the reign of Tarquin the
Proud, A. C. 536. Plin. 1. 2 ; Foss. de Math. c. 33.
(Biog.) KXeoUvoc, a Persian historian quoted
by Polybius.
CLEPHIS (Hist.) a king of the Lombards, who succeeded
Alboinus in 574, and was killed by a servant, after a reign
5. Gregor. Dial. 1. 3,
of not more than a year and a half.
c 26; Paul. Diacon. 1. 2; Baron. Annal. ann. 571, &c.
CLERC, John le (Hist.) surnamed Busses/, who was made
governor of the Bastille by the duke of Guise, during the

CLEOPHAS
CLEOPHIS

CLEOPTOLEML'S

CLEOSTRATUS

CLEOXENUS

league,

was an

active

who imprisoned several
known to be most devoted to

partisan,

members of the parliament
the king.

le (F.cc.) a wool-carder of Meaux, and one of
protestant preachers in France, was banished the
kingdom for calling the pope ' Antichrist ;' and was afterwards burnt at Metz, for having broken the images. Spon-

Clerc, John
the

first

dan. Contii:. Baron. Annal. ; Bez. in Icon.
le (Biog.) a physician of Geneva, was born
in 1()52, and died in 1728, leaving, ' Bibliotheque Anatoroique,' in conjunction with Manget, 2 vols. fol. 1681 and
2. ' Histoire de la Medicine,' Geneva, 1696; and
l69S).
3.
Historia Latorum Lumbrico4to. Amsterdam, 1723.
rum,' 1715, translated into English afterwards.
Clerc, John le, brother to the preceding, was born in 1657,
and died in 1786, Among his works, which were very nuBibliotheque Universelle et Historique,' 26
merous, are,
l6'o,3.
2. ' Logica,' &c.
vols. 12mo. Amsterdam, 1686
3.
Ontologia et Pneumatologia,' 8vo.
Svo. Amst. 1692.
Amst. l6y2. 4. 'Genesis, sive Musis Prophetic Liber Primus,'
5. ' Physica,
&c. fol. Amst. 16.93—1696, 1710, and 1733.
sj«e Ars'Critiea,' fyc. 2 vols, 8vo. Amst. 1696 and 1700 j
6. ' La Vie d'Armand Jean,
also 8 vols. Svo. 1712, 1730.
Cardinal de Richelieu,' 2 vols. 12mo. Cologne, I695, f >;>(
and Amsterdam, 1714. 7- 'Compendium Historic Uni-

Clehc, Daniel

'

'

—

Clerc, Laurent Jesse
born in

le,

third son of

the preceding, wi

and died in 1736, leaving, 1.
Remarqu
sur ditferens Articles du Premier, &c. Volume de Moreri,
l'Edition de 1718/ Svo. 1719—1721.
2. ' Lettre Critiqsur le Dictionaire de Bayle,' &c. 12mo. Lyons, 17;i
3. ' Bibliotheque des Auteurs cites dans le Dictionaire
11)77,

'

•

•

Richelet,' &c.

Lyons, 1728, &c.

fol.

CLERK,

John (Ecc.) a bishop of Bath in the reign f
Henry VIII, who was sent by that king to pope Leo
with his book against Luther; for which the monarch ;.
quired the appellation of " Defender of the Faith." Cl<t
was afterwards employed by queen Catherine to defend 1:
cause before the commissioners, and is supposed to have bt
poisoned on his way to Germany, whither he had been sit
by the king.
CLERKE (Her.) the name of an ancient family of Hitcha',
co. Bucks, which enjoys at present the dignity and title
baronet, conferred in 1660 on sir John Clerke; the an,
&c. of which are as follow
Arms. Argent, on a bend gules, between three pellets,
many swans of the field ; on the sinister chief a cant 1
azure, with a demi-ram saliant argent, two fleurs de «
,

1

1

:

<

or, in chief

over

all

a baton trunked.

Crest.
A ram's head couped proper.
CLERMONT, Earl of (Her.) a 'title

which was confenl
on William Henry Fortcscue in 1777, which became 1!.
tinct at his death in 1806; the barony and viscounty 1.
volving on his nephew William Charles Fortescue. TV*

The

Fortescue~\

titles,

arms,

&c. of

this

family are

1

follow
Titles.

Fortescue, viscount Clermont, and baron Clermo

of Clermont, co. Louth.
Azure, a bend ingrailed argent, cottised or.
On a wreath a shield argent.
Supjxrrters.
Two moose deer proper, attired or, gon I
with a collar of trefoils proper.
"
Motto.
Forte scutum, salus ducum."
Clermont (Geog.) the capital of Auvergne, situated on e
Allier, in the modern department of the Puy de Dome, )
m. S. Moulins, 78 W. Lvons, 232 S. Paris. Lon. 3" 5' ,
lat. 45° 46' N.

Arms.
Crest.

Histori/

of Clermont.

'

]

versalis,' \-r.

1730.

Svo.

Svo.
8.

Ainstel.

I698;

Lips.

Novum Testament urn,'

'

Amst. 1698; Lips. 1714.

9-

A new

>",

1707; in French,
Sec.

edition

2

vols.

fol.

of Cotelier's

Amst. I698 and 1724.
Amst. 1699; and 4to.
11.' Bibliotheque Choisie,' &c. 27 vols. l2mo.
Lugd- 1700.
Amsterdam, 1703 and 1713. 12. • Geographia Sacra,' &c.
Amst. 1704.
13.
Atlas Antiquus Sacer,' &C. fol.
fol.
Onomasticon Urbium,' &c. of Eusebius
Amst. 1705. 14.
15. A new Edition of the
and St. Jerom. fol. Amst. 1707.
Works of Erasmus, with Notes; and also, 16. A new Edi'

Patres

10.

'

Apostolici,'

2

vols.

fol.

Harmonia ErangeHca,' &c.

fol.

'

'

tion

De Veritate Rcligionis Christiana;,' &c.
of Grotius,
besides incorrect editions of some classical works,

with Notes

'

;

and some controversial

treatises, &c.
Ci/ERC, Sebastian le, a designer and engraver of Metz, who
died in 1714, aged 77, left, as is said, not less than 3000
specimens of hi-- skill in the use of the graver; besides his
porks as an author, namely, 1. Geometrie Pratique,' ISmo.
2.
Discours sur le Point de Vue,' ISmo. 1679l6(>8.
3.
Nouveau Systemc du Monde,' 8vo. 1706. 4.
5. ' Traite d'Architecture,' 2 vols.
de la Vision,' Svo. 1712.
4to. 1714.
'

'

'

-

'

It

was first called Gcrgovia, afterwards Augustonemetr,
and then Arvernum, Arverna Civitas, and Clarus Me,
and suffered much from the Goths and other barbariai ;
but
first

is still

a considerable town,
8.

being a bishop's

see, si

The first bishop of ClAustremoine, who was reckoned the ap-

suffragan

mont was

of Bourges.

tle of the country.
He was succeeded by not l's
than twenty-five others, who were canonized, besi s
several cardinals, and one who was afterwards pope, un r
the name of Innocent VI.
Several councils were hi
here, namely, in 535, 549, 586, 1095, &C.

CLESIDES

(Biog.) a celebrated painter, who flourished 1
the 12!ith Olympiad, A. C. 276, in the reign of Antiochu
is said to have painted queen Stratonice in the arms ol»
fisherman, in revenge for an affront he had received
he had drawn her with so much personal beauty, that :
preserved the piece and forgave the artist.
Plin. 1. 35.
CLESIUS (Ere.) or /),• Closs, Bernard, a cardinal and bislf
of Trcnte, died in 1. '>'''.), at the age of 55, after having bi'i
in the service of Maximilian I and Charles V.
(Hist.) or CU-ivcland, John, a noted roya t
during the rebellion, who served the king both with »
sword and his pen, and died in 1659- His most admi
piece was
The Rebel Scot.'
Cleveland, Barbara lillicrs. Duchess of, one of the ft
,

;

1

,

CLEVELAND

!

'

and longest of king Charles's

mistresses,

Palmer, earl of Castlercain, from
uve with the king.

in order to

whom

was

first married
she was scparad

:

CLI

CLI

Cleveland, Duke of (Her.) the title enjoyed by Charles
Fitzrov, son of Charles II, by the duchess of Cleveland beThe title became extinct at the death of
fore-mentioned.
the second duke in 1774CLEVES, Anne of (Hist.) vide Anne.

proper, the whole surmounted by an escroll, inscribed
'•
Surget post nubila Phoebus."
" Semper paratus."
Motto.
CLIFTOX, Sir Gervase, Bart. (Hist.) of the ancient family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished himself in
the reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI, both as a statesman and a soldier.

Francis (Biog.) an artist of Rostock, who died in
He was much patronized in England, and there is
1658.
itill extant a beautiful chamber adorned by him at Holland-house, with a ceiling in grotesque, &c.

CLEYX,

CLIFDEN,

Viscount (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
family of Ellis, which was conferred in 1776 on James
His son,
Agar, who was maternally related to that family.
Henry Welbore Agar, second viscount Clifden, assumed the

coming to the barony of Mendip, at
Their titles, arms, eic. are as follow
and baron of Clifden, co. Kilkenny,
lord Mendip, of Mendip, co. Somerset.
Or, on a cross sable five crescents.
Arms.
On a wreath a demi-lion of the field.
Crest.
Two greyhounds, the dexter seme of cresSttp]x>rters.
cents ; the sinister seme of crosslets crusely.
" Xon hsec sine numine."
Motto.
CLIFFORD, Roger de (Hist.) vide Be Clifford.
Clifford, Thomas, Esq. grandfather to the first lord
Clifford, of Chudley, and third son of Anthony Clifford,
esq. of Ugbrooke, in Devonshire, was for some time employed both as a soldier and a negotiator
in which latter
capacity he was sent twice as envoy to the German and
name of

Ellis

on

his

the death of his uncle.
Titles.

:

Ellis, viscount

;

He

all

Clifton, Lord (Her.) the second
Darnley, which is borne by his
Darnley"]
Clifton, the

which

name of

belonging to the earl of
lordship's eldest son. fVide

title

a family in the county of Nottingham,

from Alvaredus de Clifton, a knight,
living in the time of the Conqueror. His descend-

traces its descent

who was

ant in the

1 8th generation was sir Gervase Clifton abovementioned, whose grandson, sir Gervase, was created a
baronet in 1611.
The arms, &e. of this family are as

follow

:

Arm*.

Sable, semee of cinquefoils, and a lion rampant
argent.
Crest.
Out of a ducal coronet a derni-peacoek, per pale
argent and sable, his wings expanded, counterchanged.
Mutto.
" Tenez le droit."

CLINIAS

(Hist.) KXfuiac, a son of Aleibiades, and one of
the Greeks who distinguished themselves in the naval engagement against Xerxes. Herod. 1. 8, c. 17.
Clinias, the father of Aleibiades, who was killed at the battle

of Coronea.

Plut. in Ale.

Clinias, the father of Aratus, killed by Abantidas, A. C.

26.':.

afterwards entered into holy orders,
and occasionally preached ; but never accepted any preferment in the church, and died in 1634.
Clifford, Sir Thomas, Lord, grandson of the preceding,
was born in 1630, and after distinguishing himself at sea,
particularly against the Dutch in 1(565, made himself con•picuous as a statesman, and as one of the five ministers
known by the name of the Cabal, and died in lt>73, after
having resigned the office of Lord Treasurer.
CtiPFORD (Her.) or De Clifford, the name of a noble and
ancient family, which claims a lineal descent from Richard,
duke of Normandy, whose third son William, sumamed
Ponce, or Poncius. was earl of Argues and Thoulouse, and
came over with his nephew, William the Conqueror.
His
grandson was first called Fitz Richard Fitz Pont ; but
taming into possession of Clifford Castle, through his mother, he assumed the surname of Clifford, and his descendants have since been known by the family name of De Clifford, Qvide De Clifford] in distinction from a younger
branch of the same family, which bear the name of Clifford.
From sir Lewis de Clifford, third son of Roger, fifth lord
de Clifford, descended sir Thomas Clifford above-mentioned,
who was created a baron in 16'72. The title, arms, &c. of
this branch of the family are as follow
Title.
Clifford, lord Clifford, of Chudley, co. Devon.
Arms.
Cheque or and azure, a fess gules.
Crest.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a wyvern rising gules.
Supporters.
On the dexter side a wyvem with wings expanded gules ; on the sinister a monkey proper, environed
about the loins and chained or.
" Semper paratus."
Motto.

a Pvthagorean philosopher and musician
Plut. Symp. ;
Var. Hist. 1. 14, c. 23.
Sir William (Hist.) afterwards created earl of
Huntingdon, one of the greatest men of his age, of the
family mentioned under Heraldry, was constantly in the
sen-ice of Edward III, who constituted him admiral of tinseas in 1333.
He attended the king into Scotland the
same year and distinguished himself at the famous battle
of Hallidown.
He was governor to the young prince, and
employed as ambassador to France ; and, after many signal
exploits, particularly the naval victory which he' gained
oyer the Spaniards near Winchelsea, he died in 1354. John,
his brother, also was eminent.
Clinton, Sir John, third Lord Clinton, of the family mentioned under Heraldry, being from his youth engao-ed in
arms, was at the battle of Poictiers and after distinguishing himself on several other occasions, he died in 1399.
Clinton, William, fourth Lord Clinton, died in 14S0, after
having served Henry IV, V, and VI, with dijtinction in all
the wars of that time.
Clinton, Edward, caUed Fiennes, ninth Lord Clinton,
first
Earl of Lincoln, and Lord High Admiral of England, an
eminent man, and distinguished in the sea and land service
during the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary, and
Elizabeth, died in 1584, at the age of 72, after having
enjoyed the confidence of these four sovereigns.
Clinton, Henry, second Earl of Lincoln, vide Lincoln.
Clinton, Sir Henry, a distinguished general officer, and

Cupfobd, a branch of the same family, which at present
enjoys the title and dignity of a baronet, conferred in 1815
on sir Thomas Hugh Clifford, son of Thomas, the fourth
son of Hugh Clifford, the fourth baron Clifford
which
honour was conferred upon him at the request of Louis XVI 1 1,
as an acknowledgment of sir Thomas's attentions and serrices to his Most Christian Majesty, during his long resi-

Clinton (Her.)

Italian

princes.

;

dence in this country.
follow

The

arms, &c. of this family are as

:

As above, a crescent for difference.
From behind a body of dark clouds a sun rising,
from the rays of which in chief a lily of France issuant

Arms.
Crest.

Plut. in Aral.

Clinias (Bios-)

ML

A. C. 520.

CLIXTOX,

;

;

commander-in-chief in America during the wars in that
country, evacuated Philadelphia in 177S, and took Charlstown in 1780. He wrote an account of the campaign in
which he had been engaged, and died governor of Gibraltar
in 1795-

name

of an ancient and noble family, of
made, according to Dugdale, in the
who was Lord Chamberlain and
Treasurer to king Henry 1
Geoffry was the son of Renebald, or Reinelmbaldus, which Reinelmbaldus is said,
bv
some, to have been one of the sons of William de Tancarville, earl of Tanearville and chamberlain of Xormandy
by others, to be descended from the Saxon kings of Mercia'.
John de Clinton, a descendant of his, had a "summons
to

which mention

the

is

first

person of Geoflry de Clinton,
.

3

M

2

CLO

CLI
Parliament in 1298, as baron Clinton, of Maxtock. William, his second son, was for his eminent services created
earl of Huntingdon, £vide Huntingdon"] which title became
Edward, the
extinct at his death, without issue, in 1354.
ninth lord Clinton before-mentioned, was created earl of
and Henry, the ninth earl, succeeded to
Lincoln in 1572
the dignity of duke of Newcastle in 1768, on the death
[^\'ide
of Thomas Holies Pelham, duke of Newcastle.
;

Newcastle
Clinton, Earl, a title conferred on Hugh Fortescue, esq. in
The
1746, which became extinct at his death in 1751.
barony of Clinton and Say, which was then in abeyance,
had also been given him in 1721, and devolved by marriage
first to the family of Rolle, £vide Rolled and afterwards to
£Vide Tref'usis"] The titles, arms, &c.
that of Tref'usis.
of this family are as follow
Trefusis, lord Clinton and Say.
Titles.
Arms. Argent, a chevron between three wharrow spindles
:

sable.

commander of Polyperchon's

a

Antigonus.

Clitus, an

Diodor.

1.

ships,

defeated

1

18.

by Antipater with 240 ships again
the Athenians, whom he conquered near the islands Ech
nades.
DiuJ. 1. IN; Poli/a-n. SI rat. 1. 4.
CLIVE, Robert, Lord (Hist.) son of Richard Clive, of t!
family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished himself
India, as governor-general of Fort William, and commande
in-chief of the king's and the East India company's fore
in Bengal; and after acquiring considerable honour in K
own country, he, in a fit of despondency, put an end to 1
existence in 1774, at the age of 50.
Clive (Her.) the name of a family, so called from
manor of Clive, co. Salop, in which they have been seati
since the reign of Henry II
but Robert, lord Clive, w
officer sent

t

;

the first who arrived at the dignity of the peerage, beii
created baron of Plassey, in Ireland, in 1762.
His si
Edward was created in 1 7<H baron Clive of Walcot, i
Salop
and was farther advanced in 1 .S04 to the digniti
of earl of Powis, viscount Clive, of Ludlow, &c. The titli
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Clive, earl of Powis, viscount Clive of Ludlo
Titles.
baron Herbert, of Cherbury, both in the county of Salo
baron Powis, of Powis Castle, co. Montgomery and bar
Clive, of Plassey, in Ireland.
Arms. Argent, a less sable, charged with three mullets
;

A

Crest.

Clitus,

griffin

sejant or, resting his dexter foot

on a

shield argent.

:

Two greyhounds argent, plain collared and
Supporters.
leashed gules.
CLIN US (Hist.) a general of Cos, who commanded 7000
Greeks, in the pay of king Nectanebus, and was killed by
Diod. 1. 16'.
the Argives as he was passing the Nile.
CLIO (Mi/th.) KXeiui, the first of the nine Muses, daughters
of Jupiter and Mnemosyne, who presided over history.
Hesiod. T/ieogn. v. 75 ; Apollod. 1. 1 ; Strab. 1. 14.
Clio (Numis.) vide Pomponia, gens.
(Hist.) KXeiadivqs, of the family of AlcHerod. 1. 5, c. 6~, &c. ;
mseon, the last tyrant of Sicyon.

CLISTHENES
Aristot. Pol.

5, c. 12.

1.

Clistuenes, an Athenian, and maternal grandson of the
preceding, is said to have instituted the ostracism by which
he was himself first banished. Herod. 1. 5, &C. ; Cic. in

Brut. ; Pint, in Arist.
(Biog.) an historian in the time of Alexander the Great, whose exploits he recounted. Diodor. 1. 2 ;
Foss. de Hist. Grwc. 1. 1.
Aid. Gel. 1. 4
CLITE (Mi/th.) KKarn, wife of Cyzicus, who hung herself
on the death of her husband. Orph. in Argon.; Apollon.
in Argon. 1. 1.
CLITODEMUS (Biog.) one of the most ancient historians
Voss. Hist.
of Athens, quoted by Pausanias and others.

CLITARCHUS
;

Grcec.

CLITOMACHUS

(Biog.) KA«7d/ja X oc, a Carthaginian phi-

Diog. in Fit.
losopher, successor to Carneades, at Athens.
Clito.maihus, an Athlete, who gained many prizes at the
Olympic games, and was noted for his modesty. Pausan.

;

i

Crest.

On

wreath a

a

griffin

with wings expanded arge,

ducally gorged gules.
Supporters.
Dexter, an elephant argent ; sinister, a grifT
with wings expanded argent, powdered with mullets a)
ducally gorged gules.
" Audacter et sincere."
Motto.
Clive, Fiscount, the title commonly borne by the eldest $•
of the earl of Powis.
Clive, Catherine (Biog.) a celebrated actress, whose maid
name was Raftor, was born in 1711, married in 1732
George Clive, esq., a gentleman of the law, and, as is sa
brother to lord Clive, from whom she was soon after sej
rated, and died in 1785.
(Myth.) a goddess at Rome, who presided o\
the Cloacse, or the public sewers of the city, which Wf
begun by Tarquin the Elder, and finished by Tarquin t
Proud.
Liv. 1. .'J; Plin. 1. 5.
(Myth.) one of the companions of .<Ene
from whom the family of the Cluentii derived their descei
Ptnf. .En. 1. 5.

CLOACINA

CLOANTHUS
CLODEBERT

(Hist.) son of Chilperic
to the throne.

I,

died at an

eai

age before he came

CLODEMIR (Hut.) vide Clodomir.
CLODIA (Hist.) vide Claudia.
sister of Publius Clodius, with whom she had
incestuous commerce.
Cic. pro M.
(Hist.) son of Pharamond, was the second ki
of France, began to reign about 11-1, and died after a rei

Far. Hist. 1. 3, c. 33.
(Hist.) a son of Azan, who founded a city in Arcadia, called after his name.
(Geog.) a river of the Falisci, now Le Fene,
the waters of which are said by the poets to have made

Clodia,

oxen white.

Prosper.
Chlogio ; and by Sidonius Apollinarius, Clois.
Aimon. Hist. 1. 1.
Chron. ; Gregor. 'Eur. 1. J
CLODIUS (Hut.) vide Claudius.
Clodh's, P.. an unworthy member of the Claudian fami
who disgraced himself by his vices, and still more so by
inveterate hatred of Cicero, which he gratified by procurij
his banishment, and burning down his house.
He w:
afterwards killed by his rival Milo on the Appian road, nt
Bovillo, where they accidentally met.
Cic. pro Mil. etp
Dom. ; Plut. in Cic : Appian. de 11,11. Civ. 1. 2.
Clodius, Sex/us, a kinsman. of Publius, carried the body'
his relation, covered with wounds, into the senate, where
excited a tumult among the populace, for which he «:
banished, but afterwards recalled by Anthony.
Cic. ad J.Aseon. in Cic.
1. 14 ;

1.

6

;

/El.

CLITOR

CLITUMNUS
Firg. Gcorg.

1.

Hair

2,

alhi,

v.

146.

Ciitumne, griges,

ft

maiima law us

Viclima, -vr/w two perfuii Jiumint Mi o,
ud iemvlu Dtum duiert triumphal.
i

1.

tormina sua Clitumnus fiumina luco

Integil, el niveos abluit

Stat.

Sylc

Juv. Sal.

pritilent uiveos

boves.

Ctitumna noialia

taurai.

v. 12.
\jila

w/ mtrmlens Clitumni

Irtt, ri u

CLITUS

uudu

1-

1.

Am

pascna sanguis

grundi ctruilftritiula ministni.

the familiar friend and foster-brother of
Alexander, whom the latter slew when he was heated with
Justin. 1. J 2 ; Q. Curt. 1. 4 ; Plut. in Alex.
wine.
(Hist.)

:;7

years,

lie

is

called by

Gregory of Tou

i

2.

Qua

of more than

;

RomaRM
Propcrt.

CLODION

I

Clodius, Albinus, vide Albinus.

CLO

CLO
Clodivs, Macer, a propraetor in Africa, who, at the death of
Nero, assumed the imperial purple, but was defeated and
slain by Trebonius Garucianus, a general
under Galba, after a reign of three months.
Tacit. Hist.

1.

1.

Clodivs, Macer (Kumis.) the effigy of this
usurper is given on some medals as in the
annexed nirure; inscription, CLODILS
S.C.
MACER or L. CLODILS
Clodivs. Licinius (Biog.) a Latin historian quoted by Livy

MACER

:

and other authors. Liv. 1. 29, &c
Clodivs, Sr.vtus, a rhetorician, who had Anthony for a disCic. ad Attic. 1. 4, c. 15.
ciple, and Atticus for his friend.
Clodivs, Sextos, a Greek author who composed a work on
Arnob. de Fal. Relig.
the cods, quoted bv Arnobius.
1.

1, c.

22.

CLODOMIR

name common

(Hist.) a

some dukes among

to

the ancient Gauls.
Clodomir, or Clodemir,

second son of Clovis and Clotilda,
obtained Orleans and other neighbouring provinces as his
but having engaged in war
share of his father's kingdom
with Sigismund, king of Burgundy, he was taken by the
enemv and beheaded.
(Hist.) daughter of Clotaire I and Jugonda,
was married ti> Alboinus, king of the Lombards, whom
Paul. Diacon.
she laboured to convert to Christianity.
;

CLODOSV1NDA
1.

Roman virgin given with other maidens
hostage to Porsenna, king of Etruria, escaped from her
confinement and swam across the Tiber to Rome ; for which
she was rewarded with an equestrian statue.
Virg. /En. 1. 8, v. 650.
as a

poutem nuthret quod tfUere CocUs,
rincttl tranarel Ctalia ruptti.

Juven. Sat. 8, v. 264.
Quod mirnretur cum CatKte Mutius,et qu

e

Imperii tine* Tiberiman virgo nataitt,

Hal.

Dionys.
c.

13

;

Pint.

5

1.

i>i

Liv.

;

1.

2

;

Aurel.

lid. de l"n: Illusl.

1.

3, c. 25.

an ambassador from

Tullus,

the

Romans

to

the

was put to death by king Tolumnius. Liv. 1. 4.
Titus Siculus, one of the first tribunes appointed
with consular power.
Liv. 1. 4.
Lord (Her.) the title at present enjoyed by
the family of Dillon, conferred in 1790 on Robert Dillon,
Vientes,

Clcei.ivs,

CLOXBKOtk.
who was

created baron Clonbrock, of Clonbrock, co. Galway.
Lord (Her.) the title at present enjoyed by
Irish family of Lawless [vide Lawless'], conferred in

CLONCURRY,
the

17S9 on

sir

Nicholas Lawless,

who was

created baron Clon-

eurry. co. Kildare.

CLOXTUS

(Myth.) KXoWoe, a Boeotian, who went with 50
Horn. II. 1. 2.
ships to the Trojan war.
CLONMEL, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present enjoyed by the family of Scott, which was conferred in 1 793
on John Scott. [Vide ScotQ The titles, arms, &c. of this
family are as follow
Titles.

:

Scott, earl of Clonmel, viscount Clonmel,

Earlsfort.

Arms.

—

Crest.

A buck passant

and baron

proper.

On the dexter Justice; on the sinister Mercy.
" Fear to transgress."

CLOPINFI.

(Biog.) vide Mam.
John (Biog.) a painter of Osnaburgh, was
born in 1656, and died in 1713, after having practised his

CLOSTERMAX,

art successfully in

CLOTAIRE

him.

Clotaire

III, succeeded his father, Clovis II,
656, his mother Batbilda administering
He
the government during his minority.
The effidied, after a reign of 13 years.
king
are
gies of this and the following
in

given as in the annexed figures.

Clotaire IV, son of Thierri

III, or, accord-

ing to some, of Dagobert II, was proclaimed
artel, and died
king in 717 by Charles
in
719, after having reigned only 17
months. Gregor. Tin: 1. 7, &c. ; Fredegar.
('/iron. ; Aimon. 1. 3 ; Mezcrai, De I'alois,
de Pere Anselme, fyc.
(Myth.) KXodi,, the youngest of the three Pares,
who held the distail' in her hand and spun the thread of life.

M

Hesiod. Theog.

CLOTILDA

v.

218; Apollod.

1.

1, c. 3.

a name common to several queens or
princesses of France.
Clotilda, the wife of Clovis I, was distinguished for her
piety, and died in 543, or 548.
Clotilda, daughter of Clovis and Clotilda, was married to
Amauri, king of the Visigoths, who, being an Arian, strove
with violence to make her change her principles. She was
Jornand. De
protected however by her brother Childebert.
Reb. Goth.; Gregor. Tin: 1. 3, &c. ; Aimon. 1.2; Le Pere
(Hist.)

CLOTII.DA, wife of Thierri I, was the mother of Clovis III.
Fredegar. in Chron. ; Aimonius, Valois,&?c.
CLODOALDUS, S. (Ecc.) or S. Cloud, son of Clodomir,
kin? of Orleans, and grandson of Clovis. having lost his
father, who was killed in battle, renounced his kingdom,
and, devoting himself to a life of a religious seclusion, died
about 560, at the village of Xogent, since called, after him.
Baillet, Vies.des
S. (loud.
Gregor. Tur. 1. 3; Aimon. 1. 2
;

Saints.

CLOUD,

S. (Ecc.) in Latin Clodolpkus,

was bishop of Metz

and died in 696 at the age of 99.
Julius (Biog.) a painter, who excelled in, painting
miniatures and illuminations in missals, was born in Sclavofor

40

years,

CLOVIO,

nia in 1498, and died in 1578.
(Hist.)
Clodovix, I.auduiin, and Louis, a name
common to some kings of France.
Clovis I, the founder, as he may be termed, of the French
monarchy, was born in 467 succeeded his father Chilperie
in 481 ; and, by extending his conquests all around him

CLOVIS

,"

over the Romans and Goths, he established the kingdom of
He died in 511,
France, and fixed his residence at Paris.
aged 45, after a reign of 80 yean during which te was
His kingdom was
converted to Christianity.
divided among his four sons, Thierri, Clodo;

—

Supporter?.
Motto.

;

Ann tm.

Public.

CLCELU'S. Gracchus (Hist.) a general of the Volsci and
Sabines, who was conquered by Q. Cincinnatus.
Liv.
Clielius,

I,

CLOTHO

l,c. 18.
(Hist.) a

CLCELIA

/,i

surnamed the Elder, the third
son of Clovis, was king of Soissons in 511 ;
and, after uniting the whole French monarchv under his power, he died in 561,
His sons divided the kingdom
aged 64.
Charibert became king of
between them
Paris ; Gontran king of Orleans ; Chilperie
king of Soissons; and Sigebert king of Austrasja. The
etfiirv of this king is given as in the annexed figure.
Clotaire II, surnamed the Younger, or the Tall, succeeded
his father, Chilperie, in 584, and died, in 682, at the
age of 45. His son Dagobert I, succeeded

Clotaire

England.

(Hist.) a

name common

mir, Childebert, and Clotaire. [Vide Plate V]
II, succeeded his father Dagobert in
638, in the kingdoms of Neustria and Burgundy, and died in 655, at the age of 23.

Clovis

He

was succeeded by

effigy of this

to

some kings of France.

figure.

king

is

Clotaire

III.

The

given as in the annexed

CLY
Clovis

COB
Clymene

111691, and
His effigy is given

III. succeeded Thierri

I

died at the age of 14.
as in the annexed figure.
Clovis, son of Chilperic I, and his wife Audonere, v. as put to death by Fredegonda,
the wicked mistress of Chilperic, who abandoned him to her resentment on the false
charge of his having caused the death of the children he
had had by her. Greger. Tur. 1. 5, &c. ; l.e Pere Anselme.
CLOWES, William (Biog.) a surgeon in the time of queen
Elizabeth, who was the author of ' Approved Practice for
all Young Chirurgeons," 1591, 1596, and 1637 ; and ' A
Treatise on the Venereal Disease,' 1596, and 1637CLUBBE, Jo/ni (Biog.) an English divine, who was educated
at Cambridge, and died Vicar of Debenham, in Suffolk, in
The History and Antiquities of the ancient
1 77,'S ; wrote,
1

(Biog.) the mother of Homer, according to a report mentioned by Pausanias.
(Myth.) a king of Orchomenos, son of Presbon,
and father of Erginus. Apollod. 1. 2, &c.

CLYMENUS

CLYTEMNESTRA

(Myth.) K\vra,p,^p,,, a daughter of
Tyndarus, king of Sparta, by Leda, who was born, witk
her brother Castor, from one of the eggs which her mother
brought forth after her amour with Jupiter.
She was
the wife of Agamemnon, king of Argos, whom she murdered
with the assistance of her paramour jEgistheus, and was
afterwards killed by her own son Orestes.
Propert.

Hor.

1,

1.

3, el. 1 7QuUlve Cljittmnatnc, propter q\iam lota
lit/amis sluprv Stat L'dopau domus ?

1.

County of
;

Diiisit

Suffolk.' 1758, B satire

modem Antiquarians
Fugitive Pieces.' 2. ' Physiognomy,' &c.
Advice to a Young Clergyman,' 1763.
CLUGNY, Ferri de (Air.) second son of Henry de Clugny,
was promoted successively to the sees of Autun and Tournay,
created a cardinal by Sixtus IV in 1480, and died suddenly
in 1483, after having been long in the service of Philip the
on

reprinted

by

Dodsley in his
A Letter of
3.

Juv. Sat. 6,

Good, duke of Burgundy.
Cditgny, William de, bishop of Poitiers, third son of Henry
de Clugny, was, like his brother, in the service of Philip,
duke of Burgundy and, after having been employed on a
mission into England, he was made bishop of Poitiers by
Louis XI, in whose service he died in 1480.
CLUILIUS (Hist.) a leader of the Volsci, who was conquered
by the Romans, l.iv. I. 4.
CLUPEA (Geog.) and Ch/pea, now Aklibia, a town of Africa
Propria, 22 miles E. Carthage, which received its name
from its resemblance in form to Clypcus, a shield.
Luc. 1. 4, v. 586.

Hoc tantum

Hum.

magna

Et Clupeam, temuL stationis Utora

JEschul. in

1 1 ;

Agamemn.

;

Euripid.

in

10'; Diodor. 1. 4; Virg. JEn. 1.
4;
Pans. 1. 2, &c.
CLYTIA (Myth.) KAwn'n, a daughter of Oceanus and Tethys,
and mistress of Apollo, who, having deserted her, she was
changed into a sun-flower. Ovid. Mil- 1. 4.
c.

;

CNEMUS
ful in

Diod.

(Hist.) a Macedonian general, who was unsuccessan expedition against the Acarnanians. Thucud. 1. ^
12.

1.

CNEUS (Hist.) a prrenomen common to
CNIDUS (Geog.) or Gnidus, a town
Doris, in Caria.
1.

CO

1,

Strab.

14; Mel.

1.

(Geog.)

now

or Cos,

Coos,

Zia,

situate near the coasts of Asia, about

Tibull.

many Romans.
and proruontorv uf
Plin. 1. 36; Hor.
;

1

1.

30; Luc. Dial.

od.

2, el. 4.

1.

;

Vestis, ft e

Propert.

one of the Cyclades,
15 miles from Huli-

was famous for the manufacture of silk and
beautiful and delicate texture.
fVide Cos]
It

cotton of a

iwtce.

1.

; Apollod. 1. 3,
Hi/gin. Fab. 1 1 7, &c-

carnassus.

Carthaginii arces

l.iv. 1. 27; Slrab. 1. 17de Bell. Civ. 1. 2
CLUSIA (Hut.) a beautiful daughter of an Etruscan king,
with whom Torquatus, a Roman general, became enamoured,
and solicited her in marriage of the father, which, being
refused, he besieged and destroyed the town, when Clusia
threw herself down from a tower, and came to the ground

Coes.

Odi/ss.

Iphig.

;

Mininttus

v. 6:~>5.

Muni' Vhtlcmiicstram tntllus ntm vicus hahehit.
re/ert, quod Ti/ndurit ilia bipemiem
fntultam etfaluam dextrii Uecfyht tenebat.

'

free

hiii r

At huvc lilterta stcuri
medium, jurtissima TynJuridarum.

'

.

Villa of Wbeatfield, in the

MytxuU

sat. 1.

Cm pueUis
rubro lucuta concha mari.

ad Ci/nthiam.

1,

1.

El trnues Coa vale movtn sinus.

Ovid, de Art.

Am.

1.

2, v. 298.
Coa piacere putu.
;

Sive eril in Cois

unhurt.
(Geog.) a town of Etruria, now Chiusi, which
was taken by the GauLs under Breunus. Diod. 1. 1 4 ; Virg.

CLUSIUM

Mn. 1. 10.
CLUSIUS, Charles

(Biog.) in French Ecluse, a botanist of
His principal
Arras, was boru in 1.526, and died in I6O9.
works are, 1. ' Hariorum aliquot Stirpium per Hispanias
2. ' Rariorum
observatorum Historia," 8vo. Antv. 1576.
aliquot Stirpiuni per Pannoniam, Austriam, et vicinas quasdam Provincias observatorum Historia," 8vo. Antv. 598
these two were republished under the title of ' Uariorum
3. ' Exoticorum
Plantanim Historia, feL Antv. 1601.
4. ' Curte posteriores,'
Libri Decern,' fol. Antv. 1605.
besides translations from other writers on
fol. Antv. Ifill
1

;

'

;

[Vide Plate

botany.

XXXIII]

CLUVERIUS,

Philip (Mog.) or Cluvier, a geographer, of
an ancient and noble family of Dantzig, was bocg i" 1580,
and died in 1623. His principal works are, 1. ' Gennania
Sicilia Antiqua,' fol.
2.
Antiqua,' fol. Lugd. Bat. 10'lti.
In4.
3.
Italia Antiqua,' 2 vols. fol. l6'26.
ibid- l6l!».
'

*

'

Horal.

1.

sat. 2,

1,

v.

It

gave birth

PlilU

I

11

Isid.

;

1.

Strab.

1

14;

14.

A

pieces.

COBDEN, Edward

chaplain in ordinary to king
Discourses and
1764, published
Essays in Prose and Verse,' &c.
Lord
(Hist.)
of the family menHenri/, fifth
tioned under Heraldry, became memorable in the reign of
James I for the part which he took in Raleigh's plot, for
which he was attainted and condemned to be beheaded, but
was reprieved, although his estates were forfeited. He lived
for many years in great misery and poverty, and died in

George

II,

who

(Biog.)

died in

'

COBHAM,

I6l<).

Cobiiam, Lord (Her.) a

;

at

(Biog.) a poet, who was educated at Cambridge, and died in 1713, was the author of '
Collection
of Poems on several Occasions,' &e. ; besides some other

Cobham, Lord

KKvpivn, a daughter of Oceanus and
Tethys also a female aUendant of Helen, who accompanied
Horn. II. 1. 3 ; Heher mistress when she eloped to Troy.
siod. Theog.

videre

COBB, Samuel

work.
(Myth.)

pome

Hippocrates and Apelles.

to

troductio in Univcrsam Gcographiam,' &c. 4to. a posthumous

CLYMENK

101.

Coit tiui

Ut nudum.

(Fee.) vide Sin John Oldcastle.
title

which was

at first enjoyed

by

the family of De Cobham, in Kent, Henry de Cobham
having been summoned to parliament as a baron in the
His great grand-daughter
reigns of I'd ward II and III.
Joan, the heiress of bar grand-father, second lord Cobham,

COC

coc
third husband,

toot to her
tioned,

sir

John Oldcastle above-men-

and her daughter, Joan, by her first husband, marson, John Brooke, had a sum-

Thomas Brooke, whose

ried sir

Cobham,

the attainder of
mons
Sir John
Henrv, fifth lord Cobham above-mentioned.
Brooke, of Hekington, co. Lincoln, kt., grandson and next
lord
Cobham,
was
created
to
third
lord
George,
heir male
to parliament as lord

Cobham

after

but died without issue.
COBLEXTZ (Geog.) a town of Prussia, capital of the
Lower
duchy
of
Rhine, was called by the angrand
the
cients ConJIuentes, or Conjlueniia, from its situation on the
confluence of the Moselle and Rhine, 36 miles X. \V. Mentz,
48 S. E. Cologne, 51 X. E. Treves, and 300 E. by X. Paris.
=
great council was held
Lon. 7 33' E. lat. 50 22' X.
here in 860 for the purpose of adjusting the differences between Charles II, surnamed the Bald, Louis, surnamed
Germamis, and Lolhaire, king of Lorraine.
COCALUS (Myth.) a king of .Sicily, who received Dsedalus
when lie fled from Minos. Hygin. Fab.ii; Ovid. Met.
1. 8
ScAol in Find. Nan. Od. 4.
COCCAIO (Biug.) vide Folengo.
in '20 Charles

I,

A

;

COCCEILS

(Hist.) a

surname common

to several

Romans.

(Biog.) or Cock, John, a Hebrew professor of Bremen, was born in 1603, and died in 1669, leaving many
Commentaries on the Bible and other works, published in
10 vols. fol. Amst. 1701.
Cocceh's. Henri/, a lawyer of Bremen, was born in 1644,
and died in 1719, leaving, among his works, ' Juris Publici

Coccehs

Prudentia,' 8vo. Francof. 1695.
CoccEirs, Samuel, son of the preceding, who died in 1755,
left, besides ' The Frederician Code,' in 3 vols. 8vo., an
edition of ' Grotius de Jure Belli et Pacis,' 5 vols. 4to. Laus.

1755.

COCCHI,

Anthony (Biog.) a physician of Florence, was born
and died in 1758, leaving * Gnpcorum Chirurgici
&c. fol. Florent. 1754, besides some Orations, Sec.

in 1693,
Libri,'

COCCIO (Biog.)
COCHIX, Henry

vide Sabellicus.

(Biog.) a lawyer of Paris, was born in
1687, and died in 1717, leaving works which were pub-

—

2.
6 vols. 4to. Paris, 1751
Cochin, Charles Nicholas (Biog.) an engraver of Paris, was
born in 688, and died in 175-1, leaving many works which
are esteemed, full of spirit, correctness, and harmony.
Cochin, Charles Nicholas, son of the preceding, and also an
engraver, who died in 1790, was the author of some works
on the subject of his profession; as, 1.
Lettres sur les
Peintures d'Herculaneuin,' 12mo. 1751. 2. ' Voyage d'ltalie,
ou Recueil d'Observations,' &c. 3 vols. Lausanne, 177-!, &c
COCHL.3EUS, John (Biog.) a canon of Breslau, and a zealous disputant against Luther, Calvin, and other reformers of
his day, was born in 1479, and died in 1552, leaving,
1. ' Historia
Hussitarum,' fol.
2.
De Actis et Scriptis
Lutheri,' fol. 1549.
3.
Speculum circa Missam,' 8vo.
4.
De \ ita Theodorici Regis Osthrogothorum,' 4to. Holm.
1699- 5. Concilium Cardinalium Anno 1538/ 8vo. 6. ' De

lished in

1

.

'

•

'

•'

'

•

Emendenda

Ecclesia,' 8vo. 1539-

COCHUAX,
Clydesdale,
.

I

a colonel in king Charles's army, and was one of those excepted from pardon by the articles of Westminster in 1646,
which his majesty refused to ratify.
Cochrane, Sir Bryce, a fourth brother of sir John, lost his
life in the king's service in 1650.
Cochrane, Hon. Sir John, second son of the first earl of

Dundonald, was concerned in the insurrection of Monmouth
and, being taken as a fugitive, was brought to the
in 1 683
tolbooth of Edinburgh in U)S5 bound and bareheaded, and
ignominously conducted by the hangman, but bis life was
redeemed by his father for a considerable sum.
Cochrane, Hon. Basil, son of William Cochrane, of Ochiltree, a captain in the 44th regiment of foot, was taken prisoner bv the insurgents at the battle of Preston in 1745,
and died in 1788.
Cochrane, Hon. Charles, an officer in the English army in
America, was sent with despatches from sir Henry Clinton
to lord Cornwallis, then besieged in York Town, and passed
He
in an open boat undiscovered through the French fleet.
was for that intrepid conduct made one of his lordship's aidsde-camp, and a day or two after had his head shot off by
;

army in 1781.
the name of an ancient family which has
subsisted for centuries in the county of Renfrew, of which
descended sir William Cochrane, a distinguished loyalist,
who was created a peer in 1647 by the title of lord Cochrane, of Dundonald, and in 1669 <HH farther advanced to
the dignity of earl of Dundonald, and lord Cochrane, of
[Vide Dundunuld~\
Paisley and Ochiltree.
Cochrane, Lord, the title borne by the eldest son of the earl
a cannon-ball before the surrender of the

Cochrane (Her.)

[Vide .Why/]

.

I

William

(Biog.)

a painter

of

Strathven,

in

was born in 1738, and died in 1785, leaving

a high reputation,

particularly in the branch of portrait

painting.

COCHRANE,

Sir John (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, a colonel in the army of king Charles I,
by whom he was sent to solicit the assistance of foreign
princes, and was afterwards dispatched by Charles II on
an embassy into Poland in 1650. He died before the Restoration.

Cochrane, Sir William, of Cowdon, brother of the preceding.
[Vide DnnilonalcTj
Cochrane, Hugh, another brother of the preceding, was also

of'

Dundonald.

COCKAIXE,

Sir John, Knight (Hist.) of the family mentioned under Heraldry, chief baron of the Exchequer, and
one of the justices of the Common Pleas, was killed in 1423
in an engagement with Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland, who rebelled against Henry IV.

Cockaink. Sir Thomas, of Ashburne, another branch of the
same family, was knighted by Henry VI 1 1 for his valour at
the sieges of 1 erouenne and Tournay, and was killed by

Thomas Bunlet. of Bramcote, in consequence of a quarrel.
Cot 'Kaixe, Sir Thomas, the grandson- of the preceding, was
knighted by the earl of Hertford, for his valour at the taking
of Leith and Edinburgh.
Cot kaine (Her.) Colyn or Cokeyn, the name of an ancient
family seated for many years in the county of Derby, of
whom honourable mention is made under History. Charles
(n kaine, esq., a descendant of this family, was in (>:>.)
advanced to the peerage of Ireland by the title of viscount
[Vide C«//c«]
( ullen.
(dr kaine (Biog.) ride Cokaine.
RX, Patrick {Biog.) a professor of the oriental lanat Paris, of the family of Langton in the Merse,
who died in 1559, w-rote, 1. ' Oratio de Ltilitate et Excel2. ' De Vulgari Sacra?
lentia Verbi Dei,' 8vo. Paris, 1551.
Scripture Phrasi,' 8vo. Paris, 1552, &C.
Scotland,
who died in 1729,
divine
of
John,
Cockbi'RN,
a
wrote * The History and Examination of Duels,' 8vo. 1720,
1

COCKBl

besides

some

tracts

on religious

subjects.

Cockblrn, Catherine, daughter of
naw, and wife of Mr. Cockburn,

captain Trotter, of the
a clergyman, and son of
the preceding, became from a Protestant a Catholic, and was
afterwards reconciled to the church of England. Her works,
consisting of poetry and metaphysics. eVc, in which she defended Mr. Locke, were published by Dr. Birch, in 2 vols.
8vo. 1751, under the title of ' The Works of Mrs. Catherine

Cockburn, Theological, Moral, Dramatic, and Poetical ;' but
none of her dramatic pieces were included in these two
The Fatal Friendship.'
volumes, except
COCKER, Ednard (Biog.) a penman and engraver of London,
was born in 1631, and died in 1677, leaving among his
'

;

COD

COF

works as an author, a Book of Arithmetic, the fortieth edition of which appeared in 1728.
COCKERELL (Her.) the name of a family of Caermarthen,
which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet.

The

arms. &C. of this family are as follow
Or, between two flanches pities, a leopard's face
argent, within a wreath of laurel, between two game
curks in pale /»'"/' '.
(rex/.
Within a crescent azure, a tiger's face proper,
crowned with an eastern crown.
:

Arms.

COCKERMOUTH,

Lord (Jler.) the title borne by the eldest
son of the earl of Egremont.
Pub. Horn!. (HUt.) a Roman, who alone opposed
the whole army of Porsenna at the head of a bridge, while
his companions behind him were cutting oft' the communication with the opposite shore.
When the bridge was destroyed, Cocles leapt into the Tiber, and swam to Rome.
Pirg. JEn. 1. 8, v. 649.

COCLES,

IUuiti indigvanti sinntem, simitemque

Aspicera

.

ponton auderet juod

minanli

1.

2,

veltert Cocles.

c.

Virg. JEn.

1.

6.

Cocijli stagntt

Horat.

1.

aha

xides,

Stugiamque paludeni,

2, od. 14.

Vuendui aler fiumine langvido

Cocytm

errant.

Claud, de Rap. Pros.

1.

2.

Press*

tacrymanim

fitrtte

CODRUS

{Hut.) the 17th and last king of Athens, son of
Mclanthus, who devoted himself to death for the benefit of
his country, during the war with the Heraclide, when the
Oracle declared victory to that side whose king should fall
in consequence of which Codrus disguised himself, and provoked a soldier to kill him. The Athenians, out of respect

memory,

to his

ment

in

Horat.
Paterc.
1.

1,

as

is

said, abolished the

monarchical govern-

Athens.

1.

3, od. 10.
Codrus, )>ro jmtriil non timidus mori.
c.

1,

1.

2

;

Max.

Val.

5

1.

;

Justin.

1.

2

;

Paut

&c.

COECK,

Peter {Riog.) otherwise called

Pan

from the
place of his nativity, a Flemish painter, who died in 1550,
leaving, among other things, Prints of the Turkish CosAelsl,

tume.

COEFFETAN,

Nicholas {Ecc.) a Dominican of Calais, and
bishop of Dardania, in partibus, was born in 1574, and died
having been named to the bishopric of Marseilles by Lewis XIII.
He wrote a Roman History, which
was published in fol. 10'47, and translated Florus.
CCELESYRIA (Grog.) vid,- Cceloeuria.
CCELIA, gens (Hist.) a plebeian family of Rome, which was
descended from Vibenna Cceles, an Etrurian, who came to
settle at Rome in the time of Romulus.
They rose to some
distinction in the state.
CGELIUS, Caldus {Hist.) a quaestor under Cicero, in Cilicia.
Cffii.ius, M. RuJ'us, accused Antonius of treason, and L. Atratinus of bribery, but was accused in his turn by the son of
Atratinus, and defended by Cicero, with whom he correCic. pro Ccel. ; el ad Fam. I. 8.
sponded.
Ccrmus (Riog.) a Roman historian, who flourished A.C. 121.
Liv. 1. 21.
CtELIUB, Gaspard, a poet and painter at Rome, in the pontiHe wrote, among
ficate of Clement VIII, and Paul V.
other things, a poem on the taking of Rome by the Goths, &c.
and died at the age of 7"
Ccklius, Rhodigines, vide Rhoi!igi?ies.
Ccelius, mons (Geog.) vide Cairns.
in 1623, after

10; Val. Max. 1. 3 ; Juv. Sat. 8.
COCYTUS (Myth.) a river of Epyrus, which was fabled by
the poets to be one of the rivers of hell.
Liv.

,

reudit

Cceytut, taeU'a Acheron obmuluit vvdis.

CODINUS,

George (Riog.) one of the Curopalates at the imperial palace of Constantinople in the 15th century, wrote
an account of that city, and also of the officers of the palace,
in Greek, which was printed from the Latin version of
George Douza, and Francis Junius, in Gr. and Lat. Paris,
1615.
The antiquities of Constantinople were published by
Goar, in folio, in 1 648.
CODRINGTON, Christopher {Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, attended king William in the wars in
Flanders, where he eminently signalized himself, and afterwards succeeded his father as governor of the island of BarHe died after having added honour to his name by
badoes.
a noble benefaction of 1 0,000/. to the college of All Souls,
Oxford, where he had received his education, for the building of a library, which he furnished with many valuable
books of his own collection. He also gave an estate of 2000/.
per annum to the Society for the Propagation of Christian
Knowledge, for the building and endowment of a college at
Barbadoes.
Codrington (Hit.) the name of a family of Codrington, in
the county of Gloucester, where it has held a considerable
rank since the time of Henry IV, John Codrington, esq.
being standard-bearer to Henry V, in his wars with France.
younger branch of this family at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1721 on sir William Codringtou, ousin of Christopher Codrington, beforcThe arms, &c. of this family are as follow
lncntioncd.
Arms.
Argent, a fess embattled and counter-embattled

A

:

between three lioncels passant table.
Crest.
A dragon's head cooped gules, between a pair of
(dragon's) wings, cheeky or and azure.
Codrington, Robert (Riog.) of the same family in Gloucestershire, was born in 1602, educated at Oxford, and died in
l665, leaving, 1. ' The Life and Death of Robert Bar] of
Essex,' Mo. Land, 1640, in which, according to Wood, he
gules,

displayed the rcl>cl. 2. ' A Collection of Proverbs.' :;. ' The
Life of Rlaoa,' prefixed to Dr. Barlow's edition of the
Fables, fol. Hiu't), besides translations of Justin, Q. Curtius,
and some pieces from the French.

CCELOSYRIA

(Geog.) a country of Syria, between Mount
Lebanus and Antilibanus, \\ here the Orontes took its rise,
the capital of which was Damascus.
C02LUS (Myth.) or Uranus, an ancient deity, supposed to be
an(J the
the father of Saturn, Oceanus, and Hyperion, &c.
son of Terra, whom he afterwards married. Hesiod. Theog. ;
;

Apollod.

1.

Hi/gin. Pra-f. Fab.
Paterson (Hist.) a native of

1

COEN, John

;

Hoorn, and governor
of the Dutch F.ast Indies, laid the foundation of the city of
Batavia, whither he removed the factory from Bantam, and
after defending his new colony against the attacks of the
king of Java, he died in 1(>29, at the age of 42, of the pestilence which had been caused by the multitude of dead
bodies.

C(F"NUS

(Hist.) son-in-law to Parmenio, and an officer in the
army of Alexander, who died of a distemper, on his return

from India.

Q. Curl.

1.

9

;

Mod.

I.

COES

(Hist.) Ki.'ojc a Mitylenian, to
He
sovereignty of his native city.

Herod.

the inhabitants.
Jiimcx (Hist.) a

C(EUR,

richest subjects in

1.

5,

c.

17-

whom

Darius gave the

was stoned

to death by

11.

French merchant, and one of the
Europe, who assisted kingCharles VII in the

conquest of Normandy, by the loan of not less than seven millions of crowns, anil was employed in several offices; but being
accused of poisoning Agnes Sorel, the king's mistress, he fled
to Rome, where he was employed by Calixtus III against

the Turks, and died at Chio in 1 156'.
(Her.) the name of a family originally settled at
Portledge, in the county of Devon, a branch of which went
to North America, and were among the royalists who took
From thii
refuge in Canada, during the American war.

COFFIN

•

J

COL

COK
descended admiral sir Isaac Coffin, who for his
naval services was created a baronet in 1804. The arms, &c.

branch

is

of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, seme of croslets or, two batons in saltire
encircled within two laurel branches or, between three
plates, with a mullet for difference.
On the stern of a ship or, a pigeon with wings
'Crest.
endorsed argent, with a sprig of laurel in his beak proper,
:

a mullet for difference.
Motto.

" Extant recte

A

COLANUS

COLARDEAU,

factis prsemia."

COGGESHALLE,

Ralplt (Biug.) a monk and historian, in
the 12th and 13th centuries, was the author of ' Chronicon
Anglicanum ab Anno 1066 ad Annum 1200,' and Libellus

de Motibus Anglicanis sub Johanne Rege,' besides some manuscript pieces, still preserved in our public libraries.
COGHILL (Her.) or Cockhill, the name of a family which
has been Mated at Knaresborough, co. York, since the reigns
It now enjoys the dignity
of Richard II, and Henry IV.
and title of a baronet, conferred in 1778 on sir John Coghill,
who assumed the name of Coghill pursuant to the desire of
Hester, countess of Charleville, to whose estate he succeeded.
The anus, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Quarterly, 1st and 4th gules, on a chevron argent 3
pellets, a chief sable for Coghill
2d and 3d or, on a chief
indented azure, three fleurs-de-lis or, a canton ermine for
Cramer.
Crest.
On a mount vert, a cock with wings expanded or,
•

:

;

dueally crowned gules.
" Xon dormit qui custodit."
Juhn Henry (Biog.) a physician of HOdesheim,
wno died in 1750, in the 85th year of his age, wrote-,
1. ' Hermippus Redivivus,' which was translated into EngMotto.

60HAUSEN,
•

broke out into open rebellion. [[Vide Plate XVII
He published, 1. 'Reports,' 1600-55, in 12 parts. 2. * Institutes,' in 4 parts, 1628, 1629, &c, the 13th, 14th, and
15th editions by Hargrave and Butler, 1788, 1 789, and 1794Treatise of Bail and Mainprize,' 4to. 1637- 4. ' Com3. '
plete Copyholder,' 4to. 1 640-1650.
Coke, Viscount (Her.) vide Leicester.
(Hist.) a king of Attica, before Ceerops, according to some accounts.
Charles Peter (Biog.) a French poet of Janville, in the Orleanois, was born in 1735, and died in 1 77GHis works, consisting of Dramatic Pieces, and Occasional
Poems, were printed in 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1779, and have
been since reprinted in 12mo.
COLBERT, John Baptist (Hist.) marquis of Segnelai, a French
statesman of celebrity, who was descended from the family
of the Cuthberts, in Scotland, was born at Paris in 1619.
and died in 16S3, after having risen by his merits to the
post of minister of state, which he filled with credit to
himself, and advantage to the nation.
Colbert, John Baptist, son of the preceding, and marquis of
Torcv, was early engaged in affairs of state, and distinguished himself as ambassador in Portugal, Denmark, and
He was Secretary of State in 1686, DirectorEngland.
general of the Posts in 1699, Counsellor to the Regency during the minority of Louis XV, and died in 1746, aged 81.
Ten years after his death were published his Memoires des
Negotiations de la Paix de Ryswic jusqu'a la Paix d'Utrecht,
3 vols. 12mo.
(Geog.) the chief town of Essex, a county
in England, situated on the river Colne, 18 m. S. S. W.
Ipswich, 51 N. E. London. Lon. 0° 58' E., lat. 51° 53' N.
after

2.
Dissert, itin Satyrica, Phylish by Dr. John Campbell.
sico-Medice-Moralis,' &c. 12mo. Amstel. 1 7 lG.
3. < Lucina
Ruyschiana,' &c. Amstel. 1731. 4. ' Archieus Faber Fibrillin
5. ' Neothea,' &c.
et Medicus,' 1716.
Memnon (Biog.) a Dutch engineer, who fortified

'

COLCHESTER

•

COHOKX,
many

Holland for the States-general, and died in
was the author of a treatise entitled
Noutant pour un Terrain Bas/ ecr. 8vo.
Hague, 1706, which had been previously published in the
Dutch, fol. 1685.
COINTE, Charles Le (Biog.) an historian of Troves, was
born in Hill, and died in 1681.
He published Annates
places in

1704, aged 72

velle

'

;

Fortification

'

Francorum,' 8 vols. fol. 1665-79(Geog.) an ancient city of Portugal, and capital
of the province of Beira, situated on the north bank of the
Mondego, 60 m. S. S. E. Oporto, 96 N. N. E. Lisbon. Lon.
8" 24' W., lat. 40° 12' N. Its ancient name was Conimbriga,
or Coimbrica, and the ruins of the old town are still to be
seen. It was formerly the residence of the kings of Portugal,
and was the scene of the duke of Wellington's operations
against the French general Massena.
COIRE (Geog.) a town of Switzerland, and capital of the
canton of the- Grisons, is the ancient Curia, a Roman colony
22 m. E. S. E. Glacis, 32 N. Chiavenna.
Lon. 9° 25' E.,
lat. 4fi
X.
(Hist.) or Cockain, Sir Aston, Bart., a poet, son
of T. Cokayne, esq., of Ashbourne-hall, in Devonshire,
was born in 1(508, and died in 1684, after having suffered
much for his loyalty in the reign of Charles I. His poems
and plavs were reprinted with an altered title page in
Ecclesiastici

COIMBUA

COKAYNE

16.58.

COKE,

Edward (Hist.) Lord Chief Justice of the King's
Bench, was born at Mileham, in Norfolk, in 1549, pleaded
the King's Bench in 1578, and after experiencing alternate favour and disgrace from king James I,
and Charles I, he died in 1634.
While on his death-bed
his papers were seized by sir Francis Windebank, as be was
at that time one of the leaders of the party which soon
VOL. I.
Sir

his first cause in

History of Colchester.

This town, which

is generally admitted to be the Colonia ol
the Romans, was the birth-place of Helena, the mother
of Constantine the Great, since whose time it has beer.
It was likewise
a place of considerable importance.
without doubt an important military station, as may bt

inferred from the numerous tesselated pavements, medals,
images, urns, rings, and other antiquities which have at
In the reign of queen
different times been dug up.
Mary, many persons suffered here on account of their- religious profession, and during the rebellion it acquired
considerable celebrity by the noble stand which it made
against the rebels under sir Charles Lucas, and sir George
Lisle, who being at length compelled by famine to surrender, were shot by the rebels, in violation of the
treaty entered into in l6'48.
Colchester, Lord (Her.) the title enjoyed by the family of
Abbot, which was conferred in 1817 on Charles Abbot, who
for a long time filled with distinguished ability the high
office of Speaker of the House of Commons, and was create.!
baron Colchester, of Colchester, co. Essex. The arms, &C. <<l'
this family are as follow
Arms. Gules, on a cheveron between three pears or, as man,
crosses raguly azure, the whole within a tressure florv of
:

the second.
Crest.

Out of a ducal coronet
maned and tufted or,

ermine,

or, issuant a unicorn's

the

first

between

head

six ostrich

feathers argent, quilled gold.
Two unicorns ermine, armed,
Supporters.

maned, hoofed.
and tufted or, gorged with a collar azure, within another
gemel flory, counter-flory gules, therefrom a chain reflexed
over the back gold, and charged on the shoulder with a

cross raguly azure.

" Pro patria; amicis."
Motto over the Crest. " Perseverando."
COLCHIS (Geog.) a country of Asia, now Mingrelia, at the
S. of Asiatic Sarmatia, E. of the Euxine Sea, N. of Armenia.
Motto.

3

N

COL
and W. of

Iberia.

It

COL

was famous among the poets

for its

2, od. 13.

1.

We
Et

Whence

it

icneiia Colchica,

quicqitid usqtiarn concipitxtr nefas,

Tract ^i

it.

was put

for

Medea, who

.Sa/. 6, v.

have been born

642.

pereundum

Mart.

1.

est gramine,
ahena focis.

sive

4-.

was no less famous for the Argonautic expedition. [Vide
Jason] Strab. 1.11; Mel. 1. 1; Ovid. Met. 1. 13; Plot.
5,

&c.
{Her.) the

name of a family, of which mention is
Sir John Cole, a
as early as William the Conqueror.
descendant of this family, was created a baronet in lCfiO,
and sir Arthur Cole, his son, was created baron Ranelagh, of
Ranelagh, which title became extinct at his death in 1754.
John Cole, of Florence Court, a younger branch of this
family, was created in 176l baron Mount-Florence, of FloWilliam Willoughby, his son,
rence Court, co. Fermanagh.
was created, in 1736", viscount Enniskillen, and in 1789, earl
of Enniskillen; and his son, the second earl, was in 1815
advanced to the peerage of the United Kingdom by the title
QVide Ennisof baron Grinstead, of Grinstead, co. Wilts.
made

hillen]

Viscount, the title borne by the eldest son of the earl
of Inniskillen.
Cole, Henri/ (Biog.) a scholar in the Kith century, who was

(ole,

educated at Winchester and
in 1579, a zealous

Roman

New

College, Oxford, and died

had not

Catholic, although he

He wrote, 1 ' Disputation
been uniformly so through life.
with Archbishop Cranmer, and Bishop Ridley, at Thomas
Oxford/ 1554. 2. ' Funeral Sermon at the Burning of Dr.
both printed in Fox,'
Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury
'
3. ' Letters to John Jewel, Bishop of SalisActs,' &e.
4. ' An Answer to the First Proposition of the
bury,' &c.
Protestants, at the Disputation before the Lords of Westminster/ which last two are in Burnet's History of the Re.

;

'

formation.

Cole, William, of Adderbury, in Oxfordshire, was educated
at Merton College, Oxford, and died in 1 662, secretary to
The Art of
Duppa, bishop of Winchester; leaving, I.
2.
Adam in Eden/ &C. i'
Simpling,' &C. Hi."/).
COLE, Thomas, who was educated at Westminster, and Chris;
Church, Oxford, was made principal of St. Mary Hall in
(i.j(i,
and after being ejected for nonconformity at the
'

'

]

ation, died in 1697.
(

ole, William, an antiquary of Little Abingti n, in Cambridgeshire, was born in 171 Is and died in 1782, leaving to the

Museum his MSS. containing the Lives of th<
bridge Scholars, in imitation of Wood's Athene, and also
County History of Cambridge.
COLE, Charles Nelson, a lawyer of Ely, was bom in 1722,
and died in 1804, leaving, I. 'A Collection of Lews which
form the Constitution of the Bedford Level Corporation/ &c.
History of
2. A new edition of sir William Dugdale's
An edition of Soatne Jenyns'a Works.
Embanking/ &c
(Her.) the name of a family of Bath, which
at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet,
in 17.")!) on sir James Colebrooke; the arms, &c. of which
family are as follow
(lules, a lion rampant argent, dncally crowned or,
Arms,
on a chief of the last, three- Cornish choughs proper.
British

:i

'

'.',.

COLEBROOKE

1

:

gules.

" Artes honor
Elis/ia (Biog.)

abit."

author of a well-known Latin Dicin 1642, educated at Oxford, and died
Besides his dictionary he wrote,
The English
Schoolmaster/ an English Dictionary, &c.
COLESHILL, Viscount (Her.) the title borne by the eldest
son of the earl of Digby.
COLET, John (Ecc.) an English divine, and the founder
of St. Paul's school, was bom in 1 466, educated at Oxford,
and died dean of St. Paul's in 1519, after having completed
the foundation of the school, of which he made William
Lily the first master in 1512. He wrote, 1. ' Oratio a
Doctore Johanne Colet, decano Sancti Pauli, ad Clerum in
Convocatione Anno 1511/ preserved in the Bodleian,
among Laud's MSS., and reprinted by Knight, in his appendix to the Life of Colet. 2. Rudunenta Grammatices/
&c. commonly called
Pauls Accidence,' .Svo. ]">30.
3. ' Absolutissimus de Octo Orationis Partium Constructione Libellus,' which forms the Syntax of Lily's Grammar, Svo. Antv. 1530. 4. ' Daily Devotions,' &c. 5. ' Monition to a Godly Life,' 1534, 1563, &c.
6.
Epistoke ad
Erasmum,' &c.
COL1AS (Geog.) a promontory of Attica, now Agio Nicolo,
in the form of a man's foot, where Venus had a temple.

was born

in 1680.

It

1.

armed

Motto.

COLES,

tionary,

J impedes posset sine Colchide lincere tauros.

(OLE

sejant, party per fess or

A

argent,
milii Circtto

Colc/iis Colchuicis urat

arms, &c. of this family are as

rampant

griffin

demi-griffin or, holding an escarbuncle, segreant.
Supporters.
Two griffins rampant, beaked and membered

2.

Seu

or, resting his foot

:

Crest.

Dicitur.
1.

follow

Arms. Ermine, a
and azure.

Crettumus tragicit quicqitid de Colchide tona

Propert.

The

Gabriel Hanger, esq.
said to

is

there.

Jtm.

wyvern with wings expanded

on a plain shield gules.
•' .Sola bona qua." honesta."
Motto.
COLERAINE, Lord (Her.) the title enjoyed by the family
of Hanger, [vide Hanger] which was conferred in 1762 on

poisonous herbs.

Hor.

A

Crest.

'

'

'

'

'

Herod.

1.

8, c.

<)(>'•

COLIGNI, Gaspard

de (Hist.)

the second of

this

name,

known by

the name of admiral Coligni, was bom in
1516; and after having signalized himself in the service of.
Francis I and Henry II, he put himself at the head of the
Huguenots, and was among the number of those who was

better

assassinated on St. Bartholomew's Day.
Coligni, Francis de, brother of the preceding, who had aim

distinguished himself in the service of Henry II, at length:,
took the side of tin; Huguenots, and died in 1569.
CoLIONI, Odeldc (Ecc) brother of the admiral, was made a
cardinal by Clement VII in 1533, and preferred to the

of Thoulouse; hut taking the side of the
Huguenots, he was deprived of his dignities, and died in
England in 1571, of poison, administered by his servant.
Coligni, Henrietta (Biog.) countess de la Suze, a French,
poetess, who died in It)?.')', wrote some works, which were
printed with those of Pellison and others, in 2 vols. 12mo.
Hi. ).) and 1725.
COLLADO, Diego (I-'cc.) a Dominican, and missionary to
Japan, was ship-wrecked and lost his life at Manilla in
[638, leaving many works, of which the principal are a
Japanese Grammar and Dictionary, &c
COLLAEKT, Adrian (Biog.) an engraver of Antwerp in
archbishopric

1

the Kith century, left, among other performances,
The
Life of Christ,' in 36 small prints ;
The Twelve Months,
in small Circles, from II. Bol/ 'The Women of Israel
chanting the Psalm of Praise,' &C.
'

'

Collaebt, Hans, or John, son of

the preceding, and also an
reputation than his father, left, among
his numerous performances,
The Life of Si. Francis, in
Hi Prints lengthways, &c.
Time and Truth ;'
llie Last

engraver of no

less

'

'

'

;

Judgment/

ike.

COLLANGE,

Gabriel

de

(Biog.)

valet

de

chambtv

U

:

COL

COL
Charles IX, was taken for a protestant, although a good

and was massacred on St. Bartholomew's Day.
and augmented the Polygraphy and the Cabalistic Writing of Trithemius, 4to. Paris, 15(51.
a town on the Anio, where Sextus
(Geog.)
COLLATIA
catholic,

He

translated

Tarquin offered violence

to Lucretia.

Iav.

1.

1

;

Strab.

1.

3.

COLLATINUS

(Hist.) vide Tarquinius.
Collatings (Topog.) one of the seven hills oh which

was

Rome

built.

Charles (Biog.) secretary and reader to the duke
His
of Orleans, was born in l?0O, and died in 1 783.
works, consisting of dramatic pieces, were printed in 3 vols.
12mo. under the title of ' Theatre de SocieteV
COLLET, Peter (Biog.) a French divine of Temay, in
He
Vendomois, was born in 16'93, and died in 1770.
wrote, ' Systema Theologize Moralis,' 17 vols. 8vo. ; besides

COLLE,

an abridgment of this work, and some other theological
pieces.

'

'

COLLETON,

Sir John (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was very active in the royal cause during
for which he was rewarded with a baronetcy,
rebellion,
the
and large possessions in X. America.
Colleton (Her.) the name of an ancient family, seated for
many ages in Devonshire, of which mention is made as early
Sir John Colleton before-menas William the Conqueror.
tioned, a worthy descendant of this family, was in 1660
arms,
the
&c. of which are as follow :
created a baronet
Or, three stags' heads couped proper.
Anns.
stag's head, as in the anus.
Crest.
COLLIER (Her.) the name of a family at present enjoying
the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 181 1 on sir
George Ralph Collier ; the arms, &c of which arc as
;

A

follow

Or, a cross pattee fitchee gules, on a canton azure,
a castle proper, with a breach in the middle thereon.
On a naval crown or, with the words " St. SebasCrest.
tian " on the circle, a cross pattee fitchee or, between two

Arms.

wings displayed pean.
Collier, Jeremy (Biog.) an English divine, was born at
Stow-Qui, in Cambridgeshire, and died in 1 726, in a state
of outlawry, in consequence of the active part he had taken
in support of his non-juring principles.

He

many pamphlets on the controversies of the
View of the Immorality of the Stage,' &c.

wrote, besides
1. ' Short

times,

which was followed by some replies to his dramatic antagonists, Congreve
and Vanbrugh. 2. ' Essays upon several Moral Subjects,'
3 vols. 8vo., the first volume printed in l6*)7, the second
3. A Translation of Moin 170.5, and the third in 17°9reri's

munications ; besides the part which he took in editing the
works of Archimedes, Apollonius, &c.
Collins, Anthony, of Helston, near Hounslow, who was
educated at Eton and King's College, Cambridge, was the
champion of infidelity, and the friend of Mr. Locke. The
titles of some of his works, namely, ' Priestcraft in Perfection,' ' Discourse of Free-thinking,' &c. sufficiently bespeak
their character. He died in 1 729, after exciting more notice
than he deserved.
Collins, Arthur, the well-known author of an English
The first
Peerage, was born in 1682, and died in 1760.
edition of his Peerage was printed in 1708, the last and
most improved in 1812. His 'Baronetage' was published
in 2 vols. 1720, and in 5 vols. 1741 ; besides which he
wrote, I. ' The Life of Cecil, Lord Burleigh,' 8vo. 1732.
Let2. ' Life of Edward the Black Prince,' 8vo. 1740. 3.
ters and Memorials of State, collected by Sir Henry Sidney
Historical Collections of
and others,' 2 vols. fol. 1746. 4.
the noble Families of Cavendish, Holies, Vere, Hayley, and
Ogle,' fol. 1752.
Collins, Samuel, an English physician, who studied at
Padua, was author of The Present State of Russia,' 8vo.
1671 ; besides a book of Anatomy.
Collins, IVilliam, an unfortunate but excellent English poet
of Chichester, was born in 1 720, educated at Oxford, and
died in a house of lunatics, in his native citv, in 1 756.

Historical Dictionary, printed in

;

1701-21.

4.

'

An

Ecclesiastical History of Great Britain,' &c. 2 vols. 1708-1 4.
COLLIXGS, John (Biog.) a non-conformist, of Boxstead,
in Essex, was born in 1(523; educated at Cambridge ; ejected
He
for his non-conformity in 1662 ; and died in 1690.
wrote, among other things, the ' Weaver's Pocket Book, or

Weaving

'

[Vide Plate XXVII]
Collins, David, a judge advocate of New South Wales, was
born in 1756, and died in 1810, leaving an account of the

new

settlement in that country.

COLLINSON,

Peter (Biog.) a botanist of Stavely, near
Kendal, who died in 1768, aged 75, was a member of the
Royal Societv, to which he made many communications.
COLLI US, Francis (Biog.) a doctor of the Ambrosian College, at Milan, who died in Ki'40, at a very advanced age,
was the author of a work, entitled, ' De Animabus Paganorum,' 2 vols. 4to. Mediol. 1622 and 1623.
COLLOT, d'Herbois, J. M. (Hist.) a French player, who,
after playing his part in the revolutionary tragedy, was
deported to Cayenne, and died in confinement in 1796.
COLMAN, George (Biog.) an English dramatic writer, was
born at Florence in 1733, and died in 1790- Besides his
comedies and smaller pieces, he translated Terence's Comedies, and Horace's Art of Poetry.
COLOCCI, Angelo (Biog.) an Italian scholar, descended
from an ancient and noble family of Jesi, was born in 1467,
and died in 1549- His Latin and Italian Poems were published in 1772
but had for the most part previously appeared in his Life by Ubaldinus, 8vo. Rome, 1673.
(Geog.) an ancient town on the bank of the
Rhine, 20 m. S. E. Dusseldorf, 80 N. N. E. Treves, 95
N. W. Francfort on the Main. Lon. 6° 56' E., lat. 50;

COLOGNE
55'

N.
History of Cologne.

Spiritualized,' 8vo.

COLLING WOOD, Lord

Cuthbert (Hist.) of the family
mentioned under Heraldry, vice-admiral of the red, the
brave companion and successor of Nelson at the battle of
Trafalgar, was born at Newcastle in 1748, and died after a
life of glorious service in 1810.
Collingwood (Her.) the name of the family of Newcastle,
first distinguished
in the person of Cuthbert lord Collingwood before-mentioned, who was in 1805, after the
battle of Trafalgar, raised to the dignity of the peerage, by
the title of baron Collingwood, of Caldburne and Hethpoole,
in the county of Northumberland; which title became extinct at his death in 1810.
COLLINS, John (Biog.) a mathematician of Woodeaton,
ear Oxford, was born in 1624, and died in 1683. He was
member of the Royal Society, to which he made some com-

Cologne was called by the Romans Colonia Ubiorum, or
Colonia Agrippina, [ride Co/onia~] and was destroyed by
Attila, in the reign of Valentinian III, about 449; and
after being rebuilt by the Romans, it fell into the hands
of the French, and was by Clovis united to the crown of
In 881 it was taken and burnt by Godfrey and
France.
Siegfrid, kings of the Normans ; but the emperor, Otho
the Great, repaired it in 950, and afterwards it was made
a free imperial city, and became one of the four principal
Hans Towns, which at an early period carried on a conIt has suffered repeatedlv
siderable trade with England.
from the inundations of the Rhine, particularly in 1784.
Ecclesiastical History

Cologne was

of Cologne.

at first a bishop's see, suffragan of Treves, the

;

COL

COL

bishop of which was Mategnus, who subscribed to
the council of Aries, held in 314.
It was afterwards
erected by S. Boniface into a metropolitan church.
A
synod was held here in 346, and several councils, namely,
in 870, 887, 1115, 1225, &e.
Gregor. 'fur. 1. 2 ; Berth.

norious III in 1219, afterwards declared legate of the
Christian army which was sent to the Levant, when, being
taken prisoner, he was on the point of being sawn asunder
but his intrepidity, on that occasion, is said to have saved
him.
He died in 1245.
intent. Germ. ; St. Marth. GalL Christ.
COLONNA, John, a Dominican, and archbishop of Ml
COLOMBIERE, Claude de la (Biog.) a Jesuit of St. Symwas named by Alexander IV Apostolical Legate in Sicily,
phonien, near Lyons, was born iii 1 641, and died in 16'82,
and died in 1280, leaving, among his works,
Mar. Hi,.
after having been distinguished for his talent iii preaching,
toriarum,' a Bort of chronicle which was printed several times;
which he displayed in England, at the court of James II.
one edition in French in 2 vols. foL Paris, 1488.
COLOMIES, Paul (Biog.) in Latin Colomesius, a protestant Colonna, Giles, otherwise called jEgidius Homanus, general
ofRochelle, was born in lo'38, and died in l(i;i2, leaving,
of the order of Angustins. was appointed to the archbi-j
1. ' Gallia Orientalis,' reprinted in 4ta Hamburgh, 1709.
shopric of Bourges by Philip the Fair, and died in 1316.
2. • Hispania et Italia Orientalis.' 3.
Bibliotheque Choisie,' Colonna, James, son of Otho Colonna, was high in favour
reprinted at Paris, 1731.
4. ' Melanges Historiipies,' &C.
with Nicholas III, by whom he was made cardinal in 1278;
(Biog.) or Colonna, FabtO, a botanist and naand also with his successors Martin V, HonoriuslV, and Nituralist of Naples, was born in 15G7, and died in 1630,
cholas IV; hut was embroiled with Boniface VIII, and
leaving, 1.
Plantarum aliquot ac Piseium Historia,' 4to.
died in 1318, after having been restored to his dignities by
inus Cognitarum Rariarunt Stirpium
Benedict XI, Clement V, and John XXII. Spottdam, Cuntiii.
1592 and 1744. 2. '
Baron., Ciaconius, Auberi, cfc.
Descriptio/ &c 4to. Rom. 1C16.
I A
.Igrippina (Geog?) a town of Germany, on the Colonna. Jo/in, brother of Prospero Colonna before-menRhine, now Cologne.
It was so called from Agrippina, the
tioned, was created a cardinal by Sixtus IV in 1480; but
mother of Nero, who was born there, and sent a colony of
being implicated in the wars of those times, he was disveterans, A. D. 48.
It was also called Colonia Ubiorum,
graced, not only by that pope, but also by Alexander VI.
He was, however, restored to favour under Pius HI and
because the Ubii were said to have been its founders.
It
was exposed to a siege during the contest between Vespasian
Julius II, and died in 1508.
Paul. Jov. 1.3; Guichardi
Hist. 1. 8
and Vitellius, and in the reign of Yalentinian III it was
Onuphrim ; Ciaconius, S,-c.
[Vide Cologne] l'lin. 1. 4
tirst taken from the Romans.
Colonna, Pompeo, nephew of the preceding, was the leaden
of an insurrection at Home on the reported death of JuTac. Hist. 1. 1 ; Ptol. 1. 2 ; Ammian. Marcell. 1. 15; Zolius II in 1512, but was pardoned, and created a cardinal by
sim. 1.1.
Leo
in 1517, and died in 1532, after having caused mud
Colonia Augusta, a town of Languedoc, in France, now
trouble to Rome by his intrigues and cabals.
He wrote
Nitmes.
Colonia Decumanorum, a town of France, now Narbonne.
poem entitled De Laudibus Mulierum,' which remainei
in MS., and is mentioned by P. Labbe in his
Colonia Equcs/ris, a town on the Lake of Geneva, now
BibliothfiCf
first

:

(

1

'

COLOMNA

'

M

COLON

;

X

;

'

'

Nova Manuscriptorum,' and

Nogori.

Colonia Julio, a town of Germany, now Bonn.
Colonia Morinorum, a town of Gaul, now Terrouenne,

'

m

Arlois.

Colonia Norbentis,
Colonia Trajana,

a

town of Spain, now Alcantara.
Ulpina, a town of Germany, now

or

Kellen, near Cleves.
(Hist.) the

COLONNA
which

a very ancient Italian family

has distinguished itself in history.

CoLONMA, Prospero,

eldest

son of

Anthony Colonna.

prince

VIII in the conquest of Naples;
but afterwards he fought on the side of Ferdinand, king
of Arragon, whom he assisted in the re-compiest of that
He died in 1153, at the age of 71, leaving the
kingdom.
reputation of being one of the most distinguished generals.
OLONNA, FabrictUS, cousin of the preceding, and also a good
solder, distinguished himself against the Tuiks, and also
in the war between Charles VIII of Prance and Ferdinand
of Salerno, assisted Charles

i

of Arragon.

OLONNA, Marc Anthony, nephew of the preceding, defended
Ravenna for pope Julius II, and was afterwards killed

(

the
Francis

at

siege

of

Milan

in

1522,

while

in

the

service

of

I-

who had been

trained to arms under Prospero Colonna, his relation, distinguished himself in the
service of the French, and also of the pope.
(OLONNA, Mark Ant/tony, duke of Palliano, &C grand constable of Naples, and viceroy of Sicily, &C. was the son of
Aseanius Colonna; and, like the rest of his family, he distinguished himself in arms, particularly at the battle of
la-panto in 16*71, alter which he returned in triumph to
Masean/i
Home, and died in 1584. Thuan. Hist. 1. 18

Colonna,

Stephen,

;

Elog.
I

iii

(a pit.

Illust.

olonna, John (Ere.) son of Peter Colonna of the abovementioned family, was one who contributed most to its agHe was created cardinal by Hograndisement and honour.

by Montfaucon

in

hi

Mark

son of Camillo Colonna. wa
Anthony,
created cardinal by Pius IV in 1565, appointed to the arch
bishopric of Salerno by Pins V, and employed on dilleren
occasions by Gregory XIII, Sixtus V, and Gregory XIV

He
name of

also

Bibliotheca Bibliothecar.'

Colonna,

died in 15')7, leaving a treatise

redituum Origine

'

De

Ecelesiasticorun

et Jure.'

Colonna, Ascanio. was created cardinal in 1586 by Sixtus V,
litis.
at the instance of Philip II of Spain, and died in
Colonna, Victoria (Biog.) marchioness of Pcscaro.and daughte
was
Colonna
before-mentioned,
the
authores
of Fabricius
of a poem, in which she described the exploits of her hui
She died
band, the marquis de Pescaro, after his death.
1

i

Hilar, de Coste, Mitt. des Dames I Has!.
a descendant of cardinal Pompeo Colonnt
who devoted himself to letters, and died in 1586, at the ag
of 54, left a Collection and Illustration of the Fragment

1541.

Colonna, Jerome,

of Ennius.
or Colomna, Fabio, the botanist, of the same

Colonna,

I'amil;

[Vide Colomna]
t

Colonna, A de, supposed by some to be of the same famil}
was burnt in 172(> in a lire which consumed the house who
he was lodging.
He wrote, I. Principes de la Natur
.

'

guivant l'Opinion des Anciens Philosophes,' 2 vols.
2. ' Ilistoire Naturelle de l'Univers,' 2
Paris, 1725.

1

L2mo. Paris. 1784, &C.
(Geog.) a town
St rah. 1. 14; l'lin. I
&C.

COLOPHON

I

of

Ionia,

now

2m
vol

Belvedei

1-,

YioKoaaal, the town described under Gt
graphi/, where one of the first Christian churches was est
blished, to which one of St. Paul's epistles is addressed.

COLOSS.F,

(/>'/'/,/.)

C0JLOS8JE {Geog.) a town of Phrygia above-mentioned, situat.
on the banks of the river Lycos, which was destroyed by
Herodot. 1. 7, c. 30; A
earthquake in the time of Nero.
Strut). 1. 2
l'lin. 1. 5.
nop//. Anal. 1. 1
I

;

;

;

I

:

.

COL

COL

Coloss.£ (Xitmis.) this town is distinguished
on medals bv the inscriptions K.OAOCCH-

HpN

— AHMOC

tvpe on one

is,

KOAOCCHNON.

as in the

annexed

died in

et

left.

military service,

(Biog.) a painter of Teios, and disciple of Phi
Also a sculptor, who made a statue of
1. 35.
Strab. 1. 8.
COLOTIUS {Bios-) vide Colocci.
COLQUHOL'N, "Sir Humphry {Hist.) laird of Colquhoun, was engaged with the clan of Maegregor in a desperate conflict in 1594 ; but, being defeated, he retired to
one of his castles, where he was put to death
Colquhoun, Sir John, was a distinguished loyalist during
the rebellion, for which he suffered materially in his estate.
COLQCHOUN {Her.) the name of a Scotch family of great
antiquity, the immediate ancestor of which, L'mphridus de
Kilpatrick, obtained, in the time of Alexander II, a grant
of the lands and barony of C lquhoun, co. Dunbarton, whereupon he quitted the name of Kilpatrick, and assumed that
Sir John Colquhoun, a descendant of Iris,
of Colquhoun.
was created a baronet of Nova Scotia in 1625 and sir James
another
descendant, was created a baronet in
Colquhoun,
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
178t>.
Argent, a saltire engrailed sable, with the badge of
Arms.
Nova Scotia in the centre.
Plin.

jEsculapius.

;

A

head couped gules.
ratch-hounds argent, collared sable.
COLRAINE (Biog.) vide Hare.
Colraine, Henri/ Hare, Lord, was bom at Blechingley,
in Surrey, in 1()93, educated at Corpus Christ! College, Ox
ford, and died in 1740. leaving a poem, entitled ' Musarum
Oblatio ad Reginam,' which was inserted in the
Muss
hart's

Supporters.

Two

.

'

Anglicanae.'

of prints

He

presented to his college a noble collection

and drawings of

antiquities,

which he had made

during his travels abroad.

COLSTON", Edward

(Biog.) a merchant of Bristol, was born
in 1636", and died in 17-1, after having disposed of his proAmong other
perty very freely for charitable purposes.
things, he built alms-houses, endowed a school, and erected
the hospital of St. Augnstin at Bristol, besides appropriating
6000/. to the improvement of sixty small livings, and
making other donations.
(Her.) the name of a family formerly possessed of
considerable estates in Suffolk and Essex, and descended
from Thomas Colt, Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Privy
This family at present enjoys
Counsellor to Edward IV.
the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 16'92 on sir
Harry Dutton Colt for his services at the revolution. Their
arms, &c. are as follow
Arms. Argent, a fess between three colts in full speed sable.
colt in full speed, as in the arms.
Crest.
" Vincit qui patitur."
Motto.
COLUCCIO, Salutato (Biog.) a poet of Stignano, in Pescia,
was born in 1330, and died in 140(5, leaving several works
in MS., which are preserved in the Laurentian library.
COLVILL, Philip de (Hist.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, was one of the hostages for the release of king
William the Lion from captivity in 1 1 74.
Colvii.l, Robert de, of Oxenham, was one of the hostages
for king James I in 1 432 ; and, on Iris return, he was killed
by the earl of Douglas in retaliation for the murder of James
Auchinlech, his near friend.
Colvill, James, Lord, served in the wars in France under
Henry I\ of France, with no small reputation.
Colvill, Hon. Charles, distinguished himself in the wars in
Flanders, and also at the battle of Culloden in 1746; and

COLT

:

A

in the
in 1700, at the battle of Malplaquet,

!

Hunt. Num. Pop.

COLOTES

Crest.

(irst

and afterwards died of an epidemic disorder, while he was
d at the siege of Carthagena in 1741.
Coi.vu.l, Alexander, fourth lord, and son of the preceding,
who was bred to the sea, died vice-admiral of the white in

Urb.

dias.

the age of 85, covered with honourable

at

wounds.
Colvill, John, third lord of Culross, was engaged

The

figure, of

Apollo radiated, and in a chariot drawn by
four horses, having a torch in his right hand,

and a globe in his

177"'.

1770, after an honourable service of

.'i.j

years,

Colvill, Hon. Charles, lii'th brother of the preceding, was
engaged in active service during his whole life, and died
in 1763, at the age of 37, after having signalized himself by
his valour.

Colvill, Hon. James, who entered the royal navy

in 1744.
perished in 17'il in the command of the Sunderland, when
that and other ships of the squadron foundered while employed in the blockade of Pondieherry.
Colvill (Her.) the name of a family of great antiquity and
consideration in England.
Sir James Colvill, before men-

tioned under History, was created a peer in l60Q by the
of lord Colvill, of Culross.
The arms,
of this
family arc as follow
Quarterly, 1st and 4th argent, a cross moline sable,

&c

title

;

Colvill
2d and 3d gules, a fess cheque argent
azure, for Lindsay.
hind's head couped argent.

for

Crest.

;

and

A

rters.
Dexter, a rhinoceros proper j sinister, a savage
in a lion's skin, holding on his exterior shoulder a baton.
"
Motto.
Oublier ne puis."

Colvill, Lord, of Ochiltree, a title enjoyed by Robert Colvill, natural son of -ir James Colvill, of Easter
Wemys,
and by his successors, until the death of Robert, third lord
Colvill, when the title became dormant.

COLL MBA,

.S7.

(Eee.) the founder of a monastery at leolm-

ami the chief agent in converting the northern Picts.
was a native of Ireland, and is supposed to have been bom
at Gartan in the county of Tyrconnel in 521, and died at
kill,

Ieolmkill in 597.

COLUMBUS,
was

bom

Christopher (Hist.) the discoverer of America,

1442

in

;

and setting

sail

on his

(irst

Voyage

in

1402, returned after discovering Cuba and Hispaniola.
In
his second voyage, lie discovered" Jamaica and other islands.
and returned in 14<)6'. He made a third voyage in 1498,
and discovered Paria ; but from the virulence of Lis enemies, he was sent hack in 1500 to Spain, loaded with irons,
from which he was immediately released. After revisiting
the new world a fourth time, he died at Valladolid in 150ff
His remains were magnificently buried by the king's command at Seville, where this short epitaph records his merits
:

" Columbus gave Castile and Leon a new World,"
Plate

XV]

"

rVide
L

Columbus, Bartholomew, brother

to Christopher, who was
ingenious in drawing of sea-charts, shared with the latter
and honours of the discovery, and died in 5
after founding the town of St. Domingo.
It is said that he
was deputed by his brother to solicit the patronage of the
king of England; but that, being taken captive by the
pirates, his voyage was delayed, and the acceptance of the
proposal, on the part of Henry VII, was anticipated by that
of Ferdinand and Isabella.

in the dangers

1

!

!

CaLvttBUS, Ferdinand (Biog.) son of Christopher Columbus, vi ho
devoted himself to the church and to letters, wrote an account of his father under the title of ' Ilistoria del Amirante D. Christoval Colomb,' translated into the Italian by
Alphonso de Ulloa, by which it is most known
translation was printed at Venice in 1571 and 1(174.
At
his death he left Iris library, consisting of 20,000 volumes,
to the church of Seville, where it goes by the name of the
Colombine Library.
Columbus, Realdus, an Italian anatomist, who died in 1577.

.

COM
in his discoveries

id,

COM

on the circulation of the blood, to

have approached very nearly to the explanation given of it
by Harvey.
COLUMELLA, L.Jnn. Moderates (Biog.) a native of Gades,
who is (opposed to have flourished in the reign of the erawrote, among other works, twelve books
of which the tenth, on Gardening, in
extant ; the best edition of which is
that of Gesner, 2 vols. 4to. Lips. 1735, and reprinted in
peroi Claudius,

on Agriculture,
heroic verse,

is

still

1772.

COLUMN.E.

Hercnlis (Grog.) the name given to two mounnamely, Calpe and Abyla, on the coast of Spain and
Africa, which were supposed to be the term of Hercules'
labours; one of which (though not of the number of his
12 labours) consisted in the separating these mountains,
which were originally one and the same, thus opening a
communication between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic.
(Biog.) a native of Lycopolis, in Egypt, who
wrote a short poem on the rape of Helen, and is supposed
Suidas.
to have flourished about the sixth century.
COLWILL, Alexander (Biog.) a Scotch divine and poet,
was born near St. Andrew's, in Fifeshire, in 1620, educated
at the University of Edinburgh, and died in 1676".
He
was the author of the Scotch Hudibras, a satire against the
tains,

COLUTHUS

Presbyterians.

COLYEAR,

Waller Philip {Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Hcraldn/, made a distinguished figure in the wars
earned on by king William and queen Anne ; and, after attaining the rank of field-marshal, he died in 17-17, at the
age of 90.
Colyear, Sir David, vide Porlmore.
Colyear (Her.) the name which was assumed by sir Alexander Robertson, of the family of Strowan, in Perthshire,
who was created a baronet in 1677- His eldest son, sir
David, was created in 1 (>99 a peer of Scotland by the title
of lord Portmore and Blackness; and farther advanced to
the dignity of earl of Portmore, viscount Milsington, and
lord Colyear, in 1703. QVide Portmore']
(Gcog.) Commagene, or Comagene, one of the
rive countries into which Syria was divided
the capital of
which W8fl Samosati, now Seempsat. Commagcne had kings
t
its own from the time of Pompey to that of Vespasian,
kings was Antiochus XIII, the last
first of these
king of Syria, whose successors were Mithridates, Antiochus II, Mithridates II, Antiochus III, and Antiochus
IV, whom Vespasian deprived of his kingdom, when it
me a Roman province. Strab. 1. 10'; Joseph. Antiq. L

COMAGENA

;

i

Proeop. de Bell. Persic. 1. 1.
{Geog.) a country of Asia, about Hyrcanum,
which is now called Georgia.
(Hist.) son of Xannus, king of the Segobrigi,
who gave the Greek- (if Plioeis the place where they founded
18

;

MANIA

COMANUS

.Justin. 1. 17.
the city of Mas-ilia, now Marseilles*
(Hist.) a favourite of Stratonicc, wife of

COMBABUS
.

bus.

VIBEFIS, Francis (Biog.) a Dominican of Marmande,
on the Garonne, was born in 1605, and died
1

679-

He

published the works of

St.

Amphilochus,

Mcthodus, and Andrew of Crete, besides several opuscule
Bibliothcca
of the Greek fathers, and an addition to the
I'.cc lesiastes GreecU8.'
Patron),' of a volume in fbl. and his
1
also contributed to the edition of the Bvzantinc History,
'

'

1

fid.

1685.

COMBER,

Thomas (Biog.) dean of Durham, was born

in

111, educated
'Companion

at Cambridge, and died in l&99i leaving,
t'>
the Temple,' first part in 1672, second
a third edition of tile
1674, third part in 1 7
2.
le in IG'77The High* of tithes,' 1677- 8. Uriel'
of
Historical
4.
Discourse on the Offices
Baptism,' &C.
1.

in

(

>

."i ,

'

'

'

\

A

;

'

'

A

A

COMBERMERE,

;

which was translate:
Janua Linguarum reserata
European and even the oriental languages
and was afterwards reprinted under the title of
Orbi
Sensualium Pictus.' 2. ' Pansophiu; Prodromus,' 12ino. Lone
10'39; and translated by Jeremy Collier in 1 651. 3.
Sy
nopsis Physics ad Lumen Divinum reformatie,' 12mo. Amsl
Ecelesue Slavonic
1 643, and 1645 ; in English in 10'51. 4.
brevis Historiola,' Arnst. 1660; and afterwards published b;l
Buddsus, under the title of Historia Fratrum Bohcmorum
1.

'

'

into most of the

'

'

'

'

4to.

'

1702.

COMES,

Katalis (Biog.) a writer of Venice in the lO'th cert!
1. 'A Translation of Athen&'us, and of th
History of his own Times
Rhetoric of Hennogenes.' 2. '
3.
in 4to. 1572, and fol. 1612.
Mythologies, sive 1'xpli
cationis Fabularum Lib. X," 4to. Patav. I6l6; and oftet,
reprinted since.
COMF.TES (Myth.) Kop/jnje, the father of Asterion, andorcj
of the Argonauts. A/xi/lod. 1. 1, 8tc
C0METB8 (Hist.) one of the Magi, intimate with Cambyses
king of Persia. Jus/in. 1. 1
COMIERS, Claude (Biog.) canon of Enibrun, his native place
died in I69S, leaving, among other things, 1. ' La Nou
velle Science de la NaturedesComer.es,' Lyon. 1665. 2. f In
struetion pour reunir les Egliscs pretendues Refoi
La Duplication di.
L'Eglise Romaine,' &c. Paris, 167S. 3.
Cube," &c. 4to. Paris, 1677(Biog-) vide Cowmines.
I XI US, Q." (Biog.)
a Roman knight who wrote som
verses against Tiberius. Tacit. Aunal. 1. 4, c. 31.
Frederic (Biog.) a mathematician and lin
guist of Urbino, in Italy, was born in 1509, and died ii
1575.
He published, 1. ' Commentarius in Planisphcriun
Ptolomrci,' 4to. 1558. 2. * De Ccntro Gravitatis Solidorum
tury, published,

A

'

1

An-

a little village
in

A

second part in 1 681.
5. '
Scholastical History of th
Primitive and General Use of Liturgies in the Christiai
Companion to the Altar.
Church,' &c Lond. 1690.
G. '
&C. ; besides Discourses upon the Offices of Baptism, ant
upon the whole Common Prayer, Sec.
Cosfjhbb, Thomas, another English divine, and a relation
the preceding, was born in 1575
educated at Cambridge
preferred to the deanery of Carlisle in 1630; swon
master of Trinity College in 1631 ; imprisoned, plundered
and deprived of all his preferments by the rebels in 1642
and died in 1653. He has been confounded with the deai
of Durham.
CoMBKB, Thomas, grandson of the dean of Durham, wa
educated at Cambridge, where he took his degrees of A. B
and A. M. 1744, and 1770; died in 1778, leaving, 1. ' Th
Heathen Rejection of Christianity in the first Ages consi
dered,' Svo. 1 747- 2.
An Examination of a late Introductory
Discourse concerning Miraculous Power." 3.
Vindicatioi
of the great Revolution in England in 1688,' &c. Svo. 17fiJ
'
Treatise of Laws, from the Greek of Sylburgiu;
4.
edition of Theodoret, Bishop of Cyprus,' &c. Svo. 177(
5 ' Memoirs of the Life and Death of the Right Hon. th
Lord Deputy Wandesforde,' of whom this gentleman wa
great grandson.
Comber, T. great grandson of the dean of Durham, publishei
in 1 799 ' Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Thoina
Comber, D. D. some time Dean of Durham.'
Lord (Her.) a title conferred in IS14 0/
sir Stapleton Cotton, hart, for his brilliant services in th
last war.
rVide Cotton]
COMENIUS, John Amos (Biog.) a divine and grammarian
Moravia, was born in 1592, and died in 1671, leaving:

(hcation of the Divine Right of Tithes,' 1080, ami the

'

COMINES

COM

COMMAXDIXE,

rlorologiorum Descriptio,' 4to. Rom
Bonon. loOj.
of Archimedes, Apolloniuf
besides translations
[56S
De Magnitudinibus et Distantii
Euclid, Aristarcbns
;'
Spiritualium Liber;
Heronis
Alexandri
Solis et Luna;
and l'appi Alexandrini Collectiunes Mathematics.'

4to.

'

.'>'.

:

;

'

'

'

COM

COM
eularly from the troops of Charles V,
inhabitants for receiving the French;

COMMELIN,

Jerome (Biog.) a printer and commentator of
Douay, died in 1598, after having completed editions of the
fathers, &c, to which his own notes were
Latin
Greek and
added.

botanist of Amsterdam, was born in 1(529,
and died in 1692, leaving, 1. ' Catalogus Plantarum IndigeDarum Hollandife,' 12mo. 1683. 2. ' Catalogus Plantarum
;
both which have been freHorti Medici Amstelodami
He also added notes to the second and
quently reprinted.
third volumes of the ' Hortus siccus Malabaricus.'
Commelin, Caspar, nephew of the preceding, was the author
1. ' Flora Malabarica, seu Horti Malabarici Catalogus,'
of,
serving as an introduction to the ' Hortus Malabaricus.'
2. ' Pneludia Anatomica,' 4to. 1 703.
3. ' Prsludia Bo4.
Icones Plantarum prasertim ex Indiis
tanica,' 17^+collectarum,' 4to. 1715. 5. ' Botanographia Malabarica,' &c.
fol. Lusd. Bat.

Commelik, John, a

'

'

OOMMERSOX,

Philibert (Biog.) a physician of Montpellier,

was born in 172", and died in 1773, leaving, among other
Ichthiologie,' 2 vols, 4to. with a Dictionary and
things, 1.
Bibliography, containing an account of all who had treated
branch
of natural history.
2. ' Martyrologie de la
of that
'

Botanie,' &c.

COMMIXES

(Biog.) or Comities, Philip de, in Latin Comia French historian of a noble family of Flanders, was
and died in 1509- His ' Memoires de son
Temps' have gone through numerous editions, the best of
which, according to Le Long, is that of the Abbe Langlet
de Fresnoy ; 4 vols. 4to. Paris, 1747 it is said to have l>een
translated into English in 1696; but the last translation
[Vide Plate XXV]
was bv Uvedale. in 2 vols. Svo. 1712.
L'S (Biog.) a Christian writer of the fourth
COMM'ODI
neetts,

born in 1446,

;

AN

who composed

a book in verse, entitled, ' Instrucwhich was published by M. Rigaud, in 1650 ; and by
Cambridge,
Davies,
of
in 1711, at the end of his edition
Mr.
century,
tions

;

'

of Minutius Felix.

COMMODUS,

L. Aurelius Antoninus (Hist.) son of M. Anto-

succeeded his father in the Roman empire, and dieu
of poison, administered by Marcia, one of his concubines, in
the 31st year of his age, A. D. 192, after a reign of 13 years,
which was disgraced by vices of the lowest and basest sort.
Lamprid. in fit. ; Eutrop. Hist. Bom. 1. S.
ninus,

Comjiodi's (Xumis.) the effigy of this emperor
Plate I, on his medals, which are inscribed

CESAR AUG.
AUG.
et

M.

is

given, as in

COMMODUS

— COMMODUS

ANTONIN1

CJES.

FIL— L. AELIUS AURELIUS COMMODUS
AURELIUS COMMODUS ANTONINUS AU-

GUSTUS

:

sometimes with the addition of

GERMANT-

CUS; SARMATICUS; PRINCEPS JUVENTUTIS;
PIUS; BRITANICUS; FELIX; COS. I— VII. ; TR.
POT. 1— XVI— IMP. J— VIII. PATER PATRL'E.
He was also styled on the reverse of some medals, HERCULES ROMANES. Medals were struck of him by most
cities of Greece, Italy, and Asia.
Vaill. Kumm. Grcec. ;
;

Trisi.

Comm.

Hist.

;

Spanh. Dissert.

;

COMNENA (Hist.) vide Anna.
COMNEXUS (Hist.) the name

Bar-

T/ics.

&c.

of an illustrious family of
which attained to the imperial dignity,
Under the names of Alexis, Andronicus, Manuel, John, and
Constantinople,
Isaac.

[Vide Alexis,

<$•£-.]

COMO

(Geog.) an old town of the Austrian empire, situated
on a lake of the same name. 20 m. N. Milan, 80 N. E.
Turin.
Lon. 9 4' E. lat. 45° 48' N.

who punished
it

is

the

the see of a

and was the birth-place of Paul Jovius.
Como, Lagodi, or the Lake of Como, was known to the ancients
by the name of Larus Larius, the beauties of which were
described by Pliny the Younger.
COMPEIGNE (Geog.) a town of France, in the country of
Valois, and the modern department of the Oise, situated on
the left bank of the Oise, 4S m. N. E. Paris. Lon. 2 5 1' F.
lat. 49" 24' N.
This place is called in Latin Compendium,
and is celebrated by the capture of the Maid of Orleans,
who was taken in a sortie from this place. Some councils
were also held here
namely, in 757, S33, 1201, 1277.
1301, 1304, and 1329.
(Geog.) a town of Hispania Tarraoonensis,
bishop,

;

COMPLUTUM
now

Alcala.

COMPOSTELLA (Geog.)

or St.

Jagodc

Compostella, a town

98 m. W. of Astorga, 270
lat. 43° 52' N.
Tins town
is supposed to have been the Brigantium of the ancients
;
and is now an archbishop's see. and the seat of the famous
order of the Knights of St. James.
COMPTON, Sir William (Hist) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was in special favour with Henry VIII,
in whose service he distinguished himself in various feats
i
arms, and died in 1520', greatly regretted by the king.
Compton, Henry, Lord, grandson of the preceding, was one
of the peers assigned for the trial of Mary, queen el' and one of the four principal assistants at her funeral, which
proceeded with great solemnity from the bishop's palace at
Peterborough. He was also one of the principal commanders
who besieged the earl of Essex in his house, and, after
forcing him to surrender, was present with several other
of Spain,

capital

of

N.W.Madrid. Lon.

Gallieia,

S- 30'

W.

>

•

peers at his execution.

Compton, William, Lord, vide Northampton.
Compton, Sir Charles, second son of the right lion. Spencer
earl of Northampton, was engaged, in the 18 th year of his
in the cause of Charles I, wherein he displayed such
valour and conduct as excited the admiration even of his
enemies.
He was active in forwarding the restoration, but
died soon after by a fall from his horsed in l66l.
Co.mptox, Sir tVUliam. third son of the aforesaid carl, was
called by his noble father, before he was 20, to take up arms
for Charles I, who gave him the command of a regiment,

age,

with which he performed considerable servi e
partial rly
at the taking of Banbury, and also in the keeping it against
;

the united attacks of the rebels.
He was afterwards
leipal leaders in bringing about
the restoration.
which he did not live long to enjoy, as he died in 1 663,
regretted by all who knew him.
Compton, Sir Spencer, fourth son of the aforesaid earl, was
a- deeply concerned as his brothers in supporting loyalty
and religion during the rebellion, and died in exile with his
at Bruges, in Iti.ii).
Compton, Sir Francis, was from his early youth trained to
arms, which he first exercised against the rebels ; and, after
the restoration, he rose to the rank of lieutenant-general of
die horse, and lieutenant-colonel of the royal regiment of
1

Horse-Guards, in which post lie died, in 171 6, aged 87, the
oldest officer in Great Britain, after having acquitted himself

with honour and

fidelity.

Compton. Henri/ (Ecc.) sixth and last son of the illustrious
earl of Northampton before-mentioned, bore arms for some
time but afterwards entering the church, he was promoted
;

History
Conio, called by the

of'

in

Conto.

Romans Comum,

Xoritm Comum,
was taken in 1123 by the archbishop of Milan, who
introduced great changes there ; and in the 1 6th century
it
suffered much during the wars of that time, partior

1675

to the see of

Oxford, and afterwards

to

that

of

London; from which he was suspended in 16S6 because lie
did not suspend Dr. John Sharpe (afterwards archbishop
of Vork)

for

preaching against his majesty's declaration.

At the revolution, which lie was active' in promoting, he
was restored to his dignity ; and, after taking a prominent part.

?:
, ,

(ON

CON
in public measures during the reigns of king 'William and
His works
he died at the age of 81, in 1713i.
A translation from the Italian of the Life ol
Church
the
governed
who
Maldachini,
Donna Olympia
during the time of Innocent X, which was from the year
translation from the
Kill "to 1655, Lond. 166~- 2.

A

v Treatise
French of the Jesuits' Intrigues, &c. 1669- '•
fthe Holy Communion' Hi", t. Some Letters to the Clergy
also a
of tin Diocese of London, concerning Baptism, &c.
Letter to a ( lergyman in his Diocese concerning Non'

(

:

tance.

Turchil, the

had been seated before the conquest.

ii

Alwyne, cotemporary with Edward the Confessor,
ng taken no part in favour of Harold, was allowed by
the Conqueror to keep possession of his lands, among which
was the lord-hip of Compton. His son Osbert, who first
himself of Compton, is reckoned the ancestor of the
Henry Compton
present family, which enjoys a peerage.
before-mentioned, was summoned by writ in 1566, a
ton, of Compton; and his son William was advani d
and Charles, the
to the dignity of carl of Northampton
9th earl, was in 1812 further advanced to that of marquis
[Vide Northampton}
of Northampton.
Compton, Earl, the title borne by the eldest son of the MarNorthampton,
of
quis
(GeOg.) a colony and town of Insuhria, near the
Nolake Larium, which being rebuilt by Cssar, was called
vum Comum, now Como. It is said by some to ha
its
built by the Cauls under Brennus; but others attribute
origin to the Oribii, and others to the Greeks, who had
son of

1

;

t

OMUM

•

in the neighbouring mountains. The poet CsecillUS, to
Catullus addressed one of his poems, was born there.

\

whom
U.

seven years after

'

I'tlu

i

de Bell. Gail.

liius.

Pliny the Younger, according to Suetonius.
Sfrab. 1. I. &c; Plin. 1. 2, 3
Liv. 1. 88
;

[Vide

situation

•

3; Ammian.

Cluverius, *c.
(Hist.)

ONAN

Justin.

Ptol.
Sueton. Ajipiau. de Bell, Civ. 1. 2
MarceU. 1. 1 ; Leand. Albert. Descript. Ital.

a

;

king of Great Britain, according to the

fabulous accounts of ancient historians.
\'<'\\ John (Biog.) an English divine of Yeaterton, in
was born in 1608, and died in 1693 prebend of
Worcester, leaving six volumes of Sermons.
IM S (Hist.) a king of Scotland, who is said to have

CON

i

reigned in the second century,
Sebastian (Biog.) an artist of Gaeta, was horn in
,\,
reputation in his
[676, and died in 1764, leaving a high

o\(

day.
i

Walthetv (Biog.) a miscellaneous writer oi
British and
contributed to the
id, who died iii 1747,
Ion .Journal,' and also to a paper called the

ONCANEN,

'

!.

latist,'

i

in

which be abused lord Bolinghroke

anil

Pope, and

Dnnciad.
for that obtained a place in the
ONDAMINE, Charles Maria de la (Biog.) a traveller, was
Di
and hcsA in L'/44 1- wing
tern -t Pano in I'O]
2.' Brief Relation oi
tance of the Tropics,' London, 170.
1"..
America,'
8vO.
South
17
of
Interior
the
B Voyage to
I,,,
ne Voyage made by Order of the King to the
through
r,.
Travels
vols. Ito. 1751, 1752.
2
Equator,' &<
I

•

Louis, first Prime of (Hist.) son of Charles of
battle of St. Quintin,
Bourhon, distinguished himself at the
the Huand afterwards for bis intrigues as the leader of
at the battle of Dreux, and
wounded
was
H(
guenots.

on 1)1.,

(Geog.) a town of Germany, so called fn
the confluence of the Rhine and Mosel

(Hist.) a Chinese legislator and philosoph
died about 479 years A.C., was descended from a fam
and had a great share in establishi
throne,
to
the
allied
His writings, which are p
the legislation of his country.
served in six hooks, have been translated by Noel, one
and printed at l'rag;
of
China,
missionaries
tin most ancient

'

in 1711.

CONGAL

(Hist.) the

name

of three kings

ol

Scotland.

and
died in 500, after a reign of '22 years, in which
neighbours,
and
he preserved peace with his
endeavoured to ameliorate the condition of his
He was succeeded by bis brother
subjects.
The effigies of this and the followGonran.
as
in
the annexed
are given,
princes
ing

Conuai. L succeeded his uncle Constantino

I.

II, succeeded Eugene III in 558, and
after a peaceful reign, in which
died in 568, af
led virtue to his subject', by his
be recommende

(J

f§f[

CONGAL

own example.
Congai 111. succeeded

.~-

yf.

Achaius, and died in 814,

after a reign of live years.

CONGREVE

(Her.) the name of a family of

origin, the ancestor of which settled in
the county of Stafford, when Mercia was formed
into the sixth kingdom of the Heptarchy in
584.
Sir William Congreve, a descendant of this fanii

Saxon

was created
as follow

«

at

Coble n I:.

'

;

:

I.

7-

who

liuqueni

]

1.

CONFLUENTES
CONFUCIUS

.Itcas;

(

'

CONETODANUS

its

Carm. 35.

Coni imenta, Lariumque
also

3'

His Memoirs of his own
Conde, Henri), Prince of, became a Catholic through tl
influence of Henry IV, and on the death of Louis XII
became minister to the regent, which post he tilled wil
h credit to himself, and advantage to his country, ar
died in 1646, aged 58.
Louis, Prince of, son of the preceding, deserved tl
name of Great, for the distinguished abilities which he di
played as a general in the war with the Spaniards. lie w
afterwards employed against the prince of Orange, when
completed the conquest of ITaiichc-Cumte, and died in 16'8
[Vide Plate XIII]
aged 65.
CONDILLAC, Stephen, Bonnot tie (Biog.) preceptor to tl
Infant Don Ferdinand, duke of Parma, was born at Grenob
in 171."', and died in 1780, leaving works which were r
printed in France in 1798, in 25 vols. 8vo.
CON DIVE, Ascanio (Biog.) an artist of Ripa Transona, wre
Vita de Miet
a life of Michael Angelo in loo.", entitled
lo Buonarrotti, raccolta per Ascanio Condivi," &c. i
published by Gori, in fol. Florence, 1746.
CONDORCET, John Anthony Nicholas Caritat, Marquis',
(Hist.) one of the leaders in the French revolution, wasbo
in 1743, and after having voted the abolition of the m
narchv, he was for his moderation placed by Robespierre
He concealed hims
the list of the proscribed Girondists.
for a time, but being arrested as a suspected person, he w'
found dead in the prison, as was supposed from the cfti
He was a mathematician and an infid
of poison, in 179o.
and wrote many works suited to that character.
(Hist.) and Cotualus, two desperate Gau
who roused their countrymen against the Romans, &c. C<

now

As

that of Jarnac in 156*9, aged
Times are held in esteem.

at

fell

1

ON (Her.) the name of a very ancient family, which
lied from the lordship of Compton, co. Warwick,
i.h ie

i

a baronet in

1812

;

the arms, &c. of which

Arms.

Sable, a chevron between

(rest.

A

falcon,

three battle axes argent

wings expanded.

Round

word " Persevere."
Motto.

:'

:

" Non moritur cujus fama

vivit."

the crest

I

COX

cox
Congrf.ve, William (Biug.) a poet and dramatic writer of
Bardsy-Grange, near Leeds, was born in 16'69, and died in
1729. He wrote four comedies, namely, the Old Bachelor,'
'

*

The Double

the

World

;

'

Dealer,'
also the

'
•

Love for Love,' and The
Mourning Bride,' a tragedy

Way

'

;

of

besides

Other Princes of

this

Name.

Conrad, Duke <f Suabia, son of Frederic II, was made king
of the Romans in 1233, and aimed at being elected emperor,
He in conin which he was opposed by pope Innocent IV.

some translations, Imitations of Horace, and occasional
Poems, which have given him a place among the British
[Vide Plate XXX]
poets.
CONINGSBY, Earl (Her.) a title conferred on Thomas Coningsby, of Hampton-court, co. Hereford, which became
extinct at the death of his daughter Margaret, countess

sequence passed into Italy, and after taking Naples, Capua,
in 1254, as was supposed of poison.
Genebrard. in Chron.; Platin. in Innocent IV.
Conrad, son of the emperor Henry IV, signalized himself on

Coningsby, in 176l.
Coningsby, Capel, the family name of the earl of Essex.
Richard de Burgo, Lord of (Hist.) vide De
Burgo.
COXNIDAS (Myth.) the preceptor to Theseus, in whose
honour the Athenians instituted a festival called " Conni-

1093, and died after a reign of nine years.
Conrad, sumamed the Pacific, king of Burgundy, succeeded
his father in 937, and died in 994, after a peaceful reign,
in which he had erected many pious foundations.
Conrad, Duke of Lorrain, was deprived of his duchy by his
father-in-law the emperor Otho, because he had joined in
the revolt of the emperor's son Lindolphus.
Conrad, Marquis of Montserrat, and Prince of Tyre, distinguished himself very often against the infidels, and after obtaining the title of king of Jerusalem, he was assassinated
in 1192 as is generally supposed by the [smalians.
Conrad, son of Frederic, the natural son of the emperor Frederic II, who bore the title of prince of Antiocb, was taken
prisoner by Charles of Anjou, while fighting in behalf of
his cousin Conradin, when his eyes were put out, and he

COXNAUGHT,

Pint, in Thes.

deia."

CONNOR,
in Ireland,

Bernard (Biog.) a physician of an ancient family
was born in 1C66, and died in 1698, leaving,

Dissertationes Medico- Physic*,' Oxon. 1695- 2. ' Evan3.
The History of Poland, in
geiium Medici,' &c. 1()971.

'

•'

several Letters,' &c. in £ vols.

CONON

(Hist.) Kovioi; a famous general of Athens, son of
Tiniotheus, who, after defeating the Spartans near Cnidos,
when Pisander, the enemy's admiral, was killed, was perfidiously arrested by a Persian satrap named Tirabasus, and

thrown into prison, where he died in the 96th Olympiad,
A. C. 3$3. Xeiioph. Hellen. 1. 1, ike; Isocrat. in Etas-;
Corn. Nep. in lit. ; Pint, in Lysand.
Diod. ad Olymp. §6
;

et

Artaa-.

Conon, vide Cnnon.
Conon (Ecc.) vide Cunon.
Conon (Biog.) an astronomer of Samos, who wrote an account
of all the eclipses which had been observed by the Egyptians.

He

flourished in the reigns of Ptolemy Philadelphia, and
Evergetes, when he metamorphosed the hair of Berenice into
a constellation.
J'irg.

Ed.

3, v. 40.

1.

Carm. 67

Catul.
c.

et

Babyhnius Horos,

a proaio ducta Conone domus.

Hi/sin.

;

Poet.

Astron.

;

J'oss.

de Math.

33.

Conon, an historian of Judsea, mentioned by Josephus, whether the same as the preceding is doubtful.
Joseph, cont.
Appion.

;

J'oss.

de Hist. GrcEC.

1.

1.

Conon, an historian in the time of Archelaus Philopater, some
of whose mythological fables are preserved bv Photius. Phot.
Cod. 186.

CONRAD

(Hist.)

He

was strangled.
(Eec.) cardinal and archbishop of Mentz. who was
He went on a
nearly related to the emperor Barbarossa.
crusade to the Holy Land, where he consecrated Leo, king
of Armenia, and on his return died in 1200.
Conrad, son of Eginon, count of Lrach. was created a cardinal
by Honorius III in 1219, and after being sent as a legate
into France, died in 1227CoNRAD, bishop of Utrecht in the 11th century, was preceptor
to the emperor Henry IV, and whilst founding the collegiate church of Notre Dame, he was killed by a mason in
1099j because another workman had been employed to comHe wrote among other things Apologia
plete the work.
de Unitate Ecclesiae const, rvanda,' &c. published by Mar-

Conrad

CONRADIN

creat ArchyttE soboles

Horos,

which his father had
was crowned king of Lombardy in

occasions during the contests

with the 'popes.

quadus Freherus, in the
Historiae Gemiani.'

4, el. 1.

Me

many

'

In medio duo signa, Conon; et, quis fnit alter,
Deserips't radio totum qui gentibus crbem ?

Proper/.

and Aquino, he died

a

name common

to

some emperors and

princes.
this

S'amc.

'

Scriptores

or Conrad the Younger, the son of
Conrad, and grandson of Frederic II the emperor, was a
competitor with Charles of Anjou for the crown of Sicily,
who having defeated and taken him prisoner in a pitched
battle near the lake of Fucino, caused him and his cousin
Frederick to be beheaded as disturbers of the peace.

(Hist.)

CONRART,

Valentine (Hist.) counsellor and secretary to the
king, descended of a noble family of Hainault, was considered as one of the fathers and founders of the French

Academy, which first began to assemble in his house in 1629,
and continued its meetings there till 1634. He died in
1675, leaving some few works as an author, as ' Letters to

A

Treatise on Oratorical Action,' oirc.
(Biog.) a political writer of
in 1606', and died in 1681.
His works
on the Germanic Institution, Polemical Divinity, Medicine,
and Antiquities, &c. were published in six vols. fol. Brunsv.
Felibien,'

Emperors of

volume of the

first

'

CONRINGIUS, Hermannus
Embden, was born

Conrad I, count of Franconi.i, was elected emperor or king
of Germany in 912, and died of the wounds he received in
the war with Bavaria in 01 8, after a reign of six years and

sumamed

the Salic, son of Herman, duke of
V\onns and Franconia, was elected emperor in 1024, and
died after a warlike but successful reign of 14 years.
Genebrard. in C/iron. ; Otho. de Freimigen. 1. 9Conrad III, son of Frederic, duke of Suabia. was elected in
1138.
He went to the crusade, but owing to the treachery
of the Greeks, who poisoned the fountains, he lost nearly
his whole army, and returned with difficulty to Europe,
where he died in 1152.
vol. 1.
II,

1730.

CONSENTIA

upwards.

Conrad

(Geog.) a town of the Bruttii, now Cosenza,
to Annibal for a time, but afterwards re-

which submitted

turned to the allegiance which
state.

Lie.

1.

8

;

Cic. in Fin.

1.

it

had sworn

to the

Roman

1, c. 3.

CONSTABLE,

Henry (Biog.) an English poet of the Kith
century, was educated at Oxford, and wrote ' Diana, or the
excellent conceitful Sonnets of H.
&c. 8vo. 1594.
Constable, Jo/in, another poet, who was educated at Oxford,
and took his degree of A. M. in 1515, published Querela
Veritatis,' and ' Epigrammata,' 4to. 1520.

C

'

3 o

CON

CON
CONSTANCE

daughter of William I, count of
Provence, and wife of Robert, king of France, caused much

STANS P. F. AUG. &c; for the
STANS CONSTANTINUS, &c.

trouble in the kingdom by her intrigue? in favour of her
younger son Robert, whom she wished to succeed his father
in preference to Henry the elder ; but failing in her projects, she died in 1032.

duri, SfC-

Constance

(Hut.)

of'

Frame, daughter of Louis VI, was first marwho was crowned king of England
at his death, to Raimond VI, count of Tou-

ried to Eustace of Blois,
in

U40, and

louse.
(

the crown of Sicily, in which she had
Tancred for a competitor; but the pope Innocent III was
on the point of investing Iter with the regal dignity when

Constance, queen of Arragon, and daughter of Manfred, the
natural son of the emperor Frederic II, was married to
Peter III, king of Arragon, and flourished about 1284. She
was distinguished for her piety, as also for the magnanimitv
.uid clemency which she displayed as sovereign of Sicily

towards Charles of Anjou, who was condemned to die on
the scaffold, for having beheaded Conradin, of Suabia, but
was pardoned by her.
Constance (Geog.) in Latin Constantia, a town in the grand
duchy of Baden, situated on a lake of the same name, called
by the aneients Lnciis Briganlinus, 30 m. N. E. Zurich, 70
m. E. S. E. Freyburg, and 106 E. Carlsruhe. Lon. 9° 8' E.,
lat. 47° 36' N.
History

of'

Constance.

Constance is supposed to be the Ganauduniim or Heradumim,
of Ptolemy, which received its name from Constantius
Chlorus, the father of Constantine the Great, or from
Constantia, daughter of that emperor.
The bishopric was
transported thither from Vindisch by Childebert II; a
city tliat was ruined in 594 in order to punish the revolt
of the Varrii.
S. Best was the fust bishop of this sic.

which

is

now

secularized.

A

council-general was held

1414, and the three subsequent years, at which
Huss and Jerome, of Prague, were condemned to be

here in
burnt.

ONSTANS,

Plaeius Julius (Hist.) thiid son of the emperor
Constantine, had for his share of his father's dominions Italy,
Africa, and Illyria; and after having defeated and killed his
brother Constantine, who wanted to strip him of his possessions, he was himself killed by the usurper Magncntius
r
S. Alhanas, Apol. ad
in
)0, after a reign of l.'J years.
Const. : Social. I list. Eccles: 1. 2
Sozom. 1. 4; Aurcl. I'icl.
Epit- I list. ; Baron. Annul. ]''.ccl.
unmans II, son of Constantine III, was raised to the empire
in the place of bis uncle Ileracleon, by the help of the
Munothlitcs, whose heresies he followed, and was killed in
66$ by Andrew, one of bis domestics, after a reign of 26
years, during which time he defeated the Saracens and
the Lombards, t'alecn. at Tlieiipluiii. Annul.; Paul. Diacon.
de Bill. I.ongob. 1. 5.
Conhtans, Planus ( 'luudius, son of the usurper Constantine,
was sent into Spain in order to conquer it, but perished in
tin attempt.
Sozwn. Hist. Keel. 1. 6; Prosper, rt Murccllin.
.'i.

;

<

(Hisl.) daughter of the emperor Constantius
Chlorus, was married to Licinius, who revolted against the
emperor Constantine the Great, obtained pardon for her
husband after being defeated the first time and at his
death she continued in the good graces of her brother the
;

She

emperor.

have favoured the heretic Arius.

said to

is

Socrat. Hist. Eeeles. 1. 1 ; Theodoret. 1. 2
S. Hicnm. Episl.
ad Ctesiph. $c.
Constantia, the name of two daughters of Constantine the
Great; the first of which, also culled Constantine, is cele-

(onstans (Numis.)

the

who

Constantia, daughter of the emperor Constantius, was maremperor Gratianus. Amman. Marcel/in. 1. 21
de S. Agni ; Baron. Annul. 824
David (Biog.) a professor of theology at Lausanne, was born in 1 638, and died in 1733, leaving editions of Florus, Cicero's Offices, and the Colloquies of
Erasmus; besides various dissertations on theological and

ried to the

;

Si. Ainhros. Serin,

CONSTANT,

political subjects.

CONSTANTIANUS

(Ecc.) a recluse in the country of the

CONSTANTIN,

Robert (Biog.) a physician of Caen, was
born in 1502, and died at the age of 103, leaving a Lexicon,
Greek and Latin, which appeared in 1562 ; and a second
edition, greatly improved, in 2 vols. fol. 1592.
Those of
Geneva, 16'07, and Leyden, 1637, are the same only with

new

title

pages.

CONSTANTINE
Constantine,

a

(Hist.) vide Conslantinus.

the

in

onstans II
Constantine

annexed
I, and

with his son
;

inscriptions

Constantine

I

'I.

I

to

some kings

I,

succeeded his brother

Don-

gard, in 464, and was strangled by a man of
the Hebrides, whose daughter he had violated,
in the 17th year of his reign.
The effigies of
this and the following princes are given, as in
Buchan. Hisl.
the annexed figures.
II, son of Kennet II, succeeded
Donald V, in 858, and being taken
by Hubert, brother of Cadan, king
of Denmark, he was killed by his order, aftei
Buchan. Hist.
a reign of IS years.

Constantine
his uncle

in battle

Constantine

III, brother of the preceding,
succeeded Donald VI in 903; and after a
prosperous reign of 30 years retired to a monastery in disgust, at the loss of Northumberland and Cumberland, which were taken
Bue/tun.
from him after a bloodv battle.

Hist.

Constantine IV, surnamed

Bald, son of
but was
killed by a natural son of the

Culeii, succeeded

defeated and

Kennet

latter, after a reign of

Constantine

the

III in

two

992

;

or three years.

(Ecc.) vide Conslantinus:
of Orviettc,

Constantine, de Mulicis, bishop
was bom

legate

Theodore, emperor at tin
at Florence, of the illustrious house ol
to

Medicis, and died in 1268.
(Biog.) a Benedictine, surnamed the African.
because he was originally of Carthage, distinguished himself
in the 11th century by his knowledge of the Oriental languages, and wrote many works on medicine, among others.
De Ponderibus Medicinalibus,' Bfc
DlOtC Universalis,'
Constantine, Manmscs, a Creek historian of the 12th century, in the time of the emperor Manuel Comnenus, wrote
•

..II
N. CONS TANS NOB. CVESAR.—
ONSTANS NOB. CMS. vel AUGUSTUS— FL. CON-

for the first, 1)

'

name common

of Scotland.

Constantine

figures, of ('onstaiis
(

was employed as a missionary,
Domnole, bishops of Mans.

Maine, in the time of Clovis I,
in those parts by Innocent and

(i reeks,

elli-

giesof tin almve- mentioned
cmp.rors are given on meas

Romanists for her piety; and the second,
married Annibalianus, is said to have been just as

brated by the

from the pope Alexander IV,

in Citron.

(

Ban-

CONSTANTIA

wicked.

>hc died in II98.

dals,

CON-

;

0N81 an( e, daughter of Roger I, king of Sicily, was married
to the emperor Henry VI in 1185, laid claim at the death
of Iter father to

(

second DN,
Beg. Tins.;

'

6

.

2

s

CON

CON
*

V

780
797
802

Michael Rhangabe

811

Leo V

the Philosopher
Alexander, son of Basilius ....

813
820
829
842
867
886
911

Constantine Porphyrogenetus

9'

Michael II
Theophilus
Michael III
Basilius the

Macedonian

Leo

.

.

Constantine
Constantius
Julian the Apostate
Jovian
Valentinian
Valens
Theodosius the Great
Arcadius
Theodosius the Younger

Marcian

Leo I
Zeno the

Isaurian
Anastasius Silentarius
Justin the Elder
Justinian
Justin the Younger
Tiberius

Maurice
Phocas
Heraclius
Constantine II
Constantine Heracleon
Constans
Constantine Pogonatus
Justinian the Younger
Leontius
Tiberius II

to

Reign.

III

Michael the Patagonian
Michael Calaphates
Zoe and Theodora
Constantin Monomachus
Theodora
Michael Stratioticus, or Bringas

Comnenus
Constantine Ducas
Romanus Diogenes
Isaac

Michael Parapinatius
Nicephorus Botoniates
Alexis Comnenus
John Comnenus
Manuel Comnenus
Alexis Comnenus the Younger
Andronicus Comnenus

Reigned.

306 .... 31

years.

363
364
364
379
395
408
450
457
474
491
518
527
565
578
582
602
610
641
641
641
668
685
695
698

2

Isaac Angelus

1

....

14

....
....
....
....
....

25

•

....
....
....
....
....

48
7
17
17

....
....
-

•

•

....

1041

8

39
12

20
8
.

.

.

....
...

.

....
....
....
....

31
3 months.
6 months.

27

years.

Constantin

1

10
3
7

Paleologus,

named Dracoses

A

1042
1042
1054
1056
1057
1059
1068
1071
1078

list

6

6
50

6
....

4 months.

....

3 months
12 years.

....
....

....
....
....
....
....
1081 ....
1118 ....
1143 ....
1 1

...

1

...

.

1

2
8

3
7
3

37
25
37
3
2

....

10

....

8

....

1

....
15 months.
....
....
....
....

....

10 years.
2
10

16
33
4
1

....
....

23

46
13

....

50
28
29

sur-

1 448 ....
of the Turkish emperors
under the head of Turkey.
3 o 2

chronological

7

3

£g

27

1

•

'

....
....

19
25

53

80
183
1185
Alexis Angelus
1 195
Alexis the Younger
1203
Alexis Ducas Mustsuphlus .... 1204
Baldwin I
1204
Henry
1206
« Peter de Courtenai .... 1216
Robert de Courtenai .. 1218
w [Baldwin II
1228
Theodore Lascaris
1206
John Vatatzes
1222
Theodore the Younger
1255
John the Blind
1259
Michael Paleologus
1260
Andronicus Paleologus
1282
Andronicus
Paleologus
the
Younger
1328
John Paleologus
1341
Manuel Paleologus
1391
John Paleologus II
1419

337 .... 25
36l ....

7
8
12

re-

stored

:

Begun

2

1025
1028
1034

Basilius II, restored

Younger,

9
....

25
.... 10
4
....

Constantine restored
Romanus the Younger
Basilius and Constantine
Nicephorus Phocas
John Zimisces

Romanus

years.

5

...

919
644
959
963
963
9^9
975

Romanus Lecapenus

Constantine the

6
2
2
2

715 .. ..
717 .... 24
741 .... 34
5
775 ....

Leo the Isaurian

Constantinople was originally called Byzantium, and received the name of Constantinopolis, i. e. Constantine'
City, from Constantine, who built it anew, and made it
By the Turks it is named Sa?nthe seat of the empire.
boul, and by the Europeans Constantinople, or the Porte,
from Porta aurea, a gate leading to the sea of Marmora.
From the time of Constantine to its capture by the
Turks, it experienced more calamities than ever befel any
In 446 it was visited
citv within the same period.
with the plague and famine, which evils were aggravated
by a sedition of the people, caused by the followers of
the heretic Nestorius, when a church was burnt, and a
number of people massacred. The year following it suffered from an earthquake, which lasted six months, and
In 465 it was almost ruined
destroyed many buildings.
by a conflagration ; and in 557, in the reign of Justinian,
it was totally overturned by an earthquake, but was rebuilt with greater magnificence than before. It was often
besieged by the Saracens, and taken more than once,
namely, by Constantine Copronymus in 744, and by the
French in 1203, who kept it for 5S years, during the
reigns of Baldwin I, Henry, Peter, Robert, and Baldwin II, when it was recovered by Michael Paleologus in
1261.
Two hundred years after this it was besieged, in
the reign of Constantine Paleologus, surnamed Dracoses,
by Mahomet II, sultan of the Turks, who took it in the
year of the Hegira 857, A. D. 1467, after a desperate
assault, in which the emperor, and the principal men of
The following is a list of the emhis court, perished.
perors, in chronological succession
Emperors.

713....

Theodosius III

N.

Reigned.

Reign.

711

Constantine Copronymus
Leo Chazares
Constantine
Irene
Nicephorus

History of Constantinople.

to

705 ....

Justinian restored
Philip Bardanes
Artemius, or Anastasius II....

CONSTANTINOPLE

56' E., lat. 41°

Brgan

Emperors.

Synopsis Historical translated by Leunclavius,
and published in Greek, first by Meursius.
(Geog.) one of the largest cities in
Europe, and capital of the Turkish empire, is of a triangular form, and seated between the Black Sea and the Archipelago, on a neck of land that advances towards Natolia,
It
from which it is separated by a strait a mile in breadth.
Lon. 25°
is 700 m. S. E. Vienna, 1500 m. E. by S. Paris.

in verse

..

5

may

be found

:
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of Constantinople.

Ecclesiastical History

by some authors to have
been founded by St. Andrew; but the pope Agapetus
maintained that St. Peter first preached the gospel in that
When it was destroyed by the emperor Severus,
city.
the sve was transferred to Heraclea, where it remained

The church

of

Byzantium

is

said

revival under the name of Constantinople, when
the church obtained the second rank after that of Rome ;
and the bishops of Constantinople, who were named patriarchs, gradually obtained such power by the countenance of the emperors, as to become altogether independent of the see of Rome. John, surnamed the Faster,

till its

was the
versal,

first

who

took the

which the popes

title

of (Ecionenicus, or Uni-

in vain opposed as a fresh usuq>a-

The separation of the two churches, and the
supremacy of the patriarchate of Constantinople over all
tion.

the churches of the East, was henceforth established.
Constantinople was in the time of the emperors the
The Arians were for a
theatre of heresy and schism.
long time triumphant ; and, but for the powerful zeal of
Gregory Nazianzene, would have gained the entire asThe Nestorians, the Eutychians Monothecendancy.
lites, and the Iconoclastes, by turns prevailed, so as to
render this church a perpetual scene of religious discord
and animosity. Several general councils were held here,

namely, in 381, 553, 680, S6'9

,•

besides

some particular

councils in 336, 359, 382, 394, 424, 439, 449, 459, 518,
&c. The following is a chronological list of the patriarchs

of Constantinople, until

capture

its

Patriarchs.

Began

Alexander
Paul, deposed immediately

.

.

.

.

.

.

Eusebius
Paul, restored

Macedonius, an hercsiarch

Eudoxus
Evagrus
Hemophilus
Gregory Nazianzene

S.

Governed.

to Goveri

313
336
338
341

years.

,

.

19
10

360
370

11

380

Neetarius
John Chrysostom, expelled.
Arsaces
Atticus
Sisinnius I
Ncstorius, an heresiarch

381

16

397
404
406
426
428

19

Maximian

431

S. Proclus

Gennadius

434
447
449
458

Acacius

471

S.

S. Flavian
Anatolius

f

I

... it

is

1

1

3
2
13
8

13
18

IN!)

Euphemitu
Macedonius
Timotheus, a heretic

496

John

518
520

II

Epiphanius

Anthimius

Mennas
Eutychius
III, B usurper
Eutychius, restored

John

T.John IV
S.

Cyriachus

Thomas
an lieresiarch
Pyrrhus, a heretic
Paul II, a heretic

S'jrgius,

511
..

COX
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Began

Patriarchs.

Gregorv

IV

Theodore II
MaxirnusII

Manuel Sarantenus
Germanus II.

G-nerned.

govern.

1192
1198
1206
1213
1215
1216

II

JohnX
Michael

fa

...
....

.

....
....
...

.

1221 ....
1239

Methodius II.
Vacancy for more than three years.
1243
Manuel II
Arsenius Autorianus, resigned. . 1255 ....
1260
Nicephorus II
!26l ....
Arsenius, restored and deposed
Vacancy for about three years.
1267
Germanus III
1267 ....
Joseph, deposed
1271-....
John XI, deposed
1282 ....
Joseph, restored
1283
George III, expelled
1289 ....
Athanasius, expelled
1294 ....
John XII
'.

.

.

Athanasius, restored

Vacancy

for

two

6 vears.
8
7
2

Diaeon.

5

11 years.

5
1
.'J

7
8
1

6
4
10

6

1312
1316
1320 ....

4

4

1
Gerasimus
Vacancy for more than two vears.
10
1323
Isaias .'.
1333
14
John XIV
Isidore
1347
3
4
1350
Callistus, expelled.
1
Philotheus
1354
1355 ....
Callistus, restored
7
Philotheus, restored
1362 .... 12
3
Macarius
1376 ....
Nilus
1379 ....
9
13S8
8
Anthony IV
3 months.
Callistus III
1396 ....
Matthew
1 397
.... IS years.
Euthvnius II
1410....
6
23
Joseph II
1416
1 439
2
Gregory
1441 ....
4
Athanasius deposed
1445
4
John XV
Athanasius, recalled
1 449
~
Xiphon
1 45
1
....
Isaias II.
1452
2
Eusebius ; Epiphaniits ; Socrates; Sozomenes ; Theodoretus ; Evagrius ;
Procopius ; Nicephorus, Cedrenus;
•

•

•

•

.

•

1

Zonaras,

<$c. ;

apud

CONSTANTIXUS
man emperors and

Scrip/or. Byzantin. Hi.il.

{Hist.) a

name common

to several

Ro-

princes.

Constantinus, Flavins Valerius, surnamed the Great, son of
Constantius and Helena, was born at Xaissus, in Dacia, succeeded his father in 306
and died after a reign of 31 years
of the greatest glory and success, during which he was led to
embrace the Christian faith, though not to lay aside all his
heathenish practices.
He is said to haye preached and to
have composed many sermons, one of which is extant. [[Vide
Plate II]
His empire was divided between his three sons
Constantinus, Constans, and Constantius.
Euscb- Hist.
Ecclcs. ; Socrat. Hut. Eccles. ; Sozomines ; Zonaras, c^-r.
0H8TANTINUS II, surnamed the Younger, son of the preceding,
had Gaul, Spain, and Grc;;t Britain for his share of his
father's dominions
and was in 3 tO killed in battle against
his brother Constantius, after a reign of three years.
[Vide
Constantinus, under Numismatics]
Victor, in Annibahan. ;
;

:

Zosim.

1.

2,

5.

tina,

18
3 months.

1304 ....

1.

of Heraclius by his second wife Marbut being desucceeded his brother Constantin III
serted by his subjects in favour of his nephew Constans.
he was sent into exile, and died in prison, after having
reigned only six months.
Constantinus V, surnamed Pogonatus, succeeded his father
Constans II in 668, and died in the 17th year of his reign.
Theophancs el Cedrenus.
Constantinus VI, surnamed Copronijmus, son of Leo the
Isaurian, succeeded his father in 742, and died in 775, after
haying displayed a cruel and furious zeal against the worThcophancs et Cedrenus.
shippers of images.
Constantinus VII, son of the emperor Leo IV, began to
reign in 780, at the age of 10, his mother, Irene, administering the government in his stead; but he, unwilling to
submit to her guidance, took upon himself in 790 the management of the state, upon which she formed a party
against him, and, having put out his eyes, deprived him of
Theoph. et Cedren.
the empire in 797Constantinus VIII, son of Basilius, the Macedonian, was
created Augustus in 868 ; but dying before his father, he
is not always reckoned among the emperors.
Constantinus IX, surnamed Porphi/rogenctus, son of Leo
the Wise, began to reign under the tutelage of his mother
Zoe in 912, and was poisoned by his son Romanus. after
a reign of more than 4S years, in which his father-in-law,
Romanus, had given him much trouble. G/t/cas. ; Theoph. :
Cedren. SfC.
Constantinus X, son of Romanus and Theophanes, succeeded
John Zimisces, and reigned with his brother, Basilius the
Younger, for 50 years, namely, from 975 to 1025, during
which he bore the name only of emperor, taking no part in
the administration of arlairs.
Constantinus XI, surnamed Monomachus, being recalled
from the exile into which he had been sent b\ order of John,
the brother of Michael the Paphlagonian, was placed on the
throne in 1042, and died after a reign of 12 years.
Constantinus XII, surnamed Diteas, son of Andronicus.
was chosen by Isaac Comnenus to take the empire in 1059,
and died at the age of 60, after a reign of seven vears.
during which he was menaced by a formidable army of
Scythians, the greater part of which were providentially
cut off by the plague, and the rest by the Bulgarians.
Gli/cas et Zonaras, SfC
Constantinus XIII, surnamed Dracoses, son of Manuel Palxologus, and last emperor of the East, succeeded his brother John in 1445, and perished in the defence of Constantinople, when it was besieged, and taken by Mahomet II in
Glyc. Contin. Annal. ; Chalcond.
1453. [[Vide Plate IIJ
.En. Si/lv. tic FEurop. ; Spondan. Conlin. Baron.
1.
8
A. C. 1445, &c.
Constantinus, a name common to some kings of Scotland.

Constantinus IV, son

1

years.

Niphon
John XIII

in 613, succeeded his father in fill, and died, as is said,
of poison, after he had reigned alone for only three months.
Nicephorus J Thcophancs ; Cedrenus ; Zonaras, tyc. ; Paid.

&c.

onstantinus III, son of the emperor Heraclius, was crowned

;

;

[Vide Constantine~\
Princes of this Name.

Constantinus Flavins

Claudius, a soldier of fortune, was
proclaimed emperor in 407 by the army of Great Britain,
and enjoved this title for four years, when, being defeated,
and taken by Gcrontius, a general of Honorius, his head

was cut off.
Constantinus, son of Leo the Armenian,

received the title
but he was banished bj
of emperor from his father in 813
Michael the Stammerer to the Isle of Protus, after haying
had his tongue cut out, and being otherwise mutilated.
;

Constantinus, third son of the emperor Romanus Lecapenus.
was clothed with the imperial dignity by his father in 923 ;

",
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CON
but .stripped of it again 40 days after, and banished to the
Isle of Tenedos, where he was shortly after killed by his
guards.
Constantinus Ducas, surnauied Porphyrogenettts, son of the
emperor Michael Ducas, was clothed with the imperial dignity by his father, but was banished by Nicephorus Botoniates, who usurped the throne in 1078. He was afterwards
restored to his honours by Alexis Comnenus, but did not
live long to enjoy them.
roNsTANTiNUs (Nuniis.) medals of several of the above-mentioned emperors are extant, bearing their effigies, Sac as
follow
(

furious opposer of the worship of images.
III, was set over the see of Constantinople
1059, which he governed till 106'4, leaving, at his deaf

Constantinus

some synodal

constitutions.

Constantinus IV, was

elected in 1153, and held the see on
two years.
Constantinus, was set over the see of Antioeh for a tin
but was afterwards deposed, and imprisoned on account

'

his factious spirit.

:

Magnus,

'onvj'antini's,

known by

effigy

liis

Constantinus,

Jim., his effigy

the annexed figure;

and the

;

inscriptions

given, as in

is

inscriptionsCONSTAN-

TINUS JUNIOR CJES.— FL. JUL.CONSTANTINUS, JUN. NOB. C/ES— DN.
CONSTANT! XLS P. F. AUG. — FL.
CL. CONSTANTINUS PIUS FELIX
AUG. Sec
Constantinus, Turannus, the medals of

AUG.—

is

depicted on me-

annexed figure

;

inscriptions

CONSTANTINUS.—D. N. CONSTANTINUS. — CONSTANTINO VICTORIA, &c.
Constantinus,

tropins, fyc.

Coproni/iuus, the effigy of this

Constantius, the son of the preceding, was the father

is

CONST—

I-

•

STANTI.
depicted
on medals, sometimes alone, but frequently
with his son Romanus II, as in the annexed
;

inscriptions

f

Julian the Apostate.
Constantius, a native of Nyssa, a city of Servia, and a si
cessful general of the Roman armies, was raised by Hoi
rius to the dignity of his colleague in the empire in V.\
and died seven months after.
Constantius, vide Gal I us.
Constantius (Numis.) medals are extant bearing the effig
of the three first emperors of this name, as in tbe subjoirl

—

Constantinus, Porphip-ogenetus,

'

.

given as in the annexed figure ;
inscriptions D. N. CONSTANTINO P. P.
CONSTANTINOS
or D. N.
D. N. CONS. LEON. O. NEOS.

emperor

in the seventh century, wl
being active in spreading his heresy, was put to death
order of the emperor.
Constantinus, an Iconoclast, or breaker of images, in t
eighth century, was bishop of Nacolia, in Phrygia, a!
became one of the most furious opposers of the worship
images under the sanction of the emperor Leo the Isaurif
Constantinus, Manasses (Biog.) a Greek historian, w
flourished about 1150, in the time of the emperor Emam
Comnenus, wrote a chronicle entitled Synopsis Historic
which was first published in the original by Meursii
translated into Latin by Leunelavius, and published in (
et Lat. among the Byzantine historians.
CHLORUS, Flavins Valerius {Hist.) si
of Eutropius, and father of Constantino the Great, succeed
Diocletian and Maximian in 305, having Galerius for ]f
colleague.
He died at York in 300', after having be
very successful against all his enemies.
Constantius, Flavins Julius, second son of Constanti
the Great, had, for his share of his father's dominio
Thrace, Greece, and the east, to which he succeeded
338, and died in 361, at the age of 45.
Socrat. H\
Eccles. 1. 2; Sozomen. 1. 5; Ammian. Marcellinus ; I-

CONSTANTIUS

this

TINUS AUG.
dals, as in the

Constantinus, a Manieha:an

'

usurper bear his effigv ; and, for the most
part, the inscriptions D. N. CONSTANTIFL. CL. CONSTANNUS P. F.

Constantinus, Pogonatus,

Other Persons of this Name.

medals of this emperor are

the

[vide Plate II]

CONSTANTINO'S CESAR.— FL. VAL. CONSTANTINUS NOB. CMS.— DN CONSTANT. AUGUST.—
IMP. CONSTANTINUS AUG.— IMP. CONSTANTINUS MAX. AUG.— IMP. C. FL. VAL. CONSTANTINUS P. F. AUG. &c.

figure

by Constantino Copronymus, by whom he was afte
wards ignominiously treated, and put to death. He was

tinople

is

1

CONSTANT. ET

ROMAN. AUG. GER., or sometimes
CONSTANTINOS. — CONSTANTINOS BAS. and on the reverse, IAS. CAS.
REX. REGNANTIUM. Beg. Thenar. ;

.

^

figures; inscriptions,

,

for

the most part,

CONSTANTIIii

;

Ned. I in pp. limn. ; Baud. Rom. Imp.
Constantinus (Ecc.) a name common

to

some popes, pa-

triarchs, &c.
this

Name.

Syria,

was

Popes of

Constantinus, a native of
papal chair, and died

in the

elected in

708

to the

sixth year of his pontificate,

having been much honoured by the emperor JustiTheophan. et Baron.
Anaslas. et Plat, in Vit. ;
Annal.
took
possession
of the papal
anti-pope,
Constantinus, an
but on the regular
chair after the death of Paul I in 7<>7
election of Stephen IV, he was deprived of his sight, and
driven from the chunb.
Baron. Annal. ann. 76'7, &c.
after

nian.

;

I'ltliiinrhs

Constantinus
after John V

I,

in

1 1,

this

Name.

was elevated to the see of Constantinople
674, and died in 676, leaving the reputa-

tion of being orthodox.
ann. 664.

Constantinus

til'

Nicephor. Chron.

who was

;

Baron. Annal.

C— IMP. CONSTANTIUS

NOB.
the

first

are likewise sometimes
P. F.

VAL. CONSTANTIUS

;

CONSTANTIUS NOB. C — D.
P. F.

AUG.

the medals

IMP.

C.

— CONSTANT

the second

N.

f

*!•
>

FL. VA.

CONSTANTI)

fee.

Constantius, Gallus, vide Gallus.
CONSUL (Hist.) vide Roma.
CONTANT, Peter (Biog.) an architect of Ivri sur Sei
was born in l6f)8, and died in 1777, leaving a folio volu

)

of his architecture engraved.
(Hist.) the name of an illustrious Venet'i
1
family which produced seven doges, four patriarchs,

CONTARINI

1

many

other distinguished persons.

Contarini, Dominique, was
elevated to the see of Constant

AUG.

COGN. MAXENTIUS AUG.
VICT.

AUG;

inscriln'd

elected

doge

in 1043, rcpai 1

the city of Grado, built several monasteries, and died in 10

•

CON
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Contarini, James, was elected in 1275, and after reducing
the Istrians, resigned his office in 1280.
Andrew, who was elected against

Contarini,

his will

dinand

,

in

1868, died after governing very prudently for 14 years.
Contarini, Francis, after having been employed on different
negotiations, was elected doge in 1()23, and died in 1625.
Contarini, Nicholas, was elected in 1630, and after rendering signal services to the republic during the war of Friule
with Austria, and also during a plague which raged at
Venice, died in 16.33.

Contarini, Charles, was elected in 1655, and died in the
same year.
Contarini. Dominic II, was elected in 1659, and died in
Justinian et Bonifac. Elog. Contar. ; Merula, Do1675.
glioni. Martina, Ghillini, Sj-cContarini, Francis, a professor of philosophy at Padu3, was
sent as ambassador to the pope Pius II, and was afterwards
entrusted by the republic of Venice, with the defence of
Siennois against the Florentines ; of which expedition hewrote a History in three books, published by Michael Bruto
Voss. de Hist. Lat.
and others.
Contarini, Ambrosias, was sent ambassador to L sum-Cassan,
king of Persia, in 11-72. and published in Italian an Account of bis Travels, which was afterwards translated into
Voss.
Latin in the collection of the Historians of Persia.
de Hist. Lat.
Contarini, Simon, son of John Baptist Contarini, distinguished himself by his diplomatic talent in his missions to

!

!'

II

in

the

war with Gustavus Adolphus, king of

Sweden.
Conti, Innocent, valiantly defended the city of Prague when it
was besieged by the Swedes.
Conti, commonly called Prince Conti, was killed at the defeat of the count Veteroni in Transylvania in 16'95.
Conti, the name of a family, which derived its name from
the seigniory of Conti, in Picardy, which passed by the
marriage of Eleonor de Rove with Lewis de Bourbon I into
the house of Bourbon.
Conti, Armand de Bourbon, Prince of, vide Armand.
Conti, Francis Lewis, Prince of, son of the preceding, distinguished himself

at

the siege

of

Luxemburgh, and was

elected king of Poland, but soon supplanted by the elector
He died at Paris in 1709, aged 45.

of Saxony.

Conti, Boniface (Ecc.) of the noble Italian family beforementioned, was honoured with the cardinal's cap by Leo IX,
and was living in 1057Conti, Jourdan, who distinguished himself in various employments, was created a cardinal by Urban

IV

in

1263,

and died in 1269Conti, Lucio, who was created a cardinal in the 15th century.
died in 1437, after having been sent as legate to Bologne.
Conti, Francis, was created a cardinal by Leo X in 1517, and
died in 1521, so poor that he did not leave enough to defray the expenses of his funeral.

Conti, Guisto (Biog.) a Roman knight of the noble house of
Valmontone, was a distinguished poet in the 15th centurv.
Many of his poems were printed at Paris in 12mo. 1595,
Turin, Rome, and to the emperor Ferdinand II, &c. and
under the title of Rime Diverse di Giusto de Conti Del a la
died in 1633.
Bella
Mano.'
Contarini. Maffeo (Ecc.) the first patriarch of Venice in
CONWAY, Viscount (Her.) one of the titles conferred in
1455, died in' 14-60.
1627 on sir Edward Conway, who had, in 1625, been
Contarini, Louis, held the patriarchal dignity in 1508, and
created lord Conway, of Ragley.
His grandson, Edward,
died shortly after.
was in 1679 created earl of Conway, which titles became
Contarini, Anthony, succeeded him, and died in 1524.
extinct at his death in 1683 ; but were revived in part in
Contarini, Francis Peter, was placed over the patriarchal
the person of Francis Seymour [vide Seymour~\, who, being
see in 1555, which he governed for two years.
heir by adoption to the estates of Edward Conway, earl of
Contarini, Casper, cardinal and bishop of Belluno, was sent
Conway, was created a peer of England in 1702, by the
by the republic of Venice as ambassador to the emperor
title of baron Conway, of Ragley, co. Warwick
and a peer
Charles V, and afterwards to Ferrara to procure the release
of Ireland, by the title of baron Conway and Killultagh, co.
of Clement VII, who had been taken prisoner by the GerAntrim. His son Francis was created in 1750 viscount
mans and Spaniards on the pillage of Rome in 1527- He
Beauchamp, and earl of Hertford ; and in 1 793 was adwas created cardinal by Paul III in 1535 ; and, after being
vanced to the dignity of marquis of Hertford, and earl of
employed on different occasions as legate, he died in 1542.
Yarmouth.
He wrote, among other things, ' De Immortalitate Anirnre
De Optimi Antistitis Officio,' &c. Conway, Henry Seymour (Biog.) second son of Francis, lord
contra Pomponiacum ;'
Conway, was born in 1720, and died in 1795, leaving,
all which were printed at Paris in 1571.
among his works as an autihar, a play, entitled
Fal*-.
Contarini, Jo/in (Biog.) a painter, and son of Francis ConAppearances.'
tarini of the above-mentioned family, was born in 1549,
and died in 1605. He exercised his art under the patronage CONYBEARE, Jo/in (Ecc.) an English prelate, was born at
Pinhoe, near Exeter, in 1692; educated at Oxford, where
of the emperor Rodolphus II.
he took his degrees in 1713 and 17"'; and, after variousContarini, Vincent, a professor of eloquence at Padua, was
preferments, died bishop of Bristol in 1755.
born in 1577, and died in 1617, leaving, among his works,
He wrote,
' De
among other tilings, an answer to Tindal's ' Christianity av
Re Frumentaria,' and De Militari Romanorum StiOld as the Creation.'
pendio,' 4to. Venet. 1609, both written against Lipsius;
CONYERS, Lord (Her.) a title now merged into the dukealso
Variorum Lectionum Liber.'
dom of Leeds, by the marriage of Francis Godolphin
Contarini, Camillus, an ecclesiastic, and son of Francis Contarini, was born in 1644, and died in 1722, leaving, among
Osborne, fifth duke of Leeds, with baroness Conyers,
bis printed works,
1.
LTnganno riconosciuto,' Venice,
daughter and heir of the last earl of Holderne.sse. This
'
title was conferred in 1506 on William Conyers, who was
1666.
2.
L'Arbace, Tragidrama musicale,' Venice, 1667.
3. ' Istoria della Guerra di Leopoldo I Imperatore, contra
summoned to parliament as lord Conyers. 1 Hen. VIII.
il Turco,'
4.
On the death of the third lord Conyers this title devolved
La Genealogia de' Domini,'
&c. Venice.
Annali delle Guerre per la Moon lord C. Darey, by his marriage with Anne, the daughter
Amsterdam, 1693.
5.
narchia delle Spagne,' Venice, Part I. 1720, Part II. 1722.
and heir of the former, whose son was created earl of HolCOXTI {Hist.) the name of a very ancient Italian family,
dernesse ; and, at the death of the last earl, his daughter
which produced several cardinals, and other distinguished
inherited the title as before-mentioned.
persons.
The popes John, Benedict VIII, Benedict IX, COXYNGHAM, Sir Albert (Hist.) youngest son of William,
Innocent III, and Gregory IX, are said to have sprung
fourth earl of Glencairne, raised a regiment, with which he
from this family.
assisted William III at the battle of the Boyne, and was
Conti, Twrquato, rendered great services to the emperor Ferslain in an engagement near Colooney in 1691.
'

;

'

*

'

'

'

I

•

'

[

f
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Cooper, bart., who was created baron Ashley, of Winbun,
Sir Henri/, son of the preceding, and a majorgeneral in the army, defeated the French at the battle of
St. Giles", in Kiu'l
baron Cooper and earl of Shaftsbui.
I'stcvans, but received a wound of which he died in 1705.
in 1()'72; his father, sir John Cooper, having lieen pi.
"NY.\c;ii.ui (Her.) the name of a family mentioned under
viously created a baronet in 1622.
[J Vide ShqfisbunA
Htliory, on which the peerage was conferred, in the person Cooper, Thomas (Ere.) or Couper, an English prelate, wi
horn about 1517 at Oxford, where he was educated
of Henry, second son of sir Henry Conyngham before-menat.
after being dean of Christ Church, and then of Gloucest
tioned; who was created baron Conyngham, of Mounti harles,
was promoted to the see of Lincoln in 1570, and translatl
co. Donegal, in 1 753 ; viscount Conyngham, in
to that of Winchester in 1584, where he died in 15;,
1756; earl and- baron Conyngham, in 1781. The earldom
His writings were, 1.
The Epitome of Chronicles, fnbecame extinct at his death in 1781, but the barony descended to his nephew, Francis Pierpont Burton.
[Vide
the seventeenth year after Christ to 1510, and thence
156*0,' 4to. 156'0.
Hurlon~]
2.
Henry, the third baron, was created a viscount in
Thesaurus Lingua; Romans et B.
tannicx, &c. Dictionarium Historicum et Poeticum,' I,
1789; marquis Conyngham, carl of Monnteharles, and
156'5.
' A
viscount Slane, in 1816".
Brief Exposition of such Chapters of ti
The titles, arms, Sec. of this family
are as follow
Old Testament as usually arc read in the Church at Co.
Titles,
liurton Conyngham, marquis Conyngham, earl of
mon Prayer, on the Sundays throughout the Year,' 4W
1573. 4. 'An Admonition to the People; wherein :*
Monnteharles, viscount Slane Conyngham, and Mountanswered, not only the scandalous Untruths reproachfu
charles.
The title of the eldest son, earl of Monnteharles.
Arms. Argent, a shake fork between three mullets sable.
uttered by Martin the Libeller, but also many other Criiri
Crest.
by some of his Brood,' &c. 4to. 158.9; being an answer t
On a wreath a unicorn's head erased urgent, maned
John ap Henry's books against the Established Chur
sable, armed or.
Supporters.
published under the name of Martin Mar-Pelate.
Dexter, a horse argent, armed and maned, and
on his breast an eagle displayed or; sinister, a buck COOTE, Sir Charles (Hist.) first baronet of the fam»
proper, armed and hoofed, and on his breast a griffin's
mentioned under Heraldry, served in the wars agaii:
head erased or.
O'Neile, the rebellious earl of Tyrone ; and, icing aft',
" Over, Fork, over."
Motto.
wards engaged under the duke of Ormond, he was killed i
a sortie from the town of Trim, when it was attacked •
COOK, James (Hist.) a celebrated navigator, of Marton, in
Cleveland, Yorkshire, was born of obscure parents in 1728,
a body of the rebels in 1642.
and, after sailing twice round the world on voyages of dis- Coote, Sir Charles, the second baronet, and lirst earl of Mou •
rath [vide MounlralhT], was very active against the rebc,
overy, was killed on the third voyage bv the inhabitants of
and took Con-O-Rourke and most of his partv prisoners. >
Owyhee in 177.9- [Vide Plate XVI]
Cook, Henri/ (Biog.) an English artist, was born in 1648, and Coote, Chidley, of Killcster, near Dublin, esq. brother of i>
first earl of Mountrath, was an active commander in si .
died in 1700.
He was employed by king William to repair
pressing the rebellion in Ireland, and preserving the Pi
the cartoons.
testants.
He died in 1 668.
COOKE, Sir Anthony (Hist.) preceptor to Edward VI, was
born at Giddy, or Gidding-Hall, in 1506, lived in exile Coote, Sir Eyre, fifth son of Chidley Coote, a descendant
Chidley Coote, brother of the first earl of Mountrath, dl
during the reign of Mary, and returning at her death, died
in 1783, after having been a successful commander in Inc
He had four daughters, all distinguished for their
in 1 576particularly against Hyder .Mi, whose armv of 150,000 li*
literary talents
namely, Mildred, the v. ife of William
Cecil, lord Burleigh, who was conversant with all (J reek
he defeated with 10,000 in 1781.
and Latin authors ; Anne, the second daughter, wife of sir Coote (Her.) the name of a family originally from Fran*
of which was sir Charles Coote, created a baronet of Irehl
.Nicholas Bacon ; Elizabeth, the third daughter, was marHis eldest son. sir Charles Coote, was created, 'I
in 1621.
ried first to sir Thomas Hobby, and afterwards to John,
from
Russel.
She
translated
some
things
l66l, earl of Mountrath, which title became extinct in 18:.
lord
the French.
Richard Coote, nephew of the first earl of Mountrath, \m
Catherine, the fourth daughter, was married to Henry
created carl of Bcllamont, which title became extinct i
Killegrew, esq. She was, like her sisters, skilled in Hebrew,
From Chidley Coote, fifth brother of the first cl
[800.
Greek, and Latin, and also in poetry, of which a specimen
is
of Mountrath, descended Charles Henry Coote, who s preserved by sir John Harrington, and Dr. Thomas
to the barony of Castle ('note, upon \s
oeeded in ISO
Fuller.
death of Charles Henry, seventh and last earl of Mountra .
Cooke, Bryan, Esq. of the family mentioned under Heraldry,

ONVNOHAM,

(

;

i

;

'

»•

'

.'!.

:

•

I

1

,

;

,

[Vide Castle Cool,']
was a great loyalist during the rebellion, for which lie was
Coote, Sir Charles, last earl of Bcllamont, was created.!
1601.
fined by the sequestrators,
baronet in 1774, with remainder to his natural son r
Cooke (Her.) the name of a family of Wheatley, co. York,
Charles Coote.
which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet,
((inferred in l'ifil on sir George Cooke, the second son of ( OPE (Her.) the name of an ancient family in the com \
of Oxford, which at present enjoys the dignity and title:
The arms, Sec. of this
sir Bryan Cooke before-mentioned.
a baronet.
The anus, &C.of this family arc as follow:
family are as follow
Or, a chevron gules, between two lions passant
Arms. Argent, on a chevron azure, between three TOf
Arms.
gules, dipped proper, as many tleur de lis or.
guardant table.
'
Crest.
Out of a crown embattled urgent, a lion issuaot, as
On a wreath a fleur de lis or, a dragon's head is
rest.
in the aims, collared, with a ducal coronet or.
ing from the top thereof gules.
" /Kquo adeste animo."
Motto,
Cooks, Thomas (liiug.) a poet of Braintree, in Essex, was
He wrote, among other
(Geog.) the capital of the kingdom f
born in 1702, and died in 1750.
Denmark, stands on the east coast of the island of Zeala >
Penelope,' which being considi nil
things, a farce, entitled
in the channel of the Baltic, called the Sound, 170 m. N. .
U a ridicule of Pope's Odyssey, procured him a place in the
Hamburgh, 815 S. W. Stockholm, and 600 N. E. Lond
angry poet's Dunciad.
Lou. 12* 85' I''., bit. 55 11' N.
COOPER, Sir Anthony Ashley, Earl of Shqflsbury (Hist.)
1

:

.

COPENHAGEN

'

1

•

vide Shaftsb
<

oopbb
which

(flier.)
title

name of the carl of Shaftsbury,
conferred on sir Anthony Ashley

the family

was

lirst

History of Copenhagen.

Copenhagen, Coppenhafen,

or

Kopman Hafen,

i.e.

A)-

COR
Harbour, called

COR

Latin Hafna, is a town of
comparatively modern date, the name occurring not
In 11(58 Absalon, or Axel, archbishop
earlier than 104-8.
of Lunden, and bishop of Roschildt, having received this
place in gift from the king of Denmark, caused a fort to
be built, by way of protection from the pirates that
swarmed in those parts. The place in consequence grachants'

in the

dually increased, and SO years after it received many of
the privileges of a town, and finally, in 1443, became
It has experienced a variety
the residence of the court.
of misfortunes from war, particularly from the Swedes,
and also from the British in the bombardment of 1807,

when 300

houses, including the cathedral, and part of
were destroyed. It has also suffered from

the university,

which consumed twowhich destroyed nearly

different fires, particularly in 1728,

thiids of the town,

and

in

1

7.9-1,

1000 houses.

COPERNICUS,

Nicholas (Biog.) an astronomer of Thorn,
in 1473, and died in 1.543.
He wrote
De Revolutionibus Orbiuni Ccelestium,' fol. 1.543; which,
among other editions, was published in 4to. Amstel. 1617,
under the title of ' Astronomia Instaurata :' in which he
sets forth the system of the sun's being an immoveable
body, that has since been universally adopted.
He was
only the reviver of the doctrine broached bv Pythagoras.
[Vide Plate XXXIII]
COPLEY (Her.) the name of a family, so called from a place
in Yorkshire, where lived Adam de Coplev, who was killed
at the siege of York in 1070, from whom the Coplcvs also
of Gatton, in the co. of Surrey, are descended,
who
are allied to the Fitzwilliams.
The Yorkshire branch of
this family enjoy the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1 778 on sir Joseph Copley.
Their arms, &c. are
in Prussia,

was born

'

as

follow

:

Arms.

Argent, a cross moline gules.
Crest.
griffin's head erased gules.
COPONIUSr C. (Hist.) a commander of the fleet of Rhodes
at Dyrrachium, in the interest of Pompev.
Cic. de Die.

A

1.

1, c.

38.

COPROGLI, Pacha Mahomet

(Hist.) grand vizier during
Mahomet IV, died greatly respected by the
and the people in 1665.
Coprogli, Pacha Achmet, succeeded his father Mahomet in
the dignity of vizier, in which he acquitted himself with
great prudence ; and after being successful as a commander
in Candia, Transylvania, and Hungary, he died in 1676,
the minority of

sultan

at the age of 37Copro<;li, Pacha Mahomet,

brother of the preceding, was
appointed grand vizier in 1689; and after distinguishing
Hungary against the Turks, was

himself for his valour in

by a cannon ball in 16$)L
Coprogei, Pacha Numan, governor of Candia, of the same
family, was appointed grand vizier in 1710; but was deposed and banished to the isle of Negropont.
COPTUS (Geog.) or Coptos, now Kypt, a town of Egypt,
about 100 leagues from Alexandria, on a canal which communicates with the Nile.
P/in. 1. 5.
COQUES, Gonzales (Biog.) a painter of portraits and conversation pieces, was born at Antwerp in 1618, and died in
killed

168!-.

CORAM,

Captain Thomas (Hist.) the founder of the Foundling Hospital, was born in 1668, and died in 1751, so poor
that he was supported in his old age by the subscription of

his friends.

CORARIO,

Anlhonu (Ecc.) a cardinal and bishop of Ostia,
and founder of the congregation of St. Gregory, in Alga,
was created cardinal in 1408, and died in 1445. Spondan.
Contin. Baron. Annal. ann. 1445.
60RAS, John de (Biog.) in Latin Corasius, counsellor to
the parliament of Toulouse, was born in 1513, and was
vol.

i.

Hi-.
massacre of St. Bartholomew, in 1573.
works in Latin and French, principally on Law, were
printed in 2 vols. fol. 1556 and 1558.
(Hist.) a king of Sicyon, who reigned A. C. 1512.
CoRAX, an ancient orator, the favourite and principal minister
of Gelo, tyrant of Syracuse, who used his eloquence to
captivate the people.
Cic. in Brut. c. 12; Quintil. 1. 3;

killed in the

CORAX

Aid. Gel/.

1.

CORBET,

5.

of the family mentioned
under Heraldri/, was among the number of the noblemen
and gentlemen who attended Richard I to the siege of Acre.
Corbet, William (Ecc.) a monk in the Abbey of Shrewsbury, which had been built by Robert Corbet, his cousin,
was afterwards a prior of Chich, co. Essex, from whence he
was translated in 1123 to the see of Canterbury, and died
in 1136', after having repaired at his own expense the cathedral, which had been burnt.
Corbet, Richard, an English prelate, of Ewell, in Surrey,
was born in 1582; educated at Oxford ; promoted to the
see of Oxford in 1629
translated to that of Norwich in
1632 ; and died in 1635. His Poems, after passing through
three editions, were lately very carefully revised and published by Mr. Gilchrist, with his Life.

Sir Richard (Hist.)

;

Corbet (Her.)

or Corbeau, the

name of

a family of great

which came over with William the Conqueror,
and held many high offices in the state.
Not less than
distinction,

1.9 of this family are in the rolls, of those who served in
the several battles, sieges, and actions, following, namely.
Agincourt, Grafton, the sacking of Cadiz, the wars against
the Welch, Scots, French, &c. ; and between 1192 and
Since
1625, 71 were made knights, and one a banneret.
that time two branches of this family have been created
baronets, namely,
Corbet, late D'Avenant, of Stoke, co. Salop, Thomas D'Avenant, of Clearbroke, co. Hereford, who was also descended
from a Norman family, having married Anne, daughter and
heiress of sir Robert Corbet Holese, co. Salop, bart. His son,
sir Corbet Corbet, assumed the name of Corbet, and was
created a baronet in 1786. The title became extinct in 1823.
The arms, &c. of this branch of the family are as follow
Arms.
Or, a raven sable.
Crest.
An elephant and castle proper.
" Deus pascit corbos."
Motto.
Corbet, of Moreton, Corbet, co. Salop, and Linslade, co.
Bucks, the second branch of this family, which enjoys the
dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1808 on sir
Andrew Corbet. The arms, &c. of this branch are as fol:

low
Arms.
two
:

1.

Or, a raven sable.

lions passant or.

4.

pant or. 5. Or, three
an escutcheon ermine.

2.

A

carbuncle sable.

3.

Azure.

Gules, crucele fitchy a lion ramchief two pellets or,

liars sable, in

6. Or, two bars azure, surmounted
of a bend gules.
three roses gules.
8. Gules,
7- Or,
crucele three fishes erect or.
9- Argent, three chevronels

sable.

Crests.

1.

An

A

elephant and castle proper.
2.
squirrel
round the crests " Virtutis latis
;

sejant or, cracking nuts
actio."

" Deus pascit corvos."
Motto.
Corbet, John (Biog.) a native of Gloucester, educated at
Magdalen HaU, Oxford, was ejected from the living of
Bramshot, in Hampshire, for non-conformity, and died in
1680.

He

wrote,

1.

'

Historical Relation of the Military

Government of Gloucester, from the Beginning of the Civil
War,' &c. 4to. 1645. 2.
The Interest of England in the
Matter of Religion,' 8vo. l66l besides the share he had
in compiling the first volume of Rushworth's
Historical
Collections,' and some practical treatises which he wrote.
'

;

'

CORBULO,

Domilius (Hist.) a prefect of Belgium, who,
of Svria, routed the Parthians, destroyed

when governor
3 p

;

'

COR

COR

Artaxata, and established Tigranes in the kingdom of Armenia.
Understanding that Nero had sentenced him to die,
he fell upon his own sword.
Tac- Annal. 1. 11.
(Grog.) Ktpia'ym, an island in the Ionian Sea,
famous for the shipwreck of Ulysses.
It was otherwise
called Drepanc, Scheria, and P/ioeacia, and now Corfu.
The Athenians began the Peloponnesian war by attacking
the Corcyreans, who sought the aid of the Spartans. When
C 'iTcyra was in the possession of the Romans,
it became a
valuable station for their ships.

CORCYRA

Lucan.

9, v. S3.

1.

Corcm-u: aetata petit,

mille carinit

itc

Abitulit Kmathitf secum fragmenta rtiina.

Htmi. Odt/ss.

Thucyd. 1. 1 ; Mel. 1. 2; Ovid. lb. v. 512 ;
Stmh. 1. '6 Plin. 1. 4 ; Plol. 1. 3.
Corcyha (Numis.) this island is known by the figures of a
square, intended to represent the garden of Alcinous, as on
the obverse of the annexed
figure; and the cow suckling
a calf, as on the reverse.
The Corey rians also em- 1%
ployed the ship, or some e;
part of it, as a symbol of \
their maritime situation
1.

5

;

;

!

KOP. KOPKYPA. KOPKYPAION, with the names of their magistrates.
They struck medals as an independent state and
also in honour of Trajan, M. Aurelius, Faustina jun., L.
Verus, Lucilla, Commodus, Severus, Julia Domna, Carainscriptions,

;

Plautilla, Geta, Heliogabalus, Alexander Severus,
Balbinus, and Gordianus Africanus.
Vaill. Grcec. ; Goltz.
Inst. Gr. ; Spank. Dissert. ; Beg. Thes. Brand. ; Pellet:
Rec. torn, iii ; Pembroch. part ii ; Hunt. Nitmm. ; <yc.
calla,

CORDARA,

Julius Ctcsar (Biog.) a Jesuit of Alexandria dc
in 1704,"and died in 1790, leaving,
besides
1. ' Historia Societatis Jesu Pars VI,'
&c. 2 vols. fol. 2. ' Caroli Edwardi Stuartii, Wallka Principis Expeditio in Scotiam,' iVc.

mily, which takes its name from the city of Cordova, afte
its capture from the Moors.

Cordova, Gonsahes Fernandez de, styled the Great Captain
from the greatness of his exploits, after having sbnializei
himself in Portugal, in the service of Ferdinand and Isabella
was sent to Naples, and carried even.' thing before him
but bis successes exciting the distrust of Ferdinand be wa
recalled, and died full of chagrin at Grenada in 1 SI 5.
P,
Poncet, a Jesuit, published the Life of this captain, ii
2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1714.
Cordova, Ferdinand tie (Biog.) vide Ferdinand.
Cordova (Geog.) a town of Andalusia, in Spain, situated 01
a gentle declivity, at the foot of a branch of the Sierr
Morena, on the north bank of the Guadalquiver, 70' mile
N. E. Seville, 120 N. E. Cadiz, 180 S. S. W. Madrid. Lon
4° 45'

W.,

History of Cordova.

1

was born
some dramas,

Mary Anne Charlotte (Hist.) a native
of St. Saturnin, in Normandy, assassinated Marat while he
was perusing some papers, which she pretended to bring
him, because he had condemned to death her lover Bet
sunce, the major of the regiment.
She afterwards beard
her sentence with composure, and, ascending the scallbld

with serenity and dignity, was guillotined in 1793, at the
age of 24.

CORDEMOI,

Gerard

(Biog.) an historian, of a noble
family, originally of Aitvcrgne, who died in 1 6"S 1-, wrote
' L'Histoirc de la Premiere
et Seconde Race,' iSjc. S vols. fol.
i(is.>;

le

besides different Treatises

were published under the

CordemoL

title

on Theology, &c which
' (Euvrcs
dc feu M. de

of

1

CORDERIUS

{Biog.) or Cordier Maihnrin. a. Latin scholar
nf France, who died in 1564, published, besides his wellknown
Colloquia,'
1.
C'bretiennes,'
lfimo.
Epitres
Lyons, 1557.
3. 'Cantiones Spirituals en N ombre 26,'
156
&c.
(Biog.) or Corderiu*, John, a Jesuit of Limoges,
was born in 1570, and died ill I(i42, leaving a translation
History of the Differences between Pope
of l.aher Paul's
Paul V and the Republic of Venice;' and likewise of Camilla Portio'8
History of the Troubles in the Kingdom of
'

'

•,

Ecclesiastical History

Cordova

;

Euloge, a priest and martyrologist, S. Perfectus,
S. Colombo, a virgin, Pomposa, a nun of Cordovs,
S. Paul Diaconus, and very many others. [Vide Corduba
council was held here in 348, at which Osius presided
and a pretended synod was held in the ninth century, ft
the purpose of discouraging martyrdom, to which manj
exposed themselves by their open profession of Christianity'
Aiuhros. Moral. ; Roderie. Tol. tie Reh. Hispan. ; Marmol
VAJ'ritjue ; Alphons. Cure. Hist, de Cordob. ;
Mariat
Ilixt. Hispan. ; tyr.
(Geog.) a distinguished town of Hispan]
Bcetica, and one of the first Roman colonies in Spain. no<
well-known by the name of Cordova. QVide Cordova^
was the birth-place of the two Scnccas, the rhetorician at)
the philosopher, and of Lucan the poet.
S.

priest,

A

CORDUBA

1

Mart

1.

1

,

ep. 62.
Vuost/ue Senecas, unicumqut

Naples under Ferdinand

Its fertility

SO,

1.

was

'

1

;.

1648,

'

Arc.

CORDOVA

(Hist.) the

name

of an illustrious Spanish fa-

1. !),

theme of the

poets.

tie

dtoiu aurjftm cessavit Corduba term.

ep. 6£.
Qhc)

Cat.

also the

3.
(Vic

Mart.

I.'

Lucanum

Tacunda foguicur Cardvba.

'

CORDES, OX Cordova, Balthasar, a scholar of Antwerp, was
horn in 1592, and died in 1650.
lie edited, 1.
S. Dyonisii Opera Omnia, Gr. ct Lat. cum Seholiis,' &c. 2 torn.
F.vpn.iiioncs P.itrum Graworam, See- 8 torn.
2.
fol. 1684.
foL I'll
8.
S. (vrilli Homilix
in Jcrcmium,'
8vo.

of Cordova.

a bishop's see, suffragan of Toledo, which su!
fered much during the persecutions of Diocletian, an
that of the Moors in the ninth century. Among the mai
tyrs in the first persecution were Osius, its bishop, i\
Asiclcs, S. Zoilus, &fc
among those in the second we:
is

CORDES

'

37° 52' N.

lat.

Cordova, known to the Romans by the name of Cordubc
was taken by the Goths in 572, and by the Moors in 6'92
under Abderrahman, general of the Moors, of the hous,
of Ommeya, who established a kingdom there, and reignec
together with his descendants, namely, Issem or Ozinen
Alliacanon, Alcatan, Abderrahman II, Mahomet, A)
mundir, Abdala, Abderrahman III, and Hiscen or Hassar
which last was imprisoned and deposed by Mahome
Mohdi, who caused himself to be proclaimed king t
Cordova ; but the divisions among the Moors incrcasin
in proportion to their ill success against the Christian:
Cordova ceased to be an independent principality, and wg
at length taken in 1233 by Ferdinand, lung of Leon an
Cordova was the birth-place of the celebrate
Castile.
captain Gonsalvez de Cordova, Ambrosius Moralis, an!
others ; and here also taught Averroes and Aviccnna.

la Paglia,

CORDAY d'Amund,

1

(Zseef I'/tirithon

Corduba Battin amat.

Mel. 1. 2
1'lin. 1. 3.
a. .07
(Xnmis.) this town is distinguished on ineda
inscriptions by the name of Patricia Coloma,
Bell. Alex.

;

;

CORDUBA
and on

i

COLONIA PATRICIA CORDUBENSIS— COLoni
AGRIPI'A PATRICIA— CORDOB. PATR. Vaillan
Col. ;

Lieb. Goth.

Num.

.

COR

COR

Julius (Hist.) a governor of Aquitania, submitted
to Otho, leaving the party of Galba. Tac. Hist. 1. 1
CoRDtfS, Aldus Crcnnttins (Biog.) an historian in the reign of

CORDUS,

Augustus and Tiberius, who was put to death for praising
Senec. Suns. 1. 6; Plin. 1. 10; Tac.
Brutus and Cassius.
Amid. 1. 4 ; Suctnn. in Aug. dye.
Voss. de
Cordcs, a Latin poet in the reign of Domitian.
Poet. Lett.

Cordcs, Mlius Julius, a Latin historian in the third century,
quoted by Julius Capitolinus ; but not in terms of comJul. Cap. in Alibi. ; Maximin. ; S[C.
mendation.
Cordcs, Functus, a physician, botanist, and poet, of Simmerhuvs, in Hesse, whose real name was Henry Urban,
Botanologicon, sive Colloquium
died in 153S, leaving, 1.
2.
Nide Herbis,' 8vo. Colon. 1534, l6mo. Paris. 1551.
3. 'Jucandri Theriaca et Alexiphannaea,' &e. Svo. 1532.
dicium de Herbis et Medieamentis,' &c, in the edition of
4.
De Abusu Uroscopise,'
Dioscorides, fol. Francf. 1549.
'

'

'

Opera Poetica,' Svo. Francf.
1564; Helmestad. I6'l6; Lugd. Bat. 1623; and in Vol. II
Poetarum
Germanorum.'
Delicise
the
of
Cordus, Valerius, a botanist, and son of the preceding, was
born in 1515, and died in 1544, from the kick of a horse,
Annotationes in Dioscoridis de Materia Medica
leaving, 1.
Sec.

Francf.

Svo.

1546'.

5.

(

'

'

2. ' Historic Stirpium Lib. V,'
Argentorat. 1563, Sec.
CORE (Myth.) a daughter of Ceres. Pint, in Dion.
CORELLI, Arcangelo (Biog.) a musician of Fusignano, a
town of Bologna, was born in 1653, and died in 1713,
leaving the reputation of being the first performer on the
Corelli's compositions conviolin of that or any other age.
tinued longer in undiminished favour in England than in
his own country.
CORENZIO, BeUisarius (Biog.) an artist of Greece, was
His Crowd Miraculously
born in 1558, and died in 1643.
Fed, painted for the refectory of the Benedictines at Na-

Libros,' fol. Francof. 1549-

&c. 2 vols.

ples,

is

fol.

among

1.

7, c.

21.

now San

(Geog.)

Ferino,

capital

of

the

1.

2, v. 478.
Tecta tenent

crowned at Rome in 1779, as astonished all who were preA narrative of this event was published at Parma,
under the title of ' Atti della solenne Coronazione fatta in
Campidoglia della Insigne Poetessa Dona Maria Maddalena
Morelli Fernandez Pistoiese Tragli Arcadi Gorilla Olim-

sent.

pica.'

CORINNA

(Biog.) a beautiful woman, of Tanagra, near
Thebes, who is said to have obtained the poetical prize
seven times, although she had Pindar for a competitor. Her
countrymen erected a statue to her memory.
Prope'rt.

2, el. 3.

1.

Stat.

1.

ciirn

antique committit scripta Ctn-inna:

5, sylv. 3.

Sophronaque implicitum, tenuisque arcana Ccrinme.

She is said to have composed 50 books of odes and epigrams,
of which only a few verses remain that are inserted in
Fabricius'

'

1.

37

;

CORINNUS

circuudata minis

pugnax Dcmiti-

Strab.

1.

5

;

Sil.

1.

S

;

Ptol.

1.

3.

CORFE

Castle (Geog.) a borough in Dorsetshire, seated in
a peninsula called the Isle of Purbeck, on a river between
hills,
on one of which stands the castle, where king
two
Edward the Martyr was stabbed, at the instigation of his

King John also ordered 22 priamong whom were some of the first nobility, to be

mother-in-law Elfrida.
soners,

Fernandez (Biog.) a celebrated improvisatrice of Pistoia, was born in 1740, and
died in 1S00, after having given such displavs of her talent
at improvisation, on the occasion of her being solemnly

Bibliotheca Grseca.'

;
and Peter of Pontefract was imprisoned for prophesying his death. This castle is more honourably distinguished by the noble defence which lady Bankes
made, with a slender garrison, against the rebel army, in
the reisjn of Charles I.
It is 21 m. E. Dorchester, 116 W.
3
by S. London. Lon. 2 4' W., lat. 50° 36' N.

an ancient poet in the time of the
Trojan war, from whom Homer is supposed to have taken
Suidas ; Meursiits.
the subject of his poem.
CORINTH (Geog.) a town of the Morea, in Greece, the
capital of the district of Kordos, situated near the Isthmus
of Corinth, on the northern declivity of Mount Phouka,
48 m. E. of Athens, 342 S. \V. Constantinople. Lon. 23
28' E., lat. 37° 5S' N.

CORFU

(Geog.) an island in that part of the Mediterranean
caUed the Ionian Sea, situated at the entrance of the Gulf
of Venice, on the coast of South Albania, from which it is
separated by a channel, varying from two to six miles in
width ; the capital of which, also called Corfu, is situated
in lon. 20° 17' E., lat. 39° 40' N.

History of Corfu.

by different names, but parby that of Corcyra, [Vide Corcyra'] passed from

Corfu, l.r:own to the ancients

(Biog.)

History of Corinth.

starved to death here

ticularly

his

mistresses.

-It te, Corfini validit

Dioilor.

CORILLA, Maria Maddelana

ConiNNA, the name under which Ovid speaks of one of

Peligni.

Lucan.

CORGNIA

Et sua

(Biog.) a Greek of the island of Chios,
who wrote much against the Romish church.
CORESSUS (Myth.) a priest of Bacchus, who slew himself
rather than sacrifice Calirrhoe, of whom he was enamoured.
Pau.s.

the kings of Naples until the 14th ceninhabitants put themselves under the protection of the Venetians, by whom it was weU fortified,
to protect it against the Turks.
The latter made a fruitless attempt upon the island in 1537, under the famous
Barbarossa, when they were compelled to make a shameful
retreat ; and in 1716 they besieged the city of Corfu, but
were compelled to raise the siege, with the loss of their
cannon and ammunition. It was taken by the French in
1797, and by the Turkish and Russian fleets in 1799;
since which it has formed a part of the republic of the
Seven Isles ; and after passing again through the hands
of the French, was in 1815 placed under the protection
of the British government.
(Eec.) or Fulvio de la Corgnia, in Latin Fuhius
Corneus, called Cardinal of Perugia, was born at this place
in 1517, created cardinal by his maternal uncle Julius III
in 1551, and died in 1583, after having had a great share
in the government of the church.
His two brothers, John
and Ascanio de la Corgnia, were employed with distinction
in a military capacity.

his most admired pieces.

CORESSIUS, George

CORFINTUM

Romans to
tury, when the
the

Corinth, caUed by the inhabitants Corinto, or Coranto, and
by the ancients Corinthus, Qvide Corinthus~] fell into the
hands of the Venetians, from whom it was taken in

1458.
It was
retaken by them in 1687, after the
which they gained near Patras; but the Turks
became again masters of it in 1715. It has at present
the appearance of a village more than a town, the houses
being scattered in groups, and separated by corn-fields,
victory

&c.

The

traces of the ancient walls are

still

discernible

;

but the only interesting monument of antiquitv is the
acrocorinthos, or citadel, situated on a diverging rid<*e a
considerable way above the town.
The wall, which was
built by Xerxes across the isthmus, was demolished by
Mahomet II ; and when, in 1463, the Venetians began
to rebuild it, they were obliged to desist.
3 P 2

:

COR

COR

Ecclesiastical History of Corinth.

Corinth, under the emperors of the East, was a metropolitan see, subject to the patriarchate of Constantinople,
and having for suffragans Zante and Cephalonia. S.
Dyonisius was bishop of Corinth in the time of the emperor Marcus Aurelius, as Primus had been in the time
of Adrian.
S. Cyriachus, a celebrated anchoret of Palestine, was born here in 448.

CORINTHUS

(Bib!.) K6ptv0os, Corinth, the well-known
city of this name, where St. Paul preached A. D. 52, and
continued 18 months.
He also wrote two epistles to the
Christian inhabitants of that place, the first from Ephesus
and the second from Macedonia. It is also supposed that he
visited Corinth again A. D. 57Acts xx. 2; Cor. xii. 14,
xiii. 1 ; Usser. Annul.
CoRINTHUS (Geog.) Corinth, one of the most flourishing cities
of Greece, situated between the Sinvis Saronicus, and the
Sinus Crisseus, whence it is called by the poets uimaris.
Hor. 1. 2, od.

rupted by the usurpation of Cypselus, who got the sovereig
power into his hands in the 30th Olympiad, A. C. 6'58, an
retained it for 30 years, when he was succeeded by Peri
ander, who held the sovereignty for 44 years.
The wa
which has received the name of Corinthian, because seven
battles were fought in the neighbourhood of Corinth, w;
begun A. C. 31)5, by the combination of the Athenian
Thebans, Corinthians, and Argivcs, against Laeeda-moi
Horn. II. 1. 15; Herod. 1. 5; Thucud. 1. 1
Apollod. 1. 1
Poli/b. 1. 2
Cic. Tusc. 1. 4, &c.
Dioilor. 1. 4
Strnb. 1. 8
Plin. 1. 34; Flor. 1. 2; Ptol. 1. 3; Pausan. in Corinlhiae.
;

;

Sucloit. in

Corinthus

Aug.

;

(\11mis.)

this

city

state,

but

struck several medals or coil
still more as a Roman colon'
An allusion is suppose

as

an independent

in

honour of the Roman emperors.
s

l'i

.

;

70.

c.

1.

()'.

Laudatnint alii claram Wuvlon, nut Mitulenen,
Aut Ephesum, Umarisve Corinthi
Mccnia.

\nd

also uXi^wyoc,

Anthol.

1.

i.

e.

mari

cincta.

3.

Aa'io' t\o} TTo\ii]Tiv

And by Nonnus

uki^iipayo^,

and

"taQjjuoc.

made in fig. 1 to its situation between two seas, whe
a naked figure, representing the genius of the city, is hoL
ing an ore in each hand.
Its maritime situation is moreov
alluded to by the figure of a dolphin, a trident, and som
times that of Neptune with his attributes, sitting on tl!
prow of a ship, as in fig. 2. One of its most frequent typ

to be

dXtZwvoio KopivOu.

Corinth was

first

founded by Sisyphus the son of iEolus, A.M. 2616", and is
received its name from Corinthus, the son of
Pelops, who rebuilt it after it had been destroyed, previous
to which it was called Ephyre.
It was likewise called Heliopolis, or the city of the sun, and was defended by a citadel
called Acrocorinthus, of an immense height, whence the proverb 'Ow jroroc urcpOQ tr Ko/jirOov tad'
7r\Sc, which Horace
has rendered for what is arduous.
Horat. in Epist.
said to have

,

was Bellephoron on Pegasus,

as in

fig. 3,

going to

kill

tl

Fig. 6.

11

Non cuivii homini contijtgit adire Corinthian.
Cicero calls it " Grax'iie lumen," and Florus, *' Decus
Gracise."
The Corinthians established different colonies,
among others that of Corcyra ; and by the advantages of
their situation acquired immense wealth, which was displayed
in the magnificence of their buildings, and their luxurious
This wealth disappeared on the capture of
style of living.
it by L. Menennius,
the consul, in the 158th Olympiad,
A. C. 140', who carried away to Home every thing valuable
which had not been destroyed in the conflagration. Julius
Csesar afterwards founded a colony here, by which it was
in some degree restored to its former consequence.
The
government of Corinth was at first monarchial, of which
Sisyphus was the first king, who began to reign A. M. 2597,
for his successors Omytion, Tlioas, Damophon, ProDorias, and Hyantidas.
These were succeeded by
of
tile family of the Heraclidir, and the rest of the
four
Bacchidie, of whom the following is a list in chronological

having
pi

chimera, or Pegasus alone, as in

fig.

;),

which was svmb

of their antiquity and connection with the fable of Bell
rophon, who was said to have killed Delias, the brother
Corinth.
The Pegasus and Bellerophon were depicted in
variety of forms.
The fable of Melicerta is also alluded t'
as in fig.
wherein he is represented lying on a dolphin
the middle of a temple, with a tree by his side, near win,
he was supposed to have been buried in fig. 5. is depict
an athlete holding a figure of Victory, and accompanied wil
the tree and the dolphin, in allusion to the supposed orig
of the Isthmian games, which are farther illustrated in fig.
lical

1

1-,

;

das,

Fig.

7.

ision

Kingi of Corinth.

Alethcs
Ixion
Agelas

Prymnis

Began

to

Reign.

A.M.
2905
2940

80
1005

2<)77

....
801 4 ....

1058
1021

8049
8084 ....
31 14

Aristodemus

814]

Agemon

8174....

KOI

Alexander

3100 ....
8218 ....

845
820
HON

....

...

85
37
37
35

986 ... 85

Agelattus

Eudcmus

Ba'cchis

lleigned.

I.e.
11

....

80

.

.

2.r>

896 ....

35

951
021

.

.

....

Hi

25

Thalespes
12
Aulomeiies
.'(227 ...
...
They then formed themselves into a republic, having niagis'.itlled Prytanes,
which first government was intcr.

1

The mountain of Acrocorinthus, with the temple of Ven
on the top of it, is represented in fig. 7, and this temple
The medals of Corin
still more distinctly given in fig. 8.
as an independant state, were mostly inscribed K( ll'INOIQ
or KOPINeiiiN A1IMOC, sometimes with the name
their magistrates
its imperial medals
commemorated

'

;

foundation as a colony by Julius Caesar, when it took t
JULIA CORINTH.
of Colonia Julia, as
COL. JUL.
L. JUL.
C. L.

name

COLONIA

LAUS

COR—

COR, &C GollZ. GrtBCS
CORK), Bernardine (Biog.)

•

COR—

I'aillnnl. Col. c,r.

an historian of an illustrit
1;
family of Milan, was born in 1460, and died in 1500.

1

:

;,

'

COR

COR

Storia di Milano,' fol. Milan. 1503, also 4to. Venice,
wrote
1554, 1565, and Paris, 1 646, which are inferior editions.

Corneille, Thomas, brother to the preceding, and also a poet,
but inferior to Peter, was born in 1625, and died in 1709,

'

CORIOLANUS,

C. Marlins (Hist.) a celebrated Roman gefrom his conquest of Corioli, a town of the
Volsci, was banished from Rome in consequence of the
seditions of the people, and, retiring to the Volsci, he aided
them in their attack on the city of Rome, from which he
departed only in consequence of the entreaties of his wife
Volumnia, and his mother Veturia. He was afterwards put
to death bv the Volsci for this indulgence to his countrymen.
Dionys. Hal. 1. 1 ; Lit: 1. 2 ; Flur. 1. 2 ; Pint, in Fit.
CORIOLI (Geog.) a town of Latium, on the borders of the
Volsci, celebrated for the siege which was successfully carried on against it by C. Martius, who on that account reLiv. 1. 2 ; Plin. 1. 3 ;
ceived the surname of Coriolanus.
neral,

so called

'

'

A

A

Dictionary,' 2 vols.

fol.

Corneille, Michael, one of the most distinguished painters
in the age of Louis XIV, was born in 1642, and died in
He was employed by the king in all the great works
1 708.
which he was carrying on at Versailles and Trianon, where
specimens of his skill are still to be seen.
gens (Hist.) a Roman family, partly patrician,

CORXELIA,

and partly plebeian, divided into many branches, of which
the most ancient were the Cossi, and the Maluginenses; the
most illustrious were the Scipiones, the Lentuli, and the
Cethegi

Phil. <$r.

CORK

and Orrery, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed
bv the family of Boyle, ([vide Boyle] which with the arms,

Ike.

A

besides his dramatic works, 1.
translation of
Ovid's Metamorphoses.
2.
Dictionary of Arts,' in 2
vols. fol.
3.
Universal, Geographical, and Historical
leaving,

are as follow

Boyle, earl of Cork and Orrery, viscount Dungarvan and Kynalmeaky, baron Boyle of Youghall, baron
and Broghill, co. Cork, baron Bovle,
Bandon-bridge,
of
The title of the eldest son,
of Marston, co. Somerset.

Titles.

viscount Dungarvan.
Party per bend crenelle, argent and gules.
On a wreath, a lion's head erased, party per pale

Anns.

Crest.

the least noble the Blasiones, Cinna?, Dolabells,
;
Merulae, Sylla:, and Balbi.
[Vide Cornelius]
Of this
family, it is observed by Cicero, that none were burnt, but
interred ; Sylla being the first who wished to be burnt. He
further adds that the Cornelii were so numerous, that they

formed a
1.

college.

Cic. de Les-

L 2

;

Pro. Corn.

c.

1

;

Plin.

7, c. 54.

Cornelia, an

Roman

lady, the daughter of Scipio
Africanus, and wife of Sempronius Gracchus, the consul,
U. C. 577, A. C. 177 ; distinguished herself no less by her
careful and prudent education of her children, than by her
illustrious

crenelle argent and gules.
Two lions party per pale crenelle, the dexter
aules and argent ; the sinister of the second and first.
" Honor virtutis premium."
Motto.
Cork (Geog.) a city of Ireland, and capital of a county of the
same name, situated on the river Lee, 126' m. S. VV. Dublin.
Lon. 8° 28' W., lat. 51° 50' X. ; is supposed to have been

literary talent.
Some of her letters are preserved, of which
Cicero and Quintilian speak in terms of commendation.
Juvenal seems to condemn her for her haughtiness.

by the Danes in the sixth century. It acknowledged the
II in the 12th century, was occupied
Revolution in 16'88, but was besieged
the then earl of Marlborough.
or Hagucnbot, John, a physician of
CORXAR1US
Zwickaw, in Saxony, was born in 1500, and died in 1558]
leaving several medical treatises, and translations of some of
the poems of the ancients on medicine and botany.
CORXARO, Lewis (Biog.) a noble Venetian, who died in
156fi, at the age of J)8. left, among other things, a treatise
De Vita; Sobria1 Commodis.'
CORNAZZAN'O, Antonio (Biog.) a poet of Placentia, in the
Lyric Poems,' 8vo. Venice, 1502,
15th century, wrote

Cic. in Brut. c. 58; Val. Max. 1. 4; Pint, in Gracch.
Quintil. 1. 1
Paul. Son. de Clar. Cornel. Rom.
Cornelia, daughter of Cinna, and wife of J. Cssar, bv whom
she had Julia, the wife of Pompey.
She was so much the
object of his regard, that at her death he made a funeral

Supporters.

built

sovereignty of Henry
bv James II after the
and taken in 169O, by
(Biog.)

•

'

and Milan 1519; a "d

also

a

poem

'

De Re

Militari,'

fol.

Venet. 1473, 8vo. Pesar. 1.307.
<lc (Ecc.) bishop of Vabre, and afterwards of Rodez, accompanied his uncle Cardinal d'Ar-

CORNEILLAX, James
magnac

in his embassy to pope Paul III,

and after making

munificent donations to the society of the Jesuits, died in
1582.
Corneillan, Francis de. nephew of the preceding, succeeded
his uncle in the see of Rodez, where he suffered much from

Huguenots,

who

plundered him of his
revenues, and compelled him to absent himself for many
bearing
the reputation of one of
He died in 1614,
vears.
the most learned and illustrious prelates of his time.
Corneillan, Bernardin de, nephew of the preceding, succeeded his ilncle in the see of Rodez, and after having
fqunded a college and several schools in his diocese, died in
the violence

of the

1645.

CORXEILLE,

Peter (Biog.) a dramatic writer, called by the
French the Shakspeare of France, was born at Roen in
Of the editions of Comeille, conl606, and died in 1684.
sisting of nine comedies, and twenty-two tragedies, the best
vols.
10
12mo. 1758, that of Voltaire, 12
of
Joby,
are that
vols. 8vo. 1"64, and the magnificent one of 10 vols. 4to.
[Vide Plate XXX]
1796.

Jin. Sat. 6,

v.

166.

Mala PiemcRnom, 911am tr. Cornelia mater
Gracchorum, si eum magnis virtutibus offers
Grande supercitium, et numeral in dote triwnphos.

;

oration over her body.

Plut. in Caes.

Cornelia, daughter of Metellus Scipio, and wife of Pompej
to whom she was devoted during his life, and continued to
mourn for him after his death. Plut. in Pomp.
Cornelia, of the family of the Cossi, was chosen as a vestal
in the time of Xero, and was ordered to be buried alive bv
Domitian, on a charge of incontinence, of which she hail
once been acquitted, but on its revival was condemned.
Plin. 1. 8
F.pist. 11
Sueton. in Domit. c. 8.
Cornelia, gens (Xumis.) medals are extant of different
branches of this family, inscribed with the names of the
Cossi, Maluginenses, Scipiones, Lentuli, Blasiones, China-,
;

;

Dolobellae,

Meruit,

CORXELIUS
legion

Sulla-,

and Balbi.

(Bibl.) centurion of a cohort belonging to the
Italian, although a Gentile, served God with

surnamed

in consequence of which he was directed by an
;
angelto send to Peter. On comingthe apostle began to instruct
his family

him in the truths of the Gospel, when the Holy Ghost fell
on him and his family, who were the first fruits of the
Gentiles. Acts x. 1, &c. Xothing authentic is known farthei
of Cornelius, but S. Jerome says that the house in which Indwelt at Cffisarea was converted into a church. His festival,
is kept by the Latins on the 2d of Feb., and by
the Greeks on the 13th of Sept.
Baillet, lies des Saintes.
(Hist.) vide Cornelia, gens.
Cornelius, vide Arvina.
Cornelius, vide Balbus.
Cornelius, vide Cethegus.
Cornelius, vide Cinna.
Cornelius, vide Cossus.
Cornelius, vide Dolabella.
Cornelius, vide Lcntulus.

as a saint,

Cornelius

COR

COR

ouNEl.irs, vide Mcru/a.

I

Cornelius, vide Srijiin and .S///A;.
Cornelius, surnamed Faustus, the

son of Sylla, signalized
himself at the siege of Jerusalem by Pompey, being the first
who entered through the breach into the temple. Joseph.
1.

14.

Cornelius, a valiant captain among the Jews, at the siege of
Jerusalem, recommended to his brother Longus, who was
Lrought into a situation where he must surrender or die, to
submit to the
Joseph,

latter,

rather than

tarnish his

reputation.

15.

1.

Cornelius (Ecc.) a
Heron I in 129, and

of Antioch,

patriarch
suffered

martyrdom

who

in 143.

succeeded
Euseb. in

Citron.

a pope, and a Roman by birth, succeeded S.
251, and after suffering many torments during
the persecution of Gallus and Volusianus, he died in exile
Ci/prian. ep. 52, &c. ; .S'. Hieron. Cat. ; Baron.
in 258.
.S'.
Annul.
Cornelius (Biog.) vide Gallus.
Cornelius, vide Nepos.
Cornelius, vide Sevens.
Cornelius, vide Tacitus.
(Her.) the name of a family which was
driven from France at the revocation of the edict of Nantz,
and enjoys at present the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1 764 on sir George Cornewall ; the arms, &c. of
this family are as follow
Arms. Quarterly, 1st and 4th argent, a lion rampant gules,
ducallv crowned or, within a bordure engrailed sable,
bezanty for Cornewall ; 2d and 3d vert, a chevron between three garbs or, for Amyand.
Cornish chough proper ; 2d, a demi-lion rampant
Crest.

oshsJjWB,

(

Fabian

St.,

in

CORNEWALL

:

A

gules, ducallv

"

blotto.

La

crowned

or.

vie durante."

CORNIFICIUS,

Q. (Hist.) a general and a poet in the age of
Augustus, who was employed to accuse Brutus and others.
Of his writings, which were much esteemed in their day,
nothing remains but a few letters to his friend and correspondent Cicero, with whom he was colleague in the augurHis sister Corsi ip, and
a competitor for the consulship.
i.iiicia,

is

also said to

have had a talent

Ad Fam.

lor poetry.

Cic.

ad

Calull.'Carm. 38 ;
Voss. de Poet. Lai. cjr.
Macro/). Sat. 1. 3, c. 1 1, &c.
who
submitted to a
prictor,
Carilius
(Hist.)
a
IORNUTUS,
voluntary death, rather than be called to an account by TiTaC. Annul. 1. 4.
rillB.
CORKUTUS, a stoic philosopher of Africa, who was preceptor
to the poet Persius, and is said to have been banished by
Nero, fur offering his opinion too freely on a performance of
Attic.

1.

1, ep.

13;

1.

12, &c.

;

;

'

1

the emperor's.

CORNWALL,

Vers. Sal. 5,

v.

86

;

i)io.

1.

62.

titles enjoyed
by the eldest son 01 the king of England, which was first
1.'!.
11 Fdward III, in
granted by charter, dated March
favour of his son Edward, sumamed the Black Prince,
wherein he was declared duke of Cornwall, to hold to himself
and his heirs, kings of England, and to their (irst-born son,
by virtue of which charter the eldest son of the king of
gland is by law acknowledged duke of Cornwall, the
At the same time, by a patent, a proviinstant he is born.

Duke Of (Her.) one of

the royal

I

was made for the better support of this dignity and
honour, consisting of lands, which lay principally within
the duchy of Cornwall, besides all the castles, &c belonging
to the dukedom or earldom of Cornwall, the reversions of
which were in the crown. [Vide Wales']
Cornwall (Geog.) the Cornubia of the ancients, a country
that forms the S. W. extremity of Fnglaud, being hounded
on the E. by Devonshire, S. by the English Channel, and
N. W. by .St. George's Channel, and extending from E. to \Y.
80 miles. Its principal towns are Launccston, Bodmin, St.
sion

Austin, Falmouth, Truro, Penzance, 8ft.
Its rivers are the
Tamar, Lyner, Looe, Fowev, fed
CORNWALLIS, Sir John (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was in the expedition, in 13 Hen. VIII
with the earl of Surrey, Lord High Admiral, who after scouring the seas, landed at Morlaix, in Bretagne, where Mr.
Cornwallis behaved so gallantly in storming a town, that he
was knighted by the earl on the spot.
Cornwallis, Sir Thomas, eldest son of the preceding, after
receiving the honour of knighthood in 1548, behaved himself
very bravely in opposing the rebellion of Robert Ket, the
tanner, in 1549, although he was overpowered and taken
prisoner.
He was afterwards very instrumental in suppressing Wyatt's rebellion, after which he was one of the commissioners, who, with the earl of Surrey, and sir Edward
Hastings, sat in trial on sir Thomas Wyatt.
He was one of
queen Mary's privy council, and dissuaded her from sendinfe
queen Elizabeth out of England, as was proposed. He died
in 16'04, at the age of 86'.
Cornwallis, Sir Hiltiam, eldest son of the preceding, embarked with Robert Devereux, earl of Essex, in his expedition against the rebels in Ireland in 1599, and was knighted
for his services there in the same year.
Cornwallis, Sir Charles, second son of sir Thomas, was
high in favour with James I, by whom he was knighted in!
1603, and sent as ambassador into Spain, where he resided
till 1609, with great reputation.
His letters, relating to the,
negotiations in this embassy, fill a considerable part of the,
second volume, and a portion of the third of Windwood's
Memorials.'
He was afterwards treasurer to Henry, prince
of Wales, an account of whose life and death he wrote.
Cornwallis, Frederic/.; Lord, second son of sir William Cornwallis, and nephew of the preceding, distinguished himseli
by his loyalty, fidelity, and valour during the rebellion, particularly in the fight at Copredy Bridge, co. Oxon, in 1644,
where he rescued lord Wihnot, then taken prisoner by
the rebels; and, when resistance was useless, he shared ir.
the exile of his royal master, Charles II, and afterward*
attended him on his triumphant entry into London.
In
l66l, three days before his majesty's coronation, he was'
honoured with the peerage, in testimony of his majesty*!
high esteem of his faithful services.
Cornwallis, Edward, fourth lord, made several cam
in Flanders under king William.
Cornwallis, Edward, sixth son of the preceding, after serving
in the campaigns in Flanders in 1744 and 1745. was appointed governor of Placentia, in Newfoundland, where he!
acted witli great prudence and ability.
In 1762 he wai
appointed governor of Gibraltar, and died in 177<>.
Cornwallis, Charles, second earl and first marquis, was bon
in 173S, and early engaging in a military life, distinguished
himself first in the unfortunate war in America, where, aftei
a diversity of success, he was captured, with his whole anm
of Kino men, in Virginia, in 1781.
He after wards acquired
the highest honour in India, in the double capacity oi,
governor-general and commander-in-chief; where, by tin
capture of Sexingapatam in I79L he subdued one of tin.
bitterest enemies to the English in India.
In 1 7£>— he Wft
appointed viceroy in Ireland, where he added to his wellearned reputation, by combining firmness and conciliation s<
as to suppress the rebellion then raging in that country.
It
1804 he was again appointed governor-general of tin Eati
Indies; and in that station died at Gawnepoor in 1805
worn out with a course of active and glorious services whicl
'

will endear his name to posterity.
Cornwallis, Frederick (Fee.) seventh son of Charles, fourtl
lord Cornwallis, was fellow of Christ College', Cambridge

consecrated bishop of Lichfield and Coventry in 1749
elected archbishop of Canterbury in 176'8; and died in 178.',

I

at the

age of 70.

:

;

COR

COR
Cornwallis (Her.)

the

name

of a family which has been

Suffolk for many centuries, of which the most
distinguished notice has been taken under the head of HisThomas Cornwallis, or Cornwalleyis, as it was origitorynal^' written, was sheriff' of London in 1738, from whom
descended Frederick Cornwallis, the first who was advanced
in

settled

as baron Cornwallis, of Eye,
Charles, the fifth lord Cornwallis was created,
753, an earl and a viscount ; and Charles, the second
earl before-mentioned, was raised to the dignity of a marquis
in 1 792. The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Cornwallis, marquis and earl Cornwallis, viscount
Titles.
Broome, lord Cornwallis, of Eye, and a baronet. The
eldest son bears the title of viscount Broome.
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth sable, gutty d'Eau on a
fess argent, three Cornish choughs proper, for Cornwallis
second or, a chief indented azure, a crescent gules for
difference, for Butler; third gules, three covered cups
argent, also for Butler.
On a wreath a mount vert, and thereon a stag
Crest.
regardant lodged argent, attired or, baring about his neck
a laurel proper.
Supporters.
Two stags argent, attired and gorged as the
to the dignity of the peerage,

co.

Suffolk

in

1

;

crest.

1.

appointed to the arch-

;

V

:

having executed his commission with

fidelity,

he died

in

1572.

Corregio, Antonio de (Biog.) a celebrated painter of Corregio, whose family name was Allegi, died in 1513 at th
His Assumption of the Virgin,' on the cupola
age of 40.
'

of the cathedral at Parma, has long been the admiration of
evcrv person of good taste. rVide Plate
REUS (Hist.) a general of the Bellovaci, an ancient
people of Caul, who refused quarter while fighting against
Csesar, and died with arms in his hands. Hist, Cnnun. 1. 8.
(Her.) the family name of the earl of Belmore,
title conferred on Armar Carry, in 1797, who had been
previously raised to the dignities of viscount Belmore in
1789, and baron Belmore, of Castle Coote, in 1781.
Corrv, Viscount, the title borne by the eldest son of the earl
of Belmore.
CORSETTO, Petro (Hist.) a nobleman of Palermo, who
three times judge of Palermo, and one of the Privy Council
••
to the king of Spain, re-established the academy at A..
which he entitled Reaccisi, and died in lt>43. He
1. ' Propugnatio Vectigalis Asportantibus Serieum Mess

XXXV]

COR

CORRY

1

Portse indicti.'

2.

'

Problems Politicum,' &c.

CORSI, Dominic Maria

(Ecc.) a noble Florentine,

in 1637, created cardinal by Innocent

XI

was bom

in 1686, and

'

I

in I697.

2.

Corcebus, a hero of Argolis, who killed a serpent called Pcene,
sent by Apollo to be revenged on Argos.
I 'a us. 1. 1.
CoRffiBrs (Biog.) a courser of Elis, who gained the prize at
Olympia, and was killed by Neoptolemus.
(Ccog.) a town of Bceotia, built by Coronus, son
of Thersander, near which Agesilaus defeated the allied
army of Athens, Thebes, Corinth, and Argos, in the first
.year of the Corinthian war, A. C. 394.
Dioclor. 1. 12;
C. Nep. in Ages. ; l'tol. 1. 3 ; Paus. 1. 9.
COROXEL, Paul (Biog.) an ecclesiastic of Segovia, who died
in 1534, had a share in the Polyglott Bible of Cardinal
Ximene, and also made an addition to the work of Nicholas
de Lira, ' De Translationum Diff'erentiis.'
COROXELLI, Vincent (Biog.) a geographer of Veniee,
where he died in 17 IS, published upwards of 30 volumes,
most of them in folio ; among which are, 1.
Atlante Veneto,' 4 vols. fol. Venice, lti'H.
2. ' Ritratti de Celebri
Personagge dell' Academia Cosmografica,' &c. fol. Venice,
1C97.
3. ' Specchio del Mare Mediterraneo,' fol. ibid.
16'98.
4. ' Bibliotheca Universalis' of which, according to
Moreri, only 7 vols. fol. were published, although other
authors make the number greater.
COROXTS (Myth.) a daughter of Phlegias, beloved by
Apollo, by whom she is said to have had a child ; and afterwards to have been killed for her infidelity.
CORRADIXI, de Sezza, Peter Marcellinus (Ecc.) a cardinal,
who was created by Innocent XII, died in 17-13, leaving,
1.
'
De Civitate et Ecclesia Settina,' 4to. Rom. 1702.
2. ' Vetus Latium,' &c. 2 vols. fol. Rom. 1 704, 1 707
and
4 vols. 4to. 1727. A third work, entitled ' De Jure Precum
Primarium,' 1707, under the assumed name of Conradus
Oligenius, is also ascribed to him.
CORREA, rlc Sa Salvador (Hist.) a Spanish admiral, was
bom at Cadiz in 1594, and, after having signalized himself
in the service of Philip IV, of Spain, and also of John IV,
of Portugal, was imprisoned and exiled by the latter on a
charge of maladministration in South America, but was
restored to his honours by Alpbonso VI before he died in

CORONEA

'

;

1686.

CORREGIO,
regio, a

lofil

to fortify
bishopric of Tarentum in 1569; sent by Pius
the maritime places in the marquisate of Aneona against the
to
descent
make a
there
and, after
Turks, who threatened

1

" Virtus vincit invidiam."
CORCEBUS (Myth.) a Phrygian, son of Mygdon and Anaxamena, assisted Priam, and is said to have been killed by
Pvrrhus or Diomedes.
Paus. 1. 10; Sen: in Virg.
Motto.

jEn.

number

of the cardinals in

Jerome de (Ecc.) of the noble family of Cor-

town of Modena, was placed by Pius IV

in the

CORSICA

Mare

Ligustieuni,
(Geog.) an
of the Mediterranean situated between the coast if
the island.
Its principal cities formerly w
AL-ria and Mariana; those at present are Ajaccio, Ne
There are five bishops'
Calvi, Corti, Bonifacio, etc.
Itnamely, Ajaccio, Aleria, Sagona, Mariana, and Xebio.
principal rivers are the Lisnion and the Tavignan, which
have their source in the Lake of Crena the Capo Corso,
Punta di Morono, is the Sacrum P ronton orium
island in the

1

part

Genoa and

•

•

;

I

ancients.

Mart.

1.

It

1

abounded in honey, but not of the best

sort-

9, ep. 27.
lis

Olid. Amor.

1.

apihui Corsica mella

1,

el.

JtiLit.

12.

UStUi 5»6 iifami Corsica miitit apis.

inhabitants were characterised as robbers and
Since. Consul, ad Hclv. 8.
Its

Lei prima

tdscisri, lex altera

1

liars.

iiere rnptn,

Tertia mentiri, quarla negare Deos.

From

their predatory character the

name of

corsair

is

i

posed to be derived.

History of Corsica.

by the Greeks Cyrnos, from Cyrnus.
son of Hercules; and Corsica, its Latin name, icon) '01
lluhulca, as is said, a woman of Liguria, who was the

Corsica

was

called

.

(

The Tuscans first
leader of a colony thither.
selves masters of the island ; after which it

made them-

came successively into the hands of the Carthaginians and Romanbv which latter people, under Scipio, the town of Aieri
was taken, U. C. 495, A. C. 259. In the time of Pliny
.

1

having as many as o3 towns,

was in a flourishing state,
The
number far exceeding its present population.
Saracens made a fruitless attempt to take it in the eighth
century ; and the Genoese and Pisans contended for some
time for the possession, which at length was yielded to
The French, in 1553, became masters of a
the former.
great part of the island, but restored it again at the peace
In
1736 the Corsicans, instigated by a German
in 1559.
adventurer, named baron Theodore von Neuhof, attempted
to shake off" the Genoese yoke, but were frustrated by
the interference of France ; another attempt was made in
it

a

COR

COS

1741, and though aided by the co-operation of England,
was not more successful. In 1758 they chose the celebrated Paoli for their general, who compelled the Genoese,
to sell the sovereignty of
after a successful warfare,
hut the contest being continued
the island to France
success,
the
French
were at length expelled,
with various
and Corsica became united to the British crown in 1794
<intil in consequence of the successes of their countryman Buonaparte, the Corsicans determined on returning
once more to their allegiance to France, the English
troops evacuated the island in 1796, and the French were
left in the undisturbed possession of it, which they have
Slrab. 1. 2 ; Mel. 1. 2 ; Plin. 1.
retained ever since.
Dio. Cass. 1.110; Thuan. Hist. 1. 12, &e. ; Philippin
Hist, de Cars. ; Justinian Hist. Vend.; Mich. Metell.
Guerra de Curs.
(Hist.) the name of an ancient and illustrious
family of Florence, which has given one pope and other
distinguished persons.
Corsini, I'/iilij). Marquis of, was envoy-extraordinary from
the grand duke of Tuscany to the court of France, and his
after
minister plenipotentiary at the Congress of Cambray
which he was employed at Florence both in a civil and
military capacity.
Corsini, Lawrence (Err.) a pope. [Vide Clement XII~\
CORSINI, Peter, a native of Florence, of the above-mentioned
family, was sent in 1S63 by pope Urban V as legate into
Germany, promoted to the see of Florence on his return,
created cardinal in 1 "70, obtained the bishopric of Porto,
and, after adhering to the side of Clement VII, died in

Florent. 1734.
2. Four Books of Commentaries on th<
Sentences, fol. 1540.
8. ' De Cardinalatu,' ] 510.
CORTI, Matthew (Biog.) a physician of Paris, who died it
1544, after having been physician to Clement VI I, wrote
among other things, De Curandis Febrihus,' ' De Venn

;

',

.'i

;

CORSIM

;

1

605.

Florence, after having been
Corsini, Kerens,
archbishop of Damietta, and bishop of Arezzo, in Tuscany,
was created cardinal by Alexander Vll in 1664, and died in
a native of

l()?S.

CORSINI, Kerens Maria, second son of Francis Maria, and
nephew to pope Clement XII, was born in 1685, and created
a cardinal in 1730, besides enjoying many other dignities.
Corsini, Edward (Biog.) a mathematician and antiquary of
Fanano, was born in 1702, and died in 1765, leaving a
Course of Geometrical Elements, and other works, of which
Fabroni has given a catalogue.
CORT, Cornelius (Biog.) an engraver of Hoorn, in Holland,
was born in 1586, and died in 1578. He is said to have
been the best engraver, with the burine or graver only, that
Holland ever produced.
CORTE, Gottlieb (Biog.) a professor of law at Leipzig, was
born at BeacOW, in Lower I.usatia, in 16<)8, and died in
De Jure quod Natura Animalia omnia
L731, leaving, I.
'

docuit,' 4to.
4tO.

Lips.

Lips.

17.;o,

1

7-7-

&'c.

2.

'

ln-sides

;

Vindiciffi

an

Pnetorii

edition

ltnmnni,'

of Sallust

and

Ki7<),

at

William {Bios;.) a French painter, who died in
the age of 51, studied at Rome, and was employed

l,y Alexander VII I.
Cobtebi, Giovanna,

Florence, who died in
Her miniatures were much admired.
1736, aged (i(i.
CORTEZ, Ferdinand (Hist.) the conqueror of Mexico, was
l>orn at Medcllin, in Kstreniadura, in 1485, and died in
1,1, after having, with incredible bravery and perseverpaintress of

a

Unhappy Mexicans, whom he subdued
[Vide Plate XIII]

ance, conquered the

by unheard-of

cruelties.

(Ecc.) or Cortesio, Gregory, of an ancient family of
Modena, was created cardinal by Paul III in 1542, and
F.pistolarum Fainiliarium Liber,'
died in 1548, leaving
besides translations from the Fathers, and some theological

Cortkz

'

works.
(

an Italian prelate of San Geminiano,
bishop of Urbano by Pius' III,
He wrote, I. ' De Viris Doctis,' 4to.

ORTEZI, Paul (Ecc.)
was born
and died

1465,
in 1510.
in

(Biog.) a painter.
[Vide Berretini]
(Geog.) a town in the grand duchy of Tuscany
45 miles S. E. Florence, 83 N. Rome. Lon. 11" 58' E
lat. 43" N.

CORTONA

History of Cortona.
Cortona, a town of great antiquity in ancient Etruris
variously called Crotonu. Ci/rloniiim, Cortona, Sec. wa|
built in the third year of the
7th Olympiad, A. C. 71C1'
It contains many vestiges of antiquity, and has an aca!
demy of Etruscan antiquities, which was founded here i;l
It is a bishop's sec, erected by John XXII, am
1726.
suffragan of Florence.
CORTUSI, William and Albriget (Biog.) father and son,
cousins, as some suppose, historians of the 14th centun
wrote a history of Padua, their native place, entitled D
Novitatibus Padua? et Lombardite,' which was published b
Felix Osius in l6.'i6, and by Muratori in 1728, in the 12!
volume of his collection of the Historians of Italy.
(Hist.) a name given to M. Valerius, from corvlt.
a crow, which assisted him when he was fighting against
Gaul. Aul. Cell. 1. i)
Aur. Vict, tie lie. Illusl.
Corvinus, Messalia (Biog.) an oratorio the age of Augustu,
Corvinus, Clemens or Celer, the friend of Apuleius, was
poet and historian.
Corvinus, vide Huniades.
Titus (Hist.) the first plebeian who wii
made high-priest at Rome. Cie. pro Dom. c. 54; Pit,'
1. 34,
c. 6.
George (Biog.) a Latin poet of Salisbury
the reign of queen Elizabeth, wrote, 1.
Poemata Var.!
Latina,' 4to. Lond. l6ll, published by his son after h
death under the title of
Posthuma Fragmenta Poeinatu:
Georgii Coryate.' 2.
Descriptio Angli;c, Scotia, et Hibei
niie,' written in Latin verse, but not published
although
Latin poem with a similar title has since been publishci
which is supposed to be part of the same.
Coryatk, Thomas, son of the preceding, was horn in 157''
and died in 1617, leaving, among other things, 1. Crud
ties hastily gobbled up in Five Months' Travels in Franc|
1

1

'

CORVINUS

;

I

CORUNCANUS,
CORYATE,

named

i

'

'

'

;

'

Savoy,' &c. 4to. 1611, and 3 vols. 8vo. 1776.
2.
Lette
from Asmere, the Coast of the Great Mogul,' oi:c. 2. < .1
Letter to his Mother Gertrude, dated from Agra in Ea'
'

India,' &C.

CORYBAS
worship of

Pliny's Epistles.

CORTESI,

'

Sectione,' &c.

CORTINA

(Myth.) a son of Cybele, who introduced
Diod. I. 5.
his mother into Phrygia.

CoitYISAs (Biog.) a painter.
Plin. 1. 35.
(Hist.) an ancient and illustrious house of
land, which was allied to the royal family.

CORYBUT

Corybut, cousin-german of Ladislaus IV, pursuaded
to

have divine service performed

in the

tl

P

the kir

vulgar tongue, whii

was Sclavonian.

CORYCUS

(Geog.)

produced excellent
So/in.

c.

41

CORYTUS
who gave

COS

;

Plin.

(Hist.)
his

name

now

Cureo, a mountain of Cilieia, whii
Strah. 1. 11; Dioscor. 1. 1
saffron.

1.

5.

or Cyrlus, an
to the

(Geog.') vide Co.
this island

ancient king of Etruri

town of Cortona. [Vide

Cortotu

distinguished on some medals
with the name of their magistral
the inscription KiililN
The heads of .Esculapius and I lercules, or the serpent air*
This islai'jr
the cancer marinus, are the common types.

Cos (Kumis.)

is

1

,

struck medals as an independent state, and also in honour
Lepidus, Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nei

COS

COS

Vespasian, Trajan, Adrian, Antoninus Pius, Sept. Severus,
Domna, CaracaUa, Heliogabalus, and Philippus, sen. Gollz.

Haul.

Instil. ;

Numm.

Pop.

somed by

John Damascenes, who entrusted the education
of his son to him.
He composed several hymns, which are
in the Bibliotheca Patrum,' and part of the odes, which
are
in the < Triodum' of the Greeks.
Baron. Annul, ann. 334.
Cosmus (Biog.) a Greek author, who wrote the Life of S.

§-c.

'

COSENZA

(Geog.) a city of Naples, and capital of Calabria
Citra, situated on seven small hills at the foot of the Appennines, SO miles S. W. Rossano, and 150 S. S. E. Naples.
9
Lon. l6 47' E. lat. 39° 22' N.
Alaric, king of the Goths,

town, which is the ancient Consentia. It suffered much from the irruptions of the Saracens in the
tenth century, and afterwards from the contending factions
of Anjou and Arragon, besides having been repeatedly

Chrysostom.

Cosmus, surnamed the Egyptian, because he was a native of
Alexandria, and Indoplciisles, or Indicopleusies, on account

died in this

visited

by earthquakes.

COSIERS, John

(Biog.) a painter of

many crowned

was patronized by

Antwerp

in 1603,

who

heads, and admired for

his historical paintings.

C'OSLMO, Andrew and Peter (Biog.) painters and brothers,
the first of whom excelled in the chiaro-oscuro, and the
other in ludicrous pieces.

Peter died in 1521, at the age

of SO.

of his travels to India ; lived in the sixth century,
and
wrote, among other things, a work entitled ' Christian
Topography,' &c published by Montfaucon in his ' Nova
Collectio Patrum,' Vol. II.
COSSART, Gabriel (Biog.) a Jesuit of Pontoise, who died
in 1674, published, in conjunction with Father
Labbe, the
collection of ' Councils,' which he completed in 1
672, from
the 11th to the 18th volume, after the death
of the latter.
COSSE (Hist.) the name of a noble family of Brissac, which
has produced several illustrious individuals.

Cosse,

COSIX, John (Ecc.)

an English prelate of Norwich, was
born in 15y4, educated at Cambridge, and driven from the
mastership of Peter-house, and all his preferments, bv the
rebels in 1642 ; raised to the see of Durham at the Restoration, and died in 1672.
He is said to have spent 2,000/.
yearly in charitable and pious uses ; and, among other things,
he founded eight scholarships in Cambridge, which cost
320/.
and gave books to the library of that College, which
cost 1000/.
Among his works, as an author, are, 1. ' A
;

A

Collection of Private Devotions,'

1627.
2. '
Scholastieal
History of the. Canon of the Holy Scripture,' &c. 4to.
London, 1657 and 16'72.
3. ' Regni Anglia? Religio Catholica,' &c.
4. ' The History of Popish Transubstantiation,'
&c. translated from the Latin of the author by Dr. Durrell,
8vo.

London,

1

675.

5.

'

The

Differences

in the

Chief

between the Roman Catholics and Us of
the Church of England,' &e. printed at the end of
Bull's
Corruptions of the Church of Rome,' &c.
COSINGAS (Hist.) a prince of the Cerrhenians, and priest
Polycen.

1.

the siege of Rochelle, and elsewhere, when be was
unfortunately killed in 1569, at the siege of Mucidan,
aged 26.
Thuan. Hist. 1. 54 ; Branlom. Mem. ; Davila, 1. i,

&c.
de, duke of Brissac, and younger
brother
of the preceding, maintained the reputation
of his family,
and increased its honours by his military services, during
the
war of the league, in which he was on the sicb of the
Guises.
In 1621 he was at the siege of S. John d'Angeli,
and died the same year.

Cosse, Charles II,

king of Albania, killed by

COSMAS

'

Paris, 1751.

Taille,'

Pierre,' Paris,

COSMO

(Hist.)

2.

12mo.
a name

<

Nouvelle Methode d'Extraire la

common

Cosse, Philip, or Philibert, de (Ecc.) brother of
Charles
and Arthur de Cosse, was raised to the episcopal
see of
Coutances in 1530, and died hi 1548, high in favour
with
King Louis.

COSSUS
to

(Hist.) a branch of the family of the Conielii, who
distinguished themselves particularly in the early
periods of
the republic.

some of the Medici

family.

Cosmo I, son of John de Medici, was born in 1519, succeeded
Alexander de Medici as duke of Florence ; and, after having
distinguished himself by his skill in government, and
his
patronage of literature, died in 1574.
He was unhappy
in his family, having, in a fit of passion,
stabbed his son
John, who had been the murderer of his brother Garcia
;
in
consequence of which the mother was so affected with the
tragic scene that she died of grief a few days after.

grandson of the preceding, succeeded in 1609, and
having contributed to the happiness of
people by the practice of aU the virtues of a wise and
good prince.

osjio II,

died in 1621, after

his

-0SM0 III, son of Ferdinand II, succeeded in
1670,
in 1723, after a reign of 54 years.

-OSMUS

and died

(Ecc.) patriarch of Constantinople, and originally
of Jerusalem, succeeded John Xiphilinus
in 1075, and governed this church till 1081.

OBKus

II,

otherwise called

France.

Pompev.
(Biog.) vide Cosmus.
COSME, John Baseillac (Biog.) a Franciscan, and a lithotomist, was bom in 1703 at Paris, and died in
1781, leaving,
1.
Recueil des Pieces Importantes sur l'Operation de Fa

France,

Cosse, Timoleon de, son of Charles de Cosse, commonly
called
Le Comte de Brissac, early displayed his attachment to a
military life, and gave great promises of his future
worth at

7.

a brother of the

of

in the wars of
and Piedmont, at the siege of Perpignan in 1541,
and on different other occasions, for which he was made
marshal of France by Henry II ; and, after being sent
on
an embassy to Charles V, died in 1563. Paul. Jut:
Thuan.
Hist. ; Brautome Mem. ; P. Ansehne, §c.
Cosse, Arthur de, brother of the preceding, and also marshal
of France, known by the name of Marshal de Cosse,
obtained this distinction by his military skill and valour,
w hich
he displayed against the Calvinists, and other enemies
of

Italy

'

of Juno.

Charles de, a marshal

Marshal de Brissac, distinguished himself

Points of Religion

COSIS (Hist.)

S.

I

succeeded Michael in 1146, and died 10 months

after.

Obmub, or Cosmo, a priest, who, being taken by the
Saracens
in the eighth century, and carried
to Damascus, was ranvol. 1.

Cossus, A. Cornelius, a military tribune with consular
power,
killed Tolumniut, the king' of the Vcii, in
battle, U. c'
318, A. C. 434, and afterwards being created dictator, he obtained a triumph over the Volsci and F.qiii.
Lie. 1. 4, c 6.
Cossus, P. Cornelius, several times a military tribune with
consular power, and once dictator, conquered the
Volsci, and
destroyed a fort at the Lacus Fucinus.
Lie. 1. 4.
Cossus, Cn. Cornelius, several times military tribune, and
once
consul, laid waste the country of Capena.
Lit. 1. 5, &ic.
^

.

COSSUTIANUS

(Hist.) the name of an informer in the
reign of Tiberius, was condemned for briberv, but
pardoned
by the emperor.
Tacit. Anna!. 1. 11, 13, &c.
COSSUTII (Hist.) the name of a Roman family, of which
was Cossutia, the wife of Julius Csesar. Sucloii in Ca>s.
(Hist.) the name of an illustrious family of Portugal.
Costa, Horn. Jean da, a grandee of Portugal, signalized
himself against the Moors, and also against the
Spaniards, in
the service of John IV, and afterwards was
sent on an

COSTA

embassy to France; but on the accession of Alphonso VI,
he was banished through the intrigues of his
enemies, and
died on his return from exile in 1664.

3d

»
,

.

COT

COT

Costa, Anthony Rodrigues da, of Setuval, in Estremadiira,
mil born in [666, sent as ambassador to Vienna to conduct
the archduchess Maria-Anne to Portugal on her marriage
with the prince of Brazil, and, after holding many other
posts, died in

1

782.

Costa, Georges da (Fee.) though born of mean parentage,
rose by his merit to be archbishop of Lisbon ; and, after
going as ambassador to the king of Castille from Alphonsus V,
of Portugal, was created cardinal by Sextus IV in
7
and died in 1.508.
COSTANZO, Angelo di (Biog.) of a noble family of Naples,
was born in 1507, and died in 1590, leaving ' Istoria del
1

Regno

di

Napoli,'

&c

1"10, 4to. Naples, 1735;
Italian,

which

latter

Aquila,

1581,

besides his

poems

fol.

were published

4to.

< >

Venice,

in Latin

in 1709,

1-

and

1723, 1728,

COSTARD,

George {Biog.) an English divine of Shrewsbury,
was born in 1710, educated at Oxford, where he took his
degree of A.M. in 1733, and died in 1782, leaving, 1. 'A
Letter to Martin Folkes, Esq. President of the Royal SoRise and Progress of Astronomy
ciety, concerning the
amongst the Ancients,' &c. 8vo. 1746'. 2. *
Farther Account of the Rise and Progress of Astronomy,' &c 8vo. 1748.
*
3.
Dissertationes II Critico-Sacrse,' &c. Oxon. 1752.
4.
new edition of Hydes' ' Historia Rcligionis Veterum Per5. ' The LJse of Astronomy
sarum,' &C. 4to. Oxon. I76O.
The Hisin History and Chronology,' &c. 4to. 1764.
C.
tory of Astronomy,' &c. 4to. 17677. ' Astronomical and
Philological Conjectures on a Passage in Homer,' eve. 4to.
8. 'A Letter to Nathaniel Brassey Halhed, Esq.
1768.
containing some Remarks on his Preface to the Code of
Gentoo Laws,' 8vo. 1778.
COSTE, Hillario de (Biog.) a Minime friar, of a noble family of Daupbiny, was born in 1595, and died in 166],
Hist. Catholique ou sont
leaving, among other things, 1.
Ecrites toutes les Vies, Faits, &c. des Homines et des Dames
2. ' Les
Illustres du lGeme et l~eme Siecle,' fol. 1625.
Eloges et les Vies des Princesses et Dames Illustres,' 2 vols.
3. ' Les Eloges de nos Rois et des Enfans de
4to. l6'47.
France qui ont etc Dauphins,' 4to. 1 643. 4. ' Le pariah
Ecelesiastique, ou la Vie de Francois le Picart, Docteur de
Paris, avec les Eloges de 40 autres Docteurs de la FaculteV
8vo. 1658.
C09TB, Peter, a protestant of Uzez, who died in 1746, left
Translations of Locke on the Understanding, 4to. Amsterdam, 1786 ; of Trevoux, 4 vols. 12mo. ; of Newton's
Optics, 4to. ; and Locke's Reasonableness of Christianity,
2 vols. 8vo. ; besides an edition of Montaigne's Essays,
3 vols. 4to., and 10 vols. 12mo. ; and of Fontaine's Fables,

A

A

'

12mo.

COSTER,

Lawrence (Biog.) or Lairrcnz Janz Rosier, a
printer of Haerlcm, was, according to the Dutch, the inbut this point has
n ntor of that art, about the year 1430
n obstinately disputed in favour of Mentz, where this
;

-

1

art

is

said to

have been fust exercised 130 vears

(Biog.) vide Calprenede.
(Hist.) a native of Iduma-a, who married
Salome, the sister of Herod the Great) was made governor
f Idumaa, and afterwards put to death by his order.
Joseph. Ant. 1. 15.
rOBABUB and SAUL, two Jews, of an illustrious family,
had both held the high-priesthood ; after finding every
endeavour fruitless to keep the people from rebelling against
the Romans, they surrendered themselves to the army of

OSTOBARUS
1

ho

Joseph, de Hill. ./»</. 1. 2.
CestirjB.
John Baptist [Biog) bachelor of the Sorbonne, and Greek professor in the Royal Academy at Paris,
was born at Nismcs in 1 627, and died in ln.sll, leaving,
Hi;.'.
Paris
Patrcs Apostolid,' Sec 9 vols. fol.
1.
Monumenta Ecclesioe Grseca-,' 3 vols. fol. 16'75, 1681
<J.

COTELERIUS,
'

'

—

folio

volumes of MSS. in the Imper

Library.

COTES,

Roger (Biog.) a mathematician and astronomer
Burbach, in Leicestershire, was born in 1682, educated
Cambridge, taking his degrees of B. A. and A. M. in 17i
and in 1716. He published at Cambridge in 1713 isecond edition of sir Isaac Newton's Principia, besides
'
Harmonia Mensurarum,' 4to. Cantab. 1722.
Cotes, Francis, an English artist, who was one of Ij
founders of the Royal Academy, died in 1770, a<red
He was particularly eminent for his portraits in crayons.
COTIN, Charles (Biog.) a member of the French Acadei ,
who died in 1682, was satirized by Boileau, and also t
Moliere, in his
Femmes Savantes,' under the name f
•

;

:

.

'

Tryssotin.

He

wrote,

among

other things, 1.
Theoc]
&c. 2. ' Traite de l'Ame I mm.
telle.'
3. ' Poesies Chretienncs,' 12mo. 16'6S, &c.
COT1SO (Hist.) a king of the Daci, whose armv was .
feated by Corn. Lentulus, the lieutenant of Augustus. I
Sudan, in A hit.; Dio. 1. 51.
1. 4;
COTOLENDI, Charles (Biog.) an advocate in the pari,
ment of Paris, and a native of Aix in the 1 8th ceuti ,
published, 1 ' Voyages de Pierre Texeira,' &c. transls il
from the Spanish, 2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 16'81. 2.
Vice
la Duchesse de Montmorenci,' 8vo. Paris, 1684.
3. ' e
de Christophe Colomb.' 2 vols. I2mo. Paris. 1681, &c.
COTTA, M. Aitrelius (Hist.) consul with Lucullus, 3
defeated by sea and land by Mithridates. He was the oj ncnt of Marius.
Cic. in J'crr. v. 1" ; Plut. in Lueull.
'

la vraie Philosophic,'

.

'

|

Cotta,

L., was accused by Scipio Africanus Minor, but •fended by Q. Metellus, and acquitted.
Cotta, John (Biog.) a Latin poet of Verona, was bora n
Several of his epigrams, &c. '*
1483, and died in 1511.
printed in the collection entitled, ' Carmina Quinque IV 1rum,' 8vo. Venet. 1548.
COTTEREL, Sir Charles (Hist.) master of the reqi
Charles II, who had shared in the sufferings and exi]
his royal master, was succeeded in his office by Ch£
1

Lodowick

Cotterel, esq.

;

since

which

In

this office has

Sir Charles translated from the Frt ,-h
long in this family.
' Cassandra, the famed Romance,' which has been freque ly
reprinted; and had a principal hand in translating from te
Italian
Davila's Historv of the Wars of France.'
(Her.) the name of a family of Hertfd,
which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a bare Jt,
conferred on sir John Gecrs Cotterell in 1805.
The
&c. of this family arc as follow
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth or; second argent, ro
escallops in fesse sable ; third argent, an escallop
;
over all a cross engrailed per pale sable and gules, ebruiscd with a bend of the third.
Crest.
An armed man embowed proper, holding an e>*eheon (by the top) argent, thereon a talbot's bead fA
collared and chained or.
'

COTTERELL

:

M

Mo/in.

earlier.

COSTES

(

16S6; besides 9

ou

&c.

(

I

"

Not

COTTINGTON,

rapui, sed rccipi."
Francis Lord (Hist.) fourth son of

Pip

Cottington, of Godmonston, in Somersetshire, was
ambassador into Spain by Charles I, and after serving "*
master in the office of Lord Treasurer, was again sent to
Spain on an embassy, where he died in Hi mi.
Cottington, Lord (Her.) the title conferred on the al re-

mentioned nobleman in l6.il, which became extinct
death of his nephew, Francis Cottington, in 1658.
COTTON, Sir John, Bart. (Hist.) 'of the Cambridge
mily, mentioned under Heraldry, was high sheriff ii K
county of Cambridge when the rebellion broke out, an hi
He also tool up
proclaimed the carl of Essex a traitor.
arms for his sovereign, and was entrusted to carry the iu
of the University of Cambridge to the king at
which he safely delivered, through many difficulties, D|
I

—

:

cov

COT
He was soon after
followed by a body of Cromwell's horse.
obliged to leave his country for his loyalty, and died about
1690-

Cotton, Sir Robert Bruce, a distinguished antiquary, and son
of Thomas Cotton, esq. the descendant of an ancient family,
probably the same as that of the preceding, sir John Cotton ;
was born at Denton, co. Huntingdon, in 1570; educated at
Cambridge, where he took his degree of A. B. in 15S5;
was created a knight by James I on his accession, and a
baronet in 1611 ; being the thirty-sixth on the list of those
He afterwards entangled
advanced to this new dignity.
himself in the party politics of the stormy reign of Charles I,
for which he was arrested and imprisoned, and died shortly
after his release in 1(531.

His memory will be held

in

more

esteem by the lovers of learning, for the munificent donation of the library, distinguished by the name of the Cotton library, consisting solely of rare and valuable MSS.,
which were deposited in the British Museum in 1753. He
wrote, besides political pamphlets

A

which do him no honour,

View

of the long Life and Reign of Henry III,
King of England,' 4to. 16:27 ; reprinted in ' Cottoni Post2. '
Narrative of Count Gondomar's Transachuina.'
1.

•

short

A

tions
3.

*

during his Embassy in England,' 4to. London, 1659.
Etymology,' ece. all printed in ' Hearne's

Of Antiquity,

Discourses.'

Cotton (Her.) or Colon, the name of a family of Saxon
origin, who appear from records to have been seated in the
county of Salop since the Norman conquest. Of this family
Stapleton Cotton, a gallant officer who, for his brilliant
second in command of the armv under the great
duke of Wellington at the battle of Salamanca, was advanced to the dignity of the peerage in 1S14, by the title
of baron Combermere, of Combermere, co. Chester.
["Vide
Comhcrmere~\
Cotton, the name of a family, so called from Cotton, a manor
in the county of Cambridge, winch at present enjovs the
dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1641 on the
loyal sir John Cotton.
The arms, 6cc. of this family are as
is sir

services as

follow

Arms.

Sable, a chevron between three griffins' heads erased

argent.

A

griffin's head erased, as in the arms.
" Fidelitas vincit."
Cotton. Peter (Biog.) a Jesuit of Neronde, near the Loire,
was bora in 1564, and died in 1626, leaving, among other
things, ' LTnstitution Catholique,' 2 torn. fol.
He was
confessor to Henry IV, and distinguished himself for his
xeal in converting heretics.
Cotton, Charles, a poet, and son of Charles Cotton, esq. of
Beresford, in Staffordshire, was born in 1630, and died in
1687Besides his translations from the French, he wrote,
1. 'A \ oyage to Ireland,' a burlesque poem, in three cantos,
1670.
Scarronides, or Virgil Travestie," &c. 1678; to
2.
which was afterwards added ' Burlesque upon Burlesque,'
&c.
3. 'The Wonders of the Peak,' 16S1.
4. 'An Elegie
on the Lord Hastings,' in the ' LaeryniEe Musarum,' published on
that
nobleman's death, Svo. London, 1649.
5. ' Instructions how to Angle for a Trout, or Gravling in a
clear Stream,' published as a supplement to Walton's ' Com-

Crest.

Motto.

'

plete Angler.'
-0TT0N, Nathaniel, a physician and poet, who died in 1788,
left, among other things,
' Visions
in Verse,' published in
1751, 17<)4, and frequently since.
complete collection of
his works, in prose and verse, was published in 2 vols.
12mo. 1791.

A

OTiS

';
;

(Myth.) a son of Manes, by Calirrhoe, who succeeded
his father on the throne of Maeonia.
otys (Hist.) a king of Paphlagonia, who formed an alliance with Agesilaus, king of Sparta.
Pint, in Agesil.
OTYs, a king of Thrace, cotemporary with Philip, king of

Macedon, who, after a cruel reign of 24 years, was killed
by a man of the name of Python. Athen. 1. 12.
Cotvs, a kin» of Thrace, who assisted Pompey. Cccs. de Bell.
Civ.

1.

3

;

Luc.

1.

5.

Cotys, son of Rhcematalees, king of Thrace, reigned, by desire of Augustus, conjointly with his uncle Rhescuporis, who
on the death of the latter put his nephew to death. He it
was to whom Ovid addressed some elegies, among which
one of the twelfth book commences
Regiu progenies, cui

Nomen
J'el.

Palerc.

1.

2

;

Tiolnlitatis

origo

ab Eumclpt penenit usque, Coty.

Tacit. Annal.

1.

2,

&c

Cotys, son of the preceding, after sharing Thrace with his
cousin Rhcematalees, was obliged by Caligula to yield it to
the latter in exchange for a part of Armenia Minor.
Cotvs, brother of Mithridates, was placed on the throne of
Bosphorus by Claudius, in the place of the latter, who was
suspected of intending to revolt.
Coty's, another king of Bosphorus,

whose death Arian

attri-

butes to the emperor Adrian.

Cotys (Xumis.) some medals

are extant, bearing the inscrip-

tions, KOTYOS— BA2IAEY2 KOTY2;
and on some a
head crowned with a diadem ; but to which of the abovementioned kings thev refer is not certain.
COTYTTO (Myth.) 'the goddess of debauchery. Hor. Epod.
17; Strab. 1. 10; Juv. Sat. 2.
COL CI (Hist.) the name of an illustrious family, which is
derived from Couci, a manor, in Picardy.
Couci, Raoul de, attended king Philip Augustus to the Holy
Land, and was killed in 1191.
Corel, Engucrran de, distinguished himself in the service of
Philip Augustus, and Louis VIII, but was afterwards in
alliance with Henry III of England, and died in 1242.
COUDRETTE, Christopher (Biog.) an ecclesiastic, who died
in 1774, wrote the ' History of the Jesuits,' 4 vols. 12mo.

1761.

COVEL,

John (Biog.) an English divine of Honing's-heath,
in Suffolk, was born in 16'3S ; educated at Cambridge
appointed chaplain to the embassy at Constantinople in
16'79 ; and died Master of Christ College, Cambridge, in 1722.
He wrote ' Some Account of the present Greek Church
with Reflections on their present Doctrine and Discipline,
particularly in the Eucharist,' &c fol. Cambridge, 1 722.
COVENTRY, John (Hist.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, sheriff of London in 1416, is much commended
by our chroniclers Stow and others for his discreet carriage
in the dispute between Humphry, duke of Gloucester, and
Henry Beaufort, bishop of Winchester.
Coventry, Thomas, Lord Keeper of the Great Seal of England, was born in 1578, and, passing through the gradations of office, was advanced to the eminent post of Lord
Keeper, after the skilful and faithful discharge of which for
the space of 14 years he died in 1639.
Coventry, Sir John, eldest son of the preceding by his second
marriage, was attacked in the night by four gentlemen, in
consequence of a disrespectful speech which he threw out in
parliament against king Charles II.
This attempt gave
rise to the act, distinguished by the name of the Coventry
Act, for ' Preventing Malicious Maiming and Wounding ;
by which the persons so offending are to suffer death. He
died unmarried ; and endowed an hospital at Wiveliscomb,
in Somersetshire, for twelve poor people.
Coventry, Henry, third son of the Lord Keeper, distinguished
himself for his loyalty during the rebellion; and at the
restoration he went as ambassador extraordinary to Breda,
where, with Denzil, lord Hollis, he concluded a peace with
France, Denmark, and the States General.
He went twice
on an embassy to Sweden, and on those occasions, as on
every other, he acted with such wisdom that, as lord Clarendon says, " he was beloved by every body." On his
3 q 2

.

cov

COU

return from his embassy his majesty reluctantly complied
with liis request to be permitted to resign bis office as principal V'.r Mr-, uf S i,i inddisd
i:-.v.
hi:; retirement
in the 68th year of his age.
Coventry, Sir William, youngest son of the Lard Keeper,

m

m

the kingdom during the usurpation, and was afterwards
appointed secretary to the duke of York, and also secretary
admiralty; lint quarrelling with the duke of Buckingthe
to
ham, with whom he fought a duel, he was forbid the court,
and died in his retirement in 1 686, not honoured like his
lie wrote 1, ' England's Appeal from the Private
brother.
Cabal at Whitehall to the Great Council of the Nation,' &c.
Ki;.'!.
It... I. mid.
2. " The Character of a Trimmer,' ibid.

left

1

whom honourable mention is
of Thomas Coventry, the Lord
Keeper, who was advanced to the dignity of a baron of this
realm in 1628 and his eldest son, Thomas, the second lord,
was farther advanced in 10'97 to the dignity of an earl and
The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
viscount.
Coventry, earl of Coventry, viscount Deerhurst, and
Titles.
lord Coventry, of Croome, co. Worcester.
The title of
the eldest son, viscount Deerhurst.
Sable, a less ermine, between three crescents or.
Arms.
On a wreath a garb or, and thereon a dunghillCrest.
cock perched gules, comb, wattles, and leg
Supporters.
Two eagles, wings expanded argent, menibered and beaked or.
Coventry, Francis (Bios.) eldest son of Thomas Coventry,
esq. of the above-mentioned family, was educated at Cambridge, and died in 1752, leaving, ' Penhurst,' a poem,
1750 reprinted in Dodsley's Collection.
COVENTRY (Geog.) a town of Warwickshire, in England,
18 m. S. E. Birmingham, I'.) N. W. Oxford, and <)1 N. W.
London. Lon. 1° 30* W. lat. 52" 24' N. Coventry is a town
of considerable antiquity, although not a place of any consideration in the time of the Romans.
Its prosperity was
principally owing to the foundation of a monastery in the
time of Edward the Confessor ; through the pious munificence of I.eofric, earl of Mercia ; and his countess, Godiva,
who is said to have gained some exemptions for this place
from her lord, by riding naked through the town, according
to the condition he prescribed.
In the reigns of Edward III
and Richard III the town was encompassed with walls
Queen Elizabeth
where, in 1404, a parliament was held.
was also entertained in this place; where, for a short time,
Mary, the unfortunate queen of Scots, was confined. During
the rebellion Coventry was among the disloyalplaccs, forwhich
its walls were rased to the ground bv order of Charles II.
OVERDALE, Miles (lice.) bishop of Exeter in the reign of
Edward VI, was born in Yorkshire in M-S7 ; ejected from
by queen Mary
retired to Denmark during her
reign and died about 1566 or 1565, leaving, 1. 'A Faithful and True Prognostication upon the Year 1548,' &c
translated from the German, 8vo. 1536, 1548, and often
•:.
Translation of ' Luther's Exposition of the
reprinted.
in History, particularly

;

:

<

;

;

i

;

;

Twenty-third Psalm,' l6mo. 1587.
The Old Faithe,'
4.
A translation of Bullinger's
l6mo. 1541, and 1547.
Christian Stale of Matrimony,' Svo. 1541, 1543, and 1552.
An abridgement of Erasmus" 'Enchiridion Militi. ChrisI.
•'<'•

'

'

tian]/

I'.'nio.

1545.

5.

A

translation of the Epistles to the

Romans, Corinthians, and Galatians, in the second volume
I'o
of the
Erasmus on the New Testament/
'

?." Translation of
The Hope of the Faithful/
&a l6mo. I579j and of 'The Booke of Death; or how a
Christian Man ought to behave himself in the Dai
Death/ &c. t6mo. 15798. 'Declaration of tie
Order
that the Churches in Denmark, and many other
Germany, do use, not only at the Holy Supper, bul
Baptisme/ 1 6mo. 'printed abroad, no date; beside the part

Col.

1549.

'

'

;

(

'

Historique des Rivieres de France/ 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, Hi
An enlarged edition of the * Tresor de 1' Histoire
:i.
France, de Gilles Corrozet/ 8vo. Kilo.
L'Histo
Universelle du Royainne de la Chine,' Ho. 1645, translat
from the Italian of Alvarez Semedo.
4.
L'Introductet
en la Cosmographie,' supposed to have been composed
M. Renri. 5. A translation of M. Turselin's
Histo'i
(i.
An enlarged edition
Universelle,' 2 vols. Svo. Hi I",
'Voyages de Vincent de Blanc/ 4to. 1648, and ]6.
translation of Platina's 'Vies des Papes;' with'tf
7.
continuation of Onuphrius, Ciaconius, and others, hesiu
himself; Mo. 1651. 8. Histoire des Vies di s Papes/ iSi
1656"; an original work, often reprinted since.
0. <H;.
monie des Evangelistes sur la Passion de notre S
Id.
Lexicon Homericum/ 8vo. 16-.
&c. l2mo. 1643.
11. ' Histoire des Juifs/ 3 vols. 12mo. 1665 ; two only'
which were written by Coition, the third by his friei,
father Com to.
COUPLET, Philip (Fee.) a Jesuit, and a missionary to Chi
who was born at Malines, and died on his passage a secoi
time to that country, left, 1. Historia Candida' Hill, Chi»
tiaua- Sinensis,' translated into French, 1683. 2.
Cataloi;
Patrum Societatis Jcsu, qui post Obitum Saneti Franc
Xaverii, ah Anno 1581 usque ad Annum 1681/ &c. 8L
Paris, 1686; and Ito. Diling. l6«7.
Tabula Chroi.
4.
logica Monarchic Sinies;/ &c. fol. Paris. 1 (>86.
Con
cius Sinarum Philosophus,' &c. Paris. Hi.sTPeter Francis (Iliog.) an ecclesiastic of Vera
in Normandy, was born in 681, and died in 177'i, leavi
I. ' Dissertation sur la Validite des Ordinations des Ang]
2.

i

'

'

'

'

A

689, second edition.
(Her.) a family of

Coventry
made

which he took in the translation of what is called Cm
and also in that entitled the Geneva Bible
mcr's Bible
OULON, Lewis (IJiog.) an historian and Jesuit of Poit(
loin in l605, and died in 1664, leaving, 1.
Traj
'

i

'

I

|

'

'

,

'

•

i

.').

•

'

COURAYER,

.

1

.

.

and translated into
*A Defence of the Validity of the English Ordinations,'
2. ' Defense de la Dissertation sur la Validite des Ordinati
des Anglois centre les dillerentes Heponses qui y ont etc fait
&c. 4 vols. 12mo. 172'>; translated into English, 2 vo
under the title of A Defence of the Dissertation, {
'Relation Historique et Apologctiquc des Sentimeui.t
:i.
de la Conduite du P. le Coin-aver.' &c. 2 vols. 12mo. 17).
I listen f
I. A translation in French of Father Paul's
the Council of Trent,' 2 vols. fol. London, 17"0; and 2 VI.
History of e
4to. Amsterdam; and also of Sleidan's
After his death was p Reformation,' 3 vols. Ito. 1767Declaration de mes derniers Scntimens sur les lished,
ferens Dogmas de la Religion, par feu Pierre Francai e
Couraycr, Docteur en Theologie/ Svo. 1787; an Eng
translation of which has been since published.
COURCY, Sir John (Hist.) of the noble family mentiod
under Heraldry, having served king Henry II in bis v s
of England and Gascoigne, for the space of two years, i
177, where, with a handful of men. a
sent into Ireland in
invaded Ulster, being the first of the English that enti
that province, ami, after performing prodigies of valo
who, mil
reduced Ulster to the obedience of Henry II
He was afterwards deprivetp
created him earl then of.
by king John, and died n
liis dignity anil government
1210, leaving the reputation of being a man of prodig II
This sir Jehu Courcy obtained a
strength and courage.
&c.

:

2

vols. Svo. Brussels,

lT'-'J

;

I

•.

.'

'

'

'

'

•

Ii

1

<l

;

I

being covered in the rid
presence which privilege is enjoyed by the family to thisiv".
Coub'cv (Her.) Courci, Ctirci, Curxi, Courcei, $c. themw
of sir J a
a family which settled in Inland, in the time

king John

the

privilege

of

;

Courcy before-mentioned; and derive their descent
male line from the house of Lorraine, of the nice oft

in

tc

hi

Robert dc Courcy, a descendant of this family,
niagne.
lord of (mini, in Normandy, in 1026; and liis son Rid
accompanied William, duke of Normandy, into Engl

II

'J

J.

;

:

COU

cou
and

for his services at the battle of Hasting.-, reeei'

the conqueror, among other lordships, that of Stoke, in the
county of .Somerset, which, from its lord, was call<
His son Robert succeeded him as lard of Courci,
Courcy.
His
in Normandy, and baron of Stoke Courcy in 1098.
great grandson, Sir John Courcy, was created earl of Ulster
in 1181 ; and his son, Miles Courcy, being kept out of his
earldom of Ulster by Hugh de Lacy, received from king
John the barony of Kingsale in 1223, which has remained
[Wide Kingsale\
in the familv ever since.
COURT, de Gebelin (Biog.) vide (
COURTEN, William (Biog.) the last descendant in the male
line of a Dutch family, which fled to England during the
troubles under the government of the duke of Alva, was born
He made a collection of coins
in 16*4.;, and died in 1702.
and medals, and also of papers on the subjects of antiquity,
which was purchased of the family in 1763, and deposited in
the British Museum.
(Hist.) or Courtenai, Jusrellne de, of the
It 11.
family mentioned under Heraldry, engaged in the crusade-.
and after serving under his kinsman, Baldwin I, in 1101,

COL
•

NAY

and distinguishing himself against the infidels, was made
count of Edessa, and died in the litter in which he was
carried at the head of his army to meet the enemy in a tranv
port of joy, on finding that the latter had retreated, in 1181.
Courtenay, Josceline de. son of the preceding, and second
count of Edessa, was as much addicted to his ease as his
father had been to war; in consequence of which he lost the
and being
city of Edessa, of which he had been count
afterwards taken prisoner by some thieves, who lay in wait
for him at Antioch, he was carried to Aleppo in chains,
where he died in 1 152.
Courtenay, Josceline de. third count of Edessa, was a brave
warrior in the Holy Land, but the time and place of his
death are not known.
Courtenay, Hvgh, eldest son of Hugh Courtenay, commonly
called Courtenay le Fits, a valiant warrior, was at the battle
of Creev, and also at that of Navarre and
h re he
distinguished himself, but died in the 48th year of his age,
in the lifetime of his father.
Courtknay, Sir Peter, seventh son of Hugh Courtenay,
second earl of Devonshire, and brother of the preceding, was
famous for his valour and great skill in arms,
lie; was
advanced for his merit to many high posts, and, after being
knighted by the Black Prince in consideration of his prowess
at the battle of Navarre, in 1361, he died in 1409Courtenay, Edward de, vide Devonshire.
Coubtenay, Edward de, eldest son of the third earl of Devonshire, was at the battle of Agincourt
and, after serving
king Henry V with honour to himself, he died a year before
;

•

:

his father.

Courtenay,

Sir Hugh, of Boconnock, in Cornwall, son of
John, eighth earl of Devonshire, was in the disastrous
battle of Tewkslniry, on the side of the Lancastrians, and
was either slain in the battle, or put to death afterwards.
Courtenay, Henri, vide L

Courtenay,

'I illiam,
Sii
commonly surnamed the Great,
attended the duke of Suffolk, in 1553, in his expedition to
France, and afterwards served the office of sheriff of Devonshire, &c.
Courtenay, Sir William, a descendant of die preceding, was
very young when the rebellion broke out, but he afterwardsupported the cause of loyalty, and contributed materially to
the restoration
the troops which he raised.
Courtenay, /I illiam de(Eec.) fourth son of Hugh Courtenay,
second earl of Devonshire, and brother of the Hugh Courtenay above-mentioned, was Chancellor of the University vi'
Oxford in 13u'7 ; elected bishop of Hereford in 1369 ; translated to the see of London in 1375 ; and to the metropolitan
see of Canterbury in 1381
and, after conducting himself
i

.

;

with much prudence during the stormy reign of Richard II,
and with much zeal against the Wickliffites on the one hand
and the usuqiations of the pope over the prerogative of the
crown on the other, he died in 1 3<)t>.
Courtenay, Uichard, nephew of the preceding, was succesork, chancellor of the
sively dean of St. Asaph, canon of
University of Oxford, canon of Wells, and bishop of
Norwich, to which he was promoted in 1413. He was one
of the ambassadors from king Henry V of England to the
king of France, to claim the crown of France as his right
bv descent, and to denounce war in case of non-compliance ;
and after attending the king in his first expedition into
France, he died in 1415.
"'l

Courtenay,

Peter, brother of the preceding, was, after various
preferments, raised successively to the sees of Exeter and
He was one of the great
Winchester, and died in 1491.
persons who fled to Henry, earl of Richmond, afterwards
Henry VII, and landed with him at Milford. He also
built the north tower of the cathedral church of Exeter, and
placed in it a great bell, weighing 12,0001b., which, after
his

name,

is

called Peter's Bell.

(Her.) the name of a renowned and illustrious
house of Courtenay. descended from Athon, son of the Castellan, or governor of the Chateau- Reynard, who was of the
same lineage as the dukes of Bologne, among whom was
Godfrey, Baldwin I, &C kings of Jerusalem.
One of the
ancestors of this Athon was Ricuinus, or Riscuinus, count of
Ardenne, and a duke on the- Morelle, the fourteenth in
paternal descent from Pharamond, founder of the French
monarchy in 420. This Athon fortilied, in the reign of
Robert the Wise, Courtenay. a town situate on the banks of
the river Clair, in the Isle of France, between Sens on the
East, and Montargis on the West, 56 m. S. Paris ; and
from that place he and his posterity assumed their surname.
From Milo de Courtenay, the eldest son of Josceline de
Courtenay, and grandson of Athon de Courtenay, descended Reginald de Courtenay, who came to England in
the reign of Henry II, and i- said to have been the founder
of the Courtenay family of Devonshire, although Camden
and Dugdale, on the authority of the old register of Ford
Abbey, derive their descent from prince Floras, second son
of Peter, and grandson of Lewis the Fat, which Peter,
having married Elizabeth, the daughter of the fore-mentioned Reginald, was undeniably the founder of the branch
of the illustrious family of Courtenay, or Courtenai. in
Reginald de Courtenay, having married Hawise,
France.
daughter and sole heir to Robert de Abrineis, or Averinches,
hereditary sheriff, or viscount of Devonshire, baron of Oakhampton, and governor of the castle of Exeter, succeeded to
his offices and titles in right of his wife
and his great great
grandson was summoned to parliament, 9 Ed. Ill, as the
Henry, the eleventh earl of Devonearl of Devonshire.
shire, was advanced to the dignity and title of marquis of
Exeter ; but at the death of Edward Courtenay, his son,
twelfth earl of Devonshire, and second marquis of Exeter,
the titles became extinct.
The present honours of the
family are derived from Sir William Courtenav, whose
ancestor, Philip Courtenay, was sixth son of Hugh de CourThis sir Philip, who was
tenay, second earl of Devonshire.
knighted by Edward, the Black Prince, in Spain, is styled
of Powderham Castle, and his descendant, sir William,
whose family had already enjoyed the dignity of a baronet,
was created a peer in 1 762, by the style and title of viscount
Courtenay, of Powderham Castle, eo. Devon.
The titles,
anus, &c of this family are as follow
Titles.
Courtenay, viscount Courtenay, of Powderham

Courtenay

;

Castle, co.

Arms.

Devon.

first and fourth or,
three tortauxes
second and third or, a lion rampant azure.
Crest.
On a wreath, a dolphin natant argent.

Quarterly,

cow
Two

Supporters.

COX

boars argent, bristled, tusked, and hoofed

" Ubi lapsus quid

Motto.

OURTILZ,

treatises,

feci."

Gotten de (Biog.) Sieur de Sandras, was born at

Paxis in Kill, and died in 1712, leaving,

1.

'

La Conduite

France, depuis la Paix de Nimeguen,' 1683. 2. L'HisPromesses Illusoires depuis la Paix des Pyrenees,'
Des Memoires coateoanl plusieurs Evenemens
S.
4. • La V'ie de l'Aniiral de
arrives sous Louis XIV,' 1684
(
1686.
5. ' Mercure Historique et Politique,' 1686
bgni,'
to Ki88, &c, kc
COURTIVRON, Gaspard Lc Compaseeur de Crequi Marquis de (Biog.) a mathematician and philosopher of Dijon,
was burn in 1715, and died in 1785, leaving, besides his
communications to the French Academy, ' Traite d'Opwhich serves as a commentary on
tiquc,' 4to. 1752 ;
Newton's Optics, &c.
COURTOIS, James, eye (Biog.) vide Cortcsi.
Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed at
The
;it
by the Stopford family. [Vide Stopford^
titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Stopford, earl of Courtown, viscount Stopford,
Titles.
baron Courtown, co. Wexford, baron Saltersford, of Salters-

de

'

la

toire des

1684.

•

COURTOWN,

:

Azure, crustily of crosslcts, three lozenges or.
a wreath, a cockatrice rising.
Supporters.
Two stags plain collared and chained, each
charged on the shoulder with a lozenge.
"
infelici fidelis."
PatrixMotto.
( Ol'.SIN,
Gilbert (Biog.) in Latin Gilbcrlus Cognatus, a
writer of Nozeret, in Franche Comte, was born in 1506,
and died in 1567, leaving many works, of which a collection
was published in 3 vols. fol. Basil. 1562.
COUSIN, John, a painter of Souci, was born in 1530, and died
The chief of his works, as a painter, and that
about 1589which is most esteemed, is his picture of ' The Last JudgHe left besides, as an author, 1. Livre de Perment.'
2. • Livre de Portraiture,' 4to.
spective,' fol. Paris, 1560.
(rest.

On

'

C

1618 and

16'71.

Lewis, president of the Mint, and one of the 40
members of the French Academy, was born in 1627, and

oi -in,

died in 1707-

His works

consist of translations of the

Ro-

man

History of Xiphilin, &c. 4to. or 2 vols. 12mo. ; of the
Histories of Eusebius, Socrates, Sozomencs,
vols. 4to. or 6 vols. 12mo. ; and of the
authors of the Byzantine History, 8 vols. 4to. or 11 vols.
2 mo. &c.
Cousin, James Anthony Joseph, a geometrician of Paris, was
born in 173!), and died in 1808, leaving, 1. ' Introduction
2.
Siea l'Etude de l'Astronomie Physique,' 8vo. 1787mens d'Algebra,' 8vo. 1798 ; besides Essays in the Memoirs
Ecclesiastical

and Theodoret, 4
1

'

of the Academy.
Peter (Biog.) a Benedictine of Compiegne,
was born in l6.H, and died in 1721, leaving, 1. An edition
Vindiciic Veterum Codirum
2.
of St. Hilary, fol- 1706".
3. An edition of St. Augustin, in
Confirmatsc,' 1715.
other
fathers
assisted
of his orders. 4. Des
v. Lii h he was
by
'ires des Papes,' fol. Paris, 1721, with a preface and Botes.
Nicholas (Biog.) a sculptor of Lyons, was born
Among his admired works are
Ui.;S, and died in 1733.
a statue of the emperor Commodus represented under the
character of Hercules, and two horses tamed by grooms, the
former of which is at Versailles, and the latter at Marly.
CoustON, William, nephew of the preceding, and heir to his
talents, was engaged to make lie- mausoleum of the Dau-

COUSTANT,

'

'

I

,

COUSTON,
i

.

t

father to Louis XVI, and his
which embellishes the cathedral of Sens.
aged 6l.

phin,

CO WARD,
was born

illustrious

He

consort,

died in 1777,

William (Biog.) a medical writer of Winchester,
and died about 1725, leaving, 'Second

in 1656,

COWELL,

;

which was conand some medical

&c.

(Biog.) a civilian of Ernsborough, in Deat Cambridge, and.
died in 1611, leaving the < Interpreter, or an Explanation
of
Law Terms,' 4to. Cambridge, 16'07, 1609, and several times
vonshire,

Jo/in

was born about 1554, educated

since, particularly in 1638, for which Laud was commented
upon as if he had had it printed to countenance the measures
of king Charles.
In 1(>77 and 16S4, it was published with
large additions by Thomas Manley, of the Middle Temple,'
; and again in 1 708 with very considerable improvements.
' Institutes
of the Laws of England,' 1605.
3. ' De
Rcgulis Juris,' &c.

esq.
2.

COWLEY,

Abraham (Biog.) a well-known poet, was born
London in 1618, and died in 1667, leaving works, of
which a 10th edition was printed by Jacob Tonson, 2 vols.
8vo. 1707, and have since been inserted in the collections

in

of

'

[Plate

British Poets.'

XXVIII]

Cowley, Hannah,

a dramatic writer of Tiverton, in Devonshire, was born in 1743, and died in I8O7.
Her dramatic
and poetical works, including some unpublished poems, were
collected into 3 vols. 8vo. 1813.

COWPER,

ford, co. Chester'

Arms.

ibid.

Soul,'

sidered as very objectionable in his day

or.

(

Human

Thoughts concerning the

Sir William (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was imprisoned for his loyaltv to Charles I
in Ely House, with John, his eldest son, who died under

confinement ; but his father lived in the practice of
every virtue to see the Restoration, and died in 1664, at the
age of 88.
Cowper, William, Earl, great grandson of the preceding,
having been bred to the law, rose by his merits to be Lord!
Chancellor; and, after filling this post with strict integrit v and
impartiality, he resigned the seals in 1719, and died in 1723.
Cowper, William (Eec.) bishop of Galloway, was born at
Edinburgh in 1566, and died in I619. His works were'
collected and published in fol. London, 1629.
CowrER (Her.) the name of a family in the county of Sussex,
which at present enjoys a peerage, conferred on Lord Chanccllor^C'owpcr above-mentioned, who was created a baron in
1706', and an earl in 1717The titles, arms, &c of this
family arc as follow
Titles.
Cowper, earl Cowpcr, viscount Fordwich, baron
Cowpcr, of Wingham, co. Kent, and a baronet of England and Nova Scotia.
Arms. Argent, and chief engrailed gules ; on the latter as
many annulets or.
Crest.
On a wreath, a lion's jamb erected and erased or,
holding a branch vert, fructcd gules.
Supporters.
On each side, a light dun horse with a large,
blaze down his face, his mane close shorn, all but a tuft
on his withers, a black list down his back, a bob-tail, and
three white feet, i. c. his hind-feet, and near foot before.
" Tuuni est."
Motto.
Cowper, William (Biog.) a surgeon, and the younger son ot
Richard Cowper, of Hampshire, esq. was bom in 1666, and
Myotomia Keformata,' \ c. 8vo.
died in 1709, having, 1.
10';) 1, and reprinted in a splendid folio by Dr. Mead, 1724.
2. ' The Anatomy of Human Bodies,' fol. Oxford, iGffJ.
Cobweb, William, a physician of Chester, who died in 1767,
published, without his name, 1. '
Summary of the Life
of St. Wyburgh,' &c. 4to. London, 1749. 2. ' II Penseroso,'
4to. London, 1767CoWFBB, William, a distinguished modern poet, son of Dr.
Cowper, and grand nephew to Lord Chancellor Cowpcr, (TBI
His poems, of which The
born in 1731, and died in 1800.
Task' is the principal, were collected and published in 2 vols.
12mo. in 1800, with the exception of his translation of
his

:

r

'

A

'

Homer.

COX,

[Vide Plate

XXIX]

Sir Richard, Bart. (Hist.) Chancellor of Ireland, was
born in 1650 ; and, after passing through the gradations ol

CRA

CRA
was nominated

office,

removed from

his

in

office

706 Lord Chancellor of Ireland,
on the accession of George I, and
1

died in 1733.

an English prelate of Whaddon, in
Bucks, was born about 1500, raised to the see of Ely on
accession,
and died in 1581. His works, pubElizabeth's

Cox, Richard

(Ecc.)

decease, are, 1. ' An Oration at
the Beginning, and another at the Conclusion of the DisTresham
others with Peter Martyr, in
Dr.
and
putation of
lished principally after his

1519, and afterwards among Peter Martyr's
Lord's Prayer in Verse,' &c. ; besides the
share which he had in framing the English Liturgy, and
also in the translation of the Bible known by the name
Latin, 4to.
works. 2.

'

The

of the Bishop's Bible.

Cox (Biog.) or Cocfces, Leonard, a writer of the city of Monmouth in the 16th century, who was educated at Oxford,
The Art or Craft of Rhetoricke,' 1532.
published, 1.
Commentaries on William Lilly's Construction of the
2.
3.
Marcus Eremita de
Eight Parts of Speech,' 1540.
The
4.
Lege et Spiritu,' translated from the Greek.
'

'

'

'

Paraphrase of St. Paul's Epistles to Titus,' from the Latin
of Erasmus.

COXETER, Thomas

(Biog.) an antiquary of Lechlade, in
He
Gloucestershire, was born in 16'S9, and died in 1747published an edition of Massinger's works in 4 vols. 8vo.
revised, corrected, and the editions collated ; besides the
share which he had in the Lives of the Poets published by
Ciblxr, and Ames' Typography, &c.
COXI (Biog.) or Coxcie, Michael, a painter of Mechlin, was
born in 1497, and killed by a fall from a scaffold in 1592 in
the town-hall of Antwerp, where he was painting at his
His ' Last Supper,' in the church of St.
advanced age.

Gudule

at Brussels, is

much commended.

COYER, L'Abbe

(Biog.) a Jesuit of Baumles-Xones, in
died in 1782, wrote, 1. 'The History
2. ' Travels in Italy
of John Sobieski,' 3 vols. 12mo. 1761.
Noblesse Commerand Holland,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1775. 3.
<;ante.' &c 2 vols. Svo.
COYPEL, Charles Anthony (Biog.) a French painter, whose
father, grand-father, great grand-father, great uncle, and
other relations, had excelled in the art, died in 1752 at the
age of 58, after having, by his skill and manners, obtained
and preserved the favour of the king, the duke of Orleans,
and other great persons at court.
COYSEVOX, Anthony (Biog.) a sculptor of Lyons, was bom
in 1640, and died chancellor and regent of the academy of
Versailles is ornamented
painting and sculpture in 1720.
with his best works, except the two groups of Renown and
Mercury in the Thuilleries, and some few others.
COYEXS, Alexander (Biog.) a Russian by birth, but a
painter of London, who died in I78f>, was principally employed in landscapes, on composing of which he published
a small tract, besides other works as, 1. ' The Principles

who

Franche Compte,

'

;

of Beauty relative to the
lish,

1778.

2.

*

Human

The Various

Head,' French and EngSpecies of Composition

in

Sixteen Subjects on Four Plates.'
3.
The
Skeleton, and Foliage of Thirtv-two Species of
Trees,' 1771 and 1786.
Coyens, John, son of the preceding, who died in 1799, greatly
excelled his father in landscape painting.
COYZA, Francesco (Biog.) a painter of Palermo, who died
in 1664, was eminent in fresco and oil painting.
COZBI (Bibl.) '3T3, the daughter of Zur, a prince of Midian, who, with her paramour Zimri, was killed by Phineas.
Numb. xxv. 6, &c.
CRAASBECK, Joseph van (Biog.) a painter of Brussels, was
bom in 160S, and died in 1668. He chiefly excelled in the
representation of vulgar scenes.
CRABBE, Peter (Biog.) in Latin Crabbius, a Franciscan of
Malines, and a determined enemy to Protestantism, died in
N'ature in

Shape,

'

1553, at the age of 83, leaving a Collection of Councils,
2 vols. fol. Colon. 1538, and 3 vols. fol. 1551 ; to which
Surius added a fourth.
CRACHERODE, Clauton Mordattnl (Biog.) the son of Col.
Murdaunt Cracherode, who sailed with iord Anson, and
in 1753, was appointed lieutenant-governor of fort St.
The son was born in 1729, and died
Philip, in Minorca.
in 1 799, leaving his collection of books, medals, and drawings to the British Museum, where they are now placed
under the title of the Museum Cracherodianum. His only
publications were three specimens of Latin verse in the
' Carmina Quadrigesimalia
for the year 1748.
(Geog.) in Latin Graecojmlis, a town of West
Gallicia, in Poland.
(Biog.) or Craddock, Samuel, rector of North
Cadburv, in Somersetshire, was born in 1620, educated at
Cambridge, ejected for non-conformity in 1662, and died
in 1706', leaving works in divinity, which were esteemed
'

CRACOW

CRADOCK

by the

dissenters.

CRAIG,

Sir James Henri/ (Hist.) a brave officer of a rewas born at Gibraltar in 1748, and
died in 1811, after having honourably spent his life in the
service of his king.
Craig, Nicholas (Biog.) an historian of Ripen, in Denmark,
who died in 1602 at the age of 6l, published, among other
spectable Scotch family,

1. ' De Republica Lacedaemoniorum,'
Heidelberg.
1592, and many times reprinted. 2. ' Annalium Libri VI,'
&c. fol. Hafn. 1737Craig, Sir Thomas, a Scotch lawyer of Edinburgh, was born
in 1548, and died in 1608, leaving 'Jus Feudale,' which
was reprinted at Leipzig in 4to. 1716; besides a Treatise
on the Legality of James's Succession to the Crown of
England at the Death of Elizabeth, &c.
Craig, James, a divine of Girfbrd, in East Lothian, was born
in 16S2, and died in 1744, leaving a volume of ' Divine
Poems,' which were printed twice ; and also three volumes
of sermons.
Craig, John, a Scotch mathematician in the 17th century,
was the author of ' Theologi;e Christine Principia Mathematics,' 4to. Lond. 1699. and Lips. 1755; besides several
papers in the ' Acta Eruditorum.'
Richard (Biog.) the descendant of 1
good family of Strickland, in Westmoreland, was born in
He wrote,
1567, educated at Oxford, and died in 1634.
1. ' Justinian, the Emperor, defended against Cardinal BaIntroductio
2.
in Metaphvsieam,
ronius,' 4to.
l6l6.
3. 'A DeLib. IV,' 8vo. Oxon. 1619, 4to. Lond. 1641.
fence of Constantine, with a Treatise of the Pope's Tem'
1621.
4.
Defensio Ecporal Monarchy,' Lond. 4to.
clesis Anglicans contra M. Anton de Dominis Arehiepi^e.
5. ' Vigilius DorSpalatensis Injurias,' 4to. Lond. 1625.
mitans,' or a Treatise of the Fifth General Council held at
6. ' Logice
Constantinople,' ami. 553, fol. Lond. 1631.
Libri Quinque," 4to. Lond. 1622, Oxon. 1677.
7. ' Tractatus de Providentia,' 4to. Cantab. 1622; besides several
sermons.
CRAMER, Daniel (Biog.) a Protestant divine of Retz, in
Brandenburgh, was born in 156S, and died in 1637, leaving
verv many works both in Latin and German, of which
Freher, in his Theatrum, has given a list ; among these are
several treatises on Aristotle, &c.
Cramkr, John Rudolphus, a Protestant divine of Elcau, in
Switzerland, was born in 167S, and died in 1737, leaving,
2. ' Con1. ' Decas Thesium Theologicarum,' 4to. 1704.
stitutions de Priniitivis R. Mosis, F. Maimonis,' &c. 4to.
Ludg. Bat. 1704. 3. ' De Summa Praedicationis Apos4. ' Positiones Theologies,' &c. 4to.
tolic*,' &c. 4to. 1725.
5. ' De nonnullis Antiehristi Characteribus,' 4to.
1727-

things,

CRAKENTHORPE,

'

1729,

&c

Cramer,

Gabriel, a mathematician of Geneva,

was bom

in

CRA

CRA
A

He published, 1. ' Collection
1704, and died in 1752.
of the Works "4 James and John Bernoulli!,' (i vols. 4to,
Wolf's
2. An edition of
17 3.
Elementa Universe Ma3. < Introductio ad Thetheseos,' 5 vols. im. 1782-17*1.
oriam Linearum Curvarum,' Mo. 1750.
Cramer, John Isaac, of the same family, a physician of
Geneva, who took the degree of doctor in l(><)f>, published,
2. ' Thesaurus Secretorum
1. ' Epitome Anatamhe,' &C.
C'uriosorum,' &c. 4to. 17 l, !>Cramer, John Andrew, son of the preceding, who died in
Elementa artis Docsunasticee/ '2 vols. Svo.
1777, wrote
Lugd. Bat. 17S9j and translated into French in \~55 besides
a Treatise on the Management of Forests, &&, and also on
Assaying, &C.
Cramer, John Andrew, a German poet and historian, of
Jostadt, was horn in 1728, and died in 1788, leaving,
Introduction a l'Histoire
1. ' Translations of Bossuet's
I "niverselle/ Leipzig, 1748-72.
2.
Poetical Translation of
the Psalms, in lour Parts,' ibid. 17'>2-64. 3. ' Gos's Imitation of the Psalms of David,' &c. Copenhagen, 17<ifl.
Mclancthon,' besides the
4. * Luther,' an Ode, 17715.
part he took with Klopstock in publishing the ' Northern
'

1

'

;

'

'

'

Inspector.'

CRANE,

Thomas (Biog.) a nonconformist, was educated at
Oxford, ejected from his living of Kumpesham, in Dorsetshire, in 1662, and died in 1714.
CRANMER, Thomas (Ecc.) the lirst Protestant archbishop
of Canterbury, was the son of Thomas Cranmer, esq. and
of Agnes, daughter of Lawrence Hatfield, of Willoughby,
He was born at Aslacton, in that
in Nottinghamshire.
county, in 1489, and educated at Jesus College, Cambridge,
which he was fellow. After coming into favour with
Henry, on account of his opinions respecting the king's
divorce, he was sent on different missions to Rome and
Germany, and, on the death of archbishop Warham, hi
was nominated his successor in 1582. In this capacity he
pronounced the divorce between king Henry and queen
( atherine, and also crowned Edward VI ; but, on the accession of queen Mary, be was called to an account for his
religious opinions, of which at lirst he was induced to sign
a written recantation; but, repenting of what he had done,
boldly declared his former persuasion in the Pi.
faith, and was in consequence made to Suffer at the stake in
An Account of Mr. Pole's
His printed works are
1556.
The
Book concerning King Henry VI Us Marriage;'
A Defence of
Examination of most Points of Religion
the True and Catholic Doctrine of the Sacrament,' &c.
di
many others on similar subjects. [Vide Plate XIX]
Thomas de (Hist.) of the family mentioned
( i; VNSTOUN,
under Heraldry, was sent ambassador with sir William
Crichton, the chamberlain, and William Fowler, Keeper of
the Privy Seal, by Alexander III, king of Scotland, on an
embassy to Eric, king of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden,
to adjust the debt due to him tbr the dereliction of the Heand, after being much employed in
brides to tin' former
I-70.
negotiations in England, died about
third
lord Cranstoun, marched into
CRANSTOUN, William,
England with Charles 11 in 1651, and being taken al the
battle of Worcester, was committed prisoner to the Toucr,
.

I'

1

'

'

'

'

;

;

1

and

his lands sequester* d.

CBAN8TOUN, James, eighth

lord

Cranston,

a

distinguished

was bom in 1755; commanded the Bcllcqnicirx
of 64 guns, in the engagements betwixt sir Samuel Hood
and De Grasse in 1782; and after receiving the thanks of
parliament for the " skill, judgment, and bravery," displayed on thai Occasion, be was appointed governor of
Canada in 1796, but died before lie had set out.
ITOUM (tier) the name of a Scotch family, which is
naval

officer,

lands of Cranstoun, in tin countii
derived from
[burgh and Roxburgh, which they possessed of old.
the

family was William de Cranstoun, son of Thomas de
Cranstoun before-mentioned, who was summoned among the
barons in Parliament In 1 4S1
and William Cranstoun, a
descendant of his, was by patent created a peer in l60<).
The title, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Cranstoun, lord Cranstoun, of Creling, co. Roxburgh.
TitleArms.
Gules, three cranes argent.
Crest.
A crane sleeping with its head under its wing, one
foot with a stone lifted up.
Dexter, a lady richly attired, bedding out a
Supporters.
bunch of strawberries to a buck proper, the supporter on
the sinister side.
" Thou shalt want ere I want."
Motto.
(Biog.) a philosopher of Soli, who was among the
pupils of Plato, whose treatise on Consolation is much coni-

this

;

:

CRANTOR

nn nded by Cicero.

1.

1-.

&c.

;

llorat.

1,

1.

ep. 2.

(Biog.) a poet and divine of Louden.
left, besides controversial works, also
which were first published in 16'4(), and several

Poems,

times since.

CRASSUS

(Hist.') a surname taken by several illustrious
Rome, as those of the Papirii, Veturii, Claudii.
and Ottacilii, but particularly the Licinii.
Crassus, M. Papirius, a consul and colleague with C. Furius
Pacilus, U.C. ::i f. A.C. lid.
Liv. 1. 4.
Chassi b, /.. Papirius, a consul with M. Cornelius Maluginensis, U.C. 319, A.C. 435.
Lie. I. 4.
Crassus, /,. Papirius, was dictator LJ. C. 41(i, A.C. 338,
twice consul, and once master of the horse.
Cbassos, /'. Licinius, was Pontifex Maximus, and consul with

families of

Scipio, the conquer

ir

whom

of Annibal,

he himself, in com-

pany with Sempronius, attacked and defeated near Crotina.
Liv. 1. 28; lal. Max. 1. 3; Strab. 1 lij
Cic. Phil ii.
;

Quint.

1.

1

1

Flor.

;

1.

2.

Crassus, .1/. Licinius, surnamed ayt'Xacos, because he never
He was a
laughed once, or at most but once', in Lis life.
praetor U.C. 548, and the grand-father of the Crassus killed
Cic. de Fin- 1c, 80; PUn. 1. 7in Parthia.
Crassus, /'. Licinius, a consul, was lirst defeated by Perseutj
king of Macedonia, hut was afterwards victorious, and dealt
••">,

very severely with the Greeks.

Liv.

41.

1.

surnamed Mucianus, a consul with L.
131, was taken and slain
Valerius Flaccus, U. C 622, A.
theLiv. 1. 59;
natural sent id' Attains.
by Aristonicus,

Crassus,

/",/.'.

Licinius,

/'.

C

Pater.

CuASSUS,

/..

Flor. 1. 2.
Strab. 1. 13 ; Justin. 1. :;<>'
Licinius, a censor and sedile, &c, was also a dis-

2

1.

;

;

commended by

Cicero.
tinguished orator, who is
During a violent debate in the' senate, he was seized with a
pain in hi: Bidj which termin I'd his hi? in "r/ea :hv?
Cie.de Oral. 1. .;, in Brut. eye; Vol. Max. 1.6; Pater.

highly
1

1.

2

;

Quintil.

9.

1.

/'. Licinius. brother of the preceding, followed the
party of Marius against Sylla, and is said to have killed
himself, in order to avoid falling into the hands of his
Appian. Dr Hell. Civ.
Or. Flor. 1. :i
enemies.
Gift 1- ''

Crassus,

;

;

c.

I.

1'.

.'

surnamed

'us,

i

Dives, defeated

the slaves

with the slaughter of 12,000 of them, for which he obtained
an ovation; was made consul with i'oinpey. and formed
the first triumvirate with Pompey and Csesar; soon after
which he' was shun in an expedition which he made into
Parthia, through the' treachery of his guides.
Propert.

2, el.

1.
i

,,.[,

,

l

Ovid. Fust.

,,

<i.

1

/u r

.'.,.,

1

a

EitphraU u

1.

tun btuta

(test.

Cnmorum funera
ii

in

Die.

anna,

pit inter

.'"

it

..

5,
Addidtranl animoi

Cic. ait

Of

Cic. Acad.

CRASHAW'', Richard
who died in 1650,

1.

I,

Crass.; Justin.

en.
1.

I

2

;

:

Val.
Flor.

Max.
1.

3

;

1.

gtnti

;

rimut.

3; PUn.

DtO.

1.

40.

1.

2; Pht.

:

:

CRA
Ciussus, P. Licinius, son of the preceding, after having distinguished himself in Gaul under Cesar, accompanied his
father into Parthia, and finding himself surrounded by the
enemy, he ordered one of his men to run him through. His
Cic- in
head, as well as that of his father's, was cut off.
Brut. c. 81 ; Plut. in Crass. ; Appian. in Parth. Bell.
Cbassus, M. Licinius, surnamed Frugi, a Roman of a brutal
character, whom the emperor Claudius ordered to be beheaded,
Senec. Lud.
after having shown him distinguished favours.
in Mort. Claud. ; Sueton. in Claud.
Cbassus. the name of several consuls, in the subsequent periods of the Roman empire.
CRATERUS (Hist.) one of Alexander's generals, and particular favourites, who was as distinguished for his literary
fame, as for his valour in the field.
He was killed in a
Cor.
battle against Eumenes, after the death of Alexander.
Nep. in Eumeit. ; Plut. in Alex.; Justin. 1. 12, &c. ; Curt.
1.3.

Cbaterus, a painter, whose pieces adorned the public buildPlin. 1. 35.
ings at Athens ; also a sculptor of this name.
Craterus, author of a collection of the decrees made at
Athens.

Pint, in Arist.

Cbaterus, a phvsician, intimate with Cicero and Atticus.
Cic. ad Attic. 1.' 12, ep. 13.
Cbaterus, another physician mentioned by Porphyry. Porph.
de Ahslin.
CRATES (Biog.) a philosopher of Boeotia, son of Ascondus,
and disciple of Diogenes the Cynic, A. C. 324., some of
whose letters are still extant.
Diog. in fit.
Crates, an academician, who succeeded his master Polemon,
in the 127th Olvrnpiad, A. C. 272.
Diogen. 1. 4.
Crates, surnamed Mallotes, a grammarian in the time of
Attalus.
Varr. de Ling. Lat. 1. 8 ; Strab. 1. 1, &c. ; Plin.

1.8.

CRATESIPPIDAS
monian

fleet

CRATEVAS

(Hist.) the commander of the Lacedeagainst the Athenians.
Diod. 1. 13.
(Bios.) vide Crativas.

CRATILUS

(Biog.) vide Cratylus.
(Biog.) a comic poet of Athens, who died at the
97, A.C. 431, was distinguished no less for the
keenness of his satire, than for his love of drinking.
Hor. 1. 1, ep. 19.

CfiATINUS
age of

Prisro

si

credit.

Hfectnas docle, Cratiito,

Nulla ylacere diu, ncc vivere carmina possvnt,
Qu<e Kribuntur ajuo- fotaribus,

Pers. Sat.

1.

Audaei qiiicvmque ajRate Crju a
Quintil.

10

Aristoph. Aves.
(Bios) Koar<-7TGr, an historian cotemporary
with Thucyd.
Cratippus, a philosopher of Mitylene, who taught Cicero's
ion at Athens, and discoursed with Pompey on providence,
after the battle of Pharsalia.
Cic. in Offi'c. 1. 1 ; Plut. in
1.

:

.V,

hoi. in

CRATIPPUS

Pomp.

CRATYLUS
Diog.

The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Craven, earl of Craven, co. York ; viscount Uffington
and baron Craven, of Hempstead Marshall, co. Berks.
The title of the eldest son is viscount Uffington.
Arms.
Argent, a fess between six cross-crosslets fitchv
family.
Titles.

gules.
Crest.

(Biog.) the preceptor to Plato, after Socrates.

in Plat.

CRA\

EN", fVilliam Earl (Hist.) eldest son of sir William
Craven, lord mayor, of the family mentioned under Heraldry, was devoted to arms from his youth, and signalized
himself in Germany, under Gustavus, king of Sweden.

tol.

j.

On

a chapeau gules, turned up ermine, a griphon
statant of the second, beaked or.

Supporters.

Mo to.

Two

griphons ermine.

" Virtus in actione

consistit."

CRAUFORD

(Her.) the name of an ancient family of Kilberny, co. Stirling, which was originally spelt Crawford.
Sir Alexander Crauford, a descendant of this family, was
created a baronet in 1781 ; the arms, &c. of which are as
follow

Arms.

1.4.

Crates, a comic poet of Athens.
Plut.
Crates, an historian of Pergamus.
Plin. 1. 7 ; JElian. Hist.
Anim. 1. 17, c. f).
CRATESICLEA (Hist.) Kparctm-Xua, the mother of Cleo,
king of Sparta, who went to Egypt with the view of serving
her country, &c.
CRATESIPOLTS (Hist.) a queen of Sicyon, who severely
punished the leaders of a revolt which took place on the
death of her husband Alexander.
Diodor. 1. 10; Pulucen.

_

CRA
Although he did not personally serve king Charles I, yet he
manifested his loyalty by sending him divers considerable
supplies, as also to Charles 1 1 ; which the king afterwards
acknowledged, when he conferred upon him the honour of
the peerage. He died in 1697, at the age of 88, after having
been, as it is said, privately married to Elizabeth, queen of
Bohemia, whose battles he had fought.
Craven (Her.) the name of a family of Yorkshire, of which
the first that enjoyed a peerage was John Craven, the eldest
son of sir William Craven, lord mavor, who was created a
baron by the title of lord Craven, of Ryton, co. Salop, but he
dying without issue, the title became extinct. His brother,
W illiam Craven before-mentioned, was created in 1626, lord
Craven, of Hempstead Marshall, co. Berks; and in 1664
viscount Craven, of Uffington, co. Berks ; and earl Craven,
of Craven, co. York.
These latter titles became extinct at
his death, but were revived in the person of William, seventh
lord Craven, a descendant from another branch of the same

Crest.

Argent, a buck's head erased gules.
buck's head erased, as in the arms, between the

A

couped sable.
Earl of (Hist.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, [vide Lindsay and Cranford~] distinguished himself in a tournament at London Bridge in 1390, when he
dismounted lord Welles.
He was one of the commissioners
to treat of peace with England in 1404, and one of the
ambassadors extraordinary to that court in 1406.
He died
about 1412.
Crawford, Alexander, Earl of, son of the preceding, was a
negotiator in England in 1414, and afterwards one of the
hostages for king James I in 1421.
He was slain in 1445,
in a conflict between him and Ogilvy, of Inverary.
Crawford, Alexander, third Earl of', gained the battle of
Aberbrothwick, where his father was killed, and after being
emploved as a negotiator, particularlv with England, died
attire a cross

CRAWFORD,

in 1454.

Crawford, David,

fourth Earl of, was also employed in neEngland from 1465 to 1485 ; had the custody
of Berwick Castle in 14~3; was constituted admiral of the
fleet fitted out to reduce the earl of Ross, and died in 1489.
Crawford, David, tenth Earl of, was engaged with the earls
of Huntley, Erroll, and Both well, in rebellion in 1589,
gotiations with

for which they were tried and found guilty, but being afterwards pardoned by the king, the earl of Crawford had a
safe conduct to pass through England on bis way to France,
and died in 1607.
Crawford, Ludovick, fourteenth Earl of, signalized himself
during the rebellion, in favour of his sovereign Charles I,
for which he suffered both in his person and estate.
He
continued in arms until the king put himself into the hands
of the rebels, when he went into exile in Spain in 1646,
and died soon after.
Crawford and Lindsay, John, Earl of, a zealous adherent
to Charles I during the rebeUion, was very instrumental in
bringing about the Restoration, and after filling the office
3 R

—
CRE

CRE
of

lord high

treasurer

Scotland,

of

he died in \6~6,

aged so.
William, sixteenth Earl of, and second carl of
Lindsay, was a zealous upholder of the Revolution, who,
after filling the post of president of the council, died in

CRAWFORD,

1698.

CRAWFORD, John,

Earl

eighteenth

of,

and fourth earl of

Lindsay, one of the most valiant soldiers of his time, signalized himself in the imperial army against the French and
the Turks, and afterwards at the battles of Dettingen,
Fontcnoy, &C, and died a lieutenant-general in 1719> at the

His theological works form
in 1590, and died in 1C33.
considerable part of the works of the ' Fratres Poloui.'
(Geog.) a town of Gallia Cisalpina, subsi

CREMONA

quently called Lombardy, and in modern geography tl
capital' of the Cremonese, in the duchy of Milan, standin
in a beautiful plain, about a quarter of a mile from the P
between the rivers Adda and Aglio, 30 miles N. W. Farm:
38 S. E. Milan. Lon. 10' E. lat. 45° 7' N.
History of Cremona.

Cremona, which

Lindsay, Ear! of (Her.) this title, which was
borne by so many distinguished persons of the name of
Lindsay, of whom mention has already been made under
History, became extinct or dormant at the death of the
twentieth earl of Crawford in 1808; but the earl of Balcarras considers himself entitled to inherit it, being lineally
descended from, and the representative of, Alexander,
[Vide Lindsay']
second earl of Crawford.
CRAWFORD (Biog.) or Crauford, David or Daniel, a
Scotch lawyer, of Drunsoy, near Glasgow, was born in
' Memoirs of Scotland,'
Kill':,, and died in 1726, leaving, 1.
3. < History of
2. ' Peerage of Scotland.'
&c. 8vo. 1706.
attributed to
commonly
last
two,
The
Family.'
the Stuart
him, are said to have been written by one George Crawford.

Mantua, we misers nimiiun

Marl.

1

;

died

„ _.

I-

,

of translations from Lucretius, Horace, Ovid, Per&c The Lucretius was published
and an edition of the original by himin 8vo. Oxford, 1682
translation and original were
The
Belf, withnotes, 1695.
printed again in '2 vols. Svo. 1714, 1717, and in 12mo.
The Horace was published in 1684; the Idylfilims
L759.
the Manilius in 1696.
of Theocritus in Svo. 1664
CREIGHTON, David (His/.) of the family mentioned
pally
Bius,

1'lntarch, Manilius,
;

;

under Heraldry, signalized himself at the age of IN,
defeat

f

bis

family

scat

Crum

Castle, CO.

in the

Fermanagh,

with a very inferior force, consisting of his father's tenants
and neighbours, against a body of 6000 chosen men of king
Jamet II, who, learning fhat aflOO KnnwlriHenera were approacliing to the relief of the Castle, raised the siege and
Castle
attempted to retire, hut the gallant defender of the
fires, coma sallv, and placing them between two
pletely routed them.
CRBIOHTON {Her.) a branch of the family of Creighton or
Scotland.
Crichtoh, who were viscounts of Frcndraught, in
Creighton, grandson of the David Creighton be-

making

Abraham

of Crum
fore -mentioned, was created in L768 baron Erne,
177.'; viscount
Castlej and his son John was created in
[Vide
7X.'>Erne}
of
Krno
in
carl
and
Erne,
BRIGHTON, l.»r<l, the title said to he borne by the eldest son
1

<

of the ail of Erne.
iikiciiton (Biog.) vide Cruhlim.
John (Biog.) a writer of Franconia, was born
1

(

Cremona is a bishop's see, stilling
Polyb. I 3 ; Lie. I 20 ; Plin. 1. 3, c. 1
Paul. Diacou. Rer. Longobard. Hist. 1.
Leand. Albert. Descript. Ilal; Cli
Sabell. Ennead. 1. 3

rest of

CRELLIUS,

Lombardy.

of Milan.
Tac. 1. 3

XXX]

Thomas (Biog.) an English poet of Sherboumc,
was bom in 1650, educated at Oxford, and
His works consist princiby his own hands in 1700.

hardships in the time of Vitelliu

through an act of treachery but the garrison, consistii
of French and Irish, who held this city for Philip V
Spain, maintained themselves with such extraordina
In t
valour, that the enemy were obliged to retire.
revolutionary wars this place changed masters with t

keep their place on the stage ; but they are all in occawhere they have passed through

l«mo. 17 7!

vicina Cremona:.

ep. 56'.

8,

Juoera perdiderat miserts vicina Crennma:.

1

in Dorsetshire,

1.

It also suffered great

Gaspar de (Biog.) an artist of Antwerp, was
His ' Centurion alighting
born in 1585, and died in 1 669.
from his Horse to prostrate Himself at the Feet of Christ,'
was highly admired by Rubens.
(RE BILLON, Prosper Joliot de (Biog.) called the iEschylusof France, was born at Dijon in 1674, and died in
Of his works, the ' Atre'us,' and the < Rhadamistus,'
762.

CREFCH,

of this city, stiffen
more in the reig

and was afterwards successively subject to the ravag
and attacks of the Goths, the Slavonians, and the Lor
bards, by which latter it was entirely ruined in 680,
was rebuilt by Frederick Barbarossa in 1284, when it m
governed by princes of its own, bearing the title of vi
It then fell into the hands of the French, tb
counts.
The French V
Venetians, and the dukes of Milan.
sieged it in 16'48, but without success; and in 1702
was surprized by the Imperialists, under prince Euger

CRAYER,

numerous editions. [Vide Plate
Crebii.j.on, Claude Prosper Miol de, son of the preceding,
WBS born in 1707, and died in 1777, leaving several Romances, and Tales, &c. ; all which were collected in 7 vols.

name

the ancient

of Augustus, because its inhabitants took part with At
thony, whence Virgil says
Virg. Eclog. 9, v. 28.

CRAWFORD and

sional request in France,

is

in the time of Annibal, but still

much

age of 48.

still

'

;

1

;

I lid.

Antuj.l.

1,

&C

Ccesar (Biog.) a professor of philosophy
Ferrara and Padua, was born at Cento, in the Modenese,
1550, and died at Padua in 1630, leaving, among his wor
Ferrara, 15ft
1. ' Aminta e Clori, Favola silvestre," 4to.
3. 'II Nascimei*
2. 'De Phvsico Auditu,' fol. 1596.
De Calido Innat
4.
di Venetia,''l2mo. Bergamo. 1617.
5.
De Sensibus et Facultate Appetiva,' 4.
4to. 1626.

CREMONINI,

'

'

1614.

Baron (Her.) of Castle Dawson,
ghan the dignity and title at present enjoyed by
of Dawson. '[Vide Damson']
CREMUTIUS, Cordus (Biog.) vide Gordvs.

CREMORNE,

co.

Moi«

the lam

1

;

CRENIUS, Thomas

(Biog.) a writer of Brandenburgh, vi

born in 1 648, and died in 1728, leaving, 1.
sertationum et Dissertationes Philologies,'
varios

2.

'

Commentationes

3.

'

Musteum Philologicum,' 2

in

vols.

Fasciculi

'

vols.

2

U

•

Hi'.

3 vols. 12r4. 'Thcsaii

Autores,'

12mo.

'

Consilia
Librorum Philologicorum,' 2 vols. Svo.
Methodi Studiorom optime instituendorum,' 3 vols.
Rotterdam and Lugd. Bat. 1692-6. (i. De Furibus Lib
besides many others.
riis,' Lugd. Rat. 12mo. 1705
.'",.

'

1

:

•

•

'

;

(Myth.) Kpiuir, a king of Corinth, and son of Siphus, whose daughter Glauce was married to Jason.
was consumed by the fire with which Medea contrived
Eurip. in Mid.: Apolbd. 1. 1; Bi
destroy her rival.
1. 4;
Hygin. Pah. 25.
Crkon, a son of Menoetius, and brother to Jocasta, the wile
de
mother of CEdipus, who ascended the throne on the
t
of Eteocles and Polynices, the two sons of (EdipUS
A'.sei'
Jocasta, and was afterwards killed by Theseus.
Anth
in
Soph,
Sent, ante Thcb. ; Euripid. in Pheen. ;
Hygin. Fab. 67 Pans. 1. 1Apollod. 1. :i; Diod. 1.

CREON

>

i

I

1

,'

1

;

;

CRE
CREOXTIADES

(Myth-)

CRE

daughter of Creon.

CREOPHILUS

(Biog.) a native of Samos, or Chios, who
Homer with much hospitality. Slrab. 1. 14;
Pans, in Messen.
Creophilus, a Greek historian. At/ien. 1. 8.
CREQUI, Charles de (Hist.) a marshal of France, and one
of the most distinguished commanders in his time, who,
after serving the king both in the field and the cabinet, died
entertained

'

and Croatia

after his

father,

in 980.

grandson of the preceding, succeeded his

II,

fa-

ther, Stephen, in 994-

Crescimiu

who

took the title of
king, succeeded in 1015, and carried on war with the Vwietians for some time.
Crescimir IV, grandson of the preceding, succeeded Stephen II in 1059, and died in 1073, after a quiet reign
III, son of Mirosthlas,

first

CRESCOXIUS

(Ecc.) a bishop of Todi, was sent by pope
Anastasius in 497 as legate to the emperor of the East,
likewise named Anastasius, with a view of procuring a reconciliation of the churches.
Theodor. Led. 1. 1().
Cresconius, or Crisconius, a bishop of Africa in the seventh
century, made a collection of the canons, entitled, ' Concordia Canonum,' Paris, 1609 ; an abridgment having previously been published by Peter Pithou in 1588, it was
reprinted in l66l.
(Myth.) Kpuraxn-rrjc, a son of Aristomachus, recovered the kingdom of Messcne, in Peloponnesus,
by fraud ; but was murdered by Polyphontes, the usurper of
his crown.
Apollod. 1. 2 ; Cic. Tusc. 1. 1, c. 48 ; Paus. I. 2 ;

CRESPHOXTES

of 43.

Paul, who was sent
It is said by Eusebius, Theodoret,
into Galatia. 2 Tim. iv.
Epiphanius, and others, that Crescens preached in Gaul.
The Latins keep his festival on the 27th of June, the
Hicron. in Catal. ; Baron. Anna!.
.S'.
Greeks on July 30.
ann. 110.
CRESCEXTIO, Marcellinus (Ecc.) a descendant of one of
the most noble and ancient families of Rome, was nominated
created a carto the bishopric of Marsieo by Clement VII
dinal in 15-12 by Paul III ; and died in 1552.
Crescentio, Alexander, a patriarch of Alexandria in 1670,
was created cardinal by Clement
and of Antioch in 1(>71
in 1675 ; nominated bishop of Loretto and Recanati in 1675;
and died in 1688.
CRESCENTIUS, Xumantianus (Hist.) a Roman patrician
in the 10th century, having made himself master of the
castle of St. Angelo, at Rome, exercised so much oppression
there as to compel the pope, John XV, to seek his safety in
flight.
He was afterwards taken by the troops of the emperor Otho III, and thrown down from a tower, his body
Leo. Oslien. Hist. 1. 2 ; Sigon.
being afterwards hanged.
Hist.
Baron. Annal. ann. 985, &c.
Cbbscbntius, Peter (Biog.) or De Cresccntiis, a lawyer of
Bologna in the 13th century, was the author of < Ruralia
Commoda,' &c. fol. August. 1471 ; the Italian translation in fol. 1478;
but the best editions are that of
Cosmo Giunta, 2 vols. 8vo. 1605; and that of Xaples,
(Bibl.)

a

disciple

of St.

;

X

;

;

1724.

CRESC IMBEXI, John Mario

(Biog.) a poet and historian
Ancona, was born in 1663, and died in
172S, leaving, 1. ' Canzone per la Xascita del Seren. Real
Principe di Vallia,' &c. 8vo. Rome, 1688.
2. 'L'Ehio,
Favola Pastorale,' 4to. Rome, 1695.
3. ' Rime di Alfesibeo

of Macerata, in

(that was his academical name,) 12nio. Rome, l6j)5,
1704, and 8vo. 1723.
4. ' L'Istoria della volgar Poesia,'
Cario,'

Rome, I69S, 1714. 5. ' Commentarii di GiovanniMario Crescimbiui,' &c. 2 vols. 4to. 1702, 1710. 6. Xotitie
Istoriche di diversi Capitani illustri,' 4to. Rome,
1704.
7. 'L'Arcadia di Giov. Mar. Crescimbeni,' 4to. Rome, 17098. ' Breve Xotizia dello Stato antico e moderno dell' Adunanza de gl' Arcadi,' 12mo. Rome, 1712. Q. ' L'Istoria
della Basilica di Sillaria in Cosmedin di Roma,' 4to. Rome,
1715.
10. ' L'Istoria dell' antichissima Chiesa di S. Giovanni Avanti Porta Latina di Roma,' &c. 4to. Rome, 1716.
11.
Le Prose degli Arcadi,' 3 vols. 8vo. Rome, 1718.
12. ' Xotizie de gli Arcadi Morti,' 3 vols. Svo. 1720-21 ;
besides others on the same subjects.
4to.

'

'

CRESCIMIR

and died
Chescimir

Ducange, Fam. Byzant.

in 1638.

Crequi, Francis Marquis de, a marshal of France, who was
engaged in all the wars winch raged in France from 1655
to the period of his death in HiS" ; during which period he
distinguished himself by his fidelity and vigilance, and rose
to the highest rank in the army.
Crequi, Anthony de (Ecc.) of the same family as the preceding, was nominated to the bishopric of Xante's, which he
exchanged for that of Amiens in 1561 ; was created a cardinal by Pius IV in 1565; and died in 1574, at the age

CRESCEXS

mir, reigned over Dalmatia

a son of Hercules by Megara,

(Hist.) a

name common

kings of Dalmatia and Croatia.
Lbescijiir I, grandson of king Paulimir,

to

Hygin. Fab. \:',~.
Baptist (Biog.) an artist, otherwise known
by the name of Cerano, the place of his nativity, was born
in L557> and died in 1633.
One of his best pictures is the

CRESPI, John
Madonna

Milan.

C'REsn, Joseph Maria, an

La Spagnuolo, was bora

of Bologna, sometimes called
and died in 1747- He-

artist

in 1665,

was in the employ of the grand duke Ferdinand, and rose
to eminence in the profession.
Crespi, Antonio and Lewis, sons of the preceding, were also
artists, but
never rose to the eminence of their father.
Lewis wrote, among other things, the Supplement, or third
volume of the ' Felsina Pittrice,' and died in 1779-

CRESSY

(Biog.) or Crcssey, Hugh Paulin, a writer of the
Romish church, descended from an honourable family of
Xottinghamshire, was born at Wakefield in 1605, educated
at Oxford, and died in 16'74, after having left the protestant
He wrote, 1. ' A Son est Infor the Romish communion.
ventus returned to Mr. Edward Bagshaw's Enquiry and
vainly boasted Discovery of the Weakness in the Grounds
of the Church's Infallibility,' Svo. 1662.
2. '
Letter to
an English Gentleman, dated July 6, 1662, wherein Bishop

A

Morley is concerned,' &c.
no Xovelties,' Svo. 1663.
Britany,' fol. Roanne, 1668

•

3.

4.
;

Roman Catholic Doctrine,The Church History of

'

besides

some controversial tracts

against Stillingfleet.

(Gcog.) or Crecy de Ponthieu, a small town of
France, in Lower Picarely, 100 m. X. Paris, which is celebrated by the victory gained in 1346, by Edward III of
England over Philip II of France.
(Bibl.) Kpi)r, b the island near which St. Paul
sailed, and whither he sent his beloved Titus to preach,
charging liim to rebuke the Cretans severely. Acts xxvii.

Cressy

CRETA
Tit.

Creta

i.

2.

(Geog.) or

islands in the

Horn. Odyss.

1.

now

Crete,

Egean

Candia, one of the largest

Sea.

9-

Kptjrti rig ydi (Vi

fii<rui

ivi oivoiri Kovrift

Ka\t'i Kai Trittpa TTtpippvrog.

some princes or
It

and son of Tiesce-

del Rosario.

Crespi, Daniel, an artist, related to the preceding, under
whom he first studied, was born in 1592, and died ia 1626,
leaving many specimens of his superior skill that might vie
with the best of Titian's, as is said, particularly his Takin;
Down from the Cross, in the church della Passione, at

was caUed

ti.aro/u7ro\ic,

the poets refer.
3 r2

from

its

hundred

cities,

to

which

;

!

CEI

CRE
CREVIER,

I lor. Epod. 10.
stut

a

:

centum nobilem Cretam urbibus

ille

Ventis iturus non suis.

John Baptist Leivis (Biog.) an historian at
critic of Paris, was born in I69S, and died in 1765, leavin:
1. An edition of Livy, with notes, 6 vols. 4to.
which h;
been reprinted in 8vo. and 12mo. 2. A continuation
Rollins's Roman History.
3.
Histoire des Empereu
Romains jusqu' a Constantin,' (i vols. Ho. 1756. 4. 'Hi
toire de l'Universite de Paris,' 7 vols, 12mo.
5. ' Observ)
tions sur l'Esprit des Lois.'
(i.
Rhctorique Fran list
2 vols, 12mo. 1765 reprinted 1787;

Med.

Since, in

1

Urbibus centum spaciosa Creta.
Its

magnitude and

Horn.

'

fertility are also

alluded

to.

13, v. 453.
Kpjjrp tv ivptiy.

II.

1.

'

Senec. in Hippo!.
O magna vasti Creta

;

CRETHEIS

(Myth.) otherwise called Hippolyle, or Astyadt
QVide Astyadamia~\
mia.
CREUSA {Myth.) a daughter of Creon, king of Corint

drm'utatrixfreti

Cujus per omne littus inuumerte rates
Tenuere pontum, quidquid Assyria tenus
Ttllure Nereus pervium rostris secat.

Jupiter, as

some authors

Corybantes.
Dionys. Per.

500.

v.

£'

'Eyyu'Oi

Kpjri) ripqitrva

JloWn

was educated there by the

report,

avriji (Carpathi sdl.)
Aiiic

peydXoio nQtivn

Pans. 1. 10.
C'reusa, a daughter of Erectheus, king of Athens, and moth

re Xnraptj re Kai evfioroc..

1. 3, v. 104.
Creta Jovis magui medio jacet insula ponto

Virg. JEn.

Mons

IdiEUS ubi, et

Centum urbes

genth cunabula

Lucan.

Jam

for the use of the

dilecta Jovit centenis venit in

bow.

arma

Creta vetus populis, Gnossasque agitare sogittis
Docta, uec Eois pejor Gtrrtyna sagittis.

Virg. in Cir.
Attica Crettti sternebat rura sugitti.

But they were proverbially
Callimach.

Hymn,

liars.

in Jov.

KpijrtQ dti iptvrai Kai yap rdipov, w dva, alto
Kpijrtc irtarnvavro, rru £'«' Qdvic, iuni yap alii.

Ovid. Amor.

3, el.

1.

1

0.

omnia

Cretes erunt testes, nee Jingunt

Cretes,

Cretes, nutrito terra svperba Jove.

Lvcan.

871.

v.

8,

1.

Atque

erit

also addicted to guilty pleasures.

Virg. JEn.

Mguflrii

Clytium

infeiii

nova gaudia Cydon.

od. 86.

1,

1

Cressd ue enreat pulchra dies notd.

The principal towns of Crete were Gnossus, Gortinia,
Cydon, Dictynna, or Dictamnum, &c. [Vide Candia"]
History of Crete.
Crete was happy under the government of Minos, who left
wholesome laws and regulations, that were soon after subverted by democratical usurpers; these caused incessant
commotions in the island until it fell under the power of
the Romans, A. C. 66', after a war of three years, in
which the inhabitants were driven to the utmost straits.
After their surrender to Metellus they were, for some
time, required only to furnish a certain number of
bowmen, and were left to enjov their own laws. QVide
Candia] Herod. 1. 1, c. i;:;
Tkucyd, 1. 3; Pofoi. 1. 4;
Sir,,/,. 1.
Hi; Mel. 1. 2; Vol. Max. 1.7; Plin. 1. 4;
;'

Vtnl.

Crkta

:'•

I

(

apitolin. Sfc.

the

distinguished

medals of
the

Fasti.

(Siiinis.)

which

cysta

this

island

mystica,

type
the

was

used

is

li

/'"JrT

>

:

and

argent, a cross tleure sable, charj

third, for Offley,

with a

1

lion passant of tin- field.

First, Crewe, out of a ducal coronet a lion's gap.
Second, a demi-lion issuant from a wreath, holding asjj
in his paw.
On the dexter a lion, on the sinister a griffi
Supporters.
" Xon inferiora secutus."
Motto.

Crests.

Crewe,

of Caulke Abbey, eo. Derby, the name of a fan y
which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baroi
the ar
conferred in 1626 on Sir Henry Harpur Crewe
&c. of which are as follow
Arms. Argent, a lion rampant, and border engrailed sab
1. For Harpur,
Crests.
a boar passant or, gorged wit'
ducal coronet gules. 2. For Crewe, out of a ducal core *
.

i,

;

or, a lion's

in

bratingthe orgies, which
frequently accompanied
with tin Berpentg, as in the
annexed figures, on the obverse and n

a

,

,

Dttm

Crete abounded with chalk, thence called in Latin Creta,
with which the Romans noted their fortunate days.

Hor. L

1

,

10.

1.

1

I

Kgi/ptus populisfortasse nepotum
Mogni tumulo, quam Creta Tonantis.

Tarn mendax

And

of Janus by Apollo.
John (Hist.) in the county of Northampton,
the family mentioned under Heraldry, continued faithf
to his sovereign during the usurpation, and contributed 1
best endeavours towards the restoration of his successor, f
which he was honoured with the peerage.
Crewe, Nathaniel (Ecc.) fifth son of John, lord Crewe,
Stene, was born in 1633, and educated at Oxford, where
took lus degrees of A. B. and A. M. 1655, and 1658, a
that of LL. D. in 1663.
He was elected bishop
Oxford in 1-671, translated to the see of Durham in 16*
and died in 1 720, having filled the office of a bishop
fifty years, three months, and two days.
He was a gnbenefactor to Lincoln college, whereof he had been fellc
and rector, and laid out large sums in beautifying
palace at Durham.
Crewe (Her.) the name of a family, which was so cal
from the township of Crewe, in the parish of Barthoml
in Cheshire, where Thomas de Crewe became possessed of 1
knight's fee in 1288: John Crewe, esq. before-mention
his descendant, was for his loyalty created, 13 Charles
lord Crew, of Stene; which title became extinct in 1721, t
the death of Nathaniel, the third lord, who was bishor f
Durham, before-mentioned. It was revived in the perl
of John Crew, of Crew Hall, who was the descendant
the female line of another branch of the family, and 1 9
created a baron in 1806; the title, arms, &c. of which i
as follow
Crewe, lord Crewe, of Crewe, in Cheshire.
Title.
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth, for Crewe, autre, a l'l
rampant of the field, armed and langued gules : seci I

CREWE,

nostrir.

184.

v.

3,

1.

;

habitant magnas, uberrima regna.

The Cretans were famous

QVide Glauce~]
Cheusa, a daughter of Priam and Hecuba, and wife of .Enea
who was transported from her husband on the night th
Troy was taken, and carried by the goddess Cybele to h
temple, of which she made her priestess.
Virg. /En. 1. i

gamb

argent.

CRICHTON,

William, Lord (Hist.) of the family nicntio B
under Heraldry, made a conspicuous figure in the reigntf
James I and II, of Scotland, lie went into Fnglancd
12 4 to conduct .lames
home ; was appointed HighClw
1

cellor

I

of Scotland at the accession of

James

II

;

sent

t

a

CRI

CRI
solemn embassy to France in 1448, to renew the alliance
with that country, and to conclude the marriage of James II
with Man-, daughter of Arnold, duke of Gelder ; and died
in 14.54.

Crichton, William, third
his rebellion against

lord,

James

joined the duke of Albany in

III, for

which he was attainted

by the parliament of Scotland.
Crichton, James, Viscount Frendraught.

|""A

ide

Frcn-

draughf]

Crichton, Robert (Ecc.) of an ancient family of Dunkeld, in
Scotland, was born in 1 JQ3, and educated at Cambridge,
but obliged to leave the country on account of his loyalty.
At the restoration he was promoted to the see of Bath and
His only pubWells, which he held till his death in 1672.
lication was a translation from the Greek into Latin of Sylvester Svguropolus'

history of the council of Florence,

fol.

Hag. 1660.

Crichton (Her.) the name of a Scotch family, assumed from
the barony of Crichton, of which William de Crichton is
mentioned in records as Dominus de Crichton, about 240.
William de Crichton before-mentioned, was created lord
Crichton in 1445 ; and James Crichton, of Frendraught, a
male descendant of this lord, was created, in 16*42, viscount
Frendraught and lord Crichton, which titles became extinct
at the death of Lewis, fourth viscount, in l6p,S.
Crichton, of the above-mentioned family, enjoyed the title
of earl of Caithness, conferred on Sir George de Crichton
in 14:52, but he dying without legitimate issue in 1453, the
earldom of Caithness reverted to the crown.
Crichton, of Sanquhar, another branch of the above-mentioned family, of which was sir Robert Crichton, created
a peer in 14S4, by the title of lord Crichton, of Sanquhar,
and William, seventh lord Crichton, who was further
advanced to the dignities of earl of Dumfries, viscount of
Air,

and lord Crichton, of Sanquhar and Cumneck.

[""Vide

Dumfries']

Crichton, James (Biog.) a Scottish gentleman, said to be
descended from Robert II, of Scotland, was born in 1560,
and was killed at Mantua by his pupil, Vincentio di Gonzaga, the son of the duke.
He has been entitled the
" Admirable Crichton." from his rare endowments of both
body and mind, in all of which he excelled in an equal
degree, being, as is said, capable of disputing in any art' or
science, and in twelve different languages, besides his skill
in riding, fencing, handling the musquet, and the like,
which he had many competitors, but never an equal in any

w

contest.

CRILLON, Lewis

de Berthon de (Hist.) a French general,
distinguished himself in the service of Henry II, at the
Calais, and afterwards at the battles of Dreux,
Jarnac, Moncontour, ecc. where, by his extraordinary valour,
he acquired the title of the ' Brave Crillon,' and died at

who

siege of

Avignon in 1615, aged 74.
Cbillon, Million X. duke de, signalized himself during the
seven years' war in the service of France, but was afterwards
less successful in that of Spain, when he was baffled at the
siege of Gibraltar by the superior skill of Elliot.
He died
at Madrid in 1796, aged 80.
CRIM (Geog.) a town of Crimea, formerly called Cimmerium,
from which the country has taken its name.
CRIMEA (Geog.) or Crim Tartan/, a peninsula of Europe,
bounded on the S. and W. by the Black Sea, X. by the
province of Catharinenslaf, and on the E. by the Sea of
Asoph.
It is divided into two parts by the river Salgir,
which runs from W. to E.
The principal towns are
Simpheropol, the capital, Crim, Caffa, Theodosia, Eupa-

some time in the possession of the Venetians, and afterwards of the Genoese, who were expelled in the fifth
century by the Crim Tartars, whose khans were vassals,
or tributary to the Turks, until the year 1 774, when their
independence was stipulated in the treaty of Cainargi.
In 1783 the Russians took possession of this country,
which was finally ceded to them by the Turks, and has
since been formed into a government known by the name
of Taurida.
CRINESIUS, Christopher (Biog.) a scholar of Bohemia, was
born in 1584, and died in l62<), leaving, 1. '
Disserta' Exercitationes
2.
tion on the Confusion of Tongues.'
3. ' Gymnasium et Lexicon Syriacum/ 2 vols.
Hebraicte.'

A

Lingua Samaritica,' 4to. &c.
(Geog.) or Crimisus, also sometimes spelt Criand Cri?nnisus, Sfc. a river of Sicily, near Segesta,
now Catlabolleta, where Timoleon defeated the Carthaginians.
C. Nep. in Tim. ; I'irg. JEn. 1. 5.
CRIXITUS, Peter (Biog.) or, more properly, Peter Ricci, a
4.

4to.

7nesus,

descendant of the noble family of Ricci, at Florence, in the
fifteenth century, was the author of a treatise, ' De Latinis

and another,
De Honesta Disciplina,' fol.
1505
1520; besides some Latin poetry.
(Biog.) a puritan, was born in 1600, educated
at Cambridge and Oxford, and died in 1642, a favourer of
antinomianism and rebellion.
CRISPE, Sir Xicholas (Hist.) a loyal citizen of London, was
Poetis,'

History of the Crimea.
Crimea, the Chersonesus Taurica of the ancients,

was

for

'

;

Paris,

CRISP, Tobias

born in 1598, and, after devoting his property, his talents,
and his life, to the service of his sovereigns, Charles I and
Charles II, he died in 1665, enjoying the dignity of a
baronet, which

now

is

extinct.

CRISPIN,
and

Gilbert (Hist.) abbot of Westminster in the 11th
12th centuries, was sent on several embassies by king

Henry I, of England, and died in 1117, leaving some
De Fide Eeclesia? contra
works on divinity, of which one,
Juda>os,' was published with Anselm's works, Colonn. 1537,
and Paris, 1678.
Crispin (Biog.) or Crespin, Jo/in, a classical printer of Arras,
who died in 1572, was the author of, 1. A Greek Lexicon,
and reprinted in folio. 2. Histoire des
4to. Genev. 1562
vrais Temoignes de la Verite,' &c fol. ibid. 1570, 1582,
1597, and 1609.
CRISPIXA (Hist.) the daughter of Bruttius Prsesens, a man
of consular dignity, who was married to Commodus, but
afterwards banished to the island of Capraea on a charge of
Lamprid. in Comniud.
adultery, and there strangled.
Crispina (Xumis.) medals are extant of this
empress, bearing her effisrv as in the annexed
fisurerinscriptions.CRISPIXA AUGUSTA
'

'

;

—CRISPIXA AUG. COMMOD. AUG.
—CRISPIXA AUG. IMP. COMMODI
AUG.

;

and on some Greek medals,

BPOYT

KPICIIEIXA CE.— BP. KPICniNA.

in

her family name.
Vaillant.
Prcest. ; Patin. Impp. ; Medio/. Imp. Rom. <J«
CRISPIXUS (Biog.) a Greek historian, wrote the life of
S. Paternius, bishop of Lampsacus. which is given in Latin
in Simon Metaphrastus, Surius and Bollandus.
CRISPO, Tiberio (Ecc.) a cardinal and archbishop of Amalfi,
was employed on several occasions by Paul III, by whom he
was created cardinal, and died in 1.566.
allusion

to

Crispo (Biog.)

or Crispus,

John Baptist,

a poet

and theologian

6th century, was the author of a piece of criticism,
entitled, ' De Ethnicis Philosophis caute Legendis,'
fol.
Rome, 1594 ; besides two orations concerning the war against
the Turks, &C.
in the

1

CRISPUS

tona, &c.

'

CRIXISUS

(Bibl.) a chief of the Jewish synagogue at Corinth,
converted and baptized by St. Paul, A. D. 52. Acts xvii, 8.
and 1 Cor. i, 14. It is said that he was bishop of ^Egina, an
island near Athens.
The Greeks observe his festival on the

CRO

CRI
of October.
Const. A/x>log. 1. ", c. 46; Bailkt, I'ics
det Saint es.
atSPVS, I'lae. Jul. (Hist.) son of Constantine the Great, was
made Cssar by his father, and distinguished himself for bis
v.iluur and his virtues
but was afterwards poisoned by order
of the latter, on the false accusation of his step-mother
1'imrtli

<

;

who charged him with an attempt on her virtue.
Eutrop. Hint. Rom. ; Zosim. Hist. 1. 2 ; Ammiiin. Mar1. 14;
Sozom. Hist. Eeeles. 1. 1 ; Aurcl. J'ict. it I'ir.
I'austa,

cel!.

lUtttt. eye.

Crispus (Xumis.) medals arc extant of this
piince bearing his efligv, as in the annexed

CRISPUS XOBILIS
CRISPUS NOB. CES.

X.

— DX. FL. JUL. CRISPUS NOB.
Med. Imp.

Beg. T/ics.
Byzunt.

;

Sanguinis a Partibus Corporis infirmis,' &c. 4to. 1682.
Sinus (Geog.) a bay on the coasts of Peloponnear Corinth ; called also Sinus Corinthiacus, now
the Bay of Salona, which received its name from Crissa, a
Phocis.

CRITHEIS

(Biog.) the mother of Homer, by some person
afterwards married Phemius, of Smyrna,
according to Herodotus.
CRITIAS (Hist.) Kptriac, one of the thirty tyrants of Athens,
who had been a disciple of Socrates. Xenopli. Hel. 1. 2,
.;
Civ. de Oral. 1. 2
Corn. Xep. in Thrasyb. eye.
( liiriAs (Biog.) author of a treatise on government.
Poll.
(Jnom. L 7
At/ten. 1. 1 1 ; .V. Chrysostom. Strom. 6.
CRITO (Biog.) a disciple of Socrates, who composed some
dialogues, now lost.
Cic. Tusc. 1. 1 ; Diog. Laert. 1. 2.
<
Snidas.
rtto, an historian of Naxus.
(Hist.) a general of Phocis, who was at the
battle of Thcrmopvhe, between Antiochus and the Romans.

unknown, who

;

;

CRITOBULUS
/'."/.v.

10.

1.

1

CkitobuI/US (Biog.) a physician in the reign of Philip, of
Macedonia, who dexterously drew an arrow from the king's
eye supposed to be the same as the physician mentioned by
ins and Arrian. I'/in. 1. 4, c. 37; Q. Curl. 1. 9; Arrinti.
Exped. Alex. 1. 4.
CRITODEMUS (Biog.) an historian coteraporary with Be;

1'lin.

1.

56.
(Hist.)

;

;

8vo. Amst. 16{)5, and translated into English under the tit'
2. ' Homerus Hi
of ' History of the Quakers,' 1696.
braicus,' &e.
CRCESUS (Hist.) Kpinaor, son of Alyattes, the last king J
Lydia, of the race of the Memnads, is celebrated in histoi
He thought himself til
for his wealth and his misfortunes.
happiest of mortals, until he was instructed otherwise c
Solon, who declared that no man could be pronounced happj
until he

when

was

Csesar

CRITOLAUS

in

a

Gaul.

celebrated

warrior of Alesia,

C(SS. de Hell. Call.

1.

Croesus

felt

the force of this truth, an

on Solon, when, conquered by Cyru
dominions, he was ordered by the
be burnt alive. Cyrus, struck with his exclamations, an
learning the cause, ordered him to be taken from the burnin
pile, and admitted him into the number of his friends.
Oeid. de Pont. 1. 1,
stript of his

\

Divitis audita i$i cai

mm

opultittia

Oa'ii?

Martial. 1.11, cp. 6.
Ardna res hue est, opjfau van tradtn
1
Cratta ncarfe, etse Human.
ana

m

Juvcn. Sat. 10.
Fettino ad nostrot, et regem

7.

It Crastim,

(Hist.) a citizen of Tcgea, in Arcadia, who
brothers, fought against the three sons of

<t,l

two

with
Damostratus, in order to terminate a war between the two
'i'li
and when his two brothers were killed, he alone
his

was dead.

called out frequently

and

1

7, c.

act

it was governed by princes, who styled themselves dor
or dukes; afterwards kings, subject to the emperors of th
east, of which was Borna, in 817
Ladusclas, his grandsoi
in 821 ; Mixlas, Tirpimir, in 837
Mislas, or Crcscim:
the son of Tirpimir, in whose reign Crepimir, king of DaJ
matia, drove the French from Croatia, and left it to 1
governed by its bans, of whom was Crescimir III, wb'
styled himself king.
In 1087, Croatia became subject I
the Hungarians, and was finally united to that kingdor
Conslinilin. Porphi/rog. Hist. Emp. ; Presby
in 11(12.
Diocl. Hist. Da/mat. Du Cams. Earn. Bt/zant.
CROCUS, Richard (Biog.) vide Crake.
CROESE, Gerard (Biog.) a Protestant divine of Amsterdam
was born in 1642, and wrote, 1. ' Historia Quakerism

I

(RITOGXATUS

During the middle

a part of Illyria and Sclavonia.

Salluslius.

nesus,

.

He died in 1574.
(Myth.) KfMoci a son of Coelus and Terra, who marrie
Eurybia.
Hesiod. Theetgn. v. 375.
CROATIA (Geog .) a province of the Austrian empire, wit
the title of a kingdom, extending from the river Drave t
the Gulf of Venice, between lat. 44° and 4tj X., bounde
on the E. by Sclavonia and Bosnia, and W. by Carniola an
Syria.
It is almost covered with mountains, the princip;
of which are the chains nf Plissivicsa, Willebit, and Cs
pella, &c.
The principal rivers are the Save, the Dravi'
and the Culpa, &c. Its two principal towns are Carlstac
cardinal in 1565.

CRI US

History of Croatia.

CRISS.EUS,

(

nuncio into Spain, and created

Croatia, the name given to this country by the Greeks, w.
called by the Romans l.iburniii, and subsequentlv forme

Fam.

CRisrus, vide Critpo.
Crispus, John, a physician of Trapano, in Sicily, in the 17th
century, wrote ' De Aquis Thermalibus,' &c. published- by
his son Anthony, who follows.
Crispus, Anthony, son of the preceding, and a physician, who
died in HiSS, wrote, 1. ' In Lethargum Febri Supervenientem Acutre,' &c. 4to. Panorm. 1668. 2. ' De Sputo

town of

as

C. &c.

Dueling.

Crispus Sallustius (Biog.) vide

he was sent

and Agram.

figure; inscriptions,

CESAR.— D.

whom

Horat.

1.

1, ep.

gum

uoa

trmtto Pontf,

Jwti fanmia !M

IflngG jussit sputia ulif

II.

Quid Cnrsi regia Sardis!

;

I

ml

It is said thai be poisoned
beaten at Therinopyhu, by C.
Poli/h. Excerpt. Leg. c. 144; Cic. lie Xal. Dtnr.
tellus.
3, c. 38 ; I.ir. r.pit. 1. 52 ; Flor. 1. 2 ; P/ut. in Paif

M
1.

his three adversaries.

after

having been

me
Cell.

1.

|),

Justin.

1. 1, c. 7 ;
1
Sir Richard (Hist.) of
Heraldry, was at the battle of
Edward IV, and took prince
1.

;

CROFT.

Hcnrv VI,

rallel. Sec.

Chitolai's,

Herod.

a

Greek

person
e.

CRIVELLI,

.",
;

historian,
is

and a philosopher, but whether
Pint, in Parall. c. 6
Aul.

doubtful.

;

Vott. &C.

Alexander (Pee.) of the family which gave birth
to |">pe Urban III, at first bore arms in the service of
Charles V, to whom he was very useful, but afterwards
devoting himself to an ecclesiastical life, he was nominated
to the see of Curiate and Girace, in Naples, by Pius IV, by

Pint, in Salmi.

the family mentions
Tewkesbury, in the time
Edward, the eldest bod
whom, upon proclamation and prnmi

1

1

prisoner ;
of safety for his person, he produced ; but he had no bar'
in the barbarous murder of that prince.
ChOFT, Herbert (Ere.) of the same family as the precedifl

educated at Oxford, and after sntlcrir
was, at the Restoration, promoted
which he chose to retain till bis ileal
He wrote, I. 'The Xaked Truth, or the Tn
in 1691.
State of the Primitive Church,' 4to. which recommends

was born

much

in 1603,

for his loyally,

the see of Hereford,

;;

CRO

CtlO

the Church of England to accommodate itself to the humours of sectarians; and was therefore, though but a small
The answers to this
pamphlet, much read and admired.
pamphlet were not treated so courteously. 2.
A Letter
written to a Friend concerning Popish Idolatry.' 3. Legacy
to his Diocese,' &c. 4to. besides some Sermons, &c.
Cboft (Her.) the name of a family of Croft Castle, co. Hereford, where it has been seated from time immemorial, and

of Usey, in France, who died in 1659, "'as the author o{>
2. ' Specimen Conjecturarum
1. ' Augustin Suppose,' &rc.
in qurcdam Origenis Iremei et Tcrtulliani Loca,' 1632.
3. ' Observations Sacra; et Historical in Xov. Test.' 1644.
CROIX, du Maine Francis dc Grade la (Biog.) a nobleman,
who was born in the province of the Maine in 1552, wrote,
1. ' La Recherche des Bibliotheques, ou Cabinets les plus
renommes de France,' &c. 4to. Mans. 1579- 2. ' Desseins
ou Projets de Sieur de hi Croix du Maine,' &c.
(Hist.) or Crook, Sir Georsc, third son of sir John
Croke, of Buckinghamshire, was born in 1576, educated at
Oxford, and after studying law at the Inner Temple, and passing through several offices in that Inn, was created one of
the justices of the Common Pleas in 1624, and justice of
the King's Bench in 1628, and died in 1641. The Reports'
of sir George Croke have obtained the greatest authority, and
have passed through several editions ; those of 1657, I60S,
and l66l, are called the first edition; the second of I669 is
in 3 vols. fol. ; the third in l6'83 or 16S5, in 3 vols. fol. was
translated and published by Iris son-in-law, sir Harbott'.e
Grimstone ; the fourth and last edition in 4 vols. Svo.
1790-92. An abridgment of Croke's Reports in three parts.
Svo. was published by William Hughes, esq. in 1685.
Chokk, Richard (Biog.) called in Latin Crocus, a Greek
scholar, was born in 1506, and educated at Cambridge ; and
after teaching Greek at Oxford, he died in 1558, leaving.
1. ' Oratio de Grajcarum
Disciplinarum Laudibus.' Ho.
2. ' Introductions ad Gracam Linguam,' 4to. Co1519lonn. 1520.
3. ' In Ausonium Annotations.'
4. ' Ele-

'

'

from which, in all probability, the name is derived. Of this
family was sir Richard Croft, knight, before-mentioned
from whom descended sir Herbert Croft, son of the bishop,
and son of sir Herbert Croft, knight, mentioned under
Biography, who was created a baronet in 16~1.
The arms,
&c. of this family are as follow
Quarterly, per fesse indented, azure and argent
in the first quarter a lion passant guardant or.
griffin sejant proper.
Crest.
:

Arms.

'

A

" Esse quam videri."
Motto.
Cboft, of Cowling Hall, co. York, a branch, no doubt, of the
same family, which also enjoys the dignity and title of a
baronet, conferred in

181S on

sir

John

Croft.

Cboft, Sir Herbert, Knight (Biog.) of Croft Castle, in Herefordshire, was educated at Oxford, knighted by king James I,
and died in 1622, in the Roman Catholic persuasion, after
having been 50 years a Protestant.
He wrote, 1 ' Letters
persuasive to his Wife and Children to take upon them the
Catholic Religion,' 12mo. Douay, 1619.
2.
Arguments
to show that the Church Communion with the See of Rome
is the true Church, against Dr.
Field's Four Books of the
Church,' Kil93. ' Reply to the Answer of his Daughti r
Mary, which she made to a Paper of his, sent to her concerning the Roman Church,' 12mo. 1619.
Three of his
sons were colonels in the army of Charles I, the eldest of
whom, William, who was knighted, was killed in battle in
.

'

menta Gr. Gram.' 5. ' De Yerborum Construction. &c
George Mackenzie, Earl of (Hist.) of the
family mentioned under Heraldry, entered zealously into
the cause for bringing about the Restoration, for which he
raised forces under the commission of his majesty Charles I
was appointed one of the Lords of Session in 1 66l ; JusticeGeneral of Scotland in 1678 ; and died Lord Justice-General
in 1714, after having heartily concurred in the Union.
Among his works as an author are, 1. A Yindication of
King Robert III, from the Imputation of Bastardy,' 4to.
Edinburgh, 1695. 2. The mistaken Advantage by raising
of Money,' 4to. Edinburgh, 1706.
3.
Friendly Return
to a Letter concerning Sir George Mackenzie's and Sir John
Xisbct's Observations and Responses' on the Matter of
Union, 4to. Edinburgh, 1706. 4.
Synopsis Apocalvptica,'
5.
&c. 4to. Edinburgh, 1707Historical Account of the
Conspiracy of the Earl of Gowrie,' Sec. Svo. Edinburgh,
1713.
6. 'A Vindication of the Same,' ece. Svo. Edin'

CROMARTY,

;

1645.

Croft, William, a musician of Xethereatington, in Warwickshire, was born in 1657, and died in 1727, leaving such a
reputation that his memory has been honoured with a
monument in Westminster Abbey. He published, 1
Di.

Harmony,' &c. to which
Church Music,' 1712. 2.

vine
of

is
•

prefixed

Musica

'

A

brief

'

'

Account

Sacra,' &c. 2

'

vols.

'

1724.

CROFTOX

(Her.) the name of a family which settled in
Ireland in the time of queen Elizabeth, when George
Crofton, esq. co. Devon, obtained considerable grants of
lands in the counties of Roscommon and Lcitrim.
His
eldest son, sir Edward, was created a baronet in l6Gl, which
became extinct at the death of the sixth baronet, but was
revived in 1745, in the person of Marcus Lowther, esq. who
having married Catherine Crofton, assumed the name and
arms of that family.
His son sir Edward married Anne,
daughter and sole heiress of Thomas Croker, of Backweston,
in Kildare, esq. who was in 1 797 created baroness Crofton,
of Mote, co. Roscommon.

'

'

burgh, 1714.

Cho.uautv, George, third Earl

on

sir

sir

ejected

from his firing of St. Botolph, near Aldgate, after tlie Restoration, and died in 1672, having engaged warmly in the
troubles and mischiefs of the times.
CROFTS, William Lord (Hist.) the lineal descendant of an
ancient family of Saxliam, in Suffolk, being in the confidential employ of Charles II, was raised to the dignity of
the peerage, but died without issue in 1677, when the title
became extinct.

CROIUS

(Biog.) or

De

Croi, John, a

Protestant clergyman

engaged in the insurrec-

in

also his son.

Morgan Crofton.

Edward Crofton, baronet, before-mentioned, was

of,

1745, in favour of prince Charles, for whom he
raised 400 of his clan, who were with him at the battle.
Being surprised and taken prisoner, he was brought before
the House of Lords, when he pleaded guilty, and was sentenced to die ; but the sentence was not put into execution ;
and he died in 1766, after having received a pardon, as did
tion

Crofton, of Mohill, co. Lcitrim, a branch of the above-mentioned family, descended from Henry, fourth son of the
above-mentioned George Crofton, esq. which at present
enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1801
Crofton, Zachary (Biog.) a nonconformirt, and son of

CROKE

i

Cho.marty, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoved by the
family of Mackenzie, which was conferred in 1703 0:1
George Mackenzie above-mentioned, who was created lord
Macleod and Castlehaven, viscount of Tarbat, and earl of
Cromarty.
These titles became all extinct at the death of
John, lord Macleod. QYide Mackenzie^
CROMER, Martin (Ecc.) bishop of Varmia, in Poland,
after cardinal Hosius, died in 1589, leaving a History of
Poland, in 30 books, to the vear 550.

CROMWELL,

Thomas, Earl'qf Esscv (HUt.) vide Essex.
Oliver, the regicide, who, after imbruing his
hands in the blood of his king, usurped the supreme power
of England, under the title of protector ; was bom of an
ancient if not a respectable family in 1599; educated at

Cromwell,

1

CRO
Oxford
and the

and

;

CTE

after displaying great abilities both in the field

cabinet, died in 1658, leaving the reputation of B
great statesman, but a very bad man, whose talents, if rightly
employed, might have rendered him a blessing to his country instead of a curse.
[Vide Plate XVIII]
Cromwell, Richard, son of the preceding, who inherited
neither the ambition nor the talent of bis father, was contented to resign a power which he could no longer hold, and
died in the obscurity which was suited to his condition in
1762, at the age of 40.
Cromwell {Her.) vide Essex.
Cromwell, Lord, the title conferred on Gregory Cromwell,
son of Thomas, carl of Essex, by which he was summoned
to parliament in 1539' His great grandson, Thomas, fourth
lord Cromwell, was created in 1625 viscount Lecale, and in
1644 earl of Ardglass. The Irish titles became extinct in
1687, at the death of Vere, seventh lord Cromwell, and
fourth earl of Ardglass.
The English barony has lain dor-

mant.

CRONSTADT,

Axel Frederick (Biog.) a Swedish minerawas born in Sudermania in 1722, and died in 1705.
His principal work, well known in England by the title of
An Essay towards a System of Mineralogy,' was originally
published in 175S; and the English translation, by Emanuel da Costa, in Svo. 1770; and in 2 vols. Svo. 1788,
logist,

'

greatlv enlarged.

CROOKE
CROONE

(Biog.) vide Crottne.
(Biog.) or de la Cruse, Michael, an English artist in
the reigns of Charles I and II, who was particularly eminent in copying paintings.
He copied a Madonna of
Raphael's, in St. Mark's church, with such correctness that
he was enabled to remove the original without immediate

things of inferior importance.
Robert (Biog.) a divine, and poet of Gloucesterwho died in 1588, published, among other things?
1. * The Psalter and Litany," translated into popular rhyme
1 5492. ' The Voice of the Last Trumpet by the Seventl
Angel,' 1549.
3. ' Epigrams,' 1.550, and twice reprinted
5. 'The School'
4. • Dialogue between "Lent and Liberty.
of Virtue and Book of Good Nature,' 1588, &c.
CB.OWNE, John (Biog.) a dramatic writer, and son of ar.
independent minister of Nova Scotia, was the author of 1"
plays, some of which were acted with success, as the
Cit\
Politics,' ' Sir Courtly Nice,' &c.
Samuel (Biog.) a poet, and son of Samue
Croxall, rector of Hunwortb, in Middlesex, and Walton
upon-Thames, died in 1 752, leaving, among other tilings
' The Vision,' a
poem, 1715; and The Fair Circassian,

CROWLEY,
shire,

'

CROXALL,

'

4to. 1720,

&c

CROZE,

(Bios.) a French writer
and died in 1739, leaving
1.
Dissertations Historiques sur divers Sujets,' Svo. Rot
terdam, 1707, called Vol. I, but no more were pub
2.
Vindicis Veterum Scriptorum contra Hardoui
lished.
num,' 8vo. ibid. 1708. 3. ' Entretiens sur divers Sujet
4. ' Histoire du Chrid'Histoire,' Svo. Cologne, 1712.
5.
Histoire di
tianisme des hides,' Svo. Hague, 1724.
Christianisme d'Ethiope et d'Armenie,' Svo. ibid. 1739
besides other pieces in MSS, one of which, ' Lexicoi
/Kgvptiaco Latinum,' was published by Woide, 4to. Oxon

Matthurin Veyssiere
Nantes, was born in HiOl,

la

'

'

1775.
George (Biog.) a protestant of Mersburg, wa,
born in 1575, and died in lG.'id, leaving ' Harmonia Lin
guarum quatuor Cardinalium, Hebraic*, Grime, Latins, c.

CRUCIGER,

detection.

Cross, Lewis, another painter, who died in 1724, no less
skilled in copying than the former.
He repainted a little
picture of Mary, queen of Scots, which was looked upon
or Cross, John, a Franciscan friar, and
chaplain to James II, published, among other things, ' Cynosura, or the Miserere Psalm paraphrased," ' Divine

(Biog.)

Poems,' &c.
(Geog.) now Cortona, or Croiona, a town of
Etruria, at the mouth of the Lacus Thrasvmenus.
Herod.
1. 7 ;
Lie. 1. 9 ; PUn- I 3
Polyb. 1. 3 ; Dionys. Hal. 1. 1
Ptol. 1. 3 ; Cluv. Antiq'. Ital. 1. 2, &c.
CP.QUNE (Biog.) Croone, or Croin, William, a physician of
London, was educated at Cambridge, and died in 1684,
leaving bis Theory of Muscular Motion,' and other papers,
which were published in the Philosophic.il Transactions. He
left to Emanuel, and six other colleges at Cambridge, a Mini
of money to found algebra lectures, the first of which was
read in 1738.
CROUSAZ, John Peter de (Biog.) a mathematician and
philosopher, of a noble family of Lausanne, was born in
1663, and died in 1750, leaving, 1. Systeme de Reflections
<|.i peuvent contribuer a la Nettete et a 1'Etude de 110s
2.
Traite
uuissames,' 2 vols. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1712.
IJeau," &c. 2 vols. 12mo. Amsterdam, 171-3S.
De
du
4.
Exaiuen
des
2
vols.
12mo.
1'Education
Enfans,'
5. 'GeoTraite de la Liberte,' 8vo. Amsterdam, 1718.
metric des Lignes et des Surfaces Rectiligncs et Circulaires,'
svrr. Amsterdam, 1718.
fi.
Summa Logics?,' (ironing. 1721.
7.
Compendium Logics,' Groning. I72,r>.
I),
Physics (JtUitate.' 9. 'Traite d'Algebra,' Paris,
17-')'.
10.
Ex.imen de l'Es.sui sur l'Hommt Poeme de M.
>••,'
1737 and COmmentaire SUX la Traduction en Vers
'!. 1 AbU' du
Resnel de l'Essai de M. Pope.' 12mo.
Geneva, 1733; the first of these was translated by Mrs.
Carter, under the title of ' An Examination of Pope's

CROTONA

;

'

;

'

'

'

1

I

'

<i

•

'

1,

•

*

'

,

'

;

Germanics.

CRUCIUS

as equal to the original.

I

A

'

(Hut.) vide Croke.

CROSS

CROSSE

Essay on Man,' &c. 8vo. 1738. The other was translated
under the title of '
Commentary on Mr. Pope's Principle?
of Morality, or Essay on Man,' &c. Svo. 1741, which were
answered by Warburton. Crousaz published manv othei

(Biog.) or La Croix, James, a writer of Delft ii
the 16'tb century, was the author of a miscellany, publishei
under the title of • Jacobi Crucii Mercurius Batavus, siv.,
F.pistolarum Opus,' &c.
Alexander (Biog.) author of the well-knowi
' Concordance of
the Bible,' was born at Aberdeen in 1 701
and died in 1770. His Concordance was first published ii

CRUDEN,
1

783.

CRUIKSHANK,

William (Biog.) a surgeon and anatomis
of Edinburgh, was born in 1745, and died in 1800, leav;
ing an ' Anatomy of the Absorbent Vessels in the Humai
Body ;' besides some papers in the Philosophical Transac
tii ms.
(Biog.) or Kraus, Martin, an antiquary of Gre
bern, in Bamberg, was born in 1526, and died in 1607
Among his numerous works are, 1. Turko-Grscis Libr

CRUSIUS

•

Octo,' &c.

fol.

Basil,

15S4.

2.

'Acta

et

Scripta Theolo

gorum Wirtembergensium,' &c. fol. Gr. et Lat. 1584
Germano-Grscis Libri VI," fol. 4. Annates Suevici
3.
'

•

Rerum Gestarum.' &c. 2 vols. fol. 1595-96
Corona Anni, hoc est Explicatio Evangeliorum et Epis
tolarum qua; Diebus Dominicis et Festis in Ecclesia propo
nuntur,' &c. 4 vols. 4U>. l602.
Crusius, Christian, a critic of Wollbech, was born in 171
Commentarius dc Origin:
and died in 17(>7. leaving, 1.
!>•,, Pecunis a Pecore ante Signatum," &c. Svo. Petrop. 17*8
3. 'Opus
J.
Probabilia Critica,' &c. 8vo. Lips. 1753.
sive Chronica
5.

'

•

'

Historiam et llumanitatis Literas Spectantia,
ad
Altenburg, 17^7 ; besides contributions to the Germu'
Journals.

CRUSTUMIUM

(Biog.) Cruilunus and Crustumcnius, nov
Conca, a river flowing from the Apennines by Ariminum.
(Mi/th.) K- t uro C) a son of Actor and Molione

CTEATUS

7

;

CUM

CUL
by Hercules

Isthmian games. Horn.
II. 1. 1 3, v. 1 85 ; Apollod. 1. 2 ; Pans. 1. 6.
CTESIAS (Biog.) son of Ctesiochus, an historian and physician of Cnidos, being taken prisoner at the battle of Cunaxa,
between Artaxerxes and Cyrus the Younger, cured the
wounds of the former, and continued his physician for 1
He wrote a History of the Assyrians and Persians,
years.
which is considered to be deficient in authority. Nothing
remains of this but fragments, compiled by Photius, which
are to be found in Wesseling's edition of Herodotus. Diodor.
1.2; Strab. 1. 14; Pint, in Artax.; Alhcn. 1. 12; Phot.
Cod. 62; Voss. de Hist. Grcec. 1. 1, &c; Fab. Bibliot/icc.
Grar.
CTESIBIUS (Biog.) a mathematician of Alexander, A. C.
120, is said to have been the inventor of the pump and
J'itniv. de Arcliit. 1. 9
Plin.
other hydraulic instruments.
Voss. de Scicnt. Math. c. 48.
1. 7 ; Allien. 1. 4 ;
(Hi.tl.)
CTESICLES
Kr£<rt'i.\j/c, an Athenian, who defeated
and killed Mnasippus, a Lacedsemonian, in the island of
Corcyra.
Diodor. 1. 15.

Vno was

killed

at the

',

CTESIDEMUS

(Biog.) a distinguished painter.

Plin.

1.

35,

11.

e.

CTESIPHOX

(Biog.) K-i)<7i<pwf, a friend of Demosthenes,
who persuaded his fellow citizens to present the orator with
a gold crown, in which he was opposed by ^Bschines. The
speeches of /Eschines and Demosthenes against and for Ctesiphon are still extant.
Ctesiphon, a Greek architect, who formed the design for the
temple of Diana at Ephesus. Vitruv. in Praef. L 7 Plin. 1. 7.
Ctesiphon, an historian of Boeotia. Pint, in T/ies.
CTESIPPUS (Biog.) K-i;r7('-7roc, a son of Chabrias, whom
;

Phocian wished to draw from his irregularities.

Pint,

in

CULLUM

(Her.) the name of a family seated at

:

A

(of which he was lord and patron), and Hardwick-House,
which was published as the 23d number of the Bibliotheca
Topographica Britannica,' and reprinted in 1813, with the
addition of seven new plates.
He also left some collections
for the county of Suffolk, published in Mr. Gough's ' Anec'

dotes of British Topography,' vol. ii.
Richard (Biog.) a violent fanatic,

CULMUR,

who wrote an

account of the

Scvthians.

CUDWORTH,

Ralph (Biog.) an English divine of Aller,
was educated at Cambridge, and
among his works, The True Intel-

in Somersetshire, in 1617,

died in 1C88, leaving,

'

System of the Universe,' &c. 1677. translated into
Latin by Mosheim in 1733
the second edition of the English was published in 2 vols. 4to. 1743.
CUERENHERT, Theodore van (Biog.) an engraver, anil a
visionary writer of Amsterdam, was born in 1522, and
died in 1 590.
His works, as a writer, were published in
lectual

;

Xicholas (Biog.) student in physic and ashe styles himself, was born in London in 1616,
and died in 1653. He is well known as the author of the
' Herbal,'
which passed through many editions.
CUM.E (Gcog.) a town of Campania or Naples, which, by
the Greeks, was called Kiiftn, or Kv/xat, and though at present
in ruins, retains its ancient name, and is four miles X. W.
Pozzuolo.
It was founded by a colony from Cumae, a town
of ..Eolia, before the Trojan war. and is celebrated for a
cave which was a residence of one of the Sibyls.
trology, as

JEn.

J'irg.

1.

(Hi.it.)
a scholar of Hinton St. George, in
was born about 1560, educated at Oxford,
where he was Greek professor ; but, being unhappily engaged as secretary to the earl of Essex, he was implicated
in his rash measures, and in consequence arraigned, tried,
condemned, and executed at Tyburn in lfiOl.
He wrote a

Somersetshire,

little

before his death, entitled ' The Differences of
Life, together with the Original Causes,

Ages of Man's

and End

thereof.'

(Biog.) or Cujas, James, a lawyer of Toulouse,
was born in 1520, and died in 1590. His works, in 10 vols,
fol. were published at Paris in 15S4 and 1659.
(Hist.) a king of Scotland, and
son
of Indulf,
was murdered in 970, in the

Lucan.

fifth

accesseris

urbem,

was

1.

5.

Cumana

recessu.

also here that D.-cdalus, after escaping

from the prison in Crete, erected a magnificent temple to Apollo. Cuma
was taken by the Romans, U. C. 335 ; and became, on account of its delightful situation, another Baite to the citizens
of Rome.
Jul: Sat. 3.
Quamiis

digres.su veteris confususamici,

Laudo tamen

lacuis ijuod sedem tigere

Destitut, atque

unum

Janua Baiarum

Cumis

rueni dorian Sibylla.
gratum tittus amceni

en, it

Secessus.

Pind. Pyth. Od. 1 ; Thncijd. 1. 1 ; Dionys. Hal. 1. 7 ; Cic.
ad Font. 1. 9, &C. ; Lie. 1.' 3, &c. Palerc. 1. 1 ; Strab. 1. 5
Marcian. Heraeleot. ; Solin. c. S; Plin. 1.3; Ptol. 1. 3;
Agath. Hist. 1. 1, &c.
CumjE (Xnniis.) medals are
extant of this town, which
are, for the most part, in;

;_'•

annexed figure.
CULLEX, William (Biog.) a physician of Lanarkshire, was
born in 1712, and died in 1790, leaving, 1. ' Lectures on the
Materia Medica,' 1772, and in 2 vols. -ito. 1789. 2. 'Synopsis
Nosologic,' 2 vols. Svo. ; the fourth edition of which was published in 1785.
3. Lectures on the Practice of Medicine,
published under the title of ' First Lines,' 4 vols. 8vo. 1784.
I.

Cumaam

lacus, et Aieriia ionantia sUvis,

Talis in Euboico rates

It

CULEN

VOL.

ubi delatus

Insanaii vatem adspieies.

CUJACUS

year of his reign, by Rohard, thane or
sheriff of Fife, whose daughter the king is
said to have deflowered.
He was succeeded
by Kenneth III. His effigy is given as in the

3.

Hue

Dwuwsaue

CUFF, Henry

Progress,

active

Kingdom by the Abatement of Usury,' 4to. 16*6'S, which
was followed by some other pamphlets on the same subject.

three volumes, folio, 1630.

book a

who was

during the rebellion in defacing the churches, and was ejected
from the living of Minster, in Kent, at the Restoration.
CULPEPER, or Culpepper, Sir Thomas, Knt. (Biog.) son of
sir Thomas Culpeper, of Hollingbourne, in Kent, knt., was
born in 1636, educated at Oxford, and died about the end
of the 17th century, leaving, 1. * Moral Discourses and
Essays upon several Subjects,' Svo. London, 1655. 2. 'Considerations touching Marriage,' 4to.
3. ' A Discourse
showing the many Advantages which will accrue to this

CULPEPPER,

Phocion.

Ctesippus, a Greek historian,

the

Thomdon,

in Suffolk, of which mention is made as early as 1454. This
family at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet,
conferred in 1660 on sir John CuUum, first cousin to sir
The arms, &c. of
Nicholas Crispe, the eminent loyalist.
this family are as follow
Arms. Azure, a chevron ermine, between three pelicans
or, vulning themselves proper.
Crest.
lion sejant or, holding between his paws a column
argent, capital and base of the first.
" Sustineatur.'
Motto.
Cullum, Sir John, Bart. (Biog.) of the family above-mentioned, was born in 1733, educated at Cambridge, and died
in 1785.
He wrote, 1. History of the Parish of Hawstead

scribed KYMAIfiN ;
but
some, as in the annexed figure, bear the inscription

KUMELTERXUM,

KUME LITERXUM.
3 s

or

The

type on the obverse

is

a head

'

CUM

CUN

of Apollo, but the bull with a human face on the reverse is
supposed to represent their god Ebo.
(Hist.) a governor of Juda-a, A. D. 51, who,
being guilty of great oppression, was banished by the emJoseph. Antiq. 1. 20, c. 5.
peror Claudius.
William, iJule of (Hist.) second son of
George II, was born in 1721 ; and, after distinguishing

CUMANUS

CUMBERLAND,

himself at the battles of Dettingen and Fontenoy, but still
more so at that of Culloden, where he defeated the Chevalier
7 -4-6,

he died in 176'5.
Henri/ de Clifford, Earl of, was distinguished
in his early youth by his extravagances, for the support
of which he turned plunderer ; but being afterwards reclaimed, he showed himself a brave and dutiful subject
by the defence of Skipton Castle against Aske, and his
After being
fellow rebels, in the reign of Henry VIII.
at different periods governor of Carlisle, president of the
council in the North, warden of the West Marches towards
Scotland, and lord president of Wales, he was cut off by a
premature death in 1542 at the age of 49Cumberland, George de Clifford, third Earl of, a distinguished navigator, was born in 1558, and died in 1 (>().">,
after having performed nine voyages, mostly to the West
Indies, with great honour to himself, and service to his
queen and country. [Vide Plate XIV]
Cumberland, Duke of (Her.) a title which has at different
times been conferred on members of the royal family.
Prince Rupert, nephew to Charles I, was created duke of
Cumberland in 1644, which honour expired at his death
George, prince of Denmark, was created duke of
in 1682.
Cumberland in 1()89, and died in 1708. The title was revived in the person of prince William, second son of
George II before-mentioned ; and again in the person of
prince Ernest Augustus, fifth son of his late majesty
George III, who in 1799 was created duke of Cumberland
and Tiviotdale, in Great Britain, and earl of Armagh, in
He is a knight of the Garter, chancellor of the
Ireland.
University of Dublin, a lieutenant-general in the army,
The
of the 15 th regiment of light dragoons.
colonel
and
arms of his royal highness are the same as the prince of
Wales, with the omission of the escutcheon of pretence in
the fourth quarter, and the label differenced.
Cumberland, Earl of, a title conferred in 1523 on Henry,
eleventh lord de Clifford, which became extinct on the
death of Henry, the fifth earl, in 1643.
Cumberland, Richard (Ecc.) an English prelate, was born
in London in 16'32, educated at Cambridge; and, after
some preferment in the church, was raised to the see of
Peterborough in 1(>91, where he died in 1718, leaving,
among his works as an author, ' De Legibus Naturie Disquisitio Philosophica/ 4to. Lond. 1672, and frequently reprinted since ; it was likewise translated into English three
differe nt times, first by James Tyrrel, esq. grandson to
secondly, by the
archbishop Usher, 8vo. London, 1692
Rev. John Maxwell, 4t0. 1727; and thirdly, by the Rev.
John Towers, Mo. Dublin, 1750- Barbeyrac published a
French translation in 17 4t.
Cumberland, Denison, grandson of the preceding, after being
educated at Cambridge, was made successively bishop of
Clonfcrt anil Kihnorc, and died in 1775.
Cumberland, Richard (Biog.) a dramatic and miscellaneous
writer, son of Denison Cumberland, bishop of Kilmorc, before-mentioned, and grandson of Bently the critic, was born
in 1782 in the master's lodge in Trinity College, Cambridge,
over which bis grandfather presided, and died in 1811, after
having passed some part of bis life in a public character in
Spain, lie wrote, besides his comedies, which were very nuObserver;' ' Memerous, a periodical work, entitled the
moirs ol his own Lite ;' 'Calvary;' and ' The Exodiad,' epicpoems ; ' Retrospection,' a poem ; some sermons, novels, &c.
in

1

Cumberland,

;

'

Cumberland

(Geog.) anciently called Cumbria, a maritim
county of England, bounded on the N. by Scotland, E. b

Northumberland, Durham, and Westmoreland, S. by Lan
and on the W. by the Irish Sea and Solway Frit}
Its chief towns are Carlisle, the capital, Cockermoutl
Whitehaven, Workington, Maryport, and Harrington. C
its numerous rivers, the Eden and the Derwent hold th
first rank ; its celebrated lakes are Derwent-water, Buttei
mere, Bassenthwaite-water, Cromack-water, Lowes-wale
Ulls-water, Wast-water, Ennerdale-water, and Leather
water.
The principal mountains are Skiddaw, Saddlebacl
and Crossfell. Remains are still to be seen of the wa
begun by Adrian, and completed by Severus, to protect th
southern districts from the incursions of the Brigantes an

eashire,

Caledonians.

CUMBERNAULD,
by the

Lord (Her.) the

commonly

title

bort

eldest son of the earl of Balcarras.

CUMING

(Her.) the name of an ancient family of Elgi
co. Perth, which enjoys the dignity an.
of a baronet, conferred in 1 804 on sir Alexander Pei
rose Cuming Gordon, who assumed the name and arms
Gordon, according to the will of sir William Gordon, bar
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth azure, three garbs or

and Gordonstone,
title

1

:

second and third argent, three bends sable, each charge
with three roses of the field barbed or; over all, c
an escutcheon of pretence, the arms of Gordonstoi
quarterly ; first and fourth grand quartcrings counte
quartered first azure, three boars' heads couped or, armi
and langued gules, for Gordon second or, three lion
heads erased gules, for Badenoch ; third or, three crescen
within the royal tressure gules, for Seton, &c. QVii
Gordon']
A cat saliant proper.
Crest.
Crest.
A lion rampant or ; in his dexter-paw a dagg
;

proper.
" Courage."
Motto, over the Crest.
Two horses proper.
Supporters.

" Sans crainte."
Peter (Biog.) a lawyer of Flushing, in Zealan.
was born in 1586, and died in l6'38. Among his wor
De Republica Hebneorum,' which was made
were, 1.
2. * Satrva M.
text-book by the professors at Leyden.
Motto.

CUNiEUS,

'

&c. Lugd. Bat. lu'32.
(Geog.) a place of Assyria, 500 stadia from B
bylon, famous for the battle fought between Artaxerx*
Pint, in A la.i
and his brother Cyrus the Younger.
nippffa,'

CUNAXA
Clesias.

CUNKGONDE

(Hist.) daughter of Siegfrid, count Palatir

was married to Henry II, by whom she was neglects
and charged with incontinence, from which charge s
offered to clear herself by walking hare-footed over burnii
coals.
After his death she retired to a convent which s

had founded.
(Geog.) a cape in Spain, now Algarve, extendi:
Pli'l. 1.
Mel. 1. :i
into the sea in the form of a wedge.
CUNINA (Mi/l/i.) or Cunaria, a deity of Rome prcsidi
lair, apud Lactant, 1. 1.
over children in the cradle,
CUNITIA (Biog.) or Cuniiz, Marin, a lady of Silesia in t'
17th century, who was skilled in mathematics and ast>
noinv, of which she gave a proof in a work, entit)

CUNEUS

;

'Urania
the same

I'ropitia,'

which

Ki.'iO;

besides

some other

treatises

subject.

CUNLIFFF
at

(Her.) the name of a family of Saxon desce
present enjoys the dignity and

title

Their arms,
conferred in 1759 on sir Ellis Cunlific.
are as follow
Sable, three conies current argent, two and one.
Anns.
greyhound sejant argent, collared sable.
Crest.
:

A

MottO.

" Fideliter."

.

of a baron.

.

CUR

CUP
CUNNINGHAM,

William (Biog.) a physician in the 16th
century, wrote, 1. ' Cosmographical Glass, containing the
Pleasant Principles of Cosraographie, Geographie,' &c. fol.
1559. 2. 'A Commentary on Hippocrates,' ' De Aere, Aquis
Treatise on the French Disease.'
3. '
et Regionibus.'
Cunningham, Alexander, an historian of Selkirk, in Scotland,
the
age of 83, was the author of a
who died in 1737 at
History of Great Britain, from the Revolution to the Accession of George I, published in 2 vols. 4to. 1787, oriIt is
ginally in Latin, and translated by Dr. Thompson.
doubtful whether he were the author of criticisms on Horace
and Virgil, which were published at Edinburgh in 2 vols.
8vo. 1721, and were written by a person of the same name ;
but it is maintained by some that the editor of Horace died
at the Hague in 1730, and the historian at London in 1737Cunningham, John, a poet of Dublin, was born in 1729,
His works have found a place among
and died in 1733.

&c. ; and sometimes in a chariot drawn by dolphins, &c.
In other cases he is seen flying, as in fig. 2, where two
Cupids are drawing the chariot of their mother Venus.
His playfulness is illustrated in fig. 3, where a number

A

the

'

British Poets.'

;

'O Si

icai

of Cupids are gambolling ; and his mischievous tricks are delineated in fig. 4, where he is seen tormenting Psyche,
or the soul, under the form of a butter-fly ; and in fig. 5,
where he is teasing Psyche herself, whom, at other times,
he is seen caressing. Sometimes his power over men is re«

presented by his breaking the

(Biog.) or Cuperus, Gisbert, a philologist of Hemmen, in the duchy of Guelderland, was born in 1644, and
died in 1716. His works are, 1. ' Observationum Libri III,'
2. ' Harpocrates et Monumenta
&c. 8vo. Ultraj. 1670.
Antiqua inedita,' 4to. ibid. I676, 1687, and I694. 3. ' Apotheosis, vel Consecratio Homeri,' 4to. Amst. 1683. 4. ' Historia trium Gordianorum,' 12mo. Daventr. and 8vo. 16'975. ' Lettres de Critique d'Histoire, de Litterature,' &c. 4to.
Amsterdam, 1742 besides his Letters, &c.
CUPIDO (Myth.) Cupid, the god of love, who is said by
Hesiod to be the son of Chaos and Terra ; by Simonides, of
Mars and Venus ; by Sappho, of Venus and Coelum ; and
Cicero speaks of three
bv Seneca, of Venus and Vulcan.
Cupids, but most of the ancients agree in making Venus to
be his mother, and some suppose him to have sprung from
His power, and other attributes, are described
her alone.
»ery frequently by the poets.
Anac. Oil. fic'Epwra.

CUPER

'O Si Kai 0iuiv

Fig. 6.

which he
Grcec- ;
sert. ;

MaaQov

(Geog.)

CURES

CURETES

J'irg.

Georg.

4.

1.

age, iiaturas apibus quas Jupiter ipse

Addidit, eipediam, pro qui mercede canorvt
sonitus, crepitantiaque ara secutts,

ij

Dictdo

pa Xtairac

tOrjXaZe.

Lucret.

1.

cceli

rcgem pavere sub untro.

2.
Dicteos referunt Curetas, qui Jovii ilium
Vagitum in Cretd quondam oceultasse ferulitur.

xroiai Veottrt,

irdvrui' t dvQpuiruv
Kai iiritypova fi&Xrjv.

Dionys. Hal. 1. 2 ; Strab. 1. 10; Paus. 1. 4.
(Geog.) now Coire, a town of the Rhoetii.
(Hist.) a family originally of Alba, who were
carried to Rome by Tullus Hostilius, and enrolled among
the patricians.
Of this family were the three brothers who
fought with the Horatii, and were killed.
Dionys. Hal.
1. 1
Liv. 1. 1; Flor. 1. 1.
CURIATIUS, Maternus (Biog.) a Latin poet in the reign
of Vespasian, of whom nothing remains but a tragedy of
Medea. Auctor. de Cans. Corrup. Eloq. Dial. 6; Voss. de
Poet. Lat. c. 3.
CURIO (Hist.) the surname of the family of the Scribonii,
of which there were three that distinguished themselves as

CURIA

CURIATII

Ridet hoc, inquam, Venus ipsa; rident
Simplices .A qmphtE, ferns et Cupida
aciieiis sagittas

Cote cruentd.

;

Senec. in Octav. Act. 2, sc. 2.
litem Deu
fbhuron e?se Amorem frngit
Mortalis error, armat et trfis manus,
Arcusque sacros imtruit utiufac*,

Geiutum que

credit

I

enere,

\

ulcano satum.

(kid. de Art. Am. 1. 1.
Et mihi cedet Amor, quamtis mea vvintret aicu
Peciwa, jactalas eintuol.jt

orators.

A farther account of this deity is given under Numismatics.
-GPiDo (Numis.) this deity is distinguished on medals, gems,
1.

fig. 6,

Goh. Magn.

Curetum

tov iputra, fiapvc 9eoc,

Semper ardentes

Kr.

hide.

Mount Taurus, which was

Nunc

od. 8.

2,

and

(Biog.) vide Courcellis.
a chain of mountains forming a part of
anciently called Niphates Mons.
(Geog.) an ancient town of Italy, in the country of
the Sabines, whose king, Tatius, went and lived at Rome,
whence the Romans acquired the name of Quirites. It is
supposed that the village of Vescovio occupies the site of
the ancient Cures.
J'irg. /En. 1. 1 ; Lit: 1. 1 ; Ovid. Fast.
1. 2 ;
Macrob. 1. 1
(Myth.) Repute, a fabulous people of Crete,
otherwise called Corybantes, who are said to have nursed
and instructed Jupiter, and to have drowned his cries by the
noise of their shields, which they brandished in the dance.

CURDO

Svvarne

"Oe KaXXirog iv a6
Awjtp\t\n\ TrdvTutv rt Oi
Aapvdrai iv ^ijOtaai vi
1.

of Hercules, as in

Polt/m.

Hesiod. de Cupid.

Herat.

bow

to steal

CURCELLEUS

/3porrif Safid^u.

iyvtiiv

sometimes made

Seguin. Num. Set.; Vaillant. Fam. ; Spanh. DisBeger. Thesaur. ; Morell. Thes. Fam. ; Spence.

Theocrit. Idyll 3.

Nuv

is

Fig. 1.

Curio, C. Scribonius, the grandfather, whose orations are commended by Cicero. He was pnetor in 532, but never attained to the consulship.

Fix. 3.

Cic. in Brut.

c.

32.

Curio, C. Scribonius, the father, was consul with Cn. Octavius, U. C. 677 ; and afterwards triumphed over the DarHe was very eloquent,
dani, as governor of Macedonia.
and exerted his eloquence in favour of Caesar. Cic. Pis.
Plin. 1. 7 ; Tacit. Annul.
c. 19, &c. ; Val. Max. 1. 9, c. 14
;

1.

by his torch and wings,
sometimes on a dolphin, as in

&c.

either standing or sitting
fis-

1,

or

on

;

a panther, tiger,

11

;

Quintil.

1.

11.

Curio, C. Scribonius, a tribune, son of the preceding, and
the correspondent of Cicero, was remarkable for his audacity of speech

and

profligate manners.

'

CUR
l.ucan.

1.

CUR

1.

Arm,

&m jam .)((i ducis, v'winaque signa pelentes
Amlal vcnuli coniitatur Curio lingui
.

Toi quondam populi, iiliertatemuue Uteri

Ausus,

t't

laid

siege to Utiea

but finding
himself surrounded on all sides by the enemy, at the head
of which was king Juba, he rushed into the thickest of the
battle and was slain.
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 3, ep. 1, &c ; Cms.
de Bell. Cic. 1. 2, c. 34 ; Val. Max. 1. 9 ; Plin. 1. 36 ; Pint.
in Cces.

Curio,

;

F/or.

1.

;

4.

Secundus (Biog.) a reformer, of a noble
family of Piedmont, was born in 1503, and died in 1569,
leaving, 1.
Opuscula,' 8vo. Basil. 1544.
2. • De Amplitudine Regni beati Dei,' 8vo. Basil. 1550.
3. ' Calvinus
Judaisans,' 8vo. 1595.
4. • Pasquilorum Tomi Duo/ 8vo.
Ccelius

•

A Latin Translation of Guieciardini's History, 2 vols. fol.
6'.
' De Bello Melitcnse,
1566.
Anno 1565,' 8vo. inserted
in Muratori's Collection.
7. ' Forum Romanorum,' a Latin
Dictionary, 3 vols. fol. Basil. 1576.
8. 'Vita et Doctrina
Davidis Georgii Hieresiarchse,' 4to. Basil. 1599. 9- ' Historia
Francisci Spine,' 8vo. &e.
5.

CURIUS, M.

Dentatus {Hist.) a Roman, celebrated for his
valour and his frugality.
He was three times consul, twice
honoured with a triumph, and obtained victories over the
Samnites, Sabines, Lucanians, and king Pyrrhus, near
Tarentum.
I lor. I 1, od. 12.
Hum, et incomptis Curium capillis
Utilcm bello
Jitv. Sat. 1.

tulit.

Claudian. de Cons. Hon. IV.
Pauper erut Curius, cum
c.

reges vinceret armis.

16.

Curius, a lieutenant of Ciesar's cavalry, to whom six cohorts
revolted from Pompey.
Civs, de Bell. Civ. 1. 1, c. 24.
Curius, Fortunalianus (Biog.) an historian in the reigns of
Gordian and Philip. Jul. Capitolin. in Max.

CUROPALATES

(Hist.) vide ScyUtzes.

CURRIE, James

(Biog.) a physician of Kirkpatric Flemming, in Dumfrieshire, was born in 1756, and died in 1805.
lb' is principally known in the literary world by publishing
an edition of Burn's works, in 4 vols. 8vo. 1800, with a Life

Robert, in Latin Corcona, an Englishman, descended from a noble family, was
created a cardinal by Innocent III in 1212, and died in
1218, after being employed as legate in the East.
Mamworks are attributed to him ; among others, ' Summa Theo-

Matth. of Westminst. in Annul. ; Onuph. Annal. ;
odwin. Engl. Curd.
<
URTESIUS {Biog.) a poet of Padua, who died in 1618,
left among bis works a poem on the life of St. Justin, &C>
CURTI, William (Err.) a cardinal and bishop of Albi, was
it
by < Lenient VI, who created him cardinal, as legate
iniii Italy, and died in 1361, after rendering many sen ia
logiae.'
t

•

,

I

lie

Holy

See.

I' 'II A, gens (Hist.)
a patrician family, which migrated
with Tatius to Rome.
Sir Eager (Hist.) admiral of the red, of the family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished himself for
his gallant conduct at the siege of Gibraltar in
T.S'J, and
afterwards in the memorable engagement between the
French and lord Howe in 17!)1.
He died in 1816.
Cruris {Her.) the name of a family of some antiquity in
Wiltshire, i'l' which mention is made as early as the 1 1th
n ti'iirv. This family enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1794 on admiral sir Roger Curtis beforementioned their arms, &c. are as follow

(I
(

URTIS,

1

;

argent and table, in chief the roci

of Gibraltar, surrounded by fortifications and thi
and in base three fleurs de lis of the first ; on a
gules, a sword erect proper, hilted and
pommelled or
entwisted with a palm branch vcrl.
Crest.
Out of a naval coronet or, an arm habited azure
cuffed argent, supporting a flag-staff proper, thereon
a
flag azure, charged with a wolfs head or
; in the cantor
gyronny of four gules and azure, a cross ament, all withii
a bordure or.
Motto.
" Per ardua."
Curtis, of Culland's Grove, Southgate, in Middlesex,
another family which enjoys the title and dignity of a
baronet
conferred on sir William Curtis, an alderman of
London
in 1802.
Their arms, &e. are as follow:
Arms. Paly of six or and azure, a fesse cheeky argent am
sable, on a canton gules, a dragon's wing erect of
th.
third, in base a sword proper, pommel and hilt or,
sur

mounting a

silver

key in

.

saltire.

A

ram's head couped argent, surmounted by tw<
branches of oak, in saltire proper.
" Gradatim vineimus."
Motto.
Curtis, William (Biog.) a botanist of Alton, in Hampshire
was born in 1746, and died in 1799, after having published
1. ' Instructions for Collecting and Preserving Insects,'
\,
1771. 2.
Translation of Linna>us' ' Fundamenta Entc
mologiae,' 1772.
3. ' Flora Londinensis,' extended to si
fasciculi.
4. ' Botanical Magazine ;' besides some papers i
the Transactions of the Linnean Society.'
CURTISIUS, T. (Hist.) a soldier of the pr.Ttorian cohor.
and author of a sedition among the slaves in the time (
Tiberius, was ensnared to Rome and punished.
Tac. 1. 4.
CURTIUS, M. (Hist.) a Roman who, devoting himself t
the manes for the good of his country, mounted his horsi
armed, and plunged headlong into a gulf, afterwards calle
Curtius Lacus, which had suddenly opened in the forun
and which, according to the oracle, would never close unt
some one threw into it that which he reckoned most pr<
cious.
Upon his throwing himself in, it is said that tk
gulf closed immediately.
Lie. 1. 7 ; Vat Max. 1. 5.
Curtius, Attieus, a Roman knight, who attended Tiberii
in his retreat into Campania.
Tac. Ann. 1. 4.
Curtius, Q. Unfits, a consul in the time of Tiberius, wh
died governor of Africa, according to a prediction made
Crest.

A

t

him by an unknown female.

of the poet.
(Err.) Curlon, or Corcon,

CURSON

to

wavy

'

—

Curius parvoqua: legeral horto
Ipse Juris brelibus pjnebat i>luscula t §c.

Cic. de Sen.

fess

,

armattis plebt miscere potentes.

Being sent into Africa he

Per

:

1.

Val.

Max.

1.

9

;

Tac. Anna

11.

Curtius, Xieias (Biog.) a grammarian, intimate with Pon
pey. Sueion. de Gram.
CURTIUS, Q- Rufus, an historian, supposed by some to be ll;
same as the preceding, although most generally admitted
t

have nourished in the reign of Vespasian.
He wrote
History of Alexander, of which the best editions are thos!
of Freinsheniius, 2 vols. Svo. Argent. 1640; by Elzevi
cum Notis Variorum, Svo. 1673 ; of Snakenburgh, 4to. Lugi
Bat 1724; and of Barbou, 12mo. i?.">7.
Curthis, Monlanus, an orator and poet in the reign of Ves
pasian.
Tac. 1. 4.
Curtius, Cornelius, an Augustine monk of Brussels, Wl
born in 1586, and died in 1638, leaving. 1. 'VitieS.'i
Rupcrti et Virgilii," Ingolstad. 1622.
2.
Poematum Lib
Ties,' 12mo. Antv. 1629, &&
Curtius, Michael Conrad, an historian of Techcntin,
Mccklcnburgh, was born in 1724, and died in 1802, lea'
Lng an Historical and Statistical Account of Hesse, &C.
CURZON {Her.) the name of a family of great antiquit;
of which honourable mention is made as early as the time
Henry I, when Richard de Curzon was lord of Kidlestoi
His descendant, sir John Curzon, was creatl
CO. Derby.
a baronet in Kill ; and sir Nathaniel Curzon, the fill
baronet, was created in 176l baron Scarsdale, of Scarsdal
'

i

t

;

:

CYB

CUT
His lordship's brother,
[Vide Scarsdale"]
Derbv.
Asheton Curzon, was created in 17JH baron Curzon, and in
The
arms,
Curzon.
&c of this family are as
viscount
1 802

Co.

follow

Arms,

Argent, on a bend sable, three popinjays or, collared

gules.

On

a wreath a popinjay rising or, collared gules.
Two wyverns.
Supporters.
"
Curzon hold what Curzon held."
Let
Motto.
CUSA, Nicholas de (Ecc.) vide Nicholas.
CUSANI, Angus/in (Ecc.) was born in 1655, created cardinal by Clement XI in 1712, and died in 1730, after being
employed on various missions.
(Geog.) or Cuzco, the ancient capital of the Peruvian empire, which was the residence of the incas, is said
to have been built in 1043, by Manca Capac, the iirst inca
It is 550 m.
of Peru, and was taken bv Pizarro in 1534.
Lon. 71° W. lat. 13° 30' S.
E. S. E. Lima.
Crest.

CUSCO

CUSH
Gen.

(Bibl.)

e o,
-

eldest son of

Ham, and

father of Nimrod.

x.

(Bill.) 'trip, an Israelite who brought David news of
2 Sam. xviii. 21.
the defeat of Absalom.
Jer. xxxvi.
father of Shelamiah.
Zeph. i.
father of the prophet Zephaniah.
CUSPINIAN, John (Biog.) an historian of Sweinfort, in
Franconia, whose German name was Speishannner, was born
in 14-73, and died in 1529, leaving 1. ' De Crcsaribus, et

CUSHI

Cusm,
Cusm,

Imperatoribus, Romanorum,' fol. 1519, Argent. 1540; by
Oporinus, Basil. 156*1 ; Francof. 1601. 2. ' Austria give
Commentarius de Rebus Austria; Marchionum, Ducum,' ecc.
Francof. 1601.
3. ' Commonefactio
1553;
fol. Basil.
Papam, ad Carolum V, Imperatorem,' &c. 4to.
ad Leonem
4. 'Commentarius in Sexti Rufi Libellum
Lips. 1596.
de Kegia, Consulari, Imperialique Dignitate,' &c. fol. Basil.
1553; with his life by Gerbelius, Francof. 1601. 5. ' De
Origine Turcorum,' 8vo. Antv. 1541. 6. ' Panegirici Variorum Auctorum,' Vindob. 1543.
CL'Sl'IUS, Fadus (Hist.) succeeded Agrippa in the government of Judea, A. D. 45, and was succeeded by Tiberius
Alexander the next year. Joseph. Anliq. I. 20.
CUST, Sir Pure)/ (Hist.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, raised a troop of horse at bis own expence, and
joining with other gentlemen who did the same, they formed
themselves into a regiment, and, choosing William, earl of
Devonshire, for their colonel, marched under his command
to receive the prince of Orange after his landing in the
West.
Sir Purcy attended king William III into Ireland,
and on his return received the honour of knighthood, and
died soon after, in his father's life-time, in I698.
Cust, Sir John, Bart., grandson of the preceding, one of his
majesty's most Honourable Privy Council, died, speaker of
the House of Commons, in 1770, having been elected to
that office during two parliaments, from the year 1761.
Cust (Her.) the name of a family, originally seated in Yorkshire, and removed thence to Pinchbeck, eo. Lincoln, about
450 years ago, as appears by the will of Sir Peter Cust, knt.
who died 12 Edward III, 1338. Sir Richard Cust, a descendant of bis, and father of sir Purcy Cust, knt. beforementioned, was created a baronet in 1677 ; and sir Brownlow
Cust, the fourth baronet, was created a peer of Great
Britain, by the style and title of baron Brownlow, of Belton,
[Vide Bro?r'nlon>^
co. Lincoln, 1766.
CUTHBERT, St. (Ecc.) a native of Scotland, and a missionary among the Saxons, many of whom he converted at
the court of Egfrid, king of Northumberland, died in 6'87
bishop of Lindesferne, since called Holy Island.
Bed. Vit.
S. Cuthbert ; Baillct. Vies des Saintes.
CUTHITES (Geog.) a people dwelling beyond the Euphrates,
who were transplanted into Samaria, and afterwards bore
[Vide Samaria^
the general name of Samaritans.

X

CUTTS,

John, Lord (Hist.) a brave officer in king William's'
reign, and younger son of Richard Cutts, esq. of an ancient
and distinguished family in Essex, signalized himself under
Monmouth, and under the duke of Lorrain in Hungary
as also at the taking of Breda ; after which he attended king
William into Ireland, and for his brilliant services there
was created a peer of Ireland in I69O; governor of the Isle
of Wight in 1693; commander-in-chief of the English
forces during the absence of Marlborough in 1702; commander-in-chief of the forces in Ireland, in 1 704 ; and died
one of the lords justices of that kingdom in 1707, as is said,
The title
of a broken heart, for want of being in action.
became extinct at his death. He wrote a poem on the death
'
Poetical Exerof queen Mary, and published, in 1687,
cises,' &c.
(Her.) the name of a. family of St. John's Lodge,
Welwyn, co. Herts, which at present enjoys the dignity and
title of baronet, conferred in 1814 on general sir Cornelius
Cuyler.
Their arms, &e. are as follow
Arms. Per pale embattled gules and azure, an arrow in
or,
barbed and flighted, the point upwards argent.
bend

CUYLER

:

On a mural crown proper, a battle-axe erect, surmounted by two arrows in saltire, the points upwards or,

Crest.

flighted argent.

CYANE

nymph

of Syracuse, whose father having
fit of drunkenness, she killed him
at the altar, and herself afterwards to stay a pestilence that
had begun to ravage the country.
Cvane, a nymph of Sicily, who offered assistance to Proserpine when carried away by Pluto, for which she was
changed by the god into a fountain near Syracuse, now

(Myth.) a

offered her violence in a

called Pisine.

CYANEjE

(Geog.) Kvariat, two rugged islands at the mouth
of the Thraeian Bosphorus, which, according to the fables
of the ancients, remained floating until Jason and the
Argonauts passed through them.

Orph. Argon, v. 709Kvaviag ypti^t XaXoc rpoVtc, aVTiK

ap' a'lyt

Bv<ro66u> ipj)i£ovvTo, Kai ipvtoov alev ifiifivov.

Flacc.

1.

6.

Errunles per altum
Cyaneas.

Odd.

Trist.

1.

1, eleg.

10.

Htrc precitr evuicat, propulsaque fortilnis auttru
Transeat i/islabiles struma I'liuneas.

Horn.

Odyss.

Strab.

1.

Lycoph.

1

;

1.

12, v. 69, &c.

Mela,

1.

2

;

;

Herod.

Juv. Sat.

1

5

;

1.

4;

Ajx>llon.

1.

2

;

Schol. in Eurip. et

c\c.

CYANIPPUS

(Mi/th.) the father of Cyanc, who, deriding
the orgies, was inebriated by the god, and killed by his own
Pint, in Parallel.
daughter.
(Hist.) K.va'japjjc, succeeded his father Phraortes on the throne of Media and Persia, who died, after a
warlike and successful reign of 40 years, A. C. 585. Herod.
1. 1 ; Diod. 1. 2.
II, supposed to be the same as Darius the
Mede, mentioned tinder Biblical History, son of Astyages,
and maternal uncle to Cyrus, was set over Babylon by bis:
nephew, and died A. M. 3499, A. C. 501.' Xenoph.
Cyropcd. 1. 2.
(Myth.) daughter of Ccclus and Terra, and wile ot
Saturn, otherwise called Ops, Rhea, Vesta, Bona Mater,
Magna Mater, Bcrecynthia, Dindymenc, tS-c. but more particularly worshipped in Phrvgia by the name of Cybele.
Her priests were named Corybantes or Curetes. The poets
call her turrigera.
Claud, de Rapt. Proscrp. 1. 1.

CYAXARES

CYAXARES

CYBELE

Turrigeramque

Properl.

jrtit

Cybetem.

3, el. 15.
Venice twmgavjuxta

1.

Vea Magna

Cylele*

CYP

CYD
And

drawn by

said to be

is

mother in the woods, was brought up by wild beasts and
another type of a naked man stretching a bow, to denote
that the inhabitants were skilled in archery.
CYGNEA {Geog.) the Latin name for Zwickaw, a town of
Germany.
CYLLARUS {Myth.) the most beautiful of all the Centaurs,
who loved and was beloved by Hylonome. He was killed
at the marriage of Pirithous, and she stabbed herself with
the dart that had caused his death.
CYLLENE {Myth.) a mountain of Arcadia, where Mercury
was born, whence he is denominated Cyllenins ; an epithet
applied also to what he invented, as Jides Ci/llenea, SfcMoral. Epod. 13 Virg. /En. S, v. 139; Lucan. I 1, v. o'u'3

lions.

;

Carm. G2.

Calull.

Ibijunctajuga resohms

Cttbele leonibut

The

box-tree was sacred to her.
Firg. in Cir.
Stcpe, itlitt gelidis

Ciconum BiMonis in

t>ris,

Ictint barbaricti Cybeles antistita buxo,
InJ'elix

Virgo

Mi

bacchatttr in urbe.

Claud, de Rapt. Proserp.
Kim bnrus, ntm trra

sonant, blandique leonet
Submiserejubas, adrjtis gavisa Cybete
Eiiht et pronas intendk ad OMUfl turret.

farther account of this goddess may be found in the following article, Apollon. Diodor. 1. 3 ; Olid. Tr'ul. 1. 4, &c.

CYME

Lucian. de Dea Syria ; Pint, de Loqtiac. ; Lactan. de
;
Fals. Rel. ; Macrob. in Sat. 1. 1.

ttC
(

vbkle (Kumis.)

this

god-

is always represented
with a turreted head, either
riding on a lion, or drawn
by lions, as in fig. 1, and
sometimes standing or sitting,
with one or more
lions by her side, as in
fig 2, bearing in her hand
either a sceptre or a cymbal, &c.
CYCHREUS {Myth.) a son of Neptune and Salamis.

dess

(

YCLADES

c.

Ovid. Met.

figure.

Interfusa nitentes
I ttcs tiquora Cucladas.

ancients included under this name both the Sporades
and the Cyclades, properly so called, to the number of 53,
extending from Tenedos to Crete ; the most considerable of
which were Delos, Paros, Ceos, Naxos, Andros, Tenedos,
&c. now comprehended under the name of the Archipelago.
Strab. 1. 10; Plin. 1. 4; Diom/s. Perieg. <§c.
{Myth.) giants, the sons of CceluB and Terra,
having but one eye in the middle of their forehead.

CYCLOPES

Hcsiod. Theog.
rd

They worked
Firg. /En.

1.

for

fill'

d\\a

Vulcan

writers.

Mount

Odyss.

CYPROS
Arabia,

exercebant xasto Cuct.ipes in antiv

Del.

Apollod.

1

1.

1.

1

;

Ovid. Met.

1.'

;

Callimach. in

13.

{Math.) a son of Sthenelus, king of Liguria, who,
on account of his grief for his friend Phaeton, was changed
Virg. 2En. 1. 10 ; Hygin. Fah. 151
into a swan.
Ovid.
Met. 1. 2 ; Paus. 1. 2.
;

CYDAS

{Biog.) a painter who painted the Argonauts.
Plin. 1. 34.
{Geog.) a river of Cilicia, where Alexander bathed
Curt. 1. 3
while in a great heat, and nearly lost his life.

CYUNUS

j

1.

1

1.

CVDON
(
1.

{Geog.) one of the three principal towns of Crete,
intra, where Minos mostlv resided.
Liv. 1. ."7
Virg.
;

now

Mn

12, &c.

distinguished on medals or coins
Cw>oN {NumU.) this town
by the type of a she-wolf, or a hind suckling a child, which
alludes to the fable of Miletus, who being exposed by hi
is

3(j

.V.

(Hist.)

who

Kinrpoc,

or

Cypris,

married Antipater,

by

a noble

whom

Joseph. Antiq.

1.

woman

she was
16, &c.

of

the

CYPRUS

CYCNUS

Justin.

sur-

6, v.

mother of Herod the Great.

nudus membra Pyraemm.

Theocrit. Idyl. 1, &c.

;

of Delos, sacred to Apollo

Cyprus.

./Etna.

number is estimated differently by different
They had, however, Polyphemus lor their king.

Horn.
;

fitTo'nrot

in the vicinity of

Brontesfjue Steropesqtte et

their

ivaXiyKtoi ijaav

ivixuro

8.

Ferrum

But

fleoly

2.

304.
(Ecc.) a native of Carthage, in the third
century, who being converted to Christianity, was elected
bishop of his native city in 248, and was beheaded in 258,
under the consulship of Tuscus and Bassus, after having
held two or three councils for the regulation of the church.
He wrote 81 Letters, and some Treatises, as ' De Gratia
The best editions of his
Dei,' ' De Yirginum Habitu,' &c.
works are that of Fell, fol. Oxon. 1682, reprinted Amst.
1700; they were translated by Dr. Marshal in 1717. Lactant. Inst. Divin. 1. 5; S. Augustin. ; S. Hit ton. de I'ir.
llhist. ; Prttcop. de Rel>. Goth. 1. 3 ; Gregor. Nazian. in
Elog.; Pont. Diac. Fit. S. Cypr.; Baron. Anna/. Ann. 250.
Cvpbianus, S., a bishop of Antioch, who is supposed to be
different from the one just mentioned, although he lived
about the same time, and suffered the same sort of martyrdom.
Gregor. Nazianz. Oral. 18; Phot. Cod. 184.
Cyprianus, archbishop of Bourdeaux, in the sixth century,
was at the council of Agde in 506, and at the celebrated
synod of Orleans in 511, under Clovis I.
CYPRIS (Myth.) a name applied to Venus, as the goddess of
1.

CYPRIANUS,

The

6<p&a\fji6£ uttrm,}

1.

and Diana, who were born there, and on that account
named Cynlhius and Ct/nthia. Virg. Georg. 1. 3, v.

(Geog.) KvKXades, a cluster of islands in the

o'

114; Justin.

CYNEAS (Hist.) vide Cineas.
CYNTHUS (Geog.) a mountain

jEgean Sea, so called from their forming a circular
Horace calls them nitentes, Hor. 1. 1, od. 15.

Myvoc

•

;

Ovid. Mel. 1. 13.
(Geog.) rivfii], a town of jEolis, which received its
name from Cyme, a daughter of Amazon.
(Xitmis.)
this town is distinguished from Cumse, in Italy,
Cyme
by the Gentile name KYMAU1N.
CYNjEGIRUS {Hist.) Kvraiyetpoe, an Athenian, who signalized himself at the battle of Marathon.
Herod. 1. 6,

A

(Bihl.) Kvirpos, the well-known island mentioned
under Geography, received the Gospel from the mouths of
Paul and Barnabas, who landed there A. D. 44 and some
time after Barnabas went again into this island with John,
surnamed Mark. Acts xiii. xv.
Cyprus, or Cypros, a daughter of Herod the Great, and wife
;

of Antipater, the sou of Salome.

Joseph.

I.

16.

Cyprus, a daughter of Phasael, the brother of Herod

who married

the

Agrippa. Joseph. Ant. 1. 18.
Great,
(\i-nis (Geog.) one of the largest islands on the coast
of Cilicia, which now bears the same name in Asiatic
Turkey, near the coast of Asia Minor, about 140 miles in
length, and 175 in breadth. The principal towns of ancient
Cyprus were Paphos, Citiuin, Amathus, Salamis, Idalium,
I.njHtliiis, Arsinoe, flee.; those of the modern Cyprus are
Famagoustc,
Nicosia, which is the capital of the kingdom
which has a good port; Limisso, Sirovi, Masolo, Lascara,
called
and Cerines. This island was also
Macaria by the
Greeks, i. e. happy, to denote its fertility and pleasantnesi
to which the poets allude.
;

:

1

;

CYR

CYP
Horn, in

2ivar'
firs-

Ecclesiastical History of Cyprus.

Hymn.
tiri

Tpoinv, TrpdknrSoi tvwcta Kvnpov,

Mn.
Genitor turn Belus opimam
Yastabat

Hor.

1.

3, od.

martyrdom while acting as its first bishop. The
which is the metropolitan of the island,
was declared by the council of Ephesus to be independent

Cypnun.

see of Salamis,
Cyprum.

Mythology and History of Cyprus.
inhabitants of Cyprus being much addicted to luxury
and effeminate pleasures, it was fabled to be the birthplace of Venus, who was the chief deity of the place,
having many temples and groves consecrated to her worship, whence she was called Cupris, and is thus addressed

The

by Horace.
Horat. ad Ven.
Diva

Sic te

pitlens Cypri.

was anciently divided into nine kingdoms, first subject
to the Egyptians, and afterwards to the Persians ; from
whom it was taken by the Greeks, and passed from them
to the Romans, having in the mean time had kings of its
own, who were related to the kings of Egypt. Ptolemv,
It

the last king of Cyprus, is said to have been killed on the
approach of the Romans, U. C. 697, A. C. 57 ; when Cato,
whom the senate sent into Cyprus, brought thence immense wealth to Rome, and enriched the coffers of the
state with more than thirty millions of money.
Cyprus
continued subject to the Greek emperors, from the time
of Constantine the Great, until that of Richard I, of
England, who on his way to the Holy Land, having been
thrown by a storm on this island, which was then in a
state of revolt, under a factious leader named Isaac Comnenus, took possession of the kingdom in 1191, and
gave it to Gui de Lusignan, who, with his successors,
reigned there until the time of James, the natural son of
John or Janus. The following is a list of the kings of
Cyprus, in chronological succession
Kings.

Began

Gui de Lusignan
Amauri

Hugh

1

1

Hugh
Hugh

III

II.

John or Janus
Henry II

1

Hugh IV
Peter
Peter II, or Perrot

James
John or Janus
John III

Reign.

or 7

1431

II

Charlotte

James, the bastard and usurper
Charlotte, the daughter of

to

191

1205
1218
1253
1267
1284
1285
1315
1352
1370
1383
1410

I

Henrv

James

1458
1 467
1473

of that of Antioch, and has preserved its independence
by the Turks. St. Epiphanius, bishop
of Salamis, held a council there in 399. and another
council was held in 643.
Socrat. Hist. 1. 6, c. 9 ; Sozom.
1. 1, c. 14;
Cone. Ephes. SfC. ; Baron. Annal. fyc.
Cyprus (Numis.) the most frequent type on the medals of
this island is the temple of the Paphian
goddess, as in the annexed figure ; inscription, KYIIPIiiN ; sometimes with the name
of their kings, and sometimes with that of
the emperors Augustus, Caligula, Claudius,
Galba, Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, Trajan,
Didia
Clara,
Septimius Severus, Julia
Domna, Caracalla, Geta, Macrinus, &c.
CYPSELUS (Hist.) KirJ/e\oc,, a king of Arcadia, who, to
avoid the violence of the Heraclidse, gave his daughter to
Ctesphontes, son of Aristomachus.
Pans. 1. 4.
Cypselus, son of Aetion, succeeded as king of Corinth, in
the 30th Olvmpiad, A. C. 658, and died after a reign of 30
years.
Herod. 1. 1 ; Aristot. Pol. 1. 5 ; Cic. Tusc. 1. 5 ;
Pans. 1. 5.
Cypselus II, grandson of the preceding, succeeded his father
Periander, on the throne of Corinth, in the 48th Olympiad,
A.C. 587, and in the end became deranged. Herod. 1. 5.
Cypselus, the father of Miltiades. Herod. 1. 6, c. 35.
CYR, S. (Ecc.) vide Cyrus.
(Biog.) vide Bergerac.
(Geog.) vide Cyrene.
(Bibl.) the country spoken of under Geography, is
mentioned in the New Testament on several occasions, particularly in the case of Simon, who bore the cross of our
Saviour. Matth. xxvii
Mark xv ; and Luke xxxiii. St.
Luke speaks in the Acts of some Cyrenians, who were Jews,
and particularly hostile to Christianity ; and also of some
who were believers. Acts v and xi.
Cyrene (Myth.) Kvpyt'n, the daughter of Peleus, of whom
Apollo was enamoured.
She is said to have been carried bv
the god to that part of Africa which was called after her
Cyrenaica, where she brought forth Aristeeus, her son.
Pind. Pi/th. od. 4 ; Virg. Geog. 1. 4 ; Justin. 1. 13.
Cvrkne (Geog.) a city of Libya, between the great Syrtes
and the Mareotis.
The district, of which this was the
capital, was caUed Cyrenaica, or Pentapolis, from its five
principal cities, namely, Cyrene, Apollonia, Arsinoe, Berenice, and Ptolemais.
since its conquest

CYRANO

CYRENAICA
CYRENE

;

Histon/ of Cyrene and Cyrenaica.

Cyrene,

having been exhad
made over the kingdom of Cyprus to Charles, duke of
Savoy, but he having married the daughter of Marc
Comaro, a Venetian nobleman, she, on the death of her
husband, transferred the kingdom to the Venetians, who
III,

pelled the throne by James, the natural son of John,

retained possession of it until 1571, when the sultan,
Selim II, attacked the island, and having taken tht port
of Faraagouste, a well fortified place, after a siege of 45

whole island surrendered to the Turks, and has
remained in their hands ever since. Herodot. 1. 2, &c.
Thucyd. 1. 1, &c; Strab. 1. 15; Mel. 1. 2
Plin. 1. 12 ;
Ptol.'l. 5; Justin. 1. 18; Flor. 1. 3; Gui de Lusignan,
Hist. Ci/p. ; Thuau. Hist.\. 40; Justinian, Guichenon,

days, the

;

Sjnndanus, §c.

of Cyprus was founded, as before observed, by
Paul and Barnabas, the latter of whom is said to have

suffered

'-27.

quiz lieatam, D'uu, tenes

The church

now

called

Battus, their

who

first

Cirene, or Corone, was founded bv
king, in the 33d Olympiad, A.C. 631 ;
40 years, was succeeded by his son

after a reign of

Arcesilaus, who reigned 16 years, and
another Battus, surnamed Eudemon.

was succeeded bv
The last king of
which had held the throne for eight generations, during the space of 200 years, was Arcesilaus IV,
who was killed by his subjects. After being subject to
this family,

who usurped the government, it fell into
the hands of Alexander the Great, at whose death it
became subject to the Ptolemies. One of this name, surnamed Apion the Bastard, brother of Lathurus, beinrj
king of Cyrene U. C. 658, A. C. 96, made the Roman
people his heirs in consequence of which the senate decreed that the towns of this little state should be free ;
but the people revolting, the Romans ruined the town of
different masters

;

;

CYZ

CYIt
Cyrene, and most other places in this district, which they
Cyrene shared the fate of the rest of
afterwards rebuilt.
Africa, and became successively subject to the Arabians
and the Turks, which latter nation still retains possession of
whatever remains here from the ravages of time and war
and distinguish the district by the name of Mesrate.
The town of Cyrene is celebrated as the birth-place of
Aristippus, the disciple of Socrates, who was the founder
of the sect denominated Cyrenaici, also of Callimachus,
Eratosthenes, Carneades, Anniceris, &c.
Herod. 1. 3,
c. I; Lie. I. 23; Strab.l. 17; Mel.X. 1
Plin.l. 5 ; Tac.
Annal. 1. 3; Justin. 1. 13, &c. ; Marmot. I'Afrique, 1. 8.
if.fnf. (Xumis.) the two types which most frequently occur
on the medals of Cyrene, are the figure of
Jupiter Amnion, and of the plant silphium,
us in the annexed cut ; the ordinary inscription, KYPANEIQN, to which was sometimes added, TII2 1EPA2 KAI AYTONOMOY ; i. e. Cyrenensium urbis sacra: et
It struck medals in
legibus suit ulentis.
honour of its kings, as Damonactes, Ptolemy, Mogas, &c. ; also of the emperors, as Augustus and
•

(

Cyrillus, Lncar, a patriarch of Alexandria, and afterward*
of Constantinople, was born in the island of Candia in 1572
'

deposed from the see of Constantinople for his attachment
to Protestantism, and after being banished and restored
to
his see twice, was at length earned away from Constau-'
tinople, and, as is said, strangled on board a vessel. Spondan.
Annal. ann. l6'27.
Cyrillus, Contar, the successor of the preceding, in the see
of Constantinople, is said by his intrigues to have caused,
the death of the latter, for which he was afterwards punished, by being banished and strangled, by order of the
sultan.

Cl RUS

xiv. xxi. xli. Stc.

1. &c. ; Dan. vii. Sec.
Cambyses and Mandane, who
mountain by order of his grandfather Astyages, king of Media, was preserved by a shepherd, and when he grew up, defeated his grandfather, and
united Media with the Persian empire, over which h.
reigned with great prudence and warlike success.
He \va.<
afterwards defeated and slain in an engagement with Tomysis, queen of the Massagetie, a Scythian nation, A. C
530. Ancient writers differ much in their account of thi-

xiii.

C i RUS

Jcrein.
;
(Hist.) Kvpor, a son of

after being exposed on a

Titus.

CYRENIUS

(Bibl.) a governor of Syria, appointed by Augustus to make a census of the people, for the purpose of
taxing them.
Luke ii.
CYRIACUS (Ecc.) bishop of Aden, in Cilicia, in the fourth
century, who was sent to Rome by the prelates of the east,
to be present at a council held by pope Damasus in 382.
Baron. Annal. ann. 382.
CYRIACUS, a patriarch in the sixth century, who took the title
of episcopus cecumenicus, or universal bishop, which was
offensive to the Roman pontiff, who claimed this title to
Niceph. Hist. Eccles. 1.18; Theoph. Cedren. el
himself.
Baron. Anna!.
yriacus (Biog.) a native of Ancona, surnamed the Antiwrote an account of Europe,
quary, in the 15th century
Asia, and Africa, in a letter addressed to pope Eugene IV,
printed in 1712, at Florence.
(
YRIADES (Hist.) one of the thirty tyrants who usurped
the imperial purple, and was killed by his own troops in 2(j<).
Treb. Pol. Trig. Ti/rann.
CYRIL (Ere.) vide Cyrillus.
CYRILLUS, .S'. (Ecc.) or Cyril, a patriarch of Antioch, in
the third century, distinguished for his piety and learning
he succeeded Ttmeus in 279, and died in 302.
Etueb. in
l bran,
et Hist. Eccles.; Baron. Annal.; ct Du Pin, Bih-

(Bibl.) Kvpoc, the first prince described under Hismentioned in the Old Testament. 1 Chron.

tory, is frequently

Hcrod.l. 1; Xenopli. Cyrop.; Diodor.l. 1 ; Justin. I. 1
Cyrus, surnamed the Younger, the younger son of Dariu:
Nothus, revolted against his brother Artaxcrxes, anil WSI
slain in the pitched battle of Cunaxa, A.C. 401.
The
Greeks who fought on the side of Cyrus, made a memorabll
retreat, known by the name of the retreat of the ter
thousand, which has been described by Xenophon, one ol,
the leaders, in his Anabasis. Diodor. 1. 14; Pint, in Artax.,'
Justin.

1.

5.

Cyrus,

S. (Ecc.) or .S\ Ct/r, a physician of Alexandria, win
suffered martyrdom in the year 311. The Latins and (ircek

keep his

festival on the 31st January.
Bolland. Act. Mart.
Lcont. Act. Cyri, eye.
patriarch of Constantinople, who was driven fron
his see in 7 1 0, by the usurper Philip Bardanes.
Baron

I

;

Cyrus, a

t

Annal.

CYTHERA

(Geog.) KvOi'ipoi, an island on the coast of La
conia, in Peloponnesus, now Cerigo; which was pei
sacred to Venus.
Virg. /En. 1. 10,

v. 5.

Amathus,

ICst

et

mihi ceha Paphos atque Cythera.

;

Grid. Fast.

(

I'irg.

.

,

15.

Veneri sacra Cythera petit.

el

Ci/t/ierea.

Parce iiu'tu, Cythtrea; manent
lata tiht.

I

I

v.

4,

on that account is called
Mn. 1. 1, v. 262.

:

;

1.

it,

Who

liotkek.

'vriixus, $., patriarch of Jerusalem, died, after being deposed three times, in full possession of his see, in 886
aving some Catechetical Discourses, &c. £Vide Plate X\J
The best editions of his works are those of Petavius, fol.
Peris, 11)22
and of Miller, Oxon. 1703.
,V.
Epiphan.
Hares. 66; S. Hi, run. in ('/iron. 8fC. ; S. Julian. Datuas. tie
Orig. Imag.; Baronius, Du Pin, TiUemont, Sec.
Cyrillus, &., a patriarch of Alexandria, and another celed father of the Church, succeeded his uncle Theoplnlus
in 412, and died in 111, after having taken an active part
in the troubles and broils of the times.
The best edition of
St. Cyril's works was that published by John Auliert, canon
Laon, 6 vols, fol. Gt. and Lat. 16'38. Phot, in Bibliothee. ; Sigebert. Script. Eccles. c. 24 ; Baronius, Trithemius, SfC
<
YRII.H's, a deacon of Ileliopolis, in the reign of Constantine.
who, actuated by an indiscreet zeal, broke tin- images of tin
Pagans; for which lie was afterwards put to death, in the
of Julian tin apostate.
Thcodorcl Hist. EnlcxA. .;.
vim. i. rs, a patriarch of Antioch, who succeeded his brother
Athanasius in Mil S ami W8J put to death in 1628, by bis
nor Ignatius.

j

king.

Herod.

imrriiMa

Cuprum

Strab. 1. 2 ; Mel. 1. 2.
Cythera (Numis.) the medals of this island common!
the figure of Venus, their tutelary deity, and are inscribe!
1.

1

;

KYOl'll'AlilN.

Goliz. Grose.

CYTHERON (Geog.) vide Cithwron.
CYTHNOS (Geog.) now Thermia, an island near Attica.
CYTORUS (Geog.) now Kudros, a mountain and town
Galatia.

Strab.

1.

o

12.

CYZICUM ((mc.) an inland in the Propontis, the town o
which, called Cyzicus, was besieged bv Mithridates. Died,
1.

IS

;

I'lin.

1.

.V

;

Etor.

1.

3.

Cyzicus (Myth.) son of CEneus and Stilbo, and king
zicuS, who, after having entertained the Argonauts,
killed in a nocturnal engagement, which ensued in con

m

quence of the latter Inning been driven back unexpected!]
on their coast. A polled. 1. 1 ; Apollonius, Flaccus, <!)-e.
rzicus (Geog.) vide Cyzicum.
CYZI0U8 (Numis.) this town honoured Proserpine in a par!
ticular manner, under the name of KOPH, to which the
(

;

DAC
added the epithet COTEIPA,
KHNiiN Cii. KOPH. She
obis represented as in the
verse of the annexed figure
the reverse of which bears

i.

DAC
e.

Servatrix

;

as

KYZI-

Domitian, Trajan, Adrian, Antinous, Antoninus Pius,
M. Aurelius, Faustina, Annius Verus, L. Verus, Severus,
Caracalla, Plautilla, Geta, Macrinus, Diadumenianus, Heliogabalus, Mamaea, Alexander Severus, Tranquillina, Philippus sen., Philippus jun., Valerianus sen., Gallienus,
Salonina.
They were inscribed with the title of Neocori,
which dignity they enjoyed twice, as KYZIKHN&N B.
NEilKOPiiN ; and frequently with the name of their magistrates, who were pnetors, as EI1I CTP. IIAIA. APTEMIsian,

;

the figure of Ceres.

This

was a medal of Faustina,
who is supposed to be here
represented, with the attriCyzieus struck medals as an indebutes of Proserpine.
pendent state, or in honour of Augustus, Tiberius, Vespa-

AiiPOY.

D.
DABBASHETH (Bibl.) nu»zn, a town of Zebulun. Josh. xix.
DAC, John (Biog.) a painter of Cologne in the 16th century.
DACI (Geog.) or Dacm, a warlike nation of Germany, to
which the poets allude.
Virg. Georg. 1. 2, v. 497Aut conjurato descendem Dacus ab htro.

Lucan.

2.

1.

Hinc Dacus premat, inde
Slat. Sylv.

1.

Getes.

2, carm. 2.

Cam modo Germanas

acies,

modo Daca

sequentein

Pralia.

modern countries of Wallachia, Tranand Moldavia, extended between the rivers Tibrisand Hierasus.

Dacia, forming the
sylvania,

cus

History of Dacia.

own

kings until the time of Trajan, by whom
Roman province, A. D. 98. It was
it was reduced to a
attacked fiercely by the Goths in the reign of Philip, and
in that of Aurelian the country was left to itself, and
after being inundated by the northern hordes, it came at
length into the hands of Charlemagne.
The inhabitants
are said to have been converted to Christianity by S. Ni-

Dacia had

its

who was their first bishop. Slrab. 1. 7 ; Plin. 1. 4 ;
1. 58 ;
Ptol.1.3; Fopisc. in Aurelian.; S. Paulin.
Carm. ; Baron. Annul. Sj-c,
Dacia (Nmnis.) is represented as a captive, with his hands
bound behind him, as in
F>
fig. I, sitting on a
Dacian shield, and resting
his
foot
on military
spoils, on a medal of Tracetas,

Dio.

jan,

commemoration

in

victory over the

of his

Dacians

DAC. CAP.
P. P.

bears

COS. V.
OPTIMO PRINC.
the

inscription,

Another medal of

Diocletian

this

emperor

DACIA PROVINCIA,

caduceus, the ear of corn, and
peace and plenty, as in fig. 2.

JACIANUS

with the
the children, as emblems of

Band. Numis. Irnper.
(Hist.) a governor of Spain for the emperors
and Maximinian, persecuted the Christians with

exceeding rigour.

A

A

inscription,

;

1681, and 8 vols. 12mo. Amsterdam, 1726. 3. An edition of
the Anagogical Contemplations of St. Anastasius, 4to. London, 1682.
4.
French Translation of the Moral Reflections of the Emperor Antoninus, 2 vols. 12mo. 1691.
5. A Translation of Aristotle's Poetics, 4to. 1692. 6. Translations of the Qidipus and Electra of Sophocles, 12mo.
1693; of Plutarch's Lives, Vol. I. 8vo. 16"94; 8 vols. 4to.
1721, and 3 vols. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1723; of the Works of
Hippocrates, 2 vols. 12mo. 1697 ; of some Pieces of Plato,
2 vols. 12mo. 1699; of the Life of Pythagoras, &c. 2 vols.
12mo. 1706; of Epictetus, &c. 2 vols. 12mo. 1715 ; besides
some Speeches, &c. and the share he had in the MedallkHistory of Lewis XIV.
Dacier, Anne, daughter of Tanaquil Faber, and wife of the
preceding, was born in 1651, and died in 1720, leaving,
1. An edition of Callimachus, 4to. 10'74; of Florus, 4to.
1674, for the use of the Dauphin ; of Sixtus Aurelius
Victor, 4to. Paris. 1681, for the same use.
2. A Frencli
Translation of Anacreon and Sappho, with notes.
3. An
edition of Eutropius, for the use of the Dauphin, 4to.
Paris. 1683, and 8vo. Oxon. 1696; of Dictys Cretensis,
&c. 4to. Paris. 1684; reprinted cum Notis Variorum, 8vo.
Amstel. 1702. 4. French Translations of some Comedies
of Plautus, 3 vols. 12mo. 1683; and of Aristophanes, 12mo.
1684; of Terence, 8 vols. 12mo. 1688; of Homer's Iliad,
3 vols. 12mo. 1711 ; and of the Odyssey, 3 vols. 12mo.
together reprinted in 8 vols. 12mo. in 1756. 5. ' Des Causes
de la Corruption du Gout,' 1714. 6. ' Homere defendu
contre P. Hardouin.'
DACIUS (£cc.) abishop of Milan, governed this church from
the year 527 to 552 or 555 ; during which time, notwithstanding bis most strenuous efforts to animate the inhabitants to make a stout resistance, he saw the city taken
by the Goths, by whom it was besieged, and he himself
compelled to seek bis safety 'n flight.
Chronicle is ascribed to him, which has never been printed.
Procop. de
Cassiodor. Far. 1. 12 ; Baron. Annal. ann.
Bell. Goth. 1. 2
538 ; Voss. de Hist. Lot.
DACRE, Banulph de (Hist.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, was one of the most eminent men in his time,
both as a soldier and a statesman.
He distinguished himself in the services of Edward II and III; in which latter
reign he was constituted sheriff of Cumberland, and governor
of Carlisle.
Dache, Thomas, sixth Lord, was one of the lords appointed
in the reign of Henry V, as commissioners to treat with
James I, of Scotland, for a lasting peace.
Dacre, Francis Lennard, fourteenth Lord, disgraced his birth
3 T

Prudent. Peri Steph.

Hymn.

3ACIER, Andrew (Biog.) a French critic of Castres, in
Upper Languedoc, was born in 1651, and died in 1722,
1. An edition of Pompeius Festus, 4to. 1681, and
Amstel. 1699, which is the best.
2.
Translation of Horace, with the original and notes, 10 vols. 12mo. Paris,
VOL. I.

leaving,

A

;

;

;

;
; .

DAL

DAG

and character by the part he took during the rebellion, Dagobert III, succeeded his father Childebert II in 7
and died after a reign of five years.
when lie condescended to sit in the Commons House of Par(Bibl.) pj-i, a god of the Philistines, whose ten
liament, which was assembled by Cromwell.
was pulled down by Sampson. 1 Sam. v. 4, &c. Jtt
Dacre (flier.) a barony in Cumberland, which first belonged
xvi. He is supposed to have been represented like a worn
to the family of Vaux, and in the reign of Henry III
with the lower parts of a fish, as a triton or siren.
passed by marriage into that of De Moulton, from whom
descended Ranulph de Dacre before-mentioned, who is Dagon (Geog.) a fortress in the plain of Jericho, wh
Ptolemy, son of Abubus, dwelt, and where lie treacherou
reckoned the first lord Dacre. At the death of Thomas,
killed his father-in-law Maccabeus, with Mattathias s|
the sixth lord before-mentioned, the barony passed into the
Judas his two sons.
1
Mace. xvi. &c. ; Joseph. An
family of Fynes, by the marriage of Joan, his grand
1. 13.
daughter, to sir Richard Fynes, who became seventh lord
On the death of Gregory DAHL, Michael (Biog.) a painter of Stockholm, was 1,,
Dacre, by right of his wife.
in 1656, and died in 1743, leaving portraits of queen An
Fynes, tenth lord Dacre, this barony passed into the family
prince George of Denmark, Addison, and the duke
of the Lennards, by the marriage of Margaret Dacre with
Marlbro', which have been engraved.
Sampson Leonard, esq. whose son and heir, Henry Lennard,
DAHLBERG,
Eric (Biog.) a Swedish engineer, died
became at the death of his mother twelfth lord Dacre.
1703, at the age of 78, leaving
Suecia antiqua et 1.
Thomas lord Dacre, his grandson, was created 26 Car. II
dieraa,' 3 vols. fol. 1700.
earl of Sussex, which title became extinct at his death,
DAIBERT
(Ecc.)
or
Theohert, a Latin patriarch of Jem
without male issue, in 1715; but the barony was in abeylem, was first bishop of Pisa, and being named legat*
ance between his daughters until the death of the eldest
the holy see in the east by Urban II, he was prorrn
it remained, however, in the family of the Lennards by
the patriarchate of Jerusalem in 1099; but was afterwa
the marriage of the youngest daughter, lady Anne Lennard,
expelled, and died in 1107Gulicl. Tin: 1. 8.
baroness Dacre, with her cousin Richard Barrett Lennard,
whose son succeeded to the title ; but on the death of his DAILEE, John (Biog.) a protestant minister of Chateli
raut, was born in 1594, and died in
1670, leavi',
nephew and heir, Charles Trevor Roper, his sister Gertrude
1. ' L'Usage des Peres,' 1631 ; translated into Latin, Gen
succeeded as baroness Dacre ; by whose marriage with
1656; and into English in 1651. 2. ' L'Apologie de is
Thomas Brand, esq. the barony and title devolved to the
Eglises,' 1633; translated into Latin by himself, 8vo. A
Brand family. The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
stel. ; and into English by Mr. Smith,
in 1658.
.).
Arms.
Objecto Cultus Religiosi,' 2 vols. &c.
On the dexter side a wolf-dog argent, collared
Supporters.
and chained or ; on the sinister side a bull gules, collared DAlLLON, James de (Hist.) senechal of Anjou, and
vernor of Fontarabia, distinguished himself on all occasii'i
with a ducal coronet and chained or.
by his valour and his prudence in the service of Louis X
D.EDALION (Myth.) a son of Lucifer. Ovid. Mel. 1. 11.
particularly in sustaining the siege of Fontarabia agai
DvEDALUS (Myth.) AcuCciAoc, an Athenian, son of Eupalathe Spaniards in 1522, when for 13 months he endui
mus, and a descendant from Erechtheus, king of Athens,
every hardship rather than surrender.
wings
is celebrated for his ingenuity in making himself
with which he escaped from the punishment prepared for Daili.on, Gui de, also senechal of Anjou, and governor
Poitou, gave distinguished proofs of his valour at the
him by Minos.
fence of Metz, the battle of Renti, the taking of Call,
Virg. Mn. 1. 6, v. 14.
Maranos, &c. and at the siege of Poitiers, which he defend
Dadaiiis, utfama est fugii'ns Miiw'ia repia,
Prapetibut pennis ausus se credere cede.
in 1596, against the Huguenots.
Daillon,
du Little Rene de (Ecc.) of the same family as
Horat. 1. 4, od. 2.
preceding, distinguished himself by his zeal for the Rohm
Vtndtmim quisquu studet temulari,
lute, ceratis ope VadaUH
religion ; and after being nominated successively to the s
Xttitur pennis, vitrei duturus
of Lucon and Baieux, died in 1578.
Nomina ponto.
DAIMACHUS (Hist.) Deimachus, or Da'inac/itis, AaVuayi
Propert. 1. 2, el. 1 5.
was ambassador from Seleucus to Allitrocades, king of Ind
IliidiiLum Lino cum duce resit iter.
and also wrote an account of India. Strab. 1. 1 ; Ath.
Plat, in Memn.; Herod. 1. 7, c. 170; Aristot. Pol. 1. 1 ;
1.9Apollod. 1. 3; Diotl. 1. 4; Hygin. Fab. 40, &c; Ovid. Mel. DAIN, Oliver le (Hist.) barber to Louis XI, who, liavi
1. 8;
Tzetz. Chit. 1, &C
ingratiated himself with this king, was elevated to If
condition of a nobleman, and invested with the office
DAER, Lord (Her.) the title commonly borne by the eldest
son of the earl of Selkirk.
governor; but his haughty and oppressive conduct rcndci
DAGOBERT (Hist.) a name common to some princes.
him so odious, that at the death of that king lie was a
Dagobert I, son of Clotaire II, was made
demned to be gibbeted in 1 18i, for an abuse of his powe
DAIRVAL (Biog.) vide Baudehl.
king of Austrasia in 622 ; succeeded his
father on the throne of France in 6'28
DA KINS, William (Biog.) one of the translators of
.aid died in 638, at the age of 36 ; after
Bible, was admitted of Trinity College, Cambridge, in
,'ving obtained
great advantages over
chosen fellow there in 1593, took his degree of B. D. 1
Saxony, Brittany, and Gascony. His effigy
1601, and died in 1607;.nd that of his successor are given as in the
DALE, Samuel (Biog.) an antiquary, physician, and botai
annexed figure.
Fredegar. in Citron. ;
of Braintree, in Essex, died in 1739, leaving, 1. Phan Ahmm. Hist. 1. 4 P. Anselme, SfC.
cologia, sen Manuductio ad Materiam Mcdicani,' 8vo. Id
Dagobert II, son of Sigebert VI, was sent
1705, 1710, and 4to. 1737, a much improved editi
into exile in Ireland at the death of his
The Antiquities of Harwich and Dover Court.'
2.
father in 648
I7.;(i; besides communications to the Philosophical Trabut obtaining his right at
the end of 17 years, be was assassinated
actiorjs.
after a short reign, by order of Ebroini,
DALECHAMP, James (Biog.) a physician and botanist f
mayor of the palace, in 6'79- -Union. 1. 4;
Caen, was bom in 1513, and died in 1588, leaving
Gesl. Francor.
translations, particularly of Athemeus, 2 vols. fol. tf '
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DAL

DAL
of Ccelius Aurelianus ' De Morbis Acutis,'
1556'; besides, 1. ' Chirurgie Francoise,' &c. 8vo. 155,9,
2.
Historia generalis
and several times reprinted since,
Plantarum,' 2 vols. fol. Lugd. 15S5, 1586, and 1587of
vols.
Seneca, 2
fol.
Genev. 16'2S.
3. An Edition
Enarrationes in Dioscoridem,' &c. 8vo. Lugd. 1558; a
4.
French translation of which was published in 1615, and
again 1653.
DALES', Cornelius van (Biog.) a Dutch engraver in the
17th century, left a variety of portraits, which are highly
esteemed.
DALHOUSIE, Ear! of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by
r_vide Ramsay^
the titles, arms,
the family of Ramsay ;
&c. of which are as follow
Ramsay,
earl
of
Dalhousie,
and
lord
Ramsay, of
Titles.
Dalhousie, co. Edinburgh.
Argent, an eagle displayed sable, beaked and numArms.
into

Latin;

'

bered gules.
A unicorn's head, eouped argent, horned and

Cresl.

History of Dalmatia.

Dalmatia, which was formerly written likewise Delmalia,
but by the Greeks AaXparla, derived its name from its
principal town AciX/jior, or Dclminium, which was at

an early period a place of great importance. Its kings
were better known by the name of the kings of Illyria
one of these, named Agron, left a widow of the name of
Teuca, who, having caused the Roman ambassadors to be
put to death, drew down upon her country the vengeance
of the latter.
The Dalmatians were subdued, U. C. 632,
A. C. 122, by the consul L. Metellus, on that account
surnamed Da/maticus. On the division of the Roman
empire, Dalmatia formed a part of the Western empire,
from which it was dismembered by the conquests of the
Goths, the Servians, and the Croatians ; these two latter
people shared Dalmatia between them, to whom the
bans or dukes were tributary.
The Hungarians gained
possession of Dalmatia for some time during the 12th
century; but the Venetians, who had previously held some
places there, succeeded at length in making themselves
masters of the whole country, which was afterwards made
over to Austria, with the exception of such parts as had
been seized by the Turks. During the French revolution,
Dalmatia experienced some changes in common with the
rest of Europe, but has now reverted to its former possessor.
Polyb. Excerpt. Legal. 124;
Scyla.r. Perip. ;

maned

or.

Supporters.

Two

" Ora

Moito.

griffins proper.

et labora."

(Biog.) a Swede, who was born in
Holland in 1708, and died in 1763, obtained the appellafather of Swedish poetry from his two poems
written in that language, one of which was entitled ' The
Liberty of Sweden,' and the other ' Brunhilda,' a tra-

DALIX,

Olaits

von

tion of the

Strab. 1. 7 ; Plin. 1. 3 Ptol. 1. 2 ; Lampriil. in Commod. ;
Presbyt. Diocl. ; Constant. Porphyrog. ; Du Cange By-

gedy.

;

DALKEITH,

Earl (Her.) tbe title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the duke of Buccleugh.
DALLAS (Her.) the name of an ancient family in North
Britain, of whom mention is made as early as the 13th
This family enjoys at present the dignitv and
of a baronet, conferred in 1 798 on sir George Dallas
which arc as follow

century.
title

the arms, &c. of

:

Argent, a bend azure, between three mullets sable.
crescent per pale or and gules, counterchanged.
(Her.) the name of a family of Burwood Park,
co. Surrey, and originally of Norfolk, which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 178:S
on sir John Dalling. governor of Jamaica, and commanderin-chief in the Carnatic.
The arms, &C of this family are
as follow
Anns. Ermine, on a bend or three acorns proper.

Arms.
Crest.

A

DALLIXG

zant. Fatnil.

DALMATIN,

George (Biog.) a Lutheran in the 16th cenwas the translator of Luther's German Bible into the
Sclavonian, which was printed at Wittemberg in 1584.
tury,

DALRYMPLE,

Sir James (Hist.) of Stair, vide Stair.
Sir David, of Hailes, vide Hoiks.
Dalrymple (Her.) the surname of a Scotch family, assumed
from the barony of Dalrympill, in Ayrshire, from which
descended James Dalrymple, of Stair, who was created a
baronet in 1664, and in 16'90 viscount of Stair, lord Glenluce and Stranraer.
John, his son. was created in 1703
earl of Stair, viscount Dalrymple, lord Xewliston, Glen-

Dalrymple,

luce, and Stranraer.
["Vide Stair']
Viscount, the title commonly borne by the eldest
son of the earl of Stair.
Dalrymple, a branch of the above-mentioned family of
Crest.
cubit arm erect, holding a branch of oak fructed
High Mark, co. Wigtoun, which at present enjoys the digproper.
nity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1815 on sir Hugh
DALLIXGTOX, sir Robert, lent. (Biog.) master of the
Charter-house, who died in 1637, at the a<re of 7(i, was
Whitefqrd Dalrymple, knt. and a general in the army.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
the author of, 1. ' Survey of the Great Duke's State of
Anns. Or, on a saltire azure, between a star in chief gules,
Tuscany in the Year 1596,' 4to. 1605.
2. ' Method of
and two water-buckets in the flanks sable, nine lozenges
Travel,' &c.
lto. 1605.
3. ' Aphorismes Civil and Miliof the field.
tary,' &c.
Crest.
rock proper.
DAL.MATIA (Bibl.) a country mentioned under Geography,
where Titus went. 2 Tim. iv. 10.
Motto round the crest. " Firm."
Dalmatia (Geog.) a part of ancient Illyria, bounded by Li- Dalrymple, Alexander (Biog.) son of sir James Dalrymple,
burnia on the west, which at present bears the same name,
of Hailes, bait, of the family above-mentioned, was born
extending along the east side of the Adriatic between latiin 1737, and died in 1808, leaving, among other things,
tude 42° and 45° X. and longitude, 12° and 16 D E.
1. ' Account of Discoveries in the South Pacific Ocean beDiiision.
fore 1764,' Svo. 1767.
2. ' Historical Collection of South
It is divided into Lower or Turkish Dalmatia.
and Littorale, or Hungarian Dalmatia ; the former comReflections on
Sea Voyages,' 2 vols. 4to. 1770, 1771- 3.
prehends the part formerly possessed by tbe Venetians,
the Present State of the East India Company,' Svo. 17S3.
besides Ragusa, Cattaro, and part of Bosnia and Albania
4.
Thoughts of an Old Man of Independant Mind, though
the latter comprehends a part of Croatia.
Dependant Fortune,' Svo. 1 800.
Of these
the Venetian Dalmatia, now belonging to Austria, is
Michael (Biog.) a lawyer, and native of Camthe only one
bridgeshire, in the l6th century, was author of a book on
to
which the name strictly applies.
Venetian Dalmatia is divided into Zara, Spalatro, Mathe office of justice of the peace, for which he was as well
carsca, &c.
known in his time as Burn is at present ; also for his Duty
Chief Towns.
Zara, Spalatro, Sebenico, Xarenta, &c.
of Sheriffs,' which was in high esteem.
Islands.
Brazza, Lesina, Corzola, and Melada, <S.c
Dalton, John, an English divine of Deane, in Cumberland,
"•vers.
The Cettina, Cherka, and Narenta.
was bom in 1709, and died in 1763, leaving, 1. 'Comus,'
:

Dalrymple,

A

:

A

'

'

DALTOX,

'

.

DAM

DAM
A

a masque.
2.
Descriptive Poem addressed to Two
Ladies,' &c. 4to. 1755.
3. ' Remarks on Twelve Histori'

cal

into the possession of the Turks under the sultan Selirc
with whom it still continues. The Saracens called this cat

I

1

Damasch, Dcmeschk,

Designs of Raphael,' &c.

Dalton, Richard,

brother of the preceding, died in 1791.
keeper of the pictures, medals, &c. and antiquary to his
majesty, leaving some performances with his pencil.
DALY, Daniel (Biog.) a Dominican of Kerry, who assumed
the name of Doniinicus a Rosario, was born in 1595, and
died in 1662 censor of the inquisition, visitor-general and
vicar-general of the kingdom of Portugal.
One book only
of his is known, entitled ' Initium, Incrementum, et Exitus

Ecclesiastical Histori/ of

Damascus was a metropolitan
Antioch, and

explanatory notes.

who was

Damascus.
under the patriarch

see

<

at present the place of residence for tl

is

Strab.

16; Joseph. Ant. 1. 1, &c. ; Mela, 1. 1,
Plin. 1. 5 ; Ptol. 1. 5, c. 15 ; Mir. Geog. Eccles.
Damascus (Kumis.) this town is distinguished on medals
some types peculiar to itself, as in fig. 1, which represen
the town or its genius under the figure of a female with
turreted head, lying on a mountain, to denote its situaaV
latter.

Giraldinorum Desmoniae Comitum,' &c.
Anthony (Biog.) Greek professor of Edinburgh,
was born in 1750, and died in 1806, leaving * Collectanea
Majora,' and ' Collectanea Minora,' two octavo volumes of
collections from the Greek writers accompanied with useful
(Hist.) an officer,

Scham, which is the name the
farther account of this city ma

or

A

be seen under Numisjnatics.

DALZELL,

DALZIEL, Thomas

bears at present.

it
I

1.

1

at the foot of

Mount Hermon

before her stands Sileni

;

with his bottle, who was much honoured by the Dama
cenes ; and underneath are five females with turreted heai
sacrificing at an altar, intended to represent the princip

taken pri-

soner at the battle of Worcester ; but escaping to Russia,
was made a general by the czar Peter ; and at the Restoration, was
appointed commander-in-chief of the Scotch

cities

of Ccelesyria

:

in

fig.

2

is

represented a temple

Silenus, with the figure of that deity bearing his bottle

<

forces.

DAMASCENUS,

Johannes (Biog.) or John of Damascus, a
priest and monk of the eighth century, left a Treatise on
the Orthodox Faith, and other works published in Greek
and Latin by le Quien, 2 vols. fol. 1712.

Fig.l.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

DAMASCIUS

(Biog.) a stoic of Damascus in the reign of
Agath
a Philosophical History, &c.
Phot. Bill. Cod. 130 ; Voss. dc Hist. Grcec. 1. 2.
1. 2
(Bibl.) pifnn, the city described under Geography, is frequently spoken of in Scripture, being a city as early
as the time of Abraham. In the time of David, Hadad, the
kin.' of Damascus, sent troops to the assistance of Hadadezer,
king of Zobah, which were defeated by the former, A. M.
Toward the end of Solomon's reign,
J992, A. C. 1012.
Rezin, son of Eliadah, having shaken off the yoke of the
the title of king of Damascus; but
assumed
Jewish kings,
Ahaz, assisted by Tiglath Pileser, king of Assyria, destroyed
the city, killed Rezin, and sent the inhabitants into captiDamascus having recovered from these misfortunes
vitv.
was afterwards taken by Holofernes ; and, though described
as flourishing by the prophet Ezekiel, it was threatened
with the attacks of Nebuchadnezzar by the prophet .lore
Justinian,

who wrote

;

DAMASCUS

the return from the captivity, with
In the New Testacalamities by the prophet Zechariah.
mint, Damascus is celebrated as the place whither St. Paul
converted.
miraculously
Gen.
was
was '.ruing when he

miah

xiv.

;

and,

xv.

Amos.

i.

;

after

2 Kings xiv. xvi.

;

1

Cliron.

xviii.

;

Isa.

vii.

;

3.

Dahabobs (Ging.) a city of Damascene, in Syria, which is
now the capital of a pachalic of the same name in Asiatic
It stands in a very fertile plain at the foot of
Turkey.
Mount Libanus, on the river Barada, called by the ancients
Chrvsorrhoas, 20 m. N. N. E. Jerusalem, 150 S. Aleppo.
10' E. lat. 33° 30' N.
1.
It was one of the richest
Mid most fertile cities in antiquity.
History of Damascus.
earliest account of this city has already been given
under Biblical Histori). On the death of Alexander it
\v:is seized
by Parmcnio, one of his generals; bu1 was

The

afterwards subject to the kings of Syria, until about two
centuries before the Christian sera v. lien it became subto the kings of Arabia, and was taken from them by
Metellus and Lollius, under the command of I'nmpev,
The
and from that time united to the Roman empire.
SoracenB conquered it in 718; and the crusaders, altera
. less attempt in 1147, became masters of it in 1272.
Iter a desperate and prolonged resistance it fell into the
inds of Tamerlane, in 1396, and in 1517 it came fatally

p

1

shoulder, and underneath

his

an arch extending over

female figure, to represent the river Amana, which flow
through the city and divided into fountains marked by t
inscription rilU'AI; fig- 3 represents a hind suckling
child, and is supposed to have an idlusion to the founder
the city, who is said to have been brought up by dan
a hind, which gave rise to his name Damascus.
DAMASIPPUS (Hist.) a senator who accompanied Ju
when he entered Utica in triumph. Cms. dc Bell. Gull. 1.
Damasippus, L. .Inn. Bin. a pnetor and partisan of Marin

who

put to death several senators friendly to Sylla's cau:,
slain by order of the latter. Cic. ad Fa

and was afterwards
1.

9,

21;

ep.

Paterc.

1.

Sallust.

DAMASITHYMUS
lyndte,

I

Cat.

51;

e.

Li v.

Epist.

1.

8.

2.

whose

ship

(Hist.)

was

\apa<nBLpoc, a king of C
Hen
sunk by Artemisia.

8, c. 87-

(Biog.) a Greek historian of Sigeum, w
wrote a genealogy of those who had l>een at the siege
Strab. 1. 14.
Dionys. Hal. 1. 1 ; Val. Max. 1. 8
Troy.
DAMASUS (Etc.) the name of two popes.
in
pope
366, notwil
DamASUS I, a Spaniard, was elected
standing the opposition he experienced from his ri'
Ursinus, who gained a party to elect himself; Dama!
died in 384, and is ranked by his illustrious secrets
St. Jerome, among the numl>er of ecclesiastical writers,
account of some small pieces in heroic verse, besides
Theodm
Sozom. 1. 6
Socrat. Hist. Eccles. 1.
letters.
lb
1. 2, &c. ;
S. Athanas. Ep. ad Afric. ; S. August, ep.
Beuarn
Baronius,
;
Chron.
in
Eccles.
Script.
Hieron.
S.

DAMASTES

;

I-

;

Sfc.
,

,

.

II, bishop of Bren, or Aquilca, was placed in
pontifical chair in 1048, after the resignation of Benedict
and died of poison, as is supposed, 23 days after.
Damasus (liiog.) a Spaniard, who wrote several hymns

Damasus

I

;

I

I
1

Suidas.
the reign of Thcndosius.
vl
Peter (Ecc.) a Benedictine of Ravenna,
died
created a cardinal in 1057 by Stephen IX, and
t)
m
missions
sent
on
frequently
been
1073, after having
His works were published in 3 vi
character of legate.

DAMIANO,

DAX

DAN
and reprinted, Lugd. Bat.
l6'23; Cajetan added a fourth volume in 1640, and the
whole was reprinted at Paris in 16+2 and l66S.
DAMIANUS (Hist.) the chief of a hand of robbers, who
fol.

Rom. 1606, 1608, 1615

conspired to kill the sultan

;

Solyman

in his tent in 1537, but

being detected in the attempt, he was exposed to a wild
and the banditti were exterminated.
Damianus (Ecc.) a missionary, who was sent into Great
Britain with Fugatius by pope Eleutherius to preach the
Gospel in 181, at the request of Lucius the king, who, with
Polyd. Versall his faniilv, is said to have been converted.
beast,

Hist.

2.

1.

a mathematician of Larissa, who wrote a
Voss. de Math. Scient. c. 61.
optics.
(Biog.) a statuary of Arcadia in the age of Ly-

Damianus (Biog.)
on

treatise

DAM IAS
sander.

DAMIENS,

Robert Francis (Hist.) an assassin

who

attempted

the life of Lewis XV, for which, after suffering the most
excruciating torments, he was put to death in 1 757(Hist.) a Spartan who, at the siege of Syracuse

DAMIPPUS

is said to

bv Marcellus,

have given the Roman consul intelwhich could be most effectually

ligence of a part of the city

Polywn.

attacked.

DAMO

(Biog.) a daughter of Pythagoras, who devoted herperpetual celibacy, and was entrusted with the care
of his works at his death. Laert. i?i Pyth.
(Hist.) one of the flatterers of Dionysius, who
self to

DAMOCLES

admire the tyrant's felicity, but changed his tone
when, being placed in his condition for a single day, he
observed a sword hanging over his head suspended by a
Cic. in Tusc. 1. 5; Hoi: 1. 3, od. 1.
single hair.
affected to

DAMOCRITL'S

(Hist.) a general of the -Etolians,

who was

taken by the Romans, and killed himself to escape being
Liv. 1. 31.
led in triumph.
Damockitus (Biog.) a Greek historian who composed an

Suidas. c\r.
account of the Jews.
a physician who wrote a treatise on medicine.
(Hist.) a poet and musician of Athens, intimate

Damocritus,

DAMON

with Pericles,
430.

who was

C. Kep. 15,

c.

2

;

banished for his intrigues, A. C.
Pint, in Perk!.

Damon, a Pythagorean and friend of Pythias, who, being
condemned to death by the tyrant Dionysius, was permitted
to go home and settle his affairs, on condition that his friend
should die. in case he failed to return at the stated time.
He returned at the moment that Pythias was going to suffer,

and Dionysius, penetrated with this act of generosity and
honour, pardoned Damon, and begged to be a sharer of their
1. 3
Vat. Max. 1. 4.
of Cheronea, who, having murdered a Roman
was afterwards cut off perfidiously by his countrymen to
satisfy the Romans.
Pint, in Cim.
DAMOl'HILA (Biog.) a poetess cotemporary with Sappho.

friendship.

Damon,

a

Cic. de Offic.

;

man

Philoslrat. in Apoll.

DAMOPHILUS

(Hist.) a naval commander of the Rhodians
against Demetrius.
Died. 1. 20.

DAMPIER,

Captain William (Hist.) a distinguished navi-

good family in Somersetshire, who was born in
1652, and, after sailing with captain Cooke on a cruise
against the Spaniards, engaged in a voyage to the South
Seas, from which he returned in 1711.
His ' Voyage
round the World was first published in 3 vols. 8vo. 1697,
and has since gone through many editions.

gator, of a

'

Dampier, John (Biog.) a Latin poet of Blois, who died in
1550. left some poems in imitation of Catullus.
DAN (Bibl.) p. fifth son of Jacob, and his eldest by Bilhah,
Rachel's handmaid.
He was the chief of a tribe which possessed the country between the tribe of Judah on the East,
and the country of the Philistines on the West.
Gen. xxx.
&c. Jndg. xviii.

Dan, a town

in the northern extremity of Israel, in the tribe

of Naphtali. 1 Kittgs, xii, &c. ; also a city in the valley of
Josh. xix.
Beth-rehob, and a region in the tribe of Asher.
(Myth.) Sai-an, a daughter of Acrisius, and mother
shower,
of
golden
a
of Perseus by Jupiter, who, by means
obtained admission to her in a brazen tower, in which she
had been shut by her father. Perseus afterwards killed his
grandfather inadvertently, and thus fulfiUed the oracle
which the latter had been solicitous to prevent. Horn. II.
1. 14, etc.;
Apollod. 1. 2; Terent. in Enn. ; Horat. 1. 3,

DANAE

od. 16; Ovid. Met. 1. 4; Mart. 1. 14.
(Hist.) daughter of Leontium and mistress to Sophron,
governor of Ephesus, was thrown down a precipice by
Laodices, who conspired against Sophron. Athen.X. 13.
DANAI (Geog.) a name given particularly to the people of
Argos, but generallv to all the Greeks. Virg. et Ov. passim.
DANAIDES (Myth.) the fifty daughters of Danaus, king of
Argos, who, having married the fifty sons of .Egyptus, their
cousins, slew them all on the first night of their marriage
by the order of their father, with the exception of HypermApollod. 1. 2 ;
nestra, who spared her husband Lvnceas.
Hygin. Fab. 168, &c. ; Strab. 1. 8 Pans. 1. 2 &c. &c.
(Myth.) Aaraoc. son of Belus, who reigned conjointly with his brother Egyptus over Egypt, but a difference ensuing between them, he sailed to Argos, where he
reigned, and gave the name of Danai to the Greeks, and to
The fifty sons of
his fifty daughters the name of Danaides.
his brother Egyptus having followed him into Greece, he is
supposed to have been led by an oracle to cause their
murder. TVide Danaides']
DANBY, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles conferred on sir
Henry Danvers, lord Dantsey, in 1626, which became
extinct at his death in 1643.

Danae

;

;

DANAUS

DANCHET,

Anthony (Biog.) a poet of Riom, in Auvergne,
was born in 1671, and died in 1748. His works, consisting
of songs, operas, and tragedies, were published in 4 vols.
12mo. Paris, 1751.
(Biog.) or Danckerts, a family of engravers,
some of whom were also designers. Cornelius Danckerts,
the first-mentioned, was born at Amsterdam in 156l, and
engraved many portraits, &c. His son, Danckert Danckerts,
combined the point and the graver with great success. John
Danckerts, of the same family, a designer and engraver,
settled in England, where he designed the plates for the
English Juvenal. Henri.' Danckerts, his brother, was a landJustus Danckerts enscape painter as well as engraver.
graved the portrait of Casimir, king of Poland, and that of
William III, of England, &c. Another of this name, Cornelius Danckerts, who was a native of Amsterdam, and born
in 1561, was an architect as well as an engraver. He has
been supposed to be the same as the Cornelius Danckerts
mentioned above.
(Biog.) vide Ancourt.
DANDINI, Jerome (Ecc.) a Jesuit of Cesena, was born in
1554, and died in l6'34, after having acted as nuncio for
Clement VIII to the Maronites of Mount Libanus. His
'
Missione Apostolica al Patriarcha e Maroniti del Monte
Libano,' Cesena, 1656, was translated into French, Paris,

DANCKERT

D'ANCOURT

His commentary on Aristotle,
16S5.
Anima,' was printed in folio, Paris, l6ll; and his
1651.
fol.
Cesen.
Ethica Sacra,' &c.
Daxdini, Ccesar, an historical painter of Florence, was born
He executed many altar-pieces,
in 1595, and died in 1658.
of which that in the chapel L'Annonciata is particularly
Ui?5. and Hague,

'

De

'

admired.
Vincent, brother to the preceding, also executed
altar-pieces, of which that of the Conception of the
Virgin, in the church of Ognisanti, is the most esteemed.
Dandini, Pietro, nephew to the preceding, who died in 1712.
was eminent in the art of imitating the style of the best
masters, particularly Titian, Veronese, and Tintoretto. His

Daxdini,

many

'

DAN

DAN

son Octavio proved nowise inferior to his father in his profession.

;

Dandini. Herculet Francis, a law-writer of Padua, died

in

the age of 52, leaving, among his works, 1. ' De
'orensiscribenaj Katione.' 2. 'DeServitutibusPnediorum,' ecc.
{Hist.) or Dandoli, the name of a noble family

174-7,
1

at

DAXDOLO

of Venice, which gave several doges to the republic.
Dandolo, Henry, was raised to the rank of doge in 119~,
and died in 1205, after having governed with great wisdom,
and displayed extraordinary valour in the crusades, particularly at the siege of Constantinople.
Dandolo, John, succeeded James Contarini in 1280, and
died in 1290, after having rendered assistance to the crusaders in the Holy Land.
Dandolo, Francis, died in 1339, after a twelve years'
government, in which he added to the territories of the
republic.

Dandolo, Andrew, another doge of Venice, who was born in
1310, became doge in 1344, and lost his life in the war
between Venice and Genoa in 1354, during which time he
had signalized himself by

Dandolo,

Nicholas,

and military

his valour

commanded

in Nicosia in

skill.

1570,

when

was besieged by the Turks, and lost the place through
He was shortly after killed by the Turks,
negligence.
who took him by surprise.
DANDRE, Bardon Michael Francis (Biog.) a painter, and
a writer of Aix, in Provence, was born in 1700, and died
it

his

among his works, as an author, 1. ' De
d'un Cours d'Histoire pour les Artistes,' 1751.
2. ' Principes du Dessin,' 12mo. 1754.
3. ' Monumens de
la Ville de Rheims,' 12mo. 1756".
4. ' Traite de Peinture,'
'
176'5.
Histoire Universelle relative aux
2 vols. 12mo.
5.
Arts,' 3 vols. 12mo. 176'!).
6. ' Costumes des Anciens Peurepublished in an enlarged form in 4 vols.
ples,' 4to. 177"
4to. 1786 and 1792.
(Biog.) or Danceus, Lambert, a protestant divine
of Orleans, was born in 1530, and died in 1596.
His numerous works were collected and published by himself, in a
large folio volume, Geneva, 1583 ; besides which he wrote
' Primi Mundi Antiquitatum
Seetiones Quatuor,' published
The Wonderful Workmanin English under the title of
in 1783, leaving
l'L'tilite

;

DANEAU

'

ship of the World,' 4to. 1578.
Velcr (Ecc.) bishop of Lavaur, was born at Paris
in 1497, nominated to the see of Lavaur in 1546, and died

DANES,

in 1577-

His

'

Opuscula' were collected and printed in 4to.

1731.

DANET,

Peter (Biog.) abbe of St. Nicholas de Verdun,
died in 1709, leaving ' Dictionarium Antiquitatum Romanarum et Gnecarum,' for the use of the dauphin besides his
Delphin edition of Pha-drus, and some elementary works in
the Latin language.
(Gcog.) the Latin name for Denmark.
[Vide Denmark^]
Louis de Courcillon, Abbe de (Biog.) of the
noble family of Courcillon, was born in 1643, and died in
1723, leaving ' Quatre Dialogues sur l'lmmortalite de
2. 'Cartes Gcographiqucs,'
l'Ame,' &C. 12mo. Paris, 1C84.
3. ' Nouvelle Methode de Geographic
&c. 12mo. 16'93.
Historique,' fol. 16974. ' Les Principes du Blason, en
quatorze Planches,' fol. Paris, 1709, and 4to. 1715.
5. ' Essais de Grammaire,' 8vo. 1711, &cHis best treatises were reprinted by the Abbe- Olivet in 1754, under tin
title of
Opuscules sur la I.anguc Francaise.
;

DANIA

DANGEAU,

1

•

DANICAN (Biog.) vide
DANIEL (Bilil.) hn'11,

Phtiidor.

the last of the four great prophets
aded from the royal family of David, was carried captive to Babylon when very young, in the fourth year of
Jchoiakim, A. M. 3298, A. C. 606
and remained at that
eOUtt until his death, in favour with Nebuchadnezzar and
his successors, but particularly Darius the Mede, when he
]

•

experienced a miraculous delivery from the lions in the den
Dan. Passiyn. ; Ezek. xiv. and xvii. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 10, &c
Daniel, son of David and Abigail. 1 Chron. iii. &C.
Daniel, of Ithamar's family, returned from Babylon. Ezn

•

;

viii.

2.

Daniel

(Hist.) grand duke of Muscovy in the 4th centuntransported the seat of his empire to Moscow, and was th<
first who took the title of grand prince of Wolodomir
am
I

Moscow.

Daniel,

vide Chilperic II.
(Ecc.) bishop of Winchester, and cotemporarv wit!
left among his works, as an author, ' De Helms
gesti
Austrahum Saxonum,' &c. He died in 746, after governing his see for 42 years.

Daniel
Bede,

Daniel, archbishop of Narbonne

in the eighth centurv, wen
on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and died in 798, after haviai
governed his see with great wisdom and piety,
Daniel, Arnaud (Biog.) a Provencal poet, and a gentlcmar

the 12th century, left,
against the Pagans, entitled

among

in

other things, a

poer.

Fantaumasias de Paganisme.'
Daniel, Samuel, an English poet and historian of Somersetshire, was born in 1562 ; educated at Oxford ; and died ii
His poetical works were published in 4to. 1632, bi
1619.
his brother John Daniel ; besides which he wrote, 1. <0
the Civil Wars between the Houses of Lancaster and York,i
8vo. Lond. 1604, 1609, and 4to. 1623.
2. < The Firs'
Part of the History of England,' &c. 4to. London, 1613
and the Second Part, fol. London, 1618, 1621, 1623, anc
'

.

1634.

Daniel,

Gabriel, a Jesuit, and celebrated French historiar
of Rouen, was born in 1649, and died in 1728, leaving
1. ' Voyage du Monde de Descartes,' 12mo. I69O, a satirical confutation of Descartes' philosophy.
2.
Disscrtatu
de Judiciis Criticorum,' &c. 4to. Paris. 1691. 3. ' Entretiens de Cleandre et d'Eudoxc,' &c. which in less than twe
years ran through twelve editions, and was translated int<
Latin, Italian, English, and Spanish.
4. ' Histoire dc
France depuis l'Etablissement de la Monarchic,' &c. :; vols
'

1713, and 7 vols. 4to. 1722.
5.
Recticd de
Ouvrages Philosophiques, Theologiques, Historiques,

Paris,

fol.

divers

*

&c. 3 vols. 4to. 1724.
(Biog.) vide Danckerts.
A/ighicri (Hist.) an Italian statesman and poet
descended from one of the first families in Florence, wai
bom in 1625, and died in 1321, in exile at Ravenna, aftei
having been embroiled, as governor of Florence, in all th<

DANKERS
DANTE,

tumults raised by the opposing factions of the Guelphs BBC
Ghilielins.

He

is

better

known

at

present for his poetics

works, the most important of which is his ' Divina Commedia,' a species of satiric epic, of which there have beer
numerous editions ; the best is said to be that of Venice
3 vols. 4to. 1757- It was first printed in 1472 at Foligno
in a folio volume, without place; the second is in folio, and
the third in 4to. of the same date. [Vide Plate XXVIII]
Dante, Ignatius (Ecc.) a descendant of the great poet, and
a mathematician of Perugia., was born in 1537, and died
His principal works were, 1. *.A]
bishop of Alatri in 1586.
Treatise on the Construction and Use of tho Astrolabe.
2.
Mathematical Tables.' 3. ' Commentary on the Lawof Perspective.'
Dante, Peter Vincent (Biog.) a poet of Perugia, who died
in 1512, was so successful an imitator of the preceding, that
In- was generally called by bis name,
lie was also an architect, and inventor of many machines.
DANTE, / incent, grandson of the preceding, a painter anil
sculptor, of Perugia, died in 1576', at the age of I'
leaving a statue of Julius III as a monument of his skill
There is extant by him
The Lives of those who havi
'

1

'

1

\i

elled in

Dante, John

Drawings

for Statues.'

Baptiste, a distinguished

mechanical genius

ol

DAN

DAP

Perugia, of the same family, constructed a pair of wings,
He died
with which he flew across the lake Thrasymene.

Horat.

4, od. 15.
Kon, qui profttndum Dauubium bibunt,
Edicta rumpent Julia.

1.

end of the 15th century.
Francis (Biog.) a Benedictine of Gouvieux, in
the diocese of Liege, was born in 16'88, and died in 1746.
He edited the first volumes of Du Cange's Glossary in 1730
and took a part in editing the great Collection of French
Historians, begun by Bouquet ; also ' L' Art de verifier les
Dates,' of which a new edition was published by Clement,

Find. Olymp. od.

infol. 1770.

Anson. Epig. Gratulat.

at the

D'ANTINE,

;

Oppian. Cyneg.

John Andrew, a Lutheran, of
Sandhusen, near Gotha, was born in 16'54, and died in
1727) leaving, among other works, 1. ' Sinceritas Sacra
Scripture Veteris Testamenti triumphans,' tkc. 4to. Jen.
1713. 2. ' Divina Elohim inter Cosquales de primo Homine
condendo Dcliberatio,' 1712. 3. ' Inauguratio Christi hand
obscurior Mosaica,'

isc.

Jen.

4to.

1717-

4.

'

Davidis

in

Ammonitas

devictos mitigata Crudelitas,' 1713.
(Geog.) a town of West Prussia, situated on the
left bank of the Vistula, about five miles from its mouth,
Lon. 18°
68 m. W.S. \V. Konigsberg, 235 N. E. Berlin.
36' E. lat. 54° 20' N.

DANTZIC
'

History of Dantzic.
Dantzic, which in the Latin of the middle ages was called
Gedamnn, or Dantiscum, and by the Poles Gdansk, is
supposed to derive its name from Dans-Wik, or the village
of the Danes, by whom, in all probability, it was first
It was afterwards materially enlarged in the 12th
built.
century by Subislaus, grandson of Suantiborus, who took
The Poles became masters of it in
it from the Danes.
1295, when Primislaus erected it into a city. The knights
of the Teutonic Order got possession of it in 1303, and
surrounded it with walls in 1343 ; but Casimir III, king
of Poland, retook it in 1454, and invested it with great

an exemption from taxes.
In
1 577 this city was besieged by Stephen Bathori, the rival
candidate for the empire with Maximilian of Austria ; and
the Dantzickers were compelled to purchase their pardon
bv the payment of a large sum of money. They resisted
the Swedes in 1G'55, in favour of their sovereign Casimir ;
and in 1734 received Stanislaus a candidate for the Polish
crown within their walls ; but were forced to surrender
During the revolutionary
to the Russians and Saxons.
war Dantzic was occupied by the Prussians, in whose possession it remained until 1807, when it was taken by the
French, after a long siege but was restored to Prussia
Clnv. Descript. German.; Bert. Comment.
in 1814.
Geom. 1. 2, &c.
DANUBE (Geog.) vide Danubius.
DANUBIUS (Geog.) the Danube, one of the most celebrated
rivers in antiquity, which was called by the Greeks "I<rpoc,
and by the Romans Danubius, from its source to the middle
of its course, and from thence to its mouths, the Ister,
whence Ovid applies the epithet binomen to it.
privileges,

particularly

;

Ovid. Pont.

1.

1.

Stat vetus urbs ripe vicinu i<uu<minis

Istri.

This river is much celebrated by the poets.
Hesiod. Tkeog.
2-pvp.ova, Maiavlpov ti

Ovid, in Pont.

1.

ko.1 'It|Joj>

KaWipiiOpnr.

4.

Innumerique alii, (juos
Cedere Danubius $e

Trore

OKiapaV Trayui* ivtiKtv

u-jto

AptpirpvuivtaOac.

Danubius penitus caput

ix-cultatus in oris

Totus sub lestrajam d'tiimiejluo.

De

Claudian.

Fl. Mall. Thcod. Cons.

Aerior

rapidus tacitat

tic

Danubius

Firg. Georg.

1.

Senec. in

pmtermmt wgeni

ripas.

3.

Turbidus

the guillotine in 1794(Biog.) or Dans,

DAXTZ

4.

Tdv
"iTpOP

DANTON,

George James {Hist.) a lawyer of Arcis sur
Aube, was born in 1759, and after having acted his bloody
part in the French revolution with his associates Robespierre and Marat, he was at length, through the instigation
of the former, dragged before the revolutionary tribunal
which he himself had established, and ended his career on

3.

1.

ivpv piovri Kvvnaaro ro^ivrnpa.

"iTpifj £7r'

et

torquenijlaventes Ister arcu-ts

Med.
properalque torrens
Ister etjunclas vetat esse pontes,
uc vagus errat.

Herodotus makes it fall into the Euxine by five mouths
Pliny and Ptolemy by six ; but Marcellinus assigns seven
mouths to it. The Danube, according to modern geography,
is the largest river in Europe, having its source at the foot
of a mountain, named Die Bar, in the Black Forest, in
Suabia ; and after receiving about 40 navigable rivers,
among which are the Iller, Lech, Iser, Inn, Save, Drave,
&c. it finishes a course of about lO'OO miles by emptying
itself by five mouths into the Black Sea.
The principal
cities which it washes in its course are Ulm, Donawert, Ingolstadt, Ratisbon, Passau, Vienna, Presburgh, Belgrade,
It is called by the Germans Die Donau, and by the
&C.
Hungarians Dunai. As it was generally supposed to be the
boundary of the Roman empire, several castles were erected
on its banks to check the incursions of the barbarous tribes.
Herod. 1. 2, &c. ; Apollon. 1. 4 Diodor. 1. 4 ; Strab. I.
Mela, 1. 2; Lucan. 1. 2, &c. ; Plin. 1. 4; Diom/s. Perieg.
v. 898;
Vail. Flacc. 1. 4; JElian. Hist. Anim. 1. 14; Ammian. Marcel/in. 1. 23
Jornand. Hist, passim.
Danubius (Nutnis.) this river is represented on
medals under the figure of a bearded old
/^* ?*>x
'
man, lying and resting with his arm on an /g>
/ ~
urn, from which water is streaming, as in /*1
J.'/^i',
the annexed figure over his head is extended
^g^Jfaltft -A'"?;
a garment, folded in the form of an arch,

;

;

!

;

;

fi '

'

;

I

to denote the stone bridge erected over this

river by Trajan.

DANVERS,

Sir Charles (Hist.) second son of sir John
Danvers, of Dantsey, in Wiltshire, was executed for taking
part in Essex's insurrection in 43 Elizabeth.

Danvers,

Sir Henry, Earl of Danby, and Lord Dantsey,
younger brother of the preceding, distinguished himself as
a warrior in the Low Countries
and also as a patron of
science, by founding the botanic garden in Oxford.
He
also founded an alms-house and a free-school at Malmesburv,
in Wiltshire, and died in 1643.
Danvers, Sir John, younger brother of the preceding, one
of the most ungrateful of the regicides, sat in judgment on
his royal master, who had been gracious both to him and
his family, and was one of those who signed the warrant
;

He died before the restoration of
but all his estates, both real and personal, were
confiscated in 1661.
DAPHNjEUS (Hist.) a general of the Syracusans against
the Carthaginians.
Arislot. Polit. 1. 5 ; Poli/ivn. 1. 5.
(Myth.) Acuprij, a daughter of the river Peneus,
who, to escape the persecutions of Apollo, was, at her own
desire, changed into a laurel, which the god ordered to
sacred to himself.
Olid. Met. 1. 1 ; Part/ten. Erotic, c. 5
Paus. 1. 8 ; Pahvph. de Inc. 50.
for

his

execution.

Charles II

;

DAPHNE

I

inter

maiimus

tibi, .Yife,

Cannes

negat.

1

;

:

DAR
Daphne,

a daughter of Teresias, and priestess in the temple
of Delphi, whose oracles were always in verse.
Diodor.

Pans. 1. 1 0.
(Tupog.) a famous grove, near Antioch, on the borders of the Orontes. which derived considerable celebrity
from a temple of Apollo. Liv. 1. 33; Strab. 1. 10'; Eutroi).
1.

4

;

Daphne

1.

name

6.

DAPHNES

{Myth.) a shepherd of Sicily, and son of Mercury, who was taught by Pan to sing and play upon the
pipe.
The name has therefore been adopted by poets for
their shepherds in pastorals.
Thcocril. Idt/I. <yc. ; Diodor.
1. 4;
Sera, (id Firg.Eclog.; /Elian. Far.' Hist. 1. 8.
DAPPERS, Oliver (Biog.) or Olivet, a physician of Amster-

dam, who died in 16.Q0, leaving Descriptions of Africa,
Asia, &c. in Dutch, published in 1668-80.
(Hist.) the tenth grand master of the
Order of St. John of Jerusalem, who succeeded in 118",
was the last that resided in the city of Jerusalem, from
which he was obliged to retire on its capture by Saladin. He

DAPS, Emengard

died in 1192.

QARAN,

James (Biog.) a surgeon of St. Frejon, in Gascony, was born in 1701, and died in 1784, leaving, 1. ' Recueil d'Observations Chirurgicales sur les Maladies de l'Urethra/ 1745, and several times since; also translated into
English, 1750.
2. ' Traite sur le Gonorrhea Virulenta,'
1

7.">6-

D'ARCT

DAR
which the Trojans derived the name of Dardani. There
was a country of the same name on the east of Illvrieum.
DARDANIDES (Myth.) a patronymic for yEneas, and the
descendants of Dardanus.
DARDANIL'M (Geog.) a promontory of Troas, so called
from a small town of Dardanus, from which the modern

3.

'

Composition du Remede de Daran,' &c.

(Biog.) vide D'Arcy.

D'ARCON,

John Claudius Eleonore Limiceaud (Biog.) a
French engineer, was born at Pontarlier in 1733, and died
in 1 800, after having distinguished himself as the contriver
of a plan for besieging Gibraltar, which terminated so fatally for his countrymen in 1780.
Among his works are,
1. ' Reflexions d'un Ingenieur,' &c. 12mo. Amsterdam, 1773.
Defense d'une Systeme de Guerre Nationale,' &c.
2.
3. ' Conseil de Guerre privc- sur 1'Evencment de Gibraltar
en 1782,' 8vo. 1785. 4. Memoires pour servir a l'Histoire
'

'

of Dardanelles

is

derived.

DARDANUS (Myth.)

Adpcaroc, a son of Jupiter and Electra,
the city of Dardanja, and was reckoned the
founder of the Trojan kingdom.
Horn. II. 1. 20 ; Ajxjl/od.
1. 3
Virg, JEn. 1. 3 ; Hygin. Fab. 155; Fans. 1. 7.
Dardanus (Hist.) a king of Scotland, who is said to have
reigned before Christ, and was put to death for his cruelties.
Dardanus, Claudius Post humus, a Prietorian prefect in Gaul,
put to death the usurper Jovinus in 413. Prosper, in Citron.
(Her.) the name of a family of Richmond, in
Surrey, which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a
baronet, conferred on sir Lionel Darell in 1795.
Their
arms, &c. are as follow
Arms. Azure, a lion rampant or, ducally crowned argent.
Crest.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a Saracen's head couped
at the shoulders proper, bearded sable, wreathed about
the temples argent and azure, on his head a cap azure,
fretty argent, tasseled or, turned up ermine.
(Myth.) a pugilist celebrated bv Virgil.
Fire. JEn.

who

built

;

DARELL

DARES
1.

5, 12.

Dares

(Biog.) a Phrygian priest, lived during the Trojan
war, of which he wrote an account in Greek that is not
now extant. The Latin translation which has been preserved is most generally supposed to be spurious, and has
been attributed by some to Cornelius Nepos.
The best edition of Dares is that of Schmid. cum Not. Var. 4to. and
8vo. Amst. 1702.
(Biog.) vide Argonne.
(Geog.) a town of Gaul, now Fannes, in

DARGONNE

DARIOBRIGUM
Brittany.

du Siege de

Gibraltar,' &e. 8vo. 1783.
5. 'Considerations
Militaires et Politiques sur les Fortifications,' 8vo. Paris,

DARIUS

1795.

Darius, surnamed the Mede,

D'ARCY,

Patrick Count (Hist.) a mathematician, and a soland ancient family in Ireland, was born in
Galloway in 1725, and died in 1779, after having been
actively engaged in favour of the Stuarts, for whose family
and cause his parents and himself were exiles from their
He contributed many treatises on philosophical
country.
subjects to the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences.
DARCY, Lord (Her.) a title by which Thomas Darcy was
summoned to parliament, 1 Henry VIII. He was beheaded
for treason in 1539; hut his son George was restored to his
title, which became extinct at the death of John, fourth
lord Darcy, in 1635.
(Geog.) two strong castles on the Straits
of Gallipoli, otherwise called the Strait of the Dardanelles,
between the sea of Marmora and the Grecian Archipelago.
The one situated in Europe is called Sesto, or by the Turks
Roumeli Is/ci-issar, i. e. the Castle of Romania ; and the
other, standing on the Asiatic side, Avido, Abido, or Natulie
Iski-issur, i. e. the Castle of Natolia, which are supposed
to stand on the sites of the ancient Sestos and Abydos.
These are called the Old Dardanelles, to distinguish them
from the New Dardanelles, which were built at the enof die strait in 16.58 by order of Mahomet IV.
Of
these the one built on the European side is called by the
Turk* Hininiiilli Iski-issar.
A British squadron in 1807
•1
the Dardanelles on its way to Constantinople, after
Hg been exposed to a very heavy cannonade from both
The name of Dardanelles is doubtless from the anci';tit town of Dardanus, and the promontory of Dardanitnri
this neighbourhood.
(Ccog.) a town or country of Troas, from
dier, of a noble

DARDANELLES

DARDANIA

(Bibl.) the name by which
kings, are spoken of in Scripture.

being the king
lions.

He

who

some of the Persian

is spoken of in Daniel v. ix. xi.
ordered Daniel to be exposed to the.

was

and Cyrus.

uncle, by the mother's side, to Evilnierodach
The Septuagint in Daniel vii. give him the

name

of Artaxerxes, and in the thirteenth or apocryphal
chapter calls him Aslyages.
Xenophon designates him by
the name of Cyaxares.
Darius, the son of Hystaspes, is supposed to be the king
mentioned in Ezra, who permitted the Jews to complete!
the building of the temple, which had been begun in tilt
time of Cyrus.
Ezra vi. He is also supposed by Calme;
and Usher to be the Ahasucrus who married Esther.
Darius (Hist.) a name common to several Persian princes.
Darius, surnamed the Mede, is mentioned in Scripture b):
this name, and in profane history by that of CyaxeresIIi

£Yide Darius and

Cyu.rerc.f]

Darius I, son of
who conspired

Hystaspes, was one of the six Persian noblei
against the false Smerdis, and killed him
after which he was chosen to be king of Persia by meanii
of a stratagem, and died after a reign of 36' years in the
72d Olympiad, A. C. 485. Herodol. 1. 1, &c.; Thucyd
1. 1, Sec.';
Dionys. Hal. 1. 5 ; Corn. Nep. in Miltiad. ; Phi
in Aristid. Justin. 1. 1, &c.
Darius II, surnamed Ochus, or the Bastard, because he wa
the illegitimate son of Artaxerxes Longomanus, succeeded
to the throne of Persia on the murder of Xerxes II, an(
died after a reign of 19 years in the 93d Olympiad, A. C
401.
Citron.
Thucyd- 1. 8
Diodor. 1. 12; Euseb.
Da mis III, surnamed Cvdomanncs, a descendant from th<
preceding, was raised to the throne by Bagoas the Eunuch
who afterwards wished to dispatch him by poison, which h
was himself compelled to drink. He was the last king c
'

;

m

:

DAV

DAR
Arbela by Alexander the Great, fled into Media, and was assassinated by
Bactriana,
governor
of
A.M.
3651,
in the 112th
Bessus,
Olympiad, A. C. 333. Diodor. 1. 7 ; Ptiii. 1. 11; Q. Curtins ; Justin- et Arrian. ; Pint, in Alex. ; Euseb. in Chron.
Darius, one of the descendants of Atropatus, the first king
of New Media, reigned in that country, while Pompey
was making war on Mithradates Eupator, king of Pontus.
He was conquered bv the Roman general, who granted him
peace, U. C. 689, A. C. 65.
Darius, a son of Xerxes, who married Artaynta, and was
Herod. 1. 9; Diodor. 1. 11.
killed by Artabanus.
Persia,

who, being defeated

at the battle of

Darius, a son of Artaxerxes, was declared successor to the
throne, but conspiring against his father's life, he was capitally punished.
Darius, Tiberius (Biog.) a poet of Cesenna, in Italy, in the
1.5th century, who wrote an Abridgment of the Lives of

Plutarch.

DARLINGTON,
bv the family of
&c. are as follow
Titles.

Earl of (Her.) one of the

enjoyed

titles

Vane [vide Vane\, which, with

the arms,

Azure, three gauntlets

Durham.

or.

On a wreath, a dexter-hand in armour, couped at
the wrist proper, holding a sword argent, hilt and pommel

Crest.

or.

On the dexter-side, a griphon argent ; on the
an antelope or, each gorged with a plain collar
azure, the dexter charged with three left-hand gauntlets,
as in the coat ; the other with three martlets or.
" Nee temere, nee timide."
Motto.

SupjMrters.
sinister,

DARNLEY,

Henri: Stewart, Lord (Hist.) son of the earl of
Lennox, and husband of Mary queen of Scots, was blown
up by gunpowder, with the house in which he lay. Bothwell, the favourite, and afterwards the husband of Man-,
was universally charged as the author of this assassination,
and the queen was strongly suspected of having had some

[Vide Plate V".]
share in the transaction.
titles at pre.'ent enjoyed by the family of Bligh [[vide Bligh^, which, with
the arms, &c. are as follow
Bligh, earl of Darnley, viscount Darnley, of AthTitles.
boy, baron Clifton, of Ralhmore, co. Meath, and lord
Clifton, of Leighton Bromswold.
Arms. Azure, a griphon segreant or, between three crescents

Darnley, Earl of (Her.) one of the
:

argent-

On

head erased or.
griphons with wings expanded
having a ducal collar and chain azure-

Crest.

Two

or,

each

" Finem respiee."
Augustine (Biog.) an astronomer of Toulouse,
was born in 1718, and died in 1802, after escaping the
storms of the revolution.
He published, 1. 'Observations
Motto.

DARQUIER,

AstTonomiques,' &c. 4to. Paris, 1778, and 2 vols, more in
2. ' Lettres sur 1 Astronomic Pratique,' 8vo. 1786;
1783.
besides translations of Simscn's Geometrv, &c.
George, Lord (Hist.) son of WiRiam Legge,
of the familv mentioned under Heraldru, distinguished him«self as a naval commander in the service of Charles II and
James II. His fidelity to the latter caused him to be imprisoned in the Tower, where he died in 1 69 1 , at the age of 44.
Dartmouth, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles at present enjoyed by the family of Legge [[Vide Legge"], which, with
the arms. &c. are as follow
Titles.
Legge, earl of Dartmouth, viscount Lewisham, and
baron of Dartmouth.
The eldest son bears the title of

DARTMOUTH,

:

viscount

a buck argent, semee of mullets gules.
" Gaudet tentamine virtus."
Erasmus (Biog.) a physician and poet of Elton,
near Newark, in Nottinghamshire, was born in 1731, and
died in 1802.
He published, among other things, his 'Bosinister,

Motto-

DARWIN,

tanic Garden,' 1781.

DASHWOOD

Lewisham.

Arms. Azure, a buck's head cabossed argent.
VOL. I.

(Her.) the name of a family originally seated

branch of which at present enjoys the digand title of a baronet, conferred in 1 684 on sir Robert
Dashwood. Their arms, &c. are as follow
Arms. Argent, on a fess double cottised gules, three griffins' heads erased per fess erminois and gules.
Crest.
A griffin's head erased per fess erminois and gules.
DASSIER, John (Biog.) medallist to the republic of Geneva,
who died in 1763, struck a series of the kings of England,
and also a series of the events in Roman history, &c.
in Dorsetshire, a

nity

(Biog.) vide Assouci.
son of Camissares, governor of Caria,

DATAMES

(Hist.)

and general of the armies of Artaxerxes, revolted against
his master, and was assassinated by Mithradates, who had
invited him to a parley under the pretence of entering into
Diodor. 1. 15
C. Xep. in Datam.
a league with him.
;

DATAPHERNES

(Hist.) one of the friends of Bessus, the
murderer of his master Darius, who betrayed him into the
hands of Alexander, bv whom he was punished for his perfidy.

Q. Curt.

1.

7-

DATI,

Augustine (Biog.) a writer of Sienna, in Italy, was
born in 1420, and died in 1478. His son Nicholas collected
his works for publication under the title of ' Augustini
Dathi Senensis Opera,' fol. Sen. 1503, and Venet. 1516.

Dati, Charles, professor of

polite literature at Florence, his
native place, who died in l6'75, is principally known by his
'
Vite dei Pittori,' &c.
DATIS (Hist.) Snnc, a general of Darius I, who was defeated at the battle of Marathon by Miltiades, and some
Herod. 1. 6, &c.
time after put to death by the Spartans.

C. Xep. in Milt.

DAVaL,

Peter (Biog.) a lawyer, who died accomptant-geneof the court of Chancery in 1763, was the translator
'
Memoirs of Cardinal de Retz.'
of the
William (Biog.) a Jesuit of Auxerre, and
confessor to Philip V, of Spain, was born in 1648, and died
in 1723, after having enjoyed the confidence of the king.
He published some Funeral Orations, &c.
Charles (Biog.) a French Protestant divine, was
born in 1670, and died in 1740, leaving, 1. ' Pro Testimonio Josephi de Jesu Christo, contra Tan. Fabrum et
ral

DAUBENTON,

DAUBUZ,

a wreath, a griphon's

Supporters.

a ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich
feathers, party per pale argent and azure.
Supporters,
On the dexter-side, a lion argent, semee of
fleurs-de-lis sable, and crowned with the crest ; on the

In

Crest.

D'ASSOUCI

:

Vane, earl of Darlington, viscount and baron Bar-

nard, of Barnard Castle, in the bishopric of
The title of the eldest son, viscount Barnard.

Arms.

;

2.
A Commentary on the Re1712; and again by Peter Lancaster in 1730, under the title of A Perpetual Commentarv,
&c. newly modelled,' &C,
DAVENANT, John (Ecc.) bishop of Salisbury, was born in
Watling-street in 1576, educated at Cambridge, and died
Expositio Epistolse D. Pauli ad Coin 1641, leaving, 1.
the third edition printed at Cambridge in
lossenses,' fol.
alios,'

8vo. Lond.

1700.

velation of St. John,'

'

fol.

'

'

;

1639.

2.

'

Prslectiones de

Duobus

in

Theologia Contrc-

versis Capitibus,' &c. fol. Cantab. 1631.

Davenant,

Sir William, Knt. (Biog.) an English poet ami
dramatic writer of Oxford, was born in 1605, and died in
1668.
His works, of which his ' Gondibert established
his fame as a poet, were for the most part published in
his life-time, but they were collected in 1673 into one
large folio volume, dedicated bv his widow to the duke of
'
[Vide Plate XXVIII]
York.
Davenant, Charles, eldest son of the preceding, was born in
1656, and died in 1714, who, besides many pamphlets
3 u
'

m

DAV

DAV
the political subjects of the day, also published ' Essays
upon the Balance of Power/ &c.
DavBNANTj William, younger brother to the former, and
sir William Davenant, was educated at Oxand drowned in 1681. He translated from the French
Animadversions upon famous Greek and Latin Historians.'

fourth son to
ford,
'

DAVENPORT,

Christopher (Biog.)

a native of Coventry,

in Warwickshire, was born about 1598, educated at Oxford,
and died in 1658. He was the author of, 1. ' Paraphrastica
Kxpositio Articulorum Confessionis Anglica?.'
2.
Deus,
'

Nature,

(

rratia,'

&c

elder brother of the preceding, who was
educated at Oxford, turned puritan, and died at Boston,
England, in 1668, leaving a catechism, and some

Davenport, John,
also
in

New

works.

DAVID

(Bihl.) vn, son of Jesse of Judah, and of the town
of Bethlehem, was raised to the throne of Israel by the
command of God to Samuel, who consecrated him to this
office, A. M. 29-11, A. C. 1063, and died after a prosperous
David was the
reign of 40 years, A. M. 2990, A. C. 1014.
author of most, if not all, the Psalms which go under his
name, which sufficiently bespeak his character for the most
fervent and sincere piety.
David (Hist.) the name of one emperor, of some kings of Scotlaud, and other princes.
David, of the family of the Comneni, the last emperor of
Trebisonde, succeeded his brother John, but was dethroned
by Mahomet, the emperor of the Turks, who, having allured
him to Constantinople, put him to death in 14(il.

David

I,
son of Malcolm III, succeeded his
brother Alexander on the throne of Scotland
in 1124, and died after a reign of 28 years.
His effigy is given as in the annexed figure.
David II, son of Robert Bruce, was crowned
on the death of bis father in 1329, and died
after a reign of ."<) years, during which time
I,
had been made a prisoner by the English, who supBoot.
ported the pretensions of his rival, Edward Baliol.

Hist: Scot- ; Buchan. Hill.
In-other to Llewellyn, and the last prince of Wales,
attempted in vain to rally bis broken forces to meet the
English, and being chased from bill to hill, he was at length
taken, and, after a formal trial, was banged, drawn, and
quartered, as a traitor, in 1 277David, a son of Robert III, king of Scotland, who was
starved to death by order of his uncle, the duke of Albany,

David,

in

1

Boet.

l(i.

1.

.hie.

king of Ethiopia,

a

Hist.

1.

8.

St. (F.ee.) the patron of Wales, the son of Xantus, or
Sanlus, prince of Ceretica, now Cardiganshire, was born about
He buill a chapel at Glasthe close of the fifth century.
tonbury, founded twelve monasteries, and the present see of
Hides for his
St. David's, and died about 544, leaving,
Monasteries; Letters to King Arthur; and Homilies, eve.
David, El David, a Persian Jew in the [2th century, who
gave himself out for the Messiah, in which lie was sup-

David,

ported by his countrymen, but was shortly after beheaded
in the king's presence.
DAVID, George, a fanatic, son of a waterman at Ghent, gave
himself out for the true Messiah, and the third David, and
obtained many followers notwithstanding the extravagance
He died at Basle, in 1556, when the
of hil pretensions.
lagistratea ordered his corpse and his writings to be burned
i

common executioner.
a /) (iirilinn (Biog.) a
highly lb emi d in his day.
by

D

the-

in

Welsh bard, whose poems Were

i

David,

a

DAVIE

i

i

H

:

" The Hi ly Lamb."
" Auspice Christo."
Sir John (Hist.) a statesman and a poet, of Ti
bury, in Wiltshire, was born in 1570, educated at Oxfon
studied law at the Middle Temple, and died in 1626, afti
having taken an active part in the affairs of Ireland, whet
he was for some time Speaker of the House of Common
and acted also in a judicial capacity. He left, besides h
Tracts, &c. several poems; namely, On the Immortality
;
' Acrostics,'
the Soul
on the won
Nosee Teipsum
Elizabetha Regina, &c.
which have given him a place
Crest.

Motto.

DAVIES,

'

i

'

;

'

'

:

philosopher of Armenia, about the middle of the

I

i

the collection of English

poets.

Davies, John (Biog.) an antiquary of Denbighshire, in the l6t
century, was the author of 1.
Antiqute Linguae Britai
nicae nunc communiter dicta? Camhro-Britannicse, &c. Rud
'

menta,' Svo. 1621.
2. ' Dictionarium Latino- Britannicunri
fol. 1632.
3. ' Adagia Britannica,' &c. 1 632, printed at til
end of the Dictionary ; besides the part he took in translatir.'
the Bible into Welsh with W. Morgan, bishop of Llandaff.
Davies, John, a critic, was bom in London, in Hi". ,, educate
He published, 1. ' Max'
at Cambridge, and died in 1732.
mi Tyrii Dissertationes, Gr. & Lat. ex Interpretatioi
2. ' C. Julii Csesaris, et A. Hirt
Heins'ii, &c. 8vo. 1703.
omnia Opera quae extant,' 4to. Cantab. 1706, 1727- 3. 'Ji
Minutii Felicis Oetavius,' Svo. Cantab. 1707, and 171
4.
Lactantii Firmiani Epitome Divinarum Institutionun
8vo. Cantab. 1718 ; besides editing several of Cicero's work
Davies, John, of Kidwilley, in Carmaerthenshire, a translate,
was born in 1625, and died in 1693, leaving upwards of 'i
1

i

'

translations on different subjects.

Davies, Miles, a Welsh clergyman
the author of

'

in the 18th century,
Athence Britannicie,' 8vo. 1715, &c.

w

Davies, Thomas, a bookseller, player, and writer, was born
Edinburgh in 1712, and died in 17S5. He wrote, 1. 'Li
of David Garrick,' 1780, which passed through mai
Lives
2.
editions.
Dramatic Miscellanies,' 3 vols. 3.
Dr. John Eachard, Sir John Davies, and Mr. Lillo,' 8tc. &
'

15.

succeeded his father Nahu in
1507, and died after a reign of 36 years, in which he
Paul,
carried on a successful war against the Portuguese.

David,

century, who translated the works of Plato, Aristotl
and other Greek writers.
(Her.) the name of an ancient family of Creedy,
Devonshire, which was anciently written de la Wey, de /(".
or de Fie, contracted into Davie.
The first mentioned
the pedigree of this family is William de la Wey, alias (
Wy, who came over with William the Conqueror.
descendant, Sir John Davie, was created a baronet in 1G4
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Anns. Argent, a chevron sable, between three muUe
pierced gules.
fifth

DAVILA, Henry

'

Catherine (Buig.) an historian, of Cypru

was born in 1571, and died by the hands of an assassin
l6Sl. His son, a youth of 18, revenged his death by imm
diately killing his murderer.

He

wrote,

1.

'

Istoria deli

1638, and ofti
reprinted since ; the finest editions are those of 2 vols. Pari
1644, and Venice, 1733; translated into English in 164
I67S, and a third time by Farncworth, 2 vols. 4to. 175.'

Guerre

Civili di Francia,' 4to. Venice,

i<i::t-,

the French translations appeared in 1642, and in 3 vols. I:
1757 the Latin translation by Cornagano, 3 vols. 4to. R01
;

1743.

DAVIS, John
in

(Hist.)

Devonshire,

was

a navigator,
sent

in

and native of Sandridg

1585

to

discover a

Nortl

West passage, and first entered the strait between Gie
land and N. America, which has since been distinguish
lie afterwards went tvt
by the name of Davis' Strait.
other voyages for the discovery of the North-West passag
besides five to the East Indies, in the last of which be Wi
on the shores :.: M li eea, in an e.llir, v.il
killed, in 1(>0.
the Japanese, having, as an author, 1. 'The Account
his Second Voyage for the Discovery, of the North-Wc
2.
A Traverse Booke, made by ^
Passage, i" 1580.'
'

:

DAW

DAU
John Davis, in his Third Voyage for the Discoverie of the
North-West Passage.' 3. ' The World's Hydrographicall
;
all which are published in substance by
Description
'

Hakluvt, in his collection of voyages.
Davis, Rowland (Bios-) an Irish divine of Cork, was born in
1(549, educated at Trinity College, Dublin, and died in
The truly Catholick and Old Religion;'
1721. He wrote,
showing that the Established Church in Ireland is more
trulv a member of the Catholic Church than the Church of
Rome, &c. 4to. Dublin, 171 6.
Davis, Henry Edwards, a native of Windsor, who was educated at Oxford, and died in 1784, was the author of an
examination of Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, which was so respectable a performance, that it
was the only one of the many attacks on the historian
which he deigned to notice.
DAMSON, TVilliam (Hist.) a statesman in the reign of
queen Elizabeth, who acted in a diplomatic character in
and afterwards as one of
Flanders, Holland, and Scotland
her principal Secretaries of State, in which latter capacity
take
active
an
part in the trial and
he was compelled to
death of Man', queen of Scots, and at length fell thereby
under the displeasure of queen Elizabeth, by whose order
he was for a time imprisoned.
Davison. Francis (Biog.) son of the preceding, published in
1602 some small pieces by himself and friends, entitled,
' Poetical Rhapsodic,' a second edition of which appeared in
1608, a third in l6ll, and a fourth in 1621.
DAULIS (Mulh.) SavWc, a nymph, daughter of Cephesus
who gave her name to Daulis, a town of Phocis, which was
Lit 1. 32 ; Strab. 1. 9 \ Olid.
ancientlv called Anacris.
Mel. 1. .5; Paus. 1. 10; Plol.l. 3.
DAUMIUS, Christian (Biog.) a classical scholar of Zwickau,
was bom in 1612, and died in 10'S7, leaving several dissertations. Sec. inserted in the ' Systema Dissert. Rar.' of Grsvius. 4to. Ultra j. 1701.
DAUN, Leopold, Count (Hist.) an Austrian general and
field-marshal, who died in 1766, at the age of Q\, distinguished himself in the wars of Maria Theresa, particularly
in the relief of Prague, to commemorate which great victory
the empress instituted the military order which bears her
name.
DAUNT A (Geog.) a name given to the northern parts of
Apulia, now Capitanata. It received its name from Daunus.
Virg. JEn.l. 8, v. 146.
'

;

1

.

Gens eadem, qtns

te,

crudeli

Daunia

bello

Insequitur,

Hor.

1.

1.

od. 22.
Quale portentum tuque

Daunia

n.ilitarh

in lath ulit esculctis.

Mel. 1. 2 ; Ptol. 1. 3.
DAUNTS (Myth.) a son of Pilr.mnus and Danae, who came
from Illyricum into Apulia, where he reigned and gave his
3

Plin.

1.

name

to the country.

.

;

Fes', de Verb. Sign. ; Serv. in /En. 1. S.
(Geog.) an ancient province of France, near to
Savoye and Piedmont, from which it is separated on the
It contains the three modern departWest by the Alps.
ments of Isere, Drome, and Upper Alps.
To7ins.
Grenoble is the capital, besides which there are
\ ienne and Embrun, which are archbishoprics ; Gap, Die,
Valence, Saint Paul-trois-Chattaux, and Orange, which
are bishoprics; Briancon, Montelimart, Crest, Romans, &c.
Riiers.
The principal rivers are the Isere, the Drome,
and the Durance, which take their rise in the Alps, and
terminate in the Rhine.

DAUPHINY

History of Dauphiny.

Dauphiny, called in the Latin of the middle ages Delphinatus, was inhabited by the Allobroges, Vocontii, Caturiges, &c. when the Romans conquered this country, and

formed it into a province of the empire. In the fifth
century the Burgundians conquered Dauphiny, which
was successively subject to the kings of France, and those
It had afterwards princes of its own,
of Burgundy.
under the title of counts ; among whom was Guiges IV,
in 1 1 40 assumed the name of Dauphin, from which
the country received that of Dauphiny.
Humbert II,
the last count, having no male issue, gave Dauphiny to
the kings of France, and invested prince Charles, grandson of Philip de Valois, with the principality in 1349 ;
since which time the eldest sons of the kings of France
have borne the title of Dauphin.
(Biog.) or Dorat, Jo/in, in Latin Auralus, a French
poet, was born near the head of the Vienne, in the Limousin, about 1507, and died in 1588.
His principal
collection of verses is entitled ' Joannis Aurati Lemovices,
Poet* et Interpretis Regii Poemata,' &c. Svo. Paris, 1586.
DAURISES (Hist.) AcivpiVijc, a brave general of Darius,
treacherously killed by the Carians.
Herod. 1. 5.
(Biog.) or Daiisqiicii/s. Claudius, a Jesuit of St.
Omers, was born in 1.566, and died in 1644, leaving,
1. ' Antiqui Novique Latii Orthographica,' fol. Toumac.
1633. 2. • Terra et Aqua,' &c. 4to. Tournac. 1633 ; besides
an edition of Quintus Calaber, and some Theological Works.
(Her.) the name of a family at present enjoying the
title and dignity of a baronet, conferred in 1818 on sir
Humphry Davy, the chemist ; the arms, &c. of which are
as follow
Arms. Sable, a chevron engrailed crminois, between two
annulets in chief or, and in base a flame proper, encompassed by a chain sable, issuant from a civic wreath or.
Crest.
Out of a civic wreath or, an elephant's head sabl<
ear or, tusks argent, the proboscis attached by a line to a
ducal coronet, around the neck or.
" Igne constricto vita secura."
Motto.
DAWESj Sir William (Fee.) archbi-hop of York, and youngest
son of sir John Dawes, bart., was born at Lyons, near
Braintree, in 1671, entered a scholar of St. John's College,
Oxford, in 1687, but afterwards taking his degree of A.M.
at Cambridge, he was in 1697 elected master of Catherine
Hall and after different preferments, was in 1 707 named
to the see of Chester, from which in 1713, he was translated to the archiepiscopal see of York, where he died in
1724. After his death, appeared ' The whole Works of
Sir William Dawes, Bart.' &c. 3 vols. Svo. 1733, with a
Preface and a Life, including those he published himself, as
' An Anatomy of Atheism,'
4to. London, 16'93, a poem;
' The Duties of the
Closet,' &c. ; ' The Duty of Communicating explained,' &c.
Dawks. Richard (Biog.) a critic of Leicestershire, who died
in 1766, at the age of 57, is well known and honourably
remembered as the author of ' Miscellanea Critica,' 1745,
reprinted in 17S1.
Sir William (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, a general under Richard I of England,
distinguished himself in the crusades, particularly at Aeon,
in Cyprus, where he killed a chief of the Saracens, and also
slew a lion, for which he was marked by the favour of his
sovereign, who took a ring off his finger and presented it to
him, ordering in perpetuam rci memoriam, that his crest
should be a demi-Saracen, with a lion's paw in one hand,
and a ring in the other; which is the family cognizance to
this day.
Dawnay, Sir Nicholas, a descendant of the preceding, distinguished himself in the Holy Land against the infidels, in
the reign of Edward III.
Dawnay (Her.) the name of a Norman family, of which was
sir Paine Dawnay, of Dawnay Castle, wT ho came over with
William the Conqueror. From him descended sir William
Dawnav, mentioned under History ; whose descendant,
3 v 2

who

DAURAT

DAUSQUE

DAVY

;

DAWNAY,

.,

DEB

DEC

John Dawnay, of Cowick, bart., was created in 1680
viscount Downe, co. Downe.
John Christopher, the fifth
viscount, who assumed his mother's name of Burton, was in
1 796 created an English baron, by the title of baron Dawnay,

sir

of Cowick, co. York.
[Tide Donme~\
(Her.) the family name of the earl of Portarlington.
William Henry Dawson, of this family, was
created in 1770 baron Dawson, of Dawson Court, and advanced to the dignity of viscount of the county of Carlow.
His son John Dawson, was created earl of Port-Arlington
in 1785.
Dawson, a branch of the same family, of Castle Dawson, co.
Monaghan, which enjoys at present the dignity of a baron,
conferred in 1 797 on Thomas Dawson, by the title of baron
Cremorne. He had been previously created baron Dartrey
in 1770, and viscount Cremorne in 1785, which titles became extinct at his death in 1813.
(Biog.) Daye, or Daie, John, a native of Dunwich, in
Suffolk, and one of our earliest English printers, died in
1584, after having followed the business of a printer for 40
years ; during which he contributed to the Reformation, as
the lines on his grave-stone intimate, by printing Fox's
Book of Martyrs, and other works on that side of the
question.
He also first introduced the Saxon letter into

DAWSON

DAY

England.

Day, John,

son of the preceding, was born in 1566, educated
and died in 1 627 rector of Thurlow, in Suffolk.
published several Sermons, besides ' Day's Dial], or his

at Oxford,

He

Twelve Houres, i. e. Twelve several Lectures by way of
Catechisme,' &c. Oxford, 1614.
Day, Richard, another son of John Day, and a printer; was
also the author of some verses ' Contra Papistos Incendiaries,' in Fox's Martyrology, 1576; besides translating Fox's
book ' De Christo Triuniphante Comoedia/ and writing a
preface and conclusion to the
Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs,' &c.
Day, Thomas, a poetical and miscellaneous writer, was born
in Wellclosc-square in 1 748, and was killed in 1 789, by a kick
'

form

his horse,

who had thrown

He

torn.

is

better

known

' The
History of Sandford and Morton,'
than by his eccentricities, which tormented both himself and

as the author of
others,

and

finally occasioned his death.

DEAGEANT,

de St. MarceUin (Hist.) a French writer and
Lewis XIII.
(Hrr.) the family name of baron Muskerry, which
title was conferred in 1781 on sir Robert Tilson, bart.
DE
(Her.) the name of a family of Knight's-tnwn,
co. Meath, in Inland, which came into England with William the Conqueror.
Hugh de Bathe accompanied earl
Strongbow in his expedition into Ireland about 1172, and
negotiator, in the reign of

DEANE

BATHE

had grants of many manors and lands in the counties of
Dublin, Meath, Louth, and Drogheda.
His descendant, sir
James Michael de Bathe, was created a baronet in 1801.

The

arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms.
Gules, a cross between four lions rampant urgent.
A lion rampant urgent, supporting in his paws a
Crett.

dagger of the

:

first,

hilted or.

(Bilil.) van, a city of Judah, the first inhabitants of
which were giants of the race of Anak. Josh. x. 39, &c.
Debir was also a town of Gad, beyond Jordan. Josh. xiii.

Dkiiiii, a king of Eglnn, slain by Joshua.

Baron (Her.) the

Josh.

title at

x.

.'!.

present enjoyed

by the family of Blaquicre, conferred in 1800 on

sir

John

Blaquiere.

DEBORAH

Clanricarde.

De Burgh, vide De Burgo.
De Burgh (Her.) the name

of the family which at presei
enjoys the title of earl of Clanricarde, and deduces i
origin from Charlemagne, whose great-grandson, Baldwin I
is said to have been the founder of the House of Blois,
France, and the noble families of Burgh and Vesey, in Ir
land, by his son John, earl of Comyn, and baron of Ton
burgh, in Normandy, who, being general of the kini
forces, and governor of his chief towns, was named 1
Bourg, or De Burgh, in Latin De Burgo. This, in procE
of time, was written Bourk, but in 1752 the king, by lette
under his signet royal and sign manual, granted to the ea
Ulrick Bourke, of London, and Thomas Bourke of Irelan
and their descendants, full power, licence, and authority,
assume and use the name of De Burgh.
Harlowen

Burgo, son of John earl of Comyn, had two sons, ltotx
and Otto, half-brothers to William the Conqueror, who
they accompanied into England.
Robert became earl
Cornwall, and John, the youngest of his two sons, becar
earl of Kent ; and the eldest, Adelm, had a son, WiUia
Fitz-Adelm, who was made governor of Ireland, and w
high in the esteem of Richard I.
His son, Richard
Burgo, by Isabel, natural daughter of Richard I of Englar
and
Trim,
was lord of Connaught
and a person of no li
honour and esteem than his father. He was constitut,
Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland in 1227, and died in 1242, aft
having built the castle of Galway and Loughreah. His s
Walter became earl of Ulster in 1243, in right of his wi
and in 1264 in his own right, having preserved both Ulsl
and Connaught to the king's laws during his life, whi
ended in 1271- At the death of William, the third earl,
1333, this earldom passed out of the family but from YV
liam de Burgo, second son of Richard, lord of Connaught, a
younger brother of
alter, earl of Ulster, before-mentioni
descended Ulick de Burgo, who was created, in 1543, earl
Clanricarde, and baron of Dunkellin. Richard, the fourth ea
was advanced to the dignity of the English peerage in lu'i
by the title of baron of Somerhill, co. Kent, and viscoi
Tunbridge, to which titles king Charles I added in I61
those of baron of Imany, viscount of Galway, and earl
St. Alban's.
His son Ulick, the fifth earl, was advanced
the dignity of marquis of Clanricarde, who, dying in 111:
without male issue, the Irish marquisate and the Kngl
earldom became extinct ; but the earldom of Clanricarde a
barony of Dunkellin devolved on his first cousin Richa
[Vide' Clanricarde}
DE BURGO, William (Hist.) second son of Richard de Bur,
lord of Connaught, before-mentioned, was surnamed l'
Conqueror, on account of his warlike exploits during
service in France witli his father, when the city of Hoi
deaux was taken and in the service of Henry III of El
He likewise distinguisl
land, in his wars with Scotland.
himself on several occasions against the rebellious Irish,
was put to death by the king of Connaught, whilst
:

W

:

1

:

hostage.

DEBIR

DE BLAQUIERE,

DE BURE (Biog.) vide Bure.
DE BURGH (Hist.) vide Ulster and

(BiU.) mat, Rebecca's nurse, who accompanied Jacob, and was buried at the foot of Bethel.
Gen.
xxx. 5.
Deborah, a prophetess, wife of Lapidoth, who judged the
Israelites, and dwelt under a palm-tree, A.M. 271.9, A. C.
1285.

De

Burgo, or De Burgh. .Sir William, son of the precediil
was appointed in 1308 custos of Ireland, in which capac
he appeased many disorders, and signalized himself agai
Phcliin O'Connor, king of Connaught, whom he tota'
le died in 13'
routed and slew, with 28 oilier chiefs.
I

after a career of military glory.

De

Burgo,

De Burgh,

Sir Ulick, son of the precedii
and lord of Clanricarde, followed in tin- steps of his fath
and by his valour did considerable service in reducing
rebellious countrymen to obedience.
De Burgo, or De Burgh, first Earl, vide Clanricarde.
(drug.) a district in Judea. so called from*
or

.

-

DECAPOLIS
ten

cities.

I'lin.

1.

5,

c.

18.

:

DEC

DEC
(Hist.) a warlike king of the Dad, who defeated Domitian, hut being subdued by Trajan, the successor
of Domitian, he killed himself when Dacia became a

DECEBALUS
Roman
I.

A. D.

province,

103.

Siieton.

Dmnit.

in

;

Dio.

68.

Peter Candide (Biog.) a writer of Pavia, was
born in 1399. and died in 1477, leaving among his numerous
works Lives of Philip-Maria Viseonti, and Francis Sforza,
both Dukes of Milan, inserted by Muratori in Script. Rer.
besides Latin and Italian Poems, Translations
Ital. vol. xx
;

and Quintus Curtius, &c. into Italian.
(Hist.) was made Csesarby his brother
MaTientius, A. D. 350, and set over Gaul but when he
heard that the latter had laid violent hands upon himself
after the victory gained by Constantine at Lyons, he hanged
of Appian,

DECENTILS, Magnus

;

himself after a reign of three years.
are extant of this
prince, bearing his effigy, as in the annexed

Dbcbntius (Xumis.) medals

DECENTIUS FORTISSIMUS C.ES— MAG. DECENTIUS
NOP. C. &c.

figure: inscription,

Claudius Francis Millet (Biog.)
a mathematician and astronomer of Chamberry, in Savoy, was born in l6ll, and died in 1678.
His principal work, entitled ' Mundus Mathematicus/ or
' Cursus Mathematicus,'
was reprinted in 4 vols. fol. Lugd.
1690.

the

title

enjoyed by the family of

Beresford, conferred in 1812 on William Beresford, brother
of George de la Poer, first marquis of Waterford.

DECIUS

a very

considerable family at

Rome, from

whom

solemnly de-

which sprung several consuls, some of

voted themselves to death for the benefit of their country.
They were of plebeian origin, as we learn from Juvenal.
Juv. Sat. 8.

v.

254.

Daianm

Phbeitc

Nomina.
Omnibui

Pro

animcc, pUbeia fiienml
legionibus lii tamen, et pro
utque omni plebe Latina

totis

aiiiilus,

Sufficiunt Diis infeniis, Ternequcparenti.

Decivs, Mis. P., a Roman consul, who, after signalizing himself bv his courage on different occasions, devoted himself to
the Manes for the purpose of animating the soldiers in a
battle fought against the Latins, U. C. 414, A. C. 340.
Polyb. 1. 2"; Cic. in Tiiscul. ; Diodor. 1. 12; Liv. 1. 8; Val.
Max. 1. 5. c. (i Plin. 1. 22 ; Aurel. Vict. ; Tacit. Anna!.
1.3; Fir. Must. c. 26.
;

Decks, Mus.

P., son of the preceding, imitated his father's
example, and, during his fourth consulship, rushed into the

which was fought against the Gauls
and Tuscans, and perished U. C. 459, A. C. 295. Liv.
thickest of the battle

1.

9,

&c.

Decius, Mus.

a consul, grandson of the first, and son of
Decius, also perished under similar circumstances in the battle against Pyrrhus, U. C. 475, A. C. 279Liv. 1. 10, &c.
Decius, Brutus, vide Brutus.
Decius, Cn. Mettius, Q. Trajanus, a native of Pannonia, who
assumed the imperial purple, and after signalizing himself
against the Persians, perished in battle, while fighting with
[Aide Trajanus']
the Goths, A. D. 251.
Decius (Xumis.) vide Trajanus.
Decius (Biog.) or Decio, Philip, a jurist of Milan, was
His principal works are,
bora in 1453, and died in 1536.
1.
2. ' De Regulis
Consilia,' 2 vols. fol. Venet. 1581.
the second

J'.,

P.

'

Juris,' fol. ibid.

DECKER

(Biog.) or Dcckhcr, John, a Jesuit of Hazebruck,
was born in 1559, and died in 1619, leaving
Velificatio, seu Theoremata de Anno Ortus et Mortis Domini,' &c. 4to. Grat. 1606.
in Flanders,
'

Rosamond

;

in the reign of
'

also

(Hist.)

James

Satyromastix,'
'

I,

&c. in

GuU's Hornbook,'

commonly

called

Fair

Rosamond, of the family of De Clifford, mentioned under
Heraldry.
[Vide Rosamond]
De Clifford, Roger, a great baron, famous for his valour
and experience in military affairs, was successively governor
of Marlborough, Ludgershall, and Erdesly Castles, and
died in 1286, at the age of 86.
Clifford, Roger, son of the preceding, and a no less
renowned warrior in the service of Henry III and Edward I,
was slain in 1283, in the Isle of Anglesey.
De Clifford, Robert Lord, commonly called first Lord de
Clifford, son and heir of the preceding, was earl-marshal of
England in 1307 ; and after signalizing himself on several
occasions against the Scots, was slain at the battle of Bannockburne in 1314.

De

De

DECHALES,

(Hist.)

which he ridiculed Ben Johnson
which was reprinted in 1813.

DE CLIFFORD,

DECEMBRIO,

DECIES, Baron (Her.)

Decker, Thomas, a dramatic writer
who, among other pieces, wrote

Clifford, Roger, fifth Lord, is recorded to have been
one of the wisest and gallantest of the De Cliffords. He
often displayed his martial prowess in the wars of Scotland
and France, and died in 1390.
De Clifford, John, ninth Lord, was surnamed the Butcher,
from the immense slaughter which he made at the battle of
Wakefield, where he assisted the king, Henry VI, in gaining the victory.
He remained firm to the house of Lancaster, and was slain in 1461, and 1 Edward IV, at the
battle of Towton, in Yorkshire.
He was attainted in the
parliament of November following.
Clifford, Henry, son of the preceding, espoused the
cause of the house of Lancaster, and was shot in the throat
with a headless arrow, in endeavouring to force a passage
for king Henry Vlth's army.
Of this wound he died instantly, in the 26th year of his age, three months after he
had stabbed to the heart the young Edward Plantagenet,
earl of Rutland, fourth son of Richard, duke of York.
It
is said that his body was thrown into a pit, with a promiscuous heap of the slain.
De Clifford, Henri/, tenth Lord, son of Henry de Clifford
before-mentioned, was only seven years of age when, the
house of York prevailing, he was disguised in the mean
habit of a shepherd's boy, to prevent his falling into the
hands of his enemies; and in that condition he lived, without being taught so much as to write, till the age of 32,
when he was restored in blood and honour in the first parliament of Henry VII.
He was afterwards principal commander against the Scots, at the battle of Flodden, and
died in 1523, at the age of 70, after spending the greater-

De

part of his

life

in studious retirement.

De Clifford, Henry, eleventh Lord, vide Cumberland.
De Clifford, Lady Anne, vide Pembroke.
De Clifford (Her.) the name of an ancient family,

the
elder branch of which still retains the de before the surname
of Clifford, which Walter Fitz-Richard-Fitz-Pont assumed
on taking possession of Clifford Castle.
younger branch
of this family is distinguished by the simple name of

A

[Vide Clifford] The first in the pedigree of this
family, who was styled lord de Clifford, was Robert, the
son of Roger de Clifford before-mentioned, who was born
in 1274.
Henry, the eleventh lord, was created earl of
Cumberland in 1523. [Vide Cumberland] On the death of
Clifford.

Margaret, baroness of Clifford, in 1 775, the baronies of ClifWestmoreland, and Vescy, or Vesci, were in 1776 confirmed to Edward SouthweU, esq. who by marriage descended from the family of Clifford in the female line.
[Vide Southivelt] The titles, arms, &c. of this family are
ford,

as

foUow
Clifford, baron de Clifford,
Westmoreland, and baron Vesci.

Titles.

co.

Hereford,

fcaron

;

:

DEG

DEG

Anns.

Argent, three cinquefoils gules, each charged with
five annulets or.
Crest.
On a wreath a demi Indian goat argent, armed,
ducally gorged, and charged on the body with three annulets headways gules.

On the dexter side, a wyvern gules ; on the
monkey proper, environed about the loins with
a collar and chain appendant to it or.
" Le Rov le vent."
Motto.

Supporters.

Sinister, a

DE COUECY (Her.) or Courcy, vide Coiirn,.
DE CRESPIGNY (Her.) the name of a family
present enjoys the dignity and

title

which

at

of a haronet, conferred

on sir Claude Champion De Crcspigny ; the arms,
&C of which are as follow
Arms. First and fourth argent, a lion saliant sable, armed
and langued gules i in dexter base, aferde moulin pierced
table; second and third azure, three bars argent.
I
a
On B chapeau gules, turned up ermine, a cubit arm
erect, holding a broad sword proper.
UE DUNSTAVILLE and BASSETT, Lord (Her.) the
title enjoyed by the family of Bassett.
[Vide Basset Q
The arms, ccc. of which are as follow
Arms.
Barry wavy of six or and gules.
in ISO.)

:

.

A

unicorn's head.
Crest.
Supporters.
Two unicorns collared, and each charged on
the shoulder with a shield of the arms.
" Pro rege et populo."
Motto.
DEE, Jolt n (Biog.) a mathematician, astrologer, and alchemist, son of Rowland Dee, gentleman sewer to Henry VIII,
and grandson to Bedo Dee, standard-bearer to lord de Ferrars at the battle of Tournay, was born in London in 1527,
His principal
educated at Cambridge, and died in 1571works are, 1. ' Propiedumata Aphoristica,' &c. 12mo. Lond.
'
1558.
2.
Mons Hieroglyphica,' &c. Antv. 1564.
Epistola ad Eximium Ducis Urbini Mathematicum,
Fredericum Commandinum,' &c. Pisaur. 1570. 4. ' The
British Monarchy, otherwise called the Petty Navy Royal,'
1 j 7
5. ' Preface
a MS. in the Ashmolean Museum.
aematical to the English Euclid, published by sir Henry
6. 'Divers and many Annotations
Billingslfiy, Knt.' 1570.
and Inventions dispersed and added after the Tentli Book of
Euclid,' 1570.
7- ' Epistola prtcfixa Ephemeridibus Joan.'!.

'

<

.

J ,

8. ' Parallatica; Commentationis
1557, &c.
eosque Nucleus quidam,' Lond. 1573.
Dee, Arthur, son of the preceding, was born in 1579> and
Fasciculus Chymicus,' &c. 12mo.
died in 1651, leaving, 1.
Paris. Hi:
DEERHURST, Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne
by the eldest son of the carl of Coventry.
(Biog.) or Doering, George, a physician and
who died in England in 174>9j was the
thoi ofj 1. 'A Catalogue of Plants naturally growing
and commonly cultivated in divers Parts of England.' &c.
Nottinghamia VetUS et N'ova,' Mo. 1751.
2.
8vo. 17.JS.
DEERING, vide Bering.
(Biog-) the well-known author of RohinDaniel
FOE,
DE
ill., the -on of James Foe, citizen and butcher of
the parish of St. Giles's, Cripplegate, and grandson of
Daniel hoc, of Elton, in Northamptonshire, yeoman ; was
born in 1 663, and died in 1781, leaving a vast number of
works 011 Commerce and Politics, &e. which did not survive

nis

Feldi,'

'

I

DEERING

.

'

his

DE GINKELL,

Godert (Hist.) first eazl of Athlonc, of the
under Heraldri/, distinguished himself in
Ireland in the service of king William, by reducing that
ry to obedience, for which lie was rewarded with
t( and dignities, and died in 1702, at the time that he
appointed field-marshal of the armies of the States[turned

Ginkeli., Godert,

his son, acquired

great reputation as

Dutch

forces

during queen Anne's

De Ginkell

(Her.) the name of a noble family of Holland,
which boasts great antiquity in the United Provinces, where
it enjoyed the title of baron de Reede Ginkell, &c.
Godert
de Ginkell above-mentioned, the descendant of this family,
was created in 1691 earl of Athlone, and baron of Agrim,
co. Galway.
[Vide Aiklone}
DEGIS (Hist.) a brother of Decebalus, king of the Daci,
who came ambassador to the court of Domitian. Mart. 1. 5,
ep. 3.

DE GREY,

John (Hist.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, passed a long life in military employments in the
Edward III, who, in consideration of his long and
faithful services, and his great years, granted him a special
dispensation to be exempted from coming to parliament and

reign of

councils.

De Grey,

William, Lord qf Wilton, was a distinguished warin the reigns of Henry V and Edward VI, who, as
deputy of Calais, and governor of the Castle of Guisnes, in
Pieardy, defended the latter for a long time after the town
of Calais had been taken.
He was at length obliged to
surrender, and was continued a prisoner until he was redeemed for 20,000 marks.
De Grey, or Grey, Sir John, of the Greys of Groby, was
slain in the battle of St. Albans, on the king's part, in
39 Henry VI.
De Grey, Elizabeth, wife to the preceding, and eldest
daughter to Richard Wodvile, earl of Rivers, was afterwards queen to Edward IV, who, being captivated with her
rior

when she went to him as a petitioner for herself
and son, married her. She was wife to the king 1<) years;
and after his death she took refuge in the sanctuary at
Westminster, to escape from the pursuit of Richard III
and being condemned in a pnemunire by Henry VII, and
all her possessions seized, she died in 1 492, in the monastery at Bermondsey.
De Grey, Sir Thomas, eldest son of the preceding. [Vide
beauty,

Dorset^

De Grey,

Sir Richard, younger brother of the preceding,
was beheaded at Pomfret, by Richard III, in 1483.
Grey, Thomas, last lord of Wilton, being a violent puritan, was implicated in the conspiracy, called Raleigh's plot
for which he was attainted of treason, and died in the

1)j:

Tower

in ]6l

De Grey,

1.

Leonard, Viscount Garney,

Thomas de Grey,

and sixth son of

sir

Huntingdon and marquis of Dorset above-mentioned [Vide DorseQ, was created lord deputy
of Ireland in 1536; but being tried for some treasonable
practices with the Irish, was attainted and beheaded on
Tower-Hill

earl of

in 1541.

De Grky, Henry, duke of Suffolk, vide Suffolk.
De Grey, Lord Thomas and Leonard, brothers

of the preceding, were both executed in 1555, for the part they took
duke
of
in
Wyatt's
insurwith their brother, the
Suffolk,
rection.

De Ghey,

Henry de Grey, duke of
more commonly known by the name of Lady
[Vide Grey]
De Ghey, Catherine, sister of lady Jane, was first the wife
of Henry, lord Herbert, from whom she was divorced, and
afterwards married to Edward Seymour, earl of Hertford;
Suffolk,

Ladi) June, daughter of

is

.Fane (hey.

marriage being without the licence of queen
Elisabeth, they were both imprisoned, and she died in 1547,
years'
nine
after
confinement.
De Grey, Lord John, third and youngest brother of the
duke of Suflbik, was for some time a favourite at court but
being suspected of having had some share with John Hales
but the hitter

;

an
1564

in

general

De

lieutenant-general of the
wars.

obnoxious publication, he died

in

confinement

in

6

:

DEL

DEG
De Grey,
De Grey,

Earl of Stamford, vide Stamford.
Thomas, Lord, son of the first earl of Stamford,

Henri/, Lord,

cut as despicable a figure as his father during the grand rebellion, and after having assisted Oliver Cromwell to raise
himself into power by the death of his sovereign, and the

suppression of the royalists, he became an object of the
Protector's jealousy, and was confined in the Castle of
Windsor, from which he escaped, by entering into security
for his good behaviour, and died universally despised in

De Grey,

another branch of the same family, is distinguished
bv the name of Grey. [Vide Gre y]
DEJAXIRA (Myth.) Anavetpa, a daughter of CEneus,
king of vEtolia, and wife of Hercules, ignorantly caused
the death of her husband by presenting him with a poisoned
tunic, and was so disconsolate at this event that she destroyed
herself.
Apollod. 1. 2; Diodor. 1. -1 ; Hygin. Fab. hi;
Senec. in Her.

DEICOOX
Horn.

1657-

name

of a family of considerable
De Grey
antiquity, several branches of which have obtained the
The first of this family who
honours of the peerage.
appears in our public records is Henry de Grey, to whom
king Richard I gave the manor of Turroc, ccc. in Essex.
His second son, John de Grey, founded the branch of the
Grevs of Wilton, who bore the title of lords Grey of WilOn the death of Thomas, the last lord before-menton.
tioned, his sister Bridget married sir Rowland Egerton,
bart. who was ancestor to sir Thomas Egerton, earl of

(Her.)

the

From Roger de
[Vide Egerton and Wilton~\
Wilton.
Grev, vounger son of John, the second lord Grey de Wilton,
sprung the Greys of Ruthyn, of whom was sir John Grey
in the direct line,

whose two

sons,

Edmund and Thomas,

were both honoured with the peerage. Thomas, the younger,
was created lord Grey, of Rugemont, 2S Hen. VI ; but
being an active Lancastrian, he was attainted in 1 Edw. IV,
His elder brother, Edmund, was made
and left no issue.
Lord Treasurer of England in 5 Edw. IV, and two years
Anthony de Grey, the tenth
after created earl of Kent.
earl, was created in 1706 earl of Harold, co. Bedford, and
marquis of Kent ; and in 1710 was advanced to the dignity
of duke of Kent, which titles became extinct at the death
His grand-daughter Jemima,
of his son Anthony in 1722.
wife of Philip Yorke, second earl of Hardwick, inherited
the titles of marchioness de Grey and baroness Lucas,
The marquisate became extinct at her death
Crudwell.
without male issue in 1 797 ; but the barony of Lucas devolved to Amabel, the widow of Alexander Plume Campbell, lord Hume of Berwick, who was created in 181
The arms, &c. of this family are as
countess of Grey.

II.

(Myth.) a Trojan prince, killed bv Agamemnon.
'

5.

1.

DEIDAMIA

a daughter of Lycomedes, king
Scyros, who bore a son to Achilles, called Pyrrhus or Neoptolemus.
Apollod. 1. 3.

(Myth.)

i

DEIDIER,

Anthony (Biog.) a medical writer, and son of a
surgeon of Montpellier, who died in 1 746, left, among other
things, 1. 'Experiences sur la Bile,' &c. Zurich, 1772.
2. * Chymie Raisonnee,' &c 12mo. Lyon. 1715.
DEIOCES (Hist.) Ai/Voiojc, a son of Phraortes, who delivered the Medes from the yoke of the Assyrians, and died
after a reign of 53 vears.
Herod. I. 1, c. <)6. fire.
(Mi/th) bTftaxps, a Greek chief killed by
Paris.
Horn. II. 1. 1 5.
(Myth.) the mother of Miletus, bv Apollo.
Ovid.
Met. 1. 9.
{Myth.) A,,« W! ao f
a king of Phocis, and
father-in-law to Ixion, by whom he was thrown into a pit
of burning coals.
Apollod. 1. 1 ; Diodor. 1. 4.
DEIOPEIA (Myth.) one of the 14 nymphs that attended on
Juno, whom the goddess promised to yEolus. Virg. JEn. 1. I.
DEIOTARUS (Hist.) a governor of Galatia, who was made
king of that province by the Roman people.
He favour d
the cause of Pompey. and, when accused by his grandson of
attempts on Cresar's life, he was ably defended bv Cicero.

DEIOCHUS
DEIOXE

DEIONEUS

Lucan.

1.

,

5, v. 55.
tid'.tm

per

arma

Driotarum.

1'

<

follow

Arms. Quarterly of four, 1. Argent, on a saltire azure
a bezant for Yorke. 2. Gironny of eight pieces or and
3. Barn of six pieces argent and
sable for Campbell.
-i.
Argent, a fesse between six annulets
azure for Grey.
gules for Lucar.
From Reginald, lord Grey, of Ruthyn, sprung the Grevs
of Groby, whose eldest son, sir Edward, by a second mar-

by
Edward, second son of this Edward, lord
was created in 15 Edw. IV baron Lisle, and in
Rich. Ill viscount Lisle, which titles became extinct

riage, bore,

right of his wife, the title of lord Ferrers,

of Groby.
Ferrers,
1

the death of the second viscount Lisle in 1504.
Sir
Thomas de Grey, son of sir John de Grey, eldest son of
at

of the fore-mentioned
earl of Huntingdon in

Edward,

lord Ferrers,

was created

Edw. IV, and four

years after
marquis of Dorset, to which he added, in right of his
second wife Cicely, the titles of lord Bonville and Harrington.
His grandson Henry, the third marquis, was
created duke of Suffolk ; and sir Henry Grey, nephew of
the latter, was created in 1603 lord Grey of Groby, whose
grandson Henry, second lord Grey of Groby, was created
in 1G28 earl of Stamford, co. Lincoln.
[Wide Stanford^
De Grey, another branch of the same family, which derives
its descent from William, the third son of the first Henry
de Grey, enjoys the dignity of the peerage, conferred in
17S0 on William Grey, lord chief justice of the Common
Pleas, by the title of lord Walsingham, baron of Walsingham, co. Norfolk. [Vide Walsingham}
1 1

Cic. in Deiot. ; Strab.

DEIOPHOBE
Glaucus.

I.

12.

(Myth.) a sibyl of

Virg. jEii.

1.

Cum*, and daughter

oi

6.

DEIPHOBUS

{Myth.) A,;i> orV, a son of Priam, who,
having married Helen after the deatli of his brother Paris,
was shamefully mutilated, and killed bv Menelaus. Horn.
II. 1. IS, fire.
Virg. .En. 1. 6; Diet. 1. 2.
DEIPHON (Myth.) brfitpuv, a brother of Triptolemus, who
perished in the flames by which Ceres had made him grow,
because his mother, Metanira, had disturbed her mysterious
;

operations.

Apollod.

DEIPHOXTES

1.

(Hist.)

1.

a general of

Temenus, who took

Pans. 1. 2.
(Myth.) a daughter of Adrastus married Tydeus,
bv whom she had Diomedes. Apollod. 1. I.
BARRE (Biog.) vide Barre.
LA COLR (Biog.) or Delacourt, James, an Irish poet,
was horn in 170£), and died in 17S1. Among hi< works
are ' Abelard to Eloisa.' in imitation of Pope, and
The
Prospect of Poetry,' 1773 ; besides sonnets and shorter
poems, &c.
DELAIAH (Bib/.) n<H son of Elicenai, of David's family.
Epidauria.

DEIPYLE

DELA
DE

'

1

Citron,

iii.

Delaiah,

a counsellor of king Jehoiukim, who opposed his
burning Jeremiah's books. Jer. xxxvi.
DELAMET, Adrian Angus/in de Bnssi (Bios.) a doctor of
the Sorbonne, was born in 1621. and died in 16'pl.
His
decisions of cases of conscience were collected, with those of
M. Fromageau. in 2 vols. fol.
DELAXY, Patrick (Biog.) an Irish divine, was horn in
1686, and died in 1768^" He published, 1. 'The Tribune,'
a periodical paper, 1~292.
Revelation examined with
Candour,' first volume in 1732, the second volume in 17.;i,
'

of which a third edition was printed in 1735.

3.

'

Reflec-

,

DEL

DEL

1740-42. 4. ' An Historical
Account of the Life and Reign of David, king of Israel.'
'
5.
An Essay towards evidencing the Divine Original of
6. ' The Humanist,' a periodical p;iper, 1757Tythes,' &c.

DELILAH

7. 'An Humble Apology for Christian Orthodoxy ;' besides
some volumes of Sermons, and a Defence of Dean Swift,

DE
DELIUM

Polygamy,' 3

tions on

vols.

second wife of the preceding, and widow of
Alexander Pendarves, esq. was born in 1700, and died at
the age of 80, highly esteemed for her moral qualities, but
still more so for her skill in oil painting, of which she left,
among other specimens, ' The raising of Lazarus,' in the
She also executed, at
possession of her friend lady Bute.
the age of 74, an ingenious piece of workmanship, consisting of flowers cut out of coloured papers with her scissars.
This Flora, which was by far the completest ever executed
by one hand, is in the possession of Barnard Dewes, esq. of
Welsborn, in Warwickshire, her relative.
Thomas (Bios-) a non-conformist, who in 1683
wrote an answer to Calamy's Discourse concerning a Scrupulous Conscience, and also a ' Plea for Non-conformity,'

Dblanv, Man/,

DELAUNE,

which was written in
tenced to pay a heavy

so offensive a style that
fine,

and died

he was sen-

of the French Encyclowas born in 1726, and died in 1797- His three
were an Analysis of the Works of Bacon,'
General Hisseveral articles in the Encyclopedia, and a
pedists,

'

•

was
was

monk

of Montet, in Auvcrgnc,
Francis (Biog.) a
born in 1639, and drowned in l6"6. Among his works
an historical eulogy, entitled The Epitaph of Casimir,
'

king of Poland," &c.

DELFINI

(Hist.) the name of an illustrious family of Venice.
James, distinguished himself as captain-general of

Delfini,

(Geog.)

the armies of the Venetians in 1258.

Delfini, John, a doge of Venice

in 1356,

performed many

signal services for the republic by his arms, and

bom

at Delos.

Delios, Q.

(Hist.) an officer of

annexed

DELMATIUS NOB.
DELMATIUS NOB.

figure;

CAESAR.

— FL.

CjF.S. &c.

John Louis (Biog.) a native of
Geneva, and a political writer, was born in
His principal work was ' Tht
1745, and died in 1807Constitution of England, or an Account of the Englis!
Government,' &c ; the first English edition was published,
in 8vo. 1775; besides which he wrote a 'History of the
1783.

died in

DELOS

(Geog.) one of the Cyclades at the north of Naxos
which was said to lie the birth-place of Apollo and Diana
and therefore sacred to these deities. It was called by different names; as Ortygia, Cynthia, Lagia, c\v. and by thi
Greeks AijXoc, i.e. manifest, because it suddenly made it:
appearance on the surface of the sea by the power of Apollo
whence it was denominated by Callimachus -rrXaytcri,, andb)'
Yinril and others errans.
lirg. JEn.

1.

8.

man

cAitur medio gratisiima
et Keptuna JEgeo,

Quam

pius Arcitenens orns

Erruutem, Mucone

also as a general in the isle of Candia.

;

family as the preceding, distinguished himself by his erudition at the council of Trent.
DSLFINI, John, was born in l6l7, named Patriarch of Aqui,1
by Alexander VII, created cardinal by the same pope in
I

1667,' and died in 1699.
Delfini, Mark Daniel, archbishop of Damascus, and nuncio
in France in I69C, was created cardinal by Innocent XII
in 16'99, and died in 1704, after having distinguished himnegotiator.
(Biog.) or van Delphus, William Jama, a painter
engraver of Delft, was born in 1619, and died in l66l,
.1

DELFT

Leaving portraits of Hugo Grotius, and Charles I, &c. which
have been much admired.
(Myth.) a surname of Diana, because she wad born

DELIA
Di

(Myth.) a son of Glaucus, killed by his brother
Apolhd. !. 2.
Hcllerophon.

telhti

Nereidmn matri

Venetian army

Delfini, Daniel, a commander of the Venetian fleet, obtained
and, after serving the rea signal victory over the Turks
public in a military capacity in the Morea, was sent ambassador to Vienna in 1701.
Delfini, John Peter (Ecc.) bishop of Zantc, of the same

DELIADES

to cite

afterwards abandoned his master,
and fled to Augustus. Pint, in Anton.
DELMATIUS, Fl. Jul (Hist.) or Dalmatius, a nephew ol
Constantine the Great, who was honoured by the title ol
Cesar, and put in possession of Thrace and Macedonia
but was assassinated by his own soldiers. S. Hieron. Chron.
Zosim. 1. 2 ; Eutrop. 1. 10; Oros. 1. 7Delmatius (Numis.) medals are extant of
this prince, bearing his effigv, as in the

in 1370.

in

Anthony, who was sent

He

Cleopatra before him.

Smtol

in the

Dslfini, John, was ambassador from the republic of Venice
in Poland, Spain, France, Germany, and afterwards at Rome
in 1595, after which he was created cardinal by Clement VIII
in 1604, and died in 1622.
Delfini, Nicholas, brother of the preceding, also acted in a
diplomatic capacity for the republic on several occasions, and

and

town of Bceotia, opposite to Calehis,
fought there.
IAv. 1. 31.
of Apollo, because he was

a surname

(Myth.)

1361.

Delfini, Michael, was captain-general

dwelt in the

a

for a battle

DELIUS

Flagellants,' &c. 4to.

tory of Voyages.'

DELFAU,

who

DE LOLME,

in prison.

DE-LE-BOE (Bug.) vide Sylvius:
DELEYRE, Alexander (Biog.) one
chief woiks

a prostitute

r\b<ht,

valley of Sorek, on the borders of the Philistines, to whom
Samson abandoned himself, and was by her betrayed into
the hands of his enemies.
Judg. xvi.
LISLE (Biog.) vide Lisle.

famous

his old friend.

(Bihl.)

Ovid. Met.

1.

6, v.

celsti

Oyaroque

Quum
1.

titora

circum

revinxit.

333.

Ervaniem
Stat. Achill.

et

accepit,

tunc

DtX erratica Delot

cum

leiis

insula nabat.

2.

Nee

instubili Jama superubere Dtlo.

Claudian dc Cons. Hon.
Enat,

et

1.

4.

Motoque in stamine DelM
aurato trahitur circumjiua Ponto.

It is now called Sdilles, and is under the Turks, by whom
Thucyd. 1. 3
has been reduced to a state of insignificance.
Aristot. ; Sirab. 1. 8; Met. 1. 2; Plin. 1. 4; Pforf,
4, &c.
dv Solvit. Anim. ; Lactanl. in Theb.
i

;

Delos (Numis.)

the medals

ofthis island are well known
by the types of Apollo and
Diana, as in the annexed
figure, where the heads of
these two deities are jointly

__
,

-J

'_

-'P^l

represented on both sides,
With the bOW On one side.
(Geog.) now Caslri, a town of Phocis, situate
Mount Parnassus, cele
B valley at the southwest side of
a temple and oracle of Apollo, and also for til
for
brated
Amphictyunic council which assembled there. The orach

DELPHI

i

were always delivered by a priestess named Pythia. Tl.
w as destroyed, and rebuilt several times and, bein
present
the repository of immense wealth from the rich
made by those who consulted the oracle, it was no less fire
temple

:

;

;

DEM

bEti

Xerxes, and afterwards
quently the object of plunder.
Brennus, are said to have been deterred from their attempt
by supernatural means ; but the people of Phocis seized out
of it 10,000 talents: Nero carried away 500 statues of brass,
and Constantine the Great removed its most splendid orna-

new

ments to his

Apollon.

2; Diod. 1. 16; Cic.
9; Ovid. Met. 1. 10; Pans. 1. 10;

capital.

de Div. 1. 2 ; Strab.
Phil de Deject. Orac.

1.

1.

DEMETRIUS
who

up the inhabitants against the

stirred

;

mentaries, &c.

DELTA

(Geog.) Ac'Ara, a part of Egypt, lying between the
Canopian and Pelusian mouths of the Nile, which was so
from its resemblance to the Greek letter of that name.
Herodot. I. 2, c. 13, &c. ; Cms. Alex, c-27; Strab. 1. 15,

called

&c.

;

Plin.

1.

c

3,

DELVIN, Lord

16.

(Her.)

title commonly borne by the
Westmeath.
DEMADES (Hist.) an Athenian orator, who rose from the
condition of a sailor to great power in the state, and having
ingratiated himself with Philip of Macedon after the battle
of Cheronea, was put to death, with his son, on suspicion of
treason, A. C. 322.
An Oration of his is extant, and was
published in Gr. and Lat. in the ' Rhetorum Collectio,' 3 torn,
fol. 1513, also 8vo. Hanov. l6l9Cic. Oral. c. 26, &c;

the

eldest son of the earl of

Diod.

1.

16; Plut.

DEM.ENyETUS
enemy

to

in

Dem.

;

Quintil.

1.

2,

c.

17.

(Biog.) a rhetorician of Syracuse, and an
C. Nep. in Tim. c. 5.
(Biog.) an historian, who wrote concerning

Timoleon.

DEMAGORAS

the foundation of

DEMARCHUS

Rome.

Dionys. Hal.

1.

1.

(Hist.) A>'/^apx°c> a Syracusan, put to death

by Dionysius.
(Hist.) ^.nfiapnros, a citizen of Corinth, of
Bacchidie, migrated to Italy, A. C. 658,
and settled at Tarquinii.
His son Lucumon was king of
Rome under the name of Tarquinius Priscus. Dionys. Hal.
the family of the

Cic. Tusc.

1. 5, c. 37 ; Liv. 1. 1, c. 34.
the son and successor of Ariston on the throne
of Sparta, A. C. 526, was banished by the intrigues of
Cleomenes, his colleague, when he retired to the court of
Darius Hystaspes, king of Persia, with whose hostile in-

1

;

Acts

Demetrius, a believer mentioned by St. John. 3 John xii.
Some have fancied this to be the above-mentioned, but without any ground for such a surmise.

Demetrius

(Hist.) a

Demetrius

name common

to several princes.

Kings of Macedonia.
a son of Antigonus and Stratonic«, surnamed

I,

Poliorcetes, or the destroyer of towns, one of the successors
of Alexander the Great, died in the 123d Olympiad, A. C.
286, a prisoner to Seleucus, king of Syria, after having
experienced many vicissitudes of fortune.
His son Antigonus Gonatus succeeded him on the throne of Macedonia,
which continued in the possession of his posterity till the
reign of Perseus.
Diodor. 1. 29, &c. ; Justin. 1. 19, &c.
Appian. de Bell. Syriac. ; Euseb. in Chron.
Demetrius II, son of Antigonus Gonatus, succeeded his father
A. C. 242, and died after a reign of 10 years. Polyb. 1. 2
Justin. 1. 26, &c.
Demetrius, son of Philip, was delivered as an hostage to
the Romans, and led in triumph by T. Q. Flaminius ; but
having acquired great esteem at Rome, he was put to death
by his father at the instigation of his brother Perseus.
Polyb. Fragm. ; Liv. 1. 33, &c. ; Justin. 1. 32.

Kings of Syria.

Demetrius

surnamed

Soter, succeeded his uncle Antiochus
Epiphanes in the 154th Olympiad, A. C. 162, and was
by his rival and cousin, Alexander Balas,
after a reign of 11 years.
Polyb. Legal.; Strab. 1. 16;
Joseph. Antiq. 1. 12; Appian. de Bell. Syr.
Demetrius II, surnamed Kicator, son of the preceding, obtained the throne of his father from Alexander Balas by the
help of Ptolemy Philometer, king of Egypt, and killed by
order of the governor of Tyre, whither he had fled for protection in the l62d Olympiad, A. C. 126. 1 Maccab. c. 15
;
Liv. 1. 60 ; Joseph. Antiq. 1. 13
Appian. de Bell. Syr.
Demetrius III, surnamed Euccrus, son of Antiochus Gryphus, was taken by the Parthians, and died in captivity in
the fourth or fifth year of his reign, A. C. 92.
Demetrius, Iwanowitz, son and successor of Iwan Iwanowitz, made a desperate effort to shake off the yoke of the
Tartars, and perished with his army in the attempt about 1 343.
Demetrius, grandson to John Basilowitz I, was declared his
successor by his grandfather, but was put to death bv his
I,

killed in battle

;

DEMARETUS

1.

Christians.

xix. 24.

DELPHINIUS

{Myth.) a surname of Apollo, because he
slew the serpent Python, otherwise called Delphine.
Horn.
Hymn, in Apoll. ; Pint, de Jnd. Anim.
DELPHUS (Myth.) a son of Apollo, who built Delphi.
Hygin. Fab. 161
Paus. 1. 10.
DELRIO, Martin Anthony (Bios-) a Jesuit of Antwerp,
was born in 1551, and died in 1608. He wrote Notes upon
Seneca, Claudian, and Solinus, besides other works ; as
• Disquisitiones Magics,'
3 vols. 4to. 1601, and some com-

(Bibl.) Ai/pjrpios, a craftsman of Ephesus,

Demaretus,

Greece he made his countrymen acquainted.
Herod. 1. 5, c. 75, &c. ; Justin. 1. 2.
Demaretus, a Corinthian exile at the court of Philip, king
of Macedonia.
DEMATRIA (Hist.) a Spartan woman who killed her son
because he returned ingloriouslv from battle.
Pint. Lac.

uncle Gabriel.

tentions towards

Inst.

DEMETRIANUS

(Ecc.) succeeded Fabius as patriarch of
Antioch in 253, and held the see till 260.
Euseb. Hist.
1. 6, &c.
DEMETRIAS (Ecc.) daughter of OKbrius, of the illustrious
family of the Anieii, fled to Africa, with her mother Julian,
to avoid the fury of the Goths ; and, moved by the exhortations of St. Augustin, she determined on leaving her husband, and taking the vows.
August. Epist. 143 ; Ambros.
Epist. 84 ; Hieron. Ep. 8.
Demetrias (Geog.) a town of Assyria, and also of Thessaly.
Demetrias ( Numis.) medals are ascribed to both of these towns;
those of the former bear the inscription AHMHTPIEilN TH2
IEPA2, Denietriensiuni sacra' ; those of the latter AHMHTPIOY BASIAEOS, Demetrii Regis, in honour of Demetrius Poliorcetes its

VOL.

I.

founder.

Russian Princes and distinguished Persons of

this

Name.

Demetrius, a duke

of Croatia and Dalmatia, was adorned
with the title of king by Gregory VII. Gregor. 1. 7, ep. 4
Baron. Armed, ann. 1076.
Demetrius I, duke of Muscovy, succeeded George I about
A. D. 1230.
;

Demetrius

II, son of John, died in 1400, after having obtained a signal victory over the Tartars.
the younger brother of the Czar Feodor, is said

Demetrius,

to have been killed by Boris, his brother-in-law. On the accession of the latter to the throne of Russia, this Demetrius
was personated by a stranger, who, pretending to have

escaped from the murderous hands of Boris, found means,
at the death of the latter, to raise himself to the throne of
Russia.

He

was however,

treated as an impostor, in

after

a short reign, taken

which character he

is

and

generally

regarded by historians, who state him to have been a monk
of a noble family of Moscow, named Griska Utropeja, very
much resembling the real Demetrius in person.

Demetrius,
but with

3 x

the

less

name assumed by

four

other

success than the preceding.

The

impostors,
first

never

DEM

DExM

appeared, although his appearance was announced hy the
k:iez, Gregory Schacopski, keeper of the seal to Demetrius
above-mentioned. The revolt was at first successful, but
being soon afterwards quelled by the czar Ztiski, Schacopski
and the other ringleaders were put to death. The other
pretenders, who acted in person the part they took upon
themselves, were put to death in various ways.
Demetrius, Phalereus, a disciple of Theophrastus, who,
although better known as a philosopher than a statesman, yet, for a time, succeeded in gaining great popularity
among the Athenians, but was afterwards driven into
banishment, and died in Egypt by the bite of an asp, which
he applied to himself, A. C. 284. His works on Rhetoric
and History are supposed to be all lost ; and that which bears
his name is ascribed by some to Dionysius Halicarnassensis.
The best editions of this treatise are that of Gale, Gr. and
Lat. 8vo. Oxon. 1676, among the Rhetores Selecti ; and
the Glasgow edition of Foulis, 1753.
Cic. de Fin. 1. 5 ;
Diog. in. Fit. ; l'h, I. in E.iil.; Foss. de Hisl. GrcEC.
Demetrius (Ring.) a grammarian, cotemporarv with Cicero.
Cic.

ad

Attic.

8,

1.

Demetrius, an

Demochares,
Demetrius

historian,

who wrote

submit to the
unnatural lusts of Demetrius Poliorcetes.
(Myth.) a son of Priam, who, after fighting
valiantly, was killed bv Ulvsses.
Horn. II. 1. 4.
(Hist.) an' Athenian, who fought on the
side of Darius against the Macedonians.
Curt. 1. 6.
(Biog.) a philosopher of Abdcra, who was
known by the name of the laughing philosopher, because he
usually laughed at the follies of men.
Juv. Sat. 10, v. 33.

DEMOCOON

DEMOCRATES
DEMOCRITUS

Vei-petuo risu

pulmonem

agitare solebat

Democritus.

Horat.

1.

ep. 1, v. 194.

2,

SifoTtt in terris, rideret Demccritus, sen
Diversion confusa genus pantheru camelo.

He

died A. C. 361, in the 109th year of his age.
Hi?
works, which were numerous, are all lost.
[Vide Plate
XXI] Cic. de Fin. 1. 5 ; Strab. 1. 1, Sec. Fal. Mas. 1. 8
Dios. Laerl. in Fil. ; /Elian. Far. Hist. 1. 4
Euseb.

a history of the Jewish

a Jew, and a freedman of Pompey's,
high in his master's favour.

comedv concernin"

into a caldron of boiling water rather than

Clem. Alex.

kings.

a

Poliorcetes.

Demochares, a painter, commended by Polybius. Poh/li. Legat.
Demochares, a statuary, who wished to make a statue out
of Mount Athos.
I'itruv. in Pro?/'.
DEMOCLES (Hist.) a beautiful youth who threw himself

ep. 11.

Demetrius,

who wrote

a poet of Soli,

who was

;

;

;

Hist.

Demetrius,

a Cynic philosopher, who, for his insolence, was
banished bv the emperor Vespasian.
Scncc. de Bene/'.
I. 6, c. 8
PhOost. de Fit. Apoll. 1. 4, c. 8.

14.

Democritus,

the

name of

six writers

mentioned by Diogenes

Laertius.

;

DEMODICE

(Myth.) the wife of Cretheus, king of Iolchos,
who accused Phryxus of attempts upon her virtue, because
he would not yield to her guilty passion. She was after-

Demetrius, Cydonius, a learned Greek of Thcssalonica,
wrote, among other things, 1 ' De Contemnenda Morte,'
.

Gr. et Lat. 8vo. Basil. 1553. 2. ' Irrisio Philosophorum
' Vitae
Gentilium.'
3.
et Mortis Compendium,' Gr. et
Lit. together with the first treatise, 8vo. Basil. 1586.
Canlacuzen. Hist. 1. 4.
Demetrius, Pepagomenus, a physician to the emperor
Michael Paleologus, about 1270, left a treatise, ' De Podagra,' Gr. et Lat. 8vo. Paris, 1558.
Demetrius, Chalcondylas, vide Chalcondylas.
Demetrius (Numis.) several medals are extant bearing the
inscription BA2IAEOS AHMHTPIOY, and a crowned head
with a bull's horn, after the manner of Bacchus, which
have been ascribed to Demetrius Poliorcetes, but on doubtful
authority.
Others belong without doubt to the three kings
of Syria, whose effigies are given as in the subjoined
figures; they are distinguished by the inscriptions, BAil-

1.

wards discovered and put

DEMODOCHUS

Horn. Odyss.

nous.

Hi/gin. Poet. Astron.

to death.

(Myth.) a musician at the court of Alci1.

8

;

Allien.

1.

1,

&c.

a Trojan chief, who accompanied .Eneas
where he was killed. Firg. JEn. 1. 10.

Demodochus,
Italy,
;

DEMOIVRE,

into

Abraham

(Bios.) a mathematician of Vitri, in
in 1667, and died in 1754, leaving,
Miscellanea Analytica de Seriebus et
Quadraturis,' &c. 4to. 1730.
2. ' Doctrine of Chances,'
&c. 4to. 1718, and 1738, greatly improved ; and a third
edition afterwards.
3.
Annuities on Lives,' 8vo. 1724.
(Hisl.) nephew of Demosthenes, who successfully
exerted his influence to procure the recal of his uncle from
banishment.
Pint.
(Biog.) a philosopher in the time of Adrian,
who died in his 100th vear. Lucian. in Fit.
(Hist.) an Athenian who assisted the ThebttM
in recovering Cadmea, &c.
Diod. 1. 15.
(Hisl.) \npoywr, son of Theseus and Phardra, was king of Athens, A.C. 1182, where he reigned 3:5
years.
Ovid, in Heroid. 1. 2
Pans. 1.10; Euseb. in Chron.
(Hist.) Aijjio/r0tVijc, the Grecian orator,
was the son of a blacksmith, but, by application and talent,
he acquired such influence at Athens that he was placed at
the head of the government, in which station he successfully
exerted all his powers of oratory against Philip of Macedonia.
He was, not withstanding, banished from Athens on
B charge of bribery ; and, after being recalled by his countrymen, he was compelled, in the 60th year of his age, A. C
322, to take a dose of poison to escape falling into the
hands of Antipater and Cratcrus, when they invaded the
[Vide Plate XXXI]
country.

Champagne, was born

among

his works,

1.

'

'

DEMON

DEMONAX

DEMOPHOX

DEMOPHOON

;

AEUS AHMHTPIOY OIAOnATOPOS 2QTHP02-—BA- DEMOSTHENES
SIAEOS AHMHTPIOY OEOY NIKATOPOZ— BA2IAEQ2 AIIMH'I Tioi MAOMHTOP02 EYKPIT >1
KAAAIMKCn &c. VaiUant. Hist. , Froel. Nail. $c.
l'(

.

DEMOCEDES

(Hist.)

A, //»»./,,>., a physician of Crotona,
who, being carried prisoner to Persia, obtained great n potation at the court of Darius, by whom he was sent as
spy into Greece.
He afterwards made his escape to his
native place, and married the daughter of the famous Mil,,
Herod. I. 8, &e /Elian. Far. Hist. 1. 8, c. 18.
DEMOCHABJES [Hut.) an Athenian, sent with some others
on an embassy to Philip, king of Macedonia, who condui ted
himself with insolence towards the king, which Philip
treated with silent contempt.
Sencc.de/ra; /Elian Far
;1

Hisl.

1.

8.

{Biog.) an orator and historian, nephew to
Demosthenes, probably the same as the preceding, who
wrote a history of his own times.
Cic- in Brut. c. 83
•

1.

6.

Sevustt

Mum

Eritui mpifit, 711cm

Torrtuttm,H

pltni

The Athenians erected

Democ hakes

At/ten.

Jiirrn. Sat. 10.

"EiTTtp "inqv

'On tot'

The

mbviantuT Athaut
nadmmttmfitena theairi,

a statue to

yvtiil.fi,

iv EXXq'vuv

best editions of his

him with

ifc.

this inscription.

pu'/tqv Aq/io'irdci'qc j'x'C

ijpgfv'Apqi' tAaKiiuv.

works are those of Wolfius, 2

vols.

DEN

DEN

1604; that of Taylor, Vols. II and III, 4to.
Cantab. 174S
67, the first volume not published; that of
Reiske,Vols. I and II, 8vo. of his collection of the Oratores
fol.

Francf.

—

'

Gneci.'

Cic. in Oral. ;

Pint, in Fit.

Demosthenes, an Athenian

general, who, with his colleague
Nicias, was compelled to surrender to the Syracusans, by
whom they were put to death. Tlwcyd. 1. 4 ; Diod. 1. 12 ;
Plut. in Nic.

3. ' On the two Sacraments,
crament,' 8vo. ibid. 1619.
Baptism and the Lord's Supper,' 4to. ibid. 1621. 4. ' De
Confessionis Auricularis Vanitate, adversus Card. Bellarmini Sophismata,' 4to. Oxon. 1621.
(Geog.) a kingdom in the N. of Europe, which
is bounded on the E. by the Baltic, W. and N. by the !>ea

DENMARK

called the Categat, and on the S. by Germany, to which it
joined on the side of Holstein, by a neck of land about
three miles over.
The continental part of Denmark comprehends Jutland, Sleswick, Holstein and Lauenburg ; the
is

DEMOURS,

Peter (Biog.) an oculist of Marseilles, was born
in 1702, and died in 1793, leaving many translations of
works
on medical subjects.
English
DEMPSTER, Thomas (Biog.) a Scotch antiquary, who died
Strena Kal. Januar. I6l6,'
in 1625, was the author of, 1.
One of his dissertations on the Roman
&c_ -Ho. l6l6.
{Calendar is inserted in Graevius' Thesaurus.
2.
Menologicum Scotorum,' &e. 4to. Bonon. 1622. 3. ' Scotia Illustrior,'
(
4.
&c. 8vo. Lugd. 1620.
Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis
Scotorum Lib. XIX,' 4to. 1627- 5. ' Thorns Dempsteri a
Muresk Scoti Pandectarum in Pisano Lyceo, Professoris
Oidinarii de Etruria Regali Libri Septem Opus posthumum,'
&c. 2 vols. fol. 1723, and 1724; besides Commentaries on

insular part, Zealand,

'

Rosinus'

Roman

Antiquities.

DENBIGH,

William Fielding, Earl of (Hist.) of the noble
and ancient family of Fielding mentioned under Heraldry,
distinguished himself at the commencement of the rebellion
in the service of his sovereign, but died of the wounds he
received in the battle near Birmingham in 1643.

Denbigh, Basil

Fielding, Earl

of,

son of the preceding, did

not follow the honourable course of his father, but, siding
with the rebellious faction, whom he despised, aided them

and was opposed to his father in the very
which the latter lost his life. He concurred, however, in the restoration, and died in 1675.
Denbigh, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
ancient family of Fielding Qvide Fielding~J, which, with
by his arms,

battle in

the arms, &c. are as follow

:

Fielding, of Hapsburg, earl of Denbigh, viscount
Fielding, baron Fielding, of Newnham, Paddox, and St.
Linn ; also earl of Desmond, co. Kerry viscount Callan
and baron Fielding, of Lecaghe, co. Kilkenny ; also count
of the Holy Roman Empire.
Title of the eldest son,
viscount Fielding.
Arms. Argent, on a fess azure, three lozenges or.
Crest.
On a wreath, a nut-hatch, with a hazel-branch
fructed all proper.
Supporters.
Two bucks proper, attired and unguled or.
" Crescit sub pondere virtus."
Motto.
Sir John (Hist.) a statesman and a poet, was
born in Dublin in 1615, and died in 1668, after having
aided the royal cause to the utmost of his abilities during
Tiiles.

;

DEXHAM,

His works, which have been repeatedly
the rebellion.
printed in collections, as weU as separately, place him in the
first rank of British poets.
Hide Plate XXVIIFJ

DEXIS, Michael

(Biog.) a German naturalist and bibliographer, was born at Sclarden, in Bavaria, in 1729, and
died in 1800.
He wrote, among other things, 1. 'A Systematic Catalogue of Butterflies in the Environs of Vienna,'
4to. Vienn. 1776.
2. ' An Introduction to the Knowledge
of Books,' 2 vols. 4to. 1777
1778; besides a translation of
Ossian's poems into German, and other works, &.c.
3. '
Typographical History of Vienna, from the year 1482 to
1560,' 4to. ibid. 1782.
4. * Augustini Sermones inediti,'
"> ' Codices
&,c fol. ibid. 1792.
Manuscripti Theologici
Latini aliarumque Occidentis Linguarum Bibliotheeae Pala'
tini,'
2 vols. fol. Vindob. 1793
1801.
6.
Carmina
quffidam,' 4to. ibid. 1794.
DENISON, John (Biog.) an English divine, who studied at
Baliol College, Oxford, and died in 1628, wrote, 1. '
threefold Resolution necessary to Salvation,' &c. 4th edit.
8vo. Lond. 1616.
2. ' Justification of Kneeling at the Sa-

—

A

—

A

Funen, Langeland,

Falster, Laaland,

Bornholm, Moen, &c.
History of Denmark.
[Vide Gersupposed to have derived its name from the
the country
whom
first founder of its kingdom, Dan; from
is said to have been called Dania, and the inhabitants
Dani. The reign of Dan, the son of Humble, is dated
as early as 1038 A. C. of whose successors the following
table contains an account, drawn from early writers on
the country, the accuracy of which, in regard to its first
princes, may, however, be justly called in question.

Denmark,

a part of the ancient Scandinavia,

mania~\

is

Chronological Succession of the Kings of Denmark.
Kings.

Began

to

Reigned.

Reign.

998 A.C.

Humble
Lother.
Skioldo

Suibdager

966
888
856

Guthorm.
Hadding.

816

Frotho

76l

Gram

1

685

.

Haldan
Roe and Helgo.
Helgo
Rolfo

595
566

Hother.
Rorick Slvngibond

483

Viglet.

Guitlach.

Vermund
Olaus

Dan

352
292

I

II.

Hugleth.
Frotho II

Dan

172

III.

Fridteff.

Hiarn

37
16 A. D.

Fridleff II

21

Frotho III.

Frotho IV.
IngeH.

Olaus II.
Frotho V, and
Harold I.
Hildane II, and Harold
Unguin, or Haguin.

II.

Siwald.
Sigar.

Siwald

II.

Haldane III.
Harold III.
Olo, or Olaus.

Omund
Siward.
Bathul.
Jarmerc.
Broder.

Siwald III.

3x2

331

.

7 years.

DEN
Kings.

;

:

DER

DER
(Geog.) a town on the Iberus, in Spain, now
Miranda de Ebro.
Deobriga (Xumis.) this town is known by a medal of Galba,

DEOBRIGA

bearing the inscription,

DEOBRIGA

MUNicipwrn.

Goltz.

Thes.°
Chevalier de (Biog.) a

D'EOX,

Frenchman of an ancient and

respectable family of Tonnerre, in Burgundy, was born in 1728,
his
and died in 1810, after having passed the greater part of
character of a female, the falsity
life in the garb and under the

which was not ascertained until after his death.
among other things, 1. Memoires,' 8vo. and 4to.
of

'

He

2.

wrote,
'

His-

'
Histoire Politique de la Pologne.'
toire des Papes.'" 3.
' Recherches
sur les Royaumes de Naples et de Siciles.'
4.
Memoires sur la Russie et son Commerce avec les An5.
'

glois,'

&c

DEPARCIEUX
DERBE (Bibl.)

Gaius

also,

the host of St. Paul,

John the Evangelist, were natives of this place.
Acts xiv. and xxi.
the town of Lycaonia above-mentioned, now
(Geos-)
Derbf.
Alah Dag, "situated at the north of Mount Taurus, in Asia
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 13, ep. 73.
Minor.
DENTRECOLLES, Francis (Ecc.) a Jesuit of Lyons, and
left several
a missionary to China, where he died in 1771,
works in the Chinese language recommending Christianity
and

St.

to the inhabitants.

Thomas, Earl of (Hist.) of the noble family mentioned under Heraldry, 'distinguished himself in the reigns
of Edward IV, Richard III, and Henry VII, and died in
1504, bearing the titles of earl of Derby, lord Stanley,

DERBY,

great constable of England.
Derby, Thomas, Earl of, great grandson of the preceding,
noble
and distinguished part during the reigns
less
no
acted a
during
of Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary, and Elizabeth,
which troublesome period he was noted for his loyalty and
lord of

Man, "and

wisdom in
vate

public,

and

his splendour

and hospitality

in

pri-

life.

of, son of the preceding, was sent ambassador by' Elizabeth to Henry III, king of France, and
was also one of the peers on the trial of the queen of Scots,
He died in 1592, after
being then of the Privy Council.

Derby, Henri), Earl

having

filled

many high

posts.

of, son of the preceding, survived
but a short time, having died of poison, as was
suspected, through the agency of one Hesket, an emissary
of the Jesuits, who had tried in vain to draw this nobleman

his father

from his allegiance.
Derby, James, seventh Earl of, the noble supporter of the
royal cause during the rebellion, who, after fighting heroicallv in different engagements, and defending the Isle of
Man most obstinately against the rebels, was taken prisoner
violation
at the battle of Worcester, and basely beheaded, in
of the promise of pardon, in 1651. [Vide Plate VIII]
Derby, Charlotte, Countess of, the worthy wife of the precedinc, was no less distinguished for her gallant defence of
Latham House in 1644, against 2000 of the rebel forces;
and of the Isle of Man in 1651, which was the last place
that submitted to the usurping powers, and of which lord
Fairfax enjoyed the profits, while this heroine was detained

with her young children

died in 1663.
Derby, Charles,

till

the restoration, and

in
of, son of James, ventured his life
the cause of Charles II ; and on sir George Booth's rising in
1659, in Cheshire, he joined his force at the head of divers
gentlemen in Lancashire ; but being defeated he was taken
At the restoration
prisoner in the habit of a serving man.
he was made lord-lieutenant of the county of Lancaster,

Earl

and died in 1672.

:

" Sans changer."

Motto.

DERBYSHIRE (Geog.) in Latin Comilal us Derbiensis, acounty
bounded on the N. by Yorkshire, E. by Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire, S. by Leicestershire and StafIt is watered by several
fordshire, and W. by Cheshire.
streams, the principal of which are the Trent, Derwent,
Wye. ike. Derby, in Latin Darbia, or Dementia, is its

town ; besides which it contains Chesterfield, AshThis county was first occupied by
bourn, Bakewell, &c.
the British tribe called the Coritani ; became a part of the
province Flavia Csesariensis under the Romans and was comprehended in the kingdom of Mercia dunng the Saxon
heptarchy.
(Myth.) a goddess of Syria, otherwise called
[Vide Astarte~}
Atergatis, Asteroth, Astarte, &c.
(Hist.) &epicv\icas, surnamed Sisyphus, a
He
general of Sparta, celebrated for his military exploits.
Xezioph. Hel/en. 1. 1, &e.
took nine cities in eight days.
chief

;

DERCETO

DERCYLIDAS

Diod. 1.14; Polyaen. 1. 2.
William (Biog.) an English divine and philosowas born at Stoughton, near Worcester, in 1657
He wrote, 1. 'The
educated at Oxford, and died in 1735.
Artificial Clock Maker ;' a fourth edition of which was pub2. ' Physico-Theology,' 8vo. 1718;
lished in 12mo. 1 "34.
being the substance of 16 sermons, preached at Boyle's Lec3. ' Astro-Theology, or the Detures in 1711 and 1712.
monstration of the Being and Attributes of God,' &c. 8vo.
5. '
4. ' Christo-Theology," 8vo. 1726.
Defence
1714.
of the Church's Right in Leasehold Estates,' 8vo. 1731
besides editing some of the works of Mr. Ray ; and also the
Philosophical Experiments and Observations of the late
eminent Dr. Robert Hooke, and other eminent Virtuosi in
his Time,' 8vo. 1726; and revising the Miscellanea Critica,'
3 vols. 8vo. 1"26; and contributing many pieces to the

DERHAM,
pher,

;

A

;

'

Derby, Ferdinand, Earl

in prison

of the titles enjoyed by the noble
family of Stanley above-mentioned under History, [vide
their arms, &c. are as follow
Stanley, earl of Derby, lord Stanley, baron StanTitles.
The title of the eldest
ley of Latham, and a baronet.
son lord Stanley.
Arms. Argent, on a bend azure, three bucks' heads cabossed or.
Crest.
On a chapeau gules, turned up ermine, an eagle
with wings expanded or, preying upon an infant in its
cradle proper.
Supporters.
On the dexter side a griphon ; on the sinister
a buck, both or, ducally collared and chained azure.

Derby and Stanley] which with

of England,

(Bios.) vide Parcieux.

±epfii, the city described under Geography,
whither St. Paul and Barnabas retreated after having been

expelled from Iconium.

Derby, Earl of (Her.) one

'

Royal Society.
(Her.) the name of an ancient family, of which
This family at preis made as early as Henry II.
sent enjoys the title and dignity of a baronet, conferred in
1641 on sir Thomas Dering ; the arms, &c. of which are as

DERIXG
mention

follow

Arms.

Quarterly, first and fourth, argent, a fesse azure;
torteauxes (as the augmentation) ; second

in chief three

and third

or, a saltire sable.
a ducal coronet or, a horse passant sable,
Two horses sable, maned or.
Supporters.

Crest.

Motto.

On

maned

or.

" Terrere nolo, timere nescio."

Dering, Edward

(Biog.) a puritan of the l6th century, of
the above-mentioned family, who, though educated at Cambridge, and presented by the queen to the prebend of Chardstoke, was so carried away with his reforming notions, that
He
it was found needful to suspend him from preaching.
died in 1576, leaving, 1. ' A Lecture or Exposition
Chapter
of
the
Epistle
Fifth
the
to
the
of
Heupon a Part
brews, as it was read in St. Paul's, Dec. 6, 1 572,' 1 6mo.
London, 1581 ; which was extended to 27 lectures or read2. •
Sermon preached
ings upon that part of the epistle.
before the Queen's Majesty, Feb. 5, 156p,' Lond. 1584.

A

:

.

DER
A

Sermon preached

DES

Tower

born in 1724, and died in 1769, left, among other thine
'
1569,' ibid. 1584.
4. • Certain Godly
View of the Stage ;' ' A Collection of Voyages ;' Let
ters written from Liverpool, Chester,' &c. ; besides soni
Letters,' &c. 4to. no date ; all which, with some other tracts
translations from the French, &c.
of his, were collected and printed by Field, in 1 vol. 8vo.
(Geog.) now Tortona, a town of Liguria, whit
1595.
was a Roman colony. Cic ad Fam. 1. 1 1
Thomas (Biog.) a native of Ireland, who,
Dertona (Xumis.) this town is known by a medal of Tibe
after passing through many adventures little to his credit,
rius, bearing the inscription,
He wrote,
died in 1802, in the 28th year of his age.
Tiberius CAES. Coloni
Julia Augusta Dertona.
among other poems, ' The Battle of the Bards,' in allusion
(Geog.) now Tortosa, a municipal town of Hi J
to the rencounter between Peter Pindar and a brother bard.
pania Tarraconensis, near the river Iberus. Plin. 1. 8, c. 4.
DE BOOS (Hint.) or de Ros, Robert, surnamed Furfan, was
employed by king John as one of the commissioners to con- Dertosa (Xumis.) several medals of Augustus and Tiberiu
bear testimony bv their inscriptions that this town was
duct William, king of Scotland, to England, and was afterRoman colony ; as COL.
or C. I. A. D. i. (
wards engaged with the rebellious barons against his sove;
Colonia Julia Augusta Dertosa, intimating that the colon
reign, for which his lands were seized ; but he probably
was founded by Julius Caesar.
recovered them again from Henry III, with whom he was
He was the founder of Hamlake Castle, DESAGULIERS, John Tkeophilus (Biog.) an experiments
in great favour.
philosopher of Rochelle, in France, was born in l6'83, anin Yorkshire, and Werke Castle, and died in 1227, after
died in 1744.
having assumed the habit of the Order of Knights TemHe wrote, 1. ' Fires Improved; being
New Method of building Chimnies,' &e. 1716. 2. 'I
plars.
Course of Experimental Philosophy,' 2 vols. 4to. \~iii
De Roos, Robert, grandson of the preceding, married lady
besides editing Di
3. ' Dissertation on Electricity,' 1742
Isabel, the rich heiress of William de Albini, fourth lord of
Gregory's Elements of Catoptrics and Dioptrics ; and con
Belvoir, in Leicestershire, and raised a new embattled wall
He assisted
tributing many papers to the Philosophical Transactions.
at Belvoir Castle, of which he became seized.
Alexander III, king of Scotland, against his rebellious sub- DESAIX, Lewis Charles Anthony (Hist.) a French general
was born near Riom in 1 768, and served in the revolu
jects ; and afterwards joining the barons of England against
tionary war; when, after giving the decisive turn to th
the king, he was appointed to guard the persons of king
battle of Marengo, he received in the moment of victory
Henry III, and the prince, who were made prisoners at the
This nobleman died in 1285.
shot in the breast, and immediately expired, in 1800.
battle of Lewes in 1265.
De Roos, William, his son and heir, was an unsuccessful DESART, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by th
family of Cuffe, which, with the arms, &c. are as follow
competitor for the crown of Scotland, in respect of his deCuffe, earl of Desart, eo. Kilkenny ; viscount Castl
scent from Isabel, his great grandmother, daughter to WilTitles.
He distinguished himThe title of the eldest soi
liam the Lion, king of Scotland.
Cuffe, baron of Desart.
3.

*

at the

of London,

Dec. 11,
and Comfortable

i

A

<

DERTONA

DERMODY,

DERTOSA

DERTOSA

;

self for his zeal

in

De

which

and

latter reign

Roos, William,

fidelity in the service of

Edward

III,

son and heir,

Lord High Admiral by Edward

III,

missioners, with the archbishop of

and

was appointed

also one of the com-

York and

others, to treat

Pie died
of a peace between the king and Robert Bruce.
in 1342, after having served in the army of the king
in France.
Dk Roos, William, his son, was at the battle of Crecy, and
also at that of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where David de
Bruce and many of the nobles were taken prisoners.
IJk BOOS, Thomas, was a firm adherent to Henry VI; for
which he was attainted in 1 Edward IV, when he died.
De Roos, Edmund, his son, recovered his possessions from
Henry VII, who reconciled the contending parties.
De Roos (Her.) Rosse, or Ros, the name of an ancient
family, the ancestor of which, Peter, assumed his surname in the reign of Henry I, from the lordship of Ros,
His descendant, Robert de Roos, was sumin Holderncss.
moned to parliament by writ of 49 Henry III, from whom
lord Roos, whose sister Eleanor married
Edmund
descended
sir Robert Manners, knt. and had issue George, who, in
right of his mother, succeeded as lord Roos, whose son
Thomas was created earl of Rutland. QVide Manners']
At the death of Edward, the third carl, the barony passed
by marriage into the family of William Cecil, lord Burleigh;
and at the death of his son William, without issue, reverted
to Francis Manners, sixth earl of Rutland
since which time
until claimed and Confirmed in 1806 to
it
lay dormant,
Charlotte Fitzgerald de Roos, descended from lady I' ranees
Manners, daughter of John, fourth earl of Rutland, who
married lord Henry Fitzgerald, second brother to the
The arms of this family are as
lute duke of Leinster.
follow
Arms.
IX' Ro is gulet, three watcrbougets argent, quartering Boyle.
DERRICK, Samuel (Biog.) a native of Ireland, who was
;

:

viscount Castle Cuffe.
Argent, on a bend indented sable, three fleurs-de
lis of the field, between two eottises azure, each chargewith three bezants.
Crest.
An arm in pale, couped below the elbow, veste
with gold, charged with two bends undee azure, turne

Arms.

he died.

his eldest

up ermine,

the hand proper,

holding a pole-axe

or, th.

staff azure.

Two leopards regardant proper, collared wit
Supporters.
the bend, charged as in the arms, and chained sable"
Motto.
Virtus repulse nescia sordidie."
Peter (Biog.) a physician of Arsac, in Cha
losse,
was born in 1675, and died in 1737, leaving
'
1.
Xouvelles Decouvertes en Medicine,' 17''7; if it b
2. ' Dissertation sur la Pierr
rightly attributed to him.

DESAULT,

des Reins et de la Vessie,' 3 vols. 12mo. 1736.
Dksaui.t, Peter Joseph, a surgeon of Magnay Vernois, i
Franehe Corate, was born in 1744, and died in 1795- H
was the author of the ' Journal de Chirurgie,' begun i
Maladic
1791 ; besides which he left a work entitled,
Chirurgicales et des Operations qui leur conviennent
'

2 vols. 8vo.

DES BARREAUX,

James de Vallee, Lord (Biog.) a Frenci
nobleman who, like lord Rochester, was a great wit, a grea
libertine, and a great penitent. He died in 1647; and soni
time before his death lie composed the famous sonnet so ful
of contrition, and commencing, " Grand Dieu, tes jugc
mens," &c. ; besides which he left several poems in Lati)
and French.

DESBILLONS,

Francis Joseph

Terrasse (Biog.) a Jesui

and Latin poet of Chatcauneuf, in Berri. was born in 171'
Fabulie Libri XV
His works are, 1.
and died in 1789.
the best edition of which was printed in Germany, with
himself;
2 vols. 8vi
translation
by
the
author
French
they were also printed at Paris in 1771, and 1773
17(>9
2. ' Nouvcaux Eclaiivissemens sur la Vie et les Ouvrage
Histoire de la VI
3.
de Guillaume Postel,' 8vo. 1763.
'

;

•

DES

DES

Madame

de St. Balmont,' 8vo.
4. 'Arsbene valendi,' 8vo. 17SS.
5. ' Miscellanea
1773.
Posthuma;' Monita Philosophica ;' and ' Schola Patrum,'
&c. a Latin comedy, were published at Manheim, 8vo.
1792 ; besides which he published an edition of Phsedrus,
and of Thomas a Kempis.
DESBOIS, Francis Alexander Aubert dc la Chesnaie {Bios.)
a lexicographer, was born at Ernee, in the Maine, in 1699,
and died in 1784, leaving, 1. 'Dictionnaire Militaire,' 3 vols.
2. ' Dictionnaire d'Agriculture,' 2 vols. 8vo.
8vo. 1758.
1751. 3. ' Dictionnaire Universel et raisonne des Animaux,'
4to.
1759- 4. ' Dictionnaire Domestique,' 3 vols.
4 vols.
5. ' Dictionnaire Historique
Svo. 1 762, and 1 763.
des
Moeurs, &c de France/ 3 vols. Svo. 1767.
6. ' Dictionvols.
la
Noblesse,'
&c.
12
4to.
naire de
1773, &c.
et des

Exploits Militaires de
'

DES BROSSES (Biog.) vide Brosses.
DES CARTES, Rene (Biog.) a philosopher

of

La Haye,

in

Tourain, was born in 1596, and died in 1650.
Of his
works there have been several editions, particularly a Latin
edition, 9 vols. 4to. Amst. 1701
1715.
That published at
Paris comprehends 15 volumes, 12mo. containing ' Lettres,'
' Les
Meditations Metaphysiques,' &c.
&c. 6 vols. 1724.
2 vols. ; ' Discours de la Methode pour bien conduire sa
Raison et chercher la Verite dans les Sciences Plus la
Dioptrique,' &c. 2 vols. ; ' Les Principes de la Philosophic,'
;
' Le
Monde, ou Traite
1 vol. ; ' Les Passions de l'Ame
de la Lumiere ; L'Homme de Rene des Cartes, et la Forma[Vide
du
Foetus.'
Plate
tion
DESERICIUS (Hist.) or Deseritz, Joseph Innocent, a native
of Hungary, and ambassador to the hospodar of Wallachia
from pope Benedict XIV, died in 1765, aged 63. He wrote,
' Pro Cultu Literarum in Hungaria Vindicatio,'
&c. 4to.
DESGODETS, Anthony (Biog.) an architect of Paris, was
born in 1653, and died in 1728.
He wrote, 1. The
Ancient Edifices of Rome, drawn and measured with Exactness,' fol. Paris. 1682; published in French and English bv
Mr. Marshal, London. 1771- 2. ' Les Lois des Batimens,'
printed from his MS. 1776.
DESHAIS, John Baptist Henry (Biog.) a painter of Rouen,
was born in 1729, and died in 1765. Among his best
pieces are ' The Marriage of the Virgin ;
The Resurrec;
' Potiphar's
Wife and Joseph ; ' ' The
tion of Lazarus
Combat of Achilles and Xanthus ; &c.
DESIDERIUS (Hist.) or Didier, last king of Lombardy,
invaded the papal dominions, but being resisted and taken
prisoner by Charlemagne, he died in France.
P. Diacon.
dc Gest. Longob. ; Sigebert et Ado in Chron. ; Sigon. dc
Res- Hal. 1. 3 et 4.
Desiderius (Ecc.) archbishop of Vienne, was banished, and
afterwards put to death, in 603, by order of Brunhilde,
whose vices he reproved.
Greg. Mag. 1. 7, ep. 117; Fred.
Addit. ad Gregor. Tur. c. 32 ; Sigebert et Ado in Chron.

—

'

XXXV]

'

'

'

'

'

Aimon.

1.

3.

Desiderius (Xumis.) the brother of Magnentius, from whom he received the title of
Ceesar, is principally known by some few
medals bearing his effigy, as in the annexed
figure; inscription,

NOB.

C. &c.

jj£

D.N. DESIDERIUS

Goltz. Fast.;

Strad. Imp.

Rom.

OESHOULIERES

(Biog.) vide Houlieres.
DESIRE, Arthur (Biog.) a French priest in the 16th century,
who distinguished himself in his opposition to the Calvinists, and left many works of controversy.
DESKFORD, Lord (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
eldest son of the earl of Findlater.
DESLANDES, Andrew Francis Boureau (Biog.) a French
writer, was born at Pondieherry in 1690, and died in 1757.
He wrote, 1. ' Remarques Historiques, Critiques, &c. d'un
Cosmopolite,' 12mo. 1731.
2. ' Litteratum Otium,' 1713,

&c.

3.

'

Histoire Critique de la Philosophic,' 4 vols. 12mo.

1737, &c.

DESMAHIS,

Joseph Francis Edward de Corsemhleu (Bios)
was born in 1722, and died in 1761, leaving some dramatic
pieces and poems, which appeared in 1777, with a life of the
author, 2 vols. 12mo. Paris.

DESMAISEAUX (Biog.) or

Desiilaiseau.r, Peter, a miscellabom in Auvergne in 1666, and died in
Besides editing Bayle's works, in 4 vols. fol. he published,
1. ' Nouvelles
Lettres de Bavle,' 2 vols. 12mo.
Hague, 1739- 2. ' The Life and Works of St. Evremond,'
vols.
4to.
and 8vo. 1709. 3. ' The Lives of Boileau,
3
Chillingworth, and Hales, of Eton,' 1719Some pieces of
Locke's, which had not been inserted in his works, 1720.
'
4.
Recueil de diverses Pieces sur la Philosophic la Religion Naturelle, l'Histoire des Mathematiques,' &e. 2 vols.
12mo. Amsterdam, 1720, collected from Leibnitz, Clarke,
Newton, and others. He also appears to have edited the
' Scaligerana, Thuana,
Perroniana, Pithoeana, and Colomesiana,' 2 vols. Amst. 171 1DESMARES, Toussani (Biog.) a priest of the oratory, was
born at Vire, in Normandy, in 1599, and died in 1687,

neous writer, was
1

745.

leaving,

Necrologe de Port- Royal,'

1.

4to.

1723

;

to

which

was added by Le Fevre de St. Marc, in 1735.
Description de l'Abbaye de la Trappe,' Lyons, lfi83
;
besides theological and controversial works, enumerated by
Moreri.
(Biog.) vide Morels.
Peter Nicholas (Biog.) a scholar of Paris,
was bom in 1677, and died in 1760. His principal work is
a continuation of Sallengre's ' Memoires de Litterature.'
11 vols. 12mo. 1726— 1731 ; besides which he published
Recueil de Pieces d'Histoire et de Litterature,' 4 vols.
12mo. Paris, 1731 ; and edited Father Lami's treatise, 'De
a supplement
2.

'

DESMARETS

DESMOLETS,

•

Tabernaculo Fcederis,' fol. Paris, Sec.
DESMOND, Ear! of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
earl of Denbigh.
[Vide Denbish^
DESMOULINS, Benedict Camitle (Hist.) one of the revolutionary leaders in France, and principal founder of the
Jacobin club, was dragged to the scaffold by order of Robespierre in 1794.
(Biog.) or Demoustier, Charles Albert, a
dramatic and miscellaneous writer of Villers-Coterets, was
bom in 1760, and died in 1801, leaving, 1. < Lettres a
Emilie sur la Mythologie,' 6 vols. ISmo. 1790. 2. Several
comedies and operas, performed with great success, particu-

DESMOUSTIER

larly

'

Le

3.
Le Siege de Cythere/ a
La Liberte du Goitre,' a poem; besides
MS.
Edward Marcus (Hist.) a native of Queen's

Conciliateur.'

poem, 1790.

4.

'

'

several things in

DESPARD,

County, in Ireland, who, after having served his king as a
colonel in the West Indies, set on foot a conspiracy to
assassinate him as he was proceeding to parliament ; but
the plot being discovered by some of his accomplices, he
was tried, condemned, and executed, with nine others, in
1803.

DESPAUTER

(Biog.) Despautrc, or Van Pauteren, John,
a grammarian of the Netherlands, in the 15th century, was
the author of a grammar, entitled,
Joan. Despauterii Nini'

vite Commentarii Grammatici,' fol. Paris. 1537, printed bv
Robert Stephens.
This work, which procured him a hio-h

reputation in his day,

is

now

very scarce.

DESPEISSES,

Anthony (Biog.) a lawyer of Montpellier,
was born in 1594, and died in 1658. His works on law
were published under the title of ' Les CEuvres d'Antoine
Despeisses, ou toutes les Matieres les plus importantes du
Droit Romain sont expliquees, et accommodees au Droit
Francois,' 4 vols.

DESPENCER

fol.

(Hist.) vide

DESPIERRES,

Le

Despenccr.

John (Biog.) a Benedictine of Flanders, was

:

DEU

DEV

born in 159", and died in 1664, leaving,

1.

Gloria sanc-

'

Juv. Sat.

tissima Monachonim Patriarch. Benedicti.' 2. Calendarium
novum ad legendas Horas Canonicas, secundum Ritum Bre-

Vindicia; Trithemiana;,' &c. 4to. Duac.
8Romani.'
4. * Auctoritus Scripture Sacra; Hebraica;, Greca?, et
1641.
5.
Commentarius in PsalLatina;,' &c. 4to. ibid. 1651.
terium Davidicmn.' cire. 6. ' Calendarium Romanum novum
et Astronomia Aquicinetina,' fol. ibid. 1657DESPLACES (Biog.) a French engraver who died in 1749,
left, among his best pieces, ' The Soldier holding a Dagger
' The Descent from the
at Astyanax in his Mother's Arms ;
'

Deucalion nimbU tolUntibut ttquor,

That this fable has its foundation in the scripture account o
the universal deluge is too obvious to need any comment
and is one of the numberless testimonies which profan
history furnishes in confirmation of the truth of Holv Writ
Apollod. 1. 1
Diod. 1. 5 ; Hygin. Fab. 193 ; Ovid. Me
1. 1 ; Luc. de Dea Syria.
Sir John (Hist.) of the family mentions
under Heraldry, distinguished himself in the service of th
Black Prince, in the wars in France and Spain.
Devereux, Sir Walter, vide Ferrars.
Devereux, Walter, vide Hereford.
Devereux, Waller, vide Essex.
Devereux, Bobert, vide Essex.
Devereux (Her.) the name of an ancient family, vrhic
derives its origin from Walter de Ewrus, a Norman, who, i
consideration of his services to William the Conqueror, ol
tained the grant of Salisbury and Amesbury, in Wilt:
His great grandson Patrick was created earl of Salisbury
Sir Walter Devereux, a descendant from his second soi
Robert, was summoned to parliament in 146l, as a bare
of this realm, by the title of lord Ferrars ; and Walter, th
third lord Ferrars, was, in 1549, advanced to the dignity (,
viscount Hereford ; and his grandson Walter, the secon
viscount Hereford, was created in 1 572, by queen Elizabetl
earl of Essex.
At the death of the third earl of Esse;
without male issue, the earldoms of Essex and Eu becam
extinct ; the baronies of Ferrars, Bouchier, and Lorraini
continued in abeyance, till Charles II revived them in th
person of sir Robert Shirley, afterwards earl Ferrars ; bi
the title of viscount Hereford devolved on sir Walter Dt
vereux, grandson of the first viscount.
VESCI, Viscount (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by tl
family of Vescy, which, with the arms, &c. are as follow
Vescy, viscount de Vesci, of Abbey Leix, Queen
Titles.
county ; baron Knapton, and a baronet of Ireland.
Arms.
Or, on a cross sable, a patriarchal cross of the fielt
Crest.
On a wreath, a hand in armour, holding a laurt
branch, both proper.
Two Hercules, with clubs over their shouldo
Supporters.
proper, crined and habited about the middle or.
" Sub hoc signo vinces."
Motto.
DEVIZES (Geog.) the Deviezes, or the Vies, a town in Wil
shire, situated on the Kennet and Avon canal, 24 m. N. \\
Lon. 1° 58' E. hit. 51
Salisbury, 88f W. by S. London.
21' N.
A strong castle was built here in the reign
Henry I by Roger, bishop of Salisbury, which underwo
The tow,
a memorable siege in the reign of Stephen.
itself was besieged during the rebellion by sir Williai
Waller, who experienced a signal defeat from a detachmer
;

DEVEREUX,

Cross,' &c.

DESPORTES,

Philip (Biog.) a poet of Chartres, was born
His works, consisting of sonnets,
first published in 4to. 1573, by

in 1541), and died in 1606.
stanzas, elegies, &c. were

Robert Stephens.

Despoktes, Francis, a painter of Champigneul,

in

Cham-

was bom in l66l, and died in 1743. He was
employed in the service of Lewis XIV, for whom he
furnished the palaces of Versailles, Marli, &c. with speci-

pagne,
chieflv

mens of his skill.
Desportes, John Baptiste Bene Pouppee, physician to the
king of France, was born at Vitre, in Bretagne, in 1704,
1748, leaving an interesting work, entitled,
Histoire des Maladies de Saint Domingue,' 3 vols. 12mo.
1770.
DESSAIX (Hist.) vide Desaix.
DESSENTUS, Bernard (Biog.) a physician of Amsterdam,
was born in 1510, and died in 1574. He wrote, 1. ' De
Compositione Medicamentorum,' fol. 1555. 2. ' De Peste
Commentarius, Preservatio, et Curatio,' 4to. Colon. 1564,

and died in
'

&c.

DESTOUCHES,

Philip Nericauti (Biog.) a dramatic writer
His works
of Tours, was born in 1680, and died in 1714.
were published at the Louvre by. order of Louis XV, in

4

81.

Navigio montem aicetulit, MrtMflM pqMKtt,
Puulatimyue animd caluerunt nwllia baxa,
Et marilms mixtas osteiulit Pyirha puelta$.

'

'

v.

Ex quo

'

viarii

1,

VlAs. 4to.

Destocches, Andrew,
whose opera of

Frenchman and musical composer,

a

Isse is considered as his best piece.

He died

in 1749-

DEVARIUS,

Matthew (Biog.)

who compiled an Index
Homer and wrote De
'

;

Parthularis,' 4to.

a scholar of the 16th century,

Eustathius'

to

Commentary on

Particulis Gracse Lingua? Liber

Rom. 1558; 12mo. Lond. 1657; Amst.

1700. 1718, &C.

DEVAUXj

Jokn (Biog.) a surgeon of Paris, was born in
His works are, 1. ' Le Medecin
1649, and died in 1729de soi-meme,' 12mo. 2. ' L'Art de faire des Rapports en
' Index
8.'
funereus Chirurgorum PariChirurgie,' l2mo.
siensium ab Anno 1415 ad Annum 1714/ 12mo. &c.
(Myth.) Aiw«\i«r, a son of Prometheus,
who reigned in Thessaly when the earth was overwhelmed
with B deluge, and was saved, with his wife Pyrrha, by
building himself an ark.
,

DEUCALION

Pind. Olymp. 9.

AeuKaXtwv ri
-varrmii KaraPdvrt
lv/i0l'

Down,

arc tabled to have made
•tones behind their backs.

royalist

army under

lord

Wilmot on Roundwa

in Wiltshire.

DEVONSHIRE,

X\a 9

Earl of (Hist.) of the family met
tioned under Heraldry, was born in 1590, and died
1625, after having enjoyed the favour of his majest;
James I. lie was one of the first adventurers who settle
a colony and plantation in Virginia and on the first
covirv of the Bermudas had, with the carl of Nortl
ampton, the earl of Pembroke, the lord Paget, the lot
first

i

i&lVTO TTptjTOV

They

<

of the

"iv aiv\oflpovTa Aide aiira

Xlvjypa

DE

men and women by throwing

;

Pind. Olymp. 9-

«

1

i

Harrington, and others, a grant of these islands from tl
whereupon they soon made them into a floiirishin

king,

KTinunOijv KiOivov yviov.

plantation,

Virg. Georg.

1

William, second Earl of son of the prccediii|
was beloved and admired in both houses of Parliamen
where he was a great speaker. He also upheld the dignit

DEVONSHIRE,

1.

Quo tempore prtmvm
Deucalion \>acuum iupideijactavit
durum genus.
',

in

orbem

of his family in

all

public transactions, in which he w.

DEW

DIA

deeplv engaged during his short

life,

which was ended

in

1628.'

Devonshire,

Christian, Countess of, wife of the preceding,
daughter of Edward, lord Bruce, of Kinlosse, and sister to
Thomas, earl of Elgin, distinguished herself no less by her
prudent management of her husband's estates at his death,
than by her loyalty, which shone conspicuous in a degenerate

So

age.

steadfast

was she in the cause of the king, that

Monke

by a considerable
she might know his
officer, a private signal, by which
This countess died
intentions of restoring the monarchy.
in 1674, enjoying to the last the most unequivocal testimonies of regard from the royal family, who expressed
without reserve their sense of her constant zeal in their
the

politic

general

sent

her,

service.

Devonshire,

Ji'illiam, third Earl of, and son of the prewas not backward in testifying the loyalty which
was so distinguished in his parents, and opposed every
approach to the rebellion, which afterwards broke out and
destroyed the monarchy.
He withdrew from England when

ceding,

no avail and, although he suffered
he sought no employment at court.
he enjoyed the confidence of his majesty,

his services could be of

much

;

for his loyalty, yet

Nevertheless,
Charles II, until his death in 1684.

Devonshire.

Duke

of,

;

'

arms, &e. of this family are as follow

:

Cavendish, duke of Devonshire, marquis of Harrington, earl of Devonshire, baron Cavendish, of Hardwicke.
The title of the eldest son, marquis of Har-

Titles.

rington.

Arms.

James (Biog.) a
and died in 1754.
appointing the 70 Elders,'
of Amsterdam.
DEYSTER, Lewis (Biog.) a
in 1695,

who

1.

Sable,

fess gules, for Clifford.

On

4.

heads caboshed
Per bend embattled

three harts'

As

2.

Cheeky or and azure, a

first.

a wreath, a snake noue proper.
Supporters.
Two harts proper, each gorged with a garland
or sprig of roses argent and azure, attired or.
" Cavendo tutus."
Motto.
Devonshire (Geog.) in Latin Devonia, a county of England,
lying on the Bristol Channel.
It was originally inhabited
by the Danmonii, and afterwards formed part of the
kingdom of the West Saxons. Its principal towns are
Exeter, Plymouth, Tavistock, Oakhampton, Barnstaple,
and Dartmouth, &c.
Its rivers are the Exe, Teign, Dart,
Taw, Tamer. &c.
DEUSINGIUS, Anthony (Biog.) a physician of Meurs. in
the duchv of Juliers, was born in 1612, and died in 1666,
leaving among his works, 1. ' Canticum Avicennse de Medicina ex Arab. Lat. reddit.' 4to. 16492. ' Dissertatkmes
Duse: prior de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis; altera de Lacte ac
Xutrimento Foetus in Utero,' 4to. 1651.
D'EWES, Sir Sumonds (Biog.) an historian and antiquary of
Coxden, in Dorsetshire, was born in 1602, and died in
1650, leaving
The Journals of all the Parliaments during
the Reign of Queen Elizabeth/ &c. fol. 1682.
DE WITT, John (Hist.) pensionary of Holland, was born in
1625, chosen a pensionary of Dort in 1650, and, after having
vol. 1.
•

painter of Amsterdam, was bom
His principal piece was Moses
executed for the burgo-masters
'

painter and engraver of Bruges,
His ' Death of the Virgin, is
His daughter Anna was also celebrated as a

died in 1711, aged 55.

his best piece.

paintress,

and died in 17 Hi.
D'Argemi/le, Anthony Joseph (Biog.) a natu-

DEZALLIER,

and biographer of Paris, in the last century, was the
author of, 1. ' La Theorie et la Pratique du Jardinage,
2. ' Conchvliologie,' &c 2 vols. 4to reprinted in 4to.
1747.
1 7
7L'Oryctologie, ou Traite des Pierres,' &c. 4to.
1755.
4. ' Abrege de la Vie de quelques Peintres ce'lebres.'
3 vols. 4to. and 4 vols. 8vo.
DIACOXUS, Paulus (Biog.) vide Paulus.
DIADUMENIANUS, Marcus Opetius (Hist.) the son of the
emperor Macrinus, was proclaimed Cesar by his father, and
was afterwards slain with him in the 12th or 16th year of
ralist

•"'

•'>.

'

his age.

>^5gvj3fev
are extant
of this prince, bearing his effigy as in the /7 (SflipjJ "V
annexed figure; inscriptions, M. OPELIl S «

ANTONINUS DIADUMENIANUS
IMP. CAES. AXTOX. PIUS
DIADUMENIANUS and in the Greek,

'"

CAES

;

M.on. AIAAOYMENI ANUC K.V.— AYT.
ANTQNINOC. Medals were

K. M. O. AI.
prince in most

struck of this
of Greece, and the neighbouring coun-

cities

tries.

DIAGORAS

who was noted
and blasphemy, which provoked his countrymen to set a price on his head. He, however, escaped
his pursuers, and flourished A. C. 416.
Cie. de Nat. Dear.
1. 1
Vol Max. 1. 1 Laclant. de Ira Dei, 1. 4.
Diagoras, an athlete, who flourished about the same period,
and is celebrated by the verses of Pindar, saw his three sons
crowned the same dav at Olvmpia, and died through excess
of jov.
Cie. Tusc. L 1 ; Pint, in Pell. Cell. 1. 3 ; Paws.
(Biog.) an Athenian philosopher,

for his impiety

;

;

'

1.

Quarterly.

argent, attired or, for Cavendish.
argent and gules, for Boyle. 3.
Crest.

DE WITT,

Diairmknianus (Xumis.) medals

and son of the preceding, signalized his courage as a warrior by going, in 1665,
as a volunteer in the fleet in attendance on the duke of
York, when he was present at the desperate engagement of
the third of June.
He was afterwards a leading member
of opposition by the title of lord Cavendish
and at the
revolution one of the most strenuous supporters of king
William, with whom he was in high favour, as also with
queen Anne, by whom he was continued in his high offices
until his death in 1707He was the author of An Ode
on the Death of Queen Mary,' and ' An Allusion to the
Bishop of' Cambray's Supplement to Homer.'
Devonshire. Duke of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by
[Aide Cavendish^ Tbe titles,
the family of Cavendish.
IViliiam, first

distinguished himself in his management of public affairs,
was murdered, with his brother, in prison in 1672. [\ ide
Plate IX]

6.

DIAXA

(Myth.) daughter of Jupiter and Latona, and goddess
of hunting, is supposed to be the same as the goddess Isis
among the Egyptians ; bearing the name of Proserpine or
Hecate, in the lower regions ; Luna, Phoebe, or the moon

in heaven ; and Diana, in the woods from which circumstance she was called triformis ; she was also designated
by the epithets of Lucifera, Ephesia, Delia, Cynthia,
;

The most famous of her temples was
Britomartis, &c.
that at Ephesus, which was one of the seven wonders
of the world ; she was on that account called by distinction Diana Ephesia, and represented with many breasts
fertility,
as may be seen under NumismaThe Lacedaemonians, and some other people, used
human victims, before the time of Lycurgus

denote

to
tics.

to offer her

;

but the Athenians generally offered her goats ; and others a
white kid. and sometimes a boar pig, or an ox. Amont;
plants, the poppy and the ditany were sacred to her.
According to Cicero, there were three of this name ; viz. tht
daughter of Jupiter and Latona, of Jupiter and Proserpine,
and of Upis and Glauce.
Horn, in Apoll. ;
Hesiod.
Callimach. in Hymn.;
Theog. 91 8; Eurip. in Iph. ;
Appollon. Argon. 1. 1 ; Apollod. 1. 1 ; Cie. de Nat. Deor.
1. 3 ;
Horat.^l 3, od. 22 ; Virg. Georg. 1. 3 ; Manil. 1. 1
;

Plin.

1.

36.

Diana (Xumis.)

on medals with a
crescent on her head ; a torch, or bow and arrows in her
hands, and a quiver on her back.
The crescent and the
3 Y

this deity is represented

:

DID

DIC
torch arc the emblems of Diana Lucifera, as in fig. 2 ; the
Btag with the bow, &c. represent Diana I'cnalri.r, or the
huntress, as in tig. 1, .'>, and 6' ; when depicted without feet
Fig.

*%.

1.

3.

Hexameri

naturali Yeritate

Mosaici,' &c. 1702, 4to. Rotterd

1703, and 12mo. Loeburg. 1705.
(Biog.) a Scotch

DICKSON, David

Glasgow in 1583, and died in
Commentary on the Hebrews,'

Bfe. S.

3.

'

tles,

10'22.

*

8vo.

On

the Psalms,' 3 vols. 12mo.
Latin and English,' fol. and

!

was born at
His works are, 1. A,
divine,

2.

'

On

1(>55.

4.

4to.

5.

Matthew,' Ho.
'

'

On

the Epis-

Therapeutics

Sacra, or Cases of Conscience Resolved,' 4to. Latin. 8vo. English. G. 'A Treatise on the Promises,' 12mo. Dublin. 1680,
' Praeleetiones
in Confessionem Fidei,' fol. which have
been translated, and frequently printed under the title ol
Truth's Victory over Error.'
DICTiE (Gcog.) or Dictceus Mom; a mountain of Crete.
whence the island itself is called bv the poet Dietsea arva

7.

known by

Diana

and manv breasts, she
of F.phesus, as in fig. 4, where she is represented with Isis on
one side and Serapia mi the other; when represented as in
fig. ."), with a triple body, and bearing instruments of torture
in her hands, she is supposed to be the infernal Diana, or
is

distinction to be

Fa.

Fifr. 5.

Fie. 4.

'

lirg. Eel.]. 6.

DICTYNNA

(Myth.) a nymph of Crete, who first invented
and was one of Diana's attendants.
DICTYS (Myth.) a king of the island of Seriphus, who wai
set on the throne by Perseus.
Apollod. 1. 1.
Dictys, Cretensis (Biog.) the supposed name of an ancienl
historian, who is said to have accompanied Idomeneus tc
the Trojan war, of which he wrote an account
but tha
which is now extant under his name is generally admittei
to be a spurious production of much later date.
DIDAS (Hist.) a Macedonian, who was employed by Perseil
to slander his brother Demetrius, and render him suspectei
to his father Philip. He was afterwards one of the favourite

hunting

6.

nets,

;

Hecate

;

when earned on

appellation of

Diana

a bull, she

is

distinguished by the

Icaria, or Tauripolia,

which answers

to

Europa.

DIARBEC

(Gcog.) or Diar Bechir, a country of Asiatic
Turkey, the ancient Mesopotamia, which is situated between
the Tigris and Euphrates, by the waters of which last river
it is annually inundated.
Diarbec, the capital of this Pachalie, or government, otherwise called Caramitj the ancient Amida, is situated on a
fine plain on the west bank of the river Tigris, 60 miles
distant from Merdin, 172 from Malatia,
Lun. 89° 32' E., lat. 37° 55' N.

and 287 from Orfa.

Bartholoinetv (Hist.) a Portuguese navigator, who in
UK) discovered the most southern cape of Africa, now

DIAZ,
1

called the Cape of Good Hope.
Diaz, John (Biog.) a Spaniard, who having embraced the
doctrines of the Reformation, was assassinated at the instigation of his brother Alphonsus, who had endeavoured to
convert him from the Protestant faith.
DICEARCHUS (Hivg.) a disciple of Aristotle, and native of
Messina, in Sicily, wrote many things on History, Mathematics, and Geography, of which nothing remains but the
fragment of a treatise on the latter subject
which was
first published by Henry Stephens in 1589, with a Latin
afterwards
Hudson,
version and notes; and
by
among the
Vetera Geographic Seriptores Greet minores,' &c. 4 vols.
;

'

8vo.

Oxon. 1703.
Ralph de {Biog.) author of

DICETO,

Abbrevktioiies Chroepitome of English History, was dean of
1210.
'

nicoruni,' or an
St. Paul's in

DICK,

Sir William. Baii. (Biog.) a physician, and son of sir
in 1703, and died in 1785,
He was for many years a faithful and vigilant manager of
the Koyal Infirmary, at Edinburgh, and was in 1 77 t honoured with a medal from the London Society of Arts, fin
his culture of rhubarb, the rearing of which was first attempted by him.
DICKINSON, Edmund ( Biog.) a physician and chemist, was
born at Appleton, in Berkshire, in 1634, and died in 1707;

William Cunningham, was born

r
](i~>.

'
1.
Delphi Phcenicizantes,' fcc. 12mo.
>,
to
which were added Diatriba deNose in Italian! Adventu,' &c.
(>().'),
and at Kotterdam in
it was reprinted
at Francfort in
lt>!)l
Fasciculus
by (renins, in the first volume of bis
2.
An epistle of E. D. to T. M. an
Dissertationum,' &0.
Adept concerning the Quintessence of the Philosophers,' fl*c.

leaving,

'

1

'

•

8vo.

1

7G9-

''<

'

Physica

vetus et vera, sive Traetatus de

generals of the latter.

Liv.

1.

40.

I

DIDEROT,

Dcni/s (Biog.) one of the French encyclopedist!
and son of a cutler of Langres, was born in 7 > and din
in 17S4. Besides the Encyclopedia, which contributed great!
to bring about the French Revolution, he wrote likewise oi
History and Morals, &c.
DIDIA, Clara (Xumis.) the daughter of
Didius Julianus, is said to have been exceedingly beautiful.
She received the title
of AUGUSTA from her father, as appears
from medals bearing her effigy, as in the
annexed figure.
!

DIDIER

(Hist.) in

Latin Ihsidcius.

1

Duke

of Thoulouse, distinguished himself as a general in the set
vice of Chilperic I, king of Neustria, and was killed i
battle with the Visigoths in 500.

DIDIUS

(Hist.) a governor of Spain, conquered by S.rtoriu

Pint, in Sert.

Dions,
son.

a

man who brought Ciesar

the head of Pompey's

elde;,

Plnl.

Dinius, a governor of Macedonia, who triumphed over

th

Scordisci.

Didius, a governor of Britain, under Claudius.
Didius, Julianus, a rich Roman, who at the death of Pertina;
purchased the empire of the soldiers, by whom, after a reig
of two months, he was slain.
/-&
Dions, Julianas (Nuniis.) medals are extant
fjx
jj

of this emperor, beating his effigy,
li-rure
inscriptions,
the annexed
;

CiES. M. DID.

JULIAN. AUG%

as

in

IMP.

a#

;

3

Sic.

DIDO

(Myth.) daughter of BeluS, king of
Tyre, and wife of SiohffiUS, lied from her
brother Pygmalion,
with a number of

Tyrians, to whom his cruelty was odious, and was drm
by a storm to the African coast, where she liuilt the city
Carthage but being, according to the fictions of the poet
afterwards deserted by /Eneas, whom she had hospitably 61
tertained, she killed herself in despair.
Virg. /En. 1. 1, &c
Olid. Mil.: Pain: I. I; Jus/in. 1. IS.
Dido (Xuniis.) some medals of Messana and PanormUS r
present, as IS supposed, the head of Dido, which a Victoi
on the reverse, an inscri]
IS in the act of crowning
Phoenician, but unknown characters, within a crown of lain'
i

;

;

1

.

DIG

DIE

DIDYMUS

Thomas.
Didymus (Hist.) cousin of the emperor Honorius. was put

DIETRICH,

[Bib!.) vide

to

death by Constans, the son of the usurper Constantine, after
Sozomen.
he had made himself master of Spain in 408.
Cassiodor. el Prosper, in Citron. ; Oros. 1. 71. 9
Didymus (Biog.) a grammarian of Alexandria, to whom are
attributed scholia on the Odyssey, now extant, the best editions of which are that in 2 vols. Svo. Venet. apud Aid.
1528, and that of Paris, 8vo. 1530.
Didymus, a musician of Alexandria, in the reign of Xero,
who wrote upon Grammar, Medicine, and Music, but none
;

of his works are extant.

a mathematician, who made Commenon Aratus.
Didymus, an ecclesiastical writer of Alexandria, in the fourth
century, of whose works nothing remains except a treatise
upon the Holy Spirit, to be found in the writings of St.
Jerome, by whom it was translated.
Didy'mus, a name common to several grammarians.
DIECMAX, John (Biog.) a Lutheran divine of Stade, was
born in )6'47, and died in 1 720.
He wrote, 1. ' De Na>
turalissimo cum Aliorum, turn maxime Joannis Bodini, ex
Opere ejus Manuseripto Anecdoto de Abditis Rerum Sublimium Arcanis, Schediasma,' 12mo. Lipsic. 1684. 2. ' Specimen Glossarii Latino-Theodisci.' 3. ' Dissertationes de
4-. ' De Dissensu Ecelesiae Orientalis et
Sparsione Florum.'

Didymus of Cnidus,
taries

5.
Enneades Animadversionum
Loca Annaliura Cardinalis Baronii,' &c
Anthony Van (Hist.) a native of Kurlenberg, and

Latinae circa Purgatorium.'
in diversa

DIEMEN,

'

fovemor of the Dutch

territories in the East Indies, sent
642 on a voyage of discovery and the land
which was discovered on the south of New South Wales was
called in honour of him Van Diemen's Land.
He died in

'asman in

1

;

1645.

DIEMERBROCK.

Isbrand Ac, a physician of Montfort, near
Utrecht, was born in 1609, and died in 1674.
His works,
including his
Anatomia Corporis Humani,' were published
'

1685.

in fol. ll-raj.

DIEPEXBRECK, Abraham

(Biog.) a landscape painter of
His
Temple of the
Muses,' is considered his master-piece.
DIEPPE (Geog.) a town of Upper Xormandy, in France,
situated between two rocky mountains at the mouth of the
river Arques, or Bathune, 35 m. X. Rouen, 45 X. E. Havre
de Grace, and 100 N. W. Paris.
Lon. 1 44' E., lat. 40/
the

Hague, died

in 11)75.

aged 67.

'

55' X.

This town, called in Latin Deppa, was frequently
taken and retaken during the wars between the English and
French in the 11th and 12th centuries.
It was plundered
by the Huguenots in the lfith century, and at that period
was surprised bv the English, who also bombarded it in
1694.

DIESPITER

(Myth.)

a

surname of Jupiter

as being

the

fountain of light.

Aid. Gell. 1. 5.
(Biog.) a painter of the Hague, was
and died in 1704.
He was principally

DIEST, Abraham ran
born

in

known

in

1655,

England, where he chiefly resided.

DIETERIC, John Conrad

(Biog.) a Lutheran and professor
Greek at Butzbach, his native place, was born in 1612,
and died in 1669.
He wrote, 1. ' Breviarium Historicum
et Geographicum.'
2. ' Breviarium Pontificum.'
3. ' Discursus Historico-Politicus,'
1640.
4to.
Marpurg.
&c.
4. ' Graecia Exularis, seu de Infelicitate Superioris Saeculi in
Grsecarum Literarum Ignoratione.'
5. * Antiquitates Romans.'
6. ' IatHEum Hippocraticum,'
4to. Ulm. 1661.
7- ' Breviarium Haereticorum et Conciliorum.
8. ' Index
in Hesiodum.' 9- ' Lexicon Etymologico-Graecum.' 10. 'Antiquitates Biblica?,' &c. fol. Giessen. 1671.
11. 'Antiquitates Xov. Test.' &c. fol. Franef. 1680; besides editing
a work by Henry of Bunau, entitled ' Historia Imperatorum Germanicorum Familia? Saxonies?,' &c.
of

John William Ernst, a painter of Weimar, who
died in 1774, aged 62, left many landscapes and portraits
which were much admired.

DIETRY

(Biog.) a painter of Dresden,

aged 45,

left

who

died in 1730,

two views near Rome, which procured him

great credit.

DIEU,

Louis de (Biog.) a Protestant minister of Leyden,
and died in 1642.
His works are,

was born in 1590,
1.

'

Compendium Grammatics

Hebraicte,' 4to.

Lugd. Bat.

Apocalypsis S. Joanna; Syriaci, ex MS. Exemplari Bibliotheca Jos. Scaligeri edita.' &c. 4to. ibid. 1627
'
3.
Grammatica Trilinguis, Hebraica Syriaca et Chaldaka,'
4. ' Animadversiones in Quatuor Evange4to. ibid. 1628.
5. ' Animadversiones in Acta Aposlia,' 4to. ibid. 1631.
Historia Christi et S. Petri
6.
tolorum,' 4to. ibid. 1634.
7- ' Rudimenta
Persice conscripta,' &c. 4to. ibid. 16398. ' Animadversiones in
Linguae Persicse,' 4to. ibid. 1639Epistolam ad Romanos et Reliquas Epistolas,' 4to. ibid.
1646.
9. ' Rhetorica Sacra,' &C.
DIGBY, Ererard (Hist.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldn/, fell, with his three sons, in 1440 at tlxe battle of
Towton-field, in the county of York, fighting again,
Edward EV on the part of Henry Y(.
Digby, Sir Ererard, and his six brothers, fought valiantly at
the battle of Bosworth-field, on the Lancastrian side.
Digby, Sir Simon, the second brother of the preceding, was
knighted bv Henry VII. as well as his brothers, and was
the next vear commander for the king at the battle of Stoke
against the famous impostor Lambert Simnel, who was enHe died in 1519, after having been actively
tirely routed.
16'26.

2.

'

'

t

and honourably engaged in several public posts.
Digby, Sir John, the third brother of the preceding, was
knighted hy Henry VII for his services at the field of
Bosworth ; after which lie signalized himself in the service
of Henry VIII, at the battle of Terouenne.
Digby, Sir Ererard, a lineal descendant of the same family
and an accomplished gentleman memorable for the share he
took in the Gunpowder Plot, and his consequent suffering

according to his sentence, hanged.
for the offence, was,
drawn, and quartered in 1606 at the west end of St. Paul's
Church.
Digby, Sir Kenelm, son of the preceding, was born in 1603,
educated at Oxford under the direction of Laud, distinguished himself by his gallant behaviour at Algiers ; and,
after taking an active part on the side of the king during
the rebellion, died in 1665. [Vide Plate XXXYIIJ He was
reputed to be a philosopher in his day. and left, among his
works, 1. 'A Conference with a Lady about the Choice of
2. ' ObservaReligion,' Paris, 1638, and London 16.54.
3. ' Obtions upon Dr. Browne's Religio Medici,' 1643.
servations on the Twenty-second Stanza in the Xinth Canto
4. • A
of the Second Book of Spenser's Fairy Queen.'
Treatise of the Xature of Bodies,' which, as well as 'A
Treatise declaring the Operations and Xature of Man's
Soul, out of which the Immortality of Reasonable Souls is
evinced,' was printed at Paris in 1644, and frequently
5. ' Institurionum Peripateticorum
reprinted in London.
Libri Quinque,' &e. Paris. 1651, which piece, joined with
the two former, and translated into Latin, was printed at
London, 4to. I669. 6. ' Controversial Letters,' 1651.
Digby, Kenelm, eldest son of sir Kenelm, was killed at St.
Xeots in 1648, fighting on the side of his sovereign.
Digby', Robert, Lord, eldest son of sir Robert Digby, of
Coleshill, distinguished himself in Ireland against the rebels,

and died in 1642.
Digby, Simon (Ecc.) youngest hrother of the preceding, was
educated at Oxford, promoted successively to the sees of
Limerick and Elphin, and died in 1720.
the name of an ancient and honourable
familv mentioned under History, which was originally called
3 Y 2

Digby (Her.)

:

DIG

DIX

of residence in the county of
Leicester.
The family removing in the reign of Henry III
to Digby, in the county of Lincoln, received their name
from that place.
This family has enjoyed the peerage in
two several branches; namely, from the second and third
Tilluii.

from

their

place

sons of .John Digby, esq. who was descended from sir Simon
Digby, second son of sir Everard above-mentioned, who
was killed at Towton-field. Robert, the son of his second
son Robert, was advanced to the peerage of Ireland in 1()20
and Henry, the seventh lord Digby, was in 1765 created
;

lord Digby, of Sherborne, and earl of Digby, in England,
John, the youngest brother, was created in 10'22 earl of
Bristol [vide BlistoT], which title became extinct at the
death of John, the third earl of Bristol in 1698. The titles,
arms, iS:e. of the first and remaining branch are as follow
Titles.
Digby, earl Digby, viscount Coleshill, and baron
Digby, in England also lord Digby, baron of Geashill,
:

;

in Ireland.

Arms.

Azure, a fleur-de-lis argent.
Crest.
On a wreath, an ostrich argent, holding in its
beak a horse-shoe or.
Supporters.
Two monkeys proper, collared round their
loins, and chains fixed thereto or.
" Deo non fortuna."
Motto.
Digby, Everard (Biog.) of Drystoke, in Rutland, father of
the celebrated sir Everard mentioned under History, was
educated at Cambridge, and died in 1592, leaving, among
Theoria Analytics Viam ad
his works, as an author, 1.
Monarchiam Scientiarum demonstrans,' 4to. 1579- 2. ' De
Duplies Methodo Libri Duo, Rami Methodum refutantes,'
3.
De Arte Natandi Libri Duo,' 15878vo. 1580.
4.
A Dissuasive from taking away the Goods and Livings
'

'

'

of the Church,' 4to.
DIGGES, Sir Dudley (Hist.) grandson of Leonard, and son
of Thomas Digges mentioned under Biography, was born
in 1583, educated at University College, Oxford, sent ambassador to the czar of Russia in 1618, and died in 1639,
after having shown too strong a leaning to the rebellious
faction of that day.

mathematician of Barham in the
Tectonicum ; briefly showing the
exact Measuring and speedy Reckoning of all Manner of
2.
A GeomeLands,' &c. 4to. 1556, 1592, and 1647Pantometria, in Three
trical
Practical Treatise named
3.
Prognostication everlasting of right good
Books.'
Effect, or choice Rules to judge the Weather by the Sun,
Moon,' && 4to. 1555, 155(5, 1564, and 1592.
DlGGBS, Thomas, son of the preceding, who was educated at
Ahe, sive
Oxford, and died in 1595, was the author of, 1.
2. * An Arithmetical
Seal* Mathematics, &c. 4to. 1573.

Digges, Leonard (Biog.)
l6th century, wrote,

1.

a

'

'

<

'

A

Geometrical
3.
1579Treatise, named Stratioticos, Requisite for the Perfection
of Soldiers/ 4to. 1579; they were both reprinted together
An Arithmetical Warlike
in 1590, under the title of
4. '
Perfect DescripTreatise named Stratioticos,' &C.
tion of the Celestial Orb, according to the most Ancient
Doctrine of the Pythagoreans,' &C. placed at the end of
5. 'Humble
his Father's ' Prognostication,' &c 4to. 1592.
Motives for Association to maintain the Religion estaA Letter printed before Dr. John
blished,' 8vo. l601.
(iDee's Parallaticc Commentationis Praxeosque Nucleus ijuidem,' 4to. 1573.
Diooks, Leonard, a younger son of the preceding, was born
in 1588, educated at University College, Oxford, and died
in 1 685, leaving some commendatory verses to Shakespeai
prefixed to that poet's works, and ' Claudian's Rape of
Proserpine tendered into Verse.'
Diogks, Dudley, third son of sir Dudley Digges before-mentioned, was horn in Hil2 ; and, after being educated at
Oxford, died in 1643, leaving, 1. 'An Answer to a printed
Military

Treatise,'

&c.

4to.

'

'

A

•

Book, entitled
late

Observations upon

some of
Answers and Expresses,' Oxon. 10'42.

his
2.

Majesty's
'

The Un-

lawfulness of Subjects taking up Arms against tbeii Sovereign in what Case soever, with Answers to all Objections'
4to. Lond. 1643.
DILLENIUS, John James (Biog.) a botanist of Darmstadt.
in Germany, was born in 1681, and died in 1747, leaving'
1. ' Catalogus Plantarum circa Gissam
nascentium,' 8vo.
" ' Hortus Elthamensis,' 2 vols. fol. 1732.
Francof. 1719'
3.
Historia Muscorum,' 4to. Oxon. 1741.
DILLON, Sir Richard (Hist.) of the family mentioned under
History, distinguished himself in the reign of Henry VI at
the battle of Wernell or Vernevil, fought in 1 4(>4, when, with
600 Irish select troops, whom he opportunely brought into the
field, and valiantly lead on, he turned the scale in favour oi
the duke of Bedford, regent of France, who gained the
victory.
For this piece of service, he was made a knightbanneret, and received the falcon volant for his crest, instead of a demi-lion, adding to his coat-armour " a fess
azure over the lion rampant," alluding to his command of
the said troops ; generals or chief commanders usuallv wearing belts or girdles of honour.
Dillon, Sir Robert, ancestor to the earls of Roscommon, was
appointed by queen Mary in 1553 second justice of the
Queen's Bench, and one of her Privy Council ; in 1 558 Chief
Justice of the Common Pleas ; and was also employed on
several important commissions in Ireland.
Dillon, Sir James, first earl of Roscommon. [[Vide /?«-'

common^
Dillon, Sir Theobald, Viscount, was employed both in a civil
and military capacity in the service of queen Elizabeth and
king James I, by whom he was rewarded with the peerage,
for his fidelity.

Dillon, Thomas, fourth

Viscount, distinguished himself dur-

ing the rebellion, wherein he rendered essential assistance
to the marquis of Ormond.
Dillon (Her.) the name of a noble family which traces itdescent from Lochan, or Logan, son of the monarch O'NeileGerald Dillon, a descendant of this Lochan, had four sons,
from the eldest of which sprung the viscounts Dillon, and
from the third son the earls of Roscommon. Sir James
Dillon before-mentioned was created in iGlQ lord Dillon
baron of Kilkenny, and in 1622 earl of Roscommon. fVidt
RosconunoiQ
Sir Theobald Dillon,
the fourth son of
Thomas Dillon, of the elder branch before-mentioned, \va>
created in 1(>21 viscount Dillon, of Costello Gallen, in the
kingdom of Ireland. The arms, &c. of this family are H
follow
Arms. Quarterly, 1st and 4th argent, a lion passant between three crescents gules, for Dillon 2d and 3d argent,
fess between three crescents sable, for Lee.
Crest.
demi-lion gules, holding between his paws an
etoile argent.
Supporters.
Two angels proper, vested argent, with wings
elevated, the dexter having a sash over his shoulder azure,
each holding in his dexter-hand a palm branch proper.
" Dura spiro spero."
Motto.
Dillon, Wentivorth, Earl of Roscommon (Biog.) vide Ros~l

1

;

A

common.

DILWORTH,

Thomas (Biog.)

a schoolmaster,

well

known

and other school-books, died in 1780.
DIMSDALE, 'Thomas, Baron (Biog.) a surgeon, was horn in
1712, and died in 1800, after having distinguished himself
in the practice of inoculation for small-pox, on which he
wrote several tracts.
He received his title from the empress
Catherine II, of Russia; at whose court he had introduced
The title has since been made hereditary, by
inoculation.
for his spelling-book,

permission of his majesty, George IV.
ifc (Ecc.) a heretic of the 13th century,

DINANTO, Dm id

and a disciple of Amauri, or Almaric, published some book'

DIO

DIO
of a deistical character,

which were ordered

to

be burnt by

the second council of Paris.
(Biog.) an orator of Greece, the son of Sos-

DINARCHUS
and

tratus,

a disciple

being accused of

of Theophrastus,

receiving bribes from the enemy, was obliged to fly from
Of 6*4 hahis country, to which he returned A. C. 340.
rangues, three only are extant, in the collection of Stefol. 1575 ; or in that of Venice, 3 vols. fol. 1513.
Robert (Biog.) an active partisan on the side of
puritanism and rebellion, was born in 1619, and died in
Among his works are ' The Deputation of Angels,
l6'5f).

phens,

DIXGLEY,

Angel Guardian,' &c.

or the

DIXTAS
power

DIXO

man

(Biog.) a

Cranon.

at

who

of Pherae,

Poh/a'ii.

seized the supreme

2.

1.

(Hist.) vide Dinim.

Diana

ple of

Ephesus, after

it

finished the tem-

had been burnt by Eros-

Imp. Num. ; Patin. Imp. ; Trisl. Comment. Histor. ;
; Beg. Thes. ; Baiuhir. Num. Imp.
John (Biog.) a divine, of a noble family of
He tianslated
Lucca, was born in 1576', and died in l64Q.
;'
into French, father Paul's History of the Council of Trent
and also sir Edward Sandy's book on the State of Religion in

DIODATI,

•

tatus.

DINOCRATES

(Hist.) a Messenian, who defeated
Liv.
put him to death, A. C. 183.

poemen, and

Philo1.

39;

who

pro-

architect

of

Macedonia,

posed to Alexander to lay out Mount Athos in the form of
a man, holding in his left hand the walls of a city, and
receiving in his right the rivers which flow from the mounAlthough the king did not enter into his scheme,
tain.
I'/in.
he employed his talents in beautifying Alexandria.
Sol'in. c. 45; Phil, in Alex.; AusOn. Id. 3, v. 313.
1. 5;
(Hist.) buvopiinis, the father of Hiero,
Pans. 1. 6.
tyrant of Syracuse.
Dinomenes, a governor of Syracuse, who was one of the

D1XOMENES

conspirators against

Hieronymus.

DIXOSTRATES

(Biog.)
porary with Plato.

Liv.

1.

a geometrician

24.

who was cotem-

Anthony Joseph Toitssaint (Biog.) a canon of
St. Bennet, at Paris, was born in 1715, and died in 17SI),
leaving, 1. ' Embriologie saeree traduite du Latin de CanHymnes Latines.' 3. Manuel des
2.
giamila,' 12mo.
La Rhetorique du Predicateur,'
Pasteurs,' 3 vols. 12mo. 4.
'

'

'

&c.

(Biog.) or Dino, a jurist of Bologna in the 13th
was the author of, 1. ' Commentarium in Regulas
2. ' De Glossis contrariis,' 2 vols. fol.

century,

Juris Pontificii,' 8vo.

DIO

(Biog.) vide Dion.
(Biog.) an historian, and the first Grecian who
wrote on the origin of the Romans, and the history of
Romulus. Plut. in Rom.
DIOCLETIAXUS, Cains J'aleiius Jovius (Hist.) a Roman
emperor, born of an obscure family in Dalmatia, rose from
the ranks to the post of a general, and at the death of Numerian was invested with the imperial purple. After a
reign of 21 years, in which he had exercised great cruelty
towards the Christians, he abdicated the throne, A. D. 304,
Euseb. Hist.
and died nine years after his abdication.

DIOCLES

Eeeles.

1.

8

;

Hist. Eccles.

Ainel.
1.

West

;'

besides other things, but he

3

;

J'ict.

39

I'opise. in

;

Cassiodor.

Caro,

S,-c.

Diocletianus (Niimis.) the medals of
on the obverse

[[vide Plate II],

;

in

Fast.

Piveop.

1.

Evagr.

;

7-

this emperor bear his
with the inscriptions,

DIOCLETIAXUS P. F. AUG.— JOYIO
DIOCLETIAXO AUG.— DX. DIOCLETIAXO FELICISSIMO SEX. AUG.— DX. DIOCLETIAXO BEAIMP. C. VAL.

TISSIMO SEX. AUG.

;

to

DIODORUS

is

known

principally

Aiorwpoc, son of Echeanades, assisted
by his two brothers, Anaxagoras and Codrus, cut off the
head of Hegesias, tyrant of Ephesus, and afterwards esPolycen. 1. 6".
caped from prison by a stratagem.
Diodorus, one of the generals of Demetrius, who took
Sicyon ; but being afterwards detected in holding correPolya'n.
spondence with Lysimachus, he was put to death.

which are added,

to designate

Eccles.

Tripart.

;

liujin.

S. Athanasius.

Hist.

Eccles.

1.

who

Socrat.

2

;

Hist.

Sozoni, §c.

(Biog.) the name of several writers of antiquity,
an orator of Sardis, in the 173d Olympiad ; a philosopher
of the Megaric school, who flourished A. C. 280, surnamed
Chronos, is said to have been the inventor of the famous
argument against motion; a grammarian who wrote on the
wars of Attica ; a disciple of Aristophanes ; an historian of
as

Ephesus, &c. ; but the principal was Diodorus Siculus, an
who flourished about A. C. 44, so called from
He wrote a History
Argyra, in Sicily, where he was born.
of Egypt. Persia, Greece, &c. in 40 books, of which only
edition
of
his
works is that of
best
15 are extant. The
Plin. in Prcef.
Wesseling, 2 vols. fol. Gr. and Lat. 1745.
Hist. Nat.; Euseb. in Chron.; Phot. Biblioth. ; Voss.de
Hist. Grac.
historian,

DIODOTUS
Cic.

ad

(Biog.) a stoic,
1. 2, ep. 20.

who was

preceptor to Cicero.

Attic.

DIOGEXES

(Hist.) a stoic of Babylon, was sent with
Carneades, the academician, and Critolaus, the peripatician.
on an embassy to Rome, from the Athenians, U. C. 599,
A. C. 155. Cic. in Tusc. 1. 1; Aid. Cell. 1. 6'; Macrob.
Sat.

1.

1, c. 8.

Diogenes, a man of distinction in Judaea, whom Alexander,
widow of Alexander Jannseus, put to death at the instigation of the Pharisees, on account of his fidelity to her hus-

band.

Joseph. 1. 13.
cynical sophist, who declaimed with such veheso openly against Titus for his intercourse
with Berenice, as to provoke the resentment of the emperor.

Diogenes,

AUGG.—ADVEXTUS AUG.

&c

Diodorus

reverse are found the inscriptions, ABUNDANT.
or AUGUSTORUM.—
AXXOXA AUG. _ APOLLINI SAXCTO.— AUSPICI FEL.— CLEMEXTIA TEMP.— COMES AUGG.
COMITATUS AUGG.— CONCORDIA CAES. AUGG.

the

6,

&c.

8,

1.

1.

Diodorus, a bishop of Tarsus, who wrote much against heretics ; it is doubtful whether he be the same as the preceding
or not.
S. Epiphan. de Hwres. ; S. Basil, ep. 16'; Socrates,

Diogenes, a
mence and

;

in the fourth century,

was the friend and supporter of

TR. P. I. II. III. IV. V. &c to XXI. P. M.
COS. DES. II. or COS. II— IX. and IMP. I— X. On
his offices,

(Hist.)

1. 4 ;
Comm. 4, in Demet.
Diodorus (Ecc.) bishop of Tyre

Hist.

DIXOUART,

DINUS

'

the

by his Annotations on the Bible.

Flam.

Phil, in

Dinocrates (Biog.) an

effigy

—

Morel. Thes.

who

(Biog.) an architect,

at

TIA AUG.orDEOR. &c— QUIES AUG. or QUIETORI
AUGG. &c— SACRA MOXETA AUG. NX. & c
LAETITIA AUG. &c— SECURIT. PERP. or PERPET.
&c.— SALUS. AUGG. et CAES. AUCTA.— VICTORIA AUG. &c— VOTA PUBLICA.— YIRTUTI AUG.
Vaill.
&c.— VICTORL— UTILITAS PUBLICA, &c.
Prcest.

DlNO (Biog.) vide Dinus.

DIXOCHARES

COXCORDIA MILITUM, &c—CONSERYA T.
or COXSERVATOR AUG. &c— DEO SERAP1DL—
FIDES MILITUM FORTUNA RED. or FORTLXAE REDUCI AUGG. — GEXIO POP. ROM.—
HERCULI COMITI, or PACIFERI, &c—JOVI CONSERVATOR! ORBIS, or FULGATORI, &c—MONETA AUG. or MOXETA JOVI et HERCULI AUGG.
—PAX AETERN. or PAX AUG. &c— PROVIDEX-

NN

Dio.

1.

66.

a

prime of Chersonesus Taurus, assisted Constanand was loaded with presents by the

tine against the Goths,

emperor.

Constant. Porphyrog. de Ailmiuist. Imper.

m

!

.

DIO
Diooenbs, Romania,

Diogenes

ride

j1

DIO

RommmuIV.

Olid,

in lit.

(Biog.) a philosopher of Apollonia, and pupil to

Anaxagoras, was celebrated lor his knowledge of physic and
philosophy.
Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 1, c. 89: Dios- Laert. in

Ut qui terribila pro gramtn haemtihvt
Impius hum
plot.

hcrbis,

,

I.

nam.

1.

2, v. 16'3.

'lit.

Hon Thracia tanlum

Diogenes,

cynic

philosopher of Sinope, who, heing banished from his native place for false swearing, turned philosopher, and by the eccentricity of his manners, and his
doctrines, managed to procure for himself more distinction
than he really deserved.
He died A. C. 324, in the 9b'th
year of his age, and his effigy, which has been preserved by
studies of him, is given in Plate XXI.
Cic. de Nat. Deor.
1. 3
Diogen. in Fit. ; Pint, in Apoph.
Diogenes, a philosopher of Smyrna, and preceptor to Anaxarchus, lived about the same time as the preceding. Clemens
Alexand. Strom. 1. I.
Diogenes, Anlonius, a Greek historian in the time of Alexander the Great, wrote an account of the island of Thule.
I'orphi/r. in I 'it. Pi/lhag. ; Phot. Cod. 1. 66; Serv. in Pirg.
Diogenes, an epicurean, quoted by Athemcus. Athen. 1. 1.
Diogenes, a grammarian of Cyzicum, left an account of his
native country in seven books, often quoted by Stephanus,
of Byzantium.
a

;

Diogenes, a Sicyonian, wrote an account of the Peloponnesian war.
Diogenes, of Tarsus, was the author of poetical questions.
Diogenes, Laertius, an historian, who flourished in the
reign of Alexander Severus, and at the end of the second

century wrote the Lives of the Philosophers, in 10 books,
still extant.
The best editions of Diogenes are that of
Meiliomius, 9 vols. 4to. Amst. lb'f)2 ; and that of Leipsic,
Xvo. 1759.
DIOGENIANUS (Biog.) a grammarian of Heraclea, in the
reign of Adrian, who wrote a Dictionary and other things
on the Art of Grammar.
(Hist.) an archon of Athens, and successor to
Mi gac-les, in whose time Homer is said to have flourished.
Euseb. in Chron.
DlOGNETUS, a general of the Erythrreans, whose life was
saved through the interposition of his slave Polycrete.
(

DlOGNETUS

Pohfien.

1.

8.

Diognetus, a leader of the Megarians,

whom

Gelo contrived

circumvent by a stratagem.
Polyccn. 1. 5.
Diognetus, an architect, and engineer of Rhodes, rendered
great services to his country when attacked by Demetrius
Poliorcetes, who was obliged in consequence to raise the
siege of the city, which he had commenced in the 119th
( Hvmpiad.
DlOGNETUS (Biog.) a writer in the time of Alexander the
Plin. 1. 6".
Great, who composed an Itinerary.
Diognetus, a painter, who instructed the emperor M. Aurcto

lius in his art.

in

DIOMEDES

viripdvftot Tvitl&ric,

Sec.

His wife,

./Kgiale,

having

proved unfaithful during his absence, he left his native
country and settled in Apulia, where he built Arpos.
It
is fabled
that his companions lamenting his death, were
in their grief changed into the birds called Diomedea. Horn.
II. passim j dpollodor. 1.
Virg. /En.; Hygin. Fab. 97;
Omd. Met. 1. 14.
of
Diomedks, a king
Thrace, son of Mars and Cyrene, who
to have led his horses on human flesh.
1

<l

Claud/an.

utit

in

penden turannt.

BristotUi .^hihulis

Rufin.

miles

1.

1

DioHudu

Bunrid

c<]ui!

Clement?*

It was one of the labours of Hercules to destroy this
Dio-'
medes.
Apollodor. 1. 2 ; Diodor. 1. 4 ; Hygin. Fab. SO
Paus. 1. 3.
Diomedes (Biog.) a grammarian, who is supposed to have

His work on grammar, which is extant, is entitled, ' Diomedes Linguse Latimc perscrutatoi
de Arte Grammatica,' fol. Venet. 1491, 1495, 1511, Paris
1507; and also among the Grammatici Latini Veteres,' el
lived before Priscian.

'

Putschius, 1605.
(Hist.) an Athenian general, put to death fci
his negligence at Arginusse.
(Hist.) A/<,n-, a Syracusan, son of Hipparinus, expelled
his relation, Dionysius the tyrant, from the throne
and
taking possession of the government was in his turn murdered by one of his friends, named Callicrates, A. (
in the 58th year of his age.
The Syracusans looking on
him as a liberator paid great honours to his memory. Dial
1. 10';
C. Nep. in Pit.
Dion, Cassias, or Dio Cassias, a native of Bithvnia, win
held high offices in the state under Pertinax and his three
successors, is better known by his History of Pome, which
originally consisted of 80 books ; but of these the first 31
are entirely lost
the 20 following are mutilated, and fragments only of the remainder are extant. Xiphilinus, of
Treliizond, brother to the patriarch of Constantinople in thi
11th century, abridged the works of Dion from the 35th t(
the 80th book; the best edition of which is that of Rcimarus, Gr. and Lat. 2 vols. fol. 1750; but it was printed in
the Greek only by Stephens, fol. Paris, 1548.
Dion, Chrysostom (Biog.) the son of Pasicrctcs, a sophist.
and orator of Prusas, in Bithvnia, in the reigns of Nero.i
Vespasian, and Trajan, whose orations are still extant. Tht,
first edition of Dion Chrysostom
was published in 4to
Mediol. 11-70"; the principal subsequent editions arc 8vo

DIOMEDON
DION

;

;

Venet. 1541
Chrysostom

;

4to. Paris,

15S3; and

fol.

Paris, IfiOl.

Thi-

frequently confounded with St. John Chrvunder Chrysostom.
(Myth.) a daughter of Nercus and Doris, and moHon/. II. 1. 5
ther of Vnius by Jupiter.
Virg. /En. 1. 5.
DIONIS, Peter (IHog.) a surgeon of Paris, who died in
the author of,
1.
Histoire anatomiqnc
171 8, was
is

sostora before-Mentioned,

DIONE

;

'

2.
Anatomic d<
d'une Matricc extraordinaire,' 16*83.
l'Hommc suivant la Circulation du Sang,' &c. 3. ' Cour;
d'Operations de Chirurgie demontree au Jardin Royal dt
Paris,' 8vo. 1707; published in Latin by Heister, with
notes, and translated into most of the European language?
4. 'Dissertation sur la Mort suhite,'
&o. 12mo.' 1700.
5. 'Traite general des Aceouchmens,' 8vo. 1718; whirl,
has been translated into most European languages.
Dionis, du Sejour, Achilles Peter, a French astronomer, tvaborn at Paris in 1734, and died in 17.04, leaving, 1. Traite
2.
Mcthodc gedes Courbes algebraiques,' 12mo. 1756.
nerate et direite pour resoudre les Problemes relatifs aux
''•
Eclipses,' read in the Academy.
Recherches sur
Gnomonique et les Retrogradations des Planetes,' 8vo. 1761
4. ' Traite analytique des Mouvemcns apparens des Corp<
5. ' Essai sur les Cometcs en
Celestes,' S vols. Ito. 1774Essai sur les Phenomenes relageneral,' &c 8vo. 1775. 6.
tifs mix Disparitions periodiques de l'Anneau de Satnrne,
8vo. 1776.
'

a philosopher, who instructed the same emperor
He is supposed to
philosophy and writing dialogues.
have been the same Diognetus to whom a letter extant in
the works of St. Justin was addressed on the worship of the
false gods.
I hit. Copilot, in Mar. Ann I. Anion.
(Mi/Hi.) Atoidj&jc. son of Tydeus and Deiphyle, and king of /Etolia, was one of the most illustrious
heroes who went to the Trojan war.
Homer distinguishes
him by the epithets, hyadog, /lo>/i' uyaOiic, iapUiKvTOts «190-

Diognetus,

rtpic,

I

;

'

'

'

'

1;

1

DIO

DIO
DIOXYSIA

(Ecc.) a

Christian

matron, who,

the per-

in

secution of Huneric, king of the Vandals, suffered martyrdom in 483. Greg. Turon. Hist. 1. 2.

DIONYSIUS

(Bibl.) Siovvowc, the Areopagite, was made
a convert to Christianity by the preaching of St. Paul. Acts
34.
Subsequent writers state that this Dionvsius, who
was made bishop of Athens, suffered martyrdom A. D. $5.

xvii.

Martyrol. Roman, fyc.
Dionysius (Mi/lh.) one of the surnames of Bacchus.
Dionysius {Hist.) a commander of the Ionian fleet against
the Persians, who went to plunder Phoenicia.
Herod. 1. 6.
Dionysus, a tyrant of Heraclea, in Pontus, in the age of
Alexander the Great, who married Amestris, the niece of
Darius, and assumed the name of king.
He died in the
55th year of his age, much lamented bv his subjects. Phot.
Bibl '224.
Dionysus I. otherwise styled the Elder, the son of Hermocrates, having signalized himself in the wars of the Syracusans against the Carthaginians, contrived to obtain the
supreme power at Syracu*
and died after a reign of 38
years, A. C. 368, in the 63d year of his age.
Xenopkon.
Hellen. 1. 2
Diodor. 1. 1 3 ; C. Xep. in Timol.
Justin.
1. 20 ;
Pint, in Dion.
Dionysius II, or the Younger, son and successor of the preceding, was expelled from Syracuse by his relative, Dion,
whom he had banished and recovering his power tun years
after, he was a second time expelled by the Corinthians
under Timoleon.
He retired to Corinth, where he is said
to have kept a school.
Diodor. 1. 1.5; Cic. in Tuse. 1.5;
C. Xep. in Dion. ; ASlian. I'm: Hist. 1. 9Dionysus, a king of Egypt. [Vide Ptolemy A*//]
Dionysius, a king of Portugal, succeeded his father Alphonso III in 1279, and died in 1325, after a happy reign
Euseb. in Chron.

;

.

;

;

;

of

46

years.

Dionysus

few medals of Dionvsius the Elder,
which are extant, bear, as is supposed,
and not his own head,

(Xttmis.) the

tyrant of Syracuse,

the head of Mars,

and also half a horse, with the triangle, the
common symbol of Sicily; the inscription,
M0NY2I01 and 2 for 2YPAK0Y2ION.
One medal is ascribed to the younger Dionvbearing, as in the annexed cut, his
effigv;
inscription on the reverse, BA2I-

Colh.

Sicil.

T. 13;

Paritt. Sicil. Descritt.

Dionysius (Ecc.) succeeded S. Sixtus as pope on the martyrdom of the latter, A. D. 258, and was succeeded by Felix I,
in 272, after having held a synod, in which the heresies of
Sabellius were condemned.
<S\ Athanas. ad Arian. cS'C. ;
.SV.
Basil, ep. 220 ; Anastas. de Rom. Pont. ; Baron. Annul ;

Du

Pin.

Bi Idiot h.

Dionysius, .SV., a patriarch of Alexandria, succeeded Heradas in 248, and after being expelled his see, and again restored, he died in 265. leaving many works, mentioned by
St. Jerom. winch are lost.
Euseb. Hist. Eccles. 1. 6
Athanas. de Sent. Dion. eye. ;
S. Basil, de Spir. S. Ep. ad.
Ampttd ; Hierxm. Cat.
Dionysus. St., first bishop of Paris in the third century,
;

martyrdom by having his head cut off in the reign
His life was written by Gregory of Tours,
Fortunatus, and Usuard.
Dionysius, bishop of Milan in 350, was banished in 355 to
Cappadocia, for refusing to sign the condemnation of St.
Athanasius, and died soon after.
S. Athanas. ad Solit. ; S.
Ambros. ep. 82
S. Hilar. Frag. 1. 1
Soerat. Hist. Eccles.
suffered

of Decius.

;

;

Sozom. 1. 1 ; Sulpic. Sever. Hist. Sacr. 1. 2 ; Baron.
Annul, ann. 350.
Dionysius, a native of Peloponnesus, was reduced to captivity on the taking of Constantinople in 1453; but being
afterwards released, he was elevated to that see, which he
1. 1

;

Suidas.

Dionysius, a philosopher of Heraelea, and

who
in.

starved himself to death, A. C. 279-

disciple to Zeno,

Diogen. Laeri.

I'll.

Dionysius, the Theban, a poet and musician,

who taught

music to Eparninomlas.

Dionysius, a grammarian, who taught rhetoric
the time of

at

Rome,

in

Pompey the Great.

Dionysius, surnamed Hulieaniassensis, an historian of Halicarnassus, who went to Rome A. C. 30, is well known by
his Roman Antiquities, which originally consisted of 20
books
He also
but of these the first 11 only are extant.
wrote on Rhetoric, and other subjects, part of which still
remains.
The best editions of his works are that of Oxford,
2 vols. fol. 1704; and that of Reiske, (i vols. Svo.
Dionysius, a slave of Cicero, who, after plundering his master's library, fled and joined the opposite faction in the civil
;

wars.

Cic.

ad

At/.

1.

9.

Dionysus, M. Pomponius,

whom
Alt.

1.

a slave or freedman of Atticus,
Cicero employed in disposing his library.
Cic- ad

4.

a geographer in the Augustan age, wrote, besides other pieces which are lost, a
geographical treatise, still extant, entitled ' Periegesis," consisting of 1186 verses, in Greek hexameters.
The best
editions of this treatise are that of Henry Stephens, 4to.
l.">77, with the Scholia of Eustathius ; and that of Hill,
8vo. Lond. 168S.
Dionysius, a sophist of Halicarnassus, and a descendant of
the historian before-mentioned, composed, among other
things, a treatise on Music ; he is also believed to be the
author of the ( Interpretation,' which is generally attributed

Dionysius, surnamed Periegetes,

to Demetrius Phalereus.
Dionysius, a sophist of Miletus in the reign of Adrian, by
whom he was promoted to be governor, and was afterwards

sius,

AEQ2 AI0NY2I0Y.

abdicated after governing the church for eight years. <Spo«dan. Anna/. Contin. ann. 146l.
Dionysius (Biog.) an historian of Miletos, anterior to Herodotus, whose works are spoken of by Suidas.
Dionysius, an epic poet of Mitylene, who wrote some fables.

Philost. Soph. 22.
disgraced.
Diony'sius, priest of the sun, at Rhodes, is mentioned by
Tertullian.
Tert. de Anima, c. 46.
Dionysus, surnamed E.viguus, or the Utile, on account of
His stature, a monk in the sixth century, is principally
known as a chronologer. He introduced the present vulgar
sera, or mode of reckoning time from the birth of our Saviour;
and also invented a cycle of 95 years ; besides making a collection of canons.
Dionysius, a name common to many other ancient, writers.
(Hist.) an Athenian general, of the Greek
mercenary troops in the service of Xectanebus, king of
Egypt. Diodor. 1. 16.
Diophantus, secretary' to Herod the Great, being skilled in
imitating the hand-writing of others, was bribed by Antipater to write a letter in the name of Alexander against his
father, which was the cause of his death, and that of his
brother Aristobulus.
Diophantus (Biog.) or Diophanes, an orator of Mitylene
in the 158th Olympiad, A. C. 148, was preceptor to TibeCic. in Brut. c. 27rius Gracchus.
Diophantus, a mathematician of Alexandria, who is supposed to have flourished in the reign of Nero, or his immediate successors, was the author of thirteen books of Arithmetic, which has given rise to the present system of algebra.
Of this work no more than six whole books, with part of a
seventh, have been published, although, according to Regiomontanus, the work is still preserved entire in MS. in the
Vatican Library- ; but this has been contradicted by BoniThese books were
belli, in the preface to his Algebra.

DIOPHANTUS

;

;

published at Basil, by Xylander, in 1575; but in a Latin
version only, with the Greek Scholia of Maximus Planudes
on the first two books; the same books were afterwards
published in Gr. and Lat. Paris, 1021, by Bachet.
From
this author certain questions relating to square and cubic
numbers, and to right-angled triangles, have been called
Diophantine Problems.
DlOPHANTDB, of Sparta, author of a book of antiquities.

by the latter in honour of Julia Domna bear th
inscription A IOC HO A IC, together with the number of thci
epocha EP, &c anno 105, or A. U.C. 951, dated from th
reign of Domitian.
DIOTIMUS (Hist.) a naval commander of Athens, wh
gained many victories over the Lacedicmonians. Poluwn. 1.
DIPHILUS (Biog.) an architect remarkable for bis slmvnes
in finishing his works; whence Diphilo tardior became pre

.

DIO

Vote. Hitt. Grose.

1.

DIV

l

DIOSCORIDES
tise

(Biog.) a Greek author, who wrote a treaon the Republic of Sparta, quoted by Athena>us.
Voss.

Hist. Grate.

1.

in

Cilicia,

of which
Francof. 1*598.
He is supposed to have nourished in the time of Anthony,
or, according to others, in the reign of Nero.
[Vide Plate
XXXIII] Galen. Prtrf. Med. Simpl. 1.4; Phot. Bibl. Cod.
edition

is

that

of Saracenus,

;

fol.

178.

DIOSCORUS

(lli.il.)

a consul and colleague of Eudoxius,

U.C. 11.0>.
Dioscorus (Ecc.) the name of two patriarchs of Alexandria.
Diosrouus I, followed the errors of Eutvchius
and, after
causing much trouble to the church, was at length banished
;

Paphlagonia, where he died in 458.
eV.
Leo. ep. 7
Idat. el Prosp. in Chron.j Nicephor. Hist. Eccles. 1. 14;
Concil. II. Ephes. ; Baron. Anna!, ann. 439, &c.
DlOSCORUB II, surnaincd the Younger, succeeded in 517 John,
Burnamed Machiota, in the patriarchate ; but, being regarded as a heretic, his election caused a sedition nevertheless he governed the church until 5ig.
Liberal. Brev. 19.
Dioscorus, an antipope, opposed to Boniface II, had a supporter in Athalaric, king of the Goths ; but his death, a fewdays after his. election, opportunely prevented the schism
which must have taken place. He is supposed to be the
Dioscorus sent by pope Honnisdas as a legate into the east to
the emperor Justinian.
Justinian. Edict. ; Anastas. in
tgapat. ; Baron. Annul, ann. 530.
DIOSCURI (Mi/lh.) At6(TKupot, a name given to Castor and
to

;

Pollux.

Dioscuri

(Numis.)

are

;

the inhabitants of this town commemorated their supposed origin from the Dioscuri, by the
two caps and the stars, which wire symbolical of Castor and
the inscription AI02KOYPIAAO.
Pollux
(Numis.) or Dioshieris, a town of Lydia,
;

DIOSHERIS

principally known by the medals of the emperors Augustus,
Icliogabahis, and
Trajan. Julia Domna, Caraealla, Geta,
All saudcr Scverus ; and also while an independent state,
bearing the inscription AIOCIEPITQN.
Mus. Print,.
I

viii.

]i.

2.

DIOSPOLIS

(Geog.) the name of two towns; namely, 0111
in the latter of which a
in Egypt, and one in Palestine
council was held in 41 5 against Pelagius.
S. August. ReHuron. Anna!, ami. 415.
8. Hieron. ep. 7()
tract 1. 2
DlOSPOLdfl (Numis.) tin- name of these two towns is preserved on medals, particularly of the former town, bearinfi
the inscription AIOCnOAEITON, vcl AlOCMOAI. Medals
;

;

A/joki;,

T.ucan.

1.

v.

3,

175.
Cephism aqua, Cadntaipu

Futiilica

Pans.

1.

.Elian. Ear. Hist.

9;

DISCORDIA

1.

Dirce.

12.

malevolent deity, daughter of No:
(Myth.)
and sister to Nemesis, the Parcse and Death.
Hesioi
I'irg. JEn. 1. 8; Horat. 1. 1, sat. 4.
Theogn. v. 225
DISNEY, John (Biog.) an English divine, was born at Lii
coin in 16'77, and died vicar of St. Mary, Nottingham, i,
?'-'!•.
leaving. 1
Primitiic Sacra, or the Reflections of
in:
Devout Solitude,' &c. Svo. Lond. 1701 and 1708. 2.
8vo. 1705, the third edition in 1728.
3. • An Essay upol
the Execution of the Laws against Immorality and Pr<
faneness,' &c. 8vo. 1708 and 1710, &c.
4.
The Genet
logy of the most Serene and most Illustrious House i'
Brunswick,' &c.
(Ecc.) Ditmar, or Dicthumar, bishop of Mer
burgh, in Misnia, and son of Siegfrid, count of Saxon;
was born in 976, and died in 1028. He wrote a Chronic
in seven books, including the History of the Empero
Henry I, Otto I, II, III, and Henry II, fol. France
1584, published by Rinecius, and reprinted in 1600 ar
16'04
It was also tran
but the best is that of Leibnitz.
a

;

'

I

.

|

•

I

'

DITHMAR

German

lated into

in

4to.

10*05.

Justus Christopher (Biog.) a jurist, was bom
Rottenburgh, in Hesse, in IO77, and died in 1737, leavinj
1.
Maimonidis Constit. de Jurejurando,' 4to. Lugd. be
2.
Grcgorii VII Pontif. Romani Vita,' 8vo.
France
3. ' Historia
Belli inter Imperium et Sacerdotium,' Sv

DlTHMAR,

ll

'

'

Teschenmacheri Annales Cliviffi, Sec. Notis, Tl
Codice Diplomatico illustrati,' &c. ft
Capita Antiq. Judaicarum et Roman,
rum in Lfsum Pralectionum privatarum,' 4to. ibid. 6. Chj
trai Marchia Brandenburgensis,' Svo. ibid.
7Delineat
ibid.

4.

'

bulis, Genealogieis, ct
5.

ibid.

'

Summa

'

'

Historia; Praeiputirum Juris,' etc.

Dioscurias (Numis.)

t.

wife of Lycus, king of Thebes, whoi
in revenge for the cruelties indicte
by her on their mother Antiope, tied to the tail of" a wil
bull, and caused to be dragged over rocks ami mountak
till the gods pitying her fate changed her into a fountain i
the neighbourhood of Thebes.
Proper!. 1. 3, el. 15, v. 37Tn reddh piieris malrem, ptterique trahendam
Vmxtruni DtrcM sm/» tracts orabov'a.

(Myth.)

;

&C.

fi,

1.

DIRCE

1

re-

presented very frequently
together on coins or medals,
particularly on those Struck
by the consuls, either standing naked, or on horseback,
having their heads covered
with a cap or a helmet, and spears in their hands, as in the
annexed figures. [Vide Castor and PolttuT\ Their heads
are frequently surmounted by two stars.
DIOSCURIAS (Geog.) a town of Colchis, which was said
to have been built bv Castor and Pollux.
Mel 1. 1, c. I'»
Pin,.

verbial.
Cic. ad Q. Fr. 1. 3, ep. 1.
DIR.F, (Myth.) another name for the Furies.

Amphion and Zethus,

3.

Dioscoridbs, Pedacius, a physician of Anazarba,
was the author of a book on Materia Medica
the best

struck

;

8.

'

Ge

C. Corn. Taciti

1

mania,' &C. 8vo. ibid, twice reprinted in 1724, &c.
DITTON, Humphry (Biog.) a mathematician of Salisbur
was burn in 1()75, and died in 1715, leaving, 1. 'An Inst
tution of Fluxions, containing the First Principles,' &c. TO'
1

and republished by Mr. John Clarke in 1720. 2. 'A Tre
3. 'A'
tise on the Laws of Nature and Motion,' 170O.
of John Alcxandc
Edition of the 'Synopsis Algebraica
'

Ilclvetius,
with many Additions,' &C. 170'
Discourse upon the Resurrection of Christ,' the trill
4.
This serine
of
which he endeavoured to demonstrate.
went through four editions, and was translated into sever
modern languages, 1714. 5. 'The New Law of Fluid:

licrnatus
'

&c

A

1714;

to

which

is

annexed a Method

fe>r

Discoverirl

the Longitude proposed by him and Mr. Winston.
DIVIO (Geog.) or Divionum, now Dijon, a town of Gall
Lugdunensis, a Roman military station which was eithi
founded or enlarged by the emperor Aurelian.

;

DOD

DOD
DIVITIACUS
went

(HitL) one of the chiefs of the JEAui,

Rome

to

deBell. Gall.

to solicit assistance against

Ariovistus.

who
Cces.

1.

I.

DIVODURUM

Aiicupov, now Mctz, a town of
Gallica Belgiea,
Tacit. Hist. L 1,
Ftol. 1. 1 ; Anton. Itin. ; Tab. Peutcring.
c. 63
DLUGOSS, John Longinus (Biog.) an historian of Brzeznich, a town in Poland, of which his father was governor,

ported to be delivered from the sacred oaks in the grove that
surrounded Jupiter's temple.
Ovid. Inst. 1. 4, el. 8.

Hoc

(Gcog.)

the Mediomatrici,
;

was horn in 1415, and died
'

historical

Prop.

1.

Francfort in 1711. together with the first part, under the
of ' I. Duglossi Historise Polonica; Libri Duodecim,'

and a continuation was published at Leipzig, fol. 1712.
wrote likewise, 1. ' Vita St. Stanislai Episcopi et Marand 1666.
2. ' Plocensium Episcotvris,' Cracow l6ll
porum Vitas,' which is inserted in ' Stanislai Lubienski
Opera Posthuma,' fol. Antv. 16'43. 3. ' Vita; Episcoporum
Postnaniensium,' 4to. 1624.
DOBSON, William (Biog.) a painter, was born in London

and died in 1647- He copied Titian and Vandveke with great success, and was much patronized by

in l6l6,

Charles

I.

(Biog.) a non-conformist called by Fuller " The
last of the Puritans," was born in 1547, educated at CamHis
Plain and Familiar Exbridge, and died in 16J-5.

DOD, John

'

Ten Commandments,' 4to. Lond. l60o, prohim the name of the Decalogist.
DODART, Denys (Biog.) physician to Lewis XIV, was
position of the

cured fur

born at Paris in 1634,

and

tlied in

1707, leaving

'

Medi-

cina statica Gallica.'

Sed

tihi

Charles (Biog.) an historian of the Romish persuadied in 17 4> was the author of
Church History
of England,' 3 vols. fol. 1 737Dodd. William, an unhappy divine of the church of England,
and, after
was born in 1729 at Bourne, in Lincolnshire
being educated at Cambridge, he officiated in the ministry
very successfully for a number of years, until he was involved in pecuniary difficulties, from which he was led in an
evil hour to endeavour to extricate himself by committing
For this crime he
an act of forgery on lord Chesterfield.
was tried, found guilty, and suffered the sentence of the
law in 1777- He wrote many things, of which his Thoughts
in Prison,' have procured him the most honourable fame as

who

'

.

;

'

a poet

and

a Christian.

DODDINGTON, George
DODDRIDGE, Sir John

Bubb

(Hist.) vide Melcombe.
(Hist.) a lawyer, descended from

a Devonshire family, was born in 1555, educated at Oxford, appointed one of the judges of the court of King's
Bench in 1613, and died in 1628.

Doddridge, Philip (Biog.) great grand-nephew of the preceding, and a minister of some celebrity among the dissenters, was born in 1702, and died in 1751, leaving, among
his works, his
Family Expositor,' 6 vols. 4to. which has
been translated into the Dutch, German, Danish, and French
languages, and frequently reprinted in England.
DODOEXS (Biog.) or Dodonaus, Rambert, a physician and
botanist of Mechlan, in West Friesland, was born of a good
family in 1517, and died in 1585.
His chief fame at present rests on his
Pemptades,' or 30 Books of the Hivtorv
of Plants, in fol. Antv. 1533, 1612, and l6l6.
He likewise wrote previously, 1.
Frugum Historia,' Ant. 1552.
2.
Herbarium Belgicum,' published in the German in 1553
and in 1557
which last was translated by Clusius into
the French.
3.
Florum et Coronariarum Odoratarumque
nonnullarum Herbarum Historia,' 8vo. Antv. 156l.
DODONA (Geog.) Awcwu;, a town of Threspotia, in Epirus,
said to have been built by Deucalion, after the deluge,
which was famous for the oracles of Jupiter Dodonseus, re'

'

'

'

;

'

VOL.

I.

jam

i-ideor

Dodond

ver'urr

augur.

Cesserit inventis

Dodonia quercus

aristis.

Kettles were suspended from these oaks, which kept up a
continual clattering, whence the term " Dodonamm a?s,' for
a sort of kettle drum.
f'irg.

JEn,

3.

1.

Dcdtin&flsqve lebetas.

Au son.
Xec Dorlnnai

Horn. Odi/ss.
Strab.

1.

1);

1.

cessat tinnitus aheni.

14; Herod.

1.

-2; Apollod.

Pint, in Pi/rrh. ; Pans.

1.

1

1.

;

Mel.

1.

2;

7-

DODOX.EUS

(Myth.) an epithet for Jupiter, on account of
the famous oracles which were delivered from the sacred
oaks.
[[Vide Hodona~\
Robert (Biog.) a bookseller, poet, and miscellaneous writer, of Mansfield, in Nottinghamshire, was born
in 1703, and died in 1764; leaving among his works, 1.
volume of Poems entitled ' The Muse in Livery, or the
Footman's Miscellany,' 8vo. 1732, written while he was in
the condition of a footman, and containing
Epistle to SteRome's Pardon
phen Duck;' ' Kitty,' a pastoral ;
The
'
The
Toyshop,'
a
Epithalamium,' &c. 2.
dramatic piece,

DODSLEY,

A

;

'

'

'

which was acted at Covent Garden Theatre in 1785, and
met with great success. 3. The King and Miller of Mans4. ' Sir John Cockle at
field,' a Farce performed in 1 736.
'

DODD,
sion,

Delphes, Dothmaque dicerer ipsa,

2.

title

&c
He

si

Claitdian de Rapt. Proserpii.

in 1480, previous to his con-

His principal
to the archbishopric of Leopold.
work is entitled Historia Polonica,' the first volume of which was published in foL 1615, the remainder at
secration

mihi

Esse videretur vanus uterque locus.

in

Court,' a sequel to the preceding, 1737.
5. ' The Blind
Beggar of Bethnal Green/ a ballad and farce, acted in 1741
all published in 1 747, under the title of
Trifles.'
Public Register, or Weekly Magazine,' 1741, which
after the 24th number.
7- ' The Museum, or
the Literary and Historical Register,' 3 vols. 8vo. 1746".
The Triumph of Peace,' a
8.
Preceptor,' 174S.
p.
10. ' The Economy of Human
masque, performed in 1748.
Life,' 1750, which being published anonymous, was bv a
strange singularity, attributed to lord Chesterfield. 11. Melpomene, or the Regions of Terror and Pity, an ode, 1758.
12. ' Cleone,' a tragedy performed with success in 1758.
13. ' Annual Register,' 1758.
14. ' Select Fables of Esop,
and other Fabulists,' 1760. In 1772, a second volume of
his works were published under the title of
Miscellanies,'
including Cleone, Melpomene, Agriculture, &c.
barrister,
was
born at MarlMich,:,! (Biog.) a
borough, in Wiltshire, in 1732, and died in 1799He displayed his legal knowledge in editing the work of Mr.
'
Report of some Proceedings on
justice Foster, entitled
the Commission for the Trial of the Rebels in the year
1 746, in the County of Surrey,' &c. ; a second edition of
which was published in 1776, and a third in 1792. Besides
which, he wrote a Life of sir Michael Foster, published
in 8vo. 1811, and also some pieces of Biblical Criticism.
Roger (Biog.) an antiquary and topographer of Yorkshire, was born at Newton Grange in 1585,
and died in 1654, leaving MSS. partly written by his own
hand, and partly collected from others, amounting to l6l
folio volumes, which were deposited in the Bodleian.
The
Monasticon, though published under his name, and that of
Dugdale, conjointly, is said to have been written totally by

these were
6.

'

The

'

was dropped
'

•

'

'

DODSOX,

A

DODSWORTH,

him.

DOD WELL,

Henri/ (Biog.) a scholar, was born at Dublin in
1641, and died in 1711, leaving, among his works, 1. Dis2.
sertations on Irenanis,' 8vo. 1689Pradectiones Academic* in Schola Rhetorices Camdeniana,' Oxon. I69S.
'

'

3 z

DOM

DOL
An Invitation

Gentlemen to acquaint themselves with
History,' being a preface to Degory Whear's
Method of
Reading History,' besides his Annals of Thucydides, Xenophon, V elleius Paterculus, Quintilian, and Statins, which he
published altogether in one volume 8vo. 1 6g,8 Dissertations
on the minor Geographers, prefixed to Hudson's Edition of
;
the
Geographic veteris Scriptores
and several Controversial Tracts in Favour of the Nonjurors.

3.

'

to

'

;

'

'

Dodwell,

William (Biog.) youngest son of the preceding,
at Oxford, and died in 1785,
leaving, 1. ' A Free Answer to Dr. Middleton's Free En'
quiry, and
A Full and Final Reply to Mr. Toll's Defence
of Dr. Middleton,' 1749, 1751.
2. < The Sick Man's Companion, or the Clergyman's Assistant in Visiting the Sick,'
3.
Three Charges on the Athanasian Creed,' pub1 7* »Tlished by his son in 1802, besides a number of single
Sermons, &c.
DOES, Jacob lander (Biog.) an artist of Amsterdam, was
born in 1623, and died in 1673.
His etchings from compositions of his own, ornamented with animals, were executed in a free and masterly style.
Does, Jacob Pander, son of the former, was born in 1654,
and died in l(5i)S, leaving the reputation of a ready

was born in 1709. educated

'

Does, Simon Fonder, brother to the preceding, who was born
in 1653, and died in 1717, was also an artist of considerable
way, particularly in the correctness of his

skill in his

cattle.

DOGGET,

Thomas (Biog.) an author and an actor, who died
The Country Wake,' a comedy, 4to. 1696;
1721, left
'

which, in the shape of a ballad farce, entitled ' Flora,' has
been since frequently acted. As an actor, Dogget acquired
a high reputation in his day.
Thomas (Biog.) a special pleader and lawwriter of Ireland, who died in 1805, was the editor of the
' Crown Circuit Companion,'
1786; to which he added, as
original composition entitled ' The Crown Circuit Assistant.'
by way of supplement. He also edited Hale's ' Historia
Placitorum Corona-,' 2 vols. 8vo. with an abridgment of the

DOGHERTY,

Lewis (Biog.)

(Hist.) the surname of some Romans of the
Cornelian family, who distinguished themselves in the state.
Dolabeli.a, P. Cornelius, a consul, defeated the Tuscans and
the Boii, U.C. 471, A.C. 888.
Dolabella, a proconsul of Africa, who conquered Tacfarinas,
and killed him. He was nevertheless refused the honour of
a triumph.
Dolabella, Cnciis, a governor of Cilicia, when Vdtrt was
Cic. in Ferr.

1.

1, c.

15.

I.A, a consul with Dceula, who triumphed over the
Thracians, but was accused of extortion by Csesar, and deCic. in Brut. c. 92.
fended by Cotta and I lort. nsius.
Dolabki.la, I'. Corn., married TulKa, the daughter of Cifrom
cero,
whom he was afterwards divorced. He joined
the party of Caesar and Anthony, but being besieged by
Cussius, in l.aodicea, he killed hinun it' to avoid falling into
Cic. ad Finn. 1. 2, ep. 15; Lie.
the hand- of the enemy.
Din. 1. h
I;
Pkd. in Cic.
Ep. 1. 1 1:; Flor. 1. i
an.
Siielim. in Aug.
de Civ. lull. 1. 4
Dolabeli.a, a consul, who was put to death by Vitellius.
Toe. II st. 1. 1, c. 87.
DOLBEN, John (F,cc.) of the family mentioned under Heraldry, alter serving as a military officer, and liavie;
been
twice severely wounded in tin- service of Charles I, during
the rebellion, entered into the church, ami after several
promotions at the Restoration, was f.nallv translated to tin

DoLABEl

;

Pleas,

a poet of Venice,

who

died in

15fi

wrote among other things, 1. ' Dialogo della Pittui
intitolato l'Aretino,' 8vo. Venice, 1557, reprinted with t
French in the opposite page, at Florence, 1735. 2. ' Cinq
Primi Canti di Sacripante,' 8vo. 1535.
1570.

4to.

'Achilles

4.

&

.Eneas,'

Prima Imprese del Conte Orlando,'

lto.

3.

'

Prinialeor

Ho. 1570.
1572, ccc.

5.

'

I

Dolce,

Curio, or Carlino, an artist of Florence, was born
16l6, and died in 1686.
His picture of St. Sebastian,
the Palazzo Corsini, at Florence, is among the best of 1

pieces.

DOLE!", Stephen (Ecc.) a voluminous writer of Orleans, «
bom of a good family in 150,9, and condemned to be burnt
Among his writings
1546, for atheism and blasphemy.

;

;

'

'

'

-

1

DOLLOND,

DOLOMIEU,

'

DOLON

M

DOLOPES

VWg. .En.

archbiihopric of York in 1683, and died in [686.
the name of an ancient fomily of the county
of Denbigh, in
branch of which enjoys the dignity and
baronet, conferred in
00 Gilbert Dolben, the
title of
T<
11

I

*

*•

son and heir of the archbishop before-mentioned,

who Was

,

2.

1.

Q,m talh
tltmntfoiutm, Dolopwnvt, .mt thai mifai
nt a faerymii ?

;

Dolben (Her.)

1

dition against Troy.

;

1

'

the more creditable sort, were, 1. ' S. Doleti Orariones ih
in Tholesam,' &c. Svo. 1534.
2.
Dialogus de Imitatio
Ciceroniana adversus Desiderium Erasmum,' &c. lto. Lac
1535. 3. ' Commentariorum Lingua- Latins; Tomi Duo,' t
Lugd. 1536 and 1538, an abridgment of which was pu
lished in Svo. Basil. 1537.
4.
De Re navali Liber
Lazarum Baytium,' ccc. 4to. Lugd. 1537, and inserted
Gronovius in his Thesaurus, Vol.
5.
S. Doleti Ga
Aurelii Carminum Libri Quatuor," 4to. Lugd. 1538. 6. •(
'
nethliacon,' &c. 4to. 153').
Formula- Latinarum Loc
7tionum,' &c. fol. Lugd. 1539, and with additions by Sti,
mius and Susanna?us, 4to. Argentorat. 1596. S.
Franci
Yalesii, Gallorum Regis, Fata,' &c. 4to. Lugd.
539. 9. <
French translation of Plato's Axiochus and Hipparchl
l6mo. Lyons, 1544. 10. ' Second Enter d'Etienne Dolt
8vo. Lyons, 1544, consisting of nine poetical epistles.
I
first ' Enter,' which was never published, contained aa J
count of his imprisonment.
John (Biog.) the inventor of the achroma
telescope, was born in 170(i, and died in l~6l.
He conl
buted some papers on optical subjects, to the " I'hilosophii
Transactions."
(Biog.) vide Parians.
OeodoleCuii/Sileoiii-Tanrred (irate! de (Biof
a mineralogist of Dauphiny, was born in 1750, and died
Voyage an x Isles de Lepari,' 8vo. 17^
1801, leaving, 1.
2. ' Memoire sur les Tremblemens de Terre de la Calabre
1783,' Svo. 1783.
3. ' Memoire sur les Isles Ponces,
Catalogue raisonne de l'F.tna,' 8vo. 1788.
His last Jouni
to the Alps was published in 8vo. by Britn Neergard.
(Myth.) AfiXwi-, son of Eumedes, a Trojan, «
sent by Hector to spy the Grecian ramp, by night, but bei
seized by Diomedes and Ulysses, he was put to death, afl
having revealed his intentions, and the schemes of his con
Horn. 11. 1. 10; Firg. /En. 1. 12; Ovid.
trymen.
1.13.
a people of Thessaly, nt
(Geog.) Ai'.\o-(
Mount Pindus, who accompanied the Greeks on their e.\[

DOLMAN

Statutes relating to felonies.

DOLABELLA

quaestor.

Common

of

Ireland.

DOLCE,

XL

designer.

in

one of the Justices of the court

Liv.

I.

86

j

Sirab. L. 9; Ptoi 1.
(Biog.) ;i lawyer, of a

DOM AT, John
mont,

in

leaving

'

4to. KiSfi,

Ham

Strahan, 2
111.

1741.

gn

Auvergn
Les Lois Civiles dam
and 1777: translated

-I

[806,

-

vols.

Legum

fol.

Deli

1

t//i/w*i

good family at

md

r

leui

Ordre

Cli

died in l6j

naturel,'

l

v<

English by Dr. Vf
1721, reprinted and enlarged
.--.'

into

which

is

n

part

of

tl

separately by Wotstein, and
of a translation was published

work, was printed
a

first

volume

d'Agard, with notes, >\c.
Joseph (Biog.) a botanist and traveller of Maci

DOM BEY,

—
DOM

BUM

was born in 1742, and died in 17.96, leaving an herbarium,
collected during his travels in Chili, which was entrusted
after his

Jupiter, Hercules, Diana, Vesta, &c.
Beg.
Vol. II ; Morell. Thes. Fam. Rom. <$"C.
Domitia, Longina, had many medals struck

death to L'Heritier.

DOMKNICHIXO

(Biog.)

or

Domcnico Zampieri, an

in honour of her. bearing her effigy, as in
the annexed figure, and the inscriptions

artist

of Bologna, was born in 1581, and died in 1641. not without
His ' Adam and Eve," ' Communion
suspicion of poison.
in St.

ances,

DIVI CAESARIS mater.— domitia
AUG. or AUGUSTA.— AUGUSTA IMP.
DOMIT.— DOMITIA AUGUSTA DOMITIANT IMP.— DOMITIA AUG. IMP.
DOM1TIANI AUG. GERM.— DOMITIA AUG. IMP.
C.ES. DIVI F. DOMITIAN. AUG. Sec; in the Greek,
AOMITIA CEBACTH. On the reverse, FORTUNA
AUGUST— PIETAS AUGUST. S C— VESTA, &c.

Jerome,' ' Death of St. Agnes,' and other performhave placed him in the first rank of Italian

masters.

DO.MIDUCUS

who

(Mi/th.) a god

August, de Civil.

DOMINGO.

D.

12,

1.

presided over marriages.

c. 3.

(Geog.) Hispaniola, or, in the language of
the natives, Hayti, one of the largest of the West India
islands, lying between Jamaica and Cuba on the west, and
Porto Rico on the east, extending from about 17 to 20 north
latitude, and from 67 to 74 west longitude.
This was discovered by Columbus, who landed at a small bay called St.
Nicholas, in 1 1<)2.
The Spaniards remained undisputed
masters of this island until about the l6th century, when
the Buccaneers, a predatory tribe, consisting of French and
English adventurer.-,, gained a footing, and became the subjects of France at the peace of Ryswick, when a portion of
the territory was ceded to it. At the French Revolution, the
Black population rose in a mass against their masters, and
after a desperate struggle, obtained not only their libertv,
St.

but also entire possession of the whole island

;

Thes. Brand-

Medals were struck of her at Amastris, Amphipolis, Anemurium, Laodicea, Pergamus, Smyrna, Sardis, &c.
DOMITIANUS. Titus Flavins (Hist.) son of Vespasian and
Domitilla, made himself emperor at the death of his brother
Titus, whom he was suspected of having dispatched by
poison ; and, after an infamous and cruel reign of 1 5 years,
he was assassinated by some conspirators, A. D. 96. Suetou.
Eutrop. 1. 7
Aitrel. lie/, in Civs.
the medals of this emperor bore on
the obverse, besides his effigv Qvide Plate II], the inscripDio.

in Fit. ;

1.

67

;

;

Domitianus (Xumis.)

DOM. CAES.— DOMITIANUS AUGUSTUS
GER.— D. CAES. AUG. vel AUG. F— CAES. VESP. F
DOM. AUG. GER— IMP. CAES. DIVI VESP F. DO-

tions,

which was

.

MIT. AUG.;

which a democracy has since been substituted.

AOMET. vel AOMIT KAI1.
CEBACTOC — AOMITIANOC KA1CAP, vel KAICAP CEBASTOC
AYT. AOMITI \MH
KAICAP ZEBAST02— GEOY YIOS AOMIT. Sec. on the

the capital of this island,

reverse— ADLOCUTIO

time governed by Dessalines, a military chief, who
being put to death, two other chiefs, namely, Petion and
Christnphe, succeeded in establishing a government, for
for a

St. Domingo,
which was originally built by
Columbus, on the western bank of the river Ozama, in
149'), was destroyed by a hurricane in 1502, and rebuilt on
the opposite bank.
Lon. 6f)° 50' W., lat. 18° 25' N.

DOMINIC,

Guzman
known as

de

in 1170, is

(Ecc.) a Spaniard of Arragon. born
the founder of the Order of the Do-

GERMANICUS.

;

•

4to.

De

'

Regionis,

;

IMP I— XXII ; also sometimes
Medals were struck in honour of
.

memory

scriptions,

et

emperor by the

cj-c.

DIVA ^DOMITILLA AU-

T. C7ES.

VESP. AUG.

DOMITIUS,
331,
lav.

of
1.

Cn. (Hist.) a Roman consul, U. C. 423, A. C.
family mentioned under Domitia gens.

the

8.

Domitius, Cn. Altenobarbus,
II

'

AHENO-

a consul. U. C. 560, A. C. 194,
gained signal advantages over the Boii. Liv. 1. 33.

Domitiis. a consul with C. Famiius, U. C. 631, A. C. 123,
conquered the Averni and Allobroges, and erected a tropliv
1.

I]

head

I—

CENS. PERP.,
this

GUSTA— DOMITILLJE AUG. MATRI

BARB.-CN. DOMITIUS AHENOBAR. IMP.— CN.
61
of the victory.
Liv. Epit.
DOMIT. CALVINUS— CN. CALVINI S. The principal Domitius Ahenobarbi-. Gnats,
a helmet, a

to these

of this princess, bearing her effigy,
annexed figure, and also the in-

as in the

Afri,

head of Rome adorned with

;

and COS.

J'espas. tjf.

principal branches of

types are a

&c.

assumed even- vear by the

titles

I— XV COS. DES.

Domitii.la (Xumis.) medals were struck, as
is supposed, by her sons, in honour of the

DOMITIA,

AHENOBARB—

P.

Flavia (Hist.) the wife of Vespasian, and
mother of Titus and Domitian, and a daughter of DomitiJ';i. who died before he came to the empire.
Suet, in Jit.

in English the same
Epistola ad Josephum

DOM

TR.

as,

DOMITILLA,

1666.

gens (Hi.it.) an illustrious family at Rome, the
which were the Calvini, Ahenobarbi,
Labeones, Marsi, &c.
£Vide Domitius']
Domitia, Longina, wife of the emperor Domitian, was noted
for her debaucheries, of which she made a boast.
She
entered into the eom>piraey of Parthenius, which rid her of
a husband whose resentment she had justly provoked.
[Vide Domitia. under Numismatics]
Domitia, gens (Xumis.) coins or medals are extant of the Ahenobarbi and the Calvini of this family, bearing the inscriptions, CN. DO. DOM. vel DOMIT. CN.
IT. CN. F.
L. DOMIT. CN. F. CN. N.

PAX AUGUSTI—

Num. Gr. ; Fatin. Num. Imp. Fet. ; Beg. Thes.
Domitianus, Domitius, vide Domitius.

Rom. 1623, and

Pace

vel

principal cities in Greece, Syria, Bithynia, Caria, Phoenicia,
Egypt, Macedonia, Palestine, Lydia, Sarmatia, &c.
Fail/.

'

-ito.

JUVENT.— PROVIDENTIA AUGUSTI—

P. P.

'

5.

PRINT.

XVII.

Lond. 1617, in which he assailed the papal
besides which he wrote, 1
De Radiis Visus et

Hallum,'

JUPITER CONSERVATOR. —
vel MONETA AUGUST.

were added the ordinary

fol.

silium exponit,"

—

ORBIS TERR. AUG.

emperors,

Lucis in Vitris perspectivis et Iride Tractatus,' -ito. 1611.
2.
Dominis Bute Profectionis a Venetiis Consilium exponit,'
4-to. London, l6l6.
3.
Predica fatta, la prima Domenica
dell Avento,' <s.e. 12mo. Lond. Itil7, published in English
in the same year, in 4to.
4. ' Sui Reditus in Angliam Conyear.

AU-

— PACI

VICTORIA GERM ANTCA, vel NAVALIS,

(Biog.) vide Burchiello.

.

COHORT— ADVENT.

MARS VICTOR— MONET,

'

power

—

;

DOMINIS, Mark Anthony de (Ecc.) archbishop of Spalatro,
in Dalmatia, was bom in 1561, and died in 1625.
His
principal work was entitled
De Republica ecclesiastica.'
3 vols.

Greek,

GUSTI—JEQUITAS AUG.—ETERNITATI AUG—
ANNONA AUG.— CERES AUGUST, vel AUGUSTA.
— CONCOR. vel CONCORDIA AUG.— CONSECRATIO— DIANA AUGUSTA— FIDES PUBL. CAES—
FIDES EXERCITUUM— GERMANTA CAPTA. vel

minicans ; and is said by some to have been the establisher
of the Inquisition in Languedoc.
He was also the first
master of the sacred palace, an office, which at his suggestion,
was created by Honorius III ; and after his death in 1221,
he was enrolled among the number of the saints.

DOMINICO

in

PEPM—AOMET.

of'l

Suet, in Xer. ; Flor. 1. 3.
son of the preceding, and

;

tribune of the people, was the author of a law for transfe
3 2 2

j.

;

;

DOM

DON

ring the right of electing the priests from the college to the
people.
He was afterwards consul with Cassius Longinus,
U. C. 657, and censor with L. Crassus, the orator. As
Pontifex Maximus he was accused by the tribune, M.
Scaurus.
Cic. in Brut. c. 45, &c. ; Val. Max. 1. 6 ; Veil.
Palerc. 1. 2; Plin. 1. 17.

of a mural crown gules, a demi-lion issaai
argent, supporting between the paws an escutcheon azur
charged with three crowns, as in the arms.
" Pax alma redit."
Motto.
Domville, the name of an Irish family, which also enjov
the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1815 I
Compton Domville, nephew of the right hon. sir Comptc
Domville.
(Hist.) the name of several Scottish kings in tl
Bait. Hist. Scot. ; Bucha
early periods of their history.

Domitius, Ahenobabbus,
determined enemy

and a
he was flying from

L., son of the preceding,

to Csesar,

was

slain as

the battle of Pharsalia.
Cic. ad Attic.
de Benef. 1. 3 ; Appian. de Bell. Civ.

1.

8, ep.

1

;

Sencc.

Domitius, Ahenorbarbus,

Cii., son of the preceding, is
supposed to have been one of Cicsar's murderers, although he
afterwards joined Anthony, and, on his defeat, he made his
peace with Augustus.
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 6, ep. 22, &c.
Paterc. 1. 2 ; Dio. 1. 48 ; Suetoii. in Aug. et Ner.
Domitius Calvinus, Cii. a consul, U. C. 700, espoused the

cause of Ca-sar against Pompey, and had the command of
the centre of Csesar's army at the battle of Pharsalia; after
which he had the government of Asia. Cic. in Flac. c. 13,
&c. ; Cas. Bell. Gall. 1. 3, &c. ; Paterc. 1. 2 ; Dio. 1. 40.
Domitius, L., son of Cneus Ahenobarbus above-mentioned,
was an officer in the army of Tiberius against the Germans.
He married Antonia, the daughter of Anthony and Octavia, by whom he had a son, Cneus, the father of Nero by
Agrippina, the daughter of Germanicus.
Domitius, Sabinus, a military tribune in the army of Titus,
who signalized himself by great acts of valour in the war
against the Jews.
He was afterwards killed by Vitellius.
Domitius, Afer, vide Afer.
Domitius, Corbulo, vide Corbulo.

Domitius, Domitianus, a general in Egypt under Diocletian,
who assumed the imperial purple, but was killed two years
afterwards.

Domitius (Nttmis.) vide Domitia, gens.
Domitius Domitianus, some few medals were

/SSSSH?^.

struck of this usurper, bearing his effigy, as
in the

annexed

figure,

and the inscriptions,

DOMITIUS DOMITIANUS. — IMP.
DOMITIANUS AUG.; on the
reverse, GENIO POPULI vel ROMANI.

''<_>:
/«

jl^^N

CJES. L.

MEMORIA

FELIX.

poet, surnamed Marsus, who was
Only three of his verses
Horace.
1. 4
Mart. Ep.
Domitius, a grammarian in the reign of Adrian, remarkable
Aul. Celt. 1. fi.
for his gloomy temper.

Domitius (Biog.) a Latin
contemporary

with

Ovid, de Pont.

remain.

;

DOMNA {Hist, and Num.) vide Julia.
DOM XL'S (Fee.) or Domnion J, a Roman,
ritius,

was elected

and son of Mauand died in

to the papal chair in 676)

678.

Out

DONALD

Hist. ; Dempst. Hist.
I, who succeeded his brother Satrael in the thii
century, is said to have been the first Christian prince
that country, having been baptized by missionaries sent 1
popeVictor.
Donald II, succeeded his brother Findoch, but
was assassinated soon after.
Donald III, a usurper, was killed about 217Donald IV, third son of Eugene IV, succeeded his brother, Ferchard I, in 6'32, and was
drowned in Loch Tay in (>R>, in the 15th year
of his reign, when he was succeeded by his

Donald

>

nephew, Ferchard

II.

the following kings,

is

His effigy, and that of
given as in the annexed

figures.

Donald V,

succeeded his nephew, or brother,
in 815, but, being imprisoned by
his subjects, he killed himself in despair, in the
fifth year of his reign, when lie was succeeded
by his nephew, Constantine II.
Donald VI, son of Constantine III, succeeded
Gregory the Great in 892, and died in Q03,
after a virtuous and successful reign. He was
the cotemporary and ally of .Alfred the Great
and was succeeded by Constantine III.
)
Donald VII, or Duncan /, vide Duncan.
Donald VIII, surnamed the Bane, succeeded
his brother, Malcolm III, in 100.3, to the exclusion of his nephew ; but was expelled by
Duncan II, another usurper, natural son of
Malcolm ; and, being afterwards taken prisoner by Edgar Atheling, he died in confinement about 1103, or 1105.
John (Biog.) an artist and an
author of Edinburgh, wa. born in 1737, and died in 180
Tent of Darius,' w;
His historical drawing of the
honoured with the prize by the Society of Arts ; his paintir
Hero and Leander,' all
of the ' Deatli of Dido,' and
As an author he was known by a volun
obtained prizes.
Essay on the Elements of Reality.'
of poems, and an
Donaldson, Walter, a scholar of Edinburgh, in the l"l
Synopsis Moralis Phil
century, was the author of, 1.

Kenneth

II,

DONALDSON,

'

'

'

Domnus

II, is sup])Osed to have been elected pope after the
expulsion of Boniface VII, but of his pontificate little is
that is authentic.
Domnus I, a patriarch of Antioch in the third century.
Domnus II, succeeded to the patriarchate in 4,'Ui, and was
scd in 451.
Domnus III, was advanced to the see of Antioch in 546, and

known

rl

Crest.

in

[Her.) the

name

of a family of St. Alban's, in
the county of Herts, which enjoys the dignity and title of
a baronet, conferred in 1814 on William Domville, during
whose mayoralty the king, with the emperor of Russia and
ig of

which was printed

several editions. 2.

Rostoch. 1624.
Francof. Hi 'J.

'

3.

Prussia,

were entertained at Guildhall.

The

arms,

he. of this family arc as follow
Azure, a lion rampant argent, supporting a SWOrd
erect, representing the sword of the city of London,
proper ; on a chief of honourable augmentation of hisecond, three oriental crowns (two and one), the point:
alternately radiated or, encircled by two branches of olive
also proper.
:

Arms.

t

in

Germany, and went

thromj

Synopsis (Economica/ 8vo. Paris. [62<
'Synopsis Locorum Communiinu,' &

I

DONATELl.O

(Biog.)

or

Donate, a sculptor of Floreno
in
1466, leaving, an. 01.

in 1383, and (lied
the productions of his chisel,

was born

56l.

DOMVILLE

'

sophia','

Judith and Holofcnus
St. Mark;
&c.
DON'ATI, Vitaliano (Biog.) a botanist of a noble family
having
Del
was
in
and
died
in
17 17,
born
1763,
Padua,
Storia Natiuale Marina dell Adriatico,' fob 1750.
DONATO, Jerom (Hist-) a nobleman of Venice, who dk
in the beginning of the Kith century, rendered signal sc
vices to his country both in a civil and military capacit
He also published a translation of Alexander Aphrodisii
de Anima; and his letters were published after his death
Donato, BeriHirdiiu- (Biog.) a scholar of Zano, in the diocc'
of Verona, who died about 1530, translated some pieces
'

Annunciation

'

;

'

St.

George

'

'

;

'

'

<

'

'

'

:

DON
Galen, Xenophon, and Aristotle;

DON
besides

publishing the
first edition of

first Greek edition of Chrysostom
the
CEcumenius ; also of Aretas on the Apocalypse ; and two
John
books of
Damascenus on Faith, &c.
Donato, Alexander a Jesuit of Sienna, who died in 1640,
was the author of
Roma vetus et recens, utriusque
Edifieiis illustrata,' 4to. 1639; also inserted in the third
volume of Graevius' Thesaurus.
He also wrote Latin
;

'

Poems, 8vo. Colon. 1631.

DONATUS

(Ecc.) a confessor in the third century,

endured extraordinary sufferings for the

faith,

who

which he

boldly confessed before his persecutors.
He is supposed to
be the same to whom Lactantius addressed his excellent

work on the death of Persecutors.
Donatus, St. a bishop of Besancon, in the seventh century,
was the founder of a monastery.
Donatus, a schismatical bishop of Casse Nigra?, in Numidia,
was the original author of the sect afterwards called Donatists.
He favoured the party of Majorinus, who was elected
to the episcopal chair of Carthage, in opposition to Caecilianus
but was afterwards condemned, deposed, and excommunicated, by pope Miltiades for the part he took in
;

this concern.

Donatus, a schismatical bishop of Carthage, who succeeded
Majorinus in 31 6, and died in exile in 355.
He gave his
name to the sect of the Donatists, whose heresy, respecting
the doctrine of the

Trinity, he upheld by his writings.
August, dc Hwr. ; Hieron. de Script. Eccles. Opt at.
1. 12, &c.
Donatus, JElius (Biog.) a grammarian of the fourth century,
and preceptor to S. Jerome, wrote a grammar, and commentaries on Terence and Virgil.
The lives of Virgil and
S.

,

:

tinguished himself by bis loyalty and activity during the
rebellion, which broke out in 1641 in Ireland, for which
he was raised to the peerage by Charles I, and died in 1674.

Donegal, Marquis of (Her.) one

of the titles enjoyed by
the family of Chichester ; [Vide Chichester'] which, with
the arms, &c. are as follow
Titles.
Chichester, marquis and earl of Donegal, earl of
Belfast, viscount Chichester of Carrickfergus, and baron
Chichester of Belfast, and baron Fisherwick in England.
Anns. Quarterly, the first and fourth cheque or and gules,
a chief vaire ; the second and third azure, fretty argent.

On a wreath a stork proper, holding in its beak a
snake argent, the head or.
Supjmiers. Two wolves gules, ducally gorged and chained
Crest.

or.

" Invitum sequitur honos."
J'iscount (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by
the family of St. Leger ; [Vide St. Leger] which, with the
arms, &c. are as follow
Titles.
St. Leger, viscount and baron Doneraile.
Arms. Azure, fretty argent, a chief or.
Crest.
On a wreath, a gryphon passant or.
Supporters.
Two gryphons or, with wings erect and fretty
Motto.

DOXERAILE,

azure.

" Haut

Motto.

DOXGAL

et bon."

a king of Scotland, who
succeeded Achaius, and was drowned in 831,
in crossing the Sprey, as he was on an expedition against Feret, king of the Picts.
He
was succeeded by Alpin. His effigy is given,
(Hist.)

Terence have beeu attributed to him by some, but Vossius
ascribes the first life to Tiberius Claudius Donatus, and the

annexed figure.
(Hut.) a king of Scotland, who
succeeded Eugene, and died about 465, after
having used his best endeavours to introduce

second to Suetonius.
The grammar of Donatus has been
frequently printed, and with different titles.
The ' Editio

ceeded by

is acknowledged by all bibliografirst efforts at printing by means of
on wooden blocks. This work is known by the
titles of, ' Donatus Minor,' ' Donatus pro Puerulis,' ' Donati Ars,'
Donatus Grammaticus,' &c It has since been
inserted in Putschius' edition of ' Grammaticie Latina? Auctores Antiqui,' 2 vols. 4to. Hanov. 1605.
His ' Commentarii in quinque Comoedias Terentii,' was first printed in fol.
without a date, probably executed with the types of John
Mantellin, of Strasburg, before 1460; and reprinted, Rom.
1471 ; Mediol. 1476; and his ' Comnientarius in Virgilium,'
was printed in fol. Venet. 1529.
DOXCASTER, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by
the duke of Buccleugh.
Doncaster (Gcog.) a town of Yorkshire, in England, situated on the river Dun, or Don, 18 m. X. E. Sheffield,
30 S. York, 162 N. London. Lon. 1° W. hit. r,3° 20' X.
It was a Roman station, called by Ptolemy, Camudolanum,
and by others, Camulodunum Colonia, but by Nennius, one
of the oldest writers of the island, Caer Daitii.
DONDE (Biog.) or Dondus, James, a physician of Padua,
who died in 1350, was the author of, 1. ' Promptuarium
Medieina;,' fol. Venet. 1481.
2. ( De Fontibus Calidis Pa-

tabularis sine ulla Nota,'

phers to be one of the

letters cut

'

.

.

tavini Agri,' in a
3.

'

De Fluxu

DOXDUCCI,

et

treatise

'

De

Balneis,' fol. Venet. 1553.

Refluxu Maris,' 1571-

John Andrew

(Biog.) an artist of Bologna,
and a pupil of Caracci in the 16'th century, was distinguished by a great spirit of design.
DOXEAU, Hugh (Biog.) in Latin Donellus, a civilian of
the 16th century, whose works were collected under the
title of ' Commentaria de Jure Civili,' 5 vols. fol. and reprinted in 12 vols. fol. 1770.
DONEGAL, Arthur, Earl of (Hist.) of the family of Chichester, mentioned under Heraldry f_vide Chichester], dis-

as in the

DOXGARD

Christianity into his dominions.
He was suchis brother, Constantine I.
His
effigy is given, as in the annexed figure.

DOXI,

Lewis (Ecc.) a Florentine, was made sucand of Autun, by cardinal Richelieu, and died in 1664, aged 68, leaving, 1.
Histoire
generate de l'Ordre des Minimes,' 4to. Paris.
2.
Tableau
D'Attichi,

cessively bishop of Riez,

'

'

Vie de

heureuse Jeanne, Reine de France,' &c
.s.
Paris, 1625.
3. ' De Vita et Rebus gestis Petri Berulli
Cardinalis,' &c. 4to. Paris, 1649.
4.
Flores Historic Sacii
Collesrii
Cardinalhnn,'
&c. 2 vols. fol.
Paris.
1649,
1660, &c
Doni, Anthony Francis (Biog.) a priest of Florence, who
died in 1574, was the author of, 1. ' La Libraria,' 8vo.
15572. ' Lazucca,'
4 parts, 8vo. 1565.
3. ' I Mondi
celesti, terestri, ed infernali,' 4to. of which there is an

de

la

la bien

'

old

French

fatti a

i

4.
I Marmi, cive Raggionamenti
Fiorenza,' 4to. Venice, 1552; besides

translation.

Marmi

di

'

Letters, &c. in Italian.

Doni, John Baptist, another writer on music, who died in
1650, left, among other things, 1.
Compend. del Trat. de
Generi e de Modi deUa Musica.' 2.
De Pnestantia Mu'

'

Discorso sopra le Consonanze.'
s. divine and poet,
was born in London in
in 1631, after having left the religion of his parents to embrace protestantism. Among; his
The Pseudomartyr.' 2. ' Essays in
prose works are, 1.
Divinity,' &c. 12mo. 1651.
3. ' Paradoxes, Essays,' Sec.
'
12mo. 1653. 4.
Letters to several Persons,' 4to. 1654.
sics Veteris.'

DONNE,

3.

'

John (Biog.)
1573, and died
'

His Poems, which consist principally of satires, were first
published in 4to. 1633; afterwards in 12mo. 1635, 1651,
I669, and 1719.
Donne, Benjamin, a mathematician of Biddeford, in Devonshire, who died in 1 798, was the author of Treatises on
Geometrv, Book-keeping, Trigonometrv, &c.
Earl of (Her.) one of the title, en-

DOXOUGHMORE,

.

'

DOR

DOR
joyed by the family of Hutchinson [Vide Hutchinson"],
which, with the anus, &c. are as follow
Hutchinson, earl of Donoughmore, viscount SuirTitles.
dale, baron Donoughmore, of Knocklofty, do. Tipperary,
:

The

of the eldest son viscount Suirdale.
Quarterly, first and fourth per pale gules and assure,
B lion rampant between eight eross-erosslets argent ;
second azure, a fess with three bucks' heads erased in
chief argent, in base a demi-lion rampant or ; third azure,
a garb or, between three griffins' heads erased argent.
title

Arms.

A

cockatrice with wings expanded azure, combed,
wattled, and membered, or.

Crest.

Two cockatrices or,
Supporter*.
and wattled gules.
" Fbrbter gerit crucem."
Motto.

collared

sable,

combed

DOODY,

Samuel (Biog.) a botanist of Staffordshire, who
died in 1706, is well known by having discovered a number
of indigenous plants, of which Ray has given an account
in the second edition of his Synopsis.
(Biog.) or Doolittel, Thomas, a nonconformist,

DOOLITTLE
was born

at

Kidderminster in 16.SO

ejected for nonconformity in 1662,

ing several religious

DOPPELMAIER,

;

educated at Cambridge;
in 1707, leav-

and died

treatises.

Jo/in Gabriel (Biog.) a mathematician of

Nuremberg

in the 17th century, was the author of several
works in German on astronomy, geography, and matheNova Mematics
besides which he wrote in Latin, 1.
' Physica Ex"2.
thodus parandi Sciaterica Solaria,' 17-0.
'

;

perimentis illustrata,' 4to.
8. ' Atlas Coelestis,' fol. 1~42.
(Biog.) vide Dauraf.
Dudley Viscount (Hist.) a statesman, and
son of Anthony Carleton, esq. of Baldwin Brightwell, near
\\ atlington, Oxon, was born in 1573, and died in 1631,
after having been sent twice as ambassador to Holland, and
held the post of secretary of state.
The works attributed
Balance pour peser en toutc
to him as an author, are, 1.
Equite et Droicture,' &c. 4to. Hi! 8. 2. Harangue faite au
Counseile de Mess, les Etats Generaux,' &c. printed witli the
3. • Letters to the Duke of Buckingham, to Vosformer.
Memoirs for Dispatches of Political Affairs
sius,' &e.
4.
5. ' Particular
relating to Holland and England,' 1618.
Observations of the Military Affairs of the Palatinate,' &c.
6. ' Letters from and to Sir Dudley Carleton
1621, 1692.
during his Embassy in Holland, from 1615 to 1620, abridged
and selected by the Earl of Hardwkke,* 4to. 17"'7DOECHESTSB, Guy Lord, the descendant of another family
of the name of Carleton, was born in 1724, and embracing
a military life was nominated governor of Quebec in 1772 ;
and after serving throughout the American war, and acting
mid time as governor <>[' Quebec, died in 1808.
Di.ri hrstkii, Karl oj' (Her.) a title conferred in 1792 on
Foseph Darner, lord Milton, which became extinct in 1S00,
at the death of the second earl.
DORCHESTER, ViscoUUl, a title conferred in 4 Charles I on
Carleton, mentioned under History ; which
sir Dudley
title became extinct at his death in 1 65 1
Dohchkstkh. Lord, a title enjoyed by the family of Carlethe arms, &c. of which are as follow
ton [vide Carleton"]
Amis.
Ermine, on a bend sable, three pheons' heads argent.
Crest.
An arm embowed, holding an arrow of.
Supporters.
Two beavers collared.
" Quondam his vicimus armis."
Motto.
DoRf iiestkr (Geog.) capita] of the county of Dorset, situated in an ascent north of the river Frome, IS miles from
Bridport, and 119 W. London.
Lon. 2° 25' W. lat. 50 43'

OORAT

!>ORCHESTER,

'

'

'

;

,

:

It was anciently known by the name of Dunhim, I)uN.
mium, or Dttmovaria ; and from the numerous antiquities
found here is supposed to have been a Roman station. One
vestige, at a distance of half a mile from the town, is considered to be the remains of an amphitheatre.

Dorchester, a town

the county of Oxford, and nine
miles distant from Oxford, was once a bishop's see, which
was removed at the Conquest to Lincoln. It is believed to
have been the Dorocina of the Romans.
(Hist.) an ancient Genoese family, which was distinguished as early as 1150, when Andrew Doria married
Barrison, a daughter of the king of Sardinia.
Doria, James, one of the four learned citizens appointed tc
write a History of the Republic, flourished in 1270.
in

DORIA

Doria, Perceval and Simon, were high

in favour at the court
of Sardinia.
The first of whom, a great philosopher, anc
one of the best Provencal poets, was greatly esteemed b)
the queen Beatrix, and died in 1276.
DouiA, Hilarius, married a daughter of Emanuel, einpe
ror of Constantinople, in l.?97Doria, Andrew, a great sea captain, rendered signal serried
to his country by delivering it from the French.
He abx
established the government of this state, which remainet
till the late revolutions, and died in 1560, honoured witl
the title of " The Father and Deliverer of his Counter.

[Vide Plate XV]
Doria, Philippino,

his nephew, and also a great sea captain
defeated the naval armament of the Spaniards, before Na
pies in 1528.
Doria, Jennnclin, a distant cousin of Andrew Doria above
mentioned, was adopted by him as his heir ; but was assas
sinated in 1547.
Doria, Andrew, grand-nephew to the first Andrew, succeedei'
as heir to his uncle, on the death of the preceding, am
acted an important part during the troubles that prevails

in the state at that time.

Doria, John Jerome, was chosen generalissimo of the Genoes
forces in the war that was carried on by Lewis XIV again.'
that state.

Doria, Carlo, a relation of the preceding, was appointed a
the same time to command in the city.
DOR1GNY, Michael (Biog.) a painter and engraver of S'
Quentin, in France, was bom in 1617, and died in 166":
Among his prints, which are said to have amounted to 10;
were The Nativity of Christ Venus at her Toilet Venu:
Hope, and Love, plucking the Feathers from the Wings i
Time, &C,
Dorigny, Lewis, an historical painter, and son of the pre,
His princip;
ceding, was born in 1654, and died in 1742.
work is the Dome of the great Church at Trent.
Dorigny, Sir Nicholas, an engraver, and brother of the prt
His be.ceding, was bom in 1657, and died in 1746.
pieces are, The Bark of Lanfranco; the Descent froi
the Transfiguration, by Raphae
the Cross, by Volaterra
;

;

;

&c.

DORIXGK

(Biog.) or Thorinck, Matthias, a writer of th
15th century, was the author of Chronica brevis et utih
ex Speculo historiali Vineentii,' &c.
He was supposed b
some to be the author of the scandalous chronicle, called tli
•
Miroir Historial,' or ' The Chronicle of Nuremberg
against the clergy of the Romish church.
DORIS (Geog.) a country of Greece, between Phocis, The
'

1

saly,

and Acarnania

;

the son of Deucalion.

so called, as

was

said,

from Doru

The Dorians

sent

many

colonies int

which bore the name of their native countrj
the most celebrated of which was the Doris, in Asia Mino
Strab. 1. 9
Hcrodot. 1. 1
Apollod. 1. 2
PK»- 1- 4 Pto

different parts,

;

1.

;

:

\

8.

DORTSLAUS

(Hist.) a Dutch revolutionist, who, comin
to England in the time of the rebellion, joined the factio
by whom he was sent as ambassador to Holland, where 1

was assassinated by some enthusiastic

DORMAN,
in

the Kith century,

royalists.

a divine of the Romish
wrote, among other things,

Thomas (Biog.)

chun
1.

'

.

Proof of certain Articles in Religion denied by Mr. Jewel

DOR

DOU

A

Request to Mr. Jewell that he
4to.
keep his Promise, made by solemn Protestation in his late
Sermon, had at St. Paul's Cross,' 8vo. London, 1567.
3. ' A Disproof of Mr. Alexander Nowell's Reproof.'
Dormer {Her.) the name of a family long seated at West
Wvcombe, in Buckinghamshire, which enjoys the dignity
and title of a baron, conferred in 1615 on sir Robert Dormer,
whose son Robert was advanced in 4 Car. I to the dignity
[Aide Carnarof viscount Ascot, and earl of Carnarvon.

Antv. 1564.

The

2.

'

arms, &c. of this family are as follow
a baronet.
Azure, ten billets, four, three, two, and one, or,
.Inns.
on a chief of the second, a demi-lion rampant-naissant

von']

Titles.

titles,

:

Dormer, lord Dormer, of Wenge, and

sable.

On a wreath a right-hand glove proper, surmounted
by a falcon argent.
On the dexter side, a falcon proper, armed,
membered, and belled or ; on the sinister, a falcon argent,
armed, &c as the dexter.
DORNAVIUS, Caspar (Biog.) a physician, orator, and
poet, was born at Zigenrick, in Voightland, and died in
The most known of his works are, 1. Amphithea1631.
trum Sapientise Socratica.' 2 vols. fol. Hanov. l6ig. 2. ' De
Incremento Dominationis Turcica?,' &c.
DORSANE, Anthony (Biog.) a French divine, who died in
An Historical Journal of aU that had passed
1728, left
respecting the Bull Unigenitus,' published in 6 vols. 12mo.
1728, and 2 vols. 4to. 1756.
DORSET, Thomas, Earl of (Hist.) Lord High Treasurer of
England, of the family of Sackville mentioned under Heraldry, was born in 1527 ; and, after having been high in
the confidence and favour of queen Elizabeth and king
James, he died suddenly at the council table in 1608.
[Vide Plate VII] Among his works, as an author, are,
1. ' The Tragedie of Ferrex and Porrex,' 1571 and 1579;
a surreptitious edition having previously appeared in 1563,
under the title of ' Gorboduc' 2. ' The Mirror for Magistrates,' 155}) and 1563, to which he was the principal con4. ' The Complaint of Henry,
3.
Induction.'
tributor.
Duke of Buckingham ;' both these works were appended to
Mirror.'
the second edition of the
Dorset, Anne, Countess of, of the family of Clifford, wife of
the third earl of Dorset, and a lady of great spirit and talent,
which has been
is well known by a laconic epistle of hers,
published in the ' World,' No. XIV. She wrote a History of
her own Life; a manuscript in the Harleian collection, the
Summary of the Records, and a True Metitle of which is,
Crest.

Supporters.

'

'

'

•

'

She was aftermorial of Me, the Lady Anne Clifford.'
wards remarried in 1630 to Philip Herbert, earl of Pem[Vide Plate VI]
broke, and died his widow in 1675.
Dorset, Edward, the fourth Earl of, distinguished himself
by his active loyalty in the time of the rebellion, and took
so much to heart the murder of his sovereign that he never
afterwards stirred out of his house, and died in 1658 ; the
greatest part, if not all of his property, being under sequestration.

Dorset, Richard, fifth Earl of, followed the steps of his
noble father above- mentioned, and was among the foremost
to bring about the restoration of monarchy and episco-

His poems have been inserted

in Johnson's ' Collection
of English Poets.'
Dorset, Lionel, seventh Earl and first Duke of, was early
engaged in public concerns ; and, after having filled the
posts of Lord Steward of the Household, of Lord President
of the Council, of Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, &e. he died
in 1765, in the 79th year of his age.
Dorset, Duke of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
family of Sackville Qvide Sackville], which, with the arms,
&c. are as follow
Titles.
Sackville, duke and earl of Dorset, earl of Middlesex, baron of Buckhurst, and baron of Cranfield.
Arms. Quarterly or and gules, a bend vairc.
Crest.
Out of a coronet adorned with fleurs-de-lis or, an
etoile of twelve points argent.
Supporters.
Two leopards argent, spotted sable.
" Aut nunquam tentes, aut perfice."
Motto.
(Ceog.) a county of England, bounded
on the N. by the counties of Somerset and Wilts, on
the E. by Hampshire, on the S. by the British Channel,
and on the W. by the counties of Devon and Somerset.
Its principal towns are Dorchester, Lyme, Shaftesbury,
Pool, Weymouth. &C. This county was originally inhabited
by the Belga', formed a part of the kingdom of Wessex
during the heptarchy, when it was subject to frequent
During the rebellion, it testiirruptions from the Danes.

ing.

:

DORSETSHIRE

fied its loyalty in a signal

DORSO,

manner.

Roman, who, when the city
was in possession of the Gauls, passed through the enemy
to the capital tu perforin a sacrifice, and returned without
C. Fabius (Hist.) a

experiencing any molestation.
Liv. 1. 5, c. 46.
(Mi/ili.) a son of Deucalion, who is said to have
given his name to the country of Greece called Doris.
DOSITH.EUS (Hist.) a son of Bacenor, and a valiant soldier, rendered great service to the republic of the Jews in
2 Mac. xii.
the time of Judas Maccabavus.
Dosithjeus (Ecc.) a monk of the 12th century, who managed to procure his election to the patriarchate of Jerusalem ; but, being detected in his intrigues to get himself
elected patriarch of Constantinople, he was deprived of
Baron. Anna/, ami. 1189both dignities.
DOSSf, Dosso (Biog.) an artist of Dosso, in the territory of
Ferrara, who died about 1560, left many specimens of his
skill, which place him among the first class of Italian
masters.
His St. John of Patmos,' and • Christ among

DORUS

'

the Doctors.' are

among

his

most celebrated

pieces.

DOUAY

(Gcog.) in Latin Duacum, a town of French
Flanders, 15 miles N. W. Cambray, and 83 N. N. E. Paris.
Lon. 3° •>' E. lat. 50° 22' N. This old town, which is fortified, surrendered to the duke of Marlborough in 1710, after a
siege of nearly two months, and was the scene of frequent
engagements at the commencement of the revolutionary
Its university has been the resort of English and Irish
war.
Catholics since the reformation.
(Biog.) a Jesuit of Vernon, who died in
1716, wrote, 1. * Histoirc de Nestorianisme,' 4to. Paris,

DOL'CIN. Lewis

Memorial
2. ' Histoiie d'Origenisme,' 4to.
S.
1698.
abrege touchant l'Etat et les Progres de Jansenisme en
Holiande,' H>'y7. &c.
(Geog.) a sea-port of Kent, in England, situated on
a small stream, which falls into the harbour, S miles distant
from Deal, 16 from Canterbury, and 72 S. S. E. London.
It was called Dubris by the
Lon. 1° 20' E. lat. 51° N.
Romans, by whom a watch-tower was erected in the time
It is defended by a strong and spacious castle,
of C.-esar.
which has been ascribed by some antiquaries to the same
'

DOVER

pacy.

Dorset, Charles, sixth Earl of, entered a volunteer under
his Royal Highness the duke of York in the first Dutch
war in 1665, and displayed signal gallantry in the engagement, wherein the Dutch admiral Opdam was kdled, and
He took an active part
above 30 ships taken or destroyed.
in the revolution of l688
and, after having been consti;

tuted one of the regents of the

kingdom four times during

and honoured with many distinctions, he died in 1705, leaving some specimens of his
skill in poetry, and a high reputation as the patron of learn-

the absence of his majesty,

origin.

DOUGHTY,

John (Biog.) an English divine of Marbley,
near Worcester, was bom in 1598, educated at Oxford, and
He published, 1. ' The King's Cause rationdied in 1672.

DOU

DOU
and plainly debated,' &c. 4to. Oxford, 1644.
2.
Yelitationes Polemics,' &c. 8vo. Lond. 1651 and 1652.
:,.
Analecta Sacra,' &c. 8vo. Lond. 1658 and 1660.
DOUGLAS (Hist.) or as it was anciently written Duglas,
Jiilliam de, of the illustrious family mentioned under Heraldry, commenced the career of military glory, which was
run by this family through many generations; and, although
not successful against Edward I of England, by whom he
was besieged in Berwick, and taken prisoner, yet he acquired the surname of Hardy for his valour, and died in 1 302.
ally, briefly,
'

'

Douglas, James de, his eldest son, who acquired the appellation of the Good Sir James, was the associate of Robert
Bruce

in

his

arduous attempts to restore the

liberties of

Scotland, to which this sir James contributed in an extraordinary degree, and signalized himself on many occasions,
particularly at the battle of Bannockburn, where he commanded the left wing of the Scottish army. He afterwards
undertook a journey to Jerusalem with king Robert's heart,
in conformity with a vow made by that monarch ; and,
having there joined the standard of the king of Arragon
For this service
against the infidels, he was killed in 1331.
lie had a man's heart added to his armorial bearings.
Douglas, Sir William, natural son of the preceding, after
performing many feats against the English, was taken,
with his sovereign king David II, at the battle of Durham
He obtained his freedom upon dishonourable
in 1346.
terms, and was slain by sir William Douglas, his father's

nephew.

Douglas, Archibald, brother of the preceding, was taken
but, making his escape,
prisoner at the battle of Poictiers
he settled at Bourdeaux, and was the founder of several
families of that name in France.
Douglas, Archibald, earl of Douglas and Marr, and brother
of sir James Douglas before-mentioned, became regent of
France in 1333; but having entered into England against
Edward III, his forces were routed, and he himself, being
mortallv wounded, was taken prisoner.
Douglas, William de, son of the preceding, who waylaid and
assassinated his relation before-mentioned, was wounded at
;

the battle of Poictiers in 1356; and, after being engaged
with the English borderers, he died

in desultorv warfare
in 1384.

Douglas, James, Earl of

also earl of

Marr, son of the pre-

ceding, signalized himself at the battle of Otterburn, where
he fell in 1388.
Douglas, Archibald, third Earl of, surnamed the Grim, after
being taken prisoner at the battle of Poictiers, and making
his escape, he distinguished himself by his prowess, which
red

him formidable

to his enemies.

fourth Earl of, and Duke of Touraine,
obtained a signal victory over the earl of March and Henry
Percy in 1401, but was taken prisoner by the latter
at the battle of Homildon in 1402, after having been
wounded in five places, and lost an eye. He afterwards
(stated < hades. VII in France, and fell at the battle of
Veroeuil, in Normandy, in 1424.
LAB, l\ Uliam, sixth Earl of, and third Duke of Touraine,
ssassinated by the Chancellor Crichton in 1440.
Dot (HLA8, eighth Earl of, having entered into a formidable
with the earls of Crawford and Ross, BgflilUl hiking, James II, he was Stabbed by the latter in consequence
when sir
his insolent behaviour during a conference,
Patrick Gray dispatched him with a battle axe.
ninth
set
himself
up
in
open reEarl
,
DoUffl k8, James,
of
but being deserted by all his
hellion against king James

Douglas. Archibald,

.

.

;

He was afterwardi taken
being condemned tn a religi US retirement, he
monk in 188. Hi- two brothers, the earls of Moray
and Ormond, were taken and executed for having joined in
followei

hi

Bed into England.

urr. and,

I

),..s

rebellion.

Douglas, William, Jirst Marquis of, and eleventh carl of
Angus, was engaged in the royal cause during the rebellion,
and died

in 1660.
several branches of the same family,
distinguished themselves both in a civil and military

Douglas, the name of

who

capacity.

Douglas, Sir William,

the first Baron of Drumlanrig, signalized himself in the wars against the English in 1411.
He was sent in 1412 into England, as ambassador, to solicit

the release of king James I.
Douglas, William, second Lord of Drumlanrig,

by his valour

to the victory gained over the

contributed

English in 1448,

at the battle of Sark.

Douglas, William,

the third Lord of Drumlanrig, displayed
on many occasions, particularly at the battle of
Roxburgh, where king James lost his life.
Douglas, Jiilliam, fourth Lord of Drumlanrig, was slain in
his valour

the service of his country at the battle of Kirkonel, fought
by the duke of Albany, against his brother James II.
Douglas, James, seventh Lord, was one of the barons who
attempted to rescue king James V from the hands of Angus,
by whom he was kept in a state of thraldom.
eighth Lord of Drumlanrig, was a happy
instrument by his wisdom and prudence in reconciling the
among the contending factions of the court, which
disturbed the reign of James V, until his accession to
the English throne.
Douglas, Sir William, Lord of Lidi/sda/e, who, for his bravery, was called the Floiver of Chivalry, died without issue
in 1353.
Douglas, vide Quecnsbury.
Douglas, ride Morton.
Douglas, Garvin (Ecc.) bishop of Dunkeld, and third son of
Archibald Douglas, earl of Angus, was born in 147."), promoted to the bishopric of Dunkeld through the interest of
the queen-mother, and after having lived peaceably in troublesome times, he died at London in 1521 or 1522, leaving
the reputation of a learned and temperate man.
He translated the jEneid into Scottish heroics, which was printed

Douglas, James,
discords

'

under the title of ' The XIII Bukes of Eneidos, of the.
famous Poet Virgill, translated out of Latyne Verses into
Scottish Meter,' &c. 4to. London, 1543, and fol. Edinburgh,
1710; to which was added, a Glossary and a Life, bv Rud-.
Besides this work, he also translated Ovid's
diman.
IX
Remedio Amoris,' which seems to have been the first of all
his works and wrote ' The Paliee of Honour,' 4to. London,
' King
1553, and Edinburgh, 1579
Hart,' published i'nmi
the original MS. by Mr. Pinkerton, in his ' Ancient Scottish
'

;

;

Poems,' 1786.
Douglas, John, son of Archibald Douglas, a merchant <>l
Pittenween, in Fifeshire, was born in 1721, educated at
Oxford, and after having been some time in the army, took
orders, and passing through various preferments, he was in
175)1 promoted to the see of Salisbury, and died in 1807.
Besides political pamphlets, of which he wrote a number,
Milton Vindicated from the Charge of
he publisln d, 1.
Plagiarism,' eve. which had been brought against him hv
Lauder. 2.
The Criterion, or Miracles Examined,' &c.
in a letter to Dr. Adam Smith, 1754.
:;.
An Apology fur
the Clergy,' fisc. 1755.
Douglas (Her.) the name of a Scottish house, which fol
grandeur of alliances, and military prowess, is excelled hv
none, and equalled liv lew in tiiat country. It was matched
eleven times with the royal house of Scotland, and once with
that of England
besides the high distinctions which it
acquired in the state, and the brilliancy of its exploits in tin
field, it received numerous honours,
both from its own
sovereigns, and alsu from those of France.
This family ii
ih sri nded from Theobald, a Fleming, who received a grant
of some lands on Douglas-water, whence he is said to havt
'

'

•

;

:

DOW

DOC

.

William de Douglas., his descendant.
taken bos surname.
was created earl of Douglas, and by his marriage became
in the reign of king David th.
Archibald, the fourth earl of Douglas, received a grant
from Charles VII, of the duchy of Touraine, and at the
death of the third duke of Touraine, the duchy reverted to
George Douglas, only son of Wilthe crown of France.
fiam, the first earl of Douglas, became earl
of his mother ; William, the eleventh earl ot'
was created in 1633, marquis of Douglas; and Archibald,
the third marquis, was created duke of Douglas, which title
became extiriLt at his death in 1761. Archibald Stewart, e^j.
nephew to the duke of Douglas, having been returned his
lineal heir, this return was disputed by the duke of Hamilton, who gaining the cause, so well known by the name
of the Douglas cause, succeeded to the marquisate of
Douglas, and the other titles ; whilst, on the other hand,
bis rival became entided, by the judgment of the Scotch
courts, to the estates and name of Douglas, and was created
• British peer, by the title of lord Douglas, of Douglas

C

-

!

A

History of the Lateral
4.
Operation for the Stone," Svc. 17265, and 1733, with an
appendix.
Douglas, John, brother of the preceding, and a surgeon, pub-

London, 1730.

4to.

ece.

lished,

1.

-

Remarks on

'

a late

Pompous Work,'

Bvo.

London,

was Chesselden's Anatomy ot
1 735 ; the work alluded to,
the Bones,' which he criticised with more severity thau
2. ' Some Account of the State of Midwifery in
justice.
London,' 1736. 3.
An Account of Mortification!
•

'

Lond
Douglas.
:

Sir Rohert, of Glenbervie, Bart, is known as the
author of the ' Peerage of Scut kind.' Edinburgh, I ]
second edition, revised and corrected by Philip Wood, esq.
•2 voh. fol. Edinburgh, 1S13.
DOUJAT, John (Biog.) an advocate and scholar of Toulouse,
was bom in l60p, and died in 1688, leaving among his numerous works, 1.
Dictionnaire de la Langue Toulousainc
2.
Grammaire Espagnole Abregee.' 12niu.
1638.
Paris, 1044.
3.
Mayan aise d'apprendre les Langue?.' &c.
Historica Juris Pontificii Synopsis,'
12mo. ibid, lo'4'i. 4.
l670.
added to
Lancelot's Institutions,' limo. ibid.
6.
Spe5.
Svnopsis Conciliorum.' &C. tSmo. ibid. 1671.
cimen Juris Canonici apud GaUos L su recepti.' &t 12mo. 1671
and often reprinted. 7- A French translation
of Yelleius Paterculus, with Notes, 12mo. ibid. ld'7-. and
"
S.
Histoire du Droit Canonique,' 12mo. ibid
•

'

•

.

DorGH-. of Dnmlattrig, a branch of

the same family, is
descended from William, the son of James, second earl of
Do*j_\
him by charter the barony of Druma ive
Whnrig. Sir William Douglas, son of the eighth lord of

"

:

Druuiianrig.
, created in 1P2S lord viscount Drumlanrig,
and earl of Queensbury ; and William, the third earl of
Quetnsbury. was further advanced in l6S- to the distunes
of lord Douglas, of Kiremont, Middlebie, viscount of Nith,
and earl of Drumlanrig and Sanquhar, and marquis of
Queensbury and :
i: vated to the
^noDonrs of marquis of Dumfrieshire, and duke of QueensThe second duke of Queensbury was created a peer
bury.
of Great Britain, by the tides of baron Rippon, marquis of
Beverley, and duke of Dover
which honours were to
afeacend to his second son, the earl of Galloway ; but when
\v

-

=

•

.

Historia

.

10.

11.

v.

Marquis of (Her.) the title home by the elde*t son
of the duke of Weil
(Geos.) the ancient Duriiis. a river of Spain, which
has its sour:.
die, caul flowing to the westward,
traverses half the width of Spain, and the whole extent of
Portugal and receiving a number of tributary streams in

Docbo

:

'.

its

course,

it

diseha:

a large volume of water

h

_

into the Atlantic.

DOUSA. Jama

(Hist.) a statesman and a scholar of Xortwick.
in 1545, and died in 1604, after having
bravely defended Liege, of which he was made governor by
the prince of Orange.
He is better known by his works as
Comm. in Catullum, Tian author, among which are, 1.
-.
Libri Tres
bullum, et Horatium.' 12mo. Antv. 1580.
hineonun in Petronium Arbitrum," Svo. Lugd. Bat.
Epodon ex puris Iambis,' Svo. Antv. 1514.

m

•'

!

Plantnue Explicariones.' ln'mo. Lugd. Bat
' Odarum
BritanniPoemata,' l-2mo. ibhi. 1607
carum Liber ad Elizabetham Reginam,' &c. 4to. Lugd. Bat.
Eke nmi Libri Duo.' &c. 4to. ibid. 1586. He
ts, all distinguished for learning.
Doosa, James (Bios-) eldest son of the preceding, although he
died at the age of 26, acquired the reputation of being a better
He wrote commentaries
poet and scholar than his father.
on Plautus at the age of 16. and published his book
De
*
Echo sive Lusus Imaginis
and his
-..'
when likewise his Commentaries
at the age of 10
on Catullus, Tibullus. and Propertius, appeared.
Doi'sa.
i brother of the preceding, published in
.
De Originibus Urbis ConCedrenus' book, entitled
stantinopolitans.' with Meursius' notes.
Doisa. Francis, the third brother, published, 1. ' The Epis-2.
Julius Cssar Seatiger,' 1600.
Annotations on
An-" tk - History of Animals.' 3. Some Fragments of
Looting, with Comments ujxin them.
Dousa. Theodore, the fourth brother, published, 1. The
Chronieon
f George I.ogotheta. with notes, in 1 til 4..
-.
Farrago Eehoica \"ariarum Linguarum.' fte. 16SS.
DOW. Gerhard (Biog.) an artist of Leyden, was bom in 1613
and died in 1674. His pieces, which are mostlv so small.
i.

5.

1

first.

•

•

.

'

Docglas. the name of two branches of the above-mentioned
ily, which enjoy the dignity and tide of a baronet.
Docgl a branch which is immediately descended
from the sixth earl
received this honour in the
person of sir Charl.- Douglas
fc rred in
tor his meriin the relief of Quebec.
Docglas 0/ Snringrcood Park, first received this honour in
the person
_
r yd navy, on whom
it was conferred i:t 1786,
for his
Both th
ily arms of D
a
Dor-iA-. James (B'tot
of Scot"
land, was
bom
1
died in !" .

'

-

:

.

•

.

1.
Myographiae comparatsr
bographii A
b
'

A
I.

5]

..

_

BS1

-

Lond. 1715,
Dc^ription of the Peritoneum,'
-

b.

ibid.

DOURO.

ow

VOL.

Romanorum,' l-2mo.
Opera Canonic-a et Juridica.' 2
The Delphin Livy,' 6 vols. 4to.

Civilis

•

&c

'

:

of age. and claimed his seat in the
HouJuke of Do-.
red the
•articles of Union to restrain the king from contemns an
English peerage or. iS
;r; a construction which was
reversed in the course of the last reign.
Bocgla? r Lochleeen, another branch of the same family,
descended :r
of Morton, which
rred on sir James Douglas,
by Jacies II in '.i'~. [Wide Morion~]
Docglas. the name of a branch of the Douglas fanulv, lineallv
descended from th.
Douglas, which also enjovs
the tide of lord Glenbervie. conferred in 1800 on >
Douglas.
[Aide Gfarf
t]
Docglas. other br.t:t
family enjoyed for a
time the tides of duke of Athol, earl of Belhaven,
of Buchan.
The arms of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, a man's heart gules, ensigned with an imperial crown proper, on
f the

1074.

4to. ibid.

:

Htte latter came

Juris

Francisci Florenrii

•

|

1

'

•

•

'

DRA

DOY
that to bo properly Been they must be viewed through a
magnifying-glass, are distinguished for an exquisite delicacv

Among his most capital performances, is one
representing two rooms, in one of which a woman is suckling a child, and in the other a school-room, &c.
("Vide
and finishing.

XXXVI]

Plate

DOWN,

Lord (Her.) the title
son of the earl of Murray.

commonly borne by the

eldest

DOWNE,

Viscount (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
family of Burton, originally named Dawney, Qvide Dairnei/}
which, with the amis, &c. are as follow
Titles.
Burton Dawnay, viscount Downe, co. Downe,
:

baron Dawnay, co. York, and a baronet.
Argent, on a bend cottised sable, three annulets of

Arms.
the

field.

On

Crest.

a wreath, a

Saracen in armour, couped

at the

and wreathed about the temples proper, holding
hand a ring or, stoned azure, and in his left
B lion's jamb erased or, armed gules.
Two lions or, collared with the coat, and duSupporter*.
cally crowned argent.
" Timet pudorem."
Mo/to.
DOWNHAM, George (Eec.) bishop of Deny, and son of
William Downham, bishop of Chester, was educated at
Cambridge, advanced to the see of Derry in 1616, and died
in 1634, leaving among his works as an author, 1.
A Treatise concerning Antichrist, in two Books,' 4to. Lond. 1603.
2.
The Christian's Sanctuary,' 4to. ibid. 1604. 3. Papa
thighs,
in

his right

'

•

'

Antichristus, scu Diatriba de Antichristo/ ibid. 1620.
Downham, John (Biog.) brother of the preceding, and an
English divine, who died in 1644, is known as the author

of the Christian Warfare.
Cah/bule (Biog.) an English divine, and a native
of Gloucestershire, was born in 1606, educated at Oxford,
and died in 1644. He was the author of some political discourses and sermons, &C. in favour of the rebellion.

DOWNING,

IWN'MAX, Hugh

I)(

{Biog.) a physician and poet,

was born

Exeter in 1740, educated at Cambridge, and died in
1809) leaving, among other things, a didactic poem entitled
Infancy,' first published in 1771, which went through seven

near
'

editions.

Dexter, a light-infantry man of the 87th regi
ment, or royal Irish, leaning on his musket, bayonet fixed
sinister, a dragoon of the 12th regiment, holding in hi
exterior hand the tri-colourcd flag; thereon the won
" Libya."
" Fortitudine vincit."
Mollo.
D'O^
(Her.) the name of an ancient and honourabl
family in the county of Oxford, which originallv came fron
Normandy with the Conqueror. Two branches of this fa
mily enjoy the dignity and title of a baronet.
D'Oyley, a branch of this family, in the county of Norfolk
received this honour in 1663, in the person of sir Williaii
D'Oyley, who distinguished himself in Sweden.
D'Oyley, another branchof the same family, of Chislehampton
in the county of Oxford, received this honour in 1666, it
the person of sir John D'Oyley.
The arms, &c. of the firs
branch are as follow
Arms.
Gules, three bucks' heads caboshed argent.
Crest.
Out of a crown proper, two eagles' wings endorsee
perpendicularly sable bezanty.
" Do no yll, quoth D'Oyle."
Motto.
The arms, &c. of the second branch are as follow
Arms:
Or, two bendlets azureSupporters.

LEY

:

:

be written in blood.

William,

Marquis of (Hist.) vide Hillsbo-

rough"}

Diiu'nsiiikk, Martinis of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by
the family of Hill, Qvide Hill} which, with the arms, &c.
follow

:

Hill, marquis of Downshire, earl of Hillsborough,
viscount Kilwarlin, viscount Hillsborough, baron Hill, of
Kilwarlin, in Ireland
earl of Hillsborough, viscount

Titles.

baron Harwich, in England,

DRAGUT,

a wreath, a rcin-decr's head

and gorged witli a plain collar or.
The dexter a leopard, as in the coat, gorged
Supporters.
with a ducal coronet and chained gules; lie sinister a
t

rein-deer gulps, attired, collared, and unguled or.
" Per Deum et ferrum obtinui."
Motto.
(Her.) the name of a family of the island of Guernsey,
which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in

DOYLE

1805 on sir .John Doyle, a general
&C. (if which are as follow

in the

army

;

the arms,

:

Argent, three stags' beads erased gules, within a
border compony or and azure ; on a canton table, a palmbranch in bend sinister, under it the word " Egypt."
1^, An Arab on horseback, at full speed, in be act
Crest.
of throwing the djirid all proper ; 2d, out of an eastern
crown a stag's head gules, attired or, charged on the neck
with a star issuant from a moon in crescent argent.
trtttS.

t

;

l'lut.

in

Sol.

i. e. Captain Rais ;
the successor o
distinguishing himself in Calabria, wa
by the blow of a piece of stone from a cannon
ball, while assisting Solyman II against Malta.
DRAKE, Sir Francis (His/.) one of the most distinguish^
naval commanders of Great Britain, was born near Tavistock

after

and

after

having sailed round

th<

world, and performed many exploits, he died in 1596. fVid*
Plate XV]
Drake (Her.) the family of which was sir Francis Drake
the navigator, enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet
conferred in 1622 on his nephew and god-son.
Their arms
&c. are as follow
Sable, a fess wavy, between the two pole star:
Arms.
:

argent.

On a helmet, a ship under reef drawn round
globe with a cable rope, by a hand out of the clouds

Crest.

couped gules, attired

2

Rats (Hisl.)

Barbarossa,

Sable, "ii a fees argent, between three leopards
passant guardant or. spotted of the field, as many escollops

On

1.

flourished before Hippocrates

killed in 1566,

irms.

Crest.

Polit.

1.

;

ail-ford,

Aristot.

Mian. Far. Hist. 8.
Draco (Biog.) a physician who

in Devonshire, in 1545,

DOWNSHIRE,

I

A

demi-dragon proper.
DRABICIUS, Nicholas (Biog.) an enthusiast of Moravia, wa
born in 1587, and after having prophesied destruction to th
House of Austria, and published many pretended visions
he is supposed to have been burnt as an impostor.
DRACO (Hist.) SpoKuie, a legislator of Athens, who cxerciset
the office of archon in the 29th Olympiad, A. ('. 623, am
made a code of laws, which for their severity were said t(
Crest-

)ver

(

1

it,

this

Motto. " Auxiliodivino;" and under it " Sic parvis magna.'
.lames (Biog.) a physician, and political writer oi
Cambridge, was born in 1667, and died in 17"7. leaving
1. • History
of the Last Parliament of King William.

Drake,

3. ' Sham Lawyer.' a comedy
Mercurius Politicus.'
System of Anatomy,' 1 7<>7DRAKENBORGH, Arnold (Biog.) a scholar of Utrecht
was born in 1684, and died in 1748, leaving editions 01
' Silius Italicus,'
lto. 1717; and
I. ivy,' 7 vols. lto. I7i&
(Biog.) vide Ledran.
an
DRANT, Thomas (Biog.)
English divine, and poet 0:1
the 16th century, was the author of, 1. 'A Mcdicinabli
Morall, that is, the two Bookes of Horace bis Satyres Eng2.
Horace his Art of Poetry,
lished,' &C. Lond. 1566.
Sylva et Poemata Varia," Ac lto. 1572
8fc 1567, 34.
the last printed at Paris.
Gregory Nazianzene hi
5. ' Shacklocki Epigrammati
Epigrams,' &c 8vo. 1568.
in Mortem Cuthberti Scoti Apomasis,' &C. lto. Lond. 1565

2.

'

4.

'

A New

'

DRAN

'

'

-

'

;

.

DRE
DRAPER,

Sir William (Hist.) an English general, who,
after a life of active service in the East Indies and elseHe also employed his pen against
where, died in 1787the writer of Junius's Letters, in defence of his friend the
marquis of Granby.
DRAUDIUS, George (Biog.) a German author, was born
in 1573, and died in 1630, leaving ' Bibliotheca Classica,'
the best edition of which is that of Francfort, 2 vols. 4to.
1625.

DRAYTON,

Michael (Biog.) an English poet of Harshull,
Warwickshire, was born in 1563, and died in 1631.
his works are, * The Barons' Wars;' ' England's
Heroical Epistles,' &c. ; a folio edition of which was published in 1748.
DREBEL, Cornelius (Biog.) an alchymist of Alcmaer, in
Holland, was born in 1572, and died in 1634, leaving,
among other things, ' De Natura Elementorum.'
DRELINCOURT, Charles (Biog.) a Calvinist minister of
Paris, was born in 1595, at Sedan, and died in 1669)
leaving many controversial works.

DRU
more celebrated for the victory obtained in 1562 by the catholic army over the Calvinists,
whose leader, the prince of Conde, was taken prisoner.
in 1421

Henry I V, of France, took it in ] 593, after a desperate siege.
Jeremiah (Biog.) a Jesuit of Augsburgh, was
born in 1581, and died in 1638, leaving several works,
which were collected in 2 vols. fol. Antv. 1658. One of
them, entitled, • Considerations on Eternity,' has been often
printed in England, from a translation of S. Dunster, in 1 7 1 0.

DRIEDO,
died in

Among

4

third son of the preceding, and a
died in 1671, was the author of many
works, which, after passing through several editions separately, were collected and published in 4 vols. 12mo. 1671
and 1680 ; but the most complete edition in 4to. was published at the Hague in 1727(Geog.) a town of Sicily, so called from its
form like a scythe, now Trepani, which derived its origin
from the earliest kings of Sicily, when the Carthaginians
and the Romans disputed the dominion of that country.
The latter, under Claudius Pulcher, were defeated near this
town A. C. 249, by Adherbal, the Carthaginian general.
Cic. in Ver. 1. 2, c. 57 ; Virg. JEn. 1. 3 ; Ovid. Fast. 1. 4
physician,

who

DREPANUM

Ptol.

1.

3.

Drepanum (Numis.)

this town is distinguished on some
medals by the inscription, APEIIANiiN. Dorvil. Sicitl. c]-c.
(Geog.) a city of Germany, and capital of the
kingdom of Saxony, situated on both sides the Elbe, at the
influx of the Weisseritz, 55 m. S. E. Leipzig, 81 N. N. W.
Prague, and 100 S. E. Berlin. Lon. 13° 43' E. lat. 51° 2' N.
Dresden has been exposed to frequent hostile attacks during
the contests between Prussia and Austria, and also the revolutionary wars.
It was taken by the king of Prussia in
1745, 1756, and 1759; and it was bombarded by him in 1760
for nine successive days, when he was obliged to raise the
siege.
During Bonaparte's last campaign in Germany it was
occupied bv the French, but surrendered to the allies in 1813.
DRESSERUS, Matt hem (Biog.) a German writer of Erfurt,
was born in 1536, and died in 1607, leaving, 1. ' Rhetorics
Libri Quatuor,' 8vo. 1584.
2. ' Tres Libri Progymnasmatum Litteraturee Gnewe,' 8vo.
3. ' Isagoge Historica,'
8vo. Lips. 15874. ' De Festis Diebus Christianorum,' See.

DRESDEN

8vo. Lips.

DREUX,

du Radier, John Francis (Biog.) an advocate of
Chateauneuf, in Thimerais, was bom in 1714, and died in
1780.
Among his works are, 1. ' Bibliotheque Historique
et Politique de Poitou,' 5 vols. 12mo. 1754.
2. ' L'Europe
Illustre,' 1754.
3. * Tablettes
Anecdotes des Rois de
France,' 3 vols. 12mo.
4. ' Histoires et Anecdotes des
' Recreations
Reines,' &c. 6 vols. 12mo.
5.
Historiques,
Critiques, Morales,' &c. 2 vols. 12mo.
6. ' Vie de Witikind

Dreux

le

Grand.'

(Geog.) in Latin Dromon, an old town of France, in
modern department of the Eure and Loire, situated
at the foot of a hill, on the river Blaise, 45 in. W. by
S. Paris, and 55 S. S. E. Rouen.
Lon. 1° 21' E. lat. 48°
44' N.
This place passed from the hands of its own
counts to the crown of France in 1345 ; from which it was
subsequently separated at different times.
It was taken
by Henry II of England in 1186, and again by Henry V
the

is still

it

DREXELIUS,

in

Drblincourt, Charles,

but

;

John (Biog.) a divine of the Romish church, who
1535,

vols. 4to.

left

many

bv Graving,

theological works,

published

in

at Louvain.

DROGHEDA*,

Sir Garret, Jlrst Fiscount (Hist.) of the
family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished himself by
his loyalty and faithful services during the rebellion in Ireland, in the reigns of Elizabeth and James.
Drogheda, Charles, second Viscount, was an active officer
during the rebellion in Ireland, on the first breaking out of
which in 1634 he repaired immediately to Drogheda, and
by extraordinary activity put the place in a state of defence,
to withstand a siege, which, although driven to
the utmost extremity of distress, he nevertheless compelled
the rebels to raise. He continued afterwards to co-operate with
the earl of Ormond, to whom he rendered the most essential
sufficient

but after performing many feats of valour, was
;
by a cannon-shot, at Portlester, in Meath, while

assistance
killed

giving directions for the assault.

Drogheda, Henri/, first Earl of, was recommended by the
earl of Ormond to succeed in his father's employments as
governor of the counties of Meath and Louth, &c. in which
capacity he continued until the usurpation, when he was
made to suffer for his loyalty but at the restoration he was
;

reinstated in his post as governor of Drogheda.

Drogheda, Marquis of (Her.) one

of the titles enjoyed by
the family of Moore [vide Moore}, which, with the* arms.
&C. are as follow
Titles.
Moore, marquis and earl of Drogheda, viscount
Moore of Drogheda, and baron Moore of Melfont ; also
baron Moore, of Moore Place, in England.
Arms. Azure, on a chief indented or, 'three mullets pierced
:

gules.

In a ducal coronet or, a Moor's head proper,
wreathed about the temples argent.
Supporters.
Two greyhounds argent and azure.
" Fortis cadere, cedere non potest."
Motto.
DROUAIS, Hubert (Biog.) a painter of Normandy, who
died in 1767, aged 68, left behind several specimens of his
skill, which were highly esteemed.
Fiscount (Her.) the title commonly borne
by the eldest son of the marquis of Queensberry.
(Her.) the present family name of earl
Crest.

DRUMLANRIG,

DRUMMOND
Kinnoul.

Robert Hau (Ecc.) second son of lord Kinnoul,
in 1711, educated at Oxford, and after various
promotions and translations died archbishop of York in 1771
Drummond, William (Biog.) a poet, of the family of the
Drummonds of Carnock, was born in 1 585, at Hawthornden, his father's seat, and died in 1649, having emploved
his pen in behalf of the royal cause during the rebellion.

Drummond,
was born

An edition of Drummond's poems was printed in 8vo. London, 1656 ; and an edition of his works, in prose and verse,
was published in fol. Edinburgh, 1711 ; a recent edition of
his poems was printed at London in 1791.
William (Biog.) a poet of the 17th century, was
the author of three Latin plays, entitled, ' Aluredus,' or
' Alfredus,'
a tragedy ; ' Mors,' a comedy ; and ' Reparatus
sive Depositum, a tragi-comedy ;'
printed together at
Douay, 12mo. 1628.
Drury, Robert, a sailor, who was shipwrecked, in 1702, on
the south of Madagascar, where he remained in slavery
4 a 2

DRURY,

:

DRU
known

DRY
DE GERMA-

on the reverse a triumphal arc, inscription,
NIS. Sometimes he is represented sitting on

author of the most authentic
account which has ever been given of that country.
DRUSIUS (Biog.) or Driec/ie, John, a critic of Oudenard,
in Flanders, was born in 1550, and died in l6l6, leaving
many winks on theology and biblical criticism.
Dbubiub, John, son of the preceding, a prodigy of learning,
who was born in 1588, and died in lfiOf), left several works,
and many letters in Hebrew, and also verses, &c. in the
same language. He had begun to translate into Latin the
Itinerary of Benjamin Tudclensis, and the Chronicle of
and digested into an alphabetical order
the Second Temple
1

.">

years

is

;

as the

TI. AUG. F.
N. PONT. TR. POT. or
PONTIF. TRIBUN. &c—Also sometimes

DIVI AUG.

DRUSUS

annexed

are extant of this
bearing her effigy, as in the an;
and on the reverse the in-

DIVA DRUSILLA JULIA
DRUSILLA, or DIVA DRUSILLA
SOROB CAESARIS AUG. VaiUant.

n*

^^

;

I.ir.

Druao Fold tulerc Duci,
>>* orntu
',
cum ci u

FUiui vcubuit, Lin,, pufenrq, tuns.

a son of Tiberius and Vipsania, who gave extraordinary marks of his valour in the provinces of Qlyricum
and l'annonia. He was poisoned at the instigation of SejaI).

28.

Drusus, a son of Germanicus and Agrippina, enjoyed offices
but was starved to
of the greatest trust under Tiberius
Tilt: Annul 1.
death by order of the latter, A. 1). 33.
;

1-

;

;
Dion. 1- 57>
Ui.i sua, View, vide Claudius.
Drusi b, a -on of the emperor Claudius, was killed by swallowing a peat thrown in the air.
Drusus, Major (Numis.) the brother of Tiberius, li:" medall struck of him, particularly to

Sueton. in

Til,.

1

morate bis victories in Germany, as in
the anni led figure, bearing on the obverse

i

ni'

his effigy, inscription, NERO CLAUDIUS
DRUSUS GERMANICUS IMP. and
;

tween two

lit

etcdles or.

On

a wreath a demi-lion sustaining in his right \v.\\
a sphere, as in the arms.
DRYDEN, John (Biog.) the well-known English poet, of r It
Crest.

family mentioned under Heraldry, was horn at Aldwinclt
near Oundle, in Northamptonshire, in Ki.'il, and died
1701.
Among the recent editions of his works may
reckoned the prose works by Malone, 4 vols. 1800; hi
poetical works, with notes by Warton, and edited by M
Todd, 4 vols. 8VO. 1812 ; and the whole works by Wal*
Scott, 18 vols. 8vo. 1808.
[Vide Plate XXVI II]
1

DRUSUS,

Drusus, A.

arms, &e. of this family are as follow
Arms. Azure, a lion rampant, and in chief a sphere

i

<

"1'

4ti

(Myth.) a daughter of Faunus, who shunned th
sight of men, and never appeared in public.
(Her.) the name of a family rendered illustriou
by the poet, who was one of its members and its greates
ornament, enjoys also the dignity and title of a baronet
which was conferred first on Erasmus Dryden, esq. in HilJ)'
and was also enjoyed by Erasmus Henry Dryden, the poet
third son.
This baronetcy was revived in 1795, in th
person of John Turner, brother of sir Gregory PageTurnei
bart. who assumed the name and amis of Turner.
Th

DRYDEN

28.

Albinovanus.

nus, by Livia, the wife

Manuscriptorum Codicum, &c.

DRYAS

;

aouo,

;

'

Pater. 1. 2 ; Plut.
Cic. in Nat. Dan: 1. 3, c. :i:i
Varus.
in Gracch. ; Sueton. m Tib.
Drusus, Nero, or Decimus Claudius, a son of Tiberius Nero
and Livia, who afterwards married Augustus, was the broAfter having signalized
ther of the emperor Tiberius.
himself in Germany and Gaul, he died, as is said, of a fall
and his death is commemorated by
from hi:: horse, A. C. !)

tftits

1, el.

tustissimorum aliquot
with notes.

DrU8U8, Jf. C. Living, son of the preceding, renewed the
proposals of the agrarian law, which bad proved fatal to
the Gracchi ; and was assassinated, as is supposed, by Q.

i,<i»>i^

1.

in 1560, leaving, 1. ' Anatomia- Pars Prior,' cic. 4to. Mar
purg. 15372. An edition of
Anatomia Mundini ad Vc

Drusus, Marcus IAvius, the colleague of Caius Gracchus, as
tribune of the people, was so warmly opposed to him in
favour of the patricians, that he obtained the name of pa-

Mccnia

inscription,

DRYANDER,

]-.

Wr

the

20 Stat. St/tv. 1. 1.
John (Biog.) an anatomist, whose real nani
was Eichmens, was born at Wetterau, in Hesse, and dic>
Proper!.

and honour.

ad

bearing

(Myth.) nymphs that presided over the woodi
Argon. 1.2; Virg. Georg. 1. 1; Ovid. Met. h 6

Apollon.

Salinator, a consul, conquered Asdrubal,
Virg. JEn. 1. 6 ; Horut.
with his colleague Claudius Nero.

Ml,, u. Eleg.

figure,

DRYADES

Drusus, M. Lirius

c.

V

P. &c.

DRUTHMAN,

DRUSO
DRUSUS

Cic. in Brut.

TR.

Il.Vsrs Colonics Ccesarece Augusta-.
VaiUant. Prwsl. S,-c. ; Medial Num. jfc.
Drusus, Caius (Biog.) an historian, mentioned by Suetonius
Sueton. in Aug.
Christian (Biog.) a monk of the abbey o
Corby in the ninth century, was the author of a Coinmen
tarv on St. Matthew, fol. Strasburg, 1514, or Hagenan
1530.

Prwsl. Medial. Num.
(Biog.) an unskilful historian, alluded to by Horace.
(Hist.) a surname of the family of the Livii,
which was derived, as is said, from one Drausus, a Gaulish
This branch
leader, who had been killed by one of them.
of the family, though plebeian, rose to distinction in the
state, producing not less than eight consuls and two censors.
It was likewise honoured with the dictatorship, and other

Iron of the senate.

II.

SAR.

scription,

4, od.

COS.

or

DRUSUS CAESAR NERO CAESAIt, 1
NERO ET DRUSUS CAESARES. &
Sometimes NERO ET DRUSUS CAE-

nexed figure

1.

COS.

\"£>

or

A. D. 38.

DRUSILLA (Numis.) medals

posts of trust

or tin

Drusus, the son of Germanicus, is represented
with his brother Nero on medals, as in the

the Nomenclature of Elias Levita, &C.
Livia (Hist.) a daughter of Germanicus and
Agrippina, infamous for her debaucheries, lived in an incestuous intercourse with her brother Caligula, and was by

DRUSILLA,

princess,

DRUSUS CAESAR

tion,

;

liim deilied after her death,

spoils,

Rhine is depicted, &c.
Drusus, Minor, the son of Tiberius, is also
represented on medals, as in the annexed
figure,
struck
by Alexandria, Cyprus,
Smyrna, Tarraco, &c. bearing the inscripriver

Drtdbn,

Charles, eldest son of the preceding, was educate

Westminster, and was drowned near Datchet, in 170
He wrote some Latin poems, and also an English pocu
entitled, 'On the Happiness of a Retired Life,' publish*,
at

in lb'!)l, in his father's fourth miscellany.

DltYDKN, John, second son of the poet, was educated
Oxford; but retired to Rome, having become a Roma
catholic,
for

his

and died in 1701.
He translated the 14th satit
Juvenal
and wrote a comedy, entitlci

father's

The Husband

;

his own Cuckold,' which was acted in I/n
His Ai
don, and published with a preface by bis father.
count of Sicily and Malta, after remaining in MS. man
177bin
wars, was published in an 8vo. pamphlet
•

;

DUC

DUC

DRYOPES

(Geos.) a small country at the foot of mount
Herod. 1. 1 ; Strab. 1. 7 ; PUn. 1. 4 ;
Oeta, in Thessaly.
Pout. 1. 4, &c
DRYSDALE, John (Biog-) a Scotch divine, was horn in
1718, and died in 1788, leaving some Sermons, which have
heen printed, together with his Life by professor Dalzel, in
2

vols. 8vo.

DUAREN,

Francis (Biog.) professor of civil law at Bourges,
was born in 1509, and died in 1.559. A collection of his
works was printed at Lyons in 1554, and a more complete
edition in 1579-

DUBLIN"

(Gcog.) in Latin Eblana, or Dublinum, the meof Leinster, within a
nule of a bay of the same name, and seven miles from the
tropolis of Ireland, in the province

Wales, and 330 N. W. London.
N. It was erected into a metropolitan see in 1151, with the title of primate, having
sea, 6'0

W. Holyhead, in
W. lat. 53° 21'

m.

Lon. 6° 15'

Its University, known by the name of
nine suffragans.
Trinity College, was founded in the reign of Elizabeth
but the scheme had been formed as early as Edward II, by
Bricknor, archbishop of Dublin, which the tumultuous state
of the times prevented him and others from carrying into
execution. Its castle was completed and flanked with towers
in 1213.
DUBOIS, Charles Francis (Biog.) a French ecclesiastic, was
He published a continuaborn in l()(il, and died in 1724.
tion of the ' Conferences de Lucon,' of which the Abbe
He also wrote a
Louis had published 5 vols. l2mo. 1685.
Life of his patron Barillon, 12mo. 1700.
DUI>OS, John Baptist (Biog.) a French critic of Beauvais,
was born in 16'70, and died in 1742. His principal works
are, 1. ' Histoire des Quatre Gordiens,' 8cc. 12mo. Paris.
16'95.
2.
Animadversiones ad Nicolai Bergeri Libros de
;

'

Militaribus Imperii Romani Viis,' Ultraj. and
3. ' Les Interets de l'Angleterre, mal
entendus dans la Guerre Presente,' Amst. 1 704.
4. ' Histoire de la Ligne de Cambrai,' &c- 2 vols. 1 2mo. Paris, 1 709,
and 1728. 5. ' Reflections Critiques sur la Poesie et la
Peinture,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1719 ; often reprinted, in 3 vols,
6. ' Histoire de l'Etaand also translated into English.
blissement de la Monarctae Francoise dans les Gaules,'
3 vols. 4to. Paris, 1734.
Dubos, Jerome, a Dutch painter in the Kith century, whose
picture of Hell was particularly terrific.
BOURG, Ann (Ecc.) or Annas, a native of Auvergne,
was born in 1521, and condemned to be hanged, and his
body to be burnt, for protecting the protestants ; which
sentence was executed upon him in 1559.
(Ecc.) or Dubravius, Scala John, bishop of
Olmutz, in Moravia, in the l6th century, was the author
of many works, the principal of which was a History of
Bohemia, in 33 books.
The best editions of this work are
that of 1575, with chronological tables; that of 1C88,
Francfort, augmented by the history of Bohemia, by jEneas
Sylvius.
The first edition of 1552 is exceedingly scarce.
DUBRIS (Geog.) the Latin name for Dover.
DUBY, Peter Archer Tobiesen (Biog.) an antiquary of
Soleure, in Switzerland, was born in 1721, and died in
1782.
His works were published in 3 vols, imperial 4to.
1790, the first volume containing a collection of pieces
struck in France during sieges, &c. ; Vols. II and III a
treatise on the coins struck by the peers, bishops, abbots, &c.
DUC, Fronto du (Biog.) or Fronto Ducxits, a Jesuit of Bourdeaux, was bom in 1558, and died in 1624.
He published
notes on the text as well as the translations of many of the
works of the Greek and Latin fathers; particularly St.
Clemens Alexandrinus, St. Basil, St. Gregory de Nazianzen,
and St. Gregory of Nyssa, &c. ; but he is principally known
by his edition of St. Chrysostom, 6 vols. fol. Paris, 1624,
and 1636'; and Francof. 1698.
Publicis ct

Lugd. Bat. I699.

DU

DU BRAW

Due, Xicholas le, an ecclesiastic of Rouen, who died in 1 744,
was the author of L'Annee Ecclesiastique,' 15 vols. 12mo.
besides a translation of Cardinal Bona's
Way to Heaven,
and shortest Way to go to God,' 12mo.
'

;

'

DU CAXGE,

Charles (Biog.) or Charles du Fresne du Cange,
a French antiquary of a good family, was born at Amiens
in 1610, and died in 1688.
His principal works are,
1
Histoire de l'Empire de Constantinople,' &c. fol. Paris,
16572. ' Joannis Cinnami Imperatorii Grammatici Historiarum Libri VI,' &c. fol. Paris. 1670. 3. ' Glossarium
ad Scriptores Medise et Infimie Latinitatis/ &c. 3 vols. fol.
Paris. 1678; Francof. 16'79; and 6 vols. fol. Paris. 17.;.;.
4. ' Cyrilli, Philoxeni, aliorumque Veterum Glossaria Latina-Gneea, et Grseeo-Latina,' &c.
5. ' Historia Byzantina,'
&c. fol. Paris. 1680.
6.
'Joannis Zonara; Annales,' &c.
'
2 vols. fol. Paris. 1686".
7Glossarium ad Scriptores
Media; et Infimae Grsecitatis,' &c. 2 vols. fol. Lugd. 1 688
besides an edition of Nicephorus, and numerous other historical works in MS. which were preserved in the library of
the king.
'

.

DUCAREL,
of
1.

Andrew Coltee (Bios.) an antiquarv and civilian
Normandy, was born in 1713, and died in 1*785, leaving,
* A
Tour through Normandy,' &c. 4to. 1754. 2. A

Anglo-Gallic or Norman and Aquitaine Coins,
4to. 1757.
'
3.
Anglo-Norman Antiquities,' 1767.
History of the Royal Hospital and Collegiate Church of
St. Katherine, near the Tower,' 4to. 1782.
' Some
5.
Account of the Town, Church, &c. of Croydon,' 4to. 1783.
6.
The History and Antiquities of the Archiepiscopal
Palace of Lambeth,' && 4to. ; which was inserted in the
' Bibliotheca Typographica
Britannica, No. XXII.'
DUCART, Isaac (Biog.) a flower painter of Amsterdam,
who died in 16'97, at the age of 67, was very successful in
painting flowers on satin.
(Hist.) the name of an illustrious family at Constanseries of

&c.
4.

'

'

DUCAS

tinople.

Ducas, Constantine, the intimate friend of the emperor Isaac
Comnenus, succeeded him in the empire in 1059, and died
in 1067.

Ducas, Michael, son of the preceding, succeeded his father
when he came of age, in 1071, but was compelled to abdicate the throne in 1078.

Ducas, Constantine, son of the preceding, took the
emperor some
power.

At

i\-w years,

title

of

but did not succeed in getting the
branch of this family became

his death the elder

extinct.

Ducas, Michael, a diplomatist and an historian, is best known
by his history of the Grecian empire, from the reign
of the elder Andronicus to the fall of the empire.
His
work was printed at the Louvre, in fol. 1649, accompanied with a Latin version and notes by Ismael Bouillard.
It was afterwards translated by the president Cousin into
French, and concludes the 8th volume of his History of
Constantinople, 4to. Paris, 1672, and 1674; 12mo. Holland.
1685.

DUCCIO,
tury,

is

and also
* Lavoro

di Bonin.iegna (Biog.)

known by an

artist in

the 13th cen-

Mosaic called

di commesso.'

DU CHAL,
T

an

altar-piece in the cathedral of Sienna,

as the restorer of that inlaid kind of

James (Biog.)

a dissenting minister of Ireland,

who

died in 1761, was the author of three volumes of
Sermons, published in 1764.

DUCHANGE,

Gaspard (Biog.) a French engraver, who
in 1757, aged 97, is known by his engravings of
Leda, Io, and Danae ; also the Driving out of the Money
Changers, &c.
DUCHAT, Jacob le (Biog.) a French editor of Metz, was
born in 16'58, and died in 1735, after having edited the
Menippean Satires, the works of Rabelais, the Apology of
Herodotus, by Henry Stephens, &c
died

:

DUD

DUC
DUCHE,

dc Fancy, Joseph Francis (Biog.) a dramatic writer
of Paris, was burn in 1668, and died in 1704.
Besides
his three tragedies of ' Jonathan/ ' Absalom,' and
De-

I

'

which were acted with

borah,'

success,

he published some

operas.

IK

'MESNE

(Bhog.) vide Chesne.
IE, Lord (Her.) the title enjoyed by the family of
Morton ; QV'ide Morton] the arms, &c. of which are as
follow
Arms. Argent, a chevron gules, between three square
buckles sable.
Crest.
On a wreath a demi-moor-cock displayed proper.
On each side an unicorn argent, armed, maned,
Supporters.
tufted, and hoofed or, and ducally gorged per pale or and
(

DUC

:

gules.

Motto.

" Perseverando."

DUCK,

Arthur (Hist.) an English civilian, was born at
Heavy-Tree, near Exeter, in Devonshire, in 1580, educated
at Oxford, and made Chancellor of London at the commencement of the rebellion, during which he suffered much
for his loyalty, and died in 1648 or 1649He wrote,
1.
Vita Henrici Chiehele,' &c. 4to. Oxon. 1617 ; added to
2. ' De
Bates's Lives, and translated into English in 1699LTsu ef Auctoritate Juris Civilis Romanorum in Dominiis
Principum Christianorum,' frequently printed both at home
and abroad ; and added to De Ferriere's History of Civil
Law,' 8vo. 1724.
'

'

Duck, Stephen

(Biog.) a self-taught poet, originally in the
condition of a husbandman, was injudiciously promoted to
the living of Byfleet, and in a fit of melancholy threw himself into the river Thames, near Reading, where he was
drowned in 1756. His poems, which were the cause of
his elevation, are now forgotten.
(Her.) the name of a family which enjoys the
dignity and title of a baronet, and was originally called
Jackson ; the arms, &c. of which are as follow
Anns. Sable, a saltire argent, quartered with those of
Jackson, Mowbray, Windsor, Lancaster, Redman, and

DUCKETT

:

Baskerville.

A

branch of lavender in pale proper.
Supporters.
Two parrots vert.
" Je vcux le Droit."
Motto.

Crest.

DUCKINGFIELD

(Her.) in the old Saxon Dokenvelt, or
Dokenficld, an ancient family of Duckingfield Hall, co.
Chester, which at present enjoys the dignity and title of a
baronet, conferred in 1665 on Robert Duckingfield.
Their
inns, &c. are as follow
:

Anns.

Argent, a cross voided pointed sable.

Out of a ducal crown or, a dexter arm and hand
proper, clothed gules, holding the sun in glory.
" Ubi amor, ibi fides."
Motto.
Crest.

DUCKWORTH,

Sir John (Hist.) admiral of the White,
and of the family mentioned under Heraldry, was Commander-in-Chief jointly with the hon. sir Charles Stewart
at the taking of the island of Minorca in 17.98; and also
Commander-in-Chief at Barbadoes, the Leeward Islands,
and Jamaica, from 1800 to 1805. He died in 18 17.
Duckworth (Her.) a family of Cornwall, which enjoys the
dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1818 on admiral
John Thomas Duckworth, recorded above ; the arms, &C.
of which are as follow
Arms. Argent, on a chevron azure, between two ducks
proper, in chief, and a naval crown, the second in base ;
a bomb fired between two etoilcs or, and on a chief wavy,
also azure, the words ' St. Domingo,' within a branch of
laurel entwined with another of oak or.
Crest.
A tower, the battlements partly demolished, from
the top flames issuant proper ; on the sinister side a sealion erect azure, the paws pressing against the tower.
Supporters.
On the dexter side, a human figure holding in

the exterior hand a sword erect proper, porael and hilt
or, behind a halo composed of 17 etoiles of the last ; across
the dexter shoulder a belt azure, fimbriated and charged

with 3

etoiles, &c. ; on the sinister side, a British sailor
habited proper, the exterior hand supporting a flag-staff,
thereon hoisted the flag of a re;ir-admiral of the White
squadron, also proper, with the word ' Minorca,' inscribed
thereon in letters of gold.
" Disciplina fide perseverantia.'
Motto.
DUCLOS, Charles Dineau (Biug.) historiographer of France,

was born

in Bretagne in 1705, and died in 1772.
Among
works are, 1. L'Histoire de Louis XI,' 3 vols. 12mo.
1745, with an additional volume of authorities in 1746.
2. • Memoires Secrets sur les Regnes de Louis XIV et Louis
XV,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1791.
Duclos, Man/ Ann, an actress of celebrity at Paris, who
died in 1748, aged 78, was distinguished for personating
queens and princesses with success.
DUDITH, Andrew (Ecc.) a prelate of Buda, was born in
1533, and died in 1589, after having taken an active part
his

'

in the disputes of the times in favour of Protestantism.

many works, among which are his
Cometis,' 4to. Ultraj. 1665; besides a

left

'

He

Dissertationes de
Life of Cardinal

Pole.

DUDLEY, Edmund

(Hist.) a lawyer and statesman, was
born in 1642
and, after having served king Henry VII
during his reign, he was in the reign of Henry VIII, his.
successor, attainted and convicted with Empsom of high
treason, for which they suffered on Tower Hill in 1510.
He wrote, during his imprisonment in the Tower, ' The
Tree of the Commonwealth,' &c. of which several copies
are still extant in MS.
Dudley, John, vide Northumberland.
Dudley, Ambrose, vide Warwick.
;

Dudley,
Dudley,

Robert, vide Leicester.
Sir Robert, son of the earl of Leicester by Lady
Sheffield, was born at Sheen, in Surrey, in 1573,
but his birth being concealed from the queen, its legitimacy
was disputed by the lady dowager of Essex. He in consequence retired to the continent, where, assuming the title of'
duke of Northumberland, and carl of Warwick, he died al
Florence in 1659, after having formed the plan for draining
the morass between Pisa and the sea, and raised the towr
of Leghorn by the improvement of its port into a place ol
the first importance.
He wrote, 1 ' An Account of hi:
Voyage to the South Seas,' published in Hackluvt's Voyages
2. * Del Arcano del Mare,' fol. Fiorenze, 1630, 1646, (J
copy called the second edition, 1661, is in the British Museum. 3. ' Catholicon,' a medical book, according to Wood
Proposition for his Majesty's Service to bridle th<
4. '
Impertinence of Parliaments,' in Rush worth's Collection
for which the author has got no small share of abuse,
being thought exceedingly impertinent to talk of bridlinf
He is better thought of by philosophers a:
parliaments
the inventor of a powder known by the name of " Pulvi;
Comitis Warwicensis."
Dudley, Lady Jane, vide Grey.
Dudley (Her.) vide Leicester, Northumberland, and Warwick.
Dudley and Ward. Viscount, one of the titles enjoyed bj
the family of Ward [v'\Ac Ward], which, with the arms, &c
are as follow:
Titles.
Ward, viscount Dudley and Ward, of Dudley, it
the county of Worcester, and lord Ward, of Birmingham
in the county of Warwick.
Arms. Cheeky or and azure, a bend ermine.
Crest.
In a ducal coronet or, a lion's head azureSupporters.
Two angels haired and winged or, their unde:
robes sanguine, and their uppermost azure.
" Comme je fus."
Motto.

Douglas

.

A

i

:

DUG
the

DUL
Ensigns of Honour as are commonly called Arms/ &c. 8vo.
11. 'A Perfect Copy of all Summonses of
1C81 and 1682.
the Nobility/ &c. fol. 1685 ; besides an edition of Spelman's
Glossary, which he did not live to complete, and some

name

of a family of Cambridge which enjoys
the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1813 on
Henrv Bate Dudley ; the arms, &c. of which are as follow
Arms. -Sable, on a fess argent, between two lions passant
in chief, and a sinister-hand couped at the wrist, and in
bend dexter or, a buck current stiles.
buck's head erased argent, attired sable, transCrest.
pierced with an arrow barbed and flighted proper, and
gorged with a collar gules, thereupon pendant an escutcheon
of the second, charged with a hand, as in the arms.
DIFF (Hist.) a king of Scotland, who suc-

Dcdley,

:

A

ceeded Indulf, is said to have been murdered
by a band of assassins, who broke into his
chamber by night ; when he was succeeded
His effigy is given as in the anby Culen.

nexed figure.
(Her.) the name of a family which en-

Duff

joys the dignity

and

title

of a baronet, conferred in 1813

on sir James Duff, whose son, sir William Duff Gordon,
assumed the name and arms of Gordon to those of Duff.
Their arms, &c. are as follow
Arms.
Vert, a fess dancette ermine, between a buck's head
caboshed in chief, and two escallops in base or, charged
on the fess with a mullet gulesOn a wreath of the colours, a demi-lion gules, holdCrest.
ing in his dexter fore-paw a sword erect proper, hilted
and pommelled or, and charged on the breast with a
carl of Fife.

Dl GARD, William

(Biog.) some time master of Merchant
was bom at Bromsgrove, in Worcestershire,
and died in 1662, leaving a Greek Lexicon, and

Taylor's School,

some other things, for the use of his schools. He also printed
Salmasius' book in defence of Charles I ; but was afterwards, not to the credit of his consistency, brought over by
the usurping powers to print Milton's Answer to that
book.

HALDE

1735.

DU HAMEL,

John Baptiste (Biog.) a philosopher and divine,
at Vire, in Lower Normandy, in 1624, and died
17S2, leaving, among his work, 1. ' Philosophia Vetus
et Nova,' &c. 4 vols. 12mo. I67S, and enlarged to 6 vols.
1681.
2. ' Regis Scientiarum Academics flistoria,' 4to.
3. ' Biblica Sacra Vulgatffl Editionis, una cum
Paris. 1698.
Selectis ex optimis quibusque Interpretibus Notis/ &c.

was born
in

du Monceau, Henri/. Sen., an agriculturist, was
born at Paris in 1700, and died in 17S2, leaving, 1. Traite
2. ' Elemens
de la Culture de la Terre/ 12mo. 1750.
3. ' Traite des Arbres
d" Agriculture,' 2 vols. 12mo. 1764.
et des Arbutes qui se cultivent en France en pleine Terre,'
4. ' Physique des Arbres,' 2 vols. 4to. 175S.
9 vols. 4to.
5. ' Des Semes et Plantations des Arbres et de leur Cul6. ' De l'Exploitation des Bois, oil Movcn de tmr
ture.'
Parti des Tailles demi Futayes et haut Futayes/ 2 vols.
4to. 1764.
7- 'Traite des Arbres Fruiticrs,' 2 vols. 1765.
8.
Du Transport, de la Conservation et de la Force du
Bois/ 4to. 1767.
DLTLIA, gens (Hist.) a plebeian family of Rome, of which
the consul Duilius, mentioned hereafter, was the most illus'

'

DUGDALE,

(Biog.) an historian and antiJohn Dugdale, of Shustoke, near
Warwickshire, gent, was born in 1605, and

Sir

William

quary, the only son of
Coleshill,

in

arms in IO9O. He published, l.'Mo1655 ; vol. ii. fol. l66l, which
written by Dodsworth, but digested by Dugdale.
A third volume was published in 1673. Great additions
were made to this work in the History of the Ancient Abbeys
and Monasteries, ccc. by John Stephens, gent. A fourth
volume of the Monasticon was contemplated by Mr. Peck, who
left some MS. volumes in 4to. now in the British Museum.
A new edition of Dugdale's work has been lately published
by the Rev. Bulkeley Bandinell, F. S. A. and principal
librarian of the Bodleian.
2. ' The Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated,' ccc. fol. 1656, and in two volomes,
1730.
3. ' The History of St. Paul's Cathedral in London,'
fol. 1658, 1726.
Besides which there is an Account of the
new building of St. Paul's in 1685, with a Catalogue of
the several Benefactors, &c.
4. ' An Historical Account of
the Cathedral and Collegiate Churches of York, Rippon,
and Southwell,' &c. which are supposed not to have been
written by Dugdale ; the first of them being attributed to
sir Thomas Herbert.
5. ' The History of Embanking and
Draining of divers Fens and Marshes,' &c 1662.
6. ' An
edition of Spelman's Councils, published in 1664 under the
title of * Concilia, Decreta, Leges," &c. in which archbishop
Sheldon and lord Clarendon had a more important share.
7. ' Origines Juridicales,'
or Historical Memoirs of the
English Laws, &c I6'6fi, 1671, and a third edition, 16SO.
8. ' Baronagium Anglic/ &c. vol. i. fol. 1675, vol. ii. iii.
I676.
9.
A Short View of the late Troubles in England,"
&c. fol. 1681.
10. ' The Ancient Usage in bearinn such
died garter-king at

nasticon Anglicanum,' fol.

was

DUGUET,

Du Hamkl,

mullet argent.

DUFFE (Her.) the family name of the
DUFRESNE (Biog.) ride Du Cange.
in 1605,

other things.
His collections of materials for the antiquities of Warwickshire and Baronage of England, all written
with his own hand, contained in 27 vols, in folio, he gave
by will to the University of Oxford. £Vide Plate XXI I]
James Joseph (Biog.) a divine of the Romish
church, was born at Montbrisson in 1 649, and died in
Conferences sur les
1733, leaving, among other things,
Auteurs, les Conciles, et la Discipline des premiers Siecles
de l'Eglise/ &c. 2 vols. 4to. 1742 ; l>esides a number of
theological works.
DL
(Ere.) a Jesuit missionary and historian, was
born in 1674, and died in 1743.
His principal works are.
1. ' Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuscs,' &c 170S.
2. 'Description Geographique, Historique, Chronologique, et Physique de I'Empire de la Chine,' &c. 4 vols. fol. Paris.

all

'

trious member.
Duilia, gens (Xionis.) some medals or coins were struck by
this family, bearing, on the obverse, commonly the head of
Roma galeated, inscription ROMA and on the reverse,
the figures of Castor and Pollux, or Neptune, &c inscrip;

DLTLI. M. F.— M. DUILI. M. F.
DUILIUS, C. Xej)os (Hist.) a Roman consul,
tions C.

gained the
naval victory in an engagement with the CarthagiA. C. 260, when he took 50 of the enemy's ships,
and was honoured with a naval triumph, the first that was
ever exhibited at Rome.
(Biog.) or Dusburg, Peter de, an historian
of the 14th century, was the author of ' Chronicon PrusIn
sicomm,' &c published by Hartknock in 4to. 1679.
1340 Nicholas Jeroschin, chaplain of the Teutonic order,
translated this Chronicle into German verse.
DUKE, Richard (Biog.) a divine and poet, who died in
1710, was the author of some translations from Ovid and
Juvenal, &C which gave him a place in Johnson's Collection
of the English Poets.
DUKER, Charles Andrew (Biog.) a scholar of Unna, in
Westphalia, was born in I67O, and died in 1752, leaving
editions of ' Florus/ 2 vols. 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1722; of
Thucydides,' 2 vols. fol. Amstel. 1731 ; besides, 1. Sylloge
Opusculorum Variorum de Latinitate Jurisconsultorum Ve2.
Oratio de Difficultaterum,' Svo. Lugd. Bat. 1711.
first

nians,

DUISBOURG

'

'

'

tibus

quibusdam

DULCINUS

(Ecc.)

Grammatics? Veterum
Latinorum/ 4to. Ultraj. 1716.

Interpretationis

Scriptorum Gnecorum

et

the leader of a religious sect in the

:

DUN

DUN

duchy of Milan in the 14th century, who aimed at overHe was taken and put to
turning the Romish hierarchy.
death, when his Beet was dispersed.
DULICHIUM (Geog.) an island in the Ionian Sua. and (me
of the largest of the Echinades, which formed a part of the
kingdom of Ithaca.
Oiid. Trial.

1.

1,

el. 4.

Nee mihi

DUMEE,

Dtttichiuiii

domuse$t, Ithaeave Sinn

oe.

Joan (Biog.) a female astronomer of Paris

in the

Kntrctiens stir l'Opinion de Co~th century, published
pernicus touchant la Mobilite dc la Terre,' &c. 4to. Paris,
'

1

tb'80.

Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by
rVide Bnte~\
the marquis of Bute.
DUMNOKIX (Hist.) a powerful Gaulish chief among the
Ctes.de Bell. Gal 1. 1.
John (Biog.) historiographer to the emperor,
who died in 1726', was the author of, 1. ' Des Memoires
Politiques, pour servir a 1' Intelligence de la Paix de Ryawic,'
4 vols. 12mo. Hague, 1699, the authorities of which are
comprised in 4 vols. 12mo. 1705. 2. ' Voyages en France,'
3. • Corps Universelle Diploma&c. 4 vols. 12mo. 16994.
Hist. Mibtaire du Prince
tique,' &C. 8 vols. fol. 1726.
Eugene de Sairre,' &c. 3 vols. fol. 1729 1747- 5. ' Lettres
/F.dui.

DUMONT,

'

—

Historiques,'

ccc.

DUNALLEY,
Tipperary, a

Lord (Her.) baron Dunalley, of Kilbuy,
title

enjoyed by the family of Prittie.

co.

rVide

'

Prittiel

DUNBAR,

Waldeve, fourth Earl of (Hist.)

of the family
the hostages for the peril nuance of
the treaty for the release of king William I of
Scotland, from captivity, in 1174.
DdNBAB, Patrick, sixth Earl of, son of the preceding, was

Dunbar and March, was one of

guarantee for two treaties between Alexander II, of Scotand Henry II, of England; and died at Damietta,
Egypt, in 1248, while on the crusade with Louis IX of

land,
i

France.

Dunbar,

Patrick, seventh Earl of, was one of the English
faction during the turbulent minority of Alexander III
and heading a party, surprized the Castle of Edinburgh,
and got Alexander III and his queen out of the power of
He was afterwards one of the regents of the
the Cumvns.
ingdom, and died in 1289, a* the age of 7<>.
DONBAR, Patrick, eighth Earl of, who is also Styled Earl of
March, was one of the competitors for the crown of Scotl.i. id,
to which he entered a formal claim at Berwick in
1291, as the great-grandson of Ada, daughter of William
but his claim was soon withdrawn, and swearing
the Lion
dtv to Edward I, in l'-fll, he afterwards steadily adhered
to the English interest during the wars of that time, until
His wife, favouring the Scots, retained
his death in 1S02.
;

1

;

(1

the Castle of Dunbar for Baliol, until she was obliged to
surrender that important place to Edward I.
Dunbar and March, Patrick, ninth Earl if, received

Edward

II after

the battle of Bannockbum, in 1814, into
but made bis peace with his cousin,

Dunbar;

his Castle at

I, until the successes of Edward III compelled him
for whom he enthe protection of the conqueror
repair his Castle of Dunbar, and garrison it with
He however again renounced his allegiance to
English.
Edwatd III and while he was engaged in the field against
the English forces, his countess, the Black Agnes, daughter

Hubert

lo seek

gaged

•

to

;

of Randolph, earl of Moray, defended the Castle of Dunbar
against the carl of Salisbury, whom she compelled to retire
all,
The earl of Dunbar commanded
a dl ge of l|) weeks.
tin left Wing of the royal army at the fatal battle of Dur1

ham

renounced his allegiance to Hubert, and put himself
under the protection of Henry IV, for whom he wai
engaged at the battle of Halidon-hill in 140:2.
The
earl of March returned to Scotland in 14(H); was one of
the commissioners for negotiating a truce with England
in 1411
and died in 1420, at the age of 82.
Dunbar, Sir Patrick, fourth son of the preceding, was taken
prisoner at the battle of Halidon in 1402
was one of the
hostages for James I, in England, in 142(>
and ambassador
with his brother, the earl of March, in 142J).
Dunbar, .S';V David, of Cockburn, sixth son of George, the
tenth earl, was the first that came to the assistance of king
.lames I, when attacked by his assassins in 1 437 ; and after
having slain one, he was overpowered and left disabled.
Dunbar and March, eleventh Earl of, succeeded his father
but after being employed on various public transactions
latter

;

;

;

DUMFRIES,

of

of Rothsay, son of king Robert III, having violated the
contract of marriage, which he had entered into with ladv
Elizabeth Dunbar, daughter of the earl of March, the

1840, and after being one of the sureties for the
David [I, of Scotland, he died about 1368.
and Mabcb, George, tenth Eml if sun of the prebut the duke
ceding, was much engaged in border warfare
in

release of

Dunbab

;

in making the frequent truces with Eng.
land at that time, he was in 1434 imprisoned for holding his earldom and estates, which had been forfeited h\
his father's guilt ; and, notwithstanding the plea which hi
offered of bis lather's pardon by the regent Albany, the for
feiture was confirmed by parliament, and the family
Dunbar, which had hitherto enjoyed the greatest splcndoui
was reduced to comparative obscurity.
Dunbar, George Home, Earl if of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was soon distinguished at the court
James VI, whose favour he gained by his extraordinar
talent, which he displayed in whatever he undertook.
attended the king into England ; was sworn of his Priv
Council in 1004; appointed High Commissioner to the gene
ral assembly of the church of Scotland in 16'Ofi; and die
in 1611.
Dunbar and March, Earl of (Her.) a title long enjoyed b
the descendants of Cospatrick, earl of Northumberlant
until its forfeiture by George, the eleventh earl, as mer
tinned under History; when the title and estates of th;
family were vested in the crown.
Dunbar, Earl of, this title was revived in the person
George Home, of Berwick above-mentioned, who in 160
was created baron Home, of Berwick, and earl of Dunba
of Scotland; which titles became dormant at his death.
Dunbar, a family of Proath, in the county of Nairn, whit

particularly

11

H

1

enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 181
on sir .lames Dunbar, knt. ; the arms, &c. of which arc
follow
:

Anns.
the

Gules, a lion rampant argent, within
last,

A

Crest.

a

bordure

charged with eight roses of the first.
dexter hand paume proper, reaching to two

coronets, tied together in the motto "

Sub

'

earl

Bpe."

Dunbar, William
and died
the Hose
Freirs of
in

1770,

(Biog.) a Scutch poet, was born in 14f
Among his poems are 'The Thistle 81
in 1530.
;'
The twa Mairit W'emen and the Wedo;' Tl
Berwick,' &c.
a collection of which was publish'
by sir David Dalrymple, with notes by way
'

'

;

illustration.

DUNCAN

(Hist.) the

name

of

two

Scottish kings,

Duncan

otherwise called Donald VII, grandson of Malcolm
mounted the throne in 034, after the death of his gran
father, and was murdered by the usurper Macbeth, aftei
reign of seven years, in which he succeeded in expeUi
the Dams.
Duncan 1, natural son of Malcolm III, usurped
the throne from Edgar, the eldest legitimate
sun of the latter
but was killed soon after
by one Malpcdir the thane, or earl of Men-

I

I

1

;

tiith.

figure.

His

effigy is given, as in the

annexed

DUN

DUN

Duncan, Adam, Viscount, of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, was born in 1731, and, being bred to the navy,

Treatise of Logic in Dodsley's 'Preceptor.'
3.
Translation of ' Csesar's Commentaries,' fol. 1752.
Viscount (Her.) the title borne by the eldest
son of the earl of Besborough.
William (Biog.) of Stocks, in Hertfordshire,
a poetical and miscellaneous writer, was born in 1 6'89, and
died in 176'9, leaving, 1.
Translation of the 29th Ode
of the First Book of Horace, in the Collection commonly
known by the Xame of the Wit's Horace.' 2.
Translation of Horace's
Carmen Seculare,' fol. 1721; and inserted in 1731 in Concanen's Miscellany, entitled,
The
Flower Piece.' 3.
Translation of Racine's
Athaliah,'
1722; and reprinted twice since.
4. ' Lucius Junius
Brutus,' a tragedy, published in 8vo. 1734; and a second
edition in 17475.
An Oration on the Usefulness of
Dramatic Interludes in the Education of Youth.' 6. ' The
complicated Guilt of the Rebellion,' 1745.
7- ' Prosperity
and Adversity, an Allegory ;' a single contribution of his
to the periodical work entitled ' The World.'
8. Translations of different Parts of Horace, with XT otes, &c. 8vo.
1757; and again in 1759; and a third edition in 4 vols.
12mo. in 1764, with additional imitations; besides editing
several works, and contributing to the ' Whitehall Evening
Post; &c.
DlTNCOMBE, John, son of the preceding, was born in 1730,
educated at Cambridge, and died in 1785, leaving, among
other things, 1. ' The Prophecy of Xeptune,' and three
other Odes, 1753, &e. 2. ' Feminead,' 1754; which passed

he honourably rose through the several gradations of rank,
until he reached that of admiral in 1789; after which, in
1795, he obtained a signal victor}- over the Dutch fleet, at
Camperdown, off the coast of Holland, when the admiral's
ship, and several others, were taken or destroyed ; for which
[Wide
signal service he was rewarded with the peerage.
Plate

XVI]

2.

A

A

DUNCANNON,
DUNCOMBE,

A

A

'

Duncan, (Her.) the name of

a family of Lundie, one

branch

of which enjoyed the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 17t>4 on William Duncan, a physician, which title

became extinct at his death. Adam Duncan, his nephew,
the admiral above-mentioned, was created in 1 795 a baron
and viscount of Great Britain, by the titles of baron Camperdown and viscount Duncan; their arms, &c. are as follow:
In the centre of his paternal coat (being gules, two
Arms.
cinque-foils in chief, and a bugle-horn in base, stringed
azure) pendant by a riband argent and azure, from a
naval crown or, a gold medal, thereon two figures the
emblems of Victory and Britannia, Victory alighting on
the prow of an antique vessel, crowning Britannia with
a WTeath of laurel, and below the word " Camperdown."
A first-rate ship of war with masts proper, rigging
Crest.
torn and in disoider, floating on the sea all proper ; and
over the motto " Disce pati."
Supporters.
On the dexter side an angel, mantle purpure;
on the head a celestial crown, the right hand supporting
an anchor proper, in the left a palm-branch or ; on the
sinister a sailor habited and armed proper, his left hand
supporting a staff; thereon hoisted a (lag azure, the
Dutch colours wreathed about the middle of the staff.
" Secundis, dubiisque rectus."
Motto.
Duncan, Mark (Biog.) a Scotchman, but a professor of philosophy at Saumur in the 17th century, was the author of
;
' Institutiones Logics
and some works on theology.
Duncan, Mark, a son of the preceding, known by the name
Carmen Gratuof Cerisantes, wrote, among other things,
latorium in Nuptias Caroli K. Aug. cum Henrietta Maria
Filia Henrici IV. R. Fr.'
Duncan, Daniel, a physician of the same family, was born
at Montauban, in Languedoc, in 1G49, and died in 1735,
leaving, 1. ' Explication Nouvelle et Mechanique des Actions Animales,' Paris. 16'78 ; a Latin edition of which was
printed in London in 1679- ' La Chymie Naturelle, ou
Explication Chymique et Mechanique de la Nourriture de
fAnimal,' 1683; and a second edition, with two other parts,
was published at Paris in 1687- 3. ' Histoire de 1'Animal,
ou la Connoissance du Corps Anime par la Mechanique et
par la Chymie,' Paris, 1()'S74. ' Avis Salutaire a tout le
Monde, contre l'Abus des Liqueurs Chaudes,' ccc. 1705;
printed the year following in English.
Duncan, Daniel, son of the preceding, who died in 176l,
was the author of ' Collects upon the Principal Articles of
the Christian Faith, according to the Order of the Catechism
of the Church of England,' 1754.
Duncan, John, son of the preceding, and a clergyman, was
born in 1720; educated at St. John's College, Oxford ; and
'

'

1 7f>3 was presented to the college living of South Warmborough, which he held for 45 years.
He wrote, 1. ' An
Essay on Happiness,' a poem in 4 books.
2. ' An Address
to
the Rational Advocates of the Church of England.'

in

The Religious View of the present Crisis.' 4. ' The
Evidence of Reason in Proof of the Immortality of the
Soul,' collected from Mr. Baxter's MS.
Duncan, William, professor of philosophy in the Marechal
College, Aberdeen, was born in that city in 171 7, and died in
l"u'0; he published, 1.
Translation of several select Orations of Cicero, with the Latin on one Side and the English
on the other, of which a new edition appeared in 2 vols.
vol. 1.
3.

8vo. 1791-

'

A

'.

'

A

'

'

through two editions, and was also reprinted in the ' Poetical Calendar,' and in Pearch's Collection ; besides a number
of other occasional Poems, some Sermons, and some Papers,
in ' The World,' and the ' Connoisseur.'
He was also the
editor of, 1. ' Letters from several Eminent Persons deof which the second edition was published in
;
vols.
2. ' Letters from Italy, by the late Right Hon.
John, Earl of Cork and Orrery, with Notes,' 1773, and
since reprinted.
3. ' Letters from the late Archbishop
Herring to William Duncombe, Esq. deceased, from 1728
ceased,' &c.

3

to 1757.'

DUXDAS,

Sir James (Hist.) was appointed at the restoraJudge of the Court of Session but being called upon
declaration
importing that it was unlawful to enter
sign a

tion a
to

;

into leagues and covenants on pretence of reformation, or to
take up arms against the king, and in particular, abjuring

Solemn League and
Covenant, as seditious and illegal associations, he declined
subscribing, unless with the subjoined clause, ' In so far as
it had led to deeds of actual rebellion,' which being rejected,
he retired from office, and died in 16'79Dundas, Robert, grandson of the preceding, was born in
1685, and being bred to the law, he rose by his talents to
be Lord President of the Court of Session in 1748, and
died highly esteemed in 1753.
the bonds entitled, the Xational and the

Dundas, Robert, of Arniston, son of the preceding, was
born in 1713; and being also bred to the profession of the
law, was appointed President of the Court of Session in
1760, in the honourable discharge of which office he died
in 1787-

Dundas,

Dundas

Henri/, ride Mc/vil/e.

(Her.) the name of an ancient Scotch family abovementioned, the first of which was Huttred, a younger son
of Cospatric, grandfather to Cospatric, the first earl of
Dunbar and March. Waldeve, son to Cospatric, having
granted about 1124 to Helias, son of his brother Huttred,
the lands of Dundas, the family henceforth assumed the
surname of Dundas from these lands, taking the arms of
Cospatricus Comes, to show their original, with a suitable
difference, used at the time by the transmutation of the
From this family descended Henry Dundas, son
tinctures.
of Robert Dundas, Lord President of the Court of Session,
4 B

:

:

:

,,

.

DUN

DUN
who

died as above-mentioned in 175:5.
He was created in
The titles, arms, &c. of this
1802 a viscount and a baron.
family are as follow
Titles.
Dundas, viscount Melville, oo. Edinburgh, and
baron Dunira, co. Perth.
Arms. Argent, a lion rampant gules, within a bordure
azure, charged with three boars' heads couped.
Crest.
lion's head full-faced looking through a bush of
oak proper.
Supporters.
On the dexter side, a leopard regardant ; on
the sinister, a stag.
Motto.
Quod potui, perfeci.'
Dundas, another branch of the same family, enjoys the title
and dignity of the peerage, conferred in 1794 on sir Thomas
Dundas, second baronet, who was created a peer by the
title of lord Dundas, of Aske, in Yorkshire.
The arms, &c.
of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, a lion rampant gules.
Crest.
As above.
Supporters. Two lions crowned, each charged with a shield,
on the shoulder, of which the dexter contains the arms of
Bruce, and the sinister the arms of
" Essayez."
Motto.
Dundas, another branch of the same family, enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1815 on sir David
Dundas. The arms, &c. of this branch are as follow
Arms. Argent, a Hon rampant, holding between the paws
a human heart gnles.
Crest.
On a wreath, a dexter hand holding a star azure" Essayez."
Motto.
Earl of (Her.) a title enjoyed by the family of
Scrimgeour, which became extinct at the death of the last
:

DUXGLAS,
the earl of

DUXKELD,

Lord (Her.) the
Lord (Her.)

earl.

Dundee,

a title formerly enjoyed by the family of
which was forfeited bv David, the third viscount.
William, Earl of (Hist.) of the family

Viscount

Graham,

of,

DUXDOXALD,

mentioned under Heraldry, one of the foremost in the service of king Charles during the rebellion
was sent over
in 1648 to Ireland to fetch the Scotch troops in aid of
the royal cause, and after the restoration he was sworn one
of the Privy Council, and constituted one of the Commissioners of the Treasury and Exchequer.
Dundonald, Earl if (Her.) a title enjoyed by the family of
Cochrane £vidc Cochrane} ; the titles, arms, &c. of which
;

are as follow

DUNKIRK

History of Dunkirk.

This town was at first possessed by the counts of Hainan
but was taken by the French in 1558, and retaken by t
duke of Parma in 1583. Louis II, prince of Conde, t
came master of it in 16-ki, and the Spaniards got posst
sion of it in 1652 ; but baring fallen into the hands
Turenne, it was transferred to the English in 10*5S a'
sold by Charles II, to France, in ]66'2.
An unsucccssl
attempt was made upon it in 1793 by the English troo
DUXLO, Viscount (Her.) the title borne by the eldest son
;

erased azure.
horse passant argent.
Supporters.
Two greyhounds proper, collared and

DUXLOP;

'•

1

DUXLUCE,

DUXMORE,

:

I

;

A

;

a shield.

" Forth fortune, and fill the fetters.''
.John, Lord Ashhurlon (Hist.) vide AshburU
\( MS, John (Hist.) count of Orleans and Longuevi
and the natural son of Louis, duke of Orleans, who is
assassinated by the duke of Burgundy, was horn in IK
and after distinguishing himself as a brave anil skilful offi r
Motto.

leished

1)(

or.

Motto.

" Virtute et labore."

DUNELMUM

Bgainsl the English, he died in

DUNS,

Crest.

A

I

sable,

armed gules.

Two lions rampant erminois, ducally gorged
Supporters.
proper.
" Quid verum atrpje decus "
Motto.

DUXGARVON

{Her.) the

the earl of Cork.

Mis.

Scotus (Biog.) or John Duns, a scholastic divine

i

IHh century, who, differing from his master, Thorjl
Aquinas, on the question concerning the efficacy of div :
grace, formed a sect called, alter him, Scotists, in distinct i
from the Aquinists, or the followers of Aquinas, who \
engaged for centuries in eager and trifling disputes.
NSAY, Lord (Her.) (lie title enjoyed by the family f
Plunket [vide Plunkell
the arms, &c. of which arc I

I

i

;

follow:

ill.

wy veru

1

the

:

Hill-Trevor, viscount Dungannon, co. Tyrone,
boron Hill, of Olderfleet, co. Antrim.
Arms. Quarterly] lirsl and fourth party per bend, sinister
ermine and erminois, a lion rampant armed gules for
Trevor; second and third sable, on a fess argent, between
three leopards, passant guardaat erminois, three escallops
'Titles.

I

.

.

the Latin name for Durham.
Viscount (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed
by the family of Trevor [Vide Trevor~\, which, with the
arms, &c. are as follow
((.leog.)

DUXGAXXOX,

gules, for

I

;

DUNNING,

A

title

borne by the eldest son of

'

the earl of Clancarty.
William (Biog.) regius professor of divinity, (
at Edinburgh, who died in 1720, at the age of 28, le
besides some Sermons, ' An Essay on Confessions of Faith
Dunuip, Alexander, brother to the preceding, and profes:
of Greek in the University of Glasgow, published in 7:;i
Greek Grammar, which has gone through several edit in'
He died in 1742, at the age of 58.
Lord (Her.) the title borne by the eldest m
of the countess of Antrim.
Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by ti
family of Murray [vide Murray} ; which, with the an
&c. are as follow
Titles.
Murray, earl of Dunmore, viscount Fincastle, a
baron Murray, of Blair, Moulin, and Tillemott.
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth azure, three stars argt],
within a double tressure flowered and counter-flowered I
for Murray
second and third quarterly, first and fou
or, a fess cheque azure and argent tor Stewart, earl.f
Atholl
second and l: ird paly of six; over all, the ar,»
of the Isle of Man.
Crest.
derm-savage, holding in his right hand a swo
in his left a key, all proper.
Supporters.
Dexter, a lion gules, collared azure, 1
charged with three stars sinister, a savage, having S
legs in fetters, holding in one hand the chain, in the Otll
1

Cochrane, earl of Dundonald, lord Cochrane, of
Dundonald, Paisley, and Ochiltree.
Arms. Argent, a chevron gules, between three boars' heads
Titles.

Crest.

tl

family of Galloway, which is now extinct.
Lord (Her.) the title borne by the eldest se
of the earl of Clanricarde.
(Ccog.) i. e. " The Church on the Downs,"
(
called from sand-banks on the coast) a sea-port of Fren
Elanders, 25 m. X. E. Calais, 40 X. W. Lisle.
Lon
23' E. lat. 51° X.

'

DUNDEE,

borne by the eldest son

a title formerly enjoyed by

DL NKELLIN,

A

— —

title

Hume.

Arms.

Sable, abend, in the sinister chief a castle orgei
A horse passant argent.
Crest,
Supporters.
The dexter, a pegasus per fess or and urge.;

the sinister, an antelope argent, collared, chained, arm

and hoofed or.
" Festina

Motto.

lente."

.

;

DUP
DUNSTABLE,

DUR

was the author of the musical treatise, ' De Mensurabili
Musica,' cited by Franchinus, Morley, and Ravenscroft ; but
though this work is lost, there is still extant in the Bodleian
Geographical Tract,' by this author.
librarv, '

A

DUNSTAN,

St. {Etc.) nephew to Aldhelm, archbishop of
Canterbury, rebuilt the abbey of Glastonbury ; by the
favour of Edmund, the successor of Athelstan, succeeded to
the archiepiscopal see of Canterbury in 959 ; and, after
having governed with absolute sway both in church and
state during the greater part of his life, he died in 9S8 of
grief, as is said, at the decline of his influence.
DUNTON, John (Biog.) a bookseller and miscellaneous
writer, of Grail'hain, in Huntingdonshire, was born in 1659,
and died in 1733, leaving, 1. ' Athenian Mercury;' a
periodical work, continued to 20 vols, and afterwards reprinted by Bell, under the title of the ' Athenian Oracle.'
3. ' Dunton's
Athenianism,' &c. a farrago of low stuff.
2.
'

Life

and Errors.'

DU PAN,
in

James- Mallet (Biog.) a political writer, was horn
in 1749, and died in 1S00, leaving, 1- ' Annates
'
2.
in conjunction with Linguet.
Mercure

Geneva

Politiques,'

Britannique,'

a well

known

periodical publication written

against the revolutionary proceedings in

(Biog.) president a mortier in the parliament of
Bourdeaux, and a native of Rochelle, in the 18th century,
was the author of, 1. ' Reflexions Historiques sur les Lois

same year.

DUPHOT,

.V. (Hist.) a French general, and ambassador to
whose assassination at Rome in 1797 afforded the
revolutionary government a pretext for invading the Eccle-

the pope,

Ellis (Biog.)

an

;

'
4.
8vo. ibid. I69L
S. Optati de Schismate
Notis,'
5. ' Notte in PentaDonatistarum,' &c. fol. Paris. 1700.
6.
Bibliotheque L"niverselle,
teuchem,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1701.
des Historiens," 2 vols. Svo. 1707
translated into English
in I7O9.
7- ' Histoire Profane depuis son Commencement
;

other

works of

1716; besides many

less note.

DUPLEIX,

Scipio (Biog.) a French historian, of a noble
Languedoc, was born in 1569, and died in ldtil.
His works are, 1. ' Memoires des Gaules,' 4to. I69O.
2. ' L'Histoire de France,' published in 5 vols. fol. and also
in 6 vols. fol. in 1621, 1631, 1634, and 1639.
3. ' Histoire
Romaine,' 3 vols. fol. 1638.
4. ' La Gencalogie de la
Maison d'Estrade,' &c. 4to. Bourdeaux, 1655.
5. ' Cours de
Philosophie, contenant la Logique, la Physique,' &c. 12mo.
which was frequently printed ; besides many other works.
He also compiled a work in his old age on the liberties of
the Gallican church, the MS. of which being burnt by the
chancellor Sejeux, when he came to apply for a privilege, is
said to have been the immediate cause of his death.
JUPORT, John (Biog.) a divine of Leicestershire, was
educated at Cambridge, where, in 1580, he was one
of the proctors, and died about 16 17He was one of the
learned men emploved
by kins James I in translating
'
S the
family of

bom

in

4.

'

Histoire des plus Illustres Favoris des

omnium

6.

'

Histoire

7.

'

On^ieme

du
et

XVI

Siecle,'

6

vols.

8vo.

1725

—

2<).

Douzieme Volumes de l'Histoire d'AngleHague, 1734; Paris, 174y.

terre par Rapin,' 2 vols. 4to.

' Academica,' &e. Svo. Lond. 1748.
(Hist.) or Dnrand Gilles, Sieur de la Bergerie, an
advocate to the parliament of Paris, is supposed by some to
have been broken on the wheel in 1618, but others have

8.

DL'RANT

Bible.

)uport, James, a Greek scholar of Cambridge, was

1655.

'

'

171-1,

Fiscomil (Her.) the title borne by the eldest son
of the earl of Kinnoul.
Anthony (Eec.) a French cardinal, descended from
a noble family of Issoire, in Auvergne, was raised successively to the bishoprics of Meaux, Alby, Valence, &c. to
the archbishopric of Sens, and at last to the purple in 1527He died in 1535, after having, in the character of legate a
latere, performed the coronation of queen
Eleonora of
Austria.
DUPRE, de St. Mai:r, Nicholas Francis (Biog.) a poet, was

DUPRAT,

DURAND,

'

12mo.

tracts.

Du

;

vols.

in

'
ResoDirHcultatum,' 4to. Ratisbon. 1696.
2. ' Instructions et Missives des Roisde France,' &c. 4to. Paris. 1564.
pity, Lewis, secretary of the Academy of Inscriptions,
who was born in 170p, and died in 1795, published, 1. * Memoires de l'Academie des Inscriptions,' vols. 36 to 41.
' Observations
sur les inflniment Petits,' &c.
2.
3. An
edition of Anthemius' 'Fragment on Mechanic Paradoxes,'
with a French translation and notes, 4to. Paris. 1777William (Ecc.) a bishop of Mende, who died in
Speculum Juris,' fol. Rom.
1296, was the author of, 1.
2. ' Rationale Divinorum OfEciorum,' fol. Mogunt.
1474.
3. ' Repertorium Juris,' fol. Venet. 1496, &c.
1159.
Dukand, William, nephew of the preceding, who succeeded
his uncle as bishop of Mende, and died in 1328, was the
author of a treatise, entitled, ' De la Maniere de celebrer le
Concile general,' Svo. Paris. 1545.
Durand, de St. Pourcain, a French divine, and bishop of
Meaux, who died in 1333, was the author of 1. ' Traite de
l'Origine des Jurisdictions,' 4to. ; besides Commentaries on
the four Books of Sentences.
Durand, David (Biog.) a protestant minister of the Savoy, was
born in 1679, and died in 1763, leaving, 1. ' La Vie et les
Sentimens de Lucilio Vanini,' 12mo. Rotterdam. 17172. * Histoire de la Peinture Ancienne,' fol. London. 1725.
3. ' Histoire Naturelle de l'Or et de l'Argent,' fol. 1729
' C.
4.
Plinii Historic Naturalis ad Titum Imperatortm
Pnefatio,' Svo. Lond. 172S ; collated with ancient MSS. &c
5. An edition of Telemachus, with notes, &c. 2 vols. ISmo.

volume of which appeared in 1686 it
was reprinted complete at Amsterdam, in 19 vols. 4to.
English,
in 7 vols. fol.
translated into
and a finer edition
2. ' De Antiqua Ecclesia? Disciat Dublin, in 3 vols. fol.
3.
Liber Psalmorum cum
plina,' &c. 4to. Paris. 1686.

6

Kent,

in

DUPPLINj

lutio

scended from a noble family in Normandy, was born in
1657, and died in 1719; leaving, among other things,
1. ' Bibliotheque des Auteurs Ecclesiastiques,' &c. 47 vols.

jusqu' a Present,'

was born at
1589, educated at Westminster,
successively translated to the sees of Chichester and Salisbury
before the rebellion ; and, being translated at the restoration
to the bishopric of Winchester, he died in 1 662.
He left
numerous legacies for charitable and jmblic purposes; and
among his works as an author, some sermons and theological
Lewisham,

Paris.

ecclesiastical historian, de-

Svo. Paris, the first

I

Anciens et Mcdernes,' 4to. and 12mo. Leyden. 1659.
Do riy, James, brother of the preceding, published, 1.

siastical States.

PIN, Lervis

'

seu Poetica Stromata,' Svo. 1676.
DLPPA, Brian (Ecc.) an English prelate,
civae,

DU PUV

2. ' Lettres sur lTtalie,' 2 vols. 8vo. 178S, of
which two rival translations were published in England in

penales.'

DU

1. • Tres Libri Solomonis
'
Gneco Carmine donati,' 12mo. 1646.
2.
Gnomologia
Homeri,' 1660. 3.
Metaphrasis Libri Psalmorum Versibus
Grscis contexta,' &c. 4to. Cantab. 1666. 4. ' Musse subse-

born at Paris in 1696, and died in 1774, leaving, 1. A
translation of Milton's Paradise Lost and Regained,' in
2. ' Essai sur les Monnoies de France," 4to.
4 vols. 12mo.
17 i6, &c.
(Biog.) a French historian, was born in 1582, and
died in 1651, leaving, 1. * Traite des Droits et des Libertes
de l'Eglise GaUicane avec les Preuves,' 3 vols. fol. 1639.
2. * Traites concernant l'Histoire de France,' &c. 4to. Paris.
1654.
3. ' Traite de la Majorite de nos Rois,' &c. 4to.

France and Switz-

erland.

DU PATY

the

1606, and died in 1679, leaving,

John (Biog.) a musician of the loth century,

II

4 B 2

.

DUV

DUR
doubted whether

same person. He was the author
du Latin de Jean Bonnefons,' &c.

this he the

Imitations tirees
17-7; besides other poems.
1)1 KANTI, John Stephen {Hist.) president of the parliament
of Toulouse in 1581, being strenuous in his opposition to
the factious of those times, was killed by one of the rebels in
of

l'Jmo.

vi,

while endeavouring to appease a tumult.
(Geog.) the ancient Dyrrhackwm, a seaport of
Albania, in the Gulf of Venice, in the neighbourhood of
which a battle was fought between the Normans, under
Robert Guiscard, and the Greeks, under the emperor Alexis
i

DURAZZO

in which
36' E. hit. 11° 35' N.

Comnenus,

DURBACH,

the latter were defeated.

Anne Louisa

(Biog.) a

German

poetess,

Lon. 19°

was born

and died in 1780. Her triumphal ode on the battle
of Lowoschutz procured her the patronage of the king of
Prussia, from whom she enjoyed an independence for the
in 1722,

remainder of her life.
DURELL, John (Biog.) an English divine of the island of
Jersey, was born in 16*2.5, educated at Oxford, and, after
having suffered much for his loyalty, he was preferred to
the living of Witney at the restoration, and died in 1683.
He wrote, 1. ' The Liturgy of the Church of England
asserted,' &c. ; translated into English by G. B. 4to. London,
2. 'A View of the Government and Public Worship
1 662.
of God in the Reformed Churches of England,' &c. 4to.
Sanctae Eeclesise Anglicanse adversus
Lond. 1662. 3.
iniquas et inverecundas Schismaticorum Criminationes Vin'

Theoremata Philosophise,' &c.
a biblical critic of the Church of England,
was born in 1728, and died in 1775, leaving, 1. The
Hebrew Text of the Parallel Prophecies of Jacob and Moses,
relating to the Twelve Tribes,' &c. 1763.
2.
Critical
Remarks on the books of Job, Psalms, Ecclesiastcs, and
4.

dici;c.'

'

Durell, David,

'

'

Canticles,' lto. Oxford.

DURER,

Albert (Biog.) a painter and engraver of Nuremburg, was born in 1171, and died in 1528, after having
established his reputation as a master in the arts of painting
and engraving, but particularly the latter. He also wrote
several books in the German, which were afterwards translated into Latin, namely, 1. 'De Symmetria Partium in
rectis

Paris.

Formis humanorum Corporum,' fol. Noremb. 1532;
1557 ; and an Italian version at Venice, 1591.

Institutiones geometrical,' 1532.
3. ' De Urbibus,
Arcibus,
Castellisque condendis et
muniendis,'
Paris.
4. ' De Varietate Figurarum et Flexuris Partium et Gestibus
Imaginum,' &c Nuremb. 1534. [Vide Plate
DURET, Louis (Biog.) a physician of a noble family at
Bcaugo-la-villo, in Brescia, was born in 1527, and died in
The most esteemed of his works was his ' Hippocratis
586.
magni Coacce Pranotioncs,' &C Gr. et Lat. fol. Paris. 1621.
D'UEFEY, Thomas (Biog.) an author known by the familiar
appellation of Tom D'L'iJ'ei/, descended from an ancient family in Prance, died in 1723, leaving a number of ballads
nnd sonnets, &c in six volumes, 12mO. under the the title
of
Pills to Purge Melancholy;' besides dramatic pieces to
the number of 31, the titles of which may lie found in the
Biographia Dramatica.'
Simon if (Biog.) vide Simon.
Durham, William, an English divine of Gloucestershire, was
born in 1611, and died in 1686'.
He was ejected for nonconformity, but afterwards returned to the church, and was
presented by sir Nicholas Crisp in 16"84 to the rectory of
lie wrote a life of Dr. Han-is, president of
St. Mildreds.
Trinity College, Oxford, besides some Sermons.
Dihiiam, James, a Scotch divine, was born in I6'22, and died
in Hi.'i.H, leaving some Sermons and Theological works.
DURHAM (Geog.) a county of England, formerly inhabited bv
the Briganies.
Boundaries.
It is bounded on the N. by Northumberland,
2.

'

XXXV]

1

•

'

DURHAM,

German Ocean,

E. by the

by Yorkshire, and W.

S.

Cumberland.

The Derwent,

Principal Rivers.

Skerne, Wear, Tees, a

Tyne.
Principal Tmvns.

Durham, the

Bishop Aueklani
Barnard Castle, Darlington, Hartlepool, Stockton, Su
derland, South Shields, and Walsinghani.
DtTRHAH, capital of the county of Durham, called in Lat
Duuelmiim, situated on the banks of the river Wei
16 m. S. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 132 S. Edinburgh,
r
N. London. Lon. l 30' W. lat. 54 J 30' N.
DUHIUS (Givg.) now Duero, or Dotiro, a river of ancii
Spain, which falls into the ocean near the modern Opor
capital,

','

Sil.

1.

l.

DUROCASSES

(Geog.) now Drcu.r, the chief residence
the Druids in Gaul." Cats, de Bell. Gall. 1. 6.
(Geog.) or Dumium, the Latin names
the modern Dorchester.
Viscount (Her.) the title home by the eldest a
of the earl Berkeley.
John (Biog.) a Scotch divine of the seventeer
century, laboured with great zeal, but ineffectually,
unite the Lutherans and Calvinists.
His works, wh i
were all directed to this end, are, 1.
Consulta
Theologiea super Negotio Pacis Ecclesiastics, lto. Lo
1641. 2.
Summary Discourse concerning the Work f

DURNOVARIA
DURSLEY,
DURY,

i

>

<

i

'

'

.

A

Peace Ecclesiastical,' 4to. Cambridge, Kill. 3.
Petition)
the House of Commons for the Preservation of True R.
16*42.
'
gion,' lto. London,
4.
Certain Consideratio
shewing the necessity of a Correspondency in Spiritual
ters betwixt all Professed Churches,' lto. ibid. 1642, &c.
'

,

M

DUSSAULX,

John (Biog.) a French writer, was born
Chartres in 1728, and died in 1799, leaving, 1. A Frei
translation of Juvenal, 8vo. 1770, and 1 7fK>.
2. ' Di
Passion du Jeu,' Svo. 17793. ' Sur la Suppression
Jeux de Hazard.' 4. ' Eloge de l'Abbe Blanches.' 5. ' P
moires sur les Satiriques Latins.'
6. ' Voyage a Barre

t

l

a
s
,'

&C Svo. 1796'.
DUTENS, Lewis

(Biog.) a scholar descended from a Fre i
Protestant family, was born in 1729, and died in 18!,
1. ' Recherches sur 1'Origine des Dccouvertes,'
2 vols. 8vo. Paris, I766.
'J.
Explications des quelqfc
Medailles de Peuples, de Villes,' &c. 4to. 1773. 3. The s; a
translated.
1.
Itineraire des Routes les plus frequent* ,'
Histoire de ce qui s'est passe pour l'Establissem it
5.
&c.
6.
d'unc Regence en Angleterre,' Svo. 1789Rechen I
sur le Tems le plus recule de l'Usage des Voutes die/ s
The Manner of Securing all Sorl
Anciens,' 1795.
7Brick Buildings from Fire,' &c. translated from the Fre li

leaving,

:.

'

'

•

'

'

it

8.
Memoires dun Voyageur,' &c.j nof count d'Espie.
He also wrote the Fre li
taining an account of himself.
text of the second volume of the Marlborough Gems.
(Her.) the name of an ancient family dcri d
from the town of Dutton, in Cheshire. Of this family is
Thomas Dutton, whose great grandson Digby Dutton, il
Gerard, had a daughter married to James duke of I laniil i,
who was created baron Dutton, of Dutton. [Vide Ilamil 1]
James Dutton, a descendant from the Duttons of Sherbo c,
the elder branch of this family, was created in 1784, 'd
[Me
Sherbome, baron Sherborne, in Gloucestershire.
'

DUTTON

'.

SherborneJ

DUVAL,

Andrew (Biog.) a
among other

in 1638, left
Pontificis in

who

doctor of the Sorbonne,
things,

F.cclesiaiii Potcstatc,'

mentary on the Summary of

St.

1.

'

lto.

De Suprema
Kill.

Thomas,' 2

2.

vols.

1

lion

A C
fol. &
'

William, a relation of the preceding, is known as
editor of Aristotle, published in 8 vols. fo'l. Ih'ig.
Duval, I (dentine Jamerai, the son of a labourer of Arto
in Champagne, who died in 1775, aged 80; succeeded

Duval,

his natural talents

and extraordinary application

tl
ii

1-

tc

y,
>y

in acqui ig

:

EAC

EAD

such familiarity with the sciences, particularly geography,
that he was nominated in 1751, preceptor to prince Joseph
His works, with Memoirs of his Life, were published at
Paris in 2 vols. 8vo. 1*84.

DYCHE,

The Ruins of Rome,' have given Dyer a respectable
rank among English poets. [Vide Plate XXIX]
Dyer, Samuel, a writer, was born about 1725, and died
and

in

'

He

1772.

edited

Plutarch's Lives in 1758, but is
a member of the Literary Club, and
the associate of the learned, than for any of his literary

(Biog.) a clergyman and schoolmaster, who
died in 1 750, is well known as the author of an English
Dictionary, Spelling Book, and other School Books.
(Hist.) Dier, or Deyer, Sir James, a lawyer, descended
from an ancient and honourable family in Somersetshire, was
the year 1512, appointed reader in the Middle
about
born
Temple in 1530, Speaker of the House of Commons in 1552,

Thomas

more known

as

labours.

DYMAS

DYER

(Myth.) a Trojan, who, having put on the armour
among the number of those slain by his

of a Greek, was

own countrymen.

D^

J'irg.

/En.

1.

2.

MXL

S (Hist.) one of Alexander's officers, who conspired
against his master's life, and being discovered, stabbed himself before he was taken.
Curt. 1. 6.
D'i
(Geog.) Avppaxwv, otherwise called Epi-

one of the queen's Serjeants in 1553, when he sat as one of the
commissioners on the trial of sir Nicholas Throckmorton.
In 1557 he was made one of the Judges of the Common
Pleas, and Chief Justice in 1559, when he assisted at the
trial of Thomas Howard, duke of Norfolk ; and after having
discharged his office with singular probity and talent, he
died in 1582, leaving among his works as an author, a large
book of Reports, published after his death, printed in 1585,
1592, 1601, 1606, 1621, and 1672, 1688, &c. ; which last,
translated from the French, was published under the title of
' Reports of several
select Matters and Resolutions of the
Reverend Judges and Sages of the Law,' &c. and enriched
by the marginal notes of lord chief justice Treby. The

RRACHIUM

damnus, now Durazzo, a town of Macedonia, bordering on
the Adriatic, was founded by a colony from Corcyra, A. C.
623.
It was the common landing-place from Brundusium,
and was therefore called Hadrice Tabcrna', where Cicero was
received during his exile.
Lucan. 1. 6.
Durrachd praams rapiendas

Thucyd.

1.

1 ;

Cic.

ad

AtJ.

1.

3

;

tentlit

Mel

ad
1.

arces.

2

:

Plin.

1.

2

:

Pans.

1.6.

DYRRHACHIL'M

(Xumis.) most of the medals of this city
bear a square in the obverse, symbolical of the gardens of
Alcinous ; and on the reverse, a cow suckling a calf, which,
from their resemblance with those on the medals of Corcyra,
sufficiently testify their origin as a colony of the Corcyrians.
Their medals also bear the head of Minerva, a club, or the
head of Hercules ; because Phalius, the Corinthian, who
lead the colony to Dyrrachium, deduced his origin from
Hercules.
Their other types were the prow of a ship, or a
plough, &c, which were also the common symbols of Corcyra.

best editions of these Reports, is that of John Yaillant, esq.
3 vols. 8vo. 1794, with a Life of the author, from an original
MS., in the Inner Temple library. He also left behind him
'A Reading upon the Statute of 32 Hen. VIII. c. 1. of
\Yills, and upon the 34th and 35th Hen. VIII. e. 5, for

the Explanation of the Statute,' printed at London in 4to.
1648.
Dyer, Sir Edward, a lawyer and poet, a descendant
from the preceding, who died in 1581, aged 70, was successively Serjeant at law, Speaker of the House of Commons,
one of the Judges of the Common Pleas and King's Bench,
and lastly, Chief Justice of the King's Bench. Some of his
pastoral Odes and Madrigals are in ' England's Helicon,'
Description of Friendship,' a
besides which he wrote '
poem in the Ashmolean Museum, and some of his verses are
Library.
Bodleian
the
in
in MS.
Dyer (Her.) the name of a family, probably a branch of
that mentioned under History, which enjoys the dignity
and title of a baronet, conferred in 1678 upon William Dyer.
The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Or, a chief indented gules.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a goat's head sable,
Crest.

The inscriptions, besides AYI', for Dyrrachium, consisted of
the name of some person, either of a magistrate, or a nionnoyer, &c.

DYSART,

Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
family of Tollemache, [vide Tollemache^ which witli the
arms, &c. are as follow
Titles.
Tollemache, earl of Dysart, and baron Huntingdon,
and a baronet.
Arms. Azure, an imperial crown or, between three stars
argent, within a double trcssure, flowered, and counterflowered of the second.
Crest.
mermaid holding a mirror in her right hand, and
in her left a comb, all proper.
Supporters.
Two lions gules, collared azure, charged with
three stars argent.
" Tout prest."
Motto.

A

:

A

armed of the first.
Dyer, John (Biog.) a poet of Caermarthenshire, was born in
1700, and died in 175S. His Grongar-Hill,' ' The Fleece,'
'

E.
John (Biog.) master of Catherine Hall, Camwas born of a good family in the county of Suffolk,
The Grounds
about 1636, and died in 1697, leaving, 1.
and Occasions of the Contempt of the Clergy and Religion
forth
answers and
called
which
1670,
into,'
&C.
enquired
Mr. Hobbes's State of Nature considered," &c.
rejoinders. 2.
3.
A Second Dialogue between Philantus and Ti1671.
mothy,' a sequel to the preceding, which followed it quickly.
A complete edition of these works was published in 3 vols.

EACHARD,
bridge,

'

'

'

12mo. bv T. Davies, in 1774.

To him

is

also attributed,

in the catalogue of the

A

British

Museum,

a piece entitled

Free and Impartial F.nquiry into the Causes of that
very great Esteem and Honour that the Nonconformist
Preachers are generally in with their Followers,' &c.
(Ecc.) the faithful friend and biographer of archbishop Anselm, was elected bishop of St. Andrew's in 1 120,
but claiming to be consecrated by the archbishop of Canterbury, and Alexander, king of Scotland, refusing to admit
the supremacy of the archiepiscopal see over that of St.
Andrew's, he declined accepting the bishopric. He is now
'

EADMER

EBE
known by
*

which he wrote a Life of St. Anselm, St. Wilfred, and
others, published in Wharton's
Anglia Sacra.'
'

EAGLESFIELD (Biog.) vide Eggerfield.
EANUS (Mi/lli.) another name for Janus.
EARDLEY, Lord {Her.) a title enjoyed

1

EARLE

;

A

A

./Etna in

Lips, lt>28.

Centum

3.

'

16'lb".
2. ' Poetica Hebraica,' 8vo.
Elogia Juris-Consultorum et Politicorum

Sanctam Hebneam Linguam aliasque
ejus Propagines,' &c. 8vo. Lips. 1628, &c.
Paul (Biog.) one of the early reformers, was bom
in 1:311, and died in 1589He wrote, 1. ' Expoatio
Evangeliorum Dominicalium.' 2. ' Calendarium Historicuni,'
8vo. Wittcm. 1550, and at Basil in the same year. 3.
HisIllustrium, qui

EBERUS,

Populi Judaici a Reditu Babylonico ad Hierosolymte
Exeidium,' &c.
EBION (Ecc.) the supposed founder of the sect of the Ebionites, although, according to others, who derive their name
from the Hebrew Ebion, a poor despicable man, this Ebion
was an imaginary person, no other than Cerinthus, who
Origen. eon. Cel. 1. 2 ; TertuII. de.
held the same principles.
Prescript, c. 34
S. Epiphtm. de Hares. SO; S. August, de
I iu-res. 1. 2; Euseb. Hist. Eccles. 1. IS; S. Hieron. in
Lin if. ; Optat. Mil. 1. 4; T/ieodoret. Hmret. fabular.Lt:
Baron. Annul.; Tillemont, D11 Pin. fyc,
(Geog.) or Diiblinum, the Latin names for the
modern Dublin.
(Geog.) the Latin name for the town of York.
EBRINGTON, Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by
the eldest son of the earl of Fortescue.
(Geog.) the Iberus of the ancients, a river of Spain,
having its source on the borders of Asturia, and falling into
the Mediterranean, below Tortosa, in Catalonia.
(Geog.) the Latin name for Arnbrun, a town
of France.
(Geog.) Ebrocca or Ebiironieum, eye, the Latin
names for Evreu.r. a town of France.
EBROIN (Hist.) mayor of the palace, under Clotaire III,
and Thierri I, was assassinated by Hermanfroi in 681, after
having committed the greatest atrocities in the administration
of the government.
EBUDjE (Geog.) the Hebrides, or western isles, in Scottoria

;

EBLANUM

EBORACUM

EBRO

EBRODUNUM
EBROICUM

land.

17(j(i.'

EARLSFORT,
of the earl

Philosophica,' 4*0. Franc.

•

by the family of
Eardley, wliich was conferred in lT^i 1 on sir Sampson
Eardley, who had been created a baronet in IT-" !!(Ecc.) or Earhs, an English prelate of York, was
born in KiOl, educated at Oxford, and after various preferments, was consecrated bishop of Worcester in 1662, and
translated to the see of Salisbury the next year.
He suffered
for his steady adherence to the royal cause, and died in 1665,
leaving a translation from the English intoLatin, of the ' Ikon
Basilike,' which was published under the title of ' [mago
Regis Caroli, in illis Buis .Erumnis et Solitudine/ Hag.
16'4(), and also Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, which was
But his prindestroyed by the carelessness of his servants.
cipal work is his ' Microcosmographie, or a Peece of the
was pubDiscovered,'
sixth
edition
ccc.
a
World
of which
lished in 1630, and an edition was published in 1811 at
Oxford, by Mr. Philip Bliss.
Earlk, Jabez (Biog.) a dissenting minister, who was born in
Collection of
1676, and died in 1768, was the author of
Poems, in English and Latin ; besides some Sermons, and
'
Treatise on the Sacrament,' 8vo. 1707Earle, William Benson, a munificent benefactor of Shaftsbury,
was bom in 1740, and died in 1796, leaving a number of
bequests to different charitable institutions.
He also reprinted from a scarce pamphlet ' An exact Relation of the
famous Earthquake and Eruption of Mount .Etna in 1 (if)!),'
to which he added, a letter from himself to lord Lyttleton,
containing a description of the * Late great Eruption of

Mount

ECC

.

a History of tbe Affairs of bis own Time,
the best edition of which was published by Selden, under
the title of
Eadmeri Monachi Cantuerensis Historic Novorum sive sui Steculi, I.ibri Sex,' fol. Lond. 102S. Besides

best

Lord (Her.) the
of ClonmelL

title

borne by the eldest son

EBUSUS

now

(Geog.)

Ivica, one of the Baleares, near the
Plin. 1. 3.

coast of Spain, in the Mediterranean.

EAST ANGLIA

(Hist.) one of the kingdoms of the Saxon
heptarchy, comprising the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, and the Isle of Ely, which was founded by
Earpwald, the fourth king, and
Uffa, its first king, in .078.
and
great grandson of Uffa, was converted to Christianity
his successor Sigebcrt, who had been educated in France,
also introduced learning among his subjects. It is pretended
by some, that he founded the university of Cambridg
Among his successors, were Eyrie, Annas, F.lhelbcrt, F.thclwald, Aldulf, Elfwald, Beorne, Ethelred, and Ethelbert, the
last king of the East Angles, who being murdered by Oll'a,
king of Mercia, in the year 7!)-, bis state was united with
that of Of la.
EATON, John (Biog.) one of the first broachers of Antinomianism, if not its founder, was born in 1570, and died
He is one of Mr. Neale's puritans, in whose
in 1(541.
history an account of liim may be found.
EBERHARD, John Augustine (Biog.) Swedish divine, who
wrote a book in German,
died in 179''. at the age of 69
entitled * An Enquiry into the Doctrine respecting the SalThe New Apology for Socrates,'
vation of Heathens,' or
translated from the German into the French, by Dumas, and
;

1

;

'

published at Amsterdam in 8vo. 177'iI.'i'.RT, John Arnold (Biog.) a German poet and prose
writer of Hamburgh, was bom in 1725, and died in 179'r>Besides many contributions to the periodical journals, he
published two volumes of poems in Bvo., one in 1789, and
the other in 17!Jo; and translated Young's ' Night
Thoughts,' and Glover's
Lconidas.'
EBERTUS, Theodore (Biog.) a professor, at Fruncfort upon
wrote, 1.
Juvenilia
the Oder, in the 17th century,
'

'

ECBATANA

(Geog.) 'VxfiaTava, now Hamadan, the capital
of Media, and residence of Dejoces, king of Media, where
Parmenio was put to death by Alexander, and Hiephestion
was buried. Herod. 1. 1 Diod. 1. 17 ; Strab. 1. 11; Curt. 1. 4.
(Biog.) or Eckhard, John George, a German historian and antiquary, was born at Duingen, in the duchy
of Brunswick, in 1(>74, and died in 1730.
He wrote,
Ilistoria Studii Etymologici Lingua- Germanics',' 8vo.
1.
Hanov. 1711. 2, ' De Usu et Prastantia Studii Etynio3. ' Corpus Historicuni Medii JEvi,' &c. 2 vols,
logici,' &c.
4. ' Origines Habsburgo-Austriaca,' fol.
fol. Lips. 1723.
Lips. 1721.
5. ' Leges Francorum,' &c. fol. ibid. 1730.
6. ' Historia Genealogica Principum Saxoniie superioris,' &c.
Catechesis theotisca Monachi Weissenfol.
1722.
7burgensis Interpretations illustrata.'
8. ' Leibnitzii Collectanea Etymologiea.'
!). ' Brevis ad Historiam Germanic
'
10.
Programma de antiquissimo Helmstadq
[ntroductio.'
;

ECCARD
'

'

Statu,' Ilelmstad. 170<).

11.

'

De Diplomate Caroli Magni

12.
pro Scholis Osnaburgensibus,' &c
Animadvcrsiones
historical et eriticic in Joannis Fredcrici Schannati Dmccsiui
IS. ' Annales Francis Oriet Hierarchiam Fuldensem.'
Ik De Grigine Germanorum/
eutalis,' &C 2 vols. I7.il.
4to. Gotting. 1700. besides some Numismatics! Tracts, &c.
ECCHELLENSIS, Abraham (Biog.) a Marionite of the 17th
century, and professor of Syriac and Arabic in the Royal
College at Paris, was employed in 1636 by the congregation
•

'

De Propaganda Fide,' to assist in the translation of the
He also translated the fifth, sixth, und
Bible into Arabic.
seventh Books of the Conies of Apollonius, from Arabic into
Latin, in which he was assisted by Alphonso Borelli, who
added commentaries to them ; the whole is printed with
'

ECH
Archimedes'

<

De

Assumptis/

fol.

EDE
He

Florent. 1661.

died
Eutychius Vindicatus,'

leaving other works, as, 1. '
166'1, against Selden and Hottinger.
2. ' Remarks on the Catalogue of Chaldee Writers, composed by
Ebed Jesu, and published at Rome,' 1653. 3. ' Chronicon
Orientale,' fol. 1651, which is joined to the Byzantine Historians. 4. ' Institutio Ling. Syriace/ 12mo. 1628.
5. 'Synopsis Philosophic Orientalium,' 4to. 1640.
6. * Versio
Durrhamani de Medicis Virtutibus Animalium, Plantarum,
et Geramarum,' 8vo. Paris. 1647ECCLES, Solomon (Biog.) an English musician in the 17th
century, who turned Quaker, and practised many fooleries,
was brought by repeated imprisonment to confess his follies,
in 1664,
4to.

Rom.

and died, in all probability, without any religion.
Ecclks, John, son of the preceding, employed his life more
usefully and honourably, in composing for the theatre.
His
air set to 'A Soldier and a Sailor,' is considered a masterpiece of its kind.

Eccles, Henry, a brother of the preceding, was a performer
on the violin, and also the author of 12 excellent Solos for
his own instrument, printed at Paris in 1720.
Ecci.es, Thomas, familiarly called Tom Eccles, another brother of John above-mentioned, though an excellent performer on the violin, yet preferred the life of a strollinc
fiddler, to that of a regular professor.
He was known more
as a lover of drink than any thing else.

ECD1T1US

(Hist.) son of the emperor Avitus, defended
the city of Auvergne against the Visigoths, and afterwards
distinguished himself no less by his charity to the poor
during a famine. Marcellin. el Cassiodor. in Chron. ; Sidon.
Apollinar. 1. 2, ep. 1 ; Gregor. Tur. 1. 2.

ECHARD,

James (Biog.) a Dominican and biographer of
Rouen, was born in 1644, and died in 1724, leaving Scrip'

tores Ordinis Priedicatorum recensiti Notisque historicis et
criticis illustrata,' 2 vols. Paris, 1719, an accurate account

of the lives of distinguished persons of that order.
an English divine and historian, was
born at Cassan, near Beccles, in Suffolk, about 1671, educated at Cambridge, and died in 1730, leaving, 1. • The
Roman History, from the Building of the City to the Perfect Settlement of the Empire by Augustus Csesar;' the
fourth edition of which was published in Svo. 1699. 2. 'The
History, from the Settlement of the Empire by Augustus
Csesar to the Removal of the Imperial Seat of Constantine
the Great;' second edition, Svo. 16'97. which was followed
by two continuations of this work. 3. '
General Ecclesiastical History, from the Nativity of our blessed Saviour
to the first Establishment of Christianity by Human Laws,'
&c. sixth edition in 2 vols. Svo. 1722.
4. ' The History
of England, from the first Entrance of Julius Cesar/ &c.
which passed through several editions, but considerably
sunk in reputation on the appearance of Rapin. 5. '
History of the Revolution in 1688/ &c Svo. ; besides
several pieces of less note.

Echard, Laurence,

A

;

A

ECHECRATES

E X i KpaT>,c, a Thessalian, who offered
violence to Phcebas, the priestess of Apollo, at the temple of
Delphi.
(Hist.)

ECHEMUS

(Hist.)"E X efioc, son of Erops, a king of Arcadia,
defeated the Dorians, and killed, with his own hand,
their leader, Hyllus, tlie son of Hercules, 45 years before
the capture of Troy.
Pans, in Arcad.
Eche.mls, a king of Arcadia, who succeeded his brother Polimetor, and joined Aristomenus against the Spartans. Pav.i.

who

in

Arcad.

ECHESTRATUS

(Hist.) 'E\^paroQ, a son of Agis I, succeeded his father on the throne of Sparta, A. C. 1058. Herodot. 1. 7
Pans, in Lacon. c. 204.
;

ECHIDNA

(Myth.) 'E\iiia, a monster sprung from the
union of Chrysaor with Callirrhoe, who is represented as a
beautiful

woman

in

the upper parts of her body, but as a

serpent below the waist.
Hesiod. T/ieog. 295; Herod. 1. 3,
c. 108 ; Apollod. 1. 2 ; Pans. 1. 8 ; Ovid. Met. 1. 9(Gcog.) 'Egc'radcc, or Echhiw, five small
islands near Acarnania, at the mouth of the river Achelous,
supposed by the mythologists to be five nymphs changed by
Achelous into islands.

It

ECHINADES

Stat. Theb.

1.

2.

Turbidus objectas Achelous Echiuades

Lucan.

1.

exit.

6.

Et tuns, CEnen
Pene gener crassis oblimai Echiuades undis.

Senec. in Troad.
Quolibel vento J'aeiles Eclibni?

Herod. 1. 2 ; P/in. 1. 2 ; Dionys. Per. v. 4-33; Strab. 1. 2 ;
Ovid. Met. 1. 8.
ECHION (Myth.) one of those men who sprung from the
dragon's teeth sown by Cadmus, and assisted the latter in
the building of Thebes.
Apollod. 1. 3 ; Ovid. Met. tyc.
(Myth.) a nymph, the daughter of the Aer and Tellus,

ECHO
who

chiefly resided in the vicinitv of the Cephisus.

Ovid.

Met.

ECKEL,

Joseph Hilary (Biog.) a Jesuit and antiquary, was
born at Entezfeld, in Austria, in 1737, and died in 1798,
leaving, 1.
Nummi Veteres Anecdoti ex Museo Ca>sareo
Vindobonensi,' &c. 4to. Vindob. 1775. 2. 'Catalogus Musrei
Cssarei Vindobonensis Nummorum Veterum,' 2 vols. fol.
Vindob. 177.9- 3. ' Sylloge Nummorum Veterum,' Sec. 4to.
Vindob. 1786.
4. ' Descriptio
Nummorum Antiochiae,
Syria,' &c 4to. ibid. 1786.
5.
Explanation of the Gems,"
'
&c. 1788.
Doctrina Nummorum Veterum/ 8 vols. Svo.
6.
1792-8ECKIUS, John (Biog.) a divine of the Romish church, and
a great controversialist, was born in Suabia in 1483, and
died in 1543, leaving, among other tilings of a similar nature,
'

'

a

Manual of

ECLUSE

EDBALD

Controversies.
(Biog.) vide Cktsius.
(Hist.) a king of Kent, after his father Ethelred,

who embraced paganism,

but was afterwards brought back
church by Laurent' is, archbishop of Canterbury, and died after a reign of 25 years in 640.
Bed.
to the Christian

2

Polyd. Virg. Hist.
igl. 1. 3.
twelfth king of Kent after his father
Withred, reigned 23 years. Polyd. f'irg. 1. 4.
(Hist.) son of Ethelric, king of the northern
Saxons, after obtaining many victories over the Bretons,
expelled from his throne by the usurper Edwin, and
\\ as
died in the seventh century.
Bed. Hist. 1. 1.
EDELINCK, Gerard (Biog.) an engraver of Antwerp, was
born in 1641, and died in 1707.
His engraving of the
' Holy
Family/ by Raphael, and that of ' Alexander in
the Tent of Darius,' by le Brun, are reckoned among his
Hist.

1.

2,

EDBERT

c.

;

.

(Hist.)

EDEFRID

master-pieces.

EDEMA,

Gerard (Biog.) a Dutch

Friesland, as

is

supposed,

who

painter, and native of
died about 1700, was held

in high esteem as a painter of landscapes.

EDEN

(Bibl.) py, a province of Asia, wherein was Paraotherwise called the Garden of Eden.
Gen. ii. 8 ;
xix. 12, 13 ; Isai. xxxvii. 12 ; Ezelc. xxvii. 23.
Eden (Her.) the name of a family long situated in the county
of Durham, which enjoys the title and dignity of a baronet,
conferred in 1672 on sir Robert Eden, of West Auckland.
William Eden, the third son of the third baronet, was in
17,89 raised to the dignity of the Irish peerage by the title
of lord Aukland, and in 1 79 3 to the English peerage by the title
of lord Aukland, or Aucland, of Aucland, co. Durham. ("Vide
AuUand~\ William Eden, the youngest brother of the first
lord Aukland, was raised to the Irish peerage by the title
of baron Henley, of Chardstock.
[Vide Henley']
Eden, a branch of the same family, living at Truir, in the
dise,

Kings

7

;

EDR

EDI
county of Durham, also enjoys the title and dignity of a
baronet, conferred in 1776 on Robert Eden, the second son
Oi mi- Robert Eden, the third baronet above-mentioned.
EDER (Hist.) the 14th king of Scotland, defeated Bredius,
a prince who invaded Ins territory, and burnt several of
his vessels.
Boeth. et Buck. Hist. Scot.
1)1 SUS, St. (Ecc.) a martyr of Alexandria, who distinguished himself by his boldness in defending the Christian
faith, suffered martyrdom in 306.
Euseb. ae Martyr. Pa1

Bail/,!. Vies des Saints, 8fC.

lest. ;

Edesus

(Biog.) a Christian poet of Gaul in the fifth cenwho commemorated the virtues of S. Hilarius in
hexameter verse, of which only twelve verses are extant in
the life of that saint by St. Honoratus.

COL. MET. ANTONIANA, or
AX. KO. EAECCA, which represents

Edessa,

Vaillant.

Col av.

EDGAR

(Hist.) surnamed the Pacific, succeeded his brother
Edwin on the throne of England, and died in 975, after a
reign of about 16 years, during which he obtained several

victories over the Scots, and imposed a tribute of wolves'
heads upon the Welch.
Hovcdon.
Gill. Malms. 1. 2;
Brampton, et Citron. Sax. eye.
Edgar, Atheling, vide Athehng.
Edgar, eldest son of Malcolm III, king of
Scotland, was for some time deprived of his
throne by the usurpers Donald, his uncle,
and Duncan, his natural brother ; but with
tin assistance of the English, he regained his
inheritance, and died in 1107, in the 10th
year of his reign.
His sister, Matilda, was
married to Henry I, of England.
His effigy is given as in

the annexed figure.

EDG(

MBE

(Her.) the name of a family which enjoys a
conferred on Richard Edgcumbe, who was
created in 1742 baron Edgcumhe
his second son, George
I

peerage;

first

;

Edgcumbe,

s
third lord Edgcumbe, was created in
Edgcumbe and Valletort, and in 1789 earl of
Mount Edgcumbe. [Vide Mount Edgcumbe]
1

I

viscount

EDGHILL

(Geog.) a village in

Warwick, memorable
'

Warwickshire, 14 miles S.
fought by Charles I

for the first battle

his rebellious subjects in 1642.

EDINBURGH

(Geog.) the metropolis of Scotland, situated

ah 'il a mile and a half from the frith of Forth, and surrounded on all sides by hills, 42 miles E. Glasgow, and 896
N. \. W. London.
Lou. 3° 12' W. lat. 5.7' 50' N.
This
town, which is of considerable antiquity, is generally supto
the Mala Castra of Ptolemy, and the Castrum
Puellarum of Antoninus, so called from its castles, which
are supposed to have afforded a safe residence to the daughters
cl the
Pictisb Kings.
The modern name is a corruption
.lied in all probability from Edwin,
of Edwirn
Saxon prince, who built or rebuilt the castle in 626.
Edinburgh was a place of some note in the 9th century,
and was the ro J
i nee in subsequent ages.
Its univern H-. founded in 1582.
li

;c

(JEcc.)

}

;l

EDMONDES,

vide

Thomas

Sir

(Hist.) a knight in the reign of

queen Elizabeth, was born at Plymouth, in Devonshire,
about 1563, and employed on several embassies to France,
and filled several posts under James I and Charles I. He
(Biog.) son to sir Thomas Edmondes,
patron to the sir Thomas mentioned under History, was born in 1566, and died in 1622, leaving, 1.
Observations on the First Five Books of Csesar's Commentaries,' fol. Lond. 1600.
2. 'Observations on Cesar's Commentaries of the Civil Wars, in Three Books,' fol. Lond.
1609; both reprinted together in 1677, with the addition
of an Eighth Commentary by Hirtius Pansa,' &c.
Joseph Mowbray (Biog.) Herald extraordinarv,
and an heraldic writer, who died in 1786, was the author
of, 1. ' Historical Account of the Greville Family,' &c. 8vo.
Lond. 1766. 2. *
Companion to the Peerage of Great
Britain and Ireland,' Svo. Lond. 1776.
3. '
Complete
Body of Heraldry,' 2 vols. fol. 1"80.
4. ' Baronagium
'

niana, as

foot

She died in 98 \
t the age
of 23, leaving
most distinguished piety.
Boomer.

life.

a reputation for the

who was

(Gcvg.) a town of Macedonia. [Vide MAessa~\
Edessa, "Eottnra, a considerable town of Mesopotamia, which
was sometimes taken for the country itself, whose kings
* bore the name of Abgarus.
[Vide Abgarus']
Edessa (Numis.) medals are extant of both towns; those
belonging to the town of Macedonia are known by the
inscription EAF.i^AIiiN ; those belonging to the latter
town by the inscription EAECCHNilN ; to
this was sometimes added the titles of a
metropolis and a colony, as F.Ar.CC. Mil.
MHTPOI1 It was also called Marcia Anto-

as in the
annexed cut, under
form of a turreted female setting her
on the river Scirtus to denote its situation.

religious

EDMER

died in 1639.

EDESSA

MAI'.

(Hist.) daughter of Edgar, king of England,
was offered the crown at the death of her father and her
brother, Edward II ; but she refused it, preferring to lead a
St.

EdmONDES, Clement

tury,

the

EDITHA,

EDMONDS,

A

A

Genealogicum,' &c. 6 vols. fol. 1764—84.
EDMONSON, Hcnricus (Biog.) a scholar, who styled himin Latin Edmwiden ah Edmundo, was born in Cumberland
in 1607, and died in 1659, leaving, 1. ' Lingua Lingua2. ' Homonyma et Synonyma
rum,' 8vo. Lond. 1655.
Lingua? Latimc Conjuncta et Distincta,' Svo. Oxon. l66l.
(Her.) a family of Duntreath in the
county of Stirling, of which mention is made as early as
the reign of king Malcolm Canmore, and his son David.
This family enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1774 on sir Archibald Edmonstone.
Their arms,
&c. are as follow
crescents
gules,
Arms. Or, three
within a double tressure,
flowered and counterflowered.
Out of a ducal coronet a swan's head and neck
Crest.

j

EDMONSTONE

:

•

proper.
Supporters.
Two lions rampant gules.
" Virtus auget linnnrcni."
Motto.
St. (Hist) king of the East Angles, more distinguished for piety than valour, was conquered by the Danes
in 870 ; and, being taken prisoner, was bound to a tree, and
shot to death with arrows by order of Ivar, king of the
His body was interred
Danes, after a reign of si\ years.

EDMUND,

in the

town of

St.

Edmund's Bury,

in Suffolk,

which was

[

called after him.

Edmunij I, son of Edward the Elder, succeeded as king of
England in 941, and was stabbed to death in 918 by a
robber of the name of Lcolf, after a reign of about six

i

which he had added Mercia, Northumberland,
and Cumberland to his dominions. Polyd. I'erg. eye.
II, surnamed Ironside, succeeded in 101(i, and was
assassinated by two of bis servants in 1017, after having
taken Canute as his partner to the throne.

years, during

Edmund

1

Edmund,

Plantagenet, vide Kent.
EdmTTND, St. (Ecc.) a native of Abingdon, archbishop of
Canterbury in the reign of Henry II, was obliged to have
the kingdom in consequence of his quarrel with the latter;

and, retiring to France, he died there in 1240.
(Hilil.) another name of Esau.
Gen. xxv.
(Geog.) a mountain of Thrace. Herod. 1.7; ApoUod.
I. :;. &c.
(Hist.) son of Edward the Elder, succeeded his
brother Edmund
in 948, and died after a reign of nine
years and a half, during which he quelled the insurrections
of the Danes, and received the homage of Malcolm, king

EDOM
l.DON

EDRED

I

,

EDW
of Scotland.

Hovedcn.

EDRIC
-

Brompt.

p.

857

;

EDW

W. Malmsb-

;

Chron.Sax.;

his life,

by the treachery of the primate of Armagh, and

some other friends

8fc.

(Hist.) the son of Egbert,

sessed of his throne

by

was

for a time dispos-

uncle Lothaire

but the latter
being defeated, and slain in battle, Edgar succeeded, and
died after a reign of two years in 686. Bed. Hill. I. 2 ; Gul.
his

;

to the English.
of Portugal, succeeded his father John II in
1433, and died after a reign of five years.
Marian. Hist.
Espan. ; Garibai. 1. 135, &c.

Edward, king

Princes of this Name.

Malmsb.; Brampton; Chron.Sax.
Edric, surnamed Streon, a man of low birth, was made
duke of Mercia by Etbelred II, but having caused the assassination of Edmund Ironside, he was put to death by
Bede. ; Gul. Malmsb. <y<*.
order of Canute.
EDUSA (Myth.) the name of a goddess among the Romans,
it
was
to protect the food of young children.
office
whose
Varr. de Fit. Rom. 1. 1 ; August, de Civ. D. 1. 4.
(Hist.) the name of several kings and princes, &c.

EDWARD

901, and died in ,025, after a warlike and successful reign,
in which he conquered the Danes. Gul. Malmsb.; Brampton
et Chron. Sax.; Polyd. J'irg. ; Hoveden. ; Ma/th. West. §c
Edward, St., surnamed the Martyr, the younger son of
Edgar the Great, succeeded to the throne of England in

was murdered

Hoveden.
Sax.; Matt. West.
mother.

;

at

Corfe castle by Elfrida, bis step; Bromplon. ct Chron.

Gul. Malmesb.

the Confessor, succeeded his father Ethelred in 1041, and died in 1066, after a weak reign, in which
he was governed by Godwin, his father-in-law.

1, of the Norman line, was born at Winchester in
1239, succeeded his father, Henry III, in 1272, and died
He was appointed umpire between the competitors for the crown of Scotland, and conducted himself so
[[Vide
politicly as to keep the power in his own hands.
He was succeeded by his son Edward. WalPlate III]

Edward

in 1307-

Knyghton ; Rymers Feed. eye.
surnamed of Caernarvon, succeeded his father
and was put to a cruel death in 1326, after a
turbulent reign of 20 years [[vide Plate HI], when he
Thorn.
was succeeded by his son Edward. Froissard. 1. 1
Walsingham ; T. More in lit.; Rymer. Feed. $c.
Edward III, was born at Windsor in 1312, succeeded his
father in 1326, and died in 1377, after a glorious reign, in
which the two celebrated victories of Cressy and Poictiers
were gained in France, and other important successes
tingham

Edward

;

II,

Edward

I,

;

He

was succeeded
by his grandson, Richard II. Froissard ; Knyghton ; Avesburu ; Anon. Hist. ; Thorn. Walsingham; Rymer, 8fc.
Edward IV, son of Richard, duke of York, succeeded to the
throne of England after a long and desperate struggle with
his rival Henry VI, which terminated in the death of the
against the Scotch.

[[Vide Plate III]

He died in 1483, at the age of 4], after a reign of
more than 20 years. [[Vide Plate IV] He was succeeded
Polyd. Virg. ; Sir T. More, Hist.
by his son, Edward V.
Ric. Ill ; Philip de Comminez ; Leland. Collect. ; Holingshed ; Hall; Grafton ; Stowe, fyc.
Edward V, son of the preceding, being committed to the guarlatter.

dianship of Richard, duke of Gloucester, was murdered
by his orders, together with his brother, the duke of York.
More, Commines, e]c.
Edward VI, son of Henry VIII by Jane Seymour, succeeded
bis father at the age of 10 in 1547, and died at the age of
16, after having displayed great prematurity of talent, and
contributed very materially to the establishment of the ProHolingshed ; Sloive ;
([Vide Plate IV]
testant religion.
Goodwin ; Fox ; Wood ; Burnet, 8,-c.

Other Kings of this Name.
Edward, Baliol, king of Scotland. [[Vide BalioF\
Edward, king of a part of Ireland and brother to Robert
Bruce, obtained bis kingdom by his valour, but lost it, with
VOL.

I.

serve.

of Savoy, son of Amadeus V, succeeded him
Guichenon. Hist, de Sav. #,c.
son of Renaud of Nassau, duke of Gelderland,
took up arms against his brother Renaud ; and, having made
him a prisoner, succeeded to the government, but was assassinated by one of his domestics in 1371, after a reign of
in 1323,

and died in 1329-

Edward, second

10 years.

Edward,

the only son of Henry VI, was born in 1453 ; and,
being taken prisoner by Edward IV whilst fighting on the
was killed by his orders in 1471.
Edward, Plantagenet, Earl of Warwick, vide Warwick.
Edward, Duke of Braganza, brother of John IV, rendered
great sendee to Ferdinand III in the 30 years' war, but
was afterwards taken prisoner by the Spaniards, and died of
side of his father, he

Edward, surnamed
"

e. I

Edward, count

the Elder, succeeded his father, Alfred the Great, in

9~5, and

the Black Prince, from the colour of his
armour, the eldest son of Edward III, distinguished himself by his prowess at the battles of Cressy and Poictiers,
and afterwards still more so by the generosity he displayed
towards the captive John. He died before his father in
1376.
The crest which he took from the king of Bohemia
became the crest for the succeeding princes of Wales, consisting of three ostrich feathers, and the motto, " Ich dien,"

i.

English Kings of this Name.

Edward

Edward, surnamed

poison, as

is suspected, in 1649Farnese, succeeded his father, Ranuccio I, as duke
of Parma, in 1622, and died in 1646, at the age of 34.
Edward of Canterbury (Ecc.) a Benedictine, and attendant
on Thomas a Becket, is said to have been present at his
assassination in 1 1 70, and to have received a blow on his
arm while interposing between his master and the assassins.
(Her.) the family name of lord Kensington,
which title was conferred in 1776 on William Edwardev
grandson of Robert, earl of Warwick and Holland.
Edwardes, the name of a family of Shrewsbury, which traees
its origin to Powis, king of the Britons in 450.
1'his family
enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1644

Edward,

EDWARDES

sir Thomas Edwardes, which was confirmed in 1678,
Edwardes. The arms,
&c. of this family are as follow
Arms.
Gules, a chevron engrailed, between three tygers'
heads, erased argent.
Crest.
A man's hand proper, within a profile helmet of the
last garnished.
Richard (Biog.) one of the early English poets,
was born in Somersetshire in 1523, and died in 1566,
leaving, among other things, ' Damon and Pythias,' a
comedy ; ' Palemon and Arcite,' another corned)' ; besides
English and Latin poems the former of which are, for the
most part, extant in ' The Paradise of Dainty Devises,' 4to.
Lond. 1578, and lately reprinted in the ' Bibliographer.'
Edwards a puritan, and a rebel of Trinity College, Cambridge, died in 1647, leaving several works which are remarkable for nothing but indecent scurrility.
Edwards, John, son of the preceding, was born at Hertford
in 1637, educated at Cambridge, and died in 1716.
His

on

after the Restoration, to sir Francis
:

EDWARDS,

;

1

,

works are

all Calvinistic.

Edwards, Jonathan, of Jesus

College, Oxford, who was
born in 1629, and died in 1712, is principally known by his
writings against Socinianism.
Edward.s, George, an ornithologist, was born at Stratford, in
Essex, in 1694, and died in 1773. leaving his ' Historv of
Birds,'

4

vols. 4to.

more volumes,

4c

1743-50;

entitled

'

to

which were added three

Gleanings.'

[[Vide Plate

XXXIII]

:

EFF

EGG

president of the college of Mew Jersey,
was born in 1703, and died in 1738. He wrote, among
other things,
A Treatise on Religious Affections," 9s&
Edwards, Thomas, a critic, and poetical writer, was born in
leaving, 1. 'A Letter to the
1699j ;1I1< 1 l 'ied in 1 7 7
Author of the late Epistolary Dedication addressed to Mr.
Supplement to Mr. Warburton's
Warburton,' 1711. 2.
Edition of Shakespeare,' 1 7-1-7; printed twice in one year,
and a third time in 1 748, under the title of
Canons of

Edwards, Jonathan,
'

.">

,

'

A

'

Criticism,'

&c;

in 1765.

8.

work was published
Free and candid Thoughts on the Doctrine of

'

a seventh edition of this

Predestination/ 1761.

Edwards, Thomas, an English

divine, was born at Coventry
Cambridge, and died in 178.5, leaving,
1. ' The Doctrine of Irresistible Grace proved to have no
Foundation in the Writings of the New Testament,' 17592. ' Prologomena in Libros Veteris Testamenti Poetieos,'
3. * Two Dissertations, &c. on Bigotry,'
&C. 8vo. 1762.
Dissertationes,' &ft 8vo.
8vo. 1767.
4. 'Dure
1768.
5. ' Selecta qutedam Theocriti Idyllia,' &c. 8vo. 177.0.
Edwards, Bryan, the historian of the West Indies, was
born at Westminster in 1748, and died in 1800, leaving,
' Thoughts on the Proceedings of Government respecting
1
2. A
the Trade of the West India Islands,' &c. 1784.
Speech delivered by him at a free Conference between the
Council and Assembly at Jamaica, held on the 25th Novem3. ' History, Civil and Commercial, of the
ber, 1780, &e.
British Colonies in the West Indies,' 2 vols. 4to. 1793; to a
of
which,
in 3 vols. 8vo. 180], was added his
new edition
History of St. Domingo ;' and a short Memoir of his
Early Life, written by Himself. 4. * The Proceedings of
the Governor and Assembly of Jamaica in regard to the
in 1739, educated at

.

'

MarOOn Negroes.'
Edwards, William, an

architect

in

Anecdotes,

EDWIN

(Hist.) the first Christian king of Northumberland,
succeeded his father Adelfrid, and was killed in battle in
633, bv Cadwalla, king of the Britons, in the 48th year of
his age. and after a wise reign of 17 years, in which he
b -ought most of his subjects to embrace the Christian faith.
Bed. I fist. I 2; Gvl. Malmesb. 1. 1; Matth. West. p. 114;
Brampton et Chron. Sa.v. <S-r.
l.DWY (Hist.) the son of Edmund, succeeded his uncle
but having married Elgiva, who was his
Edrcd in .0.1/)
cousin, and within the prohibited degrees, he died in exile
Hi, queen had been previously seized by Odo,
in 959the archbishop, and after being branded with a hot iron was
;

where she

Buffered a cruel death.

Gill.

Chron. Sax. p, 1 IS.
EECKHOUT, GerbratU Vander {Bhg.) an artist of AmsterHe was a disdam, was lxmi in l631, and died in 1(>74.

Malmesb.

ciple of

1.

'J

;

Two

lions argent, each

charged on the shoulder

with a mullet sable.
" Virtus miile scuta."

Motto.

EGBERT

(Hist.) son of Encorribert. king of Kent, died
about 0'7.j, after a reign of nine years, which he stained
with the murder of his two cousins.
Bed. 1. 2
Bromptun. et Chron. Sax. ; Cut. Malmesb. p. 11.
Eqbbbt, succeeded Britrich in 800 as king of Wessex, and
in 828 became king of England by the union of the Saxon
heptarchy.
He died after a glorious reign of 37 yean
Gill. Malmesb. 1. 2:
Brompton. et Chron. Sax.; I'olud.
Ferg. IS.
EGERTON, Sir Thomas (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was born in Cheshire in 1540; entered a
student at Brazennose College in 1556; mad
SolicitorGeneral in 1581
Attorney-( ieneral and Master of the Rolls
in 1582; Lord-Keeper in I696; Lord High Chancellor
the day before the coronation of James I ; and died " in a
good old age, and full of virtuous fame ;" after having performed the highest offices of the state with honour to himself, and been distinguished with the favour of two sovereigns in an extraordinary degree.
[Vide Plate XX]
Egerton, John, vide Bridgewater.
Egerton, John (Ecc.) bishop of Durham, son of Henry
Egerton, bishop of Hereford, the fifth son of John, third
earl of Bridgewater,
was born in 1721, educated at
Oxford, and after various preferments was promoted to the.
see of Durham in 1771He died in 1787- leaving the'
highest reputation for piety and munificent liberality. An
ample account of the lord chancellor and this bishop, as
well as of the third duke of Bridgewater, is to be found in
a work written by the Hon. and Rev. Francis Egerton,
Compilation of various
prebendary of Durham, entitled, '
authentic Evidences and historical Authorities, tending; tc'
Illustrate the Life and Character of Thomas Egerton, Viscount Brackley, Lord Chancellor of England,' <^c. fol.
Egerton (Her.) the surname which was assumed in thi
time of Edward I by Philip de Malpas, high sheriff of
Of thi;
Cheshire, and second son of David dc Malpas.
family was sir Thomas Egerton, afterwards well known b>'
the name of Lord Chancellor Egerton, as mentioned unde;
History, who in 16'03 was created baron Ellesmere, C0
;

;

A

the 18th century, and
native of Glamorganshire, distinguished himself by his skill
in bridge-building.
Edwards, Edward, an artist, who was born in London in
1738, and died in 1806', wrote a Treatise on Perspective;
and Anecdotes of Painters, as a Supplement to Walpole's

bani hed to Ireland,

Supporters.

Osbert. in lit. S. Dunst.

;

Rembrandt, whose manner of designing, colouring,

and pencilling, he imitated very happily.

Ekckidht. Anthony Vander, another

artist of Brussels,

was

born in 1656, and was shot while in his coach in I(i'l5.
Has pictures were highly esteemed in Italy, and sold for a
high pi
EFFINGHAM, Lord Howard, of (Hist.) sometimes styled
[Vide Honrira^
lord Effingham.
I .ml iff' (ILr.) a title enjoyed by the family of
I'.i riNi.MAM.
The titles, arms, &C. of this family are as follow
I Inward.
Howard, earl of Effingham, and lord Howard, of
TitlesEffingham.
and
Cral. The same as the duke of Norfolk, a
Arms
mullet for difference.
:

:

Salop, and viscount Brackley, eo. Northampton in l(il6
and his son John was in 1 6" 1 7 raised to the dignity of ear

[Vide Bridgetvater^
of Bridge-water, CO, Somerset.
of Egerton and Oulton Park, co. Chester, a brand
of the above-mentioned family, enjoys the dignity and tith
of a baronet, conferred in 1()17 on sir Rowland Egerton
The arms, )s;c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Quarterly, eight coats: 1. Argent, a lion Tampan
threi
2. Cities,
between three pheons sable.
utiles,
pheons argent, (the original bearings of this family temp
Azure, three garbs or ; the carl of Ches
Edw. 111).
4. Argent,
three lioncels passant regardant it
ter's.

Egerton,

.''.

5. Argent, on a bene
pale gules; Ralph ap Ennyon's.
three cscarbuncles of six rays or; Thometon's
()'.
Azure, two bars argent, over all on a bend gules
7- Argent]
three broad arrows of the second; Done's.
a chevron sable, between three roses gules, bcardcn
S. Barry of si\ argent am
proper
sir Gilbert Smith's.

gules,

,-

azure, a label of five points gules; lord Grey de Wilton.!
On a wreath, three broad arrows (two saltirc-wis
Crest.
and one in pale) or, headed and feathered sable, brace
or banded together with a riband gules (and sometime

with a wreath), tasselled as the arrows.
" V irtuti unit armis fido.
John Henry {Biog.) an antiquary, was borj
at Bremen in 1689, and died' in 1713, leaving, 1. 'D
Motto.

EGGELING,

Numismatibus quibusdam abstrusis Neronis," &e. 4t<
Bremen, 1681. 2. • Mysteria Cereris et Bacchi,' &c. 4b

;

EGM

EGY

1682 ; and reprinted by Gronovius, in Vol. VII of his
Greek Thesaurus. 3. * Diseussio Calunmiarum Felleriara4. < De Orbe Stagneo Antinoi Epistola,'
rum,' 4to. 16874to. 1691. 5. ' De Miscellaneis Germanise/ &c. 1694, 1700.

Account of the Causes which have retarded the Progress of the Colony of Georgia,' 1743; 'A Genealogical
History of the House of Yvery,' from which the Percevals
were descended.
Egmoxt, John, second Earl of, and son of the preceding,
was born in 1711 ; sworn one of his majesty's Privy Council
in 1755, and again on the accession of king George III
was constituted one of the Lords of the Admiralty in 1 763
and died in 1770 ; leaving among his works, as an author,
Faction detected by the Evidence of Facts,' &c.
of which
a fifth edition was published in Svo. 1743.
This celebrated
pamphlet was for a long time attributed to lord Bath.
Egmoxt, Ear! of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
family of Perceval [vide PerceoaT] ; which, with the arms,

ibid.

EGGLESFIELD

(Hist.) Eagksfield, or Eglcsfield, Robert,
founder of Queen's College, Oxford, and confessor to queen
Philippa, consort of Edward III, died in 1349, after having
been made rector of Burgh.
(Biog.) the biographer of Charlemagne, died
The best known of his works is his Life
about S10.
of that prince, and his Annals from 741 to 889, &c. inserted in the second volume of Duchesne's ' Scriptores FranBut an improved edition of his works was pubcorum.'
lished in 4to. 1711, by Herman Schmincke, with annotaand another bv professor Bredow, in 1 806.
tions
EGLANTINE, Fabr'e (Hist.) vide Fabre.
EGLINTOUN, Hugh, second Earl of (Hist.) of the family
mentioned under Heraldry, was of the Privy Council to
John, duke of Albany, Governor of Scotland during the
minority of James V, and was in 1536 appointed by this
prince one of the Governors of Scotland during his absence.
Eglixtoux, Hugh, third Earl of, son of the preceding, was
faithful to queen Mary in her distress, and taking up arms
in her behalf, was made prisoner at the battle of Langside.
He died in 15S1, after having lived for some time in

EGINHARD

:

brief

;

'

&C. are as follow
Titles.
Perceval,

:

but he afterwards heartily con-

;

which he was instrumental

in

Argent, on a chief indented gules,

pattee of the

of,

and son of the preceding,

was a man of perfect loyalty in the time of the rebellion,
and raised a troop of horse, at the head of which he fought
valiantly, and was therefore excepted out of Cromwell's indemnity in l654.
Eglixtoi'x, Earl of (Her.) a title enjoyed by the family of
Montgomery. [[Vide Montgomery^ The titles, arms, &c.
of this family are as follow
Montgomery, earl of Eglintoun,
Titles.
:

and lord Mont-

gomery' in Scotland, and lord Ardrossan in England.
Quarterly, first and fourth azure, three fleurs de
Arms.
lis or ; second and third gules, three annulets or, stoned
azure; all within a bordure or, flowered and counterflowered gules.

Two

dragons vert, vomiting fire.
Sup]>orters.
Crest.
A maid holding in her dexter hand a man's head,
and in the sinister an anchor.
" Garde bien."
Motto.
EGMOND, Lamoral, Count (Hist.) a nobleman, of an illustrious family in Holland, was born in 1522, and after serving with great distinction in the armies of Charles V, he
took part with the insurgents in the Low Countries against
Philip II; for which the duke of Alva ordered his head to
be struck off in 1568.
EcMOxn, Maximilian d', Count of Buren, of the same family,
displayed his courage in the wars against Francis I ; and
was, according to Thuanus, equallv skilled in the cabinet
and the field.
Thuan. Hist. 1. 5.
EGMONT, John,Jrst Earl of (Hist.) of the family mentioned under Heraldry, was born in 1683, educated at
Oxford, and going over to Ireland in 1704, with the duke
of Ormond, he was, though under age, appointed a Privy
Councillor, which honourable station he held until his death
in 174S.
Having obtained a grant from the crown of a
district of land in North America, since called Georgia, it
was peopled under his direction as first president. He also
left among his works, as an author, '
Dialogue between
a Member of the Church of England and a Protestant Dissenter, concerning a Repeal of the Test Act,' 1732 ; '

A

A

three

crosses

field.

On a wreath a thistle proper, motto over it " Yvery."
On the dexter side, an antelope argent attired,
gorged with a ducal coronet, chained, tufted, and unguled or ; on the sinister side, a stag sable, furnished as
the dexter, each having in its mouth a thistle proper ;
also the two black eagles, &c. the ancient supporters used
by this family from the time of Edward I.

Crest.

Supporters.

" Sub cruce Candida."
Motto.
Egmoxt, Justus Can (Bios-) a painter
in H)'03,

Eglixtoux, Hugh, seventh Earl

Egmont, viscount Perceval, of

merset.

Arms.

privacy.

up arms against his prince

earl of

Kanturk, baron Perceval, of Burton, and a baronet of
Ireland, lord Lovell and Holland of Enmore, co. So-

EGLiXTorx, Alexander, sixth Earl of, disgraced himself by
mingling with the rebels in the grand rebellion, and taking
curred in the restoration,
bringing about.

;

an

of Leyden, was born
and died in 1685, leaving a good reputation as

artist.

EGNATIUS,

John Baptist (Biog.) an Italian scholar, was
born at Venice in 147.'!, and died in 1553.
His principal
works are, 1
De Romanis Principibus vel Cresaribus,' Colon.
.

'

2.
De Exemplis Virorum Illustrium,' 1540; be»
some Orations, &c.
EGREMONT, Thomas, Lord (Hist.) fifth son of Henri-,
second earl of Northumberland, was, in consideration of
his public services, created baron Egremont in 1449, and
was killed in 1 460, at the battle of Northampton, on the

1519.

'

sides

side of the Lancastrians.

Egremont, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
Wyndham family [Vide Wyndham] which, with the arms,
;

&C

are as follow

:

Titles.
Wyndham, earl of Egremont, lord and baron of
Cockermouth, and a baronet.
Arms. Azure, a chevron between three lions' heads erased
or.

A lion's head erased, within a fetterlock or; but
whether granted by the house of York, whose cognizance
was a fetterlock or, in allusion to the family of Felbrigge,
who also bore it, is not known.
Supporters.
On the dexter side, a lion rampant azure,
winged invertedly or ; on the sinister side, a gryphon
Crest.

argent, guttee de sang.
" Au bon droit."
Motto.
(Geog.) an extensive kingdom of Northern Africa,
of which an ample account has already been given under its
ancient name of JEgyptus, where its modern towns, &c.

EGYPT

are also spoken of.

History of Modern Egypt.

The modern

Egypt commences with the conquest
of this country by the Saracens, under the khalifate oi
Omar, and the command of his successful general Aniru
Ebn Abaz. From this time Egypt continued in subjection to the kbalifs of Bagdad, until the year of the
history of

Hegira 286, A. D. 896 ; when Abu Mohammed Obeid'famed founder of the Fatemite dynastv in
4c 2
allah, the

;

ELE

ELD
up a new khalifate at K air wan, and took the
title of Mohdi or Al Mohdi, i. e. " Director of the Faithful," whose successors reigned there for Upwards of 200

Africa, set

rears, in the following order

:

1.

Abu Mohammed

Obei-

Al Kayem. 3. Al Mnnsar. 4. Moez
Ledin'illah. 5. Aziz, or Al Aziz. 6. Al Hakem. 7- Dhahcr.
Hamer.
10. Amer, or
9. Mostali.
Mostanser.
8.
Faez.
13. Faez, or Al
12. Dhatt'er.
11. HafFedh.
All these, from the fourth, took
14. Hadhed, or Aded.
likewise the title of Ledin'illah from him, which signifies
" The Faith, or Religion of God." At the death of Al
Aded, whose power had long been reduced to a mere
name, the khalifate of the Fatemites was abolished, and
Egypt fell into the hands of the conqueror Saladin, in
the year of the Hegira 366, A. D. 976' ; since which
period it has become a province of the Ottoman empire.
da'llah, or

Mohdi.

2.

EHRET,

George Dionysius (Biog.) a botanical painter of
Baden, died in 1770, in England, where he met with great
encouragement, engravings being made from his paintings
for the

'

Plantie Selects,' &c.

EISENMENGER,

John Andrew (Biog.) a miter, and native of the Palatinate, was born in 1(554, and died in 1704,
leaving a work against Judaism, collected from the fables,
allegories, and contradictions in the Talmud, and other
rabbinical works, and published in 2 vols. 4to. Francfort
an abridgment of which was published in English by the
Rev. John Peter Stehelin, 2 vols. 8vo. London, under the
title of ' The Traditions of the Jews, or the Doctrines and
Expositions contained in the Talmud,' Sec.
EISENSCHMIDT, John Caspar (Biog.) a mathematician and
phvsician of Strasburg, who died there in 1712, at the age
of 56, was the author

of,

1.

'

Elliptico-Spheroido,' a trea-

on the figure of the earth, 4to. 16'91. 2. ' A Treaon the Weights and Measures of various Nations,' &c.

tise

tise

8vo. 1708.

Jeffry (Biog.) an English divine, who died in 1791,
published a translation of Apollonius Rhodius, as also of the
'
Loves of Jason and Medea,' 3 vols. 4to.
{Hist.) vide Heliogabalus.
(Geog.) a small island on the coast of Italy, opposite
of Tuscany, which has two harbours,
duchy
grand
to the
namely, Porto Ferrajo, the capital, and Porto Longone.
The former situated in Ion. 10° 19' E., lat. 42° 49' N., was

EK1NS,

ELAGABALUS
ELBA

gallantly defended by the English against the French in
This island has acquired celebrity in the present age
1801.
from having been chosen as the place of banishment for

Bonaparte.
(Geog.) the Albis of the ancients, a large river of Germany, has" its source in the mountains called the Riesengebirge, between Silesia and Bohemia, and empties itself into

ELBE.

miles below Hamburgh.
ELBEE, X. d' (Hint.) a royalist of Venc'ee, succeeded against
the republicans in many engagements, but being defeated

the

German Ocean, about 70

and taken prisoner near ('bullet, was immediately shot.
ELBG',1 T. Hit,,- de Lorraine, Marquis d' (Hist.) seventh son
of Claude, of Guise, died in

1556, after having taken an

active part in the intrigues of Richelieu and Mazarin.
Elbobuf, Maurice due d\ the last male descendant of this
family, is well known as the discoverer of Herculaneum.
Earl (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the pre-

ELDON,

sent illustrious Lord Chancellor, who was first appointed in
1801 to that post, which he has so ably filled ever since,
with the exception of the year 1806, when he resigned in

The
favour of lord l'.rskine, but was reappointed in 1807titles, arms, \c. of this family are as follow
Eldun
viscount
of
Encombe,
Scott, earl of Kldon,
Titles.
co. Dorset, ami baron Eldorj of Eldon, CO. Durham.
Argent, three lions' heads erased gules, between the
ArtM.
two at lip an anchor sable; on a chief wavy azure, a
portcullis with chain or ; a mullet for difference.
:

A

head erased gules, charged on the neck with
a portcullis chained or, and a mullet argent.
Two lions guardant proper, gorged with a
Supporters.
portcullis, and chained or, with a shield argent, charged
with a circle of laurel-leaves ert.
" Sed sine labe decus."
Motto.
of Guienne (Hist.) successively the wife of Lewis
VII of France, and Henry II of England, who being
jealous of the king's connexion with the lair Rosamond*
incited her sons to rebel against their father, and died in

( rest.

lion's

i

ELEANOR

1201, a nun at Fontrevault.

Eleanor, daughter of the count of Provence, and wife of
Henry III of England, collected a fleet by the aid of the
king of France, in order to release her husband from the
thraldom of the carl of Leicester, but it was dispersed by

She died in 1291.
thud son of Aaron, and

the winds.

ELEAZAR

(Bibl.) "npy^K,

cessor as high priest,

his suc-

who

entered the land of promise, and
was buried at Gabaath. Exod. vii. &c. Josh. xxiv.
Eleazar, son of Aminadab, to whose care the ark was committed when sent hack by the Philistines.
1 Sam. vii.
Eleazar, son of Dodo, one of the three gallant men who
broke through the camp of the Philistines, to bring
David water from Bethlehem. 2 Sam. xxiii. and Chron.
xi. &c.
Eleazar (Hist.) surnamed Savaran, brother to Judas Maccabeus, called Auran by Josephus, got under the belly ol
an elephant on which he supposed Antiochus Epiphanes was
riding, and piercing the animal, it fell upon him and crushed
him to death. 1 Maccab. vi. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 12.
F.Leazar, an old man of Jcrsusalem, who suffered death undei
the persecution, and in the presence, of Antiochus Epiphanes
2 Mac. vi.
Eleazar, son to Onias I, and brother to Simon, surnamed
the Just, who exercised the charge of high priest 19 years
during the minority of Onias II, A.C. 260.
Eleazar, son of Ananus, was appointed high-priest by Valerius Gratus, A. C. 23.
Eleazar, son of Boethus, was appointed high-priest by Ar
chelaus Ethnarch, of Judaa, A. C. 4.
Eleazar, son of Ananias the high-priest, and one of the in
cendiaries who stirred up the rebellion, which ended in th<
Joseph, de Bell,
destruction of their temple and nation.
Jud. 1. 2, &c.
(Bibl.) the name by which St. John, in his secon<
Epistle, addresses a Christian lady, but whether it be i
The translators of on
proper name or not, is doubtful.
Bible have rendered it an Elect Lady.
(Myth.) 'A\ii.~rpa, a nymph, daughter of Oceannl
and Tethys, and wife of Atlas.
Electra, a daughter of Agamemnon, who preserved the lif
of her brother Orestes, by sending him away to escape tin
snares of her mother Clvtemnestra, and /Fgisthcus hi
Her misfortunes form the subject of one of tli
paramour.
Horn. II. 1. 9
Euripid. in Ores
tragedies of Sophocles.
el Sophoc. in Elect, j Hygin. Fab. 117; Servius in <T.n. I. 4
(Geog.) the name of islands said to exist
;

;

ELECTA

ELECTRA

;

ELECTRIDES
the

i

Adriatic, hut their situation

existence

is

known, and

not

P/in. 1.
Mel. 1. 2
(Mulh.) a princess, by

doubted.

ELEPHANTIS

is

2.

;

whom Danaua

two daughters. Apollod. 1. 2.
Eletmi amis (Biog.) a poetess who wrote
Mart.

1.

thei

licentious

ha

verse

12.

ELEPHENOR

(Mulh.) one of Helen's

suitors.

ELEUSIS

(Geog.) "VXivitir, a town of Attica, celebrated
Paus.
the festivals of Ceres, thence called Eleusinia.
1

Hygin. Fab. 147

ELEUTHERIUS
Hcradius,

;

Ovid.

1.

')

(Hist.) an exarch in Italy for the empen.

who having set himself up in a
his own soldiers in 017.

was beheaded by

fo

1.

state of rcbcUioi

:

ELI

ELI

(Ecc.) a bishop of Rome in the second
century, succeeded Anicetus about 177, and died in 192.
Eleuthkrius, .S7., bishop of Tournay, his native place, was
born in 456, elected bishop in 486, and died about 552.

Elbuthebics,

ELEUTHERUS

(Geog.) a river in Syria, which rises between
Libanus and Antilibanus. Joseph. Antiq. 1. 13.
ELGIN and Kilcardine, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the family of Bruce, ["vide Brucc~\ which with the
Bruce, earl of Elgin and Kinarms, &c are as follow:
cardine, lord Bruce of Kinloss and Torn'.
Or, a saltire and chief gules.
Arms.
A lion rampant argent.
Cresl.

—

Supporters.

Two

(Hist.) a waiting

woman

in the house of a noble-

have become the mistress of king Edgar, in
consequence of a stratagem, which served to extricate the
daughter of this nobleman from his addresses.
ELFORD (Her.) a family of Bukham, in Devonshire, which
is of Cornish extraction, and at present enjoys the dignity
and title of a baronet, conferred in 1S0O on sir William
man,

is

said to

The arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Quarterly, 1st and 4th per pale wavy argent and
2d and .'3d argent,
sable, a lion rampant gules for Elford.
three stirrups and leathers sable, for Scudamore.
Crest. A (iemi-lion rampant per pale wavy argent and sable,
Elford.

Arms.

ducally crowned or.

" DifEcilia qua; pulchra."
(Hist.) the beautiful daughter of Olgar, earl of
Devonshire, who was treacherously obtained in marriage by
Athelwold, the favourite of king Edgar. The latter having
detected the perfidy, and slain the perpetrator, married
Elfrida, who survived him, and afterwards caused her sonin-law Edward, the martyr, to be murdered.
(Bibl.) jmbu, son of Dodo.
1
Chron. xi. &c.
ELI (Ecc.) or Hcli, 'ha, the last of our Saviour's ancestors, in
Euke iii.
the genealogy of St. Luke.
Eli, high-priest of the race of Ithamar, died A. C. 1116,
having been -10 years judge of Israel.
1 Sum. iv.
ELIAB (Bibl.) 2N'Vn, son of Helon, prince of Zebulun.
Motto.

ELFRIDA

ELHANAN

Num.

1658.

skill at

and died in 17-11, leaving many specimens of
Dunkirk, Cassel, and elsewhere.

his

ELIASHIB
who

(Bibl.) 2<v'bx, high-priest of the race of Eleazar,
lived in the time of Nehemiah.
Nek. xii.

ELIATHAH

(Bibl.)

sung before the

nn«'^K, eighth son of Heman,

who

Chron. xxv.
the title enjoyed by the family of
Murray, [Vide Murray'] whose arms, &e. are as follow:
Arms. Azure, three stars, within a double tressure ecunterflowered argent.
ark.

1

ELIBANK, Lord {Her.)

A

Hon rampant gules, holding a battle-axe proper.
" Yirtute ndeque."
Philip (Biog.) in Latin Elichius, a writer of
the 17th century, who wrote, ' De Daemonologia,' &c.
Francof. lt>07.
He is said also to have published a book
Crest.

Motto.

ELICH, Lewis

savages proper.

" Fuimus."

Motto.

ELFLEDA

in

St.

i.

1 Sam. xvi. 6.
Eliab, son of Jesse, David's brother.
Eliab, son of Elkanah, and father of Jeroham, of Levi.
1 Chron. vi.
Eliab, a brave man in David's army, who joined him at
Ziklag.
1 Chron. xii.
ELIADAH (Biol.) IH'^N, son of David, by a concubine.
Eliadah, a general of Jehoshaphat's army. 2 Chron. xvii.
ELIAH (Bibl.) rr^N, the name of two Jews, who after the

captivity dismissed their foreign wives.
Ezra x.
(Bibl.) a'p'^K, a Jew, of the race of the priests,
returned from Babylon with Zerubbabcl.
Nehem. xii. 41.
Eliakim. -• a of Ililkiah, and steward of the household to
king Hezekiah.
2 Kings xviii.
Eliakim, vide Jehoiahim.
Eliakim, son of Abihud, and father of Azor. Matlh. i.
,,
ELIAM (Bibl.)
7«, father of Bathsheba, wife of Uriah.
2 Sam. xi.
Eliam, son of Ahitopbel, of Gelon, one of the thirty gallant
men in David's army. 2 Sam. xxiii.
ELIAS {Bibl.) vide Elijah.
Elias, Levite (Biog.) a Rabbi of the 1 6th century, was the
author of, 1. ' Lexicon Chaldaicum,' fol. Isn. 1541. 2. Tra3. ' Collectio Locoruui
ditio Doctrinsc,' 4to. Venet. 1538.
in quibus C'haldieus Paraphrastes,' &c. Svo. Paris. 1572.
4. Several Hebrew Grammars, 8vo. for such as would penetrate into the difficulties of the language.
5. c Nomenclatura Hebraica,' 4to. Isn. 1542, and 8vo. Franek.
1681.
Elias, Matthew, a painter of Peene, near Cassel, was born

ELIAKIM

r

'

entitled

Innoceutius,' &c.
John (Biog.) a physician of Leyden, who died
in^ 1 639, wrote, 1 . ' De L'su Lingua; Arabics in Medicina,'
'

ELICHMAN,

De

termino Vite secundum Mentem OrientaHis Latin translation of the picture of Cebes,
was printed at Leyden in 1640, together with the Arabic
version, and the Greek, under the care of Salmasius.
ELIDAD (Bibl.) itt^, son of Chislon, of Benjamin, a deputy appointed to divide the land of Canaan. Numb, xxxiv.
ELIEL (Bibl.) 7«'t«, a very valiant man of Manasseh, under
Jotham, king of Judah, &c. 1 Chron. v.
Flikl, a Levite, king of Kohath's family. 1 Chron. vi.
Eliel, the name of two brave men in David's army.
1636.

*

2.

lium,' 1639-

1

Chron.

xi.

ELIEZER

(Bibl.) iu?'Vk, the steward of Abraham's house;
the same no doubt as was afterwards sent to fetch a wife for

his son Isaac.

Gen. xv. 2, xxvi.

2.

Eliezer, son of Moses and Zipporah, who was born
while Moses abode there.

Exod.

in

Midian

&c.
Eliezer, a Levite, who blew the trumpet before the ark
when David removed it to Jerusalem. 1 Chron. xv.
Eliezer, son of Zichri, of Reuben, commanded 24,000 men
of his tribe in the reign of Solomon.
Eliezer, son of Dodavah, a prophet, foretold to Jehoshaphat
the discomfiture he should meet with from Iris alliance with
the impious Ahaziah, king of Israel.
2 Chron. xx.
Eliezer, a Levite, who, after the captivity, dismissed his
ii.

foreign wife.
Ezra x.
Eliezer, son of Jorim, one of our Saviour's
flesh.
Euke iii.

ancestors in the

Eliezer (Biog.) a rabbi in high reputation among the Jews,
who wrote a book caUed the Chapters of Eliezer," which
'

is

partly historical

ELIHU

and partly

allegorical.

NirvjN, son of Shemaiah, a brave man of
Manasseh, who followed David.
1
Chron. xii.
Eliiiu, one of the porters of the temple appointed by David.
1 Chron. xxvi.
Eliiiu, David's brother, head of Judah. *1 Chron. xxvii.
Ei.nir, one of Jobs friends, descended from Nahor. Job xxxii.
ELIJAH (Bibl.) or Elias, in'Vs, a prophet and native of
Tishbe, beyond Jordan, in Gilead, who brought fire down
from heaven by his prayers, and performed other miracles.
1

(Bibl.)

Kings

ELIM

xvii. See.

(Bibl.)

ab'ti,

the

seventh

encampment of

Israel.

Exod. xv.

ELIMELECH
he had two

ELIONEAI
Simeon.

1

(Bibl.) p^o-'V«, husband to Naomi,
sons, Mahlon and Chelion.
Ruth i.

by whom

^'vvbv, or 'j-rm^s, son of

Ariel, of

(Bibl.)

Chron.

iv.

Elioneai, son of Becher, of Benjamin. 1 Chron.
Ei.iuneai, son of Zerahiah, who, after the captivity, drimissed
his foreign wife.

ELIONEL'S

(Bibl.) a high-priest, succeeded Matthias, son of

Ananus, A. M. 4047-

ELIOT

(Biog.) ride Eljot.

ELL

ELI
Eliot, John, a puritan, who went over to America in 1631,
and translated the Bible into the language of the natives
of a family

which had flourished

for

generations in Devonshire, before they transplanted
It has been ennobled in the
themselves into Cornwall.
person of Edward Eliot, who was created a baron, by the
title of lord Eliot, of St. Germain's, in 1727 ; and his son,
the second lord, was raised to the dignity of earl of St.

manv

QVide

Germain"]
F.LIPHAL (Bibl.) ^s'Vk, son of Ur, a brave officer in
1 Chron. xi.
David's army.
a son of David.
2 Sam. v.
(Bibl.) B^a^K
1 Chron. viii.
Ei.ipiiu.ktii, the name of two other persons.
St.

ELIPHALEf H
and

,

xiv.

ELIPHAZ
Ei.ii'ii.vz,

(Bibl.) a son of

Esau and Adah.

one of Job's friends.

(Geog.) a country of Peloponnesus, at the West of
Arcadia, and North of Messenia, which received its name
Cic. ad Fam.\. 13;
Liv.
from Eleus, one of its kings.
1.
27; Strab. 1. 8; Ovid. Met. 1. 5; Plin. 1. 4; Virg.

ELLS

Georg.

1.

1.

ELISABETH

2 Kings ii. xiii.
Gen. x. *He
son of Javan.
peopled Elis, in the Peloponnesus.
(Bibl) imty'^H, son of

Ei.isiia,

ELISHAMA

Numb.

is

supposed to have

Ammihud,

2 Chron. xvii.
trv.
(Bibl.) uawba, son of Zichri, assisted
Jehoida, the high-priest, to enthrone the young king Joash.

ill.

or Isabella of Arragon, wife of Philip III, followed the prince her husband into Africa, in the expedition
undertaken by S. Lewis, and died shortly after of a fall
from a horse in 1271, at the age of 24.
Elizabeth, or Isabella of Bavaria, wife of Charles VI, an
intriguing woman, who died, hated by the French and
despised by the English, in 1+35.
Elizabeth of Austria, wife of Charles IX, died in 1592, at
the age of 38, leaving a high reputation for piety and moral
worth.
Mez. en Cha. IX.

Queen of Spain.

Elizabeth,

vide Isabella.

Queen qf Navarre.

Elizabeth,

or Isabel/a qf France, daughter of S. Louis, was
bom in 12+1, married in 1258 to Thiebaud II, surnamed the
Younger, king of Navarre, and died in 1271-

Queens of Poland.
of Stephen, king of Bosnia,
was married to Lewis, surnamed the Great, king of Hungary and Poland, but after his death was kept, with her
daughter Mary, in confinement by Charles de Duras. On
the assassination of this latter, with her privity and consent,
she was soon after put to death in 13S6, by Horvar, governor of Croatia, and her body thrown into the river.
Elizabeth qf Austria, daughter of the emperor Ferdinand I,
was married to Sigismund Augustus, king of Poland, and
died without posterity in 1545.

Queen of Portugal

Elizabeth,

vide Isabella.

Elizabeth,

or Isabella,

vj.

Princesses.

ELIZAPHAN

(Bibl) jby'Vx, son of Uzzicl, uncle to Aaron,
Numb, iii. 30.
and bead of the family of Koatli.
Ei.izaphan, son of Pamach, of /.ebulun, a deputy appointed
to divide the land.

queens,

Numb, xxxiv.
the name of

(Hist.)

several

empresses and

this

Name.

Elizabeth, daughter of Mainard, count of Tyrol, and dute
Of (arinthia, was the wife of the emperor Albert I.
Elizabeth, the daughter of the emperor Sigismund, was the
II.

Portugal, the- wife of Charles V,
Elizabeth,
qf
vim was distinguished i'or her beauty, died in child-bed in
or Isabella

Elizabeth, Petrovna, daughter of Peter the Great, was
bprn in 170J), ascended the throne of ltussia in 17+1,
and died Hi 17')1, in the 52d year of her age, and 21st of
her reign.

Queens qf England.
Angouleme, wife of king John,
wa- afterwards married to Hugh X, count de la Marche,
and died in 1425.
Elizabeth, or Isabella qf France, vide Isabella.

Elizabeth,

elector palatine,

and the
Empresses qf

or Isabella qf

Claire Eugenia,

qf Austria,

vick

Isabella.

Elizabeth, daughter of James

&c

wife of the emperor Albert

and

Elizabeth,

(Bibl) vide Elizabeth.

ELIZABETH

II,

90, at the age

1 1

of 21.

xxiii.

ELI8HEBA, daughter of Amminadab, and wife of Aaron.
/

in

Elizabeth of Bosnia, daughter

ELISHAPHAT
ELISHEBA

wife of Philip

qf Hainault,
mother of Lewis VIII, died in child-bed
or Isabella

prince of

vii.

Li.i-iiAMA,sonof Jekaniah, and lather of Shallum. 1 Chron.il;
1 Chron. iii.
also two sons of David.
F.i.isiiama, father of Nethaniah, and grand-father of Ishmael.
2 Kings xxv.
Elishajia, of the sacerdotal race, was sent with others by
king Jehoshaphat to exhort the Israetitcs to renounce idola-

2 Chron.

Queens of France.

Elizabeth,

mD'Vtf, wife of Zachariah and mother

(Bibl.)

of John the Baptist.
ELISHA (Bibl) jnu^K, son of Shaphat, Elijah's disciple
and successor in the prophetic ministry, was of Abelmeholah, whither the prophet came by the divine command,
and threw his mantle over him as he was ploughing.

Ephraim.

to ascend the throne in 1558, and died after a
reign of forty-four years, four months, and six days, during
which she had, by her wisdom and her firmness, rendered
her people happy and powerful, notwithstanding the dis[Vide Plate IVJ
orders and troubles of the times.

from prison

tor their benefit.

Eliot (Her.) the name

Germain.

Elizabeth, the illustrious queen of England, daughter of
Henry VIII by Anne Bolcyn, was born in 1533, drawn

I,

was married

which proved unfortunate both

to

Frederic,

to the king

elector.

ELIZABETH qf Bohemia, princess palatine, daughter of the
preceding, was horn in 1019, and died in 1680, after having
distinguished herself by her devotion to the study of tin
sciences.
I. was commissioned by lie)
father to assure her mother, the queen Henrietta, that Ik
had not, during the whole course of his life, failed even ii

Elizabeth, daughter of Charles

thought in his fidelity towards her. This princess, whom
the usurping powers intended to put apprentice to a buttonmaker, died of grief soon after.
(Bibl) mp^N, second son of Korah. 1 Chron, vi
Elkanah, father of the prophet Samuel. 1 Sam. i. &c
I^lkanaii, the name of several persons.

ELKANAH

ELLENBOHOUGH,

Lord (Hist.) vide Law.

the title enjoyed by the famib
the arms, &c. of which are as follow
Arms. Ermine, a bend engrailed gules, charged with thro
mullets argent, lietwcen two cocks of the second.

ElleNBOBOUGH, Lord (Her.)
of

Law

[vide Laie~]

;

ELP

ELL
Crest.

A

cock gules.

Two

Supporters.

eagles, each charged

on the breast with a

mitre.

" Compositum jus, fasque animi."
ELLE1I. John Theodore de Broekhusen (Biog.) a physician
of Prussia, was born at Pletzaw in HiSJ), and died in 1759,
Motto.

' Observationes
1.
de eognoscendis et curandis
Morbis, prsesertim acutis,' Svo. 1762 ; translated into French,
besides various papers of his in the Trans12mo. 1774
actions of the Academy of Berlin, which were collected
and published in German, under the title of ' Physical,
Chemical, and Medical Treatises,' 2 vols. 8vo. Berlin,

leaving,

;

1764.

ELLIGER,

Oltomar (Biog.) an

17th century,

many

left

artist of Gottemberg, in the
works, which have been in great

Germany.

request in

pieces.

ELLIOT

(Her.) the name of a family which enjoys the title
en. Roxburgh, conferred in 1797 on sir
QVide Mintol
ELLIOTT, George Augustus (Hist.) Lord Heathfield, the
brave defender of Gibraltar, was bom in 171S, at Stobbs, in
Roxburghshire, the youngest of the nine sons of sir Gilbert
He rose by his merits through the various gradaElliott.
tions of the army to the rank of a general ; and on being
nominated Governor of Gibraltar he displayed such skill and
valour in the defence of thai fortress, during the memorable
siege in 17S2, as to defeat the combined efforts of France

Lord Minto,

Gilbert Elliot, fourth baronet.

;

'-

second lord Heathfield.
(Her.) the family name of viscount Clifden, &c.
which titles are derived from the family of Agar. The
family name also of lord Howard de Walden, derived from
that of Howard.
Ellis. Clement (Biog.) an English divine, who died in 1700,
aged 70. was the author of 1. ' The Gentile Sinner; or
England's Brave Gentletnan Characterised ; in a Letter to

ELLIS

a Friend,'
12mo. 16()0, which has gone through manv
2. '
Catechism,' Svo. 1674, and 1738. 3. ' The
Vanity of Scoffing, in a Letter to a Witty Gentleman,' (to.
1674.
4. ' Christianity in Short, or a short Way to be a
a good Christian,' 12mo. 1682
oftener reprinted than his
other works.
He also wrote some controversial pieces.
Ellis, John, a poetical writer, was born in I69S, and died in
179L leaving, among other poems, * The South Sea Scheme,'
in Hudibrastic verse, 1720: besides a translation of Dr.

A

editions.

;

King's ' Templum Libertatis,' ice.
Ellis, John, a naturalist, who died in 1770*, was the author
of 1. ' An Essay towards a Natural History of Corallines.'

A

number of pamphlets

in 4to. on the Generation of
Plants, the Halesia and Gardenia, or the Venus' Fly-Trap ;

an historical account of Coffee, &e. &c. ; beside a
contributions to the Philosophical Transactions.

number

of

ELLWOOD,

Thomas (Biog.) a writer among the Quakers,
was born at Crowell, near Thame, in Oxfordshire, in 16'39,
and died in 1713.
His principal work was ' Sacred History ; or the Historical part of the Holy Scriptures,' &c.
2

vols. fol.

ELL"i

A

'

ELLYS
'

Fortuita Sacra,' &c.

ELMACINUS,

George (Biog.) an historian and native of
Egypt, about the middle of the 13th century, was the
author of a History of the Saracens, or rather a Chronology
of the Mahommedan Empire, which was translated from
the Arabic into Latin, fol. Lugd. Bat. 10'2.">
and into
French by Peter Vattier, Paris, 10'57 but both editions are
names.
incorrect as to the geography and proper
ELMEXHORST, Geverhart (Biog.) a commentator of the
17th century, and a native of Hamburgh, published with
notes, 1. ' Arnnbii Disputationes adversus Gentcs.' fol
Edinburg. lfilO. 2. ' Gennadius de Dogruatibus Ecclesiie,'
3. ' Sidonii Apollinarii Opera,'
Svo.
4to. Hanib. I(5l0.
Hanov. lto'17. 4. ' Cebetis Tabula cum Versione et Notis
' Apuleii
10'18.
5.
Jo. Caselii,' 4to. Lugd. Bat.
Platonici
Opera Omnia.' Svo. Francof. 10-1.
;

ELMER (Biog.) vide Ai/lmer.
ELM LEY, Viscount (Her.) the
eldest son of the earl of

ELMODAM

(Bilil.)

in the flesh.

Luke

title

commonly borne by the

Beauchamp.

E\^iu<~a^, one of our Saviour's ancestors
iii.

ELXAAM

an A Spain.

Elliott (Her.) the name of a family in the South of Scotland, which enjoyed the dignity and title of a baronet from
- 1666, the period of creation
and was afterwards ennobled in
the person of the distinguished commander, George Augustus
Elliott above-mentioned, who was raised, in 17S7, to the
peerage, by the title of lord Heathfield, baron Gibraltar,
winch title became extinct in 1S03 at the death of the

2.

•

;

Elliger, Ottomar, son of the preceding, and an artist, was
His • Banborn at Hamburgh in 1666, and died in 1732.
quet of the Gods,' is among the number of his admired

of

1752, and died in 1761, leaving, among his
Plea for the Sacramental Test, as a just
Rethe Church Established,' 4to. 173(>.
2.
Essay concerning Miracles, published by David
3. ' Tracts on the Liberty, Spiritual
&c. Svo.
and Temporal, of Protestants in England, addressed to
J. X. Esq. at Aix-la-Chapelle ;' first part in 1703, and the
second in 170'5.
(Biog.) or Ellis, Sir Packard, Bart., an antiquarian
and biblical critic, who died in 1742, was the author of

David's in
works, 1.
Security to
marks on an
Hume, Esq.

;

besides

which he wrote

his

own

life.

S, Anthony (Ecc.) an English prelate, was born in
I693, educated at Cambridge, promoted to the see of St.

(BUI.) CDSihw, father of some brave men in
David's armv.
Citron, xi.
1
(Bil,l.) \nib», son of Achbor, and father of
Nehushta, mother of king Jehoiachim. He opposed the
burning of Jeremiah's writings. Jcr. xxvi. 22.
(Eihl.) p 1?*, the Hittite, father of Bashemath, the
wife of Esau.
Gat. xxvi.
Elon of Zebvlon, succeeded Ibzan as judge of Israel, and
died A.M. 2840, A. C. 110*4.
ELOY. Nicholas Francis Joseph (Biog.) a physician and
biographer, was born at Mons in 1714, and died in 1788,
Dictionaire Historique de
leaving, among other things, 1.
la Medicine Ancienne et Moderne,' 2 vols. Svo. 1755; en' Cours
2.
Elementaire des
larged to 4 vols. 4to. 177S.
Accouchemens,' 1758, &e.
ELPHIXSTOX. William (Hist.) a Scotchman of good family,
was born at Glasgow in 1431 or 1437; and, after having
distinguished himself on several occasions as a statesman,
he died in 1511 of grief, it is said, at the disastrous issue of
the battle of Flodden-field, which was undertaken contrary

ELNATHAN
ELOX

'

to his counsel.

Charles, of the famih mentioned under Hecaptain in the royal navy, attacked a Dutch
frigate of superior force to lais own, besides two East Indiamen, and a corvette, and succeeded in capturing the whole,
He
except the corvette, which escaped by swift sailing.
was afterwards lost in the Indian Seas on board the Blen-

Elphixston,
raldry,

heim,

a

sir

Thos. Trowbridge.

Elphinston, the Right Hon. Sir George Keith, ride Keith.
Elphinston (Her.) the name of a family assumed from the
lands of Elphinston in the county of Edinburgh ; of which
was Alexander Elphinston, who was raised to the peerage
George
in 1509, and fell at the battle of Flodden in 1513.
Keith Elphinston, the fourth son of the tenth lord Elpliinbeing bred to the sea service, was in 1797 advanced
to the disrnitv of the peerage by the title of baron Keith, in
Ireland; in 1 S01 baron Keith, Stonehaven, Marischal, in
Great Britain ; in 1S02 baron Keith, of Banheath, co.
Dumbarton; and in IS 14 was still further advanced to the
ston,

:

ELY

ELS
dignity of viscount

mons

Kingdom.

in

Keith in the peerage of the United
rVide Keillf] The amis, &c. of lord Elphin-

ston's family are as follow

Arms. Argent, a chevron table, betwixt two boars' heads
erased gules.
lady from the middle richly attired, holding in
Crest.
her right-hand a castle, and in her left a branch of

A

laurel.

savages proper, with laurel garlands
round their heads and loins, holding in their hands darts
with the heads upward.

" Cause

causit."

Elphinston, the name of a family in the county of Cumberland, which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, con-

Howard

ferred in 1815 on sir
colonel in the army.

Elphinston,

a lieutenant-

Anthropometric!, sive de Mutuo Membrorum Proportione," &c. 8vo. Stad. 1672, supposed to be the third ediClys3. ' Distillatoria Curiosa,' 4to. Berol. 1674. 4.
tion.
'

supposed by Wood to be taken from a MS. written by this
author, entitled
Modus tenendi Parliamentum apud Anglos,' 1626.
2.
Tract concerning the Proceedings in
Parliament,' never published
a MS. in the possessirn of
'

'A

Matthew Hale, by whom

sir

ciety of Lincoln's Inn.

•

De

Phosphoris,'

De

Horticultural 4to.
translated into English by Shirley,

ibid.

lf)65.

5.

'

12mo. Lond. 1677.

ELSNER,

James (Biog.) a divine of

Saalfield,

Prussia,

in

and died in 1750. Besides his works on
A New
theology, which are very numerous, he published
Description of the State of the Greek Christians in Turkey.'
i'.LSTOB, William (Biog.) a divine and a.-tiquary, of a very
lent family in the bishopric of Durham, was born at
Newcastle-upon-Tyne in l67S, and died in 1714, leaving,
1. A Translation into Latin of the Saxon Homily of Lupus,
with Notes by Dr. Hickes, 1701. 2. A Translation of sir
John (hike's Latin Version of Plutarch, De Superstitione,'
besides a
printed at the end of Strypc's Life of Chekc
number of works which he projected, particularly an edition
David
Dr.
completed
by
of the Saxon Laws, which was

was born

1

in Hi)) -',

'

'

;

Wilkins.

Elstob, Elizabeth, sister of the preceding, was born in 1683,
and died in 1756. She was a proficient in Saxon literature,
on which she left several MSS. mentioned in Nichol's Life
of Bowyer.
ELSWICH, John Herman (Biog.) a Lutheran divine, was
Among his works are,
born in 1684, and died in 1721.
Gallia
I. ' Dineitatw Inauguralis de Jure Epucoporum in
De Meltfcwedeco,
a Papa ad Concilium Provocandorum." 2.
ConcordiaFormula
Dc
3.
contra Jurianim et Halsium.'
'

*

in

Dania,'

Stc.

4.

'

De

Reccntioruui

in

Novum

Firdus

'

to

the so-

:

;

:

mullets argent.

An arm embowed in armour proper, holding in the
gauntlet a scimitar argent, hilt and pommel or, tied round
the arm with a scarf vert.
(Geog.) in the Latin Elia or Helia, a city of England,
in the county of Cambridge, on the river Ouse, 14 miles N.
Crest.

ELY

Cambridge, and 66 N. London. The bishopric of Ely was
founded in the reign of Henry I, king of England, in 1 l()y,
and the first bishop was Hervey, who died in 1131 ; he was
succeeded by Nigellus, and he by Geotfry Riddel. William
Long-champ, &c. Camden. Descript. Angl. ; Godwin dc

(Biog.)

clerk of the

House of Com-

,

1

Epis. Angl.

Ely, Marquis of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by
family of Loftus QVide Loftus~\, which with the arms,

the

&c

are as follow
Titles.
Loftus, marquis of Ely and earl of Ely, co. Wicklow ; viscount Loftus, of Ely ; baron Loftus, of Loftui
Hall, co. Wexford
baron Loftus, of Long Loftus, CO.
:

;

York, in the peerage of England and a baronet. Title
of the eldest son viscount Loftus.
Anns. Sable, a chevron engrailed ermine, between three
;

trefoils slipped argent.

On a wreath a Ixiar's head erased and erect argent
langued gules, with these words Loyal an inort" over it
Supporters.
Two eagles argent, witli beaks and legs or
each cl'.arged on the breast with a trefoil slipped vert.
" Prend moy tel que je suis."
Motto.
Crest.

'

ELYOT,

Sir Thomas (Biog.) a scholar in the reign
Henry VIII, was the author of, 1. 'The Castle of Health,
8vo. Lond. 1541, 1572, 1580, 1595, &c.
2. 'The Go
vernor,' in three books, 8vo. 1531, 1514, 1547, 1557, I58C

Of

the Education of Children,' 4to. Lond
of Sapience,' 8vo. Lond.
5. ' Dc Rebu
Memorabilibus Anglia).'
6. '
Defence or Apology ft)

&C.
4.

'

3.

•

The Banquet

A

Good Women.'

7-

'

Bibliotheca Eliots, Elyot's Library,

Lond. 1541, &c. afterwards augmented b
Cooper.
8. ' The Image of Governance compiled of th
Acts and Sentences by the Emperor Alexander Sevcrus
8vo. Lond. 1556, of which he professes to have made
translation from a Greek MS., but Bayle supposes it to huv
been compiled from Lampridius and Ilerodian.
Dictionary,'

fol.

ELYRUS

(Geog.) "EXvpoc, a town in the Island of Creti
Pans, in I'hor. Sleph. Bi/z.
21
Elviittk (Numis.) medals are extant of this
/""el
jTn
town, bearing, for the most part, the figure
and on one, as in the annexed /
of a goat
} V'T
figure, it is represented cropping the Die- l*\b
h^w*
tarnnus, a plant abounding in that island. \(/\ ]( \{,
Spanh. de Pratt, 8;c. torn. i. ; Eckel. Num.
I'/in.

1.

;

/

;

^tAif^

Vet. Sec.

Critica,' &c.

J.I.SYNGE. Henry

was bequeathed

it

A

3.
Declaration or Remonstrance
of the State of the Kingdom, agreed on by the Lords and
Commons assembled in Parliament, 19th May, 1642, as.
cribed to him by Wood, but supposed by others, on account
of its virulence, not to be his it is to be found in Rushworth's Collections.
(Her.) a family of Bristol, which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1717 on sir Abraham Elton the arms, &c. of which are as follow
Arms. Paly of six or and gules, on a bend sable, three

'

matiea Nova,' 8vo.
6.

Manner

ELTON

Anns. Argent, guttee de sang on a chevron embattled sable,
between three boars' heads erased gules, two swords
proper, pommels and hilts or.
Crest.
On a wTeath of the colours, out of a mural crown
miles, a demi-woman effrontee habited, and in the dexterhand a sword proper, pommel and hilt or ; in the sinister
an olive branch also proper.
Elphinston, James (Biog.) a miscellaneous writer of Edinburgh, was born in 1721, and died in 1809, leaving, 1. A
Poetical Version of Racine's Poem of ' Religion,' 1753.
2. ' An English Grammar for the Use of Schools,' &c.
2 vols 12mo. &e.
ELPINICE (Hist.) a daughter of Miltiades, who offered
to marry Callias on condition that her brother Cimon might
C. Nep. in Cim.
be released from confinement.
ELSHEIMER, Adam (Biog.) a painter of Francfort on the
His ' Tobit
Maine, was born in 1574, and died in lClO.
and the Angel,' ' Latona and her Sons,' are among his
most admired pieces, eVe.
ELSHOLTZ, John Sigismond (Biog.) a botanist of Francfort on the Oder, was born in 1623, and died in 1688,
leaving, 1. ' Flora Marchica,' 8vo. Berol. 1663 and 1665.
2.

and died

of holding Parliaments in England,' 1663, and often reprinted since; the best edition that in 1760.
This work is

;

Two

Supporters.

Motto.

in the reign of Charles I, was born in 1598,
16'54, leaving, 1. ' The Ancient Method and

ELYSIUM

(Myth.) \Wvowv, or Elyrii Campi, Elysian Field

1

A

;

,

EMP

EME
a part of the infernal regions, where the souls of the \ir
tuous were supposed to be placed.
Firs-

Mn.

v.

6,

1.

743, &c.

MittimuT Elysium,

et

seription,

C. A. E.

i.

e.

Colonia Augusta Emerita, which is the common inscription
Flore ~.
on most of their medals,
f'aill.
Col. torn, iii;

Espan.

Eximle per amplum
pauci l<zta ana tenemu*.

AETERNITATI AUGUSTAE,

Sf-c.

EMERSON,

William (Biog.) a mathematician, was born at
village on the borders of the county of Durand died in 1782, leaving among his works,
2. ' The Pro1. ' The Doctrine of Fluxions,' Svo. 174S.
jection of the Sphere, Orthographic, Stereographic, and
'
3.
The Elements of TrigoGnomonical,' &c. 8vo. 171.0.
4. ' The Principles of Mechanics,'
nometry,' 8vo. 1749Svo. 1754.
5. ' Navigation, or the Art of Sailing upon the
Sea,' 12mo. 1758.
O. ' A Treatise of Algebra, in Two
The Arithmetic of Infinites, and
7Books,' Svo. 170.").
8 ' The Elethe Differential Method,' &C. Svo. 1767ments of Optics, in Four Books,' Svo. 1768. 9.. ' Mechanics,
or the Doctrine of Motion,' &c. 8vo. 1769.
10. '
System of Astronomy,' ccc. 8vo. 1769. 11. 'The Laws of
1~- ' The
Centripetal and Centrifugal Force,' Svo. 1769Svo.
Geography,'
1770.
Mathematical
Principles
of
13. ' Tracts,' Svo. 1770.
14. ' Cyclomathesis, or an easy
Introduction to the several Branches of the Mathematics,'
short Comment on Sir Isaac
10 vols. Svo. 1770. 15. '
10'. 'Miscellanies,
or
Newton's Prindpia/ &c. Svo. 1770.
a Miscellaneous Treatise, containing several Mathematical
Subjects,' Svo. 1776.

Hurworth, a

Ibid.
Devenere

tocos l<rtos, et

am trim

Fortunatorum nemm-um, sedetmte
Tibull.

beat.is.

el. 3.

1,

1.

ham

lirtta

Sed me qttod facilis tenero sum semper amori
Ipsa Venus campos duett in Etystos.
«

Prop.

el. 7,

4,

1.

CO.

v.

Mulcet ubi Etusias aura beat

i

l

in 1701,

'

Claudian. de Nup. Hon.

eye.

Dive parens, tea te cmpiectitnr mis
Seu colis Elysias animarum pramia

Homer
Odi/ss.

describes

Ohmpi

A

I

'HXumov -icwv more

the

particularly.

4.

1.

VttjIlTOQ OlV dp X«1/1CU1' TToXvg, OVTl TTOT
AXA' aisi Ztfyvpoio Xiyvrri'tiovrog ai'rrag,
Qkeojw£ dvti)<tiv dva'^v\stv dvOpuiwug.

Ov

6ft

s

3p0C,

According to Lucian they were near the moon, but Plutarch
them in the centre of the earth. Lucian. in Dialog. ;

places

Pint, de Consolat,

ELZABAD

(Bib/.) natVw, son of Shemaiah, a Levite, and
Clinm. xxvi.
1
porter of the Temple.
Elzabao, one of the 30 gallant men in David's army.
ELZEVIR (Biog.) the name of a family of printers, of which
there were five at Amsterdam and Leydcn. namely, Lewis.
Bonaventure, Abraham, Lewis, and Daniel
Lewis began
to be famous at Leyden in 1595, and Daniel, who died in
was
the
of
the
lfiSO,
last
family.
The books which they
printed are known by the name of the Elzevir editi.'ii^. of
which a catalogue was printed in 7 vols. 12mo. Amsterdam,
;

(Hist.) vide Manuel.

a reign of

26

years, rendered

memorable by the

Gama, Americus Vespueius, and

others,

discoveries

made under

his auspices.

Emanuel,

a prince of Portugal, and viceroy of the Indies,
was the natural son of Anthony, prior of Crato, natural
He died in 1628.
son of king Emanuel.
EMBRLN (Geog.) a town of France, in Dauphinv, the
ancient Ebrodumim, or Eborodunum, 55 m. S. W. Grenoble.
Lnn. 6° 25' E. hit. 44° 30' N.
It was formerly an archbishop's see, and suffered much from the Huguenots during
the civil war. A council was held here in 1290. .SV. Martk.
Gall, Christ.; Papir. Masson. Descript. Gall. Plum.
EMERI (Ecc.) a cardinal, and archbishop of Ravenna, died
in 134p, after having been employed on many important

(Geog.) a town of Hispania Lusitanica,
Miritla, near the river Anas, whither a Roman colonv

by Augustus, in honour of

whom

secrated a temple to his eternity, as

now
was

the inhabitants con-

mentioned under Xumismatics.
Plin. 1. 4, c. 22 ; Dio, 1. 53 ; Plot. 1. 2, c. 5.
Emerita (Xumis.) this town struck medals in honour of
Augustus, Julia Livia, and Caligula, bearing for the most
on

reverse

the

figure of a gate, as in

inscribed

the

fi<r.

1

COLOXI
to denote

town

as if

itself,

it

were a new place which
Augustus had raised ; or
on some, as in fig. 2, a temple

of

four

pillars,

a

'

Epiina, or, as

town of

it is

written by Pliny, Emesa,

Phoenicia, situated in the vicinity of

Mount Libanus, near the river Orontes. It was the birthplace of Julia Domna, the wife of Severus, and mother of
Caracalla, by whom a colony was sent thither in honour of
her.
Plin. 1. 5 ; Dioni/s. Perieges. apud Fest. Amen,
f'upis. in

Aurelia.

(Xumis.) medals are extant of this town,

among

other types, the figure of a
the genius of the town, sitting,
with a turreted head at her feet the river
Orontes, under the figure of a man swimming, with extended arms; inscription,

/^~m^t
£? f^J^l

female,

;

BMIC41N, or EMICHNQN, sometimes with
Sol, the deity of the place, is
the addition KOAilNIA.
The celebraalso frequently represented on their medals.
tion of the games here is also commemorated by the type
with
laurel,
the
inscription,
of the arms and branches of

HA I A

IIVOIA. Path. Xum. Imp.; Faill. Col. torn, iij
Com. torn. ii.
(Hist.) daughter of Richard II, duke of Normandy,
and successively the wife of Ethelred and Canute, was
charged with a criminal intimacy with the bishop of Winchester ; from which charge she cleared herself by walking
barefoot and unhurt over nine burning plough-shares.
Prist.

EMMA

(Bi/il.)

a village, sixty furlongs, or seven miles

and a half north of Jerusalem, whither the two disciples
were going whom our Saviour joined under the form of a

Luke xxiv. 13, &c.
Ubbo (Biog.) a professor of Groningen, was bom
in 1547, and died in 1625, leaving, among other things,
2.
Opus
1. • Decades
Rerum Frisicarum,' fol. l6l6.
Chronologicum,' fol. 1619. 3. 'A History of William Lewis,
'
4.
Vetus
Count of Nassau,' 4to. Gronengen, 1621.
traveUer.

EMMIUS,

'

3 vols. Svo. 1626.
(Biog.) 'EftreSoK^p, a philosopher, poet,
and historian, of Agrigentnm, in Sicily, flourished A. C. 444.

Graeia

Illustrata,'

EMPEDOCLES

EMERITA,
the

now Amiga,

EM MAC'S

negotiations.

EMERITA

part

I'M ISA (Gcog.)

hearing,

Emanuel, king of Portugal, son of Ferdinand, duke of
Viseu, succeeded John II in 1495, and died in 1521, after

sent

EMILIANI (Biog.) vide JEmiliani.
EMILIUS (Biog.) vide .Emilius.

Em ISA

167*.

EMANL'EL

of

A

in-

Lucre!.

1.

1, v.

731.

Quorum

He

Agrigentinus

cum primis Empedoeles

have perished in the flames of
absurd wish to be thought a god.
is

said to

4 D

est.

./Etna,

from an

—

!

p

;

END
Horat. de Art. Poet.

EXG

464.

v.

Martial.

10, ep. 4.
Quid tibi iormtor pndtrit Undumiml

1.

Deus immartalii hubtri

Vum

cupit Empedaclet, ardeutemjrigidus JEttuan

Juven.

Insiluit.

Claudian. dc Fl. Matt. T/uvd. Cons.

v.

Sed tuui "Endxtmim delect* fiet adulter
Mutroiue.

Alter, in jEttutii casurus sponte favillas

Dispergit reiwataue

Propert.

Deum.

Others report that he was drowned in the sea.
Problem, sect. 21 ; Cic. de Oral. 1. 1, c. 50, &c.
Athen.

Vit. ;

1.

1

I'oss.

;

de Sect.

;

Hebraeorum,' 8vo. 1641, &c.
a French engraver in the 18th century, whose
best pieces are, The Triumph of Silenus ; The Bathers
Aurora and Tithonus ; and Pyramus and Thisbe, &c.
EMPORI/E (Geog.) now Ampurias, a town of Hispania
Tarraconensis.
Lie. I. 34, &c.
Empori.e (Xmnix.) medals of this town bear for their types
the head of Minerva, hclmcted, or the figure of Diana with
her quiver, of Pegasus, &c. inscription, EMIIOPITIiN, or

EMPOR— EM PORIT— EMPORIA.

Sir Richard (Hist.) a lawyer of mean extraction,
and a favourite of Henry VII, who, having made himself
odious to the people, was, with his companion Dudley, beheaded in 1510, on a charge of high treason, at the commencement of the reign of Henry VIII.
EMSER, Jerome (Biog.) an opponent to the doctrines of
Luther and the reformation, in the Kith century, who
attempted a new translation of the Bible into German,
which was published in 1527, under the title of a ' Correct
Translation;' but being found to favour the doctrines of
poperv, it did not obtain any credit.
(.%//>) 'EyxiXaloe, the son of Titan and
Terra, and one of the largest of all the giants, who conspired against Jupiter, and was buried under Mount .Etna.

ENCELADUS

3.
ist,

>

Encvladi $emiu9tumjulmine corput
hr.c, ingenU mque insuper JEtnam

male

:

camirtis.

Slat. Theb.

S.

1.

Aut

—

Enceladus muture lotus
'

tonat.

ul

;

teni

.1

.

Claudian. de Rapt. Proserp.
scoyulu se porrigit JEtna perustis,
Enci

inctus

Spiral inahauttumjlagranti pectort sulphur.

Hi/gin. in Praf. Fab.; (i Smum.l. 5.
Horn, in Bttrpax(Bibl.) in-fV, a city of Manasseh,
where the
whom Saul consulted. Josh. xvii. 11 ; 1 Sam,
;

ENDOR

witch lived
xxviii.

ENDYMION

{Myth.) 'EvSvptiuy, a shepherd, son of /Ethand Calyce, who is said to have requested of Jupiter
that he might be always young, and sleep as much as he
lyius

iv 1

1

lid.

ZuXuroc pn>

tfxiv 6

tov drpoirov Hirvvv lavvf

Ev&vfitwv.

being struck with his beauty, as he slept on
Latinos, is said to have been enamoured of him.
liana

Tritt.

1.

%

Lunam

Am.

1.

3.

La&uius Kndymion nan

Catull. de

est tibi,

Luna, pudori.

Com. Bercn.
Vl Tritium furtim, sub Latmia saia rclegans,
Sifvus amor gyro devoveut aerio.

1. 1 ;
Cic. de Tusc. 1. 1 ; Paus. L 5, &c.
(Bibl.) 'Aivft'ac, a man of Lydda, who had lost the
use of his limbs, and was cured by St. Peter.
Acts ix. 34.
ENFIELD, William (Biog.) a dissenting minister, wh
born in 17-11, and died in 1797, is better known as the
author of a popular school-book, entitled Enfield's Speaker.'

A/xjllod.

ENEAS

'

He

abridged Brucker's ' History of Philosophy,' published in 2 vols. 4to. ; and compiled ' The English Preacher,'
9 vols. 12mo. &c.
Cornelius (Biog.) a painter of
Leyden, was born in 1468, and died in 1533. His Christ
on the Cross between two Thieves ; and Descent from the
Cross, are presen _d as altar-pieces in the church of Notre
Dame Du Marais, at Levden.
Cornelius (Biog.) an artist of MalinesJ
was born in 1527, and died in 1583. His principal works
are in the church of St. Rombout.
(Geog.) in the Latin Anglia [vide Anglia}, the.
southern and most considerable division of Great Britain.
also

ENGHELBRECHTSEN,

ENGLAND

Geography of England.
Boundaries, Figure, and Extent.
England is bounded on
the N. by Scotland, N. E. and E. by the German Ocean,
S. by the English Channel, and W. by St. George's Channel, the principality of Wales, and the Irish Sea.
It is
of a triangular form, and from the S. Foreland, in Kent,
which may be termed the E. point of the triangle, ;
Berwick on Tweed, which is the N., its length is 3ij m.,
from that point to the Land's End in Cornwall, which kthe W. it is 425 ; and the breadth thence to the S. ForeIts superficial extent is generally estimated
land is 340.
at above fifty thousand of square miles, or upwards of
thirty-two millions of statute acres.
Division.
It is divided into 40 counties, which, for judicial
purposes, arc subdivided into six circuits, namely, 1. The
Home Circuit, comprehending the counties of Hertford,
2. The Norfolk CirEssex, Kent, Surrey, and Sussex.
cuit, comprehending Buckingham, Bedford, Huntingdon,

Cambridge, Suffolk, and Norfolk. 3. The Oxford Circuit, comprehending Oxford, Berks, Gloucester, Worcester, Monmouth, Hereford, Salop, and Stafford. 4. The
Midland, comprehending Warwick, Leicester, Derby,
Nottingham, Lincoln, Rutland,
and
Northampton.
5. The Northern Circuit, comprehending York, Durham,
Northumberland, Lancaster, Westmoreland, and I
6. The Western Circuit,
berland.
containing Hants,
Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall.
[\
I

Britannia"^

Mount

Eden, and Dee,

/<i(rr.»*s

hern.

ike.

History of England.

2.

mm Anchi

Art.

[Vide Britannia]
Principal Towns.
The rivers of England arc very numerou
Rivers.
principal of which ape the Thames, Severn, Humber,
Mersey, Medway, Trent, Ousc, Tyne, Tees, Avon,

Tkeocril. Idyl. 3.

1

Odd. de

et

ENGHELRAMS,

EMPSON,

.<:

Kudus

P/iilos. Sec.

Empeheur,

1.

Chit,

Diog. in

'

Finn

nudifertur periiae haamiA,
Menelao surgeret e thalamo
Endymiim I'lurbi cepisse sororem
Dicitur, et nudce cmeubuisu Dee.

Ipse Paris

Constantine (Biog.) a scholar, and linguist of
Oppyck, in Holland, who died in 1648, was the author of,
*
1.
Commentarius ad Codieem Babylonicum, seu Tractatus
Thalmudicus,' &c. 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1630. 2. ' Versio et
Notae ad I'araphrasim Joseph] Jachiadfe in Danielem,' 4to.
Amst. 1633. 3. ' Itinerarium D. Benjaminis.' Heh. et Lat.
8vo. Lugd. Bat.
4. ' Moysis Kimchi Grammatica Chaldaica,' 8vo. ibid.
5.
Commentarius in Tractatum Thalmudicuin,' &c. Heb. et Lat. 8vo. ibid. 1631, and Francof.
' Commentarius
1685.
6.
ad Betramum de Republics

Mn.

2, el. 15.

1.

Aristot. in

EMPEREUR,

Virg.

Sat. 10.

71.

An

account of the Britons, or

first

inhabitants of England,

.

;

..,.

ENG
may

be found under the head of Britannia.

[Vide Bri-

The Saxons having gradually gained

tannia']

in this country,

a footing

well-known
comprehending

established seven kingdoms,

bv the name of the Saxon Heptarchy ;
the kingdoms of Kent, Northumberland, Sussex, Essex,
[vide Kent, Sfc.~\
Mercia, Wessex, and East Anglia
all which were united into one kingdom in 800, under
His successors were as follow
Egbert, who died in 837Kings of the Saxon

line.

Began

to

Reign

837
857
860
S66

Ethelwolf
Ethelbald, or
Ethelbert

Ethelred
Alfred

.

.

.

.

20*rears.

3
5

.

.

.

.

Edmund

871 ...
901 ...
925 .
941 ..

Edred

946

Edwy

955

Edward

the Elder

Athelstan

Reigned.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

5

30
24
16
5

9
16

Edga'r.

Edward

the Martyr

<i75

.'

Ethelred

Edmund

978

.

.

3

. .

.

37

..

.

Ironside.

Kings of the Danish Line.

Sweyn
Canute
Harold
Hardicanute

Edward

the Confessor. ...

Harold
Kings of the Korman Line.

William

I

Bt

1014
1017
1035
1039
1041
1066

. .
. .

.

;

EPH

EOB
in Gaul, about the year 483,
anil died in 521, after having been appointed to negotiate a

was born of a consular family

His
union between the Eastern and Western Churches.
works as an author consist of, 1. ' Epistolarum ad Diversos
Libri IX.' 2. ' Panegyricus Theodorico Regi Ostragothorum
3. ' Libellus Apologeticus pro Synodo Palmari.'
dictus.'
'
.5.
Eucha4.
Vita B. Epiphanii Epiacopi Ticinensis.'
Para-nests didas6.
risticon de Vita sua ad Elpidium.'
7- ' Preeceptum de Celcalica ad Ambrosium et Beatum.'
8.
Dictiones Sacra;,' &c. all of
lulanis Episcoporum.'
which were published by Andrew Scottus, at Tournay, in
8vo. 1610, and by James Sirmond at Paris, 8vo. Kill ; with
'

'

'

names and

of the persons menEnnodius' works are likewise printed
tioned by Ennodius.
at the end of father Sirmond's works, Paris, 1 6'9t).
(Geug.) the ancient JEgina, an island of European
Turkev, in a gulf of the same name between Livadia and
Morea. The chief town Engia, which contains the ruins
of two temples, dedicated formerly to Venus and Jupiter,
is situated 24 miles S. S.W. Athens.
Engia, Gulf of, an arm of the Archipelago, anciently called
Sinus Saronicus, or Salaminiacns.
(Myth.) a Trojan prince skilled in augurv, who
was killed by Achilles. Hon,. II. 1. 2.
Gen. iv. 1?.
(Bibl) "inn, a son of Cain.
notes, explaining the

titles

ENGIA

ENNOMUS
ENOCH

Enoch, son of Jared, was bom A. M. 622, A.

C. 3382.
He
begat Methusaleh at the age of 65, and after living 365
he was " by faith translated," according to the words
Gen. iv. ; Heb. xi. 5.
of St. Paul.
Enoch, son of Midian, and grandson of Abraham and Ketturah.
Gen. xxv.
Enoch, the eldest son of Reuben, and founder of a family.
vears,

ENON

(Bibl.) the place where John baptized, between ShaJohn iii.
lim and Jordan.
Enos (Bibl.) ti'Ut*, son of Seth, and father of Canaan, was
born A.M. 235, A.C. 376.9, and died A.M. 1140, A. C.

2864.
George (Biog.) a physician of Sandwich, in Kent, was
He edited Hervey's Exborn in 1604, and died in K>8y.
ercitationes de Generations Animalium,' and published
'
Animadversiones in Malachite Thrustoni M. 1). Diatribam de Rcspiratinnis Usu Primario 1679/ 8vo. besides

EXT,

'

some contributions

to the Philosophical Transactions.

(Mi/lh.)

an athlete, and one of the companions

of vEneas, who displayed his skill at the games.
(Biog.) or Entinek, John, a miscellaneous writer,
wlio was born in 1713, and died in 1733, is best known by
his popular school-books, namely, an English and Latin

ENTICK

Naval History,'
besides which lie wrote
;
History of the Seven Years' War,' 5 vols. 8vo. &c.
ENTINI >PE (Hist.) one of the chief founders of Venice, in
the fifth century, who having fled from the Goths, concealed
himself in the marshes, and built a house there, when
became the resort of other fugitives, who added to the
it
I lis house was conbuildings until it rose into a city.
verted into a church, dedicated to St. James, and is still
Ee/ib. lies des
SabeU. Decad. 1.
standing in the Rialto.
Dictionary, &C.
fol.,

'

'

A

1

;

Arclnl.

I

Hal. 1539, and ' De tuenda bona Valetudine,' 8vo.
Francof. 1564
EON, de lEtoile (Ecc.) a gentleman of Lower Brittany, and
a fanatic, in the 12th century, who gave himself out for the
Son of God, and being imprisoned, died a few days after,
leaving many infatuated followers, who chose to be burnt,
rather than renounce their folly.
Eon (Biog.) vide D'Eon.
8vo.

EPAMINONDAS

(Hist.)

,

Exa tu.G»cnc,
i

son of Polynmus, a

Theban, descended from the ancient kings of BcEOtia, was
placed at the head of the Theban armies, and by the victory
of Leuctra, released his countrymen from the Spartan yoke.

He

afterwards

at the battle of Mantinea, A. C. 363,
the Bceotians had gained the victory,
1. 6,
7; Polyb. 1.1; Diod. 1. 15
rid Earn. 1. 5; 1'hit. in Ptirall.
(Bibl.) 'V.-a<fipar, a Christian convert, and
fellow-labourer with St. Paul. Col. i.
He is supposed t<
have been the first bishop of Colossus, and his festival !>
kept on the 10th of Julv.
(Bibl.) 'Ewadpo&Voc, bishop, or as St.
Paul calls him, an apostle, of Philippi, was sent by tin
Philippians to the latter, while a prisoner at Rome. Philip, iv
His festival is kept on the 8th of December by the Greeks.
Epaphkoditus (Hist.) a freedman, and secretary to the en.-'
peror Nero, was condemned to death by Donation, fin
assisting his master to destroy himself. Suet, in Xcr.
Plin
fell

after hearing that

Xenoph. Hist. Griec.
C. Nep. in lit. ; Cic.

EPAPHRAS

.'

EPAPHRODITUS

Pan.

e.

53.

EpAPHBODITUS,

Aitrclius (Biug.) a grammarian, and naliv
who composed many works that are all tost
(Myth.) "Era^oc, son of Jupiter ami lo, is sail
to have reigned in Egypt, and to have founded Memphi.'
He,;,,!. I. 2, c. 153; Apollod. 1. 2; Ovid. Mel. 1. 1 ; Eutd

EPAPHUS

Chron.
(Biog.) a Greek historian, who composed a HistOT
Temple of Ephesus. I'oss. de Hist. Grcec. 1. 3.
EPEE, Charles Michel de I (Biog.) a Frenchman, wa
the principal promoter, if not inventor, of a method
relieving the deaf and dumb, and rendering them usefl)
members of society. He died in 17.90, leaving among hi
works, 1. ' Instruction des Sourds et Muets par la Vote de
Signes methodiques/ 12mo. 17,76, reprinted in 17>S L mule
La veritable Manic-re d'instruire les Sourds
the title of
Muets, continue par une longue Experience,' a translatioi
of which was published in London, 8vo. 1801.
(Bibl.) 'En-au Eros, a disciple of St. Paul's. Bom
xvi.
The Greeks observe his festival July 30. S.
Theoiloret. in Rom.
sostom. Horn. 31
EPEUS (Myth.) a son of Endymion and Asterodia, wli
reigned over a part of Peloponnesus. He gained the kingdor
from his two brothers rteon and .Ktolus, at a race
Olympia, where it was proposed as the prize. Pans. 1. 5.
EpEUS, the son of Panopeus, who is distinguished as tli' ibl
Virg. .En. 1. 2.
catOT of the Trojan horse.
(Bibl) pet. eldest soil of Midian, who dwelt
Isaiah ix.
Arabia I'etr.ca.
Judg. vi. ; 1 Chron. i. 1
EpHAH, Caleb's concubine, and mother of llaran. Mo
Chron. ii.
( razez.
1
(Bibl.) 12V, second son of Midian, and a brother
Epbah.
1
Chron.
(Bibl.) "v..;,!, J,.,; the city mentioned under Gi
graphy, is well known to the Christian world as the phu
in

EpAPHUS
of the

f'<

'

<.

EPENETUS

;

i

I

EPHAH

i

;

Francis (Biog.) a Spanish writer, known by the
names of Dryander, /•>« Chesne, and by the Germans, Evck or Eyckman, was born at BurgOS of a distinguished family, in the Kith century, and published in 1545,
A History of the State of the Low Countries, and of the
l..b,;iiin of Spam, m Latin, whnh v. as iffc ru :rds translated
Protestant Marty minto French, and forms a part of the
His brother John, who had
logv,' printed in Germany.
turned Protestant, like himself, was burnt alive at Rome in
1541, lor bis avowal of his opinions.
was born
OBANUS, Hestut (Biog.) a Latin poet of He

ENZINAS,
different

*

'

1

14SS, and died in 1540, leaving a
translation of Theocritus into Latin verse, 8vo. Basil. 1531,
and of Homer's Iliad, 8vo. i!asil. 1540, &c; besides
tree, as is said, in

of Choronea,

Gen. xxvi.

EXTELLUS

under a

.

EPHER

i

EPHESUS

Paul preached and lived for the space of two yeai
in consequence of a sedition nusi
II
I r: a: tin..
'Is win
by Demetrius, the BjlvarorClth.
the apostle Paul wrote his first Epistle to the Corinthian
his
epistle
addressed
Rome,
he
while
at
and
a prisoner

where

St.

until he

was driven away

;

EPII

EPH

Aquila and Prisciila
the Christian converts of this place.
accompanied the apostle to Ephesus, where Apollos preached,
and the Blessed Virgin also died and was buried.

Fig. I.

Ephesus (Geog.)

the illustrious city of Ionia, already mentioned under Biblical History, is said to have been founded
bv the Amazons, or by Andfochus, son of Codrus, according
It is most famous among profane writers for
to Strabo.
the temple of Diana, which was reckoned one of the seven
wonders of the world.

Callimack.

Hymn, ad Dian.

Soi yap 'Afta%ovi$tc troXJfta i-i9ffiijreipai
"Ei' tore Trnpp<i\up E^tT^i ipiras ilpvoavTO
tiffif

vno

In fig. 4 she is depicted with Isis on one side, and
Serapis on the other; inscription,
E<M'.CU1N

forms.
K.
in

OMONOIA

AAEZAXAPEUX, showing
Egypt

its

alliance

with Alexandria,

5 represents Ceres on a trireme ; and fig. (>'.
Jupiter sitting in the clouds, and sending
fig.

;

represents

itpifOHf.

Fig. 4.

Dionys. Perieg.

——

Fig. b.

Fig. 6.

Boottori' tnv tcitoio

YlappaXiijv 'EdeVoj' fitydXiiv woXiv 'lo^eaiprj^,

'Evda Qa]

—on vnov 'A^aXorutc

HpifjLioi fVi rrnXir]^

rcrucovr
wepuaaiov avipeuti Oai/fiu.
.

This celebrated temple was burnt on the night that Alexander was born, who offered to rebuild it if his name, as the
benefactor, were inscribed upon it, which offer the Ephesians
are said to have declined, under the adulatory plea that it
was improper for one deity to raise a temple to another.
History of Ephesus.

This city was governed by Androchus and his descendants,
under the title of kings, until the time of Croesus, by
whom it was besieged and taken, and afterwards suffered
to enjoy its own laws, until it became successively subject
At his
to the Persians, and to Alexander the Great.
death it fell under the power of the Syrians, and from
them it passed into the hands of the Romans. The Ephesians having sided with Mithridates, king of Pontus, and
murdered ;ill the Romans that were in the city, were
also during
severely punished by Sylla for this revolt
the reign of Tiberius they were visited by an earthquake
which did much damage, but, otherwise, they enjoyed
;

considerable prosperity until the reign of Alexis Comnenus, when the city was taken by the Mahometans,
and, after being retaken by the Greeks in 120(1, was
finally lost in 1283, from which period it graduallv
sunk into decay, and is now a miserable Turkish village,
called, in the barbarous language of the natives, Ajasohtk.
3
Lon. 27 30' E. lat. 37= 50' X. Herod. 1. 1 ; Cic. de
Nat. Dear. 1. 2 ; Strab. 1. 12
Mel 1. 1 ; Plin. 1. 30';
Justin. 1. 2 ; Ptol. 1. 5 ; Pans. 1. 7 ; Polyce/i. 1. 7 ; Mian.
Var. Hist. 1. 3.
;

Ecclesiastical History of Ephesus.

The

John founded the church of Ephesus, and
supposed to have been its first bishop, if we may
believe the synodal epistle of Ephesus to the clergy of Constantinople, wherein the bishops of Ephesus, among whom
apostle St.

is

down

rain on the earth underneath, that
which was the capital of Asia inscription,
;

is,

on Ephesus,

IIEii,

i.

e.

Pio,

namely,
E<t>ECI£lX.
The Ephesians struck many
medals as an independent state, and still more in honour of
the Triumviri, and also of the emperors or empresses Augustus, Livia, Nero, Agrippina, Poppiea, Messalina, Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, Domitia, Trajan, Plotina, Adrian,
Jovi,

Sabina, .Elius, Antoninus Pius, Faustina, sen., M. AureFaustina, jun., L. Verus, Commodus, Crispina, Sevens,

lius,

Domna,

Caracalla,

nianus,

Elegabalus,

Geta, Plautilla, Macrinus, DiadumePaula, Ann. Faustina, Jul. Mtesa,

Alexander Sevems, Mama-a, Maximinus, Maximus, Gordianus, Tranquiliina, Philippus, sen., Otacilia, Philippus, jun.,
Decius, Etruscilla, Volusianus, Valerianus, Gallienus, Salonina, Com. Saloninus, Valerianus, jun.
on which medals
are inscribed the names of their magistrates at different
;

periods.

Vaill.

Num.

denb. ; Spank.
Tristan. Comm.

Grose, et Prwst. ; Beg. Thes. BranDisserlat. de Usu, el Preest. Nummor. ;
Hist. ; Putin. Num. Impcrator. ; Band.

Num. Imp. Rom.

Sjc.

EPHIALTES

(Myth.) 'E^io\-^c, or Epkialtus, a giant, and
son of Neptune, who grew nine inches every day.
[Vide
Aloeus~\

Ephialtes (Hist.) a Trachinian, who led a detachment of
Xerxes' army by a secret path to the pass at Thermopylae,
was

which
Pans.

1.

defended

bv the

Spartans.

Herod.

1.

7

;

1.

Ephialtes, an Athenian, who fought with the

Persians

against Alexander.
(Biog.) a Greek orator and historian of Cuma, or
Cyme, in iEolia, who flourished A. C. 352, wrote a history
of the Greeks, from the return of the Heraclidae into Peloponnesus, down to the 20th year of Philip of Macedon
besides other things on moral, geographical, and rhetorical

EPHORUS

;

was

Polycrates, arc called the successors of that apostle.
council of Ephesus, which is the third general council,
was assembled in 131, for the purpose of condemning
the heresies of Nestorius; several synods had, however,
been previously held, particularly one at which St. Chry-

The

sostom presided, for regulating the affairs of Asia.
Clem.
Alexand. Strom. 1 ; Act Condi. ; Euscb. Hist. 1. 5
Socrat. 1. 7;
St. CyrilL ep. ud Theod. ; Sozom, 1. 8;
Pal/ad. in fit. S. C/iri/sost.;
Niceph. 1. 14
Evag. 1. 1
Baron. Annal. arm. 198 4.30, &c
Ephesus (Numis.) numerous medals of this city attest its
importance, and the high rank which it held among the
cities of Asia, bearing the inscriptions of E<I>ECIiJX 111'IiT;

—

;

a>".— E<I>EC'IiJX

NEOKOPON

from

3,

ACIAC, or ACI^-THS II'.PAS K Al AYTONOMOY. The worship of Diana and her
temple is an ordinary type on their medals, as may be seen
figs.

1,

2,

where she

is

represented in different

which are lost, except a few fragments published with Seylax, Gr. and Lat. Lugd. Bat. iriy".
EPHRAEM (Biog.) a Greek author in the 14th century, who
subjects, all of

wrote a chronicle of the emperors of Constantinople i:i
iambic verse ; which, according to Volaterranus, is in the
librarv of the Vatican.
Allatius also makes mention of it
Allot. Lit,, de Psell.

EPHRAIM

(Bibl.)

'!•)«, Joseph's second son by Asineth,
born in Egypt, A. M. 22°/4
Gen

Potiphar's daughter,
xli.

&c.

Ephraim,

town in the tribe of this name, otherwise
2 Chron. xiii.
Ephrem.
EPHRATAH (Bib!.) vide Ephraim.
EPHRATH (Bibl.) nniEK, Caleb's second wife., mo
Hur. 1 Chron. ii.
a

Ephrata.

Ephraim,

ride

called

EPI
Ephrath,

EPI

another name fox Bethlehem.

EPHREM

(ISilil.)

or

Ephram,

a

town north of the

tribe of

Benjamin, near the desert whither OUT Saviour retired.
a patriarch of Jerusalem in the second century,
who succeeded Levi, and was succeeded by Justin. Euseb.

EpunK^; (£cc)
in Cliron.

Ethrem,

.9.,

a Christian writer of the fourth century,

whose

in the Syriae tongue were in such esteem, according
Jerome, that they were read in the churches after the
Holy Scriptures. There is an edition of St. Ephrem's
Sermons, in the Greek only, by Thwaites, fol. Oxon. 1709;
and of his whole works, Gr. Syr. and Lat. 6 vols. fol. Horn.
1732
17 Hi, accompanied with prolegomena, notes, and preHicron. Cat. ;
Oral, de Fab.
S. Chrysost.
faces.
S. Basil. Horn. 2 ;
S.
Gregor. Nyssen.
Prank. SfC. ;
Oral, de ejus J'it. ; Sozomcn. Hist. Eccles. ; Theodore/ us,

works
to St.

—

•!>'.

Niccphorus, Palladius, Hamulus, eye. eye.
a prefect in the East, who was made patriarch of
Antioch, which city he caused to be rebuilt after the earthBaron.
quake, which had converted it into a heap of ruins.
Anna!, ann. 526.
(Bibl.) pisi', son of Zohar, who sold the cave of
Machpelah to Abraham. Gen. xxiii.
Epiiron, a city beyond Jordan. 1 Mace.
(Geog.) the ancient name of Corinth.
EPICADUS, Cornelius (Hist.) a freedman of Sylla, who
completed the memoirs that his master had begun.
EPICHARIS (Hist.) a woman accused of a conspiracy against
Nero, who refused to discover her accomplices although
Tacit. Annul. 1. 15.
exposed to the utmost torture.
(Biog.) a poet of Sicily, and philosopher of
the Pythagorean sect, who, according to Aristotle and Pliny,
added the letters X and * to the Greek alphabet, A. C.
410.
The invention of comedy is also ascribed to him.

Ephrem,

EPHRON
EPHYRA

EPICHARMUS

Horat.

ad

(

1.

2, ep. 1, v. .58.
Plautut ad eiemplum Siruli properare Epicharmi.

A^tic.

EPICLIDES

1.

ep.

1,

(Hist.) a

19; Diogen. in Fit.
Lacedsemonian of the family cf the

Eurysthenids, who was raised to the throne to the injury of
Pans. 1. 2.
(Hist.) a man of some eminence at Athens.

EPIC KATES
Cic.

ad Faw.

1.

ep. 21.

l(i,

of Hieropolis, and
EPICTETUS (Biog.) 'Ejrfwijroc, a
originally a slave to Epaphroditus, the freedman of Nero,
v hOj notwithstanding his humble condition, was banished
by a decree of Domitian, and died at an advanced age in
The works of this
the reign of Adrian, as is supposed.
author, as far as they remain, have gone through various
namely, in Hvo. Lugd. Bat. I67O, cum notis
edj ions
variorum; Oxon. 1740, cum Tabula Cebctis, ecc. 2 vols.
one of the best editions.
4to. Lond. 1742, by Upton
The Enchiridion was published by C. G. Heyne, in 8vo.
of
table
Cebcs, by Schweighauscr,
1776; and with the
6 vols. 8vo. 1798 which has the credit of bring the lust
These have been translated into
edition ever published.
but the most esteemed version in our
d liferent languages
own country is that by Mrs. Carter, published in 1758, with
Aul. GelL 1. 15; Siwplie. in Fit. SfC.
EPICURUS (Biog.) a philosopher, and the leader of a sect
known by the name of Epicureans, maintained notions
v
He also
respecting the gods which bordered on Atheism.
male pleasure the end of his doctrine and his followers
stoic

;

;

;

;

;

'.'.

;

afterwards illustrated this principle abundantly by their practice. Cic- de Nat. Deor.
1.
Senec. de Heat. I'd.; Diogen. in Fit ;
/Elian, far. Hist.
Epicx'RUB (Numis.) a medal of the Athenians
i< supposed by Ilaym to represent this phiI

;

isopher, as in the annexed figure, which
others have ascribed to Pan.
!

EPIDAMNUS (Gcog.) the ancient
EPIDAURUS (Geog.)"F.ivicavpoe,

name for Dynhachium.
the name of three
viz. one in Dalmatia, now liagusa ; one in Laconia, now
Malvasia ; and one in Argolis, now Piduuriu. Fins. Georg.
1.

3

Strab.

;

1.

8

;

Met

1.

2

Ptol.

;

I

1.

3

;

Pans.

1.

,i.

Epnuriii-s (S'umix.) to the last of the three towns abovementioned of this name are ascribed medals, both as an independent state, and also in honour of the emperors Antoninus
Pius, Julia Moesa, and Alexander Severus.
.'Esculapius
being the tutelary deity of
that place, his figure is most
frequently represented on
their medals, as in the annexed figure, bearing on
the obverse his
bearded
head, and on the reverse
the serpent, his ordinary
symbol ; the inscriptions, EII— EITIAAYPiaN'—-eiTIAAV-

POY I6PAC

;

to

which

is

sometimes added ACKAIIIIEIA,
games in honour cf jEscu-

to denote the celebration of the
lapius.

EPIDOT.E
birth

(Myth.) certain deities said

to

preside over the

and growth of children.

EPIGENES
by Pliny,

who

prince, in

an astronomer and historian, mentioned

1. 7, e. 56.
(Hist.) one of the guards in the army of Alexdiscovered the conspiracy set on foot against this

riiiu

EPIMENES
ander,

(Biog.)

which he had himself taken

part.

Q. Curt.

1.

S.

EPIMEXIDES

(Biog.) •ErifitvlSns, an epic poet of Crete.
reckoned one of the seven wise men, and was
Plat. Dialog. 1.2; Cic.
revered as a god after his death.
de Dm. 1. 1
Vol Max. 1. 8 Strab. 1. 10; Diogen. in !!;.;
Ti/r.
in
Max.
Plin. 1. 7; Plul.
Sol.
; Bio. 1. 28, &C. &C.
Epimknides, the name of two other writers, mentioned by
Diogenes.
EPIMETHEUS (Myth.) '^Tn^thig, son of Japetus, and
He opened Panfather of Pvrrha, the wife of Deucalion.
dora's box, whence a train of evils arc said to have poured
Hesiod. Tlieog.
out, which have afflicted the human race.
v. 512 ; Apollod. 1. 1 ; Hijgin. Fab. 142 ; Ovid. Met. L I,
eve.
Claud, in Eutrop. 1. 2.
EPIPHANES (Hist.) a surname given to some kings of

who was

:

;

;

Svria.

EPIPHANIUS

(Ecc.) a father of the Christian church, was
born about 320 at Besanduce, a village of Palestine, elected
His works,
bishop of Salamis in 367, and died in 403.
anions which was a treatise on the heresies of his day, were
printed in Gr. fol. Basil. 1544 ; to which a Latin translation
was afterwards added, and frequently reprinted. Another
edition, published by Petavius, in 2 vols. fol. Paris. 1 622,
with a new Latin translation, is reckoned the best.
Epipuanius, a bishop of Padua, was born in 488, succeeded
On
Crispinua in the see of Padua in 466, and died in (-;>(».
the sacking of Padua by the barbarians, he rendered all
possible service to the inhabitants by procuring their liberation from captivity.
EpirilANius, a patriarch of Constantinople, succeeded John in
the patriarchate in 520, and died in 585, after having distinguished himself by his zeal for the orthodox faith.
Hormisd. ep. 72 ; Baron. Annal. ann. 535.
F.rieiiANH's (Fiiog.) surnamed the Scholastic, a nativi of
Italy, who nourished about 510, translated, at the request
of Cassiodorus, the ecclesiastical histories of Socrates, Sozofirst printed in fol. Augustodi
and often reprinted at Paris and Basil, in 1523, 1528, 1538.
version
of
the ' Codex Enclyticus.'
He likewise gave a
EPIRUS (GtOg.) 'HirelpoSi a country situated between Macedonia, Achala, and the Ionian Sea, and divided into four
namely, Acarnania, Thrcspotia, Molossus, and
districts,

mencs, and Thcodoretus;

Chaonia.

It

is

now

called Sarta.

The

principal towns in

;

ERA

ERE

Epirus were Ambracia, now Larta ; Anaetoria, now Vodiza ;
Antigonia, now Argiro Cailro; Buthrotum, now Batrinto.
Epirus was famous for its breed of cattle.
K«i8' a\i (EicXi/uvq ipi/3u\cucog Hrtipoio.

Particularly of horses.

guedinis in Animalibus Generatione et Concrctione,' 4to.
~. ' Cumitis
Montani, &c. quinque LiHeidel. 15S0.
Lrorum de Morbis nuper editorum \ iva Anatome,' 4;»j.
8. ' Varia Opuscula Modica,' fol. Francof.
Basil. 1581.
1590.
His theological works, which were mostly controEx2.
versial, are principally, 1. ' De Coena Domini.'
'

I'irg.

Ccorg.

1.

1.

History of Epirus.

governed by kings of its own ; the
Neoptclemus, the son of Achilles.
Pyrrhus, the celebrated opponent to the Romans, whose son, Alexander, was the last
king mentioned in history. Epirus soon after became a
Roman province, and fell under the power of the Turks
The inhabitants are of the Greek
in the 14th century.
A council was held here in 516. Aristot. Hist.
church.
Anim. 1. 3 Slrab. 1. 7 ; Mel. I 2 ; Plin. 1. 4 ; Ptol. 1. 3.
EPISCOPIUS (Bios.) or Bishop Nicholas, a printer of Basle,
in the Kith century, who died in 1627, is well known by
his edition of the Greek fathers, which has been highly
esteemed for its accuracy.
Episcopii's, Simon, a writer of Amsterdam on the Arminian
side of the question, who was born in 1583, and died in
1643, was the author of many controversial works, which
were published in 2 vols. fol. Amstel. 1665, and 1671 ; and
Lond. 1()'78.
EPO, Boctius (Biog.) a lawyer of Roorda, in Friesland,
was born in 1529, and died in 1599> leaving among his
This country was at
first

of

first

whom was

From him was descended

;

•

works, ' Juliani Archiepiscopi Prognosticon,' &c. 8vo. 1564.
Antiquitatuin Ecclesiasticarum Syntagmata/ Svo. 1578.
2.
3. ' Heroicarum et Ecclesiasticarum Questicnum Libri Sex.'
'
4.
De Jure Saero,' 3 vols. 8vo. 1588.
EPOPELS {Myth.) a son of Neptune and Canace, who gained
Apollod. 1. 1 ; Pans. 1. 2.
the sovereign power in Sicyon.
(Hist.) a powerful chieftain among the
Edui.
Cces. de Bell. Gall. 1. 7ER (Bibl.) iv, Judah's eldest son., who married Tamar.
Gen. xxxviii.
(Bibl.) pp, 6on of Shuthelah of Ephraim, head of
'

EPOREDORIX

ERAX

the Eranites.

Numb.

xxvi.

ERASISTRATUS

(Bios.) a physician, grandson to the phiwho died A. C. 257- He discovered, by
the pulse of Antiothus, that his disease was the passion of
love which he had conceived for Ids mother-in-law, StraVol. Max. 1. 5 ; Plin. 1. 25 ; Aul. Gcll. 1. 16 ; Pint,
tonice.
losopher Aristotle,

in

Demet.

Desiderius (Biog.) a distinguished scholar, was
born at Rotterdam in 1467, and died in 1536.
The works
of Erasmus, consisting of philological treatises, translations
from the classics, a collection of adages, orations, and theological treatises, were published at Leyden in 10 vols. fol.
The Life of Erasmus
1703, under the care of Le Clerc.
has been written by Jortin ; of which an improved edition
in S vols. Svo. was published in 1 808 ; also one by Knight,
and a third by Burigni ; a very improved German edition
was published in the last centurv bv Henrv Hencke. ["Vide

XX]
ERASTUS (Bibl.)

(Myth.) 'Eparw, one of the Muses, who presided
She was invoked by lovers,
over lyric and amorous poetry.
Ajxjllod. 1. 1 ; ApoUon.
especiallv in the month of April.
Argon. L 3 ; f'irg. JEn. 1. 7 ; Olid, de Art. Am. 1. 2.
{Numis.) vide Pomponia, sens.
(Biog.) son of Aglaus, and a native of
Cyrene, was the second person entrusted with the care of
He is said to have starved himthe Alexandrian librarv.
The little that
self to death at the age of 82, A. C. 194.
remains of his works was printed at Oxford in Svo. 1672.
His ' Sententiae were inserted in the ' Poette Minores,'
by Winterton, 8vo. Cantab. 1637, 1652, &c. ; his ' Catas-

ERATO
ERATOSTHENES

'

Gr. and Lat. by Gale in his ' Opuscula Mythological
8vo. Amstel. 1688, and his ' Fragmenta,' Gr. and Lat. by
Cic. ad Attic. 1.2:
J. Steidel. 8vo. Gotting. 17S9.
de Re. Rust.; Quintil. 1. 1.
(Hist.) an Ephesian, who burnt the
temple of Diana, as it is said, in order to eternize his fame,
which object the Ephesians unintentionally promoted by
making a law forbidding any one to pronounce Ids name.
terismi,'

.'

ERATOSTRATUS

Val.

Max.

1.

8

Pint, in

;

Akx.

ERBESSUS

(Gcog.) a town of Sicily, now Monte Bibino,
Agrigentum. Liv. 1. 24.
ERBIL (Gcog.) the ancient Arbcla, a town of Persia, in
the pachalicof Bagdad, 60 miles E. Mosul. Lon. 43° 20 E.
lat. 36° 11' N.
(Biog.) an historian of the 8th century,
known only by a fragment of an abridged History of the
the Kings of France, published by Anthony Caraccioli,
4to. Neapol. 1620; and it was afterwards inserted by Camillus Peregrinus in his History of the Princes of Lomat the north of

ERCHAMBERT

bardy, 4to. 1643.

ERCILLA, y

Zuniga Don Alonzo

a"

(Biog.) a poet of

who' was born in 1535, wrote
Madrid, 1597; but the best edition
drid,

'

is

Ma-

Araucana,' 12mo.
in 2 vols. 12mo.

ERDESWICK,

Sampson (Biog.) an antiquary, and native
who died in 1603, was the author of
Short View of Staffordshire,' &c. which is now incorporated in Shaw's History of Staffordshire.
EREBUS (Myth.) "Epe/ioc, a deity of Hell, son of Chaos and
Darkness, who married Nox, by whom he had Lux and
Hesiod. Thcog. v. 124; Cic. de Nat. Dcor. 1. 3,
Dies.
c 17; f'irg. JEn. 1. 4; C. Hygin. in Pra-f. Fab.; Claudian.
of
'

Staffordshire,

A

de Rapt. Proscrp.

ERECH

(Bibl.) or Arach, -pn, a city of Chaldea built

Nimrod.

Plate

"EpaToc, a Corinthian, and disciple of
Rom. xvi. 23. The Latins honour him on July 26,
and the Greeks on November 10.
Era*tus, Tliomas (Biog.) a German physician and divine,
was born in 1523 at Augenen, a village in the lordship of
Badensweiler, and died in 1583 or 1584.
His principal
medical works were, 1. ' Disputationes de Medicina nova
Philippi Paracelsi.' 1572.
2. ' Do Occult. Pharmacor. PoSt. Paul.

4to. Basil. 1574, Francof. l6ll.
3.
4. '
de Auro Potabili,' 4to. Basil. 1578, 1594.
dine Liber,' 4to. ibid. 1580, Lips. 1590.
5.
6.
de Astrologia Divinatriee,' 4to. Basil. 15S0.

ERATO

1632.

ERASMUS,

testatibus,'

utrum Excommunicato quatenus Religionem inteUigentes et amplexantes,' etc. 4to. 1589; a
book in which he denied the right of the church to exercise
any discipline; this was answered by Hammond in a work
entitled ' On the Power of the Keys.'
plicatio Quastionis,

Eliadum pal/tms Epirus t'^uurum.

'

Disputat.
PutreEpistolo
' De
Pin-

De
'

Gen.

by

x.

ERECHTHEUS

(Hist.) son of Pandion I, and the sixth
king of Athens, died after a reign of 50 years, A. C. 1347,
and received divine honours after Ins death. Apollod. 1. 3

pro Sext. c. 21 ; Hygin. Fab. 46; Paus. 1. 2.
Daniel (Biog.) a writer, ^temporary, and intimate, with Scaliger, whose ' Opera Varia' were published
by Grsvius, Svo. Ultraj. 1701. His Latin poems were inserted in the second volume of • Delias Poetarum BclgiCic.

EREMITA,

corum.'

ERESUS

(Geog.) a town of Lesbos, the birth-place of Tlieo-

phrastus.

ERETRIA

(Geog.) a city of Eubcea, on the Euripus

1

.

ERI

ERI
was destroyed by the Persians.

The

ruins were

scarcely

C. Nep. in Miltiad.; Vitruv.
age of Strabo.
Dioscor. 1. 5 ; Cell. 1. 5 ; Pans. 1. "•
Mela, 1. 2
Ekkthia {Numis.) medals are extant of
this town, bearing for their type, as in the
annexed figure, two clusters of grapes, &C.
to denote the abundance of vines in that
part; inscription EPETPIEQN, with the
risible in the
1.

7

;

;

name

vXHITEAXE

of their magistrates.
{Geog.) a town

ERGAVICA

VI, and applied principally to war, in which
he was very successful by conquering Livonia, Esthonia,
and Courland- He died in 904.
Eric VIII, surnamed Stenehil, or the Liberal, succeeded hi;,
father Eric VII, but was murdered in a tumult of the

of Hispania
which obtained the title of a municipium,

Tarraconensis,
according to Pliny.

Plin.

1.

3.

are extant of
in the annexed

Ergavica {Numis.) medals
this

bearing,

town,

fio-ure,

the

VlCA,

or

as

MUX. ERGAinscription
ERCAVICA; and for their

type on some the figure of an ox adorned
and symbolical of a votive
offering for the prosperity of the Roman

for the sacrifice,

empire.
{Myth.) 'EpyTrac, a king of Orchomenos, who
100
obliged the thebans to pay him a yearly tribute of
oxen, from which they were released by Hercules, who
<)•
Pans.
1.
1.
Apollod.
2
4
Ohpnp.
;
;
rind.
killed Erginus.
ERIC {Hist.) the name of several kings of Denmark and

ERGINUS

his father Eric

people

consequence

in

of

his

Jokam. Mag. Hist, dot It.

introducing

Christianity.

eye.
Eric. Olaus. Hist. Suec.i
Messen. Scand. lllustral. ; Puffendorf. Hist. Univ.
Eric IX, surnamed the Saint, is supposed to have commenced
his reign in 1150, and was killed fighting against his rebellious subjects about 1160.
Eric, or the Son of Canute, succeeded to the throne of his
father in 1207, after having defeated and killed his rival
Suercher in battle.
He died in 1219, and was succeeded
by his son,
Eric XI, surnamed the Stammerer, who died in 1250, in the
28th year of his reign, after having killed in battle his rival
Canute.
Pontan. Hist. Rer. Dan. ; Lucccn. Hist. Slice. ;
Messen. Scand. I/lust. ; Puffendorf. Hist. Univ.
Eric XII, succeeded his father, Magnus II, and was poisoned
by his mother in 1357Eric XIII, vide Eric
of Denmark.
Eric XIV, son of Gustavus I, succeeded his father in 1560;
but growing frantic from remorse of conscience, he was deposed by Ms subjects in 1568, and died of poison in 1 7 S
,•

X

.*

Sweden.
Kings of Denmark.
Eric I, or Henri/ I, son of Ringo, and brother of Harold,
was
succeeded the latter on the throne of Denmark, and
and
killed in battle, after having renounced Christianity,
again embraced

it

through the exhortations of

St.

Ansgarius,

He was succeeded by his nephew Eric.
in S."j7.
Eric II, surnamed the Bern, or Infant, succeeded Eric, and
died in 863, when he was succeeded by his son Canute.
Eric III, surnamed Eyegut, or the Good, ascended the throne
on his
after his brother Olaus in 1005, and died while
succeeded
to the Holy Eand in 1107, when he was

voyage
by Nicholas.
Eric IV, surnamed the Bastard, succeeded to the throne in
1130. and was killed in 1139, near the city of Ripen.
Eric V, surnamed the Lamb, succeeded his father Eric I\ ;
114-8.
but, retiring into a cloister soon after, he died in

was associated in the kingdom
II, in 1242; and, after being
Abel, was put to death in
brother
a prisoner by his

Eric VI, surnamed
with

his

made

father,

the Saint,

Valdemar

1252.

Eric VII, succeeded his father, Christopher I, in 1256, and
murdered by some conspirators after a troublesome
v.-.is
reign of 30 years, when he was succeeded by
Ebic VIII, surnamed the Pious, who died in 1310, after
having conquered Rostock.
elected in 1322 an

associate with Christopher II
on the throne, but was taken prisoner by his rebellious subHe is not alwavs included in the list of Danish kings.
jects.
of Denmark,
Ei;ic X, surnamed of Pomerania, the 02d king
Denmark,
..led Margaret in 1411 on the thrones of
Sweden, and Norway, was deposed after a stormy reign in

Eric IX, was

1438, and
Hist.

Dan.

Rugen

died in the island of
;

in 1459-

Mews.

Ponton. Chorograph,

Princes of this Xante.

Eric, a king of East Anglia in 638, was killed in battle.
Eric I, Duke of Saxe-Luneburg, eye. died in 1358, leaving
the reputation of a brave warrior.

Eric II, son of the preceding, succeeded his father, and died
by a fall from his horse in 1370, after having distinguished
himself as a politician and a warrior.

Eric I be Elder, Duke of Brunswick, was born

in 1470; and,
having signalized himself in the service of the emperor Maximilian, and given extraordinary proofs of his
courage in not less than 20 engagements, died in 1541.
Eric II, Duke of Pomerania, died hi 1474, after having

after

exerted himself to enlarge his territory.
I, eldest son of Abel, king of Denmark, succeeded his
brother, Waldemar III, as duke of Sleswic, in 1257, and
died in exile in 1272, after having been deprived of his

Eric

duchy.
(Ecc.) son of John I, elector of Brandenburg, was
nominated to the archiepiscopal see of Magdeburg in 1278,
and died in 1295, after having been engaged in a long
contest with his canons.
ERICHTHONIUS {Myth.) r.,>i X 6W<or;, the fourth king of
Athens, is said to have sprung from the seed of VulcanHe died after a reign of 50 years, A. C. 1437, and was
placed among the constellations under the name of Bootes.

Eric

,

F.ra/osth. Catast. 13; Apollod. 1. 3; I'irg.
;
Gcorg. 1. 1; Hygin. Poet. Astron. ; Ovid. Met. 1.2; Pobrpbul. de Inc. 13.
Ekiciithonius, a son of Dardanus, who reigned in Troy,

Aral. Phaniom.

Horn. II. 1. 20
Apollod. 1. 3.
{Geog.) now called the Po, one of the largest
rivers in Italy, not far distant from the Venetian territory.

A.C. 1374.

Proper/.

1,

1.

Kings if Sweden.

Eric

I,

who was

salutary laws

reputed to be the

first

;

ERIDANUS

el.

12,

v. 4.

Quantum Hypanit Vmtto

king of Sweden, gave

to his subjects.

Virgil calls
Virgil.

Eric II, extended the boundaries of Ids country by conquests.
Eric III, re-united Gothland to the kingdom of Sweden.
Eric l\. ascended the tin-one after his grandfather, Siward,
and perished in battle against his rival Haldan.
father, and
EBIC VI, surnamed IVeallierhead, succeeded his
applied to nothing but incantations and magic
Victorious, succeeded
the
or
SegherteU,
VII,
surnamed
J'.iiir

Geog.

dissutet EWcfafio*

" Fluviorum Rex."

it

1.

1.

Prd/ufc ifiMito contorqueiti vorties tylvai

Ftuviorum rex Eridams,
Sip

other poets

Lueun.

1.

2.

Quoqut maris nullum [Wilts Mtnllil in amnem.
Eriaanut/raatiujue eioliii in xnuvra syUas.

;

ERO

ERS
EROS

Pane?

Sidon.

ne fiuctu

Tibi

I

Eridane.

Ovid and other poets feign
which Phaeton fell.
Chid. Met.

1.

to

it

have been the river into

2.

Quem

Claudian. in Prob.

it

patriu diverse majiinus orhe

et

per} testis ctamiia

ruins

Eridwws.

This river was afterwards placed in heaven

among

the con-

stellations.

Cicero in Aral.
Namque etiam Eridanum certies in parte locatum
Ctrli, f'unestitm magnii cum liribus amiiem.

calls

bore the

name

Pans.

1,

1.

this river

of Padus.

5.

'HpicWoc xaWippooc.

Apollon. Argon.

1.

3

;

also

It

Slrab.

1.

5

son of Triops, who, having derided the mysteries of
Ceres, was afflicted by the goddess for his impiety with an
insatiable appetite.
Callim. in Ccrcr. ; (hid. Met. 1. 8 ;
salian,

10, &-c.

1.

ERIZZO,

Sebastian (Biog.) a numismatical writer of Venice,
was born in 1530, and died in 1585, leaving, 1. ' Discorso
sopra la Medaglie degli Antichi,' &c. 4to. Venice, without
date, but some copies have the date of 1471
2. ' Le Sei
Giornati, mandate in Luce da Ludovico Dolce,' 4to. Ve'
nice, 1 567.
3.
Esposizione delle tre Canzoni di Francesco
Petrarca,' &c. 4to. Venice, 156'1.
4. • Trattato dello Strur
mento, e della V ia Inventrice degli Antichi,' 4to. ibid.
besides a Discourse on Civil Government, and a
1554
translation of some of Plato's Dialogues.
ERNESTI, John Augustus {Biog.) a philologer and native
of Thuringia, was born in 1707, and died in 1781.
He
published editions of 'Homer,' 5 vols. 8vo. Lips. 17.59;
' Callimaehus,'
2 vols. Svo. Lugd. Bat. 176l ; ' Cicero,' of
which he published three editions, namely, one in 5 vols. Svo.
Lips. 1737, and the two others in 8 vols. 8vo. Hall. 175S
and 1 7 7
to which last was added his ' Clavis Ciceroniana,'
which has also been published separately ; ' Tacitus," 2 vols.
Svo. Lips. 1752, 1772; 'Suetonius,' Svo. Lips. 1748, and
again 177-'', neither of which editions is to be recommended
for correctness; Aristophanes ' Nubes,' Lips. 1788, with
the ancient Scholia; Xenophon's ' Memorabilia,' Lips. 1737,
Besides the above-mentioned works, he
1742, 1755, &c.
wrote, 1.
Initia Doctrinae solidioris,' the seventh edition,
8vo. Lips. 1783.
2. ' Institutio Interpretis Novi Testamenti,' the third edition, Svo. Lips. 17S3. 3. 'An improved
Edition of Hederic's Lexicon,' 1754 and 1767.
4. *
'Theological Library,' 11 vols. 8vo. 176O
1771. 5. 'Opustula oratoria,' See. 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 17(52.
6.
Arcrnro;

1-

;

'

A

—

'

logia literaria,' 8vo.

Lips.

1768

;

to

which may be added

Gnec.' of which he lived to
complete only the three first volumes.
Ebnesti, Augustus William, nephew of the preceding, who
died in 1801, is well known as the editor of Livy, Quintihis edition of

'

Fabricii Bibl.

lian, and other classics.
Ernesti, Jos. Christ. Theophilus, probably of the same family, is known as the author of, 1 ' Lexicon Technologist
Grtecorum Rhetorics,' &c. Svo. Lips. 17.05. 2. ' Lexicon
Technologic Latinorum Rhetorics,' Svo. Lips. 1797Ernesti, J. H. is known as the author of ' Clavis Hora.

2 vols. 8vo. Berlin, 1802.
(His/.) or ^ropus, succeeded his father, Philip
the
on
Justin. 1. 7throne of Macedonia, A. C. 602.
tiana,'

EROPUS
VOL.

I.

it

;

Gr.

et

was reprinted with

'

'

Giarumia Grammatica de Centum

I617.

6.

'Novum

I,

Regentibus,'

Testament. Arabice,' 4to. 1615.

toria Josephi Patriarchal ex Alcorano, Arabice,

Latina et Notis,' 4to.

&c.

ERIGENA (Bio S .) vide Dims.
ERISICHTHON {Myth.) or Erysicktkm/'EpvtrlxOuv, a Thes-

Allien.

Onomasticon,'

566'

'

Cons. Honor.

StcUifer Eridamis s'muatistlnctibus errans,

Dionysius

the author of
Lat. by Eustachius, 4to. Venet.
Galeni and Herodoti Glossaria
in Hippocratem,' Gr. et Lat. 8vo. Lips. 1669.
ERPENIUS, Thomas (Biog.) or, in Dutch, Thomas Van
Erpe, an Oriental scholar, of Gorcum, in Holland, was
born in 1584, and died in 1624, leaving, among his works,
1. ' Annotationes ad Lexicon Arabicum Francisci Raphclengii,' 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1613.
2. ' Grammatica Arabica,'
4to. 1613.
3. ' Proverbiorum Arabicorum Ccnturiae II,
Arabiceet Latine,' etc. 4to. 1614. 4. Lochmanni Fabulae
et Selecta qusedam Arabum Adagia,' Svo. Amst. 1615, 4to.
1656, and with the Arabic Grammar just mentioned.
1

Olyb. Cons-.

Et Phaethontec?

VI

EROSTRATUS (Biog.) vide Eralostratus.
EROTIAN (Biog.) a physician, who was
'

prociit

Kicipit EridamiSt

Claudian dc

(Hist.) a slave, who, on being asked for a sword by
his master, Anthony, instead of presenting it to him, fell
upon it himself. Pint, in Anton.

cum

7-

'

4to.

His-

Version*'

16178.
Canones de Literarum
apud Arabes Natura et Permutatione,' 4to. 1618.
Rudimenta Lingure Arabics,' Svo. 1620; an improved
9edition by Schultens, 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1733.
10.
Versio
et NotiE ad Arabicam Paraphrasin in Evangelium Joannis,'
1620.
11.
Grammatica Hebraa,' Svo. 1621. 12. Orationgs Tres de Linguarum Hebrcs atque Arabica; Dignitati,'
8vo. 1621.
13.
Pentateuchus Mosis Arabice,' 4to. 1622.
'
14.
Elmacini
Historia
Saracenica,'
fol.
1625.
&c.

E V

'

I,

'

'

'

'

'

' Psalmi Davidis
Syriace, cum Versione Latina.' 4to.
1625.
16.
Grammatica Chaldsa et Syra,' 8vo. 17- ' De
Peregrinatione Gallica utiliter instituenda Tractatus,' 12mo.
1631.
18. ' Prrecepta de Lingua Grscorum communi,'
8vo. 1662.
Arcanum Punctuationis revelatum,' &c.
194to. 1624.
He also contemplated publishing a ' Thesaurus
Grammaticus,' for the Arabic tongue, but did not live to
accomplish his purpose, as we learn from Mr. Chappelow,
in his preface to his ' Elementa Lingua Arabics
Praxi
Grammatics novam legendi Praxin addidit Leonardus
Chappelow,' See. 8vo. Lond. 1730.
ERIUJL, Francis, eighth Earl of (Hist.) one of the leaders
of the popish party in Scotland, who, entering too warmly
into the interests of Spain, was compelled, with the earls
of Huntley and Angus, to fly the kingdom.
He afterwards
obtained permission to return, and died in 1604, leaving a
high reputation for nobleness of spirit.
Errol, William, ninth Earl of, son of the preceding, acted
as High Constable at the coronation of Charles I, according

15.

'

'

:

to the custom of his ancestors, with whom this office was
hereditary, and died in 1636.
the titles enjoyed by the
family of Hay Qvide Hay'] ; which, with the arms, &c.
are as follow

Errol, Earl of (Her.) one of
:

Hay, earl of Errol, lord Hay, hereditary constable
of Scotland.
Arms. Argent, three escutcheons gules.
Crest.
falcon proper.
Supporters.
Two men in country habits, each holding an
ox yoke over his shoulder.
" Serva jugum."
Motto.
ERSKINE, Sir William (Hist.) of the family mentioned
Titles.

A

under Heraldry, was a faithful adherent to king Robert
Bruce, and joined the earl of Murray and sir James Douglas
England ; where, by his many feats
of valour there displayed, he procured the honour of
knighthood.
Erskine, Sir Robert, son and successor of the preceding,
trod in the honourable steps of his father, and rendered
in their expedition into

king David by his prudence in council,
by his valour in arms. He was one of the commis-

essential service to
as also

:

'

ERS

ERY

employed to negotiate the redemption of his royal
master, who was taken at the hattle of Durham in 1346.
He died in 1385, after having testified his loyalty and zeal
to Rohert II, the successor of king David, and made numerous benefactions to the church.
Erskine, Sir Thomas, his son, was high in the confidence
of Robert III, by whom he was sent on an embassy into
England in 1392.

in 1561 to John, third son ol
John, twelfth lord Erskine, which title became extinct ii:
on
the
attainder
of
John,
sixth earl of Marr; but
1716,
lias been restored by bis present majesty George IV.
Tht
earldom of Buchan came into this family by the marriage o:
James Erskine, the eldest son of the second marriage ol
John, second earl of Marr ; to which was added the honoui
and title of lord Cardross, conferred in 1604 on Henrv
brother of the said James, earl of Buchan.
QVide Buchan'
Erskine, Lord, a title enjoyed by a junior branch of thil
family, which was conferred in 1800" on Thomas Erskine, tht
celebrated pleader before-mentioned, who was created lore
Erskine, of Restormel Castle, in Cornwall.
The aruis, &f
of this family are as follow
Arms. Azure, three garbs or.
Crest.
On a wreath, a dexter arm couped below th<
shoulder, grasping a baton or rugged club, both proper.
Supporters.
On the dexter side an ostrich, in his mouth
the one charged with
serpent ; on the sinister a griffin
mullet under the wing, the other on the shoulder.
" Trial by jury."
Motto.
Erskine, a younger branch of the above-mentioned family
of the earl of Marr, enjoys the title of earl of Kellie, conferred in lh"l9 on sir Thomas Erskine of Gogar.
Erskine, a branch of the same family, enjoys likewise th<
dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1791 on sir WilHam Erskine, for his long services in the German and Ame,

.•doners

Erskine, Robert,

Lord of, in imitation of his ancestors
signalized himself by his loyalty to James I ; for whose
redemption, when a prisoner in England, he was sent to
treat, and afterwards was one of the hostages who remained
for the security of the payment.
Erskine, Thomas, Lord of] son of the preceding, notwithstanding he was unsuccessful, as his father had been before
him, in his application to the crown for the earldom of Marr,
which he claimed in right of Isabel, his grandmother, yet
he was true to
and served him

his

sovereign,

to the

end,

James

when

III,

in his distress,

the king was miserably

killed in the field of Stirling in 1488.

Erskine, Alexander, Lord of, son of the preceding, was in
great favour with king James IV, having been entrusted
with the keeping of
to serve

him

his majesty in his youth,

and continued

as his Privy Councillor until bis death in 1510.

of, had the tuition of James V entrusted
which charge he executed so much to the satisfaccoming of age he sent him
on an embassy into France in 1534, to propose a match
betwixt the king and a daughter of that crown ; and afterwards he was sent as ambassador into England. On the
death of James V he had the keeping of the young queen
Mary committed to him in Stirling Castle, which trust he
discharged with no less fidelity, and in 1548 he conducted

Erskine, John, Lord
to him,

tion of this prince, that on his

his royal pupil into France.

Erskine, Rohert, Master of eldest son of the preceding,
was slain at the battle of Pinkie in 1547Erskine, Thomas, Master of second son of John, lord Erskine above-mentioned, was employed in several embassies
into England, whereby he gained great reputation.
third son of John, lord

Erskine, John, Lord, Karl of Marr,
Erskine above-mentioned,

rVide ,V«it]

Erskine, Henri/, third Lord Cardross, vide Cardross.
ERSKINE, Thomas, Lord, third son of the fifth earl of Buchan, whose distinguished merits as a lawyer are fresh in
the recollection of every one, was born in 1749 ; and, after
having served for some time in the Royal Navy, was called to
the English bar in 1772. He took his seat as King's Counsel
in 178.;, was constituted Attorney-General to the Prince of
Wales in the same year; appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer to the Prince of Wales in 1802, and Keeper of the Seals
of the duchy of Cornwall constituted Lord High Chancellor
of England in 1 806, and died in 1823. His lordship likewise
distinguished himself as the author of a pamphlet, entitled
' On the Causes and Consequences of the War witli France,'
which, if it did not add to his lordship's credit as a politician,
;

increased his popularity in no small degree.
Erskine, John (Ecc.) baron of Dun, one of the leaders of
the Scotch reformation, was horn in 1508 or 1509, and
died in 1591, after having acted as one of the five superintendants, who in fact took tin- episcopal authority upon

He had a principal band in
them, under another name.
Second Book of Discipline,' for the governcompiling the
ment of the prcsbyterian church.
Irskim; (//it.) the name of a noble family, which shines
conspicuously in the annals of history, as mentioned above.
It is « local surname, derived from the barony nl Erskine,
in Renfrew, ami consequently bespeaks the antiquity of the
family, although mention is not made of it curlier than the
reign of Alexander II.
The earldom of Man-, which had
been claimed in I486 by Robert, lord Erskine, in right of
•

was confirmed

his mother,

;

;

;

rican wars.

Erskine, Henry (Biog.) a nonconformist minister, and
native of Scotland, was born in 1624, and died in lfi'lG
;

after

having been imprisoned

left some MS. treatises
Erskine, Ehenezer, son

Hi

for his nonconformity.

in Latin.

of the preceding, took an active par
in the schism in Scotland, known by the name of the sectssion, and died in 1754, leaving four volumes of Sermons.
Erskine, Ralph, brother to the preceding, and also a Scotd
minister, died in 1752, aged 68, leaving sonic theologies

works, which were published in 176'4.
a Scotch lawyer, who died ii
1755, at the age of 85, left a work entitled ' Lord Dun'
Advices,' 12mo. 1750.
ERVIGIUS {Hist.) a king of the Visigoths, in Gallia Nar-i
bonensis, in 687Ervigius (Numis.) coins of this king are extant, bearing thi

Erskine, David, Lord Dun,

ERVIGIUS REX.— i.
GIUS REX.

ERVI

D. N. M. N.

inscription,

ERXLEBEN,

John Christian Polycarp (Biog.) a naturalis
of Quedlinburgh, was bom in 1744, and died in 1777;
Observations on the Veterinary Art,
1.
Practical
leaving,
'

Dissertations relative to Natural Philosoph;
2.
1771.
Elements of Natural History,
and Chemistry,' 1776'. 3.
Element
4.
2 vols. 8vo. fourth edition, Gottingen, 1776.
Hie
5.
of Physic,' 8vo. Franckfort, 1 7.04, sixth edition.
incuts of Chemistry,' 8vo. 17!)°, third edition.
cities
o
most
ancient
(Geog.) 'EpvKti, one of the
some have supposed it dis
Sicily, situated on Mount I'.vyx
Plin
tinct from Eryx, standing on the same mountain.
'

•

'

'

EBYCE

1

;

3
Sloth. Byzant. ; Fazel Rer. Sir. Hist.
are extant of this city, beating for their types the club of Hercules, or the figU
EPYK. EPYj
Hercules, Venus, &c. inscriptions, EPY.
1.

;

EbYCB (Numis.) many medals

—

—

KEINC1N.

ERYCEIRA,

Ferdinand dc Meneses,

Count

</'

(Biog.)

1

The lister
writer of Lisbon in the 17th century, left, 1.
2. 'The
History of Portugal
of Tangiers,' fob 172.;.
3.
'file Life of John I,
from 1640 to 1657,' 2 vols, fob
besides others, mentioned by the 'Journal Etranger,'of 1757
,/', great grand
Count
Eryceira, Francis Xaricr de Meneses,
'

I

'

son of the preceding,
in 1743, leaving, 1.

was born at Lisbon in 1673, and diet
'Memoirs on the Value of the Com

ESS

ESD
2. ' Reflections on Academical
of Portugal,' &c. 4to. 1738.
3. • Fifty-eight Parallels of Illustrious Men, and
Studies.'
4. ' The
Henriade, an
Twelve of Illustrious Women.'
Heroic Poem,' &c. 4to. 1741, &c.
(Myth.)
for
Venus,
so
an epithet
called from a
ERYCIXA
temple of Venus, huilt upon Mount Eryx.
(Geog.) 'EpvpayOoc, a mountain, river,
and town of Arcadia, celebrated as the place where Hercules killed the boar which depopulated the country, known
by the name of the Ervmanthian boar, of which frequent
representations are given on medals.
(Geog.) the name of a town of Ionia, another
in Boeotia, a third in Lvcia, a fourth in Cyprus, &c.
Plin.
Sleph. Byz.
1. 4, 5, &c ;
Erythra (Numvt.) medals are extant, bearing the inscripsome of which are
tion, EPY. EPY9. EPYGPAIiiN ;
ascribed to the town in Bceotia, but still more to that in

ERYMAXTHUS

ERYTHRA

Ionia.

Vaill.

duin. Opcr.

;

Num.

Gr.

;

Trist.

Comm.

Hist. torn,

ii ;

Har-

Hunt. Num. Pop. et Urb. Sfc.
Mare (GeoS .) vide Rubrum.

ERYTHR^UM
ERYTHR.EUS
ERYX (Myth.)

(Biog.) vide ErUhrasus.
a son of Butes and Venus, whom
Hercules killed in combat. Hygin. Fab. 16, &c. ; Virg.
JEn. 1. 5 ; et Serv. in Loc.
Ervx (Gcog.) a mountain of Sicily, near Drepanum, now
Giuliano, which received its name from Eryx, who was
buried there.
One if not two towns were built upon this

mountain

[[vide

"Epu|,

Eryce], and also a temple to Venus.

QVide

Erycina~]

ESAR-HADDOX

(Bibl.) pmDN, son of Sennacharib, who
succeeded his father on the throne of Syria, and died A. M.
3336", after a reign of 29 years.
2 Kings xviii. &c.
He is
called by Isaiah Sargon.
Isaiah xx. 1.
ESAU (Bibl.) ltyp, son of Isaac and Rebecca, was born
A. M. 216'S, A. C. 1836.
Gen. xxv. &c.
ESCALA (Hist.) vide Scala.

ESCALO,

Mastino cle I' (Hist.) podestat of Verona in 1259,
was assassinated in 1273. His family held this magistracy
upwards of a century ; and Mastino III, a descendant of
his, added Vicenza, Brescia, and Padua, to their territory
but the Venetians reduced their power at his death in 1387.
ESCHEXBACH, Andrew Christian (Biog.) a divine, and
philologer of Nuremburg, was born in 1663, and died in
1722.
Some of his philological works were printed in the
'Syntagma secundum Dissertationum Philologicarum,' 8vo.
Rotterdam, 1700; besides which he published, 1. An edition of the
Orphei Argonautica,' &c. with notes, Ultraj.
I689.
2. An edition of
Matthai Devarii de Particulis
Graces Lingua.',' &c. 12mo. Amst. 1700.
3.
Epigenes, sive
Commentarius in Fragmenta Orphiea,' 4to. Nuremb. 1702.
ESCOBAR, Anthony (Biog.) a Spanish Jesuit, surnamed
Mendoza, who died in I669, at the age of 80, was the
author of, 1.
Theologia Moralis,' 7 vols. fol. Lugd. Bat.
1663. 2. ' Commentaria in Vetus et Novum Testamentum,'
&c. 9 vols. fol. Lugd. Bat. 1667E6C0BAK, Bartholomew, a Jesuit, of a noble family of Seville,
was born in 1558, and died while a missionary at Lima in
1624, leaving, 1.
Condones Quadragesimales et cle Adfor

;

'

'

'

'

'

ventu,' fol.

De

Festis Domini,' &c.
ESCULAPIUS (Myth.) vide JEsculapius.
(Bibl.) or Ezra,
of a sacerdotal family, and
descendant of Jeraiah, the high-priest, was put to death at
Riblatha, by Nebuchadnezzar.
He wrote an account of the

ESDRAS

2.

•

mw,

return of the Jews from Babylon to Jerusalem, and of the
transactions of the times in which he bore a part.
There
are four books extant that bear his name ; but the first two
only are acknowledged as canonical, and make but one book

Hebrew.
ESE, James Van (Biog.) a painter of Antwerp, who excelled
in painting birds and flowers, ti.c.
in the

ESHBAAL (Bibl.) vide
ESHBAN (Bibl.) ]2W»,
Esau.

Ishbosheih.

son

0/ Dishan,

and grandson of

Gen. xxxvi.

ESHCOL

(Bibl.) ^otft*, one of

of Mamre.

Abraham's

south of Judah. 1 Chron. iv.
ESOP (Biog.) vide jEsop.
ESPAGNAC, John Baptist Joseph

Baron

the valley

allies in

Gen. xiv.

ESHTAOL (Bibl.) ^lNntrN, a town of Dan.
ESHTEMOTH (Bibl.) or Eshtemo, vonm»,

d' (Hist.)

Judg.

xiii.

town

a

in the

Sapuquet Damazil,

de

a French general, who died at Paris in 1783,
having signalized himself in the cam-

at the age of 70, after

He left among his works, as an author,
2.
Essai
1. ' Campagnes du Roi en 1745,' &c. 4 vols. 8vo.
3. ' Essai
sur la Science de la Guerre,' 3 vols. 8vo. 1751.
sur les grandes Operations de la Guerre,' 4 vols. 8vo. 1755.
4. ' Supplement aux Reveries du Marechal de Saxe/ 2 vols.
8vo. Paris, 1773; also in 3 vols. 4to.
ESPAGXE, John d' (Biog.) a French Protestant divine of
Dauphiny in the 17th century, published several tracts,
paigns of Italy.

'

12mo. Hague and Geneva.

collected in 2 vols.

ESPAGNET,

John

(Biog.) president of the parliament of

d'

Paris in the 1 7th century, was the author of ' Encheiridion
Physics Restitute,' a system of physics set up in opposition
to that of Aristotle.
This book was translated into French,
under the title of ' La Philosophic des Anciens en sa Purete.'

In l(5l6 he published an old MS. entitled ' Le Rozier des
Guerres ;' to which he added a treatise of his own upon
the institution of a young prince.
This MS. had been previously printed in 1523.

ESPEN,

Zeger Bernard Van (Biog.) a canonist of Louvain,
was born in 1646, and died in 1748. His works, among
which was his Jus Ecclesiasticum Universum,' were col'

lected in 4 vols.

ESPEXXE,

fol. Paris.

1

753.

Claude

d' (Biog.) a divine of Chalons sur Marne,
was born of noble parents in 1511, and died in 1571- His
works, which were mostlv theological, were published in
fol.

Paris, 1619.

ESPERIENTE,

Philip Vullimachus (Biog.) in Latin E.cpean Italian historian, was born at San Geminiano, in
Tuscany, in 1437, and died in 1496, leaving, 1. ' Attila,'
&c. 4to. Trevis. without date, probably 1189; Hagen. 1531;
and 8vo. Basil. 1541 ; also inserted in Bonfidius's Historians.
2. ' Historia de Rege Uladislas seu Clade Vamensi,' 4to.
August. Vind. 15H); Cracov. 1582, by Michael Bruto ; and
also printed with the History of Poland, by Martin Cromer,
1589; an d in Bonfidius's Collection. 3. De Clade Varnensi
Epistola,' inserted in
Chronicon Turcicum,' Vol. II, bv
I.ouiccius, Basil. 1556; and fol. Francof. 1578.
4. ' Oratio
de Bello Tunis Inferendo,' &c. 4to. Hagen. 1533 ; besides
some MS. containing Latin Poems, &c.
ESPRIT, James (Biog.) a French didactic writer, was born
riens,

'

'

in l6ll,

and died

1678, leaving,

in

among

other things,

' La Faussetedes Vertus Humaines/
intended as a comment
on the Maxims of Rochefomault.
ESQUILLE (Topog.) or Esoiii/i/uts Mons, now Monte di
5. Maria Maggiorc, one of the seven hills on which Rome

was

built,

called

.S\

whence

Esquilina Porta, the

also

ESQUILINLS Mons
ESSEXIUS, Andrew

(Geog.) vide Esquilhc.
(Biog.) a Dutch divine,

duchy of Guelderland,
1672, leaving, 1. Triumphus Crucis,

Bommel,

in the

'

&c. Amstel.
3.

'

now

gate

Lorenzo.

1649.^

2.

'

De

de Decalogo,' &c.

Sabbathi,'

'

Dissertationes

5.

'

Vindicite Quarti Precepti in Decalogo.'

&c

16'58.

Hebdomadalis/ 1665.

4.

Concilii Theologici Ultrajectini,'

4to.

4to.

1666.
Defensio

Ultraj.
6.

'

1658; which was

answered by Desmarius, in his Vindicia:de Canonicis,'
Groning. lC60.
Systema Theologicurn,' &c. 2
74 E 2
'

'

at
in

sive Fides Catholica,'

Moralitate

Disquisitio de Moralitate Sabbathi

was born
and died

in 1618,

4to.
vols.

;

EST

ESS
1659.

8.

follow

Plate

The

,.„.,.

'

,.

;

in vol.

011 Round Churches, and another on Crovland
which forms the 22d No. of the Bibliotheca Topog.

vi.

Abliey,

Britann.

Essex (Geog.)

which he suffered in lo'Ol. He is commonly said
men, and,
to have been the patron of learning and learned
ornabut for his lawless ambition, might have been the
ment of his family, and the age in which lie lived. [Vide

a county of England.

for

lion,

Plate

Geography of Essex.
Boundaries and Extent. Essex is bounded on the N. by
Cambridgeshire and Suffolk, E. by the German Ocean,
It
S. by Kent, and W. by Hertfordshire and Middlesex.
is about 54 miles long, and 48 broad.
Principal Towns. Colchester, Chelmsford. Saffron- Walden,
Maiden, Barking, Bocking and Braintree, Epping, Har-.
three of which are boroughs, namely,
wieh, Ongar, &e.
Colchester, Harwich, and Maiden.
Principal Rieers. The Thames, Blackwater, Coin, Chelmer,
Stour, Crouch, and Roding.

XIII]

Essex, Robert, third Earl of, son of the preceding, after
his
having been restored, on 'king James's accession, to
joining in the
father's honours, displayed his ingratitude by
the
He was at
rebellion against his sovereign, Charles I.
other
head of the rebel troops at the battle of Newbury, and
of
engagements but falling afterwards under the suspicion
parlianot being true to his party, he was expelled from
XVIII]
Plate
[Vide
ment in 1645, and died the next year.
He is also well known as the first husband of the lady

;

;

mentioned in the next article.
ESSEX, Frances Harvard, Countess

of,

second daughter

or, holding

cross crosslets fitchy or.

Supporters.
Two lions or, ducally crowned gules.
" Fide et fortitudine."
Motto.
Essex, James (Biog.) an architect of Cambridge, was bum
in 17-3, and died in 17m, leaving, among other works, as
an author, ' Remarks on the Antiquity of different Modes of
Brick and Stone Buildings in England,' Archieol. vol. iv.
beside-; a paper
Observations on Lincoln Cathedral,' ibid.

UnEssex, Robert, second Earl of, son of the preceding, and
educated at
favourite of Elizabeth, was horn in 156'7 ;
from
favours
Cambridge ; and, after receiving extraordinary
open rebelhis sovereign, he repaid them by insolence and

History of Essex.

were the Trinobaniet I
and, on their expulsion by the Saxons, it formed one ot
the seven kingdoms of the Heptarchy, namely, of the
East Saxons, or Essex, having kings of its own in the
following succession
original inhabitants of Essex

The

of

Thomas Howard, first earl of Suffolk, and first wife of
divorce
Robert Devereux, third earl of Essex, obtained a
might be
from him on the ground of impotency, that she
Somerset.
of
earl
Carr,
married to her paramour Robert
afterwards both tried and condemned for the

:

but sentence was not
murder of sir Thomas Overbury
executed upon her, and she died in lfti'2.
son of the loyal lord
and
Earl
of,
Essex, Arthur Cupel, first
Heraldry, was sent
Capel, of the family mentioned under
V, king of Denmark,
in 1670 as an ambassador to Christian

Ereskius
Sigebert

;

Suithelm

(.>

rti'n aljut

1
1

Scabert

Sexred Seward and Sigebert, together.
Sigebert II
Sigebert III

Suithelm I!
Sicher and Sebba, together
Sigebard and Swenfred, together
Oiia.
Sebred
Suithred

throat cut.
;

'

526'

Slidda

honourably of that and
id after having acquitted himself
as
other charges, he was implicated in the " Fanatic Plot,"
Russell; and being sent prisoner to
it is called, with lord
his
with
after
soon
the Tower in KJS.'i, he was found

Algernon, second Earl of, and son of the preceding,
C,
the Hague
attended king William to the 'grand congress at
capacity,
and after serving him both in a civil and military
be died in 1709.
preceding, was
BSBX, William, fourth Ear! if son of the
Plenipotentiary
blted Ambassador Extraordinary and
sworn of the Privy Conned in
to the king of Sardinia

Began

Kins

They were

I

wreath a demi-lion rampant couped

a

paws a

in his

,
Richard
Essex, Walter Devereux, firtl Earl of, son of sir
rendered
Devereux, was born in 1540 ; and after having
he died in
essential service to queen Elizabeth in Ireland,

15-6.

On

Crest.

active part

VII]

arms, &c. of this family are as

:

fitchy or.

Cardinal

which he took in the marriage ol
Anne of Cleves, dissatisfied the king so much, that he at
and was, after six weeks'
displeasure,
his
length fell under
[\ ide
imprisonment, executed on Tower-hill in 1540.
State.

titles,

Titles.
Capel, earl of Essex, viscount Maiden, and baron
Capel of Hadham.
Arms.
Gules a lion rampant between three cross crosslets

j

favour

The

[Vide Cupef}

'.Synopsis Controversiarum Theoloregicarum,'&c. Ainst. andUitraj. l66l, and three times
besides some Orations, &c.
printed
of
statesman
ESSEX Thomat Cromwell, Earl of (Hist.) a
by the
low extraction in the reign of Henry VIII, who,
Wolsev, rose to the post of Secretary of
of
4to. Ultra].

.

585
587
596
6l6
683
648
'

;,;

7"!>

746

of the other kings unknown until 819,
was incorporated with the other kingdoms into

The names

'

663
698
700

when

i

;

I7.'(7, and died in 17 I'-'.
been enjoyed by
Essex, Earl of (Her.) a title which has
Cromwell, Devereux,
yeral famines, namely, of Boucbier,
He'nrv Boucbier, earl of Ewe, in Norlastly Capel.
an
andearlol
mandy, was created in L46l viscount Bouctuer,
death ol
title became extinct in 1540 at the
t, which
In the same year, Thomas CrninHenry, the second earl.
was created earl ol
wcl, "the statesman above-mentioned,
before the year was expired.
Essex, Which he also forfeited
[vide Devereux],
Walter Devereux, of the Devereux family
conferred 111 1572,
-vis the next on whom this title was
,

1

'

became

At die Restoration it
1646.
person of Arthur Capel above-mentioned.

extinct in

eras revived in the

Egbert
Richard (Biog.) an actor and a writer, c
Tewkesbury, in Gloucestershire, was born in 1668, and did
behind him two dramatic pieces; nam- ly
leaving
171:;,
in
I'm
1.
Fair Example,' a comedy, 4tO. 1706'; and, 2.
Bella,' Ito. an interlude.
boost
illustrious
and
most
ancient
the
of
(Hist.)
one
ESTE
froi
in Italy, which enjoyed the title of marquis, drawn
the town of that name.
Paduai
Italy,
in
the
of
.[teste,
town
a
ESTE (Geog.) in Latin
situated at the conllux of the Bacchiglione and Oua, 13 mill
J
Eon. 1° ::<)'. lat. 45 13' >
S. \V. Padua, 3(i E. Mantua.
This town formerly gave the title of marquis to the famil

ESTCOURT,

'

'

1

ETH

EST

nister of state, first distinguished himself in the war against
above-mentioned, and was a bishop's see suffragan of Aquileia.
Spain ; and, after displaying his courage at the battle of
It was ruined by the usurper Ezzelino in 1247Fontenoi, the sieges of Mons, Charleroi, &c. he died in
ESTHER (Bib/.) iriDK, or Hadassah, of the tribe of Ben1771, aged 76.
jamin, daughter of Abihail, and wife to king Ahasuerus,
whose history is given in a book that bears her name, which Estrees, Cesar d' (Ecc.) cardinal and abbot of St. Germain
Christians.
des
Pres, son of the preceding, was born in 1628, created
by
both
Jews
and
canonical
is reckoned
cardinal after various promotions by Clement
ESTIUS, William (Biog.) a divine of the Romish church,
in 1 671,
had a share in the election of Alexander VII, Innocent XII,
was born at Gorcum, in Holland, in 1542, and died in
' Martyrium Edmundi
1.
Campiani,
and
Clement XI, by whom he was employed on different
His works are,
1613.
missions, and died in 1714.
His works, as an author, are,
Societatis Jesu,' translated from the French, Svo. Lusan.
1. ' L'Europe Vivantc et Mourante,' 24mo. Brussels (for
2. ' Historia Martyrum Gorcomensium,' &c. 8vo.
15S2.
'
'
Paris), 1759Orationes Theologies,' Svo. Duac. 1614.
2.
Replique au Mom de M. Desgrouais, a
Duac. 1603. 3.
la Lettrede l'Abbe Desfontaines,' &c. 12mo. Avignon. 1745.
4. ' Commentarii in Quatuor Libros Sententiarum,' 4 vols,
5.
In Omnes B. Pauli et Aliorum
(Bibl.) ota\r, a rock to which Sampson retired.
1615.
fol. Paris,
Judg. xv. Also a city in the tribe of Judah, built by ReApostolorum Epistolas Corumentaria,' 2 vols. fol. 1()14.
hoboam.
1 Chron. v.
6. ' Annotationes in Pnecipua Difficiliora S. Seriptune Loca,'
7- ' Contra Avaritiam Seientiie, inserted
(Hint.) 'Ertopxos, a king of Oaxus, in Crete,
fol. Antv. 1621.
whose son Battus led a colonv to Cvrene. Herod. 1. 4.
in a work entitled ' Tractatus triplex de Online Amoris.'
grand
auditor
of
the
Chancery
ETEOCLES
(Biog.)
ESTOILE, Peter de I'
(Myth.) "ErawXijc, the eldest son of (Edipns,
He left several MSS., some of
king of Thebes, who agreed with his brother Polynices that
of Paris, who died in l6ll.
they should reign alternately ; but refusing at the end of the
which were published; namely, 1. ' Journal de Henri III,'
first year to give up the throne to the latter, a war ensued,
5 vols. 8vo. 1744, by the Abbe Lenglet du Fresnoy.
These two
which ended in the death of the two brothers, who perished
2. ' Journal du Regne de Henri IV,' 1636.
in single combat.
/Ese/ii/l. in Sept. Ante. Theb. ; Ettrip. in
journals were published by the two Messrs. Godefroi at CoP/icen.; Apollod. 1.3; Olid. Inst. 1.5, el. 6; Stat. '17.. b.
logne ; the first in 4 vols. 8vo. ; and the second in 2 vols.
Memoires pour servir a
1. 12;
Pans. 1. 5, &C
8vo. 1719, under the title of
l'Histoire de France.'
(Myth.) one of the seven chiefs of the armv of
Adrastus in his expedition against Thebes.
Estoile, Claude de /', son of the foregoing, was one of the
Eurip. in
manufacturPha-niss.
cardinal
Richelieu
in
1. 3.
employed
by
Apollod.
five authors
;
ETEONICUS (Hist.) 'Ereorlmc, a Lacediemonian general,
ing plays ; besides which he wrote some Odes that were
who, by a stratagem, forced Conon to raise the siege of
inserted in the ' Recueil des Poetes Francois,' 5 vols. 12mo.
Mitvlene.
Diod.l. 13; Polycen. 1, 1.
He died in 1652, at the age of 52.
1692.
(Bibl.) dsan, the 'third station of the Israelites
ESTOUTEVILLE, William rf' {Sec.) of an ancient and
when coming out of Egypt.
illustrioiLs family of Normandy, was born in 1403, created
(Bibl.) |n>«, the Ezrahite, and one of the wisest men
a cardinal by Eugene IV in 1437, and died in 1483, after
of his time ; nevertheless Solomon was wiser than he.
having been charged with important commissions during the
1 Kings iv.
reigns of Charles VII and Louis XI.
ESTRADES, Godfrey, Count (/' (Hist.) marshal of France, Ethan, son of Shammah, a Levite of the family of Gershom.
and an able negotiator, was born at Agen in 16'27; and, after ETH-BAAL (Bibl.) ^ranw, king of the Zidonians, and
father of Jezebel, the wife of Ahab.
having served a long time in Holland under prince Maurice,
1 Kings xvi.
(Hist.) or Ethelwald, eldest" son of Ethelhe was sent as ambassador extraordinary into England in
wolf, king of England, succeeded his father in 857, and
l66l, assisted at the conferences of Nimeguen in 1663,
died after a wicked reign of three vears.
and died in 1686. The negotiations of the count d'Estrades
were printed at the Hague in 9 vols. 12mo. which is merely
(Hist.) king of Kent, succeeded his father
Emeric in 560, and died after a prudent and happy reign of
an abstract from the original, forming 22 vols, folio ; some
more than 50 years, in which time he was converted to
of which were published at Amsterdam in 12mo. 1709ESTREES, John d' (Hist.) grand-master of the artillery of
Christianity by St. Austin. Bed. Hist. 1. 1 ; Gregor. Turon.
1. 9, &c
France, was born in I486 of a distinguished and ancient
having
signalized
himself
Ethelbkkt,
second son of Ethelwolf, succeeded his elder
family, and died in 1567, after
brother Ethelbald, or Ethelwald, in S6'0.
on several occasions, particularly at the taking of Calais.
Estrees, Francis Annibal d', son of the preceding, a duke Etiielbert, the last king of East Anglia, was treacherously
murdered by Offa, king of Mercia, in 792and marshal, was born in 1573, and died in I67O after having
ETHELBUliGA (Hist?) wife of Edwin, king of Northumquitted a bishopric for the army, and displayed great skill
berland, through whose influence he was converted to
and valour at the taking of Treves and other places. He
Christianity.
was the author of, 1. ' Memoires de la Regence de Marie
de Medicis,' the best edition of which is that of Paris, 12mo.
(Hist.) sister of king Edward, who was of
'
1630.
2.
1666.
Relation de la Guerre de Mantoue,'
a masculine character, and assisted her brother in the governfut eleve au
3. ' Relation de ce Conclave ou Gregoire
ment of the kingdom.
Pontificat,' &c
(Hist.) brother and successor of king Edward
Estrees, Gabriclle d', sister of Francis Annibal d'Estrees,
the Martyr, attempted to release hims.lf from the tax called
was the favourite mistress of Henry IV, whom he intended
Danegelt by causing all the Danes in England to be murto make his wife, if she had not died in 1599dered in one day, in consequence of which .Sweyn, king of
Estrees, Francis Annibal d', a peer and marshal of France,
Denmark, invaded England. Ethelred retreated to Norwas honourably engaged in all the wars of his time, and
mandy but returning to England after the death of Sweyn,
died in 1707, at the age of 83.
he died in 101 6, after a reign of 38 years, and was sucEstrees, f'ictor-Marie d', vice-admiral of France, acquired
ceeded bv Edmund Ironside.
great glory at the bombardment of Barcelona, Alicant, and
(Hist.) vide Ethelbald.
other places
and, after being created marshal of France
Ethelwald, cousin-german to Edward the Elder, rel
for his signal services, died in 1737, aged 77.
against him on his first accession, but was defeated, and
Estrees, Louis Cesar, Due d', marshal of France, and mislain in battle.

X

ETAM

'

ETEARCHUS

'

ETEOCLUS

ETHAM

ETHAN

ETHELBALD
ETHELBERT

ETHELFLEDA

XV

ETHELRED

;

ETHELWALD

;

1

;

.

ETT

EVA

ETHELWARD

(Biog.) or Eihehrcrd, grandson of Ethelred,
and an English historian, wrote a History of England in
four books, which was edited with William of Malmsburv,

3.

'

ETN'A

Ansa

Casta maritali successit TheMaia busto.

Marl.

1.

4.
Arserit

Proper!.

1.

Eeadneftammis

injecla mariti.

1

Gmjugis Eiadne miseros data per

ignei,

Cecidit Argiva- fama pudicitia.

Stat. Thcb. in Fine.
Turbine quo sese caris vistraverat audai
Iguibus Evadne,fulmenaue in corpore magna
Qu&sierit.

Albinoran. ad Livian.
Hocfllit Evadne, tunc
Fitlmiuiblts

Eurip. in Snpplic.

EVAGORAS

;

cum

t'triruda carusci.

Capaneus hnpaiida

Apollod.

1.

ma

dedit.

3.

king of Cyprus, who
retook Salamis, which had been taken from his father by
the Persians.
He died A. C. 374, after having been rendered tributary to Artaxerxes.
C. Xep. 1. 12 j Divdur.
1.14; Pans. 1. 1 ; Justin. 1. 5.
Evagoras, grand-son of the preceding, being deprived of his
possessions by his uncle Protagoras, fled to Artaxerxes
Ochus, by whose order he was put to death.
EvAGOBAB (Numis.) medals
of the first king of this
name are extant, bearing

:

A

ETHFIN

his effigy,

(Hist.)

as in

the

'Euceyopac,

a

an-

nexed figure
inscription
on the obverse, BA2IAEiiil l'AAl'Ol'OY KYITPIi. c.
JiN AI
Regis Evagonv CyprioHum Anno 14.
Evagoras (Biog.) an historian of Lindos, in the reign of
Augustus, who wrote a history of Egypt, and other tilings.
EVAGRIUS (Ecc.) a patriarch of Constantinople, was elected
in 370, after the death of Fudoxus, and banished by the
emperor Valentinian, who favoured the Arian heresy.
.S'.
Gregor. Nazian. Oral, ad CI. Epise. ; Socrat. Hist.
:

figure.

(Geog.) vide /Ethiopia.

;

ETHODIUS

(Hist.) the name of two kings of Scotland,
arc said to have reigned as early as the second century.

ETHRVGE, Sir George (Biog.) or

Etheridge, George, in Latin
Edrycus, probably an ancestor of the preceding Etherege,
was batn at Thame, in Oxfordshire, and admitted of Corpus
Christi College, Oxford, in 1534
made the king's professor
of Greek in 1558 ; dismissed from that post on the accession
of Elizabeth, on account of his attachment to popery; and
was living in 1588, but the time of his death is not known.
He wrote verses both in Greek and Hebrew. One piece of
his he presented to queen Elisabeth in 1566, whin sinvisited Oxford, entitled,
Acta Henrici Octavi Carmine
Grceco;' besides which he turned the Psalms into Hebrew
and published in I5,s.s, ' Hypomnemata quedam in
aliquot Libroa Pauli vEginctu', sen Observationes Medicamentorum qui hac vEtate in Usu sunt.
;

'

.

mean

condition,

who was

by Vespasian to the equestrian rank, and banished by
At his death Statins commemorates the sorrows

Doniitiall.

who had accompanied him

in his exile, under
LacrynuE Etrusd.'
Mart. 1. 7Michael
ETTMULLER,
(Bug-) a physician of Leipsig, was
Synopsis ColIjorn i:i I'll i, and died in l083, Leaving, 1.
legia Institutionum Medicarum.' 2.
utstitutiones Medice.'

of his SOU,
the title of

maritates viva subire rogos.

Claudian. Laus. Seren. Reg.

ETHERINGTON

i

(Geos.) ride JEtna.

(M>/i/i.) •Evacrij, a daughter of Iphis, or Iphocles,
when her husband, Capaneus, was struck
with thunder by Jupiter for his impiety, threw herself on
his burning pile, and perished in the flames.
Ovid, de Evad.

ETHERED

(Biog.) villr Stephens.
(I. (Hist.) a man of

Lugd

of Argos, who,

Ckron. Sax.
Ethklwolp (Ecc.) or Etlielvohle, bishop of Winchester in
the 10th century, was the author of different works ; namely,
'
De Flanetis ct Mundi Climatibus,' &c.
(Hist.) the third son of Ethelwolf, king of
England, succeeded his brother Ethelbert in 860", and died,
in the sixth year of his reign, of the wounds he had received
in battle with the Danes, who harassed the country, particularly at this period. He was succeeded by Alfred the Great.
ETHEREGE, Sir George (Biog.) a dramatic writer, descended of an ancient family in Oxfordshire, was born about
16'36, and died in 1688.
Among his dramatic pieces, his
' Man of Mode,
or Sir Fopling Flutter,' has been reckoned
bis master-piece; besides which he wrote in prose 'An
Account of the Rejoicing at the Diet of Ratisbon, performed
by Sir George Etherege residing there from his Majesty of
Great Britain, upon Occasion of the Birth of the Prince of
Wales,' printed in the Savoy, 1683.
(Her.) the name of an ancient family of
Kingston-upon-Hull, co. York, which enjoys the dignity
and title of a baronet, conferred in 1775 on sir Henrv
Etherington ; the arms, ccc. of which are as follow
Arms.
Per pale urgent and sable, three lions rampant,
countercharged two and one.
Crest.
tower, decayed on the sinister side, argent, on
the battlement or, a leopard's face proper.
(Hht.) son of Eugene VII, succeeded his nephew Murdac on the Scottish
throne about 730, and died after a reign of
30 years, at the close of which the peace
of the kingdom was disturbed by some of
the factious nobles, to whom he entrusted
His effigy Ls given as in the anhis power.

ETRUSCUS,

curiosa,'

EVADNE

;

ETIENNE

experimentalis

'

He was the first who paid the tribute to the pope,
which was known by the name of Peter's pence- Asser. in

who

et

'

858.

nexed

rationalis

l68t; besides other pieces, some of which were
published together in 1708 at Franckfort-on-the-Maine.
His son, Michael Ernest Ettmuller, besides publishing his
father's works, wrote various dissertations on medical subjects, and contributed various papers to the
Acta Eruditorum,' and the collections of the
Nature Curiosorum.'

ETHELWOLF

ETHIOPIA

Chymia

Bat. 4to.

Roger, Hoveden, and some others, by sir Henrv Saville,
under the title of Rerum Angliearum Scriptores post Bedam,' 6Vc. Lond. 1595, Francof. 1601.
{Hist.) the son of Egbert, and father of
Alfred the Great, succeeded his father in 837, and died in

Fit. Aclf.

'

'

'

'

1

Eccles.

1.

(i.

EvAORIUS, patriarch of Antioch

in the fourth century. Opposed Flavianus, his rival, in the patriarchate, in which he
was supported by pope Siricius; but this schism, which
took its rise from Paulinus, terminated at the death of

St. Jerome, who was the friend of this EvaFvagrius.
S. Hieron. de
speaks favourably of his writings.
Script. Eccles. ; S. Ambros. Epist. 7*; Sosom. Hist. Eccles.
Baron. Annat. ann. 372.
Theodoret. 1. 5
F.VAGUirs (Biog.) a monk of Pontus, in the fourth century,
who was skilled in disputing against the heretics. He
Monachus, sive de Vita auwrote, among other tilings,
tiva;' ' Gnoslicus sive de iis qui Cognitionis Muncre donati sunt;' ' Antirrheticus adversus tentantes Dxmnncs.'
Baron. Anixal.
Sozom. 1. 0'
Socrat. Hist. Pedes. 1. 4

grius,

;

'

;

;

aim. 888.

EVAGHICS, an ecclesiastical historian, surnamed ScholasttCUS,
was born at Kpipbuuia in 536", in the reign of Justinian,

EUC

EUB
and

is

well

known

EUBOSA

anciently called Macris, Ochc,
Abantis, and Asopis, one of the largest
jEgean Sea, next in size to Crete, now Negropont.
It is of an oblong figure, separated from the conThe
tinent of Boeotia by the narrow straits of the Euripus.
principal town was Chalcis, and the chief harbour Gerastus.
Its promontory, Caphareus, with the adjacent rocks, were
noted for being dangerous to navigators.

which commences where Socrates and Theodo-

in six books,

retus end;

author of an Ecclesiastical History

as the

is

islands in the

to say,

EVAN

I'irg.

JEn.

1.

Est humitis itnda, scrupeis mendax undis,

Ubi saxa rapidis clusa

;

Hie, ubi nunc

Etpauca

Initios

Evauder

iurpositos attiileralque

Roma

est rrrhis

Deos,

Sil. Ital.

144.

v.

Euboici non per scopulos illisa Caphareo
Euripi magis undafurit.

JEn.

1. 8, v. 100.
Turn res mopes Kvtmdnu habebat,
Ocqus advertunt proras, urbique propinquant.

Proper!.

1.

4,

el. 1.

Supprime,

Dionys. Hal. 1. 1 ; Lit: 1. 1
Hygin. Fab. 277 ; Tacit.
Annul. 1. 1 1 ; Pans. 1. 1
Aurel. lid. de Orig. Rom.
(Biog.) a writer of Elis, who gave an
account of all who obtained the prize at Olvmpia.
(Her.) the name of a family which enjoys the dignity
of the peerage, under the title of baron Carbery, co. Cork,
which was conferred in 1715 on George Evans.
This
family has since added the name of Freke to that of Evans.
Evans, Arise (Biog.) or Rice, a Welch conjuror, who, after
having officiated as a clergyman, laid aside his profession
and applied himself to the practice of the black art, in which
he gained such reputation that he was consulted by lord
Bothwell, and sir Kenelm Digby.
Evans, Abel, the epigrammatist, whose repartees were Ion
remembered and repeated at Oxford, was of St. John's
College, where he took his degree of M. A. in lG'99, B. D.
in 1705, D. D. in 1711good specimen of his poetry
may be seen in Nichol's * Select Collection,' particularly
' The Apparition,'
&c.
Evans, Evans, a Welch divine and poet of Cardiganshire,
was born in 1730, and died in 1790. He published,
1. ' Dissertatin de Bardis,' 4to. 1764.
2. ' The Love of
our Country, with Historical Notes,' 4to, 1772. 3. Several
Welch compositions, printed in the Diddanwch Tenluaidd ;
besides two volumes of Tillotson's Sermons translated into
;

;

EVANS

A

et

Tu dirutafietum
Euboicos respice Troja sinus.

10; Plin. 2

Terlullian de Anim. c. 52.
;
several medals are extant of
bearing most frequently the type
of an ox's head, as in the annexed figure.
head of Apollo, or Arethusa, is also to be
found upon the reverse of these medals the
Strab.

1.

Euboza (Numis.)
this island,

A

:

inscriptions,

i'mve.

EY.

EYBO. EYBOIEilN.
Beg.

Instil. ;

Pembroch. Mas. P. II

and

Golz.

Brand. T. I ;
Hunt. Num. Pop.

T/tes.
;

Vile. SfC.
(Hist.)

EUBULE

an Athenian virgin, daughter of Leon,
sacrificed with her sisters, by order of the oracle at
Delphi, for the. safety of her country, which laboured under
TElian. Far. Hist. 1. 1 2.
a famine.
(Biog.) a philosopher of Miletus, pupil and
successor to Euclid, who attempted to gain reputation by
Diog. in Fit. Euclid.
opposing Aristotle.
(Biog.) 'EvftovXog, an Athenian orator, rival to

was

EUBULIDES

EUBULUS

in Mid. See.
plays, which are menand
tioned by Athenaeus
Suidas.
Eubulus, an historian, who wrote an account of Mythras.

Demosthenes.

Demosth. Oral,

Eubulus, an Athenian, who wrote

Porphyr. in Nymph. Antr.
(Hist.) an Alexandrian, accused of adultery with
Octavia, that Nero might have occasion to divorce her.
(Myth.) Ev X >'ifu>p, son of Polyidus, who accompanied the Greeks to Trov, where he was slain. Horn. II.

EUCERUS

EUCHENOR

Welch.

EVANSOX, Edward

(Biog.)
was born at Warrington
1731, educated at Cambridge, and, after having taken
orders and officiated as a clergyman, he became gradually
sceptical in his opinions, as to render it necessary for him
to resign his livings.
He wrote, among other things which
were particularly hostile to revelation, a work entitled,
' The Dissonance
of the four generally received Evangelists,
and the Evidence of their Authenticity examined
which
was thought to demand, and, consequently, received an
ample confutation from several able pens, particularly that
of the Rev. T. Falconer, in his Bampton Lectures, published
in 1811.
in

'

;

EVAX

(Hist.) an Arabian prince of great learning, who
a hook, ' De Simplicium EfTectibus ; ' which he
dedicated to Nero, according to Pliny, although Salmasius
and Hardouin declare that some MSS. of that author do
not contain the passaga.
Plin. 1. 25.
(Biog.) an athlete of Cyrene, who resisted the
seductions of the courtezan Lais, on which account his
wife erected a statue in honour of him.
/Elian. Far. Hist.

wrote

EUBATAS

10; Pans. inEliac.

14,

1.

it herbtr,

pecudes, etcasa rarafuit.

EVANGRIDES

1-

el. 1.

1,

1.

Quicumque Argoliea de classe Caphareafugit,
Semper ub Euboicis vela reltrrquet aquis*

in ngros

caput arbor

vorticibus teg'U,

Fallal Caphareus.

Ovid. Trist.

5.

Venerat

I'irg.

Agamem.

Senec. in

assistance against the Rutuli.

Eiul ah Arcadiis

11, v. 2()0.

1.

—— Euboiaz cautes, ultorque Caphareus.

EVANDER

Ovid. Fast.

'Evfioia,

Chalets,

Ellopia,

about the year 431 ; he likewise
published a volume, containing relations, epistles, &c.
The
original Greek was published by Stephens, but the best
edition of this work is that by Reading, with Socrates,
Sozomenes, &c. 3 vols. fol. Cantab. 1720.
{Myth.) a surname of Bacchus.
Virg. JEn. 1. 6";
Ovid. Met. 1. 4.
(Myth.) a son of Mercury by the prophetess
Carmente, and king of Arcadia, who, being obliged to leave
his country on account of an accidental murder, is said to
have repaired to Italy, where he took up his residence, and
laid the foundation of the future Rome.
He gave ./Eneas
that

(Geog.)

1.

1.

13.

EUCHERIUS,

S. (Ecc.) bishop of Lyons, of a rich

and noble

was drawn from his solitude in the island of Lerino,
whither he had retired, in order to take upon him the
charge of the church of Lyons in 434.
He assisted at the
first council of Orange in 441, and died in 454.
He wrote
several pieces in favour of an ascetic life, which are lost.
S. Hilar. Paneg. ; Marcel/in. Citron. ; Claudian. Mamert.
family,

4 ; Gennad. de Script. Eccles. §c.
S. bishop of Orleans, who died in 743, had been
taken from Jumieges in 714 to govern the church of
Orleans, but, having fallen under the displeasure of Charles
Martel, he was exiled to Cologne.
EUCLIDES (Biog.) 'Ev^Xcicin, Euclid, a native of Megara,
and disciple of Socrates, A. C. 404 ; who, as the Megarians
were forbidden to enter the city of Athens, assumed the
disguise of a woman, that he might attend that philosopher.
Aid. Cell. 1. 6, c. 10; Diog. in Socrat.
Euclides, the illustrious mathematician of Alexandria, who
flourished A. C. 300, and, according to Pappus and Proclus,
1.

Euchekius,

EUD

EVE

taught mathematics in Egypt, in the reign of Ptolemy
Lagos.
He first reduced arithmetic and geometry into the
form of a Science, by collecting and digesting into a regular
order, all the fundamental principles of pure mathematics,
which had been delivered down by Thales, Pythagoras,
Eudoxus, and other mathematicians before him; to which
he added others of his own. His works, as we learn from

Pappus and Proclus, consisted of the Elements of Geometry,
Data, Introduction to Harmony, Phenomena, Optics, Catoptrics,

a Treatise of the Division of Superficies, Porisms,

Loci ad Superticiem, Fallacies, and four books of Conies.
A collection of such of his works as are extant, was edited
by Dr. David Gregory, fol. Oxon, 1708; and the most celebrated of these, namely, the Elements, which was first
published in 1533, at Basil, has since gone through numl>erless editions, in all languages.
His ' Introduction to
Harmonics,' which in some MSS. was attributed to Cleonidas, first appeared in print with a Latin version, at Venice,
in
198, under the title of ' Cleonidar Harmonicum Introductorium,' but Mcibumius accounts for this mistake by
supposing Cleonidas, who is altogether unknown as a writer,
to have been a transcriber from the MSS. of Euclid.
His
' Section
of the Canon,' went through the same number of
editions as the preceding.
[Vide Plate XXXIV]
EUCRATIS (Hist.) a king of Bactria, was killed by his son,
of the same name, who was soon after killed in battle.
(Biog.) a mathematician who flourished in the
1

nominated Eudists, after him, and brother of the historian
Mezeray, was born in 1601, and died in 1680, leaving
several devotional works.

EUDOCIA
was born

(Hist.)

daughter of the sophist Leontius,

a

Athens A. C. 400, and married to Theodosiui
the Younger, but being suspected of infidelity, she was
separated from him, and died in 458.
She wrote several
things both in prose and verse, mentioned by Socrates and
at

Photius.
(Nutnis.) medals are extant bearing
the effigy of this empress, as in the annexed

Eudocia
figure

;

AUG.;

inscription,

on the

EUDOCIA
GLORIA RO-

AEL/«

reverse,

MANORUM.— SALUS REIPUBLICE,
&C- ; within a crown of laurel, in which
there is a cross with a star.
Du Carig.
Famil. Bi/z. JSIcdiol. Nnmis. Imperat.
JEUa (Hist.) wife of the emperor Arcadia?, died
in child-birth in 404, after having caused the banishment
of St. John Chrysostom.
Tlicophanes, Cedrenus, Ewnapius,

EUDOXlA,

Zonaras, Glicas, Baronius,

eye.

EunoxiA, another name for Eudocia, wife of Theodosius, jun.
EunoxiA, Licinia, daughter of Theodosius, by Eudocia, married the emperor Valentinian III in 437, and after his death
was compelled to marry Maximus, the murderer of her

Agis IV, A.C. 330.
Eudamidas, son of Archidamus, succeeded

husband, but having called Genseric, king of the Vandals,
to her aid, he pillaged Rome for 14 days, and afterwards
carried away this princess, with her two daughters, into
Africa.
Socrates, Evagrius, Tlieophanes, Prosper Idatius,
Marcellinus, Cassiodorus, Proeopins, Baronius, Sfc.
Eudoxia, daughter of the emperor Valentinian III and the
preceding Eudoxia, was at first married to Palladium, by order
of the usurper Maximus, but being taken by Genseric, king
of the Vandals, into Africa, she was married to his son
Hunneric, whom she afterwards left, and retiring to Jerusalem, died there.
Niccphor. 1. 15.
Eudoxia, wife of the emperor Constantine Ducas, was entrusted by him with the guardianship of her children, and
the government of the kingdom during their minority. She
afterwards married Romanus IV, but her son Michael having
obtained the empire, placed his mother in a monastery.
Zonar. Annal.
Eudoxia, the wife of Constantine Copronymus, and also of

EUDEMUS

Eudoxia (Numis.) medals

EUCTEMON

86th Olympiad. A. C.
solar observations.
1.

4.'J6,

Violent.

10; Suidas, Vossius,

Meton

assisted

Almag.

1.

3

;

in

making

his

JElian. Far. Hist.

S,v.

EUD/EMON,

John Andrew (Biog.) a Jesuit, and native of
Crete, who died in 1625, was suspected to be the author of
a work entitled
Admonitio ad Regem Ludovieum XIII,'
which attacked the authority of the kings of France, in
matters of an ecclesiastical nature.
He is, however, principally known as the advocate of the Romish church against
'

the English divines.

Prideaux, Abbot, Collins, eye.
(Hist.) a Lacedaemonian, and brother of Phcebidas, was chosen to be their general in the war against
the Olynthians, in the OQth Olympiad, A. C. 382.
Eudamidas, son of Archidamus IV, succeeded his brother

EUDAMIDAS

to the throne of
Sparta, A. C. 26'S.
Phil, in Ag.
(Biog.) a philosopher of Cyprus, said to be intimate with Aristotle.
Cic. Die. 1. 1, c. 25.

EUDBMU8, an

orator of Megalopolis, pneccptor to Philop,tmen.
Pint. Phi/op.

Heraclius.
are
extant bearing the effigies
of Eudoxia yElia, and Eudoxia Licinia, as in the an-

EUDEMUS,

nexed figures

EUDES

AEL EUDOXIA.

the physician of Livia, the wife of Drusus, Sec.
(Hist.) or Kudo, hereditary prince of Aquitania and
Gascony, succeeded his father Baggis, and died in 735, after
having been engaged successfully against the Saracens.
Ernies, a count of Paris, and duke of France,
son of Robert I, surnanied the Bold, was
proclaimed king of Western France in 888,

died in 8<)8, leaving the reputation of
being one of the most valiant warriors of
his time. His effigy is given, as in the annexed figure.
anil

;

and

inscriptions,

P.

F.

LICINIA

EUDOXIA P. F. AUG.
EUDOXUS (Ecc.) an Arian

in

the fourth century, son of

Martyr, usurped the see of Antiocb in SS8,
was made patriarch of Constantinople by the emperor \ ahttU
in 360, and died 10 years after, having persecuted the
Socrat. Hist. Eeeles. 1. '2
church with an implacable fun
Baron. Annal. aim. 311.
Nicep/i. 1. 8
Ei-Doxts (Biog.) a son of /Eschincs, of Cnidus, who studied
under Plato," and died in his 5Sd year, A.C. 352, was the
He wrott
first who regulated the year among the Greeks.
many work's which are' all lost. Cic. de Die. 1. 2 Slrah
2'; I.ncan. 1. 10; Diog. Laert. in
I'oss. de Hist
J'il. ;
1.
St. Ctcsar the

-

.

in 1001.

:

;

Eiwes

I, duke of Burgundy, succeeded his brother Hugh in
1078, and died in 1108.
EtTDBS II, son of Hugh II, died duke of Burgundy in
1162.
Eudkr III, succeeded his father Hugh III in 1102, and being
n valiant and pious prince, engaged in the crusades, where

he distinguished himself, and died in 1218.
John (Ecc.) founder of a congregation of

;

;

Eudes, or Henry, surnamed the Great, duke of Burgundy,
son of Hugh the abbot, and brother of Hugh Capet, died

EtroK.s,

AUG.

priests de-

Grose.
a native of Cyzicus, who sailed round the coast
Africa from the Red Sea. and entered the Mediterranean b;
1'lin. 1. 2.
the columns of Hercules.
FAT'. (Ili'il.) mn, the name of the first woman, which sig
nifiea life, and was given to her because she was to lie th<

Ernoxus,

mother of

all living.

Gen.

i.

ii.

:

:

EVEILLON,
was born

John (Biog.) canon and grand vicar of Angers,
1572, and died in 1(351, leaving among his
Des Excommunications et des Monetoires,' &c.

in

works, 1. '
1672.
4to.
8vo. &c.

2.

De

'

Proeessionibus

&c.

Ecclesiasticis,'

EVELYN

(Her.) the name of a family which originally
George
at Evelyn, in the county of Salop.
Evelyn, esq. the founder of the branch of the Evelyns, of
Wotton, in Surrey, first carried the art of making gunpowder to perfection, in England, in the time of queen
Two of his descendants were created baronets,
Elizabeth.
namely, John in 1660, and Edward in 1682, but for
want of male issue, both those titles became extinct.
Of this family also, was John Evelyn, esq. the subject of the following article, whose grandson was created
Their arms, cvc. are as follow
a baronet in 1705.
Arms. Azure, a griffin passant and in chief or.
Crest. A griffin passant or, beak and forelegs azure, ducally
gorged of the last.
Evelvn, John (Biog.) of the ancient and honourable family
mentioned under Heraldry, was born in 1620, admitted
fellow commoner of Baliol College, Oxford, in 16.37, entered
the Middle Temple in 1640, began his travels in 1642, and
after spending the remainder of his life in an interchange of
business and study, he died in a good old age in 1705. QYide
Plate XXXVII] His labours as a public man, though highly
honourable to his loyalty and humanity in an age when
those virtues were not much in request, have rendered him
less known than his literary works, of which the following
is a list, 1. ' Of Liberty and Servitude,' 12mo. 1649, a
tract
which was offensive to the usurping powers.
2. ' A Character of England, as it was lately presented in
a Letter to a Nobleman of France, with Reflections upon
Gallus Castratus,' l6to. 1651, the third edition in l65<).
3. • The State of France,' 8vo. London, 1652.
4. ' An
Essay on the First Book of Titus Lucretius Carus, AeRerum
Natura, interpreted and made into English Verse, by
J. Evelyn, esq.' Lond. 8vo. 1656. 5. ' The French Gardener,
instructing how to cultivate all Sorts of Fruit Trees and
Herbs for the Garden,' &c. 12mo. Lond. 1658, and several
flourished

times after

to

;

which

is

added in most editions

The

'

English Vineyard vindicated by John Rose,' ecc.
The third
edition of this book, in 1676, was adorned with sculptures.
6. ' The golden Book of St. Chrysostom, concerning the
Education of Children,' 12mo. Lond. 1659.
An Apo7logy for the Royal Party.' &c. 4to. KioJI, intended to pave
'

Way

for the Restoration.
8.
The late News or Mesfrom Brussels Unmasked,' in reply to a scurrilous
Pamphlet against Charles II, which had issued from the
Press under the Direction of the fanatic Praise-God Barebones.
A Panegyric on his Majesty King Charles
9IPs Coronation,' fol. Lond. l66l.
10. • Instruction concerning the Erecting of a Library, written by Gabriel
Naude,' &c.
11.
Fumifugium,' &c. 4to. Lond. 1661, of
which there was an edition in 177-'. 12. Tvrannus, or the
Mode, in a Discourse of Sumptuary Laws,' 8vo. Lond.
1661.
1.0.
Sculptura, or the History and Art of Chalcography and Engraving in Copper,' ecc. 8vo. Lond. 1662 and

the

.

EVE

EVE

•'

sage

'

'

'

'

1755.

14. ' Sylva, or a Discourse of Forest Trees,' &c.
which was annexed ' Pomona,' ecc. fol. Lond. Kid'K
I669, 1679, 1705, and 1729.
A new edition, in 1776, was
published in Ito. by Dr. Andrew Hunter, of York, which
has been four times reprinted.
15.
-V Parallel of the Anit,
cient Architecture with the Modern,' &c. fol. Lond. 1
I669, 1697, and 1733; to this fourth edition is added
'
The Elements of Architecture.' by sir Henry Wotton.
16. Mvvnpiov rfjs Kvoalag, i. e. another Part of the Mystery of Jesuitism,' &c. Svo. Lond. 1664, which, though
anonymous, is known to be his.
17- ' Kalendarium Hortense, or the Gardener's Almanac/ &c. Svo. Lond. 1644;
vol. 1.
to

'

(

if

this passed through at least nine editions ; the second probablv in folio: the best was that printed by way of appendix to the fourth and last edition of the Sylva, in his
18.
life-time.
The History of the three late famous Impostors,' &-c. Svo. Lond. 1668.
19- ' Public Life and an
Active Life preferred to Solitude,' &c. Svo. Lond. 1667'
20.
An Idea of the Perfection of Painting,' Ike. written
in French, by Roland Freart Sieur de Cambray, and rendered into English by J. Evelyn, Esq. Fellow of the Royal
21. 'A Short and Plain DisSociety,' 8vo. Lond. 1668.
course, the Chief Heads of the History of Trade and
22. ' Terra, a philosophical Discourse of
Navigation.'
Earth,' &c. fol. and 8vo. London, 16'75, &c. ; also an im2.3. ' Mundus
proved edition by Dr. Hunter, in 1778.
Muliebris, or the Ladies' Dressing Room unlocked,' ecc. 4to.
London, I69O. 24. ' Monsieur de la Quintinyes' Treatise
25. ' Numismata, a
of Orange Trees,' &c. London, 1653.
His Diary and
Discourse of Medals,' ecc. fol. Lond. 1697Correspondence were published in 2 vols. 4to. in 1821.
Evelyn, John, third son of the preceding, was born in 1654,
He wrote,
partly educated at Oxford, and died in 1698.
1.
A Greek Poem, prefixed to the Second Edition of the
J
2. ' Of Gardens, Four Books first written in
Sylva.
Latin Verse by Renatus Rapinus, and now made English
3. • The Life of Alexby John Evelyn, Esq.' Svo. 167-3.
ander the Great, translated from Plutarch, and inserted
among Plutarch's Lives.' 4. ' The History of the Grand
Viziers Mahomet and Achmet Coprogli,' &c. translated
from the French, Svo. Lond. 1677; besides occasional poems,
printed in Dryden's Miscellany.
(Biog.) an ancient historian of Messenia, who
was intimate with Cassander. He travelled over Greece
and Arabia, and wrote a history of the gods, which Ennius
translated into Latin.
It is now lost, but was extant in
the time of AtheniEUS.
Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 1 ; Varr. de
Be Bust. 1. 1 ; Lactant. de Fed. Be/ig. c. 1 1
son
of
Jason and Hypsipile, who fought
a
(Myth.)
on the side of the Greeks in the Trojan war.
Evenus (Bios.) an elegiac poet of Pares, preceptor to the
historian Philistus, of Syracuse.
Voss. Hist. Grcec.
Evenus (Geog.) a river running through iEtolia.
(Biog.) a Pythagorean philosopher, of whom,
with his friend Eucritus, a similar story is told as of Damon
'

'

EVEMERUS

EVENUS

EVEPHENUS
and Pythias.

Polycen.

1.

7-

EVERARD

(Her.) the name of a family in Essex, of which
Richard Everard,
mention is made as early as Henry III.
a descendant of this family, was created a baronet in 1628
the arms, &e. of which are as follow
Arms.
Argent, a fesse wan, between three estoiles
;

gules.

On a wreath a bust of a man in profile, habited in
a long cap chec/a/.
Everard, "Nicholas Grudius (Biog.) a lawyer, and native
His
of Walcheren, was born in 1462, and died in 1532.
Crest.

1.
Topica Juris, sive Loci Argumentorum
fol. Lovan. 1516, Lugd. 1568, 1579, and Francof.
by Abraham Marconet, Magdeabridged
afterwards
1591;
burg, 12mo. 1655. 2. ' Consilia sive Responsa Juris,' Lovan.
fol. 1554, Antv. 1577, 16*3, &c.
Everard, John, commonly known by the name of Johannes
Sccundus, son of the preceding, who died in 1536, at the
asje of 25, was the author of some Latin Poems, which
have rendered him eminent as a poet, although not as a
moralist.
His works have gone through several editions, of
which the most copious is that of Scriverius, Lugd. Bat.
Basia' were translated into English, with the
His
1631.
omission of such as were unfit for perusal.
Everard, Nicholas Grudius, brother of the preceding, who
died in 1571, was the author of some poems, entitled.
1. ' Epigrammata Arcuum Triumphalium,' &c. Lovan. 1540.

works were,

'

Legales,'

'

4 F

EUG

EUG

Apotheosis in Obitum Maximiliani ah Egmonda, comitis Burani,' ibid. 1549;i.
Negotia sen Pocmatum piorum Libri Duo,' &c. 8vo. Antv. 1 j(J6', 12mo. Luffd. Bat.
1612.
EvKiiAnn, Adrian Marias, a lawyer and a poet, like his two
preceding brothers, died in 1568, leaving some Latin Verses,
which were published with those of his brother Nicholas,
2.

*

'

Eugenius V, succeeded his uncle Malduni
692, when he was succeeded by
Eugenius VI.

in 688, and died in

Eugeniut VII

Lugd. Bat. 1(>12. Secundus excelled these two in the elegance and purity of his Latin, as much as he fell short of

them

in respect for decency.

EVERDINGENj

Van (Biog.) a painter of AXkmaer,
and died in 1679. He excelled in painting portraits, landscapes, and historic pieces; the best of
which was his Victory of David over Goliah.
Evkrdingkn, jlldret fan, nephew of the former, was born
at Alkmaer in 1621, and died in 16*75, leaving many small
pieces, which are highly valued.
was born

Cottar

in 16()6,

EVERGETES
name given

(Hist.)

'Evtpyirne,

Ptolemy

i.

e.

Benefactor, a sur-

and IV, kings of Egypt; as
some kings of Syria and Pontus, &c.
EVERY (Her.) the name of a family of Egginton, in Derbyshire, which is descended from a Norman family, named
Yvery.
It enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1641 on sir Simon Every ; the arms, &c. of which
to

III

also to

are as follow

Eugenius VI,

the son of Fercbard, and reigned 1(1
years
during which time he was engaged in perpetual warfare
with
the Picts.
He was succeeded by Amberkeleth, nephew to
Eugene V.
,
Eugenius VII, son of the preceding, succeeded his brother,
Amberkeleth, in 704, and is said to have been assassinated
in 7~' 1, when he was succeeded by Murdac, the son
of Amberkeleth.
Buckan. Hist.
Eugenius VIII, son of Murdac, succeeded Ethfin or F.dwin
in 76l, and was killed in a rebellion of his subjects
in

764, when Fergus II or III, the son of Ethfin, next
ascended the throne. Fordun. Scot. Chron. ; Put//,
cl Buck.
Hist.

Eugenius,

:

Or, four chevronels gules.

companion or

Crest.

A

Paris,

EUGENE

unicorn's head couped proper.
(IPs/.) vide Eugeniut.

Francis, Prince of Savoy, son of Eugene Maurice,
general of the Swiss, was born in 1663, and having entered
early into the Imperial service, he signalized himself against
the Turks in raising the siege of Vienna, as also at New
Lausel and Buda; and afterwards rendered his name more
memorable as Commander-in-Chief of the Imperial Forces,
against the armies of France, and the other enemies of the
empire, until his death in 17:;').
[Vide Plate XIV"]
(His/.) a general who was set up against Diocletian in 290
but was killed the very same day, at the gates
of Antioch, while he was attempting to make himself master
of that city.
Eugemi's, an usurper in the reign of Theodosius the Great,
of Gallic extraction, was set up in Gaul in 392; but being
defeated and taken prisoner, he was put to death in the
presence of the emperor, after having held the government for
-nls of two years. MitrccUin. hint, cl Prosper, ('/iron.;
'/.mini. Hist. ; Theodore!. Hisl. Pedes. Orosius, <yft
EUGENIUS (Hisl.) or Eugene, the nanus of several kinss of
Scotland.
Eugenius I, succeeded Fotelmachus, and perished in battle,
against Maximus, the Roman usurper, in Great Britain.
EuoKXirs II, succeeded his father Fergus in 427, and died in
•1
|l, after having been successful against the Bretons.
The
effigies of this and the three following princes are given, as
in the subjoined figures.
Bede. Hisl. I. 1.

EUGENICS

;

I

niusii.

I

Eugeniutlll.

disciple of S. Dionysius,

suffered

Montmorency,

EuOENE,

EugeniuilV.

EvgeniutV.

a martyr in the third century, tlu
the first
ishop of
in the village of Deuil, new
the year after the latter, in 2M>'.
Tillemont

(Ere.)

St.

Arms.

Mem.
Eugenius, the name of several popes and bishops.
Eugenius, St. a Roman by birth, was elected to
6*5,3,

II,

a

1

I olaterranus,
Onuphrius, 8rc.
IV, a Venetian, named Gabriel Condelmero, succeeded Martin V in the papal chair, and died in 1447, having
Nicholas V for his successor.
He had a dispute with the

Eugenius

of Basle, who attempted to depose him, and elect
Amadeus VIII, duke of Savoy, in bis stead
but did not
council

;

succeed,

1

/.

/Eneas. Sylv.

Pi/roji.

Onuphrius, Ciaconius,

brard,

c.

ct

28

Volaterranut, GeneSpot/dun. Contin. Paron.
:

eye.

Eugenius, bishop of Carthage, was

raised to this see in 180
Hunneric; but afterwards driven into exili
by this heretical prince, on account of his orthodoxy. At
the death of the latter be returned to bis see, hut wi
banished by king Trasamond, and died at Viance,
AM,
in the reign of

i

in

in Spain, who died in 6
the councils of Toledo, held in 6S6, 638, atul 646.
the Younger, succeeded the preceding!
in the bishopric of Toledo, and presided at the eighth, ninth,
and tenth councils of Toledo. This prelate was the author
of several work... published by father Sirmond, in lljiy.
Marian. Hist.; Baron. Anna!.
Eugenius (Numis.) medals are extant oi
secondusurperof this name, bearinghis
as in tin' annexed figure, inscription, I). \.
at

III,

succeeded his father,

Conga]

I,
.;:;

in

535, and

jrei

1

Buclian. Hist.

EUGENIUS

Scot.

IV, fourth son of Kenneth, sue. ceded his father
and died about 620, after having been defeated by
hi ml. king of Northumberland. He was succeeded by
ius

in
1.

'in.'',

his brother Ferchard.

1

.mi.'..

Eugenius, bishop of Toledo,

died in 557> al'tera successful reign el' about
he was succeeded by his brother Conval.

the papal

and died in 657.
Roman, was elected pope in 821,
standing the opposition of one who had been set up as antipope, and died in 827.
Eugenius III, surnamed Peter Bernard, a native of Pisa,
was elected pope in 1115, and died in 1151, after having
suffered much from a popular sedition at Rome, whii h compelled him to retire to Pisa, and afterwards to Rhein s.
Ht
was succeeded by Anastasius IV. Baronius, Genebrard,
chair in

EuGENirs

Eugenius, surnamed

Ecgi mis

1

martyrdom

NII

S.

I'.

TORIA

I'.

F.AUG—IMP.

El

GE-

Ai <;.; o„ the reverse, VICAI cc.
SALUS REPUB-

1-'.

LICAN— SAPIENTIA i'UINCIPIS.—
VIRTUS ROMANORUM.

EUM

EUM
EuGENirs, the medals of the
him, as in the annexed

last

pope of this name represent

EUPONT.

inscription,

figure,

GENICS
MAX. on

IV.

tifical

LIS,

Odyss.

Sec.

(Myth.) son of the Trojan Dolon, who came
Tineas, and was killed by Turnus.
Firs-

into Italy with

/En.

12; Ovid. Trist. 1. 3.
(Myth.) Eifin\oc,

1.

EUMELUS

inscribed

are

others

(Myth.) TLvfiaior, a herdsman, and steward of
Ulysses, was the son of the king of Seyros, and being carried awav by pirates, was sold as a slave to Laertes.
Horn.

EUMEDES

the reverse his
with the poninsignia ; the reverse
;

faniilv arms,

of

EUMjEUS

SEB EUGENIO PAPA

PhersE, in Thessaly,

went

to the

a son of Admetus, king of
Trojan war, and distinguished

himself at the games exhibited in honour of Patroclus.
ANNO XRI. M.CCC.XLI. UNITI SUNT.-GBAECI
ARNENI IN SINODO, FLORENTINA CUM SEDE ELM1.NES (Hist.) 'Euuivrjs, a Greek officer in the army
IV.

APOSTOLICA,

to commemorate the union between the
Greek churches.— QUEM CREANT, ADO-

Latin and
.

RANT, ROMAE,

in allusion to his election to the papal

chair, &c.

EUHEMERUS
EVI

(Hist.) ride Evemerus.
'IN, a prince of Midian,

(Bibl.)

Numb.
of

was

killed

in

war.

Alex.

xxxi.

EVIL-MERODACH

son and successor
27 ; Jercm. Hi. 31 ;

(Bibl.) -pinn^'iK,

2 Kings
Prid. Connect.

Nebuchadnezzar.

xxv.

Usser. Annal. ;
(Ecc.) an Arian patriarch of Antioch in 331,
Chron.
.S'. Hieron. in
held the see for only six months.
Eulalu's, an antipope, opposed to Boniface I in 41S. was
expelled from Rome by order of the emperor Honorius.
Anoxias, in Bonif. ; Baron. Annul, ann. 41 8.
EUI.ER, Leonard (Bivg.) a mathematician of Basil, was
The most important of
born in 170™, and died in 1783.
bis printed works were collected and printed in 1797, at
Paris, in 1 8 vols. Among those most known in this country
Mechanica sive Motus Scientia Analytice Exposita,'
are, 1.
2. * Tentamen Novae Theoria;
2 vols. 4to. Petrop. 1736.
3. ' Methodus inveniendi
Musics,' 4to. Petrop. 1739-

EULALIUS

'

4. ' Intraductal] in
Lineas Curvas/ &c. 4to. Lausan. 1744.
Analysin Infinitorum,' 2 vols. 4to. Lausan. and Lugd. 1797:
5.
translated into French, 2 vols. 4to. 1~Q6.
Opuscula
6. ' Theoria MoVarii Argumenti,' 3 vols. 4to. 174(3-51.
tuum Luna;,' &c. 4to. Berolin. 17-">3. 7- ' Institutiones Calculi Diflerentialis,' 4to. 1755 ; and 2 vols. 4to. Ticin. 1787 ;
8.
Constructio Lentium Objectivar.' &c
Petropol. 1804.
4to. 1~62.
9- ' Theoria Motus Corporum Solidorum,' &c.
10. ' Institutiones Calculi Integralis,'
4to. Rostoch. 1765.
3 vols. 4to. Petropol. 1768; and 4 vols. 4to. 179--JH.
11. ' Dioptrica,' 3 vols. 4to. Petropol. 176912.
Nora
TabuLe Lunares,' &c. 8vo. Petrop. 1772. 13. 'Opuscula
14. ' Lettres d'Euler
Analytica," 2 vols. 4to. Petrop. 1783.
a une Princesse d'Allemagne,' <xc. 3 vols. 8vo. Petersburg.
1768-72; 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1812; which has been trans15. ' Elemens d'Allated into most European languages.
gebre trad, de l'Allemand par J. Bemouilli, avec des Notes
par Lagrange et Gamier,' 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1807; previously published at Lyons in 1774 and 17.96. lb". ' Theorie
complette de la Construction et de la Manoeuvre des Vaisseaux,' &c. 8vo. Paris, 1776; which was originally published at Petersburgh in 1733, under the title of
Scientia
'

'

'

'

Navalis,' &c.

EULOGIA

(Hist.) eldest sister of the emperor Michael Pala?-

was a woman of great
opponent to the Romish church.

ologus,

EULOGIES

spirit,

and

a

determined

(Ecc.) a patriarch of Alexandria, who succeeded John IV in 581, exerted himself with great effect
against the heresies of the time. Of his works nothing remain
but a few fragments.
Evagr. Hist. Eccles.; Xiccp/i. dye.
Bologius, archbishop of Cordova, and a martyr, in the 9th
His life
century, during the persecution of the Saracens.
was written by Alvarez, and his works were published by
ad
Eulog.
Ambrose Morales. Ambros. Moral, in -Not.
; Bellarm'w. de Scriptor. Eccles. ; Voss. de Hist. Latin. Sec.
(Biog.) an historian of Naples, who wrote an
account of what passed in the time of Annibal.
Plin. 1. 4.

KUMACHIUS

of

Alexander, and son of a charioteer, conquered Paphlagonia
and Cappadocia, of which he obtained the government ; but
being opposed by Antigonus, and meeting with some reverses, he was delivered into the hands of his rival, and put
Diod. 1. 19; C. Nep. et
to death bv his order, A. C. 315.
Pint, in J'it.; Justin. 1. 13; Q. Cuit.l 10; Arrian. Exped.
eye.

Eumknes

I, a king of Pergamus, succeeded his uncle Philstsrus A. C. 263, and died of excessive drinking, after
a reign of 22 years ; during which he had lived in alliance
with the Romans, and made war successfully against Antiochus, king of Syria, and Prusias, king of Bithynia.
He
was succeeded by Attains. Strab. 1. 15.
Eumenes II, succeeded his father Attalus on the throne of
Pergamus, and died A. C. 159, after a reign of 38 years, in
which, by his alliance with the Romans, he obtained great
He
advantages over Antiochus the Great, king of Syria.
was succeeded by bis son, Attalus II. Polyb. Hist. 1. 3
:

Strab.

1.

13.

EUM EN A

I
(Gcog.) 'Evucrcla, a town of Phrygia, built
Eutrop. 1.
Attalus, in honour of his brother Eumenes.

EuHENIA (Numis.) medals

by
4.

town, as an
independent state, and also in honour of Nero, Domitian,
Antoninus, M. Aurelius, Philip sen., and Otacilia, bearing
for their tvpes the head of Jupiter, or a Victorv, &c. inscriptions, EiMENEnx.— EVMENEIA, &c.
Spanh. Dissert.;
Harduin. Oner. \r.
EUMENIDES (Myth.) 'EvueW&s, a name for the Furies,
signifying Benevolent, or Compassionate, an appellation conferred on them after they had ceased to persecute Orestes.
I'irg.

jEn.

1.

are extant of

this

4.

Eamei'ulitm ulnti demens videt agmina Penthem.

Propcrt.

1.

4, el. 11.

Eumeitulum
Slat. Theb.

iittento

turba severaforo.

4.

1.

Sliigius lustrare severis

Eumenidas perhibelur
Catull.

anuis.

Xupt. Pel.
Liimenides, quibus angujno rcdimita capitlo

Front.

They sprang from the drops of blood whi h flowed from the
wound that Cuius received from Saturn, and are more commonly known by the names of Furies, Dirce, and Erinnyes.
According to the most received opinion they were three in
Hcsiod. Thcogn. v. 185 ; Eitrip. in Eunien. ;
number.
Sophoc. in (Edip. cy-c. ; Orpheus, Hymn, in Euni. ; Apullod.
.Elian. J'ar. Hist.; Sueton. in Ner.
(Biog.) an orator of Athens in the beginning
of the fourth century, some of whose orations are extant,
and have been preserved in the f Panearrici Veteres.'
priests of Ceres, who
(Myth.) Ev fio\irlca
festivals.
officiated at the celebration of the Eleusinian
Thev were descended from Eumolpus, a king of Thrace,
who was made priest of Ceres by Erechtheus, king of Athens.
1.

1

;

Cic. in Pis.;

EUMENIUS

EUMOLPID.E

Pans.

1.

t

,

2, &c.

EUMOLPUS

(Myth.) 'Ei^wXiroe, a king of Thrace, son of
Cliione, was thrown into the sea by his mother
her shame, and rescued by her father. He was
afterwards initiated into the mysteries of Ceres, and his
["Vide
descendants were invested with the priesthood.
4 F 2

Neptune and
to conceal

EUP

EVR

Bmmlpitkt} fliwillg made war on Ereclitheus, king of
Athens, he was killed in battle. Apollod. 1. 2
Hi/ gin. Fait.
;

;.;

Poitt.

;

2.

1.

(Biog.) a sophist, physician, and historian, of
flourished in the reigiu of Valentinian, Valens,
Gratian,
and
wrote a History of the Civsurs the substance
of which is in Znsimus, although the original is lost.
Nothing remains of Eunapius's works except his
Vita
Sophistannn,' Svo. 15')(>; to wliich is annexed a Fragment
of his History.
Phot. ISihl.
Sardis,

who

;

-

1

EUNOMIUS

(Ecc.) an heresiareh of the fonrtli century,
son of a peasant of Cappadocia, joined ^Etius the Arian,
and, taking an active part in the disputes of the times, he
was twice banished, then raised to the see of Antioch, but
afterwauls deposed, and died in 394, very old, and worn
out with the conflicts in which he had been engaged.
Of
his works, which were numerous, little remains except his
' Confession
of Faith,' inserted by Cave in his
Historia
.V.
Literaria.'
Epipkan. liar. 75 ; T/ieodorel. de Her.
Fab. Sfc. ; Bantu. Annul, aim. 856, &c.
{Hist.) a son of Prytanes, who succeeded his
father on the throne of Sparta.
Pans. 1. 2.
Eunomus (Bice.) a famous musician of Locris, rival to Aris'

LLNOMLS
ton.

Strait.

1.

eclogues.

bis

Rust.

EUNAPIUS

(i.

EUNUS

(Hist.) a Syrian slave, contrived to collect, by pretended inspirations, a body of (10,000 slaves, who for a time

gained some victories over the Roman armies, till l'erpenna
compelled them to surrender, and punished the ringleaders
with death.
Phil, in Serl. ; Flor. 1. 3.

EVODIUS

(Ecc.) the first bishop of Antioch after the
according to Eusebius, although St. Chrysostom,
Theodoretus, and others, make Ignatius to be the immediate sit cesser.
Fjisrlt. in ('/iron.; Baron. Annal. aim. 18;
Dti Pin, 1 1,/,/,,,/ /,. A,V.
(Geog.) in Latin Ebora, a town of Portugal, and
capital of the province of Alentejo, 65 m. E. Lisbon, 12.)
N. Seville. It was erected into an archbishopric by Paul III
in 1540, and the cardinal Henry was the first archbishop
who, at the death of Sebastian, ascended the throne of
Portugal.
This town was taken in 166S by the Casiilians,
but soon after retaken by the Portuguese.
EL
(Hist.) a surname given to many of the Asiatic
princes, particularly the king of Pontus, and Antioehus, king
of Syria, &c.
(Myth.) a prince Of Ithaca, father to Antinous.
Horn. Odyss. 1. Hi.
(Biog.) a poet, and historian of Olinthus.
Diog. in End.
apostle,

EVOHA

PATOB

A. C. 220.

of his age,

;

(

7c.

CotumelL

<!<

1

i

JJia Marciana (Hist.) or Eufrnma, the wife

reputed to have been zealous in support
of the orthodox faith.
According to PrOCOpius she Was of
low origin, and bore the name of Lupicina, which was
changed by the emperor into Euphemia, at her coronation,
in honour of a saint of that name.
l-u k.mia (Siintis.)
medals arc extant of
the above-mentioned empress, bearing her
effigy, as in the

is

annexed

figure, inscription

DN. AEL. MAHC. EUPHEMIAE.

P. P.

AUG.

EUPHEMUS

(Myth.) l]i'„i„i,tor, a son of
Neptune and Kuropa, who was one of the
Argonauts.
Find. Fifth. 1. 4
A/hjIIoh. Anion.
;

1.

1

;

;

Apoliod.

lit/gin. Fait. 14.'

EUPHORBUS

PtlUt.
1.1

1.

Ki»/,« r .,!..r,

2.

I'HORION

Allien.

11.'

1.

Euphrates

(Ece.) an heresiareh, and founder of the sect
who maintained that the serpent by which
parents was deceived was Christ himself.
Orii n

called Ophites,

our

first

Com.

.

cv/.v.

<•;.

l.

Euphrates

(Biog.) a Stoic in the age of Adrian, who killed
himself with the emperor's permission.
Euphrates (Gcug.) a celebrated river of Mesopotamia, which,
according to Strabo, took its rise from mount Taurus, in
Armenia, and, after passing through the city of Bahvlon,
discharged itself into the Tigris.

CaUimach.

Hymn

2.

'Aaavpi* iroTupoio peyciQ

poo'c.

Dioni/s. Perieg. v. 0,77<i>aiftr' axttpeviiu Trorapu pooc Ev<pprjrao.

Lnean.

3.

1.

Qiaiqiif' rnjyiit

Evphratesque,

1.

rapido

1.

1

tcllit

cum

Z^grzde magnuSf

Qjc.

Mela, 1. 1
1
8; Virg. Georg. 1. 1.

Strab.

;

Plin.

;

1.

5

;

Plol.

1.

5

;

Stat. Thcb.

Euphrates
river

is

(Nuniis.) a representation of this
given on a medal of Trajan, as in

where the emperor

the annexed figure,

is

standing between the Tigris and Euphra-

under the form of old men, setting

tes,

foot on a

figure of

Armenia

;

his

inscription,

ARMENIA ET MESOPOTAMIA IN
POTESTATEM P. R. REDACTAE. Fail!.
Beg.

'Flies.

Brand.

1.

Num.

v.

1

;

2.

EUPHRONIUS

(Eec.) a patriarch of Antioch in the fourth
century, who obtained this see through the influence of the
Arian party about 382, but did not hold it longer than a yes*.
Euphronius, bishop of Aui mi in the fifth century, was
reckoned one of the most pious prelates in his time.
(Mt/l/i.) 'Ewppotrvvrr, i. e. Hilarity, one of
the Graces, sister to Aglaie and Thalia.
[Vide Gratue]
(Biog.) a native of Elis, and a celebrated
victor at the Olympic games, as also at the Nemeaii and

Pythian games.

EUPOLIS

(Biog.) a comic poet of Athens,

who

flourished

485 years before the Christian icra, seven of whose compositions were rewarded witli the prize in the public th
of Athens.
Of bis works nothing but fragments now
remain.
Aid. Gel/. 1. 1
Ck. ad Attic. 1. <>'; Horat. 1. 1
;

Quintil.

1.

;

10.

EVREMOND,

Charles de. Si. (Hist.) a marechal de canffl
in the French army, where he distinguished himself by his
valour, was born at St. Denis Ic Guast, in Lower Norniandv.
in 11)13, and died in England in 1708, whither In' li.id
retired to escape the displeasure of the French court.
His
works, by which he is mostly known in this country, consist
of essays and letters, &c. which have passed through several
editions of different sizes one edition is in 2 vols. fto. and
another 7 vols. 12mo.
An English translation of some of
his works was published in 2 vols. Svo. 1700; and a translation of some other of his pieces in
vol. 8vo. Under the
title of the
Posthumous Works of M. de St. Evremoiid.'
another translation, in 2 vols. Svo. was published in
&C.
1714; and in 3 vols. Svo. 1728.
(Geog.) a town of Upper Normandy, capital of the
1

'

;

(Biog.) a Greek poet of Chalcis, in Euboea, in
who died in the 56tb year

the age of Antioehus the Great,

have copied him in
2 ; Varro de Re

lie Rust. cS'C

;

a famous Trojan, son of
Panthous, who excelled in guiding the chariot.
He first
wounded Patroclus, and was afterwards killed bv Menclaus.
Hom. Ik 1. 10'; Horal. 1. 1; Olid. Met. 1. 15;

(Myth.)

1.

EUPHRATES

EUPHROSYNE

who

said to

Deor.

finest

EUPOLEMUS

I,

is

(Biog.) a sculptor and painter of Athens,
specimens of painting were, his Twelve (iodsthe Battle of Man tinea- j and Theseus.
P/bi. 1. 34; Qutntil.\. 12; Pans. 1. 1.
(Hist.) one of the disciples of Plato, who
governed Macedonia with absolute authority. He was
murdered by Parmenio, after the death of Perdiccas.

whose

EUPHANTUS
of Justin

Nat.

tie

El'I'HUANOR

EUPEITHES

EUPHEMIA,

VirgH

EVREUX

.

EUR

EUR

modern department of the Eure, situated in a beautiful country watered by the Iton, 25 m. S. Rouen, 65 W. by N. Paris.
History of Errcux.

known

This town, which was

and had counts of its own, among whom was Louis
of France, eldest son of Philip III, from whom sprung
Devreux. the family name of the
the kings of Navarre.
earls of Essex, and the present viscount Hereford, is said
It is a bishop's see, which
to be derived from this place.
was probably erected by S. Sixtus about 26'0, when he
Gaul,
and
placed him over this
sent S. Taurinus into
pality,

church

EURIC

{Hist.) son of Theodoric I, king of
the Goths in Spain, and father of Alaric,
succeeded his brother, Theodoric II, whom
he is said to have put to death in 4fi6', and
died in 4S4, or 485, after a warlike and
successful reign, in

amour was Minos, Sarpedon, and Rhadamanthus.
She was afterwards reckoned as the goddess
of Sidon.
Hesiod. Theogn. v. 35G Apo/lod. 1. 2.
Europa (Numis.) this nymph is commonlv
fruit of this

;

Romans by

the names
of Ebroicitm, Civilas Ebroicorum, or Ebrovicoruvi, Mediolanum Aulcrcorum, Eburonicttm, eye. became a princito the

The

represented as in the annexed figure of a
female sitting on a bull, and stretching a veil
over her head, according to the above-mentioned fable.
She is so represented on medals of Amphipolis, Calaguris, Crete, Sidon,
and Syracuse, &c.
Fail/ant. Num. Or. et
Cot. Sfc. ;

and Northern Oceans ; and on the East it was
bounded by the -/Egean Sea, Hellespont, Euxine3 Pains
Ma»otis, and the Tanais in a northern direction.

lantic

Lttcan.

which he ravaged Por-

XXX]

Medea, Hippolytus, Alcestis, and Andromache; this was
followed by the princeps, or Aldine edition, containing 18
since that period
tragedies, but not taken from good MSS.
separately and collectively, passed
this great poet has,
DioilA. 13 ; Cic. de Invent.
through innumerable editions.
;

1, &c;
EURIPL'S

Aid. Gell. 1. 15; Quintil. 1. 10; Allien. 1. 13.
(Geog.) a narrow strait, now called the Straits of
Negroptml, which separated the island of Eubcea from the
coast of Boeotia, and was remarkable for the flux and reflux
of its waters, as also for their perturbed state afterwards.
1.

Settee.

Ho cut.

Ael.

Euripus undas ftectit tnstabitU vagal,
totidem refert,
Scptemquecursus fleet it
Dum lassum Titan mergit Oceanojubar.
;

.

i

Claudian. in Rufin.
Euripi

rpftuis ineeetius

andis

Rnfinus
Stat.

Thebaid.

1.

7-

Jieflunmque meatu

Euripum.

EUROPA

(Myth.) EupwTri;, daughter of Agenor, king of
Phoenicia, of whose beauty Jupiter was so enamoured that
he ran away with her under the form of a bull, and carried
her over the ocean to Crete.
Horat.

1.

3, od. 7, v. 27Sic et Europe nieeum doloso
Credidit tuuro latui.

T/ics.

(Geog.) Europe, one of the three grand divisions of the
habitable globe known to the ancients, which was supposed
to receive its name from Europa, who was carried there by
Jupiter.
The Mediterranean divided it from Africa on the
South ; on the West and North it was washed by the At-

1.

3, v. 273.
Riphteo Tanais diversi nombta niundi
Imposutt rlpis, Asiaque, et terminus idem

His effigy is given as
tugal and Navarre.
in the annexed figure.
one of the celebrated tragic(Biog.)
'Eiif>(7no;r,
EURIPIDES
poets of the Greeks, the cotemporary and rival of Sophocles,
whose mutual jealousies were the subject of ridicule for the
comic muse of Aristophanes. He drew upon himself so much
ill-will from the severity of his pen and his manners, that
he was obliged to leave his native place, Athens, and retire
to the court of Archilaus, king of Macedonia, by whom he
was received in the most flattering manner. But here he
met with an untimely and deplorable end from the dogs of
Archclaus, who, meeting him in his solitary walks, tore
Euripides wrote 75
him to pieces. £Vide Plate
tragedies, of which only 1<) are extant ; namely, the Phenisss, Orestes, Medea, Andromache, Electra, Hippolytus,
Iphigenia in Aulis, Iphigenia in Tauris, Hercules, Troades,
Hecuba, Alcestis, Supplices, Rhesus, Bacchic, Cyclops, Heradid*, Helena, and Ion, together with a fragment of Danae.
The best editions of these collectively are, that of Joshua
Barnes, fol. Cantab. l(>94; that of Musgrave, 4 vols.
4to. 1778 ; and that of Beck, 3 vols. 4to. 1778, 1788, which
The earliest
has been formed from the two preceding.
edition of any part of Euripides was printed at Florence
about the end of the 15th century, in 4to. containing the

Beg.

Europa

Europa: med'ue diritnuis ctmfima ten re
kune, nunc ilium, qua) flectitur, ampliut orbem
Quauiiefretum forreni Ma»Hdo§ egerii undai
,

Nunc

Pontus,

et

llereulets aufertur gloria metis,

Oeeunumque ueg

Europe was divided
Ancient,

it

solus admittere dude-.

into the following regions or countries:

;

.

EUR

EUR
Modern.

Ancient.

Tlieocrit. in

Lugdunum,

Naples.
Lyons.

Massilia,

Marseilles.

Londinum,

London.

Ncapolis,

'

Venetia,

Venice.

Vindobona,

Vienna.
Zurich.

Tigurum,

The

EURYBIADES
battles of

(' Nep.

Tamesis,

Danube.
Thames.

Uhenum,

RAine.

Ister. or

Danubius,

el

Artcmisium and Salamis. Herod.
Pint, in Them. J Pans. 1. 3.

Horn. Odyss.

EURYCLES

c.

2, &c.

•

19, &c.

l.

1.

an orator of Syracuse,

[Hist.)

Seine.

Garumna,

Garonne.

mosth.

Liguris,

Lain:

EURYDAMAS

Demosthenes

to death.

who

proposed

Pint, in

(Myth.) 'EvpvSauac, a Trojan, skilled

De-

in the

dreams.
His two sons were killed by
Horn. 1. 5.
(Biog.) a wrestler of Cvrene, who, in a combat,
had his teeth knocked out, which he swallowed without
showing any signs of pain. /Elian. Jar. Hist.
EURYDICE'(.Vy/i.) 'Eupu&icij, the wife of the poet Orpheus,
who died from the bite of a seqient as she was flying to
The disconsolate husband
escape the violence of Aristieus.
ventured down to hell in pursuit of her, and obtained permission to bring her back to life on condition that he did
He violated the condition, and lost
not look behind him.
the prize.
Virg. Georg. 1. 4.
Ilia quiden, dum te fugeret pertiumina praceps,
Immanem ante pedes kydrum morttura paella
interpretation of

Tiber.

Tiberis,

S,

(Myth.) 'EupwXtia, a beautiful daughter of
Ops, of Ithaca, and one of the domestics in the household
of Ulysses, was the first to recognize him on his return.

putting Nicias and

Sequana,

1.

EURYCLEA

Rhone.

Rhodanum,

Afifar yap Trtinai ffwottdXiKSQ, nc tpofioc uivtoc
KpiffauevaiQ dpdpivl ttuo 'Erpuirau Xuirpoii;.

(Myth.) the name of several persons mentioned
by mythologisti or poets, but particularly the companion of
/Eneas, and friend of Nisus in Italy.
Virg. Mn. 1. ;).
(Hist.) 'Evitvjiiu&ns, a Spartan chief at the

were

principal Rivers

F.pitlial.

EURYALUS

Toledo.

Toletum,

Helen.

Diomedes.

Writers on Europe.

EuRVDAWAs

Strabo; Mela; riim/; Soliniu; Ptolemy; Merula; Ortelius;
Sanson; Macular; Cluverius; Ccllarins; Brietius; Berlins.

cS

EUROPE

c.

(Geog.) Europa, one of the four divisions of the

modern world.
Boundaries and Extent.

On the N. by the Frozen Ocean,
E. by Asia, S. by the Mediterranean, and W. by the
Its extent, from Cape St. Vincent to
Atlantic Ocean.
the mouth of the Cana, is nearly 3400 miles ; and from
Cape Matapan, in Morea, to the North Cape, in Lapland,

about 2300.
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Great
Countries of Europe.
Britain and Ireland, France, Germany, Prussia, Poland,
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Hungary, Switzerland, part of
Russia and Turkey, besides the islands mentioned under
QVidc Europa"]
ancient Europe.
Vide Europa.
Principal Tairns.
The Vistula, Volga, Dwina, Bog, Don,
Principal Hirers.

[Vide Ewopa\
Scheldt, Elbe, Oder, Douro, &c.
Constance, Geneva, Lausanne, Ladoga,
Principal Lakes.
Onega, &c.
Alps, Apennines, and Pyrenees.
Principal Mountains.
{Myth.) B son of Lclex, father to Sparta, who
is said to have been one of the
He
married Lacedjemon.
Pans. 1. 3.
ApoUod. 1. 3
best kings of Sparta.
EUEOTAS (GeogJ) 'Rvpirrat, a river of Laconia, called by way
It was
of eminence llasilipolamas, i. e. the king of rivers.
Laurels, reeds, and
worshipped by the Spartans as a god.
myrtles, &C. grew on its banks.

Seroantem ripas altd aan

Jamque pedem

Ovid. Met.

et

olhife

i

10.

et legem ffluduptiut aceipit heros,
Nejteclut retro sua lamina, dance Acernus

llane siniul,

Eneril
Flexit

Ballet.

amans

Kurotet.

li.J.

Qualet Eurot&progignuntfiusnvna myrtot.

Ovid. Amor.

frigidus.

it

2, el. 17.
Frigidns Eurotafj popuUferque Padus.
1.

Statius calls
Stat. Theb.

it

Diana used

'amount,

Virg.

Mn.

on

1.

its

"i

ttfti

'"
I

Eurota
>'

ripts,

el

autperjuga Cynthi

thorat.

Eurott Pollux

el C'uitor

relapsa

est.

Consumptas iterum dea

\,< credent ribi

redditam

Orpheus Burydicen sequi,
Cantut pnania perduUt.

;

command.

EURYLOCHUS

So likewise Castoi and Pollux, and their
Quali*

ilia

Supplant Eurydicet colas
dum retpicit iminemar,

herself at his

banks.

1

Qualit

protiims

married be]- uncle AridlEUS, the illegitimate son of
Philip, who ascended the throne after Alexander the Great
but Eurydice governed in bis name, and thereby caused the
ruin of both.
ArideUS was pierced with arrows by order
of his rival Cassander; and Eurydice is said to have hanged

asper.

to spurt

et

dice,

l.

1.

Audiil

;

Sed

.'I

Ovid designates

oculos

Sencc. in Her. Ael.

;

4.

1.

Taygetiqua phalanx,

1.

Hygin. Fab. l(>4
Paus. 1. 91.
EtJBYDICE (Hist.) the wife of Amyntas, king of Macedonia,
and mother of Alexander, Perdiccas, and Philip, caused the
death of her two eldest sons successively as they ascended
the throne ; but at the accession of her youngest son Philip,
she fled to Iphicrates, the Athenian general, for protection.
(.'.
Justin. 1. 7Nep. in Iji/iic. c.
Ecbydice, daughter of Amyntas, and the preceding Eury-

Phttbo quondam meditante beatus
Audiit Eurotat,juttitque tdiscere laurus.

Catullus Carm.

herha.

Pone sequent', namqui hancdederat Proserpina legem;
Quum subita incautum dementia eepit amantem, q-c.

;

Stat. Theb.

m

referent casus eiaseral omnes,

Jieddiiaqne Eurydiee tuperat seniebai ad auras.

EUROTAS

Virg. Eclug. a.
Omnia qua

tidit

Ibid.

sister

a'IM.

Helen.

(Myth.) 'EvpiXoxoc, one of the companions
of Ulysses, and the only one who did not taste the potions
Hem. Odyss. 1. 10 ; Ovid. Met. I. 1 1.
of Circe.
EcRYLOCHUS (Hist.) a pei son who discovered the conspiracy
of HermolaUS and Others against Alexander.
(Ceog.) 'EvpvptEwr, a river of Pamphylk,

EURYMEDON

EUS

EUS

near which the Persians were defeated by the Athenians
Liv. 1. 33.
under Cimon, A. C. 470.
(Myth.) 'Evpu-n-vXog, a son of Telephus and
Atyoche, was killed in the Trojan war by Pyrrhus, after
having paid his court to Cassandra. Horn. II. 1. 1 1 ; Hygin.
Fab. 112; Pans. 1. S; Quint. Smi/r. 1. 6.
Eurypvlus, a soothsayer among the Greeks, was sent to
consult the oracle as to the safe return of his countrymen.

EURYPYLUS

Vtrg.

jT.ii.

2.

1.

EURYSTHENES
who

Erodes,

(Hist.) V.vpvrrdirr,r, the twin brother of
conjointly with him on the throne of
descendants were called Eurysthenidsc, as

sat

His

Sparta.

were

those of Procles

Ages.

Pans.

;

1.

Herod.

Proclida;.

1.

4

;

C. Nep, in

(Myth.) Kvpvrrdtve, a king of Argos and
Mycenae, son of Sthenelaus and Nicippe, the daughter of
Pelops, obtained, according to the oracle, a command over
Hercules, and in consequence of his jealousy, imposed on the

which have made his name so illustrious.
19; Herod. 1. 5; Thucyd. 1. 1 ; Apollod. 1. 2;
Virg. Mn. 1. 8 ; Hygin. Fab. 30
Pans. 1. 1, &c.
EURYTHION (Myth.) or Eurition, 'Evpvnu,,; a centaur,
whose insolence to Hippodamia, at the nuptials of Pirithous,
occasioned the quarrel between the Lapithn? and Centaurs.
Horn. II. 1. 12, &c; Hesiod. Theogr.; Hygin. Fab. 3\
Proper). 1. 2
Ovid. Met. 1. 12.
EURYTL'S (Myth.) 'Evpv-oc, a king of CEchalia, father to
Iole, was beaten by Hercules in a contest with the bow, and
was afterwards put to death by the latter, for refusing him
bis daughter as the prize of his victory.
Apollod. 1. 2.
EUSDEN, Lawrence (Biog.) an English poet, descended
from a good family in Ireland, died in 1730, leaving in
MS. a Translation of the Works of Tasso, with a Life of
that Poet. Some of his best poems may be seen in Nichols's
latter the 12 labours,
11.

1.

;

•

;

*

Select Collection.'

EUSEBIA,

Aurelia (Hi.tl.) a Roman empress, wife to Conwas celebrated for her beauty, her genius, and
She died in 300. Amman. Marcellin. 1. 16;
her virtue.
stantius,

Zosim.

1.

:>.

v

surnamed Eusebes.

Eusebia (Numis.)
the

'

monstratione,'

in

2

vols.

fol.

Paris,

1628.

4.

'

Historic

Ecclesiastics Libri V,' containing the history of the Christian

church from the beginning to the death of Licinius the
Elder, which includes a period of 324 years.
This history
has been often translated and reprinted ; but the best edition

who, besides revising the Greek text,
version, has also enriched it with learned
This edition was printed at Paris in 1659 and 1671,
at Francfort in 1672, with the rest of the Ecclesiastical
Historians; but the reprint of this edition most esteemed
in our country is that by Reading, 3 vols. fol. Gr. and Lat.
Cantab. 1720, where, to the notes of Valesius, have been
added others of more modern writers. 5. ' Contra Hicroclem Liber,' in reply to a book of this Hierocles, wherein
he bad compared our Saviour to Apollonius Tyaneus, a
sorcerer.
This piece is printed at the end of the work ' De
Demonstratione Evangelica,' and at the end of Philostratus
' De Vita Apollonii.'
6. 'Contra Marcellum Libri II,' and
• De Ecclesiastica Theologia
Libri III;' the object of these
two works is to confute Marcellus, bishop of Aneyra, who
was condemned for Sabellianism in the synod at Constantiis

that of Valesius,

and giving a new

nople in 336.
It was written at the desire of that synod,
is also subjoined to the book ' De Demonstratione.'
Epistola ad Csesarienses de Fide Nicama,' preserved by
7Socrates and Theodoretus in their Ecclesiastical Histories.
8. ' De Locis Hebraicis,' translated into Latin,
and also
enlarged by St. Jerom, published together with notes by
Bonfrerius, Paris, 1631 and 1659.
y. ' Oratio de Laudibus Constautini,' printed at the end of the Ecclesiastical
History.
De Vita Constautini Libri IV,' also sub10.
joined to the Ecclesiastical History.
11. ' Expositio in Canticum Canticorum;' this was not written entirely by Eusebius,
but compiled from his writings, and those of Athanasius, >idvmus, St. Gregory- of N'yssen, and others published in Gr.
with Polychronius and Psellus, by Meursius, 4to. Lugd. Bat.

and

'

'

i

(Geog.) a town of Cappadocia, more commonly called
Cxsarea, n ceived this name from two kings of Cappadocia,

Euskbi

'

notes.

3.

EURYSTHEUS

Horn.

Preparations Evangelic^ Libri XV.' 3. ' De Demonstratione Evangelica,' of which only ten books are extant,
although he wrote twenty. This and the former work were
printed by Robert Stephens, Gr. 2 vols. fol. 1544 and 1545
;
reprinted with Vigerus' translation of the book
De Praiparatione,' and Donatus' translation of the work ' De De2.

inscription

Dissert,

Spa/i/i.

town

this

is

distinguished on medals by

EY2EBJ A2— EYiEBElAS KAISAPIA2.
t.
I'aill. Sel. Num.; Pembrock. Mas. ;
i.

;

Numm. Pop. el
EUSEBIUS, St. (Ecc.)
Hunt.

Urb. ; Froel. Not. Eletn.
a pope said to be the son of a physician, succeeded S. Marcellus in 310, and died after governing the church four years. Til/em. Mem. ; Du Pin, Bibliolh.
Eusebius, bishop of Csesarea, in Palestine, and the celebrated
historian of the Christian church, who took the surname of
Pamphihts, from his friendship with Pamphilus the Martyr,
was born in Palestine in 267, elected to the see of Csesarea in
313 or 315, and died about 338; although he served the
cause of Christianity by his writings, yet the soundness of
his faith has been called in question more than once, and
His works are, 1. Chronicon,' in two
not without reason.
parts, carried down to A. D. 325. The first part, containing
The second
the earlv periods of history, is very mutilated.
Canon Chronicus,' digests the history of
part, called the
Both
the several nations according to the order of time.
parts were translated into Latin by St. Jerome ; but of the
version of the first part only extracts arc preserved printed
with the translation of the second part, first at Basil, and afterwards more accurately at Bourdeaux, by Arnauld de Pontac, in
1604.
The work complete, as far as it is extant, containing
all the fragments of the Greek, as also the Latin version,
has since been published by Joseph Sealiger, under the
Thesaurus Temporum,' &c. fol. Lugd. Bat. 1606.
title of
An enlarged edition by Morus, 2 vols. fol. Amst 1658.
•'

'

'

;

16'17.
12. ' Vita' Prophetarum,' ascribed to Eusebius in
an ancient MS., and published by Curterius, with the Commentaries of Procopius on Isaiah, Gr. and Lat. fol. Paris,
1580.
Canones Sacrorum Evangeliornm X,' trans13.
lated by St. Jerome, and inserted, with his other works, in
the ' Bibliotheca Patrum.'
14. ' Apologia pro Origine
Liber Primus,' translated by Ruftinus, and published in the
works of St. Jerom, by whom we are informed that Eusebius was the sole author of the ' Six Books of the Apology
for Origcn.' The Latin translation of the first book is all that
remains of this work.
15. Two Sermons published in Gr.
and Lat. by Combefisius. Besides these works of Eusebius,
'

there are said to be several extant in

MS. not

yet published,

and the titles of many which are not extant, particularly
one against Porphyry. S. Hieron. Cat. fyc; Baron. Annul.;
Sealig. Thes. Tempor. ; Cave, Hist. Lit. vol. i. ; TMemont.
Mem.; Monifaueon. Pref. Comment. Euscb. ; Du Pin, Bib/iothee, eye.

Eusebius, bishop of Berytus, and a favourer of the Arian
heresy, persecuted St. Athanasius, and usurped the see of
Constantinople, after procuring the banishment of Paul, the
legal bishop.

He

died in 342.

Eusebius, bishop of Emesus, was elected to that see in 341,
but being obliged to resign it on account of a popular sedition, he died in 359.
He wrote many works, which are not
now extant, but of which St. Jerome gives some account.
Socrat. 1. 2 ; Sozom. 1. 3
S. Hieron. Cat. ; Baron. Anna/.
;

ann. 341.

Eusebius, bishop of Verceil, in the 4th century, was very

EUT

EUS
zealous in defence of Athanasius, and the orthodox faith,
for which he sutlcml much at the hands of the emperor
I Ie died about 3~S.
Constantius.
EU8BBIU8, bishop of Samosata, was killed in 378, by a tile
thrown on his head by an Arian woman, on account of the
S. Gregor.
zeal with which he had opposed this heresy.
Naeutn. en. 28 ; //• TkaodoreL 1. 1 ; Horn, in Fit. S. Basil.;

Baron- Annal. ami. .'ilio.
Eusebius, bishop of Bologna, in Italy, the friend of St.
Ambrose, assisted at the council of Aquileia in 381. He is
supposed to have governed this see from 370 to 400.
Eusebius, bishop of Milan from 44y to 464, addressed a letter
in his own name, and that of 1 S other bishops, to pope Leo,
which is inserted in the works of this latter.
El SEBIU8, a Syrian merchant, procured, by means of presents
and intrigues, his election to the see of Paris in SQ5,
which he did not hold with any credit to himself, or benefit
to the church.
Greg. Tin:; MonlJ'aucon. Monum. de la
Monarch. Franc. &e.
JEthcrius as bishop of Antibes in 541,
succeeded
EuSEBICS,
and died in 571, after having assisted at the fourth council
of Orleans, and also at the council of Aries.
EUSTAC HIT'S, Barl/tolonieir (Biog.) an anatomist of San
Severino, who died in 1574, was the author of several works
which are lost among which was his treatise De ControHis smaller works which remain,
versies Anatomicorum.'
Opuscula Anatomica,' &c.
appeared under the title of
Vciiet. 1563 and 1(574, also Lugd. Bat. 1707, under the
'

;

'

of Boerhaave.
A series of engravings
mentioned in his ' Opuscula,' was discovered in 1714,
when they were published at Rome in folio by Laneisi,
physician to Clement XI, and again at Geneva in 1717,
but the edition published at Rome in 1728 is reckoned the

superintendance

best.

EUSTATHIUS

(£cc.) a native of Sida, in Pamphylia, and
patriarch of Antioch, was translated in 323 from the see of
Bercea, to the patriarchate of Antioch, and died about 337,
after having been banished by Constantino, at the instigation
of the Arians, to Trajanopolis, in Thrace. He wrote several
works, of which none are remaining except his Treatise

on the Pythoness, published by Leo Allatius, 4to. 1(J8J),
with another treatise entitled ' Exameron,' attributed to
this Eustathius, but supposed to have been written by some
more modern author. Enteb. in lit. Constant, c. 59; S.
Athanas. passim
Theodoretus, <.\-e.

llieron. Cat.

S.

;

I'/iol.

;

/.Yog.;

Socrates,

;

Sozomenes,
I)u Pin,

TUlemont. Mem.;

Bibliothelt.

I.i-

i

runes,

;i

patriarch of Constantinople, succeeded Serghis

and held the

in Kll!),

Eustathiub, an

see until 1025.

bishop of Sebaste, in Armenia,
enjoyed for a time, the friendship of S. Basil, until he
was found to he unworthy of it. Soenites and Sozomenes
heretical

be the same as Eustathius, an heretical monk,
is taken to be a dillcrcnt person.
Socrat. 1. 2j
4?.
EpipJian. liar. K)
Baronius. Annal. ;
Sozota. 1. 3
II mil. in lil. .V. Bos.
I'.irvi atiim'a bishop of Thessalonica, and a celebrated grammarian, in the reigns of Emanuel, Alexis, and Androniciis
well known among scholars as the author el'
is
Comnenns,

make him
who, by

to

Others,
;

:

.

Commentaries upon Homer and Dianymus Periegetes. His
Commentaries upon lomer.' were first published with that
1

'

poet

;it

benius
of

Koine in 1550, and reprinted ten years after by Kroat

Basil.

)ionysius.'

I

lis

were

'Commentaries upon the Periegesis
published

Paris

they
were afterwards greatly augmented >y l'ahrieius, who supplied a hiatus bet ween verses 880 anil |)I7. which addition
was inserted in its proper place hy Hudson, in his edition of
In Aldus' collection
the * Geographic Vctcris Scriptures.'
of ( reek grammarians, is a treatise by this Kustathiiis on
besides which are the MSS. in
the dialects used by Homer
I

first

at
I

I

;

in

l.">77:

the Escurial, the library of Basil, and the Bodleian, containing Sermons and Orations ascribed to him.
Eustathu's (Biog.) author of a work entitled ' De Ismeni«>

Amoribus XI,' published by Gaulminus, Svo.
16'18.
The author of this work being
totally unknown, it has, without any other reason, been
attributed to the commentator of this name above-menIsrnenes

et

Gr. and Lat. Paris.

tioned.

EUSTOCHIUS

(Ecc.) a patriarch of Jerusalem, was elected
which he held till bis death in 562, when
previously deposed, was re-elected.
EUSTON, Earl (Her.) the title commonly borne by the
Grafton.
of
duke
of
eldest son
the
(Ecc.) bishop of Nice in the 12th century,
was the author of some theological treatises, besides some

552

in

to this see,

Macarius,

who had been

EUSTRATIUS

Greek commentaries on Aristotle's latter analytics and
ethics, which are still extant, the former being published at
Venice in 1534, and the latter in 1536; also at Paris in
1543.

EUTERPE

(Myth.) one of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter

£Vide

and Mnemosyne.

Euterpe

MusaQ

(Numis.) vide Pomponia, gens.

EUTHALIUS

(Ecc.) bishop of Sulce, in Egypt, in the fifth
the first author of the division of the Epistles,

century, was
&c. into lessons.

EUTHYCRATES

(Biog.)

sculptor

a

of

Sicyon,

son

of

His statues of Hercules, Alexander, and Medea,

Lysippus.

were most in esteem.

Plin.

1.

3,

c.

1.

EUTHYDEMUS

(Hist.) son of Theodoric, king of Bacreigned in that country, after having expelled his
He defended himself with much valour
brother Theodotus.
and success against Antiochus the Great.
(Ecc.) bishop of Sardis, in Asia, in the 11th
century, was one of the most zealous defenders of the
worship of images, for which he was banished to Bithynia,
and died by the way in consequence of ill treatment.
Eutiivjiius (Biog.) a celebrated boxer of Locri, who gained
the prize at the Olympic games every time he disputed it.
Pans, in Eliac.
Plin. 1. 7, c. 47
Euthymius (Numis.) the memory of this wrestler is preserved
on some medals, where cither he, or Nero under his form,
EUTHYMIUS, or
is represented, bearing the inscription,
triana,

EUTHYMIUS

;

EUTIMIUS.
a Greek monk of Constantinople, in favour with Alexis Comnenus, whom he
Panoplia
survived, wrote, at the request of the latter, his
Dogmatics Orthodoxse Fidei,' printed in 8vo. Lugd. Bat.
L556, and Tergovist. in Wallachia, 1710 ; besides which lie

Eutiiymius, Zigabenus, or Zigadenus,

'

wrote some other theological works.
(Biog.) a Greek mathematician of Ascalon, in
Palestine, who nourished in the sixth century, wrote commentaries on the Conies of Apollonius, which are inserted
in Hallev's edition of that author, fol. Oxon. 1710; and
also commentaries on the most important works of Archimedes, published with the original by Torelli, fol. Oxon.

EUTOCIUS

IT!)'-'.

EUTROPIA,

Galeria Valeria (Hi.il.) an empress, and wife
of Masiniianus llereuleus, was the mother of Maxotitius.
(Hist.) a man of dignity in the reign of Julian.
although better known as an historian, bore arms under

EUTROPIUS

emperor, and attended him on the expedition against
He wrote
Persians, in which the latter lost his life.
Roman history the best editions of which
are those of Haverkamp, cum notis variorum, 8vo. l"-'f).
and of Verheyk, Lugd. Bat 17<>2.
i:oimi-s, a eunuch at the court of Arcadius, who, rendering
El
himself odious by his cruelties, was beheaded in 8°°.
this

the

an epitome of the

:

i

Cm'r.r

de Pirn. 1. 7; S. Jolt- C/in/soslom.
Soerales, Sozomenes, NicephontS, SfC.
(Ecc.) bishop of Orange in the fifth century, wa<

Theodosiqn.

Serin, in Eulroj).

EuTBOl'ius

;

'

.

EXM

EXE
born at Marseilles, distinguished himself by his piety and
his austerities.

Eutropius, a bishop of Valencia,

in Spain,

was the author

of

Du
a letter, entitled, ' De Districtione Monachormn,' &c.
Pin, Biblioth.
(Ecc.) abbot of a celebrated monaster)' of ConEl
stantinople in the fifth century, who, in combatting the
errors of Nestorius, broached a new heresy touching the two
He was deposed from his office
distinct natures of Christ.
as abbot in a council assembled at Constantinople in 44S,
violent
assembly
restored
by
a
at Ephesus, which was
but
denominated aliyoBoe Xq-ptKi), or the synod of robbers. His
doctrine was afterwards formally condemned in the fourth
oecumenical, or general council, assembled for this purpose
by Theodosius in 45 1 where 630 bishops were present. Of

TVCHES

.

has since been revived in the family of Cecil [Vide Cecil"}
the titles, arms, &c of which are as follow :
Titles.
Cecil, marquis and earl of Exeter, and baron ol
Burleigh.
Title of the eldest son lord Burleigh.
Arms, Barry of ten argent and azure, over all six escutcheons, 3, 2, and 1 sable, each charged with a lion tampant of the field.
Crest.
On a chapeau gules, turned up ermine, a garb or,
supported by two lions that on the dexter side argent,
on the sinister azure.
;

Supporters.
Two
" Cor lmura, via una."
Motto.
(Geog.) capital of the county of Devonshire, situated
on the eastern banks of the Exe, 78 m. S. W. Bristol, and
172 W. by S. London. Lon. 3° 30' W. lat. 50? 40' N.
lions ermine.

Exeter

two SuppliConfession, and a fragment of

the works of this Eutyches nothing remains but
cations to Theodosius, one

another.

Eutyches

(Biog.) or Eulyckus, a grammarian and disciple of
Priscian, wrote,
De Aspiratione ; noticed by Cassiodorus
chapter of his work on Orthography: also two
the
ninth
in
books, ' De diseernendis Conjugationibus ;
printed with
some pieces by Victorinus and Servius, 4to. Tubing. 1537 ;
'

'

'

also

inserted

in

Putschius'

Hanov.

Veteres,' 4to.

ELTYCHIAXUS

edition

of the

'

Grammatici

surnamed Comacon, a powerful

favourite with Heliogabalus,

ously from the ravages of war.
It was twice destroyed
by the Danes; taken by William the Conqueror besieged
by Stephen and Edward ; and in the reign of Henry VII
By Perkin Warbeck but made so brave a defence that he
was compelled to raise the siege, for which instance of
fidelity and valour the king presented the city with a
sword, worn by himself, which is carried before the
;

;

IfiOo.

(Hist.)

History of Exeter.
Exeti r, called by the Latins Isca, is supposed to have been
the station of a Roman legion, under the command of
Agricola.
It has suffered at diiferent times very griev-

who

rose to the highest offices

in the state.

Eutychianus

(Ecc.) a pope, native of the ancient city of
Luna, succeeded Felix I in 275, and died a martyr in 283,
when he was succeeded by S. Cains.
(Ecc.) a patriarch of Alexandria, in the ninth
and tenth centuries, wrote Annals, in the Arabic tongue,
from the commencement of the world to 937- They were

EUTYCHIUS

mayor

in processions.

;

—

Quid. Trist.

1.

Dum
ibid.

1.

4.

ibid.

1.

5.

3.

me terrarum par; pffne noii^ima mundi
Euiinus, falsa nomine il ictus, habet.

Frigida

me

cohtfmtt Eurini littora Panti,

Dictus ah autiquis Axemisitle

f'uit.

Quern tenet Euxini mendal co^nnmine Uttut,

Kt

Siithici veri terra sinistra freti.

DiodA. 4; Strab. 1. 7; Mel. 1. 1.
Thomas, Earl of (Hist.) eldest son of the illustrious statesman William Cecil, lord Burleigh, signalized
his courage and fidelity in opposing the Spanish invasion,

EXETER,

and in suppressing the insurrection ; and after serving king
I as one of his Privy Council, and on other occasions,
1 02 1
Exeter, Marquis of (Her.) a title which was once enjoyed
It
by the Courtenay family, and beaame extinct in 1556.

James

he died in

YOIi.

1.

was no

when

distinguished for

less

was blockaded by
the rebel force under lord Fairfax for two months ; and
its Castle, called Rougemont, and supposed to have been
founded by the Saxons, was utterly destroyed, so that
it

nothing remains now but the outer wall.

printed, with a Latin version,

by Pocock, 2 vols. 4to. Oxon.
1659 j an extract from them, however, had been previously
printed by Selden,
Arab, and Lat. 4to. Lond. 16"42.
Besides the Annals, Eutychius wrote ' De Rebus Sicilise
the MS. of which, subjoined to the Annals, is now in the
public library at Cambridge.
EWALD, Ju/ni (Biog.) a Danish poet, was born at Copenhagen in 174-3, and died in 1781, leaving some works, which
were printed in 4 vols. cSvo. 1781
1791EUXINUS, Pontus (Geog.) the Engine, or Black Sea, as it is
now called, a sea between the Thracian and Cimmerian
Bosphorus, surrounded on all sides by high ridges of
mountains ; or, according to modern geography, it is bounded
on the W. by European Turkey, E. by Mingrelia, Chvassia,
and Georgia, X. by Russian Tartan.-, S. by Xatolia.
It
was formerly called at,rrnc, i. e. inhospitable, on account of
the savage manners of its inhabitants ; this name was
afterwards changed into Euxinus.

It

loyalty during the rebellion,

Ecclesiastical History

of Exeter.

This town was erected into a bishop's see in
bishop, Leofroi. died in 1073.

Camd.

104f).

Its first

Britain.

EXIMENO,

Antonio (Biog.) a Spanish Ex-Jesuit of Balwas born in 1732, and died in 17!)S, leaving,
1. ' The Spanish
Military History,' 4to. Segovia, 1769.
2. ' The Engineer's Manual,' Svo. 1772, intended as a supplement to the preceding. 3. Dell' Origine e della Regole
4. ' Lettera del Sig. Abate
della Musica," 4to. Rome, 1 77-'Eximeno al R. P. M. Fr. Tommaso Maria Memaehi,' &c.
Mantua, 1783.
Viscount (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed bv
the family of Pellew, which was conferred in 1814 on
admiral sir Edward Pellew, bart. who, in reward for his
gallant exploits at Algiers, was raised to the dignity of the
£Vide Pellew}
The titles, arms, &c. of this
peerage.
family are as follow
Titles.
Pellew, viscount Exmouth, baron Exmouth of
.

'

EXMOUTH,

:

Cannonteign, co. Devon, and a baronet.
Arms.
Gules, a lion passant guardant, in chief two civilwreaths or ; on a chief wavy argent, in front of a city,
intended to represent that of Algiers, a range of batteries
flanked on the sinister by a circular fortified castle, with
triple battlements proper, thereon two flags displayed,
the one barry wavy or and gules (indicative of the presence of the dey of Algiers within the said castle), and
the other gules; on the dexter, and abreast the said
batteries, a ship of the line, bearing the flag of an admiral
of the blue, moored also proper, in allusion to the situation of his majesty's ship the Queen Charlotte, at the
moment of the attack upon the said city.
The bow of a ship, with parts of the foremast ana
Crest.
bowsprit standing, and appearing as a wreck on a rock,
the waves breaking round her proper.
Supporters.
Dexter, a lion guardant or, navally crowned
4 G

;

FAB

FAB
his

azure,

sinister

hind paw resting on an increscent

the bar, he became one of the City counsel, and
was in 1762 elected to the post of Recorder; in which pest
he honourably distinguished himself by refusing to present a
disrespectful petition to the throne, in the affair of Wilkes.

self for

I

argent. Sinister, a figure designed to represent a Christian
slave, naked from the waist upwards, holding in his
dexter hand a cross or, and in his sinister hand his fetters

broken proper.

Under the

Mullu.

arras,

" Algiers

;"

over the crest, "

Deo

adjuvante,"

EXODUS
called

(Bibl.)

the

second hook of the Pentateuch, so
it
i. e. a going out; because

from the Greek "Efofoc,

describes the goini; of the Israelites out of Egypt.
(Bios-) vide Esperknte.
EXPILLI, John Joseph (Biog.) a French writer

EXPERIENS

of

St.

Remy, in Provence, was born in 1719. and died at the
commencement of the French revolution, leaving some works

In 1 77~ he was appointed a Baron of his Majesty's Exchequer ; in 1 7t>7 he became Chief Baron ; in 1 7<)2 he succeed) d
lord Thurlow as First Commissioner of the (heat Seal
and in the subsequent year he succeeded lord Loughborough
as Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, in which situation
he continued until his death in 1799.
Eyre (Her.) the family name of the earl of Newburgh, who
derives his title from the family of Radcliffe.
rVide Xurburgli]

EYSEL

(Biog.) or Ei/selius, John Philip, a physician, was
at Erfurt in 10'52, and died in 1717, leaving, 1. • Enchiridion de Formulis prescribendis,' &c. Svo. Erfurt. I6' n 8.
2. 'Compendium Anatomicum,' Svo. ibid. 16<)8, 4to. 1710.

born

on Geography.

EXUPEKIUS' (Eec.) bishop of Toulouse in the fourth and
fifth centuries, afforded an illustrious example of Christian
charity during a famine which raged in his time.
(Biog.) a native of Bourdeaux, and a celebrated

Exupeuius

frequently confounded with the

in his day, is
bishop of that name.
Hubert Van (Biog.) a painter of Flanders, who died
in 1420', is regarded as the founder of the Flemish school.
Evck, John Vein, younger brother of the preceding, is the

rhetorician

EYCK,

3.

'

Compendium

Physiologicum,' Svo. ibid. 10'9y.

pendium Chirurgicuni,'

EZBAI

(Bibl.) 'ntN,

David's army.

EZBON

Chron.

1

Naarai,

xi.

4.

'Com-

&.e.

a

brave

officer

in

37-

payw, son of Bela, and grandson of Benja-

(Bibl.)

min.

Svo. ibid. 1714,

father of

Gen. xlvi.

EZEKIEL

(Bibl.) t«ptn', son of Buzi, a prophet of the
was carried captive to Babylon by Nebuchad-

sacerdotal race,

supposed inventor of oil-painting.

EYCKENS

(Biog.) or Ej/kcns, surnamed the Old, a painter
Antwerp in "the l6th century, left in that city several
specimens of bis skill, as a Last Supper; St. John preaching in the Desert, &c.
EYMERIC, Nicolas (Biog.) vide Nicolas.
EYNDIUS (Biog.) or Hdmstcde James, a Dutch Latin poet,
and historian, who died in l6'14, was the author of some
Latin Poems, printed at Leyden in lO'll ; and also • Chronieon Zelandia?,' 4to. Middelb. 1634.
EYRE, James (Hist.) Lord Chief Justice of the Common
Pleas, and a native of Wiltshire, was born in 1 734 ; educated at Winchester and Oxford ; and, after qualifying him-

with Jehoiachira, king of Judah, A. M. 3405,
He began to prophesy in the fifth year of his
and prophesied 20 years. The writings of this
prophet have always been held as canonical. Joseph. Antiq. ;

nezzar,

A. C.

of

59!)-

captivity,

I

r

eser.

Annul.

Sfc.

Ezekiel,

father of Shecanaiah.
Ezra viii.
(Biog.) a Greek Jew, and a poet, who lived nearly
300 years before our Saviour, wrote tragedies on subjects of
the sacred history.
(Bibl.) -ni?, son of Hur.
1 Chron. iv. 4.

Ezekiel

EZER
EZRA

(Bibl.) vide Esdras.

F.
FABER,

John (Etc.) a divine of Suabia, was born in 1479,
advanced to the see of Vienna in 1531, and died in 1542,
leaving many controversial works, published in 9 vols. fol.
1541, the most celebrated of which is entitled
Colon. 1537

—

'

Malleus Hsreticorum.'

Faheii, Basil, a Lutheran divine of Soraw, in Lusatia, on
the confines of Silesia, who was born in 1520, is principally
known as the author of ' Thesaurus Eruditiouis scholastic*,' Which was first published in 1571, and afterwards
augmented by Buchner, Thomasius, Cellaring, and the two
Grtcviuses, father and son, in 2 vols. fol. Francof. 1 749Fabkk, John, the name of two engravers, father and son.
natives of Holland, whose works are held in some estimation by portrait collectors. The elder Faher died in 1721,
and the younger about 1750.
Faukh, vide Euore and Eerre.
FABERT, Abraham [Hilt.) a marshal of France, distinguished himself under Louis XIV, at the siege of Turin
M(), at that of Pcrpignan in 1 642, and at the taking
in
His Life by father Barre, regular
Stenai, 8tc. in 1654.
inon of St. Genevieve, was published in 2 vols. 12mo.
I'ari*. 1752; but previously in 1 vol. 12mo.
I

;

I

FABIA,

gens (Hisl.) a powerful patrician family of Rome,
which derives its descent from Fabius, the son of Hercules.
His descendants were once so numerous that they took upon
themselves to wage war with the Veientcs but were al]
slain in a general engagement, A. C. 477, except one, whose
tender age had detained him at Rome, from whom descended
;

the noble family of
Ovid. Fast. 1. 2.

tiie

Fabii, in subsequent ages.

Uitu tins Fabioi ad tullum mUirai omnes,

Ad beUum

wuuosptrdidil

mm

dut.

This family was divided into the several branches of the
Ambusti, Maximi, Yibulani, lluteones, Pictones, Labeones,
Hispanienses, Licini, &c.
["Vide Fabiusl
Cic. in CatLie. 1. 1 ; 1'lin. 1. 18; .hml.
Mag, j DionuS. Hal. 1. 1
Vint, in Fab. ; Macrob. Sat. 1. 1.
Vie). Vir. Iliusl.
Fabia, gens (Xumis.) several coins and medals are extant,
bearing the inscriptions of Fabius Ambustus, as K. FABI.
AMBUST. COS.— Of Fabius Bute,; as N. FABI. M. F.
BUTEO. Of Fabius Marimus, as Q. FABI. MAX.
SERVILIANUS, &c^-Of Fabius Labeo, as Q. FABt
UBEO.— Of Fabius Licinus, as M. FABI. C. F. 1.ICIThe types on most of their coins are a figure of
NL'S.
;

;

—

I

'

FAB

FAB
Jupiter in a chariol and four, having thunder in his hand,
or the prow of a ship, to denote their power in arras, etc.
Vail. Tom. ; Morel. Thet, Fam. ; Beg. T/icsaur.
FABIAN, St. (Ecc.) a pope, who succeeded Anthcrius in
236, and died a martyr in 250, was distinguished by his
zeal in the propagation of the faith, and regarded as the
apostle of France, having sent the seven celebrated bishops,
St. Trophimes, of Aries ; St.
St. Saturnine, of Thoulousc
St. Dionysius, of Paris ; St. Paul, of
Gratian, of Tours
St.
Austremoine,
of
Clermont ; St. Martial, of
Narbonne ;
Limoges, on their holy mission into that country. Euseb.
;

:

Hist. Eccles.

6

I.

I

|

Fabius, Butco, a consul U. C. 507
also a consul U. C. 509Fabius, Licinus, a consul U. C. 508.

Fabius Maximus, Q. the illustrious Roman general, was surnamed Verrucosus, from a wart on his lip, but is better
known by the surname of Ciinctator, when, as the antagonist of Annibal,

he delayed his operations against this sucand formidable enemy in such a manner as to revive
the broken spirits of his countrymen, and pave the way for
the final expulsion of the Carthaginians from Italy.
cessful

Ennius.

Ana.it. in Fit. <yc.

;

Fabian (Biog.) vide Fabyan.
FABIUS, M. {Hist.) was twice

consul,

Units homo nobis cunetando restiluit rrm.

and

after

having

Odd.

Fast.

Liv.

1.

2.

Fabius C;eso, brother of M. and Q., a qurestor, and three
times consul, was killed with the rest of the Fabii, at the
battle of Cremera, where he commanded, U. C. 277, A. C.
Liv. 1.2.
477.
Fabii;?, Q. or M. J'ibulanus, the only survivor of the family
after the above-mentioned slaughter, was consul U. C. 286',
A. C. 468, and again U. C. 2Sy ; during this latter consulship he defeated the ^-Equi and the Volsci, after which he
was banished. Lir. 1. 3.

of the spectacle.

Liv.

1.

5.

Fabius Ambustus, M. was consul three times, and dictator
once. During his second consulship, U. C. 398, A. C. 356, he
obtained a victory over the Falisci, and afterwards triumphed
over the Tiburtiivi and the Tarquinii.
Liv. 1. 6, &c.
Fabius Maximus, Q. surnamed Rullianus, the first of the
whom
the
surname
Maximus
Fabii, to
of
was given, because
he lessened the power of the populace at elections, was five
times consul, namely. U. C. 432j 444, 446, 457, and 459 >
twice dictator, i. e. U. C. 439» and 453 ; and once censor,
U. ('. 450. He obtained seven different triumphs, and rendered himself no less celebrated as a statesman than as a
general.

Liv.

1.

8,

&c.

Fabius Maximus, Q. surnamed Gurgcs, son of the preceding,
was defeated by the Sanmites, and would have been disgraced by the senate, if his father had not offered to go to
his assistance in the character of his lieutenant, when he
totally routed the Samnites, and thus wiped off the ignominy which threatened his family and the Roman arms.
Lin/,

Floras, Aurelius

Victor, Eutropius,

Cassiodorus,

Sec.

Fabius Pictor, C. was consul U. C. 481, A. C. 273. He
was father of the annalist Fabius Pictor.
Fabius Pictor, Q. the annalist, and son of the preceding,
was sent to Delphos, after the battle of Canns, to inquire
by what supplications the gods might be appeased. He
wrote an account both in Greek and Latin, as is supposed,
Fragments of his works are
of the war with Annibal.
scattered among the ancient writers ; but the history which
bears his name, and was attributed to him, is now known to
Poli/b. 1. 1 ; Cic. ad Fam. 1. 1,
be the forgery of Viterbo.
ep. 26; Liv. 1.1, 22, &e.
Fabius Pictor, C. and iff. the name of two consuls at the
same time.

el

adtutc von utiHs armis,
relict*

Scilicet lit posset olim tu,

Cui

Manil.

1.

res

s

Nai

:

.
l

me, nasri,

cunetando restituendo

fortt.

1.

Iuvictuique mord Fabius.

Claud, de Bell. Get.
Lento lusintmiue Parnum
Comprpssit Fabius.
.Si/.

Hal.

1.

7.

Lento

Ibid.

1.

Panum

mcdcvamine

lusit.

16.
Sat ghria canto

Kon rind pnlchm est Fabio,
Omnia cunctator nobis.

with consular power.

Fabii-. Q. was sent on an embassy to the Gauls, with his two
brothers, U. C. 364, A. C. 390, when he engaged with their
leader in combat, and slew him.
Liv. 1. 5.

2.

puer irnpnbes,

Unus de Fabii gente

Fabius C.eso Ambustus, was three times military tribune
Liv. 1. 4.
Fabius Dorso, C. habited in the Gabinian vest, passed through
the army of the Gauls to the Mons Quirinalis, in order to
perform a sacrifice ; and, after having gone through the
necessary rites, he returned by the same rout to the capitol,
unmolested by the enemy, who were awed by the solemnity

1.

Xam

beaten the Veientes, refused the triumph that was decreed
to him, on account of the death of his brother, M. Fabius,
who was slain there. This latter had also been consul three
times.

and M. Fabius Buten,

;

peperitaue sedendo

Fabius Maximus, Q. son of the preceding, and also a consul,
seeing his father coming towards him without alighting, he
sent to command him to dismount
on which the father
embraced him, saying, " I wished to know if you knew
what it is to be a consul."
Fabius Labeo, Q. was consul U. C. 568, A. C. 186; and
Pontifex U. C. 572.
Liv. 1. 33. 40.
Fabius Pictor, surnamed Numerius, or Quintus, the Flamen
Quirinalis, was the son of C. Fabius Pictor, the consul. He
;

died U. C. 585, A. C. 169, after having governed the province of Sardinia as a praetor.

Fabius Maximus Servilianus, Q. Pontifex Maximus, and
consul with Metellus, U. C. 612, A. C. 142, made war on
Viriathus, a Spanish chieftain.
He was the author of
Annals

cited

by Macrobius.

Macrob. Saturn.

1.

8

;

Vos-

sius, Src.

Fabius Maximus, surnamed Aihbrogicus, a consul U. C. 633,
A. C. 121, acquired great reputation by his skill and valour.
He was surnamed Aihbrogicus, because he defeated the Allobroges, and formed from their country the modern provinces
of Provence and Dauphiny.
He was censor in 646, and
a son so dissolute that he was deprived of his paternal
inheritance.
Cic. pro Font. ; Veil. Paterc. 1. 2 ; Val. Max.
1. 3 ;
Cassiodorus, Src.
left

Fabius, a military tribune in the army of Pompev,
of the first who entered the breach at the storming
salem.
He was afterwards governor of Damascus,
received orders to assist Herod against Antigonus ;
fered himself to be bribed.

Joseph.

Fabius (Ecc.) bishop of Antioch

1.

and one
of Jeru-

when he
but suf-

14.

in the third century, died

in 252, after having governed the church of Antioch for

two years. Euseb. in Chron. ; Baronius' Annals, &;c.
Fabius (Biog.) a painter of the Fabian family, who was
surnamed Pictor, because he painted the temple of Salus.
This name descended to his posterity, of whom was the
consul C. Fabius Pictor, bis son, and Q. Fabius Pictor the
annalist, his grandson, and others, mentioned under His/on/.
Fabius, Dossenus, or Dorsenus, a poet, of the same familv,
and author of the farces or pantomimes called • Atellana.

Plin.

1.

14,

c.

13.

Fabius, Rusticiis, an historian,
4 g 2

who

lived in the time of the

-

,

FAB

FAB

was the particular friend of
Ck. de Offic. 1. 8 Flor. 1. 1 ; Vol Max. 1. 2 Aid. Cell.
emperors Claudian and Xcro
S
1.
Justin. 1.
Eutrop. 1. 2 ; Pint. in Pyrrh,
;
& neca. Tacit. Annal. 1. 1-1, &c
Fabiub, Marcellmus, an historian of the third century, is Fabuicius, Baron, the descendant of a good family in Germany, and a favourite of Charles XII, with whom he requoted by Lampridius, as the author of a Life of Alexander,
sided as envoy from Ilolstein, during that monarch's capLamprid. in lit- Prob. ; Voss, Hist.
son of Manuea.
tivity at Bender, is better known to the public by his
Lat.
literary than by his diplomatic character, particularly as the
I'abics, Sabinus, a lawyer, and disciple of Papinianus, who
author of some interesting letters respecting Charles XII
distinguished himself in the reign of the emperor Alexduring his residence in Turkey, which were translated, and
Calo
of
the
age.
He was called the
ander.
published in England in 8vo. Loud. 1761.
FAB11A, Aloysio (Biog.) or Louis delta, a physician of FerFabricius (Ecc.) of Marliano, at first bishop of Tortona, was
rara, was born in 1055, and died in 17'.':;, leaving ' Disin 1476 translated to the bishopric of Placentia, after which
sertationes Physico-Medice,' 4to. Ferrara, 1712.
lie was much in the confidence of John Calcazzi, and also
FASRE D'EGLANTINE, Philip Francis Nazaine {Hist.)
of Louis, dukes of Milan, being esteemed an aide prelate.
one of the agents in the French revolution, was born at
and a skilful negotiator. He wrote a History of the Bishops
Carcassane in l7o.">; and, after assisting Robespierre, and
of Placentia, published by Muratori in the Kith volume of
his faction, in ' carrying throughout France fire and sword,
his Collection of Italian Authors.
devastation and death," he was, by order of the latter,
dragged to the scaffold in 1794, with Danton and his guilty Fabricius, Veienlo (Biog.) a praetor and scurrilous writer in
honest
the reign of Nero, employed his pen in defaming the senators
have
left
an
Fabre d'Eglantine might
accomplices.
and great men, on which account his books were burnt by
name behind him had he confined himself to writing for the
order of the emperor, and he himself banished.
A collection
Tacit.
Stage, in which he was allowed to have merit.
Annal. 1. 11.
of his works, including his poems, plays, and posthumous
Latin
poet
George
a
of
Chemnitz,
Fabhicius,
in
vols.
802.
2
1
Misnia,
published
in
pieces were
was born in I5l6, and died in 1571, leaving numerFabre, John Claudius (Biog.) a French compiler, was born
ous Latin poems, which appeared in 2 vols. 8vo. Basil
at Paris in 1668, and died in 1755, leaving a ' Continuabesides which he wrote in prose, 1.
M.
L'Abbe
Fleury,'
Feu
Roma,' 1550.
1567
tion de l'Histoire Ecclesiastique, de
2. ' Annals of Misnia.'
3.
Origines Saxonicse,' 2 vols.
besides an edition of Richelet's
16 vols. Ito. or 12mo.
fol. &c.
Dictionary, in 2 vols. fol. and an index to M. de Thou's
Fabricius, Jfil/iam, a surgeon, known also by the surname
History, translated into French.
of
Urbino,
was
of Hildanus, from Hilden, a village of .Switzerland., was
an
antiquary
(Biog.)
Raphael
FABRETTI,
born in l.ib'O, and died in lfo:. leaving several works on
bom in Kilf), and died in 1700, leaving, 1. ' De Aquis et
surgical sulij.. Cts, which were collected and published under
Aquteductis veteris Roma Dissertationes tres/ Ito. Romae,
;

;

1-

1

;

:

•

'

;

'

;

1680; also inserted in the fourth volume of Grsevius' 'Thesaurus Antiquitatum Romanorum.' 2. ' De Columna TraJasithci ad
jana Syntagma/ &c. fol. Rointe, 16S3.
Grunnovium Apologema,' &c. ko. Neappl. 10*8(5- 4. Inscriptionum Antiquarum,' &c. fol. Rom. 1
medical writer, was
FABR1, Honori (Biog.) a J
born in the diocese of Bellay in 1606 or l6Q7, and died in
* Pulvis
Peruvianas
1.
otherthings,
1688, leaving, among
2. ' De
Plantis et Generatione
febrifugus vindicatus.'
.:.
De Homine,' which were published at
Animaliuin.'
His theological
Paris in 1666, ami at Nuremberg in Ki77'

,'i.

'

v

5

»

'

*

>

'

works were mostly

FABRIANO.

i.

da (Bios-) a painter of Verona, was

!•
A picture of his in the
of Venice, executed by order of the
treat council chamber
oge and the senate, procured him a pension for life, and
the privilege of wearing the habit of a Venetian noble-

born in 1332

title

of

Opera omnia,'

'

fol.

Francof. 1646 and 1682.
1 652.

edition also appeared in

Fabricius, Jerome, an anatomist, also known by the name
of Hieronumus Fabricius ab Aquapcndente, from the place
of his birth, was born in 1537, and died in llilt).
His
works, which an. numerous, were published together, under
Opera omnia physiologica et anatomica,"
the title of
fol. Lips. 1687, and Lugd. Be.. 1723, \',.'>~.
I li>
works were also published apart, under the title of Opera
chirurgica in duas Partes divisa,' Patav. 1618, which went
through 17 editions: his other works were likewise printed
'

'

separately.

controvi

.

the

A German

I

i

i

I

I

man.

Fabricius, James, a physician, was born at Rostock in I577j
and died in 1652, leaving, 1 f.Periculum medicum,
venilium I',: lira' priorcs,' Hal. 1600.
2.
UroSCOpia, sett
'

C>.
De Cephalalgia
de Urinis Tractatus,' Rostoch. 1605.
4.
autumnal!,' &c. ibid. K>]<).
Oratio Renunciationi
Disnovi Medii
prsemissa,' ibid. 1 620.
5.
seiialio de novo-antiquo Capitis Morbo et Dolore,' 1640.
•

•

'

i

Luscinus (Hist.) a celebrated Roman,
was consul twice, namely, U.C. 172, A. C. 282, and U. C.
476; and censor once, in 479- In his first consulship, he obad Lucanians,
tained sev« ralvi

FABRICIUS,

Cuius

which brought
wards sent on

tte.

iron

He was

after-

to Pyrrhus, who in vain attempted
lity; and, during his second consulship while
making war on thi king, he s nl hi* physician back to him,
general to poison his
who bad I' Li
He died poor, and was buried
muster for a sum of money.
a

:

to corrupt his

iid'

'

at the public

expense.

Virg. /En.

6.

1.

I'iui

jiu

r u-ntem
,

Fabricius, Vincent,
and died in
-

i

was bom

a poet,

Lrst

1

Ili.'.S
id
l632, a
that of Lei|izic, Hi.;.'.

io

:

;

at

Hamburgh

in Hli.'f.

edition of his poems was printed
but the most complete edition is

Fabricius, John Lewis, a divine of Schaffhausen, was horn
in 1639, and died in Ki,'l7, leaving several controversial
works, which were collected and published with a Life by
Heidegger at Zurich, Ito. 1698.
Fabricius, John Albert, a Laborious scholar, son of Werner
Fabricius, a poet and a man of letters, was born in Kib'S,
and died in 1736, leaving, as stupendous monuments of bis
industry and erudition, the following works, 1. ' ScriptoruBI
1'
Defensio Daotiorum Decas,' 4to. Hamb. 1688. 2.
.;.
Dene. Decadum
cadis,' eve. without place or date.
'

Claud. Paneg.
1

,

in

I

Cons. Hon.
ret a

.

pen
Ibid, de Btll. did,,,,.
rrntna
I

<',

1

1'lwtt; remtiit.

sive l'lagiarinnnn

ei

l'seudonymoruui Centuria,' lie. Lips.
1 689, often re-

1. 'Grammatics Grscca Welleri,'
8vo. ibid.
printed, but without tin' name of Fabricius.
1

11

i,

Hamb. 1697

;

Auctorum

\

.">.

'

Bihliotheca

eterum Latinorum,'

but the best edition

is

i

that of Venice, 2 vols.

FAB
The

4to. 1728.

edition

FAC

by Ernesti in 3

vols.

Svo.

177",

a Leopoldo de Medicos." 5.
Istoria dell' Arte del disegno.'
0.
Dissertazione sulla Favola di Xiobe,' &c.

is

not free from typographical errors.
sophi Platonici Scriptore Marino

6. ' Vita Procli PhilcNeapolitano,' &c. 4to.
Hamb. 1700. 7- ' Codex Apocryphus N. T.' &c. Svo. ibid.
1703.
8. ' Bibliotheca Grseca, sive Notitia Scriptorum Veterum Gracoruin,' &tc. the third edition 14 vols. 4to. 1/18-28.
The first volume of the first edition was printed as early as
1705, and a new edition has since been begun by Harles, of

'

'

FABROT,

Charles Hannibal {Biog.) a lawyer and scholar of
Aix, in Provence, was born in 1580, and died in
165ft
leaving, 1. ' Antiquites de la Ville de Marseille,' 8vo. Lyons,
1615 and 1632, a translation from the Latin MS. of Raymond de Sobers. 2. ' Ad tit. Codicis Theodosiana de Paganis Sacrificiis et Templis Note,' 4to. Paris, 1618. 3. Exercitationes Duce de Tempore Humani Partus et de Xumero

;

which 12 vols. 4to. were published in 1811. <). ' Centuria
Fabriciorum Scriptis Clarorum,' .^r. 8vo. Hamb. 1700, and a
second part, 172710.
Memorise Hamburgenses,' 7 vols.
1710 1730.
11. 'Codex Pseudepigraphus Vetexis
menti,' as a companion to his preceding account of the
apocryphal writers of the New Testament, Svo. ibid. 171.';
and 1722.
12.
Menologium. sive Libellus de Mc
&c. Nvo. ibid. 1712.
13. ' Bibliographia Antiqua:
Intruductio in Xotitiam Scriptorum, qui Antiquitates He-

'

Puerperii,' Svo.

Ann. Fabroti

'

—

'

hraicas, Grsecas,

Romanas,

1713, and enlarged

4to.

monstration,'
polyti

Svo.

esc.

et Christianas Scriptis illustrarunt,'

Mathematische ReHamburgh, 1714. 15. 'S. Hipcollecta,' &c. Gr. and Lat. 2 vols,
171''-

14.

'

Opera non ar.tea
and 1718.
16. 'Bibliotheca

I7I<>

fol.

Ecclesiastica,'

fol.

Aq. Sext. 1628

Ito.

;

Exercitatioi

in Cibris

Digestarum deerant Gr.

Basilicis

editse,'

cessoris

1638

4to.

!•.

Lat. nunc

et

Kij;).

Paris,

4to.

Institutiones,'

Genev. 1629.
'Car.
dunt Leges XIV, qua
5.

and

primum ex
Theophili Antc'
1657.
Institu'

()'.

cum Xotis Jacobi Cujacii,' 12mo. ibid.
Epistohe de Mutuo, cum Responsione Claudii

tiones Justiniani,

1649.

'

7-

Sahnasii et ad JEgidium Menagmm,' Svo. Lugd. Bat. 1645.
' Replicatio
adversus (
Refutationem,' tto.
Paris. lu'47- 9. ' Basibcorum Libri Sexagima," Gr. and Lat.

S.

7 vols. fol. ibid. 1647, a translation of the laws and constitutions of the Eastern emperors, all executed by himself,
except Eooks 38, 39, and 40, which had been transla, d
Cujacius, whose version he adopted.
10.
Nicotic Acominati Choniatte Historia,' fol. ibid. 1 6'4 7
11.
Georoii
.

I

1718.
17 18.

ibid.
ibid.

Sexti Empirici Opera,' Gr. and Lat.
Ansehni Banduri Bibliotheca Xummaiia,'

17S.

1

'

'

4to. Hamb. 171919- ' S. Philastri de H;eresibus Liber,'
&c. Nvo. ibid. 1721.
20.
Delectus Argunientorum et
Syllabus Scriptorum, qui Veritatem Religionis Ch
contra Atheos. Epicurios,' ccc. 4to. Hamb. 1725, which
contains the proemium and first chapters of Eusebi
monstratio Evangeliea,' wanting in all the editions of that
'

recovered by Fabric-ins himself, who annexed
it to his ' Delectus,' with a Latin version.
21. • Im
August. Tempor. Notatio, Genus, et Scriptorum Fragmenta,' &c.
22. ' Centifolium Lutheranum,' &c
or vols. 8vo. 1728 and 1730.
23. A German translation
of Derham's
Astro- Theology.' and
Physico-Thi
by Weiner to which Fabricius contributed notes ai
ences.
24.
Votum Davidicum,' &c. 4to. ibid.
25.
Conspectus Thesauri Literal-he Italise,' &e. Svo. ibid.
1730.
2b".
Hydrotheologi
hia,' in German, 4to.
ibid. 1730.
Salutaris Lux Evangelii toti Qrbi per
27Divinam Gratiam exoriens,' &c. 4to. Ham!). 1731. 28. Bibliotheca Medic et Infima; Latinitatis," 5 vols. Svo. ibid.
1734 and fi vols. 4to. Patav. 1754.
2;>. ' Opusculorum
Historico-Critico-Litterarioruni Sylloge,' &c.
besides additions and contributions to other works, dissertations, theses, &c.
[Vide Plate XXIV]
Fabric irs. Pons (Topog.) now Panic di quatro Capi, one of
the bridges of Rome, constructed by the consul Fabricius.

work, and

first

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

:

1

Hot:

1.

2,

trit::>i:

ponti

Martian. Topog. Urb. Rom.
Gabriel (Biog.) a Dominican of St. Maximin, in
Provence, was bom in 1726, and died in 1800, leaving,
1. ' Recherches sur l'Epoque de l'Equitation et de l'Usage
des Chars Equestres chez les Anciens,' 2 vols. Svo. Rome,
1764-5.
2.
Memoire pour servir a i'Histoire litteraire de
la Vie des deux P. P. Ansaldi,' &c. inserted in Richards'
'
Diet. Univ. des Sciences Ecclesiastiques,' &c.
3. * Des
Titres primitifs de la Revelation,' &c. 2 vols. Svo. Rome and
Paris. 1772.
4. ' Diatribie qua Bibliographic antiquaris;
et sacra Critices capita aliquot illustrantur,'
Svo. Rom.

FABRICV.

'

FABROXI,

Angela (Biog.) an Italian scholar and biographer
of Marradi, in Tuscany, was born in 1732, and died in
1S02.
Among his works are. 1. ' Vitoe Italortim Doctrina
Excellentium qute Savulis XVII et XVIII fioruerunt,' IS

which were added two after his death. 2. Dialogi
Focione del Mably trad, del Francese.'
3.
Lettere del
'
4.
Lettere d'Uomini dotti
176.9-

vols, to

di

Magolotti,' Florence,

'

Cedreni Compendium Historiarum,' Gr. and Lat. 2 vols. fol.
1647.
12. ' Theopbylacti Simocatti Hist. Libri Octo,' fol.
1647.
13. ' Anastasii Bibliothecarii Hist. Eccle-

ibid.

siastica,' fol. ibid. 1()4;».

Rebus

et

16'50.

14.

gestis

Pralectio in
et Honestate Clericorum,'
15.

'

'

Laonici Chalcondyhe Hist, de

Turcarum Libri
tit.

&c

stantini Manassis Breviarium

decern,' fol. ibid.

Decret. Gregorii
4to. ibid. 1051.

IX de

Vita
(

on .

historicum,' Gr. and Lat.

fol.

KJ.

•

1655.
17. ' Cujacii Opera,' 10 vols.
fol.
1658.
J 8.
'J. P. de Maurize Juris Canonici selecta,' 4to. ibid.
I659.
1.9. ' Xotse in T. Balsamonis Collectionem Consti-

ibid.

tutionum Ecclesiasticaruin,' inserted in the second volume of
Justel and Voel's Bibliotheca of Canon Law.
(Biog.) or Fabian, Robert, an English historian,
who died in 1512, is well known as the author of a History
of England, entitled
The Concordance of Histories,'

FABYAN

'

which was first printed by Pynson in 1516 ; again by
Rastell in 1533; a third time by Revues in 1542
a fourth
;

time by Kingston in
forms a part of the se

in

1,

i'obo.

The

fifth edition

deles lately reprinted

bv a
and edited by Henry Ellis, esq. this
from Pynson 's edition of 1516, the first part
collated with the editions of 1533, 1542, and 1559, and the
second with a MS. of the author's own time, as well as the
society of booksellers,

is

:

a reprint

subsequent editions, including the different continuations.
(Biog.) or Faiio, Nicolas, of Duilier, a scholar of
Italian extraction, but a native of Switzerland, was bom in
1664, and died in England in 1753, after having been sentenced to stand in the pillory, on a charge of abetting and
favouring Elias Morton, a pretended prophet, which sentence
was executed upon him in 1 707Latin poem of his, in
honour of sir Isaac Newton, was inserted in the ' Republic
of Letters/ Vol. I ; and an Essay of his on the Rules of
the ancient Hebrew Poesy, to be found in Vol. XVIII of
the same work.
Many of his original papers and letters are
in the British Museum.

FACCIO

sat. 3.

Atyue a Fabricw non

'

.

'

•

A

FACCIOLATI, James

(Biog.) an

Italian orator

and erum-

marian, was born at Torriglia in 1682, and died in 17tjQ
leaving, 1. ' Or.uiones Latinee,' first separately published,
afterwards collected and printed at Padua, Svo. 1744, and
17(i72.
Logics Discipline Rudinienta,' Svo. Venet.
:;.
1728.
Acroases Dialecticic,' first published separately
afterwards incorporated in a work entitled ' J. Facciolati
Logica tria compleclens, Rudinienta, Institutiones, Acroases
undecim,' Venet. 1750.
I.
De Vita Cardinalis Corneli
Episcopi Patavini,' published in the ' Acta Erudit.' Lips.
•

•

<

:

7

'

FAG

FAI

Ortografia Modems Italians,' Padua, 1731.1
L722.
6. ' Scholia
Libras Cieeronia do Orhciis,' &c. 8vo. Venet.
'
Gynmasii
Patavini,' k.C 4to. ibid. 1757- 9- ' Sfera
Fasti
7.

FAGON,

c Geografia per le Scuole de Fanciulli,' &c.

FAHRENHEIT,

.">.

'

m

PACINI,

Peter (Biog.) an historical painter of Bologna, was
bom in 1560, and died in 1602. His Marriage of St.
Catherine/ at St. Francesco, in Bologna, is one of his most
esteemed pieces.
FACIO, Bartholomew {His!.) an historian of Spezia, in the
Genoese territory, who died about 14.57, or rather earlier,
left among other works, 1. < De Bello Veneto Clodiano ad
Joannem Jacobum Spinulam Liber,' Lugd. Bat. 156S.
2. ' De Humana- Vita: Felicitate,' Hanov. l6ll, to which
was added ' De Exeellentia et Pnestantia Hominis,' a work
3. ' De Rebus gestis ab
erroneously ascribed to Pius II.
Alphonso primo Ncapolitarum Rege, Commentariorum Libri
decern,' 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1560, 1562, and 1566, also Mant.
1563, and inserted likewise in different collections of Italian
historians.
4. ' Aniani de Rebus gestis Alexandri Libri
5. * De Viris illusocto Latine redditi,' fol. Basil. 1539.
tribus Liber,' published for the first time by the Abbe Mehus,
4to. Florent. 1745, with a Life of the Author.
(Ecc.) bishop of Hermianum, in Asia, was at
the council of Constantinople in 547, when pope Vigilius
attended there, and warmly supported the writings called
* The Three Chapters,' for which he suffered banishment.
He wrote 12 books on the subject, which are still extant,
and were published by P. Sirmond, in 1620.
FADIUS, Q. (Hist.) a freedman, father of Fulvia, Anthony's
'

FACUNDUS

wife.
F.AJHUS, Titus, a qusstor in Cicero's consulship, who was unCic. ad Fain. 1. 5, ep. 18.
justly banished.
Gabriel (Biog.) a poet and philologist of Cremona,
who died in the prime of life in 1561, left, 1. ' Ciceronis

FAERNO,

Philippics!,' 8vo.

Rom. 1563.

2.

'

Centum

Fabulie ex Anti-

guis Autoribus delectae et Carminibus explicate,' 4to. Rom.
1564, Lond. 1743. 3. ' Terentii Comadiic,' 2 vols. 8vo.

Florent. 1565, a valuable edition, which served as the basis
4. ' Censura Emendaall future editions of that work.

of

Sigonii,' &c. besides some Latin poems.
a French comic
Christophe Barlhelemi (Biog.)
was born at Paris, and died in 1755, leaving several
works, which were collected into four volumes 12mo. 1760.
FAGE, Raimond de la (Biog.) a painter of Lisle en Albigeois
in Languedoc, was born in 1648, and died in l6y0, leaving
many pictures, from which engravings were made.
FAGIUS, Paul (Biog.) a reformer, whose German name was
Jiuchlcin, was born at Rheinzabern in 1504, and died in

tionum Livianarum

FAGAN,
writer,

1550, leaving
gsntefl

et

pise,

among

other things,

1.

sivc Capitals Patrum,'

'

Sentential vere eleHeb. and Lat. 4to.

Expositio Dictionum Hebraicaruiu literal!
2.
quatuor Capita Geneseos,' 4to. Isnx. 1542. 3. ' Liber
Heb. and Lat. lto. ibid. 1542. 4.
Liber Tobiic,
5. ' Isagoge in Linguam
hi), and Lat. 4to. ibid. 1542.
'
1543.
6.
4to.
Const.
Sentential
Morales Ben
Hcbricam,'
Hi. 1544.
7- ' Breves Annotationes in Targum,'
3
Inc. 1541.

'

in

Fidei,'

'

1

,'

foL 1546,

FAGG

fltc.

(Uer.) the name of a family of VViston, in Sussex,

which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred
iO on sir John Fagg, the arms, &c. of which are as
,

1

1

II

follow

Arms.

Gules,

Crest.

An

legged,

two bends

:

euire.

with wings expanded argent, beaked,
and ducally gorged or, holding a horse-shoe
ostrich

Gin/ Crescent (Biog.) a physician of Paris, was bom
in 1638, and died in 17 IS, leaving ' Les Qualites du Quinecc.
quena,'
12mo- Paris, 170.;.

Gabriel Daniel (Biog.) the improver of the
thermometer, was born in 1686, and died in 1736. He
made an essential improvement in the thermometer by substituting mercury for spirit of wine, and formed a new scale
instrument, fixing the extremities at the point of
severe cold, observed by himself in Iceland in 1709, and
point
whore mercury boils, dividing the intermediate
at the
scales into 600. This scale has been introduced into England,
for the

but that of Reaumur is preferred in France.
Fahrenheit
published a dissertation on thermometers in 1721.

FAIDIL

(Biog.) vide Fa,/di/.
Germain de la (Biog.) a French topographer, was
born at C'astelnaudari, in Upper Languedoc, and died in
leaving,
1. ' Annulcs de la Ville de Toulouse,' 2 vols,
1711,
fol. 1687 and 1701. 2. ' Traite de la Noblesse des Capitouls,'
Some of his poetical pieces are in the Journal
4to. 1707.

FAILLE,

de Verdun, for

FAIRCLOUGH

Maw

1

() :'-

(Biog.) vide Fealli/.

FAIRFAX,

Thomas, first Lord (Hist.) of the family mentioned under Heraldry, accompanied the carl of Essex, general
of the English army, sent to the assistance of king Henri,' IV
of France, and was knighted by the earl in the camp before
Rouen in 15<)1. He was afterwards employed by queen
Elizabeth, and died in 1640.
He had four of his sons
killed in battle abroad, in the same year, 1621, namely, the
Hon. William Fairfax, in dei'ence of the city of Fr.mkendale, in the Palatinate; Hon. John Fairfax, in the Palatinate ; Hon. Peregrine Fairfax, at Rochelle
and the Hon.
;

Thomas

Fairfax, killed in Turkey.

Fairfax, Ferdinand, second Lord, took up arms against his
sovereign, in the grand rebellion, and after gaining many
victories over the loyalists, and taking all their garrisons,
he died governor of York in 1647- [Vide Plate XVII I"J
Fairfax, Thomas, third Lord, followed the disgraceful steps
of his father during the rebellion, which he aided most
powerfully by his arms, but being outwitted by the intrigues
of the triumphant party, be withdrew from public life until
the Restoration, in which he took such a part as to enable
him to make his pence with the court. He then retired again
to the country, and died in 1671, in the 60th year of his
He published .Memorials of the
age. [Vide Plate XVIII]
Northern Actions during the Rebellion from 1642 to 10*44,
besides some Sermons, and other things of a puritanical cast,
the MSS. of which were in Mr. Thoresby's Museum.
Fairfax, Thomas, sixth Lord, impatient of restraint, and
bred up in revolutionary principles, preferred the wilds of
America to his native country, and died lieutenant and
CuStOS RotalorOm of Frederick county, and also president
of the provincial court at Winchester in 1782, at the age

of 91.

Fairfax (Her.) the name of a family of Saxon origin, of
which mention has been made under History. This family
enjoys a peerage, which was conferred in Ki27 on sir Thomas
Fairfax, of Denton, above-mentioned, who was created a
peer of Scotland by the title of lord Fairfax, of Cameron,
the arms, &c. of which arc as follow
Or, three bars gemelles gules, surmounted of a Hon
.Inns.
rampant sable. The 7th lord also bore the arms of Colelic ]ic r 111 gent, a bend engrailed gules.
Crest.
A lion passant guardant gules.
Dexter, a lion guardant tables sinister, a bay
Supporter*.
horse.

!

A'iVANI,

Prosper (Biog.) a canonist, who died at Rome
in 1678, was well known by his Commentary on the Decretals, which was printed at Rome in 3 vols. fol. l66l, and
The best edition is that of Venice in
five times reprinted.
ro97« in wiueh the entire text of the Decretals is given.

Motto.

" Pare fac."

FAIRFAX, Edward

(Biog.) a poet, and second son of
Fairfax, of Denton, above-mentioned, who
is, lord
died in 16S2, was the translator of Tasso's heroic poem of
' Godfrey of
Bologne,' from the Italian into English verse;

Thorn

:

FAL

FAL
which he wrote the
History of Edward the Black
Prince,' and a number of Eclogues. His prose works, among
his
Treatise
Dx-monology,'
on
&c. were never
which is
besides

'

'

published.

FAITHORXE,

William (Biog.) an engraver, who died in
lC91j was highly esteemed as an engraver of portraits.
In 1662 he published ' The Art of Engraving and
Etching.'

FALCANDUS

(Biog.) an historian of Sicily in the 12th

inscriptions,

FA.

Num. Pop.

Urb. <Sc.
(Geog.) the

Library

Sicilian

;

1579; a third in Carusio's
and a fourth in the seventh volume of

Muratori's collection.
(Bivg.) an historian of Benevento, in the 12th century, wrote a chronicle of events that happened from 1102
to 1140; which was first printed by Ant. Caraccioli, with
three other chroniclers, under the title of ' Antiqui Chronologi Quatuor,' 4to. Neapol. 1G26'; it has since been reprinted in Muratori's collection.

FALCO

jPALCONBERG,

Viscount {Hist.') vide Fauconberg.
a general in the army of
at the battle of Touton,
contributed materially to the victory gained by the Yorkists.
Hall. Chron.
(Her.) the name of a Scotch family, which
derives its descent from Ranulphus, who obtained the office
of king's falconer from William the Lion.
This family
enjoys the title of earl of Kintore, first enjoyed by the family
of Keith, to which it became allied by marriage.
Falconbr, William (Biog.) a poet of Edinburgh, was born
about 173", and perished in the Aurora in 1769, which,
after touching at the Cape of Good Hope, was never more

FALCONBRIDGE,

Lord (Hist.)
Edward IV, who, by a stratagem

FALCONER

He wrote several pieces of poetry, among which
Shipwreck ; which has established his fame as a
first rank
besides which he compiled a Marine
Dictionary,' which was published in 1 769 ; and a new
edition, considerably enlarged by Dr. Burney, was published

heard
is

his

of.
'

poet of the

'

'

;

in 1810.

Falconer, Thomas, a gentleman of Chester, was born in
1736, and died in 1792, leaving, 1. ' Devotions for the
Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, &c. by a Layman,' 1786,
and often reprinted. 2.
Observations on Pliny's Account
of the Temple of Diana at Ephesus,' inserted in the Archseologia, Vol. XI.
3. ' Chronological Tables from the
Reign of Solomon to the Death of Alexander the Great,'
'

Clarendon Press, 1796- 4. An edition of ' Strabo,'
published by the care of his nephew, the Rev. T. Falconer,
in 2 vols. fol. Clarendon Press, I8O7.
FALCONET, Camille (Biog.) a physician of Lyons, was born
in 16'71, and died in 1762, leaving, 1.
translation of
Villemont's ' Systema Planetarnm,' published in 1707'
2. An edition of the Greek pastoral of
Daphnis and
Chloe,' translated by Amyot. with curious notes.
3. An
edition of Desperier's ' Cymbalum Mundi,' with notes.
4. Several Dissertations in the Memoirs of the Academy.
FALCONIA, Proba (Hist.) vide Anicius Probus.
FALERIA (Geog.) now Fallerona, a town of Picenum.
FALERII (Geog.) a town of Etruria, the inhabitants of
which were called Falisci. When tins town was besieged
by Camillus, the Roman consul, he punished the perfidy
of the faithless schoolmaster in such a manner that
the inhabitants surrendered to the Romans.
Cat. de Re
Bust. 1. 4; Liv. 1. 10; Strab. 1. 5 ; Ovid. Fast. 1. 1 ; Plin.
1. 3 ;
Plut. in Camill.
Falerii (Xitmis.) the medals of this town are very numerous,
and bear for the most part, for their type, the head of
Jupiter, or the eagle and thunder of Jupiter, with the
exception of one having the tripod, the symbol of Apollo ;
4to.

A

FAAEIilN.

Pentbroeh. Mus.

;

Hunt.

name

of a mountain ami
Campania, celebrated by the poe:s for the excellence of

it*

vines.

Cirg. Georg.

1.

2.

Xec

Hor. L

od. 20.

1,

century, wrote a history of what passed in Sicily from 1130
to H69, of which four editions have been published: namely,
one separate at Paris in 1550; a second in Wechel's Collection of Sicilian Histories, fol.

ct

FALERNL S

or

—

Tempevunt
/'<

Tihul.

1.

i

cellis ideo

Mea

lites,

amtende Falentis.

tjec

neque

Fall mme

Fi

la coltes.

2, el. 1.
ifunc mi&tj famosos veterfoprtferte Fakrnps
C0IISUHS.

Lir.

1.

22

;

J'arr.

apud Macrob.

FALETTI,

Jeronimo (Hist.) a statesman and poet of the
6th century, was employed on an embassy to Venice, and
published in 1557 a poem in ottava rima, on the wars of
Charles V in Flanders, and was also one of the authors of
the celebrated collection, under the title of ' Polvanthea.'
FALISCI (Geog.) vide Faleria.
FALKENSTEIN, John Henri/ (Biog.) a compiler of historical documents, was born in Franconia in 16S2, and died
His ' Antiquities of Nordeau, in the Bishopric
in 1 760.
of Eichstadt,' 3 vols. fol. is one of his most useful works.
FALKIXER (Her.) the name of a family of Abbotstown, in
Dublin, which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet,
the arms, &c. of which are as follow :
Anns. Or, three falcons belted of the first.
Crest.
A hawk's lure or and azure.
FALKLAND, Henri/ Cary, first, Viscount (Hist.) descended
from the family of the Cans, of Cockington, in Devonshire,
was constituted Lord Lieutenant of Ireland in 1622, but
was removed from this office in 1629, and died in 1633.
He is said to have written many things, Avhich were ntv.r
published, except the ' History of the most unfortunate
Prince, Edward II,' found among his papers, and printed
in fol. and 8vo. with a preface by sir James Harrington ;
also, * A Letter to James I,' and an ' Epitaph on Elizabeth,
;
which is in Wilford's MeCountess of Huntingdon
1

'

morials.

Viscount, eldest son of Henry Cary, first
was born in 1610; at first favoured the
party which engaged in the rebellion, but, disgusted with
the course which they pursued, he espoused the royal eaiw,
and fell at the battle of Newbury, in the 34th year of his

Falkland, Lucius,

viscount Falkland,

Lord Falkland wrote several pieces on controversial
and some that do no great credit to his loyalty.
Falkland, Henri/, third Lord, son of the preceding, was
age.

subjects,

sent to the

Tower on

suspicion of being concerned in

sir

George Booth's rising in favour of Charles II, constituted
Lord Lieutenant of the county of Oxford at the RestoraHe wrote
tion, and died in 1663, in the prime of life.
the Marriage Night,' a comedy.
Falkland, Anthony, fourth Lord, and son of Henry, the
preceding, died in I69O in the Tower, where he had been
committed on a charge of having unduly obtained 2000/
from his majesty. He was the author of a Prologue for the
Old Bachelor of Congreve, and a Prologue to Otway'i
'

Soldier of Fortune.
Henri/, serve-! under general Stanhope hi

Falkland, Lucius

Spain, and died in 1780.
Viscount (Her.) the title enjoyed by the ancient
family of Cary, or Carey, seated for many ages in the
counties of Devon and Somerset r_vide Cary'] ; the arms, &c.
of which are as follow
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth argent, on a bend sable,
three roses of the field barbed and seeded proper ; second
arsent, a fess between six annulets gules ; third, the :;•:: s

Falkland,

;

'

FAN

FAN
of France and England within a bordure componed argent

I

and azure.

A

Crest.

swan proper.

Supporters.

Dexter,

a

and
Or ;
with a ducal crown and plain collar
" In utroque fidi lis."
Motto.
a

sinister,

or.

born in

'

of Jersey,' &C. 8vo. llijll.
Gabriel {Biog.) a physician and anatomist of
Modena, was born in 1490, and died in 1563, afl v having
discovered the tubes by which the ova descend from the
Fallopian Tubes.'
ovarium, which, from him, arc called the
His writings, which were published separately at the time,
have since been collected and published under the title of
' Opera
genuina omnia, tarn practica, quam theorctica, in
vols, fob Venet. 1584, and 1606
tres Tomos distributa,'
Francof. KiOO, ' Cum Operum Appendices and in 1606
Charles, Earlqf (Hist.) a brave naval officer
of the family of Berkeley, mentioned under Heraldry, lost
his life in the great sea-fight with the Dutch in 1665.
Falmouth, Earl of (Her.) a title conferred, 16 Charles II,
on Charles, lord Berkeley, of Rathdown, and viscount Fitzharding, in Ireland, the naval officer above-mentioned,

FALLOPIl'S.

'

''>

'

FALMOUTH,

at his death.

Viscount, a title enjoyed by the family of Boswhich, with the arms, &c. are as
;

Falmouth,

cawen Qvide Boscanien]
follow

l'lul. in

;

Mar.

Fanxia, the daughter of Fetus Thrasea, and grand-daughter
followed her husband Helvidius in bis exile; and,
after bis death, was banished, by order of Domitian, for
:

1,

having furnished materials for the writing of

Philip (Biog.) a scholar of the island of Jersey, was
1655, educated at Oxford, and died in 1742,
An Account of the Island
leaving, besides some Sermons,

FALLE,

which became extinct

8

1

his horn, mane,
lion guardant proper,

unicorn argent,

hoof-..

tufts,

divorced from her husband by order of Marius, nevertheless
rendered the latter many services in his troubles. Vol. Max.

1.

I'lin.

ep. 19.

7,

FANNIUS,

Coins (Hist.) surnamed Strabo, a consul, L'.C.
593, A. C. nil, was the author of a sumptuary law, enacting that no person should spend more than loo asses a da;
at the great festivals, 30 asses on other festivals, and 10
at all other times.
He is commended by I'atei cuius aS a
Palerc- 1. 1
Aul. Gell. 1. 2 ; Macrob. Sat.
great orator.
I 3.
Tannics, Cains, sou of the preceding, and an orator, was
consul with Domitius jEnobarbus, L". C. 632, A. C. 12S
ami opposed the ambitious views of Cains Gracchus, against
whom he made a speech. Cic. in Brut. ; Cell. Pat. 1. 2.
FANNIUS, Cains, son of Marcus, anil cousin-german of the
iing, was qusstor, L'.C. 613, A. C. 111. during the
consulship of C. Calpurnius, and praetor 10 years after.
He
likewise bore anus in Africa under Scipio Africanus the
Younger, and in Spain under Fabius Maximus ; and, as an
author, lie wrote a History, of which Brutus made u:i
Appian. in Iberic.
abridgment.
Cic. in Brut. 1. 1. &c.
FANNIUS, a tribune, who commanded in Sicily during the
civil wars, and sided with Cn. Pompey alter Cffisar's death.
;

;

:

Fannius,
himself

:

bis life.

:

v

Cassia, a eonspiral

when he was apprehended.

who

ugustus,

Mart.

1.

killed

2.

FANNIUS, Coins (Biog.) an historian in the time of Trajan,
and the friend of Pliny the Younger, wrote an Account of
Nero's Cruelties.
PHn. 1. 5, ep. 5, &c.
Fannius, Quadratus, a poet satyrized by Horace for having'
roper.
On a wreath, a fa
Crest.
his pieces hung up with his portrait in the temple of Apollo.
Two sea-lions argent, gutty de larmes.
Supporters.
Fannius, vide Pain
'•
Patten
Motto.
Sir Richard, Kut. and Bart.
HA WE, the
Falmouth (Geog.) a sea-port of Cornwall, in
(Hist.) a statesman and poet, was born at Ware-park, in
situated at the mouth of the river Fal, 95 mill
,".n
4'
lat.
in
ifiOS,
and
died
in 1666, after having
\V.
W.
Hertfordshire,
S.
London.
Lon.
Exeter, and 269 W.
been actively engaged in the service of Charles
during hi.,
This town, which is supposed to be the VoUba of
fi' X.
troubles, and also at the Restoration in that of Charles II.
Ptolemy, lias two castles, one of which, named Pendennis,
1.
English
an
author,
be
left,
An
Translation
in Rhyme
As
was built in the reign of Henry VIII, and was defended
Boseawen, viscount Falmouth, and baron BosTitles.
cawen.
Arms. Ermine, a rose gules, barbed and seeded proper.

i

J

.'»

I

in the grand rebellion.
Christian (Biog.) a Danish critic in the [8th
century, wrote, 1. ' Supplcmentum Lingua Latins,' FleusQuaesburg. 171". 2. ' Animadversiones EpistoHcae,' ibid.
4. f Cogitationes Philologies,'
tiones Romana?,' ibid. 171*.
5. ' .Sermn Panegyricus de Variorum
8vo. Lips. 171}).
Gentium Bibliotliecis,' 8vo. ibid. 1720. 6 ' Vigilia prima
Noctium Ripensium,' containing observations on Aulas

by the royalists

FALSTER,

•';.

'

Amoenitates Philologies,
8.
A Danish Translation of
3 vols. 8vo. Amst 1729-32.
1-to. I lain. 1731.
Juvenal,'
Satire
of
the Fourteentli
(Geog.) a sea-port in the island of Cyprus,
lat. 85° 10' N.
Lon. 33° 39'
situated on the east coast.

Gcllius, 8vo. Hafnis, 1721.

'
f

FAMAGOUSTA

1''..

History of Famagousla.

This town, which is supposed to have been the Arsinoe of
the ancients, and in the Latin of the middle ages wa
called Fama Augusta, was taken by the Genoese in 132",
by whom it was retained for a hundred years, wbeu the
Venetians became masters of it, and occupied il until
1571, when it was attacked by the Turks, and surrendered by capitulation after having sustained six assault
ind caused a loss to the enemy of more than
men.
,

FANE

(Her.) the

t>f

1

originally written Vane.
ted in

I'ANNIA

1

1 i

<

the earl of Westmi

progenitor, Francis Fane, was
earl of Westm
Mintume, who, although

1624 baron Burghersh, and
(Hist.)

a

woman

of

of Guarini's

'

Pastor Fido,' 4t0.

II

Killi.

2.

A

Transla-

from English into Latin Verse of Fletcher's ' Faithful
'> Several poems annexed to the octavo edition
Shepherd.'
i. A translation from Portuof his ' Faithful Shepherd.'
Lusiad, or Portugal's Hisguese into English of Camoen's
5. A translation of two Spanish
torical Poem,' fol. 1655.
entitled
Quercr
per solo Querer,' or,
dramatical pieces,
' To Love only for Love's Sake;' and
Fiestas de Aranguez,'
ti.
Original Letters
or ' Festival at Aranguez,' 4to. l(i?l.
of his Excellency Sir Richard Fanshawe during his Embassy in Spain and Portugal,' eVc. Svo. 1701.
FanSHAWE, Latin, daughter of sir John Harrison, and will
of the preceding, distinguished herself no less than hut
husband in the royal cause, and suffered more than ordinarily for her loyalty, being the constant companion of het
husband in all his perils. She compiled, for the use of he
only son, ' Memoirs of the Fanshawe Family,' which were
never published but of which many extracts are inserted
tion

'

'

•

'

1

;

Seward's

Anecdotes.'
FANTONI, John (Biog.) a physician of Turin in the 17tl
1.
Dissertat tones Anatomic* XI.
century, published,
2. ' Anatomia Corporis humani ad Ustui
Taurin. 1701.
' DissertaTbeatii medici accommodate,' ibid. 1711tiones due de Structure et L'su Dune Matrix et lymphati' Dissertations
1.
corum Vasoruni,' eve. Ronnc, 1721.
Duaj de Thennis Valderianis,' &c. Svi>. 1725, and 4to
in

'

'

.'>'•

1738.
6'.

•

5.

'

Opuscula medica

Disscrtationes

et physiologica,'

anotomicsc

septem

Genev. 1738;

priores

renovatw,

:

FAR

FAR
&c. Taurin.
liensibus,' Sec.

1745.

7-

'

Coramcntariolum de Aquis Vindo-

ibid. IT-IT-

FARDELLA,

and descended from the Farmers of
Youghall, in the county of York, of which place Captain
Farmer above-mentioned was a native. His son, sir George
Farmer, was created a baronet in 1779, as a reward for the
Pleasant, in Sussex,

Michael Angelo (Biog.) a professor of astronomy, &c. at Padua, was born of a noble family in Sicily
The arms, &c. of this family
Universal Philogallant services of his father.
in 1650, and died in 1718, leaving, 1.
are as follow
sophic Systema,' 12mo. Venet. 16Q1. 2. Universtc usualis
Anns. Argent, a fesse salde, between three lions' heads
Mathematics Theoria,' 12mo. &c.
erased gules.
FARE, Charles Augustus Marquis de la (Biog.) was born in
Crest.
A leopard passant proper.
1644, at the castle of Valgorge, in Vivarais, and died in
Memoires,' 2 vols. 12mo. of which an Eng- Farmer, Hugh (Biog.) a dissenting minister, was born near
1712, leaving
Shrewsbury in 1714, and died in 1787, leaving some conlish translation was printed in 1719; to one French edition
troversial works, which are now forgotten, although they
are attached some occasional poems.
gave the author a temporary notoriety.
FAREL, William (Biog.) a French reformer, the son of a
gentleman of Dauphiny, was born at Gap, in 1489, an(i Farmer, Richard, a critic and scholar, was born at Leicester
but he is better
in 1735, educated at Emanuel College, Cambridge, of which
died in 1565, leaving some sermons, &c.
he became master in 1775, and died in 1797- He was the
known by the turbulence and virulence of his temper, which
author of the justly celebrated Essay on the Learning of
was called forth by the troubles of the times.
It was afterwards
Nicholas
(Biog.)
a
French
born
Shakespear,' 1766, 1767, and 1789wit
and
poet,
was
FARET,
added to the Prolegomena of Stevens's Shakespear, 15 vols.
at Bourg en Bresse in 1600, and died in 1646, leaving a
L'Honnete Homme,' taken from
translation of Eutropius
1793, and the two subsequent editions of 21 vols, by Mr.
besides some poems, &c.
Reed, in 1803, and Mr. Harris, in 1812.
the Italian of Castiglione
FARIA, de Sousa, Emanuel (Hist.) an historian and poet, of FARNABY (Hist.) or Farnabic Thomas, a distinguished loyalist, of the family mentioned under Heraldry, was bora in Lona noble family, was born at Sonto, near C'aravilla, in Por
Epitome de
don about 1575 imprisoned first at Newgate, and afterwards
tugal, in 1590, and died in 1649, leaving, 1.
at Ely House, on suspicion of his being concerned in the
las Historias Portuguesas,' 4to. Madrid, 1628, and fol. 1730,
Noches claras,' a collection
rising of the county of Cornwall for the king, and died in 1 6'47which is the best edition. 2.
He is well known as one of the first grammarians and critics
of moral and political discourses, 2 vols. 12mo. 1633 and
3.
Fucnte de Aganipe, o Rimas varias,' 7 vols.
1626.
of his time; leaving among his works, 1. ' Note ad Juvenalis et Persii Satyras,' 8vo. Lond. 1612 ; the third edition in
Madrid, 1644, Sec. a collection of his poems. 4. Commen2.
Nota? ad Seneca? Tragcedias,' 8vo. Lond. 1613;
tarios sobra las Lusiadas de Luis de Camoens,' 2 vols. fol.
1620.
5.
3.
Defensa o Informacion por los Commentathe third edition in 1634.
Note ad Martialis Epigramibid. 16;39.
fol.
Madrid, 1640, 1645.
6. ' Imperio de la
other editions in 12mo. were aftermata,' 8vo. Lond. 1615
ries,' &c.
Xobiliario del Conde
China,' &c. 4to. Madrid, 1643.
7.
wards printed at London and Geneva. 4. Lueani Pharaalia, sive de Bello Civili Ciesaris et Pompeii Libri X,' &c.
D. Petro de Barcelos,' &c. a translation from the Portuguese,
8.
8vo. London, lfilS.
5. ' Index Rhetoricus Seholis et InstiEl gran Justicia Don
with notes, fol. ibid. 1646.
Asia PorMartin Bapt. de Lanuza,' 4to. ibid. 1650. 9tutioni tenerioris /Etatis accommodatus,' 8vo. Lond. 1625,
10.
Europa Portuand one in 1646; to which were added, ' Formula: Oratoriae
tuguesa,' 3 vols. fol. Lisbon, 1666.
11. 'Africa Portuguesa,' fol. ibid.
et Index Poeticus ;' the fifth edition was printed in 1 654.
guesa,' fol. ibid. 1681.
of which an English translation, by John Stevens,
1681
6.
Florilegium Epigrammatum Gnecorum,' &c. Svo. Lond.
America
was published in 3 vols. 8vo. Lond. 1695. 12.
1634.
7- 'Nota; ad Virgilium,' Svo. Lond.
1629, &c.
'
Portuguesa.'
8.
Systema Grammaticum,' 8vo. Lond. 1641. 9. Not*
FARIN'ACCIO, Prosper (Biog.) a lawyer, was born at Rome
in Ovidii Metamorphoses,' fol. Paris. 1637 ; and 12mo.
in 1554, and died in 16'18.
His works have been printed
Lond. 1677, &C.
10.
Phrasiologia Anglo-Latina,' 8vo.
'
11.
Lingua,'
at Antwerp in 13 vols. fol. on subjects of law.
Lond.
TabulaGra?ea?
4to.
Lond.
FAR1XATO, Paul (Biog.) a painter of Verona, was bom
12.
Syntaxis,' 8vo. Lond.
13. 'Nota? in Terentium,'
His mother died as she
in 1522, and died in 1606.
which were completed by Casaubon, and published in 12moEpistola? variie ad doctissimos Viros.'
was bringing him into the world and his wife, who was
1651.
14
lying in an adjoining room, died at the same moment as Fai.'nadv (Her.) the name of a family originally seated in
A piece of his painting, in St. George's Church at
himself.
Cornwall] of which was Thomas Farnaby, the loyalist and
Verona, was esteemed not inferior to one of Paul Veronese,
His grandson, sir Charles Farscholar above-mentioned.
which was placed next to it.
naby, knt. was created a baronet in 1726, which title and
FARINELLI (Biog.) vide Broschi.
dignity are still enjoyed by the family, the arms, &c. of which
FAI1INGDON, Anthony (Biog.) an English divine, was born
are as follow
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth azure, on a chevron or,
at Sunning, in Berks, in 1596; educated at Oxford; and,
after being driven by the rebels from his vicarage of Bray,
between three storks argent, three roses gules, bearded
he died in 1658, leaving two folio volumes of sermons, one
vert ; second and third argent, three bars gemels gules.
and
the
other
after
his
deof which was published before,
on a bend or, a lion passant of the second.
Crest.
cease ; also in MS. Memorials of John Hales, of Eaton,
On a wreath a stork, as in the arms.
FARNEWORTH, Ellis (Biog.) an English divine, and nahis fellow sufferer.
FARINGTON, George (Biog.) an artist, and son of the
tive of Derbyshire, who was educated at Cambridge, and
Rev. William Farington, of Warrington, was born in 1754,
died in 1763, published, 1. The Life of Pope Sixtus V,
translated from the Italian of Gregorio Leti, with a Preface.
and died in 1788. His best piece which he painted in
India was his Durbar, or the Court of the Nabob at MerNotes,' &c. fol. 1754.
2.
D'A Vila's History of France,"
'

'

'

;

'

'

;

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

:

'

'

shoodabad.

FARMER,

Captain (His/.) one of the naval heroes of our
own country in the last century, who, after a gallant action
with a French frigate of superior force, was burnt in his
ship, the Quebec, with many of his crew, in consequence
of the .-rssrl taking fire.
Farmer (Her.) the name of a family seated at Mount
vol. 1.

A

3. '
Translation of the Works of
2 vols. 4to. 1757Machiavel, illustrated with Annotations,' &c. 2 vols. 4to.
4. ' A short History of the
1761 ; 4 vols. 8vo. 1775.
Israelites, from the French of the Abbe Fleury,' Svo. 1756.
FARN'HAM, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by
the family of Maxwell Qvide Ma.vrvelF\ ; which, with the
arms, &c. are as follow
:

:

:

FAS

FA (J

Maxwell, earl of Farnham, viscount Maxwell, and
baron of Farnham.
Arms. Argent, a saltire sahle, on a chief three pallets of

Titles.

the second.

On

a wreath a stag's head erased proper.
Two stags proper.
" Je suis pret."
Farnham (Geos-) a town of Surrev, in England, 2" miles
N. E. Winchester, 30 S. W. London. Lon. 0° 47' W. lat.
51° 13' N.
This town was granted by king Ethelred to
the see of Winchester, the bishops of which have had a
palace there ever since the reign of Stephen, whose brother
first built a castle, which was dismantled by the rebels, after
having been strongly defended by the royalists in the rebellion.
Remains of the walls are still to be seen.
FAKO, Capo di (Gcog.) one of the three promontories known
to the ancients by the name of Pclorus, which is situated on
J
the north-east coast of Sicily.
Lon. l6 E. lat. 38' 15' N.
and has a light-house erected upon it.
(Her.) the name of a family that enjoys the
title and dignity of a baronet, conferred in 17.9t> on sir
Walter Farquhar, physician to the prince regent ; the arms,
&c. of which are as follow
Arms. Argent, a lion rampant sable, armed and langued
Crest.

Supjxirters.

Motto.

FARQUHAR

:

between two

gules,

sinister

hands couped and appaumee,

in chief of the last, and a crescent in base azure.
Crest.

An

eagle rising proper.
(Biog.) a comic writer of Londonderry,
and died in 1707, leaving, 1. ' Love in

Farquhar, George
was born

in 10'7S,

Sir
2.
Constant Couple,' &c. 1710. 3.
a Bottle,' 10';)S.
Harry Wildair,' a sequel to the preceding. 4. MiscellaPoems, Letters,' &c. 1702. 5. The
'

'

'

nies, or a Collection of

'

6. 'The Stage
Inconstant, or the Way to win her,' 1703.
7- 'The Twin Rivals,' 170"), a
Coach,' a Farce, 1704.
<).
The
8.
Comedy.
The Recruiting Officer,' 1700'.
Beaux Stratagem,' his last Comedy, which has kept its
place on the stage longer than anv of the preceding pieces.
'

[Vide Plate

'

XXXI]

FARRAR (Um L

vide Ferrar.
{Gcog.) a town of Berkshire, in England,
about two miles from the river Thames, 17 m. N. E. Oxford,
J
70 W. N. W. London. Lon. 1 30' W. lat. 51° 30' N.
The Saxon kings had a palace here, wherein Edward the
In 1144 Robert, earl of Gloucester,
Elder died in <)25.
built a castle here, which being taken by king Stephen was
but the site of it was given by king
razed to the ground
John to the Cistertian monks for a monastery. Its Gothic
church suffered from the attacks of the rebel forces during
r.)

FARRIXGUOSl

;

the rebellion.

FARRINGTOX

(Her.)

the

name

of a

family of

Kent,

which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred
in 1818 on sir Anthony Farrington, a general in the arm]
the arms, Arc. of which are as foUow
Arms. Ermine, on a chevron gules, between three leopards'
fa*es Sable, as many bombs or, fired proper.
Crat. O" a wreath of the colours, a dragon, wings elevated, tail nowed vert, bczanly gorged with a mural
crown argent, and chain rrllcxid over the back or, the
body charged with two galtraps, fessway of the last.
" Le bon temps nendra."
Motto,
FASSOLO, Bernardino (Biog.) an artist of Pavia, who
The only picture which can with
flourished about 1518.
certainty be ascribed to him, represents, in a group of nawith the Infant in her Lap, which
Madonna,
tural mzc. the
belonged to the galleiy of prince Braschi, and was carried
by the French to the Louvre,
FA8TOLFF, Sir John (Hist.) a valiant general, governor, and
nobleman, in France, during our conquests in that kingdom,
under Henry IV, V, and VI, was horn, as is generally supl.\", after
posed, at Yarmouth, and died at the age of 80, in
;

I

having signalized himself in the

field through a long course of
He was also the patron of learning, and a
most liberal benefactor to Magdalen College, Oxford. Some
have supposed that Shakespear ridiculed this knight under
the name of Sir John FalstafT; but the character drawn by
the poet is so widely different from the real character of sir
John Fastolft", as to preclude the idea that he ever could
have been the intended object of ridicule.

active service.

FATIO (BiogA vide
FAUCHET, Claude

Faccio.
(Biog.) a French antiquary, was born
at Paris in 152<), and died in HiOl.
His works were collected in 4to. in Hi 10, the principal of which are his
'Gaulish and French Antiquities;'
Treatise on the
Liberties of the Gallican Church,' &c. According to Saxius
an edition of his works was printed in 2 vols. 4to. 1710,
which is supposed to be a mistake for lO'lO.
Michael le (Biog.)
a French Protestant
preacher, who died in 1 657, was the author of ' Traite de
1' Action de l'Orateur,'
12 mo. Leyden, 1(j8(>; besides Sermons, &c.
Thomas, Viscount (Hist.) of the family
mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished himself for his
loyalty during the rebellion, and died in 1652.
Fauconberg, Thomas, second Viscount andjlrst Earl, grandson of the preceding, was induced, notwithstanding the
loyalty of his family, to marry the daughter of Oliver
Cromwell ; but he afterwards concurred in the restoration
of Charles II, and was by him employed as ambassador to
the states of Venice, fy.c.
He was also in the confidence of
WiUiam III, and died in 1700.
Fauconberg, Earl (Her.) a title which was enjoyed twice
by the family of Bellasis, or Belasyse.
It was conferred in
16'89 on Thomas Bellasis, second viscount Fauconberg, and
became extinct at his death in 1700. It was afterwards
revived in another branch of the same family in 1760, when
Thomas, grand nephew of the first earl, was created earl
Fauconberg, of Newborough, in Yorkshire; and became extinct in 1802, at the death of Henry, the second carl.
Fauconberg, Viscount, a title which has continued in the
family of Bellasis, or Belasyse above-mentioned, since 16*47,
when sir Thomas Belasyse, bart. and lord Fauconberg, the
loyalist before-mentioned, was advanced to the dignity of viscount Fauconberg. The titles, arms, &c. of this family are
as follow
Belasyse, viscount Fauconberg, of Henknowle,
Titles.
baron Fauconberg, of Yarum, and baronet.
Arms. First and fourth argent, a chevron gules, between
three fleurs-de-lis azure s second and third argent, a pale

'A

FAUCHEUR,

FAUCONBERG,

engrailed between two pallets plain sable.
On a wreath a lion eouchant guardant azureOn tin <'< ster side, a buck holding in his
mouth a branch of oak fructed all proper; on the sinister,
'. and unguled or.
a unicorn azure, B
" Bon et
Motto.
(Geog.) the ancient /T.gusa, one of the
islands called Aigates, about live miles from the west coast
of Sicily.
(Mulh.) a deity among tl
so called from
her husband Faunui
tally called Macrina,
and, from her know dge of futurity, Fatua and Falidiea.
Crest.

Supporters.

I)

FAVIGNANA

FAUNA

I

Vim. JEn.

1.

Horat.

1,

1.

Varro, apud I. octant, de Falsa Relig-c 22
od. 4, fee; Ovid. Mel. 1.0'; Justin. 1.43;

7

;

Macro/). Sat. 1.1.
Fauna (Numis.) vide

FAUNI

;

/

unus.

(Myth.) rustic
ng the Romans, of whom
Faunus and Fauna were the principal, ["Vide Faunus~\
(Biog.)
or
I.
menu,;;
Arthur
FAUNT,
Arthur, an English
Jesuit, was bom ;>t Foston, in Leicestershire, in 1554, and
died in 1591, leaving many theological works, that were
well esteemed in hit

'

—

;

FAU

FAU

FAUNUS

(Myth.) a son of Picus, who is said to have reigned
He was reputed to be the
in Italy about 1300 years A. C.
son of Mars, and worshipped as a deity.
Faunus (Numis.) this deity was represented in statues or on
medals, mostly as in the
annexed figure, dancing,
with some of the musical instruments in his
hands, that were used
at the feasts of Bacchus,
and Fauna or a fauness
is

Faustina, Flavia Maxima, the wife of Constantius,
she was married in 361.

to

whom

Faustina (Numis.) medals

are extant of the three first empresses of this name, bearing on the obverse their effigies,
as in the subjoined figures.
The medals of Faustina, sen.

represented in a play-

attitude, to denote the frolicksomeness which was
attributed to them.
They were something of the ferine

ful

and pointed ears, testify. Gollz.
Haverkamp. Num. Contorn. ; Spence.

kind, as their tails, horns,
Grcec.

torn.

xiii.

;

FAUR, Guy

de (Biog.) or Lord of Pibrac, was born at
Toulouse in 1528, and died in 158-1, leaving, 1. « Ornatissimi cujusdam Viri de Rebus Gallicis Epistola et ad hane
de iisdem Rebus Responsio.'
2. ' Quatrains,' or moral
Stanzas of four Lines, &c. first published in 1574 ; the last
edition probably that of 17-16.
FAVORINUS (Biog.) an ancient philosopher and orator, was
born at Aries, and flourished in the reign of Adrian.
Several works are ascribed to him, particularly a Greek Miscellaneous History, frequently quoted by Diogenes Laertius.
Favorinus vide Pkavorinus.

FAVOUR,

John (Biog.) an English divine, was born at Southampton, educated at Oxford, and died at an advanced age in

16'23, leaving a work entitled ' Antiquitie triumphing over
Noveltie
whereby it is proved that Antiquitie is a true
and certain Note against all new and upstart Heresies/ &c.
4to. London, lfil<).
FAVRE, Anthony (His!.) in Latin Faber, a lawyer of Bresse,
who died in 1624, after having been employed on several
negotiations by the duke of Savoy.
His works, chiefly on
jurisprudence and civil law, form 10 volumes folio, printed
from 1658 to 1 66 1.
Favke, Claude (Bios-) vide Vaugelas.
;

FAUST (Bios.) vide Fust.
FAUSTA {Hist.) a daughter
1.

5, ep. 8

;

Cic.

ad

Ptut. in Syll.

MAX. FAUSTA.
AUG.— FLA. FLA V. or FLAVIA MAXIMIANA AUGUSTA; on the reverse,
PIETAS AUGUSTAE.— SALUS REIPUBLICAE— SECURITAS REIPUBLICAE, &c. Du Cang. Hist. By-.. ; Vail).
inscriptions'

—

—

P.— GEA 4AYCTEINA 4AYCTEINA CEBACTH
EYCEB. CEB. GYTATHP. On the reverse, AED. DIV

herself

P.
P.

M. TR. P. COS.— ANCOS. III.— CERES-

CERES AUGUSTA. — CONCORDIA— CONSECRATIO— DEDICATIO AEDIS JUNO— JUNONT LUCINAE.-JUNONI REGINAE.-LAETITIA.-MATR1

DEUM SALUTARI— MATRI MAGNAE— PAX—
— PIETAS AUGUSTAE. — SALUTI AUGUSTAE— TELLUS STABIL— TEMPOR. FELIC—
PIETAS.

VESTA— VOTA PUBLICA. Medalswere struck in honour
of this empress by Amastris, Corinth, Delphi, Nice, Thessalonica, Atcalon, Smyrna, &c. The medals of Faustina,
jun.
bore on the obverse the,inseriptions,
PII

FAUSTINA AUG
FIL— FAUSTINA AUGUSTA PIA. AUG. PII. FIL —
DIVA FAUSTINA PII F.— DIVAE FAUSTIN. AUG
C MATR. AUGUSTRORUM— DIVAE FAUSTINAS

PIAE— 4AYCTEINA C6BAC, or C6BACTH— Vi'CTEINA CEBACTH. EYCEB. CEB. GYrATHP. On the re<t>

AETERNTTAS,

AETERNITAS AUGUSTAE
—CONCORDIA— DIANA LUC1FERA.— FECUND
AUGUSTAE.-FECUNDITAS AUGUSTAE.-AUREverse,

LIUSCAES. AUG.

or

PII.

FIL.-HILARITAS.-INDLT

-

notorious

for

her

RECEPTA.

Medals were struck of this empress by
Ephesus, Ilium, Macedonia, Nice, Nicomedia, Pergamus,
Thessalv, Methymna, Samos, Smyrna, &c.
The types on
the medals of these two empresses, besides the symbols of
were figures of Ceres, Juno, Cybele, See. ; or
empresses themselves, in various situations.
The
medals of Annia Faustina bear on the obverse the inscrip

consecration,

of the
tions,

ANNIA FAUSTINA

AUG.,

ANNIA 4AYCTEINA C CEB. &c;

or

AUGUSTA —
VENUS

on the reverse,

struck in honour of this empress by Ephesus, Laodicea,
Sidon, Tarsus, Thyatira, &c.

Trist.

making

FAUSTINAE.-AETERNTTAS.-ANTONTNUSPIUS

ANTONINUS AUG. PIUS.
TONINUS AUG. PIUS. P.

FAUSTUS

Dissert.

after

on the

GENETRIX. IMP. ANTONINUS PIUS AUG.— PIETAS AUG.— CONCORDIA COL. METR. SID
COL. ANN. PIA. METR. SIDON, &c. Medals were

FL.

Comment. Histor. ; Spank.
; Beg. Thes. Brand. ; Oi.se/. Sel. Num.
FAUSTINA, Annia Galeria (Hist.) wife of the emperor Antoninus Pius, died A. D. 141, in the 37th year of her age,
Prcest. ;

inscriptions

GENTIA AUG.— PUDICITIA AUG.— SIDERIBUS
of SyUa, wife to Milo.

Fausta, Flavia Maximiana, daughter of the emperor Valerius
Maximianus, and wife to the emperor Constantine, was put
to death by suffocation in a hot bath in 32", by order of the
emperor, in consequence of her debaucheries.
Ammian.
Marcel)'in. 1. 4; Euseb. Hist. Eccles. ; Evagrius, eye.
Fausta {Numis.) the medals of this empress bear on the
obverse her effigy, as in the annexed figure
the

;

FAUSTINA AUG.— FAUSTINA AUG. ANTONINI AUG. — FAUSTINA AUG. ANTONINI
AUG. PII FAUSTINA AUG. ANTONINI AUG.
PII. P.

Pulym.

Attic.

bore the symbols of her consecration
obverse,

debaucheries.

Capitolin. in Fit. Anton.

Faustina, daughter of the preceding, and wife of M. Aurelius, followed the vicious courses of her mother, which
were known to the emperor, but overlooked by him.
She
died in 175, near Mount Taurus, in Asia, whilst attending
her husband in his expedition in Asia Capitolia.
Faustina. Annia, the third wife of Heliogabalus, and granddaughter of the preceding, was unlike her predecessors in
her moral conduct, but inferior to them in personal charms.

(Ecc.) a deacon of Alexandria, and a martyr, was
one of the companions of St. Dionysius, in the persecution
which this bishop suffered in the reigns of Decius and Valerianus, and afterwards suffered martyrdom himself, in the
persecution of Diocletian.
Euseb. Hist. Eecles. 1. 7.
Faustus, a martyr of Cordova, and one of those whom Prudentius celebrates with S. Januarius, and S. Martial, as the
three crowned with martyrdom.
Prudent, jrepl ?£«>.
Faustus, a native of Great Britain, and bishop of Riez, was
raised to that see in 455, assisted at the council of Aries in
475, was exiled in 481, and died in 484.
Sidon. Ajjollinar.
1.
9, ep. 8 et 9; Isidor. de Fir. IUust. ; St. Marth. Gall.
Usser.
Anna/,
Christ. ;
fyc.
FAUCETT, Sir William (Hist.) a general, who was bom of
an ancient family at Shipdenhall, near Halifax, in Yorkshire
4 h 2

I

FEA

FEL

signalized himself during the seven years'
and died in 1804, at the age of '(>, after a
service.

war
life

in

Gennanv,

of honourable

He

translated from the French Count Saxe'a ' ReMemoirs on the Art of War," 4to. ; ' Regulations

veries, or

for the Prussian Cavalry,

from the German, &c.
Benjamin (Biog.) a dissenting minister of Sleaford, in Lincolnshire, was born in 1715, and died in 17SO,
leaving several works on religious subjects.
FAWKES, Fratlds (Biog.) a poet and miscellaneous writer
of Yorkshire, was born about 1721, and died in 1??7,
Original Poems and Translations,' 1?()1; besides
leaving,
translations of Anaereon, Sappho,
Bion, Moschus, and
Musetis, 1760, and Theocritus in 1 767, and a translation
ot' Apollonius Rhodius, which was completed by Mr. Meen,
after his death, and published in 1780.
FAYDIT, Anselme (Biog.) or Gaucehn, a Provencal poet, or
troubadour, who died in 1220, was the author of many
< A Poem on the Death of his
pieces, and among others, 1
Benefactor Richard I.' 2. ' The Palace of Love,' imitated
afterwards by Petrarch.
8. Several
comedies, entitled
' Heregia dels Prestes."
A translation of the first poem, and
the music to it, may be seen in Dr. Burney's History of

1

'

AW CETTj

'

.

Music.
Iliom, a priest of Riom, who distinguished himself
by the singularity of bis opinions, died in 170<), leaving
among other things, 1 ' Conformite des Eglises de France
avec eelles de 1'Asie et de Syric,' &C. Liege, 16S<). 2. Eclaircissemens sur la Doctrine et sur l'Histoire Ecclesiastique des
deux premiers Siecles,' &c I696. 3. ' De Mente humana,
juxta placita Neotcricoruin,' 1671 in which he favoured the
Cartesian doctrines, 4.
Remarques sur Virgile et Homere,'
&c. 2 vols. 12mo. &c,
FAYETTE, Louisa de la (IIi.it.) a French lady, and maid
of honour to Anne of Austria, attracted the attentions of
Louis XIII, but resisted all his offers, and retiring to a
convent, devoted the remainder of her life to acts of piety.
Fayette, Marie Madeleine Pioche de la Vergne, Countess of,
a romance writer, was married to the count de la Fayette,
in 1655, and died in H><)3, leaving among her works,
1. ' Zaide,' often
printed.
2.
La Princesse de Cleves.'
3. ' La Princesse de Montpensier.'
4. ' Memoires de la
Cour de France pour les Annees 1688 et lfiS;).' .V
llistoire d'Henriette d'Angleterre.'
6.
Divers Portraits de
quelques Personnea de la Cour.'

Fatdit,

.

'

,

'

'

'

'

FAZZELLO,

Thomas (Biog.) the historian of Sicily, was
born at Sacca, a town of Palermo, in 14<)S, and died in
570, prior of the monastery at Palermo, after having held
1

His most considerable work is his
'
Historic Return geatarum Sicilise Decades II,' &c. fol.
Panormit. 1558, which has since been frequentlv reprinted.
FAZZIO (Biog.) vide Fado.
FEARNE, Charles (Biog.) a barrister and law-writer, was
the son of
Fearne, esq. Judge Advocate of the Admiralty
at the latter end of the reign of George II, who presided at
the trial of admiral Byng.
His son, who died in I7<)1<, was
the author of several works 0:1 law, as, 1. ' Essay on the
learning of Contingent Remainders,' &c
2.
Copies of
oils ascribed to eminent Counsel on the Will which was
the Subject of the Case of Perrin v. Blake,' &C. 1780.
Observations on the Statute of InroDments of Bargains
and Sales.' &C. a collection formed from bis MSS. and pubthat office ten

times.

—

lished after bis death.

FEATLEY
was born

(

aarlton upon

and died in 1645, after
very honourable part in

..

Controversial

now

WOlks,

Otmore, near Oxford, in 1582,
having taken an active, though not
troubles of the times.
Beside!
which were very numerous, but

tin-

known, he wrote,

1.
The life of Jewell/ preami that of Reynolds, Dr. Rohert Abbot,
which are in Fuller's
Abel Redivivus.' 2.
The

little

•

fixed to his works,

&C-

;

of Saving Knowledge,' a kind of catechism, London,
1()26.
3.
Clavis Mystics," &c
(Biog.) or Fechtius, John, a Lutheran divine of
Brisgaw, who died in 1716, wrote among other things,
' History of Cain and Abel.' esc. 8vo.
1.
Rostock.
2. A'
' Treatise on the
Religion of the Greeks.'
3. A
Treatise
against the Superstition of the Mass.'
'

FECHT

A

'

FECKENHAM,

John de (Fee.) a divine of the Romish
church, who, after having enjoyed the confidence of both
queens Mary and Elizabeth, was imprisoned for his indexible adherence to bis religion, and died in 1585, leaving
the highest character for charity, humanity, and other
Christian virtues.
His works, according to Wood, are,
1. '
Conference Dialogue-wise held between the Lady

A

Jane Dudley and Mr. John Feckenham, four Days before
her Death,' &c 1554, the substance of which is in Fox's
' Acts
and Monuments of Martyrs.' 2.
Speech in the
House of Lords 1553.' 3. ' Two Homilies on the First,
Second, and Third Articles of the Creed.'
4.
Oratio Funebris in Exequiis Ducissa; Parma;,' &c.
5.
Sermon at the
Exequy of Joan Queen of Spain,' 1555.
The Declaration of such Scruples and Staies of Conscience, touching
the Oath of Supremacy delivered by Writing to Dr. Home,
'

'

'

(>'.

'

bishop of Winchester,' 1566'.
7- ' Objections or Assertions
made against Mr. John Gough's Sermon preached in the
Tower of London, Jan. 15, 1570.' 8. ' Caveat emptor'
which seems to have been a caution against bin bag abbeylands ; besides which he wrote
Commentaries on the
Psalms,' and a ' Treatise on the Eucharist,' which wers
'

lost.

FEIJOO

(Biog.) vide Fei/joo.
Everard (Biog.) a German of Elburg, in Guelderland, in the 16th century, who disappeared most mysteriously at Rochelle, and was never more beard of, left among

FEITHIUS,

MSS. ' Antiquitatum Homericarum Libri Quatuor,
12mo. Lugd. Rat. 1(>77
and in 8vo. Argentorat. 171
'
2.
De Atheniensium Republica,' &c. and
Do Antiquitatibus Atticis,' csx. which were intended to be published.
FELIBIEN, Andrew (Biog.) Sieur des Avaux, c\,-. counsellor
and historiographer to the king of France, was horn at
Chartres in liil.O, and died in 16'95.
His chief works arc.
1. ' Entretiens sur les Vies et sur les Ouvrages des phi!
excellens Peihtres amicus et modernes, 5 vols. lto. lbOD-—
Description de Versailles Ancicnne et Nouvelle,
KiSS.
2.
' Les
3.
&c. 1674.
Principes de l'Architecture, de la
his

'

;

'

;

1

'

Sculpture, et de la

Peinture, avec plusieurs Pieces deta16"76".
4. ' Descriptions des Tableaux, Statues, et
Busies, des Maisons Rovales,' 16'77.
5.
Le Songe de Phi-

chers.'

'

Dialogue entre la Poesie et la
and reprinted three times since.

lomater,

1684 ;

Antiques,'

Peinture,'
<

(J.

'

•

&c.

Monument

Paris, 16*90.

lto.

FeLIBIEN, James, brother of the preceding, who died in
Instructions Morales,' &c
1716, was the author of, 1.
12mo. 1 (><).'!. 2.
Le Syiubole des Apotres cxplique pai
'

'

l'F.iriture

I

!2mo.

Sainte,'

mentum cum

Blois.

!(>!)(>.

Comnientariis ex fonte

3.

•

Vetus Teata-

Ilehraico,'

Ac.

4to

7<)2.

Felibikn, Dom. Michael, son of Andrew, and nephew of tin
preceding, who was born in 1(>'!)(>, and died in 171)1, was
the
fol.

author of
Paris,

•

I.'Histoire de l'Abbave de Saint

Denvs,'

170&

Felibien, John Franc's, another son of Andrew, who

(liiog.) or Fain-lough, Daniel, a controversialist,
u

Sum

ceeded his father in all his places, and died
the author of,
1.
Recueil Historiquo de
'

in
la

suc-

1785, was

Vie

et

del

Ouvrages des plus celebres

Architectes,' lto. 1687, which
has been several times reprinted, and sometimes subjoined ti
his father's

'

Entretiens.'

2.

'

Description

sommaire

de

Versailles aucieiine et nouvelle,' &c. 12mo. 1703.
3. ' Uno'
Description complete do l'Eglise des Invalides,' fol. 1706.
FELICIANI, Porphyrus (Fee.) bishop of Foligno in the

;

;

FEL

FEL

17th century, was the author of several letters and poems
in Italian, which were highly esteemed.
FELICIANQ, Francis (Biog.) a mathematician of the 16'th
' Scala Grimaldelli,'
a book of
century, was the author of
arithmetic and geometry.
FELICIANUS (Ecc.) and Primus, suffered martyrdom
together at Rome, in the time of Maximianus Heraclhis,

Dionysius in the papal chair in 270, and died after governing the church five years, according to Eusehius, but,
according to others, only four or three years.
He was succeeded by S. Eutychianus.
Euscb. Hist. Eccles. 1. 7
Anastas. de Rom. Pont. ; Baron. Annul, ann. 272, &c.
Felix, archdeacon of the church of Rome, was made pope
when Liberus was exiled in 355 but, his election being
deemed irregular, he resigned his charge on the return of
Liberus.
S. Hieron. de Fir. Must. ;
Socrat. Hist. 1. 2 ;
Sozom. 1. 4
St. Alhanas. Ep. ad Solilar. ;
Theodoret. 1. 2 ;
Philistorg. 1. 4 ; Balanitis, Tillcmoiit, c\c.
Felix II, or III, great grand-father of S. Gregory the Great,
was elected after Simplicius in 483, and died iii 492, after
having opposed the emperor Zeno in his plan of uniting
the churches.
He was succeeded by Gelasius I. S. Greg.
1. 4 ;
Horn. 38, in Evang. ; Baronius, Ciaconius, <yc.
Ielix III, or IV, a native of Benevento, succeeded John in
526, and died four years after, when he had Boniface II

Fbmcianus, an

heresiarch in the filth century,

who main-

tained that doctrines ought to be determined, first by reason,
and afterwards by revelation. Praleol. Dog. Ha-ret.
FEI.ICIANUS, John Bei nardine (Biog.) a translator and native
of Venice, in the lfith century, was well known by his
translation of Greek authors; as, 1. Of different Treatises
' Aristotelis
2.
of Galen, and Paulus ./Egineta, 1533.
3. ' Alexandri Aphrodisiensis
Ethica,' fol. Venet. 15-11.

Commentarius

in

1542.

ibid.

fol.

primum priorum Analyticorum Aristotelis,'
Ammonii Hermeie Comment, in
4.
'

Isafogen Porphyrii,' 8vo. ibid. 1545. 5.
Ahstinentia Animalium,' 4to. ibid. 1547-

'

6.

Acta

for his successor.

OScumenius

Felix, bishop of

'

et Epistolas Catholicas,' Svo. Basil.

254, &c.

Felicissimus, a confessor at Carthage in the time of S. Cyhe suffered imprisonment and hardship for his faith
prian
;

in the persecution of Decius.

;

Porphyrins de

1552.
FELICISSIMUS (Ecc.) a schismatieal deacon of Carthage in
formed
schism
against
St. Cyprian, in
a
century,
the third
252, and disturbed the peace of the African church for some
Baron. Anna/, aim.
Cyprian, ep. 38, &c. ;
.S'.
time.
in

;

S. Cyprian, ep. 38,

&c

Felicissimus, a heretic, and disciple of Priscillianus, was
punished with death by order of Maximus, the usurper of

Triers, having been elected in 386' to this
see in an irregular manner, was deposed in a council held
at Milan in 401, and died a short time after.

Felix, or Magnus
Magnus, a consul

Felix, a prsetorian prefect, and son of
in 4()0, retired from the court, and, resigning his dignities, embraced the monastic life, which he
continued until his death, about 490.
Felix, St. bishop of Nantes in the sixth century, descended
from one of the most ancient and noble families of Aquitania, was born in 513, elected bishop in 550, and died
in 584, after having assisted at the third council of Paris in
557.
Greg. Turon. Hist. 1. 4 ; Fortunat. 1. 3 ; Carm. 4
Baillct. f'ies des Saints, eye.
Felix, St. bishop of Ravenna, was elected to that see in 70S,
and died in 716', after having had his eyes put out by Jus;

the Gauls.

FELICITAS

Sever. Hist. Sacr. 1. '-2.
(Myth.) a deity among the

sided over happiness,

age of Augustus.
Dei,

1.

to

Dio.

whom
1.

44

;

Romans, who prea temple was erected in the
Aug. Civ.

Felicitas (Xumis.)

this deity is represented

15 years.

happiness.

(Ecc.) a martyr, who suffered death in the
Aurelius, with her seven sons, Januarius, Felix,
Alexander, \ italis, and Martial.
Greg.
Moan. Horn. 3. super Evangelia ; Tittem. Mem. t. 2
Baillct. Ties des Saintcs.
FELIX (Bib/.) the brother of Pallas, a freedman of Claudius,
was governor of Judea, A. D. 53, on which occasion he
listened frequently to the preaching of St. Paul, but, as we
are informed, with the hope of receiving a bribe. Acts xxiii.
He is said to have had two wives of the name of Drusilla,
one of which was a Jewish princess, sister of Agrippa.
Suet, in CI.
Joseph. Aid. 1. 22; Tacit. Aitual. 1. 12, c. 14

Felicitas,
reign of

St.

M.

Philip, Silanus,

;

'

c.

18.

Felix

(Ecc.) vide Minutius.

Felix, the name of some martyrs, popes, &c.
Felix, a priest, who was sent by Irenseus with the deacons
S. Fortunatus, and S. Achillaus, to preach the gospel in
Valencia, where they suffered martyrdom, A. D. 211.

•

Hieron. Martyrol.
St. a martyr of Sutri, in Tuscany, was stoned to
Acta apud Suriiim.
death in the persecution of Aurelian.
Felix, and Adauctus, two Christians, the former of whom
was a priest, suffered martyrdom together in the time of
Acta apud Surium.
Diocletian.
Felix, a bishop of Tubisa, in Africa, suffered martyrdom in
the reign of Diocletian, in 303.
Felix, St. a Roman, and son of Constantine, succeeded St.

Felix,

'

•

He

caused

all

his

MSS.

to'

be burnt before his

Felix, bishop of Urgel, having fallen into heretical notions
on the subject of the Trinity, was condemned in the Council
of Ratisbon in 792, and banished to Lyons, where he livid

on medals under the figure of a female, as
in the annexed cut, with the caduceus in
one hand, and a cornucopia in the other, as
the emblems of peace and plenty, which
are two of the principal ingredients in public

tinian II.

death, as he could not see to revise them.

4.

Sigcbert. Chiron.

Felix, Petandus (Biog.) chancellor of Segno, who was sent
on a mission to the court of Bajazet II, about 1480, was the
author of a Treatise of the Genealogy of the Turkish Emperors

;

also,

*

De

which was printed
entitled,

Itineribus aggrediendi Turcos, Libellus,"
end of a work of John Crispinian,

at the

De Turcorum

'

Origine, Religione, et Tyrannide
Orationes et Consultationes de Bellq
Turcico,' 4to. Lips. 1596.
Felix, de Cantalicio, an Italian scholar of the 15th centurv.

and

'

in the 4th vol. of

;

'

wrote
Summa Artis Metrics,' Sec.
FELL, Samuel (Hist.) an English divine, was
'

born in 1594 ;
elected student of Christ Church from Westminster School
in 1601 ; took his degree of A. M. in 1608 ; appointed
Vice-Chancellor in 1645, which office he served in contempt
of the usuqiing powers, who obtruded themselves upon the
University under the name of visitors ; and, after having
been obliged to abscond in order to save his life, he died iii
1648-9, broken hearted, on the very day he heard of the

murder of

his royal master. The only works of his mentioned
by Wood are, 1. ' Primitiae, sive Oratio habita Oxonia^ in
Schola Theologia?, 9 Nov. 1626'.' 2. ' Concio Latina ad
Bacalaureos, Die Cinerum in Coloso II. 8.' Oxon. 1627.
He contributed very largely to Christ Church College, completing most of the improvements begun by his predecessor,
Dr. Duppa.
Fell, John, son of the preceding, was born in l6'25, and.
after fighting in support of the royal cause, he was, at the
restoration, made successively Prebendary of Chichester,
Dean of Christ Church, and Vice-ChanceDor of the University, and died in 16'S6, after having contributed to restore

FEN

FEL
the discipline of the University by his vigilance and zeal,
and to adorn its exterior by the most liberal benefactions
towards its public works, particularly the buildings of Christ
Church, which received material improvements at his hands.
Among his works as an author are, 1. The Life of the
most Reverend, Learned, and Pious Dr. Henry Hammond,'
&e. 1660; and reprinted afterwards with additions at the
head of Hammond's works. 2. * Alcinoi in Platonic-am
Philosophiam Introductio,' 1667. 3. ' In Caudem Musiccs
Carmen Sapphicum.' 4. ' Historia et Antiquitates Universitatis Oxonia.',' 2 vols. fol. ; which was translated from the
English of Anthony Wood, partly by himself, and partly by
Mr. Christopher Ware and Mr. Richard Pears, and pub5. ' The Vanity of Scoffing, in a
lished at his charge.
Letter to a Gentleman.' 4to. 1674. 6. An edition of the
Greek Testament, 8vo. 1675, which gave rise to Michaelis'
edition. 7- ' St. Clement's Two Epistles to the Corinthians,'
' Account
8.
Gr. and Lat. with notes at the end, 1(577;
being the Preface to the Doctor's
of Dr. Alltree's Life
Sermons, published by Dr. Fell. 9- ' Of the Unity of
;
translated from the original of St. Cyprian,
the Church
1681.
10. A beautiful edition of St. Cyprian's works,
revised and illustrated with notes, 1682. 11.
Artis Logicie
Compendium
besides Sermons, &c.
Another piece- was
ascribed to him, entitled, ' The Interest of England stated,'
&c. which cannot with certainty be placed among his works.
Fell, John, a dissenting minister of Cockermouth, in Cumberland, was born in 173 J, and died in 1797, leaving several
pamphlets, &c of a controversial nature.
FELLER, Joachim (Biog.) a professor of poetiy of Leipzig,
was born in 1638, and was killed by a fall from a window
He published, 1. Cygni quasimodo
in his sleep in 16912. ' Supgeniti Sancts Vitae Celebrium Cygnese natorum.'
plementum ad Rappolti Commentariuin in Horatium.'
'
3.
Flores Philosophic! ex Virgilio colleeti,' 8vo. Lips.
1681, &c.
Fkllkr, Joachim Frederic, son of the preceding, was born at
Leipzig in 1673, and died in 1726. His principal works were,
1. ' Monumenta varia inedita, variisque Linguis conscripta,'
&c. 4to. Jen. 1714, 1715. 2. ' Genealogisclie Geschichte
der Familie von Braunschweig und Lunenburgh,' 8vo.
Leipzig. 1717.
3. ' Otium Hanoveranum, sive Miscellanea
ex Ore et Sehedis G. G. Leibnitii quondam notata et descripta,' 8vo. ibid. 1718 ; besides publishing an enlarged
edition of Birken's History of the Saxon Hero* 9.
F'elleis, Francis Xavier lie, an Ex-Jesuit, was born at Brussels in 1735, and died in 1802.
Among his original compositions are, 1.
Jugemens d'un Protestant, touchant le
Livre de Justinus Fabronius,' 8vo. Lips. 1771- 2. ' Examen
critique de l'Histoire naturelle de M. de Buffon,'
1733.
3.
A translation of Soame Jenyns' Internal Evidence
^Observations
of the Christian Religion,' &c. 1779philosophiques sur la Systcmc de Newton
in which he
attempts to show that the motion of the earth has not been
5. ' Catechisme philosophiquc,' Paris. 1 777demonstrated.
6. ' Examen impartiel des Epoques de la Nature de M. de
and reprinted a fourth
Bufl'on,' 12mo. Luxembourg, 1780
time at Maestricht in 1792 ; besides a number of MSS.
of
minor
note.
and other works
Owen (Biog.) an English writer in the reign
of James, was the author of
Resolves, divine, moral, and
political ; of which a 12th edition appeared in 8vo. 1709.
FELTON, John (Hist.) a violent papist, who, in the reign of
queen Elizabeth, affixed on the palace gates of the bishop of
London the bull of Pius V, in which the queen was declared
He was tried and executed for this crime in
a heretic.
1570.
FBLTON, John, grand-son of the preceding, and the assassin of
ViUicrs, duke of Buckingham, i) H>28, was tried and
executed for this offence, which he professed to have com'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

FELLTHAM,

'

'

mitted under a persuasion of serving God and man.
He
was a lieutenant in the army, of a gloomy, resentful temper,
which had been wrought upon by some injury, real or supposed, to

commit

this diabolical act.

Felton, Nicholas (Fee.) an English

prelate,

was bom

at

Yarmouth, in Norfolk, and admitted of Pembroke Hall,
Cambridge, of which he was chosen fellow in 1588.
After
various preferments, he was promoted to the see of Bristol
in 1(J17, translated to that of Coventry and Lichfield in
l6l 8, and died in 1626, in the (>0th year of his age.
He
was one of those employed by king James I in the translation of the Bible.

Felton, Henry

(Biog.) a divine, and principal of

Edmund

Oxford, was born in London in 1679, and died in
number of occasional sermons, also
a tract, entitled, ' The Common People taught to defend
their Communion witli the Church of England, against the
Attempts and Insinuations of Popish Emissaries,' Sic 1728,
and 1729. 2. Eight Sermons at Lady Moyer's Lecture at
St. Paul's, published in 1732, under the title of the
Christian Faith asserted against Deists, Arians, and Socinians.'
3.
set of Sermons, ' On the Creation, Fall, and Redemption of Man,' &c. which were published after his death by
his son, the Rev. William Felton, in 1748, with a sketch of
Hall,

17-'>9,

leaving, besides a

'

A

his father's life and character.
F EX EL ON, Francis- de Salignac de la Molle (Fee.) the
celebrated author of Telemachus, descended of an ancient
and illustrious family, was born at the Castle of Fenelon,

in the province of Perigord, in 16.51, consecrated archbishop
of Cambray in 16'95, and died in 1715.
His principal
works, besides his Telemachus, were, 1. ' Education des
Filles,' 1688, intended for the instruction of the new
female converts.
2. ' Le Ministere des Pasterns,' 1688.
3. ' Maximes des Saints sur la Vie interieure,' 1697, which
brought upon him the charge of quietism, and the condemnation of his book by Innocent XII. 4. ' Dialogues des Morts;'
first composed and published for the use of the duke of Burgundy, and afterwards reprinted, with additions, in 2 vols.
12mo. 5. Dialogues sur la Peinture,' which were published
in 1580. 6.
L'Existence de Dieu par les Preuves de la Nature,' 12mo. ; the third edition of which was printed in 1726,
and afterwards reprinted under the title of ' GBuvres philosophiques, ou Demonstration,' &c. 7- ' Dialogues sur l'Eloquence en general, et sur celle de la Chair en particulier,'
12mo. 1718. 8. CEuvres et Lettres spirituelles,' 12mo.
1726; and reprinted twice afterwards, the last edition in
1740 ; besides several pieces in favour of the bull Unigenitus, and against Jansenism, &c.
A splendid edition of all
his works was published in 9 vols. 4to. Paris, 1 787-92 ; and
one of his * CEuvres choisis,' in 6 vols. 12mo. 1799- [[Vide
'

'

'

Plate
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FENESTELLA,

Lucius (Biog.) a Roman historian, who
D. 20, at the age of 70. He wrote several works,
mentioned by Pliny, Gellius, and others ; hut one on the
Magistrates of Rome, which was falsely attributed to him,
is now known to have been the work of Dominic F loccus, a
died A.

It was published in 4to.
Florentine, in the 15th century.
about 1480.
Fragmenta,' with notes, were
Fenestella'a
published with Wasse's Sallust. Cantab. 1710.
FENN, John (Biog.) a scholar, and native of Somersetshire,
wlio was chosen a fellow of New College, Oxford, in 1552,
and died at an advanced age in 1615, was the author of,
' Vitae
1.
quorunduin Martyrum in Anglia;' inserted in
Bridgewater's * Concertatio Ecclesiie Catholicie in Anglia.
'

2.

'

Fisher's English Works translated
Catcchismus Tridentinus,' translated into

Several of Bishop

into Latin.'

3.

'

4. • Osorius' Treatise against Walter Haddon,'
English.
5. ' The Life
translated into English, 8vo. Lovan. 1568.
of St. Catherine of Sienna,' from the Italian, 8vo. I6O9,
See.

FER

FER
Knt. an English antiquary, was born at
Norwich in 1739, educated at Cambridge, and died in 17!H,
leaving a Collection of Original Letters, written during
the reigns of Henry VI, Edward IV, Richard III, and
Henrv VII, by such of the Paston Family, and others who
were personally present in Court and Camp, two volumes of
which were published in 4to. 1787 J two other volumes in

Fenn, Sir John,

1789, with notes and illustrations by sir John ; and a fifth
left nearly ready for the press.
FENNER, William {Biog.) a puritan, who was educated at
Cambridge, and died in 1640, was the author of several
woiks in his way, which were collected and published in

was

in 1658.

fol.

FENTON, Ednard

{Hist.) an English navigator in the
reign of Elizabeth, and a descendant from an ancient family

in Nottinghamshire, went out on two several voyages to discover a North-West Passage into the South Seas, in the
latter of which he obtained a signal victory over the SpaHe afterwards distinguished himself against the
niards.

famous Armada in

1.588, and died in 1 603.
Gcoffri/, brother of the preceding, and a statesman, in the confidence of queen Elizabeth, was her Secretary of State in Ireland, which office he continued to hold
He was the means of extinguishuntil his death in 1608.
ing more than one rebellion in Ireland, and left behind him
the character of an able statesman, an accomplished courtier,
and a polite writer. Among bis works as an author, are,
1.
Certaine Tragical Discourses, written out of French
An Acand Latin,' 4to. 1567, and again in 1579- 2.
count of a Dispute at Paris, between two Doctors of the
Ministers
of
God's
Word,'
Sorbonne, and two
1571, a
3.
An Epistle, or Godly Admonition, sent to
translation.
the Pastors of the Flemish Church. &c written by Anthony
4.
Golden Epistles, &c.
de Carro,' 1578, a translation.
from Guevara's Works, and other Authors, Latin, French,
and Italian,' 1557- This collection contained many pieces

Fenton, Sir

'

'

•

'

H

Howes, published in English in
not in that of Edward
Translation from the Italian of Guicciardini,
5.
1574.
' History of the Wars in Italy,'
the dedication of which
to queen Elizabeth is dated .fan. 7, 1579the
title
{Her.)
commonly borne by the
Fenton, Viscount
eldest son of the earl of Kellie.
Fenton, Elijah {Biog.) a poet, of an ancient family in
Staffordshire, was born at Chi Iton, near Neweastle-underFenton's reputation as a poet rests
Line, and died in 1730.
principally on his Mariamne,' and his share in the Odyast y
'
but his Miscellaneous Poems,' printed in 1717, have procured him a place among the English poets, in the collection
written.
[Wide
of Dr. Johnson, bv whom his Life

A

his

•'

;

u^

Plate
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FERDINAND

{Hist.) the

name

of several emperors, kings,

and princes.

Emperors of

Ferdinand

I,

archduke of

Au

litis

ia,

Name.
brother

and son of

Philip I. archduke of Austria, succeeded his bl bei on
and
died in 1564,
his abdication in 1558,
The effigies of this and
at the age of 61.
of Charles V,

the following princes are given, as in the

annexed

figures.

II, son of Charles, duke of Stiria,
and grandson of the preceding, was born
in 1578, elected king of Bohemia in 1617,
king of Hungary in 1618, succeeded to the
empire in 1619, and died in 1637, after
having defeated his rebellious subjects in
Bohemia, at the battle of Prague, and
having been engaged in warfare with France
and Sweden.

I

Ferdinand

III,

surnamed Ernest, was born

in 160S, made king of Hungary in 1625,
of Bohemia in 1627, succeeded his father
in 10'37, and died in 16'57, after having
brought the war between Sweden and the
empire to a termination by the peace of

Westphalia.

Kings of

Ferdinand,

Castille

and Leon.

Fernand, Gonzalez,

or

lived about 930.
or Fernand

first

count of Castille,

surnamed the Great, second
son of Sancho III, king of Navarre succeeded his father
in his states, as heir to his mother, after having defeated
and killed in battle Alphonso, of Leon ;
he caused himself to be crowned king of
Leon and the Asturias in 1037- He
then turned his arms against the Moors,
from whom he took many of their towns,
and after penetrating into the heart of
Portugal, he finished a glorious reign of f
40 years in 1 06'5.

Ferdinand,

I,

Ferdinand

II, the youngest son of Alphonso VIII, had for his share the king-

doms

of Leon and Gallicia, whilst his
Sancho II, succeeded to
the throne of Castille. Ferdinand, at the
death of the latter, usurped his throne,
which, however, was regained by Alphonso IX. He died in 1 188, or, according to some, in 1210, after a reign of 30
eldest brother,

years, in which he was successful in his
wars against Portugal.
III, surnamed St. son of Alphonso IX, re-united the crowns of Leon
and Castille in 1226, and died in 1552.
He was successful against the Moors,
from whom he took Cordova, Murcia,

Ferdinand

&c.
IV, son of Sancho III, surValiant, succeeded to the
throne in 1295, and died in 1312, at the
age of 27 , after a reign of 1 7 years,
during which he was engaged in war
with the king of Granada, whom he deSeville, Cadiz,

Ferdinand
named

the

feated.

Ferdinand

V, surnamed the Catholic, son of John II, king
of Arragon, married Isabella of Castille, by which marriage
he united the crowns of Castille and Arragon. By the conquest of Granada he drove the Moors out of Spain, where
they had nourished for 800 years ; and by the discoveries of
Columbus, which were made under the auspices of Ferdinand and Isabella, they added a new world to their domiFerdinand was no less successful against Portugal
and Naples, and died in 1516. [Vide Plate II] Roder.
Marian.
Hist. d'Espan. ; Guiokardin. Hist. Neap. J
Tolet.
;

Spondan. Contin. Baron. An/ad.

V

Ferdinand VI, surnamed the
Marv of Savoy, succeeded his

Wise, son of Philip
and
father in 1746, and died in
His reign was marked by peculiar
1759, at the age of 46.
wisdom and energy in the internal government of his country, which was thereby rendered prospt rous.

Ferdinand

Kings of

Sicily

and Naples.

infanta of Castille, surnamed the
Just, king of Arragon and Sicily, was
crowned king of Sicily in 1412, and died
His effigy is given, as in the
in 1416.
annexed figure and the inscriptions on his
vel FERcoins are

Ferdinand,

;

FERDINANDUS

RANDUS.

FER
Ferdinand, Fernand,

FER

Ferrand I, king of Naples and
Sicily, and natural son of Alphonso V
king of Arragon, was legitimated by pope
Eugene IV, begun to reign in 1458, and
or

died in 1494, at the age of 70, after a
reign of nearly 86 years,' during which he

kingdoms twice, and twice regained
them.
His effigy is given, as in the annexed figure.
Ferdinand II, grandson of the preceding, and son of Alphonso, became sovereign of Naples in
1494, and died in
\Q6, not without disturbances during his short reign,
occasioned by the French.
I

III, vide

Ferdinand V, of

1383, at the age of 43.

self in Africa in 1464,

and died in 1470.
grand duke of Tuscany, of the house of Me-

was the son of Cosmo I, who'laid aside the cardinal's
hat at the age of 52, to succeed his brother Francis in 1587,
and died in I6O9.

dici,

Ferdinand

II, succeeded his father Cosmo II as grand duke
of Tuscany in 16'21, and died in 16'70.
(Ecc.) of Talavera, archbishop of Grenada, was
first confessor and afterwards counsellor
to Ferdinand and

Ferdinand

Isabella, by whom he was consulted on their expedition
against the Moors in Grenada.
On the conquest of that
province, he was translated from the bishopric of
vila to
the see of Grenada, where he died in 1507, leaving behind
him a character of peculiar sanctity.

A

Ferdinand of Arragon,

archbishop of Saragossa, and grandson of Ferdinand, king of Arragon and Castille, was promoted to that see in 1539, and died in 1575, being then
viceroy of Arragon.
He wrote, among other things, ' La
Historia de los Reyes de Aragon ;' ' Catalogo de todos Prelados del Reyno de Aragon,' &c. ; which were never printed
in any distinct work.
Ferdinand {Biog.) of Cordova, a Spanish scholar of the
15th century, was the author of, 1. A Treatise addressed to
Pope Sixtus IV, ' De Jure Beneficiorum vacantiuni medins
Fructus Annatasque cxigenti,' &c.
2. ' De Artificio omnis
ft investigandi et inveniendi Natura Scibilis.'
3. < De
Pontificii

Pallii

Mysterio.'

4.

'

An

sit

licita

Pax cum

Saracenis Disquisitio,' &c.
vide Ijypcz.

Ferdinand, Lopez,

FERDINAND!

Epiphaniut (Biog.) a physician of McsSBgna, in the territory of Otranto, was born in 1569, <""1
died in 1638, leaving, 1. « Theoremata Medica ct Philo'
De Vita proroganda, Beu
Senectute rctardanda,'
Neap.
Observaliones et Casus
Medici,' Venct. 1621 ; and several times since reprinted in
Holland and Germany.
4. 'Aureus de Pcste Libellus,'
Neapol. 1681.

sophiea,'

Juventute
I6l2.

8.

Venct. Kill.
conservanda et
«

Centum

2.

Historia-, sou

FERDUSI

(Biog.) a Persian poet, of the first rank of poets
in that country, according to sir William Jones, who died
in tin year of the Ilegira 411, A. D. 1021, wrote a number
of Poems, which wen- collected and published under the
title of
Shahnama." Of Ferdusi's Satire against the Sultan
'

Mahmud

there is a translation in a 'Treatise on Oriental
Poetry," added to the Life of Nadir-Shah, in French.
(Geog.) a town of the Hernici, at the
east of Koine.
The gentile name Ferenlinales, or Ferenlini.

FERENTINUM
Lit:

1.

I

;

SiL 1. !!.
(Geog.)

FERENTUM

FERETRIUS

(Myth.) an epithet of Jupiter, because he
the Romans ferendis spoliis, i. e. in bearin-r the
because Romulus built a temple to Jupiter, whither he transported the best of the spoils, called opima, which
were taken in battle.

spoils,

Proper!.

1.

4,

el.

10.

Nunc
Lii.

1.

FERG

1

Jovii incipiam r.o.sas aperire Ferctn.

C. Nep. in Att.

;

c.

20

;

Rom.

Pint, in

(Biog.) or Fergue, Francis Paul, an artist of Vienna,

and was found dead at his lodgings,
apparently exhausted by cold, want, and misery, in 1 740.
He etched with aquafortis, and his prints are eagerly sought
for by the curious.

FERGUS
Fergus

Ferdinand of Portugal, duke of Viseu, and second son of
king Edward and Eleonore of Arragon, distinguished himI,

—— Et anum

Pingue learnt humitis Fcrenti.

was born

Casliilc.

Other Princes of this Name.
Ferdinand, king of Portugal, was crowned after his father,
Peter, in 136'7, and was surnamed the Cruel.
He died in

Ferdinand

3, od. 4.

1.

assisted

lost his

Ferdinand

Horat.

in

l6'S<),

(Hist.) the name of three kings of Scotland.
son of a king of Ireland, founded the

I,

^'

kingdom of Scotland A. C. 332, and reigned
24 or 25 years, according to the Scotch his- ft
torians.
Buchanan, Leslie, Sec.

Fergus

Boelhius, Buchanan,

FERGUSON

AfC.

(Her.) the name of a family of Londonderry,

which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in
1801 on sir Andrew Ferguson; the arms, &c. of which are
as follow

Anns.

:

Azure, an

arming buckle argent,

Forenza, a town of Apulia.

between three

boars' heads or, langued gules.
Crest.

On

Motto.

a thistle, leaved and flowered proper, a bee
" Dulcis ex asperis."

or.

Ferguson, Robert

(Biog.) a non-conformist preacher, was
ejected from his living of Godmarsham, in Kent, in 1(562,
and died in 1714, after having been implicated in the rebellion of Monmouth.
He wrote, among other things,
' The Interest of
Reason in Religion.'
Ferguson, Robert, a poet of Edinburgh, was born in 750,
and died in 1774. His poems, which were for the most
part published in the ' Weekly Magazine,' have since Ix-cn
collected in a volume, and often printed.
1

Ferguson,

.lames, an experimental philosopher, and native
of Bamff'shire, was born of very poor parents in 1710, and
died in 177'), leaving, 1. 'Astronomical Tallies and !'>rcepts for calculating the True Times of New and Full
2.
Tables and Tracts relative to
Moons,' &C. 17<)':>.
'

and Sciences,' 1767. 3. 'An Easy IntroducAstro4.
tion to Astronomy,' &C. second edition, 176'0.
nomy explained upon Sir Isaac Newton's Principles,' fifth
edition, 1772
a new and improved edition has been lately
published by Dr. Brewster.
5. ' Lectures on Select Subjects in Mechanics, Hydrostatics,' &C. fourth edition, 1772;
a new edition by Dr. Brewster, in 2 vols. 8vo.
1805.
(i.
Select Mechanical Exercises, with a Short Account of
the Life of the Author by Himself,' 17737- ' The Art
several Arts

'

;

•

of Drawing in Perspective made Easy,' 1775.
An In8.
troduction to Electricity,' 1775.
9. 'Two Letters to the
Rev. J. Kennedy,' 1775, &C
Peter (Biog.) a French mathematician, was born
at Toulouse in 15!)(), and died in 1 664.
His mathematical
works wen published under the title of Varia Opera Mathematica,' 2 vols. fol. Tolos. 1 ()?!>
'

FERMAT,

'

now

S^*§

succeeded his grandfather, Eugenius,
A. D. 411, and died after a reign of 16' or 18
years, during which time he gave great trouble
to the Romans in Britain.
The effigies of
this and the following king arc given, as in
the annexed figures.
Fergus III, son of Ethfinus, succeeded Eugenius VIII in 764, and was poisoned bv his
wife, after he
had reigned three years.
II,

FER

FER

FERMO

(Geog.) a town of Italy, and an archbishop's see,
on the Gulf of Venice, 20' miles S. S. E. Ancona, 93 N- N. E.
3
Rome. Lon. 13° 41' E. lat. 43 10' N. This town suffered
much in the l6th century, as we learn from Leander Al-

Leand. Albert. Descripl. Ital.
Richard (Hist.) of the family mentioned under
Heraldry, was a merchant of immense wealth in the reign
of Henrv VIII ; but being a zealous Romanist, he was
found guilty of a praemunire, for having afforded relief to
the suffering Roman Catholics, and stripped of all his
estates ; but interest being made in his behalf, some part
was restored to him by Edward VI, after which he died
berti.

FERMOR,

his grandson, distinguished himself in

arms under William, prince of Orange, and, for his services
in the Netherlands, had the honour of knighthood conferred
on him in 1 586 by Robert, earl of Leicester. He gave a
magnificent entertainment to king James and his queen in
1603, and died in 1612.
Fermor, Sir William, Knt. or Bart., grandson of the preceding, took up arms in defence of his sovereign ; and, notwithstanding his youth, he was honoured with the command
of a troop of horse by Charles I, and made one of the PrivyChamber to the prince, his son, whose fortunes he shared.
He lived to see his royal master restored to his throne, but
died the same year.
William, Count von, a

Scotchman by birth and cxdistinguished himself in the Russian service against
the Turks, and afterwards defeated the king of Prussia at
He was
the battle of Zwendorf, when he took Berlin.
made a count of the empire by Francis, and died in 1771,

Fermor,

tractioti,

0'4.

Fermor

(Her.) or Fcrmour, a family which, according to
William
ancient records, also bore the name of Ricards.
Fermor, son of sir William, the loyalist above-mentioned,
and Thomas,
was created in 10'9 2 baron of Lempster
r_Yide
second lord, was created in 1721 earl of Pomfret.
l

;

Pom/ret'}

Diego (Biog.) is known as the author of
Historia del Peru,' fol. Sevilla, 1571.
FERNE, Henri/ (Fee.) youngest son of sir John Feme, the
subject of the next article, was horn at York in 1602, admitted commoner of St. Mary Hall, Oxford, in 1018
at'

;

tended king Charles I, as his chaplain, during his troubles
was appointed master of Trinity College, Cambridge, at the
Restoration ; chosen vice chancellor of the University twice ;
consecrated bishop of Chester in lOO'l, and died five weeks
after, leaving behind him a high character for learning,
:

He

is said to have afforded some assistPolyglott Bible ; besides which he
Resolving
The
of Conscience,' &c. on the
published, 1.
question of taking up arms against the king, printed at
Cambridge in 1642, and Oxford in 1643, and two other
tracts in answer to his opponents on the same subject.
Episcopacy and Presbytery considered,' Lond. 1647.
2.
3.
Certain Considerations of Present Concernment touching the reformed Church of England against Ant. Champnev,
Doctor of the Sorbonne,' ibid. 1653. 4. ' On the Case as
it stands between the Church of England on the one hand,
and those Congregations which have divided from it on the
5. ' On the Division between the Engother,' ibid. 1655.
lish and the Romish Church upon the Reformation.' ibid.
1655.
6.
Answer to Mr. Spencer's Book, entitled ' Scripture mistaken,' 1660; besides several sermons.
Ferne, Sir John (Biog.) an English antiquary, of a good
family in Lincolnshire, who died about 1610, was the
author of ' The Blazon of Gentrv, divided into two Parts,'

and

ance to

his

2. ' De Proportionibus Libri Duo.'
1528.
3. ' Cosmo-Theoria Libros duos complexa,'
'
ibid. 1528. 4.
De Naturali Parte Medietas Libri septem,'
ibid. 1532.
5.
De Vacuandi Ratione Liber,' ibid. 1545.
6. ' De Abditis Rerum Causis Libri duo,' ibid. 153S, which
is said to have been reprinted 30 times since.
7.
Medieina
ad Henricum II,' &c 1554, still oftener reprinted with
some changes of the title. 8. ' Therapeutices universalis,'
&c. Lugd. 1659.
9. ' Consiliorum medicmalium Liber,'
Paris. 1582, many times reprinted.
10. ' Febrium cu'

'

generalis,' Francof. 1577.
11. ' De
Luis Venerea? Curatione perfectissima Liber,' Antv. 1579.
(Myth.) a nymph of Campania, who was worshipped at Rome as a goddess of the woods and groves.
Firg. .En. 1. 7, v. 697.

FERONIA

Et

I Jurat.

1.

loyalty.

Walton

in his

'

*

'

&c. 4to.

Henry
VOL.

John Francis (Biog.) or Fernelius, phvsician to
was born at Mont-Didier, in Picardy,

II of France,
I.

1

it-Lit

gaudau Feronia

luco,

sat. 5.

Ora manusquetud

Iciiimus Feronia lymphi.

The name is derived probably from the town of Feronia.
Feronia (Geog.) a town of Etruria, now Pietra Santa,

so

by some, from a temple of the goddess
Feronia, although by others the name of the goddess is
derived from that of the town.
Fan: de Lat. Ling. 1. 4;
Lie. 1. 22 ; Strab. 1. 5.
called, as is said

FERRACINO,

Bar/olomeo (Biog.) a mechanic of Bassano,
was born in 1692, and died soon after, completing a bridge
over the Erenta in his native-place.
A history of his Life
and Inventions was published at Venice, 4to. 176'4, by a
writer of the name of Memo.
FERRAND, Louis (Biog.) a lawyer of Toulon, was born
in 1645, and died in 1699, leaving many works on theological subjects, which engaged his attention more than that
of law.

FERRANDUS

surnamed Fulgenlius, a disciple of
with too much zeal into a question
time very improperly discussed ; ' Whether it could be said that One of the Persons of the Trinitv
suffered on the Cross.'
He died about the year 530, leaving
many works that were highly esteemed by his cotemporaries ; the most considerable of which was an abridged Collection of Ecclesiastical Canons, cVc.
FERRAR, Robert (Fee.) bishop of St. David's, and one of
the reformers, was born at Halifax, in Yorkshire, educated
at Oxford, promoted to the see of St. David's in 1548, and
burnt on a charge of heresy in 1555.
His character has
been differently represented by different writers, but he
does not appear to have done honour to the cause for which
(Biog.)

St. Fulgentius, entered

he

at that

suffered".

Ferrar, Nicholas

(Biog.) an enthusiast, the third son of
Nicholas Ferrar, a merchant of London, was born in 1592.
and died in 1637, after having attempted to found a religious house called the Arminian Nunnery ; the principa.
members of which were his own family, who spent the
most of their time in religious observances that subjected
them very deservedly to obloquy and censure.
FERRAR A (Geog.) a town of Italy, in the duchy of Ferrara,
a province of the Ecclesiastical States, situated on a marshv
plain near the Po, 40 miles S. E. Mantua, and 67 N. Bologna.
Lon. 11=36' E. lat. 44° 48' N.

History of Ferrara.

'

FERNEL,

1,

which was

FERNANDEZ,

piety,

among

quatuor,' &c. Paris. 1526.

ibid.

randarum Methodus

in 1552.

Fermor, Sir George,

aged

some say in 1497, and died in 1558, leaving,
works, 1. ' Monolosphaerium Partibus constans

in 1506, or as

Ferrara, called in Latin

Ferraria. was built about 433,
by Smaragdus, exarch of Ravenna, in 5Bo, and
passed afterwards from the kings of Lombardy to the
see of Rome.
It was taken by the French in 1796", retaken by the Austrians in 1799, but shortly after surrendered to the French. Murat's annv was defeated here
fortified

in 1815.

4

1

FER

FER
He

acted a considerable part in promoting the diversions of
the court, particularly in the character of Lord of Misrule,
or the Prince of Sports and Pastimes, during the Christmas

Ecclesiastical History of Fcrrara.

Pope Yitalianus transferred the see of Vicovcnza to Fcrrara,
where a council was held by pope Eugene IV.
FERRAKD, Fiscount (Her.) a title enjoyed by a family of
the name of Foster, which is a branch of the family of De
Burgh.
FERRARI Gaudenzio (Biog.) an artist of Yaldugia, was
He
born in 1484, and is supposed to have died in 15.50.
Passion of Christ,'
was a competitor with Titian, in his
and his
Fall of Paul/ at the
at the Grazie of Milano
conventuals of Vercelli, may be compared with that of
M. Angela at the Paulina.
krrari, John .luilniv. another artist, who was born at
Genoa in 1599, and died in 10'Ot), attained a high pitch of
excellence not only in historical painting, but also in that
of landscapes, fruit, animals, and flowers.
Ferraki, Lewis, inventor of the first method of resolving
biquadratic equations, was born at Bologna about 1520, and
His method was published by Cardan, who
died in 156'5.
acknowledged its real author.
Ferrari, Octaciun, an Italian author, was born at Milan in
1518, and died in 1580', leaving, 1. ' De Sermonibus
Exotericis,' Yenct. 1575; reprinted at Francfort in 10'0(>,
De Disciplina encyclica,' under
with a new dissertation

His works as an author are, 1.
A History of
the Reign of Queen Mary,' which was inserted in the
Chronicle, and published under the name of Richard
holidays.

2. Some pieces inserted in the well-known work
The Mirror for Magistrates,' the first edition of
which was published in 1559, by William Baldwin. Among
the contributions of Ferrars to this work, were
The Fall
of Robert Tresilian, Chief Justice of England,' &c; 'The
Tragedy, or unlawful murder of Thomas, of Woodstock,
Duke of Gloucester;' ' The Tragedy of King Richard III;'
'
The Story of Dame Eleanor Cobham, Duchess of Glou-

Grafton.
entitled

'

I

'

of

'

'

Clavis Philosophic Peripatcticir- Aristo-

De

'.',.

;

'

;

:

'

'

'

I-.

'

'

'

Prolusio.'
Civhalis Statu
7.
Electoral!]
Libri duo.'
' Origines
Lingua Italic*,' fol. Patav. 1070'. Menage
has writt n a book on tlie s;nni' subject, in A hi h be
De Pantomimis el Miosis Dis.0.
the errors of Ferrari.
10.
in.'
Dissertationes du:c, altera de Balm is, .1.
Gladiatoribus altera.'
These two last pieces wen- posthumous, and published by John Fabricius, the ft)
WolfenbutteL 8va 171 f and tie latter at Helmstadt, 8vo.
720.
'

8.

mm

.

I

!

'

'

I

1

FERRARIENSIS [Bug.) vide Sylveslre.
FERRAKS. Sir Walt,,- Demur, lord (Hist.)

of the family

mentioned under Heraldry, [vide "Deoreux\ distinguished
him
lie House of York, and
was slain witli Richard III at liosworth Field, in IS."'.
01 ge (Hist.) a lawyer, historian, poet, and courtier,
01
in tin
ol
Henry VIII, Edward VI. Mary, and Eliillicit from
an ancient family iii Herttabtlth
<

:

I

I

1

'

1

fordshire,

and died

horn
in

in

a

village near

St. Alban's,

1564, being high in favour with

about

'The Story of Humphrey Plantagenet, Duke of
Gloucester, Protector of England
and lastly,
The Tragedy of Edmund, Duke of Somerset.' The arrest of this
Ferrars, when he was member of Parliament for Plymouth
in the reign of Henry VI II, created such confusion, that
in the event it established the privilege of exemption from
arrest, now enjoyed by members of Parliament.
Ferrars, Edward (Biog.) a Warwickshire gentleman, who
died in 1564, wrote several Tragedies and Comedies, not
now extant.
Ferrars, Henry, an antiquarian of the same county and
family, was famous for his knowledge of heraldry, genealogies, and the like.
He laid the foundation for Dug
Antiquities of Warwickshire Illustrated.'
At the death of
the latter, several of Ferrars' MSS. were deposited in the
'

;

'

title

'

cester;'

Origine Honumoruni,' Mediol. 1607; and
telian'
inserted by Orceins in the first volume of his Thesaurus.
besides some
yV translation of Athenaus into Latin
notes on Aristotle.
Ferrari, Francis Bernardine, of the same family with the
Cornier, was born at Milan about 1577, and died in lOli<).
He wrote, 1. De Antique Ecclesiasticarum Epistolarum
Genere Libri tres.' Mediol. Hi 13. 2. ' De Ritu Sacr.irum
Bcclesue Catholics Concionum Libri tres,' Mediol. I6fl0
S. ' De
and Ultraj. 10';)2, by Gwevius, with a preface.
Veterum Acclamatiouibus et Plausu Libri septem,' Mediol.
I'l'T
and likewise reprinted in the sixth volume en' Gwevius' Thesaurus.
Ferrari, Octavius, an antiquary of Milan, and of tl
family as the two picceding. was born in 1007. and died in
1C82. His works are, 1. De He Yestiarifi Libri tres.' Patav.
1C42, and 1654, to which last edition, four books more were
2. ' Analecta de lie Ycstiaria.' &C. Patav. 10'70,
added.
De lie \ esand 1685, when it was subjoined to his book
tiaria,' and both are inserted in the sixth and twelfth books
De Lauof Orceins' Thesaurus. :). Pallas Suecica,' &C.
5.
Prolusiones XXVI,' &C. which,
dibus Francisci l'utei.'
and
pieces,
were
several
collected
disposed
with
Other Small
in proper order by John Fabricius, and published in 2 vols.
0.
Veneta Sapientia, sen d( optkno
8vo. Ilclmst. 1710.
2.

'

'

•

;

the general

'

1512,

Henry VIII.

'

'

Ashmolean Museum.

FERRE,
who

Vincent (Biog.) a Dominican of Valentin, in Spain,
died in 1082, composed many works on theoli
which appeared at Salamanca and Rome, in 8 vols.

subjects,
fob'

(675-1606.

FERREIX,

Anthony (Biog.) an anatomist and surgeon, was
at i'repeih, in Agenois, and died in 17691 ()<).';
the author of two works, namely,
Lectures ur la
Lecture stir la Materia Medica,' each in
Medicine,' and
vols. 12hio. which u ere published in P78S.
FFRRFRAS, Don Juan de (Biog.) a Spanish scholar of a
noble family, was born at I.abanezza in 1052, and died in
He left several works on Theology, Philosophy, and
1785.
History of
History, the most important of which was bis
Spain.' which ends with the reign of Philip II.
(Hist.)
an
intelligent noFERRERS, Laurence, fourth Karl
bleman of the illustrious family mentioned under Heraldry,
born in

He was

'

'

.'.'

afflicted with a constitutional inhad the nriafi
sanitv, in a lit of which he shot his land-steward Mr.
He was tried for this offence by his peers, found
Johnson.
be banged, which sentence wis
guilty, nod sentenced
executed upon him in 17oO, notwithstanding
tion to his Majesty that he punishment might be commuted
1

for decapitation.

I-'kukuks. Earl (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the ancient
hieh
and illustrious family of Shirley [vide Sliirleif],
with the anus, tko. are as follow
\

:

Shirley, .ail Ferrers, viscount Tamworth, and a
Title of the eldest son. viscount Tamworth.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th paly of six or and azure, a
canton ermine. 2d and oil France and England qua
with a herder urgent.
('/est.
On a wreath, the bust of a Saracen, side-faced and
Duped proper, wr. athed about the temples or end azure.
Supporters. Dexter a talbvt ermine, eared gules, and gorged
Titles.

baronet.

Anus.

1

.he
with a ducal collar or; sinister, a rein-dei
attired and gorged with a ducal collar or, and charged on
argent.
horse-shoe
with
a
the shoulder
:

1

"

Motto.

FERRET!
torian

iu

Honor

virtutis

-

1

premium.'

[Biog.) or Ferretus of Vicenza, a poet and histhe Mih century, wrote a History of bis own

I

FEV

FER
Times, from 1250 to 1318, in seven Books, which was in
serted bv Muratori, in the ninth volume of his collection of
He was likewise author of a Latin
Italian Historians.
poem, and other works in prose and verse.
Ferreti, or Ferretli, sEmilius, in Latin Ferreltus, a civilian in
the l6th century, was born at Castello Franco, in Tuscany,
He published an edition of the
in 148,9, and died in 1 552.
principal Orations of Cicero, 8vo. Lugd. ; and his ' Opera
.

Juridica,' were published in 4to. 1 553 and 1598.
Ferreti, John Baptist, of Vincenza, a Benedictine monk, and
Musse Lapian antiquary, published at Verona in 1672

Paris by Vascosan, in fol. 1554, and 8vo. 1555.
also ' Observations sur la Coutume de Bourdeaux,'

darife,' fol.

1565.
(Gcog.) a town of Etruria, supposed to be
Galese> a small town in the Ecclesiastical States, near the
Tiber, which gave its name to a sort of broad farces, or
low ribaldry, called " Fescennine Verses."

Horat.

2, ep. 1.

1.

Fescennitta per hutic inienta ticentia morem.

Med.

Settee, in

Festa dicta fumiat cnniicia Fesceiiuinus.

I'irg.

Latin Ferrius, a divine of a considerable family in Germany, was born at Metz in 1591,
and died in 1669. He published, 1. Scholastici Orthodoxi
2. ' Vindicue pro Scholastico Orthodoxo,'
Specimen,' 1616.
General Catechisme de la ReformaLugd. Bat. 1630. 3.
tion,' besides collections for a History of Metz.
Ferri, Ciro, a painter and architect, descended from a good
family at Rome, was born in 1634, and died in 1(589He was employed by pope Alexander VII, and his successors, and also by the grand duke of Florence, who assigned
him a large pension to finish the ceilings begun by Cortona.
FERRIAR, John {Biog.) a physician, was born at Chester
Medical Histories,' &c.
in 1764, and died in 1815, leaving
3 vols. 8vo. ; ' On the Medical Properties of the Digitalis
In general literature, he published ' IllusPurpurea,' &c.
(Biog.)

in

'

'

•

•

showing the sources whence this writer
had drawn much of his matter ; ' Bibliomania,' a poetical
Epistle to Mr. Helder; ' An Essay towards a Theory of
;
besides several papers in the ' Manchester
Apparitions
trations of Sterne,'

'

'

Memoirs.'

FERRIER, Armand

(Hist.) or Arnold de, a lawyer of Toulouse, was born in 1506, and died in 1585, after having been
employed as an ambassador from the French king, at the
council of Trent, and afterwards at Venice.
Ferrier, Jeremy (Biog.) a Protestant minister of Nismes,
who afterwards returned to the Romish church, and died in
He was the reputed author of the famous political
1626.
Catholique d'Etat,' published in 10'25, in
work entitled
answer to some libels which the king of Spain's partizans
had written against France, upon her entering into an alliance with Protestant powers.
Ferrie;i, John, a Jesuit, and native of Rouergue, was born
He wrote ' Responsio ad Obin 1614, and died in 1674.
jectiones Vincentianas,' 8vo. Tolos. 166S, and other works
'

relating to Jansenism, &c.
de, a civilian, and doctor of law, in the
University of Paris, was born there in 1639, and died in
1715, leaving among other works, 1. ' Commentaires sur la
Coutume de Paris,' 12mo. 2. Traite des Fiefs,' 4to. 1680.
3. ' La Jurisprudence du Code,' 2 vols. 4to. 1684.
4. ' Du
5. ' Des Xouvelles,' 2 vols. 4to.
Digeste,' 2 vols. 4to. 1688.
1688.
6. ' La Science des Xotaires,' 2 vols. 4to. 1771.
8. ' Institution Coutu7- ' Le Droit du Patronage,' 4to.
miere,' 3 vols. 12mo.
9- ' Recueil des Commentatcurs de la
Coutume de Paris,' 4 vols. fol. 1714. 10. Introduction it la
His son, Claudius Joseph Ferrier,
Pratique,' 2 vols. 1758.
who was dean of the law faculty, in the University of Paris,
published ' Le Dictionnaire du Droit,' 2 vols. 4to. 1 771FERRO (Gcog.) the most westerly of the Canary Isles, which
being once supposed to be the most westerly point of the
old world, was originally employed by all geographers as
their first meridian on the point from which the longitude of
places was reckoned.
This commodious practice has, however, been laid aside in modern times, and the inconvenient
one adopted of making the meridian pass through the capital
of each nation.
FERROX. Arnaud du (Biog.) a lawyer of Bourdeaux, was
born in 1515, and died in 1563, leaving a continuation of
the History of Paulus ^Emilius, which was published at

Ferrier. Claude

'

'

wrote
Lyons,

FESCENNIA

'

FERRI, Paul

He
fol.

IEh. 1. 7, v. 6'95.
Hi Fesceiminas acies, aqut^ue
Hi Soractis hattmtt area.

Faliscos

3
Fesl. dc Verb. Signif. ; Macro/). Sal. 1. 2, c. 4.
Sebastian (Biog.) an antiquary of Basil, was born in
in 1712.
He wrote ' De Insignibus,' published in Germany in 1672 ; and also a Dissertation on the
rare medal of Pylemon Evergetes, king of Paphlagonia,
which was inserted by Gronovius, in his Thesaurus ; besides
Plin.

1.

;

FESCH,
1(147,

and died

some works on Law.

FESTUS, Fortius (Bibl.) a governor of Judea, after Felix,
whom the Jews solicited to condemn Paul, or to order him
up to Jerusalem. The apostle's appeal to CsEsar frustrated
the intentions both of -Festus and the Jews.
Acts xxiv.
He is said to have been diligent in the suppression of robbery,
and to have died A. D. 62. Joseph, de Bell. Judaic. 1. 2.
Festus, Pompeius (Biog.) a grammarian, who abridged the
work of Valerius Flaccus
De Significatione Verborum.'
The first edition, or Editio princeps of this work is without
date, but supposed to have been printed in 1471 ; since
which various editions have been published by Scaliger,
Fulvius Ursinus, Aldus Minucius, and others; but the
most complete is the Delphin edition, 4to. Paris, 1681,
published by Dacier ; or the reprint of it by Le Clerc, Amst.
1699; it is also among .the ' Auctores Latins Linguae,'
collected by Gottfredus, 4to. 1585, and afterwards reprinted
with emendations and additions, Genev. 1622.
Sir Timothy (Hist.) of the family
mentioned under Heraldry, a zealous royalist, raised a troop
of horse at his own expense, and distinguished himself by
his valour on several occasions, for which he was knighted in
the field.
He was taken prisoner at the fatal battle of
Worcester in 1651, with James, seventh earl of Digby, and
like him was beheaded at Bolton, in Lancaster.
Fetherstonhaugh (Her.) the name of a family of Fetherstonhaugh, co. Northumberland, of which mention is
made as early as 1373. This family enjoys the dignity and
title of a baronet, conferred in 1774 on sir Matthew Fetherstonhaugh, a descendant of the eldest branch of this family,
namely, of Timothy, mentioned above, the arms, &c. of
which are as follow
Gules, on a chevron between three ostrich feathers
Arms.
argent, a pallet.
Crest.
An antelope statant argent, armed or.
(Her.) the name of a family of Comely Bank, co.
Edinburgh, which enjoys the title and dignity of a baronet,
conferred in 1 804 on sir William Fettes ; the arms, &c. of
which are as follow
Arms. Or, a chevron between two mullets in chief, and in
'

FETHERSTONHAUGH,

:

FETTES

:

base a croslet fitchy gules.
bee volant in pale proper.
Supporters.
On the dexter side a lion ; on the sinister, a
stag collared and chained or.
"
Motij.
Industria."
FETTI (Biog.) or Feti, Domenico, a painter, was born at
Rome in 1589, and died in 1624. His pictures are scarce,

A

Crest.

and much sought

after.

FEVARDENTIUS

(Biog.) or Feuardent, Francis, a Fran-

was born at Coutances, in Lower Normandy,
1541, and died in 1610, leaving translations of some

ciscan friar,

in

4

I

2

FEV

FEY

works of the Fathers into French ; besides ' The Five
Books of Iienteus/ which he published at Paris in 1571),
with notes at the end of each chapter; the second edition at
Cologne, in 1596, and again in 16'30; hut that at Paris in

though Arias Montanus was the ostensible editor. Thi,
Bible was begun in 1568, and linished in 1572.
Fevre, James le, in Latin Jacobus Faber Stapulcnxis, a scholar
so called from his birth-place, Estaples, in Picardy, was born
1630, is better than the first, as it contains the Greek pasabout 1440, and died in 1587He wrote Commentaries on
sages of Irenii'iis, which were in Epiphanius.
St. Paul's Epistles, &c,
and controverted some of the illusHe also
published some books of controversy, which are generally
trations given by Erasmus.
admitted to have been written with too much passion.
Fevre, Nicholas le, or Nicohms Faber, a French scholar, was
FEVERSHAM, Earl of (Her.) a title which was conferred
born at Paris about 1543, and died in l6ll, leaving an
16'76"
in
on sir George Sondes, of Lees Court, near Feveredition of Seneca, published in 1587; besides some other
sha.n, hart., which became extinct in 1709, at the death of
works, which were collected and published at his death,
his son-in-law lord Duras, of Holdenby, and second earl of
4to. Paris, 1614.
Fevershani.
Fevre, Tanaquil, or Tancqui, a scholar, and father of MaFevermi at, Lord, a title conferred in 1747 on Anthony
dame Dacier, was born at Caen in 1615, and died in 1672.
Duncombe, which became extinct at his death in 176'3.
leaving among his works, 1.
Luciani de Morte Pere<>rini
Feversham (Geog.) a market town of Kent, in England,
Libellus, cum Notis,' 4to.
2.
Diatribe, Flavii Josephi de
ni.
Canterbury,
W.
E.
Testimonium
and 47
London. It is a place of
Jesu Christo
suppositum esse,' 8vo. 16*55.
9
great antiquity, which as early as the year 811 was deno'
3.
Luciani Timon,' with a Latin version and notes.
minated King's Town and an abbey of Cluniac monks was
Epistolarum Pars Prima,' 4to. 16*59; ' Pars Secunda,
4.
founded here in 1 117, by king Stephen. Some ruins of two
cui aecedunt Aristophanis Coneionatrices Greece et Latiue
gate-houses of the abbey are yet to be seen.
cum Notis,' 4to. 1665. 5. Journal du Journal, ou Censure
FEUILLET, Nicholas (Biog.) a French priest and canon of
and 6. ' Seconde Journaline,' both 4to. 1 666'.
de la Censure
St. Cloud, near Paris, whose zealous preaching is said to
7- ' Abrege des Vies des Poetes Grecs.' &C. 12mo. 1665.
have produced much effect on his audience. He died in
5. ' Convivium Xenophontis.'
Platonis Alcibiades Pri9.
1G93, leaving some
Letters,' and an
mus.'
Oration,' on Hen10. ' Plutarchus de Superstitione,' all in French
'
rietta of England.
translations, 1666.
11.
Aristippi Vita a D. Lacrtio,' also
FEUQUIERES, Manasses de Pas, Marquis de (Hist.) one of
a translation, 1 667 ; this last was inserted by De Sallengre,
the bravest French officers in the 17th century, rose to the
in Ins ' Memoires de Literature,' Tom. II.
12. ' Methode
highest rank in the army, was twice commander-in-chief,
pour commencer les Humanites Grecques et Latins,' also
conducted the famous siege of Rochellc, and after serving
inserted in the same volume of the work before-mentioned.
the king also in a diplomatic character in Germany, he died
This was translated into English under the title of A
at Thionville in 1640, of the wounds which he hail received
Compendious Way of teaching Ancient and Modern Lanthe preceding year at the siege of that city.
guages,' &c.
Fabuhe ex Locmannis Arabico-Latinis
His
13.
Negotiations' were printed in Germanv in 3 vols. 12mo. 1 683,
Versibus reddita?,' 12mo. 1673, and subjoined the year after
'
and 1634, Paris, 1753.
to his
Epistolai,' besides which he published notes oh
Feuquierks;, Isaac de Pas, Marquis de, son of the preceding,
Apollodorus, Longinus, Anacreon, Aristophanes, rElian,
;

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

lieutenant-general of the king's armies, counsellor of state
in ordinary, &c. ; gave proof of his firmness and prudence

during his embassy to Germany and Sweden in 1672, and
died ambassador-extraordinary in Spain in 10*88, after having
been viceroy in America in 1 660.
Feuquierks, Anthony de Pas, Marquis de, sen of the preceding, and grandson of Manasses de Pas, was born in
1648, and died in 1711, after having displayed his valour
in Ita'y.
His
Memoires' were published in lto. and in
4 vols. 12mo.
FEVRE, de la Boderie, Anthony le (Hist.) of a noble family
'

of Boderie, in Lower Normandy, distinguished himself in
the reigns of Henry IV and Lewis XIII, by his skill as a
negotiator at Rome, in the Low Countries, and in England,
e he was loaded with presents.
He died in l6l5,
leaving, 1. ' Traite de la Noblesse, traduit de ITtalien de
Jean Baptista Ncnna,' 8vo. 1583.
Vmbassades de M.
de la Boderie en Angleterre,' &c. 5 vols. l2mo. Pari ,1
10
i'Kviti:, de la Boderie, Matthew le, son of Nicholas le Fevre,
and nephew of the preceding, distinguished himself at the
of Rochelle, Pignerol, and on other occasions; and
displayed also great talent lor negociationa in Germanv,
v. here be was employed in that character.
'.'.

de Caumarlin, Francis

'

(/',-.) bishop of Amiens,
on his entering bis bishopric,
which the diocese would ban
en
r< !y punished by
the king, Lewis XIII, bul for tie intercession of this prelate,
who died in 1618, after having governed the church for 34
years, with distinguished zeal

1'i.vrk,

/-

in Picardy, received great insults

for

!

1

1

1

la Boderie, Guy le (Biog.) or in Latin Guide
Fabridus Hod, nanus, brother of Anthony le Fevre ttbovementioned, and a poet, was boiu in loll, and died in 1598,
leaving a number of Poems, which are now forgotten.
But
be was well known and esteemed as an oriental scholar, and
had a great share in the Polyglott Bible, of Antwi

Fbvbb, de

'

Lucretius,

Pha:drus,

Horace, Terence, Eutropius,

Virgil,

Justin, Dionysius Periegetes, &C.
le, a painter of Fontainbleau,

FeVRE, Claude

was born in
and died in 16*75. He was much patronized and
esteemed in England.
Fevre, John Baptist le, a scholar of Villebrune, was born in
He translated Athseneus, the
1732, and died in I8O9.
Aphorisms of Hippocrates, I'.pictetus, Cebcs, &c. ; and
edition
an
of
Silins
Italicus, in 1781.
published
1-T.VRET, Charles (Biug.) a French civilian, was born at
Semur, the capital of Auxois, in 1583, and died in 16'6l.
16'33,

He

published, 1.
De Claris Fori Burgundid Oratoribus,'
Traite de I'Abus,' 1653. '.i. A Translation of
Ki45.
2.
'

'

Pibrac's Quatrains in Latin Wises, Lugd. 16*6*7, with a ComDe Olliciis Vit.e Humane,' &C.
mentary, under the title
Fonletle, Charles Maria, great grandson of the
preceding, was born at Dijon in 1710, and died in 1772.
after labouring for several years in the publication of a new
Long's
Bibliotheque Historique de la
edition of Le
France ;' which he enlarged from one to four volumes, folio,
the last two of which were edited after his death by Barbeau de Bruyere.
FEYDEAU, Matthew (liiog.) a clergyman of the Koiuish
church, was born in 1616, and died in 1694, leaving, among
650
other things, I. ' Catechisine de la Grace,'
and reprinted under the title of
Eclaircissemens sur quelques
Difficultes touchant la Grace;' which has since been often
2.
Meditations sur
reprinted in Fiance and Flanders.
l'Histoirc et la Concorde des F.vangilcs,' 2 vols. 12nio. Brussels 1673; and S vols, l-imi. Lyons, 1688, with many
additions; this has been also frequently reprinted.
lie
published many other works on theological subjects, particularly in favour of Jansenism, of which he was a zealous
upporter, and for which he suffered much.
FEYJOO, Benedict Jerom (Biog.) a physician, of the Order
'

Fevuet, de

'

1

•

'

;

FIE

FID
of St. Benedict, and a native of Spain, who died in 1765,
was the author of ' Teatro Critieo universal, para disengano
de Errores Communes,' 14 vols, in which he combatted

vulgar errors ; this work was translated into French by
D'Herbelot, in 12 vols. 12mo. and several of his Essays
have been published in English at different times, the
;

which

largest collection of

entitled

is

'

Essays, or Discourses,

from the Works of Feyjoo, and translated from the
Spanish, by John Brett, Esq.' 4 vols. 8vo. 1780.
FEZ (Grog.) capital of a kingdom of the same name, which
was formerly distinct, but is now united with that of Mo:
[Vide Morocco'} Lon. 5 20' W. lat. 33 d 50' N.
rocco.
This city is said to have been founded by Muli Drice or
Idris, the first king of Arabia, who governed that countrv.
Fk HARD, John \Biog.) a lawyer of Francfort on the
Maine, where he died in 1581, at the age of 6'9, was the
author of several works, the best known of which are,
selected

Virorum qui superiori nostroque Seculo Eruditione et
illustres atque memorabiles fuerunt Vita,' 4to.
2.' ' Vitse recentiorum Jurisconsultorum,'
Francof. 1536.
4to. Patav. 1565 ; of which a prior edition has been noticed
3- ' Onomasticon philosophico-medico
Synonyin 15375. ' Concilium mainimi,' 1574- 4. ' De Cautelis,' 1577trimoniale,' 15S0.
FICHET (Biog.) or Fischet, William, a doctor of the Sorbcnne in the 15th century, wrote a work on Rhetoric, and
Epistles,' printed at the Sorbonne, 4to. 1471.
also
FICINUS, Marstlius (Biog.) an Italian scholar, was born
at Florence in 14 <3, and died in 1499- He was the reviver
of the Platonic philosophy in the West, and translated the
whole of Plato's works, and also those of Plotinus, which,
with other pieces of Ins.. are contained in the Paris edition
of 1641, in 2 vol
FICOROXI, Francis (Biog.) a medallist and antiquary, was
born at Lugano in 1664, and died in 1717, leaving,
1.

'

Doctrina

•

.

' Avertimenti
delle Medaglie antiehe,' mentioned by
2. ' Osservazinni
Menckenius, and written about U)'94.

1.

Roma descritte nel Diario Italico del
3. ' Delia Bolla d'Oro di Fanciulli
Montfaucon,' 17094.
De Tali ed altri Strumenti
Romani,'
&c.
1732.
Xobili
5. ' Le Maschere
Lusori degli antichi Romani,' 1734.
sceniche e Figure comiche degli antichi Romani,' 1736.
'
antichi,'
all
published
1740,
at
Rome; the two
6.
Piombi
sopra l'Antichita di

'

were translated into Latin, the first entitled ' De
Larvis Scenicis et Tiguris comicis antiquorum Romanorum,'
1750; the second, ' De Plumbeis antiquorum Xumismatibus, tarn sacris quam profanis,' 1750, both by Dominicus
gallius, wh ise real name is supposed to be Archangelo
latter

QantuccL
cate,

&c'

71

Vestigia e Rarita di Roma antica ricerLa Singolarita di Roma moderna,'

Le

'

744.

8.

'

preceding besides some other tracts.
(Ecc.) vide Bonaoenture.
FIDDES, Richard (Biog.) an English divine, was born at
Hunmanby, near Scarborough, in Yorkshire, in 1671- and
A prefatory Epistle, concerning
ing, 1.
died in 17 2
some Remarks to be published on Homer's Iliad, occasioned
bv the Proposal of Mr. Pope towards a new English Version
2. ' Theologia speculativa,'
of that Poem in 1714,' 12mo.
.".
Theologia practica ;' the second part in
<\c. f'l. 171S.
"•
The Life of Cardinal Wolsey,' fol. 17-4.
fol. 17-''.
An Answer to Britannicus, compiler of the London
in which he refutes the charge brought
Journal/ 1725
6. ' A general Treatise of
ngainst him of being a papist.
Morality, formed upon the Principles of Natural Religion
Preparative
to the Lord's
.V
7.
1724.
&c.
Svo.
only,'
8. '
Letter in Answer to one from a FreeSupper.'
thinker,' Svo. 1721.
FIDELIS, Cassandra (Biog.) a female scholar, originally of
Milan, supposed to have been born about 1465, and to have
died in 1558, left Epistoke et Orationes Posthumac,' Svo.
to which Thomasinus prefixed a Life. In her
Patav. 163G
i.-

;

FIDAUZA

i,

'

Li

1

'

'

.">.

;

•

A

'

;

Letters a work of hers is mentioned, entitled, ' De Scientiarum Ordine ;' but it does not appear to have been published.
FIDES (Myth.) the goddess of faith, oaths, and honesty, to
whom the Romans paid divine honours, after the example
This king desired that her worship should be
of Xuma.
maintained at the expense of the public, whose safety depended upon the observation of those virtues. Her temple
was rebuilt by Attius Collatinus, and stood in the Capitol.
Varr. de Ling. Lat. 1. 4 ; Cic. de Offic. 1. 3 ; Dionys. Hal.
1. 2 ;
Plin. \."35 ; Plut. in Num.
Fides (Xumis.) this goddess is sometimes represented on medals, or in statues, as in the

annexed figure, having a cup in one hand
and a cornucopia in the other ; sometimes
sitting, and crowned with an olive branch,
or with a turtle, the symbol of peace, in one
hand, and a military ensign in the other.
FIDIUS (Myth.) otherwise named Sanctis, or Sanetus, a deity
by whom the Romans commonly swore.
Plant. Asm. Ach. ;
Ovid. Fast. 1. 6 ; Lactant. de
Varr. de Ling. Lat. 1. 4
Fals. Relig. c 15
Aug. de Civ. D. 1. 18.
FIDUSTIUS, M. (Hist.) a Roman senator, proscribed by
Sylla. and a second time by Anthony, by whom he was put
;

;

Plin. 1. 7 ; Dio. 1. 7.
(Biog.) an English divine, of Hempsted,
Hertfordshire, was born in 156l, educated at Oxford,
and died in l6l6, leaving his work ' Of the Church,' fol.
London, I6O6, in four books, to which he added a fifth, in
1610, with an Appendix, &c. ; all were reprinted at Oxford
in 1(128.
His Life was written by John Le Xeve, author
of the ' Monumenta Anglicana,' and published in Svo. 1617.
FIELDIXG, Sir John (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, having distinguished himself in the wars
of Fiance, was honoured with knighthood.
Fielding, William, son of the preceding, was devoted to the
interests of the house of Lancaster, and fell at the battle of
Tewksbury, fighting in behalf of Henry VI.
Fielding, Everard, second son of the preceding, was a commander in the king's army at the battle of Stoke in 1 489,
and afterwards served king Edward IV, also in a civil
He died about 1515.
capacity.
Fir.'. dim;. William, Jirst Earl of Denbigh, vide Denbigh.
FIELDING (Her.) the name of a family of a verv noble extraction, descended from the carls of Hapsburgh, in Germany, of whom was sir Geotfry Fielding, the first that
came over to England. His descendant, William Fielding,
was advanced in IS Jac. I, to the dignity of a baron of this
realm, by the title of lord Fielding, of Xewnham-Padox,
co. Warwick, and in 1622 was created an earl, by the title
George Fielding, his brother, was
of earl of Denbigh.
created in 1622 lord Fielding, of the Lecaghe, and viscount Callan, in the realm of Ireland, as also earl of Desmond, after the death of sir Richard Preston, knight, then
earl of Desmond, which titles are now enjoyed by the
William, the third earl of
family of the earl of Denbigh.
Denbigh, resumed the denomination of Hapsburgh, which
his descendants still use.
Fielding, Viscount, the title borne by the eldest son of the
earl of Denbigh.
Fielding, Henri/ (Biog.) the novelist, of the illustrious
family mentioned under Heraldry, was born at Sharpham
Park, in Somersetshire, in 1707, and died in 1754.
Besides
his well-known works of ' Tom Jones,'
Joseph Andrews,'
' Amelia,'
lie
wrote
numberless
his
fugitive
and
pieces on
the events of the day ; and left behind him a ' Journal of
his Voyage to Lisbon ;' which was published in 12mo. LonHis works have been published in several sizes,
don, 1755.
with an Essav on the Life and Genius of the Author, bv
Arthur Murphy, Esq. [Vide Plate XXXVIII]
Fielding, Sarah, third sister of the preceding, was born in
1711, and died at Bath, where she had long resided, in
to death.

FIELD, Richard
in

'

;

.

FIG

FIN

She published, 1. A Novel, in 2 vols. 12mo. entitled
The Adventures of David Simple in search of a Friend.'
which was popular in its day. 2. ' The Cry,' a new dramatic Falile, 3 vols. 12mo.
3. ' Xenophon's Memoirs of
Somites,' &0. translated from the original Greek, 8vo. 1762
besides some other works of less note.
Fielding, Sir John, half brother of Henry Fielding, who
succeeded him in his office of Justice lor Westminster, and
died in 1780, published, among other things, 1. 'An Account of the Origin and F.llects of a Police,' <Src. 8vo.
17(i,s.
2.
Extracts from such of the l'enal Laws as particularly relate to the Peace and good Order of the Metro:;.
polis,' Nv<>. 17(11.
Universal Mentor.' &c 12mo. 1762.
4. ' A Charge to the Grand Jury of Westminster,' 4to. I76S.
Another (barge to the (irand Jury,' &c. 4to. 1766.
5.
6. ' A Brief Description of the Cities of London and West'

;

•

'

•

1

minster, &c.

FIENNES, milium

(Hist.) vide Suu and Sete.
the original name of the family which now
enjoys the title of lord Say and Sele, which was conferred
William, a descendant of
in I 1 l(i on sir James Fiennes.
this sir James, was in 1624 created viscount Say and Sele,
which title became extinct in 1781, at the death of the
but the barony of Say and Sele was claimed
sixth viscount
by colonel Twisleton, as great grandson and heir of Elizabeth Twisleton, daughter and co-heir of James, second
viscount Say and Sele, in which claim he finally succeeded.
FIENUS (Biog.) or Fi/cns, Thomas, a physician of Antweqi,
was born in 1567, and died in 1585, wrote, 1. ' De Cauteriis Libri quinque,' Lovan. 1598. 2. ' Libri Chirurgici XII,
de pnecipuis Artis chirurgici Controversiis,' Francof. 16'02,
which passed through many editions. 3. ' De Viribus Imaginations Tractatus,' Lovan. 16'08. 4. ' De Cometa Anno
5. ' De Vi Fonnatricc Liber, in quo
l6l8,' Antv. 1619.
ostenditur Animam Hationalem infundi tcrtia Die," ibid.
Foetus adversus Ludovicum
Formatrice
6.
Vi
1-620.
De
du Gardin,' Lovan. 1624, by whom he had been attacked.
7. ' Pro sua de Animatione Foetus tertia die Opinione Apologia,' &C. Lovan. lfi29. 8. ' Semiotiee, rive de Signis Medicis
Traetatus,' I.ugd. Bat. 1664.
FIESCO, John Lewis (Hist.) a Genoese, who conspired
against Andrew Doria, with the intention of delivering the
gallics to the French, but was drowned in the attempt, in 15 1-7.
and his family banished from Genoa to the fifth generation.
IF. sol,!-'. (Bug.) vide Angelica.
IFF., Earl qf (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the family of
Duff [vide Di/Jf] the titles, arms, &C. of which are as follow
Duff, earl of Fife, viscount .Macduff, baron Braco,
Titles.
of Kilbrydc, CO. (avail.
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth or, a lion rampant gules,
armed and langucd azure, descended of the Macdufls,
second and third vert, a fess
earls of Fife, in Scotland
danCI tl' ermine, between a hart's bead, cabosscd in chief,
base
or,
for Duff, of Braco, lord
two
escallops
in
and
Braco, as representing the chief Duff of Muldavit or
Craighead, In Scotland.
A knight, denoting the ancient Macduff, armed at
CreSl.
all points on a hone in full speed, in his dexter hand a
sword erected, all proper, his surcoat argent ; on bis

Fiennes (Her.)

;

'

I-'

I

:

:

;

arm

charged with a lion rampant
sinister
In- vizor of bis helmet shut, &c.
Two savages, wreathed about the head and
Supporters
middle with laurel, holding branches of trees In their
hands, all /iroprr.
Above tin- nest, ' Deo juvante;" below tin- shield,
Mollo.
••
Viitutc et opera."
F'ife, I.onl, an English title conferred on James Duff, sect ml
8(>9 became extinct.
earl of Fife, which at bis death in
I!A (Geog.) tin- ancient Ciiphiireus, a promontory of
a

shield

died in 1676, published ' Dc Statuis illustriura
Rumanorum,' 8vo. 1656.
FIGULUS, C. Marcius (Hisi.) a consul with Xasica, U. C.
o92, resigned his office from an informality in the election,
and was re-elected six vcars after with Lentulus. CicBrut. c. 20.
Figui.us, a consul with L. Ciesar, V. C. 689.
Figulos (Biog.) vide Nigidius.
FILANGIERI, Gaetnno (Biog.) or Cayetan, an Italian
writer, descended from an illustrious family of Naples, was
born there in 1759, and died in 1788, leaving, 1. ' Riflessioni
politicbe Bull' ultima Legge Sovrana, che riguarda l'Amministrazione dclla giiislizia," 8vo. Naples, 1774. 2. ' Scienza
della Legislatione,' the first two vols. Naples, 1780; the
third and fourth in 1783; the fifth, sixth, and seventh,
in 1785; and the eighth after his death, in 1789.
This
was reprinted at Naples, Venice, Florence, Milan, &c.
and translated into French, German, and Spanish.
In
1806 sir Richard Clayton published a translation of Filangieri, in 2 vols. 8vo. as far as relates to political and economical laws.
(Biog.) vide Phihlphus.
FILESAC, John (Biog.) a scholar, who was rector of the
University of Paris in 158(3, and died in 1638, was the
author of several learned works, the principal of which are,
' De l'Autorite Sacree des Eveques
' Du Caremc ;
'
De
l'Origine des Paroisses,' &c.
which were collected and published under the title of ' Opera pleraque,' 3 vols. 4to.
Paris, 1621.
FILICAIA, Vincent dc (Biog.) an Italian poet, of a noble
family of Florence, was born in 16 12, and died in 1707.

FILELFO

'

His poems, which were much admired for their delicacy
and noble sentiments, were published by his son, under the
Poesie Toscane di Yincenzo da Filicaia,' &c. fol.
title of
1707 the same, with the Latin prose, 3 vols. 12iuo. Venet.
'

;

17-1-7.

FILIPPI, Bastiano

(Biog.) an artist of Ferrara, was horn in
He was happy in his imitation of
1532, and died in 16(12.
Michael Angelo.
FILMER (Her.) the name of a family, which was originally
written Finmcrc, Fi/lmere, Filmoiir, and Filmor, and was

the time of Edward III, at Fininore, in tin
Ibis
county of Kent, where they possessed divers manors.
family enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred
Kilmer, in reward for his father's
in 16'7I on sir Robert
their arms, &C are as follow
sufferings and loyalty
Anns. Sable, three bars, and as many cinquel'oils in chief or.
Crest.
A falcon volant proper, beaked and legged or, mantled gules, doubled argent, standing on a broken castle or.
Filmed, Sir Robert (Biog.) whose son .was. rewarded with a
baronetcy for his loyalty, as above-mentioned, was born in
His works are, I. ' The Anarchy
1604, and died in 1647.
of a Limited and Mixed Monarchy,' 1 646, an answer to
Treatise on Monarchy,' printed in 1643.
Hunton's
Sir
'-'
Robert's work was reprinted in 1652, and 1679P*"
triarcha ;' a work which we an- told with much complacency
• The
has been answered by Mr. Locke.
Freeholders'
seated, in

;

I

IGRELILS. Edmundui

'

..'.

(

irand Inquesl

a Swedish

antiquary of

.'

v\>

Flavius (Hist.) a Roman consul, U. C. 649,
who opposed the designs of S\ 11a, hut, seeing the sun ess ol
bis rival, and the desertion of his own troops, killed himself.

FIMBRIA,

C.

Lie. F.pil. 1. 82
Phil, ill I.ueiill.
Gc. tie Offlc. 1. .:. C I!)
N/l-'.lS, Oroniius (Biog.) professor of mathematics in tin.
Royal College at Paris, was born at Briancon, in Dauphiny,
l;tt, and died in 1555, leaving many works, which were
in
ml],-, ted in :> vols. fol. iii 1582, 1542, and 1556; and an
;

FT

;

I

Italian edition, in 4to. Venice, 1587.

FINCASTLE,

Lord (Her.) the title borne by the eldest son
of the carl of Duninore.
Sir William, Knt. (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was knighted for his valour and conduct

FINCH,
(liiog.)

:

'

or,

ropont.

'

;

j

I

I

who

Upsal,

ITIiS.

'

FIN

FIR

Terouenne, and Tournay ; as also at the
battle of the Spurs in 1513; and attended king Henry
VIII in 1520 tit his interview with the emperor Charles V,
and afterwards at his interview with the French king and
at the sieges of

queen.

Finch, Sir Thomas, hint, second son of the preceding, was
made one of the Knights of the Carpet the day after the
coronation of queen Mary, for the share which he took in
and
suppressing the insurrection of sir Thomas Wyatt
being afterwards, in 6 Elizabeth, made Knight Marshal of
the forces in Newhaven, then besieged by the French, he
was shipwrecked in his passage over, and perished with all
the rest on board, except seven of the meaner sort.
Finch, Sir Jo/in, afterwards lord Finch, being bred to
;

through various gradations of office to be
Lord Keeper of the Great Seal, but, having excited the
virulence of the party which was at that time batching the
rebellion, he was also marked as an obnoxious person on
account of his judgments in the affair of ship-money, and
the law,

rose

was therefore obliged
166'1, at the

withdraw himself.

to

He

died in

age of 70.

Finch, Sir Heneage, vide Nottingham.
Finch, the Right Hon. William, second son of Daniel, second
earl of Nottingham, was sent as Envoy Extraordinary to
the court of Sweden in 17- K and afterwards, in 1726, in
the same character to the States General, with whose
deputies he conferred on their accession to the Hanover

and Contests, of Foreign Ambassadors in England,' 8voHe also translated from
1656, published by James Howel.
the French into English,
The Beginning, Continuance.
and Decay of Estates/ ore. 16O6.
FINGALL, Christopher, second Earl of (Hist.) was in the
king's service during the rebellion in Ireland, and, after
having been seven times indicted and outlawed, was taken
prisoner at the battle of Rathmines, and died in the castle
of Dublin in l6tn.
Fingall, Peter, fourth Earl of, was outlawed by the name of
Euke, for bis services to king James II ; but the outlawry
was afterwards taken off, and he died in 1717Fingall, Earl of (Her.) one of the titles enjoyed by the
which,
elder branch of the Plunket family [Vide Pkmkef]
with the arms, See. are as follow
Plunket, earl of Fingall, baron Killeen, of Killeen
Titles.
castle, co. Meath.
lios

'

;

:

.Inns.
Sable, a bend, in the sinister chief a castle argent.
Crest.
A horse passant argent.
Supporters.
The dexter, a pegasus per fess or and argent ;
the sinister, an antelope argent, collared, chained, armed,
and hoofed, or.
" Festina lente."
Motto.
(Geog.) or Phronda, a ruinous city of Asia Minor,
the ancient I'hiise/is, called by the Turks Telroea, on the
West coast of the Gulf of Satulia. It is still the see of a

FIONDA
Greek

bishop.

FIORAVANTI,

treaty.

Finch, the Hon. Edward Hatton, brother of the preceding,
was sent as Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to
the king of Sweden, and also Minister Plenipotentiary to
the Diet at Ratisbon in 17-';!, and Envoy and Plenipotentiary

He afterwards went to
to the States General in 1724.
Poland and the czar of Muscovy in a similar character,
and died in 1771Finc ii (Her.) the name of a family which claims a common
descent with that of Herbert, their ancestor, in the reign of
Edward I, Herbert, alias Finch, having taken
name on his marriage with Finch's heir. Of

this latter
this family

were the Finches already mentioned under History, the first
of whom that was ennobled was the Lord Keeper Finch,
who, in 1IJ4-0, was created lord Finch, of Fordwich, in
Kent
but lady Finch, the widow of his uncle, sir Movie
Finch, knight and baronet, and only daughter of sir Thomas
Heneage, knight, had been previously created, in 1623,
viscountess of Maidstone, and in 1628 countess of WinchelHeneage Finch, son and heir to sir Heneage Finch,
sea.
fourth son of sir Movie Finch, and the countess of Winchelsea, before-mentioned, was created in 1673 lord Finch,
of Daventry, co. Northampton, and in 1681 earl of Nottingham. His son Daniel, second earl of Nottingham, became
also sixth earl of Winchelsea on the death of John, fifth earl
of Winchelsea, without issue [Vide Winehclsca~\
and
Heneage, his second son, was likewise raised to the peerage,
by the title of baron Guernsey, in 1702, and earl of Ayles;

;

ford in 1714.

Finch. Anne, Countess of Winchelsea (Bmg.) vide Winchelsea.
Finch. Sir Henry, father to the Lord Keeper Finch, and son
sir Thomas Finch, of Eastwell, in Kent, was born in
that county, educated at Oxford, bred to the law, and died
He wrote, 1. Xomoteehnia, ou Description de
in 1625.

of

'

Commun Ley

d'Ang]

.

fol.

Lond. 1613; published

who

several editions
sale,'

physician of B
works, which went through
Del Specchio di Scienza univerRegimento della Pcste,' ibid. 1565.

Leonard (Biog.)
as,

Venice, 1564.

1.

2.

.1

many

died in 1558, wrote
'

'

4. ' II Tesora della
Capricci medicinali,' ibid. 1568.
5. ' Compendio de' Seereti natuVita humana,' ibid. 1570.
Della Fisica
6.
rali,' Turin,
15S0, Venice, 1581. &c.
7- ' Cirurgia,' ibid.
divisa in Libri quatro,' Venice, 1582.

3.

'

'

1588.

FIRENZUOLA,
was Nanni,

Angela (Biog.) a poet, whose family name
from his native city, Firc-nze. or Flo-

so called

His
rence, died in 1545.
8vo. at Florence in 1548,

works in prose were published

in

and bis poetry in 8vo. in 1549These were published, together with bis translation of
the Golden Ass of Apuleius, in 4 vols. Svo. Florence, 1765,

1766.
Maternus Julius (Biog.) an ancient Christian
writer in the reign of Constantius and Constans, was the
author of a work entitled, ' De Errore Profanarum Reliwhich was published separately, in Svo. Argengionum
torat. 1562; Heidelb. 1599; Paris. 1610; and was afterwards printed with Minucius Felix, 8vo. Amstel. 1645;
Lugd. Bat. 1652 and again edited by James Gronovius in
1709. It is likewise inserted in the Bibliotheca Patrum ;
and also at the end of Cyprian, Paris, 1666.
FIRMILIAX, .SY. (Flee.) a bishop of Cresarea, in Cappadocia,
who died at Tarsus in 269, on his way to the second council

FIRMICUS.

;

'

;

'

of Antioch, where Paul of Samosata was condemned.
He was the friend of Origen, and also took the part
of St. Cyprian against pope Stephen on the question of
re-baptizing heretics, the necessity of which he mainEuseb. 1. 6 ; Cyprian. Epist. ; S. Basil, de Spir.
tained.

Sand.

FIRMIN
Amiens

(Ecc.) a confessor and martyr, who was bishop of
in the third century, but of whom no authentic

known.

by himself in Enghsh, under the title of Law, or a Discourse thereof,' Svo. Lend. 1627. 1636, and l66l ; but a
better translation was undertaken in 1758 by an anonymous

FimiiN,

2.
writer.
On the Calling of the Jews.'
Sir John (Hist.) the descendant of an Italian family
of Sienna, who was employed as a negotiator by Charles I,
and died in 164-1 was the author of a book entitled, ' Fineti
Philoxenus; some choice Observations touching the Reception
and Precedency, the Treatment and Audience, the Puncti-

FIRMIL'S, Catus (Hist.) a Roman senator, who was condemned to be banished on a charge of higli treason, was

'

'

FINET,

,

particulars are

Uzzes, was descended from the Ferreols,
an illustrious house in France. He assisted at the fourth
Orleans, and at the second council of
of
councils
and fifth
Paris,

St. bishop of

and died in 553.

afterwards pardoned by Tiberius, in consideration of his
Tat: 1. 2, c. 17-

past services.

FIS

FIT

FiRMirs, or Firtmu, a native of Seleucia, who caused himself
to be proclaimed emperor in Egypt, was conquered and
slain by Aurelian.

Firm.

I'apisc. in

Finsnus, a usurper in the age of Valentinian, sen. who set up
his standard ill Mauritania, hut was conquered by Theodosius the Great, from whom he obtained pardon.
He afterwards engaged in a fresh revolt, but, being taken prisoner, he
killed himself. MarcelUn. 1. 2J); Oros. 1. 7.
limns (Xunii.s.) some few medals of this
I'

usurper are extant bearing his effigy, as in
the annexed figure
inscription, AVT K.
:

tIPMIOC EYC. EYT. CEB. A medal
is given by Goltzius, inscribed, DN. FIRMI US P.'F. AUG. which he assigns to
M.

the usurper of that name.

(Geog.) now Fermo, a town of Picenum, on the
Adriatic, the birth-place of I.actantius.
Its port was called

Castellum Firmianum.

Cic. ad Attic. 1. 8, ep. 12; Liv.
Strab. 1. S
Mel 1. 2 ; Vol Max. 1. 8
Veil. Pat.
Pirn. 1. S ; Plol. 1. 8, c. 1 ; Anton, ten. ; Procop. Goth.
Rer. 1. 2 ; Alberti, Cluverius, eye.

1.

I

27
1

;

j

;

;

[RMUS

(Ecc.) archbishop of Csesarea, in Cappadocia, at the
of the fifth century, subscribed to the council

commencement

of Ephesus in 431, and wae one of the prelates who opposed
the heresy of Nestorius.
He died in 439. Some letters of
this prelate were printed by Muratori, in his
Anecdote
Gneca/ 4to. Patav. 170.'). Socrat. Hist.
'

FISCHER,

John Andrew (Biog.) a physician of Erfurt, was
and died in 1 729, leaving, 1. < Consilia MeUsum practicum et Forensem pro Scopo curandi
renunciandi adornata sunt,' 3 vols. Franco!'. 1704,1712.

born in
ilica,

et

2.

1(>'(J7,

qua; in

Ilias in

'

Nuce/

&C &C

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

I

!

highly esteemed in his day.
S| i;R, John (Ecc.) bishop of Rochester,
and a great benewas born at Beverley, in Yorkshire, in
1459, admitted in Michael House, Cambridge, which lias
1

factor to learning,

been incorporated into Trinity College, and took the
L488, and L491.
He was afterwards
House chosen proctor of the University
r
i>i
H-.'). -;
and in the saute year master of Michael House.
In 1501 he took his degree of D. I). and was chosen chancellor of the University; in 1502 appointed the lady Margaret's first divinity professor
and in 1504 made bishop of
Rochester, from which he would never be translated.
On
the breaking out of the reformation he was a zealous opposince

degrees in Arts in
elected fellow of bis

;

;

nent

new

doctrine, particularly to the king's supremacy, the oath of which be refused to take, and was accordingly tried on a charge of high treason, convicted, and sento the

tenced to be beheaded

which sentence, to the disgrace of the
ind the Protestant religion, was executed upon him in
1585, at the age of 77It was by the counsel <>;
thi
prelate that Margaret, countess of Richmond, mother
of
;

Henry VII, undertook the magnificent foundations of St.
John's and Christ's Colleges, at Cambridge, and established
the

divinity professorships

3.

dotii

'

Epistola responsoria Epistohe Lutheri.'

Defensio contra

Lutheri.'

Lutherum.'

0.

Pro

'

4.

'

Sacer-

Damnatione

De

Veritate Corporis et -Sanguinis Christ]
?
in Eucharista adversus
,colampadium.' 7. < De Unica Mag(>'.

'

U

1'etrum fuisse Roma;.'
His 'Opinion of
f).
King Henry VII i's Marriage, in a Letter to T. Wolsey,'
printed in the Collection of Records at the end of the second
volume of Collier's Ecclesiastical History besides Funeral
Sermons and Tracts. His principal works were collected
and printed together in one volume, fol. Wurtzb. 1595
[Vide Plate XX]
Fisher, John (Biog.) a Jesuit of the 17th century, whose
real name was Piercy, was a native of Yorkshire, and .1
great disputant in the reigns of James I and (harks I.
He
held several conferences on the subject of religion with sonicnoted divines of the English church, as Laud, White, bishop
of Norwich, Featly, and others; and published, 1. '
Treatise of Faith,' Lond. 16'00, and St. Omers, 1614.
2. '
Defence of the preceding against Wooten and
White,' St. Omers, 1612.
3. 'A Challenge to Protestants
to show the Succession of their Pastors from Christ down.'
4.
An Answer to Nine Points of Controversy proposed by
King James I, with the Censure of Mr. White's Reply,' 4to.
1625; to which there are many replies, from White, Featly,
dalena.'

S.

'

A

A

and anonymous writers.
Fisher, Payne (Bivg.) or, as he styled himself in Latin, Paganus Piscator ; a Latin poet, was bom at Warnford, in
Dorsetshire, in l6l6; educated at Oxford
and, after a desultory life, in which he fought for Charles I, and wrote
;

Fischer, John Christian, a composer for, and performer on,
the bautbois, was a native of Fribourg, and died in lCOO.
His performances excited great admiration in his day.
FISH, Simon (Biog.) a reformer, and a native of Kent, was
educated at Oxford, and died in 1531.
He was the author
of
The Supplication of Beggars
a paltry satire on the
Romish clergy. Tanner also ascribes to him two works,
called,
The Boke of Merchants, rightly necessary to all
Folks, newly made by the Uord Pantapole
and
The
.Spiritual Nosegay
besides which he published,
The
Summ. of the Scriptures,' translated from the Dutch.
ISHACRE (Bivg.) or Fizacre, Richard, a Dominican, and
native of Exeter, who died in 12 IS, and was interred among
the Dominicans at Oxford, was the author of many theological works, some of which may yet be found in public
libraries.
He was the friend of Robert Bacon, and was
1

&c.

;

FIRMUM

1.

with many other acts of generosity for the promotion of
learning and piety.
He was the author of several works,
as, 1. < Asscrtionum Martini Lutheri Confutatio.' 2. < Defensio Assertionis Henrici octavi de septem Sacramentis,"

in

both

Universities,

tog

Oliver Cromwell, as his poet laureat. he died in 1 (>'<):;.
Among his numerous works, of which Wood has given a list,
he wrote, 1.
Marston Moore, give de Obsidione Praelioque
Eboracensi Carmen,' 4to. Lond.
1650.
2.
Irenodia
gratulatoria,' in honour of CromweU, and dedicated to
Bradshaw, 4to. ibid. 1652.
3. • Oratio anniversaria,' in
honour of the inauguration of Cromwell,' &c. 4.
Threnodia triumphans,' &c. on the death of Cromwell, fol.
.'>
1658, Latin and English.
Epicinion vel Eulogium
Feliciss. Sereniss. Fortiss. Ludovici XIV,' Sec fol. without
date or place
besides which he wrote a book of Heraldry,
printed at London in 1 682,
Fisher, Edward, supposed by Wood to be the son of sir Ed«
ward Fisher, of Mickleton, in Gloucestershire, knt., was
educated at Oxford in 1()27, and died in Ireland, but at
what time is not known. He published, 1.
An Appeal
to thy Conscience,' 4to. Oxford, 1 ft 44.
2.
The Marrow
Divinity,'
of Modern
'A Christian Caveat to
8V0. 1646.
the Old and Xew Sabbatarians, or a Vindication of OUT
Old Gospel Festival,' &c. I.oml. ito. 1650, which was reprinted three times afterwards, and answered by one Giles
Collier.
4. 'An Answer to Sixteen Queries touching the
Rise and Observation of Christmas,' &c. printed wit
Christian Caveat, in 1 655, &c.
FISHERWICK, Lord {Her.) an English title enjoyed by
the earl of Donegal and Chichester.
[Vide Donegat]
for

'

'

'

'

;

•

•

.'-.

FITZGEFFREY,

Charles (Biog.) ' poet in the reign of
Elizabeth, of a good family in Cornwall, was born in 1575
educated at Oxford, and did in lli'7ti. leaving, I. 'The
Life and Death of Sir Francis Drake,' in verse.
2.
Aflame, give Epigrammata, 1. .;. et Cenotaphia, 1. 1,' 8va
Oxon. 1601.
A Curse for Corne-Horders,' a prose tract,
Ito. 1631.
4. 'The Blessed Birth-Day.
a religious poem.
'

.'!.

•

'

Wood
1

also ascribed

to

him

a collection

Choice Flowers and Descriptions,

to

1

of poetry, entitled

which

is

said to belong

Allot.

FITZGERALD,

Maurice (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, went into Ireland in 1I(>8 to assist Der-

FIT

FIT
moid Mac-Murrough, king of Leinster, to recover his kingdom, from which he had been expelled by Roderic, king of
Connaught, and was engaged in all the battles that were

The Office and Authority of Justices of Peace compiled and extracted out of the Old Books, as well of the
Common Law as of the Statutes,' 1538, and often reprinted,

fought there until the arrival of Henry II in that country,
In reeompence
received the submission of their chiefs.
for his services, Richard Strongbow, earl of Pembroke, under
whom he acted, granted him divers lands in Leinster.
Fitzgerald, Maurice, second Lord Offaley, was appointed, in
1229, Lord Chief Justice of Ireland, which office he tilled
at two different times ; and, after having reduced the rebellious chiefs to submission, he died in 1257 in the habit of
St. Francis, for whose order he had founded a monastery.

3. ' The Office of Sheriffs,
1617.
Escheators, Constables, Coroners,' &c.
1538.
These works are written partly in French, and
4. • Of the Diversity of Courts,' in
partly in English.
French, but translated afterwards by W. H. of Gray's Inn.

who

Fitzgerald, John Fitz-Thomas, vide Kildare.
Fitzgerald (Her.) the name of a very ancient
derives

its

origin from Otho, or Other, a rich

family, which

and powerful

the time of Alfred, descended from the dukes of
Tuscany, who, from Florence, or Norway, passed to Hetniria, in Normandy, and thence to England, where, and
in Wales, they flourished until Richard Strongbow, earl of
Pembroke, their kinsman, engaged them to take part in his
expedition to Ireland, in which Maurice Fitgerald, as before-mentioned, embarked, and was one of the special conquerors of that kingdom.
Gerald, his son, was styled baron
of Offaley. John Fitzgerald, the eighth lord Offaley, was
created earl of Kildare in LSI 6; and James, the twentieth
earl of Kildare, was created in 174() a peer of Great Britain, by the title of viscount Leinster, of Taplow, co. Buckingham ; in 176l, he was advanced to the dignity of marquis of Kildare and earl of Offaley, and in l~(Mj he was
further created duke of Leinster. [Wide Leinster] Maurice
Fitzgerald, brother of John above-mentioned, was in 1329
created earl of Desmond, which title became extinct in that family at the death of James, the 1 7th earl of Desmond.
lord in

Fitzgerald, the name of a family of Lisheen, co. Tipperary,
which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in
1801 on sir Thomas Fitzgerald the arms, &c. of which are
;

as follow

:

Arms.

i

Quarterly, first and fourth ermine, a saltire gules;
second and third nrgent, a chevron gules, between three
boars' heads sable, langued gules.
Crest.
A chevalier in complete armour on horseback at
full speed, with his sword drawn, and his beaver up.
1TZGIBBON (Her.) the name of an Irish family, which
enjoys the peerage of both England and Ireland, conferred
on John Fitzgibbon, Lord Chancellor of Ireland, who was
created a peer in 1789, bv the title of baron Fitzgibbon, of
Lower Connello ; to which dignity was added in 1793 the
title of viscount Fitzgibbon, in 179'' that of earl of Clare,
and in 1799 the English barony of Fitzgibbon, of Sidbury,

co. Devon.
Fitzgibbon, Viscount, the

title

commonly borne by

the eldest

son of the earl of Clare.

FITZHARRIS,

Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by
the eldest son of the earl of Malmsbury.
FITZHERBERT, Sir Anthony (Hist.) a distinguished lawyer
in the reign of Henri.' VIII, and a descendant of the ancient
family of Fitzherberts mentioned under Heraldry, was born
at Norbury, co. Devon ; and, after having duly qualified
himself for his profession at Oxford, and at one of the inns
of court, he rose in 1523 to the post of Justice of the Common
Pleas,
•

which he honourably

filled until his

death in 1.538.

It deserves to be recorded of him that he warmly opposed
the iniquitous spoliation which was then going forward by
His name is held dear
the alienation of the church lands.
by lawyers, as the author of many valuable works ; as,
1
The Grand Abridgment,' Sec the best edition of which
•

;

with additions to the
of
Residuum ;' but Ames menby Wynken de Worde in 151 fi, and
dates that of Pynson in 1514.
To the edition of 1577 is
added, by William Rastall, a most useful and accurate table.
is

said to be that of Pynson, fol. 1.516,

first

part,

under the

title

tions an edition printed

YOL.

I.

'

2.

•

the

last

edition

in

Bailiffs of Liberties,

and added by him to Home's Mirrour of Justices.' 5. The
New Natura Brevium,' 1534, in French, but since translated.
An edition was published in 179* in 2 vols. 8vo.
having the addition of a Commentary supposed to be written
It was also collated with
by Lord Chief Justice Hale.
6.
Of the Surother editions, and enriched with notes.
veying of Lands,' 1539. 7. ' The Book of Husbandry, very
Profitable and Necessary for all Persons,' 1534, and reprinted
several times after in the reigns of Mary and Elizabeth.
Fitzherbert (Her.) the name of two families; namely, of
Norbury, and of Somersall-Herbert and Tissington, in
Derbyshire, where they can be traced as early as the origin
of surnames.
They are said to have been of the same stock
as the ancient baronial house of Fitzherbert. of whom Herbert Fitzherbert was Lord Chamberlain to king Stephen.
and was Lord of the Forest of Dene, in Gloucestershire.
'

'

'

From

this

Lord Chamberlain's family descended,

in

all

William Fitzherbert, of Tissington, whose
fifth son Alleyne Fitzherbert, was created in 1790 an Irish
peer, with the title of baron St. Helens; and in 1801 an
English, peer, with the title of baron St. Helens, of the
[Vide St. Helens']
Isle of Wight.
Fitzherbert, the elder branch of the same family as the
preceding, which enjoys the title and dignity of a baronet,
conferred in 1784 on sir William Fitzherbert, eldest brother
Their arms, &c. are as follow
of lord St. Helens.
Arms.
Gules, three lions rampant or.
Crest.
An armed arm erect, couped and vested ermine,
probability, sir

:

cuffed argent.
(Biog.) grandson of sir Anthony
Fitzherbert, the judge before-mentioned, was born in the
county of Stafford in 1552, educated at Oxford, and died
in lfi40.
He wrote several controversial works in defence
of poperv ; but those which are most known are, 1. ' Trea4to. Douay, 1606,
tise concerning Polity and Religion,'
wherein are confuted several principles of Machiavel ; a

Fitzherbert, Thomas

second part was printed at Douay in 1610; and both
2. ' An sit Utilitas in Scelere, vel
together in 4to. 1652.
de Infelicitate Principis Machiavellani,' 8vo. Rom. 1610.
Fitzherbert, Nicholas, also grandson to sir Anthony Fitzherbert, and cousin to Thomas, the preceding, was born
about 1550, and educated at Oxford, but soon after left
his country for the sake of his religion, and was unfortunately drowned in 1612 in a journey he made from Rome.
He published, 1. Casse Galatad de Bonis Moribus,' 1595,
2. ' Oxoniensis in Anglia
a translation from the Italian.
Academiee Descriptio,' 1602. 3. ' De Antiquitate et Con4.
Vits>
tinuatione Catholic* Religionis in Anglia,' 1608.
Cardinalis Alani Epitome,' 1608, all printed at Rome.
Fitzherbert, Sit William, Bart, of Tissington, mentioned
under Heraldry, was born in 1748, educated at Oxford, and
He was the author of two small tracts, endied in 1791.
Dialogue on the Revenue
1. 'Maxims.'
2. ,*
titled,
Laws.'
A third pamphlet is ascribed to him, ' On the
'

'

A

Knights made in 1778.'
FITZ-HUGH, Henry, third Lord (Hist.) was advanced

to the
of Constable of England at the coronation of Henry V,
to Jerusalem, fought with the Saracens and
Turks.
By the help of the knights of Rhodes, he built a
castle there called St. Peter's Castle, and died in 1424.
office

who, going

a title conferred in 1328 on Henry
Fitz-Hugh, which, at the death of George, seventh lord Fitzdormant.
Hugh, became

Fitz-Hugh, Lord (Her.)

4 K

FIT

FIT

F1TZ-.TAMES

(Hist.) ride Berwick.
Fitz-.Iamks, Richard (F.ci.) bishop of Rochester, Chichester,
and London, and a distinguished benefactor to Morton College, was a native of Somersetshire.
About 1 !-."><) lie went to

Oxford, whs elected probationer fellow of Mcrton College in
1465, and warden of the same in 1482. In 1495 he was made
almoner to Henry VII, in 1469 consecrated bishop of
Rochester, in 1503 translated to the see of Chichester, in
1504 to that of London, and died in lo'2'J. He contributed
to the completion of St. Mary's church, Oxford ; and, in
conjunction with his brother sir John Fitz-James, Lord

Chief Justice of England, he founded the school

at

Bruton,

in Somersetshire.

FITZPATRICK

{Her.) the family

name

of the earl of

Ossory, who is said to be descended from
Milesius, king of Spain, and the first Irish

Heremon

Upper
son of

monarch of the

Milesian race.
Of this family was Bryan Bernard, or Barnaby Macgill Patrick, or Fitzpatrick, chief of Upper Ossory,
living in the reigns of Henry VII and VIII, from whom
the title is derived that is now enjoyed by the family.
Richard Fitzpatrick, second son of John F'itzpatriek, of Castletown, esq. who was the second son of Florence, the third
baron of Upper Ossory, was created in 1715 baron Gowran,
His son John was in 1761 created earl of
of Gowran.
L pper Ossory
and his son John, the second earl, was made
a peer of England in 1 79 by the title of lord Upper Ossory,
in England, which titles became extinct in 1818.
FITZROY {Her.) the family name of the duke of Richmond in the reign of Henry VIII, when Henry Fitzroy,
his natural son by lady Tailbois, was created duke of Richmond. The title became extinct at his death in 1536".
FlTZBOY, the family name of the duke of Grafton, and also
of lord Southampton, a descendant of the same family.
[Vide Grafton, c\r.]
FlTZSIMONS, Henry (Hist.) a Jesuit, was bom in Dublin
iii 1569,
educated at Oxford; but leaving the Protestant
r tigion, entered among the Jesuits, and died in 1644, after
much
on account of the active part which he took
raftering
;

'•

that raged at that time.
He published,
Catholic Confutation of Mr. John Rider's Claim of

in the rebellion
1.

'

A

Antiquities,' Sec.

to

;

which

is

annexed

'

An Answer

to cer-

Complaintive Letters of Afflicted Catholics for ReliKins.
2.
A Justification and Exposition of the
' Britannomachia
Mass,' Ho. Kill.
Ministrorum in
plerisque, et Fidei Fundamentis, ct Fidei Articulis dissidentiuin,' 4to. Duac. 1644.
4. 'A Catalogue of the Irish
tain

gion,'

'

,'i.

Saints,' 8vo.

Antwerp, 1621.

FITZ8TEPHEN,

William (Biog.) a monk of Canterbury,

and an English historian, who is suppos d to have died in
1182, was much attached to Thomas a Becket, and was
present at bis murder, continuing with him after lie was
ted by his other attendants.
lie wrote a
Description
the City of London,' which was noticed by Lelond, and
translated by Stowe, in bis Survey of London;' and has -ion'
been more correctly translated by Dr. Pegge, and published
in lio. 1772, with a Preliminary Dissertation and Notes.
FITZWALTER, Robert (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, was at the head of the army of barona
who exacted the charter from king John, a! Runnimede.
lis
daughter Maud had been the object of king John's attachment,
who had in vain endeavoured to gain her as his mistress.
FlTZWALTBR, Walter, his grandson, was one of the most
'

i

!'

•

I

expert Boldiers
Fi-i/.w.u.ti:i:,

I

ill

the realm.

He

died in 10 Rich.

Walter, Lord, was beheaded in

as an adhi in :0 of IVrkiu U'arbcck.
(ll,r.) the name of a family, of

nx',..u.TKii

l

II.

Henry VII,

which mention

has already been made under History.
The first who bore
name
Robert, the ton of Walter, whose father
Robert, was the fifth son of Richard de Tollbridge, son of
Gilbert, carl of Brian.
From this Robert descended the
lords Fitzwalter, the first of whom, mentioned by that title,
this

Ml

was Walter, lord Fitzwalter above-mentioned. His honours
were restored to his son, who in 1" Henry VIII was created
viscount Fitzwalter and earl of Sussex; but this earldom
expired at the death of Edward Radcliff, the sixth earl, in
The barony of Fitzwalter was afterwards claimed
1641.
by sir Henry Mildmay, a descendant in the female line,
from the Fitz waiters, and allowed to his brother Benjamin,
his heir, in 1 0'6'i).
His son Charles, lord Fitzwalter, was
created in 1780 viscount Harwich, and earl Fitzwalter,
which titles became extinct at his death in 1756.
FITZWILLIAM, Sir William (Hist.) cousin to Edward the
Confessor, being ambassador at the court of William, duke
of Normandy, attended him in his victorious expedition into

England, as marshal of his army, in 1066 ; and for his
bravery at the battle of Hastings the king gave him a scarf
his own arm.
Fitzwilliam, William, Earl of Southampton, vide Southampton.
Fitzwilliam, Sir William, of Milton, in Northamptonshire,
and of Gainsparke, in Essex, was sheriff in 1506; and
having been for some time in the service of cardinal Wolsey,
he afterwards entertained him at his house, at Milton, when
the latter was in disgrace. F'or this he was called to account
by the king ; but, on the assurance that he had done it
solely out of gratitude for past services, the king took it so
well as to knight him on the spot.
He was of a charitable
and bountiful temper, and died in 1534, leaving many memorials of his liberality.
Fitzwii.lia.1i, Sir William, eldest son of sir William, and
grandson of the preceding, was so high in the confidence of
queen Elizabeth, that he was appointed five times Lord
Deputy of Ireland ; and, in addition to other high offices
of trust, he was constituted Constable of Fotheringay
Castle, during the imprisonment of queen Mary, whom he

from

much civility, that the morning before she
was beheaded she presented him with the portrait of her
son, James I, which picture is yet in the family.
Fitzwilliam, third brother of the preceding, was employed
treated witli so

against the rebel O'Neile, whom he defeated in lod'7. His
elder brother, Bryan, was also in the same service.
the family name of the earl Fitzwilliam,
whose high descent lias already been mentioned under His*
family raised to the peerage was
The
first
of
this
Ian/.
William Fitzwilliam, the admiral, who in 1537 was created

Fitzwilliam (Her.)

which title became extinct at his
of Southampton
From sir William Fitzwilliam, an elder
death in 1542.
branch of the same family, descended the Fitzwilliams of
Milton, and Greens Norton, of whom was William Fitzwilliam, esq. who in 1620 was created lord Fitzwilliam, of
Lifter, alias Lifford, CO. Donegal, in the kingdom of IreWilliam, the third lord Fitzwilliam, was i:i 17 Hi
laud.
and William, the third earl Fitzcreated earl Fitzwilliam
william, of Ireland, was in 1742 created a peer of Great
Britain, by the name, style, and title of lord Fitzwilliam,
baron of Milton, co. Northampton; and in 17 Ki was created
The titles, arms, &C,
a viscount and earl of Great Britain.
earl

;

;

of this family aie as follow

:

Fitzwilliam, earl Fitzwilliam, viscount Milton, and
lord F'itz william, baron of Milton in England also earl Fitzwilliam, viscount Milton, and baron Fitzwilliam, of Liflbrd
Title of the eldest son viscount Milton.
in Ireland.

Titles.

;

Arms.

Lozengy argent

Crett.

In a ducal coronet or, a triple

anil gules.

plume of

ostrich fea-

thers argent.

Two savage men, wreathed about their heads
Supporters.
and waists with oak leaves, and in their exterior hands
a tree eradicated, the top broken oil', all proper.
" Appctitus rationi parcat."
MottO.
Fitzwilliam, Hugh (Biog.) fourth son of John, lord of
Sprot borough and Iladl.sey, went into Italy in 1554; but
returning

afterwards to England, he drew up in 1565
his Family, collected from the Records in the

Memoirs of

'

FLA

FLA
Tower, the Exchequer, the Rolls, and Herald's Office the
M.S. of which is still i:i the custody of the family, and has
furnished materials for the genealogist and historian.
;

FIXLMILXER,

Placidus

(Biog.)

a

German

theologian

and astronomer, and native of Austria, was bom in 17-1,
Keipublicc Sacra Origines
and died in 1791, leaving, 1.
2. ' Meridianus Specuhe Astron, CremisaDivinae,' 176*0.
Decennium Astronomicum,' 1 7 7 ti besides
nensis,' 1765. 3.
a fourth work, which appeared after his death, containing a
Collection of Observations, made between 1776 and 1791
and also a number of articles in the ' Journal des Scavans.'
FIZACRE (Biog.) vide Fishacra
FIZES, Anihonij (Biog.) a physician of Montpellicr, was
His works, consisting
born in I69O, and died in 1 7<'-'principally of Essays on Medical Subjects, were collected in
•

'

;

J

one quarto volume, Montpel. 1742.

Paris,'

vivus,'

1. 10;
PI11I. in Sail.
Flaccus, a governor of Syria after Yitellius, who was an
enemy to Agrippa, the grandson of Herod the Great.

Joseph. Aniiq.

18.

1.

Flaccus, Verrvus (Biog.) a grammarian, and tutor to the
two grandsons of Augustus, is the supposed author of the
Capitoline Marbles.
Clar. Grammat.

Aid. Gcll.

1.

4

l'lin.

;

1.

7

;

Sueton.

tic

FLACCUS, Valerius, a poet, and cotemporary with Martial,
who died about A. D. 93, at the age of 30, was the author
cf a poem, entitled, * Argonautica,' in imitation of the
Greek work of Apollonius on the Argonautic expedition.
The best editions of Flaccus are that of Heinsius, 12mo.
Amstel. 16SO; and that cum notis integris variorum et
Petri Burmanni.
John Baptista Pius, an Italian poet, completed the eighth book of the ' Argonautica,' and added two
more by way of supplement, partly from Apollonius, which
was printed at the end of Flaccus, in Aldus's edition of 1523.

FLACIUS (Bios.) vide Franconitz.
FLACILLA (Hist.) or Flaccilla A^.lia,

an empress, and the
wife of Theodosius the Great, was a native of Spain, and
She was
distinguished for her piety and Christian virtues.
the mother of Arcadius and Honorius, and died A. D. 385.
Flacilla (Numis.) medals are extant of this
empress, bearing her effigy on the obverse,
as in the annexed figure, inscriptions. AEL.
first

FLACCILLA AUG.—CAEL. FLACCILLA AUG.— AEL. FLACCILLA DX.
AELIA FLACCILLA AUG.; on the
reverse, SALUS REIPUBLICAE. Strad.
; D11 Cangc
Rom. Mediob. fyc.

Imp.

FLAHERTY

Bijz. Finn. ;

Band. Imp.

0' Flaherty, Eoderic, an Irish
scholar, was bom in 1630, at Moycullin, co. Galway, the
ancient estate of his family, which became forfeited by the
rebellion in 1641.
He was the author of an account of
(Biog.)

Ireland, entitled

'

or

Ogvgia, sive Rerum Hibernicarum Chro-

Lond. 1685. He wrote also a Vindication
of his Ogvgia,' against the objections of sir George Mackenzie and others.
(Biog.) or Flamacl, Bertkolet, an historical
painter of Liege, was born in 1614, and died in 1675. He
was employed by the grand duke of Florence, for whom he
executed several pieces.
FLAMEL, Nicholas (Biog.) a supposed alchymist, to whom
were attributed the works, entitled, '
Philosophical Summary,' in verse, 1561 ; and a treatise On the Transformation of Metals,' in 1621 ; but, as appears, without foundation.
An account of him may be found in the • Essais sur
nologia,' &c. 4to.
'

FLAMEEL

A
'

'

Literature,' 8vo. 1795FLAMIXIA, gens (Hist.) a plebeian family of Rome, and a
branch of the Quintia gens, some of whom bore the sur-

name of Chilo.
Fla.iiinia, gens (Numis.) some coins or medals are extant of
L.
this family, bearing the inscriptions,
L. FLAMIL. FLAMIXI. C. T.
F. ; i.e. Lucius
F.
VIR.
A.
A.
A.
N.
F.
L.
XILS T.

FLAMINIUS

ROMA.—

CHILO.—

Flaminius Tili Filius, Laicii Nepos Triumvir, Auro Argento

Acre Fhindo, Feriuudo.

Flabunia Via (Topog.) a celebrated road, which led from
Rome to Ariminum and Aquileia, so called from the consul
Flaminius,
Ovid. Pont.

who was

Juecn. Sat.

1.

killed at the battle of

Thrasymene.

1. 1,
Spectat FtaminuD Claudia jitncta via.

FLACCILLA

(Hist.) vide Flotilla.
FLACCUS, L. Valerius (Hist.) a consul with M. Porcius
Cato, U. C. 558, A. C. 194, triumphed over the Galli InLie. 1. 34.
subres.
Flaccus, L- Valerius, a consul, who marched against Sylla,
and was assassinated by his colleague Fimbria. Lie. Epist.

Hermippus Rediby M. St. Foix ; and also in the
Lond. 1749, second edit.; and in the ' Varieties of

Erpn-iar, quid eoneedatur in tl/os,
tegitur cinis atque Latind.

Quorum Flaminii

A

gate of Rome, leading to this road,

is

now

called Porta

del Popolo.

FLAMIXIXUS (Hist.)
FLAMINIO (Biog.) or

vide Flaminius.
Flaminius, John Anthony, a scholar
of Italy, whose family name was Zarrabini, died in 1536,
leaving' many works, among which, the most important are

twelve books of Letters, which were published under
Antonii Flaminii Foro-Corneliensis Epistolae
title of
familiares nunc primum edit;c,' &c. 8vo. Bonon. 1744.
His works were published with those of his son, the subject
his

the

'

of the following article.
or Flaminius, Marc Anthony, a Latin poet, son
of the preceding, was born at Serevalle in 1 498, and died
His Poems, which place him in the first rank of
in 1550.
Latin poets, are, for the most part, to be found in the Carmina quinque illustrium Poetarum,' 8vo. Florent. 1549;
M. Ant. Flaminii in Librum
besides which he wrote, 1.
Psalmorum brevis Explanatio,' Svo. Venet. 1545. 2. Epis-

Flaminio,

'

'

'

et Sanctitate
tolie aliquot de Veritate Doetrinav eruditfe
Religionis,' &c. Svo. Xorib. 1571- An edition of his Poems
was also published, under the title of ' M. A. Flaminii Carmina sacra quse extant omnia, hoc Modo nunquam hactenus Edita,' &c. 8vo. Rostoch. 1578 ; also an edition of his

works, with those of his lather, by Mancurti, which was
reprinted in 1743.
FLAMINIUS, C. (Hist.) a consul, was led to engage rashly
with Annibal, at the lake of Thrasymene, and was killed
A. C. 217, with an immense number of the Romans. Polyh.
1. 3; Liv. 1. 22; Cic. dc Inv. 1. 2; Vol Max. 1. 1; Flor. 1. 2.
Flaminius, or Flamininus, T. Q. a Roman consul U. C. 556,
A. C. 19S, signalized himself by his successes and his valour
against Philip, king of Macedonia, from whose power he
relieved the Grecian states, and rendered himself illustrious.
He was afterwards sent on an embassy to Prusias, king
of Bithvnia, with whom Annibal had taken refuge, and by

prudence he hastened the death of the Carthaginian
who had been so long the terror of the Romans.
Flaminius was found dead in his bed, after a life spent in
Cic. de Senect. c. 12; Liv. 1. 34;
the attainment of glory.
Flor. 1. 2 ; Pint, in ' Fit. ; Aurel. Vict, de Vir. Illust. ;
his

hero,

Eutrop.

1.

4,

&c.

Flaminius, Lucius, brother of the preceding, after signalizing
himself in Greece, was expelled from the senate by Cato, on
account of his debaucheries.

Cic. Cat.

c.

12; Liv.

1.

30, &c.

Flaminius, L. Q. son of the preceding, was consul with Q.
Metellus, U. C. 604, A. C. 150; and again U. C. 631.
Liv.

1.

35, &c.
(Biog.)

Flaminius

surnamed Nobilius, a theological

critic

of

Lucca, superintended the printing of the Bible, which was
executed under the auspices of Sixtus V and in this edition
he used the Latin version which preceded the Vulgate.
4 k 2
;

FLE
FLAMSTEAD,

John

FLE
an English

astronomer, of
reputable parents at Denby, in Derbyshire, was born in
1 646, and died in 1719, leaving-' HLstoria Ccelestis Britannica,'
vols, fob 1725 ; a less perfect edition of which bad
been previously printed in one volume, folio, 1712. ["Vide
(Biog.)

.'>

XXXV]
FLATMAN, Thomas

(Biog.) an English poet, was born in
in 16'88.
third edition of
his Poems, with additions and amendments, was published
10'3.'l,

A

and died

by himself, with his portrait, in 1(582.
John (Biog.) a nonconformist minister, and native
of Worcestershire, was born about 1627; educated at

FLAVEL,

Oxford; ejected

nonconformity in lb'6'2 ; and after exposing himself to much inconvenience in order to carry his
point of preaching at his own pleasure, he died in lGf)l,
leaving a good character among persons of his own persuasion.
His works were published in 2 vols, fob after his
death and since frequently reprinted in 6 vols. 8vo.
FLAVIANUS (Ecc.) a patriarch of Antiocb, and a man of
an illustrious family, who, by his prudence, terminated the
schism, which had existed for some time, in behalf of Paulinos, and died in 401, after governing the church 23 years,
during which time he displayed great zeal and wisdom in
opposing the Arians.
S. I. Chri/sosiovi. Horn. ;
Sozom.
Hut. Eccles. 1. 7 ; Theodoret. 1. 5 ; Baron. Annul
F/.avianus, another patriarch of Antioeh, who succeeded
Palladius in 4.0fi, was banished in 512 by the emperor
Anastasius, on account of the zeal with which he defended
the council of Chalcedon.
Evag. 1. 3 ; Baton. Annul. S,-c.
for

;

FLAVIANUS, a patriarch of Constantinople, was elected after
Proclus in 447, and declared himself a decided enemy to the
heretic Eutyches, who sprung up at that time, and succeeded in calling together a synod at Ephesus in 449, called
Latronicium Ephesinum,' or Conventus Latronum,' i. e.
The Assembly of Bobbers ; at the head of which was
'

'

Dioscurus, bishop of Alexandria.
They not only deposed
Flavianus, but maltreated him in such a manner that he
died three days after.
.V. Leo, ep. 8 ;
Niceph. 1. 14, c. 47 ;
Condi. Chalced- ; Menolog. Grose.
Evag, 1. 1
Fi.avianits, a priest, who, by his intrigues, got himself elected
patriarch of Constantinople in 489
but his artifices were
soon detected, and he would have been deposed if he had
not been removed by death.
Evagr. 1. 3
Xicephor. 1. l(i
Huron. Annul, aim. 488.
LAVIGNI, Valerian de (Biog.) a doctor of the Sorbonne,
and a native of Laon, who died in 1(>71. wrote against
Abraham Echellensis in his EpistoLe de Heptaplis Pari si ;

!

;

;

'

ensibus,' 4to.

Tomac.

K>(>8.

FLAVINIUM

(Geog.) or Flavianum, a town of Etruria, on
the Tiber, near the Falisci.
Virg.

7-

1.

Ill Feseruniinis acies, Egttdfftie' Fatt$€4>S

Hi Soraet'u habent area, Flavin&aqu* arva.
Sil.

I.

3.

Panegyriques,

'

&c

&c

His works
des Saints,'
1782.
a poet and dramatic writer.

were collected and printed in y
FLECKNOE, Richard (Biog.)

vols. 8vo.

who died in 1(>78, was the author of Damoiselles a la
Mode,' a comedy;
Ermin and the Chaste Ladv," &c. See.
Charles (Hist.) son of sir William Fleetwood, knt. and cup-bearer to James I and Charles 1, engaged in the rebellion, notwithstanding his connexions, and,
after having acted his part in promoting the fall of the
monarchy, and the usurpation of his father-in-law, Cromwell, he was by him set over Ireland in 1652
but at the
death of the latter he headed the party which deposed
Richard, and would fain have made his peace with the king
at the Restoration, but, being deterred by fear, be was one
of the persons excepted out of the general act of pardon and
indemnity, to suffer such pains, penalties, and forfeitures,
not extending to life, as should lie inflicted on them by an
'

'

FLEETWOOD,

Plate

London about

Virorum.'

8.
I

Cohort, atjuiqiie Fitlisri

;

to he made for that
soon after the revolution.

He died in
XVI II]

purpose.

act

obscurity

[Wide Plate

Fleetwood, William (Ecc.) an English
the Tower of London in 10'56, educated

prelate,

was born

in

at Eton, and King's
College, Cambridge, chosen chaplain to king William, nomi1706",
nated to the see of St. Asaph in
translated to Ely in

He wrote, 1. Inscriptionum
1714, and died in 1723.
Antiquarum Sylloge," &c. 8vo. 1(>91. 2. A translation of
Jurieu's Plain Method of Christian Devotion,' &C.
the
27th edition of which was printed in 1750. 3. An Kss-.iy
upon Miracles/ &C. 8vo. 1701. 4. The Reasonable Com'

'

;

'

'

municant

;

or an Explanation of the Doctrine of the Sacraseveral times re-

ment of the Lord's Supper,' 1702. and

inserted in the catalogue of tracts distributed by
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.' 5. Sixthe
6. ' Chronicon Preteen Practical Discourses,' &c. 1705.
ciosum ; or an Account of the English Money,' &c. a second
The Thirteenth
edition of which appeared in 1726.
7Chapter to the Romans vindicated from the Abuses put
upon it,' &c. ; a party tract, which does not add to his
8. ' The Judgment
credit, either as a scholar or a divine.
of the Church of England in the case of Lay-Baptism.' fte>
The
Life
and
Miracles
of St. Wenefride,
8vo. 1712.
910.
The Counsellor's
together with her Litanies,' &c.
Plea for the Divorce of Sir (I. 1). and Mrs. F.' 171"'.
11.
Papists not excluded from the Throne upon the account
of Religion,' <S:c. 1717- 12. A Letter from .Mr. T. Rurdett,
who was executed at Tyburn for the Murder of Captain
Falkner, to some Attorney's Clerks of bis acquaintance,
A 1 lefence
8.
written six Days before his Execution,' 1717of Praying before Sermon, as directed by the ."j.">th Canon.'
Fleetwood, William (Biog.) an English lawyer, and recorder
of London, in the reign of queen Elizabeth, was the natural
son of Robert Fleetwood, esq. of the county of Lancaster,
educated at Oxford, entered of the Middle Temple, and,
after having followed bis profession with honour and adMis works as a0
vantage to himself, he died in 1594.
author are, 1.
An Oration made at Guildhall before the
Mayor, &C concerning the late Attempts of the (Queen's
1571,'
12mn.
Oct.
15,
Majestie's seditious Subjects.
2.
Annalium tarn Rcgum Edwardi V. liicardi 111. et
printed,

is

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

DLAVIl

Qjuqui

taot i'tm

Stagna

lentiit.

Saevinus

S,

Piso against Nero.

a focot, Soiatia quitpu

(Hist.')

of .Jerusalem.

a senator,

Tacit. Annal.

FlavtdSj Sylva, succeeded
Joseph,

tic

1.

w

inspired will)

15.

ami was
Bell. Jud. 1. K.

liassus,

'

tin- last

governor

Ki.avmk (Biog.) vide Blondus.

quam Henrici VIII, Titulorum Ordine AlpHa-

jam melius quam ante Digestorum Flcnchic,'
:>
A Table to the Reports of Edmund
1579, and 1597.
Plowden/in French. 4. ' The Office of a Justice of Pi
short
copy of Latin Verses prefixed to.
&c 8vo. 1658. 5. A
'

FLAUSTj

John Hnp/isie (Biog.) an advocate in the parunent of Rouen, who died in 1783, at the age of 72, was
uthor of
Explication de la Jurisprudence el de la Coutume
le Normandie, dans uneOrdre simple et facile,' 2 vols, fol.
LECHIER, Esprit (Ere.) bishop of Nismes, was born at
Pernc, neur Avignon, in Provence, promoted to the sec of
I.avaur in 1685, translated two years after to that of
Nigmes, and (lied in 171(1.
His WOrks OS an author are,
I.
(Euvres meslecs,' 12mo. in prOM and verse, both French
and Latin. 2. An edition of Gratian, DeCasibus illustrium
ti

•

I

Henrici VII,
betico niulto

'

'

Rep. Anglorum InstauranuW
Thomas Chaloner's
Notes upon Lombard's
Archaianonrin.'
FLEMING (Her.) the name of a family which derivesiti
descent from sir Michael le Fleming, knt. who, being related
to Baldwin, earl of Flanders, was sent to assist William the
le was afterwards employed
Conqueror, his son-in-law.
by the Conqueror to oppose the Scots, and obtained t\>r bis
services a grant of the castle of Cleaston and other estates
sir
0".

'

'

I

:

;

;

FLE

FLE

This family enjoys the
Lancashire and Cumberland.
dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1705 on sir
William Fleming the arms, &c. of which are as follow

Cambridge, sent as an ambassador to Russia in 1588, and
died in 1610, leaving, among his works as an author,
1. 'Of the Russe Commonwealth ; or Manner of Government by the Russe Emperor, commonly called the Emperor
of Moskovia,' &c, Svo. 1590; and reprinted 12mo. in 16*23;
A
and inserted in Hackluyt's Navigations,' &c. Vol. I. 2.
Discourse concerning the Tartars,' &c.
Fletcher, Richard (Ecc.) an English prelate, and father of
the dramatist, was a native, as is supposed, of Kent, educated
at Cambridge, promoted in 1589 to the see of Bristol, translated in 1592 to that of Worcester, and soon after to that of
London, and died in 159(5, after having incurred the serious
displeasure of the queen for marrying a second time, in consequence of which he was suspended from his bishopric.
While prebend of Sutton Longa, in the church of Lincoln,
he was appointed to attend upon the execution of Mary,
queen of Scots, and displayed more zeal than discretion in
attempting to turn her mind on the score of religion.
Fletcher (Her.) the name of a family of Clea Hall, in
Cumberland, which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet,
conferred in 1782 on sir Henry H. Fletcher; the arms, &c.

in

:

Arms.

Gules, a fret argent.
serpent nowed, holding in his
Crest.
olives and vines, all proper,

A

mouth

a garland of

'

" Pax, copia, sapientia," all relating to the erest
namely, peace to the olive-branches, plenty to the vine,

yiolto.

and wisdom to the serpent.
Flkming, Abraham (Biog.) a classical

translator, and a native
Bucolics and
of London, published, 1 A version of the
2.
-Elian's Various History,
Georgics of Virgil.' 1575.
translated into English in 1576", under the title of
.'Elian's
3.
Certaine Select Epistles of
Register of Histories.'
'
Cicero into English,' 4to. Lond. 15764.
Panoplie of
Epistles from Tully, Isocrates, Pliny, and others,' 4to.
'

.

'

'

5. * Panegyric on Baldness, from the Greek
besides a number of other translations from
books written in Latin about the 15th century.
Among
his original pieces are, 1. 'A Memorial of the Charitable
Urns Deedes of William Lambe, Gentleman of the
Chapel under Henry VIII, and Citizen of London,' 8vo.
Lond. 1580. 2.
The Battle between the Virtues and the
Vices,' 8vo. ibid. 1 582.
3. ' The Diamant of Devotion, in
Six Parts,' 12mo. ibid. 1586.
4.
The Cundyt of Comfort,'
&c. &c. ; besides Verses which were prefixed by him to
various works published at that time.
Fleming, Patrick, an ecclesiastic of the Romish church, was
born in the county of Louth in 1599, and murdered by
some peasants in 1631, in the neighbourhood of Prague.
His principal work was his Collectanea Sacra ; or Lives
of Irish Saints, with notes, commentaries, &c. fol. Lovan.
1667 ; to this work is prefixed an account of the author,
written by one of his companions in his flight from Prague,
named Francis Magenis, under the title of Historia Martyrii Venerabilis Fratris Patricii Flemingi,' &c
Fleming, Robert, a Scotch Presbyterian preacher, was born
at Bathens, or Easter, the seat of the earl of Tweedale, in
1630, ejected from his living on account of his attachment
to Presbyterianism, and died in 16*94, leaving some works
that are still esteemed in Scotland.
Fleming, Robert, son of the preceding, and a minister of the
Scotch church in London, who died in 1716, wrote,
' The
1
History of Hereditary Right.'
2. ' The Mirror
of Divine Love,' in which is a dramatic poem, entitled,
f The
Monarchical Image ; or Nebuchadnezzar's Dream.'
»
.;.
Theocraty ; or Divine Government of Nations.' 4. 'Speculum Davidicum Redivivum,' &c. 1701 ; besides some
Sermons, &c.
(Ecc.) or Flemnn/nge, Richard, an English
jiiclate, and founder of Lincoln College, Oxford, was born at
Crofton, in Yorkshire, educated at University College, Oxford,
nominated, in 1424, bishop of Lincoln, and died in 1431. He
is said to have had at one time an attachment to the tenets of
Wiekliff, which he afterwards opposed. [Vide Plate XII]]
Flemming, Robert (Biog.) nephew of the preceding, was
educated at Oxford, and died in 1483, leaving, among other
things, 1.
Dictionarium Gneco-Latinum.' 2.
Carmina
Diversi Generis.' 3.
Epistolarum ad Diversos Liber L'nus.'
FLETA (Biog.) the name by which the author of a wellknown law work is distinguished, who is supposed to have
been an English judge that was confined for debt in the
Fleet-prison, in the time of Edward I.
This work was
first published in Latin, in 4to. in 1647, under the title of
' Fleta,
seu Commeutarius Juris Anglicani,' and again in
1G85, each having a small treatise called ' Fet assavoir,'
and the Dissertation of Mr. Seldon, by whom it was republished in 1685, after a careful collation of the first edition
with the MS. discovered by him in the Cottonian Library.
FLETCHER, Giles (Hist.) brother to bishop Fletcher, men
tioned hereafter, was educated at Eton, and King's College

Lond. 1570".
of Synesius ;

'

'

'

'

'

'

.

'

FLEMMING

'

'

'

of which are as follow :
Arms. Sable, a cross engrailed argent, between four plates,
each charged with an arrow sable.
Crest.
horse's head argent, charged with a trefoil gull
" Martis non Cupidinis."
Motto.
Fletcher, the name of a family of Carrow, co. Cork, whicli
enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet ; the arms, &c of

A

which are as follow
Arms. Sable, on a
:

cross engrailed

ermine,

between four

charged with a pheon erect azure, a sword
wreath of laurel vert.
On a wreath, out of a mural crown or, a horse>
Crest.
head ermine, gorged with a wreath of laurel cert.
Fletcher, Jo/in (Biog.) a dramatic writer, and son of bishop
Fletcher, was born about 1576, in Northamptonshire, and
died of the plague in London in 1625.
He is well known
as the companion of Beaumont, in the composition of those
works which go under their joint names. The first edition
of all their plays, amounting to upwards of 50, was published in 1672 in folio, reprinted in 1711, in 7 vols. Svo.
in 1751 in 10 vols. 8vo. ; and again by Colman also in Id
vols, in 1778.
[Vide Plate XXXI]
plates, each

erect proper ; on a canton or, a

Fletcher,

Giles, eldest son of Giles Fletcher, and cousin ol
the poet, was born about 1588, educated at Cambridge, and
died in 1623.
His only production was ' Christ's Victory
and Triumph in Heaven and Earth over and after Death,'
4to. Cambridge, 16'10, 1640, and in 1783, with Phineas, his

brother's

'

Purple Island.'

Fletcher, Phineas, younger brother of

the preceding, \va<

educated at Cambridge, and died about 1650, leaving,
1. ' Purple Island, or the Isle of Man,' a poem. 2. ' Piscatory
Miscellanies,' Ho. Cambridge, 1633.
3.
Eclogues.'
Fletcher, Andrew, of Saltoun, a Scotch politician, who got
the name of patriot in his day by his busy opposition to i!u
government. He was born in 1653, educated by bishop
Burnet, and died in 1716, after having been obliged to
leave his country more than once, on account of his violent
He published in 1698 ' A Discourse of Goproceedings.
vernment with relation to Militias,' also Two Discourses
concerning the Affairs of Scotland.' His publications, and
some of his speeches, were collected in one volume entitled
'
The Political Works of Andrew Fletcher, Esquire,' and
his Life has since been published by the earl of Buchan,
with a high panegyric on his political virtues.
Fletcher, Abraham, a mathematician, and son of a tobaccopipe manufacturer, was born at Bridekirk, in Cumberland,
in 1714, and died in 1793, leaving the * Universal Measurer," 8vo. 1762, as proof of his industry and natural
genius, which overcame all the obstacles of his education
'

'

and condition

in life.

}

FLO

FLO
FLEURIEU,

Charles Peter Clarel At (Biog.) a French hydrographer, was burn at Lynns in 1738, anil died in 1810,
Voyage fait en 17<>S et T «>.'», &c. 2 vols. Ho.
leaving, l.
2.
Decouvertes des Francois en 1768 el
Paris, 177.;.
Sudest,
de la Xouvelle Guinee,' Paris, 4to. 1790.
1769j dans le
FLEL'RY, Andrew Untitle de (Hist.) the celebrated cardinal
and minister of France, was born at Lodevc, in Languedoe,
in 1655, educated at Paris, promoted to the see of Frejus
IS, became preceptor to the king's grandson
bv Louis XIV in
a little before the death of the latter, made cardinal and prime'

1

'

'

1

History of Florence.
Florence, called in the Latin Florenlia, has experienced
great changes in its government, and has been subject
Its history was for some time blended
different masters.
I

with that of

minister in 1726, and died in 17-13 of grief, as is said, from
the tide of ill-success which attended the war of succession
[Vide Plate XI]
in Spain.
FliEURY, (.'Idtide (Biog.) an ecclesiastical historian, and son of
was born at Paris in 1(5-10, and died in 1723
advocate,
an
He wrote, 1. L'llistoire du Droit Francois,' 16'74. 2. ' Des
Mccurs des Israelites/ lb'Sl. 3. Des Mceurs des Chretiens,'
l6'Sl, containing an account of the primitive Christians.
'

'

4.

'

Cateehisme Historique,'

Mcthode des Etudes,'

170.5.

1(>86.

6.

16*88.

'

' Du
Choix ct de la
.5.
Les Devoirs des Maitrcs

Histoirc Ecclesiastique,'
7des Domestiqucs,'
13 vols. 4to. or 20 vols. 12mo. the first volume of which
appeared in 1691. 8. ' Un Extrait de Platnn,' 12mo. 1688.
9. ' Le Portrait de Louis de France, Due de Bourgogne, et
10. ' Exposition de la Docensuite Dauphin,' 12mo. 1714..
trine de l'Eglisc,' translated from the Latin of Bossuet, &c
An edition of his works, with the exception of the Ecclesiastical History, was published in 5 vols. 8vo. Nismes,
et

1781.

[Vide Plate

,

of this city
day in the year 40S, to commemorate the great overthrow
given by Stilicho, the general of the emperor Honorius,
to the Goths in the Fesulane mountains, near Florence,
bv which this city was delivered from the barbarians.
The Goths, however, recruiting their strength, appeared
again in .sit, in the territory of Florence, which they depopulated, and held in subjection under their king, Alarie,
and his successors, until they were in their turn driven out
bv the Huns, under Attila, whose irruption into Italy
was succeeded by that of the Vandals, and other barb; Florence, in common with the other states of Italy,
rians.
was obliged to submit to the emperor Charlemagne, and
remained subject to the emperors of Germany till tittime of Rudolphus, from whom they purchased their inThey were then governed by magistrates
dependence.
their own, at first called consuls, afterwards ancients, and
but in the 15th century they fell under
finally priors
the power of the hou?c of Medici, the emperor Charles V
Alexander
de Medici the first grand duke,
made
having
in 1580, but it still retained its republican form of government in other respects. The Florentines were from
an early period cultivators of the arts, sciences, and learn*
ing, as their University testifies, which was erected as
early as 1438 ; and the well-known Medicean Gallery,
which contains a grand collection of works of art ; also
and the Acithe Academia Florentina, erected in 1512
demia Delia Crusca. Florence was likewise the birthIn
place of Dante, Maehiavel, Americus Vespucius, &c.
179.0, the French troops, who were then masters of it, were
driven out by the inhabitants, but the city afterwards
shared the fate of all Tuscany, until the fall of Bonaparte!

i|

1

Rome, and the first particular mention
is on the occasion of its instituting a festival

'

1

i

;

XXV]

Julian, who died in 1725, was the author of the
Delphin edition of ' Apuleius,' 2 vols. 4to.
Roger (Biog.) a dissenting minister, and native
He
of Devonshire, was born in 1707, and died in 1795.
was one of the compilers of ' The General Index to the

Fleury,

FLEXMAX,

;

Journals of the House of Commons,' and was frequently
employed in making indexes, besides which he edited an
Own Times,' 4. vols. 8vo. 1753, and
edition of Burnet's
wrote seme Tracts, as ' The Plan of Divine Worship in the
Churches of Dissenters justified, &c.
'

Ecclesiastical History

of Flurencc.

Ecclesia lfomcnsis,' edited by P. Sirmond, in lfill; and
again in H»17, and 1(>77 besides the Fives of the Popes, &C.
The best edition is said to be that of 1()17. It is inserted

city was erected into the seat of an archbishop in 1481.
general council was held here in 1439, at which the
pope Eugene IV himself was present, with John Paleologus, emperor of the Greeks, and several prelates of his
nation, when a union between the Greek and Latin
churches was agreed upon. Other councils were also held
here; as in 1055, when pope Victor II and the emperor
Henry III met to put down the usurpations of church
also in 1105,
property, and the heresies of Berenger

bv Pierre Pithon in his first collection of writers, and afterwards by Andrew du Chesne, in the second volume of his
Scriptores Iter. Franc'

1517, 1573, 1589, 1()17, and 1654, provincial councils or
synods were held for purposes Of church discipline.
Lcand. Albert. Descript. Hal. ; Mac/tiP. uF.mil. 1. 8

Goveri (Biog-) or Godfrey, a German artist of Cleves,
was born in l6l6, and died in 1660, leaving a collection of
Prints and Drawings, which were sold for 12,000 florins.
(Biog.) or Frodoard, a French historian, was
He
at Epernai, and died in 966.
born in the year 8.0
Chronicon,' from 919 to «)('(>', and also ' Historia
wrote a

FLINK,

This

A

FLODOARD

1-

'

;

FLOOD
FLORA

(Biog.) vide Fludd.
(Mi/lli-) the goddess of (lowers and gardens, among
She
the Romans, answering to the Chloris of the Greeks.
IS said by some to have been a courtezan, and to have been
worshipped by the Sabines, before the time of the Romans.
Tatius was the first who raised a temple to her at Rome,

where

sic-

was honoured bv an annual

Styled " I'loralia."
Juttin.

1.

13

;

1'lnl. in

Flora (Numis.)
in the

I'ttrro

annexed

is

de

Bom.

;

He

festival

in spring,

Rust. 1.
Ovid, Fast. 1. 5;
Lactant. de Falsa Belig. 1. 1.
I

;

represented in statues, as
almost naked, and

figure,

nosegay of flowers, which
sometimes
to have just gathered
represented
fully dressed, and on
is
she
medals she is crowned with a garland of

having a
she seems

loose

;

Bower

FLORENCE

(Ceog.) the capital of the grand duchy of Tuscany, and one of the finest cities in Italy, stands in a valley
intersected bv the Arno, 50 miles S. Bologna, 130 X. X. W.
Rome. Lon. 11° 15' E., lat. 43° 40' N.

;

;

arel. 1 1 is/. Florcnt. ; Aretin.

Hist

Floreitt.

;

Volclcrranu.x

SahcUiciis, Oiticciardini, Tliuanus, Spondamts, tyc.
(Geog.) now Florence, a town of Etruria, on

FLORENTIA

F/i.-cntin,
the river Arnus, which was originally called
This town
because it stood near the stream of this river.
Sylla.
time
of
supposed to have been founded in the
is

1'lin.

:i

1.

;

Tacit.

FLORENTIUS

Amal

1.

(Hist.) the

1

;

Flor.

name

who governed between 1062 and

of

1.

3,

t'wt:

21.

counts of Holland,

1296.

(Biog.) an Augustine monk of Spain, who
Madrid about 1772, was the author of, 1. I.Tspana

FLOREZ, Henry
died at

sagrada,

'

Thcatro-Gcographico-Ilistorico

1717—1781,

de

la

Iglesia

de

work

to the
Espana,' 84
Clave Historial,' which
2.
Gallia Christiana,' of France.
answers to the French work entitled • L'Art de verifier les
3.
Mcdallas de las Colonias Municipios, y pucblios
Dates.'

vols, 4to.

a

similar

'

'

'

antiguos de Espana,' 2 vols. 4to. Madrid, 1757-1758, to
whicn the author added a third volume, published after his
death.

FLORIAN,

Jo/in Peter Claris de

(Biog.) a French writer,

FLU

FLO
was born

Chateau de Florian, in the province
of Languedoc, and died in 1794Florian's works consist
of short Dramas, Novels, and Pastorals, as his
Galathee,
* Theatre,'
Le bon Menage,' Le bon Pere,' and ' Guillaume Tell,' Numa Pompilius,' &c. many of which have been
made familiar to the English reader by translations. His
Fables,' have been much admired in France, and are esteemed
'

'

'

'

'

the best since the days of Fontaine.
Marcus Annius (Hist.) half brother of the
emperor Tacitus, seized the empire at the death of the latter
A. D. 276 ; but was successfully opposed by Probus ; and,
rinding his rival the object of general choice, he is said to

FLORIAXLS,

have put an end to himself by opening his veins, after a reign
lopisc. in Florian.
of a few months,
Fj.orian'US (Xumis.) medals are extant of
this prince,

bearing his effigy, as in the an-

nexed figure; inscriptions IMP.

NUS AUG.—

IMP.

C.

FLORIA-

FLORIAXUS

AUG. vel PIUS FELIX. AUG.— IMP.
M. AXX. FLORIAXUS AUG.

C.

FLORIDA

(Geo?.) a country of X. America,
situated between the 25th and 31st degrees of X*. lat. and
the 80th and f 1 st degrees of \V. Ion.
It is said to have
been discovered by Sebastian Cabot in the year 14-96, some
time before it became known to the Spaniards, from whom
it received its present name, John Ponce, a native of Spain,
having sailed from Porto Rico in 151.'J, and landed here in
April, when the fields appeared in full bloom. Its conquest,
after various unsuccessful attempts, was at length accomplished by the Spaniards in 1.539 ; but the possession of this
territory was subsequently disputed by the French and
English until 1703, when it was ceded to Great Britain in
exchange for the Havannah, which had been taken from
the Spaniards in the course of the war.
It was recovered
by Spain in 1781, and confirmed to her in 1783; but attempts have since been made by the Americans to set possession of this country, which, after its division b\ the
British into East and West Florida, has been known bv the
name of the Florida*.
FLORIO, John (Saw.) who styled himself the Resolute, was
descended from the Florii of Sienna, in Tuscany. His parents,
who were of the sect of the Walder.sis, had fled to England,
where he lived, and died in 1625, aged SO. He wrote,
1. 'First Fruits which yield familiar Speech, merry Proverbs, witty Sentences, and golden Sayings,' 4to. 1578,
and Svo. 1591. 2. ' Perfect Introduction to the Italian and
English Tongues,' printed with the former, and dedicated
to the earl of Leicester.
3.
Second Fruits to be gathered
i' Twelve Trees,' &c.
Svo. 1591. 4. Garden of Recreation
yielding six thousand Proverbs,' printed with the former.
5.
Dictionary Italian and English,' fol. 1597
reprinted
in Kill under the title of ' Queen Anna's Xew World of
W ords ;' and again in 1659, with considerable additions by
Gaovan. Torraino. 6'. ' The Essavs of Montaigne,' fol. 16'03,
16'13, Ki32.
rLORio, Francis an historical painter of Antwerp, was
born in 1520, and died in 1570.
His style of painting
was so superior as to acquire for him the honourable appellation of the " Raphael of Flanders.'
Florus, Julius (Hist.) a friend of Horace, to whom the
poet has addressed two epistles.
He accompanied Claudius
>

'

'

.

•

;

X'ero in his military expedition.
Gcssius, a governor of Jud;ca, A. D. 54, whose
oppressions and cruelties forced the Jews into a rebellion.
Joseph. Ant. 1. 20.

FLORUS,
I

FLOWER,

in 17.55, at the

tosus, Lucius Annwus (Biug.) an historian of the same
family as Seneca and Lucan, flourished about A. D. 11 6.
He wrote an Abridgment of the Roman History ; the best
editions of which are that of Duker, 2 vols. 8vo. Lugd.
Bat. 1722 and 1741; and that of Fred. Fischer, Svo. Lips.
1760.
Spartian ; Lactan. Inst. JJ. I. 7-

I

Sir George (Hist.) an active and brave officer,
of the noble family mentioned under Heraldry, distinguished
himself by his zeal and valour in the service of queen
Elizabeth against the rebels in Ireland, and died about 1627.
Flower, Sir William, son of the preceding, was no less
brave and faithful than his father during the grand rebellion, and lived to see the Restoration.
Flower (Her.) or Flore, the name of an ancient and eminent family in the county of Rutland already mentioned
under History, a descendant of which, William Flower, esq.
of Durrow, was created in 1733 a baron of Castle*
Durrow; and his son Henry, the second lord Castle-Durrow,
was created in 1751 viscount Ashbrook. [Vide A*hbrook~\
Flower the name of a family of Lobb, in the county of
Oxford, which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet,
conferred in 1808 on sir Charles Flower; the arms, &c.
of which are as follow :
Anns. Per pale azure and gules, an unicorn or ; on a chief
inverted ermine, three giUy-flowers proper, over the centre
flower, a sword in bend dexter, also proper, pommel and hilt
of the third, and surmounted saltirewise by a key of gold.
Crest.
demi-lion per pale ermine and erminois, gorged
with a chain, within a collar gemel or; in the dexterpaw a gilly-rlower proper.
FLOY (Her.) the name of a family which enjoys the dignity
and title of a baronet, conferred in 1810' on sir John Floyd, a
general in the army; the arms, &c. of which are as follow
Arms. Sable, a lion rampant regardant argent, on a chief
embattled a sword erect proper, pommel and hilt or, the
blade passing through an eastern crown gules, between
two tigers' laces also proper.
Crest.
On a wreath of the colours, a lion rampant, regardant argent, morally crowned gules, bearing a flag representing the standard of Tippoo Sultaun flowing to the
sinister proper.
Floyd, John (Biog.) a Jesuit of Cambridgeshire in the 16'tli
century, who distinguished himself as a controversialist in
Ids day, leaving, among his writings against the Protestants,
1. ' Censura decern Lib. de Republica Ecclesiast. M. A. de
Dominis,' Svo. Rothomag. 1()21.
2.
Answer to Francis

A

D

:

'

Wldte's Reply concerning nine Articles offered by King
James I to F. John Fisher,' ibid. 1626. 3. ' The Church
conquerant over human Wit.' 4to. St. Omers, 1631.
4.

'

Answer

to a

Book

entitled Instructions for the Catholics

of England.'

FLOYER,

Sir John (Biog.) a physician of Hinters, in Sta fordslure, was born about 1(J49, educated at Oxford, ant
died in 1734.
His works are, 1. The Touchstone of Medicines,' Svo. London, 16'87.
2. ' The preternatural State
of the animal Humours described by their Sensible Qualities,' Svo. London, 1696.
3. ' An Enquiry into the right
L se of Baths/ Svo. London, lf>97; reprinted in 1702
under the titles of ' Ancient Psychrohisv revived,' and again
in an enlarged edition, ' History of hot and cold Bathing,
ancient and modern, with an Appendix by Dr. Baynard,'
in 1709, 1715, and 1722.
This subject was also treated of
in his ' Essay to restore the dipping of Infants.
4. '
Treatise on the Asthma,' first published in 1698, and again
'
in 1717 and 1726".
Pulse5.
The Physician's
Watch,'
2 vols. Svo. 1707 and 1710.
6. ' Medicina geronomica,'
&c. Lond. 1724 ; several of these pieces were translated into
the continental languages.
Robert (Biog.) in Latin De Fluctibus, an English philosopher, son of sir Thomas Fludd, knt. and sometime Treasurer of War to queen Elizabeth in France and
the Low Countries, was born at Bearsted, in Kent, in 1574,
and died in 1 637, leaving a number of works written in
Latin, and as dark and mysterious in their language as in
(

'

A

FLUDD,

their matter
2.

'

;

among

these works are,

1

.

*

Utriusque Cosmi

minoris technica Historia,' fol. Oppenh. 1 G 1 7
Tractatus apologetieus Integritatem Societatis de

raajoris

et

•

VOI

FOL

3.
Rosea Crucc defendens,' Lugd. Bat. 1617Monochordon Mundi Symphonicum,' &c. Francof. 1()20. 4. Anatomise Theatrum,' &C. ibid. 1623.
5. ' Philosophia sacra
et vere Christiana,' &C. ibid. 1626.
Mcdicina catho6.
lica,' &c. ibid. 1626.
Sophia? cum Maria Certamen,' &c.
7fol. Franc. 162;).
8.
Summum Bonorum quod est vcnim
Mague,' &c. fol. 1629; written against Mersennus.
9. 'Integrum Morborum Mysterium,' ibid. 1631. 10. ' De Morborum Signis,' ibid. 1631. Pathologia d*moniaca, &c.
(Her.) the name of a family which enjoys the
dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1759 on sir
Samuel Fludyer, alderman and sheriff of London
the
arms, &c. of which are as follow
Arms. Sable, a cross patonce between four escallops argent,
each charged with a cross patonce of the field.
An escallop, as in the arms, between a pair of wings
Crest,
'

'

'

'

'

FLUDYER

;

:

FLUSHING

(Geog.) a sea-port in the island of Walcheren,
on the north side of the Scheldt, the entrance of which
it defends, 4 miles S. S. W.
Middleburg. Lon. 3° 34' E.
=
lat. 51 26' N.
It was taken by the French in 1795, and in
1 809 by the English, who
destroyed the fort.
On the evacuation of the latter, it remained in the hands of the French

Anulius (Biog.) a physician of Mentz, was born
1528, and died in 1595, leaving, 1. ' Hippocratis Coi
Liber Secundus de Morbis vulgaribus difficillimus et pul2. ' Pharmacopeia Medicacherrimus,' 8vo. Basil. 1650.
mentormn omnium,' &c. 8vo. Basil. 156l. 3. ' CEconomia
Hippocratis Alphabeti Serie distincta,' &c. fol. Francof.
4. ' A complete edition of the works
1588, Genev. 1662.
of Hippocrates, entitled ' Magni Hippocratis, Medicorum
omnium facile Principis,' &c, fol. Francof. 1593.
FOGGINI, Peter Francis (Biog.) an Italian ecclesiastic, was
born at Florence in 1713, and died in 1783, leaving, 1. 'De
primis Florentinorum Apostolis,' 1741. 2. 'A Tract written
in

3. An edition
against the Reveries of certain Protestants.'
of Virgil, 4to. Florent. 1741; a fac simile of the Codex

on which Heinsius had written a dissertation
Burmann in the first volume of his edition.
4. The first eight volumes of the fathers on the subject
5. The works of St. Prosper,' 8vo. 175s.
of grace, 1754.
(i.
Fastorum Anni Romani Verrio Flacco Ordinatortnn RcliMediceus,

inserted by

•

Rom. 1780;

was born
1.

'

besides a number of ecclesiastical pieces.
(Biog.) or Fulieta, Hubert, a Genoese scholar,

and died
which are numerous, are,
De Ratione scribends Historic.' 2. Conjuratio Johanin 1518, of a noble family in this city,

Among

1581.

in

was created a

cardinal

in

1

4(><) bi

Benedict XIII, and after having displayed much talent ii:
his diplomatic character as legate under Martin V, he
died
in 1 164, at the age of 78.
Foix, Peter de, surnamed the Younger, and also a cardinal,
was born in 1449, created a cardinal by SLxtus IV in I'd.
and died in 1490, not without having given proofs of hi*
talents as a negotiator.
Foix, Paul de, counsellor of state, and archbishop of Toulouse,
was born in 1 528, and died in 1 584, after having distinguished
himself as a negotiator in England, and also as a scholar.
FOLARD, Charles (Hist.) a French officer, and an author,
was born at Avignon in 1669, and after distinguishing himself on several occasions, particularly at the battle of Cas1

sano, and at the siege of FredcricUshall,

where Charles XII
killed, he died in 1 752.
He was the author of several
works, the principal of which are, 1. ' Commentaires sur
Polybe,' 6 vols. 4to.
2.
Traite de la Defence des Places.'
3. ' Un Livre de Nouvelles Deeouvertes sur la Guerre,' &c
A farther account of this writer, and his works, may be
learnt from a work, entitled, ' Memoires pour servir a
l'Histoire de M. de Chevalier de Folard.'
(Biog.) or Folengins, John Baptist, a Benedictine of Mantua, was horn in 1490, and died in 1559,
leaving, 1. • Commentaires sur les deux Epitres de S.
Pierre,' &c. 8vo. Basle, 1555
a work written with too much
freedom to be agreeable to the see of Rome. 2. ' Commentaire sur les Pseaumes,' Basle, 1557.
FOLENGIO, TheophihlS, also known by his assumed name of
Merlin Coccaio, was born in 1491, and died in 1544, leaving, among
other
things,
1.
Orlandino,'
a Poem.
2. ' Opus Macaronicum,' Venet. 1651
written in a sort of
mock Latin, which has since been called from this original
Macaronic.
3. ' Caos del Tri per Uno,' a Poem on the
Three Ages of Man, 1527. 4. ' La Humanita del Figlii
di Dio, in ottava rima,' Vinegia, 1533, &C.
(Her.) the name of a family of some standing in
Worcestershire, of which was Thomas Foley, who in 1711
was created a peer, by the title of baron Foley, of Kidderminster, co. Worcester.
Their arms, &C are as follow
Arms. Argent, a fess engrailed between three cinquefoils
within a bordure sable.
(
'rest. On a wreath argent and sable, a lion sejant erect argent,
holding between his fore-paws a shield of the family arms.
Supporters.
Two lions argent, powdered with cinquefoib>
'

FOLENGIO

until 1814.

FOESIUS,

quise,' fol.

vice-legate of Avignon,-

was

elevated argent.

FOGLIETA

Foix, Peter de (Ecc.) cardinal, and archbishop of Aries, and

bis

;

'

;

FOLEY

:

works,

'

Ho. Ncapol. 1571.
3. ' Elogia clarorum Ligurum,' 4to. 1574. 4. ' De Lingua; Latimc Usu et
I'ncstantia,' Rom. 157!-; republished by Mosheim, 1723, with
5.
De Causis Magnitudinis Turcarum
a life of the author.
Imperii. 6. ' Delia Kcpuhlica di Genoa, 8vo. 7. 'Opuscula
8. ' Historic Genuensium lib. 12,'
nonnulla,' 4to. 1574.
translated into Italian by Francesco Sardonati.
fol. 1585
FOHI (Htst.) the first king of China, who is said to have
but the history
founded this empire soon after the deluge
of this king and his successors is generally allowed to be
to
rest
on
no
and
authentic
monuments.
fabulous,
FOIX (Hist.) the name of an ancient family of Prance,
which was derived from the province of France, of which
under the name of count.
it possessed the government,
Foix, Thomas de, a marshal of France, accompanied Francis I in his expedition into Italy, and distinguished himself
afterwards at the battle- of Bicoque in 1522, when he was
wounded in the face, and had a horse killed under him.
Foix, Andrew de, also a marshal of France, was killed at the
siege of Logrogne, in (astille, in 1521, after having conquered all Navarre.
FOIX, Odet de. a marshal of F ranee, was engaged in the wars
of Italy, under Francis I, and died in 1528.
nis Ludovici Flisci,'

'

;

;

sable.

Motto.
" Vt prosim."
Foley, Robert (}}iog.) a law

Of adjudged

reporter,

whose' Reports con'

on the Laws of the Poor,' from
43 Eliz. to 3 Geo. II, 8vo. 1739, 1743, 1751, and 1758.
FOLIGNO, Frederigo Frezzi da (Ecc.) an Italian prelate,
and poet of Foligno, in the 14th century, was appointed
bishop of his native city in 1403, and died in 1416, after
having been called to the council of Pisa, and made one of
the fathers of the grand council of Constance.
The poem
by which he is distinguished as an author, is entitled,
Quadriregio,' the first edition of which was published at
Perugia, fol. 1481, and again at Bologna in 1494; but the
best edition is that published by the Academicians of Foligno.
sist

only

'

cases

'

2

vols. 4to. 1725.
(Her.) the name of a family of Hillington, co.
Norfolk, which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet,
conferred in 1774 on sir Martin Brown Folkcs the arms,
&c. of which are as follow
Anns. Quarterly, first and fourth per pale rerl ami gules,
a flcur de lis argent ; second and third gules, a chevron
between three lions' gambs erased and erect, all within
bordure argent, on a chief of the last an eagle displayed

FOLKES

;

:

:i

sable.

Crest.

A

dexter arm etnbowed, habited per pale vert and

'

FOX

FOX
gules, cuffed ermine, holding in the

hand proper a spear

of the last.
" Qui sera, sera.
Principiis obsta."
Motto.
Folkes, Martin (Biog.) an English antiquary, son of Martin
Folkes, esq. counsellor at law, and on;; of the benchers of
Grays-Inn, was born in Queen-street, Lincoln's-Inn-Fields,
'
in l(iP/0, and died in 1754, leaving, 1. 'Dissertation on
the Weights and \ alues of ancient Coins,' which was read
2. ' Observations on the
in the Society of Antiquaries.

—

Trajan and Antonine Pillars at Rome,' printed in the first
volume of the ( Archasologia ;' where there is also another
paper from him on the Brass Equestrian Statue at Rome.
3. 'A Table of English gold Coins, from the 18th of
Edward III, when gold was first coined in England, to
the present time, with their weights and intrinsic values.'
4to. 17301, and afterwards with additions in 1745; but still
more complete bv the Society of Antiquaries, in 2 vols. I'ti:',.
FOLKESTONE, Viscount (Her.) the title borne by the
eldest son of the earl of Radnor.

FONBLANQUE, John (Biog.) a law-writer, and author of
A Treatise of Equity,' 8vo. 17!>4, 17119; and again, with
'

marginal notes and references, in

1805.
This treatise is
considered as a republication of a ' Treatise in Equity,'
published in 1 737, and ascribed to Mr. Ballow ; to which

Mr. Fonblanque made many important additions.
FOXDI (Geog.) a small town of Naples, the ancient Fundi,
in the Terra di Lavoro, on the Garigliano, 40 m. \Y. Capua.
FONSECA, Peter de (Ecc.) a cardinal, originally of an anfamily of Portugal, was raised to that dignity in
by Benedict III; and being confirmed in it bv
Martin V, he was employed by him as legate to the emperor
at Constantinople, and died in 1422, after having been
engaged on other diplomatic concerns. Platin. in Mart, v
Spondan. Contin. Baron. Annal.
Fonseca. D. Jean Rodriguez de, successively bishop of Badajoz, Placentia, Cordova, and Seville, distinguished himself
by his opposition to Columbus and his family, as director of
the armaments which were destined for the Xew World.
Fonseca, Anthony de (Biog.) a Dominican of Lisbon, is well
known by his remarks on cardinal Cajetan's ' Commentaries
on the Bible,' fol. Paris. 1539 and other works.
Fonseca, Peter de, a Jesuit at Cortisada, was born about
1528, and died in 1599, or, according to some, in 1619.
•
He left various works, among which his ' Metaphysics,
4 torn. fol. claims the first place.
FONTAINE, John de la (Biog.) a French poet, of ChateauThierry, was born in 1621, a year after the birth of MoHere, and died in 1695.
His works have passed through
many editions separately, and were, with the exception of
cient

1409,

;

;

the tales and fables, all collected in 4 vols. ISmo. 1744
and
the whole together in 3 vols. 4to.
["Vide Plate XXVII II
Fontaine, Nicholas, a voluminous French writer, was born
;

.

and died in 1709- Among his works are,
' Explications du
Xouveau Testament tirees de S. AuI
gustin et des autres Peres Latins,' 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1675 ;
and 4to. 1683. 2. ' Abrege de St. Chrysostome sur le
Xouveau Testament,' Svo. Paris, 167O; ' Et sur l'Ancien
at Paris in 1625,
.

3. ' Vies des Patriarches,' ecc. Svo. 16S3,
Testament,' Svo.
4. ' Vies des Saintes pour tous
16S5, and again in 1693.
les Jours de l'Annee,' 4 vols. Svo. Paris
2d edit. lfi7Q, &c
(Geog.) a town of France, 42 miles
S. S. E. Paris, called in Latin Fons Bettaqueus, which is
;

FONTAINEBLEAU

celebrated for its royal palace, said to have been built in
Considerable additions have since
II69, by Louis VII.
been made to it by Henry IV, Louis XIV, and Louis XV.
Four French kings were born there, namely, Philip IV,
Francis II, Henry III, and Louis XIII.
FOXTAIXES, Peter Francis Guyot des (Biog.) a French
critic, of a good family of Rouen, was born in 16S5, and
Besides being editor of the ' Journal des
died in 1744.
Scavans,' he also published some other periodical works, as
VOL. I.

du Parnasse,'

ecc. and ' Observations sur
modernes,' which, after being continued to 33
volumes, was suppressed in 1743.
In 1744 he began a
fresh journal, entitled,
Jugemens sur les Ouvrages nouveaux,' which be continued as far as the 11th volume.
Dominick (Biog.) an Italian architect, and
mechanic, was born at Mili, on the lake of Lugano, in
His principal work was the dig1543, and died in 1607.
ging out and rebuilding the famous obelisk, which had
originally come from Egypt, and decorated the circus of
Nero.
This was raised and set on its pedestal, amidst the
acclamations of the populace at Rome in 1586; he likewise
published an account of the removal of this obelisk, entitled
Delia Transportatione dell' Obelisco Vaticano e delle Fabriche di Sixto V,' fol. Rom. 1590.
FONTANINI, Juste, or Giusto (Ecc.) archbishop of Ancvra.
was born in 1666, in the duchy of Friouli, and died in
1736, leaving numerous works, as, 1. ' Delle Masnade ed
altri sensi secondo l'uso de' Longobardi,' &c 4to. Venice,
1698. 2. < L'Aminta di Torquato Tasso, difeso e iilustrato,' Svo. Rome, 1700, and Venice, 1730.
3. ' De Usu
et Prsstantia bonarum Literarum Oratio," 4to. Rom. 170;.

the

N'ouveilistes

'

les Ecrits

'

FOXTAXA,

'

antiquorum

Diplomatum,' ecc. Rom. 1705.
Rome, 1706, Cesene,
1724, and again Rome, 1726
but the best edition is that
of Venice, in 2 vols. 4to. 1753.
II Dominio temporale
6.
della Sede apostolica,' &c. fol. Rom. 1709, which gave rise to
some other pieces on the same subject. 7De Antiquitatibus Horts Colonise Etruscorum,' 4to. Rom. 1713; and
inserted in the eighth volume of the ' Thesaurus antiquitatum Italiae,' Lugd. Bat. S. • Dissertatio de Corona ferrea
Longobardorum,' 4to. Rom. 1717, and afterwards at Leipsic ;
Vindici.-e

'

i.

5.

Dell' Eloquenza Italians, ' &C. 4to.

'

;

'

'

inserted

also

in

the

'

ducato di

cronologica degli Autori
di

Thesaurus

Antiquitatum

Dominio temporale della Sede
Parma e Piacenza,' fol. Rome, 1720.

Istoria del

'

9-

Ludovieo

Pio,' ecc.

Summi

i

11.

Italic.'

apostolica nel
10.

Tavola

'

quali giustificano la constituzione
De Amplitudine peculiaris Pro'

&C. 4to. Rom.
725 ; besides a
number of other works of less note. His history of Aquilia
was published after his death, under the title of ' Justi
vincise

Pontificis,'

1

Fontanini Archiepiseopi Ancyrani, Historic

literaria;

Aqui-

ecc 4to. Rom. 1 742.
(Hist.) a plebeian family, which rose to
some distinction in the state. QVide Fonteiusl
Fonteia, gens (Xumis.) the name of this family is preserved
on some of their coins or medals, which arc extant; amonc
others that of Fonteius Capito, a commander of Anthony's
fleet, bearing on the obverse the heads of Cleopatra and Anthony, ecc. struck, as is supposed, on the occasion of hisbein^
sent to conduct Cleopatra to Anthony, in Syria, the inscrirliensis libri V,'

FOXTEIA,

gens

FONTEIUS CAPITO PROPRAETOR;

tion,

reverse a praetorian vessel,

COS. DESIG. ITER.
e.

i.

ecc.

inscription,

ET TERT.

III.

on the

M. ANTI.
VIR. R.

IMP
p.

c.'

Marcus Antonins Imperator Consul Designatus Iterum

Triumvir Reipu/jliew Constituenda: Coins of
this family bear on the obverse the inscription,
FONTEL i. e. Manias Fonteius.—-MAS. FOXTEI. C. f!
Terlium

et

MAN

e.

i.

F.

FONTEIUS P
VIR.—DIVUS AUGUSTUS CAPI-

Mantus Fonteius Caii Filius.— P.

CAPITO

TOXE

II.

III.

VIRo.

ecc.

FOXTEIUS,

Capito (Hist.) the friend of M. Anthony, as
mentioned under Numismatics.
Fonteius, Marcus, a governor of Gaul, in whose defer.eeCicero exerted Iris oratorical powers.
Cic. pro Font.
Fonteius, a Roman, who raised commotions in Germany
alter the death of Nero.
Tacit. Hist. 1. 1, c. 7.
(Biog.) the assumed name of a
Venetian lady, whose real name was Modesta Pozzo.
She
was born in 1 555, and died in child-bed in 1592, leaving,
among other poems, ' II Floridoro ;' and among other prose
works, Dei Meriti delle Donne.'
This latter was printed

FOXTE-MODERATA

'

4 L

.

:

FOP

FOR

Father Ribera has made an
immediately after her death.
culogium of this lady in his Theatre of Learned Women,
and Dotflioni wrote her life in Italian in 1593.
FONTENAY, Peter Claude (lliog.) a Jesuit of Paris, was
Besides some poems inborn in 1683, and died in 17 42.
serted in the collections of the day, he wrote the 9th, 10th,
and part of the 1 1th volumes of Longueval's History of the
Gallican Church.'
FONTENELLE, Bernard le Bonder de (Biug.) son of
Francois le Bouvier de Fontenelle, advocate in the Parliament of Rouen, and of Martha CorneiUe, sister to the dramatic poet Corneille, was born at Rouen in 1(557, and died
in 1757, leaving, 1. ' Dialogues des Morts,' 2 vols. 1683.
'

Corneille,' 1685. 3. ' Lettres du Cheva1685. 4. ' Entrctiens sur la Pluralite des Mondes,'
5.
1686.
Lettre de M. Fontenelle a M. Basnage de Beauvais,' in reply to some objections of his to the work ' On the
6. ' Doutes sur le Systeme physique
Plurality of Worlds.'
des Causes occasionelles,' 12mo. Rotterdam, 1(186, written
Histoire des Oracles,'
7against the Cartesian system.
1()S7.
8. ' Poesies, pastorales,' &c. 1688.
9. ' Thetis et
Pellee,' an opera, represented in 1689 ; also that of Enee et
'
10.
Recueil des plus belles pieces des
Lavinie,' in I69O.
11. ' Parallele
poetes Francois,' &e. 5 vols. 12mo. 1692.
12. ' Elemens de la
de Corneille et de Racine," 1693.
13.
Eclaircissemens,'
Geometrie de l'innni,' 4to. 1727.
14. Several volumes of the ' Memoires de
&c. 1728.
l'Academie des Sciences,' 1733. 15. ' L'Histoire du Theatre
Francois jusqu'a M. Corneille,' with the life of this drama16. ' Theorie des Tourbillons
tist, 6 vols. 12mo. 1742.
Carteciens avec des Reflections sur L'Attraction,' 1752, &e.
All his works, except those on geometry and natural history,
were collected in 11 vols. 12mo. under the title of < CEuvres
diverses,' of which there have been also editions in folio
and quarto. [Vide Plate XXXVIII]
(Geog.) a village of the Netherlands, in
Hainault, four miles S. E. Tournay, celebrated for the hard
contested battle fought in the neighbourhood in 1745,
between the French, under marshal Saxe, and the British,
in conjunction with Dutch and German auxiliaries, in which
the latter were defeated.
FOXTIUS, Barl/iolonuriis (Biog.) a scholar of Florence, was
He wrote a commentary
born in 1445, and died in 1513.
on Persius, printed in 14,91, and some orations, which were
republished together at Frankfort, in 8vo. 1 6"2 1
FOOTE, Samuel (Biog.) called the English Aristophanes,
was born of a good family of Truro, in Cornwall, in 1720,
and died in 1777- He was equally celebrated as an actor,
His dramas, which were 20
a wit, and a dramatic writer.
Taste, a comedy,' 1752.
2. ' The
in number, were, 1.
The Knights,' 1754.
3.
Englishman in Paris,' 1753.
5. ' The
4. ' The Englishman returned from Paris,' 1756.
7(><).
The Lvar,'
6. 'The Minor,*
7Author,' 1757.
The Orators,' 1762.
8.
1761, not printed till 1764.
10. ' The Patron,' 1764.
9. ' The Mayor of Garr.it,' 1768.
Prelude on opening the
12.
11. ' The Commissary."
IS. 'The Devil upon Two Sticks," 1768,
Theatre," 1767.
2.

'

Elogede Pierre

'

lier d'Her,'

'

'

'

'

FOXTEXOY

'

'

<

1

'

'

14. < The Fame Lover," 1770.
15. ' The
printed in 1778.
Maid of Bath,' 1771, printed in 1778. 16. The Nabob,"
The Bankrupt,' 1772. 18. ' The
177'-'. printed 17781719. 'A Trip to Calais,'
Cozeners,' 1774, printed 1778.
20. ' The Capuchin," altered from the
1776, printed 1778.
The anonymous mock traformer, which was prohibited.
'

'

gedy

'

The

Tailors,'

has also been

commonlv

attributed to

[Vide Plate XXXI]
John Francis (Biog.) an historian and biographer
Baof Louvain, who died in 1701, was the author of, 1.
Ilistoriu EpiscopatOS Ant2.
tavia Sacra," &c. fol. 1714.
Historia
Sylvie-duccnsis,"
73Bruxel.
Y
4to.
verpiensis,'
1
Auherti Minei Opera
4. A new edition of
ibid. 1721.
5.
DiDiplomatics et Hhtorica,' 2 vols. fol. ibid. 172S.
him.

FOPPENS,

'

'

'

1

•

'

plomatum Belgicorum nova

Collectio," 2 vols. fol. 1734, and
1748, being a supplement to the former. 6. ' Bibliotheca
Belgica,' 2 vols. 4*0. 1789.
7Chronologia sacra Episcoporum Belgii, ab anno 156l ad annum 1761/ 12mo. a
work in verse. 8.
new edition of the ' Basilica Bruxellensis,' of J. B. Christian, at Mechlin, 2 vols. 8vo. 1743.
FORBES, Alexander de (Hist.) of the family mentioned
under Heraldry, defended the castle of Urquhart in 1304,
against king Edward I, who, taking it, put every person to
the sword.
Forbes, Sir Alexander de, was among the Scottish forces sent
to the assistance of the Dauphin of France, afterwards
Charles VII ; and had a share in the victory gained over
the English at Bauge, in Anjou, in 1421, when the duke
of Clarence, commander of the hostile army, was killed. He
died in 1448.
Forbks, Alexander, fourth Ix>rd, taking up the cause of his
murdered sovereign James III, raised a large bodv of men
After submitting to James IV, he
to revenge his death.
died in 1491.
Forbes, John, Master of, was accused in 1536 of treason, bv
George, earl of Huntly, and being found guilty of the
crimes laid to his charge, was executed in 1537Forbes, Alexander, tenth Lord, distinguished himself in the
service of Gustavus Adolphus, and afterwards, on his return
home, he commanded the forces sent in 1643 against the
'

A

rebels.

Forbes, William,

the elerentli Lord, died in 1691, after having
displayed his zeal in the cause of Charles I.
William,
twelfth Lord, was very warm in the cause
Forbes,
of the revolution, which placed William III of England
on the throne, and died in 1716, after having been Privy

Counsellor to queen Anne.
Forbes, Sir Arthur, vide Granard.
Forbes, William (Fee.) bishop of Edinburgh, was born at
Aberdeen in 1585, promoted in l6S3 to the episcopal church
founded by Charles I, and died in 1634. He wrote a trea-

tending to pacify controversies, entitled ' Considerationes
modesta1 et pacific* Controversiarum de Justificatione,' Ac.
London, 1658.
Forbes, Patriot, bishop of Aberdeen, was bom in 1564, and
died in 1635, after having held the bishopric about 17 years.
He wrote a Commentary upon the Revelations,' Loud. nil.;.
Forbes, Jo/in, son of the preceding, and also bishop of Aberdeen, was expelled from his divinity professorship by the
His
covenanters, and died at his estate at Corse in 1648.
Institutioues
works, the most important of which was his
historico-theologicu,' were published at Amsterdam in 2 fob.
tise

'

'

1703.
the name of a family derived from the barony
of Forbes, which is the first on the union roll, and as such
The date of
takes rank before all the lords of Parliament.
creation is not exactly known, but the title of lord Forbes
The arms, &c of this family aliis first recorded in 1442.
as follow
Arms. Azure, three bears' beads, couped urgent, muzzled gulcr.
fol.

Forbes (Her.)

Crest.

A

stag's

Supporters.

bead attired proper.
greyhounds argent, each having a plain

Two

collar gules.

" Grace me guide."
Motto.
Forbes, the name of a younger branch of the above-mentioned
family, which also enjoys the dignity of the peerage, first conferred on sir Arthur Forbes, who in 1675 was created baron
(ianehugh.and viscount ( Iranard, and in 684 was advanced to
1

the dignity of earl of Granard. George, the sixth earl, was in
1806 created an English peer by the style and title of lord
Granard, of Castle Donningtou, co. Leicestershire. [Vide

GranareC\
title commonly borne by the
Granard.
a Scotch lawyer, was born at Cul-

Forbes, Viscount (Her.) the
eldest son of the earl of

Forbes, Duncan

(lliog.)

:

FOR

FOR
FORDUX,

John de (Biog.) a Scotch historian of the 14th
Scoti-Chronicon,' of which an
centurv, was the author of
edition was printed by Hearne, in 5 vols. 8vo. Oxon. 1722
and one by Mr. Goodall, in fol. Edinburgh. MS. copies of
this work are very numerous in our public libraries.
FORDWICH, Viscount (Her.) the title commonly borne by
the eldest son of the earl Cowper.

the county of Inverness, in 1G85, and died in
His writings were mostly on theological subjects.
174-7Claude
FORBIN,
Chevalier de (His!.) a French naval officer
of great repute, who distinguished himself in the service
of Louis XIV, and died in 1733, at the age of 77.
He
loden,

in

'

;

was the author of Memoires,' printed in 2 vols. 1 -Jmo. 1 780.
Forbin, Toussaint de (Ecc.) a cardinal of the same noble
family as the preceding, was consecrated bishop of Dvne in
'

FORDYCE,

David (Biog.) professor of philosophy at the
Marischal College, Aberdeen, was born in 1711, and perished
He was author
on the coast of Holland in a storm in 1751.

1(558, translated to the see of Marseilles in 1668, created a
cardinal by Alexander VIII, and died in 1713, after having

been employed by Louis XIV on different important missions, which he executed with singular zeal and address.

FORBISHER (Bios:.) vide Frobisher.
FORBOXXOlS (Biog.) or Forboiuiais,

Francis J'eron de.

a

and financial writer of France, was born at Mens
and died in 1800, leaving, 1. ' Theorie et Pratique
du Commerce et de la Marine,' 1753, a free translation from
the Spanish of Geron. de Votariz.
2.
Considerations sur
les Finances d'Espagne,' &e.
3. ' Essai sur la Partie politique du Commerce de Terre et de Mer,' ccc. 1754, which in
three weeks passed through two editions, and was reprinted
in 1766, and 1796.
4. ' Principes et Observations economiques,' 1767, and ' Supplement,' &c. 1768, &c.
5.
Proin 1722,

'

spectus sur les Finances,' 1789, &c.
FORCE, Francis Due de la (Biog.) having joined the party
of the Huguenots, %vas massacred in his bed on St. Bartho-

lomew's day, as also his eldest son Arnaud.
Force, James Due de la, younger son of the preceding, who
escaped the massacre to which his father and brother fell
victims, fought under Henry IV, and espoused the side of the
Huguenots, but having made his peace with Louis XIII, he
was created marshal of France, and died in 16.32, at the age
of 89, after having gained signal successes over the Spaniards.
JEgidio (Biog.) or Giles, a lexicographer, was

horn at Treviso, in the Venetian territory, in 1688, and died
in 1768, after having had a considerable share in the compilation of a Latin Dictionary, entitled ' Totius Latinitatis
Lexicon, consilio et cura Jacobi Facciolati, opera et studio
-Sgidii Forcellini, alumni seminarii Patavini lucubratum.'
which was published in 4 vols. fol. Patav. 1771.
(Her.) the name of a family of Devonshire, which
enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1 793
on six Francis Ford, one of the council in Barbadoes, the
arms, &c. of which are as follow
Arms. Per pale gules and or, two bends vaire on a canton
of the second, a greyhound current sable.
Crest.
A greyhound's head erased gules, muzzled or.
" Omnium rerum vicissitudo."
Motto.
Ford, John (Biog.) an early English writer, and a native of
Devonshire in the 16th century, was the author of Fame's
Memoriall,' &c- a poem on the death of the Earl of Devonshire, and other poems ; besides eleven tragedies, an edition
of which was pu blushed in 1811. under the title of ' The
Dramatic works of John Ford, with an introduction and
explanatory notes, by Henry Weber, Esq.' 2 vols. 8vo.
Ford, Simon, a Latin poet and divine, and a native of Devonshire, was born in 1619, and died in 1684, leaving, 1. • Anibitio sacra, Conciones due Latine habite ad Academicos,' 4to.
Oxon. 1650. 2. Several select poems, published separately
in 1666, &c. and collected afterwards in one volume, entitled
' Poemata Londinensia,'
3. ' Carmen funebre, ex oe&c.
casione Xorthamptone conflagrate,' 4to. Lond. IG76; this
was translated, or rather imitated by F. A. (Fernando
Archer) 4to. 4. ' A Panegyric on Charles I,' 6c
Ford, Sir John, an ingenious gentleman of Harting, in
Sussex, was bom in 1605, and died in 1670.
He published
' A
design for bringing a river from Rickmansworth, in
Hertfordshire, to St. Giles's in the Fields, near London,' &c
4to. Lond. Ki4-1.
2.
Experimental Proposals how the
King may have money to pay and maintain his fleets with

FORD

'

ease to the people,' &c. 4to. ibid. 1666.

1.

in 1754,

A

political

FORCELLINI,

' The
Elements of Moral Philosophy,' which was
published in Dodsley's Preceptor, afterw ards separately
and has gone through several editions. 2. ' Dialogues concerning Education,' the first volume in 1745, and
3. '
Dialogue concerning the Art
the second in 1748.
of Preaching,' 12mo. in 1752, and frequently reprinted with
his brother Dr. James Fordyce's sermons on ' The Eloquence
4. * The Temple of Virtue,' a dream, left
of the Pulpit.'
unfinished, but completed by his brother.
Fordyce, James, a brother of the preceding, was born at
Aberdeen in 1720, and died in 1796. Among his printed
works are, 1. ' Sermons to Young Women,' 2 vols. 12mo.
1765.
2. ' Addresses to Young Men/ 2 vols. 12mo. 17773. '
Volume of Poems,' besides several Sermons, &c.
Fordvce, Sir William, another brother of the preceding, and
a physician, who died in 1792, was the author of '
Treatise on the venereal Disease,' another on ' Fevers,' and
a third on ' The ulcerated Sore Throat,' &c.
Fordyce, George, nephew to the preceding, and also a physician, was born in 1736, and died in 1802, leaving a variety
of treatises on medical and philosophical subjects, which
were published in the Philosophical Transactions, or the
Medical and Chirurgical Transactions.
(Biog.) or Forerius, Francis, a Dominican of
Lisbon, was born in 1523, and died in 1.581, leaving, among
his works, ' Isaie Prophete vetus et nova ex Hebraico
versio,' fol. Venet. 1563, which was afterwards added to
the London edition of the ' Critici Sacri.'
(Her.) vide Grimston.
FORESTI (Biog.) or Furesta, James Philip de, better known
by the name of Philip of Bergamo, an Augustine, was born
in 1434, and died in 1520, leaving a chronicle from Adam to
1503 ; besides Confessional, or Interrogatorium,' fol. Venet.
1487; and ' De Fceminis illustribus,' fol. Ferrar. 1497FORESTUS, Pctrus (Biog.) or Peter van Forrest, a physician of Alcmaer, was born in 1522, and died in 1597,
leaving * Observationum et Curationum medicinalium, sive
Medians theories? et practice libri 28,' 2 vols. fol. Francof.
1602 ; also a third and fourth volume of the same work in
1604 and 1607- A fifth volume was added under the title
of ' Observationum et Curationum chirurgicarum libri quinAll these books of observations were
que,' ivc. fol. IfilO.
printed separately at Leyden, between 1589 and 1610.
Complete collections of his works have since been published
at various times, and in various places.
John Henri/ Samuel (Biog.) a Prussian writer,
originally of a French refugee family, was born at Berlin
in 1711, and died in 1797Among his numerous works
are, 1. ' Articles des Pacta Conventa dresses et conclus
entre les etats de Pologne et le roi Frederic Auguste,' 4to.
3. • Bibliotheque Ger1733, translated from the Latin.
manique,' which he edited from Vol. XXVII.
4.
Remarques historiques sur les Medailles et Monnoies,' 4to.
Berlin, 1 740.
5.
Memoirs pour servir a l'Histoire de Pologne,' Svo. Hague, 1741.
6. ' Eloges des Academiciens
de Berlin et de divers autres savans,' 2 vols. 12mo. Berlin,
Droit
Naturel et des Gens,' 3 vols.
Principes du
1757- 7-

of,

first

I

A

A

FOREIRO

FORESTER

FORMEY.

'

'

12mo. Amsterdam, from Wolffs Latin work.
8. • Le
Systeme du Vrai Bonheur,' 1751.
9- ' Melanges philosophiques,' 2 vols. 12mo. Leyden, 1754, translated afterwards
into English. 10. • Principes elementaires de Belles Lettres,'
4 l 2

;

FOR
Berlin,

1

IE

7-^P-

FOR

Introduction general aux Sciences avec

'

to the decisive victory gained at

des Ctfnseils pour former une BiMiotheque choisic,' &a
{Geog.} a maritime town of Campania, whose anIts wine is celecient inhabitants were called Ltestrygones.

FORMI/E

brated bv Horace.
Horal. i 1, od. 20.

——

Mca

nee Fulerutr
Ftrrmiani

Pocula

ad

Cic. Epist.

Mela,

I.

2

Attic.

Plin.

i

1.

i

1,

ep.

1-

Dindur.

;

1.

4

;

Strab.

1.

5

;

S.

1.

FORSKAL,
'.u

1

I

Peter (Biog.) a Swedish naturalist, was born
7-"j'>. and
died in 17(i.", leaving notes and descriptions
gypt and Arabia, which wire published after his death

in 3 vols. Ito. Copenhagen, 177-"

1 -

FORREST,

Robert (Biog.) a law-writer, is known by his
Reports of Cases argued and determined in the Court of
Exchequer in 41 Geo. Ill,' forming only part of a volume
printed in 8vo. 1-802.
FORSTER, Ji)/n> (Biog.) a German divine, was bom at AugsHebrew Dicburg in 14,i)."i, and died in 1556, leaving a
•

'

tionary,' fol. Basil, 1564.

Forstku, John, another German
the author of a work,
4to.

Wittemb. [608

;

'

divine, who died in nil.;, was
Interpretatione Seripturarum,'

De

besides

'

Commentaries on Exodus,' &c.

Nathaniel; an English divine and scholar,

Forstku.

was born
Plimstock, Devonshire, in 1717, and died in 1757, havon
natural
the
Reflections
Antiquity of Governing, 1.
ment, Arts, and Sciences in Egypt,' Oxford, 174,'i. 2. Plaa'.

'

'

quinque recensuit, &e.

tonis dialogi

N.

Forster,'

1745.

Appendix Liviana,' 8cc. published without a name
was the joint work of Dr. Forster and another. 4. ' A
rtatii n on the account supposed to have been given of
Christ by Joscphus,' &C. ibid. 171.').
5. ' Biblia
is
6. ' ReHebraica, sine punctis,' 2 vols. 4to. Oxon. 1750.
marks on tl'.e Rev. Dr. Stebbing's Dissertation on the
of Stan s to deny civil protection to the marriages of
:i.

'

ond. 1755.
Forster, John Reinhold, a naturalist, was born at Dirchaw,
Polish Prussia, in 1729, and died in 17!)!):i
HisprinCharactcrcs generum I'lanipal work, on Botany, entitled
besides
tarum,' &C. was written in conjunction with his son
which he published his History of Voyages and Discoveries
'-!
the North,.' and some other things connected with natural
Minors,' &c.

1

•

;

'

history,
i

1

gaeini

FORSTNER,

Christopher [Btog^] a lawyer of Austria, was
Hypoinnc1598, and died in lD07, leaving, 1.
mata politiea,' 8vo. 1(>23. 2. De I'rincipatu 'I'iberii,' &C.
':.
A Collection of his Letters on tlie Peace of Monster.
{Biog.) an horticulturist of Old MelFORSYTH,
drum, in the county of Aberdeen, was born in 1 7-'7, and
Observations on the Diseases,
died in 1MI1-, leaving, 1.
Defects, and Injuries of fruit and forest Trees,' 1791- 2. A
Treatise mi the Culture and Management of Fruit Trees,'
802.
FORT, Francis le (Hist.) a native of Geneva, and an officer
in the Russian army under 1'eter I, displayed such abilities
at the siege of Azof, and elsewhere, that be was made commander of lie einpemr's forces, and afterwards prime minister, which latter post he filled with great honour to him-

born in

'

'

WMam

'

'

I

and

;

'

;

'

>\

self,

1

;

"
lie. George, son of the preceding, was born in 1754,
died in IT!)-, at the age of 30, after having accompanied his father in his voyage round the world, and ashim in his literary labours. He also wrote some small
BeS himself, and was concerned for some time witli pro.
Lichtenberg in the publication of the Gottingen Ma-

FORTE,

Hastings bv the valour which
he displayed on that occasion, having three horses killed
under him.
FORTESCUE, Sir John, Knt. son of the preceding, and of the
family mentioned under Heraldry, was also a distinguished
commander at the buttle of Hastings; for which he was rewarded with a grant of many lands in the county of Devon.
FOBTEBCUE, Sir John, Knt. a descendant of the above-mentioned sir Richard, was one of the heroes who signalized
themselves in the service of Henry V during his wars in
France.
He received the honour of knighthood upon the
reduction of Meaux, the capital of La Brie, in 1422, of
which he was made governor and captain.
Fobtbbcue, Sir John, the distinguished lawyer, and second
son of sir John above-mentioned, was educated in Lincoln's
Inn, called to the degree of Serjeant at Law in 1450, constituted King's Serjeant in 1441, made Lord Chief Ju
England the next year; and, being a particular favourite
with Henry VI, was by him promoted to the post ol
Chancellor. Lie shared in the misfortunes of his royal master,
and was obliged for some time-to live in exile ; but the hot] _
of Lancaster being unable to retrieve their fortunes, Foj
made his peace with Edward IV, anil spent, as is supposed,
the remainder of his days in retirement.
His works, which
have contributed to give his name considerable celebrity', an,
1. ' De Laudibus Legum Anglite,' written for the benefit el'
prince Edward, who was afterwards murdered ; and first
published, in the reign of Henry VIII, by Edward Whitchurch, in lO'mo. but without a date; in 1516 it was translated by Robert Mulcaster, and printed by R. Tottel, and
again in 1598, 1599, and 1609. Fortescue with Hengham's
Sumina,' was published likewise in 12mo. Kilt), 1660, and
again with Seidell's notes in 1()72.
The original was printed
and, lastly, with an English translation, and
in fol. 1737
illustrated with the notes of Seidell, 8vo. 1?7">: to which
were added large historical notes by F. Gregor, esq. 2. The
Difference between an Absolute and Limited Monarchy as
more particularly regards the English Constitution,'
it
faithfully transcribed from the MS. copy in the Bodleian
library, collated with three other copies, and published
with some remarks by John Fortescue Aland, of the Inner
Temple, esq. F. R. S. 8vo. 1714, and again in 1719- The
remaining works of this author were never published but
some of them are still preserved in libraries, and are known
by their titles as, 1. Opusculum de Nature Legis Xaturxet do ejus Censura in Successione Regnorum supremorum.'
Genealogy vl
2. ' Defensio Juris Doinus Lancastrian.'
4.
Of the Title of the House
the House of Lancaster.'
of York.'
5. ' Genealogies Regum Scotia-.'
6. ' A Dialogue between Understanding and Faith.'
7- ' A Prayer
Hook which savours much of the times we live in.' The
Lord Chancellor is said also to have drawn up the statute

benefit to the nation,

and died

ill

1()'|)<).

Sir Richard le {Hist.) the founder of the Fortescue
family [vide Fortescue'j, and a distinguished soldier in the
army of William the Conqueror, contributed very materially

:>'.

'

'

28 Henry VI,
Crown/ which

Of Resumption

of certain Grants of the
however, not extant in any present editi in
Lie also wrote an apology for his conduct
in making bis peace with Edward IV, which was never
published, but was seen by Mr. Selden, as he himself informs us in his preface to Fortescuc's book,
De Laudibus.'
FoBTEBCtJB, Sir John, vide Aland.
the
name
of
the
family,
(Hit.)
of
which honourFOBTKSCUB
able mention has already been made under History, is derived from forte scutum, because sir Richard le Forte above'

is,

of the statutes.

'

mentioned bore a strong shield before William the Conqueror
at the battle of Hastings'; whence the word scutum, or escu,
was added by the family to their original name, as also
their

motto, " Forte

Scutum Salus Ducum." The first of
peerage was sir John Fortescue

this family wdio obtained the

Aland [vide Aland!, who was created in 1 746 loul Fortescue,
This title became extinct at the
of Credan, in Ireland.
death of his son Dormer, the second lord Fortescue; hut
Hugh Fortescue, esq. a descendant of an elder branch of

:

;

FOR

FOS

the same family, was created a peer of England in 1746 by
the title of lord Fortescue, baron of Castle-hill, co. Devon,
and earl of Clinton. The earldom of Clinton became extinct at his death ; but Hugh, the third lord Fortescue, was
in 1789 advanced to the dignities of a viscount and earl.
The titles, arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Fortescue, earl of Fortescue, viscount Ebrington,
Titles.
lord Fortescue, and baron of Castle-hill.
Arms. Azure, a bend ingrailed urgent, cotized or.
On a wreath a plain shield argent.
Crest.
Supporters.
Two greyhounds argent, each having a ducal
collar

and

line gules.

" Forte Scutum Salus Ducum."
(Biog.) an Italian writer of the
14th century, wrote a history of the conspiracy of Gabrini,
in the vernacular Roman tongue of that time, which was
Motto,

Id'i) i.

which Horace
Hvr. 1. 1, sat.

to

alludes.
5.

hide Forum App\
Differtum nautis cauponibus utipie malignis.

C

ad

Alt.

ep.

1. 1 ,

1

;

Diod.

1.

20 ; Liv.

1.

8

;

Flin.

1.

1

4,

&c.

Forum, Allieni, now Ferrara, a town of Italy. Tac. Hist. 1.
Forum, Amelia, now Monta/to, a town of Etruria.
Forum, Claudii, now Orio/o, another town of Etruria.
Forum, Corne/ii, now Imula, a third town. Cic. ad Fam.
12.
Forum, Domitii, now Frontignan, a town of Gallia Narbo-

.','.

1.

Forum, Flaminii, now San Giovanni, a town of Umbria.
Forum, Gallurum, now Castel Franco, a town of Gallia Togata, in the Via vEmilia.

Forum,

Nicholas (Eec.) a cardinal, and bishop of
Theano, descended from an illustrious family of Pistoia, in
Tuscany, was promoted to the see of Theano by Pius II,
created a cardinal in 1 MiO, and died in 1473, after having
been employed in important missions by the popes Eugene
IV, Nicholas V, and Pius II.
(Myth.) a goddess, more particularly honoured
by the Romans under the names of Fortuna bona, mala
fcemina, virilis, constans, inconstans, primigenia, redux,
Tullus Hostilius first built a
publica, parva, salutaris, &c.
temple to her, but her most famous temple was at Antium,
whither offerings and presents were sent from all parts of
Italy.
Some mention is made in Homer of a nymph named
and
-iiX'li whom he makes to be daughter of Oceanus ;
Pindar makes her to be one of the Pares. Horn. Hymn, in
Cerer. ; Find, apud Pans. 1. 7 ; Cic. de Die. 1. 2 ; Marat.
1. 1, od. 35 ;
Dionys. Hal. 1. 4 ; Liv. 1. 10 ; Vol. Max. 1. 1
Vitruv. 1. 3 ; Grid. Fast. 1. 6 ; Lucan. 1. 2 ; SiL Ital. 1. 8 ;
Strab. 1. 1 ; Lactant. Inst. Die. 1. 3.
Fortuna (Kumis.) this goddess was generally represented
with a rudder in her hands, and a cornucopia, to denote
her government of human aflairs, and that she bestow
plenty.
She is represented in fig. 1, restraining a horse, ti
denote Fortuna manens; but in some medals, or statues,
she is furnished with wings, to denote her inconstancy, and
in others she has a wheel in her hands ; and on one statue

FORTUNA

Fig. 2.

F'g- 3.

1.

now

Ju/ii,

ad Fam.

Cic.

FORTIGUERRA,

Kr.l".

town of Latiurn, on the Appian wav,

Appii, a

nensis.

FORTIFIOCCA, Thomas
printed in

Forum,

3;

Tacit.

Forum,

1.

town of Gallia Narbonensis.

Frejus, a

12, ep. 26';

1.

Strab.

1.

4

;

Mela,

1.

2

•

Flin

3; &c.

Voeonii, supposed to be

now Draguignan,

a town of
Gallia Narbonensis.
Cic. ad Fam. 1. 10, ep. 17.
or Forajuliensis urbs, now Friuli, a town of Venice.

Forum,
Cic.

ad Fam.

1.

1

ep.

2,

20'.

Forum

(Topog.) is also the name of some places in Rome, so
denominated, either from the market-place, or the court of

justice.

Foiium, Augusti, where now stands the church of Adrian.
Forum, Boarium, the site of the present church of St. George.
Forum, Casaris, on the left as you descend the Capitoline
hill to go to the Forum Romanum.
Forum, Olitorium, now Piazza Montarara.
Forum, Romanum, by distinction called the Forum, near to
the portico of Faustina,
Palatine hills.

between the Capitoline and the

Ovid.de Font.

1. 1, ep. 8.
Te moda Campus habet, demii motto porticus umbra
?.ttnc, in ijuo ponis tempora rara, Forum.

Prop.

1.

4, el. 4.
Atone uhinunc terris dicunturjnra subuctis,
Stabant Romano pita Sabinaforo.

Ovid. Trist.

1.

Cvjus

el. 4.

4,

in ingenio patrue

Qua prior

facundia lingual
in Lntio nonjuit ulla Foro.

est,

Forum, Trajani, between the Capitoline and Quirinal hills,
is well known by Trajan's pillar, which
still stands there.
Panciroll. Descript. Urb.j Marlian. Topog. Urb. Bom.;
Nardin. Rom.

Vet. ;

Boissarel. Topogr. Urb.

Fokum, Julii (Numis.) this town, which was a Roman colony,
is known by some medals bearing the inscription,
COL*

JUL.

OCTAV.— COL. FOR.

JUL.

Forum, Trqjamtm,

is represented with
Trajan's pillar on
some medals bearing the inscription,
TRAJANI
she is depicted, as in fig. 3, with a babe in her arms, as the
S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI.
patroness of foundling children, and is thus denominated, FOSCARINI, Michael (Biog.) an
historian of Venice, was
Fortuna rumalia, or, suckling of children from ruma, a
born in 1628, and died in l6'Q2, leaving a continuation of
Many medals are inscribed with her peculiar
breast.
the Venetian history, which was first written by Nani.
It
FORTUNA MANENS. FORTUNA
epithets,
as,
was published in 4to. 16.92, making the 10th volume of the
FORTUNA OBSEQUENS. FORTUNA
BONA.
collection of Venetian historians, published in 4to.
1718.
FORTUNA MULIEBRIS, &c. Vaill. Pr.
Two novels by him are extant in an Italian collection,
Tristan. Comment. Hist. ; Mediobarbus, <§-c.
t. ii.
called, ' Novelle degli Academici incogniti,' 4to. 16.51.
FORTUNATjE Insula- (Geog.) or Canaries, islands at the FOSSE, Charles de la (Biog.) a French painter, was born at
West of Mauritania, in the Atlantic, supposed to be the
Paris in 1640, and died in 1716.
He was employed by
Canary Isles of the modems. Horat. 1. 4, od. 8 Strab.
Louis XIV, and patronized by William III of England.
Pint, in Sertor.
Flin. 1. 6
1. 1
Fosse, Anthony de la, nephew of the preceding, was born
at
FORTUNATUS {Bibl.) a disciple mentioned by St. Paul.
Paris in 16'58, and died in 1708, leaving some tragedies
and
There is a Fortunatus mentioned by St. Cle1 Cor. xvi.
other pieces, both in prose and verse, in the Italian, which
ment, who may be the same.
were well received. His PoKxene, Manlius, and Theseus,'
FORUM, Appii (Bibl.) the town mentioned under Geography,
published in his
Theatre,' 2 vols. 12mo. maintained their
under
the
to
same
name
in
also
referred
Acts
xxviii.
is
station on the French boards till the revolution.
Fokum (Geog.) a name applied to many Roman towns having FOSTER, Sir Michael (Hist.) an English judge,
was born
a market-place, or, more properly, a court of justice, in
at Marlborough, in Wiltshire, in 1680., educated at Oxford,
which the pnetor heard causes.
admitted into the Society of the Inner

FORUM

;

—
—

—

REDUX—
;

;

;

j

'

'

Temple in 1707, made

:

FOU

FOU

one of the Justices of the King's Bench in 1745, and died
He published, 1 ' A Letter of Advice to Proin 1 765.
.

testant

Dissenters,'

1720.

scheme of Church Power,

2.

'

laid

An
down

Examination of the
in the Codex Juris

Ecclesiastici Anglican!/ &c. 2. ' Report of the Proceedings
for the Trial of the Rebels in 1746', and
other Crown Cases,' fol. 1763, and 8vo. 1776, and a third
time in royal 8vo. 17!)2; the two last edited by Michael

on the Commission

Dodson,

esq.

with some additional discourses on the crown

law, &c.
Foster (Her.) the name of a family who derive their descent
Margaretta
in the female line from that of De Burgh.
Burgh, who married the right hon. John Foster, Speaker
of the House of Commons in Ireland, was created, in 1790,
baroness Oriel, of Collon, co. Louth, and advanced in 1797
to the dignity of viscountess Ferrard.
Foster, Samuel (Bios;-) a mathematician of Northamptonshire, was sent to Cambridge in l6l6, and died in 1052,
leaving, 1. ' The Description and Use of a small portable
Quadrant/ &c. 4to. 1624 ; which has been reprinted several
times, and was originally published at the end of ' Gunter's
2. * The
description of the Crosse staff, in three books.'
Art of Dialling,' 4to. 1638 reprinted in 1675, with many
3. ' Posthuma Fosteri,' &c. 4to.
additions from the author.
;

5. ' The
1652. 4. Four Treatises of Dialling,' 4to. 16.54.
6. ' Miscellanies, or MatheSector Altered,' &c. 4to. l66l.
matical Lucubrations of Mr. Samuel Foster, published, and
many of them translated into English, by the care and
industry of John Twysden, C. L. M. D.' &c.
Foster, William, a disciple of Mr. Oughtred, was the author
of a book entitled, ' The Circles of Proportion, and the
Horizontal Instrument,' &c. 4to. 1633.
'

Foster, James, a dissenting minister, was born in 1697 at
Exeter, and died in 1753, leaving, 1. 'A Defence of the
usefulness, truth, and excellency, of the Christian Revelaagainst Tindal's Christianity as old as the Creation,'
' Discourses
on Natural Religion and Social
2.
3. ' An Account of Lord Kilmarnock,' &c.
Virtue,' 4to.
Foster, John, a scholar, was born at Windsor in 1731, edution

'

; '

1731.

Eton, elected to King's College, Cambridge, in
1748, and died in 1773, leaving, ' An Essay on the different nature of Accent and Quantity,' See. 1762.
Martin (Biog.) an English divine, was born
at Great Grimsby, in Lincolnshire, in 1559, and died in
cated at

FOTHERBY,

1622, leaving, 1. ' Four Sermons, whereunto is added an
answer unto certain Objections of one unresolved as concerning the use of the Crosse in Baptism," 1608. 2. ' Atheowhich was published after his death.
mastin
FOTHERGILL, George {Biog.) principal of St. Edmund
Hall, Oxford, and native of Westmoreland, was born in
1705, and died in 1760, leaving two volumes of sermons,
;

'

published in 8vo.

Fothf.rgill, John, a physician and native of Yorkshire, was
Dc Emeborn in 1712, and died in 1780. He published,
ticorum I 'so in variis morbis tractandis,' a thesis which has
been republished in a collection of theses by Sinellie besides
;m account of the putrid sore throat, numerous papers on
subjects of medicine and natural history, printed in the
Philosophical Transactions, and the ' Medical Observations
'

;

and Inquiries.'

I'OITAI
man of

I.T,

.

Nicolas Joseph (Biog.) an antiquary, and a

was born at Paris in
1643, and died in 1721, leaving an account of the discovery
ancient
town
of the Vindutassiani,
of
be
made
the
which
mar Caen; which is inserted in the first volume of the
sonic distinction in his time,

history of the academy of inscriptions, with an enumeration
of the coins, marbles, and other antiquities there found.
He also discovered in tin' abbey of Moissac, in Querci, a
MS. of Lai -lantius, De Mnrtibus Persecutorum,' till then
'

only known by a quotation from
Balucc published the work.

Si.

Jcrom.

From

this

MS.

FOUCQUET,

Nicholas (Hist.) marquis of Belle Isle, and
superintendant of the finances, was born in 1615, and died
in prison in 1680, after having squandered away the public
money for his own gratification, and been condemned to
perpetual imprisonment for his offence.
Foucquet, Charles Louis Augustus, vide Bel/isle.
FOUJEROUX, de Bondarez Augustus Dennis (Biog.) *
member of the Academy of Sciences, was born at Paris in
1732, and died in 1789, leaving, 1. ' Memoires sur la formation des Os,' 8vo. 1780. 2. L'Art de l'Ardosier,' 1762 ;
' L'Art de travailler les Cuirs dores
L'Art de Tonnelier,'
1752; ' L'Art de Coutelier ; all which form part of the
Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences. 3. ' Recherehes sur
les Ruines d'Hereulaneum,' &c. Svo. 1 769.
4.
Observations
faites sur les Cotes de Normandie,' 4to. 1 773 ; besides a number of Miscellaneous papers in the Memoirs of the Academv.
FOUILLON, James (Biog.) a licentiate of the Sorbonne, was
born at Rochelle in 1670, and died in 1736, leaving several
theological works
among others,
Traite de l'Equilibre,"
a small piece, containing observations on the 101 proposi' L'Histoire
tions censured by the bull Lnigenitus.
du
Cas de Conscience,' 8 vols. 12mo. 1705.
FOULIS (Her.) the name of a family of French extraction,
which enjoys the dignity and title of a baronet, conferred
in 1619 on sir David Foulis, cofferer to prince Henry, and
afterwards to prince Charles, in the reign of James. The
arms, &c. of this family are as follow
Arms. Argent, three laurel or bay leaves erect proper.
Crest.
Out of a crescent argent, a cross forme fitche sable
also a demi-unicorn, winged, has been sometimes borne.
Foulis (Biog.) Robert and Andrew, two brothers, printers at
Glasgow, who died, the latter in 1774, and the former in
1776, are weU known by their editions of the classics,
which are in considerable estimation. Among these may be
enumerated Homer, 4 vols. fol. Or. ; Herodotus, 9 vols.
12mo. ; Thucydides, 8 vols. 12mo. ; Xenophon, 8 vols12mo. ; Epictetus, 12mo. ; Longinus, 12mo.
Ciceroni?
Horace, l'Jmo. and 4to. ; Virgil,
Opera, 20 vols. 12mo.
12mo. ; Tibullus and Propertius, 12mo. ; Cornelius Nepos,
Juvenal and Per3 vols. 12mo. ; Tacitus, 4 vols. 12mo.
sius, 12mo.
Lucretius, 12mo. ; besides a beautiful edition
of the Greek testament, smaU 4to. ; Gray's Poems, Pope*
Works, &e.
(Biog.) or Foullon, John Erard, a German divine,
and historian, of an ancient and distinguished family of
Besides his
Liege, was born in 1()25, and died in l(i()8.
theological works, which arc numerous, he was the author
of ' Historia Leodiensis, per Episcopurum et Principum
Seriem,' &c. 3 vols. fol.
FoULON, William (Biog.) a Dutch poet, otherwise called
Gulielmus Graphwus, was born at the Hague in 1443, and
died in 1558, leaving several comedies, three of which,
namely, ' Martyrum Johannis Pistorii ;' ' Hyporrisis,'
tragi-comedy and Acolastus de Filio Prodigo,' a coined]
His ' Acolastus ' was rewere printed is 8vo, at Leyden.
printed at Paris in 1554, with notes, by Gabriel I'rateohis
(Biog.) an antiquary,
Andrew,
Knt.
FOUNTAINE, Sir
Whose ancestors were seated at Narford. in Norfolk, as early
as the reign of Henry III, was educated at Oxford, under
Dr. Aldrieh, and died in 1753, warden of the mint, leaving
a valuable collection of books, prints, portraits, medals, &c.
FOUQUIERES, James (Biog.) a Flemish painter of AntHe was one
werp, was born in 1580, and died in 659.
of the most celebrated landscape painters in his time, who
i^ compared with Titian, and considered in some respects equal.
FOURCROY, Charles Rene </< {Hist) nsarechal de camp,
was born at Paris in 1715, and after a life of active service
for the benefit of his country, he died in 1791.
Foiircrov, Anthony Francis (l>iog.) a French chemist, waj
born at Paris in 1755, and died in 1809, being one among
'

;

'

'

'

'

'

:

.

;

;

;

;

FOULON

1

;

'

1

1

the

number of

scientific

men whom

the revolutionary

tri-

;

FOW

FOX

Fourcroy's works hold the first rank on
they are, 1.
translathe subject of chemistry, in France
tion of Ramazzini ' On the Diseases of Artisans,' 1776.
' Lecon's elementaires d'Histoire naturelle
et de Chimie,'
-2.
2 vols. 8vo. ; of which there have teen many editions, the
3. ' Memoires et Observations
last in 5 vols. 8vo. 1794.
pour servir de suite aux Elemens de Chimie,' 8vo. 1784.
4. * Principes de Chimie a 1' Usage de l'ecole veterinaire,'
2 vols. 12rno. 5. ' L'Art de connoitre et d'employer les
Medicarnens dans les Maladies qui attaquent le Corps Huimproved edition of
6. An
main,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1785.
Methode de No7Geoffrv's ' Entomologia Parisiensis.'
menclature chimique pioposee par Morveau,' &c. with a
new svstem of chemical characters, 8vo. 1787- 8. ' Essai
sur le Phlogistique, et sur la Constitution des Acides,' from
the English of Kirwan, with notes by Morveau, Lavoisier,
Analyse chimique
9Bertholet, and Fourcroy, 8vo. 1788.
de l'eau sulphureuse d'Enghien, pour servir a l'Histoirc dec
Eaux sulphureuses en general,' by Fourcroy and La Porte,
10. ' Annales de Chimie,' conducted by FourSvo. 1788.
croy, with the assistance of all the French chemists, and
published periodically, from 1789 to 1794, in 18 vols. 8vo.
11. 'La Medicine eclairee par les Sciences physiques,' 12
12. ' Philosophic chimique.'
13.
Tavols. 8vo. 1791-2.
bleaux pour servir de resume aux lecons de Chimie faites a
1800.'
Paris
pendant
Medicine
de
et
i'Ecole de
1799
14. ' Systeme des Connoissances chimique, et de leur applications aux Phenomenes de la Nature et de l'Art,' 10 vols.
8vo. 1800, and 5 vols. 4to. ; besides his contributions to the
' Magasin
eneyelopedique,' and the ' Journal de I'Ecole
polytechnique.'
IT, Stephen (Bios.) an oriental professor of the
Arabic and Chinese languages at Paris, was bom at HerHis most
belai, near Paris, in 1083, and died in 1743.
considerable works are, 1. ' Racines de la Langue Latine.'
put into French verse, 12mo. Paris, 170(i. 2. ' Reflexions
critiques sur les Histoires des anciens Peuples ou jusqu'au
Temps de Cyrus,' 2 vols. 4to. Paris, 1735. 3. ' Meditati'nes
Sinics,' fol. Paris, 1737, including a grammar of the
4.
Catalogue de tous livres Chinois, Tart.ucs et
Chinese.
Indiens de la Bibliotheque du Roi,' &c. 1739. 5. Linguae
hieroglyphica' Grammatica duplex,'
mandarinae
Sinarum
&c ; besides numerous dissertations on the same subjects in
the Memoires of the Academy.
FOURNIEU, Peter Simon (Biog.) a French engraver and
letter-founder of Paris, was born in 1712, and died in 1768.

bunals had spared.

A

:

'

'

'

FOURMON

'

'

Manuel Typugraphique utile
His principal work is Iris
aux gens de Lettres,' &c. 2 vols. 8vo.
(Her.) a family of great antiquity and respectability, which has been long seated at Gunston, Brewood,
and other parts of Staffordshire. Of this family is sir Frederick Gustavus Fowke, who in 1814 was created a baronet;
the arms, &c. of which are as follow
Vert, a fieur de lis urgent.
Arms.
A dexter arm eorbowed, habited vert, cuff argent,
Crest.
holding iu his hand an arrow or, barbed and flighted of
the second, point downwards.
FOWLER, Edward (Ecc.) an English prelate, was born at
Westerleigh, in Gloucestersliire, in 1 632 ; educated at
Oxford and at the revolution got promoted to the see of
He mingled much in
Gloucester, where be died in 1732.
The Princithe controversies of the day, and wrote, 1.
ples and Practices of certain moderate divines of the Church
called
Latitudinarians,'
&c. 8vo.
of England, abusively
The Design of Christianity,' &c. 8vo. 1671 ;
1670. 2.
which being attacked by John Bunyan, he disgraced himDust wiped out, or a maniself bv a coarse reply, entitled
fest discovery of the gross ignorance, erroneousness, and
most unchristian and wicked spirit of one John Bunyan,
'

FOWKE

:

;

'

'

'

Lay-preacher, in Bedford,'
Evangelic;),' &c. 8vo. 1680.

.N:e.

4.

4to.

Some

1672.

3.

'

Libertas

pieces against popery,

of this case of Conscience, whether the
Church of England's symbolizing, so far as it doth with the
Church of Rome, makes it lawful to hold communion with
defence of the Resothe Church of Rome,' 4to. 1683 ; '
lution,' &c. 5. ' Two Pieces on the Doctrine of the Trinity,'
as

'

The Resolution

A

&c. 4to. 1694.

Fowler, John

(Biog.)

an

English printer,

was

bora

at

Bristol; educated at Winchester school; admitted of New
College, Oxford, in 1555; and died in 1579; after having

rendered essential service to the Romish church by printing
He published,
books against protestant writers.
Theologica ;' a compendium of the
1. ' Loca Communia
2. ' Additioncs
Aquinas.
of
Thomas
Summa Theologhe,'
Psalter for Catholics,"
3. '
in Chronica Genebrardi.'
which was answered by Sampson, dean of Christ Church,
Oxford, 1 578 ; besides some epigrams and poems, and a
translation from Latin into English of ' The Epistle of
Osorius ;' and the ' Oration of Pet. Frarin against the unlawful Insurrection of the Protestants, under the pretence
to reform religion,' Antwerp, 1566; this was answered by
William Fulke, divinity professor at Cambridge.
Fowi.er, Christopher, a nonconformist, was born at Marlborough, in Wiltshire ; educated at Oxford ; joined the
was
presbvterians at the breaking out of the rebellion
and died
ejected for nonconformity, after the restoration
in 1676; leaving, 1. ' Dscmonium meridianum,' or Satan
at noon, &c. 4to. Lond. 1655. 2. ' Daemonium meridianum,'
&C. a second part, 1656.
Fowi.er, Thomas, a physician, was born at York in 1736,
and died in 1801, leaving, 1. ' Medical Reports on the
2. * Medical Reports on the
1785.
effects of Tobacco,'
the
3. 'Medical Reports on
effects of Arsenic,' 1786.
besides several conacute and chronic rheumatism,' 1 798
tributions of his to the Medical Commentaries and Annals
of Medicine, edited by Dr. Duncan. Edinburgh.
FOX, Richard, (Ecc.) an English prelate, and founder of Corpus
Christi College, Oxford, was the ton of Thomas Fox, and
was born at Ropesley, near Grantham, in Lincolnshire,
He was
about the latter end of the reign of Henry VI.
promoted to the see of Exeter, and appointed Keeper of
their
•

A

;

;

;

the Privy Seal in 14S7, translated successively to the sees
of Bath and Wells, Winchester and Durham, and died
in 1528, after having employed the greater part of his
public life in the service of Henry VII, by whom he was
sent on almost even' mission of any importance into France,
Germany, and Scotland. Although he was supplanted in the
favour of Henry VIII by cardinal Wolsey, yet he retained his

Privy Council, and made his appearance in Parliament a few years before his death, when he was totally
[Vide Plate XII]
blind.
Fox, Edward, almoner to king Henry VIII, and bishop of
Hereford, was born at Dursley, in Gloucestershire, and
after passing through Eton was admitted of King's College,
Cambridge, of which he was elected provost in 1528 ; was
sent ambassador to Rome with Stephen Gardiner, afterwards bishop of Winchester, on the subject of Henry's
divorce ; was afterwards employed in embassies both in
England and Germany ; and being promoted in 1535 to the
see of Hereford, he exerted himself strenuously to promote the reformation, and died in 1538. He wrote ' De
vera Differentia regis? Potestatis et Ecclesiastic*,' &c. 1534
seat in the

and 1538, which was translated into English by Henry,
lord Strafford ; besides annotations on Mantuan, the poet
and a letter from him respecting their proceedings at Cambridge,

when

sent to obtain the

opinion of the university

on the king's divorce.

Fox, John, Esq. of the family mentioned under Hera/dn/,
took up arms for Charles I, and afterwards fought at the
battle of Worcester in 1651, in the service of Charles II,
whom he served after the restoration as Clerk of the Acatry
to Iris household.

FOX

FRA

Fox, Sir Stephen, younger brother of the preceding,
guished himself no

by bis talent than by bis

loss

distin-

fidelity to

his royal masters, Charles I and II, during their troubles
and after the restoration was high in the confidence, nut
only of Charles II, but of his successors Janus 1! and William III, by whom he was constituted one of the Lords
t onnuissioners of the Treasury, and continued in the several
changes of that reign until he retired from public business
;

His last act as a statesman was to lead queen
1701.
Anne, by her majesty's particular desire, as she went in
procession in 1702 ; hut he survived this transaction some
He performed many acts of muyears, and died in 1716.

in

cence, as that of building the church at Farley at his
expense ; building and founding an hospital there for

own

six old

men and

at Clifford, in

six old

Suffolk

church of Sarum,

&c

;

;

women

;

likewise building a church

pewing the body of the cathedral
but his most noble benefaction was

that of 13,000/. towards the erection of Chelsea-Hospital,
the design of which was first projected by him.
Fox, Charles, the eldest surviving son of the preceding, was
early engaged in public business, being employed as Paymaster-General of the forces, &c in the reigns of Charles II,
.Fames II, William III, and epieen Anne. He died in 1713,
in the 54th year of his age.
Fox, Stephen, vide Ilchester.
Fox, Henri/, vide Holland.
Fox, Charles James, second surviving son of the first lord Holland, was born in 1748, and died in 180f>, after having

rendered his name celebrated as the great leader of opposition for the whole course of his political life, with the exception of the short intervals in which his party succeeded
At
in getting into the places they so eagerly panted after.
the time of his death, he was at the head of the administra"
His
Talents."
All the
tion which obtained the name of
principal works, as an author, are, 1. Several poems which
were inserted in the ' Musa> Etonenscs,' &c. 2. « A Letter
to the Electors of Westminster,' which passed through 13
editions within a few months. 3. ' A sketch of the character
of the late most noble Francis, duke of Bedford, as delivered
in his introductory speech to a motion for a new writ for
Tavistock, on the lb'tli of March, 1802/ which report says
is the only speech of his of which he ever attempted to
History of the early part of the Reign
make a copy. 4.
of James II, with an introductory chapter.' ["Vide Plate IX]
Her.) the name of a family of Farley, in Wiltshire,
which have made themselves memorable in history within
the two last centuries, and enjoy the peerage in two
Stephen Fox, the eldest son of sir Stephen
lies.
above-mentioned, was, in consideration of his father's serand his own merits, created in 1741 a peer of this
realm by the style and title of lord Ilchester, of Ilchester,
co. Somersetshire, and baron Strangeways, of Woodford
S ingeways, CO. Dorset; in 1711 he received the additional dignitv of a baron of this realm by the style and
title of lord Ilchester and Stavordale, baron of Rcdlynch,
co. Somerset ; and in \~5(> he was raised to the dignity of
an earl by the title of earl of Ilchester. QVide Ilchester}
Hcnrv, his younger brother, and the second son of sir
Stephen Fox, was in 1763 raised to the peerage by the style
and title of lord Holland, baron of Foxley, CO. Wilts.
Fox, John (Biog.) an English divine and historian, was
born at Boston, in Lincolnshire, in 1517, and died in 1587,

A

'

I

gestarum,' 8vo. Argentorat. 1554
after the Calvinistieal fashion

some other works
that by which he is
Monuments,' otherwise
box's Hook of Martyrs,' which was first published
called
in one thick folio volume in 1563, entitled
Acts and
;

is

his

besides

but

:

known

best

Acts and

'

'

'

Monuments

of these latter and perilous days, touching
matters of the Churche, wherein are comprehended ami
described the great persecutions and horrible troubles that

have been wrought and practised by the Roman prels
this realm of England and Scotland,' &C. It was aft. r
enlarged first to two and at length to three volumes folio,
embracing a history of the Christian church from the earliest
times, and in every part of the world.
The ninth edition
appeared in 1684.
Fox left two sons, Samuel, afterwards
fellow of Magdalen college, Oxford, and author of his
father's life; and Thomas, fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and physician in London.
[[Vide Plate XXV~J
Fox, George, the first preacher of the sect called Quakers,
was born at Drayton in the Clay, in Leicestershire, in
1624; and, after suffering imprisonment, and other hard-

ships at different times for his eccentricities, he died in 1706.
Although he was illiterate, yet he wrote much on the sub-

which had taken possession of his mind.
Sebastian, a Spaniard, originally of the
family of Foix, in Aquitainc, was born at Seville in 1528,
and was drowned, as he was passing from Louvain to Spain,
in the flower of his age, leaving. 1.
De Studii philosophici ratione;' of which there is an edition joined to Xun-

jects

Fox de Morzii.lo,

•

nesius

'

De

recte conficiendo curriculo

Lugd. Bat. 1621. 2.
De Usu
and De Dcmonstratione.' 8vo.
'

'

philosophico,'

8vo.

et Exereitatione Diali

Basil. 1556.

3.

'In Topic.:

Ciceronis paraphrasis et scholia.' 8vo. Antv. 1550.
1.
De
Natura Philosophise, sen de Platonis et Aristotelis Consensione, Libri quinque,' 8vo. Lovan. 1554, and often reprinted.
'

5.

De

'

Juventute atque de Honore,'

Basil,

(i.

>

Compen-

Ethices,' iS:e. Svo. Basil. 1554.
7- ' De conscrihenda
Historia,' Svo. Antv. and Paris. 1557, and Antv. 1564, &C

dium

FOXFORD,

Baron {Her.) an English

title

enjoyed by the

earl of Limerick.

FRACASTORIO

(Biog.) or Fritcasloro, Jerome, an Italian
poet and physician, was born at Verona in 1483, and died
in 1559Of his poetry are now extant the three books of
' Siphilis,
rive de Morho Gallico,' a book of miscellaneous
poems, and two books of poems entitled
He
Joseph.'
wrote in prose, treatises in the form of conversations ' Dc
'

I

,

ag,

I.

'

De

K vonnnunicationc LcclcsiasArehiepiscopum Cantuaricnseui,' Kvo.

Censiira, sen

interpellatio ad

,Articuli, rive
3.
2. ' Tables of Grammar,' 1552.
Aphorismi aliquot Joonnis Wiclevi spairim ant ex variis
Opusculu excerpti per adversaries Papicolas, ac Con
(onstantiensi esliihiti.'
4.
Colleetana' qua-dum e:
'

'

.

Reginald)

Pococki

three last

Episcopi

Cicestriensis

opusculis exusti

Opistographia ad Oxonwnses.'
The
printed with his ' Commentarii rerun! in Ecclesie

conservata,' &c.

.'5.

'

Anima
'

De

Dialogus,' which he denominated Fracastoriua
entitled Naugcrius, and ' De Intcllectione,'
name of the speakers also B0SM
,-

Poctica,'

entitled Turrius, from the

;

medical treatises, as De Sympathia et Antipathia,' DeConHis works have been
tagione et eontaginsis morbis,' &C
printed separately and collectively, but the best edition of
them collectively is that of Padua, 2 vols. -lto. 17.';.">.
Jerom (liiog.) a political writer, and native of
Hovigno, in the Kith century, gained great reputation by
'
1.
II Seminario di Governi di
his political works, as,
Stato et di Guerra,' of which a third edition was printed at
Venice in Hi 17. and Mn. Genoa, 1648.
To an edition published by the writer in 1597, "'as added a piece entitled
*

'

FRACHETA,

II

'

3.

'

Principe.'

Esposizione

FK A GUI Eli,

2.
di tUtte

DiscorSO
l'Opcre

dclla

Hegione

di

Stato.'

di I.ucrezio.'

Claude Francis (Biog.) a French writer of a
noble family of Paris, was born in 1 666, and died in 1728.
His works consist of Latin poems and dissertations. His
poems were published in 12m0. Paris, 1729, with the poems
of Huet, under the care of the Abbe d'Olivet, with an
eulogium of the author prefixed, and three Latin dissertaHis other dissertations were printed in the
tions subjoined.
Memoirs of the French Academy.
FRANCE (Geog.) one of the principal countries of Europe,
tin ancient account of which may be found under the head
of Gallia-

.

:
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—

France is bounded on
Boundaries, Extent, and Division.
the N. by the English Channel and the Netherlands, E.
Switzerland,
Italy,
and
S. by the MediGermany,
by
terranean Sea and Spain, and W. by the Atlantic Ocean.
It lies between the 43d and 51st degrees of X. latitude,
and its extent from the Pyrenees in the S., to Dunkirk in
the X.. is about 625 miles, but it is something more from
the most easterly part of Alsace to the most western point
of Bretagne, which province extends above 100 miles
It
into the ocean, beyond any other part of the country.
has undergone an entire change in its division since the
revolution, of which the following comparative table will
furnish the best information
:

Ancient Pmrtnces.

Departments.

Of the

Flanders.
Artois

Eure.
Isle of

France

Seine,

Seine and

Oise,

Seine and Marne, and
of the Aisne.

Champagne

Marne, Ardenne, Aube,
and Upper Marne.
Meuse, Moselle, Meurthe,

Lorraine
Alsace

Vosges.
Upper
Rhine,
Rhine.

Britanv

Ille

Maine
Anjou

Mayenne, Sarthe.
Maine and Loire.
Indre and Loire.
Loiret, Eure and Loire,
Loire and Cher.
Indre and Cher.

Touraine

The

Lower

and Villaine, Cotes du
Xord, Finesterre, Morbahar,

Orleannois

Berry
Nivernois

Lower

Nievre.
d'Or,

Burgundy.

Cote

Loire.

Saone

and

Loire, Ain.

Franehe Comte

L pper Saone, Doubs, Jura.
\ endee, two Serves, Vi-

Poictou

enne.
Creuse, Upper Vienne.
Correze.

La Marche
Limousin
Bourbonnois
Saintonge and Angoumois

Alleir.

Charente.
Lower Charente.
Puy de Dome, Cantal.
Rhine, Loire.
Isere, Upper Alps, Drome.
Dordogne, Gironde, Lot
and Garonne, Lot, Tarn

Aunis and Saintonge.
Auvergne
Lyonnois
Dauphiny
Guienne

and

Garonne,

Avey-

ronon,

Gers, Landes,
Upper Pyrenees.
Lower Pyrenees.
Arriege.
Eastern Pyrenees.

Beam
County of Foix
Rougsillon

Of

Languedoc

the

Upper Garonne, Aude,
Herault, Gard,
Lozere, Upper Loire,
Ardeche.
Lower Alps, Mouths of
the Rhone, Var.
Vaucluse.

Tarn,

Provence

County of Venaissin.
Corsica.

.

Corsica.

.

—

The chief towns, given according to the
extent of their population, are Paris, Marseilles, Lyons,
VOL. I.

Chief Towns.

Bourdeaux, Rouen, Nantes, Lisle, Strasburg, Toulouse,
Metz, Xismes, Amiens, Caen, Montpellier, Clermont in
Auvergne, Rheims, Toulon, Angers, Xancy, Rennes, Besan^-on, Troves, Aix, Dunkirk, Versailles, Brest, Montauban, Avignon, L'Orient, Tours, Grenoble, Poitiers,
Limoges, Havre de Grace, St. Omer, Dieppe. The population of Paris is estimated at upwards of 700,000, and
that of Dieppe at 20,000 inhabitants.
Mountains, Island*, and Rivers. The mountains of France,
besides the Alps and the Pyrenees, are the Cevennes,
which the ancients named Gehenna?, Mont Jura, towards
Switzerland, and Mount de Yosges, near the diocese of
Langres, &c. The islands in the ocean are Belle-Isle,
on the coast of Britanv Xoir-moutier, on that of Poitou ;
Re and Oleron, on the coasts of Aunis and la Saintonge ;
and those in the Mediterranean are Hieres, If, SaintMarguerite, and Saint- Honorat, on the coasts of Provence.
The great rivers are the Loire, Rhone, Garonne, and the
Seine.
The Loire receives the Allier, Cher, Vienne,

—

;

Xorth.
Pas de Calais.

Somme.
Lower Seine, Calvados,
La Manche, Orne, and

Pieardy

Xormandy

;

Mayenne, &c. The Rhone receives the Seine, Isere, &c.
Garonne receives the Tarn, Lot, Dordogne, &c. and the
Seine receives the Yonne, Marne, Oise, Eure, &c.
;

History of FrancePolitical History.

— France,

which in the time of the Ro-

mans was a division of Gaul, [vide Gallia^
name from the Franks, a German tribe, who
possession of this country,

the

German frank,

or

from

and were

free, to

Franconia,

derives
first

its

gained

so called either

from

denote their love of liberty,

place of residence.
their first king, but no
authentic account of the French monarchy can be given
before the reign of Clodion, who begun to reign about
414, whose son Merovcus, founded the first race or dynasty
termed Merovingian, which terminated at the death of
Childeric III, and was succeeded after an interregnum of
five years, by the second race called Carlovingian, which
commenced with the reign of Pepin the Short, in 752,
and terminated with the death of Louis V in 983. The
third race, originally called Capetian, but now known by
that of the Bourbon race, commenced with the reign of
Hugh Capet in f)87. The following is a list of the
French kings, in chronological succession, as far as it can
be collected from the conflicting accounts of historians

Some

writers

Of

their

original

make Pharamond

the first or

Kings of France.

Merovingian Race.
Began

to

Reign.

Clodion

414 ....

Meroveus

451 ....

Childeric
Clovis
Thierri I

456

1

481
511

Clodomir
Childebert
Clotaire

Theodobert 1
Theodebalde

13

....

51

534

14

547 ....
562
....

Chilperic'!I

Sigebert I
Childebert II
Clotaire II

575

Theodobert II

596

....
....

1

Clotaire III

4

M

7

6
32
23
14
21

44
16
17

Thierri II
Sigebert II

Charibert II.
Sigebert III.
Clovis II
Childebert, a usurper

years.

47

Gontran

Dagobert

37
6
23
30
23

....
I

I.

Charibert

Reigned.

628 ....

9 months.
9 years.
1

....

638
656 ....
....

23
19
7 months.
14 years.

;

..
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Begun

II.

ChUdebert III
Dagobert III
ChUperic II.

13 years.

690

4

695
711

12
4

715 ....
717

IV
IV

Thierri

Reigned.

.... a few mths
674 ....
4 years.
678.... 15

Thierrilll
ClovisIII

Clotaire

Reign.

66*0

Childeric II.
Thierri

Dagobert

to

Interregnum of

6
2

721

16

ChildericIII

742

10

Second, or Carlucingian Race.

752 .... 16
769 .... 45
814
27
840 .... 38
878
19 months.

Pepin

Charlemagne
Louis

I

Charles II
Louis II
Louis III, and")
,

r,
tarloman.

>

„,.„

0/9

Raoul
Louis IV
Lothaire
Louis V

Hugh

Kings of the
Capet

Louis

„
o

8

SflO

30

922
923

14

4 years.

1

936
954

30

983

3

987
996

.

.

18

1031

VI

1060
110S

I

Louis VII
Louis VIII
Louis IX, or St. Louis
Philip III
Philip IV.
ohji,

X
regent for live months.

.

IV

tries

VI

John
harles,

;

dauphin and regent.

.

.

Charles, again regent
Charles V.
(

1

—

Charles VII.
Louis XI
Charles VIII
Louis XII
Francis I

IX

Louis
'I

i'-.-

XV
XVI

murder of

this

last

.

IS

;

Erpenius, in 1631 ; Daviti, in 1(151 Brietius and .Sanson,
;
Du Val, in 1682 ; Martineau, &c. The political
France has been treated of by Gregory of
Tours
Fredegarius, Aimonius, Sigebert, Fortunatus,
Marculfus, Eginhard, Adon, Paid Diaconus, Fleuri, in his
Annals, &c.
who wrote on the first and second ran rl
the French kings.
Among those who have written on
the third race are Froissanl, Monstrelet, Juvenal, Gui de
Monceaux, Philippe de Vcletcs, Philippe de Commutes,
Paul Jovius, Guiehardini, Du Bellai Memoirs of Sulli,
;

29

in 1651

18 months.

history of

;

11

;

to
and others who have treated on particular periods
which may he added the chroniclers, as Paul .Kniilii"-'.
Papains, Slasson, Duplcix, Mezerai, Daniel, Duke d'l'.spernon, &c. and those who have written on its antiquities, as Fauchct, Pasquier, P. Anselme, Du Chene, Du
Collections ol
Tillot. Sainte Marthon, Du Ferron, &c.
the principal historians of France have been made by
du Chesne, and also by the Benedictines. The principal
;

1361-

10'

1380
1422

4&

1560
1574
1574
1589
1610
1643
1715
1776

;

;

1

155<)

\IV
imis

:',h

,

;

;

6

39
22
....

1515
1547 ....

Francis II

I

.

11-97

Henry 111
Hcnrv IV
Loins XI11

3
11

22

1483 ....

Interregnum of three months.

44

5 vears.

1461

II.

Charles

43

;

1316
1322
1328
1328
1350
1356
1

hades VI

Henry

•

ecclesiastical division of the

i:;i(i

.

V

Regency for two months
Philip

The Galilean church has steadily
riclilyadhered to the see of Rome, amidst all the changes and
fluctuations which have taken place in other parts of
Europe, nor has it deviated from this course in any
respect beyond what the exigency of circumstances required.
After the religious wars of the Kith century,
which desolated this country for some time, Protestantism
was tolerated by the kings of France until the time of
Louis XIV, who by the revocation of the edict of Nantes
in 1685, drove many Frenchmen from their country, but
dowed them

he
confirmed on the re-establishment of the monarchy.
country was formed into IS
archbishoprics, and 113 suffragans, exclusive of Avignon,
Carpentras, Cavaillon, and Vaison.
Authors who have written on France. Among those giving
a geographical description of Frame, are Postel, in 1550,
and 1570 ; Ligorius, in 1558; Jolivet, in 1565 ; The-'
Paul Merula, in Hid.'vetius 1575
Belleforet, in 1575
Pontan, in 1606; Villamont, in 1608 Turquet, in Hi IN

29
49
30

1137
1180
1223 ....
1226
1270
1285
1314 ....

Philip II

i'hilip

;

established the

34

Philip died before his father-

Louis

,

;

Romish religion more (irmly. Toleration
was again introduced at the revolution, and has since

10
....

cessively

I

1

Philip

.

881
8S8

third, or Capelian Race.

Robert, sumamed the Devout.
Hugh died before his father.

Henry

...

j

Charles III
Eudes, and
Charles
Robert

hands until the accession of Bonaparte, suebut his downfal,
as first consul and emperor
finally completed by the battle of Waterloo in 1815, reestablished the Bourbon family on the throne of their ancestors in the person of Louis XVIII, the brother of the
murdered monarch, who died in 1824, when lie was succeeded by his brother, Charles X.
Christianity was introduced into
Ecclesiastical HistoryGaul by the disciples of the apostles, and it is asserted by
some authors, that many churches were founded there in
the reign of Decius, as the church of Toulouse, by S.
Saturninus; that of Tours, by S. Cratian; that of Paris,
by S. Denys; that of Clermont, by S. Austremoine and
They were afterwards
that of Limoges, by S. Martial.
destroved in the persecutions of the pagan emperors, but
rebuilt by Constantine.
They were destroyed a second
time on the irruption of the barbarians, but were again
re-established by Clovis, the first Christian king, who endifferent

—

five vears.
'.

lution which was attended with atrocities unparalleled in
One violent change quickly
the annals of History.
succeeded another, which placed the government in

....

;

15
17

32
12
Hi months
13 years.

liotheques' of de la Croix, of du Verdier- Vauprivaa
of Sural, but above all, of P. Le Long.
FRANCESCA, Pietro Delia (Biog.) a painter of Borgo, in
I'mhrin, otherwise called Francesco Dal Borgo sun SepolcrO,
Was bom in 1372, and died in 1458. The "principal work
bf Fr.uuvsoa, was a night scene, in which he represented an

16
21

33
72
5.9

17
king in 1793, completed

writers on the ecclesiastical history, P. leCointc, M. ('roulette. P. Longueval, hut more particularly Sainte Marthe,
The
in his Gallia Christiana. Baronius, and M. Fleury.
literary history of France may be learnt from the ' Uib-

a rcvo

angel carrying a

cross.

"
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FRANCESCHINI, Marc

Antonio

(Biog.)

an

historical

was born at Bologna in 16'4S, and died in 1729,
having acquired a considerable reputation in his day.
FEANCFORT (Geog.) or Fran /.fori on the Maine, a town of
Germany, situated on the Maine, about 20 miles above its
influx into the Rhine, 20 m. E. N. E. Mentz, 50 S. E. CoLon. 8° 30' E., lat. 50° 7' N.
logne.
painter,
after

Princes and Distinguished Persons of this Name.

Francis, king of Navarre, son of Gaston de Foix V, succeeded his grandmother, Eleonora, in 1479, and died in

1482, of poison.
I, duke of Britany, succeeded his father, Charles VI,
in the duchy of Britany ; assisted Charles VIII, of France,
against the English, and died in ] 450.
History (if Francfort.
Francis II, succeeded Richard as duke of Britany in 1458,
Francfort, called in Latin Francofurlum, is supposed to owe
and died in 1488, after having made a league with the
its name to the French, to whom it served as a passage into
English, and assisted the malcontents against Charles VIII.
Germany even before the sixth century. It was greatly Francis of Bourbon, count of Vendome, attended Charles VIII
enlarged by Charlemagne, after he had defeated the
in his conquest of Naples, where he fought vaRantly, and
Saxons on the banks of the Maine, and was afterwards
died in 1 495.
It
the place appointed for the election of the emperors.
Francis of Bourbon, son of the preceding, was at the fatal
was besieged twice by Maurice, elector of Saxony, in
battle of Pavia, where he was taken prisoner, but having
1552, and afterwards by Albert, marquis of Brandenburg,
found means to make his escape, he was afterwards
but it recovered its liberty, and in 1630 received the king
appointed to the government of Dauphiny, and died in 1 545.
Its freedom and independof Sweden within its walls.
Francis, dauphin and duke of Britany, son of Francis I,
ence experienced an interruption from Bonaparte, who kept
was born in 1518, crowned duke of Britany in 1532, and
it in his power from 1806 to 1813, during which period
poisoned by the count de Montecuculi in 1536; for which
the French imposed heavy contributions on the inhabitants.
the latter was condemned to be torn in pieces by four horses.
Ecclesiastical History.
Pepin built the church of St. Bar- Francis of Bourbon, count of Anguien, gave such proofs of
tholomew, in Francfort, and Charlemagne assembled a
his valour and conduct as to obtain the confidence of Francouncil in this city in 79-1, at which the legates of the
cis I, king of France, by whom he was employed in Italy,
pope assisted, and the heresies of Elipand, of Toledo, and
and after obtaining signal advantages over the enemy, he
Felix d'Urgel, were condemned.
Francfort was among
was killed in 1545, at the age of 27the first of the Gentian cities to embrace protestantism,
Francis of France, duke of Alencon, Anjou, and Brabant,
and, joining in the league of Smalcalde, had its full
fifth son of Henry II, was born in 1554, and died in 1584,
share of the sufferings which afflicted the rest of Germany
after having headed the malcontents against his brother,
at that time.
It is memorable in the annals of comHenry III, when he ascended the throne. He is known in
merce by the fairs which are held there twice a year.
England as the suitor of queen Elizabeth, who received him
Francfort on the Odkr, a considerable town of Prussia,
with civility enough to flatter his vanity.
and capital of Middle Mark, of Brandendenburg, situated Francis of Bourbon, duke of Montpensier, was sent b\*
on the Oder, 12 miles S. S. W. Custrin, 48 E. Berlin.
Henry III as ambassador into England, and being afterwards
Lon. 14° 30' E. lat. 52° 20' N.
It suffered much during
invested with the government of Poitou and Normandy,
the reign of Charles IV ; and in 1759 it was the scene of a
defeated the troops of the league in different engagements
sanguinary engagement between the Russians and Prussians. Francis of Bourbon, prince of Conti, and governor of Au(Geog.) or Upper Burgundy, the name
vergne, Paris, and Dauphiny, attached himself to Henry,
of a former province of France, which comprehends the
king of Navarre, whom he acknowledged at the death of
modern departments of the Doubs, Jura, and Upper Saone.
Henry III. He fought at the battle of Ivri, and on other
FRANCIABIGIO, Marco Antonio (Biog.) or Francia Bigio,
occasions, and died in 1614.
an historical painter, was born in 1483, and died in 1524. Francis, Louis, of Bourbon, prince of Conti, signalized himHe is chiefly known as the competitor, as well as the partself against the Turks, in Hungary, in 16'85; and afterner, of Andrea del Sarto, whose works may be seen together
wards served with distinction under the dauphin, at the
in the cloister of the Nunziata, at Florence.
siege of Philipsburg, and the conquest of the Palatinati,
FRANCIS (Hist.) the name of an emperor of Germany, two
in 1688, and in aU the campaigns of that time, until his
kings of France, some princes and distinguished persons.
death in 1709.
Francis of Lorrain, duke of Guise and Aumale, was born
Emperor of this Name.
in 1519, and assassinated in 1563, by de Mere, one of the
Francis of Lorraine, sou of Leopold of Lorraine, and emHuguenots, as he was preparing to besiege Orleans. He
peror of Germany, married Maria Theresa, the daughter of
and his brother, the cardinal, governed the kingdom in the
the emperor Charles VI, and was associated with his wife in
time of Henry II and Francis II, when he received from
the empire, and on the death of his rival, Charles VII, he
the parliament the title of " the saviour of his country.
was elected emperor in 1745, and died in 1765, aged 58.
He was a brave and successful warrior, and obtained grei.'
Kings of France.
advantages over the Huguenots in 1562.
Francis of Vendome, duke of Beaufort, distinguished himFrancis I, son of Charles of Orleans, and
self during the civil wars on the side of the league ; but
Louisa of Savoy, succeeded Louis XII in
afterwards making his peace with the king, he went againrt
1515, and died in 1547, at the age of 53,
the Turks, over whom he obtained some advantages, and was
after having been engaged in almost perV,
Charles
killed in Candia in 1669.
petual war with the emperor
Francis, Sir Philip, son of Philip Francis, the poet, menhis successful rival, by whom he was detioned under Biography, was born in Ireland in 1740, and
feated and taken prisoner at the battle of
Pavia in 1525. He was succeeded by his son,
died in 1818, after having fdled various offices, and distinHenry II. The effigies of this and the followguished himseR by the virulence of his opposition to Mr.
ing king are given as in the annexed figures.
Hastings, during the vexatious proceedings instituted jn
Francis II, succeeded his father, Henry II,
parliament against this gentleman.
on the throne of France in 1559, and died
Francis, St. (Ecc.) otherwise called Francis of Assisa.
after a reign of 17 months, leaving Mary,
founder of the Order of St. Francis, was born in 1182, and
queen of Scots, his widow. He was sucdied in 1226, after having procured an extraordinary reputation for sanctity, by which he attracted an immense nuir>
ceeded by his brother, Charles IX.
4 m 2

—

FRANCHE COMTE

Francis
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He

ber of followers.
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established four orders of mendicant

friars, which were confirmed by Innocent III, and was
canonized by Gregory IX.
Francis de Paule, St. founder of the Order of Minims, was

born in 141 6, and died in 150".
Francis, Xavier, St. surnamed the Apostle of Indians, was
born in 1506', and died in 1552, after having laboured in
the propagation of the gospel at Malacca, Japan, and the
adjacent parts. He assisted Ignatius Loyoala in establishing

Order of the

the

Jesuits.

Francis de Borgia,

St.
duke of Candia, and afterwards
general of the Order of the Jesuits, accompanied the cardiAlexandrin
as
legate
in Spain, Portugal, and France ;
nal
but repeatedly refused the cardinal's hat, and died in 1572,
He was canonized by Clement X, in 16'7 1
at the age of 62.
Francis de Sales, St. bishop and prince of Geneva, was born
in 1567 ; founded the Order of the Visitation, which was
confirmed by Paul V, in 1618, and died in 1622 ; after
having, as is said, converted not less than 70,000 protestants by his extraordinary zeal.
Francis, Simon (Biog.) a painter of Tours, was born in
1606, and died in 1671, after having employed his pencil in
painting the image of our Saviour, and other sacred subjects.
Francis, Lucas, a painter of Mechlin, who died in 1643, at
the age of 6'Q, was very happy in his portraits and historical
pieces, many of which he painted for the king of Spain.

Francis, Romain, a Dominican of Ghent, and an architect,
who died in 1735, at the age of 69, was employed by
Louis XIV in finishing the bridge of Maestricht, and also
the Pont- Royal, which had been left incomplete by Gabriel.
Francis, James Charles, an engraver of Paris, who died in
1 7C9, aged 52, obtained considerable reputation in his day.
He published Recueil des Chateaux de Lorraine,' &c.
Francis, P/iilip, the translator of Horace, and son of a dig'

the church of Ireland, died in 1773, leaving,
1. His Translation of ' Horace,' which was first published
about 174", and has been frequently reprinted since.
2.
translation of the 'Orations of Demosthenes,' 2 vols. 1753-55 ;
besides some dramatic pieces, which were not successful.
NCI US, Peter {Bios.) a Greek and Latin poet of Amsterdam, was born in 1645, and died in 1704.
His pubin

nitary

A
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consist of, 1. ' Poemata,' 12mo. Amstel. 1 682,
2. ' Orationes,' 8vo. Amst. l6'Q2, and 1705 an
l6f)7.
3. ' Specimen Eloquentia' exterioris ad
enlarged edition.
Orationem M. T. Ciceronis,' &c. 12mo. Amst. 1697
and
another imitation of Cicero, ISmo. 1 699 J both reprinted in
17(Mi, with his
4.
Oratio de Rationc (Urlamandi,'
Postlnuna. quibus accedunt illustrium Eruditorum ad eum Epistolic' 8vo. ibid. 1706.
DE
George {Bios.) a physician
of Naumburg, in Upper Saxony, was born in 1?)43, and
His principal works are, 1.
died in 1704.
Institutioinun
Heidelberg.
Medic aiiiiii Synopsis,'
1<67S.
2.
Lexicon
Vegetabilium usualium,' Argentorat. 1672; and several
times reprinted since; in the edition of Leipzig, in 16,98,
Flora Francica.'
wa entitled
Bona nova Anait
4.
Parva Bibliotheca Zoototomica/ Heidelberg. 1.680.
inira.' ibid. Kino.
5.
De Calumniis in Medicos et Medim: ,'
6.
De Modicis Philologis,'
Heidelberg. 1686.

lications

and

;

'

PRANK

'

FEANKENAU,

'

'

.'!.

'

'

'

'

'

1

Wittemberg.

De

Palingenesis, sive Resuscitatione
8. ' SaArtificial] I'lantannn, Honiiuuni,' i\:c. Halls, 1717Medics XX,' Lips. 1722.
Augustus Hermann (Biog.) a German divine,
I(i;i7

7-

'

1

FRANCKE,

was Imrn in 166.'!, and died in 1727, after havdnguiahed himself by gradually raising from a very
beginning an orphan house at Halle.
II
also
era! theological works, as, 1.
Manuductio ad Lectionero Scripture Sacra/ Hall. 169.", and again in 1813.
of Lubeck,
li

'

•

<

)l)servationes Biblica- Menstrua-,' iVc.

FRANCKEN,

FraneisCIU (Biog.) an artist in the Netherlands
of the lGth century, more commonly known by the name of

Old Franks, painted historical subjects, taken from the Old
and New Testament, in which he was very successful.

Franckkn,

Franciscus, or Young Francks, son of the prewas born in 1580, anil died in 1642. The best
performance of this artist is his ' Solomon's Idolatry,' in the
church of Notre Dame, at Antwerp.
FRANCKLIN, Thomas {Biog.) son of Richard Francklin.
printer of an anti-ministerial paper, called the ' Craftsman,'
was born in 1721, educated at Westminster, and Trinity
College, Cambridge, of which he became a fellow, and died
ceding,

in 1784.

A

2.

He

published,

1.

translation of Cicero,

'

•

Phalaris' Epistles,' 8vo. 1719.

De

Natura Deorum.'

3.

An

'

Inquiry into the Astronomy and Anatomy of the Ancients,'
8vo. 1775.
4. A poem, entitled,
Translation," 1753
in
which he announced his intention of translating Sophocles.
'
His promised translation of
5.
Sophocles,' 2 vols. 4to.
6.
A Dissertation on Ancient Tragedy.' 7- A translation
of ' Lucian,' 2 vols. 4to. 1780; besides some tragedies, &&
{Biog.) or Franchi, Nicholas, an Italian poet of
Benevento, was born in 1510, and hanged in 1569, for
having written a defamatory poem against Pius V. He was
remarkable for the virulence and licentiousness of his poetry.
{Geog.) one of the ten circles into which Germany was formerly divided. It has Suabia and Bavaria on
the S. Bohemia on the E. Hesse Cassel and Thuringia on
Its principal
the N. and the Lower Palatinate on the VV.
'

;

'

FRANCO

FRANCONTA

towns are Wurtzburg, Bamberg, Nuremberg, Aichstet, Nc.

The

greater part of Franconia is now made over to Bavaria.
Laurence {Biog.) an abbe, and a writer, was
at Arinthod, in Franche Comte, and died in 1*82,

FRANCOIS,
born

' Geographic,'
12mo. ; known by the name of
the lady to whom it was dedicated ; it was fre'
2.
Preuves
de la Religion de Jesus
quently reprinted.
3.
Defence de la Religion,' 4 vols.
Christ,' 4 vols. 12mo.
Examen du Catechisme de 1'Honnete Homme,'
12mo. 4.
12mo. 5. * Examen des Faits qui servent de Fondement a

leaving,
'

1.

Crozat,'

'

'

la

Religion Chretienne,' 3 vols. 12mo.

tions sur la Philosophic de l'Histoire,'

MSS.

in refutation of the infidel

was deluged

1

7t>7-

8vo.

6.
;

'

Observa-

besides some

works with which France

at that time.

FRANCOWITZ

(Biog.) vide Il/i/ricus.
FRANCUCCI, Innocent {Biog.) an historical painter of
Imola, and known by the name of Innocenzio da Imola, in
the 16th century, left many specimens of his skill, which
gave him a place among the masters of his art.
de Montmorencu, Viscount (Her.) a title
enjoyed by a junior branch of the ancient and illustrious

FRANKFORT,

house of Mountmorres.
(Geog.) vide Francfbrt.
(Her.) the name of a family in Yorkshire of
great antiquity, which traces its origin as far as the Conqueror; of this family was sir William Frankland, created
the arms, &c. of which are as follow:
a baronet in 16'6()
Arms. Azure, a dolphin naiant cmbowed or ; on a chief et

Fbankfobt

FRANKLAND

;

the second two saltires gules.
Crest.
A dolphin argent, hauriant, and entwined with an

anchor erect

projicr.

FRANKLAND, Thomas

(Biog.) a physician and historian oi
Lancashire, was born in I6S8, educated at Oxford, anil
The Annals of
died in the Fleet in 1690, leaving, 1.
containing a faithful
King James, and King Charles
History, and impartial Account of the great Affairs of State/
2. 'The Honours of the Lords Spiritual
&c. fob 1681.
asserted,' &C. Lond. 1()'79; a work ascribed to him, but not
'

1

certainly

known

;

to be bis.

FRANKLIN,

Benjamin (Hist.) an American philosopher,
was born at Boston, in New England, in 1706, and died in
1790 ; after having taken an active part in severing the
American colonies from the neither country. He was like-

wise the author of many tracts on electricity, and several
branches of natural history, &C. all of which were collected

:

FRA
and printed
his

3

FRE

Lond. 1806, with ' Memoirs of
earlv Life, written bv himself.' [ Vide Plate XL.]
in

FRANKS

(Biog.) vide French:
FRANTZIUS, Wolfgang (Biog.) a Lutheran divine, was born
at Plawen, in the circle of Voightland, in 1 564, and died
in 1628.
Among his numerous works are, 1. ' Syntagma

Controversiarum Theologicarum.' 2. ' Historia Animalium,'
12mo. Francof. 1671
but the first edition was published at
Witteraberg, 8vo. I6l6, under the title of ' Historia Animalium Sacra,' often reprinted, and the last edition in 4 vols.
;

4to.

Francof.

1712;

a

translation of the

appeared in English, Svo. Lond. 1674.

original

work

Schola Sacriticiorura
Patriarchialium
Sacra,'
4to.
Wittemb. 1654.
'
4.
Tractatus Theologicus de Interpretatione Scripturarum,'
&c 4to- Wittemb. 1634 ; besides various disputations, &c.
FRASCATI (Geog.) a small town of the Ecclesiastical States,
10 m. S. E. Rome. Lon. 12" 4CK E. lat. 41° 40' N. in the
neighbourhood of which are to be seen the ruins of the
ancient Tusculum.

FRASER,

Simon (Hist.) of Oliver

3.

'

and sheriff of
Peebles, being a prisoner to Edward I in 1296, engaged
next year to serve him in foreign wars, but, taking up arms
afterwards against this king, he was, on the defeat of Robert
of Scotland, ordered to be executed by Edward I in 1306.
Fraser, Sir Simon, of the family mentioned under Heraldry,
saved the life of Robert Bruce three several times, and
remounted him at the battle of Methven, for which act of
valour and fidelity he had the three crowns quartered into
his armorial bearings.

castle,

He

died fighting valiantly at the
battle of Duplin in 1332, after having married lady Mary
Bruce, sister of king Robert I.
Fraskr, Simon, of Lovat, a near relation to the preceding,
and ancestor to the lords Lovat, fell at the battle of HalidonHill in 1333.

Phaser, Simon, vide Lovat.
Fraser, lion. Simon, son of the 12th

who was

tioned, enjoys at present the dignity and title of lord Saltoun, or Salton, which was conferred as early as 1440, or
1445, and was afterwards confirmed to sir Alexander Fraser,

grandson

to the 11th lord Salton, by king Charles I.
The
Erasers of Lovat, a junior branch of this family, also enjoyed
the title of lord Lovat, which was conferred on Hugh Fraser
above-mentioned, who was created lord of Parliament by
James I. This title was forfeited in 1746, on the execution
of the 12th lord Lovat. QVide Lovat'] From Alexander,
second son to lord Hugh Fraser, of Lovat, descended sir
William Fraser, who was created a baronet in 1 806. The
arms, &c of this family are as follow
Arms. Quarterly, first and fourth azure, three cinquefoils
argent, for Fraser ; second and third argent, three antique

gules.

Crest. On a wreath of the colours, a buck's head erased gules.
SupjMiters.
Two stags proper, armed and unguled or,
collared azure, and pendent from each collar an inescotcheon, girony of eight or and sable, each supporter
resting one foot on an anchor sable.
Motto.
" Je suis pret."

FRASSEN,

Claudius (Biog.) a Franciscan, and doctor of the
Sorbonne, was born at Peronne in 1620, and died in 1711,
1. ' Systeme de la Theologie,' 4 vols. fol. Paris,

leaving,

vol. in

1712.

2.

'

Disqui-

which were general and particular ; the
the
first printed in 4to. Paris, 1682, and again in 1711 5
second in 4to. Rothomag. 1705. 3. ' Systeme de la PhiloToulouse,
Paris,
1688,
&c
sophic,' 2 vols. 4to.
1686, and
FRAL'NCE, Abraham (Biog.) an English versifier in the
The Lamentations ol
reign of queen Elizabeth, wrote, 1.
Amintas for the Death of Phillis,' &c. 4to. Lond. 15872.
The Countess of Pembroke's Ivy Church and Emanuel,'
Lond. 1591
in which is included a translation of Tasso's
Amintas,' and annexed is also a translation of Virgil's
besides
Alexis, entitled, ' The Lamentations of Corydon
which he translated ' Heliodorus' Ethiopics,' Svo. Lond. 1591;
and wrote a book, entitled, The Lawyer's Logike,' See. Sec
FREAST, Eolande Sieur de Chambrai (Biog.) an architect
of Chambrai, who died in 1676, was the author of, 1. A
French translation of Da Vinci on painting, fol. Paris, 1651.
2. A translation of Palladio's architecture, Paris, 1650; resitiones Biblicte,'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

3. ' Parallele de 1' Architecprinted at the Hague in 1726.
ture Antique avec la Moderne,'fol. Paris, 650, and 1 702, which
was translated into English by Evelvn, as before-mentioned.
surname'd the Scholastic, the
(Biog.)
earliest French historian after Gregory of Tours, flourished
in the seventh century, and wrote a chronicle which extends
as far as (ill, and is to be found in the ' Scriptores Rer.
Franc' of Du Chesne and Bouquet.
{Hist.) third wife of Chilperic I, died in
597, after having caused the death of many of the royal
family, and at length procured the assassination of her husband that she might indulge her criminal passion for Landri,
mayor of Paris, to king Clotaire II.
(Hist.) the name of some emperors, kings, and

FREDEGARIUS

FREDEGONDE

FREDERIC
princes.

Emperors of
lord Lovat,

executed on a charge of high treason, was unwillingly drawn
by his father to take part in the rebellion of 1745, but surrendered himself in 1746, and, being released after a short confinement, gave numerous proofs of his loyalty and fidelity, and
obtained a reversal of the forfeiture of his estates.
He
died in 1782, being then a lieutenant-general in the army.
Fraser (Her.) the name of an ancient family in Scotland,
which is supposed to be of Celtic and Gaelic origin, and
was early distinguished in history. This family has enjoved
the peerage in two branches.
The oldest branch, descended
from sir Simon Fraser, who fell at Duplin, as above-men-

crowns

1672, and again, with a 5th

vols. 8vo.

Frederic

this

Name.

sumamed

Barbarossa, was born in 1121, ascended the imperial throne in 1155, after his uncle Conrad III, and died in 1190, in consequence of bathing in the
river Cydnus, after having distinguished himself in the
Holy Land against Saladin and the Turks. He was succeeded by his son Henry VI. QVide Plate II]
Frederic II, grandson of the preceding, was elected emperor of Germany on the excommunication of Otho V by
Innocent III, obtained peaceable possession of his power
after the death of his rival in 1218, was solemnly crowned
by Honorius III in 1220, and died in 1250, at the age of
57- After having rendered himself formidable in the Holy Land against Saladin, he
was embroiled with the popes Gregory IX
and Innocent IV, by the latter of whom
he was formally deposed, and his power
He was sucthereby materially shaken.
The effigies of
ceeded by his son Conrad.
this and the following princes are given as
I,

I

in the

annexed

figures.

surnamed the Fair, was
elected emperor in 1314 by some of the elec-

Frederic

III,

Louis of Bavaria, who
had the majority. The battle of Mischeldorf
in 1322, which put him into the power of

tors in opposition to

his

rival,

terminated

the

contest,

which he lived until 1330.
Frederic IV, surnamed the Pacific,

after
as-

cended the imperial throne in 1440, was
at Rome in 1452 by Nicholas V,
being the last of the German princes who
submitted to that ceremony, and died in
1493, after a reign of 53 years, during
which his empire was torn by the dissensions
He was succeeded by Maximiof his rebellious subjects.

crowned

lian

I.

:

FRE

FRE
Frederic of Brunswick, was elected emperor in 1400, and
muMuumB twl a month after by Henry, count of Waldeck, at
the instigation of John, archbishop of Mentz.

Kings of Naples and

Sicili/.

the same as the emperor Frederic II.
F i; e i) e r ic II of I rragon brother of James II,
was made king of Sicily, and died in

Frederic

I,

'

,

.

L837, after a reign of 24 years, during
which lie maintained a war against Charles
His effigy is given
II, king of Naples.
on his coins, as in the annexed figure. He
is sometimes styled Frederic III, because
he was the third king of the family of
Arragon that reigned over Sicily.
Frederic III, surnamed the Simple, succeeded his brother

Lewis on the throne of Sicily in 1457, and
died after a reign of 1 1 years.
Frederic IV, son of Ferdinand, succeeded
his nephew, Ferdinand II, on the throne
of Naples and Sicily in 149*>. and died in
His effigy is given as in the annexed
1 504.
figure.

Kings of Denmark.
Frederic I, surnamed the Pacific, was elected in the place
of his nephew, Christian II, who was expelled on account of
Lis cruelties.
He distinguished himself by the wisdom of
his government, and by the early introduction of Lutheranism, and died in 1584.
Frederic II, succeeded his father Christian III in 1559, and
Tycho Brahe, and other
dieil in 1588, at the age of 54.
learned men, found patronage at his court.
FREDERIC III, archbishop of Bremen, and second son of Christian IV, succeeded his father in 1648, and died in 1670, at
He made the crown of Denmark hereditary.
the age of 61.
Frederic IV, succeeded his father, Christian V, in 16*99, and
died in 1730, at the age of 56, after having been engaged
with the czar Peter, and the lung of Poland, against
Charles XII of Sweden.
FREDERIC V, grandson of the preceding, succeeded to the throne
of Denmark in 1 746, and died after a reign of 20 years.
Kings of Poland.
I, son of George III, elector of Saxony,
succeeded to the electorate in IG94, elected king of Poland
died
in
1733, in the 63d year of his age, after
in I696, and
having been Stripped of his dominions by Charles XII, and
recovered them again on the defeat of the Swedes at Pultowa.

FREDERIC Augustus

FREDERIC AUGUSTUS II, son of the preceding, succeeded his
father in 1734, and died in 1763, after having been deprived
of a part of his dominions by the king of Prussia.
Kings of Sweden.
1'HKDKRIC, prime of Hessc-Cassel, and king of Sweden, was
born in 1676, married Ulrica Eleonora, sister of Charles XII
of Sweden, in 1715, obtained possession of the throne, in
conjunction with the queen, in 1720, and died in 1751,
after having made war upon the Russians.
Electors of

Brandenburg and Kings of Prussia.
the Ureal, was born in 1620,

FREDERIC William, surnamed

and died in 11)88, after having governed his dominions with
He was succeeded by his son,
great wisdom.
Frederic I, king of Prussia, and elector of Brandenburgh,
died in 1718, aged 6(), after having erected his dominions
into a kingdom. I le founded the University of Halle.
FrBDBBIC WILLIAM I, succeeded his father, and died in 1740,
He unwillingly entered into a war with Charles
aged 52.
Nil of Sweden, from whom he look Stralsund.
Frederic II, son of the preceding, was born in 1712, ascended the throne of Prussia in 1740, and died in 1786',
after having been engaged for the greater part of his reign

In the war called the Seven Years' War, he
had Austria, France, Russia, and Sweden as his opponents ;
but, with the assistance of England, he succeeded in making
a peace in 1762, which confirmed him in the possession of
Silesia.
He was afterwards one of the parties in the dismemberment of Poland. His works, as an author, amount
to 19 vols. 8vo.
among which his poetical pieces, with the
exception of his poem on the Art of War, passed through
many editions under the title of ' CEuvres melees du Philosophe de Sans Souci.'
But all the works published in his
life, both in prose and verse, were collected in 4 vols. Sen.
in 17.90, under the title of ' (Luvres primitives de Frederic II, Roi de Prusse, ou Collection des Ouvrages qu'il
publia pendant son Regno,' containing his Ami Machiavcl,'
Memoirs of the House of Brandenburg,' &e. His posthumous works in 15 vols. 8vo. were published as early as

in warfare.

;

'

'

History of his own Time to the year
1788, containing a
1745j* ' History of the Seven Years' War,' &c
'

Oilier

Princes of this Name.

Frederic, duke of Suabia, son of the emperor Frederic Barbarossa, accompanied his father to the Holy Land, where he
distinguished himself against the Saracens ; and, while engaged
in the siege of Ptolemais, he died of the plague in 1190.

Frederic, surnamed the Wise, elector of Saxony, refua
the imperial throne, which he might have ascended, and
supported the election of Charles IV.
He was one of the
principal promoters of the reformation, and died in 1526.

Frederic V,

elector of Palatine, son of Frederic IV, married

a daughter of James I of England, was elected 16*1 J), king
of Bohemia, but was successfully opposed by Ferdinand of

Austria, and died in 1632.

Frederic, Colonel, son of Theodore, the unfortunate king of
Corsica, came to England as agent to the elector of Wirtemberg ; but, being overwhelmed in debt, he shot himself
through the head in 1796 in the portal of Westminster abbey.
He wrote 'Memoires pour servir a l'llistoire de Corse,' Svo.
176S
and * Description de Corse," Svo. 1798, &c.
FREDERICK (Her.) the name of a family which enjoys the
dignity and title of a baronet, conferred in 1723 on sir
John Frederick ; the arms, &c. of which are as follow
.Inns.
Or, on a chief azure, three doves argent.
Crest.
On a chapeau azure, turned up ermine, a dove, as
in the arms, on an olive branch proper.
;

FREDERICKSHALL

(Geog.) a town of Norway, situated

on the frontier of Sweden, 50 miles N. Uddcvalla, and 52
E. hit. 59° 4' N.
It is
L011. 1
S. S. E. Christiania.
celebrated in history for the sieges which it has sustained at
different times by means of its steep and almost impregna1

'

ble fortress of Frcdericksteen.

to

.'''

It

the attack of the Swedes in

which

its

made

a gallant resistance

1665, in consequence of

name was changed from Halden

to F'rederickshall

;

but it has since become still more memorable by the dcatli
of Charles XI 1, who was killed in the trenches before this
place in 1718.
Sir Thomas (Hist.) an admiral, commenced
his naval career in 1777, at the age of 12, and died in 1820,
after a series of exploits which placed him in the first rank

FREEMANTLF,

of his profession.

FR.EGOSO
whom

(Ilisl.)

an illustrious family of Genoa,

many

of

rose to the post of doge.

FrEOOSO, Dominie, was elected doge in 1370 in the place of
He
Gabriel Adorno, who was displaced by his intrigues.
was verv successful in adding to the territories of Genoa
bv the capture of several islands

in

the Mediterranean.

FbISOSO, Peter, brother of the preceding, was a great military commander, but fell under the displeasure of the people,
by whom he was imprisoned.
Frkgoso, James, son of Dominic, was made doge in 1390,
but was deposed the next year.
He left four sons, who all
held the highest offices in the state.

FRE

FRE
Fregoso, Thomas, son of the preceding, was elected doge in
1415, and kept this post until 1421, notwithstanding the opposition of the Adorni, by whom he was, for a time, expelled.
He afterwards regained his power, but was again expelled
to make way for a new form of government, consisting of
eight persons.

Fregoso, John, intrigued with the court of France to procure
1 17, and died in 1 448.
his election to the post of doge in
his brother, was chosen In his place, but
1

Fregoso, Louis,

until 1458,

his

Robert (Biog.) an English divine, and a Latin poet,
was born in 1667, educated at Westminster, and at Christ
Church, Oxford, and died in 175), leaving a number of
poems in Latin and English, which are inserted in Mr. Nichols' coUection.

Freind, John, younger brother of the preceding, a physician
and medical writer, was born at Croton, in Northamptoneducated under Busby at Westminster, and
shire, in 1675
at Christ Church, Oxford; and died in 1728, leaving
among his works, 1. An Account of the Earl of Peterborough's Conduct in Spain, chiefly since the raising the Siege
The Campaign of
of Barcelona,' 1 706 to which is added
;

'

deposed in 1450.

Fregoso, Peter,

FREIND,

nephew, succeeded him, and governed

when he submitted

to the French.

and a third
Chymicae,' &c. Oxon.
1 709 ; to which objections were made by the German physicians, and a reply was published in Latin in the Philosophical Transactions, and added, by way of Appendix, to
3. ' Hippocrates
the second edition of the ' Pradeetiones.'
de Morbis Popularibus,' 1716; to which he added a ' Com'
Physic,
4.
The
History
of
from the
Fevers.'
mentary on
time of Galen to the beginning of the sixteenth Century,'
&c; the first part published in 1725, and the second the
edition

deposed in 1483, through the intrigues of his uncle, Paul
He
Fregoso, who procured his own election in his stead.
was banished to Tregui, where he wrote, ' De Dietis
Factisque Memorabilibus Collectanea,' originally written in
Italian, but translated into Latin by Camillo Ghilini, fol.
Medial. 1508, frequently reprinted in 8vo. at Paris, Basle,
The best editions are those of
Antwerp^ and Cologne.
Paris, 1578 and 1584, accompanied with the notes of Guillard.
He also wrote ' La Vita de Martino V;' a work on Learned

Women] and a treatise against love, entitled Anteros.'
FregosO] John, was elected in 1512, but deposed by his rivals,

ful to his character.

Fregoso, Frederic, a cardinal and archbishop of Salerno,
was created a cardinal by Paul III in 1539, and died in
1541, after having been sent as ambassador from the republic
of Genoa to pope Leo X, and afterwards commanded a
naval armament against the Turks and Barbary corsairs.
When Genoa was pillaged by the Spaniards in 1522, the
cardinal fell into the sea as he was making his escape to the
French vessels, and was in great danger of being drowned.
FREHER, Marquard (Biog.) a German, descended from a
learned family at Augsburg, was born in 1565, and died in
His principal works are, 1.
Rerum Germanicarum
1014.
2.
Rerum BobemiScriptores,' 3 vols. fol. lO'OO, lo'll.
carum Scriptores,' fol. 1602. 3. De Re monetaria veterum Romanorum,' 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1()05 ; inserted by Gra?'

'

'

vius in his Thesaurus, vol.

ii.

4.

'

De

Inquisitionis Processu.'

6'. ' Corpus Historite Franciie,' &c.
5. ' Origines Palatinae.'
Freiier, Paul, a physician of Noriberg, who was born in
Kill, and died in 11)82, is known as the author of the
' Theatrum Virorum Eruditione singulari clarorum,'
2 vols,

Norib. 1688.
(Biog.) or Freij, Thomas, a German of Friburg,
who died of the plague in 1583, was the author of,
2. ' Logica
1. ' Qusestiones Geometric* et Stereometriea;.'
supplement to the history of Paulus
Consultorum.' 3.
4. ' Ciceronis
^Emilius and Ferron as far as the year 1596'.
OrationeS]' 3 vols. Svo. Basil. 1583.

fol.

FREIGIUS

A

1708.

in

2.

'

Svo. 1707,

Praelectiones

year following ; besides which he was concerned in an edition of iEschines and Demosthenes ' De Corona,' and revising the Delphin edition of ' Ovid's Metamorphoses,' and
some medical treatises, particularly one entitled * Emmeuo-

'

the Adorni, the next year, but the people declared for the
former family.
Fregoso, Octavian, grandson of Louis, was elected doge in
1513, and governed the state with much prudence until
1 522, when the city was taken and pillaged by the marquis
de Pescaro, general of the armies of the emperor Charles V.
Fregoso, John Maria, commanded the troops of the republic
in 1527, and Ms son Csesar signalized himself on different
occasions in the service of Francis I ; and others of this
family were afterwards in the service of his successors.
FREGOSO, Paul (Ecc.) cardinal and archbishop of Genoa, the
brother of Peter Fregoso before-mentioned, was promoted
to the see of Genoa through the influence of his brother
in 1 i52, obtained the cardinal's hat from Sixtus IV in
1480 through the interest of his nephew, the doge, whom
he afterwards caused to be deposed and exiled, and died in
1499] after having been guilty of intrigues highly disgrace-

'

;

with original papers,

Valencia/

Fregoso, Spinctla, was elected doge in 1459, and expelled
the same month, when Louis was re-established.
Fregoso, Baptiste, vulgarly called Fulgoxo, son of Peter
Fregoso above-mentioned, was elected doge in 1478, and

&c. published in Svo. 1703.
John (Biog.) a classical editor of Uln,
in Suabia, was born in 1608, and died in 1660, leaving
Svo. 1632; ' Tacitus,' 1638 and 1664;
Florus,'
editions of
' Quintius Curtius,'
to which he
2 vols. Argentor. 1640
made a supplement, that has been highly admired ; ' Livy,' tj
which he also made a supplement, equally admired. His notes
to all these works have been adopted in subsequent editions.
FREIRE, de Andrada, Hyachithe (Biog.) a Portuguese
author, in prose and verse, was born at Bega in 1597. and
Life of Don Juan de Castro,'
died in 1657, leaving, 1.
fol. written in the Portuguese, and afterwards translated
3. Some poems,
2. ' Portugal Restaurado.'
into the Latin.
to be found in a collection published at Lisbon in 1718,
under the title of ' Fenix Renacita.'
FREITAG, John (Biog.) a physician of Nieder Wiesel, in
the duchy of Cleves, was born in 1581, and died in 1641,
2. ' Auleaving, 1. ' Noctes Medics,' &c. Francof. l6l6.
3. ' Disputatio Medica
rora Medieorum,' &c. ibid. 1630.
'
4.
Disputatio
de Morbis Substantia,' &c. Groning. 1632.
Medica Calidi iunati,' &c. ibid. 1632. 5. ' De Ossis Natura,'
&c. ibid, lb'32. 6. ' Disputatio Medico-philosophica de Formarum Origine,' ibid. 1663, &C.
FRE JUS (Geog.) the ancient Forum Julii, a small town of
France, on the coast of Provence, 30 m. S. W. Nice, and
40 N. E. Toulon. Lon. 6° 44' E. lat. 43° 25' N. It conBonatains vestiges of an amphitheatre, and an aqueduct.
parte landed here on his return from Egypt, and also on his
escape from Elba.
FREMINET, Martin (Biog.) a French painter, was born at
Henry IV appointed him
Paris in 1567, and died in I6I9.
his chief painter, and Louis XIII honoured him with the
Order of St. Michael. He painted the ceiling in the chapel
logia,'

FREINSHEMIUS,
'

;

'

A

of Fontainbleau.
(Biog.) vide Perrot.
John "(Biog.) a physician of Broughton, near
Banbury, in Oxfordshire, was born in 1616, educated at
Oxford, and died in 1657, leaving, besides some translations from Paracelsus and Glauber, some treatises, entitled

FREMONT
FRENCH,

'

The Art of Distillation,'

4to.

Lond. 1651; and 'The York-

12mo. Lond. 1652 and 1654.
de Bessy, Bernard (Biog.) a French mathematician, the cotemporary of Des Cartes, who died in 1675,
was the author of many papers in the Memoirs of the
shire Spaw,' &c.

FRENICLE,
Academy.

FRO

FRI
poet of the 17th century, was the
author of many theatrical pieces, as ' Palemon/ &c.
FRERON, EUai Catherine (Biog.) a French journalist, the
antagonist of Voltaire, and the object of the poet's ridicule,
was born at Quimper in 171.0, and died in 1757, leaving,
Miscellanies/ 3 vols.
besides his ' Annee Literaire/ 1.
2. * Les Vrais Plaisirs.' 3. ' Part of a Translation of Lucretius.'
He also left a son, named Stanislaus, otic of the
bloody heroes of the French revolution, the rival in cruelty
of Marat and Robespierre, who died in 1802.
FRESCATI (Geog.) vide Frascaii.
FRESNAY, John Vauquelin de la (Biog.) a French poet,
was born of a noble family at Fresnay, near Falaise, in
His poems were published col1534; and died in 16'06.
lectively, under the titles of ' Les diverses Poesies du Sieur
de la Fresnaye Vauquelin,' 1604 and 1612 ; besides which is
ascribed to him a poem ' Pour la Monarchic de ce Royaume/
8vo. 1570 ; and another, entitled ' L'lsraelide,' which however is supposed not to have been printed.
FRESNE, du (Biog.) vide Du Cange.
FRESXOY, Charles Alphunsus du (Biog.) a poet and painter,
was born at Paris in Kill, and died in 1665. One of his
best pieces, as a painter, is his Mars finding Lavinia sleepHe also left a Latin poem on the art of painting,
ing.
which was not published till three years after his death, in
12mo. at Paris, with the French version, and remarks of
Mons. du Piles, of which Drydcn made a prose translation
It was again translated into English
in English in 1694.
by Mr. Wills, a painter, who gave it in metre, without
rhvme ; but the best English version is that of Mr. Mason,

Frenicle, Nicholas,

a

'

the poet, in 1782.
Charles Biviere du (Biog.) a French dramatic
writer, was born at Paris in 1648, and died in 1724, leaving many dramatic pieces, which were long established on
the stage.
Siculum (Geog.) the narrow piece of water which
separates Sicily from Italy, now called the Faro di Messina,
This strait, which is remarkable
or, the Straits of Messina.
for a rapid flux and reflux of the sea, was very formidable
particularly
on account of a rock,
times,
in
ancient
to sailors
which they called Scylla, now Capo Sciglio, and a gulf or
whirlpool, which was near the Capo di Faro, and was

FRESNY,

FRETUM

called Chanjhdis.

TVide Charybdis and

Scylla~\

FREYTAG,

Frederic Gotthilf (Biog.) an historian, was
born at Schulpforten in 1723, and died in 1776', leaving,
'
1.
Rhinoceros veterum Scriptorum Monumentis Uescriptus,'
8vo. Lips. 1747. 2. Analects Literariade Libris rarioribus/
3. ' Oratorum ac Rhetorum Griecoruni,
8vo. ibid. 1750.
quibus Statute Honoris Causa posits fuerunt,' ibid. 1752.
4. * Adparatus Litterarius, ubi Libri partim antiqui, partim
5.
Specimen His1755.
rari recensentur,' 3 vols. 1752
tories Literatee,' &c.
Amadeus
Francis
military
writer of
(Biog.) a
FREZIER,
France, of Scotch extraction, and probably of the family of
the Frasers, was born at Chamberri in 1 682, and died in
His works arc, 1. Traite des Feux d'Artitice/ 8vo.
1772.
la
Mer du Sud,' 4to. 1716'.
2. 'Voyage de
1717.
' Theorie
et Pratique de la Coupe des Pierres et des
Bois," 3 vols. Mo. Ntrasburg, 1769 j an abridgment of this
Elemens de Stereotomie,' was
work, under the title of
published in 2 vols. 8vo. Paris.
'

—

'

'

.'?.

'

Germany, which received its name from
bitants the Frisii, and was distinguished

ancient inhainto West Friez-

its

which is one of the
provinces of Holland, and East Friezland, a principality ot
Westphalia, the principal town of which is Einbden.
Th>
Zuyder Zee was the principal line of demarcation between
the two districts.
East Friezland was formerly governed
by counts of its own; but the lineage becoming extinct in
1744, it became a matter of dispute between the houses of
land, or Friezland, properly so called,

Hanover and Brandenburg, but George

II not being then
support his claim, it fell to the lot of
Frederick II, king of Prussia.
FRIART (Biog.) vide Freart.
FRISCHLIN, Nicodemus (Biog.) a critic, and poet, wa?
born at Baling, in Suabia, in 1547, and died by a fall from
his prison walls, as he was attempting to make his escape
from confinement at Wirteniberg. He left a variety of
writings, the virulence of which had caused his imprisonment,
besides tragedies, comedies, elegies, translations of Latin
and Greek authors, with notes upon them, which were all
published in 4 vols. 8vo. 1598, 1607His Scholia, and
version of Callimachus, with a life of that poet, are in
Stephens's edition, 4to. 1577John (Biog.) a scholar, was born at
Westheim, in Franconia, in l6l.6, and died in 1687, leaving a number of philological dissertations, wliich were all
printed at Jena, at different times, in 4to.
FRISI, Paul (Biog.) a mathematician, was born at Milan in
1727, and died in 1787, leaving, 1. ' Disquisitio Mathematica in Causam Physicam Figura: et Magnitudinis Telluris
nostra?,' &e. Mediol. 1751. 2. ' Nova Electricitatis Theoria,'
&c. ibid. 1755.
3.
Dissertationum Variarum,' &e. Luce.
1759 and 1762, &c. 4. • De Gravitate Universali/ in three
books ; and the ' Cosmographia Physics et Mathematical
2 vols. Mediol. 1768 and 1774.
5. His ' Course of Mechanics,' for the use of the Royal School, in
17776. ' Opera Varia,' 3 vols. 4to. 1 783 ; besides various tracts
and eulogies, Cavalieros, &c.
FRISII (Geog.) the ancient inhabitants of Friezland. Tacit.
Annal. 1. 1, &c.
FRITH (Ecc.) or Fri/lh, John, a reformer, who, having
displayed more zeal than prudence in promoting the change
of religion that was going forward, was sentenced to be
burnt for his heretical notions, which sentence was executed
upon him in 1533, in the prime of life. He wrote on Purgatory and Baptism, &c. ; all which were printed in fol.
Lond. 1573, with the works of Tyndal and Barnes.
FRIZON, Peter (Biog.) a doctor of the Sorbonnc, who died
Gallia Purpurata,' fol. 1638, a history
in 16'51, published
of the French cardinals ; besides an edition of the Bible,
of Louvain, with a method of distinguishing Catholic
French translations of the Bible from the Protestant, fol.
1621.
Fuizon, Leonard, a Jesuit, and Latin poet, was born at Perigueux in 1628, and died in 1700, leaving, among his numerous works, 1. ' Sylvarum Libri IV,' l6mo. Paris. 1652.
2. ' Musa? Parthenice Libri tres,' 12mn. Paris. 1657- 3. ' Insula Fortunata, sive Insula Paris Carmen Heroicuin,' fol.

in a condition to

FRISCHMUTH,

'

'

Paris. l66().

mis,

Poemata

ditio et

4.

'

De

varia,'

nostrorum Temporum Rebus clarissi12mo. Pictav, Kit) I. 5. ' Sacra Expc-

Victoria Polonica,' 4to.

1663.
6. ' Opera
pancgyricis tribus,' &c.

Paris.

cum Orationibus

FREZZI

Poetica Libri 24,

FRIENDLY ISLES

8vo. Paris. 1675, &C.
John (Biog.) a scholar, and a printer, the
friend of Erasmus, was a native of Haminclburg, in Fran-

(Biog.) vide Foligno.
(Geog.) a group of islands in the South
Pacific Ocean, extending from Ion. 184° to 185° E. lat. 19°
to 21° S. of which Tongatalxio, the principal, was discovered
They received this name from
by Taxman, in 1642,
captain Cook, on account of their friendly treatment of
strangers; but they had at different times been named
Keppel's and Boscaweu's Islands, Howe's Islands, Feejee
Island',

and died in 1527, leaving a number of valuable
authors, printed under his care and inspection, as the works
He also formed
of Jerome, Augustin, and FJrasmus, en.
the design of printing the Greek Fathers, which was comconia,

pleted by his son

fite,

FRIEZLAND

FROBENIUS,

(Geog.) an extensive country in the north of

Jerome Frobenius, who followed

ness with equal reputation.

his busi-

FUL

FRO
FROBISHER,

Sir Martin (Hist.) an enterprising English
navigator, was born near Doncaster, in Yorkshire ; sailed
find
out
a north-west passage to China
and, after
twice to
undergoing various adventures, died of a wound he received
while making an assault on Fort Crovzon, near Brest, for
the purpov. of driving out the leaguers.
FROELICH, Erasmus (Biog.) a medallist, and antiquary,
was born at Gratz, in Stiria, in 1700, and died in 1758.
His works are, 1. Utilitas Rei Nummariae,' &c. Svo. Vindob.
2. ' Quatuor Tentamina in Re Xummaria vetere,'
1733.
Animadversiones in quosdam Nummos
3.
4to. ibid. 17374. ' Appendicular duae
veteres Urbium,' Svo. ibid. 1738.
novae ad Numismata antiqua a CI. VaiUantio edita.' Svo. ibid.
1744, reprinted at the end of ' Opusculum posthumum de
5.
Annales Compend.
Familia Vaballathi,' 4to. 1762.
Regum et Rerum Syria?,' fol. ibid. 1744. 6. ' Regum veterum Numismata,' ibid. 1753. 7- Dubia Minnisari, aliorumque Armenia! Regum Nummis et Arsacidarum Epocha,'
8. ' Diplomatorium Garstensium Emendatum,'
ibid. 1754.
Casula? S. Stephani, Regis Hun9&c. 4to. ibid. 1754.
10. 'Ad
garian vera Imago et Expositio,' 4to. ibid. 1754.
Numismata Regum veterum Anecdota aut rariora Accessio
11.
Notitia Elementaria antiquorum illorum,' &c.
nova.'
4to. ibid. 1758. To this list Saxius has added another work,
;

'

'

'

'

'

'

entitled,

•

FROILA

Specimen Archontologiffi

(Hist.) the

name

Carinthiue.'

two kings of

of

Spain.

victory over Joseph, prince of the Saracens,
in Gallieia, and killed 54,000 of the enemy.

tation as a portrait painter.

John (Biog.) a French

historian,

and poet,

;

'

of the Sun,' which was a collection of songs, partly composed by Winceslaus, duke of Brabant, and partly by himself.
John (Biog.) chancellor of the University of
Paris, was born at Angiers in 1614, and died in 1662,
leaving, among his works, 1. ' Summa totius Philosophise
Aquinatis Doctrina,' fol. Paris. 1640.
e D. Thoma?
2. ' Thomas a Kempis Vindicatus/ &c. 8vo. Paris. 1641.
3. ' Ivonis Carnotensis Episcopi Opera,' fol.
Paris. 1647Dissertatio Philologica de Virginitate honorata,' &c.
4.
5. ' Antitheses Augustini et Calvini,' l6mo.
ibid. 1651.
6. ' Kalendarum Romanum,'
ibid. 16'51.
taken from an
ancient MS. and illustrated by a preface, &c. 8vo. ibid.
1652 ; besides several epistles and tracts, &c. His own life
was published, under the title of ' Joan. Frontonis Memoria

FRONTEAU,

'

Amicos Virosque

clarissimos Encomiis celebrata.'

FRONTINUS,

Sextus Julius 'Hist.) a Roman consul, and
first century, was in favour
with Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, Nerva, and Trajan, under
whom he commanded the Roman armies in England, and
elsewhere, with great success, and honour to himself.
He
was Curator of the Aqueducts under Nerva, which occa;'
sioned him to write ' De Aquaeductibus Urbis Roma?
besides which, he wrote * Stratagematum tres Libros ;' also
'

flourished in the

De Limitibus,' which are still exAgraria,' and
and have been often printed separately ; but were

De Re
VOL.

I.

'

(Biog.) vide Frith.
(Biog.) or Fuchs,

FUCHSIUS

'

tant,

•

FRYTH

at

who

Philip Frowde, a loyal officer in king Charles's army,
died in 1738, leaving several Latin pieces, inserted in the
Musa? Anglicans ;' besides two tragedies, namely, ' The
Fall of Saguntum,' and Philotas.'
FRUGONT, Charles Innocent (Biog.) an Italian poet, was
born of a noble family at Genoa, and died in I768.
His
works, consisting of poems and songs, were published at
Parma, in 10 vols. 8vo. 1779St. (Ecc) usually styled the Apostle of
Ethiopia, on account of his having first introduced Christianity into that country, is supposed to have died about 3G0,
after having been created by Athanasius first bishop of the
Indians. The Abyssinians honour him as the apostle of the
sir

(Biog.) an artist of Ireland, was born in
1710, and died in 17b'-', after having obtained a good repu-

Valenciennes about 1337, and died about 1401,
His principal work, which
or, according to some, in 1410.
Froissart's Chronicles,' has
is well known by the name of
English
familiar
to
the
ear by Mr. Johnes
been rendered
translatione ; previous to which, the best edition of the
besides which he
Chronicles was that in 4 vols. fol. 15.59
Meliador, or the Knight
left a sort of romance, entitled,

writer,

FROWDE,

Axumites.

only 14 months.

disertis per

;

FRYE, Thomas

The effigies of this and the following king
are given as in the annexed figures.
Froila II, seized the kingdom from his
nephew, Ordogno I, in 923, and reigned

was born

FRONTON

FRUMENTIUS,

Froila, son of Alphonsus I, begun to reign
over Oviedo, Leo, and the Asturias, in 759,
and was killed by his third brother, Aurelius, in 768, after having obtained a great

FROISSART,

published together in a neat edition, Amst. 1661, with
notes by Robertus Reuchenius, who has subjoined fragments
The
of other works of Frontinus, which are now lost.
edition of Oudendorp, Svo. Lugd. Bat. 1779> is reckoned
the best.
He was succeeded in the office of Augur by Pliny
the Younger, who makes honourable mention of him.
FRONTO, Marcus Cornelius (Biog.) preceptor of M. Antoninus, by whom he was highly esteemed.
None of his
works are extant, though they are mentioned with high
commendations by Macrobius, St. Jerome, and others.
le Due (Biog.)
in Latin Frouto Ducceus, a
Jesuit, was born at Bourdeaux in 155S, and died in 1624.
He published notes and corrections both on the text and the
translations of many of the Greek and Latin Fathers, parAlexandrinus, St. Gregory Nysticularly St. Clemens
but
sene, Basil, St. Gregory de Nazianzen, Zonaras, &c.
his principal work is his edition of St. Chrysostom, 6 vols.
fol. Paris, 1609, 1(324.
Philip (Biog.) an English poet, and grandson of

'

Leonard, a German physician and botanist, was born at Wempding, in Bavaria, in
His principal work is his ' His1501, and died in 1566.
toria Plantarum,' fol. Basil. 1542
a German edition of
which appeared the following year ; and translations of this
;

work

are

common throughout Europe.

FUCINUS

(Geog.) a lake of Italy, now Celano, in the
country of the Marsi, at the N. of the Liris, which was
attempted to be drained by Caesar, and afterwards by Claudius'
J'irg. JEn. 1. 7;
Plin. 1. 36; Tacit. Annal. ; Dio,
1. 60;
Sueion. in Claud.
FUESSLI (Biog.) or Fussli, John Gaspard, a Swiss artist,
was born at Zurich in 1706", and died in 1782, leaving,
1. ' The Lives of the Artists of Switzerland,' 5 vols. 1769,
1779. 2. Catalogue Raisonne' of the best engravings, 1770.
'

[Vide Plate
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FUFFETUS,

Meitius (Hist.) an Alban Dictator, who, for
Romans, was ordered to be torn in pieces
by four carriages, to which he was tied, which were drawn
different ways.
Lie. 1. 1 ; Virg. JEn. 1. 8.
FULBECK, William (Biog.) an English writer, was born at
Lincoln in 1560, educated at Oxford, and studied at Gray's
Inn, but the exact time of his death is not known.
His
works are, 1. ' Christian Ethics,' Svo. Lond. 1587. 2. 'An
Historical Collection of the continual Factions, Tumults, and
Massacres of the Romans, before the peaceable Empire of
his treachery to the

A

3. '
1600, 4to. 16'01.
DirecStudy of the Law,' 8vo. ibid.
16'00; afterwards published under the title of the ' Civil,
Canon, and the Common Law,' ibid. 1618. 4. ' The Pandects of the Laws of Nations, or the Discourses of the
Matters in Law, wherein the Nations of the World do
agree,' 4to. ibid. 1 602.
(Ecc.) bishop of Chartres, succeeded Rudolphe

Augustus

Caesar,' 8vo. ibid.

tion, or preparative

FILBERT
4

N

to the

FUL

FUL

1007, and died in 1028, or 1029, leaving the
reputation, DO) only of distinguished sanctity, but also of
great learning, to the revival of which he greatly contributed.
His works, which were printed in 16'08, consist of
letters, sermons, and some smaller pieces in prose and verse.
Gul. tie Maknsh. 1. 2 ; Alber. in Chron. ; St. Marthe, Tri-

in that see in

themins,

dye.

F LLC I NIL'S, Trio

(Hist.) an informer,

self notorious in the reign of Tiberius,

who
and

rendered himat length was

ruined by the charges brought against himself.
Tacit.
Annul. 1. 2.
(Biog.) a Latin poet in the reign of Henry I of
France, who was born at Beauvais. was the author of
several pieces, much esteemed in that day.
FULGENTIUS, St. (Ecc.) bishop of Ruspe, in Africa, was
born at Lepta, in Byzacene, in 463, or 467, and died in
529, or 533, after having retired into solitude, and made
himself illustrious by his sanctity.
His works, or as many
of them as are extant, consisting of di etrinal treatises and
some epistles, have often been printed, but the last and best
edition is that in 4 to. Paris, 1684.
5. Isidor. c. 14;
Baro/iins, Bel/armin, 8fC.
Sigeb. c. 18
I-'cLGENTirs, Pin mimics, whom some have confounded with
the preceding, flourished about 520,
nd was, as is said,
bishop of Carthage.
He was the author of three books of
Mythology, addressed to one Catus, a priest. They were
fast published by Jo. Baptist Pius, in foL Mediol. 1498 ; and
since reprinted by Jerome Commelini, with the other
mythologists in 1599There is likewise a treatise by him,
' De Prisco Sermone ad C'halcidium,'
published by Hadrian
Junius at Antwerp, 1655, along with Nonnius and Mareellinus, and afterwards reprinted with the ' Auctores LinguaLatins,' Paris. 1586, and elsewhere.
(Geog.) a town of Umbria, now FoUgno, tie
inhabitants of which were called Fulginates.
l'lin. 1. 1,
Clin: Ital. Ant.
&C.
(Myth.) a goddess at Rome, who presided over
lightning.
Aug. de Cvo. Dei. 1. 6.
FLT.GOSO, Baptist (Hist.) vide Fregoso.
FULKE, William (Biog.) an English divine, and master of
Pembroke Hall, was born in London, and educated in
St. John's College, Cambridge, of which he was chosen
fellow in 1501, and died in 1589, leaving many works of a

FULCOIUS

;

'

FULGINUM
;

FULGORA

War,'

Cambridge,

1640; and a third edition in 1647.
' Good Thoughts in bad Times
and The first Fruits of
the Exeter Press,' published in 1645; and ' Good Thoughts
in worse Times,' published in 16'47They were published
together in 1665. and again recently at Oxford.
4. ' Pisgah-Sight of Palestine and the Confines thereof,' See. fol.
fol.

3.

'

;

'

1650.
5. ' Abel Redivivns,' a collection of lives, 4to. 1651.
' The
Church History of Great Britain, from the Birth
of Jesus Christ to the Year 1648/ to which are subjoined
the ' History
f the University of Cambridge since the
Conquest,' and,
The History of Waltham Abbey, in Essex,
founded by King Harold,' fol. 1656. 7. ' Historv of the
Worthies of England,' fol. 1 66*2.
8.
Mixt Contemplations
in better Times,' 1660.
The Speech of Birds, also of
9Flowers, partly Moral, partly Mystical,' 8vo. 1660; besides
some other tracts, and some sermons suited to the times.
6.

1

'

'

'

[Vide Plate
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Fuller,

Isaac, an English painter of some note in the reign
of Charles II, by whose pencil was executed the altar-piece
of Magdalen College, Oxford
the portrait of an hostler at
the Greyhound Inn, near Magdalen College; an altar-cloth
at Wadham College, and many other pieces at Oxford ; besides live large pieces, representing the circumstances of
king Charles' escape. He is said to have died in 1672.
Fuller, Thomas, an English physician, was born in 1654,
educated at Queen's College, Cambridge, and died in 1734.
He wrote, 1. Pharmacopoeia F.xtemporanea,' 8vo. 1702,
'
and 1714.
2.
Pharmacopoeia Bateana,' 12mo. 1718.
3. ' Pharmacopoeia Domestica,' 8vo. 1728.
4.
Introduetio
ad Prudentiam,' &C. 12mo. 1727; to which may be added
a second part, published in 12mo. 1731.
5.
Of Eruptive
bevels, Measles, and Small Pox
besides another work,
entitled,
Mcdicina Gymnastica,' published in 1704, and
attributed to him, which, however, is said to have been
written by a Francis Fuller, of St. John's College, Cambridge.
FULLO, Peter (Ecc.) so called from the trade of a fuller,
which he followed in his monastic state, intruded himself'
into the see of Antioch, and, after being deposed more than
once, he was at length fixed in this post in 482, by the favour
of the emperor Zeno. He was a great innovator, and, by the
bitterness of his opposition to the council of Chalcedon, he
drew down upon himself the condemnation of the Christian
He died in 186, hut the divisions and contests of
Church.
which he had bei n lie cause did not die with him.
William (Biog.) an English antiquary, was born
al Penhurst, in Kent, in 1632, and died in 1 688, leaving.
1. 'Academic Oxoniensis N'otitia.' 4to. Oxon.
1665; reprinted at London in ]6'75, with additions and corrections
from Wood's Latin History. 2.
Appendix to the Life of
Edmund Stanton,' See. Lond. 11)73. 3. ' Corrections and
Observations on the first part of
Burnet's Historv of the
if!
rraation;' besides the edition of what are called tin
Works of Charles I,' with his notes, and his edition of
laniiiiond's works.
FULVIA, gens (His/.) a Roman family which, though ple;

'

'

'

;

'

'

controversial cast, of which the principal is his Commentary
on the Rheims' Bible, printed in 1580, and reprinted in FULMAN,
1601, with this title,
The Text of the New Testament of
Jesus Christ, translated out of the Vulgar Latin, by the
Papists of the traiterous seminary at Rhemesj' &c. which
was published again in fob l(il7, and 1 ()','!.;.
FULLER, Nicholas (Biog.) an English divine and critic, was
born at Southampton in 1557, and died in 1 622, having,
' Miscellanea
1.
Theologioa,' 8vo. Heidelberg. 1612, and
in 4to. Oxon. Kil6, Lond. 16172. ' Miscellanea Sacra,'
two more books. ItO, I.ugd. Bat. and Argentor. 1650 all
which miscellanies are printed in the 9th volume of the
It was said to
Critici Sacri,' and dispersed throughout Pool's Synopsis.
beian, rose to great distinction ill the state.
In the Bodleian library at Oxford is a MS. of his, entitled,
have taken its origin from the Tuseulan Hercules, and was
r!i\idcd into the branches of the N'obiliones Pieteni, the
An Exposition of Rabbi Mordecai Nathan's Hebrew Roots,'
with notes upon it, and a 'Lexicon,' which he intended to
[Vide FulviusJ
entinnali, the I'lacci. Curvi, &c.
publish with it.
F'n.viA, gens (Xnmis.) medals or coins are extant of the
Fullkk, Thomas, an historian and divine, son of the Rev.
three branches of this family above-mentioned, as may he
Thomas Fuller, minister of St. Peter's, in Aldvvinkle, in
nanielv, CN. FULVI. CN.
harnt from their inscriptions
Northamptonshire, was born there in 1608, educated al
MAX.
AL.: i. e. C»«/.v Fulvius,
CN.
Queen's College, Cambridge, took his degrees of A. 1!. and
i'nei. l-'ilins, Cnei Se/ios. yia.rimiis Ccnliimaliis.
NOBIA. M. in 1624 and 1628, and. after keeping himself true to
LM)|{
and on the reverse, M. FULVI. M. I". ; i. e. Marhis king in the midst of rebellion and puritanism, he died in
cus Vnlrins, Marri I'i/ins.
FLACCLS on the reverse,
\1. CLAUD. M. F. MARCEL. Q. FULVI. M. F. P.; i.e.
l66l, in the moment ol his preferment, which, had he lived
a twelvemonth longer, would have advanced him to a
Marcus Claudius, Marcs' Filius Marcellus, Quintus Fulvius,
I lis works
1. A work of a poetical
arc,
kind.
d\c.
buhopric.
The ordinary types on these coins are a head of Rome
entitled,
David's heinous Sin, heartie Repentaunce, and
a triumphal chariot, with
Bleated
a Victory in a chariot
2. r History ol the Holy
a Victory crowning the person who is in it; the Dioscuri
heavie Punishment,' 8vo. 1681.
I

'

'

'

1

;

I

'

'

I

;

v

1

CENTUM

—

—

;

;

'

|

I

;

.

FUN

FUR

sometimes the simpulum, lituus,
and other sacred utensils, emblematical of the priest's office,
Gok. Fust.; Fail/ant. et Morcll. Famil. tyc.
&c.
Fulvta {Hist.) an ambitious woman, the wife of Mark
Anthony, who, finding all her intrigues to fail, and herself
neglected by her husband, died A. C. about 40.
Patera
1. 2;
Plut. in Cic. et Anton. ; Flor. 1. 4.
Fulvia, Marcia, the second wife of Titus, from whom he was
riding with their spears

;

Fulvia,

Plautilla, vide Plautilla.
L. (Hist.) a consul, U. C. 432, A. C.
322, obtained a triumph over the Samnites, whom he after-

FULVIUS CURVUS,

totally defeated.

Fulvius Maximus Centumalus, Cn.

a consul, U. C. 456,
A. C. 298, with L. Cornelius Scipio, defeated the Samnites,
over whom he obtained a triumph, and afterwards gained
considerable victories over the Illvrians and others.
Fulvius, M. second son of M. Fulvius Curvus, and brother
of the preceding, obtained the consulship, U. C. 455, A. C.
He
29.0, and was colleague with T. Manlius Torquatus.

took by surprize the city of Nequinum, in Umbria.
Fulvius Maximus, Cn. nephew of the preceding, was dictator, U. C. 490, A. C. 264, and reduced Corsica, defeated
the Illvrians, and obtained other victories.

Fulvius Flaccus, M. a consul, and colleague with Appius
Caudex, U. C. 4y0, A. C. 264, was a victorious general
during, and after, his consulship.
Set: a consul, and colleague with JEmilius Paulus, who, after having obtained many advantages
over the Carthaginians, perished in a shipwreck with nearly

Fulvius Nobilior,

200

vessels.

F'ulvius Flaccus, Q. one of the most celebrated commanders
in his time, was four times consul, namely, U. C. 517,
A. C. 237, and U. C. 530, 542, and 545, during which
time he obtained victories over the Gauls, and the inhabitants of Milan and Boulogne.
Fulvius Flaccus, Q. son of the preceding, strangled himself
after having obtained a triumph over the Celtiberi, U. C.
lav. 1. 38, &c.
574, A. C. ISO.
Fulvius Nobilior, M. grandson of the preceding, and a
consul, U. C. 561, distinguished himself in Spain, and
afterwards, in his second consulship, by taking Ambracia,
and subduing the JEtolians, over whom he obtained a
triumph.
Ctc. pro Muren. c. 16; Liv. 1. 33.
Fulvius Nobilior, Q. his son, a consul, and colleague with
Titus Amuus Luscus, undertook the war against the Celtiberi.

Cic. Brut.

c.

CO

lation.

FURETIERE,

Anthony (Biog.) a lawyer, was born at Paris
and died in 1688, leaving a ' Dicrionnaire univerde la Langue Francoise,' which was published after

in 1620,
sellc

death, the best edition being printed in I69O.
This
as the foundation of the ' Dicrionnaire de Trevoux,' by which name it was afterwards better known.
his

work served

afterwards divorced.

wards

and afterwards completely at Wittcmburg, fol. 1570,
with some other tracts, &c.
He also left a Commentary on
Daniel's Seventy weeks, in German, and one on the Reve-

times,

;

JJv.

1.

40.

Fulvius Flaccus, Cn. was banished
himself well against Annibal.

Liv.

for not
1.

having acquitted

26.

Fulvius Flaccus, M.

a consul,
U. C. 629, A. C. 125,
defeated the Ligurians, was killed by the consul Opiniius
for his seditious behaviour in aiding the Gracchi, and his
house was levelled to the ground.
Cic. pro Dom. c. 48 ;

FURIA,

gens (Hisl.) the name of a family which migrated
from Medullia to Rome in the time of Romulus, was divided
into patricians and plebeians, and distinguished by the sur-

names of Aculeo,

Bibaculus, Crassipes, Camillus, Lusci,
Purpureo, and Medullinus.
The most
illustrious branch of this family was that of the Camilli.
QVide Camillas^
Fi kia. gens (Numis.) medals, or coins, are extant of the Purpureones, Crassipidcs, Phili, and Camilli, of this family, as
may be learnt from the inscriptions: PUR. L. PURPacilus,

Philus,

—

—

PUREON.— P. FOURIUS.— CRASSIPE.— P. FURIUS.
F. CAMILLUS.— P. FURIUS. CN. F. PHILUS,

—P.

&c.
The types on these coins are either the ordinary figure
of Roma helmeted, or a Victory in a
head of Ceres, or a curule chair,
for a curule a?dile, a head of Jupiter Capitolinus, &c. ; but one medal bears on the
obverse, as in the annexed cut, the figure
of Roma helmeted and habited in the stola,
bearing in her left a spear, and with her
right crowning a trophy, at the bottom of
which are the two gallic shields, to commemorate the
victory of this Furius Philus over the Gauls, U. C. 530.
(Myth.) Furies, the daughters of Nox and Acheron,
of whom there were said to be three, namely, Alecto, Tisephone, and Megara, which were called Dirce in heaven,
Eumenides in the lower regions, and Furiee on earth. Thev
were supposed to be the ministers of the vengeance of the
gods, and therefore appeared stern and inexorable.
fVide
chariot, a

FURLE

Eumenidcf}
Furi.e (Numis.) these

deities are represented

on medals, mostly as in the annexed figure
the middle one bearing a torch in both
hands; that on the right, a serpent in one
hand, and a key in the other ; that on the
left, a scourge in one hand, and a dagger in
the other.
Spank. Dissertat. cle Prccstant.
Sfc. ; See. Set. Numis.
FURIET1T, Joseph Alexander (Fee.) an Italian cardinal and
antiquary, was born of a noble family of Bergamo in 1685,
created a cardinal by Clement XIII in 1759, and died in
1764, leaving ' De Musivis vel pictoris Mosaics artis
;

Rom. 1752. He likewise collected and pubworks of Gaspar Barziza, of Bergamo, and of his
son Guiniforte, in 4to. 1723, with a preface and a life; also
a fine edition of the poems of Fontana.
(Myth.) the goddess of robbers, worshipped at
Rome. Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 3 ; Varro, de Lett. Ling. I. 5 ;
Plut. in Tib. el C. Gracch. ; Fesl. de Ferb. Sign.
FURIUS (Hist.) vide Camillus.
Furius (Numis.) vide Furia, gens.
Furius, Antias (Biog.) an ancient Latin poet, mentioned by
of Fra< tonus, in 2 vols. 4to. 1739Aulus Gellius, and Macrobius, who is said to have written
FUNCCIUS (Biog.) or Fund: Joint Nicholas, a critic, was
annals, &c.
Only 17 verses of his poetry are extant, and
born at M, rpurg in 1693, and died in 1778.
His treatises,
inserted in the ' Corpus Poetarum Latinorum,' fol. Tom. II.
'
' De
Dc Pueritia Latins Furius, Bibaculus, M. a Latin poet of Cremona, whose
Origine Latinae Linguse,' and
Linguae,' were published in 1720.
works have been confounded with those of the preceding.
(Hist.) Funeceius, or Funecius, John, was born at
Macrob. 1. 6 ; Foss. de Poet. c. 1
Werden, near Nuremburg, and, being convicted in some Furius, Frederick, surnamed Curiolanus, a native of VaHe wrote
treasonable practises he was beheaded in 1566.
lentia, in Spain, who died in 1592, was the author of,
a Chronolo: ', from Adam to 1560, published at separate'
1.
Bononia, sive de Libris Sacris in vernaculam Linguam
4 N 2
Phtt. in

Grace: Appinn.

in Bell. Civ.

1.

1.

Fulvius, a Roman senator, intimate with Augustus, who,
having disclosed the emperor's secrets to his wife, and she to
the other matrons of Rome, they both hanged themselves to
avoid thi resentment of Augustus.
FUMANI Biog.) or Fumanus, Adam, a scholar and Latin
poet of V( rona, who died in 1587, was the author of several
Latin poems, the chief of which was a system of Logic in
verse, wl ich were all published at Padua, with the works

origine,' 4to.

lished the

FURINA

I

FUNCH

'

FUZ

FUS
eonvertendis,'

&c. 8vo.

Basil,

I55(i.

2.

'

shared with him by Guttemberg, and Schaefler.
Guttemberg has the credit of having first employed moveable metal types at Strasburg, before he removed to Mentz,
in 1444; and Schaeffer is generally considered to have invented the method of casting the metal types in 1452.
The
very earliest attempt, however, at exercising this art, is

of which

Del Conseio y

which was much esteemed, and twice translated
and 1603.
FURSTEMBERG, Ferdinand de (Etc.) a prelate, descended
Westphalia, was born in 1620, raised
in
&om a noble family
to the see of Paderborn in l66l, and died in 1683, leaving
Cunseicio,'

into Latin, 8vo. 1()18,

among

his

publications,

1.

*

Monumenta

to Laurence Koster, at Haerlaem, who is said to
have first conceived the art of cutting wooden blocks for this
purpose in 1430, which he immediately improved by substituting wooden types.
It is not so easy to determine the
share which Fust had in this invention, but he is known to
have employed his capital in the exercise of the art. The

ascribed

Paderbornensia.'

Septem Virorum illustrium Poemata,' to which he added
some poems of his own, printed at Rome by himself, and

2.

'

afterwards reprinted
king of France.

at

the

Louvre, at the expense of the

(Biog.~) a physician, was born
Herforden, in Westphalia, in 1088, and died in 175(5,
leaving several medical works, the most important of which
Desiderata Medica,' which was frequently rewas his

FURSTENAU,

John Herman

second printed book, that bears a date entitled
Durandi
Rationale divinorum Ofhciorum,' was printed by Faust and
Schaeffer in 1459; tne
Catholicon followed in 1460.
FUZELIER, Lewis (Biog.) a dramatic writer of Paris, who
died in 1752, was the author of many theatrical pieces, as
Momus Fabuliste,' a comedy, Les Ages,' ' Les Amours
des Dieux,' and other operas, &c.
He also conducted the
Mercure Francois,' with M. de Brucre.
Journal entitled
'

at

'

'

printed.

FUSSL1

(Biog.) vide Fuessli.
(Biog) or Faust, John, a goldsmith of Mentz, who
died of the plague at Paris, as is supposed, in 1 466', is con-idcred as one of the first inventors of printing, the honour

FUST

END OF
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